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Publisher's Note

The noble Qur'an is the greatest blessing of Allah on earth. Hence, it is our

duty to constantly endeavour to recite it, to peruse it, to understand it and to act

on it. The consequence of weakening our link with it and of neglecting it is clear

as daylight before us in the disgrace that is the lot of the Muslims. We have no

way of success and prosperity in this world and the next other than
strengthening our link with the noble Qur'an.

Mawlana Mufti Muhammad Ashiq Ilahi Bulandshahri -a* Jji^j had
compiled an exegesis of the Qur'an entitled "Anwar-ul-Bayan" in the concluding

years of his life. Allah enabled him to achieve it with distinction. His life

throughout was a model of simplicity and sincerity. He was busy with the pen
always working on something productive to the Muslim ummah. This fact is

borne out by a plethora of his works on a number of subjects on Islam. It is his

sincerity of devotion that gained universal approval of all his works and he gave

a general permission to everyone to publish any of his works.

When I went for Umrah nine years ago, I had the opportunity to renew my
old acquaintance with him when the exegesis in Urdu was in finishing stages. He
asked me to publish its English translation. Coming as this instruction was
during my visit to the Harmayn, I had no hesitation to assent to the Mawlana 's

instructions. Here in Madinah Munawwarah, the Mawlana himself pays
attention to me! He offered to speak to the translator in South Africa tg get me
the rights of publication. Within a few days he informed me that he had spoken

to the translator and advised me to contact him myself, giving me his name and
address - Mufti Husayn Ilyas with whom I have an old friendship and who had
already kindly given me in writing an authority to publish his all works and
translations, accordingly. I had published many of his books in Pakistan before

everyone else.

In fact, in a telephonic conversation, he was generous to offer me the

composition of the exegesis on the CD and made some attempts to send them
later, we met during Hajj, three years ago, in Makkah. This was a chance meeting

in which I reminded him of the CD's but preoccupations put the matter in

abeyance again, Nevertheless. Allah's favour enabled us to commence the work.

During the stages of publication, we realise that there are in the exegesis, words
of Islamic terminology that are left unexplained. Though those who are

conversant with the Arabic and Urdu languages will understood these words yet

our readers who know only English would find it different to decipher them. So,

a revision of the entire work was undertaken and while the terminology was
retained an explanatory meaning was appended based on the English translation

of "Ma'ariful Qur'an" compiled by Mufti Muhammad Shafi ^ «jji ^> Apart from
this, the translation has not been tampered with.



Al-Hamdulillah - praise belongs to Allah! We at Darul-Ishaat are delighted

to publish it. This is a great good fortune for us. May Allah approve our effort.

Aameen! We have tried our best to make this edition worthy of benefit to our

readers. We have included a glossary and an indexs as an added advantage to

our readers.

The Arabic text chosen for this valuable exegesis is the one universally

acclaimed by the readers of English language. The composition of the exegesis

itself is of an outstanding standard and is very beautiful. Great pains have been

taken to correct proofreading and to select appropriate paper. Attention ensure

rms been paid to printing and beautiful binding. Relative to comparable
publications in the market, our price is very reasonable.

It is my humble request to readers to remember me in their prayers and my
parents, family members. May Allah enable us to be sincere in our efforts and

forgive us our lapses in this work and cause us to rectify them. Aameen!
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(1) In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful. (2) All praise is only

for Allah, the Lord of the universe, (3) The Beneficent, the Most Merciful, (4)

Master of the Day of Retribution. (5) Only You do we worship, and only You do

we ask for help. (6) Guide us upon the straight path, (7) The path of those whom
You have favoured, not the path of those who have incurred Your wrath, nor

those who have gone astray.

THE NAMES AND VIRTUES OF SURAH AI-FATIHAH.

Some commentators are of the opinion that Surah Al-Fatihah was revealed

in Makkah. Others say that it was revealed in Madinah, while a third group

maintain that it was revealed twice — once in Makkah, and again in Madinah.

Of the many names attributed to this Surah, the most famous is that of Al-

Fatihah. The tafsir, "Al Itqan" reports as many as 25 names for this Surah. Some
of these names are as follows:

fflj Fatihahtul Kitab (The Opening of the Book).

ffl Fatihahtul Qur'an (The Introduction of the Qur'dn).

£Q Ummul Kitab (The Mother of the Book).

13 Ummul Qur'an (The Mother of the Qur'an)

CI As Sab 'ul Mathani (The Seven Oft-Repeated Verses).

£Q Surahtul Mathani (The Chapter of Supplication).
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COS Surahtus Suwdl (The Chapter of Entreaty).

CO) Surahtul Hamd (The Chapter of Praise).

£0 Surahtush Shukr (The Chapter of Gratitude).

Allah mentions Surah Al-Fatihah in verse 87 of Surah Hijr, "Verily We have

granted you seven verses that are often repeated, and the glorious Qur'an."

Imam Bukhari U^ & <^j writes (v.2, p.642) that Surah Al-Fatihah is called

Ummul Kitab because it is written at the beginning of all manuscripts of the

Qur'an and because salah begins with its recitation. A great virtue of this Surah

is that it is recited in all rakah of Salah.

Bukhari (v. 2, p.642) reports that the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up <&i J^> said that

Surah Al-Fatihah is the greatest Surah in the Qur'an.

Tirmidhi reports that the Holy Prophet jJL-j U* &\ J^> said, "By Allah! Such a

Surah (Al-Fatihah) has not been revealed in the Torah, nor in the Injil, nor in the

Zabur, nor in the Qur'an/

The Mustadrak of Hakim reports that the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ^i jl* called

Surah Al-Fatihah the best of the Qur'an. [Durrul Manthur, v.l, p.5]

Certain Ahadith have mentioned that Surah Al-Fatihah is equivalent to two

thirds of the Qur'an. [Ibid]

Sayyidina Abu Umamah v* ^ ^j reports from the Holy Prophet U* & J^
^j that only four things were revealed from the treasures that lie beneath

Allah's Throne. These are (1) Ummul Kitab, (2) Ayatul Kursi, (3) the concluding

verses of Surah Al-Baqarah, (4) Surah Kauthar. [Ibid]

Sayyidina Mujahid Up &\ <j*j narrates that the accursed Iblis cried on the

following four occasions:

CQj When Surah Al-Fatihah was revealed.

ffll When Allah declared him to be accursed.

ffll When he was banished to the earth.

£Q When the Holy Prophet r
l-j <~i* i» ^ was commissioned.

Muslim {v.l, p.271) reports that Jibrll fMJ\ a> was once sitting with the Holy

Prophet jJL-j Up iui ju, when a thunderous sound was heard from the sky.

Looking towards the sky, Jibril fiLJ\ U* said that a door of the heavens was
opened, which was never opened before.

When an angel descended from it, Jibril ^LJ\ u* said that this angel has

never descended to earth before. The angel came to the Holy Prophet U* & J^>
pl-j and said, "Listen to the glad tidings that two celestial lights will be revealed

to you, which have never been granted to any other Prophet before you: (1)

Fatihahtul Kitab and (2) the concluding verses of Surah Al-Baqarah. Allah will

certainly fulfil the request made when reciting these verses." (These are both

Du'as, and will be accepted because Allah has Himself advised them.)

The tafsir Ttqan" mentions that Surah Al-Fatihah is a collection of all the
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themes contained in the Qur'an, thereby serving as an introduction for them all.

This is so because all previous religions (Dins) and the Qur'an contain, the four

fundamental sciences:

I. The science of principles. This comprises of the following three aspects:

CO Understanding the attributes ofAllah, which are mentioned in the first two

verses of Surah Al-Fatihah.

SB Prophethood, which is alluded to in the verse "The path of those whom You

havefavoured."

03 Judgment day, which is referred to in the verse "Master of the Day of

Retribution."

II. The science of worship. This is referred to in the verse "Only You do we
worship/

III. The science of patronage i.e. rhaking oneself subservient to the

injunctions of the Shari'ah. This is contained in the verses 'only you do we
ask for help" and "Guide us upon the straight path/

IV. The science of narratives which relates to the incidents of previous

nations. The purpose is to gain lessons from their experiences, leading

people to emulate the good folk and to discard the behaviour of the evil folk

This purpose is contained in the verse 'The path of those whom You have

favoured, not the path of those who have incurred Your wrath, nor those

who have gone astray." [verse 6]

Muslim (v.l, p. 170) has reported from the Holy Prophet ^JL-j -uLp &\ ^U that

Allah says, "I have divided the Salah (i.e. one of the most important aspects of

Salah) in half between My slave and Myself. My slave shall receive whatever he -

asks for. When he recites, "All praise is onlyfor Allah, the Lord of the universe/ 1 say,

"My slave has praised Me."

"When he recites, "The Beneficent, the Most Merciful," I say, "My slave has

lauded Me." When he recites, "Master of the Day of Retribution ," I say, "My
slave has glorified Me." When he recites, "Only You do we worship, and only

you do we ask for help," Allah says, "This is between My slave and Me. My slave

shall have what he asks for." This means that the person has acknowledged the

fact that he should worship only Allah. He has thus made himself worthy of

attaining Allah's mercy and forgiveness by absolving himself from Polytheism.

He has also understood and announces that help must be sought only from

Allah.

Thereafter, when the person in Salah recites, "Guide us upon the straight

path, the path of those whom You have favoured, not the path of those who have

incurred Your wrath, nor those who have gone astray, " Allah says, "This is for

My slave. He shall receive whatever he asks for."

RECITATION OF THE TA'AWWUDH AND TASMIYYAH.

Whenever a person commences with the recitation of the Qur'an, he must
recite, "A'udhu Billahi Minash Shaytan Mr Rajim" ("I seek refuge with Allah from
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Satan/ Devil (Shaytan), the accursed/
7

) This phrase is referred to as the

Ta'awwudh). Allah says in Surah Nahl, "When you recite the Qur'an, seek refuge

with Allah from Satan /Devil (Shaytan), the accursed/'

After reciting the Ta'awwudh, one should recite the Tasmiyyah i.e.

"Bismillah hir Rahman nir Rahim." Whenever a person wants to occupy a home, he

must first rid the home of harmful influences, only then can he decorate the

house and make it liveable. In a similar manner, a person has first to remove the

evil influences of Satan/ Devil (Shaytan) from his heart before reciting the Qur'an.

It is for this reason that he recites "A'udhu Billahi Minash Shaytan Nir Rajim."

Thereafter, he decorates his heart with Allah's name when he recites "Bismillah

Hir Rahman nir Rahim"

.

"Bismillah hir Rahman nir Rahim" should also be recited before reciting all

Surahs of the Qur'an, with the exception of Surah Bara'ah, where the Tasmiyyah

will not be recited after completing Surah Anfal and commencing Surah Bara'ah

(Surah Tawbsah) (the details of this will be mentioned in the exegesis of Surah

Bara'ah, Insha Allah).

According to Imam Abu Hanifah Up &\ i^j, the Tasmiyyah is actually a verse

of the Qur'an, which was revealed to separate the various Surahs. However, it

does not form part of these Surahs. It is only a part of Surah Naml, which

includes the actual words "Bismillah Hir Rahman nir Rahim" in the second bowing

(ruku).

Since the entire Ummah is unanimous about the fact that Surah Al-Fatihah

consists of seven verses, certain Scholars (Ulama) [like Imam Shafi'i U* & i^j] say

that 'Bismillah hir Rahman nir Rahim" forms the first of these seven verses.

According to other Ulama (like Imam Abu Hanifah U* & <^j), the seventh verse

of Surah Al-Fatihah is "Not the path of those who have incurred Your wrath, nor those

who have gone astray. " [Ma'alimut Tanzeel v.I, p.39]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar <up it ^j reports that the Holy Prophet & JU
^j Up did not know when a Surah ends till "Bismillah hir Rahman nir Rahim"

was revealed. When it was revealed, the Holy Prophet jJL- 3
Up &\ JU knew exactly

when a Surah terminated. [Durrul Manthur, v.I, p7]

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" reports that the appearance of the Tasmiyyah before

every Surah is to teach man that he should recite it every time he begins a

Surah. This forms part of the etiquette of Qur'anic recitation.

ALL PRAISE IS FOR ALLAH, THE LORD OF THE UNIVERSE

The first three verses of Surah Al-Fatihah mention some of Allah's

attributes. Since Allah possesses all these attributes and more, "All praise must

exclusively be His. These praises include All praise that has been offered, or will

be offered in this world and in the Hereafter. Even the praises lauded to others

will ultimately accrue to Allah, because He created them all and nurtured them.

The Arabic letter "Lam" used in the verse denotes that these praises are

exclusive to Allah, and they can only be attributed to Him. Therefore, even if

anyone does not praise Allah, it will not diminish His praiseworthiness in any

way.
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THE MEANING OF "LORD OF THE UNIVERSE"

The Arabic word "Rabb" refers to a master and one who nurtures [Ma'alimut

Tanzeel]. Both these meanings apply simultaneously because Allah is both the

Master and the Nurturer of the entire universe.

The Arabic word "Aalamin" (translated above as 'universe) refers to all

Allah's creation. It has been derived from the source word "Urn" (knowledge). It

has been named such because All species of creation are knowledgeable of

Allah's existence, since they are all signs of his existence. After seeing the

innumerable creations of Allah, only a fool will fail to realise that Allah is the

Creator. The declaration that Allah is the Lord of the universe dispels the belief

of many nations who worship other gods.

Sayyidina Muqatil bin Hiban U* &\ *j*j says that the universe comprises

80,000 creatures. Of these, 40,000 are on land, while the other 40,000 are marine.

Sayyidina Wahb Bin Munabbih *> ii ^ says that the creation comprises

18,000 species. However, the correct opinion is that which has been expressed by
Sayyidina Ka'b Ahbar aJLp i>i s^,. He says that the true figure of Allah's creation is

known only to Allah Himself In support of his statement, Sayyidina Ka'b & ^j
4^ quoted the verse where Allah says, "None besides Allah knows His armies."

[Ma'alimut Tanzit, v.l, p.40]

Allah has not only created the creation, but He has also arranged for their

nourishment and means of living. By means of food and drink, Allah sustains the

lives of all creatures, allowing them to grow and develop. Man is left astonished

at Allah's system of sustaining His creation. No creature is deprived of its

sustenance from Allah, even if the sustenance has to be imported from another

continent.

The attribute of nurturing included in the word 'Lord" also includes

spiritual nurturing. Allah also sustains the soul, which is the essence of life.

THE BENEFICENT, THE MOST MERCIFUL

Both the words mentioned in this verse are in the superlative sense and
share the same meaning. However, certain commentators say that the word
"Rahman" has a more intensified meaning of compassion than the word "Rahim".

While the word "Rahman" can only be used to describe Allah, the word "Rahim"

may be used to describe the creation as well. Allah's mercy and compassion are

witnessed daily, because He sustains and provides for the entire creation.

MASTER OF THE DAY OF RETRIBUTION

This refers to the Day of Qiyamah, when people will receive the rewards or

punishment for the deeds that they carry out in this world. None shall be able to

intercede without His permission on that day. Allah says in another verse, "True

sovereignty will belong to Rahman on that day." Allah also says, "No soul will be of

any avail to another All matters will be His on that day.
"

Allah will not only be the Judge on the Day of Judgment but He will be the

Master of that day. It occurs in this world that a judge passes Judgment, but he is

still bound by the laws of the state and cannot pass Judgment contrary to the
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statute. Allah will decide according to His decrees, and none can dictate to Him.

None can veto His decision, nor can an appeal be lodged against it.

Even the animals and the mighty emperors of this world will be lined up
before Allah. He will pass Judgment on to all of them, whereafter the decision

will be binding.

ONLY ALLAH CAN BE WORSHIPPED AND ONLY HE CAN COME
TO ONE'S AID.

Once a person has accepted and acknowledged Allah's attributes as

mentioned above, he cannot restrain himself from saying to Allah, "Only You do

we worship, and only You do we askfor help." Realizing this, he then beseeches Allah

to grant him what he requires most, viz. guidance to the straight path.

Although the person reciting Surah Al-Fatihah may be a single individual,

the plural form is used in this supplication (i.e. the word "we" instead of T). This

denotes that all of creation is dependent on Allah, Who is the deity of all of them,

even the Polytheists (Mushrikin) amongst them. The person reciting Surah Al-

Fatihah is therefore making the announcement on behalf of all creation.

Since Allah possesses all the necessary attributes and capabilities, only He
can truly assist any person in need. Supplicating to others for help will be

contrary to the demand of this verse. This verse negates Polytheism (shirk) in

worship, as well as Polytheism (shirk) in supplication.

THE PRAYER (DU'A) TO BE GUIDED ON THE STRAIGHT PATH
(SIRATULMUSTAQIM)

"Guide us upon the straight path." Guidance implies walking the path of the

truth. Guidance is among the things a person requires from Allah when he seeks

help from Him. Guidance is really the greatest bounty because, without it, a

person will suffer eternally in Hell even though one may have enjoyed all the

pleasures of this world.

A person may ask himself why would someone who performs his Salah and

recites the Qur'an be required to Prayer for guidance? Is he not guided already?

The reply to this is that a person is required to pray to Allah to keep one

steadfast upon the straight path until death. Therefore, with regard to such a

person, the prayer in Surah Al-Fatihah will be a supplication for steadfastness.

Allah has also advised the Believers (Mu'minin) to pray as follows: "Our Lord,

cause not our hearts to stray after You have guided us and bestow on us Your mercy, for

verily You are the Bestower. " [Surah Al Imran, verse 8]

WHO ARE THOSEWHO TREAD THE STRAIGHT PATH?

Many people claim to be following the straight path. However, Allah

describes that straight path as "The path of those whom You have favoured." In verse

69 of Surah Nisa, Allah describes who are those whom He has favoured. Allah

says, "Whoso obeys Allah and His messenger then they will be with those upon whom
Allah has favoured, from the Prophets (Anbiya), Martyrs (shuhada) and righteous

(salihin). These are indeed the best of companions." Therefore, the path treaded by

these people will be regarded as the straight path (Siratul Mustaqini).
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"....not the path of those who have incurred Your wrath, nor those who have gone

astray. " This also describes the favoured ones because they are those who refrain

from incurring Allah's wrath and who have not wandered astray.

Ibn Kathir <4* ^ *^j has reported certain narrations wherein the Holy

Prophet pJL-j Up it JU referred to the Jews as "those who have incurred Your wrath"

and the Christians as "those who have gone astray." This interpretation has also

been reported by Sayyidina Abdullah-bin Abbas ^ ^ ^j and Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Masud & ^ ^>j .

Allah says in Surah Al-Baqarah that the Jews "earned wrath upon wrath" [verse

90]

Allah says in Surah Ma'idah, "Do not follow the whims of a nation who have

strayed from before, have misled others, and have themselves strayed from the straight

path. " [verse 77]

The Jews flouted Allah's commands and opposed the truth even though

they possessed knowledge of the truth. The Christians, though they were not as

learned, regarded themselves as devout worshippers. They devised their own
acts of devotion and took to monasticism, secluding themselves in mountains

and enduring many hardships in the process. However, failing to practice

despite possessing the relevant knowledge is a serious crime. It is for this reason

that the Jews have incurred Allah's wrath.

Ibn Kathir <J^ i»\ i^j has written that in contrast to the above two nations ^he

Believers (Mu'minin) should be people who possess the relevant knowledge and

also practice upon it. He writes that although the Jews and the Christians have

both incurred Allah's wrath, and have both wandered astray, the Jews are

especially despised. On the other hand, the Christians have been specifically

termed as having strayed because of their misguided behaviour.

The mischief and rebelliousness of the Jews is discussed in detail in Surah

Al-Baqarah and other Surahs. Each incident demonstrates how they continually

and purposely invited Allah's wrath upon themselves. Therefore, the Muslims

have been advised to pray to Allah in all Salah ip save themselves from following

the ways of the Jews and the Christians. Muslims should now ponder if they are

actually averse to the ways of the Jews and Christians as they should, and if they

are closely emulating the lifestyles of the favoured servants of Allah.

In their mannerisms, attire, politics, business, lifestyles and, in fact, in all

way, Muslims ape the behaviour of the Jews and Christians. Even reputable and

righteous people ape their ways despite reciting Surah AI-Fatihah in all Rakah of

their Salah. Sages have mentioned that the qualities of the jews will enter Muslim

scholars who deviate, while the qualities of Christians will onter the lives of the

general Muslim public when they deviate. May Allah save us all. Amin.

Apart from the ways of those described as favoured", the ways of all other

people are regarded as deviant. It will therefore be necessary for all Muslims to

stay clear of them, irrespective of their political or religious status. Muslims have

been encouraged in this verse to stay aloof from the Jews and Christians because

of the danger of inclining towards them. It is necessary that the ways of the

Polytheists (Mushrikin) and atheists remain reprehensible to all Muslims.
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The description, instead of the names of these two religious factions have

been mentioned in the verse for the following two reasons:

1. To depict that deviation from the ways of the Prophets (Anbiya) f*>^J\ p+A*,

the righteous and the martyrs will lead one astray and earn Allah 's wrath.

2. To illustrate that emulating the ways of others like the Jews and the

Christians will also lead one to Allah's wrath.

THE RECITATION OF "AMIN."

It is sunnah to recite Amin' after Surah Al-Fatihah, while performing Salah

and even when not performing Salah. The meaning of Amin is Oh Allah! Do
accept. Therefore, two prayers (Du'as) are being made, the first being The Prayer

(Du'a) itself, and the second being the Prayer (Da'a) for the acceptance of one's

Prayer (Du'a) i.e. the recitation of Amin.

"Malimut Tamil" (v.l, p.42) reports that "Amin" should be recited a little

while after the concluding words of Surah Al-Fatihah so that it may not be

confused as being part of the Surah. The word Amin is not written in the Qur'an

because it is not part of the Qur'an.

Sayyidah Aysha if^ ifci ^>j reports from the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up &\ J^> that

the thing which the Jews envy most is the recitation of Amin.

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah ^ &\ ^j reports from the Holy Prophet <M & J^
fJL- j that the Jews envy the following three things of the Muslims:

1. Greeting everyone;

2. Forming saffs (rows,) when performing Salah;

3. Saying 'Amin

Note: Some non-Muslims have raised the objection that it is improper for

Allah to praise Himself. Commentators have mentioned that Surah Al-Fatihah is

actually meant to be a praise for Allah on the lips of the Believers (Mu'minin).

Therefore, the Surah is preceded by the silent phrase, 'Say!' wherein Allah

instructs people to hymn His praises. They say that this is the reason why the

second half of the Surah is spoken by the first person.

However, while this reply may suffice for Surah Al-Fatihah, it is not

sufficient to reply to the many other verses of the Qur'an where Allah praises

Himself It will also not reply to the same objection when raised with regard to a

hadith, wherein the Holy Prophet ,JL.j Up i>i JL* states, "Oh Allah! I cannot praise

You sufficiently. You are as You have praised Yourself."

The reply to this question is that the Creator cannot be judged by the

standards of the creation. While the creation cannot praise themselves, Allah has

all rights to do so because He is most deserving of all praises.

Man has been forbidden from praising himself because it would lead to

pride and haughtiness. This will eventually lead him to forget Allah's greatness.

On the other hand, none can ever come close to competing with Allah, let alone

supersede Him. If He praises Himself, it cannot lead to any evil. While a proud
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person merely pretends to be perfect, Allah is Perfect and the Absolute Greatest.

Therefore, the terms used for man cannot apply to Him.

SURAH AL-FATIHAH IS A CURE.

One of the names of Surah Al-Fatihah is. "Shafiyah' i.e. the curer. Just as the

words spiritually heal the heart of a Believers (Muminin) it also heals the

physical body. Sayyidina Sa'ib bin Yazld <up iui ^j reports that the Holy Prophet

^2 Up i>i ju once recited Surah Al-Fatihah and blew on him so that he may be

saved from diseases.

Sayyidina Abu Sa'id Khudri ^ & ^j says that Surah Al-Fatihah is an

effective antidote for poisons.

Sayyidina Abdul Malik bin Umair & &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet

^j Up ii JL* said, "FatihahtuI Kitab is a cure for All thing." [Durrul Manthur]

The book "Hisnul Hasin' reports from Abu Dawud and Nasai, who say that

Surah Fatihah should be repeatedly recited upon a mentally deranged person in

the mornings and evenings. The person reciting it should then blow on the

patient (in a manner that a few droplets of saliva also fall on the patient). This

will, Insha Allah, will be a cure.

Tirmidhi reports that Surah Al-Fatihah should be recited seven times upon
one smitten by a scorpion or snake.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ i»» ^j reports that some Companions
(Sahdbah)^ & ^j were once on a journey, when a person from a nearby locality

was stung by a scorpion. The locals asked the Companions (Sahdbah) p-f*- i» ^j
whether any of them knew of any cure. One of the Companions (Sahdbah) & ^j
<h^ recited Surah Al-Fatihah and blew on the person, thereby curing him. He was
rewarded with some goats in lieu of this service.

When his companions saw him returning with the goats, they disliked it

because they felt that he had acquired wealth by using Allah's Book. When they

reported the matter to the Holy Prophet jJL-j ^ <5»» JL>, he said, 'Allah's Book is

the most worthy of acquiring wealth from all things whereby you acquire

wealth." [Bukhari, v2, p.854]

RECITING SURAH AL-FATIHAH FOR SAFETY AT NIGHT

Sayyidina Anas ^ & ^j reports that the Holy Prophet jJL-j *> &\ JU said,

'When any of you lies down to rest at night, he will be safe from all things

besides death if he recites "FatihahtuI Kitab" and "Qui Huw Alldhu Ahad (Surah

Ikhlds)." [Durrul Manthur]

####ft#####iYft#####&###&
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Madinan Surah Al-Baqarah Verses 286

In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) Alif Lam Mim. (2) This is a Book wherein there is no doubt Therein is

guidance for the Allah fearing. (3) Those who believe in the unseen, establish

Salah and spend from what We have given them. (4) Those who believe in what
has been revealed to you and what has been revealed before you. And they are

convinced about the Hereafter. (5) These are the ones who are upon a great

guidance from their Lord. These are the successful ones.

SURAH AL-BAQARAH.

Surah Al-Baqarah is the second Surah according to the Uthmani script. It

has been named Al-Baqarah (the bullock) because of the mention of a bullock in

the Surah. The Holy Prophet ^*^ & JU has also referred to it by this name. ,
N

THE VIRTUES OF SURAH AL-BAQARAH.

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah >** ii ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet *> & J^
(i-L-j said, Do not make your homes like graveyards (by not making dhikr and
reciting the Qur'an therein). Without doubt, devil (Shaytan) flees from the house
wherein Surah Al-Baqarah is recited." [Tirmidhip.408]

Sayyidina Abu Umamah <up in^ reports that he heard the Holy Prophet
(J- j u* &\ ju say, 'Recite the Qur'an because it will appear as an intercessor for

its people on the Day of Resurrection. Recite the two lights, Surah Al-Baqarah
and Surah Al Imran, because these two will appear like two clouds or like two
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flights of birds on the Day of Resurrection. They will then intercede very strongly

on behalf of their people. Recite Surah Al-Baqarah because its recitation is a

source of blessings. Forsaking it is a great deprivation, and the people of

falsehood cannot combat it." [Muslim ,v. I, p.270]

Allama Ibn Kathir -uU &\^ says that "the people of falsehood' in the above

hadith refers to those who practise black magic. Therefore, the person who
recites Surah Al-Baqarah will be safeguarded from the effect of black magic.

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah ^ & ^j reports from the Holy Prophet Up &\ J^
jJL-j that everything has a pinnacle, and the pinnacle of the Qur'an is Surah Al-

Baqarah. Surah Al-Baqarah contains a verse that is the leader of all verses, viz.

Ayatul Kursi. Devil (Shaytdn) will surely flee from the home wherein Ayatul

Kursi is recited. [Tinnidhip. 408, Durrul Manthurv.1, p.20]

Surah Al-Baqarah is referred to as the pinnacle of the Qur'an either because

it is the longest Surah in the Qur'an, or because it contains a large number of

laws. It may also be called such because it contains the command of Jihad

(religious war), whereby Islam may be elevated. [Mirqat]

Sayyidina Umar ^ it ^j used to say that Surah Al-Baqarah, Surah Njsa,

Surah Hajj and Surah Nur must be learnt because they contain the Faraidh.

[Dumd Manthur]

THE HURUF MUQATTA'AT.

"Alif Lam Mim" is referred to as Huruf Muqatta'dt. Letters like these appear

at the beginning of 29 Qur'anic Surahs. The other letters are "Alif Lam Ra," "Alif

lam Mim Sad," "Alif lam Mim Ra," "HaMim" "HaMim Ain Sin Qaf" "KdfHa Yd

Ain Sad "la Sin," "la Sin Mim," "TdHd," "YdSin," "Sad" "Qaf" "Nun.

"Alif Lam Mim" appears at the beginning of six Surahs, "Alif Lam Ra' at the

beginning of five Surahs, "HaMim" at the beginning of six Surahs, and "la Sin

Mim" at the beginning of two Surahs. All the others appear only once each.

Since these letters are termed as Mutashabihat, commentators do not

translate them, and merely comment by saying that Allah knows best what they

mean. This is the stance of many scholars, including the four righteous Khulafa

r+s. it ^j , Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** it ^j and others, [Ibn Kathir]

Some scholars have attached meanings to them, while others say that these

are the names of these Surahs. Sayyidina Mujahid ^ i* ^j says that 'Alif Lam

Mim" is another name of the Qur'an. Sayyidina Sha'bi aJLp it^ says that it is one

of Allah's names, while Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ i> ^j says that it is

one of Allah's names by which Allah swears on oath.

Certain commentators say that the letter "Alif" is the first letter in the name
'Allah/ the letter "Lam" is the beginning of Latif (one of Allah's names), while

the "Mim" stands for the beginning of 'Muhammad.' Others maintain that the

letter "Alif is the first letter of " Ala'ulllah,' (the bounties of Allah), the letter "Lam

"is the beginning of 'Lutfullah' (Allah's grace), while the "Mim" stands for

'Majdullah' (Allah's grandeur). However, none of these interpretations have

been reported from the Holy Prophet ^JL-j aJp i»i
J^>.
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Some scholars have mentioned that since the Arabs said that the Qur'an was

the Holy Prophet's ^j *-ip & J^> speech, the Huruf Muqatta'at have been added

to the Qur'an to impress upon them that the Qur'an comprises of the same letters

which they use in their daily speech. However, the fact that they are still unable

to produce a single Surah equivalent to the Qur'an, proves that it cannot be the

speech of an eloquent man, let alone an untutored person.

The Muqatta'at letters are recited individually and, according to the laws of

Tajzvid, one will prolong their pronunciation (called 'Madd').

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Masud ^ i»» ^j reports that the Holy Prophet JU
jl-j Up & said, "Whoever will recite a single letter of the Qur'an will receive the

reward of a good deed for every letter recited, and every good.deed is multiplied

ten times. I do not say that 'AlifLam Mint' is one letter, but Alif is one letter, Lam
is one letter, and Mint is another letter." [Tirmidhip. 413]

THE QUR'AN IS ALLAH'S BOOK WITHOUT DOUBT
"77ms is a Book wherein there is no doubt. " If a person was to ponder over the

Qur'an, he will realise that the Qur'an must surely be Allah's revelation to the

Holy Prophet jJL. 3
Up ifci jl». If any person does not arrive at this conclusion, the

fault lies with his perception and understanding.

If a person rejects the Qur'an after much deliberation, saying that he has

doubts about the Qur'an, it will merely be his obstinacy that forbids him from

accepting it.

THE QUR'AN IS A GUIDANCE FOR THOSEWHO FEAR ALLAH

"Therein is guidance for the Allah fearing." Another verse of Surah Al-

Baqarah says that the Qur'an is "guidance for mankind." J

Although the Qur'an essentially guides all of mankind, it is especially

beneficial to those who fear Allah because they will attach importance to it and

pay heed to its advice. They are the ones who have decided not to be deviated,

and not to remain in infidelity (Kufr).

The Arabic word Muttaqin (translated above as "the Allah fearing") actually

means people who are abstinent. The word Piety (taqwa) is also derived from the

same root word. Abstinence from infidelity (Kufr), Polytheism (shirk) and sins, as

well as performing good deeds are included in the meaning of "piety (taqwa)'.

Abstaining from doubtful things and devoting one's inner self to Allah will

constitute Piety ("piety (taqwa)") of a higher degree. The piety (taqwa) and belief

(Imari) of the pious persons (Muttaqin) continuously increase with the Qur'an.

THE QUALITIES OF THE PIOUS PERSONS (MUTTAQIN).

The first quality of the people of piety (taqwa) pious people (Muttacjin) is that

they are "Those who believe in the unseen" i.e. they believe in everything that Allah

and the Holy Prophet jJL- j aJp ii JL* mention about past and future events, even
though they have never witnessed them.

Belief (Iman) is only acceptable when one believes in the unseen. The belief

of people on the Day of Resurrection will not be acceptable because everything
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will be before their eyes.

The second quality of the pious peoples (Muttaqin) is that they "establish

Salah." The verse does not say that they merely perform Salah, but that they

"establish Salah." This means that in their Salah they pay heed to every Fardh,

Wajib, Sunnah and Mustahab act. They concentrate deeply in their salah,

performing it with humility.

Ibn Kathir ^ &\ ^ reports that Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas & & ^j
said, "The establishment of Salah means that one performs the kneeling or

bowing (ruku) and prostration (sajdah) properly. One must also recite the Qur'an

correctly in Salah, be humble, and be conscious of the Salah."

The third quality of the pious peoples (Muttaqin) is that they "spend from

what we have given them" After mentioning the greatest of all physical forms of

worship (Salah), Allah says that the pious (Muttaqin) are also particular about

spending from the wealth that Allah has granted to them. This verse refers to all

forms of spending in charity, whether it be Fardh (like zakah and nshr ), Wajib (like

Sadaqatul Fitr), or optional.

"Those who believe in what has been revealed to you and what has been revealed

before you." Another quality of the pious (Muttaqin) is mentioned. Belief (Iman) is

only acceptable when one believes in all of Allah's Prophet (Anbiya) r
%3 Up and

all the divine scriptures. Rejection of any one of these will disqualify one as a

Believer (Mu'min). This is mentioned in verse 285 of Surah Al-Baqarah, where the

Believers (Muminin) are told to declare, "We make no distinction between one and

another messenger.

"

The true Believers (Mu'minln) also believe in all the previously revealed

scriptures, whether they be books or booklets (called 'sahifa'). Some booklets have

been mentioned in the Qur'an, like those given to Sayyidina Ibrahim {*-& a> and

Sayyidina Musa pkJ\ *Jp, which have been referred to in the concluding verse of

Surah Ala. It is obligatory for a Believer (Mu'min) to believe in all of Allah's

revealed scriptures, whether one has knowledge of these or not.

Describing the attributes of the pious peoples (Muttaqin) further, Allah says.

"And they are convinced about the Hereafter." The three most important constituents

of Belief/ faith (Iman) are belief in Allah, belief in the Risalat prophethood of the

Holy Prophet pi-j <4± ^ J^>, and belief in resurrection after death. These have

been mentioned in the above verses, together with the addition of Salah and

zakah, because the most important aspect of Din (Faith) after Belief (Iman) is

Salah, followed by zakah. Salah is a physical form of worship, while zakah is a

financial form.

"These are the ones who are upon a great guidance from their Lord. These are the

successful ones." Those who possess the above qualities are declared as being

successful, meaning that they have attained Allah's pleasure and will be

rewarded by Heaven (Jannah) in the Hereafter. This is the ultimate success. (The

verse mentions that these people are "upon" guidance, denoting that they are

steadfast upon guidance).
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(6)Verily, it is immaterial to the disbelievers whether you warn them or do not

warn them. They wilt not believe. (7) Allah has placed a seal upon their hearts

and upon their hearing, while there is a veil over their eyes. Theirs shall be a

terrible punishment

THE DEVIATION OF THE DISBELIEVERS (KUFFAR) AND THEIR
PLIGHT IN THE HEREAFTER.

After describing the people of Belief (Iman), Allah speaks about those

Disbelievers (kuffar) whom Allah knows are destined to die as Disbelievers

(kuffar). They are people who know the truth yet refuse to believe and accept

Islam. Every person is born as a Muslim, but it is his parents who mould him to

be an adherent to another Din (Religion). Eventually, the environment causes him

to lose the capability of accepting Islam.

The Infidels (kuffar) themselves are the cause for their inability to accept

Islam because they destroy the capability that they were born with. Allah is only

referred to as the One who seals their hearts because He has created man's

actions. The matter requires much explanation, which cannot be justly dealt with

here due to it's complexity.

Members of all religious denominations have encountered Islam and

Muslims in their lives and they have also been convinced about the truth of

Islam. However, millions of them not only stubbornly reject Islam, but they

actually forbid others from accepting it. They even try to dissuade Muslims from

Islam. They write against Islam and even instigate people to fight Islam on the

grounds of ethnicity, tribalism and nationalism.

After realising these factors and assessing the obstinacy of people, one will

surely see the truth of Allah's statement, when He says, "Verily, it is immaterial to

the disbelievers whether you warn them or do not warn them. They will not believe."

(8) Amongst people there are those who say, "We believe in Allah and in the

Final Day," whereas they are not believers. (9) They attempt to fool Allah and
the believers, but they only foot. themselves without realising it (10) A disease

lurks in their hearts, and Allah increases their disease. Theirs shall be an

excruciating punishment due to the lies that they speak.
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THE HISTORY OF THE HYPOCRITES AND THE CAUSE OF THEIR
HYPOCRISY.

After the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up & J^ arrived in Madinah and Islam began to

spread rapidly, the Jews (and especially their scholars) resolved to oppose him.

There were many people from the Madinite tribes of the Aws and Khazraj who
were bent on opposing the Muslims. However, because the Muslims were

dominant in Madinah, they could not openly vent their opposition and enmity. It

is for this reason that they plotted against the Muslims while pretending to be

Muslims themselves.

Their leader was a person named Abdullah bin Ubayy, who has been

unanimously nominated the king of Madinah before the Holy Prophet Up & J^
(JL-j arrival. He was due to be crowned but upon the Holy Prophet (JLj a> 4S11 J^
arrival in Madinah, he never received a coronation. Since he could never have his

way while the Holy Prophet ^JL- 3 aJLp ^ ^u was present, he and his allies

pretended to accept Islam, but secretly plotted to disunite the Muslims.

At one and the same time, they benefited from being Muslims, while not

being ostracised by their tribes, nor losing their association with the infidels

(kuffar). Abdullah bin Ubayy also relished the thought that he would soon ascend

to kingship because he anticipated that the Holy Prophet ^j^iii JL* would not

remain long in Madinah. He therefore feigned being a Muslim, eagerly awaiting

the fall of the Holy Prophet jJL-j^ &\ J^ and Islam.

These hypocrites {called "(Mundfiqin)} would tell the Muslims that they

were also Muslims, while infidelity (Kufr) still lurked in their heals. They would

also meet secretly with the Infidels (kuffar), telling them that they sided with

them. They performed Salah to maintain their status but because they were

Infidels (kuffar) at heart, they were not particular about performing their Salah in

congregation. Their Salah was also performed reluctantly and without any

sincerity.

To maintain their guise, they also participated in jihad (religious war)

expeditions, but few actually reached the battlefield because they often deserted

en route. Those who did reach the battlefield behaved treacherously and caused

harm to. the Holy Prophet ^j *-i* & JU and the Companions (Sahabah)^ i»i <^>j.

These Hypocrites (Mundfiqin) would swear on oath that they were Muslims,

but left no stone unturned to harass the Holy Prophet jJLj ^ &\ J^ and the

Companions (Sahabah) ^ ibi ^Jm Whenever they were confronted, they would

deny on oath that they have any involvement in the particular matter. Their

mischief is mentioned in the second bowing (ruku) of Surah Al-Baqarah, the 21st

bowing (ruku) of Surah Nisa, in Surah Hashar and in Surah Munafiqun. Surah

Bara'ah discusses their evil behaviour in detail.

Books on the Holy Prophet's pJL-j Up ii JU biography, like "Al Bidayah wan

Nihayah" and "Awd'ilu Kitdbul Mdghdzi" (v.3, p.336 to 340) record the names of all

the Jewish Rabbis who harassed the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up i» ju>, as well as the

names of all the Hypocrites (Mundfiqin) who belonged to the Aws and Khazraj

tribes.

Despite their evils, the Holy Prophet ^JL-j^ ii J^ always behaved cordially
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towards them and patiently endured the harassment that proceeded from them.

He continued to preach Islam in the kindest manner so that they may be guided

to accept Islam.

The Holy Prophet jJL- 3
Up i»i JU also realised that if he were stern with them,

the other non-Muslim Arab tribes who were unaware of the situation would

think that the Holy Prophet jJL-^ *> &\ J^ ill-treats his "followers". This would

then dissuade them from accepting Islam.

However, the time did eventually come when the Holy Prophet <> & J^
i-j had to drive them out of his Mosque (Masjid). The details of this can be

found at the beginning of the second volume of the Holy Prophet ,JL.j Up iii J^>

biography written by Ibn Hisham Up ^ u^Jm

Allah says in the above verses, "Amongst people there are those who say, 'We

believe in Allah and in the Final Day, whereas they are not believers (but they merely

lie to people) Belief (Iman) is not restricted to a verbal utterance, but must be

accompanied by a firm belief in the heart. A person will never be regarded as a

Believer (Mu'min) till he believes in everything that Allah revealed to His

Prophets, and which He has commanded that people believe in.

Allah describes the hypocrites in the following words in Surah Ma'idah:

'From those who say, We believe 1/ with their mouths whereas their hearts have not

believed." The deception that they employed is referred to in the Qur'an and

Ahadith as "nifaq" (hypocrisy). Those who adopt this behaviour are called

Hypocrites (Munafiqin).

The Arabic word "nifaq" is derived from the root word of "nifaq," which literally

refers to a tunnel that has two openings on either side. The act of hypocrisy has

been termed "nifaq' because the Hypocrites (Munafiqin) enter Islam from one

side and then exit from the other side.

"Nifaq" is the worst form of infidelity (Kufr) because it is a conglomeration

of disbelief, lying and deception. In fact, the Hypocrites (Munafiqin) even fool the

Infidels (kuffar) because they are not really loyal to them either. They are really

not affiliated to any party. Allah says in verses 142 and 143 of Surah Nisa,

'"Indeed the hypocrites seek to deceive Allah whereas he deceives them. When they stand

up to Salah they stand up lazily, to be seen by people and they remember Allah only a

little therein. Swaying between, they are neither towards these, nor towards those. You

shall neverfind a wayfor him whom Allah has led astray.

"

The Hypocrites (Munafiqin) are never loyal to any party, but will incline

towards the party that offers them the most lucrative worldly gain. Then too,

they will only align with that group for as long as they receive benefit.

Thereafter, they will desert them.

The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up it JU> has equated a hypocrite to a lone goat

between two herds. She sometimes joins one herd to fall pregnant, and
sometimes joins the next to attain her goal. [Mishkat, p. 17]

Allah says, "They attempt to fool Allah and the believers, but they only fool

themselves without realising" While they think that they have fooled Allah and the

Muslims, they will taste the consequences of their deception.
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The disease of hypocrisy has intensified throughout the ages. Jealousy,

enmity and love for material wealth causes it. The Hypocrites (Munafiqin) suffer

disgrace in this world and will also be subjected to the most severe punishment

in the Hereafter.

Sayyidina Hudhaifa ^ & ^j stated, "Nifaq was prevalent during the time

of the Holy Prophet ^JL-j u* & J-*. Nowadays, there exists either Islam or

infidelity (Kufr).' [Bukhari] The commentators of Ahadith have interpreted his

statement to mean that people cannot assess the condition of each other's hearts.

None can say for sure whether another person is a Hypocrite (Munafiq) or not.

Nifaq was recognised during the Holy Prophet ,4-j^^ J^> time because Allah
j

used to inform the Holy Prophet ,JL-j ^ & J^ about who exactly the Hypocrites

)

(Munafiqin) were.

A person cannot also term another as a Infidel (kafir) unless he hears I

unambiguous words of infidelity (Kufr) from his lips. Otherwise, a person must
|

be regarded as a Muslim if he calls himself one.
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(11) When they are told, "Do not spread anarchy on earth" they say, "We are but

reformists." (12) Behold! They are the anarchists, but they do not perceive it. (13)

When they are told, "Believe like the people believe," they say, should we
believe like the fools believe?" Behold! They are indeed the fools, but they

know it not. (14) When they meet the believers they say, "We believe!" And
when they are alone with their devils, they say, "We are certainly with you. We
were only jesting." (15) It is Allah who jests with them, and they wander blind

in their rebellion.

THE CLAIM AND BEHAVIOUR OF THE HYPOCRITES.

Allah says, "When they (the Hypocrites (Munafiqin)) are told, Do not spred

anarchy on earth, they say, We are but reformists. Behold! They are the anarchists,

they do not perceive it" The Hypocrites {Munafiqin) had a hand in all the

antagonistic attempts against the Muslims, but vehemently denied sucl

involvement when confronted. They used to disclose the secrets of the Muslims

to the Infidels (kuffar) enemy, would forbid people from accepting Islam, and

used to mock the Muslims.

Allama Ibn Kathir <u* & ^j interprets the verse to mean that the Hypocrites

(Munafiqin) pleased both the Muslims and the Infidels (kuffar), and maintained

relations with both. They interpreted their "nifaq" as 'Islah' (reformation). Whik
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rhev thought that they belonged to either party, neither of the two parties ever

accepted them as being a part of them.

Their claim of being "reformists'' is false. In fact, they will suffer the grievous

consequences of their lies in both worlds, but they fail to perceive this fact.

"When they are told, 'Believe like the people believe/ they say, 'Should we believe

like the fools believe?" The Hypocrites (Mundfiqin) referred to the Companions

(Sahdbah)^ ^ ^j > especially the Muslims from the Aws and Khazraj tribes, to

be fools. In so saying, they considered themselves to be intelligent people. Allah

replies to them by saying, "Behold! They are indeed the fools, but they know it not."

They are foolish to subject themselves to the scorn of both the Muslims and the

Infidels (kuffdr).

The behaviour of the Hypocrites (Mundfiqin) is such that "When they meet the

believers they say, 'We believe!' And when they are alone with their devils (i.e. the

Infidels (kuffdr) leaders), they say, 'We are certainly with you. We were only jesting

(when we told the Muslims that we are also Muslims). It is Allah who jests with

them" i.e. Allah will punish them for their 'jest.' Allah 'jests' with them by

granting them respite in this world, so that they intensify their misdeeds. They

think that they are in good stead, whereas they are actually heading for Hell.

They mock and jeer the Muslims in this world, whereas, in the Hereafter, it

will be the Muslims who will laugh at them. Details of this will be mentioned in

the second bowing (ruku) of Surah Hadid, Insha Allah.

"And they wander blind in their rebellion/' The Hypocrites (Mundfiqin) think

that their wealth and properties will guarantee their success. Little do they

realise that they are being deceived by this. Allah says in verses 55 and 56 of

Surah Mu'minun, "Do they think that by Us granting them an increase in wealth and

sons, We wish to hasten in granting them good? But they fail to perceive."
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(16) These are the people who have purchased deviation for the price of

guidance. Their trade shall neither be profitable nor will they be guided.

THE HYPOCRITES (MUNAFIQIN) PURCHASE DEVIATION FOR
GUIDANCE

Allah has created every person with a natural inclination towards Belief

(hnan). He has also granted people the faculty of understanding. Thereafter He
has sent His Prophets (Anbiya) (OLJ ^As> and numerous divine scriptures.

Whoever fails to believe after all this, must certainly be regarded as one who
purchases "deviation for the price ofguidance."

Such people have destroyed their faculties and have accrued deprivation

and loss to themselves. They turn away from guidance for the measly gains of

this transitory world, thereby dooming themselves to eternal damnation. It is
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indeed foolish of them to think that their behaviour will profit them.

(17) Their similitude is like that of a person who kindles a fire. When his

surroundings light up, Allah snatches away their light and leaves them in the

darkness, unable to see. (18) Deaf, dumb and blind, they will never return.

THE FIRST SIMILITUDE OF THE HYPOCRITES.

In the above verses, Allah depicts the condition of the Hypocrites
\

(Munafiqln) using the example of a person who lights a fire to have light around

him. In a similar manner, the Hypocrites (Munafiqln) feign being Muslims so that

they can attain the worldly benefits of being Muslims (like being guaranteed

safety and security). However, when they die, and are subjected to the severest

punishment, the temporary benefits of this world (and their false claims) will be

useless to them, just as the person kindling the fire will be left helpless when

Allah takes away the light of the fire.

"Deaf dumb and blind, they will never return/' This is the ultimate result of

these people. They become deaf and blind to the truth, and cannot speak a word

of truth either. They will never return to Islam because of their greatly

deteriorated condition.
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(19) Or (their similitude is) like torrential rain from the sky, wherein there is a

multitude of darkness, thunder and lightning. For fear of death, they place their

fingers in their ears because of the thunderclap. Allah encompasses the

disbelievers (20) The time is near that the lightning will snatch away their

eyesight Whenever it lights up for them, they walk therein. When darkness

prevails over them, they stand still. If Allah wills, He could take away their

faculties of hearing and seeing. Verily Allah has power over all things.

THE SECOND SIMILITUDE OF THE HYPOCRITES.

Allah depicts the example of the Hypocrites (Munafiqln) as people trappef

in a lashing storm. The thunder and lightning instils such fear in them that thejl

fear the loss of their lives. They thrust their fingers into their ears to cut out th|

noise. The lightning is so bright that it could blind them in a flash. They are!

totally bewildered and can only take a few steps in the light of the lightning

Then, when the light has vanished, they stand rooted to the spot.
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Such is the condition of the Hypocrites (Mundfiqin). When they see the light

of Islam flashing before their eyes, as the Muslims gain victory, they run towards

Islam. However, once the darkness of worldly love and carnal passions seize

them, they fall back and stand isolated from Islam. However, Allah is well aware

of their behaviour and 'IfAllah wills, He could take away theirfaculties of hearing and

seeing. Verily Allah has power over all things."

The acclaimed commentator, Allama Baydawi <ui* ii <^j, interprets the

similitude to mean that the Belief (Imdn) of the Hypocrites (Mundfiqin), being

tainted with infidelity (Kufr) and deception, is similar to rain that accompanies

darkness, lightning and thunder. Although rain is beneficial, it becomes

detrimental when accompanied by these elements.

The Hypocrites (Mundfiqin) adopt nifaq (hypocrisy) to be saved from the

harms that befal} the open Infidels (kuffdr). This is similar to thrusting the fingers

into one's ears to cut out the noise of thunder, just as placing ones fingers into

one's ears will not drown the noise of thunderclaps, so too the nifaq (hypocrisy) of

the Hypocrites (Mundfiqin) will not help them against Allah's decrees and
adversities.

Because of the severity of the situation, the person caught in the storm

hesitates about what he has to do, fearing that the lightning should deprive him

of his eyesight. Similarly, the Hypocrites (Mundfiqin) are hesitant in their actions

and will proceed only when they see the opportunity. Otherwise they hold back.

[Baydawi v.l,p.39]

Some commentators have mentioned that the first similitude is of those

Hypocrites (Mundfiqin) who are extremely staunch in their hypocritical stance.

Allah refers to them when he says that He will leave "them in the darkness,

unable to see.

They say that the second similitude applies to those Hypocrites (Mundfiqin)

who are very doubtful. The truth of Islam has penetrated their hearts and they

are inclined towards it. However, the attractions of the world prove to be an

obstacle in their path and destroy their inclination.
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(21) Oh people! Worship your Lord, Who has created you and those before you,

so that you may become abstinent; (22) He Who has made the earth a bedding
for you, the sky a roof and has sent water for you from the sky, thereby

extracting fruit for you as your sustenance. So never ascribe partners to Allah

knowingly.

THE INVITATION AND PROOF FOR TAUHlD (ONENESS OF
ALLAH)

After making mention of the sincere believers (Mu'minin), the Infidels
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(kuffar) and the hypocrites (Munafiqin), Allah proceeds to extend the invitation of

Tauhid (Oneness ofAllah) to humanity at large. Herein also expounds His creative

capability, and expresses His power and favour, using examples that even the

most simple-minded person can relate to.

In the first of the above two verses, Allah exhorts man to worship Him, for

He is man's Creator and Nurturer. To avert the argument of those who claim that

their parents created them, Allah immediately adds that He also created "those

before you.' Allah did not stop at creating man, but He also keeps him alive and

has created all the amenities and means for the survival for man.

If man worships Allah, he will acquire the quality of piety (taqwa), which

basically refers to abstinence. There are various levels of piety (taqwa), the highest

being the level whereupon a person is conscious of Allah at every moment, and

lives and dies for Him. Abstaining from minor sins also constitutes piety (taqwa)*

A person who is continuously conscious of Allah's presence will not sin and

since he does not sin, he will naturally be saved from Hell. It is for this reason

that certain commentators have translated the concluding words of the verse as

"So that you be savedfrom Hell" instead of "So that you may become abstinent".

The greatest sin is Polytheism (shirk), while the best form of worship is the

belief in Tauhid (Oneness of Allah). By abstaining from polytheism (shirk) and

other sins, while having a firm conviction in Tauhid (Oneness of Allah), one will

be saved from the torment of Hell.

Although every creation is a manifest sign of Allah's power, He expounds

three signs that may be comprehended by one and all. Allah says that it is "He

Who has made the earth a bedding for you" Even a blind person realizes that he is

walking and living on the earth. Allah has made the earth a source of habitation

and vegetation for man so that he may live his life here. The mere existence of the

earth proves that someone must have created it. If Allah had completely covered

the earth with mountains or with water, it would have been extremely difficult

for man to live.

Allah then says "He has created 'the sky (as) a roof" in addition to this,

1. Distress is lessened.

2. Evil thoughts are reduced.

3. Doubts and fear are dispelled

4. Allah is remembered.

5. Allah 's grandeur fills the heart.

6. Evil anxieties disappear

7. It is beneficial in curing diseases linked to black bile.

8. It consoles an eager heart.

9. It is conducive to fostering love between people.

10. It is the direction faced by those who supplicate to Allah.

Allah says further that He "has sent water for you from the sky, thereby
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extracting fruits for you as your sustenance/' From the same ground, Allah extracts

various types of fruits with different flavours. In pondering over this fact, one

can ascertain Allah's power of creation and nurturing.

Allah concludes this verse by addressing man, "So never ascribe partners to

Allah knowingly" Man cannot fall into the error of worshipping other beings after

pondering over these signs that have been made so clear to him.

(23) If you are in doubt with regard to what We have revealed upon Our slave,

then produce a Surah the like thereof And call your allies besides Allah if you
are truthful

A PROOF TO THE APOSTLESHIP OF THE HOLY PROPHET At JU
pL-j Up AND THE MIRACULOUS NATURE OF THE QUR'AN.

Once a person believes in Allah, he needs to recognise Allah's qualities and
needs to learn how to worship Him. However, man cannot know these things by
himself. Therefore, Allah has sent the Prophet's (Anbiya) fiLJ\ ^a^ to teach man
these things in his own language. To prove the veracity of these Prophets

(Anbiya) f^J\ f+S*, Allah allowed them to perform various miracles, which best

suited the times.

The Arabs in the time of the Holy Prophet ^j Up i ju> were extremely
eloquent and proficient in the Arabic language. They used to convene gatherings

wherein they recited poetic verses to each other. People used to hang their poems
on the Ka'ba, thereby challenging anyone to compose better poetry.

Allah sent the Holy Prophet ^JL-j a> ifcv ^U as a Prophet to the whole of

humanity till dooms day (Qiyamah). The beloved Holy Prophet ^JL-j aJp &\ ju has
performed numerous miracles, which are enumerated in his biographies. As the

crown of all these miracles, Allah revealed the Qur'an to him because the Arabs
were so proficient in their language. It is a miracle lasting to this day, which none
can challenge.

One of the famous poets at that time was Sayyidina Labid bin Rabi'ah &\ ^j
^ whose poems often offered a challenge to others during the period of

ignorance. After he became a Muslim, Sayyidina Umar <u* ii ^>j once asked him
what poems he had composed after accepting Islam. He replied by saying that

Allah had replaced his poetry by the likes of Surah Al-Baqarah and Surah Al
Imran. [Al Isdbah v3 p.326]

In the above verse Allah challenges the Infidels (kuffar) by saying, "If you are
in doubt with regard to what We have revealed (i.e. the Qur'an) upon Our slave, then

produce a Surah the like thereofAnd call your allies besides Allah ifyou are truthful
"

Initially, the Infidels (kuffar) were challenged to produce ten Surahs like
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those of the Qur'an but they were unable to do so. Eventually the above

challenge of one Surah was issued.

Allah says in Surah Yunus, "Say, 'Produce a single Surah the like thereofand call

whomsoever you can besides Allah, ifyou are truthful"

Certain ignorant people during the time of the Holy Prophet ^JL-j aJLp &v J^=

said, "If we wish, we could say the same thing (as the Qur'an)." However, they were

unable to accomplish such a feat. Some people did try to compose some verses to

rival the Qur'an, but they mere miserably unsuccessful Allah says in verse 88 of

Surah Bani Isra'il, 'Say, 'If mankind and the jinn combine to produce the like of this

Qur'an, they would not be able to produce its example even if they are assistants to each

other.

"

(24) If you cannot accomplish the feat, and you will never be able to do so, then

fear that Fire, the fuel of which is men and stones. It has been prepared for the

disbelievers.

PEOPLE WILL NEVER BE ABLE TO MEET THE CHALLENGE OF
THE QUR'AN.

History bears testimony to the fact that none has ever been able to produce a

single Surah equivalent to even the smallest Surah of the Qur'an. The above

prediction therefore has been most accurate.

Since there is a need for people throughout the ages to believe in the Holy

Prophet pJL-j aJp ii\ JU, Allah has made His miracle everlasting so that everyone

may witness its miraculous nature, there by be in convinced of the Holy Prophet

^ 3
a> i\ ju authenticity as Allah's Prophet.

The truth of the Qur'an is evident, yet some people, after hearing it, still

choose to reject it because of obstinacy and national prejudices. In so doing, they

expose themselves to the torment of hell. It is for this reason that Allah informs

them that when they cannot meet the challenge, they should 'fear (entry into) that

Fire, the fuel ofwhich is men and stones. It has been preparedfor the disbelievers"

Commentators say that the stones to be burnt in Hell will be the stone idols

that the Polytheists (Mushrikin) carved. Surah Anbiya contains the following

address to the Infidels (kuffar): "Verily you, together with what you worshipped

besides Allah, shall be the fuel ofHell (Jahannam), You will all pass thereby, "[verse 98]

"Durrul Manthur' (v.l, p.36) reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^j
<c± ii that the stones mentioned in this verse refer to sulphur which Allah will

create as He pleases.
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(25) And convey glad tidings to those who believe and do good deeds, that theirs

shall be gardens beneath which rivers flow. Whenever they are given any fruit

as sustenance therein, they say, "This is what we were fed with before." They

are given fruit of the same resemblance. Therein they shall have purified

spouses and they will abide therein forever.

THE GLAD TIDINGS OF HEAVEN (JANNAH) FOR THE BELIEVERS.

THE FIRST bounty mentioned in this verse is that the Believers (Mii'minin)

will abide in amazing gardens called Heaven (Jannah). There will be magnificent

homes there, as mentioned in Surah Saff where Allah says, "and palatial homes in

the everlasting Heaven (jannah).

"

Allah mentions that rivers will be flowing beneath these gardens. Surah

Muhammad mentions that there will be rivers of pure water that will never spoil,

rivers of milk that will never turn sour, rivers of wine that will be extremely

tasty, and rivers of pure honey.

The wine of Heaven (Jannah) will be for pleasure but will neither intoxicate

nor cause headaches as mentioned in Surah Saffat and Surah Waqi'ah.

THE SECOND bounty mentioned concerns the delightful fruits of Heaven

(Jannah) that they will be offered. When the fruit is given to them, they will say,

This is what we were fed with before/ They will say this because they will be

given "fruit of the same resemblance" (although the taste will be different).

Some commentators have interpreted "This is what we were fed with before" to

refer to what was eaten in this world. Other commentators say that it refers to

other fruit that were previously given to them in Heaven (Jannah). Allama
Baydawi ^ &\ <^j says that the first interpretation is better, meaning that the

fruits given in Heaven (Jannah) will resemble the fruits of this world.

Allama Nasafi a> ii ^ says that the verse refers to both, the fruits of this

world, as well as those of the Hereafter. The fruits of Heaven (Jannah) will

resemble those of this world in appearance so that people do not find them
strange. In this way they will be tempted to eat it. However, the taste of the fruit

in Heaven (Jannah) will be totally different.

Allama Nasafi aJU- &\ ^ says that the verse refers to both, the fruits of this

world, as well as those of the Hereafter. The fruits of Heaven (Jannah) will

resemble those of this world in appearance so that people do not find them
strange. In this way they will be tempted to eat it. However, the taste of the fruit

in Heaven (Jannah) will be totally different.

Sayyidina Anas bin Malik ^ i«i ^j says that the fruits of Heaven (Jannah)

will only resemble those of this world in name, i.e. the people of Heaven (Jannah)

will recognize the fruits to be apples, pomegranates, etc. However, the taste of

I these fruits will De much superior to the taste of worldly fruit. Allah says in verse
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17 of Surah Sajdah that 'no soul knows what is in store for him in Heaven' (Jannah).

Some people have raised an objection by saying that if one accepts the first

interpretation, it would mean that the people of Heaven (Jannah) will receive

only the fruits of this world. This objection is rather trivial because nothing

prevents the possibility of them receiving other types of fruit afterwards, which

do not resemble the fruits of this world. It is also not strange to believe that they

will always be given fruit that resembles those of this world because the taste

and pleasure derived will always vary.

THE THIRD bounty mentioned in the verse is that the people of Heaven

(Jannah) ''shall have purified spouses" Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas <up &\ ^
interprets the verse to mean that the women of Heaven (Jannah) will be pure

without any impurity or any offensive qualities. Sayyidina Mujahid Up &\ <^j

says that they will be pure from menstruation, urine, excrement, mucus, phlegm,

bile and semen. They will also not need to bear children, due to which there will

be no after-birth bleeding.

Sayyidina Qatadah Up ii ^ says that they will be pure from harm,

disobedience and sin. The gist of all these interpretations is that these women
will be pure from anything that is offensive in any way. They will be physically

and spiritually pure, and will never disobey their husbands. [Von Kathir]

Allama Baydawi Up i\ ^ writes that the word "purified" has been used

instead of 'pure/ This indicates that someone made them pure, viz. Allah. With

regard to the beauty of these damsels, Allah says in Surah Rahman, "They are like

rubies and coral" [verse 58]. Another verse states that they are "extremely fair in

complexion, with large black eyes, like treasured pearls." [Surah Waqi'ah, verses 22/3]

THE FOURTH bounty mentioned is that fact that "they will abide therein

forever. " They will not leave Heaven (Jannah) nor will they ever be made to leave.

Muslim reports from the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up & JU> that an announcer will

proclaim to the people of Heaven (Jannah) saying, Tt has been ordained that you

will always remain healthy and will never fall ill. You will always remain alive

and will never die. You will always remain young and will never aged. You will

always remain in good stead, and will never be impoverished.' [v.2, p.38]

The bounties of this world are always tainted. Happiness in this world is 1

always accompanied by grief, illness always accompanies health, while flowers I

also have thorns. Wealth and status will always draw enmity and jealousy. The!

fundamental point is that all worldly bounties are transitory, whereas those of
j

the Hereafter are eternal.

None shall ever have to fear that his bounties will ever be lost there.
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(26) Verily Allah is not ashamed to quote the analogy of even of a mosquito or

something more insignificant. As for those who believe, they know that it is the

truth from their Lord. As for the disbelievers, they say, "What does Allah intend

with these analogies?''

THE IMAN (BELIEF) OF BELIEVERS STRENGTHENS WITH
QUR'ANIC ANALOGIES, WHILE THE DISBELIEVERS RAISE
ABSURD OBJECTIONS.

Since the Infidels (kuffar) could not meet the challenge of the Qur'an, they

opted to raise objections against the Qur'an to support their stance of rejection.

Sayyidina Qatada <Aj> &\ ^ reports that when Allah cited the analogy of the

spider and the fly in the Qur'an, the Polytheists (Mushrikin) scoffed at these

saying, "Wliat does Allah intend with these analogies?" [Ibn Kathir] They meant to say

that Allah's elevated position does not behove Him to draw comparisons of such

lowly creatures. Therefore, they argued that the Qur'an cannot be Allah's speech.

Allama Nasafi a> ii.a^j writes that when the analogies of the spider and the

fly were revealed, the Jews laughed, saying that these do not resemble Allah's

speech. J3y saying this, they meant to deny the authenticity of the Qur'an. [v.l,

P35]

These people failed to realise that such simple analogies merely illustrate

the comparisons. They do not reflect the status of the person making the

comparison.

Allah replies to the objection by saying, "Verily Allah is not ashamed to quote

the analogy ofeven a mosquito or something more insignificant (or for that matter even

something larger in size). As for those who believe, they know that it is the truth from

their Lord {and that it is -perfectly applicable). As for the disbelievers, they say, 'What

does Allah intend with these analogies?"

(26) Allah sends many astray thereby and guides many thereby. Only the

disobedient ones are sent astray thereby. (27) Those who breach Allah's pledge
after solemnising it, who sever those things that Allah has commanded that they

join, and who spread anarchy on earth. These are certainly the losers.

QUR'ANIC ANALOGIES ARE A SOURCE OF DEVIATION FOR
THE DISOBEDIENT ONES.

Allah uses numerous analogies in the Qur'an (or man's guidance, but there

I

are many who chose to object to them. Their rejection and objection then become
I
a cause for them to go astray and lead others astray as well. However, the

Believers (Muminin), realising that these messages are from Allah, find their

Belief (Iman) strengthening with these illustrations.
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The Infidels (kuffar) increase their disbelief infidelity (Kufr) by rejecting the

Qur'anic verses. They are not prone to deliberation, thereby causing themselves

to be misled by words of guidance. This is the unfortunate plight of all the

Infidels {kuffar), including the Hypocrites (Munafiqin).

THE TRAITS OF THE "FASIQlN" (THE DISOBEDIENT ONES)

Allah then describes who is meant by the "disobedient ones" (Fdsiqin). Allah

says that they are "Those who breach Allah 's pledge after solemnising it"

The "pledge" mentioned in the verse may refer to man's intelligence. Allah

has granted man intelligence so that he may use it to recognise Allah and to

worship only Him.

The "pledge" may also refer to the pledge of "Alist" (as mentioned In the

Ahadith) where Allah extracted the souls of Sayyidina Adam's (%~& ^ entire

progeny from his back. They emerged in small sizes like little ants, whereafter

Allah asked them, "Am I not your Lord? They all replied in the affirmative. This

incident took place on the plain of Na'man. [Mishkat, p. 24]

This pledge is mentioned in verse 172 of Surah A'raf where Allah says. <

"When your Lord extractedfrom the backs of the children ofAdam f*~J\ Up their progeny
j

and called them to witness over themselves saying, 'Am I not your Lord?' They replied, I

'Certainly! We attest to it. • I

Certain Ahadith mention that after taking this pledge from mankind, Allah 1

told them, "I call the seven heavens and the seven earths to witness this together
|

with your father Adam You should not say on the Day of Resurrection (Qiyamah)
|

that you had no knowledge of this pledge. Remember that there is no deity I

besides Me and that none is My partner. I shall send My messengers to you to|

remind you of this pledge, and I shall send My books to you."

The people replied, 'We are witness to the fact that You are our Lord and

our Deity. We have no other Lord, nor any other deity." [Mishkat, p. 24]

The above verse could also refer to the pledge that Allah had taken from the

Ahlul Kitab (the Jews and Christians), to propagate the Books that were revealed to

them. Allah says in verse 187 of Surah Al Imran, "When Allah took a pledge from

those given the book (saying), 'You must surely expound it to mankind and not conceal]

it.' They then threw it behind their backs and sold it at a measly price. Evil indeed was

that which they sold"

The second trait of the Disobedient (Fdsiqin) mentioned in the verse is thatj

they are those "who sever those things that Allah has commanded that they join" This

refers to those commands that apply to man's relationship with Allah, as well as

those that apply to man's relationship with fellow men.

Allah has commanded man to accept all the Prophet (Anbiya) f^LJi ^-$-1* and also

commands him not to believe in only some while rejecting others. This belief is

contained in verse 285 of Surah Al-Baqarah, where Allah quotes the Believers

(Mu'minln) as saying, "We make no distinction between one and another messenger"

Also included in the implication of this verse is the need to maintain cordii

family ties and relationships with fellow Muslims which the Disobedieieif
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(Fasiqin) tend to sever. In short, failing to comply with any injunction of the

Shari'ah is tantamount to severing Allah's commands.

In verses 20 and 21 of Surah Ra'd, Allah praises "Those who fulfil the pledge

taken with Allah and do not breach the covenant. Those who join that which Allah has

commanded that it be joined" In verse 27 of the same Surah, Allah says further,

''Those who breached Allah's pledge after ratifying it, sever that which Allah commanded

that it be joined and spread corruption on earth. Theirs shall be a curse and theirs shall be

misfortune in the Hereafter.

"

The third trait of the Disobedient (Fasiqin) is that they are those "who spread

anarchy on earth. "Included in this trait is:

CO Adopting infidelity (Kufr), Polytheism (shirk) and hypocrisy.

£Q Rejecting oneness of Allah (Tauhid).

ffll Preventing others from accepting oneness of Allah (Tauhid).

tfl Mocking at the Believers (Mu'minin) and those who stand for
the truth.

ffl Usurping the rights of others.

£0 Stealing and looting

tO Murder.

All other forms of sin and vice are also included in the above.

Allah says about these Disobedient (Fasiqin), "These are certainly the losers."

Such people think that they are successful because they have not compromised
their material wealth by believing in oneness of Allah (Tauhid). However, they

fail to realise the eternal damnation that awaits them in the Hereafter.

pSs^^i Ij
(
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(28) How can you disbelieve in Allah when you were once dead, then He
granted you life. Thereafter He will grant you death again, where after He will

revive you, and then you will return to Him.

THE INVITATION TO BELIEVE IN TAUHID IS REPEATED.

The above verse repeats the invitation to oneness of Allah (Tauhid) which
was previously mentioned in verse 21. Allah asks people for the reason for their

disbelief in Allah. It was He Who gave them life when they were lifeless drops of

sperm. Allah granted man his body and soul. Allah also* granted him the

intelligence to deduce that Only He can be man's Lord and Deity.

When the prescribed time arrives, Allah will claim the soul of every man.
Allah will then resurrect each person to appear before Him on the Day of

Judgment.
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y^ p*? Z<s" cpv y^J ^>*^ £^
(29) It is He Who created for you whatever is on earth. Thereafter He turned His

attention to the sky and perfected it as seven skies. He has knowledge of all

things.

THE CREATION OF THE HEAVENS AND THE EARTH.

In the above verse, Allah describes His generosity to man. Allah has not

only created man, but then created the means necessary for his survival on earth.

Everything on earth has been created for man's use, which he is free to exploit

within the confines of the Shari'ah.

The earth is one of the greatest bounties Allah has granted to man. Allah

says in Surah Rahman, "We have made the earth for living creatures/' [verse 10]

Says Allah in Surah Mulk, "It is He Who has subjugated the earth for you, so

walk upon its roads and eatfrom its provision. To Him will the return be." [verse 15]

Allah has created everything on the earth for man's benefit. These include

the plants, trees, minerals and a multitude of other benefits that cannot be

enumerated. Man is permitted to utilise these according to Allah's commands
and be thankful for them.

Even those elements that seem harmful at first may be beneficial; notice how
certain medicines are made from snakes and scorpions. Allah has even inspired

man with ideas of how to utilise the various types of creation. This verse also

proves that everything is permissible) except those things which the Shari'ah

(course of Islam) has forbidden.

Just as it is necessary to use things as they are meant to be used, it is

necessary to use them according to the dictates of the Shari'ah. It would therefore

be prohibited (haram) to usurp the property of another and use it for

praiseworthy purposes. Similarly, it will prohibited (haram) to use anything

beneficial for harmful purposes. The details of this injunction are too numerous
to mention here.

Allah says, in [verses 8 to 11]. These verses suggest that the earth was created

before the skies, which were in the form of smoke. These were then made into

seven skies.

Allah says in Surah Nazi' at, "Allah raised the roofof the sky and perfected it. He
made the night dark and exposed its day. Thereafter, He spread out the earth." [Verses 27

to 30] These verses on the other hand, suggest that the earth followed the skies in

creation. The explanation to this seeming discrepancy is that Allah first created

the basic structure of the earth, placing the weighty mountains on it. Thereafter,

Allah created the seven skies, which were in the form of smoke. It was only then

that Allah spread the earth out as we see it.

Allah says, 'and perfected it as seven skies." This suggests that the skies are

perfect in their construction. They have no joints, no ruptures nor any other
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defect. Allah says in Surah Mulk, "He is the Mighty, the Most Merciful Wlio created

the seven skies in layers. You will not notice any irregularities in Rahman 's creation,

hook again. Do yon see any ruptures?' [verses 2 and 3]

A verse in Surah Qaf says, "Have they not looked at the sky above them,

(and seen) how We have created it and decorated it? There are no holes therein." [verse 6]

Allah then concludes the verse of Surah Al-Baqarah by saying, "He has

knowledge of all things." Allah has knowledge of whatever has been in the vast

universe in the past, whatever is there presently and whatever will be there in

the future.

Allah has knowledge of every believer and disbeliever and of every guided

and misguided person. He is well aware of their beliefs and deeds and will

reward or punish them accordingly.

is*

(30) When your Lord said to the angels, "I am about to place a viceroy on earth."

They said, "Will You place therein someone who will cause anarchy therein and
spill blood, whereas we glorify Your praises and proclaim Your purity?" Allah

said, "Indeed, I know what you do not know."

THE CREATION OF SAYYIDINA ADAM
f
*Ji Up AND ALLAH'S

DISCUSSION WITH THE ANGELS.

Before the creation of man, the jinn lived on earth. Because their

temperament is fraught with evil, they caused much anarchy and bloodshed on
earth. Therefore, when Allah expressed His intention to create man as a viceroy

on earth, the angels based their deduction on the jinn and asked Allah, "Will You
place therein someone who will cause anarchy therein and spill blood. .

.

"

Some commentators have mentioned that the angels queried man's creation

when they learnt that man was to be created with a conglomeration of carnal

passions, anger and intelligence. Since the first two emotions spur one to commit
deeds like anarchy and bloodshed, they could not fathom how the third quality

of intelligence (which promotes obedience to Allah glorifying His praises) could

overcome the first two. This was so because they had never before experienced

any beings that were a combination of these opposing traits. They had never

before experienced beings that, despite possessing evil qualities, could express

good behaviour, justice and other good characteristics. It is for this reason that

they posed the question to Allah.

Other commentators have mentioned that the angels knew of man's evil

behaviour because of the fact that Allah intended to create a viceroy. In other

words, since the task of a viceroy is to enforce justice and to maintain order, it
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would mean that anarchy will reign on earth, thereby necessitating the presence

of a viceroy.

According to Sayyidina Qatadah U* & <^j, Allah informed the angels that

man will spread anarchy and bloodshed on earth and that is why they asked the

question.

The question of the angels was not an objection to Allah's plan. Objecting to

Allah's plan will constitute infidelity (Kufr), and the angels (being innocent)

cannot perpetrate disobedience (Kufr). Allah speaks about their innocence in

Surah Anbiya [verse 27], where He says, "They do not speak ahead of Him and duly

carry out His orders.

Allah also says about the angels in Surah Tahrim [verse 6], "They do not

disobey the commands that Allah issues to them."

The angels then added, whereas we glorify Your praises and proclaim Your

purity (from all defects)?" Sayyidina Mujahid <4* & ^j has interpreted the word
"nuqaddisu" (^'translated above as proclaim Your purity") to mean that they express

Allah's grandeur and declare His purity from whatever the irreligious people

attribute to Him. Another meaning of this phrase is "We purify ourselves from all

sins for Your pleasure."

(3 1 1 J& JyJL^
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(31) Allah taught Adam all the names, and then presented these before the

angels saying, "Inform Me of the names of these if you are truthful."

ALLAH INFORMS SAYYIDINA ADAM
?
^LJi *J* OF THE NAMES OF

ALL THINGS AND THEN ASKS THE ANGELS ABOUT THESE
NAMES.

When Allah instilled the soul into the Sayyidina Aadam's f%Ji Up body, he

came alive and was able to learn. Allah then taught him the names of all things.

Thereafter, Allah placed all these things before the angels and asked them,

"Inform Me of the names of these ifyou are truthful?" i.e. Inform me of these names if

you are true in your belief that you are more worthy of being viceroys due to

your innocence, and if you are true in your claim that it is not wise to create a

creation that will cause anarchy and bloodshed. [Baydawi]

Certain commentators have mentioned that the name Adam is not an Arabic

word, just like the name Azar. Others claim that it is an Arabic word, derived

from the root word 'udmah which means 'brownish in colour/

Allah taught Sayyidina Adam (%^ U* everything, including the specific;

names of small and large utensils. The angels were unable to identify the names \

of these things, thereby establishing that humans are superior to angels by virtue
j

of their superior knowledge. Therefore, they are more worthy of being viceroys,
j

It is evident that it is not possible to execute any deed without the necessary
j
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knowledge.

(32) The angels submitted, "We proclaim Your purity! We possess only the

knowledge that You have given to us. Without doubt, You are the All Knowing,

the Wise/'

THE HELPLESSNESS AND ADMISSION OF THE ANGELS.

When the angels realised that humans were blessed with the wealth of

knowledge, they conceded their weakness saying, "VJe proclaim Your purity! We
possess only the knowledge that You have given to us. Without doubt. You are the All

Knowing, the Wise." In saying this, they admitted that none can question the

intentions of Allah, Whose knowledge and wisdom are matchless.

(33) Allah said, "Oh Adam! Inform them of the names of these things." When He
informed them of their names, Allah said, "Did I not tell you that I know the

unseen things of the heavens and the earth, and that I know what you disclose

and what you conceal"

THE KNOWLEDGE AND VIRTUE OF SAYYIDINA ADAM f
*J» U*

BECOMES APPARENT.

When the angels were unable to mention the names of those things that

Allah had presented before them, He commanded Sayyidina Adam <»*>lJ ( .Up,

saying, "Oh Adam! Inform them of the names of these things."

Sayyidina Adam f^LJi Up complied, thereby illustrating both the inability of

the angels and his own superior knowledge. When he did this, Allah said to the

angels, "Did I not tell you that I know the unseen things of the heavens and the earth,

and that I know what you disclose and what you conceal.

"

Allama Baydawi Up in ^ writes that Allah implies that the angels should

have rather maintained silence when Allah announced His intention to create

man. They should have rather waited to see what man's virtues and excellence

were before commenting.

Certain commentators have interpreted "I know what you disclose" to mean
that Allah is well aware of the question of the angels when they asked, "Will You

place therein somsone who will cause anarchy therein and spill blood". They say that

the phrase, "what you conceal" refers to the thought in their minds that they are

more worthy of being viceroy than man.

These verses highlight the importance of knowledge and also indicate that
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knowledge is imperative for vicegerency. Allah says in another verse, ''Can those

who possess knowledge be equal to those who do not possess knowledge?"
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(34) When We told the angels, "Prostrate to Adam/" they all prostrated, except

Iblis. He refused and was arrogant And he was from amongst the disbelievers.

ALL THE ANGELS PROSTRATE BEFORE SAYYIDINA ADAM ^
f*A BUT IBLIS REFUSES TO DO SO.

After Allah created Sayyidina Adam ^uJi -us-, He commanded the angels to

prostrate before Sayyidina Adam-fX3 *>. Allah says in Surahs Hijr [verse 29] and

Sad [verse 72] that He commanded the angels saying, "So when I have fashioned him

and blown My spirit into him, (and commanded the angels) then fall in prostration to

him."

However, after Sayyidina Aadam's f%J\ U* superiority over the angels was

established, Allah reiterated the command saying, "Prostrate to Adam!"

Consequently, "they all prostrated, except Iblis.

"

THE RULING RELATING TO PROSTRATING BEFORE A PERSON
TO HONOUR HIM.

Every Muslim knows that the angel's prostrating for Sayyidina Adam aJp

^lJ\ was not a prostration made with the intention of worship, because this type

of prostration is reserved exclusively for Allah. However, the commentators

differ about the type of prostration that the angels were commanded to make for

Sayyidina Adam ^lJi Up.

Some commentators say that the prostration was made for Allah, but

Sayyidina Adam f^LJ\ u* was used as the focal point (Qibla), whereby his status

was also highlighted. This is just like how the status of the Ka'ba is highlighted

by the fact that it is the Qibla for worshippers.

Other commentators say that the prostration was made for Sayyidina Adam

r
*>Ui <a* but only to honour him, not with the intention of worshipping him. The

example of this is the prostration that the family of Sayyidina Yusuf ^LJ\ *>

made before him. [Baydawi]

Any prostration (sajdah) made for a being besides Allah is prohibited

(haram) in the Shari'ah of Sayyidina Muhammad fi-j Up ifo JU>. While the

prostration (sajdah) made for Sayyidina Yusuf f}U! Up may have been permissible

in his Shari'ah, it is not applicable to ours.

Sayyidina Qais bin Sa'd <up i&» ^j narrates that he saw the people of Hira

prostrating before their leaders. He thought that it is worthier to prostrate before

the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up & J^ than those leaders. Therefore, when he appeared
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before the Holy Prophet ^j ^ &\ J^ he recounted what he had seen and
requested permission to prostrate before the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up i»i ju.

The Holy Prophet ^j *A* i» J^, asked him, "Will you prostrate before my
grave as well?" When the Sayyidina Qais ** ^ ^j replied in the negative, the

Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^ i» J^ said, 'Then do not prostrate before me now. If I had
to-order anyone to prostrate before another person. I would have ordered

women to prostrate before their husbands because of the right that Allah has

accorded men over women" [Abu Dawud, vl, p.291]

This hadith makes it clear that prostration (sajdah) cannot be made before

any person or grave. Various other Ahadith have also forbidden making
prostration (sajdah) before anyone besides Allah.

Some scholars (Ulama) have deduced the prohibition of prostration (sajdah)

made out of respect from a verse in Surah Jinn, where Allah says, "Indeed the

mosques (masajid) [i.e. all prostration (sajdah,)] are for Allah, so do not call to anyone

with him. " [verse 18]

THE INSOLENCE OF IBLlS.

Allah says in Surah Hijr [verses 30 to 32]. "Every one of the angels prostrated,

except Mis. He refused to be amongst the prostrating ones. Allah said, "Oh Iblis! What
prevents you that you are not of the prostrated ones?"

Verse 12 of Surah A'raf states, "(Allah) said, 'What hindered you that you could

not prostrate when I commanded you?' He replied, 7 am better than him! You have

created mefrom five and created him from clay.
"

He objected that it was not logical for a creation of a superior origin (like

fire) to prostrate to one of a lowly origin (clay). His proof of superiority was
erroneous because the nature of fire is destructive, while the nature of soil is

constructive, since it permits construction of buildings and the origin of foods.

Soil is therefore superior to fire in many ways.

In any event, the duty of a Believer (Mu'min) is to carry out Allah's^

command even if it does not seem logical to him. Instead, Iblis chose to be
arrogant. Therefore, Allah says in the applicable verse of Surah Al-Baqarah, "He
refused and, was arrogant And he was from amongst the disbelievers." Certain

commentators interpret the verse to mean that he then became one of the

disbelievers.

When Iblis adopted this attitude, Allah cursed him, meaning that He
dispelled him from His mercy. Allah says in Surah A'raf [verse 13], "(Allah) said,

"Go down from here! It ill behoves you that you should be arrogant here! Be gone, for you
are surely of the disgraced ones!"

Allah says in another verse that He told Iblis, "Get out hence, for you are

certainly accursed. Verily My curse shall be upon you till the Day of Judgment" [Surah

Sad, verses 77/8]

A person whom Allah has cursed till Resurrection day (Qiyamah) can never
expect His mercy. Therefore, Allah says in Surah Sad [verse 85], "I shall fill Hell
with you Iblis and with all those who follow you."
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Due to his pride, Iblis chose to be accursed till the day of resurrection

(Qiyamah) instead of prostrating to Sayyidina Adam r>uJ* a-1*. This is the danger of

pride. It will cause devastation for a person in both worlds.

Some people have asked why Iblis (who is a jinn) was accursed when the

command to prostrate was only issued to the angels? This question is itself

erroneous because verse 12 of Surah A'raf is clear when it quotes Allah as saying,

"What hindered you that you could not prostrate when I commanded you?" This verse

makes it clear that Iblis also received the command to prostrate. However, only

Allah really knows whether the command was directly issued to him, or whether

he was included amongst the angels because he was constantly with them.

What the Qur'an does inform us is that Iblis lived in the heavens and was

banished there from. Durrul Manthur (v.l. p.50) reports narrations from certain

Companions (Sahabah) r^ i&t ^j and Successor of the Companions (Tabi'in) ^j
j^ip ii wherein it is related exactly what Iblis used to do in the heavens.

However, these narrations seem to source from the Bani Isra'il and can therefore

not be authenticated.

THE ENMITY THAT IBLIS BEARS FOR THE PROGENY OF
SAYYIDINA ADAM f

%J» U*

Allah says in verse 117 of Surah TaHa, So We said, 'Oh Adam! Indeed he is an

enemy to you and your wife, so he should never remove the two of you from Heaven

Qannah), causing you to be unfortunate.

"

Verse 62 of Surah Bani Isra'il quotes Iblis as telling Allah, 'If You grant me

respite till the Day of resurrection (Qiyamah), I will surely gain control of his [Sayyidina

Adam's f%Ji AJf] progeny save a few individuals."

The details of this discussion will, Insha Allah, be completed in the

commentary of the second bowing (ruku) of Surah A'raf. Iblis's original) name
was Azazll. After being cursed, he was called Tblls' or 'Devil (Shaytan)/ meaning

'an extremely evil being.' He is the worst devil, and all his progeny are also

called Devil (Shaytan) (the plural of which is 'Devils (Shayatin)').

Since there are many humans who perpetrate acts similar to those

performed by these Devils (Shayatin), it is commonly said that there are Devils

(Shayatin) from amongst man and from amongst the jinn.
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(35) We said, "Oh Aadam! You and your wife should live in Heaven (Jannah)

and eat in abundance there from, from wherever you two desire. However, do

not approach this tree, otherwise the two of you will become of the oppressors."
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SAYYIDINA ADAM ?
*>LJ! Up.AND HIS WIFE ARE COMMANDED TO

LIVE IN HEAVEN (JANNAH), BUT TO STAY AWAY FROM A
CERTAIN TREE.

Sayyidina Adam f*>U» Up and his wife, Sayyidah Hawwa ^LJ\ i«Jlp were

commanded to live in Heaven (Jannah) and to eat freely as they pleased.

However, they were specifically forbidden from a certain tree and were explicitly

told not even to approach it.

The Holy Prophet ^-L- j a> ii j^> has not specified exactly which tree the couple

was forbidden to approach. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas & it ^j and others

say that it was the wheat plant. Another Opinion is Sayyidina Abdullah bin Masud
^ ii ^j and Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ it ^j have mentioned that it was

the grape vine, while Sayyidina Mujahid Up it^ is of the opinion that it was the

fig tree. Others have also stated that it was the date palm [Durrul Manthur, v.l, p.52/3]

We therefore cannot be certain as to which tree was meant. Nevertheless, it

is also not necessary that we know this because no religious law is derived from

it.
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(36) So Devil (Shaytan) caused the two of them to slip into error by means of the

tree, thereby removing them from whence they were. We said, "Go down as

enemies to each other. On earth there shall be sanctuary for you and a place of

benefit for a while.

DEVIL (SHAYTAN) TRICKS SAYYIDINA ADAM AND HAWWA \&

f>A THEREBY REMOVING THEM FROM HEAVEN (JANNAH)

Allah warned Sayyidina Adam f*>LJ Up to beware of Devil (Shaytan), his

arch enemy, who was bent on causing harm to Sayyidina Aadam <v>LJ Op, his

wife, and their progeny. Devil (Shaytan) was forever lying in ambush to remove
Sayyidina Adam (OUJ* *> from Heaven (Jannah), thereby depriving him of the

bounties of Heaven (Jannah). He knew that he would attain this goal if he could

somehow beguile Sayyidina Adam f%Ji Up to eat from the forbidden tree.

He therefore told Sayyidina Adam p%Ji Up that he was prevented from
eating from that tree because it would grant him an eternal existence in Heaven
(Jannah) as an angel.

Recounting the speech of Devil (Shaytan), Allah says in Surah A'raf [verse 20],

Your Lord has prohibited you from this tree so that you do not become two angels and so

that the two ofyou do not become of the immortal"

Surah Taha [verse 120] states that Devil (Shaytan) said, "Oh Adam! Should I not

s<iow you the tree- ofeternity and a kingdom wherein there is no weakness?"

He did not merely speak to them casually, but swore on oath. Allah says in
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Surah A'raf, "He took an oath before them saying, 'Most assuredly I am definitely an

advisor to you!" [verse 21] Eventually. "So doing, he manipulated them with deceit.
"

[Surah A'raf verse 22]

Thereafter, "When they tasted from the tree, their private parts became exposed

(when the clothes of Heaven (Jannah) were removedfrom their bodies) and they began

gathering the leaves ofHeaven (Jannah) upon themselves. Their Lord called them, 'Did I

not forbid you from that tree and warned you that Devil (Shaytan) is your open enemy?

They both submitted. 'Oh our Lord, we have oppressed our souls and if You do not

forgive us and show mercy to us we will surely be of the losers." [Surah A'raf, verses 22 and

23]

Eventually, he succeeded in tricking them into eating from the tree. As a

result, they were sent to earth, which was actually predestined for them in which

Allah initially intended to place a viceroy.

After they ate from the tree, Allah told them, "Go down (to the earth) as

enemies to each other. On earth there shall be sanctuary for you and a place of benefit for

a while." This verse could mean that Sayyidina Adam (OLJ <i^ and his progeny

are destined to live on earth till Resurrection day (Qiyamah), the time of which is

ordained. It could also mean that every person will live for a fixed time till ones

death.

The command to go down to earth is mentioned as a plural (in Arabic

grammar, only a number more than two is regarded as a plural .not two),

whereas there were only two persons involved. Commentators have mentioned

that Devil (Shaytan) was also instructed to go down to earth in this verse, due to

which the plural is used. Other commentators say that the instruction actually

applied to all the progeny of Sayyidina Adam (%*& 4*, which the couple were to

reproduce. This interpretation is most viable because Surah TaHa mentions the

instruction using a verb denoting two persons. Allah says in verse 123 of Surah

TaHa, "The two ofyou should go down from here and you people will be enemies to each

other"

Iblis was already given the command to leave Heaven (Jannah) earlier. The

phrase "enemies to each other" could either mean that mankind will be enemies to

each other, or that Devil (Shaytan) will be their constant enemy.

(37) So Aadam received a few words from his Lord and Allah pardoned him.

Without doubt, He is the Most Pardoning, the Most Merciful.

SAYYIDINA ADAM'S p^\ \& REPENTANCE IS ACCEPTED.

Sayyidina Adam and Hawwa fiLJ\ <^ were extremely remorseful about

their error and repented, using certain words that Allah inspired them with.

Commentators say that the words were:

'Oh our Lord, we have oppressed our souls and if You do not

forgive us and shoiv mercy to us, we will surely be of the
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losers." [Surah A'raf verse 23]

The above verse of Surah A'raf clearly mentions that both, Sayyidina Adam
s%J *> and Sayyidina Hawwa f^J\ l^U recited the above words.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Masud ^ &\^ reports that the words were:

"Oh Allah! We express Your purity and praise You. Your name
is most blessed and Your status is extremely exalted. There is

none worthy of worship besides You. (I have oppressed myself so

forgive me. Only You can forgive sins.")

Allah accepted Sayyidina Adam's
r
*>LJ u* repentance because "Without

doubt, He is the Most Pardoning, the Most Merciful." Allah will forgive any sincere

penitent person. Allah says in Surah Shura, "He is the One who accepts the

repentance ofHis bondsman, Who forgives sins, and knows what you do" [verse 25]

Although they were forgiven, they were not allowed to return to Heaven
(Jannah) because they were destined to live in earth. Here on earth a large

number of their progeny will earn their return to Heaven (Jannah). If they were
returned to Heaven (Jannah), only they would have benefited from its bounties

and mankind may have been deprived of them. Even if their progeny flourished

in Heaven (Jannah), they would not have appreciated the bounties of Heaven
(Jannah) as they would after passing through this world. Bounties are best

appreciated after one has endured difficulties in acquiring them.

1^3 p* JJ\ <L^p\ dLJjl bii3\L \j>jSj ]#5 ifji[) f^p ^yyz (*a ^L>
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(38) We said, "Go down from here, one and all. If there ever comes to you any
guidance from Me, then whomsoever will follow My guidance shall have no
fear on them, neither shall they grieve." (39) Those who disbelieve and falsify

shall be the dwellers of the Fire, wherein they will abide forever.

A REWARD FOR THOSE WHO ACCEPT THE GUIDANCE, AND
DAMNATION TO HELL FOR THOSEWHO REJECT

The previous verses made mention of the command to descend to earth,

where people are to be tested for a while. The above verse reiterates the
command, but adds that Allah will be sending the Prophet (Anbiya) f**J\ ^s- and
divine scriptures for man's guidance. Those who will abide by the guidelines
propagated by these sources of guidance will return peacefully to Heaven
(Jannah) where they "shall have no fear on them, neither shall they grieve." [verse 38
above]

Allah says in Surah TaHa [verse 123] "If there should ever come to you
guidance from Me, then whoever will follow My guidance shall never go
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astray, nor shall he be unfortunate."

On the other hand. "Those who disbelieve and falsify shall be the dwellers of the

Fire, wherein they will abide forever."

IMPORTANT NOTES CONCERNING THE INCIDENT OF
SAYYIDINA ADAM ^s U* AND HAWWA f

*J» i«J*.

Since Allah has created man to be His viceroy on earth, man must adhere

strictly to Allah's commands and make every attempt to ensure that these

commands are enforced on earth. This proves the fact that only people who
possess the ability to enforce Allah's laws can be commissioned to posts of

authority.

Therefore,, these posts cannot be granted to people who do not accept the

Qur'an or merely claim to do so. Many leaders of Muslim countries are not

prepared to enforce the laws of the Shari'ah in their countries but rather adopt

the laws and practices of the Infidels (kuffdr). They do this because the laws of the

Shari'ah will certainly curb their freedom to satisfy their carnal passions. As a

result of this failure to uphold the post of Allah's viceroy, the world has become

a chaotic mayhem of strife and anarchy.

Even the Muslim countries are fraught with murder and violence. Muslims

should take the initiative to instate a true "viceroy of Allah" as their leader, who
can enforce Allah's injunctions and not be from amongst those "who sever those

things that Allah has commanded that they join. " [Surah Al-Baqarah, verse 27]

The ignorance and insubordinate nature of man is evident from the fact that

although he was created to be Allah's viceroy on earth, yet the majority of

mankind are infidels (kuffdr), while many of those who claim to be believers

(Mu'minln) are grossly disobedient. It is tragic that the being for whom Allah

commanded the angels to prostrate, should be cast in disgrace into the pit of Hell

due to disbelief (Kufr).

Even people who claim to be Believers {Mu'minln) elect irreligious and

heretic leaders who lead them to commit all sorts of sins and vices. Murder,

usury, bribery, consuming liquor, gambling and all other sins are perpetrated

openly in these "Muslim" countries. People do not pay their Zakah, do not

perform their Salah and even eat publicly during the month of Ramadhan. All

this takes place because people have forgotten their status as Allah's viceroys.

It may occur to one that the angels were then accurate when they said that

man will cause anarchy and blood shed on earth. However, their error was that

they generalised this to be the condition of all mankind, whereas there are so

many people who are not like this at all. They never considered the Prophets

(Anbiya) ftLJ\ ^+1*, the martyr^, pious scholars, mujahidin and a host of other

sincere believers {Mu'minln).

Paging through the history of the 'Ummah' of the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up &\ J^
indicates to us the millions of people who were the epitome of piety and

excellence.

The Holy Prophet pJL-j a> ii JL* has mentioned that the angels of the day
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and the night alternate each day. They all gather during the time of the Fajr and

far Salahs. When the angels who were with man during the night ascend to

Allah, He asks them (despite possessing more knowledge there of) in what

condition had they left His slaves? They reply that they left them while they were

performing Salah and they found them the day before while performing Salah.

[Bukhari, v.l, P-457]

A hadith in Mishkat (p. 229) informs us that Allah boasts about mankind

before the angels when they all supplicate to Allah on the plains of Arafat on the

9th of Dhul Hijjah. The same occurs every Eid after the Eid Salah. [Mishkat, p,. 182]

KNOWLEDGE IS AN EXCEPTIONALLY GREAT WEALTH.

The excellence of Sayyidina Adam
r
*>LJi *> over the angels was established

because of his superior knowledge. Knowledge is always better than ignorance

on condition that the knowledge spurs, one to obey and recognise Allah, and

assists him in the task of being a viceroy. The knowledge that Allah granted

Sayyidina Adam f%Jt Up was necessary to fulfill his task as Allah's viceroy.

That knowledge which prompts one to debate against the truth and which

takes one away from Allah is actually ignorance. The Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up iui jl*

has mentioned that some types of knowledge are ignorance. [Abu Dawud]

The knowledge of Qur'an and Ahadith most certainly leads one to Allah. Of
course, there are other sciences that also serve the same purpose. Allah says in a

verse, "And in your own selves, do you not see?' Allah says in another vexse, "We
will soon show them Our portents in the horizons and in themselves" Whereas man
can attain closeness to Allah by studying the sciences related to astronomy,

biology and botany, people generally study them only to meet their material

requirements. It is most tragic that many experts in these fields are irreligious,

agnostic and hold heretical views instead of being rightly guided.

THE EXCELLENCE OF ONE WHO IS SUPERIOR IN KNOWLEDGE
MUST BE ACKNOWLEDGED.

Whenever a person learns that another's knowledge is superior to ones,

then ones must acknowledge the fact and admit it without feeling disgraced. The
angels did exactly this when they realised that Sayyidina Adam f%J\ aJp was
more knowledgeable.

It is extremely foolish to claim to have knowledge and debate with
intellectuals when one is ignorant about the matter being discussed. Even worst
is to adamantly cling to falsehood after the truth has been established.

THE IMPORTANCE OF REPENTANCE (TAUBA)

It is the duty of a slave to repent immediately upon realising his sin. He
should admit his error and sincerely implore Allah for forgiveness. One should
not repeat a sin and should regard the sin to be a weighty burden upon one's
shoulders.

Sayyidina Adam fiLJ\ <4* forgot: '"the prohibition of eating from the tree, as
ABah says in Surah Taha [verse 115], "Undoubtedly We commanded Adam before, but
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he forgot When he was reminded of his error, he did not make excuses, but

admitted his folly. Whereas people are not reprimanded for lapses in memory,

Sayyidina Adam<OLJ\ Up was reminded of his folly because he failed to adopt the

means of remembering. It should be noted that people of higher status are

answerable for things which others of lesser standing will be excused. Therefore,

while forgetfulness like this will be excusable for another human, it will not be

tolerated from a Prophet <**>uJt Up of Allah.

Allah inspired Sayyidina Adam (OLJi Up and Hawwa (OUJi i*ip with the

words necessary to secure forgiveness because they did not make any excuses,

not even that of forgetfulness. On the contrary, Iblis not only disobeyed Allah's

command but he also argued his cause without admitting his folly.

The pious bondsmen of Allah not only admit their sin, but they also

counteract it with good deeds, thinking that they have still not fulfilled Allah's

right. They then sincerely repent to Allah.

The Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up &\ JU said, 'Every child of Sayyidina Adam Up

r^LJi is sinful, but the best of the sinful ones are those who repent." [Mishkat, p. 204]

It is therefore imperative that the children of Sayyidina Adam (%Ji aJp adopt

the behaviour of their father, Sayyidina Aadam (OLJ ^ and not follow in the

footsteps of their arch enemy Devil (Shaytan).

PRIDE IS ONE OF THE WORST MALADIES.

It was pride that caused Iblis to disobey Allah's command, thereby leading

to his banishment from Heaven (Jannah). He chose to be cast out of Heaven

(Jannah) rather than swallow his pride and prostrate to Sayyidina Adam (OLJ ^,
Instead of repenting, he requested Allah to lengthen his life so that he could

devote his life to misleading mankind.

The Companions (Sahabah)^ ii ^j once asked the Holy Prophet <4* ^ J~*

pJL-j if that person was proud who likes that his clothes and shoes to be neat and

smart. The Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up iwi JU» replied, "Verily Allah is beautiful and
j

likes beauty (i.e. good clothing and shoes do not denote pride)." Thereafter the
j

Holy Prophet ^L-j U* ii JU added that pride means to oppose the truth and to
j

look down on others. [Muslim, v.l, p.65]

This malady is prevalent in all levels of society, and even the seemingly

pious people have fallen prey to it. Pride is commonly displayed when people

refuse to admit to their errors and argue that they are right. They may pass an

incorrect ruling or spread wrong information, but will adamantly oppose anyone

who corrects them.

Allah loves humility in a person. Perfect Belief (Iman) will dictate to a

person that he should show appreciation for all Allah's bounties and behave

humbly towards people.

Standing on the pulpit, Sayyidina Umar ** & ^j once said, "Oh people!

Adopt humility, because I have heard the Holy Prophet jJL-j u* i» JU say that

Allah elevates the tank of the person who humbles himself for Allah. He will

appear low in his c)wn eyes, but high in the estimation of others. Allah wilij
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humiliate the person who is haughty. He will appear high in his own eyes, but

will be more disgraced than a pig in the eyes of others/' [Mishkat p. 434]

BOUNTIES ARE SNATCHED AWAY BECAUSE OF SINS.

Besides the accountability on the Day of Resurrection (Qiyamah), sins cause

one to lose whatever bounties one possesses in this very world. When Sayyidina

Adam r*^ 1 ^ anc* Hawwa f%Ji i^Jp ate from the forbidden tree, they immediately

lost the clothing of Heaven (Jannah) and were sent to the world, where they had

to bear suffering and hardship.

The Holy Prophet pL-j Up &\ J^ has mentioned that a person is deprived of

sustenance because of the sins that he perpetrates. [Mustadrak ofHakim, v.l, -p.493]

There are many people and nations who desire that they be relieved of their

difficulties, but refuse to refrain from the sins that they are drowned in. In fact,

they argue with those who wish to advise them. Allah says in Surah A'raf [verse

96], "Ifonly the inhabitants of the towns believe and adopt abstinence, We would open to

them multitudes of blessingsfrom the heavens and the earth. However they denied, so We
apprehended them on account ofwhat they earned.

"

Many Ahadith mention the evil repercussions of sins in this world.

Sayyidina Amr bin As *& &\ ^>j reports that he heard the Holy Prophet Up & J^>

Jbj say, "The nation wherein fornication is prevalent will be afflicted by

droughts, and the nation amongst whom bribery is common will suffer excessive

fear/ [Mishkat, p. 313]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar <up ii ^j reports from the Holy Prophet ^ J^>

(O-j Up that the enforcement of a single penal law is better than forty days of

continuous rain. [Ibn Majah, p. 182]

The Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ii ju has also mentioned that Allah's mercy does

not come to the person who severs family ties. [Mishkat; p. 420]

The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up it JU has also said that Allah will forgive all sins

besides that of harming one's parents. Allah will punish the person who does

this before his death. [Mishkat, p. 421]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas -up &\ ^j reports from the Holy Prophet JU
r^j Up & that Allah will cast fear, into the hearts of the nation amongst whom
treachery is rife. Death will be common amongst those people who frequently

commit adultery and sustenance will be straitened for those who cheat in weight
and measure. M\irder and bloodshed will be rife amongst those people who are

unjust in their legal Judgment, and enemies will overpower those people who
break their promises. [Mu'atta ofMalik]

MODESTY IS A NATURAL TRAIT OF A HUMAN.

This fact is displayed in the way that Sayyidina Adam
r
%Ji Up and Hawwa

r>Ut i^ip immediately began to cover their private parts with leaves when their

clothes were removed. They did this even though the two of them were alone.

The Holy Prophet (JL-j ^ it JU mentioned that the following four factors
were common amongst all the Prophets (Anbhja)

r
*>LJi ,^-U: (1) Modesty, (2)
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applying perfume, (3) using the Miswak, (4) marriage. [Tirmidhi]

In another hadith, the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ii ^u said that Belief (Imdn) and

modesty are linked so closely that the disappearance of one will necessitate the

absence of the other. [Mishkat p. 432]

THE REWARD FOR ACCEPTING ALLAH'S GUIDANCE.

Allah says after the incident of Sayyidina Adam ^>LJi Up, "If there ever comes

to you any guidance from Me, then whomsoever will follow My guidance shall have no

fear on them, neither shall they grieve.
"

Allah has not merely sent man in this world to eat, drink and reproduce.

Allah subjects man to numerous trials in this world to test his worth and has

ordained certain injunctions which he has to fulfill. If man will abide by thef

teachings of the Prophets (Anbiya) fiLJ\ ^M and the divine scriptures, Allah wil||

allow him to return to the place whence his parents, Sayyidina Adam f$~J\ <m.

and Hawwa (%Jt i^JLp left. Just as Disbelievers (kuffar) do not inherit from!

Muslims, the Disbelievers (kuffar) progeny of Sayyidina Adam f^i Up andf

Hawwa (OUt i*i* will not inherit the bliss of Heaven (Jannah) from their Muslim^

parents.

Sayyidina Adam {%J\ ^ and all the Prophet (Anbiya) ^LJ\ ^1^ after hinj

preached Islam, which has the following three basic tenets:

1. Belief in oneness of Allah (Tauhid) i.e. in the Being and attributes of Al]

as He has explained them via his messengers and books. 2. Belief in Risalaj

(prophethood), which includes belief in all Allah's Prophets (Anbiya) and whatew

they preached i.e. belief in the angels, predestination, Heaven Qannah), Hell,

all the other laws propagated by the Prophets (Anbiya) fiLJ\ ^M.

3. Belief in resurrection after death/when people will receive the rewards

punishment for what they did in the world.

All the Prophets (Anbiya) (OLJi ^$1* preached the above tenets, although

specific Din (religions) may have differed as far as the injunctions are concern

It is for this reason that the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up & J^ said, "I am the cloi

person to Isa, the son of Maryam in this world and in the Hereafter. All

Prophets (Anbiya) fiLJ\ ^$1* are step brothers with different mothers, having tl

same Din (Religion). [Bukhari v.l, p.490]

People are grossly incorrect to say that Islam is only one and a half centuri

old. Islam has been propagated from the time of Sayyidina Adam ^LJ\ Up, $

has been preached by every one of the Prophet (Anbiya) f%J\ ^^JLp.

. While all the previous Prophets (Anbiya) f%~^\ ^^ have passed away to

this world, the message of the Holy Prophet ,JL-j aJU &\ J^ is perpetuated by

Qur'an because he was sent as a Prophet to the entire universe till doom!

(Qiyamah). Every person, be he a Jew, Christian, Buddhist or Hindu, is part of

Holy Prophet's ^JL-j U* & J^> Ummah, and needs to accept his message.

Allah says in verse 85 of Surah Al Imran, 'Whosoever seeks a Din (Reli
t

besides Islam, it shall never be accepted from him, and he will be, in the Herei

amongst the losers.

"
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Allah says to the Holy Prophet p-L-j U* i>\ JU in Surah Saba [verse 28], "We

have sent you as a messenger, bearer of glad tidings, and a warner to the whole of

mankind. However, most people do not know.

"

Muslim (v.l, p.86) reports that the Holy Prophet jJL- j aJLp ii JU said, "I swear

by the Being in Whose control lies my life! Whichever person of this ummah, be

he a Jew or a Christian, who dies without believing in me after hearing about me,

will be from the dwellers of the Blazing Fire/'

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE BANI ISRA'IL.

Since the forthcoming verses and many other Surahs of the Qur'an discuss

the Bani Isra'il, it is appropriate that a person becomes acquainted with their

background so that one may understand the Qur'an better.

THE HOMELAND AND CHILDREN OF SAYYIDINA IBRAHIM Up

Sayyidina Ibrahim (%^ *> hailed from Babylon where Nimrud (Nimruz)

reigned. The people of the place including Sayyidina Ibrahim's <»%J\ aJLp father

were all idolators. Sayyidina Ibrahim f*>LJ! <uU preached oneness of Allah (Tauhid)

to them but instead of listening to him, they were bitterly opposed to him and

even cast him into a raging fire.

One of his wives was Sayyidah Sarah f^J\ l^U who happened to be the

daughter of his paternal uncle. His other wife was Sayyidah Hajra ^^L-Jv i^i*.

Sayyidina Is'haq
r
*>LJi a> was born from Sayyidah Sarah fiLJ\ i^JLp while Sayyidah

Hajra (OLJ i%M bore Sayyidina Isma'il f*~to *i*. Sayyidah Hajra
r
*>LJ i*-i* and Isma'il

pU\ Up were the two whom Sayyidina Ibrahim (!>LJi *> left alone in the desert of

Makkah and became the founders of this great city. Sayyidina Ibrahim f^Ji <4*

also had other children whose names have been recorded in the book, "Al Bidaya

wan Nihayah"

Sayyidina Is'haq f%^ <4* had a son called Sayyidina Ya'qub (%-& aJ* who
was also known as Isra'Il (meaning 'the chosen servant of Allah' or 'Allah's

slave'). His progeny is therefore referred to as the Bani Isra'Il (the children of

Isra'Il). Sayyidina Ya'qub's (%~& <i* son was Sayyidina Yusuf f^LJ\ *JLp whose story

is discussed in Surah Yusuf.

THE BANI ISRA'IL ARRIVE IN EGYPT.

When Sayyidina Yusuf (*~& *> ruled Egypt, his eleven brothers also

migrated to Egypt where their progeny flourished till their twelve tribes

numbered 60 000 in total. Their homeland was Kan'an in Palestine which was the

place to which Sayyidina Ibrahim ^LJ\ aJLp migrated after leaving Babylon.

While the progeny of Sayyidina Isma'il (%Ji *Jp abounded in Makkah, the

progeny of Sayyidina Is'haq fiLJ\ ^ prospered in Kan'an and later in Egypt.

After the demise of Sayyidina Yusuf fiLJ\ «-U, the Bani Isra'Il were greatly

oppressed in Egypt because they were aliens in the country.

The Copts of Egypt made the Bani Isra'Il their slaves and they even

slaughtered the sons of the Bani Isra'Il.
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THE RISALAT (PROPHETHOOD) OF SAYYIDINA MUSA ^ <uU,

AND HIS PREACHING.

Allah made Sayyidina Musa fiLJ\ Up a Prophet from amongst the Bani Israel

who preached to Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and requested that he free the Bani Isra'il

from bondage. However, Pharaoh (Fir'aun) neither accepted Sayyidina Musa's <a*

r
->Lj! preaching, nor did he release the Bani Isra'il. Instead, he claimed divinity.

THE BANI ISRA'IL ESCAPE FROM EGYPT.

By Allah's command, Sayyidina Musa f%-& <Oc eventually led the Bani Israel ;

out of Egypt one night. When Pharaoh's (Fir'aun's) army caught up with them, <

they were at the seashore. Allah then commanded Sayyidina Musa f%~h Up to

strike the water with his staff, causing the sea to make way for twelve dry roads. I

The Bani Isra'il were then able to cross safely.

When Pharaoh (Fir'aun)and his army decided to pursue them, Allah caused I

the sea to close on them, drowning them all. Pharaoh (Fir'aun) was also killed,
j

but Allah preserved his body, which is still present today in a museum in Egypt,
f

Addressing him, Allah says in verse 92 of Surah Yunus, "Today We shall preserve
*

you with your body to be sign for those after you.

Al Bidaya wan Nihayah (v.i, p.270) reports that when they crossed the sea, the

Bani Isra'il numbered 600,000 excluding women and children. By then they had
\

already lived in Egypt for 426 solar years. .
\

AFTER EMERGING FROM EGYPT, THEY REACH THEIR
HOMELAND AFTER FORTY YEARS.

Although their original homeland was far off, the Bani Isra'il could have I

reached it in a reasonable amount of time. However, the journey took forty years
§

because they wandered about lost in the valley of Tih. Every night, they arrived |

at the same place from where they had departed in the morning. §

During that period, they harassed Sayyidina Musa {%J\ Up greatly and even r

started worshipping the calf when he went to Mount Tur to receive the Torah. §

When he returned, they refused to believe him until they personally heard Allah 1

speaking and saw Him with their own eyes.

Allah provided manna and salwa for them from Heaven (Jannah) but they
|

expressed ingratitude by requesting for the common vegetables of the world.
[

When they refused to practise the injunctions of the Torah, Allah suspended I

Mount Tur over their heads, threatening to drop it on them if they remained
J

stubborn.

Sayyidina Musa ^%J\ U* passed away during these forty years, whereafter

Sayyidina Yusha bin Nun {%J\ Up was their Prophet and eventually led them to

Baitul Muqaddas. The various incidents mentioned above have all been

discussed in the verses of the Qur'an.

THE JEWS ARRIVE IN MADINAH.

Historians write that when the Disbeliever (kafir) tyrant Bukht Nasr attacked
j

Baitul Muqaddas, he banished the Jews from there. Many immigrated to Hijaz,
]
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Wadi Qura, Tayma and Madinah. At that time, there were some people of the

Bani Jurhum residing there, along with some descendants of the Amaliqa tribe

who planted and harvested dates.

The Jews gradually grew in number until they outnumbered the others.

They expelled the others from Madinah, thereby seizing possession of the city.

They resided there for as long as Allah willed. [Futuhul Buldan, p.329]

Certain historians have mentioned that the Jews had read in the Torah that

the final messenger of Allah jJL-j u* &\ JU will appear in a city where dates

flourish and which is bordered by two rocky deserts. Therefore, they set out from

Baitul Muqaddas to search for this place so that they could receive him and

follow him. When they recognised Madinah to be the place, they settled there.

[Umdatu Akhbdr Fi Madinahtil Mukhtdr p. 34, and Mu']amul Buldan, v.5, p. 82]

THE AWS AND KHAZRAJ TRIBES ARRIVE IN MADINAH.

The original name of Madinah was Yathrib. After the Hijrah, the Holy

Prophet fJL-j <Op ii J** changed the name to Madinahtur Rasul, Tayyibah and

Tabah. It is now famously called Madinah or Madinahtul Munawwarah.

After the Jews had been living in Madinah for a long while, two tribes from

Yemen settled there. These were the Aws and the Khazraj. When the Holy

Prophet jJL-j Up i\ jl* arrived in Madinah, the following tribes lived there:

The Jews, viz. (1) The Bani Nadir, (2) the Bani Quraizah and (3) the Bani

Qaynuqa.

The Yemenis, viz, the Aws and the Khazraj who were later known as the

Ansar.

The two Yemeni tribes were idol worshippers and were constantly fighting

each other and the Jews. The Jews were regarded as the People of the Book and
they used to tell the others that they are awaiting the advent of the final Prophet,

whom they would follow and then crush their enemies.

THE AWS AND KHAZRAJ ACCEPT ISLAM.

When the Holy Prophet ^-L-j *4* iii jl* met the first group of pilgrims from
amongst the Aws and Khazraj, he invited them to Islam. They realised that he

was the same person about whom the Jews boasted that they would follow him
to vanquish their enemies. Therefore, before the Jews could follow the Holy
Prophet pJL-j Up &\ ju, they decided to accept Islam.

When they returned to Madinah, they propagated the message of Islam.

Twelve representatives from amongst them met the Holy Prophet jJL-j *J* i» J**-
the following year to pledge their allegiance to him. They also invited the Holy
Prophet (J-j Up iin J^> to migrate to Madinah.

THE MIGRATION (HIJRAH) TO MADINAH.

After receiving the invitation, the Holy Prophet ^JL-j a> ii ju left with
Sayyidina Abu Bakr *± & ^j for Madinah. The books of history mention the

incidents of the various Companions (Sahdbah) ^ &\ ^j who had already left
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for Madinah before the Holy Prophet ^j^i JU. One may refer to these in

'Futuhul Buldan (p. 30), "Ar Rawdul Unf (v. 2, p. 16) and the "Sirah" of 'Ibn Hisham'.

THE OBSTINACY OF THE JEWS.

Despite possessing the knowledge that the Holy Prophet ^j^^ J~* was

the true Prophet of Allah about whom they had read in their scriptures, the Jews

refused to accept him as such. They even refused to respond to the words of the

Aws and the Khazraj when these two tribes reminded them that the Holy

Prophet (J- j *ip & J~* was the very same Prophet about whom they (the Jews)

had threatened others. [Ibn Hisham]

Because of their jealousy and enmity, the Jews did not respond to the Holy

Prophet 's ^j ^ ^ J^ preaching. Only a few of them accepted Islam, while the

others always plotted against the Holy Prophet pL-j^ & J^ and the Muslims.

lA}J }^H%^ ^+h te& iv^ ^-^ <$ ci^> \&
:

*\ Si&l Xsrk

(40) Oh Bani Isra'il! Call to mind Allah's favour which He conferred upon you.

Fulfil My pledge and I will fulfil yours. Fear Me only."

THE BANI ISRA'IL ARE REMINDED OF ALLAH'S FAVOURS ON
THEM.

In addressing the Bani Isra'il, Allah addresses the Jews, since they were the

progeny of Sayyidina Isra'il (Ya'qub) f%Jt *>. During the time of the Holy

Prophet f-Lv j Up it Ju^, they lived in Madinah, Khaibar and Sham. After arriving

in Madinah, the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up it ju encountered the Jews who were not

to be found in Makkah. Therefore the Qur'an begins to address them.

Allah says in the above verse, "Oh Bani Isra'il! Call to mind Allah's favour,

which He conferred upon you Fulfil My pledge and I will fulfil yours. Fear Me only". \

The Bani Isra'il knew what bounties Allah had conferred on them and their

forefathers. The verses wherein Allah speaks about these favours prove that the

Holy Prophet jJL-j Up it j^> is Allah's Prophet because he could not have learnt

these from any person, nor read it because he was unlettered. He could have

learnt about this only from Allah.

-v t
>-*- vk ^ • & Y"\ V** £^ Kt' *£<" \'\ \- * ' > * \' >\ X' \ * \'

'

^n oyu la Q$\j *%& Lv

(41) Believe in what I have revealed in confirmation of what you have with you,

and do not become the first disbelievers. Do not barter Allah's verses for a

measly price. Fear Me only.

THE BANI ISRA'IL ARE INVITED TO ACCEPT ISLAM.

Allah addresses the Jews further by saying, "Believe in what I have reveam
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(i.e. the Qur'an) in confirmation of what you have with you (i.e. the Torah)"

Although the Torah and Injrl that the Jews and Christians possessed during the

time of the Holy Prophet ^JL- j <Jp &\ J^ were already adulterated, they still

contained some true descriptions of the Holy Prophet jJUj Up &\ ju>.

Allah says :!n Surah Araf [verse 157]. "Those who follow the unlettered messenger

and Prophet that theyfind written (mentioned) with them in the Torah and Injil."

Since the Jews had knowledge of the fact that the Holy Prophet Up ifc\ ju
jl-j was to be the final Prophet on earth, and they had waited for him in

Madinah for such a long time, it was necessary that they be the first to believe in

him. The Christians learnt about the Holy Prophet ^JL- j Up ^ JL* much later,

while the Polytheists of Makkah were totally unaware of his imminent

appearance.

The Jews were therefore the best equipped with knowledge to realise that

they had no reason to reject the Holy Prophet ^L-j Up it JL*. It is for this reason

that Allah admonishes them, "and do not become the first disbelievers."

Since the Jews were the first to learn about the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ii ju
in their scriptures, they were actually the first to receive the message to follow

him. Therefore, their rejection will be regarded as the first disbelief even before

the disbelief of the Polytheists in Makkah. Other commentators have interpreted

the verse to mean that the Jews should not become the first disbelievers from

amongst the Ahlul Kitab (including Jews and Christians) of Madinah.

'Do not barter Allah 's verses for a measly -price." Certain commentators have

interpreted this verse to mean that they should believe in Allah's verses and all

His messengers ft>LJt ^^ip [including the Holy Prophet jJL- 3 <A± ii JU>] They must

not refrain from accepting Islam merely for fear of losing some material wealth.

[WnKathir]

Other commentators have interpreted the verse to mean that they should

not adulterate their scriptures and should not conceal the truth. They used to do

this often when others bribed them to do so. [Baydawi]

"Fear Me only." Fear of Allah is the most effective means whereby people

can refrain from sin. The command to fear Allah is repeated in this verse due to

its importance.

Allama Baydawi Up i» *^j writes that the first verse (40) addresses the

general public to adopt the means to Piety (taqwa) (Allah's fear), whereas the

second (41) applies specifically to the learned scholars because they are required

to reach the pinnacles of piety (taqwa) (which is denoted by the word "Fattaqun".

I

oJJ^
f&\j

o^i \j&b d¥^\ ^J^ j LA^ *j

(42) Do not confuse the truth with falsehood and knowingly conceal the truth.

THE TRUTH MUST NOT BE CONCEALED AND MIXED WITH
FALSEHOOD

This verse addresses the Jewish scholars, telling them not to confuse the
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truth with falsehood by inserting their own additions to the divine scriptures. It

was their practice not to teach the Torah to the masses, and they preserved the

Torah in scattered leaves, making reference difficult.

Whenever anyone would seek a ruling from them, they would extract any

leaf and tell the oerson exactly what he wanted to hear, provided the person paid

for it. It was also their practice to conceal the description of the Holy Prophet J^
^j Up ifci from the masses. It is for these reasons that Allah cautions them, "Do

not confuse the truth with falsehood and knowingly conceal the truth.
"

They perpetrated these acts even though they realized that they were

sinning.

ii5 \ \y\'+j \$JQ\ \j

(43) Establish Salah, pay Zakah and bow (in ruku) with those who bow.

THE COMMAND TO PERFORM SALAH AND PAY ZAKAH

The meaning of establishing Salah has already been discussed earlier in

Surah Al-Baqarah. Many verses mention Salah and Zakah together, since they

denote physical and financial acts of devotion. Salah inspires a person to turn to

Allah and instills humility into him. Zakah eradicates miserliness and other evils

associated with wealth. There are numerous other benefits attached to these two

acts of worship which the Scholars (Ulama) have elucidated in many books.

Allah also commands the Bani Isra'il to 'bow (in ruku).) with those who bow."

This means that they should be particular about performing Salah in

congregation. One of the greatest virtues of Salah in congregation is that the

reward for such a Salah is multiplied 27 times.

Although Salah and Zakah are obligatory for all Muslims, the Jews are

specifically commanded with these because these two acts of devotion are

especially effective in eradicating the maladies of love of position and love of

wealth, both of which were widespread amongst the Jews.

Other commentators have mentioned that the prayer of the Jews did not

include the bowing (ruku) posture. Allah therefore impresses upon them to adopt

the prayer of the muslims, meaning that they should become muslims.

Scholars (Ulama) have deduced from this verse that it is Wajib (Compulsory)

to perform Salah in congregation. Even those who say that it is sunnah deeds

practice by Holy Prophet ^JL-j *> &\ J^ have emphasised its importance.

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah ** <3»i ^j reports that the Holy Prophet a-1p &\ J^>

pL-j said, T swear by the Being in whose control is my life! I desire to instruct

that firewood be gathered. Thereafter, I would instruct that the call or prayer

(adhdn) be given so that that Salah may commence. I will then appoint an Imam

to lead the Salah and personally set fire to the homes of those who do not attend

the Salah in congregation/ [Bukhari, v.l, p.89]

The Holy Prophet ^ <4* & J^ said in another hadith. "If there were no
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women and children at home, I would lead the Isha Salah and order the youth to

set fire to the homes of those who do not attend the Salah with congregation/

[Mishkdt, p. 97]

Once after completing the Fajr Salah, the Holy Prophet J~> 3 u*. & ju
inquired from the Companions (Sahabah)^ &\ ^j whether a certain person was
present. When the Companions (Sahabah) ** A\ ^j replied in the negative, he

asked about a second person. When it was mentioned that he too was absent, the

Holy Prophet^ 3 Up ii jl» said that the Fajr and Isha Salahs are most difficult for

the Hypocrites (Munafiqin). He then added, "If you knew the reward for these

two Salahs, you would come to the Mosque (Masjid) even if you had to crawl.

Indeed, the first row is the row of the angels. If you knew the reward of standing

in this row, you would race to stand in it. Undoubtedly, the Salah of two persons

performing Salah together is better than performing individually Performing

Salah collectively with two persons is better than performing Salah collectively

with just one person. Allah likes the congregation of more people

proportionately more." [Mishkdt p. 96]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ ito ^j said, "I have certainly witnessed

the time when only the open hypocrite would miss Salah in congregation or an

ill person. Even the ill would present themselves with the aid of two persons.

Indeed, the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up &\ JU> rias shown us many ways of guidance

and amongst these is to perform Salah in a Mosque (Masjid) where the adhan is

given." [Muslim, v.l, p.232]

Sayyidina Abu Darda -up &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet <X> 3 Up iii JU
said, Satan (Shaytan) will certainly assume control of any three men in a forest or

town where they do not perform Salah in congregation. So be particular about

performing Salah in congregation because a wolf devours the lone sheep."

[Mishkdt p. 96]

(44) Do you command people with good, forgetting yourselves, whereas you
recite the Book? Have you no understanding?

A PREACHER MUST NOT FORGET HIMSELF.

The Jewish scholars realised that the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up iii ju was the

true Prophet of Allah. Therefore, despite not accepting Islam themselves, they

sometimes advised their friends or family to accept Islam.

"Ibn Kathir" and "Durrul Manthur" report from Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Abbas «up iin ^j that the Holy Prophet ,JL. 3
Up &\ ju once visited an ailing Jewish

youngster who used to be in his attendance. The boy was about to leave this

world. The Holy Prophet ^JL,j Up iii JU stood at the boy's head side and
encouraged him to accept Islam The boy looked towards his father, who told

him, "Obey Abul Qasim (i.e. the Holy Prophet ^j Up &\ JJ)]. The boy then

accepted Islam. The Prophet ^L-j U* &\ J^> left the house saying, 'AH praise be to

Allah, Who saved him from Hell." [Bukhari, v.l, p.181]
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Besides this incident, there were other occasions when the Jews advised

others to perform Salah and pay Zakah, without doing it themselves. It is for this

reason that Allah asks them, "Do you command people with good, forgetting

yourselves, whereas you recite the Book? Have you no understanding?'

Although the verse addressed the Jews, it may apply to any person who
preaches something to people, while he does not practise it himself. This type of

behaviour is extremely detrimental.

It has been reported in certain narrations that the example of the learned

scholar who preaches to others without practising himself, is like the lamp that

gives light to others while burning itself out.

THE PUNISHMENT FOR NON-PRACTISING LECTURERS

Sayyidina Anas bin Malik ^ &\ ^j reports from the Holy Prophet u* & J^>

(JL-j that when he was taken on a tour of the heavens, he saw people whose lips

were being cut with scissors. When the lips were completely cut, they were

restored to their normal form, whereafter they were cut again. When the Holy

Prophet jJL-j Up is* ju asked Jibrll (*~& Up about the identity of these people, he

replied, "These are the lecturers of your ummah who instructed people with

good, but forgot themselves, whereas they recited the Book. Have they no

understanding?" [Durrul Manthur, vol, p.64, and Mishkat, p. 438]

Sayyidina Usama bin Zaid **> i» ^j reports from the Holy Prophet U* it J^>

fJL-j that a person will be cast into Hell where his innards will emerge from his

body. He will go around Hell with his entrails hanging out, just like a donkey

walks about a grinding mill. The people of Hell will gather around him asking,

"What had happened to you? Did you not enjoin us to do good and forbid us

from evil?" He will reply, "I enjoined you to do good without doing it myself,

and I forbade you from evil whereas I perpetrated them myself" [Muslim, v.2,

p.412]

Note: The above verse denotes that a person should enjoin good and forbid

evil (Amr bil Ma'rufWan Nahy Anil Munkar), together with making an effort to

practise on whatever one is preaching. It does not mean that one should discard

enjoining good and forbidding evil if one is not practising on the good and

refraining from the evil. This should be understood well.

p z>j*pjM prb rr-> 1>^

(45) Seek assistance with patience and Salah. Without doubt, this is difficult,

except for the humble ones; (46) Those who are convinced that they will meet

their Lord, and that they will return to Him.

SEEKING ASSISTANCE BY MEANS OF PATIENCE AND SALAH.

The Arabic word "sabr" {translated above as "patience") has the following

three meanings:
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2. Being steadfast on the performance of deeds, especially the

Para'idh and Wajibat.

2. Completely abstaining from sin,

3. Being patient ivhc,, tiffin ted by adversities.

People are generally only conversant with the third meaning. All these

forms of patience (sabr) draw Allah's assistance. The carnal soul is generally not

prepared to carry out the devotions prescribed by the Islamic Laws (Shari'ah).

therefore, a person has to exercise patience (sabr) by proceeding with the act.

Then too, the carnal self will not want to perform the act properly. Again

patience (sabr) will be required to ensure that the act is done properly.

Acts like fasting and jihad (religious war) require an excessive amount of

'sabr.' Salah is the greatest form of physical worship which also demands a high

level of patience (sabr) This is so because Salah actively involves both the

outward and the inward dispositions of a person, which is difficult for the carnal

self.

Sayyidina Hudhaifa <up <&i ^j reports that he returned to the presence of the

Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up &\ JU after completing a responsibility during the battle of

Ahzab. He says that the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up &\ ju was then engaged in Salah

because he always resorted to Salah when faced with any adversities.

Sayyidina Ali <up &\ ^j rep <ils that the Holy Prophet jJL-j ^ &\ J^> engaged

in Salah on the eve of the battle of Badr while everyone else was sound asleep.

He supplicated to Allah the entire night till dawn. [Ibn Kathir. v.l, p.87]

Allama Ibn Kathir ^ ^ ^j reports from Ibn Jarir that the verse "Seek

assistance with patience and Saldh" is addressed to the learned scholars of the Jews.

They are encouraged to seek assistance from Allah so that they can forsake their

passion for wealth and honour, submit to Allah and accept Islam. They should

then exercise patience if they have to lose any part of their material possessions

in the process.

Allama Ibn Kathir U^ iui <^j also mentions that the command to seek

assistance with patience (sabr) and Salah applies to all people, even though the

Jews have been addressed in the verse, [v.l, p.88]

THE IMPORTANCE OF SALAH

Salah involves the internal and external body. The external body must be

pure and well covered, acts which require money to be spent. This lends a

financial aspect to Salah, making it a form of iinan* sal act of devotion as well.

Salah entails devoting one's attention to the act, while fighting off the attacks of

Devil(Shaytan). The person performing Salah enters into direct conversation with
Allah while reciting the Qur'an and attesting to Allah's Oneness.

In Salah, a person is constantly fighting his carnal desires by abstaining

from eating, drinking, speaking and walking about. By being devoted to Salah
and paying heed to performing the Obligatory prayers (Faraidh), Compulsory
prayers (Wajibat), Sunan (Practice of Holy Prophet ^j u* k j^ (Sunan) (plural of

Sunnah) add Supererogatory prayers (Nawafil), one will attain Allah's assistance
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and draw His mercy.

THE IMPORTANCE OF HUMILITY

'Without doubt, this {Salah)js difficult, except for the humble ones." Humility

entails submitting the heart after which the other limbs will also be submissive.

Those who perform their Sarah with this quality truly enjoy their Salah and

cannot bear to miss it. Those who attain this quality are truly successful.

Allah says in Surah Mu'minun, "The believers have truly succeeded. (They are)

Those who are humble in their Salah. " [verses I and 2]

People exert themselves greatly in acquiring the things of this world. There

are those who even work for 18 hours daily. However, they consider the

performance of two rakahs of Salah to be too difficult. Even if they have to

perform Salah, their minds are so involved in their worldly activities that they

cannot hope to attain humility.

WHO ARE THE HUMBLE ONES?

Allah describes the humble as "Those who are convinced that they will meet

their Lord (after death), and that they will return to Him [on the Day of Judgment

(Qiyamah)]." The person who is convinced of the above will never miss any

Salah, never delay its performance and will perform it properly.

If Allah accepts a person's Salah, He will accept all their other deeds as well.

However, if it is rejected, all the other deeds will also be rejected. If a person

realises this, together with the conviction that he will be immensely rewarded

and that it will guarantee his success in the Hereafter, then he will ensure that he

performs it properly. Without this realisation, he will find two rakahs of Salah

too difficult for him.

Sayyidina Amrriar bin Yasir ^ k\^ reports from the Holy Prophet in J^
^JUj Up that some people only receive a tqnth, a nineth, an eighth, a seventh, a

sixth, a fifth, a quarter, a third or a half of the reward for their Salah. [At Targhib

wat Tarhib, v.2, p.341]

This deficiency in reward is due to the lack of sincerity and humility in their

Salah.

(47) O children of Isra'Il, call to mind My favour that I bestowed upon you and

that I preferred you above the universe. (48) Fear the day when one soul will not

avail another in the least, no intercession will be accepted, no ransom will taken,

and they will not be helped.
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THE SELFISHNESS OF PEOPLE ON THE DAY OF JUDGMENT
(QIYAMAH)

Allah reiterates the command to recall His favours on the Bani Isra'il. Allah

tells them, "I had granted you preference above the universe." Allah accorded this

virtue to the forefathers of the Bani Isra'il who were-the Prophets (Anbiya) ^J^

r
%J\ or other pious people who always adhered to the true Din (Religion) and

worshipped Allah only. Allah had preferred them above all those existing in

their respective eras.

The Holy Prophet jJL. j Up ii JU is the best of all the Prophet (Anbiya)
r
*>LJt Up

and his ummah followers is the best of all ummahs, as Allah says "You are the

best ofummahs" [Surah Al Imran, verse 110]. Allah also says in verse 142 of Surah Al-

Baqarah, "Thus we have made you such a group that is moderate in nature"

The Bani Isra'il were the best in their respective times because they followed

the teachings of the Prophets (Anbiya) fM-Ji r«>. However, they adulterated their

scriptures and even rejected the apostleship of the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up i»i JU
despite being convinced of the fact that he was really Allah's messenger. In doing

so, they destroyed the credibility that Allah granted them and earned Allah's

wrath.

The Jews were jealous of the fact that the final messenger should be from the

Arabs and not from them. This, coupled with love for wealth and honour

prevented them from accepting the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up &\ J^ as Allah's

Prophet. Allah informs them in the Qur'an that they should not pay so much
attention to the things of this world because these will not help them on the Day
of Judgment (Qiyamah).

Allah informs them, "Fear the day when no soul will not avail another in the least

no intercession will be accepted, no ransom will taken, and they will not be helped.

"

ONLY THOSE WHOM ALLAH PERMITS WILL BE ABLE TO
INTERCEDE ON THE DAY OFJUDGMENT (QIYAMAH)

Intercession will only be accepted from those whom Allah permits, and only

on behalf of those whom Allah permits. No intercession will be permitted on
behalf of the Disbelievers (kuffar) .

Allah says in Surah Mnddaththir, "The intercession of an intercessor will not

profit them (the Disbelievers)." [verse 48]

Allah says in verse 109 of Surah TaHa, "On that day intercession will only

benefit those whom the Beneficent (Rahman) permits and whose speech He is pleased

with."

Verse 255 of Surah Al-Baqarah reads, "Who is there that can intercede by Him
save with His permission?"

None will be able to save another from Allah's punishment on the Day of

Judgment (Qiyamah) even if they possess all the material wealth of the universe.

Allah says in verse 91 of Surah Al Imran, "Verily those who disbelieve and die

&$ disbelievers, the earth full ofgold shall never be acceptedfrom any of them if they ever
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wish to offer it as ransom. Theirs shall be a painful chastisement and they shall have no

helpers.

"

Allah says in Surah Ma'idah [verse 36], "Indeed those who disbelieve, if they

possessed all within the earth and the like thereof in addition to ransom themselves from

the punishment of the Day ofJudgment, it will not be acceptedfrom them. Theirs shall be

a painful punishment"

^J %}*£> p^jj (jA <^L~> pSvJ^ Jj j£ *U* Ojt^-^J

(49) When .We rescued you from the people of Pharaoh (Fir'aun), who inflicted a

terrible punishment upon you by slaughtering your sons and preserving the

lives of your daughters. Therein was a great trial for you from your Lord.

THE OPPRESSION SUFFERED BIY THE BANI ISRA'IL IN EGYPT

In the above verse, Allah makes mention of a great boon that He bestowed

on the Bani Isra'il. They suffered great prejudice because of their foreign

nationality and were treated worse than slaves. However, Allah sent Sayyidina

Musa f%Ji <uLp and his brother Sayyidina Harun ^LJ\ Up as messengers to Pharaoh

(Fir'aun). They preached to Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and his people, and even won a

contest against the great magicians of the time, who subsequently believed in

Allah.

When Sayyidina Musa f%J» ^ led the Bani Isra'il out of Egypt, they were

pursued by Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and, his army. However, Allah made Pharaoh

(Fir'aun) and his entire army drown in the sea, thereby rescuing the Bani Isra'il

from his oppression, which they had suffered for over 400 years long years.

Another meaning of the Arabic word 'bala.' (translated above as trial") is a

'prize' or a 'favour.' If this translation is used, it would mean that their rescue

from Pharaoh (Fir'aun) was a tremendous prize or favour from Allah.

It has been mentioned that Pharaoh (Fir'aun) saw in a dream (or was told by

fortune-tellers) that a youth from the Bani Isra'il will destroy his kingdom. It was

due to this reason that he undertook to slay all the boys born of the Bani Isra'il.

Although Sayyidina MuSa fiLJ\ aJLp was born during the period when this

infanticide was taking place. Allah ensured his safety even though he grew up in

Pharaoh's (Fir'auns)' palace.

(50) When We split the sea for you and drowned the people of Pharaoh

(Fir'aun) while you watched.
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THE BANI ISRA'IL CROSS THE SEA WHEREAS PHARAOH
<F1R'AUN) AND HIS ARMY ARE DROWNED

Some historians have mentioned that Pharaoh's (Fir'aun) name was Walid,

while others say that it was Musa. However, he was extremely tyrannical and

hailed from the Ad [the nation of Sayyidina Hud pLJ\ U*]. He ruled Egypt and

claimed divinity.

Allah instructed Sayyidina Musa
r
*>LJi aJLp to leave Egypt one night: with the

Bani Isra'il so that none comes to know. However. Pharaoh (Fir'aun) received

intelligence of this and mustered a large army to pursue them.

As day broke, the Bani Isra'il saw this army on their heels and feared being

apprehended. However, Sayyidina Musa
r
%~Jt «> assured them that Allah was

with him and would come to their assistance. Consequently, Allah ordered

Sayyidina Musa f%-J» Up to strike his staff on the sea that was before them. When
he did so, the waters cleaved into twelve roads, each being bordered by

mountainous walls of water.

The Bani Isra'il crossed over safely. When Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and his army

attempted to cross, Allah closed the roads, causing the water to come crashing

down upon them. All this took place before the Bani Isra'il. Therefore, Allah says

to the Bani Isra'il that He 'drowned the people of Pharaoh (Fir'aun) while you

watched.'

As he was being drowned, Pharaoh (Fir'aun) declared his belief in Allah.

Allah says in Surah Yunus, "Till (the time came when) Pharaoh (Fir'aun) began to

drown, he said, I believe that there is no deity except Him Whom the Bani Isra'il believe

and I am from those who surrender.

"

Thereupon Allah told him, "Do you believe now? When you were disobedient

before and amongst the corrupters? Today We shall preserve you with your body to be

sign for those after you." [verses 90, 91 and 92]

A detailed account of the Bani Isra'il and Pharaoh's (Fir'aun's) drowning is

mentioned in Surahs TaHa, Shu'ara and Dukhan.

(51) When We promised Musa f%J» *-)* forty nights, then you took to worship

the calf after him, and you were oppressors. (52) Thereafter We pardoned you so

that you may be grateful.

I
SAYYIDINA MUSA f*~S\^ GOES TO MOUNT TUR AND THE BANI

1 ISRA'IL BEGIN TO WORSHIP THE CALF.

After crossing the sea, the Bani Isra'il reached a plain from where they were
|*o leave for Palestine. However, due to their disobedience (which is mentioned in
verses 20 to 26 of Surah Ma'idah) they were made to wander in circles in a single

I Plain for 40 years. During this period, Allah granted Sayyidina Musa f%J» Up the
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Torah.

To receive the Torah, Allah summoned Sayyidina Musa ^LJ\ Up to Mount

Tur, where he was required to seclude himself and fast for thirty days. After the

thirtieth day, Sayyidina Musa f%Ji Up brushed his teeth with a Miswak, due to

which the smell of fasting was removed from his mouth.

The Holy Prophet jJL-j ^ i»\ ju» mentioned that the smell from the mouth of

a fasting person is more beloved to Allah than the smell of musk. [Bukhari] When
this smell vanished, Sayyidina Musa f%J\ Up was commanded to fast for another

ten days. In this way, he spent forty nights on the mountain. Verse 142 of Surah

Araf clearly mentions that the thirty days were extended to forty.

SAMIRIYY (SAMIRI) MOULDS A CALF FROM GOLD JEWELLERY,
WHICH THE BANI LSRA'lL BEGAN TO WORSHIP.

Before the Bani lsra'il left Egypt, they borrowed Jewellery from the Copts.

This Jewellery' was still in their possession after they crossed the sea. A

goldsmith amongst them, by the name of Samiriyy (Samiri), gathered all this
\

Jewellery when Sayyidina Musa ^LJ\ <A* left for Mount Tur (Sinai). He then
j

moulded this Jewellery into the shape of a calf.

Thereafter he placed sand into the mouth of the calf, which enabled the calf

to make pounds. He collected this sand from beneath the hooves of Jibr'Il's cU 1

f^LJi steed. Allah had made the sand (the life giving power) such that it could

have the effect of giving off a sound from the calf. When the Bani lsra'il saw this
(

golden calf making sounds, they were extremely impressed and, because they

had become accustomed to idol worship in Egypt, they said to each other, "This |

is your Lord and the Lord ofMusa, but he forgot (that our Lord is here, so he went to

speak to Him on Mount Tur). " [Surah TaHa verse 88]

Surah TaHa also mentions the following: "Harun (%^ a> definitely told then

before, 'Oh my people! You are merely being tested therewith. Without doubt, your Lori

is the Beneficent (Rahman), so follow me and obey me. They replied 'We shall certainly l^

remain devoted to it (the calf) till Musa returns to us." [verses 90 and 91]

SAMIRYY (SAMIRI) IS CURSED AND THE CALF IS'BURNT.

When Sayyidina Musa f*~J\ ^ returned, he was extremely angry to learn|

what had transpired. After questioning Samiryy (Samiri), he told him, "Go! Yourg

punishment in this world shall be that you wander around saying 'Do not touch!'!

[Surah TaHa, verse 97] As a result of this, whenever Samiryy (Samiri) touched!

anyone, or was touched by anyone, both persons would be afflicted by a seveflj

fever.

Thereafter, Sayyidina Musa pLJ\ ^ told him, "Look at your deity that j/flj

remained so devoted to. We will surely burn it and then scatter it well in the ocean. Yout

deity is only Allah, besides Whom there is no other deity. His knowledge encompass^

everything/' [Surah TaHa verses 96 and 97]

The ensuing verses will discuss the part of the verse where Allah says

"Thereafter We pardoned you so that you may be grateful"
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(53) When We gave Musa the Book and the Criterion so that you may be rightly

guided.

THE BOUNTY OF THE TORAH.

One of the greatest bounties that Allah bestowed on the Bani Isra'Il was that

He granted them the Torah. Allah says about the Torah in Surah An'am, "Then

\\]e gave Musa the Book whereby the favour was completed for those who did good and

which contained the details of everything. And it was a guidance and a mercy so that

they become convinced of meeting their Lord, "[verse 154]

The Torah is also described as the "Criterion" i.e. the discerner between right

and wrong. Some commentators have mentioned that this means that the Torah

differentiated between permissible (halal) and prohibited (haram). Both the above

interpretations are applicable because the Torah was an embodiment of all this.

Other commentators have mentioned that the "Criterion" refers to Sayyidina

Musa's <o^ 4* miracles, which serves to substantiate his Risalat (prophethood).

All the bounties that were given to Sayyidina Musa fiLJ\ Up may also be called

the bounties of the Bani Isra'Il because Sayyidina Musa (!>LJi Up was their Prophet

and was also one of them. However, instead of being grateful for all these

bounties, the Bani Isra'il were ungrateful and, instead of being guided, they took

the path of deviation.

(54) When Musa told his people, "Oh my people! You have certainly oppressed

your souls by taking the calf as your deity. So turn in repentance to your Creator

and slay yourselves. That is best for you in the sight of your Creator/' Then.
Allah will accept your repentance. In deed, He is the Most Pardoning, the Most
Merciful.

THE REPENTANCE OF THOSE WHO WORSHIPPED THE CALF
AND THE COMMAND TO EXECUTE EACH OTHER.

Sayyidina Musa f%J\ Up became very angry when he saw such a large

number of people worshipping the calf He therefore advised them to mend their

ways and repent to Allah. Surah A'raf mentions, "When they regretted and realized

that they were astray, they said, Ifour Lord does not show mercy to us andforgive us, we
will certainly be of the losers. " [verse 149]

As a form of expressing their repentance Allah commanded that thb£e of
them who did not worship the calf should execute those who did worship the
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calf. Commentators mention that when the family and friends of the executors

came before them to be executed, they hesitated. Therefore, Allah sent a heavy

cloud to envelope them so that none could recognise the other.

Executions took place the entire day until the evening. Sayyidina Musa and

Harun fiLJ\ Up engaged in praying to Allah, after which the cloud was lifted and

the repentance accepted. By then, 70,000 people had already been executed.

Although all those who worshipped the calf were not executed, Allah pardoned

all of them due to the execution of the 70,000. [Baydauri, Von Kaihir]

The phrase "So turn in repentance to your Creator" tells them that they were

foolish to ignore the Being Who created them and to worship a lifeless calf. The

penalties imposed in this world are much lighter than the eternal punishment of

the Hereafter. Losing one's life in this world in lieu of eternal salvation is indeed

a cheap bargain. Referring to this, Sayyidina Musa <OLJi Up told them. "That is best
j

for you in the sight ofyour Creator." \

It is indeed Allah's great boon to the ummah (followers) of the Holy

Prophet fL-j Up i»» JL* that their repentance was accepted, they were merely

required to repent sincerely, to resolve never to repeat the sin, and to fulfill the

rights due to Allah and to fellow men. The doors of repentance are open to them

even if they perpetrate the worst of sins like infidelity (Kufr) and Polytheism

(shirk).

(55) When you said, "Oh Musa! We shall never believe you till we openly see

Allah." So a thunderbolt struck you while you watched. (56) Then We revived

you after your deaths so that you could be grateful.

THE INSOLENCE OF THE BANI ISRA'IL WHEN THEY ASKED TC

SEE ALLAH IN THIS WORLD.

After the incident of the calf, another crime that the Bani Isra'il committee

was that they contested the authenticity of Sayyidina Musa ^LJ\ U*. They tolc

him that they will never believe that Allah truly gave him the Torah until Alia!

personally told them that the Torah was from Him. With Allah's permissior

Sayyidina Musa f%J\ Up selected seventy of their leaders and after instructing

them to fast and to be physically pure, he took them to Mount Tur.

When they heard Allah confirm the divine origin of the Torah, they wef;

not satisfied. They then said, "Oh Musa! We shall never believe you till we openly &]

Allah. " As a result of their insolence, Allah caused a flash of lightning to buif

them to cinders.

Sayyidina Musa (%J» ^ became concerned about the fact that the Bar]

Isra'il would accuse him for the deaths of their leaders. Therefore, he prayed N

Allah to bring them back to life. Allah says, "Then We revived you after your dei:"[

so that you could he grateful"
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(57) We shaded you with the clouds and sent manna and salwa to you. "Eat

from the pure things that We have provided for you." They never oppressed Us,

but only oppressed themselves.

THE BANI ISRA'IL WERE SHADED BY CLOUDS IN THE PLAIN OF
TlH AND WERE SUSTAINED WITH MANNA AND SALWA FROM
THE HEAVENS.

The Bani Israel used to grow extremely tired as they walked in circles on the

plain of Tih. Because of the Supplication (du'a) of Sayyidina Musa ^LJ\ Up, Allah

caused a cloud to shade them all the time. The cloud would travel with them

wherever they went, giving them comfort from the intense heat. Since they were

unable to earn a living because of their perpetual travels, Allah also provided

food for them in the form of manna and salwa:

WHAT IS MANNA?

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas <up ii ^j has mentioned that manna was
some type of food that descended on trees at night. In the mornings, they used to

collect as much as they needed. Sayyidina Mujahid Up i&i <^j says that it was type

of sweetmeat.

Sayyidina Ikrima ^ ii ^j is of the opinion that it was similar to thick

marrow. Sayyidina Qatadah Up &\ ^j has mentioned that manna would descend

like ice, which was whiter than milk and sweeter than honey. It would come to

them from the break of dawn till sunrise. Each person was allowed to take as

much as one required for the day. Whatever extra they took would putrefy.

However, on Fridays they collected all they needed for that Friday and the

Saturday that followed. [Ibn Kathir.]

The Holy Prophet (JL.j Up it JU> has mentioned that Ajwa (a type of date that

is grown in Madinah) is one of the fruits of Heaven (Jannah) and is even a cure

for poisoning. He also mentioned that mushrooms are manna, and that the water

of a mushroom is an effective cure for the eyes. [Tirmidhi and.the second part has been

narrated in Bukhari, v.2,p.43] .

This means that mushrooms are products of the manna which was given to

the Bani Isra'il. The narrator of the above hadith Sayyidina Abu Hurairah ^ ^j
^ reports that his slave girl was cured of weak sightedness when he put the

juice of a mushroom into her eyes.

WHAT IS SALWA?

Salwa was a type of bird that resembled the partridge. Allah caused an
abundance of salwa to come with the winds to the Bani Isra'il. They would catch

them easily, slaughter them and prepare them for meals. The Bani Isra'il were
instructed not to slaughter more than they required but they did not comply
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with the instruction. When they tried to eat the stored manna and salwa the

following day, they would find that it had already putrefied and was inedible.

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah <up it ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ^^^
(J-j said, "If it were not for the Bani Isra'il, food would never putrefy and give off

an offensive odour. If it were not for Hawwa £%J& l^JLp, no woman would have

betrayed her husband/
7

[Bukhari, v.l, p469]

Because of their lack of trust in Allah, the Bani Isra'il stored the food for

future use. They were punished for this by the spoiling of their foods. It was

from then only that foods began to putrefy.

Sayyidah Kawwa f%J» i*ip was the first woman to betray her husband by

encouraging him to eat from the forbidden tree. As a result, her progeny tend to

follow in her footsteps. [Mirqat]

&£L ^sql yis5 tj&^ cLx i^ y^S K£& •& i£^ i3 •:$

(58) When We said, "Enter this town and eat as much as you desire and from

wherever you please. Enter the door with your heads lowered, saying,
/We seek

forgiveness/ We will then pardon your sins. We shall soon grant more to those

who do good." (59) The oppressors altered the words to that which they were not

commanded so We sent a punishment from the heavens upon the oppressors

because of their disobedience.

THE COMMAND TO ENTER A TOWN IN HUMILITY, THE
IMPUDENCE OF THE BANI ISRA'IL, AND THE RESULTANT
PUNISHMENT

Some commentators say that the town referred to in the above verse is
|

Baitul Muqaddas, while others are of the opinion that it was a place called Ariha
|

(Jericho). Allama Ibn Kathir Up &\ aj-j writes that the first opinion is more

accurate. The above incident occurred during the Risalat (prophethood) of

Sayyidina Yusha bin Nun f%J\ Up, not during the lifetime of Sayyidina Musa *>
j

During the lifetime of Sayyidina Musa fiLJ\ Up, the Bani Isra'il wereg

commanded to wage jihad (religious war) against the Amaliqa (a powerful nation

who were the descendants of the Ad) to secure entry into Baitul Muqaddas.

However, they refused, as denoted in the following verses of Surah Ma'idah:

"They said, 'Oh Musa, honestly a tyrannical nation live there. Surely we shall never ,

enter there till they leave. If they leave the land' then only shall we enter. " [verse 22\ t

They also added, "O/z Musa, we shall never ever enter there as long as they are present

there. So you and your Lord both go and fight. We shall remain sitting here, "[verse 24].
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As a resultof this, "(Allah declared) Undoubtedly this land is forbidden to them

for forty years. They will wander bewildered in the earth/' [Surah Ma'idah, verse 26].

Therefore, they never entered Baitul Muqaddas till forty years later under the

leadership of Sayyidina Yusha bin Noon (OLJ Up, after the demise of Sayyidina

Musa f%-Ji cip.

They then overpowered the Amaliqa and, as a token of repentance, Allah

instructed them saying, "Enter this town and eat as much as you desire and from

wherever you please. Enter the door with your heads lowered, saying. 'We seek

forgiveness/ We will then pardon your sins. We shall soon grant more to those who do

However, they again failed to comply. Allah says that they "altered the words

to that which they were not commanded" Consequently, instead of entering with

their heads bowed down, they entered dragging their posteriors on the ground,

as children do. They did this mockingly and, instead of saying "Hittatun"

(translated above as "We seek forgiveness", they said the word 'hintatun fi

sha'iratin" (a grain of wheat in the ear). [Bukhari, v.2,mr p.643]

As a result of their gross insolence, Allah 'Sent a punishment from the heavens

upon the oppressors due to their disobedience. " This punishment was a plague which

killed 70,000 of them at once.

The Holy Prophet ^L-j ^ & J^ said that plagues are a form of punishment

by which Allah punished those in bygone times. [Ibn Kathir]

A believer (Mumin) should always turn his attention to Allah and be

humble before Him, especially when He bestows His grace. Upon the conquest

of Makkah, the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up &\ J^> entered Makkah in humility and then,

during midmorning, performed eight rakahs of Salah in Umm Hani's {&* & ^j
house.

Allama Ibn Kathir <Up &\ i*-j writes that some Scholars (Ulama) say that these

eight rakahs were the Saldtud Dhuha (Salah perform at daytime), whereas others say

that it was Salatul Fatah (i.e. a Salah of victory). They say that it is best for a

Muslim leader to perform these eight rakahs whenever he conquers any place.

Sayyidina Sa'd bin Abi Waqqas ^ &\ ^j performed this Salah when he

conquered Persia. [Ibn Kathir, v.l. p. 99]

(60) When Musa sought water for his people, We told him, "Strike the stone

with your staff" Then twelve, springs gushed forth from there. Every group
knew their place of drinking. "Eat and drink from Allah's provision and do not

spread corruption on earth."

WATER IS PRODUCED FROM A STONE FOR THE BANI ISRA'lL

The Bani Isra'U required water when they were on the plain of Tih. They
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therefore requested Sayyidina Musa <ol~J Up to pray to Allah for some water.

Allah says, "When Musa sought water for his people, We told him, 'Strike the stone

with your staff Then twelve springs gushed forth from there. "Allama Baghawi & ^
Up reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas -up ifct^ that the stone was small

and squared, which Sayyidina Musa fiL~tt Up kept in a bag. Whenever the Bani

lsra'il required water, Sayyidina Musa <OLJt U«^ would strike the stone, after

which water would gush forth. When they had taken their share of water,

Sayyidina Musa {%-& Up would pick up the stone and put it back in his bag.

"Every group (tribe) knew their place of drinking. " Allah truly favoured them

by granting the manna, salwa and sufficient water. Allah told them, "Eat and

drink from Allah':; provision and do not spread corruption on earth." Murder, anarchy

and disobedience of Allah's orders constitute the greatest forms of corruption on

earth.

> f>
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(61) When you said, "Oh Musa! We can never tolerate one type of food. Pray to

your Lord on our behalf, (asking Him) to extract for us what the earth produces/'

its greens, cucumbers, wheat, lentils and onions." Musa f*>LJt U* said, "Do you

wish to receive what is inferior in exchange for that which is superior? Go down
to any town and you will find what you ask for. Humiliation and poverty were

stamped on them, and they became deserving of Allah's wrath. This was

because they disbelieved in Allah's verses and used to kill the Prophets

(Anbiya) unlawfully. This was because of their disobedience and transgression.

THE BANI LSRA'lL COMPLAIN THAT THEY CANNOT TOLERATE
ONLY ONE TYPE OF FOOD AND DEMAND TO EAT VEGETABLES.

Its natural that a man soon tires of the same type of diet. The same occurred

to the Bani lsra'il who received the same manna and salwa twice daily. It was for

this reason that they complained to Sayyidina Musa ^LJ\ *4*. What they should

have done was to recall the appalling conditions which they suffered in Egypt

where they could not utter a word when their children were being slaughtered. It

was appropriate for them to be grateful for the food, thinking that Allah Who
delivered them from the intense hardships was giving it to them.

However, tfiey seemed not to appreciate Allah's bounty and complained to

Sayyidina Musa fMJi Up, saying, "Oh Musa! We can never tolerate one type offood
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Pray to your Lord on our behalf Cashing Him) to extract for us what the earth produces,

from its greens, cucumbers, wheat, lentils and onions."

Their mode of address was most contemptuous because they spoke as if

Sayyidina Musa £LJ\ Up and his Lord had placed them in a situation of difficulty.

They spoke as if Allah was not their Lord, but only the Lord of Sayyidina Musa

r
%Ji Up. Therefore, they demanded that he resolve the issue. They failed to

realise that the situation that they now faced was immeasurably better than their

previous situation of slavery and degradation.

When people become accustomed to degradation and humiliation, they do

not appreciate honour and respect. They desire only to fulfil their carnal

pleasures, irrespective of the degradation involved.

THE DISPLEASURE OF SAYYIDINA MUSA
f
*J» Up

When the Bani Isra'il made the request they did, "Musa f^\ «U* said, 'Do you

wish to receive what is inferior in exchange for that which is superior (and which is

acquired without any effort,)? Go down to any town and you will find what you ask for".

The Arabic word 'fum' {translated above as "wheat") may also be translated as

'garlic' according to the language, of the Banu Hashim, as related by Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Abbas Up &\ 2u-
J# Sayyidina Mujahid Up ii ^ has also translated it

as 'garlic/ Imam Bukhari aJp &\ ^ has reported from certain Scholars (Ulama)

that the word refers to any grains that are eaten whole. [Ibn Kathir, v.l, p. 101]

DEGRADATION AND POVERTY FOR THE JEWS

"Humiliation and poverty were stamped on them" Despite their

immense wealth, the Jews always hanker after more, and they have always been
trampled upon by other nations. The author of "Ma'alimut Tanzil writes, "The

Jews will always be poor even though they possess abundant wealth. It is

mentioned that humiliation also refers to the poverty of the heart. From all the

denominations of Din (Religion), you will find that the Jews are the greediest and
most disgraced people."

One will notice that the Jews are prepared to give their lives for wealth and
will fall ill if any harm came to their wealth. This reflects bankruptcy of the heart.

THE JEWS DESERVE ALLAH'S WRATH BECAUSE THEY
MURDERED THE PROPHETS (ANBIYA)

P
*J» ^.

Allah continues, to say, "and they became deserving of Allah's wrath. This was
because they disbelieved in Allah 's verses and used to kill the Prophets (Anbiya) p+A*

fXJi unlawfully. This was because of their disobedience and transgression." Although
murder is always unlawful, Allah mentions the word "unlawfully" because the

killing of the Prophets (Anbiya) f*>LJ* ^-^ip was even accepted by them as being
wrong. Another reason for it being mentioned is that none of them ever regretted

this behaviour.

Ibn Kathir a* iui ^ reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud <up iui ^j
that the Bani Isra'il would kill three hundred Prophets (Anbiya) f*~A\ r4

ip in the
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morning, and then proceed to the bazars to transact business as if nothing had

happened. Sayyidina Zakariyya and Yahya f%~i s a-U were amongst the more
famous Prophet (Anbiya) f*~J\ ^4> whom the Bani lsra'il assassinated.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ ^ ^j reports from the Prophet a* ibi ^u
pJL-j that the persons who will be most severely punished on the Day of Judgment

(Qiyamah) will be:

CO The person who killed a Prophet.

£QI The person who was killed by a Prophet.

£Ql The person who killed any one of his parents.

ffll The person who makes pictures.

EQf The learned religious scholar who does not benefit from his

knowledge. [Mishkat p. 378]

A QUESTION REGARDING THE RULE OF THE JEWS

Since the Jews have seized control of some land, certain unenlightened

people have raised the question regarding the authenticity of the Qur'anic

prophesy that they will never establish any rule for themselves. It should firstly

be understood that the Qur'an did not make such a statement. In fact, Surah Al

lmran also makes an exception to their state of humiliation, when Allah says,

"Disgrace has been smitten upon them wherever they found except by the rope from

Allah and the rope from man." [verse 112]

An example of the "rope from Allah" will be when a Jew grows old and does

not fight the Muslims because of his engagement in worship. In this case, the

Muslims will leave him untouched.

An example of the "rope from man" will be when Muslims enter into a peace

treaty with the Jews, or when they are accorded temporary respect because of

their alliance with a powerful nation. It is obvious that the Jewish state is only

existing because of the support of certain Christians countries, without whom it

cannot survive.

(62) Verily those who believe, the Jews, the Christians and the Sabians who
believe in Allah and the Last Day, and who carry out good deeds, theirs will be a

reward by their Lord. There shall be no fear on them, nor shall they grieve.

ONLY BELIEF (IMAN) AND GOOD DEEDS ARE THE CRITERIA
FOR SALVATION

The disgrace and humiliation that has been imposed on the Jews because of
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their transgression is not exclusive to them. Similarly, no nation can claim that

salvation in the Hereafter and rewards are exclusively for them. Acceptance by

Allah and salvation in the Hereafter can be attained by any person who
possesses Belief (Iman)

.

The definition of Belief (Iman) also varies according to the times. For

example, the Belief (Iman) of the Jews during the time of Sayyidina Musa fiLJ\ Up

was that they believed in Sayyidina Musa fiLJ\ Up and the Torah after believing

in Allah. Similarly, the Belief (Iman) of the Christians during the time of

Sayyidina Isa f%Jt ^ w&s to believe in him, the Injll and whatever laws he

propagated as part of his Shari'ah. These people would then be deserving of

salvation in the Hereafter. However, those who altered his Din (Religion) did not

remain believers with Belief (Iman) Since the Jews in the time of Sayyidina Isa Up

r
*>LJi refused to believe in him, they also became Disbelievers (kuffar).

THE UNIVERSAL RISALSAT (PROPHETHOOD) OF THE HOLY
PROPHET fL-j Up iti J+.

Finally, Sayyidina Muhammad ^j Up ii ju was sent as a Prophet to the

world. Sayyidina Isa f%J\ Up told his followers about the Holy Prophet's Up ii JU

f

jL-j advent, as mentioned in Surah Saff [verse 6], where he says, "And I convey to

you the glad tidings ofa messenger to come after me, whose name is Ahmad"

Allah says in Surah Araf, "Those who follow the unlettered messenger and

Prophet that theyfind written with them in the Torah and Injll "[verse 157]

Therefore, it is imperative for the followers of the previous Prophet (Anbiya)

r
%ji j^Jp to also follow the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ii jl*. Allah says in verse 85 of

Surah Al Imran, "Whosoever seeks a Din (Religion) besides Islam, it shall never be

acceptedfrom him, and he will be amongst the losers in the Hereafter.

"

Every person who existed in the world since the advent of the Holy Prophet

pJLj Up ii j^>, as well as every person still to be born till Judgment day (Qiyamah)

has to accept the Din (Religion) brought by the Holy Prophet jJL-j *A± &\ JU.

Verse 158 of Surah Araf states, "Say [Oh Muhammad jJL- ^ <J^ i»i ju] Oh people!

Verily I am Allah 's messenger to all ofyou"

Allah says in Surah Fatir [verse 28], "We have sent you as a warner and bearer of

glad tidings to the whole of mankind, but most people do not know.

"

Therefore since the advent of the Holy Prophet jJL-j ^ ii JL», the success of

every Jew, Christian, Sabian, etc depends solely on following him. After

understanding the foregoing explanation, one will easily grasp the proper

meaning of the verse being discussed. The verse means that if any Jew, Christian

or Sabian believes in the Holy Prophet ^JL-j ^ & J^> as Allah's final messenger,
believes in imminence of the Day of Resurrection (Qiyamah). and verbally attests

to this, then one will attain salvation in the Hereafter. Together with this, one
must also perform good deeds according to the way which the Holy Prophet JU»
?L>

} Up &\ showed.

MEANINGLESS CALL FOR RELIGIOUS UNITY.

The foregoing passage has been expressly written for the benefit of our
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present-day heretics who call for religious unity. Many of them say (Allah

forbid!) that belief in Allah and the Day of Resurrection (Qiyamah) is sufficient to

secure one s salvation, even though one does not enter into the fold of Islam.

They substantiate their stand by claiming that the above verse declares salvation

for the person who merely believes 'in Allah and the Last Day. They say that

belief in the Holy Prophet ^JL-j <Op &\.J~* is not necessary to qualify' one for this

honour.

They merely say this to beguile others. What they do not inform people of is

that belief in Allah does not merely mean belief in the Being of Allah, whereafter

one may worship Him as he pleases. Allah's worship must be carried out in the

manner demonstrated by the Holy Prophet jJL-j *i* &\ JL*.

How can belief in Allah be true when people are worshipping idols and

attributing children to Him? How can belief in the Day of Resurrection (Qiyamah)

be true when people believe in reincarnation and refute the existence of Heaven

(Jannah) and Hell?

THE REASON FOR THE JEWS BEING CALLED "YAHUD."

The meaning of the Arabic word "Yahud" is "to repent.' They are given this

name because they repented for worshipping the calf. A group of Jews are called

"Yahud." while an individual will be called a "Yahudi" . Certain Scholars (Ulama)

have mentioned that they were named after the eldest son of Sayyidina Yaqub U*

r
*>LJ whose name was Yahuda. Others mention that the name is derived from the

Arabic root word "tahud" which means 'to shake' or 'to vibrate.' They were

named thus because they used to shake their bodies every time they heard the

Torah.

THE NASARA

The word Nasdra refers to the Christians, i.e. the followers of Sayyidina Isa

{%J>\ Up. The word is derived from the root word 'nusra which means 'to help/ In

Surah Saff [verse 14], Allah mentions how Sayyidina Isa ^LJ\ Up asked his

followers as to who of them will render him assistance. His disciples volunteered

by saying, "We are the helpers ofAllah.

"

Another word synonymous to Nasdra is Nasrdn. The singular of both words

is Nasrdni. Certain commentators have mentioned that they received this name
because they lived in a place called Nasirah. The true Nasdra therefore refers to

those people who follow Sayyidina Isa f^uJ\ U* and the Injil. Although Allah has

used the word 'Nasdra' to describe those who adulterated the Injil and who
idolised Sayyidina Isa (OLJi Up and Sayyidah Maryam (OLJi i^jlp, Allah never called

them Tsa'i [people associated with Sayyidina Isa f*~>b ^]. Such a word cannot be

used for Polytheists who have no real association with Sayyidina Isa fiLJ\ *4*.

THESABIANS.

The Arabic word 'Sabi'in' (translated above as "Sabians") is derived from the

root verbs- 'saba' and 'yasbu.' They were present during the time of the Holy

Prophet jJL-j <J^ &\
l5
u. The following descriptions of these people have been

given:
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jQ3 They were people whose Din (Religion) was a mixture of
Judaism, Christianity and fire worshipping. [Sayyidina
Mujahid <M &\ ~^j]

'C3 They worshipped the angels. [Sayyidina Hasan Basri <-!* i»» '^j]

CO They lived near Iraq, believed in all the Prophets (Anbiya) r«.JU

f%-Ji, fasted for thirty days annually and prayed facing towards
Yemen. [Sayyidina Abu Zinad <A* &\ ~^j]

£0 They lived on the island of Musil and recited only "La Ildha

Illallah." [Sayyidina Abdur Rahman bin Zaid <~1* ^' <^j]

C3 Their Din (Religion) was similar to Christianity; they faced
towards the south in prayer and believed that they followed the

Din (Religion) of Sayyidina Nuh f^-Ji <JL*. [Sayyidina Khalil

CO They were neither Jews, nor Christians, nor fire-worshippers,

nor idolators. Instead, they believed in Allah's oneness
(Tauhid), but followed no specific Din (Religion). [Sayyidina
Wahb bin Munabbih 4.JL* it ~^j]

CO They were people whom none of the Prophets (Anbiya) r«-i*

f^LJi had reached.

[All of the above has been extracted from Ibn Kathir].

NOTE: The author of Bayanul Qur'an writes that the verse means: "No
person receives preferential treatment in Our court. We will receive any person

whose beliefs and deeds are acceptable irrespective of ones past." It is obvious

that, after the advent of the Holy Prophet (JL- j U* ii JU, the above is only possible

as a Muslim. Therefore, one can only aspire for salvation if one is a Muslim.

Since Muslims are implied in the verse, there was no necessity to mention
''Verily those who believe" However, the phrase has been specifically added so as

to lend added weight to the message. The example is like how a king would say

when he announces, "The law is general, even though one may support it or

oppose it. The one who supports it will be rewarded." It is obvious that those

who support the law will obey it. It was not really necessary to mention them.

However, the reason for mentioning the fact is that people may understand that

the favour to be bestowed on the obedient ones will not be due to any personal
virtue of theirs, but because they have obeyed the law. Therefore, if any opposed
person was to mend his ways and obey the law in question, one will also be
rewarded equally.

<£ U lj>J> i\j -tyu pkluU U \jJi- Jj^\ S^^ U**U> f^^lt k"^ >J



(63) When We took your covenant and raised Mount Tur above you (saying)

"Hold fast to what We have given you and remember what is therein so that you

may attain to piety. (64) Thereafter, you turned away. If it were not for Allah 's

grace upon you and his mercy, you would have certainly become of the losers.

THE BANI ISRA'IL BREACH THE COVENANT THAT THEY
SOLEMNIZED.

When Sayyidina Musa f*~J\ U* was given the Torah, the Bani Israel

undertook a covenant that they would fulfil all the obligations contained in the

Torah and adhere strictly to their Din (Religion). However, when they realised

that the laws were too difficult, they refused to comply. It was for this reason that

Allah uprooted Mount Tur and raised it to hover above their heads saying, "Hold

fast to what We have given you and remember what is therein so that you may attain to

piety/'

Allah mentions the same incident in more detail in Surah A'raf, when He
says, "When We uprooted the mountain above them as if it was a canopy and they

thought that it would fall on them. 'Hold fast on to what We have given you and

remember what is therein so that you may adopt piety (taqwa)." [verse 171]

When the Bani lsra'il were threatened with the mountain falling on them,

they accepted the conditions of the covenant, but later breached it again.

However, Allah again granted them the opportunity to repent and continuously

sent Prophets (Anbiya) (OLJ> ^ls> to remind them. With reference to this Allah

says, "Thereafter you turned away. If it was not for Allah 's grace upon you and his

mercy, you would have certainly become of the losers. [Ibn Kathir]

An objection may be raised at this juncture to the effect that Allah mentions

"There is no compulsion in Din (Religion)" [Surah Al-Baqarah, verse 256]. Therefore,

why were the Bani lsra'il compelled to act on their Din (Religion)? It must be

noted that verse 256 of Surah Al-Baqarah refers to compulsion in accepting

Islam. No person will be forced to become a Muslim. If he is living in a Muslim

country, he will merely have to pay the jizya (protection tax), where after he can

live peacefully as he is.

The Bani lsra'il were threatened with the mountain after they had entered

into their Din (Religion). A person who reneges after accepting Islam will be

granted three day's respite to revert. He will be executed only if he refuses to

revert thereafter.

. go ca^h*- ~**Jl \yy pi* Lili c..L:n 4 po-« \jx*\ i?M J3& -uij

(65) You are certainly well aware of those from you who transgressed with

regard to the Sabbath. So We told them, "Become despised monkeys!", (66) We
made it a lesson for those who were present before them, as well as for those

after them, and (We made their incident) an admonition for those who fear.
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THE JEWS VIOLATE THE SABBATH AND ARE TRANSFORMED
INTOMONKEYS.

Just as Fridays are sacred to the Muslims, Saturdays were declared sacred

for the Jews. They were commanded to revere the day and not to fish on
Saturdays. This command was a test for them, due to which Allah made the fish

appear abundantly on the surface on Saturdays. The story is mentioned in Surah
A'raf, where Allah says, "Ask them about the village that was at the seaside, when they

transgressed with regard to the Sabbath, when theirfish would be visiblefrom the surface

on Saturdays, but would not come on other days. Thus did We test them due to their

disobedience' [verse 163]

To avoid this restriction, the Bani Isra'il devised a scheme whereby they

could still catch the fish without actually fishing on Saturdays. They would cast

their nets and rods on Fridays, leaving these in the water till Saturday, when the

fish would appear in large schools. The fish would then be caught in the nets and
hooks of the rods without anyone having to stand by. They would pull in the

nets and rods after Saturday, claiming that they did not fish on the Sabbath.

Allah punished them by transforming them into monkeys. ' They were
unable to speak and even grew tails like monkeys. When the others reminded
them about how they forbade them from their fishing schemes, they could only
nod their heads in confirmation. Verse 60 of Surah Ma'idah, describes the Jews as

people whom Allah had "transformed into monkeys and pigs." This verse may
either refer to this incident or another because no clear narration has been
mentioned in this regard.

However, Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ i» ^j has mentioned that the
young transgressors in the above incident were transfigured into monkeys, while
the older ones became pigs. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ &\ ^j has also
mentioned that these people lived for only three days after their transfiguration,

whereafter they died. They neither ate, drank, nor reproduced during the three
days. The monkeys and pigs present today have no ties with these people, but
are a separate creation of Allah.

Sayyidah Ummu Salma i*i* Ai ^j reports from the Holy Prophet Up &\ j^
rl"} that no progeny issued forth from the nations whom Allah had transfigured.-
[Fat'hul Qadir. v.5, p.466]

Further details about this incident will be mentioned in Surah A'raf. Allah
has been graceful in that He has not transfigured any part of the Holy Prophet's
(X.J 4J* 4t j^ ummah, but this will occur towards Judgment day (Qiyamah), as
reported in Tirmidhi and Bukhari. [Mishkdt, p. 456]

Allah says in the verse under discussion, "We made it (the town, or the
punishment) a lesson for those who were present before them, as well as for those after
them, and (We made their incident) an admonition for those who fear."

The phrase "as well as for those after them" refer to the people in the times
after them, as well as to the people living in other areas, as mentioned by
Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** J!ss ^j .

"(We made their incident) an admonition for those who fear." Sayyidina
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Atiyya Awfi ^ &\ ~<^j says that "those who fear" refers to the ummah (followers of

the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up i»i .JJ).

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah -up i* ^j reports that the Holy Prophet <u> ^ ^u
pJL-j said, "Do nof perpetrate what the Jews did by using schemes to justify what is

haram."

Another scheme that the Jews devised to justify what was haram concerned

the fat of animals. The Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up & J^ mentioned that they made it

presentable and then sold it. [Mishkat, p. 241] Making it presentable! means that

they melted the fat, mixed other substances with it, gave it another name and

then sold it to people. It is unfortunate that the ummah followers of the Holy

Prophet fJL-j Up ii JU have also begun to resort to such schemes.

The Prophet jJUj Up i>i JU> once told the Companions (Sahabah) ^ & ^>j

,

"People will soon make liquor lawful (halal)" "How will they do this when Allah has

explicitly made it unlawful (haram)?" asked the Companions (Sahabah)^ & ^j .

The Holy Prophet jJL-j ^ &\ J^ replied, "They will make it lawful (halal) by

changing the name." [Mishkat, p. 461]

It is common nowadays for some people to give other names to liquor and

usury, thereby trying to justify them. They devise schemes so that they do not

have to pay Zakah and even concoct various interpretations to justify carving

statues and taking pictures. They even manage to devise ways of justifying the

shaving of the beard. May Allah guide the ummah Amin.

> i*\\< ^i %'Z' \'*\ A ts >*i 1»- ra ^ >' *>< >*? r<
» T^i ^ v^ <-* ^ x ^«-

j£* dj* a *yL l^ Jyu 4^ Jli ^£* OJJCL4-J -Oil il£* o^ L^jj u-^ ^l^i

liyft Ji ^J\^ ^11 tf lj> t^i ili ^ H-2 <SjLi^ ^j J^V»

(67) When Musa said to his people, "Verily Allah commands you to slaughter a

bullock." They said, "Are you joking with us?" He replied, "I seek refuge with

Allah that I become of the ignorant" (68) They said, "Call to your Lord to explain

to us what type of bullock it should be." He said, "In deed, Allah says that it

must be a bullock that is neither old nor young, but aged between the two. So do

as you are commanded." (69) They said, "Call to your Lord to explain to us what

colour he should be." He said, "Allah says that he should be a bright yellow
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bullock, which is pleasing to the observers." (70) They said, "Call to your Lord

to explain to us exactly what type of bullock he should be, because all bullocks

appear the same to us. Then, if Allah wills, we will be rightly guided." (71)

Musa f^' *sA* said/ "Allah says that he must be a bullock that is perfect, does

not till the soil, nor water the fields, and without any blemish." They said, Now
you have brought the truth. So they slaughtered it although they never wanted

to."

THE STORY OF THE BULLOCK

The Arabic word 'AI-Baqarah' refers to both, a cow and a bullock. Many
commentators have opted to translate the word as bullock because the final verse

above mentions that the animal must "not till the soil nor water the fields" This type

of work is usually done by bullocks not cows. However, many commentators

have also translated the word as 'cow/ but the first translation is best because it

is substantiated by a Qur'anic verse.

The forthcoming verses allude to an incident when a person was found

murdered amongst the Bani Isra'il. The murderer was unknown, so Allah

informed them that they should slaughter a bullock, and, with a piece of its flesh

strike the dead body. This would bring the person back to life so that he could

inform people who the killer was. After much contention, they finally did as they

were told.

The details of the incident vary according to the various reports in the books

of exegesis (tafsir). Ibn Kathir reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas i»i ^>j
4* that an extremely wealthy old man lived in the time of Sayyidina Musa -Up

f*~h. His only heirs were his brother's sons, who happened to be very poor. They
eagerly awaited his death, but he had a very long life.

Eventually Satan (Shaytan) persuaded them to kill him so that they could
inherit his estate, as well as the blood money The law at that time dictated that

when a person was found dead between two towns and the killer was unknown,
the people residing in the town closest to the body would have to pay the blood
money. Therefore, Satan (Shaytan) advised them to carry his body closer to the
town in which they did not live.

Subsequently, they did as planned, carrying the dead body to the doors of
the other town. The following morning they claimed the blood money from the
people of that town. The people swore that they were innocent, saying that they
could not be blamed because they had not opened the doors of their town the
entire night. Therefore, none of their residents could have come out.

The commentator Suddi Up &\^ reports the matter differently. He says that
a poor person from the Bani Isra'il desired to marry his wealthy uncle's
daughter. However, the uncle refused his proposal. He eventually decided to
murder his uncle, thinking that he would then inherit his fortune, marry his
daughter and also earn the blood money. Consequently, on the pretext of some
usiness, he took his uncle somewhere one night and killed him.

Pretending to be searching for his uncle the next morning, he found people
gathered around his uncle's corpse. Weeping and throwing sand on his head, he
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exclaimed his exasperation at the fact that they murdered his uncle, and claim
e(

j

the blood money from them.

Whatever the incident, the people approached Sayyidina Musa f*~J\ Up f0r a

solution to the problem. It was then that Sayyidina Musa ^LJ\ Up told theni

"Verily Allah commands you to slaughter a bullock (then strike the corpse with
a

piece of its flesh)/' At this, they should have immediately slaughtered
an\-

bullock they could find. However, they asked Sayyidina Musa r%J» U*, Are y^
joking with us. ?" They said this because they could not believe that there could

be

any relationship between some meat and information about the murderer.

They never paused to think that a Prophet of Allah who receives divine-,

revelation was speaking to them. Upset at their outburst, Sayyidina Musa pXJ^
exclaimed, "I seek refuge with Allah that I become of the ignorant/' It would take an

ignorant person to joke about Allah's commands. Since the Bani Isra'Il wern

never prepared to comply with Allah's commands, they began to ask a series
of

unnecessary questions which attached more conditions and restrictions to tfc

choice of bullock.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ &\ ^j says that they would have fulfilled

the command by slaughtering any bullock, but they chose to make matter?

difficult by asking futile questions. As a result, Allah made matters more difficult

for them.

"They said, Call to your Lord to explain to us what type of bullock it should be (it

of what age group).' He said, indeed, Allah says that it must be a bullock that is neitk.

old nor young, but aged between the two. So do as you are commanded"

However, they still did not comply and said further, "Call to your Lord I

explain to us what colour it should be. 'He said, 'Allah says that he should be bri^

yellow bullock, which is pleasing to the observers. They said, 'Call to your Lord to expkt

to us exactly what type of bullock he should be, because all bullock's appear the sam%

us. Then, Allah wills, we will be rightly guided"

The Holy Prophet jJL-j *> iui JL* has mentioned that if they had not sai

Tnsha Allah" ("IfAllah wills') on this occasion, they would have never found I

bullock that was required. [Although Durrul Manthur has recorded this as a W%
Allama Ibn Kathir Up ibi ^ says that it is most probably the words of Sayyidi|

Abu Hurairah ^ is ^j ]. I

J
In reply to ":heir final question, Sayyidina Musa f*>LJt Up said, "Allah sayslq

he must be a bullock that is perfect, does not till the soil, nor water the fields, andwM
any blemisJ The bullock was to be perfectly healthy without any physical defeJ

and the entire body was to be the same colour throughout without any marks
j

another colour. I

"They said, 'Now you have brought the truth." Thereafter, they began searcfe

for a bullock that fitted the description. The books of tafsir mention (quotif

sources from the Bani Isra'il) that they paid a large sum for the bullock wfe

they found after extensive searching. The owner kept raising the price as tfc.

made repeated offers. Eventually a sum of gold was agreed upon, which H

equal to ten times the weight of the bullock. [Ibn Kathir]
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Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** ^ ^j reports that they filled the skin of

,

t>ullock with gold coins as the price. After securing the bullock, they

'iictantly slaughtered it. Allah says, "So they slaughtered it although they never

wanted to.',

^ l>j&*>
9£j*i ±£±y<- ~£=ssujj 3^\ *h\ dpt± iiU'jS i^ii

(72) When you murdered a soul, then began casting the blame on each other,

while Allah was to unveil what you concealed. (73) We said, "Strike it with a

piece thereof" Thus does Allah bring the dead back to life and show you His

signs so that you may understand.

THE CULMINATION OF THE STORY

These verses reveal the reason for slaughtering the bullock. Allah says,

"When you murdered a soul, then began casting the blame on each other, while 'Allah

was to unveil what you concealed' Because they were pinning the blame on each

other, Allah wished to uncover the murderer by means of the bullock's flesh.

Consequently, they struck a piece of the meat between the dead man's

shoulders, after which he came back to life. When they asked him who had

murdered him, he said that his brother's son (nephew) had murdered him so that

he could inherit his wealth and marry his daughter. The killer was then executed.

It will be futile to ask why Allah did not bring the person back to life

without the medium of the bullock. Man cannot perceive the wisdom of Allah's

commands, nor is it necessary for man to understand these. The believers

(Mu'mimn) must believe and accept Allah's decrees even though he cannot

understand the wisdom behind. One of the reasons could be that Allah wished to

demonstrate to people the reluctance of the Bani Isra'il, so that they could learn

from this.

"We said, Strike it with a piece thereof Thus does Allah bring the dead back to life

\and show you His signs so that you may understand" There are many people who
[deny resurrection on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah). Although their objections

jhave been replied to in the Qur'an, Allah also demonstrates such happenings like

[resurrection to people at times, as it occurred in the above incident.

1

The incident occurred before many people and has been narrated by
innumerable people through history. The narrations are so profuse that none can
reject them.

\\ -'r \\ ' "\" -'*- *'£ A --v \& * * t\[v- " p * £"> *r ""- -J
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(74) Thereafter your hearts hardened, becoming like rocks, or even harder. There

are those rocks from which rivers gush forth, while some of them split open

causing water to flow there from. Then there are even those that fall because of

fear for Allah. Allah is not unaware of what you do.

THE RIGIDITY OF THE JEWS' HEART.

Describing the hard-heartedness of the Jews, Allah says, "Thereafter your

hearts hardened, becoming like rocks, or even harder." Their hearts are so hard that

they do not even respond to the miracles of the Holy Prophet ^JL. j^ & J-*.

In fact, even rocks display some flexibility because "There are those rocks from

which rivers gush forth, while some of them split open causing water to flow there from

Then there are even those that fall because offearfor Allah.

"

The analogy in the verse has been drawn to rocks, which are even harder \

than steel because they do not melt. If a person's heart is soft, he would shedi

tears excessively (like how rivers flow from rocks). Otherwise, he would at least!

shed a few tears (like the splitting rock, which allows some water to escape). If no
:

:

tears are apparent from the eyes, the heart should at least feel some sentiments

(like the falling rock). However, none of these emotions can be detected in the

Jews, making them harder than rocks. [Ibn Kathir]

"Allah is not unaware of what you do." He will grant every person his or her

just dues. Allah says in Surah Ma'idah "Due to their breach of the covenant, W.

Cursed them and made their hearts hard" [verse 23]

THE COMMAND TO THE UMMAH OF THE HOLY PROPHET At ^
^j Up NOT TO BECOME HARD- HEARTED.

Allah says in Surah Hadid [verse 16], "Has the time not arrived for the believe

that their hearts should submit to Allah 's remembrance and the truth that has ki

revealed. And that they do not become like those who have been given the Book beji

them, whereafter a long time has passed by them, causing their hearts to harden. Mamjh

them are disobedient.

"

The Holy Prophet '(JL-j aJLp &\ ju has mentioned, 'The person who weeps f^

fear of Allah will never enter Hell until milk returns into the teats of a cow." [f

Targhib watTarhib]

Sayyidina Uqba bin Amir ^ & ^j once asked the Holy Prophet <M ^
jJL-j, "Where dees salvation lie?" The Prophet jJL-j u* A» J^> replied, "Coniij

your tongue so that it does not harm you. Your home should be spacious for
j

(i.e. you should not emerge unnecessarily), and you should weep over ycj

sins." [Tirmidhi]

The Holy Prophet ^i-j *i* & J^> has also mentioned that an evil natutfj

displayed by the following four factors:

=> Dryness of the eyes, i.e. they do not shed tears.

=> Hardness of the heart.

=> Entertaining lengthy hopes.

=> Greed for material belongings. [At Targhib wat Tarhib, v. 4, p-
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The Holy Prophet <X* 3 <>i > also said, "Oh people! Weep. If you are

unable to do so, then pretend to weep. The people of Hell will weep so much that

it would appear as if two streams are flowing down their cheeks. Their tears will

then be exhausted, whereafter they will cry blood, causing their eyes to be

injured. Their tears and blood will flow so profusely that boats will be able to sail

therein.
,,

[Mishkdt, p. 504]

Frequent remembrance of death and the grave will soften the heart,

allowing one to be able to weep. When a person complained of his hard

heartedness to the Holy Prophet ^JL-j ajp it jl*, he was advised to place his hand

upon an orphan's head and to feed the poor. [Ibid]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ^ &s ^>j reports from the Holy Prophet JL*

ju j 4* A\ that no talk besides the dhikr (remembrance) of Allah should take place

because these types of talk harden the heart. The Holy Prophet ^JL-j <uU ii JU also

added that hard-hearted people are furthest from Allah. [Tirmidhi]

EVEN THE SO-CALLED INANIMATE OBJECTS HAVE LIFE AND
THEY ALL GLORIFY ALLAH.

It is often seen how water emerges from rocks, causing springs and rivers to

find their source. However, people tend to object to part of the verse that states

that certain rocks fall because of their fear for Allah. People question this because

they regard rocks as inanimate objects that cannot have any emotions such as

fear.

People feel this way because these 'inanimate' objects cannot communicate

with them and because man does not understand them as they really are. The

fact is that all these seemingly 'inanimate objects' do have a degree of perception.

Allah says in Surah Bani Isra'il, "The seven heavens and earth together with

whatever is within them glorify' Him. There is nothing that does not glorify His praises,

but you do not understand their glorification." [verse 44]

A verse of Surah Nur reads, "Do yon not see that everything in the heavens and

the earth glorifies Allah, including the birds with their wings spread out? Each one

knows its Salah and method of glorification. And Allah has knowledge of what you do."

[verse 41]

Bukhari reports a hadith wherein the Holy Prophet ^JL-j <uU A\ JL* said.

"Mount Uhud is a mountain that loves us and we love it." [v. 2, p.585]

Sayyidina Jabir bin Samura op- .&\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet & J^>

r
L-

,
Up said, "Verily I recognise a rock in Makkah that used to greet me when I

was made a Prophet." [Muslim, vol,, p.245]

Sayyidina Ali <^ & ^j reports that when he accompanied the Holy Prophet

^j u* &\ ^u to a place in Makkah, every tree and rock that they passed
exclaimed, "Peace be on you, Oh messenger of Allah ,jl.j Up &\ ju!" [Tirmidhi]

Sayyidina Abu Dharr ^ i» ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ^JL-
3
Up- ii JL»

once held about seven to nine pebbles in his hand. He says that all these pebbles
were glorifying Allah, and that he actually heard them glorifying Allah with
sounds that resembled the buzzing of bees. []am'ul Fawd'id]
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Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** &^ was once asked, "Who informed

the Holy Prophet ^JL-j «U* i< J-# that the jinn were listening to his recitation of the

Qur'an?" He replied. "A tree that was nearby." [Bukhari and Muslim]

The incident of the weeping pillar is famous. It was a branch of a date palm

next to which the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up iu\ ju used to stand and deliver the

sermons. When he began to stand on the pulpit it began to weep bitterly. The

Prophet jJL-j Up ifct jl» had to descend from the pulpit to console it, like a person

pacifies a weeping child, the Holy Prophet jJL. j Up ii ju said that it cried because

it missed the dhfkr (remembrance) that it used to listen to. [Bukhari. v. 1. p, 506]

When a Jewish woman invited the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up &\ JU and some of

the Companions of prophet (Sahabah) ^ & ^j for a meal while they were in

Khaibar, the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up i»i ^suddenly instructed all those eating to

stop. He then sent for the woman and told her that she had poisoned the meat.

Astonished, she asked who had informed him. The Prophet fJL.j <Js- <5»i JU replied

that the forelimb of the goat, which was in his hand, had informed him. She then

admitted that she had poisoned it. [Abu Dawud]

Hisn Hasin reports from Tabrani that the Holy Prophet pJL-j ^ & J^> said.

"A mountain calls to another mountain asking whether any person engaged in

Allah's dhikr has passed on it that day. When the other replies in the affirmative,

the first mountain becomes happy.

All these narrations of Ahadith and Qur'anic verses prove that the things

that we consider to be lifeless do have some life in them. It is because of a

deficiency in ourselves that we cannot detect the life and perception that they

possess. Allah can also grant them the power to talk if He willed.

-4 *\ '\'s- < >"" *>:* }i < ri> *-'- ,£-*< \> %> A < >'\*''-\ja

(75) Do you wish they will believe in you whereas a party of them listen to

Allah's speech and then purposely alter it after understanding it?

BECAUSE OF THE OBSTINACY OF THE JEWS, ONE SHOULD NOT
ENTERTAIN THE HOPE THAT THEY WILL EVER BELIEVE

Allah says, "Do you wish they (the Jews) will believe in you whereas a party of

them (in the past) listen to Allah's speech and then purposely alter it after understanding

it?" The later generation of Jews never criticised the evil deeds of their forebears,

but still revered them and held them in high esteem. Just like the former Jews

rejected the Prophets (Anbiya) f%J» r^ after witnessing various miracles and

portents, the latter day Jews did the same to the Holy Prophet^ j^ ^ JU>.

" a party of them listen to Allah's speech and then purposely alter it after

understanding it?" With regard to this phrase, Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^j
<u* &\ mentions that it referred to the incident when Sayyidina Musa ^LJ\ <4* took

seventy leaders of the Bani Isra'Il to Mount Tur to listen to the speech of Allah.
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VVhen they returned to their people, they told them the opposite of what Allah

had mentioned.

Other commentators have mentioned that the verse refers to the

adulteration of the Torah. The Jewish scholars used to accept bribes from people

to alter certain injunctions to suit their desires. They would pass the appropriate

ruling only to those who did not bribe them. They behaved in this manner even

though they realised the error of their ways.

They also altered the description of the Holy Prophet ^JL*j <4* & J^> which

appeared in the Torah so that people do not follow him.

(76) When they meet the believers they say, "We believe." However, when they

are alone with one another, they say, "Do you inform them of what Allah has

disclosed to us so that they contest with us before your Lord? Do you have no
understanding?" (77) Do they not know that Allah has knowledge of what they

conceal, as well as what they reveal?

THE HYPOCRISY OF THE JEWS.

The Jews behaved exactly like the Hypocrites (Mundfiqin) who used to tell

the Muslims that they sided with them, whereas they actually owed allegiance to

the Disbelievers (kuffar). Some Jews also pretended to be Muslims, and they

would tell the Muslims about the prophecies that the Torah foretold about the

advent of the Holy Prophet (JL- j <JU. &\ JU».

Certain commentators mention that when asked by the Aws and the

Khazraj tribes, the Jews approved of the fact that they had believed in the Holy
Prophet pJL-j <Op it ju and that they had invited him to live in Madinah. They
also confirmed that fact that the Holy Prophet ^JL.^ <A* it ju was Allah's true

messenger. However, when they were alone with the other Jews, they were
rebuked for revealing the truth. The other Jews reproached them for confirming

the Holy Prophet's jJL-j a-Ip &\ JU apostleship and for informing people about his

description in the Torah.

They told each other that the disclosure of such information would
condemn them in Allah's court because it reveals that they were aware of the fact

that the Holy Prophet p-L-j ^ it J^> was Allah's Prophet, yet they still rejected

him. They were thus digging their own graves. [Durrul Manthur, v.l, p. 81. and

Ma'alimut Tamil v.l, p.87]

Allah says, "Do they not know that Allah has knowledge of what they conceal, as

wed as what they reveal?" They rebuke each other for revealing their secrets to the

Muslims, least realising that, even if they conceal the truth, Allah is well aware of
their mischief. They will never be saved from His punishment.
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(78) There are illiterate people amongst them, whose only knowledge of the

Book is hopes. They are involved only in conjecture.

THE FALSE EXPECTATIONS OF THE JEWS

Allah speaks of the ignorant masses amongst the Jews who could neither

read nor understand the Torah. The only knowledge that they had was that they

would certainly enter Heaven (Jannah) and, if they should enter Hell, it would be

for a few days only. They prided themselves for being the chosen and beloved

slaves of Allah because they were the descendants of the Prophets (Anbiya) ^^U

These were some of the false hopes and expectations that they entertained.

They believed that their sins and falsification of the Holy Prophet ^L-j ^ &\ j^
would not present an obstacle to this exalted position that they fashioned for

themselves.

(79) Destruction be to those who write the scripture with their hands and then

say, "This is from Allah," so that they may sell it for a measly price. Destruction

be to them because of what their hands write and destruction be to them
because of what they earn.

THE BRIBERY ACCEPTED BY THE JEWISH SCHOLARS FOR
PASSING INACCURATE RULINGS

When people approached the Jewish scholars for rulings on certain matters,

these scholars would pass rulings which suited them best, on condition that they

were offered a bribe. They would then alter or even reverse the teachings of the

Torah, telling paople that the ruling was in accordance with what Allah had

revealed in the Torah. They would not alter the ruling in favour of someone who

did not offer them a bribe.

Thus they commit a dual sin by altering Allah's scripture and by accepting

bribery as well. Therefore, Allah says, "Destruction be to them because of what their

hands write and destruction be to them because ofwhat they earn.'

The gains of this world are paltry compared to the everlasting boons of the

Hereafter. By accepting Islam and encouraging their congregations to do the

same, the Jewish scholars would have become worthy of eternal bliss and

comfort, which cannot be compared to the slight loss in wealth and position, that

may be incurred in this world.

Even though the masses were ignorant of the teachings of the Torah, they

ought to have realised that they could trust people who pass appropriate rulings
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only when they are bribed.
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(80) They say, "The Fire will only touch us for a limited number of days." Say,
"Have you taken a pledge with Allah which He cannot breach or do you
attribute to Allah such statements that you have no knowledge of"

THE FALSE NOTION OF THE JEWS THAT THEY WILL REMAIN
ONLY A SHORT WHILE IN HELL

The Jews claimed that they cannot be punished because they are adherents

of Sayyidina Musa's
r
*>LJi <Op Din (Religion) which they believed still has not been

cancelled. They believed that even if they are to be punished, their punishment
will last only for the number of days within which their forefathers worshipped
the calf, i.e. forty days.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas **> ii ^j reports that the Jews claimed that

they will suffer only one day's punishment for every thousand of the seven
thousand years that the world is in existence (i.e. punishment for seven days
only). They believed that the Muslims will take their place in Hell after they have
left.

When in Khaibar, the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up i» j^ asked the Jewish woman
who attempted to poison him, "Who will be in Hell?" she replied, "We will be in

Hell for a short while, whereafter your people will occupy our places." The Holy
Prophet ,4-j Up &\ j^ said, "Go away from here. By Allah! You people will never
emerge from Hell, neither will we ever replace you there." [Ahmad and Bukhari, v.2,

p. 860]

Even though the Jews knew that a person who rejects any Prophet of Allah
is a infidel (kafir), they still rejected the apostleship of the Holy Prophet Up ii jl*

fi-> Therefore, even by their standards, they are destined for eternal

punishment. However, they still claim that they will spend only a limited
number of days in Hell. Their expectations are therefore fabricated and
nonsensical. It is for this reason that Allah says, "Say, Have you taken a pledge with
Allah, which He cannot breach, or do you attribute to Allah such statements that you
have no knowledge of

Since their claims are baseless and without any substantiation from Allah,
they cannot possibly expect these hopes to materialise. The foolishness of the
Jews is evident from this verse. They are prepared to suffer in Hell (even though
it be for a short while), yet they do not want to believe in the Holy Prophet ii JL*
rL-j U*, knowing that he is Allah's true messenger. None can bear to burn even in
the fire of this world, how can they ever expect to endure the fire of Hell, which
is sixty nine times more intense? (According to Ahadlth in Bukhari and Muslim).

Just as the Jews were deceived by their great expectations, many deviated
sects in Islam also claim to be destined for Heaven (Jannah), although their beliefs
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are tantamount to infidelity (Kufr). They make preposterous claims like saying

that the Qur'an has been adulterated or that Allah has entered into the bodies of

their religious Leaders (Imam's). Some even claim to follow another Prophet, yet

they all entertain the false expectation of entering Heaven (Jannah).

There are many people who believe that their lineage to a certain saint will

guarantee their salvation in the Hereafter. They are also deceived by their hopes

and fail to realise that only Belief (Imdn) and good deeds according to the

teachings of the Qur'an and Ahadith guarantee salvation. Even the Bani Isra'il

will not be guaranteed salvation because of their relationship with the Prophets

(Anbiya) (O^ ^M.

THE WISHFUL THINKING OF TODAY'S DISBELIEVERS (KUFFAR)

Just like the Jews are deceived by their wishful thinking, the adherents of

many Din's (Religion's) think that they will also attain salvation although their

beliefs have no basis. Many even make the absurd claim that the Muslims will

not attain salvation in the Hereafter.

pJb j\Z2A\ ^2j>^e>\ ^JXpjU ^JLJkaw *4i cJflLaJj <JU~m c-^-i <j* ^Lj

(81) However, the one who commits a sin and whose evil deeds have enveloped

him, these are the ones who will be the dwellers of the Fire. They will abide

therein forever. (82) Only, those who believe and do good deeds shall be the

dwellers of Heaven (Jannah), wherein they will abide forever

WHO ARE THE DWELLERS OF THE FIRE AND WHO ARE THE
DWELLERS OF HEAVEN (JANNAH)?

Allah replies to the aforementioned statement of the Jews by identifying

those destined for Heaven (Jannah) and those destined for Hell (Jahannam). Allah

says in the first of the two verses, "However, the one who commits a sin and whose

evil deeds have enveloped him, these are the ones who will be the dwellers of the Fire.

They will abide therein forever" Therefore, any person who falls into this category

will be destined for eternal punishment in Hell, even though one may think that

the punishment will be temporary.

On the other hand, "Only those who believe [in Allah, in the Holy Prophet ^U
jjL-j Up &\ and in the Qur'an] and do good deeds shall be the dwellers of Heaven

(Jannah), wherein they will abide forever."

!>o S&£ii !A$^ o^k »i& i*^2& <>£& &*tf
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(83) When We took the pledge from the Bani Isra'il (instructing them that) "You
will worship Allah only, be kind towards parents, relatives, orphans and the

poor, speak kindly to people, establish Salah and pay Zakah." Thereafter all

besides a few of you reneged in aversion.

THE BREAKING OF THE PLEDGE BY THE BANI ISRA'IL

The above verse mentions some of the injunctions contained in the Torah,

regarding which the Bani Isra'il undertook a pledge to fulfil. However, besides a

limited few, all of them broke the pledge. Allah adds that they reneged "in

aversion," denoting that their nature was such that they were prone to renege.

This was the practice of their forefathers as well.

The commands issued to them 'were that they should "worship Allah only, be

kind towards parents, relatives, orphans and the poor, speak kindly to people, establish

Salah and pay Zakah. " These commands have been issued to the previous ummahs
followers and apply to the ummah followers of the Holy Prophet (JL.j Up ii JU»

as well.

Allah says in Surah Nisa [verse 36]. "Worship Allah, ascribe none as partner to

Him and show' kindness to parents, relatives, orphans, the destitute, near neighbours,

distant neighbours, close associates, travellers and those in your possession"

.

The commands to establish Salah and pay Zakah has been issued in many
verses of the Qur'an. The opening verses of Surah Al-Baqarah describe the pious

people as those who establish Salah and pay Zakah. Thereafter, verses 43 and 110

also issue the same command to the Believers (Mu'minin). The other Surahs of

he Qur'an also emphasise these two commands.

"speak kindly to people" This command is extremely vast. It entails speaking

Kindly to all types of people — including Muslims. Infidels (kuffar), pious people

and evildoers. The general nature of the word "kindly" implies all types of good
advice, guidance, showing respect, being kind when demanding rights, etc. The
verse also alludes to the Jews that they should disclose the description of the

Holy Prophet pi-
_>
Up ii J^ to the masses.

ojy^j p^~^ ^L>y^ ±xp<> pz\ p> ig£ bjx^ ^\j ^j\
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(84) When We took a pledge from you (instructing that) you do not spill your

blood and that you do not expel yourselves from your homes. Thereafter you
agreed and you even bore testimony to it. (85) Then you were the ones who
killed yourselves and expelled a group of your people from their homes,

assisting against them with sin and transgression. If they came to you as

prisoners, you would ransom them, whereas their expulsion was forbidden for

you (in the first place). Do you believe in a part of the Book and reject a part?

What can be the punishment for those of you who perpetrate this, except

disgrace in this worldly life and on the Day of Resurrection (Qiyamah), they

will be subjected to the severest of punishment? Allah is not unaware of what
you do. (86) These are the ones who have purchased the life of this world in

place of the Hereafter. The punishment will neither be lessened for them nor

will they be assisted.

A SPECIFIC TRANSGRESSION OF THE JEWS

The above verses make mention of yet another pledge that the Jews failed to

fulfil. The Jews during the time of the Holy Prophet <JL-j u* &\ J^> were also well

aware of this pledge. The fact that the Holy Prophet ,4-j <4* ^ J^> also had

knowledge of this proves that he is Allah's messenger, who was informed by

none other than Allah. However, the Jews still refused to acknowledge his

apostleship.

It was previously mentioned that the Jewish tribes of the Banu Quraizah

and the Banu Nadir originally lived in Madinah. It was only afterwards that the

idolatrous tribes of the Aws and Khazraj arrived from Yemen. Because the Arabs

during those times could not live without fighting, the Aws and the Khazraj

were always at loggerheads. When fighting broke out, the Banu Quraizah

aligned themselves with the Aws, while the Banu Nadir aligned themselves with

the Khazraj. Whenever any meTtnbers of these two Arab tribes were killed or

expelled from their homes, the same would occur to their allied Jewish tribe.

Whenever any member of the two Jewish tribes was taken prisoner, both the

Jewish tribes would be prepared to pay the ransom to free him. When they were

asked about this, they replied that the Mosaic Shari'ah which they followed

enjoined them to emancipate prisoners. However, the reason for a person

becoming a prisoner and being expelled from his home was the fighting in which

they wholeheartedly participated. This fighting against each other was also

forbidden for them. However, when they are questioned about their

participation in the battle against their brethren, they would reply that they were

forced to assist their Arab allies.

Allah then asks them, 'Do you believe in a part of the Book and reject apart?" i.e.

Do you only comply to the command to pay ransom, while ignoring the

command not to kill each other and not to expel each other from their homes?

They observed the laws selectively and omitted the rest.

Rejecting any of Allah's laws would result in Disbelief (Kufr), whereas
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failure to practise any law (without rejecting it) will render one a sinner (not a
*

disbeliever {kdfir}). However, failure to practise is akin to the behaviour of the

Disbelievers (kuffar).

'What can he the punishmentfor those ofyou who perpetrate this, except disgrace in

this worldly life and on the Day of Resurrection (Qiyamah), they will be subjected to the

severest ofpunishment" As a result, the Banu Nadir were banished from Madinah

to Khaibar, whereafter Sayyidina Umar **> i»t ^j banished them from there as

well. The Bani Quraizah were all put to the sword.

"These are the ones who have purchased the life of this world in place of the

Hereafter. The punishment will neither be lessened for them, nor will they be assisted"

None will come to their assistance in the Hereafter.

A WARNING TO THOSE MUSLIMS WHO ARE NOT PREPARED TO
PRACTISE ISLAM IN ITS ENTIRETY.

The Muslims of today are emulating the behaviour of the Jews in practising

only on those parts of Din (Religion) that appeal to them, while discarding the

rest. Leaving aside the sinners, even those who appear to be pious restrict Islam

to only a few deeds like Salah, Zakah, fasting, etc.

They fail to comply with the detailed injunctions of Islam pertaining to

business transactions, employment in Prohibited (hardm) institutions, depriving

women and orphans from their inheritance, adopting Disbelievers (kuffar)

approaches to marriages, funerals, births, etc. There are also those who perform

hajj and pay Zakah, yet, when the penal code of Islam is discussed, they oppose

its enforcement. May Allah guide us all. Amin.

fjS if) cfH£ ^y'O J-^J I **+*> b* U-Jfoj 4-^-^ (jrty H^U JlaJj

fiti s# Sf i^ 3^; f&t (M zffi z& && *%$<

\ C^y^ ^iJ^J f^.^ Qy^ fjp&*»\

(87) Undoubtedly We gave the Book to Musa and successively sent messengers
after him. We gave clear signs to Isa, the son of Maryam and bolstered him with
the Ruhul Qudus. Every time a messenger comes to you with what does not
appeal to your fancy, you behaved arrogantly. So you denied a party and kill

another."

THE JEWS REJECTED SOME PROPHETS P
*Ji ^ (ANBIYA) AND

ASSASSINATED OTHERS.

Allah says, "Undoubtedly We gave the Book (the Torah) to Musa and
successively sent messengers after him. We gave clear signs (miracles) to Isa, the son of
Maryam [which substantiated his claim to Risalat (prophethood)]" Sayyidina Isa
i-^Ui Up was granted the ability to cure lepers and blind people; he raised the
Qead and even blew life into birds that he fashioned from clay.
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Allah says that He also "bolstered him with the Ruhul Qudus/ i.e. Allah placed

Jibrll f%Jt a> at Sayyidina Isa's r
%Ji <4* service. In Surah Al Imran, Allah quotes

Sayyidina Isa
r
*>LJi Up as saying to his people, 7 confirm that which was before me of

the Torah, and I make lawful for you some of that which was forbidden unto you and I

come to you with a sign (miracles) from your Lord. So fear Allah and obey me." [verse 50]

The Jews opposed Sayyidina Isa ftLJ\ U* because his Din (Religion) cancelled

some of the laws contained in the Torah and the Mosaic Shari'ah. They harassed

him endlessly and even plotted to kill him. However, Allah raised him to the

heavens before they could complete their plan. In the same way, they opposed

many of the other Prophets (Anbiya) ^LJ\ ^A^ because the laws brought by these

Prophets (Anbiya) ^LJ\ <**> did not appeal to them. Allah says, "Every time a

messenger comes to you with what does not appeal to your fancy, you behaved

arrogantly. So you denied a party of the Prophets (Anbiya) ?%-^ ^^M] and kill another/'

Ibn Kathir writes that Allah uses the present and future tenses (both of

which are combined in a single word in Arabic) when saying that they kill

another group of Prophets (Anbiya) ^LJ\ ^^M . This is so because even when the I

Qur'an was being revealed, they attempted to assassinate the Holy Prophet &\ ^U

^JL-j Up. For example, a Jewess attempted to poison the Holy Prophet^j u* ii j^

when he was at Khaibar. "Mishkat" (p. 548) reports that the effect of this poison
J

finally led to the Holy Prophet's ^ 3
Up i»i JL* demise.

The above verse denotes that many Prophets (Anbiya) $LJ> ^As> were sent

between Sayyid'na Musa (MJt ^ and Sayyidina Isa (*~J\ U*. Some names [like

Sayyidina Daw'ud f^LJi *J± and Sayyidina Sulayman (%Ji <Js] have been

mentioned in the Qur'an, while others are not mentioned. No authentic hadith

mentions these. A narration of Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** ^ ^j , reported!

in" Durrul Manthur" (v.l, p.86) mentions a few names like Sayyidina ShamweeU

Hizqil, etc. As Muslims, we should believe in all these Prophets (Anbiya) ^\.
(OLJ. \

With regard to the support rendered by Jibr'il f}LJ» Up, Allama Nasafi & ^/

Aip says that Jibr'il {%J\ u* lifted Sayyidina Isa flU>\ <S* to the heavens when the|

Jews tried to kill him. The "Tafslr Jalalain" mentions that Jibr'il fiLJ\ u* always}

remained with Sayyidina Isa ftLJ\ Up, protecting him whenever necessary.
j

.1

Jibr'il fiLJ\ U* is often referred to as the "Ruhul Qudus" in the Qur'an anrfj

the Ahadith. Allah says in Surah Nahl (verse 102), "Say, The Ruhul Qudus k
brought it (the Qur'an) from your Lord.

"

The Holy Prophet (JL, j U* ii jl* once prayed to Allah in favour of Sayyidiitf

Hassan bin Thabit ^ ii ^ saying. "Oh Allah! Assist him through the RuM

Qudus." [Muslim, v.2 p300]

IW* ]H&hJ^i®r^£^^$&

(88) They say, "Our hearts are covered." Nay, but, Allah has cursed them

because of their disbelief, so only a few of them believe.
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(v-l)

ALLAH REFUTES THE CLAIM OF THE JEWS THAT THEIR HEARTS
ARE COVERED

The Jews regarded their rejection of the Holy Prophet jJUj U* & JU as a

source of pride. They boastfully said, "Owr hearts are covered/' meaning that

nothing can influence their hearts and change them. However, Hie fact of the

matter is that Allah has cursed them because of their obstinacy and arrogance in

the face of the truth.

The cover that envelopes their hearts is nothing but the veil of deprivation,

which Allah has set upon them. Their disbelief has become so entrenched in their

hearts that it prevents everything else from entering.

"So only a few of them believe," This refers to those of them who truly

believe in Sayyidina Musa {%-& u* and the Hereafter. They accept his

instruction to believe in all the Prophets (Anbiya) {X~b r^ after him.

Disbelieving in any one of the Prophets (Anbiya) fiLJ\ ^M is tantamount to

disbelieving in all the Prophets (Anbiya) fiLJ\ <-*>. A little belief in the Hereafter

will be of no avail in the Hereafter in comparison to their disbelief in all the

Prophets (Anbiya) f**J\ ^U.

Lju -Oil JjJ tLi \jj* *~T=Li o\ {% 4... <>l s:aj Lt>Wil U-Ju nfifl oJt^sJ'V

(89) When a Book from Allah comes to them confirming that which is with
them (although they used to seek victory over the disbelievers before this) when
what they recognise comes to them, they deny it. Allah's curse is on the

disbelievers. (90) Evil is that for which they have sold their souls; that they

disbelieve in what Allah has revealed, jealous of the fact that Allah confers His
grace upon whoever of His bondmen He chooses. So they earned wrath upon
wrath. For the disbelievers, there shall be a humiliating punishment

THE JEWS INTENTIONALLY REFUSED TO ACCEPT ISLAM
BECAUSE OF THEIR OBSTINACY

The Jews arrived in Madinah for the sole purpose of meeting the Holy
Prophet pi-j Up it ju, whom they believed to be the final Prophet of Allah. When
they used to fight the idolatrous Arab tribes, they used: to 'tell them that they
would soon pledge their allegiance to the final messenger of Allah ^j <M it J+,
under whose command they would annihilate their enemies like how the Ad
destroyed their enemies.

Certain narrations report that the Jews used to make the following pray
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(du'd) to Allah: Oh Allah! Send the Prophet who is mentioned in our scripture, so

that we may fight the Arabian Polytheists with him/

When the Holy Prophet jJL-j *> & J^ arrived in Madinah, the Jews

recognized him to be the final Prophet. They even witnessed his many miracles,

yet they denied his apostleship. The Aws and the Khazraj reminded the Jews

about what they used to say about the final Prophet, thereby encouraging them

to accept Islam. However, they responded by saying that the Holy Prophet & J^
^Up was not the Prophet they awaited because he is not a Jew like them.

The fact of the matter is that they were envious that the Holy Prophet & J^
pJL. j Up was amongst the Arabs and not from the Jews. It is for this reason that the

above verse rebukes them and announces Allah's curse on them. [Ibn Kathir, v. I,

p.824]

The Qur'an is described as a book that confirms the Torah. This has been

mentioned in the verse to indicate to the Jews that they really have no reason for

rejecting the Holy Prophet ^JL-j 4* ^ JU and the Qur'an. If the Qur'an refuted

Sayyidina Musa (M-Jt *> or the Torah, then the Jews may have been justified in

rejecting it. However, the Qur'an enjoins belief in all the previous Prophets

(Anbiya) fiLJ\ ^c and divine scriptures.

"that they disbelieve in what Allah has revealed, jealous of the fact that Allah

confers His grace upon whoever of His bondmen He chooses." Allah reserves the right

to bestow the grace of Risalat (prophethood) to whomever He wills. None can

question Allah's decision. However, the Jews envied the fact that the Arabs

received this honour.

The Jews disbelieved in Sayyidina Isa f*~J\ Up and questioned Allah's

decision in making him a Prophet. Thereafter, they also rejected the Holy

Prophet fJL-j aJp iii JU and the Qur'an, causing them to earn "wrath upon wrath."

Because of this double rejection, they will suffer a "humiliating punishment" in the

Hereafter.

"Evil is that for which they have sold their souls." Explaining this verse, the

author of Ruhul Ma'ani writes that the Disbelievers (kuffar) paid with their souls

to earn the commodity of disbelief (Kufr). This means that they destroyed their

own souls by subjecting themselves to the eternal punishment of the Hereafter.

Some commentators have interpreted the verse in its original meaning. They

say that the verse means that the Jews think that they have bought their souls by

adhering to their ways, thereby freeing themselves from Hell. However, their

deal is riddled with evil because the price of Disbelief (Kufr) which they paid will

cause them detriment in both worlds. They will only be able to free themselves

from Hell by believing in the Holy Prophet jJL. j *ip & J^.
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(91) When they are told, "Believe in what Allah has revealed/' they say, "We
believe in what was revealed to us." They disbelieve in whatever is after that,

whereas it is the truth, which confirms what is with them,. Say, "Why did you

slay Allah 's messengers before if you were believers?" (92) Verily, Musa came

to you with clear signs, whereafter you took to worship the calf after him: as

oppressors.

THE JEWS ARE QUESTIONED ABOUT THEIR DECLARATION
THAT THEY WILL NOT BELIEVE IN ANYTHING BESIDES THE
TORAH

Allah states that the Jews reject the Qur'an even though the Qur'an confirms

whatever is in their Torah. Therefore, rejecting the Qur'an is tantamount to

rejecting the Torah itself. The Torah did not forbid them from believing in other

Prophets (Anbiya) f^J\ ^1^ and other scriptures. In fact, the Torah made mention

of the Holy Prophet's ^L-
_>

a-1p & JU advent and even described him.

By denying the Risalat (prophethood) of the Holy Prophet pL-j a> &\ ju
they actually denied the Torah which they claimed to follow. Allah also asks

them. 'Why did you' slay Allah's messengers before ifyou were believers (in the Torah

as you claim)?' Even the Torah declares assassination of a Prophet to be an act of

disbelief (Kufr). The fact that the earlier Jews killed many Prophets (Anbiya) ^^M

r
*>Ui and that their successors approved of their behaviour show that neither

party actually believed in the Torah as they claimed.

Even more strange is that fact that the Jews killed those Prophets (Anbiya)

f
*>ui r^ who propagated the Torah and who followed the teachings of

Sayyidina Musa f%-S\ Up without any alteration. The fact that the Jews killed them
despite their being from the Bani lsra'il shows that the Jews never intended to

follow the Torah, but rather to follow their whims and carnal pleasures.

"Verily, Musa came to you with clear signs (i.e. miracles to prove his Risalat

(prophethood)) Consequently, they all > recited "La Ildha IllAllah" as Sayyidina

Musa fiLJ\ <uU had instructed. However, when Sayyidina Musa f%Ji <> went to

Mount Tur, they began worshipping the calf which was oppressive to their own
souls. Despite possessing knowledge of the evil deeds of their forebears, later

Jews still revered them and emulated their ways. [Ibn Kathir, v.l, p.127]

(93) When We took a pledge from you And raised Mount Tur above you (saying)
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"Hold fast to what We have given you and listen." They said, "We hear and we
disobey." Due to their disbelief, the calf was absorbed into their hearts. Say,

"Evil indeed is that which your belief commands you if you are believers."

A PLEDGE IS TAKEN FROM THE JEWS AND THE LOVE OF THE
CALF IS SOAKED INTO THEIR HEARTS

#

Surah Al-Baqarah previously mentioned how Allah uprooted Mount Tur

and made it hover over the heads of the Jews because they refused to abide by

the pledge that they had made. They were told, "Hold fast to what We have given

you and listen." i.e. Listen with the ears of the heart so that you may practise upon

the truth.

In reply to this command they said, "We hear and we disobey." Some
commentators have mentioned that at first they reluctantly conceded to hear the

command, but they later violated the command.

"Due to their disbelief the calf was absorbed into their hearts. " Just as water is

absorbed into something, the love of the calf became an inseparable part of their

psyche.

"Say, 'Evil indeed is that which your belief commands you if you are believers."

The Jews claimed to be believers, yet they perpetrated acts of infidelity (Kufr) and

disbelief. They are asked the above question because it appears that their belief is

prompting them to do what they do. Belief is supposed to prompt one to do

good deeds and cannot make a person carry out an act as vile as idol worship.

Therefore, it is obvious that they are bereft of true belief (Iman).

Note: Although the Qur'an has already mentioned that the Jews repented

for worshipping the calf, the fact that their hearts absorbed it proves that many
of them did not repent sincerely. Even when the mountain was hovering above

their heads, they merely conceded to fulfilling the pledge for fear of their lives.

i£3i p-LSrt ijji£ \6$L U xe \j$\ Jiirf jUSs-J c& *[ $
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(94) Say, "If the home of the Hereafter is reserved exclusively for you and none

else, then wish for death if you are truthful." (95) "They shall never ever wish for

death because of the deeds that their hands have sent ahead. Allah has perfect

knowledge about the oppressors" (96) "You will find them to be the most greedy

of all people for life; even more than the idolaters. Each of them wishes that he

is granted a life of a thousand years. Even the fact that he is granted this life

would not save him from punishment. Allah is Ever Watchful over what they

do."
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THE JEWS ARE CHALLENGED TO WISH FOR DEATH

One of the claims that the Jews made was that Heaven (Jannah) was
exclusively reserved for them. The verse challenges them to "mubahala," (actual

imprecation to prove truth of one's point) wherein each party prays to Allah to give

death to whichever party is wrong. When the challenge was put to the Jews

during the time of the Holy Prophet (JL- j Up it ju, they declined to accept.

The above interpretation has been rendered by Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Abbas ^ &\ ^>j . He adds that the Jews would have immediately perished if they

had accepted the challenge. Ibn Jarir Up i\ u^j has reported a similar statement.

from the Holy Prophet ,JL.j <-U &\ J^f adding that all their possessions would also

have been destroyed with them.

"They shall never ever wish for death because of the deeds that their hands have sent

ahead. Allah has perfect knowledge about the oppressors." Allah will punish them for

their sins.

Allah then says that the Jews will never wish for death because "You will

find them to be the most greedy of all people for life; even more than the idolaters. Each of

them wishes that he is granted a life of a thousand years. Even the fact that he is granted

this life would not save him from punishment. Allah is Ever, Watchful over what they

do" Immediately upon their deaths they will face Allah's punishment, just as

Satan (Iblis) will suffer despite his lengthy life of thousands of years.

Allah says in Surah Jumu'ah (verse 8), 'Say, Verily you will meet with death,

from which you so flee, then-.you will be returned to the Knower of the unseen and the

seen, when He will inform you ofwhat you used to do."

Allama Ibn Kathir *Jp ii **-j says that the interpretation of this verse as a

challenge to "mubahala" is the most accurate interpretation. The Jews were

challenged to mubahala just as the Christians of Najran were challenged to the

same (as mentioned in verse 61 of Surah Al Imran, where Allah says, "Whoever

disputes with you concerning this after the knowledge has came to you, then Say to them,

Cornel We shall Summon your sons and our sons, your wives and our wives, yourselves

and ourselves. T\.en we shall collectively supplicate sincerely (to Allah) to invoke His

curse upon the liars").

Certain commentators say that the above verse challenges them to wish for

death so that they could enjoy the bounties they claim for themselves. This

interpretation does not make mention of mubahala. Allama Ibn Kathir U* i»i i*-j

writes that this interpretation is not conclusive in sealing the mouths of the Jews
because they will then tell the Muslims also to wish for death while hail and
healthy, which no person normally does.
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(97) Say, "Whoever is an enemy of Jibr'il, then, by Allah's command, he has

brought to your heart the Qur'an which is a confirmation to what was before it, a

guidance and a bearer of glad tidings for the believers." (98) Whoever is an

enemy of Allah, His angels, His messengers, Jibr'il and Mika'il, then Allah is

certainly an enemy of the disbelievers.

THE HERETICAL STATEMENT OF THE JEWS THAT JIBR'IL f
*~Ji Up

IS THEIR ENEMY

When the Jews learned that Jibr'il f*>LJ! Up was bringing revelation to the

Holy Prophet jJL-j Up & JU, they said, "He is our enemy because he brings

stringent laws. We will not believe in a book that is brought by Jibr'il, who also

inflicts punishment. If Mika'il were to bring the revelation, we would accept it

because he also brings Allah 's mercy and rains."

The Jews once asked the Holy Prophet ^j Up iii jl» to furnish answers to

certain questions, claiming that they would accept him as Allah's messenger if

the replies were appropriate. The Holy Prophet ^j u* i»i J^ replied to all their

questions, which they accepted. However, when it was mentioned that Jibr'il Up

fMJi brings revelation to the Holy Prophet ^j Up ii Ju^, they claimed that he

was their enemy. They said that they will not believe in the Holy Prophet &\ JU
p-L-j Up as long a.; Jibr'il (}LJi Up brings revelation to him. [Ibn Kathir, v.l, p. 120]

Allah declares. 'Say, 'Whoever is an enemy of Jibr'il, then, by' Allah's command,

he has brought to your heart the Qur'an, which is a confirmation to what was before it, a

guidance and a bearer ofglad tidings for the believers. Whoever is an enemy ofAllah, His

angels, His messengers, Jibr'il and Mika'il, then Allah is certainly an enemy of the

disbelievers.

"

Since Jibr'il f^LJ\ aJp only conveys what Allah reveals, the person who is an

enemy to him is actually and enemy of Allah. The Jews were foolish to object to

Jibr'il (v>LJ <Js- being an envoy of Allah to the Holy Prophet ^-L-j 4^ ^ J^ because

the personality of an envoy has no bearing on the nature of the message. He was

bringing the injunctions of Allah which apply to all mankind.

By making mention of all messengers and angels in general together with

the mention of Sayyidina Jibr'il and Mika'il f%Ji p^J*, the message is driven home
that enmity tow irds any one of Allah's envoys, be they man or angel, will attract

Allah's wrath. Therefore, enmity towards one angel amounts to enmity towards

all the angels. No person can claim to detest one angel, while loving another.

\J&=z>j\ gp qjci^aW V^ v^ yS^j Uj c^xj obU dLH \££y\ _ulj

(99) We have certainly revealed clear signs to you. Only the disobedient

disbelieve therein. (100) Whenever they make a covenant, will a party of them
discard it? But most of them do not believe.
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ONLY THE DISOBEDIENT WILL REJECT CLEAR SIGNS

'Durrul Manthur' (v.l, p.94) reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^>j

^ ii that the Jew, Ibn Suriya, said to the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ii j^>, 'Oh

Muhammad ,JL-j ^ ii Jl^! Neither have you brought us anything that we
recognise, nor did you show us any signs which would make us follow you/

Allah revealed the above verse in refutation of this statement.

Allah says, "Oh Muhammad ^JL-j Up i\ JU We have certainly revealed clear signs

f you. Only the disobedient disbelieve therein" Amongst these was the secret

discussions of the Jews and the details of their forefathers, which the Holy

Prophet (U~-j Up i>\ j^> could have learnt about only from Allah. This is enough for

any person who is level minded and not blinded by hatred and jealousy.

A GROUP AMONGST THE JEWS ALWAYS BREACH THE PLEDGES
THEY MAKE

Ibn Kathir reports that the Jews refuted that they made any covenant when
the Holy Prophet ^L-j *> i» JU» reminded them of the covenant that they

undertook to believe in his apostleship. One of them, a person called Malik bin

Saif said, "I swear by Allah that no covenant was taken from us with regard to

Muhammad ^ j ^ ^ J^>" It was then that Allah revealed the verse, "Whenever

they make a covenant, will a party of them discard it?" Violating covenants had

become second nature to them.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that the verse consoles the Holy

Prophet <X<j aAs> &\ J^> by telling him that he should not be distressed about their

behaviour because they have always been doing so. [v.l, p.335] Thereafter Allah

says, "But most of them do not believe." Of course, there were many who did

become Muslims.

{* \ < -If '* 2 < <". * >"\'\ * •:/> -f *» *\ >s *> XS k^'k'

(101) When a messenger comes to them from Allah, confirming that which is

with them, a party of those given the Book renege. They cast the Book of Allah,

behind their backs as if they have no knowledge.

THE PEOPLE OF THE BOOK CAST THE BOOK BEHIND THEIR
BACKS

Allah mentions that when the Holy Prophet pJL,j Up it JU came to the Ahlul
Kitab (People of the Book) with the Qur'an, they refused to believe in either, even
though both confirmed the Torah. They even discarded the T.orah by polluting it

with their own concocted beliefs and ideologies. In addition to this, -they

concealed the description of the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up h Jl^ from the masses
when they were convinced of his apostleship. [Ruhul Ma'ani v.l, p.336]
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(102) They follow what the Satan's (Shayatln) recited during the reign of

Sulayman. Sulayman never disbelieved, but the Satan's (Shayatln) disbelieved

by teaching black magic to the people. They also followed what was revealed to

the two angels Harut and Marut in Babylon. They never taught anyone without

telling them, "We are merely a test, so do not disbelieve." So they learnt from

the two of them such things whereby they could split a man from his wife. They
can never harm anyone therewith without Allah 's command. They learnt things

that harmed them, and did them, no good. Indeed, they knew that there is no
share in the Hereafter for the one who purchased it. Evil indeed is the price for

which they have sold their souls. If only they knew." (103) "If only they

believed and adopted piety (taqwa), then: the reward with Allah is best for

them, if only they knew."

BLACK MAGIC WAS RIFE IN BABYLON AND THE JEWS WERE
DEEPLY INVOLVED IN IT

The trade of magic is an old one. Although everything occurs by Allah's

will, magic is one of the causes used to affect changes. Thinking them to.be

insane, people said that Sayyidina Hud and Salih {%J\ r$ip were bewitched (i.e.

affected by black magic).

The incident between Sayyidina Musa fiLJ\ U* and the magicians is famous.

This notorious profession of magic prevailed during the time of Sayyidina

Sulayman ^LJ\ *A* as well, and even extended to the time of the Holy Prophet

pJL-j Up i>\ JU». Bukhari (v. 2, p.858) reports how a Jew cast a spell over the Holy

Prophet jJL. j <J* it J^>. The evil practice is just as rife today.

Allah says that the Jews "follow what the Satan's {Shayatln) recited during the

reign of Sulayman (i.e. they dabbled in the practice of black magic)."

Commentators have narrated that the Satan's (Shayatln) buried some amulets and

incantations beneath Sayyidina Sulayman's f*>LJ» <Jlp throne. When he passed

away, they dug up these items and spread the word that Sayyidina Sulayman ^
t%J\ was never a Prophet, but he reigned over the creation because of the magical

talent that he wielded.

Although the learned scholars of the Bani lsra'il never fell for this lie, the
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masses began to learn and teach magic, considering it to be the knowledge of

Sayyidina Sulayman f%Ji Up. In this manner, they discarded Allah's scripture.

When the Holy Prophet jJL- j a> iii JU spoke about Sayyidina Sulayman Up

%ji being a Prophet of Allah, the Jews said, "Muhammad says that Sulayman,

the son of Daw'ud, was a Prophet, whereas he was nothing but a magician." To

exonerate Sayyidina Sulayman fiLJ\ Up of any suspicion, Allah revealed the verse

declaring, "Sulayman never disbelieved (by practicing magic), but the Satan's

(Shayatin) disbelieved by teaching black magic to the people. "[Qurtubi and Von Kathir]

THE TEST BY MEANS OF HARUT AND MARUT
"They also followed what was revealed to the two angels Harut and Marut in

Babylon." Magic was extremely popular in Babylon. Impressed by the feats of

magicians, people considered them to be blessed and venerable men. To expose

the harm and evil of magic, Allah sent two angels named Harut and Marut to

Babylon. They were to show people the clear distinction between magic and

miracles. They were also a test for people, to discern those who would want to

pursue evil from those who abstained there from.

Whenever people would come to them to learn magic, they would first tell

them, "We are merely a test, so do not disbelieve/ i.e. Do not forsake your Din's

(Religion's) by learning this evil science. They advised people to learn magic

with good intentions, otherwise they should rather not bother with it. They

taught it only to those who pledged not to utilise the knowledge, for evil aims.

Of course, many did not conform to the conditions of their pledge.

Hakimul Ummah Thanwi ^ &\ <*-j writes that a similar example would be

that of a person who approaches a practising religious scholar to teach him
modern and ancient philosophy so that he can safeguard himself from the doubts

in Belief (Iman) expressed by this science. He also intends to learn it so that he

can reply to the objections raised by other philosophers. The religious scholar

then warns him against using the knowledge to attack the beliefs of Islam. When
the person pledges not to do so, the scholar teaches him. However, if the person

fails to abide by the terms of the pledge, the scholar cannot be held responsible.

[Bayanul Qur'an]

SOME EFFECTS OF BLACK MAGIC

"So they learnt from the two of them such things whereby they could split a man
from his wife." One of the many ill effects of black magic is that it can be used to

split a loving couple. Only this effect is mentioned because it is one of the most
detestable deeds in Allah's sight.

Sayyidina Jabir <up iui ^>j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^JL-j ^ &s JU said,

'Verily, Satan (Iblis) places his throne on water. From there, he dispatches his followers

to cause corruption among people. The closest to him will be the one who causes the

most strife and harm. (Thereafter, they all report back to him). Whenever one of
them reports their activity to him, he replies, 'You achieved nothing.' Finally, one
of them comes to him saying, T pursued a person to such an extent that I

eventually caused him to be separated from his wife.' Thereupon Iblis calls him
closer saying, 'You have truly achieved something.'
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Sayyidina A'mash <Jp i»» u^Jr one of the narrators of the hadith, reports that

he recalls the fact that Satan (Iblis) embraces the devil (Shaytan) who splits a

couple. [Muslim, v.2„ p.376]

MAGIC CAN HAVE AN EFFECT ONLY WITH ALLAH'S COMMAND
Allah says that those who dabble with black magic "can never harm anyone

therewith (with their magical spells) without Allah 's command. " Everything

happens only with Allah's command, but because people are so accustomed to

witnessing the effects of this, they have grown immune to it. Some examples are:

Fire can burn only with Allah's command. Without Allah's command it

cannot burn, like how it could not burn Sayyidina Ibrahim £%Jb Up.

A knife cannot cut without Allah's command, like how it could not cut the

throat of Sayyid'na Isma'il (%-& Up.
v

Food cannot satisfy a person even though he eats a large amount —like

people suffering from certain diseases.

Water can quench thirst only with Allah's command, without which people

with certain diseases cannot slake their thirst.

Because all these things are visible to the man, he regards them as a means

to reach certain ends. Contrary to these things, the means by which magic has an

effect are invisible. It is for this reason that people are astonished at its effects.

However, even these hidden means are useless without Allah's command.

Therefore, only ignorant people will be impressed by the deeds of magicians and

the effects of mesmerism.

When Sayyidina Musa (%^ *> was challenged by the magicians, he told

them that their feats were mere acts of magic which Allah could nullify. Surah

Falaq and Nas can nullify the spells of the most skilled magicians.

THE HIDDEN CAUSES OF BLACK MAGIC
One of the many ways in which magic works is with the assistance of the

Satan's (Shayatln). People secure the assistance of these Satan's (Shayatln) by

pleasing them. This is achieved by uttering incantations that contain words of

disbelief (Kufr) and Polytheism (shirk), and also contain praises for the Satan's

(Shayatln). They may also secure their assistance by performing deeds pleasing to

them, like murdering a person and using his blood or some organ. They may also

be required to constantly remain in a state of impurity or have impurities on

their person. It is for these reasons that the most accomplished magicians are

those who are the most filthy and impure, and who flee furthest from trie

mention of Allah's name.

The spells of female magicians are therefore most effective when they cast

them while menstruating. Just as the angels assist pious and pure people who

perform good deeds, the Satan's (Shayatln) assist sinful and impure people whose

every deed is evil. This is so because assistance can be sought only when a

likeness exists between the seeker of assistance and the assistant. [Ruhul Ma'am,

v.l, p.338]
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THE MAGIC PRACTISED BY PHARAOH'S (FIR'AUN) MAGICIANS

Allama Ibn Kathir ^ &\ <^j has quoted eight types of magic from Sayyidina

Abu Abdullah Razi 4-i* & ^> He has included in these types such feats that are

rformed ^y sjeight of hand, mesmerism, hypnosis and the use of certain

chemicals. An example of mesmerism is explained by the way it seems to a

person travelling by train that the ground is moving with him. This was the type

of practice that Pharaoh's (Fir'aun) magicians adopted.

Allah says in verse 66 of Surah TaHa. "Then their (the magicians) ropes and

their staffs suddenly seemed to appear like slithering snakes to him [Sayyidina Musa -Up

,%J] on account of their magic"

Verse 116 of Surah Araf remis, "they mesmerised the peoples' eyes, frightened

them and displayed wonderful magic."

These verses prove that the 'magic' during the time of Sayyidina Musa ^
,%j\ was nothing more than mesmerism. However, the effect was so vivid that

even Sayyidina Musa f%J\ <Op felt some natural fear. Verse 67 of Surah TaHa

reads, So Musa sensed a bit offear in his heart" thereupon Allah told him, "Do not

fear" You shall definitely remain high. Throw down what is in your right hand and it

will devour what they have conjured. They have merely contrived the plot of a magician,

and a magician will never succeed wherever he goes", [verses 68 and 69]

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MAGIC AND MIRACLES OF
PROPHETS P

%Ji Up (MUJIZAT)

As mentioned earlier, magic hinges on hidden means to cause the desired

effect. On the other hand, miracles displayed by the Prophets (Anbiya) fiLJ\ ^^
{called unnecessary {Mu'jizat)} proceed directly from Allah, without any hidden

or visible means. The miracles of the Prophets (Anbiya) fiLJ\ f+A*' are too

numerous to mention. Amongst these is the cooling of the fire for Sayyidina

Ibrahim {%J\ *J*, the staff of Sayyidina Musa f%~Ji Up which became a serpent and
which caused the sea to split open for the Bani lsra'il.

The Holy Prophet ^L-j aJp it ju also performed many miracles. A single

handful of sand that he threw temporarily blinded the entire Polytheists army,
water flowed from between his fingers and hundreds of people ate from a

meagre amount of food that he served.

Magic can also be distinguished from miracles (Mu'jizat) by scrutinising the

person involved. Magic is associated with filthy, impure and sinful people, while
the Prophets (Arbiya) ^%Ji

r^ip were pious, upright and pure.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that Allah will never allow any
magician to reproduce a miracle displayed by any of the Prophets (Anbiya) <-$>

r*-A like splitting the sea, raising the dead, making inanimate objects talk, etc.

He has also written that another difference between a miracle and magic is that a
miracle can only take place at the hands of a person who is a Prophet of Allah.
No supernatural act can issue forth from a person claiming to be a Prophet when
he is not one. Miracles are also accompanied by a challenge for any person to
ea * the feat. Allah has maintained this system to disgrace any false claimant to

Risalat (prophethood). [v.l, p.339]
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After the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ii ju>, the false claimants to Risalat

(prophethood) have managed only to mesmerise people at the most. They can do

no more. No magician can ever issue the challenge that the Prophets (Anbiya) ^
(OLJi did when performing a miracle. History bears testimony to the fact that no

person has ever reproduced a miracle of any Prophet of Allah, nor has any

person nullified any miracle.

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MAGIC AND THE MIRACLES OF
PIOUS PEOPLE (KARAMAT).

The supernatural feats performed by pious people who are not Prophets

(Anbiya) f^LJi (-*-!* are called Karamat. Many pious people of the ummah
followers have displayed Karamat. These Karamat neither draw them closer to

Allah nor do they increase their status. The pious people are sometimes unaware

of their own Karamat. It is for this reason that many notable saints do not even

attach importance to these.

To differentiate between Karamat and magic, the person involved should

also be scrutinised. Only Allah's pious servants will display Karamat. They are

people who are constantly engaged in Allah's worship, adhere to the Shari'ali

and are distant from filth and impurity.

A supernatural act stemming from a person whose behaviour is contrary to

this and more in conformance to the behaviour of Satan (Shaytan) will not be

regarded as a Karamah (singular of Karamat).

PRACTISING MAGIC IS A SIN AS WELL AS AN ACT OF

INFIDELITY (KUFR)

The author of "Bayanul Qur'an" writes that if any form of magic requires:'-;

incantations cortaining words of infidelity (Kufr), then it will be regarded as:

infidelity (Kufr) e.g. seeking assistance from the Satan's (Shayatm) or the stars

The status of infidelity (Kufr) will apply even though the magic is not used to

harm anyone but to benefit others.

However, when such words are not used but the magic is used to harm

others, it will be regarded as a sin. If none is hurt thereby, it will not be called

magic. Howeve ;, if the words used are not clearly understood, it should be

refrained from. The same applies to all other methods of securing Cure m
assistance (even what is called Ta'wiz/ charm), amulet.

"They learnt things that harmed them and did them no good." Allama QurtuH

4p ii aj^j interprets this verse to mean that they caused harm to themselves in ft|

Hereafter although they may have achieved some sort of benefit through magi|

in this world. Other commentators say that the harm of magic will even overtak|

the magician in this world. One of the ways is that they stand to face seveff

punishment if convicted of magic by an Islamic court J

Commenting on the phrase "and did them no good
r

, the author of "Rufof

Ma'ani" writes that black magic can only auger harm and destruction for**

person because no good can come of it. It is just like certain harmful things, 1%

poisons which are extremely harmful can contain a little benefit, so too a per#*

practising black magic can never benefit anyone because no real good can &|
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a rived from it. Learning the science is detrimental to one's existence in both the

worlds.

Even though a limited amount of good can be had from magic in perhaps

aving a Muslim from harm, it has been declared bereft of good because such

cases of benefit are extremely rare. Black magic is almost always used to harm

others.

It also has a detrimental effect on the magician himself or herself. No
magician has ever been known to prosper in this world, nor have any of them

become leaders. One will notice that these people always live in filth and squalor,

earning only the little that people pay them to cast spells on others Of course,

total destruction awaits them in the Hereafter.

'Indeed, they' knew that there is no share in the Hereafterfor the one who -purchased

it. Evil indeed is the price for which they have sold their souls. If only they knew." They

will earn the terrible tortures of the Hereafter in exchange for the measly gains of

this world. . .

Although taere seems to be a contradiction of terms between "Indeed they

knew" and "if only they knew," there is really no contradiction. Practising

something despite possessing the knowledge that it is detrimental is just like

having no knowledge at all. The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" interprets "Ifonly they

knew" to mean: 'Although they knew that they were facing terrible consequences

in the Hereafter, if only they knew exactly what these consequences were, they

would certainly abstain/

If only they believed {in all of Allah's Prophets (Anbiya)} and adopted piety

(iacjwa) (by abstaining from all sin), then the reward with Allah is best for them if

only they knew. Even the smallest reward of the Hereafter is better than all the

things of this world because it is everlasting.

"Ruhul Ma'ani" mentions that, according to Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas
^ & ^j, persons found guilty of practising black magic must be executed. Their

lives will not be spared even if they repent and promise never to repeat the deed.

[v.lp.339]

Mulla Ali Qari *ip ii ^j writes that the man who practises that black magic
which falls under the category of infidelity (Kufr) will be executed because he has

become a infidel (kdfir). However, if a woman is found guilty of black magic she
will not be executed because female apostates are also not executed (she will be
imprisoned for

T

ife). If a person is found guilty of such black magic that is not
classified as infidelity (Kufr), then she will not be executed because of the magic.

However, if the magic caused anything serious like someone's death, illness or

separation from a spouse, then the magician (male or female) will be executed
because she has been instrumental in causing strife to reign on earth.

A Sahabi by the name of Sayyidina Jundub bin Ka'b *ip i»» ^j once saw a
person demonstrate how he could decapitate a person and then replace his head,
causing him to come back to life. Onlookers were greatly astonished and
aPplauded him tor being able to raise the dead. Sayyidina Jundub up &\ ^j drew
IS sword and executed the magician, telling the people, "If he can raise the

dead, he would raise himself as well." the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up i» JU* thereafter
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said about Sayyidina Jundub ^ i» ^j , "He struck such a blow with his sword

whereby he assumed the status of an entire ummah." [Al Isabah, v.l, p.250]

It was necessary to execute the person because his action would lead to

great corruption by causing people to believe that he could actually raise the

dead.

Allama Qurtubi *> &\ <^j reports that a person once came to Sayyidina

Walld bin Aqba a^ ii ^ j who was the governor of Iraq. The person walked on a

string, entered into a donkey's body from its tail and then emerged from it's

mouth. Sayyidina Jundub ^ &\ ^j executed the person. It was about Sayyidina

Jundub ^ ^ ^j that the Holy Prophet p-L-j *> it JL*, said "There will be a

person from my ummah called Jundub. He will strike a blow with his sword

whereby falsehood will be distinguished from truth." [v.2„ p.47]

Ruling: It is not permissible to use the words of the Qur'an and Ahadith for

any practice that causes harm to others e.g. to recite certain Surahs, etc or make a

charm? To harm anyone, even though Allah's names are used.

Ruling: Amulets made by people who are assisted by Satan's (Shayatm) will

also be regarded as magic and cannot be used. It is also not permissible to use

these amulets when the source is doubtful.

Note: An incident is commonly reported about how Harut and Marut were

sent to earth after human passions were instilled in them. On earth, they fell in

love with a woman called Zahra whom they tried to seduce. She asked them to

inform her of the Ismul A'zam (a great name of Allah by which all supplications

are accepted). When they informed her, she immediately ascended to the

heavens and became a star.

Thereafter, Allah gave them the option of suffering punishment in this 1

world or in the Hereafter. When they opted for worldly punishment, they were;

suspended up side down in a well of Babylon, where they will be punished till

day of resurrection (Qiyamah). Allama Qurtubi *> &\ ^Jr "Ruhul Ma'ani" and

Allama Ibn Jawzi 4* & ^j have all narrated this incident. However, the

authenticity of this narration has been questioned.

:\j ql\ iji; i^ \JJ6 <$ \pt ^u$\ 0i

(104) O you who believe, do not say, "Ra'ina," but say, "Unzurna" and hearken.

A painful punishment is reserved for the disbelievers.

THE MISCHIEF OF THE JEWS AND PROHIBITION FROM SAYING!

"RA'INA." I

Part of the insolence displayed by the Jews was that they used to tell tra

Holy Prophet (JL-j Up &\
t5
u/ "Ra'ina." This word may be translated in both ft!

Arabic and the Hebrew languages. In Arabic it would mean, "Consider u& 1

whereas it is a curse in Hebrews. When addressing the Holy Prophet a-U &M
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v they intended the Hebrew meaning of the word, but (because of the Arabic

meaning of the word), they made it appear to the Holy Prophet ^JL- j Up it ^u and

the other Muslims that they were actually requesting the Holy Prophet's Up & J^

^ 3
attention.

Allah says in verse 46 of Surah Nisa, ''Some of the Jews alter words from their

context and say, We hear and we disobey' and Listen in a manner that you do not listen!

Distorting with their tongues and taunting the Din (Religion) they say 'Ra'ina. '
ifonly

theij said, We hear and we obey 1/ Do listen!" and Do grant us consideration/ it would

have been better for them, and more ethical, However, Allah has cursed them because of

their disbelief so that only a few of them, believe."

According to the Arabic language, the companions of Prophet (Sahabah) ^j
^s- h used to say, "Ra'ina, Ya Muhammad/' ["Look to us, Oh Muhammad the

Holy Prophet ^-Uj <M ^ J^]- Sayyidina Sa'd bin Mu'adh ** & ^j who
understood the Hebrew language, noticed the Jews laughing amongst

themselves whenever they said, "Ra'ina, Ya Muhammad." He warned them

never to use those words again, otherwise he would kill them. When they

objected that the Muslims also used these words, Allah revealed the verse, "Oh

you who believe, do not say, 'Ra'ina' but say Unzurna and hearken. A painful

punishment is reservedfor the disbelievers." [Ma'alimut Tamil, v.l, p. 102]

Bayanul Qur'an mentions that this verse teaches Muslims to abstain from

any permissible deed if the possibility exists that the deed could lead to a sin. A
Muslim scholar will therefore not be permitted to perform any permissible act,

which another person may misconstrue, leading him to fall into sin when trying

to do the same. Of course, this will only apply to acts that are not compulsory, if

an act is compulsory, it will have to be carried out even though people may
misconstrue it.

THE LAWS DERIVED FROM THE PROHIBITION OF SAYING
"RA'INA"

Allama Jassas Up ii aj^j writes in "Ahkamul Qur'an' that any word which
could have either a good or a bad meaning must not be used unless additional

words are added to restrict the meaning to the good one. It is also learnt that it is

not permissible to use any words that will cause people to laugh and mock.

Allama Ibn Kathir Up it i^j states that the verse prohibits Muslims from
emulating the words and deeds of the infidels (kuffar). Thereafter, he quotes a

hadith from the "Musnad of Ahmad" in which the Holy Prophet <JL- j Up it Jl*
says, "The one who emulates a nation is from them." Therefore, a Muslim must
not imitate the dressing, acts of devotion, mannerisms, words and actions of the

infidels (kuffar). [v.2, p. 148]

Many Ahadith have strictly prohibited Muslims from using words that have
an evil or inappropriate meaning. It is for this reason that the Holy Prophet J-#
r^j Up «&i has prohibited Muslims from calling anyone 'Shahansha" (The King of
all kings). Such a word can only be used for Allah. [Mishkat]

In the same regard, the Holy Prophet ^JL-j ^ it J^ changed the name of a
gttl named Asia (sinner) to Jamila. He also prohibited people from calling their
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male slaves 'abdi' (my slave), and their female slaves 'amati' (my slave woman)
because every person is Allah's slave. He advised them to rather refer to their

slaves as 'ghulami' or 'jariyati.' [Mishkdt]

U3"\

(105) The disbelievers from the People of the Book and the idolators do not tike

that any good is revealed to you from your Lord. But Allah focuses His mercy on

whomsoever He pleases. Allah is One of extreme benevolence

THE JEWS AND THE IDOLATORS DETEST THE FACT THAT
ALLAH'S MERCY SHOULD REACH THE MUSLIMS.

When the Muslims invited the Jews to accept Islam, they replied by saying

that Islam is no better than their own Din (Religion). They said that if Islam was

better than Judaism, only then would they accept. Allah refuted this statement by

revealing the verse, '(Oh Muslims!) The disbelievers from the People of the Book and

the idolators do not like that any good be revealed to you from your Lord.

The Jews detested the fact that the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up it JL* was from

amongst the prcgeny of Sayyidina Isma'il f**~b Up (i.e. the Arabs), and not from

amongst the progeny of Sayyidina Is'haq f^LJ\ Up (i.e. the Jews). The Polytheists

detested Islam because it restricted their carnal passions and opposed their gods.

Allah dispels their misgivings by saying that He is not bound to do as others

desire, 'But Allah focuses His mercy on whomsoever He pleases. Allah is One ofextreme

benevolence." None has the right to question Allah's decision. [Ma'alimut Tanzil v.l,

p. 103 and Ruhul Ma'ani, v.l, p.350]

Allama Ibn Kathir Up ii <^j writes that Allah expresses the enmity of the

Jews and the Polytheists in this verse so that the Muslims do not develop any

affinity or companionship them. Allah refers to the Holy Prophet ^JL. j *Js. & J^
and all the Believers (Mu'minin) in the phrase, "whomsoever He pleases."

(106) Whenever We repeal any verse or cause it to be forgotten. We bring

something better or equivalent to it. Do you not know that Allah has power over

all things? (107) Do you not know that the dominion of the heavens and the

earth belongs to Allah? Besides Him you have no Protecting Friend, nor any

Helper.
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THE REASON FOR ALLAH REPEALING LAWS

Allah has abrogated many laws. It is possible, for example for something to

be outlawed although it could be made permissible afterwards. Sometimes a law

may be replaced by another. The Polytheists criticised this when they said,

"Muhammad the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up i»i JU says things that he later retracts. If

the Qur'an was from Allah, there would not have been any abrogation."

Allah says in Surah Nahl, "When We replace a verse with another; and Allah

knows best what He reveals; they say, 'You are but a perjurer!' But most of them have no

knowledge.' [verse 101]

"Whenever We repeal any verse or cause it to be forgotten, We bring something

better or equivalent to it." Laws were abrogated because the later law was

intended to make matters easier for the Muslims without compromising the

reward to be attained. Therefore, abrogation is in the best interests of people.

Abrogation may assume several forms. These are:

z$> At times a law was abrogated, while the relevant verse still

remained in the Qur'an. This is termed as 'Mansukhul Hukm."
An example of this is the law that states that a woman should
seclude herself for a year after her husband has passed away
However, this law was repealed, but the applicable verse still

remains in the Qur'an. The relevant verse is Those of you who
are abctyt to die and leave their wives behind, should bequeath
unto their wives a provision for a year so as not to turn them
out (of their homes). [Surah Al-Baqarah, verse 240]

=> At times, the law still applied, while the relevant verse was
abrogated. This is referred to a 'Mansukhut Tilawah. 'An
example of this is the law of 'rajm' {when a married adulterer is

stoned to death).

=>' Another form of abrogation concerns a law which was replaced

with another For example, the initial law to face Baitul

Muqaddas in Salah was replaced with the command to face
towards the Ka'ba. Another example is the command that

demanded that a b'equest
f
be made in favour of one's relatives.

This law was changed by the verses of inheritance.

=> It has also occurred that certain laws were abrogated with out
any replacement being revealed. An example of this is the

command to test the Believer (Mu'min) women when they

migrate, which is contained in verse 10 of Surah Mumtahina. s

^ Other laws and verses were completely removed from the Qur'an
and erased from peoples' minds. Certain Scholars (Ulamd) have
mentioned that the volume of these verses were as long as Surah
Al-Baqarah and Surah Ahzab. They were' completely removed
without any trace of their words and their laws.

Durrul Manthur reports from Sayyidina Sahl bin Hunaif <4* 4 1 *^j that a
certain Sahabi <* & ^j intended to recite a particular Surah in the Tahajjud
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Salah, but could not recall anything besides "Bismilluh Hir Rahman Nir

Rahim." The same transpired with many Companions (Sahabah) <up i»» ^j on the

same night. When they reported the incident to the Holy Prophet jJL, j Up ii j^
he said, 'The Surah was abrogated last night and erased from peoples' hearts and

from all places where it was recorded."

"Do you not know that Allah has power over all things?" Allah can preserve

verses as they ae, or cause them to be erased forever. According to his perfect

wisdom, He does as He pleases.

"Do you not know that the dominion ofheavens and the earth belongs to Allah" (if

He chooses to punish you, then remember) Besides Him, you have no Protecting

Friend, nor any Helper.

(108) Or do you wish to question your messenger like how Musa was questioned

before? The one who exchanges disbelief for belief has certainly strayed from

the straight path.

THE PROHIBITION FROM ASKING FUTILE QUESTIONS

"Ma'alimut Tanzil reports that the Jews once asked the Holy Prophet &\ JU
jjL, j Up, "Oh Muhammad the Holy Prophet (JL- j Up &\ JU! Why don't you present

the Qur'an as a complete book from the heavens like Musa fiLJ\ Up did'?'
7

According to another narration, the Polytheists of Makkah told the Holy Prophet

pL-j Up &\ JU that they would only believe in him if they saw Allah and His

angels before them. The above verse was revealed in response to such demands.

Allah commands that the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up & J^> must not be asked to

do those things that the Bani Isra'il asked Sayyidina Musa f*>LJ Up to do. The

Bani Isra'il even asked Sayyidina Musa (%*& Up to show Allah to them. There is

no need to make such requests because the Truth has already been made

manifest in many other ways. However, they ask merely as an objection and will

not accept even when it is shown to them.

Allah says in Surah Qasas {verse 48), "When the truth from Us comes to them

they say, 'Why is he not given what was given to Musa?' Did they not deny what was

given to Musafrom before?

They said, "They are both magicians assisting each other and they also said, 'We

reject each one of'them>"

Muslim reports that the Holy Prophet jJLj <U &\ JU* once told the

Companions (Sahabah) *& &\ ^j , "Oh people! Hajj has been made compulsory on

you. So perform it." Thereupon someone asked, "Is hajj compulsory every year?"

The Holy Prophet jJL-j ^ & J^> remained silent till the question was repeated

thrice. Thereafter, the Prophet jJL-j <^ &\ JU said, "If I had to say, 'Yes/ hajj

would become compulsory on you every year, which you would not be able to
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a Leave me as long as I leave you (i.e. do not ask about something I do not tell

u ) The previous nations were destroyed because they asked their Prophet

'Anbh/a) many questions and then opposed their commands. When I issue any

Instruction, fulfill it to the best of your ability. If I forbid something, refrain from

it." [vXp.432]

gayyidina Mughira bin Shu'ba ^ &\^ narrates from the Holy Prophet JU
\

, a* it that Allah detests vain talk, excessive questioning and wasting money.

lMishkat,p.419]

6 \£5t [^ ;jS^iT £-&$ 5i ^^ * at S\ 4/i

^ y
(109) Many of the People of the Book wish that they could return you to be

disbelievers after you have believed. This is due to jealousy from within after

the truth has because apparent to them. Pardon and overlook till Allah issues

His command. Undoubtedly Allah has power over all things. (110) So establish

Salah, pay Zakah. You shall find with Allah whatever good you have sent ahead

for yourselves. Verily Allah is Watchful of what you do.

THE INFIDELS (KUFFAR) DESIRE TO CONVERT THE MUSLIMS

Besides not believing despite being convinced of the Risalat (prophethood)

of the Holy Prophet jJL.j <i* &\ JU>, the Jews left no stone unturned to prevent the

Arabs from becoming Muslims. They even went to the extent of attempting to

convert those who had already accepted Islam. Allah cautions the Muslims to

beware of them m the above verse saying, "Many of the People of the Book wish that

they could return you to be disbelievers after you have believed. This is due to jealousy

from within after the truth has become apparent to them.

"

At the time when the verse was revealed the Jews were still in a powerful
economic position while the Muslims had not yet entrenched a firm foothold in

Madinah, Therefore, Allah commanded the Muslims, "Pardon and overlook till

Allah issues His command. Undoubtedly Allah has power over all things." Allah has
the power to change situations. Consequently, the time came when the Jewish
tribe of the Bani Nadir were banished to Khaibar and the Bani Quraizah were
executed.

Thereafter Allah says, "So establish Salah, pay Zakah. You shall find with Allah
whatever good you have sent aheadfor yourselves.

"

In the above verses, Allah advises the Muslims to establish Salah after

a^eady commanding them to exercise patience with the words, "Pardon and
overlook till Allah issues His command." This conforms with verses 45 and
** of Surah Al-Baqarah where Allah advises, "Seek assistance with patience and
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Salah" Muslims can attain victory over their enemies by performing good deed
s

that will secure success in both worlds.

"Verily Allah is Watchful of what you do." Allah will reward or punish peop{
e

according to theif deeds.

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah ** At ^j reports that the Holy Prophet <uU ii ^
(JL.j said, "When a person gives even a single date in charity from Lawful (halflj

sources (Allah only accepts Lawful (haldl), then Allah will nurture and develop

the Reward for this just as a person grows up his little pony. Eventually,
the

reward grows so big that it equals the size of a mountain." [Bukhari, v.l, p. 189]

v^l o>>>4 pA *j p^a* ^3>>- aj ^j ~xi£ /jM r4-* <>—

^

(111) They say, "None but a Jew or a Christian will enter Heaven (Jannah)." This

is their hope. Say, "Produce your proof if you are truthful." (112) However, the

one who surrenders himself to Allah and does righteous deeds shall find his

reward with his Lord. Neither will fear overtake them, nor shall they grieve.

A DENIAL OF THE CLAIM OF THE JEWS AND THE CHRISTIANS
THAT HEAVEN (JANNAH) IS RESERVED ONLY FOR THEM

"They say None but a Jew or a Christian will enter Heaven (Jannah)." The Jews

claimed that Heaven (Jannah) was reserved for them, while the Christie

claimed that only they may enter Heaven (Jannah). Despite adulterating their

scriptures and denying Allah's Prophets (Anbiya), these people have the audacfr

to claim their places in Heaven (Jannah)\ Due to the baseless nature of their claim

Allah says, "This is their hope."

Allah then commands that they should be asked, "Produce your proof if^
are truthful" They have absolutely no proof for their claim to be the choser

people.

Verse 18 of Surah Ma'idah quotes them as saying, "We are Allah 's cMdrt$

and beloved." How can anyone be close to Allah when they subscribed

polytheistic beliefs and reject Allah's messengers? They believed these things t

appease their consciences and also because of the misleading advice of the

leaders. §

The Jewish Din (Religion) is ancestral because they believe that only thr

people can be Jews. They do not propagate their Din (Religion) because they fe

that their Din (Religion) is reserved for them only. They believe that only *
have been guided and that the rest of mankind should have ho Din (Reliffi

from Allah.

The Christians do not even follow the Din (Religion) brought by Sayyi^S

Isa {%-& Up. They claim that he told them that he was Allah's son and thatfe}
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manded thorn to worship him and his mother. They also claim that

q yyidina Isa f%J ( dp told them that he will be killed and that Allah had His son

^ lied to serve as salvation for all mankind. However, they have fabricated all

these claims and have nothing to prove that these claims are true.

The Christians accept all these claims because of convenience. It is all top

easv to endlessly commit sins and have them all forgiven by the priest the

following Sunday. In this stupor, they even concede to the priest as being Allah's

deputy. Despite all these made up beliefs, the Christians claim their right to

Heaven (Jannah)l This is nothing more than mere wishful thinking.

People of many other Din's (religions) also entertain this wishful thinking

with regard to themselves. However, none of them can prove that their Din

(Religion) can secure salvation for them in the Hereafter. It is strange that these

very people eat and enjoy Allah's bounties, yet offer their allegiance and

devotion to other gods, wishfully expecting to attain Heaven (Jannah)\

WHO IS DESERVING OF HEAVEN (JANNAH)?

Allah describes the people worthy of Heaven (Jannah) when He says,

"However, the one who surrenders himself to Allah and does righteous deeds shall find

his reward with his Lord. Neither will fear overtake them, nor shall they grieve. " This

verse contains the prescription for entry into Heaven (Jannah), which any person

can use,

The Arabic word "mutism" (translated above as "does righteous deeds) is

derived from the root word Thsan,' which refers to a person who performs an act

properly or whose beliefs are correct. Certain commentators have translated

'muhsin' as 'sincere.' Therefore, the 'muhsin' will be one whose beliefs conform

to what the Holy Prophet ^JL-j -tip &\ J~* has taught. Whoever does not conform to

these beliefs cannot be termed a 'muhsin' and therefore cannot secure Heaven
(jannah) for himself

Similarly, the person whose deeds do not conform to the teachings of the

Holy Prophet ^JL-j u* <&< ju>, as well as the one whose deeds are not carried out

sincerely for Allah's pleasure, will have his/her deeds rejected. Such a person
will therefore receive no rewards in the Hereafter.

Allah says in the concluding verse of Surah Kahf, "So whoever aspires for the

meeting with his Lord should perform good deeds and not associate anyone as partner to

the worship ofhis Lord.
"

If the infidels (kujfar) perform a deed sincefrely for Allah's pleasure, it will

not be accepted because of their corrupted beliefs. With regard to their deeds,
Allah says in verse 23 of Surah Furqan, "We will then turn to their deeds
and reduce it to scattered dust."

If anyone should say that the verse does not specify that a person needs to
be a Muslim to enter Heaven (Jannah), he will be told that the phrases "the one
who surrenders himself to Allah" and "does righteous deeds {i.e. is a Benefactor
(Kunsin)}" will automatically disqualify non-Muslims. Besides this, other verses
specify this condition e.g. Allah says in Surah Al Imran, "Whosoever seeks q Din
Uxe"gton) besides Islam, it shall never be accepted from him, and he will be, in the
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Hereafter, amongst the losers." [verse 85]

tls* fe ^>fr^ c
*
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(113) The Jews say, "The Christians are upon naught/' while the Christians say,

"The Jews are upon naught/' whereas they recite the scripture. Those who have

no knowledge say exactly what they say. Allah will judge between them on the

Day of Judgment (Qiyamah) concerning the matters in which they differ.

THE DEBATE BETWEEN THE JEWS AND THE CHRISTIANS.

Durrul Manthur (v. 1, p. 108) reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^
<up iii that the Jews were present with the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up i»» JL* when %
Christians of Najran came to him. One of the Jews by the name of Rafi bir

Harmila said to the Christians, "You people have no basis, nor did you eve

have/' In saying so he rejected the Risalat (prophethood) of Sayyidina Isa ^U\ v .

as well as the Injil.

Thereupon a person from the Christians said, "You people are upoi

naught!" (i.e. your Din (Religion) has no source). In this way, he also became

guilty of refuting one of Allah's Prophets (Anbiya) [Sayyidina Musa ^^-Ji Up] arc

His Book (i.e. the Torah).

It was with reference to this dispute that Allah revealed the above vers

saying, "The Jews say, "The Christians are upon naught, while the Christians say, '1

Jews are upon naught/ whereas they recite the scripture." Based on their knowledg

of the Torah and the Injil, both parties were aware of the fact that Sayyidia

Musa (%Ji aJLp and Sayyidina Isa (OUi Up were Allah's Prophets (Anbiya).

"Those who have no knowledge say exactly what they say." i.e. People of ft

nations prior to the Jews and the Christians also rejected the truth, just like ft

Polytheists of Makkah rejected the apostleship of the Holy Prophet (JL.j Up & .}

However, "Allah will judge between them on the Day of Judgment (Qiyam

concerning the matters in which they differ" The truth will then become apparer

from falsehood for all to see.

Allah says in Surah Saba (verse 26), "Say, 'Our Lord will gather us and ft

decide between us with the truth"

The author of Bayanul Qur'an writes that Allah will decide practical

between them by dispatching the people of falsehood to Hell and the people

the truth to Heaven (Jannah). The theoretical decision has already been made

this world via various logical and other proofs.
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(114) "Who can be more unjust than the one who prevents the name of Allah

being taken in the mosque (masajid) and exerts himself fo^ its ruination. These

people may only enter therein in fear. Theirs shall be humiliation in this world

and a terrible punishment in the Hereafter."

THE GRAVE INJUSTICE OF PREVENTING ALLAH'S NAME BEING
TAKEN IN THE MOSQUE (MASAJID)

"Ma'alimut Tanzll" (voll, pg. 107) reports from certain commentators that the

above verse was revealed with reference to the Polytheists of Makkah when they

prevented the Holy Prophet ^JL-j aJp iit JU> and the Companions (Sahabah) & ^j
-up from entering the Masjidul Haram) to perform Umrah.

Masajid [plural of Mosque (Masjid)] are constructed for Salah, recitation of

the Qur'an, remembrance of Allah (dhikr), etc. Tawaf also takes place in the

Masjidul Haram. Preventing people from these acts will result in the ruination of

a Mosque (Masjid). While the Polytheists thought that they were maintaining the

Masjidul Haram as its custodians, they were actually contributing to its ruination

by placing their idols in the Ka'ba and preventing the Muslims from performing

their Salah therein. This was one of the reasons that forced the Muslims to

migrate to Madinah.

When the Muslims tried to return to Makkah to perform umrah, the

Polytheists did not even allow them to enter the precincts of Makkah. Eventually

the Muslims had to return without performing umrah and were only allowed

into Makkah the following year.

Allah says about the Polytheists, "These people may only enter therein in fear/'

Theirs shall be humiliation in this world and a terrible punishment in the

Hereafter". This verse foretold the conquest of Makkah by the Muslims, where
after the Polytheists feared entering the Masjidul Haram. The declaration was
finally made that no polytheist (Mushrik) was ever to enter the Masjidul Haram
again. [Ma'alimut Tanzil, vl, p.107]

Other commentators have mentioned that the verse refers to the Jews and
the Christians, who violated the sanctity of Baitul Muqaddas. Sayyidina Mujahid
<ip ^i ^

J sayS that the verse refers specifically to the Christians, who used to

throw harmful things into the Baitul Muqaddas and prevented people from
performing Salah there.

Sayyidina Qatadah Up- i»i i^j says that the verse refers to the Romans who,
because of their enmity for the Jews, assisted the fire worshipping Bakht Nasr to

destroy Baitul Muqaddas. Sayyidina Ka'b Ahbar U* &\ a^j says that the

Christians burnt Baitul Muqaddas after seizing control. Now, any Christian
entering there will do so in fear. [Durrul Manthur, v.l, p.108]
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Whatever the specific reference of the verse, the wording of the verse is

general. The verse makes it clear that preventing Allah's name being taken in the

mosques (masajid) is an act of great injustice. It will be permissible to prevent

such people from the Mosque (Masjid) who have left the fold of Islam e.g. those

who believe that another Prophet came after the Holy Prophet (JL-j ^ ^ JU.

Preventing their entry will not be regarded as preventing Allah's name being

taken because it will actually save others from infidelity (Kufr).

When such a group of people were prevented from entering a mosque
(Masjid), they recited the above verse in their defence. Thereupon a learned

scholar recited to them the following verse of Surah An'am, 'Who can be more

unjust than he who invents lies against Allah and says, 'Revelation comes to me, when

no revelation comes to him at all? (And who can be more unjust than) he who says, I

shall soon reveal the like ofwhat Allah has revealed." [verse 93]

Some commentators have mentioned that the phrase "These people may only

enter therein in fear" does not only apply to the Masjidul Haram, but to any

Mosque (Masjid). [Ibn Kathir, v.l, p.157]

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that, with Allah's grace, He has

fulfilled His promise to grant victory to the Muslims. Therefore, a Christian may
only enter Baitul Muqaddas in fear and disguise. Sayyidina Qatadah <^ &\ ^j
reports that any Christian found in Baitul Muqaddas is severely punished.

Since the verse does not stipulate that the Muslims will remain in control

over Baitul Muqaddas forever, none can raise the objection that the Christian

Crusaders seized control of Baitul Muqaddas [after which Salahudin Ayyubi ^j
^ &\ defeated them]. Because of the weakness in the Belief (Iman), deeds and

strategy of the Muslims, they lost control over the region.

"These people may only enter therein in fear." The author of "Bayanul Qur'an"

interprets this verse to mean that these people ought never to even enter Baitul

Muqaddas without fear, let alone violate its sanctity. Violating its sanctity is the

injustice referred to at the beginning of the verse.

"Theirs shall be humiliation in this world and a terrible punishment in the

Hereafter" All those who prevented Allah's name being taken in the Masjidul

Haram and Baitul Muqaddas suffered defeat at the hands of the Muslims. The

Jews and Christians had to pay protection tax (Jizya) to the Muslims. However,

they will suffer the worst punishment in the Hereafter.

(115) To Allah belongs the east and the west. Wherever you turn, you will find

Allah's presence. Undoubtedly Allah is All Encompassing, All Knowing.

YOU WILL FIND ALLAHS PRESENCE WHEREVER YOU TURN

Lubabun Nuqul has recorded three narrations which provide reasons for

the revelation of this verse. The common factor in all these narrations is that the

Companions (Sahabah) ^ &\ ^j erred in determining the accurate direction of the

Qibla (either because of darkness of the night or overcast conditions). They all
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performed their Salah facing the direction they thought was most accurate in

their estimation Only when light returned did they realise how wrong they

were.

When they reported the matter to the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up i»
c5
U/ he

remained silent. It was then that Allah revealed the above verse. One of these

Titrations is reported in Tirmidhi.

THE LAW REGARDING THE DIRECTION OF THE QIBLA

Like many other verses of the Qur'an, this verse denotes that every'

direction belongs to Allah (not only the east and west). Therefore, Allah reserves

the right to stipulate any direction as a Qibla (a direction to face while praying to

Allah).

The Being of Allah is not restricted to any place or direction. People have to

face the direction that He ordains as their Qibla. Performing Salah in the

stipulated direction will secure His pleasure.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ^ &\ ^j says that the above verse was

revealed with regard to performing Nafl (optional) Salah while on a journey.

While the Holy Prophet ^j <J± & JU travelled from Makkah to Madinah, he

performed Nafl (optional) Salah in the direction which the camel faced. [Tirmidhi]

Sayyidina Anas bin Slrln *ip &\ ^j reports that they received Sayyidina Anas

bin Malik <up &\ ^j as he returned from Sham (Syria). When he reached a place

called Ainut Tamar, they noticed that he was performing Salah while facing a

direction that was completely deflected from the Qibla. When Sayyidina Anas

bin Sirin <ul* i»i *^j asked the companion (Sahabi), Sayyidina Anas bin Malik & ^j
-up about this, the latter replied, "I would have never done this if I had not seen

the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up &\ JL* do the same." [Muslim, v.l, p.244/5]

"Undoubtedly Allah is All Encompassing, All Knowing." Some commentators

have mentioned that Allah's knowledge encompasses everything, while others

translate the word to mean that Allah is extremely lenient in His commands and
passes such laws that people find easy to practise upon.

Others translate the word to mean that Allah is extremely generous, while

another group of commentators maintain that it means that Allah's mercy and
forgiveness encompass all sins because He may forgive any of them. [Qurtubi, v.2„

p.84]

"Ruhul Ma'ani" says that Allah's Kingdom and mercy encompass
everything, because of which He has made the matter of Qibla easy and flexible

for people. He has knowledge of every action and will even reward the person
who faces the wrong direction on condition that he performs Salah solely for

Allah's pleasure.

VARIOUS RULINGS CONCERNING THE QIBLA

Ruling: Facing the Qibla is one of the conditions of Salah. Salah will be
unacceptable without facing the Qibla unless fear of an enemy does not allow
one to face the Qibla. In that case, any direction will suffice. That particular

direction will then be regarded as a person's Qibla.
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Ruling: If an individual or a group reach a place where there is nobody to

show them the direction of the Qibla, they should determine the direction as best

as they can. Thereafter each person should face the direction that he feels is

accurate. If, once they have commenced Salah, someone informs them of the

correct direction they merely have to turn in that particular direction while still

in Salah. They will not have to repeat their Salah, nor start afresh.

Ruling: It will not be necessary to repeat one's Salah if one finds out after

the Salah that the direction was incorrect.

Ruling: If a group of Muslims cannot see each other due to intense

darkness, each one may face the direction he deems correct. They will then be

able to perform their Salah in congregation even though they are all facina

different directions. However, if any one of the followers knows that the

direction towards which the Imam is facing is contrary to the direction to which

he is facing, then he will not be able to follow this Imam in Salah.

The person to whose back the Imairt faces will also not be regarded as part

of the congregation because he is considered to be ahead of the Imam.

Ruling: When a person is travelling on a conveyance outside the boundaries

of a town, he may perform Nafl (optional) Salah in whichever direction the

conveyance is facing. He may continue his Salah even though the conveyance

changes direction.

Ruling: Fardh (compulsory) Salah can only be performed facing the Qibla.

However, one is excused when performing Salah in a place where there is none

to inform him of the correct direction. Then too, he will have to ponder deeply

over the correct direction. Only after deliberation will he be allowed to perform

his Salah.

Ruling: People travelling by sea, spacious trains and aeroplanes can easily

face Qibla when performing Salah. They can only face another direction if it is

impossible to face the Qibla.

THE REASON FOR FACING TOWARDS A QIBLA.

A Qibla is necessary to attain unity when performing Salah. Without the

Qibla, people will be facing in various directions, leading to much disturbance

and disagreement. After migrating to Madinah, the Muslims faced Baitul

Muqaddas in Salah, where after the Qibla was changed to the Ka'ba. The details

of this will be given, Insha Allah.

Muslims do not worship the Ka'ba, but face the direction to achieve

uniformity and concentration. Although they face the Ka'ba, they worship Allah f

It never crosses their minds that they are worshipping the Ka'ba, unlike the

idolaters who worship the idols they face.

Note: The fact that the Muslims faced Baitul Muqaddas and the Ka'ba

shows that worship is reserved for Allah because the direction never really

mattered to Allah, to Whom belongs all directions. When Muslims throughout

the world face the Ka'ba in Salah, they face it from every direction, making all

directions of the Ka'ba a Qibla. This provides a clearer interpretation of the verse
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'Wherever you turn, you will find Allah 's presence."

(116) They say, "Allah has taken a son." Allah is Pure! To Him belongs whatever

is in the heavens and the earth. All are subservient to Him; (117) The Creator of

the heavens and the earth. When He decides a matter, all He says is, "Be!" and it

is.

THE DEVIATION OF THOSE WHO ASCRIBE CHILDREN TO
ALLAH

Allah immediately refutes those who say that He has a child when He says,

"Allah 25 Pure!" The Jews said that Sayyidina Uzair (OLJ Up was Allah's son,

while the Christians maintained that Sayyidina Isa f%Ji Up is Allah's son (as

mentioned in verse 30 of Surah Tauba).

The Polytheists of Makkah used to say that the angels are Allah's daughters.

Allah says in Surah Bani Isra'il, "Has your Lord chosen sons only for you and taken

the angels as His daughters? You are surely making a preposterous statement." [verse 40]

Verse 19 of Surah Zukhruf mentions, "They make the angels, who are Allah's

bondsmen, as females. Were they present at their creation? Their claim will be recorded

and they will be questioned.
"

The Qur'an denies that Allah has any children, and the fact is made clear in

Surah Ikhlas, where Allah says, "He begets not, nor was He begotten. There is none

comparable to Him." [verses 3 and 4]

Verses 100 and 101 of Surah An'am state, "Yet they associate the Jinn as

partners to Allah whereas He had created them. And they fabricate sons and daughters

for Him without knowledge. He is Pure from these things and Exalted above what they

ascribe. He created the heavens and the earth without a sample. How can He have

children when He has no wife? He created everything and has knowledge ofeverything."

Allah says in Surah TaHa, "They say, Rahman has taken a child. You have

certainly said a grave thing. The heavens may split asunder because of it, the earth may
be cleaved open and the mountains may crash to pieces. All this because they ascribed

children to Allah. It is not befitting of Rahman to take children. Everything within the

heavens and the earth shall come to Rahman as slaves {on the Day of Resurrection

(Qiydmah)}." [verges 88 to 93]

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah ^ ^ ^j narrates from the Holy Prophet Up i>i J^>

r^-j that Allah says, "The son ofAdam has falsified Me whereas he should not do so. He
swears Me whereas he should not. His falsification is that he says that I cannot resurrect

him, whereas it is the same to Me to create him the second time as I did the first time. His

swearing is that he says that I have children, whereas I am Pure from having a wife and

children. I am the One, The Independent. I beget not nor was I begotten. There is none

equal to Me." [Bukhari, v.2„ p.744]
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The above verses and hadith spell out clearly that Allah detests that people

ascribe children to Him. If it were not for His extreme mercy and compassion, He
would have destroyed the entire universe because of their Polytheism (shirk).

NONE IS MORE FORBEARING THAN ALLAH

Sayyidina Abu Musa Ash'ari ^ &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet & J^
^L-j Up said, "None is more forbearing than Allah in tolerating what people say,

People say that Allah has children, yet He forgives them and even sustains

them." [Mishkdt /?. 13]

"To Him belongs whatever is in the heavens and the earth. All are subservient to

Him." For any relationship to exist between Allah and those whom people refer

to as His children, some similarity has to exist. However, no one ever be at all

similar to Allah. Therefore, it is impossible for them to be His children. To ascribe

children to Him will mean that He needs them, whereas Allah needs nothing. It

will be tantamoimt to saying that He is not perfect and that He has defects. It is

for this reason that, in the hadith, ascribing children to Allah is described as

swearing Him.

"The creator of the heavens and the earth." Allah created the universe without a

model and He is the Only Being Who is perfectly in control of it.

"When He decides a matter, all He says is, Be! and it is./ This verse describes the

majestical power of Allah. He does not require any means or material to create

anything. His mere intention to create something is sufficient to ensure the

existence of the thing in question. Just as Allah does not require any means or

matter, He does not also require any children and assistants.

The function of children is to assist the parents and serve as their successors

after their demise. Allah requires no assistance and will never die. He therefore

has no need for children.

Some commentators have mentioned that Allah literally says the word

"Kun!" (translated above as "Be!"). People have objected to this by saying that it

is not possible, nor sensible to address something that is non-existent. However,

this objection is invalid because the existence of the particular thing is *not

necessary for the address to take place. Many Commentators say that Allah does

not need to say "Kun!" The term is merely an expression of the great speed with

which Allah creates.

(118) Those without knowledge say, "Why does Allah not speak to us, or why
do you not show us a sign?" Those before them said exactly the same thing.

Their hearts are alike. We have already expounded the signs for those who have

conviction.
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THOSE WITHOUT KNOWLEDGE WANT ALLAH TO SPEAK TO
THEM

It was common among various nations that they refuted the proofs and

miracles shown to them by the Prophets (Anbiya) f*>LJ\ ^+1*. Rather, they wanted

to witness miracles that they demanded. One of their demands was that Allah

should speak to them. They said, "Why does Allah not speak to us, or why do you not

show us a sign?" Certain commentators have mentioned that the verse refers to a

statement of the Polytheists, while others say that it was a statement of the Jews

and the Christians.

If the verse refers to the Polytheists, they fit well into the description of

"Those without knowledge" because they were generally illiterate people.

However, if the verse is assumed to refer to the Jews and the Christians, then

"Those without knowledge" would mean that they behaved as if they had no

knowledge.

"Those before them said exactly the same thing. Their hearts are alike" The people

of previous nations also said the same things to their Prophets (Anbiya) f%^\ r^
because they were just as obstinate and rebellious/

"We have already expounded the signs for those who have conviction. " All the

previous Prophets (Anbiya) £KJ>
<r
^ as well as the Holy Prophet ^-L-j Up &\ ju>

performed numerous miracles for the people. However, those who do not wish

to believe will not do so even if the truth is as clear as daylight.

Allah says in Surah Qamar (verse 2), "Even if they see miracles, they turn away

saying, 'This is incessant magic'

Verse 109 of Surah An'am says, "They swear solemn oaths by Allah that if any

sign comes to them from Allah, they will definitely believe therein. Say, 'Signs are only

with Allah. How do you know that ifthe sign comes to them, they will still not believe?"

They only ask for a miracle because of their obstinacy, but they never really

intend to believe if it is shown to them.

(119) Undoubtedly We have sent you with the truth, as a bearer of glad tidings

and a Warner. You will not be questioned about the people of the Blaze.

THE HOLY PROPHET ^j Up k J^ WAS SENT AS A BEARER OF
GLAD TIDINGS AND AS AWARNER

Allah addresses the Holy Prophet jJL-j <A* & JU in this verse saying,

"Undoubtedly We have sent you with the truth, as a bearer ofglad tidings and a warner"
the Holy Prophet's ^j <u* &\ J^> mission was to teach people the deeds by which
they can enter into Heaven (Jannah). He described these deeds to people and also

warned them about the sins that will lead them to the doom of Hell.

"You will not be questioned about the people of the Blaze." Here Allah consoles
the Holy Prophet ^L.j Up i>i JL* by telling him that he should not be grieved about
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those who refuse to accept his message. His task was merely to propagate Islam.

Allah is the One Who can make people believe. Allah will not question the Holy

Prophet jJLvj Up it J^ about the reason for the rejection of the Infidels (kuffar).

Allah says in Surah Ret d, "propagation will be your responsibility and reckoning

Ours." [verse 40]

Verses 21 and 22 of Surah Gashiyah reads, "Remind, for verily you are a

reminder. You are not a warder unto them.

"

Allah says in the concluding verse of Surah Qaf, "We are best aware of what

they say. You are not a tyrant over them. So remind with the Qur'an those who fear the

threat. " [verse 45]

(120) The Jews and the Christians will never be satisfied wjith you until you
follow their Dm (Religion). Say, "Guidance is only the guidance of Allah." If

you were ever to follow their whims after the knowledge that has come to you,

you will have no protecting friend nor any helper against Allah.

THE JEWS AND CHRISTIANS WILL NEVER BE SATISFIED WITH
YOU UNTIL YOU ADOPE THEIR DlN (RELIGION).

"Ma'alimut Tanzll" (v.l, p. 110) reports that the Jews and Christians once

proposed to the Holy Prophet ^JL-j 4* 2b\ JU* that he should compromise on

certain principles and enter into a settlement with them so that they could accept

Islam. In response to this proposal the above verse was revealed, where Allah

says, "The Jews and the Christians will never be satisfied with you until you follow their

Din (Religion)"

Allama Qurtubi ^ &\ i*j writes (v.2, p.93) that the verse tells the Holy

Prophet ,0-j a> i ju that even if he has to reproduce the miracles that they

demand from him (as mentioned in the previous verse), they will still never be

satisfied till he forsakes Islam and follows their Din (Religion),

"Say, 'Guidance is only the guidance of Allah." Anything contrary to Allah's

guidance will lead to distant deviation. Thereafter Allah says, "Ifyou were ever to

follow their whims after the knowledge that has come to you, you will have no protecting

friend nor any helper against Allah." Although the verse is addressed to the Holy

Prophet ^-L-j <ip i» J-#, it actually applies to his ummah because it was impossible

for the Holy Prophet ^i-j <4± & JL* to follow any other Din (Religion).

The demand of Belief (Imdn) is that the Believer (Mu 'min) should strive only

to please Allah, even though it may earn the displeasure of others. Trying to

satisfy others at the expense of Allah's pleasure is foolish and detrimental. It is

tragic that the Muslims in today's times attempt to imitate the ways and manners

of the Infidels (kuffar). They feel no shame in shaking hands with strange women

and even feel proud to wear the tie.
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In doing all this they feel that their Infidels (kuffar) colleagues will be

pleased with them. Otherwise, they feel that they will be ridiculed. It is

extremely sad that they hanker after praise from the Jews and Christians even

though they earn Allah's displeasure. They fail to realise that these few deeds

will never satisfy the Infidels (kuffar). The Infidels (kuffar) will be satisfied only

when the Muslim has converted to their Din (Religion).

Muslims do not need praise from the Infidels (kuffar) because they already

have the accolade of being believers from amongst the ummah of the Holy

prophet (4- j <4* & J~*. Securing honour from the Infidels (kuffar) will lead to

disgrace in both the worlds. Allah says in Surah Nisa, "Do they seek honour

from them (kuffar) All honour belongs only to Allah/' [verse 139]

Note: The verse states that the Jews and Christians will not be satisfied until

the Muslims follow their "Din (Religion)/' The word "Din (Religion)" is singular,

whereas the Jews and Christians follow different Din (religion). Therefore, one

would expect that the word "Din's (Religion's) be used instead. Commentators

have mentioned that Allah has used the word as a singular to denote that,

although the Infidels (kuffar) belong to various denominations and Din (Religion),

they all share the common factor of infidelity (Kufr). Therefore, there actually

exists only two Din (Religions) viz. Islam and infidelity (Kufr).

It is also an acknowledged fact that all religious groups unite as allies to

fight Islam, making them one team. Worse is the fact that many so-called

Muslims sects (t u t whose beliefs are u n -Is la mic) are also plotting to destroy

Muslim countries.

AWORD OF CAUTION TO THE MUSLIMS

The above verse informs Muslims that they should never compromise any
Islamic principles to appease the infidels (kuffar) because Islam is not a man-
made Din (Religion), but a code of life ordained by Allah. Muslims have no right

to alter any Islamic principles. The Infidels (kuffar) alter their Din (Religion)

because their Din (Religion) is a product of their own doings. The laws of Islam

cannot be changed even if some people collectively try to do so.

^ J™ <yj ** ^jHSi ^fty ^S% c5^ fy^t s^v' M^** ^

(121) Those to whom We have given the Book recite it as it rightfully should be
recited. These are the ones who believe in it. Whoever does not believe it shall

certainly be the losers.

THOSE WHO RECITE THE BOOK AS IT DESERVES TO BE
RECITED

The above verse praises the Believers as people who recite the Qur'an "as it

nghtfu.lly should be recited." Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ &\ ^>j and Sayyidina
^Mullah bin Mas'ud <up i» ^j have interpreted the verse to mean that these
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people carry out the deeds enjoined by the Qur'an and abstain from what it

forbids. They recite the Qur'an as it was revealed, without making any changes

to the words or the meaning.

Sayyidina Hasan Basri ^ ii ^ interprets the verse to mean that they

practise those verses that are lucid, believe in those that are 'mutashabih"

(allegorical) and refer their doubts and queries to the men of knowledge.

Sayyidina Umar <^ &\ ^j has mentioned that this verse refers to people who
plead for Allah's mercy when they recite any verse mentioning His mercy, and

they implore Him for safety from punishment when they recite verses which

mention His punishment. [Ibn Kathir, v. I, p. 163/4]

Reciting the Qur'an as it was revealed means that the Qur'an must be

recited in compliance to the rules of Tajwid. The Arabic; alphabet comprises of 29

letters, all of which have to be recited correctly, together with all their vocal

attributes. Negligence in this regard will lead one to recite a letter as another,

thereby changing the meaning of words. By doing so, one's Salah may also be

nullified in certain instances. To correct this, it is imperative that every Muslim

should study the subject of Tajwid.

Allah then says that those who recite the Qur'an as it should be recited "are

the ones who believe in it. "It is noted from this that one of the demands of

belief (Imdn) is that the Qur'an be recited as it rightfully deserves to be.

"Whoever does not believe it shall certainly be the losers" Their ultimate abode

will be nothing less than Hell.

(122) Oh children of Isra'Il, call to mind My favour that I bestowed upon you

and that I preferred you above the universe. (123) Fear the day when one soul

will not avail another in the least, no ransom will be taken, no intercession will

be of any assistance, and they will not be helped.

THE BANI ISRA'lL ARE AGAIN REMINDED OF ALLAH'S

FAVOURS TO THEM
In the same words used in verse 47 of Surah Al-Baqarah, Allah again

\

reminds the Bani Isra'11 about His favours to them saying, "Oh children ofjsriti

call to mind My favour that I bestowed upon you and that I preferred you above tk\

universe." After verse 47, Allah proceeded to mention the many favours in detail f

Allah made mention of the various evils and false hopes of the Jews. They wete
|

reminded of the time when they worshipped the calf, of their involvement^!

magic, of their mockery of the Holy Prophet ^j u* 2»t j* by saying "Ra'ina,

and many other crimes.
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After mentioning all these ill deeds, Allah repeats the opening two verses

with a slight change in the second. These verses remind them of Allah's favours

for which they need to express gratitude by carrying out good deeds. Thereafter,

they are reminded about the Hereafter so that they desist from their evil ways

and accept Islam. However, despite all of this, many of the Jews never accepted

Islam.

(124) When his Lord tried Ibrahim with certain words which he fulfilled, Allah

said, "I am to make you a leader for the people." Ibrahim said, "And from my
progeny?" Allah replied, "My covenant will not reach the oppressors.

SAYYIDINA IBRAHIM ?%~S\ Up PASSES THE TESTS AND IS MADE
A LEADER

Allah says that He "tried Ibrahim with certain words which he fulfilled.

"

WHAT IS MEANT BY "CERTAIN WORDS?''

Some commentators say that these "words" refer to the laws of his Shari'ah,

which Sayyidina Ibrahim <oUt *A* fulfilled to the finest detail. Allah says in Surah

Najm (verse 37), "And Ibrahim who fulfilled the commands." With regard to what
these laws and commands were, Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ ii ^ has

tendered the following interpretations:

> The injunctions and rites of Ha]]

V Laws of purity and cleanliness. Five of these pertain to the

head, while another five concern the rest of the body. Those
relevant to the head are:

(1) Trimming the moustache.

(2) Gargling the mouth.

(3) Rinsing the nostrils, is is done during ablution and bath (this is

referred to as "istinshaq" in the Ahadith.

(4) Brushing the teeth with a twig (miswak).

(5) Combing a path through one's hair

The five relevant to the rest of the body are:

(1) Paring the nails.

(2) Shaving the pubic hair.

(3) Circumcision.

(4) Removing underarm hair.

(5) Washing with water after answering the call of nature.

Bukhari (p.473) reports that the Holy Prophet ^j U* -3>t JU said, "Sayyidina
&fahim f*-Ji U* circumcised himself at the age of 80, at a place called Qaduni/'
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Sayyidina Sa'id bin Musayyib Up i»i u-j reports that Allah's friend Sayyidina

Ibrahim f!>LJ» <d* was the first person to entertain guests, the first to circumcise

himself, the first person to trim his moustache and the first to have white hair

appear on his face. When he noticed it, he asked, "Oh my Lord! What is this?
7

Allah replied, "This is reverence (i.e. a means of securing reverence from

others)." Upon hearing this, he said, "Oh Allah! Increase my reverence." [Mu'attaof

Malik]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ £i\ ^j has also mentioned that six of the

commands issued to Sayyidina Ibrahim f%J» *i* concerned the physical body,

while the other four pertain to Hajj. Those concerning the body were:

1. Removing pubic and under arm hair.

2. Circumcision.

3. Paring the nails.

4. Trimming the moustache.

5. Brushing the teeth with a Miswak.
6. Taki ig a hath on Fridays.

The injunctions pertaining to Hajj were

1. Making Taw af around the ka'ba.

2. Walking between Safa and Marwa.
3. Stoning the Jamarat'

4. Performing the Tawdfuz Ziyarah.

A fourth interpretation of the commands by Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas

^ &\ ^j are that they were 30 in total. Ten are mentioned in verse 112 of Surah

Tauba, where Allah says, "Those who repent, those who worship, those who praise

(Allah), those who fast, those who bow {in bowing (ruku)}, those who prostrate (in

sajdah) those who enjoin good, those who forbid from evil and those who maintain the

limits set by Allah. Convey the glad tidings to the believers."

The other ten are mentioned in Surah Ma'arij and at the beginning of Surah

Mu'minun. The other ten are mentioned in verse 35 of Surah Ahzab. After

omitting the repetitions in this verse of Surah Tauba, the commands in the verse

are as follows:

1) Making Taubah (repenting for one's sins).

2) Worshipping Allah.

3) Praising Allah.

4) Fas ling.

5) Making bowing (ruku) (the bowing posture of Salah).

6) Making sajdah (pro: tration).

7) Enjoining what is good. P

8) Forbidding from evil.

9) Taking care not to transgress the limits set by Allah.

There are nine commands in this verse, although Allama Ibn Kathir ^ '*.

a> has reported Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ i\^ as saying that there are

ten. In my humble opinion, Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas **• &\ ^j has ab1

included the preceding verse (verse 111 of Surah Taubah) in his count often. Thr

verse reads, "Indeed Allah has purchased from the believers their lives and wealth *
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that they may have Heaven (Jannah). They fight in Allah's path, slaying and being

slain."
This verse includes the command of striving in Allah's way, which

competes the count of ten.

Surah Mu'r linun contains the following commands

1) Humility in Salah.

2) Abstaining from futility

3) Paying zakah.

4) Safeguarding the private organs.

5) Safeguarding trusts.

6) Fulfilling pledges.

7) Steadfastness in Salah.

Surah Ma'arij contains the above seven commands, together with another

three to complete ten. The additional three are

8) Stipulating a portion of one's wealth for the needy and
beggars.

9) Fearing Allah's punishment.

10) Giving accurate testimony

The commands contained in Surah Ahzab are

1) Fulfilling the acts of Islam.

2) Believing with the heart

3) Being obedient.

4) Being true in word and deed.

5) Being perseverant in carrying out Allah's commands and
when faced with difficulties.

6) Being humble.

7) Spending in charity.

8) Fasting.

9) Safeguarding one's private parts.

10) Engaging in excessive dhikr (remembrance of Allah)

Many of tha commands mentioned here also appear in the verse of Surah

Mu'minun. Adopting humility, as mentioned in the verse of Surah Ahzab,
denotes humility in all facets of life and not only in Salah. Therefore, one should
be humble in one's deeds and in dealings with others. The limbs should be
humble in the sense that they should never perpetrate any deed in opposition to

Allah's laws.

The word 'sa'ihun' may be translated as those who fast, as well as those
who fight in Allah's way. According to Sayyidina Ikrima aJLp & ^ it refers to

those students who travel to seek religious knowledge.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ it ^j has also mentioned that the

commands received by Sayyidina Ibrahim f^t Up could be:

£3 Separating from his people for Allah 's sake.

£3 Debating with the tyrant Nimrud about Tauhld, thereby Asking
his life.
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CO Migrating from his homeland to (Sham) Syria.

COS Entertaining guests on Allah's behalf and spending his wealth

for the same purpose.

B3 Slaughtering his son. He not only accepted the command but

even went to the extent of attempting to cut his son's throat.

However Allah replaced the boy with a ram.

When Sayyidina Ibrahim (OLJi «Jp passed all these tests, Allah told him,

"Submit!' He replied, "I submit to the Lord of the universe."

Allama Ibn Kathir aJ* ii u^j has mentioned the above discourse in his (tafsir)

exegesis, was which we have added some additional information. Thereafter, he

goes on to quote the interpretations of Sayyidina Hasan Basri U* it *^j about the

commands issued to Sayyidina Ibrahim }%J>\ *-U. He also adds another

interpretation of Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas v* ii ^Jf in which he mentions

that the commands refer to all the verses mentioned before and after the verse.

This is also the opinion of Sayyidina Mujahid <M ii i^Jm

Allama Ibn Kathir <uU it a^ also quotes Allama Ibn Jarir 4* ii ^as saying

that all the inte? pretations rendered by the various commentators apply to the

verse. It will only be possible to restrict the meaning of "words" when an

authentic hadith mentions a specific explanation.

However, since no authentic Ahadlthto this effect can be traced, one cannot

restrict the meaning of the verse. Allama Ibn Kathir ^ ii i^j then says that the
f

opinion of Allama Ibn Jarir Up ii^ seems most appropriate and correct.

THE LEADERSHIP OF SAYYIDINA IBRAHIM fiU\^
"Allah said, 7 am to make you a leader for the people." Commentators mention

\

that the leadership conferred on him was a prize for fulfilling the various

commands. Allah tested him with these tasks to prepare him for the position of

leadership.

Allah granted him leadership by conferring the mantle of Risalat *

(prophethood) en him, by revealing certain booklets to him, and making leaders

;

from amongst his progeny. Consequently, all the Prophets (Anbiya) (OLJt ^^ after

him were from his progeny and they were all commanded to follow his creed

This command was given to the Holy Prophet pJL-j a> ii JL> and his ummah as

well (as mentioned clearly in the Qur'an).

Although ell the laws of Sayyidina Ibrahim's (v>LJt <J* Shari'ah were not

found in the Dins (Religion's) of Prophets (Anbiya) (OLJi ^A^ after him, many of

them were. This discussion is based on the interpretation of Sayyidina Ibrahim's

f%j\ <Op leadership being permanent. However, it is also possible to assume that

the leadership mentioned was a temporary one, restricted to the people of hfc

time.

If this leadership refers to Risalat (prophethood), some of the commands

mentioned above will not apply because they occurred only after Sayyiditf

Ibrahim (%J\ <Op became a Prophet, e.g. slaughtering his son. This only happen^

after^ he became a Prophet and will therefore not fall under the interpretation o*
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^e "words" that Allah tested Sayyidina Ibrahim
r
MJi Up with. This is so because

the leadership was a reward that came after fulfilment of the 'words'. [Ruhul

"Ibrahim said, 'And from my progeny (will they also receive leadership)?'

Allah replied, 'My covenant will not reach the oppressors." If leadership refers to

Risalat (prophetnood), then the " oppressors" will refer to the Infidels (kuffdr), as

Allah says in a verse, 'The Infidels (kuffdr) are oppressors indeed' [Surah Al-Baqarah,

verse 254)

This verse denotes that Infidels (kuffdr) did exist in the progeny of Sayyidina

Ibrahim f^ 1 *> and that Risalat (prophethood) is not hereditary. Allah grants

Risalat (prophethood) to whomsoever He wills.

y •» A\ "\< ' '" \ ' > ' S\ I-- f ^ % \' \*£"' I'll ''&' ' "\K \'\" ?\'

^JdJf g^=4)\j U£Q& Up$&, Lh*. \s& & St^lj

(125) When We made the House (Ka'ba) a gathering place for people and a place

of peace. Take the station of Ibrahim as a place of Salah. We commanded
Ibrahim and Isma'il (saying), "Purify My house for those who perform Tawaf

those who remain secluded therein and those who bow (in ruku) and prostrate/'

THE KA'BA IS MADE A PLACE FOR GATHERING AND PEACE.

The detailed story of how Sayyidina Ibrahim fiLJ\ <Up was commanded to

leave his wife and child in the desert of Makkah will be narrated in Surah

Ibrahim, Insha Allah. The above verse merely mentions that Sayyidina Ibrahim

>%J\ Up and his son Sayyidina Isma'H ftLJ\ ^ were commanded to clean the

Ka'ba after building it.

Allah says that the Ka'ba is a 'mathabah' (translated above as "place of
gathering"). The word is derived from the root word 'thaba,' which means 'to

return/ Therefore, the literal translation of the word 'mathabah' will be 'a place

of return.' Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas <^ iui ^j and others have mentioned
that it has been named thus because people always go to the Ka'ba, make Tawaf,
and then return to their homes. In this manner, people return time and time
again because they are never completely satisfied. Other commentators have
translated it as a 'place of gathering' because people from all over the world
gather there.

Thereafter, Allah describes it as a "place of peace." Allah says in Surah Al
Wan (verse 97), "Whoever enters it will he safe." Even during the period of
ignorance, people regarded the Ka'ba as a place of safety and people entering
therein were assured safety. When the Arabs used to fight each other, they took
heed not to touch the residents of Makkah.

Allah says in Surah Ankabut, "Do they not see that We have made the Haram a
mce of safety whereas people are snatched away around them. Do they believe in
msehood while being ungratefulforAIM 's bounties. " [verse 67]

Fighting is not permitted in the Haram because it is a place of safety.
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Sayyidina Jabir & in ^j reports from the Holy Prophet fJL,j Up &\ J^) that it is

not permissible for any person to brandish any weapon within the Haram.

[Muslim, v. 1, p.439]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** i» ^j reports that the Holy Prophet &\ j^
^jUp said, "Killing in the Haram has not been permitted for anyone before me,

It has also not been allowed for me except for a brief portion of the day (when

the Muslims conquered Makkah). Makkah is sacred and its sanctity will remain

till Judgment day (Qiyamah)." [Bukhari]

According to Imam Abu Hanifah Up i>i aj^
J/ a person who seeks refuge in the

Haram after murdering someone outside the Haram, will be forced to leave the

Haram before he can be executed. He may be forced to leave by denying him

food and drink. [Ruhul Ma'dni v.l, p.378]

It is also not permissible to hunt any animals within the Haram. One is

prohibited from cutting any trees, plants and even thorns in the Haram. The

details of this ire found in Bukhari, Muslim, and in the books of Islamic

jurisprudence.

"Take the station of Ibrahim as a place of Salah/' There are various

interpretations about the "Maqam Ibrahim" ("The station of Ibrahim"). It is

commonly believed that it is a rock whereupon Sayyidina Ibrahim (%J\ Up stood

when constructing the Ka'ba. It served as a ladder for him as the building

heightened. Standing on this rock, he built the Ka'ba, while his son, Sayyidina

Isma'il
r
*>Lji Up passed the bricks and mortar to him.

After completing the construction, Sayyidina Ibrahim f*~& Up joined this

rock to the wall adjoining the door of the Ka'ba, where it remained for centuries

However, during the Caliphate (khilafah) of Sayyidina Umar <up i»\ ^ Jf floods

caused it to dislocate from its position, after which he had it placed where it

stands today i.e. apart from the Ka'ba.

It should bj noted that the Companions (Sahabah) ^ &\ ^j were still alive

during the Caliphate (khilafah) of Sayyidina Umar «* & ^j. Since none objected

to his action, they must have all consented to it. Then too, Sayyidina Umar & y,

<up was amongst the righteous Caliph (khalifa) {righteous caliphs Khulafa-e

Rashidin}, regarding whom the Holy Prophet <X<j ^ in ju said, 'Adhere strictly

to my practices and the practices of the Khulafa-e- Rashidin."

The Prophet pJL-j Up it JU also said, "Follow the two after me, (viz.) Abi4

Bakr and Umar.' [Tirmidhi] §

One of the great benefits of moving the location of the Station of Ibrahiff|

(Maqam Ibrahim) is that it creates more space for people to perform Tawaf wher|

others are engaged in Salah behind the Station of Ibrahim (Maqam Ibrahim). Tfo|

is especially beneficial in today's times when the number of people performing

Tawaf has reached phenomenal proportions.
|

For a long while, the Station (Maqam) was surrounded by four walls aft •

remained lockea. The present government has placed it in a glass enclosure $|

that it is visible. The footprint of Sayyidina Ibrahim ^LJ\ <±* can be clearly 5#f

|

imprinted on it. [Muslim, v.l, p.395] |
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After performing the Tawaf during the farewell hajj, the Holy Prophet JL*

j^ *j* ami stood before the Station (Maqdm) and recited the verse, "Take the station
'

f Ibrahim as a p.ace of Salah." He then performed two rakahs of Salah in such a

manner that the Station (Maqdm) was between himself and the Ka'ba. In these

two rakahs he recited Surah Kafirun and Ikhlas.

Sayyidina Umar ^ ii ^j reports that he once told the Holy Prophet & J^>

j^ t Up that it would be excellent if the Station (Maqdm) was made a place of

Salah. Thereupon, Allah revealed the verse, "Take the station ofIbrahim as a place of

~Salah."[Bukbari,i.2„p.644]

Performing two rakahs of Salah after Tawaf is wajib (compulsory). Although

it may be performed anywhere within the Masjidul Haram, it is best to perform

it behind the Station (Maqdm).

THE COMMAND TO PURIFY THE KA'BA.

"We commanded Ibrahim and Isma'Il (saying), 'Purify/ My house for those

who perform Tiwaf those who remain secluded therein and those who bow
(niku), and prostrate " Although the purification of the Ka'ba is mentioned, the

verse denotes that the entire Masjidul Haram be kept clean because the various

actions of Salah, Tawaf and Itikaf (seclusion within the Mosque (Masjid) take

place there).

Purity of the place refers to physical and spiritual purity. The Ka'ba and

Masjidul Hararr are to be purged of infidelity (Kufr), Polytheism (shirk) and all

acts of irreligiot_sness. Idol-worship, lying, stealing and all other sins must also

be eradicated from the area.

Sayyidina Sa'id bin Jubair Up iwi ^ has interpreted the word 'akifin'

(translated above as "those who remain secluded therein" to refer to the residents of

Makkah. Sayyidina Ata *i* &\ ^j says that the word refers to those people who
come to Makkah from other places and stay in the Masjidul Haram. Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Abbas ^ ^i ^j says, "Whenever we enter the Masjidul Haram and
sit therein, we are in the regarded as "akifin/ Those people who remain in the

Masjidul Haram for Seclusion (Itikaf) are also implied by the verse

"those who bow (ruku) and prostrate" refers to those who perform Salah in the

Haram.

THE REWARD OF PERFORMING TAWAF
Tirmidhi reports from the Holy Prophet ,4-j^iSii JU that the person who

circumambulates the Ka'ba (makes Tawaf), counting properly that he has
completed seven circuits, shall receive the reward of setting a slave free.

The Prophet jJL-j Up &\ Jl^ has also mentioned that, for every step placed
down and for every one lifted, a good deed is added to the records of a person
and a sin is eraspd.

THE REWARD OF PERFORMING SALAH IN THE MASJIDUL
HARAM

The Holy Prophet (JL-j Up iui J^ said, "The reward of one Salah in my
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Mosque (Masjia) (Masjidun Nabawi) is a thousand times superior to another

Salah, with the exception of Salah performed in the Masjidul Haram. Salah in the

Masjidul Haram is a hundred thousand times superior than Salah performed

elsewhere." [At Targhib mat Tarhib, v.2„ p.214]

SiJ J3\ vfc & £%£ }$ -U pii& & Js j& JJ& &
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(126) When Ibrahim said, "Oh my Lard! Make this a city of peace and sustain its

inhabitants with fruit, such of them as believe in Allah and the Last Day." Allah

said, "I shall flrant a brief profit for him who disbelieves, thereafter I will drive

him to the purishment of the Fire. It is the worst of abodes."

SAYYIDINA IBRAHIM («Ui Up PRAYS FOR THE INHABITANTS OF

MAKKAH
Sayyidina Ibrahim £U& <±± prayed to Allah saying, "Oh my Lord! Make this a

city ofpeace" As a result of this Supplication (du'a), Allah made Makkah a place of

peace and secuiity. He also prayed to Allah saying, "and sustain its inhabitants

with fruit, such of them as believe in Allah and the Last Day."

Sayyidina Ibrahim f*~J\ ^excluded the Infidels (kuffar) from this

Supplication (du'a) because Allah had already told him earlier, "My covenant will

not reach the oppressors." However, Allah sustains believers and Infidels (kuffar)

alike. However, the profits of the Hereafter are reserved exclusively for the

Believers. For this reason Allah replied to Sayyidina Ibrahim's r
:*-J) a*

Supplication (du'a) by saying, "I shall grant a brief profit for him who disbelieves (as

well), whereafter 1 will drive him to the punishment of the Fire. It is the worst ofabodes"

Sayyidina lsma'Il (%*& aJp lived in Makkah together with the other believers.

However, after some time, people resorted to idol-worship and became

Polytheists. They even placed their idols inside the Ka'ba. If Sayyidina Ibrahim's

r
%ji <jp Supplication (du'a) was accepted as he had made it, the people of Makkah

would have slaved when they became Polytheists. However, Allah continued to

provide for then;.

THE FRUITS OF THE WORLD REACH MAKKAH

Allah accepted the Supplication (du'a) of Sayyidina Ibrahim r
*-J» Up and

caused the fruits of the entire world to reach Makkah for the benefit of the

residents and the outsiders. Allah says in Surah Qasas, "Have We not settled them

in a peaceful Hamm, to which the fruits of everything is attracted. This is by way of

sustenancefrom lis, but most of them do not know. ' [verse 57]

Close to Makkah is a fertile place called la'if which supplies Makkah with

various fruits. Fruits from all over the world are also imported to Makkah, and

one can scarcely imagine any fruit that has not reached Makkah.
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Many commentators have mentioned that the word 'fruit" is not restricted

to the fruit that grows on trees. They say that the word also refers to the 'fruit' of

machines and factories i.e. their manufactured products. One will notice that

every type of m mufactured article is available in Makkah even though the area

barely has any industries.

THE HOLY PROPHET ^JL-j Up k\ JU> PRAYS FOR MADINAH

Muslim (v.l, p.442) reports from Sayyidina Abu Hurairah ^ i>i ^j that the

first fruit of the season was always presented first to the Holy Prophet Up & J^
^y Thereupon he would pray to Allah thus: "Oh Allah! Bless us in our fruits,

bless us in our city, bless us in our 'saa' and bless us in our 'mudd' (the 'saa' and

the 'mudd' were measures of weight during that time). Oh Allah Ibrahim (OLJi Up

was Your friend, bondsman and messenger. I am also Your bondsman and

messenger. Ibrahim fiLJ\ U* prayed for Makkah and I pray for Madinah. Grant

for Madinah whatever Ibrahim (OLJi. U* asked for Makkah, and double of it."

Thereafter, the Holy Prophet ^j Up iui J^ would call for the smallest child and

give the fruit to him/her.

Sayyidina Anas bin Malik «*> &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet Up ii J^
J-

j
prayed thu«: "Oh Allah! Grant Madinah twice the blessings You gave to

Makkah." [Muslim, v. I, p.442]

The Holy Prophet's (JL-j Up ii ju» Prayer (Du'a) was accepted and it can be

clearly seen today that Madinah receives twice as much as fruit, food and

commercial commodities that Makkah receives.

(127) When Ibrahim and Isma'il raised the foundation of the House (Ka'ba),

(they prayed) "Oh our Lord! Accept from us. Indeed You are the All Hearing, the

AH Knowing. (128) "Oh our Lord! Make us subservient to You and make from
our progeny a nation that is subservient to You. Show us our rites and accept our
repentance. Without doubt, You are the Most Pardoning, the Most Merciful"

SAYYIDINA IBRAHIM AND ISMA'IL
p
*-J» Up CONSTRUCT THE

KA'BA.

The angels originally constructed the Ka'ba. Later, when its walls were
brought down by floods during the time of Sayyidina Nuh f*~S\ Up, its location
then became unrecognisable. When Sayyidina Ibrahim and Isma'il f%Ji ^s- were
charged with the task of reconstructing the Ka'ba, Allah sent an angel to show its

location to them

Allah refers to this when He says, "When We showed Ibrahim the location of the
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house" [Surah Hayi, verse 26] The area presently outside the Ka'ba called the Hatim

was originally ;>art of the Ka'ba itself. However, five years before the Holy

Prophet's <JL.j Up & J~^ apostleship, the Quraish rebuilt the Ka'ba but ran short of

funds. Therefore, they could not complete the construction but merely built a

short semi-circular wall to denote the actual extent of the Ka'ba. This demarcated

area is called the Hatim and has no roof

Muslim {v.:., p.429) reports that the Holy Prophet ^j ^ & J^ once told

Sayyidah Aysha l^ & ^ Jf 'If it were not for the fact that your people were new
Muslims, I would have broken the Ka'ba down and reconstructed it according to

the design of Sayyidina Ibrahim v>LJ Up. The door would then be on ground

level and the Hijr (Hatim) would be part of the building." Another "narration

reports that the design of Sayyidina Ibrahim ^lJi Up had two doors.

However, the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up &\ JU left the Ka'ba asjt was built by the

Quraish. Sayyidma Abdullah bin Zubair <& ^» ^j later reconstructed the Ka'ba

according to the original plan of Sayyidina Ibrahim ^^LJi aJj> but the notorious

Hajaj bin Yusuf razed this building to the ground and had it rebuilt according to

the design of the Quraish.

When the Caliph (Khalifa) Harun Ar-Rashid Up ii^ i^.j requested advice from

Imam Malik ^ i»i ^ to rebuild the Ka'ba as it was built by Sayyidina Abdullah

bin Zubair ^ & ^ Jf Imam Malik Up ^ ^-
J said, "Oh Caliph (Khalifa) Do not

make the Ka'be a toy for every king, so that they can all demolish it and

reconstruct it. Its sanctity will then vanish from peoples' hearts." [Nawawi in the

commentary ofMuslim, v.l, p.429]

Bukhari (v.l, p.476) reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^p &\ ^j that

Sayyidina Ibrahim ^^lJ\ ^ told his son Sayyidina Isma'il ftLJ\ Up, 'Allah has

commanded me to fulfil a task." Sayyidina Ism'il f*>LJi ^ replied, "You will have

to obey the command." "Will you assist me?" asked Sayyidina Ibrahim ^*>lJi -dp

"Certainly," repied the son. Thereafter, Sayyidina Ibrahim <v>uXUp pointed to an

elevated site saying, "Allah has commanded me to erect a house there."

Consequently, father and son set to work. Sayyidina Isma'il f%J\ ^ passed

the material to Sayyidina Ibrahim (OUJi ^, who built the walls. When the walls

grew higher, Sayyidina Ibrahim ^LJi Up began to use the Station (Maqam) as a

ladder. As they built, the two continuously recited the Prayer (Du'a) , "Oh our

Lord! Acceptfrom us. Indeed You are the All Hearing, the All Knowing/'

Despite the fact that both were Prophets (Anbiya) f%Ji ^s- carrying out the

task with complete sincerity, they pleaded to Allah to accept their efforts. This

teaches us to pray always for acceptance from Allah even though the deed is

done with sincerity. One never knows when pride or ostentation may creep into

the intention. Allah speaks about such sincere people in the Qur'an, who

constantly fear that their deeds may be rejected.

Allama Ibn Kathir ^ &\ i^j reports that once Sayyidina Wahb bin AI Wird

^ iii i^J wept upon reciting the verse, "When Ibrahim and Isma'il raised tk

foundation of the House (Ka'ba), (they prayed) "Oh our Lord! Accept from us. Indeeu

You are the All Hearing, the All Knowing." He then prayed, "Oh Merciful! Your

friend is building Your House fearing that the deed will not be accepted;
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(whereas we think that our small efforts are accepted)/'

Sayyidina Ibrahim and Isma'il <OLJ ^ also prayed to Allah thus: "Oh our

lord! make us subservient to You' It is the trait of a believer that he prays to Allah to

preserve his belief 2nd obedience.

"

THE PRAYER FOR A SUBSERVIENT NATION

The illustrious father and son also made the following Prayer (Du'a) : "and

make from our progeny a nation that is subservient to You." Certain commentators

have mentioned that Sayyidina Ibrahim ?>LJ\ *> made this particular Prayer

(Du'a) because when Allah told him, 'My covenant will not reach the oppressors,

"

he realised that e 11 of his progeny will not be believers.

Commentators mention that the Prayer (Du'a) was for the Arabs, who were

the progeny of Sayyidina Ibrahim (OLJi Up via Sayyidina Isma'il (%^ ^. A
believer (Mu'min) should always be concerned about the plight of his future

generations and pray to Allah to preserve Islam in their lives as well.

Describing the qualities of the Believers, Allah says in Surah Furqan, "Those

who say, "Oh our Lord! Accord to us the coolness of our eyes from our spouses and

children, and make us leaders of the pious." [verse 74]

Allah says in Surah Tahrim, "Oh you who believe, save yourselves and your

familiesfrom the fire" [verse 6]

PRAYING FOR THE RITES OF HAJJ

Another Pr.iyer (Du'a) that the two eminent Prophets made was. "Show us

our rites and accept our repentance. Without doubt, You are the Most Pardoning, the

Most Merciful/ Allama Ibn Kathir *> &\ i^j writes {v.l, p.183) that after Sayyidina

Ibrahim (OLJ Up had completed the Ka'ba, Sayyidina Ibrahim f^Jt Up took him
by the hand to Mount Safa and Mount Marwa, telling him that these two are

from Allah's signs (see commentary of verse 158 of Surah Al-Baqarah).

Thereafter, he took him to Mina, and then to Muzdalifa, where he was told that it

was called the ' Mash'arul Haram" (see commentary of verse 198 of Surah Al-

Baqarah). Sayyidina Jibr'il f*>UJi Up then took Sayyidina Ibrahim ^*>LJ\ Up to

Arafah, where he taught him the rites of the Hajj.

Thereafter, he thrice asked Sayyidina Ibrahim fiLJ\ aJp whether he
understood the rites of the hajj, whereupon Sayyidina Ibrahim fMJi Up confirmed
that he did. Thereafter, Sayyidina Ibrahim <v>LJ» *ds- announced the hajj to people,

as Allah says tc Sayyidina Ibrahim (OLJ Up in Surah Hajj, "Announce the Hajj

amongst the people" [verse 27]

People believing in oneness of Allah (Tauhid) continued to perform the hajj

thereafter. Eventually, when the Polytheists rose, they contaminated these rites

with acts of Polytheism (shirk) and even altered the months of hajj. They
performed Tawaf naked and never went to Arafah, but returned after spending
time only in Muzdalifa.

When the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up in J^> conquered Makkah, he put an end to

these ignorant customs and announced that none shall ever again perform Tawaf
naked, and that no Polytheist (Mushrik) must ever perform the hajj. In the 9th
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year after Hijrah, the Holy Prophet ^JL-j -a* ii JU, performed what was termed
''The Farewell Hajj (Hujjatul Wida)," during the course of which he taught people
the proper rites erf hajj saying, "Learn the rites of hajj from me."

The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up & J^> also told the people on that occasion, 'Stay

at your places where your people used to stay because you are the successors of

your father, Ibrahim (OLJi Up." [Mishkat, p. 228]

Any person proceeding for hajj or Umrah must be acquainted with the

relevant laws and injunctions. It is tragic to note that some people nowadays pay
no heed to the regulations and then scorn those who correct them.

ZQ& C2&\ &&, &&i.^ \jz^ i& fa &fo ££

(129) "Oh our Lord! Send among them a messenger from their midst who will

recite Your verses to them, teach them the Book and wisdom, and purify them.
Without doubt, You are the Mighty, the Wise."

THE PRAYER FOR A MESSENGER AMONG THE PEOPLE OF
MAKKAH IS ACCEPTED

Among the prayers that Sayyidina Ibrahim and Isma'il fiLJ\ r^> made when
constructing the Ka'ba was that Allah should send a Prophet from among the

Arabs. This Supplication (du'a) was accepted and Allah sent the Holy Prophet

^j Up &\ J^ who was an Arab from Makkah. He was also from the family of

Sayyidina Ibrahim and Isma'il (OLJ ^1^. Whereas all the Prophets (Anbiya) after

Sayyidina Ibrahim f%Ji Up belonged to the lineage of Sayyidina ls'haq f**J\ Up,

the Holy Prophet ^y ^> &\ JL* was the only Prophet from the lineage of

Sayyidina Isma'il <v>LJi ^.

The "Musnid Ahmad" reports that Sayyidina Abu Umamah ** & ^j once

asked the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up i»i JU> when mention was first made of him. The

Prophet fL-j UU &\ J^ replied, "I was the Supplication (du'a) of my father

Ibrahim
r
*>LJi ^f the glad tiding of Isa fiLJ\ Up and the manifestation of the dream

that my mother saw where a light emerged from her and illuminated the palaces

of Syria." [ibn Kathir, v.l, p.184]

This hadith has also been narrated in "Mishkat" (p. 513) with the addition

that the Holy Prophet's ^JL-j Up iii ^ mother saw that dream when she was

delivered him. A llama Ibn Kathir^ &\ i*-j mentions that the Holy Prophet ii J*
r±~>j <M meant that Sayyidina Ibrahim fiLJ\ ^ was the first person to make
mention of him in his Supplication. Thereafter all the Prophets (Anbiya) (OUi^
till the last of them [viz. Sayyidina Isa {%J\ Up] conveyed the glad tidings of the

Holy Prophets jJL-j aAs> ifci JU advent to the people.

In Surah Sc ff, Allah quotes Sayyidina Isa f^J\ <A* saying to the Bani Isra,il

"And I convey to you the glad tidings of a messenger to come after me, whose name is

Ahmad/ [verse 6]
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When giving birth to the Holy Prophet <JL^ Up &\ JU, his mother saw a

dream wherein a bright light emerged from within her and spread towards

Syria, illuminating the palaces there. She related this dream to the people, which

served as an introduction to the Holy Prophet's ^j Up ii>i JL> Prophethood.

The adven*. of the final Prophet pJL-j Up ^i JU> was announced by both

Sayyidina Ibrahim f%^ ^ and Sayyidina Isa ^^LJi <As>. His other name was

Ahmad as mentioned by Sayyidina Isa f%J\ aJp in the foregoing verse. Allah sent

the Holy Prophet (4-j^ & J^> as the final Prophet to mankirid, as mentioned in

verse 40 of Surah Ahzab. the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up i»i^ also mentioned, "There

shall be no Prophet after me"

He said in another narration, 'The Prophets (Anbiya) have ended with me/\

Another narration contains the words, "Risalat (prophethood) and apostleship

have been sealed with me. There will therefore be no Prophet after me. [Tirmidhi]

The Holy Prophet ^i-j ^ & J^ is commanded to say in Surah A'raf, "Oh

people! I am Allah's Prophet to all ofyou. " [Verse. 158]

THE QUALITIES OF THE PROPHET (NABI) THEY PRAYED FOR

Sayyidina Ibrahim <v>LJ <^ prayed thus, "Oh our Lord! Send amongst them a

messengerfrom their midst who will recite Your verses to them, teach them the Bock and

wisdom, and purify them. Without doubt, You are the Mighty, the Wise." These tasks

of the Prophet have also been mentioned in verse 164 of Surah Al Imran and

verse 2 of Surah Jumu'ah. The Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up i»i ^U fulfilled all these tasks

to perfection.

RECITATION OF THE BOOK

The first task of the Holy Prophet jJL-j ^ ii JL» is mentioned as "recite Your

verses to them" This part of the verse makes it clear that the recitation of the

words of the Qur'an to people was from amongst the primary tasks of the Holy
Prophet ^-L-j Up i\ JU.

Regrettably, there are some Muslims who foolishly claim that it is a futile

effort to make children memorise the Qur'an "like parrots". They fail to perceive

the grandeur of Allah's word. They regard the Qur'an as the letters and books
authored by man, and say that merely understanding the meaning of the words
is sufficient.

They do not realize that the preservation of the words of the Qur'an is an
obligatory task that at least a part of the Muslim ummah must undertake
sufficiency obligation (Fardh Kifdyah). It is of utmost importance that the Qur'an
is preserved not only in writing, but also in memory so that the Qur'an is not lost

if the scripts should ever be lost to man, or adulterated in any way.

THE VIRTUE OF RECITING THE QUR'AN

Tremendous rewards are attained by merely reciting the words of the
Qur'an without even understanding the meaning. Sayyidina Abu Sa'id Khudri
** ^ l^j report; from the Holy Prophet ^JL-j <^ &\ J^ that Allah says, For the
person who is unable to engage in My dhikr (remembrance) and from
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supplicating to Me because of his involvement with the Qur'an, I shall grant him
a greater prize tnan that which I confer on those who engage in My Dhikr and in

supplication to Me." [Tirmidhi]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Masud ^ &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet &\ j^
(JL-j ^ said, "Whoever will recite a single letter of the Qur'an will receive the

reward of a good deed for every letter recited, and every good deed is multiplied

ten times. I do not say that 'AlijLam Mim' is one letter, but Alif is one letter, Lam

is one letter, and Mim is another letter." [Tirmidhi, p. 413]

These Ahadith prove that it is wrong to associate the recitation of the

Qur'an to the mimicry of a parrot. Reciting the Qur'an is a task on its own,

memorising the Qur'an is another, and understanding the meaning of the Qur'an

based on the interpretation of the Holy Prophet pJL-j aJ* &\ J^>, the Companions
(Sahdbah) ^^ &\ ^j and the pious predecessors is another separate task.

Deducing laws from the Qur'anic verses is yet another responsibility. The

ummah followeis is responsible for all these tasks.

Those people who claim that it is unnecessary to memorise the Qur'an have

not learnt their lesson from the experience of the Jews and Christians. They lost

their scriptures because they did not pay heed to its preservation. Although their

scriptures are available in a variety of languages, the original scripture is absent.

Since there is no original with which to compare the translations, the route to

interpolation and adulteration was left clear.

I (the compiler of this Tafsir) once met a person in the Masjidun Nabawi,

whose son had commenced memorising the Qur'an. He told me that one of his

teachers mentioned to him that there was no necessity nowadays to memorise

the Qur'an because the Qur'an was already on computer. I asked him whether

these computers would lead the Tarawih Salah, and whether every one of the

many Mosques (Masajid) found in every rural and rustic town will be able to

afford the installation of a computer to install in their Mosques (masajid)! I also

asked him if the re will be someone to train these simple village people how to

operate the computers?

The purpose of memorising the Qur'an is not to identify which verse

appears in which Surah, or what the exact wording of a verse is. One of the most

fundamental purposes of the Qur'an is that it should be recited and heard. This is

an extremely effective means of drawing closer to Allah. Those who are duped

by the Infidels ikuffar) to believe that the recitation of the Qur'an is futile are

depriving themselves of a great boon. May Allah guide them all. Amin.

TEACHING THE "BOOK AND WISDOM"
The next task of Risalat (prophethood) is described as "teach them the Book

and wisdom" the Holy Prophet ^JL-j ^ &\ J^ was thus entrusted with the task of

teaching the Muslims the meaning of the Qur'an. Merely understanding the

Arabic language is not sufficient to grasp the meaning of the Qur'an. The only

reliable interpretation of the Qur'an is that which the Holy Prophet (JL-j aJp & Jj

explained to the Companions (Sahdbah) ** &\ ^Jf and which was then

transmitted to the ummah followers by the trustworthy and pious sages of the

ummah. Allah says in Surah Nahl, "We have revealed the Reminder (Qur'an) to you
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V that you may expound to the people what has been revealed to them." [verse 44]

Unfortunately, there are some people nowadays who venture to interpret

'he Qur'an with 3ut consulting the interpretations of the Holy Prophet <i* &\ J^>

<

.. They wand ix astray and drag others along to the same abyss of deviation.

Thev foolishly say that the Qur'an is a letter from Allah, which He sent with a

postman, referring to the Holy Prophet jJL-j a> &\ J^>. They maintain that the

Holy Prophet's ,4-^^ J^> task was only to pass the message along and not to

elucidate the contents.

The Qur'an does not assert that it is a message to the creation which they

should interprei without the help of the messenger, the Holy Prophet <ui* i»i JU
jl- .. Contrary tc this, the Qur'an makes it clear that one of the Holy Prophet's

ju, 4* ^ J^ specific responsibilities was to teach people the meaning of the

Qur'an. The Qur'an also commands people to follow and obey him.

Allama Baghawi *> ii u^j writes in "Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v.l, p. 116) that "the

Book" refers to the Qur'an while "wisdom" refers to the understanding of the

Qur'an [according to Sayyidina Mujahid *> &\ jl^J. Some commentators have

mentioned that "wisdom" refers to judicial laws, while others maintain that it

refers to knowle ige that is coupled with practice.

Ruhul Ma'ani (v.l, p.387) reports from other commentators that "wisdom"

denotes the details and intricacies of the Qur'an and everything that is contained

in the Qur'an. According to this interpretation, "the Book" will refer to

understanding the Qur'anic words and the manner of pronouncing them.

Other commentators have interpreted "wisdom" to mean all the laws and

sciences by whi:h the soul is perfected. All the various interpretations are not

contradictory because the word can refer to all of these simultaneously.

PURIFICATION OF THE SOUL

The third task of Risalat (prophethood) is that the Holy Prophet aJp &\ ^U
0-j has to "purify" people. The literal meaning of the Arabic word 'tazkiya' is to

purify or cleanse something. By teaching the Qur'an and 'wisdom' to people, the

Holy Prophet r'-j <U* & JU beautified their souls with gems of wisdom and
knowledge. However, it was also necessary that the soul be purified and
cleansed from infidelity (Kufr) and Polytheism (shirk) so that the-jewels of Belief

(hndn) may decorate it.

The soul also needs to be purified from all sins and doubts about faith so

that it may be led to noble character and good conduct. The Holy Prophet ^ J^
r^i 4-1* taught people the details about spiritual maladies like hatred, greed,

jealousy, miserliness, love of material possessions, etc. He also educated them
about the virtues of good habits like maintaining cordial ties with others,

generosity, compassion, sympathy, etc. He taught man how to behave like men
and stay clear of bestiality.

The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ii ju>- said, T have been sent to perfect good
character.' Since theoretical information is not sufficient for perfecting character,
Allah sent the Holy Prophet ^L-j ^ & J^ as a human being so that others could
associate with h:m and learn from his practical behaviour.
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Allah says in Surah Tauba (verse 119), "Oh you who believe, fear Allah and
fce

with the truthful.' This verse instructs the Believers to associate with people who
are truthful in their intentions and deeds. Association with such peop]

e

encourages one to emulate their good behaviour and to understand how to avoid

Satan's (Shaytan's) deception.

When one leeks a pious person to associate with, one should judge whether

the person fears Allah and practises the sunnah lifestyle of the Holy Prophet ju
jjL.j Up it. If the person is lacking in this, such a person should not be regarded as

one's spiritual mentor.

(130) Only the one who makes a fool of himself will turn away from the creed of

Ibrahim. We undoubtedly selected him in this world and he will be amongst the

righteous in tiie Hereafter. (131) When his Lord told him, "Submit" He replied,

"I submit to the Lord of the universe."

ONLY A FOOL WILL BE AVERSE TO THE CREED OF SAYYIDINA
IBRAHIM pUi Up

People need to live by and die with the creed of Sayyidina Ibrahim (00 d*,

which embodies Tauhid and abstinence from all types of Polytheism (shirk). The

person will then become physically and spiritually pure. It teaches sacrifice,

hospitality, obedience, worship and an affinity with Allah. Allah instructs the

Holy Prophet ^JL.j Up iv ju* (and the ummah) in Surah Nahl saying, "Then We sent

revelation to you that Follow the creed of Ibrahim that is averse from all other Din's

(Religions). He was notfrom the idolators. "[verse 123]

The previous verses highlighted how Sayyidina Ibrahim f^LJi U* fulfilled the

commands issued to him, how he became a leader of others and how his

Supplication were accepted by Allah. In the above verse Allah states. "Only the

one who makes a fool of himself will turn awayfrom the creed of Ibrahim." No sensible \

person will do so.

The creed of Sayyidina Ibrahim (%-& *ip nowadays will refer to the Din

(religion) of the Holy Prophet ^JL-j 4* & J^>, i.e. Islam. The people who are averse

;

to it are people who are generally polytheists, immoral, immodest, arid perpetual \

sinners.

Although many Muslims are sinners, the difference between them and the

infidels (kuffar) is that they realise that they are perpetrating sins and may resort

to Tauba at some stage in their lives. Nevertheless, sins are regarded as acts of

foolishness, as Allah says in Surah Nisa, "Allah is only obliged to accept ffe

repentance of those who perpetrate evil due to ignorance (fodlishness), then forthwith
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event/ [verse 17] Although sinful Muslims will also be regarded as foolish, their

foolishness is of a lesser degree that that of the Infidels (kuffar), who will never

relent
from their ways of faithlessness,

"We undoubtedly selected him [Sayyidina Ibrahim (%J\ Up] in this

world" Sayyidina Ibrahim r
}LJi Up was revered in all the Din's (Religion's) after

him and all the latter Prophets (Anbiya) (OLJ r^ip were from his progeny. In his

honour, Allah made the raging fire a garden for him. He was granted the honour

f
constructing the glorious Ka'ba, which is visited and revered to this day.

People still practise the hajj rites that Sayyidina Ibrahim r
}Ui Up taught him.

,
Thousands of years after his demise, people still honour him by emulating

his sacrifice of his son and invoking Allah's mercy and blessings on him during

every Salah (when reciting the Durud Ibrahim). He even named the ummah
followers of the Holy Prophet ^j Up ii JL* Muslims (refer to the commentary of

verse 78 of Surah Hajj).

"...and he will be amongst the righteous in the Hereafter/' Allah has already

guaranteed him prominence in the Hereafter. Since Sayyidina Ibrahim pus\ Up

has been granted this elevation in both the worlds, any sensible person will

understand that his creed must certainly be a key to salvation. Only a fool will

refuse to follow him.

THE MEANING OF ISLAM

The literal meaning of Islam is 'to submit/ 'to surrender' i.e. for one's

exterior and interior to be obedient to Allah. A person who fits this description

will be called a Muslim, the plural of which is Muslimun or Muslimin. There can

be no greater honour than to be subservient to Allah. It is for this reason that

Sayyidina Ibrahim and Isma'il ftLJ\ Up prayed thus when building the Ka'ba: "Oh
our Lord! Make ns subservient to You (i.e. Muslims) and make from our progeny a

nation that is subservient to You (i.e. Muslims)."

"When his Lord told him, 'Submit/ He replied, 'I submit to the Lord of the

universe/' The command was to remain submissive before Allah at all times,

which Sayyidina Ibrahim f*~S\ Up accepted. Sayyidina Ibrahim fXJ\ ^ replied as

he did to indicate that he submitted to Allah because Allah is the Lord of the

universe. The creation owe it to Allah to be submissive.

Allah says in Surah An'am, 'Say, I have been commanded to the first to submit
and to never be from the idolators. Say, Ifear the punishment ofa terrible day if I disobey

my Lord." [verses 14 and 15]

A verse of Surah Al Imran says, "Do they seek (a Din (Religion) other than
Allah's (Religion) Din when all within the heavens and the earth submit to Him
willingly and unwillingly, and they will all be returned to Him?' [verse 83]

Sayyidina Ibrahim 'fiLJ\ ^ submitted before Allah, as did all the Prophets
iAnhiya)

r
XJ( ^As^ They all called people to submit before Allah and were all

therefore callers to "Islam". The only differences between the various Din's
(Religion's) were certain laws and details.

The Holy Prophet ^JL-j <J* &\ J^> said, "All the Prophet's (Anbiya) <*%-$^
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are step brothers with different mothers, having the same Din (Religion)."

[Mishkat, Pg. 509J the Holy Prophet ^ 3 *> & J^ called the Din (Religion) Islam

because he was an Arab, whereas the other Prophets (Anbiya) f^~J ^^ may have

termed it differently in their own languages.

Inviting the Emperor of Rome, Heraclius, to Islam, the Holy Prophet i\ jl*

jJLtj aJIp wrote, 'Submit you will be safe and Allah will grant you a double reioard."

[Bukhari, v.l, p.5 J

The Din (Religion) propagated by the Holy Prophet jJL-j aJL& &\ J^ is called

Islam and it preaches subservience to Allah. Allah declares in verse 3 of Surah

Ma'idah, "This day I have perfected for you your Din (Religion), completed My bounty

upon you and chosen Islam as your Din (religion)"

Allah says in verse 19 of Surah Al Imran, 'The only Din (Religion) in Allah's

sight is Islam/
7

Another verse states, "Whoeverfollows a Din (religion) besides Islam,

it will never be accepted from him and, in the Hereafter, he shall be amongst the losers."

[Surah Al Imran, verse 85]

Therefore, the purpose of a Muslim's life is to be submissive only to Allah.

Allah says in Surah Al Imran, "Oh you who believe, fear Allah as He should be feared

and do not die except as Muslims. " [verse 102]

The Din (Religion) of Islam requires that a person obeys Allah, follows His

book, the Qur'an and His Prophet ^j a> iii JU>. Allah says, "Whoever obeys the

messenger, has obeyed Allah.

"

Many people claim to be Muslims but are not really so because they object

to many injunctions of Islam and wish to make Islam subservient to their desires

instead of submitting themselves.

ALL DlNS (RELIGIONS) BESIDES ISLAM ARE REJECTED.

The question may be asked that since Islam means submission to Allah, it

matters not what Din (Religion) a person follows as long as he submits to Allah.

The reply to this question is that submission to Allah is only tangible when a

person submits to what Allah has revealed through His Prophets (Anbiya). ^
f%J\. The people of every era were constrained to follow the Prophet of their time

and follow the teachings of the scripture sent at that time. Rejecting any of the

Prophets (Anbiya) (%~h ^Js- will constitute an act of infidelity (Kufr) and cannot be

regarded as submission.

Therefore, it will be imperative for any person born after the Holy Prophet

pi^j Up ifci ju* to believe in him. follow him, and follow the teachings of the

Qur'an and the Din (Religion) which he brought. Every other Din (Religion) is

regarded as infidelity (Kufr). How can a person who ascribes partners and

children to Allah be considered subservient to Him? Can people who flagrantly

indulge in acts of immorality, bestiality, bribery, etc be regarded as being

submissive to Allah?
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(132) Ibrahim and Ya'qub enjoined their sons there with saying, "Oh my sons!

Verily Allah has chose,, this Din (Religion) for you, so die only as Muslims."

(133) Or were you present when death presented itself before Ya'qub? when he

asked his sons, "What will you worship after me?" They replied, "We will

worship your Deity and the Deity of your forefathers Ibrahim Isma'il and

Is'haq Who is One Deity. We submit to him only.

THE INSTRUCTION TO FOLLOW THE CREED OF SAYYIDINA
IBRAHIM f*-Ji 4-1*

Allah says, "Ibrahim and Ya'qub f**~Ji u«.jl* enjoined their sons

therewith [i.e. to follow the creed of Sayyidina Ibrahim ^%J\ Up] saying, 'Oh my
sons! Verily Allah has chosen this Din (Religion) for you, so die only

as Muslims" Allama Wahidi U* it *^\, writes in "Asbabun Nuzul" that the Jews

told the Holy Prophet ^j u* ii ju», "Do you not know that on his deathbed,

Sayyidina Ya'qub fiLJ\ U* advised his sons to remain steadfast on Judaism?"

Allah refuted this statement by revealing the above verse.

Allah asks the Jews who made this claim, "Or were you present when
death presented itself before Ya'qub?" They merely fabricated a fable in

this regard to substantiate their false beliefs. The Din (Religion) of Judaism is

based on the teachings of Sayyidina Musa (»%~J* Up who was born thousands of

years after Sayyidina Ya'qub f%J» dp. Therefore, how could Sayyidina Ya'qub Up
rXJ advise his children to adhere to this Din (Religion)?

He advised his sons to follow the creed of Sayyidina Ibrahim f%J\ Up, which
is based on Tauheed. Sayyidina Ya'qub fiLJ\ ^ asked his Sons, "What will you
worship after me?' They replied, 'We will worship your Deity and the Deity of

your forefathers Ibrahim, Isma'il and Is 'haq, Who is One Deity. We submit to

Him only."

When stubborn adherence to cultures and doctrines prevails, people fail to

realise the truth. The Jews, with their belief in Sayyidina Uzair f%Jt aJp as Allah's

son and their concealment of the truth, deviated very far from the original belief

of their forefathers. This finally led them to reject even the Holy Prophet & J^>

r^-j^ although they recognised him to be Allah's true messenger.

Notel: Sayyidina Is'haq and Isma'il £*-J\ aJp were the sons of Sayyidina

Ibrahim ftLJ\ Up. Sayyidina Ya'qub f*>LJ <^ was the son of Sayyidina

Is'haq fiLJ\ aAs>. Sayyidina Isma'il fX-b <^ was therefore not one of

Sayyidina Ya'qub's (%Jt ^ forefathers, yet he is mentioned as being

one of his forefathers in the verse.

Commentators mention that this verse denotes that a paternal uncle may
also be termed to be a person's father. "Ruhul Ma'ani" reports a hadith from Ibn
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Abi Shayba Up ibi <**Jm wherein the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up & J^> said, "Preserve my
relation with regard to Abbas (my paternal uncle) because he is a remnant of my
forefathers"

Note 2: The advice that Sayyidina Ibrahim f%~b Up and Sayyidina Ya'qub

^>lJi <As> gave to their sons teaches us that a Muslim should be

concerned about the beliefs and Din (Religion) of his progeny just

as he is concerned about himself It will be grossly incorrect for

parents to take their children to such countries or send them to

such schools where they risk losing their belief (Iman). Many
people are deceived into thinking that sending their children to

such places and institutions will ensure progress. However, they

are exposing their children to the damnation of Hell.

(134) That was a group who have passed. To their benefit will be the deeds they

earned and to your benefit will be the deeds that you earn. You will not be

questioned about what they did.

THE DECEFOVE BELIEF OF THE JEWS THAT THEY ARE
GUARANTEED SALVATION BECAUSE THEY ARE THE PROGENY
OF THE PROPHETS (ANBIYA) f

!A-Ji^
The above verse refutes this false notion of the Jews by telling them that

their forefathers have passed on with their deeds, which will only benefit

themselves. Their deeds will not benefit those after them, just as the deeds of the

latter generations will have no bearing on those who have passed on before

them.

The Jews will suffer the evil consequences of their rejection of Sayyidina Isa

pLJ\ a1s> and the Holy Prophet ^JL-j ^ k\ ju. Wishful thinking and pinning their

hopes in the status of their forefathers will not assist them. Each person will have

to answer for his/her own deeds.

Many Muslims today dwell under the same misconception that they will be

guaranteed salvation because of their relationship to a certain saint or because

they are from the family of the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up i»i JL*. There are also many

false "saints" who deceive people into believing that they will definitely attain

Heaven (Jannah) by simply pledging allegiance to them.

Bukhari (v.2„ p.706) reports that, standing atop Mount Safa, the Holy Prophet

pJL-j ^Js- &\ JU summbned his relatives and the Quraish. After inviting them all to

Islam, he turned to his uncle, Sayyidina Abbas <up ^t ^j saying, "Oh Abbas bin

Abdul Muttalib! I cannot save you from Allah's punishment/ Then, addressing

his paternal aunt, he said, "Oh Safiyya! I cannot save you from Allah's

punishment" Thereafter, he turned to his own beloved daughter saying, "Oh

Fatima, the daughter of Muhammad! You may ask me for whatever wealth I

possess, but even I cannot save you from Allah's punishment.'

In saying this, the Holy Prophet pJL-j ^ & JU* emphasised to them that only
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their personal Belief (Imdn) and good deeds will save them from punishment.

They cannot rely on their relationship to the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up in ^u to come

to their assistance should their deeds warrant Allah's punishment, if this is the

condition of the Holy Prophet's jJL-j U* it JL* closest relatives, how can others

rely on their genealogy?

Muslim reports a hadith wherein the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up &\ J^> said. 'The

lineage of a person cannot hasten him when his deeds have encumbered him."

\p.345]

$*&£ ^i?X &l <3j tj &l <3>1 % &i &\'. '$} ugj&

(135) They say, "Become Jews or Christians and you will be guided." Say,

"Rather follow the creed of Ibrahim, which is averse from all deviation. He was
never from the idolators." (136) Say, "We believe in Allah, whatever has been

revealed to us and whatever was revealed to Ibrahim, Isma'II, Is'haq, Ya'qub
and their successors. And (we believe in) whatever was granted to Musa, Isa and
what was granted to the prophet from their Lord. We make no distinction

between any of them and we are subservient to Allah."

THE COMMAND TO BELIEVE IN ALL OF ALLAH'S PROPHETS
AND SCRIPTURES

"Durrul Manthur" (v.l, p.140) reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas
c* it ^j that a Jew by the name of Abdullah bin Suriyya said to the Holy Prophet

^ Up &\ j^f "Guidance is only that upon which we are. So follow us, and be guided."

The Christians also said the same. In response to this statement, Allah revealed

the verse, "They say, Become Jews or Christians and you will be guided/ Say, 'Rather

follow the creed ofIbrahim, which is aversefrom all deviation/

The verse commands that people should follow the creed of Sayyidina
Ibrahim f%Ji Up, which the Holy Prophet pJL-j U* ii ju propagated. It is the Holy
Prophet ^j ^ ii J^> rather than the Jews and the Christians who adheres to

Sayyidina Ibrahim's
r
%Ji U* creed of oneness of Allah (Tauhid).

Another aspect of Belief (Imdn) is that a person believes in all of Allah's

Prophets (Anbiya) and scriptures without exception. Rejecting any Prophet or

scripture will render a person a infidel (kafir). Neither the Jews nor the Christians

can ever claim to be rightly guided because they reject the apostleship of the

Holy Prophet pJL-j Up ii ju, while the Jews do not even acknowledge the Risalat

(prophethood) of Sayyidina Isa f%J\ ^.

Many verses of the Qur'an describe Sayyidina Ibrahim f%J\ Up as being
Hanifa". Imam Raghib Up ii i*-j says that the root word (from which Hanifa is
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derived) means 'aversion from deviation to steadfastness/ Therefore, the person

possessing this attribute will be one who is averse to all deviant ways and one

who remains steadfast.

Durrul Manthur (v.l, p. 104) reports from Imam Ahmad *Jp & ~^j and the

book "Adabul Mufrid" [by Imam Bukhari U* A» i^J, that the Holy Prophet Up i» ^U
(JL-j was once asked about which Din (Religion) Allah loved most. The Prophet

rL-j sU in JU replied by saying that Allah loves most that Din (Religion) which is

averse to falsehood, adopts the truth and is easy to practise.

''He was never from the idolators." This assertion is made in numerous verses

of the Qur'an to impress upon peoples' minds that they cannot claim to be

following Sayyidina Ibrahim's f*>LJ» U* creed if they adopt practices of idolatry.

Because certain practices of Sayyidina Ibrahim f%J» <M (like hajj, circumcision,

hospitality) were still prevalent amongst the Arabs, they claimed to be his

followers. However, because of their polytheistic practices and beliefs, they can

never be true to their claim. They added polytheistic words to the words recited

during hajj and even placed their idols within the Ka'ba. Therefore, they could

never lay claim to being Sayyidina Ibrahim's fiLJ\ Up followers.

The Jews also were polytheists because of their belief that Sayyidina Uzair

^LJ\ Up was Allah's son. Allah commands that Sayyidina Ibrahim's r
%J» Up creed

be followed, making it clear that the Din (Religion) followed by the Jews and

Polytheists were far from Sayyidina Ibrahim's fiLJ\ U* creed because he was

never an idolater like them.

The word "Asbat" (translated above as 'successors') refers to the children of

Sayyidina Is'haq
r
*>Ui Up. Although they were not all Prophets (Anbiya) r

%Jt ^,
many amongst their progenies were. Sayyidina Musa (%J\ ^ addressed the Bani

Isra'Il thus: "(Remember) When Allah made Prophets (Anbiya) and kings amongst you.

And He gave you what He did not give to anyone else in the universe." [Surah Ma'i&ah,

verse 201].

Commentators mention that all the Prophets (Anbiya) (%-Ji ^ after

Sayyidina Ya'qub r
*>Ui ^, with the exception of the Holy Prophet ^ 3

*A* &\ J*,

were the progeny of Sayyidina Is'haq ^\ <^. The ummah followers of the Holy

Prophet (JL.J aJp 2b« J^> accept all these Prophets (Anbiya) f^LJ\^ and are not

unbelievers like the other ummahs. Despite the fact that the Jews and the

Christians vilify the Holy Prophet jJL-j ^ i» J**, the Muslims never utter a word

against the respect of Sayyidina Musa {%*& <4* and Sayyidina Isa ^LJ\ *A*.

^JL^T^i>jiLij^

(137) If they believe in what you believe, then they are rightly guided. If they

turn away, then they are merely being contentious. Soon Allah shall suffice for

you against them. He is All Hearing, All Knowing.
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THE ENEMIES OF ISLAM ARE MERELY BEING DEFIANT BY NOT
ACCEPTING ISLAM

Addressing the Muslims and consoling the Holy Prophet ^j <A* ii JU>,

Allah says, "if they (the Infidels (kuffar)) believe in what you believe, then they are

rightly guided If they turn away, then they are merely being contentious." They are

merely seeking an excuse to oppose Islam because they are bent on doing so.

However, "Soon Allah shall suffice for you against them. He is All Hearing, All

Knowing."

Allah tells the Holy Prophet ^j aJp ii JU and the Muslims that they have

nothing to fear from the Infidels (kuffar) because Allah will assist them. Allah will

humiliate the Infidels (kuffar) in this world, and subject them to punishment in

the Hereafter.

(138) "Allah has coloured us. Who can colour better than Allah? And we are His

worshippers."

"ALLAH HAS COLOURED US"

'Asbabun Nuzul' has reported from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** i>i ^j
that the Christians used to baptise their children on the seventh day after birth

using some coloured water. They considered this as a form of purification for

their children and also regarded it as a substitute for circumcision. Only after this

rite did they regard the child as a proper Christian.

Allah refers to this practice in the above verse and makes it clear that only

the colouring of Belief (Iman) and good deeds given by Allah is what should be

desired. No other colouring and baptism can be better than Allah's colouring of a

person with Belief (Iman). Therefore, the Believers are exhorted to proclaim,

"Allah has coloured us. Who can colour better than Allah? And we are His

worshippers."

This announcement is a proclamation of steadfastness as Muslims. They will

never forsake this divine colouring because none other can colour a person as

Allah can. The baptism practised nowadays is done with clear water with the

same intention of purification. Although physical purity may be attained by it,

spiritual cleanliness is not.

(139) Say, "Do you dispute with us about Allah, when He is our Lord and your
lord? And when our deeds are to our benefit and your deeds for yours, and we
are sincerely Kis?"
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ALLAH IS OUR LORD AND YOURS
The Jews and Christians disputed with the Holy Prophet ^i-j Up ifci j^

saying that only their Din's (Religion's) were acceptable to Allah. In this way,

they deemed that Heaven (Jannah) was reserved for them. In the above verse,

Allah instructs the Holy Prophet jJL-j *> & J^> to tell them that their notions are

incorrect because Allah is the Lord to all of them alike. Each person should try to

please Allah by following the Din (Religion) Allah sent at a particular time.

It is therefore imperative for every person after the Holy Prophet Up &\ j^
pJL-j to follow him. It is an exercise in futility to argue the matter because

ultimately every person has to answer for his own deeds. Good deeds performed

with Belief (Imdn) will be rewarded, while sins and infidelity (Kufr) will attract

the worst punishment.

\s> \$% XillVij<^3 <£Zz& j-^i >«&k^ ^

(140) Or do you say that Ibrahim, Ismail, Is'haq, Ya'qub and the successors were

Jews or Christians? Say, "Have you more knowledge than Allah?" Who can be

more unjust than the one who conceals the evidence from Allah, which he has

with himself? Allah is not unaware of what you do.

A DENIAL OF THE BELIEF OF THE JEWS AND THE CHRISTIANS
THAT SAYYIDINA IBRAHIM, ISMATL, IS'HAQ ?%~S\ ^ AND
OTHERS WERE JEWS OR CHRISTIANS

While the Jews claimed that Sayyidina Ibrahim, Isma'il, Is'haq, Ya'qub ^
f*~J\ and the Prophets (Anbiya)

r
*^—S\ ^As- after them were Jews, the Christians

maintained that these illustrious souls were Christians. Allah refutes their notion

because all these Prophets (Anbiya) fiLJ\ ^^ were adherents to Sayyidina

Ibrahim's (%^s U^ creed.

The Torah and Judaism, as well as Christianity and the Injil came only

centuries after these Prophets (Anbiya) $%^\ ^^. Therefore, it is farfetched to say I

that they were adherents to any of these Din's (Religion). Allah says, "Say, Have i

you more knowledge than Allah?" Allah has knowledge of everything and would
\

know best that these Prophets (Anbiya) f%^\ ^ls> were neither Jews, nor
|

Christians.

"Who can be more unjust than the one who conceals the evidencefrom Allah, which

he has with himselp" The Jews and Christians were well aware of the fact that al«

the above Prophets (Anbiya) f*~& ^M adhered to the creed of Sayyidina Ibrahim

f*>LJ\ Up. However, they concealed this from the masses.

Allah says in Surah Al Imran, "Oh people of the book, why do you argue ww

regard to Ibrahim (*>LJt U* when the Torah and Injil were only revealed after him? t f
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you not understand? Lot You are the ones who argued concerning those things that you

had knowledge about, so why do you now argue regarding that about which you have no

knowledge? Allah knows and you know not. Ibrahim fiLJ\ aA± was neither a Jew nor a

Christian, but he voas one abiding to the truth and subservient; neverfrom the idolators."

[verses 65, 66 and 67]

Just as the Jews and Christians concealed the knowledge of the various

Prophets (Anbiya) f^J\ <**!* being adherents of the creed of Sayyidina Ibrahim *>

,%J\, they also concealed the description of the Holy Prophet <JL- j <4* & J^>, which

was found in their scriptures.

(141) That was a group who have passed. To their benefit will be the deeds they

earned and to your benefit will be the deeds that you earn. You will not be

questioned about what they did.

A WORD OF CAUTION TO THOSE WHO ARE BEGUILED BY
THEIR LINEAGE

This verse has been repeated. The Jews are again warned that their lineage

to the Prophets (Anbiya) fiLJ\ ^$1* will not help them if their deeds warrant

Allah's punishment. Each person will be responsible for his/her own deeds and

will not be questioned about the deeds of others.

Certain commentators have mentioned that; when the verse was mentioned

the first time, it addressed the Jews. Allah now repeats it to address the ummah
followers of the Holy Prophet pJL-j U* ibi JL*. They should also beware of falling

into the same misconception.

ti£?ftftt?tiftfttiti£?£?£?ti£?t?t?ftftftft'ftt?
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PART TWO

(142) Soon the ignorant people will say: "What has caused them to turn away
from the direction (of worship) which they were facing?" Say [Oh Muhammad
pL>j Up 4»i J^\ t "To Allah belongs the East and the West. He guides whomsoever

He wills to tht straight path."

ANSWERS TO THE OBJECTIONS RAISED BY THE IGNORANT
ABOUT THE CHANGE OF QIBLA

A hadith is reported in the exegesis of Qur'an (tafsir) 'Durrul Manthur" (v.l,

p. 141) on the authority of Tirmidhi and Nasa'I from Sayyidina Bara ^ ii ^j that

upon arriving in Madinah, the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up i»i JU performed Salah

facing Baitul Muqaddas for approximately sixteen to seventeen months.

However, within his heart was the yearning to face towards the Ka'ba. While

performing Salah, he would turn his face towards the sky in anticipation of the

order to face towards the Ka'ba. As a result of this Allah revealed the verse

"Verily we see you (Oh Muhammad ^j Up iui jj) frequently lifting your gaze towards

the heavens This revelation brought the command to face towards the Ka'ba in Salah."

"The ignorant ones' viz, the Jews now began to ask what had turned the

Muslims away from the direction of Baitul Muqaddas towards the Ka'ba. Allah

gave the following reply, "And to Allah belongs the East and the West. He guides

whomsoever He wills onto the straight path." In the exegesis of Qur'an (tafsir)

"Durrul Manthur' a narration of Sayyidina Ibn Abbas <up ii ^j reports that the

first command to be abrogated was that of the Qibla. When the Holy Prophet J*
^JL-j Up i»i arrived in Madinah he faced towards Baitul Muqaddas in Salah which

was the Qibla of the Jews. This continued for seventeen months so that the Jews

should accept Islam. Thereafter Allah revealed the following verses, 'And to Allah

belongs the East and the West. He guides whomsoever He wills onto the straight path" as

well as the verse, "Verily we see you (Oh Muhammad (JL-j Up ii JU frequently raising

your gaze towards the heavens.

"

When the Qibla was changed to the Ka'ba, the Jews began to. object and

asked what had caused the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up &\ JL* and his companions J*>

j^\^ it to change their direction of worship (Qibla). Allah instructed the Holy
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oPhet J^j ^ ^ J^ to te^ them that "to Allah belongs the East and the West" so

H reserves the privilege to instruct His worshippers to face whichever direction

Me pleases. No one has any authority to object to His divine decree. A believer is

^servient to Allah's laws and adheres to them. When he is instructed to face

wards Baitul Muqaddas, then it is towards Baitul Muqaddas that he shall face.

When he is instructed to face towards the Ka'ba, then it should be the Ka'ba

towards which he should face.

Objecting to the change of Qibla is not an objection to the Muslims but, in

fact, an objection to Allah. The purpose of worship is subservience to Allah and

not merely facing a particular direction. Those who had raised the objection have

been termed 'ignorant' because they do seem to realise towards whom their

objection is directed. In their blindness they cannot comprehend the seriousness

of their objection. Being upon the "Siratul Mustaqlm" (Straight Path) requires

adherence to Allah's commandments, all of which are filled with wisdom. There

was divine wisdom in facing towards Baitul Muqaddas just as there exists

wisdom in facing towards the Ka'ba. Allah had selected his servants for guidance

and these are the ones who follow His orders and enact them without question.

The enemies of Islam are far away from the "Siratul Mustaqlm" (Straight Path) and

will always disapprove of Allah's injunctions and wisdom. Their ignorance is

self-evident. The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.2, p.3) states, 'The aforementioned

distinction of divine guidance is solely reserved by Allah for those whom He
chooses from amongst His bondsmen. All praise and thanks are due to Him for

selecting"

La . a . ^

(143) Thus we have made you such a group that is moderate in nature so that you
may be witness over the people and the messenger a witness over you.

THE EXCELLENCE OF THE UMMAH OF MUHAMMAD ^j Up i>i j+
OVER THE OTHER NATIONS

Up to this point the discussion concerning the change of Qibla ensued.
Mention is now made of the excellence of the ummah of the Holy Prophet & J^
r-t U*. The meaning of the verse is that just as the Muslims have been accorded
the best of Qiblas, so too have they been made a nation of moderation and the
wst of all nations. The distinction of this ummah followers will be apparent on
toe Plain of Resurrection when they will testify against all other rebellious
nations after which the Holy Prophet jJL-j a> ii JU will attest to their veracity,
toereby confirming their testimony.

JHE TESTIMONY OF THIS UMMAH AGAINST OTHERS AND ITS
VALIDITY.

Sayyidina Abu Sa'Id Khudri <up i»^ narrates that the Holy Prophet ii J^
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^j Up said "On the Day of judgment, Sayyidina Nuh <OLJ Up will be summoned
and asked whether he had propagated the message, to which he will reply m g^

affirmative. Thereafter his nation will be questioned as to whether he
had

brought the message to them. They will deny it, saying that no warner had com
e

to them. Then Sayyidina Nuh ^LJ\ Up will be asked as to who will recommend

his word. He will reply, "Muhammad pJL-j Up & JU and his Ummah." After say^

this the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up & JU addressed the Muslims saying, "Thereafte?

you will summoned and you will confirm his word saying that most assuredly

Sayyidina Nuh (OLJi Up had conveyed the message and propagated the religion;

It was then that the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up & J^ recited the verse, "Thus we hm

made you such a group that is moderate in nature so that you may be witness over
ft

people and the messenger a witness over you. [Bukhari, v .2 p. 645]

From narrations in "Musnad Ahmad" and other books, it becomes eviden-i

that besides the people of Sayyidina Nuh ftLJ\ ^ the nations of other prophet
I

{%J\ ^^ip will also allege that their prophets did not convey the message to them!

Thereafter their prophets will also be asked whether they had fulfilled
their!

mission. Upon replying in the affirmative, these Prophets (Anbiya) ^LJ\ ^^ wi[

be requested to bring forth a witness. They will summon the Holy Prophet i
^;

r-L- j Up and his ummah follower for this task.

When the Holy Prophet ^L-j U* & JL* and his ummah followers willk'

asked to comment on this situation, they will say that they confirm the wordej

the prophets. Thereupon the ummah will further be questioned as to how the

possessed knowledge concerning this matter. They will reply by saying, 'Or

Prophet jJL-j aJj^ A\ J^> informed us that all the prophets propagated the messap

to their respective nations." ("Durrul Manthur" v.l p. 144)

The general reference in the verse, "so that you may be witness over the peof,

alludes to the fact that the testimony will be against the people of all prophet

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that according to some traditions after $

Ummah of the Holy Prophet^ j Up iui ^ have rendered their testimony, tf

Holy Prophet (JL-j ^ i»» J^> himself will be called forth and asked whether U

Ummah are equitable and worthy of testing. The Holy Prophet <*-L-j ^ &\ j^k-..

verify their testimony and confirm their veracity, (v.2 p.5)

Without doubt this Ummah holds a lofty status which will be displayed q

the day of Judgment before the entire humanity. This Ummah enjoys f

privilege of belonging to the best of all prophets f%J< ^J^ and possessing theH
of all divine scriptures. It is not only the book of Allah but His sublime speec|

preserved even in the hearts of little children and is daily upon the tongues!

young and old. Allah has chosen this ummah from amongst all the children

|

Adam fiLJ\ ^. Allah says in Surah Hajj, "And strive hard in Allah's Cause $j|

ought to strive. He has chosen you and has not laid upon you in religion any hardsW^

is the religion of your father Ibrahim fiLJ\ ^. It is He (Allah), Who has named ^

Muslims both before and in this (the Qur'an), that the Messenger [Muhammad 4*^-\

jJL-J may be a witness over you and you be witnesses over mankind, "[verse 78] ;.
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THE TESTIMONY OF THE UMMAH OF THE HOLY PROPHET At J+
^}

Up IN FAVOUR OF EACH OTHER SPELLS A DECISION OF
FORGIVENESS

Among the many virtues of this Ummah, an especially outstanding one is

^e fact that their testimony against other nations is acceptable by Allah.

Sayyitiirva Anas ^ &\ ^j reported that some people passed by carrying a funeral

bier,
Everyone present had good words to say about the deceased. The>Holy

prophet s-i-j 4* ^ J~* commented "Wajabat" ("He deserves it"). Thereafter

another bier passed by, regarding which the people had nothing favourable to

say. Again the Holy Prophet ^j Up i>i JU> said 'Wajabat". Sayyidina Umar ^>j

^ M enquired concerning these comments upon which the Holy Prophet Up &\ J^
jL-y replied, ''Good words were spoken in favour of the first person; thus he

became deserving of Heaven (Jannah). On the contrary, no one had anything

favourable to say about the second, making him deserving of Hell." You people

are the witnesses of Allah upon the earth. (Bukhari v.l p. 183)

In the exegesis (tafsir) Durrul Manthur" (v.l p-145) it is narrated on the

authority of Musnad Ahmad" and "Sunan Ibn Majah" from Sayyidina Abu
Zubair Thaqafi Up ^i <^j that the Holy Prophet (JL.J Up ii ju said, 'Soon you

neople will be able to distinguish the good from the bad and will know the

condition of each person." The Companions (Sahabah)^ ii ^j enquired "How
will this be possible?" the Holy Prophet jJL-j *J* &\ J^ replied, "By the good and

evil mentioned (i.e. That Muslim who is said to be good is indeed good and the

one who is said to be evil is indeed evil.) You people are the witnesses of Allah

on the earth.'

People who excessively curse others are excluded from the noble status of

being witness. It is reported in Sunan Tirmidhi that the Holy Prophet Up & J^
(JLm stated, "The one who curses excessively can neither be a witness on the Day
of Judgment nor an intercessor."

MODERATION OF THE UMMAH OF THE HOLY PROPHET U* iii j^
r̂ i AND THE EXPLANATION OF THE WORD "WASATA"

In praise of this Ummah the words "Ummataw Wasata" is used. The word
"Wasata" means 'the best' as well as 'Udul' which is the plural of "Adal"
meaning 'just' and 'reliable', denoting a person whose evidence is acceptable and
one who possesses noble qualities. He is a person who is an embodiment of all

good qualities and who is averse to evil traits. The word is commonly translated
as moderate'. Therefore this Ummah is one of moderate behaviour in all aspects,

whether of character or action. They are people who do not sway to extremes;
neither are they negligent in worship nor extremely ascetic like the monks who
discard the world to live in mountains.

Performing Salah the entire night through is not permitted since fulfilling

^
e rights of one's body, spouse and guests is of fundamental importance.

v

!

muarJy, fasting each and every day is also not permitted for the same reasons.
Neither extravagance nor miserliness is desired, but the middle path is

encouraged which is generally termed as generosity'. In a like manner,
0wardlirtess as well as undue bravery, which may lead to harming others, is
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discouraged. A person should neither be an oppressor nor should he all ^

himself to be oppressed by others. While women cannot be made leaders, they

should also not be oppressed. By the same token, all actions are not declared
t

be lawful nor is every food made permissible. Rather, the lawful and unlawf
a {

have been clearly defined.

Harmful and impure substances cannot be consumed since they have

adverse effects upon the body and soul. Pure and wholesome foods are allowed

The human being has been elevated in status and protected from stooping
to

bestiality and barbarism. Even on the battlefield in the face of the enemy certain

laws and limitations have been prescribed which are the epitome of moderation

The killing of women and children as well as obligatory mutilation of bodies has

been prohibited. Zakah has been made compulsory while Propitiatory offering

(Sadaqa) remains optional. The laws of inheritance and succession have been

enforced so that wealth does not stagnate. The death penalty has been instituted

where a murder is deliberately committed but waived when committed

accidentally in which case the blood money will have to be paid. Even in the cas*

where the death penalty becomes binding, the heirs of the murdered reserve the

option to either enforce it or accept the blood money in exchange. If one browses

through the numerous books of hadith and Islamic jurisprudence (Fiqh), one will

notice the clearly moderate stance of Islamic laws.

pu+i yzi & it tj St <s3i U$& $1 Uj3& 43 fe^

(&} jL-j Sji3 #x&\& <£>\

(143) (continued). And We prescribed the Qibla upon which you were, so that

We may ascertain the ones who will follow the Prophet pL>j <4* &\ J^> from those

who will turn back on their heels. Verily this changing of the Qibla is a grave

matter (for all) except those whom Allah has guided. And Allah will not put

your Belief (Iman) to waste. Verily Allah is, unto mankind, Most Forgiving,

Most Merciful.

THE CHANGE OF QIBLA AS A TEST

After expressing the excellence of the Ummah followers of the Holy Prophet

pJL. j Up i»\ ju the discussion once again reverts to the change of Qibla. The switch

from Baitul Muqaddas towards Ka'ba after sixteen to seventeen mot*

concealed the wisdom of being a test to ascertain who will follow the Prophet j*

^LjUpi and who will turn back on their heels, refusing to follow him.
^

believer intends only to worship Allah and obey him. Wherever he is instructed

to face during Salah, that direction becomes his Qibla. An obedient servant <*

Allah harbours no reservations neither does he object to Allah's commandments

Allah explains the wisdom behind the change of Qibla as a test to kno»

who are the tru? followers and who are the rejecters i.e. this fact will becon*

evident before everyone, though it was always in the knowledge of Allah. WW
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the order to charge the Qibla was revealed, some people whose Belief (Iman) was

weak denounced, their faith, saying 'Sometimes we receive the order to turn here

and sometimes to turn there!" (This was merely an excuse to turn apostate).

V'Durrul Manthur" v.l, pg. 146,. quotingfrom Von Juraij aJLp & ~^j]

Allah reserves the right to instruct His servants as He pleases but the change

of Qibla appeared to be a very grave matter to the ignorant, the hypocrites and

the Jews. Having become very restricting to them, they made it a tool for

degradation, ridicule and a platform for objection. For the believers, there is no

question of objection or complaint. The faithful are pleased and contented and

are steadfast in obeying Allah's commands, desiring nothing but obedience to

Allah.

THE REWARD FOR THE SALAH PERFORMED TOWARDS THE
FIRST QIBLA IS NOT LOST

Commenting on the verse, 'And Allah will not put your Belief (Iman) to waste"

the tafsir "Durr.il Manthur" quotes on the authority of "Sunan Tirmidhi",

"Tabrani" and "Mustadrak Hakim", a narration of Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ^ &\ ^j
who says,. "When the Holy Prophet ^j aJU &\ J^> received the revelation to face

the Ka'ba, the Sahabah
<r^ & ^j enquired about the condition of those people's

Salah who faced Baitul Muqaddas and who had already passed away. At this

instance the above verse was revealed wherein it is explained that Allah will not

put their Belief (Iman) to waste.

In this verse Salah is termed as "Belief (Iman)' which makes the high status

of Salah apparent. In certain traditions it is mentioned that the position of Salah

in Islam is as the position of the head in the body. ('Targhib" v.l p.246). The
presence of the head lends credibility to the body. Without the head the body is

useless. In the concluding portion of the verse it is mentioned, " Verily Allah is,

unto mankind, Most Forgiving. Most Merciful."

Allah is The All Wise as well as The Sovereign. With wisdom He instructs

man with certain injunctions wherein lies man's good fortune and benefit.

Allah's compassion and mercy abounds in every commandment. Whoever will

perform his Salah according to Allah's command should never doubt its

acceptance, since Allah will never put to waste an action correctly performed.
The words 'Ra'uf and "Rahim' both denote compassion but this meaning is

accentuated in the word Ra'uf.

{^ OjLLg L^ 0* 4tfl Uj p&j c^^\ Aj\ bj£&

(144) Verily We see you [Oh Muhammad pL*j *Jp ii J^\ frequently lifting your
gaze towards the heavens. We will most assuredly turn you towards a Qibla
pieasing to you. So turn your face towards the Sacred Mosque (Masjid) and
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wherever you may be, turn your faces to its direction. Most certainly those who

have been given the Book know well that this order is from their Lord. And

Allah is not unmindful of what you do.

THE ORDER TO TURN TOWARDS THE KA'BA AND THE EAGER
ANTICIPATION OF THE HOLY PROPHET ^j *J* At ^U.

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas v* ^ ^j reports that during the period when the Holy

Prophet ^j Up i»» JU» was performing Salah towards Baitul Muqaddas he would,

upon completion, lift his eyes skywards in anticipation of the order which would

fix the Ka'ba as the Qibla of the Muslims. It was due to this that the verse, "Verily

We see you frequently lifting your gaze towards the heavens" was revealed.

Allama Wahidi Up i» ^j writes in Asbaburi Nuzul" (p.39) that the Holy

Prophet fJL-j U* **\ J^ expressed his heartfelt desire to Sayyidina Ibrahim
r
*>Ui u*

that Allah should turn him away from the Qibla of the Jews and appoint another

Qibla for him. The Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ii JU preferred to face towards the

Ka'ba which was the Qibla of Sayyidina Ibrahim r
%Jt 4-U. Sayyidina Ibrahim d*

r
^Ui said, I am but a servant like yourself having no option in the matter. You

should request Allah to turn your Qibla to that of Sayyidina Ibrahim
r
*Ji cU/

Thereafter Sayyidina Ibrahim
r
%J» <4* ascended towards the heavens while the

Holy Prophet ^JLj *> &\ JU> continued to look towards the sky in anticipation of

Sayyidina Ibrahim f*>LJ\ Up arriving with the command to face towards the Ka'ba.

it was with regard to this that the above mentioned verse was revealed.

After the Hijra (migration to Madinah) the Muslims continued to face

towards Baitul Muqaddas in Salah for approximately sixteen to seventeen

months. It was only after this duration of time that the Ka'ba was fixed as the

Qibla of the Muslims as desired by the Holy Prophet ,0-j 4* ^ J^. In this verse

Allah also issues a general command for all the Muslims to face towards the

sacred mosque (Masjidul Haram) wherever in the world they may be situated.

A SLIGHT DEFLECTION OF THE TRUE DIRECTION OF THE QIBLA

WILL NOT DISRUPT THE SALAH

The "sacred mosque" refers to the one in the immediate vicinity surrounding

the Ka'ba. The entire Ummah followers unanimously accepts the Ka'ba as being

the Qibla of the Muslims. Due to the fact that the Ka'ba is situated within the

Masjidul Haram the instruction was given to face towards this Mosque (Masjid).

Here the verse alludes to the fact that the exact direction of the Ka'ba does not

have to be faced by every person who may be far or near. It will suffice for him to

merely turn towards the direction of the Masjidul Haram when performing ;

Salah. Since it is not always possible for people not present within the Masjidul

Haram to face towards the exact location of the Ka'ba, the command is to face

towards the direction of the Masjidul Haram so as not to place undue difficulty
j

upon the Muslims. However, the person who is physically present within the
j

Masjidul Haram has to face directly towards the Ka'ba when performing Salah.

The exegesis (tafsir) "Qurtubi" (v.l, p. 159) reports from Sayyidina Ibn Abbas

^ ii ^j that the Holy Prophet ^j Up h JU> said, "The Ka'ba is the Qibla for

those within the Masjidul Haram while the Masjidul Haram is the Qibla for those
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within the Haram, and the Haram is the Qibla for my entire Ummah followers

wherever they may be in this world/ Jurists write that it will suffice for a person

to face towards whichever direction the Ka'ba is situated. A slight deflection will

not nullify the Salah. When a person begins to perform Salah, a deflection of upto

22.5 degrees right or left will be of no consequence. Jurists have deduced from

the verse "the direction of the sacred mosque (Masjid)" that it is sufficient to face

towards the direction of the Ka'ba even though one may not be totally accurate.

The Holy Prophet jJUj «Jp i»i ju stated in a narration of Tirmidhi that the

Qibla lies between the east and the west. This was with reference to the people of

Madinah because the Ka'ba lies south of Madinah Munawwarah. Allah has

allowed much flexibility to every person in the world irt that he may face

towards the direction of the Ka'ba in Salah. Should one deflect slightly from the

true direction, one's Salah will still be valid. Allah has permitted such versatility

in His injunctions so that it becomes easy for every person to practice upon them.

Just as the times of salah are determined by physical observation di the

elements, the direction of Qibla may be determined without mathematical,

geometrical or astronomical calculations. It does not require any scientific

instruments and can be determined without any difficulties. There exists much
pliancy in the matter of the Qibla. However, when a Mosque (Masjid) is being

constructed, intensive verification is required when determining the direction of

Qibla.

THEWISDOM IN SPECIFYING THE KA'BA AS QIBLA

The Being of Allah is not confined to any place or direction. Everything

belongs to Him as is evident from the verse,' Say -to Allah belongs the east and the

west". Whether we perform Salah collectively or individually, it is necessary for

every person to face the same direction. To achieve this unity, the Ka'ba was
designated as the Qibla. Since the Ka'ba was originally constructed by the father

of all mankind and the first prophet, Sayyidina Adam f^J\ aJLp and thereafter

again by Sayyidina Ibrahim f*~h Up (who was universally accepted) it is the

natural choice as the Qibla till eternity. If the choice was left to mankind to

designate the Qibla, many disputes would have arisen which would ultimately

deprive us of any united stand.

Another wisdom behind the fixing of the Ka'ba specifically as the Qibla for

Salah is that it is possible to perform Salah on all four sides of the Ka'ba, People
in every direction are able to perform their Salah by merely turning towards the

direction of the Ka'ba in relation to their respective locations. Consequently,
Salah now takes place in the east, west, north and south. In this, we witness the

realisation of such verses as, "To Allah belongs the East and the west" and, "Where so

ever you may turn, there you shallfind countenance ofAllah.
"

The verse concludes with the statement, "Most certainly those who have been
given the Book know well that this order is from their Lord." It was only due to

obstinacy that they objected, since they had perfect knowledge that the Holy
^ophet p-L-j Up ii ju was indeed the messenger concerning which their

scriptures had prophesied. They also understood well that he would not issue
anY false or futile instructions. ["Ruhul Ma'ani"}
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" and Allah is not unmindful of what you do." Allah is well aware of every

action and movement of a person. Those who object will receive the due

punishment for (heir disbelief and evil actions.
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(145) Even if you have to present every kind of proof to those who have been

given the scriptures, they will not turn towards your Qibla; neither should you

turn towards theirs. They will not even turn towards the Qiblas of each other.

Should you now follow their wishes after knowledge has come to you, then

surely you wo ild be among the oppressive folk.

FURTHER DETAILS REGARDING THE OBSTINACY OF THE JEWS
AND CHRISTIANS

This verse further clarifies the stubbornness of these people and makes it

evident that they had no desire whatsoever to accept the truth. Their refusal to

accept the change of Qibla was not based on any proof or valid argument but

they were merely bent upon disputing and displaying their arrogance. They

were unwilling -:o accept any reasonable proofs and would not compromise to

follow the Qibk of Muslims. Therefore, why should the Muslims follow their

whims?

The Ahlul Kitab (People of the Book) attempted to beguile the Holy Prophet

pJL-j Up i\ JL> by saying, 'O Muhammad ^JL-j Up -3»» JL* return to our Qibla and we

will believe in your apostleship and follow you." Allah negates both aspects here

by declaring that they 'will neither follow the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up &\ JU, nor

will he turn towards their Qibla. The Qibla of the Jews was Baitul Muqaddas

while the Christians adopted an easternly direction, although Sayyidina Isa ^
fOLJ* never faced in that direction before his ascension to the heavens. Their Qibla

was the same as that of the Jews viz. Baitul Muqaddas. ["Ruhul Ma'ani", v.2 r . p.U]

" they will not even turn towards the Qiblas of each other" The author of

"Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.2, p.U) writes that this verse describes the stubbornness of the

Ahlul Kitab (People of the Book) and the servitude they paid to their carnal

passions. Allah wishes to inform His Prophet pJL-j Up i» JU that the attitude of

these people is not reserved to their interaction with him specifically, but exists

even in their mutual relationships between themselves.

"Should you now follow their wishes after knowledge has come to You, then surely

you would be among the oppressive folk." This verse explains that divine knowledge

had come to the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up i>i JU> which is most definitely from Allah

alone. At the same time the human is imbued with desires which will not permit

him to accept the truth. Therefore should a person choose to follow his desires*

he will be counted amongst those who are oppressive and reject the truth to m
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behind falsehood. In this is grave emphasis against the satiation of one's desires.

Reference is also made to the fact that no sin can stem from the prophets <v>lj* Up

since the following of one's desires and commission of sins are attributes of

oppressive people, while the prophets <v>t~J Up have been safeguarded by Allah

from committing any oppression. [Ruhul Ma'ani", v.l, p.12]

^j^JO rt^-l uuj o0 pA*Ua\ 0^r«3 Ui &J$s*> s^>Jl .iV^'U <>JJ\

K§ U.J^S bt SJ^^^ bt ur& (Si 5>il*> jUj &&\

{146) Those who have been given the scriptures recognise the Holy Prophet J~*

j^j Up in just as they recognise their very own Sons. Without doubt there exists

amongst them a group who knowingly conceal the truth. (147) The truth is from

your Lord; so never be amongst those who are doubtful.

THE PEOPLE OF THE BOOK RECOGNISED THE HOLY PROPHET
^ Up iii ^U BUT CONCEALED THE TRUTH

This verse further discloses the obstinacy and rebelliousness of the "Ahlnl

Kitab" (People of the Book). Not only did they display these characteristics with

regard to the change of Qibla, but, based purely upon their stubborn attitude,

they even rejected the prophethood of the Holy Prophet pJL- j^ iit JU>. They read

in the divine books concerning the noble traits of the Holy Prophet jJL-j a-U i>t J^
and his imminent advent. In this way they very starkly recognized the features of

the Holy Prophet (JL-j ^ it
J^>. They realized that he was indeed a prophet of

Allah just as they knew who their children were. They had no doubts regarding

the issue. [Durrul Manthur, v.l, p. 147]

A former Jewish scholar, Sayyidina Abdullah bin Salam <^ i»t ^ _, recognised

the Holy Prophet ^-L-j U* it JU to be the messenger of Allah the very first time he
set eyes on the noble countenance. Upon accepting Islam, he mentioned that he
was more convinced about the prophethood of the Holy Prophet jJL-j aJLp in ju
than he was about his own children. When Sayyidina Umar ^ in ^j questioned
his reason for this, he replied, "With conviction I can testify that the Holy
Prophet p-L-j Up iii JU is the messenger of Allah whereas I cannot do the same
with regard to my children. One cannot say what women do (in the absence of

their husbands). It is just possible that my wife had been unfaithful and those I

call my children are, in reality, someone else's." [Asbdbun Nuzul" by Wahidy p.40 and

'Durrul Manthur", v.l, p. 147]

Mention is then made of the group who conceal the truth even though they
know it is the truth. They also know very well that they are hiding it from others
and realise its serious consequences and resultant punishment from Allah.

'The truth is from your Lord so never be amongst those who are doubtful" The
author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" {v. 2, p.14) writes that this verse serves to explain that
he truth is absolutely clear and established. None can doubt it at all. Even
though the verse is phrased as a command, it is actually a statement to the effect
ftat none can doubt the truth from Allah.
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("*J ^jJ *^ J> ^ ^
(148) And every group has a direction towards which they turn. So hasten

towards good actions. Wherever you may be, Allah shall collect you all together.

Surely Allah is capable of everything.

THE QIBLA OF EVERY GROUP IS DIFFERENT

The verse explains that every denomination, group and religion always had

and will always have their own directions to face in their respective forms
of

worship. This is irrespective of whether their directions were affixed by

themselves or they were ordained by Allah. The fact that the Qibla of the final

Prophet (JL-j Up & J^= was different from that of anyone else should, therefore,

not be a cause of surprise and objection.

Another interpretation of the verse is that even from amongst the Muslims,

the people of every town and country will face a different direction depending

on their geographical position since the Qibla is a fixed cardinal point

Consequently, people will be facing the Qibla from every direction; some from

an easterly direction, some westerly, some southerly, some northerly, etc. [Ruku

Ma'ani', v.2, p.14]

"So hasten to good actions" i.e. to all such deeds wherein lies the good fortune

of both worlds. The order to face the Ka'ba should be eagerly implemented p\
as the rest of all Allah's commands. Certain commentators have interpreted 'goe;

actions" to mean Salah. Therefore when the prescribed time for Salah begins,^

person should swiftly commence preparing.

"Wherever you may be Allah shall collect you all together Surely Allah is capable r.

everything." Wherever in the world people may be, Allah will gather their
-

together for retribution. Rewards will be accorded for good deeds and the wrong-

doers will be punished. Therefore a person should exploit every opportunity ar

should not be unmindful of the Day of Judgment. Allah is capable of everything

giving life, death, raising the dead and giving retribution.

"And every group has a direction towards which they face. So hasten towards^

actions." This verse makes reference to the fact that a Muslim should not involvf

himself in futile debates. Since it has been brought to light that the people fr

Book (Ahlul Kitab) will not face towards the Ka'ba, neither will the Muslims turj

towards the Qibla of the people of Book (Ahlul Kitab), further deliberation up<|

the matter is futile and a waste of time. All such discussions should be avoids

and one should involve oneself in good actions which may earn reward in^f

Hereafter. It is c lso learnt from this verse that when the opportunity preset}

itself to do good actions, a person should not delay in its performance.
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Fp ^L^J-^hH (^-^>^ <i-^ (^^J ci>-^b ft-A^1 "^i (i£i 1>-Ju^

(149) And wherever you may go, turn your face to the direction of the holy

ciosque. And most assuredly this is the truth from your Lord. Allah is not

unmindful of what you do. (150) And wherever you may go turn your face to the

direction of the holy mosque. Wherever you may be stationed turn your faces

towards it so that people may not entertain an argument against you; except

those who oppress. So do not fear them but fear Me, that I may fulfil My favour

upon you and you be rightly guided.

FACING TOWARDS THE MASJIDUL HARAM WHEREVER A
PERSON MAY BE

The verse opens by explaining that wherever a person travels, he should

turn towards the Masjidul Haram in Salah. This instruction is from Allah who is

cognisant of every action. Thereafter Allah repeats the instruction addressing the

Muslims in general to face towards the Masjidul Haram in Salah wherever they

may be. From the verse, Verily We see you frequently lifting your gaze towards the

heaven' upto the current verse under discussion, the instruction to "turn your face

towards the direction of the sacred mosque (Masjid)" is repeated thrice. The command
of ''wherever you may he turn your faces towards it" recurs twice. This repetition is

due to the fact that the change of Qibla was a highly controversial issue causing

much commoticn, due to which some weak Muslims even turned apostate.

Therefore, the command to face the Masjidul Haram had to be emphasised. This

emphasis is also highlighted by the frequent mention of statements like "Verily

this is the truthfrom your Lord".

Some commentators have stated that the repetition refers to the facing

towards the Masjidul Harum while at home or during a journey. The verse

"Wherever you may go" is repeated so that it may be clear that one should face

towards the Masjidul Haram irrespective of the journey being near or distant;

eastwards, westwards, northwards or southwards. In all situations a person
should only face towards the Masjidul Haram when performing Salah.

WITH THE CHANGE OF QIBLA THE ARGUMENT OF THE JEWS
WAS EXPELLED

"so that people may not entertain an argument against you' The commentator
Allama Baydawi^ ibi^ writes that this verse provides the reason for the verse,
so turn your faces towards it' This means that after the change of Qibla, the Jews
could no longer entertain the argument that their scriptures mention that the
final prophet will face towards the Ka'ba; why does the Holy Prophet <>i>
^-) face Baitul Muqaddas? Another argument of theirs was that the Holy
Prophet ^ .Op ii j^ did not conform to their religion yet he faced their Qibla.
ot" these arguments were put to an end when the Ka'ba was made the Qibla of
<e Muslims, in a like manner, the complaint of the idolaters was also appeased.

Ttey often questioned that if the Holy Prophet^ u* & JU claimed to follow
1 *ahim

f*~±\ Up, why was he not facing the Qibla of Sayyidina Ibrahim f^J\ U*.
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Therefore the word "people" in the above verse refers to both, the Jews and the

idolaters.

"except those who oppress" With the establishment of the Ka'ba as Qibla, the

objections raised were all answered. Only those who were obstinate and

oppressive were not satisfied since they were not prepared to accept the truth.

An example were those stubborn Jews who said that the Ka'ba was merely

chosen because the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up ii JU was inclined towards the beliefs

of his people (the Arabs), and due to his love for his birth place. Some said that

the Holy Prophet ^-dpiii JJ) has reverted to the Qibla of his forefathers but

will soon turn back to Baitul Muqaddas. The tongues of such obstinate people

can never be harnessed because they keep creating counter objections.

"so do not fiar them but fear Me" i.e. The order to face the Ka'ba should be

enacted and no attention should be given to the obstinate ones who merely raise

futile objections. They should not be feared since their mockery cannot harm one

in any way. Only Allah should be feared, whose commands should not be

contradicted.

"That I may fulfill My favour upon you and you be rightly guided" i.e. I have

instructed you so that I may complete My bounties upon you and that I may

keep you steadfast upon the true guidance. [Baydawi]

(151) As We have sent to you a messenger from among yourselves who will

recite to you Our verses; purify you; teach you the Book and wisdom; and teach

you what you knew not. (152) So remember Me and I will remember you. Be

grateful to Me and be not ungrateful.

COMPLETION OF THE FAVOUR FOR THE PEOPLE OF BELIEF

(IMAN)

The first of the above verses is linked to the ones mentioned previously. It
I

means that just as Allah, by virtue of specifying the Qibla, will bestow His
j

favours upon the Muslims in the Hereafter; so too has He bestowed a favour in
|

this world by sending His Prophet ^j 4p ii j^> to mankind.
J

The task of the Holy Prophet ^JL- j U* & J^ included reciting Allah's verses
j

and spiritual purification of the masses. By practising his teachings, one may

attain purity from physical and spiritual maladies. He teaches the Qur'an

wisdom and things which people knew not, which cannot be learnt except

through divine revelation. Allah sent His Prophet ^JL-j U* ifcrju> and inspired him
,

with revelation by virtue of which man benefits tremendously. Therefore All* 1

j

declares, "Remember Me and I will remember you. Be grateful to Me and do not sW[

\

ingratitude.

"

\
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EXPLANATION OF THE VERSE "REMEMBER ME AND I WILL
REMEMBER YOU"

The commentator Allama Baydawi U* ^ '^-j explains the verse thus:

"Remember Me by obedience to Me and I will remember you by awarding the appropriate

reward." Remembrance of Allah may be accomplished by way of the heart,

tongue and also by the practical obedience of His commandments. Abstaining

from sin because of the fear of Allah is also classified as His remembrance.

Islamic research scholars say that every person who is obedient to Allah in fact

remembers Him.

There is also great reward in remembering Allah with the tongue. It is

reported in a hadith the Holy Prophet (JL-j^ & JU quotes Allah as saying, "I am
with My servant when He remembers Me and engages His tongue in the

recitation of My name/' [Bukhari, from Abu Hurairah <up &\ ^J.

Another hadith reports the Holy Prophet jJL-j a> &\ jj) to have said, "Allah

says that I am w th My servant when he remembers Me. When he remembers me
in privacy then I remember him likewise. When he remembers Me in a gathering

then I remember him in a nobler gathering i.e. a gathering of angels." [Bukhari,

from Sayyidina Abu Hurairah v* &\ .^J

THE VIRTUES OF {DHIKR) REMEMBRANCE OF_ALLAH

There are great virtues reported in the traditions of the Holy Prophet & J^
,jLj Up concerning the recitation of Tasbih the Holy Prophet ^j ^ &\ J^ and

Takbir (Alldhu Akbar). Sayyidina Abu Hurairah <up iui ^j reports that the Holy

Prophet jJL-j Up i» J^ said, "For me to recite 'SubhanAllah wal hamdu lillah wald

ildha illalahu wAlldhu Akbar' is more beloved than everything upon which the sun

shines/ [Muslim, v.2,]

Sayyidina Abu Dharr ^ &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ifci j^
was asked as to which form of remembrance of Allah (dhikr) was best. The Holy
Prophet pJL-j Up };i\ J^ replied, "It is the words which Allah had chosen His angels

to say, viz.
'

'SubhdnAlldhi Hi Wa Bi Hamdihi' [Muslim v.2 p.351]

Sayyidina Jabir ^ &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up ^ ju said

"A date palm is planted in Heaven (Jannah) for the person who recites 'Subhdn

Allah Hil Azim Wa Bi Hamdihi'." [Tirmidhi, Chapter ofDu'aa]

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah **> i» ^j transmitted the hadith wherein the Holy
Prophet jJL-j aA^ i\ j^> said, "Two phrases are light on the tongue, heavy on the

scales (on the Day of Judgment) and loved by Allah. They are 'SubhdnAlldhi Wa
Bi Hamdihi SuhanAlldh Hil Azim'. [Last hadith ofBukhari]

A companion asked the Prophet jJL-j ^ &\ JU to prescribe for him an action

which he could practise continuously since the injunctions of Islam are

numerous. The Holy Prophet jJL-j ^ &\ JU replied, "Keep your tongue moist
with the remembrance of Allah (dhikr)". [Tirmidhi]

Sayyidina Abu Musa Ash'ari *& ii ^j described that once he was walking
behind the Holy Prophet <X>i Up in ju while reciting "La Howla Wa La Quwwata
"*fl Billah" ("There is no power or might except with Allah") to himself. The Holy
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Prophet pi-j <d* ifc\ j^, turned and said, "O Abdullah bin Qais (which was his real

name)! Should I inform you of a treasure from the treasures of Allah?" Abu
Musa <up ifci ^j replied in the affirmative, to which the Holy Prophet^ 3 ^ ifci j^
said, "It is 'La Howla Wa La Quwwata Ilia Billah" . [Muslim, v. 2, p.346]

Sayyidina Abu Said Khudri ^ & ^j says that the Holy Prophet *A* &\ j^
(JL.j told them, "The people who remain engaged in the remembrance of Allah

(dhikr) are encircled by the angels; Allah's mercy and tranquility descends upon
them; and Allah makes mention of them in His court". [Muslim, v. 2, p.345]

THE VIRTUE AND IMPORTANCE OF SHOWING GRATITUDE

After making mention of remembrance of Allah (dhikr), the discussion now
revolves around the showing of gratitude. Allah says, "Be grateful to Me and be not

ungrateful" Showing gratitude together with remembrance of Allah (dhikr) is of

great importance. It is compulsory for every person to be thankful to Allah for

His numerous bounties which are impossible to enumerate. In showing

gratitude, one admits the favours Allah has bestowed upon him. These favours

are expressed and appreciated both by word and by action. The person verbally

praises Allah for these bounties and simultaneously invests these favours in His

worship and obedience. Rejecting these bounties, and utilising them in the

committing of sips is actually a display of ingratitude. It is indeed foolish to use

the very same7 bounties given by Allah for His disobedience and in the

subservience of one's carnal desires and servitude to Satan (Shaytan). Every

person exploits the boons of Allah but very few show gratitude.

Allah says in Surah Saba, "And few of my servants are grateful" [verse 13].

Giving thanks is an action due to which bounties are perpetuated and increased.

Ingratitude results in the deprivation of a favour. Allah informs us in Surah

Ibrahim, "When your Lord announced, Ifyou show gratitude, then I will definitely give

you more, and you are ungrateful, then indeed My punishment is severe. " [verse 7]

Ingratitude is predominant in the psyche of man. It appears in Surah

Zukhruf, "Man is clearly ungrateful." [verse 15] Surah Ibrahim contains the

following, "And He grants you whatever you ask Him for If you try to count Allah 's

bounties, you will never be able to do so. Indeed, man is extremely unjust and very

ungrateful." [verse 34]

It should be the duty of Allah's servants that we keep showing thanks to

Him and keep His favours in mind. When employing the bounty of Allah a

person should praise Him. The supplications reported in the books of hadith

constantly repeat the praises of Allah. It is reported in a hadith that the phrase

'Alhamdu lillah' is the crown of gratitude and that the person who does not praise

Allah has not shown gratitude to Him. [Bayhaqi in Shubal Imdn recorded in "Mishkaf, p.

102]

PS) ijj£Z*\ ?* *& o] *tiJ£\s J£v» \y-*~»\ \_£a\* o-Oii t*A^

(153) O you who believe! Seek help by means of patience and Salah. Verily

Allah is with the patient ones.
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THE COMMAND TO SEEK HELP THROUGH PATIENCE AND
SALAH

The literal meaning of the word patience (sabr) is 'to stop' or 'to prevent'. In

the Islamic Laws (Shari'ah) it is used with the following three connotations:

|Q3 To apply one self to the obedience and worship of Allah.

jQQI To prevent oneselffrom committing sins

CO To persevere and be patient with the difficulties brought on by

various calamities in such a way that one is content with the

decision of Allah without objection. At the same time, one

should aspire for Allah's reward in these trying times.

People generally interpret patient (sabr) only in the third category. They do

not even consider the first two, whereas all three categories are parts of its

meaning. The common factor in all three categories involves the suppression of

one's carnal desires and abstention from all deeds which constitute disobedience

to Allah. The person who adopts all three forms of sabr will become the beloved

of Allah and Allah's mercy and help will be in his attendance. Allah says in

Surah Zumar, "The patient ones will receive their full reward without reservation/'

[verse 10]

THE VIRTUES AND IMPORTANCE OF SABR

The importance of patience and gratitude cannot be over emphasised in the

short life of a Believer (Mu'min) which seems to last only as long as a fleeting

star. Whether in ease, comfort or in difficulty, these traits are always beneficial.

Sayyidina Suhaib ^ & ^j narrates the Holy Prophet p-L-j Up &\ j^> said, the

condition of a Believer (Mu'min) is astonishing. Every condition is a source of

good to him and this cannot be attained by any other besides the Believer

(Mu'min). When he experiences favourable conditions, he is grateful and this is

good for him. On the other hand, when he experiences adverse conditions, he is

patient, and this too is excellent for him." [Muslim,, v.2, p.413]

A hadith is reported in Bukhari [v.2p.958] wherein the Holy Prophet Up h\ J^>

^ j said that none has ever received a gift better and vaster than patience (sabr).

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ^p iii ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ,4-^^ jl* said,

The person who has been blessed with four qualities has gained the good of this

world and the Hereafter. (These qualities are:)

1. A thankful heart

2. A tongue constantly engaged in remembrance of Allah (dhikr)

3. A body which can bear difficulties.

4. A wife who is not unfaithful to her husband, neither with regard
to her chastity nor his wealth."

[Bayhaqi in 'Shu'bal Imdn" as recorded in' Mishkdt' p. 283]

In life, some difficulty will have to be experienced, but being patient will
°pen the doors to numerous bounties. One will then receive such favours which
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one cannot imagine. Difficulties befall every person whether he be a believer or a

disbelievers (kdfir); pious or impious. The difference is that those who are patient

accrue rewards and are assured Allah's help and mercy. On the contrary, those

who do not exer :ise patience grumble, raise objections and are not satisfied with

the decree of Allah. Their difficulty is thus prolonged and they are deprived of

reward. Those who object to Allah's decision become disbelievers. In reality,

those who are truly adversely affected by a calamity are those who are deprived

of the reward of exercising patience. [Bayhaqi in Dalailun Nubmowah]

The person who perseveres in the face of adversities reaches elevated

positions in the Hereafter. His difficulty is, in reality, no difficulty at all since he

has received the recompense in full. In this world it will be witnessed that people

toil in their duties the entire month, undergoing much difficulty. Laborers work

hard in the heat of the sun but, because they are due to receive their full

remuneration, they endure the difficulty happily. They do not consider their

work as a burden.

SALAH AS A MEANS OF AVERTING CALAMITIES

Together with patience, Salah is also mentioned as a means by which

assistance can be sought. Salah is great tool by which the help of Allah may be

secured and relief gained from every type of difficulty. Sayyidina Hudhaifa &\ ^ )

<up narrates that whenever any adversity afflicted the Holy Prophet^-L^ *> &\ ju

he would engage in Salah. [Mishkatul Masabih, p. 117]

The obligatory (Fardh) Salah is always of utmost importance, but for relief

from any adversity the Holy Prophet ^jL-j Up ^ji ju would especially perform

(Nafl) mandatory Salah. Salatul Hajah (for requesting help), Salatul Istkharah

(for requesting counsel on a specific issue) and Salatul Istisqa (for requesting

rain) have all been reported from the Holy Prophet pJL-j aJp iiii ju>. All have been

prescribed for securing Allah's mercy and assistance. Some traditions concerning

this subject have already been mentioned in the discussion of the verse, "and seek

assistance through patience and Salah' {Surah Baqarah 45).

It is the general practice of man that whenever any misfortune befalls, he

begins formulating thousands of plans. He tries to secure the help of all creation,

totally forgetting patience (sabr) and Salah. Instead of procuring the needed

assistance, he loses patience instead. Only a few would perform Salah. Many

would not even perform their obligatory (Fardh) Salah, let alone supererogation

(Nafl). They also continue to engage in the sins they always commit, so how can

the mercy and help of Allah be expected?

"Verily Allan is with the patient ones" It is truly a great fortune for the patient

people that they acquire the companionship of Allah. When a person of even a

little official status offers us his support, we take great courage and solace from

this. However, when Allah promises His support for the patient ones, no one

seems convinced and people continue to express intolerance when afflicted by a

calamity. In reality, a Believer (Mu'min) should never be despondent or worried

because he is assured of success by being constant in Salah and remaining

patient.
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(154) And do not say regarding those who have been martyred in Allah 's

cause, that they are dead. Nay, they are alive but you perceive it not.

THE VIRTUE OF MARTYRS

It is recorded in Asbabun Nuzul' (pAO) that this verse was primarily

revealed with regard to those Muslims who were martyred in the battle of Badr.

These were eight from the Ansar and six from the Migrates (Muhajirin). It was

revealed when some people said concerning some of these martyrs, that they

were dead and deprived of the pleasures and boons of this world.

When people emerge from their homes in the defence of Allah's religion

and intending its propagation, wars will take place. In these wars, it is obvious

that not only disbelievers will be killed but many Muslims will also lose their

lives. These Muslims have been accorded the honourable title of Martyrs

(Shuhada). Their rank is very high and they are promised lofty stages in the

grave, superior to others. For this reason, the verse tells us not to refer to them as

dead since their lives in the grave are far better than that of the other deceased.

People cannot, however, perceive this existence of the Martyrs (Shuhada). Allah

says in verses 169 and 170 of Surah Al Imran, "Never consider those slain in Allah 's

way to be dead. Indeed they are alive, being sustained by their Lord. They are jubilant

with what their herd gives them from His bounty"

In the realm of the grave (Barzakh) the existence of the prophets {%J\ r«J^ is

most pronounced. The earth does not decompose their bodies at all. The Holy

Prophet jJL-j <> &\ J^ says in a Hadith, "Allah has prohibited the earth from

consuming the bodies of the prophets (%J> <-$>." [Abu Dawud, v.l, p.150] Their lives in

the grave are so distinguished from others that it is evident even in some of their

worldly affairs e g. their inheritance is not distributed and their wives may not be

married after them. After the prophets ^LJ\' p+Js., the status of the Martyrs

(Shuhada) is most superior as was elucidated in the verse under discussion as

well as the one in Surah Al Imran cited above. After these two categories, come
the rest of people who will either receive punishment or peace in their graves.

The details of this are recorded in the books of Hadith.

The martyr (Shahid) receives this great rank because he had sacrificed his life

and wealth in the path of Allah. The honour which he will witness in the life of

Barzakh will cause all the pleasures of the world to seem totally worthless.

Sayyidina Masruq u* & *^j says that they queried from Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Mas'ud <ip &\ ^j concerning the verse, "Never consider those slain in Allah's way to

he dead. Indeed they are alive, being sustained by their Lord. They are jubilant with what
their Lord gives them from His bounty' [Surah Al Imran, verses 169 and 170]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud <* ^\ ^j said, "We enquired the very same
from the Holy ^rophet ^JL-j *> i>» JU to which he replied, The souls of the

Martyrs (Shuhada) are within the bellies of green birds who perch upon lanterns

suspended from Allah's throne. These birds travel throughout Heaven (Jannah)

wherever they please, then return to these lanterns. Allah asks these souls what
they desire, to which they say, 'What more can we ask for? We traverse wherever
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we wish in Heaven (Jannah), eat and drink as we please/ Allah repeats the

question thrice when they realise that some reply must be given. They answer,

'We wish that our souls be returned to our bodies so that we again get ourselves

slain in Your path/ (Since return to the world is not allowed) they will be left as

they are for they are content." [Muslim, v.2, p. 135]

Sayyidina Anas ^ A\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ^j Up isi J^ said,

"The person who passes away and receives good fortune (i.e. Safety from

punishment and Allah's blessings) will never want to return to this world even

though he receive everything the world has to offer. The only exception is the

martyr (Shahid) who will love to return so that he may again be killed in the way
of Allah because of the great virtue of martyrdom which he will have

experienced." [Bukhari, v. 1, p.392]

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah <up & ^j relates that the Holy Prophet^j^in J^
said, "I swear by the Being in whose hands is my life that I wish to be slain in the

path of Allah, then given life again, then slain again, then given life, then slain

and given life to be slain yet again." [Bukhari, v. I, p.392] In spite of holding the

great mantle of prophethood, which excels all other positions, the Holy Prophet

^L-j Up &\ J^ expressed the wish to be martyred over and over again. Divine

wisdom obviously presides in the fact that the wish of the Holy Prophet Up & JU
jJL-j was not literally fulfilled. However, the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up & JU> did pass

away a martyr (Shahid) since his death was caused by the poisoned goatmeat he

had eaten in the battle of Khaiber. A Jewish lady gave this to him and although

its effect was not immediate, it did surface towards the end of his life.

EVERY SIN OF A MARTYR IS FORGIVEN EXCEPT WHAT IS DUE
TO OTHER PEOPLE

Even though the excellence of the martyr (Shahid) is so great, as mentioned

above, the dues that he owes to others will not be waived. The Holy Prophet J^
jjL-j a^Lp iii mentioned, "A martyr (Shahid) is forgiven for everything except his

debts." [Muslim, v.2, p.135]

THE REQUIREMENT OF SINCERITY IN JIHAD (RELIGIOUS WAR)

To acquire the rank of a martyr (Shahid), it is imperative that a person

engages in battle against the enemies of Islam solely for the pleasure of Allah. He

should have been killed while fighting only for the elevation of Allah's Din

(religion), Sayyidina Abu Musa aip &\ ^j narrates that once a person asked the

Holy Prophet ^L-j Up i^ JL* regarding a person who fights in a battle to gain the

booty, or one who does so for fame, or to accrue accolades for his valour. He

wished to know whom from amongst these can be said to be in Allah's path. The

Holy Prophet jJL-j ^ &\ ju> replied, "The one who strives for the Din (religion) of

Allah to reign supreme, is in the path of Allah." [Bukhari, v.l p.394 and Muslim, v.2,

p.139]

According to another narration, someone enquired from the Prophet ii J-*

pJL-j ^ about a person who fights to display his valour, another who fights for

the honour of his tribe or nation, while yet another fights to show off He wished

to know which of these persons are in the path of Allah? The Holy Prophet & J^
jJL-j U* replied, "The one who strives for the Din (religion) of Allah to reign
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supreme, is in the path of Allah." [Muslim, v.2, p. 140]

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah <up &\ ^j says that the Holy Prophet ^ j ^ & J^
said, 'Whoever /s injured in the path of Allah (and Allah alone knows who is

truly injured in His path) will appear in such a condition before Allah on the Day

of Judgment that his wound will still be bleeding. Although the colour will be of

blood, but the fragrance will be of musk." [Muslim, v. 2, p.133] The phrase "and

Allah alone knows who is truly injured in His path" alludes to this very same

aspect of sincerity which is so imperative for every act of worship. Man can only

see the superficial aspect of any action. Its acceptance depends upon the

intention. If it was carried out solely to please Allah, it will be accepted, the due

reward attained and the promised benefits gained. On the contrary, if any action

is performed with the intention of showing off then not only will the reward be

lost, but it will be a source of harm in the Hereafter, which will ultimately cause

one to enter Hell.

A PERSON KILLED IN A TRIBAL FEUD OR NATIONAL WAR IS

NOT TERMED A MARTYR (SHAHID)

Today numerous wars and disputes rage around the world and people are

continually being killed. The wars are usually fought for national, territorial or

linguistic reasons. The pleasure of Allah is not even considered. Even.though a

person dying in these battles may be termed a martyr (Shahid) by the people, the

true martyr (Shahid) is the one whom Allah deems as such. Nowadays, it is

common place to use the terms 'national martyr (Shahid)' etc. and these may even

be publicised, but using these terms for non-believers and apostates is absolute

ignorance. May AJlah protect us from going astray.

j±*j o>tHj o^)j sb* *' i^ ^j fhh* sj ^j^ cfpCr* f^y^y

Mil$ 5feJA%k% 5» i^.p4^ TH'S t$i<u&&

(155) Most assuredly We will test you with a bit of fear, hunger, and a deficiency

in wealth, life and provisions. So give glad tidings to the patient ones. (156)

(They are) those who, when any adversity befall them, say, 'Verily to Allah do

we belong, and to Him is our return/ (157) These are the ones upon whom the

collective and special mercies of Allah descend and who are rightly guided.

VARIOUS WAYS OF TRIALS AND TESTS

This world is a place of trials. The creation of life and death is, in itself,

aimed at testing the human, as Allah says in Surah Mulk, 'Sanctified is that Being

in whose control is sovereignty and Who is capable of all things; He who created death

and life to test who amongst you carries out the best actions, [verses 1 and 2]

Allah states in Surah Muhammad ^JL-j <M &\ J^>, "Most definitely We will

examine you until it is ascertained who are the ones who truly strive in Allah's

Path from amongst you; and who are the ones who endure; and that We may
have knowledge of you/ [verse 31]
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In the verse under discussion, numerous methods of emphasis are

employed in the form of the letters "Lam" and "Nun Thaqila." These imply that

the tests are inevitable. Sometimes they will occur in the form of fear, at times

one will encounter hunger, while it may also happen that one's wealth will

decrease. Lives of friends, relatives, children or grandchildren may be lost, while

sometimes produce and provisions may decrease. In this verse, all the main

categories of calamities have been enumerated. Fear of enemies, droughts,

floods, earthquakes, loss in trade, collapse of buildings, theft, misplacement of

wealth, its destruction, closing down of factories, shut down of machinery,

power failures, death of near and dear ones, spread of pestilence, deficiency in

harvests, their destruction, their infestation by insects, plagues of locusts, etc.

Inference is made to all of these.

The Believer (Mu'min) perseveres through all of these. In the face of any

adversity, he realises that it is a test from Allah and remains content with the

decision of Allah, aspiring for the rewards promised for it. Tribulations also

occur as an admonition for any sins committed, or as an atonement for any evil

deeds. It may also be a test or a means of elevating a person's rank. All these facts

are clearly expounded in the Qur'an and Ahadith of the Holy Prophet Up &\ j^

THE BENEFIT OF CALAMITIES TO THE BELIEVER (MU'MIN)

A verse of Sarah Nisa states, "Whosoever perpetrates an evil act shall meet its

retribution/ [verse 123] The books of hadith and exegesis (tafslr) report that

Sayyidina Abu Bakr <up ii^ once asked, "Oh, the Holy Prophet ^j U* & J^, is

there any way to salvation after the revelation of this verse (i.e. verse 123 of Surah Nisa)

since every evil deed will be accorded its punishment?" The Holy Prophet & J^>

^j Up replied, "Oh Abu Bakr ** ii ^J. May Allah be merciful to you. Do you

never fall ill? Does not any difficulty nor any grief afflict you? Does no calamity

befall you?' He responded, "Definitely these things do occur." The Holy Prophet

^ 3
Up ii JU then said, "By means of all this, your sins are removed."

In another narration, the Holy Prophet^ 3 ^^ J^ is reported to have told

him, "Oh Abu Bakr ** it ^ Jf you and your companions will receive atonement

for your sins in this very world so that you may meet Allah in a condition that no

sin remains to your account. As for the Kafir (non-believer), all his sins will be

accumulated so that he receives their full chastisement in the Hereafter." [Ibn

Kathir,v.l,p.557-558]

Verse 30 of Surah Shura reads, "The adversities that afflict you are a result of the

deeds you earn, and Allah pardons a great deal' Sayyidina Abu Musa ** & ^j

reports that the Holy Prophet ^j Up i» J^ said, "The little or great difficulty

which a person encounters is due to his sins, but what Allah overlooks is much

more. Thereafter the Prophet <X> 3 ^ & J^ recited the above verse, "The

adversities that afflict you are a result of the deeds you earn, and Allah pardons a great

deal." [Tirmidhi]

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah ** ii ^j reports that the Holy Prophet <^ & J^

^L-j said, "Allah afflicts that person with difficulty for whom He intends good"

[Bukhari, v.2, p.843] Another Hadith reads, "Whenever Allah fixes a high rank
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for His servant which he cannot attain by his actions, Allah afflicts him with a

difficulty. Allah then affords him the endurance, implementing which, he

becomes worthy of that particular rank." [Ahmad and Abu Dawud as recorded in

MishkatulMasabih/p. 137]

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah ^ ii^ also narrates that the Holy Prophet i» JU
l,j 4* said "Whatever difficulty afflicts a Believer (Mu'min) will be an

atonement for his sins, whether it be a sickness, worry, grief, or even a thorn

prick." [Bukhari, v.l p.843]

Sayyidah Ummus Sa'ib i** i» ^ was a lady Sahabiya. The Holy Prophet

ju , *> ^ J^ fcund her ill one day and asked her what was the cause of her

condition. She replied that it was fever and cursed it. The Holy Prophet <> & J^>

±, 3
said, "Do not curse the fever because it eradicates the sins of people just as a

furnace eradicates dirt from metal." [Muslimm, v.2, p. 319]

Sayyidina Anas <up &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^JL-j u* & J^ said,

" When Allah intends good for any servant, He speeds up the punishment in this

world. On the contrary, when Allah intends harm for a person, He withholds the

punishment which will fully be given to the person on the Day of Judgment."

[Tirmidhi in the Chapter ofAbstinence]

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah ^ &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^ iii jl*

pjL-j said, "The Believer (Mu'min) male and female constantly experience

difficulties in their lives, wealth and children until they meet Allah in such a

condition that no sin remains in their account." X'Tirmidhi" in the Chapter of

Abstinence"]

Sayyidina Anas <^ ii ^j transmits the hadith in which the Holy Prophet

r
L, , Up &\ J^ said, "The Muslim who loses three small children will be made to

enter Heaven (Jannah) on account of the mercy which Allah bestows upon these

children." [Bukhari v.l, p.167] ,

Sayyidina Abu Sa'Id Khudri ** &\ ^j says that once the Holy Prophet & J^
r
Lvj Up addressed a group of women. Amongst other advices given he said, "The
person who loses three small children will have them become a barrier for

him/her on the Day of Judgment." A woman asked concerning the person
whose two children had passed away. The Holy Prophet (JL-j <Op iw> JU responded
by saying, "When one loses two children then this will also give the same
benefit." [Bukhari v.l p.167]

Sayyidina Mu'adh bin Jabal **> ^ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet <4* ^ J^>
i^-j said, "The couple who loses three children will be made to enter Heaven
(Jannah) by the grace of Allah." The companions queried regarding the loss of
two children, to which the Holy Prophet ,JLj Up iui ju> replied, "The same applies
»or them too." Someone then asked regarding one child, to which the reply was
given that the same would apply to them as well. Then the Prophet ,JL-j -uLp & J^
added, "I swear by the Being in whose control lies My life that even the
unformed foetus will pull its mother into Heaven (Jannah), if the mother had
aspired for her reward at the time of its death." [Mishkdtul Masabih" p. 153]

No difficuky or calamity should be a cause of fear and grief to a Believer
Mu min). It is a source of good for him since a little difficulty in this temporary
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world will be a source of evading chastisement in the Hereafter and reaping
its

bounties. This can only be to a person's benefit and is a cheap bargain. One
is

required to be patient, aspire for the rewards and to be content with the decision

of Allah. This does not mean that a person should not ask Allah to remove the

difficulty since such a supplication was a practice of the Holy Prophet ^ it j^

fi-j. One should always ask Allah for safety from all troubles and never ask

Allah to afflict one with calamities and diseases. If it does come, one should be

tolerant.

A UNIQUE QUALITY OF THE PATIENT ONES

After discussing the inevitability of trials, Allah declares. 'And give glad

tidings to the patient ones/
7

Thereafter the attributes of the 'patient ones" are

discussed in the following verses, "Those who, when any adversity afflicts them, they

say, Verily to Allah we belong and to Him is our return. This phrase includes many

dimensions and is a great source of consolation. At the outset, the reciter admits

that he belongs to Allah. Since a person is the slave of Allah, and is His creation,

he has to be totally content with Allah's decision. We belong to Allah and

whatever life and wealth Allah chooses to take from us, these also belong to Him.

Whatever Allah chooses to do with His creation is His right and no one has the

authority to object nor vent his displeasure, neither by heart nor by tongue.

Once, when the grandson of the Holy Prophet ,JL- j Up ifci JU> was about to

leave the world, the daughter-of the Holy Prophet's jJL.j Up &\ J^> called for her

father. He sent Salam to her with the following message, "Verily to Allah belongs

that which He takes and that which He gives. Everything has a prescribed

lifespan. So be patient and hope for Allah's reward." [Bukhari, v.l, p.17 1]

The second part of the Qur'anic verse is an announcement and admission

that we are soon to return to Allah when we will receive the reward for all lost I

things. This reward is far superior to the limited things of this world which I

people grieve to lose. The separation from deceased kith and kin is only a

temporary one. Where they have gone we are surely to go too. There, in a place

of bliss and happiness, we will (Insha Allah) meet once again.
f.

In "Tirmidhi" (v.l p.166) it is narrated that when a child of a person passes!

away, Allah asks His angels, "Have you taken away the apple of his eye?" When,

they reply in the affirmative Allah asks further, "What did My servant have to >

say?' They reply, "He praised You and said, 'Verily to Allah we belong and unto|

Him is our return (i.e. Innd Lilldhi Wa Innd Ilayhi Rdji'un)." Upon hearing this

Allah instructs the angels, 'Build for My servant a mansion in Heaven (JannA)

and call it the Baitul Hamd (Home of Praise)."

Another hadith reads thus, "Whenever a Muslim man or woman recalls a

difficulty which may have occurred some time before, then 'recites/ Verily to

Allah we belong and to Him we shall return," Allah grants him the same reward.

r

which he acquired the day the difficulty had afflicted him. [Ahmad and Bayh^i^l

recorded in "Mishkc.tul Masabih", v.l, p.53]

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah <up &\ ^j reported that the Holy Prophet 4* ^fi

pL>j said "Whenever the strap of a person's shoe breaks, then too he snopq

recite, 'Innd Lilldhi Wa Innd Ilayhi Rdji'un' because this is also a form of difficulty

,
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Mishkatul Masabih" from Bayhaqi]

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas <up in ^j relates that the Holy Prophet pL-j u* i» ju
said, "The person who says, 7nna Lz72o/zz W# Znna Zfayfa' Raji'un' when in adverse

conditions, Allah will grant him recompense and a good life in the Hereafter.

Allah will also grant him something better in exchange for what he lost." [Durrul

Manthur]

"THE COLLECTIVE AND SPECIAL MERCIES OF ALLAH"

After explaining the qualities of the patient ones, Allah makes mention of

the glad tidings these people are worthy of. He says, "These are the ones upon

whom the collective and special mercies of Allah descends, and these are the rightly

guided. The woid 'Salawat' is the plural of 'Salah' which means 'mercy'. The

common word for mercy is 'rahmah' which is also mentioned in this verse. Some
commentators maintain that the word 'rahmah' is added for emphasis. [Qurtubi,

v.2,p-l77]

The commentator Allama Baydawi U* i>t ^ explains that when the word

'Salah' is used with reference to Allah, it denotes purification and forgiveness.

When its plural is used, it refers to a multitude of the same. Mercy generally

refers to compassion and favours, [v.l p. 117] Some commentators say that the

word 'Salah' refers to general mercies and 'rahmah' refers to special mercies.

"And these are the rightly guided." This is due to the fact that such people are

happy with the decision of Allah and express it verbally by declaring, "Verily to

Allah we belong and to Him is our return" By saying this, they have attained the

right path. [Baydawi, v.l, p.118]

Sayyidina Umar **> ii ^>j says that together with the promise of various

types of mercies, the mention of being rightly guided is a great favour of Allah in

itself

SOME POINTERS CONCERNING PATIENCE

A) It is the system of the world that difficulty and pain are always put to the

fore. Neither ease nor adversity last forever. The Believer {Mu'min) exercises

patience and is grateful to Allah. Those who are impatient are deprived of

reward and gradually, though it be after some time, they too will be forced to be
patient and forget the calamity. However, this patience is of no avail. The
patience which earns one virtue and reward is that which is exercised upon the
first occurrence. Sayyidina Abu Umamah c* -& ^j narrates that the Holy
Prophet ,0^ Up ii ju said, quoting the words of Allah that, "Oh son of Adam!
Should you exercise patience immediately upon the advent of a calamity,

anticipating the reward thereof, I will accord you no less a reward than Heaven
(fcnnah)." [Ibn Majah, v.l, p.144]

Bukhari (v.l p. 171) and Muslim (v.l p.302) record an event, narrated by
Sa)yidina Anas <up & ^j wherein the Holy Prophet ^jUpiiii j^> passed by a
lady who was crying beside a grave. The Holy Prophet ^JL-jUp &\ ju> said, "Fear
A«ah and exercise patience." The woman, not recognising the Holy Prophet JU>
>~j ^ <ii retorted, "Go away! Leave me alone because the calamity which has
a 'ucted me has not afflicted you (i.e. If the same had befallen you, then you
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would know what it is like)/' The Holy Prophet jJL-j ^ &\ J^ walked awav

When someone informed the woman who it was to whom she had spoken
so

harshly, she hastened to the Holy Prophet's ^ 3
U* i>» J^ presence. She was

surprised not to find any guard at the door because she expected that the Holy

Prophet jJL-j Up i>i jl* lived in luxury and employed guards at the door. It wa5

astonishing to her that the leader of the creation led such a simple
life

Addressing the Holy Prophet jJL-j U* &\ J^> she said, "I did not recognise
y0u

(due to which I spoke the way I did)/' The Holy Prophet jJL-j U^ & J^> told her

"True patience is that which is exercised upon the initial advent of the calamity

because after the expiry of some time, it will come on its own)."

This hadith highlights the fact that the patience referred to in the Qur'an

and hadith, regarding which numerous virtues have been expounded, is that

patience which is exercised upon the initial onset of the adversity. Immediately

upon the death of a person, or upon losing a sum of wealth the heart is grieved

To be patient at this instance holds great value. In reality, patience is that which

is exercised at the time when the heart aches because, with the passage of time

the effect will naturally decrease until it is no longer felt. After a while, when the

grief is forgotten, this will not be termed patience, neither does it hold any virtue
i

A Believer (Mu'min) and a non-believer (kdfir) are all the same in this regard. The

patience for which a person is rewarded is the one exercised when the grief is

still fresh, the heart is restless, evil thoughts plague the mind, the tongue wants

to object to Allah and the soul yearns to act contrary to the Islamic Laws

(Shari'ah). Patience at this time is a source of great reward.

B) For the heart to be grieved upon the demise of someone, or the eyes to

;

shed tears, or for the tongue to express the grief, are not signs of impatience. It is
f

narrated in Bukhari [v.l p.174] that the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up &\ J^> was present

|

when his son Ibrahim ^ &\ ^j was about to leave the world. Some tears welled J

up in his eyes, upon which Sayyidina Abdur Rahman bin Auf <up Ay^j enquired
|

"How is it that you weep, O the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up i\ jb>? (since the common
|

people weep at the loss of their children)." The Holy Prophet p-L-j Up &\ ^|
replied, "This is a natural compassion which Allah has placed in the heart. Tear'

may flow and the heart may be grieved, but the tongue will only say that whicfcf.

is pleasing to Allah. O Ibrahim! We are indeed saddened by your separation/' {

Another hadith tells us that Allah does not punish a person for the tears oi i

the eye nor for the grief of the heart but will punish for the utterances of Hk

tongue; or may forgive the same. [Bukhari v.l p.174] i.e. Punishment will be mettey

out for any objections made against Allah. If a person says that he is happy wift

the decree of Allah, wherein good lies, then Allah will be merciful towards him

C) Just as the uttering of any wrong word is prohibited and constitutes

«

sign of impatience, so too will be the carrying out of any deed which is contran

to Sabr or which is the practice of non-Muslims. Some people are in the habit c'

slapping their fa :es when confronted by any difficulty, especially upon the dealr|

of a child. They 'even bang their heads against the wall, tear their clothes, .and #l

foolish things like, "It was my only surviving child. Could not Allah find anotte

life to take?" These are all ignorant practices. To object to Allah constitutes antf;

of disbelief (Kufr). Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud <up & ^j narrates that ik

Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ibi J^> said, "That person is not from amongst us who slap
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his face, tears his clothes and utters complaints of ignorance." [Muslim, v.l, p. 70]

In certain places all the hair is shaved off as a token of mourning. It is also

generally the practice of women to wail and scream excessively. The Prophet JU>

l,j Up it menticned that he shall have nothing to do with those who shave their

heads, wail excessively and tear their clothing. [Muslim, v.l, pg.70]

Upon the demise of someone dear, some women wail so much that it can be

heard outside the house. For six months up to a year they would sit before a

visitor and continue weeping. They would address their deceased saying, "Oh

my beloved! Where have you gone? To whom have you left me? You were so

perfect ..." In this manner they continue talking and crying. This becomes their

daily practice for months on end in spite of the prohibition from the Islamic laws

(Shan ah). It is reported in a hadith that, "Allah curses the one who wails as well

as the listener." [Abu Dawlid]

The Holy Prophet <X* 3 Up ii ^U also cursed such people. The listeners are

also included in the curse because they become the cause for this wailing, which

is never practised in solitude. It is recorded in "Muslim" [p. 303] that the people

who do not repent for their wailing will be raised on the Day of Judgment in

such a way that chey will be clothed with garments of tar and dermatitis. The tar

referred to is an extract of a tree which the Arabs used to apply on a rash, which

had an acidic effect. The itch burns out, eventually offering relief On the Day of

Judgment, the one who wailed will be made to suffer from severe dermatitis. It

will be as if he is weaning clothing of rash. The tar will be applied on this/

causing the person to suffer even more. It is common practice that when a person

who suffers from eczema is given tar to apply, the resultant pain experienced is

unbearable. If this is the pain of this world, one cannot imagine what it will be

like in the Hereafter. May Allah save us all. Amin. The eventual result of such

medicinal applications is relief, but in the Hereafter it will only bring more pain

and difficulty. The itch will not disappear but it will be further intensified.

D) In the hadith we are taught an addition to the phrase, "Inna Lillahi Wa
Inna llayhi Rajiun". The mother of the believers, Sayyidah Umm Salmah ^ &\ ^j
reports, "I heard the Holy Prophet ^L-j Up i&i j^> say, 'Allah will definitely grant a

person something better than that which he has lost if he recites, at the time of

the loss, 'Inna Lillahi Wa Inna llayhi Rajiun. Allah Humma Ajirni Fi Musibati

Wakhlufli Khayram Min Ha.' ('Verily to Allah we belong and to Him is our return.

Oh Allah grant a reward in my calamity and grant me something better in

exchange'). When my husband Abu Salmah ** it ^j passed away I thought,

"Who can be better than him? His family was the first to migrate to the Holy
Prophet jJL. j Up ill ju>. Nevertheless I recited this supplication and Allah replaced
my husband with none other than the Prophet (RasuiofAllah) ^i-j Up ii JU> who
was definitely better than Abu Salmah/ [Muslim, v.l, p.300]

E) Thus far, we have gathered from the numerous Ahadith that all worldly
adversities and calamities serve to eradicate sins from a Muslim. They serve to

raise his ranks and are an expiation for his sins which will ultimately protect him
from the chastisement of the grave and the Day of Judgment. It is incumbent
upon the believer (Mu'min) to bear every situation with tolerance and gratitude,
rie should have a strong hope in the promised rewards and should be rest
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assured that both favourable and adverse situations augur well.

True difficulty is the lot of the non-believer (kafir) who suffers without

gaining any reward for his suffering. The hardship of a believer (Mu'min)
]$

really none at all because of the immense rewards he accrues thereby. This does

not mean that he should not ask Allah for cure and favourable conditions. Just as

reward is attained through patience, reward is also gained through gratitude.

One should cor/tinue supplicating for good fortune, but should misfortune

overtake one, toerance should be shown.

F) Many people do not understand the divine wisdom behind favourable

and adverse conditions. They make foolish statements to the effect that

calamities seem to befall only the Muslims. They make absurd comments that the

non— believers possess mansions and palaces while Muslims have only promises

of paradise. Some say that Allah lavishes His favours upon others while he

leaves His own in poverty, destitution and other misery. Such ignorant people

do not understand that it is because of people like themselves that the Muslims

suffer such grief. These distressful situations are an atonement for sins and a

means of raising their ranks. They are means of safety from the punishment of

the Hereafter, which is in reality a great favour. By suffering a little anguish in

this world, one is saved from the grievous torments of the Hereafter.

Since the r.on-believer (kafir) has no pleasures in store for him in the

Hereafter, there awaits for him only punishment. For this reason, he is given
\

more in this world and has to suffer less hardship. If any non-believer (kafir) was

of any service to mankind or performed any commendable act, he will receive his

reward in this world while there will be absolutely nothing for him in the

Hereafter. He will abide in Hell for eternity.

Bukhari Up ii ^ narrates from Sayyidina Umar <up i>i ^j who says, "I met
J

the Holy Prophet ^L-j Up iui j^» while the latter was lying on a straw mat J

Between the mat and his body was no bedding. As a result, the mat left an
\

imprint upon his body. The Holy Prophet (JL- j Up ii\ ju was resting against a f

leather pillow, which was filled, with the bark of a date palm. I said, 'O the Holy

,

Prophet ^JL-j Up &\ JU! Ask Allah to bestow wealth upon your Ummah followers
\

The Persians and the Romans are very affluent whereas they do not even

worship Allah." The Holy Prophet ^JL. j U* ii JL* replied, "O son of Khattab! Are
\

you also dwelling in this misconception? Do you not know that these people are
{

given the good things in this world and will have nothing in reserve for the
|

next." Another narration of the same hadith reads, "Do you not prefer that they I

enjoy this world while we enjoy the next?' [Mishkatul Masabih, p. 447]

(158) Verily Safa and Marwah are amongst the signs of Allah. So whoever

performs Hajj or Umrah of the House, there shall be no sin upon him should he

go to and forth between the two. Whoever performs a good act of his free will

then surely Allah is Most Grateful, All Knowing.
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THE LEGISLATION AND INCEPTION OF MOVING BETWEEN
SAFAANDMARWAH

"Sha'air" is the plural of "Sha'ira" which means 'sign' or 'token/ Safa and

Marwa are two hills close to the Ka'ba. During Hajj and Umrah people walk

seven times between the two. This act is called "Sa'i/ This act is Wajib

(compulsory) in both Hajj and Umrah. The two places are said to be from amongst

the signs of Allah, meaning that they are from the signs of Din (religion). The Sa'I

is one of the pre ctices of Hajj and one of its five fundamentals. For this reason,

these two hills have great importance in Islam.

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas <^ &\ ^j gives us insight into the inception of this

practice in the following hadith of Bukhari, (v.l, pA74). He says that Sayyidina

Ibrahim f^ 1 *M hi accordance with the command of Allah, left his wife, Hajra

,-M ^ and his son Sayyidina Isma'il ^^LJ\ Up in Makkah (which was then just

barren ground). They had with them only-some dates and a water bag. When
Sayyidina Ibrahim ^LJ\ U* began to leave, his wife walked behind him asking,

"0 Ibrahim! Are you leaving us here? There are no people here and nothing

else/
7
This she repeated several times, but each time she received no reply.

Finally she asked, "Did Allah instruct you to do this?" When he replied in the

affirmative, she remarked, "In that case, Allah will not allow us to be destroyed."

Thereafter Sayyidina Ibrahim ftLJ\ Up proceeded, leaving the two alone.

The mother continued to breastfeed her child and drink from the waterbag.

When the water was exhausted, she and her infant child grew thirsty. Seeing her

child in a restles s condition, she ascended the mount of Safa to see whether any

people were approaching. When she could not see anyone she hastened to

Marwah, running through the valley in between. There too she could sight no

one. Once again she hurried back to Safa and again to Marwah. In this manner

she went to and fro seven times. Upon reaching this point Sayyidina Ibn Abbas
•up i»i ^j repeated the words of the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up &\ JU, "For this reason,

people perform *he Sa'I between Safa and Marwah (i.e. in commemoration of her

act)."

Upon the final descent from Marwah, she heard a sound and tried to remain
calm. She then listened attentively and she heard it again. Addressing the voice

she said, "Oh speaker! You have made yourself heard. If you have any help to

offer, then render it." Suddenly she witnessed an angel scraping the ground with
his heel, from which water emerged. Sayyidah Hajra <v>LJi l^u began making a

form of retaining wall around it and filled her waterbag. The water continued to

gush forth. Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ^ &\ ^j again quoted the Holy Prophet & JU
r
1-

) <^ saying, "May Allah have mercy upon the mother of Sayyidina Isma'il U*-

>Vuj\ Had she left it to be, this water of Zamzam would have flowed throughout
the earth."

She continued to drink from the well and to feed her child. The angels
would reassure her not to fear since Allah would not allow them to be destroyed
because this chij.d and his father will construct the house of Allah in this place.
'hey added that Allah would never destroy His own, the faithful. (After this the
^ration of Bukhari mentions the settlement of the Bani Jurhum tribe there and
1 e carriage of Sayyidina Isma'il f%J\ Up to a lady from amongst them. It also
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goes on to mention the return of Sayyidina Ibrahim f^LJ\ *> and the construction

of the Ka'ba.) A^ah loved this action of Sayyidah Hajra (OuJ* l^u so much that he

included it in the rites of every person who performs Hajj or Umrah. This is the

unique feature of every person who sacrifices for the sake of Allah.

THE SA'I DURING THE PERIOD OF IGNORANCE

It is recorded in Bukhari (v.2 p.646) that Sayyidina Asim bin Sulayman & ^
J

Up says that thev enquired from Sayyidina Anas ^ ^ ^j concerning Safa and

Marwah. He replied, "During the days of ignorance, we used to move between

the two. Upon becoming Muslims, we stopped this practice whereupon Allah

revealed the verse, "Verily Safa and Marwah are amongst the signs ofAllah.

"

In Muslim {v.l, p.414), numerous Ahadith are recorded concerning this. One
of them is narrated by Sayyidah Aysha \#* &\ ^j who says, "During the days of

ignorance, the Ansar used to pay homage* to the famous idol Manat. They

considered the Sa'I impermissible, so when they performed Hajj with the Holy

Prophet (JL-j aA* &\ JU they mentioned this to him, upon which the above verse

was revealed." She added further, "Allah will not accept the Hajj of a person

who does not perform the Sa'I."

Bukhari (v.l, p.222) reports the hadith wherein Sayyidina Abu Bakr bin

Abdur Rahman Up &\ ^ says, "I have heard from numerous men of knowledge

that people generally performed the Sa'I during the time of ignorance, except for

those mentionec in the above hadith of Sayyidah Aysha l^p ii ^Jm When the

verses of Tawaf were revealed (in Surah Hajj), no mention was made of Safa and

Marwah. The companions enquired, 'Oh the Holy Prophet ^-L-j aJLp &\ JU, during

the period of ignorance we used to carry out the Sa'I between Safa and Marwah.

Allah has instructed about the Tawaf, so what about the Sa'I? Is there any sin in

its performance?' At this instance the above verse was revealed."

Sayyidina Abu Bakr bin Abdur Rahman *> &\ *^j then added, "The verse

was revealed w:th reference to both groups; those who practiced Sa'I before

Islam and those who did not." Hafidh Ibn Hajar <4* ii <^j has deliberated in

much detail about this subject and has exhaustively collaborated the various

Ahadith in his book "Fathul Bari" (v3, p. 500)

Nasa'I records that there stood two copper idols atop Safa and Marwah.

One was called Asaf and the other Na'ila. The idolaters would touch each of

them when performing their Hajj or Umrah during the period of ignorance,

Sayyidina Sha'fr aJLp iii ^ says that the idol atop Safa was called Asaf while the

one upon Marwah was called Na'ila. People would conduct the Sa'I because of

the presence of these two there. When Islam came, these two idols were

destroyed. However, the people felt that the Sa'I was an act of ignorance
j

performed only as homage to these two idols and had to be discarded in Islam.
;

This was the reason for which the verse was revealed.

THE KNOWLEDGEABLE REPLY OF SAYYIDAH AYSHA Ug^^ ibt

The nephew of Sayyidah Aysha ^ ifci ^j once asked her, 'Allah revealed in

His verse, 'there shall be no sin upon him should he go to and forth between the two.' ft

appears from the words 'no sin' that there would be no sin should one omit the
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ctfi as well/' Sayyidah Aysha i^ i»i ^j replied, 'O my nephew! If it had been as

vou say, then the verse would have been phrased thus, 'there shall be no sin

upon him should he not go to and forth between the two/' She then added, 'This

verse was revealed for the Ansar, who abstained from performing the Sa'I. They

nueried whether to go to Safa and Marwah or not, whereupon this verse was

revealed, informing them that there is no harm in its performance. The Sa'I was

enjoined by the .Tory Prophet jJL-j Up i>* JU and none may omit it." [Bukhari, v.l,

p.222]

THE LAWS OF SA'I

1. The Sa'x is not permitted with out first performing Tawaf,

The Sa'x of Hajj may he performed after the Tawaf Qudum or

after the Tawaf Ziyarah, the latter of which is better However
for the one performing a Hajj of Qir'dn, Sa'I is better after the

Tawaf Qudum.

2. Previously, there existed a depression between Safa and
Marwah. It was through here that Sayyidah Hdjra fM-Ji i«.~1p

hurried. For this reason, those performing Hajj Umrah also run

here. Tiday this depression no longer exists since the land is

now flattened and an upper floor has been constructed. To mark
the place, green pillars and lights have been placed between

which people run.

3. There are seven circuits in the Sa'I From Safa to Marwah is

one, and back to Safa is another In this manner; seven are

completed, beginning from Safa and terminating at Marwah.

4. It is Wdjib (compulsory) to perform the Sa'I by oneself. No
person may substitute another. The only exception is the person

who fell unconscious before adorning the Ihrdm. An other person
may adopt the Ihrdm on his behalf as well as perform the Tawaf
Quditm and Sa'I for him. This may be done on condition that he

does regain consciousness before all of this.

5. The 'Dam' (compensation) becomes compulsory on the person
who left Makkah before performing the Sa'x.

6. The running (actually jogging) between the green pillars is

only for men. Women should not do it.

"Whoever pi rforms a good act of his own free will, then surely Allah is ever,

Grateful, Most Merciful" This refers to any non-obligatory action which will
surely bring reward from Allah. Allah is most appreciative of any action a person
may perform. No action, whether good or evil, goes unnoticed by Him.
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WA iJu- ^Ji vi (^ £&A ^£j ifo ^L: ibjjl ^jv

(159) Certainly those who conceal the clear things and guidance which We have

revealed, aftei We had expounded them in the Book for the people; such folk

(the concealers) are cursed by Allah and by all those who curse. (160) Except for

those who repent, amend and clarify. These are the ones whom I will forgive,

for verily I am The Greatest Acceptor of repentance, The Most Merciful.

THE PUNISHMENT FOR THOSEWHO CONCEAL THE TRUTH

It is written in 'Asbabun Nuzul' [v.l, p.43], that this verse was revealed with

reference to thos-e scholars of the people of Book (Ahlul Kitab) who concealed the

verses of Rajam (the stoning to death of a married adulterer). It also refers to

their concealing of the description of the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ii ju which

appeared in the Torah. The tafsir "Durrul Manthur" records a hadith that

Sayyidina Mu'adh bin Jabal ^ i»» ^j and some other Ansar asked some Jewish

scholars about certain aspects of the Torah. They refused to furnish answers. The

above ayah (ven a) was revealed with reference to this incident, [v.l, p. 161]

'Durrul Manthur' [v.l, p. 162] also reports the statement of Sayyidina Abul

Aliya U* & ~^j who said, "This verse makes reference to the people of Book

(Ahlul Kitab) who, due to jealousy hid the personality and characteristics of the

Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ii JU from the people. (They even hid the fact that the

Torah made mention of the Holy Prophet pJL-
_>
U* &\ ju> and that it described him

despite the fact tiat it was written in the scriptures before them.

The author of 'Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that the noble Prophets (%Ji ^
received clear verses which included the mention of the Holy Prophet Up in jl»

fL-> The people of Book (Ahlul Kitab) hid this from others. The word "guidance" is

linked to the word "clear things" and refers to all aspects of guidance. This

includes belief in the seal of Prophets, the Holy Prophet fJL-j Up ii J^>. Although

this verse was specifically revealed about the people of Book (Ahlul Kitab), its

application is general i.e. It would be a great sin for any person to conceal the

knowledge of Dm (religion), [v.l, p.26-27]

A hadith is recorded in "Bukhari" (v.l p.22), in which Sayyidina Abu

Hurairah ^ i»t ^j said, 'If it was not for two verses of the Qur'an (wherein

warnings are mentioned concerning the concealment of truth), I would not have

narrated a single hadith. He then recited the above verse."

"Sunan Ibn Majah" reports the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up it ju> as having said

"That person wiJ be given a bridle of fire on the Day of Judgment who conceals

any such knowledge through which Allah may grant any religious benefit/ (p. 23)

Concerning these people Allah warns, "Such folk are cursed by Allah and byd

those who curse." The meaning of a curse is to be removed from the mercy of

Allah. Therefore, Allah will not be merciful to such people and all others will
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also invoke the same upon them. The exegesis (tafsir) of "Durrul Manthur' (v.l

v,162) narrates from Sayyidina Ata ** i\^ that " all those who curse" refers to all

humans, jinn and every living creature on this earth. This curse will apply to all

f them 'except t\ osewho repent, amend and clarify (their wrong)/

CONDITIONS FOR THE ACCEPTANCE OF REPENTANCE OF
THOSE WHO CONCEAL THE TRUTH AND LEAD OTHERS
ASTRAY

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that those will be excused from the

curse who repent for hiding the truth and from all other sins regarding which

repentance has to be sought (v. 2, p.
2
8). He then goes on to explain the word

"amend". He writes that, together with repentance, amending the wrong which

has been done is also necessary. Whatever rights were infringed should be

redressed, whether they be owed to the Creator or to the creation. Those people

who may have been misled should now be advised correctly. These people

should be informed that they were prevented from the truth and should accept

what is now being said. Whatever changes may have been made to the book of

Allah should be rorrected and substituted with the correct teachings.

He then goes on to explain the word 'clarify". He writes that whatever was

concealed should now be clearly explained. The repentance of these people will

be completed only when these two conditions are fulfilled i.e. amendment and

clarification. Whatever ill may have been caused by their words or actions

should be redressed since these would have caused many people to go astray.

This point s of extreme importance and few pay heed to it. Many 'free

thinking' ignora.it people, who consider themselves to be jurists and reformers,

wander far from the truth. Considering themselves to be great writers, they

attempt to display literary prowess. Such people are far from the Ahlus Sunnah

Wal ]ama'ah and propagate their false teachings. Should such people choose to

repent, their repentance should not merely be done in private. They should make
public declarations to inform the public that whatever beliefs or actions they may
have propounded in contradiction with the Ahlus Sunnah Wal ]amd'ah, were
wrong. Nowada/s, we live in an era of corruption. Many people carry out clear

acts of disbelief (Kufr) which they continue to propagate. When they realise the

truth, they are remorseful and quietly repent. It is incumbent upon such people
to "repent, amend and clarify. "Each of the three actions is imperative.

THE FIRST LESSON: It should be understood that the only person who can
pass Judgment (fatwa) about the matters of Din (religion) is the one who is truly

learned Scholar (in Alim) in the Qur'an, the Sunnah, matters of Lawful (haldl) and
Unlawful (haraw), as well as all other religious injunctions. The consequences of
issuing an incoirect ruling is indeed grave. Sayyidina Abu Hurairah & & ^j
reported that the Holy Prophet pi-j Up ifct JU said, The person who is asked
about any knowledge which he possesses, but who does not disclose the same,
will be given a bridle of fire to wear on the Day of Judgment." [Tirmidhi in the

Chapter of Know ledge]

It is learnt f; om this hadith that the responsibility of imparting knowledge is

reserved for those who themselves possess such knowledge. The person who
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ventures to impart such knowledge while he is not qualified to do so. will fall

into the pit of misguidance. At the same time, he will drag others with him.

"Bukhari" (7,7.2, p. 7 16) reports that Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ ifci ^Sj

said, "Those pec pie who have some knowledge should expound it while those

who have no knowledge should say Allah knows best'. Instead of pretending to

know, it is wise to say Allah knows best
7 when you have no knowledge of

something. Allah instructed his Prophet jJL-j Up M ju>, "say I ask not of you any

recompense, neither am Ifrom amongst those who pretend."

It is for this reason that Scholars (Ulama) state, "To say T do not know
constitutes half cf knowledge." It will be noticed of many an ignorant person that

they can never .?ay T do not know'. They are prepared to comment on every

subject. Without any knowledge of Din (religion), they write books which include

incorrect subject matter. It will also be noticed that when any reliable and

experienced Mufti is questioned, then some ignorant bystander will reply before

the Mufti can have a say. This is so because people have no perception of

religious responsibility and accountability in the Hereafter.

The Holy Pj ophet jJL- 3 Up ii ju mentioned, "The person who is most bold to

issue rulings is most bold to enter the fire of Hell (Jahannam)" [Sunan Darmi, v.l,

p53]

To comment on the Qur'an, to report a hadith, or to expound a ruling is

indeed a very great responsibility. Sayyidina Muhammad bin Munkadir *A* &\ i^j

said, "Without doubt, the Alim (religious scholar) is the intermediary between

Allah and His bondsmen. So think well about the discharging of this

responsibility." [Sunan Darmi, v.l, pg.50]

The effective method of discharging this responsibility is not to answer by

mere estimation and to say nothing without possessing full knowledge about the

subject. Should one have no knowledge concerning something, one should make
it clear that one does not know. Sayyidina Abu Hurairah <up & ^j reports that

the Holy Prophet (JL- j Up ^ JU said, "Whoever receives a ruling which was not

based on proper knowledge or research, the sin is upon the one who has issued

the ruling/ [Sunai Darmi v.l p.53. Abu Dawud, v.l, p.159]

A ruling should be properly researched. Thereafter, should any error

become evident, its rectification should be announced and the person to whom it

was issued should be duly informed.

THE SECOND LESSON. Another important aspect of issuing rulings is that

the questioner should be able to understand the answer fully. If he does

understand, he should also be able to correctly interpret the same. His

understanding snould be such that should the situation recur, he-must not fall

into error.

Sayyidina Ali ** &\ ^j stated, Explain to the people only such things, which

are within their understanding. Would you like people to falsify Allah and His

Prophet p-L-j Up ij» JU». Because by telling them things beyond their grasp, they

may falsify Allah and His Prophet the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up &\ JU." [Bukhari, v.l,

p.24]
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The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ^i JU told Sayyidina Mu'adh ^ i»i ^>Jr "That

person will ent^r Heaven (Jannah) who meets Allah without ever ascribing

partners to Him/' Sayyidina Mu'adh <up ^i ^j asked. ''Should I not convey this

dad tidings to the people?" The Holy Prophet ^j u* i>i ju replied, "No, for I

fear that people will merely rely on this (and not perform any good actions)."

[Bukhari. v.l p.24]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud v* i>i ^j said, "The person who replies to

each and every person's question is certainly insane," ["Sunan Darmi", v.l p.56,

Tabarani in the "Y.aoir"]

^ijjfj i^Liiv^ 4&t il^ j^i dLdjl Jiis £* i>>i>S it^T joK ^
^ ><> > <k > .<^n >>*^ ^^ wT ft' . ^ » ^ s^^? •" ^» 1

f

(161) Verily those who disbelieve and die as disbelievers, upon these people is

the curse of Allah, the angels and the entire mankind. (162) They will dwell

therein forever. Neither will their punishment be lessened nor will they be

given any respite.

THE CURSE AND PUNISHMENT FOR THOSE WHO DIE AS
INFIDELS

This verse mentions the chastisement of those people who die in infidelity.

The general context of the verse would include even those Jews who remained

obstinate in their disbelief and also encouraged others to do the same. Not only

did they not accept the truth, but they hid the attributes of the Holy Prophet JU
jjLj <Op it, preventing others from accepting. The verse will also refer to the

Christians, idolaters, atheists; as well as to those who reject the Prophets f^J\ r^./

Islamic beliefs, fundamental Islamic principles and the finality of prophethood of

the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up i»i JU. Also included in the warning are the heretics

ftre-worshippen and apostates. In short, every infidel (kafir) will qualify for these

curses of Allah. His angels and the entire mankind. It was discussed in the

previous verse that curse denotes being far from the mercy of Allah. Indeed, the

furthest one can be from Allah's mercy is to spend an eternity in the fire of Hell.

This is the greatest curse. For this reason Allah then mentions, "They will abide

therein forever." Sayyidina Abul Aliya Up &\^ explains that they will remain in

Hell and under tie curse until eternity. [Durrul Manthur" v.l p. 167]

It may occar to one that the Infidels do not curse one another, so why
should the curse of the entire mankind be on them'? The reply to this is that

although they do not curse each other in this world they will, most assuredly do
so in the next. In Surah Ankabut, Allah says, 'Then, on the Day of Judgment, you
'will turn your backs to each other and curse one another. Your final abode will be the

'idlfire and you w 11 have no assistants.' [verse 25]

In Surah A'raf the following appears, "Whenever any group will enter (Hell) it

will curse another. Eventually, when all will find the other also in there, the latter ones
Wl say regarding the former ones, O our Lord, these were the ones who led us astray, so

&ve them a double punishment" [verse 38]
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Surah Ahzab has the following verse, "And they will say, O our Lord! "We
followed our leaders and elders who led us away from the correct path. O our

Lord! Grant them a double punishment and curse them ever so greatly. " [verses

67/8]

In the exegesis (tafsir) "Durrul Manthur", Sayyidina Abul Aliya aJLp &\ ^
says that on the Day of Judgment, the infidel will be resurrected and, Allah, His

angels and the whole of mankind will invoke their curses upon him.

'The punis iment will not be lessened for them/ Similarly Allah says in

Surah Nahl, "Wien the oppressors see the punishment it will not be lightened

for them, nor wiT they be granted respite." (verse 85)

In Surah Mu'min Allah says, "The people in Hell will say to the keepers of Hell,

Supplicate to your Lord to lessen a day of the punishment for us. They (the keepers) will

ask, Did your messengers not come to you with clear signs?' The people will reply,

'Certainly. ' The keepers will then say, 'Then you supplicate. The supplication of the

disbelievers is lost "[verses 49 and 50]

"And they z nil not be given respite. " Respite is only given to one who makes

an appeal. The Infidels who are doomed to eternal punishment will not be

allowed to plead their case and can therefore expect no respite.

Allah says in Surah Mursalat, "On this day they will be rendered incapable of

speech, neither will they be permitted to plead their innocence. Destruction will be the lot

of the falsifiers upc n that day." [verses 35/6/7]

SOME RULINGS CONCERNING CURSES

RULING 1: It is permissible to invoke the curse of Allah upon liars or

oppressors in general. However, it is not permissible to invoke the same upon a

specific person, whether he be a Muslim or a infidel. To specifically curse a

particular individual will only be permitted if it is known for certain that the

person died as a infidel (kafir), e.g. Pharaoh (Fir'aun), Abu Lahab, Abu Jahl, etc.

A person who is alive and may even be a infidel (kafir) cannot be cursed since it

cannot be said w ith certainty whether he will die in disbelief.

Many people are careless in this regard and even invoke curses on Muslims.

Teachers are especially accustomed to such speech. Sayyidina Abu Darda &^
<up has reported that the Holy Prophet (JL-j aJp &\ JL* said, 'Verily whenever

someone curses another, the curse ascends to the heavens and finds the doors

closed there. It t len goes back earthwards, only to find its doors closed as well.

Then it searche* right and left for an exit, only to find none. It then finally

descends upon 'he one who had uttered it." ["Sunan Abu Dawud", Chapter of Adah.

v.2,p.316]

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas <up ii ^j reports that the wind once lifted a person's

shawl, upon which he cursed the wind. The Holy Prophet (JL-j^ iui JU told him,

"Do not curse ?t for verily it blows by the order of Allah. Without doubt,

whoever curses t omething which is not deserving of the curse, it will return unto

him." [Ibid]

Ruling 2: Any statements synonymous to a curse will only be permissible
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when it is used in accordance with certain principles. The Arabic

u\rm "Mardud" (rejected) and the urdu word "phatkar" are used

for invoking curses. Women are generally in the habit of using

cursing words and their respective synonyms. The Holy Prophet

rL-j Up &\ J^> was once proceeding for the Salah of Eidul Fitr or

Eidul Adha when he happened to pass by some women. He
addressed them thus, "O Women! You should give charity for I

have seen more of your gender in Hell." The women asked as to

why this was so, upon which the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up i>i ju
replied, "You curse very often and are not appreciative towards

your husbands." ["Mishkatul Masdbih", p: 13, from Bukhari and Muslim]

(163) And your Lord is but One Lord. There is no other Deity besides Him; The
Compassionat i, The Merciful.

THE TRUE DEITY IS BUT ONE

In this verse, the oneness of Allah is expressed and the belief of the idolaters

is rejected. It asserts that He is unique and unrivalled, both in His being and in

His attributes. He is the One, Most Compassionate and Most Merciful. He has no

match, neither any peer nor any equal. He is the One, Independent, with no
partner. Since H i alone created everything, only He deserves to be worshipped.

He is Most Mer iful unto all His creation. None of the false gods which people

associate as partners to Allah are worthy of worship; neither are they creators,

nor sovereigns, nor compassionate, nor merciful as He is.

^ &iJ Wo-** -^ 0*J J» '
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(164) Verily in the creation of the heavens and earth; in the alternating of the

night and day; in the huge ships which traverse the oceans carrying goods of

benefit to man; in that (water) which Allah showers from the heavens, reviving

the earth after its death, dispersing all types of creatures therein; and in the

ordinance of the winds; and the obedient clouds suspended between the earth

and sky are signs for those who have intelligence.

THE PROOF OF ALLAH'S UNITY
In the exegesis (tafsir) "Durrul Manthur" (v.l pg.163) it is stated that when the

verse, 'And your Lord is but One Lord." was revealed, the idolaters were surprised
*at Muhammad jJL-j Up At JU» claimed that there is only one Allah. They
requested proof for this claim, upon which Allah revealed this verse under
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discussion. In this verse, Allah's authority of being the Creator and Owner
is

established, together with mention of His supreme control over all affairs. The

idolaters also ref ognised that none other possessed this supreme control except

Allah so there could be no option for them but to accept that Allah is One.

Sayyidina Ata 4^ i» <^j narrates that when the verse "And your Lord is but

one Lord" was revealed in Madinah, the Infidels (kuffar) of Makkah wondered
as

to how everyone's Lord could be One. Upon this, Allah revealed the above verse

(264). If one contemplates upon this verse, it will be understood that Allah is the I

only One worthy of worship and He is the Creator of each and every thing

[Durrul Manthur" • hi, p. 1 74]

It is indeed strange that the idolaters worship their false gods in spite of the

fact that Allah created them, provides their sustenance, nurtures and nourishes

them, grants them children and creates all the essentials for their eating and

drinking. What is even more astounding is when the idolaters of Makkah were

informed of Allah's Oneness, they exclaimed, "What, have all the deities been mak

into One! This is indeed a strange thing. " [Surah Sad, verse 5]

A strange phenomenon of this world is that when something becomes a

trend, then no matter how erroneous and evil it may be, because it is in vogue,

people consider it to be a good thing. It is incumbent upon every human being to

worship Allah and no other. This is the religion of man which was preached and

practiced by the father of man, Sayyidina Adam fiLJ\ Up as well as by all the

Prophets fM~J» r^JU- after him. When Polytheism (shirk) became rife and

widespread, people became so accustomed to it that the call to monotheism

seemed strange und foreign to them. *
•

The verse mentions such things which every person accepts to be totally in
]

Allah's control. These phenomena are such that their creation and continuance

are solely dependant on Allah's will; no other being has jurisdiction over them,
j

THE CREATION OF THE HEAVENS AND THE EARTH

This is the first sign discussed by Allah. Allah say in Surah Zumarf

"Definitely if you ask them who created the heavens and the earth they will say, A1B

[verse 38] t

1

Surah Ahqaf contains the verse. "Tell them, Show me what those whom f

A

worship besides Allah have created from the earth? Do they share a partnership in tki

heavens? Bring forth a book which was before this one, or some piece of information i'l

indeed you are tru+hful" (verse 4)

THE ALTERNATION OF NIGHT AND DAY
This is the j-econd sign which Allah mentions in the verse under discussion

Allah declares in verse 62 of Surah Furqan, "He is the One who has made the nif

and day succeed each other (as a sign) for those who intend to take lesson or intend ^

show gratitude.

"

Allah says in Surah Zumar, "He created the heavens and the earth w'j

perfection. He folds the night into the day and folds the day into the night; and md^
sun and moon bow in submission." [verse 5]
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Surah Fatir contains the following verse, "He (Allah) enters the night into the

day and the day into the night. He has made the sun and moon subservient; Each one of

the them travels up to its fixed hour. This is Allah your Sustainer to whom belongs all

Sovereignty. As for those whom you worship besides Allah, they do not even own the skin

ofa date pit." [verse 13]

The increase and decrease in the duration of night and day and its variation

with place and tme are all part of Allah's divine system. Every intelligent person

understands that none other has any say in these matters.

THE TRAVERSING OF SHIPS OVER THE SEA

"In the huge ships which traverse the oceans carrying goods of benefit to man" This

is the third sign mentioned in the verse under discussion. The ocean itself is a

great creation of Allah in which numerous types of creatures are found as well as

other things wh ch are of value to man. The seas link one continent to another,

without which goods would have to be transported over great distances of land.

Allah has permitted ships to travel upon the sea. If He so willed He would not

have allowed any ship to travel upon the surface of the sea and caused them all

to sink. A needle cannot float across the surface of the sea, yet ships weighing

hundreds of tons and laden with many more tons of goods travel across the

oceans. These goods are transported from Europe to Asia, and from America to

Australia. By vitue of this the people of one continent reap benefit from the

produce of other continents. In spite of the extensive use of airplanes and

railways, man crnnot do without the service of ships.

Allah says in Surah Nahl, "You see the ships cleaving their way through the

ocean, that you may earn from the bounty of Allah, and that you may show gratitude."

[verse 14]

When travelling by sea, one only has the water below him and the skies

above. The ship is weighty, the waves continuously thrashing its sides while the

fear of unfavourable winds and sinking are ever prevalent. Under these

conditions, it is only Allah who can offer one any protection. He keeps both

occupants and goods completely safe and allows them to reach their destination.

When the sea turns stormy, people become frightened and are greatly distressed.

At such times one s, attention turns to none other than Allah. A person cries out
only to Him, forgetting all false gods.

Allah declares in Surah Ankabut, "Suddenly, when they board a ship they call

unto Allah with s'hcere conviction. Then when He rescues them by delivering them onto

dry land, they ascribe partners unto Him, displaying ingratitude for what We have given

them and so that they may enjoy. Soon they will come to know. " [verse 65]

This is the strange psychology of the idolater. When afflicted by any
adversity, only then does he remember Allah and supplicate to Him. However,
when the difficulty is removed, he continues his heretic practices and worships
other gods.

THE SENDING OF RAINS

In that (water) which Allah showers from the heavens, reviving the earth - after -

s death" In this phenomenon there is also clear indication of Allah being the sole
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Creator and Sovereign. None can deny the magnitude of this bounty, which

benefits millions of people and animals. Plants and trees receive nourishment

from the rain without exhausting its supply. Sweet, clean water descends from

the sky by means of which plantations, orchards and gardens flourish. Dry,

barren land is revived, dams are filled and man and animals, benefit for many
months.

Many areas are such that they have no source of water except the rain since

their wells have either too little water or are too deep. The rainwater has to be

used for drinkirg, washing clothes as well as for watering fields. The people of

these areas remain in eager anticipation for rain. When the rains do arrive, they

all seem to come to life. Even those areas which depend on fresh water and rivers

for irrigation are indebted to the rainfall. This is because rainwater falls upon the

mountains, freezes and melts to form rivers.

Allah menfons in Surah Shura, "He is the One who sends the rains after people

have become despondent, spreading His mercy. He is the Patron, worthy ofpraise." [verse

28]

Allah says in Surah Ha Mim Sajda, "And from amongst His signs, you see thai

the earth is lying barren, Then when we send the rains, it begins sprouting and

flourishing. Verily the One who had given life to the earth will bring the dead back to life.

Definitely He is Gipable of all things." [verse 39]

A verse from Surah Rum reads, "So look at the signs of Allah's mercy and how
i

life revives the ea^th after its death, undoubtedly, He gives life to the dead and He has

power over all things. " [verse 50]

The drying up of the earth and the withering of its plants and trees is

referred to as its death. Its flourishing and greenery are referred to as its life.

THE CREATION OF ANIMALS AND THE DISPERSING UPON THE

EARTH

"and (Allah; dispersed 'therein (the earth) every type of creature" This sentence is

linked to the phrase 'anzala' ("that which Allah showers from the heavens"). The
f

author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" is of the opinion that it is linked to the word 'ahya'
\

("reviving the earth"). In Arabic, the word 'dabbah' (creatures) refers to everything \

which walks upcn the earth even though the word is not generally used for large
f

animals such as cows, buffaloes, camels, etc. These creatures of all types and

species are amongst the signs of Allah. Allah has created them in large numbers,

varying in type, temperament, form and characteristics. Allah has made man

dominant over all of them. Should a person sit back and ponder about the

characteristics of each creature, countless expressions of Allah's greatness come

to the fore.

THE BLOWING OF THE WIND IN ALL DIRECTIONS

The sixth s ;gn mentioned in this verse is, "In the ordinance of the winds." ^

the power of Allah is evident in the way He causes the winds to blow in various
|

directions, sometimes even changing the course of some winds in the oppo!

direction. As Allah desires, so He causes the winds to blow. Should He destf

them to blow in certain directions or at certain speeds, He can do so. These win"5
f
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may be a form of punishment or mercy. Only Allah has the authority to

manipulate tries*? winds. No one else can change their direction nor adjust their

speeds.

Allah says in Surah Rum, "And from His signs is that He sends tlie winds as

carriers of glad tidings, so that He may allow you to taste of His mercy, and so that the

ships sail by His orderfor you to gain from His bounty and show gratitude." [verse 46]

Allah dispatched a wind to punish the nation of Ad. This frightening wind

raged for seven nights and eight days and destroyed the entire nation. On the

other hand, the wind served as an aid to Sayyidina Sulayman (v>LJi <J*. It would

transport him a distance of a month's journey in a single morning or evening.

During the Battle of the Trench, Allah sent a windstorm which forced the

enemies of Islam to retreat. Their tents were blown away and their utensils

overturned. Their faces were stung with the particles of flying sand. It was so

severe and cold :hat it caused them to lose their senses and retreat. Allah makes

reference to this in Surah Ahzab when He says, "Oh people of Belief (Imcn) (Call to

mind Allahfavow upon you when the army came to you and Allah dispatched over them

a windstorm and an army which you could not see. "[verse 9]

Bukhari (v.l p.l4i) narrates a hadith in which the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up i>\ ju
said, "By virtue of the Saba I was rendered help while the nation of Ad were

destroyed with the Dabur.' (Saba and Dabur are names for specific types of

winds).

Sayyidina yibu Hurairah <* ^ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet a> &\ j^
j^j said, 'The v ind brings mercy or punishment. When the wind blows, do not

curse it but rather ask Allah for the good that comes from, it and for protection

from its evil." [Abu Daumd v.l p.239]

Sayyidah Aysha \+* ii ^j reports that whenever a wind blew the Holy
Prophet fJL-j aJp ii ju> used to recite the following Supplication, "Allah Humma
Inni As'aluka Khayraha Wa Khayra Ma Fiha Wa Khayra Ma Ursilai Bihi Wa A'udhu
Bika Min Sharriha Wa Sharri Ma Fiha Wa Sharri Ma Ursilat Bih." (Oh Allah I ask

you for the good of this wind, the good which is the outcome of this wind, and
the good which it brings, and I ask you for protection from the evil of this wind,
the evil which is the out come of this wind, and the evil which it brings/')

THE SUBMISSION OF THE CLOUDS

And the obedient clouds suspended between the heavens and the earth' This is the

seventh sign me itioned wherein one may witness Allah's power. The clouds are

suspended in mid-air even though they are laden with water. When rain is

pending, people begin preparing for it, whereas the clouds will only proceed to
the destination specified by Allah.

Allah says m Surah A'raf, "It is He who sends the winds ahead of His mercy to

make them happy Then when the winds carry the heavy clouds, We lead them towards
some dry piece of and where We send the rain down; extracting by its agency all types of
fruit hi the same my, We will cause the dead to rise up so that you take heed," [verse 57]

By means of the clouds, Allah shaded the Bani Isra'U in the valley of Tih.
k ese clouds travelled wherever they went. It is only by the will of Allah that
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clouds are either heavy or light, or arrive at certain places. It is also commonly

seen how at times they even disappear without sending any rain. The

punishment of the people of Ad began with the sighting of a cloud. They did not

receive any rain for some time and, having seen the cloud, they rejoiced,

assuming it would bring rain. Because of the extreme heat at the time they all

emerged on to an open plain. Instead of rain, a severe windstorm arose, which

completely destroyed them.

Bukhari (v.2 p215) relates a hadith wherein Sayyidah Aysha \+* & ^j says,

"Whenever the Holy Prophet jJL-
y
. aJ^ i»i J^ would see a cloud or an approaching

wind, its effect could be noticed on his face. I once asked him, 'O the Holy

Prophet ^L. Up i J^\ People are always pleased to see the clouds, hoping for

rain. Why do I detect concern on your face when you see clouds?' He replied,

Aysha! How can I be sure that they do not portend a punishment. A certain

nation was punished by means of the same. When they saw a cloud approach,

they said, 'This cloud will bring rain for us.' Instead it brought a grievous

punishment to them."

Another hadith reports Sayyidah Aysha i** ^ ^j as saying, "Whenever

some clouds would appear in the sky, the face of the Holy Prophet ^i-j ^ &\
J^>

would change colour. At times, he would go out and then come in, or pace up

and down. When the rain would finally come, only then would his state of

restlessness disappear." [Muslim, v.l, p.294]

All the factors mentioned in the verse clearly reflect the wonders of Allah

and point to the fact that only He is the treator. Even those who refute the Unity

of Allah will accept that only He is capable of such creation. They would accept

that it is only He who could exercise control over all these phenomenon.

However, they do not admit His unity and continue to ascribe partners to Him.

May Allah guide them all.

(165) There aie some who ascribe partners to Allah, displaying such love for

them as they should love Allah. However, the believers have a much greater

love for Allah. If the oppressive ones were to see the punishment, they would

realise that all power belongs only to Allah and verily Allah is capable of

inflicting the severest chastisement.

THE LOVE OF THE IDOLATERS FOR THEIR IDOLS AND THE

PUNISHMENT FOR IT

After explaining monotheism (Tauhid) together with its proofs, Allah now

discusses those people who ignore the oneness of Allah and ascribe partners to

Him. These people had created other gods who they considered equal to Allah

They worshipped them, took oaths in their name and sacrificed animals for
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them- In trus vej se Allah says that, "they display such love for them as they should

lave Allah"

The author of "Ruhul Ma'am" (i?.2 p34) writes that the wo.d "love'
7

in this

verse refers to reverence and obedience. It means that these people considered

^ese false gods to be equal to Allah, showing such reverence and obedience to

them as they should be showing to Allah. Allah mentions in this verse that they

}ove "them" (the Arabic word 'houm') instead of saying that they love "these" (the

Arabic word 'ha;/). By using a term which refers to living beings, Allah wishes to

draw our attention to the fact that these people actually considered these gods to

be living equals of Allah. Some commentators are of the opinion that the word

'partners" ('andada') refers to the leaders of the tribes and nations. This means

that some people showed as much reverence and obedience to their leaders, as

they should actually show to Allah.

THE SUPERLATIVE LOVE OF THE BELIEVERS FOR ALLAH

However, the believers have a greater love for Allah." The believer's love for

Allah is deep rooted, firmly established and' perfect. Their love does not

decrease and they never turn to another for assistance, neither will they worship

any other. Conversely, the idolaters turn to Allah when afflicted by any adversity

An example of this (as was mentioned previously) is when they are in danger

while at sea. At this time, they forget all other gods and supplicate only to Allah

for safety. This t ituation is also noted at other times of distress. At times, such

people engage in the worship of a certain idol. Where after they carve out

another before which they place their foreheads.

Ironically, it also happens that the idolaters make an idol out of sweets, then

consume them when the need arises. On the occasion of Diwali (a Hindu
religious festival), the iddaters of India build idols out of coarse sugar. Thereafter

these are sold and everyone gather to eat them.

"If the oppressive ones here to see the punishment, they would realize that all power

belongs only to Alah; and verily Allah is capable of inflicting the severest chastisement"

At this time they will experience much regret, remorse and shame. However all

this will be to no avail. Allama Baydawi aJLp &\ ^ interprets the verse to mean:
Upon sighting the punishment, if they come to know that all might and power
belongs only to Allah, great remorse "will overtake them."

Ibn Kathir *l* ii ^ writes in his tafsir, "If these people were to see in this very
world what punishment will accrue to them (as a result of their disbelief and idolatry),

they wotdd desist immediately.
"

Allama Baydawi aJp i&i jl^ quotes other commentators "Who say, "Should
toe idolaters come to know that their fabricated gods cannot benefit them
whatsoever, they' would realise that all power belongs only to Allah. None can
give benefit nor harm besides Him. This has also been stated in "Ruhul Ma'ani"
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(166) When those who were followed (i.e. the leaders) disassociate themselves

from those who followed them; and they see the punishment; and all ties

between them are severed. (167)Those who had followed will say, "If only w >

could return (to-the world), then we too will disassociate ourselves from them at

they now do to us/' In this manner, Allah will show them their actions as a

cause of regret to them. They will never be able to escape from the fire.

THE DISASSOCIATION OF FOLLOWERS FROM THEIR LEADERS
ON THE DAY OF JUDGEMENT (QIYAMAH) AND THEIR SEVERE
REMORSE

In this verse further mention is made of the extreme regret, disgrace and

disgust which the disbelievers will experience on the Day of Judgment. There

were many leaders and people of standing within societies and nations who

were ardently followed by their children or others. Such leaders led the people

astray by their fallacious teachings. On the Day of Judgment, these leaders will

have nothing to do with their followers, denying any association with them. This

will be at a time when they would already have passed through the world and

died practising disbelief and idolatry. At that time, neither will Belief (Iman)

(belief avail one nor will one be able to return to the world. There will be no

alternative but to suffer the punishment. All relationships will cease to exist and

no one will be in a position to assist another in any way. In this regard Allah

says, "The oppressive folk will have no ally, nor any intercessor who will be hearkend
j

to" (Surah. Mu'mi:i, verse 18)
\

When these leaders behave in this manner, their followers will wish to be
j

sent back to the world so that they can disassociate themselves from these
j

leaders.
f

"In this way Allah will show them their actions as a cause of regret to them. "Jusf
f

as they would witness each other's disassociation, so too will all their othe:
\

actions be shown to them: as a result, they will experience great remorse. This

remorse alone will be a great punishment besides the one already waiting in

store for them. They will regret why they had not followed the prophets ^^U 1 h^

stayed clear of disbelief, and omit evil deeds since all these things would have

saved them from Hell. This delayed realisation and lamentation will not rescue

them from the fire of Hell. Until eternity they would have to suffer and "fcj

would never be able to escapefrom the fire.

"

\
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(168) O people, eat of the lawful and wholesome things of the earth, and do not

follow in the footsteps of Satan (Shaytan). Indeed, he is your man West enemy

(169) He of Satan (Shaytan) instructs you only to perpetrate evil deeds, acts of

immodesty, and to say such things about Allah which you do not know.

THE INSTRUCTION TO EAT LAWFUL FOODS AND STAY AWAY
FROM OF SATAN (SHAYTAN)

These verses permit the eating of only what is lawful and pure, thereafter

warning us not to follow in the footsteps of Satan (Shaytan). In following him lies

only harm and destruction. There can be no good in his counsel and enticement.

He is a sworn enemy to man who has dedicated his existence to destroying man.

Since he is destined for Hell, his desire is to take all of mankind with him. He

always instructs what is evil and shows the way to all that is immoral, shameless

and promiscuous. He also exerts himself to entice people to succumb to idolatry

and incorrect t eliefs. Then he makes people say that whatever evil they

perpetrate is by ;he command of Allah and to please Him.

Allah says in Surah A'raf [verse 28], "Whenever they do something vile they say,

'Wefound ourforefathers doing the same and Allah has instructed us to do it/ Tell them,

'Most definitely Allah does not instruct foul things. Do you ascribe to Allah such thing,

which you know not?"

It is recorded in "Asbabun Nuzul" (by Wahidy) on (p.43) that the verse, "Oh

people, eat of the lawful" was revealed with reference to the tribes of Bani Thaqif

and Bani Khuza'a. They had declared certain crops and animals unlawful for

themselves and attached certain conditions and restrictions to these animals,

naming them "Bahira,"

"Sa'iba, "Wasila," and "Hama.' The detailed discussion of all these types of

animals will be noted (Insha Allah) in the commentary of Surah Ma'idah and

Surah An7

am.

It was only Satan (Shaytan) who had prompted them to do all of this. No
person has the right to declare anything unlawful (haram) which Allah had
declared lawful (halal). In a like manner, none can declare anything lawful which
is unlawful. Thi.r practice of making things lawful (halal) and unlawful (haram)

was introduced by the Polytheists (idolaters) to please their idols and Satan

(Shaytan). It is not permitted in the Dm (religion) of Allah to make lawful

anything which s unlawful. This constitutes the adulteration of Allah's religion.

THE RIGHT TO DECLARE ANYTHING TO BE LAWFUL (HALAL)
OR UNLAWFUL {HARAM) IS RESERVED SOLELY FOR ALLAH

Allah states in Surah Ma'idah, "O believers, do not declare those things to be

unlawful (haram) which Allah had made lawful (halal); and do not transgress the limits,

for indeed Allah does not like the transgressors. ' [verse 87]

Once the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up &\ J^>, vowed never to drink honey. Allah
revealed the following verse, "O Prophet pJL-j U* & JU>, why do you make something
Mhawful which Allah had permitted for you?" There are many customs prevalent
oday in which certain lawful things are actually believed to be unlawful. An
example of this :s the months of Dhul Qa'da (referred inauspicious to by many
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women as 'The Month'), as well as the months of Muharram and Safar. While the

Islamic laws (Skari'ah) has permitted marriage in these months, many peopl
e

avoid getting married during these months. During the month of Muharram

some couples even abstain from sexual cohabitation. Certain nations consider

marriage to widowed women to be improper, which is tantamount to calling if

unlawful (hardm). Some people even consider it unlawful to marry the daughters

of maternal and paternal uncles and aunts. All these are transgressions of the

limits set by Allah.

Just as it is prohibited to make lawful (halal) things unlawful (hardm), so too

is it prohibited to make unlawful (hardm) things lawful (halal). The specification

of unlawful (hardm) and lawful (halal) is the sole right of Allah which He makes

evident either in the Qur'an, or the hadith of the Holy Prophet^ *i* i i,

Allah says in Surah Nahl (Surah 116), "With regard to the false claims made by

your tongues, do not say, 'This is lawful (halal)' and 'This is unlawful (hardm), 'so as

to invent lies against Allah. Indeed those who, invent lies against Allah will never be

successful"

(170) And when it is said to them, "Follow that which Allah has revealed," They

say, "But we wish to follow that upon which we found our forefathers." What!

(Will they follow their forefathers) even though they understood but naught,
j

neither were they rightly guided. I

1

THE FOLLOWING OF ONE'S FOREFATHERS WHO WERE NOTJ

RIGHTLY GUIDED IS A SOURCE OF DESTRUCTION I

It was, and is still the practice of the idolaters that they wish to follow their

j

forefathers, considering them to be sterling examples. They are not prepared to

|

forfeit the disbelief and idolatry of their forebears even though they were given
f

the invitation towards Islam and the proofs of the oneness of Allah (Tauhid) were
\

explained to then. They will not forsake idolatry at any price even if the evils ot

|

disbelief and idolatry be made evident before them. They always give just one

j

reason that this: This was the ways and customs which our forefathers
|

practised."

This verse quotes their statement together with its refutation by saying,

"What! Even though they (their forefathers) understood but naught, neither were tk

rightly guided." Fecause of their ignorance, their forefathers practised Polytheism I

(shirk) and invented various customs. Such people are not worthy of emulation
|

It is also evident that the predecessors of these people possessed no source oi

guidance since they had no divine book, nor did any Prophet come to them

They were in total ignorance. It will be sheer foolishness to follow such people

If one's forefathers were rightly guided and promoted correct practices, then

only would they be worthy of emulation. Reference is made to this in Sura.

Yusuf (verse 38), where Sayyidina Yusuf r
%J» ^ informed his companions

"
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prison, "and Follow the creed ofmy forefathers Ibrahim, Is'haq and Ya'qub."

It is not permissible to follow any person in falsehood. However, the people

who must be followed are those who are righteous, who practise the Din

(religion) and propagate it. This is clearly stated in Surah Luqman (verse 15) where

Allah states, "andfollow the path ofhim who him towards Me."

(171) 0_>U*i if >»4-3

(171) The similitude of those who disbelieve is like the person who calls

something that can hear only a call and a sound. Deaf dumb and blind, they

cannot understand.

AN EXAMPLE OF THE DISBELIEVERS

According to one interpretation, the verse illustrates the similitude of a

person who preaches to the disbelievers (kuffar). It is as if this person (who
preaches) calls for such animals who can hear only his voice and understand

nothing that is being said. Similarly, the disbelievers (kuffar) merely understand

that they are beil^g spoken to, but have no idea about what is being told to them.

According io a second interpretation, an example is being elucidated of the

person who is calling his animals. These animals understand nothing but can

only hear a call. In short, both explanations elucidate the fact that the

disbelievers, because of their ignorance, are so intent on following their

forefathers that they care not to understand, nor accept the truth. In this regard

they behave exactly like animals. They hear the call but pretend to be deaf

Neither do they pay any heed to it, nor are they prepared to give any

consideration to the matter. Like animals, they hear but fail to understand.

THE DISBELIEVER (KAFIR) IS DEAF, DUMB AND BLIND

"Deaf dumb and blind, they cannot understand." The disbelievers are deaf to

the truth, dumb to speak the truth and blind to follow the path of truth. They
have lost their senses; as a result, they cannot understand the truth.

(172) O you who believe! Eat from the pure things which We have provided for

you and show gratitude to Allah if it is indeed Him whom you worship.

THE COMMAND TO EAT LAWFUL FOODS AND SHOW
GRATITUDE

This verse also commands that lawful and pure things must be eaten.
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Together with this is the instruction to be thankful. Allah mentions that gratitude

should be shown if it is Him whom you worship. This is so because no worship
/

being a sign of His grandeur, is complete without showing gratitude. Allah says

in Surah Saba (verse 15), "Eat from the provision of your Sustainer, and be grateful to

Him."

Showing gratitude demands that one worships and obeys only Allah and

does not use His bounties for committing sins.

"From the pure things which We have provided for you. "This phrase makes

inference to the fact that the wealth of others may not be utilised by theft,

robbery or embezzlement. Although the wealth of a person, given to him by

Allah, may be lawful (halal) and pure according to the Islamic laws (Shari'ah), it is

not permissible for another to use it unless he acquires it legally from the owner.

THE HARMS OF CONSUMING UNLAWFUL (HARAM)

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah ^ & ^>j reports that the Holy Prophet aJp ifci j^
jJL.j said, "Allah is pure and only accepts things (wealth, words and actions) of

purity." He has instructed the believers (concerning food) with the same

instruction He issued to His prophets (OL-J* p^Jp. He commanded His prophets

f%J>\ j^jLp, "O messengers, eat of the pure things and perform good deeds.' Allah

addresses the believers thus, "O you who believe, eat of the pure things which We

have provided for you ." Thereafter the Holy Prophet ^L-j d* &\ ju illustrated the

episode of a person who had undertaken a very long journey. His hair is

dishevelled and his body is covered in dust. He raises his hands towards the

heavens crying out, 'Oh my Lord, Oh my Lord!" He is supplicating to Allah

while, at the same time, his food is unlawful (haram), his drink is unlawful

(haram), his clothing is unlawful (haram) and he has been sustained with

unlawful (haram). How can his du'a (prayer) be accepted? [Muslim, v.l, p.326]

This hadith effectively illustrates the importance of consuming lawful (halal)

and abstaining from unlawful (haram). It tells us that only the charity given of

Halal income is acceptable. The purity of Allah dictates that only pure things are

accepted in His court. The first of the two verses recited by the Holy Prophet J*
jj-j^i contains the command to the messengers of Allah fiLJ\ ^J^ to consume

pure foods and do good deeds, while the second is directed towards the

believers to eat of the pure things provided. Therefore, the same order issued to

the noble prophets f">LJ» ^^-l* has been given to the Believers (Mu'minin).

After elucidating this point, the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up As J^ narrated the

example of the person who had travelled a great distance. Because of the tedious
|

nature of his journey, his hair became dishevelled and his body, dusty. He then

spreads his hands towards the heavens in supplication, calling out, "O my Lord!

O my Lord!" begging for his Prayer (dud) to be answered. His supplication will

never be accepted by Allah since his food, drink, clothing and provisions are all

of unlawful (haram) sources. Usually the Prayer (dud) of a traveller, as well as thai

of a person in distress, is never rejected by Allah. This, particular person, in spite

of belonging to both categories, will have no audience with Allah because of his

indulgence in unlawful (haram).

Nowadays, many people make Prayer (dud) to Allah but it seems not to w
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accepted. People complain that they have prayed with so much care, yet receive

no response. Such people should examine their lives and do some introspection.

Each person should ask himself how much Lawful (halal) and how much
Unlawful (hardm) he consumes? Are his clothes derived from Lawful (halal) or

Unlawful (hardm) income? Should any of these things be from Unlawful (hardm)

sources, they should be immediately discarded. This hadith cites the example of

food and clothing only. Other items may also be classified as Unlawful (hardm),

whether they be living quarters or any objects of ease and comfort.

SOME FORMS OF UNLAWFUL (HARAM) EARNING

Bribery is extremely rife nowadays in spite of the fact that everyone knows

it to be Unlawful (hardm). Even though it may be termed a gift or favour, it will

not cease to be prohibited. Some people who are employed in some legitimate

posts often accept bribes which are Unlawful (hardm). This ill practice even

makes their salary Unlawful (hardm) because by accepting bribes they are

contradicting their terms of employment.

Interest, irrespective of the amount, remains Unlawful (hardm) whether it is

taken from a member of the public or a specific institution. This applies even if it

is disguised by terming it as profit. Every type of trade entailing the perpetration

of sins is considered to be Unlawful (hardm) because sins as well as aiding their

commission are both Unlawful (hardm). For this reason, the remuneration

received for a sin and for assisting in the same are both- Unlawful (hardm).

The sale of Unlawful (hardm) items is also not permitted, neither will the

profits derived from it be considered Lawful (halal). Trading in intoxicants,

swine, blood, cajrion, pictures and statues are all unlawful. The profits accrued

from all such sales are totally forbidden.

The levying of all taxes is also Unlawful (hardm). Therefore, employment in

any post dealing with taxation is also Unlawful (hardm). Salaries received from
such employment will also be Unlawful (hardm). Employment in banks and other

institutions dealing with interest is also Unlawful (hardm), together with the

salary received.

Insurance policies, whether life or property, are tantamount to gambling
and are Unlawful (hardm). Whatever sum a person may receive in excess of the

initial invested capital will be Unlawful (hardm). Whatever is gained through any
sort of gambling (horseracing, etc) is not allowed.

The wealth earned by theft, robbery and illegal activities are also

"^permissible. So too is the wealth which is derived by deceiving others. Some
people dupe others into believing that they are truly pious and righteous,
thereby initiating a following. This homage becomes a trade, earning lucrative
profits, which are all Unlawful (hardm).

Often, inheritances and legacies are not distributed in accordance with the
aws of Shari'ah. Certain heirs take for themselves whatever they can lay their
Unas on. Sometimes the son of the deceased deprives his mother and sisters of
4 eir rightful shares. Since the laws of Shari'ah are not implemented, orphans are

' en deprived cf their rightful share. To take the property of another as one's
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own and utilising it is a total contradiction of the laws of Allah and not permitted

at all.

The wealth that was given reluctantly will be Unlawful Qxaram), even

though the owner, due to some intimidating factor, seemed to show silent

consent. These are just a few details which are mentioned. The types of Unlawful

Qxaram) income are too numerous to mention and every person should consider

his own income and expenditure very carefully.

THE EVIL OF UNLAWFUL (HARAM) WEALTH

Many peopie have the misconception that giving charity purifies ill-gotten

wealth. To give charity with Unlawful Qxaram) wealth is an even greater sin. It

will never be accepted since the hadith states that Allah only accepts acts of

purity. How can an action which itself is unacceptable purify the rest of the

wealth? The charity thus given is unacceptable, as well as the remaining wealth.

Both will be a cause of punishment in the Hereafter.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud <u* & ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet J*
jjL-j Up i)i said, 'The servant who earns illicit wealth and spends thereof in charity

will have his charity rejected by Allah. Whatever he spends there from will not

be blessed and what he leaves behind will enter him into Hell. Verily Allah does

not annul evil with evil, but with good. One evil can never annul another."

[Ahmad, as recorded in "Mishkatul Masabih", p. 242]

Sayyidina Jabir <* i»i ^j relates that the Holy Prophet pJL-j U* &\ J^ said,

"The flesh nourished on Unlawful Qxaram) will never enter Heaven (Jannah). The

fire of Hell is more deserving of it." (Ibid)

Another hadith states that the Prophet ^JL. j U^ &\ JU said, "That body cannot

enter Heaven (Jannah) which was nourished on Unlawful Qwram)." (Mishkatul

Masabih" p.243)

In yet another hadith it is stated, "When a person purchases a garment for

ten dirhams, one of which was Unlawful Qiardm), not a single Salah of his will be
]

accepted as long as it is upon his body." [Mishkatul Masabih", p.243]

^L^ j£± '& %\ 5& j^i% *i£ %'<g?'j±>%X

(173) Allah haj; only forbidden for you carrion, blood, the flesh of swine, and

those animals which were sacrificed with the name of another besides Allah. As

for him who is driven by necessity, then (should he eat from it) neither

rebelliously, nor transgressing the limits, there will be no sin upon him. Verily

Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.

A BRIEF DISCUSSION OF THE FORBIDDEN THINGS AND THff

PERSON DRIVEN BY NECESSITY I

This verse discusses the prohibition of carrion, blood, pork, and all sutfl

animals which have been sacrificed in the name of someone besides Allah. I^'j
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customary for the pagan Arabs to consume all of these together with Lawful

foods (Halal fools). The fundamental basic Unlawful foods (Haram foods) are

mentioned here. The seeming limitation implied by the word "only" ("innama'')

is merely relative Besides the things mentioned here, there are many others that

have been stated in other verses of the Qur'an and the Ahadith of the Holy

Prophet jJL-j^^i J^>. Surah Ma'idah contains the mention of other forbidden

things. Insha Allah, all of this will be discussed in great detail in that Surah.

"As for him who is driven by necessity" This refers to the person who is starved

to the point where he is in danger of losing his life, and has no Lawful food (Halal

food) to eat. He may, to save his life, eat just that much of Unlawful food (Haram

food) which will sustain him. He can only eat so much as will save his life. He
should not consume more than this, nor should he eat to derive satisfaction. For

example, if a person is dying of starvation, it will be permissible for him to eat

pork and drink wine if there is no other food available. Should he then eat and

drink to his fill, thinking that he should make the most of the opportunity, he

will be considered to be rebellious and a transgressor to the laws of Allah. If the

person eats to derive pleasure or exceed the necessary amount, he will be sinful.

Allah mentions in this verse, "there will be no sin upon him." This implies that

the permission received at this time of necessity is a form of pardon and grace.

Allah did not say that these things have been declared Lawful (halal). Even

though its consumption may be said to be temporarily permissible, the

prohibition still remains.

Some Muslims who go to Europe, America or Australia drink wine, eat pork

and impermissible meat. When questioned, they say that they are forced to do so,

taking support from the verse, "As for him who is driven by necessity" In reality

they are very far from the definition of the person who is 'driven by necessity".

In these countries also, Lawful foods (Halal foods) can be procured. Fish, eggs,

milk, etc are available, as well as the possibility of arranging for Lawful meat
(Halal meat). To consume Unlawful food (Haram food) under these circumstances

is absolutely not allowed. Even the person who is truly driven by necessity is

only permitted to eat a meagre amount that can sustain him. These people, on
the other hand, eat to their fill every day. Hence, there can be no question about
the impermissibility of their action.

Some people make the absurd remark that they recite "Bismillah' ("In the

name of Allah') before eating pork. (May Allah save us from such foolishness.)

Taking the name of Allah will not legalise a forbidden act. There exists the

danger of losing one's Belief (Iman) in making such a statement. One should also

reconsider the reason which takes a Muslim to a land where no Lawful food
(Halal food) is found. It is only the vile urge to acquire the paltry material gains of
this world. This urge takes them to these lands and feeds them the Unlawful
(hardtn).
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(174) Verily those who conceal that which Allah has revealed viz, the book,

selling it for a paltry sum; these people only fill their bellies with fire. Allah will

not speak to them on the Day of Judgement, neither will He purify them. And
they will receive a most painful chastisement (175) These are the ones who
barter error for the price of guidance; and punishment for that of forgiveness.

How ever will they endure the fire? (176) This is because verily Allah has

revealed the book with truth, and those who seek to disagree concerning the

book are in clear schism.

THE PLIGHT OF THOSE WHO CHANGE THE BOOK OF ALLAH

This verse admonishes those who conceal, adulterate and incorrectly

explain the book of Allah merely to acquire some worldly gain. In "Asbabun

Nuzul", the statement of Sayyidina Ibn Abbas **> & ^j is recorded where he

says that this verse was revealed with regard to the leaders and scholars of the

Bani Isra'il. They used to accept gifts from the people in exchange for passing

rulings in religion. They also entertained the hope that the final Prophet would

be from amongst them. However, when the Holy Prophet ^L- j <M & J~* was sent

amongst the Arabs, these people changed his description in the Torah. They

substituted the description of the Holy Prophet ^j ^ ^ JL* with other

descriptions so that the public may not believe in him. This they did in order to

preserve their dominance over the people and to continue receiving bribes from

them.

In a previous verse also a warning was sounded regarding the concealing of

Allah's verses. It was repeated because the disease of concealing was very rife

amongst the religious scholars of the Bani Isra'il. The reminder is given to them

that the actions which they perpetrate for the meagre gains of this reprehensible

world will only result in a most grave torment in the Hereafter. It will lead to

Hell.

Those who are involved fill their bellies with the gains of this world, which

will serve to fill the same with the flaming coals of Hell. In reality, they do not

consume the things of this world, but the fire of Hell. They earn the anger of

Allah, who will not speak affectionately to them on the Day of judgment nor will

He purify (forgive) them for their sins.

J\ij ;jterf 'X$$ ^$}\ jj ^p\j J^lri ^yiyS^\j £$>
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(177)Virtue is not that you turn your faces towards the east or west, but virtue is

a person believes in Allah, the last day, the angels, the scriptures, and the

prophets f^J\ pjJ*; who gives wealth in spite of its love to his relatives, the

orphans, the destitute, travellers, beggars, and to emancipate slaves. He
establishes Saiah, gives zakah, they fulfil their promises when making them, are

patient through hardship, adversity and times of war. These are the ones who
have chosen the path of truth and they are the righteous ones.

THE DISCUSSION OF GOOD ACTIONS AND NOBLE QUALITIES

This verse is one of many referring to a multitude of good actions and noble

qualities. In the book "Lubabun Nuqul" (p. 23) an extract of Musannaf Abdur
Razzaq is quoted in which Sayyidina Qatada ^ &\ ^j says that the Jews used to

face towards the west, while the Christians faced towards the east. They
considered adherence to their respective Qiblas to be everything, refusing to

accept Islam. In this regard the above verse was revealed, viz. Virtue is not that

you face towards the east or the west" The same Sayyidina Qatadah **> ii ^j reports

that someone once asked the Prophet jJL-j Up iui JL^.to explain true virtue. It was
then that this verse was revealed. The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up &\ ju then called for

the person and recited the verse to him.

Ibn Kathir Up Jb\ ^j writes in his exegesis (tafsir) (v.l p.207) that when the

Qibla was changed towards the Ka'ba, some Muslims and the people of Book
(Ahlul Kitdb) found it difficult to accept. Allah explained the wisdom that facing

any particular direction is not a prerogative. The most important thing is the

obedience of Allah. Wherever He orders one to face, one should face in that

direction. This is, in brief, the meaning of true virtue and fear of Allah. The
demand of true belief (Imdn) is that one acts in accordance to the commands of

Allah. Therefore, whether it be towards the east or west, the actual direction is

irrelevant to Allah'!

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ^ ^ ^j explains the verse to mean if a person is

contravening all the other laws of Allah his Salah will have little effect. Sayyidina
Dahak Up &\ <^j is reported to have made the following comment. "Virtue and
piety mean that one carries out the Fara'idh (obligatory acts) as they should be
done."

The first of the many actions mentioned in this verse is that of Iman (belief)

and certain fundamental beliefs. Belief (Imdn) is such a thing without which no
good act is accepted. The Jews and the Christians refused to believe and would
only show importance to their respective Qiblas. Allah says that true virtue is of
that person who* believes in Allah, the last day, the angels, and all Allah's books
and messengers (OLJi ^Aj^. That person will be considered a Believer (Mu'min)
who believes in all of these, without falsifying even one book or prophet ^lji Up,
nor Rawing differences between any of these prophets (OLJt ^^u. In accordance to
°ne s Belief (Imdn), whatever good actions the Believer (Mu'min) does, whatever
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wealth he will spend or words he will say, will all be considered as virtue and

piety.

SPENDING FOR THE PLEASURE OF ALLAH

After elucidating the fundamental beliefs, Allah outlines the general

principles of spending wealth. It is of extreme virtue that a person, in spite of

having love for his wealth, spends it on his relatives, the orphans, the needy, the

travellers, beggars, and such slaves who had transacted the deal of "Mukatabah"

with their masters (i.e. they secure freedom upon the payment of a stipulated

sum of money.)

The phrase, "in spite of its love" may either refer to the love of wealth or,

according to others, it refers to the love of Allah. This would mean that they

spend because of their love for Allah. However, the first meaning includes the

second because the person who spends in good causes, in spite of loving his

wealth, will only do so because of his love for Allah.

THE BEST CHARITY

Bukhari (v.l p. 191) reports that a person asked the Holy Prophet pL-j a-Lp i>\ j^
as to which charity earns the greatest reward. He received the reply, "'When you

spend while you are still healthy, desirous of wealth, fearing poverty and

aspiring for riches. Do not delay so much in spending until your last breath is

pending and then you say, "So and so must receive so much, etc. (Then your

giving will be of no avail since). It already belongs to so and so."

Therefore, the best time to spend in charity is when one is healthy (not on

one's deathbed). At this time when one wants to spend, the soul refuses.

However, one should suppress it, and still spend. The soul also frightens one to

think that one will become impoverished and that attaining prosperity will be

delayed. It will entice one to delay spending until one is really wealthy. The true

believer takes no heed to these threats and spends. Bequeathing sums to various

people at the end of one's life does not hold the same excellence since the estate

already belongs to the heirs by then.

THE VIRTUE OF SPENDING ON ONE'S RELATIVES

The first recipient of one's alms, mentioned in this verse, should be one's

own relatives ("Dhawil Qurba"). Tirmidhi relates that the Holy Prophet & J**

pJL-j Up said, "Giving alms to a poor person wins one the reward of charity,

whereas giving the same to a relative will earn double the reward because it will

be charity as well as fostering of family ties."

From among the relatives, those who have the greatest right are one's

parents and children. The order to treat one's parents well has been mentioned

on numerous occasions in the Qur'an. The virtue of spending on one's wife and

children also has great virtue. On account of one's natural instincts, people

usually spend on these two groups of relatives. Through His grace and mercy

Allah did not restrict His order to these two groups only, but also included other

relatives, be they close or far.

The pleasure of Allah is of paramount importance and giving charity should
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not be for pomp and glory. A person should not remind the recipient of his

charity or favour. lie should neither taunt nor tease him. Sayyidina Thauban ^>j

^ i> narrates that the Holy Prophet ^* Up &\ J^ said, "The most superior

charity is that dinar (a form of currency) which a person spends upon his family,

and that which one spends upon his companions in Jihad (religious war)."

[Muslim, v.l p. 322]

Sayyidina Abu Mas'ud ^ h ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet jJL. j Up it J^
said,

" When a person spends on his family with the intention of gaining reward,

this action will be regarded as charity/
7

[Bukhari v.l p.324] In another narration

it is reported that the first people to be considered when spending should be

one's family. [Mishkatul Masabih" p. 1 70]

THE VIRTUE OF SPENDING ON ORPHANS

The second recipient of charity mentioned in this verse are the orphans. An
orphan is a child who, having not yet reached the age of puberty, loses his/her

father. Normally, such a child is in need and should be considered for charity.

Besides seeing to their expenses, they should be helped in other ways as well.

Tirmidhi reports that the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up iut ^u said, "The person who
places his hand upon the head of an orphan, solely for the pleasure of Allah, will

receive the reward of a good deed in exchange for every single strand of hair that

tails beneath his hand."

A hadith is recorded in "Bukhari', (v.l p.888), that the Holy Prophet ^ i< JU
+.,,

;
said, "Myself and the caretaker of an orphan will be like this in Heaven

Hannah)." At this point the Holy Prophet jJL-j <ds> &\ Jl* joined together his index

and middle fingers. Nowadays, it is not only commonplace for people not to

spend on the orphans, but they actually usurp their wealth. They take away the

rightful inheritance of these children, depriving them of their dues.

SPENDING ON THE POOR AND DESTITUTE

The third category mentioned is that of the destitute (Masakin). These are

people who possess absolutely nothing. Many of these people never express their

need to anyone, patiently enduring their pain, hunger, and thirst. There is great

reward in spending on these people. Those who are in the habit of begging will

get their needs fulfilled through this practice: However, one should be on the

lookout for such destitute people who will not beg because of their strong sense
of self honour.

"Bukhari" (v.l, p.200) reports the Holy Prophet ^ 3 *J± &\ J^ as having said,

A poor person is not he who goes begging from door to door, for whom one or
Wo niorsels of food or dates will suffice. The truly destitute person is the one
who can find nothing for himself. None is aware of his condition so that they
8lve alms to him, neither is he prepared to beg."

Allah says in Surah Balad, "For what reason does he not emerge from the abyss.

|

tot will inform you (Oh listener) what the abyss is? It is the emancipation of slaves, or
'

le fading ofan orphaned relative, or a dust-covered destitute." (Verses 11 to 16)

Ihese verses explain the freeing of slaves and helping of orphans and
tute persons as a means of emerging from an abyss. This is due to the fact
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that these things are extremely difficult on the soul.

SPENDING ON THE TRAVELLER

The Arabic word "Ibnus Sabll" refers to a traveller. It often occurs that

travellers/while on journey run short of funds or are robbed. Importance should

be given to spending on such people should their condition become evident. It is

not necessary for them to inform one in order for one to spend on them.

However, if through some means, one finds out about their condition, one

should offer help. Should a traveller who comes from a wealthy home run into

dire straits while travelling, then spending on him will also reap rewards.

THE ORDER TO GIVE BEGGARS

The next recipient mentioned is the beggar. Amongst this group there are

various types. Some are truly in need and should be aided. There are others

regarding whom it cannot really be said if they are worthy of receiving charity,

although outwardly they may seem deserving. These people may also be given

charity.

THE PROHIBITION FROM ADOPTING BEGGING AS A TRADE

It is permissible for a person to beg when he does so out of necessity, to

avert starvation or any other pressing need. However, it will be totally

prohibited to adopt begging as a profession. Those habituated to begging

intentionally continue to do so, thereby amassing large amounts of wealth. Such

people should not be assisted. In this world they shamelessly pretend to be

beggars and, indeed in the next world, they will truly be disgraced. The Holy

Prophet pL-j Up i»i JU» said, "The person who asks of people their wealth so that

he may accumulate riches is asking for smouldering coals (which he will receive

in hell). So, he may ask for more or for less." [Muslim, v. I, p.333]

The Prophet ^JL-j Up ii ju also mentioned, "A person will continue begging

of people in this world until he will arrive on the Day of Judgment without a bit

of flesh upon his face." [Bukhari v. I, p. 199] By merely looking at his face, people

will know that he was a beggar. The honour of his face will be lost there, just as it

is evident in this very world.

The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up i» JL* is reported to have said, "It is not

permissible for such a person to beg who is wealthy and the person who is in

good physical condition. An exception will only be made when these people are

driven "to the ground" by absolute necessity (i.e. They have nothing except the

bare ground), or they are involved in a debt which will debase them. The person

who begs of people merely to amass wealth, will appear, on the Day of

Judgment, with his face stripped of any flesh. His wealth shall be transformed

into a smouldering coal of Hell (Jahannam) and fed to him. So if he desires, H

him either ask for more or for less." [Mishkdtul Masabfo", p. 163]

Every person has been shown his responsibility. The beggar should abstain

and the one being begged from should spend when the opportunity present

itself. He should not rebuke the beggar since one cannot be certain of ™ \

beggar's condition. At the same time, he should seek to give those who are trii'»
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Reserving.

Ruling: he person begging in a mosque (Masjid) should hot be given

anything.

SPENDING ON THE EMANCIPATION OF SLAVES

The final recipient mentioned in this verse are the "Riqab". This is the plural

of 'Raqaba," which literally means "a neck/' referring to a slave. In his exegesis

(pX p. 208), Allama Ibn Kathir Up i» u-J writes that this refers to the freeing of

those slaves who are called "Mukatibs". These are those slaves the masters of

whom have promised freedom upon the payment of an agreed sum. It is also

considered an act of virtue and great reward to assist these people financially.

The commentator Baydawi Up ii <^J writes (v.l, p.124) that the general

application of this verse includes paying the ransom of prisoners of war, as well

as the buying and subsequent freeing of slaves. (In the past, Jihad (religious war)

used to be fought only for Allah, according to the principles of the Shari'ah. As a

result all prisoners would become slaves. Nowadays, Jihad (religious war) is not

waged for this noble cause, neither is it according to the rules of the Shari'ah.

Therefore, no person may become the owner of another).

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF SALAH AND OFFERING OF ZAKAH

This injunction is stipulated after that of spending in charity. This means
that it is also an act of piety to perform one's obligatory (Fardh) Salah and give

zakah. The obligatory nature of these two actions has been discussed earlier.

Allama Baydawi Up ii ^ writes that first the recipients of zakah have been
enumerated, thereafter the obligation of zakah itself is mentioned. He writes

further that the possibility also exists that the recipients already mentioned are

those to whom non-compulsory charity should be given. (Then zakah is

mentioned together with Salah to specify its obligatory nature.)

THE FULFILLING OF PLEDGES

"They fulfill their promises when making them." The Shari'ah of Islam lays great

emphasis on fulfilling of pledges and promises. Sayyidina Anas ^ ii ^j reports

that there were very few occasions when the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ii JL* did not
say in his sermons, "Be aware! That person has no Belief (Imdn) who is not
trustw orthy and the one who does not fulfil his promises has no Din (religion)."

[Mishkdtul Masabih,," p. 15from 'Shu'abul Imdn]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ^ ifci^ narrates that the Holy Prophet JU
r
1-; ^ &\ said, "That person is a genuine hypocrite in whom four traits are
found. The one in whom one of these is present possesses one trait of hypocrisy
until he discards it:

2. He misappropriates something placed in his trust

2. He lies when ever he speaks.

3. He deceives when making promise.

4. He swears when involved in a dispute. '[Burkhari v.l, p. 10]
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Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ^ & ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ifci j^
^JL-j <> said, "There will be a flag for every deceiving person on the Day

f

Judgment. It will be announced that this is the flag of so and so person, by which

each of them will be recognised/
7

[Bukhari, v.l, p.452]

Sayyidina Abu Said <±* i» ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^L-j aJp i j^
said, "On the Day of Judgment there will be a flag for every deceiving person,

which will be placed in his posterior. The length of this flag will be proportionate

to the deception which he perpetrated. Be aware! No deceiver can be worse than

he who is a leader and deceives his subjects." [Muslim v.l p.83]

Sayyidina Ma'qal bin Yasar <up ii ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet^ iu \ j^
jJL-j said, "That person will not even smell the fragrance of Heaven (Jannah), who,

after being given the responsibility of seeing to the goodwill and well being of a

nation, does not discharge this responsibility." [Bukhari, v.l, p. 1058]

Another tradition reports that the Holy Prophet pJL-j ^ & J^ said, "The

person who, after having being made leader of a group, dies without having seen

to their goodwill, nor addressing their grievances, will have Heaven (Jannah)

made forbidden unto him." [Bukhari, v.l, pg.1059]

Those people who attain various positions in government by making false

promises to the people, should think very carefully about these severe warnings

when they fail to keep to their word.

Ruling: It is also incumbent to fulfil the promises made to non-believers,

Should the situation arise where a pledge is made to certain people, whereafter it

is feared that they may breach the pledge, it is permissible to annul it. The

precondition is that they should first be informed of it. After this has been done,

further steps may be taken which contravene the pledge.

Allah says in Surah Anfal, "Should you fear a breach of trust, then cast back to

them their pledge in such a way that both parties are on an equal footing. Verily AIM

does not like those who break their agreements." [verse 58]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ^ i\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet >
^jL-j a> iui said, "That person will not even get a whiff of the fragrance of Heaven

(Jannah) who kills a person with whom he had undertaken a pledge (for the

safety of his life)." [Bukhari ,v.l, p .448]

THE EXCELLENCE OF THE PATIENT ONES

"Are patient through hardship, adversity and times ofwar" These people are also

included among those who are pious and Allah fearing. Those remaining

steadfast on the battlefront are also included in this group. Allah says in Surah

Anfal, "Oh you who believe, when you meet the enemy remain firm and remember AB

in abundance, so that you may be successful, "[verse 45]

Allah says in Surah Saff, "Verily Allah loves those who fight united in His cm j

as if they were a wall strengthened by molten lead." [verse 4]

Allah concludes the verse under discussion by saying, "These are the onesw

have chosen the path of truth and they are the righteous ones." Those who have b# :

.
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described possess true Belief (Imdn) because they, together with the verbal

declaration, carry out the requisites of Belief (Iman). These are the people who
possess true piety (taqwa) since they fulfill the commands of Allah and abstain

from sins.

&% +3i £fg j£$ %\ 3ar 4&$ $& C& \pa ($£.

(178) O you who believe! Qisas (retaliation) has been made incumbent upon you
concerning the ones murdered. A freeman for a freeman, a slave for a slave and a

woman for a woman. Whoever forgives his brother somewhat, should demand
gracefully and payment should be with kindness. This is a concession from your
Lord and a mercy. So whoever transgressors after this shall suffer a painful

*

punishment (179.)For you in retaliation (Qisas) is life, O men of intelligence, so

that you abstain.

SOME LAWS ABOUT RETALIATION (QISAS) AND BLOOD MONEY
(DIYAH)

When the life of a murderer is taken in exchange for the life of the person

whom he intentionally murdered, the term used by the Qur'an and hadith is

Retaliation (Qisas). Retaliation (Qisas) will only be taken in the case of intentional

murder. The details of this are to be found in the books of Islamic jurisprudence.

The word Retaliation (Qisas) denotes 'likeness' and equality', since a life is taken

in exchange of another life. For this reason, the ruler and the subject, the big and
the small, the rich and the poor are all alike. The differences and classes found
among tribes and nations have no bearing in the matter of Retaliation (Qisas).

If the heirs of the murdered person, or anyone of them wish to forfeit the

retaliation (Qisas) in favour of some fnonetary settlement, this is called Diyah
(blood money). If someone kills another person unintentionally, then too a

monetary settlement is incumbent which is also called blood money (Diyah).

(There are various types of unintentional murder, the detailed laws of which are

discussed in Surah Nisa).

If anyone severs the limb of another, then, according to the circumstanced,
either equal retaliation (Qisaas) or blood money (Diyah) will apply. The blood
money (Diyah) for limbs is referred to as "Arsh". The details of this will be
discussed in Surah Ma'idah (lnsha-Allah). The verse under discussion discusses
a few laws concerning the Retaliation (Qisas) of life.

In the book "Lubabun Nuqul", Sayyidina Said bin Jubair <-i* & *^j states that
during the period of ignorance, there were two warring tribes who often clashed
in bloody skirmishes. Even the lives of women and children were not spared.
They had not yet reached an agreement concerning the Retaliation (Qisas) and
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blood money (Dhjah), when both tribes embraced Islam. The one tribe considered

themselves superior to the other. They took an oath that they would never rest

until the life of a freeman (from the opposing tribe) was taken in lieu of the life of

one of their slaves. In a like manner, they demanded that the life of a man (from

the opposite tribe) be taken in exchange of the life of one of their women. It was

with regard to this that the above verse was revealed.

The verse tells us that a freeman will be killed in place of a freeman (whom
he killed), while a slave in place of a slave, and a woman for a woman. It is learnt

from this incident that the verse does not mean that a freeman cannot be killed

for murdering a slave, nor a man's life spared for murdering a woman. A verse

in Surah Ma'idah mentions, "A soulfor a soul/ i.e. every soul is equal to another.

In his exegesis (tafsir) (v.l pg.209), Sayyidina Ibn Kathir <A* & *^j reports from

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ^ & ^j that it was customary among the Arabs not to take

the life of a man in lieu of the woman whom he murdered. A man's life was only

taken in exchange of another man's life, while a woman's would only be taken in

lieu of another woman. For this reason Allah revealed the verse, "a soul for a soul

and an eyefor an eye.

RETALIATION (QISAS) IS THE RIGHT OF THE HEIRS

The right to demand Retaliation (Qisds) in the case of intentional murder is

reserved for the heirs of the murdered person. Each of the legal heirs share this

right to Retaliation (Qisds). However, since Retaliation (Qisds) is not divisible,

should one of the heirs choose to forfeit his stake to this right, none of the heirs

may demand Retaliation (Qisds). They will all have to accept the blood money

(Diyah) together with the one who had initially forfeited his right. If he waives

his share of the blood money (Diyah), then this too will be acceptable. The blood

money (Diyah) for a single life is 100 camels. The details of this will be discussed

(Insha Allah) in Surah Nisa under the verse, "It beholds not of a Believer (Mu'min)

that he kills another Believer (Mu'min), except should it occur in error." [verse 92]

If the heirs of the murderer and the murdered settle upon some monetary

compromise, then retaliation (Qisds) will be waived. The wealth thus received

will be distributed amongst the heirs in accordance to their prescribed shares of

inheritance. Whatever amount is agreed upon, whether it be blood money

(Diyah) or some other settlement, the mutual consent of both parties is required.

THE MONETARY COMPROMISE FOR RETALIATION (QISAS) IS A

CONCESSION AND MERCY FOR THE UMMAH OF MUHAMMAD

The life of the murderer may be spared by the substitution of a monetary

compromise in place of Retaliation (Qisds). The permissibility of blood money

(Diyah) as well as any other form of monetary atonement is a concession

accorded to the Ummah of the Holy Prophet ^JL-j <> ifc» J^, and a special mercy

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ^ i» ^>j says that only Retaliation (Qisds) was allowed for

the Bani Isra'U. Blood money (Diyah) was not permissible for them.

Sayyidina Qatada <up it ^j says that Allah bestowed His special mercy

upon this Ummah by allowing the blood money (Diyah). It was not permissible
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for any previous Ummah. Only Retaliation (Qisas)s was allowed for the people of

the Torah (Jews). There was no question of blood money (Diyah) for them. On the

contrary, the people of the Injil (Christians) were ordered to pardon the

murderer. Allah has allowed all three for this Ummah viz. Retaliation (Qisas),

pardoning and blood money (Diyah). [Ibn Kathir, v.l, p.210]

When one or all the heirs pardon the murderer or agree upon the blood

money (Diyah) or some other monetary compensation is agreed upon, then the

heirs of the murdered person should demand their dues gracefully and not be

harsh. This order is contained in the phrase where Allah says, "should demand

gracefully" It is incumbent upon the murderer that he pay the prescribed amount
without delay or demand. This order is included in the verse, "and payment

should be with kindness/ Once the matter of compensation has been decided, then

the party who transgresses will have to suffer a painful punishment in the

Hereafter. An example of transgression is when the murderer refuses to pay or

runs away. Should the heirs of the murdered person kill the murderer after

having taken the blood money (Diyah), they will be deemed to be transgressors.

Each of the parties transgressing will have to suffer the chastisement of Hell.

Sayyidina Abu Shurayh Khuza'i ^ 4»t ^j says that he heard the Holy

Prophet p-L-j aJLp &\ ju say, "The person who suffers any harm with regards to

blood (i.e. A clore relative of his is either murdered or injured), has three choices.

He may either demand Retaliation (Qisas), pardon the guilty or accept the blood

money (Diyah). Should he choose a fourth option he should be restrained. After

settling for anyone of these choices, should he transgress, he will be made to

suffer in Hell till eternity. ['Mishkdtul Masabih" p.301]

THE LIFE CONCEALED IN THE LAW OF RETALIATION (QISAS)

In the practical implementation of Retaliation (Qisds)lies great scope for life

itself This is briefly extolled in the verse, "And for you is life in Retaliation (Qisas)"

Even though it may seem that a person loses his life in the implementation of

Retaliation's (Qsds), new life is inspired in the fact that through Retaliation

(Qisas) people refrain from murder. In addition to every person restraining

himself from murder, his family and tribe will have the concern that none
amongst them should stoop to murder.

Allama Ibn Kathir <uU &\ ^ writes that the four Imams of jurisprudence as

well as the majority of Ulama are of the opinion that if several people collectively

killed one person, each one of their lives will be taken in return, [v.l, p.210]

Sayyidina Said bin Musayyib Up ii^ reports that once five or seven people
murdered a man in isolation. Sayyidina Umar -up i>i ^j took the life of each one
of them as Retaliation (Qisas) for the murdered person and said, "If the entire

population of San'a murdered a single person, I would take the life of each one of

them in return." [Mishkdtul Masabih", p. 302 quotingfrom Malik and Bukharifrom Sayyidina

flw Umar^&\ ^ ;]

RETALIATION (QISAS) IS THE EPITOME OF JUSTICE. CALLING IT
INJUSTICE IS ITSELF AN UNJUST STATEMENT

Enforcing the law of Retaliation (Qisas) saves very many lives since people
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refrain from killing each other. For this reason, Retaliation (Qisds) is a life-giving

source. Many ignorant people refer to Retaliation (Qisds) as an injustice. Such

people do not understand the meaning of injustice. The unjust person is he who
purposely killed another without cause. Taking the life of the murderer in lieu of

the murder is the epitome of justice.

Referring to it as injustice and oppression stems from ignorance and

foolishness. Some people maintain that the murderer should not be killed but

rather put into jail. They do not understand that this only gives the murderer

more courage to continue. The murderer thinks that he will continue killing and

spend but a litde while in jail. Those whose very nature is to kill, rob and

plunder are not in the least afraid of jails. They easily escape from such prisons.

Only people who have no value for human life will dislike Retaliation

(Qisds). They choose to sympathise with the murderer rather than the rest of

mankind. Sunan Abu Dawud contains the tradition stating that Retaliation

(Qisds) will be enforced upon the person who intentionally murders another. The

curse of Allah, His angels and the entire mankind is upon that person who
wishes to oppose the enforcement of Retaliation (Qisds).

THE WAIVING OF RETALIATION (QISAS) OR BLOOD MONEY
(DIYAH) IS NOT THE CHOICE OF THE HEAD OF ANY STATE

A foolish law exists in many countries where the heads of states reserve the

right to pardon a murderer upon his plea, merely looking at certain personal or

social inferences. This is in total contradiction with the laws of Islam. It is the

right of the heirs of the murdered person to demand Retaliation (Qisds) or to

accept the blood money (Diyah). No president, prime minister or king has the

right to pardon the murderer, thereby annulling the right of the heirs. The head

of state who does this, rebels against the law of the Qur'an, and will be deserving

of Allah's punishment.
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(180) It has been made incumbent upon you, when death presents itself before

any of you, (to make) a bequest in favour of your parents and close relatives if

you leave any wealth behind. This is obligatory upon those who have fear for

Allah. (181) So whosoever alters it after hearing it, then the sin rests upon those

who alter. Verily Allah is All Hearing, All Knowing. (182) Whoever fears any

partiality or sin from the testator, then reconciles between them, upon him rests

no sin. Verily Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.
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THE LAWS OF THE BEQUEST

This verse issues the instruction which makes the leaving of a bequest, in

favour of parents and close relatives, compulsory. When the signs of death

become apparent on a person, he should make this bequest. Commentators

maintain that the compulsion of this matter was abrogated after the fixed shares

of the various heirs were stipulated. The shares of parents were also designated,

as mentioned in the second ruku of Surah Nisa [Surah 4, verses Hand 12].

A bequest in favour of an heir is not permissible unless all the other heirs

permit it. Tirmidhi and Abu Dawud record a hadith wherein the Holy Prophet

^^ Up ^ J^> said that there can be no bequest in favour of an heir. The

permission of the other heirs is only legitimate if it is given after the testator's

death. Once their permission is acquired, the bequest will be valid. Bequeathing

something in favour of any relatives besides the heirs is not only permissible, but

recommended. The condition of a bequest though, is that it may not exceed a

third of the estate. It is best for a person to bequeath less than a third. Should he

wish to, he may go up to a maximum of one third. This third will be calculated

from the wealth remaining after paying all debts.

Should the. Wassiyah (Bequest) exceed one third, it may be fulfilled only

with the consent of all mature heirs. Then too/this consent is to be given after the

death of the testator. Any consent given during his/her lifetime will be rendered

null and void. If any heir had consented during the testators lifetime, he is at

liberty to ' withdraw this consent after the testator's death. Similarly, the testator

himself may withdraw and cancel any previously made bequests.

The best approach is that a person continues spending in all good causes

during his lifetime, together with spending freely upon his family. He should

also spend on his friends, relatives, orphans and destitutes. Attention should also

be given to the building of mosques (Masjid's) and Institutes (Madrasahs), and
bequeathing land for their establishment.

THE PAYMENT OF DEBTS PRECEDES THE FULFILLMENT OF A
BEQUEST

The first condition of a bequest is that it be taken from that third of the

wealth which remains after all debts have been paid from the estate. Anything
exceeding a third will only be fulfilled if the heirs allow. They may or may not
agree. For this reason it is best for one to spend in good causes while still alive.

At the same time, it should not be such that a person neglects his own family. He
should not be helping others while leaving his very own kith and kin in need. It

should also not occur that he spends freely in all charitable causes, while his

debts keep accumulating.

It could occur that a person was not able to spend in any charities before his
^eath, then at the final hour he makes certain bequests, forgetting his debts. In
this case as well it will be the debts which shall receive prior attention. If the
debts are so much that they consume all the wealth, then legacies will not be
billed, nor will any inheritance be distributed amongst the heirs.

Ruling: In the execution of a bequest, the Faraidh (obligatory) will receive
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precedence. Examples of these are the obligatory Hajj which he may not have

performed, or zakah which he was still owing, or Wajib Kafarah (compulsory

atonements) still pending. All of these will have to be paid first. If the deceased

had made a bequest for anything which was not obligatory, then too these

obligations (Fardidh) will receive precedence, even though he made mention of

the non-obligatory duties before the obligatory ones.

THE BEQUEST FOR A HAJJUL BADL

As already' mentioned, the bequest will only be fulfilled after all debts have

been settled, even though the bequest be with regard to any of the obligations

(Fardidh) or compulsory (Wajibdt). If the testator bequeaths that someone

performs the obligatory Hajj on his behalf (called Hajjul Badl), but the funds are

insufficient, then the mature heirs may consent to the balance being extracted

from the estate. However, this is not binding upon them, although it will be best.

Ruling: This Hajjul Badl will be performed by a person from the same town

as the deceased, as he chooses. However, should the funds fall short and the

heirs are not willing to subsidise the balance, another person may be sent whose

location is closer to Makkah. In this manner, the remaining funds would suffice

(since transport and perhaps other expenses will be less).

IT IS NOT PERMISSIBLE TO EXECUTE A SINFUL BEQUEST

Should a person bequeath some wealth to be spent in a sinful course, it must

not be executed. If he makes a legacy for something to given towards any acts of

Polytheism (shirk) or religious innovations (Bid'ah) this too will be ignored. It is a

binding duty upon his associates and heirs not to execute such bequests.

IT IS ALSO AN ACT OF MERIT TO LEAVE SOME WEALTH
BEHIND FOR ONE'S HEIRS

It is narrated in Bukhari that Sayyidina Sa'd bin Abi Waqqas ^ ii^ said,

'During the year of the conquest of Makkah. I fell so seriously ill that I feared I

was to die. When the Holy Prophet jJL, j <4± i»» J~* came to visit me, I told him, Oh

the Holy Prophet <JL-j U* &\ JL*. I possess much wealth but have only one

daughter as an heir. Should I not bequeath all my wealth in charity?' He replied

in the negative, to which I said. Then two thirds?' Again he replied in the

negative, to which I again queried, 'Half? Once again he refused. I finally said,

'Then one third?' the Holy Prophet^ 3
Up i» JL* said, 'Yes, you may bequest one

third, but this is also too much. Definitely, it is much better for you to leave your

heirs wealthy rather that leave them destitute, having to stretch their hands out

before others. Most surely, you will receive the reward for everything you spend

in search of Allah's pleasure, even if it be a morsel of food that you place in your

wife's mouth."

ONE SHOULD NOT DELAY IN DRAWING UP A WILL

Living in this world, man is in constant contact with his fellow human

beings. He has to give or take from everyone else, because of which various types

of incumbent rights will apply. He may need to take loans, or things may 1*

placed in his trust. Since none knows when death will overtake him, it is of great
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importance that one should always have one's will ready. In this, all obligations

should be recorded such as the rights owed to others like debts, trusts, etc.

personal obligations such as outstanding obligations (Faraidh) and compulsory

(Vtfajibat) should also be noted. In keeping this at hand, a person's successors will

be able to fulfil all of these obligations should death arrive.

Sayyidina Ibn Umar & h ^ relates that the Holy Prophet ^UL-j Up h j^
said, "It is incorrect for even two nights to pass without a written testament by

the side of a person from whom some rights are due.' [Bukhari, v.l, p.382]

Sayyidina J.ibir bin Abdullah <u* & ^>j narrates that the Holy Prophet & J^>

j^. Up said, 'The person who dies after making his last will and testament will

have died upon the right path, the Sunnah, piety, martyrdom and a state of

forgiveness.' [Ibn Majah, p. 194]

THE SIN OF ALTERING THE BEQUEST

Once a person has died leaving a bequest, it will be incumbent upon the

heirs,, appointed executors, judge, or ruler (whichever may be applicable) to

fulfill the bequest according to the principles of Shari'ah. Since the testator has

left the world and no longer has any choice in matters, those surviving him, who
now have jurisdiction over his wealth, have to ensure that each one receives their

allotted share from the bequest. No rightful recipient should be deprived.

Certain beneficiaries, like distant relatives or the poor, may not even know
about their shares and will therefore not even claim it. It is only those who
control the estate who are able to give or withhold, give more or less, or even

conceal certain facts. The responsibility of distribution rests squarely upon their

shoulders. They should keep the Hereafter before them when doing anything.

No changes and alterations should be made to the legacy. Should they make any,

they will be sinning and be questioned in the Hereafter. This warning is sounded
in the verse, 'So whosoever alters it after hearing it, then the sin rests upon those who
alter.

"

Allama Abu Bakr Jassas ^ & *^j writes in "Ahkamul Qur'an" that it is

gathered from this verse that if a person dies after having left behind his will and
bequest together with sufficient funds to sustain them, then he has fulfilled his

responsibility. It is now the responsibility of his successors to conclude further

matters. Should they be negligent in this regard, the sin will be theirs. Alteration
to the original legacy is also considered to be negligence.

He writes farther that if a person dies without paying the zakah due from
nim, he will be sinful and considered to be of those who refuse to pay zakah. If

Ws person beqi eathed that his zakah be paid and his executor does not pay it,

the deceased will be absolved of the sin, which will now rest with the executor
(since he will be deemed to have changed the bequest). However, if there exists
so*ne injustice in the will (e.g. All the wealth or more than a third was
bequeathed without the consent of the heirs), then it is compulsory that it be
altered accordingly.

^

Whoever fears any partiality or sin from the testator, then reconciles between
•aC% upon him rests no sin "It frequently occurs that the testator, either
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intentionally or erroneously, displays partiality towards a certain heir or relative

when drawing up the will. As a result of this, injustice takes place. If any person

learns of this occurrence, or of its pending occurrence, there will be no sin on him

should he reconcile and rectify the situation between the testator and the

beneficiaries. In the case where the testator has already left the world, the person

who has authority over the estate may alter the will so that it complies with the

Shari'ah. This will also not bring any sin to him and Allah will forgive such an

alteration. This person will not be regarded as "whoever alters it"

Commentators have described several incidents where the bequest may be

unjust. Amongst these, the situation is where distant relatives are made

beneficiaries while near ones are excluded. Another example is where a

grandchild is allotted some wealth even though his father is to receive a share,

upon the pretex: that the child is not an heir. This is done so that the father of

that particular child receives more than his brothers. Other examples are the

bequeathing of ill or more than a third of the estate. The person who advises on

these unjust cases, thereby rectifying them, will not be sinful of changing a

legacy.

With the specific intention of depriving their daughters or other heirs, some

people, during their lifetimes, transfer their properties on the names of other

heirs such as their sons. This is also a form of unjust bequest resulting in the

person committing a sin. It is not permissible to "gift" something to anyone with

the intention of depriving an heir.

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah ^ i»i ^j reports that the Holy Prophet *> &\
J~*

jJL-j said, "A man or woman may live in the obedience of Allah for sixty years

but, upon their demise, they would have hurt someone by their bequest; then

Hell becomes compulsory for them." After narrating this hadith Sayyidina Abu

Hurairah *& &\ ^j recited the following verse from Surah Nisa, "after (deducting)

the said bequest or debts, without harming (anyone) And that is the supreme triumph."

[Ahmad as recorded in "Mishkatul Masabih" p. 265]

Sayyidina Anas ^ &\ ^j says that the Holy Prophet^ 3 Up &\ J^> told them,

"Allah will sever that person's inheritance to Heaven (Jannah) who severs any

portion of the inheritance of his heirs." [Sunan Von Majah' p. 194]

p£*4^ bt <&J& df- v? ^T fL^Jt jiWgb ^4 \**\+ u>J\ Wdks

!

OyJuu j££> o\ pir-ad jfif )j*jn*> Cyj A3 _a>- J& Iff

(183) O you who believe! Fasting has been ordained for you just as it was

ordained for those before you, so that you may attain piety. (184) Fast for a

prescribed number of days. Whoever amongst you is ill or upon a journey, then

he should count the same number of days besides these to fast. Upon those who
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are capable, ih a redemption; the feeding of a poor person. Whoever will do a

oQod act of his own will, then surely' this is better for him. And it is better for

you that you fast, if you but knew.

THE OBLIGATION TO FAST IN RAMADHAN AND ESSENTIAL

LAWS GOVERNING FASTING

This verse announces the obligation of the Ramadhan fasts. Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Umar & & ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet (JL-j *> i» J^ said,

Islam is based upon five pillars: (l)The declaration that there is none worthy of

worship besides Allah, and Muhammad pJL-j Up iui ju is the servant and

messenger of Allah. (2) The establishment of Salah. (3) The payment of zakah. (4)

The performance of Hajj. and (5) To fast in Ramadhan/ [Bukhari v.l p. 6]

Salah and fasting are both physical forms of worship, while zakah involves

financial strain. In Hajj, both physical and financial exertions are involved,

making it both a physical and financial worship. Salah was made obligatory

itardli) in the fifth year after prophethood. This transpired in Makkah during the

ni^ht of Ascension (Mi'raj). The fast in the month of Ramadhan was made
obligatory (Fardh) in Madinah during the second year after Hijrah.

Just as Salah and Zakah were obligatory for the previous Ummahs, so too

was fasting. This is explained in the phrase where Allah says, "just as it was

ordained for those before you" Therefore, fasting is nothing new, it should be

practised just as the previous nations had done.

THE QUALITY OF PIETY (TAQWA) IS BORN OF FASTING.

"So that you may attain piety" By fasting, some degree of difficulty is

experienced by the carnal self (nafs), which curbs the carnal passions. Piety

(t(i(jwa) denotes abstaining from all types of sins, be they minor, major, hidden or

apparent; The verse explains that fasting has been made obligatory to attain piety

(tiKjiva)..

Man is imbued with numerous bestial inclinations and carnal desires which
encourage him to commit sins. Fasting is a form of worship which curbs these

animalistic inclinations, thereby decreasing the capacity to sin. The passions and
desires of the fasting person are stunted. Fasting for the entire month of

Ramadhan is obligatory (Fardh) on every sane mature Muslim. Abstaining from
eating, drinking and sexual cohabitation during the day for an entire month
creates a certain submission and placidity within the soul.

If a person fasts in accordance with the laws and etiquette described in the
^nadith, then a person's soul can truly be purified. The causes of most of the sins
committed by man, are his tongue and private parts. Tirmidhi reports from
*yyidina Abu Hurairah ^ &\^ that the Holy Prophet ^L-j Up i»\ ju was asked
^at will be the greatest cause for people entering Hell (Jahannam). He replied,

e t01*gue and the private parts." While fasting, the tongue and private parts
^restricted, and therefore they are less liable to commit sins. For this reason the

y rophet ^Upi ju» mentions in a hadith, "Fasting is a shield (offering

I

Action against sins and the fire of Hell." [Bukhari v.l, p.254]

eeping the fast with its laws and etiquette will definitely make it easy for a
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person to refrain from sins. If a person makes the intention to fast, abstain^

from eating, drinking and conjugal relations, but does not adhere to the vari
0lls

etiquette (by indulging in unlawful Haram earnings and backbiting), he will bf

deprived of the blessings and benefits of fasting, even though he will be absolved

of the obligation.

Nasa'I records a hadith wherein the Holy Prophet jJL^ <uU <3ii ju
said

'Tasting is a shield as long as one does not tear it." Another hadith reads, "Allgf

has no necessity for a person to leave eating and drinking when he does
no? I

abstain from false speech and sinful deeds/
7

[Bukhari, v.l, pg-255]
j

From the above, it is understood that the fast is not complete by me?s |

abstention from eating, drinking and conjugal relations. Fasting includes stayi^
I

away from all evil and vile deeds. It is improper for a person to speak indecent)-
I

while his mouth is in abstinence. For this reason the Holy Prophet ,0-j Up i \ ^
said, "When any one of you is fasting, he should not speak indecently, norixf

rowdy. If another person swears at him or wants to involve him in a dispute, ^ I

should merely say, (without retaliating) 'I am fasting' (i.e. I do not wish |J

dispute)." [Bukhari, v.l, p. 255]

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah *& ii ^j reports that the Holy Prophet Up i^j

jJL-j said, "There are many fasting persons who (because they indulge iff

backbiting, illicit acts and unlawful (haram) deeds), achieve nothing from therf

fast except hunger and thirst. There are also many persons who perfonrj

Tahajjud Salah (late night Salah) but (because of vanity and show), achievj

nothing thereby except the difficulty of staying awake." [Mishkatul Masabih", p. v;:j

"A prescribed number of days." Fasting has been ordained for a prescribe:

number of dayii only, which are not very difficult for a person to observi
|

Thereafter, mention is made of the special concession accorded to those whoai

sick or on journey. In their respective conditions, should they omit some of ft

fasts, they will have to fast the same number of days after Ramadhan Thi

making up for missed fasts is referred to as "Qadha," which will be explained i:

the ensuing verses (Insha Allah).

"Upon those'who are capable is a redemption; the feeding of a poor person. "Tfe

law applied during the early stages of Islam. A hadith is reported in "Sunan Ah

Dawud", (v.l p. 74) that when the Holy Prophet pJL-j U* ^ J^ arrived in Madinaf

he instructed the Muslims to fast for three days a month. Thereafter the fasts

Ramadhan were enforced. Since the people were not accustomed to fasting $

found it difficult, the above concession was granted to those who, even in spite

possessing the ability to fast, did not have to do so if they did not wish to. Tfo

could substitute it with the feeding of a poor person for every missed fast. Itw

after this stage t/iat the order was later revealed, "Whomsoever witnesses the in$

(Ramadhan) should fast therein. "This verse abrogated the concession of mis$

fasts for those who are capable. After this, every person was instructed to i*j

Exemption was granted to the ill and travelling persons who could miss

fasts, but have to keep them later on.

THE THREE PHASES IN THE INJUNCTION OF FASTING

A lengthy hadith is reported in the "Musnad" of Imam Ahmad 4* & ^;
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7
a ^at Salah and fasting both underwent three phases in their obligation.

After
concluding the three phases of Salah, those of fasting are mentioned as

follows:

1. Upon arriving in Madinah, the Holy Prophet ri-j <ui* &\ J<^
used to fast during three days of every month together with the

fast of Ashura (the tenth of Muharram. Then Allah revealed the

following verse making the fasts of Ramadhan obligatory, "Oh
you who believe, fasting has been ordained for you just as it was
ordained for those before." These verses, together with making

the fasts of Ramadhan incumbent, also granted the concession to

people to offer expiation of feeding a poor person. This expiation

was considered to suffice for fast.

2. Thereafter Allah revealed the subsequent verses viz. "It was

in the month of Ramadhan wherein the Qur'an was revealed"

Included in these verses was the command, "Whomsoever
witnesses the month (Ramadhan) should fast therein." This

verse made concession for every healthy person not on journey

to fast. The previous concession to offer the atonement in lieu of

missed fasts was hereby repealed. This concession remained only

for thote who were ill or on a journey. They are allowed to miss

fasts in Ramadhan and make it up later. The Fidya (expiation)

for missed fasts remains only for such old people who are unable

to fast.

3. The instruction existed initially that, during the nights of

fasting days, a person was only permitted to eat, drink or

cohabit until the time he fell asleep. If anyone fell asleep (even

though the night vas not yet over,), he was not allowed to

indulge in any of these actions upon awakening. It once

transpired that a companion of the Holy Prophet pJL-j 4.J.* &\ Jl*#

whose name was Sirmah ±~* &\ ^j, engaged in hard labour

throughout the day while fasting. When he reached home that

evening, he was so exhausted that he fell asleep after performing
the Isha prayers. (Due to the fact that he had fallen asleep, he

was now not permitted to eat, nor drink anything,).

Subsequently, the night passed in this manner till daybreak,

whereafter he fasted once again the Holy Prophet rl-j
<tL* &\ JL~*

noticed the extreme strain on him and inquired, 'What is the

matter? I see you experiencing great difficulty. "He then related

the entire episode. [Bukhari, v.l, p. 256]

It has also been narrated that Sayyidina Umar ** ^i ^j once cohabited with
one ot his wives after having fallen asleep. He then related the incident to the
4oly Prophet ^ Up &\ ju. With reference to this Allah revealed the verse,
mng unto your spouses has been permittedfor you during the nights ofyourfasts."

Sayyidina Ibn Abi Layla U* & ^j narrates that the companions of the Holy
°phet -j- j Up &\ j^ informed us that when the fasts of Ramadhan were made
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obligatory, it was difficult for them initially. For this reason, it was permissibj

for them to feed a poor person for every missed fast, even though they wer

capable of keeping it. Then the verse, "And that you fast, is better for you if yQ
."

but knew/' abrogated this concession. Every person now had to fast.

Sayyidina Ibn Umar ^ i»\ ^j also recited the verse, "a redemption, the fe^
of a poor person)" whereafter he said, "This concession was abrogated." It is evideji

from all these reports that the permission which originally existed no longe

remains. It is now obligatory for all to fast, bearing whatever difficulty that ma

arise. The concept of expiation (Fidya) will, however, still apply to that persc
,»

who is totally incapable of keeping the fasts.

"Whosoever does a good act ofhis own will, then this is betterfor him." This ver&
;

I

makes reference to the fact that, after observing the entire month of Ramadhan
ip

i

fasting, it will be of extreme benefit for a person to fast on an optional basis
afte*

j

Ramadhan. Bukhari (v. I, p.254) reports ahadith wherein the Holy Prophet i J

pJL-j Up said in reply to a person's query regarding Islam that the five Salah
are I

obligatory. The person asked what else was due from him. The reply wastfef

there was nothii-g else except what he may do, of his own will. Then he was tolcf

about the obligatory Ramadhan fasts, upon which he asked whether it was onjij

these that were obligatory. The Holy Prophet ^L-j Up isi jl* told him that it wail

only these, unless he fasted after them of his own will.
J

I

The general context of the verse encourages all good acts. Even if it beef

single Salah, fast or any other mandatory devotion which a person observe
j

optionally, its reward will most definitely be awarded to him. He will k

deserving of the great merits promised by Allah, which is certainly better for hir

in the hereafter.

Other commentators have interpreted this verse slightly differently. The.

say it means that although the expiation (Fidya) is fulfilled by feeding a singk

person one meal, should a person willingly give extra, this will be better for him.

"And it is tetter for you that you fast, ifyou but knew." Allama Abu Bakr Jasas

Up j&\ aj^j says that this verse refers to those people who, in the beginning, wen

permitted to m^ss their fasts in spite of being healthy and not on journev

Although they could offer the expiation (Fidyah), it was best for them to fast. Tte

blessings and spiritual benefits to be derived from fasting can never be attaine.

through the expiation (Fidyah).

He also writes that it could also refer to "those who are capable" as well ask

travellers. Since the concession not to fast was also granted to travellers, the vers^

alludes to the point that it will be best for them to fast as well. General!)

travellers (Musafirs) are able to fast while on a journey without too mitf

difficulty. It beccmes evident that to fast on a journey is better than not fasting

Allama Jassas *> ii ~<*-j then extracts even another fine point when

mentions that since the feeding of one poor person (the equivalent of half

»

approximately 1.75 kg) is a substitute for one fast, it is learnt that one f<

superior to donating half a Sa in charity. [Ahkamul Qur'an, v. 1, p.I80]
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(185) The month of Ramadhan is the month wherein the Qur'an was revealed as

a guide for mankind; whose signs of guidance are absolutely clear, and it is a

distinguisher between truth and falsehood. So whosoever amongst you
witnesses this month, should fast therein, and those who are ill or upon a

journey, should count the same number of days besides these to fast. Allah

desires ease for you and desires not hardship, and that you complete the period

and glorify Allah for His guiding you, and that you show gratitude.

THE QUR'AN WAS REVEALED IN RAMADHAN
This versespecifies the days in which fasting is to take place. The previous

verse merely stated, "a prescribed number of days" whereas this verse clearly

defines the specific month. It is therefore obligatory for every Muslim to fast in

this month.

Thereafter Allah mentions another speciality of this month - the revelation

of the Qur'an. It is stated in Surah Qadr that this revelation took place on the

night of Qadr. There exists no discrepancy between the two verse because the

night of Qadr falls within the month of Ramadhan.

The question may arise that since the Qur'an was revealed gradually over a

period of 23 years, why does this verse state that it was revealed in a single

month of Ramadhan. The answer is, that on the night of Qadr the entire Qur'an
was revealed at once from the Lowhul Mahfuz (Protected Tablet) to the sky above
the earth. Here it was placed in the Baitul Izzah. It was from this place that it was
then gradually raken, through the order of Allah, by Jibril fiLJ\ <4* to the Holy
Prophet fJL-j a* it JL* over a period of 23 years. [Tafsir Qurtubi, v.2, p.292]

The description of the Qur'an thereafter given is evident to all. Allah

mentions that it is "a guide for mankind', whose signs of guidance are absolutely clear

and it is a distinguisher between truth andfalsehood."

Thereafter, Allah states, "So whomsoeverfrom amongst you witnesses the month,
should fast therein." The obligation is made clear in this verse concerning the fasts,

making it binding upon every sane, mature, male and female Muslim. However,
rt is allowed for sick people, travellers, pregnant women and breastfeeding
mothers to miss the fasts and to keep the Lapse (Qadha) after Ramadhan. Women
experiencing menstruation or after-birth bleeding (nifas), axe also excused from
asting and observe them only upon the expiry of their condition. The various
^tailed rulings with regard to these situations are discussed in the Ahadlth and
books of jurisprudence. Just a few will be elucidated here.
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The world is continuously striving to make travel and locomotion more
comfortable. WLh the inception of high speed aircraft, distances which normally

took months to traverse, have now been shortened to no longer than a few hours.

Since the development of these means, the question always arise regarding the

case where a person fasted a full period of thirty days in a certain country,

whereafter he flies to another country where still a few days remain before the

end of Ramadhan. What is he to do during these days? In my humble opinion,

since he is witnessing Ramadhan in this country, he should fast the remaining

days. This is required from the general context of the verse, "So whomsoever

witnesses the month, should fast therein.

This ruling is also evident if one considers the ruling jurists have issued

with regard to Tie person who physically matures during Ramadhan and the

woman who ceases to menstruate in Ramadhan. Both of these, although not

fasting during that particular day, will not be allowed to eat or drink for the

remainder of the day, due to the reverence of this month. Similarly, the person

arriving at a place where Ramadhan is still not over, has to show reverence for

the month. This reverence can assume two forms. Either he does not fast but

refrains from eating and drinking, or he may fast. For him to fast will be in

compliance witi this verse, therefore he should observe the fasts. In this

situation, he should make a general Niyyah (intention) for fasting.

In this way, the fast will be both Nafl (optional), as well as obligation (Fardh)

of Ramadhan. The benefit is that if Allah regards his fasting to be obligatory in

these days, his ooligation will be fulfilled. If, however, it was really not necessary

for him to fast during these remaining days, he would have reaped the reward of

optional (Nafl) f ists. At the same time, he would have shown due reverence for
j

the month of Ramadhan.

THE PERMISSION GRANTED TO THE SICK AND THE

TRAVELLERS NOT TO FAST AND THE INSTRUCTION TO

OBSERVE THE LAPSE (QADHA) THEREAFTER

In this verL>e, Allah excludes the ill and the Musafir (traveller) from the

obligation of fasting, instructing them to make up the missed fasts afterwards.

Allama Jassas <uU &\ <^j in 'Ahkamul Qur'an' writes that Allah, in this verse, only

specified that the person should make up the exact number of days that he

missed. No mention was made that these fasts have to be consecutive without a

break in between. Therefore, a person may fast continuously, or with breaks

between. Both ways are permitted, which is also denoted by the verse, "AlB

desires ease for you and does not desire hardship" [v. 1, p.208]

Jurists have mentioned that if a person had not yet completed the Lapse

(Qadha) of his Ramadhan fasts by the time the next Ramadhan arrives, he should

fast for this subsequent Ramadhan and complete the Lapse (Qadha) thereafter

However, the Lapse (Qadha) should be observed as quickly as possible since one

has no idea when death will overtake one.

Ruling: The concession granted to the ill does not apply to all sick people

will apply only <:o those who will experience severe difficulty by fasting or have

the strong fear of losing a limb or organ thereby. Those people may also taRe
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advantage of this concession who anticipate the prolonging of their illness

because of the fast. This anticipation should be based either upon previous

experience or upon the diagnosis of an expert Muslim doctor who is known not

to be a Fasiq (open sinner). This ruling is recorded in the canonical books of

"Durrul Mukhter" and "Shami" wherein it is also stated that the infidel (kdfir)

doctor could intend, by such a diagnosis, to discourage one from worship.

People generally misconstrue any little illness to be an excuse not to fast,

even though it is not at all harmful for them to fast. On the other hand, fasting is

beneficial for certain diseases. Nevertheless, many people use the excuse of

illness to avert fasting, merely relying upon the word of some doctors. The

instruction of every doctor is not considered in this matter* since certain doctors

may be totally irreligious, while others are disbelievers. Neither do they

understand the correct ruling nor the value of fasting. Some people even derive

pleasure out of discouraging others from fasting. The word of a kafir doctor will

be emphatically ignored in this matter.

The sick person should decide using experience, strength of Belief (Iman)

and the advice of such a Muslim doctor who, together with understanding the

importance of fasting and relevant Islamic rulings, also possesses the fear of

Allah.

Unfortunately, there are many people who not only miss their fasts on the

pretext of illness but who do not even make them up later. Such people drag the

great sin with them to their graves. In their love for mere eating and drinking,

they are totally oblivious of the doomsday (Akhirah).

The above discussion concerns those whose illnesses are temporary. They
will have to ma've up these missed fasts at a later stage. However, some people

suffer from such sicknesses that are terminal, from which they have no hope of

recovery, nor of keeping the Lapse (Qadha). Other people are so old that they too

have lost hope of ever observing the Lapse (Qadha). These people should give the

expiation (Fidyan). If, at some later stage, they do find the ability to fast, it will be
obligatory upon them to complete the Lapse (Qadha). Whatever expiation

(Fidyah) was given up to then will be considered to be optional (Nafl) charity.

Just as it is not permitted for every ill person to miss the fast, so too does it

apply to travellers. That traveller who intertds a journey of Qasr may miss the
fast if s/he does so with the intention of keeping the Lapse (Qadha) afterwards.
This will be permissible once s/he leaves the boundary of his/her town or city,

for as long as She/he is on journey. Once s/he returns home, the Lapse (Qadha)
has to be observed.

Should the traveller (Musdfir) intend to stay over at a place for 15 days or
more, he will cease to be a traveller (Musdfir). If it is still the month of Ramadhan,
!
* will be obligatory for him to fast while staying in this place, and he will have to
P^form his Salah in full. The journey of Qasr is 48 Shar'i miles (equivalent to

o64 km), A person who travels this distance will be deemed a traveller
usafif)

r whether it be on foot, by car, bus or by plane. Such a person shall
^form Qasr Salah {i.e. Two in place of four Rakahs obligation (Fardh)}, and it is

Omissible for him to omit the fasts.
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It will not ^e permissible for the person travelling any distance less than

this to omit their fasts. In spite of this allowance, it is still best for the traveller

to fast during Pamadhan. The reason for this is that by not fasting a person

will be deprived of the blessings and spiritual illumination of Ramadhan.

Another is that fasting in the month of Ramadhan, when everyone else is also

fasting, is much easier than fasting afterwards, when it will be extremely

difficult.

Ruling: The traveller and the ailing person who happen to die in Ramadhan
need not make c. bequest for the expiation (Fidyah) to be given since they did not

have any oppo tunity to observe the Lapse (Qadha). However, had the sick

person recovere i, or the traveller returned home, whereafter they were able to

observe the Lapse (Qadha), but did not do so, then it will be compulsory for them

to make a bequest for the expiation (Fidyah). Once the person has left the world.

his successors will, after having settled any debts, pay out his expiation (Fidyah)

from the remaining third of his estate. For every fast missed the equivalent of

Sadaqatul Fitr will have to be paid. If the deceased had not made a bequest to

this effect, and his successors pay it out of their own pockets, this will also (Inslm

Allah) be beneficial.

For example, if he missed ten fasts, then lived for a further ten days in good

health (in the case of a sick person), or was at home for ten days (in the case of

the traveller) he will have to make the bequest for expiation (Fidyah) of ten days

to be given befcre he passes away. In the same example, should he have only

lived for five days (wherein he did not keep any Lapse (Qadha)), it will only be

necessary to mi ike a bequest for the expiation (Fidyah) of five fasts. [Durrul

Mukhtar]

THE EXCEPTION IN THE CASE OF PREGNANT AND
BREASTFEEDING WOMEN

"Sunan Nasa'I (p. 315) reports a hadith wherein the Holy Prophet ^ & >
(JL-j said, 'Allah has allowed the traveller not to fast and pardoned a portion of

his Salah (he only has to perform two Rakahs obligatory (Fardh) Salah). Allah has

also granted the same concession for the breastfeeding and expectant mother.

They may make them up after Ramadhan."

That expectant woman who experiences tremendous difficulty while

fasting, or fears for her or her child's life, may omit her fasts to make them up

afterwards. Similar is the case of the breastfeeding mother who fears that her
|

child, who only subsists on her milk may be deprived of the milk. If the child is

able to subsist en another diet (such as formula milk or cereal, as is common

nowadays), then it will not be permissible for the mother to miss her fasts. R

should also be borne in mind that once a child reaches the age of two, She/he i

cannot be breastfed, therefore the question of the mother of a two year old child

not fasting will not arise.

THE LAW CONCERNING WOMEN EXPERIENCING
MENSTRUATION (HAIDH) AND AFTERBIRTH BLEEDING (NITAS

Any woman undergoing these conditions during the month of Ramadn^

should not fast even though they are capable of fasting. They must observe tn^j
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lapse (Qadha) afterwards. As for their Salah, it is completely pardoned, without

tfte
necessity for Lapse (Qadha).

ALLAH HAS PLACED EASE IN DIN (RELIGION)

Allah has not instructed man to do anything which is beyond his capability.

This has been emphasised in numerous verses of the Qur'an. In the verse under

discussion, after discussing the Law regarding the ill and traveller, Allah

declares, "Allah desires easefor you, and does not desire hardship."

Allah has allowed the sick person to perform Salah in whichever method is

convenient for him, whether it be standing, sitting, lying down or even by

indication, ^akah is due only when a person possesses the equivalent of Nisab.

Then too, the zakah will only be payable once the wealth has been in a person's

possession for an entire lunar year. The stipulated amount for zakah is also very

little i.e. only one fortieth portion of the entire wealth (2.5 %).

Hajj is also not incumbent upon every person, but only on those who have

the means to go to iviakkah, meet the necessary expenses, return, and provide for

their families during the interim period. Then too, it is only obligatory once in a

lifetime. With regard to fasting, the leniency has already been discussed which is

applicable to the ill, the traveller, the aged, and those women who are expecting

or breast feeding . The other leniencies found in the Shari'ah are well renowned.

"And that you complete the period" With regard to this verse, the author of

Ruhul Ma'ani' (v.2 p.62) writes that the instruction to fast upon witnessing

Ramadhan, as well as the concession granted to the ill and the traveller (with the

explicit order to carefully count the missed fasts), are all with a view to

inculcating within man to be particular in these matters of calculation. In this

way no fast, whether Lapse (Qadha) or not, is not missed, irrespective of whether
they are kept in succession or not. (In so doing, the entire period of Ramadhan is

completed)

"And glorify Allah for His guiding you.." This means that one praises Allah
lor this favour. Sayyidina Zaid bin Aslam <^ & ^j says that this refers to the

lakbirs that are read during the day of Eid. Sayyidina Ibn Abbas <up ifci ^j says
that it refers to the saying of "Allahu Akbar" (Allah is the greatest) upon sighting
te moon.

"And that you may show gratitude." This verse explains the reason for the

wniency ordained by Allah for those who are ill or on journey. It is a special
favour of Allah for which gratitude and appreciation ought to be shown.

c>l£> \i[
f)

i) tijco iL*3 kLjJ* c^UJ£<^l^s^t^lSU

< °fy And when My bondsmen ask you about Me, verily I am close by. I answer
i€ suppiicatjon of the caller when he summons. So they should accept My

COrnmandments an(* believe in Me so that they remain on the right.
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THE VIRTUE OF DU'A (SUPPLICATION) AND ITS ETIQUETTE

A hadith is narrated in the tafsir "Durrul Manthur' {v.l,p.l94) that a person

asked the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up & J^>, "Is Allah nearby, that we may supplicate

to Him silently, or is He far away so that we have to call out loudly to Him?" The

Prophet fJL-j U* iii JU remained silent, whereafter this verse was revealed, 'And

when My bondsmen ask you about Me"

Sayyidina Ata bin Abi Rabah U^ i»\ ^ says that when the verse, "Your lord

declares, 'Call unto Me, and I will answer your call," was revealed, the Sahaba h ^^ expressed the wish to know when they should supplicate. In reference to this

the verse was revealed, "And when My bondsmen ask you about Me"

The previous verses mentioned fasting. The blessed month of Ramadhan
is

the ideal season for earning the hereafter (Akhirah). Much can be achieved in this

month since the Devils (Shayatin) are chained and the doors of Heaven (Jannali)

are thrown wide open. At the same time, the doors of Hell are shut. [Bukhari, v.],

p.255]

Allah dispatches an announcer every night who says, "Oh seeker of good,

advance! Oh seeker of evil, desist!" [Tirmidhi, v.l,p.l22] The people of Belief (Iman)

are instinctively inclined towards good. They fast, pay special attention to their

obligatory (Fardh) Salah, and increase their performance of optional (Nafl) Salah.

They also step up their remembrance of Allah (Dhikr), recitation of Qur'an,

supplication to Allah Supplication (Du'a) and strive to spend the entire night of

Qadr in devotio x During Ramadhan Supplications (Du'ds) are readily accepted

[Tirmidhi" in the chapter ofDu'ds]

It is for this reason that it is appropriate to make mention of the acceptance

of Supplications (Du'ds) during the discussion of Ramadhan. The verse says that

Allah is close by, hears all Supplications (Du'ds) and accepts them. Whether the

Supplication (Du'a) is silent or audible, He hears everything, even if it not be by

the tongue but ty the heart. He hears them all and answers. Allah uses the term

"answer" instead of saying He "hears" {all Supplications (Du'ds)}, so as te

include the Supplications (Du'ds) of the heart as well.

Allah says m Surah Qaf, "Most assuredly We have treated man, We know vM

thoughts prevail in his soul and We are closer to him than his own jugular vein"

16]

Bukhari (v.2 p.944) quotes Sayyidina Abu Musa Ash'ari **>' &\ <^>> wl»

narrates that once, while on a journey with the Holy Prophet pL-j Up & J^>
p-

were ascending hill. We were saying "Allahu Akbar" loudly, upon which *

Holy Prophet pJL-j u^ &\ J^ said, "Oh people have mercy upon yourselves! Yo«

are not calling someone who is deaf nor one who is absent. You are calling unit

One who is All Hearing, All Seeing."

Sayyidina Salman Farsi ** ii ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet^ j 4* */*

said, "Verily your Sustainer is modest and magnanimous. He is modest in o*

He shies away from returning the hands of His slaves empty when they lift
**

hands unto Him (in supplication)." [Tirmidhi and Hakim]

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah <up &\^ narrates that the Holy Prophet *> *
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^ < said, "Your Supplications (Du'as) are always accepted as long as you are not

hasty ie. when you say, 'I made Supplication (Du'a) but it was not accepted."

[Bukhari, v.2, p.938]

In another hadith, the Holy Prophet jJL. j U* Ai JU said, "The Supplications

(Du'as) of a person will always be accepted as long as he does not make
Supplication (Du'a) for something sinful or for the breaking of family ties. This
(acceptance) wit. be on condition that he is not hasty." Someone asked the Holy
prophet (4- j U* &\ J^> the meaning of being hasty, to which he replied,

Hastiness is when a person says that he made Supplication (Du'a) but it seems
that it was not accepted. He then sits back without making further Supplication

(Du'a)" [Muslim, v.2, p.352]

A person should continuously make Supplication (Du'a) with enthusiasm.

His Supplication (Du'a) should be heartfelt and sincere. Sayyidina Abu Hurairah
<* in ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ^j a> ii J^ said, "There is nothing more
virtuous in the >ight of Allah than Supplication (Du'a)." Another hadith states

that du'a is the essence of worship.

The Holy Prophet fL*j Up ii ju says in another hadith, "That person who
desires that Allah should accept his Supplication (Du'a) in times of hardship and
adversity should supplicate to Allah in abundance during times of ease."

Regarding the meaning of 'acceptance' the Holy Prophet fL* 3
Up i>t JU said that

whenever a person supplicate to Allah, Allah will either grant him exactly what
he has asked to::, or avert a calamity from afflicting him. Allah will do this for

him as long as his Supplication (Du'a) does not regard something sinful, nor the
breaking of family ties. [Tirmidhi has recorded allfour Ahddith]

In the "Musnad" of Ahmad Up Ai i*Jt an addition is narrated to the above
hadith. It says that Allah may also store the Supplication (Du'a) as a treasure for
a person in the Hereafter (which will be of great benefit to him there). [Mishkatul

Masabih",p.l96]

People keep saying that Supplications (Du'a's) are no longer accepted. In
fact, there hardly exists anyone who is truly capable of making Supplication
Wa). Firstly, a Supplication (Du'a) should be heartfelt. Secondly, the person
should abstain f;om sins, it is narrated in a hadith: "A person will have travelled
a long distance, making his hair dishevelled and his body to be covered in dust.
He will raise his hands supplicating, "Oh my Lord, Oh my Lord". His food is
from unlawful (haram) sources, his drink is unlawful (haram) and all his
nourishment is derived from unlawful (haram) means. How can his Supplication
tfVfl) he accepted?" [Muslim, v.l p.326]

Tirmidhi narrates a hadith wherein the Holy Prophet pJL-j aJp &\ j^> said,
^application (Du'a) is beneficial for eradicating calamities which have already
fallen a person, as well as those which have not. Oh Allah's servants, stick fast
10 the making of Supplication (Du'a)."

M ,

An°ther hadith of Tirmidhi states that the Holy Prophet ^>^&\ J^ said,
^ake Supplication (Du'a) to Allah in such a way that you are convinced of its
^ceptance Verily Allah does not accept the Supplication (Du'a) of a negligent
a careless heart."
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"So they shculd accept my commandments so that they remain on the right pa tn

This means tha»: together with accepting all the commandments of Allah,
a

person should also believe in all the attributes and the Being of Allah, trusting

only in Him. By doing this, a person will remain firm on guidance and will also

receive further guidance from Allah.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" makes the following comment on this verse

"They should sesk Allah's acceptance for all their Supplications (Dn'as) wherein

they ask for Belief (Iman) and obedience, just as they seek His acceptance for
all

their Supplications (Du'as) regarding their personal needs." \o2, p.64]

In his exegesis (tafsir) \v2, p2l4], Allama Qurtubi U* & "**-j quotes Harawi ^
Up ifci as saying that "the right path" refers to guidance and steadfastness. Allama

Baydawi Up it ^ has also made similar comments as the above two in his

exegesis (tafsir). ~>vl, p. 130]

(4* CjV o*4 (^b f^ &4^ f^i^^^JJ^W^^r^^jJ
££J& 9£j2, ll^j

9£J& CJca pr*s£a& ^LJJ\2£ j£J> p£r*& <jf

(187) Permission has been granted for you, on the nights of the fasts, to go unto

your wives. They are a garment unto you, and you are a garment unto them.

Allah knows well that you have been unfaithful unto yourselves, so He turned

unto you and forgave you. So now you may cohabit with them and seek that

which Allah has ordained for you. Eat and drink until the white thread becomes

distinct to you from the black thread i.e. the thread of dawn. Then complete the

fasts till nightfall and do not touch your women when you are secluded in

devotion I'tikrf in the Mosque (Masjid). These are the limits imposed by Allah

so stray not f?om them. Thus Allah expounds His verses to man so that they'

attain piety.

CONCLUDING THE LAWS OF FASTING

Sayyidina Bara bin Azib ^ i» ^j narrates that when fasting was ordain*

initially, the law was that if a person fell asleep before he terminated his fast (i

the time of Iftar), he was not permitted to eat for the entire night, nor the

thereafter. He could only eat again after terminating the following days fast.

It once transpired that Sayyidina Qais bin Sirma <up &\ ^j was fasting. Wl#

he arrived home that evening, he asked his wife whether there was any fo°v

eat. She replied in the negative, adding that she will try and arrange^

something to eat. Since he was engaged in hard labour all day he fell af
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before his wife could return. When she arrived she expressed grief over the

situation since he was now unable to eat until the following evening.

Consequently, ha fasted the following day without having anything to eat. When
half the day had passed the incident was narrated to the Holy Prophet u* i>\ JU
^Uj, whereupon the above verse was revealed, "Permission has been granted for

you, on the nighvs of fasts" The Muslims were overjoyed upon this revelation,

whereafter the rest of the verse was also revealed, "Eat and drink until the white

thread becomes distinctfrom the black thread ofdawn." [Bukhari, v.l, p. 256]

Just as it was prohibited to eat and drink after falling asleep, so too was
cohabiting with one's spouse. This proved extremely difficult for the

Companions (Sahdbah)^ & ^>j. Bukhari [v. 2, p.64'7] narrates that when the fasts

of Ramadhan were made obligatory, it was prohibited for any person to cohabit

with his spouse after having fallen asleep. This order applied to the entire month

of Ramadhan. As a result, many people were unfaithful to themselves by

contravening this law of Allah. With regard to this, Allah revealed the following

verse, "Allah knows well that you have been unfaithful to yourselves so He turned unto

you andforgave ym."

In a narration of Abu Dawud, it is reported that Sayyidina Umar ^ & ^j
once wished to cohabit with his wife. She informed him that she had already

fallen asleep (meaning that it was prohibited for her). He thought that she was

merely making an excuse, and fulfilled his desire.

In the exegesis (tafsir) 'Durrul Manthur', [v.l, p. 197] it is narrated that one

night Sayyidina Umar ^ &\ ^j remained in the company of the Holy Prophet

pL-j Up ^\ Jl^ for a long time. Upon arriving home he found his wife asleep. He
awoke her with the intention of indulging in conjugal relations. She pointed out

to him that she could not comply to his wishes since she had already fallen

asleep. Thinking, that she had not really fallen asleep, he went ahead. A similar

incident took place with Sayyidina Ka'ab bin Malik ^ ifc» ^j. The following

morning Sayyidina Umar aip ^ ^j related the episode to the Holy Prophet it ^U
fi-j aJp. It was on this occasion that the above verse was revealed viz. "Allah

knows well that you have been unfaithful to yourselves."

When a person complies to the dictates of his carnal self (nafs), he appears to

be faithful to his carnal self (nafs). Since contravening Allah's laws will draw His

wrath upon a person, the carnal self (nafs) itself will be made to suffer

punishment. In this way, by complying to its dictates, a person will actually be

unfaithful to his himself because he is causing ultimate suffering to himself. This
is an interpretation of "unfaithful to yourselves."

Another interpretation of the phrase "unfaithful unto yourselves"is that

people do not 5ubmit to the bidding of their carnal self (nafs) (to indulge in

sexual relations with one's spouse) because of the constraints of Shari'ah.

Although this is a sort of betrayal of the carnal self (nafs), it is in conformance to

fee laws of Allah. Once the order of Allah was issued to permit this act,

unfaithfulness to the carnal self (nafs) ceased to exist in this regard. It now
became permissible for a person to eat, drink and cohabit the entire night
through. Those who may have contravened the order of Allah previously were
remorseful and forgiven by Him.
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A SUBTLE DESCRIPTION OF THE HUSBAND AND WIFE
RELATIONSHIP

During the discussion of mutual cohabitation, an extremely subtle portrayal

is given concerning the relationship between the husband and wife. Allah says

that the wife is like a garment to the husband and vice versa. The author of

'Ruhul Ma'ani' writes that this verse means that each spouse is a source of

contentment and courage to the other. This has been referred to in the following

verse of Surah A'raf, "that he may find solace in her" [verse 189] The same is

mentioned in Surah Rum, where it is stated, so that you may find solace in her"

[verse 22]

The couple have been described as garments to each other because they may
embrace and clmg onto each other. Another interpretation is that they offer

protection to each other from sin and unchaste behaviour, just as clothing

protects one from the elements. The Holy Prophet pL-j Up 2>i JU> said in a hadith,

that the person who gets married has completed half of his religion, now it only

remains for him to fear Allah with regard to the other half ["Mishkatul Masabih"

from Bayhaqi]

The author of 'Ruhul Ma'ani" writes further with regard to the first part of

the verse viz. "they (women) are a garment for you." He says that man cannot live

without women. Similarly, women can also not make do without men as pointed

out by the next phrase i.e. "and you are a garment unto them.

"

THE COMMAND TO SEEK CHILDREN

"And seek that which Allah has ordainedfor you." Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ^ ii^
says that this verse refers to the seeking of children. Therefore, one should

indulge in sexual intercourse with the intention that Allah bestows one with

children. It is written in "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.2. p. 65) that the purpose of marriage

should be the enhancement of progeny. The prime objective of marriage should

not merely be the gratification of one's passions. Allah has merely placed the

passion of sex in man as a means to perpetuate the human race. This is just as He

had placed the instinct of hunger in man as a means to preserve his life. The

mere satisfaction of these passions is a trait of animals.

Some com nentators have mentioned that since the object of sexual

intercourse is the bearing of children, it would not be permissible to cohabit in

any way besides the normal method. This is so because other methods are not

conducive to reproduction.

THE PERMISSION TO EAT AND DRINK TILL DAWN
"Eat and drink until the white thread becomes distinct for you from the black thread

i.e. the thread ofduwn." This verse pronounces the permission to eat up to the time

of dawn during the nights of fasting. The white thread refers to the light of day,

which is introduced by the break of dawn. The black thread refers to the

darkness of night. This interpretation was offered by the Holy Prophet 4* & uH

jJL-j himself, as reported in" Bukhari", (v.l p.357).

Sayyidina Sahl bin Sa'd v* it ^j narrates that initially only the verse "Eaj

and drink until the white thread becomes distinct for you from the black thread,
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was revealed. The addition of "the thread of dawn" was not then included. Some

people used to tie a white and a black thread on their legs, and continue eating

until they could distinguish between the two (One should bear in mind that there

was no electricity or lights in that time as we know it today. The homes were

small and even once the light became bright outside, their homes remained dark.

Therefore, they would eat till it was quite late.) These people understood the

literal meaning of the verse. Thereafter Allah revealed the addition of "the thread

of dawn." It was then that they understood that it referred to the day and night.

[Bukhari. v.l. p.287]

It is gathered from this discussion that the final time for Sehri (time to eat in

^e morning before the fast) is the break of dawn. Since the entire night is

allowed for cohabitation, it follows that this is also permitted up to dawn. It is

also understood from this that the state of Janabah (when one is in need of a bath

after intercourse) does not nullify the fast.

The next part of the verse concerns the expiry time of the fast. Allah says,

"Then complete the fast till the night." The night begins with the setting of the sun.

As soon as the run goes down it will be time for Iftar (termination of the fast).

Sayyidina Umar ^ &\ ^>j reports that the Holy Prophet ^JL-j <d^ &\ J~* said, The
time for lftar sets in when the night approaches from the east,, the day fades

away in the west and the sun disappears." [Bukhari, v.l, p.262]

Ruling: It Lc preferable to break the fast immediately upon the setting of the

sun just as it is best to eat the Sehri during the last portion of the night [Muslim,

vX p35l]. However the Sehri should not be delayed so much that one fears that

dawn has already broken.

THE VIRTUE OF ITIKAF AND SOME RELATED INJUNCTIONS

"And do not cohabit with them (your wives) while you are secluded in devotion

(Itikaf) in the Mosques." Itikaf (Seclusion for mere worship) is a Sunnah of the

Holy Prophet^L- j <M & J^ and is only possible in the Mosque. The appropriate

niyyah (intention) for Itikaf has to be made, without which whatever time spent

in the Mosque (Masjid) will not be regarded as Itikaf To remain in Itikaf during
the prescribed nights, will facilitate remaining awake on the night of Qadr and
engaging in Ibadah (worship). In Itikaf a person's contact with Allah's creation

diminishes, by virtue of which complete attention can be focussed on Allah
alone. A person Is mentally and physically engrossed in devotions, engaging the

body and tongue.

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah ** &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet <ip i» ^U
r
L

j would remain in Itikaf for ten days during every Ramadhan. In his final

Ramadhan, he remained in Itikaf for twenty days. [Bukhari, v.l, p.274]

Sayyidina Ubayy bin Ka'b & ii^ said that the Holy Prophet^ j Up ifci ^
would always perform Itikaf for ten days every year. It once occurred that he
was unable to perform it, so the following year he remained in Itikaf for twenty
days [Abu Dawv.d, v.l, p.334] It also happened that once he remained for twenty
days in Itikaf during the month of Shawal. [Ibid.]

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ^ &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ^JL-j *> &\ J^
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said with regarc* to I'tikaf "It prevents one from sins and accrues for him
the

reward of performing all good deeds." [Ibn Maiah, P-127]

Whether by day or night, it is prohibited for a person in Itikaf to cohabit

with his wife or even to touch her lustfully. Should he engage in intercourse with

her, his Itikaf will be nullified. He may only touch her if there is no lust

Sayyidah Aysha l^p iai ^j narrates that, while in Itikaf, the Holy Prophet <uU ii ^
(JL-j would allow her to wash his hair. Another narration mentions that she used

to comb his hair. [Bukhari, v.l, p.272]

She also narrates that the person in Itikaf may only enter his house [leave

the Mosque (Mr sjid)] for the purpose of relieving himself. [Ibid.] This refers
to

using the toilet. Since a person is able to eat and drink in the Mosque, he will not

be permitted to leave its precincts for this purpose.

The person who remains in Itikaf and spends his nights in worship will

receive the blessings and virtue of the night of Qadr. Allah says in the Quran,

"The night of Qadr is better than a thousand months." For this reason a person

should always search for this night, especially during the last odd numbered

nights of Ramadhan. A thousand months is equivalent to 83 years and four

months. Therefore, earning such a great reward for just a few moments toil, is

indeed a great blessing. For this reason, the Holy Prophet jJL-j ^ &\ J^> said,

"Only that person will be deprived of the good of this night who is a complete

loser. ["Mishkatul Masabih" p. 173]

Another hadith states that all the sins of that person will be forgiven, who,

with full conviction in its rewards, spends the night of Qadr in optional (Nafl)

Salah. [Bukhari, v.l, p.270]

A DISCUSSION ON THE NAFL (OPTIONAL) FASTS

Whomsoever does any good act of his own will, then this is surely best for him."

This verse encourages the performance of all optional (Nafl) acts, and is

mentioned within the presiding discussion of fasting. The general usage of terms

would include any optional action. Allah is most benevolent and rewards every

action a minimum often fold.

THE SIX FASTS AFTER EID

Sayyidina Abu Ayyub Ansari **• & ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet & }*

jJL-j Up said, "The person who fasted during Ramadhan, then follows it up with

six fasts in the month of Shawal, will receive the reward (of fasting for the entire

year. Should he do this every year he will receive the reward) of fasting for his

entire lifetime." {Muslim, v.l, p.369]

After observing the fasts of Ramadhan, an additional six fasts will total 3o

which is equivalent to 360 in the sight of Allah (because Allah rewards even

action a minimum of ten fold), in this way, its observance every year will amount

to fasting the entire year, every year; therefore one's entire lifetime. Even"

Ramadhan has 29 days, lnsha Allah, Allah will still accord the person the reward

.

of a whole year because every Muslim would have kept the thirtieth fast had i*

,

arrived.
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FASTING EVERY MONDAY AND THURSDAY
Much virtue has been narrated concerning fasting of Mondays and on

Thursdays. Sayyidina Abu Hurairah <up i>i ^>j reports that the Holy Prophet ^ J^>

jl-j *4* said. "Man's actions are presented (before Allah) every Monday and

Thursday. Therefore I like my actions to be presented while I am in the state of

fasting." [Tirmidhi, v.l, p.329]

FASTING DURING THE DAYS OF 'BlDH'

There is much virtue in the fasting of these days called 'Bidh They are the

13th, 14th and 15th of every month. Sayyidina Abu Dharr ^ & ^>j narrates that

the Holy Prophe t jJL,
_>
a> &\ j^ said, "When you fast three days month, then

observe them on the 13th, 14th and 15th days." [Tirmidhi v.l, p.133] The Holy

Prophet jJL-j Up &\ J^ also instructed the observance of the fast on these days.

[UaSa'i, v.l, p.329]

THE FAST OF ASHURA (10TH OFMUHARRAM)

Bukhari (v.l p.268) records a hadith wherein Sayyidah Aysha \#s- & ^j says,

"During the per od of ignorance, the Quraish used to fast on the day of Ashura.

When the Holy Prophet pJL-j U* i>i J^ arrived in Madinah, he also observed this

fast and instructed the companions (Sahaba)^ &s ^>j to do the same. When the

fasts of Ramadhan became obligatory, the compulsion of the fast of Ashura no

longer remaineu. Thereafter, whoever wished to fast on that day fasted and

whoever did not wish to, did not fast."

It is learnt from this hadith that the fast of Ashura was strictly ordained

even before that of Ramadhan. It was only upon the obligatory of Ramadhan that

its compulsion was revoked, making it optional. In a hadith of Muslim, the Holy
Prophet (JL-j U^ .&i JU said, "I am convinced that Allah will forgive the sins of an

entire year that has passed, as well as those of an entire year still to come, in lieu

of the fast of the day of Arafah (the ninth of Dhul Hijjah). I am also convinced

that Allah will forgive the sins of an entire year that has passed, for observing the

fast of Ashura."

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah ** & ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet <Up & J^>

fi~ j said, "The best of fasts after the fasts of Ramadhan are those of Muharram
(i.e. the first ten days of Muharram), which is Allah's month. The best of all Salah

after the obligatory (Fardh) Salah is that of the night (i.e. Tahajjud) [Muslim, v.l,

p.366]. According to Allama Tiebi Up it <^j, the fast of Muharram, mentioned in

the hadith, refers to that of Ashura as well as those of this entire month.

Referring tc the month of Muharram as Allah's month is merely to indicate

its auspiciousneis, since every month is Allah's. Sayyidina Ibn Abbas *& & ^>j
narrates that the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up & JU instructed the observance of the

ninth and the tenth of Muharram fasts so as to contradict the practice of the Jews
(who only fastec. on the 10th). [Tirmidhi v.l, p.122]

Sheikh Ibn Humam Up &\ <^j mentions that the fast on the 10th of Muharram
js preferable (Mustahab), so too is it to fast a day prior (9th) or a day after (11th).

Jo fast only on 'lie 'day of Ashura (10th) is Makruh (reprehensible) because it is

an emulation of che practice of the Jews. [Mirqdt]
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FASTING DURING THE FIRST TEN DAYS OF DHUL HIJJAH
The virtue of fasting during the ninth day of Muharram has already been

mentioned. To frst on each of the first ten days also holds great merit. Sayyidina

Ibn Abbas & ifc' ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet pi~-j Up ib* JL» said, "The

actions of the fi?*st ten days of Dhul Hijjah are superior than those of any other

days." The companions ^ ^ ^j enquired, "Even superior to Jihad (religious

war) in Allah's path?" the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up & J^ replied, "Yes, even Jihad

(religious war) in Allah's path is not superior to the actions of these days, except

that a person go^s out in the path of Allah with his life and wealth, then returns

with none of these." [Bukhari, v.l, p. 132]

The mothei of the believers, Sayyidina Hafsa i^ ii ^j narrates that the

Holy Prophet ^-j Up & JU would never miss the fasts of Ashura, the ten days of

Dhul Hijjah (excluding the tenth), and three days every month.

LESSON: The ninth day of Dhul Hijjah is the day which all those

performing Hajj proceed to Arafah. From after Zuhr up to sunset they are to be

engaged in prayer (Du'd). For this reason it would be better for them not to fast

on this day. Even the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up &\ J^> did not fast on this day when
he performed hii Hajj. [Bukhari" v.l, p.267." Muslim" vl.l, p.397]

LESSON: A person will be rewarded for any optional (Nafl) action, be it

fasting, Salah, dhikr, hajj or umrah. However, it is of paramount importance that

these actions be performed in accordance with the directives and principles of

the Shari'ah. There is such great merit in fasting optionally that the Holy Prophet

pJL-j Up &\ JU said, "Allah will place such a distance between Hell (Jahannam) and

the person who fasts in the path of Allah (i.e. for the pleasure of Allah), which

equals the distance a person will walk in seventy years/' (i.e. This person will

never enter hell.)

The phrase "in the path of Allah" would commonly refer to Jihad (religious

war), for which r?ason Imam Bukhari Up it *^j included this hadith in the chapter

of Jihad (religious war). However, many commentators of hadith have interpreted

it to mean one who fasts "for the pleasure of Allah". Both meanings have been

recorded in "Fat hul Bari" (v.l p.48). A person should continue observing optional

(Nafl) fasts as long as it does not weaken one's ability to carry out the obligatory

duties, nor the earning of lawful (haldl) means for one's family.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Amr Ibnul As ** & ^j used to fast perpetually and

spend entire nights in Salah. The Holy Prophet pJL. j Up &\ JU> advised him saying,

"Do not behave ji this manner. Fast at times, and do not fast sometimes. Perform

salah at night and sleep as well. Your body, your eyes, your wife and your guests

all have a right upon you. The best of fasts is that of Sayyidina Dawud (OUJ 1 Up.

He would fast a day, then skip a day (i.e. fast every alternate day)." [Bukhari, vX

p.265]

FIVE DAYS IN THE YEARWHEN FASTING IS PROHIBITED

In total there are five days every year when fasting is unlawful (haram)-

They are the days of Eidul Fitr (1st ofShawal) and the 10th, 11th, 12th, and 13th of

Dhul Hijjah. The.se four days of Dhul Hijjah are called Ayamut Tashriq (the daf
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ofTashriq). The Holy Prophet jJL,j aJLp ii JU said that these days are days of eating,

drinking and remembering Allah. [Muslim, v.l, p.260]

A hadith is narrated in Bukhari (v.l p.267) from Sayyidina Abu Musa ii ^j
&>, as well as Sayyidina Abu Hurairah .^ ii ^j that the Holy Prophet <ip ^» JU>

jl-j prohibited lasting on the days of Eidul Fitr and Eidul Adha (10th of Dhul

tfijjah). Although the remembrance (Dhikr) of Allah is imperative at all times,

special importance should be accorded to it on the days of Tashriq.

Ruling: A woman whose husband is at home cannot observe optional (Nafl)

fasts without his consent. With regard to the obligatory (Fardh) (Ramadhan) fasts,

his consent is net required. In this case, even if he refuses she should fast, since

the obligations (-araidh) of Allah supersedes everything else.

OBSERVING OPTIONAL (NAFL) FASTS EVERY DAY IS NOT A
PRAISEWORTHY ACT

There have been many people who fast daily. This is not an act of merit

since the Holy Prophet ,JL, j aJ* ii JU said, "The person who is always fasting has

not really fasted/' [Bukhari v.l, p.265]

It is stated ;n another hadith that he has neither fasted nor has he not fasted

i.e. did not make iftar [Muslim, v.l, p.367]. The reason is that by fasting every day

the body grows accustomed to not eating. It is then as if eating times were

merely adjusted.

THE BEST OF FASTS

The best of ill fasts is to fast every alternate day. This was the practice of the

prophet, Sayyidina Dawud f^LJ\ '*Jp. The Holy Prophet (JL-j <> i^ JU said that

there was no fast superior to that of Sayyidina Dawud ^LJ\ ^ [Muslim, v.l, p.367].

According to another narration he said that no fast was more virtuous than this.

[Bukhari, v.l, p. 765]

THE PROHIBITION OF TRANSGRESSING THE LIMITS SET BY
ALLAH

'These are the limits imposed by Allah, so approach them not." This order has

been mentioned after the various injunctions which stipulated the obligation of

fasting, the concession granted to the ill and the traveller, the beginning and
terminating times of the fast, and the prohibition of the person in Ttikaf to

cohabit with his wife. All of these constitute the limitations set by Allah. These
must be adherea to and may not be violated. No person should adopt any action

which will serve- to nulling his fast or his Ttikaf. No person is allowed to miss,

nor break a fas': without a valid excuse that is acceptable in the Islamic laws
(Shari'ah).

The instruction not to even approach these restrictions point to the fact that
no action must be performed which will cause the fast to be put to waste in any
way. Neither should the Sehri (food taken by muslims a little before dawn
during the Ramadhan) be delayed until the break of dawn, nor should the Iftar

(termination of che fast) be so hastened that one eats before sunset. A fasting

Person must also not place anything into his mouth that may be swallowed, nor
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be excessive ir putting water into his nostrils while performing Wudhu
(ablution). The Holy Prophet ^j <uip & J^ had mentioned, "Do be thorough

when putting water into your nostrils, except when you are fasting." [Abu Daumd]

The use of the twig (Miswdk) has been established from the Ahadith, but

other methods of oral hygiene have been classified as being reprehensible when
fasting because of the possibility of something entering the throat.

(188) Do not f ilsely devour the wealth of each other, taking it to the judges so

that you may sinfully consume a bit of people's wealth while you are fully

aware of it.

THE PROHIBITION FOR EATING THE WEALTH OF OTHERS
THROUGH UNLAWFUL MEANS

This verse declares that it is forbidden to acquire the wealth of other people

by unlawful means, and then utilising the same. During Ramadhan a person is

not allowed to consume even lawful (haldl) things, so in this verse, which follows

immediately after the mention of Ramadhan, he is instructed never to consume

things that are unlawful (hardm), not during Ramadhan nor at any other time.

The clause 'falsely" has been stipulated to exclude all legitimate means of

gaining another's wealth e.g. Things that have been gifted to one, or profits

earned through ."awful trade, or anything acquired by legal inheritance. All these

are earned lawfully and are lawful (haldl). There exists numerous ways of

acquiring wealth illegally, some of which have been mentioned in the discussion

of the verse, "Oh people, eat of the lawful and wholesome things of the earth" (Verse

168). In this particular verse, one method is described whereby the wealth of

people is usurped. This is by exploitation of the legal system, which can assume

various forms.

THE WEALTH OF ANOTHER PERSON CANNOT BECOME LAWFUL
BY THE VERDICT OF A MAGISTRATE

One of the methods whereby wealth is usurped by means of the legal

system is when someone lays a false claim to someone's property. When the

matter is referred to a court, the claimant bribes the magistrate to pronounce the

Judgment in his favour.

Another method involves a person who fabricates a false document or

witness by whica Judgment is passed in his favour. Yet another way this is done

is when certain unjust laws of a country which contravene those of Shari'ah are

utilized to expropriate another's property. An example of this is the law in a

certain countriei which state that only sons inherit, while daughters receive

nothing from the estate. Consequently, the sons of a deceased person, using this

law, secure their sole shares, depriving their sisters.
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Another example of this application is where the law of a country stipulates

that the wealth of certain people should be forcefully expropriated and given to

others. In all th ?se situations, the wealth of the oppressed person will not be

iavvful
(haldl) for the oppressor. Besides these, there are still many more

example Those people who understand the devices of lawsuits and deception

utilize these to illegally acquire the property of others.

People whc acquire the wealth of others through these unjust decisions of a

magistrate cannjt consider their ill-gotten gains to be lawful (haldl). They will

suffer the grievoas consequences and resultant chastisement in this world and in

the Hereafter. They should not be content that they had procured this wealth

through a Tegal channel. They should bear in mind that the Judge of the Last

Day will hear their case.

Sayyidah Umm Salama i^p ii ,^>j narrates that the Holy Prophet Up iii ju>

jl, , said, T am only human. You present your disputes before me while it is

D0Ssible that some of you are more proficient in contesting your case than others.

I may pass Judgment in their favour according to what is presented before me.

(This verdict mey be erroneous). Therefore, the person in whose favour I passed

Judgment should not consider the property of his brother as being lawful for

him. It will be a spark of hell which I have decreed in his favour." [Bukhari v.2,

p.ioei]

The meanir g of this hadith is that if someone presented a false case before

the Holy Propht.t <J^j Up &\ ju and wa^ extremely proficient in its presentation,

the verdict may have been issued in his favour although the property thus

procured was in actual fact not his. It was thus incorrect for him to consider this

property lawful, thinking it to be the decision of the Holy Prophet ,JL- j Up ii ju*.

In another hadith the Holy Prophet jJL-j^ ii J^> has said, "The person who
unlawfully claims the property of anothers, is not from amongst us and should

prepare his abode in Hell." [Muslim, v.l p.57]

The Holy Prophet <J^j Up ifci jl* says in another hadith, "The person who
appropriates the wealth of another by means of a false oath, will meet Allah on
the Day of Judgment in such a way that Allah's wrath will be upon them."

[Bukhari v.2, p. 987, Muslim v.l p. 80]

"A portion of people's wealth" It is understood from this verse that not only is

it prohibited tc unlawfully seize the wealth of Muslims but it is equally

forbidden to usarp the wealth of non-Muslims. The infidel (kafir) living in a

Muslim state is farmed "Dhimmi". It is incumbent upon every Muslim to protect

^e life and property of this person. It is forbidden to expropriate his wealth in

any way.

li*v5 uL jy\ jlllj jjjj^jfj pjllll. C^y J^ J* 3L^Vt £ ^iiijllli 4/t
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(189) They ask you concerning the new moon. Tell them that it is a stipulation

of time for the people and the Hajj. Virtue is not that you enter your homes from
the back, but virtue is of that person who possesses piety (taqwa). And enter

your homes from their doors and fear Allah so that you may be successful.

THE REASON FOR THE WAXING AND WANING OF THE MOON
The exegeses of "Durrul Manthur" (v.l p.203) narrates a hadith wherein

Sayyidina Mu'adh bin Jabal and ThaTaba bin Anamma <up &\ ^j asked the Holy

Prophet (Jl-j a> t »\ JU, "How does the waxing and the waning of the moon occur?

Initially it appears to be a narrow thread whereafter it steadily grows and

becomes round. Then it gradually diminishes to return to its original size. It was

in reply to this question that the above verse was revealed.

This verse explains that the various phases of the moon assist man in

calculating time as well as the season of Hajj. By means of this phenomenon, we

determine when to fast and when women should observe their Iddah (period of

seclusion after 'he death of a husband). Financial transactions may also be

stipulated and correctly dated by means of the phases of the moon.

THE RELIANCE OF THE SHARrAH UPON THE LUNAR
CALENDAR

The Islamic laws (Shari'ah) of Islam relies upon the lunar calendar for its

various applications. A person in possession of nisab (the minimum wealth

possessed by a person to qualify him for payment of zakah) has to pay his zakah

upon the expiry of the lunar year. He may not pay according to the solar year

because then he would be missing a year's payment every 36 years. This is due to

the fact that the solar calendar is 10 days longer the lunar calendar.

A woman whose husband passes away should spend four months and ten

days in Iddah. Similarly, a divorced woman who has not yet experienced

menstruation (ot* a woman past her menopause) should observe an Iddah of

three months. In each of the above; cases, the Iddah is to be determined by the

lunar calendar.

The fasts o; Ramadhan are also calculated by the lunar calendar because

Ramadhan is one of the twelve lunar months. In a like manner, Eid is also

identified by the sighting of the moon. Sayyidina Ibn Umar ^ &\ ^>j narrates that

the Holy Prophet ^JL-j U* &\ JL* said, "Begin fasting (in Ramadhan) by sighting

the moon and terminate the fasts by its sighting, if you do not see the moon then

complete the fas's for 30 days." [Muslim, v.l, p.347]

Hajj takes place on the 9th of Dhul Hijjah, while the sacrificing of animals

occurs on the 10th, 11th and 12th. All these dates are determined by the lunar

calendar. It is for this reason that much importance should be attributed to the
j

documenting and determining of these months. To do so is adequate obligation
j

Fardh Kifaya (that obligation which if some members of the community do,
j

others will be excused).

THE ADDITIONAL EASE OFFERED BY CALCULATION USING

THE LUNAR CALENDAR
By using the lunar calendar in religious matters, additional ease and
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simplicity are created. When the moon is sighted as a small line on the western

horizon, it is realised that the month has begun. After a few days, when it

illuminates throughout the night, then it is understood that this is the middle of

the month. Finally when the moon wanes towards the eastern horizon, becoming

unnoticed for a iw nights, one gathers from this that the month is drawing to a

close.

If the various forms of worship were to be determined by the solar calendar,

only those with the relevant knowledge of astronomy would be able to deduce

one month from another. It would then be necessary for every person to have a

calendar or arm-mac. Besides this, everyone will then be required to remember

which months Lave more days and which have fewer. This would prove to be

too difficult for the common man. Another point to consider would be that

calendars cannot be printed in every town nor can they be made available to

every home.

It is simple for every person to determine the months by means of lunar

nhases. On the ciher hand, the sun rises and sets in the same manner every day

and every season, making it impossible to determine the different months in this

manner.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.2, p.71) writes that this question posed by

the Companions^ in ^j was based upon the same question which was posed

to them by the Jews. From the wording of the question, the possibility exists that

they either wished to know about the wisdom behind the lunar phases or about

its causes.

If their question concerned the wisdom behind the waxing and waning of

the moon, then the verse offers an apt reply. Its wisdom is that people come to

know of the times and appointed hours of the various acts of worship. If the

moon had been unchanging like the sun, this would have been extremely

difficult.

If, however their question concerned the causes behind these lunar phases,

then the reply k not a direct one, but one of inner wisdom. In this case, it will

mean that you siould ask something of relevance to you. Knowing exactly what
natural processes come into operation during these lunar cycles is of no real

benefit to a person. The question that should be asked is what is the wisdom and
benefits of this phenomenon. Consequently, the answer to this question of

relevance is given.

With regar 1 to the physical causes of the lunar phases, much has been
recorded. Many mathematical and scientific books contain the hypotheses and
theories of both the ancient philosophers as well as modern scientists. None of
taese theories have been confirmed by the Qur'an or the Ahadith, nor are they
relevant to any aspect of Din (religion).

Many peopie exert themselves to acquire the knowledge of astronomy and
esearch the heavenly bodies by means of all the latest instruments. They
insider themselves to be very learned, feeing extremely proficient in

^'temporary s' ienees. Many are even awarded honorary degrees by heads of
* es All these people not only fail to worship the Creator and Owner of all
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these things, but they even fail to believe in His very existence. The mode of

reply used in this verse serves to admonish these kinds of people. It tells them

that they are engrossed in learning about the physical causes of things, while it is

necessary for them to pay attention to the great Creator of all of these causes.

THE INSTRUCTION NOT TO ENTER HOMES FROM THE BACK

After answering the question regarding the moon, reference is made to a

practice prevalent during the period of ignorance. Bukhari (v.2 p. 648) reports from

Sayyidina Bara bin Azib ^ ^ ^j that during the period of ignorance, it was

customary amongst the Arabs to enter their homes from the back whenever they

intended to perform Hajj. This verse was revealed with reference to this viz

"Virtue is not tha you enter your homesfrom the back"

. In the chapters on Umrah (v.l p.242), Imam Bukhari Up i»» a-^j reports that the

Ansar (the tribes ofAws and Khazraj) would never enter their homes from the front

doors after Hajj, but they would make a hole in the back wall of the house and

enter from there. It once transpired that when a certain person of the Ansar

entered his house from the front door after Hajj, he was taunted. It was on this

occasion that this verse was revealed.

IT IS AN INNOVATION (BID'AH) TO ATTRIBUTE ANY SIN OR

REWARD FOR AN ACTION INITIATED BY ONESELF

These people considered it an act of virtue and great reward to enter their

homes from the back. However, Allah refuted this perception of theirs,
j

denouncing it a> an act of vice and not virtue because virtue is to abstain from

those acts that Allah has forbidden. It is an act of clear deviation to contradict the

laws of Allah and then to adhere to something which one has fabricated.

thinking that the re are great rewards in this.

To attribute virtue to, or to consider as necessary any act that has not beer

ordained as such by Allah, is innovation (Bid'ah). This is a sinful act just as it is

sinful to forbid any act which has been sanctioned by the Shari'ah. To enter ones

home from the front door is an action that is totally permitted by the Shari'ah

Therefore, it wiU be sinful to consider it a vice to enter from the front door and to

sanction only the breaking down of one's back wall for entry. For this reason,

their incorrect belief and practice were rejected in this verse. At the end Allah
j

advises, "And fear Allah so that you may be successful" Adhere to His
j

commandments and do not alter them.

A DEDUCTION DRAWN BY ALLAMA JASSAS Up b\ **,

In "Ahkamal Qur'an" {v.l, p.256) Allama Jassas Up iin ^ writes that the

principle derived from this verse is that those actions which have not be®

ordained by Allim as acts of reward and have not been encouraged by Him can

never become such by the dictates of anyone. It can never be deemed a parte

Din (religion) nor a means of gaining proximity to Allah. None should hold tn«

belief that it is a part of Din (religion) either. An example is that the Holy Prop™

pJL-j Up i»i JL» prohibited total silence during the entire day, since the Shari'ah
1

Islam does not sanction a fast of silence. Once the Holy Prophet ^j Up ft J*&
j
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a person
standir g in the sun and enquired from the Companions (Sahdbah) i» ^

j

w> what the matter was. They replied that that person had vowed not to speak,

nor to take any shade. The Holy Prophet ^L^ ^ ii JL» instructed him to take

some shade.

(190) Fight in the path of Allah those people who fight you, but do not

transgress. Verily Allah loves not the transgressors. (191) Slay them wherever

you find them, and drive them out of the places whence they drove you out, for

certainly corruption is worse than killing. Do not fight them at the sacred

Mosque (MasJd) unless they fight you therein. If they fight you, then slay them
as well. Such is the retribution of the disbelievers. (192) If they desist, then

surely Allah ; s Most Forgiving, Most Merciful (193) Continue fighting them
until there exysts no corruption and the Din (religion) is only for Allah. Should
they desist, thin let there be no hostilities except upon the oppressors.

THE ORDER TO FIGHT IN ALLAH'S WAY AND EMPHASIS TO
ABSTAIN FROM ANY OPPRESSION AND TRANSGRESSION

During the sixth year after migration (Hijrah), the Holy Prophet ^ & J^
*i-j, accompanied by the Companions ^ & ^Jt left Madinah to perform
Umrah. Upon approaching Makkah, they were stopped by the Infidels (kuffdr) at

a place called Hudaybiyyah. They were not allowed to enter Makkah and, after

much altercation, a treaty was formulated which was to be put in effect for ten

years. One of trn clauses agreed upon was that the Muslims will not performed
Umrah that year, but return the following year when they were only given three
days to do .so.

This was in the month of Dhul Qa'dah. Consequently, the following year, in
the same month the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up i»i J^> returned to perform the missed
Umrah. In those days, fighting was prohibited during four months of the year,
°hul Qa'dah being one of them.

}

A narration is recorded in 'Lubabun Nuqul" wherein Sayyidina Abdullah
j^n Abbas <up & ^>J says that the above verses were revealed when the Holy
r°phet ^ a> ii j^ f in the seventh year after Hijrah, proceeded to Makkah to
perform the mis ;ed Umrah. The Companions (Sahdba)^ ^ ^j were concerned
at the Infidels (kuffdr) may dishonour the treaty and not allow the Muslims
*% mto Makkah and that this would incite them to start a battle. They feared

since it was one of the months in which fighting was forbidden, they would
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be unable to defend themselves and thus suffer defeat. It was then that Allah

revealed this above verses permitting battle.

Allah informs the Muslims that they may fight anyone who fights against

them, but with the precondition not to be being hostile, since Allah does not !ike

those who transgress. Everything in the Shari'ah of Islam has prescribed limits

principles and etiquette. The art of warfare also has the same. Sayyidina Hasan

Basri^ i»i u*-Jf commenting on the verse "and do not transgress," says that that its

general reference includes all things which are commonly prohibited in warfare

Examples of theie are the mutilation of bodies (severing limbs and organs from

the dead body, thereby disfiguring it), misappropriating the booty, killing
f

women, children and old people who are neither actively involved in the

fighting, nor offering counsel with regard to the battle. It is also not permitted to

kill monks, or burn vegetation without reason. [Tafsir Ibn Kaihir, v.l, p.266]

A hadith of Muslim (v.2, p. 82) reports that whenever the Holy Prophet ii ^
pJL-j Up dispatched an army, he would issue special instructions to the leader. He

would tell him to fear Allah and to be good to his subordinates. He would

further instruct him to fight, in the name of Allah, only those people who refuse

to accept Allah and not to misappropriate the booty. He should not deceive.

mutilate, nor kiL any child.

I

Some narrations report that a woman was once killed in a battle. When the
j

Holy Prophet
c
-L-j *ip it JU received intelligence of this, he issued strict I

instructions that no woman or child be killed. [Muslim, v.2, p.84] f

"Slay them ivherever you find them, and drive them out of the places whence tk\; I

drove you out" This makes reference to the Polytheists forcing the Muslims to

|

migrate from Makkah to Madinah.

SPREADING OF CORRUPTION IS WORSE THAN KILLING

"And corruption is worse than killing." In this context corruption refers tc

Polytheism (shirk). The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.2, p. 75) writes that fe

thought passed through the minds of the Muslims that they cannot kill tfe

idolaters in the precincts of the Haram (sacred area around the Ka'ba wheK

killing is prohitited) out of reverence for it. Allah, in this verse, draws then

attention to the fact that these idolaters perpetrate a much more severe n\m

than this within the very same unlawful (haram) i.e. the crime of Polytheism

(shirk). For this reason, the Muslim should not hesitate to fight if the occasion

arises.

FIGHTING IN DEFENCE

"Do notfight them at the sacred Mosque unless they fight you therein? Jftheyfifi

you, then slay them as well. Such is the retribution of the disbelievers." This ver^

prohibits the Muslims from initiating a fight within the precincts of the Masj

Haram. No fight is to be started here unless the enemy themselves begin

fight. Should they choose to violate the sanctity of the Masjidul Haram/

Muslims should fight back.

"If they desist, then surely Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful lt

^
polytheists desist from their polytheism and disbelief and accept Islam (th^'
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stopping to fight the Muslims), then Allah will most certainly accept their

penitence and forgive them.

TILL WHEN SHOULD FIGHTING CONTINUE?

''Continue fighting them until there exists no corruption and the Din (religion) is

only for Allah/' In this verse, the necessity, object and end result* of war are

outlined. The worst of sins are Infidelity (Kufr) and Polytheism (shirk) which

constitute rebellion against Allah, The Creator. To eradicate these, Muslims are

required to wage war until there exists none of it in the world, and the only

religion is that of Allah.

In a narration of Bukhari, (v.l, p.8), the Holy Prophet jJL-j a> %\ JU said, "I

have been instructed to continue fighting until people accept 'La Ilaha Wallah'.

Once they have attested to this, they have secured their lives and property

against me. However, should the enforcement of any law of Islam require their

lives or properties, the matter rests with Allah/' (Should any person accept Islam,

the Muslims would know only his verbal attestation. What his heart conceals, is a

matter only known by Allah besides Whom none can verify the condition of any

person's heart.)

WHAT INTENTION IS REQUIRED FOR FIGHTING?

The verse in which the need for Jihad (religious war) is outlined also serves to

inform the Muslims as to what intention they should possess when fighting in

Allah's way. The reason for Jihad (religious war) is to eradicate the world of

infidelity (Kufr) and Polytheism (shirk). Therefore the Muslim fighting in Jihad

(religious war) should intend the same. He should make the intention to elevate

the religion of Allah ridding the world of all rebellion. The person who can truly

be regarded as a fighter in Allah's cause is the one who intends to elevate the

word of Allah.

Once a person came to the Holy Prophet ^JL-j a> iii J^ and asked, "A person
fights to acquire the spoils of war, while another fights for fame, and another to

display his valour. Which of the three is considered to be fighting in the path of

Allah. Prophet .^j <l* it J^ replied, The person who fights for the word of

Allah to reign supreme is in the path of Allah/' [Bukhari v.l, p.394]

LESSON: With- regard to the idolaters of Arabia, the law is that they either

accept Islam or Jihad (religious war) is waged against them. Besides them, other

nations have another alternative to protect their lives and wealth. This alternative
is the payment of the atonement (Jizya), which will allow them to live as non-
Muslims in the Muslim state. The payment of atonement (Jizya) is mentioned in

^urah Bara'ah as a mean's of preventing Jihad (religious war). In the above verse,

however, no mention of atonement (Jizya) is made since the verse pertains to the

poiytheists (Mushriks) of Arabia. The possibility also exists that the law of
at°nernent (Jizya) was ordained some time after the revelation of the verse under
discussion.

JIHAD (RELIGIOUS WAR) AS A MEANS OF SUPPRESSING
CORRUPTION

And fight them until no corruption exists" This verse makes it clear that the
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object of Jihad Religious war) is to exterminate corruption. The word corruption

is used in a v?ry wide sense, the worst of which is infidelity (Kufr) and

Polytheism (shir
1

:). Besides this, the corruption of irreligiousness and sinfulness

continue to rear their ugly heads. It is often witnessed that wars occur between

Muslims, where it is difficult to judge which party is in the right. Sometimes

involvement in such a conflict only serves to increase the existing animosity. p0r

this reason, the intelligent Muslim who is concerned about the Hereafter does

not participate hi such skirmishes.

Bukhari, [v.2, p.648] reports that two people came to Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Umar ^ it ^> during the time when battles raged between the armies of

Abdullah bin Zubair <& ii ^j and Hajjaj bin Yusuf. Both of them said, "People are

being killed on both sides while you the son of Sayyidina Umar *& ii ^j and a

companion of the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up it^ take no part in it." Sayyidina Abdullah

bin Umar ^ it ^ replied, "Verily Allah has prohibited the killing of a Muslim

brother. (How can I then participate in these battles when the possibility exists thai I

wrongfully kill a Muslim brother?)." The two asked, "Did Allah not say, and fyhf

them until there exists no corruption"? " Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ^ it ^
told them, 'We fought the enemies of Islam until no corruption existed and

religion was omy for Allah. Now you people wish to fight until corruption is

reestablished and religion remains for all except Allah. (Therefore your fighting

is not for Allah, to how can I participate in your battles?)"

Nowadays many battles are fought. Numerous individuals and groups

claiming to defend Islam, engage in battle because of feudal reasons and because

of the instigatio i of the enemies of Islam. As a result, the lives of Muslims are

lost in great numbers. Not only is the murder of a Muslims Haram (which will

cause a person much chastisement in the Hereafter) but these wars serve to

strengthen the enemies of Islam, as well as weaken Islam itself. This is the very

corruption which prevented Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ^ &\ ^j from
j

participating in these fights. Every Muslim should well understand these words
j

of Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar & it ^j and not place themselves on the

j

receiving end of the punishment of this world and the Hereafter.

IT IS NOT PERMISSIBLE TO KILL THE POLYTHEIST (MUSHMK)
WHO ACCEPTS ISLAM

"Should ther desist, then let there be no hostilities except upon the oppressors,'

This verse serves to inform that in the event of an idolater accepting Islam, he

cannot be killed. Should a Muslim kill him, the killer will be considered an

oppressor and become deserving of punishment since this is the appropriate

manner of dealing with oppressors.

Another interpretation of this verse is that if a polytheist (Mushrik) accept

Islam, then no hostility should be shown to him. Hostile behaviour is to be
,

reserved for those who are truly oppressive by being adamant about tntf|

infidelity (Kufr) and Polytheism (shirk).

Baydawi U* it i*-j in (v.l, p. 134) of his tafsir writes that no transgress^

should be shown to those who desist from infidelity (Kufr) and Polyth^

(shirk), since such behaviour is only appropriate for those who are in^
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oppressive. Should the Muslim behave in this manner he would become the

oppressor, havirg the tables turned against him.

It is recorded in the book "Ma'alimun Nuzul" {v. I, p. 163) that if these people

accept Islam, then they should neither be seized, nor imprisoned, nor killed. This

treatment is only for those who remain firm in their Polytheism (shirk).

The literal meaning of the Arabic word "Udwan" is 'to transgress or 'exceed

the bounds/ (Therefore, those Polytheists who accept Islam should not be shown

any behaviour that constitutes a transgression of the legal bounds.) This word is

used in the verse merely to depict the behaviour which is applicable to those

who choose to remain firm upon Polytheism (shirk). It does not mean that this

person can be treated in a manner that contradicts Islamic legal bounds. It only

means that he be given the due retribution for his transgression i.e. he may be

killed in battle. This is as one commonly speaks, "If he hurts you, hurt him back,"

even though this is not always the correct approach. Allah says in the Qur'an,

"The retribution for an evil act is a similar act of evil."

l£*t& \/£& fe& tsxlX£ c

£tC4 &#Sj jfP Jrh }$ ffi

(lay ujiLJi *^4 4&\ cy\ \JL\c\) *&\ \yu\j po^ <sj^\

(194) A sacred month for a sacred month, and things of sanctity are things of

retaliation. So whoever transgresses against you, you transgress against him in

the same manner as he had transgressed against you. Fear Allah and know that

verily Allah is with those who fear Him.

THE ANSWER TO THE TRANSGRESSION OF THE POLYTHEISTS

The Holy P ophet jJL-j <J* i» JU, in compliance to the clauses of the Treaty

of Hudaybiyyah, left for Makkah in the month of Dhul Qa'dah of the seventh

year after Hijrar . The Muslims felt that both the sanctity of the month and place

would be violated if the Polytheists did uphold the pledge and (began) to fight.

With regard to the violation of the sacred place, Allah revealed the verse, "Do not

fight them at the sacred mosque unless they fight you therein. If they fight you, then slay

them as well." Thereafter, with regard to the sacred month, Allah revealed this

verse under discussion. The verse explains that should fighting break out, a

sacred month shall be in lieu of another sacred month i.e. if the Polytheists

honour the month and desist from fighting, the Muslims should do likewise.

However, if thev violate its sanctity and initiate the fight, the Muslims should
defend themselves accordingly.

"And things of sanctity are things of retaliation. " This verse means that the
Muslims should show regard to those who show regard to Allah's sacred tokens.
K is now evident that no uneasiness and concern should be expressed because
fte Being who had stipulated this sanctity (of the Masjidul Haram and the sacred
Months), has Himself permitted its violation under these extreme circumstances.

So whoever transgresses against yo\t, you transgress against him in the same
Winer as he had transgressed against ijou." This verse was also revealed on the
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occasion of the completion of the missed Umrah (umratul qadha) when the

Muslims feared an attack from the Polytheists. Even though the verse referred
to

a specific incident, the words are of a general nature. This outlines a universal

principle that only that much can be avenged that was inflicted. The person who
avenges more than this will himself be deemed an oppressor.

ALLAH IS WITH THOSE WHO FEAR HIM

"Fear Allah and know that Allah is with those who fear Him." Whether avenging

a wrong or in any other action, Allah should be feared in all circumstances. A
person should never venture to do anything prohibited by Allah, since those

who have fear only for Him hold an esteemed position. This position is the

constant companionship of Allah Himself When a person is tempted to indulge

in any sinful act, then abstains due to the prohibition from Allah, he will

definitely receive its full reward in this world as well as in the Hereafter.

(195)

(195) Spend in the path of Allah, and do not throw your own hands into

destruction. Do things well, for a certainly Allah loves those who do things well.

THE PROHIBITION AGAINST THROWING ONESELF INTO
DESTRUCTION

A hadith is narrated in the "Mustadrak' of Hakim (v3, p. 275) in which

Sayyidina Abu Imran <Jp ^ ~^j says that they were in Constantinople when the

governor of Egy^t was Sayyidina Uqbah bin Amir & &\ ^j and the governor of

Syria was Sayyidina Fudala ^ iw\ ^j. The Roman army prepared an extremely

large saff (frontline of soldiers) while the Muslim front line soldiers were also

strong in number. A Muslim penetrated deep into the Roman ranks, then

returned amongst the Muslims. The other Muslims commented that he was

throwing himself into destruction (referring to the verse under discussion),
j

Sayyidina Abu Ayub Ansari v* it ^j told them, "O people, you are interpreting
!

this verse incorrectly. (It does not mean that one should not fight the enemy and

not attack them.) This verse was revealed with regard to the Ansar. When Allah

granted supremacy to the Din (religion) and people began to flock into the fold of

Islam, the Ansar thought that they could now remain behind to attend to their

fields. Allah rejected this decision of ours by revealing this verse, "Spend in tk
j

path of Allah and do not throw your own hands into destruction" From this it was

evident that destruction was to remain at home and tend to one's wealth. W'e

thus received the order to fight in Jihad (religious war)."

Sayyidina Abu Ayyub *& it ^j remained continuously engaged in Jihad

(religious war) ti/1 his demise. This narration also appears in 'Tirmidhi (Chapttf

on Tafsir of Surah Baqarah) with a slight variation. It reports the following

addition, "we thought that we should remain to attend to ourfields and mend the los&

and deficiencies which had occurred to them." Upon this occasion, Allah revealed the
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verse, informing the Muslims that destruction lies in tending to one's wealth and

neglecting Jihad (religious war) in Allah's path. It is gleaned from this incident

that Jihad (religious war) should continually be waged against the Infidels (kuffar),

and one's wealtn should be devoted to spending in His cause. In this lies the

honour and victory of Islam and the Muslims. Its omission will only lead to

destruction.

THE IMPORTANCE AND NECESSITY OF JIHAD (RELIGIOUS WAR)

The importance of Jihad (religious war) can never be understated. It is a

source of much honour as well as a procurer of divine aid. By means of this act

Islam and the Muslims may remain victorious. In the book "Tarikhul Khulafa

(p.87), a narration of Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^ ^ ^j is reported from the Awsat of

Tibrani. He says that Allah inflicts an all-encompassing punishment upon the

nation that neglects Jihad (religious war).

Because the ummah today neglects Jihad (religious war) this punishment can

be witnessed. Muslims are not interested in jihad (religious \var) nowadays. They

are either too engrossed in fighting amongst themselves, or fighting merely upon

the instigation of the enemies of Islam In all their fights, it is merely the spark of

either nationality or language that incites them. None even considers the

pleasure of Allah or the upliftment of His Din (religion) as a prerogative.

Without do'ibt, it is only the enemies of Islam who win. When one enemy
pitches another against a Muslim country, the Muslims run to these very same

instigators for assistance, accepting their rulings in all matters. In this way they

fall into further devastation. No Muslim country today is prepared to act

practically upon the command of Allah to spend life and wealth in His path.

Only unto Allah do we turn and only from Him can help be aspired.

One interpretation of the verse, "and do not throw your own hands into

destruction," is the one tendered above from the narration of Sayyidina Abu
Ayyub Ansari *.* &\ ^>j. However, commentators have mentioned many other

things which could also be understood from this verse, since the words are of an

unrestricted nature. These include the prohibition against wasting wealth,

destroying lawfully earned wealth, committing suicide and carrying out any
action, whether intentionally or not, wherein lies destruction. The lesson is also

learned that by spending in those avenues considered obligatory (Fardh) or

necessary (Wajil), a person may avert destruction. Another important aspect

gleaned is that one should not remain in sin without repenting, since this would
entail throwing oneself into destruction. In this way, numerous other situations

are prohibited bv this verse since they all lead to destruction.

THE ORDER TO ADOPT THE QUALITY OF IHSAN
"Do things well, for Allah loves those who do things well. " The word 'ahsinu' is

derived from the word 'husn' which means something beautiful or good,
therefore 'Ihsari means to accomplish a task in a most beautiful and good
manner. Every action should be carried out according to its conditions and
•etiquette. In this way, the quality of 'Ihsan' will be found in the action.

In the "hadith of Jibril ftLJ\ <A*', when the Holy Prophet (JL-j ^ &\ J^> asked
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him concerning the meaning of 'Ihsan', he mentioned, 'Ihsan' is that you worship

Allah as if you see Him before you. If you are unable to see Him, then verily He
is seeing you.

The quality of Ihsan in zakah is that vanity should not be the objective, nor

should inferior wealth be given. The person being given should not be reminded

of the favour wnile the donor should spend happily. The complete sum should

be given away.

As far as Hajj is concerned, no infractions should occur neither should one

engage in arguments and disputes. The object should not be for one to make a

name for oneself When fasting, a person should abstain from backbiting,

swearing and taunting. Each of the above are included in the meaning of Ihsan.

Although man has been permitted to slaughter animals, the quality of Ihsan

should also be applied in this act as well. Sayyidina Shadad bin Aus ^ &\ ^
reports that the Holy Prophet ^LjUp^i JU said, "Verily Allah has prescribed

Ihsan in everything. Whoever (Shari'ah permitting) kills any person, he should kill

with dignity (e.g. no mutilation should take place, neither should the face be spoilt in

any way). When you sacrifice an animal, then this too should be done with Ihsan.

Sharpen your krife and calm the animal/' [Muslim, v.2,p.!52\

(196) Complete the Hajj and Umrah for Allah. If you are prevented, then

slaughter whatever animal is convenient for you. And do not shave your heads

until the sacrificial animal has reached its place. Whoever amongst you is sick or

has an ailment of the head, must pay an expiation of fasting or charity or

sacrificing of an animal.

THE LAWS O? HAJJ AND UMRAH
After concluding the laws of Jihad {religious war), Allah now discusses the

laws of Hajj anc Umrah. Hajj is Fardh upon every person who is able to reach

Makkah, bear the necessary costs of staying there and is able to leave behind

with his family enough to live on. Hajj is obligatory once in a lifetime. Whoever

performs Hajj rr ore than once, does so on an optional basis. The rites of Hajj

commence on the 8th of Dhul Hijjah and terminate on the 12th or 13th of Dhul

Hijjah. The farewell Tawaf will only take place once the pilgrim is leaving

Makkah. It will only be permitted before this on condition that it is preceded by

the "Tawafuz Ziyarah".

Since the actions of Hajj have specified days wherein they are to be

performed, they cannot be done at one's convenience. Umrah, on the other hand

maybe performed at any time of the year. One may perform Umrah whenever

one desires since it has no fixed time. However, the jurists have declared Umrah
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to be (makruh) detestable during the days of Hajj i.e. 9th, 10th 11th , 12th and
13th of Dhul Hijjah (this is so because during these days, a person should engage

in the performar ce of Hajj).

The performance of. Umrah is Sunnah once in a lifetime. The person who is

able to perform Umrah should not deprive himself of its great virtue. Donning
the Ihram and circumambulation (Tawaf) are the only two obligations (Fardh)

constituents of Umrah. The Sa'I between Safa and Marwa and the trimming or

shaving of the h Air (by which emerges from Ihram) are the two necessary (Wajib)

constituents of Umrah.

Hajj and Umrah both hold great virtue and reward. Sayyidina Abu
Hurairah ** &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet^ 3 ^ &\ J^ said, "An Umrah
followed by another serves as an expiation for all sins committed between the

two. The Hajjul mabrur (wherein no sin was committed) has only Heaven
(Jannah) as its reward/ [Bukhari, v.l, p.238]

The Holy Prophet ^j U* ifci^ also said, "The person who performed Hajj

only for Allah, did not speak anything intimate to his spouse, nor commits any
sin will return as pure as the day his mother had given birth to him." [Bukhari, v.l,

p.206]

The reward for performing Umrah in Ramadhan is equal to that of

performing Hajj [Bukhari v.l p.239]. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ ii ^
reports that the Holy Prophet ,0-j Up &\ j^ said, 'Follow up your Hajj and
Umrah (continuously perform one after the other) because both eradicate

poverty and sin? lust as a furnace eradicates the dirt from gold, silver and steel."

[Mishkatul Masabib]

Those who perform Hajj always perform Umrah either before or after Hajj.

However, those who perform Umrah at any time besides the days of Hajj, and
then do not ever perform their obligatory (Fardh) Hajj will be greatly sinful. The
warnings sounded for such an action are indeed very severe.

THE WARNING FOR NOT PERFORMING HAJJ

It is indeed a great sin for not performing Hajj inspite of being able to do so.

It is reported in a hadith that the person who does not perform Hajj in the
absence of any difficulties, sickness or oppressive rulers should die as a Jew or
Christian. [Mishkatul Masabih, p. 222 from Darmi]

Hajj and Umrah cannot be performed without Ihram. This state of Ihram is

assumed by making the relevant intention followed by recitation of the Talbiyah
("Labbayk Allah Humma Labbayk"). The prohibitions and restrictions of Ihram are
the same in Hajj and Umrah. Violation of any of these will sometimes necessitate
'Damm (sacrificing a one-year old goat in the precincts of the Haram) while
sometimes 'sadaqa' (equivalent to sadaqatul fitr) will have to be given.

THE PROHIBITIONS OF IHRAM

1. Applying perfume.

2. Removing any hair from the body.
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3. Paring the nails.

4. Hunting.

5. Engaging in conjugal relations or any such action which may
stir the passions.

6. For 2 man to wear any garment which defines the form of his

body or of any particular limb.

For a man to cover his head or face, or for a woman to allow any cloth to

touch her face (to conceal herself from strange men, she may cover her face with

a cloth which is kept slightly away from her face. Concealing herself from

strangers is incumbent while in the state of Ihram).

The penalties to be paid for violating any of the above restrictions are to be

found in the books of jurisprudence (fiqh). One can also refer to the authentic

books on Hajj A concession has being granted to those people who, due to

illness, are forced to remove hair from their head, clip the nails, wear sewn

clothing, cover their heads or faces. The details of this will soon be mentioned,

Insha— Allah.

When a person emerges from his Ihram of Hajj or Umrah, he will have to do

so by shaving or trimming the hair on his head. Removing this hair before such a

time will necessitate a penalty. It is unlawful (hardm) for women to shave their

heads when emerging from the state of Ihram. They have to trim their hair by the

width of a finge :;. If a man trimmed a quarter of his hair on all sides by the width

of a finger then chis will also suffice as long as it is the correct time to terminate

his Ihram. Similarly, it will also suffice for a woman to trim her plait by the width

of her finger.

THE LAWS OF "IHSAR"

If a persor who dons the Ihram for Hajj or Umrah is prevented from

proceeding by either sickness, an'enemy or animal, and thus is unable to make it

to Arafat or make the circumambulation (Tawdf), be will then be called a Muhsir,

This situation is termed as Ihsar,

If a Muhsir cannot wait and wishes to terminate his Ihram, he should

sacrifice a one-y?ar old goat within the precincts of the unlawful (hardm). This

will free him of Ihram and its restrictions.

If he is not present in the unlawful (hardm) then he may buy a one-year old

goat or send the equivalent money to someone who will carry out the task for

him. The day ard time should be stipulated when the animal will be sacrificed.

When the appointed time arrives and he is certain that the animal has been

sacrificed, he may terminate his Ihram. It will now be permitted for him to do the

things which were prohibited while in Ihram, without having to pay a penalty.

Although he wc uld be free from Ihram as soon as the animal is slaughtered, it

will still be best for him to shave off his hair. If the person is a Qarin" (one who

performs Hajj aid Umrah with a single Ihram) he will have to slaughter two

animals. Once these animals are sacrificed, then only will he be free of the Ihram,
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IT IS COMPULSORY TO COMPLETE THE HAJJ OR UMRAH AFTER
ENTERING INTO THE STATE OF IHRAM

After placing the above discussion before one, the following verse should

now be given attention. "Complete the Hajj and Umrahfor Allah' It is gathered from

this verse that once a person has entered into the state of Ihram, he will not be

able to emerge from it by merely removing the clothing or changing his

intention. The Hajj or Umrah will have to be completed whether the Hajj be

obligatory (Farda) or optional (Nafl), or the Umrah be Sunnah or optional (Nafl).

This will also apply to a person's own Hajj as well as the Hajjul Badl. In all these

conditions, the Hajj or Umrah will have to be completed. However/should the

person now be prevented from this completion by illness or an animal, etc, he

will be termed a "MuhsW . The details of this have been discussed above. It is to

this that the veise refers, "If you are prevented, then slaughter whatever animal is

convenientfor yvu." This can either be done personally or by someone else.

This verse was revealed in the sixth year after Hijrah when the Holy

Prophet jJL-j ^ & J^> and the Muslims were bared from entering Makkah. On
this occasion, they terminated their Ihram by sacrificing their animals. This

occurred at a place called Hudaybiyyah, which is ten miles away from Makkah
on the old Jeddah road. Nowadays it is called Shamsiya.

'And do not shave your heads until the sacrificial animal has reached its place/ The

'place" referred to in this verse is the Haram. While it is learned that the animal

has to be sacrificed in the Haram, it is also learned that it is not permissible to

shave the hair wnile in the state of Ihram.

It is narrated in "Tirmidhi' that the Holy Prophet (JL. j *ip & J^ said, 'It is

permitted for that person to emerge from Ihram whose limb has broken or

became paralysed. He will have to perform Hajj the following year." [Tirmidhi

reports from Hakim, v.l p .470] It is gathered from this hadith that the prevented

(muhsir) has to make up for his missed Hajj Lapse (qadha).

WHAT HAPPENS AFTER THE IHSAR HAS TERMINATED

A person who had already carried out the formalities of Ihsar by having the

animal slaughtered in the Haram, may re enter into Ihram if the time for Hajj still

remains. The He jj now performed will be valid, and there will be no need to

perform a lapse (qadha) Hajj the following year. (This ruling has been stated in

"Alamgiri" .) The lapse (qadha) will remain obligatory upon him should he fail to

perform it in the same year.

Should the prevented (Muhsir) then perform the Lapse (Qadha) Hajj, he will

have to perform an Umrah with it. If he is a Qarin, then he will also have to

perform the Lapse (Qadha) Hajj together with an Umrah even if it is in the same
year during which the Ihsar took place.

Ruling: Aftar emerging from Ihram, the prevented (muhsir) should, when
performing the Lapse (Qadha) Hajj, either make the intention of Lapse (Qadha) or
not. It is not incumbent on him to make the intention of Lapse (Qadha) whether
performing it in the same year or not.

Ruling: The Lapse (Qadha) is compulsory (Wajib) upon every prevented
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(muhsir), whether the Hajj was obligatory (Fardh), optional (Nafl), badl or not.

Lapse (Qadha) for the prevented (muhsir) in the case of Umrah will also be

compulsory (Wdb). Only one Umrah will be due from him, which he may
perform at any dme. Even in the case where an Umrah is to be performed with

the Hajj, only one Umrah is necessary.

THE LAW REGARDING THE PERSON WHO HAS MISSED HIS
HAJJ

The prevented (muhsir) shall only be deemed to have missed his Hajj when,

after freeing hin self from Ihram, he is unable to be at Arafat between noon and

dawn of the 9th of Dhul Hijjah in the state of Ihram. Such a person who has now
missed Hajj (either due to a legitimate reason, or without one) will need to carry

out the actions cf Umrah, whereafter he should shave off his hair. By doing this,

he will be free cf his Ihram. Upon the next opportunity, the Lapse (Qadha) will

have to be performed, but without an Umrah.

Ruling: Alvhough Ihram may be hindered by Ihsar, it cannot really be

regarded as a mrssed Umrah. The Lapse (Qadha) may be performed at any time

thereafter, since it is permitted throughout the year. If a person, after becoming a

prevented (muhsir) in his Umrah, had not yet emerged from his Ihram by

sacrificing a gcat, he may complete his Umrah as soon as the obstacle is

removed.

COMMITTING AN INFRACTION DUE TO A VALID EXCUSE

A person h permitted to shave his hair while in Ihram if he has a valid

excuse e.g. His head is infested with lice, or he is experiencing much pain in his

head. Since this action is normally not permitted in Ihram, he will have to pay a

penalty of either slaughtering a year old goat, or give in charity three sa'a of

wheat to six poor people. Each poor person should receive the equivalent of half

sa'a (which is the amount of sadaqatul fitr). Alternately, he may fast for three

days. These alternatives apply to the wealthy as well. This is all explained in the

verse, "Whoever amongst you is sick or has an ailment of the head, must pay an

expiation offasting or charity or sacrificing ofan animal."

Sayyidina I a'ab bin Ujrah ^ ^ ^>j mentions that it was because of him that

this verse was revealed, since on the day of Hudaibiya the Holy Prophet *> & J^

jJL. j saw lice falling out of his head. The Holy Prophet <JL- j aJp ^i J^> asked, "Are

these insects causing you grief? When he replied in the affirmative, the Prophet

jJL-j Up i»i J^ instructed him to shave off his hair.

According I:o another narration, he was told to either shave off his hair, fast

for three days, feed six poor people or slaughter a goat. A third narration makes

it clear that each poor person be given half a sa'a. All these narrations appear in

Bukhari" (v.l, p.2 44). The explanation of this verse has thus been established from

the Ahadith.

Ruling: She uld a person require to wear fitted clothes for the duration of an

entire day or n\ght because of severe fever or extreme heat or cold, 'Daw®

(sacriticing a goat) will become binding upon him. The same will apply should a

person need to cover the head or face for an entire day or apply a fragrant
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medication to ai v wound i lowever, since this infraction was due to a legitimate

arisen, he will wive the option to choose from any of the penalties mentioned

above irt the c&e uf shaving the head. If the violation was not due to a valid

reason, the ' Dan' m' will have to be given.

Ruling: Should such a misdemeanour occur due to which only charity

needs to be given as a penalty (e.g. wearing of fitted clothes for less than an

entire day or night), the person has the option to feed one poor person half a sa'a

of wheat instead.

y*s§fi lJ1A\ Jbjji -oil q\ \JAc-\j -ail \yu\j

(196) (contd.) When you are in safety, then whosoever benefits by performing

Umrah with Hajj, should slaughter whatever animal is convenient. Whoever
cannot find such an animal should fast three days during the Hajj and seven

upon his return home. This is a complete ten. This applies to those whose family

is not present in the Masjidul Haram. Fear Allah and know that verily Allah is

severe in punishment

THE TAMATTU AND QIRAN HAJJ

The Hajj of a person who adopts the Ihram only for Hajj without performing

Umrah, is termed "Ifrad'. Others may perform Umrah during the months of Hajj,

then, in the same year, perform Hajj. This type of Hajj may assume two forms. In

the first instance a person may don only the Ihram for Umrah at the Miqat (final

boundary from which the Ihram has to be assumed). Thereafter he proceeds to

complete the Umrah, terminating with the shaving or trimming of his hair. Once
this has been accomplished, he waits for the 8th of Dhul Hijjah whence from
Makkah he dors the Ihram for Hajj. The Hajj is then completed as a person
performing the Ifrad will do. This Hajj is termed "Tamattu."

In the second instance, a person may, from the miqat, adopt the Ihram of

both Hajj and Umrah simultaneously. He then performs the Umrah without
shaving or trimming his hair upon its completion. Thereafter he awaits the

coming of Hajj which he duly performs. On the 10th of Dhul Hijjah, after pelting
the largest Jamarah, he will proceed to shave or trim his hair, thereby emerging
from Ihram. This type of Hajj is termed by the jurists as 'Qiran". In this manner,
Hajj is classified into three categories viz. Ifrad, Tamattu and Qiran

SACRIFICING AN ANIMAL IS COMPULSORY (WAjIB) IN
TAMATTU AMD QIRAN

The Mutamatti (person performing Tamattu) as well as the Qarin (person
performing Qiran) must slaughter an animal after pelting the largest Jamara but
before shaving Their hair. This compulsory (Wajib) act is called the sacrifice of
Latitude since Allah was graceful enough to afford one the opportunity to

FWorm two great acts. In this regard the verse reads, "whosoever benefits hv
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performing Umrah with Hajj should slaughter whatever animal is convenient.

"

This animal need not be slaughtered in the Haram although it is best done

at Mina. It has to be done before sunset of the 12th and it will not be permissible

for neither the Mutamatti nor the Qarin to shave their heads before this. The

word 'tamatt'a" in the verse, in accordance with its literal meaning will refer to

both Tamattu and Qiran. For this sacrifice, a goat of at least a year will suffice, or

a seventh portion of a two-year old cow; on condition that the other six

shareholders also intend acts of reward.

THE SUBSTITUTION FOR THE SACRIFICE OF TAMATTU AND
QIRAN

The person who cannot secure an animal to sacrifice, may, after donning the

Ihram of Umrah, fast for three days before the 10th of Dhul Hijjah. These fasts

may either be consecutive (which is preferable) or not consecutive. It is best to

fast on the 7th, 8th and 9th. If , however, it is feared that fasting on the 9th will

weaken one at Arafat, the three may be completed before it. The remaining seven

fasts are to be kept after the 13th, irrespective of where a person will be. These

fasts also need not be consecutive, although it will be best if they are. In this

manner ten fascs are completed, towards which Allah refers in the verse,

"Whoever cannot find such an animal should fast three days during the Hajj and seven

upon his return home. This is a complete ten."

Ruling: If a person was unable to fast before the 10th, he will be left with no

option but to sacrifice an animal. Should he be unable to do even this, he could

shave or trim his hair on the 10th to emerge from Ihram, then try to sacrifice

before the 12th. If this becomes possible, he should merely pay the penalty for

shaving or trimming before time. In the event that he can only offer the sacrifice

after the 12th, three additional sacrificing (Damms) need to be given. One will be

the sacrifice of gratitude (Dammush Shukr), the other for shaving or trimming

beforehand, whi e the third will be for delaying the sacrifice.

Ruling: The Mutamafti who takes his own animal along with him on Hajj is

called a Sa'iqul Hady. Such a person may not emerge from his Ihram after his

Umrah, but will continue to perform Hajj from Makkah on the 8th like a Mufrid

(person performing Ijrad). It will only be on the 10th, after pelting and slaughtering

the animal that he will be free of his Ihram after shaving or trimming his hair.

Ruling: The sacrifice is not compulsory (Wajib) on the Mufrid, but only

Mustahab (preferable). Should he choose to sacrifice, it must be done after the

pelting on the 10th. He is not permitted to shave or trim before the pelting. If he

shaved or trimmed before the sacrifice, it would be inappropriate.

Ruling: The sacrificing (Damm) of Qiran or Tamattu will not substitute the
j

usual sacrifice of the Eidul Adha (10th). However, this sacrifice is not compulsory j

upon a Traveller. It will therefore be compulsory (Wajib) on those people who

stay in Makkah for more than 15 days before Hajj. This sacrifice, however, wiJ

not have to take place in the Haram, but a person may even instruct someone to

carry it out in lu> home town.

'This applies to those whose family is not present in the Masjidul Haram"
™

e
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have diffc red with regard to the inference of the word 'This." Some are of

j, opinion that it refers to "whatever animal is convenient. " Imam Abu Hanifah

:. &\ v-j says that it refers to combination of the two actions mentioned in the

hrase, 'whosoever benefits by performing Umrah with Ha]].' For this reason, he

maintains that Tamattu and Qiran are not permissible for a person who lives in

\iakkah or in the Haram. These will also not be permissible for the person who

was in Makkah when the month of Shawal began since this denotes the advent of

the
months of Hajj. Tamattu and Qiran will only be allowed for such people if

they g° out °^ J-ne Miqat when the months of Hajj commence and return

thereafter.

"Year Allah and know that verily Allah is severe in punishment." Since an action

can only be correct once the fear of Allah is within the heart, people are

constantly reminded to fear Him. All forms of disobedience must be avoided

because Allah inflicts a severe punishment upon the disobedient ones.

(197) Hajj is in the few known months. So whoever considers the Hajj

compulsory upon himself should speak no word of lewdness nor commit any

act of sin nor dispute. Allah knows whatever good deed you do. Take your

provisions alo:ig with you, for verily the best of provisions is abstinence. So fear

Me people of intelligence!

THE MONTHS OF HAJJ AND SOME LAWS OF HAJJ

The verse explains that there exists certain well known, months which have
been prescribed by Allah for the Hajj. They are the months of Shawal, Dhul
Qa'dah, and the first ten days of Dhul Hijjah. The person who performs Umrah
in these months and thereafter performs Hajj will be considered to have
completed Tamattu. Upon such a person the sacrifice of gratitude (Dammush
Shukr) will be necessary (Wajib). This will not apply to the person who had
performed the Umrah before these months since his will only be an individual
Umrah, not Tamattu.

The person who was required to fast in place of sacrificing an animal for

lamattu or Qiran, may observe the three fasts at any time during the months of
"a

jj
after performing his Umrah. The Ihram donned before the months of Hajj

will be valid, altnough doing so is reprehensible (Makruh).

When these months begin, Hajj becomes obligatory (Fardh) upon any person
Possessing the capability to perform it. He should not delay its performance, but

.,.
makes it during any other year, it will be deemed "- complete, not Lapse

'Qadha).

ft any person cohabits with his wife before arriving in Arafat, his Hajj will
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be nullified. If he happened to kiss her with lust, he will have to pay the Darnm,

THE EMPHASIS TO ABSTAIN FROM SINS DURING HAJJ

The word "Larafath" (translated above as 'no word of lewdness") in the verse

refers to the prohibition of all those acts of intimacy which usually transpi^

between husband and wife. The next word "fusuq" denotes all acts
f

disobedience, whether they be normally prohibited or only in the state of Ihram

The commonly used term 'Fasiq' (open sinner) is derived from this. It is indeed

lamentable that many people perform their Hajj with ill-gotten funds, while

others, when performing Hajj, even omit their obligatory (Fardh) Salah. Some

women embark on the journey for Hajj without a male escort from amongst her

Mahram (a male ho whom she cannot be married). Others engage in backbiting, while

still many do not guard their eyes. All this takes place in spite of Allah

forbidding every type of 'fusuq/' emphasising abstention during Hajj, even

though such acts are always forbidden.

It is sad to see people engaging in all kinds of sin in spite of the fact that

they are in a holy land, during holy days, wearing the garb of Ihram and

announcing the Talbiya. Thousands of people feel ashamed to shave off their

hair after Hajj (which is a Sunnah of <X* 3 «Jp ^ J*> and superior to trimming
it)

yet they daily ir.dulge in the very grave sin of shaving off their beards, even in

Mina. In the auspicious place of Arafat people can be seen listening to musk

whereas it is a place where supplication (du'as) are accepted. Abstaining from all

sins is a precondition for the acceptance of Hajj as mentioned in the haditt

quoted under the explanation of the verse, "Complete the Hajj and Umrah for

Allah."

THE ORDER TO ABSTAIN FROM ARGUMENTS AND DISPUTES

The word "jidal" means to argue and to dispute. Numerous occasions

present themselves during the Hajj expedition when disputes are sure to arise, it]

sometimes occurs due to cramped quarters or queuing for things. It also occurs

that during Hajj, people create fully fledged fights out of situations which they

would have normally overlooked at home.

This is a trial and a test for man. Some Hujaj (plural of Haji) have mentioned

that during Hajj, an inner stimulation to dispute is ever prevalent. The likeness is

just as it transpired with the Bani Isra'il. They were specifically prohibited from

fishing on Saturdays, days when fish would be abundant. In times of tribulation

the Muslim should keep the Islamic laws (Shari'ah) before him and take guidance

from the Qur'an and Ahadlth.

ALLAH IS AWARE OF EVERY GOOD ACT

"Allah knows whatever good deed you do" During the occasion of Hajj,

j

person should exploit the situation to the best of his ability by exerting himsej

exceedingly in a J virtuous acts. Whatever acts of worship he will carry outw
«

never be wasted since Allah is aware of every one of these, and will bestow 1

due rewards.
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THE PROHIBITION OF BEGGING FROM THE CREATION

''Take your provisions along with you, for verily the best of provisions is

abstinence" The 'abstinence" mentioned in this verse refers to abstaining from

begging °f anvcne - A narration of Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ^ ii ^j is recorded in

Asbabun Nuzul' (p. 55), in which he says that the people of Yemen used to leave

for Hajj without taking any provisions with them. They maintained that Allah

would provide for them. However, upon reaching Makkah, they would beg from

the people. It was due to this that Allah revealed the above verse.

Since it is mostly the wealthy who go for Hajj, beggars consider the season

of Hajj to be a most lucrative market for their trade. Many undertake the journey

of Hajj or Ummh specifically for this purpose, spending their time at Arafat

going from tent co tent, begging of people.

A hadith is narrated in "Mishkatul Masabih" (p. 163) in which Sayyidina Ali

& At ^j saw a person begging from others at Arafat. He laid a lash upon the-

beggar's back aid admonished him thus, "Do you ask from anyone besides

Allah on this day and in this place?"

"Fear only Me, Oh people of intelligence!" In reality only Allah must be feared.

Sins should be avoided- in every act and all acts must be enacted well, as a hadith

advises, "Always fear Allah, for verily it will serve to beautify all your actions."

[Mishkatul Masabih, v.l,p .415]

It is reported in "Fat'hul Bari" that during the period, of ignorance, a fair

would be held on the first of Dhul Qa'dah every year at the market place of

Ukaz. This would last for twenty days during which much trade took place.

Thereafter, the same would take place at Majinna, lasting till the end of the

month. On the first of Dhul Hijjah, the same would occur at the Marketplace of

Dhul Majaz up to the 8th of the month.

It is recorded that Ukaz was situated between Ta'if and Nakhla, while

Majinna was clcse to Marruz Zahran, and Dhul Majaz was located at a slight

distance from Arafat. The mode of address in the verse permits trade during
H ajj, but at the same time, does not encourage it in such a way as to make it a

part of the Ha/j rites. A person who solely intends to perform Hajj may,
especially due to necessity, avail himself of the opportunity to trade. In no way
should one undertake the journey solely for the purpose of trade.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.2, p.87) writes that since much disputing
generally takes place in trade (especially regarding prices), a person may wonder
about the legality of trade during Hajj, because disputes have been outlawed. It

is for this reasor. that mention is made concerning its legality. Even though trade
is permitted, disputing is not.

^

\"<C > >i* rf-* ^i-vff ' ~'\\ ' -*M >4> rf< < " * *
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(198) There shall be no sin upon you should you seek your livelihood provided

by Allah. When you return from ,Arafat, then remember Allah at the Mash 'arul

Haram. Remember Him as He had guided you, for in reality you were, before

this, completely unaware.

THE SANCTIONING OF TRADE DURING HAJJ AND THE
COMMAND TO REMEMBER ALLAH AT THE MASH'ARUl
HARAM

This verse permits trade during Hajj by saying that one may seek the bounty

of Allah during Hajj. This includes all forms of commerce and labour.
ln

"Bukhari" \v.2 f p. 648), Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ** A\^ relates that Ukaz, Majinnah

and Dhul Majaz were all marketplaces during the period of ignorance. After the

arrival of Islam, the Muslims considered it unlawful (haram) to trade there during

Hajj until the above verse was revealed to permit trade.

It is narrated in "Mustadrak" (v.l, p.449) that a person told Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Unar <* & ^j that people say his Hajj is invalid on account of his

renting a conveyance during Hajj. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ^ & ^j asked

him, "Did you not don the Ihram, recite the Talbiya, make Tawaf, go to Ararat

and pelt the Jamarat?" Upon replying in the affirmative, he was informed, "Your

Hajj is valid. When a person presented the very same question to ^j aJp it jl*,

he gave no reply until the verse was revealed, There shall be no sin upon you should

you seek your livelihood provided by AUahJ Thereafter the holy Prophet ^j^ i»» j^

summoned the person, recited the verse before him and told him that his Hajj

was valid/
7

"When you return from Arafat, then remember Allah at the Mash 'arul Haram,"

This verse instructs the Haji to proceed to Muzdalifa after leaving Arafat. Arafat

is three miles east of Muzdalifa, and is a large plain. To be present here is one of

the greatest fundamental requirements of Hajj. A person's Hajj is completed if he

is able to reach this place at any time after noon on the 9th up to dawn of the

10th. After this tlie only remaining fundamental aspect is the Tawafiuz Ziyarah.

At Arafat, people engage in prayer (du'a) and remmberance of Allah (dhikr),

performing thei? Zuhr and Asr Salahs here as well. After sunset they go back to

Muzdalifa (en route to Arafat from Mina they will have already passed Muzdalifa).

Once here, they nust perform the Maghrib and Isha Salahs in combination They

are not allowed to perform these two Salahs at Arafat, nor on the road to

Muzdalifa, even if the Maghrib has to be delayed till after sunset.

If anyone had performed his or her Maghrib before reaching Muzdalifa, this

Salah will have to repeated in combination with Isha. It is Sunnah to spend the

night here. To remain till a little while after dawn is compulsory (Wajib). It is

Sunnah to remain here as long as possible until just before sunrise. Thereafter the

people proceed to Mina.

The Mash'arul Haram is a mountain in Mazdalifa called Jabal Qaza. The

Holy Prophet ^^i^ would, after performing the Salahs of Maghrib art

Isha in unison at Muzdalifa, rest awhile. Then he would perform the Fajr SaP

immediately after dawn while it was still dark, after which he would proceed to

the Mash'arul Haram. Here he would engage in prayer {du'a), Takbir Tahlil a^
j
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remembrance of Allah (dhikr) until just a little while remained before sunrise,

v/hen he would leave for Mina [Muslim, v.l, p.399]. The entire area of Muzdalifa

may be occupieu, although it is best to be close to the Mash'arul Haram [Muslim,

v \ p.400]. Since the entire area may be occupied and the Mash'arul Haram is in

Muzdalifa, som? scholars have termed the entire area of Muzdalifa as the

Mash'arul Haram [as recorded in "Durrul Manthur" (v.l p.224) from Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Unar & & ^j and Sayyidina Abdullah bin Amar <s> &\ ^J. A
person should engage in prayer (du'a) and remembrance of Allah (dhikr) while in

Muzdalifa.

"And remember Him as He had guided you." Some scholars have interpreted

^is verse to mean that one should remember Allah as He had taught one.

Another meaning is that He should be remembered and glorified because He

had guided one (i.e. as a form of gratitude for the guidance).

"For in reality you were, before this, completely unaware" People were

completely unaware of Belief (Iman) and obedience to Allah. In the Hajj

performed during ignorance, only forefathers were remembered. What little

remembrance or Allah did take place, was devoid of benefit in the Hereafter

since it was don<: in infidelity (Kufr).

(199) Then re urn to the place from where the people return and beg pardon

from Allah. V<»rily Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.

Sayyidah Aysha if* i»t ^j reports that during the period of ignorance, the

Quraish and all those tribes who followed them (Banu Amir, Banu Thaqif, Banu

Khuza'ah) never went to Arafat during their ritual pilgrimages. After Muzdalifa,

they returned. AJah instructed His Prophet ^JL-j Up i»i JL* to stop at Arafat as well

during Hajj. The above verse was revealed to this effect. [Bukhari,v.2, p .648]

In the tafsir 'Ma'alimut Tanzll" (v.l, p.175), it is mentioned that the Quraish
and their compatriot tribes would not go to Arafat during Hajj. They maintained

that they were the people of Allah and residents of the sacred Haram, and could

therefore not leave its boundaries. They considered it below their dignity to rub

shoulders with other people in Arafat. When all the other tribes returned from
Arafat, the Quraish would then join them en route at Muzdalifa. whence they

would all returr together. Allah instructs all to go together to Arafat and return
from there.

Since the H )ly Prophet jJL-j Up iui ju» was from the Quraish, they all thought
he would remain with them in Muzdalifa during his farewell Hajj. However, in

compliance with the command of Allah, he proceeded with everyone to Arafat.

[Muslim v.l p.397]

The Arabic word "thumma' meaning 'then' or 'thereafter' is used at the

^ginning of this verse. Because of this, some commentators say that this verse
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actually refers to the return to Mina from Muzdalifa, because mention has

already been made of the return from Arafat. Others say that verses do not

necessarily have to be chronological, but make random mention of the various

Hajj rites. Yet an 3ther group maintain that the word "thumma" does not bear its

original meaning in this context and (as is common in the Arabic language)
it

assumes the meaning of 'and'. The author of the tafsir "Ma'alimut Tanzir has

mentioned all three interpretations and has apparently favoured the third. It is

also possible to say that the word refers not to a practical sequence of events, but

serves merely to lend sequence to the discussion.

Allama Ibn Kathir Up &\ 3^ writes (v.l p.242) that the verse serves to

elucidate that ju ;t as Allah has instructed the people to proceed from Arafat to

Muzdalifa and remember Him there, in the same way they should also all be

together in Arafat.

202) \S \\ * '

(200) Once you have completed your Hajj rites, remember Allah as you

remember your forefathers, or an even greater remembrance. From amongst man
there are those who say, "Oh our Lord, grant us good in this world/ and they

have no portion in the Hereafter/' (201) From them there are also those who say,

"Oh our Lord, grant us good in this world, good in the Hereafter and save us

from the chastisement of the fire." (202) Such people shall receive a great share

due to their actions, and Allah is Swift at reckoning.

THE INSTRUCTION TO ENGAGE IN THE REMEMBRANCE
(DHIKR) OF ALLAH DURING THE DAYS AT MINA

On the 10th day of Dhul Hijjah, people return to Mina from Muzdalifa

where they pelt the largest Jamara, then emerge from their Ihram after shaving

or trimming their hair. Thereafter, only the Tawafuz Ziyarah and two more days

of pelting remair . During the period of ignorance, the Arabs used to devote their

time after Hajj to sing accolades to their forefathers, competing with one another

in composing poetry in praise of these predecessors and their tribes. Alia* 1

revealed the above verse to check this situation. [Ruhul Ma'ani' v.l, p.89]

The author of the tafsir "Ma'alimut Tanzir translates the word

"manasikakum" ("Hajj rites") to mean the sacrificial animals. Therefore, the verse

would mean that Allah should be remembered after the animals have been

slaughtered (i.e. c.fter pelting the largest Jamara). (v.l, p. 178)
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Thereafter Allah makes mention of the prayers (du'as) people make. Some

only concern themselves with this world, asking for its amenities, while being

totally
oblivious of the Hereafter. They keep asking Allah to make them as

wealthy as their predecessors. Such people will receive nothing in the Hereafter.

['Ma'alimut Tanzil' v.l, p.176]

Then Allah speaks of the supplication (du'a) of the people of Belief (Iman),

who ask for the best of both worlds. The word 'hasanah" is derived from the root

word "hasan" which denotes every conceivable form of good. This supplication

(du'a) indeed most concise in its conglomeration of everything good and blessed

in both worlds. A hadith in "Bukhari' (v.2, p.945) reports that the Holy Prophet j~*

jl, , up ibi used to xiake this supplication (du'a) very often.

Sayyidina Anas <*> ii ^j reports that once the Holy Prophet jJL-j aJ* & J~*

visited a companion (Sahabi) who was so ill that his voice had become very faint

due to weakness and he had grown extremely thin. The Holy Prophet ^ & J^
jl> . asked him whether he had been making any supplication (du'a) to which he

replied that he had always supplicated to Allah to grant him all his due

punishment in this world (rather than in the next). The Prophet Up iui JU>

^remarked, "Subhan Allah", you cannot possibly bear that. Instead you should

have made the supplication (du'a): "Rabbana A'Una Fid Dunya Hasana Wa Fil

Akhirati Hasana Wa Qina Adhaban Nar" (i.e. "Oh our Lord, grant us good in this

world, good in tie Hereafter and save us from the chastisement of the fire.") The

narrator, Sayyidina Anas, *& &\ ^>j said that this person then made this

supplication (du'a), whereupon Allah cured him. [Muslim, v.2, p.343]

It is reported in Abu Dawud that the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up &\ ju used to

recite this supplication (du'a) between the Rukn Yamani and the Black Stone

while making Tawaf.

(203) Carry ouj the dhikr (remembrance) of Allah during the limited days. There
shall be no sin upon the person who chooses to hasten during the two days, nor
will there be any sin on him who wishes to delay, for him who possesses Piety

(taqwa). Fear Allah and understand that unto Him shall you be gathered.

ENGAGING IN THE REMEMBRANCE OF ALLAH (DHIKR) AND
PELTING DURING THE DAYS OF TASHRlQ

The days referred to in the above verse are the days of "Tashriq" (10th, 11th,

12th and 13th of Dhul Hijjah), when people are stationed at Mina where they
slaughter their animals and carry out the pelting. Remembrance of Allah (dhikr)
Is Prescribed here as well, as it was in Muzdalifa and at Arafat.

Sayyidah A/sha ^ & ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ^JL- j Up ifci JL» said,
ine pelting of the jamarats and the Sa'I between Safa and Marwa are especially
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ordained for the remembrance of Allah/' [Tirmidhi]

The remembrance of Allah (dhikr) is indeed a very great act, which is even

more virtuous during certain days and times. Salah, which is the greatest form of

worship, entails remembrance of Allah (dhikr) from beginning to the end,
?<s

Allah stated in tne Surah TaHa, "Establish Salah for My remembrance." [Surah 20

verse 14]

The Adhan and Iqamah before Salah are also forms of remembrance
of

Allah (dhikr), as are the Tasbihs and supplication (du'as) after Salah. Similar is the

case with Hajj, every action of which is an embodiment of remembrance of Allah

(dhikr), like the Talbiya, Sa'i, Tawaf, Arafat, Muzdalifa, Mina, pelting and

sacrificing. The Holy Prophet ^JL-j ^JLp ii JU always encouraged remembrance
of

Allah (dhikr) whfch is the very soul of this world.

Muslim (v.l, p.84) reports a hadith wherein the Holy Prophet ^j <d* i ^
said that the Day of Judgment will only take place when there exists none upon

the earth to say, "Allah! Allah! ' Muslim also narrates that the Holy Prophet i ^u
pJL-j U* would remain perpetually in Allah's remembrance,

It is writtei. in 'Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.l, p.93) that Allah should glorified after

every Salah, sacrifice and when pelting. He adds that the "limited days" refer to

the days of Tashriq as reported from Sayyidina Umar ^ ii ^>j, Sayyidina All ^
<& & and Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas <^ it ^j.

The author of "Ma'alimut Tanzll" states that the remembrance of Allah

(dhikr) on these days is the Takbir. He writes that Sayyidina Umar and Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Umar ** ii ^j used to recite the Takbir (Allahu Akbar , Allah is the

Greatest) at Mim after every Salah, in gatherings, before sleeping, on the road,

etc.

The Takbir ut Tashriq is also necessary on these days. It is compulsory

(Wajib) to be recited after every obligatory (Fardh) Salah by every person whether

in Mina or not. Men should recite it audibly and women silently. Its recitation

commences from after Fajr of the 9th of Dhul Hijjah and continues up to Asr of

the 13th, as reported by Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud <c* & ^j.

The Holy Frophet ^^iii JU has said regarding these days, "Do not fast

during these days for they are days of eating, drinking and making remembrance

(dhikr)" [Muslim, v.l, p.360]

SOME LAWS PERTAINING TO THE PELTING

On the 10th day, only the largest Jamara (jamar a Aqaba/Kubra) is pelted. This

may be done at iny time between sunrise and dawn of the following day, but it

is reprehensible (Makruh) for the strong and healthy to do it at night. On the 11th

and 12th pelting {this time of all three Jamarat) commences from after noon, also

lasting up to dawn of their respective following days. During these two, days it

will also be reprehensible (Makruh) for the able people to pelt at night The

pelting of all three days is compulsory (Wajib) for the person present in Mina

during these days.

There exist; three pillars in Mina which are called the Jamarat (plural oj
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Jamarah). The fir ;t of these is close to the Mosque (Masjid) of Khaif and called the

Jamarah Ula (fist Jamarah) or the Jamara Sughra (small Jamarah). Next is the

Jamara Wusta (middle Jamara), followed by the third called the Jamarah Kubra

(big Jamarah) or Jamarah Ukhra (last Jamarah). It is also called the Jamaratul

Aqaba. The botmdary of Mina is close to these Jamarat. At the base of these

Jamarat, low circular retaining walls have been constructed in which a person's

stones must fall.

It was at tbase three places that the Devils (Shaytdn) attempted to dissuade

Sayyidina Ibrah.m ftLJ\ Up from sacrificing his son, whereupon the latter pelted

him. In memory of this, the Haji does the same. At the time of throwing each

stone, a person should recite:

"Bismillahi Allahu Akbar raghman lish Shaytdn wa ridal lirrahmdn" ("I am
pelting with the name of Allah who is the Greatest, to disgrace devil (Shaytdn)

and please Allah ').

THE PERMISSIBILITY OF OMITTING THE PELTING ON THE 13TH
DAY

After pelting on the 11th and 12th days, a person may choose to stay on a

further day to pelt, or he may leave Mina. This is what is implied in the verse,

"There shall be no sin upon the person who chooses to hasten during the two days, nor

will there be any tin on him who wishes to delay, for him who possesses Piety (taqwa)."

It is, however, best to stay on and leave Mina on the 13th.

During his farewell Hajj, the Holy Prophet jJL-j ^ &\ JU remained in Mina
on the 13th and pelted as on the two previous days. This final pelting also

commences after noon, but will terminate at sunset. The jurists have stated that it

will be reprehensible (Makruh) to omit the pelting of the 13th for that person who
was still present in Mina when the sun set on the 12th. It will, however, be

compulsory (Wdiib) for that person to pelt on the 13th, who is still present in

Mina at dawn of the 13th.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani' writes that the phrase "no sin" is repeated in

both options to emphasis that either one is permissible. However, the objection

may arise that if it is better to remain in Mina on the 13th, why is this phrase "no

sin" used with reference to it? Rather another phrase should have been attached

to it which denotes its preference. In reply to this, he says that the phrase "no sin"

does not negate the preference of this second choice to stay in Mina. The reason
why this mode of address is adopted is that the people during the period of

ignorance woule argue with each other saying that it was a sin to remain in Mina
after the 12th, while others argued that it was sinful to leave. Allama Qurtubi ~^j

4* & has tendered the same explanation in his tafsir (v.3, p. 13).

In the tafsir 'Ma'alimut Tanzil', the opinion of other commentators has been
quoted who statt* that the verse means that no sin whatsoever will remain to the

account of any Haji, irrespective of whether he remains in Mina or not. In

support of this *hey quote the hadith in which the Holy Prophet ^ 3 *> &\ J^
says that the person who performs Hajj without committing any sin, nor
speaking anything foul, will return (sinless) like a newborn baby. This view is

ako held by Sayydina Ali ^ it ^j and Sayyidina Abdullah bin Masud <& ii ^j.
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In the light of this opinion, the purport of the end part of the verse also

becomes clear, viz. "for those who possess Piety (taqwa). " It would therefore mean
that no sin would remain on any person after his Hajj, on condition that he had

adopted piety (abstinence from sins) during its course. A statement of Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Mas'ud -up ii ^j further substantiates this explanation in which he

says, "Forgiveness from sins has been decided in favour of those who fear Allah

in their Hajj."

Sayyidina Abul Alia *> & <^-j says that other commentators mention that

"he who possesses Piety (taqwa) ' means that a person should abstain from sins for

the rest of his life.

££ft ^^j^ ^1 <j£>Vt 4^ J? ^]j^ ^U^ ffi

[>p aV^-Jl o-^J j^4^ j^—

^

(204) [O Muhammad ^JL-j Up ii JU! From mankind is he whose speech enamours

you in this worldly life, and he calls Allah to witness over that which is in his

heart; yet he s the most rigid of opponents. (205) When he turns away (from

you) he exerts himself to cause corruption on earth and to destroy crops and

progeny. And Allah dislikes corruption. (206) When he is told to fear Allah,

pride spurs him on to commit sin. Hell will suffice for him, for it is a most evil

resting place indeed.

THE SWEET-TALKING HYPOCRITES AND MISCHIEF-MAKERS

It is recorded in the tafsir "Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v 1, p 279) that this verse was

revealed with reference to a hypocrite by the name of Akhnas bin Shurayq. He

was a handsome, sweet-talking person who used to sit with the Prophet <4* & J^

r-L-j pretending to be a Muslim. He took oaths in the name of Allah that he loved

the Holy Prophet ^JL.
3
Up in ju» and as a result of his behaviour, the Holy Prophet

pJL-j aJLp iii JU wculd seat him close to himself The above verse was revealed with

regard to this.

THE ACTIONS OF AKHNAS BIN SHURAYQ

It is recorded in 'Lubabun Nuqul" from a report of Ibn Jarlr <4* & ^j that

according to the commentator Suddi <*> &\ ~^
Jf this verse referred to Akhnas bin

Shurayq who pretended to accept Islam and enamoured the Holy Prophet & J*

^a> with his [alks. After leaving the company of the Prophet (JL-j *4* & J^> he

once passed the *ield of a Muslim and set the crops alight while also severing the

feet of some donkeys that grazed there. This verse was revealed with reference to

this incident.

Ailama Munawi dtp it i^-j [in his book "Faidul Qadir Sharhu Jami'us Saghir
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(v.2 p-145)] quotes certain scholars who say that the Holy Prophet {JL- 3 Up &\ j^>

referred to this same Akhnas when he used to make the prayer (du'a), "Oh Allah,

I seek your protection from a plotting companion.

'Lubabun NuquT reports the statement of Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ^ & ^j in

which he says that when the group including Sayyidina Asim <up & ^j and

Sayyidina Marthad v* &\ ^j were reported to have met martyrdom, two

hypocrites sarcaitically commented, "Sad is the case of those who have landed in

trouble and destroyed themselves. Neither did they remain (safe) at home, nor

did they discharge their duty to propagate the message (of Islam)/' It was at this

juncture that this verse was revealed.

Whatever the direct cause (was) behind the revelation of this verse, its

comprehensiveness includes all such people who attempt to carve their niche

amongst the Mr.slim public and elite, using sweet-talk and flattery. Although

they are really hypocrites (Munafiqin), they beguile the Muslims by swearing that

Allah knows they are true Muslims. Since their only objective is to attain status

and fame in this world, they will leave no stone unturned to harm the Muslims

and plot methods to plunder the Muslim states.

The same modus operandi employed by Akhnas bin Shurayq has been used

by hypocrites throughout the centuries, and continues up to this day.

Allama Qu tubi <M & <^j writes that this verse applies to all such people

who, while concealing their infidelity (Kufr), adopt hypocrisy and lies to express

with their tongues the exact opposite of what is in their hearts. He adds that this

verse emphasises caution in all worldly and religious matters, [v.3, p. 10]

Concerning the phrase "in this worldly life" Allama Baydawi aJU ii u^j writes

that Akhnas bin Shurayq's talks with regard to the matters of this world

appealed to the Holy Prophet ^JL-j <> & J^. It could also mean that he used to

speak in this manner to acquire some worldly gains. Yet another interpretation is

that his speech <ind eloquence will only seem appealing in this world, while in

the Hereafter his words will hold absolutely no weight. Due to his overwhelming
fear in the Hereafter, he will be rendered speechless, [v.l, p.139]

THE CONTEMPTIBILITY OF A QUARRELSOME AND FLATTERING
TONGUE

The phrase in this verse 'aladdul khisam'is a conglomeration of two words.
The first is in the superlative tense, indicating an extremely quarrelsome nature.

The second wcrd also holds a similar meaning, lending emphasis to the

connotation of a person who is exceedingly bent on quarrelling and disputing.

The commentator Allama Baydawi Up ifci ^ translates it as "the most rigid of
opponents," which is an implied meaning. This verse therefore serves to vilify any
person who strongly argues in support of falsehood.

Sayyidah Aysha L^ ii ^j reports that the Holy Prophet jJL-j aJ* &\ Jl^> said,

The worst of people is he who is very quarrelsome." [Bukhari, v. 2, p.649/1066]

In today's times, it is regarded to be very intelligent for a person to be able
to win others over by sweet-talk and flattery, and has become an integral part of
Politics. The Holy Prophet <X* 3 *J* &\ ju* has stated, "Towards the end of time,
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there will be such people who will utilise the Dm (religion) to achieve their

worldly motives. To display humility, they will wear woollen clothes, while their

tongues will be iweeter than sugar. Their hearts, however, will be the hearts of

wolves. Allah will say, 'Are these people fooled by My tolerance that they are so

bold? I swear that I will inflict such a punishment upon them that will startle

even the most sensible ones amongst them/'

THE EVIL OF PRIDE

People who only desire the material things of this world and its honour

possess no degj ae of submission in their hearts. They consider it insulting to

their dignity to accept the truth from another. In this way, they remain adamant

upon their infidelity (Kufr), Polytheism (shirk) and sinful lifestyles. They cannot

bring themselves to accept the truth. In reference to this trait, Allah mentions,

"When he is told to fear Allah, pride spurs him on to commit sin."

WHAT IS PRIDE?

The Holy Prophet pJL-j *> i>t ^U defined pride as follows, "Pride is to defy

the truth and to consider others inferior/' When many people are advised to

abstain from sin or are presented with any good advice, they disregard the

preacher on account of his nationality, age or lineage. This is a display of pride

which is a trait of the hypocrites and mischief-makers.

The verse condemns such people to the fire of Hell. The Arabic word

"mihad" (used to describe Hell in this verse), refers to a bed or a mat. In the

Hereafter, they will be made to lie upon burning cinders, totally unlike the soft

and comfortable beds to which they are accustomed in this world. Here they find

rest and peace o\\ their beds, whereas there it will be the exact opposite.

£-*j<±> WJ ^ ^Iruv *^-vJ al~ju <4s-Zi o* o£& ^L^J

T2071 ^2[

(207) From nunkind is he who buys his soul seeking Allah 's pleasure. And

Allah is Most Clement unto His bondsmen.

THE VIRTUE OF THE PERSON WHO GIVES HIS LIFE AND
WEALTH FOR THE PLEASURE OF ALLAH

It is narrated in "Hilyatul Awliya" on the authority of Sayyidina Sa'Id bin

Musayyib U* i» u-j, that when Sayyidina Suhaib Rumi ** & ^j left Makkah to

migrate to Madinah, a group of Polytheists pursued him to prevent his exit. He

alighted from his animal, placed an arrow in his bow and addressed them thus,

"Oh people of Quraish! You are well aware that I am a much better archer than

all of you. I swear by Allah that none of you will be able to approach me as long

as I have a single arrow in my quiver. Once these have expired, I shall fight witn

my sword for a* long as strength remains in my arms. On the contrary, I can

inform you of the whereabouts of my wealth and clothing in Makkah, which y^
may have for yc urselves and allow me to proceed/

7 They agreed to this secofl
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option and he set out on his way to Madinah.

Upon reaching Madinah, he presented himself before the Holy Prophet JL*

i^ Ua ii who tc Id him, "O Abu Yahya, your transaction was indeed profitable/

This the Holy Prophet ^L-j a> i>i ju repeated twice, meaning that his bartering

off a bit of this worldly possessions was cheap in exchange for his freedom. Prior

to his arrival, Jit*il ^LJ\ ^ had already informed the Holy Prophet jJL-^ *-U Ai ^U
about the episode.

In the "Mustadrak" of Hakim, the addition is reported in which the Holy

Prophet pL*j ^ & J~* recited the above verse to him, which had been revealed

before he arrived in Madinah.

In the tafsr of Ibn Kathir a> ii ^ (
v.l p.248), Sayyidina Suhaib ^ ii ^

himself says tha^ when he intended to migrate, the Quraish told him, You came

here as a pauper, amassed much wealth, and now wish to take it all with you.

We swear by Allah that this shall not happen!" It was then that he offered them

all his wealth in exchange for a safe passage. Upon reaching Madinah, the Holy

Prophet fJL, j Up 4>i JU told him that it was indeed a good bargain.

Some commentators have translated the word "Yashri" as "sells" (his soul).

Allama Ibn Kathir <> Ai '<^j writes that this verse applies to all those who engage

in Jihad (religioui war), since they sell themselves to Allah, as is referred to in the

following verse of the Qur'an, "Verily Allah has purchased from the believers their

lives and wealth in exchange ofHeaven (Jannah). ' [Surah Tauba, verse III]

Allama Qurtubi <Jj> Ai a^ writes that the fact that Sayyidina Suhaib ^ &\ ^j
was prepared to fight the Polytheists, denoted that he would sell his soul for

Allah's cause. Leaving this particular incident aside, the verse can apply to any

person who gives his life and property for Allah's pleasure.

In the tafsir "Ma'alimut TanziT (v.2 p. 183), it is reported that Sayyidina

Umar *& & ^j considered this verse to refer to those who fight to enjoin the right

and forbid the wrong.

(>^=U^U- U ^ mi o* ^SSJj OV-A QosJ qv^A jj£, p£ss=ll jj*l ^7Z
.rj\

(208) O you who believe, enter into Islam completely, and do not follow in the

footsteps of Shaytan, for verily he is your open enemy. (209) So if you have to err

after the clear signs have come to you, then know that definitely Allah is Most
Powerful,The All Wise.

THE ORDER TO ENTER COMPLETELY INTO ISLAM

Certain Muslims who had converted from Judaism wished to keep up some
Jewish practices such as according esteem to Saturdays and abstaining from
camel meat. They told the Prophet <JL, 3 Up At ju that since the Torah was also the
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book of Allah, taey recited it in their Tahajjud Salah. Allah revealed the above

verse on this occasion, informing them that after the advent of Islam, no other

religion should remain. ["Durrul Manthur" and "Baydauri"]

Sayyidina Jibir & & ^>j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^j^ ^ ^Usaid, "I

have come to ycu with clear signs. Even if Sayyidina Musa f^LJ\ Up was alive, he

too will have no option but to follow me/' ["Ma'klimut Tanzil" (v.l, p. 183) from Ahmad

and Bayhaqi as receded in "Mishkatul Masdbih," p. 30]

EVERY PERSON MUST ABIDE BY THE LAWS OF ISLAM IN EVERY
DOMINION

This verse instructs every person to accept all the injunctions of Islam and

practise accordingly, irrespective of his position. This is binding upon the ruler

and the subject, the big and the small, the employer and the employee, the

businessman and farmer alike. Many people are under the misconception that

Islam is restricted to a few actions like Salah, fasting, zakah, etc. They do not

apply Islam to their social, economic and political lives. They conduct business as

they please, buying and selling any commodity they wish. Many people seek

employment at any institution, not paying the slightest heed to whether it is

Halal or Haram.

Many do not consider the Shari'ah in the matters of marriage, committing

major sins in the process while thinking that the Shari'ah does not apply to

occasions of rejoicing. They pay no heed to the advice given to them by the

Ulama (religious scholars), saying that these scholars are merely standing in the

way of progress. They consider their religion to be like the religion of those

people who care not to mould their lifestyle within the framework of its

restrictions (May Allah save usfrom this).

Our Din (religion) is perfect and complete, encompassing every aspect of life.

There exists no aspect of life which is not included in its teachings. For one to

practice some aspects of Din (religion) while neglecting others, will be in

conformance to the behaviour of those Jews who were addressed in Surah

Baqarah. Allah told them, 'Do you believe in part of the book and reject part of it.

"

[Surah 2, verse 85]

Many people merely claim to be Muslims while they do not even perform

the obligations (Faraidh) of Din (religion), while others restrict the Din (religion) to

a few actions only. If they are advised to leave their unlawful (haram)

employment, interest dealings, or trading in unlawful (haram) commodities, they

do not accept. They waive this off saying that it is their livelihood which cannot

be neglected. Tr is foolish statement is tantamount to saying that earning one's

livelihood bringe complete freedom.

THE DEVIANCE OF POLITICAL LEADERS

Some present day Islamic countries employ methods in their administration

that are learnt from the Infidels (kuffar). They enforce laws which are oppressive

and contradict the Shari'ah. In spite of all this, they are audacious enough to

claim the Islamic identity of their countries. It is the sway of Satan (Shaytan) ft*

makes them apply a limited number of Islamic laws while turning a blind eye to
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many others. It is for this reason that, after instructing complete entry into Islam,

Allah says, "And do not follow in the footsteps of Satan (Shaytan), for verily he is your

oven enemy." It is indeed very strange that people swear and curse Satan

(Shaytan), yet pander to his wishes.

"If you err titer the clear signs have come to you, then know that verily Allah is

Most Powerful The All Wise." This verse makes it clear that it is not a light matter

that a person does not enter into Islam in spite of receiving full knowledge. This

constitutes rebellion against Allah who is All Powerful. None can overcome Him,

nor escape His punishment. Allah is All Wise and does not hasten to punish

anyone. Therefore, no person should dwell under the misconception that he is

safe from Allah and will not be taken to task.

(210) They aw lit Allah and the angels to come to them beneath the shadow of

clouds, and al matters are decided. All matters return unto Allah.

THE WARNING FOR NOT ACCEPTING THE TRUTH

Those people who refuse to enter into Islam after the clear signs and proofs

have been presented before them seem to be awaiting the decision of Allah

against them. A ter this, there will be no second chance for them. Allah will be

the Supreme Judge on the Day of Judgment when none other shall have any say

whatsoever. Every disbeliever (kafir) should consider his case very carefully.

LESSON The real meaning of the phrase "Allah and the angels to come to

them" cannot be mentally perceived. A Muslim should believe in it, and not seek

to uncover its literal meaning. Some commentators have stated that it refers to

the order of Alia \ for punishment.

4j*W U Juo
\i7
a 4JJI A+*> JA^ &J 4JJa ^AjU (j* j*Q±J\*. ^ ot^lr^l Xsi J-*"

(211) Ask the children of Isra'il how many clear signs we have given them.

Whosoever chooses to alter the bounty of Allah after it has come to Him, then
Allah is seven, in punishment

THE INGRATITUDE OF THE BANI ISRA'IL AND THEIR
RESULTANT PUNISHMENT

Many signs and miracles were presented to the Bani Isra'il which would
nave been to the r benefit had they taken heed. However, they chose to go astray,

changing the bounty of Allah into a curse for themselves. Thus, they earned"
Allah's wrath in this world as well as the next.
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The author of the tafsir Ma'alimut Tanzil' [v.l, p. 184] comments on these clear

signs'. He says that these signs refer to the cane of Sayyidina Musa ^LJ\ Up as

well as his shining hand and the splitting of the sea. Other commentators state

that these refer to the clear description of the Holy Prophet ^JLj U* &\ J^ in the

Torah and the Injil. The Jews and Christians went astray in spite of all these

signs, thereby transforming what was a bounty of Allah into punishment for

themselves. This will be the outcome of anyone who behaves in a like manner.

f
j> jL&Jp \yul o-rVi^J I3-4U <jun ^ ojj*^j U>J0» ^>J\ \j^ii uUU q>j

f&§> ^ *, ~>s*s ^ t>*' >*i' +'" Y

(212) The life of this world has been beautified for those who disbelieve and

they make a jest of the believers. But the pious will be above them on the Day of

Judgment, and Allah provides for whom He desires without reservation.

THE BEAUTIFICATION OF THE WORLD FOR THE
NONBELIEVERS (KUFFAR) AND THEIR MOCKERY OF THE
MUSLIMS

According to the above verse, the reason for the obstinacy of the

nonbelievers (kuffar) is their infatuation with the things of this world. By

observing the practices of Islam, they fear a deficiency in their worldly

possessions. It is for this reason that they remain in disbelief They mock the

Muslims because the Muslims do not possess much worldly possessions which

they (the nonbelievers) consider to be a symbol of total success.

They do not realise that the comforts of this world are temporary whereas

the Hereafter is everlasting. The people of Belief (Iman) will enjoy elevated

positions while the nonbelievers (kuffar) will be condemned to Hell. Allah says in

Surah Mutaffifin, "On this day (Day ofJudgment) the believers, while looking on from

their couches, will laugh at the nonbelievers (kuffar)" [Surah 83, verses 34/5]

Many commentators have written that the verse under discussion was

revealed with regard to the Arab idolaters like Abu Jahl etc. Their wealth and

comfortable lifestyles intoxicated them. They laughed at the poor Muslims like

Sayyidina Amar bin Yasir <up &\ ^Jf Sayyidina Suhaib ^ & ^Jf Sayyidina Bilal

-up ii ^j, Sayyidina Khabab ^ &\ ^j and Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud & ^j
<UP.

According to another opinion, this verse was revealed with regard to the

Hypocrites (Munafiqin) like Abdullah bin Ubbay. They used to mock and jeer at

the poor immigrants of Madinah saying, "Muhammad jJL. j Up &\ JU says that he

will conquer other lands with these people!"

Sayyidina Ata ^ ii ^j says that the verse referred specifically to the leaders

of the Jewish tribe who used to laugh at the poor immigrants. Allah, however/

promised the Muslims the wealth and the Banu Nadhir and the Banu Qurai^an

(two Jewish tribes of Madinah) without a fight. Consequently this came to pass

["Ma'alimu t Tamil, " v.l, p. 185]
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"Allah provides for whom He desires without reservation." Some commentators

kave
interpreted this verse to mean that Allah may accord to His chosen

bondsmen whatever he desires without them having to make any effort. Then

too, He will not require them to account for any of this wealth on the Day of

Judgment. At the same time, He inspires them to do good deeds.

The phrase ''without reservation" has been interpreted by some to mean that

none can prevent Allah from giving whatever He desires. There will be none to

take account of this since the treasures of Allah are limitless.

"\i ' - i^-'f \'\ \*S\' ^ 'If >^f +"< *>' 9' St'
9' > C"\\ >>ZJ\'

(2^ *£L-*i i>5 <^ ILL* <>* c5-^i <u\j «-£iL

(213) Mankind was one community and Allah sent (unto them) the prophets as

bearers of good tidings and warners; and revealed to them the scriptures with

the truth so that it may judge between mankind concerning the matters wherein

they differed. Because of their animosity for each other, those to whom it (the

scripture) was given differed concerning it after clear proofs had come to them.

By His will, Allah guided those who believe to the truth of that concerning

which they differed. Allah guides whom He wills unto the straight path.

MANKIND WAS ONE COMMUNITY UNTIL THEY SPLIT INTO
DIFFERENT DENOMINATIONS BECAUSE OF MUTUAL
ANIMOSITY

It is narrated in "Durrul Manthur" [v.l, p.243] that Sayyidina Qatadah At <^j

«> reports that all those who lived during the period between Sayyidina Adam
and Sayyidina Nuh fiLJ\ U* were rightly guided. They all practised upon the true

Shari'ah until differences began to creep between them. It was then that Allah
sent Sayyidina Nuh ^LJ\ Up who was the first messenger of Allah on earth. He
was sent to the people when their differences had led them to abandon the truth.

After this, Allah continuously sent prophets and books as a proof against
mankind.

According to Kalbi and Waqidi *A* & a^j ['Tafsir Qurtubi,"v3, p.31] the
ummatow wahida' (single community) refers to those Muslims who accompanied
Nuh f^ui U* on the ark since there were no other Muslims alive at that time.
1 fter the demise of Sayyidina Nuh (%-Ji Up, differences arose amongst this group,
Suiting in the rise of nonbelievers and Polytheists

Besides the above, numerous other interpretations have been offered with
gara to the meaning of 'ummatow wahida'. In each case however, the meaning
°te verse will be that at some time in human history, mankind was a single

Jmunity, having the same religion and beliefs according to the orders of
1 an

* It was after this that, due to the misguidance of Devil (Shaytan) and
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mutual animosity, they split into many groups and denominations. To correct

the situation, Allah sent the various Prophet (Anbiya) fiL~b ^^ and the divine

scriptures.

These prophets (%*& ^> applied themselves to guide man, showing them

the path to Heaven (Jannah) and warning them against the fire of Hell. By virtue

of religion, Allah showed man the distinction between right and wrong, thereby

deciding their mutual differences. However, many chose not to accept the

preaching of these prophets pLJ\ ^A^, preferring to continue with their mutual

differences. Allah, because of His infinite mercy, guided the believers to realise

the truth and stay clear from falsehood.

'Only those to whom it (the scripture) was given differed Concerning it. "It \$

reported in 'Durrul Manthur" [v.l, p.242] that Sayyidina Ubayy bin Ka'ab i ^,

aip said that the oeople referred to in this verse are the Bani Isra'il. He said that

they rebelled against each other because of their greed for wealth and territory

Allah guided those of Belief (Intdn) to realise the truth of these differences and

remain fast on their religion. They disassociated themselves from those who

constantly caused friction. As a result, these people will also bear testimony on

the Day of Judgment against the nations of Nuh, Hud, Salih and Shu'aib ^
(OLJ. They will say that these prophets (%J\ ^^ had propagated their religion but

the people refused to accept.

Throughout the ages, this process has continued; as a result there have

always existed those on the truth and those on falsehood. The believers should

understand from this that the nonbelievers (kujfar) will ceaselessly beg to differ,

refusing to accept the truth despite its evidence. As a result, they will continue

harming the Muslims, which may sometimes result in full-scale war. Therefore

"Sabr' (patience and steadfastness) is required as well as the need to spend one's

life and wealth to stem the tide of infidelity (Kufr). The requirement of Belief

(Iman) is that a person remains steadfast as Allah now explains the following

verses.

(214) Do you think that you will enter paradise while yet there has not come to

you the like of (that which came to) those before you? Affliction and adversity

befell them and they were shaken till the messenger (of Allah) and the believers

said, "When will the help of Allah come?" Surely, the help of Allah is near.

ENCOURAGEMENT TO BE PATIENT AT TIMES OF AFFLICTION

AND THE LESSONS TO BE LEARNT FROM PAST NATIONS

The Muslims in the time of the Holy Prophet ^j u* & J~* were consta^

harassed by the idolaters, the Jews and the hypocrites. In Makkah, the idola
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harassed them, while in Madinah it was the Jews and Hypocrites (Mundfiqtn)

who left no stone unturned to make their lives miserable. This resulted in the

furious battles of Badr, Uhud and Khandaq. Besides this, the Muslims also had to

withstand the difficulty of hunger and thirst because of a lack of resources.

"Asbabun Nuzul' (p.60) reports that this verse was revealed on the occasion

of the battle of the trench when the Muslims suffered extreme hunger, thirst, cold

and fear. So great was their difficulty that Allah says in Surah Ahzab, "and the

hearts reached the throats" [Surah 33, verse 10]. Referring to the same episode, Allah

says in the next verse of Surah Ahzab, "On this occasion, the Believers (Mu'mirim)

were tested and severely shaken.
"

Seeing these conditions, the hypocrites began making all sorts of absurd

statements, many of which were utterances of infidelity (Kufr). Allah revealed

this verse informing them that the Heaven (Jannah) that they aspired for cannot

be had by merely sitting back, but they will have to endure certain tests first. The

nations of the past endured much adversities until they began to wonder when
Allah's help would come to them. It was only after great trial that Allah then

assisted them.

The hypocrites said, "The promise ofAllah and His Prophet ^j *> ii ju wqs a

deception." [Surah Ahzab, verse 22]. The verse under discussion answers this

statement of theirs and, at the same time, provides consolation to the Muslims. It

tells them that these difficulties are nothing new, but were also experienced by

those before. Finally, when they asked when the help of Allah would come,

Allah sent it to them as this verse states, 'the help of Allah is near" Allah's

assistance is certain in this world as well as in the Hereafter when the Muslims
are assured a safe passage to Heaven (Jannah).

Allama Ibn Kathir <uU & ~^j states that this verse resembles the one in Surah

Inshirah where Allah says twice, "Verily with difficulty comes ease", [verse 6] Every

prophet and his followers, especially Sayyidina Muhammad pJL-j Up i»t JU and
his Companions (Sahaba) ^ i»i ^j, withstood great trials. This will always

continue as Allah says In Surah Ankabut, "AlifLam Mim. Do people think that they

will he safe to say, We believe!' without being tested? Most assuredly We have put to

test those before them, and most certainly We shall come to know those who are truthful

and those who are liars. "
.

,

Sayyidina Khabab <up ifci ^j reports that once he complained to the Holy
Prophet p-L-j aJ* ii JU about the difficulties they suffered in Makkah, asking him
to make supplication {du'd) for its alleviation. The Prophet pJL-j U* M JU> was
reclining in the shade of the Ka'ba, but sat up to say, "In the times gone by, some
Muslims were placed in pits, then sawed in two, but this did not deter them from
their religion. The heads of others were combed with combs of steel, which
would penetrate their flesh and sinews, reaching the skull. This would also not
deter them from their religion." ["Mishkdtul Masdbih, "p .525, from Bukhari]
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(215) They ask you (Oh Muhammad <*L-j *J* i» J^ what they should spend? Say,

"That which you spend of good, should be given to parents, relatives, orphans,

needy and wayfarers. Whatsoever good you do, Allah is well aware of it.

UPONWHOM SHOULD CHARITY BE SPENT

"Asbabun Nuzul" (p 60) narrates from Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ^ i\ 0̂j ^
this verse was revealed concerning the question posed to the Holy Prophet ii j^
pJL-j a> by Sayyidina Amr bin Jamuh ^ & ^Jf who asked, "What should we
spend in charity, and upon whom should we spend?" "Durrul Manthur"

(
vj

p.243) reports from Ibn Juraij <> i» i^j that this verse refers to optional (hi
aft)

charity, not to zakah.

From the above report, it is gathered that two questions were asked. One

concerned the type of charity, while the other concerned the recipients. This

verse answers the second question. Since a person will naturally spend on

himself and his wife and children, these are not mentioned. Parents receive first

mention, followed by relatives who include all, be they close or distant. Then

follows the other categories in which relatives belonging to these categories

receive priority.

Abu Dawud reports a hadith wherein a person asked the Holy Prophet J^
pJL-j Up ii, "Towards whom should I show kindness?' The reply was, "Your

mother/' He then enquired, "To whom next?" the Holy Prophet ^J- j Up iii jl*

said, 'Your father, then your next of kin, thereafter those who follow them."

Whatsoever good you do, Allah is well aware of it." Allah knows all the good

that a person do^s, be it little or more, and will bestow the full reward upon the

doer. The wealth spent in charity has been referred to as "khair" (good), denoting

lawful (haldl) wealth since giving unlawful (hardm) wealth is no charity at all.

Usage of this word also denotes wealth spent sincerely for the pleasure of Allah

because spending without sincerity is no charity at all.

Commentators mention that the second question has been given preference

because if the proper recipients are not identified, no amount of charity will earn

any reward. Much has already been discussed regarding kindness to the poor

under the verse "Virtue is not that you turn your faces towards the east and west"

[Surah Baqara, verse 177]

(216) Warfare has been ordained for you though you may dislike it. Perchance

you may dislike something that is good for you and you may like something

that is bad for you. Allah knows and you know not.

THE OBLIGATION OF JIHAD (RELIGIOUS WAR) AND

ENCOURAGEMENT TOWARDS IT

While the Muslims were in Makkah, they were weak and few in num^
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never possessing fthe capability nor the divine permission for Jihad (religious war).

After migrating to Madinah, they received the order to fight their enemies in

defence, as a verse of Surah Hajj proclaims, "Permission (to fight) has been granted

to those being attacked because they are oppressed" [Surah 22, verse 39]. Later on the

order came to fight the Infidels (kuffar) even though they do not initiate the

agression. ["Qurtubi" v.3, p.38]

It appears from this verse that it is the binding duty of every Muslim to be

always engaged in Jihad (religious war), just as he is duty bound to perform his

Salah and other obligatory duties. However, this is not so, as the Ahadith and

Qur'an show, e.g. the verse, "All the Believers (Mu'minin) should not go into battle

collectively. A group should remain from every community to acquire deep

understanding of the Din" [Surah Taubah, verse 122].

Jurists have written that at times Jihad (religious war) is compulsory upon

every Muslim, while at times it is only compulsory upon a group of Muslims.

Engaging in Jihad (religious war), either in defence or offence, is permissible. The

word Jihad (religious war) is derived from the root word "juhd," which means to

strive, exert or apply oneself It would, therefore, refer to any form of exertion or

application which is directed towards uplifting the Din (religion). Allah says in

Surah Bara'a "Go out in battle lightly or heavily, and strive with your wealth and souls

in the path ofAllah. This is bestfor you, ifyou but knew." [Surah 9, verse 41]

Ahadith of Abu Dawud reports that the Holy Prophet (JL-j aJp ii ju said,

"Fight the idolaters with your wealth, lives and tongues.' Fighting them with the

tongue will include debates, speaking against them and encouraging the

Muslims to fight them. Maintaining all forms of Jihad (religious war) is necessary.

Allama Jassas ^ &s *^j writes in "Ahkamul Qur'an" (v.3 p. 113) that it is the

opinion of Imam Abu Hanifah Up &\ <^Jf Abu Yusuf Up &\ "^j, Muhammad i>i ~^j

4*, Malik Up &\ i^j, etc that Jihad (religious war) is obligatory (Fardh) up to the

Day of Judgment. However, under normal circumstances, it is not obligatory

(Fardh) on everyone. Should a group engage themselves, it will suffice for the

rest, unless those fighting cannot cope with the onslaught of the Infidels (kuffar).

Then, if it is feared that these Infidels (kuffar) will advance to destroy all the

Muslims in their towns, it will be incumbent on every Muslim to join in the fight.

None are of the opinion that permissibility exists for the Muslims of any
country to remain idle when those of another country are at risk of losing their

Bves or land. 0;her verses pointing towards the compulsion of Jihad (religious

war) are:

GO "And fight in Allah 's path until no corruption exists on the

earth and the Din (religion) remains only for Allah."

GO "And fight them so that Allah may punish them by your
hands.''

W "And fight those who do not believe in Allah and the Day of
Judgment."

*0 "And fight the idolaters wherever you find them."

tU "Fight the idolaters collectively as they fight you collectively."
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The author of the book "Hidayh" writes that Jihad (religious war)
js

sufficiency obligation (Fardh Kifdyah). If a sector of the Muslims engage therein,

the compulsion will fall from the remaining Muslims. On the other hand, if none

will uphold this responsibility, all will be sinful. It will be incumbent to fight the

Infidels (kuffar) even though they do not initiate the attack. If the Infidels (kuffar)

attack the Muslims, it will be compulsory for every Muslim to defend. In this

situation, a woman may even fight without the consent of her husband, and a

slave without that of his master because Jihad (religious war) will now be deemed

Fardh Ain (obligatory upon every individual). ["Hidayah", Chapter ofSiyar]

As was previously mentioned, Jihad (religious war) should not merely be

fought for the sake of fighting, but for the promotion of the Dm (religion) and its

dominance. Numerous rules and regulations apply to Jihad (religious war) which

are discussed in the books of hadith and fiqh.

SOME LAWS PERTAINING TO JIHAD (RELIGIOUS WAR)

The author of "Hidayah" writes that when the Muslims lay siege to any fort

or city of the Infidels (kuffar), they should first invite them to accept Islam. If they

accept, no fighting shall take place since the Holy Prophet ^JL, j u* &\ ju said, "I

have been commanded to fight until people proclaim 'La Ilaha Illallah!
'
, and accept

the religion I have brought." [Muslim]

If they refuse to accept Islam, they should be invited to pay the "Jizya" (a

tax) which will allow them to enjoy the same privileges and share the same

responsibilities as the Muslims (with regard to the defence of the state). The

Polytheists (idolaters) of Arabia, however, will not be given the choice of Jizya.

They may either accept Islam or fight It is not permissible to fight anyone who

has not first been given an invitation to Islam. Even those who had received this

invitation at some earlier stage should preferably be extended another invitation.

When, finally, they refuse to accept Islam and jizya, the Muslims may

commence battle, asking Allah's help. In this battle no women, children, aged,

blind or paralysed people may be killed, unless they offer some resistance or are
]

ruling. {'Hidaya', chapter on "Kayfiyatul Harb"] l

Since the Muslims have forsaken Jihad (religious war), their enemies have

gained the upper hand and have bound them to such treaties which these

Infidels (kuffar) continuously contravene. Jihad (religious war) brings only benefit

for the Muslims, securing authority for them. Muslims have been destroyed

because of their loss of conviction in the promises of Allah and because they

comply with the dictates of the Infidels (kuffar). They have lost the fervour to i

serve the Din (religion), having been confined to minute states because of their

love for position and power.

Each is satisfied with his little dominion, employing the support of *

Infidels (kuffar) to remain in power. This configuration of states has divided ft

power and strength of the Muslims, causing them to be thirsty for each other*

blood on account of petty national differences. If all the Muslims were w*
under one leader, and prepared to give their lives for Islam, none would have^

courage to even raise their gazes in enmity towards them. Recognising tn^

differences between the Muslims, the Infidels (kuffar) have exploited the situan
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«o divide the Muslims into various splinter states, leaving each one too weak to

pe any force to be reckoned with. However, it is not too late for unity to again set

patters right.

THE EXCELLENCE OF THE MUJAHIDlN

Sayyidina Sahl bin Sa'd, Anas bin Malik and Abu Hurairah ^ ii ^j narrate

that the Holy Prophet *Ly Up ii J^ said, 'A single morning or evening in the

path of Allah is better than the entire world and whatever it contains/' [Bukhari,

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah ^ i»i^ narrates that the Holy Prophet U* ii JU
jl, b

said, "I swear by Allah that I wish to be slain in the path of Allah, then given

life to again be slain in his path. Then again restored to life to lose it in Allah's

way, and then again the third time.
,,

[Bukhari, v.l, p.392]

Sayyidina Abdur Rahman bin Jubair ^ &\ ^>j narrates that the Holy

Prophet |4-j Up ii j^> said, "The fire of Hell will never touch the person whose

feet were soiled in the path of Allah." [Bukhari, v.l, p.394]

Sayyidina Anas v* ii ^j reports that the Prophet ^JL-j a> k ju said, "No
person who will enter Heaven (Jannah) would want to return to this world even

if he is given everything therein. The only exception is the Shahid (martyr), who
will desire to be returned to meet martyrdom another ten times because of the

honour accorded to him." [Bukhari, v.l, p.395]

Sayyidina Salman Farsi <up ii ^j reports that he heard the Holy Prophet JU
juj Up i»i say, 'To guard the borders of an Islamic state for one day and night is

superior than fasting for an entire month together with performing Salah during

this period. Should a person pass away in this condition, he will continue to

receive the rewards of all his actions, his sustenance will continue reaching him,

and he shall be saved from the punishment of the grave." [Muslim, v.l, p.142]

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah <up &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet U* &\ JU
jJL- j said, "The person who dies without fighting in Jihad (religious war) and not

even considering doing so, dies upon a branch of nifaq (hypocrisy)" [Muslim,v.2,

p.Ul]

The same Sayyidina Abu Hurairah <up &\ ^j narrates that the Prophet i» JU>

^) u* said, The person who is injured in the path of Allah, and only He knows
who was injured in his path, will appear on the Day of Judgment in such a way
that the wound will still be bleeding. The colour will be that of blood, but the

smell shall be of musk.' ["Bukhari", v.2, p.313. Muslim*, v.2, p.133]

THE REWARD OF SPENDING IN THE PATH OF ALLAH

Once, when a person presented a reined camel for use in the path of Allah,
&e Holy Prophet ^J-j Up &\ JU said, "In lieu of this you shall, on the Day of

judgment, receive seven hundred camels, all of which will be bridled." [Muslim,

The Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ^t JL> also said, "The person who supplies the

'^uipment for the one going out in the path of Allah has also made Jihad
Mhgious war) (i.e. receives the same reward as the Mujahid). The person who
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constantly sees to the needs of the MujahicTs family has also made Jihad (religi
0lls

war)/ [Bukhari, v.l, p.399]

REPLY TO THE OBJECTION RAISED BY THE ENEMIES OF ISLAM
AGAINST JIHAD (RELIGIOUS WAR)

The Infidels (kuffar) have always portrayed Jihad (religious war) in a negative

light because their enmity does not allow them to perceive the invitation
of

Islam. Islam wishes to call humanity towards belief in the unity of Allah, all His

prophets, scriptures, the Qur'an, the finality of the prophethood of the Holv

Prophet jJL-j Up &\ J^ and the religion brought by him. The person believing in

all of this is a Muslim, worthy of entry into Heaven (Jannah). The one who does

not accept is a infidel (kafir), condemned to eternal doom. The sole aim of Jihad

(religious war) is to invite mankind to Islam; as was previously explained when

mention was made of the method of Jihad (religious war) as presenting to the

Infidels (kuffar) the options of either accepting Islam, paying the Jizya or (finally)

war. The prime objective is to rescue them from the everlasting torment of Hell,

which is a favour on them, even if it is achieved by Jihad (religious war). If the

lives of a few are lost in Jihad (religious war), but the rest of the nation accepted

Islam, it would be to the overall benefit of that nation.

Even if the Infidels (kuffar) accept only to pay the Jizya, it will still be to their

advantage because, firstly, their lives will be saved. Secondly, under the Islamic

rule, they will receive exposure to Islam hearing the adhan (call of the prayer),

witnessing the Salah and other devotional acts, and benefit from the cordial

behaviour and piety of the Muslims. In this manner, they will gain the impetus to

accept Islam, thus saving themselves from the pending doom of the Hereafter.

The Jizya is in lieu of security and is not collected from every infidel (kafir),

nor is it an exorbitant fee. All these factors should be understood, whereafter one

will realize that Jihad (religious war) is to the advantage if the Infidels (kuffar).

The kafir is a rebel against Allah since the act of infidelity (Kufr) is the

severest rebellion. In any country, the punishment for rebellion is most severe.

The infidel (kafir) lives on Allah's earth, eats what He provides, and utilises all

the amenities provided by Him. Despite all of this, he refuses to believe in Allah

and even worships others, ascribing them as partners of Allah. Therefore, such

people do not really deserve to live on Allah's earth. There can be no objection to

one who wants to rid the world of such evil practices such as infidelity (Kufr) and

Polytheism (shirk).

It is indeed ironic that the people of Europe should raise this objection when

they have plundered numerous countries, leaving tremendous bloodshed in

their wake. In 1871, the British massacred innumerable people in India while the

two world wars accounted for the loss of even more lives. The bomb that

devastated Hiroshima and the so-called crusades were nothing but thoughtless

massacre. In aid of what noble cause did all of the above take place? Were they

not to satiate territorial avarice or destroy Islam in the propagation of infidelity

(Kufr)? These are the deeds of the very nations who falsely claim to be followers

of Sayyidina Isa fiLJs Up, and boast that their prophet instructed them to turn the

other cheek to the person who slaps the one.
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Then there are the idolaters of India who consider weapons to be a great

vice and shy away from even killing a rat. On the other hand, they are always

thirsty for the blood of the Muslim, not missing a single opportunity to cause

strife between them. Such faceless objectors fail to look at themselves in the

minor before flinging their dung at others who only wish to trample rebellion

underfoot.

"Perchance you may dislike something that is good for you and you may like

something that is badfor you. Allah knows and you know not." Reference is made here

to Jihad (religions war) which is instinctively disliked, whereas its results are

extremely fruitful. Ignoring Jihad (religious war) by remaining at home to tend to

one's business seems very pleasing, but is in actual fact destructive and a source

of deprivation. Besides Jihad (religious war), numerous other factors are such that

they seem detrimental while they are actually beneficial, while other things are

vice versa. This phenomenon is seen daily. Therefore, success is in following only

the commandments of Allah.

"Allah knows and you know not." Only He possesses real knowledge and

understands precisely what is beneficial and detrimental for his creation.

jJL=*\ aL1^\j 4$ jc^ Jy* <5* **& rlH^^^ ^>clJ^ \j *£ lyLjg-aJ

W^ v| J^s^^ C^Ja^ ^ij\^ j\£-s> y>j C*+.*J> '*+?-*} J* ef^t

\jr*U ClJ£\ o\ V^l ^^J^r-^ H^J p-*> j\J\ ^^>\ &^jb JLr-Sr* L*

»>< tf'* c^ r / • »^ y >*s < <£ <t{ *y * \ > ' " \ *'\" < Air

(217) They question you (Oh Muhammad) <»-L»j **)* <3>i Jl* with regard to warfare

in the sacred months. Say, "Warfare therein is a grave sin, but to prevent (man)

from Allah 's way, to disbelieve in Him and the Masjidul Haram, and to expel

its people thence is a far greater sin with Allah. Corruption is worse than

killing." They will continue fighting you till they turn you away from your

religion if they can. Whosoever turns away from his religion, then dies in

disbelief such people are the ones whose actions are lost in this world and in the

Hereafter. These are the dwellers of the fire wherein they shall abide forever.

(218) Verily those who believe and those who emigrate and strive in the way of

Allah, these have hope of Allah 's mercy. Allah is Most Forgiving, Most
Merciful.
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CAUSING CORRUPTION AND PREVENTING PEOPLE FROM THE
PATH OF ALLAH AND THE MASJIDUL HARAM IS WORSE THAN
KILLIING

The Holy Prophet (JL-j *-l* i» JL» once appointed Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Jahash ^ &\ ^j to lead a contingent of Companions (Sahdba) ^ i^ ^j with

instructions to spy on a caravan of the Quraish at a place called batn Nakhlah

(this was located between Makkah and Ta'if). Upon reaching their destination,

the group of Companions (Sahdba) <+** & ^j saw the caravan passing with a load

of merchandise from Ta'if. This caravan comprised of Amr bin Hadrami, Hakam
bin Kaysan, Uthman bin Abdullah bin Mughira and Naufal bin Abdullah. When
these Infidels (kuffar) saw the Companions (Sahdba)^ &\ ^>Jf they were startled.

When Sayyidina Abdullah bin Jahash <up iii ^j noted their fear, he consulted

with his companions, and they decided to attack the caravan.

Consequently, Sayyidina Waqid bin Abdullah Tamlmi & & ^j shot an

arrow that killed Amr bin Hadrami, while Hakam bin Kaysan and Uthman bin

Abdullah were taken captive. These were the very first prisoners of war captured

in Islam. The fourth person escaped. The captives as well as all the merchandise

were taken to Madinah. This episode transpired on the day after the 29th of

Jumadal Ukhra. The Sahaba^ i»i ^j were unable to determine whether it was

the 30th of this jumadal Ukhra or the 1st of Rajab, which is one of the four sacred

months wherein fighting was forbidden during the period of ignorance, as well

as at the beginning of Islam. (The sacred months were Dhul Qa'dah, Dhul Hijjah,

Muharram and Rajab).

Although the month of Rajab was not confirmed when the incident

occurred, the Poytheists of Makkah exploited the situation to make it a target of

criticism. They said that the Holy Prophet p-L-j *> &\ JL* had permitted war in the

sacred months and killed people who were innocently earning their sustenance.

They inflated the issue and scorned the Muslims who had participated in the

skirmish.

The Holy Prophet jJL-j aJLp ifc\ ju also disapproved of the incident and did not

lay a hand on the captives, nor the captured goods. He reminded these

Companions (Sahdba) r^s> h ^j that he had not permitted fighting during these

months and they regretted their action very much. They pleaded that they were

unable to judge the month since the moon of Rajab had not yet appeared. At this

juncture Allah revealed this verse, whereupon the Holy Prophet pJL-j *4> & J^>

according to the Islamic principles of distributing, boofy, separated one fifth of

the captured merchandise and distributed the remaining portion amongst those

Companions (Sahdba) r^p &\ ^j who participated in this expedition. The two

captives were set free on ransom, but one of them viz. Hakam bin Kaysan

accepted Islam and remained in Madinah. He was martyred at Ba'Ir Ma'una. The

second captive returned to Makkah and died as a infidel (kdfir). ["Asbabun Nuzul

p.64-66. "Ruhul Ma'dni, v.2, p .107]

Allah admonishes the Polytheists by saying that although fighting in the

sacred months is sinful, they should first examine their own actions. They

engaged in actions much worse than this by disbelieving in Allah and preventing

others from accepting Islam and from entering the Masjidul Haram. They &s0
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wrongly expelled from the Masjidul Haram its residents and rightful upholders

of its sanctity when they forced the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up &\ J^ and his

Companions (Saiiaba) ^s- &\ ^j to migrate to Madinah. ['Qurtubi", v.3, p.46]

"Corruption is worse than killing/' The Polytheists of Makkah tortured and

harassed the Muslims in an effort to revert them to idolatry. This was indeed a

great form of corruption which far exceeds the killing of an individual during a

sacred month which was not even conclusive.

Allah then sounds a warning to the Muslims, saying, "They (the Infidels

(kuffar)) will continue to fight you until they turn you from your religion" They will

never be satisfied with your Belief (Iman) and will ceaselessly try to deviate you.

Just as the Infidels (kuffar) axe steadfast in their false religions, so too should the

Muslim be equally steadfast in Islam. As they attempt to bring the Muslims into

their religion, the Muslims should also try to convert them.

THE LAWS PERTAINING TO THE MURTAD (APOSTATE)

"Whosoever turns away from his religion, then dies in disbelief such people are the

ones whose actions are lost in this world and in the Hereafter. These are the dwellers of

the fire wherein they shall abide forever"

The person who after being a Muslim, turns to any other religion (all of

which are regarded as infidelity (Kufr)), then all the actions that he carried out

while still a Muslim will be considered to be lost. He will receive no reward for

them in the Hereafter. Like the other Infidels (kuffar), he shall be in the fire of

Hell till eternity. Allah says in Surah Ma'ida, "Whoever rejects Iman, then verily his

actions are lost and he will be amongst the losers in the Hereafter." [verse 5]

The (Murtad) apostate should be spoken to, and all his doubts should be

cleared. He will be given three days in which to decide his fate where after he

will be put to death should he not revert to Islam. If a woman turns (Murtad)

apostate, she will be imprisoned indefinitely until she reverts to Islam. She will

also receive counselling and if she does not revert to Islam, she will be

imprisoned for life. The above is in accordance to the religion (Madh'hab) of

Imam Abu Hanifah U* &\ ^> According to Imam Shafi'i <JLp ^ <*-j, the woman
will also be put to death after three days.

All the wealth of a (Murtad) apostate will cease to belong to him. It will only
be returned to him once he reverts to Islam. If he dies in this state of infidelity

(Kufr), or is killed due to his 'irtidad" (apostasy), the wealth which he earned
while still a Muslim will be distributed to his Muslim heirs. That wealth which
he acquired as a (Murtad) apostate will be regarded as the wealth of "Fay" (i.e. it

will be placed Li the public treasury to be used for the needs of the general

Muslim public). According to Imam Shafi'i U* & ~<*-j, both categories of his

wealth will be regarded as Fay"

.

The (Murtad) apostate will be divorced from his wife immediately upon his

apostasy. He will also be deprived of any inheritance that he is due to receive
from another Muslim. Neither will the "Janazah Salah" (funeral prayer) be read
tor him, nor will he be buried in a Muslim cemetery. Any animal that he
slaughters will now be considered unlawful (haram). None of his good actions
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such as fasting, Salah, Hajj, Umrah etc. will bring him any rewards in the

Hereafter.

If the (Murtad) apostate reverts to Islam, he will be saved from the eternal

punishment of the Hereafter and will now be treated as a Muslim having all the

responsibilities of Islam applicable to him. There exists a difference amongst the

jurists concerning the rewards for good actions which were previously lost as

well as with regard to the Hajj which was previously performed. According to

Imam Abu Hanifah Up ^ u^Jf the rewards for all his actions cannot be recovered.

The same applies to the Hajj which will have to be repeated. A new marriage will

have to be contracted with the consent of the wife. She cannot be married to him

against her wishes.

THE (MURTAD) APOSTATE IS NOT INCLUDED IN THE VERSE
"THERE IS NO COMPULSION IN RELIGION"

The question may arise with regard to the (Murtad) apostate that the death

threat given to him is a form of compulsion which contradicts the verse in Surah

Baqarah, "There is no compulsion in religion" [verse 256]. In reality, this verse does

not apply to the Murtad at all since it refers to the Infidels (kuffar) who have not

yet accepted Islam. The person who has already accepted Islam has understood

its concepts, derived benefit from its blessings and therefore has no alternative

but to remain as a Muslim or suffer the death penalty. The Holy Prophet a> ii j*

jJL-j said, "The person who changes his religion should be put to death" ["Bukhari,"

v.2, p. 1023]

"Verily those who believe and migrate and strive" Allama Ibn Kathir a> &\ ^,

writes [v.l, p.254] that when the .Holy Prophet ^j ^ & J^> extracted the

"Khums" (l/5th) from the booty brought by Sayyidina Abdullah bin Jahash ^
<up ii, he asked, "Oh the Holy Prophet ^ j Up ^ ju, I wish that our expedition

may be regarded as Jihad (religious war) and we receive the reward of the

Mujahidm." The above verse was revealed on this occasion informing them that

the believers who migrate and fight in Jihad (religious war) truly possess hope in

Allah's mercy. It is understood from this verse that entertaining such hopes are

permissible and the error of these Companions (Sahaba) ^ ii ^j was forgiven

by Allah.

LESSON: It is understood from the verse, "Say, Warfare therein is a grave

sin", that engaging in battle during the four sacred months is not permissible.

This fact is also gathered from the following verse of Surah Bara. "The number of

months according to Allah are twelve in His book, the day He created the heavens and the

earth, four ofwhich are sacred" [Surah 9, verse 36]

There is a difference of opinion with regard to this prohibition. Sayyidina

Ata bin Abi Rabah 4* &\ i^j states that this prohibition of warfare in the four

months still stands, unless one is attacked. According to Sayyidina Sulaiman bin

Yasar Up & ^ and Sayyidina Said bin Musayib Up it ^j this prohibition has

been abrogated, making warfare permissible during these months. Allama Jassas

<uU ii i^j writes that this second opinion is held by all the contemporary jurists

The verses, "Fight the idolaters wherever you find them" and "Fight those who do not

believe in Allah nor the last day' were revealed after the prohibition. ["Ahkawd
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Qur'an",v-l,p.M2]

Allama Qu^tubi ^ & a^j writes in his tafslr [v.3, p.43] that the jurists

unanimously agree that the prohibition for fighting in the four sacred months

has been abrogated. It will now be permissible to engage in war during these

months. Sayyidina Zuhri Up 2ii ^ states that the above prohibition was

abrogated by the verse, 'And fight the idolaters collectively" [Surah Taubah]. Other

Scholars (Ulama) say that the Holy Prophet ^JL-j <4* & J^ himself abrogated it

when he fought the Bani Thaqif during a sacred month and dispatched the army

of Sayyidina Abu Amir Ash'ari ^ &\ ^j to wage Jihad (religious war) in the

valley of Autas. Therefore, fighting during these four months is permitted by all

schools of thought - especially when fighting in self-defence.

^ j^x >^a i\ *ps£i& its _& |^'(

(219) They question you about liquor and gambling. Say, "In both is great sin

and some benefit for man; but the sin is far greater than their usefulness." And
they ask you what they ought to spend. Say, "That which is extra." Thus Allah

makes clear to you His revelation so that you may reflect (220) Upon the

world and the Hereafter. And they question you concerning orphans. Say, "To
improve their lot is best" If you mingle your expenses with theirs, then they are

your brothers. Allah knows him who corrupts from him who improves. If Allah

wills He could overburden you. Allah is Mighty, The Wise.

THE PROHIBITION OF LIQUOR AND GAMBLING
In these verse, Allah begins by mentioning the law regarding liquor and

gambling. Although both have some benefit, their harm and sin are greater. This

teaches us that the benefit of a thing does not necessitate its lawfulness. A
forbidden thing will remain such despite its usefulness, and earn its user

destruction in both worlds. A detailed discussion regarding liquor and gambling
will, Insha Allah, take place in Surah Ma'idah under the verse, "Oh you who
believe, indeed liquor, gambling, idols and divining arrows are filth from the acts ofDevil

(Shaytan), so abstain there from so that you may be successful" [verse 90]. For now it

will suffice to understand that every form of intoxicant and gambling is unlawful
(liaram), irrespective of its method or name.

WHAT SHOULD BE SPENT IN THE PATH OF ALLAH?

This question has already been discussed previously, but more emphasis
w&s laid on the recipients of charity, viz, parents, relatives, orphans, beggars and
Wayfarers. In this verse under discussion, the actual wealth is discussed that has
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to be spent. In "Lubabun Nuqul" a narration of Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ^ ^ ^ ^
recorded wherein he says that when Allah instructed spending in charity, the

Companions (Sahaba) ^ & ^j asked the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up &\ j^> what
portion of their wealth should be spent. In reply to this question, this verse was

revealed informing them to spend of that which is over and above their

necessities.

"Thus Allah makes clear to you His revelation so that you may reflect upon the

world and the Hereafter. " When spending, a person should consider well and

reflect about the eventual outcome of his spending. He should gauge whether it

will be of benefit to him in the Hereafter or not. He must also see that the excess

wealth does not merely accumulate; at the same time he should not spend so

much that it leaves him penniless and in need of other's charity. Another aspect

to consider is that he should not be so generous to others that he neglects the

needs of his own family.

After spending in all the obligations (Fardh) and compulsory (Wajib) ways, it

will be permissible to save the leftover wealth. However, it is better to give this

also in charity. Every person may utilise this wealth according to the level of his

piety. One is also allowed to spend everything, as the Holy Prophet ^L-j Up ii ju

did by never keeping anything behind for the following day. After fulfilling

one's necessities, a person is allowed to store something as was done by

Sayyidina Uthman bin Affan and Abdur Rahman bin Auf ** &\ ^>Jm The Holy

Prophet pJL.j Up iii JU never prevented them from this in spite of knowing about

it

"And they ask you about the orphans." It is narrated in "Durrul Manthur' (v.l,

p.355), in an extract from Abu Dawud and 'Mustadrak of Hakim, that Sayyidina

Ibn Abbas ** ii ^j reported, 'When the verses like, 'Do not approach the wealth of

the orphans except with grace/ and 'Those who unlawfully consume, the property of

orphans fill their bellies with fire/ were revealed, people who had orphans in their

custody began to separate their food from the orphans in their charge so as not to

be guilty of consuming their wealth. Whatever food was left over would be kept

aside and, on many occasions became spoilt. When they approached the Holy

Prophet jJL-j Up h\ JU for further guidance in this matter, this verse was revealed.

The verse serves to explain that the actual purpose of caring for orphans is

to improve their lot, by spending on them in their best interests. The person

should not intend, by utilising the wealth of the orphan, that he or his children

will gain. If their wealth is spent neither extravagantly, nor in a miserly manner,

then Allah will not take the guardian to task. All are brothers and should eat and

drink together as such. Allah knows exactly who intends good and who does

not.

"If Allah wills He could overburden you." If indeed Allah so pleased, he could

instruct a person to always cook separately for the orphans, not even allowing a

slight bit of mixing in the food. This would have really complicated matters, so a

person should be grateful to Allah and practise His simplified injunctions,

bearing the correct intention in mind.

"Verily Allah is Mighty, The Wise." He is able to take anyone to task, while, at

the same time, all His injunctions are filled with wisdom.
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(221) Do not marry idolatresses till they believe; for a believing slave is better

than an idolatress even though she may be pleasing to you. And do not give

your women in marriage to idolaters till they believe, for a believing slave is

better than an idolater even though he may be pleasing to you. They invite

towards the fire, while Allah invites towards Heaven (Jannah) and forgiveness

by His order; and He expounds His revelation to mankind so that they take

heed.

THE PROHIBITION FROM MARRYING IDOLATERS AND
IDOLATRESSES

This verse prohibits Muslim men from wedding polytheist (Mushrik)

women unless they become Muslims. Many of these women are very attractive,

thereby enticing men to marry them. However, it is better to marry a Muslim,

slave girl instead. The same applies to an idolater, with regard to whom a slave is

better. If these people accept Islam, they are to be treated as any Muslim should

be and one may marry them.

Thereafter, Allah mentions the reason for not marrying such people. It is

possible for them to mislead their Muslim spouses into disbelief, the ultimate

end of which is \he fire of Hell. They will also influence their children to do the

same, thereby leading them also into the everlasting fire. This danger will not

exist when the spouse is a Muslim even though s/he is a slave.

LESSON: The broad context of this verse makes it evident that no marital

relations should exist between a Muslim and a polytheist, atheist, fire

worshipper, etc. If such a marriage does take place, it will not be recognised in

Islam, rendering all marital relations unlawful (hardm). The only exception exists

in the case of a Muslim man marrying a Jewess or a Christian woman.
Permission is granted for such a relationship in the beginning portion of Surah
Ma'idah and this injunction shall be discussed there, Insha Allah.

It is sufficient to understand that although this is allowed, nevertheless, it

will be best to abstain, especially in these times when such women only marry
Muslim men to turn them and their children away from Islam and to spy on
them for the enemies. Sayyidina Umar *& ii ^Jf during his reign as caliphate

(khildfah), prevented the Sahaba from taking such women into wedlock for the

very same reason. ["Kitdbul kthar" of Imam Muhammad bin Hasan Shaybani^ &\ i^Jf p.

89]

Because of the system of co-education, it is all too common these days that

Muslims marry non-Muslims in courts. If the marriage takes place with mutual
consent, in the presence of at least two witnesses, then the marriage will be
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recognised if the man is Muslim and the girl a Jewess or Christian. This will not

be the case if she is a polytheist like a Hindu, Sikh or fire worshipper. On the

other hand, if the girl is Muslim and the boy a non-Muslim, the marriage will not

be recognized at all, even though he be a Jew or a Christian.

Marriage will also not be permitted with any person who, in spite of

claiming to be et Muslim, holds certain beliefs of infidelity (Kufr). Examples of

these are those who deny the finality of the prophethood of the Holy Prophet

jJL-j <Op iii JU>, those who say that the Qur'an was adulterated as well as those

who claim that Allah is within their Imams.

"Asbabun Nuzul" (p. 66) records a report that a companion (Sahabi) by the

name of Abu Marthad Ghanawi **> &\ ^j asked the Holy Prophet ^JL-j aJp ii j^
whether he could marry an extremely beautiful polytheist (Mushrik) woman of

the Quraish called Anaq. Upon this request, this verse was revealed.

It is also reported in the same book that once Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Rawaha ^ &\ ^j ajngrily slapped a black slave woman he owned. He
immediately regretted the incident and related it to the Holy Prophet <4* ^ j*
pJL-j who enquired as to what type of a woman she was. He replied, 'Oh

messenger of Allah pJL-j a> -it JU, she fasts regularly, performs her Salah with

proper ablution (zvudhu) and testifies to the oneness of Allah and your

prophethood/ The Prophet pJL-j 4* &\ JU said, "Oh Abdullah, she is a Muslim."

He exclaimed, "I swear by the Being Who sent you with the truth, I shall free her

and take her as my wife!' True to his word, he did as he had expressed, but met

with much scoffing (from others who preferred marriage to polytheist (Mushrik)

women due to their beauty). It was on this occasion that this verse was revealed,

which said, "A believing slave is better than an idolatress even though she may be

pleasing to you"

* £' ' zi\{ £ ' ''t *» >-? j£M * "' 9 sf > £\< <~<>\" k<\< *?•>{' c '

(222) They ask you (Oh Muhammad ^»j *J* <3»» J-* concerning menstruation. Say,

"It is impure &o leave the women during menstruation and do not go unto them

until they are cleansed. So when they have cleaned themselves properly, then go

unto them whence Allah has ordered you. Verily, Allah, loves those who repent

excessively and those who stay clean and pure."

THE INJUNCTIONS CONCERNING MENSTRUATING WOMEN
To develop the human race, Allah created a special relationship between

man and woman which is exercised after contracting marriage and then abiding

by Allah's ordained injunctions. Allah also instilled the desire within both sexes

that prompts them to reproduce. Allah then imbibes the love between parents

and children which allows for the nurturing and upbringing of the child. A
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fundamental cog in this natural process of reproduction is the menstruation of

rQtnen (called Haidh or Mahidh in Arabic), which usually occurs in mature women

on a monthly basis.

Certain special laws apply to menstruating woman. She shall neither fast

nor perform Salah during her menstruation cycle. She will not have to make up

^e missed Salah, only the fasts. She cannot enter a Mosque (Masjid), make

Tawaf, recite the Qur'an or touch it without an unattached cover.

Another related law is that her husband may not cohabit with her during

this
period as mentioned in the above verse, 'so leave the women during

menstruation and do not go unto them until they are cleansed." It is permissible to

live, eat and drink with a menstruating woman, as well as derive pleasure from

any part of her body except the portion between the navel and the knees. This is

in
contradiction to many other religions that preach total separation from

menstruating women.

Sayyidah Aysha ^ iii ^j reports that, during her menstruation, she used

to comb the hair of the Holy Prophet ^j Up in jl*, while, at times, he would

even lie on her lap and recite the Qur'an when she was in this condition. She

also says that during her menstruation. The Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up iui J^ would

instruct her to tie a cloth around her waist before sleeping with her. [Bukhari,v.l,

pA3/44]

In a narration of Muslim (v.l, p. 143), Sayyidah Aysha \+* it ^>j says that

during her menstruation, she would drink water from a cup where after the Holy

Prophet (JUj^ i>i ju would drink from the same place. Similarly, she would bite

off a bone then give it to the Prophet jJL,j <A* it J^> who would eat from the same

place.

Sayyidina Anas <up & ^j reports that it was customary for the Jews not to

eat, drink, nor live with menstruating women. When the Companions (Sahaba)

ri* it ^>j asked the Holy Prophet ,4-j <> i J^> regarding this situation, the

above verse was revealed. After this revelation, the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up & JL*

told them to do anything except indulge in sexual relations. Upon hearing this,

the Jews said that the Prophet <JL-j ^ &\ JU> wished to contradict them in every

action. When Sayyidina Usaid bin Hudair and Abbad bin Bishr <up in ^>j heard

this remark, they said to the Holy Prophet pJL-j ^ &\ J^>, "Since the Jews are

saying this, should we rather not separate from our wives during their menstrual

cycles?
7 On hearing this, the face of the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ii JL* changed

colour (indicating displeasure with their suggestion), [v.l, p. 143]

All the above Ahadith made it clear that the verse prohibits sexual relations

and not general living relationships.

''So when they have cleaned themselves properly, then go unto them whence Allah
m ordered you/ This verse instructs that sexual relations take place only from the
vaginal passage, thereby prohibiting anal sex.

"Verily Allah loves those who repent excessively" This verse emphasises inner
spiritual purification by means of repentance and abstinence from sin.

"(and Allah loves) those who are clean and pure." Here all forms of physical
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impurities are discouraged, whether they be on the clothing, the period
f

menstruation or satisfying one's passions in the impure organ of a menstruating

women.

* >?" £"? » *' tv-*
\y*\c\j 4tt\ \^2J\j 7^ i W*^ ft-2 ^ f^J- \j* p^ ^J^ pjU
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(223) Your women are a tilth unto you, so approach your tilth as you desire, and

send (good deeds) ahead for yourselves. Fear Allah and know that you will

meet Him; and give glad tidings to the believers.

THE ABOMINATION OF ANAL SEX AND REFUTATION OF A
JEWISH CONCEPT

Bukhari (v.l, p.649) records a hadith of Sayyidina Jabir ** ^ ^j wherein he

mentions the saying of the Jews that the child of that person will be squint who

enters his wife's vagina from the rear. This verse refutes this conception of theirs,

by declaring women to be the tilling fields of men, whom they may enter from

any direction as long as it is in the correct passage. This verse also alludes to the

fact that the purpose of conjugal relations is reproduction, as has passed in an

earlier verse of Surah Baqarah viz. "and seek what Allah has decreed for you". This

refers to seeking children, which is one of the objectives of marriage, along with

the other objective of preserving one's chastity.

Sayyidina Ma'qal bin Yasar ** it ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet u* ii J*

fL«j said, "Marry such women who show a lot of love and are able to bear many

children (which may be determined by seeing the other women of her family),

because I will boast about your numbers on the Day of Judgment." [Abu Dawild,

v.l, p.280] From this it is also understood that family planning and birth control

methods contradict the psychology of Islam.

The reference to enter one's tilth denotes that the woman may only be

entered from that passage which will serve to produce children, since she would

otherwise not be a productive field. This was the same thing mentioned in the

previous verse where Allah said, "then go unto them whence ,Allah has ordered yon

Verily ,Allah loves those who repent excessively and those who stay clean and pure''

"So approach your tilth as you desire" Commentators mention that a clear

prohibition was not issued regarding anal sex because of the disgusting and

abominable nature of this action. However, this prohibition is perfectly

understood from the mode of address.

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah ** ifc» ^j reports that the Holy Prophet 4* & >
jJL. j said, 'That person has refuted the religion brought by Muhammad 4* & J*

fJL-j who has intercourse with a menstruating woman or enters a woman from

the anus or goes to a fortune teller." ["Mishkdtul Masabih," p.56]

"Durrul Manthur' (v.l p.264) reports a hadith from Abu Dawud and Nasal

wherein the Holy Prophet ,JL, j 4* it JL> said. "That person is cursed who satisfies

his lust by the back passage of any man or woman.
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It is also recorded in "Durrul Manthur" that someone asked Sayyidina Abu
parda ** & ^j about the person who enters his wife from her anus. He replied

that only a infidel (kafir) will do such a thing. This clearly shows that it is

unlawful (hardm) to sodomise one's wife, which is an action of the Infidels

(kuffar)-
This verse does not prohibit sexual intercourse in a standing or sitting

posture.

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ^ iui ^j reports that the Holy Prophet pJL-j -Op i» jl*

said regarding this verse that it allows sexual intercourse from the front or the

back as long as the correct passage is used, however it will not be permissible to

have intercourse during menstruation.

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas -up ii ^j also reports that the Holy Prophet <u> & ,J^

jl,j said, 'Allah will not look at the person who gratified his passions via the

anus of another man or woman". [Tirmidhi]

"And Send (good deeds) ahead for yourselves. Fear Allah and know that; you will

meet Him" This verse includes every form of good and discourages the

commission of all sins, be they major or minor. Thereafter, Allah outlines the

method whereby piety (taqwa) can be achieved by saying, "And know that verily'

you will meet Him" The person who keeps this fact in mind will be able to live a

life of piety and taqwa, resulting in "Give glad tidings to the believers"

.

(224) And do not make Allah an obstacle for your oaths to do good, attain unto
piety and foster good relations between people. Allah is All Hearing, All

Knowing.

OATHS SHOULD NOT BE A MEANS OF EVADING PIETY AND
RIGHTEOUSNESS

It is reported in "Asbabun Nuzul" (p.72) that this verse was revealed with
regard to Sayyidina Abdullah bin Rawaha -up &\ ^j when he took an oath not to

visit, speak, nor mend ties between his sister'and brother-in-law, when a dispute
arose between the couple. In "Durrul Manthur" [v.l, p.268], Sayyidina Ibn Abbas
** & ^j narrates that this verse was revealed concerning some people who used
to take oaths not to carry out certain righteous deeds.

When an oath is taken, it should be to do a good action. It is not permissible
to take an oath to do any sinful act nor to refrain from any good act. Many
people take sinful oaths such as swearing not to visit a certain relative, or not to

accept a particular Muslim's invitation or not to perform Salah in congregation.
this verse informs such people not to make Allah's name an obstacle for doing
good actions because, by taking such oaths, they will not carry out certain good
deeds saying that they had sworn not to do so. Oaths are not meant to avert good
eeds. Therefore, any person making such sinful oaths should break them and

Pay the due Kaffara (expiation).
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Sayyidina Auf bin Malik ** ^ ^j says that he once asked the Holy Prophet

jjL. * aJLp i» JL*, "I have a cousin who once refused to help me in my need, and did

not wish to maintain our ties of kinship. Later, he came to me requesting some

assistance but I had already taken an oath not to help him, nor to promote ties of

kinship between us. What do you advise me to do?" the Holy Prophet ^<i^
<J~> 3 told him to assist the cousin and pay the due expiation (Kaffara) for breaking

his oath. ["Mishkatul Masabih", p.297]

Allah says in Surah Nur, The pious and wealthy amongst you should not take

oaths to refuse relatives, needy and immigrants in Allah 's path; but should forgive and

overlook Do you not desire that Allah forgives you? And Allah is the All Hearing, All

Knowing'' [verse 22]. This verse was revealed when Sayyidina Abu Bakr ** & ^,,

on account of some misdemeanour, took an oath not to spend on his nephew

whom he had being assisting previously.

Sayyidina Abdur Rahman bin Samurah ^ ifo ^j narrates that the Holy

Prophet ^JL-^ Up i\ ^U said, 'When any of you take an oath, then realise that doing

the opposite is better, he should break the oath and pay the expiation (Kaffara).

| "Mishkatul Masabih, Pg.296 from Bukhari and Muslim]

(225) Allah, will not take you to task for your futile oaths but will try you for

that which your hearts intend Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Clement.

THE LAWS AND TYPE OF OATHS

Oaths are of three types: The first type, called 'Ghamus", occurs when a

person takes a false oath regarding an action of the past e.g. He swears that he

had done a certain action whereas he did not, or vice versa. The Holy Prophet

pJL-j Up ifo J^ says in a narration of Bukhari, 'Major sins are Polytheism (shirk),

disobedience to parents, murder and the 'ghamus' oath" ["Mishkatul Masdbili, p.17].

The word ghamus is derived from the root word 'ghams' which means the

complete merging of one thing into another. Certain scholars explain that this

particular term is used because such a false oath will cause a person to be

submerged in Hell.

The second type of oath, called "Mun'aqida", is when a person takes an oath

concerning some future action e.g. He swears that he will do a certain action, or

will not do some action. By breaking such an oath, expiation (Kaffara) will be

compulsory (Wajib), as is mentioned in Surah Maida. The details regarding the

expiation (Kaffara) will Insha-Allah be mentioned there.

The third type is when a person takes an oath concerning a past action,

being convinced of its truth, whereas it never occurred. This is called Xaghw

(futile oath). The above verse makes reference to this type of oath regarding

which a person will not be answerable.
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According to Sayyidah Aysha 1*1* i& ^j the futile oath is that which is used

in common dialogue e.g. 'Wallah' (Words which are not intended as oaths but

resemble them). [Bukhari, v.2, p.986]

The verse concludes with the statement that Allah is Most Forgiving and

Clement since He will not require a person to render any account for these

unintentional utterances.

* & * < * t * ' Ci' ' *
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(226) Those who swear not to go near their wives should wait four months. Then
if they retract, then verily Allah is Mast Forgiving, Most Merciful. (227) If they

resolve to divorce then verily Allah is All Hearing, All Knowing.

THE OATH NOT TO GO TO ONE'S WIFE

There are several laws in Shari'ah with regard to a person who takes an oath

not to cohabit with his wife. If he does not stipulate a time for this oath,- it will be

termed 'eela', meaning that if he does not cohabit with her within four months;

then a 'Ba'in' divorce will take place. This means that he will not be able to take

her back in marriage without her consent and without contracting a new
marriage ceremony. The same law will apply if he swears not to have intercourse

with her for a period of four months or more (even if he swears not to do so for

the rest of his life). In the above circumstances, if he does cohabit with his wife,

the oath will be broken and she will not be divorced from him. However, the due
expiation (Wajib Kafara) will have to be paid - which is mentioned in Surah

Maida.

If he takes an oath not to cohabit with her for a period less than four

months, the law will be different. Should he cohabit within the stipulated period,

expiation (Kaffara) will have to be paid and she will not be divorced. However, if

he fulfilled his oath, there will neither be any expiation (Kaffara) due from him
nor will his wife be divorced from him.

FIRST LESSON: The "eela' will expire when the person cohabits with his

wife, which entails a practical retraction of the oath. However, if this is not

possible due to either party being ill or the wife being a minor, he may verbally

retract his oath within the stipulated period. However, if cohabitation becomes
possible within this period, the verbal retraction will no longer be valid. It will

now be imperative that he cohabits with her, failing which she would be
divorced from him.

SECOND LESSON: If a person swore never to cohabit with his wife and
then divorced her, the oath will still apply. This means that if he marries her
again, he will not be able to cohabit with her until he breaks this oath and pays
the expiation (Kaffara).

THIRD LESSON: The four months stipulated in the above laws will be
calculated with the lunar calendar only.
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Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ** i»i ^j reports in a narration of "Asbabun Nuzul"

\p.72] that 'eea' took place for periods of a year and more during the period of

ignorance. Allah restricted this period to four months. Therefore, any period less

than four months will not be termed 'eela' and if the oath is not broken within

four months, the divorce will be pronounced.

Sayyidina Said bin Musayib Up iin jl**, says that people during the time of

ignorance would exasperate their wives by using the system of Ila. A person who
neither desired to keep his wife, nor wanted anyone else to marry her, would

take an oath to never cohabit with her. In this way she had to spend her life

without being married, nor unmarried. Allah then restricted this period of Ila by

revealing the above verse. ['Ma'alimut Tanzil', v.l -p.202]

& u s^: ol ££ U •£ J# s& U^\ c^JJ iiic^

(228) Divorced women should wait for three (menstrual) courses. It is not lawful

for them to conceal that which Allah has created in their wombs if, indeed, they

believe in Allah and the last Day. Their husbands are most deserving to take

them back within this period, if they desire reconciliation. And they (women)

have rights similar to those (that men have) over them in kindness; and men are

a degree above them, Allah is Mighty, The Wise.

THE WAITING PERIOD (IDDAH) OF DIVORCED WOMEN
Allah ordained the institution of Nikah (marriage) because men and women

are mutually dependent on each other, deriving solace from each other. They live

intimately with each other, making a life together. Whenever any unpleasant

incident occurs, they overlook it and continue with their lives. However,

occasions do arise which are irreconcilable and it may also occur that the two

simply cannot live together. In this situation, Allah has allowed the options of

divorce ("Talaq") and 'Khula' (divorce obtained on wife's initiative).

Many religions, though permitting marriage, do not recognise divorce. They

scorn and jeer at Islam, but after being forced into certain situations, they have

themselves included it into their religions. Since they have themselves included H

in their faiths, they perpetrate many excesses and deficiencies in the matter.

Although Islam encourages and promotes mutual love and affection

between the couple, it does not force them to strain such a relationship ty

pretence when the two cannot be reconciled.

One of the many laws governing the divorce is the waiting p
erl0^

afterwards, during which time the divorced woman cannot marry another rnaft

This is referred to as the "Iddah which literally means 'to count/ This wore

used since she will have to count the months or menstrual periods to deterffl \
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its
expiry. These verses, as well as the opening few of Surah Talaq, discuss the

various laws of divorce.

If the divorced woman is expecting at the time of her divorce, her Iddah will

expire
upon the birth of the child, as stated in verse 4 of Surah Talaq, 'The term

f the expectant woman is the delivery of her child/

If she is not expecting, her Iddah will expire after three months if she

experiences no menstrual cycle (due to young age, menopause or some other

cause). This is explained in the following verse of Surah Talaq, "The waiting period

is three months for those ofyour women who have no hope ofmenstruating or have never

menstruated." [Surah 65, verse 4]

With regard to those women who are not expecting but do menstruate, they

will have to wait till the completion of three menstrual cycles before terminating

their Iddah, irrespective of the time this takes, .uena person divorces his wife

during her non-menstrual period (called Tuhr - it is forbidden to divorce a

woman during her menstrual cycle), she will then await her next menstrual

evele- After this has expired, she will then pass another two periods of purity

(tuhr), whereafter the third menstrual cycle will be her last. This will signal the

expiry of her Iddah.

The determination of this Iddah will be the sole responsibility of the woman
since none other can determine whether she is expecting or not nor when her

menstrual cycles occur. For this reason, she has to be honest in the matter. A
dishonest woman may claim that she is neither expecting, nor capable of

menstruating if she knows that these conditions will lengthen her Iddah.

Similarly, she may lie concerning the length of her menstrual cycles to shorten

her iddah. Such behaviour is forbidden as stated in the verse under discussion,

'It is not lawful for them to conceal that which Allah has created in their wombs if indeed,

ihey believe in Allah and the Last Day"

A person who is conscious of his pending presence before Allah, Who is

aware of every action, will be imbued with the quality of honesty and
trustworthiness, and therefore will never speak a lie.

"Their husbands are most deserving to take them Back within this period, If they

'Mire reconciliation]' The person who pronounces two clear divorces will reserve
'•e right to take his wife back within the Iddah without contracting another
marriage. Such a divorce is termed 'Raj'I', but will become "Ba'in" should he not
Me her back within the Iddah. In such a case (Ba'in), a new marriage will have
^ be contracted with her prior consent.

The divorce pronounced in this way (clearly) before consummation of the
marriage will not be Raj'i but Ba'in. If a man chooses to take his wife back within
e Iddah, none should revile him nor attempt to dissuade him. On the other
fln4 all efforts should be made to reconcile the couple. It will be best if all

Parties involved are pleased with the reconciliation even though the man
: ^es the sole right to take her back if he wishes. When doing so, his intention

J?,

a'so ^e amicable and with a sincere view to reconcile, as Allah states, "if
n
?H desire reconciliation."

*any men merely take their wives back to vent their rage and thereafter fail
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to fulfil their rights while, at the same time, not divorcing them. This is done
to

spite the woman and prolong her suffering. Others divorce their wives merely
to

place them into lengthy Iddah, then take them back without any intention
f

making her life better. Such practices are not permissible and un-Islamic.

THE STATUS OFWOMEN IN ISLAM

'And they (women) have rights similar to those (that men have) over them
in

kindness" This verse makes it evident that not only do women owe certain rights

to men, but men also owe rights to women. It is in total contradiction of Islamic

teachings if a man pays no heed to the needs and rights of his wife.

The plight of women prior to the advent of Islam was indeed a pitiful one

Even after the passage of time, the status accorded to women by Islam
is

unparalleled. The idolaters of India used to burn alive the woman whose

husband had died, while no religion accorded a share of inheritance for women
During the period of ignorance, a woman was regarded as a mere commodity

who had to serve her husband, possessing no wealth of her own. Upon the death

of her husband, she became the property of his heirs, who would marry her off

to whomsoever they pleased. It often occurred that, in this instance, men would

marry their own stepmothers. Infant girls were buried alive or killed at birth.

Islam accorded to the woman her rightful status, while at the same time, not

placing her upon the same standing of a man. She now ceased being a mere

object of utility, enjoying a rank of her own. She became the queen of her home

the revered mother and beloved jewel of her husband. She was also the rightful

heir to the estates of relatives, possessing complete authority to utilise her wealth

lawfully as she pleases without her husband's interference. Together with her

share of inheritance, she also reserves the right to stipulate her dowry which will

be her sole property.

Islam has also emphasised the maintenance of family ties which no Muslim

can overlook. These must be fostered with a person's mother, sister, aunt and all

other relatives irrespective of their gender. The husband has to treat his wife

well, providing for all her needs and requirements, just as children must behave

:

respectfully towards their mothers, according them their due honour. It has thus
j

elevated the status of women to an exclusive level. »

THE LACK OF CHASTITY AMONG THE MAJORITY OF WESTERN

WOMEN
In the western society, women have been robbed of their chastity, and kef'

merely for the carnal gratification of men. Women are not only deprived of then

inheritance and dowry, but marriage itself is scorned upon and considered J-

defect. Couples live together for years without contracting a formal marnag

fulfilling all their desires within their relationship. Some do eventually man?

but their children are already illegitimate.

The result of such relationships is that the mother often ends up with
^

responsibility of bringing up the children, the natural consequence of whic

her entry into the labour market. Consequently, she sheds all her femiiy

innocence and purity to either shine the shoes of passing men, stand behmu
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shop counter, or adorn herself in provocative attire to attract business to sell

some commodity.

It is indeed unfortunate that some of our so-called Muslims are also

enamoured by this feminist 'freedom/ They prefer their women to doll up in

promiscuous outfits and parade the malls and marketplaces. Even worse is the

fact that these unenlightened ladies consider this debasing behaviour to be a

source of pride.

It is regrettable that today's woman fails to perceive that it is best for her to

ascend to the position of a queen in her own home, demanding the respect and

honour of her family. In this way, she shall receive income from her husband, her

inheritance, and still reserve the care and attention of her husband for herself She

will also be able to spend her wealth as she pleases.

In the western world, a woman is not considered to owe any rights to

anyone. Therefore, she cannot expect anyone to fulfill her rights either. The so-

called rights they demand are not really rights at all, but are only to her

detriment. In these western countries where adultery is rife, thousands of

children are without any family, leading lives of utter solitude and loneliness.

What is ironic is the fact that these people claim to grant rights to women while

they feel not the slightest guilt to murder and plunder women and children in

their wars and aggressions against others.

THE STATUS OF MEN OVERWOMEN
"And men are a degree above them." This verse outlines the fact that although

men and women share mutual responsibilities and rights owing to each other,

men possess superiority over women. This is further elucidated by the following

verse in Surah Nisa, "Men are the overseers of women by virtue of the fact that Allah

accords superiority of some over others, and because man spends from his wealth.

[Surah 4, verse 34]

Allah has placed the responsibility of maintenance upon the man as well as

accorded him the privilege of exercising authority over women. For this reason,

she has to obey him in domestic, religious and social matters. Without this, The

system of marriage cannot function. At the same time, man has not been vested

the authority to oppress her, nor waive her rights or destroy her wealth. The

woman should understand that the husband is her leader, while the man should

think that Allah has blessed him with the custody of a woman to aid him in this

life. He must then make every effort to be cordial and polite to her, seeing to her

every need. In this way the lives of parents and children will be comfortable and

good. Allah says in another verse, "and live with' them (women) in a most amicable

manner." This instruction includes all forms of polite behaviour, keeping her

tights and needs in mind.

Since man has been given the position of superiority, he should endure all

the woman's failings, otherwise what is the purpose of this rank? the Holy

Prophet ^JL-j aJLp ii\ J^ said, "A believing man should not harbour enmity for his

wife due to some flaw in her. If he dislikes something in her, he may very well

like some other quality of hers/' [Muslim, v.l, p.475]
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Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ^ &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet^ Up i\ j^
said, ''The best of you is the one who is best unto his wife, and I am the best unto

my wives." [Ibn Ma]ah, p. 142]

Sayyidah Aysha i** i»^ narrates that the Holy Prophet^ 3
*A* & J^ said,

'The people with the most perfect Belief (Iman) are those who possess the best

morals and behave most compassionately towards their wives." ["Mishkatnl

Masabih,"v.2,p.284]

"And Allah is Mighty, The Wise." This verse serves to remind one that no

person should think that he will not be taken to task for transgressing Allah's

laws. None can escape His justice since He is the Almighty and Powerful. At the

same time, all His injunctions are replete with wisdom and in conformity with

man's needs and abilities. No other mode of living can supersede that which

issues from Him.

(229) Divorce is pronounced twice whereafter (the woman) is either retained in

good faith or released in kindness. It is not permissible for you to take anything

from what you have given them except (in the case when both fear that they will

not be able to keep within the limits imposed by Allah. If you fear that they will

not be able to keep within the limits of Allah, then there shall be no sin for

either of them should the woman ransom herself. These are the limits imposed

by Allah, so transgress them not, for those who transgress Allah 's limits are

indeed the oppressors. (230)If he had divorced her (the third time), then she is

not lawful unto him thereafter until she weds another husband. Then if he (the

other husband) divorces her, there shall be no sin upon either of the couple that

they return unto each other if they consider that they are able to observe the

limits set by Allah. These are the limits of Allah which He manifests for those

who have knowledge.

SOME LAWS OF DIVORCE AND KHUL'A

The best way to divorce a woman, if the need to do so is pressing, is to

pronounce one unambiguous divorce during a period of "Tuhr" (when a woman

is not menstruating) in which no sexual contact was made. This will be

considered a "Raj'i" divorce if the marriage was consummated (otherwise it

would be Ba'in). This will, however, become Ba'in once the Iddah has expired. A

Ba'in divorce would mean that he will lose the right to take her back into his
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wedlock without her consent (i.e. her consent and a new marriage contract is

operative before remarriage.) The same will apply if he pronounced another

c lear divorce before the expiry of this Iddah.

If he issues a third divorce it will now be termed Mughallaza, meaning that

ne cannot ever wed her again unless she is married to another person and

consummates the marriage, whereafter he dies or divorces her, and she

completes her lddah. If this subsequent marriage is not consummated, she can

still not be married to the previous husband, as is clearly stated in the Ahadith. It

is
Makruh Tahrimi {close to unlawful (haram)} for an agreement to be reached

between a couple to marry, consummate the marriage and then be divorced. The

Holy Prophet ^j^ & J^ has cursed such people. [Ibn Majah and Hakim, v.2, p.199]

The most despised Lawful (halal) action in the sight of Allah is divorce, as

reported in a hadith of Abu Dawud (v.2, p.296). Divorce has been disallowed

during the menstruation since this is a period wherein a man is disinclined

towards his wife. All of this is in keeping with the temperament and welfare of

the human. The Holy Prophet (J-j^ajji j^> once instructed Sayyidina Abdullah

bin Umar -up £\ .^j to take back his wife after divorcing her during her menstrual

cycle. She could only be divorced when she was pure or expecting. [Muslim, v.l,

pA76]

According to a narration of Bukhari (v.2 p. 803) the Prophet ^-L-j <-1p &\ J^
instructed him to retract the divorce and pronounce another during the Tuhr.

This, he added, should be before any intercourse takes place.

One should only issue a divorce after much deliberation. Then too, if it is

deemed absolutely necessary, it must be done thoughtfully, during the man
wherein no sexual relations transpired. If one truly ponders over all these

injunctions, it will be realised that the welfare of man has been accommodated
throughout. Should a person, in contravention of Allah's laws, pronounce three

divorces (either collectively or separately), he will have to suffer the pain of

having his wife married to and 'used by another man before having her back.

Although the right of divorce rests with the man, a woman has not been

deprived of securing a divorce should the situation warrant it. This may be

achieved through the agency of Khul'a, whereby she offers to pay him a

stipulated sum in exchange of a divorce. If he agrees, payment will be due from
her and a Ba'in divorce will come into effect. This does not mean that she is able

to divorce herself from him, nor can she do so in a court without a reason that

the Shari'ah regards as valid. In certain extreme circumstances it is possible that a

Muslim judge or ruler revokes a marriage upon the woman's plea. Details of this

are to be found in the books of Islamic Law (Fiqh). However, it should be borne
in mind that no Muslim couple can be separated by a infidel (kafir), irrespective
of the circumstances.

If a couple, despite all efforts, cannot reconcile and they feel that by
remaining together, the laws and limits of Allah will be transgressed, they may
opt for Khul'a. If the man was at fault, he should issue the divorce without
accepting any recompense. If, on the other hand, the wife was in the wrong, the
husband may only accept a maximum of that amount which equals her dowry. If

,e demands more, the Khul'a will be valid, but he will be guilty of a great sin for
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perpetrating an act which is detestable or reprehensible (Makruh).

The wife of Sayyidina Thabit bin Qais ^ &\ ^j once told the Holy Prophet
pL-j aAs^ &\ j^ f

"\ have no qualms with regard to Thabits character and piety, but f

detest showing ingratitude as a Muslim (therefore I wish to be separated from

him since I cannot live with him)/' The Holy Prophet ^Uj a> <j»i J^> asked, "D
you consent to returning the orchard (which was given in dowry to you)?" She

agreed, whereupon the Prophet jJL-j ^ ^ JU instructed Sayyidina Thabit i ^
-up to accept the orchard and pronounce a divorce. [Bukhari, vl, p.794]

This hadith clearly expounds the legality of Khul'a and further elucidates

the fact that it should be practiced only as a last option.

Ruling : By merely using the word Khul'a with the husband's consequent

acceptance, a divorce will be enforced, where after the woman should remain in

Iddah. Another type of divorce called "Talaq Bil Mai" may also be implemented

whereby the husband proposes to issue a divorce upon a specified sum. If the

wife accepts, a Ba'in divorce shall apply, and she will have to pay the amount.

Note: In the above two verses, mention is first made of two Raj'i divorces,

then KhuTa. Next Allah mentions another divorce which is irrevocable. When

Allah says, "If he had divorced her then she is not lawful unto him thereafter

until she weds another husband," reference is made to the third divorce and not

a fourth. The one mentioned in between was merely coincidental.

jfj c-5jjj«x J&^y^ j\ ^X^i ^l^y^?*^ 0<V cy^ 4\J&\ *Mb lijj

4X>\ 01>U IjJ^il X> <uJb 1&> Jui dli'i J-** o*J 'J-^i bin* D*>^

^ jy* *:£ $*'& 3 \^\y^\\M

(231) When you divorce women, and they reach their term (Iddah), then retain

them in kindness or release them in kindness. Do not retain then; to hurt them

and transgress the limits set by Allah, for whoever does so, has verily oppressed

his own soul. Make not the revelations of Allah a joke; and recall the bounty of

Allah upon you and the scripture and wisdom which He has revealed to you,

exhorting you thereby. Fear Allah and know that surely Allah is Aware of every

thing.

THE PROHIBITION TO HURT DIVORCEDWOMEN
This verse emphasises that a divorced woman should be allowed to

continue with her life once the Iddah has expired if the husband does not wish to

take her back. He should not hurt her by taking her back just before its expiry

then issue a second divorce to confine her to another Iddah. A Sahabi of w

Ansar did such a thing, thereby extending the woman's Iddah to nine mont*

This verse was then revealed saying, "retain them in kindness or release view '
i

|

kindness.

"
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Besides this instruction, Allah mentions further, "Do not retain them to hurt

rhetn and transgress the limits set by Allah for whoever does so, has verily oppressed his

\wn soul" Such a person has done a great injustice to himself because by hurting

believing woman he has earned himself the due punishment and deprived

himself of rewards.

The Holy Prophet ^-L-j Up fa JU> said, That person is accursed who hurt a

geliever (Mu'min), or assisted in the scheme to do so." [Tirmidhi]

MAKING A JOKE OF ALLAH'S REVELATION

"Make not the revelations of Allah a joke." It should not be that a person

practises Allah's injunctions when he wishes, then disregards them at other

times. Every order should be strictly adhered to at all times.

Sayyidina Mahmud bin Labid ^ fa ^j narrates that once the Holy Prophet

^ u^ fa J^> was informed about a person who pronounced three divorces at

once. The Prophet jJL-j Up fa J^ stood up in anger and said, "Do people play

with the book of Allah while I am still in your midst?" Seeing the magnitude of

his fury, a Sahabi enquired, "Should I not kill this person?" ["Mishkatul Masabih" p.

m]

Pronouncing three collective divorces is prohibited in Islam. A person may
only issue three if each is pronounced in a separate tuhr. It is reported in the

Muatta" that a person once asked Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ** fa ^j what he had to

say about the fact that he had given his wife a hundred divorces. Sayyidina Ibn

Abbas ** fa ^>j replied, "You divorced her with three, but made a mockery of

Allah's book with the other 97." ["Mishkatul Masabih", p. 284]

RECALL THE BOUNTIES OF ALLAH

"And recall the bounty of Allah upon you and the scripture and wisdom which He
has revealed to you." Recalling Allah's bounty refers to showing gratitude for them
and not utilising them in sinful acts. All His orders must be implemented, for

within them lie great wisdom and benefit.

"Exhorting you thereby." A person should take heed of whatever has been
revealed and not ignore anything.

"Fear Allah and know that surely Allah is aware of everything." He is aware of

every action of man and will accord the rightful rewards or chastisement. He is

fully conscious of where man's goodwill and prosperity lies, so every effort

should be made to enact His commands, thereby averting destruction.

lesson: Divorce will be valid even if pronounced in jest. The Holy Prophet
:*-; ^ & J^ said, "Three things are such that shall be deemed serious whether
they be earnest or in jest; marriage, divorce and taking back (of the divorcee)."

{"Tirmidhi ",v .1, p. 191 and "Hakim" vl, p.198]

Lesson: "Make not the revelation of Allah a joke." Although this was
specifically revealed in connection with divorce, its broad context permits
dPpKcation to any situation where Allah's laws and verses are mocked or jeered
*t The gravity of the sin is just as great, whereas if such an act is deliberately
Perpetrated, it will constitute infidelity (Kufr). Allah addresses the Believers in
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Surah Ma'idah, "Oh you who believe, do not take as friends those who have

received the Book before you and the disbelievers, who make a mockery and sport ofy0llr

Din (religion). Fear Allah you are believers. When you call them to Salah they make a

mockery and sport thereof. That is because they are a nation who do not understand,"

[verses 57 and 58]

In the discussion of those to dwell in Hell, Allah says in Surah Jathiyah,

"This (punishment) is because you made a jest of Allah's revelation, and the worldly ltfe

beguiled you." [verse 35]

Despite their claims to Islam, many people jeer at the Qur'an, Ahadith and

Sunnah of the Holy Prophet r-^ ^ & JU. Islam totally absolves itself from such

people. Many think that they are doing a service to Islam by carrying out

outrageous actions such as filming the Hajj and its various rites. They portray the

numerous scenes at the Ka'ba, the black stone, Mina, etc, thinking that these are

invitations to Islam, while in reality they amount to no more than amusement

and entertainment. Such sinful photography and cinematic coverage taint these

actions of virtue.

In such absurd dramas the noble Companions (Sahaba) ^ &\ ^ are

portrayed without beards and with overgrown moustaches which is a total

mockery of these great personalities. Gatherings of Qira'ah are televised with the

photographs of the readers spread all over newspaper pages. In the name of the

Qur'an, photography is given precedence. All of this is screened in universities

and colleges as Islamic subject matter, where girls and boys view them sitting

side by side. During such Islamic sessions, the very injunctions of Islam are

violated. Banks sporting Islamic names are involved in interest transactions,

while people use unlawful (haram) wealth for Hajj, Umrah and for conveying

rewards to the deceased. All this is tantamount to the making of Allah's

revelation a joke and game.

People do not even perceive these grave sins, and continue mocking at those

adhering to the Sunnah. The worst part of this is that these taunts stem from the

very ones who claim to be Muslims. May Allah grant them all the proper

understanding. Amin.

&&& y& >j& a ><& p* sf * ^ &± «%$ t>^i

(232) When you divorce (your) wives and they reach their terms, prevent them

not from marrying their husbands if it is agreed between them in good faith.

This is an admonition for him amongst you who believes in Allah and the Last

Day. This is purer for you and cleaner. Allah knows and you know not.

DIVORCEES MAY NOT BE PREVENTED FROM REMARRYING
THEIR PREVIOUS HUSBANDS IF THEY WISH TO DO SO

This instruction contained in this verse is directed specifically at the fam 1
--.
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and guardians of the divorced woman. Once she has completed her Iddah, the

divorce becomes Ba'in, thereby allowing her to marry any person she desires,

even if it may be her former husband. It may occur that a man divorces his wife

at the spur of the moment when enraged or, on the other hand, she may ask for a

divorce in a moment of fury. Later, when they reflect upon the situation; they

realise that it was only a minor incident and that they will be able to live together

again quite amicably. However, the father, brother or other relatives of the

woman consider her return to the husband an insult to them and try to prevent

this reconciliation. At times, it has also occurred that they wish to extort money

from him to remarry. Such behaviour is strongly criticised in this verse.

Sayyidina Ma'qal bin Yasar <* &\ ^j narrates that this verse was revealed

with reference to him. He explains that he had married his sister to a person who
later divorced her. After the expiry of her Iddah, the same person came with a

proposal to remarry her. Sayyidina Ma'qal ** ito ^j told him that he had married

her to him upon the previous occasion, sent her to live with him and she served

him, but only to be divorced. He then took an oath never to marry her to him
even though the man was suitable and the woman was prepared to return. On
this occasion, the above verse was revealed. Sayyidina Ma'qal *& & ur^J then went

to the Prophet ,JL^ U* &\. J^> and told him that he intended to comply to the

instruction in the verse. Consequently, he married the couple and paid the

Kaffara (expiation for the breach of an oath). Another narration adds that upon the

revelation of this verse, Sayyidina Ma'qal ^ i»i ^j said. "I hear the instruction of

my Lord and I obey!" ["Durrul Manthur", v.l, p.287from Bukhari, Abu Dawud, Tirmidhi,

Hakim and others]

Some commentators maintain that the verse also refers to the marriage of

such women to other men besides their previous husbands. Should she wish to

marry any such man, then too her relatives, as well as the former husband
should not pose as obstacles to the intended marriage. The verse contains the

clause of "in good faith" meaning that this intended marriage be in conformity

with the Shari'ah. If it is contrary to this, it will be compulsory for another party

to prevent its occurrence. The woman should ensure that the next husband is

suitable in all respects so as not to invoke any objections from her family.

"This is an admonition for him amongst yon who believes in Allah and the Last

£%. This is purer for you and cleaner. Allah knows and you know' not." Acting
contrary to Allah's laws creates strife and distress which lead to the commission
of sins and robbing Muslim men and women of their honour and chastity.

People may think that they know what is good for them when, in reality, their

sense of Judgment is erroneous. They may only view the matter from an angle of
piety and overlook human emotions, leading to many complications. Therefore
we should follow that which is ordained by Allah, Who knows everything.
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(233) Mothers shall suckle their children for two whole years, (that is) for those

who wish to complete the suckling. The duty of feeding and clothing the

nursing mothers in a seemly manner rests with the father of the child. None are

charged beyond their capacity. A mother should not be made to suffer because

of her child, nor should the one to whom the child is born (be made to suffer)

because of his chilled On the heir is incumbent the like thereof If the couple

decide to wean the child by mutual consent and consultation, there shall be no

sin upon either of them. If you wish to give your children out to nurse, there is

no sin on you provided you pay what is due from you according to the norm.

Fear Allah and know that most definitely He sees what you do.

THE LAWS OF SUCKLING

When children are born to a couple living amicably, each of them has strong

loving emotions for the child, displaying every concern to attend to the

upbringing and comfort of the child. The mother therefore tends to suckling

without demanding remuneration. According to Scholar (Imam) Abu Hanifah u^

a-Ip iui it is not even proper for the mother to request payment if she is being

provided for by the father.

When a divorce takes place, the first question to arise is the custody of the

child. The ruling in this case is that the mother retains custody of boys until they

reach the age of seven and girls until they turn nine. It should be borne in mind

that she shall lose this right to custody if she marries a man who is not the close

relatives (Mahram) of the child. While the children are in her custody, it will still

be obligatory for the biological father to provide for them.

If the child is still being suckled when the divorce takes place, the mother

cannot claim remuneration for breastfeeding during the Iddah because the

husband will be supporting her for this duration. Once the Iddah expires, she

may claim payment until he child is two. Up to this age, the father will have to

pay for the maintenance and expenses of the child as well. When the child turns

two, the father will no longer be liable for the suckling but will still have to

support the child.

According to Scholar (Imam) Abu Hanifah Up i»i u-j7 the maximum duration

for breastfeeding is two and a half years, while the other Scholars (Imams) restrict

it to two. Therefore, if a woman suckles her child for more than two years (but

less than two and a half, she will not be entitled to remuneration for the extended

period. However, such a child can still not many those who were suckled by the

same nursing mother during the period after two years. This is so because, in the
j

matters of marriage, added caution is exercised.
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THE MOTHER AND FATHER MAY NOT BE MADE TO SUFFER
BECAUSE OF THEIR CHILDREN

"None are charged beyond their capacity." This verse advises suckling mothers

not to demand as payment more than what their former husbands can afford.

"A mother should not be made to suffer because of her child, nor should the one to

whom the child is born (be made to suffer) because of his child.' Once the divorce has

taken place, the couple should desist from causing undue suffering to each other.

If the
mother is, for some reason, incapable of suckling the child and wishes to be

excused from the task, the father should not force her, neither should he coerce

her' into suckling for free if she requires remuneration. In no way should he

unduly exploit her maternal affection for ulterior motives. By the same token, if

she is prepared to suckle the child, it will be wrong for him to give the child over

to another woman out of spite.

"On the heir is incumbent the like thereof This verse implies that if the father

dies, the responsibility of caring for the child will fall squarely on the heir's

shoulders. If the child inherits some wealth, all the expenses of this child shall be

paid from the inheritance. If on the contrary, the child possesses no wealth of his

own, the heirs will have to spend from their own wealth to defray expenses.

According to Scholar (Imam) Abu Hanifah <JU iut <^J/r the heirs referred to are

those of the child (those who shall inherit from the child should the child die), as

well as the (Mahram) close relatives of the child. If a single person fits into both

these categories, he will have to support the child single-handedly. If there are

many such heirs, they shall share the expenses in relation to their respective

allotted shares of the estate.

A (Mahram) close relative is that person to whom one may not be married. If

both people are of the same gender, the relationship of being a (Mahram) close

relative can be established by assuming either one to be of the opposite gender.

If, after this assumption, it is concluded that the two cannot marry, they will be

deemed to be (Mahram) close relative to each other. For example, an uncle cannot
marry his niece, therefore he will also be regarded as a (Mahram) close relative to

his nephew.

Ruling: Suppose a father dies, leaving nothing for his infant son to subsist

upon, and the only heirs of the child are his mother and his paternal grandfather.

According to their respective shares to this child's estate, the mother will have to

contribute towards one third of the child's expenses, while the remaining two
thirds will be borne by the grandfather.

A CHILD MAY BE WEANED OFF BREASTMILK BEFORE TWO
^ARS BY MUTUAL AGREEMENT

"If the couple decide to wean the child (before txvo years) by mutual consent and
l°nsultation, there shall be no sin upon either of them." This should be done with the
welfare of the child as priority. This may be done if, for example, the mother's
m»k dries up or becomes infected and the child refuses to suckle by another
°man. It may also occur that the child stops suckling on his own. It will be

Permissible to wean the child in all such circumstances where the welfare of the
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child may be adversely affected by suckling.

THE LAWS OF PAYING FOR SUCKLING

"Ifyou wish to give your children out to nurse, there is no sin on you providid
y0u

pay what is duefrom you according to the norm". Keeping the well being of the child

in mind, if the couple decide to hire a wet nurse, there will no prohibition from

the Shari'ah. However, if the mother wishes to suckle the child after her Idciah as

well, but at a fee, the father will have no right to take the child away from her to

hand over to another wet nurse. He may only do so if the mother demands a fee

that is exorbitant in comparison to the wet nurse or her (the mother's) milk has

become contaminated due to illness.

Ruling : Even though another woman suckles the child, the mother reserves

the right to care for the child during the interim period. The father is obliged
to

make the necessary arrangements for this purpose.

Ruling : The wage paid to the nursing mother should be a fair one and must

be paid in full on the stipulated time without delay. This is implied in the verse,

'you pay what is due from you according to the norm.

Ruling: If any other service is required from the wet nurse in addition to

suckling, then it should be stipulated in the contract.

Ruling: A wet nurse may be employed with the stipulation of food and

clothing as wages, but this must be clearly defined. No other employee may be

employed on this basis.

"Fear Allah and know that most definitely He sees what you do." It should always
,

be borne in mind that no action goes unnoticed by Allah. Any contravention to

His laws, be they concerning suckling or anything else, will deserve His wrath

and punishment.

»i\i [r^-j ^rt^^ *-*p' <l)l
Q)\ ir^i^t Vli)' <-LD-^j c$s*~~t ^J^Jri. uIt'J

(234) Those of you who die, leaving their wives behind, then they (the wives)

shall remain by themselves (in Iddah) for four months and ten days. When they

reach their terms, there shall be no sin on you should they, in decency, do with

themselves as they please. Allah is Informed of what you do.

THE LAWS CONCERNING THE IDDAH OF AWIDOW
This verse stipulates the Iddah of a widow as four months and ten dap

wherein she may not wed another man, nor adorn herself in any way. These iw

have been extracted from the Ahadith. The Iddah of the pregnant widow ^

expire upon delivery, even if it be merely an hour after the husband's deat^

many months thereafter. This has been stipulated in the following verse of bu
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Talaq, 'The waiting period of the expecting mother is (up to) delivery/ [Surah 65, verse 4]

Ruling: The widowed woman has to spend her Iddah in the house wherein

she lived with her husband. If she is forced to earn, she may do so, but has to

return immediately upon finishing her work.

Ruling: If the man died on the first night of the Islamic month (the night on

which the new moon was sighted), the Iddah will be counted as four months and

ten days thereafter. However, if he died at any other time, a period of 130 days will

be counted thereafter as the term for the Iddah.

Once her Iddah has expired, she is at liberty to do as she pleases on

condition that she conforms with the Shari'ah. In this way, if she wishes to

remarry, none can stop her, but if she wants to perpetrate any impermissible

action, she must be prevented. This is implied by the verse, "VMhen they reach their

terms, there shall be no sin on you should they, in decency, do with themselves as they

please.'

"Allah is Informed ofwhat you do/ If this woman, or any man for that matter,

has to commit an act of disobedience, Allah must know about it and will give the

necessary chastisement.

\ j^^ jy&> -Ui\ o» »><acb «ul>-A*-1* f»>w^A>\ "Q u Jba

(235) There is no sin on you for marriage proposals should you proclaim them
subtly or conceal them within your hearts. Allah knows well that you will

remember these women, but do not secretly promise to marry them except by
saying recognised words. Do not resolve to marry until the prescribed term has
run its course. Know well that verily Allah knows what is in your hearts, so fear

Him. Know (also) that Allah is Forgiving, Most Clement.

THE PROHIBITION TO SEND AN EXPLICIT MARRIAGE
PROPOSAL TO AWIDOW

A widow still passing her Iddah may not be sent an explicit marriage
Proposal. If it is sent indirectly or by the use of ambiguous words there will be no
Prohibition, e.g. He tells her not to grieve for, Allah will provide her another
"usband, etc. There will also be no sin to conceal one's intention to marry within
*te heart. Allah has given such concession, but He has forbidden the mixing of
^ two in secret as well as their marriage before the expiry of the Iddah.

ii.

n a^er tne expiry °f me Iddah, Allah again warns man to be aware of
jssver presence and not to commit any sins. If a person erroneously sins, then

he should not be despondent since Allah is also Forgiving and Most Clement.
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(236). It is no sin on you if you divorce women while yet you have not touched

them nor fixed a dowry for them. Provide for them ("Mut'ah") the rich according

to his means and the poor according to his means. A fair provision which is a

bounden duty for those who do good. (237) If you divorce them before touching

them and you have stipulated the dowry, then half of it (shall be due), unless the

women or those possessing the tie of marriage forgo it. To forgo is nearer to

piety, and forget not kindness amongst yourself. Verily Allah sees all that you

do.

THE LAWS OF DOWRY AND MAT'AH
The first law stated in this verse is that the person who does not

consummate the marriage, nor stipulates any dowry, will owe the wife nothing

when divorcing her. However, as a token of goodwill, he should give her what is

termed as "Mut'ah 7

. This may take the form of a set of clothing, consisting of

three pieces, a scarf, an upper garment, and a third garment that covers the entire

body from head to feet. The quality of these garments should be in accordance

with the man's financial welfare, as implied by the verse, "The rich according to his

means and the poor according to his means. A fair provision which is a bonnden duty for

those who'do good/' Since every Muslim possesses the inherent quality to do good,

this verse serves to inform us that this behaviour is not compulsory on an open

sinner.

It is also learned from this verse that it is permissible to marry without prior
j

stipulation of the dowry. If this took place and she was divorced or he died after

consummation, she will receive the standard dowry received by other women of

her family. If there was no consummation, but the dowry was stipulated, she is

entitled to half the agreed amount. Of course, it will be fine if she waives the

entire amount or he gives the full sum, as stated, "Unless the women or thov
j

possessing the tie of marriage forgo it. To forgo is nearer to piety" The one possessing

the tie of marriage refers to the husband, If the dowry was specified and tn*

marriage consummated, the full sum will be due from the husband, in forgoing

one's right for the benefit of another lies immense rewards.

"and forget not kindness amongst yourself" People should continue deauty

justly with each other and forget past differences.

"Verily Allah knows all that yon do." This very same reminder recurs f

numerous occasions so that it is ever present in the mind. This will ensure tn -

j

actions are carried out properly and neither Allah's rights, nor those of ^an
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neglected.

(238) Remain wary of your prayers, especially the middle one and stand in
humility before Allah.

THE ORDER TO SAFEGUARD THE SALAH, ESPECIALLY THE
MIDDLE ONE

In the midst of the discussion concerning divorce, mention is made of Salah.

In all situations of life, Allah should never be forgotten, and Salah is the epitome
of His remembrance, which is the life source of this world. Even in the heat of

occupation, Salah must never be omitted. Special reference is made of the

"Salatul Wusta" {"middle Salah"), which, according to many authentic narrations

refers to the Asr Salah. It receives special mention because its time is usually

when one is occupied. At this particular time, people are generally engrossed in

distracting activities which may even impede the most mindful people.

Sayyidina Ubadah bin Samit ^ i»i ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ibi JL*
jju,. 4* said, 'Allah has made the five Salah compulsory. Allah has taken a pledge
to forgive the one who performs them observing the proper ablution (wndhu),

time and carrying out the kneeling (riiku) with humility. Whoever does not do
this has no pledge with Allah, if he wills he may forgive them, otherwise He may
punish them." [Abu Dawud, v.l, p. 61]

"...and stand in humility before Allah." The word "qanitln" may be translated

as 'in humility', 'in obedience' or 'with serenity.' Sayyidina Zaid bin Arqam & ^j
<up narrated that they [the Sahaba r^ & ^J used to talk during their Salah until

this verse was revealed, whereafter they would remain absolutely silent {except
for the Qur'anic recitation and prayers (dn'as)). [Bukhari, v.l, p.650]

Sayyidina Mujahid ^ &\ <^j explains Qunut to mean that a person performs
long Bowings (ruku's), his gaze remaining fixed on the ground in humility, and
he does not turn to look anywhere else. He should not even move the pebbles
from the place of prostration, nor entertain any worldly thoughts.

Other commentators explain it to mean that a person perfects his obedience
to Allah without allowing the slightest deviation from any act necessary for his

obedience. ["RuhulMa'ani", v.l, p.107]

(239) If you are in fear, then (perform Salah) while standing or riding, and when
you return to safety, then remember Allah as He had taught you that which you
knew not.
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HOW SHOULD SALAH BE PERFORMED IN THE FACE OF AN
ENEMY'S ONSLAUGHT?

The above question is indeed a pertinent one because Salah cannot be

performed properly in a life-threatening situation. The verse under discussion

provides insight into the answer by instructing the performance of Salah by way

of indications (standing without Bowing (ruku) and prostrating (Sajdah), or while

seated upon one's conveyance if the opportunity does not present itself to

dismount. When in safer conditions, the Salah should once again be performed

as has been taught. If there is no way in which Salah can be performed because of

severe fighting, it may be postponed to be read as Lapse (Qadha) later.

In a narration of Bukhari (v.l, p.83), Sayyidina Jabir bin Abdullah ** ii ^

,

reports that during the Battle of the Trench, Sayyidina Umar ^ ^ ^>j cursed the

non-believers (kiiffar) because their incessant attacks had not allowed him to

perform his Asr Salah. The Holy Prophet pJL^ Up it JU told him that he had also

been unable to perform his Salah. The sun had by then almost set, but the Holy

Prophet jJL-j Up it JL>, together with the other Companions (Sahabah) ^ & ^ Jf

proceeded to Wady Bat'han, performed their ablution (wndhn) and then their Asr

Salah when the sun had already set. They then performed the Maghrib Salah.

Sayyidina Ali «up it ^^ reports that on that very occasion the Holy Prophet &\ J^
(JL-^ -d*, as a curse to the Polytheists said, "May Allah fill their graves and homes

with fire because they prevented us from the middle Salah until the sun set."

["Muslim", v.l, p.226]

JJ^Jl ji
fr
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(240) Those of you who are about to die and leave their wives behind, should

bequeath unto their wives a provision for a year so as not to turn them out (of

their homes). If they go out (of their own accord) there is no sin for you in that

which they do with themselves within their rights. Allah is Mighty, the Wise.

MAKING A BEQUEST FOR ONE'S WIVES

During the period of ignorance, a widow was kept isolated for an entire

year, whereafter she had her lap filled with camel dung. She was then paraded

through the streets and alleys, throwing this dung about as an indication of the

expiry of her waiting period. This has been narrated in "Bukhari" (v.2, p.803),

"Muslim", (v.l, p.487) and "Abu Dawud" (v.l, p.314). Islam restricted this period to

four months and ten days (without the other practices), as has been discussed

already.

The above verse instructs dying men to consider the plight of their wives by

bequeathing a year's provision for them together with the right to reside in his

home. They did, however, have the option of going elsewhere. This law was later
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abrogated by the laws of inheritance, which allotted a specific share for the

wives, wherefrom they are able to provide for themselves. During the period of

tke
Iddah, however, she cannot be forced to leave the home even though it may

fail into the estate.

Q*y o£L*Z pOuJ -4^ijli. 1^=0

(241) For the divorced woman is a provision in kindness which is incumbent

upon those fearful of Allah. (242) Thus Allah expounds His verse unto you so

that you may understand.

THE EMPHASIS OF GIVING MAT'AH TO DIVORCED WOMEN
The law of giving Mut'ah to those divorces who were yet untouched by

their husbands (with no dower being fixed for them) has already been discussed.

The above verse, according to certain commentators, discusses the same law as

an emphasis. The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.2, p.160) writes that this is

substantiated by a narration of Ibn Juraij *J* Jb\ <^j from Ibn Zaid 4* ^ <^j. He
savs that when the verse, "a bonnden duty on those who do good" (verse 236) was

revealed, a person commented that this is optional for those who wish to do so.

At this juncture the verse under discussion was revealed viz. "Wltich is incumbent

upon those fearful ofAllah/'

Other commentators state that "a provision" in this verse refers to the

maintenance of the divorcee during her lddah and, because of the broad nature

of the word, it may also include all the laws discussed previously concerning the

giving of the full dowry or half of it. It is all the more important for him to pay
the woman after the divorce, since there remains even less chance of her

foregoing the dowry.

jHfr
5 J^3 C>Jj\ j-W u>jl» pij f*J-i* ot SJ^r^ uM* Jl J~> p-51W

(243) Have you seen those people who fled their homes in the thousands out of
the fear of death. Allah said unto them, "Die!' and then brought them all back to

life. Verily Allah is the conferer of blessings to man but most people are

ungrateful. (244) Fight in the way of Allah, and know that definitely Allah is All
Hearing, All Knowing.

AN INCIDENT OF THE BANI ISRA'IL

Aliama Baghawi ^ A\ ^ writes in 'Ma'alimut Tanzll" (v.l p.223) that the
aPrity of commentators are of the opinion that this verse refers to the people of
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a town called Dawardan. Once, when a plague swept through the town,
rrtanv

people left the town, while others remained behind. Those who left the tovvn

were unharmed while most of those who remained behind perished. When
the

group returned after the epidemic had abated, the survivors of the town though

that they shall also do the same if ever the pestilence returned. The following

year, the plague returned once more, whereupon nearly everyone fled the town

and stayed in an open plain where they thought they would be safe. Allah

dispatched two angels who shouted out from above and below them "Mutu"

("Die!"), and they all died.

Another report says that once a king from the Bani Isra'il commanded them

to fight the enemy in Jihad (religious war). Although they had previously

prepared an army, they became cowardly on this occasion. They told the kino

that the place where he had commanded them to march to was engulfed in a

fatal epidemic, and that they will wait for it to disappear before proceeding

Allah then afflicted them with a plague that began to destroy them. Grief stricken

by this, they all emerged from their homes. Seeing this, the king supplicated
to

Allah to show these people a sign that there is no escape from death, even in

fleeing. Consequently, as they left the town Allah said "Mutu!" (Diel) and thev

all, together with their animals, perished on the spot like a single person.

Their corpses remained in this state for eight days and began to bloat

People were unable to bury such a large number of bodies, so they built a wail

around them to prevent animals from devouring them. Later, when the prophet
|

of the time, Sayyidina Hizqil <v>LJt Up passed by, he was astounded by the sight

Allah asked him whether he wished to witness a miracle. When he replied in the

affirmative, Allah brought them all back to life.

According to another report, he made prayer (du'a) to Allah to breath back

life into them. When they came back to life, they all proclaimed, "Sublime is

Allah, our Sustainer, for whom is all praise. Besides You (Oh Allah), there is no

other deity!' They then returned to their people.

Sayyidina Qatadah <up i»» ^->j says that Allah caused them to die as a

punishment because they sought to escape death. He then returned them to life

since they were still to complete their lives. If this were not so, Allah would never
j

have brought them back to life.

Allama Baghawi Up ^ ^j quotes various reports with regard to their actual

number. These are 3000, 4000, 8000, 10000, 30000, 40000 up to 70000. He says thai

a figure in excess of 10000 is more likely to be correct because of the plurality of

the word 'thousands', which, in Arabic, denotes amounts in excess of 10000.

Besides these two reports, many more are recorded in the books of tafsir.

but they all originate from the Bani Isra'il (called 'Isra'ily' narration*

Understanding the Qur'an is not based upon these reports, the veracity of whit n

cannot be established. They are therefore best left unquoted. It is sufficient k ;

understand that Allah is Capable of giving death to thousands or more people*]

one time, just as He is able to bring them all back to life. !

Since the Holy Prophet^ Up &\ J^ was Untutored, he had no knowled?

of these events which pertained to the Bani Isra'il. Allah informed him of tnt*--
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v/hich is a clear sign of his apostleship, since the Arabs were generally unaware

of these things.

With regard to the second verse (viz. "Fight in the way of Allah")

commentators say that it was addressed to those people (in the second incident)

who attempted to excuse themselves from fighting in Jihad (religions war).

Others maintain that the order is directed towards the ummah of the Holy

Prophet ^j^^ J^. In this case, the incident of the Bani Isra'il serves as an

introduction to this order. Therefore, this ummah should not avoid Jihad

(religions war) because of the fear of death which is inevitable to every person, be

he engaged in Jihad (religions war) or sitting at home. Fighting in Jihad (religious

war) will earn a person untold rewards, while refraining from the same will only

deprive him of these. It is, therefore, wiser to participate since death will still

come to either person.

The plague that afflicted the Bani Isra'il was a source of punishment for

them, whereas it is a mercy for the ummah of the Holy Prophet ^* ^ ifo J^ as

he said in a hadith Allah sends plagues as a chastisement to nations, but has

made it a mercy unto my ummah. Should a person be present in a place of

pestilence, but remains there with the conviction that harm can only come to him

if it is decreed by Allah, then such a person will attain the rank of the martyrs"

[Bukhari, v.2, p.853] Those who die in a plague, as well as those who remain

patiently in the affected area attain this privilege, as reported in the same
reference of Bukhari.

Sayyidina Abdur Rahman bin Auf ^ i»t ^j and Sayyidina Usama bin Zaid

4* ii ^j report that the Holy Prophet (JL^ <ip &\ J^ said, If you hear of an

epidemic in another place, then do not go there, but if it is prevalent in the place

where you are situated, do not flee." [Bukhari v.2, p.853]

Sayyidina Jabir ^ i>» ^j reports that the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ifo JU said,

'To flee from a place of pestilence is like deserting the battlefield. Whoever
remains there with patience will attain the rank of a martyr." ["Mishkdtul Masabth",.

v.l, p. 139from Ahmad]

(245) Who is it that will lend to Allah a good loan so that Allah may increase it

manifold? Allah straitens and increases and unto Him shall you all be returned.

THE VIRTUE OF GIVING CHARITY FOR THE PLEASURE OF
ALLAH

The incident behind the revelation of this particular verse is recorded in

Lubabun Nuqul" from a narration of Ibn Hibban, who quotes Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Umar <up & ^> He says that when the verse 'The likeness of those

who spend in the way of Allah is as a grain which grows seven ears, in every ear a

hundred grains" [Surah Baqarah, verse 261] was revealed, the Holy Prophet *Jp ib» JU
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(J-j supplicated to Allah to increase the reward. Thereafter Allah revealed this

above verse, which is phrased in the interrogative mood, giving greater

encouragement.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" says that "good loan" means spending Lawful

(haldl) wealth solely for Allah's pleasure (v.2, p.162). Allah, who is the Creator and

sole Owner of everything, requires no assistance from any person. It is because of

His infinite grace that He rewards the temporary owner of His wealth (man)

when man gives in charity what really belongs to Allah. In addition to this, man
is promised a reward multiplied manifold even if he spends (with the correct

intention) on himself and his family.

The Holy Prophet (JL-j Up &\ J^ says in a narration of Bukhari (v.l, p. 189),

"When a person spends even the equivalent of a date in charity, and Allah

accepts only what is Lawful (haldl), then Allah accepts this and nurtures it just

like any of you will grow up his foal. Thus, this little contribution will be

increased until it is equal in size to a mountain/

A narration of Muslim (v.2, p.258) reports that the Holy Prophet ^ & J^
<J~<} said, "When the last third of the night enters, Allah declares, 'Who will

supplicate to Me that I answer his plea? Who ask of Me that I may grant him?

Who will seek pardon from Me that I may pardon him? Who will give a loan to

One who has everything and is not unjust?' These proclamations continue till

dawn." In this hadith it is emphasised that Allah requires nothing from anyone,

but seeks this "loan" for the benefit of the one spending it. Allah says He is not

unjust, meaning, in this case, that this charity will not go unnoticed, but shall

reap its due reward.

"Allah straitens and increases" Allah reserves the right to grant to any person

whatever He wills and may restrict the provisions of whoever He wills. This has

been mentioned in numerous verses of the Qur'an e.g. "Verily your Lord increases

provisions for whom He wills and straitens. Certainly He is Informed of and Sees His

bondsmen." (Surah Bani Isra'il, verse 30). The same is mentioned in verse 82 of Surah

Qasas, verse 62 of Surah Ankabut and in two texts of Surah Sab'a (verses 36 and 38).

"And unto Him shall you all be returned" Whatever one spends in Allah's way

will be repaid when all shall return to Him to render their accounts before Him.

No good action will be ignored there.

U Jl*>\ jL*l ^l \J\5> ±1 Z^J* -^ Csl ^tKr\ c^ ui ^^ \ J^ fi
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(246) Did you not see the children of Isra'Il after Musa f^J\ *J*, when they said

to their prophet, "Appoint for us a king so that we may fight in Allah's way/'

He said, "Would you then refrain from fighting if it was ordained for you?"

They replied, "Why should we not fight in Allah 's way when we have been

exiled from our homes and children?" So when fighting was ordained for them,

all, save a few, turned away. Allah is well Aware of the wrong doers. (247) Their

prophet said to them, "Allah has appointed Talut as king over you." They said,

"How can he be given kingdom over us when we are more deserving of

kingdom than him, since he has not been given any wealth?" He replied, "Verily

Allah has chosen him above you and increased him abundantly in wisdom and
stature. Allah bestows His sovereignty upon whom He wills. Allah is All

Embracing, All Knowing." (248) Their prophet said to them, "The sign of his

kingship is that the trunk, carried by angels, shall come to you bearing peace of

reassurance from your Lord and remnants of that which was left by the house of

Musa and Harun f^J\ u^Jp. Surely herein shall be a token for you if indeed you

are believers."

AN INCIDENT OF THE BANI ISRA'IL AND THE KINGSHIP OF
TALUT

In these verses, as well as those still to come till the end of this part of the

Quran, an account is rendered of the Bani Isra'il in which lie numerous lessons

tor the ummah of the Holy Prophet ,JL. j Up i» j^.

After the demise of Sayyidina Musa fiL~\\ Up, many prophets f^J\ ^^
followed in succession. Some of the popular ones recorded are Sayyidina Yusha
•\j Up, Sayyidina Sham'un f%J\ aJ*, Sayyidina Shamweel fiL~h <Op, Sayyidina
Kalib bin Yuqina pLJ\ U* and Sayyidina Hizqll (OUt Up. AH of these preached the
teachings of Sayyidina Musa <v>LJ> Up and adhered to the Torah. However,
Religiousness crept into the Bani Isra'il, which resulted in their subjection by
°fter nations. Their lands were overrun and they, including members of their
i0yai families, were imprisoned and taxed. Thus, they were made to suffer much
°Ppression and tyranny, having no leader to guide them out of their

Micament.

Eventually they approached one of their prophets f*~J\ ^+1* (who also grew
P offering the same plight as theirs), requesting him to plead to Allah to
^point for them a king who would lead them in Jihad (religious war) against
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their aggressors. In this way they couJd drive these people out of their land. They

requested for a king because they were used to being led by one.

The Prophet, knowing their psychology, expressed his fear that they would

not keep up to their desire to fight due to their inherent cowardice. They

however, argued that they had a strong reason to fight because they had been

exiled from their very own homeland and had been separated from their loved

ones. In this manner, they were very convincing, but when the time and order

came to fight, the Prophet's worst fears were realised, and all but a few were

prepared to fight. The rest deserted, refusing to fight. Allah appointed Talut as

their king who took charge of the army with the advice and guidance of the

Prophet. Commentators mention that the Prophet concerned was Sayyidina

Shamun ?*>^ ^.

Once the king was appointed, they went back on their word according
to

their habit as they did in the incident of the bullock. They claimed to be more

worthy of kingship than Talut since he was not a wealthy person; as if to advise

Allah on the matter. This is the strange mentality of man, that he considers the

rich to be of status even though they may be ignorant, foolish and miserly.

The Prophet explained to them that Allah had chosen him since he

possessed the criterion of a leader. He was wise, therefore able to plan strategies,

as well as of powerful stature. Given these two qualities, together with adequate

courage, any enemy could be vanquished. In the end, the decision of conferring

sovereignty is Allan's, and none has the right to question Him, nor present their

opinion in the matter. "Allah is All Embracing, All Knowing."
\

Although this is sufficient for any person to accept, yet they were presented

with a sign to attest this choice of leadership. The prophet £%~b Up told them, the

sign of his (kindness) is that the trunk, carried by angels Shall came to you bearing pern

of reassurance from your Lord and remnants of that which was left by the house ofMiiss

and Harun f*~J\ Up." The Bani Isra'Il always used this "tabut" (trunk) to gain

victory over their enemies by placing it before them in battle. It was, however

seized by their enemy and lost to them.
i

Commentators have mentioned that this "tabut" contained two tablets o!

the Torah together with a few of their splintered fragments., the cane of

Sayyidina Musa f%J\ Up, the turban of Sayyidina Harun ^LJ\ U*, and some

,

"manna" that used to be given to the Bani Isra'il. The sign to them was the return I

of this sacred relic, carried by the angels. This was brought and placed before

Talut. However, the possibility still existed for their inherently stubborn natun?

to prompt them to reject the trunk. It was for this reason that Allah addet

"Surely herein shall be a token for you if indeed you are believers."

\y\L* ,^1a \yj>\+ ^j>jlU ^a ajjW Li* p4 ;-5 ^M? * i^ -^
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(249) When Talut set out with the army he said unto them, "Surely Allah shall

try you with a river. Whoever drinks therefrom is not of me, and whoever does

not taste is from me except him who takes a handful. So they drank there from

save a few of them. When he and those who believed with him crossed the river,

they said, "We have no strength this day against Jalut and his hordes." Said

those who knew they would meet their Lord, "How many a little group

vanquished a large force by the permission of Allah? Allah is with the patient

ones." (250) When they went into the battlefield against Jalut and his hordes

they said, "Oh our Lord, bestow on us endurance, make our feet firm and aid us

against the disbelievers." (251) So they defeated them by the order of Allah, and

Dawud killed Jalut; and Allah granted him kingship and wisdom, and taught

him that which He willed. If Allah had not repelled some men by others, the

earth would have been corrupted, but Allah is the Conferrer of grace unto the

universe. (252) These are the portents of Allah which We recite unto you (O

Muhammad ^j aJp &\ J^> with truth. Certainly you are amongst the

messengers.

THE VICTORY OF TALUT'S ARMY OVER THE AMALIQAH AND
THE SLAYING OF JALUT (Gowath)

After the arrival of the "tabuf the Bani Isra'il had no option but to fight.

When they began marching, Talut told them that they shall be tested. The test

was that they were only permitted to drink a handful of water from a river they

were to pass. Since it was extremely hot most of them failed in the test.

Commentators say that this was the river of Palestine, while others say it

was somewhere between Palestine and Jordan. Since most of them drank more
&an a handful, their courage was lost and they were left lifeless, saying, "We
have no strength this day against Jalut and his hordes/' Approximately thirty or forty

thousand people left with Talut, but only 313 obeyed his instruction and sufficed

°n a handful of water. Only this lot stood firm before the enemy, but were
hopelessly outnumbered.
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They, however, resolved to be steadfast and had strong hope in Allah's

assistance which allowed even the smallest of groups to vanquish much larger

armies. It is narrated that Jalut (Goliath) proclaimed that a person be dispatched

from Talut's army to face him in combat. Should the person kill him (Jalut), then

his kingdom would fall to the Bani Isra'il. On the other hand, if he killed the

person, then their kingdom would be his. Talut wished to arm Sayyidina Dawud

fiLJ\ ^u for the task since he had only some stones as weapons. Sayyidina Dawud
^>uj\ a> refused any weapons, saying that the help of Allah is all that is required,

since no weapon could be of any assistance without His support.

He then stepped out to fight Jalut who asked whether he was going to use

only a catapult and some stones, which were used to shoot dogs. Sayyidina

Dawud ^LJ\ Up replied, You are the enemy of Allah, and therefore worse than a

dog!' Saying this, he aimed a stone between Jalufs eyes which penetrated his

brain and killed him. In this way Jalut and his nation, the Amaliqah were

defeated.

When the two armies confronted each other, the army of Sayyidina Talut

made the prayer (du'a) to Allah, "Oh our Lord, bestow on us endurance, make our feet

firm and aid us against the disbelievers.' After this battle, Allah gave sovereignty to

Sayyidina Dawud ^LJ\ <A&, as is mentioned in the beginning of Surah Sad.

Commentators state that "wisdom" refers to the prophethood which Allah

conferred on him.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.2, p.173) says that Allah gave him kingship

and prophethood after the demise of Talut and the prophet of that time.

"IfAllah had not repelled some men by others, the earth would have been corrupted,

but Allah is the Conferrer of grace unto the universe." Allah counteracts the might of

nations with others, thereby destroying oppressors. If only one nation were

granted might and power, they would have subjugated the entire populous, and

caused strife throughout the passage of time.

"These are the portents of Allah which We recite unto you [O Muhammad & >
pJL^ Up] with truth. Certainly you are amongst the messengers." The knowledge of the

Holy Prophet jJL-j Up it JU with regard to all these matters is indeed a clear sign

of his apostleship since he, being unlettered, was unable to read, nor hear of

these historical reports. His knowledge was purely from Allah alone. ["Ruhul

Ma'ani," v.2, p.!75\.
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PART THREE
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(253) These are the messengers, some of whom We have given excellence over

others. There are some unto whom Allah had spoken, while others He had

exalted in status. We gave Isa, the son of Maryam, clear proofs and supported

him with the Ruhul Qudus. If Allah had so willed, then those who came after

them would not have fought with one another after the clear proofs had come

unto them. However, they differed, some of them believing and some
disbelieving. And if Allah had willed it, they would not have fought, but Allah

does what He wills.

THE DIFFERENT RANKS AMONG THE PROPHET ?
^LJi^

The word "These" refer to the messengers of whom mention was made in

the foregoing discussions of the first chapter. Some Prophets f%~h ^^ possessed

qualities which others did not have, while (according to other commentators)
some of them were blessed with their own Shari'ah and others merely followed
that of their predecessors.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 3, p.2) writes that the first explanation (that

the distinction was by virtue of varying qualities) is supported by the phrase,

"There are some unto whom Allah had spokm..." Here reference is made to direct

speech, without the intermediate agency of an angel. He writes further that

Sayyidina Adam ftk~J\ U* was amongst this privileged group.

"Others He had exalted in status." The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that

"others" refer to the Holy Prophet^ Up ii JU, whom Allah had blessed with
such great qualities of knowledge and practice that are unimaginable. He was a
tnercy unto mankind and one who possessed extremely noble morals and
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character. He received the Qur'an which is the perfect miracle and will be

preserved till eternity. His great status is substantiated by numerous other

miracles as well. He will be accorded the highest position in the Hereafter (called

the "Maqamul Mahmud") together with the privilege of interceding on behalf of

the entire mankind for the commencement of the reckoning (called the

"Shafa'atul Uzma"). All these and much more are his attributes which man is

incapable of explaining.

Numerous books have been written giving a detailed description of the

Holy Prophet ,JL-_, a> ii ju and his miracles. A most renowned one is that of

Imam Jalaluddm Suyuti Up &\ ^ titled "Al Khasa'isul Kubra" and the

masterpiece of Imam Bayhaqi Up & ~^j called "Dala'ilun Nabuwah" which runs

into seven volumes and thousands of pages.

"We gave Isa, the son of Maryam, clear proofs and supported him with the

Ruhul Qudus jjibr'il f%~S\ Up]." The explanation of this has passed in the

commentary of verse 87 of Surah Al-Baqarah where Allah says, "We gave clear

signs to Isa, the son ofMaryam and bolstered him with the Ruhul Qudus."

"IfAllah had so willed, then those who came after them would not have fought with

one another after the clear proofs had come unto them...." Despite having, the clear

signs and proofs of the Prophet -£X~h ^ before them, the nations began to differ

amongst themselves and waged war against each other. Some followed the

Prophet while others rejected them. This all transpired by the will of Allah and

none may question Him with regard to His divine plan.

4^>- ij ^3 £H * /\£ Qi U' o~* Cr? r^^JD *•<** !>*^ L*^'* Li-?* Hi*k

fw\ ' >. \\i >> < '> ^\1r *' '< <i.

(254) "O you who believe! Spend of that which We have provided for you

before such a day conies when there shall be no trafficking, nor friendship, nor

intercession. The disbelievers are indeed the oppressors."

SPENDING IN CHARITY BEFORE THE ADVENT OF JUDGMENT
DAY (QIYAMAH)

This verse mentions that man should spend "that zuhich We have provided for

you." This indicates that whatever mart possesses is, in reality, from Allah, Who

is the owner of everything. A person has the choice to spend this wealth in

charitable causes of an optional or obligatory nature. Just as physical acts of

worship serve to secure a person's safety from Hell, the same result will also be

attained by means of those forms of worship that entail spending one's wealth.

The Holy Prophet ^j Up &\ Ju* says in a narration of Bukhari (v.l, p.191),

"Save yourselves from the fire even if it be by means of half a date." The Day or

Judgment will be very difficult indeed. None shall be able to look to any dealings

nor friendship nor intercession for assistance. It will only be one's good deeds

that will avail. Therefore, one should excel in these in every way, not forgetting

charity.
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Commentators explain that the meaning of "no trafficking" is the ransoming

f a soul. None shall be able to bear the punishment of another on his behalf, as

Allah says in verses 48 and 123 of Surah Al-Baqarah, "No soul will be of avail to

another"

" nor friendship..." No worldly ties of friendship shall remain there, but

will rather be turned into enmity. None will be prepared to render any assistance

to the other. The believers, however, will retain these ties, as Allah says in Surah

Zukhruf, "Friends shall be enemies on that day savefor the pious." [Surah 43, verse 67]

"....nor intercession." This is with regard to the infidels (kuffar), as Allah says

jn Surah Al Mu'min, "The wrong doers shall have no ally, nor any intercessor who ivill

lie
hearkened to" [verse 18]. Intercession will only be done by those believers

whom Allah permits and only in favour of those believers whom He wills. For

the infidels (kuffar) who turn away from Allah, their Creator and Sustainer, there

shall be no escape since Allah declares, "The disbelieves are indeed the oppressors.

4£ £$£Sji 4 c i% •£ %, ;&fe f )j2\ &\ 5i\ '\ H it\
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(255) Allah is such that besides Him there is no deity, and He is Ever Living, The
Maintainer. Neither slumber nor sleep overcomes Him. Unto Him belongs all

that is in the heavens and all within the earth. Who is there that can intercede

with Him save with His permission? He knows what is before them and what is

behind them while they encompass naught of His knowledge except if He wills.

His throne includes the heavens and the earth and He never tires to preserve

them. He is The High, The Tremendous.

ALLAH'S GREAT ATTRIBUTES

This verse is called the Ayatul Kursi, which has received much favourable

mention in the Ahadith. Sayyidina Ubay bin Ka'b ** iit^ reports that The Holy
Prophet fJL-j a> ii j^ asked him, "O Abul Mundhir (Sayyidina Ubay's title), do
you know which verse that you have learned is the greatest?" He replied that

Allah and His Holy Prophet pJL, j a~u i»\ JL* know best. When the Holy Prophet JL*

r-> up &\ repeated the question, Sayyidina Ubay ** i»» ^j said that it was Ayatul
Kursi, to which the Holy Prophet pJL-j U* ibi Ju> said, "May Allah bless you in

your knowledge, Abul Mundhir." [Muslim, v.l, p.271]

According to some Ahadith it is referred to as the chief of all verses ["Durrul

Mmthur" v.l p.324]. Since this verse contains mention of Allah's throne (called

Kursi in Arabic), it is commonly referred to by all as Ayatul Kursi (the verse of
** throne).
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Allah opens the Ayatul Kursi (the verse of the throne) by emphasising the

concept of (Tauhid) oneness of Allah, which is His divine unity. None deserves to

be worshipped besides Him, the One and Only Deity. Thereafter the quality
f

"Hayy" (Ever Living) is mentioned which denotes that He was in existence from

forever and will remain forever.

The next quality mentioned is that of being the Maintainer. He created

everything and sees to it that all of His creation are well maintained. He effects

changes in these things, and may even leave them to be if He so desires.

Whenever the Holy Prophet fJL^ *A±&\J^ would supplicate to Allah during the

Tahajjud Salah, he would say, "Oh Allah, all praise is for you. You are the

maintainer of the heavens, the earth, and all that is within them/' [Bukhari, v .i,

p.151]

"Neither slumber nor sleep overcomes Him" Slumber refers to a light form of

sleep, whereas during sleep itself, all sense and control are lost. Allah is not in

need of any of these since He never tires, nor is He affected by any circumstances

whatsoever. When not even slumber can touch Him, sleep is farfetched. Allah is

totally free of all human needs, which are considered a defect in a deity, as the

Holy Prophet ^j 4* & J^> has said, "Verily Allah never sleeps, nor is it

appropriate that He should." [Muslim, v.l, p.99]

"Unto Him belongs all that is in the heavens and all within the earth." He created

everything and He reserves the right to do with them as He pleases.

"Wlio is there that can intercede by Him save with His permission?" This

underlines the fact that none has the authority to intercede in His court except

when He, by His grace, grants anyone the permission to do so. Then too, they are

only permitted to intercede on behalf of those whom Allah wishes.

On the Day of Judgment, people shall be in great distress while waiting for

the commencement of the reckoning. They will go the various Prophet
r
*>U» Up

pleading with them to intercede before Allah for the reckoning to begin. Each of

these Prophet f*~l\ *A* will excuse themselves until the people finally approach

the Holy Prophet p-L-j 4* & JU. He will rise to the occasion and fall prostrate

beneath the throne of Allah, praising and exalting Him in such words inspired

by Allah, which he had never known before. Then Allah will say, "Oh

Muhammad ^j ^ i ^ raise your head, ask and you shall be granted;

intercede and your intercession shall be accepted!" The detailed account of this

episode is recorded in Bukhari and Muslim.

Allah says in Surah TaHa, "On that day intercession will only benefit those

whom Rahman permits and whose speech He is pleased with." [verse 109]

With regard to the angels, it is mentioned in Surah Anbiya, "He knows wM

is before them and what is behind them and only the one with whom He is pleased will be

able to intercede. They tremble with fearfor Him." [verse 28]

A verse of Surah Najm states, "How numerous are the angels in the heaven*

whose intercession will be of no avail except after Allah permits, those whom He will*

and with whom He is pleased." [verse 26]

"He knows what is before them and what is behind them..." Allah has complete
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knowledge of man's conditions in this world and in the next. Some
commentators interpret the verse to mean that whatever good or evil deeds

people do, as well as all that they have already done is known by Allah. Nothing

past, nor present, nor future is hidden from Him.

"....while they encompass naught of His knowledge except if He wills." None
possesses any knowledge of his own will, but whatever a person learns is from

Allah, while it is impossible for anyone to possess all of Allah's knowledge.

"His throne includes the heavens and the earth..." This tells us of the great

magnitude of His throne, which encompasses the heavens and the earth. Allah

does not require the faculty of sitting or reclining, nor does He need to occupy a

fixed space. Verses such as the above are termed Mutashabihat. The belief of a

Muslim with regard to such verses is that they accept them as Allah had

intended, and their interpretations should not be sought by basing one's

deductions upon the creation. The words "Arsh" and "Kursi" are both used in

the Qur'an.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.3, p.9) reports that Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ^j
w J>t said, "If the seven heavens, together with the seven earths are spread out

separately, their collective size, in comparison to Allah's throne will be like that

of a tiny circular object within a vast desert." He writes further that the Kursi, in

comparison to the Arsh is also like a small round object cast into a vast plain. The

above has been extracted from a hadith of the Holy Prophet jJL-j *> Jit JL*

reported by Sayyidina Abu Dharr ^ Jit ^j in a narration of Ibn Jarir. Some are

also of the opinion that the 'Arsh' and the 'Kursi' are synonymous.

" ....and He never tires to preserve them." None of His creation are excluded

from His protection, irrespective of their location. Man, on the other hand is

incapable of even looking after a single soul, let alone the entire creation.

"He is The High, The Tremendous." The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that

verse includes mention of many of Allah's attributes. He is Self-Subsisting,

Maintainer of others, free of all defects and shares no grounds of similarity with

any being. He controls everything, creating every original and duplicate. He is

the Most Powerful to address matters, Who knows every apparent and hidden

phenomenon. Nothing can overwhelm Him, He is free of anything not befitting

His position, and no mind can possibly perceive His attributes completely, (v.3,

p.U)

Lesson : Sayyidina Ali <* Jit ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^JL-j aJLp Jit jl*

said, "Only death is a barrier before Heaven (Jannah) for that person who recites

Ayatul Kursi (the verse of the throne) after every Salah. Allah will protect the home
of every person who recites it before sleeping, together with the homes of his

neighbours and many homes around him." ["Mishkatul Masabih", p.89]

According to another hadith, if a person recites Ayatul Kursi (the verse of the

throne) upon retiring to bed, Allah will appoint a guardian angel over him up to

the next dawn, and no Devil (Shaytan) would be able to approach him. ["Mishkatul

Masabih", p. 185from Bukhari]

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah ** Jit ^j reports that the Holy Prophet U* Jit ju
^3 said, "Whoever, in the morning, recites the beginning of Surah HaMlm (also
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called Surah Mu'min or Surah Ghafir) up to 'Wa Ilaihil MasiV coupled with the

verse of the throne, (Ayatul Kursi) shall remain in safety until the evening.

Whoever recites them in the evening shall remain in safety until the next

morning/' ["Mishkatul Masabih" p.187from Tirmidhi]

j^p lb ^r 4il\j U fl^iSt N <£Jj)l }&\ dL^L^\ Jl V*

(256) There is no compulsion in Din (religion). The right direction is henceforth

distinct from the wrong. So whoever rejects the "Taghut" and believes in Allah,

has grasped a strong handhold which will never break. Allah is the All Hearing,

All Knowing.

THERE IS NO COMPULSION IN DIN(RELIGION)

"Lubabun Nuqul" reports the following incident from Abu Dawud, Nasa'i

and Ibn Hibban. Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ^ & ^j narrates that during the period of

ignorance, whenever a woman lost a child she took an oath that she would make

her next child a Jew. When the Jewish tribe of Banu Nadhlr were exiled from

Madinah, there were still many people of the Ansar tribes who were also Jews.

The respective tribes of these individuals objected to their leaving Madinah. On

this occasion, the above verse was revealed.

"Lubabun Nuqul" also reports from Ibn jarir that Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ^> }

Ai* & said that this verse was revealed with regard to a particular person of the

Ansar, belonging to the tribe of Bani Salim. His name was Hussain and, though

himself a Muslim, had two sons who were Christians. He approached the Holy

Prophet (JL^ Up ii ju with the request to force them to accept Islam. Upon this

request, the above verse was revealed.

No person can be forced to accept Islam. Some people who do not

understand the principles of Jihad (religion war) may think that it is contrary to

this verse that Muslims engage in Jihad (religion war). As explained earlier,.

Muslims never simply fight the enemy. Firstly, they are extended an invitation to

accept Islam, which will save them from destruction in this world and the next.

They are then given the option of paying the Jizya (Atonement or Capitation Tax).

This would allow them the safety of an Islamic state and an opportunity to view

Islam from within. It is only as a last resort, upon their obstinacy, that Jihad

(religion war) takes place.

To this day, millions of disbelievers (kuffar) have lived their lives in disbelief

(kufr) without any Muslim general putting a sword to his throat. Those who did

accept Islam did so happily by the tireless efforts of the religious missionaries,

and not under duress. The principles of Jihad (religion war) clearly mention the

prohibition from killing women, children, aged people and monks, whereas

these are the easiest to convert by force because of their weakness.

It is narrated in "Durrul Manthur" (v.l, p.330) that once Sayyidina Umar y;
AiP &\ invited an old Christian woman to Islam saying, "Accept Islam and be safe
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ffrom the chastisement of the Hereafter)." She refused, and that night he cried to

Allah to be witness over his invitation, then recited the verse, "There is no

compulsion in Din (religion)/'

It should also be understood that infidelity (kufr) is a great rebellion against

Allah. All forms of rebellion in this world are severely punished, so naturally this

greatest form of rebellion must at least deserve the same in the Hereafter. For this

reason, it is necessary for the situation to be addressed before its effects carry

through for a person into the Hereafter. The less infidelity (kufr) is perpetrated,

the better. If it were not for Jihad (religion war), the infidels (kuffar) would have

long crushed the Muslims, leaving no Muslim alive today.

The normal punishment for rebellion is death (which none aware of the law

will object to), while doing the same to force a person into Islam is another

matter altogether. Jihad (religion war) does not constitute compulsion in any way.

Another aspect to be borne in mind is that there does not exist any proven

method of duress to force someone into Islam because, even though a person

may claim to be a Muslim, his heart could still conceal infidelity (kufr). This is of

no benefit to anyone, especially to the person himself on the Day of Judgment.

This was the exact position of the Munafiqin (hypocrites), who claimed to be

Muslims, yet left no stone unturned to harm the Muslims.

The truth of Islam is evident though out the word , and the media network

of our modern times has been used by the Muslims to make the message reach

every distant corner of the world. The Quran has been translated in numerous
languages and none can claim to be ignorant of Islam. Despite all of this, many
are still obstinate and are throwing themselves into destruction. Only Allah can

guide such people who wish to be the enemies of their own selves.

The Arabic word "taghut" in the verse refers to all forms of rebelliousness.

There exists a difference with regard to its specific meaning. Sayyidina Umar ^
** i» and Sayyidina Husain bin Ali -up i»i ^ translate it to mean Satan (Shaytan).

This is also the opinion of Sayyidina Mujahid <> in <^j and Qatadah Up i»» i^j

Imam Malik Up ii s^J says that it means everything which is worshipped besides

Allah. Others say that it refers specifically to idols. After recording all of these

interpretations, the author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 3, p. 13) writes that it is best to

accept the broad meaning of this word which will include all of the above.

In reality, Satan (Shaytan) and all his allied forces of rebellion are hell-bent

on deviating people from Isllam. Therefore, the person who discards all of this

and disassociates himself from them by accepting Islam, has a strong handhold
which will never break. This person has taken support from the Greatest source
of power and is blessed with the wealth of "Yaqln" (conviction).

''Allah is all Hearing, All Knowing/' He is well aware of those who merely
claim Belief (Iman), but hide infidelity (kufr) in the bosoms, and He also knows
well those who are sincere in their belief.

The author of "Bayanul Qur'an" writes that the person who holds firmly
Onto Islam will not be destroyed, nor will he suffer any losses. For this reason he
& likened to the one who holds fast onto a strong rope. Just as the rope itself is

unbreakable, so too is Islam, which is protected from any falsehood creeping into
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it. Therefore, if he remains holding on without letting go, he will be safe. The

object of the verse is to expound the strength and beauty of Islam, which
is

always evident.

4^J ^4$U^ Ji J*^ <££& ^6» P&$

(257) Allah is the Protecting Friend of the believers, bringing them from

darkness into light As for those who disbelieve, their friends are the Satan's

(Shayatin), who bring them out of light and into darkness. These are the people

of the Fire, wherein they shall abide forever.

ALLAH IS THE PROTECTING FRIEND OF THE BELIEVERS
(MU'MININ), WHILE SATAN (SHAYTAN) IS THE PATRON OF THE
INFIDELS (KUFFAR)

The Arabic word "Wali" refers to an aid, ally and a friend. Allah is the

"Wali' of the Believers (Mu'minin), taking them out of the darkness of infidelity

(kufr) and polytheism (shirk), and bringing them into the light of Islam. He thus

keeps them steadfast in the light, and saves them from darkness.

On the contrary, the infidels (kuffar) have the devils as their accomplices,

who wish that they never emerge from the abysmal darkness of infidelity (kufr)

and polytheism (shirk). By continuously preventing them from Islam, the Satan

(Shayatin) wish to take these people together with them to Hell, where they will

all remain till eternity.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that it is better to take the broader

meaning of the verse. Therefore, darkness would also mean that Allah removed

the Believers (Mu'minln) from all sin, as well as infidelity (kufr) and polytheism

(shirk). The light will also then be interpreted as all forms of good deeds, which

Allah will grant them the ability to perform (i;.3, p. 14).

He also writes that the word for light ("Nur") has been used in the singular

form, while the word for darkness ("Zulumat") is in the plural form. This is so

because the truth (light) is only one, whereas there are numerous forms of

falsehood (darkness).

" who bring them out of light into darkness." With regard to this, he writes

that "light" could refer to the natural Din (religion) nature (Fitrah) of man upon

which he was born i.e. Islam. The Holy Prophet pJL-^ Up ^ JU said that every

child is born upon the nature (Fitrah). It could also refer to the clear and apparent

proofs of the truth, which the Satans (Shayatin) prevent people from perceiving.
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(258) Have you not seen him who argued with Ibrahim fXJt Up concerning his

Lord because Allah had given him kingship? When Ibrahim ^%J\ Up said, "My
Lord gives life and causes death/' he said, "I give life and cause death!" Ibrahim

^>U)i Up said, "Verily Allah causes the sun to rise from the east, so you bring it

forth from the west!" Thus was the disbeliever dumbstruck. Allah guides not

the oppressive folk.

THE ARGUMENT OF AN INFIDEL (KAFIR) KING WITH
SAYYIDINA IBRAHIM £*~1\ Up

Sayyidina Ibrahim r>LJi *J* was born in the vicinity of Babylon during the

rule of Nimrud. At the time, infidelity (knfr) and polytheism (shirk) were rampant

and even the father of Sayyidina Ibrahim ^LJ\ *M was an idolater, as is

mentioned in Surah An'am and Surah Maryam. When Sayyidina Ibrahim <v>LJ\ Up

invited the people towards belief in (Tauhid) oneness of Allah, they were

offended. Nimrud, together with his disbelief, also made the absurd claim to

divinity. When Sayyidina Ibrahim fiLJ\ Up invited him towards (Tauhid) oneness

of Allah, he debated that there was none to be worshipped besides him. He had

the audacity to make such a claim because he was enamoured by the wealth and

authority which Allah had given to him.

Upon prompting for proof, Sayyidina Ibrahim fUU» Up said, "My Lord gives

life and causes death." Every person understands this fact well. A man cannot even

secure his own life, let alone grant life to another. Either due to lack of

understanding, or merely to prolong the altercation, Nimrud responded by
saying, "I give life and cause death!" To substantiate his absurd remark, he

summoned for two people who had previously been sentenced to death. He had
the one killed and the other released. A simple reply to this foolishness is the

question, who was it that granted life to the person whom he apparently killed?

Did Nimrud (with regard to the second person) grant him life after death, or was
it merely allowing him to continue living?

Understanding the ignorance of his adversary, Sayyidina Ibrahim (%~b <4*

then presented another proof to the fact that Allah is indeed in control of the

entire universe. He said, "Verily Allah causes the sun to rise from the east, so you
bring it forth from the west!" Nimrud was totally flabbergasted at this challenge

And could not utter another word.

'Allah guides not the oppressive folk." Such people can never prevail over
Allah's apostles and their successors. Allah says in Surah Shura, "Those people

who dispute concerning Allah after He has been accepted (as the Supreme Deity by the

believers), their proofs are useless before their Lord. Upon them is wrath and a great

dmtisement." [Surah 46, verse 16]
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Some commentators have written that Nimrud could have replied to the

challenge of Sayyidina Ibrahim c^LJt Up by saying that he brings the sun from the

east. Could Allah bring it from the west? However, he was so dumbstruck by

this time that this did not even cross his mind since those on falsehood can never

stand up to those on the truth.

Other commentators maintain that he knew that the proof of Sayyidina

Ibrahim f>LJi Up was a strong one. If he had to present the counter argument

those around him would not have accepted it, thereby siding with Sayyidina

Ibrahim ^i-Jt up. In this way even the little authority that he possessed would

vanish. Allah knows best.

(259) Or (did you not see) the like of him who, on passing by a locality that had

fallen to utter ruin, exclaimed, "How shall Allah restore life to this after its

death?" So Allah caused him to die (a death of) a hundred years, then brought

him back to life asking him, "How long have you tarried?" He replied, I tarried

a day or a part of a day. Allah said, "No, you have tarried a hundred years. Just

look at your food and drink which have not rotted, and look at your donkey!

And that We make you a token unto mankind; and look at the bones, how We
|

arrange them and cover them in flesh." When the matter became apparent to

him he said, "I know that Allah is Able to do all things."

AN INCIDENT CONCERNING THE RESURRECTION OF THE

DEAD
Many commentators have stated that the person in this verse is Sayyidina

Uzair bin Barkhiya fXJ\ Up. This they narrate from numerous authorities lite

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas <up & ^j. Sayyidina Ali «up i» ^Jt Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Salam <* ifo ^Jf Sayyidina Ikramah ** & ^j and Sayyidina Qatadah 4* ® ^
Other commentators say that he was Armiya bin Khalqiya fiL~h Up. Besides these,

there are other opinions as well, but these two are most renowned.

The Qur'an illustrates the incident of a person who passed by a town that

was in utter ruins. The buildings had all collapsed with their roofs caved in. w

seeing this sight, he wondered in astonishment how could Allah restore tni

place to life? This was not due to any doubts with regard to Allah's ability
l
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enact this feat, but it was merely an exclamation of surprise that instinctively

escapes a person's tongue.

The same occurred to Sayyidina Zakariyya ^LJ\ <uU, who was convinced that

Allah can bestow a child to an aged couple, and even made prayer (dn'a) for this.

However, when the child was born to them, he exclaimed, "Oh my Lord! Hoiu will

I have a son when my wife is barren and I have reached the pinnacle of old age?" [Surah

yiaryam, verse 8]. This was not said in disbelief but merely out of astonishment.

It was the same in this episode, when he said, "How shall Allah restore life to

this after its death?" This question was also a request to Allah to show him how
the feat is performed. Consequently, Allah caused him to die and remain in the

state of death for a hundred years, whereafter he was brought back to life. Allah

asked him for how long had he remained in this state of death, whereupon he
replied that it was for the duration of a day or a part of it. Commentators
mention that his death came to him during mid morning, and it was just before

sunset a hundred years later that life was restored to him. For this reason, when
the question was posed to him, he glanced at the sun and guessed a day had
passed. Upon observing that the sun had not yet set, he added that perhaps it

was only a part of the day wherein he had remained dead.

Allah corrected his misjudgment, informing him that a hundred years had
passed. Despite this long period, Allah had preserved his body as if it had been
lying there for only a few hours. Then Allah displayed His immense power by
drawing his attention to the food, which had also remained perfectly fresh like

his body.

Thereafter Allah demonstrated to him how He reconstructed the

decomposed body of his donkey. All its bones were scattered about, but Allah
collected them together to arrange them properly. Then Allah covered these

bones in flesh, to complete the reconstruction, after which it was brought back to

life. When it was all completed before his eyes, he burst out, "1 know that Allah is

able to do all things." Since he was a believer (Mii'min), this fact was always
known to him. After this eyewitness experience, his knowledge was refreshed,

leading to this exclamation.

"And that We make you a token unto mankind..." This episode occurred to the
person in question so that it may serve as a lesson to people after him, so that
they believe in the resurrection after death. ["Ruhul Ma'ani", v.3, p.23]

U^]»<^ * ^'V\*\AlV\**'' *rM" c> i'\ *<\' m> ->•-^l

fh** ~df^ <->* ptejjW1-^ <&¥}> lH^j' j*> !*> en**

(260) When Ibrahim ^^LJ\ *J* said, "My Lord show me how you give life to the
dead." He (Allah) asked, "Do you not believe?" He replied, "Indeed I do, but it

is to satisfy my heart." Allah said, "Take four birds, draw them to you, then
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place portions of their bodies upon each hill. Then call them and they will

hastily come to you. Know that Allah is Mighty, The Wise/'

THE BRINGING BACK TO LIFE OF A FEW BIRDS ON THE
REQUEST OF SAYYIDINA IBRAHIM ?*>LJi Up

Sayyidina Ibrahim r>U* *JLp was a firm believer in oneness of Allah (Tanhid)

and in the resurrection after death. He posed this question to Allah merely to

have an eye witness account of Allah's ability to resurrect. When Allah asked

him if he did not believe in His power, he replied that he did believe, but wished

to bolster his faith with an eye-witness account to satisfy his heart.

According to Sayyidina Ibn Abbas <up ^>i ^> ) and certain others, Sayyidina

Ibrahim (^ ^ made this request to Allah when the angels informed him that

Allah had chosen him to be His "KhahT" (friend) and that even his supplication to

bring the dead back to life would be accepted. Allah instructed him to find four

birds, tame them, then cut them into pieces. These pieces were to be placed on

several hills. Once this was done, he was to call them. This he did, and (instead of

flying) they all came running to him, as a display of Allah's power.

"Know that Allah is Mighty, The Wise." He is able to do things with or without

normal means. All His actions are replete with wisdom.

(261) The likeness of those who spend in the way of Allah is as a grain which

grows seven ears, in every ear a hundred grains. Allah, gives increased manifold

to those whom He wills. Allah is All Embracing, All Knowing.

THE REWARD OF SPENDING IN THE WAY OF ALLAH

Whatever is spent for the pleasure of Allah is considered to be in His way.

Generally, "spending in Allah's way" refers to spending in Jihad (religion war),

but any wealth spent in a good cause holds great merit in the sight of Allah. The

general principle is "Whoever comes forth with a good deed shall get tell times the like

thereof A tenfold reward is the minimum reward. Allah may, in His infinite

grace, accord a person much more than this.

The analogy cited in this verse is that of a grain which is planted in the

ground. From it seven ears grow each of which bear a hundred more grains. In

this way, seven hundred grains grow from the single original grain. Therefore, a

single coin spent in the way of Allah will earn a reward multiplied by seven

hundred. This is, of course, not the limit because "Allah gives increased manifold to

those whom He wills." Allah can give as much as He desires since He suffers no

loss. He is also Ever Aware of whoever does any good deed, be it physical or

financial, and does not allow it to be wasted. The complete reward shall be given

in the Hereafter.
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It is reported from several Companions (Sahabah)^ &\ ^j in "Ibn Majah"

(p. 198) that the Holy Prophet jJL-j *> i»» j^ said, 'The person who sponsors

wealth in the way of Allah (Jihad (religion war)) without himself participating,

shall have his reward multiplied seven hundred times. However, the one who
participates with his soul and wealth solely for the pleasure of Allah, will gain a

reward multiplied seven hundred thousand times." Thereafter, the Holy Prophet

^ Up &\ ju* recited the verse, "Allah gives increased manifold to those whom He

wills-

"

In a narration of Tabarani recorded in "Durrul Manthur" (v. 1, p.336),

Sayyidina Mu'adh bin Jabal <* ^ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet <X* 3 ^ & J^
said, "Virtuous is the person who makes excessive remembrance (dhikr) of Allah

while in the path of Allah. For every word recited, he will receive the reward of

seventy thousand, every one of these multiplied ten times." Someone asked the

Holy Prophet <JL-j ^ i»» J^> what the reward was for spending in the path of

Allah. He replied, "It is also the same." A student of Sayyidina Mu'adh ^ &\ ^j
said, "I heard that the reward for spending in Allah's way is seven hundred

fold." Sayyidina Mu'adh ** i^ ^j replied, "Your understanding is lacking. The (

reward of seven hundred is for the person who spends while remaining at home,

whereas the one who spends while himself participating in Jihad {religion war),

shall receive such rewards from the treasures of Allah that are beyond his

imagination. Such people are the party of Allah, and the party of Allah are

victorious."

Sayyidina Buraldah and Anas ** h ^j narrate that the Holy Prophet <fa J^
pJLj Up said, "The reward for spending in Jihad (religion war) and hajj are alike.

Spending one 'Dirham' will earn a reward of seven hundred Dirhams." ["Durrul

Manthur", v. I, p.33'l]

Allah has not decreased the reward in any way and gives much in exchange

for a little. The precondition to all of this is sincerity. The consequent verses

explain the etiquette of spending together with the abomination of spending for

the sake of fame.
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(262)Those who spend in the path of Allah, thereafter do not follow it up with

reminders of their generosity, nor with injury, their reward is with their Lord.
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No fear shall come upon them, nor shall they grieve. (263) A kind word with

forgiveness is better than charity followed by injury. Allah is Independent, The

Clement. (264) O you who believe! Render not your charity in vain by reminders

of your generosity or by injury, like him who spends his wealth to be seen by

people and believes not in Allah nor in the Last Day. His similitude is like that

of a rock on which there is some sand. Smitten by a rainstorm, it is left bare.

They have no control of anything which they earn, and Allah does not guide the

disbelieving folk."

THE ETIQUETTE OF SPENDING IN THE WAY OF ALLAH AND THE
SIMILITUDE OF THOSEWHO GIVE CHARITY FOR SHOW

Together with stating the reward of those spending in Allah's way as safety

from fear and grief, a warning is also sounded of two aspects which need to be

avoided. These are: (1) reminders of generosity and (2) injury; both of which will

render a person's charity null and void.

Many people are in the habit of reminding the recipients of their charity

about their favour on them, especially when the person is a relative or resident of

the same town. By doing this, they deprive themselves of the reward for their

charity and cause hurt to the person concerned. Such people also begin to look

down upon those upon whom they have spent, often extracting free labour from

them in exchange. For this reason the word "injury" is mentioned in the verse. If

these things are avoided, only then shall a person receive the reward for his

charity.

If a person is asked for something that he cannot give, he should decline

kindly, not displaying any anger, or ill feelings. This is mentioned in the verse,

"A kind word with forgiveness is better than charityfollowed by injury."

Those people who, after giving charity, make a reminder of their generosity

and cause hurt and injury to others are likened to those who spend to show

others. They do not believe in Allah, nor in the Day of Judgment. Thereafter,

their condition is likened to a rock which has some sand particles on it. A

tremendous rainstorm sweeps the rock, washing all the sand off till it is

completely smooth and clean. The rock was initially a smooth one, then after

such a tumultuous storm it is left without a trace of the sand and as smooth as

ever.

Some commentators say that the example here is of the hypocrite. He does

not believe in Allah, nor in the Last Day. Whatever little charity he gives while in

the company of the Muslims, is bereft of reward, just like the rock, which is

washed clean of all the sand. Such people have no control over their actions

because they were all carried out in the state of infidelity (kufr), merely to show

others. Their actions thus bring them no reward, nor shall they be allowed to

enter Heaven (Jannah).

The example of the boastful hypocrite is cited here, which is the antithesis of

the sincere believer. If a Muslim also performs any action for show, the action in

itself shall remain a good one, but the element of show will strip it of reward. In

addition to this, he will suffer the consequences of this ostentation on the Day or

Judgment.
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A hadith is narrated by Sayyidina Abu Hurairah <u* ii ^»j in which the Holy

prophet *X*i ^ & J^ said that the first people to be condemned to Hell shall be

three. One will be the martyr who fought in Jihad (religion war) so that people

may saY he *s a brave person. The other will be a person who acquired

knowledge and learnt the Qur'an so that others may call him a learned person.

The third shall be the person to whom Allah had given wealth. He shall appear

before Allah saying that he never missed an opportunity to spend in any cause

wherein lay Allah's pleasure. Allah will tell him that he is lying. He merely spent

in charity so that people may call him a generous person. Allah shall address all

three saying that their desires were fulfillled since people did indeed call them

by these titles. Each of them will then be dragged face down and cast into

tieH.["AtTarghibwatTarhib,"v.l,p62]

Sayyidina Shaddad bin Aus ** & ^j reports that the Holy Prophet A» J^
jl, ^ Up said, "Wlioever performs Salah for show has committed polytheism (shirk), and

whoever fasts for show has committed polytheism (shirk), and whoever gives charity for

show has committed polytheism (shirk)." ["Mishkatul Masabih", v.3, p.455]

(265) The similitude of those who spend their wealth in search of Allah's

pleasure and the fortification of their souls, is like a garden upon a hillock. A
rainstorm smites it and it brings forth double its fruit. Even if a rainstorm does

not come, a light drizzle suffices. Allah sees all that you do.

THE EXAMPLE OF THE ONE WHO SPENDS FOR THE PLEASURE
OF ALLAH

This verse cites the example of the charity of the pious and sincere believers.

When they spend in search of Allah's pleasure, they also intend to strengthen

their souls by virtue of this good deed, so that their souls remain accustomed to

this practice and miserliness does not afflict them. Their condition is like that

garden or orchard which is situated upon a hillock, this being the ideal situation

for its water resources and climate. When a rainstorm comes to this garden, it

cause its fruit to grow twice as much. Since the location of this garden is so

favourable, even if a slight drizzle were to fall, it would suffice for it to produce
abundant fruit. Therefore, whatever the people of Belief (Iman) will spend
sincerely for Allah's pleasure shall earn them an exceedingly handsome reward
fern Allah.

"Allah sees all that you do." Whatever action a person does, be it good or bad,
sincere of ostentatious, Allah is Ever Aware of it and shall confer the appropriate
^tribution. Every person should be conscious of his actions, constantly
Hamming them for sincerity.
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The author of "Bayanul Qur'an" writes that the difference in the type of rain

mentioned refers to the difference in the levels of sincerity. A Believer (Mu'min),

when his action is devoid of injury, ostentation and reminders of generosity,

shall attain the reward promised for the respective actions. The extent of his

reward and its level of acceptance will depend on his sincerity, which may be

high, moderate, or of a low degree.

jL^p^, L^L^U 4Ul*^ *£>'* /!j -/^' AiL^lj <j^^JA\ m(
yj=zza (ja L^3 4)

^L- j^Lj o4^
»

iC^J «* » >l^i ^;-^ cjL^-\i J; ^i

(266) Would any of you like that he possess a garden of palm trees and vines,

with rivers flowing beneath, containing all kinds of fruit therein? Then he is

stricken with old age, begets feeble children, and a fiery windstorm strikes (his

garden) burning it all. Thus Allah expounds for you His signs so that you may

ponder.

THE SIMILITUDE OF THOSE WHO DESTROY THEIR ACTS OF
DEVOTION AND OBEDIENCE

This verse cites the example of the person who, although a Muslim, destroys

his good actions by causing injury, making ostentation, or by doing any other

action that may render deeds null and void. He is like someone who possesses a

flourishing orchard of date palms, vineyards and every other type of fruit,

however, He grows old and is unable to do anything. His children are also of no

help to him because of their weakness. This orchard is his only source of

provision from which all his expenses, as well as those of his family are met. At

this critical juncture when he requires this orchard the most, a severe tempest

carrying fire with it, strikes the plantation and burns everything to cinders.

It should be understood that one of the primary objectives of good deeds is

the earning of rewards in the Hereafter, where these will be of dire necessity.

There they will serve to rescue a person from the punishment of Hell and deliver

him to Heaven (Jannah). If, however, they are not carried out with sincerity, they

shall be of no avail to a person when he needs them most. Although actions like

Salah, Hajj, Jihad (religion war), etc. seem to look attractive, they will be destroyed

by ostentation and vanity. In a like manner, acts of charity will be destroyed

when they are followed by injury and reminders of gen^KoSity '1'hc- utter grief

and disappointment that a person will suffer on the Day of Judgment is

illustrated in this similitude. Allah elucidates all of these examples to man to

instil concern within him.
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(267) O you who believe! Spend of the good things that you have earned, and of

that which We produce for you from the earth. Do not intend to spend of the

inferior things which you would not yourselves have except with closed eyes.

Know that verily Allah is Independent, Worthy of praise.

INSTRUCTION TO SPEND OF THE BEST FOR THE PLEASURE OF
ALLAH

The above verse contains the explicit instruction to spend of the best.

Unlawful (Haram) wealth is, of course, not implied, but the best of Lawful (Halal)

wealth should be spent in charity.

The reason for the revelation of this verse is mentioned in "Asbabun Nuzul"

(p. 82). Sayyidina Bara bin Azib <up iui ^j reports that it was common amongst the

Ansar to hang some branches of dates between the pillars of the Mosque (Masjid)

of the Holy Prophet jJL- 3 aJLp &\ j^> during the date season. The poor people would
then eat from this. When some dry, unwanted dates were also hung there, the

above verse was revealed, viz. "Do not intend to spend of the inferior things which

you would not yourselves have except with closed eyes.

"

It is reported from Sayyidina Jabir ^ i»» ^j in "Lubabun Nuqul" that the

Holy Prophet <JL.j Up iut ju once instructed the Companions (Sahdba)^ &\ ^j
to spend for the "Sadaqatul Fitr". A person presented some decayed dates,

whereupon the verse was revealed, "O you who believe! Spend of the good things

that you have earned. .."

" .... which you would not yourselves have except with closed eyes." In this phrase

a person is reprimanded not to give such inferior things to others in charity

which he would not be prepared to accept, should it be given to him. Just as none
would want to accept anything of poor quality as repayment of a debt, none
should give such things in charity. It is, however, another matter if a person does

so out of necessity and has to give such wealth because nothing better is

available.

" and from that which we have produced for you from the earth..." Jurists have
deduced from this verse that Zakah also has to be given from one's crops. This

has also been established from the Ahadith and is referred to as "Ushr." From the

broad sense of the verse, Scholar (Imam) Abu Hanifah aJLp it ^ has mentioned
that this Ushr be given on all types of crops, be they grains, vegetables or fruit.

The only exceptions are grass and wood.

If the crops are watered by a source that requires no capital (such as rain,

rivers, streams, etc), then a tenth (10%) of the produce will have to be given to the

deserving recipients of Zakah. If the plantation is watered by a source that

requires capital (such as a borehole, etc.), then half the amount (5%) will have to

be given in Zakah.

Ruling: The above Zakah has no nisab (minimum qualifying amount). The
aPplicable 5% or 10% will have to be given irrespective of the amount of produce
grown.
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Ruling: There exists some detail with, regard to land being either of "Ushr"

or "Kharaj". Briefly it may be understood that if any territory was conquered by

the Muslims, then redistributed by the Leader of the Believers (Amirid Mu'minin)

amongst the Muslim soldiers, it will be regarded as "Ushr" land. The same will

apply to the land of Infidels (kuffar) who subsequently converted to Islam.

"Know that Allah is Independent, Worthy of praise." Allah does not require a

person's charity, but the person himself benefits by spending. Allah is deserving

of all praise and thanks for what He has given His servants. The author of

"Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that the word "Hamid" may also be interpreted as

"Hamid" i.e. The One who praises. This is so because Allah shows appreciation

for a person's good deeds by rewarding him accordingly.

i^-^=^J\ 0_^ o^j iLt^ Cy» A^====L>Jt^ Q^ j^ ^j aX\j y^a*j

(268) Satan (Shaytan) threatens you with poverty and instructs you to do (acts of)

lewdness, whereas Allah promises you forgiveness from Him and bounty. Allah

is All Embracing, All Knowing. (269)He gives wisdom to Whom He wills, and

whosoever is given wisdom has indeed received abundant good. Only those

people take heed who have understanding.

SATAN (SHAYTAN) PROMISES POVERTY AND ALLAH PROMISES.
FORGIVENESS AND BOUNTY

This verse advises a person not to fall prey to the deviousness of Satan

(Shaytan). When a person wishes to spend in charity, Satan (Shaytan) whispers to

him that this will decrease his wealth. He tells him that he should rather spare

the wealth for future needs. If the person still spends, Satan (Shaytan) then tries

to convince him to spend of the inferior wealth. In this way, he attempts to enjoin

on a person miserliness and what is considered to be evil and lewd.

A person should rather take faith in Allah's promises of pardon and bounty,

which are sure to be fulfilled. To be oblivious of these promises and follow the

devices of the enemy is not an act of intelligence. Acting according to the

injunctions of Allah will guarantee a person success in both worlds.

The Holy Prophet pJL^ Up i»i ^U said, "There are three things upon which I

take an oath. The first is that giving Sadaqa (charity) does riot deplete a person's

wealth. The second is that Allah will surely give honour to the one who patiently

perseveres oppression/and the third is that the door to poverty shall definitely

open to the one who opens the door to begging." ["Mishkatul Masabih", p. 451, from

Tirmidhi]

Zakah and Sadaqa serve to increase and safeguard a person's wealth. Th£

Holy Prophet fJL- ^ aJLp i»\ ju said, "Protect your wealth from destruction by giving

Zakah, treat the sick with Charity (Sadaqa), and counter the waves of adversity
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vvith
prayer (diOand/iumility." [Abu Dawud in his "Marasil"]

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah ^ ibi ^>j narrates that the Holy Prophet up & J^
^ said, "Every day two angels descend. The first supplicates, 'Oh Allah, grant

the
spender (in charity) an increase/ while the other says, 'Oh Allah, destroy the

wealth of the one who withholds/
7

["Mishkatul Masabih", v.l, p.164]

He also reports that the Holy Prophet ^jUpii j^ said, " Allah says, 'Oh

50n of Adam £%-& Up, spend (on My creation) and I will spend on you!" [Bnkhari]

The Holy Prophet ^i-j Up &\ JU told Sayyidina Asma ^ At ^Jf "Spend in

charity and do not count, otherwise Allah will also count and provide for you.

D not hoard, otherwise Allah shall close His beneficence to you. Spent whatever

vou are able to." [Bukhari, v.l, p.193]

Satan (Shaytan), as well as a person's "Nafs" (base instincts) do not wish him

to spend in charity, warning him of future needs. To spend in this time of

dissuasion earns greater rewards. A person asked the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ibi JU
which Charity (Sadaqa)reaps the greatest reward. The Holy Prophet jJL-j aJs- &\ JU
replied, "When a person spends while still healthy (not on his deathbed), against

the dictates of his Nafs, fearing poverty, and with the desire to accumulate

wealth. This charity will earn the most reward. A person should not delay giving

charity until he is about to die and his soul has reached his throat. Then he says

that so much is for this person and so much is for that person, whereas the

wealth already belongs to someone else." [Bukhari, v.l, p.191]

Sayyidina Jabir <* &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet pJL-j <±s^ & J^ said,

"Whoever gives Zakah has disposed of the evil of his wealth." [At Targhib wat

Tarhib,v.l,p. 19]

Not only does Satan (Shaytan) try to dissuade a person from spending in

charity, but he creates all types of obstacles in an effort to shake his faith and

complicate matters for him. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud *& i» ^j narrates

that the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ii>* JU said, "A Satan (Shaytan) and an angel preside

upon a person's heart. The Satan (Shaytan) threatens him (with poverty and
other fears) and falsifies the truth, while the angel instills the hope of good
within him and acceptance of the truth. Whoever senses this feeling should know
that it is from Allah, and should praise Him. Whoever senses the opposite (the

instigation of the Satan (Shaytan)), should seek refuge in Allah from these." After

saying this the Holy Prophet ^Lj Up ii ^ recited the verse, "Satan (Shaytan)

tiireatens you with poverty and instructs you to do (acts of) lewdness." ["Mishkatul

Musabih," v.l, p. 18]

"Allah is All Embracing, All Knowing." His mercy and bounty embrace all,

and He has complete knowledge of all acts of charity.

"He gives wisdom to whom He wills... "Wisdom in this verse refers to things
that are well consolidated, whether they be of speech or action. It is stated in

Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.3, pAl), quoting from "Bahrul Muhit", that there are
aPproximately 29 interpretations of this word, all of which basically refer to the

^roe thing. Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ^ ii ^Jf Sayyidina Qatadah Up &s ^ and
°thers say that it refers to an understanding of the Qur'an. Sayyidina Abu Darda
^ ^ j^j mentioned that to read and ponder on the Qur'an constitutes practical
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wisdom. Sayyidina Mujahid <4± & ^
; says that it refers to the correct

performance of all actions and verbal statements. He also mentioned that it

means all knowledge of the Qur'an, religious jurisprudence and those types of

knowledge that greatly benefit a person.

Sayyidina Ata ajip j>« <^
}
interprets it to mean the recognition of Allah, while

Sayyidina Abu Uthman ajlp &\ <^j is of the opinion that it refers to a celestial light

that allows one to distinguish between good and evil inspirations. Every one of

these interpretations boil down to almost the same thing. Therefore, it will be

appropriate to say that it refers to all beneficial knowledge as well as legitimate

actions and statements.

"
....and whosoever is given wisdom has indeed received abundant good." This is so

because such wisdom augurs well for a person in both worlds. In a narration of

Bukhari (v.l, p. 17), Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ &\ ^j reports that the Holv

Prophet «L* • -uU ^ J^> said, "Envy is only permitted in the case of two persons.

One is the person whom Allah has given wealth, and the ability to spend

generously from it in every good cause. The other is the person whom Allah had

bestowed with wisdom, which he uses to pass correct judgments between people

and teaches the same to others.

"Only those people take heed who have understanding/' Such are the ones who
remain far from the darkness of submitting to their carnal desires. They are those

whom Allah refers to in the verse, "They ponder about the creation of the heavens and

the earth..." [Surah hi lmran, Verse 191]

(270) Whatever alms you spend or oaths you vow, surely Allah is Aware of them.

The oppressors shall have no helper.

ALLAH IS AWARE OF ALL CHARITIES AND VOWS
After mentioning the various injunctions of charity and its etiquette, Allah

now makes brief mention of the fact that He is Ever Aware of whatever is spent

in His way, be it apparent or hidden. This verse therefore emphasises what was

previously mentioned. At the same time, mention is also made of vows, which

become binding on a person upon their inception, be they general or attached.

A general vow (Mutlaq), for example, refers to a vow when a person says

that he vows to observe a fast for Allah, or perform two rakahs of Salah, or give

some charity. The attached vow (Mu'atlaq) refers to when a person vows to

accomplish sued an action upon the occurrence of a specific event, like recovery

from illness.

Allah says in Surah Hajj, they should fulfill their voivs" [Surah 22, verse 29],

Mention is made of vows together with Charity in this verse because many a

time people vow to give certain sums of money in charity. Taking a vow is not

encouraged in Islam. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar *& & ^j narrates that the

Holy Prophet jJL-j aIp &\ Ju* prohibited the taking of vows and said, "It cannot
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prevent anything, and merely serves to extract something from a miser/' \Bukhan.

lzp-990]

Despite the prohibition, if a person takes a vow he will have to complete it

urtiess
it is for a sinful act In that case, he will have to break the vow and pay the

due expiation (Kaffara), which will (Insha Allah) be discussed in the beginning of

Surah Ma'aidah.

Ruling: It is Haram to take a vow of anything that is not permissible.

ga
yyidah Ayshah i^ & ^p ) narrates that the Holy Prophet ,JL-. u* & j~? said,

"Whoever vowed something in the obedience of Allah, should be obedient to

Allah, <ind whoever took a vow that was in the disobedience of Allah, should not

disobey Him. [Bukhari v.2 p. 991] This implies that no person should feel obliged to

enact the sinful action which he vowed to do. Instead, he should do the opposite

and pay the expiation (Kaffara), as narrated in "MishkatuI Masabih" (p.298) from

reports in Abu Dawud and Tirmidhi. One should refer to the books of Fiqh

{Islamic jurisprudence) for the detailed rulings of vows.

"The oppressors shall have no helper." Every sin is an act of oppression, be it

major or minor. Some may even be a cause for others to be oppressed, but in

reality, any sin causes oppression upon one's own soul because it will subject

him to punishment. The greatest form of oppression is, therefore, infidelity (knfr)

and polytheism (shirk).

Ji J^ '<SjJUjA\ U>£>j \jtyJ^ ojj Jt U-^ £+*J^\

f$H# < <^ *'\" ^r>'
LIU) A-o- e)>U_*> U-J 4tt\ * ,

(271) If you make your charity apparent, then this is good, but if you secretly

give it to the poor, it will be better for you and atone for some of your sins. Allah

is Informed of what you do.

GIVING CHARITY OPENLY OR QUIETLY

This verse discusses the very pertinent aspect of giving charity openly or

secretly. If a person carries out an action, be it Salah, Zakah, charity, etc with the

intention of showing others so that they think that he is a pious person, this is

pure show and ostentation. However, if the action is performed in front of others

without this intention, and solely to please Allah, then it will be considered to be
a sincere action. If the intention is sincere and is coupled with the objective of

encouraging others to do likewise, then this second intention shall earn a reward
of its own.

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah ^ &\ ^>j narrated his personal experience when a

Person once entered his home while he was engaged in Salah. He grew
concerned that his action was now seen by another. Upon reporting the incident
to the Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^ i»» JL*, the latter consoled him thus, "O Abu
Hurairah, Allah's mercy be on you. You have received a double reward:, one for

Conspicuous act and another for a hidden one." [Tirmidhi]

The concern of Sayyidina Abu Hurairah ** i»» ^j was due to the fact that
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perchance vanity and ostentation may enter his heart once the person had seen

him. Another interpretation is that he felt pleased that the person, by observing

him, may also be prompted to do the same. It may be understood that

ostentation is not that one performs an action in front of others, but that the

intention is for others to hold a high opinion of one.

Allah mentions in the verse that to give charity publicly is good. In the light

of the above explanation, it is understood that this will apply to those who have

a clear and pure intention. In doing so, they wish their action to be an example

. for others to follow.

Thereafter Allah states that to give alms secretly is even better. This is due to

the fact that in so doing, there exists no possibility of ostentation and pride.

Another advantage of this practice is that the recipient does not feel embarrassed

to accept the charity in front of others.

At times, however, it will be better to give publicly. An example of this is to

contribute in the path of Allah, or to give Zakah in a place where people do not

generally give, or for such a person to contribute who is followed by others. In

these situations, it would be superior to give openly on condition that the

intention is sincere. Since every person cannot exercise such control over his

emotions that he is secure from succumbing to ostentation, it will be better to

give alms secretly.

Some people contribute secretly but then publicise the event in the media,

taking pains to have their names taken at the institutions towards which they

contributed. They even wait for their names to be published with titles attached.

There lies no benefit in their charities whatsoever because of the incorrect

intentions of their hearts.

Whether an action is carried out in public or in secret, it will be accepted by

Allah if the intention is solely for His pleasure. A sign of sincerity is when a

person enacts a good deed just as well in secret as he would have done in public.

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah ^^^ narrates that the Holy Prophet ^i-j *> & J^
said, "When a person performs Salah perfectly before people, and when in

privacy he does the same, then Allah says, 'Definitely this is My true bondsman/'

["Mishkatul Masabih" p.455]

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.3, p.44) writes that there are numerous

Ahadith elucidating the virtue of spending secretly. A narration occurs in the

"Musnad of Ahmad" wherein Sayyidina Abu Dharr <up £>\ ^j asked the Holy

Prophet pi-j *ip ^ J^> which Charity (Sadaqa) was the best. The Holy Prophet

pJL-j <Op ii JU replied, /'To give a needy person in .private and to assist the

helpless person who is making an effort to earn." Thereafter he recited the verse

under discussion.

In a narration of Bukhari (v. I, p. 91) it is reported from Sayyidina Abu

Hurairah **> &\ ^j that the Holy Prophet jJL-j aJLp ifo jl* said, "Seven people will

be accommodated under the shade of Allah's throne on the day when there shau

be no shade besides His shade." One of these seven shall be the person who gave

charity so secretly that the left hand knew not what the -ght hand gave.
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(272) Their guidance is not your duty [O Muhammad ^L-j <U* ^ J^\, but Allah

guides whomsoever He wills. Whatever good thing you spend is for yourselves,

and you spend not except in search of Allah 's pleasure. Whatever good you

spend shall be repaid to you in full and you will not be oppressed.

ONE SHALL RECEIVE THE RECOMPENSE OF EVERY ACTION

The Holy Prophet (JL-j Up iui ju» exerted himself to invite the infidels (kuffar)

to Islam, but many refused to accept. This caused much grief and concern to him.

Allah revealed the above verse to console him, just as on numerous other

occasions similar verses were revealed. The task of Holy Prophet pJL-j *A± i»t J^>

was to show people the truth and explain this to them. Their acceptance was not

his responsibility, but rather that of Allah, Who guides aright whomsoever He
pleases.

In "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.3 p.45), Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ** &\ ^j narrates that the

above verse was revealed when the Holy Prophet jJL-j u* it JU instructed them
to spend only on the Muslims. He also narrates that the Ansar used to refrain

from giving Charity (Sadaqa) to their relatives who were not Muslim, waiting for

them to accept Islam first. With regard to this, the above verse was revealed.

Therefore the verse will mean that guidance does not depend upon whether you
spend on them or not, but guidance is the exclusive task of Allah. Whether one

spends on a needy infidel (kafir) or Muslim, one shall receive the full reward.

"Wliatever good thing you spend is for yourselves... "Explaining this verse, the

author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that a person shall receive the reward of any

charitable act, so he should not destroy this reward by causing injury, reminding

others of his generosity and being ostentatious. It could also mean that since the

benefit of almsgiving accrues to the giver, he should not differentiate between his

giving a needy Muslim or infidel (kafir).

" and you spend not except in search of Allah 's pleasure." For this reason

one should spend in a manner that shall earn Allah's pleasure, as outlined in the

various etiquette already discussed. At the same time, one should avoid all those

things that earn His wrath and destroy the charity. Some commentators state that

this verse is actually a command to spend only for Allah's pleasure.

"Whatever good you spend shall be repaid to you in full and you will not be

oppressed." This emphasises the previous verses. Other commentators say that it

means that Allah shall give the person more wealth in this world. This is not

farfetched when the hadith is borne in mind in which an angel constantly

supplicates to Allah to grant good recompense for the spender in the path of

Allah. ["Ruhul Ma'ani" v.3, p.46]

Ruling: While one shall be rewarded for giving Nafl Sadaqa (optional
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charity) to a infidel (kafir), the infidel (kafir) may not be given any Zakah, no r

Wajib Sadaqa (compulsory charity).

K-A &*k£ti A¥^-. ^-*Ji\ ^j

(273) (Alms) are for the poor who are constrained in the path of Allah and cannot

travel in the land. An ignorant person thinks them to be wealthy because of

their restraint (from begging). You will recognise them by their mark, they do

not ask of people with importunity. Whatever good thing you spend, surely

Allah knows of it.

THE INSTRUCTION TO SPEND ON THOSE IN THE PATH OF

ALLAH

This verse explains the virtue of giving charity to those who are engaged In

religious activities which prevent them from earning their livelihood. The author

of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.3 pA6) writes that this verse, refers to the people of Suffah

who numbered approximately 300. They constituted of poor immigrants and

lived on a raised platform covered by a thatched roof, located within [he

Masjidun Nabawi. Their only occupation was the acquiring of knowledge and

participating in any expedition of Jihad (religion war) that the Holy Prophet & ^
jjL- * Up dispatched.

Sayyidina Sa'id bin Jubair Up &\ ^ says that the verse refers to all those

soldiers who have been injured in battle and are thus incapacitated.

According to the author of "Ruhul Ma'ani", it is learnt that these two

groups should receive preference in spending, but alms should not be restricted

only to them. The description of these people given in the verse is that they are

unable to travel in search of their livelihood. This qualifies them to accept

charity.

Another quality of theirs is that 'An ignorant person thinks them to be wealthy

because of their restraint (from begging)/' This verse explains that those who are

engaged in religious works behave independently and never ask of people, even

though they cannot earn their livelihood. This behaviour fools the unvvan

person to think that they are wealthy. It is the duty of the Muslim to seek out

such deserving people and to assist them, for the truly deserving ones are those

who do not beg. The Holy Prophet ^ 3
Up ifo J^ said, "The needy person is not

he who goes begging from door to door, who will be satisfied with one or ^
morsels or dates. The real needy person is he who has nothing to gratify him#'

and none are aware of his need due to his abstinence from begging. [Bukhan, <'• 'I

The third quality of such people is that "You xuill recognise them ty

'

ft
"
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tuark..." This refers to their apparent condition of destitution by which one may
realise that they are needy. Some commentators interpret this to mean the signs

of hardship which are evident on the face. Others maintain that it refers to the

paleness of complexion caused by hunger. Others say that it is the decrepit

condition of their clothing. All these opinions have been recorded in "Ma'alimut

Tanzil" (v.l, p.259), but they are not restricted to these. A person who truly wishes

to gauge their condition may do so by observing many more signs when mixing

with them.

"
they do not ask of people with importunity." Commentators state that

these people never beg at all. The mention of the clause ''with importunity" is

merely coincidental because this is the trait of many beggars. If they were to beg,

why would "an ignorant person" think them to be wealthy?

"Wliatever good tiling you spend, surely Allah knozvs of it." Allah values

everything spent in His cause and will never allow it to be wasted. Every action

shall be duly rewarded.

The author of "Bayanul Qur'an" writes that it is gleaned from this verse that

the best people to spend upon are the religious students. The insolent remark of

certain inexperienced people that such students should earn their stay is

answered in the Qur'an. It is simple to understand that no person can accomplish

two tasks simultaneously, both of which require his complete attention. Anyone
who has any experience in serving the Din (religion), will know that this service

demands one's full application. If one has to make an effort elsewhere it would

hamper one's commitment, causing the service to Din (religion) to be impaired.

(274] ^JL^^J^i (*-* JJ J^^> * *5>- *J (+-&J -X-^>

(274) Those who spend their wealth by night and day, secretly and openly, verily

their reward is with their Lord. No fear will come upon them neither shall they

grieve.

THE VIRTUE OF THOSE WHO GIVE CHARITY DAY AND NIGHT

In whatever way a person spends for the pleasure of Allah, he shall receive

his full reward from Allah in the Hereafter. Then he shall not lament his

charitable acts as those who had misused their wealth in sinful channels.

It is learnt from this verse that the charity given in public will also be

rewarded if it was devoid of ostentation, just as that given secretly. Ostentation is

the intention of the heart, not an apparent action.
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(275) Those who consume usury shall not rise up except like him whom the

Satan (Shaytan) has driven mad by his touch. This is because they say, "Trade is

just like usury!" Allah has permitted trade and forbidden usury. He unto whom
the admonition had come from his Lord and he refrained, then for him is that

which has passed, and his affair rests with Allah. Those who shall return are

indeed the dwellers of the Fire wherein they shall abide forever.

THE ABOMINATION OF USURERS

The verse describes the condition of those indulging in usury. They shall

rise on the Day of Judgment, totally bewildered and confused like that person

whom Satan (Shaytan) had smitten with his touch, rendering him insane. He

speaks in stuttered mumblings and is deprived of his mental capacity.

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah <u* ibt ^j reports that the Holy Prophet <Up ii ^
(JL-j said, "On the night when I was transported to the heavens Ascension

(Mi'raj), I passed by people whose bellies were swollen like houses. Their bellies

were filled with serpents which could be seen from outside. When I asked Jibr'i!

{%J\ Up who these people were, he replied that they were those who consumed

usury. ["Mishkatul Masabih" p. 246from Ahmad and Von Majah]

One can well imagine the horror of a person confronted by a single serpent

How much worse will this be if his belly were to be filled with them, moreover if

his belly were to be the size of a house? Such will be the state of those who

consume usury.

Some people attempt to legalise usury by saying that trade is not any

different since an increase in capital occurs in both transactions. This very

statement is made by many in different words. Some say so by terming usury as

profit. Merely altering the name of a thing cannot justify it. Allah has forbidden

usury, and it shall remain forbidden until eternity.

Since the institution of banking became common, people have grown

accustomed to taking usury. They ridicule the Scholars (Ulama), saying that

'their' prohibition of usury has led to the decline of the Muslims while the other

nations have progressed far more rapidly. The Scholars (Ulama) are merely

conveying the message from Allah and have themselves no authority to make a

thing Lawful (Halal) or Unlawful (Haram). Such people are objecting to the law of

Allah by making these absurd statements.

"Allah has permitted trade and prohibited usury. This is the outstanding

difference between the two which could not be any clearer. Even in principle

there exists a fundamental difference in that trade involves the exchange of o^

commodity for another where the full value of the one is given in lieu of ttf

other. In usury, however, even after the full value of the initial loan is paid- i

further amount is demanded. According to the definition of the Holy Prop ,e

jJU- 3 *ip ^ JU>, every loan that earns a profit is usury.
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Sayyidina Anas <& «&» ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up <3>i JU» said,

"When the borrower wishes to give a gift to the lender, or offers him a ride on his

conveyance, neither the ride nor the gift should be accepted unless they were

previously in the habit of exchanging gifts/
7

["Mishkatul Masabih", p. 246 from Von

ffiajah and Bayhaqi]

Sayyidina Abu Burda <u* &\ ^j relates that when he came to Madinah he

met Sayyidina Abdullah bin Salam ^ i» ^j who told him, "You come from a

land wherein usury is rife. Whenever you give a loan to anyone, then do not

even accept from him a bundle of chaff or wheat or some greens tied in a rope

since this will constitute usury." [Bukhari]

The caution of Imam Abu Hanifah ^ ibt^ is legendary. When going to his

debtors he would not even stand in the shade of their walls so as not to derive

any extra benefit from them over and above their repayments.

In the prohibition of even accepting the debtor's gift lies the answer to the

objection of many people. They claim that there should be no prohibition for that

usury which is given happily by the debtor since he is doing so willingly. A gift

is also given willingly, but it has been prohibited and declared as usury. If this is

the ease with a gift, then that which is taken in the name of usury should be even

worse. By mutual consent neither usury, nor bribery, nor adultery become
lawful.

Allah says in Surah Nisa, "Due to their oppression We forbade to the Jews the

pure things which were lawful for them, and because of their prevention from Allah's

path and their consuming of usury from which they were prohibited; and their wrongful

usurpation of the wealth of others. We have prepared for the disbelievers amongst them a

painful punishment." [Surah 4, verses 160/1]

The Holy Prophet ^JL-j. Up it ju saw in a dream that a person was swimming
in a river of blood and every time he tried to come out he was struck in the

mouth with a rock flung by another person standing beside the river. The impact

caused him to return to his original position each time. When the Holy Prophet
jJLj Up &\ ju asked his two companions [Jibr'H fMUi <As> and Sayyidina Mika'il ^
f>Ui] regarding the person, he was told that the person in the river was a usurer

[Bukhari, v.l, p.185]. This punishment is, most probably, due to the fact that usurers

oppress people and figuratively suck their blood while resting content.

Because of the gravity of the sin of usury, every person involved in the

transaction is cursed. Sayyidina Jabir <up ito ^j narrated that the Holy Prophet
(J-j ^ it JU cursed the taker of interest, the giver, the recorder of the

transaction, as well as the witnesses. He added that all share equally in the sin.

[Muslim, v.l, p.27]

All such people should reconsider their positions who are involved in

transactions of usury, like those employed in banks and building societies.

Aiding in sin is also prohibited, just as it is to take employment for Unlawful
(Haram) acts. Therefore, accepting a salary from such employment is also

Unlawful (Haram). The truth has to be told by the Scholars (Ulama) despite the

adverse reaction from people.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Hanzalah <up &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet
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fL** *±l &\ Jl^ said, "A single dirham that a person consumes knowing that it

usury is worse than committing adultery 36 times/' ["Mishkatul Masahih/' p. i Afi

from Ahmad and Darul Qutni]

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah <up in ^, narrates that the Holy Prophet <d± i
.JL-j said, "The least sin of the 70 parts of usury is incest with one's own mother

"

f
"Mishkatul Masahih, " p. 246]

"He unto whom the admonition had come from his Lord and lie refrained, then tl)Y

him is that which has passed, and his affair rests with Allah." This refers to that usurv

which was taken before the abolition of usury. There shall be no sin tor the past

since then there existed no prohibition. Therefore what was previously taken in

usury will not have to be returned. ["Ruhul Ma'ani" v.3, p.51 and Madarikut Tanzil v i

p.138] However, the person who still involves himself in usury after being aware

of the prohibition, shall have to suffer the dreaded torment of Hell.

(276) Allah blighted usury and increases charity, and Allah loves not the

disbeliever and Sinner.

THE BLESSINGS OF CHARITY (SADAQA) AND THE

DESTRUCTION OF USURY

This verse outlines the difference between usury and Charity (Saciacjai

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud <up &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet sip & ^
(JL-j said, "Although usury appears to increase, it eventually leads to deficiency,

["Mishkatul Masahih," p. 246from Jhn Majah, Bayhaqi and Ahmad]

The absence of blessings in the wealth of usurers is evident before all. The

usurer is constantly worried about increasing his finances, making money his

very life. He is totally oblivious of performing actions to please Allah and his

heart grows extremely hard. He never fails to even extract money out of the most

destitute people, giving them loans at exorbitant interest rates. The commodities

of life may be acquired by the wealth accrued from interest but such wealth can

never buy contentment and satisfaction. While it can buy the things that lead to

contentment, it can never acquire contentment itself.

This wealth is also afflicted by all sorts of calamities, and it is not

uncommon for banks to become insolvent. Even if a person's ill-gotten wealth

survives in this world, it will not avail him in the Hereafter, where it will be a

cause of utter ruin to him. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ &\ ^j narrates that

the Holy Prophet ^< ^ ii J^ said, "The charity given from Unlawful wealth

(Hardm zuealth) shall never be accepted, and whatever is spent there from sha

have no blessings. Whatever is left behind shall be a cause for entry into Hen

["Mishkatul Masahih", p.242, from Ahmad]

Whatever Unlawful (Hardm) wealth is spent on one's family shall also I* 4

burden for them. Sayyidina Jabir ^ ib» ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^ ! r
\

(J- • <u^ said, "The flesh nourished by Unlawful (Hardm) can never enter Heau
,

(jannah), and Hell is more deserving of it." ["Mishkatul Masahih," p. 242, from A l,n*"
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and Damn]

Of what use is such abundant wealth that takes a person and his family into

Hell and is a source of deprivation from peace, contentment and blessings. On
the other hand, the Lawful (Halal) wealth that is little and accepted in charity by

Allah will bring much blessings and rewards for the person.

''Allah loves not the disbeliever and sinner." The person who refutes the

prohibition of usury, considering it permissible and continues with his

disbelieving ways shall earn the wrath of Allah, to his utter detriment.

(277) Surely those who believe, do good deeds, establish Salah and pay Zakah,

their reward is with their Lord and no fear shall come upon them nor shall they

grieve.

THE REWARD OF THE BELIEVERS (MU'MININ) WHO PERFORM
SALAH AND PAY ZAKAH

During the discussion of usury, mention is made of the Believers (Mu'minin)

together with some of their unique actions and rewards in the Hereafter. This is

in stark contrast to the usurers, who shall be totally bewildered because they

earned their wealth wrongfully and never spent it in the correct avenues. Even if

they did use this wealth in right channels, it would bring them no benefit in the

Hereafter. Those who were believers and spent their lawfully earned wealth in

noble causes shall have neither fear nor grief in the Hereafter.

[279) >C^>yJja> JJ J>JLk.

(278) O you who believe/ Fear Allah and give up what is left from usury if

indeed you are believers. (279) If you do not, then be warned of war from Allah
and His messenger. If you repent then you may have only your principal

amount. Oppress not and you shall not be oppressed.

ALLAH'S DECLARATION OF WAR WITH THE USURERS
Commentators record that four brothers from the tribe of Bani Thaqif

borrowed some money on interest to the tribe of Bani Mughira. When Ta'if fell to
the Muslims, these four accepted Islam. When they went to the Bani Mughira to

collect their dues, the latter said that they had also accepted Islam and would
never pay the interest, which was forbidden by Allah. When the case was
presented before the governor of Makkah, Sayyidina Atab bin Usaid <&> &\ ^> Jf he
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referred it to the Holy Prophet jJL-j <ip & J^. On this occasion the above verse

was revealed. This verse only permits the taking of the initial loan, not the

interest, which was a substantial amount. However, upon hearing this verse, the

brothers exclaimed, "What strength do we possess against Allah? We forsake the

interest/
7

•

This incident has been mentioned so that no Muslim, who has already

collected large sums in interest, should say that he shall henceforth leave all

remaining interest due to him, but consider all that was previously given as

lawful. This verse does not refer to him. With regard to the infidels (kuffar) who
had been collecting interest (then converted to Islam), they may keep with them

what was collected while they were in infidelity (kufr). It is compulsory (Wajib)

for the Muslim who had collected interest from others to return all to them. If he

cannot recall these people, it will be compulsory for him to give the equivalent

sum in charity.

Every person who was previously involved in transactions of usury, should

repent and desist from repeating such dealings. If they do not, then they will be

engaging in battle with Allah. They should not oppress others by taking interest

and the debtors should also not oppress by not paying the principal part of the

loan.

The interest derived from deposits in banks is totally Unlawful (Haram).

Those possessing these accounts should close them and withdraw all their

original deposits. By terming this interest as profit will not justify it in the least,

and will amount to 'making the statement mentioned in the verse, "Trade is just

like usury," whereas, "Allah has permitted trade andforbidden usury/'

The evil and severity of a sin, irrespective of its gravity, tends to wane when

it becomes common practice. Once the institution of banking became fashionable,

people began dealing in interest on a regular basis and lost all perception of its

sinfulness. They even began to seek ways of legalising it. They say that the bank

owners merely invest their wealth and earn a profit thereby. Therefore, they

maintain that it is perfectly legal to share in these" profits" These are statements

of ignorance. Although the bank is investing peoples' money, the deal was not

transacted as one of "Mudarabah" {a type ofpartnership). With the banks, a person

receives a fixed percentage, irrespective of fluctuations in financial returns. The

transaction with the bank remains one of usury and remains Unlawful (Haram).

Lesson: The declaration of war from Allah and His Holy Prophet *> & J^
jJL-j is made against the person who deals in interest. The same warning is

sounded to a person who chooses to harass any friend of Allah (pious person). The

Holy Prophet pJL-j <A* iui ^U says in a narration of Bukhari, "Allah says, T declare

war on anyone who harms a friend of Mine!" According to another narration, the

Holy Prophet jJL-j «Op i»r ju said, "The one who harms a friend of Allah, has

engaged in battle with Allah." ["Mishkatul Masabih," p.455from Von Majah and Bayhaqi]

Commentators of hadith mention that these two grave sins which invite

Allah's declaration of war are indeed very rife. Most people are involved in

usurious transactions and people continuously seek to fight and harm the friends

of Allah. Allah's friends are those pious servants who are always engaged in

devotions, possess and impart sound knowledge of the Qur'an and Hadith,
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invite towards the Din (religion), and exert themselves for Islam. How can any

person hope for Allah
7

s mercy when they have engaged Him in combat?

(280) If the debtor is in financial difficulty, then allow him grace till a time of

ease; and that you should be charitable is better for you if you but knew. (281)

Beware of the day wherein you shall be returned to Allah, then every soul will

be recompensed in full and they shall not be oppressed.

POSTPONING THE DEBT OF ONE IN FINANCIAL DIFFICULTY

This verse encourages the defraying of a person's debt until he is able to

pay. However, if the debt is completely written off as charity, it will earn a much
greater reward for the creditor. It is the practice of usurers to give a loan with

interest and, when the debtor is unable to meet the repayments, they rejoicingly

compound the interest. Allah has instructed the contrary by not permitting usury

in the first place. If, because of pressing circumstances, the person is unable to

meet his repayment, he should be allowed grace until he is able to repay. It will

be best if the creditor writes off the debt completely.

Writing a debt off has been referred to as Charity (Sadaqa) in this verse

because waiving off debts can attain the same reward and blessings in wealth

that are contained in Charity (Sadaqa). Sayyidina Abu Hurairah v* &\ ^j relates a

hadith concerning a person who used to give loans to people. He used to instruct

the servant collecting the debts to overlook the debts of those in straitened

circumstances with the hope that Allah may overlook his sins. Upon his death, it

transpired just as he had hoped, and Allah forgave him all his sins [Bukharu v.l,

p.279, Muslim, v.2,p.l 8]

Sayyidina Abu Qatadah v* ito ^j narrates that he heard the Holy Prophet
pL-j Up &\ J^> say, "The person who wishes Allah to save him from the uneasiness

of the Day of Judgment, should defer the debt of an indigent person or write it

off." [Muslim, v.2,p.l8]

The Holy Prophet jJL-j ^ ^ J^> also said, "The person who postponed the

debt of another or forgave it altogether shall be given shade by Allah on the Day
of Judgment." [Muslim v.l pA16]

Giving a loan is a form of Charity (Sadaqa) even though the amount will be

collected at a later stage. This reward is also acquired for postponing the

payment deadline. Allama Ibn Kathir Up iui s^ narrates a hadith of Ahmad
wherein the Holy Prophet pJL^ Up As J^ said, "Whoever granted respite to a

hard-pressed debtor will receive the reward of that amount of Charity (Sadaqa)

tor every single day. The reward for the debt itself will be received before the

expiry of the due date, then he shall receive double the reward of Charity
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Sadaqa) for every other subsequent day thereafter/' [Muslim, v.l, p. 131]

"Beware of the day when you shall be returned to Allah..." After mentioning the

aws pertaining to usury and debts, attention is drawn to the day of Reckoning.

Dn this day every person shall be made aware of every action of his and given

he due reward or punishment. The person who is concerned about his plight in

he Hereafter, having conviction in its advent, and is ever conscious of the fact

hat he has to render an account there, shall find it easy to abstain from all

prohibited dealings.
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(282) O you who believe! When you contract a debt for a fixed term then record

it in writing. Let the scribe record the transaction between you with equity. No
scribe should refuse to write. As Allah taught him, so should he write. Let him

who incurs the debt dictate, and he should fear his Lord, diminishing naught

thereof. If the one upon whom is the debt is low in understanding, or weak or

unable to dictate, then the guardian of his interests should dictate with equity.

Call to witness two persons from your men. If there not be two men, then one

man and two women of whom you approve as witnesses so that if the one

(woman) should err the other may remind her. The witnesses should not refuse

when summoned. Be not reluctant in the recording of debts, be they small or

large up to their fixed terms. This is more just in the sight of Allah, surer for

testimony and the best way to avoid doubt between you; except when it is actual

merchandise which you transfer amangst yourselves from hand to hand. In that

case there is no sin on you if you write it not. Have witnesses when you sell to
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each other, and let no harm come to the scribe or the witness. If you do (harm

them), then it is indeed is a grave sin on you. Fear Allah, Allah shall teach you.

Allah is the Knower of all things.

THE LAWS OF LENDING, RECORDING AND CALLING
WITNESSES

In terms of words and letters, the verse is the longest in the Qur'an. The

verse exhorts people to record in writing all debts having a fixed date of

payment. The permissibility of transacting on credit and taking loans is deduced

from this together with the emphasised instruction to record these meticulously.

The amount of the debt as well as the due date of payment must be

recorded in the document. This shall prove beneficial in the event of a dispute,

which can easily be resolved by the document. The verse stipulates a 'fixed term"

which serves to make the term a highly defined one, such as a fixed date.

Uncertain terms may not be fixed, such as saying that payment will be due when
one's orchard ripens, or when he harvests, or when someone returns from a

journey.

The Scholars (Ulama) have not classified the order to record credit

transactions as obligation (Fardh) or compulsory (Wajib), but as an emphasised

Mustahab (highly preferable). The verse also stresses that the scribe of the

transaction should be impartial and just, not making any changes to the

document. Allah also advises the scribes not to refuse writing since Allah

granted this gifted ability to him and he should utilise it to serve Allah's creation.

"Let him who incurs the debt dictate, and he should fear his Lord, diminishing

naught thereof In his dictation of the terms of contract, the debtor should not

expropriate any right of his creditor. The debtor has been instructed to dictate

because this serves as an admission by him for taking the debt. It also serves to

protect him from paying extra, since he will be cautious in this matter. At the

same time, he should not dictate a smaller amount by exploiting the creditor's

negligence or ignorance of terminology.

However, if the debtor is unable to dictate, the guardian of his affairs may
do so on his behalf. This may occur when the person is either immature or too

old, prone to memory lapses and errors. It would also apply to people who are

mute or do not understand the language in which the document is written. In all

these cases, there exists the possibility that matters could be complicated, for

which reason another well-wisher of the debtor should intervene and dictate

fairly.

"Call to witness two persons from your men. If there not be tzuo men, then one man
and tioo women of whom you approve as witnesses..." . Because of the multiplicity of

their tasks and lack of education, women generally possess a forgetful nature

and weakness of expression. The verse states that, together with one man, two
women are required as witness "so that if the one (woman) should err the other

may remind her." This applies to general circumstances since there are many
exceptions where women may possess stronger memories, are more intelligent or

better able to express themselves than men.
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The witnesses must be sane, adult Muslims (as understood by the clause

'from your men"). From the second clause viz. "ofwhom yon approve as witnesses" it

is gathered that they should also be pious and just and such that both contracting

parties rely on them. Their should be no fear of partiality or injustice.

"The witnesses should not refuse when summoned." Once the witnesses are fully

conversant with the matter at hand, should any dispute arise, they cannot refuse

to give testimony to resolve the controversy. It shall be compulsory (Wajib) for

them to testify when their testimony will prevent the right of any of the parties

from being usurped. Should they, despite knowing the truth, conceal their

testimony, they shall be greatly sinful, as mentioned in a subsequent verse.

"Be not reluctant in the recording of debts, he they small or large up to their fixed

terms." The benefit of this is explained by Allah Himself in the following verse,

"This is more just in the sight of Allah, surer for testimony and the best way to avoid

doubt between you."

Therefore, all such transactions should be recorded. There exists only one

exception viz. "except when it is actual merchandise which you transfer amongst

yourselves from hand to hand. In that case there is no sin on you if you write it not"

This refers to all cash transactions which need not be recorded if the parties

do not wish to do so. However, it is still better that these also be reduced to

writing, as alluded to in the statement "there is no sin on you." This? is commonly
practiced nowadays by the issuing of cash receipts and invoices. The benefit of

this is that it serves as proof of purchase, whereby no other person can lay claim

to the goods afterwards.

"'Have witnesses when you sell to each other..." Having witnesses has many
advantages, especially in the event of a dispute. These may arise when, either

intentionally or knowingly, the seller denies having received payment or denies

the transaction itself. It may also occur that he claims to have absolved himself

from all defects in the commodity, or the buyer refutes the purchase. At times the

buyer may claim to have paid without receiving delivery of the goods, or claim

that he stipulated the right to return the goods. These are just a few examples of

the numerous quarrels that may be solved by calling witnesses at the time of

contracting, paying and receiving.

"...and let no harm come to the scribe or the witness." In the foregoing

discussion, the scribe and the witness were emphatically exhorted to execute

their respective tasks without injustice towards any of the transacting parties.

Here the two parties who had engaged the services of the scribe and witnesses

are instructed to deal well with them in return by not harming them in any way.

If the scribe requests remuneration, he should be paid and not compelled to

work for free.

In the same way, if the witness requires transport to carry out his task, it

shall be incumbent 'that this be arranged. His return home should also be

provided in a like manner and this should not be ignored once his services have

been rendered. Since the giving of testimony is obligatory (Tardh), no

remuneration can be demanded for it. If this is the case with truthful testimony,

one cannot possibly ask remuneration for false testimony, which is so common in

these times.
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In fact, causing harm to any Muslim is not permissible. The Holy Prophet
pjL-j <Op &\ J^ said, 'That person is cursed who harms a Muslim, as well as he
who devises a scheme to do so/' [Tirmidhi] Not harming the scribe and the

witness is, however emphasised in this verse, the result of which is "If you do

(harm them), then it is indeed is a grave sin on you.

"Fear Allah, Allah shall teach you. Allah is the Knower of all things." One should
recognise the favours of Allah and He will educate His servants regarding the

various laws and ordinances. He is Aware of every injustice done to others, be it

major or minor. It should never be misunderstood that these vile acts have ended
here, but they will have to be accounted for in the Hereafter.

l^Lfesu <y*j a -V 1,3,Ml l^So ^tj Jb, 4JI cf-?J 4JUL*l o^J^ cfjflt iJc^

^-JLc- o>l*-io u^> ^oilj 4jy$ ^_jU t4 >te

(283) If you are on a journey and cannot find a scribe, then a pledge in hand. If

any of you entrust another, then let him who is trusted deliver what is entrusted

to him and let him fear Allah. Conceal not testimony for whoever conceals it has

a sinful heart. Allah knows well whatever you do.

THE LAW OF THE PLEDGE (RAHh) AND THE EVIL OF
CONCEALING TESTIMONY

This verse explains that if on journey no scribes are found to record a

transaction, the buyer should keep something in trust with the seller so that he
be reassured of repayment. The mention of a journey is coincidental and this deal

may also take place when not on journey.

The mention of the word "maqbuda" ("in hand") stipulates that the

transaction is only complete when the "Rahin" (giver) hands the commodity
over to the "Murtahin" (receiver). Merely a verbal agreement without the actual

transfer is not sufficient. If no scribe, no witness, nor any item is available to

place as "Rahn" with the creditor, but he gives the loan purely on trust, then it is

the duty of the debtor to ensure repayment. He should not sway to the dictates of

his Nafs and the Satan (Shaytan) by attempting to betray the person's trust in him
and not paying with the belief that there is no way in which the creditor can
implicate him should he not pay. Although it is obligatory to repay every debt,

such a debt where there exists no contract, no witness and no Rahn is even more
binding on a person and its fulfillment is more in keeping with the demands of

etiquette and nobility.

If a person usurps the right of any other on this basis, there is no escape for

him in the Hereafter, where he will have to repay very dearly. There the

magistrate shall be Allah, Who will demand an account for every little thing.

Repayment shall be with good deeds, which, in their absence, will be substituted
by burdening the debtor with the creditor's sins. Allah, before whom nothing is
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hidden, will most assuredly achieve what the law of this world could not

accomplish. For this reason He says, "and let him fear Allah, his Lord."

"Conceal not testimonyfor whoever conceals it has a sinful heart. Allah knows well

whatever you do. " This verse makes it clear that to conceal evidence is Unlawful

(Hardm). If someone's right is in danger of being lost, and another may save it by

way of his timeous testimony, it will be Unlawful (Hardm) for him not to come
forward with the same upon request. If he is not summoned, it will not be

binding on him to present himself. The verse also makes it apparent that to

conceal evidence and testimony is not only a sin of the limbs, but denotes a sinful

heart as well.

"Allah knows well whatever yon do." Every person, including the one who
conceals testimony, should bear in mind that Allah is ever conscious of each

action of theirs and shall definitely require the perpetrator to render an account

on the Day of Judgment.

*t "\' fy ' > '>\{^ «' >
'f, *1 \ T^ \ >'\\ "\' fwft fi <

j*\ 0*\+ J> b*~*y*i\j ->JL> <# ^i <4-H ^i Ojr*i)\ 0"»* S^|i| JXJ>

•tf £ iSu^ ^j \%> uls o* ^j%\ & £&^ (£ &>l "ZJ& J^

(284) Unto Allah belongs whatever is in the heavens and whatever is in the

earth. Whether you make known what is in your hearts or conceal it, Allah will

bring you to account for it. He will forgive whom He wills and punish whom He

wills. Allah is Able to do all things. (285) The Holy Prophet ^>j *J* At JUp

believes in that which has been revealed to him from his Lord and (so do) the

believers. Each one believes in Allah, His angels, His scriptures and His

messengers. (They say) "We make no distinction between one and another

messenger," and they say, "We hear and we obey. Pardon us our Lord. Unto You

is our return." (286) Allah does not task any soul beyond its capability. It shall

receive in its favour that which it had earned and to its detriment shall be the

sins that it had perpetrated. "Oh our Lord, do not take us to account if we forget

or err. Our Lord, do not place such a burden on us as You had placed on those
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before us. Our Lord, do not impose on us that which we have not the strength to

bear. Pardon us, forgive us and have mercy on us.. You are our Protector so assist

us against the disbelievers."

FORGIVENESS OF ERRORS AND FORGETFUL ACTS, AS WELL AS
SOME PRAYERS (DU'AS) TO BE RECITED

The limbs of the body are capable of doing voluntary and involuntary acts.

Involuntary acts are like the trembling of palsied people, or the muttering of

sleeping people. These impulses cannot be controlled and, therefore, a person is

not responsible for them, neither shall there be any retribution for them. If a

person cried instinctively upon the death of his child, he will not be sinful.

However, if he said such things on this occasion that constituted an objection to

Allah, he will be punished for these statements of infidelity (kufr).

In the same way, the actions of the heart also fall into these two categories.

A person will not be responsible for whatever thoughts occur involuntarily. On
the other hand, if he intentionally brings into his heart something that is sinful,

he will be required to render an account for the same; such as when he harbours

enmity or jealousy, or devises a scheme to harm another person. There shall be

no sin should a fleeting evil thought enter one's mind.

The verse opens with the statement that everything belongs to Alfah and He
is therefore in complete control of all, man's affairs. Whatever He wishes for

them cannot be repealed by anyone. He may take people to task for whatever

thoughts He deems fit, and He may also pardon them if He deems it fit,

irrespective of whether they display them or conceal them. However, the sins of

infidelity (kufr) and polytheism (shirk) will never be forgiven by Him, as

explained in other verses. Allah then says that He is capable of doing anything,

be it accounting, pardoning or punishing.

Since the verse does not stipulate the difference between voluntary and
involuntary thoughts, the Companions (Sahabah) <-^ & ^j were very concerned

when they heard the verse. They approached the Holy Prophet ^JL-j aJp i»\ JL*

saying, "O Prophet of Allah the Holy Prophet ^JL-j ^ i»\ JU! Thus far we have

been instructed to carry out actions that were within our capability (like Salah,

Zakah, Jihad (religion war), etc.). Now we are unable to do what is instructed in

this verse, (i.e. we are unable to control the thoughts that occur to our hearts)."

The Holy Prophet pJL-j «Op iui JU» told them, "Let it not be that you also say what
the people of the book said when an injunction was imposed upon them. They
said, We hear and we disobey.' You should say, We hear and we obey. Pardon us our

lord, unto You is our return.' The Companions (Sahabah)^ ifo ^j repeated these

words, thereafter Allah revealed the consequent verses viz. "The Holy Prophet JU>

fLj <dp iwi believes in that which has been revealed to him from his Lord and (so do) the

believers... (up to the end of the Surah)." These verses praises the believers and
indicates their acceptance of Allah's orders by saying, .and they say. We hear and
we obey. Pardon its our Lord. Unto You is our return." Thereafter,, the general

connotation of the former injunction was cancelled by the statement, "Allah does

wot task any soul beyond its capability." [Muslim, v.l, p.77]

"Allah does not task any soul beyond its capability." This verse refers to
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involuntary actions that no person will be asked about. Concerning voluntary

actions Allah states further, "It (the soul) shall receive in its favour that which it had

earned and to its detriment shall be the sins that it had perpetrated."

This also includes the actions of the heart as Allah says in another part of

Surah Al-Baqarah (verse 225), "
. . . hut (Allah) will try you for that which your hearts

intend." This is also substantiated by the following verse in Surah Bani Isra'II,

"Definitely questioning shall take place with regard to ears, eyes and heart." [Surah V.

verse 36]

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah ^ ii ^j reports that the Holy Prophet *~u i>» j^,

(J-j said, "Allah has pardoned my Ummah for all that occurs in their minds

unless they practise upon these or say them." [Muslim v. I p. 75]

Man is constantly plagued by evil thoughts that are injected by Satan

(Shaytan). These should not concern him since he is not responsible for them due

to their involuntary nature. He will only be answerable for them once he acts on

them by carrying out the evil action or uttering an evil word.

The occurrence of these evil thoughts in one's mind is a sign of his sincere

Belief (hndn). It is reported in Muslim (v.l, p.79) that the Companions (Sahabah)

^ &\ ^j asked, "Such things occur in our hearts that we find difficult to

express/
7 The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up iai ju» enquired, "Do you really feel this?"

When they replied in the affirmative, he said, "This is true Belief (Iman)."

In Abu Dawud (v.2 p.341) it is narrated that a person told the Holy Prophet

(JL-j Up &\ ju, "Such thoughts plague my mind that I prefer my tongue becoming

coals rather than mentioning them." The Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up iui JU* exclaimed,

"Allahu Akbarl Allahu Akbarl All praise be to Allah who had confined the evil of

Satan (Shaytdn) to mere thoughts." (i.e. If the person did not possess Belief (Iman),

he would not have considered it difficult to utter these words. He is, therefore, a

person of true Belief (Iman).)

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah <^ i»» ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^ & J^
(JL-j said, "Satan (Shaytdn) will come to you and ask who created certain things?

In this way he will eventually ask who created Allah? When matters reach such a

head, then seek protection with Allah from Satan (Shaytdn) and let the matter rest

i.e. do not further entertain the discussion)."

According to another narration, the Holy Prophet pJL^ Up &\ J^ said,

"People keep asking each other questions until they ask that if everything is the

creation of Allah, who created Allah? Whoever experiences this should say,

'Amantu Billahi Wa Rusnlihil (I believe in Allah and His messengers!)" [Ibid]

In a narration of Sayyidina Abu Hurairah ** iu\ ^>Jf the Holy Prophet & J^

pL-i <4± advised the person in this predicament to recite, "Allahu Ahad Allahus

Samad lam yalid wa lam ytllid wa lam yakul lahu kufu'wan ahad." Thereafter he

should make the action of spitting three times to the left and recite "A'udhu

Billahi Minash Shaytdn Nir Rajim" [I seek protection with Allah from the accursed

Satan (Shaytdn)]. ["MishkdtulMasabih", p. 19]

The verse is under discussion, Allah advises His bondsmen to recite certain

Prayer (du 'a). The first is, "Oh our Lord, do not take us to account ifwe forget or err.
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The author of "Jalalain" states that according to the hadith there will be rfo

accountability for errors and forgetfulness. Error does not refer to sins, but to

something done unintentionally. It should be borne in mind that the waiving of

accountability is a separate matter from the application of laws and penalties. For

example, if a person forgetfully talks in Salah, the Salah shall be nullified and if

he mistakenly kills another Muslim, he will have to pay the blood money. These

laws will apply even though the person will not be sinful.

"Our Lord, do not place such a burden on us as You had placed on those before us."

The Bani Israel were enjoined with difficult injunctions such as sacrificing their

lives for the acceptance of their repentance. They had to pay a quarter of their

wealth in Zakah and were required to cut off the impure portion of their clothing

instead of just washing it. When a person from them committed a sin at night, it

would be written on his front door in the morning. Numerous pure things were

also forbidden to them, as Allah says, "We forbade for them certain things which

were lawful for them." [Surah Nisa, verse 160] Allah says in another verse, "We forbade

every clawed animal to the Jews. From cattle and goats We forbade them the fat of the

tivo, excluding what is carried by the back, the entrails and what is attached to the bones.

This We granted them as retribution for their rebellion., and undoubtedly We are

truthful." [Surah An'am, verse 146]

The Bani Isra'il were permitted only to pray in their appointed places of

worship, and the spoils of war were forbidden for them. Allah made laws and
injunctions much easier for the Ummah of Prophet Muhammad jJUj *> &\ JU.
Allah says regarding the Holy Prophet jJL-j <Op &\ j*>, "He permits for them the pure

things, forbids them from the impure things and removes from them the burden and

shackles which were upon them." [Surah A'raf, verse 157]

"Our Lord, do not impose on us that which we have not the strength to bear." This

refers to the injunctions of Shari'ah as well as natural calamities, as mentioned by
the author of "Jalalain"

.

At the end, four brief Prayers (du'as) are mentioned collectively, "Pardon us,

forgive us and have mercy on us. You are our Protector so assist us against the

disbelievers." According to a hadith of Muslim (v.l p. 78) Allah replies "Yes" to

each of these Prayers (du'as), while according to another narration He says, "I

have done so," i.e. "as you asked, and I have accepted your Prayer (du'a)."

In a hadith of Muslim (v.l, p. 97) it is recorded that the Holy Prophet i»» JU»
?L.

3
^s- was awarded three things during the Ascension (Mi'raj) viz:

(1) The five salawat (plural of salah)

(2) The concluding verses of Surah Al-Baqarah (from Amanar
Rasul up to the end)

(3) The major sins of his "Ummah will be forgiven if they do

not commit shirk, (The pardoning of major sins will be due
to the mercy of Allah, or repentance, or after receiving a

brief punishment in Hell whereafter these believing sinners

will also enter Heaven (Jannah).

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ** iiii ^j narrates that once Jibr'il ^LJ\ *> was sitting
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with the Holy Prophet ^* Up &\ JU when they heard a tremendous sound from

the sky. They looked upwards and Jibr'Il f}LJ» a-U said that a door of the heavens

had opened which had not been opened before this day. An angel appeared from

this door whom Jibr'Il f*>LJi a^p introduced as one who had before this day never

descended to the earth. This angel greeted the Holy Prophet ^ ? ^ j j^ with

salam and said, "I wish to inform you of two celestial lights that have been

conferred specially to you and to no other Prophet before. The first is the

Fatihatul Kitab (the opening chapter of the Qur'an called Surah Fatihah), and the

second is the concluding portion of Surah Baqarah. Whichever of these you recite

[as Prayers (dn'as)] Allah will surely grant you your request." [Muslim, v.l, p.271]

The virtue and importance of these verses can be gathered from these

Ahadith. They were revealed on Ascension (Mi'raj) and any Prayer (du'a) made
with them will be accepted by Allah.

It is narrated in a hadith that whoever recites these verses at night they will

suffice for him. [Bukhari, v.2, p.755, Muslim, v. 2, p .271] Commentators mention that

this means that the recitation of these verses will be sufficient to protect the

person from the harm and evil of all men and jinn. Others say that he shall be

safe from all calamities and adversities, while a third opinion is that these will

suffice for all the other devotional acts which could not be carried out for some

reason. Still another group maintains that these will suffice to substitute the

optional Salah at night.
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) Alif Lam Mim. (2) Allah is He besides whom there is no other deity, He is

Living, the Maintainer. (3) He revealed the Qur'an to you [O Muhammad A\ J^
(t-L-j Up] with the truth, confirming that which was before it and revealed the
Torah and Injil. (4) from aforetime as a guidance to man and He revealed the
Discerner. Verily those who disbelieve in the verses of Allah shall have an
immense punishment. Allah is Mighty, the Avenger. (5) Definitely nothing in
the heavens or the earth is hidden from Allah. (6) He is the One who fashions
you in the wombs as He pleases. There is no deity save Him, The Mighty, The
Wise. '

A DISCUSSION WITH A DELEGATION OF CHRISTIANS AND
REFUTING THEIR STATEMENTS

It is narrated in "Asbabun Nuzul" (p.90) and "Ma'alimut Tanzll" (v.l, p.27)
that a Christian delegation of 70 came to Madinah. Fourteen of them were chiefs,

the leader being a person called Abdul Masih. Another important person with
them was someone named Abham. They entered the Masjidun Nabawi and
prayed facing east.

The Holy Prophet ^j Up ibi J^ invited the two most senior members of this

delegation to Islam upon which they said that they had accepted the Din
(religion) even before him. The Holy Prophet ^j Up ibi ju told them that they
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were lying (since the only Din (religion) acceptable in the sight of Allah is Islam.

Islam invites towards Tauhld which, if not accepted, can never qualify a person

as a Muslim). The Holy Prophet ^JL-j 4* & J^> asked them, "How can you claim

to be Muslims when you ascribe children to Allah, worship the cross and eat

pork?" They replied, "If Isa r*~J» U* is not the son of Allah then who is his

father?" In this way they, together with their companions, continued debating.

The Holy Prophet jJL^ u^ ibi JU asked them, "Should a son not resemble his

father?" When they replied in the affirmative the Holy Prophet <X* $ U* ^ j^ told

them, "Do you not know that our Lord has been alive forever and will remain so

forever, whereas Isa f*~b aJp has passed away." (According to their belief he was

crucified whereas Muslims believe he was raised to the heavens and he will

return before the Day of Judgment.) They accepted this point.

Thereafter the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up iw\ JU. told them, "Do you not know that

our Lord maintains each and every thing, protects them and provides for them?"

When they accepted this the Holy Prophet ^^ & J^ went on further to say,

"What does Isa {*-& Up do in this regard?" They replied that he could not

accomplish these feats, to which the Holy Prophet ^j Up ifo J-* said, "Do you

not know that nothing in the heavens nor the earth is hidden from Allah?" When

they admitted this the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ibi^ said, "Does Isar^ U* possess

any knowledge more than what Allah had given him?" They replied that his

knowledge was limited to this.

The Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up i» JU told them, "Allah fashioned Isa r
%Jt ^ in

the womb of his mother as He wished. Neither does Our Lord eat nor does He

drink. What is your belief in this regard?" They admitted that whatever had been

said was indeed the truth. The Holy Prophet ^^^^\J^ then questioned them,

"Did Isa
r
*>LJ\ aJj> not remain in his mother's womb just like others do, and was he

not born like others are born? Was he then not fed as other babies and did he not

eat and .drink as others do? Did he not undergo conditions of impurity?" They

admitted to these facts. The Holy Prophet ^j a> i ^ then told them, "Then

how can it be possible that he is the son of Allah?" Upon hearing this, they fell

silent and Allah revealed the opening verses of Surah Al Imran which number

over 80.

These verses mention Allah's Being and attributes. No person can be a

Muslim without believing in them. Between these verses, Allah also addresses

the polytheists (Mushrikin) and advises abstaining from the pleasures of this

world in lieu for those of the Hereafter. Mention is also made of the fact that the

only Din (religion) acceptable by Allah is Islam, together with the incidents of

Sayyidina Isa ^LJ\ ^ and his mother Sayyidina Maryam f*~& U*. Details are also

given of his ascension to the heavens. The challenge of "Mubahala" is given on

behalf of the Holy Prophet^ ^ i»i JU>, which the Christians declined. This and

much more is expounded in these verses.

THE VIRTUE OF SURAH AL IMRAN

This Surah is a "talking proof" against the Jews, Christians and idolaters

since it addresses them all. It invites them towards the truth and refutes their

false beliefs, which include the blasphemous ideologies concerning Sayyidina Isa
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and Ibrahim f*>LJi <uU.

Sayyidina Nawas bin Sam'an ** & ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet i» J**

^. «Op said, "On the Day of Judgment the Qur'an and all those who practiced the

Qur'an shall be summoned. In the forefront will be Surah Baqarah and Al Imran,

which will appear in the form of two clouds or canopies, whose shade shall be

the densest. Light will shine forth from between them/
7

[Muslim, v.l, p.270]

"AlifLam Mim." These are called "Huruf Muqata'at" and none know their

meaning except Allah, as explained in the beginning of Surah Baqarah.

"Allah is He besides whom there is no other deity, He is Living, the Maintainer."

This statement of oneness of Allah (Tauhid) refutes the belief of the idolators. The

attribute "Al Hayy" ("The Living n refers to the being who was from forever and

shall remain forever without ever experiencing death.

The second attribute "Al Qayyum" ("The Maintainer") refer to His creating

and looking after all of His creation. He alone nurtures them and keeps them in

existence. He may cause their existences to terminate whenever He pleases. It is

evident that the Being in possession of all these qualities is worthy of

worshipping and any other that is dependant on Him cannot be considered

deserving of worship.

MENTION OF THE DIVINE SCRIPTURES

"He revealed the Qur'an to yon Oh Muhammad^^ i ^ with the truth,

confirming that which was before it and revealed the Torah and Injil from aforetime as a

guidance to man and He revealed the Discerner."

Mention is made of the fact that the Qur'an affirms all that is in the previous

books. This fact serves to console the hearts of the Jews and Christians as well as

being an invitation towards Islam. This encourages them to draw closer to Islam

and the Qur'an, which testifies to all that they believed in, including oneness of

Allah (Tauhid), Prophethood and belief in the Last Day.

If the Qur'an did not confirm what was in the previous books, the people

could have used this as an excuse not to accept Islam. Just as the Injil confirmed

the Torah, so too does the Qur'an confirm both of them, together with all the

other divine scriptures. None should be surprised by the revelation of the Qur'an

because they had already accepted the revelation of scriptures many before it. All

were from the same Allah.

The Torah and Injil are described as guidance for mankind, just as the

Qur'an was described likewise in verse 185 of Surah Baqarah. Included in the

guidance contained in these two is the heralding of the final Holy Prophet &\ J^

THE MEANING OF THE "DISCERNER"

The Arabic word "Furqan" (Discerner) refers to something that differentiates

between things. The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.3, p. 77) has recorded several

opinions with regard to the interpretation of this word. Sayyidina Qatada & ^-j

<M says that it' refers to the Qur'an which discerns between truth and falsehood.

It includes elucidation of Lawful (Halal) and Unlawful (Hardm), restrictions and
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obligations, obedience and disobedience.

Another opinion is that it refers to all the divine scriptures. Oth
commentators maintain that it refers specifically to the Zabiir revealed \
Sayyidina Dawud ^>v~Ji ^ since the other three famous books were d II

mentioned. Another opinion is that the "Discerner" is the miracles of th

Prophet f^LJi ^ because through them the truth is separated from falsehood.

A WARNING TO THE REJECTERS

"Verily those who disbelieve in the verses of Allah shall have an immense
punishment. Allah is Mighty, the Avenger. "Allah is capable of punishing
whomsoever He desires because of His overwhelming power and might. Two
attributes are mentioned here to emphasise the fact that none can escape His
grasp and act beyond His knowledge.

NOTHING IS HIDDEN FROM ALLAH

"Definitely nothing in the heavens or the earth is hidden from Allah. " The author

of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that the entire universe is implied in this verse,

including every creation of Allah. The heavens and earth have received specific

mention because they are usually visible and known by all. Nothing of these is

hidden from Him.

This verse also alludes to the fact that certain hidden things may be known
to some (like how Sayyidina Isa f%Jt Up knew What people stored in their

homes), but this does not necessarily make them a deity, since a true deity (Allah)

has knowledge of everything. His knowledge is not limited and nothing is

hidden from Him.

ALLAH FASHIONS CHILDREN IN THE WOMBS OF THEIR
MOTHERS AS HE PLEASES

"He is the One who fashions yon in the wombs as He pleases." Muslims and Non-

Muslim (kuffar) acknowledge this attribute that Allah creates the forms of

foetuses as He pleases. None has any say in whether the child to be born is

physically sound or deformed. He decides whether the child is black or white,

male or female, with a high nose or flat nose, and He alone decides every other

feature of the child. Neither does the father have any say in this matter, nor the

mother. This is the case with every other creature as well.

This verse points to the fact that one who cannot even determine his own

form and features cannot possibly be worshipped. Even these false gods were

forced to accept the decree of Allah in this matter. This verse refutes the belief of

the Christians that Sayyidina Isa fiLJ Up is Allah, because he was created in the

form decided by Allah and had no choice in the matter.

"There is no deity save Him, The Mighty, The Wise." The concept of oneness of

Allah (Tanhid) is reiterated with the addition that He is Mighty and Wise.

Nothing is beyond His might and power and everything that He created is

created most wisely.
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JL-*» Laj ^^w" «**rfb ^-^ *^J ^ aJJlS 14 D^tJL^ *^J> ^^j^U <J ^oli

(7) He it was Who revealed unto you [O Muhammad ^j Up ibi JU] the book
wherein lies 'Muhkamat' (clear) verses that are the 'Ummul Kitab' and others

that are 'Mutashabihat' (allegorical). As for those who have crookedness in their

hearts, they pursue those that are allegorical (Mutasha-bihat), thereby seeking to

cause dissension and seeking their interpretation. None knows their

interpretation except Allah. Those who are sound in knowledge say, "We
believe therein, all is from our Lord." None take heed besides men of

understanding.

THE MEANING OF CLEAR VERSES (MUHKAMAT) AND
ALLEGORICAL VERSES {MUTASHABIHAT)

This verse states that the Qur'an comprises of both these two types of

verses, while other verses mention that all the verses are of the clear (Muhkamat)
iype e.g a book the verses ofwhich are Muhkam..." [Surah Hud, verse 1]. On the other
hand, other verses mention that all the verses are Allegorical (Mutashabihat) e.g.

"Allah revealed the best of speech, a book ofmeaning that is Clear (Mntashabih)..."

The entire Qur'an is Muhkam (clear and comprehensible) in a sense that all its

verses are the truth and every word and purport is so accurate that none can
raise any objection. The words and purport are all clear, coherent and resolute.

Where the entire Qur'an is said to be Allegorical (Mntashabih), it means that all

the verses are similar and alike in their beauty, eloquence and truth.

In the above verse of Surah Al Imran, "Muhkamat" refers to those verses
whose meaning is apparent and clearly comprehensible. They are the 'Ummul
Kitab" ("Mother of the Book") in the sense that they constitute the substance and
basic principles of the Qur'an. They contain clear orders and prohibitions
wherein lies no cause of doubt for anyone. Those verses that are seemingly
obscure and ambiguous will also be included in this type of verse. Only those
verses whose interpretation is known exclusively by Allah are referred to as the
Allegorical Verses (Mutashabihat).

THE ATTITUDE OF THOSE WHO ARE SOUND IN KNOWLEDGE
People who have sound knowledge interpret the Allegorical Verses

(Mutashabihat) as they understand the clear and comprehensible verses
(Muhkamat). They reject whatever interpretations seem to contradict and conflict
with the principle (Muhkam) verses. They interpret in a way that does not
contracUct the accepted views and principles. If they cannot do this, they accept it

to mean what Allah had willed it to mean. This method of approach is the best
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and the most cautious. Many people try to uncover the meanings of these verses

but because of the corruption in their hearts, they cannot understand them. They
also attempt to unravel the hidden meanings of the Allegorical verse

(Mntashabiliat), eventually causing dissension by concocting interpretations that

conform to their personal dictates, whims and fancies, even though these

contradict the accepted principles of the Qur'an.

Many people who reject the Ahadith soon reject the Qur'an as well because

they seek to pursue the meanings of the Allegorical verse (Mntashabiliat) and

because the inherent evil in their hearts drives them away from the Qur'an.

EXAMPLES OF SUCH ALLEGORICAL VERSE (MUTASHABIH
VERSES) ARE:

> "The Most Merciful is firm upon the throne. "[Surah Tdha, verse 5]

> "The day when the calf shall be exposed. "[Surah Qalam, verse 42]

> "Your Lord come and the angels in rows. "[Surah Fajr, verse 22]

> "'The hand of Allah is above their hands. "[Surah Fatah, verse 10]

Those who are sound and firm in their knowledge accept all these without

needing to understand their exact meanings and say that they, take the meaning

in whichever way Allah desires it to be understood. "Those who are sound in

knowledge say, We believe therein, all is from our Lord. 'These are men who are well-

versed in the Qur'an and admit their ignorance concerning the Allegorical verse

(Mutashabihat), which is beyond their knowledge.

When Imam Malik ^ &\ <^j was questioned regarding the meaning of the

verse, "The Most Merciful is firm upon the throne," he replied, "The literal meaning

is understood but the manner is unknown. Belief in it is incumbent and to

question it is an innovation/' It is incumbent to believe that Allah is free from

faults, deficiencies and from the need for a body. At the same time, it is also

necessary to believe in everything revealed in the Qur'an. In this way, one does

not conflict with the belief that "Nothing is like Him" [Surah Shura, verse 11]. Many
people take the literal meaning of such verses and forget the accepted principle

of "Nothing is like Him.

"

Sayyidah Ayshah l^ ^ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet pJL-_$ *ip &\ JU
said, "When you see people who attempt to interpret the Allegorical verse

(Mutashabihat) then avoid them, for they are the ones that Allah has mentioned/
,

(i.e. warned against in the verse: "As for those who have crookedness in their hearts,

they pursue those that are allegorical (Mutashabihat), thereby seeking to cause dissension

and seeking their interpretation")

Some commentators maintain that the Allegorical (Mutashabihat) are

actually a test for the knowledgeable people with an inquiring mind that they

desist from probing into the matter. As for those who have no inclination

towards learning, it serves to inspire them to acquire the knowledge of the Clear

and Comprehensible verse (Muhkamat).
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(8) "Our Lord, cause not our hearts to stray after You have guided us and bestow

on us Your mercy for verily You are the Bestower." (9) "Our Lord, surely You

shall gather mankind together on a day wherein there is no doubt. Surely Allah

never fails to meet a tryst."

THE SUPPLICATION OF THOSE WHO ARE SOUND OF
KNOWLEDGE

These two verses contain the Supplication (du'a) of the people whom Allah

had describes as "Those who are sound in knowledge They attest to the guidance

which Allah conferred upon them, exhorting Him to keep them steadfast by not

allowing their hearts to succumb to deviation and crookedness. They do not wish

to be among those whom these traits caused to pursue the meanings of the

Allegorical verse (Mutashabihat). They then pray for His mercy in both the worlds

which will maintain their Belief (Iman) in the Principle (Muhkam) verses.

This Supplication (du'a) is of great importance and should be made
continuously. There have been many who have fallen prey to devious groups

and themselves deviated to the extent that they were left without their Belief

(Iman).

The Holy Prophet ^j <4* & J^ says in a narration of Muslim that the hearts

of men are totally within the control of Allah, Who may do with them as He
pleases. Then he made the following Supplication (du'a), "Oh Allah, the Changer

of hearts, turn our hearts to Your obedience/
7

["Mishkatul Masabih," p. 20]

The second supplication (du'a) of those possessing sound knowledge is,

"Our Lord, surely You shall gather mankind together on a day wherein there is no doubt.

Surely Allah never fails to meet a tryst." In this supplication they are expressing that

their most urgent need will occur on the Day of Judgment and are actually

begging His help on that fateful day.

pjfcj^U uJijb \j>j£ ^Li (ja oOJb ^>yv> <J'
C y'-*^5** i^£* ^-^ *$J p-*

(10) Verily the riches and the progeny of the disbelievers shall not avail them at

all against Allah. These people will be the fuel of the fire. (11) Their ways are

just like the people of Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and those before them. They falsified

Our revelations, so Allah seized them for their sins. Allah is severe in

punishment.
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WEALTH AND PROGENY WILL BE OF NO AVAIL IN THE
HEREAFTER

The disbelievers (kuffdr) boast about their wealth and progeny, thinking that

these will be of benefit to them. Though they may be partially right concerning

this world but in the Hereafter, these will be totally useless to them. Allah

expresses their illusion in Surah Saba, ''They say, 'We possess more wealth and

children and will not be punished." [Surah 34, verse 35]

None of their wealth shall accompany them to the Hereafter and even if it

could, it will be of no use, as Allah says later in the Surah Al Imran (verse 91),

"Verily those who disbelieve and die as disbelievers, not even the world full of gold will

ever be accepted from them if they wish to ransom their souls thereby. These people will

experience a most painful chastisement and shall have none to assist them."

The above was with regard to the uselessness of wealth. As for one's

offspring, Allah says in Surah Abas, "The day when a man shall flee from his

brother, his mother, his father, his spouse and his children. Every one of them
shall be in such a predicament that will make him oblivious of another/' [Surah

80, verses 34 to 37]

To entertain hopes that one's wealth and family will benefit in the Hereafter

as they did in this world is sheer foolishness and wishful thinking. The
disbelievers (kuffdr) are destined for Hell and will serve to fuel it. Those who
chose disbelief (knfr) after the coming of the Holy Prophet pJL-j aJLp ifct JU behave

just like the people of Pharaoh (Fir'aun). Due to their falsification of Allah's

revelation and sinful behaviour, they were seized in His grip of chastisement in

both worlds.

4 ^-^L **~~± it* ^jLn^ ^Jt **-* s£-*" ^—$l> J^^t p-HJLr^ •Ji>===a

(12) Say to those who disbelieve, "You shall be vanquished and gathered in

Hell, which is the worst of beddings." (13) Indeed there was a sign for you in

two groups which met. One group fought in the way of Allah and the other were

disbelievers, who saw them as twice their number with their very eyes. Allah

strengthens with His aid whomsoever He wills. Truly in this is a lesson for

those with foresight.

THE JEWS ARE ADVISED TO TAKE A LESSON FROM THE
INCIDENT AT BADR

It is reported in "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.3, p. 94) from a narration of Bayhaqi that

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ** it ^j said that after the victory at Badr, the Holy
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prophet (JL-^ Up i«i JL* gathered the Jews in the marketplace of the Jewish tribe of

Banu Qaynuqa. He addressed them thus, "Oh Jews, accept Islam before you

suffer the adversity suffered just now by the Quraish." They responded by

saying, "Oh Muhammad ^L-j Up i»» j^ f do not be beguiled by your victory over

some inexperienced people who do not know the art of warfare. By Allah! If you

should fight us, you will find out who we are." In response to this statement,

Allah revealed this verse telling them that they shall also soon be defeated and

killed in this very world and receive the grotesque punishment of Hell. Their

threats are all hollow and futile.

THE AUDACITY OF THE JEWS

In spite of their insolence the Jews were finally crushed. The Banu Quraiza

were killed and the Banu Nadhir were exiled to Khaybar. Thereafter the Muslim

conquered all their forts of Khaybar and struck an agreement with them that

they will continue working the fields and send a stipulated amount to the

Muslims.

Later, during the period of Sayyidina Umar <u* &\- ^j, they were even

expelled from Khaybar. This was their defeat in this world and in the Hereafter

there awaits only Hell for them.

THE SCENE AT BADR

Allah depicts the battle of Badr as a lesson for the Jews as to how the

Muslims conquer the disbelievers (kuffar). The Muslim army fighting in the way
of Allah comprised 313 soldiers of whom 77 were from the Muhajirm (Makkan

immigrants) and the other 236 were from the Ansar of Madinah. The Muslim
army had only 70 camels and every three soldiers were required to ride and

graze one camel in turn. In addition to this they had only two horses, six coats of

armour and eight swords. They travelled a hundred miles over mountainous

terrain to reach Badr.

The disbelievers (kuffar) army numbered three times that of the Muslims.

They comprised 900 fighting soldiers excluding the women who went with them.

With great pomp and glamour they sang and danced, carrying with them much
supplies and weapons in addition to their 700 camels and 100 horses.

The end result of the battle was that 70 disbelievers (kuffar) were killed

while a further 70 were taken captive. Only six of the immigrants (Muhajirin) and
eight Ansar met their martyrdom. Allah assisted the Muslims in numerous ways,

the one being that the disbelievers (kuffar) saw them as double their figure.

Allah says in Surah Anfal, "And recall the time when yon met, Allah made them

seem little to you and reduced your number in their eyes, so that Allah may bring to pass

a matter that He had already decreed." [Surah 8, verse 44] By reconciling these two
verses it is gathered that before the battle, Allah made the Muslims appear

smaller than their actual size so that the disbelievers (kuffar) would not grow
despondent and flee the battlefield. Once the battle commenced, He made them
seem double their size so that the disbelievers (kuffar) now lost courage and
fought with less vigour. On the other hand, the disbelievers (kuffar) army seemed
smaller to the Muslims so that they would take courage and fight
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with more enthusiasm. This has been explained in "Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v.l f p.283)

and in "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 2, p. 96).

It could also be said that the Muslims saw the disbelievers (kuffar) as being

double their size. In this case it would still mean that they saw them as being less

because in actual fact they were three times their size. In this way also they

would take courage because Allah says to the Believers (Mu 'minin), "If there be

from you one hundred perseverant ones they can vanquish tzoo hundred." [Surah Anfal,

verse 66]

"Allah strengthens with His aid whomsoever He wills." Allah allowed an ill-

equipped army of 313 to defeat a well-equipped army of a thousand that

possessed all the necessary means. The Jews, instead of taking heed, chose to do

the opposite and suffered as a result. If a person chooses to blind himself, he will

only destroy himself.

"Truly in this is a lesson for those with foresight." This verse explains that the

Jews did not utilise any foresight in the matter and turned a blind eye to the

warning. If they had exercised their faculties of understanding, they would have

perceived this great miracle of the Holy Prophet (JL-j 4-1* & J^ and become

Muslims.

(14) Beautified for mankind has been made the love of joys from women,

children, large heaps of gold and silver, branded horses, livestock and

plantations. These are the comforts of the worldly life and with Allah is a most

excellent abode.

THE COMFORTS OF THE WORLD HAVE BEEN MADE
ATTRACTIVE TO MAN

This verse briefly mentions some of the attractive things of the world which

people feel they have to forsake when accepting Islam. This was one of the

factors that prevented the Jews from accepting Islam. This perception is based on

ignorance. Although a person might experience some difficulties initially (which

are actually a test), he shall receive even more by virtue of his Belief (Iman).

Many things of desire have been mentioned in this verse and usually a

person possessing these are considered to be of some standing and authorities.

However, these^ are prone to be of limited benefit only for a while in this world

and it shall only be Belief (Iman) and good deeds that will avail one in the

Hereafter. For this reason Allah states further, "These are the comforts of the worldly

life and with Allah is a most excellent abode."

"
large heaps of gold and silver..." The Arabic word "qintdr" refers to a large

fortune of wealth. It is further used in conjunction with the adjective
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"muqantara" which emphasises its huge proportions considerably, it is reported

that when the Holy Prophet ,-L-j Up i»i J^> was asked regarding the meaning of

"qintar", he mentioned twelve thousand "Awqiya" (one Awqiya equals 40

Dirhams).

"
branded horses..." The Arabs used to brand their horses, called

"musawwama." Sayyidina Ibn Abbas <^ & ^j reports that this word refers to

horses that are left in the fields for grazing. According to Sayyidina Mujahid ^
4*- &\, these are such horses that are very healthy and beautiful.

" livestock and plantations." Livestock is defined by the Arabic word
"an'am" which refers to camels, goats, cattle, etc. Normally a person who owns a

large number of these animals is regarded as one of a high stranding. When this

person's animals go out early in the morning to graze and then return again in

their large droves in the evening, he watches them proudly and thinks nothing of

anyone else. Allah refers to this in Surah Nahl "In them is beauty for you when you

return them in the evenings and when you send them out in the morning." [Surah 16,

verse6]

The last thing mentioned is fields of crops and plantations. The farmer is

also intoxicated by the sight of his large fields and swells with pride over them.

The people of the world are infatuated by their worldly possessions. On the other

hand, those concerned for the Hereafter apply themselves to acquire only the

Hereafter. The following verse draws the attention of these worldly ones towards

the Hereafter.

h
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(15) Say, "Shall I inform you of something better than that? For those who fear

(Allah) are gardens by their Lord, beneath which rivers flow wherein they shall

abide forever; and pure spouses and Allah 's pleasure. Allah sees His

bondsmen." (16) Those who say, "O our Lord, verily we believe, so pardon us

our sins and guard us from the punishment of the fire." (17) The patient, the

truthful, the obedient, the charitable and those who beg forgiveness in the early

hours.

THE BOUNTIES OF THE PIOUS IN THE HEREAFTER

After mentioning the coveted things of this world in the previous verse,

Allah now mentions the bounties of the Hereafter which are much more
superior. These, however will not be for everyone. These are reserved for those
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>ossessing piety, the best form of which is to abstain from disbelief (kufr) and
>olytheism (shirk) and to accept Belief. Without Belief, no good deed is accepted,

lor can one attain piety .

Piety (Taqwa) also involves abstaining from all major and minor sins, as well

is avoiding things that are classified as Makruh Tahrimi or Makruh Tanzihi and

hings that are doubtful. For those possessing piety, Allah promises gardens

?eneath which rivers flow wherein they will live until eternity. With that they

shall also enjoy the company of such spouses who are pure. (The meaning of

'pure" has passed in the 25th verse of Surah Baqarah.)

THE PLEASURE OF ALLAH

This shall be the greatest boon to these people in the Hereafter. The pleasure

3f Allah is indeed the best thing any person can wish for since it encapsulates all

other bounties and blessings. It is mentioned in Surah Tauba (verse 72), "The

pleasure of Allah is the greatest." The verse is oft repeated, "Allah is pleased with

them and they with Him." A slave cannot aspire for anything greater than the

pleasure of his master.

The Holy Prophet ^JL-j *4* i» J^> related that Allah shall summon the people

of Heaven (Jannah), to which they will reply, "O our Lord, we are present and ever

ready to enact Your instructions for all good is with You." Allah shall ask them

whether they are happy, to which they shall say, "O our Lord, how can we not be

happy when You have given us what You had not given any other of Your creation?"

Allah will ask them, "Should I not confer on you something better?" They will

respond by saying, "O our Lord, what can be better than this?" Allah will tell them,

"I shall confer my pleasure upon you and I shall henceforth never be displeased with

you." [Bukhari and Muslim]

After mentioning the bounties to be enjoyed by these pious people, Allah

then speaks of their prayer (du'd) for forgiveness and safety from Hell, followed

by their description. They are "The patient, the truthful, the obedient, the charitable

and those who begforgiveness in the early hours.

"The patient... "This quality receives precedence because it includes all good,

as was discussed in the verse, "Seek help with patience and Salah." [Surah Baqarah,

verses 45 and 153] It was stated that "Sabr" (patience) is of three types. The first is to

be steadfast on good actions, the second is to abstain from sins and the third is to

persevere through hardships. A believer requires this quality in every aspect of

his life and in every action.

"...the truthful... •• A person who is true in his Belief (Iman) can never be a

hypocrite and one who is true in his speech will never lie. In the same way, one

who is true in his deeds will perform them well and one who is true in his

intentions shall rectify all his actions. Allah says in Surah Zumar, "Those who come

forth with the truth and testify thereby, these are indeed the people of piety (taqwa)."

[Surah 39, verse 33]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** ito ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet J<*

jJL-j <uU i>» said, "Remain steadfast upon the truth for it leads to all good, and this

leads one to Heaven (Jannah). A person continues being truthful until he is
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recorded by Allah to be amongst the Siddiqln (the very truthful ones). Stay away
from lies for they surely lead to sin, and this sin leads one to Hell. A person

continuously lies until he is recorded by Allah to be amongst the Kadhab (the

extremely untruthful). [Bukhari and Muslim]

" ...the obedient..." These include all those who carry out acts of worship and
abstain from all sins.

" the charitable..." This verifies the great virtue of spending in charity

since such charitable people are included in the ranks of the pious possessors of

piety (taqwa). Being charitable is not related to being wealthy, but depends upon
the person's desire for reward in the Hereafter. Many wealthy people have no
desire for the Hereafter, so they do not even spend in charity while many a poor

person spends in the way of Allah despite his straitened conditions.

". ...and those who beg forgiveness in the early hours." This is a special quality of

the pious. Sayyidina Abu Umama <up ii ^j reports that the Holy Prophet it J-*
pjL-j Up said, "Remain steadfast with the night Salah (Tahajjud) because it was the

habit of the pious people before you. It is a means of gaining proximity to your

Lord, an expiation from sins and a means for abstaining from them." [Tirmidhi]

The Holy Prophet ^j Up it JU* is also reported to have said, "When the last

third of the night remains Allah announces, "Who will make any supplication (du'd)

that I may accept his supplication (du'd) ? Who will askfor something that I may grant it

to Him? Who is it that seeks pardon from Me that I may pardon him?" [Bukhari, v.l,

p.253]

THE VIRTUE OF WAKING AT NIGHT

Sayyidina Amr bin Ubaid <up it ^j reports that the Holy Prophet a> it JU
pJL-j said, "A servant draws closest to Allah during the final hours of the night, so

if you can manage it, be of those who remember Allah at this time." [Tirmidhi] The
Qur'an also mentions many virtues of waking at night to engage in acts of

worship. Allah says in Surah Dhariyat, "Verily the pious shall dwell in gardens and

springs, taking from that which their Lord had given them. Without doubt they were

good doersfrom afore. They used to sleep little at night and would beg pardon in the early

hours." [Surah 51, verses 15 to 18]
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(18) Allah (Himself) testifies that there is no deity save Him, and (so do) the

angels and men of learning; maintaining with justice, there is no other deity

besides Him, The Almighty, The Wise. (19) Definitely the only Din (religion)

with Allah is Islam. Those who were given the scripture from before only

differed after the knowledge came to them because of animosity between

themselves. Whosoever disbelieves in the revelations of Allah, verily Allah is

swift in taking account. (20) If they argue with you [O Muhammad <U^ & ^
*-*•<»j] tell them, "I have surrendered myself to the obedience of Allah and (so

have) those who follow me." Say to those who have been given the scripture and

to the unlettered ones, "Have you surrendered to the obedience of Allah?" If

they surrender then surely they are rightly guided, and if they turn away then

your duty is only to convey. Allah sees His bondsmen.

THE TESTIMONY OF ONENESS OF ALLAH (TAUHID)

It is narrated in "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.3f p.104) and "Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v.l,

p.285) from Kalbi aJLp <3>i ^
, that two Jewish scholars from Syria came to Madinah.

Upon arrival, the one said to the other that this city is exactly as we read in the

scriptures as being the resident city of the final Holy Prophet ^» *4* & J^>,

When they met the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ^\ JU, they recognised him to be as they

had read and enquired, "Are you Muhammad?" When they received an

affirmative reply, they asked further, "Are you Ahmad?" When they again

received a positive answer, they said, "We wish to question you concerning a

certain testimony which, if you reply correctly, we will believe in you and attest

to your Prophethood." The Holy Prophet <X»* Up &\ J^ told them to pose their

question, to which they said, "Tell us what is the greatest testimony in the book

of Allah?" Upon this the above verse was revealed viz. "Allah (Himself) testifies

that there is no deity save Him, and (so do) the angels and men of learning..." On
hearing this, both of them accepted Islam.

In this verse Allah Himself, together with His angels bear testimony to His

divinity. These angels are Allah's chosen bondsmen whom He has protected

from committing any sins. Many of them are forever in His presence and

recognise His divinity. Together with them are the "men of learning."

WHO ARE "THE MEN OF LEARNING"?

The "men of learning" are all the Prophet fXJi Up and all those who followed

them. They all recognised the divinity of Allah by way of His signs and proofs.

They realise that He is the One and Only Being worthy to be worshipped.

It is understood from this that those who are involved in researching

various creations of Allah cannot be called men of learning unless they perceive

the divinity of Allah. Those who cannot do this remain ignorant despite their

exhaustive efforts in research. Surah Zumar contains the verse, which states,

"Say, 'Oh ignorant ones! Do yon command me to worship others besides Allah?" [Surah

39, verse 64] This verse terms these people as ignorant people even though they

were the most eloquent in their time.

".... maintaining with justice.. ." With His perfect system of equity and justice,

Allah passes Judgment between His servants in both worlds. He does not

oppress in the least, and it is only those who have no concept of the meaning of
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justice who object to His Judgment.

"
...there is no other deity besides Him. The Almighty, The Wise. This emphasises

what was said in the beginning of the verse concerning oneness of Allah (Tauhid).

ONLY ISLAM IS RECOGNISED BY ALLAH

"Definitely the only Din (religion) with Allah is Islam. " Islam is the only way to

salvation and any person who rejects this Din (religion) cannot attain success,

despite his belief in the unity of Allah. Allah says towards the end of this Surah,

"Wlioever follows a Din (religion) other than Islam, it will never be accepted from him.

[verse 85]

The literal meaning of Islam is 'obedience' and 'submission.' It refers to the

Din (religion) that Allah prescribed for His servants because they submit to His
obedience outwardly and inwardly with their body and souls.

Every Prophet ^uJ\ Up preached the Deen (religion) of Islam and their

followers were termed Muslims. The final Holy Prophet ,JL-. Up i» JL* also

preached this Din (religion) and the same Din (religion) shall prevail till Judgment
(Qiyamah). Whoever shall follow it is termed a Muslim and will attain salvation,

while the rejecters are infidels (kuffar).

The root word of 'Islam' denotes peace in both worlds from all problems
and punishment. Much has already been said in this regard in certain verses of

Surah Baqarah viz. "Verily tJwse who believe and those who are ]ews, Christians or

Sabians." [verse 62] and 'When his (Ibrahim's) Lord told him submit!" [verse 13l]

The differences between the Jews and the Christians and their opposition to

the Holy Prophet ^j Up &\ J^> was not because of ignorance, but took place with

their full knowledge. They recognised the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up &\ j^ to be the

final Prophet but their obstinate nature prevented them from accepting. Their

hankering after the things of this world also served as an obstacle to their

accepting. For this attitude, they incurred upon themselves Allah's chastisement

and He says, "Wliosoever disbelieves in the revelations of Allah, verily Allah is swift in

taking account."

"If they argue with you (Oh Muhammad (JL-^ Up ifct j^ tell them, T have

surrendered myselfio the obedience of Allah and (so have) those who follow me." Those
who choose not to believe will have to suffer their own punishment and the

Believers (Mu'mimn) cannot be expected to help them.

"Say to those who have been given the scripture and to the unlettered ones, 'Have

you surrendered to the obedience ofAllah?' If they surrender, then surely they are rightly

graded, and if they turn away then your duty is only to convey." One cannot force

these people to accept, but can merely advise them. Inviting them towards Islam

is the duty of the Muslim.

"Allah sees His bondsmen." The Muslim, infidel (kafir), inviter and rejecter

accept this fact and none can expect his actions to go unnoticed.
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(21) Surely those who disbelieve in the revelation of Allah and wrongfully slay

Prophet and slay those from mankind who enjoin justice, give them the tidings

of a most painful chastisement. (22) They are the ones whose actions have been

wasted in the world and in the Hereafter, and they shall have none to assist

them.

THE WARNING OF PENDING PUNISHMENT FOR THE
DISBELIEVERS (KUFFAR)

This verse warns all disbelievers (kuffar) of punishment, be they Jews,

Christians or anything else. Specific mention is made of the Jews who used to kill

Prophet <OLJi Up. The inference is also to the Jews in the time of the Holy Prophet

(JL-j Up &\ JU> because, although they did not actually carry out the actions of

their forefathers, they did not disassociate themselves from the actions of their

predecessors.

Such people will also suffer this chastisement who murdered those who
enjoined others with justice. It is not farfetched for them to murder the followers

of a Prophet since they kill Prophet themselves. Regarding each of these people

Allah says, "give them the tidings ofa most painful chastisement"

The giving of tidings is usually for something joyous. It has been used in

this context because these people thought that the outcome of their sinful deeds

will be good and expected Allah' s mercy while they sinned. The verse tells them

that they will now not receive the favourable things that they anticipated, but

they would receive the tidings of a punishment instead.

"Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.3 p. 109) reports from Ibn Jarlr and Ibn Abi Hatim that

Sayyidina Abu Ubaidah bin Jarah ^ &\ ^j asked the Holy Prophet pJL-^ ^ & J^
which persons shall receive the most grievous punishment on the Day of

Judgment. The Holy Prophet pJL-j Up ii J^> replied that it shall be the person who

killed a Prophet or killed someone who enjoined good and forbade evil.

Thereafter Holy Prophet ^j aJ> ii JU> recited the above verse and added, "Oh

Abu Ubaidah <up ii ^Jf the Bani Isra'Il in a single morning murdered 43 Prophet.

Some 170 worshippers rose from them to prevent them and to enjoin good, but

by the same evening all of these worshippers were also killed.'
7

THE ACTIONS OF THE DISBELIEVERS (KUFFAR) ARE ALL
WASTED

"They are the ones whose actions have been wasted in the world and in the

Hereafter, and they shall have none to assist them." Their lives will not be safe in this
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world and they shall not deserve accolades for their actions here. Even in the

Hereafter, their actions shall not avail them since these will be bereft of reward

and incapable of offering any security from Hell. There shall be none to render

them any assistance or intercession. Of course, this refers to their good actions,

since the evil deeds can do them no good whatsoever.

(23) Have you not seen how those who have been given a portion of the

scripture are called towards Allah's book that it may judge between them, then a

group from them flagrantly turn away? (24) This is because they say, "The fire

shall never touch us except for a limited number of days/' The things that they

fabricate have deceived them in their Din (religion). (25) What will be their

condition when We gather them for a day wherein there is no doubt and every

soul is paid in full and they shall not be oppressed?

THE JEWS' AVERSION TO ALLAH'S BOOK AND THEIR WISHFUL
THINKING

It is narrated in "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.3, p.UO) from Ibn Is'haq Up ii^ that the

Holy Prophet pJL-j *> iut JU> once went to the Baitul Midras (the religious and

educational centre of the Jews in Madinah) where many Jews were gathered.

There he invited them towards Islam.

Amongst them were two people by the names of Nu'man bin Amr and

Harith bin Zaid, who asked the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up iui JU whose Din (religion)

he followed. The Holy Prophet pJL^ Up i»i JU> replied that he followed the Din

(religion) of Sayyidina Ibrahim fiLJ\ Up. They argued that Sayyidina Ibrahim Up

r
MJi was a Jew, to which the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ifci J^> told them to bring a

copy of the Torah to decide the matter between them. They were reluctant to do
so and were averse to the idea of letting it be a judge between them. On this

occasion, Allah revealed the above verse stating that when they are summoned
to let the book of Allah decide between them, a faction from them turn back,

refusing to accept the truth.

THE HOPES OF THE JEWS AND THEIR IDEAS

The reason for their aversion to the truth is given as the fact that they are

trapped in their own fabricated ideas. They console themselves with the idea that

they will only remain in Hell for a few days. Some commentators are of the

opinion these few days of punishment tally with the number of days that their

forefathers worshipped the calf. This idea of theirs is steeped in ignorance

because no person can possibly endure even a single minute in Hell. These ideas
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and concepts of theirs had beguiled them and earned them punishment, as Allah

says, "The things that they fabricate (have) deceived them in their Din (religion)/'

They possess no authorisation from Allah for this fabricated idea of theirs

and they have no guarantee that they will emerge from Hell after the expected

period of time. Their rejection of the Din (religion) warrants their eternal

punishment, but they still maintained their vain presumptions about salvation.

They also claimed that being the children of the Prophet ***~J l ***, they shall

be rescued from the punishment of the Hereafter. Some even make the

preposterous claim that Allah promised Sayyidina Ya'qub »"*~Jt <ui* that his

progeny will not be punished and that they will only have to pass over Hell.

Verse 18 of Surah Ma'idah states, "The Jews and the Christians say, 'We are the

children of Allah and His loved ones!' Say, 'Then why will He punish you for your sins?

You are only humans of those that He created. He forgives whom He wills and punishes

whom He wills. To Allah belongs the sovereignty of the heavens and the earth and what

is betiveen them, and unto Him is the return." ["Ruhul Ma'ani" v3, p.lll]

' t. > s ~s" S S 4^ s >
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(26) Say, "O Allah, Owner of sovereignty, You bestow sovereignty to whom
soever You please and snatch away sovereignty from whomsoever You please.

You grant honour to whomsoever You please and disgrace whomsoever You

please. In Your hand is all good. Verily You are Able to do all things." (27) "You

enter the night into the day and enter the day into the night. You bring forth the

living from the dead and the dead from the living and give sustenance to

whomsoever You desire without reckoning."

ALLAH IS THE OWNER OF ALL SOVEREIGNTY AND GIVES
RESPECT AND DISGRACE TOWHOM HE WILLS

It is recorded in "Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v. I p.279) from Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ^j
^ it that when the Holy Prophet pJL*. *i* it JU conquered Makkah, he told the

Companions (Sahabah) ^ it ^j of their future conquests of Rome and Persia.

On hearing this, the hypocrites and Jews jeered that the Holy Prophet u* & J^
(JL-^j seems not to be satisfied with Makkah and Madinah but is greedy to go on to

conquer the great powers of Persia and Rome. On this occasion the above verse

was revealed.

Allah instructs the Holy Prophet jJL^ Up it ju to make the following

supplication (du'a), "O Allah, Owner of sovereignty, You bestow sovereignty to

whomsoever You please and snatch away sovereignty form whomsoever You please. You

grant honour to wlwmsoever You please and disgrace whomsoever You please." This is a
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supplication (du'a) as well as a reference to the taunts of the disbelievers that it is

Allah who controls the affairs of the world and He gives authority to

whomsoever He pleases. Allah ended the sway of the Jews in Madinah and
handed the city over to the Muslims, just as He had taken the rule of Makkah
away from the Quraish. Although the Muslims were without the means, yet

Allah granted them victory over better-equipped forces. In the same way, it was
Allah who gave dominion to the Romans and the Persians and He is able to take

it away from them and give it to the Ummah of the Holy Prophet^ _>
Up ifc» j^>.

These disbelievers saw only the strength and might of the enemy forces and
overlooked the power of Allah, who gave all of this to them. The One who gave
it is surely able to repossess it, and He grants honour and debasement to

whoever He wills.

"In Your hand is all good." Commentators mention that although all good and
bad is in the control of Allah, this verse only mentions the one factor and the

opposite is understood from it. Other commentators maintain that only the good
is mentioned in this verse because it is actually a supplication (du'a) and every

person asking in a supplication (du'a) will ask only for the things which he
requires (i.e. good).

"Verily You arc Able to do all things." This statement serves as a summary of

the entire verse. Its broad context also indicates that Allah is Capable of doing

even much more than what is mentioned earlier.

SOME DEPICTIONS OF ALLAH'S POWER

"You enter the night into the day and enter the day into the night." At times the

nights are longer than the days while at other times the opposite occurs. It often

occurs tjiat the difference in day and night may be 4 or 5 hours while at other

times it can be up to 16 hours and even more. All these factors are determined
solely by Allah and none other has any jurisdiction over them.

"You bring forth the living from the dead and the dead from the living..."

Commentators mention that from the lifeless womb a living being is born and
from the living being a lifeless womb is again formed. Others explain it to mean
that from a lifeless egg a living bird is hatched and then this bird may again lay

an egg. Sayyidina Hasan and Ata *> i»»i ^ have tendered yet another

explanation. They say that from a Believer (Mu'minln) [who is considered to be

living due to his Belief (Iman)] a disbeliever (kafir) may be born (who is considered

to be lifeless), while the opposite may also take place and a Believer (Mu'minln) is

born to a disbeliever (kafir). Allah says, "Can the one who was dead then revived by

Us and given a light whereby he treads, be like the one who is in darkness and cannot

emerge therefrom ?" [Surah An'am, verse 122]

" and (You) give sustenance to whomsoever You desire without reckoning."

The granting of provision is His responsibility, which He may designate as He
pleases. As He gives without stint, He may also restrict. Allah says in numerous
verses of the Qur'an, "Your Lord lavishes sustenance for whomsoever He wills and

straitens."
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(28) The believers should not take the disbelievers as friends in preference to

believers. Whoever does so has no connection with Allah, unless you have to

safeguard yourselves from enemies. Allah bids you to beware of Him and unto

Allah is the return.

MUSLIMS ARE COMMANDED NOT TO BEFRIEND THE
DISBELIEVERS (KUFFAR)

This verse clearly prohibits the preference of disbelievers (kdfir) friends over

Muslim friends, warning that the perpetrator of this act shall have severed all ties

with Allah. "Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v.l, p.291) reports from Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ^
<up i»\ that this verse was revealed with regard to Abdullah bin Ubayy and his

fellow hypocrites. They used to befriend the idolaters and Jews, passing

information on to them concerning the Muslims with the hope that the

disbelievers (kdfir) would eventually overcome the Muslims. With regard to this,

the verse was revealed to warn Muslims not to emulate this practice.

It is also narrated from Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ^ ^ ^j that some Jews

befriended certain persons of the Ansar with the objective of displacing them

from Islam. Although many other Muslims warned them of this ploy, they

refused to listen and continued their friendship. Eventually this verse was

revealed.

Other verses of the Qur'an also prohibit the befriending of disbelievers

(kujfar). Allah says in Surah Mumtahina, "O you who believe, choose not My enemy

and your enemy as friends, passing on messages of friendship to them when they

disbelieve in that truth which has come to you. They exile you and the Holy Prophet J^
jjL. j Up &s only because you believe in Allah and His Messenger. When you fight in My

way, seeking My pleasure, you secretly send messages offriendship to them. I am best

Aware of all that you hide and all that you reveal. Whoeverfrom you does so, then he has

definitely strayed from the right path. If they ever gain the upper hand over you they

shall be yourfoes and will stretch out their arms and tongues to you with evil intent, and

they longfor you to disbelieve." [Surah 60, verses 1 and 2]

THE CONSEQUENCES OF BEFRIENDING THE DISBELIEVERS
(KUFFAR)

Nowadays Muslims are totally oblivious to the prohibition stated in this

verse and continue preferring disbelievers (kujfar) as friends over other Muslims.

Ignoring their personal welfare, they give precedence to their worldly benefits

and do not even consider befriending Muslims instead. Some Muslim even

become informants to foreign disbelievers (kujfar) nations. It is indeed sad that

Muslims have mutual enmity between themselves, but friendship with the

disbelievers (kujfar).
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This tragic state of affairs has made the Muslim countries puppets of the

disbelievers (kuffar). To attain the academic degrees of the disbelievers (kuffar),

some Muslims "scholars" write various theses, the topics of which are selected

by their disbeliever (kafir) seniors. Such topics are chosen whereby the

unassuming Muslim is made to disclose the innermost secrets of Islams which

include those of Muslim institutes and establishments. These people are, in

reality, traitors of Islam and friends of the disbelievers (kuffar).

Some people consider this Qur'anic prohibition to be against etiquette and

good social conduct. Healthy social conduct and heart-felt friendships are two

different concepts. When there exists a heart-felt friendship with the disbelievers

(kuffar), then a Muslim will even betray the secrets and functions of the Muslims

to their disbeliever (kafir) adversaries. Belief (Iman) demands that one reserves

earnest companionship only for Muslims. Even people who appear to be pious

find this injunction of the Qur'an hard to accept, indicating that their submission

to Allah is not yet sincere.

Numerous factions and differences exist among the Muslims. Sometimes

these are related to nationality, sometimes to language and sometimes to other

factors. Putting aside the demands of their Belief (Iman), these Muslims choose

rather to accede to the dictates of disbelief (kufr) and align with the disbelievers

(kuffar).

Matters have reached such a low ebb that certain Muslim states even

construct places of worship for the disbelievers (kuffar) and forgo their own Salah

for the sake of maintaining ties with them. They also participate in the

ceremonies of these disbelievers (kuffar) and even exchange gifts with them on

these occasions. This state of affairs has stripped the Muslims of their status.

Thinking that they may benefit, Muslims are indeed misleading themselves

because what appears to be beneficial to them actually conceals harm within.

Allah says in a verse of Surah Imran, "O you who believe, take not as confidants any

besides your own (Muslims) for they waste no opportunity to harm you." [Surah 3,

verse 118] The. disbelievers (kuffar) wish only harm to the Muslims and desire

that the territories of the Muslims become theirs so that the Muslims bow at their

feet. They wish to render the Muslims totally incapable of resistance.

".... in preference to believers..." This clause should not be misconstrued to

mean that it is permissible to befriend the disbelievers (kuffar) when friendship

with Muslims is still maintained. The verse rules out relationships with the

disbelievers (kuffar). In reality, such ardent friendship is only possible with the

disbelievers (kuffar) when relationships with Muslims are ignored, be it

intentionally or coincidentally. Once a friendship is struck with a disbeliever

(kafir), the relationship with a Muslim will inevitably be weakened or even

destroyed.

A GRAVE WARNING TO THOSE WHO BEFRIEND THE
DISBELIEVERS (KUFFAR)

"Whoever does so (befriends the disbelievers (kuffar)) has no connection with

Allah..." Thereafter Allah mentions an exception to the prohibition and allows a

superficial friendship by declaring, "...unless you have to safeguard yourselves from
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enemies." In the case where a Muslim is in genuine danger of losing either his life

or any limb, he may display an external friendship if it will secure his safety. In

this case it is permissible for him to say things contrary to Islam. Of course these
things should only be restricted to the tongue and must not enler the heart.

"Allah bids you to beware of Him and unto Allah is the return." If a Muslim bears
this always in mind, he will be able to abstain from all sins and not succumb to

the dictates of evil.

TO WHAT EXTENT IS FRIENDSHIP WITH THE DISBELIEVERS
(KUFFAR) PERMITTED?

The verse prohibits what is termed as "Muwalat" (heartfelt friendship).

However, "Muwasat" and "Mudarat" are permitted. These refer to the cordial

social conduct which one shows towards them e.g. Entertaining a guest, working
with them in offices, trading with them, etc. However, none of this is permitted
with a disbeliever (kafir) in a "Darul Harb" i.e. a disbelievers (kuffar) state that is

engaged in war with the Muslims. Weapons cannot be sold to such states.

While it is permissible to employ a disbeliever (kafir) ox to accept
employment from one, it will not be permitted to exercise Muwalat with them.
There should be no objection to this injunction since even the disbelievers (kuffar)

practise the same and will never share an intimate friendship with a Muslim.
Until this injunction is adhered to a Muslim cannot possibly act upon Islam
properly.

In the name of friendship, the disbelievers (kuffar) have started a movement
which has totally robbed the Muslims of their Din (religion). They are tirelessly

trying to add the Muslims to their ranks and are finding success amongst those
Muslims who do not have an aversion to disbelief (kufr) and the disbelievers

(kuffar). Some Muslims are ashamed of the fact that the Qur'an prohibits

Muwalat with the disbelievers (kuffar). There is absolutely no reason to feel

ashamed before these disbelievers (kuffar) since none of them will admit to

possess a true affinity for a Muslim or Islam. As they behave towards us, so will

we behave towards them.

A REFUTATION OF THE "TAQIYA" OF THE RAWAFIDH
The sect called the Rawafidh (part of the Shia movement) attaches such

great importance to the practice of "Taqiya" (lying in religious matters) that a

renowned proverb amongst them is that the person who does not practise Taqiya
has no Belief (Iman). They quote in their support the above verse, .unless you have

to safeguard yourselves from enemies."

At the outset it should be understood why they resorted to this practice. The
Jews taught these people a Din (religion) other than that brought by the Holy
Prophet ^i-

3
Up &\ J^> and impressed on their minds that Sayyidina Ali -up i»» ^j

was supposed to be the immediate leader after the Holy Prophet jJ-j Up in JU
They were told that the other Caliphs (Khalifas) viz. Sayyidina Abu Bakr -up i»i ^ Jf

Sayyidina Umar <up &\ ^j and Sayyidina Uthman -up &\^ usurped the Caliphate

(Khilafah) from him. However, true Muslims ask them the reason why Sayyidina
Ali ^ J)t ^j remained silent about the matter for 26 years, not once laying claim
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to his right? Why did he, during this entire period, even participate in their

meetings and fight with them in Jihad (religion war)? Why did he join them in all

their Jumu'ah, Eid and daily Saiah? In reply to all of this they have been taught

by their tutors (the Jews) to say that Sayyidina Ali ^ &\ ^ was practising

Taqiya.

This practice of 'Taqiya' is such a weapon that the enemies have placed in

their hands that they regard it as being a fundamental of Din (religion) and use it

in every defence. When they deliberately say many things that contradict their

beliefs/they actually feel that they are doing an act of virtue. How vast is the

difference between their cowardly practice of 'Taqiya' and the outstanding

courageousness of Sayyidina Ali ** it ^j whom they claim to follow!

It is not the trait of people of Belief (Iman) to falter before falsehood. If

indeed it was the right of Sayyidina Ali ** it ^>j to ascend to the Caliphate

(Khilafah), he would have fought for the truth and not given in to the other three

Khulafa. It is not conceivable that the vicegerent of the greatest Holy Prophet J^
^, 5

Up it should yield to the authority of any oppressor.

To view the matter from another angle, the incident of Sayyidina Husain

-up it ^j should be examined. When the Rawafidh summoned him to Kufa and

then deserted him, he chose to fight to the end for the sake of the truth. He even

had to endure the killing of so many of his family members, but he never yielded

to the pressure of those whom he considered to be oppressive. He could have

practiced 'Taqiya' to appease Yazid and Ibn Ziyad, but he did not.

This episode clearly displays the fact that there exists no 'Taqiya' in the Din

(religion), for it was not even practised by people like Sayyidina Husain ** &\ ^j
whom these Shias claim to follow. Whatever incidents the Shias narrate

regarding the 'Taqiya' of their "Scholar's (Imams)" are all fabrications and

contradict the status of these noble personalities. It is just not possible that they

conceal one thing in their hearts and practice another. This practice of 'Taqiya'

has no basis from the Qur'an whatsoever.

"...unless you have to safeguard yourselves from enemies." This verse applies to

the case when a Muslim is in danger of suffering harm from the disbelievers

infidels (knffar) e.g. they force him to make any statement of infidelity (kufr)

under a threat, which they are able to induce and which shall prove unbearable

to the Muslim in question. This is as Allah says in Surah Nahl (verse 106), save for

him who is forced, but his heart is content with Belief (Iman)." Even in this case,

however, it will be best to endure the suffering and not concede.

Their quoting this verse for their support is also unjustified since they are

the very people who believe that the Qur'an we possess is adulterated and

incomplete. How is it possible that one who does not accept a thing uses it to

lend support to his belief. They should, at the very least, present a hadith of

Sayyidina Ali ** it^ himself which has an authentic chain of narrators.
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(29) Say, "Whether you hide or reveal what is in your bosoms, Allah knows it.

He knows what is in the heavens and what is in the earth, and Allah is Able to

do all things." (30) On the day when every soul shall find all the good which it

had done present before it. It will wish that there be a great space of distance

between it and the evil which it perpetrated. Allah bids you to beware Of
Himself, and Allah is Clement unto His bondsmen.

ALLAH KNOWS EVERYTHING AND IS ABLE TO DO ANYTHING
He knows what is concealed in the depths of hearts and all that is within the

heavens and the earth. A Being whose knowledge is so vast deserves to be feared

and exalted.

THE ANGUISH OF THE DAY OF JUDGMENT DAY (QIYAMAH)

The depiction of the Day of Judgment given in this verse is that every soul

shall be confronted by its actions. People will wish that this day had never come
and that they be far removed there from. For this reason it is necessary for every
person to concern himself with his plight on that day by increasing in his good
deeds and improving them. Thereafter Allah reiterates the statement made in a

previous verse viz. "Allah bids you to beware ofHimself"

(31) Say (Oh Muhammad <*L-j «Up At JU>, "If you love Allah then follow me, Allah

will love you and forgive you your sins. Allah is Most Forgiving, Most
Merciful." (32) Say, "Obey Allah and the messenger ^L-j Up &\ ^U." If they turn

away then surely Allah loves not the disbelievers.

FOLLOW THE HOLY PROPHET ^JL-j Up At J+ IF YOU LOVE ALLAH

Both these verses encourage obedience to the Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up ii ju
which entails carrying out all his instructions. It refers to following in his

footsteps and adopting his path. The various sects that claim to love Allah are

urged in this verse to prove their love in the way stipulated by Allah and not

merely by verbal claims. This is by adopting the lifestyle of Allah's the Holy
Prophet fL* 3 Up &\ J^>. By doing this, a person will earn the reciprocal love of

Allah and thereby acquire success in both the worlds.

Together with the order to emulate, the instruction to obey is also given and
the person who turns away from this is termed to be a infidel in the verse, whom
Allah likes not. This obedience applies to all facets beliefs, obligations
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(Fardidh) and compulsories (Wajibat). To reject an obligation is also infidelity, but

not to act on it without rejecting its obligation is an act termed "kufr Amali"
(infidelity in actions).

AWARNING TO THE CLAIMANTS OF DIVINE LOVE
This verse emphasises the fact that those who claim to love Allah but do not

accept the Islam brought by Allah's most beloved creation, The Holy Prophet

^ 3
us> xbi j^ will not be included in the list of His loved ones. Their claims are

thus in vain and totally wasted.

The verse also serves as a reminder to those Muslims who claim to love

Allah, but neglect to follow in his footsteps. Their businesses are Unlawful
(Haram), but they claim to love Allah and His Prophet pJL-j Up &\ JL>. They are

clean-shaven, yet they claim to love Allah and the Holy Prophet Up &\ J^
jJUj. They even dress like the infidels (kuffar) and run the affairs of their

countries according to the laws of the infidels and each time claim to love

Allah and the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ii JU». All this amounts to deception and
false claims.

A REFUTATION OF THE REJECTERS OF HADITH

Approximately sixty or seventy years ago, a group sprung up claiming to be
followers of the Qur'an only and denied the following of the Holy Prophet ii JU>
plvj Up to be a constituent of Din (religion). They made the preposterous claim

that Allah sent the Qur'an to mankind just like a person sends a letter to another,

and the Holy Prophet p-L-j Up ii ^ merely served the purpose of a postman
whose job is confined to delivery. They claim that they are able to understand
Allah's message without the necessity of an explanation from the Holy Prophet

jj^j aJj> &\ J^. (May Allah save us from such blasphemy. Amin.)

In saying such things, these people are denying all the verses of the Qur'an
which exhort the following of the Holy Prophet jJL-j ^ & J^>. Allah says in

Surah Nahl {perse 44), "We revealed the Reminder (Qur'an) to you so that you may
explain to the people what has been revealed unto them and that they may reflect." He
says further in Surah Nisd (verse 105), "Undoubtedly We have revealed to you the Book

with the truth so that you may judge between people by that which Allah has shown
you."

These verses show that it was also the duty of the Holy Prophet aJLp it' ju.

rkj to explain the verses of the Qur'an. The person who wishes to understand
the Qur'an without the agency of the Holy Prophet ^3 Up it ju shall indeed
wander very far from it and become a follower of his own baser self.

Explaining ,the attributes of the Holy Prophet pJL-j ^ it JU, Allah says "He
permits for them the pure things, forbids them from the impure things and removes from
them the burden and shackles which were upon them." [Surah A'rdf, verse 157]

Those who choose to practise the Qur'an without resorting to the Ahadith
are really following their own souls and desire freedom. In denying the Ahadith,
they are also denying the Qur'an and these people have fallen prey to the devices
of the infidels (kuffar). If they did follow the Qur'an, they would have surely
tallowed the Holy Prophet^ Up it ^ and not the dictates of their western
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masters in Europe and America.

With regard to the Qur'an, the Qur'an itself should decide the matter. It

does not classify itself as a mere letter but declares that it is, "A guidance for

mankind and clear signs ofguidance and a Discerner (between right and wrong)." [Surah

Baqarah, verse 185] The Qur'an was revealed because the mere intelligence of man
is insufficient to guide him. Together with this, Allah also sent the Holy Prophet

JL-j ajlp ii\ J^ as an elucidator and commentator of the Qur'an. Consequently, the

order was given that he should be followed in his explanation. If every person

was allowed to interpret the Qur'an as he pleased, there would be innumerable

explanations to every verse and the glorious word of Allah would be no more

than a toy.

These ignorant people have reliance on the Qur'an, yet are not ashamed to

make the Revealer of this Qur'an a target for their objections. He is the Owner
and Creator of everything and none should be dissatisfied if He wished that the

injunctions of the Qur'an should be explained by the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up &\ ju.

j^ ilia & <jyym 4*\ o) 4*\ £$ j? y> ^^ ^ ^M <^ (^i Ji*

(33) Certainly Allah preferred Adam, Nun and the family of Ibrahim over the

entire universe. (34) They were descendants of each other. Allah is The All

Hearing, The All Knowing. (35) When the wife of Imran said, "Oh my Lord, I

avow to You what is in my belly to be free, so accept it from me. Verily only You

are The All Hearing, The All Knowing." (36) When she delivered the child she

said, "My Lord, I have delivered a girl"; and Allah knows best what she

delivered. A male is not like a female. "I will name her Maryam and I seek Your

protection for her and for her offspring from the accursed Devil (Shaytan)." (37)

Her Lord accepted her with full acceptance, granted her an exceptional

upbringing and placed her in the custody of Zakariyya. Whenever Zakariyya

went into the sanctuary wherein she was, he found food by her. He said, "Oh

Maryam, from where did you get this?" She replied, "It is from Allah. Allah

provides for whom He pleases without stint."
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THE VOW OF THE MOTHER OF MARYAM pLJ\ i«Jp, HER
UPBRINGING AND APPOINTMENT OF GUARDIANSHIP

"Certainly Allah preferred Adam, Nuh and the family of Ibrahim over the entire

universe. They were descendants of each other." Every human is the descendant of

Sayyidina Adam f^Js <uU, who was followed by Sayyidina Nuh r%U\ Up, and then

much later came Sayyidina Ibrahim fiLJ\ aJ^. Allah granted Prophethood to all

three of the above and then all the consequent Prophet ^LJ\ Up were of their

progeny, including the seal of all, Sayyidina Muhammad jJL-j u^ i»» JU>. The
family of Imran ?%J>\ aJLp was also from these.

Sayyidina Isa fMJ» Up was the son of Sayyidah Maryam ^LJ\ i^-ip and she was
the daughter of Sayyidina Imran ^wJi. Up. This was not the same Imran who was
the father of Sayyidina Musa f%J>\ ^, but another. "Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v.l, p.246)

records that there was a time lapse of 1800 years between the two.

Mention is then made of the vow which the wife of Sayyidina Imran ^LJi Up

took wherein she said that she vowed her unborn child to be free, meaning that

the child would be freed for service of the Baitul Muqaddas. No worldly work
will be taken from the child.

The caretakers of the Baitul Muqaddas used to be male, so when she gave

birth to a girl she exclaimed in remorse, "My Lord, I have delivered a girl!" This she

said even though 'Allah knows best what she delivered." Thereafter she exclaimed,

to further emphasise her sorrow, that the child could not adequately perform the

function of a caretaker to the Baitul Muqaddas, "A male is not like a female." i.e. the

girl that was born was not what was expected. It could also mean that in general,

females cannot serve the functions of males.

Sayyidina Hakimul Ummah Thanwi ^ ifo ^-j writes that the sentence "A

male is not like a female" is not the statement of Sayyidah Maryam ftLJ\ i^ip, but a

statement within the context made by Allah. In this case the verse will be

interpreted to mean that no male child could be like (superior to) this girl to

whom she gave birth. This particular girl was unprecedented and truly blessed.

After the birth and the apparent disillusionment she said, 'I will name her

Maryam and I seek Your protection for her and for her offspringfrom the accursed Devil

(Shaytan)." The Holy Prophet jJL-j <^ it JU> said in a narration of Bukhari, "Every

child screams at birth because Devil (Shaytan) touches them, except Sayyidah

Maryam f%J\ i^-U and her son." According to another narration, he said,

"Children scream because Devil (Shaytan) pokes them with his finger; except for

Sayyidah Maryam ftLJ\ i*-U and her son, both of whom Devil (Shaytan) could not

reach." Yet another narration reports that he strikes them through the placenta

with his finger. ["Ruhul Ma'ani," v.3, p.137]

"Her Lord accepted her with full acceptance, granted her an exceptional upbringing

and placed her in the custody of Zakariyya." Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ** iui ^j narrates

that when the child was born, her mother (whose name was Hanna) wrapped
her up in a cloth and took her to Baitul Muqaddas. There she placed her before

the resident worshippers and narrated the entire incident to them. Since the

father of the child [Imran fMU* Up], who was the Scholar (Imam) of Baitul

Muqaddas), had passed away during the pregnancy, it was not possible that he
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bring her up, otherwise it was his right to do so.

The name Maryam (which means a worshipper) was kept by the mother to

indicate that she was still abiding by her vow. This showed that although the

child may not be able to serve the Baitul Muqaddas, she could still be a

worshipper. For this reason Hanna fX~J\ h^ brought the child to these

worshippers. ["Ruhul Ma'ani" and Bayanul Qur'an]

All these worshippers desired to raise the child. Their leader, Sayyidina

Zakariyya f*~b *> told them that he was most deserving of raising her since he

was married to the maternal aunt of the child. The others opted to draw a lot to

decide the matter, so all their pens were gathered together. Sayyidina Zakariyya

r
»>LJ! Up told a child to draw out a pen from the heap, and it so happened that the

one he drew out was none other than that of Sayyidina Zakariyya f*~& *J*. In this

way he took her into his custody. (More details of this episode will follow

shortly, Insha Allah.)

She grew up with Sayyidina Zakariyya fiLJ\ ^ and Allah granted her an

upbringing like no other child had. She was given her own quarters (referred to

as the "mihrab" in this verse). This quarter (mihrab) or sanctuary is described by

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ^ ito ^j as a high room within Baitul Muqaddas,. which

she would reach by means of a stepladder. Other commentators maintain that

the quarter (mihrab) refers to the Mosque (Masjid) itself, while others interpret it

in its renowned meaning (i.e. a niche in the Mosque (Masjid) wall facing the

direction of prayers).

FRUIT FROM THE UNSEEN FOR SAYYIDAH MARYAM pU\ i^Ip

Sayyidah Maryam <»*>LJ> W> lived in the confines of the Baitul Muqaddas and

Allah provided her with fruit from the unseen. She would even receive summer

fruits in winter and vice versa. Sayyidina Zakariyya f^LJ\ «A± used to pay much

attention to her and none but he would come to see her. The door would also

remain closed, so he was astonished to find these fruit with her, especially since

they were out of season. Therefore the verse says, "Whenever Zakariyya went into

the sanctuary wherein she was, he found food by her. He said, 'Oh Maryam, from where

did you get this?' She replied, 'It is from Allah. Allah provides whom He pleases without

stint." This verse proves the miracles of the pious.

A- ^ i=*

\ > **' *\ ' ' 's\< ffh ^
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(38) Then Zakariyya prayed to his Lord saying, "My Lord, grant me pure

children from yourself. Without doubt You are the Hearer of all prayers. (39) So

the angels called to him while he stood praying in the niche (mihrab), "Allah

gives you glad tidings of Yahya who shall confirm the word from Allah and

(shall be) a leader, chaste and a Prophet from the righteous. (40) He said, "My
Lord, how can I have a son when old age had already reached me and my wife is

barren?" Allah replied, "In this way Allah does as He pleases. (41) He said, "My
Lord, appoint for me a sign." Allah said, "Your sign is that you shall be unable

to talk to people for three days, except by indications. Remember your Lord

abundantly and hymn His purity by night and day."

THE SUPPLICATION (DU'A) OF SAYYIDINA ZAKARIYYA ?
*>LJi Up

FOR CHILDREN

Sayyidina Zakariyya f*~J\ ^Jlp had grown extremely old and had not yet any

children who could inherit his knowledge and practices, as Allah says in Surah

Maryam, "He (Sayyidina Zakariyya fiLJ\ ^ said, 'Oh my Lord, verily mmy bones have

weakened and my hair has turned white. My Lord, I have never been deprived by You in

my prayers. Ifear (the plight) ofmy relatives after me and my wife is barren, so grant me
specially from You a successor who shall be an heir to myself and the family ofYa'qub,

and make him, Oh my Lord, pleasant." [Surah 19, verses 3 to 6]

GLAD TIDINGS OF THE BIRTH OF SAYYIDINA YAHYA fUS\ Up

Allah accepted the supplication (du'a)oi Sayyidina Zakariyya f^>s Up and
sent an angel to convey to him the glad ridings of a son named Yahya. The child

would "confirm the word ofAllah who was Sayyidina Isa (%^\ Up. He will also be

a "leader" in that he would be noble, forbearing, well mannered, intelligent,

learned, friendly, reliant on Allah, courageous and ever concerned about the

welfare of his people. All these qualities apply to him, along with the real

meaning that he shall lead and others shall follow. ("Ruhul Ma'ani")

The final accolade given in his description is that he shall be a Prophet and
from amongst the righteous ones (salihin).

WHO ARE THE "SALIHIN" (RIGHTEOUS)

This word is derived from the root word "salih," which denotes one who
abstains from sins, performs virtuous actions and always turns to Allah. Such
people are of numerous ranks, the highest of whom are the Prophet ^%J\ <uU since

they are "ma'sum" innocent/ (protected from committing sins).

Sayyidina Sulaiman f%Jb aJLp made the following supplication (du'a), "Make
me, out of Your mercy, from amongst Your pious (salihin) bondsmen." [Surah Naml,

verse 19] In numerous verses of Surah Anbiya Allah mentions that many of the

Prophet (OUi Up were from amongst the Righteous (Salihin). From these verses it

is gathered that the quality of piety is indeed one of great merit and an integral

part of the good people.
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THE SURPRISE OF SAYYIDINA ZAKARIYYA ?*>LJ! Up AND
ALLAH'S REPLY

When he was informed of the imminent birth of a son and the child's

qualities, Sayyidina Zakariyya f%~)» ^ exclaimed, "My Lord, how can 1 have a son

when old age had already reached me and my wife is barren?" The question may arise

here that when he initially made the supplication (du'a) to Allah, he mentioned

that he was aged and that his wife was barren. He made the supplication (du'a)

with perfect reliance on the power and might of Allah. Now when the child is to

be born, why does he seem astonished?

The commentators have written many responses to this question. One is

that he wished to enquire about the method by which Allah was to confer the

child to him e.g. Was it necessary to marry another woman or not? Another

interpretation is that his statement was a natural outburst as would occur to any

other human upon such an occasion, while he still understood the power of

Allah completely. Yet another answer to this query is that it was made to induce

a repetition of the glad tiding so as to derive additional pleasure.

"Allah replied, 'In this way Allah does as He pleases/' Allah is Capable of

conferring children contrary to the normal trend of happenings, despite even

barrenness.

When the matter was confirmed, he asked, "My Lord, appoint for me a sign."

i.e. a sign to indicate that the child has been conceived. He requested this from

Allah because it would denote the beginning of his good fortune, for which he

could increase his gratitude to Allah. 'Allah said, 'Your sign is that you shall be

unable to talk to people for three days, except by indications." Another verse in Surah

Maryam mentions three nights as well. This means that during this time period,

his tongue shall not be able to utter a word and his only means of

communication would be through gestures. The only thing that would be

possible for him would be the remembrance of Allah, hence,he was instructed,

"Remember your Lord abundantly and hymn His purity by night and day.

Verse 90 of Surah Anbiya reads, "We accepted his supplication (du'a),

conferred Yahya upon him and healed his wife." This verse indicates that his

wife was cured and made fertile once again. Allah is the Creator of ends as well

as the means, and can create without the means also.

THE RELIGIOUS SIGNIFICANCE OF MARRIAGE

The verse mentions that Sayyidina Yahya (%-b ^ was "hasur" (translated

above as "chaste") i.e. He abstained from relations with women. From this verse,

the followers of the Shafi school of jurisprudence deduce that it is better to

remain single than to marry. According to the adherents of the Hanafi school of

jurisprudence, marriage is Sunnah and will even be compulsory (Wajib) for the

person who experiences greater necessity.

The Holy Prophet ^j a> &\ J^ stated in a narration of Bukhari, "O youths!

Whosoever of you possesses the means should marry for it is a medium of

lowering the gaze and protecting the chastity. Those who cannot, should resort

to fasting because it diminishes the passions."
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The Holy Prophet <X* : Up &\ J^ also refused Sayyidina Uthman bin Maz'un
^ &\ ^j permission to remain single. It was unique to Sayyidina Isa ^M-Ji up if he

did not marry. Besides him all the other Prophet >%-& Up were married. Allah

says in Surah Ra'd, "Most assuredly We have sent many messengers before you and We
had apportionedfor them wives and children." [Surah 13, verse 38]

Tirmidhi reports a hadith wherein the Holy Prophet pL** ^ in ^U said,

"Four things were the practice of all the Prophet <v>uji ajlp, modesty, applying

perfume, brushing the teeth and marrying.'
7

(42) When the angels said, "O Maryam, certainly Allah has chosen you, purified

you and preferred you above all the women of the world." (43) "O Maryam,

obey your Lord, prostrate yourself and bow (in ruku) with those who bow."

THE ANGELS INFORM SAYYIDAH MARYAM f*~l\ i«Jp OF HER
SELECTION BY ALLAH

Initially mention was made that Allah' selected the family of Sayyidina

Imran (%J\ Up over the universe. Thereafter much was related concerning the

birth and history of Sayyidina Zakariyya, Maryam and Yahya (%~h Up. The above
verse is the beginning of the culmination to this entire episode. Allah now speaks

of Sayyidah Maryam ^*>LJ» i*Jp and the glad tidings given to her with regard to the

birth of her son Sayyidina Isa (">Ut Up.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes with regard to " certainly Allah has

chosen you" that Allah had chosen her from the beginning, blessed her, preferred

her above all the boys who had been freed for the service of Baitul Muqaddas
and specially favoured her with certain miracles.

" ...purified you..." With regard to this he writes that Allah purified her from
all states of impurity such as menstruation and after-birth bleeding so that she

may be worthy of serving the Mosque (Masjid). Other commentators state that

Allah had purified her from infidelity (kufr), sin and disobedience by means of

Belief (Iman) and obedience.

Yet other commentators maintain that Allah had purified her from bad
morals and from an evil disposition. After making mention of all these opinions,

the author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" states that it would be best to say that she was
purified from all types of filth, be they external or internal.

THE VIRTUE OF SAYYIDAH MARYAM
?
^LJi i^l*

"....and preferred you above all the women of the world.
"
Because of the general

reference of the words, many Scholars (Ulama) are of the opinion that Sayyidina

Maryam f^LJi UJp is superior in status to all other women. Others maintain that

this superiority was confined to the women of her time only.
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In the Ahadlth, many virtues are cited for numerous women like Sayyidah

Maryam
f
*>LJ\ i*-U, Sayyidah Asia f^LJi i*> {the wife of pharaoh (Fir'aun)},

Sayyidah Khadija if* i» ^>j (the first wife of the Holy Prophet ^; *> &\ ju,

Sayyidah Fatima if* ifo ^j and Sayyidah Ayshah ifp it ^> Because of these

Ahadlth, certain Scholars (Ulama) have mentioned that some of these noble ladies

are better than others amongst them. Other Scholars (Ulama) have maintained

silence on the issue, while others say that each possesses superiority in different

facets.

THE VIRTUE OF SAYYIDAH FATIMA \#* &\ ^j

Many Scholars (Ulama) are of the opinion that Sayyidah Fatima i^p & ^j is

the most noble of all women because she was the most beloved daughter of the

Holy Prophet jJL- 3
Up ifo JU. In a narration of Bukhari the Holy Prophet *> ^ j^

(JL-j said, "Fatima is a part ofme. What displeases her, displeases me and what hurts her,

hurts me."

It is also narrated in Bukhari (v.l p.5 12) that during his final illness, The

Holy Prophet y-j Up iui J-^ told her, "Will it not please you to know that you

shall be the leader of all the women of Heaven (Jannah) According to another

narration, he said that she would be the leader of all the ladies of the Believers

(Mu'minin).

THE VIRTUE OF SAYYIDAH KHADIJA i«* At ^j

She enjoys the privilege and unique status of being the first wife of the Holy

Prophet jJL-j Up &\ JU and the first person to accept Islam. She also spent all her

wealth for the sake of Islam. Commentators write that it is to her wealth that

Allah refers to in the verse, "Did He not find you (Oh Muhammad ^j Up &\ j*

destitute then make you wealthy?" (Made him wealthy with her wealth.)

THE VIRTUE OF SAYYIDAH AYSHAH i«* k^
She enjoys precedence over other women because she was the wife who

propagated the teachings of the Holy Prophet pi-^ Up &\ J^ the most and she

had an exceedingly large number of students. In the book "Al Isaba" (vA, p.360),

Sayyidina Ata bin Abi Rabah Up & ^j mentions that Sayyidah Ayshah if* <^^
was the most learned person of her time. Sayyidina Abu Musa <up &\ ^j
mentioned that whenever any difficulty arose, they would refer the matter to

Sayyidah Ayshah if* i» ^> Jf who would always have some knowledge about the

matter.

These were the virtues of Sayyidah Fatima if* ifo ^j, Sayyidah Khadija ^j
if* &\ and Sayyidah Ayshah if* & ^Jf all excelling in different aspects. Sayyidah

Maryam f**J\ ifJ* gains superiority in the fact that she was the specially

appointed servant of Baitul Muqaddas, was brought up by Sayyidina Zakariyya

f^S\ Up, would receive sustenance from the unseen and was the mother of

Sayyidina Isa f*>LJt Up.

THE VIRTUE OF SAYYIDAH ASIYA i*p &^
Sayyidah Asiya if* ifo ^j was the wife of Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and she enjoys
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precedence in that she was a believer in an environment where Pharaoh (Fir'aun)

was imposing great difficulties on those who believed. He used to lay them on
the ground and have nails hammered into their hands. Allah makes mention of

her in Surah Tahrim as an example to the Believers (Mu'mimn). He says, "Allah

cites the example for the believers of the wife of Pharaoh (Fir'aun). When she supplicated,

'Oh my Lord, build me a house near to You in Heaven (Jannah) and rescue me from
Pharaoh (Fir'aun),and his atrocities and save me from the oppressive nation." [Surah 66,

verse 11]

A hadith of Bukhari (v. I p.532) records that the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up ii j^
said, "No woman attained perfection except Maryam, the daughter of Imran and
Asiya, the wife Pharaoh (Fir'aun).

The virtue of Ayshah i** i»» ^j over other women is as the virtue of

"Tharld" over other types of food/'

These then were the virtues and excellence of these five women from the

Ahadith. Only Allah knows which of them enjoys overall superiority.

"Oh Maryam, obey your Lord, prostrate yourselfand bow (in ruku) with those who
bow." Some commentators say that Sajdah (prostration) is mentioned before Ruku
(bowing) in this verse because that was how the previous nations prayed. Others
mention that the verse does not stipulate sequence, but merely makes mention of

the two actions.

The stipulation of the clause "with those who bow" is mentioned [according to

Hakimul Ummah Thanwi Up ifo <^j] because some Jews omitted to perform the

Ruku (bowing) in their prayers, like how some of today's Muslims omit the

Qaumah (intermediate posture between Ruku (bowing) and Sajdah (prostration).

The purpose of this clause is to lend emphasis to the correct performance of

Salah by emulating those who perform the Ruku (bowing) as well.

In my opinion, there exists a greater possibility of compromising in the

posture of Ruku (bowing) than there is in the obligation (Fardh) constituents of

standing and prostration (sajdah). For this reason. Ruku (bowing) has been
mentioned specially, so that no deficiency arises in this posture and the Salah is

perfect.

(44) These are of the unseen narrations that We inspire unto you [Oh
Muhammad pL*j Up & ^U»). You were not present with them when they cast their

pens (to know) who will be the guardian of Maryam-f%J\ i$Jp; and you were not

present with them when they disputed.

A CLEAR PROOF TO THE APOSTLESHIP OF SAYYIDINA
MUHAMMED ^j <Op &\ J^

During the discussion concerning Sayyidah Maryam (%J>\ l^Ip, the Holy
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Prophet jO-j Up i>\ J^ is addressed as a reminder to the Jews that he is truly the
final Prophet of Allah and the one regarding whom their scriptures prophesised.
All were well aware of the fact that the Holy Prophet jjL-j Up in ju was
unlettered and could not have read about the accounts of the Jewish ancestors
nor did he spend any time in the company of Jewish scholars, yet was able to

accurately narrate them. This made it obvious that he received intelligence of this

from no other source but divine inspiration.

Detailed accounts have thus far been given with regard to the vow of Hanna
f%J\ Up, the birth of Sayyidah Maryam <»*>i~\\ i^JLp, her rearing by Sayyidina
Zakariyya

r
*>LJ\ Up and the various glad tidings given by the angels. The detailed

narration of these episodes is a clear sign of Prophethood of the Holy Prophet
jO-j Up &\ j^. However, those who are not destined to be guided cannot be
guided.

THE DRAWING OF LOTS FOR THE GUARDIANSHIP OF
SAYYIDAH MARYAM

f
*~Ji i^Ip

As had been mentioned earlier, when the mother of Sayyidah Maryam i^JLp

r
*>LJi brought her before the worshippers of Baitul Muqaddas, they disputed with
regard to who shall rear her since they all desired this good fortune for

themselves. It was subsequently decided that lots be drawn despite the claim by
Sayyidina Zakariyya fiLJ\ Up that he be allowed the privilege since he was
married to the child's maternal aunt.

According to "Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v.l, p.296), these worshippers numbered
29 and agreed that all their pens (bearing the owner's name) be cast into the

Jordan river. The owner of the pen which did not sink (or, according to others,

did not flow away) would become the guardian of the child. It so happened that

only the pen of Sayyidina Zakariyya ftLJ\ Up remained standing upon the surface

of the water as if it were upon land. According to certain commentators, his pen
flowed against the tide of the water. ["Ruhul Ma'ani" v.3,p. .158 and Qurtubi vA p. 85]

Lesson: Drawing lots is permitted in the Shari'ah of Islam as well and the

details are to be found in the books of jurisprudence. Sayyidah Aysha if* it^
narrates that the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up &\ ju used to draw lots between his wives
before proceeding on a journey. Whoever' s name was drawn would accompany
him. [Bukhari and Muslim]

(45) When the angels said, "Oh Maryam pLJ\ \^, indeed Allah conveys to you
the glad tidings of a word from Him. His name shall be Al Masih, Isa the son of
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Maryam and he shall be illustrious in this world and in the Hereafter and from
amongst those brought near. (46) "He shall speak to people from his cradle and
in his manhood, and he shall be amongst the pious/' (47) She said, "Oh my Lord,

how can I bear a child when no man has touched me?" He replied, "in this way
Allah creates what He wills. When He decrees a thing He merely says to it, 'Be!'

and it is."

THE TIDINGS OF THE BIRTH OF SAYYIDINA ISA
?
^LJi Up

In this verse, the angels inform Sayyidah Maryam r
}LJi W> of the imminent

birth of her son who will be called Al Masih Isa bin Maryam and he will be
created by a mere word from Allah.

In a previous verse, Sayyidina Yahya <OLJi aJp was described as one who
"confirms the word of Allah/' meaning that he confirmed Sayyidina Isa r

*>Ui Up.

Sayyidina Isa ^LJ\ Up has been termed the "word" of Allah because he was
created without the agency of a father and solely by the word "kun" ("Bel").

["Ruhul bAa'ani," v. 3, p. 160]

He has also been termed "Al Masih." It is recorded in "Ma'alimut Tanzil"

(v.l, p.301) that this word (interpreted as 'mamsuh' in Arabic) means that he is one
who is purified from all impurities and sins. Another opinion is that Jibr'il aJLp

(OLJi passed his wings over him and hence Devil (Shaytan) could not draw close

to him.

According to Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ** ii^ the word "Masih" is interpreted

as 'masih' in Arabic, because he used to pass his hands over the ill, thereby
curing them. Dajjal is also termed Masih (meaning 'mamsuh') because his one eye
is blind, as if someone had passed their hand over it and wiped it off.

In numerous verses of the Qur'an Sayyidina Isa
r
*>LJ\ Up is referred to as "the

son ofMaryam" because he had no father. Those who deny the fact that Sayyidina
Isa fX~S\ Up had no father are disbelievers since they refute the testimony of the
Qur'an. May Allah save us all from such blasphemy. Amln.

"... he shall he illustrious in this world and in the Hereafter... "From birth, Allah
had bestowed on him with this status and when the Jews plotted to slay him,
Allah raised him ("but Allah raised him unto Him"). He shall descend later to be a

guide and to practice and preach the Islam of Sayyidina Muhammad Up &\ J^

" and from amongst those brought near." Like all the Prophet
r
*>U\ a^p, he

shall be elevated to an esteemed position close to Allah.

THE CONFIRMATION OF SAYYIDINA YAHYA
f
*Ji Up

When Sayyidina Isa
r
*>LJi <U was conferred the mantle of Prophethood,

Sayyidina Yahya fiLJ\ Up was already a Prophet and he confirmed the
apostleship of his contemporary Sayyidina Isa (OLJi <l^, thus living up to the
prophesy in an earlier verse viz. "confirms the word of Allah." It is reported in

"Ruhul Ma'ani" (vA p. 147) that he was the first to believe in Sayyidina Isa £LJ\ Up
and testify that he was indeed the Word of Allah and a spirit from Him.
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Describing Sayyidina Isa ^LJ\ U* further, Allah says, "He shall speak to people

from his cradle and in his manhood... -The detailed account of the birth of Sayyidina

Isa (v>uJ< Up is given in Surah Maryam where it is mentioned that after giving

birth to him, Sayyidah Maryam r
t>U» W> took him to her people. They were

astonished to think that she could perhaps perpetrate fornication, but she merely

gestured that they address the child. They exclaimed, "How can we speak to one

who is still a baby in a cradle?" Sayyidina Isa
r
*>LJ\ Up then began to address them

saying, "Verily I am the servant of Allah. He gave me a Book and made me a Prophet

He made me blessed wherever I may be and instructed me with Salah and Zakah as long

as I live. He made me obedient to my mother and did not make me a rebellious wretch/'

[surah 19, verses 30 to 32]

Besides speaking to people in his infancy, the verse also adds that he shall

speak to them in his manhood, referring to the age between youth and old age.

Some commentators maintain that the object of this verse is to elucidate that his

speech during infancy and adulthood shall be the same. Others say that it was

intended to inform Sayyidah Maryam pLJ\ i^JLp that her son shall reach the age of

manhood.

" and he shall be amongst the pious." The explanation of the word "salih"

(pious) was discussed earlier and it was mentioned that all the Prophet (OLJi Up

were imbued with this quality.

THE BIRTH OF SAYYIDINA ISA
?
*>LJi U* WITHOUT A FATHER

When given the glad tidings of a child, Sayyidah Maryam fiLJ\ t$>

exclaimed in astonishment, "Oh my Lord, how can I bear a child when no man has

touched me?" Surah Maryam {verse 20) contains the addition,- and I was not also

an adulteress?" Allah's reply was, 'in this way Allah creates what He wills." It was

only due to the fact that the imminent birth was to be contrary to normal

occurrences that peopfe were astonished whereas Allah is Capable of doing as

He pleases.

"When He decrees a thing He merely says to it, 'Bel' and it is" The

overwhelming power of Allah created Sayyidina Isa ^LJ\ Up without a father and

this is related in His illustrious Qur'an, yet some people, in conformity with the

beliefs of the Jews and Christians, stubbornly claim that his father was Yusuf,

carpenter. May Allah protect us the from them. Amin.

jtjwvi j±*>\ ** ijp cj^\ <2^ p^v &** W
f
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(48) "He shall teach them the Book, wisdom, the Torah and the Injil." (49) "(We

will make him) a Prophet to the Bani Isra'il (and he shall tell them), 'Indeed I

come to you with a sign from your Lord. I can fashion for you out of clay the

likeness of a bird, then breath into it and it becomes (a living) bird by the

permission of Allah. I cure him who was born blind and the leper, and 1 raise

the dead with the permission of Allah. I can inform you of what you eat and

what you store at your homes. Surely in this is a sign for you if you are

believers." (50) "I confirm that which was before me of the Torah, and I make

lawful for you some of that which was forbidden unto you and I come to you

with a sign from your Lord. So fear Allah and obey me." (51) "Verily Allah is my
Lord and your Lord, so worship Him. This is the straight path."

THE STATUS OF SAYYIDINA ISA f*~S\ *J* AND HIS MIRACLES

The first attribute of Sayyidina Isa (OLJi Up mentioned in this verse is that he

shall teach the "book. Commentators state that this refers to the other various

divine scriptures besides the Torah and the Injil, which are mentioned separately

in this verse.

"...wisdom. .."It is stated in "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.3 p. 166) that according to

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas <up ito ^ Jf "wisdom" refers to the laws of Lawful (Halal) and

Unlawful (Haram). Other commentators state that this refers to all the various

aspects of Dm (religion) that Allah taught Sayyidina Isa f*>LJi Up. Another opinion

states that it refers to the practices of all the other Prophet f^J\ ^>.

"
the Torah and Injil." The Injil (Bible) was revealed to Sayyidina Isa ^

(%~h himself and the Torah to Sayyidina Musa <OLJ\ ^, which contained detailed

guidance's for the Bani Isra'il. Allah taught Sayyidina Isa f%J>\ ^ the Torah as

well as all its injunctions. All this was included in the glad tidings of the angels

and all of this came to pass when Sayyidina Isa (%-Ji ^ was granted

Prophethood.

THE DETAILS OF SAYYIDINA ISA'S ?*~S\ Up MIRACLES

One of Sayyidina Isa <v>^J Up's miracles was that he was able to mould a bird

from clay, then blow onto it whereafter it would fly away as a living creature.

Another miracle was that he would place his hand upon the eyes of a person

born blind, by virtue of which the person was able to see. Yet another of his

miracles was that he would also pass his hands over the bodies of lepers, causing

them to be completely cured of their disease.

Allah would confer upon His messengers ^y^h r^> the ability to perform

those types of miracles that would render the people of their respective times

helpless of emulating, despite their being masters in the same field. Sayyidina

Musa (OLJi ^ was granted the miracle of the staff at a time when magic was rife.

In the same way, during the time of Sayyidina Isa ^LJ\ ^ the practice of
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medicine was rife and there lived many masters of this field. Even they were
unable to cure the blind and lepers, so Allah conferred this miraculous feat to
Sayyidina Isa f^Ui <lU.

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ** it ^j relates that Sayyidina Isa ^LJ\ Up raised from
the dead four people, one of whom was Sam, the son of Sayyidina Nuh ?%J>\ Up.

When he raised the dead, some people objected by saying that those whom he
raised had died in recent times and it was therefore possible that they were not
really dead but merely in a state of suspended animation. For this reason, they
asked him to raise such people who had died a very long time ago. It was in

response to this that he raised Sam bin Nuh who had died over four thousand
years previously. Sayyidina Isa f%~S\ Up then told the people to believe,

whereupon some did. The others declared this act as sorcery and demanded to

see another miracle. It was then that he told them of the things that they ate and
what they stored in their homes. He told them that these supernatural feats are

the signs and miracles of Allah upon which they should believe.

Sayyidina Isa
r
*>uJ» ^ also testified to the Torah being the book of Allah.

This he told them because they would not have believed in someone who did not
believe in the Torah. Sayyidina Isa

r
*>LJi ^ further told them that he accepted all

the injunctions of the Torah and added, "I make lawful for you some of that which
was forbidden unto you." All this is sufficient for the unbiased person of

understanding, "So fear Allah and obey me."

After witnessing these miracles, especially the raising of the dead, it is

possible that a person may consider Sayyidina Isa ^LJ» Up to be Allah himself. To
avoid this misconception, he repeatedly mentioned that these miracles occur
"with the permission ofAllah. "Even towards the end of Surah Ma'idah, this clause
is reiterated four times.

"Verily Allah is my Lord and your Lord, so worship Him. This is the straight

path." Sayyidina Isa
r
:>LJt ^ continuously invited the Bani Isra'il towards oneness

of Allah (Tauhid) but they only became his enemy. Before him they had already
killed Sayyidina Zakariyya and Yahya pLJ\ Up, as well as many more previously.
They also attempted to kill Sayyidina Isa

r
:>LJ» aA^ but Allah saved him and raised

him up to the heavens. Many centuries after this, the very people who claim to

follow him fabricated the concept of trinity and today they even claim that he is

Allah and the son of Allah. Some even propagate the belief that his crucifixion

was in expiation of all their sins. These people have indeed committed
polytheism (shirk) with regard to the person who emphatically called himself the
servant of Allah and claimed that Allah is his Lord.

Lesson: Although Sayyidina Isa
r
%Ji Up made a bird from clay, Scholars

(Ulama) mention that it was permissible in his Shari'ah but forbidden in the
Shari'ah of Sayyidina Muhammad <JL-j ^ &\ JU. In the humble opinion of this

servant, permissibility cannot be deduced from this verse because the incident in

question was to demonstrate a miracle and the figure of the bird did not remain
as it was but transformed into a real bird. The statues and pictures made in these
times are not intended for this purpose but are made for display. They are placed
on showcases, stuck on vehicles and used to decorate office walls. There is the

difference between the earth and skies in comparing the miracle of Sayyidina Isa
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f->i_Ji Up and the so-called 'art' of today..

(52) When Isa p%Ji Up sensed disbelief from them, he said, "Who shall be my
helpers in the cause of Allah?" The Hawariyyin (disciples) replied, "We shall be

Allah's helpers. We believe in Allah and you be the witness that indeed we are

subservient (to Allah)/' (53) "Our Lord, we believe in what You have revealed

and we have followed the messenger, so enrol us among those who have

testified (to the truth)."

THE MASS DISBELIEF OF THE BANI ISRA'IL AND THE SUPPORT
OF THE DISCIPLES FOR SAYYIDINA ISA

P
*J» Up

Sayyidina Isa (OLJi Up invoked the Bani Isra'il to accept his apostleship and
to believe in the Injil, taking great pains to get the message across to them.

However, because of their inherent obstinacy and stubbornness, they refused to

accept, despite his repeated efforts. They only grew more obstinate each time and
even scoffed and mocked at him. Finally, when he sensed that they were not

going to believe, he announced who will assist him. Upon this, a group called the

disciples (Hawariyyin) stood up to accept the responsibility. Mention is also made
of them in the last verse of Surah Saff

.

WHO WERE THE HAWARIYYIN (DISCIPLES)?

The word "Hawariyyin" is derived from the root word 'hur' which means
'white/ Because of their fair complexions, the damsels of Heaven (Jannah) are

referred to as the "Hur" as well. According to certain commentators the disciples

of Sayyidina Isa fMUi Up were termed disciples (Hawariyyin) because they were
washermen by occupation and used to be paid for washing the clothes of others.

Sayyidina Sa'id bin Jubair aJp i»i ^ stated that they were given this name
because their clothing was always white, while Sayyidina Qatadah Up i»i <*-j says

that it was because their hearts were clean and their character lofty. After

recording these opinions, the author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.3 p.176) writes that they

were 12 persons, while another narration places their figure at 29.

They were believers in Sayyidina Isa ftLJ\ Up and declared their

commitment to assist in the propagation of his Din (religion). Although Allah

requires no assistants, it is only because of His grace that He terms the helpers to

His Din (religion) as being His helpers, as He says in Surah Muhammad, "O you

who believe! If you assist Allah {His Din (religion)} He shall assist you and make your

feetfirm." [Surah 47, verse 7]

The Disciples (Hawariyyin) then said, "We believe in Allah and you be witness

that indeed we are subservient (to Allah). Our Lord, believe in what You have revealed
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and we have followed messenger, so enrol us among those who have testified (to

truthfulness of the prophets)."

The term Disciple ("Hawariy" singular of Hawariyyin) is also used for

someone who is very special, as the Holy Prophet ^j <> &\ J^ said, "Every

Prophet had a disciple (hawariy),'and mine is Zubair."

The number of Disciples (Hawariyyin) with Sayyidina Isa ^lJ\ ^ were very

few by comparison to the Bani Isra'il who continued to falsify him and

eventually even plotted to kill him (as shall be explained in the following verses).
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(54) They planned and Allah planned, and Allah is the best of planners. (55)

When Allah said, "Oh Isa, I shall cause you to pass away, raise you unto Me,

purify you from those who disbelieve and make those who follow you above

those who disbelieve till the Last Day. Then unto Me shall you all return and I

shall judge between you concerning those things wherein you differed."

THE FAILED PLOT OF THE JEWS TO MURDER SAYYIDINA ISA a*

As the propagation of Sayyidina Isa f%^\ 4* progressed, the enmity of the

Jews increased, especially since more people began to follow him. Finally, they

resorted to murder him to halt his steadily gaining momentum. Consequently

they had him imprisoned in a house and appointed a guard at the door. When
the time for execution came, Allah changed the looks of the guard to resemble

that of Sayyidina Isa fi~l\ <uU. As a result of this, the guard was led to be

executed. [Baghawi as narrated in "Ma'alirtiut Tanzil" v.l p.496].

Since this person was the only one present when they came to collect

Sayyidina Isa pLJ\ Up, they had killed him but the doubt still lingered in their

minds concerning the whereabouts of the guard. In this regard Allah says in

Surah Nisa, "They neither killed him, nor did they crucify him but they were cast in

doubt. Verily those who differ in this regard are in uncertainty." [Surah 4, verse 157]

Further details of this episode shall, Insha Allah, be discussed in the tafslr of this

verse of Surah Nisa. The plot to martyr Sayyidina Isa f^LJt <Op was thus foiled and

one of the Jews themselves was killed. As a result the promise of Allah proved

true when He said, "Oh Isa, I shall cause you to pass away, raise you unto Me, purify

you from those who disbelieve..."

"They planned and Allah planned, and Allah is the best of planners." The Arabic

word to denote planning is "makr." This word is generally used in a negative
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context for a plot or a scheme, as Allah says in Surah Fatir, -"The consequences of

evil schemes only encompass those who devise them" [Surah 35, verse 43]. The word may
also be used to denote positive ideas and plans as well. In this verse, when the

word is used for Allah, it refers to His divine plan which is unknown to others.

"Oh Isa, I shall cause you to pass away, raise you unto Me, purify you from those

who disbelieve..." The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that this verse is linked to

the previous and is also a reminder, i.e. "Remember the time when Allah said,

'Oh Isa..." According to this interpretation, Allah informed Sayyidina Isa f%-S\ a>

of this after He had intended to foil their plans.

Authentic Ahadith contain mention of the fact that Sayyidina Isa (OLJt Up

shall return to the world before the advent of Judgment day (Qiyamah).

therefore, Scholars (Ulama) mention that the phrase "I shall cause you to pass

away" has been mentioned first on this occasion so that Sayyidina Isa (OLJi Up

may be consoled that the Jews would not be the ones to put an end to his life. He
is assured that Allah shall cause him to die naturally at a later stage when he

returns to the world. On that occasion, he was to be raised to the heavens.

Other commentators maintain that the word "mutawaffiyka" ("I shall cause

you to pass away") is derived from the root "tawaffa" which means to lift and
remove something completely. This is as Allah says in a verse of Surah An'am,

60. "He is the One Who raises yours souls by night (gives you sleep), knows what you

do by day and awakens you therein to complete the fixed term." [Surah 6, verse 60]. Upon
accepting this interpretation the phrase that follows ("raise you unto Me ") is

regarded as an explanatory clause. Once Allah had rescued him from the vile

designs of the Jews, he was removed from their evil environment, as Allah says,

"I purify you from those who disbelieve.

"

Allah states clearly in Surah Nisa, "They most certainly did not kill him, but

Allah raised him towards Himself" [Surah 4, verse 32]

THE DESCENT OF SAYYIDINA ISA pU\ <uU TO THE WORLD
BEFORE JUDGMENT DAY (QIYAMAH)

Numerous highly authentic and "Matawatir" Ahadith testify to the fact that

Sayyidina Isa f^J\ Up shall return to the world before the Day of Judgment and
be the guide of the Believers (Mu'minln), and establish justice and security. [Ibn

Kathir, v.4, p. 132]

The Muslims through the centuries have always maintained the belief that

Sayyidina Isa (OLJ\ <Op was physically lifted to the heavens, is living there, and
shall return to earth close to the Day of Judgment. When the Holy Prophet ifo JU
^j Up went on Ascension (Mi'raj), he met several Prophet fiLJ\ Up, including

Sayyidina Isa ^LJ\ aJLp. However, since the others had already passed away,

Sayyidina Isa fMJi Up was the only one of them who met the Holy Prophet it JU
^j Up while still alive. This is why he is also regarded to be a Sahabi.

THOSE WHO REFUTE THE PRESENT LIFE OF SAYYIDINA ISA Up

f*-Ji REFUTE THE QUR'AN

Allah states in Surah Nisa (verse 115), "Whosoever opposes the messenger after
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the guidance has become manifest to him and follows a path other than that of the

believers, We shall allow him to do that which he is doing and then enter him into Hell. It

is the worst ofabodes/'

This verse clearly emphasises the fact that the path adopted by the Believers

(Mu'minln) is recognised as a yardstick for the truth. Opposing this shall lead one

into Hell. This is so because the Companions (Sahabah) ^ & ^j acquired the

Din directly from the Holy Prophet ^L.^ii)! ju», then they passed it on to those

after them, who, in turn, passed it on to their juniors. In this way, the teachings

and beliefs of Islam were transmitted through the ages and anyone contravening

these shall be deemed to have strayed.

Those who refute the ascension of Sayyidina Isa fiLJ\ ^ are prepared to

enter Hell rather than accept the belief. When verses such as, 7 shall raise you to

Me" and "Allah raised him towards Himself are presented to them they interpret

these to mean simply an elevation in stages. In doing so, they omit to consider

the subtle clauses contained in these verses such as "to me" and "towards Himself

In this way, they render a partial and incomplete interpretation. Whenever the

Qur'an refers to the raising of stages, the words like 'to Me" or "towards Himself

are omitted. An example of this is verse 253 in Surah Baqarah which reads,

while others He had exalted in status."

Many ignorant people to this day refuse to accept the true statements of the

most truthful the Holy Prophet pJL-j U^ &\ J^> and rather adhere to the

preposterous claims of ignorant persons. May Allah guide them.

"....purify you from those who disbelieve..." One explanation of this is that

Allah had removed Sayyidina Isa (MJt Up from the evil surroundings of the

disbelievers. Another interpretation, also recorded in Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.3, p.183),

is that Allah purified and cleared him from the slander of the Jews about his

parentage. Allah did this via the Qur'an and the words of His final Prophet ifo J^>

p-L*j .dp.

"...and make those who follow you above those who disbelieve till the last day."

The Christian as well as the Muslims, who attest to the apostleship of

Sayyidina Isa f%J\ Up shall remain dominant over his rejecters (the Jews) till the

Day of Judgment. This is with regard to this world. As far as the Hereafter is

concerned, only the Belief (Iman) recognised by Allah will guarantee salvation

and this includes Belief in the apostleship of Sayyidina Muhammad Up &\ J^>

,JL,j as well. Because they reject this fundamental belief, the Christians are

disqualified from the salvation of the Hereafter. Sayyidina Isa f^LJ\ Up also

advised his followers to believe in the apostleship of the Holy Prophet Up- iu\ J*
pi-j; as is stated in Surah Saff when he told them, "(and I) bring the glad tidings

of a Prophet who shall come after me by the name of Ahmad. • According to the

author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.3, p.183), all those Christians are included here who
lived before the advent of the Holy Prophet yJL-j ^ & .J*> as well as those after

him who believed in him.

It may be asked: "Does the dominance of the state of Isra'Il not indicate

dominance of the Jews over others in the region, which is contrary to this verse?"

The establishment of a small part of Palestine as a Jewish country would not

serve as an objection to this verse since it was given over to them by the Christian
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countries of Britain and America. It was the voluntary choice of these people to

surrender their dominion to the Jews, which does not imply opposition to this

verse. The Jews have no real dominance over those in the region because they are

only bolstered by the Western countries. As soon as this support should stop,

they will be rendered helpless.

"Then unto Me shall you all return and I shall judge betzueen you concerning those

things wherein you differed/' The matters regarding which Judgment is to be

passed includes the status of Sayyidina Isa r*~Ji a^p whom some term to be Allah

or Allah's son and whom the Jews do not accept to be even a Prophet. On the

Day of Judgment, those who possessed false beliefs shall learn the error of their

ways.

(56) "As for those who disbelieve, I shall chastise them with a severe

chastisement in the world and in the Hereafter, and they shall have no helpers."

(57) "As for those who believe and do righteous deeds, they will be given their

rewards in full. Allah does not like the oppressors." (58) These are from the

verses and wise reminders that We recite unto you.

THE PROMISE OF CHASTISEMENT FOR THE DISBELIEVERS AND
OF REWARDS FOR THE BELIEVERS

In this world, the Muslims and the non-Muslims live and survive equally.

However, in the Hereafter it shall only be Belief (Iman) that will offer salvation

and the outcome shall be as mentioned in the above verse. The disbelievers are

punished even in this very world as is witnessed repeatedly. They may be killed,

captured or enslaved during Jihad (religion war), or even compelled to pay the

atonement (Jizya). Today it can also be seen how their countries are collapsing

and how they fall prey to strange new epidemics and disasters.

Wherever their conditions are favourable, it is merely a temporary respite

for them, and wherever the Muslims seem to be suffering, it is only an expiation

for their sins. The predominance that the Christians enjoy over the Jews should

not be misconstrued to mean that they shall be successful in the Hereafter as well

since they do not conform to the teachings of Sayyidina Isa f%J\ <uU. He told

them, "Verily Allah is my Lord and your Lord, so worship Him. - This they do not

accept as well as Prophethood of Sayyidina Muhammad jJL-j Up- & J^>, regarding

which Sayyidina Isa (%~h 4* informed them. For this reason, they are also

doomed to eternal chastisement.

"These arefrom the verses and wise reminders that We recite unto you. "These are

such things that no person could have knowledge about except by reading the

previous scriptures or by learning them from a teacher. Since the Holy Prophet
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jJL-j Up &\ ju* had no access to either of these, it is evident that he received this

knowledge by divine revelation, which proves his apostleship.

" wise reminders../' refers to the Qur'an, which is totally free from any

falsehood and replete with words of wisdom.

jfc^fc l^J^£^^ ££& i&l 'fZ \$<£& iJs^
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(59) Verily the likeness of Isa f%J» Up with Allah is as the likeness of Adam Up

f»*>LJi. He created him from clay then said to him, "Be!" and he was. (60) This is

the truth from your Lord so be not of those who doubt. (61) Whoever disputes

with you concerning this after the knowledge has come to you, then say to them,

"Come! We shall summon your sons and our sons, your wives and our wives,

yourselves and ourselves. Then we shall collectively supplicate sincerely (to

Allah) to invoke His curse upon the liars." (62) Verily this is certainly a true

narrative. There is no deity save Allah and surely Allah alone is The Mighty,

The Wise. (63) If they turn back, then without doubt Allah is Aware of those

who cause corruption.

THE BIRTH OF SAYYIDINA ISA
?
*>LJi Up IS SIMILAR TO THE

CREATION OF SAYYIDINA ADAM fk^\ <uU

The Jews in the time of Sayyidina Isa <v>LJ\ Up as well as many people today

find it difficult to believe that he could have been born without a father, thereby

casting doubts on the chastity of his mother, Sayyidah Maryam (%~±\ i^Jlp. Allah

presents a simple answer to their doubts by stating, "Verily the likeness of Isa 4*

f*>LJt with Allah is as the likeness ofAdam fiL~tt Up. He created him from clay then said to

him, 'Bel' and he was." Sayyidina Adam (%~b Up was created in this way without a

father or a mother and even his spouse, Sayyidah Hawwa £*~A\ i^lp was created

from him ("He created his spouse from him"). This was all within the perfect power

of Allah and yet it is indeed surprising that none raised any objections to this, but

someone born of a mother causes astonishment!

Allah Himself instituted the system of young being born of a couple, and it

is not farfetched that He is able to create someone without the agency of a father

when He could do so without both parents.

"This is the truth from your Lord so be not of those who doubt." Although the
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address is to the Holy Prophet (JL-j ^ & JU>, it is actually intended for his

Ummah. [Baghawi in "Ma'alimut Tanzll," v.l, p.3 10]

It is reported in "Asbabun Nuzul" (p. 98) that a delegation of Christians from

Najran arrived in Madinah and enquired from Holy Prophet ,JL^ Up &\ J^ as to

why he was speaking ill of "their person" [Sayyidina Isa f%^ Up]. When the Holy
Prophet fL*) ^s- &\ j^ asked them what they were referring to, they replied, "You

say that he is a servant." The Holy Prophet ,jl- « <uU <&t J^> said that he was indeed

a servant of Allah, His Prophet and His word which He cast into the virgin

Maryam f*>LJ\ i*-ip. These people became infuriated at this reply and burst out,

"How is it possible for anyone to be born without a father? Show us someone
who was born without a father?" On this occasion, Allah revealed the above

verse viz. "Verily the likeness of Isa ^LJ\ a> with Allah is as the likeness ofAdam Up
?%J\..."

Sayyidina Hasan <up &\ ^j reports that two priests of Najran came to Holy
Prophet ^j^i JU*. He invited them to Islam whereupon they remarked that

they were Muslims before him. The Holy Prophet^ 3 Up ibt j^ told them, "The
two of you are lying since three factors prevent you from being Muslim. These

are worshiping of the cross, consumption of swine and the ascribing of children

to Allah." They asked, "Who is the father of Isa
r
UU> <^T The Holy Prophet JU

^JL- j Up ii never hastened to reply till he received the order from Allah.

Subsequently the above verse was revealed in reply.

THE INVITATION OF MUTUAL IMPRECATION (MUBAHALA)
EXTENDED TO THE CHRISTIANS

"Whoever disputes with you concerning this after the knowledge has come to you,

then say to them..." Allama Ibn Kathir aJIp i»t ^ (v.l pA38) narrates from
Muhammad bin Is'haq bin Yasar aJp i»\ ^ that a delegation of sixty Christians

from Najran came to the Holy Prophet pJL-^ aJlp iui JU. Amongst them were 14 of

their noblemen who decided all their affairs and the one was referred to as

"Sayyid" (the chief). His name was Ayham and another delegate was their pope
called Abu Harithah who was responsible for their education and teaching.

Their leader was a person called Aqib whom they always consulted in all

their affairs and acted on his every command. Abu Harithah was an Arab of the

tribe of Banu Bakr bin Wa'il and was greatly honoured by the Romans who even
built a church for him and tended to his every need. He was fully aware of the

description of the Holy Prophet ^-L-j Up ii J^ in the previous scriptures but

remained a Christian because of the honour he received as one.

They arrived in Madinah after the Asr Salah and the Holy Prophet Up ibi JU>

fl^ was still in the Mosque (Masjid). They were clothed in very old garments

which they covered with beautiful shawls sheets. Since it was the time of their

prayers, they offered it in the Masjidun Nabawi, facing towards the east.

Thereafter Abu Haritha, Aqib and Ayham spoke to ii\e Holy Prophet ifo JU
i^-j <^ and presented their false beliefs. They said that Sayyidina Isa <v>LJi ^ is

Allah, another that he was the son of Allah, while the other said that he was one
of three (the other two being his mother and Allah). They also questioned the

Holy Prophet <X*j Up i\ Ju? as to who the father of Sayyidina Isa f%~h Up was.
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Upon this, Allah revealed the first eighty verses of Surah Al Imran. Because the

invitation to mutual imprecation (Mubahala) was issued by Allah in the above

yerse, The Holy Prophet ^ $ *4* ^ J-^ also extended this to them.

The method of mutual imprecation (Mubahala) is clearly stated in the verse

itself, ''Cornel We shall summon your sons and our sons, your wives and our wives,

yourselves and ourselves. Then we shall collectively sup-plicate sincerely (to Allah) to

invoke His curse upon the liars/' When these people heard this, they excused

themselves saying that they wished to be granted some time to contemplate the

matter.

The group then conferred with each other. When a person called Abdul

Masih was asked his opinion he said, "You know very well that Muhammad ^U
jjL-^ <dp <3it is the true messenger of Allah and that whatever he says about Isa Up

f!>LJi is undisputedly true. You are also well aware of the fact that none survived

of any nation that challenged a Prophet in mutual imprecation (Mubahala). If you

wish to disgrace yourselves, then accept the mutual imprecation (Mubahala) and

if you wish to remain upon your Din (religion) and return to your cities, then

enter into a truce with him/'

After their consultation, they approached the Holy Prophet ^-U^ Up &\ j^,

saying, "O Abul Qasim ^ 3
Up ^\ j^>, we have decided to decline the challenge to

mutual imprecation (Mubahala). We shall leave you to your Din (religion) and we
shall remain upon ours. We now wish to return to our land so our request to you

is to dispatch someone with us who would pass Judgment between our people."

The Holy Prophet ^L^ Up ib» JL» complied by sending Sayyidina Abu Ubaidah

bin Jarrah -up &\ ^j with them.

It is reported in "Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v.l, p.310) that when the Holy Prophet

jju^ Up i»i J^> recited the verse "Cornel We shall summon your sons and our sons..." to

them, they requested to be granted respite until the next day. The following

morning, they met the Holy Prophet ^JL^ Up <3>i Ju* in the Mosque (Masjid) while

he was sitting with Sayyidina Hussain <up &\ ^j on his lap and Sayyidina Hassan

^s- &\ ^j on his arm. Sayyidah Fatima i^p & ^j and Sayyidina Ali <up &\ ^j were

behind him. The Holy Prophet ^JL^ Up ^ ju> was instructing these members of

his family to say 'Amin' after each supplication (du'a) of his.

On seeing this sight, their pope told them, "O Christians, I see such faces

before me who, if they ask Allah to move a mountain from its place, He would

surely do so. I strongly advise you to avoid the mutual imprecation (Mubahala)

otherwise you would be destroyed and until the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah)

there shall be no Christian left upon the surface of the earth."

On hearing this, they approached the Holy Prophet ^.L-j Up ii>\ J^> and told

him of their decision not to engage in mutual imprecation (Mubahala). They told

him that they wished to leave him on his Din (religion) and they be left to theirs.

The Holy Prophet jJL-j ^ &\ JU told them that since they were not prepared

to go ahead with the mutual imprecation (Mubahala), they should accept Islam

and that they would then enjoy the privileges of the Muslims and shall only have

to fulfill those obligations that are binding upon the Muslims. When they refused

this offer, he told them that they would then have to prepare for war. They
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admitted that they were unable to fight a war with the Muslims and wouid
rather make a truce.

The truce that was agreed to was that they would annually pay the Muslims
with two thousand sets of clothing, a thousand in the month of Safar and the

other thousand in the month of Rajab. After agreeing to this, the Holy Prophet
pjL. * ^ ^ J^ told them that should they have engaged in the mutual imprecation

(Mnbahala), the entire population of Najran would have been destroyed. They
would all have been transformed into pigs and monkeys, then the entire region

would have been consumed by a raging fire, leaving nothing unscathed. He also

mentioned that not even the birds would have perched on the trees of the area

thereafter. He added that the entire Christian population would have then been

wiped out within a year.

It is recorded in a narration of Ahmad in the tafsir of Allama Ibn Kath'ir <^j

Up in (v.l p.369) that Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ^ &\ ^j said, "If these people would
have accepted the challenge they would have returned to find none of their

wealth nor any of their families alive. (They would also have perished)."

These Christians neither accepted the mutual imprecation (Mnbahala) nor

Islam despite knowing that the Holy Prophet ^j <uk iiii ju was the true

messenger of Allah. Till today they practise this form of behaviour. Scholars

(Ulama) have defeated them in numerous debates, proving to them that their

Bible has been adulterated and that their Din (religion) was fabricated. However,
because of political and other motives, they refuse to accept Islam and continue

to spread corruption on the earth.

"1/ they turn back, then without doubt Allah is Aware of those who cause

corruption/' This is addressed to the Christians during the time of the Holy
Prophet <X*) ^ & J^>, to those living today and all to come till the Day of

Judgment.

jJfcJL*. A LjU UJl &~*\

(64) Say, "O people of the Book, agree to a matter that is alike between us, that

we worship none other but Allah, that we do not ascribe any as partner unto

Him and that some of us do not take others as gods besides Allah." If they turn

away then say, "Bear witness that we have surrendered to Allah."

THE PRESENTATION OF TAUHID TO THE PEOPLE OF THE BOOK
This verse invites the Jews and the Christians to reach an agreement with

the Muslims on a point mutually accepted by both parties. The point in question
is "that we worship none other but Allah, that we do not ascribe any as partner unto

Hm/ and that some ofus do not take others as gods besides Allah/'

Although these people have resorted to polytheism (shirk), they are well
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aware that the original teachings of their Din (religion) as well as the pivotal

beliefs of Islam are based on the concept of oneness of Allah (Tauhid). Allah

enjoins the Muslims to invite these disbelievers (kuffar) to a common ground of

belief in oneness of Allah (Tauhid) which is acceptable to both. Instead of

persisting to believe false beliefs, they should accept this point of mutual

acceptance.

Some people have misinterpreted this verse to mean that the Muslims

should collaborate with the Jews and Christians to invite others towards oneness

of Allah while they remain upon their respective Din (religion). Islam can never

tolerate a person who practices disbelief (kufr). If a person accepts only oneness

of Allah and refutes the rest of Islam, this shall never be acceptable to Allah. In

this case, despite belief in oneness of Allah (Tauhid) a person shall never secure

salvation in the Hereafter. It is merely the deception of the non-Muslim nations

that one accepts oneness of Allah without accepting the rest of Islam.

When the Holy Prophet jJL-^ Up i»t J^ wrote to the emperor of Rome, he

included the following in his letter, "The peace and blessings of Allah be upon

the one who follows the guidance. I invite you to Islam. Should you accept Islam,

you shall remain in peace and Allah shall grant you a double reward. If you turn

away, then you shall earn the sin of all the farmers." This means that he shall, in

addition to his personal sin, be burdened with that of all the farmers (i.e. the

simple folk) of his country since his refusal would be a means of preventing them

from accepting. After this, The Holy Prophet^3 4* & J^ wrote the above verse.

[Bukhari, v.l, p.5]

The Holy Prophet pJL-j *> &\ J^ presented the invitation to Islam before the

verse, indicating that the object of the verse is to invite towards entire Islam. It

does not mean that they should still remain upon their Din's (religion's) and then

assist the Muslims in propagation.

" that some of us do not take others as gods besides Allah/' It is recorded in

"Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.3, p.193) that Sayyidina Adi bin Hatim ** ifo ^j enquired from

the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up it JL* with regard to this phrase saying, "But we do not

worship any besides Allah?" Holy Prophet^ Up it J^> replied, "Do those people

(the scholars) not declare certain things Lawful (Halal) and certain things

Unlawful (Haram) and do you accept this?" When he confirmed this, The Holy

Prophet fJL-^ Up it J^ said, "This is the worship of others (since it is the exclusive

right of Allah to declare things Lawful (Halal) and Unlawful (Haram).)/' It is

evident from this that Sayyidina Adi bin Hatim ** it ^j was formerly a

Christian.

k 4i j~5#~j ii^t j$%^i 4££&> ^ y^=jt jit*:

Oj^US
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(65) O people of the Book, why do you argue with regard to Ibrahim ^LJi Up
when the Torah and Injil were only revealed after him? Do you not understand?

(66) Lo! You are the ones who argued concerning those things that you had
knowledge about, so why do you now argue regarding that about which you
have no knowledge? Allah knows and you know not. (67) Ibrahim f&J\ U* was
neither a Jew nor a Christian, but he was one abiding to the truth and
subservient, never from the idolaters. (68) Verily those closest to Ibrahim U*
(OLJi are the ones who followed him and this Prophet pL*j U* & J*?, as well as

those who believe. Allah is the Protecting Friend of the believers.

REFUTING THE BELIEF OF THE PEOPLE OF THE BOOK THAT
SAYYIDINA IBRAHIM

f
*-Ji U* WAS A JEW OR A CHRISTIAN

"Lubabun Nuqul" (p.53) relates from Bayhaqi a narration of Sayyidina Ibn

Abbas <up &\ ^j that the Christians of Najran and the Jews were arguing in the

presence of the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up &\ ju. The scholars of each group claimed
that Sayyidina Ibrahim f%~Jt Up belonged to their faith. On this occasion, Allah

revealed the above verse. The verse admonishes the Jews that they were able to

contest with the knowledge they possessed regarding Sayyidina Musa (OLJi Up,

but they now chose to debate an issue about which they had no knowledge.

The claim that Sayyidina Ibrahim fiLJ\ Up was a Jew is totally false since

Sayyidina Musa fiLJ\ Up was from his very progeny and was born thousands of

years after him. How is it possible for him to follow the Din (religion) of someone
who only appeared so long afterwards? Then too these people had added so

much polytheism (shirk) to the Dins (religions) of Judaism and Christianity

whereas Sayyidina Ibrahim fiLJ\ ^ was a pure monotheist. How could he be an
adherent of their Dins (religion's) when "he was one abiding to the truth and
subservient, neverfrom the idolaters."

These claims are all based upon ignorance and a gross lack of knowledge, as

Allah says, "Do you not understand?" Thereafter Allah draws their attention to the

fact that "Allah knows and you know not."

WHO HAS A MORE SPECIAL RELATIONSHIP WITH SAYYIDINA
IBRAHIM

f
*Ji Up?

"Verily those closest to Ibrahim f^J\ Up are the ones who followed him and this

Holy Prophet ^.L-j Up iw\ ju, as well as those who believe." Not only did the Jews and
Christians claim a relationship with Sayyidina Ibrahim fX~S\ <A*, but they claimed
that he was a Jew or Christian himself. Allah refuted this claim by revealing the

above verse and informing them who exactly are the ones who can truly claim a

relationship with him. Allah says in Surah Hajj, "The way of your father Ibrahim."

[Surah 22, verse 78]

All the Prophet f^LJ\ a> preached the same basic beliefs, but the Shari'ah of

the Holy Prophet ^i-j Up ii J^ contains many of the laws that Sayyidina Ibrahim
fXJi <Aj> taught his followers. Sayyidina Ibrahim f%J>\ <ls- bore tremendous
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hardship to propagate his Dm (religion). He was compelled to leave his

homeland, abandon his family and "was even thrown into a raging fire. In a

similar manner, the Holy Prophet^ Up i»t J** and his Ummah also made great

sacrifices for the message of oneness of Allah (Taiihid) to reach humanity. These

sacrifices are unparalleled by any other Ummah since the others succumbed to

infidelity (kiifr) and polytheism (shirk), failing to preserve their Dins (religion's).

How can they then possibly claim to have any relationship with Sayyidina

Ibrahim ?y^ u^?

'"Allah is the Protecting Friend of the believers/' Allah shall safeguard and assist

the Believers (Miimimn) in both the worlds. The verse does not read 'Allah is

their Protecting Friend' but the word "the believers" is specified. This is to

elucidate the fact that this honour is due only to the quality of Belief (Iman).

(69) A group of the people of the Book yearn to lead you astray. They only lead

themselves astray but they perceive it not. (70) O people of the Book, why do

you disbelieve in the verses of Allah whereas you testify to them? (71) Oh

people of the Book, why do you confuse the truth with falsehood and conceal

the truth knowingly?

THE DESIRE OF THE PEOPLE OF THE BOOK TO LEAD THE
MUSLIMS ASTRAY

The opening verse informs the Muslims that a group of these disbelievers

are never content to see you upon your Din (religion), but will make every effort

to mislead you to enter into their Din (religion). Allah says in Surah Baqarah (verse

109), 'Many of the people of the Book wish that they could return you to be disbelievers

after you have believed. This is due to jealousy from within after the truth has become

apparent to them." In the same strain, Allah says in Surah Mumtahinah, "They wish

that you disbelieve. " [Surah 60, verse 2]

From the time of the Holy Prophet^ u* ii JU, the infidels (kuffar)) always

had this desire and kept devising schemes to realise this, but this only served to

increase their infidelity (kufr). Nowadays also, they do not cease in their efforts to

concert with the Muslims and they still do not perceive that it is only enhancing

the dark veil upon their hearts.

"O people of the Book, why do you disbelieve in the verses of Allah whereas you

testify to them ?"In spite of knowing that the Holy Prophet ^ 3
Up & J^ was the

final messenger of Allah and witnessing the various signs in support of this, they

refused to accept. Such behaviour shall only be a cause of severe punishment for

them.

"O people of the Book, why do you confuse the truth with falsehood..." Sayyidina
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Hasan <up &\ ^j says that this refers to their adulteration of the Torah and the

Injil. Sayyidina Ibn Abbas & &\ ^j mentions that it refers to their verbal claims

to Belief (Iman), while infidelity (kufr) still lurked in their hearts, making them
hypocrites.

"...and conceal the truth knowingly?" They were fully aware of the

Prophethood of the Holy Prophet ^L^ Up i ^ but did not reveal this

knowledge. The Jews used to admit to each other, and sometimes even to the

Muslims that they recognise the apostleship of the Holy Prophet <J~^ ^jlp &\ j^
but worldly motives would not permit them to accept Islam.

&X4JI b\ > >S,3 ^ ^J ^ ^> ^j 1^ Oyi^ p+Lj //^* l£*»J

-U J-^\ O^ <> j>o-> Xx. ^>rUj j\ AHJ» ^ J^ -^ B*> o' 4tt\ <SXA

j j <u>tj *L^ <>* *^u_^ ^^o £^ JLip j^> ^j iui ^ aj^j. aja\

(72) A group from the People of the Book say, "Believe in that which has been

revealed to the believers at the beginning of the day and disbelieve therein at

the close of the day, in order that they return." (73) "Do not admit this except

before one who follows your creed." Tell them, "Verily the true guidance is the

guidance of Allah, and (you only say these things) because others have been

given what you were given or because they overcome you in a dispute by your

Lord. "Say, "Definitely bounty is in the hand of Allah. He accords it to whoever

He pleases, and Allah is All Embracing, All Knowing." (74) "He selects for His

mercy whom He pleases, and Allah is the Great Bestower of bounty."

A SCHEME OF THE JEWS

The first verse makes mention of a scheme of a group among the Jews who
would tell one another to go to the Muslims during the beginning of the day and
express their acceptance of Islam. They would spend the day in this way and
when the evening came, they would again revert to Judaism. This pretence was
merely to turn the Muslims away from their Din (religion).

It is mentioned in "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.3, p.199) that 12 scholars from the Jews
of Khayber decided that they would pretend to accept Islam and make the

declaration in the morning to the Muslims. Then, when evening came, they

would declare to the Muslims that they had pondered over their scriptures and
consulted their scholars and had decided that the Din (religion) of Muhammad
pJL-j Up ifci JU is false and that they should rather revert to their former Din
(religion). In this way, the Muslims who considered these Jews to be learned

would become dissuaded from Islam and turn away from it. With the grace of

Allah, their scheme did not influence any of the Muslims.
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"Do not admit this except before one who follows your creed. " They told each
other to remain steadfast on their Din (religion) and tell the Muslims that they are

Muslims as well. Their true beliefs should only be expressed before their own
people.

Other commentators have interpreted this verse to mean that they told each

other not to bring faith in anyone except one who conforms to their Din (religion).

Therefore, since the Holy Prophet <JL. 3 U* ifo ju> brought a new Shari'ah that did

not conform to theirs, he must not be followed. ["Ma'alimut Tamil"}

"Tell them, 'Verily the true guidance is the guidance of Allah../' Whoever Allah

decides to guide shall be guided despite the schemes of others to lead him astray.

According to the second interpretation of the former verse mentioned in

"Ma'alimut Tanzil", this verse shall be interpreted to mean that Allah changes

the various Shari'ahs of Prophet as He pleases. Since He sent the final Prophet
pl^ <Op iui J^ with another Shari'ah, it should be followed and whoever does not

follow it is indeed in manifest error and infidelity (kufr).

" and (you only say these things) because others have been given what
you were given or because they overcome you in a dispute by your Lord/' This

refers to another scheme of theirs. They decided that they would not admit to

anyone that another person [The Holy Prophet <J~> 3 ^ i»i JU] had received any
revelation and knowledge like their scriptures and knowledge. They desired that

only they be accorded such things so that the others may not have any proof of

evidence against them on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah).

The author of "Bayanul Qur'an" writes that this verse addresses the Jews,

telling them that they devise various schemes and plots against the Muslims
merely because of their jealousy for the Muslims. They are jealous that the

Muslims have received a divine scripture and have stronger religious arguments
than theirs.

"Say, 'Definitely bounty is in the hand of Allah, He accords it to whoever He
pleases, and Allah is All Embracing, All Knowing. He selects for His mercy whom He
pleases, and Allah is the Great Bestower of bounty." The malice and enmity that the

Jews bore for the Holy Prophet ^ 3
aJLp ifci ju because of his apostleship and

honour of receiving the Qur'an is based on ignorance and infidelity (kufr). All

these bounties are from Allah and such behaviour constitutes an objection to

Allah. They were envious that another nation had received what they had
received in the past. This type of behaviour always serves to destroy learned

scholars and many others.

Allah makes mention of this in verse 90 of Surah Baqarah as well where He
says, -...jealous of the fact that Allah confers His grace upon whoever of His bondmen He
chooses. So they earned wrath upon wrath." Their malice makes them resort to

infidelity (kufr), thereby preparing themselves for the eternal punishment of the

Hereafter. They are prepared to do this rather than seek to please Allah who may
shower His munificence upon them and whoever He wills from His servants.
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(75) From the People of the Book there is him who, if you trust him with a

wealth of treasures, he will return it to you. Then there is him who, if you trust

him with a single dinar, he will not return it to you unless you keep standing

over him. This is because they say, "We have no obligation towards the

unlettered people." They lie against Allah knowingly. (76) Yes, he who fulfills

his pledge and possesses taqwa, then surely Allah loves the pious.

THE TRUSTWORTHINESS AND THE DISHONESTY OF THE
PEOPLE OF THE BOOK

This verse mentions those of the Ahlul Kitab (People of the Book) who became

Muslims and those who did not. Those depicted as trustworthy in the verse Che

will return it to you ") are those former Jews or Christians who accepted Islam

such as Sayyidina Abdullah bin Salam up ito ^j and others. The dishonest among
them ("he will not return it to you ") are those who opted to remain upon their

infidelity (kufr) because of their love for the world and their engrossment therein,

such as Ka'ab bin Ashraf . ["Ma'alimut Tanzil"]

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ^ & ^j narrates that a person placed 12 thousand

Awqiya of gold (one Awqiya is equal in weight to 40 Dirhams) in trust with

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Salam, which the latter returned promptly. On the other

hand, a person of the Quraish placed one Dinar in the trust of a Jew called

Fanhas bin Azwa, who never returned it. The verse refers to situations such as

these, where the difference in the trustworthiness of the Ahlul Kitab (People of the

Book) could be clearly distinguished.

Allama Jassas Up ibi <*-j writes that it is deduced from this verse ("unless you

keep standing over him") that it is permissible for a creditor to persistently ask for

his dues to be paid to him.

Although this verse is addressed to the Ahlul Kitab (People of the Book), it

also serves to drive the point home to those Muslims who are quick to accept

loans and trusts but procrastinate when the time comes to repay. They cause

great grief and difficulty to their creditors since they have no intention to ever

settle the debt. Scholar (Imam) Bukhari Up ifo *^j narrates a hadith from Sayyidina

Abu Hurairah ^ i» ^j in which the Holy Prophet ^j Up ibi JU says, "Whoever

takes a loan from others with the intention to repay, then Allah shall repay it for

him (i.e. Allah shall create the means to make repayment easy). However, the

person who takes the wealth of others with the intention of destroying the right

(i.e. does not want to repay), then Allah shall destroy this wealth (it will then be

useless to him, but shall not absolve him of repayment and he will have to face

severe punishment in the Hereafter)."
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THE LIE OF THE JEWS THAT IT IS PERMISSIBLE FOR THEM TO
USURP THE RIGHTS OF THE UNLETTERED FOLK

The Jews believed that they had a right to usurp the wealth of the Arabs and
of any other nation who did not conform to their Dm (religion). Sayyidina Hasan
<op &\ i^j relates that during the period of ignorance, the Arabs used to trade with
the Jews. When they accepted Islam, they demanded their dues, but the Jews
flatly refused to repay saying that they had no obligation towards them since
they had abandoned their Din (religion). They considered this change of Din
(religion) to be an annulment of their dealings, and also added that this law was
stipulated in their divine scriptures.

The Arabs are referred to as "unlettered people" because they were not as
literate and learned as the Jews were. The Jews lied when they said that Allah
had declared the wealth of non-Jews to be permissible for them. For this reason
Allah declares, "They lie against Allah knowingly." ["Ma'alimut Tamil," v.l, p.31718]

Allama Ibn Kathir ^U &\^ narrates from Sayyidina Sa'id bin Jubair ibi ^
Aip that when the verse "they lie against Allah knowingly" was revealed, The Holy
Prophet ^ 3^ ii JU said, "The enemies of Allah lie!"

Allama Ibn Kath'Ir Up it ^ (
v.i p.374) also reports from Sayyidina Ibn

Abbas <up &\ ^j that a person who was going out in Jihad (religion war) told him,
"When we go out in Jihad (religion war), we eat whatever chickens or goats that
we find belonging to the Dhimmies {Infidels (knffar) living in a Muslim
country}." Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ** ii^ asked him on what grounds he did so,

to which he replied, "We do not see any harm in doing so." Sayyidina Ibn Abbas
<up &\ ^j told him, "You speak just as the Jews did when they said, "We have no
obligation towards the unlettered people." When the Dhimmies have paid the
atonement (Jizya), their wealth is not lawful for you. Yes, if they give it of their

own accord, then this is another matter."

THE PRACTICE OF CERTAIN FALSE SAINTS

There are many false "saints" in today's times who, on their annual visits to

some towns, take whatever they please from the residents who have been their

followers for numerous years. These people cannot refuse to give because of
etiquette and respect, although they are also not too pleased with the practice.

This practice is Unlawful (Haram) since the Holy Prophet ^j *> it. JU said, "Be
warned that the wealth of a Muslim is not lawful unless acquired with the
pleasure of his heart." ["Mishkatul Masabih, " p. 255]

Although a person may give verbal consent or remain silent, his wealth still

cannot be deemed permissible if this consent is obtained under duress or
through some pressing need of etiquette. Only when he is absolutely happy to

part with his wealth will it be permissible to take it. If should also be understood
that when a gift is given to a person on the presumption that he is pious or
righteous, it will not be permissible for him to accept such a gift if he is a Fasiq
(sinner) and spiritually unclean.

"Yes, he who fulfills his pledge and possesses taqwa, then surely Allah loves the

pious." The first word of this verse ("Yes") is a reply to the notion of the Jews that
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the wealth of others is permissible for them to usurp as they please. They felt that

they shall not \pe answerable for this action, but Allah reminds them that they

will indeed be required to account for this misdeed of theirs. ["Ruhul Ma'ani" v.3,

p. 2 03]

Despite carrying out such evil actions as described above, the Jews still

regarded themselves as the beloved and chosen race of Allah. The verse brings to

their attention the fact that those who are indeed beloved to Allah are those who

fulfill their pledge with Allah (which includes belief in the final Prophet) and

abstain from sins such as infidelity (kufr) and polytheism (shirk) (which are the

greatest of sins), as well as usurping the wealth of others. Such people fulfill both

the rights of man and those of Allah. As a result they become the beloved of

Allah since He loves those possessing piety (Taqwa).

This verse highlights the importance of fulfilling agreements and pledges,

be they with Allah or with other men. The People of the Book had the covenant

with Allah that they would believe in the final Holy Prophet ^j 4p iw\ J* and

the covenant that every Muslim has with Allah is that one shall fulfill every

commandment of His.

Sayyidina Sufyan bin Abdullah Thaqafi ^ it^ once asked Prophet ii J^
fjL-j <dp to inform him of the most concise aspect of Islam so that he need not ask

another person anything else thereafter. The Holy Prophet ^J-j U* it J^ replied,

"Say, 'Amantu billahi' (I believe in Allah), then remain steadfast." ["Mishkatul

Masabih," p. 12, from Muslim]

Recitation of the Kalimah is not merely a verbal utterance but entails much

more. It is also an acknowledgement and pledge that one is prepared to accept

and practise every injunction and commandment of Allah promulgated in the

Qur'an and by the Holy Prophet^ U* .<&» Ju*. Every Muslim has undertaken to

fulfill every duty imposed on him by Islam.

Every pledge taken with another human should be fulfilled if it does not

entail any sin. Allah says in Surah Bani Isra'Il, "Fulfill pledges for verily questioning

shall take place with regard to pledges" [Surah 17, verse 34]. Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Umar ** ii^ narrates that the Holy Prophet ^j U* ii jl* said that there are

three traits which, if they are found in a person, will mean that he is a real

hypocrite. If any one of them is found in him it will mean that he has a trait of

hypocrisy in him, unless he discards it. These are (1) When a trust is kept with

him, he misappropriates it. (2) When speaking, he lies. (3) When taking a pledge,

he does not fulfill it. (4) When disputing, he swears." [Bukhari]

£»<•" *><' * ' '> S' -' / X' "' * Ak V." n?" K\ >>> '\^ > \f"

(77) Those who purchase a small gain at the cost of Allah 's covenant and their

oaths, such people have no portion in the Hereafter. Allah will neither speak to
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them nor look at them on the Day of Judgment, and will not purify them. Theirs

shall be a painful chastisement.

AWARNING TO THOSEWHO SELL THE COVENANT OF ALLAH

The covenant that the Jews made with Allah to believe in the final Holy

Prophet (JL-j -Up iwi JL* was concealed from the Jewish masses by their scholars.

They also altered the description of the Holy Prophet <J^ _>
U* ^ J^ in the Torah

and told the people that Sayyidina Muhammad <X*) Up ii J^> did not fit the

description of the Torah. In this way, they maintained their sway over the people

and continued to accept bribes from them. Thus they bartered the covenant of

Allah for the measly gains of this world. Sayyidina Ikramah <up &\ ^j reports that

this verse was revealed with regard to certain leaders of the Jews like Abu Rafi,

Kinana, Huyay and others. They used to conceal the true description of the Holy

Prophet fJL-j Up i»t JL» in the Torah and write other false descriptions themselves.

They would even swear on oath that these are the true revelations from Allah.

This they did to maintain the bribes and lavish lifestyles that they were

accustomed to.

THE EVIL CONSEQUENCES OF FALSE OATHS

Many people are in the habit of taking false oaths. Therefore, the verse is not

specifically directed at any party but addresses all those who practise this vile

action. They will have no share in the Hereafter, nor shall Allah speak or look at

them kindly. Their lot shall be only a most painful punishment. The verse

signifies Allah's wrath on these people.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.3 p.204) writes that such people are not

worthy of being judged by Allah, but shall be addressed and tried by the angels.

Commenting on the phrase "will not purify them", Allama Baghawi ^ &\ ^
states that Allah shall not praise them, nor regard them favourably and will not

pardon their sins. ["Ma'alimutTanzil" v.l p.3 19] Allama Ibn Kath'Ir Up ifo a^ says

that Allah will not purify them of their sins, but will order them to enter the fire.

[v.l p.375] This means that they will not be pardoned of their sins, neither shall

they be allowed to cleanse themselves by briefly going to Hell and then entering

Heaven (Jannah).

Bukhari (v.l p.366) narrates from Sayyidina Ash'ath bin Qais <^ ^ ^j that he

was involved in a dispute with a Jew concerning a piece of land which the Jew

denied him. He took the case before the Holy Prophet ^j Up At J^ who asked

him if he had any witnesses in his favour. When he replied in the negative, The

Holy Prophet pJL. j Up ibt JU told the Jew to swear on oath that it was his land. On
hearing this, Sayyidina Ash'ath <up ^ ^j mentioned that the Jew would take a

false oath and acquire the land. Upon this the above verse was revealed viz.

"Those who purchase a small gain at the cost of Allah 's covenant and their oaths, such

people have no portion in the Hereafter. Allah will neither speak to them, nor look at them

on the Day of Judgment, and will not purify them. Theirs shall be a painful

chastisement."

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet J*
jjL, j Aip iu\ said, "Whoever takes a false oath to acquire the wealth of another, shall

meet Allah in such a condition that Allah shall be angry with him. Allah Himself
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attests to this fact." Hereupon Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud <up ifo ^j recited

the above verse. The narrator of this hadith, Sayyidina Abu Wa'il <4± <&i ju^ [a

student of Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ ^ ^J says that he met Sayyidina

Ash'ath ** Ay^j later that day. The latter asked him what Sayyidina Abdullah

bin Mas'ud ^ &\ ^j had told them, to which he related the above hadith.

together with the verse. To this Sayyidina Ash'ath ** &\ ^j stated that the verse

was revealed with regard to himself. [Bukhari v.l p.368]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abi Awfa ** ii ^j narrates that this verse was

revealed with reference to a trader who announced on oath that he had

purchased his goods for a certain inflated amount, which was misleading to the

customers. This is commonly practised by traders to earn themselves a higher

profit. [Bukhari v.l p.367]

Numerous Ahadith have been cited above as reasons for the revelation of

the verse under discussion. It is not farfetched to assume that all these incidents

are in fact related to the verse, since they all pertain to the selling of Allah's

covenant and taking false oaths for the petty gains of this world.

Sayyidina Abu Dharr ^ ibi ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^jUp^^
told him that there are three people whom Allah will not look at on the Day of

Judgment and they shall receive a most excruciating punishment. He remarked,

"Terrible is their condition and they are indeed wretched. Who are they "O Holy

Prophet fJL-j Up &\ JU?" The reply was, "They are those whose clothes hang

below their ankles, those who remind of their generosity, and those who sell

their wares by taking false oaths." [Muslim] Sayyidina Abu Hurairah <up ii ^
narrates that the Holy Prophet^ Up it ^U said, "Oaths sell merchandise and

destroy blessings." ["Mishkatul Masabih" p. 243from Bukhari and Muslim]

Many people institute court cases for false claims. They claim what is not

theirs and even present false witnesses to substantiate their claims. At times even

the defendant takes false oaths. All this is done in total disregard of the warnings

sounded in the Qur'an and Ahadith. Sayyidina Abu Dharr ^ &\ ^j reports that

the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ibi ^ said, "The person who claims something that is

not his is not from us and should prepare his abode in Hell." [MusZim]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Unais ^ i»» ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ifo J^
fJL-j Up said, "The major sins are polytheism (shirk), disobedience to parents and

taking false oaths. The person who took an oath to substantiate his claim and

included therein a lie equivalent to a wing of a mosquito, then this oath shall

remain as a black spot for him up to the Day of Judgment." ["Mishkatul Masabih" p.

328from Tirmidhi]

Sayyidina Abu Umamah <up ifo ^j narrated that Prophet ^-3 ^ &\ J^ said,

"Allah has made Hell incumbent upon a person who usurped the right of a

Muslim with a false oath and has forbidden Heaven (Jannah) for him)' Someone

enquired, "Even if it be an insignificant thing, O Holy Prophet ^j ^ At J^T
He replied, "Even if it be a branch of an aloe tree!" ["Mishkatul Masabih" p.327 from

Muslim]
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(78) Indeed from them there is a party who distort their tongues in expressing

the Book so that you may regard it as part of the Book when it is really not part

of the Book. They say that it is from Allah when it is not from Allah, and they

knowingly lie about Allah.

SOME OF THE PEOPLE OF THE BOOK ADULTERATE THE BOOK
OF ALLAH, SAYING THAT IT IS FROM ALLAH

This verse also refers to the Jews who used to distort the pronunciation of

words when reciting the Torah so that those listening to them would hear

something that was not actually written in it. In this way they changed the

description of the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ibi J^> and also concealed the verses of

stoning married people who commit adultery.

The manner in which they presented these verses would beguile others to

think that these were from Allah. At times they would even tell the people that

these verses were from Allah. An example of the way in which a person can

distort pronunciation to fool others is when someone is asked to swear by the

Ka'ba. Instead of saying that he swears by the Ka'ba, he says, "By the Ka'bak!"

None would detect the alteration in the sentence and others may wonder how he

took an oath, knowing that his word was false. To this he may casually reply that

he did not swear by the Ka'ba but rather by the Ka'bak, which bears no
significance. ("Ka'bak" may only be translated, in certain languages, as a cage for

keeping pigeons.)

The above explanation is just by way of example since it is not permissible

to take an oath by the Ka'ba. Hafidh Baghawi Up &\ h^j and Allama Ibn Kath'ir

Up &\ '^j mention that the purport of the verse "distort their tongues" is that the

Jews used to interpret the Torah in a way that was appealing to them, changing
its true meaning, and then telling others that this was the way in which Allah

had revealed it.

In this manner, they would alter the verses of their scriptures and attribute

lies to Allah. Allah says in Surah Baqarah, "Destruction be for those who write the

Book with their own hands and then say, 'This is from Allah/ (This they do) to sell it for

a measly price. Woe be to them for what their hands write and woe be to them for what
they earn." [Surah 2, verse 79]

These people could manipulate the situation in this manner because it was
only a few people who had any knowledge of the scriptures, and the masses
were ignorant. Therefore, the people accepted whatever they were told.

Even amongst the Ummah of the Holy Prophet ^j Up ibi JU there are those

who interpret the Qur'an according to their whims and fancies. There was a

person who translated the verse, "Say (Oh Muhammad p-L-j Up ibt JL>), 7 am only a
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human like yourselves/' to mean that the Holy Prophet <JL.j <uU iw\ JU, is not a
human.. This he did by translating the Arabic word "innama" to mean 'not'

whereas it means 'only/ This is the unfortunate method of those who follow
their passions. They feel that they cannot displease the masses even if it means
resorting to disbelief (kufr).
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(79) It is not possible that Allah gives any human a book wisdom and
Prophethood, and then he tells the people, "Leave Allah and worship me." He
would rather say, "Become the people of Allah by virtue of your teaching of the

Book and your studying thereof" (80) They do not instruct you to take the angels

and Prophet as deities. Would he instruct you to disbelieve after you had
become Muslims?

EVERY PROPHET INSTRUCTED PEOPLE TO BE THE FAITHFUL
SERVANTS OF ALLAH

"Lubabun Nuqul" (p.54) records that when the Holy Prophet jJL-j <uU &\ ju
collectively invited the Jews of Madinah and the Christians of Najran to Islam,

Abu Rafi (a Jew of the Banu Qnraizah tribe) commented, "O Muhammad, you want
us to worship you just as these Christians worship Isa!" The Holy Prophet i» J*
fL»3 4-lp exclaimed, "Mu'adh Allah! (I seek Allah's protection!) Why should I desire

this?" On this occasion Allah revealed the above verse.

According to Sayyidina Hasan Basri «uU &\ i^Jf a person told the Holy
Prophet ^^ 4-U 4i ^u, "We greet you just as we greet others. (To show respect to

your elevated status) Should we rather not prostrate to you instead?" The Holy
Prophet jO-j <J* &\ J**> said, "No, do not do so. Honour your Prophet and grant
each his due rights, for prostration is only for Allah." Upon this request, the
above verse was revealed. ["Ruhul Ma'ani" v.3 p.207]

The verse applies equally to both the above incidents, saying that "It is not

possible that Allah gives any human a Book, wisdom and Prophethood, and then he tells

the people, 'Leave Allah and worship me." The mission of Prophet
r
*>LJi -d* .was

simply to invite towards Allah. "He would rather say, 'Become the people of

Allah..." This verse refutes the belief of the Christians who claim that Sayyidina
Isa f**J\ Up advocated that people worship him and his mother.

" --by virtue of your teaching of the Book and your studying thereof

Explaining this verse, the author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.3 p.208) says that the very
teaching and study of the divine scriptures dictate that one should become a

truly devoted servant of Allah. Knowledge without practice is futile, as is
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practice without knowledge.

" the people of Allah" The Arabic word "Rabbaniyyin" in this context is

related to the word Lord. Various explanations of this word have been rendered

by the commentators and the Companions (Sahabah) r^P > j ^> "Ma'alimut

Tanzll" (v.l p.320) reports from Sayyidina Ibn Abbas, Sayyidina Ali ^ ii^ and

Sayyidina Hasan **> iui ^j that it means learned scholars {fuqaha and Scholars

(Ulama)}. Sayyidina Qatadah <Up i&t i^j says that it refers to wise men of learning,

while Sayyidina Sa'id bin Jubair Up &\ ^ is of the opinion that it means such

men of learning who practise their knowledge.

Another verdict of Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ** ^ ^j is that it means such

people who are extremely learned and teach others as well. According to another

report, Sayyidina Ali ^ ifo ^j says that these men nurture their knowledge with

practice. In "Durrul Manthur", Sayyidina Sa'id bin Jubair Up ibi^ is reported to

have said that these are people who are wise and Allah fearing. Allama Baydawi

<±c- &\ <^j says that they are those who are perfect in knowledge and action.

In brief, after taking all the above into consideration, the 'Rabbaniyyin' are

those who are learned, wise, pious, practical and who are able to guide others.

Then, of course, the most important requisite is Belief (Iman), without which

none can be successful in the Hereafter and can never be amongst this noble

group of people. Hakimul Ummah Thanwi Up &\ ^-j simply translates the word

as "the people of Allah." This concise translation includes all of the above and

included much more by way of sterling morals and noble character.

It is the responsibility of such people also to propagate what they know.

Allah says in Surah Ma'idah, "Why do their 'Rabbaniyyun' and scholars not prohibit

them from their sinful speech and consumption of the unlawful? Evil indeed is what they

carry out. " [Surah 5, verse 63]

"They do not instruct you to take the angels and Prophet as deities." All Prophet

^LJ\ Up preached oneness of Allah (Tauhid) and would never have told the

people to worship any besides Allah.

"Would he instruct you to disbelieve after you had become Muslims?" It is an

impossibility that a Prophet fXJ\ Up could preach polytheism (shirk) to anyone.

They preached only the acceptance of their apostleship, which they have been

instructed to do and without which no person can be a true believer, nor attain

salvation.

The sole role of all the Prophet f^LJ\ Up, including the Holy Prophet & J^
pL-j <^, was that people worship only Allah and.be slave unto Him alone.

Thereafter the Companions (Sahabah)^ ^ s ^j also made efforts to achieve the

same goal. Once, during the Jihad (religion war) against the Persians, Sayyidina

Rib'I bin Amir <up & Lr>J came as messenger before the Persian chief Rustam.

Rustam asked him, "Why have you people come?" The Sahabi ^ ib\ ^j replied,

"Allah has sent us to free man from the slavery of man and lead him to the

worship of Allah, and from the oppression of current Dins (religions) to the

justice of Islam." [Ibn Kathir <M & ^j in his book"Al Bidaya wanNihaya"]

In our present times there are many false saints who know nothing of

mysticism and the Shari'ah. They mislead their followers and even make them
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prostrate before them and before their graves. All this is done with worldly

motives. Mysticism is also subservient to the Shari'ah, and all the various

practices such as swearing allegiance, etc, are with the motive of bringing people

into Allah's worship and subservience.

' *' *\'C ". f^vi s ^ ' s, $sss Y\' I frit it- f^^-t t^»- *- *.

(81) When Allah took the covenant with Prophet (saying) "Whatever I give you

of the scripture and wisdom, then there comes to you a messenger confirming

what is with you, you must believe in him and you must assist him." Allah said,

"Do you agree and accept My covenant?" They replied, "We agree!" He said,

"Then bear witness and I will be a Witness with you." (82) So whoever will turn

back after this, then those are the disobedient ones.

THE COVENANT TAKEN FROM THE PROPHETS
f
*-Ji^

The above verse mentions the pledge that Allah took from all the Prophet

f^LJi p-fri*. They were required to believe in and assist any new Prophet that

appeared during their lifetimes and also to make their followers do the same. If

no other Prophet came during their lifetime, they were to encourage their

followers to believe in Prophet to come after him. In this way Sayyidina Musa U*
pLJ\ was enjoined to believe in Sayyidina Isa (OLJ <Op and Sayyidina Isa (%~h Up in

Sayyidina Muhammad pJL^ U* &\ J^>

According to other commentators, the word "messenger" denotes a specific

messenger. In this case it would mean that all the Prophet fX-h Up were

instructed to believe in and assist Sayyidina Muhammad pJL-j Up &\ J^> if he had

to come in their lifetime. They were also required to preach his coming to their

followers and to invoke them to follow him should they find themselves in his

era. ["Ma'alimut Tanzil" v.l p.322]

Allah then asked the Prophet (OLJ\ Up, "Do you agree and accept My covenant?"

This was said to emphasise the covenant, whereupon all replied in one voice,

"We agree!" Thereafter, Allah told them, "Then bear witness and I will be a Witness

with you."

This covenant was taken by all the Prophet fiLJs <As>
f for themselves and on

behalf of all of their Ummahs. With regard to those who did not abide by its

conditions Allah says, "So whoever will turn back after this, then those are the

disobedient ones." In rejecting a single Prophet, a person is actually rejecting the

commandment of Allah. For this reason he is declared a disobedient (fasiq) and,

therefore, a disbeliever (kafir) of the worst caliber. No Prophet could sin and all

abided by the condition of this covenant. It was their followers who did not
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comply. The Jews rejected Sayyidina Isa fik*J\ Up and they, together with the

Christians, rejected the apostleship of the Holy Prophet jJL-j *A* &\ J^ also.

THE EXCELLENCE OF THE SEAL OF ALL PROPHET <*JL-j Up h\ J^

Sheikh Abul Hasan Taqi-ud-Din As Subki ^ i»i «^
; writes in his treatise on

this verse (which appears on (p. 38) of the first volume of his Fatawa) that the

"messenger" referred to in the above verse is none other than Sayyidina

Muhammad jJL-^ *> & JU. Allah had not taken a covenant from all the Prophet

f%^\ aJlp with regard to any other Prophet but him.

The status and honour accorded to the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up & JU> in this

verse is evident. It is learnt from this verse that if the Holy Prophet pL-j Up ibi JU
had to appear during the period of any Prophet, his Prophethood will prevail

over the all of creation from the time of Sayyidina Adam ^LJ\ Up. The statement

of the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up ^ JU.that "I have been sent unto the whole of

mankind" is not merely confined to those in his period up to the Day of

Judgmentrlnit also includes those before him. This clarifies the hadith in which

the Holy Prophet ^j ^ &\ JU* said, "I was a Prophet while Sayyidina Adam Up
^lJ\ was still suspended between body and soul/' ["Mishkatul Masabih" p. 513 from

Tirmidhi]

1' < *+ > ««^> s* */»* <>'

(83) Do they seek a Din (religion) besides the Din of Allah when unto Him
submit all within the heavens and the earth, willingly or unwillingly, and unto

Him shall they all be returned. (84) Say, "We believe in Allah, in that which

was revealed unto us, what was revealed unto Ibrahim, Isma'il, Is'haq, Ya'qub,

their children, and that which was revealed unto Musa, Isa and all Prophet

from their Lord. We make no distinction between any of them and unto Him
we have submitted." (85) Whosoever seeks a Din (religion) besides Islam, it

shall never be accepted from him, and he will be, in the Hereafter, among the

losers.

ONLY THE DIN (RELIGION) OF ISLAM IS ACCEPTABLE BY ALLAH

Allah has chosen the Din (religion) of Islam for His creation, as He says in

another part of Surah Al Imran (verse 19), "Definitely the only Din (religion) with

Allah is Islam." Allah also states in Surah Ma'idah, "Today I have perfected for you

your Din (religion), completed My favour on you and chosen Islam as your Din
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(religion)" [Surah 5, verse 3]. Allah has named His chosen Din (religion) 'Islam'

which means 'to submit' or 'to surrender/ All the creation of Allah submit to

Him and the Din (religion) of all the Prophets ^>LJi r^u was Islam i.e. they all

preached submission and obedience to Allah.

When Sayyidina Ibrahim and his son Sayyidina Isma'il fzLJ\ i*-U constructed

the Ka'ba, they prayed to Allah thus, "Our Lord, make us both submissive to You and

create a submissive (Muslim) nation from our progeny" [Surah Baqarah, verse 128]. Allah

accepted this prayer of theirs and created the Ummah of the Holy Prophet &\ Ju*

<X*3 <upfrom their progeny, who are followers of Islam.

It is the duty of every servant of Allah that he submits and surrenders

totally to his Creator and Master, both outwardly and inwardly. This is the

practice of all the angels and other creation of Allah in the heavens and on earth.

Islam is the Din (religion) for the human being as well as for the Jinn, but since

they are to be tested in the world, they have been given the choice of acceptance.

Allah says in Surah Mulk, "He created death and life to test who of you carry out the

best of deeds" [Surah 67, verse 2]. They are, however, still governed by the system

and decrees of Allah as far as their lives and deaths are concerned. They have

been shown the rewards and retribution of Belief (Iman) and disbelief (kufr), and

in this way, they are allowed to prepare accordingly for either Heaven (Jannah) or

Hell.

Allah says in Surah Kahf, "Declare the truth from your Lord, so whoever wills

should believe and whoever wills should disbelieve. Indeed for the oppressive ones, We
have prepared the fire" [Surah 18, verse 29]. All the Prophets <»*>LJt r^U were Muslim
and preached the submission only to Allah. For this reason the Holy Prophet J^>
pJL-j aJLp iuiis instructed to declare his belief in all that was revealed to all of them,

saying, "We believe in Allah, in that which was revealed unto us, what was revealed

unto Ibrahim, Isma'il, Is'h&q, Ya'qub, their children, and that which was revealed unto

Musa, Isa and all Prophet from their Lord. We make no distinction between any of them

and unto Him we have submitted."

Since all the Prophets f^\ ^^ belonged to the same Din (religion), we
believe in all of them, as well as all that was revealed unto them since all of this

was from Allah. Although the word "all Prophets" is used, certain Prophets ^M
(OLJ have received specific mention because the Jews and the Christians also

recognised these Prophets f%J\ <**>.

, "...willingly or unwillingly..." Allama Ibn Kath'Ir 4* & <^j (v.l p.379) writes

that those submitting willingly in the heavens are the angels, and upon the earth

they are those who were born as Muslim. Those who submit unwillingly^re

those disbelievers (kuffar) who were taken captive [in Jihad (religion war)] in

chains and shackles, then accepted Islam, to be lead into Heaven (Jannah),

seemingly by force.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that those submitting unwillingly are

the ones who became Muslim after Jihad (religion war) or some other similar

cause. According to others, the people referred to are those who were themselves

unhappy to become Muslim. The Sufiya (saints) mention that those who submit

willingly are the people who accept the commandments of Allah without any

doubts and hesitation in their hearts. Those who harbour these feelings in their
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hearts and find evil whispers becoming an obstacle, are termed to be unwillingly

submissive.

Another opinion is that the willing ones are the angels in the heavens and

those pious servants of Allah upon the earth who are His chosen ones. The others

(i.e. the unwilling) are those whom doubts continue to plague. The disbelievers

are included in the second group for, although they accept the existence of Allah

the inherent darkness within them spur them on to commit polytheism (shirk).

According to "Ruhul Ma'ani", this is the opinion of Mujahid Up &\ i^j as

well. This explanation is not entirely satisfactory since there are many who
completely deny Allah and His power of creation. If one views the broad context

of the word "all within", then the explanation of Allama Ibn Kath'Ir Up & <^j will

also be unsatisfactory since it restricts the meaning somewhat. It is for this reason

that this humble servant has rendered the explanation given above i.e. all are

subservient to the decree and will of Allah. Since this is an irreconcilable fact, it is

only natural then that every person accepts the Din (re/zgzonjprescribed by Allah.

Allah knows best.

"Wlwsoever seeks a Din (religion) besides Islam, it shall never be accepted from

him, and he will be, in the Hereafter, among the losers." Islam is the Din (religion) that

Allah sent through all his Prophet £&~& Up, up to the time of the final Holy

Prophet jJL- j ^ ifci ju». Allah says in Surah Ma'idah (verse 3), "Today I have perfected

for you your Din (religion), completed My favour on you and chosen Islam as your Din

(religion)" Irrespective of a person's exertion in worship, nothing shall be

accepted from him unless he conforms to the Din (religion) of Islam. More details

in this regard have been given in verse 62 of Surah Baqarah where Allah says,

"Verily those who believe, the Jews, the Christians and the Sabi ". One may also

refer to the commentary of verse 19 of Surah Al Imran where Allah says,

"Definitely the only Din (religion) with Allah is Islam."

£ < »>< /^i tf.f f >< -1^ '^'
m " C 1^1- < -If Mi F*^h < >\'+ *>

(86) How shall Allah guide a people who disbelieved after believing, (after) they

testified that the messenger is certainly true and (after) clear proofs had come to

them? Allah does not guide the oppressive folk. (87) These are the ones whose
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retribution shall be that upon them will be the curse of Allah, the angels and

mankind at large. (88) They shall abide therein forever. The punishment shall

not be lessened for them, neither shall they be granted respite. (89) Except for

those who repent afterwards and make amends. Surely Allah is Most Forgiving,

Most Merciful. (90) Verily those who disbelieve after believing, then increase in

their disbelief, their repentance shall never be accepted. These are indeed the

ones gone astray. (91) Verily those who disbelieve and die as disbelievers, the

earth full of gold shall never be accepted from any of them if they ever wish to

offer it as ransom. Theirs shall be a painful punishment and they shall have no

helpers.

THE CHASTISEMENT FOR APOSTATES AND DISBELIEVERS

"Durrul Manthur" reports that a person called Harith bin Suwaid accepted

Islam and then returned to his people as a infidel (kafir). It was on this occasion

that the above verse was revealed, "How shall Allah guide a people who disbelieved

after believing, (after) they testified that the messenger is certainly true and (after) clear

proofs had come to them. Allah does not guide the oppressive folk. These are the ones

whose retribution shall be that upon them will be the curse of Allah, the angels and

mankind at large. They shall abide therein forever. The punishment shall not be lessened

for them, neither shall they be granted respite. Except for those who repent afterwards

and make amends. Surely Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful."

A person of his tribe recited the verse to him, upon which he said, "As far as

I know, you are a truthful person and the Holy Prophet pJL-j aJp &\ J^ is even

more truthful than you; and Allah is even more truthful than the two of you." He
then reverted to Islam and practiced it very sincerely afterwards. He reflected

upon the exception in the verse ("Except those who repent... ") and then, repented

sincerely to Allah. This incident highlights the fact that the repentance of a

person who turns infidel (kafir) after Islam is acceptable by Allah.

"Verily those who disbelieve after believing, then increase in their disbelief their

repentance shall never be accepted. These are indeed the ones gone astray." "Durrul

Manthur" reports that Sayyidina Hasan <> i»» <^j stated that this verse refers to

the Jews and the Christians who do not accept Islam until their dying moments,

when their acceptance is futile. Repentance shall not be accepted at the time of

death, as will be explained/ Insha Allah, in the discussion of the following verse

of Surah Nisa: "Until death presents itself before any of them they say, 'Now I truly

repent'; nor those who die as infidels (kuffar)." [Surah 4, verse 18]

Sayyidina Abul Alia Up &\ ^ says that this verse refers to the Jews and

Christians who reverted to infidelity (kufr) after accepting Islam, then increased

their disbelief. Then, remaining as infidels (kuffar), they repent for their sins. This

repentance shall never be accepted from them. Sayyidina Mujahid ^ &\ *^j

interprets "then increase in their disbelief to mean that they die as infidels (kuffar).

"Verily those who disbelieve and die as disbelievers, the earth full ofgold shall never

be accepted from any of them if they ever wish to offer it ao ransom. Theirs shall be a

painful punishment and they shall have no helpers." On tfie Day of Judgment none

shall be able to ransom their souls, but even if it were possible, the entire world

full of gold would not be accepted from the infidels (kuffar).
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Allah says in Surah Ma'idah, "Indeed those who disbelieve, if they possessed all

within the earth and the lik& thereof in addition to ransom themselves from the

punishment of the Day of judgment, it will not be accepted from them. Theirs shall be a

painful punishment. They will try to escape from the fire, but they will not be able to

escape and theirs will be a permanent chastisement." [Surah 5, verses 36/7]

Reference should be made to verse 161 of Surah Baqarah for the detailed

explanation of the verse upon them will be the curse ofAllah, the angels and mankind

at large.
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PART FOUR

(92)You shall never reach unto goodness until you spend of that which you love.

Whatever good you spend, then certainly Allah is Aware of it.

THE WEALTH MOST BELOVED TO ONE SHOULD BE SPENT IN
THE WAY OF ALLAH

This verse encourages spending in the path of Allah and expresses that one

cannot attain true goodness and virtue unless the wealth held most dear to the

heart is spent in the path of Allah. The venerable Companions (Sahaba)^ &\ ^j
were most eager to practise upon each command of Allah, so when this verse

was revealed, they assessed which of their wealth was most beloved to them and

spent it in Allah's way.

Sayyidina Anas ^ i»» ^j reports that Sayyidina Abu Talha <up &\ ^j was the

wealthiest of all the Ansar in terms of the number of orchards that he owned in

Madinah. Opposite the Mosque (Masjid)un Nabawi stood one of his orchards in

which was a well named Bir Ha. The Holy Prophet (JL-j Up i»i JU often used to

drink there. This was his most beloved orchard.

When the above verse was revealed, he presented himself before the Holy

Prophet (JL-j Up ib\ JU> saying, "Bir Ha is dearest to me of all my wealth, so I wish

to donate it in the way of Allah, in anticipation of the reward thereof and so that

it be stored as a treasure for me in the Hereafter. You may spend it as you please

in a worthy cause." The Holy Prophet (JL-^ Up ibt Ju* commented, "This orchard

has earned a grand profit! I propose that it be distributed amongst some of your

relatives." Sayyidina Abu Talha -up i»t ^j accepted trie proposal of the Holy

Prophet (jL-j^i J^ and distributed it amongst some of his cousins. [Bukhari v.l

p. 197]

"Durrul Manthur" narrates other incidents similar to this. Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Umar ^ &\ ^Jf upon hearing this verse, freed his most beloved

Roman slave-girl called Mirjana. Once Sayyidina Umar ^ &s ^j wrote to

Sayyidina Abu Musa Ash'ari *& &\ ^j to purchase a slave for him from the

prisoners of jalula. When she was presented before him, he recited the above

verse and freed her.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Munkadir Up &\ <^j relates that when the above

verse was revealed, Sayyidina Zaid bin Haritha ^ iut ^j donated his most

precious horse in charity. ("Durrul Manthur" v.l p.50)
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Every person holds a different thing beloved to himself and even a person

who spends of his limited financial resources shall be included in the intention of

the verse, since the little money he has is naturally dearest to him. The broad

context of the verse encompasses all forms of charity, be they the obligatory

Zakah or optional sadaqa. Even though a person shall certainly attain reward for

giving in charity those things that may be in excess to his needs (like discarded

clothing, etc.), the full reward will only be had once a person spends the things

that are most precious to him. It is for this reason that certain commentators

translate the word "birr" (translated above as "goodness") to mean 'complete

virtue' in reference to this complete reward to be attained for spending of the

most beloved items of wealth. The verse does not mean that one should not spent

of those things that are not beloved, but it encourages spending of the best.

"Whatever good you spend, then certainly Allah is aware of it" Sayyidina Umar
<up iui ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^L^ -d* &\ JL* said that a person shall be

in the protection of Allah and all his shortcomings and sins will be concealed in

both the worlds if he recites the following du'a when wearing his clothes:

"Alhamdu Iillahil Ladhi Kasani Ma Uwaari Bihi Awrati Wa
Atajammalu Bihi Fi Hayati"

(TRANSLATION: All praise be to Allah who has clothed me with that which

conceals my shame and with which I beautify myselfduring my life) ["Mishkatul Masabih"

p377from Ahmad, Tirmidhi and Von Majah]

px£ b\ U>L\i £>jp>\ ^U J3 &jp>\ cum o> d**

(93) All food was lawful unto the Bani Isra'Il except that which Isra'il forbade

for himself before the Torah was revealed. Say, "Bring the Torah and read it to

us if you are truthful/' (94) Whoever, shall invent a lie upon Allah after this,

then these are indeed the oppressors. (95) Say, "Allah has spoken the truth!" So

follow the creed of Ibrahim who pursued the truth while veering far away from

falsehood, and was never from the idolaters.

WHAT WAS LAWFUL IN THE CREED OF SAYYIDINA IBRAHlM aJp

A narration in "Ma'alimut TanzU" (v.2 p.326) states that the Jews objected to

the Holy Prophet <JL-j <4* ifo JU saying, "You claim to follow the creed of

Sayyidina Ibrahim f*~& *> whereas he never consumed the meat of camels, nor

drank its milk. It seems that you are not really following him." In response, the

Holy Prophet jJL-j Up &\ ju* told them that these things were lawful for Sayyidina
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Ibrahim fy~J\ Up. They retorted by saying that everything that was forbidden for

Sayyidina Nuh 'f^LJs U* and Sayyidina Ibrahim fiLJ\ *A* was what was transmitted

to them and, therefore, forbidden in their religiorwas well. Allah revealed the

above verse in refutation of this claim of theirs.

The verse declares that all types of food was permissible for the Bani Isra'il

except those things that Isra'il [Sayyidina Ya'qub ?%*& <>] forbade upon himself

before the revelation of the Torah. Commentators mention that the flesh and

milk of camels were also lawful for them, as it was for Sayyidina Ibrahim pk~b Up

as well. These things were made forbidden by Sayyidina Ya'qub f>LJ\ Up for

himself only, and his progeny (the Bani Isra'il) adhered to this practice of his.

Allah did not prohibit these foods in the Torah.

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ^ &\ ^j narrates that Sayyidina Yaqub f*>LJ» Up

suffered from an illness called "Irqun Nisa". He took a vow to abstain from his

most beloved food if he was cured. Since his favourite food was the meat and

milk of camels, he forbade these two foods on himself once he was cured. ["Ruhul

Ma'ani" v.4p.2]

The Jews thought that the prohibition stemmed from the time of Sayyidina

Ibrahim fiLJ\ Up and consequently objected to the fact that the Holy Prophet JL*

^JL-^j Up ii consumed these two foods while claiming to be from his creed.

"Say, 'Bring the Torah and read it to us ifyon are truthful (in your claim that these

things were declared unlawful in the Torah). " Sayyidina Ibrahim (%-h ^ lived

thousands of years before the recipient of the Torah i.e. Sayyidina Musa (OLJ\ ^.
Therefore, it is not possible that these things were forbidden for Sayyidina

Ibrahim f%^ Up when the Torah says nothing about their prohibition.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (vA p.3) states that the Jews were rendered

speechless by this challenge and could not recite any substantiation from the

Torah. He mentions further that this is also a proof of the apostleship of the Holy

Prophet (JL-j <> iut JL? since he had no previous knowledge of any of the past

divine scriptures. He could only have received knowledge of this from divine

revelation.

"Whoever shall invent a lie upon Allah after this, then these are indeed the

oppressors. "These people accepted falsehood after the truth was made apparent

to them. This behaviour was a great oppression upon themselves as well as upon
those who followed them.

THE INSTRUCTION TO FOLLOW THE CREED OF SAYYIDINA
IBRAHIM f

*J» Up

"Say, 'Allah has spoken the truth!' (i.e. all foods were originally Lawful (Haldl) for

the Bani Isra'il). So follow the creed of Ibrahim (OLJi <A^ who pursued the truth while

veering far away from falsehood, and was never from the idolaters." Whatever

Sayyidina Isra'il f*~& Up forbade on himself for personal reasons will not be

forbidden upon Sayyidina Ibrahim f*>LJi ^. Therefore, the creed of Sayyidina

Ibrahim f*>LJt Up should still be adhered to; and this creed is none other than the

religion of Islam.
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This-verse describes Sayyidina Ibrahim f%Jt Up as being "hanifah." This

(as translated) refers to him being strictly adherent to the truth and far away
from all types of falsehood and false religions. He practised all the divine

Injunctions concerning Lawful and Unlawful, and never practiced

polytheism (shirk). Therefore, the Jews are also reminded of the fact that

although they also claim to be his followers, they have resorted to

polytheism and infidelity .

c^ju c-i^u ^s (^O caJIuu iJJJbj SjU* ax- l£jv oy^i f-#j v^ oj' 01

[*n <jrvJll*M ^ Jjf 4M d\* J& CSJ ^-£"-

(96) Indeed the first house designated for man was the one at Bakkah which is

blessed and a guidance for mankind. (97) Therein are clear signs, the place

(Maqam) of Ibrahim. Whoever enters therein shall be safe. Pilgrimage (Hajj) to

the House is a duty unto Allah for those of mankind who are able to find a way

there. Whoever rejects, then surely Allah is independent of the entire universe.

CONSTRUCTION OF THE KA'BA AND THE OBLIGATION OF HAJJ

"Ruhul Ma'ani" reports from Ibn Juraij 4* & <^j that the Jews claimed that

the Baitul Muqaddas was superior in status than the Ka'ba. They made this claim

on the grounds that it was the place of migration for numerous Prophets r4-U

f^LJi, and because it was a pure and holy land. The Muslim maintained that the

Ka'ba was really superior. Upon this altercation, the above verse was revealed.

Sayyidina Mujahid 4-1* &\ ^ says that when the foregoing verse (verse 95)

was revealed instructing the infidels (kuffar) to follow the creed of Sayyidina

Ibrahim f*^ *>, the above verse followed to impress upon them the virtue and

reverence of the Ka'ba, which formed part of this creed.

" indeed the first house designated for man was the one at Bakkah, which is

blessed and a guidance for mankind." This means that this first building built was at

Makkah i.e. the Ka'ba. This is a place of "barakah," meaning that abundant good

is present there. The rewards of actions performed there are greatly multiplied

and the person performing Hajj or Umrah will be forgiven.

Besides this, there are also many blessings attached to it, which are referred

to in the following verse of Surah Qasas. Allah says, "The fruits of everything are

drawn here as a provision from Us" [Surah 28, verse 57]. This is witnessed up to this

day. Every kind of food and manufactured article can be found in Makkah and

so many animals are slaughtered there, more than in any other part of the world.

" .....guidance for mankind." This means that it is a guide to Heaven

(Jannah). ["Ruhul Ma'ani" vA p.25] The Muslims of the entire world also face

towards it in their Salah.

" the first house..." This means that the construction of Sayyidina Ibrahim
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^lJ\ *A* was not the first time that the Ka'ba was built. Its inception was before

this. "Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v. I p.328) records many other opinions in this regard.

Some commentators say that the Ka'ba was the first construction that

appeared upon the water two thousand years before the creation of the heavens

and the earth. At that time it was merely in the form of a white bubble and

thereafter the earth spread out from underneath it. This is the opinion of

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar <up ifo ^>j and Sayyidina Mujahid Up aSh ^ and

Sayyidina Qatadah Up &\ <^j.

Others like Sayyidina Ali bin Husain Up i»i ^ (known as Zaynul Abidin)

maintain that the Ka'ba was the first construction built upon the earth. Beneath

His throne, Allah appointed a place for the angels to make Tawaf, called the

Baitul Ma'mur. Then Allah commanded the angels on the earth construct a

similar place on earth directly beneath the original in the heavens (Baitul

Ma'mur). Those on the earth were commanded to make Tawaf of this Ka'ba.

Another opinion is that the angels constructed the Ka'ba two thousand

years before the creation of Sayyidina Adam fX^s ^. When he used to make Hajj

of the Ka'ba, the angels would tell him, "Oh Adam, may Allah accept your Hajj.

We made Hajj of this house two thousand years before you."

All these narrations point to the fact that Sayyidina Ibrahim f*~l\ U* was not

the first constructor of the Ka'ba. For this reason he says in Surah Ibrahim, "Our

Lord, indeed I have settled some ofmy offspring in a place of no vegetation, close to Your

sacred house" [Surah 14, verse 37]. He mentioned this despite the fact that there was

no building there at the time.

Allah says in Surah Haj], "When We showed Ibrahim the place of the house"

[Surah 22, verse 26]. Commentators mention that this verse means that Sayyidina

Ibrahim f^LJ\ *A± was shown the appointed location of the Ka'ba since there was

no visible structure there at that time.

THE DATE OF THE KA'BA'S CONSTRUCTION

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.17 p.U2) states that the Ka'ba was

constructed a total of five times. The first time it was built by the angels from a

red ruby, long before Sayyidina Adam ?%-ti *J*. It was then raised to the heavens

during the floods of Sayyidina Nuh
r
*>LJ Up. Thereafter, Allah instructed

Sayyidina Ibrahim f%J\ ^ to rebuild it. Allah sent a strong wind, which scattered

the sands upon its foundation, thus making it apparent for him to view it. He
constructed the Ka'ba upon this original location.

The third time it was rebuilt by the Quraish and the Holy Prophet ^ -&\ J^
r±~>)

also participated in the reconstruction. When the time came to place the

Hajratul Aswad (Black stone) into its position, the tribes argued about who would

get the honour of doing this. They arrived at the agreement that whoever will

emerge from a certain street and enter the Masjidul Haram, shall decide the

matter. The first person was none other than the illustrious Holy Prophet & J^
r±~>y<±*. He was regarded by all as Al Amln (the trustworthy), so they all agreed to

abide by his decision. He placed the black stone (Hajjarul Aswad) upon a shawl

and then told the leaders of each tribe to lift the shawl (Sheet) towards the desired
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location. When they all obliged, he then personally fitted it into position. This

incident transpired fifteen years before declaration of his Prophethood.

The fourth reconstruction was that of Sayyidina Abdullah bin Zubair ifo ^j
«up, and the fifth was by Hajjaj bin Yusuf, which still stands up to this day. Since

this fifth occasion, only alterations and renovations have taken place, but no

changes have been made to the original structure itself.

Certain other commentators have also made mention of the construction

work undertaken by Sayyidina Adam f*~S\ aJLp, his son Shith <v>LJ\ -op, the Amaliqa

and Bani Jurhum tribe ["Ruhul Ma'ani" vA p.5]. Bearing all this in mind, it is

understood that the first construction was carried out by either Sayyidina Adam

r
^LJi Up or the angels and, according to Ahadith, even the reconstruction of

Sayyidina Ibrahim ^LJ\ <ip was before the building of the Baitul Muqaddas.

"BAKKAH" AND MAKKAH
The verse refers to the Ka'ba as being in "Bakkah", which is commonly

referred to as Makkah, as in verse 24 of Surah Fatah. Sayyidina Mujahid Up & *^j

says that the "ba" and the "mim" are similar in pronunciation and the Arabs

often substitute the one for the other, resulting in the interusage of the words

Makkah and Bakkah.

Other commentators like Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ** &\ ^j mention a difference

in the two words, saying that the word Bakkah refers specifically to the

geographical location of the Ka'ba. Sayyidina Ikrama Up ifo ^ is of the opinion

that the area between the two mountains is known as Bakkah and the rest is

called Makkah. Another opinion states that the entire Haram is called Makkah.

\Al Jami'ul Latiffi Fadli Makkah wa Bina'i Baitish Sharifp. 136.]

"Therein are clear signs, the place (Maqam) of Ibrahim/' Some of the signs are

natural while others are holistic. Some of the holistic signs are that it is a

"guidance for mankind, - a sanctuary of safety for the one who enters it and a place

of pilgrimage for the one able to perform this sacred act.

Of the natural signs is the "Maqam" of Sayyidina Ibrahim f%^\ ^, which is

still in existence to this day. It is a stone that served the purpose of a stepladder,

which Sayyidina Ibrahim ^LJ\ ^ used to construct the Ka'ba. Another of these

"signs" is that whoever attempted to destroy the Ka'ba was himself obliterated,

as was the ease with the renowned incident of people of the elephants. Abraha,

the leader of Yemen, marched with an army of elephants to destroy the Ka'ba,

but Allah sent a flight of birds who rained pebbles upon them, totally

annihilating them. Mention is made of this incident in Surah Fil (105th Surah of

the Qur'art).

These are the virtues cited concerning the Ka'ba. On the other hand, none of

these can be said about the Baitul Muqaddas. It is not more blessed than the

Ka'ba, neither will the Salah performed there match the reward of the Salah

performed at the Ka'ba. It is also not the Qibla for Salah, nor does the person

entering it become safe.

"Whoever enters therein shall be safe" After completing the Ka'ba, Sayyidina

Ibrahim f%J>\ <4* prayed to Allah thus, "O my Lord, make this city a place of security"
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[Surah Baqarah, verse 126]. This supplication (du'a) of his was accepted and Makkah
was made a place of safety. While the Arabs would kill and rob each other

elsewhere, none would do so within the precincts of the Haram. Allah says in

Surah Ankabut, "Do they not see that we have made the haram a place of safety, while

people are being plundered in its vicinity?" [Surah 29, verse 67]

It is narrated in Bukhari (v.l p.247) that the Holy Prophet (JL-j aJLp &\ jl» said,

"Allah declared this city to be sacred the day He created the heavens and the

earth, and it shall remain as such till the Day of Judgment, because of the sanctity

of Allah Himself. Fighting was never permitted for any before me, neither was it

permitted for me except for a part of a day. It shall now remain sacred with the

sanctity of Allah till the Day of Judgment. So let not any thorn therein be cut, nor

any of the game hunted, nor any lost item be lifted except with the intention of

announcing for its owner, and even the grass may not be cut/' Sayyidina Ibn

Abbas ^ i»i ^j requested, "O the Holy Prophet jJL- j a-U ibi JU, make an exception

for the grass of 'Idhkhir' since it is used by the goldsmiths of Makkah and by its

people for their homes (they used it for their roofs)/' The Holy Prophet <ip i»\ JU
jJL-j then said, "Except the Idhkhir grass." i.e. this grass may be cut.

According to another narration the Holy Prophet jJL-j aJLp ifci JU said, "Verily

Allah has declared Makkah to be sacred, but people have not. It is not

permissible for the person who believes in Allah and the Last Day to spill blood

therein, nor to cut any of its trees. If any person uses the action of the messenger

of Allah fJL- j Up iiii JU*to justify his action, then tell him that Allah had granted the

concession for His Prophet ^JL-j a> ib» JU and not for him. Allah has only granted

me this permission for a part of the day, and this sanctity has now returned as it

had been yesterday." [Bukhari v.l p.12]

It is gathered from all of the above that the sanctity prayed for by Sayyidina

Ibrahim f^LJi Up is prevalent to this day.

Scholar (Imam) Abu Hanlfa Up ifci ;u^ and his companions u* &\ ^j maintain

that if someone kills or severs the limb of another within the Haram, then

remains therein, retaliation (Qisas) shall be taken in the Haram itself. However, a

person who does this outside the Haram, then enters it, shall be forced to emerge

from there. None should sell anything to him, nor should any food be allowed to

reach him so that he may emerge due to starvation. Only then that retaliation

(Qisas) be taken.

Imam Malik ^ & *^j and Imam Shafi'I U* <5>» <^j are of the opinion that

Qisas be taken in each of the above cases [Allama Jassds *J* Ai a^j in Ahkamul Qur'an

v.l p21\. The opinion of Imam Abu Hanlfa ^ ifo <^j does not contradict the verse

"Whoever enters therein shall be safe," since the first situation conforms perfectly to

it. Sayyidina Ibn Abbas <* & ^j is reported to have said, "The Haram grants

safety to whoever seeks safety therein, except for the one who commits murder.

The Haram shall not offer safety to him and he shall not be given anything to eat

or drink until he emerges. When he comes out from the Haram, justice shall be

taken from him." [Ibn Kathir Up i»i^ v.l p.384] This verdict of Sayyidina Ibn Abbas
ajlp &\^j corresponds to that of Imam Abu Hanlfa^ & ^>

"Pilgrimage (Hajj) to the House is a duty unto Allah for those of mankind who are

able to find a way there" This verse specifies which people should perform the
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Hajj. Once a person asked the Holy Prophet ^j ^ & J^ the meaning of "a way

there." The reply was, "Funds (for the journey) and transport." According to

another narration, a person enquired from the Prophet ^j a> &vj-* what it was

that made Hajj obligatory. He replied, "Funds and transport." ["Mishkatul Masabih"

p. 222]

THE WARNING AGAINST NEGLECTING HAJJ

"Durrul Manthur" narrates that Sayyidina Umar ^ i>i^ said, "I intend to

dispatch people to all the cities to find those wealthy ones who have not

performed Hajj. I shall impose the atonement (Jizya) on them. These people are

not Muslims! These people are not Muslims!" It is also reported that he said, "If

people neglect the Hajj, I shall fight them just like I would fight those who
neglect Salah and Zakah."

It is learnt from the Qur'an and Ahadith that Hajj is incumbent on those

who possess the means to go to and return from Makkah. Many people have this

wealth but do not perform the Hajj. They should carefully consider these

warnings.

Some people have burdened themselves with unnecessary expenses like

purchasing expensive items and bringing elaborate gifts. All this they add to

their Hajj expenses, thus inflating the cost quite considerably. For this reason,

some find themselves incapable of performing the Hajj and leave this world as

sinful neglecters of the Hajj obligation.

It also occurs that they possess sufficient wealth, but they delay in

performing it due to extravagant wedding expenses or other such futile vanities.

Others procrastinate and only perform the Hajj once they have become too old

and weak to adequately perform the duties of Hajj. There are still others who
remain waiting to fulfill their business obligations and pass on without

performing the Hajj. The Holy Prophet jJL^ Up ibt JU has said that the person

who is not prevented from Hajj by a pressing need, nor an oppressive ruler, nor

an illness, and still does not perform the Hajj, may die either as a Jew if he

pleases, or as a Christian. ["Mishkatul Masabih" p. 222from Ddrmi]

Numerous millionaires die without ever performing the Hajj. They

boastfully squander thousands on weddings, yet cannot find the heart to spend

on Hajj. Others mock and jeer at the Hajj and some even deny its obligation,

thereby including themselves in the ranks of the infidels. Those who, despite

possessing the means and also accepting the obligation, yet do not perform the

Hajj are not infidels but certainly perpetrate the action of the infidels (kuffar).

These negligent people only harm themselves and do not hurt Allah in the

least. Allah does not need the worship of any person, as He says thereafter,

"Whoever rejects, then surely Allah is Independent of the entire universe." This verse

includes those who deny the obligation of Hajj as well as those who are

practically negligent. The detailed laws of Hajj may be found in the books of

Islamic jurisprudence (Fiqh) and many have been passed in the commentary of

the verse, "Complete the Hajj and Umrahfor Allah" [Surah Baqarah, verse 196]
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(98) Say, "O People of the Book, why do you disbelieve in the verses of Allah

when Allah is Witness over what you do?" (99) Say, "Oh People of the Book,

why do you prevent the believer from the way of Allah, seeking some distortion

therein, when you are yourselves witnesses? Allah is not unaware of what you

do." (100) O you who believe, if you obey a party from those who have been

disbelievers after your belief. (101) How can you disbelieve when the verses of

Allah are recited to you and the messenger is in your midst? Whoever holds fast

to Allah has certainly been guided to the straight path. (102) O you who believe,

fear Allah as He should be feared and do not die except as Muslims. (103) Hold

fast to the rope of Allah, all of you, and do not separate. Recall Allah's bounty

on you when you were enemies and He created love between your hearts and,

by His grace, you became brothers thereafter. You were upon the brink of an

abyss of the fire and He rescued you therefrom. In this way, does Allah expound

for you His revelation so that you may be guided.

DISCORD BETWEEN THE MUSLIMS BECAUSE OF THE
TREACHERY OF THE JEWS AND THE COMMAND TO BE UNITED
AND CONSOLIDATED

"Durrul Manthur" (v.2 p.57) relates the incident of an old Jew by the name of

Shas bin Qais. He was a staunch disbeliever and harboured great enmity and

jealousy for the Muslims. He once passed by a gathering of certain individuals of

the Aus and Khazraj tribes engaged in discussion. (There existed much enmity

between these two tribes during the period of ignorance). He detested to see

their reunion and congenial relationship, so he summoned Jewish youngster to

sit with them to remind them of their previous conflicts and recite couplets to

them with regard to "Yaumul Bu'ath" (This was an extremely furious battle

between these two tribes in which the Aus were victorious).

In compliance with his instructions, the youngster- sat with them and said
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such things that rekindled old flames and each of the tribes began to boast of

their superiority to the other. The situation reached such a stage that two persons

actually started fighting and both parties resolved to do battle. The call to war
was made from the Harra (a rocky plain of Madinah) and members of both tribes

began to gather.

When the Holy Prophet jJL-j *> & j^ learnt of the situation, he,

accompanied by a group of the Muhajirin, went to them and addressed them

thus, "O party of Muslims! Fear Allah! Are you now inspired by the call of the

period of ignorance while I am still present with you and Allah has guided you

to Islam? How is this possible when Allah has granted you honour by means of

Islam, obliterated the things of ignorance rescued you from infidelity (kufr), and

created love between yourselves? Do you wish to revert to your previous

condition of disbelief?"

Upon this address of the Holy Prophet (JL-j aJLp &\ J^, both tribes realised

that their incitement to fight was from Satan (Shaytan)- and their enemies. They all

cast aside their weapons, began to weep and hugged each other. In this way
Allah thwarted the scheme of the Jew, regarding whom two of the above verses

were revealed viz. "Say, 'O People of the Book, why do yon disbelieve in the verses of

Allah when Allah is Witness over what you do? Say, 'O People of the Book, why do you

prevent the believer from the way of Allah, seeking some distortion, when you are

yourselves witnesses? Allah is not-unaware ofwhat you do."

With regard to the two who started the fighting (their names being Aus and

Jabar) as well as those who joined them, Allah revealed, "O you who believe, ifyou

obey a party from those who have been given the Book, they shall make you disbelievers

after your belief... (up to the end ofverse 105)."

In the opening verses, Allah addresses the Jews (Shas bin Qais being one of

them) that they disbelieve in the revelation of Allah, having full knowledge of

the gravity of their action. They even placed obstacles in the way of the Muslims

and sought to find faults in the religion of Allah. They are warned to contemplate

over their behaviour and hatred for the Muslims, since it shall cause them

destruction in both the worlds.

The subsequent verses are directed to the Muslims (including Aus, Jabar

and the others) that if they fall prey to the dictates of the Ahlul Kitab (People of the

Book), they will not be allowed to remain upon Islam. A Muslim should be aware

of the ways in which the infidels (kuffar) work and should understand that they

are never content with Islam.

Allah goes on to remind them, "How can you disbelieve when the verses ofAllah

are recited to you and the messenger is in your midst?" By letting go of the verses of

Allah and the teachings of the Holy Prophet ^JL-j ^u ifo/JL^, a Muslim shall be

overcome by the disbelievers (kuffar) and become one of them. Therefore Allah

continues to say,

"Wlioever holds fast to Allah has certainly been guided to the straight path."

"O you who believe, fear Allah as He should be feared..." Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Mas'ud <up ifo ^j is reported to have said that the meaning of this verse is that a

person should obey Allah, abstain from His disobedience, remember Him and
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never forget Him.

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ^ &\ ^J interprets the verse to mean that a Muslim
should fight in Jihad (religion war) as he is supposed to and he should never fear

the taunts and censuring of others with regard to Allah. He should be steadfast

upon justice even though it may be in opposition to his very own parents.

["Durrul Manthur" v.2 p.59]

"...and do not die except as Muslims/' This emphasises that a person should be

firm upon Islam till his dying moments.

"Holdfast to the rope of Allah, all of you, and do not separate." O Sayyidina Abu
Sa'Id Khudri <up. &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ,JL,j Up ^Sii JL> said, 'The

Book of Allah (Qur'an) is His rope that is suspended from the heavens to the

earth." According to another Hadith the Holy Prophet <JL- j «Jlp &\ J^ said, "This

Qur'an is the rope of Allah, one end of which is in His hand and the other is in

your hands. Hold fast thereupon because whoever will do so shall never go

astray." ["Durrul Manthur" v.2 p.60]

Letting go of the Qur'an causes a person to stray from the truth. The verse

emphasises that the Muslims "do not separate" into various splinter groups, which

is the inevitable result of leaving the Qur'an. This is the factor that has weakened
the Muslims and given the infidels (kuffar) the upper hand to manipulate the

Muslims as they please.

"Recall Allah's bounty on yon when you were enemies He created love between

your hearts and, by His grace, you became brothers thereafter. You were upon the brink

of an abyss of the fire and He rescued you therefrom." The tribes of Aus and Khazraj

were infidels (kuffur) (therefore on the brink of Hell) before Allah guided them to

Islam. There existed such enmity between them that, in the words of Ibn Is'haq

aJlp &\ ~^j, they fought a battle for 120 years. When they accepted Islam, Allah

extinguished the flames of war between them and created love and friendship

between their hearts. "In this way Allah expounds for you His revelation so that you

maybe guided." ["Durrul Manthur" v.2 p.61]

AWORD OF CAUTION

These verses open with the instruction to fear Allah as He should be feared

and then advises people to die as Muslims and not to succumb to the deceptions

of Satan (Shaytan), the enemies of Islam and the love of the world. Thereafter

Allah instructs all the Muslims to stand as a united body, since unity is the

backbone of any nation.

Unity can only be attained once the people of every tribe, nationality and

region subdue their personal emotions and sentiments to strive for the

establishment of the power and glory of Islam. One can well imagine the

strength and might of the Muslims if they are all united under a single leader

and all their countries, extending from the east to the west, are one.

The enemies of Islam have kindled the various prejudices amongst the

Muslims, thereby dividing them into so many different petty states. They have

spurred Arabs to detest living under the rule of non-Arabs; Yemenis, Iraqis and

Syrians to dislike the leadership of the Hijaz. In a similar way Sindhis do not
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want to be ruled by Panjabis, Bangalis refuse to be under the leadership o\

Pathans and non-Bengalis reject to be governed by the Bengalis.

The Holy Prophet jJL-^ u^ & J^ said, "You should listen and obey your

leader when he leads by the Book of Allah, even if he be a person whose nose

and ears are cut off." {Muslim v. 2 p. 120]

In another hadith the Holy Prophet jJL._. u^ jji J^> said, "Hearken and obey

even though such a person is appointed over you who is an Abysinnian slave

having a head as tiny as a raisin." [Bukhari v.2 p. 105]

Sayyidina Ubada bin Samit ^ &\ ^j narrates that they took allegiance by

the hand of the Holy Prophet (JL-; Up &\ J^> that they would hearken and obey

during times of hardship and ease, willingly and unwillingly. They also swore to

be obedient even though others be given preference over them. In addition to

this they undertook to never fight their leader unless he was perpetrating clear

infidelity, which was evident from the Book of Allah. [Muslim v.2 p. 125]

It is gleaned from these Ahadith that the Leader of the Muslims (Amlrul

Mu'minln) should be obeyed in all circumstances as long as he rules by the

Qur'an. All his orders must be adhered to even though they be contrary to one's

personal desires and inclinations. Even if he does not act in accordance to one's

advice, he should be obeyed, just as he would be obeyed when acting in

accordance to the same.

By mentioning of an Abysinnian slave, the Holy Prophet (Jl^ Up &\ j^
eliminated the racial prejudice that may creep in, and by mentioning the person

whose nose and ears are cut, he overruled the prejudice of physical features. In

mentioning the Abysinnian, The Holy Prophet <X** ^ & J^ also pointed to the

fact that should a non-Quraish person become the Amlrul Mu'minin {contrary to

the ideal), he must also be supported.

It often occurs that a person may disagree with the opinion or approach of

the Leader of the Muslims (Amlrul Mu'minin) and the thought may arise that he

was wrong. The Holy Prophet (JL.^ Up ^ JU advised the Ummah that such

differences should be ignored and the Leader of the Muslims (Amlrul Mu'minin)

ardently backed. The only exception will be if his decision is clearly in opposition

to the Qur'an, entailing an act of infidelity (kufr).

There are many guidelines in the Ahadith with regard to the relationship

between the leader and his subordinates, but only so much has been cited above

as shall be sufficient to ensure the consolidation and unity of the Muslim

Ummah. The only solution to the plight if the Muslims is that they set aside all

national, geographical and other differences and hold fast to the rope of Allah.

Linguistic and administrative differences should not be a cause of dispute, but a

pious person should be appointed as the Leader of the Muslims (Amlrul

Mu'minin). The inefficient European system of democracy should not be

implemented since it would only serve to bring into power an incompetent and

irreligious person.

Lesson: The above verse advocates unity ("Holdfast to the rope of Allah, all of

you..."), then it warns against disunity ("and do not separate"). This point is also

emphasised in other verses such as in Surah An'am where Allah says, "And
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indeed this is my straight path, so follow it. Do not follow other paths, for they will

deviate yon from Allah's path. These are the things with which Allah has solemnly

commanded yon so that you may adopt piety (taqwa)." [Surah 6, verse 153]

Differences in the various schools of jurisprudence have never been a cause

for disunity since Hanafis, Shafi'is, Malikis and Hanbalis have always stood side

by side, respecting each other. Even the Companions (Sahaba) <^- ^ s ^j
experienced differences in their interpretations of the various injunctions of Din
(religion), but they remained inseparable. If ever there existed any difference of

considerable proportion, it was never due to, anything else but their affection

and concern for the Din (religion). These were all attributed to errors in personal

Judgment since none of them ever wished to harm the Din (religion) in any way.
Only those in pursuit of their personal motives cannot unite with the people of

Haqq (right).

Even enmity of 120 years (as existed between the Aus and Khazraj) can be
transformed into brotherly love, so why can the mere national and political

differences of today's Muslims not be solved in the interests of Islam's

establishment? It is the responsibility of the leaders to practise Islam and
encourage their subjects to do the same. At the same time, the greed of rule and
dominate should be abated and then it shall easy to achieve unity.

The tragedy of today's circumstances is that the Muslim leaders have no
association with Islam and even display their aversion to the laws of the Shari'ah

and object Jto them. They prefer their positions of leadership to the greater

interests of Muslim unity, even though the Muslim masses oppose them. In such
a climate how can unity be possibly achieved?

There are people who are Muslim by name but, because of their objections

against Islam and their incorrect beliefs, they join the ranks of the infidels (knffar).

Such people are also included in the purport of the verse, ".... upon the brink of an

abyss of the fire." They may be saved from the terrible torment of the Hell by
accepting Islam in the true perspective. The verse of Allah is applicable till

eternity when He says, "In this way Allah expounds for you His revelation so that you
may be guided.

"
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(104) There should be a group from you who invite towards good, enjoin right

and forbid evil. These are indeed the successful ones. (105) Do not be like those

who separated and disputed after the clear signs had come to them. For such

people, there shall be an awful chastisement. (106) The day when some faces

will be illuminated while others shall be darkened. As for those whose faces

shall be darkened, it will be said to them, "Had you disbelieved after believing?

So taste the punishment because of your disbelief." (107) As for those whose

faces shall be illuminated, they will be in the mercy of Allah, where they shall

abide forever. (108) These are the verses of Allah that We recite to you in truth.

Allah intends no oppression on the universe. (109) Unto Allah alone belongs

whatever is in the heavens and the earth, and unto Him are all things returned.

THERE SHOULD ALWAYS BE A GROUP THAT CALL TO GOOD,
ENJOIN RIGHT AND FORBID EVIL

The duty of every Muslim is to practise the teachings of Allah' s book and

that of His Holy Prophet p-L-j ^ & JU. They should continue doing good and

abstaining from evil. At the same time, it is also their duty to prevent others from

perpetrating evil and enjoin them to enact righteous deeds. It is not sufficient

that a Muslim should himself be righteous, but he must also ensure that he

invites others to do good, enjoin what is right and forbid the wrong. In this way
the Islamic social community may remain intact.

Due to the instigation of Satan (Shaytan) and the inherent bestiality within

man, he is often distracted from the obligations (Faraidh) and compulsories

(Wdjibdt) of Din (religion). For this reason, he has to be reminded to do good and

abstain from evil.

THE IMPORTANCE OF ENJOINING GOOD AND FORBIDDING
EVIL (AMR BILMA'RUF WANNAHYANIL MUNKAR)

The above verse invokes the Muslims that there should always be a group

amongst them that will bear this responsibility of "Amr Bil Ma'rufWan Nahy Anil

Mnnkar". They should encourage others to do those deeds that attract the

pleasure of Allah and forbid them from doing anything that will invite His

wrath.

After another five verses, the same subject is reiterated, and in Surah

Taubah Allah says, "Tlie believing men and the believing women are auxiliaries to each

other. They enjoin good, forbid evil, establish Salah, pay Zakah, and obey Allah and His

messenger. These are the ones on whom Allah shall soon shower mercy. Verily Allah is

Mighty, The Wise." [Surah 9, verse 71]. Besides these there are many more verses

elucidating the importance of "Amr bil Ma'riif wan Nahy anil Mnnkar". The above

verse of Surah Taubah highlights the fact that this deed is an integral trait of

every Muslim.

The Ahadith are also replete with the virtues of enjoining Good and

forbidding Evil (Amr Bil Ma'rufWan Nahy Anil Mnnkar). In a hadith of Muslim

(v.l p.51) the Holy Prophet pJL-^ Up & J^ said, "Whoever sees an evil deed should
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prevent it with his hand. If he is unable to do this, he should change it with his

tongue (stop it with his tongue). If he cannot even do this, then he should

consider it an evil within his heart and this is the weakest form of Belief (Iman)."

It is thus understood that every person is entrusted with the duty of

enjoining Good and forbidding Evil (Amr Bil Ma'riifWan Nahy Anil Munkar). The

elders of a household and the managers of a firm or company possess the

authority to enforce what is right and rectify the wrong. It is indeed sad that

people now teach their children only the skills of the world and business. They

pay no heed to educate them with regard to the obligations (Faraidh) and

compulsories (Wajibat) of Din (religion)l

THE NEGLIGENCE OF THOSE IN AUTHORITY

There are many people appointed to various positions of authority but do

not concern themselves with instructing others with the (Faraidh) and

compulsories (Wajibat) of Din (religion). They do not even bother to address the

wrong being perpetrated before them and many in such positions indulge in

major sins themselves. Not only do they fail to enjoin good, but they go to the

extreme of commanding their subordinates to carry out sinful acts to maintain

their positions. Salah is also often found neglected in the performance of official

tasks.

Describing the qualities of the people of Belief (Iman) when appointed to

positions of authority, Allah says in Surah Hajj, "They are such that if We grant

them sovereignty in the land, they establish Salah, pay Zakah, enjoin right and forbid

evil. The result of every action is with Allah." [Surah 22, verse 41]

THE PUNISHMENT IN THIS WORLD FOR DISCARDING
ENJOINING GOOD AND FORBIDDING EVIL {AMR BIL MA'RUF
WAN NAHYANIL MUNKAR)

The chastisement for discarding enjoining Good and forbidding Evil (Amr

Bil Ma'riif Wan Nahy Anil Munkar) despite possessing the capability is indeed

very grievous. Although the person's position may seem favourable in this

world, he will regret most bitterly in the Hereafter when he sees the result of it.

The pending doom shall manifest itself in this world first and the person's

prayers (du'as) will not even be answered.

Sayyidina Jarlr bin Abdullah ** ifo ^j narrates that he heard the Holy

Prophet jJL-j -Op ifci JU say, "When an individual of any group commits a sin and

they do not prevent him despite being able to do so, Allah shall inflict upon them

a punishment before they leave this world." [Abu Dawud v.l p.240]

Jabir ** ii ^j narrated that the Prophet jJL-j *> & J^ said, "Allah once

instructed Jibr'il {*~*b Up to overturn a particular town together with its residents.

Jibr'il {%-& Up said, 'O my Lord, there is a person from them who has not

disobeyed You for the wink of an eye! (Should he also be included in the

punishment?)' Allah told him to overturn the town upon this person as well as the

rest of them because his face never showed the slightest disapproval at the sins

committed around him." ["Mishkatul Masabilt", the chapter of "Amr bil Ma'riif wan Nahy

anil Munkar"]
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Sayyidina Hudhaifah <up &\ ^j reported that the Holy Prophet <X~ 3
<uip &\ j^

exclaimed, "By the Being in whose hands my life lies! You people must enjoin

good and forbid evil, otherwise Allah will soon inflict a severe punishment upon
you and then you will make supplication (du'a) to Him and He will not accept

them/' [Tirmidhi]

It is gathered from this that enjoining Good and forbidding Evil (Amr Bil

Ma'ruf Wan Nahy Anil Mnnkar) is of such importance that even the righteous

person who neglects it shall be, affected by Allah's punishment. Even the

supplications (du'as) made when the punishment strikes shall be of no avail.

Generally, people today are steeped in sin. Salah and Zakah are being neglected,

lies are being spoken, false oaths are commonly taken and money is earned from

falsehood. Stealing and robbery are all too common and people are being

murdered. In the light of all of this, how can the punishment of Allah be averted

when there is none to speak against it? How shall supplications (du'as) be

accepted when the disaster does strike?

The hadith makes it clear that it is the requirement of every person's Belief

(Iman) that he prevents evil as best as he can. The verse dictates that besides this

duty of every person, there should be a group in every locality whose specific

task is to invite towards good, coupled with the carrying out of enjoining Good

and forbidding Evil (Amr Bil Ma'ruf Wan Nahy Anil Mnnkar). This is such an

obligation that is incumbent upon the Muslims of every locality, although if

some enact it, the others shall be absolved of the responsibility (Fardh Kifayah).

The stipulation of a group does not mean that there has to be an

organisation with a chairperson, a membership, a secretary and offices. It merely

means that there be in the Ummah certain individuals who fulfill this task.

Whether the government prepares such a group or not, the Muslim public

should ensure that some people are actively accomplishing this duty. The

number of such a group should be in accordance to the size of the Muslim

community and able to deliver the message to every person.

Lesson: In this verse the phrase "invite towards good" precedes "enjoin right

and forbid from evil" This is so because inviting towards good includes all forms

of good, whether it be inviting the infidels (kuffar) towards Islam or enjoining the

obligations (Faraidh), compulsories (Wdjibat), Sunan and Mustahabbat (optional

acts of virtue) upon the Muslims. People should also be enjoined to carry out the

Mustahabbat because although no sin shall be accrued for omitting them, there is

great benefit in carrying them out. However, a hard attitude should not be

adopted when enjoining these. When enjoining the obligations (Faraidh) and

compulsories (Wajibat), a sterner approach should be adopted since they are

more important. According to the prominence of the action, so much prominence

should be given to the invitation towards that action.

There are many who neglect the obligations, yet are particular about

propagating the optional acts of virtue. This approach is incorrect and not in

conformity with the practice of the Ummah of the Holy Prophet ^* «jLp & J*#.

The emphasis in an invitation should be proportional to the importance of the

action in question.

Allama Ibn Kath'ir *> & ~^j narrates from Sayyidina Abu Ja'far Baqir &"*^j
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Up that the Holy Prophet ^ • ^ & J^ recited the verse, "There should be a group

from yon who invite towards good." He then commented that the meaning of "good"

is the Qur'an and his Sunnah. [v.l pA9]

WHO ARE THE SUCCESSFUL ONES?

With regard to the people who fulfill this duty of enjoining Good and

forbidding Evil (Amr Bil Ma'riif Wan Nahy Anil Munkar) Allah says, "These are

indeed the successful ones." Every person desires success but the measurement of'

success varies in every person's estimation. In the definition of the Qur'an, the

successful ones are those who do actions that secure Allah's pleasure and are

ultimately saved from the fire of Hell and enter Heaven (Jannah). Since the

person who carries out the above actions earns Allah's pleasure, he is termed to

be a successful person.

"Do not be like those who separated and disputed after the clear signs had come to

them." The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (vA p.22) states that the verse refers to the

Jews and the Christians who split and deviated. The Ummah of Sayyidina

Muhammad ^jl^ Up iai ju are instructed not to imitate their ways. These people

contradicted the orders given to them because of their love for the world and

their subservience to their passions.

Many people subject the Din (religion) to their own desires, thereby leaving

the Din (religion) altogether. Examples of such groups in the past were the

Murjiya, the Karamiya, the Mujassama, the Mushabiha, the Mu'attila and the

Jahamiya. They all claimed to be Muslims but actually left the fold of Islam.

Included with these groups are those who deny the authority of the Ahadith,

those who accept that the Qur'an was changed as well as those who believe that

other Prophets came after the Holy Prophet <X*) Up &\ ju.

Such groups that have deviated from Islam are warned that "For such

people shall be an awful chastisement (on) the day when some faces will be

illuminated while others shall be darkened. As for those whose faces shall be

darkened, it will be said to them, 'Had you disbelieved after believing? So taste

the punishment because of your disbelief"

THE DISFIGUREMENT OF THE INFIDELS (KUFFAR) ON THE DAY
OF JUDGMENT (QIYAMAH)

Other Surahs of the Qur'an also attest to the illuminating and darkening of

faces on the Day of Judgment. Allah says at the end of Surah Abasa, "On that day

many faces shall be radiant, laughing and happy; and many faces will be covered in

darkness, smitten with disgrace. These shall be the sinful disbelievers." [Surah SO, verse 38

to 42]

The following verse appears in Surah Zumar, "On the Day of Judgment you

shall see the faces darkened of those who lied regarding Allah." [Surah 39, verse 60]

Allah says in Surah Yunus, "As for those who earned evil, the retribution for an

evil deed shall be the like thereof and they will be steeped in disgrace, having no helper

against Allah. It shall be as if their faces are covered by a portion of an extremely dark

night. These are the inmates of the fire, wherein they shall abide forever." [Surah 10, verse

27]
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"These are the verses of Allah that We recite to you in truth. Allah intends no

oppression on the universe. Unto Allah alone belongs whatever is in the heavens and the

earth, and unto Him are all things returned." Allah is the sovereign and Master of all

things and has complete control over everything. He shall do as He pleases and
none can presen tan obstacle to Him.

j±===C~Ji\ ^ ^l~>j4^->j <-53j*~^\ oj^^ cr^i ^fJ^ $*^ Jf r*-^
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(110) You are the best of all nations who have been raised for mankind. You
enjoin what is right, forbid evil and believe in Allah. If the Ahlul Kitab (People

of the Book) believe, then it shall be better for them. Some of them are believers

while the majority are disobedient.

THE UNIQUE ATTRIBUTES OF THE UMMAH OF SAYYIDINA
MUHAMMAD ^L-j <Op &\ J^

This verse describes the Ummah of the Holy Prophet ^j Up &\ JU to be the

best from the Ummah of all the other Prophet f*~Ji *>. At the same time the Holy
Prophet pJL-j aJLp &\ ^himself is the best of all the Prophet *>\-J\ Up, as has passed

in the discussion of the verse. "Wlien Allah took the covenant from the Prophet Up

?y^It... you shall believe in him and assist him..." (Surah Al hnran verse 81)

The Holy Prophet (JL-^ Up i>» ju also stated, "I shall be the leader of all the

children of Adam ^>LJt <^ on the Day of Judgment" [Muslim v.2 p.245]. In another

narration he is reported to have said, "On the Day of Judgment I shall be .the

leader of all the children of Adam f>
l~J\ ^ and this I say without any pride. In my

hand will be the flag of praise, and this too I say without any pride. On that day,

be it Adam **>LJi ^ or any other Prophet f^LJ\ Up, they will all beneath this flag.

The earth shall open up for me first (I will be the first to emerge from the grave).

This too I say without any pride." ["Mishkatul MasabtJi" p.5 13 from Tirmidhi]

Tirmidhi reports a hadith wherein the Holy Prophet (JL-^ Up it J^> recited

the verse, "You are the best of all nations who have been raised for mankind/' then

went on to say, "You terminate the 70th Ummah. You are the best of all Ummah
(followers) and the most honoured in the sight of Allah."

Together with mention of this Ummah being "Khairul Umam" (the best of

Ummah), the verse continues to describe the attributes of this Ummah saying,

"You enjoin what is right, forbid evil and believe in Allah." It is learnt from this

that the distinguishing factor of this Ummah is its engagement in enjoining Good
and forbidding Evil (Amr Bil Ma'rufWan Nahy Anil Munkar). This is the duty of

every individual of this Ummah, but at times it will be due obligation (Fardh

Ain), sometimes Sufficiency obligation (Fardh Kifayah), while sometimes it may
even be Wajib or Sunnah.
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"Ruhul Ma'ani" (vA p.28) quotes the following statement of Sayyidina Umar
<up iai ^j. He said, "O people, if you wish to be part of this Ummah, then you

should fulfill Allah's condition i.e. enjoining Good and forbidding Evil (Amr Bil

Ma'riif Wan Nahy Anil Miinkar). The virtues of this noble action have passed

above.

In this verse the action of enjoining Good and forbidding Evil (Amr Bil

Ma'ruf Wan Nahy Anil Mnnkar) is mentioned before that of Belief (Iman) ("and

believe in Allah"), whereas Belief Oman) should precede any other action since it is

the precondition for the acceptance of any act. The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani"

mentions three reasons for this. One of these is that in this particular verse, Allah

wishes to specifically draw attention to enjoining Good and forbidding Evil (Amr

Bil Ma'riif Wan Nahy Anil Mnnkar). Thereafter, so that the prerequisite for all

actions is not forgotten, mention is made of Belief (bnan). Other commentators

mention that Belief (Iman) was mentioned here so as to link the verse with the

next verse that talks of the Belief (Iman) of the Ahlul Kitab (People of the Book).

MAJORITY OF THE PEOPLE OF THE BOOK ARE DISOBEDIENT

"If the Ahlnl Kitab (People of the Book), believe then it shall be better for them.

Some of them are believers while the majority are disobedient." It is gleaned from this

verse that upon the advent of the Holy Prophet (JL-j *J* &\ J^>, belief in the

previous Prophet ^*>CJ\ Up and divine scriptures was only acceptable when

coupled with belief in him and the Qur'an. Some of the Ahlul Kitab (People of the

Book) accepted this (like Sayyidina Abdullah bin Salam -up &\ ^> : and some

others), but the majority opted not to believe, being prevented from doing so by

worldly motives.
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(111) They will only be able to hurt you a little bit and if they fight you they

shall turn back and flee; thereafter they shall have no assistance. (112) Disgrace

has been smitten upon them wherever they be found except by the rope from
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Allah and the rope from man. They return with the wrath of Allah and

wretchedness has been laid on them. This is because they used to reject the

verses of Allah and wrongfully murder the Prophet. This is because they were

disobedient and used to transgress the limits. (113) They are all not alike. From

the People of the Book are a group who are staunch upon the truth, reciting the

verses of Allah through the night, falling prostrate. (114) They believe in Allah

and the Last Day, enjoin good, forbid evil and hasten to do good deeds. These

are the righteous ones. (115) Whatever good they do shall not be disparaged and

Allah is Aware of the pious.

THE DISGRACE AND WRETCHEDNESS OF THE JEWS

During the lifetime of the Holy Prophet <JL. j <u> i» j^, the enmity of the Jews

was openly displayed and was also vented in secret. They even verbally abused

those Jews who accepted Islam, like Sayyidina Abdullah bin Salam -up &\ ^j. The

Muslims were always on guard, fearing the worst from them. Allah consoled the

Muslims by saying, "Tlwy will only be able to hurt you a little bit and if they fight you

(in battle) they shall turn back ami flee; thereafter they shall have no assistance." After

this, Allah continued to comment on their condition of disgrace and distance

from Allah.

THE PRESENT JEWISH STATE

"Disgrace has been smitten upon them wherever they be found except by the rope

from Allah and the rope from man." They shall only be able to escape this disgrace

in this world by entering into a truce with Allah or with other people (referred to

as a "rope"). This may be when they come to an agreement with the Muslims

that the one group does not harm the next or if they agree to pay the atonement

(Jizya) to the Muslim state, in which case they will be accorded the rights of a

Dhimmi (a non-Muslim citizen of a Muslim country). It may also mean that they

enter into a peace treaty with another country, whereby the security of both

parties is guaranteed.

Since the inception of the Jewish state of Isra'il, people have been querying

the verses that declare that the Jews will be disgraced wherever they may be. The

Qur'an is, of course, unquestionable. This objection is unfounded because the

verses in question do not mention that this disgrace will last till the judgment

day (Qiyamah). No verse/nor any hadith substantiates the fact that this condition

of theirs shall be everlasting in this world. It is therefore understood that they

will suffer disgrace for prescribed period of time, whereafter they will acquire

some dignity in their own state (like Isra'il).

Then too, the establishment of their state is a result of a "rope from man." A
mutual treaty with certain Christian countries established their state and it is

with complete reliance and support from them that it remains in existence.

Therefore, the exclusive situation of "the rope from man" may secure temporary

honour and prestige for them. The verse does make this exception, which we

witness them acting upon today.

Thereafter Allah continues to elucidate that they earned the wrath of Allah

as well as wretchedness and the reason for this is also cited, "They return with the

wrath of Allah and wretchedness has been laid on them. This is because they used to
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reject the verses of Allah and wrongfully murder the Prophet. This is because they were

disobedient and used to transgress the limits/'

A WORD OF PRAISE FOR THOSE PEOPLE OF THE BOOK WHO
ACCEPTED ISLAM

Allah states, "They [the Ahlul Kitab (People of the Book)] are all not alike. From

the People of the Book are a group who are staunch upon the truth, reciting the verses of

Allah through the night, falling prostrate. They believe in Allah and the Last Day, enjoin

good, forbid evil and hasten to do good deeds. These are the righteous ones. Wliatever

good they do shall not be disparaged and Allah is Aware of the pious."

(
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(116) Indeed neither the wealth nor the children of the disbelievers shall be of

any avail to them against Allah. These are the inmates of the fire wherein they

shall abide forever. (117) The example of that which they spend in the path of

Allah is like that of an icy wind that strikes the crops of a nation who have

oppressed themselves; utterly destroying it. Allah never oppressed them but

they oppress themselves.

THE WEALTH AND CHILDREN OF THE INFIDELS (KUFFAR)
SHALL NOT SAVE THEM FROM CHASTISEMENT

The tenth verse of Surah Al Imran contains a similar message as the first

verse above. The second recounts the similitude of the charity of the infidels, as

well as that which they spent in combating the Holy Prophet^-L^ Up &\ J^>. The

analogy is that of the crops of a nation which oppressed itself by engaging in

infidelity (kufr) and disobedience. An icy wind blows across these fields, utterly

destroying them with the resultant frost and cold. By way of punishment for

their ill deeds, their flourishing crops were obliterated. "Allah never oppressed

them but they oppress themselves (by perpetrating such deeds that attract the wrath

of Allah)."

Even though they carry out acts of charity with good intentions, the infidels

(kuffar) shall find no reward in the Hereafter. All their actions, especially those to

the detriment of Islam, will be wasted. Their actions shall earn them only

destruction in this very world and then in the Hereafter. Allah says in Surah

Ibrahim, "The example of the deeds of those who reject their Lord is like that of ashes

blown away by a gust on an extremely windy day. They shall be unable to exercise

control over anything that they had earned. This is a gross deviation/' [Surah 14, vers. 18]
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(118) O you who believe, do not take as confidants those besides your own
people. These people would spare no pains to ruin you. They wish for that

which causes you suffering. Enmity has been manifested from their tongues, but

what their hearts conceal is far worse. Indeed We have made the revelation clear

to you if you will understand. (119) You are the ones who love them though they

have no love for you, and you believe in the complete Book. When they meet

you they say, "We believe!" between they are alone they bite their fingertips in

rage. Tell them, "Perish in your rage! Surely Allah is Aware of what is within

the hearts." (120) It ails them if good comes to you, but if affliction strikes you,

they rejoice. If you persevere and adopt taqwa, their schemes can never affect

you in the least. Verily Allah encompasses their actions.

DO NOT TAKE THE INFIDELS (KUFFAR) AS CONFIDANTS

The above verses mention the enmity of the infidels (kuffar) in great detail

and this is expect of them since no less can be expected of an enemy. The first

warning sounded is "O you who believe, do not take as confidants those besides your

own people. These people would spare no pains to ruin you.

"

THE MISERABLE CONDITION OF THE MUSLIMS

History bears testimony to the fact that the muslims have suffered tragic

consequences whenever they disregarded this Qur'anic advice. The enemies

have gained the upper hand by taking into their confidence certain muslim by

bribing them with money or position. These hapless muslims then reveal all the

secret and classified information of the Muslims to these enemies of Islam. In this

way, the antagonistic forces have planted spies in the Muslim countries who
disclose to them highly confidential information, by which the Muslims are

constantly manipulated and key Muslim figures are assassinated. Despite

professing the Kalimah of Islam, these people cause the Muslims more harm that

can be expected from the enemies themselves.

THE FOOLISHNESS OF ASSUMING THAT THE INFIDELS
(KUFFAR) ARE WELL-WISHERS

Friendship with the infidels (kuffar) can never be tolerated in Islam. Certain
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muslim governments, who have been instituted by the infidels (kuffar), pander to

every wish of the infidels because they fear that another government may
substitute them. Their infidels masters taught them to beguile the masses by
claiming that they wish to establish Islamic rule, whereas if someone else has to

try to do this, he is executed or dismissed. The very fact that they gained power
with the backing of the infidels is contrary to the Shari'ah.

"They wish for that which causes you suffering/' All the infidels (kuffar) belong

to the same creed and are all the enemies of Islam irrespective of which
denomination or religion they belong to. Whenever the opportunity arises, they

collectively converge upon the Muslims like a pack of hungry wolves. As the

Jews did in the time of the Holy Prophet jJL-j ^i* ifci JU, some actually declare

their enmity, as Allah says, "Enmity has been manifestedfrom their tongues, but what

their hearts conceal is far worse."

The Muslims are repeatedly given reminders in verses such as the

following, when Allah says, 'indeed We have made the revelation clear to you if you

will understand"

A REPRIMAND FOR THE NEGLIGENCE OF THE MUSLIMS

Allah declares, "You (Muslims) are the ones who love them {the infidels) though

they have no love for you, and you believe in the complete Book." The Muslim even

believes in the previous scriptures revealed to these people while they do not

believe in the Qur'an, neither do they have any affinity for their own scriptures

as the Muslims do.

"Wlien they meet you they say, 'We believe!' but when they are alone they bite their

fingertips in rage." They are furious at the rate with which Islam flourishes and
cannot bear to see its constantly multiplying masses. This fury is futile and Allah

says, "Tell them, 'Perish in your rage!" The glory of Islam shall not falter, nor will it

be impeded by the anger of these people. Islam will dominate over all other

religions.

"Surely Allah is Aware ofwhat is within the hearts." Allah knows what lurks in

their hearts of the infidels and has informed the Muslims to be wary of them.

They shall ultimately meet their chastisement in the Hereafter.

'It ails them if good comes to you, but if affliction strikes you, they rejoice." Can
such people be expected to have love for the Muslims?

"Durrul Manthur" reports a narration of Sayyidina Ibn Abbas <^ i>v ^j
wherein he relates an incident with regard to the revelation of the verse, "O you

who believe, do not take as confidants those besides your own people." He mentioned

that there were certain people who had developed friendship with the Jews of

Madinah during the period of ignorance, and they were even allies in war. After

accepting Islam, these people maintained their relationships with these Jews.

Allah revealed these verses to forbid such ties.

Although it is permissible to engage in business and social dealings with

these people, it is not permitted that they enjoy such an intimate relationship

whereby they become aware of the personal affairs of the Muslims. Although the

vers'* may have been in reference to the situation prevailing in Madinah, the
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Qur'an applies to people of every century and is as pertinent today as it was

then.

The mischief and instigation of the Jews are prevalent to this day; it is only

the location and scale that have changed. They have a great influence over the

Christian countries and even employ muslims to harm the muslims. To achieve

their heinous aims they use extremely secretive measures which the common
man does not perceive.

The question then arises as to why do the infidels (kuffar) always seem to be

on the winning side? The next verse provides the answer to this and provides the

Muslims with the ultimate solution till the Day of Judgment. Allah says, "If you

persevere and adopt piety (taqwa), their schemes can never affect yon in the least." By

practising patience, doing good deeds and abstaining from sins, Muslims can

overcome the onslaught of their enemies. These are the real weapons to ward off

their attack.

"Verily Allah'encompasses their actions." He shall give them their due

punishment according to His wisdom and wishes.

Lesson: There is a great lesson to be learnt from the prohibition of adopting

the infidels as confidants and friends. Muslims today still keep them as friends

when the Qur'an says, "These people would spare no pains to ruin you." The Jews,

Christians and those who profess Islam but have corrupted beliefs (the Rawafidh

being in the forefront) are the real sworn enemies of Islam and the Muslims.

From the beginning of Islamic history, these people have left no stone

unturned to harm the cause of Islam. To consider them to have good intentions

towards the Muslims is sheer foolishness. If they could have helped it, they

would not have allowed Islam to cross the boundaries of Makkah. However,

they have not managed to curtail the rampant spread of Islam and Allah says,

"Tell them, 'Perish in your rage! Surely Allah is Aware ofwhat is within the hearts."
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(121) When you [O Muhammad (%-L-j Up *ut J~*\ set forth in the morning from

your family, briefing the believers about the positions for battle. Allah is All

Hearing, All Knowing. (122) When two groups from you intended to desert and

Allah is their Protecting Friend. On Allah alone should the believers rely.

THE BATTLE OF UHUD
The above verses briefly mention the battle of Uhud. The verses that follow

contain more details. When the Holy Prophet ^* aJLp i»i JU began preaching in

Makkah, the idolaters turned hostile towards him. Great persecutions followed

and much suffering had to be endured by the Muslims for 13 years. In these

trying conditions they continued to propagate Islam, and were eventually forced

to leave Makkah.
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Upon the invitation of the Ansar, they migrated to Madinah, but even there

the Polytheists (Mushrikin) of Makkah did not leave them alone. Here the Jews
were always instigating problems and the hypocrites (Munafiqin) surfaced as a

group proclaiming to be Muslims but concealing infidelity (kufr) in their hearts.

Since the infidels (kuffar) were a constant threat and enemy of the Muslims, the

Qur'an prohibited friendship with them.

In the second year after Hijrah (migration), the infidels (kuffar) of Makkah
marched with a large army and confronted the Muslims at a place called Badr.

Here a decisive battle took place and the resultant victory of the Muslims made
truth apparent from falsehood. Some mention of the battle of Badr will follow

shortly and much has already passed at the beginning of Surah Al Imran. The
details of this battle are found in the opening part of Surah Anfal as well as later

in the same Surah.

CONSULTATION WITH THE COMPANIONS (SAHABA) <#* At ^
UPON THE OCCASION OF THE BATTLE OF UHUD

This battle took place in the third year after migration (Hijrah). The
Polytheists (Mushrikin) were still smarting after their defeat at Badr where a

poorly equipped contingent of 313 Muslims vanquished a strong, fully armed
army three times their number. Seventy infidels (kuffar) were killed at Badr and
another seventy were taken captive to Madinah. The following year, the Quraish
made a collection and decided to march against the Muslims. The large army
reached Mount Uhud near Madinah where they set up their camp.

The Holy Prophet (JL,
_,
<uU &\ JU consulted with the Companions (Sahaba) ^j

r^p &. His personal opinion was that they remain in Madinah and fight off the

onslaught from within the city. However, those Companions (Sahaba)^ &\ ^j
who had not participated in Badr, opted to march out of the city and to fight the

infidels (kuffar) at Uhud, anticipating the same victory that they achieved the

previous year at Badr. Upon their insistence, The Holy Prophet pi-j U* &\ JU»

decided to march out of the city and made the necessary preparations. He thus

wore his armour and helmet.

Although the final decision was to march out of the city, The Holy Prophet
^L-j a> ^i J^> did recount to the Companions (Sahaba)^ i$ ^j certain dreams
he saw. He saw himself in strong armour, which he interpreted, as the city of

Madinah itself. He also saw in a dream that his sword become bent, which he
interpreted as a form of defeat. Besides this, he also saw a bull being slaughtered,

but it escaped. The purpose of relating these dreams was to stress that it would
be best for the Muslims to remain in Madinah and that they may suffer a defeat if

they fought outside the city.

Certain Companions (Sahaba) r^ &\ ^j proposed that, according to their

experience, whenever they fought from within the town, they were victorious

and whenever the fight was taken outside the town, they were defeated. For this

reason, these individuals were of the opinion that the Muslims fight from within

Madinah. Later even those who had strongly suggested that they fight outside

M&d&\ah, began to regret their stance and approached the Holy Prophet <*> & J^>

fU-j to change the plan of action. However, since he had already worn his
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armour, he told them, "It is not appropriate for a Prophet to return after he has

adorned his battle dress and issued the instruction to engage the enemy in

combat. When I did propose to you that we remain in Madinah, you opted not to

do so. Now that the decision has been taken, you should adopt piety (Taqwa), be

firm against the enemy and carry out the orders of Allah."

The Holy Prophet ^^ *i* &\ J^ led an army of one thousand to Uhud, while

the enemy was three thousand strong. Upon reaching a certain station, Abdullah

bin Ubay bin Salul, who was the leader of the Hypocrites (Munafiqin) , deserted

the army with three hundred men, and returned to Madinah. The Muslims were

thus left with only seven hundred soldiers. When these Hypocrites (Munafiqin)

deserted, two tribes of the Ansar (the Bann Salama and Banu Haritha) also grew

hesitant and some degree of cowardice crept into their hearts. However, Allah

granted them courage and they pressed onwards. It was this that Allah refers to

in the verse, "Wlien tzvo groups from you intended to desert and Allah is their

Protecting Friend. On Allah alone should the believers rely.

Upon reaching the slopes of Uhud, the Muslim army camped in a valley,

with the mount behind them, so as to face the enemy in the plain before them.

The Holy Prophet ^L-j Up ibi J^ commissioned fifty Companions (Sahaba) ito ^j
?4* to guard a pass between the mountains, appointing Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Jubair ^ &\ ^j as their leader. They were issued with strict instructions not to

leave their posts, irrespective of the situation. They were told not to move from

these positions whether the Muslims were winning or losing, even if they saw
vultures devouring the corpses of the Muslims. Their duty was to fire arrows at

the enemy to ensure that they do not attack the Muslims from that particular

direction.

The flag of the Muslims was held by Sayyidina Mus'ab bin Umair *& ifo ^j
and the Holy Prophet ^JL-j aJLp &\ JL* directed field operations by arranging the

army in their respective positions. Allah refers to this in the verse, "When you set

forth in the morningfrom yourfamily, briefing the believers of the positions for battle."

As the battle progressed, Allah granted victory to the Muslims and the

enemy began to retreat. It then happened that the archers appointed to the

position at the mountain pass started to differ upon the situation. Some felt that

the battle was now over and left their posts to assist in gathering the booty. It

was only the leader of the group and a few others who remained at their

positions according to instructions. Although the idolaters were already in flight

by then, they quickly exploited the opportunity and then attacked the Muslims

from the direction of the pass, turning the tide of the battle in their favour.

*^p CjAj£ 4$oO J* *Jd\£ 3ii2L J3j f-^i & }$^£>> O^ ^^i*4
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(123) Allah had undoubtedly assisted you at Badr when you were in a weak
position. So fear Allah so as to express gratitude to Him. (124) When you told the

believers, "Is it not sufficient for you that your Lord reinforces you with three

thousand angels, (specially) dispatched?" (125) Surely, if you adopt piety

(taqwa) and the enemy attack you this instant, your Lord shall assist you with

five thousand marked angels. (126) Allah had only granted this assistance only

as a glad tiding for you and so that your hearts may take solace thereby.

Assistance is only from Allah, The Mighty, The Wise. (127) So that He may
destroy a party of the disbelievers or disgrace them, and they return as losers.

THE VICTORY AT BADR

While the incident of Uhud still remains to be completed, Allah makes brief

mention of the battle of Badr, where the Muslims achieved an astounding victory

through the help of Allah. When the victory at Badr is viewed before the

temporary defeat at Uhud, it is even more phenomenal: This is so because at

Badr, 70 of the infidels (kuffar) were killed and a further 70 were taken captive,

while at Uhud 70 Companions (Sahaba)^ ifo ^j were martyred. Mention of the

battle of Badr also serves to instill more courage in the Muslims.

"Wlten you told the believers, Ts it not sufficient for you that your Lord reinforces

you with three thousand angels, (specially) dispatched?" This verse reminds the

Muslims of the descent of the angels upon the occasion of Badr! Allah sent them
to fight with the Muslims, thereby granting them courage and support.

According to many commentators, this reinforcement of the angels was exclusive

to Badr and not to Uhud. They say that at first Allah sent one thousand angels

{according to a verse in Surah Anfal), then three thousand, followed by five

thousand.

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" (vAp.347) reports that Sayyidina Qa-tada 4* &**j said

that it was due to the piety (taqwa) and perseverance of the Muslims at Badr that

Allah sent to them five thousand angels. Sayyidina Dahak and Ikrama Up isn ^
are reported to have said that Allah promised this assistance to the Muslims at

Uhud on the precondition of patience. This did not reach them since they failed

to comply with the condition. According to the author of "Ruhul Ma'ani", the

accepted opinion is that the mention of five thousand angels refers to the battle

of Badr.

"...marked angels/' "Ruhul Ma'ani" (vA pA6) reports from Ibn Is'haq and
Tabrani u* &\^ the statement of Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ^ &\^j that the angels at

Badr all wore white turbans, the tails of which hung at their backs. At the battle

of Hunayn, their turbans were red. However, there are other opinions cited in

the books of tafsir.

"Allah had granted this assistance only as a glad tiding for you and so that your

hearts be take solace thereby. Assistance is only from Allah, The Mighty, The Wise."
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This very verse appears in Surah Anfal with a slight variation. It states that the

assistance rendered by Allah enabled the Muslims take solace and not to fear the

infidels (kuffar). It tells us further that it shall only be those to whom Allah grants

His assistance that will be victorious and that the assistance of any other party is

irrelevant. According to His divine wisdom, He assists people and if He so

decrees, He may not assist, as He did in the battle of Uhud.

"So that He may destroy a party of the disbelievers or disgrace them, and they

return as losers/' This verse cites the reason for Allah's assistance at the Battle of

Badr. This is exactly what happened in Badr, when 70 leaders of the Quraish

were killed, 70 were captured and the rest returned as losers to Makkah. Even

their superior numbers ancl weapons could not aid them against the small

divinely aided party.

<^j> ^p <L>j*&^ j^j-j i^ ^t ^ *<> r^ & ^ ^
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(128) You have no choice in the matter. If Allah wills, He shall grant them the

ability to repent, or He may punish them, for they arfe indeed oppressors. (129)

To Allah belongs what is in the heavens and whatever is in the earth. He

pardons whom He wills and punishes whom He wills. Allah is Most Forgiving,

Most Merciful.

ALLAH RESERVES JUDGMENT IN ALL MATTERS

This verse resumes mention of the battle of Uhud. "Asbabun* Nuzul" (p.

116) reports from Sayyidina Anas ** it^ that during the battle of Uhud, some

teeth of the Holy Prophet ^L-j *J* & J~* were lost and he received serious injuries

to his face. On this occasion, he said, "How can that nation be successful who
draw blood from the face of their Prophet who calls them towards Allah?" Upon
this the verse was revealed viz. "You have no choice in the matter. If Allah wills He

shall grant them the ability to repent, or He may punish them, for they are indeed

oppressors"

Allah has control over everything and He shall do as He pleases. All,

including the Holy Prophet jJL-j U* & J^> should be patient and Allah shall either

grant them Belief (Iman) and the opportunity to repent, or punish them should

they die as infi4els (kuffar). Consequently, many of those who fought against the

Muslims in the battle of Uhud accepted Islam. Of these, were Sayyidina Abu
Sufyan <& i»\ ^j and his wife Hinda, who chewed the liver of the uncle of the

Holy Prophet pJL-j Up i»v JU» Sayyidina Hamzah *& &\ ^j. Others were Sayyidina:'

Safwan bin Umayyah and Sayyidina Wahshi <* &s^j who martyred Sayyidina

Hamzah ** &\ ^j.
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(130) O you who believe, do not consume usury, compounding it many times

over. Fear Allah so that you may be successful. (131) Fear the fire that has been

prepared for the disbelievers! (132) Obey Allah and the messenger so that mercy

be shown to you. (133) Hasten to the forgiveness of your Lord and that Paradise

(Jannah) which has the expanse of the heavens and the earth, which has been

prepared for the pious... (134) Those who spend in ease and adversity, swallow

their anger and forgive people. Allah loves those who do good... (135) Those

who, if they perpetrate an evil or oppress themselves, they remember Allah and

repent for their sins. Who can pardon sins besides Allah? And they do not

intentionally persist upon what they do. (136) The reward for these people shall

be forgiveness from their Lord and such gardens beneath which rivers flow,

wherein they shall abide forever. Excellent indeed is the reward for the workers.

(137) Numerous practices have passed before you so travel in the earth and see

what was the plight of those who belied. (138) This is a discourse for mankind, a

guidance and a lesson for the pious.

PROHIBITION AGAINST USURY AND THE INSTRUCTION TO
HASTEN TOWARDS DIVINE PARDON

The discussion on the battle of Uhud has not yet terminated when Allah

mentions certain acts for us to abstain from, obedience to Allah and His Prophet

pJL-j <dp h JUand the reward for the doers of good deeds. Here, general reference

is made to certain actions, while specific reference to the disobedience in Uhud

will be mentioned later in the verse, 'it was only Shaytan who misled them in some of

their actions."
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These verses teach us that the committing of sins brings calamities upon

people and obedience to Allah averts them. Special reference is made to usury. It

is such a sin that makes a person worldly-minded and removes all piety from his

heart. It transforms him into one who focuses only on the accumulation. of

wealth, without any compassion for another.

Where Allah mentions that usury is forbidden "compounding it many times

over" does not mean that taking just a little is permissible. The Holy Prophet & J~*

rJL-j «^p said even a single Dirham of interest consumed intentionally is worse

than committing adultery 36 times. ["Mishkatul Masabih" p.246 from Ahmad and Dar

Qutni]
>

It is common practice that the interest on loans is compounded when

payment is not prompt. In this way additional interest is continuously added to

the principle sum plus the interest, making the repayable amount multiply many

times over. The verse makes mention of this evil practice of compounding.

Usury has been mentioned in the discussion of the battle of Uhud because

the usurers, engrossed in their parsimonious financial affairs, do not see to the

demands of their Belief (Iman) by participating in Jihad (religion war). The

warnings sounded for the consumption of interest have passed under the

discussion of the verse, "Tltose who consume usury shall not stand except like the one

who the Satan 'Shaytan' has driven insane by his touch," (Surah Baqarah, verse 275)

After this, Allah instructs the fear of Allah piety (taqwa) which shall save one

from the fire of Hell. Piety (Taqwa) basically means to refrain from sins.

"Fear the fire that has been prepared for the disbelievers!" This verse indicates

that Hell is really meant for the infidels (kuffar) and the Muslim who, due to

sinning, finds himself there should indeed be ashamed of himself. He should

never be found in the quarters of the enemy, let alone his place of punishment.

This punishment shall not be light but extremely severe. A Muslim must rather

aspire to be amongst the chosen servants of Allah, for whom the gardens of

Heaven (Jannah) have been prepared. Why should one opt for the worst of the

two?

"Obey Allah and the messenger so that mercy be shown to you." It is evident from

this verse that the thing which attracts Allah' s mercy is obedience to Allah and

His messenger of Allah ^JL-j Up ifo JL».

"Hasten to the forgiveness ofyour Lord and that Heaven (Jannah).,." Each person

should compete with the other in doing such actions that earn admission into

Heaven (Jannah).

" which has the expanse of the heavens and the earth..." Since man has only the

expanse of the heavens and the earth before him, this example is cited so as to

make it easy for him to understand ["Ruhul Ma'ani" vA p.56]. In actual fact. Heaven

(Jannah) is much larger trtan this, as the Holy Prophet ^^ ^ju» mentioned in

a hadith that the Heaven (Jannah) of the last person to enter shall be ten times

larger than this world, and more. ["Mishkatul Masabifi" v.2 p.492]

The Being who has created the heavens and the earth is perfectly Capable of

creating things much larger. People have hardly reached the limits of the
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heavens, but having seen the earth, they say that they cannot see that which the
Qur'an and Ahadith speak of. At the outset, it should be understood that they
have not necessarily explored the entire earth. Even if they had done so, there
still exists another six of these earths and heavens. Between each of these are
distances unimagined, and no one can even hope to get close to the sun! It is

therefore sheer ignorance to claim that they have searched the universe
thoroughly and can still not find Heaven (Jannah) and Hell. They have not even
explored the visible heavens and earth, how can they be expected to find what is

beyond these?

The author of "Ma'alimut Tanzll" (v.l p.351) writes that the verse mentions
the word "arduha" ("the expanse of which") which really refers to the width and
breadth of Heaven (Jannah). It can be noted from this that the length is even
vaster.

A person once asked Sayyidina Anas *&. i» ^j whether Heaven (Jannah) was
in the skies or in the earth. He replied, "Which skies and earth can possibly

accommodate Heaven (Jannah)?" It was then asked where is it then. He said, "It

is above the seven heavens and beneath the throne of Allah." Sayyidina Qatada
*> Xb\ i^j says that the Companions (Sahaba) <^ i»» ^j and their descendants
knew that Heaven (Jannah) lay above the seven skies and below the divine

throne, while Hell lay beneath the seven earths.

THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PIOUS

"...prepared for the pious..." Heaven (Jannah) has been prepared for the people
whose descriptions follow in the following verses.

Their first attribute is that they are "Those who spend in ease and adversity... -

Spending in charity for Allah's sake is an action of great merit and should be
practiced in all situations. Spending thousands is, to a wealthy person, just like

how spending a little would be for a poor person. A person who truly loves

spending in charity will do so in all situations, be he affluent or in poverty. Such
people are prepared to sacrifice their own needs for the needs of others. They are

praised in Surah Hashr, where Allah says, "They prefer others above themselves

although they are needy themselves." [Surah 59, Verse 9]

Spending in the way of Allah is not reserved for the wealthy alone, but can
be done by the poor as well. Generosity is a trait that is not exclusive to the rich.

The person possessing this noble attribute can spend in all situations.

"... swallow their anger..." They control their anger and do not allow
themselves to vent it. The Holy Prophet <X> 3

Up ii ju said, "A hero is not he who
floors another in combat, but he who controls himself when angry." [Bukhari v.l

p.903] The Holy Prophet ^ 3 *> it J^ is also reported to have said, "A servant

cannot take a better sip in the eyes of Allah than the sip he takes of his anger,

which he controls for the pleasure of Allah." ["Mishkatul Masdbih" p.434from Ahmad]

A narration appears in Abu Dawud in which the Holy Prophet jJL- 3
Up iut J^

said, "Undoubtedly, anger is from Satan (Shaytdn), who is created of fire, and
definitely fire can be extinguished by water. Therefore, whoever becomes angry

should make wudhu ( ablution)."
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Ŝayyidina Abu Dharr ^ J&t ^j narrates that the Prophet pi-, j *> ii Ju said,

"When any of you becomes angry while standing, he should sit. If the anger

subsides in this way, it is fine, otherwise he should lie down." ["Mishkatul Masabih"

p.434from Tirmidhi]

Sayyidina Anas ** i»» ^j reports that the Holy Prophet pJL^ <Up & .J^> said,

"Allah shall conceal the faults of the one who protects his tongue and shall save

from punishment on the Day of Judgment the one who controlled his anger."

[Ibid]

"
and forgive people. -This is indeed an excellent virtue and entails the

pardoning of every type of injustice. It applies to forgiving someone who may
have stolen, usurped a right, assaulted, backbitten, slandered, etc. There is a

great reward attached to this.

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah aip ii ^j reported from the Holy Prophet *> ifo JU
jJL-j that Sayyidina Musa f%-$\ <4* asked Allah who was the most honoured of all

His bondsmen. Allah replied that it was the person who forgave another despite

having the ability to vent his avenge himself." ["Mishkatul Masabih" p.434 from

Bayhaqi]

" Allah loves those who do good..." This refers to those who carry out all

their actions well. According to the "hadith of Sayyidina Jibr'il ^LJ\ aJp" it refers

to worshipping Allah as if one sees Him, and if this is not possible, then He
should be worshipped knowing that Allah is watching. With regard to one's

interaction with other people, it refers to dealing with them kindly and politely

e.g. being lenient when collecting debts, respecting elders, being merciful to

juniors, assisting the needy, the orphans, the weak, and liking for others what

one likes for himself

.

AN INCIDENT OF SAYYIDINA ZAINUL ABIDIN Up Ai a*>

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" records that the slave girl of Sayyidina Zainul

Abidin aJlp &\ ^j was once pouring water for him while he made ablution

(wudhu). The jug slipped from her hand and injured his face. When he glared at

her, she recited the verse, "those who swallow their anger. He said that he will

control his anger. Then she recited further, "and forgive people," upon which he

said, "Iforgive you." She then completed the verse, "Allah loves those who do good."

At this he responded, "Go! I free you for the pleasure of Allah."

THE VIRTUE OF SEEKING PARDON

"Those who, if they perpetrate an evil or oppress themselves, remember Allah and

repent for their sins." This verse praises those who having committed a sin and

oppress themselves by the commission of a sin, then resort to Istighfar (seeking

forgiveness from Allah). Allah shall pardon themy on condition that " they do

not intentionally persist upon what they do." This is the condition of sincere

repentance, that the person makes a firm resolution not to commit the sin again.

It is not sufficient to merely repent verbally and then resort to the same

actions again. Sayyidah Rabi'ah Basriyyah i«-1p Ai ^j mentioned, "Our Istighfar

also requires Istighfar." i.e. Due to the fact that it is not done sincerely, it
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contradicts the status of worshipper and we will have to ask forgiveness of Allah

for this insincerity.

"Who can pardon sins besides Allah?" Attention is drawn to the fact that one

can turn only to Allah for pardon. This verse refutes the belief of the Christians

who ask forgiveness of their priests on Sundays. They believe that certain sins

are forgiven without request, while others must be whispered in the ears of the

priest before forgiveness is secured. It is contrary even to logic in that although a

person sins against Allah, yet he is pardoned by a human being.

"The reward for these people shall be forgiveness from their Lord and such gardens

beneath which rivers flow, wherein they shall abide forever." Thereafter, Allah

expresses the magnificence of this reward by saying, "Excellent indeed is the

rewardfor the workers."

TAKING HEED FROM THE PREVIOUS NATIONS

"Numerous practices have passed before you, so travel in the earth and see what

was the plight of those who belied." Many were those nations who belied the

messages of their Prophets f&J\ r^/ thereby incurring the punishment of Allah.

The ruins of their destroyed cities are visible to this day, to be witnessed by those

who take heed.

Even if the enemy gains the upper hand, this victory is temporary and it

shall soon come to pass that Allah will destroy them, as He did to those before

them. Then will His help come to the Muslims and the Holy Prophet *> ii JU

"This is a discourse for mankind, a guidance and a lesson for the pious." The

author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.3 p.66) writes that although the address is to

mankind at large, it will be only the pious who shall take heed.

(139) Do not lose courage and do not be grieved for you shall be elevated if you

are indeed believers.

YOU SHALL BE ELEVATED IF YOU BE BELIEVERS

"Asbabun Nuzul" (p.120) reports statement of Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ** & ^j
who said that after the Muslims were defeated at Uhud, Sayyidina Khalid bin

Walid ajlp &\ ^j (who had not yet accepted Islam by then) led a contingent of the

Polytheists (Mushrikin) to a mountain with the intention of launching a fresh

attack from there. At that instance, The Holy Prophet jJL-j U* iut J** made
supplication (du'a) to Allah thus, "O Allah, let them not overcome us. O Allah,

we have no might except Yours. Oh Allah, none worship You in this city besides

this small party." On this occasion Allah revealed the above verse, whereupon a

group of Muslim archers climbed a mountain, taking the polytheists (Mushrikin)

cavalry as their targets. This stopped them in their tracks, causing them to turn

back and flee.
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(140) If you have been injured, then definitely the enemy have also been injured

in the same way. These are the days that We cause to alternate between people,

so that Allah may know those who believe and make martyrs amongst you.

Allah likes not the oppressors. (141) So that Allah may purify the believers and

destroy the disbelievers. (142) Do you think that you will enter Heaven (Jannah)

when Allah has not yet learnt of those of you who wage Jihad (religion war),

and those who remain steadfast? (143) Indeed you used to wish for death before

it came to you. Surely now you have seen it before your own eyes.

CONSOLATION FOR THE MUSLIMS

In the first verse, Allah consoles the Muslim by reminding them that just as

they suffered a setback at Uhud and 70 of their people were martyred, at the

Battle of Badr, the infidels (knffar) also lost 70 of their men. Allah does not allow

situations to stagnate and rotates them so that at times one shall be victorious

and at other times, others will emerge victorious. In this way, the Muslims were

triumphant at Badr but the following year it was the turn of the infidels.

THE WISDOM UNDERLYING THE INCIDENT OF UHUD
Allah mentions the reasons for the defeat at Uhud in these verses. The first

was "so that Allah may know those who believe." During times of adversity, the

grain is separated from the chaff. On the occasion of Uhud, it was seen that the

hypocrites deserted before the battle whereas the sincere Muslims did not desert

the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up i»i J^ even in the face of defeat.

It should be understood that Allah is Aware of everything even before its

actual occurrence. These incidents coming to Allah's knowledge do not refute

this accepted belief since there are two types of knowledge. One is of something

before its occurrence, while the other is of the same incident after its occurrence.

The verses refer to the second type i.e. the knowledge that a certain incident had

taken place.

The second wisdom mentioned is that the incident transpired so that Allah

may "make martyrs amongst you." The rank of a martyr is lofty indeed and only

the person who has sincere Iman in the Qur'an and Ahadith will truly appreciate

it its exalted status.

The third reason mentioned is "So that Allah may purify the believers." When a

person endures trials and adversities, his character and deeds are purified.
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The fourth reason is that Allah wished thereby to "destroy the disbelievers/'

By being victorious, the infidels (kuffar) would become courageous to engage in

battle against the Muslims on the next occasion, wherein they would be

vanquished and destroyed.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (vA p.70) writes that the verse here refers to all

those infidels who, after Uhud, remained as disbelievers. Allah destroyed all of

them. He writes further that another interpretation of this verse is that when the

infidels score a victory, Devil deceives them into remaining in their state of

infidelity (kufr), causing them to suffer the eternal doom of Hell.

"Do yon think that you will enter Heaven (Jannah) when Allah has not yet learnt of

those ofyou who wage Jihad (religion war), and those who remain steadfast?" This verse

means that if one desires to acquire Heaven (Jannah), one need to make an effort,

participate in Jihad (religion war) and be steadfast. Those wanting to attain

Heaven (Jannah) will have to be prepared for these things and apply themselves

fully for these tasks. Finally it is Allah Who judges and ascertains whether people

have been true.

AN ADDRESS TO THOSEWHO WISHED FOR DEATH

Indeed you used to wish for death before it came to you. Surely now you have seen it

before your own eyes. - This verse is addressed to those Companions (Sahaba) ^ ^j
r^p who had not participated in the battle of Badr because they had not expected

the expedition to actually develop into a battle. When the entire episode had

terminated and Allah had granted victory to the Muslims, allowing some of

them to drink from the bliss of martyrdom, those who remained behind were

remorseful. They used to lament, saying that they wished that they were also of

those who had been made Shahid (martyr).

When these people participated in Uhud, they were also disorientated by

the sudden recovery of the enemy, and did not display the fortitude with which

they began the battle and which was necessary to attain the mantle of

martyrdom. ["Ruhul Ma'ani" vA p. 71]
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(144) Muhammad |JL»j aJp &\ J-? is but a messenger. Indeed many messengers

have passed before him. if he dies or is martyred, would you turn back on your

heels? He who turns back on his heels can never harm Allah in the least. Allah

shall soon reward the grateful ones. (145) Every soul shall die only by the
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permission of Allah at an appointed hour. Whosoever desires the reward of this

world, We shall give him thereof, and whosoever desires the reward of the

Hereafter, We shaM grant him thereof as well. Soon We will reward the thankful

ones.

A CAUTION TO THOSE WHO EXPRESSED INTOLERANCE UPON
THE DEMISE OF THE HOLY PROPHET ^j Up it ^U

When the infidels (kuffdr) recoiled to attack the Muslims at Uhud, seventy

Muslims lost their lives, including the uncle of the Holy Prophet ^j *> At J^
Sayyidina Hamzah <up it ^j and those who remained on guard at the pass. On
this occasion, a stone dislodged several of the front teeth of the Holy Prophet JU
^L- j Up At and his noble face was also injured.

In this battle, one of the infidels (kuffar) attempted to assassinate the Holy

Prophet (JL-j <uU it ju>. His attack was thwarted by the Muslim flag bearer,

Sayyidina Mus'ab bin Umair *& it ^j who lost his life in the process. The infidel

(kafir)assumed that he had succeeded in killing the Holy Prophet ,JLj Up iii ^b
and began announcing this. Certain historians write that Satan (Shaytan) made
this announcement.

Upon hearing this, the Muslims were totally taken aback and struck with

confusion. Some of the Hypocrites (Munafiqin) grabbed the opportunity to revert

to their former religion. They even began to instigate the true Muslims to do the

same.

Then the Holy Prophet yL-j Up it JL* announced, "O bondsmen of Allah!

Gather around me!" Consequently, thirty Companions (Sahaba) r^p it ^j
mustered around the Holy Prophet ^L^ Up it Ju and defended him till the

enemy were repulsed. Certain Companions (Sahaba) r^p it ^j displayed

outstanding courage on this occasion. Sayyidina Sa'ad bin Abi Waqas *& it ^j
fired so many arrows that part of his bow actually bent. The Holy Prophet it J*
fJL-j Up himself was providing the arrows for him to shoot and would say,

"Shoot, O Sa'ad, may my parents be sacrificed for you!"

Sayyidina Talha ^ it^ shielded the Holy Prophet fJL-j Up it jl* with his

arms and one of his arms became paralysed on account of this. The eye of

Sayyidina Qatada ** it ^j dropped out of its socket and on to his cheek, the

Holy Prophet pJL^ Up it JU> placed it back into its place whereafter he could see

even better than before.

When the Holy Prophet ^j U* it JL* called for the Companions (Sahaba)

^ it ^j to gather around him, the first to reach was Sayyidina Ka'ab bin Malik

ajlp it ^j. Upon seeing the eyes of the Holy Prophet pi- j Up it ju still glistening

beneath the helmet, he declared, "Hear the glad tidings that this is the Holy

Prophet jJL,j aJp it JL*!" The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up it ^ remained silent at this

announcement, probably not to attract the attention of the infidels (kuffar) so that

they do not launch another attack.

On hearing this announcement of Sayyidina Ka'ab bin Malik ** it ^Jt the

Companions (Sahaba)^ it ^j began collecting around the Holy Prophet it J*.

^j ^, who remanded them for deserting. They said, "O Prophet of Allah & J*
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^jl-j Up, when we heard the rumour that you had been martyred, a fear gripped

our hearts and we began to flee." On this occasion the above verse was revealed,

"Muhammad (JL-j ^ it JU is but a messenger. Indeed many messengers have passed

before him. If he dies or is martyred, would you turn back on your heels? He who turns

back on his heels can never harm Allah in the least. Allah shall soon reward the grateful

ones."

When the declaration was made that the Holy Prophet pJL-j ^ &\ j^> had
been martyred, Sayyidina Anas bin Nadhr -up it ^>j asked the Companions
(Sahaba) j^ii ^Jf "Why are you all sitting here?" They replied that since the

Holy Prophet jJL- 3 Up it J^ was no more, they could do nothing. He told them,

"What shall we live for after the Holy Prophet <JL-j Up it ju? Stand up and die

for the Din (religion) that the Holy Prophet (JL- 3 *±* it JL* died for!" Saying this, he

flung himself into the enemy lines and fought till he was martyred.

Sayyidina Thabit bin Dahda ** it ^j also addressed the Sahaba in a similar

way saying, "If Muhammad ^j U* it J^> is martyred, know that Allah is Alive

and shall never die. So fight for your Dm (religion) and Allah shall purify you
and assist you." Upon his bidding, a group of the Ansar rose to fight and he

could not be subdued till Sayyidina Khalid bin Walid ** it ^j killed him with a

spear.

Another incident is that of a emigrant (Muhajir) who passed by an Ansari

lying in a pool of blood. He asked the Ansari whether he knew that the Holy

Prophet (JLjUp it jL* was martyred. The Ansari replied, "If he is martyred then

he has indeed fulfilled his duty of Prophethood, (our work is still incomplete) so

go and fight for your Din (religion)]"

The episode of Sayyidina Sa'ad bin Rabi ** it ^j is similar. The Holy

Prophet fJL-j Up it J^> sent Sayyidina Zaid bin Thabit ** it ^j to search for him,

instructing him to pass his salams on to him should he find him alive. When
Sayyidina Zaid <up it ^j found Sayyidina Sa'ad ^'it^J, the latter was fatally

wounded with 70 wounds on his body, and he had only a few last breaths to

take. Sayyidina Zaid «* it ^j passed on to him the message of the Holy Prophet

pJL-j <U it ju, asking him how he was. Sayyidina Sa'ad <up it ^j replied, "Salams

to the Holy Prophet^3 <M it J~* and to you. Tell the Holy Prophet pJL-j a> it J^>

that I smell the sweet fragrance of Heaven (Jannah), and tell my Ansar brethren

that if the enemy has to gain access to the Holy Prophet^ ^ ^ it JU> before any

of their eyes (i.e. while any of them are still alive), then they shall have no excuse

to offer before Allah." With these words, he breathed his last.

When the rumour of the martyrdom of the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up it J^
diminished the spirit of the Companions (Sahaba) r^p -it ^Jr Sayyidina Abu
Sufyan (who was then the leader of the infidels (kuffar) mounted a mountain and

exclaimed, "May Hubl be elevated!" (Hubl was one of their gods). Sayyidina

Umar ** it ^j said, "O the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up it JL*, should we not reply?"

When the Holy Prophet ^j Up it JU> replied in the affirmative, Sayyidina Umar
<^ it ^j remarked in a loud voice, "Allah is more elevated and greater!"

To this Abu Sufyan replied, "We have Uzza whereas you have no Uzza!"

(Uzza was also one of their gods). The Holy Prophet jJL-j U* it^ told Sayyidina

Umar -up it ^j to say, "Allah is our helper and you have no helper!" When he
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said this, Abu Sufyan proclaimed, "Where is so and so?" (referring to the Holy
Prophet jJL- 3

Up &\ ju, Sayyidina Abu Bakr and Umar ^ &\ ^>j.

Sayyidina Umar <up ifo ^j>j responded, "Here is the Hdly Prophet Up ifo JU
(JL-j, Abu Bakr and I am here too."

Sayyidina Abu Sufyan ^ i»» ^j said, "Today is in lieu of Badr. At times

some people are victorious and at times the fighting is equal." Upon this,

Sayyidina Umar <up it ^j replied, "It is not the same. Our deceased ones are in

Heaven (Jannah) and your deceased are in the fire." Abu Sufyan said, "If this is

your belief then we are destroyed!"

At this time, there were 12 people with the Holy Prophet (JUj Up i»i JL*. (The

others came later on). The others had either left for Madinah, or mounted the

mountain nearby. Of those with the Holy Prophet <JLvj aJLp iui JU were Sayyidina

Abu Bakr, Umar, Ali, Talha, Zubair, Harith bin Simmah ^ & ^j and others.

The Holy Prophet f(JL-j *> i»» JU proceeded with them to the valley where the

fight originally began.

Upon reaching the valley, The Holy Prophet ^j *> ifo JU reclined against

the rocks. On seeing him, the Polytheist (Mushrik) Ubayy bin Khalaf exclaimed

that he was going to slay the Holy Prophet jJL-j *> ibi JU. This he used to say

from the time he was in Makkah, when the Holy Prophet pL- 3 Up i»t JU told him
self that he would be the one to kill Ubayy. On this occasion, he was armed to the

teeth. When the Holy Prophet jJL-j <M- & J~* saw him, he flung a spear at him,

which caused him. to fall from his horse. Although the injury appeared to be

insignificant, he bellowed like a bull. His companions carried him away and
rebuked him for screaming in that manner over such a small injury.

He told them that he was going to die since the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ^t JU
had mentioned in Makkah that he would kill him. He told them that he was
experiencing such pain that, if it had to be distributed amongst all the people of

Hijaz, they would all die. He died en route to Makkah at a place called Rabigh.

[Bukhari, "Ruhul Ma'ani", and Von Kathir^ &\ <*-J

In all the battles fought in Islam, Ubayy bin Khalaf was the only one to be

killed by the Holy Prophet pJL-j ^ ifo JU. Sayyidina Ibn Abbas <up ib\ ^>j narrates

that the Holy Prophet jJL-j ^ i»t JL* said, "The people who will be most severely

punished on the Day of Judgment is that person who killed a Prophet, was killed

by a Prophet, or killed any of his parents. Those who make pictures will also be

amongst these, as well as that scholar who did not benefit from his knowledge."

["MishkatulMasabih"p.3 87\

In the above verse, Allah mentions that although the Holy Prophet Up ifo J^>
jJL-j was a Prophet, it could not be said that he will not pass away. It is the

exclusive quality of the Creator of the worlds, Allah, that He shall live forever.

The Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up h JU was a caller to Allah and not Allah himself. His

duty was to invite others to the worship of Allah and invoke them to abstain

from polytheism (shirk). Should he pass away naturally or be slain, none should

turn back to their former religions. The Din (religion) is from Allah, Who is

Forever and should Be worshipped till eternity.
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THE SERMON OF SAYYIDINA ABU BAKR <up &\ cr*J

On the occasion of Uhud, The Holy Prophet ^ j u^ ii J^ was neither slain
nor did he pass away. However, when he did pass away, the Companions
(Sahaba)^ &\^ were stunned and very much bereaved. Despite being a brave
and sensible person, Sayyidina Umar «* ibi^ swore that the Holy Prophet i»» j^
r*~> 3

<±* did not die and merely went to meet Allah as Sayyidina Musa r*>U\ -a*

had gone for forty days and then returned. In the same way, he said, The Holy
Prophet <X* 3 Up it j^ also went to meet Allah and will soon return to cut off the
hands and feet of those who claim that he died.

While he was addressing the people in this manner, Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^
** & came and, after silencing Sayyidina Umar ** &\ ^j and praising Allah, he
addressed the people saying, "All those who worshipped Muhammad Up Ai J^
fL*) should know that he has passed away. Those who worship Allah should
know that He is Forever, shall live Forever and will never die." He then recited

the verse 'Muhammad <X* 3 Up it J^ is but a messenger. Indeed many messengers../'

At this time, this verse had not even occurred to the other Companions
(Sahaba) ^ a» ^>Jt and it was as if they had never known about it. When they
heard the verse, they were finally convinced of the demise. Sayyidina Umar j*j
-up &\ said that it was only when he heard the verse that he became convinced of
the demise of the Holy Prophet ^j Up h JU. [Al Bidaya wan Nihaya]

Allah declares in the verse "He who turns back on his heels can never harm Allah
in the least/' Those who choose to revert to their former religions cannot harm
Allah. When a person accepts the Din (religion) of Islam, he should never think
that his worship will benefit Allah and that he can harm Allah by refraining from
His worship. Allah is totally Independent and none can harm, nor benefit Him.
Allah shall reward the person who worships Him and accepts His divinity. In so
doing the person benefits himself only.

" the grateful ones..." The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that this

refers to those who remain steadfast upon the Din (religion) of Islam. This will

only happen once a person is convinced of the truth of the Dm (religion).

Remaining upon the Din (religion) is a sign of gratefulness, while turning away
from it is a sign of ingratitude.

"Every soul shall die only by the permission ofAllah at an appointed hour." None
can die before his appointed hour, neither can the hour be postponed in the least.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.4 p.74) writes that this verse encourages Jihad
(religion war) and rebukes those who avoid Jihad (religion war) because of the fear

of death.

He writes further that the verse could also be a form of consolation to the
Muslims, telling them that the demise of the Holy Prophet ^^ a> ii JU was
inevitable, as is the case with every other mortal.

"Wliosoever desires the reward of this world, We shall give him thereof." For
example the person who fights in Jihad (religion war) to earn the booty shall get it

(if Allah desires, as is stipulated in Surah Bani Isra'il). In a like manner,
"whosoever desires the reward of the Hereafter, We shall grant him thereof as well. Soon
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We will reward the thankful ones." This verse alludes to those archers who in the

haste of gathering the booty, forgot the instruction of the Holy Prophet 4* ii j^

rJL.> It also praises those who remained loyal with him during those trying times.

A REMINDER TO CONTEMPORARY ORATORS AND
JOURNALISTS

There is great wisdom in every action of Allah, as well as tremendous

lessons for mankind till the Day of Judgment. This also applies to the false

rumours about the demise of the Holy Prophet <0-^ aA* &\ J* and Allah's

reproach of those who used this opportunity to turn away from the Din (religion)

of Islam. These lessons teach man that the Din (religion) belongs to Allah and

worship is reserved for Him only since He has been Forever and shall remain so

till eternity.

Sayyidina Abu Bakr '** &^j used the same verse to silence and, at the same

time, console the Muslims upon the demise of the Holy Prophet ^ j *> & J*. In

this, there is a great lesson for every man to come that although it is natural to

grieve when some renowned personality dies, every Muslim should bear in

mind that this is inevitable. Whoever the person may have been, a Mufti, a

mentor, a Muhaddith, etc. it is of no use to shed tears and then to sit idle in

bereavement. Those who succeed them should adopt the cause for which these

noble souls lived their lives and aid to revive the Din (religion) that they sought to

uplift.

It is common that foolish statements are made when such people pass away.

People lamentingly say, "What shall happen now? Our Prophet has left us as!"

Saying this, they neither continue the practices of their saints nor do they

propagate his message. They should ponder over their statements when they say

"What will happen now?" How was the Din (religion) passed on through the

centuries before them? Did not the predecessors of these very saints pass on

before them? They never chose to perpetuate their grief and pass their lives in

bereavement as people do nowadays.

The Din (religion) belongs to Allah. People will come and go, but He is

Everlasting. The media and leaders of various fraternities organise functions in

commemoration of deceased personalities wherein certain orators laude such

praises that are tantamount to infidelity (kufr). Some exclaim (Allah forbid!) that

the blood-stained claws of fate have snatched the person away from us at a time

when we needed him the most! Others write, "Where will another like him be

born?" There are also those who say, "Hadhrat has left us as orphans, without

support." (This they say as if his death preceded its appointed hour and occurred

without the permission of Allah). May Allah protect us from such perverse

statements! Amin.

The vtsrse responds to such remarks impressing upon one to be content with

the decree of Allah and to continue carrying out good deeds. The Din (religion) of

Allah shall remain flourishing in the world for as long as Allah wills, and this is

not dependent on any Sheikh, Muhaddith, Pir or Mufti. The incident at Uhud

also refutes the annual commemoration of the demise of Sayyidina Hussain ^y
<up ii. The Holy Prophet ^j Op ii JU lived for seven years after the battle of
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Uhud, yet he never commemorated the martyrdom of his uncle, Sayyidina

Hamza <* ifo ^j. Mourning and shedding crocodile tears are not becoming of a

vibrant, living nation.

Uj -ail J-^m c| p-v:U^i LJ »ywJbj Ui _/\^a oj^-jj >-** J^-* e$r* ^ o^«J

Qp uC-^1 1 v^ -ulij $J?x\ <-g\y cr^J ^-& v\y ^ ( ^^3 143

(146) Numerous were the Prophets with whom many devoted men fought. They

never lost courage with all the hardships that afflicted them in the path of Allah,

neither did they weaken, nor become helpless. Allah loves the patient ones.

(147) Their only cry was that they would say, "O our Lord, forgive as our sins

and transgressions in our affairs, keep our feet firm and help us against the

disbelieving nation. (148) So Allah granted them the reward of the world and an

excellent reward in the Hereafter. Allah loves those who do good.

THE SACRIFICE AND PRAYERS OF THOSE DEVOTED TO THE
PREVIOUS PROPHETS

f
*Ji^

From the very distant past, the battle has raged between Belief (Iman) and
infidelity. This stemmed from the time that the infidels reared their ugly head
from the children of the father of man, Sayyidina Adam ^LJ\ aJp. The companions

of all the Prophets fiLJ\ ^^JLp made tremendous sacrifices in the battles against the

infidels (kuffar) and many of their lives were lost. The above verse applauds their

excellent conduct in this regard, praising the fact that they never lost courage,

nor did they display any weakness or helplessness in the face of the enemy. They
remained resolute and fought with great determination, constantly praying to

Allah, "O our Lord, forgive us our sins and transgressions in our affairs, keep our feet

firm and help us against the disbelieving nation.

As a result, "So Allah granted them the reward of the world (in the form of

victory over their enemies) and an excellent reward in the Hereafter (by way of

His pleasure and Heaven (Jannah))."

All this is a lesson for the Ummah of Sayyidina Muhammad (JL-j U* iw\ ju
We should also remain devoted to our Prophet, fighting by his side in the face of

all kinds of tribulations. Difficulties must be anticipated as these will alwaysr

present themselves to the devoted ones, as they did to those in the past as well.

The infidels (kuffar) will continue to exert themselves against the believers,

battles will be fought on an ongoing basis, and many believers will lose their

lives. Despite all of this, the believers must maintain control, must persevere anl
show no weakness.

The prayer of those in the past teaches us that it is necessary to seeU
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forgiveness even while doing good deeds. This is so because no person can do an
action truly worthy of Allah's acceptance and no action is devoid of deficiencies.

By seeking pardon while carrying out an action, a person's past sins are forgiven

and, at the same time, any deficiency in the present action is compensated for.

It may also happen that one omits a good action when involved in the

commission of another. This amounts to a form of transgression of the limits,

which shall also be forgiven when seeking repentance.

The supplication for assistance against the enemy* draws attention to the fact

that victory does not depend upon a large army or superiority in weaponry. All

is from Allah, therefore attention should never be diverted from Him.

£ {&~A% !£2T ^Ji \j^ o[ \$4£ sjs Qte

p c ZL \jkz=r$ t^ <#\ !£sr ^S^ ^ j^$
S&. <SA*bJaJ» ijjX^ o-jl_>j jCJI

(

^«LtjL.j LikJL- «uu JijS

(149) O you who believe, if you obey those who disbelieve, they shall turn you
back on your heels, rendering you losers. (150) Nevertheless, Allah is your

Protecting Friend and He is the best of helpers. (151) We shall soon cast terror

into the hearts of the disbelievers because they ascribe partners to Allah, for

which no warrant has been revealed. Their abode is the fire, and it is indeed an
evil abode for the oppressors.

DO NOT OBEY THE DISBELIEVERS!

The first of the above three verses warns against following the dictates of

the disbelievers (kuffar). Thereafter it mentions that the result of such foolishness

is that they will revert the Muslim back to his former religion of disbelief (kufr)

and polytheism (shirk). Should this occur, the Muslim will be the loser both in

this world as well as in the Hereafter.

"Nevertheless, Allah is your Protecting Friend and He is the best of helpers."

Therefore, only Allah should be worshipped and assistance should be sought
only from Him. The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (vA p. ST) writes that "those who
disbelieve" refers to the Munafiqm (hypocrites). Narrating from Sayyidina Ali ^>j
** &\, he says that when the Muslims were defeated at Uhud, these hypocrites

told the Muslims to revert back to the religion of the Makkans.

Other commentators maintain that the verse refers to Abu Sufyan and the

other disbelievers (kuffar) who fought in Uhud. According to this interpretation,

the verse means that the Muslim should not show any weakness, nor accept a

truce with the disbelievers (kuffar). (When the Muslims were suffering a defeat at

Uhud, some of them expressed the opinion that they drop their arms and opt for

a truce with the disbelievers (kuffar)).
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The Jews and Christians may also be referred to in the verse, meaning that

the Muslims should not accept their consultation in any matter; This is the

opinion of Sayyidina Ibn Juraij 4* iut ju^. The message of the Qur'an is general

and applicable to all the disbelievers (kuffar) till the Day of Judgment. The
Muslims should never obey them, never consider them as allies and never bow
before them.

We shall soon cast terror into the hearts of the disbelievers../' It is recorded in

"Ruhul Ma'ani" that when Abu Sufyan and the disbelievers (kuffar) were
marching back to Makkah, they regretted not finishing off all the Muslims. It

occurred to them that they should return to complete the task but Allah cast

terror into their hearts and they opted not to do so. However, they sent a

Bedouin to Madinah, to sound the false warning that the disbelievers (kuffar)

were preparing to launch a new attack. The Holy Prophet ^j «> & J^>
dispatched a detachment of the Companions (Sahaba) rf^. ii ^j to a place called

H'amra -ul Asad. They, however, encountered no resistance.

In this verse, Allah then mentions the reason for the awe and terror that He
placed in their hearts. Allah says that it was "because they ascribe partners to Allah,

for which no warrant has been revealed" By Allah casting terror into their hearts in

this world, the Muslims were safeguarded, and in the Hereafter for the

disbelievers (kuffar) "Their abode is the fire, and it is indeed an evil abode for the

oppressors."

It is gathered from this verse that polytheism (shirk) is the actual cause of

terror being struck in the heart. This fact has been witnessed when the

Companions (Sahaba) ^ iui ^j marched to Persia, where they were met by a

large force of the fire-worshippers. When the fighting commenced in all

earnestness, the Persians became totally disorientated and fled the battlefield.

The same occurred in the Crusades, as well as the battles with the Hindus of

India. They were all petrified by the awe that Allah instilled into their hearts and
they deserted the battlefields, leaving the Muslim to fly the flag of oneness of

Allah (Tauhid) over their lands. The psyche of disbelief (kufr) is to be terrified and
that of oneness of Allah (Tauhid) is to be brave and courageous.

THE TRUE DlN (RELIGION) IS THAT WHICH ALLAH REVEALED
".......because they ascribe partners to Allah for which no warrant has been

revealed. - This verse tells us that the only correct way to live is the way which
Allah has revealed to man. The human has the instinctive knowledge that he is

the creation of Allah and that there is no deity besides Him. However, those who
have not attached themselves to the Prophet f&J\ a-Ip, have mingled the worship
of Allah with that of other beings. Many of these people have concocted beliefs

about Allah that are totally deviant. *

None of the religions other than Islam can conclusively prove that their

beliefs, practices and acts of devotion are from Allah. These things were
introduced by the founders of these religions or by their adherents thereafter. To
adopt any belief or action as a lifetime practice and to consider it a means of

salvation is sheer foolishness when it is not proven to be from Allah Himself.

The followers of other religions should be asked what proof they have to
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say that their beliefs and practices are from Allah? The Christians have no proof

that Sayyidina Isa (}LJt Up entreated them to believe that he was the son of Allah.

They are also incapable of proving that he told them he will be killed and that

only those people shall attain salvation who believes in these things. None of

these beliefs were propounded by Sayyidina Isa f%J* ^ but they were fabricated

long after him.

The followers of every religion should ponder about what proof they have
to claim that their religion is from Allah and that they were instructed by Him to

follow their religion. The Qur'an makes it clear that the only beliefs and acts of

worship that are legitimate are those conclusively revealed by Allah. All are

aware of the fact that the only religion able to claim a link with Allah is Islam.

Therefore, it is only wise and appropriate that all others not in Islam should

follow the religion ordained by the Creator Himself, thereby assuring themselves

of eternal success.
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(152) Most assuredly Allah made good His promise to you when you slayed

them with His permission. Until (the time came when) you lost courage,
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disputed with regard to the order and disobeyed after you were shown what you
liked. Some of you sought the world while some of you sought the Hereafter.

Then Allah deflected you from them to test you. Undoubtedly He has pardoned

you and verily Allah is Most Kind to the believers. (153) When you were fleeing,

not turning towards anyone and the messenger called to you from behind. Then
Allah compensated you with grief for your grief so that you may not be

despondent over that which you missed nor that which afflicted you. Allah

Knows well what you do. (154) Then Allah descended serenity upon you after

the grief in the form of slumber that overcame a party of you while another

party, concerned with themselves, thought of Allah what was untrue, a thought

of ignorance. They said, "Do we have any say in the matter?" Tell them, "Every

matter rests with Allah!" They hide in their souls what they do not disclose to

you. They say, "If we had any say in the matter we would not be killed here!"

Tell them, "Even if you were in your homes, those who were destined to be

killed would have emerged towards their places of death." (All this took place)

So that Allah may test what is within your breasts and purify that which is

within your hearts. Allah knows what is within the hearts. (155) Those of you

who fled on the day when the two masses clashed, were caused to falter by

Satan (Shaytan) due to some of the actions that they perpetrated. Without doubt

Allah has pardoned them. Surely Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Clement.

THE CAUSE FOR THE DEFEAT AT UHUD
These verses shed light on the causes for the temporary defeat of the

Muslims at Uhud. Mention is also made of their initial victory and the tranquility

that overcame them after their grief.

At the outset of the battle, The Holy Prophet p-L-j Up iwi JU* posted the band
of archers at the mountain pass. Their instructions were explicit that they were

not to move irrespective of the conditions. The Holy Prophet j-L-j Up i» JU told

them that as long as they remained rooted to their positions, victory was assured

for the Muslims. This was a promise from Allah, and while they remained at

their stations, the Muslims gained the upper hand. Even the polytheists

(Mushrikin) women, including Hinda bint Utba, began to flee in such desperation

that they left behind all their belongings.

When the band of archers saw this victory (which is, according to the verse,

"what they liked") they disputed with regard to the order of the Holy Prophet JU*

pL-j «Up &\. This is referred to in the verse as disputed with regard to the order."

Thereafter, most of them abandoned their posts in pursuit of the booty, as Allah

says that they "disobeyed after you were shown what you liked. Some ofyou sought the

world while some ofyou sought the Hereafter."

When the polytheists (mushrikin) saw the unguarded pass, they made a

break towards it and attacked the Muslims from behind. The Muslims reeled

before this onslaught, lost courage, and could not offer any resistance. This is

referred to in the phase, "Then Allah deflected you from them to test you." However,

Allah then declares His forgiveness for them when He says, "Undoubtedly He has

pardoned you and verily Allah is Most Kind to the believers.

"

When the Muslim army was scattered in the counter attack, The Holy
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Prophet fJL-j Up i»i ^U summoned them to regroup calling out, "Oh bondsmen of

Allah! Gather around me!" This call was answered by only a few Companions

(Sahaba)^ & ^j while the others were oblivious to the call. Allah refers to this

by saying that the grief of the Holy Prophet ^j Up & J^ was replaced by the

grief of the Companions (Sahaba) r^p & ^j when they were also afflicted by

adversity. Allah says, "When you were fleeing, not turning towards anyone and the

messenger called to you from behind. Then Allah compensated you with grieffor your

grief."

Another interpretation of the above verse is that the first grief was that of

suffering a reverse in the battle, while the second was the rumour of the

martyrdom of the Holy Prophet ^j Up &\ JU. One may refer to "Ruhul Ma'ani"

for some other interpretations of this verse.

" so that you may not be despondent over that which you missed nor that

which afflicted you." Here the wisdom of the grief is explained. It overcame them

to make them determined so that if another similar situation arose, they will be

able to meet it with fortitude. Every difficulty becomes easy once perseverance is

inculcated, and Allah gives support to such people.

PACIFYING THE GRIEF OF THE COMPANIONS (SAHABA) h ^j

When the Companions (Sahaba)^ ifo ^j suffered the overwhelming grief

of injury and defeat, Allah pacified and subdued them by enveloping them in a

slumber. This was so pronounced that they did not even pay heed to their grief

thereafter. Similarly, when no relief or cure can be offered to an ailing person, a

doctor often administers a sedative that will put the patient off to sleep. In this

way he is made to forget about his condition, granting him respite. Allah says in

his regard, "Then Allah descended serenity upon you after the grief in the form of

slumber that overcame a party ofyou..."

The above occurred to the Muslims. On the other hand, the situation with

the Hypocrites (Munafiqin) was different. Allah says with regard to them, "while

another party, concerned with themselves, thought ofAllah what was untrue, a thought

of ignorance." These people had no feelings for the Din (religion) or for the Holy

Prophet <JUj ^ in JL*. "They said, 'Do we have any say in the matter?' They would

say that if our opinion was accepted, we would not have emerged from Madinah

to be killed here at Uhud. *

The verse replies to them, "Tell them, 'Every matter rests with Allah!" Allah

says further "Tell them, 'Even ifyou were in your homes, those who were destined to be

killed would have emerged towards their places of death."

"So that Allah may test what is within your breasts and purify that which is within

your hearts. Allah knows what is within the hearts." This verse implies that whatever

has transpired "as so that Allah may test the inner condition of those involved. It

is during trying times like these that the true nature of a person becomes

apparent. Consequently, the hypocrisy of the hypocrites (munafiqin) was exposed

just as the Belief (Iman) of the Muslims was fortified and strengthened.

Allah has knowledge of everything before it can actually take place.
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However, verses such as the above refer to the knowledge of an event that has
transpired. It also refers to the knowledge that is soon to come to the attention of
the people.

THE DECLARATION OF THE COMPANIONS (SAHABA) <#* b\ ^
BEING FORGIVEN

"Those of you who fled on the day when the two masses clashed, were caused to

falter by Devil (Shaytan) due to some of the actions that they perpetrated. Without doubt
Allah has pardoned them. Surely Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Clement." This verse
offers comfort to the Muslims by announcing Allah's pardon. It also states that

the momentary retreat of the Companions (Sahaba) ^ k\ ^j was caused by
Devil (Shaytan), and that this was a result of other misdeeds. This teaches us that

the committing of sins leads to more sins being committed. When Devil (Shaytan)

instigates a person to commit a sin, it encourages him to continue doing the
same.

[The above details about the battle of Uhud has been extracted from the

tafsir of Allama Ibn Kath'ir aJLp iu\^ and the books "Al Bidaya wan Nihaya" and
"RuhulMa'ani"]

(156) O you who believe, do not be like those who disbelieve and say to their

brothers, when they travel in the land or are fighting soldiers, "If they were with
us, they would neither have died nor been killed!" So that Allah may make this

an anguish in their hearts. Allah gives life and death, and Allah sees all that you
do." (157) Should you be martyred in the path of Allah or die, then verily the

forgiveness from Allah and His mercy are better than all that they amass. (158) If

you die or are martyred then unto Allah shall you be gathered.

DO NOT BE LIKE THE DISBELIEVERS (KUFFAR) WHO DETEST
FIGHTING IN JIHAD (RELIGION WAR)

Some people are in the habit of not doing any good deeds, nor allowing
others to do the same. When someone does carry out good actions they scorn
and scoff him. In addition, they consider any good done to them as being
detrimental.

Those who are drowned in the love of this world detest that others should
sacrifice their lives and wealth in pursuit of the Hereafter. This was the condition
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of the Hypocrites (Munafiqin). They would say about their brothers (in lineage

and superficially in religion) that if they had not gone out on journey or in Jihad

(religion war), they would still be alive. This statement appears to be due to

compassion, but compassion should never present an obstacle to prevent people

from carrying out good deeds. Allah instructs the Muslims not to be like these

people who say such things.

Allah then draws our attention to the fact that the granting of life and death

is the exclusive right of Allah. Wherever a person may be, he can never escape

the decree of Allah.

"Should you be martyred in the path of Allah or die, then verily the forgiveness

from Allah and His mercy are better than all that they amass/' Those who are greedy

for the world, think only of the world and desire the same for others, saying, "If

they were with us, they would neither have died nor been killed!" They believed that if

these people had lived longer,, they would have been able to amass more wealth.

Allah states emphatically that this wealth is of no value when compared to the

forgiveness and mercy of Allah, which the martyrs shall receive.

"Ifyou die or are martyred, then unto Allah shall you be gathered." If this shall be

the destination of every person, why should one not die in His way?
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(159) It is due to the mercy of Allah that you [O Muhammad ^j a*1p & ^>] are

lenient with them. If you had been ill-tempered and hard-hearted, they would

have all dispersed from around you. So pardon them, seek forgiveness for them

and consult with them in matters. When you have taken a decision, then place

your trust in Allah. Verily Allah loves those who place their trust in Him.

THE NOBLE CHARACTER OF THE HOLY PROPHET <*JL-j *J* At J**

The Holy Prophet fJL^ 4* h JU never adopted a harsh attitude towards the

Companions (Sahaba) r^ &\ ^j when they caused him much grief on the

occasion of Uhud by fleeing from the battlefield. He never rebuked nor

reproached them for their misdemeanour. Allah lauds this kind and gentle

personality of the Holy Prophet jJL,j Up &\ JL* in the above verse. The verse also

serves to console and comfort the Muslims.

While previous verses have already declared Allah's forgiveness for the

Companions (Sahaba) ?** & <s>j, this verse instructs the Holy Prophet ^ & ^>

fJL-j to also pardon them. In addition, the verse also commands the Holy Prophet

^ Up 2bt Ju to seek forgiveness from Allah on their behalf. Thereafter, Allah

further lends succour to them by telling the Holy Prophet <X*;> <4* & J**, "consult

with them in matters. When you have taken a decision, then place your trust in Allah.
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Verily Allah loves those who place their trust in Him.

"

THE HIGH STATUS OF A PLEASANT DISPOSITION

While the Holy Prophet jJL.^ ajlp i\ J^> always possessed a pleasant and
accommodating nature, it became especially conspicuous on the occasion of

Uhud.

The "Mu'atta" of Imam Malik 4* ifci^ narrates that the Holy Prophet iin jl»

pL,j Up said, "I have been sent to perfect noble character/' Sayyidina Abu Darda
a^ ifci ^j reports that the Holy Prophet <JL-j Up il>i J^> said, "Undoubtedly the

weightiest thing to be placed upon the scale of a Believer (Mu'minin) on the Day
of Judgment shall be noble character. Certainly Allah detests the person who is

obscene and vulgar."

Sayyidah Ayshah i*ip i»» ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up iai ju*

said, "By virtue of good character, a Believer (Mu'minin) undoubtedly attains the

rank of the one who stands in prayer every night and fasts every day."

Leniency and a soft-hearted nature constitute good character. Muslim
records a hadith wherein the Holy Prophet pL-j Up iui JU said, "The person

deprived of gentleness is deprived of all good." In another narration he said,

"Gentleness serves to beautify a thing, and anything from which it is removed
becomes defective."

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ & ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet JL*

pJL-
_,
Up &\ said, "Should I not inform you of a thing that is forbidden for the fire of

Hell and upon which the fire of Hell is forbidden? It is that quality of that person

with whom mixing is easy, he is gentle-hearted, dear and lenient."

It is recorded in Abu Dawud that the Prophet the Holy Prophet^ 3
aJLp i»» JU

mentioned, "The harsh and ill mannered person shall never enter Heaven
Qannah)." [All these Ahddith are reported in "Mishkatul Masabih"]

The Holy Prophet ^iw-j Up i\ JL* is the chief of all those possessing good

character, therefore he was most lenient and compassionate. He bore all

difficulties with tolerance and gentleness.

"Ifyou had been ill-tempered and hard-hearted, they would have all dispersedfrom

around you." In this verse, Allah makes it clear that one of the binding factors that

kept the Companions (Sahaba) ^^p ifo ^j attached to the Holy Prophet ^ ifo JU>

flw-j was the quality of gentleness and leniency. This caused them to love him to

the limits and beyond, being prepared even to sacrifice their lives for him. If

(Allah forbid!) he were not so, they would not have hesitated to desert him.

TEACHERS AND MENTORS SHOULD ADOPT A PLEASANT
DISPOSITION

It is instinctive within man that he is attracted to a person who is tolerant,

friendly, unassuming and polite. People enjoy associating with such individuals,

as well as learning and benefiting from them. This verse teaches a golden lesson

especially to all those people who are involved in propagating the Din (religion)

brought by the Holy Prophet pJL-^ Up iui JU*. These people who include teachers,

preachers, Muhaddithln, Muftis, mentors and Islamic missionaries should be
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particular about emulating the exemplary conduct of the Holy Prophet U* &\ J^
jJL-> If they wish to serve the Ummah, they should be kind, warm, loving and

gentle. If they adopt an attitude of intolerance and harshness, people will avoid

them and remain aloof even though the person may be extremely learned.

Although every Muslim should be adorned with these praiseworthy

qualities, they are especially necessary for the above persons. Perfection entails

associating comfortably with all and sundry, carrying out good actions, teaching

what is good and happily bearing hardships and difficulties. Isolating oneself so

that no harm befalls one is not as praiseworthy as being of benefit to others and

bearing difficulties in the process.

Tirmidhi records a hadith wherein the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ifo JU* said, "The

Muslim who associates with people and tolerates hardships is better than the one

who does not associate with them and cannot endure the difficulties they give

him." ["Mishkatul Masabih" p. 432]

THE INSTRUCTION TO CONSULT

"...consult with them in matters." Even before the revelation of this verse, The

Holy Prophet ^L-j Up iui JU used to consult with the Companions (Sahaba) ifo ^j
r^p and continued to do so afterwards as well. The instruction in this verse

indicates the status and position of the Companions (Sahaba) ^ &\ ^j and is

also a means of consolation for them. The instruction to consult (called

"Mashwara" in Arabic) does not apply to situations concerning which the

instruction of Allah is clear. Only those decisions that were left to be decided by

the Holy Prophet ^L-j Up &\ JL* are referred to here.

THE NECESSITY AND IMPORTANCE OF CONSULTATION

When even the messenger of Allah pi-j Up i»i JU> was not exempt from

resorting to "Mashwara" (consultation), none to come after him can deem himself

exempt from the same. Every leader and person of authority must consult in

public matters.

There is tremendous benefit in consultation (Mashwara). People of.

intelligence and understanding should be consulted even though they may be

junior in age and rank. The reason for this is that various opinions are desired in

consultation (Mashwara)', making a suitable decision then becomes easy. It

frequently occurs that certain factors are overlooked by senior people and are

noticed only by the younger ones. When all factors and angles are viewed,

insight into a situation is gained, resulting in a suitable decision being reached.

Sayyidina Anas -up &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet fJL.j ^ & J^> said,

"The person who makes Istikhara (a prayer for Allah' s guidance in a particular

matter) shall never fail and the one who makes consultation (Mashwara) shall

never regret." [Bayhaqi in "Majma'ul Fawa'id" v.2 p.280]

Consultation (Mashwara) should also be made in domestic affairs as well as

in corporate matters. It is incumbent upon the person being consulted that he

offers an opinion that he considers correct. The Holy Prophet pL*j <A* & JU said,

"The person being consulted is trusted" [Tirmidhi]. A person seeking advice on a

personal matter should be given such directives that are suitable.
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Abu Dawud U^ &\ jl*^ records a hadith wherein the Holy Prophet -lU ibt ju>

jJUj said, "Whoever directs a person towards something, knowing that, it would
be better to act on another thing, then he has definitely breached his trust."

In this regard, Sayyidina Ali ** ito ^j has mentioned a blanket rule which
has been recorded by Allama Sakhawi Up ifo ~^j in the book "Al Maqasidul
Hasanah" (p.383). He says, "When consulted about a matter, a person should

offer that advice which he would do himself (if he were placed in the same
situation)." This is in conformance with the hadith wherein the Holy Prophet JU»

jJL-j Up ifo described the best Belief (Iman). He said, "That you like for others as

you like for yourself and you dislike for them what you dislike for yourself."

["Mishkatul Masabih" p. 1 6]

THE SHAR'I (ISLAMIC LAWS) PERSPECTIVE OF MASHWARA
(CONSULTATION)

After instructing consultation (Maskwara), Allah says, "When you have taken a

decision, then place your trust in Allah. Verily Allah loves those who place their trust in

Him." This verse explains that once the consultation (Mashwara) has been

concluded and a decision has been reached, complete trust and reliance should

be placed in Allah before acting upon the decision.

This verse clarifies that it was not necessary for the Holy Prophet U* i»i ju*

(JL-j to abide by the specific opinion of any one person or by that of all. Whatever

he chose to do at the end could be practiced. No adviser should feel sad when his

opinion is not practiced because consultation (Mashwara) is never in vain. Each

person Who applied his thoughts and presented an opinion shall receive the

reward for it. After the process of consultation, The Holy Prophet (JL^ Up i»\ JU
was free to act on any of the opinions (including his own).

Reliance upon Allah is emphasised in this verse since a Believer (Mu'min)

never relies upon the opinions and plans of people. These are merely means to

an end and cannot guarantee the best results.

The practice of consultation (Mashwara)contimied even after the Holy

Prophet jJL-j U^ &\ JU>, and is in vogue till this day. It should be understood that

the person consulting, be he the Leader of Believers (Amirul Mu'minln) or the

father in a family, is not obliged to accept the opinion of any one person or that

of all. Despite requesting the opinions of others, he may still decide to act on his

personal inclination without reservation.

If the person consulting and those being consulted are sincere and desirous

of Allah's pleasure, then there shall be no ill feelings between them. None shall

then be disappointed that his opinion was not taken, nor will they feel that the

Leader of Believers (Amirul Mu'minin) is a dictator who ignores the feelings oi

others. All these conflicts will arise when the leader and the subjects lad

sincerity and mutual trust in each other.

If a leader was elected according to the Shari'ah and he is a person of piety

is relied upon by the people as being a man of knowledge and sound practice

and is not a glory seeker, then there will be no objection to his acting upon his

personal opinion.
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PRESENT DAY DEMOCRACY
Throughout history, the system of kingship and monarchies have controlled

countries. Some kings were oppressive, while others were just and kind.

However, history bears testimony to the fact that the majority of these empires

were oppressive. Having grown weary of these state of affairs, the disbelievers

(kuffdr) have introduced the system of democracy.

Everyone comprehends the general modus operandi of this form of

government. The basic nature of this system is that it is no more than the

instatement of a few individuals of a party to lead the state, thereby beguiling the

masses that the public is ruling. Democracy entails the acceptance of the majority

vote to elect a leader, irrespective of his piety and qualifications. It is not even

necessary that he be a Muslim.

Even an illiterate ignoramus can stand for election, hoping to be elected. The

parties are of all types and some are even antagonistic Islam, saying that the

Islamic system of corporal punishment is barbaric.

The voters are also largely people who do not understand the requirements

of Islam. They simply cast their votes on the strength of the popularity of the

party, its leader or financial resources. It is for this reason that irreligious,

heretical and illiterate people are seated in parliament.

The person winning the most votes is victorious. In this case, if eleven

candidates contest a seat and ten of them receive 15 votes each, the eleventh

receiving 16, will be considered to be victorious. It will then be said that he won
by the majority whereas in actual fact the majority was opposed to him, since he

did not receive the votes of the 150 who voted for his opponents. This is the folly

of democracy where consideration is given to the opinion of 16 individuals in

opposition to 150 others!

Thereafter the party which has the majority is allowed to rule, allowing the

entire country to be governed by a few individuals. Any member of the party

who disagrees with any of the party's policies can say nothing to support his

opinion and has to toe the line of the party, saying only that which is in the

ruling party's favour.

The question of expenses then arises. The government now has to pay for

the accommodation, vehicles, drivers, chefs, servants and other needless

extravagances of the president and all his ministers. Because a person is a

member «of the ruling party, various portfolios are unnecessarily given to him;

even though he lacks the qualifications. The tragedy of the situation is that the

cost of these needless appointments and expenses are borne by the public.

Then there are the expenses of the premiers, governors and deputies of the

various provinces and districts. When these are added to the above, the coffers of

the country are drained.

In addition to all of this, the country is steeped in usurious debts and the

public are burdened with income tax, P.A.Y.E. and custom duties. In spite of

these crippling burdens, citizens of democratic countries are duped into

believing that the country is theirs.
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On the other hand, we have the Islamic form of government where the state

is governed by a single the Leader of the believers (Amirul Mu'minln) who is

simple in his habits and lifestyle. He is not paid an exorbitant salary and there

are only single governors appointed to administrate over the various provinces.

They are also men of humble behaviour, residing in simple homes and earning

salaries that are adequate instead of extravagant. It is indeed tragic that people

still prefer the misleading democratic system to this superior system. "Inna Lillahi

Wa Inna Ilaihi Raji'un" .

It is sometimes said that Islam supports the democratic system in that it

advocates the practice of consultation (Shura Mashwara). This statement would be

correct if the system is applied as described above. Islam does not approve of the

system of elections where every person is allowed to vote irrespective of his

status, and then the feader is chosen by way of the majority vote.

Many people of learning are also under the misconception that the

democratic system should be adopted instead of the Islamic system. They say

that the democratic governments were founded with much effort and should

therefore not be challenged. Such foolish things are said despite the fact that the

system of democracy is fraught with defects, forcing people to accept the rule of

such leaders who are totally irreligious just because the "majority" are in favour

of him.

People are beguiled into believing that sovereignty should be in the hands

of the public when, in reality, this is the right of Allah. The masses are subject to

His divine laws and have no right to contest the laws of Allah.

THE NOMINATION OF THE FOUR RIGHTEOUS CALIPHS (THE

KHULAFA RASHIDIN)

It is common knowledge that the Righteous Caliphs "Khulafa-e-Rashidin"

were Sayyidina Abu Bakr ** fa ^Jr Sayyidina Umar -up fa ^j, Sayyidina Uthman

^ fa ^j and Sayyidina Ali ^ fa ^> Any person possessing some understanding

of history is aware of the fact that these four Companions (Sahaba) ^ & \j^j

were not placed in their respective posts by the vote of the "majority" or by

public opinion.

After the demise of the Holy Prophet jJL, 3
Up fa J^> t the emigrants

(Muhajinn) and the Ansar convened in the hall of the Bani Sa'idah where the

nomination of a leader was deliberated. Certain members of the Ansar believed

that one leader be chosen from the emigrants (Muhajinn) and another from the

Ansar. Sayyidina Umar ^ &y^j told Abu Bakr ^ fa ^j to extend his hand so

that he may pledge allegiance to him. When Sayyidina Abu Bakr ** & ^j
complied, Sayyidina Umar ** fa ^>Jt followed by the emigrants (Muhajinn) and

then all of the Ansar pledged their allegiance to him, thereby nominating him as

their leader. He thus became the first Caliph (Khalifa). The details of this incident

is recorded in the book "Al Bidaya wan Nihaya" (v.5 p.246).

When Sayyidina Abu Bakr <^ fa^ was about to leave the world, without

consulting anyone, he named Sayyidina Umar ** fa ^j as his successor.

Thereafter, when Sayyidina Umar ** fa ^j was fatally wounded by an
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assassin, he said that there are none more deserving of the Caliphate (Khilafah)

than those persons with whom the Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up ibt J* was pleased till

his dying moments. He then took the names of six individuals from whom a

Caliph (Khalifa) was to be nominated. These were Sayyidina Ali <up At ^Jf

Sayyidina Uthman «* it ^Jf Sayyidina Talha ^ ii ^>Jf Sayyidina Zubair & ^j
<*, Sayyidina Sa'd bin Abi Waqqas ** & ^j and Sayyidina Abdur Rahman bin

Auf -up ifci ^j. He added that his son Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ** & ^j also

assist in the nomination, stressing that he not be included amongst the nominees.

He then also told them that should Sayyidina Sa'd ** & ^j be nominated, he

was worthy of the post, and should another Sahabi ** & ^j be appointed,

Sayyidina Sa'd ^ &\^ was to assist him.

After the demise of Sayyidina Umar *i* ifo ^j, the six nominees gathered to

nominate a leader from among them. Sayyidina Abdur Rahman <up k\^ advise

mat three of them hand over their rights to the Caliphate (Khilafah) to the others.

Upon this, Sayyidina Zubair <up it ^j handed his right over to Sayyidina Ali ^j
«up &\, Sayyidina Talha ** &\ ^>j handed his over to Sayyidina Uthman *& &\ ^j
and Sayyidina Sa'd gave his to Sayyidina Abdur Rahman k* h ^j. Then

Sayyidina Abdur Rahman <up it ^j addressed Sayyidina Ali and Uthman & ^>j

<up saying that, if they agreed, he would nominate a leader from the two of them,

stressing that he would be meticulous in the matter and choose the best of them.

When they both agreed, he consulted privately with each of them, securing an

undertaking from either of them that, should the other be chosen as Caliph

(Khalifa), he would accept the decision warmly. He later announced his

nomination of Sayyidina Uthman ** it ^j by requesting him to extend his hand.

When Sayyidina Uthman <^ it ^j did so, he then personally pledged allegiance

to him, followed by Sayyidina Ali ^ 2b% ^j. Those waiting outside were then

allowed in and they followed suit.

This entire episode is recorded in Bukhari (v.l p.524). This incident makes it

evident that Sayyidina Ali <u* it \^j was satisfied with the nomination of

Sayyidina Uthman ^ it ^j and had even expressed his consent beforehand.

When Sayyidina Uthman ^ it ^ was martyred, the need arose to

nominate another Caliph (Khalifa). The Egyptian rebels (who were responsible

for his martyrdom) demanded that Sayyidina Ali k* it ^j be the next Caliph

(Khalifa), but he was not prepared to do so. The people of Kufa sought Sayyidina

Zubair ^ it ^ to assume the role, but were unable to locate him. When the

people of Basra requested Sayyidina Talha ** it ^j to accept the caliphate

(Khilafah), he refused, as did Sayyidina Sa'd bin Abi Waqqas and Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Umar^ i* ^j. Eventually when Sayyidina Ali ** it ^j was put

under much pressure, he accepted. The details of this event are recorded in "Al

Bidaya wan Nihayah" (v. 7 p.226).

The four Caliphs (Khulafa) were nominated in this manner without the need

for a general election. Not even all the Companions (Sahaba) ^ & «^>j

participated in the process of nomination, nor the entire populace of Madinah. A
few people chose the Caliph (Khalifa) and the rest accepted.

Enamoured by the occidental system of ignorant democracy, some people

may argue that the method employed by the Companions (Sahaba) <*+* it ^>j was
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(Allah forbid!) incorrect and that the correct way is that of democracy. Though
such a foolish remark deserves no reply, the following shall, nevertheless, shed
some light on the matter. Such a statement is, in reality, an objection directed
towards Allah himself. In the hundredth verse of Surah Taubah, Allah praises

the Companions (Sahaba) ^ i»i ^j and those who follow them well, declaring

"Allah is pleased with them and they are pleased with Allah." If it is presumed that

these illustrious souls did not understand Islam and the correct method of

choosing a leader, then who does understand Islam?

The Holy Prophet ^JL-j ^ ii JL> said, "Adopt my ways and those of the

Righteous Caliphs (Khulafa Rashidin)" [Abu Dawud and Tirmidhi]. If they had not

been legitimately instituted and had not correctly appointed their successors,

they would never have been referred to as the Righteous Caliphs (Khulafa

Rashidin). It is clearly contrary to the dictates of Belief (Iman) that a Muslim can

possibly claim that none of the Caliphs (Khalifas) were Rashid (righteous) and be

enamoured by the system of the disbelievers (kujfdr).

(160) If Allah helps you then none can overcome you, and if He leaves you

without assistance, then who is there to help you? Only irt Allah should the

believers trust.

IF ALLAH HELPS, THEN NONE CAN OVERCOME
A previous verse declares that "Verily Allah loves those who place their trust in

Him." In the verse under discussion, Allah instructs that only He be relied upon,

and that the help of Allah is the prerequisite for victory. Superior numbers and
weapons are really irrelevant since the help of Allah is all that is required to

remain victorious. The Muslims overcame the disbelievers (kuffar) despite the

fact that the disbelievers (kuffar) were greater in number and strength.

IfHe leaves you without assistance, then who is there to help you r This fact was
proven at Uhud. Assistance should only be sought from Allah, in Whom all trust

and reliance should be placed.

(161) It does not be hove a messenger that he deceives. He who deceives shall

bring the object of his deceit on the Day of Judgment. Then every soul shall be

paid in full for what it had earned and they will not be oppressed.
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THE ONE WHO DECEIVES SHALL BRING HIS DECEIT WITH HIM
ON THE DAY OF QIYAMAH

"Durrul Manthur" (v.2 p.5 1) reports that after the battle of Badr, a red shawl

could not be found. When some people indicated that it was perhaps the Holy

Prophet jJL-j <uU & ju> who took it, their suggestion was rejected when the above

verse was revealed, declaring that "It does not behove a messenger that he deceives"

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that the original meaning of the word
"ghulul" {deception) is 'to take something secretly/ This word has since been

specifically associated with stealing from the spoils of war since this constitutes a

misappropriation of wealth belonging to another.

"He who deceives shall bring the object of his deceit on the Day of Judgment/' This

is to disgrace such a person and that others come to learn of his deceit. Abu
Dawud records a hadith wherein it is reported that when the Holy Prophet ibi JL*

jJL-j aJLp gathered the booty, he would instruct Sayyidina Bilal «up & ^j to

announce that whoever had any booty with him should bring it forth.

When all was collected, the Holy Prophet ^JL-j *> ix>v j^> would take out a

fifth (as stated in the verse, "Know that a fifth of whatever you acquire as booty is for

Allah and the messenger"). The remaining wealth would then be distributed

amongst the Muslim warriors. It once occurred that a person presented a rope

made of hair after the booty had already been distributed. He entreated that this

was what he had found as the spoils of war. The Holy Prophet jJL-j U* i\ JU
asked him whether he had heard the announcement of Sayyidina Bilal <up i»» ^>Jm

When he replied in the affirmative, he was asked what had prevented him from

coming sooner. To this, he gave some unsatisfactory excuse. The Holy Prophet

pJL-j a> ijji JU told him, "Then you shall have to present this on the Day of

judgment. I shall never accept it from you!"

Muslim reports from Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ** i»» ^j the following narration

from Sayyidina Umar ^ ^V^j. He mentioned that during the battle of Khayber,

many Companions (Sahaba)^ &s ^j reported to the Holy Prophet jJL-j <Jp &\ J^
that certain people had been martyred. When a certain person was mentioned in

this regard, The Holy Prophet ^JL-j s^ ifo j^> said that this person could never be

a Shahid (martyr) since he had seen him in the fire of Hell because of a shawl that

he had stolen from the booty. Thereafter, the Holy Prophet (JL-j <M & J~*

instructed Sayyidina Umar *& it ^j to announce three times that only those with

Belief (Iman) shall enter Heaven (Jannah). This instruction was duly complied

with. ["Mishkatul Masabih" v.2 p.352\

The person who steals anything shall carry the same upon his neck on the

Day of Judgment. Sayyidina Abu Humaid Sa'idy ^ i»» ^j narrates that the Holy

Prophet jJL-j-Up it JU once commissioned a person of the Bani Azd tribe to

collect Zakah. Upon returning, he handed the wealth over to the Holy Prophet

jjL. j Up it JU> saying, "This is for you and this was given to me as a gift."

Upon hearing this, the Holy Prophet ^JL-j sip i» JL* gave a lecture. After

praising Allah, he said, "I have appointed certain people to fulfill some of the

tasks Allah has commissioned me to do. Now one of them comes to me saying

that this is for you and this has been given to me as a gift. Why does he not rather
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sit in his father or mother's house and see whether anyone gives him any gifts? I

swear by the Being in whose hands my life lies! The person who misappropriates
any of the wealth that he has been entrusted with shall carry it around his neck
on the Day of Judgment. If it be a camel, it shall be crying out. If it be a cow, it

shall be mooing, and a goat shall be bleating." The Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up ii ju
then raised his arms till the whiteness of his armpits became visible and prayed,
"O Allah, have I not conveyed? O Allah, have I not conveyed?" ["Mishkatul

Masabih" p. 156]

Those who misappropriate public funds should remember the Day of

Judgment and seriously ponder over the consequences of their actions. They
should constantly reflect on the conclusion to this verse where Allah declares

that on that fateful day "Then every soul shall be paid in full for what it had earned

and they will not be oppressed.
"
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(162) Can the one who pursues the pleasure of Allah be like he who deserves

Allah's wrath and whose abode shall be Hell? It is indeed the worst of abodes!

(163) They are varied in ranks with Allah And Allah is the Seer of what they do.

THE SEEKERS OF ALLAH'S PLEASURE ARE UNLIKE THOSE WHO
EARN HIS WRATH

This verse differentiates between those who seek the pleasure of Allah and
those who, by their evil actions, earn His wrath. The two can never be equated.
The verse is phrased as a rhetorical question so that the reader is prompted to

give thought to the situation.

In this verse, Allah mentions the seeker of His pleasure without speaking of

his eventual entry into Heaven (Jannah). This is so because this reward is

inevitable and Allah' s pleasure surpasses even Heaven (Jannah) in superiority.

With regard to the one who earns Allah' s anger, mention is made of his

eventual destination in the Hereafter. Allah says that their "abode shall be Hell It is

indeed the worst ofabodes!"

Thereafter Allah refers to both parties when He says, "They are varied in

ranks with Allah." Those who earned the favour of Allah shall occupy varying
ranks in Heaven (Jannah) and those who displeased Him shall, according to the
severity of their sins, be subjected to differing levels of punishment in Hell.

Allah has already ordained these differing ranks and "Allah is the Seer of
what they do." According to their actions, they will receive retribution and no
deed is hidden from Him.

-^u p^> iji* jl>*\ cji ^j f*^ <^*> 4 cy^t^ <> -art o* jm
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(164) Allah has undoubtedly favoured the believers by sending in their midst a

messenger from amongst them, who recites to them His verses, purifies them

and teaches them the Book and wisdom. There, is no doubt that these people

were in manifest error before this.

ALLAH HAS BESTOWED HIS BOUNTY BY SENDING HIS

MESSENGER ^j Up it ^U

Allah is indeed most Bountiful and Munificent. Throughout the ages, people

have succumbed to the devices of Satan (Shaytdn), resorting to infidelity (kufr)

and polytheism (shirk) till there remained only a very small group of believers.

Even those who believed in Allah were not free of committing some shirk. Arabs

and non-Arabs alike were steeped in infidelity (kufr), subjected to the sway of

Satan (Shaytdn).

In this dark and deviant atmosphere, Allah sent His final Holy Prophet &\ J^
(JL-j «Jp. His advent dispelled the darkness and the entire universe was

illuminated with the light of Belief (Itndn). Millions of people destined for the fire

of Hell were rescued, guaranteeing entry into Heayen (Jannah) for the faithful

adherents till the Day of Judgment.

Allah sent these Prophets pLJ\^ so that they not only invite others, but

also practically demonstrate the religion, live amongst the people, reform them,

recite to them and teach them the divine scripture as well as things of wisdom.

The meaning of reformation and spiritual purification is that people are guided

to dispel from within themselves all evil traits and immorality. The details of this

Prophetic mission have been given in the commentary of verse 129 of Surah

Baqarah.

(165) When such a calamity will befall you, twice the magnitude of that which

you had already afflicted, shall you say, "Where has this come from?" Say, "It is
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from yourselves!" Verily Allah is Able to do all things. (166) What afflicted you
the day two armies clashed was by the decree of Allah and so that He may
ascertain who the believers were (167) ".....and He may ascertain who the

hypocrites are. It was told to them, "Come fight in the way of Allah or defend!"

They reply, "If we knew how to fight we would have definitely followed you."

That day they were closer to infidelity (kufr) than to Belief (Iman). They spoke

with their tongues what was not in their hearts. Allah knows well what they

conceal. (168) Those who tell their brothers while they themselves sit idle, "If

they had followed us they would not have been killed." Tell them, "Then thwart

death from yourselves if you are indeed truthful."

SOLACE TO THE MUSLIMS AND THE EVIL PLIGHT OF THE
MUNAFIQIN (HYPOCRITES)

The momentary defeat and injury suffered by the Muslims at the Battle of

Uhud induced some people to exclaim, "Where has this come from?" The Holy
Prophet ^j <uU iui JU* is instructed to reply to them that the visible cause of this

calamity is that "It is from yourselves!" This is due to the fact that they disobeyed

the explicit instruction of the Holy Prophet jJL.3 Up &\ Ju* by deserting the

mountain pass.

"
twice the magnitude of that which you had already afflicted..

" This refers to

the battle of Badr where the Muslims killed 70 infidels (kuffar) and captured

another 70. This verse offers some consolation to the Muslims by telling them
that the infidels (kuffar) had experienced twice the affliction the previous year. It

also informs them that this was a result of their mutiny, therefore no grief should

be expressed about the defeat.

"What afflicted you the day two armies clashed was by the decree of Allah..."

Although the apparent reason was their mutiny, everything occurs according to

the decree of Allah. All His ordinances contain wisdom, some of which were
mentioned earlier and the others in this verse.

The first of those mentioned here are .... so that He may ascertain who the

believers were (i.e. who are the sincere ones) and He may ascertain who the hypocrites

are." This refers to those who claimed to be Muslims but were disbelievers

(kuffar) by heart. When the battle raged, their true colours showed through, a&

Allah explains in the following verses.

" It was told to therit, 'Comefight in the way ofAllah or (ifyou are unable to do

this, then at least) defend!" i.e. At least stand by so that the Muslim army will

appear to be stronger, thereby lending aid to the Muslims by discouraging the

enemy. ["RuhulMa'ani"from Sayyidinalbn Abbas **<& ^J
"They reply, 'If we knew how to fight we would have definitely fdlowei you. -

Another interpretation of this verse is that they meant to say,. "If we knew that

fighting was of any benefit, we would have participated with you/' They did not

deem it feasible that a small group face a much larger one, especially since they

possessed fewer weapons and supplies. They felt that the Muslims did not even
possess enough to make a stand, let alone fight the infidels (kuffar). They
considered a fight to be suicidal under such circumstances.

"That day they were closer to disbelief (kufr) than to Belief (limn)." this verse
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means that when they uttered these statements, they were closer to disbelief

(kufr) than when they used to pretend to be Muslims in Madinah. In Madinah,

they were closer to Belief (Iman) due to their association with the Muslims and

their claim to Belief (Iman). Their words and deeds now exposed their former

claim, and any Muslim could now see for himself that they were indeed infidels

(kujfar) by heart since no Muslim could speak in this manner.

"They spoke with their tongues what was not in their hearts/' All their excuses of

being ignorant of warfare and its intricacies were false. The real reason for their

hesitation was that they did not want to participate in the battle. However "Allah

knows well what they conceal." While the Muslims were only able to know of some

of their inner inclinations, Allah has full knowledge of all their feelings.

BY NOT PARTICIPATING IN BATTLE, ONE CANNOT EVADE
DEATH

"Those who tell their brothers while they themselves sit idle, 'If they had followed

us, they would not have been killed-/ Tell them, 'Then thwart death from yourselves if

you are indeed truthful." It is indeed foolish to believe that by remaining at home a

person can avoid death. If these people are true in their claim, they are

challenged to thwart death when it presents itself before them at its appointed

hour.

A hypocrite considers his life too valuable to be sacrificed in Allah's path. A
Believer (Mu'min), on the contrary, intends only the pleasure of Allah and will

stop at nothing to sacrifice his very life in Allah's cause.

(169) Never consider those slain in Allah's way to be dead. Indeed they are alive,

being sustained by their Lord. (170) They are jubilant with what their Lord gives

them from His bounty; and rejoice for the sake of those who have yet not joined

them, who have been left behind, that no fear shall overcome them, nor shall

they grieve. (171) They rejoice because of the bounty from Allah and His grace

and because Allah surely does not waste the rewards of the believers.

THE SHUHADA (MARTYRS) ARE ALIVE AND WELL
The previous verses quote the Hypocrites (Munafiqin) as saying with regard

to the martyrs, If they hadfollowed us, they would not have been killed." This mode of

address indicates that their deaths were unfortunate, and that it would have been

best for them if they were still alive. The verse under discussion refutes this

erroneous notion and offers succour and glad tidings to the Muslims.
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Allah says, "Never consider those slain in Allah 's way to be dead. Indeed they are

alive, being sustained by their Lord." Though they have none of the worldly
bounties with them, they are at no disadvantage since they have things that are
more superior.

Allah states further that the Martyrs (Shuhada) "are jubilant with what their

Lord gives them from Jrlis bounty and (in addition to this they also) rejoice for the sake of
those who have yet not joined them, who have been left behind, that no fear shall

overcome them, nor shall they grieve (if they are also martyred in Allah's way).
"

In addition to this "They rejoice because of the bounty from Allah and His grace

and because Allah surely does not waste the rewards of the believers."

Sayyidina Masruq^ & ^j narrates that they asked Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Mas'ud *& &\ ^j concerning the verse, "Never consider those slain in Allah 's way to

be dead. Indeed they are alive, being sustained by their Lord. - He replied that they (the

Sahaba^ ii ^j questioned the Holy Prophet ^JL-j 4-1* A\ JU concerning the same
verse. The Holy Prophet^3 4> i»t J^ replied, "The souls of martyrs cling on to

the feet of green birds perched upon lanterns suspended beneath the throne of

Allah. They travel wherever they please in Heaven (Jannah) and then return to

these lanterns."

"Directing His special attention to them, Allah asked these martyrs, 'What
do you desire?' They replied, 'What more can we desire when we are allowed to

traverse through Heaven (Jannah) as we please?' When Allah repeated the

question thrice, they felt compelled to answer. They said, 'O our Lord, we wish
that our souls be returned to our bodies so that we may again sacrifice our lives

in Your cause." (Since returning to the world will not be allowed, they were left

to be). [Muslim v.2 p.135]

The virtue of martyrs and martyrdom has already been discussed in Surah
Baqarah under the discussion of the verse, "Do not say that those slain in Allah 's

path are dead..." { Surah 2, verse 154
}
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(172) Those who responded to the command of Allah and the messenger after

injury had afflicted them; for those of them wno do good and adopt piety

(taqwa) is a great reward. (173) Those who were told by the people, "Verily the

enemy has gathered against you, so fear them." This only increased them in

Belief (Iman) and they said, "Allah is Sufficient for us and He is the Best of
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Helpers. (174) So they returned with Allah's bounty and grace without adversity

afflicting them; and they pursued the pleasure of Allah. Allah is the Bestower of

munificent bounties. (175) (The episode transpired because) It was only Devil

(Shaytan) who put fear into the hearts of his allies. So do not fear them but fear

Me if you are indeed believers.

PRAISE OF THOSE COMPANIONS (SAHABA) ^> k ^j WHO
RESPONDED TO THE CALL OF ALLAH AND HIS PROPHET in ^U
fL-j 4Jp AFTER BEING INJURED

"Durrul Manthur" (v.2 p.101) reports from Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ** & ^j that

when Abu Sufyan and his companions were returning from Uhud, they decided

to attack the Muslims once again. They felt that their victory was insufficient and

wished to wipe out all the Muslims.

When the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up iui JU> received intelligence of this, he,

together with the Companions (Sahaba)^ &\ ^Jr pursued the enemy to a place

called Hamra'ul Asad. Upon learning of the chase, Abu Sufyan and his army
took flight. En route they met a few horsemen of the Bani Abdil Qais tribe. Abu
Sufyan told them to pass the message on to the Holy Prophet jJL^ Up &\ JU> that

the Makkans were returning to attack Madinah so that all the Muslims may be

annihilated. When the horsemen met the Holy Prophet jJL-j. Up 'j&t JU at Hamra'ul

Asad and conveyed the message to him> the noble Prophet the Holy Prophet JU
pJL-j Up M and his companions remarked, "Allah is Sufficient for us and He is the

Best ofHelpers."

Allah revealed the aforementioned verses in praise of these valiant

Companions (Sahaba) ^ &\ ^j who, despite being injured, responded to the

order of Allah and His the Holy Prophet ^>j *J* ifo JU They had the courage to

pursue the disbelievers (kuffar) up to Hamra'ul Asad. When they received the

warning of the disbelievers (kuffar) intense military preparation, with conviction

and determination, they exclaimed,
M
Allah is Sufficient for us and He is the Best of

Helpers."

In a narration of Bayhaqi, it is reported from Ibn Shihab Zuhri Up i»t ju^ that

when Abu Sufyan was returning, he mentioned that the next battle shall be at

Badr where the Muslims had previously killed 70 of the disbelievers (kuffar). It

was in response to this that the Holy Prophet pL^ <^ &s JU and the Companions
(Sahaba).^^ M ^j marched to Badr after Uhud. They took with them goods for

trade as well, so that they may do some business in the event that there was no

battle.

On the way to Badr, Devil (Shaytan) deployed one of his accomplices to

scare them from proceeding. He approached them saying that the disbelievers

(kuffar) had made intense preparations for the battle. He warned them to rather

refrain from proceeding, since they stood no chance and the risk would prove

too great

This deceptive appeal did not stir any feelings and the Companions (Sahaba)

pt* & ^j continued on their journey. Upon reaching Badr, they found ho sign of

the enemy. They proceeded to trade their goods and earned a handsome profit
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from it.

The verse praises the action of those Companions (Sahaba) ^ ^ <^>j who
proceeded to chase the enemy after suffering serious injuries in the battle of

Uhud. Mention is also made of the satanic ploys to mislead them and of the

profits that they earned. Undeterred by the misleading pleas of Devil's

(Shaytan's) allies, they turned their attention towards Allah and exclaimed with

perfect conviction, "Hasbun Allahu Wa Ni'mal Wakil!" ("Allah is sufficientfor us and

He is the best of helpers. ")

A Believer (Mu'min) should trust only in Allah and, though the ploys and
schemes of Devil (Shaytan) and his allies are a constant hindrance, he should

realise that Allah is indeed Sufficient for him to overcome all of these and He
shall provide the necessary assistance. If it were not for the help of Allah, Islam

would have never spread as widely as it had done, for the enemies of Islam have

never relaxed their sinister efforts against Islam. Allah says, "They wish to

extinguish the light ofAllah with their mouths. Allah shall surely finalise His light even

though the disbelievers dread it."
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(176) Let those who hasten into disbelief not grieve you. They can never harm

Allah in the least. Allah wishes to assign no portion for them in the Hereafter

and for them shall there be a dreadful chastisement. (177) Verily those who
purchase disbelief for Belief (Iman) can never harm Allah in the least and for

them shall be a painful punishment. (178) Those who disbelieve should never

think that the respite We give them is good for them. We grant them reprieve

only so that they increase in sin and for them is a most disgracing punishment.

NO -GRIEF SHOULD BE FELT AT THOSE WHO HASTEN TO
DISBELIEF

Although the verse is addressed to the Holy Prophet pL-j Up &\ J^>, all

Muslims are intended. Allah comforts the Muslims, telling them not be

distressed by those who excel in disbelief (kufr) and attempt to destroy Islam at

any given opportunity. The Muslims should never fear any harm from them, nor

from their allies. ["Ruhul Ma'ani" vA p.133]

"Let those who hasten into disbelief not grieve you." The Tabfi Sayyidina

Mujahid U* iut i**j says that this verse refers to those Munafiqin who did not

participate in the battle of Uhud. According to Sayyidina Hasan U* & **> it

refers to the disbelievers (kujfar) in general even though it was revealed

specifically with regard to the Hypocrites (Munafiqin).
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Irrespective of what the disbelievers (kuffar) do against the Muslims,

Muslims should never allow it to harm them in the least. They will leave no

stone unturned to harm Islam and hasten to do so, but "They can never harm Allah

in the least" The author of "Ruhul Ma'aani" writes that this verse means that they

can never harm the friends of Allah. According to other commentators, it means

that they can never harm the Din (religion)of Allah.

The disbelievers (kuffar) have never ceased and will never cease their efforts

to harm and destroy Islam, but the Muslim should never be grieved about this

and always place his trust in Allah, who is the Best of Helpers.

"Allah wishes to assign no portion for them in the Hereafter and for them shall

there be a dreadful chastisement" In this world, the disbelievers (kuffar) are under

the illusion that they are in good stead without accepting Islam. However, this

shall be short lived, for they will meet a grievous punishment in the Hereafter.

"Verily those who purchase disbelieffor Belief (Imdn) can never Harm Allah in the

least and for them shall there be a painful punishment" This verse means that the

disbelievers (kuffar) choose disbelief (kufr) instead of Belief (Imdn). Repetition of

the fact that they "can never harm Allah in the least" is for emphasis. Other

commentators maintain that the repetition is to allude to the fact that these

people harm only themselves by their misdeeds, earning for themselves the

dreadful chastisement of the Hereafter.

"Those who disbelieve should never think that the respite we give them is good for

them. We grant them reprieve only so that they increase in sin and for them is a most

disgracing punishment" The disbelievers (kuffar) think that their affluence and

favourable conditions in this world are a sign that Allah is pleased with them.

These conditions are merely a form of respite for them from Allah so that they

may excel in their sins. Eventually when these reach the limits, Allah seizes them

and they are subjected to the extremes of punishment.

This subject is referred to in numerous verses of the Qur'an. In Surah A'raf

Allah says, "We shall lead? on those who deny Allah 's verses to an extent that they do

not know. I shall grant them respite. My plan is indeed very mighty." [Surah 7, verses

182/3]

In a verse of Surah Taubah Allah says, "So do not let their wealth and their

children impress you. Allah intends to punish them with these in this worldly life and

that their souls depart while they are disbelievers." [Surah 9, verse 55]

The Muslim should also take heed from this verse. An abundance of wealth

and worldly possessions do not mean that Allah is pleased with a person. Allah

even gives these things to those whom He dislikes. In fact, He sometimes gives

them more of it than He does to His loved ones. The reason for this is that they

utilise these means to excel in their sins. Then Allah grabs hold of them most

forcefully and casts them into chastisement.

For this reason, Allah grants many of His enemies much more than He gives

His sincere bondsmen. Those who are unfamiliar with this divine wisdom

express surprise at this phenomenon and some even go to the extent of objecting.

The pious person who earns Lawful (Halal)wealth shall experience much

blessings in his wealth even though it be a little. On the other hand, the person
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who accrues an abundance of wealth unlawfully, while he himself increases In
sin [leading him to disbelief (kufr)], finds that such wealth has no blessings. Allah
is merely giving him respite.

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah ^ h-^j narrates that the Holy Prophet Up i»\ ju
pJL-j said, "Never envy the fortune of a sinner for you know not what calamity he
has to face after his death. By Allah there is a Killer for him that shall never die

(i.e. Hell)'." ["Mishkatul Masabih" pg. 447]
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179. Allah does not wish to leave the believers in the same condition that you
are in till he separates the pure from the impure. Allah does not inform you of

the unseen, but Allah chooses whom He pleases from His messengers. So
believe in Allah and His messengers, and if you believe and adopt piety (taqwa),

yours shall be a grand reward.

ALLAH SHALL SEPARATE THE GOOD FROM THE EVIL

The Hypocrites (Munafiqin) used to mix with the Muslims and claim to be
Muslims as well. They even participated in the Salah with the Muslims. In this

way, it became impossible to discern who was a Munafiq (hypocrite) and who
was not. In this verse, Allah declares that He shall not leave the Muslims as they

are, but shall bring such trials and tribulations to pass whereby the impure
Hypocrites (Munafiqin) shall be separated from the pure (Muslims). At times of

adversity true colours shine forth from people.

"Allah does not inform you of the unseen." This verse explains that it is against

the wisdom of Allah that He merely informs His servants of the inner hypocrisy

lurking within the hearts of the Hypocrites (Munafiqin). He exposes this in a

practical manner by subjecting them to tests. When the occasion arises for them
to spend their lives and wealth in the cause of Dm (religion), they shrink away
and desert - as was witnessed at Uhud. At such times, their hypocrisy is also

evident by their words when they make statements of disbelief (kufr).

If Allah had informed the Muslims of the Hypocrites (Munafiqin), they could

have easily denied it, demanding evidence. However, when they physically

separate themselves from the Muslims on such occasions of trial, they can have
no excuse to tender.

" but Allah chooses whom He pleases from His messengers. " He grants the

knowledge of the unseen to those of His Prophet £LJ\ *> whom He wills. Allah

directly informed His beloved Prophet (JL-j ^ iui ju of all those who
were Hypocrites (Munafiqin) and these wefe also manifested at times of

adversity. In this way they were disgraced before everyone. ["Ruhul Ma'ani" vA
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p.137]

Allah then states, "So believe in Allah and His messengers, and ifyou believe and

adopt piety (taqwa), yours shall be a grand reward.

"

180. Those who are miserly with what Allah has given them of His bounty

should never think that this is best for them. Indeed it is worse for them! That

which they hoard shall soon be their collar on the Day of Judgment. To Allah

belongs the legacy of the heavens and the earth and Allah is Informed of what

you do.

MISERS SHOULD NOT THINK THAT THEIR MISERLINESS IS

GOOD FOR THEM
The disbelievers (kuffar) dislike spending in the cause of Allah as much as

they dislike sacrificing their lives. Allah addresses such people saying, "Those

who are miserly with what Allah has given them of His bounty should never think that

this is bestfor them. Indeed it is worsefor them!"

The consequence of their stinginess shall present itself before them on the

Day of Judgment when "That which they hoard shall soon be their collar on the Day of

Judgment." Sayyidina Abu Hurairah *& "ifo ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet JU
^j <dp &\ said, "Allah shall transform the wealth of those who do not give their

Zakah into a bald snake on the Day of Judgment (the baldness of the snake is due

to the intensity of its venom). This snake shall be placed around his neck like a

collar and, gripping hold of the sides of his mouth, it will tell him, T am your

wealth! I am your treasure!' Then the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up &\ JL* recited the

verses above viz. "Those who are miserly with what Allah has given them..." [Bukhari

v.l p.1881]

"To Allah belongs the legacy of the heavens and the earth..." Everything belongs

to Allah, who is the true Owner of all things. None is partner to Him in this. It is

foolish for a person not to spend the wealth Allah has given him in the way He
has ordained.

".....and Allah is Informed ofwhat you do." All acts of generosity and those of

miserliness are seen by Allah, and He shall confer retribution.

tyli u e^Ssliu. iu**l Jcj j^3 Sat o; »_y* <£j$\ oj> *m p~* Xti
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(181) Allah had undoubtedly heard the statement of those who say, "Surely

Allah is poor arid we are wealthy!" Soon We shall record what they say and their

unwarranted slaying of the Prophet, and We will tell them, "Taste the

punishment of the Blaze!" (182) This is on account of that which your own
hands presented and Allah is no oppressor to His bondsmen. (183) The ones

who $ay, "Verily Allah has undertaken from us that we do not believe in any

Prophet till he brings an offering that will be consumed by a fire." Tell them,

"Indeed numerous Prophet have come to you before me with clear signs as well

as with that which you speak of. So why did you slay them if you are indeed

truthful?" (184) So if they deny you then (remember that) they have denied

many Prophet before you who had come to them with clear signs, scriptures and

the illuminated book.

THE ABSURDITY OF THE JEWS AND THE PROMISE OF THEIR
PUNISHMENT

A narration of Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ^ &\ ^j is recorded in Lubabun Nuqul

{p.61) wherein he says that once Sayyidina Abu Bakr ** ifo ^j came to the school

of the Jews where he saw many people gathered around a person by the name of

Finhas. Upon seeing Sayyidina Abu Bakr ** &\ ^Jf Finhas remarked, "O Abu
Bakr! We have no need for Allah, but He needs us. If He was Independent why
does He ask us for loans? Your Prophet tells us that Allah needs a loan." On
hearing this, Sayyidina Abu Bakr «up it ^j became infuriated and slapped

Finhas.

The Jew w^nt to the Holy Prophet ^JL-j <i* i» JL* and complained to him
about the conduct of Sayyidina Abu Bakr ** ito ^j the Holy Prophet <4* & J^
,JL-y summoned Sayyidina Abu Bakr **> ifo^j and asked him what had
happened. He said that Finhas called Allah poor and said that they were

wealthy. When Finhas denied this, Allah revealed the above verse.

It had also been reported from Sayyidina Ibn Abbas **> i»i ^j that when the

verse "Who shall lend to Allah a good loan?" was revealed, the Jews came to the

Holy Prophet ^JL-j *ip &\ JL* saying, "O Muhammad, it seems as if your Lord has

become poor that He begs from people!" On this occasion, Allah revealed the

verse "Allah had undoubtedly heard the statement of those who say, 'Surely Allah is

poor and we are wealthy!"

It is evident that these people are blind not to perceive that Allah was
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referring to charity in this verse. Allah shall repay the charitable ones with a

grand reward in the Hereafter. It is for this reason that Allah refers to it as a loan.

Since everything belongs to Allah, He is at liberty to instruct His servants to

spend all their wealth without promising repayment. He is totally Independent

and does not require anything. The Jews, in their ignorance could not

understand that Allah needs no favours from anyone.

"Soon We shall record what they say (in their books of deeds)../
7

These foul

statements of theirs shall be preserved in writing and on the strength of this shall

they be punished. Besides this blasphemous utterance, they perpetrated much
more severe sins in the past such as "their unwarranted slaying of the Prophet."

Although this vile act was carried out by their forefathers, the Jews to come
later supported this action and saw no harm in it. For this reason, it will be

entered into their records as well, and they will suffer Hell due to their disbelief

and evil actions. There they shall be told, "Taste the -punishment of the Blaze! This is

on account of that which your own hands presented and Allah is no oppressor to His

bondsmen."

Thereafter Allah makes reference to yet another profanity of the Jews. They
were "The ones who say, 'Verily Allah has undertaken from us (in the Torah) that we do

not believe in any (person who claims to be a) Prophet till he brings an offering that will

be consumed by a fire." This fire from the heavens shall serve as a sign of

acceptance from Allah, indicating that the person is indeed a Prophet.

Allah addresses the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up ito JU saying, "Tell them, 'Indeed

numerous Prophet have come to you before me with clear signs as well as with that which

you speak of (i.e. they presented the offering which was consumed by a celestial fire)."

This they not only refused to accept, but they murdered these Prophets £*~& r^iA

of Allah.

For this reason they are asked, "So why did you slay them if you are indeed

truthful?" They merely said these things by way of excuse because they did not

want to accept the Prophet.

"So if they deny you then (remember that) they have denied many Prophet before

you who had come to them with clear signs, scriptures and the illuminated book." This

verse also consoles the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up &\ JU so that he may not be

despondent about the behaviour of the disbelievers (kujfar). Their falsification is

nothing new, but they did the same to all the other Prophet who came to them,

even though these Prophets fiLJ\ j^ip showed them miracles and divine

scriptures. Those who are not destined to believe shall never do so; hence every

Prophet had to exercise patience.

Q->v lt*3 £^-z*) ]
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(185) Every soul shall taste death and (the fact of the matter is that) you will be

given your rewards in full on the Day of Judgment. Whoever is saved from the
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fire and entered into Heaven (Jannah) shall truly be successful. The life of this

world is but an object of deceit.

EVERY SOUL SHALL TASTE DEATH

Whether a person is a Believer (Mu'min) or a disbeliever (kafir), death shall

put an end to his life in this world. Thereafter he will reap the rewards of

whatever good he carried out. Actions will be presented before Allah and
reckoning shall take place. Allah shall preside over the reckoning and finally a

group will be dispatched to Heaven (Jannah) and another to Hell. "Whoever is

savedfrom the fire and entered into Heaven (Jannah) shall truly be successful/'

WHO ARE THE SUCCESSFUL ONES?

People have defined success in numerous ways. Political leaders consider

themselves to be successful, while entrepreneurs, merchants and bankers also see

themselves as successful. None consider their plight in the Hereafter. According

to Allah's definition, the successful people are those who "are saved from the fire

(ofHell) and entered into Heaven (Jannah).

"

This verse may be directed at the Jews who, intoxicated by their affluence,

remain upon disbelief (kufr) and yet deem themselves to be successful. Because

of their deviation, they hurl themselves into the fire of Hell of which they are

oblivious because their gazes are fixed upon the temporary gains of this world.

Muslims should also derive lessons from this and never consider

themselves to be unsuccessful when viewing the prosperity of the disbelievers

(kuffar). They should be content with the knowledge that they will be entered

into Heaven (Jannah) because of their Belief (Iman) and remain far from the

scorching blaze of Hell where the disbelievers (kuffar) (despite all their wealth in

this world) will suffer till eternity.

"The life of this world is but an object of deceit. The explanation of this verse

can fill thousands of pages. The deceptive nature of this world can easily be

witnessed by turning back the pages of history. It can be seen in the lives of those

who possessed treasures, the kings and monarchs of bygone times, and those

who were considered to be prosperous. The revolutions and tides of change

unfolded before their very eyes, clearly revealing the deception in which they

floundered.

This world (as described in numerous verses of the Qur'an) is like a

plantation which was flourishing. Thereafter it dried and the farmers reduced it

to a bare field. People constantly witness the ever-changing facade of the world,

yet continue to be beguiled by its apparent attraction, thinking that death shall

never overcome them. They live and die for its acquisition, remaining totally

oblivious of the everlasting bounties and torments of the Hereafter.
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(186) Most assuredly you will face tests in your wealth and your persons. You

will definitely hear much painful abuse from those who have been given the

book before you and from those who commit idolatry. If you are patient and

adopt piety (taqwa), then surely these are from the most gallant deeds.

YOU WILL SURELY BE TRIED IN YOUR PROPERTY AND SOULS

This verse teaches the Muslims that they should never think that the

hardships which they face are the last. After these, many more shall soon present

themselves as tests. These tests shall affect their lives, health and property. Each

should be borne with courage and perseverance.

.

Besides these, Muslims will also be faced with various obstacles and

malicious statements from the Jews, Christians and polytheists (Mushrikin). They

shall never cease to hurl abuse at the Muslim, so he must tolerate their abuses

and continue with forbearance, fortitude and piety (taqwa). By exercising partial,

we will find comfort and by adopting piety (taqwa) our actions are perfected.

(187) When Allah took a pledge from those given the book (saying), "You must

surely expound it to mankind and not conceal it." They then threw it behind

their backs and sold it at a measly price. Evil indeed was that which they sold.

(188) Never think that those people are safe from the fire who gloat about what

they did and enjoy to be praised for what they did not do. Theirs shall be a

agonising punishment. (189) To Allah belongs the sovereignty of the heavens

and the earth and Allah is Able to do all things.

THE PLEDGE TAKEN FROM THE PEOPLE OF THE BOOK AND THE
EVASION OF THEIR RESPONSIBILITY

Allah took a pledge from the scholars of the people of book (Ahlul Kitab)

that they must convey the scriptures to the people. They, however, failed to

honour the pledge and chose to conceal the true teachings merely to gain the

wealth of the world. For the petty gains of this transitory world, they sacrificed

their welfare in the Hereafter.

The incidents of this crime are many. It once occurred that the Holy Prophet

jJL,j Up 2bi JU enquired from the Jews a matter that was in the Torah. They told
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him something that was incorrect, concealing the truth of the matter. When they

departed from the Holy Prophet ^y*4* & J^>, they felt exuberant that they had
performed well and wished to be praised for expounding the book of Allah. On
this occasion Allah revealed the verse, "Never think that those people are safe from
the fire who gloat about what they did and enjoy to be praised for what they did not do.

Theirs shall be a agonising punishment"

According to other narrations, the verse was revealed with regard to those

Hypocrites (Munafiqin) who did not participate in Jihad (religion war) and
thereafter made excuses to the Holy Prophet jJL^ *> &\ J^> when he returned.

They wished to receive the same praise accorded to the Mujahidin even though

they failed to participate. {"Durrul Manthur" v.2 p. 108]

There is no discrepancy between the two incidents since the verse applies to

both. It is instinctive with man that he desires to be praised and this desire swells

to the extent that he wants to receive praise even for what he did not do. The
psyche of a sincere Muslim servant of Allah is that he does not wish to be praised

for the actions he does, let alone those that he is not responsible for.

Once, when Imam Abu Hanlfa 4* & '**-j was passing through the market-

place, he overheard someone tell another that Sayyidina Imam Abu Hanlfa iat^
4ip stood in Salah the entire night through. After this episode, the Scholar (Imam)

began offering Salah the entire night through, saying that he disliked receiving

praise for something that he did not do.

"To Allah belongs the sovereignty of the heavens and the earth and Allah is Able to

do all things." Those who conceal the truth merely to earn the measly gains of this

world should bear in mind that everything belongs to Allah and that they should

rather ask their needs from Him instead of resorting to this misdeed.

The Muslims are also reminded not to look greedily at what the sinners and
disbelievers (kujfar) possess for the real Owner of everything is Allah. He may
grant you the same if He so wishes and even much more than they have.
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(190) Verily in the creation of the heavens and the earth and in the alternation of

the night and day are signs for those who have intelligence. (191) Those who
remember Allah standing, sitting and reclining, and ponder over the creation of

the heavens and earth; (saying) "Our Lord You have not created all this in vain!

We glorify Your purity so save us from the punishment of the fire." (192) "Our

Lord, indeed You have disgraced the one whom You enter in the fire. There shall

be none to help the oppressors." (193) Our Lord, verily we have heard the caller

calling to Belief (saying), 'Believe in your Lord!' So we believed. Our Lord!

Pardon our sins, remit from us our evil deeds and grant us a death with the

righteous ones. (194.)"Our Lord, confer upon us what You have promised us by

Your messengers and do not disgrace us on the Day of Judgment. Verily You do

not break Your promise." (195) So Allah accepted their prayer (saying), "Surely I

shall not put to waste the action of any person from you, be he male or female.

You are from each other. Those who migrate, are exiled from their homes, suffer

pain in My cause, fight and are slain, I shall most certainly remit from them

their evil deeds and certainly enter them into such gardens beneath which rivers

flow." This is the reward from Allah and with Allah are the best rewards.

TRAITS OF THE INTELLIGENT ONES AND THEIR PRAYERS
(DU'AS)

Allah begins these verses by declaring, "Verily in the creation of the heavens

and the earth and in the alternation of the night and day (the divine system whereby

night and day follow each other) are signs for those who have intelligence." The above

are such signs that every intelligent person can witness before him. The

intelligent ones reflect over these phenomena and, struck with awe and

amazement, they exclaim, "Our Lord You have not created all this in vain! We glorify

Your'purity so save usfrom the punishment of the fire.."

Allah further describes these intelligent people as, "Those who remember Allah

standing, sitting and reclining, and ponder over the creation of the heavens and earth."

These people remember Allah with their tongues as well as with their hearts.

Mention of Allah's Being and Attributes, as well as His Might and Wisdom are

all included in the remembrance (dhikr) of Allah.

The truly intelligent people are those who recognise Allah. Their

intelligence demands that they remember Him at all times and in all conditions

("standing, sitting and reclining").

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah ^ & ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^ & J-*

fJL-j said, "The gathering devoid of the remembrance (dhikr) of Allah and

salutations upon His Prophet (JL- j *> iw< JU> shall be the detriment of those

gathered. If Allah wills, He may punish them or, if He wills, He may pardon

them/'

According to another narration the Holy Prophet ^JL-j aJLp iw^ JU* said, "The
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person who, while reclining, does not remember Allah, then this act of his shall

be to his detriment. (In the same way) The walking of the person who does not

remember Allah while doing so, shall also be to his detriment. [At Targhib wat

Tarhibv.2p.409]

The remembrance (dhikr) of Allah is the very life source of this world. The
universe shall not be destroyed as long as there exists a single person to say

Allah! Allah! [Muslim v.l p.84]

Many people are considered to be intelligent because of their mastery of the

sciences. However, their knowledge has not aided them to recognise Allah and
some of them even deny His existence. In their studies of the creation of Allah,

they do not concede His greatness and attribute everything to 'nature' and
"natural" causes.

Such people are deprived of Allah's recognition and thus do not perceive

the reason for their existence in this world. They are also oblivious of what is to

become of them after their deaths and fail to realise that they have to submit to

the divine decree of Allah in their lives. Their knowledge and experience is

limited to the things of this world. Allah says in Surah Rum. "They know the

superficial things of the worldly life, but are ignorant of the Hereafter." [Surah 30, verse 7]

The first of the prayers of the intelligent ones is, "Our Lord, indeed You have

disgraced the one whom You enter in the fire." The disgrace of suffering in the fire of

Hell is unsurpassed by any other. The person who will be cast into Hell will be
disgraced because s/he will be punished in front of all mankind. It is indeed
tragic that people are only concerned that they be saved from the disgrace of this

world and pay no heed to that of the Hereafter. Allah declares in another verse of

the Qur'an, "Undoubtedly the punishment of the Hereafter is more disgracing, and they

shall not be helped."

"There shall be none to help the oppressors." The greatest oppression is disbelief

(kufr), as Allah says in Surah Baqarah, "The disbelievers (kuffar) are indeed the

oppressors!" [Surah 2, verse 254]. They will stand alone on the Day of Judgment,
with none to assist them at all.

The intelligent ones submit further, "Our Lord, verily we have heard the caller

calling to Iman (saying), 'Believe in your Lord 1/ So we believed. Our Lord! Pardon our

sins, remit from us our evil deeds and grant us a death with the righteous ones. Our
Lord, confer upon us what You have promised us by Your messengers and do not

disgrace us on the Day ofJudgment. Verily You do not break Your promise."

With regard to the "caller calling to Iman -, the author of "Ruhul Ma'ani"

records two interpretations. The first is reported from Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Mas'ud k±&\ ^j and Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ** i»\ ^j who say that it refers to the

Holy Prophet pJL-j» &\ JU. The second opinion, held by the commentator Tabari
«uU &\ k^Jf is that it refers to the Qur'an. He says that the Qur'an is such a caller

that shall remain till the Day of Judgment, never faltering in its duty.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" mentions further that every person (till the

Day of Judgment) who responds to the call of Islam may claim to have
hearkened to the "caller calling to Belief(Iman)" even though the Holy Prophet JU
fL-j iip i»i may have passed away long before.
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The word "munadi" is used in the verse instead of the popular word of

"da'I" because its meaning is more emphasised. A "munadi" cannot do without

calling loudly, whereas the "daT may do so. The Holy Prophet <JL-j <M ^ JU,
when delivering a sermon, would raise his voice and often exclaim, "Those

present should deliver the message to those who are absent!"

"So we believed. Our Lord! Pardon our sins... - This verse refers to the fact that

the forgiveness of sins is only possible after Iman. Allah will not forgive the

person who does not possess Iman.

". remitfrom us our evil deeds..." The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" wants that

this phrase is mentioned after "sins" even though both imply the same thing. The

reason for this is that "sins" refer to misdeeds of the past, whereas "evil deeds"

refer to those that still may be committed in the future. Others maintain that

"sins" refer to major sins and "evil deeds" refer to minor sins.

Other commentators are of the opinion that "sins" refer to those that were

perpetrated intentionally (knowing that these were sins). On the other hand,

those sins that were committed unknowingly are referred to as "evil deeds." It is

gathered from this that it is necessary to seek pardon for those deeds committed

unintentionally as well. ["Ruhul Ma'ani" vA p.164]

"
and grant us a death with the righteous ones. " This verse means that they

desire to be counted amongst the righteous ones and treated likewise after their

deaths. This was also the supplication (du'a) of Sayyidina Yusuf f%J> <4* when he

said, "Grant me death as a Muslim and -permit me to meet with the righteous." {Surah

Yusuf, verse 101]

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that the mode of speech in "with the

righteous ones" indicates humility and etiquette. It is as if the person is saying

that although he is not of the righteous, he wishes to be included in their ranks.

"Our Lord, confer upon us what You have promised us by Your messengers and do

not disgrace us on the Day of Judgment. Verily You do not break Your promise." In this

supplication, they beseech Allah for those rewards that He, through His Prophet

f%J\ <uU, promised for the practising of good deeds and abstaining from sins.

They are asking for the full recompense of these actions and that Allah overlook

the deficiencies therein.

Other commentators maintain that "what You have promised us" refers to

divine assistance against their enemies. In this case, they are requesting for

something of this world, and then (for the Hereafter) they plead, "do not disgrace

us on the Day ofJudgment (by subjecting us to punishment)."

"Verily You do not break Your promise." Here they express their conviction

that Allah will accept their supplications (du'as). Allah declares in Surah Baqarah,

"I accept the prayer of the caller when he calls unto Me" [Surah 2, verse 186]. Similarly

He says in Surah Mu'min, "Your Lord says, 'Call unto Me and I shall acceptl" [Surah

40, verse 60]

The "promise" referred to in this verse is the resurrection after death. This is

the accepted interpretation reported from Sayyidina Ibn Abbas <* & ^j. The

supplication (du'a) is, therefore, that since the advent of the Day of Judgment is
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inevitable, Allah should protect them from its chastisement and disgrace.

ACCEPTANCE OF THEIR SUPPLICATIONS (DU'AS)

"So Allah accepted their prayer (saying), 'Surely I shall not put to waste the action

of any person from you, be he male or female. You are from each other. Those who
migrate, are exiled from their homes, suffer pain in My cause, fight and are slain, I shall

most certainly remit from them their evil deeds and certainly enter them into such

gardens beneath which rivers flow.' This is the rewardfrom Allah and with Allah are the

best rewards."

The migration mentioned in this verse refers to the emigration of Muslims
from their homeland because of pressure from the disbelievers (kuffar). They only

migrate to safeguard their Din (religion) and preserve their Belief (Iman), thereby

making the great sacrifice of leaving behind all their loved ones, properties and
wealth.

Thereafter, Allah speaks of their sufferings in Jihad (religion war), which they

endured with great forbearance. They fought in Jihad (religion warf till finally

they made the ultimate sacrifice of their very lives in the cause of safeguarding

the Din (religion) of Allah. Jihad (religion war) is of such importance that the Holy
Prophet (JL^ aJLp &\ JU has described Jihad (religion war) as being the crown of all

good deeds("Mishkatul Masabih" pg. 14).

At the end of the verse, Allah declares "with Allah are the best rewards. "This

indicates that every reward bestowed by Allah shall be of the best kind.
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(196) Let not the travelling about of the disbelievers through the lands deceive

you. (197) It is but a meagre prosperity and their final abode will be Hell. It is a

contemptible abode indeed. (198) However, for those who fear their Lord shall

be gardens beneath which rivers flow, wherein they shall abide forever. This is

the hospitality from their Lord, and what Allah has with Him is best for the

righteous.

DO NOT BE DECEIVED BY THE AFFLUENCE OF THE
DISBELIEVERS (KUFFAR)

The previous verse referred to the rewards to be awarded to the believers.

These consist of both the rich and the poor. Allah consoles the poor amongst
them not to despair about the way the disbelievers (kuffar) traverse through the

land, earning its wealth and riches, "their apparent is well-being but transitory

and shall soon vanish. Then they will have to face the everlasting torment of the

fireofHell.

It is recorded in "Asbabun Nuzul" (p.134) that the verse refers to the
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polytheists (Mushrikin) of Makkah who were extremely wealthy, travelling far

and wide find reaping great profits from their trade. The statement slipped from

the tongues of certain Muslims who said, "How is it that the enemies of Allah are

enjoying such providence whereas we are suffering in hunger and poverty?" It

was in reply to this that the above verse was revealed.

The verse mentions that Hell shall be "a contemptible abode indeed" The

Arabic word for 'abode' used in this verse is "mihad," which, actually refers to a

bed. Since the idolators, due to their resources, were able to afford the best of

comforts including soft and snug beds, Allah makes mention of their final bed.

This shall be very dissimilar to what they were accustomed to in this world. The

abode of the Hereafter shall offer them no comfort, nor will they be able to hope

for any sleep.

During the time when the Qur'an was revealed, the only means of transport

was animals. In today's times, with the invention of modern modes of transport,

their' "travelling about in the lands" can be understood more vividly. A person can

now travel through Europe and Asia in the same day. Others may leave for

America and return in a matter of hours, while travelling from Asia to Australia

may be done in the time it would take a person of former times to travel only a

few miles. The message of the Qur'an is for people of all ages till the Day of

Judgment. A similar reference is made in Surah Mu'min where Allah says, "Only

the disbelievers dispute with regard to the verse ofAllah, so let not their travels through

the lands beguile you/' [Surah 40, verse 4]

THE REWARD OF THE PIOUS

"However, for those who fear their Lord shall be gardens beneath which rivers flow,

wherein they shall abide forever/' The righteous servants of Allah shall receive such

rewards from Allah that the people of disbelief (kufr) cannot even imagine. What
the disbelievers (kujfar) have in this world pales • into insignificance when
compared to the rewards of the Hereafter, especially when their worldly fortune

will be a cause of chastisement for them in the next world. Unlike these

temporary things, the rewards and bounties of the Hereafter are eternal and shall

never be lost.

j?%
'

"This is the hospitality from their Lord, and what Allah has is best for the

righteous." The rewards of the Hereafter are abundant and everlasting whereas

that which the disbelievers (kujfar) enjoy is limited and frivolous, awaiting

destruction.

(199) Without doubt there are those from the people of book (Ahlul Kitab) who
believe in Allah, what has been revealed to you and what has been revealed to

them, humbling themselves before Allah. They do not purchase with the verses
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of Allah a trifling gain. The reward of these people is with their Lord. Verily

Allah is swift at reckoning.

THE REWARD OF THE BELIEVING PEOPLE OF THE BOOK (AHLUL
KITAB)

This verse tells us that not all the people of book (Ahlul Kitab) are

disbelievers, but that some of them believe in Allah, in His final Prophet aJp i\ jl*

j-L-j and in His final book, the Qur'an. They also believe in all the previous

scriptures revealed to the Prophet <OLJi *>. They do not display arrogance and
haughtiness before' Allah, but submit before Him in humility.

They do not desire the world and do not barter the verses of Allah for the

paltry gains of the world by tendering misleading interpretations of their

scripture to people at a price. They only long after the pleasure of their Lord and
the Hereafter. They expound the teachings of Allah in all its purity, thereby

becoming worthy of reward from Allah.

"The reward of these people is with their Lord." This means that they shall

receive the rewards promised to them by Allah. Allah says in Surah Qasas,

"These people shall be granted a double reward due to their patience." {Surah 28, verse 54]

"Asbabun Nuzul" (p. 134) narrates from Sayyidina Ibn Abbas, Sayyidina

Jabir ^ &\ ^j and Sayyidina Anas *& &\ \^j that the verse refers to Najashi (the

king Abysinnia who accepted Islam). When he passed away, Jibr'Il (OU» *ip came
to the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up &\ JU informing him of the king's death. The Holy
Prophet fJL-j Up &\ JU» announced to the Companions (Sahaba) r^p ii ^Jf "Come
perform the Janaza Salah (prayer for the deceased) for your brother who passed

away in a land foreign to your own!"

Thev proceeded to Baqi and (by miracle) the corpse of Najashi was brought

before the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up &\ JL*. The Salah was performed, the Holy
Prophet jJL-j Up iin JU» prayed for his forgiveness and exhorted the Companions
(Sahaba)^ &\ ^j to do the same for their deceased brother. On seeing this, the

Hypocrites (Munafiqin) remarked, "Look at these people praying for a

Abysinnian Christian whom they had never seen and who never belonged to

their religion!" On this occasion the above verse was revealed.

Sayyidina MujahicJ, Sayyidina Ibn Juraij ^ & <^j and Sayyidina Ibn Zaid
aJp i»\ a^j are of the opinion that the verse applies to all the people of book (Ahlul

Kitab) who accepted Islam. There is no disparity between the two opinions since

the verse could have a general connotation despite being revealed with regard to

a specific person.

"Verily Allah is swjft at reckoning." He shall reward those who do good and
punish the evil doers. The apparent delay of retribution in this world should not

fool anyone. .

pJL*J -Oil \yJU\j \y^)j3 \jjy*J \fy«a\ [y*\* ^Lt^ UdW

200) s^JJ^XAS
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(200) O you who believe, exercise patience, remain steadfast when confronted,

continue doing good deeds and fear Allah so that you may be successful.

AWORD OF ADVICE TO THE BELIEVERS

In this final verse of Surah Al Imran, Allah gives four pieces of pertinent

advice to the Muslims. In brief, it encompasses their behaviour in normal

circumstances coupled with how to face the enemy in combat.

The first advice is that of endurance and patience, the three types of which

should be borne in mind (i.e. carrying out good deeds, abstaining from sin, and

not being disconcerted during times of adversity).

The second advice is to remain steadfast and resolute when faced by the

enemy in battle. Although this message is included in the first instruction to be

patient, it is mentioned separately here because patience is more difficult,

therefore more virtuous in times of war. ["Ruhul Ma'ani"\

The third word of advice is "rabitu." The literal meaning of this word is to

'tie' oneself to a task i.e. to be resolute. It also refers to the maintenance and

preparation of animals in war, as Allah says in Surah Anfal, "Prepare for them (the

enemy) whatever resources you can muster, and from the harnessed horse by which you

may strike terror into the enemy ofAllah and your enemy/' [Surah 8, verse 60]

The word ("rabitu") also refers to guarding the borders of the Islamic state.

The opportunity to fight in Jihad (religion war) is not always found, but the threat

of an enemy attacking% Muslim country is ever present. For this reason, it is

always necessary that the borders of a country be perpetually guarded. There lies

great virtue in this act.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani", in the interpretation of this verse, writes that

Muslims should remain stationed at the borders with their horses, awaiting the

outbreak of Jihad (religion war). Their preparations should therefore be in all

earnest, excelling those of the enemy.

The Holy Prophet ^j 4* ifo JL* said, "Patrolling the borders (of an Islamic

state) in the path of Allah for a single day is better than the entire world and

whatever it contains." [Bukhari v.l pA05]

Sayyidina Salman .** it ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet pi-j aJLp iui JL»

said, "Patrolling the Islamic borders for a single night is better than fasting and

standing daily in Salah for an entire month. If the person has to die in this state,

then all the actions he used to carry out will be perpetuated. He will continue to

receive sustenance and he will not fear those who mete the punishment of the

grave." [Muslim v.2p.l42]

Sayyidina Abu Dharr -up &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet jJL-j *> i» J**
:

said, "The person who dies in the path of Allah while guarding the borders shall

be saved from the greatest fright (i.e. the horror of the Day of Judgment). He will

be fed-every morning and evening in the grave and will continue to receive the

reward of the Murabit (person guarding the borders) till the day when Allah

shall resurrect him from the grave." [At Targhib wat Tarhib v.l p.243]

Sayyidina Anas ** ifo ^j reports that the Holy Prophet pJL-j *ip & J~* was
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asked concerning the reward of 'ribaf (patrolling the borders). He replied, "The
person who engages in ribat for a single night protecting the Muslims from an
enemy attack shall receive the collective reward of the actions of all those whom
he is protecting and who are performing Salah or fasting." [At Targhib wat Tarhib

v.2p.245]

Sayyidina Uthman ** &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet^ 3 <4* & J^
said, "A single day spent in ribat is superior to a thousand days spent in other

acts of worship." [At Targhib wat Tarhib v.2 p.246]

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ^ &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet jJL, 3
up &\ ju

said, "Two eyes will never be touched by the fire of Hell. One is that eye which
shed a tear out of fear for Allah, and the other is that eye which stayed awake
safeguarding the Muslims in the path of Allah." [At Targhib wat Tarhib v.2 p.248]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ** &\ ^j reports that the Prophet <uU & JU>

fL* j once told them, "Should I not inform you of a night superior to the night of

Qadr?" He then continued to say, "It is that night fraught with danger wherein a

person stands on guard (protecting the Muslims), not knowing whether he shall

ever return home." (Despite this fear, he remains stationed at his post). [At

Targhib wat Tarhib v.2 p.250]

It is learnt from the narrations of Hadith that the great virtue promised is

not only reserved for the one who is stationed at the border. It shall also apply to

any person who spends time guarding the Muslims, be he in a town or at any
other locality.

The Ahadlth have also described strict adherence to a good action as ribat.

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah ^ 2b«^ narrates that the Holy Prophet ^JL.^ Up iiii JU
asked them, "Should I not inform you of those actions whereby Allah will

pardon your sins and elevate your ranks?" When the Companions (Sahaba) 2&* ^j
r*+* asked to be informed, The Holy Prophet ^JL- 3 Up i\ J^ said that they were:

2. To make proper ablution despite adverse conditions (when it is

cold hot, and in all places).

2. To frequent the Mosque (Masjid).

3. To eagerly await the next Salah after just completing one.

After mentioning these, the Holy Prophet <JL.j Up &\ JU* said, "This is ribat!"

(i.e. a person should bind himself to such actions). According to certain

narrations, the Holy Prophet ^ } Up iui J*> repeated, "This is ribat!" twice.

[Muslim v.l p.227]

The translation of the verse accommodates the last mentioned interpretation

of the word 'ribat/

The fourth advice tendered by the verse is the fear of Allah piety (Taqwa).

This instruction is oft repeated in the Qur'an. Piety (Taqwa) is that quality

whereby a person cames out every good and abstains from all sin.

"...so that you maybe successful." By practising all of these actions, a person
shall attain the real success of the Hereafter.
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Lesson: Once Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ^ &\ ^j spent the night with his

maternal aunt, Sayyidah Maymuna h* & ^>Jt who was the wife of the Holy

Prophet jJL- j aJLp ii ju. His purpose was to observe the Tahajjud Salah of the Holy

Prophet (JL-j aJLp &\ ju>. He narrates that when the Prophet <JL.j 4* & J~* awoke at

night, he recited the concluding verses of Surah Al Imran viz, from verse 190:

"Verily in the creation of the heavens and the earth and in the alternation of the night

and day are signs for those who have intelligence... (till the end of the Surah)/' [Bukhari

v.2 p.657, Muslim v.l p.261]

Sayyidina Uthman *& ito ^j narrates that the person who recites the

concluding verses of Surah Al Imran at night shall receive the reward of

performing Salah the entire night. [Darmi v.2 p.225]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ ifci ^j reports that the person who recites

Surah Al Imran is indeed wealthy. According to another tradition he said that

this Surah is the treasure of a poor person when he recites it in the Tahajjud Salah

[Darmi v.2 p.225].
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) O mankind, fear your Lord Who created you from a single soul, created

therefrom its spouse, and spread from the two, multitudes of men and women.

Fear that Allah by Whom you ask of each other and (be wary of) family ties.

Verily Allah is Vigilant over you. (2) Give to the orphans their wealth and do

not exchange the bad for the good. Do not devour their wealth by mingling it

with your own. It is indeed a great sin to do so.

THE CREATION OF MAN AND THE PROHIBITION AGAINST
DEVOURING THE WEALTH OF ORPHANS

The first instruction issued in this verse is to fear Allah. This is often

repeated in the Qur'an since it is the key to success. Sins destroy a person's

worldly life as well as his life in the Hereafter. Therefore, when the fear of Allah

grips one's heart, committing sins becomes extremely difficult for him.

Sayyidina Abu Dharr ** ifo ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet jJL^ ^ &\ J^
advised him thus, "Adopt the fear of Allah, for surely all your actions shall be*

beautified thereby." ["Mishkatul Masabih" p.4 15]

Thereafter, an outstanding quality of Allah is mentioned viz, that He is the

One ''who created you from a single soul, created therefrom its spouse, and spread from

the two, multitudes of men and women." The "single soul" referred to here is

Sayyidina Adam fMJt *>.
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THE CREATION OF SAYYIDAH HAWWA f
*Ji 1*1*

The "spouse" referred to in the verse is Sayyidah Hawwa f*-J\ i^Jp, whom
Allah created from Sayyidina Adam f*>LJ» Up. In a narration of Muslim (v.l p.475),

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah ** &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up & J~#

said, "Indeed women have been created from a rib. She can never remain straight

upon a thing. If you wish to derive any benefit from her, you will have to do so

notwithstanding her inherent crookedness, for, if you attempt to straighten her,

you will break her. To break her means to divorce her." A similar narration

appears in Bukhari (v.l p.779). From these traditions it is established that

Sayyidah Hawwa <OLJi i^U was created from the rib of Sayyidina Adam }^~S\ <M,

At this juncture many people, who allow their common sense to precede

their conviction in the Qur'an and Hadith, have fallen into the error of denying

the creation of Sayyidah Hawwa fiLJ\ i*ip from the rib of Sayyidina Adam <u*

f^Ji. The concept does not appeal to their minds since they have no regard for

the Ahadlth of the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up & JU. (May Allah guide them!)

" ...and spreadfrom the two, multitudes ofmen and women.

"

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas «up k ^j narrates that 20 males and 20 females were

born of Sayyidina Adam and Hawwa f*~& Wp. From these the entire mankind

was born. ["Durrul Manthur" v.l p.l 16]

In these verses, Allah makes mention of His ability to create and also refers

to His quality of nurturing (being the Lord). Therefore, Allah did not only halt at

the creation of man, but thereafter also saw to his every need by caring for him

throughout his life. It is compulsory that man shows gratitude to Allah for all of

these bounties, and a great form of gratitude is that a person refrain from being

disobedient to Allah. The wealth and children granted by Allah should not be

used in a manner that displeases Him.

The verse instructs people to adopt piety (Taqwa) and also furnishes the

reason for this noble trait. The person who recognises that Allah has created him

and continues to nurture him shall undoubtedly inculcate piety (Taqwa) in his

heart.

"Fear that Allah by Whom you ask ofeach other..." When asking their dues from

others, people tend to use the name of Allah. They tell each other that they

should fear Allah and hand over what is due from them. Besides this, people also

ask other things using Allah's name. They sometimes exhort someone to do some
work for them in Allah's name, or give them something ^r« His name. Because

work is accomplished in His name, it is only right that they people fear none but

Him.

THE INSTRUCTION TO JOIN FAMILY TIES AND THE
CONSEQUENCE OF SEVERING THEM

" and (be wary of) family ties." Maintenance of cordial family ties was

emphasised amongst the Arabs even prior to the coming of the Holy Prophet J*
pJL-j Up &\. They would even take oaths to remind each other of this responsibility.

They used say, "I swear by the maintenance of family ties that you should show
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regard for me, and not sever these ties!" The verse reminds man of these oaths,

telling them not to forget that these ties always be maintained.

Sayyidina Anas ^ it ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^ *> it j^ said,

"He who desires that his sustenance be increased and that he live a longer life

should preserve cordial ties with his family/' [Bukhari v.l p.885]

To associate and call upon one's relatives (in a manner conforming to the

Shari'ah) is included in the purport of joining ties and holds great virtue.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abi Awfa ** it ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet

pJL-j a* it JU said, "The mercy of Allah does not descend upon a community

wherein any person severs family ties. ["Mishkatul Masabih" v.l pA20]

In another hadith the Holy Prophet^ ^ it JU* said that the person who

severs family ties shall never enter Heaven (Jannah). In a narration of Abu

Dawud, it is narrated that the Holy Prophet <X* 3 a* it J^ quotes Allah as saying,

"I am Allah and I am the Most Merciful (Rahman). I have extracted the word

"Rahim" (family ties) from My attribute. I shall join with Me the person who

joins family ties, and I shall sever ties with the one who severs his family ties."

["Mishkatul Masabih" v.l pA10]

In these times, the sin of severing family ties has become so common that

even those people who are regular with their Salah and Tahajjud are guilty of it.

Some take offence at their sisters' frequenting their home/while some dislike

their uncles. There are also those who do not maintain a healthy relationship

with their parents! Today, people often foster good relations with others, but

have no time for their own relatives. They sever ties at the slightest provocation,

whereas Belief (Iman) demands that a person maintain cordial relations at all

times.

One should always endeavour to overlook the faults of others and never let

the great virtue of joining family ties escape one's grasp. Sayyidina Uqba bin

Amir ** it ^j narrates that he once met the Holy Prophet ^ a* &
iL5
U and,

grasping hold of his hand, requested to be informed of a most virtuous action.

The Prophet ,JL,j a* it ju* replied, "Oh Uqba, join ties with those who sever them

with you. Be generous to those who deprive you, and ignore those who oppress

you." According to another report, it is mentioned, "Pardon those who oppress

you." [At TarghibwatTarhibv.3p.342]

The person who holds the opinion that he need not join ties with those who

sever them with him, is merely a vengeful person. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar

** it ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^j a* it ju said, "The joiner of family

ties is not the one who is vengeful, but the joiner of ties is he who joins despite

others severing them with him." [Bukhari v.lp.886]

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah ** it ^ reports that the Holy Prophet *> it j*
(JL-j said, "The person who believes in Allah and the Last Day should be

hospitable to his guests. The person who believes in Allah and the Last Day

should join family ties. The person who believes in Allah and the Last Day

should speak a good word or remain silent." [Bukhari v.l p.889]

"Verily Allah is Vigilant over you." No action, good or bad is hidden from
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Allah, and He shall confer the full retribution therefore. This is a repetition of

piety (Taqwa) in different words. It is an integral aspect of Belief (Imdn) that a

person realises that his Creator and Master, Allah is Aware of his every action,

whether it be private or public.

THREE ORDERS CONCERNING THE WEALTH OF ORPHANS

The guardians of orphans are now addressed. They are advised to "Give to

the orphans their wealth and do not exchange the bad (wealth) for the good. Do not

devour their wealth by mingling it with your own."

There are three facets alluded to in this verse. The first is that the guardian

should safeguard any wealth belonging to the orphan in his trust, till the child

reached puberty. These include all funds that the orphan may have inherited or

whatever was given to the child as a gift. It should not be that the child is

deprived of his/her wealth upon reaching puberty.

A narration in "Asbabun Nuzul" (p.136) tells that a person from the tribe of

Bani Ghitfan refused to hand over the wealth of his ward (who was his brother's

son) when the latter demanded it upon coming of age. Consequently the two

came with the issue to the Holy Prophet ^^^ JU, whereupon the above

verse was revealed. Upon hearing the verse, the uncle said, "We obey the

command of Allah and seek refuge from the great sin/' He then handed the

wealth over to his nephew.

The second injunction is not to exchange the precious wealth with that

which is inferior. This means that the guardian must not seize some valuable

commodity of the orphan's and substitute it with something of lesser value.

People generally do this for the benefit of their own children. If the orphan

possesses some property or anything of value, the guardians take these for their

own children, replacing that of the orphan's with something inferior.

Other commentators nave interpreted the verse to mean that people should

not shove aside their personal Lawful (Halal) wealth to devour the wealth of their

orphan wards. This will constitute substituting something lawful (good) for

something unlawful (bad). Since the substitution of a person's inferior wealth for

the superior wealth of an orphan is forbidden, devouring their wealth without

substituting it with something else will most surely be forbidden as well.

The third instruction is that the custodian of the child should not mix his

wealth with that of the orphan. People who have devious minds usurp the

wealth of orphans by mixing their wealth together, using various schemes. Some

do so absentmindedly without intending to misappropriate their wealth. They

join the wealth of the orphans when purchasing household necessities, and fail to

accurately calculate how much is spent from the orphan's wealth.

Lesson: With regard to preparing the food of orphans together with that of

the rest of the family, Surah Baqarah has explained the ruling. This can be

referred to under the discussion of the verse, "They ask you concerning the

orphans." (Surah 2, verse 220)

Allah then declares with regard to the misappropriation of the orphan's

wealth, "It is indeed a great sin to do so." Although any form of misappropriation is
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a sin, this verse emphasises the sinfulness of usurping the wealth of orphans. The
verse not only declares it a sin, but a severe one indeed. Those guilty of this

misdeed should recite this verse continuously and seriously reflect.

(3) If you fear that you will not be able to be just to the orphans, then marry .

those women you are pleased with, two, three of four. If you fear that you will

be unable to be impartial, then just one, or those slaves that are in your
possession. In this way it is more unlikely that you will be unjust.

ADVICE REGARDING MARRIAGE TO ORPHANS
"Durrul Manthur" (v.2 p. 118) narrates from Bukhari and other books, that

Sayyidina Urwa bin Zubair ** &\^ asked his aunt Sayyidah Ayshah if* ii^
concerning this verse. She replied, "O my nephew, this verse refers to those
orphaned girls whose inheritance from their fathers are mixed with the wealth of
their guardians. It is obligatory that it be distributed."

It then occurs that this guardian, being impressed by her wealth or beauty,
may decide to wed her. Since she is brought up in his home, he does not give her
the dowry that is rightfully due to her. The verse instructed that they not be
deprived of their rightful dowry, but, in fact, they should be given even more
than this. [Bukhari v.2 p. 772]

The verse then goes on to say that if people feel they shall be unable to be
just when wedding these orphan girls, they should rather marry some other
women. These women may stipulate whatever dowry they choose since they are
not under the influence of another. However, the person who feels he will be
able to give the orphaned girl her just due, may marry her.

"Durrul Manthur" narrates from Ibn Jarlr and others the statement of
Sayyidah Ayshah i^p ibi ^j wherein she says that there are certain orphaned
girls who are wealthy. Being attracted by her wealth, the guardian marries her.

Since he was never interested in the girl herself, he then neglects her and does
not deal with her properly. This verse refers to such people as well.

PERMISSION TO MARRY FOUR WOMEN AND BEHAVE JUSTLY
TOWARDS THEM

" marry those women you are pleased with, two, three offour. If you fear that

you will be unable to be impartial, then just one, or those slaves that are in your
possession"

This verse contains the permission to marry more than one woman at the
same time. This is neither obligatory (Fardh) nor compulsory (Wajib), but merely
permissible provided the person is able to be just with all of his wives. He will, of

course, not be responsible if he cannot have the same love for each wife because
this is something he has no control over. However, with regard to everything
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else wherein he has control, he must be impartial.

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah ** h ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^ & J^>

fL*j said, "The person who has two wives, but is not just between them, shall

appear on the Day of Judgment in such a condition that one half of his body will

be collapsing." (He has to spend an equal number of nights with each of his

wives, as he decides to.) ["Mishkatul Masabih" p.279]

There are many people who marry a second wife merely because of their

affluence, or just for the pleasure of it. Others do so because of the woman's
wealth or because their first wife has now aged. They then deal most unjustly

with their wives and even oppress them.

"In this way it is more unlikely that you will be unjust/' If people conduct their

marriages according to the injunctions of the Shari'ah, they will be saved from

committing injustice.

Lesson: The Shari'ah of Islam permits marriage to a maximum of four

women at one time. However, this permission is bound with the condition of

equality. Other religions do not grant this concession to man. They, however,

permit men to have mistresses whereby adultery has swept into vogue. They see

no fault in perpetrating adultery, yet look down on marriage!

Many people revile Islam on the basis of the permission to marry many
wives. At the outset they fail to understand that this is merely the granting of

permission and not a binding obligation. Then they do not perceive the practical

necessity for this permission. Firstly, it serves to increase the solace and mental

well being of the person. The second great benefit is that when the numbers of

men are radically decreased (for example, during the occasion of Jihad (religion

war) when many men are martyred), widows are offered new homes and the

opportunity to protect their virtue.

There are also times (as it occurs today) that women are in the majority.

During these times women are allowed to share husbands so that they are not

compelled to live their lives in sin. They are afforded the opportunity to live their

lives chastely as wives and mothers. Those who are too myopic to perceive the

depths of matters cannot understand this wisdom, and therefore resort to raising

objections. Especially when the Shari'ah stipulates the condition of justice and

equality between wives, a person has no scope to object.

Lesson: There are many other conditions attached to the marriage of several

wives. Amongst these are that a person may not wed a woman who is still

observing her Iddah (the probationary period for divorced women and widows). He
may also not marry two sisters at the same time, nor any woman from amongst

his Maharim (those to whom marriage is totally forbidden).

Should a person marry a fifth wife whilst still in the marriage of the other

four, the fifth marriage will not be valid and the woman will not be considered to

be his wife. During the period of ignorance, there was no restriction on the

ttumber of wives and people had many.

When Sayyidina Ghaylan bin Salma Thaqafi ** ibi ^j became a Muslim he

had ten wives the Holy Prophet pL.^ Up &\ J^> told him to keep four and divorce
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the rest. [Ibn hlajah]

PERMISSION TO COHABIT WITH SLAVEWOMEN
The verse explains that if a person is unable to deal justly with four wives,

he should suffice with one. If he is not able to do even this, he should resort to his

slave women. While a man may lawfully cohabit with his slave women, they do
not share the same rights as wives do. Although he has to feed and clothe them,

he need not distribute his nights with them equally.

The disbeliever (kdfir) women who were captured during Jihad (religion war)

were distributed amongst the Mujahidin and became their slaves. It is

permissible for men to cohabit with their slave women. There are many
conditions attached to this, as may be referred to in the books of jurisprudence.

The offspring of slave women are regarded to be the legal children of their

masters and are considered to be free people. When the master dies, the slave

mother of his children also becomes free. Detailed rules can be found in the

books of jurisprudence.

THE WISDOM BEHIND ENSLAVING DISBELIEVERS (KUFFAR)
CAPTIVES

During Jihad (religion war), many men and women become war captives.

The Amirul Mu'minrn has the choice of distributing them amongst the

Mujahidin, in which event they will become the property of these Mujahidin.

This enslavement is the penalty for disbelief (kufr). The advantage to them is that

they will now be exposed to the Islamic way of life, whereby they shall be

afforded the opportunity to grow accustomed to it. By experiencing the adhan
(call to the prayer), Salah and other devotional acts of Islam, they will be drawn to

accept, thereby saving themselves from the eternal chastisement of the Hereafter.

The advantage to the Islamic state is that this practice will weaken the

enemy, presenting less danger of an uprising. The state will also be absolved of

the responsibility of caring for these prisoners, thus conserving the state coffers.

If they are confined in prisons, they present the danger of leasing with their

countries to attack the Muslims once toore. As slaves, they will be of service to

their Mujahidin masters who will not even feel it a burden to care for them
because of their services.

The Holy Prophet .jJL.
_>
U* iui JU> mentioned, "Those slaves you are satisfied

with should be fed as you are fed and clothed as you are clothed. Those with

whom you are dissatisfied should be sold, for you should not punish the

servants of Allah!" ["Mshkatul Masdbih" p.292 from Abu Dawitd and Ahmad] The
inference made is that when a person is not satisfied with his slave, he would
beat him excessively and neglect to care for him properly. If he is sold, he may be

able to serve someone else better.

When a slave is fed and clothed like the members of the household, and he

is treated cordially like one of them, he will cease to consider himself a stranger.

In this way he will steadily grow to accept Islam. History bears testimony to the

fact that many notable Muhaddithrn were children of slaves.
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The Ahadith are replete with detailed guidelines for the congenial

relationship with slaves. On his deathbed the Holy Prophet pJL,^ *4* &\ ju» stressed

that people give due regard to their Salah and their slaves. [Ahmad v.3 p.817]

This is the slavery that the ignorant people of Europe seek to discredit and

object to!

Lesson: None of the injunctions pertaining to slavery have been abrogated

in the Shari'ah. The reason that the Muslims of today do not have slaves is

because they do not engage in Jihad (religion war). Their wars are fought by the

instruction of the disbelievers (kuffdr) and are halted by the same felons. The

Muslim have also been shackled by such treaties of the disbelievers (kuffdr)

whereby they cannot enslave anyone in the event of a war.

Muslims have been denied a great boon whereby every home could have

had a slave. May Allah grant the Muslims the ability to escape the tentacles of

the enemy, remain steadfast upon the Din (religion) and engage in Jihad (religion

war) according to the injunctions of Shari'ah. Amin!

SERVANTS ARE NOT SLAVES AND CANNOT BE COHABITED
WITH, NEITHER CAN FREE PEOPLE BE SOLD

The only slaves with whom sexual relations can be maintained are those

who were captured in Jihad (religion war) and distributed amongst the

Mujahidin. Besides this, there is no other way in which a person may be made a

slave. The women employed in homes for domestic chores are not slaves and it

will be necessary to observe viel (Hijab) from them (i.e. they should be concealed

from men).

It is Unlawful (Hardm) to engage in sexual contact with them just as it is

Unlawful (Hardm) to do so with any other woman. It should be understood that

deriving sexual gratification from them is no less than adultery!

If the parents of a girl sell ,her as a slave, she will not be a slave. In the same

way, if she sells herself as a slave she will not become one. Cohabitation with her

will be adultery.

THE TYPE OFWOMAN ONE SHOULD MARRY

The verse says, marry those women you are pleased with... "This refers to those

women whom a person deems to be the best and most suitable for him. The

criteria for this may be beauty, wealth, character, piety, and many more qualities.

The verse makes it evident that there is nothing wrong selecting a woman of

one's choice, irrespective of the criteria used. However, preference should be

given to piety. A narration of Sayyidina Abu Hurairah ^ i»». ^j reads, "A

woman is married for four reasons; for her wealth, her lineage, her beauty and

her piety. So (O listener!), be successful by choosing her who is pious! May Allah

grant you prosperity!" [Muslim v.l p.473]

According to another hadith, the Holy Prophet ^j <J* 'i» J*> said, "The

entire world is full of objects of benefit, and the best of these is the pious wife."

[Muslim v.l p.475]

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah <up it ^j narrates that the Prophet ^1^ ^ & J**
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said, "The best of women who mount camels (Arab women) are those women of

the Quraish who are compassionate unto their children and protective of the

wealth of their husbands/7

[Bukhari v.2 p. 7 60]

Sayyidina Abu Umamah ** i>t ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet Up &\ JL*

(JL.j said, "After piety (Taqwa), there is no boon a person can acquire better than a

pious wife." He then described the traits of a pious wife thus;

(1) She obeys when instructed.

(2) The husband is pleased to look at her

(3) She helps to fulfill his oaths (e.g. She fulfills a task that he, on

oath, commands her to do)

(4) She protects his wealth and her chastity in his absence [Ibn

Majah p. 133].

Just as the piety of a woman is given paramount importance at the time of

marriage, so too must due importance be given to the piety of a^ man who
proposes to a woman.

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah aip ibt ^j reports that the Holy Prophet *> i» JL*

pJL-j said, "A woman should be given in marriage upon the proposal of such a

man whom you know is of pious and upright character. If you fail to do so,

widespread corruption shall reign on earth." [Tirmidhi p.207]

MARRIAGE IS A REQUIREMENT OF THE SHARTAH
Marriage is an instinctive necessity of man. Allah has created man desirous

of woman and vice versa. Allah has ordained the institution of marriage (Nikah)

to fulfill this natural instinct of man and to safeguard his chastity and gazes. In

the opening hadith of the chapter of Nikah, Tirmidhi narrates a hadith on the

authority of Sayyidina Abu Hurairah ^ iui ^>j. He reports that the Holy Prophet

pJL-j Up &\ JL* said, "Four things were from the observances of the Prophet £*~h U*

viz. (1) Modesty, (2) Applying perfume, (3) Brushing the teeth with the Miswak
and, (4) Nikah."

There is no piety in abstaining from Nikah the Holy Prophet ^1^ Up ifct JU
said, 'O youth, those of you who can afford to marry should do so, for marriage

is a means of lowering the gaze and protecting the chastity. Those who cannot

afford to marry should stick to fasting, for it subdues the carnal desires." [Bukhari

v.2p.758]

There is no permission to discharge the sexual passions except within

wedlock. The person unable to marry should fast according to necessity so that

his passions may be kept in check.

To control these desires, certain Companions (Sahaba) ^- &s ^j requested

the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up &\ JL* for permission to castrate themselves. The
Prophet jJL-j <M & J*> replied, "The person who castrates another and the one

who has himself castrated is not from us. The castration of my Ummah lies in

fasting." ["Mishkatul Masabih" pg.690.]
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In marriage a man, tired after a hard day's work, finds solace and succour in

his wife at home. This is referred to in the verse of Surah A'raf where Allah says,

"So that he mayfind comfort in her" [Surah 7, verse 189].

The Muslim wife is absolved of the burden of earning a livelihood,

protecting her chastity by remaining at home. Both the husband and the wife are

given due consideration in the Shari'ah and the rights of each are guarded.

Husband and wife soon become parents. They then take pride in raising

their children, paying much attention to their nurturing. By directing their

children towards Din (religion) and the knowledge of Din (religion), they secure

for themselves elevated positions in the Hereafter.

Islam coincides with the natural instincts of man and does not venture to

destroy these. Within reasonable bounds, Islam allows man to fulfill these

inclinations, provided that he abides by the injunctions of Shari'ah.

fc^ \z~j+* aj5va L«as a^a g^ {jc* >J ^jvjp of ap£ ot^-U-^ *v-AJ i '_y »«j

(4) Give women their dowries kindly. If they, of their own accord, remit a part

thereof, then partake of it with welcome and happiness.

THE INSTRUCTION TO PAY THE DOWER
In consideration of women, the Shari'ah has stipulated the payment of

dower (called "mahr"). The man has to pay to the woman a sum that she agrees to

and he may not force her to accept what he wishes to give. As long as he does not

pay her, he shall remain indebted to her for the fixed amount. If she, out of her

own free will, chooses to absolve him of the amount, or a part thereof, she is at

liberty to do so.

The condition is that she do so willingly. If she is forced to do so, or is

tricked into signing a document to that effect, the husband will still be liable to

pay her although she can make no legal claim in a court of law. Allah shall

require the husband to account for it on the inevitable Day of Judgment.

ONLY THAT REMISSION IS ACCEPTABLE WHICH DONE OF THE
WIFE'S FREE WILL

The husband can never consider himself absolved of paying the dowry

unless the wife rents the same without duress. The verse stipulates that she Kid

to do so with the happiness of the heart and not the mind. When a person sits

down to think and deliberate upon a situation, the pros and cons are evaluated.

For example, if a person contemplates giving a bribe, he determines that by

giving twenty Rands as a bribe, he will save a hundred Rands. Although the

thought appeals to the mind, the soul and heart do not want to accept.

When a person requests his wife to remit the Mahr, she understands that by

complying she will be depriving herself from a fortune, which she could utilise at

her liberty. On the other hand, the fear does not vacate her mind that should she

refuse to remit it, her husband may divorce her in anger. Then, she thinks, how
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long will she be forced to be a burden upon her parents and relatives? Weighing

up the situation in these terms, she then opts to forgo the Mahr, even though her

heart does not concede to the deal.

This form of reluctant authorisation is not acceptable in the Shari'ah. Duress

does not necessarily mean that a gun is held to the head, but it takes many forms,

the above being one of them. In this case, it will be Unlawful (Haram)for the

husband to withhold the dowry (Mahr).

A blanket rule is outlined in k hadith wherein the Holy Prophet ^ &\ Ju*

fJL-j mentioned, "Beware not to oppress! Lo! The wealth of another is only

permissible with the happiness of his heart." ["Mishkatul Masabih" pg.255]

Many people give money out of regard for others and do not refuse because

of some degree of duress. It is not allowed to consider this wealth lawful and to

accept it. Some people take the property of others in jest and then do not return

it. This is also Unlawful (Haram) due to the unhappiness of the owner. The Holy
Prophet ,«JL»j 4ip iiv ju said, "None of you should take the cane of his brother,

pretending to be joking, yet earnest in the effort. Whosoever takes the cane of his

brother should return it." (The example of a cane was used to indicate that even

seemingly insignificant things should not be misappropriated). ["Mishkatul

Masabih" p.255]

"

—

then partake of it with welcome and happiness/' This indicates that

whatever is given out of the satisfaction of the heart is blessed, fulfilling and
pleasing. This is contrary to anything derived without consent, which will be

bereft of blessings and pleasure.

££ it £> 1^5 J m£-$M^ iSW igl &&

{$) Do not give the foolish ones your wealth which Allah has made you

custodians over> but feed and clothe them thereof and speak kind words to

them. (6) Test the orphans till they are capable of marriage. If you notice that

they understand, then hand over their wealth to them. Do not consume their

wealth in extravagance and in haste, fearing that they grow up. Whoever is

wealthy should abstain and whoever is poor should eat thereof within reason.

When you eventually hand over their wealth to them, then have witnesses

preside over them. Allah Suffices to take account.

SOME ADVICE CONCERNING THE WEALTH OF ORPHANS
The 'foolish ones" referred to in the first of these verse are the juvenile
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orphans. They should only be given their wealth when they reach the age of

puberty. Then too, it should not be given to them until they are of sound

Judgment and understanding. If it is determined that they, after reaching

puberty, still retain childish mentality, their wealth should remain in the custody

of the guardian. Their expenses should be paid from this wealth and should they

take exception to this state of affairs, it must be kindly explained to them that this

is for their own welfare.

The verse mentions "your wealth" instead of "their wealth." This is

mentioned to impress upon the mind of the guardian that he should safeguard

the wealth of the orphan as if it were his own. He should not embezzle the funds,

nor squander it in any way. It also emphasises the fact that the wealth should be

protected to the extent that the guardian does not hand it over to the orphan

himself until he is able to manage it properly.

Another factor worth mentioning is that Allah used the word "qiyaman" to

describe the custodianship of the guardian over the wealth of the orphan. This

word also refers to 'one who maintains' and 'one who stands/ This alludes to the

fact that wealth is a means of allowing a person to be able to maintain a good

standard of living and a means of standing firm in this world. The person whom
Allah grants wealth should value it and not squander it on himself and his

family. Wastage of wealth is Unlawful (Hardm).

Sayyidina Mughira bin Shu'ba ^ ii ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet J^
^j <uU iui said, "Undoubtedly Allah has forbidden harming or hurting mothers,

burying daughters alive (as was practiced by the idolaters), denying the right of

the rightful and demanding from those upon whom one has no rights. Allah also

dislikes chit chat, excessive questioning and wasting of money." [Bukhari v.l p.324]

The verse then instructs the guardians to test the mental capabilities of the

orphan when s/he comes of age. Their wealth should only be given to them if

they are able to manage it efficiently and wisely and will not waste it.

The third injunction mentioned in the verse is that the wealth of the orphans

should not be squandered in wasteful pursuits. It should also not be squandered

in haste with the intention that the child will soon become of age, whereafter

s/he shall demand their wealth. With this in mind, many a guardian quickly

spends the wealth on himself and his children.

The fourth instruction is that the guardians safeguard the orphan's wealth

and not spend it upon themselves unnecessarily. The one who is wealthy should

abstain from it completely and the one who is poor may use only what is

absolutely necessary.

In this regard Allama Alusi 4p i\ ju-j, the author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (vA

p.208) quotes four opinions. The first is that this verse applied initially, but was

subsequently abrogated by the verse, "indeed those who oppressively consume the

wealth of orphan's, they only consume fire in their bellies." (Surah Nisd verse 10) This is

the opinion of Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ^ &\^Jm

The second opinion is that of Sayyidina Sa'id bin Jubair 4* &\ **-j, Sayyidina

Mujahid^ & <^-j, Sayyidina Abul Alia *A* &\ "**-
Jf Sayyidina Ubaidah Salmani ^v

aJlp iw\ and Sayyidina Muhammad Baqir Up it *^Jm They maintain that the poor
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guardian may borrow funds from the orphan's wealth. This will have to be paid

back when the guardian is able to do so.

The third opinion is that the poor guardian may take a wage from the

wealth of the orphan in remuneration for his services to the child. This wage has

to be reasonable and not excessive. An example of this is the orphan whose
father has left for him many properties, businesses, houses, plantations, etc. It is

obvious that a considerable amount of the guardian's time and effort will be

spent in managing all these assets. He may, therefore, extract a salary for his

services as manager.

His salary should be stipulated, keeping in mind the orphan's welfare. He
should not take more than what will be paid to the average person for the same
job. If he is required to travel for the purpose of this management, he should be

conservative in spending and not waste the money in expensive hotels and
restaurants. The rule is that he should desire for the orphan what he desires for

himself.

The fifth injunction is that witnesses be called when the wealth of the

orphan is handed over to him/her. The obvious advantage of this is that the

child cannot claim later that his/her wealth was not given. The precise amount
being handed over should be made known to the witnesses so that they may
resolve any dispute that may arise in later years.

"Allah Suffices to take account." This verse is indeed very concise since it

serves to address the guardian who does not keep proper account of the orphan's

wealth, as well as those who wish to bribe court officials to win their favour.

Those people should also heed this verse who refuse to give the orphan their full

due when they come of age.

These people should not rest content that the paperwork of this world is in

order. They will definitely be required to render account on the inevitable Day of

Judgment.

Lesson: The verse stipulates that orphans should first reach the age of

maturity before their wealth is handed over to them. A boy will have reached

maturity when he experiences a wet dream or ejaculates. A girl will be
considered to have matured when she menstruates, experiences a wet dream, or

falls pregnant. If none of these things occur, each of them shall be deemed to be

mature when they reach the age of 15 according to the Islamic lunar calendar.

This is the presiding verdict of the Muftis.

(7) For men is a part of what the parents and relatives leave behind, and for

women is a part of what the parents and relatives leave behind; be it a little or a

lot. This share has been fixed.
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THE SHARES OF MEN AND WOMEN ARE STIPULATED

This verse emphasises the importance of applying the laws of inheritance,

underlining the need to apportion to men and women their allotted shares. The

members of each gender have to be given their due shares from the estate of their

parents and other relatives.

During the period of ignorance, women were deprived of any inheritance

and even today there are many nations who do the same. It is common that only

those people receive inheritance who are in control of the estate at the time of the

death. Even if others have to be given, the wives and daughters are ignored.

When the deceased leaves two wives and their respective children, the children

in charge of the estate do not share the inheritance with their stepmother and her

children.

People even deprive orphans of their rightful share and pay no heed to the

injunctions of the Shari'ah in this regard. They give due importance to Salah and

other acts of devotion, yet are negligent of one of the most fundamental and

binding laws of Islam those of "Mirath" (inheritance). The verse makes it clear

that just as men and women receive an allotted portion from the estate of their

deceased parents, they are also entitled to a part of the estate of various relatives.

The details of these can be referred to in the books of jurisprudence.

(8) When the relatives, orphans and needy present themselves upon the

occasion of distribution (of the estate), then apportion some of it to them and

speak kindly to them. (9) Let those fear who leave behind them weak offspring

regarding whom they are concerned. They should fear Allah and speak justly.

(10) Indeed those who oppressively consume the wealth of orphans, they only

consume fire in their bellies. Very soon they shall enter the Blaze!

A STERN WARNING AGAINST CONSUMING THE WEALTH OF
ORPHANS AND THE ORDER TO SAFEGUARD THEIR WEALTH

It often happens that at the time when an estate is being distributed

amongst the rightful heirs, certain other relatives, orphans and needy people also

present themselves with a view to receiving something. When this does happen,

some of the mature heirs should give them something from their own shares and

kindly explain to them that they are not entitled to any shares. Only those people

allotted shares by Allah are to receive anything, and they should be pleased with

what Allah has decreed.
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Thereafter, those who are responsible for the executing of the estate are

addressed. Allah tells them that they should hasten to distribute the shares to all

the heirs and beneficiaries since amongst these there may be weak and needy
people. If the distribution is delayed, these people could suffer. Therefore, they

should think that if it were their estate being dissolved and their feeble heirs

were not given their dues timeously, what will become of them? By placing

themselves in the same situation, they will become more concerned to ensure

that they fulfill their task quickly.

They should fear Allah and distribute the estate correctly, ensuring that the

shares of minor heirs are placed in the custody of such people who will care

properly for the child and keep their wealth safely. They should be such people

who will pacify the minor heirs practically (by giving them their wealth upon
maturity) as well as verbally (by being kind and gentle in their behaviour

towards them).

Allah then announces that those who unlawfully usurp the wealth of

orphans should rest assured that their actions will not pass undetected. Indeed

the consequences shall be grievous on the Day of Judgment, when rendering

account for devious actions will not be easy.

In this world, the innocent child may not be able to tell the guardian

anything, but in the Hereafter, the unjust guardian will be subjected to the most

gruesome torture on account of his oppression. Although it seems that he is

eating sumptuous meals with his ill-gotten gains, in reality he is only filling his

belly with the smouldering coals of Hell.

Those people who deprive orphans of their wealth during the distribution

of an estate should ponder over this verse. There are others who are just as guilty

when they collect funds to run orphanages and then spend most of the money on
themselves. When legacies are not suitably settled, the wealth of many an orphan

is devoured by others who are not in the least concerned about the consequences.

^J &} teli%* ^^ ^-r* '^^-^J *^* <4j AJ t* Vi& c^:iJ\^\

Ob ittt bl £X\ <L# ±£*>J Uaj £J^ ^£\ OjjJLi ^pj.bAj fij L>U

(11) Allah instructs you with regard to your children. For a male is the like share

of two females* If the daughters are more than two; they shall inherit two-thirds

of what the deceased leaves. If there is only one daughter, she shall inherit half.
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For each of the parents is a sixth of what the deceased leaves if he had children.

If he did not have any children and his parents are his only heirs, then the

mother inherits a third. If he has brothers then his mother shall inherit a sixth

(of the estate) after apportioning the bequest he made and (after) settling his

debts. From your father and sons you know not which of them is closer to you

in benefit. These are obligatory shares from Allah, surely Allah is all knowing

all wise.

DETAILS OF THE SHARES OF INHERITANCE

This verse and those to follow explain the details of inheritance. More is still

to come in the concluding verse of this Surah as well. The above verse elucidates

the shares of the children and parents. Allah opens the verse with the

declaration, "Allah instructs you with regard to your children/' This emphasises the

fact that the shares of heirs are fixed by Allah Himself. Neither the deceased

person nor any government has an option in the matter. Any legislation in this

matter that conflicts with that of the Qur'an will be considered to be null and

void.

Thereafter Allah says, "For a male is the like share of two females." This means

that sons shall receive the equivalent of two daughters.

The following laws are derived from the above verses:

1. If only two daughters and a son (no parents and no spouse

survive the deceased then the estate will be divided into four

portions. 'Two quarters (half) will be given to the son and the

daughters will receive a quarter each.

2. If in the above situation either of the parents or a spouse

survive the deceased as well, they will be given their shares first.

Thereafter the son and daughters will be allotted their portions

accruing to the principle of "Tor a male is the like share of two

females."

3. If only one daughter survived the deceased, she will inherit

half of his entire estate (the remaining half will be distributed

amongst the other heirs according to the appropriate laws).

4. If only two or more daughters survive the deceased (no sons),

they will share two-thirds of the estate. (Therefore each of the two

daughters in the above example shall receive a third of the estate

and the remaining portion will be distributed amongst the other

surviving heirs).

5. If the deceased is survived by both his parents as well as

children (even if they be one son and one daughter), then each of

the parents shall inherit one sixth. The remaining portion will be

given to the children according to the aforementioned laws.

6. If the only heirs are the parents the mother shall inherit a third
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and the father, the remaining two thirds.

7. If the deceased is survived only by his parents and several

brothers and sisters (be they real or consanguine), then the mother
shall receive one sixth. 'The remaining portion will be the lot of the

father (the brothers and sisters will not receive anything). "The

only difference that the presence of brothers and sisters will effect

is that they will decrease the share of the mother from a third to a

sixth.

8. If the deceased is only survived by his parents and a single

brother or a single daughter, then the share of the mother will not

be affected. She will still inherit a third -of the estate. The

remaining two thirds will be for the father.

"From yourfather and sons you know not which of them is closer to you in benefit."

A person never knows whether it is his ascendants or his descendants who have

benefited him more. If apportioning shares was left to people, they would allot a

greater share to those of their relatives who have been more useful to them.

It may occur that a person feels that certain of his relatives shall be of

greater benefit to him, whereas they never pass any benefit to him. He will,

therefore, fix a larger share for them whereas others may be more deserving.

The criteria for shares were thus not based upon the benefit an heir may
have passed on to the testator, but Allah had fixed the shares based upon
kinship. These shares were stipulated by Allah Himself and none may alter them

in any way. No heirs may be given less than their allotted shares, nor may any of

them be deprived of their rights. Allah is the All Knowing and the All Wise. His

decrees are replete with wisdom.

Lesson 1: Some people, on the grounds of disobedience, disinherit their

children. This practice is Unlawful (Haram) and their instruction for

disinheritance will be ignored in terms of the Shari'ah. The child will still receive

his/her share since the criterion for inheritance is not whether the child was of

service to the parent or not. A person shall receive his/her share purely upon the

grounds of being the child of the deceased,

Lesson 2: Allah has fixed a share for all the children, be they male or female.

The only difference is that daughters receive half the share of sons. One of the

reasons for this is that women generally receive dowry from their husbands and

do not bear the responsibility of providing for their families. This responsibility

rests with their husbands. On the other hand, men have the task of paying dowry
and providing for their families. For this reason, they are more in need of money
than their sisters are.

IT IS UNLAWFUL (HARAM) TO DEPRIVE WOMEN OF THEIR
SHARES

This is indeed a severe sin perpetrated by many people who prefer to

distribute the inheritance only amongst the sons, depriving the daughters

completely. Even if an individual, a group, a society or a country grants shares
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only to males, it will not be permissible for the males to take what should belong

to their sisters according to the Shari'ah.

Allah has specifically mentioned the share of females when He declared,

''For a male is the like share of two females" Instead of mentioning the share of

males Allah attached the word "share" to females. This emphasises the

importance of the share of females.

When the British ruled India, a Muslim came to a British magistrate

requesting that his father's estate be dissolved according to British law. The

magistrate admitted that he was constrained to accede to the request since he

was a public servant, but he asked the Muslim why he did not want the matter to

be resolved according to the Qur'an? He added further that the Qur'an discusses

the shares of sons and daughters in less than one line. "Why do you," he asked,

"accept one portion of the verse, 'For a male/ and reject the other part, 'the like

share of two females/ Is this the way to accept the Qur'an?" The Muslim was

speechless.

Some people say that their sisters do not want their shares, or that they have

waived their shares. If they really waived their shares then there will be no

objection, but if their reluctance to accept their shares was merely superficial,

then the same shall apply as discussed in the verse, "If they, of their own accord,

remit a part thereof/' (Surah Nisa, verse 4)

The sisters must be informed of their shares so that they know exactly what

they are to receive. They should be enlightened about every portion of their

share, be it from the business, cash, plantation, etc. It should be made clear to the

sisters that their shares will be given to them if chose to accept. When these

factors are made clear to them and they still opt to forgo their shares, their

renouncement will be valid.

It may occur that she fears, by demanding her share, her brothers will

become upset and (in the event of separation from her husband or his death)

they will not be prepared to care for her. If she forgoes her share under these

circumstances, her remission will not be deemed valid in the Shari'ah.

Lesson: The shares stipulated in the above verse will only be allotted "after

apportioning the bequest he made and (after) settling his debts." This stresses the

importance of first settling debts. The details of this will, Insha Allah, be

explained later.
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(12) You shall inherit half of what your wives leave if they do not have children.

If they have children, then you shall inherit a quarter of what they leave after

apportioning the bequest she made and (after) settling her debts. They (your

wives) shall inherit a quarter of what you leave if you have no children. If you

have children, then they shall inherit an eighth pf what you leave after

apportioning the bequest you make and (after) settling your debts.

THE SHARES OF SPOUSES

The laws derived from the above verse are as follows:

2. If a woman is survived only by her husband (she has absolutely

no children, not from him nor from any previous marriages), he

shall inherit half of her estate.

2. If she dies leaving behind children (be they one or more, from
her present husband or from a former one), then the husband in

whose wedlock she died shall receive a quarter of her estate.

3. If a man dies leaving behind only his wife (no children either

from her or from a previous marriage), then she will receive a

quarter of his estate as inheritance.

4. If he dies leaving children (be they one or more, from the

present wife or from any others), then the wife in whose wedlock he

died shall inherit one eighth of his estate. In all the above cases the

shares will be allotted after the bequest and debts have been settled.

Lesson; If a person dies leaving behind several wives/they all will have to

share the quarter or eighth portion, according to their number.

(12) (contd.) If a man or woman dies leaving neither any ascendants nor

descendants, and s/he has a brother or a sister, then each of them shall inherit a

sixth. If they (brothers and sisters) are more, then they shall all be partners in a

third after apportioning the bequest that has been made and (after) settling any

debts; without intending to cause any harm. This instruction is from Allah, and

Allah is All Knowing, Clement.

THE SHARES OF UTERINE BROTHERS AND SISTERS

The above verse discusses the share of the "Kalalah." This is that person

who leaves no mother, no father, no grandfather, no son, no daughter and no

grandchildren from their sons. If the "Kalalah" dies leaving behind real or

consanguine brothers or sisters, then their shares are discussed in the final verse
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of Surah Nisa viz. "They ask you. Say 'Allah shall reply to you with regard to the

Kalalah. " [Surah 4, verse 176]

The above verse deals with the inheritance of that "Kalalah" who is

survived by uterine brothers or sisters. If there is only one uterine brother and
one uterine sister, then each shall receive a sixth of the estate as inheritance. If,

however, there are several brothers and sisters, then they will have to share a

third of the estate. In this case the shares of males and females will be equal and
the remaining portion will be made over to the other heirs.

This will, of course, take place after the bequests and debts have been
settled.

THE SHARES OF REAL AND CONSANGUINE BROTHERS AND
SISTERS

The real or consanguine sister who survives her Kalalah brother will be
entitled to half of his estate. A brother who survives his real or consanguine
sister will inherit ail' of her estate.

If there are two sisters (real or consanguine) surviving their Kalalah brother,

then each will inherit a third of his estate. If they are more than two, they too will

share two thirds.

If a man dies as a Kalalah and he leaves behind real or consanguine brothers

and sisters, they will share his estate according to the principle of "For a male is

the like share of two females. For example, if there are two sisters and one brother,

the estate will be divided into four portions. The brother shall receive two
quarters (half) and the sisters will receive a quarter each.

It should be well understood that the shares of the Kalalah' s brothers and
sisters are mentioned in two places of Surah Nisa. Those of his/her uterine

brothers and sisters are mentioned in the above verse (12), while those of the real

and consanguine brothers and sisters are stated in the concluding verse (176).

THE SHARES OF INHERITANCE ARE TO BE DISTRIBUTED AFTER
APPORTIONING BEQUESTS SETTLING DEBTS

Every share stipulated thus far since the beginning of this discussion of

inheritance has contained the clause of first settling the bequests and debts. The
procedure after death is that firstly the burial expenses are to be paid from the

estate. This is an obligatory duty. Thereafter the debts are to be paid. If the debts

exhaust the entire estate, the bequests will be ignored and no heir shall receive

any share.

DEBTS PRECEDE BEQUESTS

Sayyidina Ali *& &\ ^j has been reported to have said, "You people recite

the verse, 'after apportioning the bequest you make and (after) settling your debts.' (The
sequence of this verse seems to denote that bequests precede debts in priority)

However, the Holy Prophet jJL,j Up 2b* JU> ruled that, debts be settled before the

bequest." [Mishkatp.263]
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BEQUESTS ARE PAID FROM A THIRD OF THE ESTATE
After the debts have been settled, bequests are paid from a third of th

remaining wealth (if the bequest is legitimate). If the amount of the beques
exceeds a third it will still be paid from the third only; unless the mature heir
permit that the excess be paid from their shares. The permission of immatur
heirs is not valid.

If the deceased had not bequeathed anything, then the heirs may be givei
their shares immediately upon settlement of the debts. If there were neither debt
nor bequests, then the heirs may receive their shares from the total sum of th
estate.

CERTAIN LAWS CONCERNING BEQUESTS

If a person wishes to donate some of his money to charity or desires to giv
it to any person besides his heirs, he may bequeath this from one third of hi
estate. It is best, though, that it should be even less than a third. It now become
binding upon the heirs to ensure that this bequest is fulfilled. If they usurp thi

wealth, they will be guilty of a great sin.

Some Scholars (Ulama) have explained that Allah had mentioned th
apportioning of the bequest before debts because the debtors will fight for thei

dues. On the other hand, the apportioning of the bequest is at the mercy of th
heirs. The Qur'an therefore, emphasises the importance of bequests in this way
so that the people dissolving the estate give it due regard.

Ruling: If the deceased bequeaths that the obligatory Hajj be made on hi
behalf, then this will also be made from one third of his estate only. Fulfillmen
of this Hajj (called "Hajj Badl") is also incumbent upon the heirs, failing whicl
they shall be sinful. If the expenses of Hajj cannot be paid from the third, Haj
should be made from such a place from where the expenses are less. In this way
the funds should suffice.

Lesson: Sayyidina Anas & ii ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet Up &\ JL,

(J- j said, "Allah will deprive that person of his legacy in Heaven (Jannah) wh<
deprives another of his inheritance." [Ibn Majah p. 194] This shall apply to sucl

persons who tell rightful heirs that they will not be given their dues or delay:

payment till their death.

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah ** &\^ narrates that the Holy Prophet Up ii-JL

^j said, "Indeed a man or woman may live sixty years in the obedience o
Allah, but make such bequests whereby their heirs are harmed. Because of this

the fire of Hell becomes compulsory for them." After quoting this hadith
Sayyidina Abu Harairah <up &\.^j recited the verse, "after apportioning the beques

that has been made and (after) settling any debts; without intending to cause any harm
This instruction is from Allah, and Allah is All Knowing, Clement... (up to the words)
That is the supreme success." [Mishkat p. 226]

Ruling: It is not permissible to make a bequest in favour of an heir because
the heirs have been apportioned their fixed shares and cannot receive more of th(

estate. However, this will be permitted if the other heirs consent to it.
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SOME LAWS OF INHERITANCE

Ruling: A murderer will receive no inheritance from the estate of person

whom he murdered.

Ruling: A disbeliever (kafir) cannot be an heir to a Muslim, neither can a

Muslim inherit from a disbeliever (kafir). This has been reported from the Holy
Prophet jJL,j U* il JU. [Buklmri v.2 p. 1007]

Lesson: Heirs can be categorised into three groups:

1. As'habul Faraidh: Their shares have been stipulated in the Qur'an (these

have already been discussed).

2. Asabat: They are entitled to whatever remains after the As'habul Faraidh

have taken their shares, e.g. If daughters and sons survive the deceased, their

shares will be determined from whatever remains after apportioning the shares

of the As'habul Faraidh. The Asabat consist of the father, paternal grandfather,

brothers, paternal uncles and sons of these paternal uncles. These become the

Asabat in order of their proximity to the deceased. The details of this are

extensive and can be found in the books of inheritance. After reading this brief

treatise on the subject, no person should consider himself a Mufti. All rulings in

this matter should proceed directly from the Muftis themselves. If there are no
As'habul Faraidh, the Asabat will share the entire estate amongst themselves

after the bequest and debts have been cleared.

3. Dhawil Arham: These are the people who will only receive a share in

the absence of the Asabat. They include the children of daughters and sisters,

daughters of brothers, and others. The details of these are also immense and can

wly be understood from a teacher who is well versed on the subject.

Ruling: When there are no Asabat, some part of the estate may be left

undistributed even after the As'habul Faraidh receive their shares. In this case,

the remaining wealth will be redistributed amongst the same people (As'habul

Faraidh). This is termed "radd." Radd will not be given to spouses.

Ruling: If the deceased had not yet paid his wife her dowry, she will be

considered to be a creditor. She will first have to be paid the dowry, thereafter

she will still be entitled to her stipulated share from the estate. Many people are

guilty of the gross crime of depriving widows of their dowries and their share of

inheritance. They will have to answer for this injustice on the Day of Judgment.

>o C^> aU^-J^ jUyjJ 4tt» gJg* s^l^J 4J41 ^J-X-^N^LttrJ
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(13) These are the limits of Allah. Whosoever obeys Allah and His messenger,

Allah will enter him into gardens beneath which rivers flow; wherein they shall
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abide forever. That is the supreme success. (14) Whoever disobeys Allah and His
messenger and transgresses His limits, Allah shall enter him into a fire wherein
he shall abide forever. His shall be a disgracing punishment.

THE ORDER AND TO OBEY ALLAH AND HIS MESSENGER AND
THE WARNING AGAINST DISOBEYING THEM

This verse explains that whatever injunctions were mentioned are the limits

set by Allah. Infringement of these will constitute rebellion against Allah.
Abiding by them shall earn the pleasure of Allah and His bounties. The obedient
person shall attain the everlasting abode of bounties, thereby achieving the
ultimate success.

Then there are those who do not accept the Din (religion) of Allah and make
false claims to Islam. They are the ones who mock at the injunctions of the
Shari'ah, falsify them, and propagate their own culture. Such people shall be
subjected to the most torturous and debasing forms of punishment in the
Hereafter and will never be able to escape from it. Even those who are Muslims
but perpetrate sins will have to suffer temporary punishment.

Much has already been mentioned regarding the laws of inheritance, but
still more has been left to be said. The following are some other general laws.

1. Some people say that if a son dies before his father, the share that the late

son was to receive from the father's estate should be given to his (the late son's)

sons. This statement is in conflict with the laws of the Shari'ah. The basis of
inheritance is kinship: A grandson cannot inherit if his father (the son) is alive.

As long as a person is alive, none has any right to his property. Since the father
was still alive when the son died, he could have no claim to inheritance from his

father. Therefore, his Sons (the grandsons) can also have no claim to what their

father was supposed to inherit. It is only once a person dies that heirs become
entitled to their shares in his estate. The grandsons will only be entitled to that

part of their grandfather's estate which is their legal share as grandsons; that is if

they are entitled to any shares at all.

2. It is a grave injustice to deprive daughters and widows of their

inheritance.

3. It is common that people continue utilising the property of the deceased
before distributing it. In this manner the wealth of orphans and children are also

consumed illegally. Such people are, according to a previous verse, consuming
the fire of Hell in their bellies.

4. Unnecessary expenses are incurred on the occasion of burial. Special
shawls are bought to cover the bier and others for lowering the body into the

grave. These are then, according to custom, given to the keepers of the

graveyards or some others. It is not permissible to buy these things from the

estate of the deceased, especially when some of the heirs are absent or minors.
Those who accept these things are not permitted to do so since these belong to

the estate.

5. It is the practice in certain areas that food is distributed to all the

participants of the Janazah (funeral service). At times they are all invited to
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partake of a meal at the residence of the deceased. The cost of these meals is

borne by the estate of the deceased. This practice is not permissible since the

estate is now the joint property of all the heirs. Nothing may be taken there from

without their mutual consent.

6. Thereafter this joint property is used to fund fabricated practices such as

ceremonies on the third, tenth and fortieth days following the funeral. While it is

common knowledge that these ceremonies are sinful innovations (bidah) the sin

of utilising the wealth of others duplicates the evil.

7. Another sinful practice is when people are appointed to recite Qur'an on

behalf of the deceased for 40 days, or they are summoned to his home to do so on

the fortieth day. These people are then fed as remunerationfor their services. The

expense of their meals is, again, extracted from the now joint property of the

estate. It should be understood that the person who recites Qur'an due to greed

for worldly gains will never gain any reward, let alone passing the same on for

the deceased.

8. It is customary with certain people that they buy large quantities of grain

with the wealth of the estate. They then encircle the body of the deceased with

the grains, where after it is distributed amongst those present. Such practices are

against the Shari'ah.

ll^yOl£==»'ill Si £ i'**

(15) As for those of your women who are guilty of indecent behaviour, call four

witnesses against them. If they testify against them, then imprison them in their

homes till death claims them or Allah creates a way for them. (16) The two who
perpetrate indecency from among you should be punished. If they repent and

rectify, then let them be. Verily Allah is Most Accepting of repentance, Most

Merciful.

INJUNCTIONS ABOUT THOSE GUILTY OF FORNICATION

The first verse explains that four witnesses need to testify against any

woman accused of fornication. The Shari'ah demands conclusive proof for this

accusation because it will cause much disrepute to the woman involved and her

family.

All four witnesses in such a case need to be male Muslims. A woman's

testimony is unacceptable. Although two males or one male and two female

witnesses are acceptable in other cases, this case demands four men because it is

a matter of honour and chastity.
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If four witnesses cannot be found, those making the accusation as well as

the available witnesses (less than four) will punished for slander. This

punishment is fixed at 80 lashes according to the fourth verse of Surah Nur (Surah

24).

If a woman did commit adultery and four witnesses cannot be foynd, she

will not be punished but she will be answerable before Allah. She should then

turn in repentance before Allah and not think that she can continue* to commit

the same vile sin because she was not apprehended on the first occasion. Allah is

Ever Aware of every action and will punish a person accordingly.

If the adulteress is a married woman, her punishment will be Stoning

(Rajam). This means that she will be stoned to death. If she is not married, then

she will be given a hundred lashes. This punishment is enjoined -by the Shari'ah

in Surah Nur (verse 2). Before this punishment was stipulated, she was required to

be under house arrest since emergence from the home leads people to such lewd

actions. This initial order is mentioned in the above verse where Allah declares,

imprison Ihem in their homes till death claims them...

In his explanation of the words, 'Or Allah creates a way for them," Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Mas'ud <up i»i ^j stated, "Rajam (stoning) is for the married and the

lashes are for the virgins (unmarried)" i.e. after the initial punishment of

permanent house arrest, Allah created a way out for such women by stipulating

(stoning) Rajam and lashing. This punishment will apply to males and females,

the details of which will, Insha Allah, be mentioned in the discussion of Surah

Nur. .

'

"The two who perpetrate indecency from among you should be punished." This

verse does not stipulate the precise punishment and may also include verbal

abuse. Determination of the punishment was left to the judge, but with the

revelation of the verse of Surah Nur, Allah Himself stipulated it.

Allah then says, "If they repent and rectify, then lei them be. Verily Allah is Most

Accepting ofrepentance, Most Merciful."

THE PUNISHMENT FOR THOSE WHO SATISFY THEIR PASSIONS
UNNATURALLY

"The two who perpetrate indecency from among you should be punished." With

regard to this verse, certain commentators say that reference could be made to

those who fulfill their carnal passions unnaturally since the context used usually

refers to two women. (The verse will, therefore refer to those who engage in

homosexuality and lesbianism).

The Holy Prophet p-L-j 4* &\ JU* mentioned that both parties found guilty of

such a depraved crime should be put to death [Mishkat p.312\. With regard to the

method fh which these people are to be executed, Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^ &s ^Jf

after consulting with Sayyidina Ali and other Companions (Sahaba) r^p -3»» ^>Jr

ruled that th£y be burnt.

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas <up it ^>j ruled that they be thrown headlong from the

highest summit. [Ibn Abi Shayba]
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Imam Shafi'I -Up &\ z^j is of the opinion that they be given the same
punishment as adulterers, while Imam Abu Hanifa ^ &\ *^j has not stipulated

any specific punishment. For the first offence, the Judge may stipulate some form
of corporal punishment, and the second time they will be put to death. [Shdmi]
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(17) Allah is only obliged to accept the repentance of those who perpetrate evil

due to ignorance, then forthwith repent. These are the ones whom Allah

pardons. Allah is All Knowing, The Wise. (18) Forgiveness is not for those who
commit evil deeds and then, when death presents itself before any of them, they

say, 'Now I repent!' Nor is it for those who die as disbelievers. We have

prepared for such people an agonising chastisement.

THE NECESSITY FOR REPENTANCE (TAUBAH) AND ITS METHOD
In the first verse, Allah declares that He shall forgive those who turn in

repentance to Him if they had perpetrated sins out of ignorance. If their

repentance is sincere, Allah will most surely accept it from them. While minor
sins may be atoned for by carrying out good deeds, major sins require sincere

repentance (Taubah) for them to be pardoned. Frequently committing minor sins

causes them to become major sins.

So called minor sins must also not be treated lightly since they also translate

into rebellion against the Creator and Cherisher, Allah. They will also earn their

perpetrator punishment in the Hereafter. Whenever a person sins, he should
repent to Allah, irrespective of the sin itself. Allah refers to this when He says

that these people 'forthwith repent/'

THE REALITY OF REPENTANCE (TAUBAH)

Contrary to the belief of those who consider it sufficient to merely say the

words, "Taubah! Taubah!", true Taubah has three preconditions.

The first is that the person should really feel remorseful and regret that he
ever disobeyed his Creator, Allah. The second is that he makes a firm resolution

not to commit the sin again. The third is that he amend any rights he may have
impaired, be they the rights of Allah or of a fellow human. Examples of the rights

of Allah are if he did not pay Zakah, did not perform the obligatory Hajj, and
other obligation (Fardh) and compulsory (Wdjib) acts that he did not fulfill. He
will now have to compensate for these by carrying them out.

The person will now have to pay the Zakah of all the past years/perform
Hajj, all Lapse (Qadha) Salah and fasts, etc. In the same way, he will have to pay
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back to people whatever rights he may have usurped. He will have to repay

whatever monies he may have misappropriated or stolen. So too will he have to

compensate those whom he may have cheated by under-weighing or under-

measuring in trade. If*they are unable to repay they will have to seek pardon
from their creditors and have their debts written off.

In a like manner, they will also have to seek pardon from those whom they

may have slandered, sworn at or gossiped about. Irrespective of what harm one
may have caused to another, one must seek pardon for it and never consider any
hurt to be minor. One should brush aside the temporary humility of asking for

pardon since this is much lighter than the disgrace of the Hereafter.

In brief, it should be understood that without the above-mentioned three

conditions, repentance (Taubah) will not be accepted from a person. It is indeed

tragic that most people today repent only verbally without any feeling of

repentance in their hearts. It seems like the heart does not even know that the

tongue is engaged in repentance (Taubah). It was to such repentance that

Sayyidah Rabiya Basriyya i*!* At <^j referred to when she said, "Our repentance

requires repentance!"

Lesson: "...perpetrate evil due to ignorance..." The term "ignorance" in this

verse refers to stupidity and foolishness. The person who sins is foolish enough
to cast himself into the wrath and subsequent chastisement of Allah. His

stupidity entices him to barter the momentary pleasure of this world for the

severe unending tortures of the Hereafter.

This interpretation has been reported from the Companions (Sahaba) i»» ^j
r**. Therefore no one should think that the person who intentionally commits a

sin (knowing that it is a sin) will not be forgiven by Allah. All sins, whether

committed intentionally, erringly, forgetfully or mistakenly, will be forgiven by
Allah as long as the necessary three conditions are fulfilled.

REPENTANCE (TAUBAH) NOT ACCEPTED AT THE TIME OF
DEATH

Taubah is not accepted from those people who continue to commit sins till

they finally reach their dying moments. Neither is it accepted from those who die

as disbelievers (kuffar).

When death presents itself before a person, he witnesses the realm of the

unseen world. At that moment, his repentance will never be accepted. The Holy
Prophet ^j <4* & J~* said, "Verily Allah accepts the repentance of his slave as

long as he is not in the throes of death" [Ahmad]. This occurs when the soul is

about to be removed.

At this time, when the person can see the angels and feel the pangs of

death grip hold of him, neither the repentance (Taubah) of a Muslim nor that of

a disbeliever are accepted. At this point, the Belief of a disbeliever is also not

accepted since Belief (Imdn) of the unseen is required of a person. Once the

domain of the unseen becomes visible to the dying person, the unseen will now
be considered to be 'seen.' Belief (Imdn) on something that is 'seen' is not

adequate.
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Allah accepts the repentance (Taubah) and Belief (Iman) of people at any

time before they reach the throes of death. The repentance (Taubah) should be

sincere and, should the person sin after repenting, he should not hesitate to

repent again, for Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.

&S£2 % <g Z4 !*/ i P& '* !£k ?*& *&£.

(19) O you who believe, it is not permissible for you to forcibly inherit women.

Do not restrain them with the intent of taking back some of that which you gave

them; except if they perpetrated flagrant immorality. Live with them in kindness

and if you dislike them, then perchance you dislike something wherein Allah

has placed abundant good.

PROHIBITION AGAINST FORCEFULLY INHERITING THE
WEALTH AND PERSONS OFWIDOWS

During the period of ignorance, women were oppressed Jn their persons

and in their wealth. When they lost their husbands, women were treated as part

of the inheritance. The heirs would do with them as they pleased, marrying them

off to whomsoever they fancied. This was a form of trade and the woman had no

say in the matter. The dowry would be considered to be the price paid for the

woman and some of them would even sell these women as slaves.

The heirs would seize her wealth and she would not receive any part of the

inheritance. If she refused to part with her wealth, they would not permit her to

leave the home, so that she may wither and die there, or surrender the wealth to

them. (This is practiced by some communities even today).

Wives are sometimes compelled to part with their wealth when husbands

torment and abuse them till they are forced to give in to their requests. The wives

then offer to give up all their wealth and forego the dowry owed to them in

exchange for a divorce. The verse warns all believing men to abstain from such

oppression.

The only instance when her wealth may be accepted as compensation is

when she has "perpetrated flagrant immorality/' According to certain

commentators, this refers to the wife's impudent and insolent behaviour. In this

case, it will be perfectly permissible for the husband to accept an amount
equivalent to her dowry as "Khula".

Other Scholars (Ulama) state that if the wife is guilty of fornication, the

husband may accept the dowry back and issue a divorce. This injunction applied

during the initial stages of Islam, but since the verses stipulating the punishment
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for adultery were revealed, the command to reclaim the dowry was abrogated.

THE COMMAND TO LIVE WITH THE WIFE IN KINDNESS

"Live with them in kindness..." This verse enjoins treating wives kindly and
providing for them the necessary meals arid clothing. The verse continues to

instruct that should a person, "dislike them (for some reason), then (you should

exercise tolerance and think that) perchance you dislike something wherein Allah has

placed abundant good."

It may occur that a woman may not be very attractive, but she is extremely

dutiful and entertaining. In addition to this she may also be very protective of

her husband's property, efficient in her housework, caring towards the children

and pious. These are truly notable traits that far supersede superficial beauty.

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah ** ifo ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet «> &\ ju
pi-j said, "No believing man should dislike a believing woman. If he dislikes a

certain quality in her, he should be pleased with another." [Muslim v.l p.475]

Sayyidah Ayshah !** ib» ^>j reports that the Holy Prophet <X* j <uU & JUsaid,

"One of those whose Belief (Iman) is the most complete is he whose behaviour is

best towards his wife and who is most compassionate." [Mishkdt p.282]

Sayyidah Ayshah l^ i&i ^j also narrates that the Holy Prophet jJL- j Up iui ju
said, "The best of you is he who is the best towards his wife, and I am the best

towards my wives." [Mishkdt pg.281]

In reality, a person should strive to maintain cordial relations with every

person and not cause them the slightest harm. Good relationships can only last if

either party is prepared to persevere and endure whatever hardships the other

may present.

>j bUau^ o-^-H >^*o gJj. <1J^=*-* jyj> J\jl^c-i
rj>j\ o;j

J&j jpjMAS vXSj Hp LxJl U$\,j \&4> fJjX^\3\ \*^pM jc^ ijJi-U

(20) If you intend to change one wife for another when you have given one of

them a large treasure, then do not take anything there from. Would you take it

by perpetrating slander and a great sin? (21) How can you take it when each of

you have had gone to the other and they have taken a resolute undertaking from

you?

PROHIBITION FROM TAKING BACK ANYTHING THAT WAS
GIVEN TO THE WIVES

This verse instructs that a person cannot take back anything that he had

given his wife when he divorces her with the intention to remarry. Neither can

he claim the dowry back, nor any other thing that he may have given to her as a
%

gift
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It is in total contrast to Islamic behaviour that a person take back what he

had given, especially when the couple have lived together for a long period of

time and she is not at fault for the separation. On such occasions, the woman is

reluctant to part with her wealth, so the husband fabricates tales to coerce her to

hand over the wealth, or merely forces her to do so. This is clear injustice and

Allah warns against such behaviour by saying, 'Would you take it by perpetrating

slander and a great sin?"

Thereafter Allah continues to reprimand saying, "How can you take it when

each of you have had gone to other* (when you two had engaged in explicit

relationships with each other). The woman had handed herself over to her

husband and is entitled to receive the dowry in confirmation of this deal. When
she had played her part, then how can the man now reclaim his part (dowry)?

Besides this "they (the women) have taken a resolute undertaking from you?"

(that you will pay the dowry you had stipulated). To contravene this pledge is

indeed disgraceful, both from a logical and religious viewpoint.

In brief, it will be unjust for the husband to reclaim the dowry when he

promised it to her at marriage and after the couple have lived together intimately

for some time.

gl
m)L^M Z\^*J \SJLAJ JL^l3

(22) Do not marry those women to whom your fathers were married, except that

which has passed. Undoubtedly this is lewd, abominable and an evil path.

THE PROHIBITION AGAINST MARRYING STEPMOTHERS

"Asbabun Nuzul" (p.141) reports that this verse was revealed when certain

people wanted to marry the former wives of their fathers. Some of those

mentioned were Sayyidina Hasan bin Abi Qais *& ifo ^Jf Sayyidina Aswad bin

Khalaf ^ &\ ^j and Sayyidina Safwan bin Umayyah <* i»v ^j.

It is narrated that when the son of Abu Qais proposed for his stepmother's

hand in marriage she exclaimed, "I consider you to be like a son to me. How can

I marry you? I shall have to refer the matter to the Holy Prophet
(

JL-.J Up ii J^."
Consequently she did and Allah revealed the above verse in reply to her query.

During the period of ignorance people used to marry their stepmothers, and

certain similar incidents are reported during the early years of Islam as well.

However, this was banned forever by the revelation of the above verse. It is

evident from this that the mere marriage of a couple (whether the marriage is

consummated or not) will irrevocably ban marriage of any of the husband's sons

to the wife.

Sayyidina Bara bin Azib ** &\ ^j narrates that he once saw his maternal

uncle, Abu Burda ** ito ^j with a flag in hand. He asked his uncle where he was

going. The reply was that he was instructed by the Holy Prophet^3 *4* ^ J~* to
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behead a particular person who married his stepmother. [Mishkdtp.274]

fi21£j p£^ fi£& pX%p^ p£e=&^

y^ ^L>fi ^** ^j^ r> o)* CrV ^^^^ P^4W o*

(23) Forbidden for you are your mothers, daughters, sisters, father's sisters,

mother's sisters, brother's daughters, sister's daughters, mothers who suckled

you, suckling sisters, mothers-in-law and those step-daughters in your care

whose mothers you have cohabited with. If you have not cohabited with them,

then there is no sin on you (should you marry their daughters). (And forbidden

are) The wives of your sons who were born of you, and that you join two sisters

(in marriage), except what has passed. Without doubt Allah is Most Forgiving,

Most Merciful.

THE DETAILED ACCOUNT OF THOSE WOMEN THAT ARE
FORBIDDEN TO MARRY

This verse enumerates the "muharramat" i.e. those women to whom a

person may not be married. Some of these women are forbidden forever and

may never be married, wnife others are only forbidden because of a reason,

which, if removed, shall justify the marriage. An example of the latter group is

that woman who is married. As long as she is in wedlock, another man cannot

marry her. If her husband dies or divorces her, she may be remarried after the

expiry of her Iddah.

Similarly, as long as a woman is married to a man, the wife's sister cannot

be married to him. He can marry the sister only if he divorces the wife or the

wife dies.
*

"MUHARRAMAT ABADIYYAH"

These are those women to whom a person can never be married. They are of

three categories:

1. Muharramat Nasabiyyah i.e. those forbidden to a person due to

their close relationship with him.

2. Muharramat Rada'iyyah i.e. those forbidden on account of suckling.
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3. Muharramat bil Musaharah i.e. those forbidden due to marriage

ties.

"MUHARRAMAT NASABIYYAH"

These are as follows:

"your mothers" — The broad context of the inference includes not only a

person's mother, but also his mother's mother, her mother, and all the ascending

mothers jn the lineage.

"daughters" - This refers not only to one's own daughters, but the

daughters of one's children, their daughters and So forth.

"sisters" — Whether they be real (same mother and father), consanguine

(same father but different mothers) or uterine (same mother but different

fathers).

"father's sisters" -Whether they be real, consanguine or uterine sisters.

"mother's sisters" Again all types of sisters are included.

"brother's daughters" - Here too all types of brothers and step-brothers are

referred to.

"sister's daughters" -Also all types of sisters. ..

"MUHARRAMAT RADATYY&H"
t

The verse then continues to mention these Muharram&t. They are: "mothers

who suckled you" and "suckling sisters" i.e. those women who were suckled by the

same foster mother.

The Qur'an suffices with the mention of just two of a person's foster

relatives. The Holy Prophet (JL-j Up m JU> explained a blanket rule when he

indicated that those women who are forbidden in terms of kin ship will also be

forbidden in terms of suckling. [Bukhari p.764, Muslim p.467]

Sayyidah Ayshah i*ip &\ ^j reports that after the verses of Hijab (seclusion

for women) were revealed, her foster uncle requested permission to enter her

quarters. She refused saying that she will first have to consult with the Holy
Prophet fL-j Up &\ "JL» regarding the matter. When she asked the Holy Prophet

^j <U &\ ju, he said, "He is your foster uncle. You may permit him to enter."

She enquired, "But a woman suckled me, not a man!" The Prophet pJL-j Up ibi jl*

reiterated, "He is your foster uncle and may enter your home." [Bukhari p.7641788

and Muslim v.l p.467]

The author of "Hidaya" writes that when a woman suckles a girl, the

woman's husband, fathers, sons and grandsons become forbidden to the girl. The

husband due to whom the wet nurse receives the milk in her breasts will be

considered to be the suckling girl's father.

If a boy ancf girl both suckled from the same woman, the two will be

considered to be brother and sister. They will, therefore, not be able to marry

each other. In a similar manner, the sisters and sisters in law of a woman will be

forbidden for the boy whom she suckled because they become his maternal and
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paternal aunts respectively. Similarly the wife of the suckled boy cannot be

married to the foster mother's husband.

Ruling: The laws whereby marriage becomes forbidden will apply even if a

single drop
x
of milk once ^r\tered the throat of a child.

Ruling: All the jurists are unanimous that these laws will apply when the

child is suckled before turning two (according to the lunar calendar). However,
caution will demand that the period be regarded as two and a half years since

this is the opinion of Imam Abu Hanlfa a-1* i»\ <^Jm

Ruling: For these laws to apply, it is necessary that two men or two women
and one man testify that a certain woman suckled a certain child. However,

caution demands that the testimony of even one woman be accepted if she claims

to have suckled the child.

Ruling: These laws will apply even if milk was extracted from the breasts of

a dead woman and fed to a child.

Ruling: If by some freak occurrence, milk is drawn from the breasts of a

man and this is fed to a child, the above laws will not be applicable.

Much is still left unsaid and may be referred to in the detailed books of

Islamic jurisprudence.

"MUHARRAMAT BIL MUSAHARAH"

The verse continues to mention:

"mothers in law" - This prohibition will apply whether the marriage was

consummated or not.

"those step-daughters iri your care whose mothers you have cohabited with. Ifyou

have not cohabited with them, then there is no sin on you (should you marry their

daughters)." It should be noted that these step-daughters will be forbidden in

marriage to their step-father (who consummated his marriage to their mother)

even though they are in the care of someone else.

"The wives of your sons who were born ofyou" -This will apply irrespective of

whether the son consummated the marriage or not.

Ruling: It is also forbidden for a person to marry the wives of his

grandsons.

Ruling: Marriage to the wives of one's foster sons is also forbidden.

Ruling: Marriage to a person's adopted son will be permissible once her

Iddah (the probationary period for divorced women and widows) has expired.

Commentators mention that this is the reason for the clause "who were born of

you." When the Holy Prophet ^JL-j *4* & J^> married the divorced wife of his

adopted son, Sayyidina Zaid bin Haritha <up &\^Jf his enemies criticised him. On
that occasion revealed the following verse, "When Zaid completed his needfrom her

We married her to you so that there be no restriction upon the believers with regard to

(marriage to) the wives of their adopted sons when they have completed their needs from

them." [Surah Ahzab, verse 37]
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Lesson: Just as an adopted child is not considered to be a real child, so too
will the case be with adoptive parents, brothers, sisters, aunts, uncles, etc. none
of these will be considered to be real. Therefore, the laws forbidding marriage
will not apply unless some other restraining factors exist.

THE PROHIBITION AGAINST MARRYING TWO SISTERS AT THE
SAME TIME

"and that you join two sisters, except what has passed." A person may only
marry his wife's sister after his wife dies or she completes her Iddah after he
divorces her.

Lesson: Just as two sisters may not be married to the same man at the same
time, an aunt and niece may also not be wedded at the same time to the same
man. Sayyidina Abu Hurairah ** ii ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet Up k\ ju>
(J- j prohibited the marriage of a woman together with her paternal aunt, and a
paternal aunt together with her brother's daughter. In the same way, he
prohibited the marriage of a woman and her maternal aunt to the same man at

once as he did prohibit a maternal aunt being married to the husband of her
sister's daughter. [Mishkat p.274 and Bukhari v.2 p.766]

Lesson: Jurists maintain that it is not permissible to marry two such women
at the same time who, if either was assumed to be a man, then marriage between
the two will not be permissible.

Allah then states, "Without doubt Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful"
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PART FIVE

(24) (Forbidden to you in marriage are) Married women except those whom you

own. Allah has ordained these injunctions upon you. Lawful for you are all

women besides these, that you seek with your wealth in chastity, not lechery.

Those from whom you seek to derive benefit, give them their specified dowry.

There is no sin on you should you agree on something else after the specified

amount. Verily Allah is All Knowing, The Wise.

PROHIBITION AGAINST MARRYING A WOMAN WHO IS

MARRIED TO SOMEONE ELSE

A married woman can be married to another man only when her husband

dies or divorces her and then she completes her iddah. Even if her current

marriage was not consummated, she still cannot be wed to another until released

from her present husband.

The only exception is when Muslims capture disbelievers (kuffar) women
during a Jihad (religion war). In this case, the Leader of the believers (Amirul

Mu'minln) may distribute these women among the Muslim soldiers. When each

person takes possession of his slave girl, it will be lawful for him to cohabit with

her even though she was married in her country. The law is that as soon as she

leaves the boundaries of her native disbeliever (kafir) country ("Darul Harb") and

enters the Muslim country ("Darul Islam"), her marriage terminates. She will then

be lawful for whichever Muslim soldier she is given to by the leader of the

believers (Amirul Mu'minin). This is what the verse refers to when it states,

"except those whom you own." [Muslim p.470]

"Lawful for you are all women besides these\that have been mentioned thusfar)..."

Those whom a person may lawfully marry include all his cousins as well as the

wives of his maternal and paternal uncles after they have passed their Iddahs

after being divorced or widowed. This is only permissible on condition that no

other relationship of Muharramat exists between the man and woman:
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The general connotation of the verse may include many more women, but

some not mentioned in the verse are still forbidden. Much has already been

discussed and the balance may be referred to in the detailed books of

jurisprudence.

SEEKING WIVES BY PAYING DOWER
". that you seek with your wealth. " This verse underlines the importance of

the dowry. Even though the couple agree not to settle for a dowry, it will still be/

binding upon the husband, the minimum of which (according to Imam Abu
Hanifa 4p it i^

Jt is ten Dirhams. If no dowry was stipulated at the time of

contracting the marriage, it will still have to be paid later on. This was discussed

in Surah Baqarah.

CHASTITY AND PURITY ARE DESIRED IN MARRIAGE
" in chastity, not lechery." This indicates that the objective of marriage

should not merely be sexual gratification, but it should be contracted with a view

to protect one's chastity and honour. Together with this, a Muslim should also

intend to procreate and to safeguard his gaze.

Although money may also be spent in fornication, the objective of this vile

deed is merely sexual gratification. In the process, chastity and honour are

sacrificed at the altar of mere physical satisfaction. The objective of fornication is

never to reproduce, and should a child be born, he will never be legitimate. The
illegitimate child is frowned upon by every nation and it is for this reason that

adultery is forbidden by all Dins (religions).

THE PROHIBITION OF "MUT'AH"

The above verse also alludes to the prohibition of the shameless action

called "Mufah", which is practiced by certain deviant sects. This is an act

whereby a couple cohabit merely to gratify their sexual pleasures, without the

intent to preserve their chastity, nor to procreate.

The prohibition of this act is mentioned clearly in the opening verses of

Surah Mu'minln. Allah says, "Those people who safeguard their sexual organs save

unto their wives and slave girls. So indeed there is no blame on them. Whosoever

transgresses beyond these, then such ones are surely transgressors" [Surah 23, verses 5,6 &
7]. This verse makes it evident that a person may cohabit only with his wives or

his slave girls. Those who perpetrate Mut'ah neither regard their partners as

wives, nor do they grant them a share in inheritance. These women can therefore

never be lawful for them.

THE INSTRUCTION TO PAY THE MAHR (DOWER)

"Those from whom you seek to derive benefit, give them their specified dowry."

This verse emphasises the importance of paying the dower (Mahr). According to

the relevant verses in Surah Baqarah, a person is required to pay the full dower
(Mahr) initially agreed upon before the marriage was consummated. If it was not

consummated, then he will only have to pay half. Those people should take heed

of this verse who live with their wives for years without bothering to pay her the
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dower (Mahr).

"There is no sin on you should you agree on something else after the specified

amount." It is perfectly permissible for the couple to alter their initial agreement
e.g. if the wife decides to waive the dower (Mahr) completely, or a part thereof.

Similarly it will be permissible for the husband to increase the dower (Mahr), and
the wife also reserves the right to allow the dower (Mahr) to be paid off on terms

instead of cash.

"Verily Allah is All Knowing, The Wise." He ordains the various injunctions

according to His supreme knowledge of the conditions and temperaments of

people. All His orders are full of wisdom and those who carry them out shall

benefit, whereas those who do not shall be punished according to His divine

wisdom.

^ * -C »>.* y»l'
AVl **' f > *<

(25) Those of you who do not have the means to marry a free believing woman
should marry from one of your believing slave girls. Allah knows best the

condition of your Belief (Iman). Each of you is equal to the next. So marry (these

slave girls) with the permission of their masters and give them their dowries in a

kind manner (and these women should) be chaste, not adulteresses or such that

they foster secretive relationships. Once they enter into marriage and then

perpetrate lewdness, they should be given half the punishment applicable to

free women. This is for those of you from whom you fear adultery. It is best for

you to be patient and Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful

PERMISSION TO MARRY SLAVE GIRLS

A person may cohabit with his slave girl but may not be married to her.

There is no necessity for this since he may legally cohabit with her, and the

children born to them will be considered to be legitimate. It is, however, possible

that the slave girl may be married to another Muslim person with the consent of

her master. The. dowry will then become the property of the master. This is

discussed in the above verse.

According to Imam Shafi'i <4* ^ ^j, the person who is capable of marrying

a free woman cannot marry a slave. Imam Abu Hanifa 4* & ^j is of the opinion

that a person may marry a slave despite his ability to marry a free woman. The
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only precondition is that she be Muslim or from the people of the Book.

However, to do so is considered to be reprehensible (Makruh). [Bahrur Ra'iq v.3 p.

112]

It should, be borne in mind that the purpose of Nikah (marriage) is the

protection of one's chastity and reproduction. This pivotal aspect of marriage

demands that the parents pay attention to the upbringing of their children. The

children normally learn the language of their mothers (this is why the home
language is referred to as the 'mother tongue') and acquire the traits and habits

taught by their mothers. Their Din (religion), beliefs, etiquette, character, morals

and all basic education ^re learnt from their mothers. It is for this reason that a

person should be particular when choosing a wife. She should be a person of

high and noble morality, piety and cleanliness.

If a man is unable to support a free woman or unable to afford her dowry
(Mahr), he has the option to marry a slave woman. Then too he should ensure

that she is a Muslim of upright and righteous conduct.

"Allah knows best the condition of your Belief (Iman). Each of you is equal to the

next." It may occur that a slave woman is stronger in her belief than a free

woman. The fact that she is a slave should not deter a person from marrying her

since she will make a good wife. He should, therefore, proceed to "marry them

with the -permission of their masters and give them their dowries in a kind manner."

Every human is the child of Sayyidina Adam (%*& <*JLp and if a man marries a

slave he has married none other than a member of his own species.

" (and these slave women should) be chaste, not adulteresses or such that they

foster secretive relationships." A person should marry only a chaste woman, be she

a free woman or a slave. This verse especially makes reference to slaves in this

regard since they are more susceptible to sinning due to the fact that the nature

of their work demands that they leave their homes.

"Once they enter into marriage and then perpetrate lewdness (adultery), they

should be given half the punishment applicable to free women." This refers to the

punishment given to unmarried free women who would normally receive a

hundred lashes. The slave woman will, therefore, receive fifty lashes only.

It is obvious that the reference could not be to the punishment of a married

free person since their punishment is death by stoning. This penalty cannot

possibly be halved. The penalty for a slave (man or woman) will be fifty lashes

irrespective of their marital status. The details of this will, Insha Allah, be

discussed at length in Surah Nur.

"This is for those of you from whom you fear adultery. It is best for you to be

patient and Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful." This verse means that marriage

to slave women is for those men who cannot afford to marry a free woman and

who fear that they may perpetrate fornication if they do not marry. It will be

best, though, if he remains patient and controls his desires.
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(26) Allah wishes to explain to you, guide you to the practices of those before

you, and forgive you. Allah is All Knowing, The Wise. (27) Allah wishes to

forgive you and those who follow their desires only wish that you fall into gross

deviation. (28) Allah wishes to unburden you, and man has been created \veak.

WHILE ALLAH WISHES TO ACCEPT YOUR REPENTANCE WHILST
THOSE WHO FOLLOW THEIR DESIRES, WISH TO DERAIL YOU
FROM THE TRUTH

The first verse explains that the injunctions commanded by Allah are for

man's benefit. Allah also explained the practices of previous nations so that it be
understood that they were also required to carry out His injunctions, which they

fulfilled.

"Allah wishes to forgive you (therefore, seek forgiveness from Him) and those who
follow their desires, wish that you fall into gross deviation." These people have no
concern for shame and chastity so they indulge in all forms of lewd acts, wishing

that the Muslim also will follow them in their ways. They detest that the Muslim
adheres to modesty and sober behaviour without losing sight of Allah's

injunctions. They desire that all become slaves of their passions instead. The
Muslim should hold fast to his Din (religion) so that these people do not deter

him from the truth. They should guard against those who aim to plunge them
into the abyss of immorality by using novels, TV, films and video.

THE WEAKNESS OF MAN HAS BEEN GRANTED
CONSIDERATION IN DIVINE LEGISLATURE

"Allah wishes to unburden you (make your task easier), and man has been created

weak." Allah is Aware of man's inherent weakness and has passed such laws that

are within the ambit of his capability.

Allah has not only permitted marriage but instructed it. Then too, man is

allowed up to four wives. Dower (Mahr) has been ordained so that the woman is

also accorded some status. Man is also permitted to derive benefit from slave

women, be he married to them or not. Allah allows these and other concessions

because of man's weakness.

At the same time, man was also not left totally free. Certain restrictions

govern his life. While he may derive 1 benefit from women, he may do so only

within wedlock, abiding by certain injunctions. If these were not observed, man
would be no better than an animal, and he would lose his status as the best of

creation. Such has become the despicable lot of those who chose not to abide by
the laws of Shari'ah (Islamic Laws).
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THE WAYS OF THOSEWHO INDULGE IN THEIR PASSIONS

Such people shy away from being human beings and have wandered into

the depths of bestiality. The flood of immorality, promiscuity and depravity that

has invaded Europe and America has left people of all social echelons

floundering in its wake. It is common with occidental systems of legislation that

they pass a law on trial. When it is noticed that people cannot abide, these laws

are amended.

Although rape is outlawed in their constitutions, adultery and fornication

are allowed without restraint. Now they have also permitted homosexuality and

lesbianism and even their religious and social leaders indulge in these

obscenities. They fit perfectly in the following declaration of Allah, "As for the

disbelievers, they enjoy themselves and eat like the animals eat. The Fire shall be their

abode." [Surah Muhammad, verse 12]

Today even the Muslim countries perpetrate the evils learned from their

disbelievers (kuffdr) tutors. Not only do Muslims commit these indecencies, but

they have formed organisations to promote the abolition of marriage (Nikah).

Magazines are published weekly and monthly promoting immodesty and by

displaying pictures of naked men and women. These publications incite the

passions, inducing people to fornicate.

previously, romantic films were screened only in cinemas. Then

pornographic scenes were gradually introduced until today the most licentious

scenes are flagrantly shown. Now the same promiscuous programmed are

common in every home after the introduction of Tv's and videos. The old and

the young have all been subjected to this indecency, and matters have

deteriorated to such an extent that parents watch these scenes with their children

and even encourage it.

There is no difference between the movies produced in 'Islamic' countries

and those produced elsewhere. People who appear to be religious do not prevent

their children from purchasing these devices of sin that are so commonly
available. The minds of people have become inundated with scenes of nudity

and immorality. People still adhering to their staunch religious roots cannot hope

to influence the new generation who refuse to listen to the Qur'an and Hadith.

People have been swept to such an ebb that a colossal effort will have to made to

turn the tide.

In times, gone by a person who committed adultery was scorned by society

and would never make his actions known. Nowadays chastity is frowned upon

and fornication receives favourable publicity.

CHASTE BEHAVIOUR AND MODESTY WERE THE HALLMARKS
OF THE PROPHET

P
*J» Up

Every prophet f*>LJt aJU taught morality and chaste behaviour to his nation.

Sayyidina Abu Ayub Ansari <up &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet <X*).<4* & J~*

said, "Four traits were common in all the Prophet ~f%J> <A*, viz. (1) Modesty, (2)

Applying perfume, (3) Brushing the teeth with the Miswak and (4) Nikah/'

[Tirmidhi\
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The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up i»i JU> is reported to have said, "Every Din

(religion) has a unique character. That of Islam is modesty." [Mishkdt p. 432]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ^ it ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet JU
jjL-j Up <&\ said, "Modesty and Belief (Iman) are one and the same thing. If either of

the two is removed, the other will not exist." [Ibid]

The truth of the aboyfe statement is evident. Those nations that do not

possess modesty do not have Belief (Iman), and the Belief (Iman) of those

Muslims who are losing their modesty is also dwindling. Many Muslims who
live in Western countries are being robbed of their Belief (Iman) and soon their

progeny will be totally bereft of any sign of Belief (Iman).

The first restriction Islam placed in this regard was the guarding of one's

gaze. Women are commanded to remain within their homes and, if they need to

emerge, they must conceal themselves in the veil (Hijab) and must not apply

perfume. The Holy Prophet (JL.^ Up Aft JL* mentioned that a woman is an object

that needs to be concealed. He said that when she emerges from her home, Satan

(Shaytan) diverts everyone's gazes towards her. [Mishkdt p.269]

It is indeed sad that many people claim to be Muslims yet follow the

immodest lifestyles of Islam's enemies. The schemes of the enemies are still in

motion to further deviate the Muslims and rob them of every fiber of shame.

What kind of a Muslim will not take heed of Allah' s warning when He exclaims,

"those who follow their desires wish that you fall into gross deviation?"

o\ Vi ^kJij pi^^ pSJyi UL£=*ts v \j£\. <^LsJ\ Ch>.

H§3 %k$ & ^>
(29) O you who believe, do not unjustly consume the wealth of each other except

if it be by way of trade transacted with mutual consent. Do not kill yourselves.

Indeed Allah is Most Merciful to you. (30) Whosoever will do this out of enmity

and injustice, We shall soon enter him into the Fire. This is all too easy for

Allah.

PROHIBITION AGAINST CONSUMING WEALTH ILLEGALLY
AND THE PRINCIPLES OF TRADE

The author of "Ma'alimut Tanzll" (v.l p.417) writes that the unjust

consuming of wealth referred to in this verse denotes practices such as dealing in

usury, gambling, robbery, stealing, misappropriation of trusts, and all those

methods forbidden by the Shari'ah.

Other commentators interpret it to mean all those forms of business

transactions that are invalid in the Shari'ah.
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The only exception by which the wealth of another is lawful is "if it be by

way of trade transacted with mutual consent" The condition stipulated in this verse

is that both the transacting parties must be satisfied with the transaction. Neither

must be forced into the deal.

It is unlawful (Haram) to take someone's property without his or her

permission. If the seller is forced to agree on a certain price or forced to sell when
he is not willing to, then this will also be Unlawful (Haram).

TRANSACTIONS THAT ARE NOT PERMITTED

The following are not permitted:

=> To transact in swine, liquor and carrion.

=> To give or take a bribe.

=> To sell something that does not belong to one.

=> To sell a bird that is still flying in the air, or a fish that has not

yet been caught.

=> To lie to the customer that he is being sold an item at cost price

when it is really not so.

=> Rentals of properties are also considered to be transactions and

have to be transacted with mutual consent. ' Some people

perpetrate the sin of forcibly occupying an empty hoiise and then

forcing the owner to rent it to them. If he agrees, they then take

the liberty to fix the rent even though the owner is unhappy.

Such practices are Haram.

=> Certain countries have a law whereby the landlord can neither

evict their tenants, nor raise the rental. It is not permissible for

a Muslim to practise this unjust law since it is detrimental to

the landlord?

z=> Some people sell a commodity at a reduced price and then write

out a receipt to the effect that it was sold at a higher price. This

receipt is then shown to another person who is told that he can

purchase it at cost. He then pays the inflated price for the item

thinking that he had bought it at cost. This is cheating and

abolished by the Shariah.

"Do not kill yourselves." Some commentators have interpreted this verse to

mean that a person should not destroy himself by consuming Unlawful (Haram)

wealth. Such practices will lead only towards destruction in the Hereafter.

Others are of the opinion that it means that people should not kill each

other. Still another group maintains that it refers to suicide. The broad context of

the verse accommodates all of these interpretations. ["Ma'alimut Tamil" p.418]

It is indeed unfortunate that in these times murder is extremely rife.

Muslims kill one another because of trivial reasons. The enemies of Islam are

always instigating them to fight each other, and the process seems never ending.
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The warnings sounded by Allah against murder will, Insha Allah, be
discussed in the verse of Surah Nisa where Allah says, "Whoever murders a

believer intentionally../' [Surah 4, verse 93]

THE SIN OF SUICIDE

The human body and soul are the exclusive property of Allah. Therefore, no
person can take his own life. Sayyidina Abu Hurairah ^ i>» ^j narrates that

Prophet ^Lwj «Up iiii ju said, "The person who commits suicide by jumping off a

mountain will remain in the fire of Hell, continuously ascending and then

jumping off a mountain. The person who commits suicide by swallowing poison

shall remain in the fire of Hell with the poison in his hand, swallowing it until

eternity. The one who commits suicide using an iron object shall refnain forever

in the fire of Hell, piercing his belly with it." [Mishkat p.295]

Growing frustrated with the problems of this world, some people resort to

suicide, not understanding that the problems and torment of the Hereafter are

much more severe.

"Indeed Allah is Most Merciful to you." People should regard all. Allah's

commandments as a blessing to themselves and act upon each of them, even

those that appear to be difficult should be carried out since their violation will

only cause destruction.

"Whosoever will do this out of enmity and injustice, We shall soon enter him into

the Fire." The person who kills another for no valid reason shall suffer this

pitiable plight. The same shall be the plight of those who commit suicide. None
can escape the grip of Allah, neither before, nor after death.

"This is all too easyfor Allah." He is Capable ofanything and all are at His mercy."

(31) From all the things forbidden to you, if you refrain from the major

sins, We shall expiate for your evil deeds and enter you into a place of

honour.

THE PROMISE TO EXPIATE SINS

In this verse, expiation of minor sins is promised if the major sins are

avoided. Some people have argued that this verse and numerous others seem to

indicate that the person who merely refrains from the major sins must be

forgiven even though he perpetrates minor sins and neglects the other duties of

Islam.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (vl p.222) replies to this by saying that

forgiveness depends on Allah. If He wishes to pardon a person, He may do so,

otherwise He is at liberty to punish the sinner.
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Other commentators maintain that the "major sins" mentioned in this verse

refer to all things that lead to disbelief (kufr). Therefore, if a person abstains from

all such actions and dies as a Muslim, Allah will pardon him. All sins, because

they are minor by comparison to disbelief (kufr), will be considered to be minor.

This forgiyeness is dependant upon the will of Allah, as He says, "Verily Allah

will not pardon polytheism (shirk), but shall forgive all other sins for those whom He

wills." [Surah Nisd, verse 48]

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah ** i»» ^>j reports that Prophet jJL-j ^ i»» JL* said,

"The five Salah, one Jumu'ah to the next and one Ramadhan to the next will

atone for all the sins committed in between as long as major sins are avoided."

[Muslim v.l p.122]

According to another hadith of Muslim (v.l p. 121) the Holy Prophet Up &\ J^>

fL-j is reported to have said, "The Muslim who, when the hour of Salah draws

near, performs a proper ablution (wudhu) and then observes proper bowing

(ruku) and prostration (sajdah), these will atone for all his previous sins as long as

he does not commit major sins.

It will appear from the above Ahadith that minor sins will be forgiven only

when a person abstains from major sins. However; Imam Nawawi ^ it ^
clarified the issue. He writes that in the above cases, all minor sins are forgiven

and that major sins are not forgiven except with repentance (Taubah) and the

mercy of Allah. This, he writes, has also been mentioned by Qadhi Ayadh -3>» <^j

aJLp and is the belief of the Ahlus Sunnah Wal Jama'ah.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud «up ifo ^ j reports that a person once kissed a

woman. Regretting his action, he related the incident to the Holy Prophet it J^
^JL-j aJip. Thereupon the following verse of Surah Hud was revealed, "Establish

Salah at the two ends of the day and a portion of the night. Verily good deeds eradicate

evil deeds." The person enquires of Prophet ^j U* i» J^>, "Is this glad tiding for

me only?" The reply was, "For all the members of my Ummah." [Mishkdt v.l p.58] -

The above verse as well as numerous Ahadith bear testimony to the fact that

sins are expiated by means of good deeds.

Some commentators have explained that the verse under discussion is

linked to the previous one. (The previous verse warned against unlawfully

taking the wealth of another person). They say that the person who sets about to

take away the wealth of another (by stealing, robbing, etc), then changes his

mind, Allah will forgive all the sins associated with this planned action. This is

because he, out of fear for Allah, abstained from the major sin that he had

originally set out to do.

WHAT ARE THE MAJOR SINS?

In his book dedicated exclusively to this subject, Hafidh Shamsud Din

(religion) Dhahabi Up h i^
Jf explains that there exists a difference of opinion with

regard to the precise number of major sins. Some maintain that there are seven,

based on a hadith of Bukhari and Muslim. He says that this hadith does not

restrict them to seven, but merely mentions the seven most serious sins. As there

are also different levels of these sins, their numbers may increase. According to
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Sayyidina Ibn Abbas <up iu\ ^j they number seventy.

Allama Qurtubi Up &\ «^j reports (v.3 p. 159) from Sayyidina Ibn Abbas &\ ^j
** that a major sin is that for which Allah has promised Hell, His wrath, His

curse or some punishment. He is reported to have said that they number close to

700. He says, "No major sin remains after repentance and no minor remains if

persisted upon (they then become major)."

Hafidh Dhahabi ^ ^ x^, has listed 70 of the major sins together with the

punishment for each of them. The title of the book is "Kitabul Kaba'ir" and one

may refer to it for further details.

LIST OF MAJOR SINS

The following is list of major sins:

1. Shirk (polytheism) and those beliefs and actions that lead to it.

(The sin of polytheism (shirk) will never be forgiven as was
already mentioned).

2. Intentionally killing someone.

3. Black magic.

4. Neglecting the obligatory (fardh) Salah and performing them

before time.

5. Not paying Zakah.

6. Not fasting in the month of Ramadhan 'without a valid: excuse, or

breaking the fast without an excuse.

7. To die without performing Hajj when one had the means.

8. To hurt one's parents and to disobey them wh n their instructions

are not contrary to the Shari'ah.

9. To break, family ties.

10. Committing adultery.

11. Committing incest and gratifying sexual passions in an
unnatural way.

12. Taking any part in a transaction involving interest.

13. To usurp the wealth of an orphcin.

14. To attribute lies to Allah or His Prophet ri-j <A* &\ ^JL*,

25. To desert the battlefield

16. For a leader to deceive his subjects.

17. To be proud.

18. To give false testimony or conceal testimony when the right of a

person may be save by it.

19. To consume intoxicants.
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r
20. Gambling.

21. To slander a chaste woman.

22. To misappropriate the booty.

23. Stealing.

24. Robbery.

25. Taking false oaths.

26. To oppress in any way (assault, stealing, verbal abuse}.

27. To collect taxes.

28. To utilise Unlawful (Haram) wealth.

29. To commit suicide and to sever a limb.

30. Lying^

31. To pass Judgment contrary to the Shari'ah.

32. Bribery.

33. To imitate the opposite gender (shaving of the beard is also

included in this).

34. To be unconcerned about the lewd behaviour of one's family.

35. To marry and cohabit with a woman merely so that her husband

may take her back after he had issued three divorces (this

practice is called Halalah").

36. To be heedless of drops of urine that contaminate one clothing.

37. To carry out actions to show off.

38. To seek religious knowledge for worldly motives or to conceal

this knowledge.

39. To breach a trust.

40. To remind another of a favour done to him.

41. To refiUe fate (predestination).

42. To spy on others.

43. To carry tales.

44. To curse.

45. To deceive people and not fulfill a pledge.

46. To believe those who 'predict' the future (fortune-tellers, etc.).

47. To disobey the husband.

48. To make a picture or display it in the home.

49. Upon the death of a person to wail, slap the face, tear the
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clothes, shave the hair or pray for destruction.

50. To rebel against and to harm Muslim.

51. To be tyrannical towards Allahs creation.

52. To harm the neighbour.

53. To harm Muslims and speak ill of them.

54. To harm the pious people in particular.

55. For men to allow any garments to hang at or below the ankles.

56. For men to wear silk garments or gold jewellery.

57. For a slave to abscond from his master.

58. To sacrifice an animal in the name of another besides Allah.

59. To intentional name another person as one's father.

60. To that and argue merely to create anarchy.

61. To refuse water to a person in need.

62. To cheat in weight and measurement.

63. To be fearless of Allah's chastisement.

64. To harm the friends of Allah.

65. To be negligent of performing Saldh in congregation.

66. To omit the Jumu''ah Salah without justification

67. To make a bequest with the express intent of harming an heir.

68. To fashion evil schemes and deceive people.

69. To spy on the confidential matters of Muslims and pass on the

information.

70. To swear any of the Companions (Sahdba) r+~*
hs^j.

Hafidh Dhahabi 4* & *^j has listed the seventy major sins up to this point.

Included in these are many that are well known, but still many others have been

omitted. Below shall follow many more major sins as recorded in the book of

Allama Zainuddin Ibn Nujaim Hanafi Up it <^j. This treatise of his is published

at the end of his famous work titled "Al Ashba wan Nadha'ir"

.

=> To become an accomplice to a tyrannical ruler, and neglect to

enjoin good and forbid evil when able to do so.

=> To learn, teach or practise black, magic.

=> To forget the Qur'an after memorising it.

=> To burn any living being alive.

=> To become despondent of the mercy of Allah.

=> To consume carrion or swine without being constrained to
x

do
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SO.

=> To persist in committing minor sins.

=> To assist or instigate the commission of sins.

=> To adopt a career in singing.

=> To expose one's private parts in front of others.

=> Dancing.

=> To love the world.

=> To speak, ill of scholars and those who memorise the Qur'an.

=> To betray one's leader.

=> To slander the birth of any person.

=> To invite others towards anything deviant.

:z> To point a weapon at another person without justification.

=> To castrate one's slave or sever any part of his body.

=> To show ingratitude to one who has done a good turn (a good

Samaritan).

=> To practise apostasy, especially in the Unlawful (Haram).

=> To play chess and all such games that are forbidden by

consensus of the 'Ummah.

=> To use drugs

=> To call a Muslim a disbeliever (kafir).

=> To be unjust between one's many wives.

=> To masturbate.

=> To cohabit while menstruating.

=> To rejoice at disturbances in Muslim countries.

z^> To perform indecent acts with an animal.

=> Tor an Alim (religious scholar) not to practise his knowledge.

=> To criticise food.

.•'=> To gaze at a beardless youngster.

=> To look, into or enter the home of another without permission.

Certain sins have been omitted from the above list since they passed in the

first list of Hafiz Dhahabi *ip & i**>

THE LIST OF MINOR SINS

Hereunder follows a list of minor sins also compiled by Allama Ibn Nujaim

aAs> Jit AjS^j.
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1. To look, at forbidden things.

2. To kiss or touch with desire any woman besides one's wife.

3. To be secluded with a strange (non Mahram) woman.

4. To use utensils made of gold or silver.

5. To abstain from speaking to another Muslim for more than

three days.

6. To intentionally laugh while performing Salah..

7. To urinate while standing.

8. To wail, slap the face or tear clothing when some calamity

occurs.

9. To walkj proudly.

10. To associate with a sinner.

11. To perform Salah during the reprehensible times.

12. To take any impurity into the Mosque (Masjid) or any person

(child or insane) when there exists a strong possibility of

impurity being on his body or clothes.

13.. To sit facing the Qibla or facing the back, towards the Qibla

when urinating or relieving one's self.

14. To expose one's private parts for no reason even when in

seclusion.

15. To fast for days continuously without breaking the fast in

between.

16. To cohabit with one's wife before paying the Kaffdra of 'Zihar"

{refer to the beginning of Surah Mujadala [Surah 58] for the

details of 'Zihar').

17. For a woman to travel without her husband or a M'ahram.

18. To make a high bit for an item one toes not intend to buy,

merely to inflate the price for those interested in buying.

19. To keep necessary commodities in storage (without selling

them) waiting for the price to increase.

20. To make an offer to purchase something or to marry a woman
after another person has already done so.

21. To buy out a merchant who is due to present competition so

that one may monopolies the market.

22. To buy out commodities from the rural areas before they reach

the town so that one may sell them at an inflated price.

23. To engage in trade after the Adhan for the jumu'ah Salah has

been given.
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24. To sell an item without disclosing its defects.

25. To raise dogs for reasons besides that of -protection and grazing
animals.

26. To skip over the shoulders of people when entering the Mosque
(Masj id).

27. To delay the payment of Zakah.

28. To inconvenience road users by engaging in trade or using the

road as a toilet. (Similarly, it will also be sinful to use such
places as toilets that people frequent, or to use water sources

for this purpose.)

29. To give the Adhan or enter the Mosque (Masjid) while in the

state of impurity (Janabah).

30. To place the hands on the hips or fidget with something while
performing Salah.

31. To turn the head and look, around while performing Salah.

32. To engage in worldly talk, while in the Mosque (Masjid) or any
such activities that are not considered to be Ibadah (acts of
worship).

33. For a fasting person to kiss and embrace hioner spouse when
there is a danger that they will engage in sexual relations,

thereby breaking their fasts.

34. To pay zakah from wealth of an inferior quality

35. To sever the entire head from the body of the animal being
slaughtered.

36. For a mature woman to marry without the consent of her
guardian.

37. For a husband to issue more than one divorce at once.-

38. To issue a divorce while the wife is menstruating.

39. To issue a divorce during the wife's period of purity ("Tuhr"
the period between menstrual cycles) when intercourse took,

place during the same period of purity .

40. To favour some of one's children above the rest (unless there

exists some legitimate grounds).

41. For a judge not to treat the plaintiff and defendant equally.

42. To accept a gift from or to partake of the food of a person whose
wealth is ill-gotten.

43. 'To walk, on the land of a person without his permission.

44. To mutilate any living being.
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45. To make prostration (sajdah) on a picture of an animate object
when performing Salah, or to perform Salah with such pictures
in the vicinity.

46. To greet a disbeliever (kdfir) with the words of Salam.

47. To clothe a child in such attire that is not permissible for a

grown person to wear.

48. To continue eating after being satiated.

49. To think, ill of a Muslim.

50. To listen to frivolous talks.

51. To listen to a back, biter without reprimanding him.

52. To lead people in Salah against their wishes (when they are

unhappy with the Scholar (Imam) for some reasonable
grounds).

53. To speak, while the jumu'ah sermon is being delivered.

54. To place impurities on the roof of the mosque (Masjid) or on
the road leading to the mosque (Masjid).

55. To make a promise to someone without intending to fulfill it.

56. To joke with or praise anyone excessively.

57. To become angry without a reason that is valid in the Sh$ri'ah.

The above list includes those sins that are common amongst people. Other
sins mentioned by Allama Ibn Nujaim 4* & ^j have been omitted for the sake of

brevity. Some of the minor sins mentioned in the list are debatable, like the sin of

not speaking to a Mtislim for more than three days. It should be included in the

major sins because the hadith severely reprimands such behaviour.

Various Scholars (Ulama) differ in their specification of minor sins. Hafidh
Dhahabi «Jp &\ <^j included in his list the sins of nullifying Hajj, Umrah and Salah

without valid reasons. Allama Ibn Nujaim <ip &^ however, has not listed these

in his list. Many other sins have been omitted from the above lists that have been
mentioned in the Ahadlth.

Minor sins are, nonetheless, sins and have to be avoided. Sayyidah Ayshah
if* i» ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^Up h JU* said, "Abstain from the

minor sins as well because they will also have to be accounted for." (Allah has

appointed angels to record these as well). [Mishkat p. 458]

Lesson: A minor sin will be considered minor when a person commits it

while fearful of Allah. However, if he commits a minor sin heedlessly (thinking

that it is a "small thing"), then this sin will be considered to be a major sin.

Similarly a minor sin will be considered a major sin when it is persistently

practiced. To ignore and attach no importance to the warnings sounded in the

Qur'an and Ahadlth constitutes disbelief (kufr)y irrespective of whether the

warning is for a major or minor sin.
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(32) Do not desire the things by which Allah has favoured some of you over

others. For men shall be a portion of that which they earn, and for women shall

be a portion of that which they earn. Ask Allah for his favours. Indeed Allah is

the Knower of all things. (33) For each person We have appointed heirs of that

which parents and relatives leave. Give the dues to those with whom you have

made a covenant. Verily Allah is Witness over everything.

DO NOT DESIRE THOSE THINGS THAT ALLAH HAS CONFERRED
UPON OTHERS

A narration of Sayyidina Mujahid *> & <^j is reported in "Ma'alimut
Tanzir (v.l p.420) in which Sayyidah Umm Salamah 1^ &\ ^j told the Holy
Prophet ^j^iiii JL>, "Men fight in Jihad (religion war) whereas we do not. They
also receive twice our share of inheritance. If we were men, then we would also

fight in Jihad (religion war) and receive inheritance equal to theirs." On this

occasion the above verse was revealed.

Certain commentators have reported that when the verse, " For a male shall

be the like share of two females," was revealed, the women said, "We deserve a

greater share because we are weak and men are strong. They are more capable of

earning then we are." On this occasion, the above verse was revealed.

According »to another narration, when the above verse of inheritance was
revealed, some men expressed the desire that their rewards also be doubled. It

was then that Allah revealed the verse, "For men shall be a portion of that which they

earn, andfor women shall be a portion of that which they earn.
"

"Indeed Allah is the Knower of all things." Allah decrees every injunction with

perfect wisdom. He has placed every person in their unique situation, granting

them individual capabilities. According to these, Allah has assigned different

tasks to each individual. If every person was of the same gender, possessing the

same capabilities, there would be gross imbalance in society.

Success in the Hereafter depends on a person's actions and sincerity. Each
person shall receive the rewards promised by Allah according to the level of his

sincerity, whether the person be male or female.

The instruction not to desire the lot of others refers to those matters that are

out of one's reach. He should endeavour to compete with others in matters

wherein he has a choice. However, his endeavours should be free of jealousy,
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boastfulness and self-praise. The Qur'an encourages competition in good deeds.

The Holy Prophet ^ <A* ibt ju said, "Allah will record the person with the
following two qualities as a grateful and patient person. (1) He who looks up to

those who supersede him in religious matters, and attempts to emulate them. (2)

He who looks at those less fortunate than him in worldly matters and shows
gratitude to Allah for giving him more. On the contrary, the person who looks
down upon those lower than him in religious matters and, in worldly matters,

looks at those more fortunate than him, Allah shall not regard him as grateful

and patient." [Mishkdt. p. 448]

The Holy Prophet^ 3 Up & JU is also reported to have said that the best of

people are those whom Allah had given knowledge and wealth and they spend
it in the right causes, joining family ties and fulfilling the rights of Allah. Then
there are those whom Allah has granted knowledge, but no wealth. They have
the sincere aspiration in their hearts to do as the other group does if they also

possessed the wealth. The reward of this group is equal to that of the first group.

[Mishkdt p.451]

"Ask Allah for His favours." A person should keep trying to do that which he
can and, at the same time, continue bagging from Allah for His bounties. The
ability, inspiration to carry out an action and to show gratitude are all from
Allah's bounty. So too is His acceptance and the inspiration to do more.

Since some women mentioned that they deserve a greater share because of

their weakness, Allah says, "For each person We have appointed heirs of that which

parents and relatives leave." The specification of the various shares is based on
Allah's wisdom. As He had decreed, so should the estate be dissolved, for in this

lies great good and benefit.

THE INHERITANCE OF THE "MOWLAL MAWALAT"
"Give the dues to those with whom you have made a covenant." This verse refers

to the "Mowlal Mawalat". During the period of ignorance, people often made a

contract with each other that if either of them had to pay a penalty, the other

would assist him. When either one died, then the other would inherit from him
as well. Both these people were referred to as Mowlal Mawalat.

There exists a difference of opinion whether such a contract is valid in Islam

or not. According to Imam Abu Hanifa 4* & ^j each of them may inherit from
the other only if the deceased has no surviving relatives, neither As'habul

Faraidh, nor Asabat, nor Dhawil Arham. Either party has the option to annul the

contract as long as neither has paid a penalty on behalf of the other.

According to Sayyidina Imam Shafi'i Up ifo ^ and Imam Malik *i* &\ **-j,

none may inherit from the other, even of there are no surviving heirs. In this

case, the estate will be given to the public treasury.

Imam Abu Bakr Jassas Up &\ u^ writes that the above verse substantiates the

contract of the Mowlal Mawalat and no other verse nor hadith has abrogated it.

It is further substantiated- by the verse, "The uterine relatives (Dhawil Arham) are

more deserving, in the book of Allah, than the believers and immigrants." This is
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precisely in accordance with the ruling of Imam Abu Hanifa <> it^ since he is

of the opinion that the Uterine relatives (Dhawil Arham) are more deserving than

the Mowlal Mawalat, and the latter will only inherit in the absence of the former

[Ahkamul Qur'an v.2 p. 186], The majority of the Companions (Sahaba) ^p &\ ^j also

accepted the validity of the Mowlal Mawalat contract. [Madarikut Tamil]

"Verily Allah is Witness over everything/' None can hide from Allah, and He
shall give every person his just dues.

\jJaJbl Lo^-ij fj^ ^ j* j &*) -Ui\ J—s^3 U-j el—tJ)» J*

0^ cj*^!* £?W^ 4 u*Jj-***b sd>>V d**-^ oyU

(34) Man are the leaders of women because of the virtue Allah has bestowed

some of you over others, and because of what men spend from their wealth. So

the pious women are obedient and, in the absence of their husbands, are

protective because of that which Allah has protected. As for those whose evil

disposition you fear, advise them, separate your bed from theirs and (gently) rap

them. If they obey you then look for no excuse 4(to persecute them). Verily Allah

is Most High, The Greatest.

AWORD OF ADVICE TO THE MARRIED COUPLE

With regard to the circumstances of revelation, Sayyidina Hasan 4* & ^
has narrated the following incident. When a person once slapped his wife, she

reported the episode to the Holy Prophet fL.j <4* ^ JU*. Prophet pJL-j U* ii JL*

instructed that she settle the matter by slapping him in retaliation. On this

occasion the above verse was revealed. The Holy Prophet .jJL-j <J* &\ JL* then

commented, "We had decided something, but Allah desired another." [Asbabun

Nuzul p. 145]

MEN ARE THE LEADERS OFWOMEN
"Man are the overseers ofwomen because of the virtue Allah has bestowed some of

you over others..." This is the first reason for Allah's choice of man as the overseer

and leader of the woman. Allah has bestowed men with understanding and

insight, by virtue of which they are able to gauge the depths and intricacies of

matters. While many women are also able to accomplish this feat, the average

woman cannot do it as efficiently as most men.

If any difference has to taken, the man has the final say and his decision is

binding on his wife.

The second reason given by Allah is, "because of what men spend from their

wealth" Since it is the responsibility of the man to provide for his wife and

family; it is only logical that they be obedient to him. It is not becoming of any
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woman to take from the husband and still disobey him. The pious woman
realises that she should be obedient to the order of Allah and obey her husband.

"So the pious women are obedient and, in the absence of their husbands, are

protective because of that which Allah has protected." This means that they protect the

wealth, property and children of their husbands as well as their own chastity by
not allowing other men to enter the house. This they should do because Allah

had protected their rights by enforcing the dowry on the husband and enjoining

on him to provide for her. Certain commentators interpret the verse to mean that

she should protect these things because Allah has protected her.

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah *& &\ ^j narrates that someone asked the Holy
Prophet (JL-j <uU iut ju who are the best of women. He replied that she was the

woman who pleased her husband when he looks at her. She is obedient to his

every order and does not belie him with regard to herself and his property. (She

does nothing to displease him). [Mishkat p.283]

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas <up &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ,JL.j Up i&t ju
said, "The person who possesses four things has accumulated the good of both

worlds. (1) A grateful heart, (2) A tongue ever involved in the remembrance of

Allah, (3) A body that is able to endure hardships, and (4) A wife who does not

betray her husband with regard to her person and his property." [Ibid]

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah ** &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet Up iut J^
(JL-j said, "The best of women who mount camels (Arab women) are those

women of the Quraish who are most compassionate towards their infant children

and most protective of the wealth of their husbands." [Bukhari v.2 p.760]

These Ahadith make it evident that it is the duty of every good woman that

she safeguards the property of her husband and does not spend it extravagantly.

She should also rear the children and protect her chastity. A man is unable to

remain at home all the time and has to be out to earn a living and for other tasks..

On these occasions, the wife should ensure that she looks after all his

possessions. She must see to the nurturing of the children and their education

because without this they will be heading for destruction.

GUIDANCE FOR DEALING WITH DISOBEDIENT WIVES

"As for those whose evil disposition you fear, advise them (if they still do not take

heed), separate your bedfrom theirs and (this should be sufficient for any decent woman,

but ifshe still takes no heed, then gently) rap them."

In his farewell sermon the Holy Prophet jJUj^ & J^> said, "Fear Allah with

regard to your women for you have acquired them through a pledge between

you and Allah, and you have secured sexual pleasures from them according to

the Shari'ah of Allah. They owe you the right that none occupy your bed whom
you (due to natural possessiveness) dislike. If they do so, then you may hit them

in such a way that no bones are broken (i.e. no injury is inflicted). You owe them

the right that you feed and clothe them in a good manner." [Muslim v.lp.397]

It is apparent from this that a person may not hit his wife in any way that

will inflict an injury. The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.5 p.25) writes that the three

courses of action stipulated in the verse are mentioned in sequence. Each should
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be employed only when the previous one fails.

"If they obey you then look for no excuse (to persecute them)." This verse advises

those people who unnecessarily taunt and abuse their wives, finding the smallest

excuses to punish them. Those who oppress the weak ones should bear in mind

that soon they will have to present themselves before Allah, and "Verily Allah is

Most High, The Greatest" Allah exercises greater power over a person than any

man can ever hope to exercise over his subordinates.

A WARNING AGAINST WIFE BEATING

This verse teaches the husband that he should, in the event of a dispute

advise the wife kindly, failing which he may separate their beds. Under no

circumstances should he leave the house because such behaviour is fraught with

danger.

Sayyidina Mu'awiya Qushairi ** i» ^j reports that he asked the Holy

Prophet pl-j Up &\ JU concerning the rights of women. Prophet^ U* & J^>

replied, "Their rights are that you feed them when you eat and clothe them when

you clothe yourself. You may not hit them on their faces, nor address them using

bad words. Sever relations with them while still sharing the same house." [Abu

Dawudv.lp.291]

A woman should be rapped only when absolutely necessary, and then too

without causing injury and without striking the face. Sayyidina Iyas bin

Abdullah ** h^ reports that the Holy Prophet ^j Up & J^ instructed them

not to beat their wives. Sayyidina Umar k* h ^>j later came to Prophet <u* &\ J^>

fJL-j complaining that their wives now grew bold (since they were aware of the

injunction). The Holy Prophet jJLj 4* i» JU then permitted it. Later the women

began remonstrating against their husbands. The Holy Prophet ^j 4p &\ J^
said, "Many women have approached the wives of Muhammad ^ 3

Up & J^
complaining about their husbands. These men are not the best of you!" [Abu

Dawiidv.lp.292] -

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.5 p.25) writes that to endure the irritations

of the wife is better than resorting to hitting her. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Zam'ah

<up &\ ^>j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^j Up &\ J^ said, "Do not beat your

wives like people beat their slaves, for at the end of the day, you will have to

satisfy your passions with her." [Bukhari v.2 p.784]

This hadith serves to explain to the man that he is eventually in need of his

wife. It seems ridiculous that at one instance he is beating her and the next

instance he is making love to her! The wife will also lose respect for him,

thinking that he treats her kindly sometimes, and at other times he behaves

worse than a beast. The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" then makes mention of four

reasons that may warrant a man rapping his wife. They are:

1. If she refuses to beautify herself for him.

2. If she refuses to cohabit with him when he calls (without

reason).

3. If she refuses to perform her obligatoryf (Far dh) Salah or to
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bath.

4. If she goes out of the home without a valid excuse.

He may also rap her for any other reason similar to the above.

u^Jj u^ ty±\ l>* ^CS^j ±£jb\ 'J* £>3. Ij^UC^^^ j^h o[j

(35) If you fear a breach between the couple, then appoint an arbitrator from his

family and an arbitrator from her family. If they both desire reformation, Allah

will reconcile them. Verily Allah is All Knowing, Mindful.

IF A COUPLE DISPUTE, TWO ARBITRATORS SHOULD BE
APPOINTED TO RECONCILE THEM

If disputes arise between two acquaintances, one can well imagine the

situation between a couple who live together day and night. These are inevitable.

The sensible couple will resolve these between themselves as if nothing has

transpired at all. However, it may occur that matters deteriorate to such an extent

that a third party needs to step in to resolve the matter. Allah has indicated

towards this state of affairs in the above verse.

"Ifyou fear a breach between the couple, then appoint an arbitratorfrom his family

and an arbitrator from her family/' These two will listen to both sides of the story.

They should then advise the one who is at fault and do their best to resolve the

dispute. They should not do or say anything that may aggravate the situation. If

their intentions are sincere and they truly desire that the couple harmonise, Allah

will see to the rest, as He says, "If they both desire reformation, Allah will reconcile

them" If any of those involved distort the situation in any way, they should bear

in mind that Allah shall take them to task for this, for "Verily Allah is All Knowing,

Mindful."

When a dispute drags on for too long and the couple behave unjustly

towards each other, they eventually lose interest in each other. To add fuel to the

fire, the families of the couple st^p in to defend their own and, instead of

reconciling the two, make the situation worse. Finally, the couple is so far

distanced that there exists no possibility of amendment. This often results in

divorce.

The procedure outlined by Allah in this verse is best to curb any pending

separation. For the families to incite the situation further is in contrast to the

teachings of Islam and will result in grievous consequences in both the worlds.

v&5 J£& pij &3K & g& tf^y'z&rj
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(36) Worship Allah, ascribe none as partner to Him and show kindness to

parents, relatives, orphans, the destitute, near neighbours, distant neighbours,

close associates, travellers and those in your possession. Verily Allah does not

like the one who is proud and boastful... (37) Those who are miserly, instruct

others to be miserly and conceal what Allah had conferred on them through His

bounty. We have prepared for the disbelievers a disgracing punishment. (38)

Those who spend their wealth to show people and do not believe in Allah, nor

in the Last Day. The one whose friend is Satan (Shaytan), then he is the worst of

friends indeed. (39) What harm will it do them if they believe in Allah and the

Last Day and spend of that which Allah had provided for them? Allah is Ever

Aware of them. (40) Undoubtedly Allah does not even oppress the weight of an

atom. If it be a good deed, He shall multiply it and confer from His side a

tremendous reward.

KINDNESS TOWARDS PARENTS, RELATIVES, NEIGHBOURS,.
ORPHANS, THE POOR AND TRAVELLERS

"Worship Allah, ascribe none as partner to Him..." Allah has created man to

worship only Him and reminds him of this responsibility time and again in the

Qur'an. The greatest form of worship is belief in Tauhld (the Oneness ofAllah) and

this is annulled by polytheism (shirk). Therefore, Allah constantly warns man

against polytheism (shirk).

Thereafter Allah reminds man of his rights towards fellow man. The first to

receive mention are "and show kindness to parents." The same subject is repeated

in Surah Baqarah, Surah An'am and Surah Isra (Surah Bani Isra'il). This includes

serving them, alleviating their burdens, and showing every type of obedience,

except when it constitutes disobedience to Allah. One may refer to the lengthy

discussion on this subject in Surah Baqarah.

" .....relatives..." Cordial ties should always be maintained with them and

this is emphasised in the Shari'ah. Much has already been mentioned with

regard to this at the beginning of this Surah.

" orphans, the destitute..." These have also been discussed in Surah
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Baqarah.

"...near neighbours, distant neighbours, close associates, travellers../' A person
has to behave cordially towards all of Allah's creation. These few have been
mentioned in this verse because a person associates with them oh a regular basis.

CORDIAL BEHAVIOUR TOWARDS NEIGHBOURS
Sayyidah Ayshah \+* &\ ^j reports that the Holy'Prophet^3 Up ^ JU said,

"Jibr'Il {OLJi Up advised so often to behave well towards neighbours that I

thought that he will soon make them my heirs!" [Bukhari p.889]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ^ ibt ^j narrates that Prophet ^j Up-iui JU>
said, "The best neighbour in the sight of Allah is he who fosters the best

relationship and displays the best character towards his neighbours." [Tirmidhi]

A person once asked the Holy Prophet pL-j Up &\ ju how was he to know
whether he was behaving well. Prophet pJUj Up iu\ Jl^ replied, "When you hear
that your neighbours are speaking highly of you, then you have done well. If yeu
hear that your neighbours are speaking ill of you, then understand that you have
done wrong." [Mishkat p.424]

A hadith reads that the Holy Prophet <JL*j Up ii JU once said, "The person
who believes in Allah and the last day should not inconvenience his neighbours.
The person who believes in Allah and the last day should speak good or remain
silent." [Bukhari v.2 p.889]

According to another hadith, the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up i» JU* said, "I swear
by Allah that .he is not a believer (Mu'min)\ I swear by Allah that he is not a
believer (Mu'min)\ I swear by Allah that he is not a believer (Mu'min)\" When
someone asked to whom he was referring to, Prophet ^JL-j Up ii JL* replied, "The
person whose neighbours are not safe from his evil." [Ibid]

The Holy Prophet p-L-j Up ibi JL* also mentioned that the person whose
neighbour is not safe from his evil shall not enter Heaven (Jannah).' [Muslim v.l

p.50]
:

Many people, despite being particular about their optional (Nafl) devotions,

do not pay heed to fulfillling the rights of their neighbours, although this is more
important. Sayyidina Abu Hurairah ^ <&i ^ reports that someone enquired
from the Holy Prophet pL-j Up iui J^ regarding a certain woman who was known
to be very meticulous in her worship by performing excessive Salah, fasting and
charity. She however, used to hurt her neighbours with her tongue. The Holy
Prophet ^j Up &\ J^ replied that she was destined for the fire of Hell. The
person then continued to enquire about another woman who, although she
observed few fasts, Salahs and gave in charity only some pieces of cheese, yet she
caused no harm to her neighbours. Prophet^ <M & J~* replied that she was
destined for Heaven (jannah). [Mishkat p.425]

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas **> &\ ^j narrates that he heard Prophet jJL-j a^p ifci JU
say, "That person is not a believer (Mu'min) who eats to his fill while his

neighbour goes hungry." [Mishkat p. 424]

Although all neighbours need to be cared for, those who are closest receive
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priority when giving something. Sayyidina abu Dharr <up &\ ^j narrates that the

Holy Prophet (JL-j Up ibi J^> said, "\Nhen you cook a meal, add more water to the gravy

and consider your neighbour. " [Muslim p.329]

Once Sayyidah Ayshah if* A» ^j asked the Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^ ifo JU to

which of her neighbours should she give a gift. He told her to give it to the one

whose door was closest to her. [Bukhari v.2 p.890]

The close neighbour referred to in the verse may also be interpreted to mean
the neighbour who happens to be a relative as well. This is reported from

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas <* & ^j. He will, therefore, have a two-fold right over a

person.

The "associate" referred to in the verse may also mean the person with

whom one consults. Whatever they discuss should be regarded as a trust and

must not be disclosed to others. Tales should not be carried.

Some commentators have mentioned that the "associate" may also refer to a

travelling companion. He must be treated cordially, be he a relative or not. If

there is a restriction in space, he should be made comfortable, so that his journey

be pleasant. He should neither be hurt physically nor verbally. The instruction in

this verse also refers to behaving well towards those with whom one works.

[Ruhul; Ma'ani]

The Holy Prophet <%!*-.> 4* &' J-* said that the best of companions is he who
behaves best towards his companions. [Mishkdt p.424]

Sayyidina Sahl bin Sa'ad ^ iut ^j reports that Prophet pJL.j Up &\ JL* said,

"The leader of a party on a journey is the one who serves them. The one who
excels in serving his companions cannot attain an action superior to this unless

he becomes a martyr." [Mishkdt p.340] .

Sayyidina Ali ** & ^j has interpreted the "associate" to mean the wife.

This seems closest to the Qur'anic words. ["Ma'dlimut TanzU"\

The author of "Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v.l p.435) writes that the traveller referred

to in the verse has been interpreted by most commentators to mean a guest.

Whether the traveller is a guest or not, he should still be treated warmly and

assisted in every possible manner. This action holds much reward in the

Hereafter.

TREATING THE SLAVES WELL

"....and those in your possession/' This refers to slaves who must also be

treated amicably and their food and clothing duly provided. In no way should

they be oppressed and should never be given more work than they can manage.

Sayyidina Abu Dharr <u* i»» ^>j narrates that the Holy Prophet pl-j Up iui J^>

said; "Indeed these slaves are your brothers and servants whom Allah has placed

at your disposal. So the one who has a slave in his possession should feed him

from that which he himself eats and clothe him as he clothes himself. They

should not be given more work than they are capable of. If you give them more

than they can manage, you should assist them." [Bukhari p.346]
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Sayyidina Ibn Umar -up &\ ^>j reports that Prophet pJL-j Up &\ ju said,

"Whosoever punishes his slave for something that he is not guilty of or slaps

him, then the expiation for this is that he sets him free." [Muslim v.2 p.51]

Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^ &\ ^>j narrates from the Holy Prophet (JLm Up ibi JL^
that the person who does not treat his slave well shall not enter Heaven (Jannah).

[Tirmidhi]

Sayyidah Umm Salama i^ ^\ ^j narrates that on his deathbed the Holy
Prophet ^j Up &\ ju enjoined the performance of Salah and cordial treatment of

slaves. [Mishkat p.291]

ABOMINATION OF PRIDE

"Verily Allah doe$ not like the one who is proud and boastful../' This portion of

the verse admonishes those who consider themselves above others and are

intoxicated by their own airs. This subject is discussed in Sjurah Luqman and
Surah Hadid as well. Pride and haughtiness are truly devastating diseases of the

heart and are the cause of many sins. It leads a person to hanker after fame, to be

boastful in his actions, to practise deviant customs upon the occasion of

marriage, fearing what people will say if he does not do these things.

PRIDE CAUSES A PERSON TO SUSPEND HIS GARMENTS BELOW
THE ANKLES

Sayyidina Ibn Umar <up &\ ^j narrates that Allah will not look at that person

with mercy who, because of pride, allows his garments to drag on the ground.

[Bukharip.861]

Sayyidina Abu Sa'id Khudri ^ &\ ^j narrates that Prophet pi-
_> ^ ibr JU>

said, "The lower garment of a believer (Mu'min) (male) should be in the middle

of his calf and there is no harm if it is between this point and the ankle. Whatever
is below this shall lead one to the Fire. Allah shall not look at that person with

mercy who allows the garment to hang below the ankles- out of pride." [Abu

Dawudv.2Fg.210]

This sin cited above applies to all garments, be they trousers, lungis, kurtas,

etc. [Ibid]

Amongst the advice that the Holy Prophet jJL-j <U i»\ JL* gave Sayyidina

Jabir bin Sulaim ** ito ^j was, "Guard against hanging the garments below the

ankles, for indeed it stems from pride and Allah does not like pride." [Ibid p.210]

In the last hadith, the Holy Prophet -jJL-j^ &\ JL* mentioned that this action

stems from pride. Those perpetrating this sin consider it degrading to wear their

garments above their ankles. They will never dare walk in this way in public.

This is a clear indication that they allow their garments (especially trousers) to

hang below the ankles out of pride, even though they deny it.

The Holy Prophet jJL-j ^ ii JL* narrated an incident of a person from the

previous nations who, due to pride, walked about with his garments below his

ankles. The ground swallowed him up and until the day of Qiyamah, he will

continue being swallowed up in this manner. [Bukhari v.2 p.861]
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SOME BRANCHES OF PRIDE

Numerous evils develop from pride. One of these is when people refuse to
accept the truth even after the error of their ways has been made known to them.
They are adamant to practise the wrong and continue to challenge the truth.
They consider it below their dignity to practise the Shari'ah (Islamic laws) and do
not leave their sinful ways, fearing the reaction of mere mortals.

A Companion (Sahabi)^ ii^ once asked the Holy Prophet ^1^ Up Ai ju,
"A person likes his clothing and shoes to be nice (is this due to pride)?" the reply
was, "Allah is beautiful and likes things of beauty. Pride is to challenge the truth
and to consider others as inferior. [Muslim v.l p.65]

Together with pride, boastfulness and vainglorious attitudes are also

condemned in this verse. It is common for people to boast about their

achievements, even if the praise is misdirected. They are proud of what they do,
not realising that whatever they have done has been conferred on them by Allah.
They are merely the humble servants of Allah.

It should never cross a person's mind that those people whom Allah has not
bestowed with His favours are less fortunate than himself. Allah gives whom He
wills and may choose not to give others because of His infinite wisdom. A
servant of Allah should think that he is merely the humble slave of his Master
and never look down upon others.

In this regard, the author of "Ruhul Ma'aani" writes that the proud and
arrogant person does not consider his relatives and neighbours. He only blows
his own trumpet and sings his own praises before them. In this way, he neglects
his duties towards them and shows disregard for the injunctions of Allah to

maintain cordial relations with them.

Those who are proud never want to extend any help to others out of fear

that they may match them. They desire that these people remain where they are
so that they may never present any competition. A wealthy brother never likes to

visit his poor brother, considering this below his dignity. His pride will always
be an obstacle to the fostering of good relations.

THE ABOMINATION OF MISERLINESS

"Those who are^ miserly instruct others to be miserly and conceal what Allah has

conferred on them through His bounty/' This verse is an extension of the last and
continues to describe those who are proud and boastful. They neither spend on
their relatives and the needy, nor do they allow others to do so. Those who do
not like to spend for the sake of Allah grow to dislike the spending of others as

well.

Allah says' in Surah Fajr, "You never honour the orphan, never encourage (others)

to feed the poor, you devour inheritance with relish and love wealth with a very deep

love. " [Surah 89, verses 17 to 20]

Misers never show gratitude to Allah for what He has given them, neither

do they spend on His creation. They never think where the wealth has come
from and that they owe it to Allah that they spend in ways that He is pleased
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with.

"We have prepared for the disbelievers a disgracing punishment/' The author of

"Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that "disbelievers" in this context refers to those who are

ungrateful to Allah. The common meaning of kafir {disbeliever) may also be

implied. He goes on to narrate that the Jews used to frequently visit the

Christians and, pretending to be concerned, would advise them not to spend
their wealth so freely for they fear that their wealth will soon expire. They told

them that the future was uncertain and they should rather conserve what they

have. With reference to this Allah revealed the above verse viz. "Those who are

miserly, instruct others to be miserly... (till the verse)... Allah is Ever Aware of them. -

With this incident in mind, the meaning of "disbelievers" is understood.

THE ABOMINATION OF SPENDING PRETENTIOUSLY

"Those who spend their wealth to show people and do not believe in Allah, nor the

Last Day." This verse is also part of the description of those who are "proud and

boastful." The verse depicting the punishment awaiting the disbelievers was
mentioned incidentally.

The only time when these people will spend is when it earns them a

reputation. They spend only so that people may be impressed by their wealth

and heap praises upon them. If they believed in Allah and the Last Day, they

would not be so vain. Then they would have acted in anticipation of the rewards

promised by Allah, knowing that the day will drawn wherein they shall receive

the full recompense of their deeds.

"The one whose friend is Satan (Shaytan), then he is the worst offriends indeed."

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that this verse refers'to Iblis (Devil), his

comrades and all those who pander to his wishes. The carnal passions are also

implied, together with all the men and Jinn who act deviously. They are

described as the worst of friends because they are always encouraging others to

sin, thereby leading them to the fire of Hell.

"What harm will it do them if they believe in Allah and the Last Day and spend of

that which Allah has providedfor them? Allah is Ever Aware of them." This purpose of

this question is to censure the disbelievers and to inject concern within them
about their plight in the Hereafter. If they ponder awhile, they will realise that

their code of conduct is indeed incorrect and that they have no alternative but to

adopt the ways of Belief (Iman).

"Undoubtedly Allah does not oppress even the weight of an atom." Allah will

never punish a person for something that he never did. In a like manner, no

action of a person's will go unnoticed by Allah. Every deed will earn its reward.

In fact, Allah will multiply the reward many times over.

The minimum reward for every action will be tenfold, as Allah says on
Surah An'am,. "Whosoever does a good deed will receive tenfold the like thereof [Surah

6, verse 160]. Allah may then multiply this seven, seventy, seven hundred and
many more times over. Alas! Because the measly world is before us, people

hanker only after it, depriving themselves of deeds and subjecting thernselves to
%

sinful behaviour.
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(41) How will it be when We shall bring forth from every nation a witness and
call you [Oh Muhammad ^j Up «&i ^U] to witness over all of them?

EVERY UMMAH SHALL HAVE A WITNESS ON THE DAY OF
JUDGMENT (QIYAMAH)

This verse depicts the scene on the Day of Judgment. Every Prophet <OLJi aJLp

will bring forth his Ummah and give testimony with regard to their beliefs and
actions. Then the illustrious Prophet Muhammad (JL-j Up iui ju will be
summoned to testify about the veracity of these prophets {%~$\ p+M. This episode

has been dealt with in detail in Surah Baqarah under the verse, "So that you [the

Ummah of the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up &\ JJ\ may be witness over the people and the

messenger a witness over you. " [Surah 1, verse 143]

When the Ummahs of the previous prophets f^LJ\ <-*> refute the invitation

of their respective prophets f^LJ\ ^^JLp, the Ummah of the Holy Prophet Up At JU
jJL.j will be summoned to attest to the truthfulness of these prophets f**J\ f+A*.

Then Prophet (JL-5 Up h JU himself will testify to the honesty of his Ummah.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet J^
^j Up 2bi once asked him to recite the Qur'an to him. He said, "Should I recite to

you when it was revealed to you?" Prophet jJL-j Up &\ JU* "Yes, I enjoy listening

to the recitation of others." Thereuppn Sayyidina Ibn Mas'ud ** &\ ^j began

reciting Surah Nisa till he reached, the verse, "How will it be when We shall bring

forth from every nation a witness gkd call you [Oh Muhammad (JL-j ^ &\ JUJ to

witness over all of them." At this point, the Holy Prophet (JL-j <d* ii JL» asked him
to stop reciting. He says that when he looked up, he saw that tears were flowing

from the eyes of Prophet pJL-j^ &\ JU. [Bukhart v.2 p.659]

After recounting this hadith, the author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that if this

is the condition of the witness (that he weeps upon calling this scene to mind),

what should be the reaction of those for whom testimony has to be given?

(42) On that day, those who disbelieved and disobeyed the messenger will wish

that the earth is levelled upon them. They will not be able to hide anything from

Allah.

THE DESIRE OF THE DISBELIEVERS (KUFFAR) ON THE DAY OF
JUDGMENT (QIYAMAH)

'

This verse paints a picture of the severity and grief of the Day of judgment

(Qiyamah). The disbelievers (kujfar) will wish that they were rather buried and
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that the earth was heaped upon them so that they will not have to endure the

day. Nothing will be hidden from Allah because even their limbs will testify

against them.

At times they will swear that they never committed polytheism (shirk), but

when their limbs testify, they will be forced to admit their guilt. It is then that

they will wish that the ground is levelled over them.

^j ojijii U ]£&*&». <2J$3> ^\j *$&&\ tj^-* ^ »>.U ct^\ x+\s>

(43) O you who believe! Do not draw near to Salah when you are intoxicated

until you are aware of what you say, and (do) not (approach Salah) when you are

impure, except for the traveller, till you bath. If you are ill, on journey, returning

from the toilet or from touching your women, and you do not find any water,

then use clean soil to wipe your faces and arms. Verily Allah is Most Pardoning,

Most forgiving.

THE PROHIBITION AGAINST PERFORMING SALAH WHILE
INTOXICATED

During the initial stages of Islam, intoxicants were permitted. Sayyidina Ali

** ibi ^>j narrates that he was once invited for a meal by Sayyidina Abdur
Rahman bin Auf ^ &\ <_<->> Wine was also served and everyone got drunk. When
the time of Salah entered, they appointed him as Belief (Iman). He began to recite

Surah Kafirun and read, "I worship what you worship" instead of "I do not

worship what you worship This contorted the meaning of the verse and it was on

this occasion that Allah revealed the above verse stating, "O you who believe! Do.

not draw near to Salah when you are intoxicated until you are aware ofwhat you say..."

[Tirmidhi]

It was after this thai ihe explicit verses were revealed which forbade wine.

This is discussed in Surah Ma'idah where Allah says, "O you who believe, indeed

wine, gambling, idols and charmed arrows are impurities of Satan (Shaytan), so abstain

therefrom..." [Surah 5, verse 90].

According to another narration, Sayyidina Asia bin Sharlk <*> i»» ^j reports

that he used to tie the saddle on the camel of the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up 5i jl*.

One night he was in need of a bath, but feared that he may fail seriously ill or

even die on account of the extreme cold. When he asked Prophet pJL, 3 <uU iui j^>

concerning this, the above verse was revealed, whereby Tayammum was
permitted.
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THE LAWS OF TAYAMMUM
This verse as well as another in Surah Ma'idah explain the practice of

Tayammum. It is gathered from both these verses that Tayammum can be made
in the absence of water, when a person is ill or when he has a shortage of water

on a journey. It may substitute the obligatory bath as well as ablution (wudhu).

When a person is in need of an obligatory bath, he is termed to be in the state of

Hadath Akbar, and when in need of ablution (wudhu), he is termed to be in the

state of Hadath Asghar.

In the absence of water Salah may not be omitted. Allah has rather allowed

the performance of Tayammum. Just as it is Unlawful (Haram) to perform Salah

while in the states of Hadath Akbar or Hadath Asghar, so too is it Unlawful

(Haram) to delay performance of the Salah till after its appointed time.

The term "impure" denotes the state of Hadath Akbar, while "returningfrom

the toilet" refers to Hadath Asghar. According to Sayyidina Ali and Ibn Abbas
.up it ^aj, the term "touching your women refers to the state of Hadath Akbar, since

this alludes to intercourse. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ & ^j is of the

opinion that the verse means that when a person touches a woman directly, his

ablution (wudhu) will be nullified. This is also the ruling of Imam Shafi'i *> it ^j
and others.

According to Imam Abu Hanlfa ^ i» **-j, ablution (wudhu) will not be

nullified by touching a woman since the interpretation of the verse is as

explained by Sayyidina Ali ^ it ^>j and Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ^ it ^j.

Sayyidah Ayshah i^p it ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up it J^
would perform his Salah at nights while she was lying in front of him like a

corpse. When he performed the Wirr Salah, he would touch her feet. [Nasa'i p.38]

This hadith substantiates the fact that ablution (wudhu) is not nullified by

touching a woman.

Tayammum is permitted in three instances. These are (1) in the absence of

water, (2) when one is ill and (3) when one is travelling. The details of these are

explained in the books of jurisprudence. In brief the following points should be

borne in mind.

=> The absence of water does not mean that there is no Water at

the place where one is to perform Salah. The person should

search in the vicinity (within a radius of approximately 2,5

km). He has to acquire the water even of he has to pay for it.

However, if he cannot attain the water despite its presence (e.g.

there is a weli but no bucket), then he will be permitted to make

Tayammum.

=> The person who is ill can also perform Tayammum when the

illness is of such a nature that water will aggravate it.

=> Tayammum may be performed if ihe water is extremely cold and

there is no way to heat it. 'The person fears that by using the

water, his illness may be intensified or a limb or his life may be

lost in the process.
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=> Traveller may also perform Tayammum when he cannot find
water. There are various rules governing this situation as well

e.g. he should attempt to search for water or acquire it from his

fellow travellers. If he can purchase the water, he should do so

even if the price be slightly higher than usual.

The Holy Prophet ^3 *> k\ JU is reported to have said, "I have been
privileged above the other Prophet with six things viz. (1) I have been granted

concise speech, (2) I have been assisted with awe (i.e. Allah has cast awe into the

hearts of my enemies so that they desist from attacking me), (3) The spoils of war
have been declared permissible for me, (4) The entire earth has been made a

place of worship for me and a means of attaining purity (by virtue of

Tayammum), (5) I have been sent as a prophet to the entire mankind (the

previous Prophet ^ &\ ^j were restricted to their particular nations), and (6) The
coming of any other prophet has been terminated by my advent since there shall

be no prophet after me" [Mishkat p.5 12]. Although this particular hadith cites

only six things, other Ahadith mention many more.

Sayyidina Abu Dharr <^ ifci ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet pi-j *ip &\ JU>

said, "Pure soil will purify a believer (Mu'min) even if he does not find water for

ten years. When he does find water, he should use it." [Tirmidhi]

THE METHOD OF TAYAMMUM
The above verse and verse 6 of Surah Ma'idah describe that the face and the

arms should be 'wiped' with the soil. The Ahadith describe that a person should

strike his hands on the soil and then pass these hands over the face. Thereafter,

he should strike the soil again and pass them over each arm up to the elbows, as

he would do in ablution (wudhu).

It is imperative that the intention of Tayammum be made when performing

Tayammum. Therefore, a person will not be considered to have performed

Tayammum if his face and hands become covered in dust without him intending

it.

"Verily Allah is Most Pardoning, Most Forgiving." Allah is so Clement that he

instituted the performance of Tayammum in the absence of water as a concession

to alleviate the states of Hadath Asghar (minor impurity) and Hadath Akbar
(major impurity). (The method of performing Tayammum for both states of

Hadath (impurity) is the same).

\jfe> ^ OjJb^J <fcaJl OJj^t i-^^SJ^ Ot \*-&#> \fj #$\ JlJffl
"
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(44) Have you not seen those who have been given a portion of the Book,

purchasing misguidance and hoping that you deviate from the path? (45) Allah

is well Aware of your enemies. Allah suffices as a Protecting Friend and Allah

suffices as a Helper. (46) Some of the Jews alter words from their context and

say, "We hear and we disobey and listen in a manner that you do not listen!"

Distorting with their tongues and taunting the Din (religion) they say "Ra'ina."

If only they said, "We hear and we obey!" "Do listen!" and "Do grant us

consideration," it would have been better for them and more ethical. However,

Allah has cursed them because of their disbelief, so only a few of them believe.

THE MISCHIEF AND DEPRAVITY OF THE JEWS

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas <up i» ^j narrates in a report of Durrul Manthur (v.2

p.178) that the chief of the Jews Rifa'ah bin Zaid, would frequent the gatherings of

the Holy Prophet ^j *> ifo JU*. He would contort his tongue when speaking and

taunted the Dm (religion) of Islam and its injunctions. The above verses were

revealed with reference to him.

The learned scholars of the Jews learnt from their scriptures about the

advent of the Holy Prophet^» ii JU, but altered the scripture to hide the

fact. They did not believe in him, prevented their people from doing so and

chose to deviate instead. Besides this, they also left no stone unturned to lead the

Muslims astray. Allah, however, puts the Muslims at ease by saying, "Allah is

well Aware ofyour enemies. Allah suffices as a Protecting Friend and Allah suffices as a

Helper/'

The Jews would distort their words when speaking to the Holy Prophet J^>

^L* 3
Up i\ so that the words would fake on a 'different meaning although not

sounding defamatory. One of these words was "Ra'ina/ In Arabic, it means that

people be given consideration, but in the Jewish language it was a curse for

death. This has already been discussed in Surah Baqarah where Allah says, "O

you who believe, say not Ra'ina..." [Surah 2, verse 104].

They would say, "We hear and we disobey..." They made it sound as if they

were saying that they heard what the Holy Prophet ^j Up &\ J^> had to say and

that they would disobey anything contrary to what he said. In their hearts,

however, they intended not to listen to what Prophet ^j^^> had ta say.

When the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up &s J^ used to instruct the people to "listen, -

the Jews would add the words "in a manner that you do not listen!" According to

the author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" , this phrase could also have a good meaning if

interpreted to mean "in a manner that you (are not listening to offensive things)."

This was the meaning that they would have wanted others to take, but their

words were intended to actually curse the people so that they lose their ability to

hear.

Instead of adopting this vile behaviour "if only they said, We hear and we

obey I Do listen 1/ and 'Do grant us consideration/ it would have been better for them and

more ethical. However, Allah has cursed them because of their disbelief so only a few of

them believe."
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(47) O you who have been given the scripture! Believe in what We have
revealed, that verifies what is with you before We disfigure them as We had
cursed the people of the Sabbath. The decree of Allah shall be come to pass.

THE JEWS ARE ACCURSED

Durrul Manthur (v.2 p.168) records the narration of Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ^j
**> ii in which he says that the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up &\ jl* once addressed a
congregation of Jewish leaders that included people like Abdullah bin Suriya
and Ka'ab bin Asad. The Holy Prophet fL.3 u*&\ J* told them to fear Allah and
accept Islam since they knew that it was the truth. They said, "O Muhammad, we
know nothing of this." On this occasion Allah revealed the above verse telling

them, "O you who have been given the scripture! Believe in what We have revealed, that

verifies what is with you (the Torah Believe therein) before We (as a punishment)
disfigure faces, turning them around (towards the nape and then it shall be flat, without
a sign of the nose, mouth and eyes), or We curse them as We had cursed the people of the

Sabbath^

The Jews were ordered to revere Saturdays and prohibited from fishing on
that day. They disobeyed the order and were transformed into monkeys, as
explained in Surah Baqarah (verses 65/6). Allah reminds them of this shocking
incident that occurred to their forebears, and was renowned amongst them.
Details of this incident will also be mentioned in Surah A'raf [Surah 7, verse 163 to

166].

"The decree of Allah shall come to pass." None can thwart the decree of Allah
when He ordains it.

The commentators have deliberated at length about the disfiguring of faces

referred to in this verse; whether it had already happened or whether it was still

to occur in the future. In brief, some are of the opinion that it did not happen
because some Jews did convert to Islam. Others say that it is still to occur to the

Jews before judgment (Qiyamah).

There are some who maintain that Allah mentioned two things in this verse;

either the disfiguring of faces, or Allah's curse. Since the curse had already
befallen them, the second option (disfiguring) will not come to pass. Others say
that the disfiguring shall still take place in the Hereafter.

Hakimul Ummah Sayyidina Thanwi Up 2bt a^ has written that there is

nothing to prove that this disfiguring will certainly happen if they do not believe.

The verse states only the possibility of this happening.
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(48) Verily Allah does not forgive that polytheism (shirk) be committed, but may

forgive all sins besides this for whom He wills.

POLYTHEISM (SHIRK) IS AN EXTREMELY SEVERE SIN AND THE
POLYTHEIST (MUSHRIK) WILL NOT BE FORGIVEN

This verse makes it clear that the person committing polytheism (shirk) will

never be pardoned by Allah if he dies in this condition. Besides this sin, Allah

may pardon any other sin if He wills. Allah has created man, sustains him and

sees to his every need. Despite all of this, man still seeks help from another and

accords the type of respect reserved only for Allah to another. Even logically this

does not make sense. It is for this reason that the Qur'an refutes polytheism

(shirk) and warns against it in so many places.

Assuming that a person owns something and then people say that someone

else is also a partner, one can well imagine the reaction of the owner. He will,

naturally, be extremely upset even though he is the temporary owner in this

transitory life. He is neither the permanent owner, nor the creator of the thing.

The entire creation is unable to create even a fly and are dependent totally

on Allah. They are all fraughl with weaknesses and will eventually return to

Him. It is, therefore, sheer foolishness that such feeble beings be made as

partners to Allah, the Most High.

Those who attribute children to Allah are also considered to be polytheists

(Mushrikin),£\ich as the early Makkans who used to call the angels the daughters

of Allah and the Christians and Jews called Sayyidina Isa f**J\ Up and Sayyidina

Uzair pLJ\ Up the Sons of Allah respectively . They are all destined for the eternal

fire of Hell.

OTHER DISBELIEVERS (KUFFAR) BESIDES THE MUSHRIKIN WILL
ALSO NOT BE FORGIVEN

This fact is explicitly mentioned in the Qur'an. In Surah Ahzab Allah says,

"Indeed Allah had cursed the disbelievers (kuffar) and prepared for them a blazing

inferno wherein they will abide forever and ever. They will find no friend, nor any

helper." [Surah 33, verses 64/5]

Allah says in Surah Nisa, "Verily those who disbelieves (kuffar) and oppress, it

does not behove Allah to forgive them, nor to guide them to any path except the path to

Hell wherein they will abide forever and ever. That is all too easy for Allah." [Surah 4,

verse 168/9]

All those people will be considered to be disbelievers (kuffar) who deny

Allah, Islam, the Qur'an or any fundamental practice of Islam that is conclusively

proven. So too are those who mock Islam and any of its injunctions and deny the

finality of Prophethood of the Holy Prophet ^i-j <4* & J*>.
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(49) Have you not seen those who praise themselves for purity? Allah purifies

whomsoever He wills and does not oppress even by the amount of the string of

a date seed.(50) See how they invent lies about Allah. That suffices as a flagrant

CENSURING OF THOSE JEWS WHO PRAISED THEMSELVES FOR
PURITY

Like the previous verses, this verse continues to describe some of the

atrocious behaviour of the Jews. "Ruhul Ma'ani" reports from Sayyidina Hasan
aJlp &\ 5^j that this verse was revealed with reference to the Jews and the

Christians. Allah says in Surah Ma'idah "The jews and the Christians say, 'We are

the children ofAllah and His loved ones!" [Surah 5, verse 18]. Another of their boastful

claims was, "None shall ever enter Heaven (Jannah) except of he be a Jew or a

Christian" [Surah Baqarah, verse 111],

In this way, they used to praise their piety and purity even though they

were disbelievers (kujfar) and sinners. Therefore Allah asks if*6ne has seen those

who perpetrate this audacity by making claims that they are not worthy of. Their

claims will neither save them nor grant them any benefit since Allah knows the

condition of every heart and soul. He knows the end result of every person, so

whoever He praises will certainly be worthy of Heaven (Jannah). Whatever
retribution He gives will be perfectly just and He cannot oppress anyone in the

least.

The Arabs use the word "naqir," "fatll" and "qitmir" to describe something

insignificant. A "naqir" is the incision on the date seed, "fatil" is the string that is

found there (as translated in the above verse) and "qitmir" is the skin of the date

seed. All these words appear in the Qur'an.

"See how they invent lies about Allah." By claiming that they are the beloved of

Allah, they are actually claiming that Allah likes disbelief (kufr)l To fulfill their

vain desires, they slander Allah. "That suffices as aflagrant sin."

THE NECESSITY AND IMPORTANCE OF PURIFYING THE SOUL

It is of uur»ost importance to eradicate all evil characteristics from the soul.

This is part of the duty of prophethood, as Allah says, " he teaches them the

Book, wisdom and purifies them." Those who will attempt to rid themselves of

immoral traits and evil habits according to the teachings of the Holy Prophet JU
^j <> iiit have been praised by Allah. He says, "Those who are pure have indeed

succeeded."

Those who assume that they are pure while they are not really so, have

perpetrated a double sin. In addition to being bad, they perpetrate the sin of

lying when they act as if they are good. Allah says in Surah Najm, "Do not praise

yourselves for purity. He (Allah) knows best who is pious." [Surah 53, verse 32].
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PROHIBITION AGAINST PRAISING ONE'S SELF

Even if a person practices good deeds and abstains from evil, he will still be

lacking in something. He can never know in what condition he will meet his end.

Therefore, he cannot praise himself at all. The Holy Prophet ^j *> & JJ even

disapproved when people to adopted names that seemed to praise them.

Sayyidina Zainab bint Abi Sama <* &\ ^j narrates that her name was Barrah

(meaning a pious woman). When Prophet pJL-j Up iui^ heard of this he said, "Do

not praise yourselves for purity for only Allah knows who is pious. Call her

Zaynab." [Muslim v.2 p.208]

THE PERMISSION TO SPEAK OF ALLAH'S BOUNTIES

A person is allowed to speak of a bouhty that All&h has conferred on him.

However, he should ensure that he is not fooling himself and that his speech is

not merely to praise himself;

(51) Have you not seen those who have been given a portion of the Book, they

believe in the idols and Devil (Shaytan) and say with regard to those who

disbelieve that they are better guided than the believers? (52) These are the ones

whom Allah has cursed. You shall never find a helper for those whom Allah has

cursed.

THE AUDACITY OF THE JEWS WHO SAID THAT POLYTHEISM
(SHIRK) IS BETTER THAN BELIEF (IMAN)

A narration of Sayyidina Ibn Abbas «* &\ ^j is reported in "Lubabun

Nuqul" (p.71) where he says that the leaders and scholars of theJewish Banu

Nadhir tribe once came to Makkah. The Quraish told each other to question these

people whether their Din (religion) was better or that of Sayyidina Muhammad
pJL-j Up M JU> since the Jews were reputed to have the knowledge of the previous

scriptures.

When the Polytheists (Mushrikin) asked this question to the Jews, the Jews

[knowing that these people were Polytheists (Mushrikin) and far away from the

Deen of Sayyidina Ibrahim f
*Ji Up], replied that they [the Polytheists

(Mushrikin)] were more rightly guided than the Holy Prophet ^ Up & ^U and

his followers. On this occasion, the above verse was revealed.

The Jews were fully aware of the advent of the Holy Prophet ^j .

*> * J^9

and even awaited him anxiously. They recognised him from his description in

their scriptures but, excluding a few, they did not accept Islam. Allah says in

Surah Baqarah, "When that came to them which they recognised they rejected it The
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curse ofAllah is on the disbelievers. " [Surah 2, verse 89]

Despite not believing, the Jews even had the audacity to tell the Polytheists

(Mushrikin) that they were better than the Muslims! When one's whims and
obstinacy find a place in the heart of a person, it blindfolds the eyes of his heart

and causes him to refute the truth.

Any person with any knowledge of the previous scriptures understands
that all the Prophet ^lJ\ aJLp preached oneness of Allah (Tauhid) and that Belief

(Imdn) was the worst crime any person could perpetrate. It was, therefore, only

obstinacy that prompted them to tell the Polytheists (Mushrikin) what they did.

THE MEANING OF "JIBT" AND "TAGHUT"

The commentators differ with regard to the meaning of these two words
used in this verse. Some are of the opinion that "jibt" (translated above as idols

was the name of a particular idol and later all idols were called by that name.
"Taghut" (translated above as Devil "Shaytan") they mention, is every type of

falsehood. Others say that "jibt" are magicians and "taghut" are the Devils

(Shayatin). Besides these there are other opinions as well.

The Jews by their activities seem to believe in these things instead of Allah.

This was due only to their obstinacy and foolishness. Today this type of

behaviour is also evident in many groups calling themselves Muslims as well.

"These are the ones whom Allah has cursed." i.e. They have been cast far from
Allah's mercy. Because of this, they remain floundering in falsehood, making
claims that the Polytheists (Mushrikin) are better than the Muslims.

"You shall never find a helper for those whom Allah has cursed." None shall

assist them in the world, nor in the Hereafter when the chastisement of Allah

overtakes them. The Ahadlth also cite certain sins whereby a person, though not

a disbeliever (kafir), will be cursed if he perpetrates them. The following are the

sins.

THE TEN PEOPLE CURSED WITH REGARD TO LIQUOR
Sayyidina Anas ^ &\ \^j narrates that the Holy Prophet (JL^^ & JU cursed

the following persons with regard to liquor:

1. The brewer.

2. The one who has it brewed.

3. The consumer.

4. The transporter.

5. The one to whom it is being transported

6. The one who serves it:

7. The seller.

8. The one who uses the money derived therefrom.

9. The one who buys it.
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10. The one for whom it is bought. [Mishkat p. 242]

THE ONE WHO HARMS THE MUSLIMS OR PLOTS AGAINST
THEM

Sayyidina Abu Bakr Siddique ** &\ ^j reports that Prophet pJL-j <u* &\ J^
said, "That person is accursed who harms a Muslim or plots against him/'

[Mishkat p. 428]

THOSE WHO REFUTE TAQDIR (FATE) AND ADD TO ALLAH'S
BOOK

Sayyida Ayshah l^p ifct ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet <X* 3 *A* &\ J-^did

say, "I have cursed six persons, and the prayer (du'a) of all the Prophet are

accepted. (They are:)

1. The one who adds to the book of Allah.

2. The one who refutes predestination.

3. The one who makes Lawful (Haldl) those things that Allah

has' declared Unlawful (Haram).

4. The one who vilifies my family.

5. The one who neglects my Sunnah. [Majma'uz Zawa'id v.

7

p. 205]

Although the hadith initially mentioned six persons, only five have been

listed. It is possible that one of the scribes omitted the sixth. This hadith is also

recorded in Mishkat (p.22) where the sixth person is the one who assumes

authority by force so that he may honour those whom Allah had disgraced and

he disgraces those whom Allah has honoured.

The fifth person cited refers to the one who completely turns away from the

Sunnah of the Holy Prophet <X* 3 ^ ifo J^f and also the one who mocks at it.

[Mirqat]

THOSEWHO BURN LANTERNS AT THE GRAVES

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ^ i\ ^j narrates that Prophet ^ 3
a> &\ J^ cursed

those women who visit graves, those who prostrate to the graves and those who
light lanterns at the graves. [Abu Dawud and-Tirmidhi]

THOSEWHO WAIL AND THOSEWHO LISTEN TO WAILING

Sayyidina Abu Sa'id Khudri ^ & ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ^ J^>

fJL-j 4* cursed the women who wail as well as those who listen to them. [Mishkat

p. 151]

THE DISOBEDIENT WIFE

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah ^ &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet <4* & J^
,JL-j said, "When a woman refuses to come to the bed of her husband when he

calls, and he spends the night angry with her, then she will be under the curse of

the angels till the morning.
,,

[Mishkat p. 280]
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THOSEWHO SPEAK ILL OF THE SAHABA ^ ii^
Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ^ &\ ^j narrates that Prophet ^j Up ii jl*

said, "When you see those who speak ill of my Companion (Sahaba), tell them,
'May Allah's curse befall you because of your evil!" [Mishkdt p. 554]

THE RECEIVER OF USURY, THE SCRIBE AND THE WITNESS
Sayyidina Jabir ^ k\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet <X, 3 up i\ ju cursed

the one who takes usury, the one who pays it, the one who records the
transaction and those who are witness to it. He mentioned that they all share
equally in the sin. [Mishkdt p. 244]

Another narration states that Prophet ^j «Op iiii JU cursed the giver of
interest, the receiver, the tattooist, the one on whom the tattoo is drawn and
those who make pictures. [Mishkdt]

THE GIVER AND RECEIVER OF A BRIBE

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ^ ifci^ reports that the Holy Prophet & J^>
(J-j U* cursed those who gave bribes and those who accepted them. [Mishkdt p
226]

According to a narration of Sayyidina Thauban ** <&t ^Jf the Holy Prophet
fi-j Up ^ j^ cursed the giver of a bribe, the receiver, as well the one who is the
intermediary between the two. [Mishkdt]

THOSEWHO STOCKPILE GRAINS AT THE TIME OF NECESSITY

Sayyidina Umar <up &^ reports that^ aJLp ibi ju said, "That person will
be sustained by Allah who goes out of town to acquire grain for people (by
virtue of which the people receive their staple diet). That person is accursed who
stockpiles grain (at the time of necessity awaiting an increase in price so that he
can earn a higher profit)." [Mishkdt p. 251]

THOSEWHO MAKE A LIVING CREATURE THEIR TARGET
Sayyidina Ibn Umar ^ k^ narrates that the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up ifci J^

cursed those who make a living creature their target (in shooting practice)
[Mishkdt p. 357]. It is also forbidden to use live bait when fishing.

THOSE WHO IMITATE THE BEHAVIOUR OF THE OPPOSITE
GENDER

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ** h ^j reports from the Holy Prophet ^JL-j *> Ai J^
that Allah curses those women who imitate men and those men who imitate
women. [Mishkdt p. 380]

According to another narration of Sayyidina Ibn Abbas. ** &\ ^>Jf the Holy
Prophet pL^ Up &\ J^ cursed effeminate men and those women who imitated
men, instructing that people do not allow them in their homes. [Ibid]

These Ahadith report curses upon those people who attempt to alter their

natural appearance so as to emulate another sex. However, those people who are
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born as hermaphrodites are not cursed because they have no choice in the

matter.

All people are accursed who have sex change operations, or imitate the

opposite sex in their dressing e.g. men who grow ponytails or who wear

feminine clothes. It is a serious sin to allow such people into one's home.

THOSEWHO IMITATE THE DRESS OF THE OPPOSITE GENDER

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah ** ii ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet aJp &\ j^>

Jl^ cursed those men who dress like women and those women who dress like

men. [Mishkat p. 383]

THOSEWHO PERPETRATE SODOMY
Sayyidina Abu Hurairah & &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet aJlp &\ ju

ti~< 3 said, "That person is accursed who gratifies himself through the back

passage of his wife/' [Mishkat p. 276]

It is reported in the "Musnad of Ahmad" {v. 1 p.309) that Prophet *A* &\ JU
pJL-j thrice repeated Allah' s curse upon those people who indulge in the act of

the nation of Lut (OLJ\ Up (sodomy).

In (v.l p.317) of the same book, that person is also cursed who gratifies his

sexual lust with an animal.

THOSE WHO TRANSPLANT HUMAN HAIR AND WHO DRAW
TATTOOS

Sayyidina Ibn Umar ** it ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet pL-j Up &\ ju
undoubtedly cursed the woman who transplants hair onto another, as well as

that woman who has hair transplanted onto herself. He also cursed the person

who draws tattoos and the one on whom a tattoo is drawn. [Targhtb v.2 p. 120]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud *& it ^ reported that the Holy Prophet

jjL.^ aU it Ju* cursed the tattooist, the one on whom a tattoo is made, those who
pluck their eyebrows and those women who have their teeth filed thin (creating

gaps between) to beautify themselves; since all of these seek to alter Allah's

creation. [Targhib v.3 p. 120]

NOT DISCLOSING DEFECTIVE GOODS
Sayyidina Wathila ** it ^ j reports that he heard the Holy Prophet ^ M J^>

jJL-j say, "Allah and His angels will continue cursing the person who sells a

defective item without disclosing the defect to the buyer." [Mishkat p. 249]

THOSE WHO SLAUGHTER IN THE NAME OF ANOTHER BESIDES
ALLAH, AND THOSEWHO STEAL PROPERTY

Sayyidina Ali ** it ^j reports that Prophet jJL-j aJLp ii ju» said, "Allah's

curse be on those who slaughter in the name of another beside Allah. Allah's

curse be on those who steal the markings that designate property boundaries.

Allah's curse be on those who curse their fathers. Allah's curse be on those who

grant refuge to people who create innovations (in Islam, be it a belief or
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practice). " [Muslim v.2 p.160]

One of the people cursed in the above hadith is he who destroys, steals or

alters those markings that separate peoples' properties. By doing this, they

include the property of others into their own, thereby acquiring larger tracts of

land. It is totally Unlawful (Haram) to usurp the land of others by this, or any
other means e.g. altering plans, etc.

LOOKING AT A PERSONWHO IS NOT A MAHRAM
Sayyidina Hasan Basri *Jp <5ii ^ reports that the hadith reached his ears in

which the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ii ^U said, "Allah's curse be on the person who
looks and the one who is looked at." [Mishkat p. 270]

This hadith includes numerous rulings. It expounds the general rule that

every evil gaze is Unlawful (Haram). Not only is the person casting the gaze

sinful, but every person (male or female) is sinful who
#
intentionally places

himself/ herself upon such a pedestal where others cast evil glances at them.

Therefore, those who expose any part of their body (that ought to be concealed)

to another will fall under the curse of Allah.

CHANGING ONE'S PARENTAGE

Sayyidina Amr bin Kharija <up i»i ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet <lU h J^
(J-j said, "The curse of Allah, His angels and mankind are on the person who
calls another person his father (besides his real father) and the slave who calls

another person his master (besides his real master). Allah will not accept any
obligation (Fardh) or optional (Nafl) actions from them." [Ahmad vA p. 187]

This hadith serves as a warning to those who wish to alter their lineage by
claiming to belong to a family of a higher social standing. This hadith also refers

to those slaves who, after having being set free, attribute their emancipation to

another person.

THE "MUHALLIL" AND "MUHALLAL LAHU"
Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud <up ifci ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet JU*

^j Up &\ cursed the "Muhallil" and the person for whom the woman was made
Lawful (Halal). [Mishkat p. 284]

The Shari'ah dislikes divorce. However, if divorce has to be pronounced, it

should be by means of a single revocable divorce. If a person pronounced three

divorces (be they separate or all at once) he will only be allowed to remarry his

wife after she passes her Iddah, consummates a marriage to another man, and
then passes a second Iddah.

'

It often occurs that people are especially appointed to marry women whose
husbands have issued three divorces. They marry these women with the explicit

instruction to divorce them once the marriage has been consummated so that she

may be remarried to her former husband. The man who marries the divorced

woman (so that she may be later remarried to her former husband) is called the

"Muhallil". The former husband is called the "Muhallal Lahu" (for whom the

action is being done).
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The Holy Prophet (JLj Op it ju cursed both these people because the

intention behind the MuhalhTs marriage is eventual separation which is contrary

to the Shar'I reason for marriage.

MISLEADING A BLIND PERSON AND CAUSING DIFFICULTY TO
PARENTS

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ** it ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^L-j <M it
.J~*

said, "Allah's curse be upon the person who alters boundary markers. Allah's

curse be upon the person who misleads a blind man. Allah's curse be upon the

person who causes difficulty to his parents." [Ahmad v.l p.3 17]

THE SLAVES OF MONEY
Sayyidina Abu Hurairah <up <&t ^j said that the Holy Prophet ^4^^ J^

cursed the slave of the Dinar (gold coin) and the slave of the Dirham (silver coin).

[Mishkat p. 441]

This hadith depicts a worldly person. Everyone needs to earn a living to buy

the things of the world and are constrained to do so. There is no harm if a person

earns Lawful (Haldl) sustenance. In fact, this action holds great rewards. The

person who becomes enslaved to his wealth and ignores what is Halal falls

under the curse of the Holy Prophet pJL, j <J± it JU. Such people do not care where

their earnings come from, are heedless of their parents, children, and the

injunctions of Allah. Their only concern is the acquisition of worldly assets.

According to another hadith, the Holy Prophet jJL.^ Up it JL* said, "May the

slaves of the Dinar, slaves of the Dirham, and slaves of cloth be destroyed. If they

are given some of it, they are pleased and if it is withheld from them, they

become displeased. May such a person be destroyed and may he fall headlong. If

he is pricked by a thorn, may Allah make it that it is never removed." [Mishkat

p.439]

The above are but a few Ahadlth concerning people who have incurred the

curses of Allah and His noble Prophet ^JL-j Up it JL*. There are many others to be

found in the books of Ahadlth.

Kjc ffewj i^jaj C2&\ 'p&i jt; Lsi; joa *&+» ot *& U^v*

(53) OfMo they have a share in the Sovereignty? In that case they would not even

give people an iota thereof. (54) Or are they jealous of mankind because of what

Allah has given them of His bounty? Indeed We conferred on the family of

Ibrahim the Book and wisdom and We had given them a mighty kingdom. (55)

Of them were those who believed therein and those who turned away there

from. Hell (Jahanman) is sufficient as a smouldering inferno.
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THE JEWS ARE CONSUMED WITH HATRED AND JEALOUSY

It is narrated in "Lubabun Nuqul" (p. 71) that the People of the Book said,

"Muhammad says that whatever he has been given is due to humility. However,
his only objective in marrying nine wives is marriage itself and he only wants
that none should be a greater king than he!" It was on this occasion that the

above verses were revealed.

The Jews were never prepared to accept the truth and always sought to raise

objections against Islam. When they found nothing to object to, they criticised the

numerous marriages of the Holy Prophet ^ 3
Up it ju. A prophet of Allah

cannot contravene Allah's commandments nor can he mislead others. It is

therefore obvious that any objections raised against a prophet of Allah is, in fact,

an objection raised against Allah Himself. (If a prophet is considered to be sinful

then, Allah forbid, it would mean that Allah chose a sinner to guide others.)

Allah says in these verses that these Jews possess nothing of substance.

Even if they had anything, they would not even part with a "Naqlr" (the slit on a

date stone). They give nothing and are jealous of what others have. Neither do
jealous people achieve anything by their behaviour nor does the person they are

jealous of lose what he has. The worst consequence of jealousy is that it shows
that a person is unhappy with the decree of Allah.

"Indeed We conferred on the family of Ibrahim the Book and wisdom and We had

given them a mighty kingdom." Allah makes mention of the family of Ibrahim

because the Jews were well acquainted with him. "The family of Ibrahim" refers

to Sayyidina Dawud (%J\ <uU. Allah had conferred on him the Zabur and granted

him and his son Sayyidina Sulayman f^LJ *> "a mighty kingdom".

It is reported in "Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v.l p.442) that Sayyidina Sulayman U*
<v>LJt had 1300 wives and Sayyidina Dawud f*>LJt Up had 100. Just as they were
from the family of Sayyidina Ibrahim f^LJi a-U, so too was Sayyidina Muhammad
pJL-j Up it JL*. Therefore, it would be incorrect to object to his marriages.

Allah says in Surah Ra'd, "Verily, We have sent many messengers before you and

We granted them wives and progenies" [Surah 14, verse 38]. Allah confers His bounties

upon whom He pleases and none has the authority to object. Similarly Allah

reserves the right to legalise something for whom He pleases. To express

displeasure at the decree of Allah is tantamount to disbelief (kufr). According to

the Qur'an, Allah restricted the wives of the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up it JUto nine

and that of his Ummah to four.

"Of them were those who believed therein and those who turned away therefrom."

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that this verse offers solace to the Holy

Prophet pJL* j Up it ju*. It informs him that just as people in former times rejected

the teachings of their prophets, there will be those who will reject his teachings

as well. He should not grow despondent over their disbelief. Soon they will meet

their inevitable doom, as Allah concludes by saying, "Hell is sufficient as a

smouldering inferno."
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(56) Indeed those who disbelieve in our revelation We shall soon enter them

into a ferocious fire. Whenever their skins melt away, We shall exchange them

for fresh skins so that they may taste the torment. Undoubtedly Allah is Mighty,

The Wise. (57) As for those who believe and do righteous deeds We shall enter

them into gardens beneath which rivers flow to dwell therein forever and ever.

Therein they shall have pure spouses, and We shall enter them into abundant

shade.

THE INMATES OF HELL SHALL HAVE THEIR SKINS
FREQUENTLY CHANGED WHILE THE INHABITANTS OF HEAVEN
(JANNAH) SHALL REJOICE

The above verses describe the plight of the disbelievers (kuffar) as well as the

good fortune of the Believers (Mu'minin). The fire of Hell shall be severe indeed,

as Allah says in Surah A'la, "He shall enter a grand fire." [Surah 87, verse 12]

Sayyidina Abu Huraira ^ it^ narrates that the Holy Prophet^ 3 *> it J*
said, "The fire you see in this world is merely a 70th part of the fire of Hell" Someone

remarked, "O the Holy Prophet^ 3 ^ & J-*, the fire of this world is more than

sufficient/' the Holy Prophet ^ 3 *> it JU replied, "The fire of Hell (Jahannam)

has been intensified a further 69 times, each being as intense as the fire of the

world." [Bukhariv.lp.462]

This verse gives some detail of the torment which people suffer in Hell.

Every time their skins are scorched by the flames, they will be given new skins so

that the suffering is renewed. This punishment will go on for eternity, as Allah

says in Surah A'la (Surah 87, verse 23), "He shall not die therein, neither shall he live."

(i.e. The existence of people in Hell cannot be called a life.)

"Undoubtedly Allah is Mighty, The Wise" None shall be able to avail another

from Allah's chastisement. Every punishment will be according to His infinite

wisdom.

After discussing the plight of the disbelievers (kuffar), Allah speaks of those

who will enter Heaven (Jannah). "As for those who believe and do righteous

deeds, We shall enter them into gardens beneath which rivers flow to dwell

therein forever and ever. Therein they shall have pure spouses..." Their spouses

shall be free of impurity, disease and evil dispositions. There will be no cause for

repulsion.

" and We shall enter them into abundant shade." This means that the gardens

will be flourishing, thus providing abundant shade. It often occurs in this world

that some sunlight penetrates even the densest foliage. In Heaven (Jannah),

however, this will not be the case.
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gel \fc& Ws" O* illl J^ s-b >J"i W^ 4^ oj, 4*^V

(58) Verily Allah instructs you to restore trusts to their rightful owners and that

you judge between people with justice. Indeed Allah offers you the best of

advice. Surely Allah is All Hearing, All Seeing.
t

RESTORATION OF TRUST AND JUSTICE

Commentators have reported that when Makkah was conquered, the Holy
Prophet (JL-^j Up i»t ju took the keys of the Ka'ba from Sayyidina Uthman bin

Talha Hajabi. (The keys to the Ka'ba remained with his family for many
generations. The task of opening and locking the Ka'ba is termed "Sadanatul

Bayt".)

The Holy Prophet pL-j U^ &\. J^ performed Salah in the Ka'ba. When he

emerged from the Ka'ba, Sayyidina Ali <up i»\ ^j requested that the keys be given

to him so that the Banu Hashim may have the honour of being entrusted with

"Siqayatul Haj" (providing water for the pilgrims) as well as "Sadanatul Bait".

According to other narrations, Sayyidina Abbas bin Abdul Mutallib ^ & .^j
made this request. The Holy Prophet ^JL-j *> ib» JU did not give the key to either

of them.

When the Holy Prophet ^j Up &\ J^> emerged from the Ka'ba he recited the

verse, "Verily Allah instructs you to restore trusts to their rightful owners." According

to the instruction of Allah the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up ixM JU handed the keys back

to Sayyidina Uthman bin Abi Talha **. ifo ^j saying, "O Banu Talha take the keys

as a trust from Allah and none except an oppressor shall take it from you.

According to another narration, Prophet fJL^ Up &\ ju told them, "O Banu
Talha, keep the keys forever as a legacy." The keys to the Ka'ba remain with this

family to this day and the custodian is referred to by the people of Makkah as

"Shaybi".

The above incident is reported in "Durrul Manthur" (v.2 p.174), "Ibn Kathir"

(v.l p.515) and "Asbabun Nuzul" (p. 15 1).

Restoration of trusts has been instructed in numerous verses of the Qur'an

that warn against misappropriation. In Surah Anfal, Allah says, "O you who
believe, do not betray Allah and the messenger and do not knowingly betray your mutual

trusts. " [Surah 8, verse 27]

Allah says in Surah Yusuf, "Most certainly Allah does not guide the plans of the

betrayers." [Surah 12, verse 52]

Allah declares in Surah Anfal, "Verily Allah does not like the bet rayers." [Surah

12, verse 58]

He says in Surah Hajj, "indeed Allah dislikes every ungrateful betrayer." [Surah

22, verse 38]

Describing the good Believers (Mu'minin), Allah saySjin Surah Ma'arij, And
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those who give due regard to trusts and their pledges." [Surah 70, verse 32]

AN EXPLANATION OF TRUSTS

All the above verses mention trusts in the broad sense. These refer to all

types of trusts including those that a person owes to Allah in terms of Salah,

Zakah, fasting, oaths, etc. Whether a person fulfills these or neglects them, none

is really aware of his action. Then there also the rights that man owes to his

fellow humans. These are referred to as "Huququl Ibad" and it is obligatory that

they also be fulfilled. These include properties placed in one's trust, the debts

owed to others and all those things that a person may have acquired from

another in an illegal manner. Whether the other-person is aware of the rights

owed to him or not, it is of paramount importance that these be fulfilled.

Those people who have attained high-ranking positions in government and

other official posts need also regard their positions as trusts. They should never

betray the public in these tasks. In a similar manner, other people are also vested

with certain trusts that they have to fulfill e.g. the husband, wife, business

partners, travelling companions, parents, children, etc. They are all required to

fulfill their obligations to whom they are due. If they are found lacking in this,

they will have to answer to Allah on the Day of judgment (Qiyamah).

Allah says in Surah Baqarah, "If any of you place a trust with another, then the

one in whom the trust is placed should fulfill the trust and fear Allah his Lord." [Surah 2,

verse 283]

TRUSTWORTHINESS IS A REQUISITE OF BELIEF (IMAN)

Sayyidina Anas ** &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^j^ ^^ often

told them that the person who is not trustworthy has no Iman and the one who

does not fulfill a promise has no Din (religion). [Mishkat p. 15]

The Holy Prophet ^ Up ifo JL* said that the hypocrite has three

characteristics even though he performs Salah, fasts and he considers himself to

be a Muslim. These are:

1. When he speaks he lies.

2. When he makes a promise, he does not fulfill it.

3. When he is entrusted with something, he misappropriates it.

[Muslim v.l p. 56]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Amr ** ii ^>j narrates that the Holy Prophet ifo J*
jJL. j Up said, "The person in whom four traits are found is a pure hypocrite. If one

of these traits are found in a person, then he is guilty of a trait of hypocrisy as

long as he does not rid himself of it. (These are) (1) He misappropriates trusts, (2)

he lies, (3) he breaks his promises and (4) he swears when involved in a dispute."

[Bukhari v.l p. 10]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Amr ^ & ^j reports that the Holy Prophet & J^
^ Up said, "When you are blessed with four qualities it matters not if you have

nothing of this world (viz.) (1) Safeguarding trusts, (2) trustworthiness, (3) good

character and (4) pure sustenance." [Ahmad and Bayhaqi]
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It is reported in the Mu'atta of Imam Malik Up ^ ~^j that a person asked

Sayyidina Luqman, the wise, how he reached the mantle of knowledge and
virtue. He replied, "Truthfulness, fulfillment of trusts and abstinence from vain

talks. These three things have placed me on this pedestal." [Mishkat p. 445]

TRUST WORTHINESS IN HANDLING THE FUNDS OF
INSTITUTIONS

Many people are entrusted with public funds. These include kings, rulers,

guardians of minor children, trustees of Mosque (Masjid)s, principals of schools,

ministers of finance, those who find lost property and many others holding

official posts. All of these people are charged with the protection of these funds

and should not misappropriate them. In this world, they accept these funds with

open arms but will soon have to face the grievous consequences of the Hereafter

should they breach this trust.

Sayyidina Abu Dharr *& &\ ^j once requested the Holy Prophet ^ &\ J^
jJL-j to appoint him to an official post. The Holy Prophet <X* 3

<l^ & JU> placed his

hand on him and said, "O Abu Dharr you are weak. Indeed this is a great trust

and responsibility. Without doubt, on the Day of judgment (Qiyamah) it will be a

cause of disgrace and remorse except for that person who accepted it truthfully

and fulfillled its responsibilities."

According to another narration, The Holy Prophet (JL-j U* ifo JL^told him, "O
Abu Dharr! I think you are unsuitable for the task. I prefer for you what I prefer

for myself, so never assume leadership of even two persons and do not be

custodian to the wealth of orphans." [Muslim]

IT IS A BREACH OF TRUST TO APPOINT AN INCOMPETENT
PERSON TO A POST

In today's times, many people are appointed to posts for which they are not

suited. Since these posts are trusts, it will be criminal to confer these to sinners,

irreligious and tyrannical people. Those who are given these posts should first be

assessed whether they are aware of the Shari'an or not. It is unfortunate that

Muslim leaders do not give this matte priority when granting portfolios. Instead

they assign these positions to those who are either their relatives or people who
are members of their party.

By acting in this way, the welfare of the public is not given consideration.

They choose candidates by virtue of their inclinations and the masses have to

bear the brunt of their foolish decisions.

Sayyidina Abu Bakr «up iiii ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ^ JU
said, "Allah's curse shall be on the person who is entrusted with the affairs of the

Muslims and then appoints someone to a post on the grounds of relationship. No
obligatory (Fardh), nor optional (Nafl) action of his will be accepted until Allah

enters him into the fire of Hell." [Targhtb p. 1 79]

Politicians make many promises to the public but when they are elected,

they not only forget these promises, but oppress the people. They overlook the

guidance of the Holy Prophet p-L- j Up ii JL*.
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Sayyidina Ma'qal bin Yasar ^ &\^ narrates that Holy Prophet <a* & j^

^ 3 said, "Allah forbids Heaven Qannah) to the person who, after having being

appointed to a position of authority over the Muslims, dies after having breached

their trust"

According to another narration, Prophet <X* 3 4* & J-* said, "The person

who, after having being appointed to a position over a people, did not see to

-their welfare, will never smell the fragrance of Heaven Qannah)." [Bukhari v.

2

p.105819]

Sayyidina Sa'id ** i»» ^>j reports that the Holy Prophet ^ 3 4* & J-^said,

"Every deceiver shall have a flag in his rear on the Day of judgment (Qiyamah) in

proportion to his deception. Behold! There is none more deceptive than the

leader of the masses (who deceives his subjects)."

TO ACCEPT A FULL SALARY FOR WORK NOT COMPLETED
CONSTITUTES A BREACH OF TRUST

Those people will be considered to have breached a trust who accept their

full salaries when their work was left incomplete or they did not complete their

working hours. In the same way, the person who accepts bribes and, instead of

doing what he was supposed to have done, rather does the work of the person

who gives the bribe, then he is also considered to be breaching a trust. The bribe

is Unlawful (Haram) and so is a part of his salary, since he is not fulfilling the task

he is being paid to carry out.

In reality, the quality of trustworthiness is one of extreme importance and

forms an integral part of Belief (lman). It does not only pertain to money matters,

but to all other aspects of life as well.

GATHERINGS ARE ALSO A TRUST.

The Holy Prophet <JL^ 4* & J^ mentioned that gatherings are also trusts

[Abu Dawud]. This means that whatever is discussed at a gathering should not be

passed onto those outside. Doing so constitutes a breach of trust and is contrary

to the demands of trustworthiness.

Matters discussed at a meeting may be passed on to others only if it

consisted of such talks whereby another person may be harmed e.g. if a murder

or a robbery was plotted. Such exceptions have been mentioned in the Ahadith.

Prophet jJL^ Up ito ju is reported to have said, "When a person looks around

after saying something (to ensure that no one else heard), then it should be

understood that his speech is a trust" [Tirmidhi and Abu Dawud]. Therefore, the

person being addressed should not tell others what was said.

GIVING ADVICE IS A TRUST

Sayyidina Abu Hurairah ^ &\^ narrates that the Holy Prophet 4* &\ J^
rJL-j said, "The person from whom advice is sought is trusted." Such a person

should therefore advise what he himself would desire in that particular situation.

In another narration of Sayyidina Abu Hurairah ** ifo ^> Jt Prophet aJp"^ J*
fJL-j said, "The person who advises another knowing that the advice is not the
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best, then he has breached a trust of the person asking for the advice/
7

[Abu

Dawud]

TO LOOK INTO ANOTHER PERSON'S HOUSE WITHOUT HIS
PERMISSION IS A BREACH OF TRUST

The Holy Prophet ,JL,j a*.& J^ said that the following three things are not

permissible for anyone.

.1. For a leader of a congregation to pray only for himself without

considering them. Doing so is a breach of trust.

2. To look, into someone's house without their permission. This is

breaching the trust of the people of the house.

3. To suppress the need to relieve oneself while performing Salah.

A person should first relieve himself and then perform salah.

[Mishkat p. 92]

THE INSTRUCTION TO BE JUST

" and that you judge between people with justice/' Islam has laid great

emphasis on the aspect of justice and those who uphold it have been given the

glad tidings of elevated ranks. The contrary has been mentioned with regard to

those who practise injustice. Justice entails passing Judgment in accordance with

the injunctions taught by Allah and His Prophet^ j^ ^ J^>

PASSING JUDGMENT CONTRARY TO THE TEACHINGS OF THE
QUR'AN AND HADITH

The legislation passed by man is usually contradictory to the teachings of

Allah and this is injustice even though people may consider it to be just. All laws

should be in accordance to that which Allah prescribes, whether it be with regard

to capital punishment, commerce, marriage, divorce, politics, domestic life and

every other sphere of life.

Allah says in Surah Ma'idah, "The one who does not judge by that which Allah

revealed, then those are the unjust ones indeed" [Surah 5, verse 45] It is unfortunate that

even the people in the Muslim states are not prepared to accept Islamic

legislation.

Allah says in Surah Ma'idah, "Do they seek the law of ignorance? Who is better

than Allah to decide for the people with conviction?" [Surah 5, verse 50]

INJUSTICE DRAWS CALAMITIES

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ** iv ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet & J^
pJL-j *> told them, "What will be your condition when five things enter you? I

seek refuge with Allah that these five things should ever enter you." He then

proceeded to enumerate:

1. When fornication becomes widespread in a nation, plagues will

overcome them and such diseases will spread, the like thereof

their forefathers have will have never experienced before.
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2. Those who refuse to pay zakah will be deprived of rain. If it

were not for the animals, Allah would not send clown a single

drop.

3. Those who decrease in weight and measure will he afflicted

with droughts, suffer hard labour and the oppression of

tyrants.

4. The nation whose leaders pass Judgment contrary to what

Allah has revealed, then Allah will allow an enemy to

overpower them. Then this enemy will take control of that

which they controlled.

5. Allah will cause those people to fight who discard Allah's book,

and the Sunnah of His Prophet r
l-j <*l* ^ J~*. [Targhib v. 3 p.

140]

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ** & ^>j is reported to have said that when a nation

begins to breach trusts, then Allah casts terror into their hearts. When they begin

to cheat in weight and measure, their sustenance is curtailed. Bloodshed will be

rife among those who judge unjustly, and the enemy will gain the upper hand on

those who break their pledges. [Mu'atta of Scholar (Imam) Maalik^ & *^J

Justice Cannot Be Practiced Without piety (Taqwa).

Justice can be had only when people fear Allah, desire to follow the truth,

have knowledge of the Qur'an and Ahadith and see all as equal before them. The

Holy Prophet ^L-
_,
Up iw\ Ju* has mentioned, "Judge between people as you would

judge between yourselves." [Mishkat p. 322] This means that just as one desires to

be judged with justice, so too should one judge between others.

Nowadays Judgment is passed in favour of those whom one has an

association with. There awaits a terrible punishment in the Hereafter for those

who pass unjust judgments and assist the oppressors. By acting in this manner,

those people who have rightful claims are deprived of their rights and only those

people benefit who are able to offer the largest bribes. These things seem rosy in

this world and people are unmindful of the terrible consequences these actions

will bring in the Hereafter.

GLAD TIDINGS FOR THE JUST ONES AND DESTRUCTION FOR
THE UNJUST

Sayyidina Barlra ** ifo ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^j a-Ip & J~* said,

"Judges are of three types. One will go to Heaven (Jannah) and the other two will

go to Hell. The one to enter Heaven (Jannah) is he who recognised the truth and

passed Judgment accordingly. The one who recognises the truth and was the

unjust, he will enter Hell. The other passes Judgment in ignorance (not being able

to discern the truth from falsehood), he will also enter into Hell/' [Targhib v.3

p.156]

Of those who will be in the shade of Allah's throne on the day when there

shall be no shade except His, the first mentioned is the just ruler. [Bukhari v.l p.191]

Prophet pL.
3
Up ifci ju also mentioned that the people of Heaven (Jannah) are
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of three categories viz.

1. Those leaders who are just and have been inspired to do good.

2. Those who are soft hearted and merciful to all Muslims.

3. Those who, despite having families and children, abstain from
asking from others. [Targhib v. 3 p. 167]

Sayyidina Abu Sa'id Khudri ** -fa^ reports that the Holy Prophet Up ifct ju
pi-

j said, "The just ruler will the most beloved and closest to Allah on the day of
judgment (Qiyamah). The most abhorred and distant from Allah on that day will
be the oppressive ruler." [Ibid]

The Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up Ai j^ is reported to have said, "The person who is

appointed to judge between people has been slaughtered without a knife."

[Mishkat p. 324]

The responsibility is indeed weighty and those appointed are generally
negligent of their obligation. The consequences of being unjust are great and the
punishment should be understood as if one is being slaughtered without a knife
(i.e. with a blunt object). The pain is nothing less than excruciating.

WORD OF ADVICE TO RULERS

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** it^ reports that the Holy Prophet JL*
r-L^ Up &\ said, "The ruler who passed judgement between people will be
summoned on the day of judgment (Qiyamah) and placed at the edge of Hell. If

the order is given that he be pushed, he will be flung down and will continue to
fall to its depths for 70 years/' [Targhib v.3 p.173]

Sayyidah Ayshah i*p ibi ^j narrates that Prophet jJL-j.Up ^ JU said, "On the
$ay of judgment (Qiyamah) the hour will dawn upon even the just judge when,
because of the intense reckoning, he will wish that he had never even passed
Judgment to settle a case concerning even a single date." [Targhib v.3 p.,157]

WHO SHOULD BE APPOINTED AS JUDGE?

The question may arise that if the warnings for being a judge are so severe,
who will assume the responsibility? The answer is that he should be a person
who is learned in the Qur'an, Sunnah and the principles of Shari'ah, passing
Judgment in accordance to these. He must also practise the Shari'ah and
encourage others to do the same. Such a person will, Insha Allah, be successful.

How is he to be found? He should be the person who does not desire the
responsibility, nor does he apply for it. He should not desire the intercession of
others, nor offer bribes to acquire this post. This is the type of person worthy of
the post.

Sayyidina Anas -up it ^ narrates that Prophet r
^

j
<d* iwi JU» said, "The

person who desires the post of a judge and requests others to intercede on his

behalf (so that he may attain the post), will be left to himself (he will not be
assisted by Allah and any decision he makes will be at his own peril). However,
the person who is forced to accept the post of a judge, Allah will dispatch an
angel to guide him in his tasks." [Targhib v.3 p.162]
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This hadith prohibits the appointment of that person who is desirous of the

post. His desire indicates that his only concern is the wealth and fame that go

with the office and when he passes Judgment, it will be to fulfill his own ends.

On the other hand, the person who is apprehensive of the task at hand will be

just as cautious when he is appointed to the office.

If this golden principle is applied, it will eradicate many of the injustices

perpetrated in our times. Nowadays many people study for the positions of

magistrates with the notion in mind that once they acquire their degrees, they

will soon have to secure recommendations and perhaps even bribe some people

to attain their offices. The entire system of appointment is based upon this cycle,

so that all involved adhere to it. No consideration is given to whether the person

has any knowledge of the Qur'an or the hadith, nor whether he possesses any

taqwa or not.

The disbelievers (kuflur) have instituted the unjust system whereby an

oppressed person can never have a hearing until he is able to afford the

exorbitant legal costs. Thereafter an appeal has to be made, where after the case

will be heard only after the person passes through a lengthy process of delayed

and postponed dates of hearing. It is indeed unfortunate that everyone has

grown accustomed to this unjust system and are being paid to uphold it.

THERE IS ONLY GOOD IN ACCEPTING THE ADVICE OF ALLAH

"Indeed Allah offers you the best advice. Surely Allah is All Hearing, All Seeing."

The injunctions of Allah are replete with good. A person can only benefit by

practising on them and these will assure him comfort in both the worlds. On the

other hand, the person who does not abide by these will meet his inevitable

doom because nothing goes unnoticed by Allah, Who sees and hears everything.

These verses contain stern warnings against all those who pass Judgment

unjustly and those who allow the reigns of Judgment to fall into the hands of

incompetent, oppressive consumers of bribes.

^ 4p£$& fi\ 4& &j\ IA& & \p4 \pc IS <$k

<^V^? . 9

(59) O you who believe, obey Allah, obey the messenger and those in authority

from among you. If you fall into dispute regarding a matter, then refer it to

Allah and the messenger if you believe in Allah and the Last Day. This is best

and more seemly in the end.

THE INSTRUCTION TO OBEY ALLAH, HIS MESSENGER «> & J+
Jl-j AND THOSE IN AUTHORITY, AND THE INJUNCTION TO
DECIDE DISPUTES BY THE QUR'AN AND THE SUNNAH

It is reported in "Asbabun Nuzul" (p.152) and "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.5 p.65) that
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Prophet (JL-j Up &\ J^ once dispatched Sayyidina Khalid bin Walid *^< ifo ^j as

the leader of an expedition. Without the consent of Sayyidina Khalid «up ibi ^Jt

Sayyidina Amar bin Yasir ^p i»i ^>j took one of the enemy under his protection.

On learning about this, Sayyidina Khalid ** ii ^j became upset as he was not

consulted in this matter. When it was reported to the Holy Prophet <JL-^ -Up i>\ ju,
he consented to the action of Sayyidina Amar *& i» ^j but warned him never to

act without the permission of the leader. The two companions were thus

reconciled.

Although the above incident was the specific reason for the revelation of

this verse, the context is general and applies to all Muslims. All Muslims are

instructed to obey the orders of those who are appointed above them. Thereafter

Allah advises that all contentious issues be resolved by the Qur'an and the

Sunnah of the Holy Prophet pJL*j U* ito J^ This matter is discussed many times in

the Qur'an. Allah, as the Lord of the universe had sent His Prophet ^j <4* ^ J^>
and the Qur'an as a guide to mankind. Every person should abide by these two
codes of law.

Together with obedience to Allah and the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ibi JU, Allah

specifically instructs the Muslims to obey their leaders irrespective of the titles

they hold. By conforming to this, the Ummah will remain united, thereby

remaining a force to be reckoned with. By disobeying their leaders, the Muslims

will fall into wrangling and disputes. Obedience to one's leaders constitutes

obedience to Allah and a person will be greatly rewarded for it.

The Holy Prophet ^j <M & J^ is reported to have said, "Whoever obeys

me has obeyed Allah and whoever disobeys me has disobeyed Allah. Whoever
obeys his leader has obeyed me and whoever disobeys his leader has disobeyed

me." ["Ma'alimut Tamil" v.l pA44]

THERE IS NO NEED TO OBEY THAT ORDER WHICH
CONSTITUTES DISOBEDIENCE TO ALLAH

Sayyidah Ummul Hasin l^p iui ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet <4± it JU
jJL-j said, "Obey and listen to the leader who instructs you according to the Book
of Allah even though his nose and ears may be cut off." [Muslim v.2 p. 125]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ** ib» ^j reports that the Holy Prophet & JU>

pJL-j ^ said, "A Muslim is obliged to obey whether he likes it or not, as long as

the instruction is not sinful. When he is instructed to commit a sin, there is no

need for obedience." [Bukhari v.2 p.1057]

Sayyidina Ali ** & ^j reports that the Holy Prophet jJU- 3 <A* &\ JL* told

them, "There is no obedience for sin. Obedience is reserved for good deeds."

[Mishkatp.319]

Nowadays people in authority are under the misconception that their orders

should be complied with, irrespective of whether they are in accordance with the

Shari'ah or not. They are not only disobeying Allah but are making others do the

same. When they wish to enforce any unjust law or make themselves heard, they

quote the above verse in their support. In this way, they attempt to win the

favour of the masses but, at the same time, they forget the clear instruction of the
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Holy Prophet J~-j Up ii ju that obedience is not for sinful actions.

Sayyidina Ali *& ifo ^>'j is reported to have said that it is incumbent upon the

leader of the Muslims to rule according to Allah's injunctions and to fulfill His

trust. As long as he does this, it is binding upon the masses to obey him.

["Ma'dlimut Tamil" v.lp.444]

WHO ARE "THOSE IN AUTHORITY"?

Sayyidina Abu Huraira ** & ^Jf Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ** & ^j and

Sayyidina Jabir ^ &\ ^j mentioned that, "those in authority" refers to the jurists

and Scholars (Ulama), i.e. those people who teach the laws of Din (religion).

Sayyidina Hasan *ip i»i ~^j and Sayyidina Mujahid aJLp &\ ^j are also of this

opinion.

Sayyidina Ikramah aJLp .&\ u^j maintains that it refers to Sayyidina Abu Bakr

aip &\ ^j and Sayyidina Umar & i»» ^*j. Sayyidina Ata ^ & ~^j says that it refers

to the emigrants (Muhajirin), the Ansar and those who follow them. [Baghawi v.

I

p.444/5]

Allama Ibn Kathir aJp i»i i^j writes in his Tafsir (v.l p.5 IS), "It is apparent

(Allah knows best) that the verse is general and applies to every person in

authority, be they leaders or Scholars (Ulama)." The reason for this is that the

affairs of Din (religion) rest with the Scholars (Ulama) while the affairs of the

government rest with the leaders. By obeying both these groups all branches of

life will be safeguarded and unity will be fostered.

WHAT SHOULD BE DONE IN THE EVENT OF A DISPUTE?

"Ifyou fall into dispute regarding a matter, then refer it to Allah and the messenger

if you believe in Allah and the Last Day." This verse outlines a golden principle to

resolve disputes. The person who believes in Allah and the reckoning of the Last

Day always looks to the injunctions of Allah and His Prophet ^j^i J^ for

guidance. When involved in a dispute, each party should seek guidance from the

Qur'an and the Ahadith and should sacrifice their personal opinions for the

decision of Allah and His the Holy Prophet jJL-j <*> ii JU>. This is the way in

which a Muslim resolves disputes.

THE INCORRECT ATTITUDE OF MUSLIM GOVERNMENTS

The leaders of Muslim countries, while claiming to follow Islam, allow their

legislative assemblies to make laws. Instead of following the guidelines of the

Qur'an and Ahadith, they choose to ape the ways of the west. With slight

amendments, they pass the same laws enforced by European countries, turning a

blind eye to the Islamic laws of capital punishment.

When Muslims assume leadership of any country, they claim to introduce

socialist or democratic rule to appease their western mentors. Others foolishly

adopt secular rules and are embarrassed to introduce an Islamic government.

This sad state of affairs has crept into every echelon of society. None are

prepared to adhere to the Qur'an, considering the injunctions of Allah too

difficult. It is unfortunate that people prefer to follow the decisions of their

leaders and customs instead of the Qur'an and hadith.
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THE LINE BETWEEN SUNNAH AND BID'AH (INNOVATIONS)

There are many practices that certain groups term Bid'ah (innovations),

while others considers them to be part of Din (religion). To decide the matter, one
should refer to the Qur'an and Sunnah of the Holy Prophet pi- 3 Up Ai JU*.

"This is best and more seemly in the end." This verse warns against following

one's personal opinion. A person should never consider his opinion to be the

best because the injunctions of Allah are best. The end result of adherence to the

Qur'an and Sunnah will always ensure success in both the worlds.

JiS '&^ K dl.9^2. jtf J4 fyS$ &h« $£> JhM. c5

(j£k?jft4^^M £L£ % ^\ & >1 ^iL ^14

(60) Have you seen those who claim to believe in that which was revealed to you

and to those before you, yet they seek Judgment from Devil (Shaytan) whereas

they have been instructed to reject him? Devil (Shaytan) desires to mislead them

far astray. (61) When it is said to them, "Come to that which Allah has revealed

and towards the messenger," you will see the hypocrites turning from you with

aversion. (62) What will be the condition when a calamity afflicts them because

of what their own hands do? Then they will come to you swearing by Allah,

"We only desired virtue and mutual harmony. (63) These are the ones, the

secrets of whose hearts Allah knows. So bother not with them, advise them and

tell them things that may be beneficial to their souls. (64) We have sent every

messenger so that he be obeyed by the order of Allah. When they oppress their

souls, they come to you seeking Allah's forgiveness and the messenger seeks

forgiveness on their behalf (When this occurs) They will surely find tltat Allah

is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.

THE INCIDENT OF THE HYPOCRITE WHO SOUGHT JUDGMENT
FROM A JEW

It is reported in "Ma'alimut Tanzll" [v.lp.446] from Sayyidina Ibrt Abbas ^j
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<c* &\ that there a dispute once arose between a Jew and a hypocrite by the name
of Bishr. The Jew requested that the matter be resolved by the Holy Prophet ju
pJL-j U^ ^i, whereas Bishr wanted it resolved by one of the Jewish leaders called

Ka'ab bin Ashraf. When the Jew insisted that the matter be refered to the Holy
Prophet pi- j Up iui ju, the hypocrite reluctantly agreed. The Holy Prophet &\ JU
(JL- j Up passed Judgment in favour of the Jew.

When they left the presence of the Holy Prophet <JL. 3^ &\ JU, Bishr told the

Jew to accompany him to Sayyidina Umar <up &\ ^>Jm On reaching Sayyidina

Umar <^ &\ ^j, the Jew narrated the entire incident to him and added that the

matter had already been resolved by the Holy Prophet ^JL-j ^ &\ jl>. Sayyidina

Uma< <^ &\ ^pj told them tc wait for him and entered his house. After a short

while he emerged with sword in hand and executed Bishr saying, "This is my
decision with regard to those who are unhappy with the Judgment of Allah and
His Prophet jJL-j Up &\ JU!" It was on this occasion that the above verses were
revealed.

Upon revelation, Jibr'il fiLJ\ Up commented that Sayyidina Umar <up & ^j
had drawn a distinction between truth and falsehood. Since then, he was referred

to as Faruq (the one who distinguishes between truth and falsehood).

AN ADMONITION TO THOSE WHO LEND SUPPORT FROM
UNISLAMIC LAWS

Other reasons for the revelation of the above verse have also been reported

in the books of Tafsir. Nevertheless, the verse serves as an admonition to all

those who are not satisfied with the decision of the Qur'an and the Sunnah
despite claiming to be Muslims. Instead they take their cases to those whom they

think will decide the matter by un-Islamic laws and whom they can bribe to pass

Judgment in their favour (like the disbelievers (kuffar) judicial courts).

The verse uses the word "taghut" which generally refers to Devil (Shaytan)

(and has been translated accordingly). In the context of the above incident, it

refers to the Jew, Ka'ab bin Ashraf, who was truly a satanic person. The dictates

of Belief (Iman) is that the decision of such people never be accepted, as Allah

says, "whereas they have been instructed to reject him Devil (Shaytan)/'

However, when a person rejects the directives of the Qur'an and follows the

path of those who judge contrary to the dictates of the Shari'ah, then Devil

(Shaytan) becomes their shepherd. Allah continues to say, "Devil (Shaytan) desires

to mislead them far astray."

"When it is said to them, 'Come to that which Allah has revealed and towards the

messenger,' you will see the hypocrites turning from you vnth aversion." They choose

to avoid having their matters settled by the Shari'ah and, like Bishr, they want to

resort to Devil (Shaytan).

THE MISINTERPRETATIONS OF THE TRIBE OF THE
AFOREMENTIONED HYPOCRITE

It is recorded in "Ruhul Ma'ani" that the heirs of the hypocrite Bishr

demanded the life of Sayyidina Umar ** &\ ^j in return. When it was brought to

their notice that Bishr was displeased with the decision of the Holy Prophet & J^>
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pL, 3 <Js- [which constitutes disbelief (kufr)], they began making excuses on his

behalf. On that occasion the following verses were revealed, "What will be the

condition when a calamity afflicts them because of what their own hands do? Then they

will come to you swearing by Allah, 'We only desired virtue and mutual harmony."

This verse serves to warn those who make futile excuses, informing them
that these excuses will be of no use to them since their hypocrisy had already

become apparent.

"These are the ones, the secrets of whose hearts Allah knows." Allah will punish
them according to what their hearts conceal.

Allah then advises the Holy Prophet (JL-j u^ iin J^> further, informing him
how to deal with such people. "So bother not with them, advise them and tell them

things that may be beneficial to their souls."

Another interpretation of "So bother not with them," is that the Holy Prophet
pL, j Up ii>\ JU should not bother to accept their excuses. He should turn a deaf ear

to their requests for the blood of Sayyidina Umar *& &\ ^j because the blood of a

Hypocrite (Munafiq) was really worth nothing.

Certain commentators have explained that the closing portion of the verse

means that these people should be advised in private since there is a greater

possibility of them accepting the advice in this manner. [Ibn Kathir v.l p.519 ,"Ruhul

Ma'arii"-v.5p.69]

THE HOLY PROPHET ^j <Op At JU HAD BEEN SENT TO BE
OBEYED

To turn the attention of these people towards repentance (Taubah), Allah

advises them saying, "We have sent every messenger so that he be obeyed by the order

of Allah." Obedience to the messenger is, in fact, obedience to Allah and
disobedience to the messenger constitutes disobedience to Allah. Not only did

Bishr break the law of Allah, but his tribesmen did the same by trying to justify

his actions. The verse advises that it would have been best for them to seek

forgiveness from Allah and for the Rasul (messenger) of Allah (JL-jUpiiii JU to also

seek forgiveness on their behalf. Allah says, "When they oppress their souls they

come to you seeking Allah's forgiveness and the messenger seeks forgiveness on their

behalf (When this occurs) They will surely find that Allah is Most Forgiving, Most

Merciful."

Some commentators have mentioned that they were required to seek

forgiveness in the presence of the Holy Prophet jJL-j aJLp &\ JU» because their action

was actually an attack on Prophethood of the Holy Prophet ^-L-j Up iui JL>. This

was so because they refused to accept his decision and resorted to defending

their tribesman. This abhorrent action hurt the feelings of Prophet jJL-j ^ & J**.

The principle of repentance (Taubah) is that it be made in private if the sin was
committed privately and it be made public if the sin is committed publicly.

"J <1 <*"' Sf
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(65) Verily, by the oath of your Lord, they will not believe until they make you
judge the disputes between them and they do not find any dissatisfaction in that

which you decide and they submit with full submission.

ONE CAN NEVER BE A PERFECT BELIEVER (MU'MIN) UNTIL ONE
SUBMITS TO THE DECISION OF PROPHET ^L-j u* &\ JU

A narration appears in Bukhari [v.l p. 660] wherein Sayyidina Urwa bin

Zubair ^ it ^j reports that once Sayyidina Zubair <up &\ ^j had a dispute with

one of the Ansar concerning the irrigation of their fields.

When they approached the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up i»\ ju, he told Sayyidina

Zubair <up &\ ^j to first irrigate his own fields (because the flow of the water

stemmed from his land) and then to allow the water to flow to his Ansari

neighbour. The Ansari remarked, "O the Holy Prophet (JL^ *> ii ju! You have
passed Judgment in his favour because he is your cousin". The blessed face of the

Holy Prophet ^1^ Up ii jl> changed colour and he became very upset. He said,

"O Zubair, irrigate your fields and hold the water back till the fields have been
saturated. Then allow the water to flow to your neighbour." Initially the Holy
Prophet fL-j Up &\ j^, had passed Judgment in favour of both companions but
after the Ansari's remark, he changed the verdict to accord to Sayyidina Zubair
«up it ^j his full right.

Sayyidina Zubair <up & ^j said that in his opinion the above verse was
revealed with reference to this incident. When the Holy Prophet jJL^ Up it JL*
decides a matter, Belief (Iman) demands that a person be completely satisfied

with the decision of the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up it JU,.

Although the verse may have been revealed with regard to this particular

incident, the purport is general and may be applied to every situation. Whenever
the decision of the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up it Ju serves to resolve a dispute, both
parties should accept the decision wholeheartedly. It ofteft occurs that people in

today's time are reluctant to accept the Islamic verdict iM their disputes. These
people should question their Belief (Iman) since Allah declares on oath, "Verily,

by the oath of your Lord, they will not believe until they mabse you judge the disputes

between them and do not find any dissatisfaction to that which you decide and they

submit with full submission.
"

Since the Holy Prophet ^$ Up it .^U is no longer alive, the Qur'an and the

Sunnah should be consulted in all matters.

THE DESPICABLE SITUATION OF PRESENT DAY MUSLIMS
People have become so accustomed to and enamoured by the unjust

legislation of the west that they are prepared to conform to them even if it means
that they become oppressors or the oppressed. However, they are not prepared
to practise the justice of Islam.

They seem to enjoy the resultant fornication, murder and robbery that stem
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from Western legislation but do not care to implement the laws of Islam by
which all this would be eradicated. (Allah forbid!) They say that these laws are

barbaric, thereby including themselves in the ranks of the disbelievers (kuffar). If

rogues and thieves were to have their hands cut off, if adulterers were to be
stoned or lashed and highway robbers were to be either crucified or their hands
and feet cut (according to the injunctions outlined in Surah Ma'idah), then all

these atrocious crimes would be no more.

It is indeed unfortunate that many so-called Muslims are averse to these

laws. They should truly evaluate their Belief (Iman), since the verse not only

stipulates (as a requisite of Belief (Iman)) that disputes be brought before the

Holy Prophet <JL- 3
Up i»\ jl*, but adds that these also be accepted whole-

heartedly.

(66) if We should command them to kill themselves or abandon their homes,

they will not do so; except a few of them. If they were to do what they were

advised to do, it would be best for them and more strengthening for their Belief

(Iman). (67) In that event We will surely grant them a magnificent reward from

Ourselves. (68) andWe will undoubtedly guide them to the straight path.

IF THEY WERE COMMANDED TO KILL THEMSELVES OR
FORSAKE THEIR HOMES, ONLY A FEWWOULD COMPLY

In the above verses, Allah. highlights that the quality of a Believer (Mn'min)

is that he should be able to accept the decisions of Allah's Rasul (messenger) ii J^>
pl^j Up. This is not as difficult as if they were commanded to kill themselves (like

the Bani Isra'Il were commanded to do as repentance (Taubah) for their worship

of the calf), or commanded to abandon their homes (as the Bani Isra'Il were told

to leave Egypt). Only a limited few will be able to abide by commands as

stringent as these.

When this verse was revealed, Sayyidina Abu Bakr <up ifo ^j told the Holy
Prophet ^j <ip i ^U that if he were commanded to kill himself he would
comply. Prophet <X> 3 Up &s JU> confirmed that he was truthful. According to

another narration, the Holy Prophet pL^ Up &\ ju grabbed hold of his hand and
told him, "If this command were to be issued, then he (Sayyidina Abu Bakr) would
definitely be amongst those "few" to comply, (as mentioned in the verse)." A
similar hadith has been reported with regard to Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud
<UP &\ ^j.

Sayyidina Hasan Basri^ &\ <^j reports that when this verse was revealed, a

few Sahaba^ ibi ^>j said that if this command were to be given to them, they

would definitely obey it. When this statement was reported to the Holy Prophet
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^1^ Up i>i J^> he said, "The Belief (Iman) entrenched in their hearts is more steady
than the mountains."

It has been narrated from Sayyidina Umar ^ ibi ^j that he said, "All praise

be to Allah who has kept us in good stead. If we were commanded to kill

ourselves, we would definitely do so." When the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up &\ j^

heard of this he said, "Without doubt there are certain individuals in my Ummah
whose Belief (Iman) is more solid than the mountains." ["Ruhul Ma'ani" v.5 p.72]

Certain narrations report that when Sayyidina Zubair -up it ^j and the

Ansari were returning from the presence of the Holy Prophet jJL.^ ^ & J^, they

passed by Sayyidina Miqdad ** &\ ^j. He enquired from them in whose favour

was Judgment passed. Turning his face, the Ansari replied, "the Holy Prophet
jjL^ aJj^ &\ J^> passed Judgment in favour of his cousin." A Jew who overheard

the conversation commented, "Woe unto those who testify that Muhammad JU
pJL-j Aip iui is the messenger of Allah yet when he decides a matter, they slander

him. By Allah! We committed one sin in the lifetime of Sayyidina Musa (OLJ\ Up.

He instructed us to make repentance (Taubah) and commanded us to kill

ourselves. In compliance with the law of Allah, our people killed themselves to

the extent that the dead numbered '10 000. Our Lord was pleased with us on that

account.

Although the incident involved only one Ansari, the Jew hinted at all the

Muslims. Upon hearing his taunt, Sayyidina Thabit bin Qais *& Jb\ ^>Jf Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Mas'ud <up & ^j and Sayyidina Amar bin Yasir ^ ifci ^>j said that

if they were ordered to kill themselves, they would certainly do so. Although the

chain of narrators is not mentioned for the above incident, nonetheless it

adequately explains the link between the above verses. ["Ruhul Ma'ani" v.5 p.72]

The Ansari mentioned in the incident was a hypocrite and was referred to as

an Ansari only because he belonged to one of the tribes of the Ansar.

Allah concludes these verses by mentioning certain glad tidings. He says, "1/

they were to do what they were advised to do, it would be best for them and more

strengthening for their Belief (Iman). In that event, We will surely grant them a

magnificent rewardfrom Ourselves and We will undoubtedly guide them to the straight

path"

%\ *# fc£\ <$ t$^ ^ii •>££>^5 Ji^bs

(69) Whoever obey Allah and His messenger, then they will be with those

prophets, "Siddiqin", martyrs and "Salihin" upon whom Allah has bestowed

His bounties. These are indeed the best of companions. (70) Such is the bounty

of Allah and Allah suffices as the Knower.
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THE BEST OF TIDINGS FOR THOSE WHO OBEY ALLAH AND HIS
PROPHET fL>j Up it JU>

Whereas Allah instructed in the previous verses that He be obeyed together

with his Prophet ^i-j Up it J^ this verse explains the lofty status to be awarded
to the obedient ones.

It is narrated in "Ma'alimut Tanzll" [v.l p.450] that the Holy Prophet it JU
pJ-j Up had great love for his freed slave Sayyidina Thauban <^ &\

cr>J . He too

could not bear to be separated from the Holy Prophet jJL^ Up it J^>. Once when
he appeared very grieved, the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up &\ J^ enquired about this.

He said, "O the Holy Prophet (JL-j aJLp it J^\ I am not ill. Nothing grieves me
except that I love to be in your company without which I grow very perturbed.

When thinking of the Hereafter, it occurred to me that I will not be able to meet
you because you will be in the high ranks of the Prophet fiLJ\ <JLp. If I were to

enter Heaven (Jannah), I will be in the ranks much lower than yours. If I do not

enter Heaven (Jannah), then I fear that I will never see you again." On this

occasion the above verse was revealed.

It is gleaned from this verse that despite the various ranks of Heaven
(Jannah), the people of Heaven (Jannah) will be able to meet each other.

BEING WITH THOSEWHOM ONE LOVES

Sayyidina Ibn Mas'ud -up it ^j narrates that a person enquired from the

Holy Prophet ^j *> it J^>, "What do you say with regard to the person who
loves a nation but has not reached them (in terms of knowledge and action)?"

Prophet fl-j Up it JU replied, "A person shall be with those whom he loves/'

[Mishkat p. 426]

Sayyidina Anas *& it ^j reports that a person once asked the Holy Prophet

^j Up it J^> as to when judgment day (Qiyamah) will take place. Prophet it JL*

^j Up replied, "It is indeed very sad [that you ask about judgment (Qiyamah)],

. Tell me what have you prepared for judgment (Qiyamah)!" He responded, "I

have made no preparations except that I love Allah and His Prophet ^ & J^
jJL-j very much." The Holy Prophet (JL-j U* it jl* told him, "You shall be with

those whom you love." Sayyidina Anas <up it ^j says that besides the boon of

Islam, no other thing made the Muslims as happy as did this fact (that a person

will be with those whom he loves). [Ibid]

This hadith refers to both types of people. If a person loves the evil doers, he

shall be with them, and if they be righteous people, he shall be with them. It also

applied to both worlds. In this world also, it will be noticed that the bad
accompany the bad, and the good accompany the good. In the Hereafter as well,

each group will be with those whom they love.

It is for this reason that the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up it JU> mentioned, "A
person is on the track of his friend, so each of you should consider well whom
you befriend." [Tirmidhi and Abu Dawud]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Amr bin Al As ^ it ^j reported that the Holy
Prophet ^JL- j ^ it jl> once spoke of Salah and said, "Salah shall be a light on the
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Day of judgment (Qiyamah) for those who are particular about it, a proof [for his

Belief (Iman)] and a means for salvation for him. For him who does not guard his

Salah it shall not be a light, nor a proof, nor a means of salvation. On the Day of

judgment (Qiyamah), he will be with the likes of Qarun, Pharaoh (Fir'aun),

Haitian and Ubayy bin Khalf." [Mishkat p. 59]

The commentators of hadith have explained that those who neglect Salah

may be divided into a few categories. Some neglect Salah because of their wealth.

They shall be the companions of Qarun. Others neglect Salah because of their

involvement in government. Such people shall be with Pharaoh (Fir'aun). Others

neglect Salah because of their occupations. They shall be raised with the likes of

Haman (who was an advisor to Pharaoh (Fir'aun)). Then there are those who
neglect Salah due to their occupation in trade. These shall be with Ubayy bin

Khalf [hejvas a Mushrik who was killed by the Holy Prophet ^j^^ J^> himself].

This hadith makes it clear that just as the good people shall accompany the

good in the Hereafter, so too will the evil-doers join the ranks of their

compatriots. The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" [v.5 p. 78] writes that the company of

the illustrious souls mentioned in the verse does not mean that all shall be on the

same stages in Heaven (Jannah). Neither does it mean that the only similarity

with them shall be entrance into Heaven (Jannah). It means that the occupants of

lower ranks shall be able to visit those of higher ranks despite the vast difference

between them. Those of lower ranks shall be permitted to visit their companions

occupying the upper levels of Heaven (Jannah) and vice versa.

Sayyidina Abu Huraira «u* i» ^>j narrates that the Holy Prophetp-L-j Up ^ J^
said, "When two people so love each other for the sake of Allah, then even

though one be in the east and the other in the west, Allah shall unite them on the

Day of judgment (Qiyamah) and say, 'This is the person whom you loved for My
pleasure." [Mishkat p.42 7]

Sayyidina Rabl'ah bin Ka'ab **> h ^j related that he used to spend some
nights in the company of the Holy Prophet ^JL-j aJp iui JL> and would bring to the

* Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up M JU the water for ablution (wudhu) as well as other things

of necessity. Once the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up iirt JU asked him what he desired

most. He replied, "I desire your companionship in Heaven (Jannah)." Prophet Jl^

jJL^ Up &\ asked, "What else do you wish for?" He replied, "This is my only wish"

Thereupon the Holy Prophet pJL^ Up ii JU told him, "If that be the case, then

assist me against yourself by performing Sajda in abundance [i.e. by performing

excessive mandatory (Nafl) Salah]." [Muslim v.l p.193]

It is learnt from this hadith that so acquire the companionship of the pious, a

person is required to engage in righteous deeds. After Belief (Iman), Salah is the

greatest devotion. The more Salah a person performs, the more prostration

(Sajda) he will make. This abundance of prostrations (Sajdas) shall earn a person

the companionship of the pious.

Where the Holy Prophet ^j <1* & J~# advised him to 'help against himself',

reference is made to the fact that the carnal self of a person will not allow a

person to perform good deeds. He should, however, persevere and find the

courage to continue.
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Sayyidina Abu Said Khudri ^ i» ^j reports that the Holy Prophet Up &\ j^>

r±**j
said, "The truthful and trustworthy trader shall be with the Prophet,

Siddiqin and martyrs." [Tirmidhi]

Sayyidina Abu Huraira v* ii ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ^ 3 aJLp ifci JL^

said, "Indeed there are a hundred ranks in Heaven (Jannah) reserved for those

who fight in Jihad (religion war). The distance between every two ranks equals

the distance between the heavens and the earth. When you ask Allah for Heaven
(Jannah), then ask for "Jannatul Firdous" for it is the best and the highest rank

above which is the throne of Rahman and all the rivers of Heaven (Jannah) flow

from it." [Bukhari v.2 p.l 104]

Sayyidina Abu Sa'Id Khudri *& &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet & J^
(JL^j Up said, "Indeed the (average) person of Heaven (Jannah) shall gaze at those

dwelling on higher balconies just as any of you (in this world) look up to the

shining stars spread >ut in the east and west. This is due to the difference in their

ranks." The Companions (Sahaba)^ &\ ^>j enquired, "O the Holy Prophet & J^>
pJL-j Up! Will these be the dwellings of the Prophet (v>LJ\ Up where no other shall

be able to reach?" the Holy Prophet <JL-j Up ^i JU said, "By the Being in whose
hand is my life! Besides the Prophet <v>LJi ^, such people shall also live there

who believe in Allah and His prophets f*>LJ r^" [Bukhari v.l p.46 1]

The people upon whom Allah had bestowed His bounty are of four types.

The first are the Prophet f%J\ <M. Second are the Siddiqin. These were those

people who never hesitated in the least to believe in the Prophet f^LJ\ Up. They

accepted upon the first bidding and then remained with the Prophet f!>Ui ^ with

the utmost sincerity till the end, sacrificing their lives and wealth in the cause of

the Prophet f*>LJt ^. It is for this reason that Sayyidina Abu Bakr «up &\ ^j
achieved the title of "Siddique" (singular of Siddiqin).

Sayyidah Ayshah i*^ &\ ^j narrates that Prophet <X* 3 *A* &\ J^> once passed

by Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^ & ^j while he was cursing some of his slaves. The
Holy Prophet ^JL^ Up ;»» JU mentioned, "Cursers and Siddiqin? Never, by the

Lord of the Ka'ba! (i.e. The Siddiqin should never curse.)" Upon hearing this

Sayyidina Abu Bakr <up i» ^j freed some of his slaves and then later appeared

before the Holy Prophet jJL.j Up ii ju saying that he shall never do that again.

[Mishkat p. 415]

The third group is that of the Shuhada (the martyrs) who died fighting for

the upliftment of the Din (religion). The fourth are the Salihin. These are those

people whose hearts are detached from sin and inclined towards good. They are

engrossed in good actions with complete sincerity. This is indeed a lofty status

and the Prophet fiLJ\ Up were also endowed with the qualities of the Salihin

(righteous).

With regard to Sayyidina Yahya f%J\ ^ and Sayyidina Isa f*>LJ\ ^, the

Qur'an mentions that they were from the Salihin. Sayyidina Yusuf (%-h Up

prayed to Allah thus, "Grant me death as a Muslim and unite me with Salihin" (Surah

12, verse 101). Since mention was already made of the Prophet f%Ji ^ in the verse,

the Salihin here refers to other people who were also blessed with these

attributes.
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A Muslim supplicates to Allah in every rakah of every Salah that Allah must

allow him to be included in the ranks of these illustrious four groups. He recites

in Surah Fatihah that Allah must guide him to the path of "those upon whom You

have bestowed Your bounties.

"

Although many people [sinners and disbelievers (kuffar) alike] are blessed

with certain bounties of Allah, the real bounties referred to here are those that

have been conferred upon the above four groups of people. These people have

been blessed with divine guidance, proximity to Allah and spiritual purity.

These are the assets that will allow them to prosper in the Hereafter, whereas the

bounties conferred upon others are restricted to this world.

"These are indeed the best of companions." This is because their company shall

be attained in Heaven (Jannah). "Such is the bounty of Allah. ."It is truly a bounty

from Allah that He has inspired His chosen bondsmen to obey His Prophet &\ JU
pJL-

3
Up, thereby earning the companionship of the pious in the Hereafter.

" and Allah suffices as the Knower." He is Aware of every action of a person

and will grant the reward (or punishment) that is due.
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(71) O you who believe, take your precautions and then advance in small

detachments or larger ones. (72) Indeed amongst you are those who tarry. If a

calamity befalls you he says, "Allah has surely been gracious unto me since I

was not present with them. (73) If a bounty from Allah came to you, they will

definitely say, as if there existed no love between yourselves and him, "Oh dear,

if only I had been with them, then I would have attained a great success!" (74) So

those who barter the Hereafter for the life of this world should fight in Allah's

way. Whosoever fights in Allah 's way and is martyred or attains victory, soon

We shall grant him a magnificent reward.

BEING ON GUARD AGAINST THE ENEMY AND THE ORDER TO
WAGE JIHAD (RELIGION WAR)

This verse instructs the Muslims to be wary of the enemy and to keep their

arsenals in readiness for a war. If the occasion demands that a large army be

dispatched, it should be so, and if only a small detachment is required, they

should be detailed likewise.
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THE CONDUCT OF THE HYPOCRITES

Allah then discusses the behaviour of the Hypocrites (Munafiqin). Since they

pretended to be with the Muslims and lived with them, Allah says that they are

"amongst you."

'indeed amongst you are those who tarry." This was because they had no Belief

(Iman), they were natural cowards and could not bear to engage in war. Others

have translated the verse to mean that they detained themselves from

conscription into the Muslim army and loitered about. Another meaning is that

they prevented others from participating, as they did in the battle of Uhud.

It often occurred that the inner condition of their hearts surfaced when they

made certain statements of disbelief (kufr). Allah continues to say, "If a calamity

befalls you he (the hypocrite) says, 'Allah has surely been gracious unto me since I was

not present with them.

"

On the other hand, when the Muslims are victorious in battle, acquiring

much booty, these people change their tune, as Allah says, "If a bountyfrom Allah

came to you they will definitely say, as there existed no love between yourselves and him,

'Oh dear, if only I had been with them, then I would have attained a great success!" The

Hypocrites (Munafiqin) made these statements because they had no real affinity

for the Muslims and were concerned only with the things of this world. Instead

of rejoicing with the Muslims, they expressed remorse that they were unable to

gain some material benefit.

"So those who barter the Hereafter for the life of this world should fight in Allah's

way."-The hypocrites should also join in the battles to exalt the word of Allah.

THE VIRTUE OF JIHAD (RELIGION WAR) IN ALLAH'S WAY
"Whosoeverfights in Allah 's way and is martyred or defeated, soon We shall grant

him a magnificent reward." The person striving in Allah's way will be rewarded

irrespective of what is the outcome of the battle. The ultimate reward is that of

the Hereafter while the transitory booty should not be the objective. The

hypocrites, however, considered the booty to be "a great success."

This verse also alludes to the fact that even if the Muslims are granted the

booty, their reward for Jihad (religion war) is not wasted since the booty was not

their priority.

<4^h hP^ ii^j 4^ d^ 4 uj^ij \_^U tj$\ .{^j \jy?> ^Ji b* u

(75) What excuse do you have not to fight in Allah's way and in defence of the

weak men, women and children who cry out, 'Oh our Lord! Emancipate us from

this town of oppressors, grant us a defender from Yourself and grant us a helper
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from Yourself!" (76) The believers fight in Allah's way and those who disbelieve

fight in the way of Devil (Shaytan).... So fight the allies of devil (Shaytan), for

indeed the plot of devil (Shaytan) is ever weak.

WHY IS JIHAD (RELIGION WAR) NOT BEING WAGED DESPITE
THE MOTIVES BEING PRESENT?

This verse censures the Muslims for not fighting in Jihad (religion war)

despite the fact that the weak Muslims (who are unable to migrate) were

suffering the abuse of the Polytheists (Mushrikin) in Makkah. The verse implores

them to march to the assistance of these poor folk who are praying, "O our Lord!

Emancipate usfrom this town ofop ressors, grant us a defenderfrom Yourselfand grant

. us a helperfrom Yourself"

Allah accepted their plea and the Muslims subsequently conquered
Makkah. The Holy Prophet^ aJlp iij\ Ju* then appointed the Sahabi Sayyidina

Itab bin Usaid ^ &\ ^j as governor of Makkah, who saw to the protection and
safety of its people-

In a narration of Bukhari (v.2 p.660), Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ^ ii ^ reports

that his father was also of those described as "the weak men, women and children."

Others also in this predicament were Sayyidina Walid bin Walid **. i» ^Jf

Sayyidina Salma bin Hisham ** &\ ^j and Sayyidina Ayash bin Abi Rabi'ah ^j
^ &\. The Holy Prophet ^j a> i»i JL> used to pray for them after the bowing
(Ruku) in the final Raka'ah of Salah until Allah made it possible for them to

migrate to Madinah. [Mishkdt p. 113]

THE DIFFERENCE OF INTENTION BETWEEN THE MUSLIM AND
DISBELIEVER (KAFIR) SOLDIERS

"The believers fight in Allah 's way and those who disbelieve fight in the way of

devil (Shaytan)." The Muslims fight for the pleasure of Allah and so that the Din
(religion) becomes predominant. The disbelievers (kuffar), though, desire that disbelief

(kufr) be prevalent in the world and that Islam be destroyed.

"

"So fight the allies of devil (Shaytan)..." Although devil (Shaytan) assists his

accomplices in battle, his aid is absolutely nothing compared to the help that

Allah renders to His sincere bondsmen. When the devout Muslims enter the

battlefield calling out Allah's praises, the army of devil (Shaytan) become helpless

and are forced to flee. All their strategies and plots then fail, as Allah says for

indeed the plot of devil (Shaytan) is ever weak."

t&c&\& \p$ \jCj \&\ \jS)j pj\ rjt jsl&yt \ 5 $
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(77) Have you not seen those who were told, "Restrain your hands, establish

Salah and give Zakah"? Then when fighting was ordained for them, suddenly a

party from them feared the enemy as they should fear Allah, or an even greater

fear. They said, "Our Rabb (lord)! Why have You ordained fighting for us? Why
did You not grant us respite for a little while?" Tell them, "The comfort of the

world is a mere trifling. The Hereafter is best for those who are abstinent, and
you snail not be oppressed even to the extent of the string of a date seed."

THOSEWHO EVADE FIGHTING IN JIHAD (RELIGION WAR)

"Lubabun Nuqul" (p.74) reports a narration of Sayyidina Ibn Abbas *& At ^j
from Nasa'i and Hakim in which he says that once Sayyidina Abdur Rahman bin

Auf <up &\ ^j and some other companions approached the Holy Prophet aJLp Js>\ ju
r-L^. (This incident occurred before the Hijrah). They said, "O Prophet of Allah

jJL. 3
<Op &\ JU! Before embracing Islam, we were respected people. Now we suffer

humiliation (therefore permit us to fight back)."

The Holy Prophet <JL-j Up ibi J^> replied, "I have been commanded to forgive

and pardon, so do not fight" Later, when the Muslims immigrated to Madinah,

the command to fight was issued. However, some people were still reluctant,

whereupon the above verse was revealed.

The verse explains that at one time people requested to fight, but they were
told rather to perform Salah and give Zakah. Then, when Jihad (religion war) was
made incumbent on them, cowardice and fear gripped their hearts. The fear was
not a mild one, but Allah says with regard to some of them, "a party from them

feared the enemy as they shouldfear Allah, or an even greater fear."

"They said, 'Our Lord, why have 'You ordained fighting for us? Why did You not.

grant us respite for a little while?" At this juncture the question arises that a

statement such as the above does not behove an average Believer (Mu'min), let

alone the Companions (Sahaba) <+&* At ^Jt since it constitutes an objection to

Allah.

Allama Baghawi Up Ai ^ replies in "Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v.l p.453) that the

statement was made by the hypocrites. Since the hypocrites were found only in

Madinah, this reply will necessitate that the request for Jihad (religion war) was
also made in Madinah. This is possible because the verse mentions that instead

of the request being fulfilled, the people were required to establish Salah and
give Zakah. Given that Zakah was ordained only in Madinah, it follows that this

was told to them in Madinah. Therefore, the fact may be established that it was
the Munafiqm (hypocrites) who asked why was Jihad (religion war) ordained.

Another reply to the question is that the complaint was made by certain

Muslims who were not firmly grounded in Islam. These words escaped their

tongues because of fear and indecisiveness. They later repented for this.

A third reply is that initially these people were Muslims but, after the order

for Jihad (religion war) was enforced, hypocrisy entered their hearts and they

shrunk away from Jihad (religion war).

LOVE FOR THE WORLD IS THE CAUSE FOR COWARDICE

When people are imbued with a fervour for the Hereafter, being completely
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disinclined from the world, they will care not whether they live or die. Giving

their lives for the cause of Allah will make no difference to them. For this reason,

Allah replies to the above complaints by saying, "Tell them, 'The comfort of the

world is a mere trifling." Even though the world itself is so insignificant, the share

every person receives from the world is even less.

"The Hereafter is bestfor those whrare abstinent..." This entails abstinence from

disbelief (kufr) and polytheism (shirk) and from major and minor sins. Even

before the world is destroyed, the people of the world have long left it. To choose

this instead of the everlasting Hereafter is sheer foolishness.

" and you shall not be oppressed even to the extent of the string of a date seed."

Not only will people be accorded their rewards in full, these will be multiplied

many times over. The "string of a date seed" is mentioned only by way of

example. People will not be oppressed at all by Allah.

ijjjSi Zl» (4^o)j \Xjz
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(78) Wherever you may be, death will find you even though you be in lofty

towers. If a good thing happens to them they say, "This is from Allah!" When

something adverse afflicts them they say, "This is because of you!" Tell them,

"Everything is from Allah!" What ails these people that they do not seem to

understand anything? (79) Whatever good comes to you people is from Allah,

and whatever adversity afflicts you is from yourselves. We have sent you [O

Muhammad ^j Up ii J^] as a messenger to the people, and Allah suffices as a

Witness.

DEATH SHALL OVERTAKE YOU WHEREVER YOU MAY BE

People avoid Jihad (religion war) because they fear death. Death, however,

shall find a person at the appointed hour irrespective of his whereabouts. None

can escape it even if he tries to -hide from it in high and mighty towers and

fortresses.

It is narrated in "Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v.l p.453) that when many Muslims

were martyred at Uhud, the Hypocrites (Munafiqin). said, "If they were with us (in

Madinah), they would not have died, nor have been killed." In reply to this statement,

Allah revealed this verse telling them, "Wherever you may be, death will find you

even though you be in lofty towers."

THE ABSURD REMARKS OF THE HYPOCRITES AND THE JEWS

When the Holy Prophet <!*-_, Up &\ ju arrived in Madinah, the Jews

remarked that it was because of his arrival that the crops were being depleted. In
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this way, whenever any adverse situation occurred, they attributed it to him. By
doing this, they wished to impress upon the minds of the people of Madinah that

a calamity had come to their town (Allah forbid!). In good times, their tune

changed, as Allah says, "If a good thing happens to them they say, 'This is from Allah!'

Wlxen something adverse afflicts them they say, 'This is because ofyou 1/'

Allah then replies to them by saying, "Tell them, 'Everything is from Allah!"

Favourable and unfavourable conditions are all from Allah. He sends good
conditions because of His mercy and the bad conditions are a result of man's
actions.

"Wlxat ails these people that they do not seem to understand anything?" Their

ignorance and obstinacy present an obstacle to their faculty of understanding.

["Ruhul Ma'ani" v.5 p.88]

Thereafter Allah makes clear the message for all to understand. He says,

"Whatever good comes to you is from Allah, and whatever adversity afflicts you is from

yourselves." Allah owes nothing to people. Whatever He gives them, even as

rewards for their good deeds, is purely from His bounty. Adversities are due to

their own evil deeds.

Allah says in Surah Shura (verse 30), "The adversities that afflict you are a result

of the deeds you earn, and Allah pardons a great deal" The benefit to a Believer

(Mu'min) in trying circumstances is that his sins are forgiven thereby.

"We have sent you as a messenger to the people, and Allah suffices as a Witness."

This verse testifies to the fact that the Holy Prophet jJL- j <4* ^ J^ was sent for the

entire humanity. Even though people may reject his apostleship, Allah will

always be there to testify to it.

According to other commentators, the verse means that Allah is witness to

the deeds of people and will give them what they deserve.

! uiji*. Ljg* <Jx±j*J Us £±j <yj *ut £U*t Jua 6y*)\ Ux> {y>

(80) Whoever obeys the messenger has obeyed Allah and whoever turns away,

We have not sent you [O Muhammad ^j U* & J**] as a warder over them.

OBEDIENCE TO THE HOLY PROPHET <*JL-j aJIp ^ j^ IS OBEDIENCE
TO ALLAH

It is reported in "Ma'alimut Tanzll" (v.l p.455) that the Holy Prophet & JL*

^j ^ once mentioned, "Whoever obeys me has obeyed Allah and whoever
loves me loves Allah/' Upon hearing this, some of the Hypocrites (Munafiqin)

scoffed, "This person wants us to make him a god like how the Christians made
Isa (OLJ Up a god!" On this occasion, the above verse was revealed to confirm the

statement of the Holy Prophet ^L-j Up ii JU*.

Whatever the Holy Prophet jJL^ Up ii>i JU brought was from Allah and
obedience to his commands constitute obedience to Allah Himself, since the

orders are His. The action of the Christians is totally different and cannot be

compared.
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THE BLASPHEMY OF REJECTING THE AHADITH

This verse contains the answer to those people in today's times who refute

the Ahadith of the Holy Prophet ^j *l* ^ J^>. They attempt to mislead people

into believing that the words of the Holy Prophet ^ a> &\ j*> are not sufficient

evidence for Islamic law. The Qur'an, in numerous verses, has accentuated the

message of obedience to Prophet^^^i j^>.

Allah says in Surah Ahzab, "Undoubtedly in there is an excellent example for

you in the Rasul (messenger) ofAllah^ 3 *> & J^!' [Surah 33. verse 21]

A verse of Surah A'raf tells us, "He [Prophet^ 3^ &JA permits for them the

pure things andforbids them from that which is impure." [Surah 7, verse 157]

The Holy Prophet ^j a> ii J^> has expounded the laws of the Qur'an and

rejection of his Ahadith as a source of law will, therefore, indicate rejection of the

Qur'an as well. These people have adopted the name of "Ahlul Qur'an" (people of

the Qur'an). Although claiming to follow the Qur'an, they are actually refuting it

because the Qur'an commands that the Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^ & J^ be obeyed

and followed. Love for him will earn Allah's love reciprocally. Allah says in

Surah Al Imran, "Say [Oh Muhammad ^j ^ it J*], 'If you love Allah then follow

me, Allah will love you (in return)." [Surah 3, verse 31]

THE TASK OF THE HOLY PROPHET ^j ^ ii ^ WAS TO

CONVEY THE MESSAGE

".... whoever turns away, We have not sent you as a warder over them." (i.e. You

do not have to force them to accept. Your task is to convey the message). In a

similar manner Allah says in Surah Ghashiya, "Remind, for verily you are but one

who reminds. You are not a warder over them." [Surah 88, verse 2 1/2]

The authors of "Ma'alimut Tanzil" and "Durrul Manthur" have quoted

certain Scholars (Ulama) who are of the opinion that the above verse was

abrogated by the instruction to wage Jihad (religion war) and to be stern with the

enemy. This opinion will be feasible only if the verse instructed that Jihad

(religion war) must not be waged in the case when people refuse to accept Islam.

However, both attitudes may be applied as necessary i.e. at times it will be

appropriate to wage Jihad (religion war) whereas there are other situations that

will demand one to ignore the disbelievers (kuffar) and leave them to be. the Holy

Prophet fi-j aJp iu\ J^ was not instructed to force people to accept Islam.

4li\j Jyu lSjJ\ j^ p^A 4jjUa C^ £•&% i£ bjLH o£ Ae\l* ^i^y^iJ

(81) They say, "Obedience (is our task)!" But when they leave your presence, a

party of them consults at night, in contradiction to what they said. Allah records

their nocturnal consultations. So let them be and trust in Allah. Allah suffices as
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Defender. (82) Do they not ponder over the Qur'an? If it were from any other

being besides Allah, they would have certainly found many discrepancies

therein.

AN EVIL PRACTICE OF THE HYPOCRITES

This verse makes mention of how the Hypocrites (Munafiqin), in the

presence of the Holy Prophet ^j ^ & J^> used to claim to be perfectly obedient

to him. However, when they returned to their homes, they would consult with

each other at night and plot schemes that were in brazen contrast to their claims.

They would then disobey the clear instructions of Prophet pJL-j *ip i^.JL*.

Allah says, "Allah records their nocturnal consultations" i.e. Allah shall punish

them accordingly.

"So let them be and trust in Allah (and bother not to take revenge because)

Allah suffices as Defender." Allah shall protect the Believers (Mu'minin) from all

the evil schemes of the enemy. {"Ruhul Ma'am" v.5 p.52]

ENCOURAGEMENT TO PONDER OVER THE QUR'AN

"Do they not ponder over the Qur'an? If it were from any other being besides

Allah, they would have certainly found many discrepancies therein." In this way, any

i

person will acknowledge that the Qur'an is undoubtedly from Allah and that the

Holy Prophet pJL.j 4-ip it JL* is Prophet of Allah.

If another had written the Qur'an, there would have been inconsistencies in

all aspects, be it in the stories, the eloquence or the literary style. At times, certain

information will be correct and at times they will be incorrect. However, the

Qur'an shows no hint of imperfection -neither in its text, nor in its meaning.

The challenge of the Qur'an to produce a single Surah the like of any in the

Qur'an remains unanswered to this day. None can even raise any objections

against the Qur'an. Those who have raised any have been conclusively answered

by the Qur'an itself or by the astute men of learning. ["Ruhul Ma'ani" v.5 p.9213]

WHO IS COMPETENT ENOUGH TO PONDER OVER THE QUR'AN?

Although any person may exert himself in attempting to understand the

Qur'an, those who do not possess sufficient knowledge may fail to understand

certain aspects of it. In that event, they should consult those who are qualified in

the subject. The levels of these knowledgeable people also vary.and each of them
may differ in their analysis of certain verses. It requires a special insight to be

able to delve into the depth of meaning and eloquence of the Qur'an.

In a similar manner, there are also various levels of interpretation about the

derivation of laws. The jurists {"A'immah Mujtahidin") went to great lengths to

fathom the depth and wisdom of the verses to derive the various laws and
injunctions of Islam. The Scholars (Ulama) after them also exerted themselves in

this effort.

To understand the Qur'an, it is not sufficient merely to be able to speak'a bit

of Arabic and read a few books here and there. For this, a person is required to

be well grounded in numerous sciences covering a large array of subjects.
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THE ABOMINATION OF "TAFSIR BIR RA'IY"

People complain that the "Molvis" hold the monopoly when it comes to

explaining the, Qur'an. These complainants claim that since they are also people
of understanding, why are they not allowed to interpret the Quran according to

their understanding? Others claim that it is not even necessary to resort to the

explanations of the Holy Prophet ^JL-j ^ &\ J^> when interpreting the Qur'an
(Allah forbid!).

They seek to remove the one upon whom the Qur'an was revealed along

with his students and those who learn from them to this day. This type of

myopic interpretation is what is referred to as "Tafslr bir Ra'iy". These people act

without knowledge and mislead others with their folly.

Prophet jJL-j Up &\ ju> is reported to have said, "The person who comments
on the Qur'an according to his personal opinion should prepare his abode in

Hell."

Sayyidina Jundub *& &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet pL-j aA*&\ ju
said, "The one who comments on the Qur'an according to his personal opinion is

erroneous even though he be correct." [Mishkat p. 35]

These Ahadith are explicit in their prohibition of Tafsir (commenting on the

Qur'an) without the relevant knowledge ("Tafsir bir Ra'iy"). Even if a person

says something correct, he will be considered to be incorrect because he has

assumed a position of which he is not worthy.

The statement that the "Molvis" have a monopoly over the commentary of

the Qur'an is erroneous. It is like asking, "Why do the doctors have a monopoly
in the medical science?" or like saying, "Why do the politicians have a monopoly
in politics?" It is just as absurd as asking, "Why do engineers have a say in

matters of engineering?"

People also ask that since Allah has mentioned that the Qur'an has been

made easy, why can every person not interpret it as he wills? The reply is that

the Qur'an is indeed simple, but only with the knowledge of its principles and

related concepts. No. subject is simple without the relevant knowledge. For

example, it is easy to swallow a sweet. However, before this becomes possible, it

is necessary to prepare the delicacy, requiring all the relevant ingredients and

preparation. Without these premeditated arrangements, even this simple task

becomes almost impossible.

The person who knows a bit of Arabic is like the one who has the

ingredients for a sweet dish, but is unable to prepare it and cannot eat it. To

understand the Qur'an, it is necessary to be able to grapple with numerous
sciences that are too many to mention.

It is indeed sad to see that those who are ignorant wish to interpret the

Qur'an whereas those who have attained proficiency in its various related

sciences tremble even at the mere thought of interpreting!

THE CAUTION OF SAYYIDINA ABU B.AKR ** &^
There was none more knowledgeable about the Qur'an, after the Holy
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Prophet pL-j *4* & J-*, than Sayyidina Abu Bakr ** & ^j. When he was asked the
meaning of a verse of Surah Abas, he said, "Which sky will shade me and which
earth will carry me if I comment on the book of Allah what I know not. [Tarikhul

Khulafa]

THE RESPONSIBILITY OF COMMENTATORS OF THE QURA'N
The commentators first have to interpret a verse according to explanations

given in other verses because many verses serve as interpretation of others.

Thereafter they should seek an interpretation from the Ahadlth of the Holy
Prophet pJL-j -Op i«t JU. Any person whose interpretation contradicts that of the

Holy Prophet (JL^ aJlp ifci JL* will not be considered.

Allah says in verse 105 of Surah Nisa, "Undoubtedly We have revealed to you
the Book with the truth so that you may judge between people by that which Allah has

shown you."

If an explanation is not found in the Qur'an nor in the Ahadlth, it should be
sought from the sayings of the Companions (Sahaba) <*-&* i&t ^j. They had a deep
understanding of the Qur'an and were present when it was being revealed. They
were aware of each circumstance when a verse was revealed. They were also

blessed with the company of the Holy Prophet p-L-j Up^i JU, through which their

knowledge and perception were perfected. The Holy Prophet ^JL-^ u* &\ J^>
taught them the words of the Qur'an as well as their meanings.

Sayyidina Utman bin Afan <up &\ ^j and Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud
^ &\ ^j report that they would not continue learning the Qur'an until they
mastered the knowledge of the previous ten verses taught to them and had
practised them.

A WARNING TO UNQUALIFIED COMMENTATORS
It is an accepted fact, that whenever a person studies a book on any

particular subject, he makes every attempt to understand and remember what he
has learnt. It is, therefore, not possible that the Companions (Sahaba) <^ i»i 9̂j

studied the Qur'an without understanding its concepts from the Holy Prophet

The person who attempts to comment on the Qur'an without a deep
knowledge of the Ahadlth and Tafsir (commentary) of the Companions (Sahaba)^ & ^j has indeed strayed into deviation even though he be fluent in Arabic.

It is also of paramount importance that his beliefs and actions conform with the

teachings of the Holy Prophet ^j *> & JL>.

If \ >*\\ It > ^' 4' u
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(83) When any matter of safety or fear comes to them they broadcast it. If they

had referred the matter to the messenger and those of them who have

understanding, then it would, surely be known to those of them who have

insight. If it were not for the grace of Allah upon you and His mercy, you

would surely follow Shaytan save a few (of you).

THE PROHIBITION AGAINST PUBLICISING UNVERIFIED NEWS
AND THE IMPORTANCE OF REFERRING TO KNOWLEDGEABLE
PERSONS

The following detailed incident appears in Muslim (v.l p.480). Sayyidina

Umar ** it ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet (JL-j <4* & J^> once separated from

his wives. When the news reached the people, they assumed that he had

divorced them. Consequently this news spread among the people.

When Sayyidina Umar ^ ifo ^j received permission to see the Holy

Prophet (JL-j Up &\ J^> he asked Prophet (JL-j Up ifci JU» whether he had divorced

his wives. When Prophet ^JL-j Up ii JU replied in the negative, Sayyidina Umar
aip &\ ^j requested permission from the Holy Prophet (Jl-j U* &\ Ju* to clarify the

matter in the Mosque (Masjid), where the people were all gathered.

When the Holy Prophet jJU- j Up it JU permitted him, he stood at the door of

the Mosque (Masjid) and announced in a loud voice, "the Holy Prophet Up it j^
(Jl-j did not divorce his wives." On this occasion the above verse was revealed.

AN EVIL PRACTICE OF THE HYPOCRITES

A narration appears in "Ma'alimut Tanzil" [v.l pA56] in which it is narrated

that the Holy Prophet pL. j Up it JL* used to despatch numerous armies to various

destinations. When these armies returned, the Hypocrites (Munafiqin) used to ask

them the result of the expedition. Before the army could reach the Holy Prophet

pJL-j Up it ju»> these Hypocrites (Munafiqin) used to broadcast the news which

would cause hurt to the Muslims in the event that the Muslims were defeated. It

was with regard with this practice that. Allah revealed the above verse.

In this verse Allah advises the Muslims to refer information to the people of

understanding. They will delve in to the depths of the matter whereby

incomplete news is not made public. The Hypocrites (Munafiqin) behaved as they

did with intent to cause harm to the Muslims.

The word "Yastambituna" (translated above as "those who have insight")

literally refers to extracting water from the depths of the earth. In this context, it

refers to people who possess the extra special ability to delve into matters and

extract the truth.

THE GRACE OF ALLAH AND HIS MERCY

"Ifit were not for the grace of Allah upon you and His mercy, you would surely

follow devil (Shaytan) save a few (of you)." Allah has sent to man His grace in the

form of the Din (religion) of Islam and His mercy in the form of the Qur'an. If it

were not for these, people would have been the servants of devil (Shaytan) except

those who were practising upon the teachings of the previous Prophet (*~& 4*>

Being able to recognise the oneness of Allah in an environment of polytheism
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(shirk) (as certain Arabs had done) was also due to Allah's mercy, but the

apostleship of the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ii JU and the Qur'an are special mercies.

It is for this reason that they are mentioned exclusively. ["Ma'alimut Tanzil" v.l

pA56]

Lessen 1: The verse and the circumstances of revelation both indicate that

every piece of information should not be accepted off hand since there exists a

strong possibility that it may be inaccurate. The Holy Prophet ,JL-_) Up &\ J^ has

mentioned, "It is sufficient as a lie for a person to inform others of whatever he

hears." [Muslim, in the introduction]

Not only do people today publicise unverified events, but they actually

fabricate them. People are specially employed by organisations and governments

to disseminate misinformation and slanted information. The Qur'an advises that

even the truth should be announced with caution because it may cause harm to

someone (as the Hypocrites (Munafiqin) used to do).

Lesson 2: Allama Baghawi ^ & ^j writes in "Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v.l p.456)

that the verse alludes to the permissibility of analogical deduction (Qiyas).

Certain laws and injunctions may be derived directly from a verse or a narration.

However, others have to be extracted by delving into the verses and extracting a

law based on one's knowledge of Din (religion). This is what is meant by "Qiyas".

This will, of course, not be permissible when a law is directly obtainable from a

verse.

When a ruling is required on an issue that is not discussed specifically in the

Qur'an and Sunnah, it will then be necessary to resort to Qiyas. This was
practised by the "A'immah Mujtahidin" and is still practicable by those who
have in-depth knowledge of the necessary sciences. If it is practised in today's

times, reference must also be made to the rulings of previous Scholars (Ulama) in

similar situations. If this is not done, there exists a very strong possibility of

deviation, as has been witnessed with many in the past, especially those who
wish to deduce rulings without the relevant knowledge and piety (Taqwa).

(84) So fight in Allah's way! You are only responsible for yourselves, and urge

on the believers. Soon Allah will curb the might of those who disbelieve. Allah

is indeed more Powerful in might and more Potent in punishing.

FIGHT IN ALLAH'S WAY AND URGE THE BELIEVERS (MU'MININ)

Allama Baghawi Up ibi ju-j writes in "Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v.l p.457) 'hat the

Holy Prophet ^L-j Up i»t JL* negotiated an undertaking with Abu Sufyan after the

battle of Uhud that they will meet again in battle in the month of Dhul Qa'dah at

Badr. Accordingly, Prophet ^JL-j Up & JL* instructed the Muslims to march on the

appointed date. When some people became upset at this, the above verse was
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revealed.

Allah instructs the Holy Prophet ^j^ ^ Jf*> that he is responsible only for

himself. He should, therefore, proceed alone if need be. Allah shall render His
assistance, but he should continue to encourage the Muslims. Consequently, the

Holy Prophet pJL-^ Up it JU mustered a force of 70 horsemen. There was no battle

since the disbelievers (kuffar) did not turn up.

"Soon Allah will curb the might of those who disbelieve." This Allah did. With
the help of Allah, the Muslims were always victorious because "Allah is indeed

more Powerful in might and more Potent in punishing."

(85) Whoever makes a worthy intercession will receive a share of Whoever

makes an evil intercession will receive the sin for it. Allah has Power over all

things.

THE REWARD OF A WORTHY INTERCESSION AND THE SIN OF
AN EVIL ONE

When a person intercedes on behalf of another for a worthwhile cause, he

will be rewarded for it. However, if the intercession is to attain evil results, theh

the intercessor shall share in the sin. Certain people are unable to express

themselves because of poor language and expression or a lack of knowledge, etc.

The person who intervenes and attempts to assist them in their task shall be

greatly rewarded by Allah, even though he may not succeed.

The Holy Prophet (JL-j <uU i»i JL* is reported to have said, "Intercede and you
will be rewarded! Allah decrees what He wills on the tongue of His messenger."

[Bukhari v.2 p. 891] This means that whatever intercession is brought before the

Holy Prophet (JL-jUpi JU> shall earn the intercessor reward, even though the

decision may prove contrary to expectations.

A narration is reported in "Shama'il Tirmidhi" in which the Holy Prophet

pJL-j Aip ii JL* says, "Convey to me the need of those who are unable to present

their needs before me. Verily the person who conveys to a leader the need of

those who cannot do so themselves, then Allah will keep their feet steadfast on

the Day of Judgment."

When someone intercedes for another for employment in a Unlawful

(Haram) institution, or to sell Unlawful (Haram) items, etc, then the intercessor

shall share in the sin. People do this because those on whose behalf they

intervene are friends, relatives or the children of friends. They do not consider

whether the action they are assisting in is permissible or hot. They do not realise

that they will also share in the collective sins of all those who are led to sin due to

their action.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar <up &\ ^j narrates that he heard Prophet i»» J~*
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pl^ a> say, "The person who intervenes before the enforcement of any of Allah's
penalties is actually opposing Allah. The one who defends falsehood knowing
that it is false, shall be under the constant displeasure of Allah. The one who
attributes to a Believer (Mu'min) what is not in him, Allah shall enter him into the
blood and puss of the people of Hell. This will be the condition unless he retracts

his statement." [Mishkat p. 315]

Lesson: A woman belonging to the tribe of Bani Makhzum once stole*

during the time of the Holy Prophet <X* 3
Up ^ Ju*. Since she belonged to a noble

family, the Quraish disliked that her hand be cut. They approached Sayyidina
Usama bin Zaid ** &\ ^j to intercede on her behalf because he was very dear to

Prophet pJL-j <Op &\ JU When he did so, the Holy Prophet <X* 3 Up i»i j^ told him,
"Are you intervening between a penalty of Allah?" Then the Holy Prophet ibi JU*

(4-j *ip stood up and addressed the people, "The nations of the past were
destroyed because when a member of a noble family stole, they overlooked it,

but when someone of a lower lineage stole they enforced the punishment. I

swear by Allah that even if Fatima, the daughter of Muhammad jJL-j Up ifo JL>
stole, I would have her hand cut off!" [Bukhari v.2 p.1003]

Just as it is not permissible to intercede for sinful purposes, it is also

prohibited for one to intercede for the appointment of a person who is

incompetent. Should such a person be employed when he is incapable, he will

misappropriate the responsibility (especially when this involves public service).

Lesson: Intercession merely means that a person who is truly in need of

something, appoints another to secure it on his behalf. It is not binding on the

intercessor that he has to secure the object of his quest. He will try to the best of

his abilities and, if he is unsuccessful, the other person has no right to be
displeased. None may be forced to intercede for another.

Lesson: It is not permissible to accept any remuneration, nor any gift for

intercession. Anything received in this manner will be considered to be a bribe.

Allah concludes with the words, "Allah has Power over all things." None can
prevent Him from conferring rewards, nor from punishing. Imam Raghib &\ '^j

Up writes in his book "Mufarradat" that the word "muqita" used in this verse
may be translated in three ways viz. That Allah "has power over all things/' "is the

Protector," and "Vigilant over everything."

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" reports that yet another meaning of the word is that

Allah provides food for every living being. Therefore, the person who intercedes
for another should never fear that he will ever be short of sustenance because
Allah provides for all.

t<S* JP (3* OD 4b\ ol Uj-ij jl \+a if&\ \>£>c3 >-^» Aj^- \*)J

(86) When you are greeted with a prayer, then reply with a better prayer, or

return (the same). Most surely Allah shall take account of everything.
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THE LAWS GOVERNING SALAM (GREETING) AND ITS REPLY

The actual meaning of the Arabic word "tahiyyah" (translated above as '"a

prayer") is a prayer that Allah should keep one alive. This word is used with the

word "salam." This greeting will therefore be a prayer that Allah keeps one

living in peace.

THE ORIGIN OF THE SALAM

;• Sayyidina Abu Huraira a^ &\ ^j reports that Prophet A-j Up &\ j^ said,

"When Allah created Sayyidina Adam r>LJi <Jlp and instilled the soul within him,

he sneezed. Thereupon he said, "Alhamdu Lillahl (All praise to Allah!)" Allah

said, "Yar Hamn Kallahl (May Allah have mercy on you!)" Thereafter Allah told

him, "O Adam, go to those angels over there and greet them by saying, 'As

Salamu Alaykuml (Peace be on you!)" Sayyidina Adam f*>LJi Up complied,

whereupon the angels replied, "Wa Alaykumus Salam Wa Rahmatullahl (Peace be

on you too, and Allah's mercy!)" When he returned, Allah told him, "This will be

the greeting for you and between your progeny after you." [Mishkat p. 400]

This is the method in which Muslims are expected to greet at all times. In

this manner they will be constantly praying for the safety and peace of each

other.

ADOPTING THE GREETINGS OF NON-MUSLIMS

The English greetings of "Good morning!" "Good evening!" and "Good
night!" are not a prayer (du'd) as is the salam. By stating the good condition of the

day, the disbelievers (kuffdr) merely wish to express the same to the person being

greeted. Whereas the English greeting is only restricted to the particular part of

the day mentioned (morning, evening, etc), the salam conveys a prayer of peace

till eternity.

Sayyidina Imran bin Husain <up it ^j narrates that before the advent of

Islam they used to greet each other with the words, "May Allah keep your eyes

cool!" and "May Allah make your morning good!" He says that when they

became Muslims, they were prohibited from these forms of greeting. [Abu Dawud]

This hadith teaches us that it is prohibited to greet in a manner besides that

of salam. It will therefore not be permissible to use greetings like "Good
morning," and even the Arabic terms like "Sabahal khayr" and "Masahal khayr"

(which may be translated as "Good morning" and "Good evening").

There are many words of greetings in vogue throughout the world.

However, none are better than the Islamic greeting of salam. It displays the most

love and is a most apt prayer (du'd) for a person since it invokes Allah to

safeguard one from every type of difficulty.

Since the word "Salam" is also one of the attributes of Allah, certain

commentators have mentioned that when one greets, it means, "May Allah, who
is the giver of peace, take you in His safety and custody, keeping you in peace

forever."
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THE VIRTUE OF EXCESSIVE SALAM
Sayyidina Abu Huraira *& ii ^j narrates that the Holy Propriety 3 Up i\ JU

said, "None of you can enter Heaven (Jannah) without being a Believer (Mii'min),

and none can be a Believer (Mu'min) until you have love between yourselves.
Should I not show you an action whereby you will inculcate love between
yourselves? Make salam widespread between yourselves." [Muslim v.l p.54]

Salam should be made with all Muslims whether one recognises them or
not. Prophet ^ 3 Up &\ J^ is reported to have said, "When you meet a Muslim,
greet him with salam." [Mishkdt p. 133]

Just as it is the right of a Muslim that he should be greeted, it is his right that

his salam be replied to. Sayyidina Abu Huraira ** &\ ^ reports that the Holy
Prophet (J-j Up ibi J^ said, "A Muslim has five rights upon other Muslims.

(1) To reply to his greeting,

(2) To visit him when he is sick,

(3) To accompany his funeral bier,

(4) To accept his invitation, and

(5) To reply to his sneeze (by saying, "Yar Hamu Kalldh"
when he says " Alhamdu hillah" after sneezing)." [Muslim
v. 2 p. 2 13]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ^ & ^j reports that someone asked the

Holy Prophet ^ 3 *A*&\J^ what is the best action in Islam. The reply was, "To
feed people and to greet those whom you know as well as those whom you do
not know." [Bukhari v.l p.6]

Sayyidina Abu Huraira ** it ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet Up ilst ^
p-L-j said, "When any of you meets your (Muslim) brother, he should greet him
with salam. If thereafter any tree or wall separates them, they should greet again
when reuniting," [Abu Dawud]

THE RIGHTS OF THE ROAD
The Holy Prophet ^ 3 U* & JU* said, "Do not sit on the roadside. If you

have to do so, then fulfill its rights." When someone enquired what these rights

were, the Holy Prophet ^ <A*&\ J^ said, "The gazes should be lowered (so as not to

look at what is prohibited), none should be harmed, greetings should be replied to, good
should be enjoined and evil should be prohibited." [Muslim v.l p.2 13]

SALAM MUST BE MADE WHEN ENTERING A HOME OR
ATTENDING A GATHERING

Sayyidina Abu Huraira ** 'h ^j narrates that Prophet fL» 3
<A* At JU> said,

"When you attend a gathering; greet, and if you find a suitable place, be seated.

Then when you leave, greet again, for the second salam is just as important as the

first." [Tirmidhi and Abu Dawud]

Sayyidina Qatadah ** iui ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up iiji ju
said, "When you enter a home, greet the inhabitants with salam and when you
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leave, greet them once more/' [Mishkat p.399]

GREETING THE PEOPLE OF ONE'S HOUSEHOLD
Sayyidina Anas ^ &\ ,^j reports that the Holy Prophet 4-j ^ &\ j^> told

him, "O son! When you enter your home, greet your housefolk with salam, for

this will be a source of blessings for you." [Tirmidhi]

THE VIRTUE OF INITIATING THE SALAM

The Holy Prophet jJl^ Up ^i J^ said, "The person who greets first is free of

pride." [Mishkat p. 400]

Sayyidina Abu Umamah <up ifo ^j reports that the Holy Prophet Up ibi JU>

(JL-j mentioned, "Verily the person who is closest to Allah is the one who greets

first." [Abu Dawud v.2 p.350]

The verse instructs that when one is greeted with "As Salamu Alaykum", he

should at the very l^ast reply by saying, "Wa Alaykumus Salam." In this way the

obligation will be fulfilled. It will be best that he replies in a better manner, as the

angels did when greeted by Sayyidina Adam ^LJ\ Up. They added the phrase,

"Wa Rahmatullah." If a person uses this addition to greet (by saying, "As Salamu

Alaykum Wa Rahmatullah"), then the person being greeted should reply by

adding, "Wa Barakatuh" at the end (i.e. he should reply by saying, "Wa Alaykumus

Salam Wa Rahmatullahi Wa Barakatuh").

Sayyidina Imran bin Husain <up &\ ^j reports that a person once greeted the

Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up ii ^U by saying, "As Salamu Alaykuml" Prophet ^ & JU
fJL-j replied accordingly, where after the person was seated. The Holy Prophet
pL»j ^ &\ Jl^> said, "He received ten rewards." Thereafter another person entered

and greeted by saying, "As Salamu Alaykum Wa Rahmatullah!" the Holy Prophet
pjL-j Up &\ ju, after replying, said that this person had earned twenty rewards.

Then a third person entered with the greeting, "As Salamu Alaykum Wa
Rahmatullahi Wa Barakatuh!" Prophet ^ 3

<U &\ JL* said that this person had
acquired thirty rewards. Then another person entered. He greeted by saying, "As

Salamu Alaykum Wa Rahmatullahi Wa Barakatuhu Wa Maghfiratuh!" the Holy
Prophet fl^ Up ii ju> mentioned that this person had received forty rewards

and that his rewards were still multiplying. This hadith has been narrated in Abu
Dawud. Tirmidhi has also recorded it, but without the words, "wa
Maghfiratuh." Imam Tirmidhi u* ifo ~^j says that the hadith is "hasan" and then

mentions that other Companions (Sahaba) ^ ibi ^j like Sayyidina Abu Sa'id

Khudri <up &\ ^j and Sayyidina Sahl bin Hunaif «up ^\\^>j have also reported

similar Ahadlth.

Allama Ibn Kathir^ &\^ narrates in his Tafsir (v.l p.531) from Ibn Jarir ^
^ iiii that when someone greeted the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up ibi jl* with the

addition of "wa Rahmatullah" he said, "Wa Alaykl (Upon you too!) You have left

nothing for us, so we will reply just as you had greeted." After narrating this

Allama Ibn Kathir^ ifo <*-j mentions that it is learnt from this hadith that there is

no further addition to the salam after "Wa Barakatuh."

Imam Qurtubi U^ ibi 3^ is also of this opinion (v.5 p.299) that nothing should
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be added after "Wa Barakatuh." The same has been mentioned in "Durrul

Mukhtar". Since the narration of Abu Dawud with the addition of "Wa
Maghfiratuh" is a weak narration, the jurists have ignored it.

Imam Malik ^JLp ii u^j narrates that a person once greeted Sayyidina Ibn

Abbas ^ &\ ^j with the addition of other words after "Wa Barakatuh/' Sayyidina

Ibn Abbas '** &\ ^ told him, ''Indeed the salam terminates at 'barakah." <

Sayyidina Imam Muhammad 4* &\ ^ has also recorded this narration in his

Mu'atta. Thereafter he writes, "We accept this. A person should stop after saying,

'Wa Barakatuh; for indeed it is best to follow the Sunnah."

In his book Fat'hul Bari, Hafidh Ibn Hajar 4* it **> has accumulated all

those Ahadith in which additions to "Wa Barakatuh" have been narrated. He
writes that although these Ahadith are weak, their numbers lend strength to

them. He then mentions that to add to "Wa Barakatuh" will not be considered to

be Sunnah, but is permissible. Allah knows best.

SOME RULINGS

Ruling: It is Sunnah to greet, but compulsory (Wajib) to reply. This is from

those things wherein the reward of the Sunnah exceeds that of the compulsory

(Wajib).

Ruling: In the words of the hadith, a person, before entering a home, should

say, "As Sallamu Alaykum, may I enter?" This is to be repeated thrice. If no

permission is granted after the third time, one should retreat. One may not enter,

nor look into another's home without permission.

The Holy Prophet^ <4* & J^ said, "Do not allow that person to enter who

does not begin with salam!" i.e. The person who does not make salam before

requesting permission to enter. [Mishkat p. 400/1]

Ruling: When someone conveys the salams of another, the recipient should

include the conveyer in the reply. For example, he should say, "Alayka WaAlayhis

Salam! (Salams to you and him!)." When a Sahabi ** i»» ^j sent salams to Prophet

^ Up k\ ju* with his son, he replied, "Salams to you and your father!" [Abu

Dawud p.354]

Ruling: Sayyidina Abu Ayyub Ansari ** ifo ^j reports that the Holy

Prophet pl^ ^Jlp ^t JL* said, "It is not permissible for a person to sever ties with

his brother for more than three days; when they meet then each ignores the

other. The best of them is the one who initiates the salam." [Bukhari v.2 p. 897]

Ruling: Sayyidina Abu Huraira ** ^ ^j narrates that Prophet^ 3 <4* & J~*

said, "It is not permissible for a Believer (Mu'min) to sever ties with another

Believer (Mu'min) for more than three days. When three days have expired, they

should meet and greet with salam. If the one being greeted replies, both will

share in the reward. If he does not reply, he will be sinful and the one who

greeted will be absolved of the sin of severing ties." [Abu Dawud v.2 p. 17]

Three days is the limit. Relations should be restored before this. However, a

person's pride will have to be swallowed before greeting. It is for this reason that

the reward for taking the initial step is so great, as the above narration of Bukhari
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mentioned, "The best of them is the one who initiates the salam."

Ruling: A rider should greet the one on foot, the one on foot should greet

the one who is sitting, a small group should greet a larger group and youngsters

should greet the elders. [Bukhari v.2 p.92]

Ruling: If a seated group is greeted, the reply of one of them will suffice.

Similarly, if an individual of a passing group greets, it will suffice for the rest of

them. [Abu Dawud v.2 p.352]

Ruling: One's Salah will be nullified if one verbally greets another person

while performing Salah or if one replies to another person's greeting; even

though both actions may be forgetfully. However, if the greeting was by an

indication of the hand (i.e. not verbal), the Salah will be rendered Makruh

(reprehensible but not nullified).

Ruling: It is Makruh (reprehensible) to speak to or greet the following people.

If they are greeted, they are not obliged to reply. They include those who are

performing Salah, reciting the Qur'an, engaged in oneness of Allah (Tauhid),

teaching hadith, delivering or listening to a sermon, learning or teaching Din

(religion),, reciting the Talbiya, giving the Adhan or the Iqamah, and those judges

presiding over a court hearing.

Ruling: People engaged in Unlawful (Haram) activities like playing chess, etc.

should also not be greeted. The person in the toilet must also not be

greeted.

Ruling: A disbeliever (kafir) should not be greeted with salam.

Ruling: It is Makruh (reprehensible) to greet young women who are not one's

Mahram.

Ruling: Salam should not be made to those who are sleeping or intoxicated.

Ruling: It is Makruh (reprehensible) to greet those who are engaged in singing

and dancing, as well as those who race pigeons.

Ruling: It is not permissible to greet a person who is an open sinner.

The above was extracted from Durrul Mukhtar and Raddul Mukhtar (v.l

pAU/5)

"Most surely Allah shall take account of everything." If every person keeps this

in mind, he will not neglect the rights of others, nor those of Allah.

(87) There is no deity except Allah. He will most definitely gather all of you on a

day about which there is no doubt. Who is it that speaks more truthfully than

Allah?
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THERE IS NO DEITY BESIDES ALLAH, WHO SHALL GATHER ALL
ON THE DAY OF JUDGMENT

This verse reiterates the beliefs in oneness of Allah (Tauhid) and resurrection.
That day is inevitable when every person shall be given what he deserves. Allah
has informed of this event and there is none more truthful than Him.
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(88) What ails you that you have divided into two parties with regard to the

hypocrites, whereas Allah has cast them back because of what they earned? Do
you wish to guide him whom Allah has sent astray? You shall never find a road
for the one whom Allah has sent astray. (89) They long that you should
disbelieve as they disbelieved, so that you may be equal with them. So do not

choose any of them as your friends until they migrate in the path of Allah. If

they turn back, then grab hold of them and put them to death wherever you find

them. Do not make any of them your friend nor ally. (90) except those who seek
refuge with a nation with whom you have a pact; or they come to you in a

condition that their hearts forbid them from fighting you or from fighting their

nation. If Allah willed, He would have given them sovereignty over you, then
they would have surely fought you. If they keep away from you, do not fight

you and maintain peace with you, then Allah does not allow any path for you
against them. (91) Soon you will find others who wish to remain secure from
you and remain secure from their nation. Each time that they are returned to

anarchy, they turn back thereto. If they do not keep away from you, do not

maintain the peace between you and do not restrain their hands, then grab hold
of them and put them to death wherever you find them Against such people We
have granted you a clear warrant.
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WHAT SHOULD BE DONE WITH THE HYPOCRITES AND
ENEMIES?

"Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.5 p.107) reports from Sayyidina Mujahid dp i» **-j that this

verse refers to those people who migrated from Makkah to Madinah and then

turned apostate. They requested the Holy Prophet pL*} dp ^ j^> for permission to

return to Makkah so that they may gather their trading stock and resume
business. The Muslims were divided about these people. Some called them
hypocrites while others considered them to be Muslims. To resolve their

division, Allah revealed the above verse, exposing their hypocrisy and ordering

their execution.

According to Sayyidina Dhahhak dp &\ a^, the verse refers to those people

who remained in Makkah. Although they claimed to be Muslims, they did not

migrate. Consequently, the Muslims were divided about them. Some considered

them to be hypocrites and severed all ties with them. Others maintained their

relationship with them. The verse was then revealed to clear the dispute and
instructed the Muslims not to associate with them until they migrate.

After reporting these two narrations, the author "of "Ruhul Ma'ani" records

the following narration of Bukhari (v.2 p.660), Muslim, Tirmidhi, Nasa'I and
Ahmad. It is reported that when the Muslims were marching towards Uhud, a

group of Hypocrites (Mundfiqin) turned back. The Muslims were divided about
their condition. Some wanted them killed, while others did not. The above verse

was revealed on this occasion in which Allah says, "What ails you that you have

divided into two parties with regard to the hypocrites, whereas Allah has cast them back

(causing them to return from the rest of the army) because ofwhat they earned? Do you
wish to guide him who Allah has sent astray? You shall never find a road for him who
Allah has sent astray.

Thereafter, Allah makes mention of the evil schemes of the Hypocrites

(Mytidfiqin). Allah says, "They long that you should disbelieve as they disbelieved, so

that i/eu may be equal with them. So do not choose any of them as yourfriends until they

migrate in the path ofAllah." The migration is qualified by the words "in the path of

Allah." This is because the migration that is not for Allah's pleasure, but for

worldly gains, is no migration at all.

"If they turn back then grab hold of them and put them to death wherever you find

them. Do not make any of them your friend nor ally..." When considering all the

verses, it comes to light that the verses referred to all three types of Hypocrites

(Mundfiqin) mentioned in the above three narrations. However, the execution

order did not apply to all of them because the Hypocrites (Mundfiqin) of Madinah
were not executed.

The order for execution and separation applied to all the Hypocrites

(Mundfiqin) "except those who seek refuge with a nation with whom you have a pact."

Those were also excluded from the instruction who "come to you in a condition that

their hearts forbid them from fighting you orfrom fighting their nation."

"IfAllah willed He would have given them sovereignty over you, then they would

have surelyfought you. If they keep awayfrom you, do not fight you and maintain peace

between you, then Allah does not allow any path for you against them." This means
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that in the above case, the Muslims may not fight them.

Up to this point, two groups were mentioned. The first is that group who
accepted Islam but refused to migrate, or they opted to return to the disbelievers

(kuffar) state after migrating. The second group are those who enter into a pact

with the Muslims not to fight or those who join with such people that already

have a pact with the Muslims.

Thereafter Allah goes on to mention the third group. "Soon you will find

others who wish to remain secure from you and remain secure from their nation. Each

time that they are returned to anarchy, they turn back thereto." This means that these

people are prone to attack the Muslims at the slightest instigation, thus breaking

their pact.

When this type of situation arises Allah advises, "If they do not keep awayfrom
you, do not maintain the peace between you and do not restrain their hands, then grab

hold of them and put them to death wherever you find them. Against such people We
have granted you a clear warrant (to kill them)."

In the initial stages of Islam, every Muslim was required to migrate to

Madinah. This was a precondition to his Iman and Muslim were not allowed to

associate with those who did not migrate. However, when Makkth was
conquered, this compulsion was waived. The Holy Prophet ^Up i»\ ju* said,

"There is no migration after the conquest! Now the only obligations are one's

intention and Jihad (religion war). So hasten when you are summoned to Jihad

(religion war)\" [Mishkat p. 331]
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(92) It does not behove a Believer (Mu'min) to kill another Believer (Mu'min)

except in error. Whoever kills a Believer (Mu'min) in error is obliged to set free a

believing slave and pay the blood money to his (the deceased's) family; unless

they pardon it. If the murdered person is from a nation that are enemies to you,

but he is a Believer (Mu'min), then a believing slave is to be set free. If he (the

murdered person) is from a nation with whom you have a pact, the blood money
is incumbent, which should be paid to his family as well as setting free a

believing slave. The one who cannot find a slave should fast for two consecutive

months as a means of repentance as prescribed by Allah. Allah is All Knowing,

The Wise.
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THE LAWS OF MANSLAUGHTER (UNINTENTIONAL MURDER)

The penalty for intended murder is Qisas (death penalty) as has been,

discussed in Surah Baqarah. To kill a person is a major sin, which every Muslim
should abstain from. For this reason Allah says that it does not behove a Believer

(Mu'min) that he kill another, even a disbeliever (kafir).

Allah says in Surah Bani Isra'H, "And do not kill a soul that Allah has forbidden

except with a warrant." (Surah 17, verse 33). It will be permitted to kill an

antagonistic disbeliever (kafir) and one not offered security by the Muslim state.

Similarly, the married Muslim who has committed adultery can be executed as

well as that Muslim who intentionally murders a person (this is Qisas).

Since the Qur'an and the Ahadith have issued such stern and terse warnings

against murdering a Muslim, it is incomprehensible for any Muslim to murder
another. The only way in which this reprehensible action be perpetrated is

unintentionally. This is termed as "Qatl Khat' a". Qatl khat'a is of two types viz.

1. "Khat'a fil Qasd": By way of example, let us assume that a hunter saw
what he thought was an animal. Only after he shot it was it determined that

target was a human. Another example is that he thought that the target was a

disbeliever (kafir) adversary in battle. After firing, it is discovered that he shot a

Muslim. (In both of the above cases, the action was sure, but the intention proved

erroneous).

2. "Khat'a fil Fi'al": An example of this type is where a person aims to fire

at a designated target, but misses and hits a person instead. (In this case the

action was erroneous)

.

In both types of manslaughter, "Kaffara" (death penalty) and "Diyah" (blood

money) are due from the murderer. These, as well as the Qisas, have been

instituted by the Shari'ah to safeguard the lives of people. It is indeed sad that

the so-called Muslim countries do not even enforce these laws. By so doing, they

have caused the lives of people to become worthless. On the contrary people are

extremely safe in those countries where these laws are instated.

THE LAWS OF KAFFARA (DEATH PENALTY ) AND DIYAH (BLOOD
MONEY)

"Whoever kills a Believer in error is obliged to set free a believing slave and pay

the blood money to his (the deceased's) family; unless they pardon it." Once the heirs

of the murdered person forgo the Diyah (blood money), it will no longer be liable

from the murderer. If any one of them remits his share, only that share will be

remitted.

"If the murdered person is from a nation that are enemies to you, but he (the

murdered person) is a Believer (Mu'min), then a believing slave is to be set free." The
blood money shall be waived in this case. This is so because the blood money
(Diyah) is a form of inheritance and there are no links of inheritance between
Muslims and disbelievers (kujfar).

"If he (the murdered person) isfrom a nation with whom you have a pact, the blood

money is incumbent, which should be paid to his family as well as setting free a believing
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slave." This shall apply if there are Muslims among the family of the murdered
person. If none of his heirs is Muslim, then no blood money (Diyah) will be due.

If both the murderer and the murdered person are from a Muslim country,

then the blood money (Diyah) as well as the freeing of a Muslim slave will be
incumbent. ["Ruhul Ma'ani" v.5 pi 14]

"The one who cannotfind a slave (as in our present day situation; or he cannot

afford one, then he) should fast for two consecutive months../' These two months
should not include the month of Ramadhan. This will substitute the Kaffara, not

the blood money (Diyah).

The two months of fasting will be "as a means of repentance as prescribed by

Allah." Allah shall forgive the on£ who fasts likewise with sincerity.

"Allah is All Knowing, The Wise." Allah is Aware of either party. No person

should consider himself absolved if none is informed of his murder. Allah shall

punish him accordingly in the Hereafter. All His commands are replete with

wisdom, be they the freeing of slaves, the blood money (Diyah), etc.

Note: "If he (the murdered person) be from a nation with whom you have a pact..."

In this part of the verse, the clause is not mentioned stating that the deceased is a

Muslim. On account of this, certain jurists maintain that the extract refers to the

murder of a "Dhimmi" or a "Mu'ahid" (a disbeliever (kdfir) visiting a Muslim
country with the relevant visas). Imam Qurtubi *> iu» <^j has recorded in his

book Ahkamul Qur'an (v.3 p.325) that the above is the opinion of Sayyidina Ibn

Abbas ^ ii ^pJt Scholar (Imam) Sha'bi *ip in ~^j, Imam Nakha'I ^ in ^j, Imam
Shafi'I <4* iii <^j and Imam Tabari aJLp iii ju^.

After mentioning this, he continues to narrate that this part of the verse

refers to certain Pofytheists (Mushrikin) in the time of the Holy Prophet Up iii JU>

(

JL.>They contracted a pledge with him to the effect that they may be attacked if

they do not accept Islam. This pledge was to last for a stipulated period wherein

if any of them were killed, the blood money (Diyah) as well as the due expiation

(Kaffara) would be due from the murderer. However, this was annulled when
Allah revealed the first verse of Surah Bara'ah.

CERTAIN LAWS PERTAINING TO THE DIYAH

Ruling: The blood money (Diyah) in unintentional murder (Qatl khat'a) is a

hundred camels for every life. These camels should constitute of 20 two-year old

female camels, 20 three-year old female camels, 20 two-year old male camels, 20

four-year old female camels and 20 five-year old female camels. This has been

reported from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud *s> in ^>Jm

Ruling: If a person chooses not to pay in camels, he may pay a thousand

Dinars (gold coins) or ten thousand Dirhams (silver coins).

Ruling: According to Imam Abu Hanifa Up i>i <*-
Jf the blood money (Diyah)

may only be paid in camels, gold and silver. However, according to Imam Abu
Yusuf Up it 4^j and Imam Muhammad aJLp in ju^,, a hundred cows, a thousand

goats or two hundred sets of clothing may also be paid. This has been stipulated

by Sayyidina Umar <up i>i ^j.
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Ruling: The blood money (Diyah) for a woman will be half of that for a

man.

Ruling: The blood money (Diyah) for a Dhimmi is equal to that of a Muslim.

Ruling: The blood money (Diyah) will be distributed among the heirs

according to their shares. If all the heirs waive the blood money (Diyah), the

entire amount will be remitted. If only some of them forgo their shares, only

theirs will be waived.

Ruling: If the murdered person has no heirs, the blood money (Diyah) will

be placed into the public treasury ("Baitul Mar).

Ruling: Although the due expiation (Kaffara) (freeing the slave or fasting)

will have to be paid by the murderer himself, the blood money (Diyah) will be

paid by his "Aqila" i.e. those with whom he lives and associates, and who
usually assist him. If they do not exist, then his family or tribe will become the

Aqila. According to Imam Shafi'I^ ^ *^j, the blood money (Diyah) is to be paid

by the tribe or clan of the murderer. The details of this can be found in the books

of jurisprudence.

The question may arise as to why should so many people be held

responsible to pay the blood money (Diyah) when it was only one person who
committed the murder? The first and foremost answer is that the Ahadlth of the

Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ii>\ ju stipulates this. Another reply is that a person who
exercises such heedlessness to kill another does so due to his reliance upon those

from whom he is assured support. They are also burdened with the payment
because it was their duty to ensure that their members do not exercise such

negligence due to which the life of a person was lost. If they were vigilant in the

matter, the incidences of such murders will be drastically reduced. They are also

held responsible because of their carelessness in overseeing the activities of their

people.

Ruling: The Aqila will be permitted to pay the blood money (Diyah) over a

period of three years. If they cannot afford to pay, the tribe or family closest to

them will have to assist. The murderer will also be included among the Aqila

and he will have to pay as one of them. Details can be had from the books of

jurisprudence.

OTHER TYPES OF MURDER
Ruling: Besides the aforementioned types of murder, there are the "Amad"

(intentional) and "Shibh Amad" (similar to intentional) types as well. The amad
type will, Insha Allah, be discussed later in the subsequent verses. Shibh Amad is

that type of murder in which the intention was to kill, but the weapon used was

not one usually used to kill e.g. a stick or whip. The penalty for this type of

murder is just as in the case of Khafa (unintentional murder). The only difference

will be in the constitution of the camels. Instead of five categories of camels there

will only be four. i.e. 25 two-year old female camels, 25 three-year old female

camels, 25 four-year old female camels and 25 five-year old female camels. This

is according to Imam Abu Hanifa ^ i»i "^
Jt as a verduct from Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Mas'ud *& &\ ^j.
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Ruling: A male or female slave may be emancipated as due expiation

(Kaffara) since the word "raqaba" used in the verse refers to both of these.

However, it is necessary that they be Muslim.

Ruling: If a person was forced to fast due to his inability to find a slave, the
two months of fasting should be consecutive without a break in between. If, due
to illness, he was compelled to miss a fast in between, the two months will have
to renewed. A woman, however, is permitted to miss the fasts because of her
menstruation, after which she may continue where she left off.

CERTAIN OTHER TYPES OF MURDER
The jurists have further classified murder into two other types. The first is

termed "Ma Ujriya Majral Khat'a" ("that which is in the same order as Khat'a"). An
example of this is where a sleeping person rolls and falls on another, killing him
thereby. Due expiation (Kaffara) and blood money (Diyah) are both due from him.

The other type is termed "Qatl Bis Sabab" ("murder due to an exterior

factor"). An example of this is where a person digs a pit or places a boulder upon
the land of another. Thereafter, this pit or boulder causes the death of someone.
In this case, the blood money (Diyah). will i>& due from the Aqila, but there will be
no due expiation (Kaffara).

Ruling: If a pregnant woman was struck in the belly causing the death of

the unborn child, a slave or five hundred Dirhams (silver coins) will be due from
the aggressor. This is referred to as "Ghurra" in the Shari'ah. If the child was

aborted thereby and died only afterwards, a complete blood money (Diyah) will

be due. If the child was killed instantly and then the mother also died, a complete
blood money (Diyah) will bedue for the mother and a Ghurra for the child.

If the child was still alive when aborted but died later, after which the

mother also lost her life/then two complete bloods money (Diyah) will be due for

each of them. Whatever becomes due because of the miscarriage will be
distributed among the heirs of the child.

Ruling: It is the responsibility of every rider to ensure that he rides his

animal without harming anyone. He will be liable for any harm caused to

another who was trampled upon by the animal, bitten by it or with whom the

animal collided.

Ruling: If both the riders of two Worses were killed when they collided, the

Aqila of each will have to reimburse the opposite party.

Lesson: Qisas and blood money (Diyah) have been ordained by the Shari'ah

to safeguard the lives of people. Failure to implement them will only cause the

loss of innocent lives. Allah says in Surah Ma'idah, "The one who does not judge by

that which Allah revealed, then those are the unjust ones indeed" [Surah 5, verse 45]

All those people who allege that the laws of Islam are barbaric and unjust

are disbelievers (kujfar) even though they may claim to be Muslims. In the

absence of the laws of Shari'ah, aggressors think nothing of taking the lives of

others. Even if they are arrested, their cases never reach the courts because of

bribery. Should they reach the court, lawyers will make every attempt and seek
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every loophole to acquit them. If they are ever convicted, their sentences are

repealed or lightened. Then too these sentences are served in prisons, not

benefiting the heirs of the deceased in any way.

This state of affairs has jeopardised public safety and murderers roam the

streets freely. The vast majority of these criminals never .see the courtroom and
those who are sentenced appeal for amnesty, often gaining it. Even if they are

refused at first, they are freed in the celebrations of a new government.

People think (Allah forbid) that the present day legislation is sufficient for

them and they need not resort to the Islamic form of penal codes. Allah responds

to their misconception by declaring that "Allah is All Knowing, The Wise."

Accordingly, He passes laws and whoever objects to these are, in reality,

objecting to Him!

^~?s>3 4^ '4^ -*—** ?j\j-*** \^^^ I—^> S^i Cs*J

(93) Whoever intentionally murders a believer, his retribution shall be Hell

where he shall abide forever; Allah shall be angry with him, curse him and
prepare for him a dreadful punishment.

THE GRAVE SIN OFMURDERING A MUSLIM
After making mention of the erroneous killing, Allah now speaks of the

consequences in the Hereafter of deliberate murder. Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Umar ** &\ ^j narrates that Prophet (JL-j Up &\ j^ said, "The destruction of the

entire universe is less significant to Allah than the murder of single believer/'

[Mishkatp.300]

Sayyidina Abu Huraira and Abu Sa'Id ** &\ ^j both narrate that the Holy
Prophet fL* 3 Up &\ J^> said, "If all the inhabitants of the heavens and the earth

were to collectively murder a single believer, Allah would cast them all headlong
into the fire of Hell." [Thid]

Sayyidina Abu Darda **> Ai ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ibi j^
said, "There is a possibility that Allah may forgive any sin except the one who
commits polytheism (shirk) till his death and the one who murdered a believer

(Mu'min). Allah shall never forgive them." [Mishkatp. 301]

Despite these severe warnings, Muslims all over the world do murder each

other for petty tribal, lingual and national reasons. These people drag with them
to their graves the grievous sin of spilling the blood of their Muslim brother. The
resultant consequences will be severe indeed since the fire of Hell is no small

affair. They needlessly destroy their unity and give strength to the enemies of

Islam by succumbing to their instigation of war.

Islam united the warring factions of the Aws and Khazraj tribes of Madinah,
who buried the century old hatchet when the Holy Prophet jJL^ Up &\ JU> arrived

in their city. Once when they were incited by some Jews to do battle, Prophet JU*
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^^^ calmed them down and Allah revealed the verse, "Holdfast to the rope of
Allah collectively and do not be separated. Recall the bounty ofAllah upon you when you
were enemies and Allah forged the bond of love between your hearts so that you became

brothers by His grace. You were upon the brink ofan abyss of the Fire and Allah rescued

you therefrom." [Surah 2, verse 103]. This verse was discussed in Surah Baqarah.

The disbelievers (kujfar) will never be satisfied with Muslim unity and will

always persist in their attempts to place the Muslims at loggerheads with each
other. Like sheep, the Muslims destroy their lives in the Hereafter by killing

other Muslims merely because they are not of their inclinations.

The Holy Prophet (JL-j ^ it JL* emphatically stated on the tenth of Dhul
Hijjah upon the occasion of the farewell Hajj, "Do not turn apostate after me and
do not sever the necks of each other." [Bukhari v.2 p. 1048]

The Holy Prophet pJL-j Up it JU> has also mentioned, "He who lifts a weapon
against us is not from us." [Bukhari v.2 p. 1047]

In another hadith, he mentioned, "None of you should even point a weapon
at his brother. Perchance Devil (Shaytan) may snatch it from his hand (thereby

killing the other) and he will then sink to the depths of Hell." [Ibid]

Sayyidina Abu Huraira <up it ^>j reports that Prophet pJL^ U* it JL* said, "I

swear by The Being in whose hands is my life! That the day will certainly arrive

before the Day of Judgment wherein the murderer will not know why he had
murdered and the victim will also not know why he had been killed." When
someone asked the reason for this, the Holy Prophet (JL-j U* it JU replied, "This

will be due to rampant strife and anarchy. Both the murderer and the murdered
will be in the fire of Hell!" [Muslim]

Sayyidina Abu Bakr <up it ^j reports that when two Muslims draw swords
to fight each other, both shall end up in Hell. Someone enquired from the Holy
Prophet pJL, j Up it j^ that this could be understood with regard to the one who
killed his adversary, but what about the one who is killed? The reply was that he
also intended to kill the other. He will enter Hell on account of his evil intention.

[Bukhari v.2 p. 1049]

Lesson: The consensus of the Ahlus Sunnah maintain that the Muslim who
murders another will eventually be forgiven by Allah after having to suffer the

punishment of Hell, as is the case with all other sins. However, the famous
opinion of Sayyidina Ibn Abbas *& it ^j is that he will never be forgiven. The
opposite has also been reported from him as reported by Allama Baydawi it ^j
U*. Commentators mention that this may refer to those who consider murder to

be permissible, in which case they will be disbelievers (kujfar).

Ruling: The right to waive the Qisas lies with the heirs of the deceased. No
ruler or magistrate can overrule this right.

Ruling: The person who murders one from whom he was due to inherit,

shall be deprived of the inheritance. This is due to the possibility that he

murdered him in order to receive the inheritance prematurely.

Ruling: The above rule will also apply in Shibh Amad.
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(94) O you who believe! When you travel in Allah's way then verify and do not

tell the one who makes his submission apparent that "You are not a believer!"

(thereby) seeking the gains of the worldly life. With Allah lies tremendous

spoils. You were the same before, until Allah bestowed His grace upon you; so

verify/ Indeed Allah is Informed of what you do.

DO NOT TELL ANY PERSON WHO CLAIMS TO BE A MUSLIM
that he is not a Believer

"Durrul Manthur" (v.2 p.199) records a narration of Bukhari (v.2 p.606),

Nasa'I and others in which Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ^ ii ^j reports that a group of

Muslims once encountered a person who was travelling with all his wealth. He
greeted them with salam, but they killed him and took possession of his wealth.

The above verse was revealed with reference to this incident.

Another incident has also been narrated by Tirmidhi and others from

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas <up it ^j that a person from the tribe of Bani Sulaim once

met a group of Companions (Sahaba) r^ it ^j while he was grazing his goats.

He greeted them with salam, whereupon some of them argued that the greeting

was merely to secure himself from them (he was not a Muslim but merely

greeted them so that they may not harm him, thinking that he is a Muslim).

When they killed him and brought his goats to Madinah, the above verse was
revealed.

The verse warns Muslims not to be drastic in their actions when someone
displays his Islam in any way, be it by way of greeting with Salam, reciting the

Kalimah, etc. such a person's claims should not be rejected without investigating

the matter. Since the Companions (Sahaba)^ it ^j in the above incidents took

the person's possessions, Allah says further,
"
....(thereby) seeking the gains of the

worldly life. With Allah lies tremendous spoils."

Allah then draws attention to the fact that at one stage even those (Muslims)

who are careless not to accept the word of another person were in the same boat

as he is in. Allah says, "You were the same before, till Allah bestowed His grace upon

you (by inspiring you to accept Islam, thereby securing your lives in both the worlds)/'

This verse makes it clear that a person's claim to Islam should be accepted at

face value, since true belief lies within the heart ancl no human can perceive what

is there. A person is obliged to accept what he can easily deduce from the

exterior.

The Holy Prophet pJL-j Up it JL* mentioned, "I have been commanded to

fight people till they testify 'La Ilaha Illallahu Muhammadur Rasululldh/ and they
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establish Salah and give Zakah. Once they do this, they have secured their lives

and their property from me, unless they need* to be executed on account of an

Islamic penalty (like Qisas). This is a different case, and their reckoning rests

with Allah/' [Mishkdt p. 12]

Muslims should accept others to be Muslims when they claim to be such.

What their hearts conceal shall be judged by Allah. Allah shall give them their

due retribution.

Lesson: Allah repeats the instruction to verify by asserting, "so verify!" In

this second instance, no mention is made of journeying, as in the first instance.

This teaches the Muslim that verification should be given priority while on

journey as well as when at home. The events leading to every cause of action

must be authenticated. Nothing must be done on mere assumptions. This is

especially necessary where the lives and property of people are concerned.

Islam is a Dm (religion) of peace and security. No injustice should be

allowed to be perpetrated on the grounds of mere allegations and suspicions.

Lesson: It is necessary to expose the disbelief (kufr) of those whose beliefs

exude disbelief (kufr) even though they claim to be Muslims. Such is the case

with those who refute the finality of Prophethood of the Holy Prophet <4* & J^
flw-j and those who say that the penal code of Islam is unjust. The same will

apply to those who deny the status of the Ahadith in Islamic law and those who
claim that the Qur'an was adulterated.

The common belief among people that every person cannot be termed a

disbeliever refers to those whose claim to Islam is not tainted by any shadows of

disbelief (kufr). It is a gross misconception that every person who faces the Qibla

should be considered a Muslim. The statement of the jurists in this regard (that

no person facing our Qibla may be said to be a disbeliever (kdfir)) has been

adequately explained by Mulla Ali Qari aJLp i»\ a^, in the commentary of "Fiqhul

Akbar". He says that this statement means that no such person be classified a

disbeliever (kdfir) as long as there are no signs and indications of disbelief (kufr)

apparent in his beliefs and actions.

Lesson: No person may be termed a disbeliever (kdfir)by committing any sin

as long as he does not consider the sin to be lawful. He will be called a

disbeliever (kdfir) if he considers sin to be lawful or rejects the obligatory nature

of any of the obligations (Fardidh).

The Holy Prophet jJL- 3
*A* &s J^> mentioned that the demands of Belief (Imdn)

are three. The first is to restrain the hand and the tongue from any person who
claims to be a Muslim. The second is not to term him a disbeliever (kdfir) on

account of any sin. The third is that Jihad (religion war) will remain from the time

Allah sent him [the Holy Prophet jJL-j <uU iui JL* till the time when the surviving

members of his Ummah fight Dajjal. The Holy Prophet jJL-j aJLp i»» JU> added that

Jihad (religion war) will not be terminated by the oppression of any tyrant, nor by

the justice of any just person. Prophet ^L^ 4*- &\ JU» stated further that belief in

Taqdir (predestination) was also a requisite of Iman. [Abu Dawud]
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(95) The believers who sit back without excuse cannot be equal to those who
strive in Allah's way with their wealth and lives. Allah has immensely elevated

the stages of those who strive in His way with their wealth and lives over those

who sit back. Allah has promised bliss for each of them, and Allah has preferred

those who strive over those who sit back by conferring on them a tremendous
reward. (96) (in the form of) lofty stages by Him, forgiveness and mercy. Allah
is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful

THE MUJAHIDIN AND THE PASSIVE ONES CANNOT BE
EQUATED

As was understood by the above hadith, the need for Jihad (religion war) will

remain until the last people of the Ummah fight Dajjal. This must be fought with
one's wealth and life for the sole purpose of elevating the Din (religion) of Allah.

Allah begins by declaring that "The believers who sit back without excuse cannot
be equal to those who strive in Allah 's way with their wealth and lives." A person who
exerts himself to elevate the Dm (religion) in whichever way possible shall always
be superior than those who do nothing for the Din (religion).

"Allah has immensely elevated the stages of those who strive in His way with their

wealth and lives over those who sit back." From the Arabic context, it is understood
that their elevated stages are such that others can never reach them. [Ruhul Ma'ani]

While the opening part of the verse stated that the rank of the Mujahidin is

superior to those who are inactive, this part emphasises to them that the inactive

ones should not think that they are only secondary in status to the Mujahidin,
but that they are also depriving themselves of a vastly superior standing in

Allah's sight. Of course, those who have a legitimate reason for not participating

are excused.

Sayyidina Bara bin Azib ** &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet <4* &\ JU>

^3 dictated to Sayyidina Zaid bin Thabit ** it ^j the verse, "The believers who sit

back cannot be equal to those who strive in Allah 's way with their wealth and lives."

Thereupon Sayyidina Abdullah bin Ummi Maktum k* &\ ^ (a blind Sahabi)

asked, "How may I attain the privilege when I have been deprived of sight?"

Allah then revealed the exception of "without excuse." The verse thus read, "The
believers who sit back without excuse cannot be equal to those who strive in Allah 's way
with their wealth and lives.

"

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas <* &\ ^j narrates (Bukhari v.2 p.660/1) that this verse

referred to those who did not participate in the battle of Badr. There was no
general conscription for the battle of Badr, therefore those who did not
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participate were not sinful. They, however, could not hope to achieve an equal

footing with those who did participate. The verse holds true for every period of

time and the statement of Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ^ ifci ^j merely indicates that the

verse was revealed on that particular occasion of Badr.

"Allah has promised bliss for each of them..." Both the Mujahidin and those

who fail to participate in Jihad (religion war) have been promised entry into

Heaven (Jannah) ["Ruhul Ma'ani" from Sayyidina Qatadah Up & ^J. This is so because

each of these two groups possesses the qualifying factors of Belief (Iman) and

good deeds. However, the difference will be in their stages of Heaven (Jannah).

The person who desists from participation when Jihad (religion war) is obligatory

(Fardh) will be considered a sinner.

Thereafter Allah continues to emphasise the superiority of the Mujahidin by

saying, "and Allah has preferred those who strive over those who sit back by conferring

on them a tremendous reward (in the form of) lofty stages by Him, forgiveness and

mercy. Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.
"

Lesson: "Allah has promised bliss for each of them..." It is evident from this part

of the verse that it will be wrong to jeer at those who (being engaged in their

devotional acts) do not participate in Jihad, (religion war) when it is not obligatory

(Fardh). This will apply especially to those who are involved in some sort of

service to the Din (religion). Those engaged in learning and teaching the Din

(religion) are also striving towards elevating and propagating Islam, seeking only

Allah's pleasure. Such people will also receive rewards from Allah.

In a similar manner if those possessing some sort of excuse also have the

intention to strive in Allah's cause if they were able to, then they too will receive

a similar reward.

Sayyidina Anas ** &\ \^j reports that when they were returning from the

Tabuk expedition, the Holy Prophet ^j Up & JU* told them, "Without doubt

there are many people whom we have left behind in Madinah. They were with

us (sharing in the reward) in every valley and pass that we crossed. They were

withheld on account of some disability." [Bukhari v.2 p. 637]

Of those who are excused from participating in Jihad (religion war) there are

some who are undeterred. They possess such an aspiration and desire to fight

that although they cannot actually fight, they attempt to serve in other ways. The

Sahabi ^ & ^j in the Hadith viz. Sayyidina Ibn Ummi Maktum <up &\ ^
participated in many battles holding the banner of Islam aloft. ["Ruhul Ma'ani" v.5

p.124].
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(97) Indeed those the lives of whom the angels seize while they are oppressors

to themselves saying to them, "What was your condition?" They reply, "We
were harassed on earth." They (the angels) say, "Was Allah's land nctt vast

enough that you could have emigrated therein?" The abode of such folk is Hell,

and it is the worst of destinations. (98) Except for those harassed men, women
and children who were unable to devise a plan and do not know the road. (99)

These are the ones for whom it is hoped that Allah forgives them. Allah is Most

Pardoning, Most Forgiving.

A WARNING AGAINST LIVING AMONGST THE DISBELIEVERS
(KUFFAR)

A narration appears in Bukhari (v.2 p.661) in which Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ^j
<up ifo reports that there were some people who accepted Islam but who did not

migrate to Madinah. They remained among the Polytheists (Mushrikin) and

increased their numbers (by being in their ranks at times of war). As a result they

were also killed in combat. The above verse was revealed with regard to them.

"Lubabun Nuqul" (p.79) records that when the Holy Prophet jJL.^ ^ & J^
migrated to Madinah, some Muslims were reluctant to join him due to fear for

their wealth and lives. Allah revealed the above verses with regard to these

people. ' ^

The verse expresses resentment for those people who do not migrate despite

the ability to do so. They prefer to live with the disbelievers (ktiffar), not being

concerned with their Din (religion) welfare. The verse informs us that when the

angels of death present themselves before these people who have oppressed

themselves, they question them, ''What was your condition?' They reply, 'We were

harassed on earth." In other words they express regret that they were unable to

fully accomplish the necessary requisites of Din (religion) because their

disbelievers (kuffar) masters did not allow them to. The angels will tell them,

"Was Allah 's land not vast enough that you could have emigrated therein?"

In the initial stages of Islam, Hijrah was obligatory (Fardh). People either

failed to migrate because they were Hypocrites (Munafiqin), or because they were

simply neglectful of the obligations (Fara'idh), either party was therefore

deserving of punishment. Hijrah was no easy task since it entailed leaving

behind all of one's wealth, property and possessions, never to return ever again.

They only took their families along if the opportunity permitted, otherwise they

were to be left behind as well. Added to this was the fact that the disbelievers did

not permit their safe passage.

It was for these reasons that the books of history depict the agonising

migrations of so many Companions (Sahaba) r^ &\ ^> First came the migration

to Abysinnia and then to Madinah. The Holy Prophet ^j Up «&t J^ and his

closest friend, Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^ & ^Jf left for Madinah without their

families. The beloved daughter of Prophet ^JL, 3
Up iut J^, Sayyidah Zaynab it ^j

i^p was compelled to remain in Makkah and when she was finally able to

migrate, a disbeliever flung a spear at her, causing her foetus miscarriage.

When Sayyidah Abu Salamah if* & ^j and his wife Sayyidah Umm
Salamah i^ i»t ^j intended to leave for Madinah with their son Salamah & ^>j
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i^p, the Polytheists (Mushrikin) prevented them. The family of Sayyidina Umm
Salamah \&* -Ssi ^j took her into their custody while the family of Abu Salma ^j
•up h seized possession of the child. In this way, the family was wrenched apart.

Sayyidah Umm Salamah ^ &\ ^j narrates that for a long she would weep
the entire day from morning to night. Eventually someone convinced her family

to permit her to join her family. When the family of Abu Salma <up &\
c?
^J released

her son into her custody, she set off for Madinah all alone.

She narrates that when she reached Tan'im, she met Sayyidina Uthman bin

Talha ^ &\ ^j who asked her where she was headed. When she replied that she

was going to Madinah to meet her husband, he enquired who was with her. She

replied that there was none besides her child and Allah. On hearing this, he took

hold of her camel and led it to Madinah. [At Isaba]

Another incident has already being mentioned concerning Sayyidina Suhaib

Rumi <up iui ^j under .the discussion of the verse, "From the people there are those

who sell themselves seeking Allah 's pleasure." [Surah Baqarah, verse 207]

The compulsion to migrate to Madinah was later abrogated and the Holy

Prophet pJL-j 4> ito Ju* announced, "There shall be no Hijrah after the conquest of

Makkah." However, if the necessity arises for the protection of one's Din

(religion), a person will be obliged to migrate. Even in today's times if a country

undergoes a revolution and Muslims are compelled to migrate, they will have to

comply. If, despite the ability, they fail to do so because of love for their material

possessions (and they are not permitted to practice Islam as they should), they

will be sinful. Hijrah will be Fardh for them and if they do not migrate they will

be interrogated by the angels of death who will ask them, "Was Allah 's land not

vast enough that you could have emigrated therein?"

Such a situation arose in Eastern Punjab in the year 1366 A.H. and is still

taking place in many parts of Europe and Africa. Those who respond to the call

to migrate and take courage shall find that Allah will definitely facilitate the

means for them, as He says in the following verse, "They will find in the land an

abundance ofpastures and vas tness. " [verse 1 00]

THOSE LIVING IN EUROPE AND AMERICA SHOULD BE
CONCERNED ABOUT THEIR BELIEF (IMAN)

Nowadays, many people have reversed the order of things. They leave

havens where their Din (religion) of Islam is secure and, for worldly gains, opt to

live in the dens of vice and immorality, viz, the Western countries. They are then

robbed of their Din (religion) and cause the same to be lost to generations after

them. They weaken in their faith and thereafter their children supersede them in

irreligiousness.

"Except for those harassed men, women and children who were unable to devise a

plan and do not know the road." Such people are excluded from entry into Hell.

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas <*> ifo ^j reports that he and his mother were of this group

[Bukhari p. 660]. Besides him there were other Companions (Sahaba)^ &\ ^j also

who were included in this group. They were constrained to live under the

persecution of the disbelievers (kuffar). The Holy Prophet qX*j 4* & J^> would
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make prayer (du'a) for them in the "Qunut Nazila" which he used to recite in the

Salah.

"These are the ones for whom it is hoped that Allah forgives them. Allah is Most

Pardoning, Most Forgiving/' The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.5 p.127) writes that

even when a person is unable to make Hijrah, failing to do it will be considered

as a type of sin. This is so because the above portion of the verse speaks of

forgiveness for these people (who were unable to migrate), and forgiveness

follows a sin. Therefore, the person who cannot migrate should continuously

seek the opportunity to do so.

*.£*
]ja £j£ ^aj <u-*j \?& u^y cgS* 4 "^ ^ <-M^ 4 -f>c t**J

(100) He who migrates in Allah 's way shall find in the land an abundance of

pastures and vastness. Whoever will leave his home migrating towards Allah

and His messenger, and is then overtaken by death, most assuredly his reward is

assured by Allah. Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.

THE PROMISES FOR THOSE WHO MIGRATE IN THE WAY OF
ALLAH

It is narrated in "Lubabun Nuqul" (p. 79) from Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ** &\ ^j
that when Sayyidina Dhamra bin Jundub ^ & ^>j intended to migrate, he

instructed his family to mount him on his conveyance and remove him from the

land of the idolaters since he desired to reach the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ii JU. En
route he passed away and was thus unable to meet Prophet ^j aJp.^i JU». On this

occasion the above verse was revealed.

Another incident is reported concerning Sayyidina Abu Dhamra Zuraqi ^j
aip &\ who was unable to migrate from Makkah. When the verse "Except for those

harassed men, women and children who were unable to devise a plan and do not know the

road," (Surah Nisa, verse 98) was revealed, he resolved to migrate since he was

wealthy and able to "devise a plan However, he met his end while on the road to

Madinah at Tan'im. Upon this the verse was revealed viz. "Whoever will leave his

home migrating towards Allah and His messenger, and is then overtaken by death, most,

assuredly his reward is assured by Allah. Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful"

Yet another report is recorded with regard to Sayyidina Khalid bin Haram
<up iut ^j. He was killed by snakebite while migrating from Abysinnia to

Madinah. "Lubabun Nuqul" narrates another report concerning Sayyidina

Aktham bin Sayfi *& ifo '^j. A verse may have various circumstances of

revelation and they do not contradict each other since the intent of the verse is

general.

The verse emphasises that the person who migrates for the pleasure of Allah

shall gain the object of his quest even though he is unable to realise his physical
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objective because of death.

The literal meaning of the Arabic word 'Hijrah' is 'to leave' or 'to forsake'.
According to the Shari'ah, it refers to leaving one's native town or country for the
purpose of practising one's Din (religion). Hijrah will be made whether the
person leaves of his own accord or whether the disbelievers (kuffar) force him to
leave.

THE REWARDS OF HIJRAH

Because Hijrah entails great hardship and sacrifice, many rewards have
been promised for it. Allah says in one of the concluding verses of Surah Al
Imran, "So those who migrate, are exiled from their homes, suffer in the path of Allah,

fight and are martyred, I shall definitely remit their sins from them and enter them into

such gardens beneath which rivers flaw. Such is the reward from Allah. With Allah are

the best ofrewards. " [Surah 3, verse 195]

Allah says in Surah Baqarah, "indeed those who believe, migrate and strive in

Allah's way, they are the ones who aspire for Allah's mercy, and Allah is Most
Forgiving, Most Merciful. " [Surah 2, verse 218]

Allah declares in Surah Taubah, "Verily those who believe, migrate and strive in

Allah's way with their wealth and their lives ascend to the highest positions by Allah.

These are the successful ones. " [Surah 9, verse 20]

A verse in Surah Nahl reads, "Those who migrate for Allah after they have been
oppressed, We shall surely grant them the best of sanctuaries in this world, and the

rewards of the Hereafter are the greatest if they but knew." [Surah 16, verse 41]

It is learnt from these verses that those who migrate for the sake of Allah
will definitely find a more suitable haven and Allah shall also bless them with
wealth. Although they may have hardships initially because of their strange
surroundings, the doors of Allah mercy and blessings will soon be flung wide
open for them.

The Companions (Sahaba)^ iui^ migrated penniless from Makkah, but it

was not long before Makkah itself and then numerous other places fell to the
hands of the Muslims. Large tracts of land and invaluable property became theirs

once the Muslim conquests forged ahead.

History bears testimony to the fact that Hijrah and Jihad (religion war) are
revolutionary factors. Not only are the Muslims thereby guaranteed the bliss of
the Hereafter (which is incomparable to even the best of this world), but they
also received the abundance of this world as well.

THE ACTUAL HIJRAH IS TO ABSTAIN FROM SIN

Hijrah does not merely entail leaving one's home and hearth. The actual
objective is to be free to practise upon one's Din (rdzg/on/without the constraints
of the disbelievers (kuffar). The underlying purpose is to facilitate abstention
from sins and obedience to the injunctions of Allah.

Bukhari (v.l p.6) reports the hadith in which the Holy Prophet jJL-j U* &\ JU
said, "The true Muhajir (emigrant) is he who abstains from the things that Allah
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has forbidden."

Another narration reports that Prophet ^j aA*-&\ J^> said, "The true Muhajir

(emigrant) is he who abstains from sin and misdeeds." [Mishkat p. 15]

Sayyidina Amr bin Abasa ** & ^j once asked the Holy Prophet <M & J^
^JL- j which Hijrah was the best, the Holy Prophet ^JL, 3 <A±i*\J^ replied, "That you

leave whatever displeases your Lord." [Mishkat p. 16]

The abject situation prevailing today is that when people migrate, they do

not fulfill this purpose of abstaining from sin; instead they become more sinful

and often forfeit their previous lives of religiousness. They neglect Salah, do not

pay Zakah, detest veil (Hijab) and even adopt the Western laws that lead them to

live in sin with women whom they have divorced irrevocably. Rebellion,

anarchy and confrontation become their mode of life and they ceaselessly blurt

words*of disbelief (kufr). Despite all of the above, they still refer to themselves as

emigrants (Muhajirin).

It is binding upon Muslims to assist those who migrate. This was

exemplified by the Companions (Sahaba)^ & ^j who occupied Madinah. They

whole-heartedly welcomed their migrating emigrants (Muhajirin) brothers from

Makkah, extending every helping hand to .make them as comfortable as was

humanly possible. It was for this reason that they were called the Ansar

(helpers).

Allah says in Surah Hashr, "Those who adopted the sanctuary (of Islam) and.

Belief (Iman) from before, (they) love those who migrate towards them and they do not

find in their hearts any grudge on account ofwhat they were given. They give preference

(to others) above themselves even though they be starving. Those are indeed successful

who safeguard themselves from selfishness." [Surah 59,verse 9]

The world has not again seen the likes of the Ansar of Madinah. Today there

exists only emigrants (Muhajirin) and no Ansar. The reason for this is that people

no longer understand the essence of Din (religion). Instead of realising that these

immigrants have arrived for the protection of their Din (religion), they consider

them to be a burden and parasites who will steal their share of the pie.

Another reason for this is that many immigrants themselves are plunged

into sin and vice. They are the ardent followers of the enemies of Islam and

consider their Muslim hosts to be enemies. They plunder and steal without

recourse, harming everyone* in their wake. How can they them expect

hospitality? Assistance is rendered on the grounds of religiousness and will not

be found when their objectives are only centred around the world and its

acquisition.

The Holy Prophet pJL-j 4* &\ JU said, "Abstain from the world and Allah

will love you. Abstain from what people have and they will love you." [Tirmidhi

andlbnMajah]

Imam Shafi'I 4-U ifci *^ has said, "If you abstain from the world, you will be

at peace with its people. If you pull it towards yourself, its dogs will maul you."

Many who were exiled from their countries were people of low moral and

religious standing; as a result the people of their host countries have little regard
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for them.

Bukhari reports a hadith in which the Holy Prophet ^-Uj «uU it ju said,

"Actions are according to their intentions and every person will achieve that

which he intended. Whoever migrated towards Allah and His Holy Prophet JU>
pJL-j Up &», shall receive the reward of migrating towards Allah and His Holy
Prophet (JL, j Up ii JU Whoever migrated to attain the world or to marry a

woman, then he shall have that for which he migrated."

This hadith is well documented in almost all the books of hadith and
referred to a person who migrated to marry a woman called Ummul Qais. He
was thus termed "Muhajir Ummul Qais" (i.e. "the man who migrated for

Ummul Qais").

($1 ti ij& £5 #<?UjpkW v$

(101) When you travel in the land, there is no sin on you that you abridge your

Salah if you fear an attack from the disbelievers (kuffar). Indeed the

disbelievers (kuffar) are your open enemies.

DISCUSSION OF "QASR" SALAH

Because both Hijrah and Jihad (religion war) involve travel, Allah now opens

the discussion on Salah while travelling. Muslim have always been performing

their Salah as Qasr (in a shortened form) when on journey. It applies only to

those Salah that consist of four rakahs i.e. Zuhr, Asr and Isha, all of which are

reduced to two rakahs each. Fajr and Maghrib remain as they are.

If a traveller (Musafir) performs his Salah behind a Scholar (Imam) who is

not on journey, then he will follow the Scholar (Imam) in reading the complete

four rakahs. If the Scholar (Imam) is a travellar (Musafir) and the follower is a

resident (not on journey) (Muqim), then when the Scholar (Imam) completes his

Salah after two rakahs, the follower will stand up to complete the remaining two

rakahs. ,
'

A person will be considered to be a traveller (Musafir) when he embarks on

a journey of 48 Shari miles (equivalent to 88.86 km.). He will now perform the

Shorten (Qasr) Salah once he passes the boundaries of his town. Once he stops at

a place with the intention to stay for 15 days or more, he will cease to be a

traveller (Musafir) and will have to perform the Salah in full. As long as he does

not make this intention (to stay for 15 or more days), he will continue to perform

shorten (Qasr) indefinitely.

PERFORMING THE NON-OBLIGATORY SALAH WHILE ON
JOURNEY

The non-obligatory Salah (including the Sunnah Salah) will not be

shortened on journey. However, if a person is in haste he may omit them
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altogether. The Witr Salah (after Isha) may not be omitted and the two Sunnah
rakahs of Fajr should also not be missed.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ** &\ ^j narrates that he performed two
rakahs of Zuhr with the Holy Prophet ^Aipiiii ju* on journey and thereafter a

further two rakahs. Then they performed two rakahs of Asr, whereafter no
additional rakahs were performed. He adds that he also performed Maghrib
with the Holy Prophet (JL-j- *> &\ JL* while on journey as well as when not on
journey. In both cases there was no deduction in the number pf rakahs. He then

added, "This (Maghrib Salah) is the Witr (odd numbered) Salah of the day
whereafter two rakahs are performed." [Tirmidhi p.1.05]

Sayyidina Bara bin Azib ^ &\ ^j narrates that he once travelled with

Prophet pJL-j <uU &\ JU> for 18 days. He says that he never saw the Holy Prophet
^j^ii JU> omit any two rakahs after midday. This tells us that one may
perform the Sunnah and non-obligatory Salah while on journey.

CAN A PERSON PERFORM THE COMPLETE FOUR RAKAHS
WHILE ON JOURNEY?

The verse states that a person may curtail his Salah if He fears some harm
from the enemy. Due to this Sayyidina YaTa bin Umayya Up ifci s^j asked

Sayyidina Umar v* ifci ^>Jf "Allah says, 'there is no sin on you that you abridge your

Salah ifyou fear an attackfrom the disbelievers (kujfar)/ Now that we have no fearfrom

.

the enemy, should we not perform our Salah in full 1"

Sayyidina Umar <up ii ^j told him that he was also perplexed with the same
question and enquired the answer from the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up &\ JL*. Prophet
pL-j Up ii\ JU» replied, "This (concession) is a charity from Allah to you, so accept

Allah's charity." [Muslim v. 1 p.241]

The clause stipulated by Allah in the verse (i.e. being on a journey) applied

only in the initial stages of Islam whereafter it was cancelled. Now the only

condition for shorten (Qasr) Salah is that a person embarks on a journey of more
than 88.86 km.

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas -up .ita^ narrates that when the Holy Prophet ii JU
jJL-j *J* was on journey from Makkah to Madinah, he feared none besides Allah,

yet he performed the Salah in twos." [Majma'uz Zawa'id v.2 p. 156]

Sayyidina Haritha bin Wahab ** ibt ^j reports that he performed two
rakahs Salah with the Holy Prophet p-L-j Up &\ JU» in Mina when conditions were

absolutely safe. [Muslim v.2 p.243] •
.

Because the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ii J^ commanded that Muslims accept

the charity of Allah, Imam Abu Hanlfa^ ifo *^j states that Shorter (Qasr) Salah is

Wajib (compulsory) while on jburney.

It will be inappropriate for a traveller (Musafrr) to perform four rakahs

instead of the two of Shorter (Qasr). His Salah will be considered complete once

he completes the first two rakahs because only two are obligatory on him.

Therefore, he would have CQpipleted his obligation (Fardh) upon reaching the

Qa'dah (sitting posture) after two rakahs. If he has to then complete four rakahs

without the Qa'dah (sitting posture) m between, the Salah will be incomplete and
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the Salah will have to repeated. The Sajdah Sahw [prostration while forgetting

something (Fardh) obligation in Salah\ will also not suffice since a obligation (Fardh)

Qa'dah (sitting posture) has been omitted.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ** &\ ^j narrates, "I travelled with the Holy
Prophet jJL-j Up ii>\ JU and he never exceeded two rakahs [in the obligatory

(Fardh) Salah] till Allah claimed his soul. Then I lived with Sayyidina Abu Bakr

k* iut ^j and he also never exceeded two rakahs while on journey. Thereafter I

lived with Sayyidina Umar *& &\ ^j who also never performed more than two

rakahs obligatory (Fardh) till Allah raised his soul. I then lived with Sayyidina

Uthman ^ ^\^j who also never performed more then two rakahs till Allah

eventually laid him to rest, Allah says, 'Indeed in the messenger of Allah there is a

sterling example for you." [Muslim v.l p.242]

Muslim (v.l p.243) narrates that Sayyidina Uthman ^ &\ ^j began

performing four rakahs Salah towards the end of his Caliphate (Khildfah).

However, as was reported from him, there were reasons for this.

Sayyidina Abdur Rahman bin Abi Dhubab"*-U i\ ^ reports that Sayyidina

Uthman <* i»t ^j performed four rakahs at Mina whereupon people were upset.

Upon sensing the displeasure of the people he said, "I have made Makkah my
home and I have heard the Holy Prophet jJL-j -d* At JU say that the person who
adopts a place as his home should perform the Salah of a Muqim (resident)

therein." [Majma'uz Zawa'id v.l p. 156]

The fact that Sayyidina Uthman -up ibi ^j had to explain his reason and that

the people were surprised shows that the Companions (Sahaba)^ ifo ^>j and the

Tabi'in <±* &\ a^ were of the opinion that a traveller (Musafir) should always

perform Shorten Salah (Qasr).li it were permissible to omit Shorten Salah (Qasr),

the above scenario would not have occurred.

(102) When you are with them and establish the Salah, a group from them
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should stand with you and take their weapons. Then when they have prostrated, *

they should fall behind you and the second group, who have not yet performed

Salah, should come forward and perform Salah with you, taking precautions

and their weapons. The disbelievers wish that you neglect your weapons and

equipment so that they may launch a decisive attack against you. There is no sin

upon you if you lay down your arms due to destructive rains or if you fall ill.

Take your precautions! Indeed Allah has prepared a humiliating punishment for

the disbelievers. (103) When you have completed your Salah, remember Allah

standing, sitting and (reclining) on your sides. When you are in safety, then

establish Salah. Indeed Salah has been ordained on the believers at fixed hours.

THE METHOD AND LAWS OF "SALATUL KHAWF"

The above verse details the method of Salatul Khawf (the Salah performed

when in fear of an attack). Sayyidina Abu Ayash Zuraqi ^ & ^j narrates that

they were with the Holy Prophet p-L-j Up i\ JL* at a place called Asfan. Before

them was a detachment of the Polytheists (Mushrikin) led by Sayyidina Khalid

bin Walid ** ibi ^j (who had not yet embraced Islam). They positioned

themselves between the Muslims and the Qibla.

When the Holy Prophet ^^ ibi JU led the Companions (Sahaba) &\ ^j
r^p in Zuhr Salah, the Polytheists (Mushrikin) chided themselves for not attacking

the Muslims during Salah when they would have been oblivious of the assault.

They therefore resolved to attack during the Asr Salah, which was pending, and

which they knew was more beloved to the Companions (Sahaba)^ it ^j than

their lives and their families. Before the Salah of Asr, Jibr'il f*^\ U* brought the

revelation of the above verse, detailing the Muslims as to how they were to

perform their Salah.

Different types of the Salatul Khawf have been explained by Scholar (Imam)

Abu Dawud Up & <^> The method outlined in the verse is that the army be

divided into two groups. The one will remain engaged with the enemy,

monitoring their movements, while the other will begin the Salah behind the

Scholar (Imam). When this group have completed the two prostration (Sajdahs) of

the first rakah, they will switch roles with the other group.

The Scholar (Imam) will await the arrival of the arriving group and perform

the remaining rakah with them.

Once the Scholar (Imam) completes the Salah by making the salams, he

would have terminated his Salah of two rakahs whereas each of the groups

would have only performed one rakah each. Now the group behind the Scholar

(Imam) will return to the battle without joining the Scholar (Imam) in the salam.

The first group will return to complete their remaining rakah, whereafter they

will allow the second group to complete theirs by switching roles again.

The above will apply when both the Scholar (Imam) and the followers are

travellers (Musafirs). If the Scholar (Imam) is a resident (Muqim), each group

should complete two rakahs behind him since the Salah will consist of four

rakafes. If this occurs during the Salah of Maghrib then the first group will

perform two rakahs with the Scholar (Imam) and the second group will perform

the other one. This is permissible because the situation is an emergency.
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The description of the Salatul Khawf not only emphasises the importance of

Salah, but that of Salah in congregation. Even when the enemy is before one,

Salah with congregation cannot be missed, let alone the Salah itself. However,
when the assault of the enemy is so intense that the army cannot congregate to

perform their Salah, then they will be permitted to perform their Salah

individually. If the situation is fraught with even greater danger, then they may
perform their Salah as the opportunity allows. This was discussed in Surah

Baqarah where Allah mentioned, "If you fear then (perform Salah) on foot or

mounted." [Surah 2, verse 239]

The Salah may only be postponed and performed as Lapse (Qadha) when
the above methods are impossible, as occurred to the Holy Prophet ^j -uU &\ J^>

and the Companions (Sahaba) r^ &v ^j on the occasion of the battle of Ahzab
(the trench).

Ruling: It will be best to perform two separate Salahs with two Scholar

(Imam). However, if the soldiers insist on following one Scholar (Imam), they will

have to resort to Salatul Khawf.

Ruling: If Salah is performed during battle, then it may be nullified by

excessive actions (Ami Kathir). Much of this has been discussed in Surah

Baqarah under the verse, "Ifyou fear then (perform Salah) on foot or mounted." [Surah

2, verse 239]

"
and take their weapons" This indicates that they should be prepared to

defend themselves should the necessity arise. Although their Salah will be thus

rendered void, it can always be repeated later, but defence is imperative.

"There is no sin upon you if you lay down your arms due to destructive rains or

you fall ill." This verse explains that the Muslims are allowed to lay down their

weapons because of adverse weather conditions or illness. However, they should

remain wary of the enemy and keep their weapons close at hand. In the

meantime, others should be deployed in reconnaissance.

"When you have completed your Salah, remember Allah standing, sitting

and (reclining) on your sides/' Salah is in itself a form of Allah's remembrance as

Allah says in Surah TaHa, "Establish Salah for My remembrance" [Surah 20, verse

14]. Salah consists of verbal remembrance as well as remembrance of the heart.

Dhikr (remembrance of Allah) is the spirit and soul of every type of devotion. The

Day of Judgment will dawn only when there exists none to remember Allah.

[Muslim v.l p.84]

Sayyidina Abu Huraira *&&\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet^3 U* &\ JU>

said, "The gathering devoid of Allah's remembrance and devoid of salutations to

His messenger shall be a cause of harm to its participants. If Allah wills, He may
forgive them and if He wills he may punish them. The reclining of a person who
does not remember Allah shall be a cause of harm to him, as will be the walking

of the person who does not remember Allah while walking."

Prophet jJL-j Up i»t JL* is also reported to have said that the gathering in

which Allah is not remembered, or in which salutations are not sent to His

messenger, shall be source of remorse and grief to its participants on the Day of

Judgment. This will be so even though they will enter Heaven (Janriah) on
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account of their rewards." [At Targhib mat Tarhib v.2 p.409-110]

• Jihad (religion war), as great an act of devotion as it may be, should also not

be devoid of dhikr. Similarly no act should be devoid of Dhikr (remembrance of

Allah) since it adds great illumination every act. Dhikr (remembrance of Allah)

should be the constant companion of every Muslim.

Sayyidina Sahl bin Mu'adh ** &\ ^>j reports from his father that the Holy

Prophet pJL-j a> iii JU said, "Undoubtedly the reward of every action is

multiplied seven hundred times in the path of Allah, be it Salah, fasting or dhikr

(remembrance ofAllah)." [At Targhib wat Tarhib v.2 p.267]

"When you are in safety, establish Salah/' Commentators state that this part of

the verse means that once a person returns from his journey (as the previous

verse mentioned "When you travel in the land"), then he should now establish

Salah in full. Others maintain that it refers to the condition when one is not

confronted by the enemy and does not have to perform the Salatul Khawf.

"Indeed Salah has been ordained on the believers at fixed hours." Salah should be

performed at its appointed hours, whether one is on journey or at home, ill or

healthy, in safety or in danger. Since the times of Salah have been fixed, it will

not be permissible to perform a Salah before its time, nor is it permissible to read

one Salah during the time of another. It is a great sin to intentionally postpone a

Salah until after its time and perform it as Lapse (Qadha). If the Salah was
omitted because of some legitimate cause (such as an enemy attack), then the

Lapse (Qadha) must be observed.

On journey, certain Salahs may be performed in a manner similar to

combining them (Jama Suri). This means that Zuhr may be performed at the last

permissible time to be followed by Asr at its earliest time. Similarly Maghrib may
be performed at its last time with Isha thereafter at its earliest time. Although it

may seem to the onlooker that the two Salahs were combined, but each was
performed in their respective times.

Because of the emphasis in the verse that each Salah has its fixed time,

Scholar (Imam) Abu Hanifa ^ *i»» t^j maintains that no two Salahs may be

combined (so that one is performed during the time of another). The person who
misses a Salah should perform the qadha as soon as possible and then make
excessive repentance (Taubah) and seek Allah's forgiveness.
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(104.) Do not weaken in your pursuit of the enemy. If you are suffering, then

they too are suffering just as you suffer. (However) You entertain such hopes in

Allah as they do not. Allah is All Knowing, The Wise.

DO NOT RELENT IN PURSUING THE ENEMY
If the enemy is not pursued and chased, they will consider the Muslims to
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be feeble and build courage to ceaselessly launch attacks against the Muslims.

No weakness should be shown to the enemy. In combating the disbelievers

(kuffdr), Muslims are sure to suffer somewhat and incur injuries. Allah offers

them solace by reminding them "Ifyou are suffering, then they too are suffering just

as you suffer."

Although the Muslims and the disbelievers (kuffdr) share the miseries and

injuries of war, the Muslims have much to look forward to, as Allah says, "You

entertain such hopes in Allah as they do not." While the disbelievers (kuffdr) will be

subjected to the unending torment and distress in the abysses of Hell, the

Muslims shall be rejoicing in the bliss and comforts of Heaven (Jannah), without

the slightest worries and concerns. The disbelievers (kuffdr) cannot aspire for

these stages as these are promised exclusively to the Muslims. For this reason the

Muslims have a much stronger incentive to fight and should do so with greater

zest and zeal.

"Allah is All Knowing, The Wise." Allah knows the requirements and actions

of every individual and reveals His commandments with perfect wisdom. Total

success lies in carrying out these commands.
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(105) Undoubtedly We have revealed to you the Book with the truth so that you

may judge between people by that which Allah has shown you. Do not be a

solicitor for the treacherous ones. (106) and seek forgiveness from

Allah. Surely Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful. (107) Do not plead on

behalf of those who deceive themselves. Verily Allah does not like him who is

deceitful and a sinner. (108) They try to hide from people while they cannot hide

from Allah Who is with them when they confer secretly at night regarding those

talks that Allah dislikes. Allah is Ever Aware of what they perpetrate. (109) Be

warned i!hat these are the very ones in whose defence you plead in the worldly

life. So who will plead their case on the Day of Judgment and who will be their

lawyer? (110) Whosoever commits a sin or wrongs himself and then seeks Allah

's forgiveness, he wfil surely find that Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.

(Ill) Whoever earns a sin earns it only to his detriment. Allah is All Knowing,

The Wise. (112) Whoever commits a minor sin or a major sin, then casts the

blame upon an innocent, he has indeed burdened himself with a great slander

and manifest sin. (113) If it were not for the grace of Allah upon you [O

Muhammad ^JL-j *J* & J^ and His mercy, a party of them had surely resolved to

mislead you. They mislead none but themselves and they cannot harm you in

the least. Allah has revealed to you the Book and wisdom" and taught you what

you knew not. The grace of Allah upon you has been tremendous indeed. (114)

There is no good in most of their secret consultations except in him who enjoins

charity, a good deed or reconciliation between the people. Whoever will do this

seeking Allah's pleasure, then We shall soon confer on him an immense reward.

(115) Whoever opposes the messenger after the guidance has become manifest to

him and follows a path other than that of the believers, We shall allow him to do

that which he is doing and then enter him into Hell. It is the worst of abodes.

116. Verily Allah shall not forgive that partners be ascribed to Him, but will

forgive all other sins for whom He wills. Whosoever ascribes partners to Allah

has wandered far astray.

THE THEFT OF A HYPOCRITE AND WARNINGS AGAINST
DEFENDING HIM

Imam Tirmidhi 4* &\ **-j reports the following incident from Sayyidina

Qatadah bin Nu'man .** i»i ^j9 He narrates that there were three brothers in his

clan by the names of Bishr, Bushair and Mubasshir. They were referred to as the

Bani Ubayriq. Bushair was a hypocrite and used to write poetry ridiculing the

Holy Prophet pJL-j «ip ^ J^> and the Companions (Sahaba)^ i»i ^> which he

used to attribute to others. The Companions (Sahaba)^ At ^j knew that these

were composed by him and that he would falsely claim that It was the work of

the Bani Ubayriq.

The Bani Ubayriq lived in poverty both during the period of ignorance as
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well as during the days of Islam. During those days, the people of Madinah lived

on dates andi?arley. It was only when the tradesmen of Syria sold to them wheat
flour that the affluent people bought some for themselves, while others

contented themselves with the dates and barley.

Sayyidina Qatadah bin Nu'man ^ it ^j continues to narrate that once his

uncle Rifa'ah **> &\ ^j bought some wheat flour from the Syrian tradesmen. This

he stored in an upper storey room of his house together with some weapons,

armour and swords. That night someone made a hole through the floor of the

room and stole the flour and some weapons. The following morning his uncle

reported the incident to him and they both set out to investigate. Upon enquiry it

was learnt that the Bani Ubayriq had been cooking and feasting the previous

night.

People suspected that they were responsible for the theft, but they denied it

and accused Sayyidina Labid bin Sahl ** &\ ^Jf who was a righteous and sincere

Muslim. When he heard about their accusation* he drew his sword exclaiming,

"Will I steal? By Allah, this theft will have to be solved otherwise I will deal with

you with this very sword!" His family beseeched him to let the matter rest since

they were convinced of his innocence. They resolved that they would make
further investigations pntil they conclusively prove the guilt of the Banu

Ubayriq.

Sayyidina Qatadah ** &\ ^j continues to report that his uncle instructed

him to narrate the incident to the Holy Prophet ^j U* & Ju*. Upon reaching the

noble presence he began, "A family belonging to my tribe, who have sour

relations with the rest of us, made a hole into the room of my uncle Rifa'ah and

stole some food and weapons. We have no need for the food, but request the

return of our weapons.

Prophet jJL-j Aip k JU said that he would consult further to resolve the

matter. When this news reached the Banu Ubayriq, they spoke to a person

named Usair bin Urwah. Consequently several persons approached the Holy

Prophet jJL-j aJL* & J^ entreating that a family of their tribe, who were true and

pious Muslims, were accused by Qatadah bin Nu'man, his uncle and their tribe

of theft, without evidence and witnesses.

Sayyidina Qatadah ** it ^j continues to say that the Holy Prophet *ip ibi J~*

(JL-j told him, "Without any evidence and witnesses you assert that a certain

family stole from you when they are true Muslims and pious people!" He
returned, wishing that he would have preferred that his wealth be lost rather

than having to face the Holy Prophet jJL-j *-U & JL*. When his uncle asked him

what he had done, he informed him of what the Holy Prophet f-L-j *> ito J^ had

said. Upon hearing this Rifa'ah said, "From Allah only do we seek help!"

Sayyidina Qatadah -up &\ ^j narrates that it was not long thereafter that

Allah revealed the above verses. The Bajtu Ubayriq are referred to as "the

treacherous ones," who should not be defended. Where Allah mentions, "seek Allah

's forgiveness," it refers to forgiveness from the wrong of addressing Sayyidina

Qatadah *& i»» ^j as Prophet (JL^ a> &\ JL* did.

After these verse were revealed, the stolen weapons were presented before
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the Holy Prophet ^j Up ibi J^ and he promptly returned them to Sayyidina
Rifa'ah <up &\ ^j. Bushair then joined the Polytheists (Mushrikin) and lived with
Sulafa bint Sa'd. Thereafter the following verses were revealed viz. "Whosoever
opposes the messenger after the guidance... (up to the verse) ...has wanderedfar astray."

When Bushair went to live with Sulafa, Sayyidina Hassan bin Thabit i»t
LS^J

** recited some verse of poetry in which he mocked Sulafa. When she heard of
this, she saddled Bushair's camel and banished him to a rocky terrain saying,
"You have made me a target of Hassan's poetry. I have no hope that you will be
of any good to me!"

A REFUTATION OF THOSEWHO REJECT THE AHADITH
"Undoubtedly We have revealed to you the Book with the truth so that you may

judge between people by that which Allah has shown you." This verse makes it evident
that Allah taught the Holy Prophet ^ Up i&» ju> the meaning and interpretation
of the Qur'an. Certain ignorant people have sprung up in this century claiming
that the Holy Prophet ^j Up ii^ was no more than a postman who delivered
the Qur'an to us so that we may interpret it as we see fit.

The fallacy of their claim has been stated in Surah Nahl where Allah says,
"We have revealed to you the Book so that you may expound to the people what has been
revealed to them and so that they reflect" [Surah 16, verse 44]. This verse makes it clear
that the duty of the Holy Prophet ^j Up &\ JL* was not only confined to
conveying the Qur'an, but entailed explaining it to the people and teaching them
its meaning and interpretation.

THE PROHIBITION AGAINST DEFENDING THE CASE OF THE
TREACHEROUS ONES

"Do not be a solicitor for the treacherous ones and seek forgiveness from Allah."
Allah instructs the Holy Prophet ^j Up ifcrju to seek forgiveness because the
Holy Prophet ^j *A*^ &\ J^ did not attach due importance to the plea of
Sayyidina Qatadah ^ ifc\^ and merely said to him that he will consult further
to resolve the matter. Thus doing, the guilty party had the opportunity of driving
their plea home 'and attempting to prove their innocence. In this way, they
managed to secure some credibility.

Although producing evidence and witnesses is necessary, it is just as
important that matters are promptly dealt with especially when such people are
implicated who are known to disassociate from the Muslims and whose member
is a hypocrite. Allah then tells his Prophet ^JL-j aU &\ J^>, ''Do not plead on behalf of
those who deceive themselves. Verily Allah does not like him who is deceitful and a

sinner."

These people think that they have escaped with their misdeeds and that

they were successful in their endeavours, but Allah shall punish them in the
Hereafter. Allah says, "They try to hidefrom people while they cannot hidefrom Allah
Who is with them when they confer secretly at night regarding those talks that Allah

dislikes. Allah is *Ever Aware ofwhat they perpetrate.

"

Allah continues to censure when He says, "Be warned that these are the very

ones in whose defence you plead in the worldly life. So who will plead their case on the
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Day ofJudgment and who will be their lawyer?" TKere shall be none to defend them

on the Day of Judgment when every person will be concerned only about

himself. In this verse, there is a stern warning to those who alter case files or

bribe to clear themselves of their wrongs in this world. They should never think

that they will escape in the next world where everything will be clear as daylight

and none shall come to their aid;

"Whoever commits a sin or wrongs himself and then seeks Allah's forgiveness, he

will surely find that Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful" To ensure this

forgiveness, it is also necessary that wrongly acquired wealth be restored to its

rightful owners. Allah may forgive even the person who stole and left Madinah if

he chose to draw closer instead of moving further away.

"Whoever earns a sin earns it only to his detriment. Allah is All Knowing, The

Wise.'

THE SIN OF ACCUSING THE INNOCENT

"Whoever commits a minor sin or a major sin, then casts the blame upon an

innocent, he has indeed burdened himself with a great slander and manifest sin." This

action entails two sins. One is the original and the other is that of false

accusation. The act is termed slanderous because it was perpetrated purposefully

and not on a misunderstanding or based on misleading information. As great as

the sin is, so too shall be the punishment.

"If it were not for the grace of Allah upon you [O Muhammad^ 4* i» J-A and

His mercy, a party of them had surely resolved to mislead you." This they failed to

accomplish because Allah had informed the Holy Prophet^4^^ of the

truth through divine revelation. As a result "They mislead none but themselves and

they cannot harm you in the least. Allah has revealed to you the Book and wisdom and

taught you what you knew not. The grace of Allah upon you has been tremendous

indeed."

Lesson: "so that you may judge between people by that which Allah has shown

you. " This verse informs us that at times the Holy Propjtet^3 4* & J* would

pass Judgment according to his perception of events based on the principles

outlined in the Qur'an. The Holy Prophet ^j 4* i» J+ would not*judge

incorrectly in these matters and if he did err, Allah would rectify the situation

timeously.

The judges and jurists are also compelled to decide according to the Qur'an

and Sunnah, using their intellect where necessary. Their lone opinions are not

considered. Their deductions may also be erroneous, as a result of which

differences of opinion arise among them. Despite this, Allah will still reward

them because they exert themselves for the welfare of the Din (religion), aspiring

to acquire Allah's pleasure.

WHICH CONSULTATIONS ARE COMMENDABLE?

"There is no good in most of their secret consultations (due to their sinful nature)

except in him who enjoins charity,, a good deed or reconciliation between the people.

Whoever will do this seeking Allah's pleasure, then We shall soon confer on him an

immense reward." This verse is linked to a previous one where Allah said,
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"they confer secretly at night regarding those talks that Allah dislikes." This
referred to the incident when the Banu Ubayrlq conferred with each other
regarding their plan to escape being blamed for the theft. However, the general
context refers to all such similar situations.

Allah says in Surah Mujadalah, "O you who believe, when you consult secretly,

then do not consult with regard to sin, transgression and disobedience to the messenger.

(Rather) Consult regarding good and -piety (taqwa). Fear that Allah to Whom you shall

all be gathered." [Surah 58, verse 9]

THE VIRTUE OF RECONCILING FACTIONS

The verse lauds conferences that seek to reconcile people. There are

tremendous rewards in resolving differences and uniting hearts between
disputing factions, couples and others.

Sayyidina Abu Darda & &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet jJL-j «JLp i»\ JU
once? asked them, "Should I not inform you of something that is superior to

optional fasts, charity and Salah?" When the Companions (Sahaba) <*** ifo ^
begged to be enlightened, he said, "It is to Reconcile people." He then added,

"Disputes shave!" [Abu Dawud and Tirmidhi]

According to another narration, the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up i>\ JU added, "I

do not say that it shaves the hair, but it shaves the Dm!" [Tirmidhi]

ADOPTING A WAY CONTRARY TO THAT OF THE HOLY
PROPHET ^JL-j^ii^ LEADS TO HELL

"Whosoever opposes the messenger after the guidance has become manifest to Mm
andfollows a path other than that of the believers, We shall allow him to do that which he

is doing and then
f:
enter him into Hell. It is the worst of abodes." This verse mentions

two factors that will lead a person to Hell. The first is that one opposes the,

teachings of Prophet (JL-^ 4* i»» J^ after receiving guidance.

This refers to those who received the knowledge of Islam, yet they refused

to accept. Those are also implied who accept Islam and then turn apostate. The
verse is brought here because of its reference to the person in the above incident

(Bushair) who turned apostate after being a Muslim.

The second factor which will enter one into Hell is when a person does not

follow the path of the Muslim public. This refers to the consensus of the Ummah
commonly termed "IjmaUmmah".

IJMA (CONSENSUS OF THE OPINION) OF THE UMMAH IS ALSO A
PROOF

Ijma (consensus of the opinion) of the Ummah is also regarded as a source of

Islamic legislation because whatever was taught by the Qur'an and by the Holy
Prophet jJL,j <Up &\ JL* was transmitted from generation to generation through the

ages. A person will be successful if he follows the teachings of the pious and

learned scholars of the ages. It was only through these stages that the

interpretation of the Qur'an and Islamic injunctions has reached us.

They taught us our beliefs and all our practices. That person will be
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considered a disbeliever (kafir) who refutes this necessary link and wishes to

interpret Islamic codes and Qur'anic verses without referring to their teachings.

So too are those who refute the authority of the Ahadith and reject the common
beliefs of the Muslims. Those are also disbeliever (kafir) who claim that the

Qur'an was interpolated and that the Holy Prophet pl^ Up ii$i JU was not the

final messenger. So too will be the condition of those who say that Sayyidina Isa

pkJ\ Up died a natural death and was not raised to the heavens, and those who
refute the five daily Salah. All these people *will be disbelievers (kuffar) because

they stand in opposition to what was established from the time of the

Companions (Sahaba) ^ & ^j and was believed in by all the Muslims

throughout the ages.

"Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.5 p.U6) reports that Imam Shafi'i U* fo ^ was

questioned with regard to the proof for the authority of Ijma. Imam Shafi'I i» ^j
Up recited the erftire Qur'an thrice daily and extracted the above verse in support

of Ijma.

The Holy Prophet ?L*j *A* &\ J~* said that Allah had promised three things

for his Ummah and guaranteed their safety from three things. These are:

=> The entire 'Ummah shall never be destroyed by famine.

=> No enemy shall wipe out every single in dividual of the

Ummah.

=> Allah shall never allow them to reach a consensus on

something that is wrong. [Mishkat p. 514]

Sayyidina Abu Malik Ash'ari ^ &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet it JU>

p-U^ ^ mentioned three things which Allah had guaranteed for the Ummah.
They are:

1. Their Prophet (Nabi) would never make a pray (du'a)

against them whereby they will all be destroyed.

2. The people of falsehood shall never gain the upper hand

over those of the truth. -

3. The 'Ummah will never be unanimous upon falsehood.

REFUTATION OF AN IGNORANT STATEMENT

Some deviant people argue that if what they proclaim is incorrect, then why
does Allah permit them to continue in their ways? Why does He not destroy

them instantly? Allah Himself answers their question when He says, "We shall

allow him to do that which he is doing." This is so because this world is a place of

tests and trials and people are on belief as well as infidelity. If any person was

forced into either of the two, there would be no choice; thus no test. When a

person does not desist from his evil ways despite being warned, Allah causes his

heart to be further tainted. Allah says in Surah Saff, "When they remained crooked,

Allahfurther twisted their hearts." [Surah 61, verse 5]

Allah guides those who desire to be on the right path as He misleads those
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who choose to remain on the wrong. The wrong path that leads to Hell is the one

that is contrary to the path upon which the«masses of the Muslims tread.

THE MUSHRIKIN WILL NEVER BE FORGIVEN

"Verily Allah shall notforgive that partners be ascribed to Him, but will forgive all

other sins for whom He wills. Whosoever ascribes partners to Allah has indeed wandered

far astray." A similar verse has already been discussed in Surah Baqarah (verse

48) and one may refer to it for details.

Lesson: The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.5 p.148) writes that Allah mentioned

in an earlier verse, "Indeed they have fabricated a great sin" and here Allah says,

"has indeed wandered far astray. " The difference is that in the first instance the

reference is to the Jews who refuted the Holy Prophet ^j <M &\ J* despite the

fact that they knew he was the final prophet. Their action of disbelief (kufr) was a

fabrication and they even attributed their refuting to Allah by claiming that it

was in their Scriptures.

The above verse refers to the Polytheists (Mushrikin) who had no divine

scriptures and none had come to them before the Holy Prophet (4-j U* &--J*.

Despite the truth being made apparent to them and the proofs coming to the

fore, they chose to cling to their past deviation, causing them to wander even

further astray. They cast aside the teachings of the creed of Sayyidina Ibrahim *>

^LJ\ and increased in their deviant behaviour.

j%& $$% ^H\ ^t; !£=*£& tf?% '<&£%

(117) They supplicate only to females and call upon the rebellious Devil

(Shaytan)* (118) whom Allah has cursed. He said, "I shall definitely take a

stipulated share of Your bondsmen. (119) and I will surely lead them astray,

certainly instil hopes within them, undoubtedly command them and they will

definitely cut the ears of animals. I will ^ertainly instruct them so they will

change the appearances of Allah 's creation. Whoever takes the devil (Shaytan)

as his patron instead of Allah, then indeed he has incurred a manifest loss. (120)

He devil (Shaytan) promises *them and imbibes hopes within them. Devil

(Shaytan) promises them only deception. (121) The abode of these people is Hell

and they will not find an escape there from.

?>

r
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THE MUSHRIKIN WORSHIP IDOLS AND OBEY DEVIL (SHAYrAN)

Every act of disbelief (kufr), polytheism (shirk) and disobedience to Allah

stems from the deceptions of devil (Shaytan). When he was declared to be astray,

he resolved to mislead the progeny of Sayyidina Adam ^LJ\ Up and to take his

share of them with him to destruction. When the progeny of Sayyidina Adam Up
f%Js spread out throughout the earth, he set his devious schemes into operation

and began to steer them away from oneness of Allah (Tauhid) and Ibadah (Allah's

worship).

He taught them to worship idols and give them feminine names such as the

famous Arab names of Lat, Manat and Uzzah. They prostrated to them, made
offerings in their names, cut the ears of animals or pierced holes in their ears so

that it be known that the animal was released in the names of the idols. The
majority of mankind succumbed to,his deviant ways and beckoned to his call..

Even so-called Muslims of today practise the custom of piercing the ears of

infants with the belief that the child will not die in infancy. People who enter into

Islam without understanding and learning the Din (religion) often practise the

acts of polytheism passed on from their former Din (religion).

An example of this is grave worship. Instead of idols, many Muslims have

resorted to worshipping graves. If any of them were told to prostrate to an idol,

they would flatly refuse, yet they see no harm in prostrating to a grave!

CHANGING THE CREATION OF ALLAH
"I will certainly instruct them so they will change the appearances hf Allah's

creation." There are many depictions of this present today. The most common of

these is the shaving of beards and there is scarcely a home in the world devoid of

this evil. Another example is the fashion of tattooing weird and wonderful

pictures on the body. This is especially common among the Hindus, but the

Muslims are hot on their heels.

Bukhari reports the hadith of Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ iui ^ in

which the Holy Prophet p-L-j Up h JU cited Allah's curse upon those who draw
tattoos and those who have themselves tattooed. Allah also curses thos^women
who trim their eyebrows and those who file their front teeth. The Holy Prophet

jJL-j ^ ibi JUmentioned that all of these are accursed because they seek to alter

the appearance of Allah's creation*

When a woman heard that this was reported from Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Mas'ud -up &\ ^j, she came to him saying that she heard he was cursing women.
He replied, "Why should I not curse those whom the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up it JU
has cursed and who are also accursed in Allah's book?" The woman told him
that she had read the entire Qur'an but not found any verse to that effect. He
remarked, "If you had recited the Qur'an you would have certainly come across

such a thing. Did Allah not say, Accept what the messenger has brought to you and

abstainfrom that which he has forbidden you from'?"

She replied that she had read that verse. Thereupon he said that the Holy
Prophet (JL- j Up ifc» ju» had forbidden the actions of those women whom, he had
cursed. Therefore, the prohibition of these acts are also intended by the Qur'an
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since it enjoins practice upon the things prescribed by the Holy Prophet <J& ibi ju>

(JL-^nd invokes abstention from those things that he had forbidden. [Mishkdt p.

381]

It is also forbidden for a person to castrate another or to have himself

castrated. The Holy Prophet jJL-3 Up iut JU said that such persons are not from us.

[Mishkdt p. 69]

The Shari'ah has instructed that circumcision be done, nails be pared and

the hair of the armpits and pubic areas be removed. These do not constitute

changing Allah' s creation since Allah's Din (religion) enjoins them. Every

Muslim must act upon Allah's commands even though certain nations encourage

the growth of such hair (like the Sikhs).

"\Nhoever takes the devil (Shaytan) as his patron instead ofAllqh, then indeed he

has incurred a manifest loss/' This loss will be in terms of the punishment in the

Hereafter.

"He devil (Shaytan) promises them and imbibes hopes within thqm." He
encourages them to commit misdeeds and to disobey Allah. He tells them that if

they perform certain good deeds, they will suffer and be deprived of enjoyment.

Allah says in Surah Baqarah, "Devil (Shaytan) promises you poverty and commands

you to commit indecent acts "[Surah 2, verse 268]

Devil (Shaytan) raises the hopes of youths by telling them to sin because

there is still a long life ahead when they may repent. He then also tells the old

people not to repent yet since they may still live longer. He enumerates the

benefits of sin and promises much to people. However, "Devil (Shaytan) promises

them only deception."

By hearkening to devil's (Shaytan 's) promises and false hopes, a person only

draws himself ever so close to destruction, as Allah concludes by saying, "The

abode of these people is Hell and they will notfind an escape therefrom.
"
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(122) Those who believe and do good deeds, We will soon enter them into

gardens beneath which rivers flow, wherein they shall abide forever and ever.

The promise of Allah is true. Who camemore truthful in speech than Allah?

(123) This is not based upon your desires, nor on the desires of the people of

book (Ahlul Kitab). Whoever commits an evil deed will.meet its retribution and

will not find for himself any friend, nor any ally besides Allah. (124) Whoever

does a good deed, whether male or female, as a believer, then these are the ones

who shall enter Heaven (Jannah) and they will not be wronged the amount of

the dint in a date stone. (125) Who is better in Din (religion) than he who
submits himself before Allah, is himself righteous, and follows the creed of

Ibrahim, being averse to all other Dins (religions) and inclined towards Allah?

Allah chose Ibrahim for a friend. (126) To Allah belongs whatever is in the

heavens and whatever is in the earth. Allah is Ever Embracing of everything.

GLAD TIDINGS FOR THE BELIEVERS AND THE PROHIBITION
AGAINST RELYING ON HOPES

Allah commences by giving glad tidings to the believers by saying, "Those

who believe and do good deeds We will soon enter them into gardens beneath which rivers

flow, wherein they shall abide forever and ever. The promise ofAllah is true. Who can be

more truthful in speech than Allah?" Since the word of Allah is the ultimate in

reliability, the Believers (Mu'minin) should commit themselves to living their

lives according to the dictates of Allah.

"This is not based upon your desires, nor on the desires of the people of

book (Ahlul Kitab)." "Lubabun Nuqul" (p. 83) reports from Sayyidina Ibn Abbas

** ifci ^j that the people of book (Ahlul Kitab) (Jews and Christians) claimed that

none shall enter Heaven (Jannah) besides them, and the Quraish claimed that

they will not be resurrected. Allah revealed this verse with regard to these

claims.

Sayyidina Masruq Tabi'i U* &\ ju^ reports that these verses were revealed

when the Muslims and the Christians argued with each other, each claiming

superiority over the next. The report of Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ** & ^>j seems

more accurate and correct.

Allah addresses the Quraish that they judge between people, but when
mention is made of resurrection, they content themselves by claiming that it will

never happen. They merely entertain false hopes and desires. Reality is not based

upon the hopes of any person. The truth of the matter is that "Whoever commits an

evil deed will meet its retribution and will not find for himself any friend, nor any ally

besides Allah."

Similar is the case with the people of book (Ahlul Kitab). They do not realise

that the basis of salvation is not their vain hopes, but Belief (Iman) and good

deeds. They entertained these hopes even though they were informed in their

scriptures about the advent of the final Prophet (JL^ Up ibi ^ and they were

aware of his miracles. They are required to view this reality, believe in him and

not just content themselves with the vain desire that Heaven (Jannah) is reserved

for them.

If the opinion of Sayyidina Masruq 4* & ^j is considered, then Allah
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addresses the Muslims in the verse as well. Allah enjoins them not to entertain

mere hopes of salvation, but they should remain steadfast on their Imam and
aspire for higher ranks by carrying out good deeds.

In this regard "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.5 p.152) reports that Sayyidina Hasan &\ "<^j

Up said, "Imam is not merely a desire, but consists of true testifying within the

heart and is substantiated by action. Many a person has been beguiled by hopes
in Allah's mercy and left this world without a single good deed to their account.

They claimed that they maintained favourable hopes in Allah, but they lied. If

they did have good hopes in Allah, they would have carried out good actions/'

THE RETRIBUTION FOR EVIL DEEDS

"Whoever commits an evil deed will meet its retribution..." According to this

verse, the punishment of every sin will be meted to a person. However,

punishment may be waived by repentance (Taubah), Istighfar, good deeds and
undergoing hardships.

When the Holy Prophet <JL-j «uU ito ju recited this verse to Sayyidina Abu
Bakr ^ i»» ^j, the latter exclaimed, "May my parents be sacrificed for you!

Which of us do not sin? We will be punished for every sin?" Prophet Up i»i JU
(JL-j replied, "Abu Bakr, you and your believing compatriots will be cleansed of

your sins in this very world and will meet Allah without a sin to your name.

Other people [disbelievers (kujfar)] will have their sins accumulated until they

receive the collective punishment on the Day of Judgment." [Tirmidhi]

Sayyidina Abu Huraira <up & ^j narrates that the Muslims were very

perturbed when this verse was revealed and expressed their concern to the Holy
Prophet jJL-j Up iut JL*. He told them, "Keep treading correctly and doing good
deeds. Every difficulty that afflicts a believer will be an expiation for his sins

even to the extent of a thorn pricking him or when he gets hurt. All of these will

serve to eradicate his sins." [Muslim v.2 p.19]

Sayyidina Abu Sa'Id Khudri ** iut ^j reports that the Holy Prophet <>J*&\ JU
^JL-j said, "Allah will remit the sins of a Muslim on account of every bit of fatigue,

pain, worry, concern, hardship and grief that afflicts him even to the extent of a

thorn pricking him." [Bukhari and Muslim]

Sayyidina Abu Musa ^ i» ^j reports that the Holy Prophet jJL^ Up it JL*

said, "Whatever difficulty afflicts a Mu'min is on account of his sins and Allah

forgives much more than what He punishes for." Then the Holy Prophet it JU*

jJL-j Up recited verse 30 of Surah Shura where Allah states, "Whatever calamity

befalls you in on account of what your hands earn, and Allah forgives much more."

[Tirmidhi]

Sayyidina Abu Huraira ^ it ^j narrates that Prophet pi-j ^ it JU stated,

"The believer (Mu'min) man and woman will continuously encounter difficulties

in their lives, wealth and children until they reach Allah without a single sin to

their names." [Tirmidhi]

A TREMENDOUS REWARD FOR BELIEVER (MU'MIN) MEN AND
WOMEN

"Whoever does a good deed, whether male orfemale, as a believer, then these are the
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ones who shall enter Heaven (Jannah) and they will not be wronged the amount of the

dint in a date stone/' "Lubabun Nuqul" reports from Sayyidina Masruq U* &\^
that the people of book (Ahlul Kitab) admitted that the Muslims were on par with
them upon revelation of the verse "This is not based upon your desires, nor on
the desires of the people of book (Ahlul Kitab). "The above verse was then
revealed in reply to this statement.

The condition of Iman (belief) is stipulated in this verse to inform the Ahlul

Kitab and all others that no good deed shall receive any reward without Iman
(belief). A believer (Mu'min) and a disbeliever (kafir) can therefore never be on par

with each other.

THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTEOUS

"Who is better in Din(rMigion\ than he who submits himself before Allah, is

himself righteous and follows the creed of Ibrahim, being averse to all other Dins

(religions) and inclmed^ikvards Allah." The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" explains that

the person whersubmits himself before Allah" is one who has sincerely devoted
himself to Allah and does not accept another as his Lord.

Other commentators maintain that the person who "submits himself before

Allah" is that person who focuses his attention only upon Allah. Others are of the

opinion that he is one who casts his face down upon the ground in prostration

before Allah.

"... is himself righteous..." This excerpt means that the person is one who
carries out his deeds with perfection, as they should be carried out. The Arabic

word used here is derived from the root word "ihsan." When Jibr'il ?%J\ Up
asked the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ita ju the meaning of "ihsan," he replied, "That

you worship Allah as if you see Him. If you cannot see him, then He definitely

sees you."

The person with the above attributes follows the best Din (religion) because

all other Dins (religions) are founded upon disbelief (kufr), warranting eternal

torment for their adherents.

"Allah chose Ibrahim for afriend." A person whom Allah chooses as His friend

must certainly be beloved to Allah. Therefore, it makes perfect sense to follow

the creed and Din (religion) of a person/like Sayyidina Ibrahim £LJ\ Up.

Sayyidina Ibrahim £LJ\ *A* achieved this noble position because of his

tremendous sacrifices for Allah. He invited a nation of idolaters (including his

father) towards oneness of Allah (Tauhid) in the face of immense opposition.

They then cast him into the fire (which Allah cooled for him) and he then had to

leave his wife and child in a barren, rocky place where there was no hope of

living. Thereafter he built the Ka'ba with his son and prayed to Allah to bring

into existence an Ummah the likes of that of the Holy Prophet (JL,j^ &\ ju».

Whoever will sacrifice as he did will also become the associate and beloved

of Allah. A believer should submit his body and soul before Allah, act with the

quality of ihsan and sacrifice for the sake of Allah. By acting in this manner, the

disbeliever can never hope to equal him, even if the disbeliever be of the people

of book (Ahlul Kitab).
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"To Allah belongs whatever is in the heavens and whatever is in the earth." Allah

may orchestrate events as He pleases and pass the laws He deems appropriate.

"Allah is Ever Embracing of everything." Every single thing is within His

knowledge and power. He is aware of every action and is perfectly Capable of

giving retribution accordingly.
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(127) They seek from you a ruling with regard to women. Tell them, "Allah will

give you a ruling concerning them and (concerning) that which is recited to you

in the Book with regard to those orphaned girls to whom you do not give the

right that is ordained for them, while you aspire to marry them. And (also

recited to you in the Book are injunctions concerning) the feeble children and

that you should deal justly with orphans. Indeed Allah is Well Aware of

whatever good you do.

THE INSTRUCTION TO RESPECT THE RIGHTS OF ORPHANS

Bukhari (v.2 p.661) records a hadith in which Sayyidah Ayshah i** &\ ^j
narrates that a certain person was the guardian and joint heir of an orphan girl.

He neither wanted to marry her, nor did he allow her to marry anyone else

because he feared that the husband will gain possession of her wealth. This made
things difficult for her. Consequently Allah revealed the above verse in this

regard.

It is recorded in Fat'hul Bari (v.8 p.265) from Ibn Abi Hatim *ip & ^-j that the

cousin of Sayyidina Jabir <up i»» ^ } had inherited some wealth from her deceased

father's estate. Sayyidina Jabir <up ifo ^j did not want to marry her, neither did he

want another to be married to her for fear of her losing her wealth. The above

verse was revealed with reference to this incident.

"They seek from you a ruling with regard to women. Tell them, 'Allah will give

you a ruling concerning them and (concerning) that which is recited to you in the Book

with regard to those orphaned girls to whom you do not give the right that is ordainedfor

them, while you aspire to marry them." In this way these women are placed in a

distressful situation, which is contrary to the dictates of the Shari'ah.

Thereafter Allah goes on to say, 'And (also recited to you in the Book are

injunctions concerning) the feeble children and that you should deal justly with

orphans." These are pieces of advice given in the Qur'an for people to put into

practice. The reference in this verse is to what has passed earlier in Surah Nisa

{verses 2 and 3).
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" and that you should deal justly with orphans/' The author of "Ruhul
Ma'ani" (v.5 p.161) writes that this instruction is to rulers to see that the rights of

orphans are fulfilled. Guardians and those who dissolve estates are also

addressed to ensure that they perpetrate no injustices when orphans have to be

accorded their shares of an estate.

"Indeed Allah is well aware of whatever good you do. "Allah will reward those

who deal justly with the weak and feeble orphans who cannot fend for

themselves.

(128) If a woman fears ill treatment or neglect from her husband, there shall be

no sin on the couple should they make terms of reconciliation between

themselves. Reconciliation is best; but selfishness has been made present in the

minds of men. If you deal cordially and adopt abstinence, then indeed Allah is

Informed of what you do. (129) You will never be able to maintain perfect

justice between women however much you may desire to. So do not ignore any

of them totally, leaving her in suspense. If you reconcile and adopt abstinence,

then surely Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful. (130) If the couple separate,

Allah will make each of them independent through His generosity. Allah is All

Embracing, The Wise.

RECONCILING A COUPLE AND MAINTAINING EQUALITY
AMONG WIVES

A narration of Sayyidah Ayshah t^ it ^j is recorded in Abu Dawud, in

which she says that one of the wives of the Holy Prophet pJL-j U* it JL», Sayyidah

Sauda i**- it ^> Jf feared that Prophet^ j Up it JU would separate from her. This

was when she grew old. Consequently, she proposed that her turn to be with the

Holy Prophet <JL-j Up it JU should be given to Sayyidah Ayshah l^p & ^> The

first of the above verses was revealed with regard to this.

"Lubabun Nuqul" (p. 84) reports a narration of Sayyidina Sa'Id bin

Musayyab Up it ^ wherein he relates that the daughter of Sayyidina

Muhammad bin Muslima ** it ^j was married to Sayyidina Rafi bin Khudaij

«up it ^j. On account of some dispute, or due to her old age, he decided to

divorce her. She requested him not to do so, suggesting that he need not stipulate
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a turn for her when meeting with his wives. The verse was revealed in reference

to this.

Hakim reports from Sayyidah Ayshah if* ii ^j the following reason for the

revelation of the verse, "Reconciliation is best..." She narrates that a person had a

wife from whom he had many children. He, however, decided to divorce her and

marry another woman instead. She proposed that he rather remain married to

her, but need not include her in his visits to his wives.

Nikah (marriage) is exceptionally important for both a man and a woman, in

which there are great worldly and religious benefits. They live in peace, harmony

and love, but the situation may arise when discontentment creeps between them.

When reconciliation is impossible, the Shari'ah has permitted divorce as a last

resort.

It may also occur that a man requires to wed several wives at a time,

especially in certain special circumstances when multiple marriages are the best

way to ensure the well being of widowed women and their children. When a

man marries several wives, it is incumbent on him that he deal with them with

equality and justice. Together with providing for them in exactly equal terms, he

also has to ensure that he spends an equal number of nights with each of them.

Maintaining equality and justice in this way is within the ability of any man.

However, he will not be liable for not being equal in his love and affection for

each of them, because the inclinations of the heart are not in his control. Even the

noble Prophet jJL-j ^ &\ JU knew of this problem. When stipulating the nights

for his wives, he would supplicate thus to Allah, "O Allah, this is my allotment

as I am able to do. Do not reprimand me for what I am unable to do." [Tirmidhi]

The person who does not deal equally with his wives wherever possible,

shall appear before Allah on the Day of Judgment in such a way that one half of

his body will be paralysed. [Tirmidhi]

If a person wants to divorce any of his wives because of his inability to deal

justly with them, it will be appropriate that the wife concerned make certain

terms with him to ensure that he does not divorce her. She may forgo her nightly

turn in favour of another wife, or even propose that he reduce her maintenance

or remit it altogether. This is what Allah refers to when He says, "If a woman jears

ill treatment or neglect jrorft her husband, there shall be no sin on the couple should they

make terms df reconciliation between themselves. Reconciliation is best..." It is best

especially when considering that the couple may have spent a along time

together and when the wife is prepared to forfeit a right of hers. The author of

"Ruhul Ma'ani" interprets the verse to read "reconciliation is better than divorce,

* ill treatment and disputes."

" but selfishness has been made present in the minds ofmen." The Arabic word
used in this verse for selfishness ("shuh") denotes a type of selfishness that is

coupled with greed. In reality, each of these evil traits are inseparable. A person

with either of them must posses the other as well.

Since love for the world is the cause of both of these traits, Allah says in

Surah Hashr (Surah 59, verse 9) and Surah Taghabun (Surah 64, verse 16), "Whosoever

is protectedfrom 'shuh' these are the successful ones indeed."
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The Holy Prophet jJL-j *> ifo JU stated, "The worst of traits in a person is

'shuh', that instils terror within him. The other is the cowardice that extracts the

soul/' [Mishkat p. 165 and Nasa'i v.l p.34]

In explaining this verse, commentators say that because greed is ever

present in the hearts of men and he does not want to spend, reconciliation

becomes easier. When he realises that it will be to his benefit to waive her turn or

not to grant her the full maintenance, he is more likely to keep her in his

marriage. By remaining together in marriage all will be well, especially for the

children.

"If you deal cordially and adopt abstinence, then indeed Allah is Informed of what

you do." Allah shall reward every^erson, be it the husband or the wife, when
they abide by this.

After stressing the importance of reconciliation and peace-making, Allah

draws attention to an issue of great significance. Allah says, "You will never be able

to maintain perfect justice between women however much you may desire to." This, as

mentioned before, refers to the inclinations of the heart.

If a person is inclined more towards a certain wife, he should not let this

cause him to oppress any of the others, as Allah says, "So do not ignore any of them

totally, leaving her in suspense" (i.e. when her rights are not fulfilled she can

neither regard herself as a wife nor as a single woman. Her position is thus

undefined).

Allah then adds, "Ifyou reconcile and adopt abstinence, then surely Allah is Most

Forgiving, Most Mertiful."

If all fails and the couple cannot be reconciled, then Allah offers consolation

to each by saying, "If they separate, Allah will make each of them independent through

His generosity." Neither party should think that the, other will be hapless without

the other. Allah shall care for either of them and each shall receive what Allah

has appointed for them. He will, if He pleases, find each of them another home
wherein they will be content. All this is easy for Allah because "Allah is All

Embracing, The Wise."

Especially those people who keep their first wives in constant oppression

should reflect deeply upon these verses. Neither do they divorce them, nor do

they treat them well. They do this so that she may live in want and desperation.

They should bear in mind that Allah shall call them to account on the Day of

Judgment. If they cannot maintain justice among their wives, they should let one

go as Allah mentioned in verse 3 of Surah Nisa that only one wife be kept in this

situation.

When the enemies of Islam object to multiple marriages, some ignorant

Muslims quote the verse, "You will never be able to maintain perfect justice between

women however much you may desire to. " They add that since equality between

wives is impossible, it follows that Islam forbids multiple marriages. They say

that it is therefore necessary that a person marry only one wife at a time. In

trying to appease the enemies of Islam, these people have altered the law*gf the

Shari'ah. As explained earlier, the verse refers to the inclinations of theTieart.

When a person is able to maintain equality in matters that are within His ability,
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he is allowed to marry up to four wives at a time.

(131) To Allah belongs what is in the heavens and what is in the earth. Most
definitely We have charged those to whom We had conferred the Book before

you, as well as yourselves, to fear Allah. If you disbelieve, then to Allah belongs
whatever is in the heavens and whatever is in the earth. Allah is Independent,
Praiseworthy. (132) To Allah belongs whatever is in the heavens and whatever is

in the earth, and Allah suffices as a Defender. (133) If Allah wills, He may
remove you and produce others. Allah is Most Able to do that. (134) Whosoever
desires the reward of this world, with Allah is the reward of this world and the
Hereafter. Allah is All Hearing, All Seeing.

EVERYTHING IN THE HEAVENS AND THE EARTH BELONGS TO
ALLAH AND HE IS INDEPENDENT, PRAISEWORTHY, ALL
HEARING AND ALL SEEING.

These verses emphasise that everything is the creation Of Allah. He may
deal with them as He pleases and may pass any law He desires. None has the
right to object.

"Most definitely We have charged those to whom We had conferred the Book before

you, as well as yourselves, to fear Allah." This includes practising on the entire Din
(religion) and abstaining from all sins. However, "If you disbelieve, then (this will

not harm Allah in the least because) to Allah belongs whatever is in the heavens and
whatever is in the earth. Allah is Independent, Praiseworthy." The obedience as well
as the disobedience of any person cannot affect Allah at all and only He is most
worthy of all praise in all situations.

Thereafter Allah stresses the point by repeating, "To Allah belongs whatever is

in the heavens and whatever is in the earth, and Allah suffices as a Defender. "
'

"If Allah wills, He may remove you and produce others. Allah is Most Able to do
that." Nothing is difficult for Allah and every person should consider it a

privilege to worship Allah because He needs no one.

"Whosoever desires the reward of this world, with Allah is the reward of this world
and the Hereafter." No person should seek the rewards of only this world from
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Allah otherwise they will be deprived of the greater rewards of the Hereafter.

Since Allah is in control of the rewards of both the worlds, a person should

beseech Him for both. ["Ruhul Ma'ani" v.5 p.166]

Sayyidina Zaid bin Thabit ^ &\
c5
^J narrates that the Holy Prophet vp i»t j^>

fLsj said, "The person whose concern is only the Hereafter, Allah shall gather

together all his dispersed affairs, grant him contentment of heart and the world

will come kneeling before him. However, the person whose only concern is this

world, Allah shall cause all his affairs to disperse, place poverty before his eyes

and he will receive only that much of the world as is ordained for him." [At

Targhib wa t Tarhib v.4 p.121 J

"Allah is All Hearing, All Seeing/' Allah knows who intends the things of the

world and who desires the things of the Hereafter. He knows whose actions are

performed for show and will repay them accordingly.

j\ £wJb\ jp j!j 4)i iijL^i L.m^U (j^^ \yj> \j^*W c&u\ L^li $

o\ &jk\ \y^ y* Up, dj\ -oili L/£3 j\ Ii^lc. o^o cSi Lf*j*\j <y-tyy\

(135) O you who believe! Be firm in establishing justice and be witness for Allah

even if it be against yourselves, your parents and relatives. Be he affluent or

poor, Allah is closer to each of them. So do not follow your passions in

enforcing justice. If you distort your speech or turn away, then indeed Allah is

Well Informed of what you do.

TRUTHFUL TESTIMONY AND STEADFASTNESS UPON EQUITY

"Lubabun Nuqul" (p. 85) reports an incident from the commentator Suddi

Up iui ~^j, in which two people presented their dispute before the Holy Prophet

pJL-j Up iii JU. One was wealthy and the other was poor. The Holy Prophet i»» JU
^JL-j Up was inclined towards the poor person since it generally occurs that the

rich oppress the poor. The first of the above verses was revealed with regard to

this.

Justice demands that favouritism should not be shown to any party.

Enforcing justice will entail that testimony be given and oaths be taken.

However, it is necessary that the witnesses be truthful, for which reason Allah

speaks of witnesses testifying for Allah only. The witness should be precise and

impartial, and he should not distort his speech so that his statements become

ambiguous. By doing this, the oppressor may be acquitted or the judge may find

it difficulty to pass Judgment.

The witness should also not refuse to present testimony since this could

cause the right of another to be usurped. This is referred to when Allah says, "if

yon distort your speech or turn away, then indeed Allah is Well Informed of what you

do."
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In the concluding portion of Surah Baqarah Allah says, "Witnesses should not

refuse when they are summoned" (verse 282). Allah also says thereafter, "Do not

conceal testimony, for whoever conceals it, then verily he has a sinful heart." [Surah 2,

verse 283]

The verse emphasises that testimony be given even "if it be against yourselves,

your parents and relatives." If the testimony be to the detriment of the people
concerned, the detriment will be that of this temporary world only. This is

insignificant when compared to the eternal detriment of the Hereafter that has to

be faced for failing to uphold justice.

"Be he affluent or poor, Allah is closer to each of them." This part of the verse

accentuates that the financial condition of the person against whom the

testimony or the verdict is passed should not be taken into consideration. Wealth
and poverty are both from Allah and do not reflect the status a person holds with

Allah. None has a closer relationship with His bondsmen than Allah Himself.

It is indeed unfortunate that witnesses and judges look at the people

involved when giving testimony or passing Judgment. They hesitate when a

relative or wealthy person is involved, thus supporting oppression and
subjecting themselves to the torments of the Hereafter.

Even knowledgeable people flow with the tide of partiality when family

and nationality are concerned. Recent history bears testimony to the fact that

when India was partitioned, many Muslims fled the atrocities of the disbelievers

(kuffar) and took refuge with other Muslims. They lawfully bought land from the

locals and managed to earn a living. However, when the native Muslims of these

regions were overcome by tribal emotions, they began evicting these refugees

from their land.

Untold atrocities and oppression were perpetrated and properties were

seized from them. In this mayhem, even knowledgeable people and leaders were

swept away by feudalism, shouting' slogans that it was their land. They

considered the prices paid to them for their land by the refugees as a profit and

acted in stark contradiction to the verse "befirm in establishing justice."

If hearts are imbued with justice, then none would fear to speak in the face

of public opposition, tyrants would receive no support and oppressed people

would get their just dues. It has become a profession for many people that they

are paid to give false testimony and are to be found daily in courtrooms. This is

Haram and contrary to the verse "be z&tness for Allah."

Sayyidah Aysha 1&- & ^j reports that the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up iiit JL> once

asked them if they knew who will be the first to reach Allah's shade on the Day
of Judgment. When they submitted that only Allah and His Prophet <4* i» ~J*>

(JL-j knew best, he said, "They are those who accept their rights when it is given

to them, give what is due to others when asked from them, and judge between

people as they would pass Judgment for themselves, i.e. As they wish that justice

and the truth prevail when they are judged, so too they desire the same for

others." [Mishkat p. 322]

"O you who believe, be firm in establishing justice and be witness for Allah... "This

injunction applies to all believers (Mu'minin). Leaders should be the first to
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practise justice so that the environment is created for justice to prosper. They

should also ensure that they appoint to the post of magistrate such people who
possess knowledge and piety (Taqwa) so that no injustice is perpetrated. They

should be people who judge in accordance with the Qur'an and Sunnah and not

according to the oppressive system of occidental legislatures.

"O you who believe, be firm in establishing justice and be witness for Allah.."

Surah Ma'idah contains a very similar verse {Surah 5, verse 8). From a combination

of the two, it is learnt that justice and truthful witnesses both ensure Allah's

pleasure.

" indeed Allah is well informed ofwhat you do." This serves to remind one

that Allah is Omnipresent and that he should keep this in mind whenever he is

called on to judge or to be witness.

Lesson: "So do not follow your passions in enforcing justice." This is a brief

summary and emphasis of what was previously stated. Oppression results when

the desires are followed instead of the truth and the orders of Allah are ignored.

Another interpretation of this verse is that if passions are followed, people

will deviate from justice. It may also mean that if passions are followed, a person

will never be able to administer justice.

Lesson: Just as relations should not be an obstacle to the enforcement of

justice, enmity should also not hinder it. Allah says in the second verse of Surah

Ma'idah, "Enmity for a nation, because they prevented you from the Masjid-ul Haram,

should never spur you to be unjust." In verse 8 of Surah Ma'idah Allah says,

"Enmityfor a nation should never spur you to be unjust.

Lesson: Islam lays great emphasis on the enforcement of justice and truth,

and has outlined the principles for their establishment. Irrespective of who the

person involved may be, Islam supports the one who is right and strongly

opposes injustice and oppression. Since the inception of communism, people

have been obsessed with the belief that the rich should be subdued even if the

poor are the oppressors.

It is often witnessed that when the rich and the poor are involved in a

dispute, most people support the poor, whereas it is justice that has to be given

support. If a wealthy person employed a poor person for some work and then

fails to pay him or pays him less that his dues, then undoubtedly it will be the

poor person that must be defended. On the other hand, if a poor person seized

wrongful possession of a rich person's money, the poor person must be made to

return the money. Islam stands opposed to injustice. If it stems from the rich,

they will be confronted, and if it stems from the poor, they too must be

remanded.

Labourers now take unfair advantage of their rights and demand more that

what is due to them. If they do not receive their demands, they go on strike, and

then have the audacity to demand remuneration for the period of the strike. Even

if the owners of the factories are forced by the law of any country to pay for

period of closure, it will be Unlawful (Haram) for the labourers to accept the

money in this situation.
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The labourers are also at fault when they are paid for eight hours of work,

but complete less than eight hours of work. Some time is always wasted in

unnecessary talk and activities that often have no bearing on their actual work. In

such a situation/it will be Unlawful (Haram) for them to accept their full salaries.

People who support such workers are oppressors themselves.

(136) O yon who believe, believe in Allah, His messenger, the Book that He

revealed to His messenger and the Book that was revealed before. Whoever

disbelieves in Allah, His angels, His Books, His messengers and the Last Day,

then indeed he has wandered far astray. (137) Verily those who believe, then

disbelieve, then believe, then disbelieve and increase in disbelief, it does not

behove Allah to forgive them, nor to guide them to the right path.

THE COMMAND TO BELIEVE IN ALLAH, HIS MESSENGERS, HIS
BOOKS, HIS ANGELS AND IN THE LAST DAY

The first verse enjoins the Believers (Mu'minin) to "believe in Allah, His

messenger, the Book that He revealed to His messenger and the Book that was revealed

before. Wlwever disbelieves in Allah, His angels, His Books, His messengers and the Last

Day, then indeed he has wandered far astray/' This verse contains the principal

factors of Belief (Iman). It is obligatory that every person believes in these things

to qualify as a Believer (Mu'min).

The famous hadith of Jibr'il ^LJ\ U* adds a further factor as belief in Taqdir

(predestination). Once a person believes in all of these, he will have to believe in

the entire Din (religion) because all of these have been detailed in the Qur'an and

by Prophet ^* *> i»» JU>. The person who denies anything conclusively reported

from the Qur'an or the Ahadith shall be a disbeliever (kafir).

Thereafter Allah discusses the Hypocrites (Munafiqin), In the beginning of

Surah Baqarah, the motives and origin of the Hypocrites (Mnnafiqin) were

discussed. They placed the attainment of the world as their objective and feigned

belief (Iman) while disbelief (kufr) was lurking in their hearts.

Some were inspired to accept Islam, but the others fell deeper into the

yawning abyss of disbelief (kufr) without ever being able to perceive the reality of

the Hereafter. When a person dies as a disbeliever (kafir), he is doomed to eternal

destruction and will never find guidance to reach the bliss of Heaven (Jannah).

Certain commentators maintain that the verse refers to the Jews. They

believed, then succumbed to the worship of the calf. They then repented, but

later disbelieved in Sayyidina Isa f^LJ\ «ip. Thereafter, they excelled in their
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disbelief until they even knowingly rejected the final Prophet J^j> <4* h ju*.

["RuhulMa'ani"}

"...nor (does it behove Allah) to guide them to the right path. "One of the

interpretations is that Allah will never lead them to the road to Heaven Qannah).

Another meaning is that they will never be guided to accept the truth because of

their persistent disbelief. Thus, they will never be inspired to repent and believe.

As Allah says in Surah Saff, "When they remained crooked, Allah further twisted their

hearts." [Surah 61, verse 5]

(138) Give to the hypocrites the glad tidings of an agonising punishment.... (139)

(They are) those who take the disbelievers as friends instead of the believers. Do
they seek honour from them? Indeed all honour is for Allah only.

HONOUR IS ONLY FOR ALLAH

This verse also chides the Hypocrites (Mundfiqin). Allah says, "Give to the

hypocrites the glad tidings of an agonising punishment..." Although glad tidings are

for joyous occasions, it is used in this verse for punishment. This is so because

the hypocrites (mundfiqin) expect good results from their despicable behaviour

and the use of these ironic words in this verse expresses their foolishness.

The hypocrites (mundfiqin) befriended the disbelievers (kuffar), telling them

that they were with them, just as they would tell the same to the Believers

(Mu'minin). In reality, they were with neither of the two, as will be mentioned in

the ensuing verses viz. "Swaying between, they are neither towards these, nor towards

those" (verse 143). Neither of the two groups even regarded them as part of their

respective group, yet the Hypocrites (Mundfiqin) thought themselves to have

successfully infiltrated the ranks of both groups. They thus hoped to derive

benefit from both.

The hypocrites declined to accept Islam thinking that if the disbelievers

were to overpower the Muslims, they [the Hypocrites] would lose their honour

and respect by being Muslims. Therefore Allah says, "Do they seek honour from

them [the disbelievers]? Indeed all honour is for Allah only." Allah accords respect and

honour to whomsoever He desires and snatches it away when He pleases. The

honour that the disbelievers enjoy because of their wealth and properties pales

into insignificance before the honour that Allah shall accord the believers.

Consequently Allah granted the believers numerous victories over the

disbelievers and they, together with the hypocrites, were disgraced. Honour was

then conferred on the believers, dashing all the hopes of the hypocrites. In the

hereafter as well, the lot of the hypocrites will be a most pitiable and disgraceful

one.

The present sorry state of the Muslims is due to their neglect of the demands

of Iman. Every Muslim should regard Islam to be the greatest honour. Muslims
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must seek honour from Allah and maintain a cordial relationship with other
Muslims. They should never look for honour in the lifestyles, dressing and
behaviour of the disbelievers (kuffdr). No honour can be found in the mannerisms
and culture of the people whom Allah does not honour.

Sayyidina Tariq bin Shihab Up iui ^ narrates that he accompanied
Sayyidina Umar «up iui^ and Sayyidina Abu Ubaidah bin Jarrah ** iui^ on a
journey to Syria during the Caliphate (Khildfah) of Sayyidina Umar ^ iwi ^J% He
relates that Sayyidina Umar k* ibt ^j dismounted his camel and, placing his

leather socks upon his shoulders, began to lead the camel by its reigns. Sayyidina
Abu Ubaidah ** i» ^j addressed him saying, "O Leader of the believers (Amirul

Mu'minin)\ You are leading the camel by its reigns with your socks upon your
shoulders. I do not deem it appropriate that the people of the city, the soldiers

and the leaders of the Christians see you in this state."

Sayyidina Umar ** Ai \^j exclaimed, "Shame on you, O Abu Ubaidah! If

anyone besides you had made that statement, I would have meted out such a

grievous punishment that it would have been a lesson for the entire Ummah of

the Holy Prophet jJL,5 Up &\ JU*! We (the Arabs) were a nation that was disgraced.

Allah granted us honour by virtue of Islam. By Allah! If we seek honour in

anything besides that by which Allah has honoured us, then Allah shall disgrace
us once more!" [Mustadrak ofHakim v.l p.62]

It is witnessed today that many who claim to be Muslims adopt the

mannerisms of the disbelievers (kujfdr). They parade with clean-shaven faces and
western clothing, aping the behaviour, food and drink of their eneniies. They
even adopt their political constitutions, thinking that all of these things will bring
them honour! They consider it a shame to follow the Qur'an and Sunnah of the

Holy Prophet <JL-j Up it ju».

They are embarrassed to dress Islamically and to conduct their functions

(especially weddings) according to the dictates of the Shari'ah.

Many Muslims today pursue honour" in fostering friendship with the

disbelievers just as the hypocrites had done in the time of the Holy Prophet At JU
pi-j Up. They do not see the honour in following the Shari'ah

of Allah, yet see honour on bowing to the dictates of the disbelievers! The
disbelievers stood in awe of the Companions (Sahobct) ^ At \^j. How can the

disbelievers have any regard for the Muslims who now kneel before them and
appear to be replisas of them? What respect can they show to them?

Allah says in Surah Munafiqun, "Honour is only for Allah, His messenger and
the believers (Mu'minin), but the hypocrites (Mundfiqtn) know it not" [Surah 63, verse

8]. Muslims have been deprived of honour because they do not fulfill the

demands of Islam and belief (Iman).

<\\\" Icf^T' *'?* <j
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(140) It has already been revealed to you in the Book that when you hear the

verses of Allah being rejected and ridiculed, you should not sit with them until

they engage in other talks. Without doubt, in that case (if you remain with

them), you will be just like them. Surely Allah will gather the hypocrites and

the disbelievers all together in Hell. (141) They wait in eager anticipation for a

calamity to befall you. If you gain victory from Allah, they say, "Were we not

with you?" If the disbelievers win a share, they tell them, "Were we not

victorious over you and protected you from the believers?" AU|th will judge

between them on the Day of Judgment. Allah shall never grant lie disbelievers

victory over the believers (Mu'minm).

THE PROHIBITION AGAINST SITTING IN THE COMPANY OF
DISBELIEVERS (KUFFAR) AND AN ACCOUNT OF THE
HYPOCRITICAL STATEMENTS OF THE HYPOCRITES
(MUNAFIQIN)

The above verse reminds the Muslims off a previously revealed verse of

Surah An'am viz. "When you see those who engross themselves (with ridicule and

sarcasm) with our verses, then turn awayfrom them till they engage themselves in some

other talk. If the devil (Shaytan) makes you forget, then, after recollection, do not sit in

the company of the oppressive folk." [Surah 6, verse 68]

In their gatherings, the Polytheists (Mushrikin)used to mock and jeer at the

Qur'anic verses, making it one of their pastimes. Allah instructed the Believers

(Mu'minin) to avoid such gatherings until they changed their talks.

The verse under discussion refers to the verse of Surah An'am when it says,

"It has already been revealed to you in the Book that when you hear the verses of Allah

being rejected and ridiculed, you should not sit with them until they engage in other

talks. Without doubt, in that ca$e, you will be just like them." The Hypocrites

(Munafiqin) were also involved in such activities. The Muslims are warned not to

participate in these talks because if they were ever affected by what was being

said, (hey would also become disbelievers (kuffdr). Even if they were not

influenced, they would share in the sin. - .

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that the meaning of being like them

refers to sharing in the sin since it will be sinful to participate in these gatherings

despite being able to object or, at least, to leave. He adds that it could also mean

that the Muslim will share in the disbelief (kufr) because participation in their

gatherings indicates that one is pleased with their actions. To be pleased with the

disbelief of another is also disbelief.
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He writes further that some commentators have deduced from this verse

that it is Unlawful (Haram) to associate with sinners and innovators (those

involved in Bid'ah). This is the opinion of Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud J» ^j
** and Sayyidina Ibrahim Nakha'i ** & ^j. It is reported that a fasting person

was once in the company of someone who was consuming liquor. Sayyidina

Umar bin Abdul Aziz *ip ito ^ had the fasting person also punished and then

recited the above verse to him in substantiation.

It is deduced from the verse that it is not sufficient to merely show

disapproval to actions of disbelief (kufr) by looking displeased or feeling

displeasure within one's heart. It is incumbent (Fardh) that a person leaves their

presence. ["Ruhul Ma'ani" v.5 p. 1 74]

When the disbelievers (kuffar) are gathered and a person who is able to

convincingly contest their ridicule of Islam leaves their gathering without doing

so, then this will not be considered to be prevention. It will be necessary for him

to speak in defence of Islam and debate them.

When a Muslim cannot answer the derision of the disbelievers (either due to

ignorance or due to the overpowering presence of disbelievers he should, at the

very least, leave such a gathering.

"Surely Allah will gather the hypocrites and the disbelievers all together in Hell"

Muslims should rather remain in the company of those who are destined for

Heaven (Jannah); not with those who will all be gathered together in Hell.

The hearts of the Hypocrites (Munafiqin) are never with the Muslims and, it

is for this reason that they "wait in eager anticipation for a calamity to befall you. If

you gain victory from Allah they say, 'Were we not with you?" This they say so that

they may also receive a portion of the booty.

"If the disbelievers win a share (win a battle), they tell them, 'Were we not

victorious over you..." (i.e. Did we not join ranks with the Muslims when they

overpowered you, thereby learning their secrets and weaknesses, which we

divulged to you and which allowed you now to overcome them? In this way, we)

"protected you from the believers?" The method of the Hypocrites (Munafiqin) was

that they constantly discouraged the Muslims from fighting the disbelievers

(kuffar). When the occasion for battle did arise, they then deserted the Muslims

(as was witnessed at Uhud). Thus, the Hypocrites (Munafiqin) desired to benefit

from the fortunes of both parties.

"Allah will judge between them on the Day of Judgment." The Believers

(Mii'minin) will enter Heaven (Jannah) and the others shall suffer only misery.

Although their worldly behaviour (hypocrisy, plots and deceit) seemed to profit

them, the profits were only temporary. In the Hereafter, they will see the error of

their ways.

"Allah shall never grant the disbelievers (kuffar) victory over the believers

(Mu'minln)." On the Day of Judgment, Allah shall never allow the disbelievers to

overwhelm the Believers (Mu'minln). However, as a test for the Believers

(Mu'minln) and merely to humour the disbelievers (kuffar), Allah allows the

disbelievers to gain victory in the battles of the world. Sayyidina Ibn Abbas and

Ali^ i» ^j have tendered this interpretation.
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After quoting this, the author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that another

interpretation is that in this world, Allah shall never allow the disbelievers

(kuffar) to totally overcome the Muslims in such a way that all the Muslims are

obliterated.

Yet another interpretation is that the disbelievers shall never be able to

prove the superiority of their Din's (religions) over Islam. ["Ruhul Ma'ani" v.5 p.175]

The author of "Hidaya" uses this verse to substantiate the ruling that a

disbeliever (kafir) can never be guardian over a Muslim e.g. A disbeliever (kdfir)

father cannot be guardian of his Muslim children, neither has he the authority to

marry them off.
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(142) Indeed the hypocrites seek to deceive Allah whereas He deceives them.

When they stand up in Salah, they stand up lazily, to be seen by people and they

remember Allah only a little therein. (143) Swaying between, they are neither

towards these, nor towards those. You shall never find a way for him whom
Allah has led astray. (144) O you whcj believe, choose not the disbelievers as

friends in place of the believers. Do you wish that Allah establish a clear proof

against you? (145) Most assuredly, the hypocrites shall be in the lowest depth of

the fire, and you will never find a helper for them. (146) Except those who
repent, amend, trust firmly in Allah and devote their Dm (religion) solely for

Allah. These shall be among the believers. Very Allah shall soon confer on the

believers an enormous reward. (147) What must Allah punish you for if you are

grateful and believe? Allah is Most Appreciative, All Knowing.

THE DECEIT OF THE HYPOCRITES (MUNAFIQIN), THEIR
RELUCTANCE IN MATTERS OF DIN (RELIGION) AND THE
COMMAND TO THE MUSLIMS NOT TO BEFRIEND THE
DISBELIEVERS (KUFFAR)

These verses shed further light on the evils of the hypocrites (Mundfiqin) but
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mention that the doors to repentance are never closed, even for them. The first

verse is similar to the ninth verse of Surah Baqarah that says, "They seek to beguile

Allah and those who believe." They do this by telling the believers (Mu'minln) that

they are also believers and expect to receive the same bounties from Allah as are

accorded to the believers (Mu'minln); as if Allah does not know that these

bounties are not for them on account of their disbelief.

Allah says, whereas Allah deceives them" Allah shall punish them for

their deception. The same word (deceive) is used here for Allah as was used for

them. This is merely for reasons of similarity of context.

"Ruhul Ma'ani" reports that certain commentators are of the opinion that

this refers to the Day of Judgment when the hypocrites will want to share the

light and illumination that will be given to the believers. The light with then be

extinguished for them when a barrier will be placed between them and the

believers. This episode is mentioned in Surah Hadid, where Allah says, "it will be

told to them, 'Retreat and seek a light!' A wall will be erected between them having a

door, the inner ofwhich shall contain mercy and from the exterior shall be punishment"

[Surah 57, verse 13]

Since the consequences of their actions shall affect them, Allah says in Surah

Baqarah, "They only beguile themselves, but they realise it not" [Surah 2 verse 9]

Thereafter Allah makes mention of their Salah. He says, "When they stand up

in Salah they stand up lazily..." Because of the absence of belief (Iman), they have

no regard for Salah but only perform it because they had told everyone that they

were believers (Mu'minln). If they were sincere in their Salah, they would

perform it with feeling and with the urge to earn the pleasure of Allah.

They perform Salah merely "to be seen by people and they remember Allah only a

little therein." The author of Bayanul Qur'an writes that their Salah was only a

series of actions and the resemblance to Salah ended just there. They were never

allowed to lead the Salah and they merely followed the Scholar (Imam). In this

condition, none would be aware if they did not even move their lips.

"Swaying between..." The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that they were

suspended between Belief (Iman) and Disbelief (kufr), and it may also be said that

they lay between the Believers (Mu'minln) and the disbelievers (kuffar). Satan

(Shaytan) had left them in a state of confusion so they knew not which way to

turn. Although in belief they were disbelievers (kuffar), yet their external

appearance was one of^oubt.

"they are neither towards these, nor towards those." The Hypocrites (Munafiqln)

associated with the Muslims as well as the disbelievers (kuffar) and displayed

love and concern for either party. In reality, they were never a part of either

group. They were under the misconception that they were smart enough to

appease both groups, yet both never considered them as their own. Despite their

numerous oaths and promises, none could be convinced of their loyalty to them.

The Holy Prophet ^j Up ibi JU said, "The example of a hypocrite is like a

goat between two pastures. It sometimes goes to the one and sometimes to the

other" [Muslim]. Commentators of hadith say that the female goat is implied

since she goes from pasture to pasture in search of a mate. [Mirqdt]
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Lesson: The verse points to the fact that it is a trait of a hypocrite to display
lethargy and reluctance for Salah. Believers (Mu'minln) should perform their

Salah with vigour and enthusiasm.

Sayyidina Anas *& Ito ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet pJL-j -a* &\ ju> said,

"The Salah of a hypocrite is that he waits for the sun to turn yellow and lies

between the horns of devil (Shaytan). He then pecks at the ground four times and
only remembers Allah a little" [Muslim]. This means that he performs the
prostration (sajdah) in such haste that he hardly rises from the one and he darts

into the next; just as a hen pecks at her grains.

During the times of sunrise and sunset, the devil (Shaytan) stands before the

sun and shakes his head so that it appears to onlookers that the rays are dancing.

This he does because it is at these times that the worshippers of the sun engage in

worship.

Once, after performing the Fajr Salah, the Holy Prophet <JL-j <4* i» JU asked
if a certain person was present. When the Companions (Sahaba)^ ifo ^j replied

in the negative, the Holy Prophet pJL-j *> &s JU enquired the same with regard to

another person. Again the reply was in the negative. The Holy Prophet <4* &\ JU*

fi-j then said, "Verily these two Salah (Fajr and Isha) are heavy on the hypocrites

(Munafiqin). If you knew the reward for them you would present yourselves even
if you had to come crawling on your knees." [Mishkat p. 96]

In another hadith, the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up &\ JU stated, "By The Being
Who controls my life! If any of them (those who absent themselves from Salah in

congregation) were to receive a tasty bone or two good hooves, they would
present themselves for the Isha Salah." [Bukhari v.l p.89]

Those who hanker after the world will brave difficulties and sacrifice their

sleep to attain some of it, but, because they do not have conviction in the rewards
of the Hereafter, they are reluctant to perform good deeds.

Lesson: It is learnt from the Ahadith that so much emphasis was laid on
Salah in the time of the Holy Prophet ^X-j-.oU ifci JU that even the Hypocrites

(Munafiqin) were constrained to present themselves. When the environment of

Din (religion) is fostered, even the irreligious people will be forced to fall in line

and be religious.

In a similar manner, when irreligiousness becomes rife and dominant in any
society, even the pious become influenced. This has become the situation today.

Those who do not perform their Salah freely associate with others without the

least bit of shame. They forgo Salah after Salah without any remorse. This will all

be eradicated if the same environment is established as it existed in the time of

the Holy Prophet ^j aJU ifct ju>.

"O you who believe, choose not the disbelievers as friends in place of the believers.

Do you wish that Allah establish a clear proof against you?" By adopting the actions

prohibited by Allah, a person becomes a sinner, thereby warranting the

punishment of Allah.

"Most assuredly, the hypocrites shall be in the lowest depth of the fire... -The
author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.5 p.177) writes that there are seven depths of Hell.
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The first is called Hell, the second Laza, the third Hutama, the fourth Sa'ir, the

fifth Saqar, the sixth Jahim and the seventh Hawiyah. At times all are referred to

as 'An nar' (The Fire).

He writes further that the Hypocrites (Munafiqin) will suffer even more
severe punishment than the disbelievers (kuffar) because together with the

practice of disbelief (kufr), they resorted to deceit and mockery of Islam.

" and you will never find a helper for them..." None shall be able to help

them nor lighten the punishment for them.

" except those who repent, amend (their intentions and whatever else they

may have marred), trust firmly in Allah and devote their Din (religion) solely for

Allah." i.e. They accept Islam wholeheartedly and act only for the pleasure of

Allah, without ostentation and without the intention to merely profit from the

gains of the Muslims, or to be saved from any losses that they might incur. If

they do this, then "These shall be amongst the believers. Very soon Allah shall confer on

the believers an enormous reward."

"What must Allah punish you for ifyou are grateful and believe?" Allah does not

derive any benefit from punishing a person. He punishes in accordance to His

wisdom and disbelief (kufr) is indeed a severe ingratitude that should be avoided

at all costs to be saved from Allah' s punishment.

"Allah is most appreciative, All knowing." He shall reward people for their

Belief (Iman) and deeds, for nothing is beyond His knowledge.
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PART SIX
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(148) Allah does not like the open expression of evil talks save by him who is

oppressed. Allah is All Hearing, All Knowing. (149) If you do good openly or

conceal it or pardon evil, then indeed Allah is Pardoning, Powerful.

ALLAH DETESTS THE EXPRESSION OF EVIL SPEECH

Allah dislikes that evil talks be broadcast. The only exception is when a

person makes public the oppression that he suffered so that others may
safeguard themselves therefrom. In this way, the oppressed person may receive

some assistance and the oppressor may be restrained when he realises that his

name is being spoiled.

In this regard, Allama Ibn Kathlr a* &\ ^ reports a narration of Sayyidina

Abu Huraira «s> &\ ^>Jt He narrates that once a person complained to the Holy

Prophet jJL-j a> ii>\ JL* about his neighbour who was giving him excessive

difficulty. The Holy Prophet ^ Up i»\ JU advised the person to place all of his

household goods on the road.

When the person complied with the advice of the Holy Prophet <A*&\ J^>

fJL-j, everyone passing by asked him why he was outside. When he replied that it

was because of the troubles that his neighbour was giving him, people began to

curse the neighbour. In this way, the neighbour was disgraced and finally told

the person to return to his home, taking an oath by Allah that he would never

cause any difficulty to him in future.

The verse prohibits all forms of verbal sins, be it back-biting, slander,

faultfinding, carrying tales, etc. The sins of others should be concealed. Those

who thrive on publicising the faults and sins of others, indulging in back-biting

and tale carrying, are casting themselves to destruction and subjecting

themselves to the eternal torments of the Akhirah (Hereafter).

If a person is wronged by another, the best cause of action is to pardon the

wrongdoer. If this is not possible, he may take revenge exactly as he was

wronged, not exceeding the wrong done to him. If he exceeds the wrong done to

him, he will become the oppressor.

Sayyidina Abu Huraira ^ &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet pi- j «dp ifct JL*

said, "All of the sin of two people swearing each other will accrue to the one who
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started the swearing, unless the wronged person exceeds." [Muslim ,v. 2, p.321]

When the wronged person exceeds the permitted revenge, he will also be sinful.

"Allah is All Hearing, All Knowing/' Allah hears all those who spread evil

talks, talk evil things and those who oppress others, either from the beginning or

in revenge. He knows all of this and will punish the transgressors accordingly.

"Ifyou do good openly or conceal it or pardon evil, then indeed Allah is Pardoning,

Powerful." This verse informs that Allah is Aware of every good deed a person

may do, be it in private or in public, be it a physical form of devotion or a

financial form. Allah is also Ever Aware of the forgiveness of the oppressed

person, and will also forgive in a like manner. Allah is Most Powerful and able to

grant rewards to all these people.

Allah says in Surah Nur, "They shouldforgive and overlook. Do you not like that

Allah forgives you? Allah is Most forgiving, Most Merciful" {Surah 24, verse 22). Allah

loves the person who forgives others and will accord him lofty stages and
honour in both the worlds.

Sayyidina Abu Kabsha Anmari ^ &\^ narrates that the Holy Prophet JL*^ Up M said, "There are three things which I mention on oath. They are (1) that

the wealth of a servant will not decrease by charity (Sadaqa). (2) Allah will

increase the honour of the person who is patient when he is oppressed and (3)

Allah will open the door to poverty to that person who opens the door to

begging from people." (i.e. He will always remain impoverished). [Tirmidhi]

Sayyidina Abu Huraira <u* ifct^ reports that the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up ii JU
said that Sayyidina Musa f>L~)\ Up once enquired of Allah who was the most
honoured person in His sight. Allah replied, "The person who forgives despite

having the ability to avenge himself." [Mishkat, p. 434]

Sayyidina Anas -up ifci^ reports that the Holy Prophet ^i- 3 Up &\ J^ said,

"Allah will conceal the secrets of the person who guards his tongue. Allah will

restrain His punishment from the person who restrains his anger, and Allah will

accept the excuse of the one who excuses himself before Allah (i.e. Allah will

forgive the person who repents)." [Ibid]
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(150) Indeed those who disbelieve in Allah and His messengers, seek to draw a

distinction between Allah and His messengers, those who say, "We believe in

some and disbelieve in some," and seek to adopt a path between these,... (151)
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Such people are true disbelievers. We have prepared for the disbelievers a

humiliating chastisement. (152) Those who believe in Allah and His messengers,

and do not draw a distinction between any of them, such are those whom We
shall soon give to them their rewards. Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.

IT IS OBLIGATORY TO BELIEVE IN ALLAH AND ALL HIS
MESSENGERS

The author of "Malimut Tanzil"(i>. /, p.494) writes that "those who disbelieve in

Allah and His messengers" refers to the Jews. They believed in Sayyidina Mtisa <i*

f^J\, the Torah and Sayyidina Uzair f*~J\ *A*, but refused to believe in Sayyidina

Isa f%-^ <4* and Sayyidina Muhammad ^JL-j ^ &\ JL*. They also refuted the Injll

and the Qur'an. They thus believed in Allah and some of His messengers, but

rejected others.

Those who believe in Allah and refute any of His messengers are

disbelievers (Kuffar). This is what is meant by drawing a distinction between

Allah and His messengers. Accepting some of them and rejecting others

constitutes drawing a distinction between the messengers themselves. Rejecting

any one of the Prophets f*~J\ r^ also renders one a disbeliever (kafir).

"Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 6pA) narrates from Sayyidina Qatadah ^ &\ *^j that the

verse refers to both the Jews and the Christians. While the Jews rejected the

Prophethood of Sayyidina Isa fiLJ\ <dp, the Christians rejected that of Sayyidina

Muhammad pJL^ <Op &\ J^>. In this way both groups left the religion (Din) of

Allah.

"... such people are true disbelievers. We have prepared for the disbelievers a

humiliating chastisement." There is no doubt regarding their disbelief (kufr) and its

consequences.

After making mention of the disbeliever (Kuffar), Allah then speaks of the

Believers (Mu'minin). Allah says, "Those who believe in Allah and His messengers,

and do not draw a distinction between any of them, such are those whom We shall soon

give to them their rewards. Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.

"

Allah says towards the end of Surah Baqarah, "The messenger believes in what

was revealed to him, and so do the Believers (Mu'minin). They all believe in Allah, His

angels, His book and His messengers. (They say) 'We do not draw a distinction between

any ofHis messengers. [Surah 1, verse 285]

Allah will only, accept the Belief (Iman) of a person when he believes in all

the necessary requirements of Belief (Iman). A person will still be considered to

be infidel (kafir) if, despite believing in Allah, he rejects belief in the angels, any

messenger, or any of those things that have been established from Allah and His

Prophets f^J\ ^A^.

It is the unique at tribute of the people of Islam that they believe in all these

requirements. They revere all Prophets fiLJ\ ^J^ and would not tolerate a word
of blasphemy against any of them, be it against Sayyidina Musa f%J\ ^ or

Sayyidina Isa f^Js a>, just as this would not be tolerated against their noble Holy
Prophet Muhammad pi-3 *J± &\ jl*.

Whenever such statements have been mentioned against Sayyidina Isa *ip
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{%J\, or any other Holy Prophet r
MJi- Up in the various Bibles, it was always the

Muslims who brought it to the attention of the Christians. It has always been the

Muslims who have been defending the honour of the Prophets f%3 ^^Jlp

whenever they have been blasphemed by the lecherous tongues of people.

JS^^ ^-^ Q^ -^is ^L-H\ ^>* La^ ^£U 3^3 o* «-^$J* ^ ^Att^-4

t<* f

au&^^fty;
(153) The People of the Book ask you to reveal to them a Book from the heavens.

In deed they have asked even greater things of Musa p}LJi aJp. They said (to

him), "Show Allah to us before our eyes!" So a streak of lightning seized them

because of their oppression. Then they took to the (worship of) the calf after the

clear signs had come to them; but We forgave them all of this and granted to

Musa f*>LJi 4Jp- evident authority. (154) We lifted the mountain above their heads

to take a solemn covenant from them, and told them, "Enter the door prostrate!"

And We told them, "Do not transgress with regard to the Sabbath!" and We took

from them a firm covenant.

THE FUTILE QUESTIONS OF THE JEWS, THEIR EVIL WAYS AND
THE COVENANT TAKEN FROM THEM

The Qur'an makes extensive mention of the evil of the Jews. They never

intended to believe, yet they made excessive demands from the Holy Prophets

£&J>\ f^A* that hurt these noble souls. This verse mentions one of their demands
where they requested that a divine scripture be revealed to them that they could

feel and hold. They requested this as an attestation to the apostleship of the Holy
Prophet (JLj 4> ^ J^, and promised to believe in him should he bring this

miracle to pass.

A similar request was made by the Polytheists of Makkah, as stated in Surah

Bani Isra'il, "We will never believe in your ascension (to the heavens) till you reveal to

us a Book that we may read" [Surah 17, verse 93]. These were all excuses not to believe

and to delay the matter.

Allah says in Surah An'am, "If We reveal to you a Book on paper that they can

touch with their hands, those who disbelieve will say, 'This is only manifest magic!"

[Surah 6, verse 7]

Although Allah had made many miracles apparent through the hands of the

Holy Prophets <v>LJt ^^, the disbelievers still demanded to see more, saying that

they will believe when these are displayed. Allah is not constrained to fulfil

their wishes, yet He, because of His mercy, had caused the occurrence of many
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miracles at their request [one of these being the splitting of the moon by the Holy

Prophet f-L-j *ip &\ ju However, since they never intended to believe, they

dismissed all of these as magic.

Their persistent requests were intended to hurt the Holy Prophet ^ii^
jJL,j who always desired that they become Muslims. Allah consoles His Holy

Prophet (JLvj Up iut Ju* by telling him not to be concerned over them because

'indeed they have asked even greater things ofMusa pLJ\ Up. They said (to him), [Show

Allah to us before our eyes!"

The same incident is mentioned in Surah Baqarah thus, "When you told Musa

r
%ji up, 'We shall never believe in you till you show Allah to us before our very eyes."'

This world is not a befitting enough stage to witness the grandeur of Allah. He

will be seen only in Heaven (Jannah). When Sayyidina Musa fiLJ\ u* requested to

see Allah, a mountain crumbled at the descent of a minute degree of Allah's

illumination and Sayyidina Musa ^\ U* fell unconscious. Ifsuch a great Holy

Prophet P
*~J» ^ and a mountain were unable to bear the sight of even this little

bit, how was it then possible that others see Allah in all His grandeur and

splendour?

When Sayyidina Musa f^J\ U* went to the mountain for a period of forty

days, the Bani Israel began to worship the calf. Upon his return, he admonished

them and then took seventy of them back with him to the mountain where they

repented to Allah. When they reached the mountain, they heard the speech of

Allah addressed to Sayyidina Musa f*~S\ Up, as well as to them. Allah told them

to worship Him and no other. They said that they will never believe that it was

Allah till they saw Him before their very eyes. It was then that "a streak of

lightning seized them due to their oppression." Asking for something that is not

possible in this world is referred to as oppression.

"Then they took to the (worship of) the calf after the clear signs had come to them..."

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that "the clear signs" refer to the miracles

that Sayyidina Musa>^-J» Up displayed before pharaoh (Fir'aun). These were the

staff, the shining hand and the splitting of the sea, when pharaoh (Fir'aun) and

his army were destroyed and the Bani Isra'Il were saved.

He also writes that "the clear signs" could also refer to the natural signs

pointing to the Oneness of Allah, which are apparent to every person. Despite all

of these, they still took to the worship of the calf

.

" but We forgave them all of this..." The details of this were discussed in the

commentary of Surah Baqarah where it was mentioned that those who did not

worship the calf were instructed to kill those who did worship. In this way,

thousands were put to death and on account of this, "He pardoned you, for indeed

He is Most Pardoning, Most Merciful." [Surah Baqarah, verse 54]

"....and granted to Musa pub Up evident authority." The author of "Ruhul

Ma'ani" writes that this was the authority that Allah vested in Sayyidina Musa
{%J\ <A± whereby he instructed them to execute one another as a means of gaining

Allah's pardon. The author of "Malimut Tanzir"is of the opinion that this refers

to the miracles of Sayyidina Musa fX^s <d*
t whereby he proved his apostleship.

"We lifted the mountain above their heads to take a solemn covenant from them..."
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This episode was mentioned in Surah Baqarah and is also mentioned in Surah

A'raf When Sayyidina Musa ^LJ\ ^ presented the Torah to the Bani Isra'11 and

commanded them to practise it, they refused. At that instance Allah raised the

mountain from its place and suspended it above their heads. They were again

told to practice upon the Torah and this time they accepted, taking a covenant to

the effect. However, as Allah says in Surah Baqarah, "Then you turned away after

that. " [Surah 2, verse 64]

"
and (We) told them, 'Enter the door prostrate 1/' This has also been discussed

in Surah Baqarah and will be mentioned in Surah A'raf. When the Bani Isra'll

emerged from the Valley of Teeh, they were told to enter a town bowing down in

humility. They, however, entered literally dragging themselves on their

posteriors. The details of this incident are mentioned in verse 58 of Surah

Baqarah.

"And We told them, 'Do not transgress with regard to the Sabbath!" This episode

was also discussed in Surah Baqarah and will be mentioned in Surah A'raf. The

Bani Isra'll were instructed not to fish on Saturdays, when, as a test for them, the

fish would be abundant on Saturdays. They evaded the prohibition by digging a

dam alongside the sea, joining the two with canals -. The fish would then be

drawn into the dam by the water and were unable to escape from it when they

closed the linking gates. These fish would then be hauled in on Sundays. They

thus contravened the order of Allah.

" and We tookfrom them a firm covenant" The covenant entailed adhering

to all of Allah's commandments and avoiding the things He had prohibited for

them. They, however, breached this covenant.

(155) Then (they are accursed) because of their breach of their covenant, their

disbelief in the Allah's verses, their unlawful slaying of the Prophets f%Ji ^s-

and their statement, "Our hearts are veiled." Rather Allah had placed a seal

upon their hearts because of their disbelief, so only a few of them believe... (156)

And (they are accursed) because of their disbelief and their horrendous

slander of Maryam f*>LJ» ^... (157) And because of their statement "Without
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doubt we have killed Masih, Isa, the son of Maryam, the messenger of Allah."

They never killed him, nor did they crucify him, but they were cast into doubt.

Indeed those who dispute regarding him are definitely in doubt. The only

knowledge they possess is pursuit of speculation. With certainty, they never

killed him... (158) but Allah raised him towards Himself Allah is Mighty, the

Wise.(159)Every individual of the People of the Book shall believe in him before

his death, and on the Day of Judgement, he shall be a witness against them.

FURTHER MENTION OF THE DISBELIEF AND MISCHIEF OF THE
JEWS

Allah makes mention of many misdemeanours of the People of book (Ahlul

kitdb) in this verse. He mentions "their breach of their covenant, their disbelief in the

Allah's verses, their unlawful slaying of the Prophets £&~A\ ^^ and their statement, 'Our

hearts are veiled! (i.e. Our hearts are sealed against other religions (D'ins). Rather Allah

had placed a seal upon their hearts because of their disbelief so only a few of them

believe..."

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes in his interpretation of this verse that

Allah had dealt with them the way He had because of all the misdeeds

mentioned/The punishment that they received was on account of the sins

enumerated in the verse, as well as "because of their disbelief and their horrendous

slander of Maryam (M-Ji i^u and because of their statement, 'Without doubt we have

killed Masih, Isa, the son ofMaryam, the messenger ofAllah."

The commentator Abu Hayan <4± &\ ^j is of the opinion that all of these sins

caused them to be accursed in the sight of Allah (as translated above). This he

substantiates with the verse in Surah Ma'idah (Surah 5, verse 13) where Allah

says in similar words, "Then because of their breach of their covenant We cursed

them."

In Surah Baqarah (Surah 2, verse 88) as well, after mention of their statement

that their hearts are veiled, Allah says, "but We cursed them because of their disbelief

and only a few of them believe." In the verses under discussion here Allah says,

"Rather Allah had placed a seal upon their hearts because of their disbelief so only a few

of them believe." While they considered themselves fortunate that they were not

accepting Islam, Allah actually deprived them of this great boon by sealing their

hearts.

The Jews slandered Sayyidah Maryam f*~S\ i^i* despite the fact that

Sayyidina Isa fik~& <Up cleared his mother's name and attested to her chastity

while still an infant in her lap, as mentioned in Surah Maryam (Surah 19, verses 30

to 36) where he said, 'Ljim the servant of Allah. He gave me the Book and made me a

Nabi (messenger) "The Qur'an also attests to this fact, as Allah says in Surah

Tahrim, "And Maryam, the daughter of Imran, whose chastity We have protected..."

[Surah 66, verse 12]

Undeterred by all of this, the Jews still accused her of adultery and then

resolved to murder Sayyidina Isa ?%J\ ^ himself. They claimed, "Without doubt

we have killed Masih, Isa, the son ofMaryam, the messenger ofAllah." At this juncture,

the author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that the Jews never accepted Sayyidina Isa

{%Js^aJ* to be a messenger of Allah. They were merely being sarcastic when they
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referred to him as "the messenger of Allah". He adds that another interpretation

of the statement is to say that these words ("the messenger of Allah") were not

their words, but Allah had added them to emphasise the position of Sayyidina

Isa fiLJ\ U*.

"They never killed him, nor did they crucify him, but they were cast into doubt."

The commentators differ about the actual manner in which the Jews were cast

into doubt. Sayyidina Ibn Abbas <* &s ^j narrates that when some Jews

imprisoned Sayyidina Isa fiLJ\ U* and his mother, he cursed them. Consequently,

they all were transformed into monkeys and pigs. When their leader (Yahuda)

received news of this, he consulted the others and they eventually decided to kill

Sayyidina Isa f^J\ Up.

As they marched to execute their sinister plan, Allah instructed Jibrll f*~J\ Up

to raise Sayyidina ..Isa .£*~$ 4* to the heavens. A Jew by the name of Taytanus

went to collect Sayyidina Isa fik~l\ Up, but did not find him there. Allah

transformed this Jew into the likeness of Sayyidina Isa {%Jv<A*, and he was then

killed by the others and placed on the cross.

Sayyidina Wahb bin Munabbah U* &\ t^j relates that when the Jews came to

assassinate Sayyidina Isa fiLJ\ *A*, he was present in a house with all of his

seventy disciples (Hawariyyin). Allah made them all look just like Sayyidina Isa

r
*>Ui Up. The Jews declared that they were bewitched and swore to kill all of them

if Sayyidina Isa ^^LJi Up did not surrender himself. Sayyidina Isa f^LJ\ 4* then

addressed his disciples, asking which of them were prepared to sacrifice his life

in exchange for Heaven (Jannah).iOne of them then went forward and claimed to

be Sayyidina Isa pLJ\. y*. Consequently, he was killed and crucified, and

Sayyidina Isa f*~S\ 4* was raised to the heavens. Sayyidina Qatadah, Mujahid

and others u* i»i ^are also of this opinion.

Another version is that there was a hypocrite amongst the disciples of

Sayyidina Isa f*~b U*. He told the Jews that he would lead them to Sayyidina Isa

f&J\ <A* and even took payment of thirty dirhams. Upon reaching the house, he

discovered that Sayyidina Isa fiLJs U* was already raised to the heavens. Allah

transformed this hypocrite into the form of Sayyidina Isa fik~b 4*, and the Jews

killed him instead. Besides the above incidents others have also been reported.

["RuhulMa funi"v.6pO]

Allama Baghawi 4^ & <^j narrates in "Ma'alimut Tanzil"(u. 1, p.492) that the

Jews appointed a sentry to guard Sayyidina Isa (OLJt <U when they imprisoned

him. This sentry was transfigured into the form of Sayyidina Isa f**~h U* and

killed, while Sayyidina Isa ^LJ\ Aip was raised to the heavens.

Certain European researchers have publicised another version of the story.

They say that the Jews persistently complained to their Roman leaders that a

person had left their Religion (D'in), has attracted the youths towards him, and

has caused a split among them. They protested that his followers were increasing

by the day and that he was a danger to the Roman Empire as well since he did

not submit to any authority. They entreated that if he was not stopped, he would

grow to be a threat for all of them. Since the Romans paid little attention to the

religious affairs of the Jews, it was difficult to convince them to put an end to

Sayyidina Isa p^\ 4*. It was for this reason that the Jews resorted to persuading
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them about the danger that Sayyidina Isa f)LJ\ <M posed to their government.

One Friday evening before sunset, they gathered in large numbers and

again pleaded with the ruler to issue a warrant for the execution of Sayyidina Isa

^J\ Up. They desired that the execution take place before the dawn of Saturday,

which would occur after sunset. The ruler finally declared that Sayyidina Isa Up

pLJ\ be crucified and that the condemned person carry the cross to the gallows.

The Jews were exuberant and, in large numbers, they followed the soldiers

detailed to bring Sayyidina Isa fiLJi Up to the gallows.

The distance from his home to the gallows was long, the cross heavy, and
Sayyidina Isa f^LJt Up was slightly built, being emaciated by his extensive travels.

He therefore walked very slowly. The Jews, many of them youths who were

extremely opposed to Sayyidina Isa f^Ui u*, taunted him en route. The soldiers

instructed one of these youths to assist in carrying the cross since it was too

much for Sayyidina Isa fiL-h Up. The youth, one of the fiercest opponents to

Sayyidina Isa f^J\ ^, happily accepted the task so that the execution may take

place before sunset as they desired.

When the soldiei at the gallows saw the Jewish youth approaching with

the cross on his back, they assumed that he was the condemned person.

Therefore, according to their instructions, they proceeded to place him on the

cross. Despite his protests, they killed him because they did not understand his

language and because every convicted person will try to save himself by making
similar protests. The Jews, being far from the scene also thought that Sayyidina

Isa ^*>lji Up was crucified.

Allah raised His messenger to Him and confounded the schemes of the disbelievers

(Kuffar). Allah says with regard to this episode,
''

'They planned and Allah planned, and

Allah is the best ofplanners."

".....indeed those who dispute regarding him are definitely in doubt. The only

knowledge they possess is pursuit of speculation."Those who thought that they killed

Sayyidina Isa f*>LJi ^ were plagued by the enigma that if they killed Sayyidina

Isa (OLJi ^, what happened to their person (whom they had sent to fetch him)? If

that person was killed, then what happened to Sayyidina Isa f}LJ»' Up?

"With certainty, they never killed him but Allah raised him towards Himself"The
Holy Prophet pJL-j^ ivJL* met Sayyidina Isa-(!>LJi^ on the fourth heaven when
he went for Ascension (Mi'raj). He shall descend towards the approach of the

Day of Judgement, fight wars against the disbelievers (Kuffar) and establish

justice on earth.

Allah says in verse 55 of Surah Al Imran, "When Allah said, 'O Isa, I shall

cause you to pass away, raise you unto Me, purify you from those who disbelieve and

make those whofollow you above those who disbelieve till the Last Day" The discussion

of this verse should be referred to for further details.

"Allah is Mighty, tlte Wise." He is perfectly capable of transfiguring people

and none may alter His decrees. He may raise people towards Him, or leave

them to be upon this earth. Everything is done according to His wisdom.

"Every indmi^al of the People of the Book shall believe in him before his death..."
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Every Jew and Christian shall believe in Sayyidina Isa fiLJl Up to be a messenger

of Allah (not His son) when he sees the reality of the next world before him while

of his deathbed. However, this Belief (Itnan) will not rescue him and he will

remain a disbeliever (kdfir). ["Rahul Ma'ani" v. 6 p.17] This is the opinion of

Sayyidina Dhahhak, Ikrama and Mujahid U* i»» ^j, as well as that of Sayyidina

Ibn Abbas ** ifo^ Jm

Other commentators have rendered a slightly different explanation. They
interpret it to mean that every person of the People of book (Ahlul kitdb) will

believe in Sayyidina Isa fiLJ\ Up before his death i.e. before the death of Sayyidina

Isa (OLJi^ just before judgment day (Qiydmah).

Sayyidina Abu Huraira *& i» ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet Aip &\ JU
pJL-j said, "By the Being in whose hands is my life! Soon the son of Sayyidina

Maryam fiLJ\ i*Jp shall descend among you. He shall judge between you, shall be

just, shall demolish the cross that the Christians worship (in this way he will

declare his immunity from their beliefs and religion (D'itt) and the fact that it is

false), shall kill all pigs (this will also be wi,th the view to refute the Christians),

will abolish Jizya (none shall have the option to pay Jizya; they will have to either

accept Islam or be executed), and he shall be so generous with wealth that none

shall be left in want. At that time a single prostration (sajdah) shall be more
valuable than the entire world and whatever it contains." After reporting this

much, Sayyidina Abu Huraira <up ito ^j recited the verse "Every individual of the

People of the Book shall believe in him before his death..." [Bukhari v. 1, p.490]

Sayyidina Abu Huraira ^ iki ^j intended to illustrate that every person of

the People of book (Ahlul kitdb) shall then believe in Sayyidina Isa ^LJ\ <A* after

his return to the world. According to a narration of "Ma'alimut Tanzll", after

reciting the verse Sayyidina Abu Huraira <up &\ ^>j thrice repeated, "Before the

death of Sayyidina Isa f%~&
^" i.e. "Every individual of the People of the Book shall

believe in him [in Sayyidina Isa (}Ui Up] before his [Sayyidina Isa f%~3\ U*'s] death."

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that this is also the reported opinion of

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas **- '&\ ^>Jf Sayyidina Hasan aJp ibt ju^j and Qatadah ^ &\ <^j.

He adds that every individual of the People of book (Ahlul kitdb) present at the

time of the descent of Sayyidina Isa (t>LJi ^ will believe in him before his death

and all religion (D'in) s will be vanquished to be survived only by Islam.

"...•and on the Day of Judgement, he shall be a witness against them." He will

testify that the Jews falsified him and that the Christians called him the son of

Allah. ["Ruhul Ma'ani"]

This portion of the verse may also mean that he will testify that he had
conveyed the message to them, but they still resorted to polytheism (shirk).

[MdlimutTanzU]
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(160) Because of the oppression of the Jews, We forbade them from the pure
things that were permissible for them; and because of their excessive prevention
from the path of Allah. (161) .... and because they took usury when they were
prohibited from it; and because they usurped the wealth of others by deceitful

means. We have prepared an excruciating punishment for the disbelievers from
among them.

THE JEWS WERE DEPRIVED OF PURE THINGS BECAUSE OF
THEIR ILLEGAL DEALINGS AND CONSUMPTION OF USURY

The verses mention that the Jews were prohibited from eating certain pure
and wholesome things because they indulged in many major sins. They
murdered the Prophets

r
xJ»^f breached their promise to Allah, falsified the

Prophets f%^\ ^A^ and took interest whereas it was forbidden to them in the
Torah.

Another reason was "they usurped the wealth of others by deceitful means."
Their scholars took bribes from the people and usurped their wealth in other
ways as well. Consuming the wealth of others is common among the Jews. The
details of this can be found in the discussion of verse 69 of Surah Baqarah.

The author of "Ma'alimut Tanzll" writes that every time the Jews
perpetrated one of these atrocious sins, one of the pure things was forbidden to

them. Some of these are mentioned in Surah An'am and will be mentioned there
Insha Allah. After mentioning these things in verse 146 of Surah An'am, Allah
says, "This We granted them as retribution for their rebellion"

Certain things that were forbidden in the time of Sayyidina Musa
r
*>LJi Up

were permitted in the Shari'ah of Sayyidina Isa <OLJ dp, who told the people, "I

make lawful for you some of that which was forbidden unto you." [Surah Al Imran, verse

50]

Another reason for the Jews being deprived was that they prevented others
from accepting the truth. They assassinated the Prophets

r
XJ»^ so that others

may not benefit from them.

Then they were always in the forefront of the usurers despite the fact that
the Torah prohibited them from this sin. This is the most effective way of
becoming wealthy. They grant loans to the poor at exorbitant interest rates and
then still compound it by adding interest to the interest. This leads to the interest

eventually exceeding the original capital. It entails taking unfair advantage of
the plight of the poor and being unsympathetic towards them.

The Ummah of the Holy Prophet <X*3 *> &\ JU have also been prohibited
from his practice, but it is unfortunate that many still freely indulge themselves.
The entire system of banking revolves around' interest and the Jews control these
banks. Instead of refraining from this, today's so-called Muslims attempt to make
it permissible by terming it transactions of profit.

Some critics say that the Scholars (Ulema) have plunged the Ummah into the
darkness of retrogression by declaring interest to be unlawful (Haram), whereas
the other nations have progressed so far ahead! It is indeed surprising that they
think that the Scholars (Ulema) can prohibit anything by themselves. The



Scholars (Ulema) merely convey the injunctions of Allah. It is sad to notice that

the same people who claim to detest the Jews adopt their despicable methods!

They are impressed by the growing content of their vaults, but are heedless of

the consequences of the Hereafter (Akhirah)l

As the Jews were legally deprived of the pure things, so too are today's

people also physically deprived. The things that offered pleasure fifty years ago

no longer hold any joy for people. Animals are slaughtered in various countries

in direct contravention of the laws of Islam. The meat is consumed by all and
sundry without a dint upon their consciences. Consequently, there is no
enjoyment in eating such food.

The details regarding interest can be referred to in the discussion of verse

275 of Surah Baqarah.

"We have prepared an excruciating punishment for the disbelievers from among
them. "After their punishment in this world (prohibition of pure things), they will

be subjected to the torments of the Hereafter (Akhirah) if they die in the condition

of disbelief (kufr).

£

(162) However, those of them [the People of book (Ahlul kitab)] who are well-

grounded in knowledge and the believers believe in what was revealed to you

[O Muhammad jJL-j 4Jp k\ J^>] and what was revealed before you. They are the

ones who establish Salah, pay Zakah and believe in Allah and the Last Day.

These are the ones on whom We shall soon confer an immense reward.

THOSE WHO WERE WELL GROUNDED IN KNOWLEDGE FROM
THE PEOPLE OF BOOK (AHLUL KITAB) ACCEPTED BELIEF (IMAN)

This verse informs us that all the People of book (Ahlul kitab) were not as

described above. Some of them possessed sound knowledge of the previous

divine scriptures and were people with deep insight into matters. They were
people who "establish Salah, pay Zakah and believe in Allah and the Last Day"

Allah has promised tremendous rewards for such people. However, they

were only few in number [such as Sayyidina Abdullah bin Salam ^ h ^J; the

majority of them remained steadfast on disbelief (kufr). The same rewards have
been promised to all those who possess Belief (Iman) and do righteous deeds.

o^j>j
.
s^Jib te^J ^^^Vj^j k^>^Ij J^^b j>~&"j\
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(163) Indeed We have sent revelation to you just as We had sent revelation to

Nun f%Ji Up and the Holy Prophets fXJ\ ^J* after him. And We have sent

revelation to Ibrahim, Isma'il, Is'haq, Ya'qub, his grandsons, Isa, Ayyub, Yunus,

Harun and Sulayman. And We gave Dawud f%Ji Up the Zabur. (164) And We
have sent many more messengers; the narratives of some We have narrated to

you before and the narratives of some We have not narrated to you. Allah

specially spoke to Musa fk-i\ Up. (165) We have sent many Prophets pk~b\ ^J*

who conveyed glad tidings and warnings so that mankind may have no

argument against Allah after these messengers. Allah was Ever Mighty, The

Wise. (166) But Allah Himself testifies to that which He revealed to you. He
revealed it with full knowledge; and the angels also testify. Allah suffices as a

Witness.

THE WISDOM OF SENDING HOLY PROPHETS AND THE
MENTION OF CERTAIN PROPHETS

f
*J»^

These verses were revealed in reply to the surprise of some people that the

Holy Prophet pJL,5 <Op ii.i J*> could be a messenger of Allah and receive revelation.

Allah informs them that this is no new occurrence since numerous other Holy
Prophets in the past also received revelation.

These verses also serve as a reply to those people who were astonished at

the fact that a human being can be a messenger of Allah. Any person who is

aware of the chain of Holy Prophets will know that they were all human beings.

These verses inform people that they should accept the apostleship of the Holy
Prophet p-L-j Up ibi "Jl* even though they were previously unaware of the Holy
Prophets before him. Belief (Iman) cannot be achieved merely by logical

reasoning.

Thereafter Allah makes specific mention of certain Prophets fiLJ\ ^> who
were renowned in Jewish circles. Of these, Sayyidina Ibrahim f%J\ 4* and Isma'il

fXJs Up were well known amongst the Quraish of Makkah, who were the

progeny of these noble souls. They believed that they were followers of the creed

of Sayyidina Ibrahim (%Js Up and even performed the Hajj as they thought he
had done. However, polytheism (shirk) still remained in their hearts and they

refused to submit to Oneness of Allah (Tauhid).

Besides the Prophets f**J\ ^^ mentioned in the above verse, others are

enumerated in Surah An'am (Surah 6, verses 84, 85 & 86). They are Sayyidina Yusuf
fXJ\ Up, Sayyidina Zakariyya ftLJ\ Up, Sayyidina Yahya f*~S\ ^, Sayyidina Ilyas
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r
*>LJ\ Up, Sayyidina Yas'a r>LJ» Up and Sayyidina Lut r>LJi Up. Surah Maryam and

Surah Anbiya make mention of Sayyidina Idris .>*>i3 ^, while Surah Anbiya and

Surah Sawd mention the name of Sayyidina Dhul Kifl <v*~J\ Up. Surah A'raf, Hud
and Shu'ara mention the names of Sayyidina Hud, Salih and Shu'aib -^LJ\ Up in

numerous verses of each Surah.

The above verse as well as verse 136 of Surah Baqarah speak about the

"Asbat" (grandsons). The commentators mention that these refer to the progeny

of Sayyidina Ya'qub f%J» ^. Every Prophet who was sent to the Bani Isra'il was

from the progeny of Sayyidina Ya'qub r*~J * ^ Of the many that came between

Sayyidina Musa and Isa f*>i~Jt *i*, only the names of Sayyidina Zakariyya and

Yahya <v>LJ\^ are mentioned in the Qur'an and Ahadith. Scholars have heard the

names of others from the Jews e.g. Sham'un, Shamwil and Hiz'qil fXJ\ r^JLp.

"And We gave Dawud
f
%Ji *ip the Zabiir." The "Zabur" is one of the four

famous books revealed by Allah and is also mentioned in Surah Bani Isra'il.

Of the 24 Holy Prophets f%^ ^^ whose names appear in the Qur'an, 23

have been mentioned above. The 24th is the final Holy Prophet Sayyidina

Muhammad ^JL-^ ^ ifo JU*. The Ahlus Sunnah wal Jama'ah hold the belief that

the father of mankind, Sayyidina Adam f^Ji «Op was also a Holy Prophet of

Allah.

The Holy Prophet ^ * -U* &\ JU said, "On the Day of Judgement every

Prophet will be under my flag, be he Adam (OLJ\^ or any other." [Mishkat, p. 513]

It is obligatory (Fardh) to believe in every one of the above 25 Prophets by

their names. The others also have to be believed in as true Holy Prophets fMJi ^.
In certain narrations their total number has been stipulated as approximately 124

000, of whom 313 were Holy Prophet. [MislMt p. 511]

Beliefs are based upon the Qur'an and those Ahadith that are

"Mutawatirah". Since the above narration does not fall in either of the above

categories, the Scholars (Ulema) of the Ahlus Sunnah wal Jama'ah state that it is

not a necessary condition of Belief (Iman) to believe in the above figure. It is

sufficient for a person to say that he believes in all of Allah's Holy Prophets and

messengers f*>LJi r^. In this way none of them will be excluded and none will be

included who are not from among them. The reason for this is the verse, "And We
have sent many more messengers; the narratives of some We have narrated to you before

and the narratives ofsome We have not narrated to you."

A similar verse appears in Surah Mu'min where Allah says, "Without doubt

We have sent many Holy Prophets before you, some ofwhom we have mentioned to you

and some We have not mentioned. " [Surah 40, verse 78]

To believe in an unspecified number of Prophets pLJ\ .^+1* also holds the

benefit that there exists a difference of opinion about Sayyidina Dhul Kifl Up

>>lA Some say that he was a Holy Prophet while others maintain that he was a

pious bondsmen of Allah. [Refer to "Ma'alimut TanziV'v. 3 p.265]

"Allah specially spoke to Musa pu>\ Up." The Ahlus Sunnah wal fama'ah hold

the belief that speech is one of the eternal attributes of Allah and the Qur'an is

the speech of Allah. Man is incapable of understanding exactly how Allah spoke
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to Sayyidina Musa f%J» Up. The Qur'an and Ahadith contain no mention of this.

It is incumbent that a Believer (Mu'min) believes in the truth of the matter despite

his inability to understand how it actually occurred. Allah is not confined to

places and circumstances. He spoke to Sayyidina Musa r*>LJi Up in a manner

befitting His noble countenance.

"We have sent many Prophets zoho conveyed glad tidings and warnings so that

mankind may have no argument against Allah after these messengers'' Allah sent the

Prophets <ol~J\ ^^Jlp to convey the message of Oneness of Allah (Tauhid) to the

masses and instruct them with His worship. They gave the people of Belief

(Iman) glad tidings of immense rewards in the Akhirah (Hereafter) and warned

the rejecters of Hell.

Thus Allah did so that people may not say, "Wlnj did Yon not send a Holy

Prophet to its so that we may have followed your verses before we were disgraced and

humiliated?" [Surah TaHa, verse 134]

"Allah was Ever Mighty, The Wise." Allah is Capable of punishing

whomsoever He wishes. According to His wisdom He sent the messengers Up

^13 so that people may not have an argument against Him, but His argument

may prevail against them.

"But Allah Himself testifies to that which He revealed to you. He revealed it with

full knowledge; and the angels also testify. Allah suffices as a Witness." "Ma'alimut

Tanzll" (v.l, p. 105) contains a narration of Sayyidina Ibn Abbas -up ifo ^j in which

he reports that the leaders of Makkah once came to the presence of the Holy

Prophet fJL-j Up iwi JL*. They said, "O Muhammad jJL-j Up «&i J^>, we have asked

the Jews about you. We asked them whether Muhammad jJL-^ U* &\ JL* was
described to them or not? They replied that they never knew him/'

Soon thereafter a group of Jews passed by. The Holy Prophet jJL- ^ ^ &\ ju
told them, "Allah knows well that you are aware that I am the Holy Prophet of

Allah." When they swore that they were ignorant of the fact, Allah revealed the

above verse. Allah says that the truth of the Holy Prophet's jJL-j ^M & J^
apostleship was not based upon their (the Jews') affirmation. Allah, in His Book
(which is in itself a miracle) attests to this fact and so do all the angels. It makes
no difference if foolish obstinate people do not admit it. The testimony of Allah is

more than sufficient, and none else is required.

(167)Undoubtedly those who disbelieve and prevent from the path of Allah

have wandered far astray. (168) Indeed those who disbelieve and oppress, Allah

will not forgive them, nor guide them on any path. (169) except the path of Hell,

wherein they shall abide forever. This is ever so easy for Allah.
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THERE IS ONLY THE PATH TO HELL FOR THE DISBELIEVERS
(KUFFAR) AND THOSE WHO PREVENT OTHERS FROM THE PATH
OF TRUTH

These verses contain a severe warning to those who disbelieve and then

forbid others from believing. There is no hope that such persons will ever return

to the right path since they have "wanderedfar astray/'

"Indeed those who disbelieve and oppress,./' Those who disbelieve oppress

themselves and oppress others by not allowing them to believe. Regarding such

people, Allah says, 'Allah will not forgive them, nor guide them on any -path except the

path of Hell, wherein they shall abide forever." Since they were not prone to follow

the path to Heaven (Jannah) in this world, they will be dragged upon the path of

Hell by the angels on the Day of Judgment.

"This is ever so easy for Allah." None can prevent Him from condemning the

disbelievers (Kuffar) to the eternal doom of Hell and none can force Him to

forgive them either

#*3 45P <£.&& '&> ot Irk &!fif^rZ6® ($$

(170) O Mankind! Indeed the messenger has come to you with the truth from

your Lord; so believe, it will be better for you. If you disbelieve, then verily to

Allah belongs whatever is in the heavens and earth. Allah is ever All Knowing,

The Wise. (171) O People of the Book! Do not commit excesses in your Religion

(D'ln) and attribute the truth only to Allah. The Masih Isa, the son of Maryam
was but the messenger of Allah, His word that He cast to Maryam and a spirit

from Him. So believe in Allah and His messengers and do not say that there are

three gods. It will be best for you to desist, Allah is only One Deity. He is Pure

from having children. To Him belongs what is in the heavens and what is in the

earth. Allah is Sufficient as a Defender.

THE DEVIATION OF THE CHRISTIANS AND THEIR BELIEF IN
TRINITY

The above verses begin by addressing the whole of humanity collectively.

Allah says, "O Mankind! Indeed the messenger has come to you with the truth from

your Lord; so believe, it will be better for you." Belief (Iman) is in itself a great good
and it will save a person from the everlasting torment of the Akhirah (Hereafter)
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and shall allow him to enjoy the bliss of Heaven (Jannah). On the other hand, "If

you disbelieve, then (Allah is Independent because) verily to Allah belongs whatever is in

the heavens and earth."

"Allah is ever All Knowing, The Wise." The Belief (Iman) and disbelief (kufr) of

people cannot be concealedfrom Allah and He shall reward and punish according to His

wisdom.

"O People of the Book! Do not commit excesses in you Religion (D'in) and attribute

the truth only to Allah." The Christians believe that Sayyidina Isa {&~b <4* is the son

of Allah and hold the belief of trinity to this day. The Jews claim that Sayyidina

Uzair fXJ\ <uU is the son of Allah, they slander Sayyidah Maryam <v>Ut l^U, reject

the Prophethood of Sayyidina Isa fiLJ\ Up and are adamant that they killed him.

Allah refutes these beliefs in the Qur'an, but .they still hold them. In

addition, the Christians go a step further by claiming (Allah forbid) that Allah

had His son crucified as expiation for all of their sins. All of this amounts to

being excessive in Religion (D'in) and attributing lies to Allah.

Whatever the People of book (Ahlul kitab) have to say regarding Sayyidina

Isa f^LJ\ Up is all incorrect. Allah then defines the position of His noble messenger

by saying, "The Masih Isa, the son of Maryam was but the messenger of Allah, His

word that He cast to Maryam and a spiritfrom Him:

"

One of the interpretations of Sayyidina Isa f%J\ U* being the "word" of Allah

is as mentioned in Surah Yasln, where Allah says, "The instruction of Allah when
He decrees something is that He says, 'Be!' and it comes to pass." [Surah 36, verse 82]

It has been discussed in Surah Al Imran that when Sayyidah Maryam W>
?%J\ expressed surprise that she would bear a child when no man had touched

her, the angel told her, Tn this way Allah creates what He wills. When He decrees a

matter, He has only to say, 'Be!' and it is" (Surah 3, verse 47). Because Sayyidina Isa U*

pU\ was not born normally, his birth is attributed directly to Allah's instruction

of"Kun!" (Be!).

The question then, arises why is only Sayyidina Isa ^LA\ Up referred to as

Allah's word when everything is created with the instruction of "Kun!"? Quoting

from Imam Ghazali U* &\<^j, the author Of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that the birth

of a child has two causes. One is the near and apparent cause (i.e. conception,

pregnancy and delivery). The other is the further or hidden cause viz. Allah's

instruction of "Kun!" Since the first apparent cause was absent in the case of

Sayyidina Isa (OLJt Up, his birth can be related only to the second hidden cause

which is the word of Allah.

"Malimut Tanzil" (ir.Z, p.502) explains that the meaning of "He cast to Maryam"
is that Allah informed Sayyidah Maryam (}Ui i^u. of the pending birth.

With regard to the phrase "a spirit from Him," he writes that although

Sayyidina Isa f>L~b <4* is a spirit like every other person, Allah has specially

mentioned him to express his elevated position in nearness to Allah. This is just

as Masajid are referred to as Allah's homes to denote their importance. Other

commentators mention that "spirit" in this context refers to the 'nafkh' i.e. the

breath of Jibr'il pk~S\ U* when he blew the spirit of Sayyidina Isa ^^LJ\ Up into
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Sayyidah Maryam f>^ i&*.

Others are of the opinion that the Arabic word "run" should not be

translated as spirit, but rather as 'mercy/ This is not farfetched because it could

be extracted from the root word 'rahmah/ which means 'mercy/ Others have

interpreted the word to mean 'inspiration/ In this case, Allah inspired Sayyidah

Maryam fXJi i«-ip with the message of the imminent birth. Yet another group

maintain that 'spirit' refers to Jibr'U r>Ui *J* since he conveyed to Sayyidah

Maryam fik~& i*J* the glad tidings of the birth.

"So believe in Allah and His messengers and do not say that there are three gods."

Up to the present, the Christians are divided into numerous denominations.

Some say that Sayyidina Isa f%»h ^ is Allah, believing that Allah entered into the

body of Sayyidina Isa f%~h *4*. Others say that Allah, Sayyidina Isa f%^ aJLp and
Sayyidah Maryam (%Jb \*±* are collectively one god. This is the concept of trinity

that is refuted in this verse as well as verses 17, 72 and 73 of Surah Ma'idah.

Allah informs them with regard to this, 'it willhe best for you to desist" from

these erroneous beliefs, and understand that "Allah is only One Deity. He is Pare

from having children." This emphasises that not only does Allah not possess

children, but it is impossible that He could ever have them since having children

indicates a form weakness (dependency, etc) and will then be a defect. Allah is

Pure from all types of defects and weaknesses. Just as it would be polytheists

(shirk) and disbelief (kufr) to believe in other deities, it will be the same to

attribute children to Allah.

"To Him belongs what is in the heavens and what is in the earth." All of this is

His creation, so how is it possible that any of them can be His partner or His

children?

"Allah is sufficient as a Defender." Allah created everything and cares for each

one of them. He has no necessity for children, nor partners. Therefore, only He
should be worshipped and requested for assistance.

THE PROHIBITION AGAINST EXCESSES IN RELIGION (DIN)

Just as the People of book (Ahlul kitab) were prohibited from perpetrating

excesses in their religion (D'm) , so too are the Ummah of the Holy Prophet JL*

pJL-j Up &\. As the Christians elevated Sayyidina Isa ^LJ\ Up to a deity, many
Muslims do the same for the Holy Prophet pJL-j <uU i»» JU by claiming that he

possesses knowledge of the unseen. In this way, they claim that the knowledge
of the Holy Prophet .

^JL-j U* i»t ju is on par with that of Allah. Some also say that

he possesses certain attributes reserved solely for Allah.

These excesses in praise are all too common amongst the Ummah of the

Holy Prophet pJUj ^ &\
-J-*, despite that fact that he mentioned, "Do not be

excessive in praising me as the Christians were excessive in their praise of the

son of Sayyidah Maryam f%J\ i*Jp. I am only the servant of Allah, so refer to me
as Allah's servant and His messenger/' [Mishkdt p. 41 7from Bukhari and Muslim]

Mulla Ali Qari ^ &; <^j writes in his book "Al Mawdu'atul Kablr" (p.99)

that according to consensus, the person who believes that the knowledge of the

Holy Prophet (JL^ Up &\ J^> is equal to that of Allah will be a disbeliever (kcifir).
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These hyperbolic and exaggerated beliefs also extend to the pious saints. It

is asserted that they have certain powers over creation and also have knowledge

of the unseen. People request things from them and take oaths in their names.

They even stoop to the extent of making Circumambulation (Tawaf) around their

graves; an act that is reserved exclusively for the Ka'ba of Allah. They also

prostrate to these graves, not realising that prostration and oaths are reserved

only for Allah.

The Qur'an emphasises the prohibition against excesses (ghulu) in numerous
places. Allah says in Surah Ma'idah, "O you who believe, do not forbid the pure

things that Allah had permittedfor you, and do not transgress. Indeed Allah does not like

those who transgress (the limits)/' [Surah 5, verse 87]

Transgressing the limits can take many forms. These may be with regard to

actions and beliefs. Examples of these are all too rampant in the Ummah.
Marriage has not been prohibited during the months of Dhul Qa'dah, Muharram
and Safar. Many people transgress this permission to marry by specifically

avoiding marriage during these months. Another example is marriage to

widows. The Shari'ah has permitted it in no uncertain terms, yet many people

consider it to be Unlawful (Haram). Only Allah reserves the right to declare

something to be Unlawful (Haram) or to permit others.

The prohibition against excesses (ghulu) also includes avoiding the

concessions granted by Allah. An example of this is the concession granted by

the Shari'ah for a "Musafir" (traveller) to perform Shorten (Qasr) Salah. It is

incumbent for him to do so and failure to comply is tantamount to excesses

(ghulu)/

Only those things that the Shari'ah specifies to be devotional shall be

regarded as such and they will allow a person proximity to Allah. Other actions

will not do the same for a person, such as a fast in which one totally abstains

from speech, or standing in the sun indefinitely.

Another way in which people transgress the limits is by according the rank

of Compulsory (Wajib) to actions that are preferable (Mustahab). This is also done
when those preferable (Mustahab) acts that are practised on general occasions are

reserved specially for -specific occasions. An example of this is when the general

practice of Musafaha (shaking hands) is reserved as a special practice after the

Salahs of Fajr, Asr and Eid. The practice of Musafaha (shaking hands) and
Mu'anaqa (embracing) are Sunnah actions that are to be practised on all occasions.

By specifying them for the days of Eid is excesses (ghulu) on its own, and this is

doubled when they are considered to be compulsory (Wajib) as well.

Another way in which excesses (ghulu) is commonly practiced is when a

specific reward or punishment is associated with an action whereas these were
not specified by the Qur'an nor the Ahadith.

Yet another guise of excesses (ghulu) is to specify a certain method and
formula for an action whereas the Qur'an and Ahadith are silent on the issue.

These are practiced in the specification of explicit numbers of Rakahs and Surahs
for certain Salahs. Added to this is the fixing of these particular Salahs as

Obligatory (Fardh) or Compulsory (Wajib). Many books written by irresponsible
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persons contain mention of these types of Salah that are to be performed on

certain nights.

These types of Salah are fabrications, as Mulla Ali Qari Up &\ <^j writes in

"Al Mawdu'atul Kabir" (p.101). He makes mention of certain Salahs that are said

to be performed on certain days of the week.

The religion (D'in) of Islam is perfect and needs no additions and omissions

in the form of excesses (ghulu) and innovation (Bid'ah). Imam Malik Up &\ <*-j

mentioned that the person who introduces innovalion (Bid'ah) seems to think

that Muhammad jJLjUp^i JU» had erred in his conveyance of the religion (D'in).

The innovator of heresy (Bid'ah) acts as if he is the one to perfect the religion

(D'in), thinking that Islam is imperfect and that the Holy Prophet ^j <i£ -ifo JU
had not fulfilled his duty.

v^/jj\ L\i m^| \juJ^z All[ ^l^u.3 jd===£^Aj *.*&z\-+&' tf> <Jfty:,L.M)

\

s^/-AJt L-4 \j ^j^aS ^ (^-^>J (vAj_^l (H?^ -^^4^* 1>V^ l>-

(172) Masih is never ashamed to be a slave of Allah, neither are the favoured

angels. Whoever is ashamed of worshipping Him and is haughty, Allah shall

soon gather them all to Him. (173) As for those who believe and do righteous

deeds, He shall grant them their rewards in full and increase unto them His

bounty. As for those who are ashamed (of worshipping Him) and are proud, He
shall inflict upon them an agonising punishment; and they will not find any

friend nor any helper besides Allah. (174) O Mankind, indeed a proof has come
to you from your Lord and We have revealed to you a clear light. (175) As for

those who believe in Allah and hold fast onto Him, them shall He soon enter

into His mercy and bounty and guide them to the right path towards Him.

THE REWARDS OF THE PEOPLE OF BELIEF (IMAN) AND THE
CHASTISEMENT OF THE PEOPLE OF DISBELIEF (KUFR)

"Asbabun Nuzul" (p. 180) reports that a Christian delegation from Najran

told the Holy Prophet ^j Up ifct^ that he was insulting their leader. When the

Holy Prophet^j Up & J^ asked them who their leader was, they replied that he

was Sayyidina Isa (OUt *>. The Holy Prophet^Up &\ ju asked them what they

considered insulting to him. They responded by saying, "You call him the
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servant of Allah and His messenger." The Holy Prophet^ *> & J^ told them

that Sayyidina Isa fiLJ\ aJLp does not consider this to be insulting, but they were

adamant that it was. On this occasion Allah revealed the above verse that "Masih

is never ashamed to be a slave ofAllah..."

Since his birth, Sayyidina Isa r
}Ut ^ called people to the worship of Allah,

telling them that Allah is their Lord. In Surah Al Imran he informs the people,

"Verily Allah is my Lord and your Lord, so worship Him. This is the straight 'path"

(Surah 3, verse 51). Surah Maryam contains the verse where he told them while still

an infant, "Indeed I am the slave of Allah" (Surah 19, verse 30). These were the very

first words that he spoke while still an infant.

Allah says in verse 72 of Surah Ma'idah, "Said Masih, 'O Bani Isra'il, worship

Allah, my Lord and your Lord. Verily Allah has forbidden Heaven (Jannah) for the one

who ascribes partners to Him, and his abode shall be the fire."

The person who recognises Allah shall admit to his servitude to Allah and

this admission will increase as his recognition of Allah increases. Every human

and angel blessed with Allah's recognition will be proud to call himself the

servant of Allah. The Prophets
r
*>U\^ and the angels are the ones most blessed

with this boon and, therefore, the most eager of all to admit it.

The Holy Prophet jJL- j Up ii JU has been described in numerous parts of the

Qur'an as the servant of Allah. Allah says in Surah Bani Isra'll, "Pure is that Being

who took His slave by night..." (Surah 17, verse. 1). Allah says in Surah Furqan,

"Blessed is the Being who revealed the Furqan to His slave..." (Surah 25, verse 1). Allah

says in Surah Najm, "He sent revelation to His slave... (Surah 53, verse 10).

In reality, there is no greater blessing than being the slave of Allah. Allah

has also referred to the other Prophets fiLJ\^ as His slaves. He says in Surah

Sad, "Call to mind Our slave Dawud..." and "Call to mind Our slave Ayyub..." and

"Call to mind Our slaves Ibrahim, Is'haq and Ya'qub..." [Surah 38, verses 17, 41 and 45

respectively].

Although everyone is the slave and bondsman of Allah, the best of them are

those who express their servitude to Him by their actions and are proud to serve

Him. Those who refuse to submit to His mastery Ver them bow down to the

creation and prostrate to idols made by their own hands.

It was foolish of the Christians to think that it was insulting that Sayyidina

Isa r
S-J» a> be termed a slave of Allah. Neither he nor "the favoured angels" are

ashamed to be called Allah's slaves.

"Wltoever is ashamed of worshipping Him and is haughty, Allah shall soon gather

them all to Him. As for those who believe and do righteous deeds, He shall grant them

'

their rewards in full and increase unto them His bounty. As for those who are ashamed

(of worshipping Him) and are proud, He shall inflict upon them an agonising

punishment; and they will notfind anyfriend nor any helper besides Allah."

After addressing the Christians, Allah directs His verses to the entire

humanity when He says, "O Mankind, indeed a proof has come to you from your Lord

and We have revealed to you a clear light." The author of "Ma'alimut Tanzil" writes

that the "proof" refers to the Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^ h J*, while some
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commentators say that it refers to the Qur'an.

Allama Ibn Kathir Up i« ^j has reported from Sayyidina Ibn Juraij Up ifo^
and "Durrul Manthur" reports from Sayyidina Qatadah Up ifon*^, that the "clear

light" refers to the Qur'an. There is no discrepancy in these opinions because

both, the Qur'an as well as the Holy Prophet ^L 3 U* ii j^, qualify to be a 'proof

as well as a "c/e^r 7ig/i£.

The noble personality of the Holy Prophet ,JL-
? ^ & J^> decorated with all

his splendid traits and qualities is a proof to all of mankind that he was nothing

less than a messenger of Allah. Coupled with this, Allah granted him numerous
miracles to attest to this fact. He was a "clear light" in that he clearly showed the

way to guidance and made clear the distinction between right and wrong.

In a similar way, the Qur'an, a momentous miracle in itself, is a proof for

man and clearly outlines the proofs for oneness of Allah (Tanhid). It makes clear

the deviation of the disbelievers (Knffar) and Polytheists and explains the

outcome of good and evil. It is also a "clear light" because it makes distinct the

methods by which Allah may be pleased, defines the various laws and points to

the roads leading to reformation and success.

"As for those who believe in Allah and holdfast onto Him, them shall He soon enter

into His mercy and bounty and guide them to the right path towards Himself" The
author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" explains that the meaning of guidance to the straight

path is that Allah will inspire the person to work righteous actions in this world,

fulfil the demands of Belief (Iman), and attain Heaven (Jannah) in the Akhirah
(Hereafter).

'

\

y <* ?*"
t

(176) They seek a Ruling from you. Say, "Allah shall issue to you a Ruling with

regard to the Kalalah". If a man passes away without any children, but has a

sister, then she will inherit half of what he leaves. He will inherit all of her

wealth if she has no children. If they are two sisters, then they will inherit two-

thirds of what he leaves. If they are brothers and sisters, then the male will

inherit the like share of two females. Allah expounds unto you so that you do

not go astray. Allah is the Knower of all things.

THE LAWS PERTAINING TO THE INHERITANCE OF REAL AND
CONSANGUINE BROTHERS AND SISTERS

The various laws of inheritance were discussed at the beginning of Surah
Nisa after the rights of orphans. The inheritance of the 'Kalalah' was also

mentioned there. The Kalalah is that person who dies leaving neither successors
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nor descendants i.e. he leaves neither children, nor any parents or grandparents.
The shares of the Kalalah's brothers and sisters have been mentioned at the
beginning of Surah Nisa and some are mentioned in the above final verse of this

Surah.

Brothers and sisters are of three types. The first type refer to real siblings.

They share the same mother and father with the deceased. The second type is

termed consanguine; these share the same father but have a different mother.
The third category refers to uterine brothers and sisters who share the same
mother but have different fathers.

The share of the uterine brother and sister has already been mentioned
earlier. If there is only one surviving brother and one sister, each will receive one
sixth of the estate. If there are several brothers and sisters, they will all share
equally of one third. In this case, men will not receive double the share of
females. The remaining two-thirds will be distributed between the other heirs.

The above verse discusses the shares of real and consanguine brothers and
sisters. If only one of these sisters survive the deceased, she will inherit half of
the entire estate. If the deceased is a female leaving only one brother behind, he
will inherit all of the estate that remains after paying out the bequest and debts.

If there are many brothers and sisters of these two categories, they will all

receive their shares according to the principle of males receiving the like share of
two females. However, it should be borne in mind that all consanguine brothers
and sisters will be deprived of inheritance by the presence of a real brother while
a real sister may also deprive them or reduce their shares in certain
circumstances. The details of this may be referred to in the books of
jurisprudence.

"Allah expounds unto you so that you do not go astray. Allah is the Knower of all

things." Allah knows the condition of each of His creation and reveals orders
accordingly. The wisdom behind this is that they are saved from destruction by
going astray without them.
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) O you who believe, fulfil your pledges. Permitted for you are the four-legged

beasts except what has been recited to you; game being unlawful to you when
you are in the state of Ihram. Verily Allah ordains what He wills. (2) O you who
believe, do not legalise Allah's signs, nor the sacred months, nor the sacrificial

animal, nor garlanded animals, nor those proceeding towards the Sacred House
seeking the bounty from their Lord and His pleasure. When you emerge from
the state of Ihram, then hunt. Never let enmity for a nation who prevented you
from the Masjidul Haram provoke you to transgress. Assist each other in good
works and piety (taqwa) and do not assist each other in sin and transgression.

Fear Allah! Most surely Allah is severe in punishment.

THE COMMAND TO FULFILL PLEDGES AND LAWS PERTAINING
TO ANIMALS AND HUNTING

The first instruction of this Surah is "O you who believe, fulfil your pledges."

Fulfillment of pledges is one of the demands of Belief (Iman). These include the
pledges made to Allah as well. The very acceptance of Islam binds a person to

the pledge that he will carry out all its injunctions and abstain from all its



prohibitions; whether they are found in the Qur'an or in the traditions of the

Holy Prophet ^j <4* & J^>

"Durrul Manthur" (v. 2 p.253) reports the statement of Sayyidina Ibn Abbas
41c M iS^aj wherein he said that the verse means that pledges should be fulfilled

by practising all that Allah has permitted and abstaining from whatever He has

forbidden. All that has been made Obligatory (Fardh) should be carried out, as

well as the laws and penalties enforced in the Qur'an. No excuses should be

made and the pledge should not be breached.

Allah says in Surah Nahl, "Fulfill the pledge of Allah when you make a pledge

and do not break oaths after their fortification when you have taken Allah as your

guarantor. Indeed Allah knows what you do." [Surah 16, verse 91]

Allah says in Surah Bani Isra'Il, "Fulfill pledges, for surely pledges shall have to

be accountedfor. " [Surah 1 7, verse 34]

Allah says in Surah Ra'd, "Only those of intelligence take heed. They are those

who fulfill their pledges and do not breach promises. [Surah 13, verses 19 and 20]

The word for a pledge in Arabic is "Aqd" and this literally means 'to bind'

or 'to tie/ Therefore, any deal between two people that is concluded or "tied up"
will be considered to be an Aqd.

TYPES OF PLEDGES

In his commentary of Surah Ma'idah, Sayyidina Zaid bin Aslam 4^ ii ^
mentions five types of pledges. They are: (1) Marriage, (2) Partnership, (3) Oaths

and vows, (4) Hullf i.e. When two persons agree to assist each other in certain

matters, (5) Promises.

All types of pledges have to be fulfilled according to their principles, be they

between people themselves, or between the state and the public. These principles

need to be strictly adhered to at all costs, unless they are in conflict with the

Shari'ah. The person who takes a vow should fulfil it if it is not contradicting the

Shari'ah. In the case where a person vowed to do something contrary to the

Shari'ah, he will have to break the vow and pay the due expiation (Kaffara). This

has been reported from the Holy Prophet (JL-j <1* ifo JL* in a hadith of Abu
Dawud.

FOUR-LEGGED ANIMALS HAVE BEEN MADE LAWFUL (HALAL)

"Permitted for you are the four-legged beasts except what has been recited to you..."

The Arabic word used in the verse (an'am) commonly refers to camels, cattle,

goats, etc. All animals that resemble these are also Lawful (Halal), such as deer,

buffaloes, buck, ostriches, etc (i.e. non-carnivorous animals). This has been
derived, by certain commentators from the additional word "bahlmah" (beasts).

["RuhulMa'ani"]

" except what has been recited to you..." This refers to exceptions mentioned
in certain verse like, "Forbidden for you is carrion, blood, the flesh of swine..." These

verse are to be found in Surah Baqarah, An'am and Nahl.

From the general context of the above, the permissibility of hunting is
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derived. However, hunting is permissible to all except the person in Ihram (the

one who intends Hajj or Umrah). It is for this reason that Allah mentions

thereafter, -...game being unlawful to you when you are in the state ofIhram."

"Verily Allah ordains what He wills." None has a say in these matters.

The Circumstances Surrounding The Revelation Of The Verse, "Do Not

Legalise Allah 's Signs. .

.

"

Commentators report from Sayyidina Ibn Abbas <u* ^ ^j that Shurayh bin

Dhabi'ah Kindi came to Madinah from Yamamah. He instructed his companions
to wait outside Madinah while he proceeded alone to meet the Holy Prophet JU>
(jLw^ Up At. He asked the Holy Prophet^ 3 Up ifo JU what he preached. The Holy
Prophet pJL-j U* &\ J^ said that he preached "La Ilaha lllalldh", the establishment

of Salah and the payment of Zakah.

He responded by saying that what was said was good but that he could not

decide without consulting his leaders. He added that he may soon accept Islam

and bring them along with him. He then left. Before his arrival the Holy Prophet
(JL^ Up &\ J^ had already informed the Companion (Sahdba) ^ & ^j that a

person shall shortly present himself who speaks with the tongue of Devil

(Shaytan). When he left the Holy Prophet ^^ -dp ii ju told the Companion
(Sahdba)^ i»i ^ Jf "He entered with the face of a disbeliever (kafir) and left with

the feet of a deceiver."

As he left Madinah, he stole all the camels grazing on the outskirts of

Madinah and the Companion (Sahdba) ^ &\ ^j could not catch him despite

their efforts. When the Holy Prophet fL>j Up &\ J^> performed the Lapsed
(Qadha) Umrah, he heard the Talbiyah of the people of Yamamah. He exclaimed,

"This is Hutm and his companions!" (Hutm was the title of the same Shurayh bin

Dhabi'ah).

With them were the camels that they had stolen. They had garlanded these

camels so that they may be sacrificed at the Ka'ba. They also carried much
trading stock with them. The Companion (Sahdba) ^ ii ^>j requested

permission from the Holy Prophet <JL^^ M JU» to attack them.

The Holy Prophet jJL^ Up &\ JL> refused permission on account of the

garlanded animals. The Companion (Sahdba)^ i»i ^j protested that this was a

practice of the period of ignorance and that it should not be an obstacle for them,

the Holy Prophet pJL^ aJLp i»i ju still refused and then the above verse was
revealed prohibiting the violation of sacred symbols.

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ** & ^j says that the "signs of Allah" in this verse

refers to the rights of Hajj that were even observed by the Polytheists. Sayyidina

Ata *A* &\ <^j is of the opinion that these refer to the orders, prohibitions,

penalties and obligations (Faraidh) ordained by Allah.

Others maintain that it refers to Safa and Marwah and those animals that

are taken to the Ka'ba for sacrificing. ["Ma'dlimut Tanzil"v. 2 p.706, and "Ruhul Ma'dni"

v. 6 p.53]

THE INSTRUCTION TO REVERE THE SIGNS OF ALLAH

Allah says in Surah Hajj, "Wlioever reveres the signs of Allah, then this is indeed
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from the piety of the heart. " [Surah 22, verse 32]

After speaking of the signs, Allah makes mention of not violating "the sacred

months" in which the disbelievers (Kuffar) may not be fought. Then Allah
mentions the 'hady,' or the "sacrificial animal" which is being led to the Ka'ba to

be slaughtered within the precincts of the Haram. Next is the 'qala'id,' or

"garlanded animals." These are the 'hady' animals on which garlands of rope and
string have been fashioned with other objects so that all may know that this is a
'hady' animal and none may interfere with it.

Certain commentators mention that the verse refers to those who lead these

animals because in the period of ignorance, the people of Makkah would place
the barks of trees upon the necks of these people. On return they would place
leaves on their necks and on the necks of their animals so that they return in

safety.

Then those should also not be troubled who are "proceeding towards the

Sacred House seeking the bounty from their Lord and His pleasure." These are the

people heading to perform Hajj or Umrah. The "bounty" refers to trade. This
verse was revealed during a period when the Polytheists still performed Hajj and
the Muslims had not yet conquered Makkah. When Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^ &\ ^>j
led the Hajj in the 9th year after Hijrah, the declaration was made that no Polythe
was to perform Hajj the following year and none was to make Circumambulation
(Tawaf) naked.

It was during this period as well that the verse of Surah Barah was revealed
in which Allah says, "O you who believe! The Polytheists are impure, so they should
not even come near to the Masjidul Unlawful (Haram) after this year" (Surah 9, verse

28). Since no disbeliever (kafir) is permitted to approach the Haram, their security
will not be guaranteed should they come even with a "hady" or "qala'id".

The prohibition against fighting in the sacred months has been repealed, as
was discussed in the commentary of verse 106 of Surah Baqarah.

"When you emerge from the state of Ihram, then hunt." This indicates the
permissibility of hunting when one is not in the state of Ihram. However, the
animals living within the Haram may still not be hunted since they are sacred to

all.

"Never let enmity for a nation who prevented you from the Masjidul Haram
provoke you to transgress." In the 6th year after Hijrah, the Polytheists prevented
the Muslims from performing Umrah at a place called Hudaybiyyah. The
Muslims were thus forced to abandon their plans and had to make Lapsed
(Qadha) of (repeat) the Umrah the following year. However, when the Polytheists

broke the peace accord of Hudaybiyyah, the Muslims marched to Makkah and
conquered it in the 8th year after Hijrah. Now the Muslims were in a position to

avenge themselves for the incident at Hudaybiyyah. Allah revealed the above
verse to restrain them from taking revenge.

If this was the instruction when the Muslims were prevented from such an
auspicious place, one can well imagine the gravity of the instruction when the
enmity is due to some trivial worldly thing. How can transgression and
oppression be tolerated then? Revenge can only be taken in exact proportion to
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the initial harm caused by the aggressor. However, it is best to forgive. A Muslim
should always be just, irrespective of whom he is dealing with, a Muslim or a
disbeliever (kafir).

In another verse of this same Surah Allah says, "The enmity you bear another

nation should never provoke you not to be just. Be just! it is closer to piety (taqwa)."

[verse 8]

"Assist each other in good works and piety (taqwa). ..- Innumerable laws may be
derived from this verse. People have adopted it in their worldly lives to a great
extent. Many erect factories that manufacture items of necessity for others, thus
assisting them to acquire these. Others make architecture .or building their

occupation, while others turn their attention towards agriculture. In this way
everyone is assisting each other to accomplish their worldly tasks.

In a similar way every person should assist each other in the carrying out of
good deeds and in abstaining from sin. Students of religion (D'in), religions

schools (Madaris), mosque (Masjids), religious preachers, religious writers,

Mujahidm and every doer of good should be rendered the utmost assistance.

It is indeed unfortunate that those who make it their duty to propagate the
truth are denied any assistance. This is totally against the demands of Belief

(Iman). The ideal would be that every Islamic state combine under one leader of
the Believers (Amirul Mu'minin) and all Muslims aid each other. Since this is not
presently possible, the least that can be done is that none of these states fight
each other and they render each other every assistance possible.

THE ASTONISHING BEHAVIOUR OF MUSLIMS
If any Muslim has to proclaim that he intends to establish a state based on

Islamic laws and principles, the masses will criticise him. Those 'educated'
Muslims under the spell of Western influences will vehemently oppose the
concept and the disbelievers (Kujfar) governments will leave no stone unturned
to add to the opposition and drive the rift even wider. Even Muslim states will

render no assistance. In this pitiable condition, the mutual assistance that can be
rendered to each other will become impossible, both in an individual capacity
and on a collective scale.

"...and do not assist each other in sin and transgression. Fear Allah! Most surely

Allah is severe in punishment." This verse warns of just the opposite. The sad state

of affairs is that instead of assisting in good works, today's people assist only in
vice and evil.

THE DESTRUCTIVE FORCES OF PREJUDICE AND BIGOTRY
In today's times, the yardstick for assisting others is one's close

relationships. People will assist others only if they are related in some way or
another. They will help if the person is of their blood relation, of the same tribe,

country, language or party. People will be eager to assist any person of relation,

even if the person is in the wrong! In such circumstances, people do not care to

view the situation soberly and their prejudice causes them to support even the
oppressor.
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This is such an epidemic that it has afflicted even the pious people. It is

Unlawful (Hardm) to support an oppressor. Sayyidina Aws bin Sharjil ** & ^j
reports that he heard the Holy Prophet .JL-j *J± i»» J~* say, "The person who
supports an oppressor to lend strength to him, knowing that he is an oppressor,

then he (the supporter) has exited Islam/' [Mishkdt p. 436]

SOME COMMON WAYS IN WHICH ONE WILL BE AIDING SINFUL
ACTS

=> It is Unlawful (Hardm) to accept employment in such places

where sin is aided.

=> Making a sinful law is also Unlawful (Hardm).

=> Accepting payment for a Unlawful (Hardm) act is Unlawful
(Hardm).

=> It is Unlawful (Hardm) to work, for a liquor manufacturer and a

bank and' it is also Unlawful (Hardm) to assist them in any

way.

=> It is Unlawful (Hardm) to work, for police who are oppressive,

commit sinful acts, accept bribes, are a medium for others giving

bribes or who assist in the committing of sins.

=> It is Unlawful (Hardm) to work, in any department that collects

taxes and the salary thus received' is also Unlawful (Hardm).

=> It is Unlawful (Hardm) to assist thieves, robbers, arsonists and'

those who assault others.

=> Any money earned' in sinful ways is Unlawful (Hardm).

Many people destroy their own Akhirah (Hereafter) by assisting others to

earn their dunya by aiding them in sinful deeds. This they do this merely to earn

a few coppers or to maintain ties with these criminals.

People who campaign for politicians to be elected are indeed very foolish.

They make every attempt to win him a seat despite the fact that it is not

permissible to elect a person who is desirous of the post, especially when the

candidate is a sinner and his sinful nature becomes more apparent every time he

ascends a platform. The supporters slander his opponents and speak ill of them,

and at times they even contemplate murder. In this way, they demolish their

lives in the Akhirah (Hereafter) just so that another person may be elected!

The Holy Prophet (JL-j Up i»\ JU said that the .worst of people on the Day of

Judgement will be the one who destroyed his Akhirah (Hereafter) for the world

(dunya) of another. [Ibn Majah]

It is commonly observed that the person who tries to adopt the dress and

habits desired by the Shari'ah will be targeted by his family and associates. They
will make every effort to change him to adopt a sinful lifestyle and become like

them. On the contrary, when a person adopts sinfij, ways he will receive every

form of assistance. People will even pay for others to indulge in sins like
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watching films, dance shows, etc. Everyone becomes pleased with the person
who adopts sinful habits and will be annoyed if he has to change for the better.

Everyone knows that this world will not last forever and that everyone will

perish before the world itself. It is foolish to plunder the life of the Akhirah
(Hereafter) for the fleeting gains of this world. A person should place the Akhirah
(Hereafter) before him at all times and always fear Allah when acting. He should
always bear in mind that Allah is most capable of inflicting the severest of

punishments. The verse concludes with the same message when Allah declares,

"Fear Allah! Most surely Allah is severe in punishment.

"

oyjlffj ii^HJij A* £\ JZs J*l Cj y^Jj ^j ^fj i£ill\ ^c]£ JLT^

(U>£^ yi ^Lj ^ \jjs y$\ JL£ p^'t Jii j£3£ ^frVt £n«v,JL:s

(3)Forbidden for you is carrion, blood, the flesh of swine, those animals
slaughtered in the name of any other besides Allah, those that were strangled to

death, those that were beaten to death, those that fell to their deaths, those killed

by collision and those eaten by wild beasts; except that which you slaughter.

(Forbidden for you are) What has been slaughtered at the altars and distribution

by arrows. These are all acts of sin...

ANIMALS FORBIDDEN TO MUSLIMS
The first verse of the Surah permitted the meat of animals with the

exception of "what has been recited to you. "The above verse mentions the
forbidden animals in some detail. These animals (except the pig) would' have
been Lawful (Halal) if they were slaughtered according to the principles of

Shari'ah, but because of certain circumstances they have been declared Unlawful
(Haram). These are now discussed in some detail.

CARRION (MAYTAH)

Carrion refers to all those animals that died without being slaughtered
according to the Shari'ah, whether they died naturally or due to some other
cause. It will be Unlawful (Haram) to consume these animals even though they
would have normally been Lawful (Halal). One exception is fish. Since they can
be consumed without the necessity of slaughtering, they may be consumed if

they died after coming ashore. Another exception is locusts that can also be
consumed without slaughtering, even if they die naturally.

Ruling: The portion of an animal that is severed while the animal is still

alive will be considered to be carrion. Sayyidina Abu Waqidy ** <3»»^ narrates
that before the Holy Prophet ^ Up i» j^ came to Madinah, it was common
amongst the people to eat the hump cut off a live camel and the tail cut off from a

live sheep. The Holy Prophet ^ Up & J^ said, "The portion cut off from a live
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animal is carrion." [Tirmidhi and Abu Dawud] .

Sayyidina Jabir ^-ir.^j reports that the Holy Prophet ^3 <Op jbt J^
announced in Makkah during the year when Makkah was conquered, "Verily

Allah and His messenger have forbidden the sale of liquor, carrion, swine and

idols." Someone asked, "O/x the Holy Prophet ^j <> i»^What about the fat of

carrion? It is used to smear on ships, to anoint skin and people light their lamps

with it." The Holy Prophet jJL.^ aJLp &\ JL* said, "The fat is also Unlawful (Haram).

Allah cursed the Jews, for verily carrion was forbidden for them. They then made
it into beautiful shapes (by melting it down and mixing it with other substances),

sold it and consumed the profits there from." [Bukhari and Muslim]

This Hadith makes it evident that it is Unlawful (Haram) to disguise a

Unlawful (Haram) substance, give it a different name and sell it in attractive

packaging. Any profits derived from it is also Unlawful (Haram).

THE SKINS OF CARRION

The skin of carrion will be impure and not permissible to sell. However, if

the skin is cured or tanned, either by a chemical process or by exposing it to the

sun (thereby protecting it from rotting), it will become pure. Once it becomes

pure, it will be permissible to derive benefit from it, either by selling it or using it

for any other purpose.

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas <up i»» ^j reports that the Holy Prophet (JL-^i J^>

said, "When a raw skin is cured, it will be purified." [Muslim]

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas <up M ^j also narrates that once the freed slave girl of

his aunt Sayyidah Maymuna W^ ifo ^>Jf was given a goat as charity. When the

goat died, The Holy Prophet (JL-j aJLp &\ JU passed by and told them, "Why do

you not remove the skin, have it cured and utilise it?" Someone asked, "But it is a

maytah?" the Holy Prophet pJL-j aJLp i»i ju replied, "Only its consumption has

been forbidden." [Mishkat p. 52]

BLOOD

The reference is to flowing blood, as mentioned in the following verse of

Surah An'am, "Say, 7 only find forbidden in that which has been revealed tome that a

person consumes carrion, flowing blood../' [Surah 6, verse 145]

The stipulation of flowing blood excludes things like the liver and spleen,

which consist of congealed blood. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ** iut ^j
narrates that the Holy Prophet pi-j aJp ifct JU> said, "Two types of carrion have been

permitted for us (viz.) fish and locusts. Two types of blood have been permitted for us

(viz.) liver and spleen." [Mishkat p. 361]

Ruling: The flowing blood escapes the body when the animal is slaughtered.

The blood that remains in the bones will not be Unlawful (Haram) because it is

not flowing. However, if any flowing blood falls on the skin or flesh at the time

of slaughtering, it will have to washed off.

Ruling: Just as the consumption of blood is Unlawful (Haram), it will be

Unlawful (Haram) to buy and sell blood as well, as is commonly practised in

hospitals.
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THE FLESH OF SWINE

Every part of the pig is impure and classified as 'najasulain' (inherently

impure). No part of the pig can be consumed, nor traded. Verse 145 of Surah

An'am says with regard to the pig, ".
. for indeed it is an impurity." This being the

case, the skin of the pig will remain impure and impermissible even though it

maybe cured.

Those people who consume the flesh of pigs develop shamelessness and
immorality, as can be clearly witnessed. Some Muslims living in places such as

Europe, America and Australia also sell pork and other Unlawful (Haram) items,

not realising that all their earnings from it will be tainted by sin and become
Unlawful (Haram). Those working for such concerns will also be sinful because

they are assisting the cause of sin.

ANIMALS SLAUGHTERED IN THE NAME OF OTHERS BESIDES
ALLAH

Animals slaughtered in the name of any being besides Allah will be

considered to be carrion (maytah). The Polytheists slaughter in the names of their

idols and even if these people take the name of Allah when slaughtering, the

animal will be Unlawful (Haram). Certain other laws with regard to such animals

will soon follow, Insha Allah.

ANIMALS THAT HAVE BEEN THROTTLED

This is the fifth category of Unlawful (Haram) animals mentioned in this

verse. Any animal that dies because of suffocation will be considered to be

Unlawful (Haram) even though the animal is then slaughtered. This will apply

whether the animal is choked intentionally or accidentally.

ANIMALS THAT ARE BEATEN TO DEATH

This sixth category includes all those animals that die because of injuries

inflicted on them after a beating. Also included in this category will be those

animals that may be killed by the impact of the shaft of an arrow instead of its

point. This animal will be Unlawful (Haram) even though the hunter may have

recited Bismillah when fmng the arrow.

Sayyidina Adi bin Hatim ** & ^j reports that he once asked the Holy

Prophet fJL-j <Up iut JU, "I hunt using arrows on which there are no feathers. (Is the

prey Lawful (Halal)?)" The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ifct JL* replied, "You may eat of the

prey if the point of the arrow pierces it. The animal that is killed by the shaft of the arrow

will be mawqudha (i.e. an animal that is beaten to death) Do not eat of this animal."

[Bukhari and Muslim]

ANIMALS THAT ARE SHOT WITH A GUN
The animal killed by a bullet will also be Unlawful (Haram) even though the

huntsman recited Bismillah when firing. It will only be Lawful (Halal) when it is

slaughtered while there is still enough life in the animal as is necessary for it to

be slaughtered in terms of the Shari'ah.
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ANIMALS THAT FALL TO THEIR DEATHS

This seventh category of Unlawful (Haram) animals include all those

animals that die after sustaining a fall from any high place.

THOSE ANIMALS THAT DIE OF A COLLISION

These will include all those animals that die because of a collision with

another animal, a wall, etc. Animals killed on impact with a train, car, etc will

also be included in this category and will be Unlawful (Haram).

THOSE ANIMALS THAT HAVE BEEN EATEN BY OTHER BEASTS

All animals killed by carnivorous animals will be Unlawful (Haram) because

they were not slaughtered according to the Shari'ah.

After mentioning the nine categories of Unlawful (Haram) animals, Allah

says, "except what you slaughter." This means that if an animal of any of the above

prohibited categories is found to be alive, it may be slaughtered according to the

Shari'ah. These animals will then be considered to be Lawful (Halal).

Sayyidina Zaid bin Thabit -up &\ ^j narrates that a wolf once attacked a goat,

but escaped without killing it. The owners then slaughtered the goat with a

sharp stone and enquired the ruling from the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up i»i JL». The

Holy Prophet jJL-j Up «&» JL* permitted its consumption. [Nasa'iv. 2p.20].

THOSE ANIMALS SLAUGHTERED AT THE ALTAR

The statues and various stones worshipped by the Polytheists during the

period of ignorance were called 'nusub' and 'ansab.' The Polytheists would place

these at altars then slaughter animals in the names of these idols. If the general

meaning is implied, then all idols will also be included here since they were of

stone. These will also be termed as carrion since they are slaughtered in the name
of a being besides Allah.

PROHIBITION AGAINST DISTRIBUTING WITH ARROWS
It was customary amongst the Arabs that they used to distribute the meat of

camels using arrows. This was a form of gambling wherein people would jointly

share in the purchase of a camel that was slaughtered. If they were ten, then ten

arrows would be placed before them. Of these ten, seven would have shares

written on them, while the other three would have no share apportioned to them.

The ten people would then pick an arrow each and receive the share written

thereupon In this way seven would share the camel although ten had invested

their money. Some of the winners would donate a portion of their ill-gotten

winnings to the poor and needy, and then still boast about it.

After mentioning the above, Allama Qurtubi Up ii>» ^ writes that this

amounts to illegally usurping the wealth of others, which is prohibited in

numerous verses. Every type of gambling is forbidden, be it in the racing of

pigeons, chess, backgammon, or any other form of sport, [v. 6p.59]

Allah says in Surah Baqarah, "They ask you concerning liquor and gambling,

Tell them, 'There is great sin in the two and also some benefit for people; but the sin is
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greater than the benefit." [Surah 2, verse 219]

Allah says in Surah Ma'idah, "O you who believe, indeed liquor, gambling, idols

and divining arrows are filth from the acts of Devil (Shaytan), so abstain from it so that

you may be successful" (Surah 5, verse 90). The details concerning liquor and

gambling will, Insha Allah, be discussed under this verse.

ANOTHER INTERPRETATION OF "DISTRIBUTING WITH
ARROWS"

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 6 .p.69) writes that the aforementioned

interpretation of the distribution with arrows is most apt since the verse

discusses foods. Other commentators mention that the verse refers to divining

with arrows i.e. where matters of the unseen were predicted with arrows.

The Arabs used to keep three arrows with them. On the first they would

write, "My Lord instructs me." On the second they would write, "My Lord

forbids me," and the third would be left blank. Whenever they had to decide a

course of action or whether they should proceed on a journey, they would shake

these arrows about in their quiver and then pick one of them. If the first was

drawn, they would proceed to do what they intended. If the second was drawn,

they would cancel their plans, and if the third was drawn, they would again

shake the arrows about and draw arrows until one of the two decisive arrows

was drawn.

Certain other arrows were kept by their idol Hubl inside the Ka'ba. People

would go the caretakers there and request them to draw these arrows so that

events of the future may be determined. They would also use this method to

decide the genealogy of a person whose birth was doubtful. [Qurtubi v. 6 p.58]

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 6 p.58) writes that divining is also referred

to as distribution with arrows because the Arabs employed this practice in

matters of their livelihood when they would use the arrows to decide whether to

proceed on their trade journeys or not.

THE PROHIBITION AGAINST CONSULTING FORTUNE-TELLERS

Fortune-tellers were common during the period of ignorance. They

employed various methods of predicting the future, including the interpretation

of the stars. The Shari'ah of Islam prohibited their actions and forbade people

from going to them.

Ummul Mu'minln, Sayyidah Hafsah ** ib» ^j reports that the Holy Prophet

' jjL-j Up &\ JU said, "Forty days of Salah will not be accepted from the person who
asks a fortune-teller concerning something "[Muslim]

Sayyidina Abu Huraira «up iwv ^ reports from the Holy Prophet Up & J*>

f-L-^ that the following three persons have exonerated themselves from what has

been revealed to Muhammad jJL-j Up &\ J^>:

=> The person who believes the predictions of a fortune-teller.

=> The person who cohabits with his menstruating wife.
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=> The person who gratifies himself from the rear of his spouse.

[Mishkat p. 393]

Sayyidina Qatadah U* &\ <^j reports that Allah had created the stars for

three purposes. (1) To beautify the skies. (2) To pelt the devils. (3) As signs to

determine direction. Whoever uses them for any purpose besides these has erred

and has destroyed his fortune since he claims to know of things about which he
has no knowledge. [Bukhari]

It is Unlawful (Haram) to predict the future by any method and accepting
these predictions is also Unlawful (Haram). Some people train little birds that

draw out an envelope when a seed is placed in its mouth. The trainer then reads
the contents of the envelope and the inquirer believes this to be his future.

Money thus earned is also Unlawful (Haram).

Sayyidina Abu Mas'ud Ansari ^ &\^ narrates the Holy Prophet Up &\ jl»

^ 3 forbade the income derived from selling dogs, from prostitution, fortune-

telling and whatever is given to sweeten the mouth/' [Muslim]

"These are all acts of sin." Allah has forbidden all of the things mentioned in

the verse and the one who does not abide will be sinful. A person should never
consider these things to be trivial since they all amount to disobedience to Allah.

THE INSTRUCTION NOT TO EAT "ANIMALS SLAUGHTERED IN
THE NAME OF ANY OTHER BESIDES ALL SLAUGHTERED
ALLAH"

An animal that is Lawful (Halal) may be slaughtered only by taking the

name of Allah. This will be valid even though the slaughterer is a Jew or a
Christian, with the condition that he does not intend to gain proximity to any
other being besides Allah. Any animal slaughtered in the name of any being
other than Allah (be it a saint or any other) will be Unlawful (Haram) even
though the slaughterer claims to be a Muslim. This is proven from the Qur'an
and the consensus of the Ummah.

There are instances when an animal is slaughtered in the name of Allah but
the intention of the slaughterer is to gain proximity to another being. This is

practiced at the sites of certain graves. The meat of such an animal is Unlawful
(Haram) and in the order of carrion. It is included in the general context of "What
is slaughtered at the altars," as well as "animals slaughtered in the name of any other

besides Allah." The canonical book Durrul Mukhtar mentions that included in this

will also be that animal that is sacrificed upon the arrival of an important
person.

THE LAW REGARDING THOSE THINGS THAT ARE BROUGHT TO
GRAVES

Clearly included in the purport of "animals slaughtered in the name ofany other

besides Allah" are all the sweetmeats and other things that are brought to the
graves and mausoleums of saints as a dedication to them. This is so because the
sole purpose of these people is not to feed the poor, but their primary aim is that

their presentations serve as commemorations for the deceased persons as a
means of pleasing them. It will therefore be Unlawful (Haram) for any person to
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consume these foods.

IT IS DISBELIEF (KUFR) AND UNLAWFUL (HARAM) TO TAKE
VOWS IN THE NAMES OF OTHERS BESIDES ALLAH

"Durrul Mukhtar" and "Bahrur Ra'iq" prove that it is Unlawful (Hardtn)

and disbelief (kufr) to take vows and oaths in the name of any being besides

Allah. This is so because these things are acts of worship and worship is reserved

solely for Allah. Forbidden also are all the things that are placed at the

gravesides of saints, whether it be money, oil, candles, shawls, etc.

It will be permissible to make a vow that one will feed the poor people who
remain at the graveside of a certain saint if some particular task is accomplished.

In this case, rich people may not partake of the food once the vow is fulfilled. It

will also be permissible to spend on the poor the money that was originally

dedicated to the grave of a saint, but the person should then repent to Allah.

It is also an act of disbelief (kufr) to believe that those in the graves are able

to accomplish tasks without the help of Allah. Those animals slaughtered on

occasions such as weddings, etc will be Lawful (Halal) because the intention is

not to gain proximity to any being besides Allah since these occasions are hosted

on the command of Allah.

j^ £***£- <4 jh*«*\ CJ-+* Mi^ p^V * f»~ -^irfJJ (S-^i 'f^r* ^-^l*

(3)(contd.) This day the disbelievers have lost hope of your Religion (Din) . So

do not fear them, but fear Me. This day have I perfected for you your Religion

(Din), completed My bounty upon you and chosen Islam as your Religion ..,.

(Din). So whoever is constrained in starvation, not inclined towards sin, then

indeed Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.

THE LOST HOPE OF THE DISBELIEVERS (KUFFAR) AND THE
PERFECTION OF THE RELIGION (D'fiV) OF ISLAM

The verse was revealed on the occasion of the farewell Hajj when the Holy

Prophet (JL-j Up ifci JU and the Companion (Sahaba)^ ifo ^j (numbering over

100 000) were on the plain of Arafah. There was never a larger congregation than

this in the time of the Holy Prophet ^JL-j «ip ibi JU The year was the 10th after the

Hijrah. This verse was revealed in the auspicious circumstances when the

Muslims were donning the Ihram at an auspicious place, on the venerable day of

Jumu'ah (Friday).

After the conquest of Makkah, people from all over the Arabian Peninsula

flocked to embrace Islam because many of them feared the Quraish, who were

now all Muslims. There was now no opposition to Islam from the Arabs and the

vision that the Polytheists had of wiping out Islam was now long buried. This

ambition for which they fought battles, tirelessly plotted and even sought the

assistance of foreign powers was, with the grace of Allah, totally thwarted. They
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now lost complete hope of ever defeating Islam. Allah refers to this when He

says, "This day the disbelievers have lost hope of your Religion (D'in)." Allah had

fulfilled His promise that the religion (D'in) of Islam shall reign supreme and the

disbelievers (Kuffar) saw it before their very eyes.

Now that the disbelievers (Kuffar) were helpless before the might of Islam,

the Muslims had no need to fear them any more. They could now focus their

efforts upon their religion (D'in). Allah says, "So do not fear them, but fear Me."

"This day have J perfected for you. your Religion (D'in)..." Every law and
injunction revealed from the time of Sayyidina Adam fx-Js Up to every one of the

messengers f*~S\ ^^ after him had been perfected on that day when this verse

was revealed. Laws were perfected as well as character. The Holy Prophet i» J^
pL- . ^ mentioned, "I have been sent to you to perfect good character and the

best of actions." [Mishkat p. 514]

Before this revelation many injunctions were repealed, to be replaced by

something similar or better. After this verse, no such thing occurred. Sayyidina

Ibn Abbas ^ & ^j reports that after this verse, no other verse was revealed with

regard to laws and injunctions. Whatever was revealed thereafter concerned

advice and warnings.

ISLAM ENCOMPASSES THE ENTIRE LIFE OF MAN
The laws of Islam encompass man's personal, social, political, economic and

every other facet of his life. Islam teaches man how to behave with his family,

friends, spouse, children, neighbours, guests and even enemies. It provides

details of peace and war, dressing and etiquette of eating. It provides detailed

laws concerning trade and commerce, rental and leasing, stretching to penal

codes and the appointment of leaders.

Islam discusses the treatment of subjects in a state and the rights the public

owe to their leaders. In this way, specific answers are to be found in the Shari'ah

of Islam to a myriad of questions/Islam does not only teach devotional acts, but

provides guidance in matters of beliefs, morals, character and mutual conduct.

No other Religion (D'in) has so much to offer. Other religions (D'in's) only

offer a few theories and hypotheses, neglecting a major portion of man's life. Any
person of understanding cannot fail to realise the truth, beauty and
comprehensive nature of Islam.

The Religion (D'in) taught by the previous Holy Prophets ^LJ\ ^^Ip were also

perfectly suited to the needs and circumstances of their people. However, the

religion (D'in) brought by Muhammad yL- a -Up i» JU is perfect for every single

soul to be born till the Day of Judgment (Qiyaniah). Since it is the final Religion

(D'in) to be brought to man, it is adapted to every time period and every nation.

It will apply to every age irrespective of the changes and advancements that may
occur. It will remain as a means of salvation until eternity.

COMPLETION OF ALLAH'S BOUNTY
"... completed My bounty upon you..." The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.6 p.60)

writes that the completion of Allah's bounty upon those present at the time of the
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Holy Prophet <JL-j Up iu* JU was in the fact that they had conquered Makkah

without a fight, the encumbrances of the period of ignorance were over and the

Polytheists were no longer to perform the Hajj.

Another interpretation is that Allah had completed His guidance to them.

Others maintain that it refers to the perfection of Islam, while another group is of

the opinion that it refers to the unique knowledge and understanding with which

Allah blessed the Ummah of the Holy Prophef ^ a* ii J-* The author of

"Ma'alftnut TanziF(t;. 2 p. I 1) quotes certain commentators that this refers to the

promise of Allah in Surah Baqarah, where He said, so that I may complete My
bounty upon you/' [Surah 2, verse 150]

ONLY THE RELIGION (DIN) OF ISLAM IS ACCEPTED BY ALLAH

"...and chosen Islam as your Religion (D'in)." Only Islam guarantees peace and

salvation in both the worlds. Those who do not accept will have to face the

damnation of the everlasting fire of Hell, despite their exertion in devotional acts

and spiritual exercises.

Sayyidina Abu Huraira up i»^ reports that the Holy Prophet ^ j Up &\ J^
said, "On the Day of Judgement (when actions will present themselves before

Allah) Salah will come and tell Allah, 'O Lord, I am Salah/ Allah will reply, 'You

are good/ Thereafter charity will come and tell Allah, 'Oh Lord, I am charity/

Allah will say, 'You are good/ Fasting will present itself and say, 'Oh Lord, I am

fasting/ Allah will say, 'You are good/ In this way all actions will present

themselves and receive the same reply.

Eventually Islam will come and say, 'Oh Lord, You are Salam and I am

Islam'/ Upon this Allah will say, 'You are good. It shall be by virtue of you that

today I will take people to task (those who did not accept Islam will be doomed),

and by virtue of you that I will give (rewards to those who accepted Islam)/

Allah declares in His book, Whoever follows a Religion (D'in) besides Islam, it will

never be accepted from him and, in the Akhirah (Hereafter), he shall be amongst the

losers. "[Mishkat p. 445]

In brief, Allah has conferred upon the Ummah of the Holy Prophet *A* & J*
jJL-j three favours that cannot be superseded. They are (1) the perfection of their

religion (D'in), (2) completion of Allah's bounty and (3) the boon of Islam. The

Ummah of the Holy Prophet (JL^ <uU ifc\ JU are the best of Ummahs, have the best

of messengers f*~b r^>, have the best book (kitab) and have the most perfect of

Religion (D'in) s that will remain until the end of time.

A Jew once told Sayyidina Umar ** & ^>Jf "O Leader of the believers

(Amirul Mu'minin), there is a verse in your Qur'an that you recite. If that verse

was revealed to us, we would have declared the day a day of celebration (Eid)."

When Sayyidina Umar ** ifo^ asked him which verse he was referring to, he

said, "The verse is, 'This day have I perfected for you your Religion (D'in), completed

My bounty upon you and chosen Islam as your Religion (D'in).

"

Sayyidina Umar ** it ^j told him, "We know the day and the place

wherein this verse was revealed to the Holy Prophet ^^ a> >\ J*. He was

standing upon the plain of Arafat on the day of Friday (Jumu'ah)." [Bukhari v. 1,
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According to a narration of Fat'hul Baari (v. 1, p. 105) Sayyidina Umar & ^j
** said, "The verse was revealed on Friday Qumu'ah) on the day of Arafah and,

by the grace of Allah, both these days are days of celebration."

Tirmidhi records another incident after this. Once after Sayyidina Ibn Abbas

** & ^j recited this verse, a Jew commented that if this verse was revealed to

them, they would have made the day of its revelation a day of festivity.

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ^ i» ^j replied, "The day in which this verse was revealed

was a day wherein we celebrated two festivities (Eids). It was the day of Friday

Qumu'ah) and the day of Arafah."

The intent of the replies of Sayyidina Ibn Abbas and Umar *± Ai ^j was that

there was no necessity to celebrate another day because the day wherein the

verse was revealed was already a day of celebration from before. The Eid (day of

celebration) for Muslims is not a day wherein they indulge in merrymaking and
sports. This is a day that the Muslims devote to Allah' s obedience and in which
they engage in His Dhikr (remembrance). Muslims will observe only those days of

Eid that have been stipulated by their Lord.

THE PRUDENCE OF SAYYIDINA UMAR^ it ur^J

When this verse was revealed, Sayyidina Umar ^ M ^>j began to weep very

bitterly because he understood that now the Holy Prophet ^Up k JU was due
to leave them since his duty was completed. His perception was correct, for the

noble Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^ ibi J^ left this world a mere 81 days after the

revelation of this verse.

CONSUMING UNLAWFUL (HARAM) FOODS WHEN IN DIRE
NECESSITY

"So whoever is constrained in starvation, not inclined towards sin, then indeed

Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful. "The person who is in danger of losing his

life because of starvation may eat the forbidden foods if nothing else is available.

However, he may only eat that much that will sustain his life and he should not

be sinful by eating more than is required. This is described in Surah Baqarah
(verse 173) and Surah Nahl (verse 115) as, "neither rebelliously, nor transgressing the

limits."

".... . then indeed Mlah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful." Allah will forgive

him for the little that he eats to sustain his life. Further details with regard to this

can be referred to in the discussion of verse 173 of Surah Baqarah.

«UOS'
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(4)They ask you what is permissible for them. Say, "Permitted for you are the

pure things; and the hunting animals that you tamed and trained, teaching them

what Allah had taught you. Eat of what they hunt for you and take the name of

Allah thereupon. Fear Allah/ Verily Allah is swift in taking reckoning."

PURE THINGS AND THE PERMISSIBILITY OF PREY HUNTED BY
TRAINED ANIMALS

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that pure things are those things that a

person with a sound disposition does not consider to be filthy and does not

detest. It must be understood that only that person whose disposition is pure will

be inclined towards pure things and will dislike impure things.

People in certain parts of the world eat everything. Let alone pigs, they even

eat monkeys, dogs, snakes, lizards, chameleons and all types of insects. This is

due to the fact that their dispositions are not sound and pure. They have been

deprived of the teachings of the Holy Prophets fiLJ\ ^^ and are drowned in

disbelief (kufr) and darkness.

The general purport of "pure things'" declares all impurities and filth to be

Unlawful (Haram).

LAWFUL (HAIAL) AND UNLAWFUL (HARAM)

The Lawful (Haldl) animals are cattle, buffaloes, goats, sheep, \ buck,

antelopes, rabbits, doves/ pigeons, fowls, ducks, geese, turkeys, partridge,

sparrows, parrots, mynas, etc. All animals and birds that eat meat are Unlawful

(Haram).

The character of a person will be affected by his diet. Eating carnivorous

animals will tend to make a person also bestial, and has therefore been
forbidden.

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas <* ifo ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ^L-j Up &\ JU
prohibited them from eating animals that eat by tearing their prey apart with

their fangs, and from all those birds that have talons (birds of prey). [Muslim]

Sayyidina Khuzaimah <up i»t ^j narrates that he asked the Holy Prophet JU»
.pL,j <uU ibi regarding the eating of badgers. The Holy Prophet (JLj *ip ii-ju*-

replied, "Does anyone eat them?"

He then enquired with regard to wolves. The Holy Prophet ^JL-3 <!* &\ J^>
said, "Only that person will eat wolves who has no good in him." [Tirmidhi]

The same narration appears in Ibn Majah with the variation that he asked

with regard to foxes instead of badgers.

A narration appears in Abu Dawud wherein the Companion (Sahaba) <3>» ^j
r4^ were sitting with the Holy Prophet jJL-j <uU &\ JU when mention was made of

porcupines. The Holy Prophet ^JL-j *ip 2bi JU said, "It is an impurity amongst
impurities."

During the battle of Khaybar, The Holy Prophet ^JL-j <A* &\ J^* prohibited the

eating of tamed donkeys [Bukhari and Muslim]. Since a mule is a cross between a

donkey and a horse, it is also forbidden.
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Allama Damiri ^ i» i^j writes in his book "Kitabul Hayawan" (v. 2 p.246)

that as far as his knowledge reaches, the Scholars (Ulema) of the Muslims are

unanimous that the flesh of a monkey cannot be consumed. The same applies to

dogs, elephants and other animals that have sharp teeth. He adds that it was not

necessary that a separate prohibition be revealed with regard to these since they

are naturally detested. He then narrates a hadith from Sayyidina Sha'bi Up &\ i*j

that the Holy Prophet ^JL- j Up ib» ju forbade the eating of monkeys.

THE LAW REGARDING HUNTING ANIMALS

Normally dogs are used for hunting. However, if other animals are trained

according to the required principles, they may also be used. Such animals will be

considered to be trained when they are able to attack tjte prey and either kill or

injure it without eating anything therefrom. Once the animal abstains from

eating on at least three successive occasions, it will be considered to be trained.

Thereafter the master, reciting Bismillah, should release them to track down the

prey. When they attack the prey, the master may then slaughter it if it is alive. If

the prey dies because of the wound, it will still be considered to be Lawful

(Halal).

An animal killed by an untrained animal will not be Lawful (Halal'. If,

however, the animal is still alive after the attack, a person may slaughter it,

thereby rendering it Lawful (Halal).

If the trained hunting animal killed the prey by choking it and no other

wound was inflicted, the animal will be Unlawful (Haram). This law is derived

from the words "Eat of what they hunt for you..." The condition of reciting

Bismillah is derived from that part of the verse where Allah says, "and take the

name ofAllah thereupon."

Sayyidina Adi bin Hatim <* &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet Up ivJU
r-Uj told him, "When you release your dog, then take the name of Allah. If it

catches some prey, then slaughter it if it is still alive. If you find that your dog
has killed it and has not eaten therefrom, then you may eat it. If your dog had
eaten from it, then it had hunted for itself (meaning that it was not trained). If

you find another dog with your own and the prey is dead, then do not eat

therefrom because you do not know which of the dogs had killed the prey."

[Muslim v. 2 p.146]

TRAINING A BIRD TO HUNT
A bird will be considered to be trained when it returns to the owner when

he calls it back after releasing it. When this is achieved at least three times/then

the bird will be fit to be used for hunting. The other conditions will be the same
as applied to the hunting animal. The only condition that does not apply to the

bird is that the prey will be Lawful (Halal) if the bird ate thereof.

LAWS PERTAINING TO HUNTING
Ruling: The animal that does not die after being struck by an arrow will

have to be slaughtered for it to be Lawful (Halal) (on condition that Bismillah was
recited when the arrow was shot). However, if the animal is killed by the arrow,
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it will still be considered Lawful (Halal).

Ruling: If a bird is shot after reciting Bismillah, but it fell into water or on a

high place and then fell down, then this bird will be Unlawful (Haram). This is

due to the possibility of it being killed by drowning or by the fall.

Ruling: The above rulings stipulate that Bismillah be recited whenever the

hunting animal or bird is released, as well as when an arrow is fired. However, if

a person forgot to recite Bismillah, then too the animal will be Lawful (Halal) if

the other conditions are fulfilled.

Ruling: The above laws that apply to a Muslim will also apply to a Jew or a

Christian.

Ruling: The animal hunted by any person besides a Jew, Christian or a

Muslim will be Unlawful (Haram) even though he recites Bismillah.

Ruling: It is permissible to hunt those wild animals that are Unlawful
(Haram), and their skins may be used after tanning.

"Fear Allah! Verily Allah is swift in taking reckoning/' Like the previous verse
where laws were mentioned, this verse also reminds people to fear Allah and be
concerned about the Akhirah (Hereafter). Those animals that are forbidden
should not be consumed and the hunter should not be so engrossed in his

hunting that he forgets the rights that he owes to others, especially to Allah (like

Salah, etc).

Abu Dawud records a hadith reported by Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ** iui^ in

which the Holy Prophet fL* 3 *> i» J~* said, "The person who lives in rural areas

becomes hard-hearted. The one who frequents the presence of kings will be cast

into strife and the person who engages in hunting becomes negligent."

\< '\t' »'. m • '*' fit" \< ^

(5) Today the pure things have been permitted for you. The food of those who
have been given the Book is lawful for you and your food is lawful for them. So
too are the chaste believing women and the chaste women of those who have
been given the Book before you, when you give them their dowries; on the

condition that you are chaste, neither lecherous, nor fostering secretive relations.

Whosoever rejects Belief (Iman) has indeed destroyed his actions and, in the

Akhirah (Hereafter), he will be among the losers.

THE FOOD OF THE PEOPLE OF BOOK (AHLUL KITAB) IS LAWFUL
This verse reiterates the permissibility of pure things by Saying, "Today the

pure things have been permitted for yon." The addition of the word "Today" merely
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means that what was previously considered pure has not been withdrawn and

still applies.

"The food of those who have been given the Book is lawful for you... -The verse

refers to the slaughtered animals of the Jews and the Christians. It is permissible

for a Muslim to eat from the meat of an animal that was slaughtered by a

member of the People of book (Ahlul kitab) on condition that he recites Bismillah

when slaughtering.

The verse refers only to slaughtered animals since other items of food like

rice, grains, etc are all Lawful (Halal) irrespective of from whom they are taken

(even from a Polythe). The reason for the permissibility of the animals

slaughtered by the People of book (Ahlul kitab) is that they also do not permit the

eating of animals that are not slaughtered.

If a person of the People of book (Ahlul kitab) purposely omits the recitation

of Bismillah when slaughtering, the animal will be Unlawful (Haram). Allah says

in Surah An'am, "Do not eat of that whereupon Allah 's name was not taken. Indeed

this is sinful" [Surah 6, verse 121]. This verse bans the eating of any animal that was

slaughtered without the name of Allah, whether the one who slaughters is

Muslim or from the People of book (Ahlul kitab). However, if the Muslim or

person from the People of book (Ahlul kitab) forgetfully omitted to recite

Bismillah, then the animal will be Lawful (Halal).

The Musannaf of Abdur Razzaq" (v.4 pA81) reports a hadith wherein

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ^ ibi ^ said, "Verily within the Muslim is the name of

Allah. If he slaughters and forgets to take the name of Allah, then eat thereof. If a

fire worshipper slaughters taking trie name of Allah, then do not eat thereof."

It must be borne in mindWt the people of the People of book (Ahlul kitab)

will be considered as reliable for slaughtering only when they adhere to the same

Religion (D'in) -that was adhered to at the time when the Qur'an was revealed.

The animals slaughtered by those who are merely Jews or Christians by name

will not be Lawful (Halal). Such people do not follow any Religion (D'in) , do not

believe in Allah and do not accept the Torah nor the InjU. Animals slaughtered

by them can never be Lawful (Halal) even if they recite Bismillah.

Sayyidina Ali ^ i\ ^j is reported to have said, "Do not eat the animals

slaughtered by the Christians of the Bani Taghlib tribe, for they have retained

nothing from Christianity except the drinking of wine."

Ruling: The animal slaughtered by a murtad (one who left the fold of Islam)

will be Unlawful (Haram) even though he may have become a Jew or a Christian.

Ruling: That animal will also be Unlawful (Haram) that has been

slaughtered by a person who believes that another messenger came after the

Holy Prophet ^j <4* &\ JL*.

Ruling: Those people are disbelievers (Kujfar) who, despite claiming to be

Muslims, reject the fundamentals of religion (D'in), mock aspects of the religion

(D'in), alter any verse of the Qur'an or claim that the Qur'an was adulterated. It

will not be permissible to eat animals slaughtered by them.

Ruling: It will not be permissible to consume an animal when the
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slaughterer intentionally omitted to recite Bismillah, even though the slaughterer

is from the People of book (Ahlul kitab) or a Muslim.

THE DEVIATION OF THE/'NEW JURISTS"

Those people are indeed in great error who deduce from the above verse

that every food eaten by People of book (Ahlul kitab) is Lawful (Halal). They say

this irrespective of whether the animal was slaughtered, killed and even if

Bismillah was not recited at the time of slaughtering. Many Muslims in Europe,

America and Australia consider all the meat available in those countries to be

Lawful (Halal) even though they are certain that these were slaughtered without

Bismillah. They say that these animals are Lawful (Halal) for the People of book
(Ahlul kitab), and must therefore be Lawful (Halal) for Muslims as well. This is

totally incorrect and a gross misinterpretation of the Qur'an.

In their ignorance they think that when an animal dies or becomes Unlawful
(Haram) in any other way (by falling, drowning, etc), then it will be Unlawful
(Haram) only if the animal belongs to a Muslim. However, if any of these things

occur when the animals are with a Jew or a Christian, then the very same animal

will be Lawful (Halal). May Allah save the Ummah from such ignorant people!

Amin. If every food of theirs was Lawful (Halal) without any conditions, then

surely pork and wine will also be such (Allah forbid!).

"... and your food is lawful for them" Every type of food that is permissible

for a Muslim is permissible for the people of People of book (Ahlul kitab).

PERMISSIBILITY OF MARRIAGE TO CHASTE WOMEN FROM THE
MUSLIMS AND THE PEOPLE OF BOOK (AHLUL KITAB)

"So too are the chaste believing women and the chaste women of those who have

been given the Book before you..." Muslim men have been permitted to marry chaste

Jewish and Christian women.

THE PROHIBITION OF SAYYIDINA UMAR ** k ^j AGAINST
MARRYING WOMEN OF THE PEOPLE OF BOOK (AHLUL KITAB)

Imam Muhammad <uU & ^j reports in his book "kitabul Athar" that during
the Caliphate (khilafah) of Sayyidina Umar ** i«» ^j, Sayyidina Hudhaifa ** &\ ^j
married a Jewish woman in M^da'in. When Sayyidina Umar ** ^ ^j heard of

this, he wrote a letter to Sayyidina Hudhaifa <up ito'^j, instructing him to divorce

her. When Sayyidina Hudhaifa received the letter, he wrote back saying, "Oh
Leader of the Believers (Amirul Mu'minin), is it Unlawful (Haram) to marry
Jewish women?" Sayyidina Umar ** &\ ^j replied by writing, "I am issuing an
extremely vehement command that you put this letter down only after you have
divorced her, because I fear that other Muslims will follow your example. They
will then prefer the Dhimmi [A non-Muslim who lives in a Muslim country and pays

tax to eject.) women to Muslim women in marriage because of their beauty.

Muslim women will then be ignored and this will be very detrimental for them/'

After reporting this narration. Imam Muhammad <d* iui^ writes, "We also

. adhere to the ruling of Sayyidiita Umar ** <5>i^Jt We do not consider it Unlawful
(Haram), but maintain &at Muslim ^ given preference. This is the
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opinion of Imam Abu Hanifah 4* &\ i*-Jm This prediction of Sayyidina Umar ^j
<^ i»t can be witnessed today in places like Europe, America and Australia.

An Imam living in Canada once mentioned to me that 90% of the Muslim

men whom he met are married to Christian women. Another great clanger to

Muslims is that the Christians have devised a scheme whereby they introduce

Christian women to Muslim men wherever they have erected a public amenity

like a hospital, college, school, etc. They employ this method to spread their

culture and Religion (D'ln). These women then set out on their sinister task of

converting the man and all their children to Christianity.

None can question the action of Sayyidina Umar *& ifo ^ ) since he did not

make something Unlawful (Haram) that was Lawful (Halal), but he merely

prohibited such marriages in the greater interests and advantage of the Ummah.
He was from the righteous khalifas whom the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up ibi JU himself

instructed that they be obeyed.

" .when you give them their dowries..." This portion of the verse stipulates

that even the women of the People of book (Ahlul kitab) should be given their

dowries. This is worthy of mention because it may occur that dhimmi women are

deprived of their dowries, and because they are under the rule of Muslims, they

may be hesitant to claim this right of theirs.

" on the condition that you are chaste, neither lecherous, norfostering secretive

relations." This instructs Muslim men that they should not satisfy their carnal

passions in any way that is contradictory to the Shari'ah. Neither should they

engage in adultery, nor should they court mistresses. Allah is Aware of every

action. It is common in countries like Europe, America and Australia for people

to have extra marital relations. These last for many years and numerous
illegitimate children are born of these relationships. Allah has warned of this

centuries ago and instructed marriage to chaste women, while the men should

also preserve their chastity.

"Whosoever rejects Belief (Iman) has indeed destroyed his actions and, in the

Akhirah (Hereafter), he will be among the losers." This part of the verse refers to

disbelievers (Kuffar) and those who are murtad. They will not be saved in the

Akhirah (Hereafter) and will have to suffer eternal punishment. The laws

concerning the murtad has already been discussed under verse 217 of Surah

Baqarah.

J£ fiZlSfij. pC*5>.j l>LJ^ a^U^l j[ j>s*S
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(6) O you who believe, when you stand up to perform Salah, wash your faces,

your arms up to the elbows, pass wet hands over your heads and wash your feet

up to your ankles. If you are impure, then purify yourselves well. If you are ill,

on journey, returning from the toilet or from touching your women, and you do
not find any water, then use clean soil to wipe your faces and arms therewith.

Allah does not want to place any difficulty upon you, but wants to purify you
and complete His bounty upon you so that you may be grateful (7) Call to mind
the bounty of Allah upon you and His covenant that he took from you with
solemnity when you said, 'We hear and we obey!' Fear Allah! Verily Allah
knows the secrets of the heart.

THE LAWS PERTAINING TO ABLUTION (WUDHU) AND THE
PERMISSIBILITY OF DRY ABLUTION (TAYAMMUM)

This verse explains the method of ablution (Wudhu). Allah says, "O you who
believe, when you stand up to perform Salah../' Allah addresses the Muslims in this

manner because usually people are either seated or engaged in their occupations
without being in the state of ablution (Wudhu). This verse instructs them make
ablution (Wudhu). It should be noted that this verse does not mean that a person
has to make ablution (Wudhu) when he is already in the state of ablution
(Wudhu).

On the occasion when Makkah was conquered, the Holy Prophet <uU ifc\ JL*
(0-j performed four Salahs with a single ablution (Wudhu). Sayyidina Zaid bin
Aslam Up &\ 2^

J says that the verse refers to the time when a person wakes up
from sleeping. At that instance, he cannot have ablution (Wudhu), and will have
to make ablution (Wudhu) in order to perform Salah.

Other commentators state that it is best that ablution (Wudhu) be made
every time a person performs Salah, even if he had already made ablution
(Wudhu) earlier. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ** i» ^ narrates that the Holy
Prophet ^ 3 Up &\ -j^> said, "The person who makes ablution (Wudhu) upon
ablution (Wudhu) will earn ten rewards for it."

THE METHOD OF ABLUTION (WUDHU)
" wash your faces../' The entire length and breadth of the face must be

washed, from the top of the forehead till below the chin and from the lobe of one
ear until the lobe of the other. If the beard is thin, then it will be necessary that
the water reach the skin of the chin. If the beard is so thick that the chin is not
visible, it will be sufficient that only the hairs of the beard be washed. Many
people are negligent of the fact that the area between the ear and cheek also has
to be washed.
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When a person is not in the state of ablution (Wudhu), he is said to be in the

state of minor impurity (Hadath Asghar). When he is in need of a bath, he will be

termed to be in the state of major impurity (Hadath Akbar). It is forbidden to

perform Salah while in either if these states. According to consensus of the

Ummah, Salah performed while in any of these states will have to be repeated. It

is therefore imperative that attention is given to the perfect performance of

ablution (Wudhu) so that no part is left unwashed.

"...your arms up to the elbows../' It is Obligatory (Fardh) that the arms have to

be washed from the fingertips up to and including the elbows.

".... .pass wet hands over your heads... "This refers to making masah.lt is

Sunnah that masah be made of the entire head since the Holy Prophet *i* ii>\ ^u
(JL-j used to do so most of the time [Bukhari v. 1, p.32]. However, there were times

when the Holy Prophet <JL-j <d* &\ JUmade masah of only the front portion of his

head, as narrated in Muslim from a hadith of Sayyidina Mughiera bin Shu'bah
a^ iut ^j. It is for this reason the Imam Abu Hanifah *A* ^<^j has mentioned that

masah of the entire head is Sunnah and masah of quarter of the head is

Obligatory (Fardh).

"...wash your feet up to your ankles." It is also Obligatory (Fardh) that the feet

are washed up to and including the ankles. If any portion of the above areas is

left dry, then the ablution (Wudhu) will not be valid.

The four factors mentioned in the Qur'an are classified as the obligations

(Faraidh) of ablution (Wudhu). Of these, it is Sunnah that the masah of the entire

head be made once and the face, arms and feet be washed thrice each. It is

Obligatory (Fardh) that each be washed at least once. Washing means that every

portion be made wet.

WHEN MAKING ABLUTION (WUDHU), THE FOLLOWING ACTS
ARE SUNNAH:

=> reciting Bismillah before commencing

=> gargling the mouth thrice

. => brushing the teeth 'with a twig (Miswak).

=> rinsing the nostrils thrice (ensuring that the watar reaches then

soft part of the nostrils)

=> washing the right limbs first

=> passing wet fingers through the beard (called khilal)

=> making masah of the ears (inner and outer).

Lesson: Sayyidina Abu Huraira ** & ^j reports that the Holy Prophet JU
(JUj -d* ifo said, "When any ofyou awakensfrom his sleep, he should not put his hands in

water till he has washed them thrice, for he does not know where his hands had spent the

night." [Bukhari and Muslim]

Lesson: With the rinsing of the nostrils, one should pay particular attention
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to blowing the nose, especially upon awakening. Sayyidina Abu Huraira ibi ^j
<u* narrates that the Holy Prophet ^JL-j^ & J~* said, "When any of you wakes up
from his sleep he'should blow, his nose because Devil (Shaytan) spends the night

in his nostrils." [Bukhari and Muslim]

Lesson: Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ** &\ ^j reports that when they were
returning with the Holy Prophet ,JL^ Up iui J^> from Makkah, they came across

some water at the time of Asr. Some people hastily performed their ablution

(Wudhu) there. When the Holy Piophet <JL-j <M & preached the place, he saw
that in their haste, they had not washed their ankles. He said, "The ankles will be

destroyed in the fire! Wash them properly!" [Muslim p. 125, and Bukhari v. 1, p.28]

While water must reach every place, it should not be wasted. Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Amr bin Al As -up i»t^ reports that once the Holy Prophet ifo JL*

<JUj u* passed by Sayyidina Sa'd ^ & ^j while he was performing ablution

(Wudhu). The Holy Prophet ^ Up 41 ^commented, "What is this wastage?"

Sayyidina Sa'd ** M ^j asked, "Can there be wastage in ablution (Wudhu)
1

?" The
Holy Prophet pi-^ Up &\ ^said, "Yes, there is wastage in ablution (Wudhu) even
though you may be on the bank of a river!" [Mishkdt p. 47]

ABLUTION (WUDHU) IS A SPECIAL BLESSING TO THE UMMAH
OF SAYYIDINA MUHAMAD ^JL-j Up &\ J^

Although all the other nations of the past were instructed with some type of

purification, the speciality of the Ummah of the Holy Prophet pJL-j ^ &\ JU> is

that their ablution (Wudhu) will be a discerning symbol for them on the Day of

Judgment. Sayyidina Abu Darda -up i»t^ reports that the Holy Prophet ifo JU
jJL-j ^ said, "I will he the first person on the Day of Judgment to he permitted to

prostrate and I will be the first to be allowed to rise from prostration. Upon raising my
head, I will lookforward and recognise each one ofmy Ummah. Then I will look back and

recognise those ofmy Ummah. When I will look to my right, I will recognise them in the

same way, and when I look to the left as well."

One of the Companion (Sahdba)^ &\ ^j asked, "O the Holy Prophet & JU»

^j Up, how will you be able to recognise your Ummah when all the Ummahs
from Sayyidina Nuh (}LJ» <A^ will be present?" the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up .it JU
replied, "The faces, hands and feet of my Ummah will be shining on account of

their ablution (Wudhu). No other Ummah will have this distinction." [Mishkdt p.

40]

THE COMMAND TO TAKE A BATH
"Ifyou are impure, then purify yourselves ivell." This refers to the person who is

in need of a bath, either due to cohabitation, an orgasm, menstruation, etc. The
emphasis in the verse indicates that a proper bath be taken.

According to Imam Abu Hanifah Up h i^j, it is Obligatory (Fardh) that a

person rinses his mouth thoroughly when taking a bath (ghusl). The entire

mouth up to the throat must be washed at least once. It is also Obligatory (Fardh)

to rinse the nostrils thoroughly till the soft portion of the nose. Whilst making
taking bath (ghusl), the private parts should be thoroughly washed so that no
trace of impurity remains. All other impurities should also be removed from the
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body.

Thereafter, ablution (Wudhu) should be made as normal, where after the

entire body must be washed. It is Obligatory (Fardh) in taking bath (ghusl) that

water reaches every part of the body. To do so thrice is Sunnah. Special attention

should be given to those areas that are normally neglected, such as the navel and

armpits.

Sayyidina Abu Huraira ^ &\ ,^j reports that the Holy Prophet <JL.j «Op &\ J~*

said, "Impurity is under every hair, so wash under each hair and those areas that

have no hair should be cleaned." [Tirmidhi and Abu Dawud]

Sayyidina Ali -u* *»* ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet pJL-j *JU- & J^> said,

"The person who omits even the extent of a single hair while taking bath (ghusl)

will be punished in the fire of Hell." Sayyidina Ali <up i»» ^j therefore never kept

hair on his head for fear of omitting any while bathing. After reporting this

hadith, he thrice said, "It is for this reason that I have enmity for my hair."

[Mishkat p. 48]

Ruling: If the top end of the male sexual organ enters that of a female,

bathing (ghusl) will be obligatory on both, even though no ejaculation takes

place.

Ruling: Bathing (ghusl) will also be obligatory upon the expiry of

menstruation or after-birth bleeding. The method is the same as described above.

DRY ABLUTION (TAYAMMUM)

"Ifyou are ill, on journey, returning from the toilet orfrom touching your women,

and you do not find any water, then use clean soil to wipe your faces and arms

therewith." The topic of dry ablution (Tayammum) has already been discussed in

verse 43 of Surah Nisa.

"Allah does not want to place any difficulty upon you, but wants to purify you and

complete His bounty upon you so that you may be grateful" This refers to the laws of

ablution (Wudhu), taking bath (ghusl) and dry ablution (Tayammum) that have

been stated above. They have been ordained so that the Muslim may be purified

both physically as well as spiritually when his sins are forgiven by these acts.

ABLUTION (WUDHU) AND DRY ABLUTION (TAYAMMUM) PURIFY
EQUALLY

Just as impurities are removed by ablution (Wudhu) and bathing (ghusl), so

too are they cleansed by Dry ablution (Tayammum). A person who has performed

the Dry ablution (Tayammum) can do just what the person performing ablution

(Wudhu) can do (Salah, recitation of Qur'an, etc). The concession to perform Dry

ablution (Tayammum) at times when water cannot be found or used is a great

favour of Allah.

Sayyidina Uthman *& & ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet jJL-j «ip & JU»

said, "When a person makes ablution (Wudhu) properly, his sins fall off his body;

even to the extent that the sins fall away from beneath his fingernails." [Muslim v.

I,p.l25]
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Ablution (Wudhu), taking bath (ghusl) and Dry ablution (Tayammiim) are all

from the bounties of Allah since they offer both physical as well as spiritual

benefit. We therefore need to be grateful Allah.

REMEMBERING THE BOUNTIES OF ALLAH

"Call to mind the bounty of Allah (be they physical, spiritual apparent or hidden)

upon you and His covenant that he took from yon with solemnity when yon said, 'We

hear and we obeyI" The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 6 p.8) writes that this verse

refers to the pledge that the Companion (Sahaba) ^ <o>\ ^j took with the Holy

Prophet pJL-j «Up &\ jl* on the night of Aqaba in the 13th year after proclamation

of his Holy Prophethood. Sayyidina Ubada bin Samit ^ & ^j reports that they

pledged to the Holy Prophet ^j *> & Ju*that they will listen to and obey his

instructions in all conditions, favourable or adverse. [Muslim v. 2 p. 125]

He also writes that the verse could refer to the pledge of Ridwan since this

pledge was taken with Allah even though at the hands of the Holy Prophet JL»

^L^ Up &\. Allah says in Surah Fatah, 'indeed those who take the pledge with yon, they

actually take the pledge with Allah/' [Surah 48, verse 10]

By accepting Islam, every Muslim actually pledges that he will be obedient

to the injunctions of Allah. Therefore, the covenant in this verse is addressed to

every Muslim. It will, therefore, not be necessary to relate this verse only to the

isolated pledges of Aqaba and Ridwan.

"Fear Allah!" by not forgetting His bounties and not breaching His covenant.

"Verily Allah knows the secrets of the heart." He shall require every person to

account for every action, whether carried out in public or in private.

sL<^S\ ^4^ ^k \£& MS? ^m $ ^4£ 'A'

5

(8) O you who believe, be upright for Allah, bearing testimony with justice. Let

not enmity for a nation provoke you to be unjust. Be just! It is closer to piety

(taqwa), and fear Allah! Indeed Allah is Informed of what you do. (9) Allah has

promised those who believe and do righteous deeds that there shall be

forgiveness and a great reward for them. (10) Those who disbelieve and falsify

Our verses, they are the dwellers of the Blaze.

THE COMMAND TO BE STEADFAST IN JUSTICE

An earlier verse has passed in Surah Nisa {Surah 4, verse 135) where Allah

mentioned, "O you who believe, be firm in establishing justice and be witness for Allah
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even if it be against yourselves, your parents and relatives." The verse under

discussion is very similar to this..

Allah says, "O you who believe, be upright for Allah, bearing testimony with

justice. Let not enmity for a nation provoke you to be unjust." Both verses emphasise

that justice be established and that witnesses be upright irrespective of those

against whom one testifies. Neither should a friend be favoured, nor an enemy
oppressed. A Muslim adheres to truth and justice under all circumstances and is

not affected by them. Details of this subject were given in an earlier verse of

Surah Ma'idah where Allah said, "Never let enmity for a nation who prevented you

from the Masjidul Haram provoke you to transgress, "[verse 2]

"Be just! It is closer to piety (taqwa)..." The person with the quality of justice

will also bear the quality of Piety (taqwa). Each of the two qualities draws the

person to the other.

"....and fear Allah! Indeed Allah is Informed of what you do." When a person is

mindful of Allah and that he will have to account for every deed on the

inevitable Day of Judgement, he will abstain from every type of sin, be it major
or minor.

Allah ends the discussion by mentioning the rewards and the pitiable plight

of the wrongdoers. He says, "Allah has promised those who believe and do righteous

deeds that there shall be forgiveness and a great reward for them. Those who disbelieve

andfalsify Our verses, they are the dwellers of the Blaze."

(11) O you who believe, call to mind the bounty of Allah upon you when a

nation resolved to stretch their hands against you and He withheld their hands
from you. Fear Allah! Only in Allah should the believers trust.

AN INCIDENT CONCERNING THE PROTECTION OF THE HOLY
PROPHET ^ Up &\ J^ AND A REMINDER TO RECALL THE
BOUNTY OF ALLAH

"Asbabun Nuzul" (p.186) reports an incident narrated by Sayyidina Jabir ^>j
** ii wherein a person by the name of Ghawrith addressed his tribe, the Bani
Ghatfan and the Bani Muharib saying, "Should I not kill Muhammad Up ifci ju
^j !' When they asked him how he would do it, he said that he would do it in a
manner that the Holy Prophet pJL-j U* ifci JL* would never expect.

Consequently, he arrived before the Holy Prophet ^ U* &\ JL* while
Prophet's sword was on his lap. He asked if he could have a look at the sword,
whereupon the Holy Prophet ^j Up ito ju gladly permitted him. Drawing the
sword out of the sheath, he began to swing it about with the intent of attacking,
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but Allah decided against it. While doing so he asked the Holy Prophet <4* i» J~*

JL-j whether he feared him. The Holy Prophet ^j aJLp iut JL* replied that he had

no fear for him at all.

Surprised, he reiterated, "You do not fear me while a sword is in my
hands?" "Allah shall protect me!" was the reply. Hearing this, he placed the

sword back into its sheath and handed it back to the Holy Prophet <JL-j <jlp & J^>.

On this occasion, Allah revealed the above verse. In the verse Allah reminds the

Ummah of His bounty in protecting their Holy Prophet pL* j *4* &\ Ju.

"Tear Allah! Only in Allah should the believers trust/' Every task of a believer

(Mu'min) can be accomplished with the two great qualities of piety (taqwa) and

tawakkul (trust in Allah). With these, a believer (Mu'min) will never fear anyone

but Allah.

Piety (taqwa) entails abstinence from all forms of sin. Allah declares in Surah

Talaq, "For the one who possesses piety (taqwa), Allah shall provide for him an escape

and grant him sustenance from whence he least expects. Allah is sufficient for those who

trust in him." [Surah 65, verses land 3]

L_uj ^^v^ ^j\ _^jJU LJooj Je^r-i ^^^ ^-^ ^ "^-^ 'X-^J

pIJuLj *j£==*j\ f^ ] *J •^L^aM jtJUJl cjg p±=Ul+ <j[ 4ttl JL-*J

I'Xy *>4'\ ~>C'i - . rr."' ^p2j . <Tn xT^
x 1< *-' "^ ^ .VjJU^j
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(12) Most certainly Allah had taken a pledge from the Bani Isra'il and We had

sent among them twelve chieftains. Allah said, "Indeed I am with you! Surely if

you establish Salah, give Zakah, believe in My apostles, assist them and lend to

Allah a good loan, I will certainly remit from you your sins and undoubtedly

. enter you into gardens beneath which rivers flow. Whoever of you disbelieves

thereafter, he has indeed strayed from the straight path." (13) Because of their

breach of the covenant, We Cursed them and made their hearts hard. They

changed words from their places and forgot a great deal of the advice given to

them. You shall continuously discover some sort of treachery from them, save a

few of them. Forgive them and overlook. Verily Allah loves those who are

righteous.
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THE BANI ISRA'IL BREACH THE COVENANT THAT ALLAH TOOK
FROM THEM

Whereas the Muslims were previously reminded of their covenant with

Allah, here the Bani Isra'll are reminded of the pledge that they took with Allah.

Then, as a warning to the Muslims as well, Allah mentions the punishment that

befalls those who fail to fulfil their pledges.

Allah begins by saying, ''Most certainly Allah had taken pledge from the Bani

Isra'il [through Sayyidina Musa r^LJi *>] and We had sent among them huelve

chieftains." Each of these chieftains belonged to one of the 12 tribes of the Bani
Isra'11 and their task was to remind the Bani Isra'il of their pledge and to ensure
that they abide by it. If they adhered, Allah promised them, "Indeed I am with

your

Thereafter, Allah mentions the conditions of the pledge saying, "Surely ifyou
establish Salah, give Zakah, believe in My apostles, assist them and lend to Allah a good
loan, I will certainly renjit from you your sins and undoubtedly enter you into gardens

beneath which rivers flow." From this it is learned that the previous Ummahs were
also instructed to perform Salah and to pay Zakah. They were told to assist the
Holy Prophets f^J\ f+A* because many were sent among the Bani Isra'il.

They were thus instructed to believe in and assist all the Holy Prophets ^
f*~l\, but they rejected even Sayyidina Isa ?%~^ a> and Sayyidina Muhammad JU

" lend to Allah a good loan..." This refers to all forms of charity besides
Zakah. It is termed a "loan" because the repayment is made in the Akhirah
(Hereafter) and the word "good" is used because the rewards for it shall be such.

Allah says in Surah Hadid (Surah 57, verse 18) "Wlio shall grant Allah a good
loan so that Allah may multiply it and for him shall be an honourable reward." It is

indeed the grace of Allah that the wealth is from Him and we humans are the

recipients, but still Allah considers it a loan to Him and shall recompense the

person many times over.

"Wltoever of you disbelieves thereafter, he has indeed strayed from the straight

path. " This was told to them when they made the pledge, but they broke it.

THE CONSEQUENCES OF BREAKING THEIR PLEDGE

"Due to their breach of tin covenant We Cursed them and made their hearts hard."

This rendered them incapable of accepting the truth and heeding to it. It was this

curse and the hardening of the heart that they falsified the Holy Prophets ^
fXJt and even stooped to assassinate them.

Allah says in Surah Baqarah, "Allah cursed them due to their disbelief so only a

few of them believe." [Surah 2, verse 88]

Addressing the Jews in verse 84 of Surah Baqarah, Allah says, "Thereafter

your hearts hardened, becoming like rocks, or even harder."

When a person sins incessantly, rebellion takes hold of his heart until it

becomes rock hard. Then he never resorts to repentance (Tauba) and begins to
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detest good advice. Allah advises the believers (Mu'minin), "Has the time not come

for the believers that their hearts submit to the advice ofAllah and the truth that has been

revealed. And they do not become like those who have been given the Bookfrom before, till

a lengthy period passed by wherein their hearts became hard. Most of them are sinners/'

[Surah Hadid (57), verse 16]

THE JEWS ALTERED THE TORAH

"They changed words from their places andforgot a great deal of the advice given to

them" Their hearts were so hardened that they altered even the Speech of Allah.

Their scholars would change what they deemed fit and then tell the people that it

was from Allah. To please the masses and fill their coffers, they led them into

ignorance instead of knowledge and led them astray instead of guiding them.

They never seemed to realise the consequences of their actions. As a result

of this they eventually began to forget large sections of the Torah, as it is only

natural that one will forget the original when additional things are added.

THE TREACHERY OF THE JEWS

"You shall continuously discover some sort of treachery from them, save a few of

them." As their predecessors were treacherous, the Qur'an warns that it has now
become second nature to them. If the Book of Allah was not safe from their

treachery, mere mortals need to be even more cautious. Yes, there are those from

them who can be trusted, and they are the ones whom Islam has made
trustworthy, like Sayyidina Abdullah bin Salam ^ it^Jm

"Forgive them and overlook. Verily Allah loves those who are righteous.'"The
author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 6 p.90) writes that this will apply if they repent (by

accepting Islam) or accept to pay the atonement (jizya), thereby undertaking to

abide by the rules of the Islamic state. Scholar (Allama) Tabari <Jp &\ assays that

the instruction to forgive them was before the command for Jihad.

With regard to the interpretation of this verse, the author of Bayanul Qur'an

writes that as long as there is no religious (Shar'i) need, their treachery and evil

should not be exposed. This is more aptly suited to the phrase, "Verily Allah loves

those who are righteous."
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(14) We have taken a covenant from those who say, "We are Christians!" but

they forgot a great portion of the advice given to x
them. So, until the Day of

Judgment, We have stirred up enmity and hatred between them. Soon Allah

shall inform them of what they used to do. (15) O People of the Book,

undoubtedly Our messenger has come to you exposing to you much of what you

used to conceal from the Book, and he pardons much. Without doubt there has

come to you from Allah a light and a clear Book... (16) whereby Allah guides to

the paths of peace those who seek His pleasure, and removes them from

darknesses into light by His order; and guides them to the straight path. (17)

Most certainly those have disbelieved who say, "Surely Allah is Masih, the son

of Maryam!" Say, "If Allah wishes to destroy Masih, the son of Maryam, his

mother and all upon the earth, who will be able to offer them any protection

from Allah?" To Allah belongs the dominion of the heavens and the earth and

whatever is between them. He creates what He wills and Allah has power over

all things.

THE PLEDGE TAKEN FROM THE CHRISTIANS AND THEIR
DISREGARD FOR IT

Allah begins by focussing attention on the Christians. He says, "We have

taken a covenantfrom those who say/We are Christians!' but theyforgot a great portion

of the advice given to them." Because of their breach of the covenant and because

they forgot much of what was taught to them, as a punishment, AU&H says, "So,

until the Day of Judgement, We have stirred up enmity and hatred between them." The
Christians are split into numerous denominations and, to this day, some claim

that Sayyidina Isa (%~& a-1p is Allah while others believe in the trinity.

They also seemed to forget that Sayyidina Isa '$lJ\ ^ had informed them of

the advent of the Holy Prophet pJL,j. <Jp &\ J*>, asAfiah says in Surah A'raf with

regard to his coming, "the unlettered messenger and Holy Prophet that they find

written with them in the Torah and Injil." [Surah 7, verse 157]

However, the Day of Judgement is imminent and "Soon Allah shall inform

them ofwhat they used to do."

Thereafter Allah addresses both, the Jews and the Christians. He says, "O
People of the Book, undoubtedly Our messenger [Sayyidina Muhammad jj-j *J* &\ JL*J

has come to you exposing to you much ofwhat you used to concealfromihe JSoofe and he

pardons much. Without doubt there has come to you from Allah a light and a clmr

Book..." The "light" refers to the Holy Prophet <JL-j U* i» JU and the "clear Book"
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refers to the Qur'an.

Both, the Qur'an and the Holy Prophet pl^ aJLp &\ ju* are such that by them

"Allah guides to the paths of peace those who seek His pleasure, and removes them from

darknesses into light by His order; and guides them to the straight path." Since the

paths of disbelief (kufr) and polytheism (shirk) are numerous, the plural is used

for the word "darkness", and because the guidance of Allah is one, the singular

form of the word "light" is used.

THE DISBELIEF (KUFR) OF THOSE WHO CLAIM THAT
SAYYIDINAISAf^LJiAJp IS ALLAH

"Most certainly those have disbelieved who say, 'Surely Allah is Masih, the son of

Maryami
,f

Allah refutes their statement by asserting, "Say, 'If Allah wishes to

destroy Masih, the son ofMaryam, his mother and all upon the earth, who will be able to

offer them any protectionfrom Allah?" The people of the People of book (Ahlul kitab)

know that only Allah can give life and death. Therefore, by this question they

will understand that only He is the Supreme deity.

"To Allah belongs the dominion of the heavens and the earth and whatever is

between them. He creates what He wills and Allah has power over all things." How can

the creation be worshipped? How can anyone share in His dominion when they

all belong to Him? Even though Sayyidina Isa {*~~h Up was born miraculously, he

is still the creation of Allah, as is his mother and every other being in the heavens

and earth.

THE HOLY PROPHET ^L-j Up &\ JU WAS A LIGHT AS WELL AS
HUMAN

"Without doubt there has come to you from Allah a light and a clear Book..." As
pointed out earlier, the "light" referred to in this verse is the Holy Prophet 'it JU*

pJL-j aJU. He is termed a light because before his advent the entire world was filled

with the darkness of disbelief (kufr) and polytheism (shirk), with only a very

limited number of people scattered about the earth who believed in Allah. When
he came and invited the masses to Oneness of Allah (Tauhid) and Islam, after a

great struggle the darkness began to disperse and Allah Illuminated the hearts of

men with the brilliance of Belief (Iman) and Trust (Yaqin).

Many people believe that the Holy Prophet fJL-j -U* iut JL* was created of

light and was not a human. This belief betrays their ignorance. The Qur'an says,

"Say [O Muhammad jJL-j *ip -ifo JU*J, pure is my Lord. I am nothing but a human

messenger.

Lesson: "...whereby Allah guides to the paths of peace those who seek His

pleasure..." This makes it evident that Allah will surely guide those who seek

Allah's pleasure. May Allah guide those who claim to be Muslims yet do not take

heed and continue to be stubborn in their ways.

Lesson: The beliefs and actions that lead to Heaven (Jannah) are referred to

as "the paths of'peace" and Heaven (Jannah) itself is called "Dams Salam" ("The

place of Peace"). The religion (D'ln) of Allah is called Islam (Peace) and one of the

names of Allah is "Salam" (Peace). When Muslims meet they greet with Salam
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and at the end of their Salah, they also say Salam. After Salah Muslims are taught

to recite, "Alldhumma antas Salam wa Minkas Salam Tabarakta Ya Dhal Jallali wal

Ikram" {TRANSLATION: O Allah! You are Peace and peace is only from You.

You are Most Blessed, O Possessor of might and honour. In reality peace in both

worlds is found only in the religion (D'in) of Allah.

^>ju2j\ viU^.^ij Az± (j* 4^j i^4 cA Jffi <j^ b~t^ j^

jj>JjJ jr^^U J^3 jjUi Vj jjj^ Cjt ^*W ^ ^-^ ^ sH> ( O? />* <J*

(18) The Jews and the Christians say, "We are the children of Allah and His

loved ones!" Say, "Then why will He punish you for your sins? You are only

humans of those that He created. He forgives whom He wills and punishes

whom He wills. To Allah belongs the sovereignty of the heavens and the earth

and what is between them, and unto Him is the return." (19) Oh People of the

Book, indeed Our messenger has come to you, expounding to you at a time

when the succession of messengers had been paused, so that you do not say,

"There has not come to us a bearer of glad tidings, nor any. warner!"

Undoubtedly there has come to you a bearer of glad tidings and a warner! Allah

has power over all things.

THE DIGRESSION OF THOSE JEWS AND CHRISTIANS WHO
CLAIMED TO BE THE CHILDREN AND CHOSEN ONES OF ALLAH

The above verse cites another fabrication of the People of the Book. They

unabashedly claimed, "We are the children of Allah and His loved ones!" This was
another of the deceptions of Devil (Shaytan) to prevent them from accepting the

Holy Prophet <JL-j *M &\ JU and doing righteous deeds. Devil (Shaytan)

influenced them to think that they are the very children and loved ones of Allah,

so it mattered not what they did. Allah would always forgive them.

The Tafsir of Allama Qurtubi Up i»v <^j (v. 6 p.20) narrates that once the Holy
Prophet pJL^ Up iui ju» invited*the Jews to believe in Allah and be fearful of His

punishment. They retorted, "Oh Muhammad ^j <^ i»» ju! Why should we fear

when we are the children of Allah and His loved ones!" The Christians had said

this and the Jews imitated them. On this occasion the above verse was revealed.

Allah replies to their claim by saying, "Say, 'Then why will He -punish you for

your sins?" They had already admitted that they would be punished when they

used to say, "The fire shall only touch us for a few days. "No person will cast his

child or his loved one into the fire of this world for even a single minute, yet they

claim that they will be tossed into the much more intense fire of Hell for a few

days!
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Sayyidina Isa fiLJ\ aJp had informed the Christians, "Indeed Allah has

forbidden Heaven (Jannah)for whoever ascribes partners to Him, and their abode shall be

the fire." They ascribed children to Allah and also partners, yet they wishfully

thought that they were Allah's children and chosen ones, never hav'ag to fear

punishment. This amounted to falsifying the statement of Sayyidina Isa £*~& *j*,

leading them to disbelief (kufr) and Hell.

Imam Qurtubi *ip it <^j has written (v. 6 p.121) that the verse refers to

punishment already metered to the people of book (Ahlul kitab). Therefore, they

are reminded that if they are truly the children and loved ones of Allah, why did

Allah punish them in the past, even transfiguring them into monkeys and pigs at

times?

"You are only humans of those that He created." Here Allah reminds them that

He has no family relation with the human race. Allah shall only love those who
possess Belief (Iman) and do righteous deeds. He has no love for those who
become disbelievers (Kuffar) by falsifying thier Holy Prophets f^Ut ^^1*.

"He forgives whom He wills and punishes whom He wills." None can force Him
to forgive another. "To Allah belongs the sovereignty of the heavens and the earth and

what is between them, and unto Him is the return." Allah's principle is not to forgive

the Polytheists and disbelievers (Kuffar). When all shall return to Him, those who
fabricated lies and claims will be exposed and punished.

THE HOLY PROPHET fUj Up At ^U WAS SENT AT A TIME OF
CESSATION IN THE CHAIN OF HOLY PROPHETS

"O People of the Book, indeed Our messenger has come to you, expounding to you

at a time when the succession of messengers had been paused..." Until the time of

Sayyidina Isa (%J> a-U, Holy Prophets used to be sent in succession. No sooner

did a Holy Prophet leave this world, then Allah sent another in his place.

However, after Allah raised Sayyidina Isa fMJt <4*, no Prophet was sent

immediately.

Allah mentions in verse 6 of Surah Saff (61st Surah of the Qur'an) that

Sayyidina Isa f%~bs <4* informed the people that after him a Holy Prophet will

come by the name of Ahmad i.e. Sayyidina Muhammad ^L-j aJLp it ju». It is

* deduced from this that there was no Holy Prophet between Sayyidina Isa f^Ut a-Ip

and the Holy Prophet ^j *ip it JU.

Bukhari (v. 2pA89) records a hadith wherein the Holy Prophet jJL^.U* it JU
said with regard to Sayyidina Isa pLJ\ <£*, "There was no Holy Prophet between
us." It is evident from this that the statement of certain Scholars (Ulema) is

inexact who say that Holy Prophets were sent just before the Holy Prophet it ju
^j Up, quoting the name of Khalid bin Sanan as one of them. If these were ever

Holy Prophets, they must have been sent before Sayyidina Isa f*~J\ <uU.

HOW LONG WAS THE CESSATION IN THE CHAIN OF HOLY
PROPHETS?

Imam Bukhari Aip it ^ quotes from Sayyidina Salman Farsi ** it^ that

the period between Sayyidina Isa pLJv <J* and the Holy Prophet jJL-j-Up it JU
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was 600 years [Bukhari v. 2 p.562]. Others have placed the figure at 500 years. The

two estimations can be coincided by assuming that Sayyidina Salman Farsi & ^j
<up counted the entire period from the time that Sayyidina Isa f^LJ\ Up was raised

till the time when the Holy Prophet ^j <±* &\ J^> declared Holy Prophethood.

Those who estimate 500 years will have counted only up to the birth of the Holy

Prophet (JL-j U* &\ JL*. Allah knows best.

Allama Ibn Kathir <4* & *^j writes (v. 2 p.35) that the period consisted of 620

years. He writes further that there is no discrepancy between this and the

estimation of 600 years because those claiming 600 years estimate by the solar

calendar and those claiming 620 years say so using the lunar calendar. A
hundred solar years exceed a hundred lunar years by approximately three years.

Allama Ibn Kathir Up &\ a^j writes [Ibid] that Allah sent the Holy Prophet

^jUyUp iii\ JL* at a time when the chain of Holy Prophets was paused, the paths

leading to guidance were effaced, religions (D'ins) were adulterated and the

worship of idols, fire and the cross was widespread. The advent of the Holy

Prophet -jJL-j 4* ifcv JU was thus an extremely benevolent bounty at a time when
all needed it most. Strife and anarchy were rampant in every town and rebellion

and ignorance gripped hold of every person with the exception of a paltry few

who were clinging on to the remnants of the Religions (D 'ins) brought by

previous Holy Prophets fiLJ\ <-$>. Engaged in the worship of Allah were only a

few Rabbis, Christians and Sabians.

Sayyidina Iyadh bin Himar Mujashi'I *& &\ ^j narrates that once the Holy

Prophet (JL-j Up i>i.JU addressed them in a sermon saying, "Indeed my Lord has

commanded me to tell you of those things that he has taught to me today and

whereof you have no knowledge. Allah has said that the wealth He gives to

anyone is Lawful (Halal) (nothing will become Unlawful (Haram) by the

declaration of any person, as the Polytheists used to do). Allah has also said that

He had created man upon the true religion (D'ln) and the devils (Shayatin)

[plural of Devil (Shaytan)] have averted them from it. These devils (Shayatin)

have made things Unlawful (Haram) for them that I have declared Lawful (Halal).

They have also instructed them to ascribe partners to Me, whilst I have sent no

warrant for it."

Thereafter the Holy Prophet <JL,j Up ifci JU> continued, "Without doubt, Allah

gazed at the people of the world. He declared the Arabs and the non-Arabs as despicable

slave for those who remained from the People of book (Ahlul kitab)." Allah told me, 'I

am sending you as a messenger to test you and to test others through you. I have

revealed to you a book that cannot be washed away by water (because it is

preserved within the hearts). You will recite it while asleep as well as when
awake/ Allah then commanded me to engage the Quraish in battle, upon which I

remarked that they will destroy me and flatten me like dough. Allah said, Take
them out (in battle) as they have done to you and fight them. We shall assist you.

Spend and We shall spend on you. Dispatch your army and We will dispatch an

army five times larger. [Muslim v. 1, p.3 85]

It is learnt from this narration that during the period pf "Fatrah" (cessation of

Holy Prophets), there remained only a few people who believe in Oneness of

Allah (Tauhid). Then Allah, through His grace sent the Holy Prophet U* i»» JL*
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pL-j. Because of his sacrifices and suffering, and that of the Companion (Sahaba)

^ i«\ ^j, disbelief (kufr) receded and Oneness of Allah (Tauhid) replaced

polytheism (shirk). Truth became manifest and the waves of Belief (Iman) swept

through the hearts of men in every part of the globe.

In this way, Allah's argument was established over man, so that they may
not say, "There has not come to us a bearer ofglad tidings, nor any warnerl"

Allah declares, "Undoubtedly there has come to you a bearer ofglad tidings and a

warnerr There remained now no excuse for anyone. Those who rejected shall be

subjected to the torments of Hell,, for "Allah has power over all things."

iUul >wi Ju^ iriSs^U 4jul i^u UP ^ ^y^i ^y°i i$»y J^ ^;j

j*j)i\ !>toi ^yk ^f^i*J» bt^^ p ^ (fe^i *>*r^ Ĵ

i"" f > > ~1 . \< \/ 9
f > *9' *' \S<* '" 'sfx't 6' /"'- \'- ?» ^* V

j-\j ^j^ v ^ «i^l ^ 4i yj Ji»^^jj^ ^* ^l ^i* -i-Wj

(20) When Musa f
^LJi aJp told his nation, "O my people, remember Allah's

bounty on you when He raised messengers among you and made you kings. He

gave you what He never gave anyone in the entire universe. (21) "O my people,

enter the sanctified land that Allah has decreed for you and do not turn on your

heels, for then you will become losers." (22) They said, "O Musa, honestly a

tyrannical nation live there. We shall certainly never enter there until they leave.

If they leave the land, then only shall we enter." (23) Two fearful men, whom
Allah had favoured, said, "Enter on them by the door. When you enter therefrom

then verily you shall be victorious! Trust only in Allah if you are believers!" (24)

They said, "O Musa, we shall never ever enter there as long as they are present

there. So you and your Lord both go and fight. We shall remain sitting here."

(25)He (Musa) submitted, "O my Lord! Indeed I have control only of myself and

my brother, so decide between us and the sinful people." (26)(Allah declared)

"Undoubtedly this land is forbidden to them for forty years. They will wander

bewildered in the earth, so do not grieve over the disobedient nation."
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THE BANI ISRA'IL REFUSE ALLAH'S COMMAND TO ENTER A
TOWN

The incident mentioned in the verse proves the apostleship of the Holy

Prophet (JL-j a> ibt JU since he could not have known of it except by divine

revelation. These narratives were known only to the Jews of Madinah, but most

of them still refused to believe in the Holy Prophet jJL-j *> & JL».

The incident is of the time after pharaoh (Fir'aun) and his army were

drowned in the sea. The Bani Isra'il crossed the sea, entered the region of Sham
and headed towards Palestine. They had left the region for hundreds of years

and the Amaliqa nation, who were the descendants of the Ad [the nation of

Sayyidina Hud f*~l\ <4*], had assumed control of the region. Like their

predecessors, they were people of exceptional strength and might. Allah had
decreed that the Bani Isra'il were to take the very same tract of land back for

themselves.

Sayyidina Musa <v>LJv <Op first reminded them of Allah's bounties upon them
saying, "O my people, remember Allah 's bounty on you when He raised messengers

among you and made you kings. He gave you what He never gave anyone in the entire

universe." During those times, the Holy Prophet fiL~h <^ used to propagate the

religion (D'ln) freely and the kings of the Bani Isra'il could easily enforce the

various injunctions.

Then they were enslaved by the Copts of Egypt and subjected to much
hardships and difficulties. Now that they returned to their homeland, they had
the opportunity to revive their former glory. Sayyidina Musa fiLJ\ u* told them,

"O my people, enter the sanctified land that Allah has decreedfor you and do not turn on

your heels, for then you will become losers." In this way he encouraged them to wage
Jihad.

When some chieftains of the Bani Isra'il were sent as emissaries to the

Amaliqa, they observed their extraordinary stature and power. They reported

this back to Sayyidina Musa £XJ\*A*, but he instructed them not to inform the

rest of the army of this since it would discourage them from engaging in battle.

They disobeyed the instruction and tipped off their relatives.

As a result of this "They said, 'Oh Musa, honestly a tyrannical nation live there.

We shall certainly never enter there until they leave. If they leave the land, then only

shall we enter."

Of these chieftains, Sayyidina Yusha bin Nun and Sayyidina Bin Yuqinna

abided by the command of Sayyidina Musa (%J\ Up and also motivated the Bani

Isra'il. Referring to this Allah says, "Two fearful men, whom Allah hadfavoured, said,

'Enter on them by the door. Wlten you enter there then (the help of Allah shall be with

you, and) verily you shall be victorious!" With the assistance of Allah they will all

flee the town. They advised further saying, "Trust only in Allah if you are

believers!" -

Believers (Mu 'minlri) ought to trust only in Allah especially when they are

informed that Allah has already decreed that the town be theirs. The Bani Isra'il

then began to wish that they had never left Egypt, making preposterous

statements that they were better off there. (When the psyche of slavery enters a
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person and he grows accustomed to disgrace and humiliation, he will prefer to

return to it on account of a little hardship instead of bearing it to regain his

honour.)

Eventually they told Sayyidina Musa (OLJi Up, "O Musa, we shall never ever

enter there as long as they are present there. So you and your Lord both go and fight. We
shall remain sitting here.

"

When Sayyidina Musa fikJb Up observed their obstinacy and their insolent

reply "He submitted, 'Oh my Lord! Indeed I have control only of myselfand my brother,

so decide between us and the sinful people." Allah then made the declaration that

"Undoubtedly this land is forbidden to them forforty years. They will wander bewildered

in the earth, so do not grieve over the disobedient nation."

This was the punishment for their disobedience. Consequently, for the

period of 40 years they wandered around and around a piece of ground

measuring only 18 square miles. Each evening, after a tiring day's walk, they

would return to the same spot from where they departed in the morning. They
numbered six hundred thousand at that time and it was during this very period

of 40 years that Sayyidina Musa and his brother, Sayyidina Harun fiLJ\ Up passed

away.

All those present at the time when they were condemned to wandering in

the earth died within the 40 years except for Sayyidina Yusha (}LJ» <\s> and

Sayyidina Kalib (*~& Up. They led the new generation of the Bani Isra'il to war
and conquered the land for themselves. [Ibn Kathir and Ma'alimut Tanztl]

MISCELLANEOUS LESSONS FROM THE INCIDENT

Lesson 1: "He gave you what He never gave anyone in the entire universe." This

verse seems to indicate that the Bani Isra'il were even preferred above the

follower (Ummah) of the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up it JU. This is, of course, incorrect

because the follower (Ummah) of the Holy Prophet ^j Up ii JU> have been

declared as the best of all followers (Ummahs). The reply to the apparent

contradiction is that the Bani Isra'il were the most favoured from all the nations

in their time. The entire universe stretching to all times is not implied here.

Sayyidina Mujahid ^ &\***j is reported to have said that the verse refers to

the manna, salwa, the rock (from where the springs gushed forth) and the

shading of clouds since these were only given to the Bani Isra'il.

Lesson 2: Since the Bani Isra'il did not want to enter the land that Allah

decreed for them, the question arises that where did they intend to go in their 40

years of futile travels? Commentators mention that they intended to return to

Egypt since they had grown accustomed to it.

Others, are of the opinion that as a punishment they were just left to wander
aimlessly since they were not prepared to enter the town.

Lesson 3: Sayyidina Musa <v>LJ ^ made the Supplication (du'a) "Oh my
Lord! decide between us and the sinful people." The meaning of this is that he wanted
Allah to give the sinful ones of the Bani Isra'il the punishment that was due to

them and that the faithful ones were to be accorded the rewards that was due to
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them. ["Ruhul Ma'ani"\

Lesson 4: Sayyidina Miqdad bin Aswad <^ ibt ^j very beautifully

mentioned to the Holy Prophet (JL,j Up ibi jl* on the day of the Battle of Badr, "O

the Holy Prophet pJL*j aJp i»i J-*, we shall not say as the nation of Sayyidina Musa

fXJ>\ <d* said, 'So you and your Lord both go and fight We shall remain sitting here.'

Proceed, we shall be to your right, left, in front and behind youl" The blessed face of

the Holy Prophet ^j *> ibt ju» lit up at this remark and he became very happy.

[Bukhariv.2p.564andp.663]

SadS !fe. a>; j& <^1^ 6^2 a|i; ^\ t# ol 4y1 4>
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(27) Recite to them the true incident of the two sons of Adam £$~A\ <uip. When
both of them presented a sacrifice and it was accepted from only one of them,

while that of the other was not accepted. He said "I will surely murder you!" He
replied, "Allah accepts only from those of piety (taqwa)." (28) "The fact of the

matter is that if you stretch out your hand to kill me, I will not stretch out mine

to kill you. Verily I fear Allah, the Lord of the universe. (29) "I would rather that

you take on yourself my sins and your sins and you become one of the dwellers

of the fire. Such is the punishment of oppressors. (30) So his soul seduced him to

murder his brother and he murdered him, becoming among the losers. (31) Then
Allah sent a crow, digging the earth to show him how to conceal the corpse of

his brother. He cried out, "Woe unto me that I could not be like this crow and

conceal the body of my brother!" So he became one of the remorseful ones.

THE TWO SONS OF SAYYIDINA ADAM P
*J» U* AND THE REGRET

OF THE ONE WHO MURDERED HIS BROTHER

Although some people have mentioned that the two persons spoken about

in the incident were from the Bani Isra'Il, this interpretation is unnecessary even

though every person can be termed to be the child of Sayyidina Adam fXJb Up.

The words of the Qur'an indicate that they were the real biological sons of

Sayyidina Adam f^LJt Up, and there is no reason to treat this fact as metaphorical.

Only narrations obtained from the people of the Bani Isra'Il (called "Isra'iliyat")

shed light on the actual factors leading to the incident. The Qur'an mentions the

incident very briefly. Even if the entire incident is not known, Allah has
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mentioned, the moral at the end, where He says, "Due to this We decreed for the

Banilsra'il "

Allama Ibn Kathir -uU iui <^j narrates from Sayyidina Suddi aJLp &s a^ a

narration of Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ** ifo ^j and Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud
^ &\-j&j, where they say that Sayyidina Adam pLJ\ <d* used to father twins, a

boy and a girl each time. Since there was the need to increase the human
population, there was no alternative except that the offspring from every pair

marry the opposite gender of another pair. The only restriction was that an

individual of a twin could not marry the other twin from the same birth. They

had to marry a partner from another birth.

It occurred that a son by the name of Qabil was born, who was a farmer.

Younger than him was another son by the name of Habil, who tended milk-

producing animals. The daughter born with Qabil was more beautiful than the

one born with Habil. Therefore, according to the principle, Qabil was to marry

the one who was less beautiful and he was displeased that his twin sister was to

be married to Habil. He told Habil that he had a greater right to marry the more
beautiful sister since she was his twin.

When Sayyidina Adam (%-Ji U* decided that the prettier sister be married to

Habil, Qabil refused to accept it. It was resolved that the matter be determined

by either of them presenting a sacrifice to Allah. The sacrifice that was consumed
by a fire from the heavens was considered to be accepted, and the one who had
offered it would marry the more beautiful of Lhc sisters. Eventually Habil'

s

sacrifice was accepted. Qabil was now infuriated to the extent that he threatened

to murder Habil, saying, "I will surely murder you!"

Habil replied, "Allah accepts only from those of piety (taqwa)." In this way he

neither praised himself, nor did he tell his brother that he was insincere in his

sacrifice. To prolong the conversation, Habil added, "The fact of the matter is that of

you stretch out your hand to kill, me I will not stretch out mine to kill you. Verily Ifear

Allah, the Lord of the universe."

Commentators mention that Habil was stronger than Qabil, but chose not to

defend himself (although it was permissible) because he felt that it was better to

die as an oppressed person that to kill another. The Shari'ah of all the Holy

Prophets (%J> f-U* varied in many regards, therefore it will not be necessary that

certain aspects of the incident conform to our Shari'ah.

THE ADVICE OF THE HOLY PROPHET ^j^ k JU> AT THE TIME
OFCORRUPTION

Sayyidina Abu Musa ** &\ ^j narrated that the Holy Prophet (JL-j *>i JU
said, "Before the Day of Judgement, anarchy and strife shall reign like the

portions of an extremely dark night. Because of this, a person shall awaken in the

morning as a believer (Mu'min), but be a disbeliever (kafir) by the evening. A
person shall be a believer (Mu'min) in the evening and a disbeliever (kafir) by the

morning. The seated person will be better that the one standing and the person

walking will be superior to the one that is running. At that time, you shoulci

break your bows, cut their cords, smash your swords beneath the rocks and
remain in your homes. Then if someone enters to kill you, then be like the better
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of the two sons of Sayyidina Adam f^LJ\ *A*." [Mishkat p. 464]

Sayyidina Ayyub Sakhtiyani a> &\ **-j mentioned that the first of this

Ummah to carry out the practice of "ifyou stretch out your hand to kill me I will not

stretch out mine to kill you," was Sayyidina Uthman ** &» ^j. Despite possessing

the powers of a Khalifa and being able to defend himself, he preferred to be

killed instead of killing others.

Continuing with the story, Habil added, "7 would rather that you take on

yourself my sins and your sins and you become of the dwellers of the fire. Such is the

punishment ofoppressors."

A REPLY TO AN OBJECTION

At this juncture, an objection is raised against Habil. The objection is that he

desired that his brother be burdened with both of their sins and be cast into the

fire of Hell, whereas no person should desire such a plight for his brother. The

reply is that Habil adopted this stance only after taking much pains to explain to

his brother the error of his ways. Finally, when he refused to hearken, Habil had

to remind him of the grievous consequences of his actions.

Finally, after some doubt concerning his course of action, Qabil's "soul

seduced him to murder his brother and he murdered him, becoming among the losers."

He now lost a brother as well as the love and respect of his parents and Allah.

SATAN (IBLIS) SHOWED THEWAY TO MURDER
Qabil did not know how to kill his brother since there had been no murders

before. He began to twist his brother's head, but to no effect. The accursed Devil

Satan (Iblis) then appeared before him and, placing the head of an animal upon a

rock/struck it with another rock. Seeing this, Qabil killed his brother in the same

manner. Other commentators have described the manner in varying ways but,

since no law of our Shari'ah depends on specifying the manner, it will suffice to

know that he murdered him, as mentioned in the Qur'an.

QABIL'S ANXIETY ABOUTWHAT TO DO WITH THE CORPSE
Since none had died prior to Habil, Qabil did not know what to do with his

brother's body. Allah then sent two crows to the scene. They began to fight and

the one killed the other and buried it. Allah refers to this when He says, "Then

Allah sent a crow, digging the earth to show him how to conceal the corpse of his

brother."

Following the example of the crow, Qabil then buried his brother and "He

cried out, Woe unto me that I could not be like this crow and conceal the body of my
brother!' So he became of the remorseful ones." He expressed remorse that he had

killed his brother and that he lacked the intelligence to do as a crow had done.

MISCELLANEOUS LESSONS FROM THE INCIDENT

Lesson 1: The fact that the children of Sayyidina Adam f*~J\ Up understood

who they were supposed to marry and the fact that they submitted to have their

differences decided by Allah shows that Sayyidina Adam f*>LJi Up educated them
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with regard to Oneness of Allah (Tauhid) and their Shari'ah. Therefore, from

man's inception he was taught Oneness of Allah (Tauhid) and adherence to the

Shari'ah of the messengers. A hadith reported in Mishkat (p.51 1/2) makes it clear

that Sayyidina Adam ^LJ\ Up was a Holy Prophet of Allah.

Lesson 2: Habil presented a sheep as his sacrifice and Qabil presented some
barley. When the fire consumed the sheep, Qabil grew very angry, but his

brother advised him, "Allah accepts only from those of piety (taqwa)." Piety (taqwa)

entails carrying out the orders of Allah and abstaining from those things that He
has forbidden. Qabil had been opposed to the injunction of Allah with regard to

marriage and later stooped to murder. This clearly displays his lack of piety

(taqwa), because of which his sacrifice was rejected.

Piety (taqwa) also includes abstinence from disbelief (kufr) and polytheism

(shirk). The actions of a person practising disbelief (kufr) and polytheism (shirk)

shall never be accepted from Allah, despite the quantity. Sayyidina Abu Darda
<up &\ ^j is reported to have said, "If I were sure that Allah accepted a single

Salah of mine, it would be more beloved to me than the entire world and all its

contents. Allah says, 'Allah accepts onlyfrom those ofpiety (taqwa)." [Ibn Kathir]

In a single sentence Habil advised his brother to adopt piety (taqwa), thereby

abstaining from jealousy as well. A jealous person burns from within because he

desires the bounty that another person possesses, whereas the other person

cannot help if Allah had blessed him with it. Jealousy amounts to displeasure

with Allah for blessing another with something and not giving him the same.

The incident teaches that the jealous person should not destroy himself by

desiring the loss of another's bounty, but he must adopt piety (taqwa).

The Holy Prophet ^j Up 2bi JL* said, "I advise you to adopt piety (taqwa),

for it beautifies all your actions." [Mishkat p. 415]

Lesson 3: After murdering his brother, Qabil walked about carrying the

corpse by the waist. The weight of the corpse was difficult for him to bear and

predatory animals began to gather around in eager anticipation of devouring the

body should he discard it. In this distressed state, he wandered till the crow

showed him how to dispose of the body.

Although a body may be disposed of in numerous other ways (such as

cremating or throwing in the sea), Allah desired the most natural and befitting

manner. Man has been created from sand and should be returned to sand. Since

then it has been the practice of people to bury their dead, except for the

Polytheists of India who cremate and the Parsees, who feed their dead to

vultures. Burial is the most befitting way to lay the dead to rest as it conforms to

the honour and respect accorded to man.
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(32) Due to this We decreed for the Bani Isra'U that whoever kills another for a

reason other than (the murder of) a soul or anarchy on the earth, then it is as if

he had killed the entire mankind. Whoever preserves a life it is as if he has

preserved the lives of the entire mankind. Undoubtedly Our messengers have

come to them with clear signs. Thereafter many of them transgressed on earth.

THE PERSON WHO KILLS SOMEONE HAS KILLED THE ENTIRE
MANKIND

Because Qabil murdered his brother, Allah decreed as part of the Shari'ah of
the Bani Isra'U that "whoever kills anotherfor a reason other than (the murder of) a soul

or anarchy on the earth, then it is as if he had killed the entire mankind." i.e. When the
killing is not a penalty for murder or anarchy.

Qurtubi {v. 6 p. 146) reports many interpretations for this verse. Sayyidina
Mujahid Up

.

^ ^j states that whoever murders another will suffer the

punishment that Allah shall be angry with him, will curse him and subject him to

the great torment of Hell. This has been discussed in verse 93 of Surah Nisa.
Since the person who kills the entire mankind will also suffer the same
combination of punishments, killing one will be like killing all mankind.

According to others, the sin for killing one person is the same as killing all

people. This is closest to the words of the verse. In a hadith the Holy Prophet JU
pL-j Up &\ has said, "Whenever a murder is committed, the sin will be shared by
the first son of Sayyidina Adam

r
*>LJi Up because he was the first to begin the

practice of murder/' [Bukhan'and Muslim]

Allama Qurtubi aJp i»\ ^J writes that this decree was exclusive to the Bani
Isra'U since punishments were especially harsh for them. Certain commentators
are of the opinion that although murder was always forbidden, the Torah was
the first divine scripture to contain its prohibition. However, the Bani Isra'U were
so stubborn that they did not refrain from even murdering the Prophets flU\ <-*>.

Allah then speaks of the virtue of saving lives. He says, "Whoever preserves a

life, it is as if he has preserved the lives of the entire mankind. Undoubtedly Our
messengers have come to them with clear signs. Thereafter many of them transgressed on
the earth."

Lesson: The above hadith teaches us that the person who initiated any evil

deed shall receive the sin of people doing the same without their sins being
decreased. In the same way, the person who initiates a good deed will receive the
reward of all those emulating him or acing upon his preaching without any of
their rewards being diminished in the least. [Mishkat p. 33]

Every believer (Mu'min) should preach the good and demonstrate it to

others. The Holy Prophet^^ ii j^ said, "Glad tidings be for the person
whom Allah has made a key to good and a lock to evil. Destruction be for that

person whom Allah has made a key for evil and a lock for good." [Mishkat p. 444]

Those who propagate innovation (bid'ah) should ponder over this!
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(33) The only retribution for those who make war with Allah and strive to

spread corruption upon the earth is that they be killed or crucified, or their

hands and feet cut off from alternate sides, or that they be exiled from the land.

Such shall be their degradation in this world and, in the Akhirah (Hereafter),

theirs shall be a torturous chastisement... (34) except those who repent before

you overpower them. Know that Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.

THE PENALTY FOR ROBBERS IN THIS WORLD AND IN THE
HEREAFTER

The above verse describes four penalties to be imposed upon robbers. The

first is that they be killed. The second is crucifixion. The third is that their

alternate hands and feet be severed i.e. right hands and left feet. The fourth is

that they be expelled from the country. Robbery has been referred to as war

against Allah because the perpetrators of this crime are combating the laws of the

Shari'ah. They contribute to strife and corruption on earth by their crime.

THE CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING THE REVELATION OF
THIS VERSE

It has been recorded in "Asbabun Nuzul" from Sayyidina Qatadah ** ifo ^>j

that eight persons of the Bani Ukal and Bani Uraynah tribes came to the Holy

Prophet jJL, 3 Up ibi J-^They pretended to be Muslims and even took the pledge of

allegiance at the hand of the Holy Prophet jJL. _>
-Op &\ J^>

The climate of Madinah did not agree with them and they became ill. When
they described their condition to the Holy ProphetyL^ U* i»i' J*>, he told them

that if they wished they could live with those who tended to the camels that were

given as Zakah. They accepted the proposal and complied. However, when they

were cured, they murdered the herders of the camels and stole the camels.

When the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up i\ JU received news about this, he

dispatched some Companion (Sahaba) ^ &\ ^j to capture them. When they

were brought back in custody, the Holy Prophet fJL-j <4*M J^ ordered that their

hands and feet be severed, hot needles be pierced into their eyes and that they be

placed in the sun to die (as they had done to the herders). Imam Muslim has

reported this incident with various chains of narrations in v. 2 p.57. Iman Bukhari

Up it aj^j has recorded it on p.602. In the narration of "Asbabun-Nuzul",

Sayyidina Qatadah Tabi'I^ &^ says that we were told that it was with regard

to this episode that Allah revealed the verse, "The only retribution for those who
make war with Allah..."
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THE FOUR PENALTIES FOR ROBBERS

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ^ i» ^j has stated that the four penalties mentioned

in the verse are with regard to four types of crimes. If the robbers had murdered

and stolen, they will be executed and crucified. If they only murdered others

without stealing anything, they will be executed. If they only stole without

killing anyone, their hands and feet will be severed from, opposite ends. The

fourth penalty of expelling them from the land will apply when they were

caught with intent to rob, without committing the action.

Exiling them from the land means that they be expelled and banished from

their country according to Imam Shafi'i Up i» "<^
Jm The view of Imam Abu

Hanifah <^ it ^j is that they be imprisoned until they repent. Sayyidina

Mumammed Ibn Jarir Tabari *ip it <^j has combined the above two
interpretations by saying that such robbers should be imprisoned in a distant

place till they repent.

Sayyidina Makhul Tabi'I aJp it ^j says that Sayyidina Umar^ ii ^j was
the first to enforce the penalty of imprisonment saying that he would imprison

them until he was convinced of their repentance. He said that he would not exile

them because they would then harm the people of the other place.

Some scholars are of the opinion that the leader of the believers Amirul

Mu'minln) has the choice of imposing any of the four penalties to any robber as

he pleases. However, Imam Shafi'I 4* it <*-j and Imam Abu Hanifah U* it ^j
have accepted the interpretation of Sayyidina Ibn Abbas *& it \^j i.e. the four

penalties are to be imposed for four different crimes.

Imam Shafi'I *JU it a^j is of the opinion that the bandit should first be

executed and then crucified. Certain other Scholars (Ulema) maintain that he be

placed alive on the cross and then killed by repeatedly piercing his stomach with

a spear. Others say that he should be placed on the cross for three days and then

taken down to be executed. ["Ma'alimut TanzW'v. 2 p.33]

Lesson: The above penalties of amputation and execution are prescribed by
the Shari'ah and even the heirs of the murdered persons cannot waive the

penalty by forgiving the criminals. The penalty for robbery is double that of

merely stealing since it contributes to the disruption of public safety. The right

hand of the person caught stealing the first time will be severed and if he is ever

caught the second time his left foot will be amputated. In the case of robbery,

both, the right hand and the left foot will be severed at once.

When a gang of robbers kill someone during the robbery, all of them will be
executed even though one of them was directly responsible and only one person
was killed. This is because the execution will not be in respect of retaliation

(Qisas), but because they jeopardise public safety and wage war against Allah

and His Holy Prophet (JL-j <Up it ju.

After specifying the penal law in this world, Allah speaks of their plight in

the Akhirah (Hereafter). He says, "Such shall he their degradation in this world and, in

the Akhirah (Hereafter), theirs shall be a torturous chastisement....

A fifth situation mentioned by the author of "Hidaya" is where the robbers
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only injure someone. In this case, he says that if the injury is of such a nature that

retaliation (Qisas) may be taken, it will be taken and if Blood money (Diyah) is

due, Blood money (Diyah) will be binding.

"..... except those who repent before you overpower them. Know that Allah is Most

Forgiving, Most Merciful." Commentators mention that in the above case the

penalty of the Shari'ah shall be waived, but not the right of people. If any person

was killed, his heirs shall still possess the right to take his life and the wealth

taken will have to be repaid. They will reserve the right to pardon if they wish.

OfJ

(35) O you who believe, fear Allah, seek a way of approach unto Him and strive

in His way so that you may be successful. (36) Indeed those who disbelieve, if

they possessed all within tbe earth and the like thereof in addition to ransom

themselves from the punishment of the Day of Judgement, it Will not be

accepted from them. Theirs shall be a painful punishment. (37) They will try to

escape from the fire, but they will not be able to escape and theirs will be a

permanent chastisement.

THE INSTRUCTION TO GAIN PROXIMITY TO ALLAH AND TO
STRIVE IN ALLAH'S WAY

Every form of obedience is a means of gaining closeness to Allah, be it by

way of the obligations (Faraidh), Compulsories (Wajibat), Sunan or mandatory

(Nawafil). The Holy Prophet <JL-j *> & JU* said, "Verily Allah says, T will issue

the declaration of war on whoever harms a friend of Mine. The most beloved

means whereby My slave may attain proximity to Me is with the things that I

have made incumbent on him (Faraidh). By means of the Nawafil (optional deeds)

he continues to draw close to Me until I love him." [Bukhari p.963]

THE DISBELIEVERS (KUFFAR) WILL WANT TO OFFER
EVERYTHING THEY HAVE TO BE SAVED FROM THE
PUNISHMENT OF THE DAY OF JUDGMENT (QIYAMAH)

Allah mentions that on the Day of Judgement, the disbelievers (Kuffar) will

wish that they had twice the contents of the entire world to offer as ransom for

their souls. Even if they had this, it would not help as it will be rejected. Allah

says in verse 91 of Surah Al Imran, 'indeed those who disbelieve and die as

disbelievers?, the entire earth full ofgold shall never be acceptedfrom them if they wish to

offer it as ransom. Theirs shall be an agonising punishment and they shall have no
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helpers."

Allah says in Surah Ra'd (Surah 13, verse 18), "Those who refuse to respond to him

will definitely offer as ransom the contents of the entire earth and the like thereof in

addition if they possessed it. The reckoning of these people shall he evil indeed and their

abode shall he Hell. What an evil abode it is!"

Allah says in Surah Zumar (Surah 39, verse 47), "If the oppressors owned

whatever is on earth and the like thereof in addition, they would certainly want to offer it

as ransom to escape the evil of the punishment of the Day ofJudgment (Qiyamah)."

With even greater emphasis Allah says in Surah Ma'arij (Surah 70, verses 11 to

15), "The evildoer shall wish to ransom in lieu of the punishment of that day his children,

his wife, his brother, his family that used to offer him protection and all the people on

earth, so that they may save him. Never!"

THE DISBELIEVER (KAFIR) SHALL NEVER BE ABLE TO ESCAPE
FROM HELL

"They will try to escape from the fire, hut they will not he able to escape..." In a

similar way Allah says in Surah Sajdah, "Each time they try to escape therefrom, they

willhe returned to it" (Surah 32, verse 20).

"
.and theirs will he a permanent chastisement." The previous verse

described the plight of robbers and the ensuing verses outline the details

regarding those who steal. The intermediate verses that have been cited above

speak of fearing Allah and seeking nearness to Him, which includes abstinence

from robbery and stealing, as well as from all other sins. It also includes

practising all the injunctions of religion (D7n).

In these verses, Allah also makes mention of religions war (Jihad), which is

waged with the intention of stemming corruption on earth. Although people are

killed in Jihad, these are only the disbelievers (Kujfar), Polytheists and criminals.

Islam is opposed to corruption and the objective of Jihad is to gain proximity to

Allah. On the other hand, the purpose of robbers and thieves is the accumulation

of wealth. The verses remind criminals that a day shall come when they will be

prepared to sacrifice all that they have illegally acquired to appease their families

and children. In fact, they will also be prepared to sacrifice these very dear ones

to save themselves from Hell. On this day, they will want to ransom all of this,

and twice as much for their safety. However, all this will be to no avail and they

will be forced to suffer the consequences of their villainy.

jyi£> *&\ o\ £lc v_^-j -Oil CL>u pU^'J -*-fM* £*i <Jt V« O* ^$? -*^y-
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(38) As for the male and female thief, cut off their hands in lieu of what they

earn, as a punishment from Allah. Allah is Mighty, the Wise. (39) Whoever will

repent after his oppression and rectify, then surely Allah shall accept his

repentance. Verily Allah is Most Forgiving^ Most Merciful. (40) Do you not

know that to Allah belongs the sovereignty of the heavens and the earth? He
punishes whom He wills and pardons whom He wills. Allah has power over all

things.

THE PENALTY FOR THEFT

The penalty for theft mentioned in the above verse serves as a lesson and

deterrent to others. The details of this penalty have been recorded in the Ahadlth.

One of these is that the right hand will be cut from the wrist.

The Scholars (Ulema) differ with regard to the minimum amount to be stolen

before the hand is amputated. Sayyidina Abu Bakr <up ifo ^j, Sayyidina Umar
,up ibi ^Jf Sayyidina Uthman ^ &\ '^j, Sayyidina Umar bin Abdul Aziz Up &\ <^Jr

Sayyidina Awza'I Up ifcv a^j and Imam Shafi'i Up ifoa^/areall or" tne opinion that

the hand will be cut when the equivalent of a minimum of a quarter Dinar (gold

coin) is stolen. Imam Malik *ip ito <^j stipulates the amount of three Dirhams.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** i»v ^j, Imam Abu Hanifah ^ &\ ^j and

Sayyidina Sufyan Thauri «uU &\ <*-j are of the opinion that a minimum of ten

Dirhams or the equivalent thereof will necessitate the amputation of the hand. If

an amount less than this is stolen, the hand will not be cut, but some other

punishment may be imposed.

INTERCESSION IS NOT PERMITTED WITH REGARD TO THE
ENFORCEMENT OF PENALTIES

A woman from the noble Quraish tribe of Bani Makhzum, named tatima

once stole something. The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up &\ JU passed thejudgement that

her hand be amputated, but her tribe was reluctant that this be administered.

They decided to send Sayyidina Usama bin Zaid <up &\ ^j to intercede on her

behalf since he was very dear to the Holy Prophet (JL^ Up iui JU>

When he spoke to the Holy Prophet '

pL-j Up &\ J^> the Holy Prophet & JU
(JL-j Up told him, "You wish to intercede with regard to a penalty from Allah's

penalties?" the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up i»\ JL* then, stood up to address the people

saying, "The people before you were destroyed because when a noble person

from them stole they ignored it, but when someone of inferior social standing

stole, they enforced the penalty. By Allah, if Fatima \#* i»» ^>Jf the daughter of

Muhammad stole, I would have her hand cut!"

AH the Scholars (Ulema) are unanimous that when a person steals the first

time, his right hand is severed from the wrist and if he is caught a second time,

his left foot will be cut from the ankle. If he repeats the action for a third time,

Sayyidina Ali <up i»». ^j maintains that he will now be imprisoned until he

repents. The same view is held by Imam Abu Hanifah ^ &\ a^j, Imam Ahmad
bin Hambal aJLp ii t^j and Imam Awza'I^ i»» M\>- According to Imam Shafi'I ^
U^ i* and Imam, Malik U^ &\ a^j, his left hand will be cut upon the third theft and
the right foot upon the fourth theft. Thereafter, he will be punished in some other

manner as determined by the Leader of the believers (Amirul Mu'fninin). This
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punishment has been reported from Sayyidina Abu Bakr «* ifo ^.

AMPUTATION OF THE HAND IS BASED ON WISDOM AND
WHOEVER CONTESTS IT IS IRRELIGIOUS

The verse states that the penalty of severing the hand is a punishment from

Allah The Arabic word used (nakalan) means such a punishment that serves as a

lesson and example to others. Allah, in His infinite wisdom, knew that there

would be people who would shed their Belief (Itnan) by objecting to this law. For

this reason He stated, "in lieu ofwhat they earn, as a punishmentfrom Allah. Allah is

Mighty, the Wise." As the Wisest of the wise and the Creator and Master, Allah

reserves the right to enforce injunctions as He deems appropriate. None may
contest these since He is the Most Mighty and every injunction is based on His

supreme wisdom.

Allah knows the psychology of men and knows what injunctions will serve

to stem theft and robbery, thereby ensuring the safety and peace of the wealth

and lives of the masses. Allah declares in Surah Mulk, "Do they not know who

created and is the Knower of intricacies..." (Surah 67, verse 14)

The Jews, Christians and Orientalists are foremost in claiming that the laws

of Islam are barbaric and oppressive. This is not surprising since they have

denied the truth and are disbelievers (Kujfar). They are adamant to remain in

their false religion (D'in) , to attribute children to Allah and are pleased with the

murder of noble Prophets f^LJ\ p-^U.

However, most surprising are those who claim to be Muslims and yet say

that the injunctions of the Qur'an are barbaric. Such people merely live with the

Muslims and claim to be of the Muslims so that they may accrue the benefits of

being a Muslim. In reality they are not Muslims since a Muslim' can never object

to the decrees of Allah.

An analysis of the European penal code will reveal that the system of jailing

criminals has been fruitless. Criminals keep returning to prison since they

consider it to be easy, even telling their accomplices to look after their illegal

"trades" while they serve their brief sentences in prison since they will be

making a swift return. If this system were effective, crime would have been

stifled a long time ago, but it is evident that it is ever on the increase. Criminals

are roaming about freely, sometimes killing to acquire something, and

sometimes holding, a gun to someone's head to get the same. Armed robberies,

hijackings and burglaries are all too common.

The criminals are never arrested and if they are ever apprehended, they are

let off by offering bribes or by threatening their captors. If they are ever brought

to stand trial and fail to bribe the magistrate, they are sentenced to short terms

that they serve with ease or even escape from prison. They then return to their

criminal ways.

It will be quickly noticed that by enforcing the Islamic laws as detailed

above, no person will have the courage to commit a crime and, if he does, the

severity of the law will discourage him from ever repeating the act. In this way
people will be able to sleep in peace, living in safety and security.
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THOSE WHO OPPOSE THE LAWS OF THE SHARI'AH ARE
ACCOMPLICES OF CRIMINALS

In reality those who object to the laws of the Shari'ah express remorse that

the hands and lives of criminals are lost. They seem to show mercy for these

criminals, but show no mercy for the general public who suffer at the hands of

the same people. The penalty enforced upon thieves is due to their own

misdeeds as pointed out by the verse -...in lieu of what they earn, as a punishment

from Allah."

Those countries where the law of the Shari'ah is enforced enjoy the sight

that shopkeepers merely throw a sheet over their wares when proceeding for

Salah and the goods lie unguarded the entire night. No theft takes place despite

the light security measures.

"Whoever will repent after his oppression and rectify, then surely Allah^shall accept

his repentance. Verily Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful." This is the general

law of Allah that any person shall be forgiven when he sincerely repents for his

sin. In this context, the words "and rectify" mean that the thief will be required to

return the stolen goods to the owner, or that the owner forgives him. Then only

will Allah forgive him for the sin and absolve him of the punishment in the

Akhirah (Hereafter). If the thief repents before the judge or before being

apprehended, his hand will still be cut (because although Allah will then absolve

him of punishment in the Akhirah (Hereafter), the worldly penalty will still be

enforced).

"Do you not knew that to Allah belongs the sovereignty of the heavens and the

earth? He punishes whom He wills and pardons whom He wills. Allah has power over all

things." None can object to His actions since everything belongs to Him.

In the previous verse many attributes of Allah have been mentioned,

indicating that He alone can do as He pleases. He has been described as "Mighty,

the Wise," "Most Forgiving, Most Merciful" and finally as a culmination, "Allah has

power over all things." In the previous verses, punishment was mentioned first

because the discussion concerned crimes. Thereafter, mention was made of

forgiveness. It is for this reason that the concluding verse also maintains this,

order by stating, "He punishes whom He wills and pardons whom He wills."

Note: The details governing the criminal procedure for proving theft and

the resultant punishment may be referred to in the books of jurisprudence. The

actual method of amputation and the various exceptions to the law can also be

learned from the same source.

±s &p tig5& i ap; *a ^j^ *a-i
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(41) O messenger ^L-j *~l* Ai ^u, let not those people depress you who hasten in

disbelief, of such who say with their mouths, "We believe!" but their hearts do
not believe. And of such who are from the Jews, eagerly hearkening to lies and
eagerly listening for another nation that have not come to you (to pass news to

them). They change words from their places and say, "If you receive this order

then accept it and if you do not receive it, then avoid it." Whomsoever Allah

desires to cast into strife, you shall never be able to assist him against Allah.

These are the ones whose hearts Allah does not intend to purify. For them shall

be humiliation in this world and an awful punishment in the Akhirah
(Hereafter). (42) Eager listeners to lies, ardent devourers of the unlawful! If they

come to you [0 Muhammad ^j mJp A\ J^\ then judge between them or ignore

them. If you ignore them, they cannot harm you in the least. If you judge, then
judge between them with equity. Verily Allah loves the just ones. (43) How can
they seek judgement from you when they have with them the Torah, wherein is

Allah 's order and thereafter they turn away? These people are not believers.

THE MISCHIEF OF THE JEWS AND THEIR ALTERATION OF THE
SCRIPTURES

Mention has already been made of the fact th^tjews were living in Madinah
for a long time prior to the advent of the Holy Prophet r

1^ ^ ^ J*- When the
Holy Prophet pL,^ <uU iui J^ arrived in Madinah, they refused to accept him
despite knowing that he was the true messenger of Allah as described in their

scriptures. Besides a few of them, they ceaselessly plotted against him and
opposed him on every front. With them were the Hypocrite (Munafiqin) who
posed as Muslims but were disbelievers (Kuffar) by heart.

THE PENALTY FOR ADULTERY IN THE TORAH IS STONING TO
DEATH

Like the Shari'ah of Islam, the Torah also contained the injunction that a
married adulterer be stoned to death (called "Rajm"). The Jews, however,
concealed this law. During the time of the Holy Prophet pJLj Up i» JU, a married
Jewish lady committed adultery. The Jews decided to approach the Holy Prophet
jO^y-ap-ai JU to issue a verdict with regard to her since they felt that he would
pass a lighter penalty because his Shari'ah was more lenient than theirs. They
also thought that in this way they would be able to offer an excuse to Allah that
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they had acted on the verdict of His messenger. [Abu Dawud v. 2 p.255]

According to a narration in "Ma'alimut Tanzil'(y. 2 p.36) a leading

personality amongst the Jews of Khaybar committed adultery with a certain

woman. Both were married and were to be stoned to death according to the

Torah. The Jews were reluctant to enforce this law since he was one of their

leaders, so they decided to refer the matter to the Holy Prophet (jL-j Up At JL*

since his book (the Qur'an) did not contain the law of rajm.

Consequently, they sent a message to the Jewish tribe of Bani Quraizah in

Madinah telling them to seek a verdict from the Holy Prophet jJL,j ajlp &\ J^ with

regard to the adultery of a married man and woman. They also made it clear to

them to accept the verdict of lashing, but to reject one of rajm {Stoned to death).

The Jews of the Bani Quraizah told them that the Holy Prophet ^X*) u* & J^>

would pass the verdict that they most feared.

The leader of the Jews then approached the Holy Prophet jJL- 3
Up ifci JL* and

requested him to pass judgement.

The Holy Prophet pL^ Up ibi JL* first asked them whether they were

prepared to accept his verdict. When they agreed to do so, the Holy Prophet J^
^L> 3 Up iwt ruled that rajm be enforced. They refused to accept the verdict.

Jibr'il (OLJt U* appeared before the Holy Prophet <X<j U* As JL* and

instructed him to allow a Jew by the name of Ibn Suriya to mediate. Ibn Suriya

was a one-eyed scholar of the Jews. The Holy Prophet jJL. 3 Up iui ju summoned
Ibn Suriya and asked the Jews whether they recognised him. They replied by

saying that none on earth was more learned of the injunctions of the Torah than

he. They also agreed when the Holy Prophet ^*> ifo-JU told them that Ibn

Suriya would issue the verdict about the matter on hand.

The Holy Prophet jJL- 3
*A* its JU then turned to Ibn Suriya and said, "I want

you to swear on oath by that Allah besides whom there* is no other deity. By Him
Who revealed the Torah to Sayyidina Musa f%J\ U*, Who rescued you from

Egypt and split the ocean for you. By Him Who shaded you with the clouds and

provided Manna and Salwa to you. Do you find in the Torah the injunction that a

married adulterer is to be stoned to death?"

Ibn Suriya admitted, "Yes! I swear by the Being by Whom you have asked

me to swear that the injunction of rajm is present in the Torah. If I had not the

fear of lying and of burning due to changing the laws of the Torah, I would never

have admitted to it." The Holy Prophet pJL, j Up &\ JL* asked them since when had

they adopted this practice of circumnavigating the law of Allah. Ibn Suriya

replied that whenever a noble person committed adultery, the Jews would ignore

it and not enforce the penalty. However, when another person did so, he would

be punished. "In this way," he said, "adultery was rife among the noble people."

He continued, "It once occurred that the son of our king's uncle committed

adultery and was not stoned. Later a common person also committed this vile act

and, when we wanted to stone him, his family protested saying that they will not

hand him over for execution until the king's cousin was stoned. It was then

decided that a standard form of punishment be meted to one and all. We then

resolved that the married adulterer be lashed forty lashes with a rope covered in
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tar. His face was then blackened and he was paraded throughout the streets

riding on a donkey while sitting with his face towards the back of the animal."

The Jews disliked that this had now surfaced and Ibn Suriya said, "I would
have never said this if I did not have the fear that the Torah would be defiled."

Thereafter the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up &\ JL* had the guilty couple stoned near

the Masjid and submitted to Allah saying, "O Allah I am the first to revive Your

injunction that was stifled by the Jews." On this occasion Allah revealed the

above verses.

Allah says, "O messenger p-L-j Up ita ju, let not those people depress you who

hasten in disbelief of such who say with their mouths, We believe!' but their hearts do

not believe. And of such who are from the Jews, eagerly hearkening to lies..." i.e.

Listening to the words of the Holy Prophet <JL^ Up &\ JU so that they may
attribute such things to him that he never said.

" and eagerly listening for another nation that have not come to you (to pass

news to them)." i.e. They spy for others, referring to the Bani Quraizah spying for

the Jews of Khaibar.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ** &\ .^j narrates that the Jews once came to

the Holy Prophet <JL-3 ^ &\ JL* mentioning that a Jewish man and woman had

committed adultery. The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up i»\ JU* asked thenj what was
written in the Torah with regard to stoning (rajm). They said that the Torah

stated that these people should be disgraced and lashed. Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Salam'** &\ ^j (who was a learned Jewish scholar before accepting Islam)

interrupted by saying, "You are lying! Most certainly the verse of rajm is written

in the Torah. Bring the Torah!" When they brought the Torah and opened it, the

person reciting there from placed his hand over the verse containing mention of

stoning (rajm) and read only what was before and after it.

Sayyidina Abdullah Bin Salam <up &\ ^j told him to lift his hand,

whereupon the verse of rajm was made evident. The person then admitted that

the verse was present and the adulterers were stoned to death.

THE JEWS ALTERED THE BOOK OF ALLAH

"They change words from their places..." They altered the law of rajm (stoning)

and replaced it with an easier law. Even when they came to the Holy Prophet

jJL.j.Up h JU they were reluctant to practise Allah's law and sought some
leniency from him*

"....and say, 'If you receive this order then accept it and if you do not receive it,

then avoid it." They wanted a concession in the law and were not prepared to

accept a verdict that was hot appealing to them. When a person resolves to

remain upon disbelief (kufr) and hastens to it, Allah will not guide him.

Regarding these people Allah continues, "Whomsoever Allah desires to cast

into strife, you shall never be able to assist him against Allah. These are the ones whose

hearts Allah does not intend to purify. For them shall be humiliation in this world and an

awful punishment in the Akhirah (Hereafter)."
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THE JEWS CONSUMPTION OF UNLAWFUL (HARAM)

"Eager listeners to lies, ardent devourers of the unlawfull"

Commentators mention that this verse refers to the Jewish authorities, who
accepted bribes from people and eagerly listened only to one side of the story,

passing judgement in favour of those who bribed them. They paid no heed to the

person who had not bribed them irrespective of how oppressed he may be.

The Arabic word used for the "unlawful" in this verse is "suht", which

actually means to uproot something totally. It is also used for bribery because

justice and equity are completely uprooted from the judicial system when
bribery is rife. The Holy Prophet jJL-j <M & J^ said, "Allah has cursed the one

who gives a bribe, the one who, accepts it and the one who acts as a medium
between the two." [Mishkat p. 326]

Although bribery is Unlawful (Haram) for all, it is especially forbidden for

judges and magistrates since it will cause them to pass oppressive verdicts,

resulting in grievous consequences in both worlds.

CERTAIN FACTORS WHICH INVITE PUNISHMENT IN THIS
WORLD

Sayyidina Amr bin Al As v* &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet *M & J^>
pL-j said, "The nation among whom fornication is rife shall be afflicted by

droughts. The nation among whom bribery is rife shall be afflicted with fear."

[Mishkat p. 313]

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas <up &\ ^j is reported to have stated, "The nation among
whom corruption is rife will be inflicted with fear and the people among whom
fornication is rampant shall have excessive deaths. Sustenance shall be straitened

of those who cheat in weight and measurement and murder shall become the

order of the day for those people who judge unjustly. Their enemy shall

overpower people who breach trusts."

Muslims should ponder deeply about these words. Much of this has

afflicted people of the past and can be witnessed even today.

SOME TYPES OF BRIBES

Bribery is not confined to paying a judge to issue a verdict in one's favour.

Bribery entails accepting payment for something that is one's binding

responsibility or for which one is being paid. An example is a person employed
in a court (not an oppressive one since working there is not permissible). He
cannot accept remuneration for doing anything that is already part of his job,

since he is being paid.

A magistrate is bound to judge with equity and therefore cannot accept

payment from any of the opposing parties. If he accepts a bribe and passes

judgement in favour of the bribing party, he will be guilty of oppression and
even his normal salary will be Unlawful (Haram) for him since he had not

discharged the responsibility for which he is being paid.

People hasten to give gifts to those who are appointed to positions of
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authority. These are not gifts, but bribes because a reciprocal favour is desired

thereby. It is for this reason that the jurists have mentioned that a magistrate may

accept gifts only from those people from whom he had been receiving gifts prior

to his appointment as magistrate. What others give is regarded as bribes.

Sayyidina Umar bin Abdul Aziz 4* &\ ^j was presented with a gift from

one of his close associates during his reign as caliph (Khalifa). He told the courier

slave to return the gift. When the slave altercated that even the Holy Prophet J*>

pjL-j Up ifci accepted gifts, the caliph (Khalifa) replied, "Those were gifts to the Holy

Prophet pL-j Up &\ JU, but are bribes for us today." [Tarikhul Khulafa]

Lesson: The wealth that is given (besides the dowry) when a proposal for

marriage is presented is a considered to be a bribe. It will also be a bribe to pay

someone to intercede for something. It is also considered a bribe to pay an officer

who works in a court.

"If they come to you [O Muhammad pJL-j Up &\ JUJ then judge between them or

ignore them. Ifyou ignore them they cannot harm you in the least/'

The Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up i»t JL* had the option initially when the Jews were

not considered to be "Dhimmis" but merely agreed with the Muslims that they

would assist the Muslims in war. It will be Compulsory (Wajib) to judge between

Dhimmis who request judgement. This will be discussed later under the verse,

"Judge between them by what Allah has revealed to you and do not follow their whims"

(verse 48 of this Surah).

THE ORDER TO JUDGE WITH EQUITY

"If you judge, then judge between them with equity. Verily Allah loves the just

ones." This instruction is clear and has passed on numerous occasions.

"Haw can they seek judgement from you when they have with them the Torah,

wherein is Allah 's order and thereafter they turn away? These people are not believers."

Their only objective in coming to the Holy Prophet ^j Up ii^ was that they

receive a lighter verdict and they were never prepared to accept anything else.

hjk iA^f <$<£>*& ^ P* *&& Q, %#i u$ tsl

M Cr*J ^M? ^~** <j£^ LlA-^ jj oj-^Jj ^L-JJ-» \_yZS*3 y^-2 4-\J^m
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(44) Certainly We have revealed the Torah wherein there is guidance and light.

The Holy Prophet f*~i\ *J&, who were subservient to Allah, judged the Jews

therewith; and those of Allah and the scholars (also judged therewith) because

they were instructed to preserve Allah's Book and they were witnesses thereto.

So do not fear the people but fear Me and sell not My verses for a measly gain.

Whoever does not instruct by what Allah has revealed, then they are surely

disbelievers. (45) We ordained for them in the Torah a life for a life, an eye for

an eye, a nose for a nose, an ear for an ear, a tooth for a tooth and retaliation for

wounds. Whoever will forgive, it shall be an expiation for him. Whoever does

not instruct by what Allah has revealed, then they are surely oppressors. (46) In

their footsteps We sent Isa, the son of Maryam, confirming that which was

before them i.e. the Torah. We gave him the Injil wherein there is guidance and

light, confirming what was before them i.e. the Torah, and it was a guidance and

advice to those who adopted piety (taqwa). (47) The people of the Injil should

instruct in accordance to what Allah has revealed therein. Whoever does not

instruct by what Allah has revealed, then they are surely sinners.

THE TORAH CONTAINED GUIDANCE AND LIGHT

These verses commence with a description of the Torah revealed to

Sayyidina Musa (OLJi -Op. Allah says, "Certainly We have revealed the Torah wherein

there is guidance and light." i.e. A light that allowed people to discern between

truth and falsehood.

"The Holy Prophets <v>LJt <-$>, who were subservient to Allah, judged the Jews

therewith; and those of Allah and the scholars (also judged therewith)..." The Holy

Prophets £*~&- ^l^ who came after Sayyidina Musa f*~&. ^ adhered to the

Shari'ah of Sayyidina Musa f&J\' <M and ensured that the Bani Isra'il also

practised it. They were also charged with the responsibility of propagating the

teachings of the Torah.

The Arabic word used for "those ofAllah" ("Rabbaniyyun") denotes a person

who is attached to his Lord. They were people especially devoted to Allah's

worship. The other group mentioned was the "ahbar." They were the learned

scholars of the Jews, but lacked in practice. Since their knowledge was of no
benefit to them, it did not benefit others either. It is commonly noticed that

people are disinclined towards those learned ones who do not practise what they

know.

Those who are only worshippers without any knowledge are just as

hazardous since they are prone to succumb to acts of ignorance. It is of

paramount importance that every person possess some knowledge, especially

those who are engrossed in Allah's devotion. As was acknowledged amongst the

Bani Isra'il, the same applied today; that those devoted to knowledge are
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referred to as Scholars (Ulema) and those devoted to worship are termed saints.

There is also the most blessed group who possess both qualities of knowledge

and worship to an equally high degree.

To practise the injunctions of the Torah was binding until the advent of

Sayyidina Isa f**J\ <4*. He was granted the InjU wherein certain Mosaic laws were

preserved and others were cancelled.

THE NOBLE PROPHETS
f
*J»^ AND THEIR ASSISTANTS WERE

INSTRUCTED TO PROTECT THE TORAH
"......because they were instructed to preserve Allah 's Book and they were

witnesses thereto (i.e. to this instruction)." Eventually they grew negligent of this

instruction and even altered the Torah themselves. Before the advent of the final

Holy Prophet (JL-j U* &\ JU*, the Jews engaged in modifying the Torah according

to the whims of those who paid them. They even did this during the time of the

Holy Prophet ^j U* ibt J~#, They lied to the masses, telling them that the Holy
Prophet fl-j U* ibi JU did not fit the description of the final Holy Prophet as

narrated in the Torah. Therefore Allah advises them. "So do not fear the people but

fear Me and sell not My versesfor a measly gain.

"Whoever does not instruct by what Allah has revealed, then they are surely

disbelievers." Until the time of pJL-j U* &\ JU> and before him the Jews were

adamant not to practice the law of rajm (stoning). Even when the Holy Prophet

pJL-j Up &\ JU> instructed them according to the injunction of the Torah, they

refused to accept. Eventually, when Ibn Suriya revealed their misdeeds, they

were extremely upset. They disbelieved in the injunction of the Torah despite the

Torah being before their very eyes.

THE LAWS OF RETALIATION (QISAS)

The verses then proceed to explain the laws of retaliation (Qisas) with

regard to lives and wounds as instructed in the Torah. In Madinah, the two

major Jewish tribes of Bani Nadhir and Bani Quraizah were always at

loggerheads. The Bani Nadhir considered themselves to be superior to the Bani

Quraizah. Whenever a person from the Bani Nadhir killed someone from the

Bani Quraizah, he would not be executed in retaliation (Qisas), but merely had to

pay a diyah (blood money) of 70 wasaqs (type of weight) of dates. On the other

hand, when a person from the Bani Quraizah killed someone from the Bani

Nadhir, his life was taken as retaliation (Qisas)and he had to pay the diyah of 140

wasaqs of dates.

When a woman of the Bani Quraizah killed someone from the Bani Nadhir,

the life of a man was taken in retaliation, and when a slave of the Bani Nadhir

was killed by someone of the Bani Quraizah, the life of a free person was taken as

retaliation (Qisas). The same prejudice existed with regard to wounds that were

inflicted between them. The Blood money (Diyah) that the Bani Quraizah had to

pay was twice the amount that had to be paid by the Bani Nadhir. ["Ma'alimut

TanzU"v.l,p38andAbuDawud]

Allah revealed the above verse to the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up iui j^> wherein it

is evident that every individual was equal with regard to the laws of retaliation
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(Qisas). There was no distinction with regard to lineage and gender. Their

practice was, therefore, in contradiction to the law of the Torah. It is for this

reason that Allah states at the end,

"Whoever does not instruct by what Allah has revealed, then they are surely

oppressors/'

The same laws, apply to the Ummah of the Holy Prophet ^j aJp &\ J^>

where the laws of retaliation (Qisas) are equally applicable to all echelons of

society. The only party that reserve the right to forgive the murderer are the heirs

of the murdered person. Allah says in verse 178 of Surah Baqarah, "Whoever

forgives his brother somewhat, should demand gracefully and payment should be with

kindness." This is only allowed in the Shari'ah of the Holy Prophet p-L-j <i* &\ JU».

The Jews only had the option of Qisas. Allah says in this same verse of Surah

Baqarah, "This (option to forgive the murderer) is a concession from your Lord and a

mercy."

If someone injures another in such a manner that the eyesight is lost, the

victim is entitled to inflict the same injury to the aggressor so that his eyesight is

also lost. Retaliation is also prescribed when a tooth is broken or uprooted. In a

similar manner, if someone's ear or nose is severed, the ear or nose of the

assailant will also be severed in a like manner.

The Qur'an does not mention more that these few limbs, but the books of

jurisprudence shed light on further details. If the arm of a person is severed, the

corresponding arm of the criminal will be cut even though his arm may be

longer. Retaliation (Qisas) will apply to fingers and feet as well. There are

numerous details with regard to this and they can be referred to in the books of

jurisprudence.

" ....retaliation for wounds." The jurists have classified wounds into ten

categories. Retaliation (Qisas) may be taken only for those wounds that can be

inflicted equally, otherwise not. One may refer to the canonical book "Hidaya"

for the details. ,

"Whoever will forgive, it shall be an expiation for him." It has been reported

from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Amr bin Al As ** ifo ^j and Sayyidina Hasan ifo <^j

4±, Sayyidina Sha'bi a-Ip i»i i^j and Sayyidina Qatadah aIp &\^ that "him" refers

to the heir of the injured or murdered person. If they forgive the aggressor, it

shall serve to atone for their sins. This is also the opinion of the majority of the

Companion (Sahaba)^ & ^j and Tabi'in *ip ifo *^>

Others maintain that "him" refers to the aggressor himself. This means that

if the injured person or the heirs forgive him, his sin will be atoned for and he

will not suffer any punishment in the Akhirah (Hereafter). The reward for

forgiveness will also accrue to the forgiving person himself, as Allah says,

"Whoever forgives and rectifies, then his reward is with Allah." This is the

interpretation of Sayyidina Ibn Abbas <up i»\ ^Jf Sayyidina Ibrahim Nakh'I ifo <^j

Aip, Sayyidina Mujahid *JU ifo **-j and Sayyidina Zaid bin Aslam Up i»i ju-j#

["Ma'alimut Tamil" v. 2 p.4 1/3]
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THE CONSEQUENCES OF NOT ENFORCING THE LAWS OF
SHARI'AH

The law of retaliation (Qisds) has been mentioned in Surah Baqarah (verses

178/9) and here in Surah Ma'idah as well. The disbelievers (Kuffar) have created

their own laws. In their constitutions, murder is seldom ever proven. Lawyers

and barristers tend to side with the criminal and make very effort to acquit him.

If the prosecution manages to persuade the judge and jury to imprison the

murderer then even a sentence of twenty years eventually amounts to ten

because days and nights are counted as separate days each The system of

imprisonment' does not deter anyone since criminals grow accustomed to the

prisons. The victim and his heirs receive nothing from the situation, neither

retaliation (Qisds), nor Blood money (Diyah).

A surprising factor is that heads of state are allowed to grant amnesty to

criminals, thereby granting them freedom, whereas they have no right to do so. It

is indeed regrettable that even the so-called Muslim countries adopt these laws,

totally ignoring the Qur'anic injunctions of retaliation (Qisds) and diyah. What is

even worse is that certain "Muslims" claim that these laws are barbaric. By doing

so they rather prefer to become disbelievers (Kuffdr) instead of establishing peace

and security on earth. They are foolish enough to take pity on the criminals

instead of pitying the innocent victims!

THE INJIL ALSO CONTAINED GUIDANCE AND LIGHT

"In their footsteps We sent Isd, the son of Maryam, confirming that which was

before them i.e. the lorah. We gave him the Injil wherein there is guidance and light,

confirming what was before them i.e. the Totah, and it was a guidance and advice to those

who adopted piety (taqwa)." Both Sayyidina Isa f^Js <3s- and the Injil confirmed

what was before, as did every one of the Holy Prophets f%-& ^^1*. People differed

only after them, dividing themselves into sects and denominations. Despite this

fact, the Bani Isra'il not only rejected Sayyidina Isa (%^\ *4*, but also attempted to

assassinate him.

The Jews and Christians have always been opposed to each other, the

Christians accusing the Jews of crucifying Sayyidina Isa fiL~)\ U*. It was only until

a few years ago that they retracted this accusation because of political motives.

The Jews require the Christians to achieve certain (political and territorial) ends

against the Muslims, so they have appeared to come to a compromise between
themelves.

ALL THE HOLY PROPHETS f
*-J» ^ AND BOOKS OF ALLAH

CONFIRM EACH OTHER

Despite the mutual disagreements between the various sects of the world,

there were no differences between the Holy Prophets pLJi ^^ and no Book of

Allah falsified another. The Torah and the Injil confirm the advent of the Holy
Prophet jJL-j Up i»\ JL», which the Jews and the Christians have altered.

The verse declares that the Injil contained guidance and advice for those

who adopt piety (taqwa). The beginning of Surah Baqarah has mentioned the

same with regard to the Qur'an viz. That it is "guidance for those who adopt piety
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(taqwa)/* Another verse states with regard to the Qur'an, "This is a discourse for

mankind, a guidance and a lesson for those who adopt piety (taqwa)" {Surah 3, verse 138).

People of piety (taqwa) are those who are inclined to accept guidance and advice.

They refrain from disbelief (kufr) and polytheism (shirk).

"The people of the Injil should instruct in accordance to what Allah has revealed

therein. Whoever does not instruct by what Allah has revealed, then they are surely

sinners." The Christians deflected from the teachings of the Injil, changed its

verses and concocted the belief that Sayyidina Isa f^Js <M was the son of Allah

and even Allah Himself. They deviated far from the clear teachings of the Injil

and did not believe in the Holy Prophet jJL-j ^ & JU> even though the Injil

described him to them and they knew that he was the true messenger of Allah.

J P>L-J C&Jj e-A^J ±+y ^s==d^>ti 4X) tLi _yj ^-W^J 4j^ p>^£ LJU»-

j^ v b* o-^ O^J «L>j*r!. *^e f^>*\ *^oj*- i» ri o^J\ 05^ oh piny*

(48) We have revealed the Book to you with the truth, confirming the Books

before it and as a protector to them. So judge between them by that which Allah

has revealed and do not follow their whims, leaving aside the truth that has

come to you. For each of you We h^ve stipulated a Shari'ah and a fixed way. If

Allah willed He would have made you a single nation but (He has not done so)

so that He may test you with regard to that which He has given you, so hasten to

good works! Unto Allah shall you all return and then He will inform you of that

about which you used to differ... (49) And that you should judge between them

by that which Allah has revealed to you and do not follow their whims, but

beware of them lest they should divert you from some part of what Allah has

revealed to you. If they turn away, then know that Allah merely wishes to

punish them on account of some of their sins. Indeed there are many people

who are sinners. (50) Is it the law of ignorance that they seek? Who can be a

better judge than Allah to those who have conviction?

THE QUR'AN IS A PROTECTOR OF THE CONTENTS OF THE
PREVIOUS SCRIPTURES

The previous verses contain mention of the Torah and the Injil. Now Allah



makes mention of the Qur'an. He says, "We have revealed the Book to you with the

truth, confirming the Books before it..." (thereby not allowing the Jews and
Christians to have any objection) " and as a protector to them." The Qur'an

serves to safeguard the contents of the previous Books (kitabs), while Allah

Himself has undertaken to safeguard the Qur'an.

The Qur'an refutes all the false beliefs that the Jews and Christians

introduced into their scriptures. The Qur'an also expounds the commands that

these people required, as was seen in the preceding verses concerning retaliation

(Qisas) and rajm. The Qur'an also makes it clear that Sayyidina Isa f*>LJ» a-U and
Sayyidina Musa (MJ» *> propagated Oneness of Allah (Tauhid).

THE INSTRUCTION TO JUDGE BY THE QUR'AN
"So judge between them by that which Allah has revealed and do not follow their

whims, leaving aside the truth that has come to you." Although this injunction is

addressed to the Holy Prophet ^j U* 4i ju, it applies to all judges and
arbitrators.

One of the reasons for the address being specific to the Holy Prophet & JU
jO-j <dp was an evil scheme of the Jews that was construed by Ka'b bin Asad,
Abdullah bin Suriyan and Shas bin Qais. These three Jewish scholars decided to

sway the Holy Prophet (JL^ <> ifci ju from Islam. They approached the Holy
Prophet pL-j a-Ip &\ J^> telling him that they were the scholars and leaders of the

Jews. They told him that if they were to accept Islam, all the Jews would follow
them. The condition they attached to accepting Islam was that the Holy Prophet

fl-.j 4* ibt J** should decide a dispute in their favour. The Holy Prophet a> j»i ju>

fL.j refused, whereupon Allah revealed the verse, ".
. And that you should judge

between them by that which Allah has revealed to you and do notfollow their whims, but

beware of them lest they should divert you from some part ofwhat Allah has revealed to

you." ["Durrul Manthur" v. 2 p.290]

THE TRUTH CANNOT BE SACRIFICED IN THE HOPE THAT
PEOPLE WILL ENTER INTO ISLAM

The Holy Prophet ^j Up &\ ju was not prepared to comply with their

desire, thereby forsaking the truth. Those who desire that the truth be forsaken
for their entry into Islam will surely not submit to the truth once they have
accepted Islam either. It is contrary to the practice of Islam that false Muslims be
entered into Islam merely to inflate the ranks of the Muslims. This fact makes
evident the error of those who maintain that certain laws of Islam be modified by
mutual consultation to please the disbelievers (Kujfar) and so that the Muslims
seem stronger.

This policy also makes it clear that it is incorrect to tolerate the blasphemous
beliefs of certain sects merely to keep them within the fold of Islam. They should
be exposed for what they are and no laxity must be displayed, thereby allowing
them to gain courage.

ALLAH HAS STIPULATED A SHARI'AH FOR EVERY NATION
"For each of you We have stipulated a Shari 'ah and a fixed way. Every Holy
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Prophet of Allah propagated the same basic beliefs and many of their

commandments and prohibitions were also the same. There did exist differences

with regard to certain injunctions and, since all of these were from Allah, each

nation was considered to be obedient by conforming to what was revealed to

their respective Holy Prophets fiLJ\ <*«>, even though these conflicted with the

Shari'ah of previous Holy Prophets f**J r^>.

The Shari'ah of Sayyidina Isa fiLJ\^ changed some of the injunctions of the

Mosaic law and the Shari'ah of Sayyidina Muhammad ^JU^ *ip ito'JU annulled

certain injunctions present in the code of law of Sayyidina Isa fik~J\ *>. The object

of practising the various Shari'ahs is to obtain the pleasure of Allah and it makes

no difference which Shari'ah is followed as long as it is brought by the Holy

Prophet of the time. Since the Shari'ah of Sayyidina Muhammad ^j *> ^ J*
has abrogated all the previous religion (D'in), it is not permissible to follow any

of the other religion (D'in). Only adherence to the Islam brought by the Holy

Prophet (JL-j 4p ifo JL* will guarantee success in both the worlds.

ALLAH COULD HAVE MADE EVERYONE INTO A SINGLE
NATION

"IfAllah willed He would have made you a single nation but (He has not done so)

so that He may test you with regard to that which He has given you..." Allah tests us

by seeing whether we will practice upon the religion (D'in) given to us. Those

who practised a previous religion (D'in) were tested by the advent of another

religion (D'in) from Allah so that it would be seen whether they remain adamant

upon the religion (D'in) of their forebears, or whether they would accept the

truth. Those who pursued the pleasure of Allah would not find any difficulty in

discarding the previous religionn (D'in) once Allah instructs that they follow the

new Holy Prophet (%*& Up.

Another wisdom behind the replacement of religion (D'in) and Shari'ah is

that every era is prone to changes. By the changing of the various Shari'ahs,

people were afforded the opportunity to practise laws that were applicable to

their particular circumstances. The Shari' $h of the Holy Prophet ^j *l* Ai J-*

applies to the whole of humanity until the Day of Judgement and cannot be

changed. '

* '

.

" so hasten to good works! Unto Allah shall you all return and then He will

inform you of that about which you used to differ..." Then it shall be clear who was

right and who was not and retribution will take place accordingly.

Thereafter Allah repeats a previous instruction by saying, " And that you

should judge between them by that which Allah has revealed to you and do not follow

their whims, but beware of them lest they should divert youfrom some part ofwhat Allah

has revealed to you."

TURNING AWAY FROM THE LAWS OF ALLAH CAUSES
CALAMITIES

"If they turn away, then know that Allah merely wishes to punish them on account

of some of their sins." Although their sins are plenty, the punishment of Allah (in

the form of natural disasters) for just some of these sins is sufficient to destroy
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them.

"Indeed there are many people who are sinners." Their sinful attitude, rebellion

and persistence in disbelief (kufr) shall earn them the punishment of Allah.

Allah concludes by saying, 'is- it the law of ignorance that they seek? Who canbe

a better judge than Allah to those who have conviction?" While these people ignore

the injunctions of Allah and the Holy Prophet pi-^ <Up iui JL>, the above question is

posed to censure them because the only recourse for them thereafter is to follow

the law of ignorance. Their actions seem to indicate that they prefer the law of

ignorance to that of Allah. This is indeed foolish for none can be a better judge

than Allah.

MANY SO-CALLED MUSLIMS OF TODAY ALSO CHOOSE TO
FOLLOW THE LAW OF IGNORANCE

The above verses reprimand the Jews for replacing Allah's laws of

retaliation (Qisas) and stoning (rajm) with their own construed laws. They also

resolved not to obey the verdict of the Holy Prophet fL*j <4* fo JU> if it did not

conform to their liking.

This is exactly the situation with many so-called Muslims who devise the

judicial system of countries. Even many members of the general public refuse to

accept the laws of the Qur'an and the Holy Prophet ^L^ aJLp iu\ JU>. Many of these

people perform their Salah and claim to love the Holy Prophet pJL. 3 <\* &\
L5
U/ but

when the question is raised with regard to the penal code of Islam, they refuse to

yield.

The Qur'an very aptly describes Western laws when it declares them as "the.

law of ignorance." Court cases continue for years and each representing lawyer

profits handsomely from them. To attain a minor commodity, thousands are

spent in legal wrangling and even more thousands of precious hours are wasted.

People are happy with this system, but cannot accept the Islamic code where the

entire case can be wrapped up after presentation of evidence or an oath.

The oppressive system of the West offers little or no protection for the weak.

Mothers and daughters are being deprived of their rightful inheritance and the

rights of people are usurped. However, there shall be no escape for these felons

in the supreme court of Allah on the Day of Judgement

The plight of these Muslims is indeed most pitiable. They claim to follow

Islam but have no love for Islam. Adding insult to injury, they endeavour to

please those who totally reject the Qur'an.
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(51) O you who believe, do not take the Jews and Christians as friends. They are

but the friends of each other. Whoever of you befriends them, then he is surely

of them. Verily Allah does not guide an oppressive nation. (52) You will see that

those in whose hearts is a disease race to be with them saying, "We fear that a

change of fortune overtake us!" Perhaps Allah shall grant a victory or something

else from His side whereafter they become remorseful about the thoughts that

they concealed within their hearts. (53) Then the believers shall say, "Are these

the ones who took solemn oaths by Allah that they were with you?" Their

actions are destroyed and they have become losers.

THE PROHIBITION AGAINST BEFRIENDING JEWS AND
CHRISTIANS

It is reported in "Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v. 2 p.44) and "Ibn Kathir" (z;. 2 p.68) that

Sayyidina Ubadah bin Samit *&
:

ifo ^j of the Khazraj tribe told the Holy Prophet

(JUj^ i»v JU», "O the Holy Prophet ^JL-j <dp-i»t
t$
U/ 1 have many friends. I wish to

relinquish their friendship for the friendship of AJJah and His Holy Prophet JU
jjL- j aJLp &\." Hearing this Abdullah bin Ubay bin Salul [the leader of the

Hypocrites (Mundfiqin)] said, "I fear the change of fortunes and I will not

relinquish my friendship with my friends viz. the Jews." On this occasion, Allah

revealed the above verse stating,

"Of you who believe, do not take the Jeivs and Christians as friends... within their

hearts."

THE IMPORTANCE AND NECESSITY OF SEVERING TIES WITH
NON-MUSLIMS

It is necessary to interact with all of mankind on a cordial basis/People

should be met, fed and assisted in all possible ways, but never should a Muslim
draw close enough to a disbeliever (kafir) to become his bosom friend. The rights

of a friend have to be fulfilled and in doing so the Muslim may have to disclose

certain information to his disbeliever (kafir) friend that is detrimental to the

Muslims at large and may lead to weakening them.

A true Muslim will never be inclined towards befriending disbelievers

(Kuffar) and it is only these who have no true Belief (Iman) that will relish their

friendship. Their reluctance to dissolve their friendship betrays the disbelief

(kufr) lurking within their own hearts. They are afraid to lose the benefits of this

friendship in the event that the disbelievers (Kuffar) gain supremacy over the

Muslims. They expect to receive the assistance of the disbelievers (Kuffar) when
calamities strike. In this vain hope, they deprive themselves of true Belief (Iman)

and remain in hypocrisy.

People like Abdullah bin Ubay Salul are present even today. They associate

with the Muslims as well as the disbelievers (Kuffar) and are often spies for the

disbelievers (Kuffar), disclosing the military and political strength of the Muslims
to their enemies. Since they have concern only for their worldly welfare, they

care not for the Akhirah (Hereafter), nor for the Muslims.
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Allah says, "O you who believe, do not take the Jews and Christians as friends.

They are but the friends ofeach other. Whoever ofyou befriends them, then he is surely of

them." There are various levels of friendship, some of which entail that one

surrenders his Belief (Iman) to preserve them. This will result in disbelief (kufr),

making the person exactly as the disbelievers (Kuffar) are. Even if the Muslim

does not maintain such a type of friendship as this, he will gradually enter into

the ranks of the disbelievers (Kuffar) and people will eventually consider him to

be one of the disbelievers (Kuffar).

"Verily Allah does not guide an oppressive nation." Befriending the disbelievers

(Kuffar) is oppressive to one's self as well as to other Muslims. As this person

wanders further from the road of guidance by pursuing the dictates of his

disbelievers (Kuffar) friends, he will stray even further and not desire to ever

obtain guidance. Then Allah will not even give it to him.

The Hypocrites (Munafiqin) expressed the intent not to divorce from their

disbelievers (Kuffar) friends, anticipating their assistance in times of need. They

feared that the disbelievers (Kuffar) may overpower the Muslims, thereby being

of assistance to them. Allah consoles the Muslims by telling them, "Perhaps Allah

shall grant a victory..." Some commentators mention that this refers to the

conquest of Makkah, while others say that it refers to the expulsion of the Jews to

Khaybar.

".....or something else from His side..." According to some, this refers to the

supremacy of the Muslims. Other commentators state that it pertains to the

exiling of the Jewish tribe of Bani Nadhir in the 4th year after Migration (Hijrah).

Allah fulfilled this promise. Makkah was conquered as well as the Jewish

territories of Khaybar and Fidak. As a result, the hopes of the Hypocrites

(Munafiqin) were dashed and "they become remorseful about the thoughts that they

concealed within their hearts."

At that juncture when the hypocrisy of the Munafiqin was exposed, "Then

the believers shall say, 'Are these the ones who took solemn oaths by Allah that they were

with you?" Their deception was now brought to the fore. It was always the

practice of the Hypocrites (Munafiqin) that they would swear on oath concerning

the most trivial matters. A truthful person never has to take oaths because his

character displays his veracity and is never contested.

As for the Hypocrites (Munafiqin) "Their actions are destroyed and they have

become losers."

Jp £i\ 7*>jgj tfj£ £4^ 40i\ J^l c3>~3 *.*£> if- j^ij, Jb^ fr \y*U <JUJI l^UJ
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(54) O you who believe, whoever turns from his religion (D'ln), then Allah will

soon create another nation whom He will love and who will love Him. (They

will be) kind to the believers and stern towards the disbelievers; striving in

Allah's way and not fearing the reproach of he who reproaches. That is the grace

of Allah that He accords to whomsoever He desires. Allah is All Embracing, All

Knowing. (55) Your Protecting Friend is only Allah, His messenger and the

believers who establish Salah, pay Zakah and who bow in ruku. (56) Whosoever

befriends Allah, His messenger and the believers, then indeed only the party of

Allah shall be victorious.

IF MUSLIMS IGNORE THEIR RELIGION (D'lN), ALLAH WILL
RAISE ANOTHER NATION AS MUSLIMS

Allah addresses the Muslims that if they were ever to turn apostate and

desert Islam, the religion (D'in)shall never suffer, for He shall replace them with

another nation of Muslims. These will be such people who will fulfil the

responsibilities of Islam and love Allah. Allah shall love them in return.

Further describing their qualities, Allah says, "(They will be) kind to the

believers and stern towards the disbelievers; striving in Allah 's way and not fearing the

reproach ofhe who reproaches." Their actions shall be only for the pleasure of Allah,

regardless of what others have to say.

Thereafter Allah says with regard to these traits, "That is the grace of Allah

that He accords to whomsoever He desires" This serves as a reminder to Muslims of

all times that whatever good they may do and whatever sacrifices they make in

Allah's way are from the bounties of Allah.

"Allah is All Embracing, All Knowing." He will accord these to whomsoever

He wills and as much as He wills. The recipient must show gratitude to Him. He
is Aware of this gratitude and shall reward them accordingly.

A SPECIAL TRAIT OF THE BELIEVERS IS THAT THEY LOVE
ALLAH

Allah says in Surah Baqarah {Surah 2, verse 165), "Those who believe possess a

stronger love for Allah." Says He in verse 31 of Surah Al Imran, "Say [O Muhammad
<JL^ Up-ifo j^'Ifyou love Allah then follow me. Allah will love you and forgive your

sins."
\

\

If a person loves Allah, he will love the Holy Prophet
(

JL^ J <JU- &\ JU», the

Qur'an and all fellow Believers (Mu'minin). This love can be judged by his

obedience to Allah and His Holy Prophet pJUj «lU &\ JU*.

Sayyidina Anas ^ &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet
(

JL.> *> ii J^ said,

"The person possessing three qualities shall taste the sweetness of Belief (Iman).

The first is that he loves Allah and His Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ifo JU more than

anything else. The second is that he loves others solely for the pleasure of Allah.

The third is that once Allah has rescued him from disbelief (kufr), he detests

returning to it as much as he detests being cast into a fire." [Bukhari v. 1, p.7]
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ANOTHER QUALITY OF THE BELIEVERS (MU'MININ) IS THAT
THEY ARE KIND TO THEIR FELLOW BELIEVERS (MU'MININ) AND
ARE TERSE WITH THE DISBELIEVERS (KUFFAR)

"(They will be) kind to the believers and stern towards the disbelievers..." In a

similar strain Allah says in Surah Fatah, "Muhammad (JL^ Up ibi J^> is the

messenger of Allah and those with him are stern with the disbelievers and merciful to

each other" [Surah 49, verse 29].

Without this trait Muslim unity is not possible. Being stern with the

disbelievers (Kujfar) does not mean that they should be oppressed. It merely

means that they must be made to understand that the Muslims are powerful and

that they cannot fight them.

Allah says in Surah Tauba, "O you who believe, fight the disbelievers (Kujfar)

near you and let them sense the austerity within you" [Surah 9, verse 123]

Since enmity and Jihad will prevail against the disbelievers (Kujfar), it is

necessary that Muslims declare their disassociation from the disbelievers (Kujfar).

Says Allah in Surah Mumtahinah {Surah 60, verse 4), "Indeed there is a perfect example

for you in Ibrahim and those with Him when they told their people, 'Verily we are

unattached to you and from that which you worship besides Allah. We disassociate from

you. Enmity and hatred has surfaced between us and you forever till you believe in Allah

Alone."

The desire to befriend the disbelievers (Kuffar) will never be terminated

until the Muslims declare their animosity and disassociate from them. The
relationship between Muslims and the disbelievers (Kuffar) should be limited to

financial dealings and only those matters necessary for administration of social

affairs.

The behaviour of Muslim leaders today is that they are gentle and humble
towards the disbelievers (Kuffar) and display austerity towards the Muslims.

.

Muslims are kind towards the disbelievers (Kuffar), assisting them wherever
possible, while neglecting their fellow Muslim brethren. They act in direct

contravention of the laws of the Qur'an merely to satisfy their worldly desires.

THE THIRD TRAIT OF THE BELIEVERS (MU'MININ) IS THAT
THEY STRIVE IN ALLAH'S WAY

The Arabic word 'Jihad' refers to applying one's self and making efforts to

exalt and propagate the religion (D'in) of Allah. It includes all the sacrifices made
to achieve this end. Fighting the disbelievers (Kuffar) in battle is also a form of

Jihad and is considered to be the best because one sacrifices one's wealth and
one's life in it. The object of Jihad is to eradicate disbelief (kufr) and polytheism

(shirk).

The greatest rebellion is not to accept Allah as one's deity when He has

created and nurtured every soul. It is evident that such behaviour should be put
to an end, thus necessitating Jihad. There should be no objection when the slaves

of Allah engage in battle to subdue those who rebel against Him and are

antagonistic.
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The disbelievers (Kuffar) have been attacking the Muslims for ages,

destroying their territories and usurping their land. While they have waged the

age-old Crusades against the Muslims, people object when the Muslims retaliate!

(Refer to verse 216 of Surah Baqarah for the detailed discussion on Jihad).

Allah declares in Surah Tahrim (Surah 66, verse 9), "O Holy Prophet Up j»» ju
^3 fight the disbelievers (Kuffar) and the Hypocrites (Munafiqin) and be stern with

them."

The Shari'ah totally forbids the behaviour of many Muslims today. They
associate freely with the disbelievers (Kuffar), join them in sin, participate in their

ceremonies and even assist them in constructing their religious sites. This mode
of conduct is extremely dangerous and may even rob them and their progeny of

Belief (Iman). (May Allah save us all. Amin)

THE FOURTH QUALITY OF THE BELIEVERS (MU'MININ) IS THAT
THEY DO NOT FEAR THE REPROACH OF ANYONE

When a person believes in Allah and loves Him, the rest of creation fades

into insignificance. He accords priority to the law of Allah and is heedless of the

remarks that others make when he fulfils Allah's orders.

A Muslim should never be concerned about the adverse reactions expressed

by the disbelievers (Kuffar) when they perform their Salah, give the Adhan, grow
the beard and dress according to the Shari'ah. Their gaping stares should not

deter him in the least.

A Muslim is the slave of Allah and will abide by His injunctions whether it

pleases others or not and caring not about what they have to say.

ALLAH AND HIS MESSENGER ^JL-j Up At ^U ARE THE
PROTECTING FRIENDS OF THE BELIEVERS (MU'MININ)

"Your protecting Friend is only Allah, His messenger and the believers who
establish salah, pay Zakah and who bow in ruku.

"

The believer (Mu'min) has no friend save those mentioned in this verse.

Befriending any other will result in being deceived and suffering immense
destruction in both worlds.

" who bow in ruku." With regard to this phrase, certain commentators
state that it refers to those who are humble and submissive to the laws of Allah.

Others are of the opinion that it refers to giving zakah while in the position of

ruku (one of the postures of salah). This refers specifically to the incident

recorded in "Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v. 2 p.47) in which Sayyidina Ali ** & ^j was in

this posture of ruku when a beggar approached him. Remaining in the very same
posture, he extended his hand and allowed the beggar to remove his ring as

charity. Allah praised this action for it was so prompt that he did not even wait
to complete the salah.

Allama Jassas 4* &' ^j writes in "Ahkamul Qur'an" that this verse denotes

that salah is not nullified by minor movements and that optional charity may
also be referred to as zakah. This is similar to the verse of Surah Rum (Surah 30,

verse 39) where Allah says, "Whatever zakah you give seeking Allah's pleasure, then
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these are those who multiply (rewards)/'

"Whosever befriends Allaah, His messenger and the believers, then indeed only the

party of Allah shall be victorious/''This verse serves to admonish those who live

with doubt about whether it will be the disbelievers (kuffar) or the Muslims who

shall be victors. Their fear as mentioned by Abdullah bin Ubay is: "We fear that a

change offortune overtake us\" Only the believers (Mu'minln) shall be victorious even if

they die for the cause ofIslam.

Allah's assistance has been guaranteed for the believers (Mu'minin). Allah

says in Surah Mujadalah (Surah 58, verse 21), "Allah has written, 'Undoubtedly Me
and My messengers shall be victorious. Verily Allah is Powerful, the Mighty."

Says Allah in Surah Safat, "Indeed the word has passed for My appointed slaves

that indeed only they shall be assisted and verily only Our army shall be victorious."

[Surah 37, verse 171/2/3]

THE CAUSE OF THE DEFEAT OF THE MUSLIMS

The Muslims will surely be victorious if they are steadfast in their Belief

(Iman), abstain from sin, trust in Allah/live according to His injunctions and fight

the disbelievers (Kuffar) with sincerity. The verse does not mean that no Muslim

shall ever suffer at the hands of the disbelievers (Kuffar). This may well take place

because of some sin or some other cause. The meaning of this verse is that the

end result will reveal that the Muslims were the victors.

History bears testimony that as long as the Muslims were steadfast in their

belief (Iman) and fought with, sincerity, the superpowers of Rome and Persia

were no match for them and the disbelievers (Kuffar) reeled before them. No
sooner did they neglect the laws of Shari'ah, hanker after the world and seek the

friendship of the disbelievers (Kuffar), then they lost all they possessed when the

disbelievers (Kuffar) amassed their strength against them. However, the Muslims

can still regain their former glory by turning back to being the "party ofAllah."
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(57) O you who believe, do not take as, friends those who have received the

Book before you and the disbelievers who make a mockery and sport of your

religion (D'ln). Fear Allah if you are believers. (58) When you call to Salah, they

make a mockery and sport thereof That is because they are a nation who do not

understand. (59) Say, "O people of the Book, you hate us only because we
believe in Allah, what has been revealed to us and what has been revealed to

you, and because most of you are sinners." (60) Say, "Shall I inform you of

something worse than this by Allah in terms of punishment? The one whom
Allah has cursed, is angry with, has transformed into monkeys and pigs and

who worship the Devil (Shaytan). These people are in the worst of positions and

have deviated most from the right path." (61) When they come to you they say,

"We believe," whereas they have already entered with disbelief and exited

therewith. Allah knows best what they conceal. (62) You will see most of them

hasten into sin, transgression and their consumption of the unlawful. Evil

indeed is what they perpetrate. (63) Why do the Rabbis and scholars not prohibit

them from their sinful speech and consumption of the unlawful? Evil indeed is

what they carry out.

DO NOT BEFRIEND THE PEOPLE OF THE BOOK AND OTHER
DISBELIEVERS (KUFFAR) WHO MOCK AT YOUR RELIGION (DIN)

Similar to the previous verses, the above verse also prohibits friendship

with the People of the Book as well as other disbelievers (Kujfar). These include

the Polytheists, atheists, Hypocrites (Munafiqin), apostates and all others.

The reason for not associating with them is their disbelief (kufr), coupled

with another evil viz. They "make a mockery and sport of your religion (D'ln)." This

practice is especially apparent at the time of Salah. Allah says, "When you call to

Salah, they make a mockery and sport thereof
'" How can a Muslim associate with

them when "they are a nation who do not understand" ?

WHY DO THE PEOPLE OF BOOK (AHLUL KITAB) HATE THE
MUSLIMS?

"Say, 'O people of the Book, you hate us only because we believe in Allah, what has

been revealed to us and what has been revealed to you..." These are not factors that

should encourage enmity, but are commendable. It is foolish to hate someone on
these grounds. The real reason is "because most of you are sinners." The Arabic

word for sinner used in this context is "fasiqun." This actually refers to all such

people who do not remain within the confines of the Shari'ah.

THE MISFORTUNE AND DESTRUCTION OF THE PEOPLE OF
BOOK (AHLUL KITAB)

"Say, 'Shall I inform you of something worse than this by Allah in terms of

punishment?" The People of book (Ahlul kitab) considered it a misfortune and a

vice that people believe in Allah and follow the scriptures. This verse informs

them exactly what misfortune is.
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The real misfortune and path of destruction is that path of "The one whom

Allah has cursed, is angry with, has transformed into monkeys and pigs and who worship

the Devil (Shaytan). These people are in the worst of positions and have deviated most

from the right path." On the other hand, the path of the believers (Mu'minin) is one

of Oneness of Allah (Tauhid) and confirmation of the veracity of the Holy

Prophets f*~& ?+)*• It is the best of paths. The road that the People of the Book

follow will lead them to Allah's punishment (as occurred to their predecessors

when they were transfigured into pigs and monkeys, as they also admit).

The verse warns them that they should abstain from mocking the religion

(Win) of Islam since their beliefs are deserving of the same. They worshipped the

calf, claimed that Sayyidina Isa f*~X <4* was Allah's son and violated the Sabbath.

According to certain commentators, the youth became monkeys and the elders

became pigs.

THE PLIGHT OF THE HYPOCRITES (MUNAFIQIN)

"When iliey come to you they say, 'We believe/ whereas they have already entered

with disbelief and exited therewith." These people were never believers (Mu'minin)

from the beginning and did not remain as such thereafter either.

They were the same after their apparent entry into Islam as they were

before. They hide disbelief (kufr) within their hearts, but "Allah knows best what

they conceal."

THE ILLEGAL PRACTICES OF THE JEWS

The Jews were foremost in Unlawful (Haram) practices. They were the

leaders in usury and bribery. Allah says, "You will see most of them hasten into sin,

transgression and their consumption of the unlawful. Evil indeed is what they

perpetrate."

Some Jews were learned and there were even those who were saintly

(Rabbis). However, they were desirous of the wealth of the masses and never

prevented them from their evil practices. Allah says, "Why do the Rabbis and

scholars not prohibit them from their sinful speech and consumption of the unlawful?

Evil indeed is what they carry out."

THE EVIL PLIGHT OF FALSE SAINTS

There are those false saints in the Ummah of the Holy Prophet ^ 4* ai J*
who desire only the world and associate only with the affluent and officials.

They wish only to extract services from these people and care not for their

spiritual reformation.

Such "saints" (some of whom are even Scholars (Ulema)) do not prohibit

these followers of theirs from evil and Unlawful (Haram). They themselves care

little for their Salah, shave their beards and do not distinguish between Lawful

(Halal) and Unlawful (Haram). If their own condition is such, how can they

prevent others from evil?

Let alone preventing others, they personally supervise practices of

innovation (bid'ah) and polytheism (shirk), not once telling people of the danger
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behind these vices. They invest their knowledge in lending support to these evils.

May Allah not make us from among them. Amin.

THE ADVICE OF SAYYIDINA ALI AND IBN ABBAS u^p At^
Referring to the above verse, Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ^ i»\ ^j mentioned that

no verse in the Qur'an admonishes the saints and scholars more severely.

Sayyidina Ali <u* i»t ^ was once delivering a sermon when, after sending

salutations upon the Holy Prophet (JL-j *A* &\ J* and praising Allah, he said,

"Those before you were destroyed because the scholars and saints never

prevented them from sinning. Eventually, when they advanced in sin, Allah

punished them. So you should enjoin good and forbid evil (Amr bil Ma'rufwan

Nahy anil Munkar) before the same punishment afflicts you as it did afflict them.

Know well that by practising Amr bil Ma'rufwan Nahy anil Munkar neither will

your sustenance be terminated, nor will your death come before its appointed

hour." (Ibn Kathir v. 2 p. 74)

c .

(64) The Jews say, "Allah's hand is fettered!" It is their hands that are fettered

and they have been cursed because of what they say. Indeed Allah 's hands are

spread out wide, He spends as He pleases. Verily that which has been revealed

to you from your Lord shall be a cause for increasing the defiance disbelief of

many of them. We have cast between them enmity and hatred till the Day of

Judgement. Whenever they stoke the flames of war Allah extinguishes it and

they spread corruption in the world. Allah does not like those who spread

corruption. (65) If only the People of book (Ahlul kitab) would believe and

adopt piety (taqwa), We shall remit their sins from them and enter them into

gardens of bliss. (66) If only they would establish the Torah, the Injil and

whatever has been revealed to them from their Lord, they would eat from above

and from beneath their feet. From them are those upon the straight path, while

many of them perpetrate evil deeds.

THE INSOLENCE AND REBELLION OF THE JEWS

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v. 2 p.50) narrates from Sayyidina Ibn Abbas <* h ^j
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that Allah had given the Jews abundant wealth. However, when they disobeyed

Allah and the Holy Prophet fL. 3 *4* &'
J**, Allah halted a great amount of their

produce and wealth. On that occasion, a Jew by the name of Finhan remarked

that Allah's hand is fettered. Since all the Jews condoned his words, Allah

addressed all of them in the verse when He says, "The Jews say, 'Allah 's hand is

fettered!"

Allah then refutes their statement by saying, "It is their hands that are fettered

and they have been cursed because ofwhat they say. Indeed Allah 's hands are spread out

wide, He spends as He pleases" When Belief (Iman) is removed from a nation, they

become like the Jews who resolved to continue making foolish and blasphemous

remarks. Although they claimed to accept Allah, they objected to His actions.

Sayyidina Abu Huraira ** i» ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ^^^>
said, "Allah's hands are spread out wide and He does not diminish His expenditure. He

spends day and night. You tell me how much has Allah spent since He created the

heavens and the earth? Nothing has been reduced from what He holds and His throne is

upon water." [Bukhari and Muslim]

Only those who possess limited funds have to budget when spending.

Allah, the Creator and Master possesses limitless treasures. Allah says in a

Hadith Qudsi, "My giving is a word and My punishment is a word. When I intend

something, I merely have to say, 'Be!' and it comes into existence." [Mishkat p. 205]

How true are the words of the Holy Prophet jJL-j <J^ &. JL» in the above

hadith! Allah has spent on every being since the inception of creation and will

continue to spend upon the people of Heaven (Jannah) until eternity, yet there

will be no deficiency in His treasures.

The Jews even said that Allah is destitute as in the verse of Surah Al Imran

viz. "Undoubtedly Allah has heard the statement of those who say, "Allah is poor and we

are wealthy." [Surah 3, 181]

Lesson: Unlike man, Allah is not in need of a body and limbs. Reference to

"Allah's hand" is something that we believe in. We believe that it is as Allah

desires it to be and as is befitting of His grandeur. We cannot fathom the actual

purport of these descriptions.

"Verily that which has been revealed to you from your Lord shall be a cause for

increasing the defiance and disbelief of many of them." Allah has revealed guidance,

but only a limited few of the Jews were guided by it. The vast majority of them

chose rebellion and disbelief (kufr) instead.

Sayyidina Qatadah Tabi'I <A* & <^j has mentioned that although the Jews

recognised the Holy Prophet ^JL-j 4-U it JL* to be the final messenger, they opted

to reject him due to the jealousy they bore for him and for the Arabs. ["Durrul

Manthur"v.2p.297]

"We have cast between them enmity and hatred until the Day ofJudgement." They

are divided into numerous denominations, each the enemy of the other. This will

prevail until the Day of Judgement.

THE JEWS KEEP STOKING THE FLAMES OFWAR
"Whenever they stoke the flames of war, Allah extinguishes it..." The Jews make
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every effort to instigate wars against the Muslims, but Allah foils their attempts

each time, either by instilling terror in their hearts or by their defeat in these

battles. The Jews of the Bani Nadhir were executed and those of the Bani

Quraizah were expelled to Khaibar, whereafter they were also defeated in battle.

" and they spread corruption in the world. Allah does not like those who spread

corruption." They are, therefore, not the beloved ones of Allah. This verse serves

to remind the whole of mankind until the Day of Judgement about the evil of

spreading corruption.

"If only the People of book (Ahlul kitab) would believe and adopt piety (taqwa), We

shall remit their sins from them and enter them into gardens of bliss." This verse

encourages the People of book (Ahlul kitab) to accept the teachings of the Holy

Prophet^ 3 4> & J^>.

PRACTISING THE BOOK OF ALLAH LEADS TO A LIFE OF EASE
AND ABUNDANCE

"If only they would establish the Torah, the Injil and whatever has been revealed to

them from their Lord (the Qur'an), they would eat from above and from beneath their

feet" This verse, coupled with the preceding verse, indicates that by practising

the revelation of Allah will guarantee a person the bounties of this world as well

as those of the Akhirah {Hereafter).

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas <* & ^j says that the verse means that they will have

abundant rains that will cause the earth to flourish with plenteous crops.

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v. 2 p.51) quotes Farra 4* & **-j as saying that the verse

means that they will be blessed with an abundance of sustenance.

This verse denotes that carrying out good deeds and abstaining from sins

will accrue profuse bounties from Allah. The same has been expressed in a verse

of Surah A'raf viz. "If only the people of the cities believe and adopt piety (taqwa), we

shall open unto them the blessings of the heavens and the earth." [Surah 7, verse 96]

"From them are those upon the straight path..." This verse praises the few Jews

who accepted Islam like Sayyidina Abdullah bin Salam ^ \&\ ^j. On the other

hand "many of them perpetrate evil deeds."

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ** it ^j mentions that these people committed sins in

addition to their rejection of the Holy Prophet pL- j *A* & J**.

(67) O messenger ^j *Jp A» JU>, propagate what has been revealed to you from

your Lord. If you do not do so, then you have not conveyed Allah 's message.

Allah shall protect you from the people. Surely Allah does not guide the

disbelieving nation.
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ALLAH INSTRUCTS THE HOLY PROPHET ^j *J* A\ J^> TO
PROPAGATE WHAT HAS BEEN REVEALED TO HIM AND ALLAH
WILL PROTECT HIM

Sayyidina Hasan U* & *^j has mentioned that this verse was revealed when
the Holy Prophet jJL^ *A*'&\ J^ expressed fear when Allah charged him with

Holy Prophethood. He feared that the people would not believe him.

"Ma'alimut Tanzll"(?>. 2 p.5 1) and Lubabun Nuqul (p. 94) report from
Sayyidina Mujahid *ip & <^j that after Allah revealed the verse "O messenger JU
pJL^ Up it, propagate what has been revealed to yonfrom your Lord," The Holy Prophet

fL* 3
Up &\ J^ asked Allah how would he convey the message alone when the

people were opposed to him. Thereafter Allah revealed the rest of the verse viz.

"If you do not do so, then you have not conveyed Allah 's message, Allah shall protect

you from the people."

Sayyidah Aysha ^ &\ ^ reports that when this verse was revealed, the

Holy Prophet^ '

5
Up it J* told those Companion (Sahaba)^ i» ^j who used to

guard him, "You can now leave, since Allah has promised me His protection.

One of his guards was his uncle Sayyidina Abbas ^ it ^. Consequently they
stopped guarding the Holy Prophet ^L

3 Up it ju" [Lubabun Nuqul p.94]

"Surely Allah does not guide the disbelieving nation "i.e. Allah shall not guide
them to assassinate the Holy Prophet (JL^ Up i\ ju ["Ruhul Ma'ani" v. 6 p. 197]

Sayyidah Aysha l^p it^ has mentioned, "Whoever informs you that the

Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up &\ J^ had concealed anything from that which was
revealed to him, then he is a liar." ["Ma'alimut TanziY'v. 2 p.51]

THE QUESTION POSED BY THE HOLY PROPHET ^j Up it J* TO
THE PEOPLE AT MINA AND ARAFAH

Among the many things that the Holy Prophet ^ a> ii JU told the people
gathered at Arafah was a question he posed to them. He asked, "You will be
questioned with regard to me. What will you say?" The people present
exclaimed, "We will testify that you truly conveyed the message, fulfilled your
trust and advised the Ummah."

At this reply the Holy Prophet ^j U* 2bt JU looked towards the sky and
then back to the people. He thrice exclaimed, "O Allah! You bear witness!"

[Muslim v. 1, p.397]

Thereafter, on the tenth of Dhul Hijjah, the Holy Prophet ^L. 3 Up it ju
repeated this question at Mina saying, "Lo! Have I conveyed?" The Companion
(Sahaba)^ it ^j replied, "Yes!" The Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up it JL* supplicated to

Allah, "O Allah! You bear witness!" Thereafter he added, "Those present should
convey the message to those who are absent." [Bukhari v. 1, p.235]

Allah commands in Surah Hijr (Surah 15, verse 94), "Clearly announce what you
have been instructed." This the Holy Prophet jJLj Up it ju fulfilled perfectly and
all testified thereto.
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THE RAWAFIDH SLANDER THE HOLY PROPHET ^j U* k ^U

In contradiction to what the Qur'an and the Ahadlth have stated, certain

ignorant people make the preposterous claim that Allah had instructed the Holy

Prophet (JL-j Up it JU to declare that Sayyidina Ali «up it ^j was to be his

successor, but (Allah forbid!) the Holy Prophet jJL.^ Up it JU was afraid of

Sayyidina Abu Bakr & it ^j and Sayyidina Umar ^ &V^j, and therefore did

not do so.

These people claim to love the Ahlul Bayt [household of the Holy Prophet J^>
pjL-j Up it] but are false in their claim because they slander the very guide of the

household of the Holy Prophet (Ahlul Bayt) viz. the Holy Prophet (JL-j u* it JU.
Their slander is that they believe that the Holy Prophet jJL-^ Up it ju disobeyed

the order of Allah.

Besides this they even hold the belief that, with the exception of a few, all

the Companion (Sahaba) ^ it ^j became disbelievers (Kujfar) after the Holy

Prophet jJL-j U* it JL*. They claim that the Qur'an was altered and that the Holy

Prophet (JL-j U* it J^> concealed some knowledge. Yet they still attest their love

for him! If the messenger of Allah has to be afraid of people and disobey the

order of Allah to "Clearly announce what you have been instructed," then who will

establish the truth?

It is strange that they believe that the Holy Prophet ^Jl-^j Up ^\ JL* was afraid

of Sayyidina Abu Bakr and Umar <up it ^j^ when Allah had declared, "Allah shall

protect you from the people." This (Allah forbid!) will mean that the Holy Prophet

^JL.
3

aJLp it JU> never believed the words of Allah!

Another strange fact is that the person who they claim was entitled to the

post of khalifa (Caliph) immediately after the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up *& JL* [i.e.

Sayyidina Ali «up it ^j never claimed this himself when he did become the

Caliph (Khalifa) some 26 years later. Even more strange is that he participated in

the consultations of Sayyidina Abu Bakr as- &\ ^j and Sayyidina Umar *s> & ^>j

and even assisted them when he was renowned to be courageous and brave. The

people who hold such erroneous beliefs are indeed foolish and ignorant. May
Allah save us from such people and beliefs. Amin.

3j£J £&r (&*> %^> }4i Tj&jfj 3i&>l X&J&t&&^
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(68) Say, "O People of the Book, you are not upon any path until you establish

the Torah, the Injil and whatever has, been revealed to you by your Lord."

Verily that which has been revealed to you from your Lord shall be a cause for

increasing the defiance and disbelief of many of them. So do not grieve over the

disbelieving nation. (69) Verily those who believe, the Jews, the Sabi'in and the

Christians who believe in Allah and the Last Day and do good deeds, no fear

shall overcome them nor shall they grieve. (70) Most certainly We have taken a

covenant from the Bani Isra'il and We sent to them many messengers. Each time

a messenger came to them with a command that did not appeal to their desires,

they falsified a group of the messengers and killed a group of them. (71) They
thought that there would not be any strife so they became blind and deaf. Then
Allah pardoned them and again many of them became blind and deaf Allah is

the Seer of what they do.

MORE OF THE DEFIANCE AND MALPRACTICES OF THE JEWS
"Durrul Manthur" (v. 2 p.299) reports from Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ** &\ ^j

that the Jews once approached the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ifci ju. They asked, "Do
you not hold the belief that you follow the creed of Sayyidina Ibrahim

r
XJ\ Up

and believe in the Torah as well? Do you testify that it is also from Allah?" (They
intended to drive home the point that they were also following the creed of

Sayyidina Ibrahim
r
^U» u*, and that they also believed that the Torah was from

Allah.)

The Holy Prophet ^j U* ifo jl* replied in the affirmative and added, "You
have introduced many of your own things into the religion (D'ln) of Sayyidina
Ibrahim f^LJt <uU. You have also rejected the covenant that you took in the Torah
and concealed the things that you were commanded to expound."

They then retorted, "We only accept whatever is with us. We are on the path
of the truth and guidance. We will not believe in you and we will not follow
you!" On this occasion Allah revealed the above verses stating, "Say, 'O People of
the Book, you are not upon any path [i.e. on no religion {D'ln)] acceptable to Allah) until

you establish the Torah, the Injil and whatever has been revealed to you by your Lord."

The words, "whatever has been revealed to you by your Lord" refers to the Qur'an.
Establishing the Torah and the Injil includes believing in the Qur'an and in the
Holy Prophet ^y<^ &\ J^ who's description "they found written by them in the

Torah and the Injil" [Surah 7, verse 157]

Their claim to believe in Allah's revelations yet they only accept a part of it

and reject the rest. Their claim to be on the path of truth and guidance is thus
misleading.

"Verily that which has been revealed to you [O the Holy Prophet^JL-j <Op ii J^]
from your Lord shall be a cause for increasing the defiance and disbelief of many of
them." This was the condition of the majority of them, save a few who accepted
Islam.
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"So do not grieve over the disbelieving nation." Grieving over them will not

benefit them in the least.

ONLY BELIEF OMAN) AND GOOD DEEDS ARE THE BASIS FOR
SALVATION

"Verily those who believe, the Jews, the Sabi'In and the Christians who believe in

Allah and the Last Day and do good deeds, no fear shall overcome them nor shall they

grieve." A similar verse was discussed in Surah Baqarah (verse 62). The detailed

discussion can be referred to under that verse, where these various groups were

described.

The verse details that whoever is obedient to Allah in all his beliefs and

actions, these will be accepted from him irrespective of what he was previously.

After the revelation of the Qur'an, obedience will be confined to what is in the

Qur'an and acceptance of the religion (D'in) of Islam. Therefore the Muslims will

be those upon whom there will be no fear, neither shall they grieve. The verse

states the general rule even though many Muslims will have to suffer awhile in

Hell for their sins.

THE BANI ISRA'IL BREAK THE COVENANT

"Most certainly We have taken a covenant from the Bani Isra'll and We sent to

them many messengers. Each time a messenger came to them with a command that did

not appeal to their desires, they falsified a group of the messengers and killed a group of

them." A similar verse has passed in Surah Baqarah (Surah 2, verse 8f). The sterling

quality of a believer (Mu'min) is that he accepts the injunctions of Allah whether

they appeal to him or not, unlike the Bani Isra'll.

Sayyidina Ubadah bin Samit** 'h Jpj reports that the Companion (Sahaba)

t** ^ ^j pledged their allegiance to the Holy Prophet ^j ^ ifo J* with the

condition that they would hearken and obey in conditions of ease and hardship;

whether it appealed to them or not. [Bukhari v. 2 p. 1045]

If a command is difficult, the rewards are greater. It is indeed difficult to

sacrifice one's sleep and perform Salah after ablution (Wudhu). Jihad and

spending one's wealth in Zakah are also not easy. However, the rewards for such

deeds are unlimited. The true slave of Allah desires only His pleasure and does

not succumb to the dictates of his baser self.

The covenant taken from the Bani Isra'll was discussed in Surah Baqarah

and one may refer to verses 83 and 84.

"They thought that there would not be any strife so they became blind and deaf

Then Allah pardoned them and again many of them became blind and deaf" The Bani

Isra'll were extremely rebellious and thought that they would get away with it

without suffering punishment. This they thought either because Allah did not

punish them immediately or because they considered themselves to be the loved

ones of Allah. In this way they grew even more rebellious and sinful until they

became completely blind to the miracles of the Holy Prophets f*~b' ^+1* and

turned deaf to their preaching of the truth. Even when the Holy Prophets <-*>

f%J\ persuaded them to repent and Allah accepted their repentance, they again

resorted to their evil ways.
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''Allah is the Seer of what they do." Further details of the Bani Isra'U will be

mentioned at the beginning of Surah Bani Isra'U (Surah 17).

^^ \^«^e -J^ ^-i^l "^L d^I 5- 1=^5 i^iS Xi>s ^T c^>l Vjl^
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(72) Those have undoubtedly disbelieved who say, "Verily Allah is Masih, the

son of Maryam!" The Masih had told them, "O Bani Isra'U, worship Allah, Who
is my Lord and your Lord! Indeed whoever attributes a partner to Allah, then

Allah has forbidden Heaven (Jannah) to him and his abode shall be the fire. The

oppressors will have no helpers." (73) Those have undoubtedly disbelieved who
say, "Verily Allah is the third of three!" There is no deity save One Deity. If they

do not desist from what they say, an excruciating chastisement shall befall those

of them who disbelieve. (74) Will they not rather turn to Allah and seek

forgiveness from Him? Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful. (75) Masih, the

son of Maryam, is but a messenger. Many messengers have passed before him

and his mother was extremely truthful. Both of them used to eat food. See how
We expound the proofs for them, then see how they turn on their heels! (76) Say,

"Do you worship instead of Allah such that cannot harm you, nor benefit you?

Allah is All Hearing, All Knowing." (77) Say, "O People of the Book, do not be

unlawfully excessive in your religion (D'ln) and do not follow the whims of a

nation who were astray, led many astray and deviated from the straight path."
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THE DISBELIEF (KUFR), POLYTHEISM (SHIRK) AND EXCESSIVE
BEHAVIOUR EXCESSES (GHULU) OF THE CHRISTIANS

The above verse explain the disbelief (kufr) of that group of Christians who
claimed "Verily Allah is Masih, the son of Maryam!" This they believed although

Sayyidina Isa (%~b ajlp made it clear to them saying, "O Bani Isra'll, worship Allah,

Who is my Lord and your Lord! Indeed whoever attributes a partner to Allah, then Allah

has forbidden. Heaven Qannah) to him and his abode shall be the fire." Sayyidina Isa *i*

fM-Jt further told them, "The oppressors will have no helpers." The greatest form of

oppression is polytheism (shirk), which deserves an equally great punishment.

Thereafter Allah refutes the belief of another denomination of the Christians

who have committed disbelief (kufr) by claiming that "Verily Allah is the third of

three!" the other being Sayyidina Isa {%J\<d* and his mother, Sayyidah Maryam
f*>Ui ifcip. Allah informs them, "There is no deity save One Deity. If they do not desist

from what they say, an excruciating chastisement shall befall those of them who
disbelieve."

"Will they not rather turn to Allah and seek forgiveness from Him? Allah is Most

Forgiving, Most Merciful." If they sincerely repent and accept Belief (Iman), Allah

shall certainly forgive them.

THE STATUS OF SAYYIDINA ISA f
*Ji Up

'Masih, the son of Maryam, is but a messenger. Many messengers have passed

before him..." The rank of Allah's messengers is extremely noble. They are

entrusted to convey Allah's message to the creation. It is obvious that the

messenger and the one sending the message cannot be the same person. How can

they say that Sayyidina Isa fiLJ\ <4* is Allah? Just as all the other Holy Prophets

r
*>U\ p+A* were the servants of Allah and none claimed that they were Allah nor

His son, similarly Sayyidina Isa f^J\ Up was also no more than the servant of

Allah.

SAYYIDAH MARYAM f
*J« i^U WAS EXTREMELY TRUTHFUL

(SIDDIQA)

".......and his mother was extremely truthful." This means that she attested to

the truth of Allah's Books and His words. Allah says in Surah Tahrim (Surah 66,

verse 12), "She [Sayyidah Maryam
f
%Ji \+a*] attested to the truth of her Lord's words

arid His Books. " This quality does not demand that she be worshipped.

The fact that Sayyidina Isa fX~J\ ^ was born without a father does not make
him a deity any more than how Sayyidina Adam fiLJy <4* was created without a

mother and a father. In the same way, his miracles did not make him a deity any
more than the miracles of all the other Prophets pLJs-f+A* made them into deities.

These miracles were all "with Allah 's permission," as mentioned in Surah Al

Imran (Surah 3, verse 49].

"Both of them used to eat food." This portion of the verse displays the

ignorance of those Christians who claim that Sayyidina Isa ^LJ\ <uU and Sayyidah

Maryam f**J\ i^-U were deities. The fact that they ate food denotes that they were
no more than mere mortals as other people are. A deity is one who is
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independent of all things, including food.

"See how We expound the proofs for them, then see how they turn on their heels!"

Allah has explained the fallacy of their beliefs in such detail, yet they remain

adamant upon falsehood.

HOW CAN SUCH A THING BE WORSHIPPED THAT CAN
NEITHER DO HARM NOR GOOD?

"Say, 'Do you worship instead of Allah such that cannot harm you, nor benefit

you? Allah is All Hearing, All Knowing." Although this verse is addressed to the

Christians, every Polythe is intended. None have the ability to effect any good or

any harm to a person by themselves, be they Sayyidina Isa £*~b .<!*, Sayyidah

Maryam f%~ti i^-U or any other Holy Prophet or saint. If all these, together with

the entire universe of man, Jinn and angels cannot harm or benefit a person, it is

needless to mention that lifeless idols are even more helpless. It is a practice of

disbelief (kufr) and totally illogical to worship any of these instead, of Allah, the

Creator and Sustainer of the universe.

Allah declares in Surah Yunus, "And, besides Allah, do not call on any who

cannot benefit nor harm you. If you do so, then you will surely be of the oppressors. -

{Surah 10, verse 106).

THE PEOPLE OF BOOK (AHLUL KITAB) ARE PROHIBITED FROM
COMMITTING EXCESSES (GHULU) IN THEIR RELIGION (D'lN)

"Say, 'O People of the Book, do not be unlawfully excessive in your religion (D'in)

... Excesses (ghulu) refers to transgressing and overstepping the limits. The

Christians committed so much excesses (ghulu) with regard to Sayyidina Isa ^
r
^uJ\ that they elevated him to the pedestal of being Allah. The Jews also did this

when they called Sayyidina Uzairr
->U\ Up the son of Allah, and each of them

added to the religion (D'in) s brought by their Holy Prophets pu\ jn-u.

Due to the fact that excesses (ghulu) takes place when one follows his carnal

desires, Allah says, and do not follow the whims of a nation that were astray... The

Jews and Christians were astray before the advent of the Holy Prophet *Jp & J**

<X**> and, in addition to their personal deviation, they "led many astray." When the

Holy Prophet ^i-j" aJLp fa JL* appeared before them they remained on their

deviated ways until they eventually "deviatedfrom the straight path."

THE UMMAH OF SAYYIDINA MUHAMMAD ^j Up Ai ^U HAVE
ALSO BEEN PROHIBITED FROM EXCESSES (GHULU)

Excesses (ghulu) has been a chronic disease among the various Ummahs.

The Holy Prophet ^j ^fa JL* warned, "Do not be excessive in praising me as

the Christians did with regard to the son of Sayyidah Maryam r
xJ> "i^-U. I am hut

the slave of Allah, so say, 'The slave of Allah and His messenger." [Bukhari v. 1,

pA90]

One will notice the stark contradiction between this statement of the Holy

Prophet
'

(

JL.y4slp fa J^ and the practice of many Muslims who seem to contest the

clear verses of the Qur'an that state that he was a human being. They accord to

him attributes that are reserved solely for Allah, considering themselves to be the
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lovers of the Holy Prophet jJUj U* &\ J**.

Allah states in Surah Isra (Surah 17, verse 93), "Say, 'Pure is my Lord! I am but a

human messenger/' Allah has mentioned in Surah Kahf (Surah IS, verse 110), "Say,

'lam but a human like yourselves."

The Holy Prophet ^JL^ <u* & J* has clearly stated in Bukhari (p.1065), "I am
but a human." It is indeed a strange form of love that people claim to have when
they state the exact opposite of what the Holy Prophet ^JL-j *ip &\ J-* himself had

mentioned. These people only desire that their word be accepted even if it means

altering the Qur'an!

Allah says in Surah A'raf, "They ask you regarding Judgment day (Qiyamah),

when will it occur? Say, 'The knowledge there of is with my Lord. Only He will manifest

it on its time. It will be weighty on the heavens and the earth and will appear suddenly.'

They ask you as ifyou have perfect knowledge thereof Say. 'The knowledge thereof is only

with Allah, but most people do not know" [Surah 7, verse 187]. Those who claim to bear

great love for the Holy Prophet ^JU; Up &\ JU» claim that he knew the exact time of

Judgment day (Qiyamah). This is in direct contradiction of the verses of the

Qur'an.

Mulla Ali Qari <ip &^ writes that there are people in his time who claim to

posses knowledge yet they have none. He writes that they speak a clear lie that

the Holy Prophet pi-j U* &\ JU* knew when Judgment day (Qiyamah) will occur.

Besides their excesses (ghulu) in beliefs, these people have introduced many
customs, especially at funerals and even fabricate Ahadith to substantiate their

practices. May Allah protect us all from these actions. Amin.

\a

\~>

(78) Those of the Bani Isra'fl who disbelieved were cursed on the tongues of

Dawud and Isa, the son of Maryam. That was due to their disobedience and

their transgression. (79) They would never prevent each other from the evil that

they used to perpetrate. Evil in deed were the things that they did. (80) You will

see many of them befriend those who disbelieve. Evil indeed was that which

their souls sent ahead for them, that Allah was angry with them and they shall

remain forever in punishment. (81) If they believed in Allah, the Holy Prophet
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pL*j aJs> iti JU» and what was revealed to him, they would never have taken

them as friends. However, many of them are sinners.

THE BANI ISRA'IL WERE CURSED BECAUSE OF THEIR SINS AND
BECAUSE THEY DID NOT PREVENT OTHERS FROM EVIL

Allama Ibn Kathlr 4* ^ ^j reports from the "Musnad of Ahmad" that the

Holy Prophet ^JL-j *> &'
J^> said, "When the Bani Isra'il used to commit sins,

their scholars would prevent them. When they did not desist, these scholars still

joined them in their gatherings and dined with them. (Because of their close

association, they stopped preventing them from sins). So Allah merged their

hearts together and they were cursed on the tongues of Dawud and Isa r>^J* aJp."

Then the Holy Prophet (JL^ 4p i»i JL* recited a portion of the above verse

viz. "That was due to their disobedience and their transgression." The Holy Prophet

pJL-j <Jp iui JU* was once reclining on a pillow, when he sat up and exclaimed, "By

the Being in whose .hand is my life! (You will never be absolved of your

responsibility) until you do not prevent the wrongdoers and bring them on the

truth!" [v.2p.82]

Abu Dawud (v. 2p.240) records the Hadith in which Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Mas'ud -up ii ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet jJL-j aJLp &\ J^> said, "Undoubtedly

the first deficiency that crept into the Bani Isra'il was that a person would meet

others and (seeing them sin) would say, 'Fear Allah and desist from your sins for

it is forbidden unto you!' The following day when he met them while they

sinned he would not prevent them because he would associate and dine with

them. When this happened, Allah merged their hearts." Thereafter the Holy.

Prophet ^JL-j Up i\ JL* recited the verses, "Those of the Bani Isra'il who disbelieved

were cursed on the tongues of Dawud and Isa... (till the verse ending with) ...

"However, 'many of them are sinners."

Then the Holy Prophet^ 3 <4± & J^ said, "Understand well! By Allah! You
should continue to enjoin good and forbid evil, restrain the hand of the tyrant

and consolidate him on the truth so that he may desist from evil."

Abu Dawud also contains the narration wherein the Holy Prophet <ip &\ J^>
pJL-j said, "When people see an oppressor and do not restrain his hand, very soon

Allah shall inflict such a punishment on them, which will affect each one of

them."

Another hadith of Abu Dawud states that the Holy Prophet ^j Up &\ JL*

said, "When a person sins in any community and the people, despite possessing

the ability, do not prevent him, then Allah shall send a widespread punishment

to them before their deaths."

THEWEAKNESS OF NOT FORBIDDING EVIL

The weakness present in the former Bani Isra'il is also found today among
the Ummah of the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up &\ JU. Despite possessing the ability to

redress evil, Muslims associate with the sinners, and do not even bat an eyelid

over their misdeeds. They do not care about the displeasure of Allah, but are

only concerned not to displease these sinners!
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Their behaviour is reminiscent of the Bani Isra'U, who "would never prevent

each other from the evil that they used to perpetrate." With regard to this, Allah says

in no uncertain terms, "Evil indeed were the things that they did." In doing so they

are inviting the punishment of Allah upon themselves that will afflict one and

all.

THE FRIENDSHIP BETWEEN THE JEWS AND THE POLYTHEISTS
OF MAKKAH

"You will see many of them befriend those who disbelieve." The author of "Ruhul

Ma'ani" (v. 7 p.2 13) writes that this verse refers to Ka'b bin Ashraf and other Jews

who associated with the Polytheists of Makkah. Despite knowing of the Holy

Prophethood of the Holy Prophet ^
'
> <4* ^ JU*, they schemed with the

Polytheists to attack the Muslims.

"Evil indeed was that which their souls sent ahead for them..." The evil was that

"Allah was angry with them and they shall remain forever in punishment."

Allah continues to say, "If they believed in Allah, the Holy Prophet^ j 4^ ^ J~*

and what was revealed to him, they would never have taken them as friends." This verse

also refers to the Hypocrites (Munafiqin). If they were sincere in their claims to

belief (Iman), there was no necessity for them to associate with the polytheists.

"However, many of them are sinners." Only a handful of them accepted Islam,

while the rest remained as disbelievers (Kuffar).

(82) You will definitely discover that the Jews and Polytheists are the staunchest

enemies of the believers. And you will surely find that those closest in affection

to the believers are they who proclaim, "We are Christians!" That is because

among them are learned priests and monks and they are not haughty,

THE ENMITY OF THE JEWS AND POLYTHEISTS FOR THE
BELIEVERS

The verse begins by declaring that the Jews and Polytheists bear the most

malice and hatred for the Muslims. This fact is clear. The Polytheists of Makkah

subjected the Believers (Mu'miniri) to the worst atrocities and throughout history

the same attitude can be seen to permeate their actions up to this present day.

Eventually when the Muslims migrated to Madinah, the Jews resolved to

harm them even though they knew that the Holy Prophet ^L.^ <l*-&\ J^ was the

true messenger of Allah as described to them in the Torah. They attempted to

assassinate the Holy Prophet ^j <4± & JU poisoned, him and even bewitched

him. They instigated the Polytheists to do battle against the Muslims and
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attacked Madinah with a host of Arab tribes. They have always been antagonistic

to Islam and until today, they leave no stone unturned to harm Islam and the

Muslims.

Allama Ibn Kathlr Up &\ i^j narrates from Hafidh Abu Bakr Ibn Mardaway

Up 2bi i*-j that the Holy Prophet ^J-j u* & J~* said, "Whenever a Jew is alone

with a Muslim he aspires to kill him." The Jews are masters in planning evil plots

and have always incited the Christians to assail the Muslims from every front. As

a result of this, the Muslims have been continuously subjected to a variety of

atrocities.

THE TRUE CHRISTIANS

"And you will surelyfind that those closest in affection to the believers are they who

proclaim, 'We are Christians/" The term 'Christian' commonly refers to those

people who associate themselves with Sayyidina Isa f&J\ Up. Allama Ibn Kathlr

.dp ito k^j writes that the v&rse refers to those people who follow Sayyidina Isa Up

(OLJi and adhere to the path outlined in the Injil. He writes further that these

people have a certain affection towards the believers (Mu'minin) because soft

heartedness and a kind disposition are their inherent qualities. Allah says, "We

have placed compassion and mercy into the hearts of those who follow him [i.e. Sayyidina

Isa f
*Ji <!*]" Their Book states that the left cheek should be turned to the person

who slaps the right cheek. Fighting was never ordained in their Shari'ah.

It is thus evident that the verse does not refer to every person who claims to

be a Christian. It refers only to those who follow Sayyidina Isa f^LJ\ *4±, adhere to

the Injil and have compassion within their hearts. Since fighting was never part

of their religion (D'in), there exists no possibility of them fighting the Muslims.

"That is because among them are learned priests..." These persons have

knowledge of the Injil and paid heed to it. "....and monks.,." They devoted

themselves to Allah's worship and were inclined to show affection to the

believers (Mu'minin) on accpunt of their worship to Allah.

" and they are not haughty." For this reason they are prepared to surrender

to the truth and are not rebellious.

The author of "Ma'alimut Tanzil"(i>. 2 p.56) writes that not all Christians are

referred to in this verse since many of them possess the same enmity towards the

Muslims as do the Jews and the Polytheists. They have killed many Muslims,

imprisoned them, destroyed their cities and mosques (Masjids) and have burned

the Qur'an. Therefore, the verse will refer only to those Christians who accepted

Islam like Najashi [the king of Abysinnia in the time of the Holy Prophet ifo J*
fi-j aJp] and others.
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PART SEVEN

(83) When they hear what has been revealed to the messenger, you will see

their eyes flow with tears because they recognise the truth. They say, "Our Lord,

we believe, so record us among those who testify." (84) "How can we not believe

in Allah and the truth that has come to us? We desire that our Lord include us in

the ranks of the righteous ones." (85) So, because of their proclamation, Allah

shall grant them such gardens as a reward, beneath which rivers flow; where
they shall abide forever. Such is the reward of those who do good. (86) As for

those who disbelieve and deny Our verses, these are the dwellers of the Fire.

THE CHRISTIANS OF ABYSINNIA WEEP UPON HEARING THE
QUR'AN AND ACCEPT BELIEF (IMAN)

When the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up &\ JL* began to propagate the message of

Islam, the Polytheists of Makkah were vehemently opposed to him. They
relentlessly persecuted him and did the same to all those who converted to Islam.

As a result of this incessant suppression, many Muslims migrated to Abysinnia
(present-day Ethiopia) for this was the closest country where they could seek

protection. However, the Polytheists sent a delegation after them to complain to

the king and requesting him to have them deported. The king rejected their

request and allowed the Muslims to remain there in peace.

Amongst the immigrants to Abysinnia was the cousin of the Holy Prophet

fL* 3 aA* iwi ju, Sayyidina Ja' far bin Abi Talib Up ibt h^Ja He lived there for many
years and, when he returned, Najashi (the title of the king whose name was
As'hamah) sent a delegation of 60 people with him. Included in this delegation

was the king's son.

The king sent a letter with them addressed to the Holy Prophet Up ifct ju>

fi^. The letter read, "O the Holy Prophet ^j U* 2bi JU, I bear witness that you
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are the true messenger of Allah. I have pledged allegiance to you at the hand of

your cousin and I accept the obedience of Allah. I have sent my son to you and if

he is obedient to you I will come to you personally. Was Salam Alayka, O
messenger of Allah."

The delegation sent by Najashi drowned en route and the delegation of 70

led by Sayyidina Ja'far ^ &^Jf who were on another ship, reached the presence

of the Holy Prophet ^JL-j aJlp &\
. ju, Of these, most were from Abysinnia and eight

were from Sham. The Holy Prophet (JL^ *> & JL* recited before them the entire

Surah Yasin, whereupon their eyes began to flow with tears. They exclaimed that

they accepted Belief (Iman) and that what they were hearing was the same that

was revealed to Sayyidina Isa f!>uJ» *Jp. On this occasion, Allah revealed the

verses, "And you will surely find that those closest in affection to the believers are they

who proclaim, 'We are Christians!..." ["Malimut Tamil" v. 2 p.56/7]

Certain commentators are of the opinion that the above verses were

revealed when Najashi and his courtiers burst into tears when Sayyidina Ja'far

<u* &\^j recited Surah Maryam to them. However, this has been rejected by

others who say that Surah Ma'idah was revealed after the Hijrah, while the

incident referred to above took place while the Holy Prophet ^Aipi JU was
still in Makkah.

The previous verse stated that these Christians were affectionate towards

the Believers (Mu'minin) because there were priests and monks amongst them

who were not haughty. Nowadays these types of priests and monks are not

found. The present day priests are haughty puppets of their states whose only

occupation is plotting against Islam. Those referred to in these verses were

immediately affected by the Qur'an. Allah says, "When they hear what has been

revealed to the messenger, you will see their eyes flow with tears because they recognise

the truth. They say, 'Our Lord, we believe, so record us among those who testify." They

wish to be included in the Ummah of the Holy Prophet <X>>) aJLp i»» jl*.

It is reported in "Malimut Tanzil" that when these people became Muslims,

the Jews jeered and asked them why they accepted Islam. They replied, "Haw can

we not believe in Allah and the truth that has come to us? We desire that our Lord

include us in the ranks of the righteous ones." When true Belief (Iman) permeates the

heart, then nothing can cause it to flounder, least of all the jeers of others.

Thereafter Allah announces the bliss to come to the Believers (Mu'minin). He
says, "So, because of their proclamation, Allah shall grant them such gardens as a

reward, beneath which rivers flaw; where they shall abide forever. Such is the reward of

those who do good."

On the contrary "As for those who disbelieve and deny Our verses, these are the

dwellers of the Fire."
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(87) 0*you who believe, do not forbid the pure things that Allah has permitted

for you and do not transgress. Surely Allah does not like those who transgress.

(88) Eat from the lawful and pure sustenance that Allah has provided for you

and fear Allah in Whom you believe.

EAT WHAT IS PURE, DO NOT FORBID WHAT IS LAWFUL AND
DO NOT TRANSGRESS THE LIMITS

Allah begins by instructing, "O you who believe, do not forbid the pure things that

Allah has permitted for you..." One way in which this is done is when a person

holds the belief that something Lawful (Halal) is Unlawful (Haram). If the thing is

Lawful (Halal) according to conclusive Qur'anic verses, then the person who
regards it to be Unlawful (Haram) will be a disbeliever (kafir). Another way in

which a person will be guilty of 'forbidding the pure things that Allah has

permitted" is when a person unnecessarily abstains from certain Lawful (Halal)

things as if it is Unlawful (Haram), even though he may not hold the belief that

the thing is Unlawful (Haram). The third method is when a person takes an oath

that something should be forbidden to him. All these three methods are

prohibited.

Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ^ & ^j narrates that once the Holy Prophet aJlp &\ J^
fl^ was delivering a sermon when he saw a person standing. Upon inquiry, he

was informed that the person was Abu Isra'il, who had taken an oath that he

shall remain fasting and will never sit, take shade, nor speak to anyone. The Holy

Prophet fL- j U* & JUtold the Companion (Sahaba)^ &\ ^j to tell him to speak,

take shade, sit and complete the fast. [Bukhari v. 2 p.991]

Sayyidah Aysha i** ifo ^j reports that the Holy Prophet (JL-j <i* ifo JU said,

"It is not permissible to fulfil a sinful oath and the kaffara (expiation) for (not

fulfilling) this is the same as that for (not fulfilling a legitimate) vow." [Abu Dawud

v.2p.lll]

Some people adopt the practice of the monks by attributing rewards to

abstinence from Lawful (Halal) things. There is no monasticism in Islam and it is

a bid'ah [innovation in religion (D'in)] to attach rewards to it. It will be

permissible for a person to abstain from something if it is harmful for his health,

but he should still consider it to be Lawful (Halal).

"...and do not transgress. Surely Allah does not like those who transgress."

Transgressing the limits has been discussed in Surah Baqarah where Allah says,

"These are the limits imposed by Allah, so transgress them not, for those who transgress

Allah's limits are indeed the oppressors'" [Surah 2, verse 229]. This subject will also be

discussed in more detail in the opening verses of Surah Tahrim (Surah 66).

EXAMPLES OF TRANSGRESSING ALLAH'S LIMITS

1. Making the lawful unlawful: Once the Holy Prophet U*:..S»t JU>

(JL-y mentioned that he will never drink honey again. Allah revealed the

verse in Surah Tahrim stating, "O Holy Prophet ^i^iiii JU* why do you

forbid what Allah has permitted for you?" [Surah 66, verse 1]
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In present times there are those who avoid marriage in the months of Dhul
Qa'dah, Muharram and Safar, although the Shari'ah permits it. Others consider it

next to Unlawful (Haram) that a person marries a widow.

Just as it is Unlawful (Haram) to forbid a lawful thing, it will also be

Unlawful (Haram) to permit an unlawful thing. Allah says in Surah Nahl, "With

regard to the false claims made by your tongues, do not say, 'This is Lawful (Halal)' and

'This is Unlawful (Haram),' so as to invent lies against Allah. Indeed those who invent

lies against Allah will never be successful" [Surah 16, verse 116]

This includes abstaining from the concessions granted by Allah e.g. not

performing the Shorten (Qasr) Salah while on journey.

2. To attribute rewards to such things that do not hold any: Some
people deem certain things as a means of drawing close to Allah when
this is not so e.g. observing a fast during which one does not speak at all,

or standing in the sun.

3. To consider something that is not necessary as being necessary:

To attribute the rank of incumbent (Fardh) to something that the Shari'ah

does not recognise as such and to condemn the person who does not

practise it e.g. distributing sweetmeats on the occasion of the night of

Bara'ah (15th night of Sha'ban) and on the days of Eid.

4. To confine a general Preferable (Mustahab) to a specific time:

e.g. To deem it necessary to shake hands with the Imam after the Salahs

of Fajr and Asr. In certain areas, the person giving the Adhan recites

durud before commencing, whereas the Shari'ah stipulates that it be

recited after the Adhan before the du'a.

5. To attribute a specific reward for actions as one pleases

Examples of this are the rewards that have been mentioned for

reciting the "Du'a e Ganj" and "Ahd Nama" Such rewards have neither

been mentioned in the Qur'an nor in the Ahadlth.

6. To formulate a specific method for an action: e.g. To stipulate a

specific number of Rakahs for specific Salahs to be recited with specific

Surahs of the Qur'an. Some people have mentioned that in Tahajjud

Salah, Surah Ikhlas must be recited 12 times in the first Rakah and
the^after reduced once with every Rakah. Others specify particular

Salahs to be performed on certain nights of the year. All these have not

been established from the Ahadlth.

7. To affix a place for an action without sanction from the Shari'ah:

e.g. To distribute food or grain at a graveside or to recite Qur'an there.

All these actions may be done elsewhere.

8. To forbid certain foods for specific people: Allah says in Surah

An'am, "They (the Polytheists) say, 'Whatever is within the bellies of these

animals are reserved strictly for our males and forbidden to our wives. If it is

stillborn, then they may share therein/ Soon He shall punish them for what

they speak. Undoubtedly He is The Wise, The All Knowing." [Surah 6, verse

139]
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Such behaviour is common with thos£ who celebrate the 'Fatiha' and
'Niyaz.' They offer food in the name of Sayyidah Fatima \+& &\ ^j which
they declare Unlawful (Haram) for males. In addition to this, they attach

other conditions as well. These are all erroneous innovations introduced

by them.

9. To attribute a specific punishment for a sin: Many orators do
this without any proof from the Ahadlth.

10. To say that a certain action will not have to be accounted for on
the Day of Judgement, whereas the Ahadlth are silent on the issue: e.g.

Wearing new clothes and shoes on the last Friday of Ramadhan.

The above only some examples although there are many more. The Qur'an

has prohibited the Ummah from overstepping the boundaries in numerous
verses. Allah says in Surah Baqarah, "Whoever transgresses the limits of Allah has

verily oppressed his own soul " [Surah 2, verse 231]

He says also in Surah Baqarah, "These are the limits of Allah so do not

transgress them. Whoever transgresses the limits ofAllah then those are the oppressors/'

[Surah 2, verse 229]

Allah says in Surah Nisa, "Whoever disobeys Allah and His messenger and

transgresses His limits, Allah shall enter him into the Fire where he shall abide forever.

His shall be a debasing chastisement. " [Surah 4, verse 14]

The third command issued by Allah in the verses under discussion is, "Eat

from the lawful and pure sustenance that Allah has provided for you and fear Allah in

Whom you believe." It is evident from this verse that it is not contrary to piety for a

person to eat of the pure things. Fear of Allah will encourage one to abstain from

something pure if it belongs to another. It will only be lawful to him if the person

sells it to him, offers it as a gift to him or allows him the use of it. Fear of Allah

will allow one to abstain from everything unlawful.

(89) Allah shall not take you to task for those oaths that are "laghw" (futile), but

shall take you to task for those oaths that you take with solemnity. The kaffara

(expiation) therefore is the feeding of ten poor persons food of average quality

with which you feed your families; or clothe them, or free a slave. Whoever does

not find this, should fast for three days. This is an expiation for your oaths when

you take them. Protect your oaths! in this way Allah expounds His vefse so that

you show gratitude.
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TYPES OF OATHS AND THE EXPIATION (KAFFARA) FOR
BREAKING THEM

Since one of the methods whereby Lawful (Halal) is made Unlawful (Hardm)

is by oaths, Allah makes mention of oaths in this verse. There are three types of

oaths viz. Yamin Laghw, Yamin Ghamus and Yamin Mun' aqidah.

With regard to Yameen Laghw, Sayyidah Aysha i^p & ^jsaid, "When a

person, without the intention of an oath exclaims, 'No by Allah!' and 'Why not,

by Allah!' then these will be 'Laghw' (futile/meaningless)" [Bukhari]. This was, and
still is, the way Arabs speak.

Certain jurists maintain that 'laghw' (futile) refers to that oath that a person

takes upon a past incident, swearing that it is true, whereas it is not so. In this

case, he mistakenly thinks it to be true and does not lie intentionally. As the verse

mentions, a person will not be taken to task for this and will not have to pay the

expiation (kaffara).

The second type viz. Ghamus occurs when as person lies when swearing

e.g. A person swears that he did something which he never did, or swears that he

did not do something which he did.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar *& i»» ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet JU
.pJL^ Up ^isaid, "The major sins are (1) Associating partners with Allah, (2)

Causing grief to one's parents, (3) Murder, (4) Yamin Ghamus." [Bukhari v. 2 p.987]

The word 'Ghamus' is derived from an Arabic word that means 'to plunge'

because this type of an oath plunges one into sin in this world and into the fire of

Hell in the Akhirah (Hereafter).

The third type viz. Yamin Mun'aqidah refers to that oath taken upon a

future action e.g. A person takes an oath that he will carry out a certain action, or

not eat a certain food, etc. The law pertaining to this is that the person will have

to pay the expiation (kaffara) if he fails to uphold the promise.

The expiation (kaffara) has been cited in the above verse. He should feed or

clothe ten poor people or free a slave. If he is unable to do any of these, he should

fast for three days. Since slaves are not available in nowadays, a person will have
to adopt one of the other options.

RULINGS ABOUT EXPIATION (KAFFARA)

Ruling: A person may not pay the expiation (kaffara) before breaking the

oath. If he does so, it will be considered to be optional (Nafl) charity.

Ruling: If a person chooses to feed ten poor people, he will have to feed

them two meals to their fill. There should be no children among, the ten people,

nor any person who has already eaten to his fill.

Ruling: A person may opt to pay each of the ten poor people the equivalent

of Sadaqatul Fitr either in wheat flour, barley or in cash.

Ruling: It will not suffice to give the equivalent of ten people's food to one
poor person. If someone did this, he will have to feed another nine poor people.

Ruling: If the expiation (kaffara) is paid in the form of clothing, then each
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poor person has to receive that amount of clothes that will cover the Satr so that

one is able to perform Salah with it.

Ruling: The food given to the poor must not be of inferior quality, but

equivalent to what an average family eats. This is due to the clear condition

stipulated by the verse viz.
"
.....food of average quality with which you feed your

families..."

Ruling: Imam Abu Hanifah Up ito <^j stipulates that the three fasts be

consecutive, as ordained by the Qur'anic recitation of Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Mas'ud ajlp i»i ^j. This opinion is also held by Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ** &\^j.

Ruling: It is sinful to take a sinful oath like swearing never to perform Salah

or that one will sever ties with one's family and relatives. It will be necessary to

break such an oath and pay the expiation (kaffara).

"Protect your oaths!" The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 7 p.10) writes that this

means that one must maintain the oath. It must not occur that one breaks the

oath and then neglects the expiation (kaffara). It also means that people should

fulfill their oaths since it entails taking Allah's name. Of course, this will not

apply to sinful oaths since these will have to be broken.

Note: The Holy Prophet ^Upiiii J^ said, "Whoever takes an oath by

the name of any besides Allah has committed polytheism (shirk)"

[Tirmidhi]. The Holy Prophet ^y^* & J^ also said, "Do not swear

by your fathers and mothers. S^vear by Allah only if you are

truthful." [Mishkdt p. 296]

(90) O you who believe, indeed liquor, gambling, idols and divining arrows are

filth from the acts of Devil (Shaytan), so abstain there from so that you may be

successful. (91) Devil (Shaytan) desires to cast enmity and hatred between you

by means of liquor and gambling and prevent you from the remembrance of

Allah and Salah. So will you not abstain? (92) Obey Allah and obey the

messenger and beware! If you turn away, then know that the responsibility of

the messenger is only clear conveyance (of the message).

LIQUOR, GAMBLING, IDOLS AND DIVINING ARROWS ARE
FILTH

The explanation of divining arrows was given in the commentary of the

third verse of Surah Ma'idah. Allah states in verse 219 of Surah Baqarah, "They

question you [O Muhammad (JL^ Up ibt J^> about liquor and gambling. Say, 'In both is

great sin and some benefitfor man; but the sin is far greater than their usefulness." This
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verse makes it apparent that the mere fact that something has some use is not

sufficient for it to be permissible, as some people think when they view the

benefits of liquor, gambling and interest.

THE PROHIBITION OF LIQUOR

A person who was unabashedly drinking alcohol once asked another person

which verse in the Qur'an declares liquor to be Unlawful (Haram)? This is the

ignorant condition of many Muslims who do not consider a thing Unlawful

(Haram) unless the Qur'an clearly attributes the word 'Unlawful (Haram)' to the

thing in question.

There are numerous things for which the Qur'an and the Ahadith have not

used the word 'Unlawful (Haram),' yet they have been prohibited in no uncertain

terms. Describing the Holy Prophet ^^ *i* & JU, Allah says in Surah A'raf, "He

permits for them the pure things and prohibits the impure" [Surah 7, verse 157]. This

verse makes it clear that what the Holy Prophet pJL-j <Up i»\ JL=> declares to be

Unlawful will be Unlawful (Haram).

SEVEN REASONS FOR THE PROHIBITION OF LIQUOR AND
GAMBLING

The above verse of Surah Ma'idah declares that liquor and gambling are

'filth" and the above verse of Surah A'raf mentions that the Holy Prophet & J^
jJL-j <uU prohibits the believers (Mu'minin) from things that are "impure." Only a

totally irreligious and heretical person will fail to perceive the prohibition of

liquor and gambling from these verses. Besides this, there are seven factors in

this verse of the Qur'an from which the prohibition of liquor and gambling is

determined. These are:

1. They are "filth."

2. They are "from the acts of Devil (Shaytan)."

3. "So abstain therefrom..."

4. "...so that you may be successful." This denotes that

involvement in liquor and gambling is a cause for .a person

being unsuccessful.

5. "Shaytan desires to cast enmity and hatred between you by
means of liquor and gambling..."

6. By means of liquor and gambling, Devil (Shay tan) desires

that he "prevent you from the remembrance of Allah and
Salah."

7. "So will you not abstain?"

Allah prohibited liquor in stages. First the verse (219) of Surah Baqarah was
revealed viz. "They question you about liquor and gambling. Say, 'In both is great sin

and some benefit for man; but the sin is far greater than their usefulness." After this

revelation many Companion (Sahaba) ^ ifci ^j stopped drinking, but others

continued. It once occurred that one of the Companion (Sahaba) ?** &\ ^Jf while

intoxicated, recited the Qur'an incorrectly in the Maghrib Salah. Thereafter Allah
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revealed the verse, "O you who believe, do not approach Salah when you are

intoxicated until you are aware ofwhat you say. " [Surah Nisa verse 43]

After the revelation of this verse, people would drink in such a manner that

they would be sober by the time of Salah. Eventually Allah revealed

conclusively, "O you who believe, indeed liquor, gambling, idols and divining arrows

are filthfrom the acts of Devil (Shaytan), so abstain therefrom (up to the words) "So will

you not abstain?" When this verse was revealed the Companion (Sahaba) & ^j
^p declared, "We have abstained, O our Lord!" [Durrul Manthur v. 2 p.214 from

Ahmad]

"Obey Allah and obey the messenger and beware!" i.e. Beware not to disobey

them! "Ifyou turn away, then know that the responsibility of the messenger is only clear

conveyance of the message)." The Holy Prophet jJL-j aJp ifct JU> conveyed the message

perfectly. Whoever disobeys thereafter will have to face the consequences.

This verse serves to emphasise the prohibition of liquor and gambling and

warns those who do not consider the Ahadith of the Holy Prophet pL.j <4* ibi JU
to be a source of Islamic law.

THE PROHIBITION OF LIQUOR IN THE AHADlTH

=> Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar <up i» ^j narrates that the Holy

Prophet jJL.j-'uU h J^> said, "Every intoxicant is liquor and every

intoxicant is Unlawful (Haram). The person who leaves this world

consuming liquor and does not repent, he will be deprived of the

wine of Heaven (Jannah) [i.e. he will not enter Heaven (Jannah)]."

[Muslim v. 2 p. 168]

=> Sayyidina Jabir *up ifct ^j reports that a person from Yemen asked

the Holy Prophet ^j Up &\ J^> concerning a drink prepared in

his region from millet. The Holy Prophet (JL.J Up 2»% JU asked

him whether it was intoxicating. When he replied in the

affirmative, the Holy Prophet pi-j Up ibt JU said, "Every

intoxicant is Unlawful (Haram). Allah has taken a pledge that He
will enter every consumer of intoxicants into 'Tinatul Khabal."

When the Companion (Sahaba) ^ 'Ai ^j queried the meaning of

/Tinatul Khabal/ The Holy Prophet ^ 3 <ip A» JU told them that

it is the effluvium from the bodies of the people of Hell. [Ibid]

=> Sayyidina Jabir ^ A» ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet Up Ai J^
^JL-j mentioned that whatever intoxicates in large quantities, a

small quantity of it will also be Unlawful (Haram). [Abu Dawud v. 2

p.162]

=> Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar *ip A» ^j reports the statement of

the Holy Prophet fi-j <Jj> 2bt JU» who said, "Allah has cursed

liquor, its consumer, server, seller, buyer, manufacturer, the one

who has it manufactured, the onQ who transports it and the one

to whom it is transported." [Abu Dawud v. 2 p. 161]

=> Those who sell liquor in their stores and serve it in their

restaurants should reflect about how many curses of Allah befall
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them daily. So too should those people ponder who are employed
at these places and at all the other places responsible for some
dealing in liquor. Allah's curse shall befall all of them!

=> Sayyidina Jabir ^ As ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ±±* & J-*
^JL-^ instructed, "The person who believes in Allah and the Last

Day should not sit at the table where liquor is served." [Bayhaqi]

=> Especially those people should consider this hadith who associate

with the disbelievers (Kuffar) in places like Europe, America and
Australia. They should judge what shred of Belief (Iman) is left

within them.

=> The Holy Prophet ^j Up i>s\ JUmentioned that liquor is the

conglomeration of all sins. [Mishkat p. 444] The truth of this hadith

can be seen in the behaviour of people living in Europe, America,

Australia, etc who are addicted to drinking. They are

embodiments of every conceivable sin. It is no secret that

intoxicants lead them to all sorts of vices and evil.

=> Sayyidina Abu Darda <up &\ ^j reports that his friend, the Holy
Prophet (JL^ Up iii JU advised him, "Never ascribe partners to

Allah even though you may be cut into pieces or burnt. Never
forgo Salah intentionally, for Allah is absolved of the one who
forgoes his Salah intentionally. Never drink liquor for it is the

key to all evil." [Mishkat p. 51]

=> Sayyidina Daylam Himyari -up ^ ,^j narrates that he queried

from the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up iut J^>, "We live in a cold area and
engage in intensive labour. As a result of this, we drink a drink of

wheat whereby we attain the strength for our work and
protection against the cold." When the Holy Prophet Up Xb» J-#
jJL-jasked him whether the drink was intoxicating, he replied in

the affirmative. The Holy Prophet ^Lj Up ii JU> instructed him
that they abstain from it. He mentioned that his people would not

do so. The Holy Prophet <X*) <M i»i J^> said, "If they refuse to

abstain, then do battle against them." [Abu Daumd]

=> Sayyidina Abu Umamah ^ iu» ^j reports that the Holy
ProphetfJL^ aJLp iu\ j^> told them, "Indeed Allah has sent me as a

mercy to the worlds and as a guidance' to the worlds. My Lord
instructed me to destroy all musical instruments, idols, crosses

and works of ignorance. My Lord has taken an oath saying, 'I will

feed the person who drinks even a single drop of liquor the

equivalent quantity of puss (in Hell). Whoever, abstains from
drinking liquor because of fear for Me, I will definitely feed him
from pure lakes [in Heaven (Jannah)]." [Mishkat p. 318]

=> Sayyidina Abu Umamah v* &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet
pJL-j Up i»r JU said, "The person who causes distress to his

parents, the gambler, the one who reminds others of his favours

to them and the habitual drunkard will never enter Heaven
(Jannah)." [Darmi v. 2 p. 31]
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=> Sayyidina Jabir <* fa ^j reports that he heard the Holy Prophet
jO-j Up ai ^ say upon the occasion of the conquest of Makkah,
"Undoubtedly Allah and His messenger have forbidden the trade
of liquor, carrion, swine and idols." [Bukhari v. I p. 298]

\>'\'t
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(93) There is no sin upon those who believe and do righteous deeds for what
they have eaten when they have adopted piety (taqwa), believed and performed
good deeds; then again adopted piety (taqwa) and believed, and again adopted
piety (taqwa) and performed good deeds. Allah loves those who do good.

UPON LEARNING OF THE PROHIBITION, THE (SAHABA)^ Jk\ ^>
CAUSED THE STREETS TO FLOW WITH LIQUOR

Sayyidina Anas ^ <&* ^j narrates that he was serving wine to some guests
in the home of (his stepfather) Sayyidina Abu Talha ** fa ^ Jf when they heard
the instruction from an announcer outside that liquor was Unlawful (Haram).

Sayyidina Abu Talha <up fa ^j told him to go outside and hear what was being
said. Sayyidina Anas <up &\^ says that he went outside and then returned with
the news that the announcer was proclaiming, "Beware! Liquor has been made
Unlawful (Haram)l" Upon hearing this, Sayyidina Abu Talha <up fa^ instructed

Sayyidina Anas ^ fa ^j to dispose of all the liquor that they possessed.

Sayyidina Anas *up fa ^ reports that he complied and the streets of Madinah
were flowing with disposed wine.

Many Companion (Sahaba) ^ fa ^j were concerned with regard to the

plight of all those Muslims who died with wine in their bellies i.e. They passed
away before the prohibition of liquor. With regard to this concern Allah revealed

the above verse viz. "There is no sin upon those who believe and do righteous deeds for

what they have eaten..." [Bukhari v. 2 p.664]

The above incident is also recorded in "Durrul Manthur" where Sayyidina
Anas ** fa ^j says that he was serving wine to Sayyidina Abu Talha ^ fa ^Jf

Sayyidina Abu Ubaidah bin Jarrah ** fa ^>Jf Sayyidina Mu'adh bin Jabal fa^
<up, Sayyidina Suhail bin Baydha ** fa ^j and Sayyidina Abu Dujanah ** fa ^ Jm

The jug was full and he was filling the glasses of each of them when they heard
an announcer proclaim, "Be aware that indeed liquor has been forbidden!" When
they heard this, they all immediately dropped the wine, breaking the utensils

before anyone could enter or exit the house. As a result of such actions on the
part of all the Companion (Sahaba) ?** fa^Jt he says that the streets and alleys of

Madinah were flowing with wine. [Durrul Manthur v. 2 p.221 and abridged in Muslim v.

2p.l63]

THE QUESTION REGARDING THOSE WHO PASSED AWAY
BEFORE THE PROHIBITION OF LIQUOR

As mentioned earlier, the Companion (Sahaba) ^ fa ^j were concerned
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about their brethren who had left the world earlier and were consuming wine.

Allah revealed the above verse absolving them of sin since it was Lawful (Halal)

during their lifetimes. As long as the Holy Prophet pJL, j aJ* i»t JU> was alive, the

possibility always existed that laws could be altered or abrogated, as did occur

with regard to some injunctions.

Allah says, "There is no sin upon those who believe and do righteous deeds for what

they have eaten when they have adopted piety (taqwa)..." i.e. When they abstained

from all types of sin rendering them free of accountability. In addition to this

they even " ..... . believed and performed good deeds.
"

"
then again adopted piety (taqwa) and believed../' i.e. Whenever another

prohibition is revealed, they abstain from it as well and accept it.
" and again

adopted piety (taqwa) and performed good deeds." They do not contravene the

prohibition and continue to practise the good that they were accustomed to.

This verse thrice repeats the mention of piety (taqwa). The first instance

refers to all prohibitions, the second refers to abstaining from something that was
previously Lawful (Halal), but later declared Unlawful (Haram). The third

mention of piety (taqwa) serves to emphasise that all prohibitions are to be

strictly avoided or that every new prohibition be accepted by the Muslims and

totally shunned.

Although the verse was revealed with specific regard to those Companion
(Sahaba) ?** ^ ^j who had passed away, it also addressed those Companion
(Sahaba) ^ i»» ^j who were still alive, informing them that they need not be

concerned about the wine they may have consumed prior to the prohibition.

Allah will not require them to render an account for it.

Allah concludes the subject by declaring, "Allah loves those who do good."

Lesson: The penalty imposed on the person who is caught drinking liquor is

that he be given 80 lashes (details are to be found in the books of jurisprudence).

His punishment in the Akhirah (Hereafter), as mentioned earlier, is that he will be

made to drink the blood and puss emitted from the wounds of the people of

Hell.

LIQUOR AND GAMBLING ARE A CAUSE FOR ENMITY AND
HATRED AND ARE OBSTACLES TO REMEMBRANCE OF ALLAH
(DHIKR) AND SALAH

"Devil (Shaytan) desires to cast enmity and hatred between you by means of liquor

and gambling and prevent you from the remembrance of Allah and Salah." The
manifestation of this verse is evident. When a person loses in gambling, he

immediately thinks of regaining his loss from the winner, even though he

entered into the game accepting the risk. The drunkard makes absurd statements

that often hurt others and may even assault others. Such behaviour effectively

disrupts social relations.

The drunkard is furthest removed from Allah's remembrance and Salah. His

only concern once he becomes sober is to drink again. The gambler whiles away
many hours at the gambling tables, thinking only of winning more money. Allah

and Salah never feature even incidentally in his thoughts.
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Even those people who play chess spend many hours in this frivolous

passtime, missing every Salah during that period. Although Salah is also a form

of Allah's remembrance, it is mentioned separately because of its extra

importance that makes it Obligatory (Fardh).

ALL FORMS OF GAMBLING ARE UNLAWFUL (HARAM)

Gambling entails all such acts in which the possibility of gain and loss are

uncertain e.g. Two persons decide between themselves that they will race and

that the loser must pay the winner a fixed sum of money. Another example is

where boxes are sold for a fixed price, not knowing what they contain, and some
may contain more money than others. Therefore, all cases where a person stands

an equal chance of gaining or losing will be termed gambling.

When a fee is attached to entering a crossword puzzle (or any other

competition), it will also be termed as gambling. This is so because the chance

exists that the entrant either loses the fee or wins much more in return. It will

thus be Unlawful (Haram) for a person to accept the prize.

People also gamble in events like kite flying and pigeon racing. Although

these activities are forbidden by themselves, a separate sin will be earned by

attaching a prize to them. Fees earned for market speculation are also considered

to be within the ambit of gambling.

AH forms of insurance are considered to be gambling when a person

receives more than what he invested upon the advent of a calamity, etc. This

includes life insurance, car insurance, property insurance, etc.

All forms of gambling (horse racing included) are totally Unlawful (Haram)

and it is incumbent on all Muslims to abstain from it. They should not jeopardize

their Akhirah (Hereafter) for the petty gains of this world.

(94) O you who believe, Allah shall surely test you somewhat with regard to the

game that your hands and your spears procure, so that Allah may know who
fears Him without seeing (Him). Whoever transgresses after this, for him shall

be an agonizing punishment.

THE TEST WITH REGARD TO GAME HUNTED WHILE IN THE
STATE OF IHRAM

Among the many activities prohibited for the person who is in the state of

Ihram is that he may not hunt any game. As Allah once tested the Bani Isra'Il

with regard to the Sabbath, the Companion (Sahaba) r^ &-^j were also tested

when game flourished at the time when they were in the state of Ihram. The

relevant incident of the Bani Isra'Il will be mentioned in Surah A'raf under the

discussion of the verse, "Ask them about the village at the seaside..." [Surah 7, verses

162 onwards]
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"Durrul Manthur" (v. 2 p.327) records a narration from Ibn Abi Hatim & '^-j

<4± stating that the above verse was revealed with regard to the incident of

Hudaybiyyah. Wild game and birds were abundant at the camping places of the

Companion (Sahaba) r^ & ^j while they were in the state of Ihram, intending to

perform Umrah. In fact, the animals passed so close by them that they were even

able to catch them with their hands or throw their spears at them.

Allah categorically prohibited hunting for them, declaring that the person

who hunts is unsuccessful in the test. In this way it will be seen "who fears Allah

without seeing Him."

j3 c%*&<&p,&a fr 'pi&ys* !£CiS<&

jii hgz. A3.x&i&&&UpiJZ& -apiJ*k

(95) O you who believe, do not hunt game while you are in the state of Ihram.

The penalty due on whoever purposely kills any prey is the like of the animal

killed as decided by two just persons. (This should be carried out in a manner

that) the animal be brought as an offering to the Ka'ba, or poor people may be

fed as an expiation (kaffara), or the equivalent thereof in fasts so that he may

taste the consequences of his action. Allah has forgiven what has passed, but

whoever repeats, then Allah shall take retribution from him. Allah is Mighty,

the Taker of Retribution. (96) Permitted for you are the quarry of the sea and

eating from it is a provision for you and for travellers. The quarry of land has

been prohibited for you as long as you are in the state of Ihram. Fear Allah unto

Whom you will be gathered.

THE PENALTY FOR HUNTING GAME WHILE IN THE STATE OF
IHRAM

The above verse stipulates the penalty for hunting game while in the state of

Ihram, whether the prey be lawfully edible or not. Game here refers to wild

animals that are not tamed and need to be hunted before they can be killed e.g.

lidns, deer, rabbits, pigeons, etc. Normally domesticated animals like goats,

cattle, etc may be slaughtered.

The Ahadith have mentioned certain animals that may be killed in the state

of Ihram (because of the danger they pose). These include crows, kites, wolves,

snakes, scorpions, wild dogs and rats. Besides these, any other animals may be

killed if they pose a threat to a person.

If a person in Ihram kills any animal (besides those that pose a danger), the

penalty due from him will be ".....the like of the animal killed..." According to
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Imam Shafi'I Up &\ a^, such an animal should be offered in expiation that is

equal in size to the one killed e.g. if an ostrich is killed, a camel of similar size
must be slaughtered as expiation (kaffara). If an animal of similar size cannot be
obtained, a price must be attached to the animal, which should be given in
charity. Details can be referred to in the Shafi'I books of jurisprudence.

According to Imam Abu Hanifa aJLp ifci i*.j9 size will not be the determining
factor. In his opinion, a price will be attached to the animal and a sacrificial

animal must be bought with the amount. This animal will then be slaughtered
within the precincts of the Haram.

The person who had hunted the animal will reserve the option to either

slaughter the animal himself or have it done by someone else. If he chooses to

pay the equivalent price in charity to the poor, he may do so. In this case, he may
pay the equivalent of Charity of Sadaqatul Fitr in the form of grains to a poor
person, or contribute the money for it. If he does not want to do this, he may fast

a day for every poor person that could have received the equivalent of Charity of
Sadaqatul Fitr. If, after paying, so much money is left over that cannot buy the
equivalent grain for Charity of Sadaqatul Fitr, then this amount may be given to

the poor, or one fast may be observed in lieu thereof.

The verse stipulates that the price of the animal be determined by "two just

persons." These should be two Muslims who will estimate the price in accordance
to the area in which the animal was killed.

SOME RULINGS WITH REGARD TO GAME HUNTED WHILE IN
IHRAM

Ruling: The animal offered as expiation should be such that is normally
slaughtered and must fulfil the conditions that the Shari'ah has attached to such
animals.

Ruling: If some money is left over after purchasing the animal, the person
has the choice either to purchase another animal with the money (which will be
slaughtered within the Haram), purchase grains equivalent to the amount or
observe fasts accordingly.

Ruling: The animal will have to be sacrificed within the Haram and the
meat distributed to the poor who reside within the Haram. This condition does
not apply to the option of feeding the poor and fasting, both of which may be
carried out anywhere.

Ruling: The animal killed by the person in Ihram will be considered to be
carrion and may not be consumed.

Ruling: Just as it is Unlawful (Haram) for a person in Ihram to kill game, it

will also not be permissible to injure it in any way e.g. breaking a limb or a wing.
If this occurs, then a price must be attached to the injury and this amount must
be paidIn any of the three optional methods mentioned above.

Ruling: A price will be estimated for the egg broken by a person in Ihram,
which will have to be given in charity. If a dead fledgling emerged from the
broken egg, the price of this fledgling will also have to be paid.
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Ruling: If two persons killed an animal, each will have to pay the full price.

Ruling: If a pregnant animal was killed and the newborn died thereafter,

expiation will have to be paid for both.

Ruling: If a person was not in the state of Ihram when he killed an animal,

but he then entered into Ihram, he will have to leave the animal as is. If the

animal died in his possession (after entering into Ihram), he will have to pay the

penalty for it.

Ruling: There is no expiation due for killing a mosquito.

Ruling: It is permissible to kill harmful ants while in Ihram. Although it is

not permissible to kill one that is not harmful, no expiation (kaffara) will be due if

it is killed.

Ruling: Any amount of money may given as charity if a louse is killed.

Ruling: Any amount may also be given in charity for killing a locust. When
Sayyidina Umar ^ ibt ^j was questioned with regard to this, he mentioned that

a date is better than a locust.

Ruling: According to the majority of jurists, expiation (kaffara) will also have

to be paid if the animal is killed in error or in forgetfulness. Allama Jassas ifo^
Up writes that this is the opinion of Sayyidina Umar *& ifo ^j, Sayyidina Uthman
<up ifo ^j as well as Sayyidina Ibrahim Nakha'i and other jurists ^u &\ <*-

J# They

maintain that the clause mentioned in the verse (viz. "purposely") is attached to

the phrase .. . but whoever repeats, then Allah shall take retribution from him,"

because Allah shall not take retribution from the person who commits any action

erroneously or forgetfully.

Ruling: It is also forbidden for the person in Ihram to direct another

towards prey. If an animal is killed by his direction, he will have to pay the

kaffara.

Ruling: It will be permissible for a person in Ihram to eat from the meat of

an animal hunted by one who is not in Ihram as long as he did not have a hand

in the killing.

Ruling: Because the person performing the Qir'an Hajj has entered into two

Ihrams, he will have to pay double the expiation (kaffara).

Ruling: It is Unlawful (Haram) for a person in Ihram to buy or sell a hunted

animal. His transaction will be considered null and void.

Ruling: The person in Ihram may not hunt within or outside the Haram.

Ruling: The game of the Haram is prohibited to every person, be he in

Ihram or not. However, if the person in Ihram kills an animal within the Haram,

only one kaffara will be due from him.

The region surrounding of Makkah is referred to as the Haram. Towards the

direction of Jeddah, it extends approximately 15 km and towards the direction of

Arafah it extends for approximately 14 km. Mina and Muzdalifa are within the

Haram. Tan'Im, a place on the road from Makkah to Madinah, is not within the

Haram. Early books describe Tan'im as a place that is 3 km from Makkah, but
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today it is within the boundaries of Makkah.

LAWS PERTAINING TO CUTTING THE VEGETATION AND
ANIMALS OF THE HARAM

Ruling: It is prohibited to cut the grass and trees of the Haram that have
grown naturally and are not the property of any individual.

Ruling: A penalty will have to be paid for game hunted within the Haram,
irrespective of whether the hunter is in the state of Ihram or not.

Ruling: The price of grass or trees cut within the Haram has to be paid in

charity.

Ruling: If the grass or tree belonging to an individual is cut within the

Haram, the price of it will have to be given in charity and the owner will have to

be reimbursed as well.

Ruling: If the tree or grass does not belong to anyone, but was planted by

someone, then only the planter will have to be reimbursed.

Ruling: If two persons (not in Ihram) hunted game of the Haram, only one

penalty will have to be paid between them.

PERMISSION TO FISH WHILE IN IHRAM

"Permittedfor you are the quarry of the sea and eatingfrom it is a provision for you

andfor travellers. The quarry of land has been prohibitedfor you as long,as you are in the

state of Ihram." The permission for fishing applies to those in the state of Ihram as

well others, whether travelling or not.

"Fear Allah unto Whom in you will be gathered." This fact should always be

borne in mind so that Allah's laws are not transgressed.

(97) Allah has made the Ka'ba, the sacred house, a means whereby mankind

remains in existence, as well as the sacred months, the sacrificial animal and

garlands placed (around its neck). This is so that you may know that to Allah

belongs what is in the heavens and what is in the earth and that verily Allah has

knowledge of all things. (98) Know that undoubtedly Allah is severe in

punishment and that indeed Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful. (99) The

messenger has only to convey. Allah knows what you make apparent and what

you hide.
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THE KA'BA IS A MEANS WHEREBY MANKIND SHALL REMAIN
IN EXISTENCE

The word 'Ka'ba' literally means a square building that has been raised

from the top. The Ka'ba is situated in a depression and appears to be raised up

from its position when the Masjidul Haram was not yet constructed around it.

After mentioning the Ka'ba, Allah describes it as being "the sacred house."

Circumambulation (Tawaf) will be made around it until eternity because Allah

had declared its sanctity.

Because of the sanctity of the Ka'ba, the entire area around it (called the

Haram) has also been sanctified and the animals therein cannot be hunted or

harmed, nor can the vegetation be cut. Fighting has been prohibited there for the

same reason and this was even understood during the period of ignorance.

"Durrul Manthur" reports that in the period of ignorance criminals would seek

amnesty in the Haram and could not be killed therein.

Allah mentions in the above verse that He had made the Ka'ba a means for

mankind to remain in existence and a means of peace and security for them. It is

also enables many people earn their living. The people of Makkah receive

revenue from the multitudes of people who flock to Makkah every year for Hajj

and Umrah. The effect of this spreads throughout the world and it is as a result

of this that Allah allows commerce to flourish internationally.

Hence it is because of the Ka'ba that thousands of ships, trucks and other

vehicles transport millions of tons of merchandise throughout the world.

Everything in the world is thus allowed to remain in existence because of the

Ka'ba.

Allah says in Surah Qasas, "Have We not granted them a peaceful Haram, to

which the fruit ofeverything is attracted as a provision from Us? However, most of them

have no knowledge. " [Surah 28, verse 57]

The Hajj is a momentous act of worship instituted for the remembrance of

Allah (Dhikr), and it is this very remembrance of Allah (Dhikr), that is the lifesoul

of the world. In this way also, the Ka'ba becomes the means whereby mankind

remains in existence.

The Holy Prophet fL*j"*J* & J^> has mentioned, "The Day of Judgement

shall not dawn as long as there is a single person who remains to say, 'Allah!

Allah!"' [Muslim v. 1 p.84]. When no Muslim survives to take the name of Allah,

the Hajj will not remain. Once the Hajj no longer remains, the wprld shall come

to an end.

Certain commentators have translated the word 'qiyaman' ("a means whereby

mankind remains in existence ") as 'a place of security and peace for mankind.'

Allah says in Surah Baqarah, "When We made the house a gathering placefor men and

a place of safety.
" [Surah 2. verse 125]

Allah says in Surah Ankabut, "Do they not see that We have made the Haram a

place of safety, whereas people are being plundered in the near vicinity?" [Surah 29, verse

67]
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THE SACRIFICIAL ANIMAL (HADY)

The Hady is that animal that is brought to the Haram at the time of Hajj so

that it may be slaughtered there. These animals include those to be sacrificed for

the Qiran Hajj, the Tamattu Hajj, as well as those that form the penalty for any

misdemeanour committed during the Hajj. The animal slaughtered in lieu of an

animal killed by a person in Ihram is also referred to as Hady in verse 95. All of

these have to be slaughtered within the Haram.

Nowadays animals are found in Mina. In bygone times people would bring

their own animals along with them for Hajj. The Holy Prophet ^1,^ 4* & J^ also

took his own animals with him when he performed the Umrah and the farewell

Hajj.

THE GARLANDS
The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 7 p.36) writes that "garlands" refers to the

animals upon whom the garlands were placed. As mentioned before/the Arabs

used to tie leaves and-other assortments of things around the necks of their

animals so that everyone knows that the animal was a Hady. Allah makes

mention of the animal again (by speaking of the garland) because of the added

reward of slaughtering the Hady.

Allah then mentions the "sacred months. "These were even revered by people

during the period of ignorance. None would attack another during these months

and people were able to accomplish many of their tasks during these months

because of the peaceful conditions. The verse thus means that the Ka'ba, the

Hady, the animals and the sacred months have been designated as a means

whereby man shall remain in existence.

"This is so that you may know that to Allah belongs what is in the heavens and

what is in the earth and that verily Allah has knowledge of all things." Allama Jassas

Up iu\ **-j writes that Allah informs man in this verse that His knowledge is

complete and has accordingly placed the benefits of (D'in) and the world in the

Hajj. In this way the welfare of the entire Ummah until the Day of Judgement has

been catered for because Allah has knowledge of everything even before its

inception. All of this would not have been possible if Allah's knowledge was not

so complete.

"Know that undoubtedly Allah is severe in punishment and that indeed Allah is

Most Forgiving, Most Merciful." This verse serves to teach people that if they ever

disobey Allah and incur His wrath, they should hasten to repent.

"The messenger has only to convey. Allah knows what you make apparent and what

you hide." The Holy Prophet fL. 3 aA* &\ J*> had the task of conveying the laws of

Allah. It is then the duty of every Muslim to ensure that he practises them. Allah

has perfect knowledge of very intention and action. Accordingly, He shall take

account for each of them.

4jk & \j&^t X% &U\ & ±&b i^fl *£Z -i i
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(100) Say, "The evil and the good are not equal even though the abundance of

the evil may appeal to you. So fear Allah, O people of intelligence, so that you

may be successful.

THE IMPURE AND PURE CANNOT BE THE SAME

"Lubabun Nuqul" (p. 98) narrates that when the Holy Prophet ^j *> i» J*>

proclaimed the prohibition of liquor, a villager asked, "I used to sell liquor and

have accrued much wealth thereby. If I spend this wealth in the obedience of

Allah, will it benefit me?" The Holy Prophet ^i- 3 *4* fo J^> replied, "Allah accepts

only what is pure." Allah then revealed the above verse in verification of this

statement made by the Holy Prophet jJL- . Up &\ J^>.

One may question that since liquor was abolished only later, the wealth

earned before the prohibition should be Lawful (Halal). The Hadith makes it

clear that all current and previous gains accrued through liquor were abolished

simultaneously. This ruling is so strict so that people totally detach themselves

from liquor in every way and so that their hearts bear no attachment to it

whatsoever.

The purport of the verse is general and includes every type of good and evil,

even though some commentators have translated the verse to mean the impure

and the pure. Others have mentioned that good refers to lawfully earned wealth

and evil refers to the wealth earned unlawfully. Certain commentators state that

the verse refers to the believer (Mu'min) and the disbeliever (kafir). There is no

contradiction between these interpretations since the verse includes all of them.

When spending in the way of Allah, one should spend from lawful earnings

and give preference to poor Muslims instead of the disbelievers (Kuffar).

UNLAWFUL (HARAM) WEALTH SPENT IN CHARITY IS NOT
ACCEPTED BY ALLAH

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet JU
jjL, j Up &\ said, "When a slave of Allah earns wealth from unlawful avenues and

then spends it in charity, it will not be accepted from him. If he utilises it, it will

be bereft of blessings and if he leaves it behind, it will serve to enter him into the

fire of Hell. Verily Allah does not obliterate evil with evil i.e. Unlawful (Haram)

wealth will not be purified by spending it in charity, nor will the sin for it be

forgiven by such charitable acts." [Mishkdt p. 242]

".
. ..even though the abundance of evil may appeal to you." This verse proves that

the abundance of a thing does not necessitate its virtue. Although the

disbelievers (Kuffar) are in the majority on earth, it does not mean that Allah

loves them. Some people justify their sins by saying that there are so many other

thousands of Muslims doing the same, who are also the bondsmen of Allah. This

justification is absurd. Every person should carry out Allah's commandments
and abstain from sins. They should not follow the example of the sinful ones.

THE ABOMINATION OF ELECTIONS

This verse expresses the abomination and injustice of elections since the

democratic election accords victory to the candidate gaining the most votes,
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irrespective of how these are gained. At times votes are bought, people are

compelled to vote, and sometimes the ballot boxes of opposition parties are

conveniently made to 'disappear/

Besides the related evils, the system of basing results upon majority votes is

un-Islamic since the majority are the irreligious and the sinners. They fail to

abide by Allah's laws and do not even allow others to do so. The vote and

opinion of such people carry no weight in the Shari'ah.

It is unfortunate that even some people with some knowledge of Islam

commend themselves for their efforts to introduce democracy, considering this to

be an act of religion (D'ln). Knowing that the system of democracy is detrimental

to the Shari'ah, they even congratulate the nominated person despite the fact that

he may be a most irreligious and sinful person.

One can easily imagine the following situation to gauge the absurdity of this

system. If there are a hundred voters in a district and 51 vote for an irreligious

candidate (all 51 of them being naturally irreligious themselves), then he will be

nominated for the post. This will be the result even though 49 religious people

voted for the pious candidate who was most deserving of the post. According to

the Shari'ah, the votes of the 51 people are not accorded any credibility.

However, in the democratic system, they are considered weightier than those of

the 49 credible voters because of a paltry difference of two votes! People who
subscribe to the system of democracy are cautioned by the verse: " even though

the abundance of evil may appeal to you.
"

"So fear Allah, O people of intelligence so that you may be successful." The author

of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 7 p.37) writes that the implication of this verse is that Allah

should be feared with regard to evil even though it may be overridingly

prevalent. The basis of one's choice should be the good nature of a thing, not its

popularity.

(101) O you who believe, do not ask questions with regard to those things that

you will dislike when they are made known to you. If you ask such questions

while the Qur'an is being revealed, they will surely be made known to you.

Allah has pardoned with regard to them, and Allah is Most Forgiving, Most

Clement. (102) Indeed people have asked such questions before you, and then

they became rejecters.

THE PROHIBITION AGAINST ASKING UNNECESSARY
QUESTIONS

Ibn Kathir (v. 2 p. 105) reports from Ibn Jarlr *> &\ i*-j a narration of Sayyidina

Abu Huraira ^ &\ ^j that once the Holy Prophet (JL-j «o* iui JL* emerged from
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his home with his illustrious face red with anger on some account. When he sat

on the pulpit, a person asked, "Where will my abode be?" The Holy Prophet J*>

jJL-j «Op &\ replied, "In Hell!" Thereafter another person enquired, "Who is my
father?" "Your father is Hudhafa," came the reply.

Seeing this, Sayyidina Umar <up & ^j [to cool the anger of the Holy Prophet

JL-^j Up ifci JU exclaimed, "We are pleased with Allah as our Lord, Islam as our

religion (Win), Muhammad (X^y*** & J^> as our Holy Prophet and the Qur'an as

our guide!" He then added, "O the Holy Prophet ^ *> & JJWe were in

ignorance and polytheism (shirk) and are now new Muslims. Allah knows who

our fathers are." Upon this the anger of the Holy Prophet^ 3 *X- & ^abated and

the above verse was revealed.

Bukhari (v. 2 p.665) reports that the verse was revealed because of the

persistent questions of certain people who sarcastically asked who their fathers

were and where their camels were.

Ibn Kathlr <u> ifoV, reports that Sayyidina Ali <up &\ ^j mentioned, "When
the verse "Pilgrimage (Hajj) to the House is a duty unto Allah for those ofmankind who

are able to find a way there," was revealed, some people asked, "O the Holy

Prophet jJL. j -Op ii>! Ju*, is the Hajj obligatory every year?" The Holy Prophet ifo jl*

^j <Up remained silent. When they repeated the question, he said, "No! If I had

to say 'Yes', you would have to perform Hajj every year, which you would not

manage." Allah revealed the above verse on this occasion.

There is no contradiction between these circumstances of revelation since

the purport is general i.e. that the Muslims must not ask the Holy Prophet & J^
jJL/j a> unnecessary questions, the reply to which they will dislike. A perfect

example of this was the question of that person who asked where his abode was

and received the most depressing reply that it was to be Hell.

Of course, those questions that are relevant should be asked, which the

Companion (Sahaba)^ ifo ^j did ask. The verses of Surah Nahl {Surah 16, verse

43) and Surah Muhammad (Surah 21, verse 7) are clear with regard to this when
they declare, "Ask those with knowledge ifyou do not know."

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.. 7p.39) writes that the verse prohibits such

questions that pertain to injunctions which are extremely tedious and difficult, as

well as those questions the reply to which may humiliate some people. The reply

to such questions may take the form of rigid and forbidding laws as a type of

punishment for discourtesy and for not accepting the injunctions of Allah at face

value. The injunctions of the Shari'ah should be accepted without delving into

the intricacies of mannerism and methodology.

"If you ask such questions while the Qur'an is being revealed, they will surely be

made known to you." Since the reply may not be according to expectations, it is

better to abstain from asking.

Allama Jassas <Up i» ^j writes (v. 2 p.483) that the verse prohibits such

questions, the answers to which need not be known e.g. The question of

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Hudhafa -up &\ ^>j with regard to who his father was.

There was no necessity for him to ask this question since his lineage was

established from his apparent father. Should he have received another reply, it
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would have been extremely embarrassing for him and his parents. Similarly the

person who asked whether the Hajj was to be performed annually would have

inconvenienced the entire Ummah if the reply was in the affirmative.

"Allah has pardoned with regard to them, and Allah is Most Forgiving, Most

Clement." i.e. Allah has forgiven the previous irrelevant questions that may have

been asked. Other commentators have interpreted the verse to mean that Allah

has forgiven all those injunctions that have not been ordained, therefore no

questions must be asked regarding them. When something has neither been

permitted nor forbidden, people have the choice to either practise it or not. They

should not seek a specific law, thereby constraining themselves.

The Holy Prophet (JL..J <4* & J^> has said, "Indeed Allah has stipulated

certain obligations (Faraidh), so do not destroy them. He has regulated certain

limitations, so do not transgress these. He has prohibited certain things, so do not

perpetrate them. Because of His compassion for you, He has remained silent

about certain issues. This is not due to forgetfulness, so do not ask with regard to

them." [DarQutni]

PREVIOUS NATIONS HAD ASKED QUESTIONS AND THEN
REFUSED TO ACCEPT

"Indeed people have asked such questions before you, and then they became

rejecters." This was the practice of the Jews and Christians. They would ask

certain questions and then refuse to act according to the reply.

The incident is well known when the disciples of Sayyidina Isa f*~h Up

asked him to supplicate to Allah that He send for them a table laden with food

from the heavens. They were told to eat from it but not to store any food. When
they rejected this they were punished. The nation of Thamud requested for a

pregnant camel to emerge from the mountain, but never believed it and

eventually killed her.

Asking futile questions is a waste of time. The Holy Prophet pJ-j *> & J*
said, "One of the beauties of a person's Islam is that he avoids acts of futility."

[Tirmidhi\

It will be observed that there are many people who do not even know the

basics of Islam like Salah yet they indulge in asking a myriad of futile questions.

THE STATEMENT OF ALLAMA ABU BAKR JASSAS Up i>i a*,

Allama Abu Bakr Jassas 4* & ^j writes in "Ahkamul Qur'an" that certain

people have deduced from this verse that questions should not be asked about

events and occurrences. They say that since Allah has not mentioned them,

people must not ask questions about them. This interpretation is erroneous and a

person may ask questions concerning things that have not been mentioned by

Allah.

An example of this is the hadith in which the Holy Prophet ^J-j ^ & J^
appointed Sayyidina Najiya bin Jundub ^ & ^>j to take the Hady animals to the

Haram. He asked, "O The Holy Prophet (JL^ 4* i» J*, what shall I do if any of

them die en route?" The Holy Prophet ,Jl-^ ^ ^U replied, "Slaughter it and
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dye the shoes (which were garlanded around the animal's neck) with the blood/'

In this hadith Sayyidina Najiya ** & ^j asked about an event that had not yet

occurred, yet the Holy Prophet ^j ^ ^ > did not express any annoyance

when he asked the question.

Besides this hadith, Allama Jassas *Jp & ^j has presented a few other

narrations in which the Holy Prophet <X* 3 <M ^ J^ was not annoyed by

questions that concerned probable situations. He adds that besides these, there

are many more incidents indicating that questions may be asked concerning

situations that have not been mentioned in the Shari'ah. He then writes that it

was a common practice of the Companion (Sahaba) ^ ^» ^j to discuss

injunctions of religion (D'in) in the Masjid, and the same was the practice of the

Tabi'in, the jurists and men of knowledge up to the present.

Allama Jassas aJLp &\ <^j adds that it is only the ignorant who object to

deliberation on questions not specified by the Shari'ah. They have interpreted the

Ahadith in an incorrect manner because they are unable to perceive the depths of

Islamic jurisprudence. The Holy Prophet ^j Up ii JU has said, "There are many

bearers of knowledge who are themselves not knowledgeable and there are

many bearers of knowledge who will convey the knowledge to persons more

knowledgeable than themselves."

He concludes by writing that those who reject the pondering and

deliberating over unspecified laws are described in the verse where Allah

declares, "The example of those who were entrusted with theTorah, then did not carry it

is like the example ofa donkey carrying a load ofbooks." [Surah ]umu'ah (62), verse 5]

&ojj^lbJ& <^d^^ JJ>1^3^

(103) Allah did not ordain the "Bahirah," nor the "Sa'ibah," nor the Wasilah/;

nor the "Ham," but the disbelievers (Kuffar) had invented a lie about Allah.

And most of them have no understanding.

A REFUTATION OF THOSE POLYTHEISTS WHO DECLARED
CERTAIN ANIMALS UNLAWFUL (HARAM), ATTRIBUTED NAMES
TO THEM AND ASCRIBED THESE TO ALLAH

Of the various deviations in the world, the worst is polytheism (shirk). One
of the many categories of polytheism (shirk) is perpetrated by means of animals.

The statement of Devil (Shaytan) was discussed in quotes Devil (Shaytan) as

saying, "I shall definitely take a stipulated share of Your bondsmen and I will surely lead

them astray, certainly instil hopes within them, undoubtedly command them and they

will definitely cut the ears of animals, and I will certainly instruct them so they will

change the appearances ofAllah 's creation." [Surah 4, verses 118,119]

True to his word, Devil (Shaytan) has misled many people to commit

polytheism (shirk), made them cut the ears of animals in the names of their idols

and even made them attach names to these idols and animals. The above verse
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under discussion mentions four categories of these animals. The author of

"Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 7 p.42) has described each of these as follows:

"BAHIRAH" According to Zujjaj, during the period of ignorance when a

camel bore five young and the fifth was a male, they would cut off the mother's

ear as an indication that she was not to be slaughtered, nor mounted. She was
then permitted to drink and graze wherever she pleased.

According to Sayyidina Qatadah Tabi'I <i* i»» ^j, if the fifth offspring of the

camel is male, the mother camel would be slaughtered and eaten. If the baby

camel is female, the mother is excused from all types of labour and allowed to

drink and graze wherever she liked. There are many other opinions with regard

to the definition of the 'Bahlrah.'

"Sa'ibah" According to Muhammad bin Is'haq 4* & **-j this was that camel

that bore ten foals. She would then be exempted from all tasks, her hair would to

be cut and she would not be milked. Only guests were allowed to milk her.

According to others, this was that camel which was dedicated to an idol and

handed over to the custodian of that particular idol. He would then slaughter the

camel and feed the meat to wayfarers and others like him. This has been reported

from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas **• ^ ^j and Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Mas'ud Ai* &\ ^j.
*

"WASlLAH" According to Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas *p & ^Jf this is

that goat which bears seven kids. No female was to derive any benefit from her

unless she died. In that case, males and females could share equally from the

carcass. If she bore a male and female kid upon the seventh pregnancy, they

would exclaim, "She has been born as a twin with her brother!" In this case only

males were allowed to benefit from her. If she died, then males and females were

permitted to derive benefit from her.

According to Muhammad bin Is'haq *i* .ifo ^j, the "Wasilah' was that goat

which bore ten females from five consecutive pregnancies. When she bore a male

and a female simultaneously, the people would exclaim, "She has been born as a

twin to her brother!" They would then not slaughter her.

"HAM" This word is derived from the Arabic verb "hama, which means 'to

protect' and 'to safeguard.' According to Farra, this was that stud camel whose
'grandson' impregnated another camel. This camel was then set free and it

would be said that he had protected his lineage. He would be permitted to drink

and graze wherever he desired.

According to another opinion, the "Ham" was that stud camel who
impregnated female camels ten times. It would then be said that he had

safeguarded his lineage and must not be burdened with any load, nor prevented

from any drinking-place or pasture.

All the above categories of animals were formulated by the people, who
declared them Unlawful (Haram) and Lawful (Halal) of their own accord. They

would then say that Allah had instructed them to do these things. Allah had not

ordained any of these things for them, "but the disbelievers (Kuffar) had invented a

lie about Allah."
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Declaring things to be Lawful (Halal) and Unlawful (Haram) is the exclusive

right of Allah. The Polytheists of Makkah committed the double sin of inventing

these practices, and then attributing them to Allah. This is the method employed

by Devil (Shaytan) to mislead people.

Once, after performing Salah on account of a solar eclipse, the Holy Prophet

jjL-^ aJp ibt J-* told the Companion (Sahaba)^ &^Jf "Standing here, I have been

shown everything that you have been warned about. I have been shown Heaven

(Jannah) and Hell. In Hell I saw Amr bin Luhay, who was the one to initiate the

custom of the Sa'ibah." [Muslim v. 1 p.296]

Allah concludes by describing those who fabricate these innovations and
attribute them to Allah. Allah says about them, "And most of them have no

understanding."

(104) When it is told to them, "Come towards what Allah has revealed and
towards the messenger" they say, "What we found our forefathers practising is

sufficient for us." (Will they follow their forefathers) even though their

forefathers never understood anything, nor were they rightly guided?

THE IGNORANT SAY THAT THE WAYS OF THEIR FOREFATHERS
SUFFICE FOR THEM

During the period of ignorance, people invented their own beliefs that had
no relation to Allah. When asked why they practised as they did, they argued
that they were following their forefathers and did not require any other

guidance.

They refused to follow Allah's messenger and ignorantly claimed, "What we
found our forefathers practising is sufficient for us." Allah replies to their ignorance

by saying, "(Will they follow their forefathers) even though their forefathers never

understood anything, nor were they rightly guided?" This makes it clear that if their

forefathers were rightly guided, then only should they be followed.

Allah says in Surah An'am {Surah 6, verse 90), "These are those people whom
Allah has guided, so follow their guidance. The disbelievers (Kujfar), Polytheists and
ignorant ones cannot be followed because they were themselves misguided.

The criterion in the sight of Allah is that a person follows "what Allah has

revealed" as taught by the Holy Prophet pJLj a* iu\ JU>. Only those people may be
followed who themselves followed Allah and his Holy Prophets f&J\ p^u. Many
people follow the customs of their predecessors without any proof besides that

their forefathers practised these. Worse than this is that they are not prepared to

view these in the light of the Qur'an and Ahadith.
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Oja^o p^£ Hj JSoj^A \>-*?*r

(105) O you who believe, worry about yourselves. He who has strayed cannot

harm you when you are rightly guided. To Allah shall you all return, then He
will inform you of what you used to do.

REFORM YOURSELVES

This verse apparently seems to indicate that a person should not concern

himself with Amr bil Ma'ruf wan Nahy anil Munkar (enjoining good and
forbidding evil). Sayyidina Abu Bakr <up &\ ^>j dispel "ed this misconception by
saying, "You people recite the verse 'O you who believe, worry about yourselves. He
who has strayed cannot harm you when you are rightly guided/ 1 have heard the Holy
Prophet (t-L-j aJIp ijii J-^ say, 'Allah shall soon inflict a widespread punishment on
those who do not prevent evil when they see it." [Ibn Kathir v. 2 p.109]

Ibn Kathir <v> &\ **-j reports from Abdur Razzaq the narration in which a

person asked Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** iui ^j about the verse, 'O you

who believe, worry about yourselves. He who has strayed cannot harm you when you are

rightly guided/ Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud <* %\^ replied, "This is not the

time (when a person should leave Amr bil Ma'ruf wan Nahy anil Munkar). Today
people take heed. A time will dawn when you will enjoin good and such and
such will be done to you." According to another narration he said, "A time will

dawn when you will not be listened to. At that time you will be able to practise

this verse."

Tirmidhi narrates from Abu Umayyah Sha'baani Up ibi ^ that he asked

Sayyidina Abu ThaTaba Khushani ^ &\ ^j what was his opinion concerning the

verse. He replied that he posed the same question to the Holy Prophet *ip ii J~*
fL-j, who replied, "Continue to practise Amr bil Ma'ruf wan Nahy anil Munkar
until you see that miserliness is followed, passions are pursued and every person

wants only his opinion to prevail. At that time, protect yourself and disassociate

from the people because thereafter a time shall dawn upon you when holding

onto religion (D'ln) will be like holding onto a smouldering coal. At that time a

person doing good will receive a reward equal to fifty of you."

These Ahadith make it evident that a person must not neglect the injunction

of Amr bil Ma'rufwan Nahy anil Munkar and worry only about himself. This will

only be done when none shall be willing to listen to another. Whoever will

practise Amr bil Ma'ruf wan Nahy anil Munkar is like a person preventing moths
from falling into a fire. Together with this, he should pay due to his personal

reformation as well.

Iji jLu>i <CL*sfj3\ is*~z*ySs pj^-v^w- 14 SJL .ajljA jy-iU i^ult t^ll*
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(106) O you who believe, when death draws near to any of you at the time of

making a bequest, there should be two pious administrators from you or from
another nation if you are on journey when the calamity of death befalls you. If

you are in doubt, then detain the two of them after the Salah. Then they should

swear by Allah, "We are not taking any remuneration for our oaths even though
he may be a relative and we will not hide testimony, for then we shall be from
among the sinners." (107) Then if it is ascertained that the two of them were
guilty of a sin, two other persons will replace them from among those people

whom the first two had sinned against. They will swear, "Indeed our testimony

is truer than theirs and we have not transgressed, for then we shall be from the

oppressors." (108) In this way it is more likely that they testify properly or they

fear that oaths be returned to them after they have taken their oaths. Fear Allah

and listen! Allah does not guide a sinful people.

BEQUEATHING ONE'S WEALTH WHILE ON JOURNEY
Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** ib* ^j narrates that once a person from the

tribe of Bani Sahm was travelling with Adi bin Badda and Tamim Dari (who
were both Christians at that time). While on journey, he began to experience the

throes of death. Since there were no Muslims with him, he made over all his

belongings to them and entrusted them to be administrators of his estate. He
made a list of all the belongings that he gave them and told them to hand these

over to his heirs.

After his demise, the two made over their trust to the tribe of the deceased.

Upon scrutinizing the list, the tribesmen found that a silver jug, inlaid with gold,

was missing. When the issue was brought to the attention of the Holy Prophet
pL-j -a* &\ j^>f he summoned Adi and Tamim. They swore that they had no
knowledge of the jug and that they did not hide it.

It transpired that the same jug was later discovered with a trader in

Makkah. Upon inquiry, he mentioned that he had purchased it from Adi and
Tamim. Thereafter two heirs of the Bani Sahm stood up to swear by Allah that

their testimony is truer than that of the first two and that the jug belonged to

them. The above verses were revealed with reference to this incident. [Tirmidhi]

According to other narrations, Tamim Dari himself says that they sold the

jug for a thousand Dirhams and distributed the money equally between
themselves. He continues to narrate that after accepting Islam/he grew conscious

of the sin and approached the Bani Sahm, informing them exactly what had
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transpired. He then paid them the 500 Dirhams and told them that the other 500

was with Adi.

They brought Adi before the Holy Prophet jJL.^ U* iii JU, who requested

two witnesses from them. When they could not present two witnesses, the Holy
Prophet jJL-j-aJp i«t JUinstructed them to take an oath from Adi, who obliged. On
this occasion the above verses were revealed. [Durrul Manthur v. 2 p.341]

The verses instruct "O you who believe, when death draws near to any of you, ••

while on a journey then "at the time of making a bequest," the traveller should

appoint "two pious administrators from you or from another nation." Upon return

from the journey, these two executors should hand over the belongings of the

deceased to hioner heirs.

However, "If you are in doubt (that they may have misappropriated

something) then detain the two of them after the Salah." They will be required to

swear that they have not hidden any of the wealth. The oaths will be taken in the

Masjid after Salah so that it may lend solemnity to the oaths.

"Then they should swear by Allah, We are not taking any remuneration for our

oaths even though he may be a relative and we will not hide testimony, for then we shall

befrom among the sinners."

Allah continues to say, "Then if it is ascertained that the two of them were guilty

ofa sin (i.e. they kept back some of the wealthfor themselves), then two other persons will

replace them from among those people whom the first two had sinned against (i.e. from
the heirs). "They will swear, 'Indeed our testimony is truer than theirs and we have not

transgressed, for then we shall befrom the oppressors.
"

(109) The day when Allah shall gather the messengers and ask, "What reply did

you receive?" They will submit, "We have no knowledge. Most surely only You
are the Knqjver of the unseen." (110) When Allah will say, "O Isa, the son of

Maryam, call to mind My favour to you and to your mother when I assisted you

by means of the Ruhul Qudus and you spoke to the people while in the cradle

and when you were of age. When I taught you the Book, wisdom, the Torah and
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the Injil. When you would create from sand the form of a bird, blow into it and
it would become a living bird by My order. And you would cure those born
blind and the lepers by My order, and raise the dead by My order. And when I

restrained the Bani Isra'il from you when you came to them with clear signs and
the disbelievers from them said, 'This is but manifest magic!'"

ALLAH SHALL QUESTION THE MESSENGERS
f
*Ji^ ON THE

DAY OF JUDGMENT (QIYAMAH)

These verses open by describing the Day of Judgement as the day "when
Allah shall gather the messengers and ask, 'What reply did you receive?' They will

submit, 'We have no knowledge. Most surely only You are the Knower of the unseen."

The question arises that since the Holy Prophets <v>LJi^ will testify against
their respective nations on the Day of Judgement, how is it that they will give
this reply? One of the replies is that this question will be posed at the very
beginning of the Day df Judgement and this reply will be on account of the terror
of this day. Another reply is that their statement is a reference to true inner
knowledge i.e. they will say that their knowledge was limited to the external
expressions of the people, but only Allah knows what the true inner condition
and beliefs of people are.

ALLAH'S ADDRESS TO SAYYIDINA ISA f*J\ aJp AND 'HIS
MIRACLES

"When Allah will say, 'O Isa, the son ofMaryam, call to mind My favour to you
and to your mother..." The following are the favours of Allah on his mother, as
mentioned in the Qur'an:

1. When Sayyidah Maryam
r
*ui i*ju was in the custody of

Sayyidina Zakariyya
r
!>LJi <gu, she used to receive fruit from

the unseen.

2. Allah preserved her chastity.

3. Allah granted her a child although she had no husband.

4. Her son spoke to the people while still in the cradle and
cleared her name.

Allah's favours to Sayyidina Isa ^\ aJ* were also numerous. He was born
of a pious and chosen woman. When the Bani Isra'il were antagonistic towards
him, Allah says, 7 assisted you by means of the Ruhul Qudus..." viz. Jibr'Il pus Up.

Another favour Allah mentions as "and you spoke to the people while in the cradle

and when you were of age." In addition to this, Allah continues to remind him,
"When I taught you the Book, wisdom, theTorah and the Injil

"

Thereafter Allah enumerates the various miracles of Sayyidina Isa ^\ <d*,

reminding him further that these were from the favours of Allah. Allah says,
"When you would createfrom sand theform ofa bird, blow into Hand it would become a
living bird by My order. And you would cure (by passing the hand over them) those

born blind and the lepers by My order, and raise the dead by My order.
"
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Despite witnessing these miracles, the Bani Isra'il refused to believe and

resorted to persecuting Sayyidina Isa f^S\ aJLp. Eventually they even attempted to

assassinate him. With reference to this Allah says, "And when I restrained the Bani

Isra'il from you when you came to them with clear signs..." Like the nations before

them, the Bani Isra'il dismissed the miracles as magic. Allah says, "the disbelievers

from them said, 'This is but manifest magic!"

The Bani Isra'il transgressed all bounds. Only a few of them accepted the

teachings of Sayyidina Isa fU~Ji Up, thereafter they went so far as to call him
Allah's son and Allah Himself. This was despite the fact that he told them, 'indeed

Allah is my Lord and your Lord, so worship Him." [Surah Al lmran (3), verse 51 and Surah

Maryam (19), verse 36]

An interesting point mentioned in these verses is the addition of the clause

"by My order" after every miracle. This serves to remind man that what he sees

before him are not the doings of a man, but all of this is possible only by the

decree of Allah. Allah is the One Who gives life and cures ailments. Allah had

granted His Holy Prophets f^LJi rdJp the ability to performVarious extraordinary

feats so that their apostleship was made clear to the people. A miracle can never

take place without Allah' s command.

i" \>s fr 1 > > t1i-(j«J < • l* i ^ • i A?\ \ --f It- a'<\\
' m

(111) When I inspired the disciples (Hawariyyin) with the instruction to believe

in Me and in My messenger, they said, 'We believe and You be witness that

indeed we have surrendered. (112) When the disciples (Hawariyyin) said, "O Isa,

son of Maryam, is your Lord able to descend on us a table spread with food from

the skies?" He replied, "Fear Allah if you are indeed believers!" (113) They said,

"We wish to eat from it, satisfy our hearts, know that you have been truthful to

us and be witnesses thereto." (114) Isa, the son of Maryam, submitted, "O Allah,

our Lord! Send down to us a table spread with food from the heavens, that it

may be a feast for those of us present here and for those of us still to come, and a

sign from You. Grant us sustenance, for You are the Best of sustainers." (115)

Allah said, "Verily I will send it to you. Whoever of you shows ingratitude
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thereafter, I will surely punish him with a punishment wherewith I will never

punish anyone in the universe."

THE DISCIPLES ASK FOR A TABLE SPREAD WITH FOOD FROM
THE HEAVENS

In the first of these five verses Allah says, "When I inspired the disciples

(Hawariyyin) [the disciples of Sayyidina Isa <olj\ *Js] with the instruction to believe

in Me and in My messenger, they said, 'We believe and You be witness that indeed we

have surrendered." Although the word "wahy" (revelation) is used in this verse for

the inspiration received by the disciples, this should not be confused with the

revelation received by the Holy Prophets f>L~tt f^i*.

The literal meaning of the word "wahy" is 'to cast into the heart/ as Allah

mentions with regard to the bee in verse 68 of Surah Nahl (Surah 16). It will

therefore be correct to assume that this is the meaning implied in the above

verse, although it will also be correct to interpret the verse to mean that the Bani

Isra'Il were inspired by the preaching of Sayyidina Isa f^LJy «uU.

The next four verses discuss the request of the disciples (Hawariyyin) that

Allah send to them from the sky a table laden with food. The miracles already

displayed by Sayyidina Isa f*>LJi U* were convincing enough for any

understanding person, yet they requested another miracle. Then too, instead of

cordially asking for Allah to show them a miracle, they said, "O Isa, son of

Maryam, is your Lord able to descend on us a table spread withfoodfrom the skies?"

Revolted by their pertinent request and discourteous mode of address,

Sayyidina Isa fiL-ti <A* told them "Fear Allah if you are indeed believers!" Although

they never intended to question Allah' s ability, it was their manner of asking

that was incorrect. For this reason Sayyidina Isa <v>LJ! Up did not reprimand them
very severely, but impressed on them that it was unbecoming of a believer to

make such requests. Previous nations, like the Thamud, requested for miracles,

but then rejected these miracles, ultimately resulting in their destruction.

When Sayyidina Isa f!>LJi *A* admonished them "They said, 'We wish to eat

from it, satisfy our hearts, know (with certainty) that you have been truthful to us and

be witnesses (to those after 'us) thereto." This was similar to the statement of

Sayyidina Ibrahim fiLJ\ <A* when he said to Allah (Surah Baqarah, verse 260), "My
Lord, show me how You raise the dead." Thereafter he cited the reason for his

request as, ...so that my heart be comforted.

"

SAYYIDINA ISA f
^LJ! Up PLAGES THE REQUEST BEFORE ALLAH

AND ALLAH RESPONDS

"Isa, the son of Maryam, submitted, 'O Allah, our Lord! Send down to us a table

spread with food from the heavens, that it may be a feast for those of us present here and

for those of us still to come, and a sign from You. Grant us sustenance, for You are the

Best of sustainers. Allah said, 'Verily I will send it to you. Whoever of you shows

ingratitude thereafter, I will surely punish him with a punishment wherewith I will

never punish anyone in the universe."

Although certain commentators have mentioned that the table was never
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sent down, the apparent meaning of the Qur'an and mention in the Ahadith state

that it was. "Durrul Manthur" (v. 2 p.348) reports from Tirmidhi a narration of

Sayyidina Ammar bin Yasir ^ it ^j in which the Holy Prophet <J^ 3 <uU ib\ j^>

mentioned, "The table was sent from the heavens, bearing meat and bread. They
were instructed not be deceitful by storing some for the next day. However, they

were fraudulent and stored food for the future. As a result, they were
transformed into monkeys and pigs."

Showing ingratitude for the bounties of Allah draws grave consequences

and results in the very same bounties being withdrawn from the person. Allah

declares in Surah Ibrahim, "When your Lord announced, 'The fact is certain that if

you show gratitude, I will surely grant you more and if you are ungrateful, then

undoubtedly My punishment is severe. " [Surah 14, verse 7]

After mentioning the destruction of the nation of Saba, Allah says, "That was
the retribution which We gave them because of the ingratitude they showed. We give this

retribution only to the ungrateful. " [Surah Saba (34), verse 1 7]

Surah Nahl (Surah 16, verse 112) makes mention of a town that was blessed

with numerous bounties. Allah says with regard to them, "They were ungrateful

for the bounties of Allah, so Allah let them taste of the garments of starvation and fear

due to their actions."

THE ROTTING OF MEAT STARTED WITH THE BANI ISRA'IL

Those who requested for the table disobeyed Allah's instruction not to store

the food, just as the Bani Isra'Il had done in the time of Sayyidina Musa fXJ>\ 4*,

when they were commanded not to store the Manna and Salwa. Disobedience is

the greatest form of ingratitude. As a result, Allah caused the food to rot,

whereafter the occurrence of rotting began in the world.

Sayyidina Abu Huraira ** &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet <4* & J^
<X*5 said, "If it were not for the Bani Isra'il food would not putrefy and meat
would not rot. If it were not for Sayyidah Hawwa fX^\ i^U, no woman would
ever betray her husband" [Muslim v. 1 p.47 5]. Commentators of the Ahadith
mention that her "betrayal" was that she encouraged Sayyidina Adam fX^\ <ulp to

eat from the forbidden tree.

$ oj* o* cj&l I}}j &J$\ o*£\ £& ^'*
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(116) When Allah shall say, "O lsa, son of Maryam, did you tell the people,

"Take myself and my mother both as deities instead of Allah?" He will accede,

"I express Your purity! It does not behove me that I say what I have no right to

say! If I had said so then You would certainly have knowledge of it. You know

what is in my heart and I do not know what is in Your knowledge. Most

assuredly, You are the Knower of the unseen. (117) I only told them what You

had commanded me with i.e. "Worship Allah, Who is my Lord and your Lord! I

was a witness to them as long as I was with them. When You raised me, then

You were Vigilant over them. You are Witness over all things." (118) "If You

punish them, then verily they are Your slaves, and if You pardon them, then

surely You are the Mighty, the Wise." (119) Allah will say, "This is the day when

the truth of the truthful shall profit them. Theirs shall be gardens beneath which

rivers flow, where they shall abide forever and ever." Allah is pleased with

them and they are pleased with Him. This is a majestic triumph. (120) To Allah

belongs the dominion of the heavens and the earth and what is within them. He

has power over all things.

ALLAHADDRESSES SAYYIDINA ISA jftUi aJp A SECOND TIME
•

These verses also describe the scenario on the Day of Judgement /'When

Allah shall say, 'O lsa, son of Maryam, did you tell the people, 'Take myself and my

mother both as deities instead ofAllah?" This question shall be posed in front of the

entire mankind, including those Christians who claimed that Sayyidina lsa 4*

£*~S\ and his mother Sayyidah Maryam £*~& i*i* were deities.

Sayyidina lsa f*~& <l* "will accede, 7 express Your purity (from all partners)! It

does not behove me that I say what I have no right to say! If I had said so then You would

certainly have knowledge of it. You know what is in my heart and I do not know what is

in Your knowledge. Most assuredly, You are the Knower of the unseen. I only told them

what You had commanded me with i.e. 'Worship Allah, Who is my Lord and your Lord!"

In this manner, he will declare that he only preached Oneness of Allah

(Tauhid) to them, not polytheism (shirk). He will continue, "I was a witness to them

as long as I was with them. When You raised me, then You were Vigilant over them. You

are Witness over all things." i.e. He will submit that he had no knowledge of what

beliefs they fabricated after he was raised to the heavens.

It will be evident from this that those who claimed to follow Sayyidina lsa

t%J\ <A* actually bore no resemblance to his teachings. It will then be established

that their belief in trinity was baseless and they will be flung into Hell. Although

Allah has knowledge of all things, He will ask Sayyidina lsa f^J\ Up these

questions so that the Christians may be admonished and so that the case against

them can be conclusively proven.

"If You punish them, then verily they are Your slaves, and if You pardon them,

then surely You are the Mighty, the Wise." Allah reserves the right to do as He
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pleases since every person is His slave. Even if He decides to forgive them, it will

be because of His divine wisdom.

One should not think that a Polytheist can be forgiven because Allah has

stated clearly in Surah Nisa, "Allah does notforgive that partners be ascribed to Him."

[Surah 4, verse 116]

REFUTATION OF THOSE WHO USE THIS VERSE TO PROVE THAT
SAYYIDINA ISA f

*J» a* DIED

There are many people who deduce from the above verse that Sayyidina Isa

r
*>LJi Up died because the Arabic word "tawaffaytani" implies this. In this way,

they reject innumerable Ahadith and the clear verse where Allah states, "...but

Allah raised him unto Him." [Surah Nisa(4), verse 158]

The Arabic word "tawaffa" does not always mean to die. There are many

cases where it assumes another meaning, such as a verse of Surah An'am where

Allah says, "He is the One Who raises you (the word 'ya-tawaffa' is used here) at

night (in your sleep) and knows what you do by day. " [Surah 6, verse 60]

Says Allah in Surah Zumar (Surah 39, verse 42), "Allah is the One Who raises the

souls when they die, as well as those who do not die in their sleep." In both of the above

verses, the word "tawaffa" is used to denote the raising of souls. The literal

meaning of the word "tawaffa" is 'to lift something completely/ It also refers to

putting something to sleep, or granting it death.

Another point to consider is that the above scenario will take place on the

Day of Judgement, after Sayyidina Isa f*~& Up would have returned to the world

and would have died a normal death. Therefore, the verse cannot be cited as a

proof for the death of Sayyidina Isa r
*>U\ Up, even if the word is translated to

mean death.

THE TRUTH SHALL PREVAIL ON THE DAY OF JUDGMENT
(QIYAMAH)

'Allah will say, 'This is the day when the truth* of the truthful shall profit them. -

This refers to those people who were true not only in their speech but in their

Belief (Imdn) and actions as well. As a result of this "Theirs shall be gardens beneath

which rivers flaw, where they shall abide forever and ever. Allah is pleased with them and

they are pleased with Him. This is a majestic triumph." There can be nothing superior

to this!

Sayyidina Abu Sa'id Khudri <* &\ \^>j reports that the Holy Prophet ib» J*
<JL-j Upsaid, "Without doubt, Allah shall call to the people of Heaven (Jannah)

saying, 'O dwellers of Heaven (Jannah)Y They will reply, 'O our Lord, we are

present and ready to carry out Your orders. All good is in Your control." Allah

shall ask them, 'Are you happy?' 'How can we not be/ they will submit, 'when

You have bestowed on us what You have not given to any of Your creation?'

Allah will tell them, 'Should I not grant you something superior to all of this?'

They will exclaim, 'What can be superior to this?' Allah will say, 'I shall confer

My pleasure on you and I will never be angry with you in the future."' [Bukhari v.

2p.ll21]
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Lesson: The verse applauds truthfulness, which is the basis for salvation.

When truthfulness is not found in Belief (Iman), hypocrisy shall prevail. When it

is absent from actions, ostentation shall rule and when speech is deprived of

truthfulness, a person will be a liar.

A believer (Mu'min) exudes truthfulness in every word and action. In praise

of such people Allah says, "Amongst the believers there are men who are true to the

covenant they make to Allah. " [Surah Ahzab, verse 23]

The Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ita JU said, "If you guarantee six things for me, I

shall guarantee Heaven (Jannah) for you. (1) Be truthful in speech, (2) Fulfil your

promises, (3) Discharge a trust kept in your custody, (4) Protect your private

organs, (5) Lower your gazes, and (6) Restrain your hands (from oppression)/'

The Holy Prophet ^JL-j u* & JL* also mentioned, "The truthful and

trustworthy trader shall be with the Holy Prophet f*~*\
U*, righteous (Siddiqin)

and martyrs [on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah)]."

"To Allah belongs the dominion of the heavens and the earth and what is within

them" This final verse summarises the entire Surah. Since everything belongs to

Allah, He reserves the right to pass whatever law He pleases. He may permit and

forbid whatever He pleases, may punish the sinners as He deems appropriate

and reward the righteous accordingly. None can prevent him, for "He has power

over all things."
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In the name of Allah, the Most Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) All praise be for Allah Who created the heavens and the earth and made

multiple darkness and a light. Then too the disbelievers ascribe partners to their

Lord. (2) He is the One Who created you from clay, then decreed a term. The

term is fixed with Him, then too you doubt! (3) He is Allah in the heavens and in

the earth. He knows your secrets and what you reveal and He knows what you

earn. (4) When any sign from the signs of their Lord comes to them, they turn

away from it. (5) Indeed they have denied the truth when it came to them. Soon

the news of what they mocked shall come to them.

ALLAH CREATED THE HEAVENS, THE EARTH, LIGHT AND
DARKNESS AND HAS APPOINTED A FIXED TERM FOR
EVERYONE

Surah An'am is a Makki Surah, although some commentators have

mentioned that some of the verses are Madani. Sayyidina Jabir ** & ^>j narrates

that when Surah An'am was revealed, The Holy Prophet pJL-j *JLp &\ ^exclaimed,

"SubhanAUah! So many angels brought this Surah that they filled the horizon."

According to another narration, seventy thousand angels brought down this

Surah. ["RuhulMa'ani" v. 7 p.76]

This Surah is called An'am (four-legged animals) because certain laws
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concerning animals are mentioned herein. This Surah contains few laws and

most of the subject matter concerns Oneness of Allah (Tauhid) and the proofs for

it.

Like Surah Fatihah, this Surah begins with "All praise be for Allah..." Allah

Ta'ala is not in need of people's praises. He is most worthy of all types of praise

even if no one mentions it. "Who created the heavens and the earth..." These are

visible to all, and it is evident that the Being who created them is deserving of

praise.

"..... and made multiple darkness and a light." These two phenomena are also

for all to witness and they keep fluctuating. The alternation of darkness and light

indicate that there is a Being in control of all of this. It does not require much
thought to arrive at the conclusion that all of these things needed a Creator.

Allah did not use the word "created" for darkness and light because these

are abstract phenomena, whereas the heavens and the earth ar? concrete objects

that require nothing to support them. The verse also refutes the belief of the fire-

worshippers, who believe that there are two gods. The first is Yazdan, who they

believe creates good and the other is Ahraman, the creator of evil. Allah alludes

to the fact that all good (light) and evil (darkness) has been created by Allah only.

"Then too the disbelievers ascribe partners to their Lord." The foolishness of

these people is apparent because they equate these false gods with Allah, Who
has created all of the above.

Allah continues to say, "He is the One Who created you from clay..." Mankind
is considered to be created from clay because the original mould of man
[Sayyidina Adam fiLJ\ *>] was of clay. In a verse of Surah Mu'min Allah says,

"He created you from sand." [Surah 40, verse 67]

In Surah Rahman (Surah 55, verse 14) Allah says, "He created man from whistling

potter's clay." Allah says in Surah Hijr "Indeed we created man out of melodious sand

derivedfrom dark decomposing clay." (Surah 15, verse 26)

The fact of the matter is that Allah gathered soil from different parts of the

earth, mixed it with water until it became clay, and then left it until it began to

decompose. From this He created the mould of Sayyidina Adam pLJ\ 4-U. When it

dried, it resembled whistling potter's clay, after which Allah blew the soul

therein. It is because of these various stages in man's creation that Allah makes
mention of various substances, each time referring to a different stage.

" then decreed a term. - This refers to the appointed hour of death. In this

regard Allah says in Surah Munafiqun, 'Allah shall never grant postponement to a

soul when its appointed term arrives." [Surah 63, verse 11]

"The term is fixed with Him..." This refers to the Day of Judgement when the

trumpet will be blown and people will be raised from their graves. Every soul

has its appointed hour of death and the entire world also has this appointed

hour. The world will be destroyed on the Day of Judgement. The angels have
knowledge of the first term (death of people) because they extract souls, but they

have no knowledge of the advent of the second term i.e. Judgment (Qiyamah).

Only Allah has knowledge of this. Despite all of this ".
. . then too you doubt!"
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"He is Allah (Who is worshipped) in the heavens and in the earth." The author of

"Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that this verse means that only Allah is to be worshipped

in the heavens and on earth. Other commentators mention that this verse means

that only Allah is the Master and Owner of the heavens and the earth and that

only He can do as He pleases.

"He knows your secrets and what you reveal and He knows what you earn. "He is

aware of all words, actions and intentions.

Thereafter Allah goes on to speak about the habit of the disbelievers. He
says, "Wlten any sign from the signs of their Lord comes to them, they turn away from

it" The word "sign" in this context refers to the verses of the Qur'an as well as

natural signs that reveal the power of Allah and Oneness of Allah (Tauhid).

AWARNING TO THOSEWHO DENY THE TRUTH

"Indeed they have denied the truth when it came to them. Soon the news of what

they mocked shall come to them." They will soon see the consequences of their evil

deeds. As mentioned in Surah Dukhan (Surah 44,verse 50), Hell will be shown to

them on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah) and they will be told, "This is what you

used to doubt." Surah Yasin contains the verse where they are addressed thus,

"Enter the fire today because ofyour disbelief' [Surah 36, verse 64]

u$\ Jlis rc& *y^& o$£ 4 C^C ^Q* Qy $j MP S^* &J r*+*>.

(6) Have they not seen how many nations We have destroyed before them, to

whom We had given such authority that We have not given you. We sent to

them torrential showers, made rivers flow beneath them, then destroyed them

because of their sins and created other nations after them. (7) If We reveal to you

a scripture on paper that they touch with their hands, the disbelievers will say,

"This is nothing less than manifest magic." (8) They say, "Why does an angel

not descend to him?" If We were to send an angel, the matter will be decided

and then they will not be granted respite. (9) If We were to make him an angel,

We would surely make him a man and cast the same doubt on them wherein
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they find themselves. (10) Indeed a mockery has been made of messengers

before you, then those who mocked were surrounded by that which they used to

make a mockery of. (11) Say, "Travel in the earth and see what was the outcome

of the rejecters."

THE INSTRUCTION TO TAKE A LESSON FROM THE PREVIOUSLY
DESTROYED NATIONS

The Polytheists were the focal addressees of the Qur'an, but they rejected

and persecuted the Holy Prophet (JL,^ Up ibi JU in every possible manner.

Although many of them were literate, books were not easily available to them.

However, they associated with the Jews of Madinah and the Christians of Sham
when they visited the land on their trade journeys. From these people they heard

the stories of previous nations, and even witnessed the ruins of their civilizations

on their journeys.

They saw the ruins of the nation of Thamud en route to Tabuk. The huge

homes carved out of the mountains were clearly visible to them and these should

have rung the warning bell in their minds about the plight of those people. The
incident of the elephants was on the tongue of every child, yet they could not

derive a lesson from it. They failed to perceive how Allah dealt with those who
rejected His message.

Allah says, "Have they not seen how many nations We have destroyed before them,

to whom We had given such authority that We have not given you. We sent to them

torrential showers, made rivers flaw beneath them.." They rejoiced in these bounties,

but did not appreciate them. They rebelled, sinned and continued in this manner
until Allah "destroyed them because of their sins and created other nations after them."

Allah says in Surah Saba, "Those before them denied. These people cannot even

reach a tenth of what We gave them, yet they falsify My messengers. How will My
retribution be?" [Surah 34, verse 45]

It is narrated in "Ma'alimut Tanzll" (v. 2 p.85) that Nadhr bin Harith,

Abdullah bin Ubay, Umayyah and Naufal bin Khuwaylid said, "O Muhammad
pJL,3 Up &s JU, we will never believe in you until you receive a book from Allah

carried by four angels who will testify that it is from Allah and that you are

Allah' s messenger."

It was then that Allah revealed the verse, "If We reveal to you a scripture on

paper that they touch with their hands, the disbelievers will say, 'This is nothing less

than manifest magic." Their requests are insincere and they never wish to accept.

A REPLY TO THE QUESTION OF THE POLYTHEISTS ABOUT WHY
ANGELS ARE NOT SENT AS MESSENGERS

"They say, 'Why does an angel not descend to him ?
" The Polytheists of Makkah

wanted an angel to descend to the Holy Prophet fi-j Up &\ JU who would verify

his apostleship. Allah replies by saying, "IfWe were to send an angel, the matter will

be decided and then they will not be granted respite." It is the system of Allah that

once people do not accept a miracle that they asked for, Allah no longer restrains

His punishment from them.
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Other commentators have interpreted the verse to mean that Allah will send

angels to them. They will, of course, not be able to bear the sight of this shining

creation of Allah and will all die.

"IfWe were to make him an angel, We would surely make him a man and cast the

same doubt on them wherein they find themselves " This verse means that if Allah

were to send an angel as a messenger, he would appear in the form of a human

because man does not possess the ability to see an angel with his bare eyes. If this

were to occur, people would again raise the same objections, asking for proof of

his being an angel. They will again demand to know why angels are not

messengers, starting the entire cycle over again.

AWARNING TO THOSEWHO MOCK
"Indeed a mockery has been made of messengers before you, then those who mocked

were surrounded by (the consequences of) that which they used to make a mockery of
The verse firstly consoles the Holy Prophet ^JL-j <d* iii\ JL* by telling him that he is

not the first to be mocked. The Prophets -pus <*-$> of the past were also mocked.

Therefore, the Holy Prophet ^JL-j *A* &\ Jj> was required to exercise patience as

the others had done.

Thereafter the verse continues to say that those who had mocked the Holy

Prophet (OLJ\ Up were caught up in the punishment that was a result of their

mockery. It is as if Allah is promising the Holy Prophet ^j U* &\ J~* that those

who mocked him shall also meet the same fate as their predecessors.

"Say, 'Travel in the earth and see what was the outcome of the rejecters. "You will

hear their stories and witness the ruins of their lost civilizations, thereby taking

heed not to be guilty of the same folly.
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(12) Say, "To whom belongs whatever is in the heavens and earth?" Say, "To

Allah!" He has made mercy incumbent upon Himself. He will certainly gather

"you all to the Day of judgment (Qiyamah) about which there is no doubt. Those
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who have cast their souls to destruction will not believe. (13) To Him belongs

whatever lies still during the night and day. He is the All Hearing, All Knowing.

(14) Say, "Should I take as a helper any besides Allah Who created the heavens

and the earth and Who feeds without Himself being fed?" Say, "Verily I have

been commanded to be the first to submit to obedience and not to be of the

idolaters." (15) Say, "If I disobey My Lord I fear the punishment of an awesome

day." (16) The one from whom punishmefit is averted, then indeed Allah has

been merciful to him. That is the distinct success. (17) If Allah afflicts you with

harm, there shall be none to remove it except Him. If He grants you good, then

He has power over all things. (18) He is Mighty over His bondmen and He is the

Wise, Informed.

EVERYTHING IN THE HEAVENS AND THE EARTH BELONGS TO
ALLAH AND HE WILL GATHER ALL ON THE DAY OF JUDGMENT
(QJYAMAH)

The verse begin with a question "Say, 'To whom belongs whatever is in the

heavens and earth?"' i.e. Who is the Master and Owner of all of this? The reply is

obvious, therefore the Holy Prophet ^JL-j <uU & J^ himself was instructed to "Say,

'To Allah! - Whatever authority any person possesses is from Allah. He is the

Creator and has mercy upon His creation.

"He has made mercy incumbent upon Himself" The believer (Mu'min) shall

receive this mercy in both worlds, and the disbelievers (Kujfar) only in this

world, unless they accept Belief (Iman).

Allah says in Surah A'raf, "Allah says, I shall inflict My punishment on whoever

I wish and My mercy encompasses all things. I shall assign My mercy for those who
adopt piety (taqwa), pay Zakah and those who believe in Our verses." [Surah 7, verse 156]

Sayyidina Abu Huraira k* it^ reports that the Holy Prophet <X* j aJLp ibt JU
said, "When Allah created the creation, he wrote on a scroll that is kept by Him
at His Arsh (throne), "My mercy overpowers My anger." [Bukhari v. 2 p.UOl]

Sayyidina Abu Huraira '** iui ^j also reports that the Holy Prophet *> & JU
jJL-3 said, "Verily Allah has 100 mercies.

One of these He has distributed amongst the humans, jinn, animals and
poisonous creatures. By virtue of this single mercy, they all show mercy and
compassion to each other and the wild animals are compassionate towards their

young. Allah has reserved the other 99 mercies for the Day of Judgement, when
He will use them for His bondsmen." [Bukhari]

"He will certainly gather you all to the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah) about which

there is no doubt. Those who have cast their souls to destruction will not believe." Allah

has created all of mankind, knows their inner condition and will require them to

render account for their deeds on the Day of Judgement. However, there are

those who have not utilised their intelligence and have destroyed their souls by
deviating from the natural creed of Islam into which they were born. These

people will not believe.

"To Him belongs whatever lies still during the night and day." This verse denotes

that everything belongs to Allah, be it vibrant or stationary. This is mentioned
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separately even though it is included in the previous verse since they are within
the heavens and the earth. The reason for this is that these things are constantly

before a person and he is able to take lesson more easily from things that he is

familiar with. Allah then says, "He is the All Hearing, All Knowing."

The Polytheists never wished to leave their evil ways and wanted the Holy
Prophet ^j Up &\ j^> to deviate from Oneness of Allah (Tauhid) and follow them
instead. This was the practice of all the previous nations as well, as mentioned in

Surah Ibrahim, "The disbelievers told their messengers, We shall expel you from our

land unless you return to our creed." [Surah 14, verse 13]

Therefore, Allah instructed the Holy Prophet ^ 3 U* it JU saying, "Say,

'Should I take as a helper any besides Allah Who created the heavens and the earth and

Who feeds without Himselfbeingfed?"
f

This verse serves to reproach the Polytheists

for their ignorance. They worshipped idols that have not created anything and
are themselves creation. They are involved in acts of ignorance and expect the^

Holy Prophet pJL^ Up it J^» to imitate them! Allah feeds everyone, including their

false gods, while Allah is Independent from everything.

"Say, 'Verily I have been commanded to be the first to submit to obedience and not

to be of the idolaters. "The Holy Prophet (JL-j Up it JUwas the first of this Ummah
to submit his will and soul to Allah. He was also the first to practise the Shari'ah.

"Say, 'If I disobey My Lord, I fear the punishment of an awesome day. "'i.e. The
Day of Judgement. The punishment of his day shall be very severe. Therefore,

"The onefrom whom punishment is averted, then indeed Allah ms been merciful to him.

That is the distinct success."

ONLY ALLAH CAN EFFECT HARM AND GOOD
"IfAllah afflicts you with harm, there shall be none to remove it except Him. IfHe

grants you good, then He has power over all things." It is therefore foolish to worship
any other besides Him.

Muslim narrates a hadith wherein the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up it JU used to

recite the following Supplication (du'a) after lifting his head from bowing (ruku).

He would recite, "O Allah, there is none that can prevent what You give, none
can give that which You withhold and the wealth of the wealthy cannot help

them against You." [Mishkdt p. 82]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ it ^j reports that he was once walking
behind the Holy Prophet pJL,j <4* & JU*, when the Holy Prophet^ 3 *J* it JU told

him, "O lad! Be mindful of Allah and Allah shall protect you. If you are mindful
of Allah, you will find Him before you. When you ask for something, ask only

from Him and when you seek help, seek only from Him. Have conviction that if

the entire Ummah gather to do you some good, they will be able to do you only

that much good that Allah has ordained for you. If the entire Ummah gather to

do you some harm, they will be able to effect only that much harm to you that

Allah has ordained against you." [Tirmidhj]

"He is Mighty over His bondmen and He is the Wise, Informed." Allah can keep a

person in whatever condition He wills. Allah acts according to His wisdom and
is Aware of everything.
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(19) Say, "What thing is the greatest in testimony?" Say, "Allah! He is the

Witness between myself and yourselves. This Qur'an has been revealed to me so

that I may warn you thereby as well as those whom it reaches. Do you really

bear witness that there are other deities with Allah?" Say, "I bear no such

witness." Say, "He is but One deity and I am certainly innocent of that which

you associate with Him." (20) Those who have been given the Book recognise

him like they recognize their children. Those who have cast their souls to

destruction will not believe.

THE TESTIMONY OF ALLAH IS THE GREATEST TESTIMONY

Lubabun Nuqul narrates from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** &\^ that

Nuham bin Zaid, Qurun bin Ka'b and Bahri bin Amr (from the Polytheists)

asked the Holy Prophet p-L-j *-U ii'JU, "O Muhammad! Do you accept another

deity besides Allah?" The Holy Prophet pL-j ^ M J^> replied, "There is none

worthy of worship besides Allah! I have been sent with this and I invite towards

it." On this occasion Allah revealed the above verses.

Allah says, "Say, 'What thing is the greatest in testimony?' Say, 'Allah! He is the

Witness between myself and yourselves. -No testimony can be greater than Allah' s

and He had made the Holy Prophet ^ ^ ito J* a messenger to invite towards

Oneness of Allah (Tauhid). Allah's testimony to the apostleship of His Holy

Prophets was the miracles that He allowed them to display.

'"77ms Qur'an has been revealed to me so that I may warn you thereby as well as

those whom it reaches." The Qur'an warns of the consequences of adopting the

incorrect path. This verse declares that the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up 2bt
_

JU» was not

only sent unto those of his time, but for the whole of mankind until the Day of

Judgement. Every person whom the Qur'an reaches has to attest to his

apostleship.

Allah says in Surah Saba, "We have sent you as a messenger to the entire

mankind, as a bearer ofglad tidings and a warner;but most people do not know." [Surah

34,verse28]

Muslim (v. 1 p.86) reports a hadith in which the Holy Prophet pJL-j aJp ita J^>

said, "I swear by the Being in Whose control is the life of Muhammad! Any
person from this Ummah who hears of me and dies without believing in what I

have brought, shall be of th£ inmates of Hell, be he Jew or Christian."

Allah says further, "Do you really bear witness that there are other deities with

Allah?' Say, 'I bear no such witness.' Say, 'He is but One deity and I am certainly

innocent of that which you associate with Him.

"
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THE OBSTINACY OF THE JEWS AND THE CHRISTIANS

"Those who have been given the Book recognise him like they recognise their

children." They had read the detailed description of the Holy Prophet aJLp &\ ju
.
jJL^ in their Torah and InjU, but refused to admit thereto.

"Those who have cast their souls to destruction will not believe." Those who,
because of obstinacy, refuse to accept the truth and the apostleship of the Holy
Prophet pJL,j Up i»i JU have cast their own souls into destruction.
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(21) Who can be more unjust than he who invents lies against Allah and denies

His verses? Surely, the unjust ones shall never succeed. (22) The day when We
shall gather them all together and then ask those who ascribe partners, "Where
the partners that you laid claim to?" (23) Then their only ploy will be to swear,

"By Allah, our Lord, we never perpetrated polytheism (shirk)!" (24) See how
they lie against themselves, and that which they fabricated shall be lost to them.

(25) Of them there are those who listen intently to you. We have placed a veil

upon their hearts lest they should understand, and in their ears is a handicap. If

they see every sign, they will not believe therein, to the point that they will

come to debate with you, with the disbelievers saying, "These are only the

fables of the men of old." (26) They forbid others from it and avoid it. They
destroy only themselves, but perceive it not.

THE POLYTHEISTS WILL DENY COMMITTING POLYTHEISM
(SHIRK)

It was a common practice of the Polytheists throughout the ages that when
they were asked to adopt Oneness of Allah (Tauhid) and shun polytheism (shirk),

they would claim that Allah has instructed them to do what they were doing. At
the same time they used to reject the clear signs and miracles of the Holy
Prophets fiLJ\ r^u. Therefore, Allah says, "Who can be more unjust than he who
invents lies against Allah and denies His verses? Surely, the unjust ones shall never

succeed."

Thereafter Allah describes a scene of the Day of Judgement saying, "The day
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when We shall gather them all together and then ask those who ascribe partners, 'Where

are the partners that you laid claim to (when you said that they are your deities)?" When
posed with this inescapable question, they will resort to deceit. Allah continues,

"Then their only ploy will be to sweat\ 'By Allah, our Lord, we never perpetrated

polytheism (shirk)!" They will lie to save themselves from the terrible punishment

as they do in the courts of this world. However, Allah will be Judge on the I}ay

of Judgment and they will never be able to deceive Him.

"See haw they lie against themselves, and that which theyfabricated shall be lost to

them." The Polytheists shall pass several stages of questioning. Initially they will

deny their polytheism (shirk), as in this verse.

However, this will be to no avail and eventually other witnesses and even

their very own limbs will testify against them. Finally they will be forced to say,

"We admit to our sins. Is there now any road to escape?" [Surah Mu'min (40), verse 11]

THE POLYTHEIST FAIL TO BENEFIT FROM THE QUR'AN AND
WRITE IT OFF AS MERE FABLES OF BYGONE TIMES

"Of them there are those who listen intently to you. We have placed a veil upon

their hearts lest they should understand, and in their ears is a handicap." They are thus

unable to comprehend as a result of the fact that they mocked and gibed by
feigning to listen intently.

"If they see every sign, they will not believe in it (because of their obstinacy), to

the point that they will come to debate with you, with the disbelievers saying, "These are

only the fables of the men of old. "This they say when they are totally incapable of

contesting the clear and conclusive proofs and beauty of the Qur'an.

"They forbid othersfrom it and avoid it." They are, therefore, guilty of a double

sin. Other commentators have written that this verse refers to those who forbid

others from harming the Holy Prophet ^i-j Up ibi J^ but they remain aloof from
Oneness of Allah (Tauhid). This will refer specifically to the 'uncle of the Holy
Prophet jJ-j <up &\ JU viz. Abu Talib and other relatives of the Holy Prophet JU>

"They destroy only themselves, but perceive it not. " They fail to realise that their

erroneous ways will lead them to destruction.
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(27) If only you could see when they will be made to stand over the Fire. They

will say, "O, if only we could be returned, had not denied the verses of our Lord

and had been from the believers!" (28) In fact, that which they used to hide

before has become manifest before them. If they were to be sent back, they

would return to what they had been prohibited from and they truly are liars. (29)

They say, "This is only our worldly life and we will not be raised." (30) If only

you could see when they will be made to stand before their Lord. He will say,

"Is this not the truth?" They will reply, "Indeed, by our Lord!" He will tell them,

"Taste the punishment because you used to disbelieve.

THE DISBELIEVERS (KUFFAR) WILL WISH THAT THEY WERE
RETURNED TO THE WORLD

In these verse, Allah depicts the scene of the Day of Judgement. He says, "If

only you could see when they will be made to stand aver the Fire?" This will be before

they are made to enter Hell and they will witness the grievous punishments.

"They will say, 'O, if only we could be returned (to the world), had not denied the verses

ofour Lord and had beenfrom the believers!"

Their desire to return to the world will not be because they loved the world.

It shall be because "that which they used to hide before has become manifest before

them." i.e. The result of the disbelief (kufr) that they hid will be before them. They

will wish to escape from it by returning to the world.

"If they were to be sent back, they would return to what they had been prohibited

from and they truly are liars." They lie when they say that they will not deny

Allah's verses and become believers (Mu'minin).

"They say. 'This is only our worldly life and we will not be raised." They denied

the message of the Holy Prophets pU\ ^M, but this will become a reality before

them.

Allah will then remind them of what they used to deny. Allah says, "If only

you could see when they will be made to stand before their Lord. He will say, Ts this not

the truth?' They will reply, Indeed, by our Lord!' He will tell them, 'Taste the

punishment because you used to disbelieve.
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(31) Undoubtedly those people are losers who denied meeting with Allah until,

when the Hour [Judgment (Qiyamah)] suddenly comes, they cry out, "Alas! How
grave is our regret for our negligence in the world!" And they will bear the

burden of their sins upon their backs. Ah! Evil indeed is that which they bear.

(32) The life of the world is but play _and sport and most certainly the home of

the Akhirah (Hereafter) is best for the abstinent ones. Do you not understand?
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THE REMORSE OF THOSEWHO DENY MEETING ALLAH

Allah declares, "Undoubtedly those people are losers who denied meeting with

Allah..." Their loss is of colossal proportion. In this world people merely lose

some wealth and property. In the Akhirah (Hereafter), they will lose their very

souls in the terrible torment of Hell.

They continue to deny the Day of Judgment "until, when the Hour [Judgment

(Qiydmah)] suddenly comes, they cry out, 'Alas! How grave is our regret for our

negligence in the world 1/ And they will bear the burden of their sins upon their backs."

They will not be able to save themselves from Allah's chastisement because the

doors to repentance are all sealed at the time of death. Allah exclaims, "Ah! Evil

indeed is that which they bear."

"The life of the world is but play and sport..." The worldly life has no substance

and is only a deception that will not last. It cannot fulfil the true needs of the

Akhirah (Hereafter). The analogy is that of children playing, imagining

themselves managing restaurants and shops, eating imaginary foods and

delicacies. When they go to their parents asking for food, they are asked why are

they not eating from their restaurants? Even the child will reply that those are

only imaginary, whereas the need of the stomach is a reality. Hunger can only be

satiated by real food and thirst can only be slaked by real water. The real needs

of the Akhirah (Hereafter) cannot be satisfied by the life of this world that is

merely play and sport.

In the Akhirah (Hereafter), the sinner will say, 'My wealth has not availed me

and my ride has been shattered." It will only be the good deeds that shall be of use

in the Akhirah (Hereafter) if a person dies with Belief (Iman).

"...and most certainly the home of the Akhirah (Hereafter) is best for the abstinent

ones." A person should strive only for the Akhirah (Hereafter) where the bounties

shall prevail forever. "Do you not understand?" i.e. Do people not perceive that

they should shun disbelief (kufr) and polytheism (shirk) and turn to Belief (Iman)

and good deeds?
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(33) We know well that their talks grieve you. Indeed they do not deny you, but

these oppressors deny the verses of Allah. (34) Without doubt, the messengers

were denied before you, but they were patient in the face of their denial and

they were persecuted until Our assistance reached them. There is none to alter

the decrees of Allah. Some narratives of the messengers have certainly come to

you. (35) If their aversion is difficult for you then, if you are able to do so,

search for a tunnel into the earth or a ladder to the sky and bring forth a miracle

for them. If Allah willed, He would have gathered them all upon guidance, so

be not of the uninformed ones. (36) Only those who listen will accept. As for the

dead, Allah shall raise them, then they will be returned to Him. (37) They say,

"Why does a sign not descend to him from his Lord?" Say, "Verily Allah is able

to descend a sign, but most of them do not know.

THE POLYTHEISTS OF MAKKAH DID NOT DENY THE HOLY
PROPHET fL-j U* At J*, BUT THEY DENIED ALLAH'S VERSES

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v. 2 p. 93) narrates that Akhnas bin Sharlq once met Abu
Jahl and asked him, "None is present here besides the two of us, so tell me the

truth. Is Muhammad bin Abdullah jJL-j.aJL* it J^ true in his claim or not?" Abu
Jahl replied, "I swear by Allah that Muhammad (JL-j Up it JU> is truthful. He has

never lied, but we deny him because what will be left for the rest of the Quraish

if the Banu Qussay (the tribe of Quraish to which the Holy Prophet ^j^ & J~*

belonged) bear the standard, are responsible for supplying water to the pilgrims,

keep the keys of the Ka'ba, lead the consultative assembly and then still have a

Holy Prophet from them?

According to other narrations, Abu Jahl told the Holy Prophet^ j Up it JS

,

"We do not denigrate you, nor do we deny you. We only deny the message that

you propagate." The above verse was revealed with regard to this. Allah informs

the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up it jl* that he should not be despondent since they do

not doubt his personal veracity, but they deny Allah's verses. They deny these

verses because the verses clearly expound the fallacy of their beliefs.

SOLACE TO THE HOLY PROPHET ^JL-j Up ii JL*

"Without doubt, the messengers were denied before you, but they were patient in

the face of their denial and they were persecuted until Our assistance reached them."

This verse firstly informs the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up it ju> that denial of Holy

Prophets £*~h ^^ and causing them grief is no new occurrence. The previous

Holy Prophets f%^\ ^^ also suffered the same grief, but they exercised patience

and persevered.

The second point made in the verse is that Allah's help came to these Holy

Prophets f%^ p-sJp, so it will also soon reach the Holy Prophet <JL. j aJp &\ J^.

"There is none to alter the decrees of Allah." In linking the subject matter of

these two sentences, the author of "Ma'alimut Tanzil" writes that the decree of

Allah referred to here is the declaration, "We shall definitely assist Our messengers

and those who believe in this worldly life, as well as on the Day witnesses will stand."

Another similar decree is the verse, "Allah has written, 'Most certainly Me and My
messengers shall be triumphant!
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"Some narratives of the messengers have certainly come to you." From these

narratives it is apparent that Allah assisted His messengers and those with him
and destroyed their enemies. Therefore, Allah informs the Holy Prophet ^ j~*

pi-j 4JLp that he should also be patient and await Allah's assistance.

The Holy Prophet <X*j U* & JL» very dearly desired that people accept

Islam. He was saddened when Allah did not accede to their requests for miracles

on every occasion. However, the promises of the disbelievers (Kuffar) that they

would believe in these miracles were false. The Qur'an itself was the, greatest

miracle and other miracles were also shown to them, but they still did not accept.

With regard to this Allah says, "If their aversion is difficult for you then, ifyou

are able to do so, search for a tunnel into the earth or a ladder to the sky and bringforth a

miraclefor them." It was not necessary that all their requests be fulfilled, However,
if the Holy Prophet pJL^ <uU & JU so desired, then Allah says that he should effect

these miracles himself, if he were able to do so. Of course, since this was not

possible without Allah's order, The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up iui JU was enjoined to

be patient. It was not meant for everyone to accept Islam, for "If Allah willed, He
would have gathered them all upon guidance..." Therefore Allah advises, "be not of the

uninformed ones." Everything happens according to Allah's wisdom and every

believer (Mu'min) should be pleased with Allah's decree.

Allah goes on to say, "Only those who listen will accept. As for the dead (i.e. the

disbelievers (Kuffar)), Allah shall raise them (from this world), then they will be

returned to Him." Then they shall receive the retribution for their deeds.

"They say, 'Why does a sign not descend to him from his Lord?"' Miracles were
plenty, but they referred to those that they asked for. Allah replies by saying,

"Say, 'Verily Allah is able to descend a sign, but most of them do not know." Allah is

not obliged to accede to their requests. The fact that He does not show miracles

as and when they request, does not mean that Allah cannot show them. Allah

knows that if these are shown to them, they will refute them, thereby incurring

Allah's punishment. It is thus best these for them that they are not shown
miracles.
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(38) Every creature upon the earth and every bird flying with its two wings are

nations like yourselves. We have not omitted anything in the Book. Then unto
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their Lord shall they be gathered. (39) Those who deny Our verses are deaf and

dumb in multiple darkness. Allah sends astray whom He wills and whom He
wills, He shall place upon the straight path. (40) Say, "Tell me, if Allah's

punishment has to afflict you, or Judgment (Qiyamah) has to dawn upon you,

will you then call any besides Allah, if you are truthful?" (41) No, you will only

call unto Him and He will remove the calamity to which you call Him if He
wills. Then you will forget those whom you ascribe as partners.

ANIMALS AND BIRDS ARE NATIONS LIKE OURSELVES AND
ALLAH SHALL GATHER ALL UNTO HIM

Allah begins by saying, "Every creature upon the earth and every bird flying

with its two wings are nations like yourselves." They are from different groups and

species. Allah has decreed their respective situations according to His wisdom
and in conformity with their advantage and prosperity. They are all subject to

Allah's decrees and ordinances.

"We have not omitted anything in the Book." This refers to the Lawhul Mahfuz
("The Protected Tablet") on which every occurrence and development in the

universe is recorded, including those regarding the animals, birds, humans and
jinn. Nothing has been excluded.

"Then unto their Lord shall they be gathered." The Polytheists -expressed

disbelief that every member of creation shall be gathered on the Day of Judgment
(Qiyamah). Because of the multitudes of creation, the Polytheists expected that

many will be forgotten. Allah dispels their disbelief by saying that all of His

creation are nations that have been meticulously recorded in the protected tablet

(Lawhul Mahfuz) and none have been omitted. This is despite the fact that Allah

has knowledge of every creature in the heavens and the earth and does not need

to record these in writing.

On the Day of Judgement, man and jinn will be required to render an

account for every deed. As for the other creation, Sayyidina Abu Huraira ift ^j
** narrates that the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up iu\ J^ said, "On the Day of Judgement,

you shall certainly return the rights due to others. This will be to the extent that a

hornless goat will have its revenge from the horned goat (that butted it)." {Muslim

v.2p.320]

"Those who deny Our verses are deaf and dumb in multiple darkness." The

multitude of darkness refers to the numerous types of disbelief (kufr). It may also

refer to the sum of ignorance, rebellion and blind following of falsehood.

"Allah sends astray whom He wills, and whom He wills He shall place upon the

straight path." This verse also serves to console the Holy Prophet (JL^ ^ &\ JU>.

He was to carry out only the task of inviting people and it is the responsibility of

Allah to guide them.

ONLY ALLAH IS SUMMONED AT THE TIME OF A CALAMITY

"Say, 'Tell me, ifAllah's punishment has to afflict you, or Judgment (Qiyamah) has

to dawn upon you, will you then call any besides Allah, if you are truthful?"' i.e.

truthful in your claim that worshipping others shall benefit you? The reply is

evident, as Allah Himself declares, "No, you will only call unto Him and He will
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remove the calamity to which you call Him ifHe wills. Then you will forget those whom
you ascribe as partners/' From this it is clear that it was due to sheer foolishness

that they worshipped false gods because they realised that these are of no benefit

to them in times of difficulty.

3£^^»^>^ [^a .* \jJ4=»i u ^li lui^^yi^

(42) Indeed We have sent messengers to the nations before you, then We
grabbed hold of them with hardships and difficulties so that they may humble

themselves. (43) Why was it that they did not show humility when Our

punishment afflicted them? Instead, their hearts hardened and Satan (Shaytan)

beautified their actions for them. (44) When they forgot the advice given to

them, We opened to them the doors to all things. Until the time came that they

rejoiced over what was given to them, We suddenly gripped hold of them,

leaving them confounded. (45) Thus the roots of an oppressive nation were cut,

and all praise is for Allah, the Lord of the universe.

PAST NATIONS WERE DESTROYED WHEN THEY REVELED IN
THEIR GOOD FORTUNE

Addressing the Holy Prophet pJL-
3
Up iut J^ t Allah says, "Indeed We have sent

messengers to the nations before you, then (when they denied these messengers) We
grabbed hold of them with hardships and difficulties so that they may humble

themselves." The words in the context of this verse refer to all types of difficulties

that afflict people from time to time.

However, instead of adopting humility and seeking forgiveness from Allah,

these people adopted a reverse stance. Allah continues to say, "Why was it that

they did not show humility when Our punishment afflicted them? Instead, their hearts

hardened and Satan (Shaytan) beautified their actions for them." Satan (Shaytan)

convinced them that their sinful ways were best.

Eventually, "When they forgot the advice given to them, We opened to them the

doors to all things (they received every bountyfrom Allah). Until the time came that they

rejoiced over what was given to them..." Instead of being grateful for the bounties,

they forgot the Giver of these bounties. As a result "We suddenly gripped hold of

them (with a severe punishment), leaving them confounded."

"Thus the roots of an oppressive nation were cut, and all praise is for Allah, the

Lord of the universe."'Allah inflicted hardships on them so that they may turn to

Him. When they failed to take heed, Allah showered bounties on them.
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However, they also rejected this. Despite all these opportunities for reformation,

they increased in sin and transgression, so Allah, according to His wisdom,

wiped the earth clean of them.

Thereafter Allah created other nations to substitute them. Unfortunately

they also walked in the footsteps of their predecessors and suffered the same

fate.

THE MEANING AND IMPORTANCE OF GRATITUDE (SHUKR)

When any individual or group receives any bounty, they should attribute it

to Allah and show gratitude to Him. This they should express verbally, with the

heart and even with their limbs by being obedient to Allah and abstaining from

disobeying Him. If they engage in sin, then the bounty will no longer remain a

bounty, but will be a cause for punishment.

When a person is obedient to Allah despite possessing many bounties, he

will be considered to be a chosen servant of Allah. If the bounties are coupled

with disobedience to Allah, the person will not be regarded as Allah's favourite.

Sayyidina Uqba bin Amir ** i»» ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet *i* &\ J^>

jJL-j said, "When you see that Allah grants a person the treasured things of this

world despite his sins, then this is Istidraj (i.e. respite from Allah until he

increases in sin to be finally seized by Allah's punishment)." Thereafter the Holy

Prophet
f±~>)

*> ifo J** recited the verse, "Wlien they forgot the advice given to them,

We opened to them the doors to all things..." [Mishkdt p. 443]

It is strange that man does not take heed of Allah's bounties, nor of His

punishment. Allah says in Surah A'raf (Surah 7, verses 94 & 95), "Whenever We sent

any apostle to a town, We seized its inhabitants with hardships and difficulties so that

they become humble. Then We exchanged the bad conditions for good conditions till they

prospered and said, 'Indeed inclement and favourable conditions affected our forefathers

as well' Then We seized them suddenly while they did not perceive anything." It is

foolish enough not to take a lesson from calamities, but it is even worse to say

that hardship and ease will continue to happen in this world, as they occurred to

our forefathers. The reason for calamities and hardships is sins. They are not

coincidental occurrences.

CATEGORIES OF HAPPINESS

Happiness is of two types. The first is when a person rejoices about the

bounty that Allah has bestowed on him. Thereafter he expresses his gratitude by

being obedient to Allah and performing good works. Allah says in Surah Yunus,

"Say, 'The grace ofAllah and His bounties are what you should rejoice about It is better

than that which they earn. " [Surah 1 0, verse 58]

Another form of happiness is when people revel in and gloat over the

bounties that they possess. They think that these bounties are the fruits of their

own efforts, forgetting Allah completely. This is the type of happiness referred to

in the above verse where Allah says, "Until the time came that they rejoiced over

what was given to them..."

The people of Qarun told him, "Do not be boastful, for indeed Allah does not like
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the boastful ones" He replied by saying most insolently, "I have achieved all this

because ofmy knowledge." He thus forgot that everything is from Allah, as a result

of which Allah caused him and all of his wealth to sink in to the ground.

Allah tests man with poverty and with affluence. It is much more difficult to

remain steadfast on good and abstain from evil when drowning in wealth than it

is when one is hard pressed in poverty.

Sayyidina Ka'b bin Ayadh ^ & ^j reports that the Holy Prophet <lU & j^
fi-j said, "Every Ummah has a test, and the test of my Ummah is wealth."

[Mishkdt p. 442]

Sayyidina Amr bin Awf <* ifo ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet aJLp &\ JU
^j said, "I do not fear poverty afflicting you, but I fear that the world will be
given to you in abundance as it was given to those before you. Then you will

compete with each other in acquiring it just as those before you had done, and it

will destroy you as it had destroyed them." [Bukhari v. 1 p.951 and Muslim v. 2 p.407]
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(46) Say, '!Tell me, if Allah snatches away your hearing and your sight and seals

your hearts, which deity besides Allah can restore them to you?" See how We
expound proofs to them, still they turn away. (47) Say, "Tell me, if Allah's

punishment afflicts you suddenly or in anticipation of it, will any be destroyed

besides the oppressive folk?" (48) We have sent the messengers only as bearers

of glad tidings and warners. So whoever will believe and reform, no fear shall

overcome them, nor shall they grieve. (49) As for those who deny Our verses,

punishment shall afflict them because they used to sin. (50) Say, "I do not say to

you that I possess the treasures of Allah, nor do I have knowledge of the unseen,

nor have I told you that I am an angel. I follow only what has been revealed to

me." Say, "Can the blind be equal to the one who sees? Do you not ponder?"

WHO CAN RESTORE HEARING AND SIGHT IF ALLAH TAKES
THEM AWAY

The above verses contain glad tidings as well as warnings. Allah begins by
instructing the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up

. i» ju "Say, 'Tell me, if Allah snatches away
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your hearing and your sight and seals your hearts, which deity besides Allah can restore

them to you?' See haw We expound proofs to them, still they turn away. " It is obvious

that none besides Allah can restore these, yet the disbelievers (Kuffdr) foolishly

worship others.

"Say, 'Tell me, if Allah's punishment afflicts you suddenly or (while you are

waiting) in anticipation of it, will any be destroyed besides the oppressive folk?"'

Therefore it is incumbent on all to abstain from oppression, the greatest of which

is polytheism (shirk).

"We have sent the messengers only as bearers of glad tidings and warners. So

whoever will believe (in the glad tidings) and reform (by refraining from the

prohibitions), no fear shall overcome them, nor shall they grieve." On the other hand

"As for those who deny Our verses, punishment shall afflict them because they used to

sin.

IT IS NOT NECESSARY FOR A HOLY PROPHET TO POSSESS
WEALTH OR TO HAVE KNOWLEDGE OF THE UNSEEN

Since people consider wealth to be the criterion for prosperity, they expect

the Holy Prophets (MJi ^^ to be the wealthiest of people. Allah says, "Say, 'I do

not say to you that 1 possess the treasures of Allah..." Wealth alone does not indicate

proximity to Allah, but people should look at the proofs and signs of a Holy

Prophet to believe in his apostleship.

Some people believe that a Holy Prophet (JL. j <Op &\ ju can only be what he

claims to be if he is able to inform about events of the unseen. In reply to this

false belief, Allah instructs the Holy Prophet p-L-j Up &\ JU to say further, "nor do

I have knowledge of the unseen." Knowledge of the unseen is the sole attribute of

Allah. Of course, Allah may reveal a part of it to whomsoever He wishes.

Possessing knowledge of the unseen is not a precondition for apostleship.

It is noticed that people do not follow many pious persons because they do

not inform them about the unseen. On the contrary, when some irreligious

fortune tellers happen to guess something correctly, people flock behind them,

even though numerous other statements of theirs prove to be untrue.

Although some people do receive 'Kashf (a form of divine inspiration), this

is no guarantee of piety since similar experiences occur to animals and insane

people as well. The yardstick for acceptance by Allah is piety (taqwa).

nor have I told you that I am an angel." In His wisdom, Allah sent humans as

messengers to humans because they could relate to each other. By associating

with humans and possessing the same traits and emotions, the Prophets f%J\ ^M
were able to convey the message to them and even demonstrate the injunctions

of the Shari'ah.

The Polytheists objected by saying, "What is the matter with this messenger

that he eats food and walks in the market?" In their ignorance they never understood

that the messenger was to expound the various laws pertaining to eating and

trading. How would people learn about these if the Prophets f^Ui <*+!* did not

explain it to them?
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The Holy Prophet ^L-j Up ii j^ is further instructed to tell the people, "I

follow only what has been revealed to me.' Say, 'Can the blind be equal to the one who
sees?"' Allah's verses were before the Polytheists in all its splendour, yet they

refused to accept. Many more miracles were displayed to them, but their

blindness would not allow them to see. Allah asks them, "Do you not ponder?"

THE BELIEF OF THE AHLUS SUNNAH WAL JAMA'AH
CONCERNING THE KNOWLEDGE OF THE UNSEEN

The correct belief is that Allah conferred the most knowledge to the Holy

Prophet (Jl-j Up hi\ JL* and no one else has ever had that amount of the

knowledge of the unseen that he possessed. AH this knowledge was from Allah.

Allah says in Surah Al Imran, "Allah does not inform yon of the unseen/ but Allah

chooses whom He pleasesfrom His messengers." [Surah 3, verse 179]

Says Allah in Surah Jinn (Surah 72, verses 26,27), "He is the Knower of the unseen,

and He does not inform anyone of the unseen except those messengers with whom He is

pleased/' Only Allah has complete knowledge of everything created and only He
can be termed as 'the Knower of the unseen/'

Allah says in Surah Sajdah "It is He Wlio has knowledge of the unseen and the

seen. He is Mighty, the Most Merciful." In a verse of Surah Hashr Allah says, "He is

Allah besides Wlwjn there is none worthy ofworship. He is the Knower of the unseen and

the seen. He is the Mighty (Most King), the Most Merciful." Allah also says in Surah

Naml "Say, 'None in the heavens and earth knows the unseen besides Allah."

In their ignorance, some people claim that Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up «^ JL* was
given knowledge of the unseen before his death. This claim is baseless and even

the Holy Prophet fJL-^ Up ib\ ju mentioned that on the Day of Judgement he will

be inspired with certain knowledge that he did not possess. He has also

mentioned that many people will be chased away from the pond of Kawthar on

the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah). When he will ask why this is being done, the

angels will reply that he does not know what innovations these people had

introduced into the religion (D'in) after his demise. [Mishkat p. 487]

One of these innovations is that they fabricate their own beliefs that are

contradictory to the Qur'an and Ahadith by attributing Allah's knowledge to the

Holy Prophet (JL-j u^ i»t j^».

With regard to his intercession for mankind on the Day of Judgement, the

Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ibi J^> also mentioned that Allah will inspire him with such

words of praise for Allah that he will only be made aware of at that time. [Mishkat

p. 488]

These Aayat (verses) of the Qur'an and Ahadith make it clear that the Holy

Prophet fJLij Up in ju did not receive the knowledge of all things before his

demise. It is strange that people do not want to accept the Qur'an and Ahadith

despite claiming to love the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up ^ JU»!

^ jM^J 4)J»J cT^b JLJ-Wb j^j jyUj uUl' J>jk> jfj ^5^ OJ±> riXji
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(51) Warn thereby those who fear that they will be gathered unto their Lord in a

manner that they shall have no helper, nor any intercessor, so that they may be

apprehensive. (52) Do not shun those who call unto their Lord morning and

evening, aspiring for His pleasure. You are not accountable at all for them, nor

are they at all accountable for you, that you shun them and become of the

oppressors. (53) Thus We tested them with each other so that they say, "These

are those whom Allah has blessed from amongst us/' Allah knows well who the

grateful ones are. (54) When those come to you who believe in Our verses, then

say to them, "Peace be upon you. Your Lord has ordained mercy upon Himself,

that whoever of you should sin out of ignorance, thereafter repent and reform,

then verily Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful." (55) In this manner We
elucidate verses so that the path of the criminals may be manifest.

DO NOT REPEL THOSE WHO SUPPLICATE TO THEIR LORD
MORNING AND EVENING

These verses begin by instructing the Holy Prophet ^l^ U* & s J^ to warn

people by means of the Qur'an. Allah says, "Warn thereby those who fear that they

will be gathered unto their Lord in a manner that they shall have no helper, nor any

intercessor, so that they may be apprehensive/' This is so that they can remain aloof

from sin and disbelief (fcw/r).

Thereafter Allah declares, "Do not shun those who call unto their Lord morning

and evening, aspiring for His pleasure."

THE VIRTUE OF THE POOR COMPANION (SAHABA) <**. k ^j
AND ALLAH'S INSTRUCTION TO BE COURTEOUS TOWARDS
THEM

"Malimut Tanzil" (v. 2 p.99) reports from Sayyidina Salman Farsi «* & ^j
and Sayyidina Khabbab bin Arat ^ &\ ^>j that the above verse was revealed with

reference to them. They narrate that Aqra bin Yabis Tamimi, Uyaynah bin Hisn

Fazari and other leaders of tribes came into the presence of the Holy Prophet J-*

pi-.^ Up i»t They noticed that with the Holy Prophet ^JL-^ Up i\ JU were people like

Sayyidina Bilal **. 'h ^> Sayyidina Suhaib ** &\ ^Jf Sayyidina Ammar ^ h ^ Jf

Sayyidina Khabbab **> ifo ^j and other Companion (Sahaba)^ ifo ^j who were

considered to be unworthy people.
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The group of leaders looked down upon these Companion (Sahaba) fa ^>j^ and told the Holy Prophet pi-,
_>
4* fa J^> that it would be better if he sat apart

from them and kept a distance from them since their clothes were foul-smelling

and they (the leaders) would be safe from them.

During those times, these Companion (Sahaba)^ fa ^j could only afford

woollen clothes that produced an unpleasant odour when a person perspired.

The affluent people requested to be placed apart from the other Companion
(Sahaba) r^ fa \^j so that they may benefit exclusively from the Holy Prophet

rL-j Aip fa jl*. When the Holy Prophet^3 Up fa JU told them that he would not
repel any believer (Mu'min) from his company, they said, "Then at least assign a

special place for us so that the Arabs may recognise our authority. Many
delegations come to you and we are embarrassed that they see us with these

people. When we come to you, then send them away and, when we have
completed, you may sit with them if you please."

The Holy Prophet (JL,j Up fa JU said that it could be done. They then
requested that the Holy Prophet jJL-j a> fa ju write them a guarantee to that

effect, so he summoned for some paper and for Sayyidina Ali *& fa ^j to write.

Sayyidina Salman **> fa \^j and Sayyidina Khabbab ** fa ^ narrate that they
were sitting in a corner at that time, when Jibr'il f

Sui Up appeared with the verse
"Do not shun those who call unto their Lord morning and evening, aspiring for His

pleasure../'

When the verse was revealed the Holy Prophet pJL-j *A* fa JL> threw the

paper away and called for those poor Companion (Sahaba)^ fa ^Jm When they
came before him, the Holy Prophet ^j Up fa JU told them, "Peace be upon you.
Your Lord has ordained mercy upon Himself." They say that thereafter they
always remained with the Holy Prophet pi-yUp fa JL* and whenever he wanted
to leave, he would stand up and proceed.

Thereafter Allah revealed the verse of Surah Kahf (Surah 18, verse 28)

instructing, "Endure with those who call unto their Lord by morning and evening,

seeking His pleasure." They say that then the Holy Prophet ^j Up fa JU would
remain with them constantly and they sat very close to him. It would then
happen that they would get up first so that it would not be inconvenient for the

Holy Prophet pL-j <ip fa ju>.

After all of the above transpired, The Holy Prophet ^^^faj^ said, "All

praise be to Allah, Who had not taken my life till He instructed me to endure
steadfastly with a group of my Ummah." Then, addressing these Companion
(Sahaba)^ fa^Jf he said, "With you is my life and with you is my death."

Allah specifically instructed the Holy Prophet jJL-j U* fa J^ to associate with
those who had accepted Islam and did not take heed of the request of the leaders,

even though they may have become Muslims later. While the virtue of the poor
Companion (Sahaba)^ fa ^j was made apparent, the incident also emphasises
the fact that Muslims should be given preference above those who have not yet

accepted Islam.

"You are not accountable- at all for them, nor are they at all accountable for you,

that you shun them and become of the oppressors." Certain commentators have
interpreted this verse to mean that it was not the responsibility of the Holy
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Prophet pJL-j 4ip &\ J^> to gauge the inner condition of the poor Companion
(Sahaba)^ Jto ^j. They should be judged according to what is apparent and be

allowed to remain with him and benefit from his company.

The Holy Prophet pL-j <uU &\ JU could not dismiss them on account of their

inner spiritual condition since he was unable to determine this. In the same way,

they were unable to examine the inner condition of the Holy Prophet *Jp & J^>

According to other commentators, the verse refers to the leaders of the

Quraish. The verse will therefore mean that the Holy Prophet jJL^ Up &\ J^> was

not to shun the poor Gompanion (Sahaba)^ &\ \^j for the benefit of those who
had not yet accepted Islam, for their inner condition is not the responsibility of

the Holy Prophet (JL-j aJU ifci ju. Allah shall decide whether they should become

Muslims or not. The Holy Prophet jJL,3 Up ifci JU could only accede to the request

of the leaders to shun the poor Muslims if it were his duty to guide these people.

However, this is Allah' s task. Allah then states that if the Holy Prophet U* & J^>

fJL-j were to shun the poor, he would "become of the oppressors."

THE PUNISHMENT OF THE HAUGHTY AND A WARNING TO
THOSEWHO BOAST ABOUT THEIR WEALTH

A chronic disease- among those who have wealth or some authority is that

they look down on the poor and consider them to be inferior. They do not want

even to sit with them and do not reply to their greeting. This is because of pride,

which is such a trait that even prevents a person from accepting the truth.

The Holy Prophet jJL-j U* & J^> said, "On the Day of Judgement the proud

people will appear as humans, but their bodies will be reduced to the size of

ants. Disgrace will encompass them from all sides and they will be driven to a

prison of Hell called 'Bawlis.' A fire that will consume all other fires will be

stoked above them and they will be fed the effluvium of the people of Hell."

[Mishkdtp.433]

It is indeed foolish that people boast about their wealth since this is no

achievement. Wealth is a separate entity from any human being, unlike noble

character and humility that beautify a person. Spending this wealth for the

pleasure of Allah will be considered to be a noble quality. It is foolish to consider

favourably only those who possess wealth and positions, even though such

people may be disbelievers (Kuffar), irreligious and atheists.

Allah considers belief (Iman) and piety (taqwa) to be meritorious, as well as

good deeds. Allah says in Surah Hujurat (Surah 49, verse 13), "Indeed the most

honoured ofyou in the sight ofAllah are those with the most piety (taqwa)." Allah had

conferred honour on the poor and weak Companion (Sahaba) ^ & ^j by

instructing the Holy Prophet ^j Up i» JU to remain with them.

THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN RICH AND POOR IS A TEST FROM
ALLAH

"Thus We tested them with each other so that they say, 'These are those whom
Allah has blessed from amongst us. "'It is learnt from this verse that the various

differences among people has been ordained by Allah as a test for man. Often
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those who have been given extra wealth consider others to be inferior to them

instead of showing gratitude to Allah. If this difference did not exist, there would

be none to look down upon and it would be easier for people to express

gratitude to Allah. In that case there would have been no test for people.

Many of those blessed with wealth or authority seem to think that only they

are worthy of receiving goodness and that the poor do not even deserve to be

given anything in religion (Win). They think that the poor cannot have guidance

because only the rich are worthy of it. Allah speaks of this in Surah Ah'qaf when
He says, "The disbelievers say about the believers, 'If this (faith) was good, they (the

poor people) would have never beaten us to it. - [Surah 46, verse 11]

The rich often think that since they have not adopted a particular religion

(D'in), the religion (Win) must be incorrect even though clear signs and proofs

prove it to be true. They have invented these beliefs on their own and do not

seem to understand that the very same Allah Who gave them what they have can

grant guidance to whomsoever He wishes. There is no rule which states that only

the rich can be guided and that the poor must remain astray.

Such people should turn in repentance to their Lord and adopt the means to

please Him, abstaining from sins as well. They should be prepared to accept the

truth when it is presented to them and not to look at who is participating in it.

"Allah knows well who the grateful ones are. "Allah is well aware of those who,

despite their poverty, show gratitude to Him and accept the truth. As occurred in

the time of the Holy Prophet ^JL-j <Op i»i JL*, today there are also many who look

down at religious people because of their lack of wealth, their old clothes and

dilapidated homes.

One of the earliest stalwarts of Islam was Sayyidina Bilal ** ifo ^ Jf the first

"Muadhdhin" (one who gives the Adhan) in Islam. People are prepared to name
their children BilaJ, but consider the task of the Muaddhin too menial for their

children. People refer to the Muaddhin as a person who eats the bread of the

Masjid, failing to realise that eating the bread of the Masjid is much better than

consuming the Unlawful (Haram) that they do. The consequence of their pride

and haughtiness will become apparent on the Day of Judgment, when those that

they looked down upon will enter the gardens of Heaven (Jannah) while they will

be made to suffer in Hell.

AFFLUENCE AND POVERTY ARE NOT CRITERIA FOR
ACCEPTANCE BY ALLAH

The criteria for acceptance by Allah are Belief (Iman), good actions,

adherence to the obligations (Faraidh) and abstinence from sin. Just as many
wealthy people are guilty of neglecting these practices, many poor people are

also guilty of the same. They unnecessarily harbour jealousy against the rich and

say words of disbelief (kufr) e.g. Allah has given them and deprived us. Such

people will also have to face grievous consequences in the Akhirah (Hereafter).

Sayyidina Abu Huraira ** ifo ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet^ 3 *A* &\ ,J^>

advised, "When any of you sees a person who is superior to you in wealth or in

physical beauty, then you should look at someone less fortunate than yourself."
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[Bukhariv.2p.960]

According to another hadith, the Holy Prophet^^i JL* said, "Look at

those less fortunate than yourself and do not look at those who are more

fortunate than yourself. If you do so, you will be ungrateful for Allah's bounties

on you." [Muslim v. 2 p.407]

In matters pertaining to this world, one should look at those who are less

fortunate so that he may appreciate what Allah has given him. In matters

relating to the Akhirah (Hereafter), one should look at those who excel one so that

one may be encouraged to compete with them.

THE EXCELLENCE OF THE POORWHO ARE PIOUS

The verse . describes the poor Companion (Sahaba) ^ ^ ^j as people

who"caZZ unto their Lord morning and evening, seeking His pleasure/' Therefore, only

those poor people will be considered to be good who have Belief (Iman) and do

righteous deeds.

Sayyidina Abu Sa'id Khudri ** i» ^j narrates that he once sat with the

poor immigrant Companion (Sahaba) ^ & ^j and noticed that they were

concealing themselves with each other's bodies i.e. because of their lack of

clothing, they sat in such a manner that none could see their Satr (parts of the

body that need to be covered at all times). He continues to narrate that one of

them was reciting the Qur'an when the Holy Prophet pJL^ Up i»t J^ appeared.

Upon his appearance, the reciter stopped.

When the Holy Prophet jJL^ *A* &s J^ asked what they were doing, they

replied that they were listening to the recital of the Qur'an. The Holy Prophet JL»

pJL-j U* ifo exclaimed, "All praise is for Allah Who has placed in my Ummah such

people with whom I have been instructed to remain."

Thereafter the Holy Prophet^ Up ^ JU indicated that they should all

assemble around him in such a manner that all of them faced the noble

countenance of the Holy Prophet ^JL-j U* it ju*. He then said, "O destitute

members of the emigrants (Muhajirln)l Accept the glad tiding that you will be

granted perfect light on the Day of Judgment. You shall enter Heaven (Jannah)

half a day before the rich, and half a day of the Akhirah (Hereafter) equals 500

years of this world." [Abu Dawud v. 2 p.160]

"When those come to you who believe in Our verses, then say to them, 'Peace be

upon you. Your Lord has ordained mercy upon Himself... - In this verse, Allah informs

the Holy Prophet pJL-j U* ibi ju* how he should address the poor Companion

(Sahaba) r^p ifo ^>
"....that whoever of you should sin out of ignorance, thereafter repent and reform,

then verily Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful. "The word "ignorance" does not

refer to a lack of knowledge, but to 'practical ignorance' i.e. despite being aware

of the sin, a person still commits the sin because he is heedless of the retribution

for the sin.

"In this manner We elucidate verses so that the path of the criminals may be

manifest." Explaining this verse, the author of "Ruhul Ma'am" writes that one of
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the benefits of elucidating the verses is that the way of the wrongdoers is made
known to us so that we may avoid committing similar sins.

58

(56) Say, "I have been prohibited from worshipping those that you call upon

besides Allah." Say, "I dp not follow your whims, for then I shall go astray and

will not be of the rightly guided ones." (57) Say, "Verily I am on a clear proof

from my Lord, whereas you have denied it. I do not have that which you seek to

hasten. Decisions rest only with Allah. He declares the truth and is the best of

all those who make decisions." (58) Say, "If I had what you seek to hasten, the

matter would have been decided between us. Allah knows best who the

oppressors are.

THE PROHIBITION AGAINST FOLLOWING THOSE WHO ARE
ASTRAY

Allah instructs the Holy Prophet ^ Up i>n JU with several commands in

the above verses. Firstly Allah says, "Say, '/ have been prohibited from worshipping

those that yon call upon besides Allah.' Say, 'I do not follow your whims (so do not

entertain hopes that I will join your ranks), for then J shall go astray and will not be

of the rightly guided ones." The same subject matter is discussed in Surah kafirun

{Surah 109).

Secondly, Allah instructs the Holy Prophet jJL-j *4±&\J~* , "Say, 'Verily I am

on a clear prooffrom my Lord..." i.e. I am convinced that I am Allah's messenger

and that what I convey is the absolute truth/Clear signs and conclusive evidence

prove this and there are no doubts whatsoever. While this is the truth, the

disbelievers (Kujfar) "have denied it."

Besides denying the truth, they insisted that if they were wrong, why does

Allah's punishment not afflict them? They seemed to want to hasten the

punishment to decide the matter. However, to send punishment is only in the

hands of Allah. Therefore, the Holy Prophet jJL.j 4* &'JU is commanded to say,

7 do not have that which you seek to hasten. Decisions rest only with Allah."

It is sheer foolishness that they request for punishment to decide the

veracity of the Holy Prophet jJL. j^ i» J*>. Allah has already elucidated the truth

to guide people, as He says, "He declares the truth and is the best of all those who

make decisions."

The third instruction to the Holy Prophet jJL-j <uU ii JU> is to "Say, 'If I had
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what you seek to hasten, the matter would have been decided between us." i.e. If I have

the authority to punish people, the punishment would have come by now.
However, instead of accepting the truth, the Polytheists sought punishment and

continued in their oppressive ways of denying the truth. Denial is the greatest

oppression of one's soul and "Allah knows best who the oppressors are." He shall

surely punish them in the Akhirah (Hereafter), if not in this world.

(59) With Him are the keys of the unseen, about which none besides Him has

any knowledge. He knows what is on the land and within the oceans. He is

Aware of every leaf falling from a tree. Every grain in the darkness of the earth

and every moist and dry thing is in the clear Book. (60) He is the One Who raises

yours souls by night, knows what you do by day and awakens you to complete

the fixed term. Then unto Him is your return and He shall inform you of what

you used to do.

THE KEYS OF THE UNSEEN ARE ONLY WITH ALLAH AND HE IS

AWARE OF EVERYTHING ON LAND AND IN THE SEA

In numerous verses of the Qur'an, Allah has summed up His knowledge by

saying, "He has knowledge ofeverything." Allah says in Surah Taghabun, "He knows

what is in the heavens and the earth, and knows what you hide and what you disclose.

Allah knows the secrets ofyour hearts. " [Surah 64, verse 4]

Says Allah in Surah Yunus (Surah 10, verse 61), "Not even the equivalent of the

weight of an atom in the heavens and the earth escapes Allah." In a verse of Surah

Ma'idah Allah says, "This is so that you may know that to Allah belongs what is in the

heavens and what is in the earth and that verily Allah has knowledge of all things."

[Surah 5, verse 97]

A verse in Surah Talaq (Surah 65, verse 12) reads, "Verily the knowledge ofAllah

encompasses everything." Allah says in a verse of Surah Naml, "Say, 'None in the

heavens and the earth has knowledge of the unseen besides Allah. They do not even know

when they will be resurrected. " [Surah 27, verse 65]

In the verses under discussion Allah declares, "With Him are the keys of the

unseen, about whichnone besides Him has any knowledge. He knows what is on the land

and within the oceans." He has knowledge of the millions of creatures and their

species in the entire universe. Besides this "He is aware of every leaffalling from a

tree. Every grain in the darkness of the earth and every moist and dry thing is in the clear

Book." viz, the "Lawhul Mahfuz" {"The Protected Tablet").

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas **> &\ ^j has mentioned that "moist" things
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refer to things that grow, whereas "dry" things refer to those things that do not

grow. Other commentators state that "moist" and "dry" refer to everything in the

universe because all bodies are either wet or dry in nature. Another opinion is

that "wet" refers to animate beings, while "dry" denotes inanimate objects.

Allah does not need to record all these things in the "Lawhul Mahfuz"

because He possesses the knowledge Himself. The reason for recording it is so

that the angels may read their instructions from it. Another reason is so that

people have the conviction that all their actions have been recorded. It is called

the Lawhul Mahfuz (Protected Tablet) because it cannot be altered and because

the Satans (Shayatin) [plural of Satans (Shaytan)] cannot gain access to it. ["Rukul

Ma'ani" v. 7 p. 172]

The knowledge of the unseen is only with Allah and He may confer some of

it to whomsoever He desires. Knowledge that is acquired through the agency of

some medium is not regarded as knowledge of the unseen. It is an ignorant claim

to say that meteorologists and doctors have knowledge of the unseen because

they are able to tell when rain will fall and whether a foetus is male or female.

These factors are determined by means of instruments (sonar equipment) and

physical signs (like wind direction and moisture content in the air).

These are merely predictions and have been proven incorrect on

innumerable occasions. Allah's knowledge is infallible and not dependant on

instruments. Before the creation of Sayyidina Adam pLJ\ .4-U, Allah already knew

the number of his offspring and exactly who will be male and who will be

female. (Nowadays this can only be determined by means of instruments after

the foetus has developed genital organs).

"He is the One Wlto raises yours souls by night... "i.e. Allah puts people off to

sleep at night, thereby taking control of their souls. The Holy Prophet *i* & J-*

,JL-s said, "Sleep is the sister of death." [Mishkat p. 500]

" knows what you do by day... "Allah has mentioned this because people

generally sleep at night and work during the day. However, Allah is just as

aware of the deeds of those who sleep by day and work at night.

Being awake and sleeping are like the life and death that every individual

experiences separately. However, when Judgment day (Qiyamah) arrives, it will

be death for all. Sleep is like an imaginary death and then, when a person's

appointed hour arrives and his fixed term expires, the real death overtakes him.

".....and awakens you (by day) to complete the fixed term." Thereafter, when a

person leaves this temporary abode, Allah reminds him "Then unto Him is your

return and He shall inform you of what you used to do." Allah draws people's

attention to the realisation that they should concern themselves not only with

their worldly lives, but they must also prepare for the Akhirah (Hereafter) as well.

az*j ^UyJ\ (£-U £U \*[ £^ *k*>. ^sib ^yj -£jL-j£ JL* ^UJv j*j
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(61) He is Mighty over His bondsmen and sends guardian angels to you. Until

the time comes when death overtakes any of you, then Our messengers extract

his soul without oversight. (62) Then they are returned to Allah, their True

Master. Lo! Judgment is His and He is the most swift of those who take

reckoning. (63) Say, "Who shall rescue you from the darkness of land and sea

when, humbly and secretly, you call unto Him saying, 'Most surely if You save

us from this, we will definitely be of the grateful ones/" (64) Say, "Allah shall

rescue you from it, and from every other difficulty, then too you ascribe partners

to Him!"

ALLAH IS MIGHTY, HE APPOINTS GUARDIAN ANGELS OVER
YOU AND RESCUES YOU FROM EVERY DIFFICULTY

Allah describes Himself in these verses saying, "He is Mighty over His

bondsmen..." None can overpower Allah and He is at liberty to treat them as He
pleases.

" and sends guardian angels to you. -This refers to the angels who record a

person's deeds, as mentioned in Surah Infitar {Surah S3, verses 10,11,12), "Verily

there are guardians upon you who are noble and recording. They knoio what you do."

Other commentators are of the opinion that these are those angels that Allah

sends to protect people, as mentioned in Surah Ra'd, "For everyone there are angels

ahead ofhim andfollowing behind him, -protecting him..." [Surah 13, verse 11]

The broad context of the verse includes both of the above categories of

angels. Those recording actions record both, the good and the evil deeds. Allah

says in Surah Qaf, "There is a guardian ready for everything a person says." [Surah 50,

verse 18]

Sayyidina Abu Huraira ^ iui ^j narrates that the Holy Propriety j Up &\ JU
said, "The angels of the day and angels of the night alternately come to you.

They gather after the Salahs of Fajr and Asr. When the angels who spent the

night with you ascend to the heavens, Allah asks them, even though He has

perfect knowledge of His bondsmen, 'In what condition did you leave My
servants?' They reply, 'When we left them they were performing Salah and when
we reached them they were also performing Salah." [Mishkat p. 62 from Bukhari and

Muslim]

"Until the time comes when death overtakes any of yon, then Our messengers (i.e.

the angels of death) extract his soul..." The angels that are daily sent to people carry

out tasks throughout the lifetime of these people. Eventually, when their terms

expire and the time comes for them to dies, the angels of death come to extract

their souls. The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 7 p.116) reports from Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Abbas ** i»» ^j that the "messengers" in this verse refer to the

angels of death. They extract the souls " without oversight."
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"Then they are returned to Allah, their True Master. Lo! Judgement is His and He

is the most swift of those who take reckoning." Because of the different actions and

spiritual conditions of people, some will have a quick reckoning while others will

be detained for a longer period. Allah, though, has the power to take reckoning

of everyone in an instant if He pleases.

"Say, 'Who shall rescue you from the darkness of land and sea..." Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Abbas & i»» ^j has interpreted this to refer to the various trials and

difficulties of life. During such trying times, even the idolaters turn to Allah and

"humbly and secretly" they supplicate to Allah thus, "Most surely if You save us

from this, we will definitely be of the grateful ones."

"Say, 'Allah shall rescue you from it, and from every other difficulty, then too you

ascribe partners to Him!" They promise to mend their ways, but when Allah

delivers them from their difficulties, they forget their promises and continue to

commit polytheism (shirk).
'"%

This is as Allah says in Surah Ankabut, "When they board a ship they supplicate

to Allah, sincerely devoting their worship for Him. But when He rescues them to land,

they again begin to ascribe partners to Him to show ingratitude for the things We gave

them and to enjoy. Soon they will come to know. " [Surah 29, verse 65,66]

Such is the psychology of the Polytheists. In times of ease, they commit
polytheism (shirk) and at times of difficulty they turn to Allah. -

pSwAk j\ pU»^ <~^ iy*, j\ ^iji :
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(65) Say, "He is Able to send a punishment to you from above or from beneath

your feet, or provoke you to divide into various factions and taste of each others

brutality." See how We elucidate the verses so that they understand. (66) Your

people deny this when it is the truth. Tell them, "I am not an overseer unto you.

(67) For every proclamation, there is a fixed term and you shall soon come to

know.

ALLAH IS ABLE TO AFFLICT YOU WITH A PUNISHMENT FROM
ABOVE OR FROM BELOW AND CAUSE YOU TO ENGAGE INWAR

The previous verses made mention of calamities at sea, when people turned

to Allah but then forgot Him. That was only one example of Allah's punishment,

otherwise "He is Able to send a punishment to you from above..." As it occurred in

the past, certain nations were destroyed with a shower of stones, a terribly

destructive rainstorm or when Jibr'U (OLJi <d* gave a devastating shriek from the

heavens, causing objects and hearts to shatter. Allah is also able to send a

punishment 'from beneath your feet..." in the form of floods, sinkholes,
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earthquakes, etc.

These are only examples, but Allah is capable of punishing from all six

directions. The Holy Prophet <Jl-j Up it JL* is reported to have made the

following Supplication (du'd), "O Allah protect me from the front, from behind, from

my right, from my left andfrom above. I seek protection with your grandeur that I should

not be destroyedfrom below/' [Mishkat p. 210]

Allah says in Surah Mulk, "Have you taken security from Him in the heavens

•that He causes you to sink in the earth then it is convulsed. Or have you taken security

from Him in the heavens that He showers stones upon you. So soon you will come to

learn ofMy warning. " [Surah 6 7, verses 16,1 7]

" or provoke you to divide into various factions and taste of each others

brutality." The commentator Abul Barakat Nasafi aJLp it ^ writes in his Tafsir

"Madarikut Tanzil" (v. 2 p. 17) that Allah is capable of dividing people into

numerous factions, each having conflicting ideas and desires and following their

own leaders. It will only be in war and battle that they will ever come together.

In this way, each will suffer at the hands of the other. This is a great

punishment that neither descends from the heavens nor emerges from the earth.

It happened to the nations of the past and is evident in this Ummah as well.

Sayyidina Zaid bin Aslam Tabi'i U* it ^j said that when this verse was

revealed, the Holy Prophet ^j <4* & J~* told the Companion (Sahdba) ?+*> iv^j,

"Do not divide into factions after me, decapitating each other with your swords."

Sayyidina Hasan Up it a^ mentioned that "a punishment to you from above or

from beneath your feet... "is addressed to the Polytheists and "or provoke you to

divide into various factions and you taste of each others brutality" is addressed

to the believers (Mu'minin). [Durrul Manthur v. 3 p.20]

Sayyidina Sa'd ^ it ^j narrates that once the Holy Prophet pL-j <4* Ayj*

passed the mosque (Masjid) of Bani Mu'awiya and performed two Rakahs Salah

there. The Companion (Sahaba) r^ it ^j also performed two Rakahs Salah with

him. The Holy Prophet^ 4* i\ JL* made a lengthy Supplication (du'a) and then

told them, "I asked my Lord for three things, two of which were accepted, and

the third was refused. I asked my Lord not to destroy my Ummah by drought,

and this was accepted. Then I asked my Lord not to drown my Ummah and He

accepted this as well. When I asked that my Ummah should not fight amongst

themselves, this Supplication (du'a) was not accepted." [Mishkat p. 512]

Although floods and droughts have killed many people of this Ummah,
they have never destroyed the entire Ummah because of the supplication (du'a)

of the Holy Prophet (JL. 3 <A* & J^>.

"See haw We elucidate the verses so that they understand." It is the grace of

Allah that He has explained His verses in great detail, furnishing all the

necessary proofs so that people may be guided.

"Your people deny this when it is the truth. Tell them, 7 am not an overseer unto

you. Inflicting punishment is not the duty of the Holy Prophet pi-^ Up di J^> but

is exclusive to Allah.
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"For every proclamation there is a fixed term and you shall soon come to know."

This means that whatever has been proclaimed to people has a fixed period

during which it will come to pass. Only Allah knows when they will take place,

and people will come to learn of them in due course.

j>j^>i \j lb l^

(68) When you see those who engage in finding fault with Our verses, then turn

away from them until they engage in some other talk. Should Devil (Shaytan)

cause you to forget, then after recalling, do not sit with the oppressive folk. (69)

The cautious ones are not at all accountable for them, but it is an advice so that

they fear. (70) Forsake those who take their religion (D'ln) as a play and sport,

whom the worldly life has deceived. Advise hereby (with the Qur'an) so that no

soul is apprehended by its deeds. There shall be neither helper nor intercessor

for her (the soul) besides Allah. Should she offer every compensation, it would

not be accepted from her. Those are the ones who have been apprehended

because of their actions. They shall have a drink of boiling water and an

excruciating punishment because they used to disbelieve.

THE PROHIBITION AGAINST SITTING IN GATHERINGS WHERE
ISLAM IS CRITICIZED

It happened once that believers (Mu'minin) and polytheists were sitting

together, when the polytheists, having no reverence for the Qur'an, began to

scoff and jeer at the Qur'an. Allah advised the Muslims saying, "When you see

those who engage in finding fault with Our verses, then turn awayfrom them until they
.

engage in some other talk. Should Devil (Shaytan) cause you to forget, then after

recalling, do not sit with the oppressive folk."

This subject matter has already been discussed in verse 140 of Surah Nisa,

where Allah says, "It has already been revealed to you in the Book that when you hear

the verses of Allah being rejected and ridiculed, you should not sit with them until they

engage in other talks. Without doubt, in that case, you will be just like them."

The objection is raised that it is necessary to associate with the disbelievers

(Kuffar) for the purpose of conveying the message of Islam to them. It is said that

unless one interacts with the disbelievers (Kuffar), the message of Islam will not
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reach them. In reply to this Allah says, "The cautious ones are not at all accountable

for them [the disbelievers (Kuffar)], but it is an advice so that they fear."

This verse means that those believers (Mu'minin) who are firm in their Belief

(Iman), who recognize the truth from falsehood and who will not be influenced

by the criticism of the disbelievers (Kuffar) may associate with them with the sole

objective of advising them. Perchance they may take heed.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 7 p.184) quotes from Abu Ja'far «jl* A» <^j

that when the verse, "after recalling, do not sit with the oppressive folk" was

revealed, the Muslims said, 'If we immediately get up when the Polytheists

criticize that Qur'an, we will then not be able to sit in the Masjidul Haram, nor

make Circumambulation (Tawaf) of the Ka'ba (because the Polytheists will never

stop their gatherings)." On this occasion Allah revealed the verse, "The cautious

ones are not at all accountable for them (the disbelievers), but it is an advice so that they

fear." The verse told them that as long as they were practising good and did not

participate in the gatherings of the Polytheists, they were not responsible for the

actions of the Polytheists. At the same time, they were not to neglect advising

them.

SHUNNING THOSE WHO TAKE THEIR RELIGION (DIN) AS
PLAY AND SPORT AND WHO ARE BEGUILED BY THE LIFE OF
THIS WORLD

Allah says, "Forsake those who take their religion (D'ln) (Islam) as a play and

sport, whom the worldly life has deceived. However, one should not ignore them

totally, but one should "advise hereby (with the Qur'an) so that no soul is apprehended

by its deeds."

Concerning those who have remained aloof from guidance and refused to

accept the truth, Allah says that on the Day of Judgement "There shall be neither

helper nor intercessor for her (the soul) besides Allah." The Holy Prophets £%~b ^^
were commissioned to convey the message and it was only the foolish ones who
do not accept. They will be subjected to the everlasting torments of Hell when no

ransom will avail any person. However, to save their souls, if they had the

opportunity, they will try to pay the compensation. Allah says, "Should she offer

every compensation, it would not be acceptedfrom her."

Allah had mentioned in Surah Ma'idah (Surah 5, verse 36), "Indeed if the

disbelievers (Kuffar) possessed whatever is in the earth plus the like thereof in addition to

ransom themselves from the punishment of the Day of Judgement, it will not be accepted

from them. Theirs shall be an agonizing chastisement." This subject has been

discussed on numerous occassions in the Qur'an.

"Those are the ones who have been apprehended because of their actions. They shall

have a drink of boiling water..." Allah says in Surah Muhammad, "They will be made

to drink boiling water that will slash their intestines to shreds." [Surah 47, verse 15]

Added to this they will have to suffer "an excruciating punishment because

they used to disbelieve."

Lesson: The above verse prohibits Muslims from attending such gatherings

where Allah, the Holy Prophet pJL^ 4*- i» JU the Qur'an or the religion (D'ln) of
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Islam are denied or ridiculed. In many countries where Muslims are in the

minority, the disbelievers (Knffar) convene gatherings and organise dramas that

ridicule Islam and the Muslims. They even invite the Muslims to these

gatherings; sadly many Muslims ignorantly attend and tolerate them.

The disbelievers (Knffar) also write literature that derides Islam, and

. Muslims in universities and colleges read them in the name of research. This is

also Unlawful (Hardm), as is attending such gatherings as mentioned above. It

constitutes disrespect and impertinence to hear or read discourses that mock
Islam. If a person attended such a gathering innocently, then he should not delay

to leave, as Allah says, "after recalling, do not sit with the oppressive folk."

There are occasions when it becomes necessary to reply to their mockery

and abuse of Islam. In such cases, it is permissible for only such Muslims to

attend these gatherings who are able to decisively debate the disbelievers (Knffar)

involved.

The tragedy is that most Muslims do not educate themselves sufficiently in

Islam. They spend years acquiring the knowledge of this world, but are ignorant

about Islamic beliefs, practices, the teachings of the Qur'an and Ahadith and the

biography of the Holy Prophet fl-j Up i»v-JU» They therefore swallow the abuse of

the disbelievers (Knffar) and cannot contest them. Worse still is the fact that they

are then influenced by the talk of the disbelievers (Knffar) and begin to doubt

Islam. Eventually they develop such an inferiority complex that they listen to

everything that the disbeliever (kdfir) says without a word of objection. It is

totally Unlawful (Hardm) for such people to attend these gatherings.

Even more surprising are those Muslims who go to Orientalist educators in

disbelievers (Knffar) universities to obtain some degree in Islamic studies. In the

course of their studies their "educators" continuously raise objections against

Islam (mostly in the name of a "critical analysis"), thereby teaching them how to

raise objections against Islam. They then attain their degrees by using the very

answers furnished by these Orientalists, and later propagate these to other

students and their students when they begin to lecture. Thus, they preach the

teachings of Islamic enemies. It is Unlawful (Hardm) to enrol at such universities
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(71) Say, "Leaving Allah, should we call unto that which cannot benefit us, nor

harm us and turn back on our heels after Allah had guided us? Should we be

like he whom Devil (Shaytan) had deviated from the path in a forest, leaving

him bewildered when he has companions calling him to guidance saying, 'Come

to us!"' Say, "Verily only the guidance of Allah is guidance and we have been

commanded to surrender to the Lord of the universe, ... (72) to establish Salah and

to fear Him. He is the One unto Whom you will be gathered." (73) He is the One

Who created the heavens and the earth with the truth. The day when He shall

say, "Be!" and it will be. His speech is the truth and sovereignty shall be His on

the day when the trumpet is blown. He is the Knower of the unseen and the

visible and He is the Wise, the Informed.

ONLY THE GUIDANCE OF ALLAH IS GUIDANCE

It is narrated in "Durrul Manthur" that the Polytheists told the believers

(Mu'minin) to follow their way and discard the way of the Holy Prophet Up &\ J^>

fJL-j. In reply to this Allah revealed the above verse viz. "Say, Leaving Allah,

should we call unto that which cannot benefit us, nor harm us and turn back on our heels

after Allah hqd guided us ??.

.

"

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** &\ ^j has mentioned that Allah has cited

the example of a person who lost the way. His companions call him to the right

path, but the Devils (Shayatin) are there frightening him so that he follows their

desires. He thus stands bewildered and motionless. If he responds to the Devils

(Shayatin), he will be destroyed, but if he hearkens to his companions, he will be

guided.

When the disbelievers (Kujfar) call the believers (Mu'minin) to follow them,

Allah instructs that they should reply, "Say, 'Leaving Allah (Who has perfect

authority to effect harm and benefit), shoidd we call unto that which cannot benefit

us, nor harm us and turn back on our heels after Allah had guided us? Should we be like

he who Devil (Shaytan) had deviated from the path in a forest, leaving him bewildered

when he has companions calling him to guidance saying, 'Come to us!" This will be the

consequence of accepting the advice of the disbelievers (Kujfar).

"Say, 'Verily only the guidance of Allah is guidance..." Once a person has

received guidance from Allah, he does not require any other recommendations,

especially from the disbelievers (Kujfar).

Furthermore, the believers (Mu'minin) are commanded to say, "and we have

been commanded to surrender to the Lord of the universe, to establish Salah and to fear

Him. He is the One unto Whom you will be gathered." How can one forsake Oneness

of Allah (Tauhid) and the worship of Allah, when one- will have to stand before

Allah on the Day of Judgment.

"He is the One Who created the heavens and the earth with the truth." i.e with

perfection. Resurrection is by no means farfetched, especially for Allah. He is

Omnipotent and doing things is extremely easy for Him, as Allah says, "The day

when He shall say, 'Be!' and it will be."

"His speech is the truth and His shall be the sovereignty the day when the trumpet

is bloiun. " On that fateful day, none shall have any authority but Him.
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"He is the Knower of the unseen and the visible and He is the Wise, the Informed."

According to His wisdom, He will give retribution and when He decides that the

trumpet be blown to signal the Day ofJudgment, only then will it be blown.

4j4^ ^^ jc 51 c£ ^j 1li Ju d^c jisi( i;j lis f™2 <^5*
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(74) When Ibrahim told his father Azar, "Do you take idols as your deity?

Indeed I see you and your people in manifest error." (75) Thus We showed
Ibrahim the kingdoms of the heavens and the earth so that he may become of

those convinced. (76) When the night shrouded him he saw a star. He said, "This

is my Lord!" But when it set he said, "I do not like things that set." (77) When he

saw the moon shining, he said, "This is my Lord!" But when it set, he said, "If

my Lord does not guide me I shall surely become of the strayed nation." (78)

When he saw the sun shining he said, "This is my Lord! This is the greatest!"

But when it set he said, "O my people, indeed I am innocent of the things that

you ascribe." (79) "Verily, I have turned my face to the Being Who created the

heavens and the earth, detaching myself from all others and inclining only to

Allah, and I am not of the Polytheists (Mushrikin)." (80) His people debated

with him. He said, "Do you debate with me concerning Allah, when He has

guided me? I do not fear what you ascribe as partner to Him, unless my Lord

wills something. The knowledge of my Lord encompasses everything. Will you
not take heed? (81) "How can I fear that which you associate as partners when
you do not fear that you ascribe such partners to Allah regarding whom Allah

has not revealed a warrant to you? So which of the two groups are more worthy
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of safety; if you have knowledge?" (82) Those who believe and do not obscure

their belief with oppression, only for such people will be safety and only they

are rightly guided.

THE DEBATE OF SAYYIDINA IBRAHIM fiU\ U* ABOUT THE
WORSHIP OF THE STARS, MOON AND SUN

Sayyidina Ibrahim ^^LJi <uU is considered to be the father of all the Holy

Prophets <oi~J» r$j^ who came after him. His nation lived in the vicinity of

Babylon, which is situated in present-day Iraq. The king at that time was a

person called Nimrud, who claimed to be Allah. The people worshipped idols

and even the father of Sayyidina Ibrahim (OLJ «Up was an idolater.

Sayyidina Ibrahim f^S\ <uU, who was born as a believer in one deity, invited

the people to Oneness of Allah (Tauhid) and underwent tremendous sacrifices for

this cause. His confrontation with Nimrud is narrated in Surah Baqarah (Surah 2,

verse 258) in the verse, "Did you not see the one who disputed with Ibrahim r
%ji .a*

concerning his Lord../' The incident where he was thrown into a raging fire will be

discussed in Surah Anbiya and Surah Saffat (Surahs 21 and 37 respectively).

In the above verse, Allah says, "When Ibrahim told his father Azar, 'Do you take

idols as your deity? Indeed I see you and your people in manifest error." In Surah

Maryam (Surah 19, verse 42), the address of Sayyidina Ibrahim f*~b Up also appears

where he told his father, "O my belovedfather, why do you worship that which cannot

hear, cannot see and cannot benefit you in the least?" He also exhorted his father not

to worship Devil (Shaytan) and that remaining as he was would invite the

punishment of Allah.

His father listened but refused to accept and the blurted out, "If you do not

desist, I shall surely stone you (to death)! Leave me to be totally separated from us!"

[Surah Maryam, verse 46]

Ibn Kathir 4* &\ k^j writes in "Al Bidaya wan Nihayah" (v. 1 p.104) that the

people of Damascus and those in its vicinity worshipped seven stars and each of

the seven doors of Damascus bore the picture of one of these stars. They made
offerings to these stars and had feasts in their names. (The seven stars refer to the

sun, moon and the planets Mars, Venus/Mercury, Jupiter and Saturn). It appears

that the incident mentioned in the verse occurred somewhere near Damascus,

after Sayyidina Ibrahim fXJi Up had left his people.

The incident was that he once saw a bright and shining star. According to

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ i»t ^>j this was Jupiter, while Sayyidina

Qatadah Up iui^ maintains that it was Venus. As a lesson to the worshippers of

these planets who were also present Sayyidina Ibrahim f^s U* said, "This is my
Lord!" After a while "when it set he said, I do not like things that set. i.e. How can

one worship something that disappears and not there when you need it?

Thereafter the moon, being brighter than any star or planet appeared.

"When he saw the moon shining, he said, 'This is my Lord!' But when it set, he said, 'If

my Lord does not guide me I shall surely become of the strayed nation. '"In this way he

invited them to Oneness of Allah (Tauhid) in a most unique way and this

statement alluded to them that they were a nation gone astray.
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"When he saw the sun shining he said, 'This is my Lord! (Since he knew that

after the sun, no brighter celestial body would appear, he added) This is the

greatest!" Knowing that the discourse was now to end, he waited for the sun to

set and then said most decisively without hinting, "O my people, indeed 1 am
innocent of things that you ascribe..."

In this way he impressed upon their minds that whatever they worshipped
were the creation of Allah and that He decides when they should appear and
disappear. He meant to inform them that just as he absolves himself from
worshipping these things, they should also refrain from the practice.

Thereafter, he went on to say even more unambiguously, "Verily, I have

turned my face to the Being Who created the heavens and the earth, detaching myself

from all others and inclining only to Allah, and I am not of the Polytheists (Mushrikln)."

SAYYIDINA IBRAHIM'S "f*~S\ Up REPLY TO THE PEOPLE'S
PROTESTS

Sayyidina Ibrahim f**J\ Up had already proven to his people the fallacy of

their beliefs, rendered them speechless and declared his Belief (Iman). Yet they

disputed with him saying that they had found their forefathers doing the same.

They wanted him to rather become one of them. Allah describes the scene when
He says, "His people debated with him. He said, 'Do you debate with me concerning

Allah, when He has guided me? '"i.e. since I am convinced about my religion (D'in),

how can I leave it for you?

It seems that they then threatened Sayyidina Ibrahim £kJ\^ with their false

gods, to which he replied, "I do not fear what you ascribe as partner to Him...

"These are lifeless and can do no harm nor any good. He then added "unless my
Lord wills something." Only in this ease can anything happen to one. "The

knowledge ofmy Lord encompasses everything. Will you not take heed?" It is now only

left to them to accept since they have been presented with the detailed proofs of

Oneness of Allah (Tauhid).

"How can Ifear that which you associate as partners when you do notfear that you
ascribe such partners to Allah regarding whom Allah has not revealed a warrant to

you?" It is not possible that these false gods should be feared when they do not

possess the capacity to harm anyone. The Polytheists should rather fear Allah

since He is most Capable of effecting good and harm. Whatever they fabricate

has not been warranted by Allah, but rather condemned by Him.

"So which of the two groups are more worthy of safety; if you have knowledge?"

The one group consists of those who accept Allah as their sole deity while the

other ascribes others as partners to Him. The second group are the guilty ones
who threaten those who believe in Allah. The answer to this question can be
ascertained simply by applying one's intelligence.

Allah then replies by saying, "Those who believe and do not obscure their belief

with oppression, only for such people will be safety and only they are rightly guided."

This verse declares the safety of those who possess true Belief (Iman) i.e. their

beliefs and actions comply perfectly with the Shari'ah. The verse refers to those

who do not obscure their belief in Allah with polytheism (shirk). Only their Belief
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(Iman) is acceptable in the sight of Allah. They believe in Allah, all His

messengers fiLJ\ 4*/ Books, the Akhirah (Hereafter) and everything that was

brought by the Holy Prophets r
%~J< ^. After the advent of the Holy Prophet J^

(JL-j Up &\, Belief (Iman) will never be acceptable without belief in him as well.

^Xj i)[ ilii cr* y-^P £-V *$tf & -*-<£A W^ 1 * l—***>- d%j
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(83) This is Our argument that We gave to Ibrahim f%J» *J* against his nation.

We raise the stages of whomsoever We wish. Verily your Lord is the Wise, All

Knowing. (84) We gifted him with Is'haq and Ya'qub, both of whom We guided.

We guided Nun from before and from his progeny Dawud, Sulayman, Ayyub,

Yusuf, Musa and Harun. Thus We reward those who do good. (85) And

Zakariyya, Yahya, Isa and Ilyas, all of whom were of the righteous... (86) And

Isma'il, Yasa, Yunus and Lut. Each of them We favoured above the universe...

(87) ..and from their forefathers, progeny and brothers. We chose them and

guided them to the straight path. (88) This is Allah's guidance by which He

guides whom He wills from His bondsmen. If they commit polytheism (shirk),

then all their actions will be destroyed. (89) These are the ones whom We have

granted the Book, wisdom and apostleship. If the people of the present times

reject the apostleship, then We have appointed many people who will not reject

it. (90) These are those people whom Allah has guided, so follow their guidance.

Say, "I do not ask from you remuneration for it. It is but a reminder for the

universe."

THE VARIOUS HOLY PROPHETS fiU\ ^ AND THE

INSTRUCTION TO FOLLOWTHEM

The altercation that Sayyidina Ibrahim ^\ ^ had with those who

worshipped the stars was an argument that Allah inspired in him. Allah says,
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"This is Our argument that We gave to Ibrahim fiLJs <J* against his nation."

"We raise the stages of whomsoever We wish. Verily your Lord is the Wise, All

Knowing." The Holy Prophet {%J>\ Up were conferred with the highest stages and

among them there were also many echelons. Allah says in Surah Baqarah, "These

are the messengers, some ofwhom We have given excellence over others." [Surah 2, verse

253]

Sayyidina Ibrahim f*~& *4* attained a high rank because of his sacrifices for

the religion (Win) and the numerous debates he had with the people and

sovereigns. Those Holy Prophet f^J\ <A± who came after him were all from his

progeny. It is because of this that he is referred to as the father of the Holy

Prophets {*-& ^^U. Allah then speaks of his progeny saying, "We gifted him with

Is'haq and Ya'qub, both ofwhom We guided." Sayyidina Ibrahim (%*& Up taught his

children, they obliged and they in turn taught their children.

"We guided Nuh from before... "Sayyidina Nuh ,^%J\ <J* is called the second

Adam (%~b 4-U because all mankind issued from him after mankind was
destroyed in the floods. It was his offspring that spread out on to the earth.

"Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.7 p.21 1) narrated from Tabarani that Sayyidina Abu
Dharr ** i»» ^j asked the Holy Prophet pJL^^ &\ J-*, 'O the Holy Prophet & JU
^JL^ Up, who was the first of all the Holy Prophets £*~l\ f+Ul" the Holy Prophet

pJL-j aJU &\ JU replied, "Nuh f*~S\ <4*. There was a difference of ten generations

between him and Sayyidina Adam (%~h aJp." [Mishkdt p. 513]

Sayyidina Adam pLJ\ Up was the first Holy Prophet, as mentioned clearly in

certain Ahadith, but Sayyidina Nuh fiLJi a> is allegorically referred to as the first.

Certain commentators have mentioned that the name 'Nuh' is not Arabic, and

Allama Kirmani Up ifo^ states that it is a Hebrew word that means 'something

stationary/ Hakim Up i»t ^ has mentioned that Sayyidina Nuh's f^LJ\ *A* name
was actually Abdul Ghaffar and that he was called Nuh because he would

constantly weep because of fear of Allah (if translated in Arabic, the name "Nuh"
will refer to one who weeps abundantly). ["Ruhul Ma'ani"]

"...and from his progeny Dawud, Sulayman, Ayyub, Yusuf Musa and Haritn."

Sayyidina Dawud (*XJ ^ was the same person who killed Jalut (Goliath), Allah

bestowed him with Holy Prophethood and kingship After him his son Sayyidina

Sulayman f*~b^ became king and messenger, and he built Baitul Muqaddas.

Ibn Jarir aJLp &\ ju^ writes that Sayyidina Ayyub ^%-J* u* was related to

Sayyidina Is'haq f^S\ <l* in the fourth generation. According to the historian Ibn

Asakir Up &\ u*Jf his mother was the daughter of Sayyidina Lut t%~h U*.

Sayyidina Yusuf (%J\^ is known to be the grandson of Sayyidina Is'haq <OLJt ^,
i.e. the son of Sayyidina Ya'qub f%J\ <J*.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ** i»» ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet J^
<X>3 Up i»i said, "The son of a noble, the son of a noble, the son of a noble, the son

of a noble (viz.) Yusuf, the son of Ya'qub, the son of Is'haq, the son of Ibrahim 4^

f*~S\" [Bukhari v. 1 p.497]

The brothers, Sayyidina Harun and Musa f*>LJi ^ are mentioned in

numerous verses of the Qur'an. The Qur'an testifies to the fact that they were
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brothers, but there exists a difference of opinion with regard to whether they

were real brothers or uterine brothers. Both their names are not Arabic.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ 2»t ^j reports that in the Coptic language

"Mu" means water and "Sha" means trees. Therefore, Sayyidina Musa fiLJ\ *4±

was called Musha because as a child he was thrown between some trees where

there was some water. Then, according to a law in the Arabic language, the

"Sha" was changed to "Sa" and the name thus became "Musa" in Arabic.

According to certain scholars, the word Harun is a Hebrew name meaning

'someone beloved/

"Thus We reward those who do good... "They were rewarded just as Sayyidina

Ibrahim f^J\ <4* and the other Holy Prophets £LJ> ^^JLp were rewarded before

him. ["Ruhul Ma'ani"]

"And Zakariyya, Yahya, Isa and llyas..." All of these Holy Prophets f&J\ ^M
were also from Sayyidina Ibrahim {%J\ Up's progeny. Sayyidina Zakariyya «ip

pLJ\ was the father of Sayyidina Yahya f^LJs U*. Sayyidina Zakariyya f*~A *4* had

made Supplication (du'a) to Allah for pure offspring despite the fact that his wife

was barren. Allah granted him his wish in the form of Sayyidina Yahya f*~& Up.

In the time of Sayyidina Zakariyya f^J\ Up, the wife of Sayyidina Imran Up

f&J\ took an oath that she would devote her son yet-to-be-born to the service of

the Baitul Muqaddas. However, she bore a girl whom she named Maryam, and

was to become Sayyidah Maryam -f&J\ \+J*, the mother of Sayyidina Isa f*>Ut Up.

The entire incident has been mentioned in Surah Al Imran.

Sayyidina Isa f%J\ <4* comes from the progeny of Sayyidina Ibrahim 'fiLA ^
through his mother, since he was born without a father. Some commentators

have thus concluded that the word "dhuriyya" ('progeny') also includes the

children of one's daughters. There is a difference of opinion in this regard, the

details of which are mentioned in "Ruhul Ma'ani"

.

Some commentators have mentioned that Sayyidina llyas f&Js aJp was the

son of Sayyidina Isma'il fi~tt aJLp.

". all of whom were of the righteous..." Each of these Holy Prophets ^M
pLJi possessed the quality of piety to the highest degree i.e. they practised

everything good and abstained from everything evil. The most righteous of them

was Sayyidina Ibrahim f^LJ\ aJLp.

"And Isma% Yasa, Yunus and hut." Since this verse is also linked to "from his

progeny," an objection is raised that Sayyidina Lut (*~& Up was not from the

progeny of Sayyidina Ibrahim $LJ\ <le. It is also mentioned that Sayyidina Yunus
{%J\ *J* was also not from his descendants. This objection is removed when we
assume that this verse is rather linked to other verses like "We have sent" or "We

guided."

Sayyidina Isma'il fiL~to <J^ was the son of Sayyidina Ibrahim (>LJi ajs^ and the

Holy Prophet ^1^ aJp i»t JU> was from his descendants. Both Sayyidina Ibrahim

and Isma'il <oLJt Up made the Supplication (du'a), "Qur Lord, sent amongst them

(our progeny) a messenger from them..." (Surah Baqarah, verse 229), referring to

Sayyidina Muhammad^j Up ^ ju.
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The father of Sayyidina Yunus (">LJi Up.was Matta. Sayyidina Yunus f^J\ Up

was from the town of Nineveh and was sent as a Holy Prophet to them. His story

is mentioned in Surah Anbiya (21), Surah Saffat (37) and Surah Nun Al Qalam

(68). The detailed incident will, Insha Allah, be mentioned in Surah Saffat.

Sayyidina Lut ?%J\ Up was the son of Sayyidina Ibrahim's f^LJ\ Up brother

Haran. He accepted the message of Sayyidina Ibrahim fihJ\ *±* and migrated with

him to Sham. Allah made him a messenger and sent him to a few towns, as will

be mentioned in Surah A'raf (7), Surah Shu'ara (26) and other Surahs.

"Each of them We favoured above the universe... "Since the Holy Prophet i»i J^>

(JL-j ^ is superior than all of these Holy Prophets ,fiLJ\ p+Js>, commentators

interpret the verse to mean that they were favoured above the universe of their

particular eras. The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that this verse indicates that

the Holy Prophets ^LJ\ f+A* were superior in rank even to the angels.

"And from their forefathers, progeny and brothers." Allah had guided and

favoured the forefathers, offspring and brothers of the Holy Prophets f%^\ ^^
mentioned above. "We. chose them and guided them to the straight path." This

emphasises what has been mentioned previously,

"This is Allah 's guidance whereby He guides whom He willsfrom His bondsmen."

This verse teaches us that guidance comes only from Allah. No person, be he a

saint or a Holy Prophet can boast to others of the fact that he has been guided,

since it is a blessing from Allah.

"If they commit polytheism (shirk), then all their actions will be destroyed."

Polytheism (shirk) and disbelief (kufr) destroy all actions. The Holy Prophets p+J*

?%-3\ have been protected by Allah from committing any sin. The verse, therefore,

means that even if it is assumed that they were ever to commit polytheism

(shirk), it will destroy even their noble deeds. Therefore, a disbeliever (kafir) and a

Polythe cannot expect to gain any reward from their actions.

"These are the ones whom We have granted the Book, wisdom and apostleship."

The "Book" refers to all divine scriptures and "wisdom" refers to the reality of all

things, as well as to the ability to judge between people. Prophethood

('nabuwwa') was conferred to all of them i.e. each of them was called a Holy
Prophet. All the Holy Prophets ?y^\ r^ip mentioned above have not been termed

"RasUl"(Messenger) "Holy Prophet," the reason being [according to some
Scholars (Ulema)] that a "Rasul" (Messenger) Holy Prophet" is a (Nabi) Prophet

who had been given a new Shari'ah and a new book. All those mentioned above

did not receive this privilege.

"If the people of the present times, reject the apostleship, then We have appointed

many people who will not reject it." Rejecting their apostleship will mean that one is

rejecting the Holy Prophet (JL-j^ MJ*> and the Qur'an, because both the Qur'an

and the Holy Prophet pJL-/ <J* &\ JU inform us of their apostleship. Some
commentators mention that the verse ("people who will not reject it") refers to the

Companion (Sahaba)^ ii ^j, while others state that it refers to all the believers

from the progeny of Sayyidina Adam f%^\ aJp, including the people of every

century since man's inception.

"These are those people whom Allah has guided, so follow their guidance." This
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refers to following them in the basics of belief i.e. belief in Allah, His messengers,

His books, his angels and the Day of Judgement. They should also be followed in

their character, morals, piety, abstinence, humility, patience, fortitude, etc.

Bukhari (v. 2 p. 709) reports that Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ & ^>j
made sajdah (prostration) when he recited the 24th verse of Surah Sad (38). When
his student, Sayyidina Mujahid aJLp i»\ u*j asked him why he performed the

sajdah, he replied, "Do you not recite the verses,
'

'...and from his progeny Dawud,

Sulayman ... These are those people whom Allah has guided, so folloio their guidance'?

Sayyidina Dawud f^LJv aJLp was from those whom the Holy Prophet pJL- 3 <a* ibi jl*

was instructed to follow. [Since the verse of Surah Sad mentions that Sayyidina

Dawud <v>LJt a> made prostration (sajdah)] the Holy Prophet jJL-j 4p i&i JU> also

made the prostration (sajdah) after reciting this verse."

According to Imam Abu Hanifah *ip &\ ^j it is Compulsory (Wajib) to

perform this prostration (sajdah) in Surah Sad, while according to Imam Shafi'i

Up i»i ^-j. it is not.

"Say, '1 do not ask from you remuneration for it." Allah will confer the reward

of propagating the message. Allah says in Surah Saba, "Say, 'You may keep

whatever remuneration I may have asked from you. My reward is from Allah only and

He is Witness over everything." [Surah 34, verse 47]

"It is but a reminder for the universe." Since the Qur'an is a reminder for the

entire universe, it indicates that the Holy Prophet fL.j <uU iut JL* was sent as a

messenger to the entire universe.

L*ii Oy^j VJ-^ L^rbl/ j**^ ^m <-5-^j bj> <>!>• A^£ *V" <J£m\

(91) People have not realised Allah's power as they should have realised when
they said, "Allah has not revealed anything to any human being." Say, "Who has

revealed the Book that Musa brought as a light and guidance for people? You

placed it in various pages that you showed, but much of it you concealed. You

were taught suchtthings that neither you, nor your forebears had knowledge of."

Say, "Allah (revealed these)!" and then leave them to play in their absurdities.

AN EXAMPLE OF THE OBSTINACY AND INSOLENCE OF THE
JEWS

"People have not realised Allah's power as they should have realised..." Many
people do .riot believe in Allah and there are also many who associate partners

with Him despite believing in Him. They do not believe in His glorious attributes

as they should. Allah therefore sent His messengers and books to guide people,

but there were still many who did not accept.

"..... when they said, 'Allah has not revealed anything to any human being."

Sayyidina Mujahid Tabi'i a> i»» ^ mentions that the Polytheists of Makkah
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made this statement. Other commentators maintain that it was the Jews who said

it.

"Durrul Manthur" (v. 3 p.29) narrates that a hefty Jewish scholar by the name
of Malik bin Sayf once argued with the Holy Prophet ^j Up &\ JU. The Holy

Prophet jJL-j Up &\ JU told him, "I ask you by the oath of that Allah Who revealed

the Torah to Sayyidina Musa (OLJt *A*\ Did you see in the Torah that Allah detests

a hefty scholar?"

Upon hearing this, he burst out in a rage and shouted out, "By Allah! Allah

has not revealed anything to any human being!" This statement refuted even the

Torah, so his companions told him, "Its a shame that you say such things! Was
nothing revealed to Musa fiLJ\ <dp?" Paying no heed to their advice, he repeated

his statement exclaiming, "Allah has not revealed anything to any human
being!" On this occasion the above verse was revealed.

It is indeed the pinnacle of obstinacy that a person denies his deep-rooted

beliefs, thus forsaking his religion (D'in) altogether. Some people are foolish

enough to claim that they believe in Allah but they do not fear His retribution,

thus denying Allah's capacity to take them to task. Such people have truly 'not

realised Allah 's power as they should have realised.
"

Allah informs the Holy Prophet (JL-j *ip iui JU, "Say; 'Who has revealed the

Book that Musa brought as a light and guidance for people?" By saying that Allah had
not revealed anything to any human is to refute whatever the Jews believed in as

well. It is a refutation of reality.

Thereafter Allah makes mention of the evil actions of the Jews by saying,

"You placed it (the Torah) in various pages that you showed (to people), but much of it

you concealed/' When a question was posed to any of the Jewish scholars, they

placed their hand into a box and extracted any page. They then pretended to

read the law, which they phrased according to the desire of the questioner. In

this manner, they extracted money from the people and hid the description of the

Holy Prophet jJL.3 Up &\ JL* from them. The details of how they concealed the law

of stoning (rajm) has already been discussed [refer to the commentary of verses

41 to 43 of Surah Ma'idah (5)]

"You were taught such things that neither you, nor your forebears had knowledge

of Say, 'Allah (revealed these)!" Firstly, the Jews accepted the Torah. Secondly, they

believed that it was worthy to be accepted because it was a light and a source of

guidance. Thirdly, they utilised it. Although they also abused it, the fact that they

referred to it denotes that it was acceptable to them and they never rejected it.

Fourthly, they believed that it was a boon and favour to them, due to which they

attained the position of religious scholars. It was therefore impossible for them to

say that they refute the Torah. When they have accepted all the above facts, the

question is posed, "Since you accept that the Torah is a reality, who revealed it?" They
have no choice but to admit that it was Allah who revealed it to Sayyidina Musa
£&J\ Up.

'

.

"then leave them to play in their absurdities." The duty of the Holy Prophet J-*
pUj Up &\ was to convey the message. Once this was done and they still do not

accept after much explanation, they should be left to be. They shall soon learn the
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error of their ways once they reach the Akhirah (Hereafter).

Lesson: The Holy Prophet pJL-j <Up iai Ju has prophesied that a time will

dawn upon his Ummah when they will follow exactly in the footsteps of the Bani

Isra'il. [Mishkat p. 30]

Today the reality of this can be witnessed. In the name of patronage, many
so-called saints are greedily consuming peoples' money. Just like the Bani Isra'il,

they seek only the world and are far removed from the sunnah. They purposely

pass such rulings in the matters of religion (D'in) that are contrary to the Shari'ah

so that people continue patronising them and filling their coffers. They remain

ready to debate with the true Scholars (Ulema) and then misinterpret the Qur'an

and Ahadith to suit their sinister ends.

It once occurred that a person claiming to possess Knowledge was
delivering a sermon and, in trying to prove the excellence of the Holy Prophet

jJL-j Up ibi JU*, told the audience that "La ilaha Illallah" does not appear in the

Qur'an. A hafiz (one who memorized the Qur'an) stood up to walk away. Seeing

this the speaker said, "See that Wahabi walking away!" The hafidh said, "I am
leaving because you had incorrectly stated that "La ilaha Illallah" was not in the

Qur'an."

"If it is, then show it to me!" retorted the speaker. When a Qur'an was

brought, the hafiz pointed out the second ruku of Surah Saffat [Surah 37, verse 35]

and Surah Muhammad [Surah 47, verse 19] where "La ilaha Illallah" is clearly

mentioned. When confronted with the reality, the speaker blurted, "This is the

Qur'an of the V\tehabis! They wrote it themselves!" Such statements are

synonymous to that which the Jew Malik bin Sayf made to soothe his dented

pride.

Then there are the Rawafidh, who claim that the Qur'an has been altered

because the Qur'an refutes their fabricated beliefs. Whereas the Qur'an (in Surah

Tauba) declares that Allah is pleased with the emigrants (Muhajirin), the Ansar

and those who follow them, these people call the Companion (Sahaba)^ i» ^j
disbelievers (Kuffar). When this belief is rebuffed by the Qur'an, not only do they

say that the Qur'an was altered, but they insolently say that Allah did not know
at that time that the Companion (Sahaba)^ & ^j were going to forsake Islam.

(May Allah save us!)

How outrageous can they be that they are prepared to attribute ignorance to

Allah just to preserve their false beliefs? Such is the condition of so many deviant

factions of our time.

V<^ *^ , ">t? -A '* V m" '" '\\ i * 'i *\'\'> A-T-1 *?£ \<s"
Uj*- <yj 4j& ft
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(92) This is the Book that We have revealed, which is most blessed. It verifies

that which was before it so that you may warn the people of "The mother of all

Villages" (Makkah) and those in its vicinity. Those who are convinced of the

Akhirah (Hereafter) believe in it and they are observant of their Salah.
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THE QUR'AN IS A BLESSED BOOK AND VERIFIES THE PREVIOUS
SCRIPTURES

In the previous verses, the Jews refuted all the scriptures, including the

Qur'an. Therefore, in this verse, Allah confirms the revelation of the Qur'an,

adding that it "is most blessed" and that it "verifies that which was before it..."

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (z;. 7 p.221) explains the meaning of "most

blessed" as "filled with benefit because it encompasses the welfare of both worlds

and contains the knowledge of all people, past, present and future." The Qur'an

does not contradict the previous scriptures but ratifies them, Therefore the Jews

and Christians should also accept it.

" so that you may warn the -people of 'The mother of all Villages' (Makkah) and

those in its vicinity." "Ummul Qura" ('The mother of all Villages') is another name
of Makkah and it was called thus because at the time when the Qur'an was
revealed it was the largest town and people from nearby areas would come there

for their needs.

Certain commentators have mentioned that "Those in its vicinity" refers to

the whole world because the Holy Prophet (JL-j *> iui JU was sent as messenger

to the entire world, men and jinn included. Another verse of Surah An'am states,

"This Qur'an has been revealed to me so that I may warn you thereby as well as those

whom it reaches. • [Surah 6, verse 19]

"Those who are convinced of the Akhirah (Hereafter) believe in it and they are

observant of their Salah." Only these people are concerned about their plight in the

Akhirah (Hereafter). They are constant in their Salah because it is the epitome of

devotion and an expression of one's submission to all the demands of Belief

(Iman).
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(93) Who can be more unjust than he who invents lies about Allah and says,

"Revelation comes to me," when no revelation comes to him at all? (And who
can be more unjust than) he who says, "I shall soon reveal the like of what Allah

has revealed." If only you could see the unjust ones in the throes of death, with
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the angels stretching out their arms (saying), "Deliver up your souls! Today you

shall be presented with a humiliating punishment because you used to say

untruths about Allah and you were too arrogant to accept the verses of Allah."

(94) "Undoubtedly you come to Us alone, as We created you the first time and

you will leave behind what We had blessed you with. We do not see your

intercessors whom you claimed as partners with you. Indeed your relations have

been severed and what you claimed has been lost to you."

WHO CAN BE MORE UNJUST THAN THOSE WHO INVENT LIES

ABOUT ALLAH AND LAY FALSE CLAIMS TO PROPHETHOOD?

Previously mention was made of the person who falsely claimed that Allah

had not revealed anything. In the above verses, Allah speaks of others like him,

who invent lies about Allah e.g. by saying that Allah had made him a Holy

Prophet or that Allah had adopted a partner, has a son, or he says that he can

reveal what Allah had revealed.

With regard to the statement "I shall soon reveal the like of what Allah has

revealed/' Allama Ibn Kathir 4* & ^j writes that this refers to concocting verses

similar to that which Allah has revealed merely to contradict them.

Commentators mention that this verse refers to Musailama Kadhdhab, who

claimed Prophethood during the time of the Holy Prophet ^j U* iw\ J^. He, and

others, used to compose verses in reply to the Qur'anic challenge to compete

with the Qur'an. However, they were eventually forced to concede defeat and

admitted their inability to rise to the challenge. The verses that Musailama

composed were absolutely inadequate, foolish and absurd.

To acquire a following and recognition, some people claimed Prophethood

after the Holy Prophet (JL-j 4* & J-*, but each of them were disgraced in this very

world. Similar was the plight of those who claimed to be the Messiah [Sayyidina

Isa (%*& Up] and those who said they were the Mahdi.

THE DISGRACE OF THE DISBELIEVERS (KUFFAR) AT THE TIME
OFDEATH

:

-"if only you could see the unjust ones in the throes o) death, with the angels

stretching out their arms (saying), 'Deliver up your soids! Today you shall be presented

with a humiliating punishment because you used to say untruths about Allah and you

were too arrogant to accept the verses of Allah. -They used to regard acceptance of

the truth and submission to Allah' s law as a disgrace. This will be the plight of

all those mentioned in the previous verses, who acted only to attain the glory of

this world. The road to their disgrace shall begin when they die.

Allah describes their punishment at the time of death in Surah Muhammad,

"What will be their condition when the angels claim their souls, smiting their faces and

backs?" [Surah 47, verse 27]

Sayyidina Bara bin Azib ** ito ^j narrates from the Holy Prophet Up ^ J^
(JL-j that when a disbeliever (kafir) has to leave this world for the Akhirah

(Hereafter), dark-faced angels descend from the heavens. They carry with them

sack cloth and appear before him as far as the eyes can see. Then the angel of

death himself comes, sits by the head and says, "O foul soul! Emerge towards
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Allah's anger!" The soul then disperses throughout the body in an attempt to

escape. Thereafter the angel of death forcefully extracts the soul, just as wet wool

wrapped around a skewer is forcefully removed.

When the angel of death removes the soul, the other angels, without losing a

split second, grab hold off the soul and wrap it in the sackcloth. Such a foul

odour will emanate from the soul that has never emanated from any

decomposing body on earth. They then take this soul up to the heavens and,

whenever they pass any group of angels, they ask, "Who is this foul soul?" Using

the worst names on earth, they reply, "This is so and so, the son of so and so

(taking the person's name)."

When they reach the doors of the heavens, they request entry, but the doors

are not opened. Then the Holy Prophet ^J-j ^ i»t JU recited the following verse

of Surah A'raf [Surah 7, verse 40], "The doors of the heavens are not openedfor them and

they will not enter Heaven (Jannah) until a camel passes through the eye of a needle."

This hadith is lengthy and even describes the punishment of the disbelievers

(Kujfar) in the grave. It will, Insha Allah, be reproduced in the commentary of the

above verse of Surah A'raf. The hadith is to be found on page 142 of "Mishkat".

It is learnt that the punishment of the disbeliever (kafir) begins from the time

he dies, it is then followed up in the grave, to be continued on the Day of

Judgement, whereafter he is condemned to eternal doom in Hell. (May Allah

keep us firm on Belief (Iman) and take our souls with Belief (Iman). Amin).

EVERY PERSON SHALL APPEAR ALONE ON THE DAY OF
JUDGMENT (QIYAMAH)

"Undoubtedly you come to Us alone..." Every person will be separated from his

family and associates. Allah says in Surah Maryam [Surah 19, verses 94/95],

"Undoubtedly He has counted each of them meticulously and they all will come to him

unaccompanied." None from whom support was received in this world shall be of

any assistance to another on the Day of Judgement, not one's relatives, friends,

armies or nations. This applies to all except the righteous ones, who will remain

loyal to each other even on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah).

"
as We created you thefirst time..." Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ & ^j

narrates that the Holy Prophet (JL-j a^p iut JU» said, "Without doubt, on the Day of

Judgement, you will appear before Allah unclothed and uncircumcised." the

Holy Prophet jJL-j <A* &\ JL* then recited the verse of Surah Anbiya, "As We
initiated the creation, We shall return them. This is a promise from Us! Indeed We shall

fulfil!" Thereafter he mentioned, "The first to be dressed will be Sayyidina

Ibrahim {%~b aJp." [Bukhari v. 2 p.693]

ALL ONE'S WEALTH WILL BE LEFT BEHIND IN THEWORLD
" and you will leave behind what We had blessed you with. It has been

explained that none shall have any aide on the Day of Judgement because all will

be required to appear alone. This verse explains that even the wealth acquired in

the world will be just as useless to one because it will all have to be left behind.

People are forever engrossed in multiplying their wealth, with only a few of

them spending this for the Akhirah (Hereafter). Their lives and deaths revolve
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around their wealth. They earn to eat and eat to earn. Their wealth shall be

nothing but a burden for them on the Day of Judgement.

Sayyidah Aysha \&* i&t ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ^JL^ *> & JL* said,

'This world is home to him who has no home and wealth to him who has no

wealth. Only that person accumulates for this world who has no intelligence/
7

[Mishkat p. 444]

Sayyidina Abu Huraira ^ &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet <JU_j aJp &\ J^>

said, "When a person dies, the angels enquire from each other what he had
brought (by way of good deeds) to send ahead for himself? (On the other hand),

the people of the world ask what had he left behind?" [Mishkat p. 445]

Sayyidina Anas ^ M ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet (JL-j <M & J~* said,

"On the Day of Judgement, man will be brought forward like a lamb. He will

then be presented before Allah, Who will ask, 'Did I not grant you wealth and

bounties? What did you do with these?' He will reply, 'I accumulated it and

multiplied it until it flourished. Then I left it all behind. Allow me to return and

bring it all before you.

The Holy Prophet jJL-j <*> & J^> continued, "Allah will say, 'Show Me what

you had sent ahead here (to the Akhirah (Hereafter)! He will again reply, 'I

accumulated it and multiplied it until it flourished. Then I left it all behind.

Allow me to return and bring it all before you/ It will then transpire that he was
one who had not performed any good deeds on earth. He will then be flung into

Hell." [Mishkat p. 443]

"We do not see your intercessors whom you claimed as partners with you. Indeed

your relations have been severed and what you claimed has been lost to you. - Every

person will flee from the next on the Day of Judgement, even those whom the

disbelievers (Kuffar) thought will intercede for them. Then they will realise the

great folly of rejecting the teachings of the Holy Prophet {%J\ <4*.
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(95) Undoubtedly Allah is the One Who splits the grains and date stones. He
extracts the living from the dead and the dead from the living. This is Allah!

How then are you retrogressing? (96) He cleaves the daybreak, made the night a

quietude and appointed the sun and moon to fixed orbits. This is the stipulation

of The Mighty, The All Knowing. (97) It is He Who made the stars so that you
may be guided thereby in the multiple darkness of the land and ocean. Indeed

We have explained the verses for the knowledgeable ones. (98) It is He Who
created you from a single soul, so a place for living a long while and a place for

living in trust for a short period. Indeed We have clearly expounded the verses

for a people who possess intelligence. (99) It is He Who sends rain from the

skies, then extracts thereby the sprout of every plant, extracting therefrom

greens and then from this We draw forth grains that surmount atop each other.

From the pollen of the date palm, We extract laden branches (and We germinate)

gardens of grapes, olives, pomegranates, some of which are alike, while others

are not alike. Look at its fruit when it grows and ripens. Indeed herein are signs

for the believing folk.

THE MANIFESTATIONS OF ALLAH'S POWER AND PROOFS FOR
ONENESS OF ALLAH (TAUHID)

The above verses contain mention of the signs pointing to Allah' s power
and might. All of these indicate His Oneness. Allah begins by saying,

"Undoubtedly Allah is the One Who -splits the grains and date stones" Allah splits

these minute things when He decides that they should begin to germinate and
sprout into plants and large trees. From these, the inhabitants of the earth benefit

tremendously.

"He extracts the living from the dead and the dead from the living" The various

interpretations of this have been discussed in the commentary of Surah Al Imran
{verse 27). A common example is the emergence of a dead egg from a living hen,

and a living chicken from a dead egg, A green tree produces a dry seed and the

same dry seed sprouts into a flourishing green tree.

"This is Allah! How then are you retrogressing?" With all these signs before

them, how is it possible that people are turning further away from Allah's

worship?

"He cleaves the daybreak..." The darkness of the night vanishes when He
decides, giving way to the brightness of the day. Allah continues, ... made the night

a quietude..." People are afforded the ideal opportunity to rest in the quiet of the

night. Although one may sleep during the day, the sleep experienced at night is

more restful and soothing. A person cannot sleep the entire day, and even if he

wants to, the worries of his occupation and the activities of others will always be

an obstacle.

"...and appointed the sun and moon to fixed orbits." The days, months and years

are calculated by means of these orbits. Associated to them are also the various

acts of worship such as Hajj, fasting in Ramadhan and stipulation of payment in

the case of debts and loans. Besides these there are countless other activities that
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depend upon the calculation of time.

Allah sums up the verses by asserting, "This is the stipulation of The Mighty,

The All Knowing/'

"It is He Who made the stars so that you may be guided thereby in the multiple

darkness of the land and ocean/' The stars are used to determine direction at night,

so that the lost traveller on land and at sea may find his way.

"IndeedWe have explained the verses for the knowledgeable ones.

This verse refers to the verses of the Qur'an as well as the natural signs and

indications denoting the power of Allah.

"It is He Who created you from a single soul..." i.e. from Sayyidina Adam *ip

(%^\. Allah systemized the reproduction of man to follow from generation to

generation, each time from the back of the father to the womb of the mother.

After passing through several stages of development, the child is born.

" so a place for living a long while (i.e. the father's back) and a place for living

in trust for a short period (i.e. the mother's womb)." The origin of the child is within

the father, whereafter it is transferred as a trust to the mother for a shorter

period.*

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas *& &\ ^j has mentioned the opposite. He
interprets the mother's womb as the place of remaining a longer while because of

the long process of development there. The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 7 p.236)

says that Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** & ^j refers to the father's back as a

temporary place of trust because Allah had removed all the souls of mankind

from the back of Sayyidina Adam (%Ji <i* and taken a pledge from them. They

then testified to the fact that Allah is their Lord. They were then returned as a

trust to his back. When Allah desires, he reclaims this trust.

"Indeed We have clearly expounded the verses for a people who possess

intelligence."

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that after mentioning about the stars,

Allah says that they are signs for those who are "knowledgeable" whereas after

creation of man from a single soul He mentions that this is a sign for people "who

possess intelligence." The additional emphasis in the second case is because the

power of Allah is less apparent there..

"It is He Who sends rain from the skies, then extracts thereby the sprout of every

plant, extracting therefrom greens and then from this We draw forth grains that

surmount atop each other. From the pollen of the date palm, We extract laden branches

(and We germinate) gardens of grapes, olives, pomegranates, some of which are alike,

while others are not alike. Look at its fruit when it grows and ripens. Indeed herein are

signs for the believing folk." In this lengthy verse, Allah describes various types of

vegetation, all of which display His power and are a bounty for man. Oneness of

Allah (Tauhid) can be witnessed in the manner in which the rain causes all of the

above to appear on earth when they may have been non-existent before.
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(100) Yet they associate the Jinn as partners to Allah whereas He had created

them. And they fabricate sons and daughters for Him without knowledge. He is

Pure from these things and Exalted above what they ascribe. (101) He created the

heavens and the earth without a sample. How can He have children when He
has no wife? He created everything and has knowledge of everything. (102) This

Allah is your Lord! There is no deity besides Him, the Creator of all things, so

worship Him. He is Vigilant over all things. (103) Visions cannot encompass

Him, but He can encompass all visions and He is the Knower of all subtleties,

the Informed.

ALLAH CREATED EVERYTHING, HE IS THE TRUE DEITY AND
CANNOT HAVE CHILDREN

The previous verses had established Oneness of Allah (Tauhid) and the

above verses now refute certain beliefs of the Polytheists. Allah says, "Yet they

associate the Jinn as partners to Allah whereas He had created them," i.e. The
Polytheists used to worship and submit to the devils and idols. These Jinn Devils

(Shaydtin) used to frighten them in their sleep and while they were awake. To
safeguard themselves from these devils, the Polytheists used to make pictures

and statues of these jinn, which they would worship.

"Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.7 p.241) reports a second opinion from Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Abbas <^ ifo ^>Jt He says that this verse was revealed with regard to

certain heretics who claimed that Allah had created humans and animals, while

Iblis had created the beasts, snakes, scorpions and other harmful creatures, The
first interpretation is best in my humble opinion.

Allah says in Surah Jinn [Surah 72, verse 6], 'indeed there were many menfrom the

human race who would seek refuge with men from the Jinn, thereby increasing in their

rebellion. "It is indeed foolish that the beings whom these Polytheists worship

were created by Allah just as they were, making them all equals.

"And they fabricate sons and daughters for Him without knowledge." The

Christians claimed that Sayyidina Isa fXJ\ <4* was the son of Allah, the Jews

claimed that Sayyidina Uzair fiLJ\*J*was His son and the Polytheists of Makkah
said that the angels were Allah's daughters. They failed to realise that it is

considered a defect for a deity to have children because this indicates

dependence and competition. Allah is not in need of children. Allah declares,

"He is Purefrom these things and Exalted above what they ascribe.

"

"He created the heavens and the earth without a sample" All knowledge has

been derived from Allah. He created the raw materials and then raised the.

heavens to seven layers and spread out the earth. Since the object of having

children is to acquire assistance, Allah does not require them, because He is

Powerful by Himself.
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Allah says in Surah Saba, "Say, 'Cult those whom you worship besides Allah.

They have no control over an atom's weight in the heavens or in the earth. They do not

even share any partnership in the two, atM&mone of them are assistants to Allah." [Surah

34, verse 22]

"Haw can He have childretf, when He has no wife?" He requires no wife because

of Mis independence, so how can He have children?

"He created everything..." The things that people ascribe as partners unto

Him are all part of His creation. How can the creation be related to the Creator

by birth? Only those who do not perceive the rank of their Creator will ascribe

children to Him.

" and has knowledge of everything." Allah knows of the beliefs and jyctions

of the Polytheists and shall punish them accordingly.

"This Allah is your Lord! There is no deity besides Him, the Creator of all things, so

worship Him." Only Allah has the attributes of creating and sustaining. How can

the creation be worshipped when they possess no such qualities?

"He is Vigilant over all things." He is at liberty to do as He pleases and none

may interfere. How can another being be worshipped?

"Visions cannot encompass Him, but He can encompass all visions and He is the

Knawer of all subtleties, the Informed." This is another attribute reserved only for

Allah that none can see Him in this world. When Sayyidina Musa >*>LJt 4* asked

to see Allah, He replied, "You can never see Me." [Surah A'rdf(7), verse 143]

The believers (Mu'minin) will see Allah in the Akhirah (Hereafter), as

mentioned in Surah Qiyamah [Surah 75, verses 22,23], "Faces on that day shall be fresh,

looking at their Lord." The sight of The Creator cannot be compared to the sight of

the creation and it cannot be understood exactly how Allah will be seen and

where He will be seen when He is not confined to any space. This will be known

only in Heaven (Jannah).
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(104) Portents of insight have undoubtedly arrived from your Lord. Whoever

will see, it shall be for himself and whoever is blind, it shall 5*% be to his

detriment. I am not a warder to you. (105) Thus have We clarified the verses

from all angles so that they say, "You have studied," arid so that We explain it

for those who have knowledge. (106) Follow what has been revealed to you from

your Lord. There is no deity but Him. And ignore the polytheists (Mushrikin).
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(107) If Allah had willed, they would not have ascribed partners. We have not

made you a warder unto them, nor are you responsible for them.

INSIGHT COMES FROM ALLAH

After explaining His attributes, Allah draws attention to certain other facts

that deserve consideration. Allah says, "Portents of insight have undoubtedly arrived

from your Lord. Whoever will see (use his intelligence and ponder), it shall be for

himself (because he will come to realise the truth) and whoever is blind, it shall be

only to his detriment"

The duty of the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ii JU> was only to convey the message.

He cannot force people to practise. Therefore Allah instructs him to say, "I am not

awarder to you."

"Thus We have clarified the verses from all angles so that they say, 'You have

studied... "i.e. What you preach is not from yourself, but you have learned this

from another, viz. Allah. On the other hand, those who were stubborn and
antagonistic would say, as in Surah Nahl, "He has been taught by a human" [Surah

16, verse 103]

Another reason of expounding the verses is so that We explain it for those

who have knowledge. " Only these people will truly understand.

Allah continues to state, "Follow what has been revealed to you from your Lord."

Addressed to the Holy Prophet (JL/Up-ii JU, this verse invokes him not to be

overly concerned about those who do accept. There will always be the

supportive people as well as the arrogant. This is all according to Allah's perfect

wisdom. If He desired, none would commit polytheism (shirk), but He guides

whom He wills. As Allah says, "If Allah had willed, they would not have ascribed

partners.

"We have, not made you a warder unto them, nor are you responsible for them."

the Holy Prophet jJL-j aJLp i&» ju> had to carry out his task of conveying the

message and not be concerned about those who shall never accept the truth.

fH'm ^u^^"' T
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(108) Do not insult those whom they worship instead of Allah, for then they

shall swear Allah due to enmity and without knowledge. Thus We have

beautified for every nation their actions. Then unto their Lord shall be their

return and He will inform them of what they used to do. (109) They swear

solemn oaths by Allah that if any sign comes to them from Allah, they will
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definitely believe. Say, "Signs are only with Allah." How do you know if they

will even believe when a sign comes to them? (110) We shall overturn their

hearts and their eyes just as they did not believe the first time and leave them

wandering blind in their insubordination.

DO NOT REVILE THE GODS OF THE POLYTHEISTS

"Do not insult those whom they worship instead ofAllah, for then they shall swear

Allah due to enmity and without knowledge." Although the Polytheists also accepted

Allah as the Creator of the universe, they were prone to swear and revile Allah

whenever their enmity for the Muslims overcame them, especially in a tit-for-tat

situation. Allah therefore instructs the believers (Mu'miniri) not to be the cause

for reviling Allah by provoking the polytheists to do so.

"Lubabun Nuqul" (p. 108) reports from the compendium of Abdur Razzaq
aJLp it *^j that this verse was revealed when the Polytheists actually used insolent

words to revile Allah when certain Muslims used foul words for their idols.

The Scholars (Ulemd) have deduced from this verse that it is not permissible

to be the cause for an action that is not permissible. Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Umar <up i»v ^j reports that the Holy Prophet pJL-j 4* ifci JU said, "It is a major sin

for a person to swear his parents." The Companion (Sahaba)^ &-^j asked, "O
the Holy Prophet fJL-j Up &\ ju, can a person swear his parents?" The Holy
Prophet jJLwj Up it ju> replied, "When someone swears another person's father,

the person swears his father in return and when he swears his mother, the person

swears his mother in retaliation." [Mishkdtp. 419]

"Thus We have beautified for every nation their actions." Just as all nations are

devoted to their practices, the disbelievers (Kuffar) love the disbelief (kufr) they

practise. However, "unto their Lord; shall be their return and He will inform them of

what they used to do." The same actions that they adored in this world will be a

cause of punishment for them in the Akhirah (Hereafter).

THE DISBELIEVERS (KUFFAR) FALSELY SWORE TO BELIEVE IF A
PARTICULAR MIRACLE WAS SHOWN TO THEM

"They swear solemn oaths by Allah that ifany sign comes to them from Allah, they

will definitely believe." The Muslims thought that the Polytheists would believe if

the miracles were shown to them. However, this was only an excuse that the

Polytheists used because they never really intended to believe.

Allama Ibn Kathir U* h ^ reports (v. 2 p. 164) that once the Holy Prophet
pl^ Up iin JU spoke to the Quraish about accepting Islam. They said, "O
Muhammad pJL^. Up iiii JU»! You tell us that Musa fiLJ\ U* had a staff that caused

12 springs to gush forth from a rock. You say thatlsaf^-Jt Up used to raise the

dead and that a camel emerged for a mountain for the nation of Thamud. You
must also show us a miracle."

When the Holy Prophet jJUj U* i»\ JU asked them what miracle they wished
to see they said, "We want the mount of Safa to be transformed into gold." The
Holy Prophet jJ-j <ip iui JU- asked them if they would accept him as a messenger
if he showed them this miracle. They said that all of them would then follow

him.
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When the Holy Prophet jJL.j «uU ifo ju> supplicated to Allah to show them this

miracle, Jibr'il fiLJ\ <& appeared and said, "Choose one of two options. If you

wish We will turn the mount of Safa into gold, but then if they do not believe

Allah will inflict a punishment upon them. On the other hand, they can be left as

they are and be given the opportunity to repent and accept Belief (Iman)."

When the Holy Prophet jJL-j aJp &\ JU> opted to leave them as they were,

Allah revealed -the verses, "They swear solemn oaths by Allah that ifany sign comes to

them from Allah, they will definitely believe.., (up to the verse) ...but most of them are

ignorant/'

Allah continues to say, "Say, 'Signs are only with Allah. "How do you know if

they will even believe when a sign comes to them?"' Their oaths were false and they

never really wished to believe.

"We shall overturn their hearts and their eyes (they will not be able to seek the

truth, nor recognise it) just as they did not believe the first time and leave them

wandering blind in their insubordination.
"
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PART EIGHT

£p ^*jj£ (%i L. ly^iJj *>^j ir^i^Hfc ^ <%j"

(111) Certainly ifWe send the angels down to them or if the dead speak to them

or if We gather everything before them, they will not believe except if Allah

wills, but most of them are ignorant. (112) Thus We have appointed for every

Prophet enemies who are devils from humans and jinn, who whisper to each

other things that seem good but are intended to deceive. If your Lord wills, they

will not do so. So leave them and what they concoct. (113) (They whisper to each

other) so that the hearts of those who disbelieve in the Hereafter are inclined

thereto, so that they grow fond of it and so that they may engage in those things

that they do.

FURTHER MENTION OF THE REJECTERS AND THE MISCHIEF OF
THE DEVILS (SHAYATIN)

Explaining the fact that the Polytheists never requested for miracles with the

intention of believing in them, Allah says, "Certainly if We send the angels dawn to

them or the dead speak to them or We gather everything before them (Hie things of the

unseen), they will not believe except if Allah wills, but most of them are ignorant."

Their ignorance is apparent from the fact that they ask for miracles when they do

not want±o believe in them, failing to realise that they will be subjected to severe

punishment if they reject a miracle that they requested.

To console the Holy Prophet ^j <4* '&
J^> that he should not be too concerned

with these people, as they were opposed to every one of the Prophets <*%*& r^,
Allah says, "Thus We have appointed for every Prophet enemies who are devils from

humans and jinn..."

These enemies are such that they "whisper to each other things that seem good

but are intended to deceive." They camouflage their speech just as people adorn

ugly objects so that they appear palatable. They do this so that others do not
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accept Islam.

"If your Lord wills, they will not do so." Their presence and their opposition

are based 6n Allah' s wisdom. Therefore, Allah says, "So leave them and what they

concoct" This verse instructs the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ib\ JU not to be overly

perturbed about them since they have already resolved to oppose him.

Allah continues to say that they whisper these things "so that the hearts of

those who disbelieve in the Hereafter are inclined thereto (i.e. towards their talks), so that

they growfond of it and that they may engage in those things that they do."

a^\j y^A <J&\ ;U=<^ jjj» t$jd\ jjb, Ls^ j?4 **\ -*-^
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(114) Should I seek another judge besides Allah when He has revealed the Book

to you in detail? Those to whom We have given the Book know that it is

revealed with the truth from their Lord, so do not ever become of the doubtful

ones. (115) The words of your Lord have been completed in truth and justice.

There is none to alter his words and He is the All Hearing, the All Knowing.

(116 If you follow the majority of earth they will lead you astray from Allah's

path. They follow only conjecture and speculation. (117) Undoubtedly your Lord

knows best who has strayed from His path and He knows best who the rightly

guided ones are.

ALLAH'S BOOK IS DETAILED AND HIS WORDS ARE COMPLETE
Although the Holy Prophet pJL-j a* &\ JU» preached the verses of the Qur'an

together with related beliefs and attributes of Allah, the Polytheists wanted him
to forsake all of this to follow their way of life. Allah instructed His Holy Prophet
pL* 3 Up &\ J^> to say, "Should I seek another judge besides Allah. .This is impossible

when He is the most perfect and the Muslim is pleased with all Allah's laws and
decisions. Besides this, has not Allah revealed the Book to you in detail?' In it are

the details of every law and injunction of guidance.

"Those to whom We have given the Book know that it is revealed with the truth

from their Lord, so do not ever become of the doubtful ones." Even though the address

in the verse appears to be directed at the Holy Prophet
c

JL—y Up i»i ju, it is directed

towards the reader because no Noble Prophet f*~b Up can ever doubt his own
apostleship.

"The words of your Lord have been completed in truth and justice." This verse
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refers to the completion of the words of the Qur'an. Much of the subject matter

discussed in the Qur'an has been discussed in detail, while the Holy Prophet JL*

pJL^ *A* ibt has also explained much. What the Holy Prophet jJL-j *M & J^ has

explained is just like the words of Allah and obeying him is really obedience to

Allah. All these injunctions are complete with justice and do not oppress anyone.

Certain commentators have interpreted the verse to mean that the words of

Allah are moderate. Neither do they forbid everything, nor do they permit

everything. The religion (D'in) includes much permission and many
prohibitions, including the Makruhat {detestable). The religion (D'ln) is not subject

to any person's desires, neither does it disregard man's needs and instincts. If

there were no prohibitions in the Shari'ah, there would be no difference between

man and animals. The laws of the Shari'ah are also subject to man's capability, as

Allah says in Surah Taghabun [Surah 64, verse 16], "Fear Allah as you are capable."

Another verse reads, "Allah does not burden a soul with more than it can bear." [Surah

2, verse 286]

The narratives in the Qur'an and the warnings contained therein are all

perfectly true and cannot be doubted.

"There is none to alter his words..." The words and the meaning of the Qur'an

have been safeguarded from alteration and adulteration. Allah promises in Surah

Hijr [Surah 15, verse 9], "Indeed We have revealed the Reminder (Qur'an) and We shall be

its protectors. "Even the enemies of Islam know that the Qur'an present today is

the very same Qur'an that was revealed to the Holy Prophet ^j Up iut J*>.

"....and He is the All Hearing, the All Knowing." Allah is well aware of the

connivance of the enemies of Islam and He shall judge between those who
oppose the Qur'an and those who conform to it on the Day of Judgement.

THE MAJORITY ON EARTH MISLEAD OTHERS

"Ifyou follow the majority on earth they will lead you astrayfrom Allah's path." It

is learnt from this verse that the majority does not necessarily have to be right.

The verse has already been discussed in Surah Ma'idah where Allah says, "Say,

'The evil and the good are not equal even though the abundance of the evil may appeal to

you. [Surah 5, verse 100]

Allah says in Surah Tauba [Surah 9, verse 119], "O you who believe, fear Allah

and associate with the truthful ones." Attachment to Allah depends on Belief (Iman)

and piety (taqwa), not on the majority.

"They follow only conjecture and speculation." For this reason it will be foolish

to follow the majority.

"Undoubtedly your Lord knows best who has strayedfrom His path and He knows best

who the rightly guided ones are." According to this knowledge, Allah shall judge

between them on the Day of Judgement.
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(118) Eat of that on which the name of Allah was taken if you are indeed

believers in His verses. (119) What ails you that you do not eat from that on

which Allah's name was taken whereas it has been made clear to you what is

forbidden; except for that which you are constrained to eat. Surely many lead

others astray without knowledge, because of their whims. Undoubtedly your

Lord knows best who the rightly guided ones are. (120) Forsake the apparent

sins and the inner sins. Certainly those who commit a sin will soon receive the

punishment of what they perpetrate. (121) Do not eat of that on which Allah 's

name was not taken and it is undoubtedly a sin. The Devils j[Shayatin) surely

whisper evil into the hearts of their allies so that they dispute with you. If you

will follow them, then you shall certainly be of the Polytheists.

EAT THOSE ANIMALS SLAUGHTERED LAWFULLY AND
ABSTAIN FROM THOSE THAT ARE UNLAWFUL (HARAM)

"Durrul Manthur" (v. lipAt) narrates that the Jews once asked the Holy
Prophet pJL-j <Op &\ JU, "How is it that you eat the animal that we kill (slaughter),

yet you do not eat the animal that Allah kills (one that dies naturally)?" The
above verses were revealed on this occasion.

According to another narration [Ibn Kathir v. 2 p.169] the Persians sent

someone to tell the Polytheists of Makkah to debate with the Holy Prophet i»i JU>

.-fJL-j 4* in the following manner. They should ask him that if he considers an

animal to be Lawful (Haldl) which was slaughtered by his own knife, why does

he not regard that animal as Lawful (Halal) which Allah slaughtered with a gold

knife?

Tirmidhi narrated from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ &\ ^j that some
people complained to the Holy Prophet ^JL-j *ip &\ JU saying, "O the Holy

Prophet fL-j .Up'Ai. JW We eat that which we kill, but do not eat of that which

Allah kills." Thereupon Allah revealed the above verses viz. "Eat of that on which

the name ofAllah was taken if you are indeed believers in His verses.
"

It is apparent from the first narration that the Jews raised the objection,

whereas the second narration indicates that the Persians prompted it. Ibn Kathir

- 4ip k\ <^j writes that it is unlikely that the Jews could have raised the objection

since they also do not approve of eating carrion. This does not dismiss the

narration because a person bent on criticizing does not care to consider whether

the criticism ricochets on him. They only focus their argument on the factor of

death and do not decipher the essential differences between carrion and
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slaughtered animals.

Allah has not permitted every type of animal. In brief, the Qur'an permits

what is pure and forbids what is impure. Says Allah regarding the Holy Prophet
pJL-j <Up <& JU> in Surah A'raf [Surah 7, verse 157], "He permits the pure things for them

and prohibits them from the impure." The opening verse of Surah Ma'idah mentions

explicitly that all animals can be consumed with the exception of those that are

forbidden. The forbidden animals have been detailed in the Qur'an and the Holy
Prophet (JL-j a> iiii ju has also made mention of other prohibited animals. Of
course, those that are permitted must first be slaughtered lawfully.

Slaughtering entails that the jugular veins, the foodpipe and the windpipe

of the animal be severed after reciting "Bismillah" (i.e. Allah's name must be

taken). Then too the slaughterer must be a Muslim or a member of the People of

book (Ahlul kitab). Since it is Unlawful (Haram) to consume blood, slaughtering

allows the animal's blood to be drained out. Those who object do not understand

this essential difference between the slaughtered animal and the animal that dies

naturally.

If a Muslim or a person from the People of book (Ahlul kitab) hits an animal

with a stick thereby killing it, the animal will be regarded as carrion because the

blood did not drain out. This animal is referred to as a "mawqudha" and has been

discussed in the beginning of Surah Ma'idah.

When the Polytheists raised the objection, Allah revealed the verse

instructing the believers (Mu'minln) to eat only from those animals on which
Allah's name was taken and not to succumb to the ways of the Polytheists. Allah

then says, "What ails you that you do not eat from that on which Allah's name was

taken whereas it has been made clear to you what is forbidden; except for that which you

are constrained to eat.

"Surely many lead others astray without knowledge, because of their whims."

Those who talk whatever their whims fancy, lead many others astray.

"Undoubtedly your Lord knows best who the rightly guided ones are. "He shall

grant them their retribution accordingly.

THE INSTRUCTION TO ABSTAIN FROM ALL OUTER AND INNER
SINS

"Forsake the apparent sins and the inner sins" Every person should abstain

from those sins that are apparent to others as well as those that others are

unaware of. Allah, of course, knows everything and nothing may be hidden from
Him. A Muslim should never think that he will escape in the Hereafter as he

appeared to escape in this world because "Certainly those who commit a sin will

soon receive the punishment ofwhat they perpetrate."

"Do not eat of that on which Allah's name was not taken and it is undoubtedly a

sin. The Satans (Shayatin) surely whisper evil into the hearts of their allies so that they

dispute with you." The Persian Polytheists instigated the Makkan Polytheists to

dispute with the Holy Prophet (JL-3 Up i»t JU> with regard to the above issue.

Allah then warns the Muslims "If you will follow them then you shall certainly

be of the Polytheists (Mushrikin)." i.e. if you follow them by disobeying Allah and
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following those besides Him.

Ruling: An animal will be Unlawful (Hardm) if Allah's name is purposely

omitted when slaughtering even though the slaughterer is a Muslim or from the

People of book (Ahlul kitab). If the Muslim or person from the People of book

(Ahlul kitab) forgot to recite Bismillah, the animal will be Lawful (Halal). The laws

pertaining to slaughtering were discussed at the beginning of Surah Ma'idah.

**«^ *** *•* ^ •»*
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(122) Is he who was dead, then We granted him life and gave him a light

whereby he may walk among people better than one like him who is in multiple

darkness from which he Shall not emerge? Thus have We beautified for the

disbelievers the actions that they do. (123) In this manner We made the

prominent ones in every town the sinners so that they may plot there. They only

plot against themselves, but they do not perceive it.

THE BELIEVER (MU'MIN) HAS A LIGHT WHILE THE DISBELIEVER
(KAFIR) FLOUNDERS IN DARKNESS

Allama Baghawi aJLa i»i ^ reports in "Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v. 2 p.128) that

according to Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** &\ ^>Jf the person who was given

"a light" was Sayyidina Hamzah <* & ^j, the uncle of the Holy Prophet <u* & J^
pJL-j. The other "who is in multiple darkness" is Abu Jahl, who once even threw

horse dung on the Holy Prophet ^j *J* & JL*.

Sayyidina Hamzah «up &\ ^j (who had then not yet accepted Islam) heard of

this incident while returning from hunting and his bow was still in his hand. In a

rage, he struck Abu Jahl with the bow across the head. Abu Jahl pleaded, "Do
you not see what religion (D'in) he has brought? He makes us stupid, insults our

gods and opposes our. forefathers." Sayyidina Hamzah ^ i»\ ^j told him, "Who
can be more stupid than you? You leave Allah to worship idols!" He then

declared the witness (Shahadah) by saying, "I bear witness that there is none

worthy of worship besides Allah and I bear witness that Muhammad *l* ito J^
jJL-j is the servant and messenger of Allah!" Upon his acceptance of Islam, Allah

revealed the verse 'is he who is dead, then We granted him life..." Despite the

circumstances of revelation, the verse applies to all disbelievers (Kuffar) and

believers (Mu'minin).

The disbelievers (Kuffar) are considered dead because of their disbelief

(kufr), while the Muslims are really alive, walking amongst people with the light

of Belief (lman). This light guides them to good works and deeds.

"Thus have We beautified for the disbelievers the actions that they do." Just as the
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believers (Mu'minln) hold their Belief (Iman) dearly, the disbelievers (Kuffar)

enjoy their disbelief (kufr) and will not part with it, thinking that their actions are

good.

MANY OF THE PROMINENT PEOPLE OF EVERY TOWN ARE
SINNERS

"In this manner We made the -prominent ones in every town the sinners.." Just as

most of the prominent people of Makkah in terms of worldly possessions were

the sinners, so too Allah has made many of the leaders of the previous nations

their leaders in sin as well. The purpose was "so that they plot therein." They plot

to prevent the propagation of the truth, but "They only plot against themselves, but

they do not perceive it. They fail to realise what the consequences of their actions

will be.
,

In the explanation of "so that they plot therein," the author of "Ma'alimut

Tanzil" writes that the leaders of Makkah appointed four people to every street

to prevent others from following the Holy Prophet ^JL-j *ip i»t JL*. They would
warn any newcomer to Makkah to beware of the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ifci J^,
saying that he was a magician and a liar (Allah forbid!).

It is evident throughout the world that many of the leaders and prominent

people of every town neither accept guidance, nor do they allow others to do so.

fruS <*£**'{* fr\' **
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(124) When a sign comes to them they say, "We will never believe until we are

given what was given to the messengers of Allah!" Allah knows best where He
wishes to place His message. Soon disgrace and a frightful punishment shall

afflict the sinful ones because of their plotting.

A REFUTATION OF THE IGNORANT CLAIM OF WALlD BIN
MUGHIRA THAT HE SHOULD ALSO RECEIVE THE
PROPHETHOOD

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v. 2 p.121) reports that the above verse was revealed

when Walid bin Mughira once told the Holy Prophet ^j ^ iiii JL*, "If

apostleship is really something, then I am more worthy of it than you because

my age exceeds yours and so does my wealth."

Another reason reported for the revelation of this verse is that Abu Jahl once

stated, "The Bani Abd Manaf have competed with us in the race for honour to

the extent that we have become race horses. Now they claim that they have a

Holy Prophet among them upon whom revelation descends. By Allah, we will

never believe in this claimant to the Prophethood until revelation does not

descend to us as it does to them." Allah revealed the above verse in reply to him,
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as well as to Walid.

The reply is that Allah selects whom He pleases for apostleship because He
knows who is worthy of this mantle and who is able to bear the responsibility.

For someone to claim that he is more worthy of the post amounts to objecting

against Allah and attributing ignorance to Him. Those who laid such claims will

be subjected to humiliation and a most tortuous chastisement in the Akhirah

(Hereafter).

>& j££ dJ$k=*
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(125) Whomsoever Allah wishes to guide, He expands his bosom for Islam.

Whomsoever He desires to send astray, He narrows and constricts his bosom as

if he is ascending into the sky with great difficulty. Thus Allah afflicts with His

punishment those who do not believe.

THE BOSOM OF THE GUIDED ONES ARE OPENED AND THAT OF
THE DEVIANT ONES ARE CONSTRICTED

Hearing the verses of the Qur'an and witnessing the natural signs, some
people become Muslims, but the majority remain steadfasLon disbelief (kufr). In

this verse Allah says, "Whomsoever Allah wishes to guide, He expands his bosom for

Islam." All doubts and hesitance are removed from his heart and he accepts Islam

with sincerity.

On the other hand, "Whomsoever He desires to send astray, He narrows and

constricts his bosom as if he is ascending into the sky with great difficulty. "When the

message of Islam is presented to such a person, he finds it extremely difficult to

accept.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet JU>

jjL-j-aip Jh\ recited the above verse and then said, "When celestial light (niir) enters

the heart, the heart expands." The Companion (Sahaba)^ &\ ^j enquired, "O the

Holy Prophet pJL-j Up &\ ju>, what is the sign whereby one may recognise this?"

The Holy Prophet ^X-j *4* &\ JU> replied, "Yes, the sign is that a person becomes

detached from the 'Home of Deceit' (the world), turns towards the 'Home of

Eternity' (Hereafter) and prepares for death in advance." [Mishkat p. 446]

Explaining the constriction of bosoms, Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas &\ ^j
** has mentioned that when Allah is mentioned, the hearts of some people

contract and they become alarmed and uneasy. However, when mention is made
of their idols their hearts are overcome with joy ("Ma'alimut Tanzil"). Therefore

a believer (Mu'min) should also be overjoyed and exuberant because of his Belief

(Iman) and everything associated with it.

"Thus Allah afflicts with His punishment those who do not believe."

Commentators have translated the word "rijs" ('punishment') in numerous
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ways. The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" has written that it refers to being deprived

of Allah's assistance. He then quotes Sayyidina Mujahid -uU ibt <^j as saying that

it refers to all things that are bereft of good. According to Imam Raghib Isfahani

Up ibt a^j, it denotes things that are filthy and foul, whereas Zujjaj 4* ^ *^j is of

the opinion that it refers to being cursed in this world and receiving the

punishment of the Hereafter. All of the above meanings may be implied

simultaneously.

The verse means that just as much as Allah wishes to narrow such a

person's heart, that much "rijs" will He place into the heart.

U H\ lii jA&- S±y* jUI Jtt U cJd 7SJi\ UU LiLj ^iuu- L^o

(126) This is the straight path of your Lord, We have certainly elucidated the

verses for those who will heed the advice. (127) Theirs shall be an abode of

peace by their Lord and He is their Protecting Friend because of the works that

they did. (128) The day when We shall gather them all. "O assembly of Jinn! You

have made a large contingent of humans your followers." Then their human

allies will submit, "O our Lord, we had derived benefit from each other and we
reached the fixed term that You had appointed for us." Allah shall ordain, "Your

abode will be the Fire, wherein you shall abide forever; except those whom
Allah wills. Certainly your Lord is The Wise, The All Knowing." (129) In a like

manner We make some of the oppressors allies to others because of the deeds

that they perpetrate.

THE PATH OF ALLAH IS STRAIGHT

"This is the straight path of your Lord." i.e. The religion (D'ln) of Islam in

which there is no crookedness. The message is crystal clear, as Allah continues to

say, "We have certainly elucidated the verses for those who will heed the advice."

Hereafter Allah mentions the favours He shall bestow upon those who walk on

the straight path.

THE PROMISE OF AN ABODE OF PEACE FOR THE BELIEVERS

"Theirs shall be an abode of peace by their Lord..." The abode of peace ('Dams

Salam') referred to in this verse is Heaven (Jannah). The people of Heaven

(Jannah) shall not have any hardships and difficulties, neither physical nor.

spiritual. They will bear no enmity, hatred, jealousy and malice towards each
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other and their bounties will never be taken away from them.

Upon entry into Heaven (Jannah) they will be told, "Enter Heaven (Jannah)

with peace and in safety. "Surah Yasin [Surah 36, verse 58] mentions that the people of

Heaven (Jannah) will greeted by Allah with the words: "Peace!' A greetingfrom the

Merciful Lord." In brief, Heaven (Jannah) will be an embodiment of peace and
serenity. (May Allah make us of its inhabitants. Amin!)

The second favour of Allah on the believers (Mu'minin) is mentioned in the

verse thus, and He is their Protecting Friend because of the works that they did."

The author of "Ma'alimut Tanzil" writes in the explanation of this verse that

Allah shall grant inspiration to the righteous ones to do good in this world and
He shall reward them for it in the Hereafter.

THE QUESTIONING OF JINN AND MAN ON THE DAY OF
JUDGMENT (QJYAMAH)

"The day when We shall gather them all." These include man and jinn. Then
Allah shall address the jinn [i.e. the Satans (Shayatin)] saying, "O assembly of Jinn!

You have made a large contingent of humans your followers." Iblis had already told

Allah at the beginning, "I shall definitely take a stipulated amount of Your

bondsmen..." He also said, "I will surely waylay them on Your straight path. Then I

will approach them from the front, the back, their right and their left and You shall find

most of them to be ungrateful." [Surah A'raf (7), verses 16,17]

In keeping with his promise, Iblis and his progeny are constantly at work to

mislead man. They have already succeeded in leading the majority of mankind
astray and it will be because of this that Allah will address them on the Day of

Judgement. The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that this statement will be to

rebuke them.

THE REPLY OF MANKIND AND THEIR ADMISSION OF GUILT

"Then their human allies will submit, 'O our Lord, we had derived benefitfrom each

other..." The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 8 p26) quotes from Sayyidina Hasan
and Ibn Juraij <> & ^ that people derived benefit from the jinn when they

would declare upon reaching a destination, "I seek refuge with the chief of this

valley." Instead of seeking protection with Allah, they would seek protection with

the jinn residing there. The jinn would derive benefit from humans when they

would be flattered by the fact that humans would seek refuge with them instead

of with Allah. In this way they felt that humans considered them to have the

powers of Allah.

" and we reached the fixed term that You had appointed for us." Certain

commentators interpret this fixed term" to be death, while others say that it is the

Day of Judgement. This statement of theirs exudes undertones of regret and is a

type of admission of their sins.

However, it will now be too late for regrets and "Allah shall ordain, 'Your

abode will the Fire.." Allah had already informed Iblis (Shaytan) whea he
displayed his arrogance and swore to mislead man, "Certainlyl shall fill Hell with

you and all those who follow you." This promise of Allah will, therefore, have to

come to pass and they will all have to enter into Hell, "wherein you shall abide
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forever; except those whom Allah wills." If Allah wills He may excuse some people

and remove them from Hell. However, the disbelievers (Kuffar) will ''remain there

forever."

Allah will decree these things according to His wisdom and knowledge,

because "Certainly your Lord is The Wise, The All Knowing."

"In a like manner We make some of the oppressors allies to others because of the

deeds that they perpetrate."'The author of "Malimut Tanzil" quotes from Sayyidina

Qatadah <J* ifo <*-j that the manifestation of this is common in this world. The

disbelievers (Kuffar) always assist each other in their opposition to Islam and the

Muslims.

Other commentators interpret the verse to mean that they will be brought

close together on the Day of Judgement. They will be formed into groups and

cast into the blaze of Hell. Allah says in Surah Saffat [Snmh 37, verses 22,23], "Gather

the oppressors, those akin to them and that which they worshipped besides Allah. Then

guide them on the path to the Blaze." Allah says in Surah Zumar, "The disbelievers

will be dragged in groups towards Hell." [Surah 39, verse 71]

Another group of commentators is of the opinion that the verse denotes that

Allah will make some of the oppressors gain supremacy over others, punishing

them in this manner.

c0. '£=& $J& ^ '&> $k it o?& & &%

(130) O Assembly of jinn and humankind! Have messengers from among you

not come to you expounding My laws to you and warning you about the

meeting of this day? They will say, "We testify against ourselves!" The life of

the world had beguiled them and they testify against themselves that they were

undoubtedly disbelievers. (131) This is because your Lord does not destroy

towns unjustly while the inhabitants are unaware. (132) For each there are ranks

by virtue of their actions. Your Lord is not unaware of what they do. (133) Your
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Lord is Independent, The Merciful. If He wills He may remove you and replace

after you whomsoever He pleases, just as He had created you from the progeny

of another nation. (134) Without a trace of doubt, what you have been promised

will certainly come to pass and you cannot escape. (135) Say, "O my people,

continue practising at your places, indeed I am practising. Soon you will come to

know in whose favour shall be the ultimate result of this universe.

Undoubtedly, the oppressors will never be successful"

THE JINN AND HUMANS WILL BE ASKED WHETHER
MESSENGERS CAME TO THEM AND THE CONFESSION TO
THEIR CRIMES

Allah will address those present on the Day of Judgement, saying, "O
assembly ofjinn and humankind! Have messengers from among you not come to you

expounding My laws to you and warning you about the meeting of this day?" i.e. Did

you not take heed and prepare for this day?

At the beginning they will deny saying, "By Allah, our Lord, we never

perpetrated polytheism (shirk)!" (This has already been discussed in verse 23 of

Surah An'am). However, their limbs and their Holy Prophets ?%-S\ ^^-1* will testify

against them and eventually they will also be forced to admit their polytheism

(shirk). Allah refers to this juncture when He says, "They will say, 'We testify

against ourselves!" i.e. They will admit their sins and disbelief (kufr).

Amid this scenario, Allah makes mention of their condition when He says,

"The life of the world had beguiled them and they testify against themselves that they

were undoubtedly disbelievers." They considered this world to be the pinnacle of

their achievements and hankered after their passions and pleasures. In the

process they paid no heed to the warnings sounded to them by the Holy
Prophets fiLJ\ r^.

"This (i.e. the sending of messengers) is because your Lord does not destroy

towns unjustly while the inhabitants are unaware." i.e.- Allah does not destroy them
until they are aware of the consequences of their injustice and sins. Eventually,

when they ignore the teachings of the Holy Prophets f*~h ^s-,. Allah sends His

punishment because of their sins, the greatest of which is infidelity (kufr).

THE RANKS OF PEOPLE VARY ACCORDING TO THEIR ACTIONS

"For each there are ranks by virtue of their actions." The ranks of those doing

good vary, just as the ranks of the evildoers vary according to the extent of their

deeds. Accordingly, their rewards ancj punishment will also vary.

"Your Lord is not unaware ofwhat they do. "None should think that his actions

will go unnoticed and that he will not receive the full rewards for them. Allah is

well aware of every deed, be it good or bad.

"Your Lord is Independent, The Merciful." Allah requires no person nor any
action. However, all the creation are dependent on Him and He showers His

mercy upon them by providing their sustenance and seeing to their every need.

In this world His mercy is for all, while in the Hereafter, He will bestow His

mercy only upon the obedient ones.
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"IfHe wills, He may remove you and replace after you whomsoever He pleases just

as He had created you from the progeny of another nation/' Just as the forefathers of

present day nations have been removed from the face of the earth, Allah can

cause people alive today to gradually disappear and be replaced by others. If

Allah wills, He is also able to remove nations in an instant.

People are dependent on Allah for their existence in this world and will also

require Him in the Hereafter. For this reason, they should accept Belief (Iman)

and live accordingly.

JUDGMENT DAY (QIYAMAH) WILL CERTAINLY COME
"Without a trace of doubt, what you have been promised will certainly come to

pass..." Judgment day (Qiyamah), reckoning, rewards, punishment, Heaven

(Jannah), Hell and everything promised by the Holy Prophets fiLJ\ ^^ are the

absolute truth and will come to pass. None should think that it is not coming just

because it has not yet arrived.

"...and you cannot escape." None shall be able to avert the inevitable. Allah

says in Surah Maryam [Surah 19, verses 94,95], "Surely We have counted them

meticulously and each of them will appear before us all alone." Only Allah knows the

time of Judgment day (Qiyamah) and He will bring it to pass when he wills. It is

foolish for people to deny the advent of Judgment day (Qiyamah) on the basis

that it has not manifested itself for so many thousands of years. The delay of an

event does not mean that it will not take place.

"Say, 'O my people, continue practising at your places, indeed I am practising.

Soon you will come to know in whose favour shall be the ultimate result of this

universe." Only when their eyes close in this world will their true eyes open to

reality. Only then will they comprehend that Belief (Iman) and righteous actions

are of benefit. However, realisation in the Hereafter will be of no avail.

"Undoubtedly, the oppressors will never be successful." This verse declares the

blanket rule that all the disbelievers (Kujfar) and Polytheists will be unsuccessful

in the Hereafter even though they seem to think that they are successful in this

world. The true condition of a person will be exposed on the Day of Judgement.

WERE MESSENGERS SENT TO THE JINN?

"O assembly ofjinn and humankind! Have messengers from among you not come

to you..." The general context of this verse denotes that Holy Prophets were also

sent to the jinn. Ibn Kathir *4* &\ *^j [v. 2 p. 177] has reported from Sayyidina Ibn

Jarir and Dhahak Up &\ <*-j that Prophets pLJ\ ^^ were also sent to the jinn, from

the jinn, as derived from this verse. However, he writes that this verse does not

necessarily denote this since 'from amongst you" could mean "from the sum of

both groups" i.e. messengers were sent to all of you from either one of the two

groups. *

An example is the verse of Surah Rahman [Surah 55, verse 22] where Allah

says, "Pearls and corals emerge from the two of them," \n this verse "the two of them"

refers to the sea as well as rivers, whereas corals and pearls are found only in the

sea. The interpretation will therefore be that these emerge from 'the sum of the

two waters/
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Reporting from numerous commentators like Sayyidina Mujahid Up 2bt ju^

and Sayyidina Ibn Juraij *l* &\^ Allama Ibn Kathir^ Ara^j has written that no

Prophets f*-Ji r«> were from the jinn.

"Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 8 p.28) reports that the word "messengers" in the above

verse refers to those sent by Allah as well as those messengers whom these Holy

Prophets f&J\ p+A* sent to their respective nations. Therefore, although no Holy

Prophets ftLJ\ ^U were sent to the jinn, many of the jinn were appointed as

preachers by the Holy Prophets f*~S\ r
^u. These types of messengers are included

in the purport of this verse.

It is a fact that the jinn are also charged with the responsibility of carrying

out the injunctions of Allah and that they lived on this earth before man. It is

therefore necessary that they require messengers to impart the injunctions of

Allah to them. Allah says, "A warner passed in every nation." This verse indicates

that messengers were sent to the jinn before man set foot upon the earth.

It is very possible that the jinn were instructed to follow those Holy Prophet

f%J\ Up who were sent to humans, but there is no conclusive proof for this The

fact is certain though that the Holy Prophet (JL*3 Up iiit JL* was sent as a messenger

to man and jinn alike.

In the concluding verses of Surah Ahqaf [Surah 46, verses 28 to 32], mention is

made of the jinn who received the message from the Holy Prophet <*!*-3 *A*
y

&\ JU>

and then propagated it to their people saying, "Accept the caller to Allah and believe

in him" Surah Rahman continuously addresses the jinn and the Ahadlth also

recount that the Holy Prophet jJL.3 *A* iu\ JU met with the jinn and invited them to

Islam, reciting Surah Rahman to them.

In substantiation of the opinion that the jinn were enjoined to follow the

same Holy Prophets fiLJ\ ^^ as man, the Qur'an makes mention of the fact that

they told their people, "O our people, indeed we have heard a Book revealed after

Musa, verifying what was before it and guiding towards the truth and the straight path."

This verse indicates that the jinn were practicing the injunctions of the Torah, for

if they had their own Prophets (}LJi p^i* in the time of Sayyidina Musa f%J\ U*,

they would have followed him instead.

A &; IJLaiU^j£% 4J^ff^ % IL £ IJL^

(136) A portion of their crops and animals that Allah created, they stipulated for

Allah saying, "This is for Allah," according to their estimation, "and this is for

our partners." So what becomes their partners" does not reach Allah and what

becomes Allah's reaches their partners. Evil indeed is what they decide.
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THE POLYTHEISTS COMMIT POLYTHEISM (SHIRK) WITH THEIR
CROPS AND LIVESTOCK

Among the various ways in which the Polytheists (Mushrikin) practised

polytheism (shirk) was that they used to devote a portion of their wealth to their

idols. They also commonly cut the ears of their animals and set many of them

free in the names of their idols. In fact, this practice is common until today

among the Polytheists.

The above verse refers to their practice where they used to apportion some

of their animals and crops to their idols and a little to Allah, whereas Allah had

created all of these things and provided for them. They would permit only the

poor and travellers to partake of this. It often occurred that the portion devoted

to Allah would be found mixed with that of the idol, in which case they would

leave it as is and consider all to be for the idol. On the other hand, when the

portion devoted to an idol was found mixed with that which was devoted to

Allah, they would immediately separate it.

Their first crime was that they ascribed partners to Allah. Secondly, they

apportioned what Allah had created for these partners and then (thirdly) they

gave a larger portion to the idol rather than to Allah. Because of this multitude of

sins, Allah declares, "Evil indeed is what they decide/'

Some Scholars (Ulema) have stated that similar sins are common nowadays

among some Muslims. During the short time that they devote to Allah [for

remembrance of Allah (Dhikr) and recitation of Qur'an (Tilawah)], they also

engage in worldly business, yet during their hours of business they are not

prepared to devote any time for religious activities.

**
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(137) Thus have their partners beautified the murder of their children for many

of the Polytheists to destroy them and to obscure their religion (D'ln) for them.
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If Allah wills, they will never do so. So leave them to their devices. (138) They

say of their assumption, "These are livestock and crops that are restricted. Only

those people whom we approve of may eat from it/' Then there are those

animals whose backs have been forbidden and those upon whom Allah's name

has not been taken; as a slander against Allah. Soon He will punish them for

what they devise. (139) They say, "Whatever is within the bellies of these

animals are reserved strictly for our males and forbidden to our wives. If it is

suntilborn, then they may share therein." Soon He shall punish them for what

they speak. Undoubtedly He is The Wise, The All Knowing. (140) Those people

are losers who foolishly murder their children without knowledge and forbid

what Allah has provided them with as a slander upon Allah. They have surely

gone astray and are not rightly guided.

THE IDOLATERS USED TO MURDER THEIR CHILDREN AND
FORMULATE THEIR OWN CUSTOMS CONCERNING FORBIDDEN
AND PERMITTED ANIMALS

Before the advent of the Mercy to the universe, the Holy Prophet 4* ifo J-*

(JL-j, the entire world was steeped in the darkness of disbelief (kufr), polytheism

(shirk) and ignorance. The Arabs were overwhelmed with ignorance and

formulated various customs under the direction of human and jinn Satans

(Shayatin).

Many of these have been discussed in the verses, -. then they will definitely cut

the ears ofanimals..." .
" ....what has been slaughtered in the name ofany besides Allah../'

"Allah has not ordained the 'Bahirah,'the 'Sa'ibah'..."and the verse, "A portion of their

crops and animals that Allah created, they stipulated for Allah saying, "This is for

Allah..."

In the verses under discussion Allah says, "Thus have their partners beautified

the murder of their children for many of the Polytheists..." As a result of this, they feel

no parental compassion, nor any hesitancy in burying their daughters alive and

killing their children out of fear of poverty. Satan (Shaytan) misled them to do

this so as "to destroy them... "They will be destroyed in the Hereafter when they

suffer the punishment and in this very world they are destroyed because they

will be deprived of perpetuating their posterity.
'

Another reason for coercing them into this vile deed is "to obscure their

religion (D'in) for them." "Ma'alimut TanziT reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Abbas k* A» ^j the interpretation of this verse. He States that Satan (Shaytan)

beautified these actions for them so that they begin to doubt their religion (D'in) .

Whilst they were previously following the religion (D'in) of Sayyidina Isma'Il 4*

(%J>, they were diverted from it because of the misguidance of Satan (Shaytan).

"They say of their assumption, 'These are livestock and crops that are restricted.

Only those whom we approve ofmay eatfrom it. "In this way they forbid what Allah

had permitted, thereby altering the injunctions of Allah.

In the commentary of the verse, "Allah has not ordained the 'Bahirah,' the

'Sa'ibah'..." mention was made of the practice amongst the Polytheists to absolve

certain types of animals from being mounted and from being burdened with

menial tasks. These they did in the name of their idols. Allah Ta'ala refers to this
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when says, "Then there are those animals whose backs have been forbidden..."

They then also stipulated certain animals "upon whom Allah's name has not

been taken; as a slander against Allah" i.e. they ordained that Allah's name will not

be taken when slaughtering certain animals. In their ignorance, they regarded

this as a means of pleasing Allah. Allah says with regard to this, "Soon He will

punish themfor what they devise."

They also transgressed Allah's laws of prohibition when they said,

"Whatever is within the bellies of these animals are reserved strictly for our males and

forbidden to our wives. If it is suntilborn, then they (male and female) may share

therein." Allah says, "Soon He shall punish them for what they speak. Undoubtedly He

is The Wise, The All Knowing."

The last of these verses states, "Those people are losers who foolishly murder

their children without knowledge and forbid what Allah has provided them with as a

slander upon Allah. They have surely gone astray and are not rightly guided." This

verse summarises the condition and the plight of the Polytheists who have been

described above. Allah is the rightful Owner of everything an3 they had no right

to kill their children even though they were the parents. They will be punished

for this, as well as for forbidding the Lawful (Halal) sustenance that Allah

provided.

Lesson: The word "partners" refers to the idols of the Polytheists because

they associated these as partners of Allah. The human and jinn Shayatin (devils)

who mislead them can also be referred to as their "partners." The Polytheists

thought that these "partners" will intercede for them on the Day of Judgement.

This was discussed in verse 94 of Surah An'am (Surah 6) where Allah says, "We do

not see your intercessors whom you claimed as partners with you. Indeed your relations

have been severed and what you claimed has been lost to you.

Allah says in Surah Yunus, "Then We will separate them and their partners will

say, 'You never worshipped us!" [Surah 10, verse 28]

Lesson: These verses point out that since Allah is the Creator of everything,

He reserves the right to declare things Lawful (Halal) and Unlawful (Haram).

Whoever does so on his own will be guilty of attempting to adopt the sole

privilege of Allah and is thus sinful. Those who pass laws contradicting the

dictates of the Shari'ah are also guilty of this crime.

THOSE COMMITTING INNOVATIONS (BID'AH) ARE ON THE
PATH OF THE POLYTHEISTS

People perpetrating innovations (Bid'ah) are also guilty of some of the

crimes committed by the Polytheists. Some of these people stipulate that females

are prohibited from eating a certain type of food that they dedicate in the name

of Sayyidah Fatima \+* & ^j. However, they allow males to eat from it, just as

the Polytheists used to do. They also perpetrate other similar customs that have

no basis in the Shari'ah.
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(141) He is the One Who created such gardens that are trellised and those that

are not trellised, date palms and plantations of various foods and (created) olives

and pomegranates that are alike and that are not alike. Eat from it's fruit when it

grows and give its due on the day of harvesting. Do not waste, for verily Allah

does not like the wasters. (142) From the animals (He has created) those for

loading and those for lying on the ground. Eat from what Allah has provided for

you and do not follow the footsteps of Devil (Shaytan). Indeed he is your open

enemy.

ORCHARDS, PLANTATIONS AND ANIMALS ARE ALLAH'S
BOUNTIES TO MAN

Allah begins these verses by describing the two types of orchards that He
has created. Allah says, "He is. the One Who created such gardens that are trellised..."

Examples of these are grape vines and certain types of creepers that grow on

trellises. Then there are those "... that are not trellised../' These stand on their own
and do not require any support. Examples of these are plenty and include the

date palm and various other fruits, vegetables and cereals. There are also many
creepers that do not require trellises, like those of watermelons, pumpkins, etc.

All these grow in their own fashion according to Allah's wisdom.

"....and plantations of various foods... "From the same water and the same

ground, crops of various types, tastes and benefits grow. Some are tasty while

others bitter; some may be of excellent quality while others may be poor.

["Ma'alimut Tanzil" v. 2 p.135]

"...and (created) olives and pomegranates that are alike and that are not alike."

Although fruit may be of the same species and colour, yet they vary in taste and

texture.

"Eat from its fruit when it grows and give its due on the day of harvesting."

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ &\ ^j has mentioned that this verse refers to

the Zakah on crops that may be a tenth or a twentieth part of the produce,

according to specific regulations. Other commentators mention that since this

verse was revealed in Makkah and Zakah was only ordained in Madinah, it

would refer to giving some of the crop in charity to the poor.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas <* i»i ^ is also reported to have said that

initially an unspecified p>ortion had to be given to the poor, but once Zakah was

ordained, the amount was fixed.

Certain commentators have stated that although the rest of the Surah was

vealed before the Hijrah, the above verses were reveled thereafter. Therefore,
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the verse does refer to Zakah. ["Ruhul Ma'ani" v. 8 p.38]

The laws regarding Zakah on crops have been discussed in Surah Baqarah

under the verse, "O you who believe, spend from the pure things that you earn and

from what We have extractedfor youfrom the earth/' [Surah 2, verse 267]

"Do not waste, for verily Allah does not like the wasters" The Arabic word

Tsraf refers to transgressing the limits and is generally used for wastage because

wastage and extravagance entail the transgression of limits. Israf will denote all

actions of transgression and includes the case where a person spends all his

wealth on the poor, leaving himself destitute.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 8 p.38) reports from Ibn Juraij ^ & *^j that

this verse was revealed with regard to Sayyidina Thabit bin Qais bin Shammas
-up &\ ^j. He once harvested his crop of dates and declared that he would

distribute dates to whoever came there. People continued to come until the

evening, when he* was left with nothing for himself. It was then that this verse

was revealed.

Sayyidina Abu Muslim Up 2»i ^ has mentioned that the verse means that

one should not eat from the harvest until the dues of the poor have been

distributed so that their portion is not diminished. According to. Ibn Shihab

Zuhri <dp & ^j, the verse means that one should not spend the crop in sinful

avenues.

Thereafter Allah makes mention of His bounties with regard to animals.

Allah says, "From the animals (He has created) those for loading..." These are large

. animals, while others have been created small as if they are "lying on the ground,"

such as sheep and goats. Although the smaller animals cannot carry loads, they

may be milked or eaten, and their meat is better than that of the larger animals.

Their skins may also be utilized for clothing, bedding and laying on the ground.

"Eatfrom what Allah has provided for you and do notfollow the footsteps of Satan

(Shaytan)." People should eat from Lawful (Halal) sustenance and not do as their

forefathers had done (in following Satan (Shaytan) when they declared things

Lawful (Halal) and Unlawful (Haram) as they pleased. Satan (Shaytan) can never

be followed because "indeed he is your open enemy.
"

. fLii^T^^jl^VT^J^^^^^Vt f^il^^J^-S.*
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(143) (Allah created) Eight types of couples. Two from sheep and two from goats.

Say, "Has Allah forbidden two males or two females, or the child that is

contained in the bellies of two females?" Inform me with proof if you are

indeed truthful. (144) Two from cattle and two from camels. Say, "Has Allah

forbidden two males or two females, or the child that is contained in the bellies

of two females? Were you present when Allah commanded you with this?" Who
can be more unjust than he who invents a lie about Allah to lead people astray

without knowledge. Verily Allah does not guide the unjust folk.

THE EIGHT TYPES OF ANIMALS AND HOW THE POLYTHEISTS
PERMITTED AND FORBADE THEM AS THEY PLEASED

"(Allah created) Eight types of couples." i.e. From those animals from which

man generally eats and derives milk. "Two from sheep and two from goats, "i.e. A
male and a female from each type.

From these, the Polytheists would declare Unlawful (Haram) at random. At

times they would declare the males Unlawful (Haram), at times a pair, etc. They

would then attribute this prohibition to Allah. Allah says, "Say, 'Has Allah

forbidden two males or two females, or the child that is contained in the bellies of two

females?"

Allah says, 'inform me with proof if you are indeed truthful." In the next verse

Allah asks them, "Were you present when Allah commanded you with this?" It is

evident that they will be unable to furnish a proof and it is obvious that Allah

had not commanded them to do these things.

"Who can be more unjust than he who invents a lie about Allah to lead people

astray without knowledge. Verily Allah does not guide the unjust folk." By adopting

the path of disbelief (kufr), they have already warranted Hell for themselves.

'< c *i ~'\ t 1 i*'-. A *~ ><*\< .-. ^*1 A \+ * r ' \"
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(145) Say, "In the revelation that has come to me I find forbidden for the

consumer only to eat carrion, flowing blood or the flesh of swine for indeed it is

an impurity or (I find forbidden) the sin (of consuming) the flesh of that animal

upon which the name of another besides Allah was taken. As for him who is
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driven by necessity, then (should he eat thereof) neither rebelliously, nor

transgressing the limits, then verily Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful."

(146) We forbade every clawed animal upon the Jews. From among cattle and

goats, We forbade for them the fat of the two, excluding what is carried by the

back, the entrails and what is attached to the bones. This was the punishment

We gave them as retribution for their rebellion, and undoubtedly We are

truthful. (147) So if they deny you, then tell them that your Lord is the possessor

of all-embracing mercy and His punishment will not be averted from the

criminal folk.

WHAT IS UNLAWFUL (HARAM)?

To refute the many things that the Arabs themselves forbade for themselves,

Allah revealed the verse in which He says, "Say, 'In the revelation that has come to

melfindforbidden for the consumer only to eat..."

"..carrion... " Those animals that die a natural death.

".... .flowing blood..." Therefore the little blood that remains in the flesh after

slaughtering is not Unlawful (Haram) since it does not flow. The spleen and liver

are also Lawful (Halal) since they are congealed blood and not flowing blood.

" or the flesh of swine for indeed it is an impurity..." Every part of the pig is

Unlawful (Haram) even though it may be slaughtered according to the Shari'ah.

The hair and bones of other animals are pure even though they die naturally, but

those of a pig can never be pure.

" or the sin (of consuming) the flesh of that animal upon which the name of

another besides Allah was taken." This is the fourth thing mentioned in this verse.

Thereafter permission is given for a person to eat of these things when he is in

danger of losing his life because of starvation. Then too he may eat only that

much which will preserve his life and no more.

All of these were discussed in Surah Baqarah under the verse, "Forbidden for

you are carrion, blood, the flesh of swine..." and the verse of Surah Ma'idah,

"Forbidden for you are carrion, blood..."

The Holy Prophet (JL-j Up &\ JL* was the final messenger of Allah and only

these things were forbidden for him at the time when this verse was revealed.

Later the verse of Surah Ma'idah was revealed containing additional things.

Allah has outlined the basic principle with regard to Unlawful (Haram)

things when He mentioned in Surah A'raf [Surah 7, verse 157], "He permits for them

the pure things and forbids from them the impure things." Therefore, it will not be

proper for someone to deduce from the verse under discussion that only these

four things are forbidden in the Shari'ah. The Qur'an was still being revealed

when this verse was revealed and other injunctions were ordained thereafter.

CERTAIN THINGS WERE FORBIDDEN FOR THE JEWS BECAUSE
OF THEIR REBELLION

Allah then enumerates certain foods that were forbidden for the Jews, but

are permissible for the Ummah of the Holy Prophet ^JL-j <uU ii JU» The first of
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these were "every clawed animal -This refers to every animal the hooves, claws or

feet of which are not split e.g. camels, ostriches and ducks. This is according to

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas **. ifct ^Jf Sayyidina Said bin Jubair Up &\ <*-
Jf

Sayyidina Qatadah Up iut^ and Sayyidina Mujahid «Up ibi i^Jm

It has already been mentioned in verse 93 of Surah Al Imran (Surah 3) that

camel meat and milk was permitted in the religion (Win) of Sayyidina Ibrahim

f%j>\
<A*, but that Sayyidina Ya'qub (OLJ; -Op forbade it upon himself and the Jews

continued with this prohibition. This was later prohibited in the Torah.

Allah continues to say, "From cattle and goats, We forbade for them the fat of the

two, excluding what is carried by the back, the entrails and what is attached to the bones.

This was the punishment We gave them as retribution for their rebellion, and

undoubtedly We are truthful."

This subject matter was discussed in Surah Nisa [Surah 4, verse 160] where

Allah mentioned, "Because of the oppression of the Jews, We forbade them from the

pure things that were permissible for them." It is thus evident that these things were

forbidden for them on account of the oppression that they perpetrated upon their

own souls by disobeying Allah. For the Ummah of the Holy Prophet^ ^ <ip 2»\ JU»

nothing can now be made Unlawful (Haram) since the Shari'ah is complete.

"So if they deny you, then tell them that your Lord is the possessor ofall-embracing

mercy..." The Polytheists denied the Holy Prophet pi-j Up iu\ ju> either openly or

by making excuses like saying that if he is the true Holy Prophet of Allah, why
are they then not destroyed by punishment (for rejecting him)? They are told that

Allah is most Merciful and will send His punishment when He decides,

according to His wisdom. The fact that the punishment is delayed does not mean
that it will not come. When it does come then "His punishment will not be averted

from the criminal folk."

& ot &%* tfjfy:%&^ t %\ til § \&\ iii jjk
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(148) Soon those who commit polytheism (shirk) will say, "If Allah willed,

neither we, nor our forefathers would not have committed polytheism (shirk),

and we would not have forbidden anything." In the same manner those before

them had denied until they tasted Our punishment. Say, "Have you any

knowledge that you may disclose for us? You only follow conjecture and

speculation." (149) Say, "Only Allah has the "Hujjatul Balighah" and if He wills
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He may guide all of you." (150) Say, "Bring your witnesses who will testify that

indeed Allah forbade these." If they testify then you do not testify with them.

Do not follow the whims of those who deny Our verses, who do not believe in

the Hereafter and who associate others with their Lord.

THE CONTENTION OF THE POLYTHEISTS

It is in the nature of man that not only does he commit sins, but he also

argues to justify his actions, desiring that things conform to his wishes and
inclinations. The wrongdoers reply so tersely to those wishing to advise them

that the persons have to remain silent before their fabricated arguments and

proofs.

When the Polytheists were told to worship Allah their Creator and Sustainer

and not to concoct their own customs, they argued that everything is from Allah.

Their quarrel is mentioned in the above verse when they said, "If Allah willed,

neither we nor our forefathers would not have committed polytheism (shirk), and we

would not have forbidden anything." The basis of their argument was that if Allah

was displeased with their actions, why did He not destroy them?

In reply to their altercation Allah says, "In the same manner those before them

had denied until they tasted Our punishment." i.e. Just as the previous nations

contested the same issue and were finally punished, these people will also

receive the punishment that they seek to hasten.

With regard to their statement that Allah would not have allowed them to

continue if He was displeased with their actions, Allah replies, "Say, 'Have you

any knowledge that you may disclose for us?'" The question is rhetorical, not

requiring an answer, because it is obvious that they have no knowledge to that

effect. Allah continues to say, "You foUow only conjecture and speculation. "Their

arguments are merely conjectural and the result of speculation.

Allah placed man on earth as a test for him. The test entails that he is given

the choice to either conform to Allah's commandments or to disobey. If he were

not granted this option and was forced to act as Allah dictated, there would not

have been any test. Allah, in His wisdom, had granted man the intelligence, the

ability and the choice to act. When a person exercises these faculties in

committing polytheism (shirk) and concocting various customs, he will be

accountable. The fact that these things occur does not mean that Allah is pleased

with them. Allah is pleased only with those actions and beliefs that were

propagated by His scriptures and the Holy Prophets fiLJ\ r^.

"Say, 'Only Allah has the 'Hujjatul Baalighah... "i.e. The final and conclusive

argument rests only with Allah, and the arguments tendered by the Polytheists

are baseless.

" and ifHe wills He may guide all ofyou." Allah has decreed in His infinite

wisdom that the truth must coexist on earth with falsehood. Allah has, however,

shown everyone the way to guidance so that every person may follow.

"Say, 'Bring your witnesses who will testify that indeed Allah forbade these. If they

testify then you do not testify with them (because their testimony will be false). Do
not follow the whims of those who deny Our verses, who do not believe in the Hereafter
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and who associate others with their Lord. "This verse prohibits following those who
follow their whims viz, the disbelievers (Kuffar) and Polytheists.

J4& S/ llil sytj i^jf i>j\j Jiit £ £ S^3t ^ ^i
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(151) Say, "Draw closer, I shall recite to you the things that your Lord has

forbidden for you. That you do not ascribe any partner to Him and be kind

towards your parents. That you do not slay your children for fear of poverty, for

We sustain you and them as well. And that you do not draw near to acts of

lewdness that may be apparent and hidden. And that you do not murder a soul

which Allah had forbidden except with a right. These are the things which Allah

has solemnly commanded you so that you may understand. (152) And approach

the wealth of the orphan only in a favourable manner until he reaches maturity.

And give full measure and weight in fairness. We only burden a soul with what

it can bear. When you speak, then adopt justice even though it be your relative

and fulfil the covenant of Allah. These are the things which Allah has solemnly

commanded you so that you may take heed. (153). And indeed this is my straight

path, so follow it. Do not follow other paths, for they will deviate you from

Allah's path. These are the things which Allah has solemnly commanded you so

that you may adopt piety (taqwa)."

TEN FUNDAMENTAL COMMANDS
It is recorded in "Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v. 2 p.140) that the Polytheists asked the

Holy Prophet jJL. j «d* &\ JU» to inform them of what Allah had forbidden. In reply

to this Allah revealed the above verses viz. "Say, 'Draw closer, I shall recite to you

the things that your Lord has forbidden for you.., "Although the list of ten things

includes prohibitions and instructions, the word 'forbidden" has been used

because not to follow the instructions is forbidden. These are:

1. "That you do not ascribe any asyartner to Him..."
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2. "be kind towards your parents."

3. 'That you do not slay your children for fear of poverty..." 'The

Arabs used' to murder their children for one of two reasons. 'The

first was the fear that the child' will have to share their food thus

subjecting them to poverty. 'They did not realise that Allah

provides for all, as He says here, "We sustain you and' them as

well."

'The second' reason for slaying their children was that in certain

tribes and' areas, people considered it a disgrace to have a

daughter, as Allah says in Surah Nahl [Surah 16, verse 59] that

the father of the baby girl, 'He hides from the people due to the evil

tidings that he received'. Must he keep her with disgrace or bury

her in the sand? Evil indeed' is the decision that he takes!" He
would' then bury the little girl alive. Allah says in Surah Takwir,

"When the girl who was buried alive will be asked for what sin was
she killed? "[Surah 81, verses 8,9]

4. "And that you do not draw near to acts of lewdness that may be

apparent and' hidden." 'This includes all related acts, like!

fornication, nudity, promiscuity, etc.

'Tirmidhi reports that the Holy Prophet rl-j <^ &\ ^Ju* said; "Four

things were part of the lifestyles of the Holy Prophet ^—3» 4.JU. (1)

Modesty, (2) Applying perfume, (3) Using the Miswak and(4)

Marriage.

Abu Dawud reports that the Holy Prophet rl~-j <M &\ ^^ once saw

a person bathing in an open plain. He mounted the pulpit and,

after praising Allah, said, 'Verily Allah is modest and' hidden and'

He likes modesty. So when any of you baths, he should conceal

himself."

Sayyidina Abdullah bin "Umar <~* ifct ^j narrates that the Holy

Prophet ri-j <ulp i»i JU said) "Without a doubt, modesty and' belief

(Imdn) are attached? 'When any one is removed', the other will also

be removed?" [Mishkdt p. 432]

5. "And that you do not murder a soul which Allah had 'forbidden

except with a right." "Regrettably, murder is all too common
nowadays and Muslims even murder their fellow Muslim brethren.

The Holy Prophet rJL-j 4.JL* ^ J^«* stated', "If the inhabitants of the

heavens and the earth collectively murder a single murder Allah

shall cast them all headlong into the fire of Hell. " [Mishkdt pg.

300]

It is also not permissible to kill a disbeliever (kafir) living in a

Muslim country (called' Dhimmis) since they have taken a

covenant with the Muslims for the security of their lives.

The Holy Prophet rl~^ <JU &\ J.^> said' , 'That person is not of me
and' I am not of him who draws his sword' against my Ummah,
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killing the good' and' the evil ones, as well as he who does not
fulfil the covenant of one who under takes a covenant with
him."[Muslim 'v. 2 p. 319]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud' *.-* &\ ^j reports that the Holy
Prophet ri-j <M &\ J~# said; "it is not permissible to kill a person
who testifies, 'La ila.ha Illallah Muhammadur Rasulullah.' He may
only be executed if he perpetrates one of three crimes (viz.) (1) He
commits adultery after marriage (in which case he will be stoned'
to death). (2) He intentionally murders another (in which case
Qisas will be enforced'). (3) He leaves Islam to follow another Din
(religion)." [Muslim 'v. 2 p. 59]

Allah then says, 'These are the things which Allah has solemnly
commanded' you so that you may understand'."

6. "And' approach the wealth of the orphan only in a favourable
manner until he reaches maturity." Their guardians should not
misappropriate the wealth of orphans. 'This has been discussed' in

Surah Baqarah [Surah 2, verse 220] and the beginning of Surah Nisa
[Surah 4, verse 2].

7. "And give full measure and weight in fairness." Many people
demand that weight and measure be given in full when they have to

receive, but cheat others when giving them goods in weight and
measure; as Allah says in Surah Mutaffifin, "Woe to the cheaters.
Those who, when they take measure from mankind; demand in full.
But if they measure unto people or weigh for them, they cause them
loss. Do such men not consider that they will be raised again?
Unto an awful day; the day when all of mankind will stand before
the Lord of the universe." [Surah 83, verses 1 to 6]

The evil practice of cheating in weight and measure was common among
the nation of Sayyidina Shu'ayb

r
!>LJi Up. When he tried to advise them, they

began to argue with him and refused to accept. Eventually they were all

destroyed with a scream. The incident is discussed in Surah Hud [Surah 11, verses

84 to 95].

THE GRAVE CONSEQUENCES OF CHEATING IN WEIGHT AND
MEASUREMENT

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas -up ifci^ reports that the Holy Prophet & JL*^ Up told those who cheat in weight and measurement, "Undoubtedly you
people are involved in two such malpractices because of which the previous
nations were destroyed." [Mishkdt p. 250]

The Mu'atta of Imam Malik Up ito^ reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin
Abbas <^ ifci^ that Allah casts terror into the hearts of those people who breach
trusts. Death becomes widespread among the nations who commit adultery
excessively. Sustenance is constrained for those who cheat in weight and
measure. Murder and bloodshed overtake the nation that passes unjust decisions
and enemies gain the upper hand over those who break their pledges.
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Allah then says in these verses, "We only burden a soul with what it can bear."

There is therefore no real difficulty in adhering to the commands in these verses.

Lesson: Just as it is Unlawful (Haram) to reduce what is due when weighing

and measuring, it is also Unlawful (Haram) to accept a full salary when one has

not worked, the full hours of employment. Similarly it will be Unlawful (Haram)

to accept payment (bribes) for work that one is normally paid to do. It will be

unlawful (Haram) to accept remuneration for work done in Unlawful (Haram)

institutions even though one has fulfilled one's task.

8. "When you speak then adopt justice even though it be your

relative." One should' offer true testimony and' pass just decisions

even though may these be against a close relative or friend'. 'This

was discussed' under verse 135 of Surah Nisa where Allah stated;

"O you who believe, be firm in establishing justice and' be witness

for Allah even if it be against yourselves, your parents and'

relatives."

9. "And fulfil the covenant of Allah. - This was discussed in Surah

Baqarah ["Surah 2, verse 27] and' the beginning of Surah Ma'idah

[Surah 5, verse 7]. Those who believe in Allah have entered into a

covenant with Allah that they will fulfil all His commands and

abstain from all His prohibitions.

The entire mankind pledged that they accept Allah as their Lord

when He asked their souls, 'Am I not your Lord? They replied;

'Certainly! 'We attest thereto.' (This was done) 'So that you do not

say on the day of Judgment (Qiyamah), 'Indeed' we were unaware

of this Oneness of Allah (Tauhid), or that you say, 'Our forefathers

committed' polytheism (shirk) from before and we were merely the

progeny after them." i.e. 'We merely followed them. Allah took this

covenant with every person and none will be able to claim that he

had no knowledge of the fact that Allah is his Lord. Mankind will

all have to fulfil this covenant. All the Holy Prophet fM-Ji <*i*

came to remind' man about this covenant. They have to fulfil this

by their actions and beliefs and by accepting Islam.

Allah then says, 'These are the things which Allah has solemnly

commanded' you so that you may take heed."

10. "And indeed this is my straight path, so follow it. Do not

follow other paths for they will deviate you from Allah's path."

Allah revealed' the Qur'an and simultaneously sent the Holy

Prophet rLj U* &\ Jl* as a preacher teacher and' elucidator of

Allah's commandments. It is incumbent for every person to follow

the Holy Prophet rL*j <A* i»t ^L* Following Allah and the Holy

Prophet pJL-j 4*1* it JU> is referred to as the "straight path" This

was the path adopted by the Companion (Sahaba) r«.i* i»i ^j and

those after them.

The Jews, Christians and even those Muslims who follow their

whinps and' fancies have all deviated from the straight path and
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tread' the 'other paths" referred to in this verse. 'Whoever follows

them will also be led astray and will not attain salvation in the

Hereafter.

ALL PATHS BESIDES THE STRAIGHT PATH ARE MISLEADING

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ <&» ^j reports that the Holy Prophet JL*

^jUp ifcv once drew a line on the ground saying, "This is the straight path." He
then sketched several other lines to the right and left of the first and said, "These

are other paths and upon each there is a Devil (Shaytan) calling towards it." The
Holy Prophet pJL-j Up &\ Ju* then recited the verse, "And indeed this is my straight

path, sofollow it Do notfollow other paths, for they will deviate yon from Allah 's path."

[Mishkat p. 30]

Allah continues to say, "These are the things which Allah has solemnly

commanded you so that you may adopt piety (taqwa)." In adopting piety (taqwa), a

person will practise all Allah's commands and will abstain from all evils, be they

actions, beliefs, thoughts, disbelief (kufr) and polytheism (shirk).

Lesson: These verses include much advice, encompassing the rights of man
as well as those of Allah. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud <up ib\ ^ } mentioned

that whoever wishes to see the bequest of the Holy Prophet ^JL-j -d* iui JL* which
bears his seal, should recite the verses "Say, 'Draw closer, I shall recite to you what

your Lord has forbidden for you... (up to the verse ending with) ...so that you may adopt

piety (taqwa)." [Tirmidhi]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas -up &\ ^ had mentioned, "These verses of

Surah An'am are from the 'Muhkamat' that constitute the 'Mother of the Book' .

He then recited the above verses. [Ibn Kathir v. 2 p.2 87]
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(154) Then We gave Musa the Book by which the favour was completed for

those who did good and which contained the details of everything. And it was a

guidance and a mercy so that they become convinced of meeting their Lord. (155)

This Book that We have revealed is blessed, so follow it and be wary so that

mercy may be shown to you... (156) And that you say, "A Book was only
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revealed to the two groups before us and we were unaware of their learning and
teaching../' (157)..Or that you say, "If only a Book was revealed to us we would

have been more guided than them." Indeed a proof, guidance and mercy has

reached you from your Lord! Who is more unjust than he who denies Allah 's

verses and forbids (others) from them? Soon We shall severely punish those

who forbid (others) from Our verses because they used to prevent others.

THE TORAH WAS COMPLETE AND WAS A MERCY AND
GUIDANCE

"Then (i.e. after understanding what has already been said, one should

understand that) We gave Musa the Book by which the favour was completed for those

who did good (and practised upon it) and which contained the details of everything...

"i.e. the details with regard to the Shari'ah of Sayyidina Musa fX-$\ a-U.

Furthermore the Torah "was a guidance and a mercy so that they become

convinced ofmeeting their Lord."

Then Allah makes mention of the Qur'an saying, "This Book that We have

revealed is blessed, sofollow it and be wary so that mercy may be shown to you..."

A REPLY TO THE ARGUMENT OF THE ARABS

Allah goes on to say that the reason for revealing the Qur'an was so that the

Arabs do not say, "A Book was only revealed to the two groups (Jews and Christians)

before us and we were unaware of their learning and teaching... "They would say that

these Books were not in their language, therefore they could not benefit from

them.

The possibility also existed that they say, "If only a Boohwas revealed to us we

would have been more guided than them."

Consequently Allah revealed the Qur'an so that they do not have Lhe

opportunity to say this.

Allah declares, "Indeed a proof guidance and mercy has reached you from your

Lord!" i.e. the Qur'an has been revealed so that they practise it and attain the

guidance they sought.

"Who is more unjust than he who denies Allah's verses and forbids from them?"

Once the Qur'an was revealed to them they denied it and, let alone failing to

practise it, they prevented others from practising. They destroyed themselves

and others as well.

With regard to them Allah says further, "Soon We shall severely punish those

whoforbid (others) from Our verses because they used to prevent others."

Allah thus replies to the above objections of the Arabs. The question may
arise that since the Qur'an is in Arabic, what reply will be given to those people

who complain that they cannot understand Arabic? Allah could have revealed

the Qur'an in any other language and since all are His creation, He was never

constrained to restrict Himself to any particular language. This is just as He w^s

not compelled to send the Holy Prophet <X> j Up ibt JU from.among the Arabs.

The Qur'an is 'guidance for mankind" and, with regard to the Holy Prophet
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pJ^j Up &\ j^> Allah declares in Surah Saba [Surah 34, verse 28], "We have sent you [O
Muhammad ^3 *A± 2bi J^>)] to the whole of mankind as a bearer of glad tidings and a

warner. But most people do not know" It is thus incumbent on every person to

follow the Qur'an and the Holy Prophet ^L.3 *l* &\ JU.'None can object by
claiming not to understand Arabic, for it is witnessed that the message of Islam
has reached the entire world.

The Qur'an is recited and taught in every language in the world. In fact,

most of the Tafsirs (commentaries) of the Qur'an have been written by non-Arabs.
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(158) They wait only for the angels to come to them or for your Lord to come or

for some signs of your Lord to appear. The day when one of your Lord 's signs

will appear, the belief (Iman) of a person will not benefit him if he had not
believed previously or carried out any good in his belief Say, "Keep waiting! We
are also waiting."

WHEN THE SUN WILL RISE FROM THE WEST, BELIEF (IMAN)
AND REPENTANCE (TAUBAH) WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED

The previous verses emphasise that the truth had already been revealed and
that the only avenue open to people was to accept the truth without
procrastinating. However, since the disbelievers (Kuffar) never wanted to believe,

they still delayed. It now seemed that they were waiting for the impossible, as
Allah says, "They wait only for the angels to come to them or for your Lord to come or

for some signs ofyour Lord to appear. The day when one ofyour Lord 's signs will appear
the belief (Iman) of a person will not benefit him if he had not believed previously or

carried out any good in his belief

"

The sign referred to this verse ("The day when one of your Lord 's signs will

appear") is the rising of the sun from the west. When this will occur, neither will

the belief of the disbelievers, nor the repentance of the believers be accepted. The
reason is that only the belief in the unseen is accepted by Allah and, once the sun
rises from the west, the belief of the people will be the result of the manifestation
of an apparent sign and not belief in the unseen. This is just as the Belief (Iman) of
people will not be accepted on the Day of Judgement, when it will be too late.

Belief (Iman) and repentance (Taubah) will also not be accepted from the person
who sees the angels in front of him before his death.

Bukhari (v. 2 p. 667) records from Sayyidina Abu Huraira ** i» ^j that the
Holy Prophet ^j Up i»t J* said, "Judgment day (Qiyamah) shall never occur
until the sun rises from the west. When people witness the sun rising from the

west they will all believe, but at that time Belief (Iman) will be of no avail to

them." The Holy Prophet Jo-j <A* ifci J* then recited the above verse.
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Sayyidina Safwan bin Assal ^ ifo ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ito Ju>

fL* 3 Up said, "Without doubt Allah has created a door in the west that is so large

that a person can walk between the two ends for seventy years. This is the door

of repentance (Taubah). It will not be closed until the sun rises from its direction

(the west). This is what is meant by the verse, "The day when one of your Lord's

signs will appear the Belief (Iman) of a person will not benefit him if he had not believed

previously or carried out any good in his belief [Tirmidhi and Von Majah]

Sayyidina Mu'awiyah ^ 2bi ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet (JL-j <i* i»\ JL*

said, "Hijrah will not terminate until repentance (Taubah) terminates, and

repentance (Taubah) will not terminate until the sun rises in the west/
7
[Abu Dawud

and Ddrmi] N

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Amr ** ibi ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ib»- JL»

<X<) aJU said, "The first sign to appear [for Judgment day (Qiyamah)] will be rising

of the sun from the west and the 'Creature of the Earth/ who will appear in front

of people during midmorning. Whichever of these two will appear first, the other

will follow closely." [Muslim v. 2 p.404]

Sayyidina Abu Huraira ** ito ^j reports that the Holy Prophet jJUy *ip &t JU>

said, "There are three occurrences after which the Belief (Iman) of a person will

not be of avail to him if he had not believed before or carried out any good deeds

in his Belief (Iman). (1) The rising of the sun from the west. (2) The appearance

of Dajjal., (3) The emergence of the "Creature of the Earth/' [Muslim v. 1 p.88]

The 'Creature of the Earth' will be discussed in verse 82 of Surah Naml
(Surah 27), where the relevant Ahadith will be quoted.

"Say, 'Keep waiting! We are also waiting." This verse serves as a reprimand for

delaying to accept. It admonishes them, asking when will they ever accept? Will

it be when the sun rises from the west? Then it will be too late, therefore they

should accept immediately.

Lesson: Those people who place their trust in astronomy believe that it is

impossible for the sun to rise from the west. This belief stems from sheer

ignorance. They fail to realise that Allah has created the sun, subjugated it and

has determined its orbit. When He causes it to rise in the east and set in the west,

He can surely cause it to rise in the west as well.

Allah had mentioned in Surah Baqarah [Surah 2, verse 258] on the tongue of

Sayyidina Ibrahim f>LJt <A*, "Indeed Allah brings the sun forth from the east." The

east and west have derived their positions as cardinal points because of the rising

and setting of the sun. If Allah had so willed from the beginning, He would have

caused the sun to rise from the west and set in the east. In that case, these people

would have never considered it an impossibility.

Lesson: Ibn Kathir (v. 2 p. 194) narrates from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abi

Awfa *5P iv ^j that the Holy Prophet ^L.j *i* it JU> said, "Before the sun rises

from the west, the night will last the duration of three nights. People will be

alarmed as to why the morning has not dawned, and they will begin screaming.

They will run to the mosques (Masjids) when, suddenly the sun will rise from the

west '•It will reach the meridian of the sky and then set again. Thereafter, it will

continue to rise whence it always rose from."
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(159) Indeed those who caused divisions in their religion (D'in) and have split

into factions, you have nothing to do with them. Their matter rests with Allah,

then He will inform them of what they used to do.

YOU MUST HAVE NOTHING TO DO WITH THOSE WHO CAUSE
DIVISIONS IN THEIR RELIGION (D'lN)

The worst illness of man is that he does not believe in Allah or if he does
believe, he associates partners with Him, denies the Holy Prophet pk*J\ ^^ and
the Books revealed by Allah. Another illness after accepting Allah and His
religion (D'in)is that people innovate things in the religion (Win) that were never
part of religion (D'in).

One of the ploys of Devil (Shaytdn) is that after people have accepted Allah
and all the requisites of religion (D'in), he instils in them such thoughts/passions
and opinions that remove them from the fold of Islam. Although out of the fold

of Islam, they still think that they are beloved to Allah. This was prevalent
amongst the Jews and the Christians, when they claimed to be the loved ones of

Allah whereas they were far astray and immersed in disbelief (kufr) and
polytheism (shirk).

They stooped to the degree of claiming that Sayyidina Isa ^LJ\ Up was Allah,

some said that he was the son of Allah, and others subscribed to the belief of the

trinity. They even concocted the belief that their sins can be forgiven by a priest

in the church on Sundays.

The Polytheists of Makkah claimed that they followed the religion (D'in) of

Sayyidina Ibrahim pub Up. Whereas Sayyidina Ibrahim pLJi <Op was a firm

believer in Oneness of Allah (Tauhid) and never forsook his beliefs despite great

sufferings, the Polytheists resorted to worshipping idols and even placed idols

within the Ka'ba. When the belief of Oneness of Allah (Tauhid) was presented
before them, they exclaimed in surprise, "Does he combine all the gods into one?

This is indeed a strange thing. " [Surah Sad (38), verse 5]

When they were told that they practised polytheism (shirk) they said, "Those

people who take others as partners to Allah say, 'We only worship them so that they may
draw us close to Allah." At times they would say, "They worship besides Allah what does

not harm them nor benefits them, and they say, 'These are our intercessors with Allah."

They entertained all these false notions, yet claimed to be the loved ones of

Allah.

In this manner, people caused many divisions in their respective religions

(D'ins) and split into several denominations. The author of "Ruhul Ma'am" (v. 8

p. 68) has narrated from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas <up iui ^>j and Sayyidina
Qatadah <M & <^j that the above verse was revealed with reference to the Jews
and the Christians.

These people created many divisions in their religion (D 'ins), appointed
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their own leaders and rallied to support their stance. AUah tells the Holy Prophet

fL* 3 *A* &\ JL>, "you have nothing to do with them." i.e. You will not be required to

account for them, because "Their matter rests with Allah/ then He will inform them of

what they used to do."

THERE IS NO REPENTANCE FOR THE PEOPLE WHO COMMIT
INNOVATION (BID'AH)

"Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 8 p.68) reports the following narration front Tirmidhi,

"Hilya" of Abu Nu'aym and "Bayhaqi". Sayyidina Umar ** &\ ^j narrates that

the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up ibi JL> told Sayyidah Aysha U* i» ^>Jt "O Aysha, those

who create divisions in their religion (D'in) ) and split into factions are the ones

involved in bid'ah (innovations), those who follow their passions and the deviant

people of this ummah. There is no Taubah (repentance) for them. O Aysha, there

is Taubah for every sinner except the innovators and those who follow their

passions. Since there is no repentance for them, I am exonerated from them and

they are free of me."

After quoting this narration, the author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that the

condition of the innovators is second only to the Polytheists, because they have

been mentioned after the Polytheists.

THE DEVIANT SECTS

Devil (Shaytan) is constantly devising ways of leading people astray. He first

tries to prevent them from Belief (Iman). When this fails, he then plants doubts

into their hearts. When they overcome these doubts and remain steadfast on their

Belief (Iman), he tempts them with such things that are against their Belief (Iman).

He did this with the nations of the past and is using the same methodology

with the Ummah of today. Gradually, he influences Muslims to perpetrate such

actions that lead them out of the fold of Islam. Since these people are under the

misconception that they are doing the right thing, they do not repent. Examples

of such people are those who claim that Allah is present within theif Imams, that

the Qur'an was altered, that Sayyidina Ali -up jbt ^j is Allah, that the Ahadith are

not a source of Islamic law and that the Holy Prophet jJL-^ Up it JL* was not the

final messenger. They are all outside the fold of Islam and the Holy Prophet J~*
pJL.j Up it is free of them as well ,

Devil (Shaytan) exerts himself to involve people in innovation (Bid'ah) so

that they eventually leave the fold of Islam and never return because they think

that they are being rewarded for their actions. The people who practise Bid'ah

are termed as those who follow their passions, whether their innovations are

about beliefs or actions. They will never accept the truth of the Qur'an and

hadith*despite being advised at length.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ^ iui ^j reports that the Holy Prophet &\ JU*

|JL-j Aip said, "A time will definitely dawn upon my Ummah as had dawned upon
the Bani Isra'il. They will imitate them just as one shoe is the replica of the other,

to the extent that if a person of the Bani Isra'il openly fornicated with his mother,

a person from my Ummah will do the same. There were 72 sects amongst the

Bani Isra'il and my Ummah will be divided into 73. All will be in the fire of Hell
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except one." When the Companion (Sahaba)^ ifo ^j asked who those willbe to

enter Heaven (Jannah), the Holy Prophet ^JL-j a> ii JU replied, "(They will be

those who practise the way) which my Companion (Sahaba) and I follow."

[Tirmidhi]

Especially those people should reflect on their plight who consider the

Companion (Sahaba)^ i» ^j to be disbelievers (Kujfar). They are the ones who
exploit human weaknesses to revile the Companion (Sahaba) ^ ^ ^j -in

baseless books of history. They should bear the statement of Allah in mind where

He says, "Their matter rests with Allah, then He will inform them ofwhat they used to

do."

Lesson: People without the knowledge of Qur'an, hadith and the principles

of Islamic jurisprudence claim that the four Imams of jurisprudence and their

followers belong to the 72 deviant sects mentioned by the Holy Prophet *> it JU>

This is erroneous Since they all belong to a single group who honour and
respect each other's Imam. The Scholars (Ulema) of each Faith (Madh'hab)

remember each other in their supplication (du'as). There is no difference in their

beliefs, only in certain rulings, as existed between the Companion (Sahaba) ifo ^j^ themselves. They therefore belong to the group that will enter into Heaven
(Jannah).

^ fij <fe $i '&$&£$%.& Q0¥*$ £2i %. O*

(160) Whosoever does a good deed will receive tenfold the like thereof. Whoever

perpetrates a sin will only be punished the like thereof and will not be

oppressed.

A MINIMUM OF TENFOLD REWARD WILL BE RECEIVED FOR A
GOOD DEED

Because of His mercy and grace, Allah has declared that a person will

receive a minimum of tenfold reward for every good deed, yet the punishment

for sins will not be multiplied. Then too, the sin may be forgiven through

repentance (Taubah).

Allah mentions in Surah Baqarah [Surah 2, verse 261] that the reward for

spending in Allah's path will be multiplied 700 times and then "Allah multiplies

(further) for whomsoever He pleases."

Numerous Companion (Sahaba)^ &\ ^>j have narrated the hadith in which

the Holy Prophet jJL-j *A* &\ JU> said that when a person spends in Allah' s way
while himself remaining at home, his reward will be seven hundred dirhams for

every one dirham spent. If he spends while participating in Jihad, his reward will

be multiplied 700,000 times. After saying this, the Holy Prophet jJL-^ *> &\ JL*

recited the verse, "Allah multiplies (further) for whomsoever He pleases."
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Imam Abu Hanifah *A* ifct ju^ narrates that the Holy Prophet plij U* &\ j^>

said, "Verily Allah has written every good and evil deed. So whoever intends a

good without doing it, Allah records for him the complete reward of the deed. If

he actually carries out the deed, then Allah records for him tenfold the reward,

up to seven hundred and even much more. If a person intends an evil, then does

not carry it out (because of fear for Allah), Allah shall record for him the reward

of a complete good deed. If he carried out the evil, then Allah records against

him a single sin." [Bukharip. 1 61 and Muslim v.lp.78]

According to another narration, when the person abstains from the sin,

Allah says, "He left the sin for My sake (and will therefore receive a reward for this)."

{Muslim v. lp.78]
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(161) Say, "Certainly my Lord has guided me to the straight path. This is the

secure (D'ln) that is the creed of Ibrahim, who was inclined towards the truth

and was never of the idolaters." (162) Say, "Surely my Salah, all my acts of

worship, my life and my death are for Allah, the Lord of the universe... (163) "He

has no partner. With this have I been commanded and I am the first of those

who surrender."

ALL MY ACTS OF WORSHIP, MY LIFE AND MY DEATH ARE FOR
ALLAH

After refuting the Polytheists, Allah commands the Holy Prophet 4* &\ J-*

rl~>3 to declare, "Say, 'Certainly my Lord has guided me to the straight path. This is the

secure Din that is the creed of Ibrahim, who was inclined towards the truth and was

never of the idolaters/" This verse alludes to the foolishness of the Polytheists of

Makkah, who claimed to follow Sayyidina Ibrahim f^J\ Up, but practised

polytheism (shirk).

"Say, 'Surely my Salah, all my acts ofworship, my life and my death are for Allah,

the Lord of the universe. He has no partner. "'This verse propagates two teachings.

The first is that every action must be carried out for Allah's pleasure. The second

is that the life and death of a believer (Mu'min) is valuable and must be devoted

to Allah.

The believer (Mu'min) should devote his life in fulfilling all the commands

of Allah and then leave this world with Belief (Iman). Death is the only obstacle

'between a believer (Mu'min) and the bounties of the Hereafter. If he is martyred

in Allah's way, then his death will be even more precious/for he will cross the

bridge of death to be immersed in Allah's munificence. No believer (Mu'min)

should waste his valuable life and should invest everything in earning Allah's

pleasure.
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"With this have I been commanded and I am the first of those who surrender." This

was the privilege of every Orfe of the Prophets (OLJi (t^U. They were all the first of

their nations to behave arid ^submit to Allah. This verse denotes that the Holy
Prophet pL*3 Up iui ^u Was not only a preacher, but he fully practised the religion

(D'in).
'

Sayyidina Musa (Oi^K^ supplicated, "1 declare Your purity! I repent to You

and I am the first of those who surrender." Every Prophet f%J\ ^M was the first to be

commanded to believe and to practise their respective Shari' ahs.

'^U^R^^rafefe^Jft^'^erse "Surely my Salah, all my acts ofworship, my life and my
death are for Allah, the Lord of the universe..." has .been reported to be the

supplication (du'a) recited before slaughtering an animal. The only difference is

that pne will recite, "Wa ana Minal Muslimin," instead of "Wa ana Awwalul
Muslimin." [Abu Dawudv. 2 p.30]

(164) Say^ "Should I seek a Lord besides Allah, when He is the Lord of

everything?" The detriment of a sin shall be against every'soul and none will

bear the burden of another. Then unto your Lord shall you return and He will

inform you of the things concerning which you differed.

I CANNOT SEEK A LORD BESIDES ALLAH
This verse is addressed to all those who consider another to be their Lord

besides Allah, whether in belief or in deed. Allah says, "Say, 'Should I seek a Lord

besides Allah, when He is the Lord ofeverything?" This verse, although phrased as a

question, is actually an emphatic exclamation that the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up i» JU>

shall never seek another Lord. It is foolish for anyone to believe that an
individual of the lowly creation can be regarded as the Lord when Allah created

them all.

"The detriment ofa sin shall be against every soul and none will ftemMwhrndenof
another."Jhg claims of people are baseless,when they say in this world that they

will bear another's sin if the other follows them in their ways. On the Day of

Judgement, none shall be of any assistance to the other whatsoever.

Reminding man of the Day of Judgement/Allah says, "Then unto your Lord
shall you return and He will inform you of the things concerning which you diffmA^'fy

On that day it will be evident who were on the right and who were not.
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(165) He is the One Who placed you as viceroys upon the earth and elevated
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some of you above others in ranks so as to test you m what He has given you.
Verily your Lord is Swift in punishment and indeed He is the Most Forgiving,

Most Merciful.

ALLAH HAS MADE YOU VICEROYS ON EARTH AND ELEVATED
THE RANKS OF SOME OF YOU ABOVE OTHERS

Surah An'&m terminates with this verse. Throughout the Surah, Allah
expressed the belief in Oneness of Allah (Tauhtd) and refuted erroneous beliefs

and customs. Allah has also cited many proofs to substantiate the belief of

Oneness of Allah (Tauhid). In this verse Allah calls to mind His bounties when
He says, "He is the One Who placed you as viceroys upon the earth../' Other nations

have passed by and now it is the turn of those present to fulfil this task of

vicegerency.

However, Allah did not make everyone equal. Some are wealthy, others

poor; some are strong and others are weak; some are leaders and others are

followers, etc. These differences were stipulated so that Allah may test 'man.

Allah wishes to see who will utilise their additional positions profitably and who
will abuse them.

Every echelon of society shall appear on the Day of Judgement, when Allah

shall decide between them. Those who fulfilled the rights of Allah and His
bondsmen will be rewarded and those who did not will have to suffer

chastisement. Allah says, "Verily your Lord is Swift in punishment and indeed He is

the Most Forgiving, Most Merciful."

Lesson: Another wisdom behind the difference in ranks is that those who
are blessed with Allah's bounties can show gratitude to. Allah by looking at the

less fortunate. They will then thank Allah for not making them like the others,

who may be destitute, paralysed, blind, etc.

Sayyidina Abu Huraira ^ ifo ^j reports that the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up iui J^>
said, "When any of you sees someone who is superior to him in wealth and
beauty, he should also look at someone less fortunate than him in these

respects." [Mishkdt p. 447]

According to another narration, the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up i» JU said, "Look
at those less fortunate than yourselves and do not look at those more fortunate,

so that you do not deprecate Allah's bounties on you." [Muslim v. 2 p.407]

According to a hadith the Holy Prophet ^-L-j *> it -JU said, "Allah will

record that person as grateful and patient in whom there are two qualities. (1)

With regard to religion (D'in), he looks at those who excel him so that he may
follow their example. (2) In the matters of this world, he looks at those less

fortunate than himself and then praises Allah for granting him preference over

them. Allah will record such a person as grateful and patient. On the other hand,
the person who looks at those inferior to himself in terms of religion (D'in) and at

those more fortunate than him in terms of this world and who then expresses

dejection that he was not given that much of worldly possessions, Allah will

neither record him as grateful nor as patient." [Mishkat p. 448]
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) Alif Lam Mim Sad. (2) This is a Book that has been revealed to you, so there

should be no stricture in your heart about it so.that you warn with it, and it is an

advice to the believers. (3) Follow what has been revealed to you from your Lord

and, leaving Him aside, do not follow other companions. Little is the advice that

you heed to. (4) How many towns did We not, destroy when Our punishment

came to them at night or while they were asleep during the afternoon? (5) When
Our punishment afflicted them, their only plea was, "Indeed we were

oppressors!"

THIS BOOK IS AN ADVICE TO THE BELIEVERS (MU'MININ)

"This is a Book that has been revealed to you, so there should be no strictuyt in

your heart about it..." This verse invokes the Holy Prophet jJL-j <4* k j^> not to be
affected by the denial of the disbelievers (Kuffar) and that he should continue

with his work of propagation. The purpose of revealing this Qur'an is "so that you

warn with it... "i.e. warn people of the consequences of their evil deeds and of their

refusal to accept. Allah then announces that the Qur'an "is an advice to the

believers."
•

Then, addressing the people in general, Allah says, "Follow what has been

revealedto you from your Lord and, leaving Him aside, do not follow other companions.

(With the abundance ofadvice before you) Little is the advice that you heed to."
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"How many towns did We not destroy when Our punishment came to them at

night or while they were asleep during the afternoon?" Those who refuse to accept the

truth suffer chastisement in this world and then the everlasting torment of the

Hereafter.

"When Our punishment afflicted them, their only plea was, 'Indeed we were

oppressors! Their admission was then too late and the punishment could not be

averted from them. Eventually they all perished.

pi ^tX£j>\b A-^jv oLd ^ jpjl j^, oj^j h^ ^~£* ^

(6) We shall definitely question those to whom messengers were sent and We
will surely question the messengers... (7) We will certainly narrate to them with

knowledge and We were not absent. (8) The weighing on that day is the truth!

As for him whose scale is heavy, these will be the successful ones. (9) As for him

whose scale is light, these are the ones who have lost their souls because they

were unjust towards Our verses.

ON THE DAY OF JUDGMENT (QIYAMAH), THE HOLY PROPHETS
AND THEIR NATIONS WILL BE QUESTIONED AND THEIR DEEDS
WILL BE WEIGHED

On the Day of Judgement, people will be asked whether messengers had

come to them, as Allah says in Surah Qasas, "The day when they will be summoned

and Allah will ask, 'What reply did you give to the messengers?" [Surah 28, verse 65]

The messengers will also be asked whether they propagated the message,

and what reply did they receive from their respective nations. A hadith has been

reported rn Muslim in which the Holy Prophet ^ Up i»\ JU delivered .a sermon

and then concluded by saying/'What reply will you give when you will be

questioned concerning me?" The Companion (Sahaba)^ i» ^j replied that they

would testify to the fact that he had conveyed the message, fulfilled his

obligation and had advised the Ummah.

Thereupon the Holy Prophet (JL.J *i* ii JU> raised his index finger towards

the sky and then lowered his gaze to the congregation, repeating thrice, "O
Allah! Be witness!"

Sayyidina Abu Sa'id Khudri .**
:
i»i ^j narrates that on the Day of Judgment

(Qiyamah), Sayyidina Nuh fiLJ\ aJLp will be summoned and asked whether he had

propagated the message. He will submit, "O my Lord, indeed I had conveyed."

When his Ration will be asked whether he had propagated the laws to them, they

will deny that a warner ever came to them.

When Sayyidina Nuh ^LJ Up will be told to present witnesses, he will say
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that his witnesses are the Holy Prophet pJL.j <Op &\ JL* and his Ummah." After

narrating this, the Holy Prophet (JL.j aJp ^\ ju> said (referring to the Ummah at

large), "Then you will be summoned and you will attest that indeed Sayyidina

Nuh ftLJ\ *M did convey the message/' Then the Holy Prophet j-L-j u* i»t J.*
recited the verse, "Thus we have made you such a group that is moderate in nature, so

that you may be witness over the people and the messenger a witness over you." [Surah.

Baqarah (2), vers: 142] [Bukhari v. 2 p,645]

According to a similar narration of the "Musnad of Ahmad", the nations of

other Prophets fiLJs ^M will also deny that the message reached them. These

Prophets fiLJ\ r«J^ will also summon the Holy Prophet jJL-j «uU &\ JL* and his

Ummah to testify in their favour. The Ummah of the Holy Prophet fJL.j <d* &\ J^>

will testify that the Holy Prophet fXJ\ U* were truthful. They will then be asked

how are they aware of this fact when they were not present then. They will say

that their Holy Prophet ^JL-j 4-U & JU* had informed them that all the Holy

Prophets fiLJ\ ^^ had conveyed their messages and they accept his word totally.

[Mishkdt p. 144]

"We will certainly narrate to them with knowledge..." Commenting on this verse,

Allama Ibn KatKir *ip iwi <^j writes that each person's book of deeds will be

opened and it will speak for itself about the person's actions.

". ....and We were not absent. "Allah shall inform every person of his deeds, be

they good or evil because He is Aware of all things.

THE WEIGHING OF DEEDS AND THE SUCCESS OF THOSE
WHOSE SCALES ARE HEAVY

On the Day of Judgement, Allah will reward and punish people according

to His knowledge. However, so that they do not say that they were punished

unjustly, the record of their actions will be presented to them, their actions will

be weighed and witnesses will be summoned to attest to these deeds

With regard to this Allah declares, "The weighing on that day is the truth! As

for him whose scale is heavy, these will be the successful ones." Mention of the

weighing of deeds is also made in Surah Mu'min [Surah 23, verses 102,103] and

Surah Qari'ah, where Allah says, "As for him whose scale is heavy, he will enjoy a

pleasant life. As for him whose scale is light, his abode will be 'Hawiya' (Hell)." [Surah

101, verses 6-9]

Sayyidina Salman ** i» ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet yL-j <JU i»i JL*

said, "The scales will be set up on the Day of Judgement. They will be so large

that the heavens and the earth can be accommodated in them. Seeing this the

angels will ask, 'O our Lord, what will this weigh?' Allah will reply, 'I have set

these scales for those of My creation whose reckoning I wish to take.' Hearing

this, the angels will submit, 'O our Lord, we nave not worshipped You as we
ought to have done." [At Targhib wat Tarhib v. 4 p.425]

Sayyidina Anas ** & ^j reports that the Holy Prophet (JL^ *4± & JL* said,

"An angel will be appointed to the scales. People will be brought to the scale and

will have their deeds weighed. Whoever is brought will be made to stand

between the pans of the scale. If his scale is heavy (with good deeds) the angel
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will announce in such a loud voice that it will be heard by the entire creation,

This person has been blessed with eternal good fortune and will never be
unfortunate hereafter!' However, if a person's scale is light, the angel will

announce in the same loud voice that will be heard by the entire creation, 'This

person is doomed to eternal misfortune and will never attain good fortune
hereafter!" [Ibid]

Sayyidina Shah Abdul Qadir U* ii^ writes in his Tafsir "Mudihul Qur'an"
that the deeds of every person will be recorded according to its weight. An action

performed with sincerity, love, according to the Shari'ah and at the opportune
time will be weighty. However, when the same action is performed for

ostentation, contrary to the Shari'ah and at an inopportune time, its weight will

be greatly deficient. The records of deeds will be placed upon the scale and,
when the good deeds are weighty, the evil deeds will all be forgiven. On the
other hand, if the evil deeds outweigh the good deeds, the person will have to

suffer the consequences.

According to other Scholars (Ulema), each deed will be given a body b$ the
day of Judgment (Qiyamah) and weighed accordingly. Weighing of the records
and bodies of deeds is not farfetched for Allah and He is even capable of
weighing them as they are in their abstract form. If Allah has granted the weak
human the intelligence to indent instruments such as the thermometer and
barometer that measure abstract entities like temperature and pressure, it can be
easily understood that Allah can also do the same.

The question may arise that how will it be possible for actions to be
presented on the Day of Judgement, when they are of such a nature that they
perish after coming into existence and cannot be preserved? This question bears
no significance in today's times since the television, VCR and other such
instruments prove that abstract phenomena like actions and sound can be
recorded to be replayed later. The deeds of every person will be replayed on the
Day of Judgement, weighed and they will be rewarded or punished accordingly.

The author of "Tafsir Mazhari" reports from Allama Suyuti Up &\ ^ that

certain Scholars (Ulema) are of the opinion that only the deeds of the believers
(Mu'minin) will be weighed on the Day of Judgement. Those of the disbelievers

(Kuffar) will not be weighed because their good deeds hold no value without
Belief (Iman). In substantiation of their opinion they quote the verse, "We will not
erect any scalefor them on the day ofjudgment (Qiyamah)" [Surah Kahf (18), verse 105]

Another group of Scholars (Ulema) maintains that even the deeds of the

disbelievers (Kuffar) will be weighed, but their good deeds will prove to be
weightless. They quote the following verse of Surah Mu'min [Surah 23, verse 103] in

support of their statement: "He whose scale is light, these people have lost their souls

forever in Hell" They maintain that the verse refers to the disbelievers (Kuffar)

because it says that they will be "forever" in Hell. A believer (Mu'min) will never
remain in Hell forever.

Thereafter the author of "Tafsir Mazhari" quotes from Allama Qurtubi h "^j

<M that every person's deeds will not be weighed. He qualifies this statement by
saying that those people will be exempted from having their actions weighed
who will enter Heaven (Jannah) without reckoning and those who will be
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condemned to Hell directly from the plain of reckoning without being reckoned.

Besides these two groups, all disbelievers (Kuffar) and believers (Mu'minln) will

have their actions weighed.

The author of Tafsir Mazhari writes that this opinion of AUama Qurtubi <^j

Up &\ combines both the above verses of Surah Kahf and Surah Mu'minun. After

a treasured introduction to Surah A'raf, Hakimul Ummah Thanwi Up & ^
writes in "Bayanul Qur'an" that the belief (lman) of the believers (Mu'minln) and

the disbelief (kufr) of the disbelievers (Kuffar) will be weighed. After they are

distinguished from each other, the good deeds of the believers (Mu'minln) will be

weighed against their evil deeds.

"Durrul Manthur" reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas -up iui ^j
that those believers (Mu'minln) whose good deeds are weightier will enter

Heaven (Jannah) and those whose evil deeds are heavier will enter Hell. Those

whose good and, evil deeds are equal in weight will be assigned to the A'raf.

These believers (Mu'minln) will be relieved of their punishment after intercession

or they will be forgiven* after spending a while in Hell (Jahannam). The people on

A'raf will eventually enter Heaven (Jannah).

THE GOOD DEEDS OF THE DISBELIEVERS (KUFFAR) WILL HOLD
NO WEIGHT

Allah says in the concluding verses of Surah Kahf, "Say, 'Should we inform

you of those who are the worst losers in terms of their deeds? They are those whose efforts

are destroyed in this worldly life while they think that they are carrying out good deeds.

These are the ones who disbelieve in the verses of their Lord and in meeting with Him. So

their deeds are wasted and no weight will he attached to them on the Day ofJudgement."

[Surah 18, verses 103-105]

The greatest losers will be those people who will find all their actions in

vain on the Day of Judgement, while they entertained great expectations of being

rewarded. Sayyidina *Abu Huraira <* & ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet & J~*

(JL-j Up said, "There will be many persons who will appear on the Day of

Judgement as hefty sized people, but their weight will not even be equal to that

of a mosquito's wing in Allah' s sight." Thereafter the Holy Prophet Up & JU>

(JL-j recited the verse, "no weight will be attached to them on the Day ofJudgement."

[Mishkatp.484]

the author of "Tafsir Mazhari" writes in the commentary of the above verse

of Surah Kahf that the deeds of the disbelievers (Kuffar) will hold no significance

in Allah's sight. He then quotes the above hadith of Sayyidina Abu Huraira ^j
*up ito. The Hindu sadhus and priests exert themselves greatly in spiritual

exercises and the Jewish and Christians monks also exercise extreme asceticism,

thinking that they will be rewarded in the Hereafter. Sadly for them they will

appear empty handed before Allah on the Day of Judgement.

In explaining the above verse of Surah Kahf, he writes a second

interpretation to the effect that no scale will even be reserved for them and their

actions will not be weighed at all. A third explanation is that the disbelievers

(Kuffar) will find their deeds weightless when placed on the scales because these

will be without the qualifying factor of Belief (lman).
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(10) Verily We have granted your a place to live on earth and created for you
amenities for your existence therein. Little is the gratitude that you show. (11)

Undoubtedly We created you, then fashioned you, then We told the angels,

"Prostrate to Adam!" They prostrated except for Iblis. He was not from those

who prostrated. (12) (Allah) said, "What hindered you that you could not

prostrate when I commanded you?" He replied, "I am better than him! You have

created me from fire and created him from clay." (13) (Allah) said, "Go down
from here! It ill behoves you that you should be arrogant here! Get out for you
are surely of the disgraced ones!" (14) He submitted, "Grant me respite until the

day when they will be resurrected." (15) (Allah) replied, "Indeed you are of

those who have been granted respite." (16) He said, "Because You have sent me
astray I will definitely waylay them on Your straight path." (17) "Then I will

approach them from the front, the back, their right and their left and You shall

find most of them to be ungrateful." (IS) (Allah) said, "Get away from here

disgraced and banished. Whoever of them will follow you, I shall fill Hell

(Jahannam) with the lot of you.

ALLAH'S FAVOUR ON THE CHILDREN OF SAYYIDINA ADAM <a*

In the first verse that serves as an introduction to the rest, Allah says, "Verily

We have granted you a place to live on earth and created for you amenities for your

existence therein/' Allah has made provisions for food and clothing. Despite

solidity of the earth, Allah made it soft enough to dig so that foundations may be
laid for buildings, vegetation may be planted and animals may graze.

It is necessary that people show gratitude for all these bounties, but Allah

says, "Little is the gratitude that you show."

Thereafter Allah mentions another two bounties on man when He says,

"Undoubtedly We created you, then fashioned you.." Allah created Sayyidina Adam
r
:>LJt Up from clay and then fashioned his appearance and, in the same manner,
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fashioned his progeny. Allah says in Surah Tin, "Undoubtedly, We have created

man in the best ofmoulds. " [Surah 95, verse 4]

The Holy Prophet ^JL.j <4* &\ JU* has mentioned that Allah created Sayyidina

Adam fiLJ\ aJLp in His image. After Allah instilled the soul into him, he came alive

and was able to see, hear, feel, etc. Then Allah taught him the 'names' of

everything and asked the angels to repeat these, which they were unable to do.

In this way, man's superior knowledge was established.

IBLIS REFUSES TO PROSTRATE AND OBJECTS TO ALLAH
".... then We told the angels, 'Prostrate to Adaml" This episode was discussed

in verse 34 of Surah Baqarah. This prostration was not one that denotes worship

but one of respect. Consequently, "They -prostrated except for Mis. He was not from

those who prostrated." Although Iblls was not an angel, but a jinn, he was with the

angels because of his excessive worship.

When he refused to prostrate, Allah asked, "What hindered you that you could

not prostrate when I commanded you?' He replied, 'I am better than him! You have

created me from fire and created him from clay." He objected that it was not logical

that a creation of superior origin should prostrate to one of lowly origin.

His proof of superiority was erroneous because the nature of fire is

destructive, while the nature of soil is constructive, since man uses it to plant his

food and to construct buildings.

IBLlS IS BANISHED

Even if it is assumed that IblL; was bettei than Sayyidina Adam ^%J\ Up, he

was still obliged to obey Allah's instruction. However, he chose rather to debate

the issue and was therefore banished when Allah told nim, "Go down from here! It

ill behoves you that you should be arrogant here! Gei out, for you are surely of the

disgraced ones!"

The author of "Ruhul Ma'axti" (v. 8 p.90) writes that "here" refers to Heaven

(Jannah) where Iblls resided at that time. According to Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Abbas 4* jto ^j "here" refers to a garden in this world that was situated in Aden.

He says that Sayyidina Adam f*~& 4* was created there and it was there that the

command to prostrate was issued. Another group of commentators merely state

that the incident took place in the skies.

However, the question then arises that after Iblls was banished by Allah,

how did he manage to mislead Sayyidina Adam £L4\
:

aA* to eat from the

forbidden tree? The simplest reply is that Iblls always Resided in the heavens

and, when he misled Sayyidina Adam and Hawwa f*>LJt u*Jp in Heaven (Jannah),

he had not yet descended to the earth. It cannot be conclusively ascertained

exactly how he managed to whisper the evil thoughts to them.

According to Sayyidina Hasan Basri <> At ^j, Iblls stood at the door of

Heaven (Jannah) and cast the whiskers from there. Besides this there are

numerous other opinions, tut only Allah knows the true account. The fact of the

matt^ is that he was banished wift disgrace.
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IBLIS REQUESTS RESPITE TO LIVE ON UNTIL JUDGMENT DAY
(QIYAMAH)

Iblis knew that Allah had created man to live on earth and be viceroy there.

He also desired to avenge himself for the disgrace that the new creation had

caused him. For these reasons "He submitted, 'Grant me respite until the day when

they will be resurrected. (Allah) replied, 'Indeed you are of those who have been granted

respite." According to verses in Surah Hijr [Surah 15, verses 37,38] and Surah Sad

[Surah 38. verse 80,81], Allah added, "Indeed you are of those who have been granted

respite until a day ofan appointed time.
"

IBLIS SWEARS TO LEAD MAN ASTRAY

After being granted the respite, Iblis expressed his malice for man and

swore by Allah's honour that he would definitely lead them all astray (according

to verse 82 of Surah Sad). In the verses under discussion, he said, "Because You

have sent me astray I will definitely waylay them on Your straight path. Then I will

approach them from the front, the back, their right and their left and You shall find most

of them to be ungrateful." Iblis mentioned these four directions because people are

generally attacked from these directions. The essence of his statement was that he

would mislead them in every possible way.

Certain commentators have mentioned that he did not say that he. would

attack them from above because the descending mercy of Allah prevented him.

He can also not attack anyone from the bottom also and did not mention this

direction either. The depravity and wretchedness of Iblis was of such an extreme

nature that he even attributed his deviation to Allah instead of to himself.

Surah Hijr [Surah 15, verse 39] mentions that he said, "My Lord! Because You

have sent me astray, I will certainly beautify things for them on earth and lead them all

astray." Says he in Surah Bani lsra'Il, "Are You telling me that this is the being whom

You have honoured above me? If You grant me respite till the Day of Judgment

(Qiyamah), I will surely gain control of his progeny save for a few individuals." [Surah

17, verse 62]

Iblis had not forgotten his promise and tirelessly attempts to lead man
astray. It is because of his efforts that most people are led astray. He had

promised to mislead everyone except for Allah's "devoted bondsmen."

"(Allah) said, 'Get away from here disgraced and banished." Although he was

already instructed to go, the command is repeated because of his ravings about

misleading man.

"Whoever of them will follow you, I shall fill Hell with the lot of you." Despite

this declaration of Allah, many people still seek to follow Iblis.
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(19) O Adam, abide you and your wife in Heaven (Jannah) The two of you may
eat from wherever you wish, but do not approach this tree, for then you will be

of the oppressors. (20) So Devil (Shaytan) whispered to the two of them so that

the private portions of their bodies that they concealed from each other becomes

exposed. And he said, "Your Lord has prohibited you from this tree so that you

do not become two angels and so that the two of you do not become of the

immortal." (21) He took an oath before them saying, "Most assuredly I am
definitely an advisor to you!" (22) So doing, he manipulated them with deceit.

When they tasted from the tree, their private portions became exposed and they

began gathering the leaves of Heaven (Jannah) upon themselves. Their Lord

called unto them, "Did I not forbid you from that tree and warned you that

Devil (Shaytan) is your open enemy?" (23) They both submitted, "O our Lord,

we have oppressed our souls and if You do not forgive us and show mercy to us,

we will surely be of the losers." (24) (Allah) said, "Go down all of you as

enemies to each other. For you shall be an abode upon Earth and provision for a

while." (25) (Allah) said, "Therein shall you live, die, and from there shall you

be removed."

IBLIS SWEARS TO LEAD MAN ASTRAY

After Devil (Shaytan) was expelled, Allah told Sayyidina Adam ^^LJ\ Up, "O
Adam, abide, you and your wife in Heaven (Jannah). The two of you may eat from

wherever you wish, but do not approach this tree, for then you will be of the oppressors/'

Not only was Sayyidina Adam f&J\ Up prohibited from eating from the tree but

he was even prevented from approaching it, Allah also warned them, "'0 Adam!

Indeed he Devil (Shaytan) is an enemy to youimd your wife, so he should never remove

the two ofyou from Heaven (Jannah), causingyou to be unfortunate." [Surah TaHa (20),

verse 117]

Since Devil (Shaytan) was expelled from Heaven (Jannah), he desired to have

Sayyidina Adam f%J\ <4* also expelled, so he lay in wait for them to cast evil

thoughts to them. He thus said to them "Your Lord has prohibited you from this tree

so that you do not become two angels and so that the two of you do not become of the

immortal. He took an oath before them saying, 'Most assuredly I am definitely an advisor

to you!" They were both tricked by his ploy, as Allah says, "So doing, he

manipulated them with deceit."
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They had hardly eaten but only tasted from the tree when "their private

portions became exposed and they began gathering the leaves of Heaven (Jannah) upon

themselves." This was an indication that let alone living in Heaven (Jannah), they

were not even to wear its clothing because of their misdemeanour.

DEVIL (SHAYTAN) TEMPTED SAYYIDINA ADAM fiU\ Up AND HIS

WIFE TO EAT FROM THE FORBIDDEN TREE AFTER WHICH THEY
ARE ALL SENT TO EARTH

"Their Lord called unto them, 'Did I not forbid you from that tree and warned you

that Devil (Shaytan) is your open enemy?" They were both true believers (Mu'miniri)

and, without argument, "They both submitted, 'O our Lord, we have oppressed our

souls and if You do not forgive us and show mercy to us we will surely be of the losers."

Allah accepted their repentance, as mentioned in Surah Baqarah, "Adam received

some words from his Lord and turned to Him. Without doubt He is Most Relenting,

Most Merciful." [Surah 2, verse 37]

They were both forgiven but, because man was destined from his inception

to be the viceroy on earth, he had to leave Heaven (Jannah) for earth. Therefore

"(Allah) said, 'Go down all of you as enemies to each other. Tor you shall be an abode

upon earth and provision for awhile."

Every person enjoys only a temporary journey in this world as "(Allah) said,

Therein shall you live, die, and from there shall you be removed." The incident of

Sayyidina Adam pk~S\ <A* and Devil (Shaytan) was discussed in Surah Baqarah

(verse 34) where certain important aspects were discussed.
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(26) O children of Adam, indeedWe have revealed unto yqu clothing so that you

may conceal the private portions of your bodies, and as a means of

beautification. The clothing of piety (taqwa) is best. These are from the signs of

Allah so that you may take heed. (27) O children of Adam, let not Devil

(Shaytan) entice you as he removed your parents from Heaven (Jannah), tearing

off from them their garments so as to expose their private parts. Surely he and

his kind see you in a way that you do not see them. Indeed We have made the

Devils (Shayatin) allies to those who do not believe.

CLOTHING IS A BOUNTY FROM ALLAH THAT SERVES TO
CONCEAL AND TO BEAUTIFY

The previous verses discussed how Devil (Shaytan) swore to mislead man
and even succeeded in misleading Sayyidina Adam and Hawwa f^Ui u^U. Now
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Allah warns the progeny of Sayyidina Adam fiLJ\ <uU and reminds them of an

extremely kind favour on them saying, "O children of Adam, indeed We have

revealed unto you clothing..." Allah sends the rains which allows the crop of cotton

to grow, with which people make garments.

Thereafter Allah mentions two benefits of clothing. The first is "so that you

may conceal the private portions ofyour bodies..." and the second is that it is "a means

ofbeautification."

Elucidating the benefits of clothing, Allah says in Surah Nahl [Surah 16, verse

81], "and (Allah) made coats for you that protect you from the heat and coats that protect

you in battle." Scholars (Ulema) have mentioned that although Allah has only

mentioned "the heat" in this verse, He also intends the opposite i.e. cold. This is

mentioned in the beginning of Surah Nahl (verse 5), where Allah says, "And He
created animalsfrom which you derive warm clothing and other uses andfrom which yoy.

eat." In brief, clothing is a great boon of Allah that offers many benefits to man.

Allah continues to say, "The clothing of piety (taqwa) is best." Piety (taqwa)

denotes abstaining from all sins and carrying out Allah's injunctions. Piety

(taqwa) protects a person from all vices and serves to conceal his faults. Those

who have piety (taqwa) will wear clothes not only for beauty but more so to cover

themselves. It will be noticed that those who do not possess Belief (Iman) are

bereft of piety (taqwa) and naturally dress only for the sake of beauty and are not

concerned about covering themselves.

MODESTY IS A NATURAL TRAIT OF MAN
Piety (taqwa) is emphasised because it is the only trait that will prompt

people to cover their private parts properly. It is the natural instinct of man that

he wishes to cover his private parts, as can be seen in the behaviour of Sayyidina

Adam fiLJ\ 4> and Sayyidah Hawwa f^J\ i^l*. After eating from the tree, their

first action was to cover themselves when their bodies were exposed.

It has always been the ambition of Satan (Shaytan) to expose man to nudity

and he has now succeeded in opening vile places called nudist colonies and

clubs. He has also induced man to wear such clothes that reveal the body and

serve to accentuate the parts that are covered. The revealing and tight fitting

clothing that is fashionable today is the result of Satan (Shaytan)'s efforts. It is

ironical that many are even ashamed to dress modestly today, fearing rejection

from their respective circles.

A SEVERE WARNING TO THOSE WOMEN WHO APPEAR NAKED
DESPITE BEING CLOTHED

Sayyidina Abu Huraira <up iui ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet aJLp ib\ JL*

^j said, "I have not yet seen two groups destined for Hell. The first are those

people who will have whips resembling the tails of oxen with which they will

beat people. The second are those women who will be naked despite wearing

clothes. They will entice men and will themselves be enticed, Their heads (hair)

will be like the leaning humps of large camels. These women will not enter

Heaven (Jannah), nor smell the fragrance of Heaven (Jannah)." [Muslim p.205]

This hadith has predicted the appearance of such women who will wear
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clothing that is so tight fitting and transparent, that it will not serve to conceal
their bodies.

THE ABOMINATION OF WEARING SCANTY CLOTHES
Another interpretation of being dressed and naked at the same time is a

reference to the small scraps of clothing that is worn while most of the body
remains exposed. The sight is common in many countries where women parade
the streets in these scanty garments. The essential parts of the body remain
exposed and even those portions that are covered are designed to be revealing.

The Qur'an defines the role of clothing as, "so that you may cover the private

portions ofyour bodies and as a means of beautification." The people of Belief (Iman)

should ponder over this verse in conjunction with their actions.

Islam has laid much emphasis on concealing. The body to the extent that

one should conceal oneself even when one is in seclusion. Tirmidhi reports that

the Holy Prophet pJL^ <1* &\ JU said. "Abstain from nudity because there are such
beings with you who cannot be separated (viz, the angels). Be ashamed before

them and honour them." A person is, however, allowed to expose the necessary

parts of his body when using the toilet or cohabiting with his wife.

Tirmidhi also narrates that the Holy Prophet ^JL-j <4* 2bi
'JU said, "Protect

your private parts unless you are cohabiting with your wife or lawful slave

woman." Someone asked, "O the Holy Prophet ^j U* ibt J^>, what harm is there

in exposing the private parts when one is in seclusion?" The Holy Prophet is JU
^1,j <M replied, "Allah is more worthy that you show shame before Him."

The extent to which people should conceal themselves before others is

mentioned in the books of jurisprudence.

"These are from the signs of Allah so that you may take heed. - The creation of

clothing is from Allah's bounties and is a sign of His extreme benevolence and
kindness towards man.

AWARNING TO MAN
"O children of Adam, let not Satan (Shaytan) entice you as he removed your

parents from Heaven Qannah), tearing offfrom them their garments so as to expose their

private parts. " No person should succumb to the ploys of Satan (Shaytan).

THE MISCHIEF OF THE SATAN (SHAYATIN)

"Surely he and his kind see you in a way that you do not see them." This warning
is sounded because it is indeed difficult to be safeguarded from a hidden enemy.
Sayyidina Abu Huraira ** 2bi^ narrates that the Holy Prophet \L,3 <d* &\ ju told

them that even the infant child cries at the time of birth because Satan (Shaytan)

nudges the child. Only Sayyidah Maryam fXJ\ \*A* and her son Sayyidina Isa a>
?%J\ were not affected by this. [Bukhari v. 1 p.488]

. Sayyidina Zaid bin Arqam ** A* ^j reports that the Holy Prophet *ip i>i j+
(J-j said, "The toilets are places that are frequented by the Satan (Shayatin). So,

when any of you uses the toilet, he should supplicate to Allah in the following

words:
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{TRANSLATION: "O Allah, I seek refuge with you from male and female

Satan (Shayatin) ,"\ [Abu Dawiid v. 1 p.2]

Sayyidina Ali ** &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up &\ ju said,

"When a person's enters the toilet, the barrier between his private parts and the

Satan (Shayatin) is Bismillah." [Tirmidhi]

Sayyidina Ubay bin Ka'b <* &s ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet Up & JU>

jJL-j said, "There is a Satan (Shayatin) for ablution (Wudhu) whose name is

Walhan. Therefore, beware of the one who whispers with regard to water." [Ibn

Majahp.34]

Sayyidina Abu Huraira <up ii>\^ narrates that the Holy Prophet .U* i»\ JU>

pL*i said, "When any of you goes to sleep, Satan (Shayatin) ties three knots on his

nape. As he ties each knot, he sings to the person saying, 'The night is still long,

so keep sleeping.' Upon awakening, the first knot is opened when he takes

Allah's name. When he performs ablution (Wudhu), the second knot is opened
and when he performs Salah the third knot is opened. In this way the person

becomes happy and energetic, otherwise he wakes up morose and lethargic."

[Bukhariv.lp.53]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** & ^j reports that mention was made
before the Holy Prophet pL-j *ip ifci JU» of a person who remained sleeping until

the morning with out performing Salah. The Holy Prophet pJL-j Up ifo Ju* said that

this was a person in whose ears Satan (Shayqtin) had urinated. [Bukhari v. 1 p.463]

WHO DOES SATAN (SHAYATIN) CONTROL?

"Indeed We have made the Devils (Shayatin) allies to those who do not believe,"

This friendship is consolidated when a person does not possess Belief (Iman). If

he does have Belief (Iman), Devils (Shaytan's) friendship with him exists because

of his disobedience to Allah. The perfect believers (Mu'minm) is saved from Satan

(Shayatin) because he bears no friendship with him.

Allah says in Surah Nahl, '"Indeedhe Satan (Shayatin) has no control aver those

who believe and have trust in their Lord. His sway is only over those who befriend him

and those who ascribe partners to Allah/' [Surah 16, verses 99,100]
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(28) When they perpetrate a sin they say, "We found our forefathers upon this

and Allah has commanded us therewith." Say, "Surely Allah does not command
lewdness! Do you say against Allah what you know not?" (29) Say, My Lord has

commanded me with justice and that you straighten your gazes at the time of

every prostration and call to Him, sincerely devoting your worship to Him. As

you were created initially, so you will be returned." (30) A group Allah had

guided and a group was condemned to deviation. Indeed they took the Devils

(Shayatin) as friends instead of Allah and thought that they were rightly guided.

THE IGNORANT COMMIT LEWD ACTS AND SAY THAT ALLAH
HAD COMMANDED THEM TO DO SO

It was the practice of the Polytheists that they perpetrated many acts of

lewdness aad immorality. When they were advised and enjoined to refrain they

would make the ludicrous statement, "We found our forefathers upon this... "This

was discussed in Surah Ma'idah, where Allah replied to their claim by asking,

(Will they follow their forefathers) even though their forefathers never understood

anything, nor were they rightly guided?" [Surah 5, verse 104]

In addition they claimed, "Allah has commanded us therewith/' This was the

worst insult and act of insolence towards Allah. Allah replies, "Say, 'Surely Allah

does not command lewdness! Do you say against Allah what you know not?"'

"Say, "My Lord has commanded me with justice and that you straighten your

gazes at the time of every prostration..." This verse straightens the record by

informing them what Allah commands on contradiction to their claims. Instead

of carrying out the things that Allah commands, they carry out what He has

prohibited and then are still audacious enough to attribute it to Allah.

The first instruction is to be just. This includes abstaining from polytheism

(shirk), which is the greatest form of injustice because the perpetrator ascribes

partners to his Creator and Sustainer. It also includes fulfilling the rights of Allah

and those of mankind.

" and call to Him, sincerely devoting your worship to Him." Sincerity in

worship means that one does not commit polytheism (shirk) and sincerity in

pleasing Allah means that one does not carry out an action to please anyone

besides Allah.

"As you were created initially, so you will be returned" This verse dispels the

belief of the Polytheists that there is no harm if they continue to follow the

religion (D'in) of their forefathers since there will be no resurrection.

"A group Allah had guided and a group was condemned to deviation. Indeed they

took the Devils (Shayatin) as friends instead ofAllah and thought that they were rightly

guided." In their deviation they believed that they were guided despite not

believing in Allah and then associating with the Devils (Shayatin), whose only

work is to lead others astray.
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(31) O children of Adam, adopt your adornment at every place of worship, and
eat and drink, but do not be wasteful. Indeed, He does not like those who are

wasteful. (32) Say, "Who has forbidden the adornments that Allah has brought
forth for His bondsmen and the pure sustenance?" Say, "These are for the

believers in the worldly life, exclusively for them on the day of Judgment
(Qiyamah).' Thus do We elucidate the verses for those who have knowledge.

THE SPECIFIC INSTRUCTION TO COVER THE BODY WHEN
PERFORMING SALAH AND CIRCUMAMBULATION (TAWAF)

The Polytheists practised many forms of lewdness and even stooped to the
extent that their men and women used to perform Circumambulation (Tawaf)
around the Ka'ba naked. The women used only a small scrap of cloth to cover
their private parts. In prohibition of this shameless act, Allah revealed the above
two verses. [Muslim from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** i»^

J

Allama Jassas Up As ^ writes in "Ahkamul Qur'an" (v. 3 p.21) that they
performed circumambulation (Tawaf) naked because they held the notion that
they should not perform circumambulation (Tawaf) in clothes with which they
sinned. Others say that they did this believing that after the circumambulation
(Tawaf), they would be without sins, just as they were without clothes. Satan
(Shaytan)» had made their evil seem like a virtue;

"Asbabun Nuzul" (p. 222) narrates from Abu Salma bin Abdur Rahman ^j
Up ifct that the Arabs added to their religion (D'ln) the practice of removing their

clothes to perform Circumambulation (Tawaf) after returning from Mina. With
regard to this Allah revealed the above two verses.

"O children of Adam, adopt your adornment at every place of worship.." This
verse instructs that a person must wear clothing when entering any Masjid,
either for Salah, or for Circumambulation (Tawaf) in the Masjidul Haram. It is

Obligatory (Fardh) to cover the "Aurah" (those parts of the body that have to be
covered) for Salah to be correct, but the verse emphasises that even more than
this should be covered when performing Salah and Circumambulation (Tawaf).

THE INSTRUCTION TO WEAR CLOTHES OF ADORNMENT
Jurists have mentioned that it is improper and Makruh (detestable) to wear

such clothes for Salah that a person will normally be embarrassed to wear in

company and in public. Such clothing should be worn for Salah that conceal the

"Aurah", are clean and attractive as well. This is derived from the use of the

word "adornment" in the verse.

THE PROHIBITION AGAINST EXTRAVAGANCE
"...eat mid drink, but do not be wasteful. Indeed, He does not like those who are

•wasteful" Wastefulness will include all actions that transgress the bounds of the
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Shari'ah.

Referring to the practice of the Polytheists in forbidding the wearing of

clothes during Circumambulation (Tawaf) and numerous other things (as

mentioned in Surah An'am), Allah asks thereafter, "Say, 'Who has forbidden the

adornments thai Allah has brought forth for His bondsmen and the pure sustenance?"'

People have gone astray by forbidding these things of their own accord.

ALLAH'S BOUNTIES ARE FOR THE BELIEVERS

"Say, 'These are for the believers in the worldly life, exclusively for them on the day

of Judgment (Qiyamah)." The bounties, adornments and pure sustenance were

specifically created for the Believers {Mu'minin), but the disbelievers (Kujfar) also

share them. However, on the Day of Judgement, the disbelievers (Kuffar) will not

benefit from these at all.

Other commentators have interpreted the verse to mean that the believers

(Mu'minin) benefit from the bounties of this world together with the multitude of

difficulties and suffering that are associated with it. However, in the Hereafter,

they will be able to enjoy these bounties in perfection, without the associated

problems.

In reality, the disbeliever (kafir) does not deserve any bounty but, because

this world holds no significance in the sight of Allah, He confers the worldly

bounties on them as well. Sayyidina Sahl bin Sa'd ** ii>\ ^j narrates that the Holy

Prophet (JL-j <vip ifci JU said, "If this world was equal to even the weight of a

mosquito's wing in Allah's estimation, He would not have given the disbeliever

(kafir) a single drop of water to drink." [Mishkdt p. 441]

' "Xt **
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(33) Say, "My Lord has forbidden only what is apparent and hidden of

lewdness, sin, wrongful oppression, that you associate partners with Allah when

He has not revealed any warrant for it, and that you say against him what you do

not know/' (34) There is a term for every nation. When their term expires, they

will be unable to delay it a moment, nor postpone it. (35) O children of Adam,

when messengers from yourselves come to you narrating to you My verses, then

whosoever will adopt piety (taqwa) and rectify, there will be no fear on them,
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nor shall they grieve. (36) Those who deny Our verses and are arrogant towards
them, these are the dwellers of the Fire, wherein they shall abide forever.

ALLAH HAS FORBIDDEN INDECENCY AS WELL AS HIDDEN AND
APPARENT SINS

Previously it was mentioned that Allah commands justice, prohibits

lewdness and enjoins fulfilling the rights of Allah and those of man. The above
verse emphasises this with some additions.

Allah says, "Say, 'My Lord has forbidden only what is apparent and hidden of
lewdness..." Included in the purport of "what is apparent" are all acts of indecency
such as performing Circumambulation (Tawaf) naked, exposing the body in

public, women walking about without the proper attire of veil (hijab),' etc. Those
acts that are "hidden of lewdness" include all indecent acts that are perpetrated in

private such as adultery and other secretive sins of that nature.

The verse continues to mention that Allah has also forbidden all types of

"sin" as well as "wrongful oppression." The adjective "wrongful" has been
mentioned as an emphasis because every type of oppression is wrongful.

The verse goes on to say that Allah forbids "that you associate partners with

Allah when He has not revealed any warrant for it, and that you say against him what
you do not know." This refers to their practice of saying that Allah commanded
them to perform the acts of sin.

"There is a term for every nation." A term has been stipulated for every nation

and they will eat, drink and live until then. Those who were destroyed were also

allowed to exist up to their term. "When their term expires, they will be unable to

delay it a moment, nor postpone it." The author of "Ma'alimut Tanzil' writes that

this verse was revealed when the Polytheists requested for punishment as a sign

that the Holy Prophet pJL,3 *A* fa ju> was a true messenger.

THE CHILDREN OF SAYYIDINA ADAM P
*J» Up ARE ENJOINED

TO FOLLOW THE PROPHETS &S\^
"O children ofAdam, when messengers from yourselves come to you narrating to

you My verses (i.e. the obligations (Faraidh) and Compulsories (Wajibat), then

whosoever will adopt piety (taqwa) (by accepting them and desisting from disbelief

(kufr) and polytheism (shirk)) and rectify (their deeds), there will be no fear on them,

nor shall they grieve."

PUNISHMENT FOR THE DISBELIEVERS (KUFFAR) AND PROUD
PEOPLE

"Those who deny Our verses and are arrogant towards them, these are the dwellers

of the Fire, wherein they shall abide forever." This verse refers to those who, because
of their pride/considered it below their dignity to believe in Allah, to follow the

Holy Prophets £LJ\ <++!* and to carry out the injunctions of religion (D'in).

Allah says in Surah Saffat, "When it is told to them 'La ilaha Illallah/ they

display arrogance. " [Surah 37, verse 35]
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Says Allah in Surah Qiyamah, "So they neither verify, nor perform Salah, but

instead they deny and walk away. Then they go to theirfamilies in arrogance." [Surah 75,

verses 3 2-33]
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(37) Who can be more unjust than he who, concocts lies against Allah or denies

His verses? These are the ones whom their share of the Book shall find. Until

the time comes when Our messengers will claim their "souls saying, "Where are

those whom you called upon besides Allah?" They will admit, "They have been

lost to us," and they will testify against themselves that they were really

disbelievers. (38) (Allah) will say, "Enter into the Fire amid the nations of jinn

and man who passed before you. Each time a nation will enter, they will curse

their sister nation. Until, when they are all gathered in Hell, the latter will say

regarding the former, "Our Lord, these are the people who led us astray, so give

them a greatly intensified punishment of the Fire." (Allah) shall reply, "For each

there shall be double punishment, but you know it not." (39) The former will

tell the latter, "You were no better than us, so taste the punishment in lieu of

your actions."

THE MISERABLE CONDITION OF THE DISBELIEVERS (KUFFAR)
AT THE TIME OF DEATH AND WHEN THEY WILL CURSE EACH
OTHER IN HELL

Allah begins by saying, "Who can be more unjust than he who concocts lies

against Allah or denies His verses?" The verse implies that these are the most unjust

of all people. Thereafter Allah reminds people that their life spans and

sustenance have been preordained and their destinies predetermined, therefore

they will receive this only in the world. He says, "These are the ones whom their

share of the Book shall find."

It will then occur that "the time comes when Our messengers (the angels of death)

will claim their souls saying, 'Where are those whom you called upon besides Allah?"

This question will be in a censuring tone, asking them to caL on these false gods
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for help and safety from death. This will make them realise the error of their

ways and eventually "They will admit, 'They have been lost to us/ and they will testify

against themselves that they were really disbelievers/' This question will also be

posed on the Day of Judgement, as has passed in verse 22 of Surah An'am (Surah

6).

This will be their plight in the graves. Thereafter, all will be resurrected on

the Day of Judgement and presented for reckoning. Judgement will be passed

and the various groups will be dispatched to their abodes. Some will be sent first

and others will follow. Allah shall address some of them saying, "Enter into the

Fire amid the nations ofjinn and man who passed before you."

Allah next depicts the scene as they enter Hell by saying, "Each time a nation

will enter/ they will curse their sister nation." Although they were allies in the

world, all their ties of friendship will be severed on the Day of Judgement.

"Until, when they are all gathered in Hell, the latter (those who enter later) will

say regarding the former, 'Our Lord, these are the people who led us astray, so give them

a greatly intensified punishment of the Fire." The author of "Ma'alimut Tanzll" and

Allama Ibn Kathir ^ it ~<*-j have interpreted this verse to mean that "the former"

will be the leaders of the disbelievers (Kuffar) who shall enter first into Hell,

while "the latter" are their followers in the world who will enter Hell after them.

According to the author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" "the former" will be leaders and

"the latter" will be those people who were lower in standing. According to this

interpretation, the terms ('former" and "latter") will not refer to the sequence in

which they will enter Hell.

In the world, these people were glued to their leaders and heeded their

every command, even when it contradicted the guidance and preaching of the

Holy Prophets f^J\ <*>. It will only be in the Hereafter that they will realise that

these people led them astray. They will request Allah to double the punishment

of these leaders However "Allah shall reply, 'For each there shall be double

punishment, but you know it not." i.e. Each person's punishment will be more

intense than can be expressed.

The punishment will not remain constant but will be intensified, as Allah

says in Surah Nahl [Surah 16, verse 88], "For those who disbelieve and forbidfrom Allah

's path, We shall add punishment to their punishment because of the corruption that they

caused." When each party will be suffering the most torturous chastisement, what

consolation can they receive from the fact that another is suffering more?

"The former will tell the latter, 'You were no better than us..." They will say this

because each of them will be suffering the same degree of punishment, the

second group being no more fortunate than the first. They will then add, "so taste

the punishment in lieu ofyour actions."

iXrr sjitx ^; r^t 4,^1^^ *^^ si^kj^t; v^.^. \Jls^ <<^ \ ^v
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(40) Indeed those who deny our verses and behave arrogantly towards them, the

doors of the heavens will not be opened to them and they will not enter heaven
(Jannah) until a camel enters through the eye of a needle. Thus do We punish
the wrongdoers. (41) They will have the bed of Hell and a canopy on top of

them. Thus do We punish the oppressors.

THOSE WHO DENY AND ARE ARROGANT WILL NOT ENTER
HEAVEN (JANNAH) BUT WILL BE CAST INTO HELL

"Indeed those who deny our verses and behave arrogantly towards them, the doors

of the heavens will not be opened to them..."

Explaining the deaths of the believers (Mu'minln) and the disbelievers

(Kuffar), the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up 2bt J^ said that when the angel of death
removes the soul of a believer (Mu'min), it emerges as easily as a drop of water
from a water/bag. The other angels then place the soul in the shrouds of Heaven
(Jannah) and perfume it with the fragrances of Heaven (Jannah). They then ascend
with it to the heavens. Each time they pass by a gathering of angels, they ask,

"Who is this pure soul?" Taking the best of names used in the "world, they
furnish the name of the person with his father's name.

The Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up &\ ju continued to say that they then approach
the door of the first heaven, which is opened upon their request. In this manner,
they reach the seventh heaven with the soul. Upon reaching there, Allah tells

them, "Place the record ofMy slave in the llliyyun and return him to the earth. Because

I have created him from the earth, I shall return him to it and I will resurrect him from
there."

He is then returned to the grave, where he will reply correctly to all the

questions. Then the Holy Prophet pJUj <4* A» JL* mentioned the bounties that the

believer (Mu'min) will receive in the grave.

Thereafter the Holy Prophet <X*3 Up i>» jl* made mention of the death of a

disbeliever (kafir). He said that when a disbeliever (kdfir) has to leave this world
for the Hereafter, the dark-faced angels descend from the heavens. They carry

with them sack cloth and appear before him as far as the eyes can see. Then the

angel of death himself comes, sits by the head and says, "O foul soul! Emerge
towards Allah's anger!" The soul then disperses throughout the body in* an
attempt to escape. Thereafter/the angel of death forcefully extracts the soul, just

as painfully as wet wool wrapped around a skewer is forcefully removed.

When the angel of death removes the soul, the other angels, without losing a
split second, grab hold off the soul and wrap it in the sack cloth. Such a foul

odour emanates from the soul that has never emanated from any decomposing
body on earth. They then take this soul up to the heavens and, whenever they
pass any group of angels, they ask, "Who is this foul soul?" Using the worst
names on earth, they reply, "This is so and so, the son of so and so (taking the

person's name and his father's name)."

When they reach the doors of the heavens, they request entry, but the doors
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are not opened The Holy Prophet pJL-j *i* &\ Ju* recited the following verse of

Surah A'raf, "The doors of the heavens are not opened for them and they will not enter

Heaven (Jannah) until a camel -passes through the eye ofa needle/' [Mishkdt p. 142/3]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas *& &\ ^j has interpreted the verse to mean
that the deeds of a disbeliever (kafir) will not be raised to the heavens, nor are his

supplication (du'as).

"and they will not enter Heaven (Jannah) until a camel enters through the eye of a

needle." This is an impossibility, meaning that they will never enter Heaven
(Jannah). Allah then says, "Thus do We punish the wrongdoers."

"They will have the bed of Hell and a canopy on top of them." i.e. The Fire of Hell

will engulf them from every side, above and below. "Thus do We punish the

oppressors" i.e. The disbelievers (Kuffar), because disbelief (kufr) is the worst form

of oppression.

1st is£

(42) As for those who believe and do righteous deeds, We do not burden a soul

more than it can bear. These shall be the dwellers of heaven (Jannah), wherein

they shall abide forever. (43) We shall extract from their bosoms every bit of

animosity. With rivers flowing beneath them they will say, "All praise is for

Allah, Who has guided us to this arid we would never have been rightly guided

had Allah not guided us. Most certainly, the apostles of our Lord came with the

truth." It shall be proclaimed, "This is the Heaven (Jannah) that you have been

granted because of the actions that you carried out."

THE BELIEVERS ARE GIVEN THE GLAD TIDINGS OF HEAVEN
(JANNAH), AND WILL EXPRESS THEIR GRATITUDE TO ALLAH
ON ENTERING HEAVEN (JANNAH)

Describing the rewards of the righteous, Allah says, "As for those who believe

and do righteous deeds... These shall be the dwellers of Heaven (Jannah), wherein they

shall abide forever." In between this verse, Allah reminds us, "We do not burden a

soul more than it can bear." This has been discussed in the final verse of Surah

Baqarah, where Allah said, "Allah does not burden a soul more than it can bear...."

[Surah 2, verse 285]

Thereafter Allah makes mention of a special favour that he will confer on

the dwellers of Heaven (Jannah). Allah says, "We shall extract from their bosoms

every bit of animosity." Every person will associate freely with each other in
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Heaven (Jannah) and the friendly environment will be free of malice, rancour,

jealousy, etc.

Bukhari {v. 1 pA60) reports that the Holy Prophet ^^ U* Jii j^> said. "The

faces of those who enter Heaven (Jannah) first will be resplendent like the full

moon. The faces of those entering thereafter will shine like the brightest of stars.

All their hearts will be like that of a single person, devoid of disagreement, and

they will bear no malice towards each other."

Sayyidina Abu Sa'id khudri ** &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ift JU
jJL-^ U* said, "When the believers (Mu'minin) will be saved from Hell (after

crossing the bridge of 'Sirat'), they will be stopped at a place between Heaven
(Jannah) and Hell. There they will be permitted to avenge themselves of any

injustice and transgression committed towards each other in the world (so as to

enter Heaven (Jannah) with clean hearts). When all the rights will be fulfilled,

they will be allowed to enter Heaven (Jannah). By the Being in Whose control is

the life of Muhammad, they will recognise their homes in Heaven (Jannah) better

than they recognise their homes in this world." [Bukhari p. 967]

"With rivers flawing beneath them they will say, 'All praise is for Allah, Who has

guided us to this and we would never have been rightly guided had Allah not guided us."

Allah inspires people to believe and do good deeds, without which they would
not be able to gain entry into Heaven (Jannah). Allah is not obliged to enter

anyone into Heaven (Jannah) and if He does, it is His sheer grace. Realising this,

they express their gratitude in this verse.

They then attest that "Most certainly, the apostles of our Lord came with the

truth." They accepted the Holy Prophets pLJ\ f+M in the world and shall see the

truth of their message in the Hereafter.

"It shall be proclaimed, 'This is the Heaven (Jannah) that you have been granted

because of the actions that you carried out/" In appreciation of their good deeds,

Allah will grant them Heaven (Jannah).
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(44) The people of Heaven (Jannah) will call to the people of the Fire saying,

"We have found the promise of Our Lord to be true. Have you found the

promise of your Lord to be true?" They will reply, "Yes!" Then an announcer

shall announce between them that the curse of Allah is on the oppressors... (45)

Those who prevent from the path of Allah, seek crookedness therein and reject

the Hereafter.

DIALOGUE BETWEEN THE PEOPLE OF HEAVEN (JANNAH) AND
THE PEOPLE OF HELL

'The people of Heaven (Jannah) will call to the people of the Fire saying, 'We have
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found the promise of our Lord to be true.'" They refer to promise of reward for

virtuous actions and Belief (lman). Without seeing these in the world, they
believed and these rewards will all be exposed to them in the Hereafter.

They will then ask the inhabitants of Hell, "Have you found the promise ofyour
Lord to be true?" Here they refer to the warnings of punishment for disbelief (kufr)

and evil deeds that were present in the divine scriptures and propagated by the
Holy Prophets r

*>Ui ^. The inmates of Hell will admit saying, "Yes!" Whatever
was promised will then have come to pass.

After they admit to their guilt that they had oppressed their souls by
disbelieving, "an announcer shall announce (standing) between them that the curse of
Allah is on the oppressors. Those who prevent (others)from the path ofAllah [the religion

(D'in)], seek crookedness therein (i.e. seek weaknesses to raise objections and criticism)

and reject the Hereafter.

"

"....seek crookedness therein..." This displays the obstinacy of the polytheists

(Muskrikin). They unnecessarily sought to raise objections against the religion

(D'in). In Madinah, the Jews did the same, despite knowing that the Holy
Prophet ^j Up in ^u was the true apostle. They even exploited situations where
there was no cause to object, merely to prevent others from accepting Islam.

To this day the disbelievers (Kuffar), Jews and Christians tirelessly seek to

object to Islam. Even the Hindus, who do not consider it filthy to drink the urine
of cows, regard the Muslim and Islam as impure! People who do not bath want
to degrade the purity of Islam! Those who excel in fornication seek to object to

the pure institution of Nikah! Those who court a multitude of mistresses in sin

want to criticise the sanctity of polygamy in Islam! These are all reversed
ideologies.

Today the threat of the Orientalists is rife. They pose as innocent students
seeking the knowledge of Islam, fooling ignorant Muslims to believe that they
have an interest in their religion (D'in). Not only do they reject the truth of Islam,

but they place numerous doubts into the minds of Muslim students who study
for their degrees under their tutelage. Eventually these Muslims turn apostate

without even realising it.

These Orientalists formulate various objections against Islam and the Holy
Prophet pL^ <M & J~* and propagate these to their students. Being deprived of

the teachings and company of Scholars (Ulema), these students are dumbstruck
when hearing these objections and eventually also subscribe to the same beliefs

of their tutors.

The Scholars (Ulema) have conclusively replied to all their objections and
won many debates against them. They, however, will continue to be misled and
mislead others.
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(46) Between them is a veil. On the A'raf there will be many people who will

recognise each of them by their signs. They will call to the people of Heaven

(Jannah) saying, "Peace be upon you!" They will not have entered Heaven

(Jannah), but will yearn to. (47) When their gazes will be turned to the people of

the Fire they will say, "O our Lord, do not place us with the oppressive folk!"

(48) The people of A'raf will call to many people whom they would recognise

by their signs saying, "Your groups and your pride were of no avail to you." (49)

"Were these the people regarding whom you swore that Allah will not have

mercy upon them?" (It was told to them) Enter Heaven (Jannah)! On you will

there be no fear, nor shall you grieve.

THE PEOPLE ON THE A'RAF WILL GREET THE PEOPLE OF
HEAVEN (JANNAH) WITH PEACE AND WILL REBUKE THE PEOPLE
OFHELL

The inhabitants of Heaven (Jannah) and those of Hell will be separated by a

wall referred to in the above verse, where Allah says, "Between them is a veil"

From behind this wall they will be able to speak to each other.

Certain Scholars (Ulema) are of the opinion that there will be a latticework of

windows between Heaven (Jannah) and Hell, which will allow them to see and

speak to each other. The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that this "veil" will be

such that the effects of Heaven (Jannah) will not reach Hell and vice versa. They

will, however, be able to hear each other. None may object to this since the

matters of the Hereafter are different from those of this world. Especially in this

age of technology, the concept is not at all farfetched.

This wall ("veil") is referred to as the A'raf (which literally means 'a high

place
7

) and, regarding this, Allah says, "On the A'raf there will be many people who

will recognise each of them (the people ofHeaven (Jannah) and the people ofHell) by their

signs." The faces of the people of Heaven (Jannah) will be beaming and

resplendent, while those of the people of Hell will be dark and their eyes will be

blue. After entering into Heaven (Jannah) and Hell, it is obvious that the

appearances of people will be changed somewhat. It is by these "signs" that the

people of A'raf will recognise the people of Heaven (Jannah) and the people of

Hell.

The people of A'raf "will call to the people of Heaven (Jannah) saying, 'Peace be

upon you!
f
They will not have entered Heaven (Jannah), but will yearn to. "With this

yearning in their heart, they will greet the dwellers of Heaven (Jannah) in this

manner, thereby indicating that Allah had rescued them from Hell and placed

them in peace and serenity.

With regard to the people of A'raf, the most renowned opinion is that they

will be those people who, although their good deeds will save them from falling



from the bridge of 'Siraf into Hell, tHeir good deeds will not be enough to enter
them into Heaven (Jannah). They will await judgement on the A'raf and will
eventually be placed into Heaven (Jannah).

After addressing the people of Heaven (Jannah), "When their gazes will be

turned to the people of the Fire they will say, 'O our Lord, do not place us with the

oppressivefolk!
""

Then they will recognise among the inhabitants of Hell certain leaders of the

disbelievers (Kujfar), who looked down on the believers (Mu'minin) and
prevented others from accepting the truth. Allah says, "The people ofA'rafwill call

to many people whom they would recognise by their signs saying, 'Your groups and your
pride were ofno avail to you. Were these the people (the believers (Mu'minin) regarding

whom you swore that Allah will not have mercy upon them?"'

They will chide them in this way because it will then be seen that the very
people whom they undermined in the world will be enjoying lofty ranks in

Heaven (Jannah). They were the ones upon whom Allah showered His mercy
when He told them, "Enter Heaven (Jannah)\ On you will there be no fear, nor
shall you grieve."
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(50) The people of the Fire will call to the people of Heaven (Jannah) saying,

"Pour some water on us or something that you have been provided with/' Tl^y
will reply, "Indeed Allah has forbidden these to the disbelievers/' (51) Those
who treated their religion (Din) as a sport and game and whom the worldly life

had beguiled. This day We shall forget them as they forgot the meeting of this

day, and because they used to reject Our verses. (52) Undoubtedly We granted

them such a book wherein we expounded to them with knowledge, and (which

was) a guidance and a mercy for the believing folk. (53) They are only waiting

for the outcome thereof. The day when the outcome will appear, those who
forgot from before will say, "Surely the messengers of our Lord have brought

the truth! Are there any intercessors who will intercede for us, or can we be
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returned so as to perform actions contrary to what we used to perform?" They

have destroyed their souls and what they used to concoct will be lost to them.

THE PEOPLE OF HELL WILL ASK THOSE OF HEAVEN (JANNAH)

FORWATER AND WILL WISH TO BE RETURNED TO THEWORLD

While the previous verses mentioned how the people of Heaven (Jannah)

and A'raf will speak to those of Hell the above verses mention the request of the

people of Hell. In an attempt to lighten their punishment "The people of the Fire

will call to the people of Heaven (Jannah) saying, Tour some water on us or something

that you have been provided with/ They will reply, Indeed Allah has forbidden these to

the disbelievers." In their pursuit for the world, the disbelievers (Kujfar) rejected

the true religion (D'in) and scoffed at it.

Allah describes these disbelievers (Kujfar) as "Those who treated their religion

(D'in) as a sport and game and whom the worldly life had beguiled" They were

oblivious to the Hereafter and worked only for the world. Therefore Allah will

tell them, "This day We shall forget them as they forgot the meeting of this day, and

because they used to reject Our verses" They will be ignored on the Day of

Judgement, their pleas for mercy falling on deaf ears. They will be condemned to

the eternal chastisement of Hell.

This will be their plight despite the fact that "Undoubtedly We granted them

such a book wherein we expounded to them with knowledge, and (which was) a guidance

and a mercyfor the believingfolk." Only those people who believed took heed to the

guidance offered in the Qur'an.

"They are only waiting for the outcome thereof This refers to the salvation and

success that will be the lot of those who believe and do good, and the eternal

damnation of the evildoing disbelievers (Kujfar). All of this is clearly explained in

the Qur'an and the teachings of the Holy Prophets pLJ\ ^. The disbelievers

(Kujfar) refuse to accept these promises, but "The day when the outcome will appear,

those who forgot from before (the preaching of the Qur'an) will say, 'Surely the

messengers of our Lord have brought the truth!" They had refused to accept these

Prophets (}LJ» ^^u and will therefore have to suffer.

In an attempt to escape they will cry out, "Are there any intercessors who will

intercede for us, or can we be returned (to the world) so as to perform actions contrary

to what we used to perform?" They will wish to carry out good deeds and adopt

Belief (Iman).

However, it will be too late, for "They have destroyed their souls and what they

used to concoct will be lost to them." Surah Fatir [Surah 35, verse 37] contains the verse

in which Allah replies to their request to return to the world to mend their ways.

Allah says, "Did We not grant you sufficient age wherein the one who takes heed may

take heed? And did a warner not come to you? So taste (of the punishment)! The

oppressors will not have a helper."

After entry into the Hereafter, there will be no return for anyone. Each will

have to contend with his lot.
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(54) Undoubtedly your Lord is Allah, Who has created the heavens and the earth

in six days and then rose to the Throne. He "covers the day with the night, which
is in haste to follow it. The sun, moon and the stars, are all subjugated by His

order. Lo! To create and command are reserved for Him. Blessed be Allah, the

Lord of the universe.

THE CREATION OF THE HEAVENS AND THE EARTH AND THE
SERVITUDE OF THE SUN, MOON AND STARS

In these verses Allah discusses His signs to prove Oneness of Allah (fauhid).

Allah begins by saying, ''Undoubtedly your Lord is Allah, Who has create^ the

heavens and the earth in six days... "It is not necessary for us to be concerned why
Allah took six days to create the heavens and the earth. He knows best why He
did so.

However commentators have mentioned that Allah took^ix days to teach

man that he should do things with ease and care despite having the ability to do
it quicker. In Surah Furqan [Surah 25, verse 59], Surah HaMim Sajdah [Surah 41,

verses 9-12] and Surah Qaf [Surah 50, verse 3#], Allah adds that He created with the

heavens and the earth, everything between them as well in the six days. The
details of this will, Insha Allah, be discussed in Surah HaMim Sajdah.

The question then arises that since no sun was created until then,how was
six days calculated? Commentators mention that the verse denotes the

equivalent of six days.

".... . and then rose to the Throne/' The pious predecessors and the Companion
(Sahaba) ^ & ^j have mentioned that the human mind is incapable of

perceiving exactly what is meant by this and other such verses. Therefore, we
should believe in them and not look for a rational explanation.

When someone asked Imam Malik Up i»v^ the meaning of this verse, be

broke out in a sweat. After a period of silence, he said, "The meaning of the word
is known, the interpretation is beyond understanding, belief therein is

compulsory and questioning it is an innovation." He then told the questioner, "It

seems to me that you are a deviant person/' Thereafter he removed him from the

gathering. ["Ma'dUmut TanzU" v. 2 p. 165]

He termed questioning the subject an innovation because such verses were
also in front of the Companion (Sahaba) ^ ii ^j but they did not question

them. They all believed in these verses without requiring a detailed explanation

from the Holy Prophet ^j aJLp ibi JU.

It was mentioned at the beginning of Surah Al Imran (Surah 3, verse 7) that

only those in whose hearts there is deviation and crookedness seek to delve into
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the mysteries of the allegorical (Mutashabihat) verses. Allah says in that verse,

"He it was who revealed unto you [O Muhammad pJL^ Up iui JUJ the book wherein lies

'Muhkamat' (clear) verses that are the 'Ummul kitab' and others that are 'allegorical

(Mutashabihat)'. As for those who have crookedness in their hearts, they pursue those

that are allegorical (Mutashabihat), thereby seeking to cause dissension and seeking their

interpretation. None knows their interpretation except Allah. Those who are sound in

knowledge say, 'We believe therein, all is from our Lord. None take heed besides men of

understanding."

"He covers the day with the night..." This refers to the alternation of the day

and the night. Allah says in Surah Zumar [Surah 39, verse 5], "He folds the night over

that day andfolds the day over the night." None can alter this system of Allah.

" which is in haste to follow it." As soon as the day begins to disappear, the

night starts to enter. There is no clearly distinguished period between the two

when it can be said that neither of the two are present.

"The sun, moon and the stars are all subjugated by His order." For thousands of

years these creations have been following the system stipulated by Allah and

fulfilling the tasks assigned to them. Without vehicles and engines, they are all

mobile in their orbits by the order of Allah.

"Lo! To create and command are reserved for Him." None besides Allah has the

authority, nor the ability to create anything. They cannot issue any commands in

His system, nor in His Shari'ah.

"Blessed be Allah, the Lord of the universe." In interpreting the word "tabarak"

("Blessed"), the author of "Ma'alimut Tanzll" (v. 2 p. 165) writes that it means that

Allah is Elevated and Most Honoured. He also quotes from other commentators

who say that it means that Allah is Pure (of all faults and weaknesses).

The research Scholars (Ulema) interpret it to mean that Allah has always

possessed His excellent attributes from forever and will always possess them

until eternity. The best interpretation would be a combination of all of the above

opinions.
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(55) Call unto your Lord in humility and silence. Verily, He does not like those

who transgress. (56) Do not spread anarchy in the lands after they have been

reformed, and call unto Him in fear and hope. Undoubtedly, the mercy of your

Lord is close to those who do good.

THE ETIQUETTE OF SUPPLICATION (DU'A)

After elucidating the powers and authority of Allah, the order is now given

to supplicate unto Him for all one's needs. Allah also advises people how to

make supplication (du'a). The first quality should be that of "humility," i.e. the
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person should truly feel that he is lowly and that Allah is The Most High. The
second etiquette of supplication (du'a) mentioned in the verse is that it should be
made in "silence!' supplication {du'a) should normally be made silently, except in

certain circumstances when it will be audible e.g. Istisqa (a specific supplication

{du'a) for rain) and Qunut Nazila.

Surah Maryam contains the verse describing the supplication {du'a) of

Sayyidina Zakariyya (%~S\ Up. Allah says, "...when he called unto his Lord in silence. -

When supplicating in silence, concentration is better since the mind is not

engaged in thinking about the tone and volume of one's supplication {du'a).

Some Companion (Sahaba) <*** h ^j asked the Holy Prophet ^j <i* &\ JU>

whether Allah was nearby so that their du'as be silent, or whether He was far

away, so that they supplicate loudly. In reply to this question, Allah revealed the

verse, "When My bondsmen ask with regard to Me, then indeed I am close by." [Durrul

Manthur v. 1 p. 194]

Bukhari narrates a hadith in which the Holy Prophet ^JL-j U* ifci J^> said,

"Allah says, 'I am as My servant expects from Me, and I am with him when he

remembers Me." [Mishkat p. 2]

According to another narration, Allah says, "I am with him when he

remembers Me and his lips move with My remembrance." [Mishkat p. 199]

The Holy Prophet ^JL-j 4* & JL* said, "Your Lord is closer to you than the

neck of the animal that you are mounted upon." [Mishkat p. 201]

Since Allah is this close to a person, there is no necessity to call loudly to

Him. Supplications (du'as) should be silent and sincere.

"Verily, He does not like those who transgress." This refers to all forms of

transgression, especially in making supplication (du'a). Commentators have cited

the following example with regard to transgression in supplication (du'a). They
say that a person will be guilty of "transgression" when he asks Allah to grant

him the same rank as the Holy Prophets f*~& (**>. Another example of

transgression in supplication (du'fi) will be when a person makes supplication

(du'a) for the severing of family ties, or for the fulfilment of any other sin.

Abu Dawud quotes a narration in which Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mughaffal
v* iui ^j overheard his son making supplication (du'a) for Allah to grant him a

white palace by His right side in Heaven (Jannah). He told his son, "O my son!

Ask Allah for entry into Heaven (Jannah) and protection from Hell. I have heard

the Holy Prophet pJL^ U* &\ JU say {hat soon there will be such people in this

Ummah who will be excessive in their supplications (du'as) and in their acts of

purity [ablution (Wudhu), bathing, etc]."

Although good deeds are extremely virtuous, they should be carried out

within the limits that the Shari'ah has specified. For example, no person should

spend every night and day in worship, thereby neglecting his family, his guests

arid other duties.

"Do not spread anarchy in the lands after they have been reformed.." This verse

refers to the external and internal reformation of the earth. With regard to the

external reformation, Allah instructs in this verse that people do not destroy the
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natural vegetation upon the earth that Allah had caused to flourish. Where

necessary, man may exploit certain areas of vegetation, but then too it should be

within reasonable means, without endangering the environment and other

creatures.

With reference to the internal reformation of the earth, Allah instructs that

man does not destroy the system of guidance that Allah has initiated on earth by

means of His Holy Prophets r
t>ui^ They propagated the truth and Allah's

injunctions. People accepted these and became believers in great numbers. None

should now upset this system. People should either believe, or allow others to do

so and not present an obstacle to them.

"...and call unto Him in fear and hope." No less than five etiquette of

supplication (du'a) have been gathered from the above verses, viz.

1. One should not transgress the limits in supplication (du'a).

2. Supplication (du'a) should be silent.

3. One should have the fear that perchance it may not be accepted?

4. One should have the hope that it will be accepted?

5. One must abstain from all sins since these prevent acceptance of

supplications (du'as). This is gleaned from the verse, "Do not

spread anarchy in the lands after they have been reformed?.."

Muslim (v. 1 p.326) narrates that once the Holy Prophet ^U3 *Jp &\ J~* made

mention of a person who travelled a great distance. His hair was dishevelled and

he was covered in dust. In this pitiable condition, he raised his hands towards

the heavens in supplication, crying, "O my Lord! O my Lord!" His supplication

(du'a) will not be accepted because his food, clothing and nourishment all had

been from Unlawful (Haram) sources.

: "Undoubtedly, the mercy of your Lord is close to those who do good." This verse

includes all types of good deeds. Therefore, when du'a is made according to the

etiquette, it will receive the attention of Allah and be speedily accepted.
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(57) (Allah is) He Who sends the winds ahead of His mercy as bearers of glad

tidings. Until, when it carries heavy clouds, We lead it to a dead piece of ground

and then shower rains upon it, extracting thereby all kinds of fruit. In this

manner We shall resurrect the dead so that you may take heed. (58) The

vegetation of fertile ground will spring forth by the order of it's Lord, whereas
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only deficient vegetation will issue forth from infertile land. Thus do We
elucidate the verses for the grateful folk.

RAIN AND THE RESULTANT CROPS ARE GREAT BLESSINGS
FROM ALLAH

Allah says that it is "He Who sends the winds ahead ofHis mercy (rain) as bearers

of glad tidings. Until, when it carries heavy clouds, We lead it to a dead piece ofground

(i.e. barren and bare land) and then shower rains upon it..." After the shower of

rains, the same land that was once considered lifeless, springs to life and Allah

causes it to bear "all kinds offruit" Men and animal all then benefit from this land,

finding their sustenance from it.

Although rain falls on mountains and level ground alike, Allah makes
mention of that rain which falls on level ground because it bears what is useful to

man and animals. In this way, man is reminded of Allah's benevolence and

bounty to him.

Allah then says, 'in this manner We shall resurrect the dead... - In a similar way,

Allah mentions in Surah HaMim Sajdah [Surah 41, verse 39], "From His signs also, is

that you see the earth bare. Then, when We send rain upon it, it begins to stir and

flourish. Verily, the One Who gave life to it is the One Who gives life to the dead. Indeed,

He has power over all things."

On the Day of Judgement, when the trumpet will be sounded the first time,

Allah will shower a light drizzle after which the corpses of the dead will surface

from the ground. Thereafter, it will be sounded for the second time and people

will all stand up. [Mishkat p. 481]

"....so that you may take heed." The subject matter in the above verses

represent advice to those who will take heed. They will realise that if it were not

for the will of Allah, neither would the clouds bear any water nor will the earth

be revived by the rain. This should turn every person's attention to Allah.

These verses also remind those who reject the concept of resurrection that it

is not farfetched. Just as they witness how Allah revives the dead earth, time and

time again, He is capable of reviving corpses on the Day of Judgement.

"The vegetation offertile ground will spring forth by the order of its Lord, whereas

only deficient vegetation will issue forth from infertile land." The Arabic word
"Nakida" (translated above as "deficient vegetation -> refers to a thing that is both

useless and insufficient.

Certain commentators have mentioned that this verse depicts the believer

(Mi/'mm)and the disbeliever (kafir). The heart of the believer (Mu f

min) is like the

fertile ground. It accepts Allah's guidance and the verses of the Qur'an,

benefiting from it, just as that ground benefits from the water. On the other hand;

the heart of the disbeliever (kafir) receives the guidance and verses, yet does not

benefit from them at all.

"Thus do We elucidate the versesfor the gratefulfolk." Although the verses reach

all, only those people prosper by them who appreciate the bounties of their Lord.

Their hearts are pure and conducive to accepting the truth.
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(59) Undoubtedly We sent Nuh to his nation and he told them, "O my people,

worship Allah. There is no deity for you besides Him. Certainly, I fear for you

the punishment of a great day/' (60) The chieftains of his people said, "We see

that you are surely in manifest deviation." (61) He said, "O my people, there is

no deviation with me. On the contrary, I am a messenger from the Lord of the

universe." (62) "I convey to you the messages of my Lord, advise you and I know

things from Allah that you have no knowledge of" (63) "Are you surprised that a

reminder from your Lord should come to you via the agency of a man from

among you, so that he may warn you, that you may fear and so that mercy may

be shown to you?" (64) They denied him, and We rescued him and those with

him in the ark, while We drowned those who denied Our verses. Without doubt

they were a blind nation.

SAYYIDINA NUH f*~S\ Up PREACHES TO HIS PEOPLE WHO ARE
REBELLIOUS AND ARE EVENTUALLY DESTROYED

The Qur'an narrates the incidents of various Holy Prophets pU\^ so that

others may derive lessons from them. Surah A'raf contains mention of Sayyidina

Nuh, Hud, Salih, Lut, Shu'ayb and then Musa ^\ f+A*. The same sequence of

narrations are mentioned in Surah Hud and then again in Surah Shu'ara.

Repetition is required because these are intended to derive a lesson home. It is

the demand of compassion that a lesson is repeated several times. It is therefore

foolish to object to the repetition of these narratives.

"Undoubtedly We sent Nuh to his nation and he told them, 'O my people, worship

Allah. There is no deityfor you besides Him. Certainly, Ifearfor you the punishment ofa

great day. - The people of Sayyidina Nuh (%A <4* worshipped idols and their

reply to his invitation to Oneness of Allah (Tauhid) was that they told each other

(as mentioned in Surah Nuh), "Never leave your gods. Never leave Wadd nor Suwa

nor Yaquth nor Ya'uq nor Nasr." [Surah 71, verse 23]

Verse 14 of Surah Ankabut (29) mentions that Sayyidina Nuh
r
*>Ui <d*

preached to his people for 950 years, yet they remained obstinately averse to

him. They behaved extremely cruelly towards him. Sometimes their leaders

would say that he was merely an ordinary person like the rest of them and that
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his followers were inferior people. [Surah Hud (11), verse 27]

At times they would say that he was like them and, they told the masses
that his objective in preaching was to attain superiority over them. According to

Surah Nuh [Surah 71, verse 7], they used to cover themselves with their shawls and
close their ears when he would preach to them. In addition to this, "The chieftains

ofhis people said, 'We see that you are surely in manifest deviation.

In reply "He said, 'O my people, there is no deviation with me. On the contrary, I

am a messengerfrom the Lord of the universe. I convey to you the messages ofmy Lord,

advise you and I know things from Allah that you have no knowledge of" He then

added, "Are you surprised that a reminder from your Lord should come to you via the

agency of a man from among you, so that he may warn you (of the pending punishment

for rejection), that you mayfear and so that mercy be shown to you (when you accept)?"

In their foolishness, the people regarded the warning as a mere threat and
would say, "Bringforth the punishment that you promise us ifyou are truthful!" Allah

then showered incessant torrential rains and Sayyidina Nuh <v>LJ\ <l* and his few
followers took shelter in an ark, as Allah says, "They denied him, and We rescued

him and those with him in the ark, while We drowned those who denied Our verses.

Without doubt they were a blind nation.

"

A detailed account of Sayyidina Nuh £%~h ^ and his nation will be

rendered in Surah Hud (verses 25-48), Insha Allah.

Lesson: "Durrul Manthur" (v. 1 p.212) narrates from Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Abbas <up ibi ^j that 1000 years passed between Sayyidina Adam and Nuh ^M
f%^\ and the people of all these centuries followed the religion (D'in) of Islam. It

was only afterwards that differences crept in and people resorted to disbelief

(kufr) and polytheism (shirk). Therefore, the nation of Sayyidina Nuh }%^\ Up

were the first to adopt disbelief (kufr) and idol worship.

J j^ j\ ^p <jyj ^ >J Wj <±> <i^<o r^=*tt ^P 05^1*1*
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(65) We sent to the nation of Ad their brother Hud. He told them, "O my people!

Worship Allah. There is no deity for you besides Him. Do you not fear? (66) The

chieftains of his nation who disbelieved said, "Indeed we see you in foolishness

and we surely consider you to be among the liars." (67) He said, "O my people!

There is no foolishness with me. On the contrary, I am a messenger from the

Ldrd of the universe." (68) "I convey to you the messages of my Lord and I am a

trustworthy advisor to you." (69) "Or are you surprised that a reminder from

your Lord has come to you via the agency of a man from among you so that he

may warn you? Recall the time when He made you successors after the nation of

Null and increased you considerably in stature. Call to mind the bounties of

Allah so that you may be successful." (70) They replied, "Have you come to us so

that we worship only Allah and leave what our forefathers used to worship?

Bring what you have promised us if you are of the truthful!" (71) He said to

them, "The punishment and wrath of Allah has already afflicted you. Do you

debate with me regarding names that you and your forefathers have named and

that Allah has revealed no warrant for? Keep waiting and I shall wait with you.

(72) So We saved him and those who were with him by Our mercy, and We cut

off the roots of those who denied Our signs and they were not believers.

SAYYIDINA HUD f
*J» Up PREACHES TO HIS PEOPLE AND THEIR

EVENTUAL DESTRUCTION

The nation of Ad was extremely strong and mighty, possessing colossal and
gigantic statures, Allah says with regard to them in Surah Fajr [Surah 89, verse 8],

the like of them were not created in the cities/' Ad was the name of one of the

descendants of Sayyidina Nuh {%<& *J*, five generations after him. The nation of

Ad take their name from him.

"We sent to the nation of Ad their brother Hud." He was from them and he

preached to them saying, "O my people! Worship Allah. There is not deity for you

besides Him. Do you not fear?" i.e. fear Allah's chastisement? They then began to

boast of their strength saying, "Who can be more powerful than us?" They did

not perceive Allah's strength. Therefore Allah says, "Did they not realise that the

Allah Who created them is more powerful than them?" [Surah HaMim Sajdah (41), verse

15]

Preaching to them Sayyidina Hud f^LJ aJLp said, "Recall the time when He made

you successors after the nation ofNuh and increased you considerably in stature. Call to

mind the^ bounties ofAllah so that you may be successful." According to other verses

of the Qur'an, he also reminded them of various other bounties of Allah on them
like their animals, children, plantations and abundant water resources.

Impressing on Ihem that their idols were a concoction of their own, he told

them, "Do you debate with me regarding names that you and your forefathers have
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named and that Allah has revealed no warrant for?" They did not believe in what he
said and claimed that he was foolish, adding that their gods had afflicted him
with some malady. They said, "We maintain that some of our gods had bewitched

you." They also said, "It is the same to us whether you preach to us or not."

They rejected him and requested for Allah's punishment, whereupon he
told them, "Keep waiting and I shall wait with you. Finally, when the punishment
did come, Allah says, "So We saved him and those who were with him by Our mercy,

and We cut off the roots of those who denied Our signs and they were not believers."

With regard to the punishment that afflicted them Allah says in Surah

HaMim Sajdah, "So We sent a fierce windstorm against them during the ominous days,

to make them taste of a humiliating punishment in this worldly life. The punishment of

the Hereafter is even more humiliating, and they will never be assisted." [Surah 41, verse

16]

Says Allah in Surah Qamr [Surah 54, verses 19,20], "Indeed We sent to them a

cyclonic wind on a day of perpetual misfortune. It uprooted people (leaving them) as if

they werefallen palm trunks."

Allah says in Surah Haqqa [Surah 69, verses 6-8], "As for the Ad, they were

destroyed by an icy tempest. Allah ordered it upon them for seven nights and eight days.

You would have seen them felled as if they were fallen palm trunks. Do you see any of

them existing?"

A verse of Surah Dhariyat [Surah 51, verses 4 1,42] says, "And (there is also a

lesson) in (the story) of the Ad when we sent a wind to them that was devoid ofany good.

It reduced everything it passed to smithereens."

According to Surah Ahqaf [Surah 46, verses 24,25], the people of Ad saw the

punishment approaching as a dark cloud. Seeing this they began to rejoice,

thinking that it would bring rain to them. However, it was Allah's punishment

that destroyed them all.

The elements of fire, sand, water and wind all receive their instructions from

Allah, Who commands them to be either constructive to man or destructive to

him.

The Holy Prophet <X*s U* it JL* said, "I have been assisted with the Saba

and the Ad were destroyed with the Dabur." [Bukhari v. 1 p.141] The Saba is a

wind blowing from East to West and the Dabur is a wind blowing from West to

East. On the occasion of the battle of Ahzab, Allah sent a frightening windstorm

that forced the disbelievers (Kuffar) to retreat and abandon their siege of

Madinah.

Sayyidah Aysha ^ &\ ^j reports that the face of the Holy Prophet &. JU>

pL-j Up would grow pale when he observed clouds gathering. He would

sometimes go indoors and sometimes outdoors. He would be relieved only when
the rain began to fall. She says that she noticed this and asked the Holy Prophet

pJL-j Up &\ JL* the reason for it. He replied, "O Aysha t^ &.^j, I fear that what

occurred to the Ad should not happen to us. When they saw a cloud

approaching their valley, they rejoiced thinking that it will bring them rain.

However the punishment was in the form of a wind that was sent to them."
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[Muslim v.lp.29415]

Sayyidina Abu Huraira ** A» ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet U* i\ ju

^j said, "Wind is a mercy from Allah. It brings mercy and punishment so do

not swear it, but ask Allah for the good of it and seek protection from its evil."

[Mishkdt p. 130]
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(73) To the nation of Thamud We sent their brother Salih. He said, "O my
people! Worship Allah. There is no deity for you besides Him. A proof has

already reached you from your Lord. This camel of Allah is a sign for you, so

leave it to graze in Allah 's land and do not afflict it with evil, for then a painful

punishment will seize you. (74) Recall when Allah made you successors after the

Ad and granted you a station on earth. You build palaces on the soft portion

thereof and carve homes from the mountains. Call to mind Allah's bounties and

do not spread anarchy in the lands." (75) The chieftains of his nation who were

haughty said to those who believed from the weak ones, "Are you convinced

that Salih has been sent by his Lord?" They replied, "Indeed we believe in what

he has been sent with." (76) Those who were haughty said, "We definitely reject

that which you believe in. (77) So they stabbed the camel, flouting the command
of their Lord and said, "O Salih! Bring upon us that which you threaten us with

if you are really from the messengers." (78) So an earthquake seized them and

they lay face down in their homes. (79) Salih turned away from them and said,
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"O my people/ I conveyed to you the message of my Lord and advised you, but

you seemed not to like advisors."

SAYYIDINA SALIH f
*-J» U* PREACHES TO HIS NATION WHO

REJECT HIS ADVICE AND ARE DESTROYED BY ALLAH'S
CHASTISEMENT

The Ad and the Thamud were both descendants of the same grandfather.

The children of a person named Ad became the nation of Ad and the children of

his brother Thamud became the nation of Thamud. The Thamud lived to the

north of Arabia in a place called Hijr.

They lived after the destruction of the Ad and were also very strong and

powerful. They constructed magnificent structures and carved their homes in

mountains, as referred to in the above verse, "You build palaces on the soft portion

thereofand carve homes from the mountains. "The ruins of their mountain homes are

still visible today at a place called Mada'in Sarin, which is located a few miles

from Shahrul Ula.

Inviting them to Oneness of Allah (Tauhid), Sayyidina Salih ?%^\ Up told his

nation, "O my people! Worship Allah. There is no deity for you besides Him." They
insolently replied, "Should we follow a solitude human from us? Ifwe do so, we will be

in deviation and insanity. Has advice been revealed to him from amongst us all? Nay, he

is an arrogant liar." [Surah Qamar (54), verse 24,25]

A verse in Surah Hud [Surah 11, verse 62] states that they told him, "O Salih!

Certainly we entertained high hopes in you from before. Do you forbid us from

worshipping what our forefathers worshipped? Surely we are in such doubt with regard

to what you call us to, that it has cast us into uncertainty.

"

As in the case with most of the Holy Prophets f&J\ ^M, the followers of

Sayyidina Salih £&Js.*J* were poor people. So "The chieftains of his nation who were

haughty said to those who believedfrom the weak ones, 'Are you convinced that Salih has

been sent by his Lord?' They replied, 'Indeed we believe in what he has been sent with.

Those who were haughty said, 'We definitely reject that which you believe in.
"

The Thamud were adamant not to believe in Sayyidina Salih £*~& Up until

he showed them a pregnant camel emerge from a mountain. He explained to

them that if they did not believe after witnessing such a miracle, they would be

destroyed. Consequently he performed two Rakahs Salah and then prayed to

Allah, whereupon the miracle took place. Seeing this, their leader, by the name of

Junda bin Amr believed and so did a few others. Certain other leaders also

wished to believe, but they were prevented by those who attended to their idols.

This camel was referred to as Allah's camel because of its honoured

position, just as the Ka'ba is referred to as Allah's house. Other commentators

say that although everything belongs to Allah, things normally have an owner in

this world. However, this camel had no master in this world, and was therefore

called Allah's camel. Others mention that it was termed thus because it was the

proof of Sayyidina Salih (%J\ Up against the people.

Since this camel was unlike other camels, its grazing habits were also

different. It was for this reason that Sayyidina Salih £*~b *ip told the people, "This
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camel ofAllah is a sign for you, so leave it to graze in Allah's land and do not afflict it

with evil, for then a -painful punishment will seize you." According to a verse of Surah

Shu'ara [Surah 26, verse 155], Sayyidina Salih f%Ji *!* told the people, "This is the

camel. It will have a day to drink and your animals will have an appointed day to drink"

This was necessary because this camel would finish all the water when she

drank.

The people disliked the camel because she frightened their animals. Two
women in the town, who possessed the greatest number of animals, persuaded

two men to kill the camel. The one named Misda cut her leg and, when she fell,

the other by the name of Qudar slaughtered her. The people of the town then

rushed to distribute her meat. When they killed the camel, her child escaped and

climbed up the highest mountain.

Allah says in Surah Shams [Surah 91, verse 12,13], "When the worst of them stood

up (to kill the camel), then the messenger ofAllah warned them saying, 'Save yourselves

with regard to the camel of Allah and its drinking." Heedless to his warning, when
they finally killed her, he told them, "Enjoy yourselves in your homes for three days.

This is a promise that will not be belied." [Surah Hud (11), verse 65]

They said mockingly, "O Salih! Bring upon us that which you threaten us with if

you are really from the messengers." Then they even resolved to murder Sayyidina

Salih f!>i~Jt <ip, as mentioned in Surah Naml [Surah 27, verse 49], where Allah says,

"They said, 'You should all swear on oath by Allah that we will all stealthily murder

Salih and hisfamily at night. Thereafter we shall tell his successors, 'We were not present

at the place where his family, was killed, and we are certainly tru thful.

"

The punishment was imminent. On the first day their faces turned pale, the

second day it became red, the third day black and the punishment came on the

fourth day. [Ibn Kathir v. 2 p.227/229, Al Bidaya wan Nihayah v. 1 p.134/137]

"So an earthquake seized them and they lay face dawn in their homes." Allah

describes the event in Surah Hud [Surah 11, verses 67,68] where He says, "A scream

seized the oppressors and they were left lying face dawn in their homes as if they never

existed therein. Behold! The Thamud disbelieved in their Lord. Behold! May the Thamud
be distanced."

It appears from the above verses that they were afflicted with a scream as

well as an earthquake. Some commentators say that the scream was from above
and the earthquake from below. Others maintain that when the earthquake

struck, it produced a terribly frightening sound whereby the hearts of the people

were rent asunder and they all perished.

Allah says in Surah HaMlm Sajdah [Surah 41, verse 17], "As for the Thamud, We
guided them, but they chose blindness instead of guidance. So, because of what they

earned, a catastrophic punishment seized them, which was extreme humiliating" This

Arabic word used in this verse (Sa'iqah) refers to a sound that emanates from

above.

Imam Raghib ^ &v<*-j writes that this word is used because it denotes fire,

punishment as well as death. It is very possible that all these types of

punishment could have afflicted them at the same time. Ibn Kathir Up ibi i*-j

writes in "Al Bidaya wan Nihayah" (v. 1 p.136) that the entire nation perished in
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the punishment besides a woman by the name of Kalba, who harboured extreme
enmity towards Sayyidina Salih (OLJt Up. She speedily left the town and reached a

tribe in Arabia, whom she informed of the incident and asked for water. She died

as soon as she drank the water.

On page 137, he quotes from Abdur Razzaq U* & <**j that once the Holy

Prophet (JL-j U* ita JU> passed by the grave of someone called Abu Righal. He
asked the Companion (Sahaba) ?-&* & ^j if they knew who the person was. They
submitted that Allah and His Holy Prophet ^JL^ <uU 2»t ju» knew best. The Holy
Prophet jJL. ^ <ip & JU> told them, "This is the grave of Abu Righal. He was from

the Thamud, but was in the Haram of Makkah when the punishment afflicted

them and was therefore saved. However, when he came out of the Haram, the

same punishment seized him as well. He was buried with a gold branch."

The Companion (Sahaba) ^ A» ^j hastened to the grave and found the

golden branch when they dug up the grave. This incident took place en route to

Ta'if.[AbuDaumd[

"Salih turned away from them and said, 'O my people! I conveyed to you the

message of my Lord and advised you, but you seemed not to like advisors"' Some
commentators mention that he told them this when they witnessed the signs of

the punishment converging upon them. Others say that he said this after they

had been destroyed by the punishment.

This was similar to the time when the Holy Prophet -pL-j U* &\ J^> addressed

the corpses of the Quraish leaders who were cast into a well after being killed in

the Battle of Badr. Sayyidina Salih £LJ\ Up took the believers to live in Palestine

since he did not wish to live in a place where punishment had come.

While travelling to Tabuk, the Holy Prophet ^j Up -Ai JU passed the ruins

of the Thamud and hastened past, covering his face with a cloth. He instructed

the Companion (Sahaba)^ & ^j to hurry past in tears, for it should not occur

that they should also be punished as these people were. The Holy Prophet Ai JU
pJL-j Aip advised that people should not go to places of punishment and that they

should not drink from the wells of such places. When the Companion (Sahaba)

fir* Ai ^j said that they had already taken water from the well there and

kneaded dough with its water/the Holy Prophet ^L-j U* ito JU instructed them to

dispose of the water and feed the dough to their camels. [Bukhari v. lp.478/9, also v.

2p.637]

i$ 6=i# <£j 3X0^^1 £& ^($i S*^ JIG*
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(80) We sent Lut (as a messenger and) he told his people, "Do you commit such

an abominable act that none in the universe had ever committed before you?"

(81) "You approach men with lust instead of women! No, you are but a

transgressing folk. (82) The only reply that his people could give him was,

"Remove them from your town. They are people who wish to be pure." (83) So

We rescued him and his family except his wife. She was of those who remained

behind. (84) We showered on them a torrential rain. See how was the plight of

the sinners.

SAYYIDINA LUT f
*-J»^ PREACHES TO HIS PEOPLE TO REFRAIN

FROM THEIR EVIL BUT THEY ARE EVENTUALLY DESTROYED

These verses mention the incident of Sayyidina Lut {%J\ 4> in brief. The

details will follow in Surah Hud [Surah 11, verses 77-83], Surah Hijr [Surah 15, verses

58-77], Surah Shu'ara [Surah 26, verses 160-175] and Surah Ankabut [Surah 29, verses

31-35], Sayyidina Lut fiLJ\ Up forbade the people from certain evil acts, one of

them being homosexuality. He told them, "Do you commit such an abominable act

that none in the universe had ever committed before you? You approach men with lust

instead ofwomen! No, you are but a transgressingfolk." They were the first to initiate

this vile deed that contradicted Allah's Shari'ah as well the nature of man.
Another of their misdeeds was highway robbery, as mentioned in Surah
Ankabut [Surah 29, verse 29],

Allah says in Surah Shu'ara [Surah 26, verses 165,166] that Sayyidina Lut Up

fik~l\ told them, "Do you go unto men from the universe leaving aside your spouses

whom your Lord has createdfor you? You are certainly a transgressing nation."

"The only reply that his people could give him was that they said, 'Remove them

{i.e. Sayyidina Lut f^LJt Up and hisfollowers) from your town. They are people who wish

to be pure." They thus scoffed saying that since these people consider us to be
impure, why should they live with us? In Surah Shu'ara, Allah mentions that

they said to him, "O Lilt! If you do not desist, you will surely be from the banished

ones." [Surah 26, verse 167]

He told them, "I am of those who abhor your actions." They were always
incapable of replying to him and, according to another verse, "The only reply that

his people could give was to say, 'Bring Allah's punishment to us if you are from
amongst the truthful." [Surah Ankabut (29), verse 29]

This Surah as well as Surah Shu'ara and Surah Naml state that "We showered

on them a torrential rain." Allah says in Surah Ankabut, "Indeed We shall send to the

inhabitants of this town a chastisementfrom the skies because of their indecency." [Surah

29, verse 34]

Says Allah in Surah Hud [Surah 11, verses 82,83], "When Our order came, We
made the upper portion of the land the lower portion and We rained down on the land

continuouslyfalling stones ofclay pottery that were marked by your Lord.
"

Surah Hijr [Surah verse 73,74] contains a similar verse saying, "So a scream

seized them at sunrise. We turned them upside down and showered clay pebbles on

them."

A conglomeration of all the above verses will reveal that three types of
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punishment afflicted them; a scream, their town was turned upside down, and

stones were rained on them. Surah Bara'ah [Surah 9, verse 70] refers to the cities of

Sayyidina Lut fiLJ\ U* as "the overturned cities."

Surah Hud, Surah dhariyat and Surah Ankabut mention that before

destroying these cities, the angels came to Sayyidina Ibrahim fiLJ\ Up. After

entertaining them, he asked them why they were sent, "They replied, "We have

been sent to a criminal nation to rain clay stones upon them, which have been marked by

your Lord for them who transgress the limits. We shall remove those who are believers

from the town. We only found a single home of Muslims there." [Surah dhariyat (51),

verses 32-36]

After tireless efforts, only the family of Sayyidina Lut r
*>Ui Up believed.

These included only his daughters, since his wife was not a believer. She was

therefore destroyed with the rest of the people. Allah says, "So We rescued him

and his family except his wife. She was ofthose who remained behind."

In Surah Hud [Surah 11, verse 81], the angels told Sayyidina Lut
r
^J\ Up, "So

leave with your family during a portion of the night, and none should turn to look back.

Excepting your wife (i.e. do not take her with you). She will be afflicted with the same

punishment that shall afflict them. The morning has been fixedfor the punishment. Is the

morning not soon enough?" Commentators say that the wife of Sayyidina Lut u*

f^J\ turned back to look at the people and, while she was expressing remorse

over their destruction, a stone struck and killed her as well.

It is learnt from the verses of the Qur'an that the stones that struck the

people of Sayyidina Lut f*~tt Up were not ordinary stones, but stones that were

baked from clay. They rained incessantly and each bore the name of the person

whom it was to strike. Commentators mention that Jibr'il f*~l\ <A* lifted up the

entire piece of land on which the town was situated. After raising it to a certain

height, he threw it down headlong.

Historians have recorded the names of the four towns to which Sayyidina

Lut (OLJt Up was sent as Sadum, Amura, Amura and Sabwir. The largest of these

was Sadum where Sayyidina Lut f*~b aJLp resided. It was situated close to the

Jordan river. After Jibr'il r
*>LJ\ <A^ overturned the town, the Dead Sea formed at its

location and is existing to this day. The Dead Sea is of no use to man or animal

and a foul odour emanates from it.

After recounting the incident in Surah Saffat [Surah 37, verses 137,138], Allah

says, "You pass by them in the mornings and at nights. Do you not understand?" En

route to Syria, the Arabs would pass by the ruins of these overturned cities.

Lesson: The crime of homosexuality is extremely vile and is a major sin.

Imam Muhammad ^ iwv^ and Imam Abu Yusuf Aip &\^ maintain that it is a

form of adultery and that the penalty for it is the same as that for adultery.

Therefore, at times the penalty will be a hundred lashes and sometimes stoning

to death. The details are found in the books of jurisprudence.

Although Imam Shafi'i U* ito Uh-j shares this opinion, it has also been

reported that in his opinion both parties should be executed or stoned to death.

According to Imam Abu Hanifah U* ifc» hh-j and Imam Malik Up &\ i**j, no

particular penalty is stipulated, but the Leader of the believers (Amirul Mu'minln)
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has the option to either kill the two or imprison them for life after severely

punishing them. He may also imprison them until they repent. Should they
repeat the crime, they will be executed.

During the Caliphate (khilafah) of Sayyyidina Abu Bakr ** i»t ^j9 Sayyidina
Khalid bin Walid ** ibi ^j wrote to him saying that a person was satiating his

passions with men as one would do with women. He requested a ruling about
this. Sayyidina Abu Bakr <u* 2bi ^j consulted with the Companion (Sahdba) 2bt^
jt-^p, whereupon Sayyidina Ali k* h ^j said, "This is such a sin that was
perpetrated by only one nation and all are aware of how Allah dealt with them. I

propose that the person be burnt."

When Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas <u*.ifo ^>j was questioned regarding
the penalty for homosexuality, he said that the perpetrator be thrown headlong
off the highest building.

Mishkat (p.313) reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** iv ^j that

Sayyidina Ali «* &\ ^j burnt both the parties involved and that Sayyidina Abu
Bakr ^ i»t ^j had a wall fall on them.

£** <^r SZ bj^tj^$3 4i JS£- H QJk—S6.

(85) To Madyan We sent their brother Shu'ayb. He said, "O my people! Worship
Allah. There is no deity for you besides Him/' A proof has already come to you
from your Lord, so give full weight and full measure. Do not decrease the things

of people and do not spread anarchy on earth after its reformation. This is best

for you if you are believers/' (86) "Do not sit by every road, threatening people
and preventing from Allah's path him who has believed, seeking crookedness

therein. Call to mind when you were few, then Allah increased you. See what
was the consequence of those who spread anarchy." (87) "If a group of you
believe in what I have been sent with and a group do not believe, then be
patient until Allah decides between us. He is the Best of Deciders."
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SAYYIDINA SHU'AYB ?%~S\ Up PREACHES TO HIS PEOPLE AND
THEIR EVENTUAL DESTRUCTION

Another of the destroyed nations was that of Sayyidina Shu'ayb f^LJs <uU.

They used to underweigh and measure less when selling to people. Added to

this, they used to sit by the wayside and cause difficulty to people, preventing

others from accepting the message of Sayyidina Shu'ayb <>%Jt <l*.

Sayyidina Shu'ayb <v>LJv <uU invited them to Oneness of Allah (Tauhtd) saying,

"0 my people! Worship Allah. There is no deity for you besides Him.' A proof has

already come to you from your Lord, so give full weight and full measure. Do not

decrease the things of people and do not spread anarchy on earth after its reformation.

This is best for you ifyou are believers. Do not sit by every road* threatening people and

preventing from Allah's path him who has believed..." They used to threaten to hit

people if they accept the preaching of Sayyidina Shu'ayb <v>LJ\ *A&, and used to

exert themselves to "seeking crookedness" in the religion (D'ln) of Sayyidina

Shu'ayb <v>LJ» <4*. The interpretation of "seeking crookedness" has passed in the

commentary of verse 45 of Surah A'raf (Surah 7).

"Call to mind when you were few, then Allah increased you. See what was the

consequence of those who spread anarchy." In a similar manner, a verse in Surah

Hud [Surah 11, verse 89] states that he told them, "O my people! Let not your

opposition for me cause the same punishment to afflict you as afflicted the nation ofNilh

or the nation o/Hu dor the nation ofSalih. And the nation of Lilt were not far offfrom

you."

The people refused to believe him and would reply very abruptly. They

even threatened to banish him from the town. When they were warned of the

imminent punishment for rejecting, they argued that there was the group that

believed as well as themselves who did not believe. They said that this warning

was baseless since they were still living in comfort despite not believing.

In reply, Sayyidina Shu'ayb f*~l\ <±* told them that Allah sends His

punishment when He wills and "Ifa group of you believe in what I have been sent

with and a group do not believe, then be patient until Allah decid&s between us. He is the

Best of Deciders." Eventually the punishment destroyed the disbelievers (Kuffar)

among them and the believers (Mu'miniri) were saved.
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PART NINE

c^<J>Jb Ljty qjjj Liu q-Isi h^ ^^'^J^ *^^>*'J* tj; £-^j

listy i j&i^^^ 4^ Sigjt j^jiii$ ojl^j

(88) The haughty chieftains of his nation said, "We will surely banish you O
Shu'ayb, and those who are with you from our town unless you return to our

Religion (Din)." He replied, "Even though we dislike to do so?" (89) "Then we
would have surely invented a lie against Allah if we return to your Religion

(Din) after Allah had rescued us from it. It does not behove us that we return,

except if Allah, our Lord, wills. The knowledge of our Lord encompasses

everything and in Him alone do we trust. O our Lord! Decide between us and
our people with the truth, for You are the best of Deciders. (90) The disbelieving

chieftains of his nation said, "If you follow Shu'ayb then you will definitely be

of the losers." (91) So an earthquake seized them and they lay in the morning
face down in their homes. (92) It seemed as though those who denied Shu'ayb

never existed in their homes. Those who denied Shu'ayb were the losers. (93) So
he turned away from them and said, "O my people! Verily I conveyed to you the

messages of my Lord and I advised you. Why should I grieve over a disbelieving

folk?"
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THE NATION OF SAYYIDINA SHU'AYB P
*-Ji ^ ENCOURAGES

THE BELIEVERS TO RETURN TO DISBELIEF (KUFR) AND ARE
FINALLY DESTROYED

Threatening Sayyidina Shu'ayb r%J* up "The haughty chieftains of his nation

said, 'We will surely banish you O Shu'ayb, and those who are with you from our town

unless you return to our Religion (Din).' He replied, 'Even though we dislike to do so?

Then we would have surely invented a lie against Allah if we return to your Religion

(Din) after Allah had rescued us from it." i.e. If we return to your Religion (Din) it

will mean that we are wrong in our beliefs. By adopting a false Religion (Din), it

will mean that Allah also approves of it, and this is the greatest lie that could be

invented against Him.

All the followers of Sayyidina Shu'ayb £*~& Up said, "It does not behove us that

we return, except if Allah, our Lord, wills." He added the exception to indicate that

guidance and deviation are both dependent upon Allah's will. He guides whom
He wills and sends astray whom He wills. Being rightly guided is no personal

achievement, but a favour from Allah.

Sayyidina Shu'ayb fiLJ\ u* continued to say, "The knowledge of our Lord

encompasses everything and in Him alone do we trust." He impressed upon the

minds of the disbelievers (kuffar) that Allah would assist the believers against the

forces of disbelief (kufr) and allow them to remain steadfast upon their Religion

(Din).

After replying to the people, he turned in supplication to Allah pleading, "O
our Lord! Decide between us and our people with the truth, for You are the best of

Deciders."

Addressing the masses ''The disbelieving chieftains of his nation said, 'If you

follow Shu'ayb then you will definitely be of the losers."

In this way they wished to prevent the people from following Sayyidina

Shu'ayb (%J\ Up.

"So an earthquake seized them and they lay in the morning face down in their

homes." This was exactly what happened tQ the nation of Thamud, as Allah says

in Surah Hud {Surah 11, verse 95], "Behold! May Madyan be distanced (from Allah 's

mercy) just as the Thamud were distanced."

Describing the devastating effects of the punishment, Allah says, "It seemed

as though those who denied Shu'ayb never existed in their homes. Those who denied

Shu'ayb were the losers." They were the real losers, not the followers of Sayyidina

Shu'ayb (%J\ <uU as they claimed.

LESSONS

The city of Madyan derived its name from one of the sons of Sayyidina

Ibrahim f%J\ U*. Surah A'raf, Surah Hud and Surah Ankabut refer to the nation

of Sayyidina Shu'ayb ^LJ\ Up as the people of Madyan, whereas in Surah

Shu'ara, they are referred to as the people of Aykah. There is no discrepancy

between the two since it is possible that he was sent as a messenger to both these

communities.
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Although certain commentators have mentioned that both of these were

actually the same nation, the text of the Qur'an denotes that they were really two

separate communities. With reference to the people of Madyan, the Qur'an states

that "their brother Shu 'ayb" was sent to them, indicating that he was one of them.

However, the term "their brother" is not used when referring to the people of

Aykah, indicating that he was not from them. Therefore, the two communities

were different, although both practised the same evil of cheating in weight and

measure.

WHAT TYPE OF PUNISHMENT AFFLICTED THE PEOPLE OF
MADYAN?

Surah A'raf and Surah Ankabut both state that the nation of Sayyidina

Shu'ayb (%~& 4p were destroyed by an earthquake, while Surah Hud says that it

was a scream. There is no disparity between these two versions since it is very

possible that both types of punishments afflicted them.

Allah says in Surah Shu'ara [Surah 26, verse 189] with regard to the people of

Aykah, "So they falsify led him and the -punishment of a day of the canopy seized them.

It was certainly a punishment of a grave day." They were destroyed when, suffering

from extreme heat, they took shelter in the shade of a dense cloud that

approached their town. When they were all gathered beneath the cloud (which

seemed to serve the purpose of a canopy) , fire began tq rain on them, killing

them all.

Aykah literally means a thicket of foliage and they were termed thus

because their town was situated in such a setting. The details of what happened

to them will be discussed in Surah Shu'ara, Insha Allah.

THE CONSEQUENCES OF CHEATING IN WEIGHT AND MEASURE
Sayyidina Shu'ayb £%~h <4* told his people to weigh and measure in full and

not to decrease the wealth of people by cheating. This teaches us that it would be

Unlawful (Hardm) to accept full remuneration for incomplete work or incomplete

work hours. Allah says in Surah Mutaffifin, "Woe to the cheaters. Those who, when

they take measurefrom mankind, demand in full. But if they measurefor people or weigh

for them, they cause them loss." [Surah 83, verses 1-3]

Referring to cheating in weight and measure, The Holy Prophet Up ifct JU>

fJL-j said, "Two such acts have been handed to you whereby the previous nations

were destroyed." [Mishkat p. 250]

The "Mu'atta" of Imam Malik <4* & *^j reports from Sayyidina Abdullah

bin Abbas ^ &\ ^j that:

=> Allah casts terror into the hearts of those people who are given

to breaching trusts.

=> Death becomes widespread among the nations who exceed in

adultery.

=> Sustenance is constrained for those who cheat in weight and

measure.
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=> Murder and bloodshed overtakes the nation that passes unjust
decisions.

=^> Enemies gain the upper hand over those who break their

pledges.

The best way to refrain from any sin is to bear the Day of Judgment in mind.

As Allah says with regard to those who cheat in Surah Mutaffifln, ''Do such men
not consider that they will be raised again? Unto an awful day; the day when all of

mankind will stand before the Lord of the universe." [Surah 83, verses 4-6]

The malpractice of cheating in weight and measure involves the flouting of

Allah's commands as well as transgressing the rights of man. A person will be

tried for both on the Day of Judgment. They will have to repay people with their

good deeds and, when their good deeds are exhausted, they will be burdened
with the sins of these people.

NEGLIGENCE AND DEFICIENCY IN ACTS OF WORSHIP

People do not realise that just as cheating takes place in weight and
measure, the same occurs in Ibadah (acts of worship). It is sad to note that when
a loss occurs in Religion (Din) people are not affected, but are most grieved only

by losses in the commodities of this world.

The Mu'atta of Imam Malik Up ^ ^ reports a hadith in which Sayyidina

Umar <up &\ ^>.Jf after performing a Salah, he met a person who was not present

for the Asr Salah. Sayyidina Umar **> &\ ^j asked him what had prevented him
from performing Asr Salah, to which he presented some excuse. To this

Sayyidina Umar ** Ai ^j replied, "You have cheated!" After reporting this

narration, Imam Malik Up &\ "<^j writes that everything can either be completed

properly or one may cheat in it.

SAYYIDINA SHU'AYB
f
*Ji Up ADDRESSES THE PEOPLE AFTER

THEY WERE DESTROYED

"So he turned awayfrom them and said, 'O my people! Verily I conveyed to you the

messages of my Lord and I advised you. Why should I grieve over a disbelieving folk?"

By rejecting the preaching of Sayyidina Shu'ayb £LJ\ Up, the people invited their

own destruction.

While he most probably said this after they were destroyed, the possibility

also exists that he addressed them while they were still alive and the signs of

punishment were manifest before them. He then proceeded with the believers of

his nation to live in Makkah, where he passed away.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ i»i ^j is reported to have said that there

are only two graves within the Masjidul Haram. That of Sayyidina Isma'Il Up
(%J\, which lies within the Hatim. The other is that of Sayyidina Shu'ayb f*~& Up,

which lies somewhere in front of the Black Stone. ["Ruhul Ma'ani" v.9 p.8] Allah

knows best!
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(94) Whenever We sent any apostle to a town, We seized its inhabitants with

hardships and difficulties so that they became humble. (95) Then We exchanged

the bad conditions for good conditions until they prospered and said, "In deed

inclement and favourable conditions affected our forefathers as well." Then We
seized them suddenly while they did not perceive anything. (96) If only the

inhabitants of the towns believe and adopt abstinence, We would open to them

multitudes of blessings from the heavens and the earth. However, they denied,

so We apprehended them on account of what they earned. (97) Are the

inhabitants of the towns secure against Our punishment afflicting them at night

when they are asleep? (98) Or are they secure against Our punishment afflicting

them during midmorning while they are playing? (99) Are they secure from

Allah 's plan? Only those at a loss are not afraid of Allah 's plan.

THE COMMUNITIES TO WHOM MESSENGERS WERE SENT WERE
TESTED WITH FAVOURABLE AND BAD CONDITIONS

The previous verses expounded the plight of the past nations, all of whom
were destroyed because of their disbelief (kufr) and evil deeds. The Jews of

Madinah as well as the Polytheists were well aware of these narratives and they

even witnessed the ruins of these civilizations. Others could learn about these

from Allah's Book as explained by His Holy Prophet^j *> & J^.

In the above verses Allah says, "Wlienever We sent any apostle to a town, We
seized its inhabitants with hardships and difficulties..." The Arabic word "Ba'sa"

("hardships") refers to all general calamities and difficulties, whereas the other

word "Darra" refers to those adversities that afflict the body and soul. The

reason for these trials was so that they refrain from disbelief (kufr) and 'O that

they become humble." In this way they would repent for their misdeeds and submit

to Allah.

However, they remained adamant upon their rebellion, where after Allah

then "exchanged the bad conditions for good conditions until they prospered..." They

were blessed with good health and abundant wealth so that they may turn to

Allah in gratitude. However, as they failed the first test ot poverty, they failed

the second one of affluence just as miserably.
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They then said, "Indeed inclement and favourable conditions affected our

forefathers as well." Instead of taking heed from the change of conditions, they

considered it to be a natural phenomenon that every nation experiences. They
failed to realise that conditions prevailed according to man's actions. They then

thought that as their forefathers remained steadfast upon their Religion {Din),

they will do the same. As a result Allah "seized them asuddenly while they did not

perceive anything.

"

"If only the inhabitants of the towns believe and adopt abstinence, We would open

to them multitudes of blessings from the heavens and the earth. However, they denied, so

We apprehended them on account of what they earned." This verse declares a blanket

rule that applies to all times. When people are obedient to Allah, He grants them
abundance in provisions and good fortune. On the other hand, when they snub
His commandments, they are overtaken with adversities and unfavourable

conditions.

People have often wondered why it is that the disbelievers (kuffar) seem to

enjoy favourable conditions and are not afflicted by punishment? This objection

to the verse is erroneous since the verse does not state that all the disbelievers

(kuffar) will simultaneously be affected by adverse conditions. According to His

perfect wisdom, Allah afflicts different localities with punishments at different

times, as we witness very often.

Then too, Allah's chastisement assumes many forms. They may occur as

earthquakes, volcanoes, floods, destructive plagues of locusts, epidemics of new
diseases, etc. Allah also allows sinners grace until they excel in vice to the extent

that there is no turnaround. Then Allah sends His punishment to them. This was
discussed before and is termed "Istidraj" [refers to the commentary of verses 42 to 45 of

Surah An'am (Surah 6)].

NONE SHOULD CONSIDER HIMSELF SAFE FROM ALLAH'S
CHASTISEMENT

Addressing the disbelievers during the time of the Holy Prophet <4* &\J^>
jJ-j that they should be wary of not suffering the same fate as the previous

nations, Allah says, "Are the inhabitants of the towns secure against Our punishment

afflicting them at night when they are asleep? Or are they secure against Our
punishment afflicting them during midmorning while they are playing?" They should

take a lesson from these people of bygone times and not reject the Holy Prophet

"Are they secure from Allah's scheme? Only those at a loss are not afraid ofAllah's

scheme" Those destined to suffer punishment will rest contented that they will

not be afflicted. The delay of punishment and their good fortune should not

beguile anyone to think that they are safe from Allah. When the punishment
strikes they will be stunned in its wake. ["Ma'alimut Tanzil" v.2 p.184]
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(100) Did the incidents of the past nations not inform those who inherited the

earth after them that if We wish We would destroy them because of their

actions? We have sealed their hearts so they do not hear. (101) These were the

towns, the incidents of which We have narrated to you. Undoubtedly, their

messengers came to them with miracles. They were not to believe in the things

that they denied from before. Thus does Allah place a seal upon the hearts of the

disbelievers. (102) We found that most of them did not fulfil their pledge and

We found most of them to be disobedient.

THOSE WHO INHERITED THE EARTH SHOULD TAKE LESSON
FROM THOSE BEFORE THEM

"Did the incidents of the past nations not inform those who inherited the earth after

them that if We wish We would destroy them because of their actions? We have sealed

their hearts so they do not hear." Although they hear with their ears, yet they do not

have the ability to accept what they hear, as if they have not heard it at all.

The sealing of their hearts is just as was mentioned in Surah Nisa [Surah 4,

verse 155] where Allah says, "But We have placed a seal upon their hearts because of

their disbelief" Similar also is the verse in Surah Saff [Surah 61, verse 5] where Allah

says, "When they chose to be crooked, Allah made their hearts crooked." When people

are adamant and refuse to accept, displaying rebelliousness and obstinacy, Allah

punishes them by sealing their hearts. Thereafter, they have no chance of

receiving guidance and are doomed forever.

"These were the towns, the incidents of which We have narrated to you.

Undoubtedly, their messengers came to them with miracles. They were not to believe in

the things that they denied from before." They denied the truth initially, remained

glued to falsehood and never believed thereafter.

"Thus' does Allah place a seal upon the hearts of the disbelievers." This was

because of their disbelief (kufr), as mentioned above.

Allah mentions further, "We found that most of them did not fulfil their

pledge..." The startling trait of man is that when he is in difficulty even the

staunchest Polytheist forget his gods and turns to Allah. He then makes a pledge

with Allah that he will worship Him only once he is delivered from the calamity;

No sooner is he rescued then he forgets the pledge and once more resorts to

disbelief (kufr) and polytheism (shirk).

"
and We found most of them to be disobedient." The word "most" indicates

that there were.some who were obedient, believed and fulfilled their pledge. The

breaching of their pledge will be mentioned later in the incident of Sayyidina
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Musa ftLJs Up and Pharaoh (Fir'aun).
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(103) Then after them We sent Musa with Our signs to Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and his

chieftains, but they were unjust towards these signs. See what was the result of

those who spread anarchy. (104) Musa said, "O Pharaoh (Fir'aun)! Indeed I am a

messenger from the Lord of the universe... (105) ".
. . It is most befitting that I

attribute the truth only to Allah. I have come to you with a proof from your

Lord, so send the Bani Isra'il with me." (106) Pharaoh (Fir'aun) said, "If you have

come with some sign, then show it to us if you are from the truthful." (107) He
threw down his staff and it suddenly became a serpent in no uncertain terms...

(108) And when he drew forth his hand, it suddenly became bright for all to see.

SAYYIDINA MUSA fXJ\ Up DISPLAYS HIS MIRACLES BEFORE
PHARAOH (FIR'AUN)

Allah conferred apostleship to Sayyidina Musa f*>LJ <Op and commanded
him to preach to Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and his people. Sayyidina Musa fMJ* «uU

invited them to accept Oneness of Allah (Tauhid) and requested Pharaoh (Fir'aun)

to release the Bani Isra'il to his custody. Pharaoh (Fir'aun) replied in various

foolish ways, as mentioned in Surah TaHa and Surah Shu'ara.

"Miisa said, O Pharaoh (Fir'aun)! Indeed I am a messenger from the Lord of the

universe. It is most befitting that I attribute the truth only to Allah. I have come to you

with a prooffrom your Lord, so send the Bani Isra'il with me." The Bani Isra'il were

being oppressed by the Copts and Sayyidina Musa p^s aJLp wished that they be

released to proceed to their homeland.

"(Pharaoh (Fir'aun)) said, 'lf\jou have come with some sign, then show it to us if

you arefrom the truthful." In compliance with his request, Sayyidina Musa f%J\ 4*

"threw down his staffand it suddenly became a serpent in no uncertain terms and when

he drew forth his hand it suddenly became bright for all to see." His hand turned

resplendent and bright after he withdrew it from his beneath his armpit.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.9 p.21) writes that his hand would shine

brighter than the sun. Despite witnessing these miracles, Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and

his chieftains did not believe and called Sayyidina Musa fiLJ\ ^ a magician.

They summoned other magicians to contest against him, but they all became
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believers (Mu'minin) after Sayyidina Musa r
XJi U* defeat them.
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(109) The chieftains from Pharaoh's (Fir'aun's) nation said, "He is truly an

intelligent magician..." (110) "He intends to remove you from your land, so what

do you instruct?" (Ill) They replied, "Detain him and his brother while you

dispatch summoners throughout the towns... (112) ". . . who will bring to you

every learned magician." (113) The magicians of Pharaoh (Fir'aun) arrived and

asked, "Will we receive some grand prize if we are victorious?" (114) (Fir 'aun)

replied, "Certainly And you will be of those brought close (to me)." (115) They
(the magicians) said, O Musa! Either you throw, or we will be the ones to

throw." (116) (Sayyidina Musa f^LJt *J*) said, "You throw!" When they threw,

they mesmerised the people's eyes, frightened them and displayed wonderful

magic. (117) We inspired Musa saying, "Cast your staff!" Then suddenly it

began to swallow their deceiving things. (118) So the truth became apparent and

what they concocted was dismissed! (119) On that occasion they were

vanquished and they were disgraced. (120) The magicians fell prostrate. (121)

They submitted, "We believe in the Lord of the universe..." (122) "...the Lord of

Musa and Harun." (123) Pharaoh (Fir'aun) exclaimed, "Do you believe in Him
before I have permitted you? Surely this must be a grand scheme that you all

devised in the city to remove its inhabitants there from. Soon you shall come to

know!" (124) "I will certainly cut off your hands and your feet from alternate

sides and crucify every one of you." (125) They said, "Indeed we shall return to
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our Lord/' (126) "The revenge that you draw from us is merely because we
believed in the signs of our Lord when it came to us. O our Lord! Grant us

fortitude and give us death while we are on Islam."

PHARAOH'S (FIR'AUN'S) MAGICIANS ACCEPT ISLAM AFTER
CONCEDING DEFEAT

Despite witnessing the miracles, the people of Pharaoh (Fir'aun) dismissed

Sayyidina Musa f%~& Up as a magician. Allah says in Surah Dhariyat [Surah 51,

verse 52], "In a like manner whenever a messenger came to those before them they called

him a magician or an insane person.

Afraid that the masses may be influenced by the miracles of Sayyidina Musa

r
*>LJ\ Up and thus endangering their control of the people, Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and

his counselors convened an urgent meeting to decide the next step. His advisors

suggested that magic be contested with magic and that all the magicians in the

land be summoned to compete against Sayyidina Musa ^Ui Up.

Hearing this, Pharaoh (Fir'aun) became convinced that Sayyidina Musa <l*

pLJ\ was a magician, as he states in Surah Shu'ara [Surah 26, verse 34], "He told the

chieftains around him, 'This is surely a learned magician." Sayyidina Harun f>LJ Up

was also granted apostleship and was instructed by Allah to accompany
Sayyidina Musa ^%J» <J^ to Pharaoh (Fir'aun). Therefore they advised to "Detain

him and his brother while you dispatch summoners throughout the towns who will bring

to you every learned magician."

Surah TaHa makes mention of the meeting day that they agreed upon.

Pharaoh (Fir'aun) told Sayyidina Musa (!>M ^, "arrange an appointment between

us, that neither us nor you will violate. Fix an open plain for this." Sayyidina Musa <^

f%Js replied, "Your appointment shall be on the day of adornment, and the people

should be gathered at midmorning. " [Surah 20, verses 58,59]

Allah says in Surah Shu'ara, "So the magicians were gatheredfor an appointment

on the specified day. The people were asked, 'Have you all gathered? Perhaps we should

follow the magiciaris if they emerge as victors." [Surah 26, verses 3 8-40]

People of the world are concerned only with the world. Pharaoh (Fir'aun)

was only concerned that his kingdom must not be snatched away from him, and

the magicians also gave priority to their worldly gains. For this reason they

asked Pharaoh (Fir'aun), "Will we receive some grand prize if we are victorious?

Pharaoh (Fir'aun) replied, 'Certainly! And you will be of those brought close (to me)."

Arriving on the field, they prepared to throw their staffs and ropes. A verse

of Surah TaHa [Surah 20, verse 65] quotes them as saying, "O Musa! Either you

throw, or we be first to throio."

In this Surah, Allah recounts the scene in the following words: "They (the

magicians) said, 'O Musa! Either you throio, or we will be the ones to throw. (Sayyidina

Musa f%J\ Up) said, 'You throw!'".A verse of Surah Shu'ara reads: "So they threw

their ropes and staffs saying, 'By Pharaoh's (Fir'aun's) honour! We shall certainly be the

victors!" [Surah 26, verse 44]

The staffs and ropes seemed to transform into many snakes that slithered
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about. In this way, "they mesmerised the people's eyes, frightened them and displayed

wonderful magic." Allah continues the story by saying, "We inspired Musa saying,

'Cast your staff"' His staff turned into a large serpent and "Then suddenly it began

to swallow their deceiving things (their numerous snakes)." In this way "the truth

became apparent and what they concocted was dismissed (as mere mesmerism)!"

"On that occasion they were vanquished and they were disgraced." The magicians

then realised that they were not contesting a mere magician but a true Holy

Prophet (%Ji ^ of Allah who was assisted by Allah Himself. Therefore "The

magicians fell prostrate. They submitted, 'We believe in the Lord of the universe, the Lord

ofMusa and Harun.

The Arabic text of the verse denotes that they did not merely prostrate, but

that they were thrown down in prostration by the manifestation of the truth.

While that initially desired a prize from Pharaoh (Fir'aun), they now sang the

praises of Sayyidina Musa f^Js Up.

"Pharaoh (Fir'aun) exclaimed, 'Do you believe in Him before I have permitted

you?'" It is commonly noticed that kings expect to control even the hearts and
emotions of their subjects and want them to conform to the state Religion (Din).

Now that Pharaoh (Fir'aun) realised that the challenge has turned against him
and that the people were prone to accept the Religion (Din) of Sayyidina Musa
ft>LJ! Up, he told the magicians, "Surely this must be a grand scheme that you all

devised in the city to remove its inhabitants therefrom." He proposed that Sayyidina

Musa £X~h Up was their tutor and that they had all devised this plot to gain

control over the city.

"Soon you shall come to know! I will certainly cut off your hands and your feet

from alternate sides and crucify every one of you." It is common for tyrants to

threaten people with violence when all their other methods fail. Verse 71 of

Surah TaHa (20) mentions that he said to them, "Do you believe in Musa before I

could permit you? He must surely be your superior who taught you magic. I shall

certainly sever your hands and your legs on opposite ends and will surely crucify you on

the trunks of date palms. Then you will shortly learn who of us is more severe in

punishment and whose punishment is more lingering."

Undettered by his threats, the former magicians said, "Indeed we shall return

to our Lord." By saying this they wished to impress upon his mind that should he
kill them, they would return to their Lord, where they will receive His bounties

and favours. In lieu of that, the pleasures of this world and happiness of Pharaoh
(Fir'aun) was totally insignificant.

When Belief (Iman) secures a foothold in a person's heart, he becomes bold

enough to face up to any torture and defy even the most tyrannical rulers. A
verse in Surah TaHa reads, "The magicians replied, 'We shall never prefer you to the

clear signs that have come to us and to the One Who has created us. So do as you decide.

You can only make a decision in this worldly life. We have verily believed in our Lord so

that He may forgive us for our sins and for the magic that you have forced us to practise.

Allah is Best and Eternal. -[Surah 20, verses 72,73]

They addressed Pharaoh (Fir'aun) further by saying, "The revenge that you

draw from us is merely because we believed in the signs of our Lord when it came to us."
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His motive for killing them was not because of any crime that they may have

committed. The only reason was their Belief (Iman). Then, ignoring Pharaoh

(Fir'aun), they submitted to Allah that if Pharaoh (Fir'aun) was to carry out his

threat, "Our Lord! Grant us fortitude and give us death while we are on Islam." They

pleaded to Allah not to allow their Belief (Iman) to waver when Pharaoh (Fir'aun)

begins to enact his threat.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas
<up ito ^j and others that Pharaoh (Fir'aun) did carry out his threat. Other

commentators state that he was unable to kill them. Sayyidina Qatadah ajlp ii»^
mentioned that he was told that they were magicians in the morning and martyrs

by the evening.
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(127) The chieftains from the nation of Pharaoh (Fir'aun) said, "Will you leave

Musa and his people to spread anarchy in the land and discard you and your

gods?" Pharaoh (Fir'aun) said, "Now we shall slay their sons and allow their

daughters to live. We still have power over them.

PHARAOH'S (FIR'AUN'S) CHIEFTAINS WISHED TO BANISH
SAYYIDINA MUSA f

!>Ui U* AND HIS PEOPLE

With the intent to incite Pharaoh (Fir'aun), "The chieftains from the nation of

Pharaoh (Fir'aun) said, 'Will you leave Musa and his people to spread anarchy in the

land and discard you and your gods?" They meant to tell Pharaoh (Fir'aun) that it

was time that he attended to the matter before it got out of hand, since the

following of Sayyidina Musa f^J) *4* was growing all the time. The Bani Isra'il,

the former magicians as well as the Copts were beginning to follow him.

Pharaoh (Fir'aun) could think of nothing else except his usual manner of

violence, so he said, "Now we shall slay their sons and allow their daughters to live (so

that they may serve us)." The chieftains of Pharaoh (Fir'aun) were hasty to resolve

the matter because, according to certain narrations of the Bani Isra'il, 6,00,000

Copts also accepted the religion (Din) of Sayyidina Musa f!>LJi *A* after the

magicians.

Pharaoh (Fir'aun) concluded by saying, "We still have power over them." By

this he implied that although Sayyidina Musa f*~S\ ^ seemed to be gaining a

strong following, Pharaoh (Fir'aun) still possessed supremacy and might. He was

therefore still able to fulfill the plan to kill the sons of the believers (Mu'minin).

It is gleaned from the phrase "you and your gods" that although Pharaoh

(Fir'aun) proclaimed, 7 am your highest lord!" and "I do not know of a deity for you

besides myself" , he still worshipped other false gods. According to some
commentators, he held the belief that the stars are the sustainers of the world and

that he was the lord of mankind. Other commentators state that the idols that

Pharaoh (Fir'aun) gave the people to worship were statues of himself.
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(128) Musa said to his people, "Seek help from Allah and be patient. Surely the

earth belongs to Allah and He makes whomsoever He desires from His

bondsmen to be its inheritors. The outcome shall be in favour of those with

piety (taqwa). (129) They said, "We were tormented before you came to us and

after that as well." He replied, "Soon your Lord shall destroy your enemy and

make you viceroys on earth. Then He shall see how you behave."

SAYYIDINA MUSA f*J*\j& ADVISES HIS PEOPLE TO BE PATIENT
AND TO PRAY TO ALLAH

The Bani Isra'U arrived in Egypt during the time of Sayyidina Yusuf (*~& a-U.

After he left the world, the Egyptians began to oppress them since they were
foreigners. They were made to undergo the worst of torments and they were
oppressed to such a degree that they could not even murmur an objection when
the Copts used to murder their children. After the magicians converted, the

enmity of the Copts intensified and they began to enhance their tyranny.

The Bani Isra'il complained to Sayyidina Musa (%~& aJLp saying, "We were

tormented before you came to us and after that as well" Sayyidina Musa f^LJ\ *JU

enjoined them 'Seek help from Allah and be patient. Surely the earth belongs to Allah

and He makes whomsoever He desires from His bondsmen to be its inheritors."

Everything is in Allah's control. Although the Bani Isra'U seemed to be in a weak
position, the assistance of Allah was soon to deliver them from the tyranny of the

Copts.

The struggle still continues in the world, but finally "The outcome shall be in

favour of those with piety (taqwa)." In this way he entreated them to adopt piety

(taqwa) and to continue praying to Allah for His help. He told them, "Soon your

Lord shall destroy your enemy and make you viceroys on earth." Thereafter the next

test will begin i.e. the test of gratitude, for them "He shall see how you behave."

Allah will then judge whether they fulfill their task properly or whether they fall

into sin and error.

Sayyidina Musa ^lJ\aA^ informed them of their impending victory so that

they may take courage and adopt piety (taqwa). He meant to prepare them for

their position so that they fulfill it properly when the time came. Allah says in

Surah Yunus [Surah 10, verse 87], "We inspired unto Musa and his brother, instructing

them, 'Establish homes for your people in Egypt and make your homes places of worship,

establish Salah and give glad tidings to the believers.
"

The Bani Isra'U were commanded to perform their Salah at home because

they were not permitted to do so by the Copts. Verse 88 of Surah Yunus (Surah
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10) describes the supplication (du'd) that Sayyidina Musa (v>LJ\ <uu made for the

destruction of Pharaoh's (Fir'aim's) people.

In this there is a lesson for all believers (Mu'minin) throughout the ages that

they should pray secretly in their homes if they are prevented by the disbelievers

(kuffar) and are constrained to live under their authority. In this way, they should

continue to pray for Allah's help.

a4
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(130) Without doubt We afflicted the people of Pharaoh (Fir'aun) with droughts

and shortages in their produce so that they take heed. (131) When favourable

conditions prevailed they said, "This is what we deserve." However, when
adverse conditions afflicted them they would attribute the misfortune to Musa
and those with him. Lo! Their misfortune is in the knowledge of Allah, but most

of them know it not. (132) They said, "Whenever you bring a sign before us to

bewitch us, we still do not want to believe in you."

ALTHOUGH PHARAOH'S (FIR'AUN'S) NATION IS AFFLICTED
WITH DROUGHTS, THEY STILL BEHAVE SINFULLY

The people of Egypt enjoyed numerous bounties and lived in comfort and
luxury. Instead of showing gratitude to Allah and accepting the preaching of

Sayyidina Musa <oi~Ji Up, they excelled in disbelief (kufr) and continued to

oppress the Bani Isra'Il. As a punishment, Allah afflicted them with drought.

They relied on the Nile river for their water, thinking that is water was sufficient

for them. They used the water to irrigate their fields, but did not realise that this

was possible only with the order of Allah.

Even though the Nile irrigated their land, no crops could grow without

Allah's order, just as Allah's order was necessary to allow the yield of a good
crop. If the crop was good, then too it was Allah that saw that it would not be

destroyed before harvesting by some calamity or pestilence.

Allah says in Surah Waqi'ah, "Tell me about the crops you pla?it! Do yon cause

those crops to ^row that you plant, or do We cause them to grow? IfWe wish, We could

destroy them to bits, then you would be left astonished saying, 'We have been afflicted!

Nay, we have been deprived!" [Surah 56, verses 63-67]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ^ &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet Up ifo JU
fl-j said, "Drought is not that you do not receive rain. Drought is when rain falls,

but nothing grows on the land.'' [Muslim v.2 p.393]

Allah says about the punishment inflicted upon the Copts, "Without doubt
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We afflicted the people ofPharaoh (Fir'atm) with droughts and shortages in their produce

so that they take heed." Instead of taking lesson from this, they did the opposite

and "When favourable conditions prevailed, they said, "This is what we deserve."

Instead of expressing their gratitude to Allah, they considered the good

conditions to be because of their accomplishments.

On the other hand, "when adverse conditions afflicted them, they would attribute

the misfortune to Musa and those with him." While the misfortune was the result of

their own misdeeds, they blamed the pious Sayyidina Musa f%J\ <4* and his

followers for bringing the conditions upon them.

Allah replies to this by exclaiming, "Lol Their misfortune is in the knowledge of

Allah, ."i.e. Allah brings all conditions. Allah sends conditions according to His

knowledge of the actions that people perpetrate. However, "most of them know it

not." This indicates that certain individuals of Pharaoh's (Tir'aun's) people

realised that the adverse conditions were a result of their disbelief (kufr).

Because of their obstinacy they disclaimed all the miracles as magic and
would tell Sayyidina Musa f^J\ *A&, "Whenever you bring a sign before us to bewitch

us, we still do not want to believe in you." They were then afflicted with even more
chastisements.

\jj&3~*j>\3 c<'C?ft« yoj» rjfij fe\juj^\j Jtlil\j j|/L|j OWjia)l pi~^ k^j^
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(133) So We sent to them the flood, the locusts, the ticks, the frogs and the blocd

as detailed signs. But they were an arrogant and a sinful nation. (134) Whenever
a punishment afflicted them they said, "O Musa, pray for us to your Lord by

that which He had pledged to you. If you remove the punishment from us we
would certainly believe in you and send the Bani Isra'il with you." (135) When
We removed the punishment from them up to the period appointed for them to

reach in Allah's knowledge, they suddenly breached the covenant. (136) So We
took revenge on them and drowned them in the sea because they denied Our
signs and were negligent. (137) So We made those who were considered weak
the inheritors of the Eastern parts of the earth and the Western parts of the earth
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that We had blessed. The excellent decree of your Lord was thus fulfilled to the

Bani Isra'il because of their patience. We destroyed what Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and

his people did and whatever they built.

THE VARIOUS PUNISHMENTS WHICH AFFLICTED THE PEOPLE
OF PHARAOH (FIR'AUN)

When the people of Pharaoh (Fir'aun) did not take heed of the droughts,

Allah inflicted them with the following chastisements:

=> "the flood" The common interpretation is that their homes
and fields were inundated with floodwaters, as mentioned
by Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas <~* i»i ^j. Sayyidina Ata
4.JU ii>! <j^j and Sayyidina Mujahid -ul* iui jl*^ maintain that

the Arabic word refers to death, as narrated by Ibn Jarir

*jlp ib\ ^j from Sayyidah Aysha \.+~* &\. ^ Jm ,

Sayyidina Wahb bin Munabbih <A* i»J <^j mentions that it

refers to a plague in the vocabulary of the people of

Yemen. Abu Qilabah ..*.JU M <^j states that it refers to an
epidemic of smallpox. Whatever interpretation is taken, th€*

message is that they died in large numbers.

=> "the locusts" When the Holy Prophet rJL-j <-i* A\ ' Jl* was
asked about the locusts, he said, "They are the largest

army of Allah. I do not eat them, nor do I forbid them."
[Abu Dawud]

The Holy Prophet rJL-j <<±* ^V'^l-* did not eat them because
he did not want the army to deplete by his doing. They are

so numerous in number that the ground is not visible for

miles when they travel. They cannot be chased away nor
can they be destroyed. When Allah dispatches this army,
they annihilate miles of crops and none can combat them.
When they entgr. the home, they cause untold grief and
problems to people. Allah punished the people of Pharaoh
(Fir'aun) with plagues of these locusts.

=> "the ticks" The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" has reported
various interpretations of this pestilence. Some like

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas <~* ^ ^j.say that it refers

to tiny locusts that have not yet grown wings. According
to others, it refers to the common tick that survives on the

hides of animals.

Other commentators say that these are tiny ants, while
Sayyidina Sa'Id bin Musayyab .

4.JU &\ *^j maintains that

they were tiny worms that normally infest wheat.

=> "the frogs" Allah sent countless multitudes of frogs to the

people of Pharaoh (Fir'aun). Thes. infested their homes,
their utensils and everything around them. When they

opened their pots to eat, they would find frogs there.
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When they sat down to knead dough, they found frogs

present. In this manner, frogs were present wherever they

went and whatever they did.

=> "the blood" The Nile flowed with blood and all the water

that the Copts had was transformed into blood. Whenever

a person from Pharaoh's (Fir'aun's) nation lifted a cup of

water to drink, it became blood, whereas it would be water

for a person from the Bani Isra'il.

=> "...as detailed signs." These punishments proved to them
that everything was from Allah and that these were not the

work of magic.

Sayyidina Zayd bin Arqam *> &\ *^j narrates that there were nine signs that

afflicted them in nine years at a rate of one every year. Certain narrations

mention that Sayyidina Musa pLJ\ Up lived among the nation of Pharaoh

(Fir'aun) for a period of 20 years after the incident of the magiciansMn every one

of these 20 years, the people of Pharaoh (Fir'aun) were afflicted with a

punishment.

"But they were an arrogant and a sinful nation/' They considered it below their

dignity to accept the preaching of Sayyidina Musa <v>LJ\ <u> and remained firm on
disbelief (kufr).

"Whenever a punishment afflicted them, they said, 'O Musa, pray for us to your

Lord by that which He had pledged to you." i.e. The promise to accept his

supplication (du'a)s. They said, "If you remove the punishment from us, we would

certainly believe in you and send the Bani Isra'il with you."

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" quotes from Sayyidina Hasan *ip & **-j,

Sayyidina Qatadah aJp &\ ^ and Sayyidina Mujahid 4* i» ^ that this verse

refers to all the punishments mentioned earlier. Others have mentioned that the

punishment referred to in this verse was a plague that afflicted them. Whichever
punishment was referred to, the fact was that each time a punishment was
removed from them, they turned back on their word and turned to disbelief

(kufr), as Allah says, "When We removed the punishment from them up to the period

appointedfor them to reach, they suddenly breached the covenant."

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas -up & ^j mentions that the phrase "up to the

period appointed for them to reach in Allah's knowledge" refers to the time when they

were drowned in the sea. Other commentators say that it referred to their

appointed hours of death.

"So We took revenge on them and drowned them in the sea because they denied

Our signs and were negligent." They ignored all the signs that came to them. The
incident when the Bani Isra'il were saved and the people of Pharaoh (Fir'aun)

drowned is mentioned in Surah Baqarah (Surah 2, verses 49,50), Surah Shu'ara

(Surah 26, verses 52-68), Surah Qasas (Surah 28, verses 40-42) and Surah Dukhan (Surah

44, verses 22-31). A detailed account is given in Surah Shu'ara.

ALLAH'S FAVOUR ON THE BANI ISRAEL

"So We made those who were considered weak the inheritors of the Eastern parts of
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the earth and the Western parts of the earth that We had blessed." The weak ones were

the Bani Isra'il, whom the people of Pharaoh (Fir'aun) enslaved. Commentators
mention that the Bani Isra'il reached the land of Sham after their 40 year sojourn

in the valley of Tih..

"The excellent decree of your Lord was thus fulfilled to the Bani Isra'il because of

their patience." This referred to the promise that Sayyidina Musa r>LJi a-U made to

the Bani Isra'il when he told them, "Soon your Lord shall destroy your enemy and

make you viceroys on earth." This promise came to pass, as Allah says in Surah

Qasas, "We intended tofavour those who were considered weak on earth by making them

leaders and inheritors. " [Surah 28, verse 5]

The phrase "......because of their patience," indicates that those who are not

patient in difficulties will not receive Allah's assistance. Allah will hand them
over to their impatience for assistance. Allah takes the responsibility of helping

those who are patient. ["Ruhul Ma'ani"]

"We destroyed what Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and his people did and whatever they

built." This refers to all the evil practices that the Copts implemented to hurt and
torture the Bani Isra'il, and their enormous palaces and buildings. The verse may
also refer to the tower that Pharaoh (Fir'aun) instructed Haman to construct so

that he could take a peek at Allah (as mentioned in Surah Ghafir [Swah 40, verses

36,37]).

Lesson: "that We had blessed." This refers to the land of Sham. In the

beginning of Surah Bani Isra'il [Surah 17, verse 1], Allah says with regard to

Masjidul Aqsa which is in Sham, " the Masjidul Aqsa around which We blessed."

Allah says in Surah Anbiya, also referring to Sham, "We rescued him [Sayyidina

Ibrahim f%^\ *jl*] and Lut to a land that We had blessed for the universe." [Surah 21,

verse 71]

4j p& <<£cJZ> p&\ ]&£ £&JT #, pz=6JA

(138) We made the Bani Isra'il cross the sea and they came across a nation who
were devoted to their idols. They said, "O Musa, make for us a god like how
they have gods/' He replied, "You - are really a ignorant nation!" (139)

"Undoubtedly these people are destroyed in their practices and what they do is

all in vain. (140) He said, "Should I seek for you another deity besides Allah,

when He has favoured you above the universe?" (141) (Recall the time) when
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We saved you from the people of Pharaoh (Fir'aun) who used to inflict on you

the severest of punishments. They would massacre your sons and leave your

women alive. Therein was a great test from your Lord.

THE BANI ISRA'IL EXPRESS THE WISH TO RETURN TO
IDOLATRY

The above verses discuss the ingratitude and malpractices of the Bani Isra'il

that have been their hallmark throughout the ages. It was expected of them after

they witnessed the destruction of Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and his army, that they show

gratitude to Allah and devote themselves to His worship with greater sincerity

and vigour. Now was the time for them to absorb into their hearts the years of

preaching that they received from Sayyidina Musa f*~b <4* about Oneness of

Allah (Tauhid).

However, their practice was just the opposite. Allah says, "We made the Bani

Isra'il cross the sea and they came across a nation who were devoted to their idols. The

said, 'O Musa, make for us a god like how they have gods/ He replied, 'You are really a

ignorant nation! Undoubtedly these people are destroyed in their practices and what they

do is all in vain." Their practice of polytheism (shirk) will never be forgiven by

Allah.

He reminded them that their worship of the true deity, Allah, was superior

to the worship of mere idols. "He said, 'Should I seek for you another deity besides

Allah, when He has favoured you above the universe?" He reminded them that it was

Allah Who made them the children of Anbiya r
*>Uv^ and rescued them from

the clutches of Pharaoh (Fir'aun). How could they now prefer to worship stones

instead of Allah?

ALLAH'S FAVOUR UPON THE BANI ISRA'IL WHEN HE RESCUED
THEM FROM THE PEOPLE OF PHARAOH (FIR'AUN)

Allah then reminds the Bani Isra'il of the time "When We saved you from the

people of Pharaoh (Fir'aun) who used to inflict on you the severest ofpunishment.'. They

would massacre your sons and leave your women alive. Therein was a great test from

your Lord." With a slight variation in words, the very same verse appears in

Surah Baqarah (Surah 2, verse 49). The detailed explanation was given in its

commentary.

(142) We took a promise from Musa for thirty nights, then culminate it with

another ten, and then he completed his Lord 's term of forty nights. Musa said to

his brother Harun, "Take my place as leader of my people. Keep reforming them

and do not follow the path of those who cause strife."
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SAYYIDINA MUSA f
*Ji *J* SPENDS FORTY NIGHTS ON THE

MOUNTAIN OF TUR

While under persecution in Egypt, the Bani Isra'Il were commanded to

perform Salah only in their homes since they were not allowed to practise any
Religion (Din). Now that they were emancipated from the Egyptians, they

required a Shari'ah to regulate their lives and actions. Therefore, Allah called

Sayyidina Musa £*~& *4* to the mountain of Tur to receive the Torah.

He was instructed to seclude himself there for a period of thirty nights and
to fast throughout the period. After thirty nights had passed, Sayyidina Musa aJ*

fXJ\ used the Miswak to remove the smell of fasting from his mouth. Because of

this Allah commanded him to spend another ten nights. When the period of forty

nights had passed, Sayyidina Musa f*~& aJLp was given the Torah.

Before leaving for the mountain, Sayyidina Musa fiLJs <uU addressed his

brother Harun f*~S\ <uU saying, "Take my place as leader ofmy people. Keep reforming

them and do not follow the path of those who cause strife/' Sayyidina Harun (%J\ aJLp

was also a Prophet f*>LJi <uU and understood his responsibility, but Sayyidina

Musaf*>LJt <dp emphasised the instructions because he understood the warped
minds of the Bani Isra"Il. He was anxious that they should not perpetrate an act

of polytheism (shirk) since they had already displayed inclinations towards it

when they saw the idolaters.

However, his worst fears were realised when a person called Samiri made
the golden calf that the Bani Isra'Il began to worship. Details of this were given in

Surah Baqarah [Surah 2, verses 51,52] and some more will follow here in Surah

A'raf, as well as in Surah TaHa [Surah 20, verses 77-99], Insha Allah.
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(143) When Musa arrived at the appointed time and His Lord had spoken to him,

he said, "O my Lord, show me that I may see You." Allah replied, "You can

never see me, but look at the mountain. If it remains on its place then you may
see me." When his Lord manifested His illumination to the mountain, he sent it

crashing down to pieces, and Musa fell unconscious. When he recovered he said,

"I declare Your purity! I repent and I am the first of the believers." (144) Allah

said, "O Musa, indeed I have chosen you from the people for My message and

My speech. So take what I have given you and be of the grateful ones." (145) We
wrote for him on the tablets every type of advice and details of everything.

"Hold fast thereto and command your people to hold on to the superb

injunctions therein. Soon I shall show you the abode of the disobedient ones."

(146) Soon I shall avert from My verses those who are unlawfully haughty on

earth. If they see every sign they do not believe in it. If they see the path of

guidance, they do not adopt it as their path, but if they see the path of

misguidance they adopt it as their path. This is because they deny Our verses

and neglect them. (147) Those who deny Our verses and the meeting of the

Hereafter, their actions are wasted. They will be punished only for the deeds

that they perpetrated.

SAYYIDINA MUSA f
*J» Up REQUESTS TO SEE ALLAH

Sayyidina Musa p^\ *4± reached the mountain at the appointed time which
began, according to Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ & ^Jf at the beginning of

the month of Dhul Qa'dah. The ten extra nights were those of Dhul Hijjah and
the Torah was thus revealed on the tenth of Dhul Hijjah.

When he reached the mountain, Allah spoke directly to him, where after the

yearning grew within him to see Allah Himself. He submitted to Allah, "O my
Lord, show me (Yourself) that I may see You." People will only be able to see Allah

in Heaven (Jannah) and none may do so in this world. In verse 103 of Surah

An'am (Surah 6) Allah says, "Visions cannot encompass Him, but He can encompass

all visions and He is the Knozuer ofall subtleties, Informed."

Sayyidina Abu Musa <* &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet jJL-j <A* &\ JU
once informed the Companions (Sahaba)^ & ^j of five things. He told them
that:

(1) Allah does not sleep, nor is it befitting for him to sleep.

(2) Allah raises and lowers the scales (of deeds).

(3) The deeds of the night are lifted to Him before the deeds of the

day.

(4) The deeds of the day are lifted' to Him before those of the night.

(5) He is veiled with celestial light. If He has to lift this veil, the

brilliance of His Being will incinerate everything that the

creation can see. (The veil of Allah is not physical but this is

the veil of His honour and grandeur .) [Muslim v.l p. 99]
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When Sayyidina Musa ^LJ\ a> made the request to see Him "Allah replied,

'You can never see me, but look at the mountain. If it remains on its place, then you may
see me.' When his Lord manifested His illumination to the mountain, he sent it crashing

down to pieces, and Musa fell unconscious. When he recovered he said, 'I declare Your

purity I
"'

i.e. You cannot be seen in this world. He submitted, "I repent and I am
the first of the believers." i.e. believers in the fact that Allah cannot be seen with the

eyes of this world.

"Allah said, 'O Musa, indeed I have chosen you from the people for My message

and My speech. So take what I have given you and be of the grateful ones.'" Thereafter

Allah describes the Torah that He gave to Sayyidina Musa fiLJ\ *4*. Allah says,

"We wrote for him on the tablets every type ofadvice and details ofeverything. 'Holdfast

thereto and command your people to hold on to the superb injunctions therein. Soon I

shall show you the abode of the disobedient ones."

With regard to the "abode of the disobedient ones", certain commentators state

that it referred to Egypt, where the Bani Isra'il returned. Others say that it

referred to the land inhabited by the tyrannical nation called the Amaliqa. This

was mentioned in the verse of Surah Ma'idah [Surah 5, verse 21] where Sayyidina

Musa fik~S\ Up told the Bani Isra'il, "O my people, enter the blessed land that Allah has

ordained for you." This was the area of Palestine and they conquered this territory

during the Prophethood of Sayyidina Yusha bin Nun fiLJs <d*.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" has quoted a third opinion that the verse

refers to the land and homes previously occupied by the destroyed nations of Ad
and Thamud. The fourth interpretation tendered by Sayyidina Ata *ip A»^ and

Sayyidina Hasan «ip & *^j, is that the "abode of the disobedient ones" is Hell. In this

case the verses will imply that those who do not act according to the Torah will

end up in Hell.

The entire Torah was given to Sayyidina Musa .f^J\ aJLp at once and he

brought it to the people. They were, however, not prepared to obey. Therefore

Allah mentioned, "Soon I shall avertfrom My verses those who are unlawfully haughty

on earth." The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani"writes that Allah placed a seal upon their

hearts and they were too proud to derive lessons from Allah's verses. Their

example was as Allah mentions in Surah Saff, "When they chose to be crooked, Allah

made their hearts crooked." [Surah 61, verse 5]

Describing the haughty ones further Allah says, "If they see every sign (either

natural or a miracle of the Holy Prophet) they do not believe in it If they see the path of

guidance, they do not adopt it as their path, but if they see the path of misguidance they

adopt if as their path. This is because they deny Our verses and neglect them."This was
the cause of their disbelief, pride and aversion to guidance.

"Those who deny Our verses and the meeting of the Hereafter, their actions are

wasted" Even though their deeds may seem virfuous, they will not see the fruits

of it in the Hereafter. Another interpretation is that their progress and

achievements in this world will not avail them at all in the Hereafter since it will

all be left behind.

"They will be punished only for the deeds that they perpetrated." Their

punishment for remaining as disbelievers (kuffar) will be the eternal torment of
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Hell.
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(148) After (his departure) the people of Musa made a calf from their jewellery

tha as a torso which made sounds. Did they not see that it could not speak to

them, nor guide them aright? They took it as their god and were oppressors.

(149) When they regretted and realised that they were astray, they said, "If our

Lord does not show mercy to us and forgive us, we will certainly be of the

losers." (150) When Musa returned to his people in anger and grief he said, "Evil

indeed is the way in which you people succeeded me after my departure! Do

you seek to precede the order of your Lord? He cast down the tablets, seized his

brother's head and pulled him towards himself Harun said "O my mother's son!

Verily the people regarded me to be weak and nearly killed me. So let not the

enemies laugh at me and do not count me among the oppressive folk." (151)

Musa said, "O my Lord! Forgive me and my brother and enter us in Your mercy.

Surely You are the Most Merciful of those who show mercy."

THE BANI ISRA'IL WORSHIP THE GOLDEN CALF

Since the Bani Isra'Il were accustomed to seeing people worship idols and

cows, they requested Sayyidina Musa pU\ 4p for an idol of their own (as was

mentioned in verse 138 above). When Sayyidina Musa f^J\ <uU went to the

mountain for 40 days, a goldsmith by the name of Samiri gathered all the

jewellery of the Bani fcra'U (which they borrowed from the Copts before leaving

Egypt) and moulded it into a golden calf. He then collected the sand from

beneath the feet of Jibr'U's f&J\ <i* horse and placed it into the mouth of the calf.

The effect of this sand was that it allowed the calf to emit the sounds of a real

calf.

Since the Bani Isra'Il were already prone to idolatry, they needed no second

bidding when Samiri told them, "This is your Lord and the Lord of Musa, but he

forgot" Sayyidina" Harun ?%J\ <ip advised them, "Oh my people! You are merely

being tested by this. Without doubt, your Lord is Rahman, so follow me and obey me/
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They replied, 'We shall certainly remain devoted to it till Musa returns to us.'" The
discourse of Sayyidina Musa (%~S\ <J* with Samiri are also mentioned in Surah
TaHa [Surah 20, verses 95-98].

Allah informed Sayyidina Musa f**J\ Up that Samiri was leading the Bani
Isra'il astray. "When Musa returned to his people in anger and grief he said, 'Evil

indeed is the way in which you people succeeded me after my departure! Do you seek to

precede the order ofyour Lord?"

In his rage "He cast down the tablets, seized his brother's head and pulled him

towards himself" The anger that he felt was purely because the Bani Isra'il flouted

Allah's commands. Surah TaHa [Surah 20, verse 94] mentions that he grabbed the

beard of Sayyidina Harun f*>LJ\ aJp. He did this because he thought that his

brother had been negligent in propagating Allah' s commandments.

"Harun said, 'O my mother's son! Verily the people regarded me to be weak and

nearly killed me. So (by being harsh with me) let not the enemies laugh at me and do not

count me among the oppressive folk.'" i.e. Do not treat me like you would treat one

of them.

Realising the error of his approach, Sayyidina Musa fiLJ\ Up submitted

before Allah saying, "O my Lord! Forgive me and my brother and enter us in Your

mercy. Surely You are the Most Merciful of those who show mercy."

SEEKING FORGIVENESS FOR INJUSTICE AND TRANSGRESSION
This verse teaches that when one is unjust towards another, one should pray

for him together with securing his forgiveness as well. The person who was
oppressed should be satisfied in every possible way. He should be satisfied and
prayed for even though he had already forgiven the aggressor in his heart and
their relationship was not tainted.

REPORTED INFORMATION IS NEVER AS CONVINCING AS AN
EYEWITNESS ACCOUNT

The "Musnad of Ahmad" (v.l p271) narrates from Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Abbas <i* M ^j that the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up ibt JU said, "Receiving information

(about an incident) is not the same as witnessing (it oneself)." When Allah

informed Sayyidina Musa fiLJ\ *-!* that the Bani Isra'il were worshipping a calf,

he was not affected enough to throw down the tablets of the Torah. However,
when he witnessed it himself, he cast them down in utter disbelief.

THE THROWING DOWN OF THE TABLETS

The objection has been raised that it seems disrespectful for a person to

throw down the Book of Allah. The commentators have furnished two replies to

this objection. The first is that Sayyidina Musa fSui Up did not actually throw

them down, but put them down very quickly, therefore appearing as if they were

being thrown down. The second reply is that Sayyidina Musa fiLJ\ aJp was so

overcome by emotion because of the violation of Allah's Religion (Din) that the

tablets fell from his hands. The unintentional falling of the tablets has been

described in the verse as throwing because he did not exercise enough caution in
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the matter, as is required of the Holy Prophet pub .Up.

THE BANI ISRA'IL ARE REMORSEFUL AND REPENT

"When they regretted and realised that they were astray, they said, 'Ifour Lord does

not show mercy to us andforgive us, we will certainly be of the losers.'" This realisation

came after Sayyidina Musa £*-& Up was stern in reprimanding them, although

the possibility does exist that some of them regretted their deed immediately

upon his arrival.

However, as mentioned in Surah Baqarah, their repentance was to take the

form of executing the sinners. Those who did not worship the calf were ordered

to kill those who worshipped it. This was discussed in the commentary of verse

54 of Surah Baqarah.
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(152) Verily those who took the calf for their deity will surely be struck by the

wrath of their Lord and humiliation in the worldly life. Thus do We punish the

innovators. (153) As for those who perpetrate sins and then repent afterwards

and believe, surely your Lord is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful. (154) When the

anger of Musa abated, he took hold of the tablets. Written in its script was
guidance and mercy for those who fear their Lord.

ALLAH'S WRATH AGAINST THOSE WHO WORSHIPPED THE
CALF

'"Verily those who took the calffor their deity will surely be struck by the wrath of

their Lord and humiliation in the worldly life." Sayyidina Abul Aliya Up At <*-j says

that "wrath" refers to Allah's command that they be executed before their

repentance (Taubah) was to be accepted. The "humiliation" was their admission

that they were astray and their surrender for execution.

According to other commentators, the "humiliation" refers to their feeling

when the calf was burnt and cast into the ocean. Another interpretation is that

the "humiliation" refers to their wretchedness that was their lot, since they and
their progeny were doomed to wander in circles for 40 years.

According to Atiya Awfi ^ &\ <^j the "humiliation" carried through to the

time of the Holy Prophet pi-, j ^ ibi JL*, when the Banu Quraizah were executed

and the Bani Nadhir were exiled and then made to pay the atonement Qizya).

They were made to suffer because of the misdeeds of their forebears since they

supported their actions.
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"Thus do We punish the innovators/' This refers to the lie that they attributed

to Allah when they said with regard to the calf, "This is your Lord and the Lord of

Musa." Samiri and those who followed him were severely punished.

Sayyidina Sufyan bin Uyayna U* iui **-> once mentioned that every innovator

[(perpetrator of bid'ah) (new thing in religion as virtuous)] is humiliated and then

recited the above verse in corroboration.

ALLAH IS THE ONEWHO ACCEPTS REPENTANCE (TAUBAH)

"As for those who perpetrate sins and then repent afterwards and believe, surely

your Lord is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful/' By accepting Islam a person's former

sins are all forgiven, even those of disbelief (kufr) and polytheism (shirk). The
Holy ProphetfJL-j Up ibi JU>) mentioned, "Indeed Islam destroys all that was before it."

[Muslim] Although the verse referred to the Bani Isra'Il, it applies to all people for

all times.

THE TORAH CONTAINED GUIDANCE AND MERCY
"When the anger ofMusa abated, he took hold of the tablets." He picked them up

because his objective was to practise and propagate the Torah.

Describing the Torah Allah says, "Written in its script was guidance and mercy

for those who fear their Lord." These are the ones who have adopted piety (taqwa),

as Allah says in the beginning of Surah Baqarah [Surah 2, verse 2,3] that the Qur'an

is "A guidancefor those who adopt piety (taqwa). Those who believe in the unseen "

L?J*iii\ j** c^ij ^)\j U jv& tJj ci» ilia j* -^J^rj *LL>
[155

(155) Musa f%Jt 4Jp chose from his people seventy persons for Our appointment.

When the earthquake struck them, he said, "My Lord! If You wished You could

have destroyed them and myself from before. Will You destroy us because of

what the imbeciles among us perpetrate? This is but a test from You. You send

astray by them whom You please and guide whom You please. You are our

Protecting Friend so forgive us and have mercy on us. Undoubtedly You are the

best of forgivers." (156) "Ordain good for us in this world and in the Hereafter.

We have certainly turned to You." Allah said, "I afflict My punishment on

.whom I please, but My mercy encompasses everything. I shall soon ordain it for

those who adopt piety (taqwa), pay Zakah and believe in My verses.
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SAYYIDINA MUSA .

f
S-Ji Up CHOOSES SEVENTY PEOPLE TO

ACCOMPANY HIM AND THEIR SUBSEQUENT DEATH
The Bani Isra'U were accustomed to creating doubts and misgivings. When

Sayyidina Musa r
^LJi Up told them that they were to practise the Torah, they said

that they would only accept that the Torah was from Allah if Allah Himself told

them that it was from Him and that they should practise it.

Sayyidina Musa fiLJ\ U* therefore chose 70 of them and took them with him
to the mountain where Allah spoke to them. Not satisfied with this, they told

Sayyidina Musa >*>LJi Up that they could not be certain who was speaking and
would believe that it was Allah only if they saw Allah Himself. At the height of

their insolence, Allah caused an earthquake to strike them and they all died.

Sayyidina Musa (OLJi <Op realised that the Bani Isra'U would now think that

he had killed their people, for they already thought evil of him. Therefore he
submitted before Allah saying, "My Lord! If You wished You could have destroyed

them and myselffrom before." However Allah did not destroy them before this and
he knew that Allah never intended that they be destroyed now either because

then Sayyidina Musa {XJ* <4± would have to face the wrath and indifference of

the Bani Isra'U. In this way he asked Allah to bring them back to life.

He continued to pray to Allah saying, "Will You destroy us because ofwhat the

imbeciles among us perpetrate? 'i.e. You would certainly not do this. "This is but a test

from You." i.e. The earthquake (or according to verse 55 of Surah Baqarah, it was
a thunderbolt). Allah sends these tests to man so that He may 'send astray by

them" whoever He pleases and guides by them whoever He pleases.

Upon his supplication, Allah brought them all back to life, as mentioned in

Surah Baqarah, "Then We raised you after your death so that you may be grateful"

[Surah 2, verse 56]

Thereafter, Sayyidina Musa (}Ui Up entreated Allah saying, "You are our

Protecting Friend so forgive us and have mercy on us. Undoubtedly You are the best of

forgivers. Ordain good for us in this world and in the Hereafter. We have certainly

turned to You."

Allah replied by saying, "I afflict My punishment on whom I please, but My
mercy encompasses everything. I shall soon ordain it for those who adopt piety (taqwa),

pay Zakah... " Although Allah's mercy is showered on all thihgs in this world, His
real mercy that will guarantee salvation in the Hereafter is reserved for those

who adopt piety (taqwa) i.e. they abstain from disbelief (kufr), polytheism (shirk)

and all other sins.

"...and believe in My verses." This denotes that no action is accepted without
Belief (Iman), as was the case with the Jews in the time of the Holy Prophet iv JU
(J-j *J*. They rejected the apostleship of Sayyidina Isa f*~& <4* and that of the

Holy Prophet ^j Up ibi. JU even though they knew that he was the final and
true Prophet f%J>\ Up of Allah.

Lesson: Commentators have mentioned that Sayyidina Musa '{*-& <M took

people from the Bani Isra'il thrice to the mountain. The first occasion was when
he went to receive the Torah from Allah. This is substantiated by the vefse in
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Surah TaHa [Surah 20, verse 83] where Allah asked him, "What has made you hasten

ahead ofyour people, Oh Musa ?
"

The second occasion was when he took a group of them to repent to Allah

for worshipping the calf. The third time was the incident mentioned above in the

commentary of the above verses. The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.9 p.72) has

deliberated upon the subject at length.

ALLAH'S MERCY IS ALL ENCOMPASSING

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra **• & ^j also reports that the Holy Prophet *ip i» J*>

jJL.j said, "Verily Allah has 100 mercies. One of these He has distributed among

the humans, jinn, animals and poisonous creatures. By virtue of this single

mercy, they all show mercy and compassion to each other and the wild animals

are compassionate towards their young. The other 99 mercies Allah has reserved

for the Day of Judgement, when He will use them for His bondsmen." [Mishkat p.

207]

In this world, Allah's mercy extends to all His creation. Even the

disbelievers (kuffar) and those who are insolent towards Him receive their

sustenance and are allowed to live in comfort. None can force Allah to bestow

His mercy upon anyone, just as none can force Him to punish. Allah possesses

supreme authority to do as He pleases.

&

\y~£j ^**&\ &.V&H* sM^k r^« 4-w^ *^p\

(157) Those who follow the untutored messenger and Prophet that they find

written with them in the Torah and Injil. He enjoins them to do good, prevents

them from evil, permits for them pure things, forbids the impure from them and

removes from them the burden and shackles that were upon them...

THE JEWS AND THE CHRISTIANS FOUND MENTION OF THE
HOLY PROPHET fJL-j aJp k J** IN THETORAH AND THE INjlL

**

.

*

This verse is a continuation of the previous verse. This means that it

continues to describe those people upon whom Allah's eternal mercy will be

showered. The verse describes the believers from the People of book (Ahlul Kitab)

as those who "follow the unlettered messenger and the Holy Prophet..." Those frho do

not accept the apostleship of the Holy Prophet ^j 4-U.Ai J~* cannot claim to be

believers since their Belief (Iman) is not acceptable by Allah.

This verse describes the Holy Prophet pL,3 <4* &\ JU to be a Rasul (messenger)

and Prophet (Nabi). Scholars (Ulema) say that the Prophet is any Prophet of Allah,
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while a Rasul (messenger) refers to a Prophet (Nabi) who received his own Book

and Shari'ah. Those who did not receive a Book themselves followed that of the

previous messengers.

If this explanation of Rasul (messenger) and Prophet (Nabi) is accepted, then

those apostles about whom the Qur'an states that they were Rasuls and Prophets

[and it is common knowledge that they did not have their own Book and

Shari'ah, like Sayyidina Isma'Il fiLJ\ Up], then it will be assumed that the word
Rasul (messenger) will have the literal meaning of messenger.

The verse describes the Holy Prophet jJL-j U* &\ J^> as being "ummi"
(unlettered) i.e. he was not taught by anyone to read and write. Allah, by his

sheer bounty and power, taught His Prophet ^j aJLp i»\ ju such knowledge that

no other possessed. This vast knowledge accorded to him included the

knowledge of the inception of man, stretching to the knowledge regarding the

last person to enter Jannah.

He was able to explain the conditions that will face the people of Heaven

(Jannah) and Hell, as well as narrate detailed accounts of the previous Anbiya

pLS) p-frip and their nations. The accuracy of his narrations were such that none,

not even the learned ones of the Jews, could deny what he said. Considering all

of this, it is impossible to even imply that being untutored was a defect for the

Holy Prophet pi-j «J* & J~*.

Describing him further, Allah says, "... that theyfind written with them in the

lorah and Injil." All the Prophets f&J\ f+S* informed their nations of the advent of

the Holy Prophet .pJL.j Up &\ ju. In Surah Saff [Surah 61, verse 6], Sayyidina Isa Up

f^J\ told his people, "O children oflsra'il! Indeed I am the messenger ofAllah to you,

verifying the Torah before me and giving the glad tidings of a messenger called Ahmad
who will come after me." Ahmad was another name of Sayyidina Muhammad J*>
JL- j Up &\.

THE DESCRIPTION OF THE HOLY PROPHET ^JL-j U* At JU> IN THE
TORAH AND INJIL

Sayyidina Ata bin Yasar Up &\ ^ narrates that he once met Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Amr ** 2»% ^j and asked him how the Torah described the Holy

Prophet. fJL-j Aip &\ JU*. He replied, "Many of the attributes described in the

Qur'an were mentioned in the Torah e.g. 'O The Holy Prophet, We have sent you

as a witness, a bearer of glad tidings, a warner and a protector to the illiterate

folk (the Arabs). You are my servant and I have named you 'mutawakkil.' You
are not harsh, nor ill tempered and you are not noisy in the marketplaces. You do

not combat evil with evil, but forgive.' Allah will not raise him until he does not

straighten the crooked nation so that they recite 'La ilaha Illallah/ And he will not

be raised until he opens their blind eyes and removes the veils from their ears

and hearts." [Bukhari]

According to narrations of Mishkat (p.. 522) and Darmi (v.l p. 14) Sayyidina

Ata bin Yasar <^ &s^ posed this question to Sayyidina Abdullah bin Salam ^>j
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SAYYIDINA ABDULLAH BIN SALAM ** At^ RECOGNISES THE
TRUTH

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Salam ** i»» ^j was a learned Jewish scholar and,

when he saw the Holy Prophet pJL^^ iui ju*, he realised that he could never be a

liar. He recognized the features of the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up 2ut JU> from the

description given in the Torah and accepted Islam. However, the majority of the

Bani Isra'il refused to accept the apostleship of the Holy Prophet (JL.
_>
Up i»i ju

even though they recognised that he was the true Prophet jJL. 3 <U &\ j^.

The Jews lived in Madinah a long time before the advent of the Holy
Prophet pJL^ Up &\ J^> They used to say that when the final Prophet ^L. 3 Up &\ JU
comes, they will join him to fight the Polytheist. However, in the words of the

Qur'an, "When that came which they recognised, they disbelieved. The curse ofAllah is

on the disbelievers/' [Surah Baqarah (2), verse 89]

The Christians also realised that the Holy Prophet jJL-j <J^ &\ jl* was the

true messenger of Allah, as proven by their refusal to engage in Mubahalah
(mutual imprecation) against the Holy Prophet ^JL-j ^ &\ JU>. However, Most of

them also refused to accept Islam.

THE ADMISSION OF HERACLIUS, THE EMPEROR OF ROME
In the first chapter of Bukhari (v.l pA) a narration appears wherein Hercules,

the emperor of Rome, recognized the Holy Prophet ,JL-j U* ifct ju to be the true

messenger of Allah. Even the Christians in today's times have altered the Bible

when they discovered mention of the Prophet ^L*3 *4* &s J-* therein.

THE PREDICTION OF THE TORAH AND THE DISTORTION OF
THE BIBLE

Deuteronomy (33:2) records the following prediction about the coming of

the Holy Prophet ^L-j^ & J^> It reads: "He (Moses) said, "The Lord came from

Sinai [referring to the fact that Allah revealed the Torah to Sayyidina Musa ^
pk~ti\, and dawned from Se'ir upon us [referring to the revelation of the Injil to

Sayyidina Isa (}LJi *4*\, he shone forth from Mount Paran, [in Makkah, referring

to the revelation of the Qur'an], he came from the ten thousands of holy ones

with flaming fire (Shari'ah) at his right hand. Yea, he loved his people, all those

consecrated to him were in his hand."

Becoming manifest from Mount Paran (Qaran) in Makkah and accompanied

by ten thousand holy ones refers to the conquest of Makkah, when the Holy

Prophet jJL-j Up &\
,J^> entered Makkah with 10,000 Companions (Sahaba) & ^j

r**. In their attempt to conceal the facts, the disbelievers (kujfar) interpret Qaran

as Baitul Muqaddas whereas no past or present geographic reference refer to

Baitul Muqaddas as Qaran. In fact the Arabic translation of the Torah contains

the word 'Al Hijaz' in brackets next to the word Qaran.

In certain prints of the Torah the publishers substituted the words 'ten

thousand' with 'thousands' or 'hundreds of thousands.' In other publications the

entire sentence is omitted altogether. The English translation of the King James

version of the Bible, published in 1958 also includes the words 'ten thousand
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blessed souls/ However, this was also altered later. The Arabic book 'Izharul

Haqq' and 'Siratun Nabi' by Sayyid'Sulayman Nadwi Up &\^ should be studied

for more insight on this subject.

It is indeed strange that those who alter the divine scriptures think that

Allah will accept their modifications on the Day of Judgement. Little do they

realise that their responsibility is not only to answer to the Muslims. They will

have to account for their misdeeds to Allah. Although the Jews knew that the

Holy Prophet
(

jl^j <J* 2&f. JL» was the final Prophet and they even admitted it to

each other, they grew very upset when one of them admitted it to the Muslims.

In a verse of Surah Baqarali Allah recounts how they address those who admit it

to the Muslims. They tell them, "Do you inform them of what Allah has disclosed to

us so that they contest with us before your Lord? Do you have no understanding?"

[Surah 2, verse 76]

A JEW ADVISES HIS SON TO ACCEPT ISLAM

Sayyidina Anas <up h ^j narrates that a Jewish boy used to be in the service

of the Holy Prophet jJL-j *> & J^. He once fell ill and was on his deathbed when
the Holy Prophet pL.^ 4-U At JL* visited him. The Holy Prophet ^j Up At J^ sat at

his headside and invited him to accept Islam. When he looked at his father

(requesting advice), his father told him, "Obey Abul Qasim the Holy Prophet J*
pJL-j Up At" He then accepted Islam. While leaving the house, the Holy Prophet

^ -Up At JU* said, "All praise be for Allah Who has saved him from the Fire."

[MisHkatp.137]

THE FINDINGS OF THE JEWISH SCHOLAR KA'B AHBAR Up At a*>

Ka'b Ahbar *ip At^ was a Jewish scholar who accepted Islam during the

time of the Companions (Sahaba)^ At ^> He used to say that they found the

following description of the Holy Prophet ^JL-j ^ ^ JU in the Torah:

"Muhammad pJL-j aJlp At JJ) is My chosen servant. He is not ill tempered and

harsh, nor one who is noisy in the marketplaces. He does not combat evil with

evil, but forgives and overlooks."

He continued to say, "His birthplace will be Makkah and he will migrate to

Taybah. His rule will be in Sham and his Ummah will praise Allah excessively.

They will praise Allah in good conditions and adverse conditions and at every

destination. They will express Allah's greatness whenever ascending a height

and will be watchful of the sun. They will offer Salah whenever the time sets in.

Their lower garments will reach up to the middle of their calves and they will

wash their limbs in ablution."

He added, "Their caller to Salah will announce the Adhan and they will

form rows in battle and in Salah. Both these rows will be equal (in sincerity and

resoluteness). Their remembrance of Allah (Dhikr) at night will be like the

buzzing of the bees." [Mishkdt p. 170 and Darmi v.l p.15]

After reporting this hadith, the author of Mishkat quotes the narration of

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Salam ** At ^j in which he reports that the Holy

Prophet jJL-j aJLp At JL* and Sayyidina Isa fXJ\ Up are mentioned in the Torah. In

this narration he states that Sayyidina Isa fiLJ\ ^ will be buried alongside the
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Holy Prophet (JL-j aJU it JU» This narration is also found in Tirmidhi.

SOME JEWS ADMITTED THAT THE HOLY PROPHET ^Uj *Jp ir^U
IS ALLAH'S HOLY PROPHET MJT DID NOT ACCEPT ISLAM FOR
FEAR OF BEING KILLED

The Jews constantly asked the Holy Prophet ^j u* & ^ such questions

that they knew could be answered only by a true Prophet the Holy Prophet it jJ
pJL-j Up would furnish the correct answers every time and they would be

convinced that he was the true messenger of Allah. However, their obstinacy

prevented them from accepting Islam.

Once, two Jews questioned the Holy Prophety-j Up it J^ with regard to

the "ayat bayyinat" ('clear signs'). After receiving the correct reply, they both

kissed the hands and feet of the Holy Prophet jJL-j <4* i* ^attesting that they

were certain that he was Allah' s true messenger. When the Holy Prophet it J-*

fJUj U* asked them what prevented them from following him, they replied that if

they followed him, they feared that the Jews would kill them. [Mishkdt p. 17]

However, there were some Jews who did accept Islam despite having to

suffer certain losses.

A JEW TESTS THE HOLY PROPHET ^j Up it J^> AND THEN
ACCEPTED ISLAM

Sayyidina Ali ^ it ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ^-L^ U* & J-* once

owed a few Dinars to a Jewish scholar who came to collect his dues. The Holy

Prophet (JL-j 4ip it ju told him that at that time he did not have the means to

repay him. The Jew said, "O Muhammad ^JL-j 4* & '

JL*! I will not leave you until

you pay back my debt." The Holy Prophet <X* 3 4* it JU told him that in that case

he would also remain with him.

The Jew then remained sitting with the Holy Prophet ^j Up ^\ ^U the

entire day. In between, the Holy Prophet ^ 4* & J^ even performed all the

Salahs from Zuhr onwards. During this time, the Companions (Sahaba) <*+* it ^>j

threatened the Jew and tried to get him to leave. When the Holy Prophet it J^
^JL-j 4^ sensed what they were doing, he asked them what they were doing. They

replied, "O the Holy Prophet
(

JL.> 4^ it J*> A Jew is restraining you like this?"

The Holy Prophet <JL^ 4^ it JU replied, "My Lord has forbidden me from

oppressing anyone with whom we have entered into a pact."

The following, morning the Jew recited the witness (Shahadah), declaring

that he bore witness that there was none worthy of worship besides Allah and

that Muhammad^ Up it JU> was the messenger of Allah. He donated half his

wealth in the path of Allah and told them that he had done what he did so as to

see whether the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up it J^ fitted the description given in the

Torah.

He said that the Torah mentioned, "The birth of Muhammad bin Abdullah

will be in Makkah, his place of migration will be Taybah and his kingdom will

even encompass Sham. He will not be harsh, ill tempered, nor one who is noisy

in the marketplaces. He will not be vulgar and will even abstain from using foul
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words." [Mishkatp. 520]

SAYYIDINA SALMAN FARSI ** &\^ ACCEPTS ISLAM

Sayyidina Salman ^ it ^>j was of Persian origin and his family were all

polytheist. His father was a farmer and landlord by occupation and a fire

worshipper by Religion (Din). The father was the mayor of the town and loved

Sayyidina Salman so much that he would treat him like a daughter and not

permit him to set foot outdoors. At birth Sayyidina Salman k* & ^Jf was named
Maba and was also trained as a fire worshipper and appointed to tend to the

place where their fire burned. Eventually he became so engrossed in his task that

he would keep the fire burning continuously. He was later appointed as the

official caretaker of the place of fire worship.

Narrating his conversion to Islam, Sayyidina Salman <up iui ^j himself says,

"Once my father was busy having a house built so he sent me to tend to the

fields. He stressed that I should return early and told me that if I delayed, his

grief at my separation from him will exceed all his griefs. So I went out on my
errand. En route I passed by a Christian church and went in to have a look. There

I saw some Christians praying and took a liking to their form of worship. I said

to myself that their Religion (Din) is better than ours. When I asked them where

their headquarters were, they told me that it was the land of Sham."

He continued, "I remained there the entire day until the sun set, where after

I returned home. Upon reaching home, my father asked whe*e had I been. I

related the entire incident to him and told him that I liked the Religion (Din) of

the Christians and that their Religion (Din) is better than ours. My father told me,

'Son! You have misunderstood. Their Religion (Din) is incorrect. The true

Religion (Din) is the Religion (Din) of your father and forefathers/ I swore that

this can never be and that their Religion (Din) was better than ours. As I did not

agree with him, my father locked me in the house and placed shackles on my
feet."

"In this condition I managed to send a message to the Christians that they

should inform me when some merchants came from Sham so that I may join

them back to the headquarters of their Religion (Din). A few days later they

informed me of the arrival of some people from Sham and, when they were

returning^ I cut off my shackles and joined them. Upon reaching Sham, I asked

the Christians who was the best of them. They directed me to the church saying

that the grand priest there was the best of them."

"I reached the church and told the priest that I had taken a liking to their

Religion (Din) and wished to remain with him so that I may serve him and learn

about their Religion (Din). He replied that this was best and permitted me to live

with him. I lived with him for a long time and grew to learn his darker side as

well. He appeared to be extremely pious but was just as evil. He would instruct

people to spend in charity but, when they presented their alms to him, he would
collect it for himself and not give anything to the poor."

"When he died and people gathered to bury him I told them, '(Do not bury

him) He was an extremely callous person. He used to instruct you to spend in

charity and then amass the wealth that you gave him for himself. He never spent
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it on the poor, but filled his coffers with it/ They asked me how I knew of this. I

told them, 'Come and I will show you his personal treasury/ They followed me
and I showed them seven large earthen jars filled with gold and silver. Seeing

these, they were convinced of my word and making a great fuss among
themselves, they were left without a trace of respect for him. They swore that

they would never bury him. They placed his corpse upon a cross and stoned it

until it was left in shreds/'

"They then replaced him with another person who was appointed as priest

of the church. He was much better than his predecessor. He was totally abstinent

from the world and I grew to like him very much. I lived with him for a very

long time in the church and when he was about to die I asked him, 'What do you
advise me to do and to whom should I go?' He replied, 'In my estimation there is

none who is practising upon the original Religion (Din) of Christianity except a

particular person in Mawsil. Go to him."

"Consequently I reached Mawsil and searched for the name and address

that was given to me. When I found the person, I related my account to him and

requested to remain with him. He permitted me to stay and I began to live with

him. He was also a fine man and, when he^was about to die, I asked him to

advise me about whom should I now go to. He told me to go to a particular

person in Nasibin. So I travelled to Nasibin, searched for the person and, when I

met him, I related my account to him. When I requested to stay with him, he

agreed."

"He was also a very good person and, when he was about to die, Tasked

him what he had to advise me and where I should go to. He told me to go to a

particular person in Ghamuriya. So I went there and was permitted to stay with

him. While staying in Ghamuriya, I engaged in business and amassed many
goats and cattle. When this person was also on his deathbed, I asked him where I

should go. He replied, 'Son! By Allah! I do not kndw of anyone who is practising

our Religion (Din) properly. To whom can I send you? It is best that you now
wait for the "The Holy Prophet of the end of time". His advent is now imminent.

He will come with the Religion (Din) of Sayyidina Ibrahim ^LJ\ aJLp. He will

appear among the Arabs and will migrate to such a place that is surrounded by

rocky terrain, where date plantations are found. His sign will be that he will

accept gifts, but not charity. Another sign is that he will bear the seal of the Holy

Prophethood between his shoulders. Go to Arabia if you can/ Saying this, he left

this world."

"I remained contemplating how to reach Arabia, when some ,people from

the tribe of Bani Kalb arrived in Ghamuriya for trade from Arabia, I requested

them to take me with them to Arabia in exchange for my goats and cattle. They

accepted the proposal and I left with them, handing over the goats and cattle to

them. When we reached Wadi Qura in Arabia they betrayed me and sold me as a

slave. The person who bought me, sold me to a Jew from the Banu Quraizah

tribe, who then took me with him to Madinah."

"Upon our arrival in Madinah, I immediately realised that this was the

place where I would achieve my ambition. It was a place with many date

plantations and was surrounded by rocky terrain. I remained in servitude to my
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master and during this period, the Holy Prophet <X*3 Up ibi JL* migrated to

Madinah. One day while I was busy with some work atop a tree, my master's

cousin came and said, 'May Allah destroy the Bani QUa (the Ansar). I have just

passed by them while they all gathered around a person from Makkah, claiming

that he is the Holy Prophet.' On hearing this, a strange feeling overcame me and
I was close to falling off the tree. I hastily descended the tree, came before my
master and asked, 'What has happened?'

"He slapped me across the face and said, 'You go do your work! What
interest do you have in these matters?' I continued with my work, but remained
uneasy. This forced me to get to the depth of the matter that I had heard about in

the morning and to see for myself the claimant to the Prophethood whom my
master's cousin spoke of. I resolved to identify the signs on him that the priest in

Ghamuriya described."

"That evening, when I was relieved of my work, I took a tray of fresh dates

to the Holy Prophet jJL. 3 Up iui JU while he was still residing in Quba. Presenting

the tray before him, I said that this was charity for him and his companions. He
replied, 'Take this away from me for we [the Prophets (Anbiya) (OLJi ^^Js] cannot
consume charity.' He then told the Companions (Sahaba)^ & ^ to partake of

it, and they obliged while the Holy Prophet ^ 3 'Up ibi JU> sat watching. I told

myself that I had now witnessed one of the signs, and I left."

"On another occasion I managed to collect some more dates and presented
them to the Holy Prophet ^ Up i»i ju, who by then had taken up residence in

Madinah. I told him that it was a gift and he ate of it. I told myself that I had now
witnessed the second sign. I then decided that I should now try to see the seal of

the Prophethood."

"On a third occasion I came to the Holy Prophet p-L-j Up ibi JU> while he was
with the Companions (Sahaba)^ ibt ^j in the graveyard of Baqi. I greeted him
with Salam and went around to his back to get a view of the seal. Seeing me go to

his back, the Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^ ibi JL* understood my motive and removed
the shawl from his shoulders. Upon seeing the seal, I bowed and began to kiss it.

I had now seen all three signs and was unable to contain my joy. I burst out
crying. The Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^ &\ JU summoned me to come forward and I

narrated the entire incident to him. He found the incident so fascinating that he
narrated it to the Companions (Sahaba)^ ii \^j.'

"I was now trapped in slavery and could not even participate in the battle

of Badr. [However, I used to frequently visit the Holy Prophet ^3 ^ &\ J^\.
Once the Holy Prophet^ ^ &\ ^suggested that I buy my freedom from my
master (a deal called kitabah). Consequently, my master promised that he would
free me once I had planted and nurtured 300 date trees until they bore edible

dates. Together with that I would have to pay him 40 awqiya of gold in cash.

(One awqiya is equivalent to 40 dirhams)."

"I then came to the Holy Prophet ^ 3
aJLp ibi JUand related the deal to him.

He instructed the Companions (Sahaba) ^ ^ ^j, 'Assist your brother.' They
then collected 300 date plants for me. When this was done, the Holy Prophet jL
fL* 3 ^ ibttold me that he would plant them and that I should not plant any of

them. I then prepared 300 beds for the plants and the Holy Prophet jjL-j Up ibi JU
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accompanied me to the Jew's orchard. As I handed the plants to him, the Holy
Prophet fL. 3 Up ii J* planted each one of them with his own hand and filled the
holes. None of the trees planted by the Holy Prophet pJL-j U^ &\ JU turned out
defective and his miracle became manifest when each one of them bore fruit in

the same year. All except one that was planted by Sayyidina Umar <up h ^ Jm The
Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up iui J^> uprooted this particular tree and replanted it.

Another miracle was displayed when that tree bore fruit in the same year."

"Now the matter of the gold was still pending. It so happened that someone
brought from a mine a piece of gold to the Holy Prophet^ Up &\ J^ that was the

size of a fowl's egg. Upon receiving this the Holy Prophet pJL-j u* iui ju* asked the

Companions (Sahaba) ^ & ^Jf 'Where is the Persian slave who entered into a

deal of Kitabah with his master? Call him.' When I arrived I submitted, 'What is

the value of this little nugget in comparison to the amount that is due from me?
How can it have the equivalent weight?' The Holy Prophet pJL-j Up &\ ju replied,

'Have faith. Allah will cause it to suffice. I took the nugget to my master and, when
it was weighed, it was found to be equivalent to 40 awqiya and I was freed. Now
that I was free, I was able to participate in all the activities of Islam."

The first battle that took place after Sayyidina Salman's <up iiit ^ freedom
was the battle of the trench. Thereafter he accompanied the Holy Prophet & JU
fi-j ^ in every battle. In fact, the trench was dug on the advice given by
Sayyidina Salman ** i» ^j himself. Qam'ul Fawaid, Tirmidhi and Tabaqat of Ibn
Sa'd]

Indeed, Allah guides whomsoever He desires irrespective of their

circumstances. Although Sayyidina Salman <up &\ \^j was a fire worshipper at

one stage, Allah made him among the greatest believers and most noble
companions of the Holy Prophet ^3 ^ ii ju Despite the numerous obstacles,

he became one of the most beloved people to Allah. Until today millions of

supplication's (du'as) have reached him from the Ummah every time they say
'RadiyAllahu Alaihi' ('May Allah be pleased with him'). Only Allah knows how
many more supplication (du'a)s will reach him until the Day of Judgement.

It is narrated in Bukhari that Sayyidina Salman ^ it^ passed through ten

masters while he was a slave and that he bore countless hardships while
searching for guidance. Allah finally bestowed him into the graceful shadow of

the final Holy Prophet jJL^. <ip &\ JL*.

All the above incidents reveal that the Jews and the Christians were well

aware of the fact that the final Prophet was to come and recognised the signs

thereto.

THE PROPHECY OF THE INJIL ABOUT THE COMING OF THE
HOLY PROPHET ^L-j Up At J^

Despite numerous changes and alterations, the Bible still contains many
references to the Holy Prophet jJL-j ^ ifo J*. John 14: 25 and 14:26 contain the

following extract: "These things I have spoken to you, while I am still with you.

But the Counselor [i.e. The Holy Prophet ^L.3 <d* ito Jj\, the Holy Spirit, whom
the Father will send in my name, he will teach you all things/and bring to your
remembrance all that I have said to you."
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John 16:7 reads, "Nevertheless, I tell you the truth: it is to your advantage

that I go away, for if I do not go away, the Counselor will not come to you; but if

I go, I will send him to you/'

In John 14:16, Sayyidina Isa f*J\ a* said to the Jews, "And I will pray the

father, and He will give you another Counselor, to be with you for ever."

Sayyidina Isa fi!U\ Up is also quoted as saying in John 16:13 "When the Spirit

of truth [The Holy Prophet (O-j a> ifci JL* comes, he will guide you into all the

truth; for he will not speak on his own authority, but whatever he hears he will

speak, and he will declare to you the things that are to come."

After a few lines, information is given regarding the ascension of Sayyidina

Isa ^LJ\ Up to the heavens when he said to his disciples, "I am leaving the world

and going to the Father." Thereafter mention is made of his return to the world

in the following words, till have said this to you, that in me you may have peace.

In the world you have tribulation; but be of good cheer, I have (shall) over come

the world." [All the above extracts have been quotedfrom the "revised standard version" of "The

Holy Bible" published by the Bible Society ofSouth Africa in 1979]

Since the Christians have compiled all the Old and the New Testament

themselves, they have made numerous additions and deletions. It is for this

reason that many discrepancies will be found in the various translations. The

original Inj'il has been lost to the world and, using thename of 'the Father/ the

Christians have attributed many statements to Allah, as they have done with

regard to Sayyidina Isa £LJ\ aJLp. He never told them that he was Allah, nor the

son of Allah. He conveyed to them the clear message, "Verily Allah is my Lord and

your Lord, so worship Him. This is the straight path." [Surah Baqarah (2), verse 51 and

Surah Maryam (19), verse 36]

Extracts have been quoted from their books so that their folly is proven and

none should think that we approve of their fabricated books. We only attest to

the fact that their books have been maliciously adulterated and modified.

ENJOINING THE RIGHT AND FORBIDDING EVIL IS ONE OF THE
TRAITS OF THE HOLY PROPHET ^U, aJp Ai J^>

The Qur'anic verses under discussion state further with regard to the Holy

Prophet fl-j aJLp ifci JU, "He enjoins them to do good (and) prevents them from evil..."

The Holy Prophet <J~>j *> 2b% J^> fulfilled this task perfectly and so did the

Companions (Sahaba)^ & ^j and all the Scholars (Ulema), preachers and pious

Muslims after them. This they did verbally and through the writing of literature.

Travelling endlessly and undergoing tremendous sacrifices and hardships, they

fulfilled the responsibility entrusted to them.

A study of the Ahadlth will clearly reveal the details of good and evil,

together with the rewards and punishments for each of them. A detailed

explanation of sins was given in the commentary of verse 31 of Surah Nisa.

Furthermore Allah explains that the Holy Prophet ^s <4* & J^ ".
. ..perm

its for them pure things, forbids the impure from them..." This verse briefly explains

the Lawful (Halal) and the Unlawful (Hardm), since all impure things are

Unlawful (Hardm) and the pure things are Lawful (Halal). People with a sound
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sense of perception will naturally dislike things that are impure and Unlawful
(Haram) in the Shari'ah, and approve of things that are pure and Lawful (Halal).

The phrase for them" refers to the Bani Isra'il. This means that the Holy

Prophet pJL-j Up it JL* permitted for them such things that were previously

forbidden for them. Reference to the things forbidden for them is made in the

verse of Surah Ma'idah where Allah says, "Because of the oppression of the Jews, We
forbade them from the pure things that were permissible for them." Similarly, a verse of

Surah An'am states, "We forbade every clawed animal upon the Jews..." [Surah 6, verse

146]

By accepting the Religion (Din) of the Holy Prophet ^L-3 «Oa it JU, the People

of book (Ahlul Kitab) not only received guidance, but they were also permitted to

consume many pure things that were previously forbidden for them. The

regulations stipulated by the Shari'ah about the consumption of animals are all

for the reason that they are to remain pure. Impure animals have been prohibited

by the Shari'ah so that the effect of their impure natures does not enter into man.

A REBUTTAL TO THOSEWHO REJECT THE AHADITH

Those who reject the Ahadith do not accept the position that Allah accorded

to the Holy Prophet ^j 4ip it J^>Whatever Allah declared to be Unlawful

(Haram) on the tongue of the Holy Prophet jJL, 3 Up it jL*js Unlawful (Haram) and

whatever the Holy Prophet pl-j Up it JU declared Unlawful (Haram) was an

ordinance from Allah that it is Unlawful (Haram).

Those who reject the Ahadith seem to object to Allah for conferring this

position to the Holy Prophet pl-j 4ip.it JU> and want to believe that he was

merely a postman delivering a letter. They do not want to believe that the Holy

Prophet jJLj 4ip.it JU was commissioned to elucidate the Qur'an and announce

what was Lawful (Halal) and what was Unlawful (Haram). In this way, they

actually reject the Qur'an since verses like the one above clearly reveal that the

duty of the Holy Prophet pJL-j 4ip it JU> was much more than that of a mere

postman.

THE RELIGION (DIN) BROUGHT BY THE HOLY PROPHET *J* it JU>

^j CONTAINS NO BURDENS

".... .and removesfrom them the burden and shackles that were upon them.." Since

the Holy Prophet (JL-^ 4> it JUwas to be the final messenger from Allah, his

Shari'ah annuls all those that preceded it. Those who follow the Religion (Din) of

Islam are obliged to practise all the concessions permitted in Islam, discarding

what their previous Religion (Din) taught.

Allah taught this Ummah the supplication, "Our Lord, do not place such a

burden on us as You had placed on those before us. Our Lord, do not impose on

us that which we have not the strength to bear." Allah accepted this supplication

(du'a) and simplified the Religion (Din) of Islam. Islam does not contain the harsh

restrictions and injunctions of the Mosaic Shari'ah, nor does it ordain the severe

abstinence of monasticism whereby a person punishes himself and refrains from

all the lawful and pure things.
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Sayyidina Anas «up &\^ narrates that the Holy Prophet pJL^ Up h JL* said,

"Do not be harsh with yourselves, for then Allah will be harsh with you. Some
people were harsh with themselves and Allah was reciprocally harsh with them.

Only their remnants are left in the churches of the Christians and the synagogues

of the Jews." [Mishkat p. 31]

Sayyidina Abu Umamah <* ifo ^>j reports that the Holy Prophet *ip &\ JU
jJL-jsaid, "I have not been sent with Judaism, nor with Christianity. I have been

sent with a Religion (Din) that is averse to all deviation and is easy to practise."

[Mishkat p.334]

According to another hadith, Rasulullah jJL-j U* ibt JL* said, "The Religion

(Din) is simple) Every person can practise the injunctions of the Shari'ah and

even those who may be disabled or excused have been accommodated. In fact

the Shari'ah has prohibited those actions that are beyond the capability of people,

like performing Salah the entire night continuously and fasting without a break

between.

THE INCIDENT OF THREE SAHABAH^ At ^j
Sayyidina Anas ** it ^>j reports that three persons enquired from the wives

of the Holy Prophet <JL.j Up k\ J-^concerning his practice of worship. When they

were informed, they considered it to be too little {i.e. less than they expected) and
said, "What are we in comparison to the Holy Prophet (JL-j U* i»i ju? Allh has

forgiven all his sins. (We need to make more effort)." One of them said that he

will perform Salah the entire night through. The other said that he will fast daily

and the third exclaimed that he would remain aloof from women and never get

married.

When the Holy Prophet (JL-j <lU &\ JUheard about this, he asked them
whether they had made these statements. He then told them, "By Allah! Indeed I

am the one who fears Allah the most, and the most abstinent from all of you.

However, I fast [optional (Nafl) fasts] and there are days when I do not fast. I

perform Salah (at nights) and I sleep, and I also marry. Whoever disregards my
practices is not of me." [Bukhari]

Sayyidina Uthman bin Madh'un ** &\ \^>j narrates that he requested

permission from the Holy Prophet fJL^ Up h JU> to castrate himself. The Holy
Prophet"jJL,j Up ibi ju replied, "He is not of me who castrates someone, nor him
who is castrated. The castration of my Ummah (i.e. the method whereby they can

curb their passions) is fasting." Someone asked, "Allow us to travel and enjoy

vacations." The Holy Prophet ^L.3 <A* it JU replied, "The travelling and vacation

of my Ummah is striving in the path of Allah." When someone asked permission

to practise monasticism, he replied, "The monasticism of my Ummah is that they

remain in the Masjid after one Salah waiting for the next Salah."

(157) (contd.) So those who believe in him, honour him, assist him and follow

the light revealed with him, these are indeed the successful ones.
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THOSE WHO HONOUR AND FOLLOW THE HOLY PROPHET At J+
^j 4Jp SHALL BE SUCCESSFUL

After describing the attributes of the Holy Prophet <JL- j *a* fa J**f Allah now
mentions, "So those who believe in him, honour him, assist him and follow the light

revealed with him, these are indeed the successful ones." Once all the other Religion's

(Dins) have been abrogated and the chain of the Holy Prophets f^Js r
^U

terminated with the advent of the Holy Prophet ^3 <A* fa JU, none can be the
accepted servant of Allah and attain salvation without believing in him; not even
the most abstinent and devoted of people in worship.

The Holy Prophet ^ Up fa JU said, "I have been sent to the whites and the
blacks" [Ahmad v. 5 p. 145]. Since Allah had sent the Holy Prophet <JL, j Up fa JU for

the entire mankind, it will be obligatory (Fardh) that they all believe in him
because this is the only way to success. Once a person believes in the Holy
Prophet ^L>

3
Up fa j^ to be the true Prophet of Allah, it will be natural for him to

respect and honour him. He will also be obliged to assist him in every possible
manner and follow the teachings of the Qur'an.

DISPLAYING LOVE AND RESPECT FOR THE HOLY PROPHET JU
(frJL>j 4«Ap ill

Honouring the Holy Prophet <X* 3 Up fa ju* will entail loving him, taking his

name with respect, accepting his instructions with a happy heart, carrying them
out and presenting oneself before him with dignity. Many people claim to love
the Holy Prophet ^3 Up fa J*>, but they seem to dislike his physical appearance
and mode of dress, adopting that of the disbelievers (kujfar) instead. This is a
false love.

The Holy Prophet^ 3 ^ fa JU said, "None of you has really believed until

I am more beloved to him than even his father, his children and the whole of

mankind." [Bukhari and Muslim]

In another hadith, the Holy Prophet ^3 aJp fa ju said, "None of you has
really believed until his passions are subject to what I have brought." [Sharhus

Sunnah]

It was incumbent on all present to show respect and honour the Holy
Prophet fL.j *A* fa J** from the time he came to this world. Allah says in Surah
Hujurat, "O you who believe! Never raise your voices above the voice of the messenger
and do not speak to him loudly as you speak loudly with each other; lest your deeds be

laid to waste without you realising." [Surah 49, verse 2]

Says Allah in Surah Nur [Surah 24, verse 63], "Do not make the calling of the

messenger among yourselves like your calling to each other." The Companions
(Sahaba)^ fa ^j respected the Holy Prophet ^3 ^ fa J^ so much that when
they sat in his presence, they sat as if birds were perched on them. They never
raised their voices before him and would ask him questions with the utmost
respect. They would not even allow the water falling from his limbs to drop to

the ground, but would scoop it up and rub it upon their bodies.

When the peace treaty of Hudaybiyah was being negotiated, the Quraysh
sent Urwah bin Mas'ud to mediate. When he returned to the Quraysh, he told
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them, "I have been sent as an envoy to the Qaisers of Rome, the Cosroes of Persia

and the kings of Abysinnia. However, I have never seen the subjects of any ruler

so respectful to their leader as I have seen the followers of Muhammad ^ &\ JU
(.-L-j honour him. Should the occasion for war arise, they will never desert him/'

[Al Bidaya wan Nihayah]

CONTINUING RESPECT FOR THE HOLY PROPHET ^j a* h.j*

After the Holy Prophet ^X* 3 <M iu» JU left this world, it is still incumbent that

he be honoured and respected. This will be accomplished by listening with

respect to the Ahadith, following his lifestyle, taking his name with love and

reverence, reciting salutations upon him every time his name is mentioned,

respecting his wives, family and companions and taking, their names with

respect by reciting "RadhiyAUahu Anhu" every time their names are mentioned.

All the commands given by the Holy Prophet ^j 4* ifo JL* should be carried out

without hesitation.

THE MEANING OF ASSISTING THE HOLY PROPHET ^j Up At JL^

Where the verse refers to assisting the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up i»i JU>, it

includes fighting his enemies and assisting to strengthen the religion (Din) by

preserving it and reviving it. This is a natural attribute of any believer (Mu'miri)

wherever he may be and he will do so in whichever manner he can.

"....and follow the light revealed with him..." . This light refers to the Qur'an.

Allah firstly outlined the position of the Holy Prophet ^jUp ii JL* when He
described him as "the unlettered messenger and the Holy Prophet ... He enjoins them to

do good, prevents them from evil, permits for them pure things, forbids the impure from

them and removes from them the burden and shackles that were upon them..."

Thereafter Allah describes the believers (Mu'minin) saying that they "follow the

light revealed with him."

THE AHADITH ARE A SOURCE OF RELIGIOUS LAW
Keeping the entire context of the verse before one, it is clearly understood

that the Qur'an as well as the Ahadith must be followed. Just as the Qur'an is a

source of religious law, so too are the Ahadith. The statement of those so-called

Muslim scholars and Orientalists is baseless who claim that the Ahadith cannot

be regarded as a source of Islamic law.

IF THE AHADITH ARE NOT ACCEPTED, IT WILL BE IMPOSSIBLE
TO PRACTISE ISLAM

Without the Ahadith, it will be impossible to determine exactly how Salah

and ablution (wudhu) are performed since the Qur'an does not contain details

about them. The Qur'an does riot stipulate the times for Salah, nor does it furnish

the details of the various postures of Salah. The Qur'an does not specify the

amount to be given in Zakah, nor the time when payment is due.

Those who refute the Ahadith do not understand the Qur'an. If they did

understand the Qur'an they would have realised the position of the Holy

Prophet jJL-j aJp i\ JU as explained by the Qur'an itself.
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(158) Say, "O people! Indeed to all of you I am a messenger of that Allah to

Whom belongs the dominion of the heavens and the earth. There is no deity

besides Him and He gives life and death. So believe in Allah and His

messenger, the untutored Prophet who believes in Allah and His words. And
follow him so that you may be rightly guided/

'

THE COMMAND TO BELIEVE IN THE HOLY PROPHET Up &\ J^>

^j AND THE ANNOUNCEMENT OF HIS MESSAGE TO THE
WHOLE OF HUMANITY

In this verse, Allah instructs the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up &\ JU to announce to

the whole of humanity saying, "Say, 'O people! Indeed to all ofyou I am a messenger

of that Allah to Whom belongs the dominion of the heavens and the earth." Every

person has been created by Him and is His slave. "There is no deity besides Him
and He gives life and death. So believe in Allah and His' messenger, the untutored

Prophet who believes in Allah and His words (commands). And follow him so that you

may be rightly guided."

Allah mentions in Surah Saba, "We have sent you to the whole of mankind as a

bearer ofglad tidings and a warner. But most people do not know." [Surah 34, verse 28]

Sayyidina Jabir <up &s ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet (JL- ^ <Op iut JU» said, "I

have been granted five things that no other has been granted before me viz."

1. 1 have been assisted with an awe. The enemy is afraid of me at a month's

distance (i.e. even though an enemy is a distance of a month's journey away from

me, he will be overcome with awe for me.)

2. The entire earth has been made a place of Salah and purification for me.

[Salah can be performed anywhere and, in the absence of water, a person may
use sand to purify himself by making dry ablution (Tayammum)]. Wherever any

person of my Ummah finds the time for Salah, he should perform it.

- 3. The spoils of war have been permitted for me 'and it was never permitted

for any other before me.

4. 1 have been granted the intercession. The Holy Prophet ^j <4* & J~* will

intercede on behalf of the entire creation on the Day of Judgement).

5. The Holy Prophets yL-j Up ii JU> before me were sent specifically to their

own nations only, but I have been sent to the entire humanity.

The Holy Prophet ^L- ^ Up ii>i ju>is reported to have said, "The person, be he a

Jew or a Christian, who does not believe in me after hearing of me shall be of the

inmates of Hell." [Muslim]

None can attain Allah' s pleasure without the agency of the Holy Prophet
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pJL^ Up iii JU> irrespective of how much he may engage in worship. This is

expressed in the phrase, "so that you may be rightly guided."

The only guidance acceptable to Allah is in following the Holy Prophet JU>

pJL-j Up &\. This verse therefore refutes the concept of unifying the various

Religion's (Dins). It is sheer foolishness to think that as long as a person believes

in Allah, he may follow any Religion (Din) and worship Allah as he pleases.

Devil (Shaytdn) employs this method to prevent people from entering into the

Religion (Din) as required by Allah.

s-Lr^' ^^ i^y 4
: t t„L^I *\ £s*y d\. *—^yj «-~*» ILL— \
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(159) From the people of Musa there is a group that guide to the truth and are

accordingly just. (160) We distributed them into twelve tribes and separate

parties. We sent revelation to Musa when he requested water for his people

saying, "Strike the rock with your staff!" So twelve springs gushed forth there

from and each tribe knew their place of drinking. And We shaded them with the

clouds and sent to them Manna and Salwa. "Eat from the pure things that We
have provided for you." They did not oppress Us but oppressed their own souls.

(161) When it was told to them, "Reside in this town, eat from wherever you

wish, say, "Forgive our sins!" and enter the door bowing down. We will (then)

forgive your sins." Soon We shall grant an increase to those who do good. (162)

So the oppressors from them changed the words to what was not told to them

and We sent to them a punishment from the skies because they were oppressive.

ALLAH CARED FOR THE GOOD PEOPLE AMONG THE BANI
ISRA'IL

The first of the above four verses praises the good people of the nation of

Sayyidina Musa ^LJ\ aJLp. They practised the Torah and the Injll (thereafter) when
they were instructed to do so and before these two scriptures were cancelled.
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Thereafter, when the Holy Prophet (JL.^ Up ito JU appeared, they recognised him
as the final Prophet from what they read in their scriptures and believed in him.

They then practised the Qur'an in perfect justice and even invited others to

Islam.

Allah refers to them in Surah Al Imran, where He says, "From the People of

the Book are a group who are staunch upon the truth, reciting the verses of Allah

throughout the hours of the night, falling prostrate." [Surah 3, verse 113]

In a verse of Surah Qasas Allah says, "When it (the Qur'an) is recited to them

(the People of the Book), they say, 'We believe in it. It is definitely the truth from our

Lord. Indeed, we were subservientfrom before." [Surah 28, verse 53]

It is learnt from these verses that one should not brand all the members of a

community as disbelievers (kujfar) or sinners when the possibility exists that

some of them may be pious and righteous. One should admit that there are the

pious ones among them as well.

Thereafter Allah describes the number of tribes among the Bani Isra'il. Allah

says, "We distributed them into twelve tribes and separate parties." These tribes were

the progeny of the twelve sons of Sayyidina Ya'qub fiLJ\ Up.

The Bani Isra'Il were condemned to wander for forty years in the valley of

Tih because of their disobedience. Whenever they experienced a difficulty, they

requested Sayyidina Musa <OLJt Up to help alleviate it for them. Allah makes

mention in this verse of the time when they were suffering without water. He
says, "We sent revelation to Musa when he requested waterfor his people saying, 'Strike

the rock with your staff" So twelve springs gushed forth there from and each tribe knew

their place ofdrinking." Commentators have mentioned that this rock was a special

rock that Sayyidina Musa £*~& Up used to keep in his bag and he used it

whenever the Bani Isra'Il required water.

Thereafter Allah speaks of other favours that He bestowed upon the Bani

Isra'Il. He says that when they complained of the heat, "We shaded them with the

clouds and (when they required food and drink) sent to them Manna and Salwa." Allah

then told them, "Eat from the pure things that We have provided for you." However,

they again transgressed Allah' s injunctions when they were told not to store the

food for the next day.

Added to this, they expressed ingratitude when they told Sayyidina Musa
f%J>\ Up that they were tired of the food and wanted a change of diet. They now
wanted to eat garlic, lentils and onions instead. This episode was discussed in

detail in Surah Baqarah (Surah 2, verse 61). With reference to this Allah says, "They

did not oppress Us but oppressed their own souls."
;

THE DISOBEDIENCE OF THE BANI ISRA'IL WHEN THEY WERE
COMMANDED TO ENTER ATOWN

"When it was told to them, 'Reside in this town, eat from wherever you wish, §ay,

'Forgive our sins!' and enter the door bowing down. We will (then) forgive your sins.

Soon We shall grant an increase to those who do good. "So the oppressors from them

changed the words to what was not told to them..." This verse refers to the time when
they were commanded to enter a certain town bowing in humility and
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proclaiming the word "hitta" ('Forgive our sins! However, they entered

crawling like children and proclaimed the* words "hinta fi sha'Ir" ('a grain of

wheat'). They did this out of sheer flagrancy of Allah's command and mockery.

Some commentators mention that the town referred to was Baytul

Muqaddas, while other maintain that it was Ariha (Jericho). Allama Ibn Kathir

•Up ii <^j mentions that the first opinion is correct since the Bani Isra'il had left

Egypt and were on their way to the blessed land of Baytul Muqaddas. Ariha

does not fall en route. He writes further that this incident took place after forty

years in the Valley of Tih during the time of Sayyidina Yusha bin Nun f^LJ\ aJLp.

As a result of their insolence, Allah "sent to them a punishment from the skies

because they were oppressive/' By inviting Allah's wrath and punishment, they

actually oppressed themselves. Commentators mention that the punishment was

a plague. Allama Ibn Kathir aJLp &\ a^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ,4- j *> i&t JU*

said, "Plagues are Allah's punishment by which He punished those before you.

The details regarding the Manna, salwa, the water from the rock and the

disobedience of the Bani Isra'il when they were required to enter the town

bowing down were discussed under the commentaries of verses 57 to 61 of Surah

Baqarah.
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(163) Ask them about the village that was at the seaside; when they (the people

of the village) transgressed the Sabbath; when their fish would be visible from

the surface on Saturdays, but would not come on other days. Thus did We test

them because of their disobedience. (164) When a party of them said, "Why do

you advise a people whom Allah shall destroy or afflict with a severe

punishment?" They replied, "To be absolved of guilt before your Lord and so

that they may abstain from sin." (165) When they forgot the advice given to

them,: We saved those who used to forbid evil and We seized those who
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oppressed with a terrible punishment because of their disobedience. (166) When
they eventually transgressed the limits from which they were forbidden, We
told them, "Become humiliated monkeys!" (167) When your Lord declared that

He will definitely raise against them until the day of Judgment (Qiyamah) such

people who will inflict them with severe punishment. Certainly your Lord is

swift in punishing and He is undoubtedly the Most Forgiving, the Most

Merciful.

THE JEW'S TRANSGRESSION IN NOT HONOURING THE DAY OF
THE SABBATH

One of the commands that were issued to the Bani Isra'il was that they were

not to fish the day of Sabbath (i.e. Saturdays) out of reverence for the day. Allah

tested them by causing the fish to appear in such abundance on Saturdays that

they were visible from the surface, while on other days they were not so

abundant.

To avoid this restriction, they devised a scheme which allowed them to still

catch the fish without actually fishing on Saturdays. They would cast their nets

and rods on Fridays, leaving these in the water until Saturday, when the fish

would appear in large schools. The fish would then be caught in the nets and
hooks of the rods without anyone having to stand by. They would then pull in

the nets and rods after Saturday, claiming that they did not fish on the Sabbath.

In a similar manner, Sayyidina Jabir &> ito ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet

pJL-j Up iui ju* said, "May Allah cur^e the Jews! When the fat of dead animals was
prohibited for them, they fashioned them beautifully (they melted the fat and

mixed it with other substances and fragrances so as to change the appearance).

They then sold these and enjoyed the profits." [Bukhari v.l p.298]

The Bani Isra'il were now divided into three groups. The first were those

who practised this form of fishing. The second were those who abstained and, at

the same time, prohibited the others from it. The third group abstained, but did

not bother with the others. This third group asked the second, "Why do you advise

a people whom Allah shall destroy or afflict with a severe punishment?' They replied, 'To

be absolved ofguilt before your Lord (so that they may tell Allah that we tried to prevent

them) and so that they may abstainfrom sin."

However, the guilty party did not heed the advice given to them and were

finally punished by Allah. Allah says, "We saved those Who used to forbid evil and

We seized those who oppressed with a terrible punishment because of their disobedience."

They were punished by Allah's decree of "Become huntiliated monkeys!" They were

thus transfigured into monkeys.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas c* & ^j once wondered about what
happened to the third group that did not forbid from evil. His student Sayyidina

Ikrama Up & <^j said, "I think that they were also saved from the punishment

because they did not perpetrate the sin and because they expressed their

dissatisfaction with the sinners in the following words, 'Why do you advise a people

whom Allah shall destroy or afflict with a severe punishment?' Allah neither mentioned

that He saved them nor that He punished them." Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^j
^ -ibi was extremely satisfied with this reply and presented him with two shawls.
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["Ma'alimut Tamil" v.2 p.209]

His incident has also been mentioned in verse 65 of Surah Baqarah.

Commentators have mentioned that the town referred to may be Ila, Tabriyyah,

Madyan or Maqta. It is not necessary that the name be specified since the object

of the story is that a moral be learnt.

PUNISHMENT WILL CONTINUE TO BE INFLICTED ON THE BANI
ISRA'IL

"When your Lord declared that He will definitely raise against them until the day of

Judgment (Qiydmah) such people who will inflict them with severe punishment"

History bears testimony to the fact that the Jews were perpetually brought to

book because of their mischief. They were punished in the time of Sayyidina

Sulayman (*~As Up, by the tyrant Bukht Nasr (Nebuchadnezzar II) and suffered

humiliation during the time of the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ^ JL* and thereafter

while Sayyidina Umar ** & ^j was the Amirul Mu'minln (Leader of the Believers).

Even after the period of Sayyidina Umar ^ iui ^>Jf they suffered humiliation

wherever they went and history contains ample evidence of how they suffered at

the hands of the Nazis barely sixty years ago. They will also be punished when
Sayyidina Isa f^LJt Up returns to the world and slays their leader Dajjal, Sayyidina

Anas ** fo-'^j narrates that the Holy Prophet fJL^ Up 2»i JL* said, "Seventy

thousand Jews from Isfahan, clad in shawls will follow Dajjal." [Muslim v.2 p.405]

Sayyidina Isa fiLJ\ Up will slay Dajjal in the region of Sham, where the

battles will rage between the believers (Mu'minln) and his dark forces. It is for

this reason that it is noticed that the Jews from all over the world are returning to

this region. They are all conglomerating in the tiny terrorist state of Isra'il that

has been bolstered by the Christians.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra <up &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet Up &\ JL*

(JL.J said, "Judgment Day (Qiydmah) shall not take place until the Muslims fight

the Jews. They will fight them to the extent that when a Jew will hide behind a

tree or rock, the tree or rock will inform the Muslims saying, 'O Muslim! O
Allah's servant! There is a Jew behind me. Kill him!' The only exception will be

the Gharqad tree that will not do so since it the tree of the Jews." [Muslim v.2 p.396]
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(168) We divided them into various groups on earth. Some of them are pious and

others are besides this. We tested them with good conditions and adverse

conditions so that they may refrain. (169) After them followed an evil generation

who inherited the Book. They procured the profits of this lowly thing (the

world) and claimed, "Soon we shall be forgiven/' If the same kind of profits

accrued to them, they seized it as well. Was the covenant of the Book not taken

from them that they will attribute only the truth to Allah and that they shall

learn what was contained in the Book? The home of the Hereafter is best for

those who abstain. Do you not understand? (170) As for those who hold fast on

to the Book and establish Salah, most assuredly, We will not destroy the reward

of those who amend. (171) When We uprooted the mountain above them as if it

were a canopy and they thought that it would fall on them. "Hold fast on to

what We have given you and remember what is in it so that you may adopt piety

(taqwa)."

THE TEST OF THE BANI ISRA'IL AND THEIR LOVE FOR THE
WORLD

The first verse mentions that the Bani Isra"il were scattered all over the

earth. They were deprived of the boon of unity. "Some of them arepious-and others

are besides this." i.e. others were not pious. The pious ones were those who
practised the Torah and the Inj'il and followed the Holy Prophet |JL.j Up ibi JU*

thereafter.

"We tested them with good conditions and adverse conditions so that they may

refrain." The intelligent people realise that these conditions are all from Allah and

they turn to Him in all situations. They pass their test, unlike those who are

ungrateful in good conditions and impatient in times of adversity.

"After them followed an evil generation who inherited the Book. They procured the

profits of this lowly thing (the world)..." The next generation began to alter and

modify the divine scriptures in exchange for the measly profits of this world.

When th£ realisation came to them that they were perpetrating an evil, they

would brush it off by saying, "Soon we shall beforgiven."

They were not sincere in this repentance and repeatedly returned to the

same sin whenever the opportunity presented itself, as Allah says, "If the same

kind ofprofits accrued to them, they seized it as well.
"

There are many in the Ummah of the Holy Prophet .fJL,j <±* JSis JL* as well

who act in a similar manner. They continuously commit sins and, when their

conscience pricks them, they say that Allah is Most Forgiving and will pardon

them. Thereafter they return to the same sins. This is especially common among
those who earn their wealth in a Unlawful (Haram) manner.

A true believer (Mu'min) repents sincerely to Allah and resolves never to

return to the same sin again. If perchance he does commit the sin again, he again
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repents sincerely with the resolution never to repeat the sin. A believer (Mu'miri)

hopes for the mercy of Allah, but also fears His chastisement just as much.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ &\ ^j mentioned that a believer

(Mu'miri) considers his sins to be a mountain hovering over his head, fearing that

it would fall on him. On the other hand, the irreligious person treats his sins as if

they are a mere fly sitting on his nose, which may be repelled by the slightest

shake of the hand. [Mishkat p. 206]

"Was the covenant of the Book (Torah) not taken from them that will attribute only

the truth to Allah and that they shall learn what was contained in the Book?" Despite
having the knowledge of this covenant and reciting the Torah, Jewish scholars

would issue rulings to suit the whims of the people and claim that it was from
Allah. Allah had mentioned in another verse, "...then they would say, 'This is from
Allah, ' to purchase thereby a paltry gain. " [Surah Baqarah (2), verse 79]

"The home of the Hereafter is best for those who abstain." i.e. for those who
abstain from false beliefs and evil deeds. "Do you not understand?" Despite
possessing this knowledge, people do not act accordingly. It is as if they do not
understand.

"As for those who holdfast on to the Book and establish Salah, most assuredly, We
will not destroy the reward of those who amend." This verse makes it clear that Allah
will not waste the rewards of those who hold fast to Allah's book. However,
instead of saying that Allah will not destroy their reward, Allah has mentioned
that He will not destroy "the reward of those who amend.

"

This makes it clear that it will be possible to hold fast to the Allah's book
only when the Belief (Iman) of a person is amended and rectified. It should be
such Belief (Iman) that is free of hypocrisy and of such a calibre that is acceptable
by Allah. A person who believes in only some of the Prophet's (Anbiya)

r
->Ui^

will not be deemed to be a believer in the sight of Allah and will not be rewarded
for his deeds.

Together with holding fast to the Book, mention is made of Salah because it

is second only to Belief (Iman) in Religion (Din). This verse informs that Salah
should be given due importance by a Muslim. If the Salah of a person is correct,

all his other actions will also be corrected. Allah says, "Verily Salah forbids

lewdness and evil " [Surah Ankabut (29), verse 45]

THE MOUNTAIN IS MADE TO HOVER ABOVE THE HEADS OF
THE BANI ISRA'IL

"When We uprooted the mountain above them as if it were a canopy and they

thought that it would fall on them." When the Bani Isra'il refused to practise the

injunctions of the Torah, claiming that it was too difficult for them, Allah lifted

Mount Tur from its place and towered it above their heads. Allah then instructed

them, "Holdfast on to what We have given you and remember what is in it so that you
may adopt piety (taqwa)."

When they feared that the mountain would fall on them, they took a pledge
that they would practise the Torah. However, as was their habit, they broke their

pledge. Allah refers to the same incident in Surah Baqarah where He mentions,
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"When We took your covenant and raised Mount Tur above you (saying) 'Holdfast to

what We have given you and remember what is therein so that you may attain to piety/

Thereafter, you turned away. If it were not for Allah 's grace upon you and his mercy,

you would have certainly become of the losers. " [Surah 2, verses 63,64]

With regard to the same incident, Allah says in verse 93 of Surah Baqarah,
"When We took a pledge from you and raised Mount Tur above you (saying) 'Holdfast

to what We have given you and listen/ They said, We hear and we disobey.'" These
verses make it clear that they undertook the covenant only out of fear of the

mountain falling on them. The objection that these verses contradict the verse,

"There is no compulsion in Religion. (Din)," has been discussed earlier, together

with other details of this incident under the commentary of verse 63 of Surah
Baqarah.
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(172) When your Lord extracted from the backs of the children of Adam their

progeny and called them to witness over themselves saying, "Am I not your

Lord?" They replied, "Certainly! We attest thereto." (This was done) So that you
do not say on the day of Judgment (Qiyamah), "Indeed we were unaware of

this.. (173) "... Or that you say, "Our forefathers committed polytheism (shirk)

from before and we were merely the progeny after them. Will you destroy us for

what was perpetrated by those who practise falsehood?" (174) Thus do We
elucidate the verses so that they reflect.

THE "ALIST" PLEDGE

According to the Ahadith, Allah extracted the progeny of Sayyidina Adam
pLJ\ <dp from his back on the plain of Na'man near Arafah. They were all as tiny

as ants and Allah fashioned them as they were to appear later. Allah then

granted them all the ability to speak and "called them to witness over themselves

saying, 'Am I not your Lord?' They replied, 'Certainly! We attest thereto/ (This was
done) So that you do not say on the day of Judgment (Qiyamah), 'Indeed we were

unaware, of this [Oneness of Allah (Tauhid)]', or that you say, 'Our forefathers

committed polytheism (shirk) from before and we were merely the progeny after them."

i.e. We merely followed them. "Will you destroy us for what was perpetrated by those

who practicefalsehood?"'
'

*

Allah took this covenant with every person and none will be able to claim

that he had no knowledge of the fact that Allah is his Lord. This pledge is called

the pledge of "Alist" because Allah used the words "Alastu Bi Rabbikum" ("Am I

not your Lord?"). The Arabic words "Alist"-.from the beginning of the question

and are translated as "Am I not?"
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A narration of Ahmad [Mishkdt p.24] reports that after all of mankind attested

to Allah being their Lord, Allah said, "I am making the seven heavens And the seven

earths witness over you and your father Adam as well It should not be that you say on

the Day of Judgement that you had no knowledge. Understand well that there is none

worthy ofworship besides Me and that there is no Lord besides Me. None should ascribe

partners to Me. I shall send Holy Prophets to you who will remind you of this pledge and

1 shall reveal books to you.

"

At this all submitted, "You are our Lord and our Deity. There is no Lord besides

You and none worthy of worship besides You." This pledge was taken from the

Prophets (Anbiya) fiLJ\ r^ as well, as mentioned in Surah Ahzab [Surah 33,

verse 7] where Allah says, "When We took the covenant from the Holy Prophets, from

you, Nuh, Ibrahim , Musa and Isa, the son ofMaryam. We took a solemn from covenant

them all..."

The objection that people do not remember the pledge has been removed by

this narration since Allah mentioned that He will send the Prophets (Anbiya) ^
(%*S\ arid His divine scriptures to remind people of this pledge.

Allah says in Surah Fatir [Surah 35, verse 24], "A warner passed in every nation."

The very first messenger was Sayyidina Adam f*~S\ Up and then the chain of

Prophets fiLJy r«> continued until the advent of the Holy Prophet ^ U* 2bi J-*.

Thereafter the preachers and scholars of Religion (Din) had exerted themselves

greatly for the reminder to reach every person until Judgment (Qiyamah).

In this way the reminder of Oneness of Allah (Tauhid) has reached every

person in the world, if any person has not received the message because of being

in an extremely remote location, the natural signs are sufficient to stimulate his

intelligence into realising that only One Allah exists.

Even if this pledge of 'Alast! did not take place, the intelligence of every

person should lead him to understand that he should worship only the One Who
created and nurtured him. Devil (Shaytan) has influenced people into committing

polytheism (shirk) and, when they are advised to desist, they say that their idols

are merely a means of reaching Allah. This reply reveals that they do regard

polytheism (shirk) as abominable and realise within their hearts that they should

only be worshipping One Deity. This realisation is a result of the "Alast" pledge.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** At^ reports that the Holy Prophet 4* & J^
fi-j said, "Every child is born on the natural Religion (Din) (of Islam), but his

parents make him a Jew, Christian or fire worshipper. Just as you see an animal

born. Do you observe any severed limbs on the animal?" (i.e. The animal is born

without any limbs being severed, but man cuts off their ears, etc. In the same

way man taints the little child and diverts him from Allah). Thereafter the Holy

Prophet fJL-j Up &\ j^ recited the following verse, "Follow Allah's natural

endowment Religion (Din), upon which He created mankind. There can be no change to

Allah's creation. This is the upright Religion (Din), but most people do not know."

[Mishkdt p.21]

Allah concludes the discussion by saying, "Thus do We elucidate the verses so

that they reflect."

Lesson: The technology of today reveals that microscopic particles can exist
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that are fully formed and perfect in every respect. It is therefore not difficult to

understand that Allah extracted mankind from the back of Sayyidina Adam <ui*

f*>LJi appearing like tiny ants.

isac£f^i; i^.ii$r s-jt^t
(175) Recite to them the incident of the one to whom We gave Our verses, but he

withdrew from them. So Devil (Shaytan) pursued him and he became of those

gone astray. (176) If We wished, we could have raised him by these verses, but

he clung to the ground and followed his passions. His example is like that of a

dog. If you place a load in it, it will pant with its tongue out and if you leave it

alone it will pant with its tongue out. Such is the example of those who deny

Our verses. So narrate the parables so that they ponder. (177) Evil indeed is the

example of the people who deny Our verses and oppress their own souls. .

THE PERSON WHO CASTS ALLAH'S VERSES ASIDE BECAUSE OF
HIS PASSIONS

"Durrul Manthur" (v.3 p. 145) quotes the opinions of various Sahaba ^ i»i^
and Epigones (Tabi'in) with regard to the person referred to in this verse.

Sayyidina Qatadah <uU i»» ^ mentions that the verse refers to any person who
rejects guidance after it has been presented to him. However, the context of the

verse indicates that a specific incident is being referred to here, especially when
Allah says, "So narrate the parables so that they ponder/'

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas «* &\ ^j narrates that the person referred to

in this verse was someone called Bal'am bin Ba'ura. He belonged to the Amaliqa
nation who inhabited the town that Sayyidina Musa £*~Ss Up intended to conquer.

Once his cousin and some other people approached him and told him to make
supplication (du'a) to Allah to avert Sayyidina Musa f&J\ <j* from them because
he was a powerful person with a .powerful army. Bal'am replied that he was
unable to make such a supplication (du'a) for, if he did, this world (Dunya) and
Hereafter (Akhira) would be destroyed because Sayyidina Musa .f^LJi <4* was a the

Holy Prophet of Allah. They were so insistent that he eventually gave in and
made supplication (du'a) against Sayyidina Musa f^J\ <4* and his people. In this

way he "withdrew" from Allah's verses by discarding their teachings. Thereafter

Devil (Shaytan) took the cue to lead him even further astray.

According to certain narrations, when he tried to curse Sayyidina Musa <4±

fXJ\ all that could emerge from his mouth were curses .against his own people.

When they asked him what was happening, Bal'am told them that as much as he
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tries to curse Sayyidina Musa ^LJ\ <l* and the Bani Isra'il, his tongue only took
the name of his own people. Since he had taken bribes from them, he then

advised them to beautify their women and send them to associate with the Bani
Isra'il. He told them that once the Bani Isra'il engaged in fornication, Allah

would punish them. They carried out the instructions and eventually the Bani

Isra'il were afflicted with a plague that killed seventy thousand of them. [Durrul

Manthur v.3 p. 147]

The objection arises that since Sayyidina Musa <v>lJ <Op and the Bani Isra'il

never attacked the Amaliqa, how can this narration refer to such a situation? The
Amaliqa were only attacked in the time of Sayyidina Yusha bin Nun f%~b *>,

who led the Bani Isra'il after the demise of Sayyidina Musa phJ\ Up. In addition
to this, Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ .h ^j has narrated that Bal'am was
from Yemen, while another narration of his states that Bal'am was from the Bani
Isra'jji themselves. However all these narrations are derived from the Bani Isra'il

(Called "Isra'iriyat") and their authenticity cannot be verified.

According to Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar <^ i\ ^Jf the verse refers to a
person by the name of Umayya bin Abi Silt. The Holy Prophet <X* 3 U* ibi ju,
invited him to accept Islam and recited Surah Yasln to him. He intended to

accepted Islam, but after hearing of the battle of Badr, he changed his mind and
went to Ta'if, where he died. This narration has been reported in "Durrul
Manthur" (v.3p.U6) from Nasai, Ibn Jarir, Ibn Mundhir, Tabrani and others.

"Durrul Manthur" has also reported that Bal'am was conferred
Prophethood, but he was bribed by the people not to practice "Amr Bil Maruf
Wan Nahy Anil Munkar" (enjoining good and forbidding evil). This narration is

certainly erroneous since it is impossible that a Prophet f^J\ Up would neglect his

responsibility. Whoever the person was does not really matter since the object of

the narrative is to derive the lesson not to discard the teachings of Religion (Din)

in pursuit of one's passions and worldly gains.

The author of "Jalalain" writes that when Bal'am tried to curse Sayyidina
Musa (OUi aJp, his tongue dropped to his chest. It remained dangling there like

that of a dog. His situation is therefore likened to that of a dog because if one
attacks a dog it will pant with its tongue hanging out of the mouth and even if

the dog is left to be, it will be in the same condition.

Other commentators have not mentioned that his tongue was dropped to

his chest, but they say that the assimilation to a dog is in respect of the disgrace

that he was made to suffer. Like dog will remain panting in every condition, this

person will be humiliated at all times and in every condition.

"Such is the example of those who deny Our verses. So narrate the parables so that

they ponder/' The incident is a lesson for every person, especially the Bani Isra'il

since they were aware of these narratives. They should realise that since it was
evident that the Holy Prophet^ Up &\ ju was not taught these narratives by
any person, they were definitely from Allah. This realisation was sufficient to

encourage them to accept Islam.
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(178) Only he is rightly guided whom Allah guides. As for those whom Allah
sends astray, they are the losers. (179) Without doubt, We have created a large

number of jinn and mankind for Hell. They have hearts with which they cannot
understand, they have eyes with which they cannot see and they have ears with
which they cannot hear. They are like animals, but even more deviated. These
are the negligent ones.

THERE ARE SOME MEN AND JINN WHO ARE WORSE THAN
ANIMALS

While the previous verse cited the example of the person who went astray
after Allah had given him His verses, the above verses speak generally of those
who have deviated from guidance and have wandered astray. The reality of the
situation is that Allah is the Creator and Master of everything, including evil,

guidance and deviation. Through His Prophets (Anbiya) ^\ ^, He has made
the truth and error manifest before the whole of mankind and given them the
choice to act as they wish to.

Those who utilise their choice wisely shall attain Heaven (Jannah). On the
other hand, those who do not wish to tread the path of guidance will not yield to

the truth even though the truth is explained to them in detail. They seem to

destroy their faculties of hearing and sight because they neither listen nor see the
truth when it is presented to them. They turn a blind eye to the proofs and to the
natural signs that point to the presence and unity of Allah. In this way, although
everything is in Allah's control, man still becomes the cause of his deviation
because he chooses incorrectly.

"They are like animals, but even more deviated." Because the people mentioned
above cannot perceive the truth when it is apparent before them, they are likened
to animals. Animals can at least determine what food and drink they require and
make the necessary sounds and actions to satisfy their needs. The needs of
animals are restricted to these basic requirements and have no concern to enter
Heaven (Jannah) and be saved from Hell. Therefore, they cannot be rebuked for

not engrossing themselves in the matters of the Hereafter.

Man and jinn have the most pressing and urgent need to attain salvation in

the Hereafter. However, many are heedless of this need even though countless
Prophets (Anbiya) <>%Ji ^^ have come to the world to remind them of this

purpose and Allah has also revealed many books to them for the same reason.
They have been constantly reminded that their salvation depends upon Belief

(Iman) and righteous deeds. Unfortunately, they still adamantly adhere to

disbelief (kufr) and polytheism (shirk). In this way, they are even worse than the
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animals.

''These are the negligent ones." They are negligent of the Hereafter and the

ways to attain it.

\yb U Ojt^^ ^ _> t .J t| v-l^J-^Ui <jUJ
' bjij Ifj oj^oli fe~±A *U" 3 I 4Aj

(180) Allah has the most beautiful of names, so call Him by them and leave those

who blaspheme His names. Soon they shall be punished for their actions.

INVOKE ALLAH BY HIS MOST BEAUTIFUL NAMES
Allama Qurtubi <4* Ai ^j has reported the following narration in his tafsir

(v.7p.325) about the circumstances surrounding the revelation of the above verse.

He writes that a certain Muslim used to cry, "O Rahman! O Rahim!" in his Salah.

Upon hearing this, a Polytheist of Makkah said, "Muhammad ^ 3 Up ii ju tells

us to worship one deity, but it seems from this person's speech that he worships
two deities." On this occasion this verse was revealed.

Allah says in this verse, "Allah has the most beautiful of names, so call Him by
them..." Certain commentators have also correctly translated the verse as ... .so

name Him therewith..." Mention of many of Allah's beautiful names are found at

the end of Surah Bani Isra'il [Surah 17, verse 110] and Surah Hashr [Surah 59, verses

22-24] I The purport of this verse denotes that Allah may be invoked and
remembered by these names and they may be used as a means to supplicate to

Allah.

Bukhari (v.2,p.949) narrates that the Holy Prophet ^j <d* ii JU said, "Allah
has a hundred minus one beautiful names i.e. 99. Whoever will memorise them
shall enter Heaven (Jannah)."

A narration of Muslim (v.2 p.342) mentions, "Whoever will count them shall

enter Heaven (Jannah)" Imam Bukhari mentions that the meaning of 'count' is

the same as that of 'memorise.'

Tirmidhi records a narration in which 99 names of Allah are mentioned.
Other narrations appearing in books such as Ibn Majah contain names that have
not been recorded in the narration of Tirmidhi. Therefore, Scholars (Ulema) have
mentioned that whosoever memorizes any 99 names of the many that have been
narrated will enter Heaven (Jannah) according to the hadith. The hadith does not
restrict the names to 99 only.

While some Muhaddithin (commentators of hadith) maintain that the 99
names mentioned in Tirmidhi have been narrated from the Holy Prophet ifct J*
pi-j 4-Le, others are of the opinion that the narrators have researched these from
the Qur'an and the Ahadlth. Since these names have been derived from the

Qur'an and the Ahadlth, when they are recalled at the beginning of a
supplication (du'a) as praise for Allah, the supplication (du'a) will certainly be
accepted.
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Allama Suyuti Up &\ "a^j has reported from the book "Hilyatul Awliya" that

Sayyidina Ali ** iui ^j narrated, "Verily Allah has a hundred minus one names

i.e. 99. Indeed Allah is an odd number (One) and loves odd numbers. Heaven

(Jannah) is compulsory for the person who supplicates to Allah by these names

[takes these names and then makes supplication (du'a)]."

Allama Jazari Up iui ^j has reported in his book "Al Hisnul Hasln" that

acceptance has been promised for the supplication (du'a) wherein Allah's names

are taken. Quoting from Ibn Majah, Allama Jazari Up ii ^j has reported that

once the Holy Prophet pL-j Up &\ JU heard a person saying, "Yd Dhal Jalali Wal

Ikram! (O Possessor of Majesty and Benevolence!)." The Holy Prophet Up ibi ^
f-L-j said, "Your supplication (du'a) has been accepted, now you may ask."

He narrates from the "Mustadrak of Hakim" that the Holy Prophet Up ito ^u
jJL.j overheard a person saying, "Ya Arhamar Rahimin! (O The Most Merciful of

those who show mercy!)." The Holy Prophet^ Up A» JU told him, "Ask what

you want because Allah has cast His gaze of mercy towards you."

The Holy Prophet pJL-j Up it JL* overheard another person supplicated thus

to Allah: "O Allah, I ask of You because You are the One Allah, the Independent,

Who was not born, nor was any born of, and Who has none as a counterpart."

The Holy Prophet ^JL-j ^ & J^ said, "This person had called on Allah by His

greatest name (Ism A'zam). Whatever is asked of Allah by this name will surely

be granted, and any supplication (du'a) made using this name will certainly be

accepted." [Mishkat p. 199]

"Durrul Manthur" narrates from Bayhaqi that once Sayyidah Ayshah i» ^j
if*, after performing two Rakahs Salah said, "O Allah, I supplicate to You by all

of Your beautiful names whereof we have knowledge of and by those whereof

we have no knowledge of. I ask of You by Your greatest name, the greatest of the

great, whereby You accept the supplication (du'd)s of the one who makes

supplication (du'a) thereby and grant the request of whoever requests you

thereby." Upon hearing this, the Holy Prophet <JL^ <A^ & JU twice said, "You

have adopted the correct approach."

After instructing that He be invoked by His names, Allah says, "and leave

those who blaspheme His names. Soon they shall be punished for their actions." With

regard to the interpretation of blaspheming Allah's, names, Allama Qurtubi &s *^j

Aip and the author of "Durrul Manthur" have reported the following narration

from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ 2bt^Jm He says that the Polytheist derived

the names of their idols from the names of Allah, e.g. from the word 'Allah' they

named one god 'Al Lat,' from 'Al Aziz' they named the idol Al Uzza' and from

the name 'Al Mannan' they named the idol 'Al Mannat.' This was how they

blasphemed the names of Allah.

"Durrul Manthur" narrates from Sayyidina A'mash Up ifct <^j that the verse

denotes adding to Allah's names such names that are not mentioned in the

Qur'an and the Ahadith. Scholars (Ulema) unanimously agree that Allah's names

are only those that are mentioned in the Qur'an and the Ahadith. No other

names can be added to them.

Many people perpetrate the wrong of calling people by Allah's names. This
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occurs by omitting to mention the prefix 'Abd' (slave) before certain names e.g.

saying Rahman instead of Abdur Rahman, Ghaffar instead of Abdul Ghaffar or

Ghafur instead of Abdul Ghaffur. This should be avoided at all costs.

bbl* \j>jS Ci^j ^ y^jy^i ^J &\ 03^c ^ ^^
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(181) From those whom We have created are a nation who guide according to the

truth and practise justice accordingly. (182) As for those who deny Our verses,

soon We shall gradually grant them leeway in a manner that they will not

perceive. (183) Them shall We grant respite. Verily My scheme is impregnable.

(184) Do they not ponder that their companion is not insane? He is but a clear

warner. (185) Have they not reflected upon the kingdom of the heavens and the

earth and whatever else Allah has created? And that their term is soon to expire?

What will they believe in thereafter? (186) There is no guide for the one whom
Allah sends astray and He will leave them to wander blind in their rebellion.

THOSE WHO DENY SHALL BE GRANTED LEEWAY AND THERE
WILL BE NONE TO GUIDE THOSE GONE ASTRAY

"From those whom We have created are a nation who guide according to the truth

and practise justice accordingly/' i.e. practise justice according to the truth. These

include the jinn and humans. While some have been created for Hell, others

guide to the truth and are just.

"As for those who deny Our verses..." they should not think that they are the

beloved of Allah because they have not been apprehended as yet for their

misdeeds. The Muslims should also not be beguiled by the affluence and
prosperity of these people. Allah says, "Soon We shall gradually grant them leeway

in a manner that they will not perceive." Allah implements the practice of 'Istidraj'

whereby people are allowed leeway to excel in their infidelity (kufr) and
misdeeds in a manner that they never realise what is being done to them.

Eventually they are most severely punished for their crimes, either in this world

or definitely in the Hereafter.

Istidraj is also practised with" those Muslims who are sinful. They are also

allowed to excel in their sins until they are eventually taken to task. Allah

continues to say, "Them shall We grant respite. Verily My scheme is impregnable."

Sayyidina Uqba bin Amir <*> ifo ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet <JLp &\ JU»
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^JL-j said, "When you see that Allah grants a person the treasured things of this

world despite his sins, then this is Istidraj (i.e. respite from Allah until he

increases in sin to be finally seized by Allah's punishment). Thereafter the Holy

Prophet (JL-j <> &\ JU recited the verse, "When theyforgot the advices given to them,

We opened to them the doors to all things. Till the time came that they rejoiced over what

was given to them, We suddenly gripped hold of them, leaving them confounded."

[Mishkdt p. 443]

The word 'Istidraj' is derived from the root word 'darj,' that means 'to

climb.' In other words, the criminal is allowed to gradually climb the ladder of

sins and prosperity until the ladder is snatched away from beneath his feet.

"Do they not ponder that their companion is not insane?" People should ponder

why the Holy Prophet ^L^ 4* & J~* was undergoing so much hardships and

sufferings when he was receiving no tangible results and benefits in this world.

On the contrary, he was made to suffer even more difficulties and persecution

from the people. It was definitely not insanity that spurred him to do all of this

since he was renowned to be an embodiment of wisdom, noble character and

moral perfection. However, some people, bent on opposition, still called him a

madman and a lunatic.

It is for this reason that Allah invokes them to ponder over their course of

action. Allah refers to the Holy Prophet ^ 3 *> h ju as their "companion"

because he was with them daily and from their nation. Allah then makes the

position of the Holy Prophet jjLj *> h J^ clear by saying, "He is but a clear

warner."

"Have they not reflected upon the kingdom of the heavens and the earth and

whatever else Allah has created? And that their term is soon to expire?" If the

Polytheists were to contemplate Allah's vast creation, they would arrive at the

conclusion that all of these were created by the One and Only Allah. If they

contemplate over the fact that they are to die someday, they will concern

themselves with the Hereafter and prepare for it. However, they are not

concerned with these things and never want to believe.

Allah then says, "What will they believe in thereafter?" Allah has clearly

explained everything in the Qur'an and the eloquence and beauty of the Qur'an

is absolutely expounding and exhaustive. If they do not believe after witnessing

all of this, then what more can they be awaiting? It seems that they will never

believe. Since they do not want to believe, nothing will convince them.

"There is no guide for the one whom Allah sends astray and He will leave them to

wander blind in their rebellion." If they have to die in this condition of disbelief

(kufr), they will be subjected to the extreme tortures of Hell.

pl&HjS\)£\^M'x*
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(187) They ask you regarding Judgment day (Qiyamah), when will it occur? Say,

"The knowledge of this is with my Lord. Only He will manifest it on its time. It

will be weighty on the heavens and the earth and will appear suddenly." They

ask you as if you have perfect knowledge of it. Say, "The knowledge of this is

only with Allah, but most people do not know."

NONE KNOWS WHEN JUDGMENT DAY (QIYAMAH) WILL OCCUR
AND ITS ADVENT WILL BE SUDDEN

Since the Holy Prophet <JL-j ^ i»» JL* propagated the belief in the Hereafter

as an essential part of Belief (Iman), the Polytheists used to raise numerous
unnecessary objections. They would express surprise that people can be

resurrected after they have decomposed and turned to sand. In denial of the

Hereafter, they would ask, "When will the promise come to pass ifyou are truthful?"

Their intention was not to enquire but rather to prove that if Judgment day

(Qiyamah) had not yet come, it might never occur. This presumption is absurd

since the delay of an event does not indicate that it will never occur: Allah says,

"They ask you as ifyou have perfect knowledge of it. Say, 'The knowledge of this is only

with Allah, but most people do not know.

"

Once Jibr'Il (%^ a> appeared in the form of a human to the Holy Prophet
pJL-j «Up &\ JU and asked a few questions. One of these was regarding the time

when Judgment day {Qiyamah) will occur. In reply the Holy Prophet Up i>i\ JU>

^j said, "The one being asked knows no more than the questioner." [Bukhari and

Muslim]

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes (v.9 p. 124) that people thought that it

was necessary that Holy Prophet ^Upii JU> have knowledge regarding the

time when Judgment day (Qiyamah) will occur. Allah tells them in this verse that

the knowledge of Judgment day (Qiyamah) rests exclusively with Allah and not

even the Prophets (Anbiya) <v>LJt f+Js- have been informed about it. The fact that

they did not know about the advent of Judgment day (Qiyamah) does mean that

we should question their Prophethood.

With regard to the fact that Judgment day (Qiyamah) will appear suddenly,

the Holy Prophet (JL-jUpiiji JU* has mentioned that a person will have unfolded a

piece of material to sell to another and they would not have folded it up again,

nor completed the transaction when they will be overtaken by Judgment day
(Qiyamah). He also mentioned that a person will have milked his camel and will

not have found the opportunity to drink the milk when Judgment day (Qiyamah)

will take place.

Its advent will be so sudden that the Holy Prophet ^JL^ Up &\ JU added that

a person will be busy plastering a drinking place that he made for his animals

and will not even get the opportunity to let his animals drink from it when
Judgment day (Qiyamah) will strike. In fact, Judgment day (Qiyamah) will arrive

so suddenly the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up iui JL* mentioned that a person will lift a

morsel to his mouth and not even be able to swallow it when day (Qiyamah) will

overtake him. [Bukhari v.2 p.963]
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(188) Say, "I have no power to effect any good, nor any harm to myself, except

that much which Allah wills. If I had knowledge of the unseen, I would have

accumulated an abundance of good and no evil would have afflicted me.

However, I am but a warner and a bearer of glad tidings for the believing

people."

THE HOLY PROPHET ^j Up &\ J^> IS INSTRUCTED TO TELL
PEOPLE THAT HE DOES NOT HAVE THE POWER TO DO ANY
GOOD OR HARM WITHOUT ALLAH'S WILL AND THAT HE DOES
NOT POSSESS JHE KNOWLEDGE OF THE UNSEEN

Allah commands the Holy Prophet pJL.
_>
«uU iut JU to announce to the people

that he is also subject to the will and decree of Allah. He was required to make
this declaration so that people may understand that he was the slave of Allah

and all that occurred to him was by Allah's permission.

Allah's slaves have been granted knowledge, intelligence and certain

capabilities. In applying these, they either generate some good for themselves or

suffer losses. The same is the case with the Holy Prophet ^JL-j U* ifo JU. He is also

bound by the decree and fate ordained by Allah.

Another interpretation of the verse is that the Holy Prophet ^y U* & J^>

can also do no more than what Allah has decreed and cannot alter any matter.

["Ruhul Ma'ani" v.9 p. 126]

"If I had knowledge of the unseen, I would have accumulated an abundance ofgood

and no evil would have afflicted me." If a person was forewarned about any event

whereby he would receive any benefit, he would adopt all the means to ensure

that he gained maximum benefit from it. On the other hand, if he were to know
of any harm that was headed his way, he would exploit every avenue to avert

the harm from him and will not have to suffer at all throughout his life.

However, the reality of the matter is that the Holy Prophet ^j U* &\ j^> suffered

much throughout his life and never anticipated these sufferings at all.

The Holy Prophet .^1*) Up ibi JU is instructed to state, "However, I am but a

warner and a bearer of glad tidings for the believing people." Warning people and

conveying glad tidings to them are tasks associated with the Shari'ah and

Prophethood. It is not necessary that the Holy Prophet pJL^ Up iut JU* be saved

from the difficulties of this world.

A REFUTATION TO THOSE WHO CLAIM THAT THE HOLY
PROPHET >JUj Up &\ ^POSSESSED KNOWLEDGE OF THE
UNSEEN

The above verses clearly prove the fact that the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up &\ JU>

dicf not possess the knowledge of the unseen, nor had he any knowledge
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concerning the time when Judgment day (Qiyamah) is to occur. Allah says in a

verse of Surah An'am, "Say, 'I do not say to you that I possess the treasures of Allah,

nor do I have knowledge of the unseen, nor have I told you that I am an angel. I only

follow what has been revealed to me. -[Surah 6, verse 50]

There is no doubt that Allah had conferred the knowledge of some of the

unseen matters to the Holy Prophet ^j U* i» JU and that he was blessed with

more knowledge than any person who has ever lived. However, it is impossible

to claim that he had knowledge of all the matters of the unseen and of the time of

Judgment day (Qiyamah).

Mulla Ali Qari 4* At "^-j quotes Allama Jalaluddin Suyuti Up At ^ who
writes, "Certain people in our time falsely claim to be knowledgeable when they

are not Scholars (Ulema). They make the false claim that the Holy Prophet At Jl*

(JL^ <ip possessed knowledge about the time of Judgment day {Qiyamah). It will

be told to them that it has been said in the hadith, 'The one being asked knows

no more than the questioner/ They distort the meaning of this hadith and say

that it means that both, The Holy Prophet pJL-j Up At JL* and Jibr'Il (%-h Up were

equally aware of the advent of Judgment day (Qiyamah). This is indeed great

ignorance and a vile act of distortion."

"The hadith refers to every questioner and every person being questioned

regarding Judgment day (Qiyamah). None of them has any knowledge

concerning the question at hand. These people are excessive in their belief and

assert that the knowledge of the Holy Prophet (JL,j Up At ju equalled that of

Allah. They claim that the Holy Prophet ^j Up At JU* knew everything that

Allah does. Their claim is refuted by the verse of Surah Bara'ah [Surah 9, verse 101],

which was one of the final Surahs to be revealed. The verse is, "From those

villagers around you are hypocrites. And from the people ofMadinah as well there are

those who persist in hypocrisy. You do not know them, but We know them." Herein

Allah states that the Holy Prophet fL-j U* At JL* does not know of these

hypocrites, yet they were his neighbours. After this clear proof, they still claim

that the knowledge of the Holy ProphetrL- j u* At JU was equal to the knowledge

of Allah! This amounts to the rejection of the Qur'an."

After quoting this extract, Mulla Ali Qari aJLp At n*^ himself writes that the

person who believes that the knowledge of the Holy Prophet pL-j Up At. j^> was

equal to the knowledge of Allah is a disbeliever (kafir) according to consensus.

Today there are those who believe this. The only difference is that they

distinguish between the fact that Allah conferred this knowledge. They are also

in manifest error.

After quoting certain verses of the Qur'an proving that the Holy Prophet

pJL-j aJLp &\ JU> did not possess knowledge of everything, Mulla Ali^ & <^j writes

that people who hold this belief practise 'excess (ghulu)' [excess in Religion (Din)]

and they justify their claim by stating that their excess (ghulu) will secure

forgiveness of their sins and entry into Heaven (Jannah). They believe that the

more excess (ghulu) they make, the closer they will draw to the Holy Prophet J-*

fL*3 aJLp At until they become his chosen companions. The truth of the matter is

that they are the most disobedient to the Holy Prophet ^JL-j^ ^ J^ and furthest

from his acts done by Holy Prophet ^JL,3 aA* At ju (Sunnah).
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He continues to write that these people are just like the Christians, who
exaggerated their belief in Sayyidina Isa (M-Ji Up and contradicted the teachings

of their Religion (Din). While they claim to accept the Ahadith, they distort them.

Allah is the Protector of His Religion (Din) and will appoint those who will

continue to uphold it.

There are those who claim that the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up &\ JL* was
conferred with the knowledge of everything just before he passed away. This

claim is not only baseless, but contradicts that Ahadith.

Sayyidina Sahl Bin Sa'd <* &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet Up & J^>
(JL.j said, "(On the Day of Judgement) You will first pass the 'Hawdh' (drinking

place) to be given water. Whoever will pass by me will be given water and
whoever will be given water will never be thirsty thereafter. It will then

definitely occur that some people will come whom I will recognise and they shall

recognise me. However, a barrier will be placed between us. When I will submit

that they are my people> it will said to me, 'Indeed you do not know what
innovations they have introduced after you/ I will then tell them, 'Go away! Go
away! All those who made changes after me." [Mishkat p. 488]

With regard to the intercession, The Holy Prophet fJL-^ Up ibt JL* has

mentioned that he will be inspired with such words of praise for Allah that he

will be taught only then. [Ibid]

These narrations make it clear that certain things will only become apparent

to the Holy Prophet ^JL-j U* ifci JU> in the Hereafter. It is indeed surprising that

these innovators claim that they love the Holy Prophet jJL.^ U* ifci ju to the

extreme and that there are no Muslims like them, yet their beliefs contradict the

Qur'an and the Ahadith of the very same Prophet ^JL-j^ &\ JU* May Allah guide

us all.
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(189) It is He Who created you from a single soul and made a spouse from there

• so that he may find comfort from her. So when he covered her, she bore a light

weight, which she carried. When it became heavy, they both supplicated to

Allah, their Lord saying, "If You grant us a healthy child, we will definitely be

of the grateful ones." (190) When He granted them a healthy child, they both

attributed partners to Allah in that which He had granted them. Allah is Exalted

above all that they ascribe unto Him.

THE WIFE SHOULD PROVIDE COMFORT
Allah created Sayyidina Adam fiLJ\ a^p and then, when he required love and
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companionship, Allah created his wife, Sayyidah Hawwa r
:>LJ\ W> from his left

rib. The purpose of her creation was so that "...he mayfind comfortfrom her" when

he returns home to her. Allah says in Surah Rum, 'And from His signs is that He

has created spouses for you from your species so that you may find solace with her and

He has placed love and mercy between you. There are certainly signs therein for people

who contemplate." [Surah 30, verse 21]

One of the objects of marriage is that the couple comfort and love each

other. There are those marriages that are devoid of this blessing and the couple

cause only grief and heartache to each other. Comfort and solace can be attained

only when each partner exercises forbearance.

At the time of choosing a partner, a person should first look for piety and

good character instead of mere physical beauty and wealth. It is also necessary to

assess whether the two are compatible.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra <* ifo ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet 4* Ai J*
jJL-j said, "When you receive the marriage proposal of such a person whose piety

and character pleases you, then contract the marriage. If you do not do so, then

great strife and widespread anarchy will reign on earth." [Tirmidht]

Sayyidina Ma'qal bin Yasar <up ibi ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet .2>» J^
pJL-j Aip said, "Marry such women who are loving and able to bear children, for I

shall boast about your numbers before the other Ummahs [on the Day of

Judgment day (Qiyamah)]." [AbuDawud]

HOW SHOULD THE MARRIED COUPLE BEHAVE TOWARDS
EACH OTHER?

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** i» ^j reports that the Holy Prophet pL^ 4* ibi J^
said, "No Muslim husband should dislike his Muslim wife. If he dislikes some

trait in her, he should take a liking to another trait." [Muslim v.l p.475]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** & ^j reports that the Holy Prophet pL.j 4* &\ J^
said, "Verily woman has been created from a rib. She will not remain straight on

a way for you. So if you are to derive benefit from her, you will have to derive

benefit from her while the crookedness is within her. If you will try to straighten

her you-will break her and breaking her means to divorce her." [Ibid]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra <up ibt ^j also narrates that the Holy Prophet Ai J*
fJL-j a* said, "The most perfect believer is the one with the best character. Those

with the best character from you are those who are best towards their wives."

[Tirmidhi]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas <* h ^j reports that the Holy Prophet i» J*
fl-j *> said, "The person who has been blessed with four things has received the

good of both worlds. He has (1) a grateful heart, (2) a tongue that is very busy in

Allah' s remembrance, (3) a body that can endure hardships and (4) a wife who
does not betray him with regard to her body and his wealth." [Bayhaqi]

Sayyidina Anas <* & ^j reports the Holy Prophet ^3 4p iiii ^U as saying,

"The woman who performs her five Salah, fasts in Ramadhan, protects her

chastity and is obedient to her husband (when in conformance to the Shari'ah)
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may enter Heaven (Jannah) by whichever door she pleases." [Mishkdt p. 281]

These few Ahadith outline the principles for a healthy relationship between

a married couple. Abiding by these principles will ensure that every couple finds

the comfort that is desired from marriage.

WHO IS IMPLIED BY "THEY BOTH ATTRIBUTED PARTNERS TO
ALLAH?"

Explaining the condition of the Polytheists, Allah says, ''So when he covered

her, she bore a light weight, which she carried." When the wife conceives the child,

she feels no burden initially and is able to walk about freely. However, as the

foetus grows, the signs of fatigue begin to show. Allah states further, "Wlien it

became heavy, they both supplicated to Allah, their Lord saying, 'If You grant us a

healthy child, we will definitely be of the grateful ones/ When He granted them a healthy

child, they both attributed partners to Allah in that which He had granted them. Allah is

Exalted above all that they ascribe unto Him.

"

*

Certain commentators have mentioned that all of the above verses refer to

Sayyidina Adam and Hawwa f^LJt i^lp. They say that when the firstborn of

Sayyidah Hawwa £%-& i^U died in infancy, Devil (Shaytan) persuaded her that if

she named the next child Abdul Harith (The slave of Harith') it will survive.

Believing him, she complied and named the child accordingly.

Allama Ibn Kathir Up ifo ^ has mentioned that this narration has not been

reported from the Holy Prophet ^j Up iiii JU but from the Sahabi, Sayyidina

Samura bin Jundub ** &\ ^j. He says that it is quite possible that he reported this

from a narration of the People of book (Ahlul Kitab) who became Muslims, like

Sayyidina Ka'b Ahbar Up ibi^ and Sayyidina Wahb bin Munabbah ^ Xbuu^,. A
similar narration has been reported from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ &\ ^j
as well. Allama Ibn Kathir Up i»i^ asserts that since the verse says that both, the

husband and the wife, committed polytheism (shirk), it is evident that the

narration has to be from the People of book (Ahlul Kitab) because according to

Muslims none of the Prophets (Anbiya) f%J\ ^^ could ever commit polytheism

(shirk). It is therefore wrong to quote this narration as commentary for the verse.

Sayyidina Hasan ^ ibi ^ says that the verse refers to the Jews and the

Christians. Allah granted them their children, yet they make these children Jews

and Christians. Allama Ibn Kathir u^ ^ '^j says that this is the best and most

suitable interpretation of the verse. [Durrul Manthur v.2 p.154]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas *& & ^j is reported "Sayyidina Adam ^
fi~3\ never committed polytheism (shirk). Whereas the beginning of the verse

refers to him in the matter of gratefulness, the verse depicts the condition of

those after him." to have said, the beginning the ending of.

HOW PARENTS COMMIT POLYTHEISM (SHIRK) BY MEANS OF
THEIR CHILDREN

The above verses tell us that some people resort to polytheism (shirk) in their

endeavours to bring up their children and ensure their safety. The beginning is

when they commit polytheism (shirk) in the hope of having children, and then
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take vows so that the child may be born healthy and free of defects and
handicaps. At times, they take these vows in the names of beings besides Allah.

When the child is eventually born, they keep names that are associated with

polytheism (shirk) and induce the child to carry out practices of polytheism

(shirk).

In many places certain atrocious customs are practised when a child is being

named and Shaytan has led people to think that by naming children with names
having an evil meaning, the child will stay alive. The Polytheists of Arabia

commonly called their children by polytheistic names like Abdul Lat (The slave

of Laat), Abdul Uzza (The slave of Uzza), etc. Even today the Christians use the

name Abdul Maslh (The slave of Masih). Muslims should abstain from naming
their children in this manner of attributing their servitude to any being besides

Allah.

The Holy Prophet jJL-j <uU &\ JL* said, "Keep the names of the Anbiya <-$>

(OLJi. The names most beloved to Allah are Abdullah and Abdur Rahman. The
truest of names are Harith (one who earns) and Humam (one who intends). The
worst of names are Harb (warmonger) and Murrah (bitter)." [Abu Dazvud]

It is also advisable to add the prefix 'Abd' to any of Allah's names and name
a child therewith.

Sayyidina Masruq Up &\ ^ narrates that Sayyidina Umar ^ iu» ^j once

asked him who he was. When he replied that he was Masruq bin Ajda, Sayyidina

Umar «ip &\ ^j said that he heard the Holy Prophet jJL-j <4* i»» JU» say that Ajda
was a name of Devil (Shaytan) [Abu Dawud]. The meaning of Ajda is 'a person

whose nose and ears are cut off/

Sayyidina Abu Darda ** ib» ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet (JL-j *JU.ibi JL*

said, "You will be summoned on the Day of Judgement by your names and the

names of your fathers, so keep good names." [Abu Dazvud]
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(191) Do they ascribe as partners to Allah such things that cannot create

anything, but were themselves created? (192) . . .And are not able to assist them,

nor able to assist themselves? 193. ...And if you call them to guidance they

cannot follow you? It is the same to you whether you call them or you remain

silent. (194) Verily those that you supplicate to besides Allah are slaves like

yourselves, so call on them and let them respond to your call if you are truthful.

(195) Do they have legs with which they can walk? Or do they have hands with

which they can hold? Or do they have eyes with which they can see, or ears with

which they can hear? Say, "Call your partners and then plot against me and do

not spare me." (196) Verily my Protecting Friend is Allah, Who has revealed the

Book and Who assists the righteous. (197) Those whom you call upon besides

Him are unable to help you and cannot even help themselves. (198) If you call

them towards guidance, they cannot hear and you will think that they are

looking at you, but they do not see.

THE FALSE DEITIES CANNOT SEE, NOR HEAR THEY CAN
NEITHER HELP THEIR WORSHIPPERS NOR THEMSELVES

These verses also reproach the Polytheists, as did the previous verses. Allah

reminds us that He created everything and is therefore most worthy to be

worshipped. Allah asks, "Do they ascribe as partners to Allah such things that cannot

create anything, but were themselves created?" They worshipped these deities

thinking that they will be of assistance to them in times to come. This notion is

also absurd since these false gods "are not able to assist them, nor able to assist

themselves?" Their idols cannot even defend themselves, let alone assist others.

Allah says, ".
. And ifyou call them to guidance they cannot follow you? It is the

same to you whether you call them or you remain silent. Verily those that you supplicate

to besides Allah are slaves like yourselves, so call on them and let them respond to your

call ifyou are truthful."

Their idols are all lifeless objects that have no ability to utilise their limbs.

"Do they have legs with which they can walk? Or do they have hands with which they

can hold? Or do they have eyes with which they can see, or ears with which they can

hear?" Their limbs and organs are all artificial and are simply fashioned in the

shape of the real. They cannot function, therefore "// you call them towards

guidance, they cannot hear and you will think that they are looking at you, but they do

not see."

The Polytheists threatened the Holy Prophet pl*. 3
*A* &\ JU with their idols

(as mentioned in Surah Zumar ). Therefore, Allah instructs him to proclaim the

challenge, "Say, 'Call your partners and then plot against me and do not spare me."

Allah tells His Prophet jJL-j <4* & J-* to also inform them that he is not afraid of

them at all because, "Verily my Protecting Friend is Allah, Wlio has revealed the Book

and Wlto assists the righteous."
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possessing the ability to avenge himself." [Bayhaqi in Shu'abul Iman v.6 p.3 19]

SAYYIDINA YUSUF f*-i\ Up FORGIVES HIS BROTHERS

The incident of Sayyidina Yusuf f^LJi Up is well known. His brothers threw

him into a well, where after he was sold as a slave. Much later, after arriving in

Egypt, when they admitted their wrong he told them, "There shall be no reproach

on yon today. May Allah forgive yon. He is the Most Merciful of those who show

mercy/' [Surah Yusuf (12), verse 92]

HOW THE HOLY PROPHET ^j Up At JL* DEALT WITH THE
MAKKANS

The atrocities perpetrated by the people of Makkah against the Holy
Prophet (JL-j Up ib» JL* are well known. However, when the Holy Prophet & J^
(JL-j Up and the Companions (Sahaba) ^ i»» ^j entered Makkah as the

conquerors, The Holy Prophet ^ • ^ ^ JU asked the inhabitants of Makkah,
"What do you think I shall do with you?" They replied, "You are a

magnanimous person and the son of a magnanimous person." He then

addressed them in the same way that Sayyidina Yusuf f*>LJt U* addressed his

brothers by saying, "There shall be no reproach on you today." The stalwarts of Islam

gain victory over their enemies by way of their noble and lofty character. Playing

a vital role here is the trait of forgiveness.

Sayyidah Ayshah i^ iui ^j reports that the Holy Prophet jJL-j aJ^ &\ J^>
never took any revenge for personal reasons. He would avenge only the

breaching of the sanctity if any of Allah's injunctions. [Bukhari and Muslim]

Sayyidah Ayshah L^ h ^j also reports that the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ii JU
was never vulgar, nor did he attempt to speak in a vulgar manner, and he was
never noisy in the marketplace. [Tirmidhi]

Sayyidina Anas <up &\ ^j narrates that he served the Holy Prophet Up &\ JL*

pL*j from the age of eight until the age of ten and not once did the Holy Prophet

jJL-j aJLp <&i JU reprimand him for anything that he did wrong. He says, "When
any member of his household began to scold me, he would tell them, 'Leave him.

Whatever has been destined shall come to pass."' [Mishkat p. 519]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar <up As ^j reports that once a person asked the

Holy Prophet jJL-j <J^ &\ JU> "How often should one forgive his servants?" The
Holy Prophet jJUj Up As JU remained silent. The person repeated the question,

whereupon he again remained silent. When the person repeated the question for

a third time, The Holy Prophet pJL-^ Up ifo JU replied, "Seventy times daily."

[Mishkat p. 292]

Lesson: The above narrations do not mean that a person should allow his

children and servants to do as they please without restraint. A person should

correct them in a manner that he exercises forgiveness as well. If any punishment

is meted to them, it should not be with the intention to vent one's anger, but with

the intention that they be corrected and reformed. The punishment should be

meted out with much forethought and deliberation. One should think whether it

will be beneficial or detrimental. If the child is allowed to run out of control, then
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this will be detrimental and opposed to the best interests of the child.

Sayyidina Mu'adh ^ 4i ^ narrates that the Holy Prophet pi-.* <^ iv J**

said, ''Spend from your good wealth upon your family and do not keep your rod

aside so that they are content to be safe from you and forget Allah's orders. Keep

warning them about the injunctions and laws of Allah." [Mishkat p. 18]

ENJOINING WHAT IS GOOD
The verse continues with the second instruction viz. " enjoin what is

right...." The action of enjoining right and forbidding evil (Amr Bil Ma'ruf Wan

Nahy Anil Munkar) holds a lofty position in the Shari'ah and is also part of noble

character. The details of this were given in verse 104 of Surah Al Imran (Surah 3),

where Allah says, "There should be a group from you who invite towards good, enjoin

right andforbid from evil. These are indeed the successful ones."

IGNORING THE IGNORANT

This is the third instruction mentioned in the verse. By ignoring the

ignorant, a believer (Mu'min) can be saved from evil and ignorance. By getting

involved in discussions with ignorant people, a person whiles away valuable

time. The ignorant think that they are victorious when they silence the

knowledgeable ones. A person of intelligence does not involve himself with

debates with the ignorant and overlooks the difficulties that they cause him. By

engaging with them, he will lose whatever knowledge he may have. When they

ask him some question pertaining to Religion (Din), he should reply only to their

query and not engage in further deliberation with them. By engaging with them

he will lose his respect and be deprived of more valuable services to the Religion

(Din).

THE COMMAND TO SEEK REFUGE IN ALLAH WHEN TEMPTED
BY DEVIL (SHAYTAN)

"Should a temptation come to you from Devil (Shaytan), then seek refuge with

Allah. Verily He is the All Hearing, the All Knowing." It is narrated in "Durrul

Manthur" (v.3 p.154) from Ibn Jarir 4* i» ~^j that when the verse, "Adopt

forgiveness, enjoin what is right and ignore the ignorant," was revealed, The Holy

Prophet jJL-.^ Up i»» Ju* asked Allah what should be done when overcome by

anger. In reply, Allah revealed the verse, "Should a temptation come to you from

Devil (Shaytan), then seek refuge with Allah..."

The Arabic word "nazghun" ("temptation") refers to incitement and

instigation. Devil (Shaytan) always seeks the opportunity to incite man to be

overcome with anger and not to forgive others. The most effective way to be

saved from the instigation of Devil (Shaytan) is to seek refuge with Allah.

Allah says in Surah Mu'minun, "And say, 'O my Lord! I seek refuge with You

from the evil whispering of the Devils (Shayatari) and I seek refuge with You, O my Lord,

from that they approach me." [Surah 23, verses 97,98]
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ONE SHOULD SEEK PROTECTION IN ALLAH WHEN DEVIL

(SHAYTAN) INSTILS DOUBTS IN ONE'S FAITH

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ^ ifo ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ^ & J^
jJL-^ said, "Devil (Shaytan) will come to you asking who created this and who

created that, until he asks you who created Allah. When he reaches this question,

then say, 'Allah is the One, the Independent. He begets not, nor was He begotten and

there is none equal to Him/ Then (make the action of spitting to the left and seek

protection with Allah from the accursed Devil (Shaytan) (i.e. recite A'udhu Billahi

Minash Shaytanir Rajim)." [Abu Dazoud]

THE TREATMENT OF ANGER

Sayyidina Sulayman bin Sirr «* ii ^j narrates that they were once sitting

with the Holy Prophet (JL-j <4± & Jh* when they heard two people argue until the

face of the one turned red. The Holy Prophet <J~> 3 *> & J^ said, "I know of such

a phrase that will dispel what this person is feeling within himself (anger). The

phrase is A'udhu Billahi Minash Shaytanir Rajim/' When the Companions

(Sahaba) ^ fa ^j informed the person about this, he said, "I must be insane."

[Bukhari v.2 p.903]

Commentators mention that he said this because of extreme anger or

because he was a Hypocrite (Mnndfiq). The recitation of A'udhu Billahi Minash

Shaytanir Rajim" is a tried and tested cure for anger and for temptations from

Devil (Shaytan).

(201) Indeed when an instigation from Devil (Shaytan) reaches those who fear

Allah, they engage in His remembrance (Dhikr) and their eyes instantly open.

(202) The devils (Shayatin) pull their brothers into deviation after which they

do not desist.

THE APPROACH OF THOSE WHO AVOID DEVIL (SHAYTAN) AND
THOSEWHO BEFRIEND HIM

It is the practice of those who shun Devil (Shaytan) that they immediately

remember Allah whenever Shaytan tries to delude them to commit a sin. This

refers to any remembrance (Dhikr) of Allah, as well as recalling Allah's

punishment and rewards to mind. The remembrance of Allah is an effective

weapon in thwarting the attacks of Devil (Shaytan).

It is reported in the Ahadlth that Devil (Shaytan) sits firmly upon a person's

heart and retreats only when the person engages in Allah's remembrance (Dhikr).

Once he stops the remembrance (Dhikr), Devil (Shaytan) resumes his vigilance

upon the heart and casts evil thoughts in the heart. [Mishkat p. 199]

Surah Nas contains the verses wherein a person seeks refuge with Allah

from, "the evil of the sneaking whisperer, who whispers into the hearts of man,
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be he from the jinn or from man." [Surah 114, verses 4-6]

" and their eyes instantly open." When the people of piety (taqwa) seek

protection with Allah from Devil (Shaytan), they immediately realise what Devil

(Shaytan) is doing and are able to discern the truth from falsehood.

Thereafter, Allah speaks of those who befriend the Devil (Shaytan) by not

avoiding him. He continues to lead them astray and spares no effort to plunge

them further into error and deviation. It is evident that the person who gives in

to the slightest provocation of Devil (Shaytan) will be lead on by him until Devil

(Shaytan) eventually enters him into Hell.

fun] ' > 1* SJ\ %'•" s>, *£** >T " \\'
^5^ tiy^X -4>*i **^J ^-^J (^^ i*t -v^ -*-*

(203) Whenever you do not bring them a sign they say, "Why do you not choose

this miracle?" Say, "I follow only what is revealed to me from my Lord." These

are insights from your Lord, guidance and mercies for the believing people.

THE REPLY TO THOSE WHO REQUEST MIRACLES ACCORDING
TO THEIR WHIMS

The Holy Prophet ^JL^ Up iui jl» preached to the people with logical proofs

and reasoning in addition to the many miracles that he showed to them.

Whenever he performed a miracle, they would demand to be shown the miracle

that they desired. The ability to perform miracles and the choice of miracle was
determined by Allah and not by the Holy Prophet (JL-j <4* & J^>. Allah could

show them any miracle that they desired, but He was not obliged to pander to

their wishes.

The disbelievers (kuffar) did not present these requests for miracles with the

intention to accept the Holy Prophet's pJL-j «Jlp iw\ jl* apostleship but they merely

did so to challenge him. They did not want to accept the truth and even when the

miracles they desired were shown to them, they claimed that it was magic.

To oppose the Holy Prophet ^L-j -4-U & J^ they would exclaim whenever
they were not shown a miracle, "Wlnj do you not choose this miracle?" in saying

this, they meant to ask that if the Holy Prophet pJL-^ Up i»» JU> was Allah' s true

messenger, why did he not perform the miracle they desired?

Allah gives the reply, "Say, 'I follow only what is revealed to me from my Lord."

The duty of the Holy Prophet ^L-j Up iu\ JU was to propagate what he was
instructed by Allah and he had no ability of his own to show miracles to people.

It is a sign of foolishness and obstinacy to base one's Belief (Iman) only on

miracles because many have already passed in spite of which the disbelievers

(kuffar) did not believe.

"These are insightsfrom your Lord, guidance and mercies for the believing people."

The Qur'an is in itself a great miracle for all to behold. Both its words and their

meaning are miraculous and it is replete with truths and realities. No other
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miracle is required after the Qur'an.

oyy P>>-uJ \y-$>b fi \y**?-<*b ol^JiSI

(204) When the Qur'an is recited, then listen attentively to it and remain silent so

that mercy be shown to you.

THE RULES AND ETIQUETTE OF RECITING AND LISTENING TO
THE QUR'AN

This verse commands that "When the Qur'an is recited, then listen attentively to

it and remain silent../' The reciter should firstly determine whether there are

people near him who are either busy or sleeping. If there are such people nearby,

he should not recite audibly since they may not be able to listen or they may be

disturbed. He should not create the situation where people can hear the Qur'an

being recited but cannot listen attentively because they are occupied.

He may recite loudly when the people present are unoccupied and able to

listen attentively. In this case they will be dutibound to listen with attention even

though they do not understand the Qur'an. It is improper to engage in speech

while the Qur'an is being recited and every listener has to remain silent.

It is indeed a great source of deprivation when people following the Imam
in Salah do not listen attentively to what is being recited. They are defeating the

purpose for which they have left everything to come to the Masjid.

THE COMMAND TO REMAIN SILENT BEHIND THE IMAM IN
SALAH AND THE RULING OF IMAM ABU HANIFAH Up k a*,

According to Imam Abu Hanifah <Jp i»» <^Jf the Muqtadi (person following

the Imam in Salah) must not recite Surah Fatiha nor any other Surah. The above

verse regarding listening attentively and remaining silent applies to the person

performing Salah as well as to others.

Muslim (v.l p.,174) reports an authentic hadith in which the Holy Prophet

^j Up &\ JU said, "Remain silent when the Imam is reading." Not only ^did

Imam Muslim Up & <^j report this hadith, but he specifically mentioned that it is

authentic. The general context will include those Salahs in which the recitation is

audible as well as those in which it is silent.

THE STATEMENTS OF THE COMPANIONS (SAHABA) <** At ^
ABOUT NOT RECITING BEHIND THE IMAM

When Sayyidina Ata bin Yasar Up i» ^j enquired from Sayyidina Zaid bin

Thabit ** i»t ^j concerning reciting behind the Imam, he replied, "There is no

recitation whatsoever behind the Imam." [Muslim v.l p.410]

Sayyidina Jabir <up &\ ^j mentioned, "There is no Salah for him who does

not recite Surah Fatiha in Salah, except for the one who performs Salah behind an

Imam (He will not even recite Surah Fatiha when following the Imam)"

[Tirmidhi]. Imam Tirmidhi Up &vi**j says that this hadith is Hasan and that from
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this hadith Imam Ahmad bin Hanbal a* i\ <^j has deduced that the Salah of the

person who does not recite Surah Fatiha will not be valid when he performs
Salah individually.

Imam Tahawi aJp &\ ju^ has narrated from Sayyidina Ali ^ &\ ^j that the

person who recites the Qur'an while following the Imam is not a follower of the

natural Religion (Din).

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ & ^ } is reported to have said, "Remain
silent for the recitation of the Qur'an because Salah is an occupation and the

Imam will suffice for you."

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ &\ ^ is also reported to have said, "If

only the mouth of that person who recites while behind the Imam is filled with

soil/'

Abu Jamra <ip &\^ asked Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** & ^j whether
he should recite the Qur'an while behind the Imam. He replied in the negative.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ** i» ^j never recited Qur'an behind the

Imam and when it was asked of him whether one should recite, he replied,

"When any of you perform Salah behind an Imam, then the recitation of the

Imam will suffice for him as well."

THE PRACTICE OF IMAM MALIK Up di^ AND IMAM AHMAD ^j
UP 43)1

According to Imam Ahmad a-U &\ <^ it is not Wajib (compulsory) to recite

Surah Fatiha nor any other Surah in Salah while following an Imam.

According to the old ruling of Imam Shafi'i 4* &\ i^j, it will be compulsory
(Wajib) for a person to recite from the Qur'an behind the Imam in such a Salah

wherein the recitation is silent (sirri). However, in the audible Salahs (jahri),

recitation will not be compulsory (Wajib). According to his revised opinion, it

will be Wajib to recite in both types of Salah (jahri and sirri).

Imam Malik *> &\^ and Imam Ahmad aJLp ifci^ maintain that recitation of

the muqtadi is not Fardh, but in certain situations, it will be optional.

A group has recently sprung up who have adopted the ruling of Imam
Shafi'i a> &\ a^j. However, they have exaggerated the situation to such an extent

that they say that those people are in manifest error who claim that the recitation

of Surah Fatiha is not obligatory (Fardh). (In saying this, they are also deriding

Imam Ahmad *Ji* &\ <^ Jf whom they regard as a great scholar in hadith). They
take oaths that the Salah of those not reciting Surah Fatiha is null and void. This

is sheer excessiveness, since this difference of opinion existed even among the

Companions (Sahaba)^ i»» ^j.

When the rewards for Salah are distributed on the Day of Judgement, they

will not be asked whether those who did not perform Salah according to their

opinion should enter Heaven (Jannah) or not.

Lesson: It has been mentioned that a person is advised not to recite the

Qur'an audibly in the presence of people who are unable to listen to it. In a like
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manner, cassettes and radios should also not be played loudly in places where

people cannot listen attentively. Doing so will constitute disrespect to the Qur'an,

which is a grave sin indeed. .

The verse ends with the words "..... so that mercy be shown to- you..." Those

who adhere to the etiquette and laws governing Qur'anic recitation shall be

blessed with Allah's mercy. On the other hand, those who do not adhere to these

etiquette and who show disrespect to the Qur'an will incur Allah's wrath and
punishment.

"^Tf r-Tf y *'Yk ' >' '< *' ft"- /, :r . sfy* fri"

(205) Remember your Lord in your heart in humility and fear, and in a manner

that falls short of being noisy in the morning and evening; and do not be of the

negligent. (206) Verily those who are by your; Lord (the angels) are not too

proud to worship Him and they laud His purity and prostrate to Him.

THE COMMAND TO MAKE REMEMBRANCE (DHIKR) AND ITS

ETIQUETTE

After discussing the etiquette of Qur'anic recitation, Allah now makes

mention of remembrance (Dhikr) in general. Muslim (v.l p.84) reports that the

Holy Prophet ^JL^ Uf it JL* said, "Judgment (Qiyamah) will not dawn as long as

there is someone saying, "Allah! Allah!"

Salah is also a form of remembrance (Dhikr), as Allah says in Surah TaHa
[Surah 20, verse 14], "Establish Salah for My remembrance." Allah says in Surah

Ankabut, "And the remembrance (Dhikr) ofAllah is the greatest." [Surah 29, verse 45]

Says Allah in Surah Baqarah, "Remember me and I will remember you. Be

grateful to Me and do not be ungrateful." [Surah 2, verse 152]

A hadith in Muslim (v.l p. 162) states that the Holy Prophet jJL-^ <4* '& J^>

used to remember Allah all the time. A believer (Mu'min) should remember

Allah in his heart as well as with his tongue. Reciting tasbih ("SubhanAllah"),

tahlil ("La Ilaha IIIAllah"), takbir ("Allahu Akbar"), etc are all forms of remembrance

(Dhikr) and their virtues have been described in the Ahadith. Allah's

remembrance will also be carried out when a person recites all the relevant

supplications (du'a's) for the various occasions e.g. the supplications (du'a's) of

eating, sleeping, using the toilet, journeying, returning from a journey, when
afflicted with a calamity, etc.

The best times for remembrance (Dhikr) is during the morning and in the

evening, and the relevant supplications (du'a's) at these times should be recited

as well. Imam Jazari a> it ^ has recorded supplications (du'a's) for every

occasion in his book "AlHisnul Hasin" and so have I in my book "Fada'ilud

Du'a" Recitation of the Qur'an is also regarded as remembrartce (Dhikr), so too is
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supplication (du'a) and durud [salutations to the Holy Prophet ^ 3 aJLp &\ J^\,
since it a supplication (du'a) to Allah to bestow His special mercy upon the Holy

Prophet (JL-j Up & J-*.

THE VIRTUE OF SILENT REMEMBRANCE (DHIKR)

A hadith of Musnad Ahmad (v.l p. 172) reports that the best form of

remembrance (Dhikr) is that which is silent. Meditation (contemplating Allah's

being and attributes without moving the tongue) is also included in this type of

remembrance (Dhikr). Although it is permissible to make remembrance (Dhikr)

audibly, it should not be in a loud voice that resembles shouting, as Allah says,

"m a manner that falls short ofbeing noisy"

Sayyidina Abu Musa <upM ^j reports that they were once on journey with

the Holy Prophet ^j <uU <&» ju> when some people began reciting 'Allahii Akbar'

loudly. The Holy Prophet fJL-j Up &\ JU told them, "O people! Have mercy on
yourselves. You are not calling a deity that is deaf or absent. You are calling to a

Being that is All Hearing, All Seeing and present with you. I swear by the Being

to Whom you are calling! He is closer to you than the necks of your animals."

Sayyidina Abu Musa ** i» ^j continues to narrate that he was behind the

Holy Prophet ^j Up it JL* and softly reciting, "La Hawla wa La Quwwata ilia

Billah hil Aliyyil Azim." The Holy Prophet <JL. j Up ii JU said, "O Abdullah bin

Qais (the real name of Sayyidina Abu Musa)! Should I not inform you of one of

the treasures of Heaven (Jannah)7 The treasure is "La Hawla wa La Quwwata ilia

Billah hil Aliyyil Azim." [Mishkdt p. 401]

When making remembrance (Dhikr) audibly, a person should take heed not

to disturb those who are performing Salah or sleeping. Every action should be

done for Allah's pleasure. Irrespective of how virtuous an action may seem, it

will be worthless if performed for ostentation. In fact, it will earn punishment
from Allah. A person engaged in loud remembrance (Dhikr) will earn Allah's

pleasure if his intention is to please Allah. On the contrary, a person engaged in

silent remembrance (Dhikr)may earn Allah's wrath and displeasure if his

intention is to please any one besides Allah.

ENGAGING IN REMEMBRANCE (DHIKR) MORNING AND
EVENING

This is the next command of Allah in the above verse. The author of "Ruhul
Ma'ani" (v.9 p.100) writes that the morning and evening have been specifically

mentioned because these are times when people are generally free. They are

therefore more inclined to devote their undivided attention to remembrance
(Dhikr).

Other commentators have mentioned that it has been mentioned because it

is at these times that the angels change their shifts. Others state that the verse

implies that remembrance (Dhikr) be made at all times.

". and be not of the negligent ones." i.e. Do not neglect Allah's

remembrance (Dhikr).
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THE WORSHIP AND DEVOTION OF THE ANGELS

Allah then mentions the remembrance (Dhikr) of the angels. He says, "Verily

those who are by your Lord are not too proud to worship Him and they laud His purity

and prostrate to Him/' They do not consider it below their dignity to prostrate to

another and are humble before Allah.

Referring to the same message, Allah states in verse 172 of Surah Nisa (Surah

4), "Masih is never ashamed to he a slave of Allah, neither are the favoured angels.

Whoever is ashamed of worshipping Him and is haughty, Allah shall soon gather them

all to Him."

SAJDAH TILAWAH (PROSTRATION OF RECITATION)

Surah A'raf terminates with these verses and this is the first place in the

Qur'an where a prostration of recitation (Sajdah Tilawah) appears. Allah has

instructed His bondsmen to prostrate here, as the angels do without being

proud. Just like the noble angels, the believers (Mu'minin) also submit before

Allah.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra *& <5»» ^»j narrates that whenever the son of Adam
recites a verse of prostration (Sajdah) and then prostrates, Devil (Shayatin) flees

the place in tears. He shouts out, "O my destruction! The son of Adam has been

commanded to prostrate and he prostrated, thereby gaining entry into Heaven

(Jannah). I refused when I was commanded to prostrate and shall enter Hell for

it." [Mishkat p. 84]

Ruling: When performing the prostration of recitation (Sajdah Tilawah), one

should not raise the hands as in Salah. He should merely say "Allahu Akbar"

and prostrate. Thereafter, he should again say "Allahu Akbar" and stand up. He
will not have to recite the Tashahhud and supplications (du'a's) usually recite at

the end of Salah.

Ruling: Just as it is compulsory (Wajib) for the reciter to perform the

prostration of recitation (Sajdah Tilawah), the listener will also have to perform it

even though he did not intend to listen. Unless the listeners are there to listen'to

the recitation of the Qur'an, it will be best for the reciter to recite the verse of

sajdah silently.

THE SUPPLICATION (DU'A) OF PROSTRATION OF RECITATION
(SAJDAH TILAWAH)

In addition to the usual supplication (du'a) of "Subhana Rabi yal A'la" it is

best to recite, "Sajada Wajhi Lilladhi Khalqahu wa Shaqqa Sam'ahu wa Basarahu Bi

Hawlihi wa Quwzoatihi. ("My face has prostrated to the Being Who created it and

placed the ears and eyes therein by His power and might.")
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful."

(1) They ask you regarding the spoils of war. Say, "The spoils of war are for

Allah and His messenger. So fear Allah, correct your mutual relations and obey

Allah and His messenger if you are believers."

THE SPOILS OFWAR
The Arabic word "Anfal" is the plural of the word 'nafT meaning

"something extra". It is for this reason that the Salah apart from the obligations

(Faraidh) are referred to as Nafl. Here the word refers to whatever is captured

from the enemy after battle viz, the booty. Those things that the leader of the

army proclaims as belonging to the finder (over and above his stipulated portion

of the booty) are also termed as "Anfal".

A true believer (Ma'miri) fights solely for Allah's pleasure. Therefore,

whatever is gained as spoils of war will be extra for him since he never aspired to

gain these. It is for this reason also that the booty is termed as "Anfal".

THE LAW CONCERNING BOOTY FOR THE PREVIOUS UMMAHS
When the people of the past Ummahs collected the spoils of war, they were

not permitted to utilise it. A fire would descend from the heavens and consume

this wealth. This was a sign from Allah that he accepted their Jihad. If the fire did

not consume the booty, it was a sign that someone had misappropriated some of

the wealth.

AN INCIDENT OF JIHAD OF A CERTAIN HOLY PROPHET f
*Ji U*

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** i»» ^j reports that the Holy Prophet (JL, j U* &v J^
said, "The Holy Prophet pLJ\ Up once waged Jihad. After gaining victory, he had
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the booty gathered at a place. A fire came from the skies, but did not consume
the booty. He told the people that it seemed that someone had illegally taken

something from the booty. He then instructed the leader of each tribe to pledge

allegiance at his hands and they complied with his request.

As they all did this, the hands of one of them got stuck to those of the Holy

Prophet. He said, "It seems as if the criminal is in your tribe." They then

produces a chunk of gold the size of an ox head. When this was placed with the

rest of the booty, the fire consumed the lot. [Bukhari p. 1440]

THE PERMISSIBILITY OF SPOILS OF WAR IS EXCLUSIVE TO THE
UMMAH OF THE HOLY PROPHET ^j Up A\ JU>

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra «up i»i ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet *-1p &\ ^u
(JL-j said, "I have been privileged above the other Prophets (Anbiya) {%S\

r
^ip with

six things viz. (1) I have been granted concise speech. (2) I have been assisted

with awe (i.e. Allah has cast awe into the hearts of my enemies so that they desist

from attacking me). (3) The spoils of war have been declared permissible for me.

(4) The entire earth has been made a place of worship for me, and a means of

attaining purity (by virtue of tayammum). (5) I have been sent as a Prophet to the

entire mankind (the previous Prophets (Anbiya) f^J\ ^^ were restricted to their

particular nations). (6) The coming of any other Prophet has been terminated by

my advent since there shall be no Prophet after me." [Muslim]

THE DIFFERENCE OF OPINION ABOUT THE BOOTY AND
ALLAH'S DECISION

"Ruhui Ma'ani" (v.9 p.160) reports from Sayyidina Ubada bin Samit ** ifo ^j
that the Companions (Sahaba) r^ iui ^j differed among themselves concerning

the distribution of the booty after the battle of Badr: They asked the Holy

Prophet (JL-j aIp it ju what should be done with it and whether the decision of

the immigrants (Muhajinn) or that of the Ansar should be implemented. On this

occasion Allah revealed the above verses declaring that "The spoils of war are for

Allah and His messenger/' This means that the decision will be made by Allah and

distributed accordingly by the Holy Prophet jJL.^ ^jlp ibt Jl*. Thereafter the details

of distribution were revealed in the verse, "Know that whatever spoils of war you

acquire..." [Surah Anfal (8), verse 41]

Allah commands three further injunctions in the first verse of the Surah viz.

(1). 'fear Allah," (2) "correct your mutual relations," and (3) "obey Allah and His

messenger if you are believers." By carrying out all of these, a person will attain

salvation in both worlds. By adopting piety (taqwa), a person will automatically

abstain from all sins, thereby ensuring that his relationship with others is correct.

There will then exist no ill feelings, hatred, animosity and jealousy among
people.

The third injunction is one that is all encompassing and is the soul of Belief

(Iman).

ANOTHER MEANING OF ANFAL

According to certain commentators, 'Anfal' refers to the declaration made
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by the commander of the army to the effect that the Muslim soldiers can take for

themselves whatever possessions they find on the disbeliever (kdfir) whom they

kill.

Another example of this type of 'Anfar is when a small group is

commissioned to attack a particular army or area. They may be told that they can

have for themselves whatever booty they acquire (after removing a fifth from it).

The proclamation that is made is called Tanfil' and the booty acquired in

these cases is called 'Nafl' According to certain narrations, the Companions
(Sahdba) ^^ i»» ^j differed with regard to this type of Anfal, hence the verses

were revealed. [Ibn Kathir v.2 p.283]

(2) The believers are those whose hearts tremble when Allah is mentioned,

whose faith Iman increases when His verses are recited to them and who trust

only in their Lord (3) They are those who establish Salaryand spend from

what We have provided for them. (4) These are the true believers! For them

shall be elevated ranks by their, Lord, forgiveness and bountiful sustenance.

THE QUALITIES OF THE BELIEVERS

{1} THEIR HEARTS TREMBLE IN FEAR WHEN ALLAH IS

MENTIONED: "The believers are those whose hearts tremble when Allah is

mentioned..." 'this occurs because of the extreme awe and respect that their hearts

contain for Allah. The heart of a believer (Mu'min) is always focused on Allah

and he finds solace when rememb ^ring Allah. When he is reminded of Allah as

he is about to sin, he shudders and instantly abstains from the sin.

On the other hand, .he disbeliever (kdfir) and the hypocrite have no Belief

(Imdn), no fear and no respect for Allah. Therefore, they continue unabated in

their sinful pursuits.

{2} WHEN ALLAH'S VERSES ARE RECITED TO THEM, THEIR BELIEF

(Iman) INCREASES: Further describing the believers (Mu'minln), Allah says,

"whose Belief (Imdn) increases when His verses are recited to them... "The light of their

faith is brightened when they hear the verses of Allah's Book. They then excel in

performing good deeds and develop a greater resentment for sins.

{3} THEY TRUST ONLY IN THEIR LORD: The quality of Tawakkul

(reliance in Allah) is an extremely notable trait in every believer (Mu'min). In the

completion of all matters, he trusts only in Allah, even though he adopts means

to accomplish his tasks. He never loses cognisance of the fact that Allah is the

Sustainer and Fulfiller of all needs.
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Allah says in Surah Al- Imran [Surah 3, verse 159], "Verily Allah loves those who

place their trust in Him." A verse of Surah Mulk mentions, "Say, 'He is the

Most Merciful We believe in Him and trust in Him. Soon it will be known who are those

in clear error." [Surah 67, verse 29]

Allah says in Surah Talaq, "Allah is sufficient for those who place their trust in

Him." [Surah 65, verse 3]

{4} THEY ESTABLISH SALAH: Salah is the greatest form of physical

devotion and is mentioned very often in the Qur'an. The "establishment of

Salah" refers to its proper performance, as was discussed in the beginning of

Surah Baqarah.

{5} THEY SPEND FROM WHAT ALLAH HAS PROVIDED FOR THEM:
This includes all types of charity, be it the obligatory Zakah or the compulsory

(Wajib) and optional charity (Nafl Sadaqa).

With regard to those who possess all the above qualities, Allah declares,

"These are the true believers! For them shall be ranks by their Lord, forgiveness and

bountiful sustenance." Certain commentators have mentioned that the three

rewards cited in this verse are in respect of three of the above qualities. They say

that the first three qualities (viz, their "hearts tremble when Allah is mentioned...

their faith increases when His verses are recited to them and they trust only in their

Lord... ") are all related to the heart and will earn the reward of attaining lofty

ranks with Allah.

In the mention of "establish Salah" all types of physical devotion are

included, and will earn the reward of Allah's forgiveness. Normally physical

forms of worship serve to expiate one's sins. For spending one's wealth in charity

one will receive "bountiful sustenance" from Allah. ["Ruhul Ma'ani" v.9 p.169]

THE RANKS IN HEAVEN (JANNAH)

Sayyidina Ubada bin Samit ^ ifci ^j reports that the Holy Prophet 4-1* & J**

(JL-j said, "There are a hundred ranks in Heaven (Jannah), the distance between

each being the distance between the heavens and the earth. The highest of these

is 'Firdous.' From here all four rivers of Heaven (Jannah) originate and above it is

Allah's throne. So whenever you ask of Allah, ask for Firdous." [Mishkdt p. 496]

Sayyidina Abu Sa'id ^ ifo ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^J-j 4> &\ J^
said, "Heaven (Jannah) has a hundred ranks. If the entire universe were to be

placed into any one of these ranks, it would be able to accommodate it." [Mishkdt

p. 497]

<^? ' > ^< s *>T? ^* \i < ' *' ""\\ "\ " f "Vx '\"*'\ X'f
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(5) Just as your Lord took you from your home with the truth while there was
certainly a group of the believers who were unhappy. (6) They disputed with
you regarding the truth after it was made clear to them, as if they were being
driven to wards death while they looked on. (7) When Allah promised you one
of the two groups, that it will certainly be yours and you wished that the one
without strength be yours. Allah desired that the truth be established as the

truth by His ordinances and that the roots of the disbelievers be severed... (8)

That the truth be established as the truth and falsehood be established as

falsehood, even though the disobedient ones detest it.

THE BATTLE OF BADR
These verses mention the battle of Badr. Mention of this Battle was already

made in verses 12, 13 and verses 121 to 129 of Surah Al Imran where Allah had
mentioned, "Undoubtedly Allah had assisted you at Badr when you were in a weak
position/' [Surah 3, verse 123]

To understand the verses properly, it is necessary to recount the incident
briefly. The Quraysh annually sent caravans to Syria on trade missions and these
caravans always had to pass by Madinah which lay en route. In the second year
after the migration (Hijrah), many people of the Quraysh invested large sums of
money in this caravan and Abu Sufyan was appointed as the leader. The caravan
consisted of some 30 or 40 people and a thousand camels.

When the Holy Prophet^ Up ii ju received intelligence of this caravan,
he addressed the Muslims, telling them that they should join him to capture the
caravan. The Holy Prophet ^j Up &\ J^> did not issue an order for all to join,

neither did he proclaim that they would engage in battle because no battle was
expected. For this reason, many of the Companions (Sahaba) ^ &\ ^j did not
participate.

Abu Sufyan apprehended an attack from the Muslims and continually
enquired about the Muslims from people whom they passed. Eventually, he
received the news that the Muslims were preparing to leave Madinah to waylay
his caravan. He immediately altered his route and sent Dhamdham bin Amr
Ghifari ahead to Makkah to inform the Quraysh of the developments.

When Dhamdha n reached Makkah, he incited the Quraysh to defend their

caravan and a thousai J men prepared to march against the Muslims. With Abu
Jahl as their leader, they marched with much pomp and glory taking with them a
great arsenal and much provisions. On the Rabigh road to Madinah, there is a
place called Badr, which was less than a hundred miles away from Madinah. The
Quraysh took songstresses with them to encourage them on their way and the
army comprised of nearly all the leaders of the Quraysh. Only Abu Lahab could
not participate and he sent Abu Jahl's brother Asi bin Hisham in his place.

Apart from their weapons, the Quraysh army had 70 horses and 600 coats of

armour. They also took with them large numbers of camels for eating in addition
to the many that they had for transport. At their first camp outside Makkah, Abu
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Jahl slaughtered ten camels to feed the army. Thereafter, at Usfan, Umayya bin

Khalf slaughtered another nine. At Qudayd, Sahl bin Amr slaughtered a further

nine and then Shayba bin Rabi'ah slaughtered another nine at their next camp.

When they reached Juhfa, Utba bin Rabi'ah slaughtered ten camels. In this

way, they continued to slaughter many camels at every stop, until Abul Bakhtari

slaughtered ten at Badr.

When the Muslims left Madinah, The Holy Prophet ^^^^ appointed

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Ummul Maktum <up &\^ as his khalifa and he led the

Salah in the absence of the Holy Prophet pJL^ Up iin Ju* En route, at a place called

Rawha, The Holy Prophet pJL-j Up i»t Ju* sent Sayyidina Abu Lubaba ** -5»» ^j
back to Madinah as the leader.

There were 313 Companions (Sahaba)^ & ^j with the Holy Prophet J^
jjL-j aJlp iw\ and they had only 70 camels, which they rode in turns. Every three

persons were given a camel to share and the Holy Prophet ^j Up ^ J** himself

shared a camel with Sayyidina Abu Lubaba and Ali ^ ito ^Jm The Holy Prophet

^jl-j Up ibi J^ walked when it was not his turn to ride. When they reached Rawha

and Sayyidina Abu Lubaba *s> &\ ^j was sent back, Sayyidina Marthad *& & ^j
replaced him in sharing the camel with the Holy Prophet ^j Up &\ J^> and

Sayyidina Ali ^ & ^j.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud **> i» ^j narrates that when the turn came

for the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up i»\ JU to walk, both Sayyidina Abu Lubaba and

Sayyidina Ali ** &\ ^j entreated him to continue riding while they walked the

entire distance. In reply, The Holy Prophet ^j <A± &\ J^ said, "You are not

stronger than me, and I am just as needyfor rewards as you are.

"

When they reached a place called Dhafran, they were still under the

impression that they were to attack the caravan. It was there that they received

intelligence of the Quraysh army that was approaching them. By then Abu
Sufyan and the caravan had already evaded attack and were well on their way to

Makkah.

The Holy Prophet pJL-j ^ & J^ consulted with the Companions (Sahaba)

r^iP it ^j and told them that the Quraysh were marching to attack them.

Sayyidina Abu Bakr *& ifo ^j gave an excellent opinion, whereafter Sayyidina

Umar -up i»\ ^j also gave a good reply. Then Sayyidina Miqdad **> & ^j stood

up and said, "O the Holy Prophet jJL-j a> &\ J^\ You proceed according to your

wishes. We are with you. By Allah! It will not be as the Bani Isra'il had told

Sayyidina Musa (%~h U*- when they said, 'You and your Lord go and fight. We shall

remain sitting here!' We will fight with you. I swear by Allah that we will remain with

you even if you take us to Barkul Ghamad and we will never desert you." (Barkul

Ghamad is a place in Yemen, while according to others, it lies at a five days

journey out of Makkah). [Al Bidaya wan Nihayah]

Thereafter the Holy Prophet (JL-yu* &s JU told the Companions (Sahaba) ^j
^ ifo, "Present your opinions." By saying this, The Holy Prophet ^L^ ^ & J^
intended to get a reply from the Ansar. Sayyidina Sa'd bin Mu'adh ^p &v ^j
[who was from the Ansar] stood up and said, "O the Holy Prophet pL-j u* & J**)

It seems that you want a reply from us?" When the Holy Prophet ^L^ U* & J^
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replied in the affirmative, he continued to say, "We have believed in you,
attested to you and declared that whatever you have brought is the truth. We
have pledged that we will accept what you say and obey you. You may proceed
as you please. We are with you. I swear by the Being Who sent you with the

truth! If the ocean has to come before us and you enter therein, we will enter

with you and not a man from us will remain behind. We are people who will

fight the enemy in earnestness. We wish that Allah shows you something of us
that will cool your eyes. Proceed with the blessings of Allah!"

Upon hearing this, The Holy Prophet (JL-j ^ ifo j^ became very pleased
and told the Companions (Sahaba)^ &\ ^ Jf "Come! Accept the glad tidings that

Allah has promised me that we shall gain victory over one of the two groups (i.e.

the caravan of Abu Sufyan or the Quraysh army). By Allah! I can also picture

exactly where the corpses of the enemy will lie."

The Muslims then set out for Badr. On the way, when they asked a person
as to where the caravan of Abu Sufyan was, he replied, "I have no idea but Abu
Jahl, Utbah and Umayyayh bin Khalf are on their way."

According to certain narrations, one or two days after leaving Madinah, The
Holy Prophet ^L.

3
Up &\ J~* convened with the Companions (Sahaba)^ ifo ^ Jm

He told them that Abu Sufyan had heard of their intentions and has escaped, but
the Makkan army was approaching. He asked them what their opinions were
since it appeared that they would have to engage in battle. Some Companions
(Sahaba)^ &^ replied that the Muslims did not have the strength to combat
the Quraysh army since they had only intended to waylay the caravan. When the

Holy Prophet ^-L-j U* &\ J^ repeated the question, Sayyidina Miqdad ** &\ ^j
gave the reply that has passed above.

With reference to the above reply of certain Companions (Sahaba)^ it ^>j
[that they did not have the strength to combat the disbelievers (knffar)], Allah
revealed the verse, " while there was certainly a group of the believers who were

unhappy. They disputed with you regarding the truth after it was made clear to them, as

if they were being driven towards death while they looked on."

When Abu Sufyan escaped from the Muslims, he sent a message to the

Quraysh that their protection was no longer necessary and that they could return

to Makkah. Upon receiving this message, Abu Jahl exclaimed, "By Allah! We will

not return until we reach Badr and stay there for three days. We shall slaughter

camels, feast, drink and listen to the singing of the songstresses. Then the Arabs
will know that the Quraysh marched to battle. Thereby, we will strike terror into

their hearts and they will fear us. March on!"

Allah had promised his Holy Prophet ^ 3 U* ito JL* that the Muslims will

gain victory over one of the two groups. When the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up h J^
consulted with the Companions (Sahaba)^ it ^j some of them mentioned that

they should still pursue the caravan since they were on a trade mission and
unprepared for battle. On the other hand, the Quraysh army was well prepared
and facing them would be more difficult. Allah refers to this in the following

words, 'When Allah promised you one of the two groups, that it will certainly be yours

and you wished that the one without strength (i.e. the caravan) be yours.
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After severe persecution from the people of Makkah, the Muslims were

forced to leave Makkah. Now, after some time, they were suddenly pitched into

combat against the same people. Naturally, they were unhappy about the

situation, but the decree and ordinance of Allah always reigns supreme. The

disbelievers (kuffar) were convincingly defeated in the battle and their pride was

shattered. In this regard Allah says, "Allah desired that the truth be established as the

truth by His ordinances and that the roots of the disbelievers be severed. That the truth be

established as the truth and falsehood be established as falsehood, even though the

disobedient ones detest it."

The battle made evident who was on the truth and who was still clinging to

falsehood. All could now judge who their enemies were. It is for this reason that

the battle of Badr is referred to as the day of 'Furqan' (the day when the truth

was distinguished from falsehood). The details of this battle are recorded in the

book "Al Bidaya wan Nihayah" (v.3 p.256).

Note 1: "Just as your Lord took you from your home with the truth..."

Commentators have interpreted this to mean that just as the

Muslims differed with regard to the distribution of the booty, they

differed with regard to engaging in battle. Some Companions
(Sahaba)^ iu» ^j were of the opinion that they were unprepared

for the battle, while others wanted to fight. Other interpretations

have been quoted in "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.9 p.169) and Ibn Kathir (v.2

p.284.15).

Note 2: Certain narrations mention that the Holy Prophet jJL-^ a> i»t ju
consulted the Companions (Sahaba)^ ^ ,^j at a place that was
one or two days outside Madinah. Other narrations say that this

took place at Rawha, while others maintain that it was at Dhafran.

It is possible that the Holy Prophet pL-j <Up iut JL* consulted with

them at all three places. Each time the Holy Prophet .^L-j a-U & J^>

wanted to hear the opinion of the Ansar so that they could also be

pleased with the course of action. The possibility also exists that

certain narrators forgot the specific places. Allah knows best.

314±
(9) When you sought help from your Lord and He accepted your plea saying, "I

shall bolster you with a thousand angels who will appear in succession. (10)

Allah had granted this help as a glad tiding so that your hearts be contented by

it. Help is only from Allah. Verily Allah is Mighty, the Wise.

THE HOLY PROPHET'S ^j U* k\ J^ PRAYER (DU'A) ON THE EVE
OE THE BATTLE OF BADR

"Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.9 p. 172) reports from Muslim and Abu Dawud a
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narration of Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas *& & ^j in which he says that

Sayyidina Umar ** ii ^j told him, "On the day of Badr, The Holy Prophet i» j-*

jti-jAip looked at the Companions (Sahaba) ^ &\ ^Jr who were slightly more
than 310 (313 as mentioned on page 564 of Bukhari). Thereafter he looked at the

Polytheists, who numbered just over a thousand. He then turned to face the

Qibla and supplicated, "O Allah! Fulfill the promise that You have made to me.

O Allah! If this small group of Muslims (Muslimin) are destroyed, there shall

be none to worship You on earth."

If the group of Companions (Sahaba) ^ &\ ^j were to be destroyed, then

those in Madinah would be weakened and eventually they would also be

destroyed. The Holy Prophet p-L-j a> iwi JU» continued making this supplication

(du'a) with hands outstretched until his shawl fell off his shoulders. Then

Sayyidina Abu Bakr <* iui ^ _,
placed the shawl back on his shoulders and,

hugging the Holy Prophet ^JL-j 4p &\ JU, pleaded, "O Holy Prophet of Allah!

This is enough. You have entreated your Lord excessively. Indeed He will fulfill

His promise." On this occasion, Allah revealed the verse, "When you sought help

from your Lord and He accepted your plea saying, 'I shall bolster you with a thousand

angels who will appear in succession.

THE DESCENT OF THE ANGELS AND CONSOLATION FOR THE
BELIEVERS (MU'MININ)

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" reports from Ibn Jarir <4* & *^j the narration

of Sayyidina Ali <* &\ ^j in which he says that Jibr'Il f^J\ <Up -came with a

thousand angels to the right of the Holy Prophet ^JLj ^ &\ JL*. Sayyidina Abu
Bakr *ip &\ ^j was also on the right of the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up i»i J^. Then

Mika'Il £*~A\ aJp arrived with another thousand angels who took their positions to

the left of the Holy Prophet ^i-j Up iut JL*. Sayyidina Ali ** & ^>j was then on the

left of the Holy Prophet <X*3 Up"^ .J*.

Surah Al Imran contains a verse which mentions that five thousand angels

were sent . Sayyidina Qatadah *ip i» <^j states that initially Allah sent a thousand

angels. Thereafter more were sent until they numbered five thousand.

"Allah had granted this help as a glad tiding so that your hearts be contented by

it." The arrival of the angels was a good tiding for the believers (Mu'minin), who
were thus consoled and granted strength.

"Help is only from Allah Verily Allah is Mighty, the Wise." Allah is able to

grant victory without the agency of the angels, but He sent them in accordance

with His divine wisdom. Although certain narrations report that the angels

engaged in battle, most of them did not. Their purpose was to lend strength to

the Muslims and give them encouragement. This explanation also answers the

objection as to why were so many angels sent when one would have sufficed.

-* P$4^l %* ££& & pSC££ J>j ££•, X^\ J-l^Ji ^Ui h

(11) When slumber was made to envelop you as a means of serenity from Him
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and He sent rain to you from the skies to purify you, to dispel the evil thoughts

cast by Devil (Shaytan), to strengthen your hearts and to make your feet firm.

SLUMBER OVERCOMES THE MUSLIMS AT BADR

As Allah did on the occasion of the battle of Uhud, He alleviated the worry

and anxiety of the Muslims by allowing slumber overcome to them. This has

passed in verse 154 of Surah Al Imran. The effect of the slumber was to make

them forget the tension and difficulty at hand, as it is experienced with sleep.

Sayyidina Ali -up i>» ^j reported that they were all overcome with sleep except

for the Holy Prophet jJU-j a-U & J^ who was busy in worship the entire night.

[Durrul Manthur]

Ibn Kathlr (v.2 p.251) reports from Sayyidina Ali ^ &\ ^j that when the

Muslims arrived at Badr, the ground between them and the disbelievers (kujfar)

army comprised of loose soil, making it difficult to fight. In addition to this, they

had no water with them. Devil (Shaytan) cast the thought in their minds that

although they thought that they were close to Allah and had the Holy Prophet

pJL-j aJLp ifci JU with them, the Polytheists had possession of the water while they

were making Salah in a state of impurity.

Then Allah also caused rain to fall. The effect of the rain was twofold.

Firstly, it provided the Companions (Sahaba) ^ ii ^j with water to clean

themselves and to drink. Secondly, it dispelled the evil thoughts which Devil

(Shaytan) had polluted their minds with. The rain also served to compact the

ground on which the Companions (Sahaba)^ ifo ^j were camped, so that they

were able to remain stable on it. On the other hand, it made the ground muddy
where the disbelievers (kuffdr) were camped, causing them to slip.

When Allah sent a drenching rain, the Muslims received water, were able to

purify themselves and the evil whispering of Shaytan was dispelled from their

minds. They were now able to walk properly since the sand became like cement

and their hearts were content with Allah's assistance even before the actual

battle.
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(12) When your Lord commanded the angels saying, "Indeed I am with you, so

fortify the believers. Soon I shall cast terror into the hearts of the disbelievers, so

strike their necks and their every fingertip."

THE ANGELS PARTICIPATE IN THE BATTLE AND FORTIFY THE
HEARTS OF THE BELIEVERS (MU'MININ)

In this verse, Allah reminds the believers (Mu'minin) of His favours to them.

He invokes them to call to mind "YJ\ien your Lord commanded the angels saying,

'Indeed I am with yon, so fortify the believers. Soon I shall cast terror into the hearts of

the disbelievers..." Allah fulfilled the promise and the Polytheists were defeated.
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"So strike their necks and their every fingertip." The primary task of the angels

was to fortify the stand of the Muslims. They therefore participated very little in

the actual battle. They served only as aides in the battle, but it was the

Companions (Sahdba)^ it ^j who did the real fighting.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** & ^j narrates that the sign of the angels

in the battle of Badr was that they wore white turbans, the tails of which hung to

the back. Only Jibr'Il f>LJ\ <4± wore a yellow turban. Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Abbas **- ito ^>j has also reported that the last battle wherein the angels actually

fought was in Badr. [Al Bidaya wan Nihayah v.3 p.281]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas -up it ^j has also narrated that a certain

Sahabi ** i* ^j was pursuing one of the enemy soldiers when he suddenly

heard the sound of a whiplash and the sound of a rider spurring his horse

saying, "Advance Hayzum!" (Hayzum was the name of the angel's horse).

Thereafter he saw that the enemy soldier was lying flat on the ground. Upon
inspection he noticed that the nose of the person bore an injury and that his face

was torn by the strike of a whip.

When this was reported to the Holy Prophet ^j Up it JL*, he said that the

Sahabi ** it ^j was truthful and that an angel from the third heaven had

accomplished this. [Muslim v.2 p.93]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas <up it ^>j has also reported that the angels

struck the disbelievers (kuffar) upon their necks and that the marks left on their

fingertips appeared as if they had been burnt.

Sayyidina Abu Burda ^ it ^j narrated that he brought the heads of three

disbelievers (kuffar) to the Holy Prophet ^j <u> ii JL*. He told the Holy Prophet

jJL-j aJLp it Ju* that he had killed two of them and that an extremely tall person

had killed the third. The Holy Prophet pJL. j Up it J^ named the angel that he had

seen.

Sayyidina Sa'ib bin Abi Hubaysh <ip it ^j (who was taken prisoner by the

Muslims in Badr and later accepted Islam) narrates that an extremely tall person

with very long hair mounted on a white steed had caught him and tied him up.

When Sayyidina Abdur Rahman bin Auf ** it ^j saw him tied up, he took him

to the Holy Prophet ^JL.^ Up it
J^>, who asked him who had captured him. He

says that he told the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up it JU that he did not know because he

did not want to disclose the fact of the matter to him. The Holy Prophet Up &\ JU
jJL* 3 told him that it was an angel that captured him.

Some Companions (Sahdba) ^ it ^j have narrated that although the

angels merely raised their swords to strike the enemy they were decapitated

even before the swords struck them. [Al Bidaya wan Nihayah v.3 p.281]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas *& it ^j has mentioned that the phrase
" so strike their necks and their every fingertip," refers to their entire bodies

["Ruhul Ma'ani"]. Many commentators are of the opinion that the above phrase

was addressed to the angels. Others maintain that the command applied to the

angels as well the Muslims.

The necks are specifically mentioned because no person can survive without
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the head and the fingers are also mentioned because without these, a person is

incapable of fighting.

JbAJi Id <S4~* Aj^JJ ^ &y±i CSJ Ay*D *»\ lyli p-4-^ ^iA}>

(13) This was because they opposed Allah and His messenger. Whoever opposes

Allah and His messenger, then certainly Allah is severe in punishment. (14) So

taste of this punishment! Undoubtedly for the disbelievers shall be the

punishment of the Fire.

THE POLYTHEISTS WERE PUNISHED FOR THEIR OPPOSITION
TO ALLAH AND HIS PROPHET ^j Up At J^

The word "This" in the above verse refers to the striking of necks and
fingers. The disbelievers (kuffar) were killed in this manner because of their

opposition to Allah and His Prophet <J^j ^ &\ JU Thereafter, as a blanket rule,

Allah describes the lot of those who oppose them. He says, "Whoever opposes

Allah and His messenger, then certainly Allah is severe in punishment."

Then Allah addresses those disbelievers (kuffar) who died in the battle of

Badr. He tells them, "So taste of this punishment! Undoubtedly for the disbelievers

shall be the punishment of the Fire." This verse serves to remind the disbelievers

(kuffar) that the punishment that they received in this world will not be all. The
punishment of the Hereafter is still pending.

qp j^vt p>& * 65 !£? <<$ 24 % rpc *it <&k

(15) O you who believe, when you meet the disbelievers in battle, do not turn

your backs to them. (16) On such a day whoever will turn his back to them,

except with the intention of altering the course of battle or to seek assistance

from another group, then indeed he shall return with Allah 's wrath and his

abode shall be Hell. What an evil place to return to!

FIGHT WITH DETERMINATIONWHEN FACING THE ENEMY

Bukhari and Muslim report that the Holy Prophet jJL-j U* ii JL* said,

"Safeguard yourself from seven destructive things." When it was asked what
these were, the Holy Prophet jJL-j aJLp &\ J^> replied, "(1) Ascribing partners to

Allah. (2) Practising black magic. (3) Murdering a soul that Allah has forbidden

except with a warrant. (4) Indulging in usury. (5) Misappropriating the wealth of

orphans. (6) Deserting the battlefield. (7) Slandering a chaste Muslim woman
who does not even think of sinning." [Mishkat p. 17]
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The verse mentions that the Muslim who deserts the battlefield will earn

Allah' s wrath and will enter Hell. There are, however, two exceptions.

THE TWO EXCEPTIONS TO THE RULE OF NOT RETREATING

Fleeing the battlefield is permissible only in two cases. The first case is when
the army pretends to retreat, but really intends to alter their battle strategy. They

may then resume battle on another field that is more suitable for them, or they

may attack another contingent of the enemy. All of these types of war

manoeuvres are included in the purport of the verse "with the intention of altering

the course of battle. .."

The second exception is when the army retreats to join 'another army who
will then act as reinforcements to launch a fresh attack at the enemy. This is

referred to in the part of the verse that states, or to seek assistance from another

group..."

AN INCIDENT THAT OCCURRED TO SOME OF THE
COMPANIONS (SAHABA)^ b\^

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ** & ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet J^>
^L-j <uU it once sent a small party of them on an expedition. It transpired that the

enemy attacked them and they were forced to retreat to Madinah. He says that

they all thought that they were destroyed and remained inconspicuous.

Eventually they gathered the courage to face the Holy Prophet <X* j <4± & J^ and

told him that they had deserted the battlefield. The Holy Prophet <JL- 3 Up i»\ JL*

replied, "No! You people are those who 'seek assistance from another group' and I

amyour 'group." [Tirmidhi]

Lesson: The hadith quoted above with regard to the seven destructive sins

and the above Qur'anic verse makes it clear that deserting the battlefield is a

major sin. Allah says with regard to the deserter, "indeed he shall return with Allah

's wrath and his abode shall be Hell. What an evil place to return to!"

However, like any other sin, it can be forgiven by sincere repentance, as

Allah mentions about the participants of the battle of Hunayn, "Then Allah

accepted the repentance of whomsoever He willed, and Allah is Most Forgiving, Most

Merciful " [Surah Taubah (9), verse 27]

AN ARMY OF TWELVE THOUSAND CAN NEVER BE DEFEATED

The jurists have stated that it is Unlawful (Haram) to desert the battlefield

when the enemy is less than, equal to, or (at the most) double the number of the

Muslims. If they number more than double the size of the Muslims, it will be

permissible to leave the battlefield. This they have deduced from the verse where

Allah says, "So if there be a hundred of you who are steadfast, they will overcome two

hundred. If there be a thousand of you, they will overcome two thousand by the order of

Allah. " [Surah Anfal (8), verse 66]

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" has quoted from Imam Muhammad bin

Hasan 4* & ^j that it is Unlawful (Haram) to flee when the Muslim army

numbers 12 000. This is because of the hadith in which the Holy Prophet & JL*
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jjUj Up stated that an army of 12000 can never be defeated because of dint of

numbers. [Tirmidhi]

Since this promise has been made, it will be totally impermissible to desert

the army of 12000 irrespective of the number of the enemy. It has been

experienced many times that an army of 12000 was never defeated because of

weakness of numbers. They may only have been defeated because of other

reasons e.g. lack of sincerity, boastfulness, etc. In the battle of Badr, the

disbelievers (kuffdr) were three times more than the Muslims, yet they were not

permitted to desert since the verse was not then revealed wherein Allah says,

"Now Allah has lightened your burden and He knows that there is weakness within you.

So if there be a hundred of you who are steadfast, they will overcome two hundred. If

there be a thousand of you, they will overcome tivo thousand by the order of Allah. Allah

is with the patient ones." [Surah Anfal (8), verse 66]
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(17) You did not kill them but Allah killed them and you did not throw when
you threw but Allah threw. So that He may grant the believers a grand reward

from Himself Verily Allah is All Hearing, All Knowing. (18) So it was. Indeed

Allah weakens the plots of the disbelievers.

THE POLYTHEISTS WERE DEFEATED ONLY WITH THE HELP OF
ALLAH

Although the Muslims fought in the battle of Badr and the angels fought

with them, everything happens only with the will of Allah. It is for this reason

that Allah says, "You did not kill them but Allah killed them..."

It occurred during the battle of Badr that Jibr'il ^LJ\ aJLp told the Holy
Prophet jJL-j Up it JL* to throw a handful of sand at the disbelievers (kuffdr). The
effect of this was that Allah made the sand enter the eyes, nostrils and mouth of

every kafir, thus making them confused and disorientated. The Muslims used the

situation to attack them in earnest and many were killed and captured.

When throwing the sand the Holy Prophet ^L^ Up iui JU> prayed, "May the

faces of the disbelievers (kuffdr) be disfigured!" The disbelievers (kuffdr) were
then defeated. Referring to this Allah says, ..and you did not throw when you threw

but Allah threw." It was only by the will of Allah that the sand was made to reach

every disbeliever (kafir) in the army. [Ibn Kathir v.2 p.295] A similar incident of

throwing sand occurred during the battle of Hunayn.

"So that He may grant the believers a grand reward from Himself" The Arabic

word "bala" has the dual meaning of 'reward' as well as 'test,' but the first

meaning applies in this context. It refers to such a reward that does not present
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any difficulties to a person. One of the rewards that they received in this world

was their victory at Badr. Other commentators have translated the verse to mean
that Allah tested the believers (Mu'minin) in the battle.

"Verily Allah is All Hearing, All Knowing." Allah heard the plea of the

Muslims and granted them their request. He is well aware of every person's

intentions and actions.

"So it was." i.e. Allah has conferred these bounties upon His bondsmen.

Allah adds, "Indeed Allah weakens the plots of the disbelievers." The other favour

was that Allah allowed the believers (Mu'minin) to defeatiiu disbelievers (kuffar)

in battle even though the disbelievers (kuffar) were supenpr in numbers and

possessed more weapons. The Makkan army was eager to destroy the Muslims

even though Abu Sufyan instructed them to return to Makkah. However, despite

their plot to destroy the Muslims, Allah saw to it that they were destroyed

instead. They lost many men and many were captured.

Although the verse refers to the battle of Badr, the context applies to any

situation and this serves to encourage the Muslims in all eras to anticipate

Allah's help.

(19) If you require a decision, then indeed a decision has already come to you.

However, if you refrain, it will be best for you. If you repeat your action, We
shall also repeat and then your parties will be of no avail to you even though

they be many. Verily Allah is with the believers.

ALLAH ANSWERS THE PRAYER OF THE POLYTHEISTS

Commentators mention that Abu Jahl prayed thus before the battle of Badr,

"O Allah! This morning destroy those from the two groups who are more

actively severing family ties and who have introduced things that we have no

knowledge of." According to other narrations he held on to the covering of the

Ka'ba before leaving and prayed thus, "O Allah! Assist the group who is more

elevated and honourable in Your sight." [Ibn Kathir v.2 p.296]

Another report states that when the two armies met, Abu Jahl made the

following supplication, "O Allah! Our Religion (Din) is old and the Religion

(Din) of Muhammad ^JL/j <Op i>i ju is new. You assist the adherents of that

Religion (Din) that is dearer to You and with which You are pleased." ["Ruhul

Ma'ani" v.9p.!87\

The Polytheists also joined Abu Jahl in this pray (du'a) and Allah answered

it by granting victory to the Muslims. This is referred to in the verses where

Allah says, "If you require a decision, then indeed a decision has already come to you."

Allah decided for them which Religion (Din) was best and who was following

falsehood.
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"However, if you refrain (from being antagonistic towards Islam), it will be

bestfor you." This verse was addressed to the disbelievers (kuffar) who were taken

captive after the battle and to those disbelievers (kuffar) who did not participate

in the battle.

"Ifyou repeat your action. We shall also repeat .."i.e. If they again tried to fight

the Muslims, Allah would again render His assistance to the Muslims and cause

the disbelievers (kuffar) to be defeated.

" ....and then your parties will be of no avail to you even though they be many.

Verily Allah is with the believers." This verse should have been sufficient for the

Polytheists to realise that they cannot hope to face the Muslims in combat since

Allah's assistance would always be with them. However, they did not take heed
and numerous tribes converged on Madinah for the battle of Ahzab. Again, true

to His promise, Allah caused the Polytheists to suffer a defeat.

Allah has always been an ally to the Believers (Mu'minin) and the

disbelievers (kuffar) have suffered tremendous losses whenever they encountered

the Muslims in battle, despite their large armies and artillery. With the grace of

Allah, the message of Islam has prospered and flourished ever since. Even the

disbelievers (kuffar) of today have been unsuccessful in their endeavours to

combat Islam and Islam has entered their homes, as can be seen in Europe,

America, Australia and all over the world.

Whenever the Muslims have suffered defeat, it was because of their own
sinful manners and their lack of sincerity. The promise of Allah will always be

true; "Verily Allah is with the believers."
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(20) O you who believe, obey Allah and His messenger and do not turn away

from him while you are listening. (21) And do not be like those who say, "We
hear!" but they do not hear." (22) Certainly the worst creatures in the sight of

Allah are the deaf and dumb who do not understand. (23) If Allah knew of some

good in them, He would have definitely allowed them to hear. If He allows

them to hear, they would certainly turn away being averse. (24 ) O you who
believe, hearken to Allah and His messenger when they call you towards that

which will give you life. Know that Allah comes between a man and his heart

and that you shall be gathered unto Him.
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THE COMMAND TO OBEY ALLAH AND HIS PROPHET ^j Up a ^u

Allah say in these verses, "O you who believe, obey Allah and His messenger and
do not turn awayfrom him while you are listening, "i.e. Listen carefully to the Qur'an
and the advice of the Holy Prophet ^JL-j <u* A» JU for then there is no cause to

disbelieve.

"And do not be like those who say, We hear!' but they do not hear." These are the

disbelievers (kuffar) and the Hypocrites (Munafiqin). They are adamant not to

accept and have sealed off the ears to their hearts. Their listening and not
listening is the same.

"Certainly the worst creatures in the sight of Allah are the deaf and dumb who do

not understand." Such people do not hear the truth and do not speak the truth.

Worst of all is that they cannot understand when the truth if presented to them.
Deaf and dumb people can understand when they are shown certain signs.

However, if their faculty of understanding is lost, they cannot perceive what they

are being told and will be totally lost. This describes the condition of the

disbelievers (kuffar).

If the word "dawab" is translated according to its second meaning of an
animal, the verse will mean that the disbelievers (kuffar) behave just like the

animals do. Allah says in Surah Furqan, "Have you seen the one who has taken his

whims as a deity? Will you be a guardian over him? Or do you think that most of them

hear or understand? They are merely like animals, but even more astray." [Surah 25,

verses 43,44]

Allah continues, "If Allah knew of some good in them He would have definitely

allowed them to hear. If He allows them to hear, they would certainly turn away being

averse." Since they do not want to seek the truth, they will not benefit even if they

are allowed the opportunity.

"O you who believe, hearken to Allah and His messenger when they call you
towards that which will give you life." By adopting a life of Belief (Iman) and
righteous deeds, the life of a person in this world becomes a worthwhile life and
he is assured the bliss of eternal life in Heaven (Jannah). True life means
conforming with the dictates of one's Master.

The Holy Prophet jJL.^ *A* it JU* has mentioned, "The example of one who
remembers his Lord and one who does not remember is like the example of the

living and the dead." [Mishkdtp. 196]

Belief (Iman) is a precondition for the acceptance of any action and good
actions allow the light and potency of Belief (Iman) to be strengthened. These will

allow a person to attain the boon of Heaven (Jannah). With regard to the life in

Heaven (Jannah), Allah says in Surah Ankabut [Surah 29, verse 64], "The life of this

world is mere futility and play. Without doubt, the life of the Hereafter is true life. If only

they knew." With regard to the disbelievers (kuffar) in Hell Allah says in Surah
ATa [Surah 87, verse 13], "They will not die therein, nor will they live. - A life of

punishment is no life at all.

"Know that Allah comes between a man and his heart..." The author of "Ruhul
Ma'ani" (v.9 p. 191) has written that this refers to the fact that Allah is closer to a
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person than his own heart. Allah says in Surah Qaf, "We are closer to him than his

jugular vein." [Surah 50, verse 16]

Other commentators mention that the verse implies that Allah has complete

control over a person's heart. He can manipulate the heart as He pleases and is

able to alter the intentions and resolutions of man. Allah can divert the heart to

the straight path or cause it to wander very far from it. He can instil fear into a

contented heart and cause a vigilant heart to be forgetful.

Sayyidah Umm Salamah h* &\s±j narrates that the Holy Prophet u* ^ j*
rJL^ used to make the following pray (du'a) very often viz. 'O the Changer of

hearts! Keep my heart steadfast upon Your Religion (Din)" When she enquired

from him the reason for repeating this pray (du'a) so Often, he replied, "O Umm
Salamah! There is no person whose heart is not in Allah's control. He keeps firm

on guidance whomsoever He wills and averts whomsoever He wills from

guidance." ["Ruhul Ma'ani" and Ibn Kathir vl p.298]

A similar hadith has been narrated from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ^j
4* &\ by Mishkat (p.20).

" and (know) that you shall be gathered unto Him" This serves to remind

people that their ultimate destination is the Hereafter. By keeping this in mind, a

person will be encouraged to perform good deeds and abstain from sins.

(25) Beware of a chastisement that will not affect the oppressive ones from you

exclusively! Know that surely Allah is severe in punishment.

BEWARE OF A PUNISHMENT THAT WILL AFFECT NOT ONLY
THE SINNERS

Allaa warns in this verse that His punishment for people's sins will envelop

the guilty and innocent alike. This will occur, according to the Ahadlth, when

people stop practising "Amr Bil Ma'ruf Wan Nahy Anil Munkar" (enjoining good

and forbidding evil).

THE WARNING AGAINST NOT PREVENTING EVIL

Sayyidina Jarir bin Abdullah ** ii ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet & J^
<X> j Up said, "When the people of a community, despite possessing the ability, do

not restrain an open sinner, then Allah shall afflict them with a widespread

punishment before their deaths." [Mishkat p. 437]

Sayyidina Nu'man bin Bashir ** & ^j reports that the Holy Prophet i» J^
jJL, j Up described the example of sinners and those who do not preve it them. He

said that a ship has two decks. The people drew lots to determine who will

occupy the upper deck and who would occupy the lower deck. When they were

all assigned to their quarters, the occupants of the lower deck would go to the
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upper deck to get water for themselves.

Eventually those of the lower deck sensed that their fellow companions of

the upper deck were unhappy that they were being disturbed. They then took

hold of an axe and began to make a hole at the bottom of the ship. When the

people of the upper deck came down to ask what was happening, they were told,

"We need water and you people used to be annoyed with our frequent requests

(so we decided to get our own water from the hole we intend making)/'

The Holy Prophet (JL-j Up i»» JU continued to say that if the occupants of the

upper deck stop the others from making the hole all of them would be rescued

from disaster. However, if they do not prevent them, all will be destroyed.

[Bukhari v.l p.339 and v.2 p.369]

Sayyidina Jabir -up Av^j narrates that the Holy Prophet pl-^ Up & J-* said,

"Allah commanded Jibr'il (OLJi Up to overturn a certain town along with its

inhabitants. Jibr'il (MJi *> submitted, 'O Lord! There is a servant of Yours in that

town who has not disobeyed You the duration of even the wink of an eye. Allah

told him, 'Overturn the town upon that person as well as the rest of them

because his face did not even change expression for My sake." (i.e. He was

unaffected by the sins being committed around him and did not attempt to

forbid them). [Mishkat p. 438]

Sayyidina Hudhaifa ** ifo ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ^j 4* &\ J^>

told them, "Continue to practise Amr Bil Ma'ruf Wan Nahy Anil Munkar,

(enjoining good and forbidding evil) otherwise Allah will soon afflict you with

His punishment. Then you will make supplication (du'a) to Him and He will not

accept them." [Tirmidhi]

Some commentators have mentioned that the verse refers to the punishment

that will afflict people who neglect Jihad. This is because 'the protection and

preservation of Religion (Din) and the Muslims lies in Jihad. It is sufficiency

obligation (Fardh Kifayah) (a compulsion that will be waived from others if some

fulfill it) for Muslims to wage Jihad even though the disbelievers (kuffar) do not

initiate the aggression. If they attack the Muslims, then none shall be excused

from repulsing their onslaught.

It is because of the negligence of the Muslims towards Jihad that the

disbelievers (kuffar) have become so bold in their attitude towards the Muslims.

Eventually, when the disbelievers (kuffar) gain the upper hand, everyone will be

affected and the Muslims will need to safeguard their women and children from

them. Maintaining the system of Jihad will avert this situation.

Sayyidina Abu Bakr <up ibi ^j reports that the Holy Prophet pL.^ Up i»i ^U
said, "Allah will punish the nation that neglects Jihad." [Majma'uz Zawa'id v.5 p.284]

Allah concludes the verse by reminding men that "Know that surely Allah is

severe in punishment."
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(26) Recall the time when you were few and regarded as weak on earth. You

feared that people would annihilate you, then Allah granted you a station,

bolstered you with His assistance and sustained you with pure things so that

you could be grateful.

A REMINDER OF AN EXTREMELY GREAT FAVOUR TO THE
MUSLIMS

The victory at Badr was indeed an exceptionally great favour of Allah to the

Muslims. By virtue of this victory, the strength of the Muslims became renowned

and the Arabs developed an awe and respect for the Muslims in their hearts. The

Quraysh still traded with the people of Syria and the news of Badr travelled via

them to the emperors of Rome and Persia. While the Muslims were never

considered a force to be reckoned with before that, they were now the talk of the

world.

With regard to this great boon, Allah tells the believers (Mu'minin), ''Recall

the time when you were few and regarded as weak on earth." During the early days,

the Muslims had no territories and were given no consideration. "You feared that

people (the Quraysh ofMakkah) would annihilate you, then Allah granted you a station

(in Madinah), bolstered you with His assistance (at Badr) and sustained you with pure

things..." Some commentators have mentioned that this refers to all pure and

tasty foods, while others say that it refers to the booty that they acquired.

Allah then mentions the underlying purpose behind these bounties. They

were conferred upon the Muslims "so that you could be grateful.

^JL^ ^j
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(27) O you who believe, do not betray Allah and the messenger and do not

knowingly betray your mutual trusts.

THE PROHIBITION AGAINST BETRAYING ALLAH, THE HOLY
PROPHET ^j Up b\ J^> AND MUTUAL TRUSTS

Durrul Manthur (v.3 p. 178) reports from Sayyidina Jabir <* ii ^j that when

Abu Sufyan left Makkah, Jibr'il f
*Ji Up informed the Holy Prophet ^ 3 *> ^ J*

of his exact whereabouts and ad led that the imminent attack be kept secret.

However, some Hypocrites (Munafiqtn) informed him by letter that the Holy

Prophet fL«j aJLp &\ J^> was planning to attack his caravan. It was on this occasion

that Allah revealed the above verse.

Another narration by Ibn Shihab Zuhri Up i» ^ states that when the Banu

Quraizah broke the pledge that they made with the Muslims, the Companions

(Sahaba)^ & ^j laid siege to their fort. The Jews of the Bani Quraizah decided

that they would be content with the decision made by Sayyidina Sa'd bin

Mu'adh aip iut ^Jt In accordance with the injunctions of the Jewish Torah, he

decided that all their mature males be executed and that their women and

children be taken prisoner.

When Sayyidina Abu Lubaba ** 2»t ^, who was an acquaintance of the
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Jews, found out about this decision he informed the Jews about it by drawing his

finger across his neck. The above verse was consequently revealed. When
Sayyidina Abu Lubaba -u* &\ ^j realised his folly of betraying Allah and the

Holy Prophet *i-j *jlp i» J^ he tied himself to a pillar of the mosque (Masjid). He
then swore never to taste anything, nor drink anything until he dies or Allah

accepts his repentance.

When the Holy Prophet ^^iii ju* heard about this he said, "If he had
come to me first, I would have sought forgiveness on his behalf. Now since he

has committed himself, I can only leave him until Allah accepts his repentance

(Tauba)." So he did not eat or drink for seven days, until he fell unconscious.

When Allah forgave him, The Holy Prophet ^-L-j Up &\ J^ untied him from the

pillar. ["Ruhul Ma'ani" v.9 p.190]

Whatever the circumstances of revelation are, the implication of the verse is

general. For this reason, Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas <up & ^j mentioned that

the verse means that people should not betray Allah by neglecting the

obligations (Faraidh), and they should not betray the Holy Prophet ^L-j <uU iu\ j^>

by neglecting his Sunnah. [Durrul Manthur v.3 p. 1 78]

It is therefore understood that disobedience to Allah and the Holy Prophet

jJL-j Up &\ J^> amounts to betraying them. Divulging secrets also falls into this

category.

After prohibiting the betrayal of Allah and the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up &\ JU>,

Allah adds, "and do not knowingly betray your mutual trusts/' Since the word
"trusts" is very general and broad in meaning, every type of trust should be

upheld with utmost care.

In the monetary sense, trusts are easily understood. People place their

wealth in the possession of others as a trust expecting to receive the same back

upon demand. Betraying such a trust would mean that the person in whose
custody the trust is placed does not return the trust at all or does not return it in

full. There are various other examples of this and each trust should be returned

to the rightful owner. Allah should be feared in this regard and it is regrettable

that even visibly pious people are negligent in these matters.

Kings, statesmen and rulers also have a very burdensome responsibility/

which falls under the ambit of trusts. They are dutibound to fulfil their tasks in

accordance with the Shari'ah, without betraying the trust of the masses in any
way. Tradesmen, neighbours, relatives, spouses, etc are all entrusted to fulfil

their respective responsibilities. Whoever is found lacking in the fulfilment of his

trust will have to answer before Allah on the Day of Judgement. A detailed

discussion on this subject is to be found in the commentary of verse 58 of Surah

Nisa, where Allah says, "Verily Allah instructs you to restore trusts to their rightful

owners and that you judge between people with justice. " [Surah 4, verse 58]

The word "knowingly" is added in this verse, meaning that although

betrayal should never take place, it is especially worse when one is aware of the

consequences.
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(28) Know that verily your wealth and your children are a test and that indeed a

grand reward is with Allah. (29) O you who believe, if you fear Allah, He will

grant you something decisive, will expiate your sins and forgive you. Allah is

extremely Bountiful.

ONE'S WEALTH AND CHILDREN ARE A TEST

The first of the above verses states that a person's wealth and children are a

test for him. Involvement with one's wealth and children causes one to be

neglectful of one's duties to Allah. They do not permit him to participate in

Jihad, to perform his Salah properly and he is then even hesitant to pay Zakah in

full. Some people delay performing their hajj for many years because of their

family and business commitments. In fact, many have died without performing

Hajj for the same reason. In a like manner, people are hindered from many
obligations (Faraidh) and compulsories (Wajibat) because of their wealth and

families.

Commentators say that wealth has been mentioned before children because

the test of wealth is greater. Sayyidina Ka'b bin Ayadh ^ i»i ^>j narrates that the

Holy Prophet ^j aJLp iw\ JU said, Every Ummah has a test and the test of my
Ummah is in wealth." [Mishkat p. 442]

Firstly, a person has to consider rteyy to earn his wealth and ensure that

Allah's laws are not broken in the process. Thereafter, the concern is to spent it in

the correct way.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud <up iui ^j reports that the Holy Prophet jU
jjL-j Up &\ said, "The feet of the son of Adam will not move on the Day of

Judgement until he answers five questions. (1) How he spent his life? (2) How he

spent his youth? (3) How he earned his wealth? (4) How did he spend it? (5) Did

he practise his knowledge?" [Ibid]

It is commonly seen that many people are negligent about how they earn

their wealth. Thereafter, in pleasing their wives and children they violate the

injunctions of Allah when spending the same wealth. Lawful (Halal) wealth is

then squandered in Unlawful (Haram) pursuits. Eventually they often have to

resort to various illegal ways to acquire more wealth. They steal, gamble, accept

bribes, indulge in usury, swindle others, commit fraud and embezzle funds from

wherever they are able to exploit. People then think that they are affluent in

terms of worldly possessions as they continue to indulge in these activities. They

should rather think that they are destroying their Hereafter with their ill-gotten

wealth. However, their love for wealth blinds them to this fact.

In pleasing their children, some people involve themselves in many dark

deeds. Huge sums of money are squandered in lavish wedding receptions and in
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building huge mansions in preparation for their future. In doing this, many sins

are committed while the injunctions of the Religion (Din) are openly

transgressed.

A believer (Mn'min) should always be concerned that he does not fail in

these two great tests. Just as the punishment for failure is so great, the rewards

for success are tremendous. Allah says, "indeed a grand reward is ivith Allah."

THE PRIZE FOR PIETY (TAQWA)

"O you who believe, if yon fear Allah, He will grant yon something decisive, will

expiate your sins and forgive you." Certain commentators mention that the

"decisive" thing mentioned in the verse is guidance and a special light in the

heart by which a person can distinguish between right and wrong. Others

maintain that it refers to the assistance that Allah grants to the believers

(Mu'minln) so that they may acquire honour and so that the disbelievers (kuffar)

are disgraced. Yet another opinion is that it refers to the victory of the believers

{Mu'minln) whereby the Religion (Din) receives favourable publicity. {"Ruhul

Ma'am"v$yA%\

In conclusion Allah says, "Allah is extremely Bountifirt."

(30) When the disbelievers schemed against you to imprison you, kill you or

exile you. They plan and Allah plans, and Allah is the best of planners.

THE PLOTTING OF THE MAKKAN POLYTHEISTS BEFORE THE
MIGRATION (HIJRAH)

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** i«\ ^j narrates that when the Ansar of

Madinah accepted Islam, the Polytheists of Makkah grew very concerned and

convened a meeting in the Damn Nadwa (a courthouse). Devil (Shaytan/Mis)

assumed the form of an old man and presented himself at th& meeting. When
they asked him who he was, he replied that he was the Sheikh of Najd and that

he decided to avail himself when he heard of their meeting so that they are not

deprived of his valuable advice.

A person by the name of Abul Bakhtari said that the Holy Prophet^ & J^
(JL.j should be locked in his home with all doors and windows sealed. He added
that only a small vent should be left open and some grain and water be passed

through it. They should all then wait for him to perish, as was done with many
other poets before. Upon hearing this, the Sheikh of Najd screamed and told

them that if this were done, the followers of the Holy Prophet ^L-j Up i& JU
would march in battle against them and force them to release him. Everyone

agreed.

Thereafter a person called Hisham bin Amr mentioned, "This person [the

Holy Prophet pJL-j U* &\ JU] should be put on a camel and sent out of town. It

will not matter to you thereafter where he goes and then you will be in peace."
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Upon hearing this, the accursed Devil (Mis) objected and told them, "You are all

well aware of how sweet is the speech of this person. You also know how

infatuated people become with he talks. I swear by Allah that if you carry out

this opinion, he will influence many others and they will march on you and exile

you from your town." Everyone agreed to what he said.

THE OPINION OF ABU JAHL AND THE ENDORSEMENT OF DEVIL

(SHAYTIN)

Thereafter Abu Jahl presented his opinion saying, "By Allah I shall tender

such a proposal besides which there is no alternative. I propose that a burly

person from every tribe of the Quraysh be selected and each be given a sword.

They should then collectively kill Muhammad ^j *> & J**. In this way his

blood will be on the hands of all the tribes and the Bani Hashim [the tribe of the

Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ifo Ju* will be unable to take retaliation (Qisas) from all of

them. They will be forced to accept the blood money (Diyah) which will be

contributed by all the tribes."

Upon hearing this, Iblis said, "That person has given an excellent opinion!

He is the best of you in his opinions. I also feel that there is no alternative to what

he has proposed." Everyone agreed and they left the meeting.

JIBR'IL f
*J» U* INFORMS THE HOLY PROPHET ^jAJpiji^ AND

HE LEAVES FOR THE MIGRATION (HIJRAH)

While the Polytheists dispersed, Jibr'Il fiLJ\ U* informed the Holy Prophet

.^ Up i»\ JU» about what they had planned and told him not to spend the night

in his home. The Holy Prophet ^ 3
Up i»» Ju> put Sayyidina Ali <up 2»i ^ in his

place at home and assured him that he would be safe. The Holy Prophet U* &\ J^
<JL-j left him to return the valuables of the Makkans to them since they used to

entrust these to him for safekeeping.

As the assassins surrounded the house, The Holy Prophet ^} U* &\ J^ left

with a handful of sand which he threw at them so that they did not see him. He
then recited the following verse of Surah Yasln [Surah 36, verse 9], "We have placed a

harrier in front of them and a harrier behind them, and We have enveloped them so they

cannot see." That night the Holy Prophet (JL-j U* i» JU and his companion

Sayyidina Abu Bakr <up ii^ j reached the cave of Thaur.

THE FAILURE OF THE POLYTHEISTS

When morning dawned, the Polytheists (Mnshrikin) were stunned to see

that Sayyidina Ali ** ifo ^j emerged from the house instead of the Holy Prophet

^JL. j Up iiii JU When they asked Sayyidina Ali ** i»» ^j where the Holy Prophet

^^ aAj> &\ J^ was, he replied that he did not know.

They then followed the footprints of the Holy Prophet '^
3
U^ ifo J^ until it

led to the cave of Thaur. Seeing a spider's web at the entrance, they thought that

none could have entered* so did not even look further. After remaining in the

cave for three days, the Holy Prophet^ 3
Up ii»\ j^> left for Madinah and reached

there safely. It is with regard to this incident that Allah says, "They plan and Allah

plans, and Allah is the best ofplanners." [Al Bidaya wan Nihayah p.175 to 181]
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(31) When Our verses are recited to them they say, "We have heard! We could

say the same things if we wished to. These are no more than the fables of the

old people." (32) When they said, "O Allah! If this really is the truth from You,

then shower on us stones from the skies, or afflict us with a painful

punishment." (33) Allah shall not punish them while you are among them and
Allah will not punish them when they are seeking forgiveness.

THE OBSTINACY OF THE POLYTHEISTS AND THEIR CLAIM
THAT THEY CAN ALSO PRODUCE THE LIKE OF THE QUR'AN

A person from the Banu Abdid Dar tribe called Nadhr bin Harith was a

staunch enemy of the Holy Prophet jJL^ U* ixi Ju* The Arabs were unable to meet
the challenge of the Qur'an to produce anything like it since it is the summit of

eloquence. To undermine the Qur'an, he used to say, "We have heard! We could say

the same things ifwe wished to." He wished to impress on the people that he could

also say the things mentioned in the Qur'an, but thought it futile to do so.

He also added, "These are no more than the fables of the old people" By this he
meant to tell the people that the preaching of the Holy Prophet jJL-j <> &\ JU was
not from Allah, but that the Holy Prophet pJL^ <> &\ JL* was merely relating the

incidents that are found documented in books.

Besides Nadhar, other Polytheists also said similar things. Allah says in

Surah An'am, " to the point that they will come to debate with you, the disbelievers

saying, 'This is only the fables of the men ofold" [Surah 6, verse 2^

They said these things because of their obstinacy since they all knew that the

Holy Prophet p-L^ <$* <&i JL* was unlettered and that no books were available to

him.

THE SUPPLICATION (DU'A) OF NADHR BIN HARITH FOR
ALLAH'S PUNISHMENT

When Nadhr bin Harith used to make the above statements, Sayyidina

Uthman bin Madh'un ** ii ^j told him to fear Allah because the talks of the

Holy Prophet jJUj *> &\ JU were all true. He responded by saying that what he
said was also true. Sayyidina Uthman bin Madh'un told him that the Holy
Prophet pJLj <uU ifci jl* said "La ilaha lllallah." Nadhr retorted by saying, "I also say

'La llaha lllallah' but these idols are Allah's daughters."

It was then that he prayed to Allah as mentioned in the verse viz. "O Allah!

If this (Islam) really is the truth from You, then shower on us stones from the

skies, or afflict us with a painful punishment."
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The Jews also made a similar supplication, as mentioned in Surah

Mujadalah [Surah 58, verse 8], "Wlnj does Allah not punish us for what we say?" Even

today many people who stand for falsehood make similar statement. They do not

realise that the affliction of a punishment does not determine the error of claim.

The truth is established by the Qur'an, the Ahadith and logical reasoning.

Allah sends His punishment as and when He pleases. It often occurs that he

punishes people when they request for punishment, but it also occurs that he

sends the punishment later. Some commentators have mentioned that the

opening verse of Surah Ma'arij [Surah 70, verses 1,2] was also revealed with

reference to Nadhr bin Harith. Allah says in that verse, "The questioner asks you

about the pending punishment..." Allah answered his supplication and he was

killed in the battle of Badr. []alalain andfootnote p. 473]

Sayyidina Anas ** it ^j reports that the supplication (dn'a) in the above

verse (i.e. "O Allah! If this really is the truth from You, then... ") was made by Abu

Jahl. He requested for a general punishment to afflict all the Polytheists, but

Allah did not grant this, the reason for which He gives in the next verse viz.

"Allah shall not punish them while you [the Holy Prophet >L.j Up it J^] are among

them and Allah will not punish them when they are seeking forgiveness." [Bukhari vl

p.670]

It is the principle with Allah that He will never punish the inhabitants of

any place until He has ensured that His messenger has left them first. When all

the previous Prophets (Anbiya) f^J\ ^ were instructed to leave their towns

before the descent of Allah's chastisement, how could it be possible that the final

and most beloved messenger of Allah.^ 3
Up it J^ be allowed to be punished

with his people?

It was only when the Holy Prophet jJL- 3
Up it JL* left Makkah and migrated

to Madinah that 70 disbelievers (kuffar) were slain in the battle of Badr, among

them were Abu Jaihl and Nadhr bin Harith.

ISTIGHFAR IS A GUARANTEE OF SAFETY

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ it ^ has mentioned that two factors

saved of the people of Makkah. One was the presence of the Holy Prophet it j^

^ Up and the other was Istighfar (seeking forgiveness from Allah). When the

Holy Prophet ^j Up it JL* left Makkah, the people of Makkah were left with

only Istighfar and when Makkah was conquered by the Muslims, only a few

exceptionally evil persons were killed, while the rest accepted Islam. Thereafter

they were secured from being punished.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ it ^j has also mentioned, "Undoubtedly

Allah has granted the Ummah two securities. As long as the two (or one of them)

remains within the Ummah, they will be saved from Allah's chastisement.

Although Allah has removed one viz. The Holy Prophet ^ Up &\ j^, the other

is still with them viz. Istighfar.

Sayyidina Fudhala bin Ubayd ** it ^ j narrates that the Holy Prophet & J^
jJUj Up said, "People will be saved from punishment as long as they continue to

seek His forgiveness." (It is apparent from this that people who have been

punished had stopped making Istighfar). The commentary of the above verse has
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been extracted from Ibn Kathir (v.2 p.303 to 305).

(34) What do they have that Allah should not punish them when they prevent

(others) from the Masjidul Haram while they are not its guardians? Its guardians

are only those who possess piety (taqwa), but most of them do not know. (35)

Their prayer by the House (Ka'ba) is merely whistling and clapping. "So taste

the punishment because you used to disbelieve!

THE POLYTHEISTS USED TO PRAY AT THE KA'BA BY CLAPPING
THEIR HANDS AND WHISTLING

In this verse Allah tells the Polytheists that they really deserve to be

punished because of their actions, although the previous verse stated that they

will not be punished because of the two reasons mentioned above. Their first

crime was that they forced the Holy Prophet <!-_• Up &\ JL* and the Companions

(Sahaba)^ ^ ^j to leave Makkah, thereby preventing them from the Masjidul

Haram. Then, when the Muslims came to Makkah -after six years, they prevented

them from performing Umrah in the Masjidul Haram. Although Allah did not

punish all of them simultaneously, their leaders were killed at Badr.

Atlanta Baghawi Up ibi <^j writes in "Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v.2 p.246) that the

verse "Allah shall not punish them while you are among them and..." refers to a

punishment that would affect all of them at once. The above verse ("Wliat do they

have that Allah should not punish them when... ") refers to the punishment that they

received when they were killed in battle.

According to other commentators, the first verses refers to the punishment

of this world, while the second refers to their punishment in the Hereafter which

is inevitable. This interpretation makes it easy to understand the relationship

between these verses and the last one viz. "So taste the punishment because youused

to disbelieve!"

"What do they have that Allah should not punish them when they prevent (others)

from the Masjidul Haram while they are not its guardians?" This verse states that the

Polytheists were never the rightful custodians and trustees of the Masjidul

Haram. The rightful custodians of the Ka'ba can only be those who attest to

Oneness of Allah (Tauhid), as Allah says, 'its guardians are only those who posses

piety (taqwa), but most of them do not know." When the Muslims conquered

Makkah, they became the custodians of the Ka'ba. ["Ruhul Ma'dni" v.9 p.203]

The Polytheists thought that they were entitled to be the guardians of the

Ka'ba because they worshipped there. Alluding to the frivolous nature of their

worship, Allah says, "Their prayer by the House (Ka'ba) is merely whistling and
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clapping." All actions inspired by Devil (Shaytan) must include activities like

clapping, whistling, singing and dancing. Allah therefore dispelled their claim to

be worshippers by indicating that their worship was linked to Devil (Shaytan).
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(36) Verily the disbelievers spend their wealth to forbid from Allah's path. They
will soon spend their wealth, then this wealth shall be a source of regret for

them where after they will be defeated. The disbelievers shall be gathered

towards Hell... (37) "....so that Allah may separate the impure ones from the

pure. And He will combine the impure ones and pile them a top each other, then

place them all in Hell. These are the losers.

THOSE WHO FORBID PEOPLE FROM ALLAH'S PATH WILL BE
DEFEATED

Ibn Kathir (v.2 p307) reports that when the survivors of Badr returned to

Makkah, they confronted Abu Sufyan. They told him that they had marched to

defend him and his caravan and many of their fathers, sons and brothers were
killed, while he returned safely with the caravan. They demanded that the

people now contribute towards the preparation of another army that will avenge
their defeat at Badr. They therefore collected funds for this. Sayyidina Abdullah
bin Abbas ^ & ^j reports that the above verse was revealed with regard to this

collection of theirs.

"Ma'alimut Tanzll" (v.2 p.247) reports that this verse was revealed with
reference to those people who spent on the Makkan army while they were
marching to Badr by slaughtering numerous camels to feed them. Sayyidina
Hakam bin Uyaynah Up i\ ^ mentioned that the verse was revealed with
reference to Abu Sufyan, who spent 40 Awqiya of silver on the army that

marched to Uhud. (One Awqiya is equivalent to 40 Dirhams).

Allama Ibn Kathir Up -3a* <^j says that the purport of the verse is general even
though it may have been revealed with specific reference to certain incidents. He
says that whoever will spend to forbid others from Allah's path shall be a loser in

both worlds, while Allah's Religion (Din) will still flourish. They will then regret

that they were defeated in this world and will also be made to suffer in the

Hereafter.

"The disbelievers shall be gathered towards Hell so that Allah may separate the

impure ones from the pure" The pure and pious people will enter into Heaven
(Jannah). On the other hand, Allah "will combine the impure ones and pile them atop

each other, then place them all in Hell These are the losers." Just like the disbelievers
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(kuffdr) all combined and pooled their resources to combat Islam, they will all be

combined in Hell, where they will suffer until eternity.

C^oa Jub \5syi

:<^&irt
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(38) Tell the disbelievers that if they desist, they will be forgiven for the past.

However, if they continue, then the ways of the previous nations have passed.

THE DISBELIEVERS (KUFFAR) ARE ENCOURAGED TO ACCEPT
ISLAM AND WARNED AGAINST CLINGING TO THEIR WAYS

In this verse, Allah commands the Holy Prophet pl^ 4* & J*>, "Tell the

disbelievers that if they desist they will be forgiven for the past" By repenting and

accepting Islam, they will be forgiven for all their previous transgressions against

Islam and the Muslims.

Sayyidina Amr bin Al As ** ii ^>Jg who was once an arch enemy of Islam,

said to the Holy Prophet jJL-j a> &\ JU when he accepted Islam, "O the Holy

Prophet jJUj. 4* & J^ I shall pledge allegiance to you on condition that I be

forgiven/' The Holy Prophet <jlj Up ifc\ JU replied, "O Amr! Do you not know

that Islam destroys whatever preceded it, that migration destroys whatever sins

were committed prior to it, and that Hajj also annihilates all sins committed prior

to it?" [Muslim v.l pJ2]

The commentators of the Ahadith, with substantiation from numerous

proofs have written that migration (Hijrah) and Hajj expiate all minor sins.

However, they do not serve to secure forgiveness from the clues and rights owed

to other people.

"Haiuever, if they continue, then the ways of the previous nations have passed" If

the disbelievers (kuffdr) chose to remain adamant and adhere to their erroneous

ways, the same punishment and defeat will come to them as afflicted the

disbelievers (kuffdr) of previous nations.

The author of "Ma'alimut Tanzll" interprets the verse to mean that if they

remain disbelievers (kuffdr), Allah shall continue to assist His Prophets (Anbiya)

{%J\ ptJp.and the believers (Mxt'minln) against them as He did in the past.

Eventually they will be vanquished and destroyed.
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(39) Fight them until no anarchy exists and all Religion (Din) is for Allah. So if

they desist, then indeed Allah is Watchful over what they do. (40) If they turn
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away, then know that Allah is your Protecting Friend. What a terrific Friend and

what a terrific Helper!

FIGHT THE DISBELIEVERS (KUFFAR) UNTIL ALL RELIGION (DIN)

IS FOR ALLAH
Allah says, "Fight them [the disbelievers (kuffar)] until no anarchy [disbelief

(knfr) and polytheism (shirk)] exists and all Religion (Din) is for Allah/' i.e. Until all

the disbelievers (kuffar) accept Islam and believe in the Oneness of Allah.

Certain commentators have interpreted the verses to mean that the

disbelievers (knffar) of Arabia should be fought until they all accept Islam, since

Atonement (Jizya) is not accepted from them. Others have interpreted it to mean
that every disbeliever (kafir) should be made to accept either one of two things

viz. Islam or payment of the Atonement (Jizya). In each of the two circumstances,

Islam will reign supreme over disbelief (knfr).

The Companions (Sahaba) ^ ifo ^ } and those after them maintained the

practice of Jihad, but when they neglected this duty, they were overcome by the

enemies and subdued as is witnessed today,

"So if they desist, then indeed Allah is Watchful over what they do." The Muslim

is only charged with what he can visibly assess. If any disbeliever (kafir) accepts

Islam merely to be safe from the Muslims, then they cannot kill him in battle

merely because of their suspicions. Allah is the One who knows the inner

condition of hearts. He shall take such people to task and protect the believers

(Mu'minin) from their evil.

The Holy Prophet ^l-
3
Up ibi JL* once sent Sayyidina Usama bin Zaid & ^j

*s. as the commander of military detachment to fight the tribe of Bani Juhaynah.

During the battle, when he was about to kill one of the enemy, the person

exclaimed, "La ilaha IllAllah!" Despite this declaration of Islam, Sayyidina

Usama <u* &\ ^j killed him.

When the incident was reported to the Holy Prophet ^JL^ a-Ip iut J^>, he told

Sayyidina Usama <^ i»t ^ Jf "Did you kill him despite the fact that he attested 'La

ilaha IllAllah?" Sayyidina Usama ** As ^j replied, "He only said so to save his

life." The Holy Prophet (JL- _>
<dp ii J^> said, "Then why did you not cut open his

heart to see?"

The Holy Prophet <X*< Up i»\ ju intended to impress upon him that people

can only judge by that which is apparent to them. Only Allah knows the true

condition of a person's heart and man cannot be aware of this even though he

may cleave open a person's heart. If they intend to harm the Muslims by their

false attestation of Islam, Allah will protect the Muslims from them.

"If they turn away, then know that Allah is your Protecting Friend." If the

disbelievers (knffar) do not submit to Islam and are determined to fight the

Muslims, then the Muslims should not be afraid because Allah is always there to

assist them. When He is there to assist, none should refrain from ihad, because

Allah is the best of allies. Allah concludes by saying, "What a terrific Friend and

what a terrific Helper!"
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PART TEN

(41) Know that from whatever spoils of war that you acquire, a fifth of it shall

be for Allah, His messenger, the relatives, the poor, the orphans and the

travellers; if you believe in Allah and what W$ have revealed to Our slave on

the day of the decision, the day when the two parties clashed. And Allah has

power over everything.

THOSE DESERVING OF THE SPOILS OFWAR
As has already passed, the wealth and property of the enemy that are

^captured in battle are referred to as the spoils of war and are to be distributed

among the Muslims according to Allah's decree. The above verses states that one

fifth of the sum of all the booty should be separated and then the remaining four

fifths must be distributed among the Mujahidin (those Muslim soldiers who
fought in that particular battle).

Allah says with regard to the recipients of the one fifth, 'a fifth of it shall be for

Allah, His messenger, the relatives [of the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ii Jj\ the -poor, the

orphans and the travellers..." Commentators mention that Allah is stated to be one

of the recipients merely for the sake of blessings. Allah is not in need of anything

and His name is mentioned because the booty is distributed according to His

injunctions.

The shares of the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up ii ju and his relatives no longer

apply after his demise. However, those living relatives of the Holy Prophet ifo Ju*

pL*
3
Up who fall into the categories of "the poor, the orphans ands the travellers" may

receive a share from the booty as one of these. In fact, they will be given

preference over all the others in their respective categories. The Leader of the

Believers (Amirul Mu'minln) will not be obliged to distribute the spoils among
each and every poor, orphaned or travelling person, but will grant shares to

whomsoever of these he pleases, according to his discretion. The above ruling is

according to the Hanafi school of jurisprudence.

After stipulating the recipients of the fifth, Allah goes on to say, "...if yon

believe in Allah and what We have revealed to Our slave on the day of the decision, the
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day when the two parties clashed/' The Muslims should distribute the booty

according to the decree of Allah if they really believe in Allah and the victory at

Badr, where Allah assisted them through unseen avenues. The booty was,

therefore, also acquired by His assistance and should therefore be distributed

according to His decree.

THE DAY OF THE DECISION

"the day of the decision" refers to the battle of Badr. This battle conclusively

proved that Islam was the true Religion (Din) since the Muslims, although far

inferior to the disbelievers (kuffar) in terms of resources, decisively defeated the

disbelievers (kuffar) army. It proved that the assistance of Allah was with the

believers (Mu'minin).

Many Arab tribes doubted the strength of the Muslims and feared the

dominance of the Makkans. When the Muslim were victorious at Badr, the Arab

tribes opened their eyes and they realised that the Polytheists were wrong in

their beliefs.

"And Allah has power over everything." Allah was the One who conferred on

the Muslims their victory and the booty. If He had not willed that they receive

these things, they should still be content. Therefore, since He had granted them

the larger portion of the booty (i.e. four fifths), they should happily spend the

remaining fifth on those deserving of it. Then too, this one fifth will be spent on

none other but their very own people and the wealth will still remain within the

ranks of the Muslims.

*iyuu> <^>\<-z=>. t^l 4*\ <J*Q Cy^J -Xi*-z*)\ <3 ^Jatr^i j^J^\j>

'&& &&->££& %j SLi 4o*i£ a ^ ft^A \ $

(42) When you were on the near bank and they were at the far bank and the

caravan was below you. If you had promised to meet each other, you would have

differed with regard to the appointment, but Allah decides a matter that was

destined to pass. So that he who was to be destroyed may be destroyed after the

establishment of a clear proof and so that he who was to live may live after the

establishment of a clear proof. Without doubt Allah is All Hearing, All

Knowing. (43) When Allah showed them to you in your dream as few in
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number. If He had showed them to you as many in number you (people) would
have 4pst courage and disputed about the issue. However Allah saved you.

Undoubtedly He has profound knowledge of what is in the hearts. (44) And
when you clashed with them, We made them appear as few in number in your

eyes and We diminished your number in their eyes so that Allah may conclude a

matter that was destined to pass. All matters return only to Allah.

THE SCENE AT BADR AND ALLAH'S UNSEEN ASSISTANCE

The Polytheists camped at a place in Badr that was further from Madinah
and which was more conducive to fighting. When the Muslims arrived, they

were forced to camp in an area that was sloping and covered with loose sand.

Their position was closer to Madinah. In comparison to them, the caravan was
lower in altitude since they were travelling along the coast, approximately three

miles from Badr.

The Muslims never anticipated a battle with the disbelievers (kuffar), but

had intended only to attack the caravan of Abu Sufyan. However, they were

gradually drawn into battle because it was the intention of Allah that they defeat

the disbelievers (kuffar) in battle and it becomes known that the Muslims were a

force to be reckoned with.

Before the battle, the Holy Prophet <JL-j Up iut JL* saw in a dream that the

disbelievers (kuffar) were few in number, and the Companions (Sahaba)^ i»» ^>j

were encouraged by this. If Allah had shown the Holy Prophet ^j Up & JU that

the disbelievers (kuffar) were many in number, the Companions (Sahaba) & ^j
j^p would have lost courage to fight and they would have disputed among
themselves whether they should advance to fight or retreat instead.

Referring to this, Allah says, "When Allah showed them to you in your dream as

few in number. If He had showed them to you as many in number, you (people) would

have lost courage and disputed about the issue. However Allah saved you. Undoubtedly

He has profound knowledge of what is in the hearts." Allah knows exactly whose

heart is imbued with His love and is devoted to the Hereafter. He is also well

aware of those who entertain love only for this world, have no inclination for the

Hereafter and are cowardly.

Thereafter, Allah makes mention of yet another favour to the Muslims

during the battle. He says, "And when you clashed with them, We made them appear

as few in number in your eyes and We diminished your number in their eyes so that

Allah may conclude a matter that was destined to pass." In this way, the Muslims

fought with fervour and the disbelievers (kuffar) fought with complacency.

Consequently Allah brought to a conclusion the victory of the Muslims and the

disbelievers (kuffar) were left vanquished.

"Ma'alimut TanzH" (v.2 p.253) reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud
-up &\\^j who said, "During the battle of Badr, the Polytheists seemed so few that

I asked a companion whether he thought that they numbered even '10. He
replied that he estimated them to be only a hundred. When we captured one of

the eneniy soldiers and asked him how many they were, he informed us that

they were a thousand strong."
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"So that he who was to be destroyed may be destroyed after the establishment of a

clear proof and so that he who was to live may live after the establishment of a clear

proof After the battle of Badr, the truth of Islam became manifest as did the

falsehood of idolatry. After this, if any person died as a disbeliever (kafir), he

would have died after this clear proof of Badr and will have none but himself to

blame. Similarly, the one who accepts Islam and lives accordingly, he will have

done so after this truth had become manifest. The paths to the truth and

falsehood had now become clear and people could choose the one or the other.

Lesson: Verse 13 of Surah Al Imran states, "Indeed there was a sign for yon in

the two groups which met. One group fought in the way of Allah and the other were

disbelievers, who saw them as twice their number with their very eyes. Allah strengthens

with His aid whomsoever He wills. Truly in this is a lesson for those offoresight/' The

apparent contradiction between the underlined portion of this verse and the

verse of Surah Anfal under discussion has been clarified in the commentary of

this verse of Surah Al Imran.

\j^\j $k> C»% !A^ lA>^^ £y£> '^ JA^ QP^>^
±\*>jj \jA*> **^-i* ot \#v± o$* \yy^ *J Kp tl££&\ £ 4M o[

(45) O you who believe, when you lock in combat with an army, then be resolute

and remember Allah abundantly so that you may be successful. (46) Obey Allah

and His messenger and do not fall into dispute with each other, for then you

will become cowardly and your strength will be lost. Be patient, for verily Allah

is with the patient ones. (47) 'Do not be like those who leave their homes

pompously to show people and they forbid (others) from Allah's path. Allah

encompasses all that they do.

BE STEADFAST WHEN ENCOUNTERING THE ENEMY AND
REMEMBER ALLAH IN ABUNDANCE

Allah instructs the Muslims in the above verse saying, "O you who believe,

when you lock in combat with an army, then be resolute..." Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Abi Awfa ** ^ \^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^) ^ it JU> said, "Never

hope to meet the enemy and ask Allah for safety. When you do face them in

combat, then fight with fortitude." [Bukhari v.2 p.424]

An identical hadith has been reported in the "Musnad" of Darmi (v.2 p. 135)

from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ^ Jto ^j with the addition, ..When you do

face them in combat, then fight with fortitude and remember Allah profusely. If

the enemy scream and shout, you should remain silent."

The hadith teaches that although Muslims should ask Allah that they live in

peace, they should not show any signs of weakness and cowardice. They should

fight with determination and remain absorbed in the remembrance (Dhikr) of
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Allah. Tr>ey should also abstain from screaming and shouting. Sayyidina Zaid

bin Arqam *s> i»i ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet p-L-j ^ & J^ said, "Allah

loves silence on three occasions. When the Qur'an is being recited, when fighting

in battle and at a funeral." [Ibn Kathir v.2 p.3 16]

"
'...and remember Allah abundantly..." This is especially important at the time

of battle and entails making supplication (du'a), praying for assistance, reciting

Allahu Akbar, SubhanAlldh, etc. Since the believer (Mu'min) fights, lives and dies

only for Allah, he cannot afford to forget Allah at this most crucial time.

Although he appears to be engrossed in fighting, his heart is attached to Allah.

Dhikr is highly rewarded on this occasion.

Sayyidina Sahl bin Mu'adh narrates from his father <up ii.-^j that the Holy

Prophet pJL-j aJLp it JU said, "Indeed the rewards for Salah, fasting and

remembrance (Dhikr) are multiplied seven hundred fold in comparison to .

spending in Allah's path." [Abu Dawud v.l p.338] The reward for spending in

Allah's path is itself multiplied a minimum of seven hundred fold. [At Targhibwat

Tarhibv.2p.253]

The same person also narrates that the Holy Prophet ^-L^ *> & J*> said,

"Allah shall record that person among the Siddiqin {righteous), martyrs and

Prophets (Anbiya) ^\ r
^JLp, who recites a thousand verses of the Qur'an while in

the path of Allah." [At Targhib mat Tarhib v.2 p.267]

".....so that you may be successful." The recipe for success in both worlds is

fighting with fortitude and engaging in Allah's remembrance.

MUSLIMS LOSE THEIR STRENGTH WHEN THEY DISPUTE WITH
EACH OTHERS

"Obey Allah and His messenger and do not fall into dispute with each other, for

then you will become cowardly and your strength will be lost." By falling into mutual

disputes and conflicts the Muslims lose their credibility in the eyes of the

disbelievers (kuffar), who then grow bold in their attitude towards the Muslims.

They then lose their fear and respect for the Muslims and the Muslims gradually

weaken in the face of the mounting aggression against them.

Unity can be attained only when hearts are united. It is in unity that the

onslaughts of the disbelievers (kujfar) can be thwarted and victory can be gained

over them.

"Be patient, for verily Allah is with the patient ones." Patience is a most

effective weapon of the Muslims and is required in every sphere of their lives, be

it personal, social or international. By exercising patience, every problem can be

solved. By being content and patient with Allah's decrees, a person earns

tremendous rewards and this allows one* to successfully overcome the obstacles

of life.

The instruction of patience follows the mention of mutual disputes. This

alludes to the fact that patience is necessary to maintain cordial relations and to

avoid disputes. It is inevitable that people will fall into controversy and disputes,

even when they are members of the same family. Only will be hurt by the words

or actions of the other since all are of different temperaments. These should all be
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tolerated for cordial relations to prevail.

It is learnt from this that when people get together for the purpose of

consultation, none should insist on his opinion. If anyone does this, it will lead to

a quarrel and the object of consultation will be lost. Every person must be content

with the final decision of the leader and be perseverant and composed if one's

opinion is not accepted. This should be exercised to the extent that even if the

decision of the leader led to some harm befalling the party, one should not

reproach him for not accepting one's opinion instead.

When Sayyidina Umar ^ &\ ^ Jf in his term of Caliphate (Khilafah), relieved

Sayyidina Khalid bin Walid <up ii ^j of his post, the latter did not contest the

issue and resumed fighting in Jihad as he always did. True obedience is when
one is submissive despite being displeased with the instruction. There can never

be unity if every person desires that his opinion must always be selected.

"Do not be like those who leave their homes pompously to show people and they

forbid (others) from Allah's path." The diseases of haughtiness and boastful

behaviour affect those who consider the world to be everything.

Allama Baghawi Up i\ ^ writes in "Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v.2 p.254) that this

verse refers to the polytheists of Makkah when they left for Badr in pomp and
glory. The Holy Prophet ^j U* i» JL* then made supplication (du'a) to Allah

saying, "O Allah! These people have come in pomp and show. They wish to

combat You and they deny Your messenger. Assist us with the assistance that

You have promised."

Abu Sufyan and the caravan had by then already escaped, so some people

advised the Quraysh army that they return to Makkah since their objective was
to protect the caravan. Thereupon Abu Jahl said, "By Allah! We will not return

from Badr until we spend three days there/slaughter camels, eat, drink and listen

to the singing of the songstresses. Then the Arabs be aware of us and will fear us

forever."

In this way they were boastful and arrogant. As a result, Allah made them
then drink from the cups of death and their songstresses mourned instead of

singing.

Allah instructs the believers (Mu'minln) not to be like them and not to be

boastful even though they may be superior in number. During the battle of

Hunayn, the Muslims were boastful about their superior numbers and initially

suffered a temporary defeat. Allah says with regard to this, " as well as on the

day of Hunayn when your superior numbers elated you, but these were of no avail to

you/'
f

{SurahTaubah(9), verse 25]

Sayyidina Abu Musa <up &\ ^j narrates that a person once asked the Holy
Prophet jJL^ U* JSss J^> "A person fights to acquire booty, another fights for fame,

while another fights so that his bravery be displayed. Which of these is in the

path of Allah?" The Holy Prophet <JL-j U* ibi JL* replied, "The person who fights

so that the word of Allah is elevated is in the path of Allah." [Mishkat p. 33]

The believers (Mu'minln) should fight solely for Allah's pleasure and they

should rely only on Him for assistance. They will then be imbued with humility

and will not be arrogant and boastful on the battlefield. Even if they appear
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boastful to instil fear in the hearts of the disbelievers (kuffar), they are humble at

heart. This type of pretentious haughtiness is encouraged in the Ahadith. [Mishkdt

p.287]

The polytheists never accepted Islam, nor did they permit others to do so. In

reference to this Allah described them as people who "forbid from Allah's path."

At the end Allah .says, "Allah encompasses all that they do. "He will punish them for

their misdeeds.

iJl +±====K^a c^SjJ <J\^ JSj £+-*£> &> <j^° OV^IaII u^ly LUa p-±=U jU

(48) When Devil (Shaytan) beautified their actions for them and told them,

"None from man can overpower you today and I am your ally." But when the

two armies faced each other, he took flight and said, "Indeed I am exonerated

from you! Without doubt I can see what you cannot see. I am truly afraid of

Allah, and Allah is severe in punishment."

DEVIL (SHAYTAN) ENTICED THE POLYTHEISTS TO FIGHT BUT
THEN FLED FROM THEM ON THE BATTLEFIELD OE BADR

Devil (Shaytan) always tries to mislead people into remaining as disbelievers

(kuffar) and to continue fighting against Islam. It was seen in a previously related

incident (when he appeared in the form of the Sheikh of Najd) how he advised

the polytheists with regard to the assassination of the Holy Prophet Up &\ JU

The polytheists were initially hesitant to leave for Badr because they feared

an attack from the tribe of Bani Bakr. While they were consulting about this

matter, Iblls appeared to them in the form of Suraqa bin Malik bin Ju'thum, who
was one of the leaders of the Bani Kinana tribe. Addressing them, he told them to

proceed in battle against the Muslims and added, "None from man can overpower

you today and I am your ally.

He accompanied them to Badr and he was holding the hand of Harith bin

Hisham when the two armies were settling into their rows to do battle. It was
then that he saw Jibr'il <0>LJ\ aJLp mounted on a steed in front of the Holy Prophet
pJL-j ap iiii JU. He left the hand of Harith and began to flee. Harith told him, "You

are fleeing even before the battle?" He then hit Harith on the chest and told him,

"Indeed I am exonerated from you! Without doubt I can see what you cannot see.

I am truly afraid of Allah, and Allah is severe in punishment."

When the polytheists returned crestfallen to Makkah, they began to say that

Suraqa had caused their defeat. When Suraqa learnt of this, he swore that he was
not even aware of the fact that they had even left for battle. When they told him
that he was with them, he again swore that he was totally unaware of it. It was
only after Suraqa and the others became Muslims that they learned that this was
the ploy of Iblls. ["Ma'alimut Tamil" v.2 p.255, and "Ruhul Ma'ani" v.10 p.15]
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Sayyidina Ata <uu &\ ^ has interpreted the statement "I am truly afraid of

Allah" to mean that Devil (Shaytan) was afraid that Allah would destroy him
along with them. Other commentators have interpreted it to mean that he

warned the disbelievers (kuffar) that he was afraid that Allah would destroy

them. He added by warning them that "Allah is severe in punishment."

Certain other commentators have mentioned that the sentence "and Allah is

severe in punishment" is a new sentence and not related to the warning he

sounded to the polytheists. They say that this additional sentence is with

reference to the punishment of the Hereafter and not with regard to their defeat

and suffering at Badr. This is a statement from Allah and warns Devil (Shaytan)

and his supporters that they should not think that by fleeing the battlefield they

will be saved from the punishment of the Hereafter. Allah has mentioned in

another verse to devil (Shaytan), "Indeed I shall fill Hell with you and with all those

whofollow you."

is^jrL ir*J ^ti ±*J* J*J^ f*-£J^ 4 <2~Z^ ]J oyullJI Jyi^o^

49. When the hypocrites and those in whose hearts there is a disease said "Their

Religion (Din) has deluded these people." Whoever trusts in Allah, then indeed

Allah is Mighty, the Wise.

THE EVIL THOUGHTS AND REMARKS OF THE HYPOCRITES
(MUNAFIQIN)

The Hypocrites (Munafiqin) were always trying to harm Islam and the

Muslims and made various malicious remarks against them. When the Muslims

prepared to face the polytheists who were thrice their number, the hypocrites

(Munafiqin) scoffed, "Their Religion (Din) has deluded these people." They meant to

say that the Muslims were foolish to face such a large enemy in battle merely on

the strength of their faith. Allah replies to their qualm by saying, "Whoever trusts

in Allah, then indeed Allah is Mighty, the Wise." Allah possesses the might to assist

the believers (Mu'minin) to victory even though they be fewer in number. He
shall render assistance to them according to His wisdom.

Some commentators have mentioned that "those in whose hearts there is a

disease" also refers to the hypocrites (Munafiqin). Others have stated that it refers

to those who accompanied the Quraysh in battle. Their hearts were diseased

with doubts regarding Islam.

SOME IMPORTANT DETAILS ABOUT THE BATTLE OF BADR

The following details about the battle are mentioned in the books of history

and the biography of the Holy Prophet <JL^ Up i»\ JU>. These have not been

mentioned in the verses of the Qur'an.

1. The battle took place on the 17th of Ramadhan.

2. Of the 313 Muslims, 76 were from the Muhajirin (immigrants
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from Makkah) and the rest were of the Ansar (Madinite) tribes of
the Aw s and Khazraj. [Al Bidaya wan Nihayah from Sayyidina
Abdullah bin Abbas ^ it ^>
3. The Makkan army consisted of between 900 and 1000 warriors.
According to certain narrations, they were 950, while others place
their figure at more than a thousand.

4. Before the battle, the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up it J^> pointed out to

the Companions (Sahaba) ^ &\ ^ ; exactly where certain persons

of the Quraysh will be illed. They were killed in precisely the same
places.

5. Seventy disbelievers (kuffar) were killed and another seventy
were taken to Madinah as prisoners of war.

6. Of the 70 disbelievers (kuffar) killed was Abu ]ahl, who incited
the Polytheists to fight and who displayed great arrogance. Two
boys from the Ansar killed him and, while some life was left in him,
Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ ^ ^j severed his head from his

body. The head was presented to the Holy Prophet ^j Up it ju, who
exclaimed, 'Alhamdu Lillahl (All praise is for Allah!)"

Another of those killed was Umayyah bin Khalaf He was the person
who severely tortured Sayyidina Bilal ^ it ^j when he accepted
Islam. On the occasion of Badr, Sayyidina Bilal -up it ^ pointed
him out and told the Ansar that he should not be allowed to escape.
They then surrounded him and killed him.

7. 'The corpses of polytheists were thrown into a disused well
except for the corpse of Umayyah bin Khalaf. His bodyJoegan to

swell and, when they tried to remove it from its armour, the flesh
started to fall to pieces. It was then left where it was and covered
with sand and stones.

8. 'When their bodies were cast into the well the Holy Prophet JU
<X* 3 aA* &\ addressed them and, calling each one name, said would it

now not have pleased you If you had obeyed Allah and His Prophet
tL*3 U* &\ J^? 'We have realised the truth of what our Lord had
promised us. Have you realised the truth of what your Lord had
promised you?"

Thereupon Sayyidina Umar ^ it ^ asked, "O the Holy Prophet
pl-j Aip <&t j^>. You are addressing Lifeless corpses?" The Holy
Prophet jJ-jaJp it jl* replied, 'By the Being in 'Whose control is my
life! You do not hear what I say better than what they hear." (i.e.

They hear as well as you do).

Sayyidina Qatadah Up it^ mentioned that Allah granted them life

so that they may hear the words of the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up it ju
and regret their ways.

9. Six Muhajirin (immigrants) and eight Ansar (inhasitants of
Madinah) were martyred at Badr.
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10. 'The Muslims remained at 'Badr for three days after the battle

and the Holy Prophet <X*j U* & J^ sent Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Rawdha and Zaid bin Hdritha ^ ^ ^>j to inform the people of

Madinah about their victory.

Sayyidina Usdma bin Zaid <* Jto ^j narrated that they received the

news of the victory just as they were returning from burying the

daughter of the Holy Prophet ^j^i^ Sayyidah Ruqayya & ^j
t^p. She passed away while she was married to Sayyidina Uthmdn

bin Affan ** &\ ^Jf who missed the Battle of Badr because the Holy

Prophet -fL* 3
AA*&\ J**had instructed him to attend to his ailing wife

in Madinah.

11. During the battle, an eye of Sayyidina Qatadah bin Nu'mdn ^j
<* ib» was displaced from its socket and hung on his cheek, The

Companions (Sahdba) ^^^j felt that it should be severed, but

first referred the matter to the Holy Prophet ^ 3
Up &\^ The Holy

Prophet fi-j Up &\ JL* called for Sayyidina Qatadah *& & ^>j and

placed the eye back, into its socket, where after he could see better

with that eye than he could with the other.

'The eye of another companion of the Prophet (Sahabi) *& ^ ^jwas
struck, by an arrow. The Holy Prophet fL 3 *A* &\ J* applied some of

his sputum on it, after which the eye functioned once again.

.['Bukhari and Al Bidaya wan Nihayah]

12. Sayyidina Jdbir ** & ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet i» J*
pJL^ Up said; "A person who participated in Badr and Hudaybiyyah

will never enter Hell."[Al Bidaya wan Nihayah v. 3 p. 29]

Bukhari (Vo.i p. 568) reports that when Sayyidina Hdritha bin

Suraqa <* ii ^jwas martyred in the battle of Badr, his mother

enquired, "O the Holy Prophet ^j Up i» JU/ You are aware of the

special relationship I had with my son Hdritha. If he is in Heaven

(Jannah), I will be content, but if he is elsewhere (Hell), you will

see what I do i.e. I will cry relentlessly." The Holy Prophet &\ J^
^L*3 <A± replied, 'Shame on what you say! There is not only one

Heaven (Jannah), but many. Your son is in the highest Firdous."

Hdfiz Ibn Kathir <4* &\ <^j writes that this particular Hdritha ii ^j
**was drinking water from a pond away from the battle and away

from the sentries when a stray arrow killed him. It can well be

imagined that if he was accorded this high position, what will be

the status of those who were martyred while actually fighting?

13. Bukhari (v.2 p. 569) reports a hadith in which Jibr'il f&J\ *A* asked

the Holy Prophet ^JL-j U* &\ JU>, "How do you rate those who

participated in the battle of Badr?" The Holy Prophet ^3 <A±&J^
replied; "We regard them as the best of all Muslims. "Jibr'il r

*>LJ\ Up

said, "In the same way we regard those angels who

Participated in Badr as the best of the angels."
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(50) If only you could see how the angels claim the souls of the disbelievers,

smiting their faces and backs saying, "Taste the punishment of the Blaze!" (51)

"This is because of what your own hands have sent forward and surely Allah is

not oppressive to His bondsmen. (52) Like the ways of the people of Pharaoh
(Fir'aun) and those before them, they rejected the verses of Allahr so Allah
seized them on account of their sins. Verily Allah is Powerful, severe in

punishment. (53) This is because Allah will not change any favour that He
bestowed upon a nation until they change their own actions. Indeed Allah is All

Hearing, All Knowing. (54) Like the ways of the people of Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and
those before them. They denied the verses of their Lord, so We destroyed them
on account of their sins and We drowned the people of Pharaoh (Fir'aun). They
were all oppressors. (55) Without doubt the worst of creatures in Allah 's sight

are those who adopt disbelief, so they will never believe.

THE DISBELIEVERS (KUFFAR) ARE BEATEN AT THE TIME OF
DEATH

Certain commentators mention that the first verse above describes the
deaths of those disbelievers (kuffar) who were killed at Badr. The angels of death
strike them on their faces and their backs and then cast them into the punishment
of Hell. Ibn Kathir Up jbt ^ and other commentators are of the opinion that the
verse applies to the death of all disbelievers (kuffar).

Allah says in Surah Muhammad [Surah 47, verse 27], "What will be their

condition when the angels shall claim their souls while smiting their faces and backs?"
The second opinion is thus more appropriate/The angels will then address them
saying, "Taste the punishment of the Blaze! This is because of what your awn hands
have sent forward and surely Allah is not oppressive to His bondsmen." The
punishment meted out to people will be solely because of their own misdeeds.

"Like the ways of the people of Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and those before them, they

rejected the verses of Allah..." The "verses" refers to the verses of the divine
scriptures as well as all the natural signs of Allah's power. If people were to
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ponder and contemplate deeply over these phenomena, they would realise

Allah's power, believe in His Prophets (Anbiya) f%~^^ and Books and carry out

all His injunctions. The punishment that comes to people is nothing new and had

afflicted all those in the past who behaved as disbelievers (kuffdr).

THE PREVIOUS NATIONS WERE DESTROYED BECAUSE OF
THEIR REJECTION OF ALLAH'S SIGNS

Allah declares that He will treat the disbelievers (kuffdr) of every era in the

way that He dealt with the disbelievers (kuffdr) of previous times. He says that

their behaviour is "Like the ways of the people of Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and those before

them. They rejected the verses of Allah, so Allah seized them on account of their sins.

Verily Allah is Powerful severe in punishment.
"

Thereafter Allah states a blanket rule when He says, "This is because Allah

will not change any favour that He bestowed upon a nation until they change their own

actions." When people resort to disbelief (kufr) and polytheism (shirk), disobey the

orders of Allah and commit evil deeds, only then does Allah snatch away the

favours that He bestowed upon them.

" because Allah will not change any favour that He bestowed upon a nation

until they change their own actions. "When people resort to disbelief (kufr) and

polytheism (shirk), disobey the orders of Allah and commit evil deeds, only then

does Allah snatch away the favours that He bestowed upon them. They are then

afflicted with His punishment.

"Indeed Allah is All Hearing, All Knowing." He hears everything that people

say and is Aware of their conditions and changes in their attitudes and practices.

Thereafter Allah repeats the statement that "Like the ways of the people of

Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and those before them, they denied the verses of their Lord, so We
destroyed them on account of their sins..." Unlike the previous verse, Allah says in

this verse that they denied the verses of "their Lord." This indicated that they did

not even consider the fact that Allah is their Sustainer and Nurturer. They are

ungrateful to Him despite the fact that He provides for them, fulfils their needs

and sees to their every comfort.

"... and We drowned the people of Pharaoh (Fir'aun). They were all oppressors"

Each of the previous nations oppressed themselves by committing sins which

caused their destruction.

THE DISBELIEVERS (KUFFAR) ARE THE WORST OF CREATURES

"Without doubt the worst of creatures in Allah's sight are those who adopt

disbelief." The Arabic word "Dawab" is the plural of "Daba" and although it

refers to all types of creatures, it is normally used for four legged animals. The

author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.10 p.21) writes that Allah did not state that they are

the worst of people but the worst of all creatures. This denotes that they are not

even regarded as part of the human race. They are therefore the worst of

creation.

" so they will never believe." They are so deeply plunged into disbelief that

they are now unable to emerge from it. Some commentators mention that this
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verse serves to console the Holy Prophet ^JL-j *> & JU not to overexert himself in

trying to change the people. He was to fulfill his responsibility of propagation

and leave the rest to Allah.

(56) These are the ones with whom you had taken a pledge, then they contravene

it at every opportunity and they do not fear. (57) So if you ever encounter them

in battle, then use them to disperse those behind them so that they may learn a

lesson. (58) Should you ever really fear betrayal from any nation, then throw

back the treaty that you have contracted with them so that the two of you are on
* an equal footing. Verily Allah does not like those who betray.

TEACH THE DISBELIEVERS (KUFFAR) AN EFFECTIVE LESSON IF

THEY BREACH A TREATY

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that the verse "These are the ones with

whom you had taken a pledge..." refers to the Jews of the Bani Qurayzah. The Holy

Prophet (JL-j aJLp &\ ju* made a treaty with them that they were not to assist the

enemy against the Muslims. However, they supplied weapons to the polytheists

to fight the Muslims. When confronted, they claimed that they had forgotten.

Thereafter, another pact was made with them, which they broke by assisting

the polytheists in the battle of Ahzab. Their leader Ka'b bin Ashraf instigated the

polytheists to attack Madinah and promised them his assistance. Allah says

about them, then they contravene it at every opportunity and they do notfear.

"

• "So ifyou ever encounter them in battle, then use them to disperse those behind

them..." i.e. They should be fought with such veracity that they are annihilated

and the other enemies lose courage to attack the Muslims thereafter.

".
. .

.

...so that they may learn a lesson." In this way they will learn that the price

for breaching a treaty and remaining in disbelief (kufr) is indeed very high.

THE BELIEVERS (MU'MININ) ARE NOT ALLOWED TO BREACH
THEIR TREATIES

The situation may arise where the Muslims fear that they will be attacked by

the disbelievers (kuffar) with whom they have entered into a pact. The remedy for

this situation is not that the Muslims themselves break the agreement and attack

the disbelievers (kuffar) instead. They should inform the Disbelievers (kuffar) that

they wish to terminate the treaty before taking any offensive action. This is

referred to in the verse where Allah says, "Should you ever really fear betrayal

from any nation, then throw back the treaty that you have contracted with them so that

the two of you ar on an equal footing." Now each of the two parties know that the

other is not bound by the treaty and may attack at any time. As a result, they will
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both be prepared for war.

If the enemy is not duly informed of the termination of the treaty and they

are attacked, the Muslims will be guilty of betrayal, about which Allah warns,

"Verily Allah does not like those who betray."

This verse dispels the thought from people who think that it makes no
difference if the disbelievers (kuffar) are attacked since they are enemies and they

are prone to break the treaty themselves. Even if it appears that it is in the best

interests of the Muslims to do so, this is not allowed until the enemy is informed

of the termination of the treaty. Muslims are bound by their word in all

circumstances.

The Holy Prophet '^y<M A\ JU said, "That person is a genuine hypocrite in

whom four traits are found. The one in whom one of these is present, in him is

one trait of hypocrisy until he discards it:

1. He misappropriates something placed in his trust.

2. He lies whenever he speaks.

3. He deceives when making a promise.

4. He swears when involved in a dispute. " [ 'Buhhari v.l p.4 51]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra *& ib» ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet aJp i»\ JL*

(JL- j said, "Allah says, T shall be the plaintiff against three classes of people on the

Day of Judgement. The first is the person who made a pledge using My name
and then breached it. The other is he who sold a free person and then consumed
the profit. The third is he who extracted labour from another and th^n did not

pay him his dues." [Buhhari v.l p.302]

The Holy Prophet (JL-^ <-Ip ii- JU> also said, "He who kills someone with

whom he has made a treaty will not smell the fragrance of Heaven Qannah)."

[Buhhari v.l pA48]

Lesson: It will not be necessary to inform the enemy of the termination of

the treaty if they first contravene any of the stipulated regulations of it. Should
they be informed of the imminent termination, it will suffice to inform their

leader only. Thereafter he should be granted enough time in which he is able to

inform all his commanders and territories. [Hidaya]

bt i&f^ cJ f^=J-^J 4M jJ& **, djy^J v>f^ -»Wl> v^L^J *y bt

t< ?* j\ *>

(59) The disbelievers should never think that they have advanced and escaped.

They cannot escape. (60) Prepare against them with whatever forces of strength

you can muster, and trained horses as well, with which you may strike fear into
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Allah's enemies, your enemies and others besides them. You do not know them

but Allah knows them. Whatever you may spend in Allah 's way will be given

to you in full and you will not be oppressed.

BE PREPARED FOR THE ENEMY AND KEEP STRIKING FEAR INTO
THEM

Referring to those disbelievers (kuffar) who escape being killed or

imprisoned in the world, Allah says, "The disbelievers should never think that they

have advanced and escaped. Tlxey cannot escape." They can never escape from Allah

and He will punish them in the Hereafter.

"Prepare against them with whatever forces of strength yon can muster..." This

verse is general in its context and includes every type of military preparation and

weapon throughout the ages. It also refers to the conglomeration of forces and

pooling the opinions and support of various allies. Allah then also instructs that

"trained horses" also be included in these preparations.

In explaining this verse, The Holy Prophet ^1^ 4* & J~* said, "Behold the

forces of strength" is archery. Behold the forces of strength "is archery. Behold the

forces ofstrength" is archery." [Muslim v.l p. 1431]

The Holy Prophet ^ 3 <4* &\ JU referred to archery in this manner because

it is a method to keep the enemy at bay. Of course, when they draw very close,

spears and swords are used. In the battle of Badr, the Holy Prophet fL* 3
*A* &\ J*

instructed the Companions (Sahaba) r^ & ^j to fire their arrows only when the

enemy was close and to do so sparingly. [Bukhari p.567]

This instruction was given so that they do not waste their arrows while the

enemy is still out of range.

THE EMPHASIS ON ARCHERY MAY WELL APPLY TO MODERN
DAY BOMBS

The statement of the Holy Prophet ^j *> i» J^ that "Behold the forces of

strength" is archery," may refer to anything that is thrown since the Arabic word

"rainy" is used. Therefore, any weapon that entails throwing (or launching) will

be included in the meaning of this hadith e.g. missiles, rockets, mortars, etc.

Muslim are therefore bound by the verse "Prepare against them whateverforces

of strength you can..." They will have to acquire the means to manufacture or

purchase such weapons that are required in their age.,The disbelievers (kuffar)

are presently the leaders in military technology and they are all allies of each

other. They will sell to other disbelievers (kuffar) and will seldom sell to the

Muslims. If they do, they will sell in extremely limited quantities and the price

will be highly inflated.

It is because of the negligence of the Muslims that they did not spearhead

the race for the production of military weapons. They continued to buy from the

disbelievers (kuffar) and are now subservient to them. The disbelievers (kuffar)

now demand to be shown what the Muslims manufacture in this regard. The

Muslims have been degraded to this level because of this oversight in the

beginning. Muslims should never pander to the wishes of the disbelievers (kuffar)
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and make them their confidants.

Allah continues to say, with which you may strike fear into Allah's enemies,

your enemies..." When the enemies realise the military strength of the Muslims,

they will shrink from being antagonistic and will not raise a finger against them.

" and others besides them." Sayyidina Mujahid <uip i»t^ says that these are

the Jews of the Bani Quraizah. Sayyidina Hasan Up i>ii a^ stated, that they are the

hypocrites (Munafiqin) who pretended to be Muslims and would never incite

anyone against the Muslims if they learnt of the strength of the Muslims.

In the opinion of other commentators, the verse refers to the Romans, the

Persians and other disbelievers (kuffar) who did not attack the Muslims while the

Qur'an was being revealed. The Companions (Sahaba) ^ it .^ defeated them

after the demise of the Holy Prophet ^^ Up it ju The next phrase of the verse

alludes to this fact where Allah says, "You do not knoiv them but Allah knows them."

"Whatever you may spend in Allah's way will be given to you in full and you will

not be oppressed. "The preparation of a well-equipped army requires the spending

of a great deal of wealth. For this reason Allah assures the Muslim Ummah that

they should never shy away from spending, for Allah shall reward them in full

and nothing will be put to waste.

4j Cfp
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(61) If they are inclined towards making peace, then you should also incline

yourselves to it and trust in Allah.. Without doubt, He is All Hearing, All

Knowing. (62) If they intend to betray you, then Allah is sufficient for you. It is

He Who bolstered you with His assistance and with the believers... (63). and

created the bond of love between their hearts. If you spend whatever is in the

earth, you will not be able to create that bond of love between their hearts, but

Allah created that borid between them. Verily He is Mighty, the Wise. (64). O the

Holy Prophet ^j 4~Lp it J^> Sufficient for you is Allah and those believers who
have followed you.

PEACE MAY BE STRUCK WITH THE ENEMY IF THEY SO DESIRE

"If they (the enemy) are inclined towards making peace, then you should also

incline, yourselves to it..." This instruction is not binding and should be applied in

the best interests of the Islamic State. If it is suitable to enter into a peace treaty

with them, then the Muslims may do so and may even stipulate the payment of

Atonement (Jizya) if they wish. The benefit of this is that the disbelievers (kuffar)
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will then be exposed to free interaction with the Muslims and the beautifully

attractive culture of Islam will be apparent before them. In this way they will be

more likely to accept Islam.

Some scholars have mentioned that the phrase "If they (the enemy) are

inclined towards making peace," denotes that the Muslims should not be the first to

offer a peace accord. This is substantiated by the verse of Surah Muhammad
[Surah 47, verse 35] where Allah says, "Do not weaken and call for a truce..." However,
if the Muslims are forced to offer the treaty because of certain compelling

circumstances, then it will be permissible to do so.

The possibility does exist that the disbelievers (kuffar) do not honour the

treaty and attack the Muslims unexpectedly. With reference to this Allah adds,

"and trust in Allah. Without doubt, He is All Hearing, All Knowing." If entering into

a peace treaty with the disbelievers (kuffar) is in the best interests of the Muslims,

it should be contracted and the Muslims should not allow the possibility of

betrayal to discourage them. Allah then says with regard to this, "If they intend to

betray you, then Allah is sufficientfor you. "Allah will ensure that the plotting of the

disbelievers (kuffar) does not succeed.

Addressing the Holy Prophet jJL-j U* &\ JU Allah says, 'it is He Who bolstered

you with His assistance (including the sending of the angels) and with the

believers..." The Believers (Mu'minln) fought tooth and nail with the Holy Prophet

pL- j Up ibt Jus and never disappointed him.

Allah also "created the bond of love between their (the believers') hearts." This

bond caused them to stand firm against the disbelievers (kuffar) and to bear their

onslaughts with fortitude. Some of the Companions (Sahaba) r^p &\ ^j were once

arch enemies of each other when they were polytheists, but Allah blessed them

with the wealth of belief (Iman) and their hearts became united as one.

Allah says in Surah Al Imran, "Recall Allah's bounty on you when you were

enemies and He created love between your hearts and, by His grace, you became brothers

thereafter." [Surah 3, verse 103]

This bond of love was purely from the grace of Allah and none other can

produce the same. Allah continues to say, "Ifyou spend whatever is in the earth, you

will not be able to create that bond of love between their hearts, but Allah created that

bond betzveen them. Verily He is Mighty, the Wise."

"O The Holy Prophet ^^ *> &\ JU Sufficient for you is Allah and those believers

who have followed you." True assistance his only from Allah although the believers

(Mu'minln) were an apparent cause of support for the Holy Prophet^yJt &\ ju.

Those who follow the Holy Prophet jJL-j U* iui ju are prepared to sacrifice their

every resource in executing his instructions and they were always united. This

caused them to be invincible before the enemy.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.10 p.30) reports from Sayyidina Ibn

Musayyab Up &\ ^j that this verse was revealed when Sayyidina Umar ^p ibi ^j
accepted Islam. At that time, the Muslims numbered only 40. Thereafter their

numbers kept increasing and they prospered from strength to strength.
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(65) O The Holy Prophet ^j U* & J**, exhort the believers to fight! If there be

twenty of you who are steadfast, they will overcome two hundred. If there be a

hundred of you, they will overcome a thousand of the disbelievers because they

are people who do not understand. (66) Now Allah has lightened your burden

and He knows that there is weakness within you. So if there be a hundred of

you who are steadfast, they will overcome two hundred. If there be a thousand

of you, they will overcome two thousand by the order of Allah. Allah is with the

patient ones.

IT IS NOT PERMISSIBLE TO DESERT THE BATTLEFIELD EVEN IF

THE ENEMY ARE TWICE IN NUMBER
These verses begin with an instruction to the Holy Prophet jJL-j. a> i&t ju,.

Allah says, "O The Holy Prophet"yL^ Up M.J*>, exhort the believers to fight!" The
.Holy -Prophet -(JL, j. U* &\ JU> encouraged the Companions (Sahaba) ^ & ^j to

fight in Jihad by expounding the virtues of Jihad.

"If there be twenty of you who are steadfast, they will overcome two hundred. If

there be a hundred of you, they will overcome a thousand of the disbelievers..." Allah

promises His assistance to the believers (Mu'minin) that He shall make them
vanquish an enemy that is ten times their size. It was therefore not permissible to

flee the battlefield when the enemy was ten times the strength off the Muslims.

Allah adds that the disbelievers (kujfar) shall be defeated in this way
"because they are people who do not understand." They do not perceive the unity of

Allah, the advent of Judgment day (Qiyamah) and do not fight for Allah's

pleasure. They fight for the sake of tribal vanity and in pursuit of fulfilling the

whims of devil (Shaytan). The Muslims triumph over them because they fight for

Allah and the exaltation of His word. Allah's assistance is therefore guaranteed

for them. ["Ruhul Ma'ani"]

"Now Allah has lightened your burden and He knows that there is weakness

within you... " 'Regarding the circumstances of revelation, Imam Bukhari has

recorded the following hadith of Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ i» ^j. He
says that when the first verse (viz. "If there be twenty ofyou who are steadfast, they

will ove come two hundred... ") was revealed, the Muslims considered it difficult

that they were not allowed to desert when the odds were ten to one against

them. Thereafter Allah lightened the instruction and ordained that they were not

to flee unless the enemy was more than double their number.
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Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** ifo ^>j also mentioned that when Allah

lessened the odds from ten-to-one to two-to-one, he also decreased the level of

steadfastness and tolerance accordingly.

In interpreting the phrase "He knows that there is weakness within you," certain

commentators have mentioned that although the Companions (Sahaba)^ & ^ }

were few in number during the initial stages, they possessed a very high level of

trust in Allah (Tawakkul). They were therefore able to combat an army ten times

their size. The Muslims after them were greater in number but possessed less

trust in Allah (Tawakkul) than their forebears. They also placed some of their tr^ist

in their superior numbers and were weakened by this as well. The reduction in

the odds was a great favour from Allah and suited their situation.

One should refer to the commentary of verse 16 of this same Surah, where
Allah says, "On such a day whoever will turn his back to them, except with the

intention of altering the course of battle or to seek assistance from another group, then

indeed he shall return with Allah's wrath and his abode shall be Hell. What

an evil place to return tol"

Although the ruling is that the Muslim cannot flee from an enemy that is

double the size of his army, Allah's help has always been with the Muslims. The
books of history bear testimony to the fact the Muslims were victorious over the

much larger armies of the Romans and the Persians.

"Allah is with the patient ones." Allah will always assist those who obey His

orders and abstain from His disobedience. The believers (Mu'minin) should

always adhere to such a lifestyle so that they may be victorious over their

enemies with Allah's assistance and remain steadfast.

"*f y\ ^f \*M' Va k<^ *>* < \< \*&* $?*\ » \.' *\<' *t*"\ r>
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(67) It does not behove the Holy Prophet that he take prisoners until he works

bloodshed in the land. You desire the things of this world while Allah desires

the Hereafter. Allah is Mighty, the Wise. (68) If it were not for an ordinance

preordained by Allah, a great punishment would have afflicted you on account

of what you took. (69) So partake of the booty you have received lawfully and

purely. Fear Allah! Verily Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.

REBUKE FOR ACCEPTING RANSOM FOR THE RELEASE OF THE
PRISONERS CAPTURED AT BADR

When the seventy prisoners of the Battle of Badr were brought to Madinah,

the Companions (Sahaba)^ & ^j consulted about what was to be done with

them. Sayyidina Abu Bakr k* it ^j said, "O the Holy Prophet <JL-j *i* it JU>
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these are all members of your tribe and your relatives. Allow them to live and

perchance Allah may grant them the guidance to accept Islam. We should now
accept a ransom for their release."

Sayyidina Umar -up ii ^ declared, "O the Holy Prophet ^j U* i» J^\
These people denied you and exiled you from Makkah. Permit us and we will

sever the head of each one of them."

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Rawaha **> ifo ^>j said, "O the Holy Prophet i» JU
(JL-j U*! Locate a place with the most wood, place them there and burn them all."

The Holy Prophet jJL- j Up ibt JU remained silent for a while and the opted for the

suggestion of Sayyidina Abu Bakr ** &\ ^Jt It was on this occasion that Allah

revealed the first two of the above verses reprimanding the Holy Prophet ^ JU
pJL-5 Up for opting for this settlement.

Sayyidina Umar <^ V^j narrates that the following day he saw the Holy

Prophet jJL-j U* & J^> and Sayyidina Abu Bakr *& &\ ^j weeping bitterly. He
said, "O the Holy PfOphet ^JL-j Up iui JU»! Why are you and your companion

weeping so? If I am informed of the reason, I too will weep and if I am unable to

do so then I will adopt the appearance of a weeping person so as to be like you."

The Holy Prophet pJL-j Up-ifo JU replied, "I am weeping because I sensed the

punishment of Allah come as close as the near side of this tree because I accepted

the opinion of those who suggested the ransom." {"Ma'alimui Tamil"]

Allah disapproved of the suggestion to accept the ransom and revealed the

reprimand. However, the punishment was restrained and the ransom money
was declared lawful.

Allah begins by saying, 'it does not behove the Holy Prophet that he take

prisoners (and then allows them to live) until he works bloodshed in the land." They

should all be slain so that the strength of the disbelievers (kuffar) is weakened

and they take heed not to meddle with the Muslims in future.

Those Muslims who were in favour of accepting the ransom thought that

the prisoners would later accept Islam and that the Muslims were in need of

financial assistance at that time. It was for these reasons that they presented this

suggestion. Referring to this motive, Allah says, "You desire the things of this world

while Allah desires the Hereafter." By executing the prisoners, the disbelievers

(kuffar) would have been totally shattered and distraught, not having the courage

to launch another offensive. In this way, Islam would have spread even faster

and the believers (Mu'minln) would have earned greater rewards in the

Hereafter.

"Allah is Mighty, the Wise." Allah granted the Muslims victory over the

disbelievers (kuffar) and will continue to do so according to His divine wisdom. It

was unfortunate that accepting the ransom hampered the spread of Islam.

"If it were not for an ordinance preordained by Allah, a great punishment would

have afflicted you on account ofwhat you took." Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ifo ^j
aip is reported to have said that since Allah had (in the "Lawhul Mahfuz") decreed

booty to be lawful for the Ummah of the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up iui j*», and

ransom as part of booty, He did not inflict any punishment on the Companions
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(Sahaba) <** i» ^>> Ibn Kathir has reported this interpretation from Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Abbas «* & ^j, Sayyidina Abu Hurayra <* 2bi ^, Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** & ^j, as well as from Sayyidina Sa'id bin Jubair, Ata,

Hasan, Qatadah, A'mash and Ibn Juraij Up *\ ^>

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" {v.10 p.34) narrates another interpretation. He
says that the "ordinance" mentioned is that Allah does not punish a nation for not

carrying out an action that has not been clearly instructed in their Shari'ah.

Allah's punishment did not descend because Allah has never formally forbidden

the accepting of ransom money. This has also been reported from Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Abbas ** & ^>
Others are of the opinion that the "ordinance" refers to Allah' s decree in this

very same Surah [Surah Anfal verse 33] that He will riot punish a nation as long as

the Holy Prophet ^3 4* & J^ is with them.

According to another opinion the punishment did not afflict them because

the Holy Prophet ^ Up & J^ bad already declared that Allah forgave all those

who participated on Badr.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" then continues to quote another

interpretation that they were not punished because Allah had declared the

ransom to be lawful for them. Thereafter he discusses a few questions and

answers followed by his opinion that it would not be farfetched to say that all of

these interpretations apply simultaneously.

THE RULINGS PERTAINING TO PRISONERS OFWAR

The Leader of believers (Amirul Mu'mMn) has the option tb choose from

four courses of action with regard to POW's. Here in Surah Anfal, mention is

made of killing them or accepting ransom. Surah Muhammad [Surah 47, verse 4]

mentions another two alternatives viz, releasing them in good faith (without

rlnsom), or releasing them in exchange of Muslim POW's held by the enemy.

The; author of "Hidaya" writes that the Leader of believers (Amirul

Mu'minin) may execute the POW's or he may allow them to live as Dhimmis in

the Islamic State. Arab polytheists and Murtads (former Muslims who turn

apostate) will, however, have to be executed.

According to Imam Abu Hanifah U* & *>> it is not permissible to exchange

prisoners as mentioned above, but his authoritative students [Imam Muhammad ^
Up ibi and Imam Abu Yusuf U* & **A and Imam Shafi'I U* & ^ permit this

exchange.

According to the well-known ruling of the Hanafi school of jurisprudence, it

is also not permissible to accept the ransom. Imam Muhammad Up Ai ^ has

written in "Siyarul Kabir" that the Muslims may resort to this only if they

desperately require the funds.

Imam Abu Hanifah 4* ^ ^j is of the opinion that it will also not be

permissible to free the pow's without an exchange, ransom or making them

Dhimmis. This is permissible according to Imam Shafi'i Up &^ Allama Jassas

Up &\ m^ writes in "Ahkamul Qur'an" that Surah Bara'ah was revealed after
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Surah Muhammad^ <A* &\ J^ Therefore, the verse of Surah Muhammad that

permits freeing of prisoners in good faith was cancelled by the latter verses of

Surah Bara'ah (Surah 9) that state, "Fight the Polytheists wherever you find them"
[verse 5] and "Fight those who do not believe in Allah and the Last Day" [verse 29], It

will therefore not be permissible to release POW's unconditionally and in

exchange of other Muslim POW's.

"So partake of the booty you have received lawfully and purely." In His mercy,
Allah permitted the acceptance of the ransom after He had chided the believers

(Mu'minin) for their undue leniency.

"Fear Allah!" by not contravening His orders. "Verily Allah is Most Forgiving,

Most Merciful." He forgave their sins and was Merciful enough to permit the
ransom for the Muslims.

Ibn Kathir U* i\ ^J has written that initially the Muslims were reprimanded
for deciding to accept the ransom, but when it was permitted, they took it.

"Ma'alimut Tanzll" reports that the verse was revealed after the Muslims
had already received some of the ransom monies. The Muslims then abstained
from using the money until the subsequent verses were revealed which declared
the money lawful. It is also possible that the remaining ransom money was
collected thereafter.

Abul As bin Rabi ** ^ ^Jf the son-in-law of the Holy Prophet ^j -d* i»» J*
was also among the prisoners and did not have any money to ransom himself.

He was married to the eldest daughter of the Holy Prophet pi-j <u &\ JU viz.

Sayyidah Zaynab if* & ^j. The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up in JU requested
permission from the Companions (Sahaba) ^ ibi ^ that he be released on
condition that he sent Sayyidah Zaynab \+* & ^j to Madinah when he returned
to Makkah. He fulfilled the condition and later accepted Islam himself. [Al Isabah]

The uncle of the Holy Prophet ,0-j Up &\ ju, Sayyidina Abbas ** ifci^ was
also among the captives. He had taken twenty Awqiya of gold with him to the
battle so as to feed his companions. When he reached Badr, he was still left with
the twenty Awqiya and the Companions (Sahaba)^ & ^j took this away from
him at Badr.

When he was asked to ransom himself, he said that the twenty Awqiya
taken from him should be accepted as his ransom. The Holy Prophet U* <fo JU
(d-j told him that the money that he brought to combat the Muslims cannot be
accepted as ransom. When Abbas <up ii' ^j said that he was a Muslim, the Holy
Prophet pL-j Up &\ j^ told him that only Allah knows for sure whether he was a
Muslim and if he were, then Allah would reward him. As far as they were
concerned, he was of those who intended to fight the Muslims.

The Holy Prophet jJL-j ^ &\ JU told him that he was therefore liable to pay
his ransom, as well as those of his two nephews, Naufal bin Harith and Aqll bin
Abi Talib, and his compatriot Utba bin Amr. Upon hearing this, he responded,
"O Muhammad -^j^ &s J*\ You intend to leave me in a condition that I should
beg from the Quraysh. I do not have enough wealth to pay all these ransoms."

The Holy Prophet <X>3 <A± &\ J^ asked him, "Then where is the wealth that
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you and your wife, Ummul Fadl, buried together? You told her that if you were
to be killed on the journey, the wealth would be of use to your sons, Abdullah,

Ubaydullah, Fadl and Quthm."

Abbas <up At ^j exclaimed, "By Allah, oh the Holy Prophet <J~>j Up At J^\
None knew of this besides my wife and I! Who told you about it?" The Holy

Prophet (JL-j Up At JU> replied, "My Lord Allah has informed me of this."

Abbas <up At ^j declared, "I bear witness that you are truthful!" He then

repeated the plea that the twenty Awqiya be accepted as his ransom. The Holy

Prophet jJL-j Up At JU refused his request and told him that the twenty Awqiya
was part of the booty. Consequently he had to pay his ransom as well as that of

the other three persons. ["Ma'alimut Tanzil" v.2 p.263 and Ibn Kathir v.2 p.327]

Although Sayyidina Abbas ^ At^ declared his acceptance of Islam on that

occasion, he returned to Makkah and migrated to Madinah a short while before

the conquest of Makkah.

Note: It is reported in "Ma'alimut Tanzil" that the ransom stipulated for

each prisoner was forty Awqiya, each Awqiya being equivalent to

40 Dirhams. Each person had to therefore pay 160 Dirhams. The

author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" reports that the ransom was fixed at a

hundred Awqiya. Other figures have also been reported.

Lesson: The decision to accept ransom was made after consultation with the

Companions (Sahaba)^ At ^y and they were also entitled to a share of it. For

this reason the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up At JU' did not grant any concession to his

uncle and claimed the ransoms for his two cousins as well.

Bukhari (v.l p.428) reports that some of the Ansar requested that Sayyidina

Abbas «up At ^j be freed without compensation. The Holy Prophet ,0-j Up At J^>

refused and told them that not a single Dirham will be waived from his ransom.

The Holy Prophet pJL-j Up At ju> even requested permission from the

Companions (Sahaba)^ ifo ^j before releasing his son-in-law, Abul As &\ ^j
<up. In this, the Holy Prophet ^4p At

'

jl* displayed the sterling example of

equality. People only talk of such behaviour, but forget it when their relatives

and associated are involved. They regard themselves above the law, thinking

that the rules only apply to others. This is against the dictates of the Laws of

Islam (Shari'ah).

(70) O The Holy Prophet (%JL-j Up At JU?! Tell the prisoners in your custody, "If

Allah is aware of any Belief (Iman) in your hearts, He shall grant you better than

what was taken from you, and will forgive you. Allah is Most Forgiving, Most

Merciful. (71) If they intend to betray you, then they have already betrayed
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Allah before, after which Allah gave (you) control over them. Allah is All

Knowing, the Wise.

ALLAH' S PROMISE TO THE PRISONERS OF BADR

Allama Ibn Kathlr -uU iut <^j narrates that after Sayyidina Abbas bin Abdul

Muttalib -up it ^j claimed to be a Muslim and then finally paid his ransom and

that of the others, Allah revealed the above verse. Allah says in the verse, "O The

Holy Prophet <X* 3 aJLp &\ J^l Tell the prisoners in your custody, 'IfAllah is aware ofany

Belief (Iman) in your hearts, He shall grant you better than what was taken from you,

and will forgive you. Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful"

Sayyidina Abbas ** iui ^j reports that Allah subsequently granted him

twenty slaves in lieu of the twenty Awqiya that was taken from him, and that

every one of these slaves used to earn money for him. He added that he now
hoped that Allah would forgive him since that was the second promise made in

the verse.

According to another narration, he received forty slaves, while yet another

narration reports that he received hundred times the wealth that was taken from

him. The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that although the verse seemed to

refer to Sayyidina Abbas ^ &\ ^Jf it would apply to any person in similar

circumstances.

"If they {the prisoners) intend to betray you (by returning to fight you at another

opportunity, or assisting others against you), then they have already betrayed Allah

before..." They betrayed Allah by not conforming to the pledge of "Alast" that was

taken from all souls to the effect that- they will always recognise Allah as their

Lord. Notwithstanding this pledge, they were adamant- to remain as disbelievers

(kujfar) in this world.

Once they breached the covenant that they took with Allah, "Allah gave (the

Muslims) control over them." They were killed and captured in the battle of Badr.

If they were ever to repeat their behaviour, Allah will assist the believers

(Mu'minin) against them again.

"Allah is All Knowing, the Wise." Allah is aware of the intentions of every

person and will grant punishment and rewards according to His wisdom.

\jjC l?$\j *$S^ 4 ^—^. ^-y\ bM^rj \{fr^j \yK+ &$ ' ^i

b* (Vf^Jj at >-> \* \i/^n pJ L^* 4r-> of*J *\?<y pr***. ^r~r ilr^J
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(72) Without doubt those who believed, migrated and strove in Allah's way with

their wealth and their lives; as well as those who granted shelter (to them) and

assisted, they are all heirs to each other. As for those who believed and did not

migrate, you do not have any share in their inheritance until they migrate. If

they seek your assistance in Religion (Din), then it will be incumbent upon you

to assist them, except against a nation with whom you have entered into a treaty.

Allah sees all that you do. (73) As for the disbelievers, they are heirs to each

other. If you do not do so, there shall be strife and widespread anarchy on earth.

(74) Those who believed, migrated and strove in Allah's way, as well as those

who granted shelter and assisted, these are the true believers. For them shall be

forgiveness and bounty full sustenance. (75) As for those who believed

afterwards, migrated and strove with you, they are from you* Those who are

relatives are closer to each other in Allah's Book. Undoubtedly Allah knows

everything.

LAWS PERTAINING TO THOSE WHO STRIVE IN ALLAH'S WAY
AND THOSEWHO ASSIST THEM

These verses refer to the laws of inheritance according to the commentary of

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** ifo ^> [Ibn Kathir]

Allah says, "Without doubt those who believed, migrated (to Madinah) and strove

in Allah's way with their wealth and their lives; as well as those who granted shelter (to

them) and assisted (referring to the Ansar), they are all heirs to each other."

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" quotes from Sayyidina Mujahid Up &\ i^-j,

Sayyidina Qatadah u* ifc\ <^j and Sayyidina Hasan U* ii '^j that the Holy

Prophet ^ Up &\ JL* initiated a system of inheritance between the Muhajirm

(immigrants from Makkah) and the Ansar of Madinah. Those who did not migrate

were not allowed to inherit from those who did migrate even though they were

related.

The laws of inheritance between relatives has already been discussed in

verses 11 and 12 of Surah Nisa.

Allah then continues to say, "As for those who believed and did not migrate, you

do not have any share in their inheritance until they migrate. "The two preconditions

for inheriting from another was belief (Iman) and migration. No inheritance was

received if any of the two was absent.

However, Allah adds, "If they seek your assistance in (the defence of) Religion

(Din), then it will be incumbent upon you to assist them..." This assistance will be

binding despite the fact that they did not migrate, "except against a nation with

whom you have entered into a treaty." They cannot be assisted to fight against such

a nation since the treaty has to be honoured. This highlights the importance that

Islam attaches to the honouring of pledges.

"As for the disbelievers, they are heirs to each other." No Muslim can be an heir
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of a disbeliever (kafir) and no disbeliever (kafir) can inherit from a Muslim. This

injunction applies to this day. However, the injunction stating that inheritance

depended upon migration has been cancelled and no longer applies. The

precondition for inheritance is now family relations.

"Ifyou do not do so, there shall be strife and widespread anarchy on earth." If the

aforementioned injunctions are not applied and practised, the result will be

devastating, as mentioned in this verse.

"Those who believed, migrated and strove in Allah 's way, as well as those who

granted shelter and assisted, these are the true believers. For them [the immigrants

(Muhajirin) and the Ansar] shall be forgiveness and bountiful sustenance." This verse

praises these two groups and gives them the glad tidings of Heaven Qannah).

The final verse expresses three points. The first is "As for those who believed

afterwards, migrated and strove with you, they are from you" Although those who
accepted Islam later were not blessed with the privilege of being at the forefront,

yet they will be equal in terms of belief (Iman) and the fulfillment of its

requirements. Their ranks will, of course, vary.

In terms of inheritance all will be equal because the basis is family relations

and not virtue.

The second injunction expressed in this verse is "Those who are relatives are

closer to each other in Allah's Book." For this reason they will all inherit from each

other. This verse abrogated the previous one that stipulates migration as a

precondition of inheritance. The details of inheritance were discussed in the

verses 11 and 12 of Surah Nisa. Further details can be referred to in the books of

jurisprudence.

The third point expressed is "Undoubtedly Allah knows everything." This verse

warns people that they should never think that Allah is unmindful of their

actions. He knows whatever they do, whether secrqfly or in public and will grant

them the rewards or punishment for it.

The other name of this Surah is Surah Bara'ah (exoneration) since Allah

declares Himself and His Holy Prophet jJL-j ^ ifo J~* exonerated from the

Disbelievers (kujfar). Since the Surah also includes mention of the Repentance

(Taubah) of those Companions (Sahaba) ^ i»» ^j who stayed behind from the

battle of Tabuk, it is also commonly referred to as Surah Taubah.

In the Uthmani script of the Qur'an, Surah Taubah appears between Surah

Anfal and Surah Yunus.

WHY IS "BISMILLAH" NOT WRITTEN AT THE BEGINNING OF
SURAH TAUBAH?

This is the only Surah in the Qur'an that does not have Bismillah written at

the beginning. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas *& &\ ^j once asked Sayyidina

Uthman ^ &\ ^j, "Why is it that you have arranged Surah Anfal, which is from

the Mathani (those Surahs that have less than a hundred verses) before Surah

Bara'ah, whereas Surah Bara'ah has more than a hundred verses? You have also

joined the two and have not written Bismillah between them. By joining the two,

you have included them among the seven long Surahs. What is the reason for
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this?"

Sayyidina Uthman ^ ii ^j replied, "It was the practice of the Holy Prophet

(Jl-j ^ iii JU that whenever any verses were revealed, he would instruct the

scribes to include them in a certain Surah containing similar subject matter.

Surah Anfal was revealed early in Madinah, while Surah Bara'ah was revealed

towards the end. The Holy Prophet <X*j *> & JU* passed away without informing

us whether Surah Bara'ah was part of Surah Anfal or not. I have joined the two

because their subject matter was alike and I did not write Bismillah between

them (because it cannot be determined with conviction whether they are one or

two Surahs). I have also included them among the seven long Surahs (because if

they are one Surah, they belong with these six Surahs). [Tirmidhi]

The sequence of the Qur'an is that after Surah Fatiha appears the long

Surahs viz. Surahs Baqarah, Al Imran, Nisa, Ma'idah, An'am, A'raf, Anfal and

Bara'ah. These are called the "Sab'u Tiwal." Thereafter follow those Surahs that

are called the 'Mi'ain." These are those Surahs that consist of a little more than a

hundred verses. Then, from Surah Yunus onwards up to Surah Hujurat, appear

those Surahs called the "Mathani." Thereafter, until the end of the Qur'an come

those Surahs termed the "Mufassal."

The Mufassal Surahs are further classified into three categories. The Surahs

from Surah Hujurat (49) until Surah Buruj (85) are called the "Tiwal Mufassal."

Those from Surah Tariq (86) until Surah Bayyinah (98) are called the "Awsat

Mufassal," and from Surah Zilzal (99) up to Surah Nas (114) at the end are called

the "Qisar Mufassal."

BISMILLAH IS NOT RECITED AT THE BEGINNING OF SURAH
TAUBAH

When a person is reciting Surah Anfal and then commences with Surah

Bara'ah, he will not recite Bismillah because it cannot be conclusively determined

whether the two are separate Surahs or not.

It is best for the person who commences his recitation of the Qur'an from

Surah Taubah that he also does not recite Bismillah. He will, of course, recite the

Tawwudh (A'iidhu Billahi Minash Shaytan Mr Rajim). This is the opinion of

Allama Jazari -Up ^ ^j and Allama Shatbi *i^ &\ **->

When beginning recitation of the Qur'an from anywhere in Surah Taubah

(except from the beginning), then the reciter has the option to either recite

Bismillah or omit to do so.

Lesson: There is no proof for the recitation of the pray (du'd) "A'iidhu billahi

Minan Ndr Wa Min Ghadabil Jabbdr Wa Min Sharril kuffdr" before Surah Taubah.
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Surah At- Taubah Verses 129
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(1) Allah and His messenger have exonerated themselves from those Polytheists

with whom you have made a treaty. (2) So travel in the land for four months and
know that you can never escape from Allan, and that indeed Allah shall disgrace

the disbelievers. (3) The proclamation from Allah and His messenger on the day

of the greater Hajj is that verily Allah and His messenger are exonerated from
the Polytheists. If you repent, it will be best for you and if you turn back then

know that surely you cannot escape Allah. And give the disbelievers the glad,

tidings of an excruciating punishment... (4) Except those Polytheists with whom
you have a treaty and they have not abated in the least, nor have they assisted

any others against you. So fulfil their treaty to them for their stipulated term.

Verily Allah loves those who adopt piety (taqwa). (5) When the sacred months
have passed, then fight the Polytheists wherever you may find them. Seize
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them, besiege them and lay in ambush for them at every opportunity. If they
repent, establish Salah, and pay Zakah, then leave their path free. Surely Allah
is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful. (6) If any of the Polytheists seeks immunity
from you, then grant it to him until he hears the word of Allah, then convey him
to his place of safety. This is because they are a people who do not understand.

ALLAH AND HIS HOLY PROPHET <*JL-j Up h j^ ARE EXONERATED
FROM THE IDOLATERS

As an introduction to these verses, it will be necessary to understand that

there were four categories of Polytheists at the time when Surah Taubah was
revealed. The first category was of those who made the treaty with the Muslims
during the sixth year after Hijrah at Hudaybiyyah. It was on that occasion that

the Polytheists prevented the Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up &\ J^ and the Companions
(Sahaba)^ & ^j from making Umrah and bound them to an extremely biased
treaty for a period of ten years.

One of the clauses of the treaty was that neither party should attack the
other nor any of their allies. It then transpired that the Bani Bakr tribe (who were
an ally of the Quraysh) once attacked the Bani Khuza'ah tribe (who were allies of
the Muslims). The Quraysh supported the Bani Bakr with weapons and some
members of the Quraysh participated in the attack. In this way the Quraysh were
the first to breach the terms of the treaty.

When the Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up ibt JL* received intelligence of this attack, he
prepared an army that marched on Makkah in the eighth year after Hijrah. It was
then that the Muslims conquered Makkah.

The second category of the Polytheists were those with whom the Muslims
made a treaty for a stipulated period and they kept to the conditions of their

treaties. The tribes that had entered into such treaties with the Muslims were the
Bani Dhamra and the Bani Mudlaj. Both of these tribes had a few months
remaining for their treaties to expire when Surah Bara'ah was revealed.

The third category were those whose treaties were not fixed for a specific

period, and the fourth category were those who had not entered into any treaty

with the Muslims.

With regard to the first category viz, the Polytheists of Makkah, they
deserved no respite, but Allah still granted them grace until the expiry of the
sacred months. Allah says, "When the sacred months have passed, then fight the

Polytheists wherever you may find them. Seize them, besiege them and lay in ambush for
them at every opportunity, If they repent, establish Salah, and pay Zakah then leave their

path free. Surely Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciftd."

With regard to the second category, Allah says, "Except those polytheists with
whom you have a treaty and they have not abated in the least, nor have they assisted any
others against you. So fulfill their treaty to them for their stipulated term."

When the disbelievers (kuffar) honour the terms of an agreement, it is only
appropriate that the Muslims also do so since they are more cognisant of this.

Muslim should always adopt piety (tacjwa) for "Verily Allah loves those who adopt
piety (taqwa)."
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With regard to the third and fourth categories Allah tells them, "So travel in

the land for four months and know that you can never escape from Allah (no matter

where you go), and that indeed Allah shall disgrace the disbelievers. The proclamation

from Allah and His messenger on the day of the greater Hajj is that verily Allah and His
messenger are exonerated from the polytheists (Mushrikln). If you repent, it will be best

for you and ifyou turn back then know that surely you cannot escape Allah. And give the

disbelievers the glad tidings ofan excruciating punishment."

SAYYIDINA ABU BAKR ** k^ LEADS THE HAJJ IN 9 A.H AND
THE DECLARATION OF EXONERATION IS PROCLAIMED

"The proclamation from Allah and His messenger on the day of the greater Hajj is

that verily Allah and His messenger are exonerated from the Polytheists." This

proclamation is repeated in the verse. It was made when Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^j
*& &\ and Sayyidina Ali <up ifo ^j were sent to Makkah for the Hajj of the ninth

year after Hijrah. Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^ &\ ^j instructed Sayyidina Abu
Hurayra -up &\ ^>j to sound this declaration.

Bukhari {v.2 p.27 1) reports a hadith of Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** i»\ ^j in

which he says that he was with those sent by Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^ &\ ^j to

Mina to declare the proclamation on the day of Nahr (10th of Dhul Hijjah). The
declaration included the words, "Behold! No Polytheist may perform the Hajj

after this year and no naked person may make Tawaf of the Ka'ba!"

The Holy Prophet pJL^ *ip & JU* sent Sayyidina Ali <up ifo ^j after Sayyidina

Abu Bakr *& & ^j because some Companions (Sahaba) <+&* &\ ^j suggested that

was customary among the Arabs that they required a person from the same clan

to declare the annulment of a treaty. Although the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up iui JU
did not enter into the treaty with the Polytheists as an individual (but as the

leader of the Muslims), it was possible that the Polytheists thought this.

Therefore, the Holy Prophet fJL-j Up in JL* thought it necessary that a member
from his own clan i.e. the Banu Hashim, should be sent to render the declaration

of Surah Bara'ah. Since it was not possible for the message to reach every person

in that large gathering, Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^ &\ ^j appointed Sayyidina Abu
Hurayra *& it ^j and others to assist him.

"Ma'alimut Tanzll" (v.2 p.267) reports from Sayyidina Zaid bin TabI Up &\^
that he asked Sayyidina Ali «^ i»t ^>j what he announced on that day. He replied,

"I was required to proclaim four things. (1) None should make Tawaf naked. (2)

Those tribes with whom the Holy Prophet jJL-j aJLp iii\ JL* had entered into a treaty

would have their treaties honoured only for the stipulated terms. Those with

whom no treaty was made were allowed four months in which their safety was
guaranteed. Thereafter, the guarantee would expire. (3) None besides Muslims
will enter Heaven (Jannah). (4) The Polytheists and the Muslims will not again

perform Hajj simultaneously i.e. no Polytheist will be allowed to perform Hajj in

future/'

The author of "Ma'alimut Tanzll" mentions that the four month period

began after the declaration on the 10th of Dhul Hijjah and expired on the 10th of

Rabi ul Akhir.

The "sacred months" referred to in the verse are the same four months grace
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that was allowed to those with whom no treaty was made or whose treaties were

unspecified. With regard to the Polytheists of Makkah, it entailed the remaining

20 days of Dhul Hijjah and the following month of Muharram. Thereafter they

were no longer guaranteed safety. This is the opinion of Mujahid, Ibn Is'haq and
Nasafi aJlp &\ *^j and has been reported in "Ma'alimut Tanzil".

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that the "sacred months'' do not refer to

those four sacred months that were observed by the Arabs (viz. Dhul Qa'dah,

Dhul Hijjah, Muharram and Rajab). This is so because at the time of the

declaration, there remained only 20 days of Dhul Hijjah and then the month of

Muharram. Thereafter another five months followed before Rajab started. If these

four sacred months were implied, then the term would have been greatly

extended, whereas none were allowed more than four months respite.

Allah says, "When the sacred months have passed, then fight the Polytheists

wherever you may find them. Seize them, besiege them and lay in ambush for them at

every opportunity.''"AH the roads leading to Makkah were to be guarded so that

they do not return to Makkah.

"If they repent, establish Salah, and pay Zakah, then leave their path free." If the

Polytheists accept Islam and practise it, they should be left alone and allowed to

enter Makkah. "Surely Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful." Allah will forgive

all that they perpetrated before accepting Islam and will not require them to

answer for it.

The verse "Seize them, besiege them and lay in ambush for them at every

opportunity," indicates that the Muslim should always be on guard against the

disbelievers (kuffar)> and should protect their borders thoroughly.

With regard to the verse "If they repent, establish Salah, and pay Zakah, then

leave their path free,'
' Allarna Jassas *ip it "<^j writes in "Ahkamul Qur'an" (v.3 p.83)

that a person may not be killed after he repents from disbelief (kufr) and

polytheism (shirk). He may, however, be seized or besieged. If a Muslim
purposely neglects to perform Salah or pay Zakah, the Leader of believers

(AmirulMu'minin) may imprison him until he begins to practise accordingly.

"If any of the Polytheists seeks immunity from you, then grant it to him until he

hears the word of Allah..." Allama Jassas 4* & a^j writes that whenever an enemy
disbeliever (kdfir) pleads for safety, it should be granted to him and then he

should be allowed to enter the Islamic State, hear the Qur'an and the details of

Islamic beliefs and practices should be explained to him.

He also writes that if a disbeliever (kdfir) requests to learn about the proofs

and reasons to believe in Oneness of Allah (Tauhid) and the Prophethood of the

Holy Prophet ^JL-j *JLp iyi JU to believe in them, then it will be incumbent upon
the Muslims to furnish him with the details. It will not be permissible to kill him
before these have been explained to him.

. " then convey him to his place of safety." This verse outlines the

responsibility of the Leader of believers (Amirul Mu'minin) to ensure the safety of

the disbeliever (kdfir) who has been granted immunity. None should harm him in

any way while he is in the Islamic State. The Dhimmis should also be granted

perfect safety while they are residents of the Islamic State.
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This verse also denotes that a disbeliever (kafir) from a disbelievers (kujfar)

state cannot live permanently in the Islamic State. According to the Hanafi school

of jurisprudence, if he enters the Islamic State with a valid visa, he will be
allowed residence only for a year. If he stays longer, he will become a Dhimmi
and will have to pay the Atonement (Jizya). [Ahkamul Qur'an v.3 p.83-84]

"This is because they are a people who do not understand." They should be
granted the requested immunity because they do not understand the reality of

Islam and have to be allowed to listen to the Qur'an and teachings of Islam.

Lesson: ".
. .on the day of the greater Hajj... This refers to the days of Hajj in

general and more specifically to the day of Mina. The "greater Hajj" (Hajjul

Akbar) refers to the Hajj itself since the Umrah is regarded as the lesser Hajj

(Hajjul Asghar). This has been stated by Sayyidina Zuhri <*> iwt <^Jf Sayyidina

Sha'bi <uU iui ~^j and Sayyidina Ata aJLp i»\ <^j. It does not refer to the commonly
acclaimed meaning that it denotes the Hajj when the day of Arafah falls on a

Friday.

It has been reported in certain narrations that the Hajj when the day of

Arafah falls on a Friday is seventy times superior to any other Hajj. Mulla Ali

Qari 4* & *^, has written a treatise on this subject entitled "Al Hazul Awfar fil

Hajjil Akbar."

viAs* 1aa--»v«^ Oy--^ ^Jvj±=>b j>^j\s::^yJ :r^j^'^y^ m̂

(7) How can there be a treaty with Allah and His messenger for the Polytheists

(Mushrikin), except for those with whom you have entered into a treaty near

the Masjidul Haram? So as long as they remain true to you, remain true to them.

Verily Allah loves those who adopt piety (taqwa). (8) How can there be a treaty

when they are such as do not regard any relations with you when they attain the

upper hand over you, nor do they show regard for any pact. They please you

with their mouths, while their hearts refuse. And most of them are sinners. (9)

They have purchased a measly gain at the price of Allah's verses, so they forbid

(others) from His path. Evil indeed are the actions they perpetrate. (10) They do
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not honour any relations, nor any pact with the believers. These are the ones

who transgress. (11) So if they repent, establish Salah and pay Zakah, they are

your brothers in Religion (Din). We expound the verses for the people who

possess knowledge.

THE POLYTHEISTS DO NOT HONOUR ANY RELATIONSHIP, NOR
ANY PACT

Allah mentions in these verses that He cannot have any regard for the pacts

of the Polytheists because they have breached many treaties before and were

prone to do so in future. Allah then says, "How can there be a treaty when they are

such as do not regard any relations with you when they attain the upper hand over you,

nor do they show regard for any pact They please you with their mouths, while their

hearts refuse." They verbally attest to uphold their treaties but their hearts are

filled with malice and dark thoughts. Their hearts do not correspond with the

words on their tongues.

"And most of them are sinners." They never intend to obey Allah' s injunctions

and cannot be expected to fulfill the clauses of their pledges since they show

regard only for the things of the world. Their infatuation with the world presents

an obstacle for them to accept Belief (Iman). They neither accept Islam nor allow

others to do so. Allah says, "They have purchased a measly gain at the price ofAllah's

verses, so they forbid (others) from His path. Evil indeed are the actions they perpetrate.

They do not honour any relations, nor any pact with the believers. These are the ones who

transgress."

In the first verse Allah says, "How can there be a treaty with Allah and His

messenger for the Polytheists, except for those with whom you have entered into a treaty

near the Masjidul Haram?" Allama Nasafi Up ibt^ writes that this verse refers to

those tribes that made a treaty with the Muslims and then did not transgress the

clauses. Their treaties were still valid for a stipulated period. These were the

tribes of Bani Kinana and Bani Dhamra. With regard to them, Allah says, "So as

long as they remain true to you, remain true to them." Their treaties should be

fulfilled until the stipulated term and should not be breached. Breaching the

treaty will be against the dictates of piety (taqwa) and "Verily Allah loves those who

adopt piety (taqwa)." This is similar to a previous verse at the beginning where

Allah said, "So fulfil their treaty to them for their stipulated term.
"

Towards the end Allah says, "So if they repent, establish Salah and pay Zakah,

they are your brothers in Relight (Din). We expound the verses for the people who

possess knowledge." These are the people who woul appreciate and understand

Allah' s injunctions and practise them.

Lesson: "Haw can there be a treaty when they are such as do not regard any

relations with you when they attain the upper hand over you, nor do they show regardfor

any pact. They please you with their mouths, while their hearts refuse." This is the

behaviour of the disbelievers (kuffar) to this day. In the name of nationalism and

unity, the disbelievers (kuffar) attempt to dissuade the Muslims from Jihad,

calling for religious harmony. They even enter into agreements and pacts with

the Muslims, but are not hesitant to break these and perpetrate open genocide.

Similar is the condition of those sects who claim to be Muslims, but do not
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conform to the beliefs of Islam. In fact, their objective is to stab the Muslims in

the back and call for unity to deceive the Muslims. They harbour enmity for the

Muslims and will spare no energy to harm the Muslims at every given

opportunity.

l>* j^-±=»j<-^—> p-*> y_^Jri\ ^-^i !>
;*--*J ^-4JLU^\ .\j^fe=0-

^ jj~u* ^s-^j -+-0*
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(12) If they break their promises after entering into a pact and they revile your

Religion (Din), then slay the leaders of infidels. Indeed they are such that they

have no regard for promises that they should refrain. (13) Will you not fight

such a nation who break their promises and resolve to exile the messenger. They
are those who initiated hostilities against you the first time around. Do you fear

them? Allah is more worthy that He be feared, if you are believers. (14) Fight

them Allah will punish them by your hands, humiliate them, assist you against

them, heal the hearts of the believers... (15) ...and remove the fury in their hearts.

Allah accepts the repentance of whoever He wills and Allah is All Knowing, the

Wise. (16) Do you think that you will be left to be, whereas Allah has not yet

determined those of you who strive and who do not take as friends anyone

besides Allah, His messenger and the believers? Allah is Informed of what you

do,

SLAY THE DISBELIEVERS (KUFFAR) LEADERS BECAUSE THEIR
PROMISES HOLD NO WEIGHT

At Hudaybiyyah during the sixth year after Hijrah, the Polytheists

prevented the Holy Prophet ^JL-j *> &\ J-* and the Companions (Sahaba) & ^j
r-f^ from making Umrah and bound them to an extremely biased treaty for a

period of ten years.

One of the clauses of the treaty was that neither party should attack the

other or any of their allies during this period. It then transpired that the Bani

Bakr tribe (who were an ally of the Quraysh) attacked the Bani Khuza'ah tribe
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(who were allies of the Muslims). The Quraysh supported the Bani Bakr with

weapons and some members of the Quraysh participated in the attack. In this

way the Quraysh were the first to breach the terms of the treaty. Besides

breaking the pledge, they used to vilify and revile Islam.

Allah says, "If they break their promises after entering into a pact and they revile

your Religion (Din), then slay the leaders of infidels." Allah instructs that the

Quraysh be fought because they were the ones who prevented the other tribes

from accepting Islam since all the Arabs looked up to them as their leaders. They
were all awaiting the conversion of the Quraysh so that they may follow suit.

"the leaders of infidels", could also refer more specifically to the leaders of the

Quraysh like Abu Jahl, Suhayl bin Amr, Ikrama bin Abi Jahl and Abu Sufyan.

This is the opinion of Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas «up i»\ ^Jm He says that they

were the ones who broke the treaty and suggested that the Holy Prophet &\ JU*

jJ-j <A* be exiled from Makkah when they convened in the House of Nadwa.

"....Indeed they cere such that they have no regard for promises that they should

refrain." They should be fought so that they refrain from reviling Islam and

fighting the Muslims. Other commentators have interpreted it to mean that they

will desist from disbelief (kufr) if they are fought. ["Ma'alimut Tanzil" v.2p.272]

The question arises that if the disbelievers (kuffar) had already broken the

treaty, why does Allah state the breaking of the treaty as a precondition when He
says, "If they break their promises.."? The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" interprets the

verse to mean that if the disbelievers (kujfar) remain as disbelievers and fail to

uphold their treaties, they should be fought. In my humble opinion, the verse is

phrased as a precondition so as to denote that should any of the Disbelievers

(kuffar) break their treaty in future, they should be dealt with in the same
manner.

Allama Nasafi *i* & **-j has written in "Madarikut Tanzil" that a Dhimmi
(non-muslim who reside in the muslim state and pay tax) may be executed if he

blasphemes Islam since this will constitute a breach of his pledge as a resident of

the Islamic State.

"Will you notfight such a nation who break their promises and resolve to exile the

messenger? They are those who initiated hostilities against you the first time around."

i.e. They were the first to break the conditions of the treaty when the Bani Bakr

attacked the Bani Khuza'ah.

Allah asks the believers (Mu'minin), "Do you fear them (that you do not fight

them)? Allah is more worthy that He be feared, if you are believers." If people feared

Allah instead of the disbelievers (kujfar), they would hasten to carry out His

instruction to wage Jihad.

"Fight them! Allah will punish them by your hands, humiliate them, assist you

against them, heal the hearts of the believers..." The believers (Mu'minin) were hurt

by the betrayal of the disbelievers (kuffar) when they failed to uphold the treaty,

but Allah promises to eliminate this from their hearts as well. Together with this,

Allah says that He will even "remove the fury in their hearts." This tells of the

happiness and contentment that Allah filled into the hearts of the believers

(Mu'minin), and serves to emphasise what was mentioned previously.
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The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" quotes certain Scholars (Ulema) that the

healing of hearts was attained by the promise of Makkah' s conquest and that by
the actual conquest itself, the fury from their hearts was removed.

"Allah accepts the repentance ofwhoever He wills.." The Muslims have to fulfill

their obligation of fighting in Jihad and Allah's divine plan will come to pass

when He shall grant whomsoever He wills the guidance to repent and to accept

Islam. In this way people like Ikrama bin Abi Jahl, Suhail bin Amr and Abu
Sufyan <+&* h ^>j all became Muslims.

"......and Allah is All Knowing, the Wise." He knows who will remain as

Disbelievers (kuffar) and who will become Muslim. According to His wisdom, He
will grant guidance to whomsoever He wills.

Note: The question arises that if the conquest of Makkah took place in the

8th year after Hijrah and Surah Bara'ah was revealed in the 9th year

after Hijrah, what Jihad is encouraged in the verse that states: "Fight

them!"?

In reply, the author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.10 p.62) writes that although Surah
Bara'ah was revealed after the conquest of Makkah, these verses were revealed

before. Another reply is that the verse is addressed to all the Muslims until the

day of Judgment. The verse tells them that Allah will assist them in their fights

against the disbelievers (kuffar). Allah promises them that He "will punish themby
your hands, humiliate them, assist you against them, heal the hearts of the believers and

remove thefury in their hearts."

Allah intends to inform the Muslims throughout the ages that they are also

prone to suffer the treatment received by the Holy Prophet pJL-j 4* i»i JL* and the

Companions (Sahdba) ^^ & ^> When such situations do arise, they should fight

the disbelievers (kuffar) just as their forebears in the Religion (Din) had done.

Still encouraging the Muslims to wage Jihad, Allah continues, "Do you think

that you will be left to be, whereas Allah has not yet (put you to test. He will certainly

put you on trial until He has) determined those ofyou who strive and who do not take as

friends anyone besides Allah, His messenger and the believers." In Jihad, Allah will

reveal the true colours of those who truly love Him and it will be known who
was not sincere in their claims and who befriended the disbelievers (kuffar).

Allah mentions in a verse of Surah Al Imran, "Allah does not wish to leave the

believers in the same condition that you are in till he separates the pure from the

impure." [Surah 3, verse 179]

Allah says in Surah Ankabut, "Do people think that they will be left to say, 'We

believe!' without being tested?" [Surah 29, verse 2]

At the end of the verse Allah declares, "Allah is Informed of what you do."

Accordingly, He will grant the appropriate retribution.
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(17) It is not befitting of the Polytheists that they tend Allah 's places of worship

while they attest to their own disbelief. They are those whose actions are wasted

and they shall abide forever in the Fire. (18) Only those should tend Allah 's

places of worship who believe in Allah, and the Last Day, establish Salah, pay

Zakah and fear Allah only. It is hoped that these people will be of those who are

rightly guided. (19) Do you equate the giving of water to the pilgrims and the

tending of the Masjidul Haram to the person who believes in Allah and the Last

Day and strives in Allah's path? They can never be equal according to Allah!

Allah does not guide the oppressive folk, (20) Those who believe, migrate and

strive in Allah's way with their wealth and their lives are of much superior

ranking according to Allah. These are the successful ones. (21) Their Lord

confers to them the glad tidings of His mercy, pleasure and such gardens

wherein they shall have everlasting bounties. (22) They will abide therein until

eternity. Undoubtedly with Allah is a great reward.

THE POLYTHEISTS ARE NOT WORTHY OF TENDING ALLAH'S
MASAJID

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v.2 p.273) narrates from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas
4* ibi ^j that when Sayyidina Abbas ** &\ ^j was brought as a prisoner to

Madinah, the Muslims taunted him by saying that he was still a disbeliever (kafir)

and that he did not maintain his family ties (by compelling his nephew, The Holy
Prophet (JL-j *ip iui ju and others to leave Makkah). Sayyidina Ali ^ &\ ^j also

added some strong words.

Thereupon Sayyidina Abbas <up A\ ^j asked them why were they not

mentioning all his good attributes instead of only the negative ones. Sayyidina

Ali <up M ^j asked in surprise, "Do you have any good to your credit?"

Sayyidina Abbas <^ ii>» ^j replied, "Yes! We tend the Masjidul Haram and are

the custodians of the Ka'ba. We also give water to the Hajjis (pilgrims)." It was
then that Allah revealed the above verses.

Allah says, "It is not befitting of the Polytheists that they tend Allah's places of

worship while they attest to their own disbelief' The Ka'ba was built by the enemy of

polytheism (shirk) viz. Sayyidina Ibrahim f**J\ Up... The mosques (Masajid) (plural
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if Masjid) have been established so that Oneness of Allah (Tauhid) is expressed,

so these can never be tended by those who attribute partners to Allah. It is

therefore meaningless that they tend to the upkeep of the Masjidul Haram when
all they do is whistle and clap hands (as mentioned in verse 35 of Surah Anfal).

"They are those whose actions are wasted (because no action is accepted from a

kaafir even if it seems good) and they shall abide forever mihe Fire." Their actions

will be of no avail to them in the Hereafter.

TENDING THE MOSQUES (MASAjID) IS THE DUTY ONLY OF THE
BELIEVERS

"Only those should tend Allah 's places of worship who believe in Allah, and the

Last Day, establish Salah, pay Zakah and fear Allah only." The rightful custodians of

the Masajid are those who carry out all Allah's commandments and do not«fear

the reproach of the their relatives, nations or the disbelievers (kujfar).

With regard to them, Allah continues to say, 'it is hoped that these people will

be of those who are rightly guided. "Allah will guid^ them to Heaven (Jannah) by
granting them the guidance to carry out all righteous actions.

Tending to the Masajid entails all actions like attending to the maintenance

and renovations of the Masajid, as well as seeing to the needs of those Muslims
who attend them. However, the other aspect of tending to the Masajid is more
important. This is to ensure that people always attend the Masajid for Salah; that

remembrance (Dhikr) of Allah takes place there and that the teachings of the

Qur'an and religion (Din) are imparted there. These are the actions for which the

Masajid are established.

Sayyidina Abu Sa'Id Khudri ^ ibi^ narrates that the Holy Prophet &\;J**

jJL,j Up said, "When you see a person who cares for the mosque (Masjid), then

you may attest to his Belief (Iman), because Allah says, "Only those should tend

Allah 's places ofworship who believe in Allah, and the Last Day..." [Mishkdt p. 69]

ACTIONS THAT ARE PROHIBITED IN THE MOSQUE (MASJID)

Many actions are forbidden in the mosque (Masjid) because they contradict

its sanctity. In the mosque (Masjid) a person may not recite such poetry that is not

concerned with religion (Din). One may also not buy and sell anything in a

mosque (Masjid), nor eat, drink or smoke anything that has an offensive smell

before entering the mosque (Masjid) (this includes all types of cigarettes, tobacco

and "pan"). It is also forbidden to speak of worldly matters in the mosque
(Masjid) or to spit. One may not announce any lost item nor beg in the mosque
(Masjid).

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** ifo ^j reports that the Holy Prophet (JL-j aJLp &\ JU
said, "When you hear anyone announcing a lost item in the Masjid, then tell him,

'May Allah not return it to you!' because the mosque (Masjid) was not built for

such things." [Muslim v.l p.2 10, and Abu Dawud v.l p.68]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra <* i»» ^j has also reported that the Holy Prophet

pJL-j Up i»i ju> said, "When you see any person buying or selling in the Masjid,

then tell him, 'May Allah not grant you a profit in your transaction." [Mishkdt p.
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70]

The Holy Prophet^3 «j* ii j^ has also mentioned, "There shall come a time

when people will discuss their worldly matters in the mosque (Masjid). So do not

sit with such people, for Allah has no need for them." [Mishkdt p. 71]

Sayyidina Hakim bin Hizam ** 2bi ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ib» JU*

jJL-j <l* forbade the execution of legal penalties and retaliation (Qisas) in the

mosque (Masjid), and (irreligious) poetry. [Abu Dawud v.l p.261]

Sayyidina Mu'awiya bin Qurra <* 2»i ^>j reports from his father that the

Holy Prophet p-L-j *> & J*> prohibited eating from two trees viz, onion and

garlic. He said, "Whoever eats from them should not approach our Masajid. If he

wants to eat them, he should cook it first, for then the odour will be killed." [Abu

Dawud v.lp.l 79, and Muslim v. 1 p.209]

Included in tending the Masajid is for a person to remain sitting in the

Masjid after one Salah in anticipation of the next. Sayyidina Uthman bin

Madh'un ^ &\ ^j narrates that they asked the Holy Prophet jJL.3 Up &\ JL*

permission to castrate themselves. The Holy Prophet jJL. 3 Up &\ JU> replied, "He is

not from us who castrates another or has himself castrated. The castration of my
Ummah is to fast (which will reduce the passions)."

He continues to narrate, "We then asked permission to travel (on holiday)."

The reply was, "The travelling of my Ummah is in the path of Allah." When they

then requested permission to practise monasticism, The Holy Prophet Up &\ JU»

pJL-j replied, "The monasticism of my Ummah is in waiting for Salah in the

Masjid." [Mishkdt p. 69]

THE REWARDS FOR KEEPING THE MASJID CLEAN
Sayyidina Anas <up ibt ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet (JL- ^ U* ibt JU said,

"The rewards of my Ummah were shown to me to the extent that even the

reward of removing anything unsightly from the Masjid was shown to me (even

if it be a tiny speck of dirt). Then the sins of my Ummah were shown to me and I

never found any sin greater than when a person forgot any Surah or verse of the

Qur'an that he was taught." [Abu Dawud v.l p.66]

Nowadays attention is given only to the beautification of the Masajid. They
are adorned with exquisite carpets, decorations and frames. The walls and
ceilings are covered wi#i fine carvings and calligraphy. People compete with

these things, while nb-attention is given to remembrance (Dhikr), recitation of

Qur'an and waiting for the Salah. These elaborate decorations are not endorsed

by the Shari'ah since they are distracting and affect humility and concentration in

Salah.

Sayyidina Anas ** &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up i»\ ju> said,

"One of the signs of Judgment day (Qiyamah) is that people will compete and

boast in building Masajid." [Abu Dawud v.l p.65]

With regard to those who pay attention only to the decoration of the

Masajid, The Holy Prophet ^j Aip i»\ ju mentioned, Their Masajid will be

occupied but will be bereft of guidance." [Mishkdt p. 38]
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SERVING THE PILGRIMS AND TENDING THE MASJIDUL
HARAM CANNOT COMPARE WITH BELIEF (IMAN) AND JIHAD

Allah says, "Do you equate the giving of water to the pilgrims and the tending of

the Masjidul Haram to the person who believes in Allah and the Last Day and strives in

Allah's path? They can never be equal according to Allah! Allah does not guide the

oppressive folk."

There are two circumstances of revelation with regard to this verse. The first

has already been discussed and concerns the incident of Sayyidina Abbas fa ^j
Aip. The verse tells people that the actions of the believer (Mu'miri) who strives in

Allah's way are much superior than those who merely tend to the Masjidul

Haram and give water to the pilgrims. When such people are not believers

(Mu'minin), then their actions are wasted in the Hereafter.

The second circumstance of revelation is related by Sayyidina Nu'man bin

Bashir <up fa ^>j. He reports that he was sitting at the pulpit of the Holy Prophet
pl^j <A* fa J^> when a person said, "I do not care if I were granted only the

opportunity to give water to the Hujjaj (pilgrims) and do no other good deed."

Thereafter a second person exclaimed, "I do not care to leave out all other actions

if I were afforded the opportunity to tend to the Masjidul Haram!"

Thereupon a third person said, "Jihad in Allah's path is superior to the

actions that the two of you have mentioned." Sayyidina Umar .** fa ^>j
reprimanded them and told them not to raise their voices near the pulpit of the

Holy Prophet ^ 3 aJp fa JU> It was the day of Friday Qumu'ah), and Sayyidina

Umar ** fa ^>j told them that he would enquire from the Holy Prophet aJLp fa JU>

fJL-j about their quarrel after the Salah. The above verse was revealed in reply to

this dispute after Sayyidina Umar <* fa ^j asked the Holy Prophet ^JL-3 Up fa jl*.

["Ma'dlimut Tamil" v.2p.275]

Allah's reply is succinct when He says, "They can never be equal according to

Allah! Allah does not guide the oppressive folk.
"

GLAD TIDININGS FOR THOSE WHO MIGRATE AND STRIVE IN
ALLAH'S WAY

"Those who believe, migrate and strive in Allah's way with their wealth and their

lives are of much superior ranking according to Allah. These are the successful ones"

Further elucidating the virtue of the immigrants (Mujahirin) (those who
participate in Jihad) and the immigrants (Muhajirin), Allah says, "Their Lord

confers to them the glad tidings ofHis mercy
',
pleasure and such gardens where they shall

have everlasting bounties. They will abide therein until eternity. Undoubtedly with Allah

is a great reward."
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(23) O you who believe, do not take your fathers and your brothers as friends if

they prefer disbelief to Belief (Iman). Whosoever of you will befriend them,

then these are the oppressors. (24) Say, "If your fathers, your sons, your brothers,

your spouses, your families, your wealth that you have earned, your businesses

in which you fear a loss, and your home that you love so dearly are more

beloved to you than Allah, His messenger and striving in His path; then wait for

Allah's order to come. Allah does not guide the sinful folk."

THE LOVE FOR ALLAH MUST SUPERCEDE THE LOVE FOR ONE'S
FATHERS, BROTHERS, TRIBE, FAMILIES, SPOUSES, CHILDREN,
BUSINESSES AND HOMES

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v.2 p.276) reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas
<up &\ ^j that when Allah issued the order to migrate, certain Muslims intended

to do so but were told by their families that they (the families) would be

destroyed if they were left alone in Makkah. For this reason they did not migrate

(although it was then incumbent for all Muslims to migrate to the sole Islamic

State of Madinah). It was then that Allah revealed the first of the above verses.

Allah says, "O you who believe, do not take your fathers and your brothers as

friends if they prefer disbelief to Belief (Iman)." These people do not deserve to be

listened to since they choose to remain as disbelievers (kujfar). It is incumbent for

them also to accept Islam and migrate with their Muslim children and brothers.

They refuse to accept Islam, yet pretend to express their sympathies when any of

their family want to migrate.

If a Muslim is influenced by his relatives not to perform an obligatory

action, it will constitute oppression on himself because he will be subjecting

himself to Allah's wrath. Allah says, "Whosoever ofyou will befriend them, then these

are the oppressors." When a person becomes a Muslim, he has submitted to Allah

and cannot prefer to listen to the dissuading remarks of his family, especially

when they are disbelievers (kujfar).

When this verse was revealed, those who did not yet migrate said that if

they were to migrate, their wealth would be lost, their businesses would be

ruined, their homes would be deserted and their family ties severed. It was then

that Allah revealed the following verse declaring, "Say, 'If your fathers, your sons,

your brothers, your spouses, your families, your wealth that you have earned, your

businesses in which you fear a loss, and your home that you love so dearly are more

beloved to you than Allah, His messenger and striving in His path then wait for Allah's

order to come. -< ["Ma'alimut Tamil" v.2 p.277]

Neglecting to migrate would incur Allah's punishment. This could be in

both the worlds and the person dying without migrating would not be deemed a
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Muslim. Concerning those who without excuse failed to migrate when the order
was given, Allah says, "The abode of such folk is Hell (Jahannam), and it is the worst
ofdestinations. " [Surah Nisa (4), verse 97]

"Allah does not guide the sinful folk." Such will be the plight of those who
disobey Allah and who chose to give preference to the things of this world over
the pleasure of Allah.

Lesson: After accepting Belief (Iman), a person is required to practise the
requisites of Belief {Iman). These are sometimes difficult, such as Hijrah
(migration), Jihad and sacrificing one's wealth and relations. However, when a
person realises that Allah is his Creator and Master and that He has conferred
one's wealth and relatives to one, one will not find it difficult to carry out Allah's
injunctions. One will then give preference to the love of Allah and the Holy
Prophet (J-j U* &\ JU over all other thirgs.

Sayyidina Anas -up i>\^ narrates that the Holy Prophet <JL-j Up 2bt ju said,

"The person possessing three qualities shall taste the sweetness of Belief (Iman).

The first is that he loves Allah and His Prophet^ 3 Up 2bi JL» more than anything
else. The second is that he loves others solely for the pleasure of Allah. The third
is that once Allah has rescued him from disbelief (kufr), he detests returning to it

just as much as he detests being cast into a fire." [Bukhari v.lp.7]

The meaning of the "sweetness of Belief (Iman)" is that the person derives
pleasure when engaging in Allah's obedience and worship. He then finds it easy
to undertake all types of difficulties to please Allah and His Prophet^j Up 2bi ju

Sayyidina Anas ** is ^j also narrates that the Holy Prophet jJL-j <Jj> ibi jl*
said, "None can possess true Belief (Iman) until I am more beloved to him than
his parents, children and the entire humanity." [Ibid]

Lesson: Love is of two types. The first is an involuntary and instinctive love,

while the other is voluntary and acquired. The love required in the above
Ahadith is of the second type because the Shari'ah does not demand from a
person something over which he has no control.

Allah will not hold a person responsible for the instinctive love that he bears
for his family and wealth, unless this instinctive love overpowers his involuntary
and acquired love for Allah and the Holy Prophet ^3 <A± ib\ JU. This will be
noticed when his love for the worldly things provokes him to disobey the
commands of Allah and to regard these as difficult to practise.

To please their wives and children people buy pictures of animate objects
for them, have a TV in their homes and allow them to wear clothes that do not
conform with the dictates of the Shari'ah. They resort to all sorts of Unlawful
(Haram) ventures involving usury and bribery just so that they can earn more
wealth to satiate the whims of"their families and to maintain their extravagant
lifestyles.

To please their friends and associates, they shave their beards, wear the
clothes of the West and eat from the Unlawful (Haram) food served to them at

parties and social gatherings. In all of these cases, their instinctive love
overpowers their love for Allah and the Holy Prophet ^ <^> &\ JU
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There are many chosen servants of Allah who, with their conviction in

Heaven (Jannah) and carrying out of good deeds, have an overpoweringly

instinctive love for Allah and His Holy Prophet JJL*/*^ '&
J*> This is an extremely

blessed condition.
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(25) Without doubt Allah has assisted you on numerous occasions, as well as on

the day of Hunayn when your superior numbers elated you, but these were Of

no avail to you. The earth became straitened for you despite it's vastness and

you turned away in flight. (26) Then Allah caused His tranquility to descend

upon His messenger and upon the believers. Allah sent an army that you could

not see and punished those who disbelieved. Such is the punishment of the

disbelievers. (27) Then Allah accepted the repentance of whomsoever He willed,

and Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.

THE MUSLIMS WERE SUPERIOR IN NUMBER IN THE BATTLE OF
HUNAYN, SUFFERED A TEMPORARY DEFEAT, TOOK FLIGHT
AND WERE THEN ASSISTED BY ALLAH

"Without doubt Allah has assisted you on numerous occasions, as well as on the

day ofHunayn when your superior numbers elatedyou, but these were ofno avail to you.

The earth became strtiitened for you despite its vastness and you turned away inflight/'

Hunayn is a place between Makkah and Ta'if. After the conquest of Makkah, the

Holy Prophety-j <> &J* marched with a large army of the Companions

(Sahaba)^ h^j to the Bani Hawazin tribe who lived in that vicinity.

Some of the Companions (Sahaba) ^ M ^j said that they could not be

defeated because of their superior numbers. As a result Allah caused the enemy

to gain the upper hand in the beginning and the Muslims were thrown in

turmoil. Thereafter Allah restored His assistance and they were victorious.

THE BATTLE OF HUNAYN
When the Bani Hawazin tribe heard of the conquest of Makkah, their leader,

Malik bin Awf Nasri, gathered all the surrounding tribes. These included the

Bani Thaqif, Bani Nasr, Bani Jiishin, Barii Sa'd bin Bakr and some of the Bani

Hilal. After unanimously deciding that they would attack the Muslims, they
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converged with all their wealth and families at Hunayn.

When the Holy Prophet ^JLj a> i>t JU, received intelligence of this attack, he
sent Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abi Hadud Aslami -up &\ ^>j to stay with them and
gather information about them. When he returned, he informed the Holy
Prophet fJL-j <Up &\ JU that they truly intended to fight.

There were already ten thousand Companions (Sahaba)^ it ^j with the

Holy Prophet jJL.3 Up &s JU» when he left Madinah for Makkah.

When he marched to Hunayn, another two thousand people from Makkah
joined them.

Sayyidina Sahl bin Hanzala ** i» ^>j reports that they were marching with

the Holy Prophet <X*3 Up i>>\ JU> when the time for Zuhr arrived. At that time a

horsemen approached the Holy Prophet <X*3 Up -it JL* saying that he had ridden

ahead, climbed up a certain mountain and saw that that Bani Haiwazin were
camped at Hunayn with their women, wealth and all their livestock. The Holy
Prophet <X*3 Up &s JU> smiled and said, "Insha Allah, these will all be booty for

the Muslims tomorrow.

That night Sayyidina Anas bin Abi Marthad «up i»\ ^j kept watch and
patrolled the various valleys around the Muslims. As was previously mentioned,

some Muslims said that they could not be defeated that day because of their

superior numbers.

The Bani Hawazin were renowned for their proficiency in archery and,

when the armies clashed, their shower of arrows was so fast and furious that the

Muslims panicked and began to disperse in flight.

Only the Holy Prophet pi*
3
Up i»i jl^ and a few Companions (Sahaba) &\ ^j^ remained facing the enemy. With him were Sayyidina Abu Bakr -up &\ ^Jr

Sayyidina Umar *& & ^Jf Sayyidina Ali *& &s ^j and Sayyidina Abbas <up &\ ^y
The Holy Prophet ^3 ^ ^ JU» called out to the Muslims, "O people! Come to

me! I am the messenger of Allah! I am Muhammad bin Abdullah!"

Mounted on his white mule, the Holy Prophet ^3 ^ &\ JUrecited the

following couplets of poetry which meant, "I am a Prophet without a lie. I am the

son of Abdul Mutallib." Then he made a supplication (du'a) to Allah saying, "O
Allah! Allow Your assistance to descend.

The Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^ & J~* instructed Sayyidina Abbas ^ &\ ^j to

make the proclamation, "O party of the Ansar! Come forward! O those of the tree

(referring to those who pledged their allegiance to the Holy Prophet fL.3 <A* &\ J^>
beneath a tree at Hudaybiyyah)! Come forward!" Hearing the summon, the

Companions (Sahaba) ^ ^ ^j replied "Labbayk! (At your service!)" and they

gradually returned, until a hundred resumed the battle with the Holy Prophet
pJL*j aJp &\ JLm*.

The Holy Prophet pJL,3 Up iiji J^> cast a handful of stones at the enemy saying,

"May their appearances be effaced." Allah caused these to reach the eyes of

every single soldier in the enemy ranks and within a short space of time, the

Muslims attained victory over the entire conglomeration of tribes.
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Many of the enemy were killed and all their families and wealth became

booty for the Muslims according to the prediction of the Holy Prophet <> &\ J^>

fl-j. Many people who had not yet accepted Islam went with the Muslims to

Hunayn and accepted Islam after witnessing Allah's assistance to the Muslims.

The Holy Prophet (JLj <4* &\ JU appointed Sayyidina Mas'ud bin Amr Ansari

^ i»\ ^j to take all the booty to a place called Ji'irranah.

THE DEFEAT OF THE POLYTHEISTS AT AWTAS

Those Polytheists who escaped from Hunayn regrouped at a place called

Awtas and seemed ready to launch another attack. The Holy Prophet <U* &\ J^>

^JL-j dispatched Sayyidina Abu Amir k* i» ^j with a contingent of the

Companions (Sahaba)^ & ^j to fight them. In the battle, Sayyidina Abu Amir

<up &\ ^j was martyred and his cousin Sayyidina Abu Musa <* &\ ^j assumed

command. Allah granted the Muslims victory and the person who martyred

Sayyidina Abu Amir ** ito ^j was also killed. Included in the large booty

attained on this occasion were many of the enemy's women.

THE SIEGE OF TA'IF

After the battle of Hunayn, the Holy Prophet ^JL,3 Up k\ J^ marched on to

Ta'if where Malik bin Awf (the leader of the Hawazin) and some of his

accomplices locked themselves in a fort. They refused to emerge from there and

continued, to shower arrows upon the Muslims, causing many Muslims to be

injured. The Muslims laid siege to the fort for 17 or 20 days (according to

differing narrations).

The Muslims used a catapult to throw rocks over the fort walls. Sayyidina

Salman *p 2b% ^j suggested the use of the catapult and built it himself. However,

the enemy was adamant not to emerge and it seemed useless to continue the

siege. Consequently the Holy Prophet ^ 3
U*> JU* returned to Makkah with the

Muslims. En route, he made supplication (du'a) to Allah saying, "O Allah grant

them guidance and You suffice for us." Allah accepted the supplication (du'a)

and the following year, in Ramadhan, a delegation of the Bani Thaqif from Ta'if

came to Madinah and accepted Islam. Thereafter the entire tribe became Muslim.

THE BOOTY IS DISTRIBUTED AT JFIRRANAH

As was mentioned/the Holy Prophet ^i-j *l* i» JJ) sent all the booty- to a

place called Ji'irranah. On his return from Ta'if, he arrived at Ji'irranah to

distribute the booty among the Muslims. The booty included six thousand

captives, including many women and children. There was an extremely large

number of camels and many goats as well.

These were all distributed among the Muslims. However, the Bani Hawazin

accepted Islam and requested that their women and children be released from

slavery. Consequently all the Companions (Sahaba) ^ ii ^>j released the Bani

Hawazin who were in their custody upon the request of the Holy Prophet & J^

The Holy Prophet ^j <4* & J** sent a message to Malik bin Awf (who had

locked himself in the fort at Ta'if) that if he accepted Islam and came to the Holy
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Prophet jJL-j aJLp &\ J^ all the members of his family would be released, their

wealth returned and Malik himself would receive a hundred camels. He acceded
to the offer and the Holy Prophet <JL- 3 *Jp k\ JU fulfilled his promise. Thereafter

the Holy Prophet jJL-jUp it JL> donned the Ihram for Umrah from Ji'irranah,

performed the Umrah and returned safely to Madinah. [Al Bidaya wan Nihayah vA
p.322to368]

THE DESCENT OF ANGELS AT HUNAYN
Because of the misguided words of certain Muslims, they were temporarily

suffering a defeat, but then Allah restored His assistance to them. Thereafter

Allah says, ''Then Allah caused His tranquillity to descend upon His messenger

(whereupon he summoned them to himself) and upon the believers (after which

they resumed fighting)."

Thereafter Allah adds, "Allah sent an army that you could not see..." The author

of "Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v.2 p.281) writes that the angels were not sent to fight, but

to give courage to the Muslims and to cause the disbelievers (kuffdr) to lose

courage and become cowardly. This interpretation is made because it is

commonly understood that the angels fought only on the occasion of Badr.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.10 p.75) has recorded this and also quotes

an opinion that states that the angels actually fought at Hunayn. However, he

adds that this narration has no source.

" and punished those who disbelieved (by causing many of them to be killed

and others to be captured). "Such is the punishment of the disbelievers." This was
their punishment in this world, and in the Hereafter they will suffer an even

greater punishment if they die as disbelievers (kuffar).

"Then Allah accepted the repentance of whomsoever He willed, and Allah is Most

Torgiving, Most Merciful." Those who were killed in battle were dispatched

straight to the doom of the Hereafter, while some of those who survived were

granted the guidance by Allah to repent from disbelief (kufr) and accept Islam. Of

these fortunate ones were Malik bin Awf, who was appointed the leader of his

tribe by the Holy Prophet pJL-j U* ibi Jb>. In a similar manner many of the Bani

Hawazin accepted Islam and became worthy of entering Heaven (Jannah) even

though they were arch enemies of Islam.

A translation of a few couplets composed by Malik bin Awf <up ifct ^j are

reproduced hereunder: He said,

"Of all mankind I have never seen nor heard of any like Muhammad & JL*

"He confers excessive amounts of wealth in his generosity and, when you

please to know, he will inform you of what will happen tomorrow" (referring to

the time when the Holy Prophet jJLj <l* ii JL* said that Insha Allah tomorrow all

the amassed wealth of the Bani Hawazin will be booty for the Muslims).

"When the enemy ground their teeth, using their spears and every sword,

he was like a lion protecting his young amidst the dust of every valley." [Al Bidaya

wan Nihayah v.4 p.361]
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(28) O you who believe, verily the Polytheists are impure and should not

approach the Masjidul Haram after this year. If you fear poverty, then soon
Allah shall make you wealthy by His grace if He wills. Surely Allah is All

Knowing, The Wise.

THE IDOLATORS ARE IMPURE AND SHOULD NEVER
APPROACH THE MASJIDUL HARAM

This verse was also part of the declaration that was made on the 9th year
after migration (Hijrah) by Sayyidina Ali -up iui^Jm

"O you who believe, verily the Polytheists are impure and should not approach the

Masjidul Haram after this year." Imam Abu Hanifah aJLp i»t^ states that this verse

means that the polytheists should not be allowed to make Hajj and enter the

Masjidul Haram. However, he says that it will be permissible for a disbeliever

(kdfir) to enter the Masjidul Haram or any other Masjid.

He interprets the impurity stated in the verse as inner spiritual impurity
caused by their disbelief (kufr) and incorrect beliefs. He maintains that physical

impurity is not implied in the verse. Of course, if there is any physical impurities

on the body of a disbeliever (kdfir) or if the disbeliever (kdfir) is in the state of

"junabah", he will not be allowed to enter any Masjid, just like any Muslim will

also not be permitted to enter in this case.

^
"Ruhul Ma'ani" quotes the opinions of Imam Shafi'I a* &\ ^Jf Imam Malik

Up &\ aj^j and Imam Ahmad U* 2»i u^ that disbelievers (kuffdr) will not be
permitted to enter the Masjidul Unlawful (Haram) under any circumstances. This
will apply even if he is a Dhimmi (non-Muslim residing in a Muslim state an pay
tax.) or another disbeliever (kdfir) who has entered the Islamic State with a valid

visa. If any disbeliever (kdfir) emissary comes with a message, the Leader of

Believers (Amlrul Mu'minln) must meet him outside the Masjidul Haram.
However, Imam Shafi'I Up ifct ^ permits the entry of Disbelievers (kuffdr) into

other Masajid besides the Masjidul Haram. Imam Malik Up i»i *^
JJP according to

one narration, says that they may not enter any Masjid whatsoever.

Durrul Manthur (v.3 p226) reports from the compilation of Abdur Razzaq
that Sayyidina Jabir ^ & ^j mentioned, "The Polytheists (Mushrikln) are impure
and should not approach the Masjidul Haram after this year' except if they be slaves

or Dhimmis." This narration substantiates the view of Imam Abu Hanifah i»'**j

Up since all disbelievers (kuffdr) and polytheists are equal in status to the non-
Muslim slaves and Dhimmis.

In his book "Ahkamul Qur'an" (v.3 p.89), Allama Jassas U* ifci \^j has quoted
the above narration from both the Holy Prophet ^JL-j ^ k J^ himself and
Sayyidina Jabir ^ &\ ^J% It is possible that Sayyidina Jabir ^ ib\^ sometimes
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narrated the hadith without taking the name of the Holy Prophet jJLj Up 2bt ju*.

It should be noted that although the disbelievers (kuffar) and polytheists may be
allowed inside the Masjidul Haram, they will not be permitted to perform Hajj
andUmrah.

It is reported in the "Marasil" of Abu Dawud that when the delegation of

the Bani Thaqif came to Madinah, the Holy Prophet ^JL-j a> ifci ju had a tent

pitched for them at the back of the Masjid so that they could observe the Salah
and worship of the Muslims. When some of the Companions (Sahaba)^ & ^j
took exception because they were Polytheists, The Holy Prophet ^3 Up jut ju
said, "Surely the earth does not become impure, but the son of Adam f*~J\ Up
becomes impure."

Imam Tahawi Up &\ u*j has narrated the same hadith in the words, "The
earth does not have any of the impurities of man upon it. The impurities of man
are upon themselves." •

The incident of Thumama bin Athal also indicates that disbelievers (kuffar)

can enter the mosque (Masjid). He was brought to Madinah as a disbeliever (kafir)

and was bound to a pillar of the mosque (Masjid). It was only a few days after

his capture that he accepted Islam. [Bukhart v. 1 p. 66]

"If you fear poverty, then soon Allah shall make you wealthy by His grace if He
wills. Surely Allah is All Knowing, The Wise.

"

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** ibt^ narrates that when the polytheists

used to come for Hajj, they used to bring with them grains and food to sell.

When they were banned from Hajj, the Muslims feared that they would n6w be
unable to acquire the produce of the disbelievers (kuffar). The above verse was
revealed with regard to this and Allah promised them that he would make them
independent of the disbelievers (kuffar).

This narration has b^en reported from Sayyidina Mujahid Aip ifci ^ and
Sayyidina Sa'id bin Jubair ^ & ^> Allah fulfilled this promise and the Muslims
were no longer in need of the disbelievers (kuffar) and polytheists.

(29) Fight those who do not believe in Allah and the Last Day, who do not accept

as unlawful those things that Allah and His messenger have declared unlawful,

and who do not accept the true Religion (Dm). They are the ones who have been
given the Book. Fight them until they subserviently pay the Atonement (Jizya)

with their own hands in humiliation.

THE INSTRUCTION TO WAGE JIHAD AGAINST THE PEOPLE OF
BOOK (AHLUL KITAB)

While the previous verses commanded the Muslims to fight the Polytheists,
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this verse instructs them to fight the People of the Book (Ahlul Kitab). The
principle of Jihad (as discussed before) is that the enemy be invited first to accept

Islam. If they do, then it will not be permissible to wage Jihad against them. They
will then be educated with regard to the teachings of Religion (Din) and they will

be akin to the believers (Mu'minln), all holding firmly to Allah's rope.

If they refuse to accept Islam, they will be granted the option to pay the

Atonement (Jizya) and live in the Islamic State as Dhimmis. The Atonement

(Jizya) will ensure their safety and protection in the Islamic State. They will,

however, be required to defend the State if attacked by enemy forces. If they opt

to pay the Atonement (Jizya) they cannot be fought. It is only when they refuse

this second option as well that the Muslim are instructed to fight them.

Allah says, "Fight them (the Jews and Christians) until they subserviently pay

the Atonement (Jizya) with their own hands in humiliation." The verse does not

necessarily apply solely to the Jews and the Christians, but to all disbelievers

(kuffar). The Holy Prophet ^Jl^-j aJL^ ii>\ JU took Atonement (Jizya) from the

Polytheists of Hajar as well.

The verse makes mention of fighting and Atonement (Jizya) but does not

mention the invitation to Islam. This is so because it is not necessary that those

people be given the invitation who have already received the message of Islam.

The Jews and Christians were well aware of Islam and even recognised the Holy

Prophet fJL,3 Up iui JU* as the final Prophet.

Allah describes them as "those who do not believe in Allah and the Last Day"

because they flouted Allah's commandments and remained adamantly in

disbelief (kufr) despite their knowledge of Allah and the Hereafter. Their

boldness in spite of their knowledge of the resultant eternal punishment

indicates that they were just like those who did not believe in Allah and in the

Last Day.

The Jews and Christians are described as "those who do not believe in Allah and

the Last Day" because they entertained the belief that there is no real Heaven

(Jannah) and Hell. They believed that Heaven (Jannah) was a metaphorical

expression of the happiness of a soul and that Hell was a mere depiction of the

soul's grief.

Allah describes them further as those who "do not accept as unlawful those

things that Allah and His messenger have declared unlawful.." Since they do not

accept Islam, they do not accept the things declared Unlawful (Haram) as

Unlawful (Haram). The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" has quoted certain

commentators who interpret the phrase to mean that they do not even regard as

Unlawful (Haram) those things declared Unlawful (Haram) by the very same

Prophets that they claim to follow. They modified and altered their respective

Religion (Din's) as they pleased. The consumption of usury and bribes is

common among them even though these have been forbidden by their religion

(Din's).-

"...and who do not accept the true Religion (Din)." i.e. They do not accept Islam.

It is because of all of the above that the Muslims should wage Jihad against these

people if they do not opt to pay the Atonement (Jizya).
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"....with their own hands..." Certain commentators have interpreted this to

mean that each person who is liable to pay Atonement (Jizya) should come
forward himself to pay. It will not be permissible for him to send the money with
another, for then they will retain some pride and not suffer the humiliation that

they should. It is for this reason that they have translated it as "until they

subserviently pay the Atonement (Jizya) with their own hands..."

Others have interpreted it to mean that they should pay the money hand to

hand i.e. in cash.

" in humiliation." Certain commentators have interpreted this to mean
that they should pay the Atonement (Jizya) standing, while the Muslim receiver

should be sitting. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** ibt ^>j is reported to have
said that the Dhimmi should be grabbed by the collar and told to give the

Atonement (Jizya). Other commentators have stated that the Dhimmi should be
told, "Give the right of Allah, oh you enemy of Allah!" Imam Shafi'I Up ibt <^j has
mentioned that the meaning of this phrase is that they suffer humiliation by
being subject to the authority of the Muslims. ["Ruhul Ma'ani" v.10 p.79]

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes further that nowadays these

injunctions are not practised because of the weakness of the Muslims. He says
that the Dhimmis now send the Atonement (Jizya) via their agents, whereas they
should be compelled to bring it walking.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" was complaining of the situation in his time
many centuries ago. In today's times, the system of Atonement (Jizya) is not
practised at all by the Muslims. It is indeed unfortunate that not only are the

Muslim States afraid to impose Atonement (Jizya) on the disbelievers (kuffar)

living in their countries, but they grant them more rights that they grant the

Muslims and respect them more. They fail to understand that Allah desires that

the Muslims show no respect to any disbeliever (kafir) and that they should not
accord any special rights to them. !

The jurists have written that the Islamic State should not build a new place

of worship for any of the disbelievers (kuffar), but may, at the most, reconstruct

one that has been destroyed. They have also written that the conveyances, the

dress and the headgear of the Dhimmis should be different from that of the

Muslims so that they can be differentiated. Furthermore they state that the

Dhimmis should not be allowed to ride horses and that they should not be
permitted to carry weapons.

The Muslim countries of today do not practise any of these injunctions and
the situation is so grave that disbelievers (kuffar) missionaries are allowed to

freely spread their missions in Muslim states. They are actively converting many
poor and ignorant Muslims to their Religion (Dins) and no Muslim political

leader seems to be concerned in the least. Instead, they are afraid of the reaction

of the disbelievers (Kuffar) who they seem to fear so much. (May Allah guide
them all. Amin).

THE AMOUNT OF ATONEMENT (JIZYA) TO BE PAID

One type of Atonement (Jizya) is that which is fixed after consulting with the
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Dhimmis themselves. This does not have to be paid by every individual Dhimmi
but is due according to what the person responsible for collection decides. This

will be collected in accordance to their agreement, which may be annually,

monthly, weekly, etc.

The Holy Prophet pJL-j Up ii JL* fixed for the Christians of Najran the

amount of two thousand sets of clothing per annum. Each set was to consist of an

upper and a lower garment and each set was to be worth the equivalent of one

Awqiya of silver (an Awqiya being equal to 40 Dirhams).

In another form of Atonement (Jizya), the Muslims allow the disbelievers

(kuffar) to remain on their land, but stipulate a fixed a mount that each person

has to pay. Sayyidina Umar *& h ^j stipulated an annual amount of 48 Dirhams

on the wealthy, which was paid in instalments of four Dirhams per month. The

middle class were required to pay 36 Dirhams per year in instalments of two

Dirhams a month. The poor had to pay 12 Dirhams annually at the rate of one

Dirham per montih.

.

Ruling: No Atonement (Jizya) is due on women, children, disabled, poor

people who are unable to earn and those who remain confined to their

monasteries and do not mix with others.

Ruling: Atonement (Jizya) may be imposed on all disbelievers (kuffar),

Polytheists and fire worshippers except from Arab polytheists. They will be

given the option of either accepting Islam or face execution.

Ruling: Atonement (Jizya) will also not be imposed on those former

Muslims who turn apostate. They will also be presented with the two options of

Islam or execution.

* >' ^*>' *>'\^A i"* y<M ?™\ ^ V-' <v *\**'*x > *\< -<

(30) The Jews say, "Uzair is the son of Allah" and the Christians say, "Masih is

the son of Allah!" These are mere words that emerge from their mouths. They

imitate the statements of those who passed before them. May Allah destroy

them! Where are they wandering astray? (31) They take their rabbis and their

monks as gods besides Allah, and Masih, the son of Maryam as well. However,

they were commanded to worship only the One Deity. There is no deity besides

Him. He is sanctified above all that they ascribe to Him.
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A REBUTTAL TO THOSE WHO CLAIMED THAT SAYYIDINA
UZAIR f

^U» Up AND SAYYIDINA ISA f
->LJi aJ* ARE THE SONS OF

ALLAH

These verses make it clear that the Jews and the Christians were also

involved in polytheism (shirk) just as the other Polytheists did. They all left the
teachings of their Prophets (Anbiya) ?y^\ ^j* and made statements of polytheism
(shirk). Allah says, "The Jews say, 'Uzair is the son of Allah!' and the Christians say,

'Masih is the son ofAllah 1/ These are mere words that emerge from their mouths." Their
mere words have no bearing on the truth and will not affect the truth of the

matter in any way.

"They imitate the statements of those who passed before them." Sayyidina
Abdullah bin Abbas ** &\ ^j is reported to have said that the verse refers to their

imitation of what the polytheists said when they claimed that the angels are

Allah's daughters. They also adhered to the beliefs of those Jews and Christians

who preceded them. ["Ruhul Ma'ani" v.10 p.83]

"May Allah destroy them!" According to Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas i» ^j
aip this is a curse on them. "Where are they wandering astray?" They were invited to

Oneness of Allah (Tauhid), yet they chose to wander into the abyss of disbelief

(kufr) and polytheism (shirk).

ONLY ALLAH RESERVES THE RIGHT TO DECLARE THINGS
LAWFUL (HALAL) OR UNLAWFUL (HARAM)

"They take their rabbis and their monks as gods besides Allah, and Masih, the son of
Maryam as well." Sayyidina Adi bin Hatim <up ifo ^j who was previously a

Christian, narrates that once the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up iui JUsaw him wearing a

gold cross on his neck. The Holy Prophet pJL-j a> &\ JL* told him, "O Adi! Throw
that idol away!" He complied with the command and then returned to the

presence of the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up &\ JUwhile the latter was reciting the verse,

"They take their rabbis and their monks as gods besides Allah..."

He submitted, "O the Holy Prophet ^JL,
3
Up ifci juWe never worshipped the

rabbis and monks, so why is it said that 'They take their rabbis and their monks as

gods besides Allah?"' The Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up &\ ju replied, "Was it not so that

when they used to declare something Unlawful (Haram), you people used to

consider it Unlawful (Haram) and when they declared something Lawful (Haldl),

you would consider it Lawful (Haldl)?" When Sayyidina Adi k* h ^j replied in

the affirmative, the Holy Prophet jJL./ Up &\ JL* saiH, "That is worship."

["Ma'dlimut Tamil" v.2p.285]

Accordng to a narration of Tirmidhi, Sayyidina Adi bin Hatim ^ ii ^>j
reports that he came into the presence of the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up i» JU while

he was reciting the verse of Surah Bara'ah, "They take their rabbis and their monks
as gods besides Allah?" Then the Holy Prophet jJL-j ^ ii JU said, "These people

never worshipped them, but they used to consider all those things as Lawful
(Haldl) that these (rabbis and monks) declared Lawful (Haldl) and used to declare

all the things Unlawful (Haram) that they declared Unlawful (Haram)." [Durrul

Manthurv.3p.230]
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IT IS POLYTHEISM (SHIRK) TO OBEY ANY OTHER BESIDES
ALLAH IN MATTERS OF LAWFUL (HAlAL) AND UNLAWFUL
(HARAM)

/The reality of the matter is that Allah created all things as well as those who
use these things. He therefore reserves the right to declare whatever He wills to

be Unlawful (Haram) or Lawful (Halal) for whomsoever He wills. The person
who declares anything Lawful (Halal) or Unlawful (Haram) from his own whims
shall be guilty of trying to assume Allah's authority.

Allah says in Surah Yunus, "Say, 'Tell me about the sustenance that Allah has

provided for you, some of which you make Unlawful (Haram), and others Lawful

(Halal)/ Say, 'Has Allah permitted you or are you inventing lies against Allah?"' [Surah

10, verse 59]

It will constitute worship of the person who declares anything Lawful
(Halal) or Unlawful (Haram) if he has to be obeyed. This is so because the

obedience of Allah is part of His worship, so when one obeys another in matters

that are exclusively Allah's right, one will be guilty of ascribing that being as a

partner to Allah.

Allah then sets the record straight by saying, "However, they were commanded
to worship only the One Deity. There is no deity besides Him. He is sanctified above all

that they ascribe to Him."

Note: When Sayyidina Adi <* ibi ^j told the Holy Prophet ^L. 3 aAp-^\ JU
that they never worshipped their rabbis and monks, he did not

mean that they did not commit polytheism (shirk) since there were
many of them who actually worshiped Sayyidina Isa pLJ\ Up and
believed in the doctrine of trinity.

The phrase "and Masih, the son of Maryam as well," has been mentioned
separately because, unlike their devotion to the monks and rabbis, the Christians

actually worshipped Sayyidina Isa {%-& Up.

Lesson: Many verses of the Qur'an speak of the fact that only Allah has the

right to declare things Lawful (Halal) and Unlawful (Haram). There are many
people today who claim to be Muslims but hold the belief that their Imams or

jurists possess the authority to declare things Unlawful (Haram) and Lawful
(Halal) as they please. They claim that these Imams are themselves not bound to

the Qur'an and the Ahadith but can enforce their own legislation in the Shari'ah.

They accept only what their Imams tell them and have no regard for the Qur'an
and the Ahadith of the Holy Prophet pJL. j Up &\ JL*.

Their Imams taught them these erroneous beliefs. The Imam of the

Rawafidh enforces Jumu'ah when he desires and cancels it when he pleases. In

this way they treat other facets of Religion (Din) as well. The Balw group have
also instituted certain penalties of their own and made these a part of the Shari

legislation. A member of those who reject the Ahadith has even formulated his

own method of performing Salah. All these people are guilty of disbelief (kufr).

Note: Nowadays there are those who have been influenced by the

Disbelievers (kuffar) and claim to be free thinkers. They call for the
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Scholars (Ulema) to convene and change certain aspects of
Religion (Din), which they find too difficult to practise. They even
want certain Unlawful (Haram) things to be made Lawful (Halal).

This is sheer ignorance and foolishness on their part. Even if all

the Scholars (Ulema) declare something to be Lawful (Halal) it will

still remain Unlawful (Haram).

There have been groups in recent times who have altered many aspects of
the Religion (Din), by declaring usury, insurance and photography to be Lawful
(Halal) along with many other prohibitions. Irrespective of their lengthy journals
and declarations, these things will still remain Unlawful (Haram) to the Muslim
followers (Ummah).

-\' >'\ <> * "A <f. >^r s*\s' * '11 *f ->. t>..f> 1 ^ > >

c^ o^J c£J^4% $>^j S^$ <L$£\ ji ^ N^j^ii^^ ^»

(32) They try to extinguish the light of Allah with their mouths, but Allah will

tolerate only that His light be completed even though the disbelievers detest it.

(33) It is He Who sent His messenger with guidance and the true Religion (Din)

so that He may make it overcome all other Religions (Dins) even though the

Polytheists detest it.

ALLAH'S LIGHT WILL NOT BE EXTINGUISHED BY MERE
BLOWING

"They try to extinguish the light of Allah with their mouths..." i.e. The
disbelievers (kuffar) and Polytheists try to destroy Islam by raising futile

objections and criticism against Islam. They try to prevent others from accepting
Islam in this manner, but their efforts are all in vain. Allah has ordained that "His
light (will) be completed even though the disbelievers detest it."

"It is He Who sent His messenger with guidance and the true Religion (Din) so

that He may make it overcome all other Religion (Dins) even though the polytheists

(Mushrikm) detest it." The polytheists are also disbelievers (kuffar) because of

their disbelief in many aspects of Religion (Din). Both these parties have been
mentioned in these two verses. Even their combined efforts will not deter Islam
from spreading according to Allah's decree.

The dominance of Islam can take place in three ways. As far as the proofs
and arguments of Islam are concerned, these can never ever be disproved by any
person, and will always be dominant.

Allah mentions the perfection of this Religion (Din) when He says, "This
day I have perfected for you your Religion (Din), completed My bounty upon
you and chosen Islam as your Religion (Din)." Islam provides details for every
facet of a person's life, while this is not found in any other Religion (Din). Others
have formulated their own guidelines with regard to a myriad of matters
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governing their lives. The Qur'an and Ahadith provide a complete code of

conduct for every aspect of one's life.

Another manifestation of Islam's dominance will be close to Judgment
(Qiyamah) when every person will be a Muslim and there will be no trace of

disbelief (kufr) and polytheism (shirk). Islam will be widespread in the time of

Sayyidina Mahdi <4* &^ and Sayyidina Isa fiLJ\ Up when the earth will be filled

with justice and equity.

Sayyidah Aysha \&* & ^j narrates that she heard the Holy Prophet Up ii J^>
p-L-j say, "Before the lapse of a day and a night; Lat and Uzza (two idols) will

definitely be worshipped." She asked, "O the Holy Prophet ^ 3 aJLp i&i JU! I

thought that Allah will surely fulfil His promise when He revealed the verse, 'It

is He WJio sent His messenger with guidance and the true Religion (Din) so that He may
make it overcome all other Religion (Dins) even though the Polytheists (Mushrikln)

detest it." The Holy Prophet
?
L.3 U* ii JL* replied, "When Allah wills, He will

fulfill this promise. Thereafter Allah will send a fresh wind, whereby every

person will die who will have faith (Iraan) even equivalent to the amount of a

mustard seed. Then only those people will survive who will have no good in

their hearts and they will return to the Religion (Din) of their forefathers."

[Muslim v.2 p.394]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra <up ifo ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet Up i»» jL^

<*!- j mentioned with regard to the return of Sayyidina Isa {%*& Up to the world,

"He will falsify all Religion (Dins) until Allah effaces all Religion (Dins) in his

time from the earth except Islam/' [Ahmad v.2 p.437]

The third manifestation of Islam's dominance already took place when the

Muslims attained political authority over all others by waging Jihad. They fought

for Allah's pleasure and conquered nation after nation including the

superpowers of the Romans and the Persians. They remained dominant over

large areas of Europe, Asia and Africa for many centuries. (These were the only

continents known then).

Even today the Muslims dominate large areas and will be able to dominate
the rest if they unite, separate from the disbelievers (kuffar) and wage Jihad for

Allah's pleasure.

Sayyidina Miqdad *& i»» ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet pL-^ Up 'i»» Ju*

said, "Allah shall enter the Kalima of Islam into every home of brick and tent

made of skin. For those of honour it will be with honour and with disgrace for

those who are disgraced." After narrating the hadith, Sayyidina Miqdad <up ii ^,
said, "Now all of Religion (Din) will be only for Allah." [Mishkdt p. 16]

Those whom He wishes to honour, Allah will grant guidance to accept

Islam. Those whom He intends to disgrace, will be killed or forced to pay the non
Musim tax in a Muslimitate (Jizya).

JV o/a vJ^V'j ^W^*l ^t l^—^ o\ \y~*\+ u^ h^w
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(34) O you who believe, verily many of the rabbis and monks falsely devour the

wealth of people and forbid from the path of Allah. Those who hoard gold and

silver and do not spend it in the way of Allah, then convey to them the tidings of

a painful punishment... (35) The day when it will be heated in the fire of Hell

and their foreheads, their sides and their backs will be branded with it. "This is

what you used to hoard for yourselves, so taste what you hoarded."

THE JEWS AND THE CHRISTIANS FORBID OTHERS FROM
ALLAH'S WAY

The first verse tells how the scholar's and elders of the Jews and the

Christians devoured the wealth of people when they altered the injunctions and
command of the Torah and the Injil. Allah says that "many" of them were such,

denoting that there were also those who did not perpetrate this crime.

Allah addresses the believers (Mu'minin) saying "O you who believe, verily

many of the rabbis and monks falsely devour the wealth ofpeople...
"

By addressing the Muslims, Allah intends to warn them that they should

also be wary because there may be many from the rahfts of th)s Ummah who
may also perpetrate the same vice.

There are many so-called saints who appear to be very spiritually devoted,

but who care only for their own welfare. They know nothing of spiritualism and
Religion (Din), being devoid of Allah's fear and the concern for the Hereafter.

Imam Ghazali *M & <*-j has written that it is not permissible for a person to

accept any gifts given to him on account of his apparent piety when he knows
that he is spiritually bankrupt. This is when he knows that the giver would not

give him if he were aware of his true inner condition.

The second trait mentioned by Allah is that these people -.
. .forbid from the

path ofAllah." Although they recognised the Holy Prophet (JL-j <Js> ito JU to be the

Holy Prophet of Allah, they never admitted their belief nor did they permit

others to believe. They changed the description of the Holy Prophet fJL-j Up &\ JU
in their Books and told the people that he was not the promised messenger they

awaited. This they practise up to today.

They attempt to use all types of methods to lure Muslim youth to their

Religion (Dins). They use money and women to achieve these ends, but, with the

grace of Allah, they are not as successful as they expect to be. Once fa.iti\(Iman)

takes root in a person's heart, he cannot waver, irrespective of the efforts directed

at him.

They tirelessly try to stem the tide of Islam, but they have been totally

unsuccessful. On tne contrary, Islam is spreading even faster and is reaching
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every person, be he in Europe, America, Africa, Asia or Australia. Insha Allah, it

will soon reach every heart and home in the world. Amin.

They intensify their efforts even though they witness before them how
many people are turning to Islam. They hear the Adhan in their midst, see the

Muslims buying their churches to convert them into Masajid, yet their eyes do

not open to the reality that their efforts doing no damage to Islam.

The leaders of the various nations attempt to prevent their people from

accepting Islam and utilise the media to realise their aims. However, despite

these extensive measures, the people are dissatisfied with their Religion (Din)

and cannot ignore the truth of Islam. It will be to their immense benefit to rather

turn people to Islam, thereby saving the people as well themselves from the

eternal destruction of Hell.

Thereafter Allah sounds a warning to those who are miserly with their

wealth. He says, "Those who hoard gold and silver and do not spend it in the way of

Allah, then convey to them the tidings of a painful punishment..." Tidings are usually

given for matters of a pleasant nature. It is used here for punishment because the

people who hoard their wealth think that their actions will be good for them.

However, these will bring them only doom and everlasting punishment.

Allah then describes their punishment when He says, "The day when it (the

gold and silver) will be heated in the fire of Hell and theirforeheads, their sides and their

backs will be branded therewith. "This is what you used to hoard for yourselves, so taste

what you hoarded."

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra *& it ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet <4* ibt ^U
(JL-j said, "The gold and silver hoarded by a person who does not pay Allah's

due from it (Zakah) will be made into plates on the Day of Judgement. Then

these will be heated in the fire of Hell and used to brand his sides, forehead and

back. They will be reheated when they cool and used over and over again to

brand him on that day the length of which is equivalent to fifty thousand years.

Thereafter, he will be shown the paths to Heaven (Jannah) and to Hell." After this

the Holy Prophet ^ Jpiiji JU> continued to mention the punishment of those

people who did not pay the dues on their livestock. [Muslim v.2 p.3 18]

Scholars (Ulema) have mentioned that specifically these three parts of the

body have been mentioned because when a beggar approaches such miserly

people, a frown appears on their forehead. Then they turn either to the right or to

the left to shun him and finally they turn their backs to him. Therefore, these

three parts will be branded on the Day of Judgement.

Note: Islam has stipulated gold and silver to be actual wealth since these

are commonly used by all nations of the world. All forms of

currency are therefore expressed in terms of gold and silver because

these notes and coins are able to purchase gold and silver. When a

person pays the Zakah liable on his wealth, he will not be

considered to be hoarding the rest of his money.

It is reported in a hadith, "When wealth reaches the amount whereupon

Zakah is due and the Zakah is paid, it will not be regarded as a hoarded

treasure." [Abu Dawudv.l p.2 18]
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Zakah is one of the pillars of Islam and is repeated often in the Qur'an along

with Salah. Allah says in Surah HaMim Sajdah [Surah 41, verses 6,7], "Destruction be

to the polytheists who do not pay Zakah and who disbelieve in the Hereafter/' This verse

indicates that non-payment of Zakah is a trait of those who are polytheists and
do not believe in the Hereafter. Together with Zakah other forms of charity

should also be borne in mind, such as charity of Fitr (Sadaqatul Fitr), spending on
one's parents, etc. All of these will draw a great reward from Allah.

Lesson: Although the beginning of the verse mentions gold and silver, the

latter part.of the verse ("do not spend it") denotes the spending of silver only in

the Arabic context. Commentators have mentioned that this is so because gold

and silver are actually one and the same thing since both are regarded as forms

of currency. .

For this reason they maintain that when the gold and silver of a person do
not individually reach the Nisab, then their sum should be added to be

compared to the amount of Nisab. The details regarding the Nisab will follow

shortly, Insha Allah.

(36) Indeed the number of months according to Allah is twelve months in the

Book of Allah, the day He created the heavens and the earth. Of these four are

sacred. This is the straight religion (Dm), so do not oppress yourselves in these

months. Fight all the idolaters just as they fight all of you, and know that indeed

Allah is with those who possess piety (taqwa). (37) Postponing the sacred

months is only an excess in disbelief whereby the disbelievers go astray. During

some years they declare these months lawful while during other years they

declare them sacred so as to complete the count of the months that Allah made

sacred. Then they permit what Allah had forbidden. Their evil actions have

been beautified for them. And Allah does not guide the disbelieving folk.

POSTPONING AND ADVANCING THE SACRED MONTHS
CONSTITUTE EXCESS IN DISBELIEF (KUFR)

"Indeed the number of months according to Allah is twelve months in the Book of

Allah, the day He created the heavens and the earth. Of thesefour are sacred." These are

the months of Dhul Qa'dah, Dhul Hijjah, Muharram and Rajab, wherein fighting

was initially prohibited. However, it was made lawful later on, as was discussed
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in Surah Baqarah where Allah stated, "They question you (O Muhammad <M & J^
^jwith regard to warfare in the sacred months. " [Surah 2, verse 217]

Allah continues to say, "This is the straight Religion (Din):' i.e. The stipulation

of 12 months by Allah is a fixed injunction in Allah's Religion (Din). This

Religion (Din) is straight, unlike that of the Polytheists, who altered and adjusted

them as they pleased.

" so do not oppress yourselves in these months." i.e. Do not sin during these

months and neglect to obey Allah's commandments. In this way you would be

oppressing yourself. According to Muhammad bin Is'haq Up &\ ^-
Jf the verse

means that people should not oppress themselves by breaching the sanctity of

the sacred months.

Thereafter Allah instructs, "Fight all the idolaters just as they fight all of you,

and know that indeed Allah is with those who possess piety (taqwa).
"

"Postponing the sacred months is only an excess in disbelief whereby the

disbelievers go astray." The Arabs were the progeny of Sayyidina Ibrahim and

Isma'Il <v>LJ\ l^Jp. They therefore preserved some of the practices of their

forefathers. They made Hajj and observed the sacred months. However, they

were so accustomed to fighting each other, that they used to postpone the sacred

months so that their wars may be completed e.g. If they were fighting when the

month of Muharram began, they would say that the month is not Muharram, but

rather it will be Safar. They would then observe Muharram the following month.

Sometimes they would also declare a normal month to be sacred. In this

manner they permitted what Allah has prohibited and prohibited what Allah has

permitted. In their alterations to the months, the months of Hajj were also

disrupted and eventually Hajj was not even performed during the correct

months. However, in the 10th year after Hijrah the months returned to their

original positions. It was in this year that the Holy Prophet ^L^ 4* & J^
performed the farewell Hajj.

On the day of Nahr (10th of Dhul Hijjah) the Holy Prophet ^3 4* i» J*
addressed the people saying, "Indeed time has rotated and returned to where it

was the day Allah created the heavens and the earth."

"During some years they declare these months lawful while during other years they

declare them sacred so as to complete the count of the months that Allah made sacred."

The Arabs saw to it that four of the 12 months were sacred, not considering

which of these they were. In this way "they permit what Allah had forbidden."

According to their whims and needs, they altered and modified the months and

their sanctity, only bothering to keep eight normal and four sacred. As was

explained before, they changed what Allah had ordained.

"Their evil actions have been beautified for them [by Devil (Shaytan)]. And Allah

does not guide the disbelievingfolk." This is because they do not want to be guided.

Certain nations have 13 months every three years. This is against the system

of Allah. It is also not advisable to use any other calendar besides the Islamic

lunar calendar although it will be permissible to do so. This is so because these

have been invented by the disbelievers (kuffar) and Muslims should not honour
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their ways when they do not honour the ways of the Muslims.

Lesson: As was already discussed in the commentary of verse 217 of Surah

Baqarah, it should be noted that it is extremely important that the lunar Islamic

months be properly recorded. This is so because many injunctions of Religion

(Din) depend on the months, like Hajj, fasting, Zakah, etc.
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(38) O you who believe, why is it that when you are told, "Go forth in Allah's

path," you drop heavily to the ground? Are you pleased with the life of the

world instead the Hereafter? The pleasure of this worldly life is but minute

compared to the Hereafter. (39) If you do not go forth, Allah shall punish you

severely and replace you with another nation. You will not be able to harm

Allah in the least. Allah has power over all things. (40) If you do not assist him

[the Holy Prophet ^>j <Op 4i JJ\ then indeed Allah had assisted him when the

disbelievers exiled him. He was the second of the two when they were in the

cave and he told his companion, "Do not grieve. Verily Allah is with us." So

Allah caused His tranquility to descend upon him, assisted him with an army

that you had not seen and placed the word of the disbelievers bottommost. And

the word of Allah is uppermost. Allah is Mighty, The Wise.

WHEN THE CALL IS MADE FOR JIHAD, THEN PROCEED,
OTHERWISE ALLAH WILL PUNISH YOU AND REPLACE YOU
WITH ANOTHER NATION

"Ma'alimut Tanzll" (v.2 p.292) mentions that the first of the above verses was

revealed to encourage the Muslims to fight in the battle of Tabuk. The details of

this battle will now follow.

After the Holy Prophet ^ *> i» J«* returned from the expedition to Ta'if,

he received intelligence that the Romans were preparing for an offensive against
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the Muslims and were converging on the border of Syria (which was part of their

territory). The Holy Prophet (JL^ Up &\ J^ therefore instructed the Companions
(Sahaba)^ ifo ^j to mobilise to counteract this attack. It was the practice of the

Holy Prophet <X*3 Up &\ JUthat he would never disclose the destination of the

army until they were well on their way, so that the news does not leak out to the

enemy. However, on this expedition, he made his intentions clear. The reason

was so that the Muslims could fully equip themselves for the tough journey

ahead.
*

At that time, the dates in Madinah were ready for harvesting, poverty was
threatening, the journey was long, the scorching heat and the enemy was
formidable and gigantic. For these reasons some of the Muslims were reluctant to

fight. It was then that Allah revealed the verse. "O you who believe, why is it that

when you are told, 'Go forth in Allah's -path,' you drop heavily to the ground? Are you

pleased with the life of the world instead the Hereafter? The pleasure of this worldly life is

but minute compared to the Hereafter.

"

Allah continues, "If you do not go forth, Allah shall punish you severely and

replace you with another nation. You will not be able to harm Allah in the least. Allah

has poiver over all things." Allah does not require anyone to fight the disbelievers

(kuffar) and is perfectly able to destroy them without the Muslims. By fighting in

Allah's path, Muslims are benefiting only themselves.

Many commentators have stated that the punishment mentioned in the

verse refers to the punishment of the Hereafter. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas
<up Xto.^j.says that it refers to droughts in this world. ["Ma'alimut Tamil"] This

interpretation of Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** ibt ^j seems appropriate

because at the time of Tabuk, the harvesting season had set in. Allah intended to

tell them that if they feared the loss of their crops by proceeding for Jihad and
they remained behind, Allah would afflict them with droughts in the future.

Then they would be totally deprived of any produce even though they may reap

large quantities in the year of Tabuk.

Although it was only a small group of the Companions (Sahaba)^ & ^j
who expressed some reluctance to fight, Allah addressed all the believers

(Mu'minin) in the above verses so that all the believers (Mu'minin) Until the Day
of Judgment take heed and learn a lesson from it.

As a result of this encouragement, thirty thousand Companions (Sahaba) ^j
r^p ifo prepared to march with the Holy Prophet (JL-^ 4-1* iu» JUThis was the largest

army that the Muslims had ever mobilized and they were so impressive that the

enemy lost all courage and did not even show up to fight. The Muslims camped
at Tabuk for a few days and then returned to Madinah.

ALLAH ASSISTED HIS MESSENGER ^j aJp k j^ WHEN HE WAS
WITH HIS COMPANION IN THE CAVE

"If you do not assist him..." i.e. If the believers (Mu'minin) do not assist the

Holy Prophet jJL^ U* & J~*, then this will not affect Allah, nor His Prophet ^ JU
(JL-j 4> nor the Religion (Din) in any way. Allah is perfectly capable of assisting

the Holy Prophet ^L^ Up &\ Jl# by Himself as He had done on so many previous

occasions, such as when "Allah had assisted him when the disbelievers exiled him. He
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was the second of the two when they were in the cave..."

When the Holy Prophet ^j aj^ iwi JL^left for his journey to Madinah (the

Hijrah), he left Sayyidina Ali *& i» ^j in his place at home and safely passed all

the Polytheists who waited outside to assassinate him. He then left with

Sayyidina Abu Bakr <c± i\ ^j and they reached the cave of Mount Thaur that

night. When the Polytheists realised in the morning that the Holy Prophet ifo J^
jjL.j -uU was not at home, they set out to search for him.

Some of the polytheists arrived right at the mouth of the cave and could

have easily stumbled upon the pair. Sayyidina Abu Bakr ** M^ grew worried

and he said, "O the Holy Prophet ^JL-j <M i» J^>If Allah allows any of them to just

look down, they would certainly see us." The Holy Prophet ^j ^ ^ >
reassured him saying, "Do not grieve. Verily Allah is with us."

Allah kept them safely in the cave and they remained there for three nights.

Sayyidina Amir bin Fuhayra ^ & ^ Jf the slave of Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^ ibi ^Jf

. used to bring milk to them daily. Thereafter they left for Madinah, and they

reached Quba after ten days.

It is reported that a spider spun its web across the mouth of the cave and the

polytheists thought that it was impossible for anyone to be there since then the

web would have been broken. [Mishkat p. 543]

"Allah caused His tranquility to descend upon him..." It was because of this

tranquility and peace of mind that the Holy Prophet ^j ^ &\ J^ was able to

reply to Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^ it^ with such conviction and composure.

".......assisted him with an army that you had not seen..." The author of

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" quotes three interpretations of this part of the verse. The first

is that Allah sent some angels to turn the gazes of the polytheists away from the

mouth of the cave. The second is that Allah cast fear into the hearts of the

polytheists, because of which they beat a hasty return. The third interpretation is

that this part of the verse is not related to the previous part and it refers to the

descent of the angels during the battle of Badr.

" and placed the word of the disbelievers [i.e. polytheism (shirk)] bottommost.

And the word ofAllah is uppermost." Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** ifo \^j says

that "the word of Allah" refers to the Kalima viz. "La Ildha Illallah". This will

remain dominant until the Day of Judgment.

Other commentators say the "word of the disbelievers" refers to their

consultation when they decided that the Holy Prophet ^j 4* & ^should be

assassinated by the morning. They say that "the word of Allah" refers to Allah's

promise of assistance. ["Ma'alimut Tanzil" v.2 p.296]

"Allah is Mighty, The Wise." Allah's decree always reigns supreme and,

according to His wisdom, the believers (Mu'minin) sometimes undergo

difficulties. However^He is always there to deliver them from these when they

rely on Him and place their trust in Him.

Lesson: There is no difference of opinion with regard to the fact that it was

Sayyidina Abu Bakr <* i»^ who accompanied the Holy Prophet ^ u* &\ J^>

on the journey for Hijrah. Therefore, the Qur'an refers to him when it speaks
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about "his companion/' For this reason, the person who rejects the fact that

Sayyidina Abu Bakr ** in ^j was a companion (Sahabi) of the Holy Prophet JL*

pL-j <Op iin will be a disbeliever (kafir) because he will be rejecting a verse of the

Qur'an.

Even the despised Rawafidh, who express hatred for Sayyidina Abu Bakr
«up i»i ^j, admit that it was he who accompanied the Holy Prophet <o-j aJ^ &\ J^
in the cave at Thaur. He was the one whom the Holy Prophet ^i^ ^ -3i* j~#

address when he said, "Do not grieve. Verily Allah is with us."

These despised people do not give Sayyidina Abu Bakr <up i»i \^j any credit

for the fact that he sustained so many difficulties for the sake of the Holy Prophet

,JL,j Up <&t- JU> during the Hijrah. He arranged for their transport, had his slave

bring them food and his son Abdur Rahman ** <5>v ^j would come to see them
every night to inform them of what was happening in Makkah. Just as an enemy
finds fault in a person's virtue, they still resort to calling him a disbeliever (kafir).

(Allah forbid!). They give credence only to Sayyidina Ali **> it ^> J% It is indeed

strange that they say this, since it would be insulting to the Holy Prophet it J^=
jJL.^ 4* himself that he took a disbeliever (kafir) along with him on this

momentous journey and left a true believer (Mu'miri) at his home.

These vile people ask why was Sayyidina Abu Bakr «up it ^>j afraid of the

disbelievers (kuffar) when they were in the cave? They fail to realise that fear is a

natural instinct in man and is experienced even by the Prophets (Anbiya) pu\ ^.
When Sayyidina Musa f>LJ\ <J* saw his staff turn into a snake, he also expressed

fear and was consoled by Allah. Thereafter, when he and his brother Sayyidina

Harun f^J>\ Up were sent to Pharaoh (Fir'aim), Allah told them, "Do not fear.

Surely I am with you, seeing and hearing." [Surah TaHa (20), verse 46]

Even when the magicians cast their staffs and ropes, a certain fear overcame
him. These were all natural emotions that affect every human being. It will not be

surprising that Sayyidina Abu Bakr <up it ^j was also overcome with a natural

concern for themselves in the cave.

Next, these ignorant people state that Allah mentioned the descent of His

tranquility upon "him" viz. the Holy Prophet pJL^ aJp it JU only. They ask why
did Allah not send this to Sayyidina Abu Bakr ** it ^j as well? In saying this,

they mean to say that Sayyidina Abu Bakr <up it ^j was not a believer (Mu'min)

because Allah's tranquility descends only on believers (Mu'tninin).. The reply is

quite simple. Allah sent His tranquility directly to the Holy Prophet Up it
.

JL>

JL-_5 and reassured the heart of Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^ ii ^j via the Holy
Prophet jJL-j aJLp &\ JU> when he said. "Do not grieve. Verily Allah is with us."

It is surprising that the Rawafidh do not consider the plural pronoun "us" in

his verse, but have noticed the singular pronoun in the other part of this verse

Az. "him." In fact, as other commentators have stated, the pronoun "him" may
efer to Sayyidina Abu Bakr ** it ^j. This is so because in Arabic grammar a

>ronoun will refer to the closest noun, which is, in this case, the word
companion. "Another reason for the fact that the pronoun refers to Sayyidina

^bu Bakr ^ it ^Jf is that he was in need of the tranquility because of his

pprehension. The Holy Prophet (4-,^ Up it JU was composed from the

eginning. If they do not accept this reasoning, it would mean that they think
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that the Holy Prophet JL,^ U* i>\ JUwas afraid (and this is impossible according

to them).

The author of "Ma'alimut Tanzir has written that Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^j
-up iui was not afraid for his own safety but he was concerned about the safety of

the Holy Prophet pUj Up i»i ju». It is because of this that he said to the Holy
Prophet (JL-j 4JLp ibt JL*, "If I am killed, then I am just a mere man. But if you are

killed, the entire Ummah will be destroyed"

Durrul Manthur (v. 1 p.241) reports that when they were ascending the

mount, Sayyidina Abu Bakr <up &\ ^j sometimes walked in front of the Holy
Prophet fJL-j Up ibt JU>, sometimes behind him, at times to his right and at times

to his left. This he did so that he would be the first target should any harm come
their way.

He writes further that Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^ &\ ^j was so concerned that

the disbelievers (kuffdr) should trace their footprints that he carried the Holy
Prophet fJLwj Up ii JL* and walked on the tips of his toes. In this way, all the skin

of his toes peeled off.

When they reached the cave, he told the Holy Prophet <X*y^ i»i ju, to wait

outside as he entered first so that he would be the first to encounter it if any

harm should to come to them. He cleaned the cave and filled all the holes in the

cave by tearing off pieces of his clothing. Eventually there was only one hole left

that he could not fill. He placed his heel on it and called the Holy Prophet i» J-#
(JL-j Up inside.

Later a snake bit him from inside the hole but he did not show any

expression, nor did he move his foot from the hole, so that the Holy Prophet JL*

^^ Up i«i would not be disturbed. However, he could not restrain a few tears that

inadvertently fell from his eyes. These happened to fall on the cheek of the Holy
Prophet (JL.J aAs- it ^causing him to wake up.

When the Holy Prophet (JL^ Up &\ JUasked Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^ iai ^j
what the matter was, he replied, "May my parents be sacrificed for you.

Something has bitten me." the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up & J^put some of his

blessed sputum upon the bite and the pain immediately vanished. [Durrul

Manthur v.2 p.241, Mishkdt p.556]

The Rawafidh also say that the verse "when he told his companion" refers to

the fact that he was only the associate of the Holy Prophet ^^ Up iwi ju and not

a Sahabi i.e. a person who saw the Holy Prophet \X*j Up ifo JL* in the state of

belief (Imdn). Praising those who participated in the pledge at Hudaybiyyah,

Allah says in Surah Fatah, "Allah was well pleased with the believers when they

pledged their allegiance to you beneath the tree. Allah knew what was in their hearts, sent

tranquility onto them and rewarded them with a victory close at hand." [Surah 48, verse

18]

Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^ ifo ^j was also present at the pledge of

Hudaybiyyah. The above verse therefore attests to the fact that Sayyidina Abu
Bakr ** ii ^j was a believer (Mu'min). Then too, if we accept the argument of

the Rawafidh that Allah's tranquility descends only upon believers {Mu'minln),

the above verse of Surah Fatah proves that he was a Believer (Mu'min) because
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he was of those upon whom this tranquility did descend. Added to this, Allah

has declared His pleasure for them. However, the Rawafidh still express their

hatred for him.

Instead of concerning themselves with Sayyidina Abu Bakr's <^ i»» ^j Belief

(Iman), they should worry of their own since they are the ones who are rejecting

the verses of the Qur'an. Allah says, "Surely it is not the eyes that go blind, but the

eyes of the heart become blinded. " [Surah Hajj (22), verse 46]

A person once asked Sayyidina Umar «up & ^j if he was better than

Sayyidina Abu Bakr ** A» ^>j. Sayyidina Umar ** iui ^>j began to weep and said,

"The actions of Sayyidina Abu Bakr ±* ifo ^j in a single day and a single night

are superior than the entire life's actions of Umar. The night was the one that he

spent with the Holy Prophet ^j a-Ip i»i JUin the cave at Thaur. The day was that

day when the Holy Prophet ^j <uU & JUpassed away. Certain Arab tribes

turned apostate. Some said that they would perform Salah, but would not pay

Zakah. Others said that they would pay Zakah, but would not perform Salah. It

was then that Sayyidina Abu Bakr ** &\ ^>j declared Jihad on all of them."

Sayyidina Umar ** i»» ^j continues to say, "I approached Sayyidina Abu
Bakr *± it ^j and advised him saying, 'O Caliphate (Khalifa) of the Holy Prophet

pJL-j aJp &\ ju». Be lenient with the people/ He replied, 'O Umar! You were very

brave during the period of ignorance, but have become cowardly in Islam? The
Holy Prophet jJL-j Up i»i JU* has passed away and divine revelation has ceased.

By Allah! If they even refuse me a single rope that they used to give to the Holy

Prophet jJL-j aJLp it JU, I shall wage Jihad against them'/ We then fought against

these people and, I swear by Allah, his opinion was correct. This one day of his

was better than the actions of my entire life." [Durrul Manthur v.3 p.242]

When the Rawafidh are asked whether they accept Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^>j
-up it and Sayyidina Umar •& it \^j as being believers (Mu'minln) they say that

they do regard them as Muslims (i.e. people who observed the duties of Islam).

In this statement they practise Taqiyya (holy lying) and their Taqiyya is also

veiled in Taqiyya because they actually mean to say that although Sayyidina Abu
Bakr -up it ^j and Sayyidina Umar ^ it ^j seemed to carry out all the actions of

Islam, they never really possessed Belief (Iman). The Rawafidh will therefore not

admit that Sayyidina Abu Bakr -up it ^j and Sayyidina Umar -up it ^j were

believers (Mu'minln). May Allah save the entire Ummah from their evils. Amin.

Jl. j^£$ ^jl^ 4 piMj ^=4yV k-Hr^> ^L-^l> ^&h !-£

e

(41) Proceed when heavy or light, and strive with your wealth and lives in

Allah's way. This is best for you if you but krjew. (42) Had the profits been near
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at hand and the journey an easy one, they would have definitely followed you,

but the journey appeared too lengthy for them. They will soon swear by Allah,

"If we were able to would have left with you." They destroy themselves, and
Allah knows that they truly are liars.

PARTICIPATION OF THE SINCERE BELIEVERS IN TABUK AND
THE DISCLOSURE OF THE HYPOCRITES' DISBELIEF

A large number of the believers (Mu'minln) left with the Holy Prophet it Ju,
^JL- j Up for Tabuk and even those who were initially hesitant joined them. Some
Companions (Sahdba) ^-^ ito ^j were forced to remain behind in Madinah
because of illness or some other handicap. There were two groups among the

hypocrites (Mundfiqin) in this regard. The first were those who presented a false

excuse to the Holy Prophet ^j Up ii JU so that they be exempted from
participation. Their hypocrisy soon became manifest. The other group were those

who accompanied the Muslim army with the objective of spying and to create

problems for the Muslims. Mention of the second group will be made later in this

Surah.

"Proceed when heavy or light, and strive with your wealth and lives in Allah's way.

This is best for you if you hut knew." This verse enjoins the believers (Mu'minln) to

strive in Allah's way irrespective of whether they are sick or healthy. According

to other commentators it means that they should strive whether rich or poor,

young or old, lean or fat. All of these may be intended by the verse since the

context is general.

However, it will be incorrect to imply that sickly people also go out in

Allah's path since they are excused. Allah has mentioned in verse 122 of this

Surah, "All the believers should not proceed simultaneously » For this reason certain

commentators have mentioned that the verse "Proceed when heavy or light" refers

only to the battle of Tabuk when every man (with the exception of the sick) was
required to march with the Muslim army. They say that the general meaning of

the verse has been abrogated by the above verse (122) which advises that all the

Muslims should not proceed in Jihad simultaneously.

Allah exempts the sickly from Jihad in certain verses such as verse 91 of this

Surah where Allah says\ "There shall be no sin on the weak, the ill and, those who do

not find the means to spetid, if they present themselves with sincere hearts before Allah

and His messenger." It is therefore not necessary to say that the above verse was
abrogated since the ill and the aged were always excused from battle. The verse

therefore applies only to those who are not excused because of illness.

Then, referring to the first group of the hypocrites (Mundfiqin), Allah says,

"Had the profits been near at hand and the journey an easy one, they would have

definitely followed you, but the journey appeared too lengthy for them." The hypocrites

(Mundfiqin) always claimed to be Muslims and even bore some degree of

hardship with the Muslims. However, when the battle of Tabuk became

imminent, they gauged that they would not be able" to bear the extremely hostile

climate and journey. Their true colours shone through and their hypocrisy

became apparent.

Allah then informs the Holy Prophet ^j u* iiii JU of their behaviour when
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he will return to Madinah. Allah says, "They will soon swear by Allah, 'If we were

able to, we would have left with you. "'Their excuses will soon follow in later verses.

"They destroy themselves... "By remaining hypocrites (Munafiqin) and not

fighting with the Holy Prophet (JL.J <U* i» J* they were leading themselves to

Hell.

" and Allah knows that they truly are liars." Allah is aware of the fact that

they would never have joined the Holy Prophet ^3 *JLp &\ J^> even if they did

possess the capability.

Jl^j \j>x«* <ZU$\ v^LAJ uy^ &~ j*-v ^*) (ti, s^i-A^ aw U*

^ *<".' . .s . »>* '>*-\t "ess .<rt •'if" is ^ y
.

,

<L>j»j* j-¥^j 4..J-+* ^+*jp ^"jl> jy*^ tJiv &\ ^*>y<.

<^i=Jt1^ ^ii^ fj*£ iL^t 4 vf^ •$;

(43) Allah has forgiven you. Why did you exempt them before the true ones

became manifest before you and you became aware of the liars? (44) Those who

believe in Allah and the Last Day will not request you for exemption from

striving with their wealth and lives in Allah 's path. Allah is well aware of those

who possess piety (taqwa). (45) Only those who do not believe in Allah, nor in

the Last Day will request you for exemption. Their hearts feel doubts, so they

will remain wavering in their doubts. (46) If they intended to proceed with you,

they would have surely made some preparations, but Allah disliked them to

proceed. So He withheld them and they were told, "Remain with those who

remain behind!" (47)Had they proceeded with you they would have only added

strife and would have hurried to and fro among you, seeking to cause anarchy.

Among you there are their spies. Allah is well aware of the oppressors. (48)

Indeed they sought to cause anarchy from before and used to overturn matters

for you until the truth arrived and Allah's order appeared to their dismay. (49)
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Of them is he who says, "Exempt me and do not expose me to strife." Behold/ In
strife did he slump! Verily Hell shall surround the disbelievers.

THE HYPOCRITES MADE FALSE EXCUSES TO AVOID
PARTICIPATION IN TABUK

The hypocrites (Munafiqin) presented all sorts of false excuses before the
Holy Prophet ^j a> ^ > and he accepted all of these, exempting them from
participating. Allah chides His Prophet ^L 3^ ^ J^ for this by saying, "Allah has

forgiven you. Why did you exempt them before the true ones became manifest before you
and you became aware of the liars?" This was the perfect opportunity to distinguish
the true from the false.

Sayyidina Amr bin Maymun 4* & **-j has mentioned that Allah chided the
e

Holy Prophet f-L. j *> ib\ J^ for two things because he did something not*

commanded by Allah. The one was where he exempted the hypocrites

(Munafiqin) from participating in Tabuk and the other was when he accepted the

suggestion to release the prisoners of Badr in exchange for ransom. ["Ma'alimut

Tamil" v.2 p.297]

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that the reprimand of Allah was for

opting for something that was not tne best solution. It would have been best for

him to postpone the decision until Allah revealed a command about it.

"Those who believe in Allah and the Last Day will not request you for exemption

from striving with their wealth and lives in Allah 's path. Allah is well aware of those

who possess piety (taqwa). Only those who do not believe in Allah, nor in the Last Day
will request you for exemption. Their hearts feel doubts, so they will remain wavering in

their doubts." They doubted whether to participate or not. At times they thought
that if they participated, then it would be best because their secret hypocrisy
would not be exposed. At other times, they thought that it would be best to stay

behind so that they would not be exposed to the difficulties and hazards of the

journey.

"Ruhul Ma'ani" reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** iui ^ that

this verse was revealed with regard to those hypocrites (Munafiqin) who falsely

presented excuses to the Holy Prophet ^^ii^so that they may be excused
from participating. They were 39 in number.

Next Allah emphasises that these hypocrites (Munafiqin) never intended to

proceed with the Muslims because "if they intended to proceed with you, they would
have surely made some preparations..." However Allah never ordained that they
should participate. Allah says, "but Allah disliked them to proceed. So He withheld

them and they were told, 'Remain with those who remain behind! "'i.e. it was their fate

that they should remain with the sickly, the aged and the paralysed people in

Madinah.

Thereafter Allah says that their non-participation was in fact best for the

Muslims because "Had they proceeded with you, they would have only added strife and
would have hurried to andfro among you, seeking to cause anarchy." They would have
attempted to cause disputes between the Muslims, to spread false rumours and
to scare the Muslims with false accounts of the enemy's numbers and strength.
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"Among you there are their spies. Allah is well aware of the oppressors/' These

were those hypocrites (Munafiqin) who joined the expedition for the purpose of

spying on the Muslims, but Allah was well aware of them and shall punish them

for their evils.

Recounting their previous crimes Allah says, "Indeed they sought to cause

anarchy from before..." when a large group of them returned from the battle of

Uhud. Furthermore, they "used to overturn matters for you..." This was all to harm

the Holy Prophet^ • Up &\ J^ and the Muslims. However, they were compelled

to desist when "the truth arrived and Allah's order appeared to their dismay." Allah

comforts the Holy Prophet ^. ;.

Up & J^> by telling him that the hypocrites

(Munafiqin) always tried to harm him, but Allah was always there to protect him.

In future the same shall prevail because Allah shall always be there for him.

In the next verse Allah describes one of the hypocrites (Munafiqin). Allah

says, "Of them is he who says, 'Exempt me and do not expose me to srrz/e/"'"Ma
/

alimut

Tanzil" (v.2 p.299) reports that when the Holy Prophet jJL-^ *JU iwt J^ asked a

person by the name of jadd bin Qais to participate, he said, "O the Holy Prophet

pJL-j Up &\ jl*. I have a great love for women and I cannot control myself when I

see them. If I have to see the beautiful, fair Roman women, I fear that I will be

beside myself. 'Exempt me and do not expose me to strife/ I will assist the expedition

financially/'

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas **> ^ ^j reports that this person's only

excuse was his hypocrisy. The Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up &\ JL* however granted him

permission, where after Allah revealed the verse, "Behold! In strife did he slump!"

He has fallen into the worst of strife by adopting disbelief (kufr) and hypocrisy.

"Verily Hell shall surround the disbelievers." This will be the punishment for

their behaviour.

Fir* f-*J yjr^iJ J*A* o* V-l

K
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(50) If any good comes your way, It displeases them. However, when any

calamity befalls you, they say, "We have already taken control over our affairs

from before." They then turn away, gloating. (51) Tell them, "Only what Allah

had ordained for us will affect us. He is our Protecting Friend and the believers

should only trust in Him/' (52) Tell them, "Do you await only that one of two

good things come our way. We are waiting for Allah to afflict you with a

punishment from Himself, or by our hands. So wait/ Indeed we are waiting

with you."
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THE CORRUPTION OF THE HYPOCRITES

Allah tells the Holy Prophet ^ <uU ii j^> that although the Hypocrites

(Mundfiqin) seem to be cordial with the Believers (Mii'minin), they conceai great

malice for them. Their inner condition is such that "If any good comes your way, it

displeases them. However, when any calamity befalls yon, they say, 'We have already

taken control over our affairs from before/ They then turn away, gloating." They boast

of the fact that they were prudent enough not to join the Muslims. A true

Believer (Mu'min), on the other hand, will remain with the Holy Prophet ^ J^>
jJL-j ^through every condition.

"Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.10 p.l 14) reports from Ibn Adi Hatim the narration of

Sayyidina Jabir & &\ ^j in which he says that those Hypocrites (Mundfiqin) who
remained behind in Madinah told the other people, "Muhammad ^JL-j- <M & J^
and his companions have subjected themselves to great difficulty. They have
undertaken a most torturous journey and will be destroyed." When they heard

that the Muslims were returning safely, they were extremely upset and the above

verse was revealed with regard to this.

"Tell them, 'Only what Allah had ordained for us will affect us." All situations

are from Allah and none can escape these. However, "He is our Protecting

Friend..." For this reason the Believers (Mu 'minin) are content with Allah's decree.

Allah will place some good in His every decree for the Muslims, even if it seems

bad. His rewards for bearing difficulties are tremendous indeed.

"... and the believers should trust only in Him." They should entrust all their

affairs to Allah and always expect the best from Him.

Although adopting means is necessary and allowed by the Shari'ah, a

believer (Mu'min) should never place his trust in these. Despite possessing the

means, he should always put his trust in Allah.

"Tell them, 'Do you only await that one of two good things come our way?" A
person is either affected by good or by adverse conditions. However, for the

believer (Mu'min) both of these are good because he anticipates the immense
rewards of Allah when he endures the adverse conditions. Even when the

believers (Mu'nhnin) are martyred in battle it is best for them because they shall

acquire the everlasting bliss of Heaven (Jannah).

The hypocrites (Mundfiqin) should be made to understand that just as they

are eager for evil to befall the Muslims, "We are waiting for Allah to afflict you with

a punishment from Himself or by our hands. So wait! Indeed we are waiting with you."

It shall be revealed in the Hereafter, if not sooner, who will be successful.

psJ^ psJv4 Juilj ^ Wp j\ \C^a> IjA-iil J5
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(53) Say, "Spend happily or reluctantly. It will never be accepted from you.

Indeed you were a disobedient people." (54) The only thing that barred their

spending from being accepted was that they disbelieved in Allah and His

messenger, they performed their Salah lazily and spent only reluctantly in

charity. (55) So do not let their wealth and their children impress you. Allah

intends to punish them vrith these in this worldly life and that their souls depart

while they are disbelievers. (56) They swear by Allah that they are definitely

with you. They are with you, but they are a people in fear. (57). If they find any

sanctuary, cave or any place to enter, they would hurry to it in great haste.

THE CHARITY OF THE HYPOCRITES WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED
EVEN THOUGH THEY SWEAR LOYALTY TO YOU

"Ruhul Ma'ani" reports that the first verse (viz. "Say, 'Spend happily or

reluctantly. It will never be accepted from you.") was revealed with reference to die

hypocrite Jadd bin Qais who was mentioned earlier. He offered to contribute

financially to the expedition but was not prepared to participate physically.

There are two interpretations for this verse. The first is that the Holy Prophet J^>
(Jlwj Up &\ will not accept the contribution when presented, and the second is that

it will be used, but will earn no rewards in the Hereafter.

"Indeed you were a disobedient people." This phrase indicates that the verse

applies to all hypocrites (Munafiqin) and not specifically to one.

"The only thing that barred their spending from being accepted was that they

disbelieved in Allah and His messenger..." 'Without Belief (Iman), no deed is

accepted, even though people feign to be believers (Mu'mimn).

Further describing the hypocrites (Munafiqin), Allah says, "they performed

their Salah lazily..." The are even reluctant to perform Salah, which is the most

important pillar of Islam. They treat it as if it were a burden to them. Their

reluctance is expressed by the fact that they are late for Salah, do not perform the

postures correctly, and complete their Salah very hastily.

Sayyidina Anas ** it ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet pJL-^ aA* &\ JL* said,

"It is the Salah of a hypocrite that he waits until the sun turns yellow and is

poised between the horns of Devil (Shaytan). He then gets up and performs four

pecks on the ground." [Muslim]

Continuing with their description, Allah says that they "spent only

reluctantly in charity." Once a person has no Belief (Iman) and conviction in the

Hereafter, he will not be happy to part with his wealth because he does not

anticipate any rewards for spending in Allah's way.
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"So do not let their wealth and their children impress yon." Allah did not grant

them these favours because He is pleased with them. On the contrary, 'Allah

intends to punish them with these in this worldly life... "Their wealth becomes a

punishment for them because they have to undergo various difficulties in

acquiring it. Then too, they are forced to spend this in Zakah and Jihad although

they do not want to.

Their punishment with regard to their children is that they also have to

endure many difficulties in bringing up their children and anticipate no rewards

for this from Allah. It also happens that their children are killed in Jihad, which
adds to their grief since they do not believe in the great merits of martyrdom.

" and that their soids depart while they are disbelievers." They did not believe

in Allah and His Prophet ^JL-j Up ib\ JL* despite being present with him, listening

to the Qur'an and witnessing his miracles. Since they were unaffected even by
this, Allah decided not to grant them guidance and that they should die as

disbelievers (kuffar). In this way they would be further subjected to the torments

of the Hereafter.

"They swear by Allah that they are definitely with you." A true believers

(Mu'minin) never has to swear to these things since all are aware of their true

condition. However, the believers (Mu'minin) could sense the hypocrisy in the

hearts of the hypocrites (Munafiqin) from their behaviour. For this reason they

were compelled to repeatedly convince the Muslims of their loyalty by taking

oaths.

Allah declares their lie by saying, "They are not with yon, but they are a people

in fear. "They feared that they would receive the treatment meted out to the

polytheists and the Jews if they did not appear to be Muslims. They could go

nowhere since Madinah had become an Islamic State. They therefore swore to be

Muslims to be safe and reap the benefits that all the other Muslims received. This

was because of their cowardly nature.

Allah then tells the Muslims that the hypocrites (Munafiqin) remained with

them only because they had no other choice. Otherwise, "If they find any

sanctuary, cave or any place to enter, they would hurry to it in great haste." For this

reason, the Muslims should pay no heed to these people and should not maintain

any relations with them.

(58) Of them are those who ridicule you concerning charity. If they are given

from it, they are pleased and if they are not given, they become annoyed. (59) If

only they were pleased with what Allah and His messenger gave them and said,

"Allah suffices for us. Soon Allah and His messenger shall grant us from His

grace. Surely, we are enthusiastic about Allah."
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THE HYPOCRITES MOCK THE MUSLIMS ABOUT THEIR CHARITY

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** ifo ^j reports that when the Holy

Prophet J-j vp &\ J^ was distributing the booty of Hunayn, he [Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** 4>i ^] heard a person saying, "This is such a

distribution in which Allah's pleasure is not intended!" When he reported the

incident to the Holy Prophet ^-j Up i»i ^the latter said, "May Allah have mercy

on Musa >*>^ up. He was troubled more than this, but he was patient." On this

occasion the first of the above verses was revealed viz. "Of them are those who

ridicule you concerning charity../'

Those who live only to acquire the things of this world do not want to be

blessed with Belief (bnan) since they would then have to sacrifice some portion of

their worldly possessions in good deeds. Allah says about them "If they are given

from it (charity), they are pleased and if they are not given, they become annoyed."

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra <up i»i ^> ) narrates that the Holy Prophet 4^^ ( >
jJL-j said, "May the slave of the Dinar, the Dirham and cloth be destroyed. If he is

given something, he is pleased, and when he is not given anything, he becomes

annoyed. May such a person be destroyed and fall on his face! If a thorn has to

prick him, may Allah never remove it." [Bukhari]

"If only they were pleased with what Allah and His messenger gave them and said,

'Allah suffices for us. Soon Allah and His messenger shall grant us from His grace.

Surely, we are enthusiastic about Allah." The believer (Mu'miri) is satisfied with

whatever little he receives from Allah, while the hypocrites (Munafiqin) are not.

They do not understand the meaning of blessings in wealth and think that they

have received nothing.

(60) Alms are only for the poor, the destitute, the orphans, those appointed to

collect them, those whose hearts have to be reconciled, for the freedom of slaves,

for those in debt, for the path of Allah and for the traveller. This is ordained by

Allah. Allah is All Knowing, The Wise.

THE RECIPIENTS OF ZAKAH

"Alms" in this verse refers to Zakah and the plural has been used because

Zakah is due on various types of wealth e.g. gold, silver, merchandise, livestock,

etc. The verse stipulates the word "only, meaning that Zakah is restricted to these

categories of people and cannot be given to any other.

When someone asked the Holy Prophet pJL.j Up &'J** for some Zakah

money, he replied, "Allah has not accepted the decision of any Prophet or non-

Prophet with regard to Zakah. Allah has Himself stipulated eight categories of

recipients for Zakah. If you fall into any of these categories, only then may you
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receive Zakah." [Mishkatp. 161]

The first group of recipients mentioned are the "fuqara" (the poor). Jurists

have written that these are those people have some wealth with them but this

wealth is not equal to the Nisab. The second category of recipients are the

"masakin" (the destitute) who are those who have absolutely no wealth.

With regard to receiving Zakah, the poor (fuqara) and the masakin are on
par. However, if a person bequests that his wealth be given to the poor (fuqara),

only the poor (fuqara) may receive this, not the masakin. Although it will be

permissible for the masakin to beg from people, the poor (fuqara) may not do so

as long as they have enough food to sustain them for a day and enough clothing

to conceal their private parts.

It was once asked of the Holy Prophet ^» u^ & J^> what was necessary for

a person to posses for begging not to be permissible for him. The Holy Prophet

J-j^^ 1 J^ replied, "When a person possesses enough food to sustain him for

the morning and evening, he cannot beg." [Abu Dawud v. 1 p.230]

The masakin may beg only to satisfy their temporary needs. When they

receive something, they will no longer remain masakin and will not be allowed

to beg any more.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ^ & ^j reports that the Holy Prophet & J^
jjL.; Up said, "Zakah money is not lawful for the rich nor for those who are

healthy and strong." According to another narration, he said, "There is no share

in Zakah for those who are wealthy and for those healthy people who are able to

earn." [Mishkatp. 161]

The next recipient mentioned is "the orphans" when they are also needy or

destitute.

Thereafter Allah mentions "those appointed to collect them... "The person

employed by the Amirul Mu'minin (leader of the believers) to collect Zakah and all

those who work under him may be paid from the Zakah a salary that is

proportionate to their effort. The only restriction is that they cannot be paid more
than half of the total amount collected.

"those who hearts have to be reconciled..." These were those leaders of tribes

whom the Holy Prophet fL** Up & Ju* gave Zakah so that they accept Islam

together with their tribes. The Holy Prophet (JL. • Up i& J^> also gave Zakah to

such people so that the Muslims may be saved from their evil. He also gave

Zakah to Muslims who had newly entered the fold of Islam so that they could

become firm in their belief. These are the three types of people who fall in this

category according to Allama Ibn Humam ^ & <^j in his book Fat'hul Qadir.

Certain Scholars (Ulema) maintain that the Holy Prophet <JL- ^ <uU &\ J^> never

gave Zakah to any disbeliever (kafir). According to Imam Abu Hanifah Up &\ <^
Jf

all the three types of people in this category cannot be given Zakah anymore
because Allah had granted Islam dominance and Islam no longer requires these

people. According to other jurists, they may still be given from Zakah with

certain conditions.

for the freedom of slaves..." When a slave has contracted an agreement with
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his master that he will be freed when he pays a stipulated amount of money,

then this slave is called a 'Mukatab.' This Mukatab may be given money from the

Zakah funds to facilitate his payment.

for those in debt..." This refers to those people whose are unable to pay their

debts. They may be given from Zakah funds even though others may be owing
them, when they cannot collect these debts.

"Fatawa Alamgiri" (v.l p. 188) mentions that it will be better to give Zakah

to people in debt rather than to the average poor person. The book "Bahrur

Ra'iq" mentions that Zakah should be given to the person who, after settling his

debts, will not have money equivalent to the Nisab. Therefore, Zakah cannot be

given to those people who will be left with more than the Nisab after settling

their debts.

".....for the path of Allah..." According to Imam Abu Yusuf ^ & <^
Jr this

refers to those people who had left their homes for Jihad and were separated

from the rest of the army. They may be given Zakah if they do not have the

means to sustain themselves and to reach their homes.

Imam Muhammad *> &\ '^j mentions that it refers to those people who
have left for Hajj and are separated from their companions without any means of

eating and returning home. Other jurists have written that it refers to needy

students of Religion (Dm). Some are of the opinion that all persons engaged in

the service of Religion (Din) may be given Zakah as long as they are needy.

(Bahrur Ra'iq v.l p.260]

"and for the traveller." When travellers do not have the means to return

home, they may be given Zakah to facilitate their return, even though they may
have sufficient wealth at home. They should be given only that much which will

suffice for their return journey.

Ruling: Zakah cannot be given to a person when he possesses any wealth

that exceeds the amount of any Nisab. It cannot also be given to him if he

possesses any articles that are beyond his needs and can be sold to attain money
exceeding Nisab.

GIVING ZAKAH TO THE RELATIVES OF THE HOLY PROPHET ^U

Zakah cannot be given to people belonging to the tribe of the Banu Hashim
(termed the 'Sadat'- plural of 'sayyid') even though they may be needy. The

Banu Hashim are the descendants of Sayyidina AH, Abbas, Ja'far, Aqil and

Harith bin Abdil Muttalib o^uM^ ^ ^>
If they are needy, they should be assisted with wealth that is not from

Zakah. Many people are too stingy to spend from the remaining 97.5% of their

wealth left after Zakah and wish to assist the Sadat from their Zakah

contributions. This is not permissible. It is disrespectful to these people, and the

Zakah of such people will not be discharged thereby.

Some members of the Sadat are dissatisfied with the fact that they cannot

receive Zakah. However, they should realise that their great forefather the Holy

Prophet jJL. j <4* & J-^had prescribed this so that they do not consume the filth of
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peoples' wealth. Herein lies their honour, which is much more superior than the

measly pittances of worlclly wealth.

Ruling: It will be better to give Zakah to one's own needy relatives than to

others since this will earn a double reward. One reward will be for Zakah and
the other will be for the maintenance of family ties. They do not have to be told

that the money is from Zakah, but the giver should make the intention within his

heart.

However, it should be borne in mind that Zakah may not be given to one's

ascendants (maternal and paternal) and descendants.

Ruling: Zakah cannot be given to one's spouse.

Ruling: A person who possesses wealth in excess of the Nisab is considered

to be rich by the Shari'ah. Although he may not be liable to pay Zakah, he will

have to pay the charity of Fitr (Sadaqatnl Fitr) and also slaughter an animal on the

day of Eidul Adha if he has the means. People generally think that Zakah can be

given to a person who is not liable to pay Zakah. This is not always the case.

THE NISAB FOR ZAKAH

If a person possesses any gold equal to or more than 87.48g, or silver equal

to or more than 612.36g, then he has to pay Zakah on these if they were in his

possession for one lunar year. He will also have to pay Zakah when the sum of

the two, or the two added to some merchandise, is equal to, or in excess of the

value of 612.36g silver. Cash equal to, or in excess of the value of 612.36g of silver

will be necessitate the payment of Zakah. One will have pay Zakah if one only

has gold that is equal to, or in excess of 87.48g of gold even though one does not

possess any cash at all.

The Nisab of gold and silver is derived from the Ahadith. They stipulate

that the Nisab of gold is 20 Mithqal and that of silver is 200 Dirhams.

Note: The belief of people is incorrect who they think that if a person

possesses more than the Nisab, he does not have to pay for the

extra. When a person possesses the amount of Nisab, he will have

to pay Zakah on all the wealth for which Zakah is incumbent

(Fardh).

Ruling: Zakah must also be paid on crops and produce harvested, the

details of which can be found in the books of jurisprudence. This was discussed

in Surah Baqarah [Surah 2, verse 267] under the commentary of the verse, "O you

who believe! Spend of the good things that yon have earned, and of that which We
produce for you from the earth." Zakah will also be paid on livestock.

Ruling: It is permissible for Zakah to be given to a Madrassa {Islamic

Institution) and distributed among needy students as pocket money. The needy

students may also be given food bought with Zakah money, but the food should

be made their property so that they can do as they please with it.

It is not permissible for Zakah to be used to purchase books for a library

even if needy students borrow them. In a similar manner, beds, bedding,

clothing, etc cannot be purchased for needy students with Zakah money when
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these are merely loaned to them. The condition for Zakah to be duly discharged

is that the recipient is made the owner of the item or the money. A separate

collection will have to be made if these items are required for students.

Ruling: Zakah money may not be used to pay for medical expenses of a

person when he is not made the owner of the money first.

Ruling: Zakah can be used to purchase medicines for a hospital and given

to needy persons who require them. It should be seen to that these medicines are

not given to people who are not deserving of Zakah.

Ruling: If a needy person requests that his debts be settled, it will be correct

for Zakah money be paid directly to his creditor. However, if the money was
paid to the creditor without the request of the debtor, then the Zakah will not be

discharged, though the debt will be settled.

Ruling: It is not permissible for a creditor to discharge his Zakah by writing

off the debt of a needy debtor. He may give the Zakah money to the debtor and

then take it back from him in settlement of the debt. He may take the money back

by force because the creditor has the right to claim his debt at any time.

Ruling: It is necessary that a person intends Zakah when handing the

money over to the poor person. If this intention is not made, his Zakah will not

be discharged. However, if someone gradually takes out money specifically for

Zakah and keeps it separate from his other money, he does not have to make the

intention when actually paying out the Zakah to the needy. The original

intention at the time of separating the money will suffice.

Ruling: Zakah cannot be given to a poor person in remuneration of his

services. The only exception is "those appointed to collect them..."

Ruling: Besides "those appointed to collect them," Zakah cannot be given to a

person who possesses wealth equal to the Nisab.

Note: Although the purport of 'for the path of Allall" is very general and

broad, the Scholars (Ulema) have restricted it to refer to only those

(as mentioned before) Mujahidin and Hajjis who have been

separated from their companions.

A question has been posed that if only these two types of persons are meant

by people who are "in the path of Allah's it is not necessary to mention them

separately because they already fall into the ambit of poor (fuqara). Although

they may have their wealth at home, they are really poor (fuqara) when receiving

the Zakah. Therefore, in reality there should have only been seven categories of

persons in the list of recipients. Why did Allah specifically mention people "in

the path ofAllah" as a separate group of recipients?

The reply is that these two types of people have been mentioned specifically

because they deserve special attention when Zakah is being distributed. This is

so because the Mujahid is striving to uphold Allah's Religion (Din) and the

pilgrim (Hajji) is Allah's guest. They are therefore not ordinary poor (fuqara).

There are many people today who feel that they know more about the

Qur'an and Ahadlth than the pious predecessors who have elucidated these
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rulings. These people feel that since the implication of "for the path of Allah" is

general, they can utilise Zakah funds for the construction of Masajid, hospitals,

roads, wells, bridges, madrassahs, etc. They say that it will be permissible to

render burial services and ambulance facilities to the public with Zakah funds

since all of these are also "for the path of Allah."

The opinion of these people holds no weight when compared to that of the

Muhaddithin {commentators), Mufassirin (exegesis) and the jurists who had an in-

depth knowledge of the Qur'an and the Ahadith. These new "jurists" do not

even know any Arabic, nor can they recite properly a single Surah of the Qur'an.

In their ignorance, they think that Zakah can be given to whomsoever they

please. This is against the practice and rulings of all the schools of jurisprudence.

If Zakah could be given to any person, the Qur'an would not have restricted the

number of recipients to eight.

When the Holy Prophet <Jl-j Up ii Ju* dispatched Sayyidina Mu'adh bin

Jabal -up ii ^j as governor to Yemen', he told him, "Verily Allah has ordained

Zakah on the people. It is taken from the wealthy and returned to the poor."

[Mishkatp. 155]

This hadith makes it clear that Zakah must be given to the poor and needy,

not to anyone whom one pleases.

Ruling: Zakah should be given after the expiry of a lunar year, when one

fortieth part (2.5 %) of the wealth must be given.

Ruling: The Zakah of a person should be given to the poor and needy in his

vicinity. However, if the people of another region are in greater need, or they are

related to him, it will be correct for him to send the money to them instead.

Ruling: Some people collect Zakah from others so that they may perform

Hajj and receive Zakah as well. This is incorrect because these collectors already

possess the Nisab and Hajj is not even incumbent (Fardh) upon them in the first

place. This is indeed a shameful practice.

Ruling: Some people carry out the grossly incorrect action of collecting

Zakah for wedding ceremonies. A mere proposal and acceptance can contract a

marriage when two witnesses are present. There is no need for elaborate

weddings functions, which are contrary to the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet & J^
^L,

3
Up. After the inexpensive marriage contract, the girl's parents give her what

they can afford and leave her with her husband. The marriage is as simple as this

and in doing so nom are inconvenienced in any way.

Neither the father of the girl nor the daughter can be given Zakah if they

possess the Nisab. Even if they do not possess the Nisab, they will surely have

that much when a few people donate to them.

Ruling: It is a common practice for Zakah to be collected and then placed in

a bank account, where it lies dormant for some time. People do not realise that

the Zakah of all the donors will not be discharged until the money reaches the

poor.

These monies must be paid as soon as possible because the possibility
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always exists that the bank can go insolvent or their assets frozen for some
reason. In these, and other possible circumstances, the Zakah of many people
will be left unpaid.

Ruling: Extreme caution should be exercised when giving Zakah to beggars
because many of them possess the Nisab and cannot be given Zakah.

Bukhari (v.l p.200) reports the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up &\ J^> as having said, "A
poor person is not he who goes begging from door to door, for whom one or two
morsels of food or dates will suffice. The truly destitute person is the one who
can find nothing for himself. None knows of his condition so that alms may be
given to him, neither is he prepared to beg."

This hadith makes it clear that the truly deserving recipients of Zakah have
to be searched for. Just like Salah is incumbent (Fardh), Zakah is the same. A
person has to educate himself with regard to its finer injunctions and rulings. He
has to know precisely how to calculate Zakah, exactly who are the rightful

recipients and when to give it to them.

&£ <^==v J±**- o*\ J* oJ y> <L>A^J^ <->J4i <U^ faj
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(61) Of them there are those who harass the messenger saying, "He is but all

ears!" Tell them, "He is all ears of good for you." He believes in Allah, believes

in the believers and is a mercy to those of you who believe. There is a painful

punishment for those who harass the messenger. (62) They swear by Allah for

you so as to please you. Allah and His messenger are more worthy of pleasing if

you are believers. (63) Do they not know that whoever opposes Allah and His
messenger, for him shall be the fire of Hell wherein he shall abide forever? That
is the extreme disgrace.

THE HYPOCRITES USED TO ANNOY THE HOLY PROPHET At J^
JL»j aJs>

The hypocrites (Mundfiqin) used to say many things that were hurtful to the

Holy Prophet ^ 3
Up i»i J^, When they were told that their statements hurt the

Holy Prophet ^i^ ^i.^U they said that it mattered not since they would easily

be able to please and convince him. They said, "He is but all ears!" i.e. He would
listen to anything they said and accept it. They would then take oaths that they
did not say anything like the message that reached the Holy Prophet Up ii ju
jJL*> and that it was all a lie.

"Ruhul Ma'ani" narrates from Muhammad bin Is'haq U* ifo ^ that a
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particular hypocrite (Munafiq) by the name of Nabtil bin Harith, who was
hideous in appearance, used to sit in the gatherings of the Holy Prophet & j^
JLm 4jlp and convey the news to the other hypocrites (Munafiqin), informing them
what the Muslims were saying about them. When he was advised not to behave

in this manner, he said about the Holy Prophet pJL-^ Up ^» J^> that "He is but all

ears! He just listens and does not think further."

Allah replies by saying, "Tell them, 'He is all ears ofgood for yon." i.e. the Holy

Prophet (JL^ Up &\ J^ only listens to and accepts the truth. They are fooled by

thinking that he accepts what they have to say. The Holy Prophet pi- . Up &\ Ju*

was merely honouring them by accepting their excuses so that they would not be

disgraced.

"He believes in Allah, believes in the believers..." The Holy Prophet U* ifo JL*

(JL-j knew who the true believers (Mu'minin) were and only listened to and

accepted what they had to say.

" and is a mercy to those of you who believe." The author of "Ruhul

Ma'ani" writes that this part of the verse refers to the hypocrites (Munafiqin) and

not to the true believers (Mu'minin). He interprets it to mean that, because of his

compassion and mercy, The Holy Prophet ^ 3
Up &\ ju gave a hearing to the

hypocrites (Munafiqin) who feigned to be believers. It was because of his mercy

that he did not expose them and reveal their true identities.

"There is a painful punishment for those who harass the messenger." This verse

does not stipulate the punishment they will receive. They were punished in this

world when, in humiliation, they were banned from attending the gatherings of

the Holy Prophet pJL.
3 Up it ju» Thereafter, in the Hereafter, they will be subjected

to the terrible tortures reserved for all disbelievers (kuffar).

"They swear by Allah for you so as to please you." To maintain their relationship

with the Muslims, the Hypocrites (Munafiqin) had to resort to taking oaths so that

the believers (Mu'minin) could be reassured of their loyalty

"Allah and His messenger are more worthy of pleasing if you are believers." If

they were sincere in their Belief (hnan), they would have made attempts rather to

please Allah and the Holy Prophet <X*) ^ & J^>. In doing so, they would have

automatically attained the pleasure off the Muslim masses. However, since they

were only interested in the world, they directed their efforts only to pleasing

those with whom they had to live.

"Do they not know that whoever opposes Allah and His messenger, for him shall be

the fire of Hell wherein he shall abide forever? That is the extreme disgrace." Although

they may escape humiliation in this world, they can never escape the disgrace of

the Hereafter.
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(64) The hypocrites fear that a Surah will be revealed concerning them, exposing

what is in their hearts. Tell them, "Jeer (as you please)!" Surely Allah will

expose that which you fear most. (65) If you have to ask them they will say, "We
were only talking and joking." Say, "Were you jeering at Allah, His verses and

His messenger? (66) Do not make excuses. You have surely disbelieved after

believing. If We forgive a party of you, We shall certainly punish another party

because they were culprits.

FURTHER EVILS OF THE HYPOCRITES

The hypocrites (Munafiqin) left no stone unturned to harass and harm the

Muslims. Mention has already been made of how they joined the expedition of

Tabuk with the sole intent of harming the Holy Prophet pL** <A* & JU and the

Muslims. Surah Taubah recounts many incidents that reveal their true identities.

It is for this reason that Sayyidina Qatadah aJIp &\ i^j has mentioned that one of

the names of Surah Taubah is Surah Fadiha (the Surah that humiliates).

In all their efforts to revile the religion (Din), the Hypocrites (Munafiqin)

always feared that Allah would expose them for what they were. Therefore Allah

says, "The hypocrites fear that a Surah will be revealed concerning them, exposing what

is in their hearts. Tell them, 'Jeer (as you please)! Surely Allah will expose that which you

fear most."

During the expedition of Tabuk, some of the hypocrites (Munafiqin) said,

"This person thinks that he will be able to conquer the palaces and forts of the

Romans. He will never succeed !" When the Holy Prophet pL** ^ & JU* was
informed of this, he asked them whether they had made these statements or not.

They were forced to admit, but made the excuse, "We were only talking and

joking/'

Allah says, "Say, 'Were you jezring at Allah, His verses and His messenger?'"

Making excuses for a sin is worse than the sin itself. Allah continues to say that

they should be told, "Do not make excuses. You have surely disbelieved after

believing." Jeering at Allah and the Holy Prophet jJL-^ ^ '&\
J^> constituted

disbelief (kufr) even if was done jokingly and to pass time. Their disbelief (kufr)

now became manifest.

"If We forgive a party of you (by granting them the guidance to accept Islam),

We shall certainly punish another party because they were culprits." There will always

be those who will never accept Islam and suffer the punishment of the Hereafter.

One of the hypocrites (Munafiqin) who accepted Islam was Muhansa bin

Himyar. He changed his name to Abdur Rahman and made supplication (du'a)

to Allah to grant him martyrdom and that none should know of his death.

Consequently, he was martyred in the battle of Yamamah. None knew who
killed him, where he lay or anything else about him. [Durnri Manthur v3 p.254]
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(67) The hypocrite men and women all proceed from one another. They enjoin

evil, forbid good and withhold their hands. They forget Allah, and He forgets

them. Indeed the hypocrites are the disobedient ones. (68) Allah promises for

the hypocrite men and women, as well as for the disbelievers (kuffar), the fire of

Hell, wherein they shall abide forever. It is sufficient for them. Allah has cursed

them and for them shall be a perpetual punishment. (69) Just like those before

them. They were more powerful than you and possessed more wealth and

children than you. They enjoyed their share and you enjoyed your share just as

those before you enjoyed theirs and you indulged just as those who indulged. It

was they whose deeds were destroyed in this world and in the Hereafter. It is

they who are the losers. (70) Did the news of those before them not reach them?

(i.e. the news of) The nation of Nuh, the Ad, the Thamud, the people of Ibrahim,

the inhabitants of Madyan and the overturned cities? Their messengers came to

them with clear proofs. It does not behove Allah to oppress them, but they

oppressed themselves.

THE HYPOCRITE MEN AND WOMEN FORBID GOOD, ARE
MISERLY AND FORGET ALLAH

Allah says, "The hypocrite men and women all proceed from one another." i.e.

they are all alike. "They enjoin evil, forbid good..." The greatest evil that they

perpetrate is that they encourage others to deny the Holy Prophet ^JL-^ <Op &\ JU
and prevent them from doing good deeds [the greatest of which is the

declaration of Oneness of Allah (Tauhid)].

"......and withhold their hands. " They withhold their hands from spending in

Allah's way and are extremely miserly.

"They forget Allah, and He forgets them." By turning away from the religion
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(Din) and disregarding the orders of Allah, they act as if they have forgotten

Him. In turn, Allah deprives them of His grace and compassion as if to forget

them. Allah adds, "Indeed the hypocrites are the disobedient ones."

THE HYPOCRITES LOVE THE WORLD AND SHALL SUFFER
PUNISHMENT IN THE HEREAFTER

"Allah promises for the hypocrite men and women, as well as for the disbelievers

(kujfar), the fire of Hell, wherein they shall abide forever. It is sufficient for them."

Whereas they thought that the world was everything for them, Allah tells them
that now Hell will be everything for them since the world has perished. Allah

adds, "Allah has cursed them andfor them shall be a perpetual punishment."

Allah then says that the hypocrites (Munafiqin) are "Just like those before them.

They were more powerful than you and possessed more wealth and children than you.

They enjoyed their share and you enjoyed your share just as those before you enjoyed

theirs and you indulged (in sin and vice) just as those who indulged." The previous

nations behaved exactly like the hypocrites (Munafiqin) and also considered the

world to be the all and end all of existence.

It is therefore necessary that the plight of both these groups be the same.

Allah says, "It was they whose deeds were destroyed in this world and in the

Hereafter. It is they who are the losers.

"

LESSONS FROM THE DESTRUCTION OF PREVIOUS NATIONS

"Did the news of those before them not reach them? (i.e. the news of) The nation of

Nuh, the Ad, the Thamud, the people of Ibrahim , the inhabitants of Madyan and the

overturned cities (the cities of Sayyidina Lut ^-Ji Up?" These people are well aware

of what happened, to the disobedient nations of the past, yet they imitated their

behaviour!

"Their messengers came to them with clear proofs. It does not behove Allah to

oppress them, but they oppressed themselves" by subjecting themselves to the

torments of the Hereafter as a result of their sinful ways.

if- Oj4r*iJ \>3j-*^\ >CL>Ji</\ Jf* *Uj' jA^u Ol^Jij Oy*j**^

(71) The believing men and the believing women are auxiliaries to each other.

They enjoin good, forbid evil, establish Salah, pay Zakah, and obey Allah and

His messenger. These are the ones on whom Allah shall soon shower mercy.

Verily Allah is Mighty, The Wise. (72) Allah promises the believing men and
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the believing women such gardens beneath which rivers flow, wherein they

shall abide forever. And promises them magnificent mansions in eternal

gardens. The pleasure of Allah is greatest! This is the ultimate success.

THE SPECIAL ATTRIBUTES OF THE BELIEVERS AND THE
PROMISE OF MERCY AND HEAVEN (JANNAH) FOR THEM

"The believing men and the believing women are auxiliaries to each other [especially

in matters of Religion (Din)]. (Contrary to the hypocrites) They enjoin good, forbid evil,

establish Salah, pay Zakah, and obey Allah and His messenger/' They do not hesitate

to fulfill the injunctions of Religion (Din), *

Concerning their reward in this world, Allah says, "These are the ones on
whom Allah shall soon shower mercy." By receiving the guidance to believe in this

world, they will also receive mercy in the Hereafter in the form of Heaven
(Jannah) and all the related bounties. None can prevent Allah from doing so as

He pleases because "Verily Allah is Mighty, The Wise.
"

Hereafter Allah makes specific mention of the bounties they will receive in

the Hereafter. He says. "Allah promises the believing men and the believing women
such gardens beneath which rivers flow, wherein they shall abide forever. And promises

them magnificent mansions in eternal gardens." This verse describes Heaven (Jannah)

with great emphasis so that it is known that it is truly the place to be. None of the
pleasures of Heaven (Jannah) shall ever be changed and none of its inhabitants

will ever be removed

Surah Saff [Surah 61, verse 12] also mentions, . .and magnificent mansions in

eternal gardens (Jannatul Adan)." These verses do not indicate to a special part of

Heaven (Jannah) that is called Jannatul Adan. but refer to the eternity of life in

Heaven (Jannah).

Allah says in Surah Hijr, "No difficulty shall afflict them there, neither will they

be removedfrom there." [Surah 15, verse 48]

Says Allah in Surah Kahf [Surah 18, verse 108], "They will abide therein forever

and will never want to leave it. " Such will be the bounties of Heaven (Jannah)\

Allah continues to say, "The pleasure ofAllah is greatest!"

Sayyidina Abu Sa'Id Khudri k* hy ^j reports that the Holy Prophet it JU
fir-j «> said, "Without doubt, Allah shall call to the people of Heaven (Jannah)

saying, 'O dwellers of Heaven (Jannah)l' They will reply, 'O our Lord, we are

present and ready to carry out Your orders. All good is in Your control." Allah
shall ask them, Are you happy?' How can we not be/ they will submit, 'when
You have bestowed on us what You have not given any of Your creation?' Allah
will tell them, 'Should I not grant you something superior to all of this'?' They

will exclaim, 'What can be superior to this?' Allah will say, T shall confer My
pleasure on you and I will never be angry with you again." [Bukhari v.2 p.1121]

"This is the ultimate success." This part of the verse serves to reproach the

hypocrites (Munafiqin) who thought that the pleasures and entertainment of this

world are everything. Allah tells them that the things of this world are

temporary whereas those of the Hereafter will never come to an end. They
should not be foolish by neglecting to acquire the success of the Hereafter.
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(73) O The Holy Prophet^j Up ill J-*! Strive against the disbelievers and the

hypocrites and be stern with them. Their abode is Hell. What an evil abode

indeed! (74) They swear by Allah saying, "We never said!" Certainly, they

uttered the word of disbelief, disbelieved after being Muslims and resolved

that which they could not attain. They sought revenge only because Allah and
His messenger had made them wealthy out of their grace. If they repent, it

would be better for them. And if they turn back, Allah shall inflict an agonising

punishment upon them in the world and in the Hereafter. There shall be no
friend for them on earth, nor any helper.

THE COMMAND TO FIGHT THE DISBELIEVERS (KUFFAR) AND
THE HYPOCRITES (MUNAFIQIN)

The disbelievers (kuffar) and hypocrites (Munafiqin) always harmed Islam

and the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ita ju. Allah initially enjoined the Muslims to be
patient, until He finally gave the command to wage Jihad. Allah says in a verse

of Surah Hajj, "Permission has been granted to those who are under attack because they

have been oppressed. " [Surah 22, verse 39]

Allah says in the above verses, "O The Holy Prophet pJL-j «J^ ifci ju/ Strive

against the disbelievers and the hypocrites..." The word 'Jihad' entails all manners of

striving for the upliftment of the religion (Din). Waging war is just one of the

many methods.

Commentators mention that in this verse Allah instructs the Muslims to do
battle against the disbelievers (kuffar) and to fight the hypocrites (Munafiqin) with

the tongue. The hypocrites (Munafiqin) should be invited to Islam and the proofs

of the religion (Din) should be explained to them. For this reason, the Holy
Prophet (JLwj 4p ibt JL* did not wage war against them.

" and be stern with them." It is easy to understand the meaning of being

stern when fighting the dsbelievers (kuffar). With regard to the hypocrites

(Munafiqin), the verse means that the laws of Islam should be enforced on them.

Since they claim to be Muslims, they should be made to abide by all the

injunctions of religion (Din). If they are ever found guilty of perpetrating a crime,

they should be punished accordingly. YMa'alimutTanzti" and "Ruhul Ma'ani"]

"Their abode is Hell" This will be their plight in the Hereafter. Hell should

not be taken lightly because Allah Himself says "What an evil abode indeed!"
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THE DECEIT OF THE HYPOCRITES (MUNAFIQIN) AND THEIR
FALSE OATHS *

"Ma'alimut Tanzll" (v.2 p.311) narrates from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas
** & ct*j that the Holy Prophet^ a^ it J^ once told them, "Shortly, a person
will come who will see with the eyes of Devil (Shaytan). Do not speak to him."
After a little while a blue-eyed person appeared. The Holy Prophet pJL-j Up it JL*
called him and asked, "Why do you and your friends speak ill of me?" He
immediately left to bring his friends and they all swore that they had never said
anything nasty.

According to another narration, the Holy Prophet ^j <M it JU> addressed
the Companions (Sahaba)^ it ^j in a sermon while they were on the Tabuk
expedition. In the sermon, he recounted the evil ways of the hypocrites

(Munafiqin) and termed them to be "impure." Upon hearing this, a person by the

name of Jalas bin Suwaid said, "If what Muhammad p-L-j <4* it JU says is true,

then we are worse than donkeys."

One of the Companions (Sahaba)^ it ^j, Sayyidina Amir bin Qais it ^>j
-up, heard what was said and, when they returned to Madinah, he reported the

statement to the Holy Prophet ^j 4-U it J*, Jalas defended himself by swearing
that he said no such thing. The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up it J^ told the two of them
to take oaths by the pulpit.

After Asr Salah, Jalas stood by the pulpit and swore, "By Allah I said no
such thing and Amir has lied!" Thereafter Sayyidina Amir ** it ^j stood up and
swore, "By Allah, he said it and I have not lied!" He then raised his hands to the

heavens and made the pray (du'a), "O Allah! Expose the truth of whoever of us is

truthful by revealing a verse to Your Prophet ^JUj U* 'it J*." Thereupon, The
Holy Prophet ^3 *ip it JU* and all the Muslims present said, "Amln!" The
gathering had hardly dispersed when Allah revealed the verse, "They swear by
Allah saying, We never said 1/ Certainly, they uttered the word of disbelief, disbelieved

after being Muslims..."' i.e. after feigning to be Muslims.

" ....and resolved that which they could not attain. "With regard to this part of

the verse, the following incident is narrated. There were 12 hypocrites

(Munafiqin) who decided to attack and assassinate the Holy Prophet <X*> Up it JU
one night while on the way to Tabuk. Jibr'il (}Ut a> informed the Holy Prophet
pi-j Up it j** of this and instructed him to send one of the Companions (Sahaba)

?+* ^ <s*j ahead to distract their attention. The Holy Prophet pilj Up it JU'sent
Sayyidina Hudhaifa ** it ^j. "Ma'alimut Tanzll" (v.2 p.3 12) narrates the incident

up to this point only.

"Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.10 p.139) has reported from Bayhaqi that Sayyidina

Hudhaifa <* it ^j narrated, "When we were returning from Tabuk, I was
leading the camel of the Holy Prophet p-L-j Up it ju* while Ammar ** it ^j was
walking behind. When we approached a valley, I noticed 12 people mounted on
conveyances. They were blocking the path. When I informed the Holy Prophet
<X.3 Up it j* about them, he shouted to them/whereupon they turned and fled."

He continued, "The Holy Prophet pJLj ^ it JU* asked us if we recognised

them. We replied that we did not recognise them because their faces were
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covered. We added that we had recognised their conveyances. The Holy Prophet

jJL-j 4> ibt J^ said, They are hypocrites and will remain as such until the Day of

Judgement/ He then asked us, 'Do you know what they intended?' When we
replied in the negative, he said, 'They intended to drop the messenger of Allah
,jl-j Up ii jl^ to the bottom of this valley."

"We said, 'Why do you not command their tribes to behead each one of

them?' The Holy Prophet ^j U* At JL* replied, T do not want people to say the

Muhammad ^-L-j Up & J^> takes people into battle and when Allah grants him
victory, he kills the people who went with him." With regard to this incident,

Allah revealed the part of the verse that reads, and resolved that which they

could not attain"

THE HYPOCRITES REPAY A FAVOUR WITH EVIL

'"They sought revenge only because Allah and His messenger had made them

wealthy out of their grace/' In this verse Allah mentions that the polytheists

(Mushrikin) had no,cause to be antagonistic towards the Holy Prophet Up iui JU
^j and the Muslims since they were never harmed by them. It appeared that the

only reason for their antagonism is that Allah and His Holy Prophet (JL.J Up iui Jb*
made these people wealthy. Initially they were very poor, but benefited

tremendously by the blessings that accompanied the coming of Islam.

Instead of rewarding a favour with a reciprocal favour and gratitude, they

did the opposite and attempted rather to harm the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up &\ JU
and the Muslims. "Ma'alimut Tanzil" reports that the slave of the same Jalas was
killed, for which the Holy Prophet^ Up At j* paid the blood money (diyah) of

twelve thousand Dirhams. According to a narration of "Ruhul Ma'ani" reported

by Ibn Abi Hatim, once the Holy Prophet ^* Up i>i JU settled the debt ofjalas.

"If they repent, it would be better for them." "Ma'alimut Tanzil" reports that

when this verse was revealed, Jalas said, "O The Holy Prophet^ 3 U* it JU! It

seems that Allah is offering me a chance to repent. I admit that I did say what
Amir has reported. I now repent." The Holy Prophet pA-^ Up it JU* accepted his

word and his repentance was sincere. (May Allah be pleased with him).

"And if they turn back, Allah shall inflict an agonizing punishment upon them in

the world and in the Hereafter. There shall be no friend for them on earth, nor any
helper." With, regard to their punishment in this world, some commentators have
mentioned that they will be humiliated time after time. They will fall from the

esteem of the Muslims and none will have any respect for them.

Others have mentioned that they will be punished at the time of their

deaths. They have mentioned this because the hypocrites (Munafiqin) are also

treated as Muslims in this world and are not put to death.
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(75) Of them are those who make the pledge with Allah saying, "If He grants us

from His bounty then we will definitely give charity and we will certainly be of

the pious ones/' (76) However, when Allah grants them from His bounty, they

are miserly and turn away in aversion. (77) So Allah entrenched hypocrisy in

their hearts until the Day when they will meet Him, because they had breached

the pledge which they made with Him, and because they used to lie. (78) Do
they not know that Allah knows the secrets of their hearts and their secret

meetings and that verily Allah is the Knower of the unseen?

THOSE HYPOCRITES WHO FALSELY MADE THE PLEDGE WITH
ALLAH THAT THEY WOULD SPEND IN CHARITY IF ALLAH
GRANTED THEM WEALTH

"Ma'alimut Tanzll" (v.2 p.312) and Ibn Kathir (Vol2. p.374) have both narrated

that a person by the name of Thalaba bin Abi Hatib once requested the Holy
Prophet jJL. ^ *Jp ifo ju* 'Tray that Allah grants me wealth." The Holy Prophet JU
^1^ Up ii told him, "A little wealth that you are grateful for is better than a great

deal of wealth that you will not be able to handle."

However, he repeated the request for the pray (du'a) and the Holy Prophet

jjL. j Up ii JL* prayed for him. He began to breed goats until Allah granted him an

abundance of goats. Their numbers were so great that he had to move out of

Madinah. He could then offer only his Zuhr and Asr Salah in the Masjid. Soon
the time came when he was unable to perform any Salahs in Madinah, and he

even neglected to perform the Jumu'ah Salah.

When the collectors of Zakah came to him to collect what was due on his

flock, he told them, "This is a tax or the sister thereof . Give me a while to decide

what and how much I want to give." When the two collectors returned to the

Holy Prophet (JL-j Up <&» JU> he said, even before they could inform him of the

situation, "Shame on Tha'laba!" Thereupon Allah revealed the verse, "Of them are

those who make the pledge with Allah saying, 'IfHe grants us from His bounty then we
will definitely give charity and we will certainly be of the pious ones."

When the relatives of Tha'laba informed him of the revelation of this verse,

he immediately brought the Zakah to the Holy Prophet ^JL-j *ip ifo JL*. The Holy

Prophet 'pi-j -uU i»i JU told him, "Allah has forbidden me from accepting your

Zakah."

Thereupon Tha'laba threw sand on his head. The Holy Prophet Up & JU
(JL^ told him, "Did I not tell you before ("A little wealth that you are grateful for

is better than a great deal of wealth that you will not be able to handle.")? You
failed to heed my advice."

He then left with his Zakah. Later on, after the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ifo J^>

had passed away, he presented his Zakah to Sayyidina Abu Bakr <up &\ ^j,
Sayyidina Umar <up iui ^j and Sayyidina Uthman <* i»i ^j, but they all refused
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to accept. He finally passed away during the khilafah of Sayyidina Uthman ^>j

He breached the promise that he had made to the Holy Prophet *ip ito JU»

^JL-j when he said that he would surely spend in charity and be pious. Allah says,

"However, when Allah grants them from His bounty, they are miserly and turn away in

aversion.

As a result "So Allah entrenched hypocrisy in their hearts until the Day when

they will meet Him, because they hod breached the -pledge which they made with Him,

and because they used to lie."

Allah continues, "Do they not know that Allah knows the secrets of their hearts

and their secret meetings and that verily Allah is the Knower of the unseen?" This verse

warns people that Allah is well aware of their breaches of promise and He will

surely punish them for it.

Note: "Ma'alimut Tanzil" and Ibn Kathlr have reported the above

incident as referring to a person named Tha'laba bin Hatib.

However, Hafidh Ibn Hajar 4* i»i^ has written that he was one of

the participants at Badr, while Ibn Kalbi has mentioned that he

participated at Uhud as well. Thereafter he mentions that a person

by the name of Tha'laba bin Hatib or Tha'laba bin Abi Hatib

refused to pay Zakah. Since all the participants of Badr were

promised forgiveness, the person indicated in the incident cannot

be the same person who participated in the battle of Badr. This was
either someone with another name, er someone with the same
name, but not the same person.

In reply to the question as to why was his repentance not accepted, Hakimul
Ummah Thanwi -uU ibi ^ says that his apparent repentance was not sincere. He
merely seemed to repent to show others and so that they do not think poorly of

him. Allah mentions that he "... entrenched hypocrisy in their hearts until the Day

when they will meet Him<" Therefore, he was a disbeliever (kdfir), meaning that his

repentance could never haVe been sincere.

^^? x - <7?^*-7f •*" •/? >*f^ *i > " *\ \ >< '^>

(79) (The hypocrites are) those who taunt the believers about their charity when
they spend of their own will. And they taunt those who find only their efforts

(to spend). Allah shall taunt them and for them will be a painful punishment.

(80) Seek forgiveness for them or do not seek forgiveness for them. Even if you

seek forgiveness for them seventy times, Allah will never forgive them. That is
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because they disbelieved in Allah and His messenger. Allah does not guide the

disobedient.

THE HYPOCRITES (MUNAFIQIN) JIBE AND MOCK THE SINCERE
MUSLIMS

Bukhari (v.2 p.673) reports from Sayyidina Abu Mas'ud Artsari a* it ^j that

when the Holy Prophet ^L^ Up it JL* instructed the Muslims to spend in charity,

they carried loads on their backs to earn something which they spent in charity.

Ibn Kathir reports that once the Holy Prophet ^3 Up it J*> invoked the

Companions (Sahaba)^ it ^j to spend' in charity. Upon his request, Sayyidina

Abdur Rahman bin Auf -up it ^j contributed four thousand Dirhams and

Sayyidina Asim bin Adi ** it ^j gave a hundred wasaq of dates. Seeing this, the

hypocrites (Munafiqin) sneered, saying that these two were merely boasting.

Another Sahabi by the name of Sayyidina Abu Aqll k* it ^j contributed

one sa of dates. Considering this a paltry amount, the* hypocrites (Munafiqin)

again jibed and said that Allah does not require a mere sa of dates.

According to another narration, Sayyidina Abu Aqll ** &\ ^j made a great

effort to earn two sas of dates. He gave the one to his family as their food and

presented the other as charity to the Holy Prophet ^j Up it J^. He informed the

Holy Prophet pJL,/^ it
' JU as to how he had earned it, whereupon the Holy

Prophet 'fLj Up it J* instructed the Companions (Sahaba) r^p it ^j to include it

in the collected charities. The hypocrites (Munafiqin) laughed and jeered at this

contribution saying that Allah does not require the charity of this pauper. On this

occasion the above verses were revealed as a warning to the hypocrites

(Munafiqin). [Ibn Kathir v.2 p.375/6]

The verse refers to Sayyidina Abu Aqll ** it ^j when it says, "those whofind

only their efforts (to spend)/' The verse praises those who make efforts to earn so

that they may give charity and tells that charity is not only for the wealthy. Those

who possess the fervour to serve the religion (Din) by physical arid financial

means can do so even if circumstances seem an obstacle to them.

Since the hypocrites (Munafiqin) are disbelievers (kuffar) by heart, Allah

announces the same punishment for them viz. "...,for them will be a painful

punishment

Thereafter Allah says that if they do not accept Islam, they will never be

forgiven. Addressing the Holy Prophet ^j Up it
J*+. Allah says, "Seek forgiveness

for them or do not seek forgiveness for them. Even if you seek forgiveness for them

seventy times, Allah will never forgive them." It makes no difference who seeks

forgiveness on their behalf, nor how many times he does so.

Allah says in Surah Munafiqin, "If is the same for them whether you seek

forgivenessfor them or not. Allah will neverforgive them" [Surah 63, verse 6]

In conclusion Allah says, "That is because they disbelieved in Allah and His

messenger. Allah does not guide the disobedient"
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^^ l^ni <>Jj Ul^ Ij^ ^ Ji* gj^4 ^J^L^li j4£ >^IL

(81)Those who were left behind the messenger of Allah are pleased with their

staying behind him. They detest striving in Allah 's path with their wealth and

their lives, saying, "Do not proceed in the heat!" Tell them, "The fire of Hell is

much more intense in heat, if only you understood." (82) So they should laugh

less and cry more in compensation for the deeds that they perpetrate. (83) If

Allah returns you to a group of them and they seek permission to proceed (in

Jihad), then tell them, "You shall never proceed with me ever, nor will you ever

fight an enemy with me! You were pleased to remain behind the first time, so

now you remain with those who remain behind!"

THE HYPOCRITES ARE PLEASED NOT TO FIGHT WITH THE
HOLY PROPHET ^j Up h JL*

These verses continue to expose the deeds of the hypocrites (Munafiqin) who
did not participate in the expedition to Tabuk. When the Hoiy Prophet aJLp &\ JL*

jJL.j and the Companions (Sahaba) ^> iui ^j returned from Tabuk, these

hypocrites (Munafiqin) expressed no remorse at their failure to participate, but

were happy that they did not have to spend their wealth and efforts.

There were those of them who told the people, "Do not proceed in the heatl"

While they were determined to avert the heat of this world, they disregarded

their plight in the Hereafter. Therefore, Allah instructs, "Tell them, 'The fire ofHell

is much more intense in heat, if only you understood. y>The Companions (Sahaba) ^j
r-f* &\ who proceeded to Tabuk were not melted by the heat nor did they die.

Allah returned them safely with only a little difficulty afflicting them. However,

Hell will be entirely different. None will be able to escape it and it will totally

annihilate them.

The Holy Prophet fJUj U* &\ JU> once mentioned that the fire of Hell is

seventy times more intense than the fire of this woiild. The Companions (Sahaba)

^ iut ^j said that this was more than enough to burn. The Holy Prophet ibi JU
fJLvj a> then told them, "The fire of Hell has been intensified 69 stages above the

fire of this world, each stage being equivalent to the intensity of this world's

fire." [Bukhariv.lpA62]

Those who do not like to proceed in Allah's path will be made to stay

behind by Allah, as He mentioned previously, "...Allah disliked them to proceed. So

Hewithheld them and they were told, Remain with those who remain behind!"

Thereafter Allah says, "So they should laugh less and cry more in compensation
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for the deeds that they perpetrate/' If people contemplate their plight in the

Hereafter, they will forget their worldly pleasures, especially mocking at the

sincere ones. \

Sayyidina Abu Musa ** & ^j reports that the Holy Prophet^^ & J**

said, "The people of Hell will cry so much that ships will be able to sail in their

tears. In place of tears (when their tears dry), they will cry blood." [Mustadrak of

Hakim v.4 p. 605]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ iu\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet J*
pJL- 3 Up i»\ said, "Two eyes will not be touched by the fire of Hell: those eyes that

cried out of the fear of Allah and those eyes that remained awake guarding the

Muslims in the path of Allah." [Tirmidhi\

Sayyidina Uqba bin Amir ** &\ ^j says that he asked the Holy Prophet J*
^j Up i»t where did salvation lie. He replied, "Control your tongue so that it

does not harm you, your home should contain you (i.e. one should remain there

to be saved from evil) and cry over your sins." [Tirmidhi\

"If Allah returns you to a group of them and they seek permission to proceed (in

Jihad on another occasion), then tell them, 'You shall never proceed with me ever, nor

will you ever fight an enemy with me! You were pleased to remain behind the first time

(without an excuse), so now you remain with those who remain behind!"

Certain commentators have interpreted this verse to mean that they will

falsely seek permission on another occasion, but they will not join and will again

"remain with those who remain behind.
"

: t >^ *\ t >'.Y »>'i ^ *-' 1' ^ <T rTi <\< >:- ?'\ X V* <)'

(84) Do not ever perform Salah for any of them who die and do not stand over

their graves. Undoubtedly they disbelieved in Allah and His messenger and

died as disobedient people. (85) Their wealth and their children should not

impress you. Allah only intends to punish them thereby in this worldly life and

that their souls leave them while they are disbelievers.

THE FIJNERAL PRAYER (JANAZAH SALAH) MUST NOT BE

PERFORMED FOR THE HYPOCRITES, NOR SHOULD ANYONE
STAND OVER THEIR GRAVES

Bukhari (v.2 p.673/4) reports that when Abdullah bin Ubay [the leader of the

hypocrites (Munafiqin)] died, his son, Abdullah ** &\ ^j [who was a sincere

believer (Mu'minj] came to the Holy Prophet fL*j4* ibi J*. He informed the Holy

Prophet JL-j aJLp ^ J* of his father's death and requested that the Holy Prophet

^ Up &\ JU* give his upper garment as a funeral shroud. When the Holy

Prophet (JL-j a> ifci JU acceded to the request, he further requested the Holy
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Prophet jJL-j aJU <& JU> to perform the funeral prayer (Janazah Saldh).

When the Holy Prophet pJL-j aJp M jl* stood up to perform the Salah,

Sayyidina Umar ** &\ ^j restrained him by grabbing hold of his clothing.

Sayyidina Umar *± &\ ^j said, "Will you perform the Salah for him when he was
a hypocrite (Munafiq)!" However, the Holy Prophet ^j Up ifci JL* proceeded to

perform the Salah. Thereupon Allah revealed the above verses. "Fat'hul Bari"

reports that the Holy Prophet <X*j <J* & JU* never performed any Salah of a

hypocrite (Munafiq) thereafter.

It is written in "Fat'hul Bari" that the Holy Prophet p-Uj <ip ifo JL* performed

the Salah for Abdullah bin Ubay to please his son and to reconcile the hearts of

the Khazraj tribe to whom he belonged. It is also reported in "Fat'hul Bari" that

the Holy Prophet ^3 a2p ifc\ ju said, "What benefit will my upper garment give

him? I did this only because a thousand of his tribesmen accepted Islam."

"Ruhul Ma'ami" {v.10 p.154) reports that the Holy Prophet <JL-j <d* ibi JU said,

"I did this only so that more than a thousand of the Khazraj tribe become
Muslims." Consequently, this wish of the Holy Prophet (JL-j <*> ibi JU was
realised.

The commentators of Ahadith have written that when ,the uncle of the Holy

Prophet pJL-j Up ifo JL* Sayyidina Abbas ** & ^j was brought as a captive of

Badr, he had no upper garment to wear. Because of his large frame and

extraordinary height, no clothes could fit him. On that occasion Abdullah bin

Ubay donated his clothing to him. It was in repayment of this that the Holy

Prophet pi-j Up &\ JU> donated his own garment as a funeral shroud. ["Ruhul

Ma'ani"v.l0p.l54[

"Their wealth and their children should not impress you. Allah only intends to

punish them thereby in this worldly life and that their souls leave them while they are

disbelievers" The commentary of an almost identical verse has been given before.

{verse 55 of this Surah).

(86) Whenever a Surah is revealed saying, "Believe in Allah and strive with His

messenger", the wealthy ones from them seek exemption from you saying,

"Leave us to be with those who remain behind. (87) They are pleased to be with

those who remain in their homes. Their hearts have been sealed, so they cannot

understand.

DESPITE THEIR AFFLUENCE, THE HYPOCRITES SEEK TO BE
EXEMPTED FROM BATTLE

"Whenever a Surah is revealed saying, 'Believe in Allah and strive with His

messenger', the wealthy ones from them seek exemption from you saying, 'Leave us to be
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with those who remain behindf This verse reveals their lack of self-esteem and their

cowardice. "They are pleased to be with those who remain in their homes." They are

not ashamed to remain behind with the women, children and aged people.

Allah says that the reason for this is, "Their hearts have been sealed, so they

cannot understand."

(88) However, the messenger and those who believe strive with their wealth

and their lives. For these people shall be all goodness and they will be the

successful ones. (89) Allah has prepared for them such gardens beneath which

rivers flow, wherein they shall abide forever. This is the ultimate success.

GLAD TIDINGS TO THE PROPHET ^j U* Jk\ J^ AND THOSEWHO
STRIVE WITH HIM

After mentioning the condition of the hypocrites (Munafiqin), Allah speaks

of the believers (Mu'minin). He says, "However, the messenger and those who believe

strive with their wealth and their lives. For these people shall be all goodness..." i.e. the

good things of both worlds. They will receive Allah's assistance and booty in this

world, while in the Hereafter, they will receive the blessings of Heaven (Jannah).

"
and they will be the successful ones." This verse alluded to the hypocrites

(Munafiqin) who thought that they were successful when they escaped the heat of

the expedition.

Allah concludes by saying, "Allah has prepared for them such gardens beneath

which rivers flow, wherein they shall abideforever. This is the ultimate success."
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(90) Some of the villagers make excuses so that they may be exempted. Those

who lied to Allah and His messenger remain behind. A tormenting punishment

shall soon afflict those of them who disbelieve. (91) There shall be no sin on the

weak, the ill and those who do not find the means to spend, if they present

themselves with sincere hearts before Allah and His messenger. There is no

blame on those who do good. Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful. (92) Nor

will there be any sin on those who, when they come to you to provide transport

for them, you tell them, "I do not have any transport for you." They then turn

away with their eyes flowing with tears, despondent that they could not find

anything to spend. (93) Blame is only on those who seek exemption when they

are wealthy. They are pleased to be with those who remain behind, and Allah

has placed a seal upon their hearts, so they will know nothing.

THOSE WHO DID NOT HAVE TRANSPORT WEPT BECAUSE THEY
COULD NOT PARTICIPATE IN TABUK

When the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ifo JU summoned the Muslims to participate

in the expedition of Tabuk, the call applied to the people of Madinah, as well as

those living in the nearby villages. Allah speaks of those villagers who tried to

evade participation. Allah says, "Some of the villagers make excuses so that they may
be exempted. Those who lied to Allah and His messenger [about their Belief (Iman), i.e.

the Hypocrites (Munafiqin)] remain behind. A tormenting punishment shall soon afflict

those of them who disbelieve."

Some commentators write that this verse refers to the tribe of Banu Asad
and Banu Ghitfan tribes, while others say that they were the Banu Ghifar tribe.

Thereafter Allah makes mention of those who were really excused. He says,

"There shall be no sin on the weak, the ill and those who do notfind the means to spend,

if they present themselves with sincere hearts before Allah and His messenger" These

people were truly sincere in their intentions to participate, but they were forced

to remain behind on account of their handicap. Had they not been hampered,

they would certainly have participated.

Allah then says, "There is no blame on those who do good. Allah is Most

Forgiving, Most Merciful. " Allah will forgive the shortcomings.

Allah continues to speak of those who are exempted when he says, "Nor will

there be any sin on those who, when they come to you to provide transport for them, you

tell them, 7 do not have any transport for you." Al Bidaya wan Nihayah (v.5 p.5)

reports that seven Companions (Sahaba)^ ifo ^j came to the Holy Prophet ^U
jJL-j Up i»i. They were Sayyidina Salim bin Umair, Alaba bin Zaid, Abu Layla

Abdur Rahman bin Ka'b, Amr bin Al Hammam, Abdullah bin Mughaffal, Harmi
bin Abdullah and Irbadh bin Sariya ^ ifo ^j.

They said, "O The Holy Prophet of Allah ^ 3 Up At J^l We truly desire to

accompany you on this expedition, but have no transport. Could you please

provide us with some." The Holy Prophet jJL-j ^ &\ J^ was forced to tell them,

"I do not have any transport for you."
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Allah describes their sadness by saying, "TTzey then turn away with their eyes

flawing with tears, despondent that they could notfind anything to spend"

They were truly exempted from participation, but they did not regard their

handicap as a strong enough excuse. After requesting the Prophet ^3 aJLp ibi ju,

they were still not satisfied when he exempted them. They were so sincere that

they wept bitterly over their non-participation. They were totally unlike those

who fabricated excuses and were pleased to be exempted from the expedition.

Thereafter, The Holy Prophet ^j U* it ^U managed to arrange transport

for some of them, while Allah made arrangements for the rest as well. While

Sayyidina Abu Layla Abdur Rahman bin Ka'b and Abdullah bin Mugahffal ^j
*s> &\ were weeping, they met Sayyidina Yamin bin Umair *& ifo ^j. He asked

them why they were crying and they related the incident to him. He took pity on
them and gave them his camel and some dates as provisions for their journey.

Another of these persons, Sayyidina Alaba bin Zaid ** & ^j. cried to Allah

in Salah at night saying, "O Allah! You have commanded that we strive in Your
way and have encouraged us to do so. However, You have not granted me any

wealth with which I can participate. At this time, You have not even granted

Your Holy Prophet (JL-j Up iut
J^> the means to assist me Now, in exchange for

my inability to participate, I forgive any harm caused to me by any Muslim, and

any right that they may owe me."

The following morning, The Holy Prophet (JL-j Up & J^> asked the

Companions (Sahaba) {+* i»i ^j who of them had given any charity. None
replied. Thereafter the Holy Prophet jJL. j Up it

J^> requested that the person who
had given charity that night should stand up. Thereupon, Sayyidina Alaba bin

Zaid <ip & ^j stood up and narrated his account. The Holy Prophet (JL-j Up &\ J^>
said, "Accept this glad tiding from me. By the Being in Whose control is my life,

you have received the reward of accepted Zakah."

On the occasion of Tabuk, a few tribesmen of Sayyidina Abu Musa & ^\^j
also requested the Holy Prophet (JL-j *J* &\ J~* for some means of transport and

he managed to arrange six camels for them. [Al Bidaya wan Nihayah v.5p.6]

"Blame is only on those who seek exemption when they are wealthy (and

have no legitimate excuses). They are pleased to be with those who remain

behind, and Allah has placed a seal upon their hearts, so they will know
nothing." They do not know that they will achieve bounteous rewards in the

Hereafter for just a little effort in this world.
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PART ELEVEN

(94) They will make excuses to you when you return to them. Tell them, "Do not

make excuses, we shall never believe you. Allah has already informed us about

your condition. Soon Allah and His messenger will see your deeds. Then you

will be referred to the Knower of the unseen and the seen, and He will inform

you of the things that you did." (95) Shortly they will swear before you by Allah,

when you return to them, so that you may overlook them. Disregard them! They

are impure! Their abode shall be Hell as a punishment for the works that they

earned. (96) They swear before you so that you be pleased with them. Even if

you are pleased with them, indeed Allah is not pleased with disobedient people.

THE REPLY TO THOSEWHO MADE EXCUSES UPON THE RETURN
FROMTABUK

Before the holy prophet pJL-j «i* &\ JL* returned from Tabuk, Allah

forewarned him of those who will present their excuses to him. Allah says, "They

will make excuses to you when you return to them. Tell them, 'Do not make excuses, we

shall never believe you. Allah has already informed us about your condition. Soon (in

future as well) Allah and His messenger will see your deeds." Allah and the Holy

Prophet fJL-j Up &\ JU are not beguiled by the deception of these people. In the

Hereafter, "you will be referred to the Knower of the unseen and the seen, and He will

inform you of the things that you did." All a person's sins will then be made
apparent to the whole of mankind.

Addressing the believers (Mu'minin), Allah says further, uShortly they will

swear before you by Allah, when you return to them, so that you may overlook them.

Disregard them! (because) They are impure!" i.e. Their beliefs and deeds are impure
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and vile. As a result of this, "Their abode shall be Hell as a punishment for the works
that they earned."

Allah continues to say, "They swear before you so that you be pleased with them.
Even ifyou are pleased with them, indeed Allah is not pleased with disobedient people"
"Ma'alimut Tanzll" reports that this verse refers to Jadd bin Qays, Ma'tab bin
Qushayr and their associates. They were 80 in number who did not participate in
Tabuk because of their hypocrisy. The Holy Prophet pJL-j Up 2bi JU* instructed the
Companions (Sahaba) ^» &\ ^j to sever all ties with them when the Muslims
returned from Tabuk.

"H a*W k^^ v>* U -^ a4 V 1^ 1 S^j 5jp^ Xip ^j

V>U,J <Ui\ -\^ 0^3^ U ^C^J ^i\ j£±\j 4A\ ^y&

(97) The villagers are extremely staunch.in disbelief and hypocrisy and are more
likely to be ignorant of the limits that Allah has revealed to His -messenger.

Allah is All Knowing, The Wise. (98) Of the villagers are those who consider

what they spend as a tax and they await the ill-fortunes of fate to befall you.
May ill fortune befall them! Allah is All Hearing, All Knowing. (99) Of the

villagers there are also those who believe in Allah and the Last Day. They
consider what they spend as a means of gaining proximity to Allah and (of

gaining) the prayers of the messenger. Behold! It will be a means of gaining
proximity for them. Allah will shortly enter them in His mercy. Undoubtedly
Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.

AMONG THE VILLAGERS ARE STAUNCH HYPOCRITES AS WELL
AS SINCERE BELIEVERS (MU'MININ)

"The villagers are extremely staunch in disbeliefand hypocrisy and (because of their

remoteness from the centres of learning) are more likely to be ignorant of the limits that

Allah has revealed to His messenger. Allah is All Knowing, The Wise." Because of the
fact that the villagers were distant from the majority of the believers (Mu'minin)
and the main centres of learning, they were also more prone to be staunch in

their disbelief (kufr) and hypocrisy.

Abu Dawud reports a hadith in which the Holy PropKet ^JL-3 Up &\ jl* has
mentioned, "Those who live in the rural areas become hard-hearted. Those who hunt
become negligent and those who frequent the kings, fall into strife." Rustic people tend
to be deprived of good deeds as well because of their hard-heartedness and
harsh behaviour.

Thereafter, Allah makes mention of two types of village people. Regarding
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the first type, He says, "Of the villagers are those who consider what they spend (in

Jihad and charity) as a tax..." This is because they do not anticipate any rewards
therefore, and are miserly by nature.

In addition to this, they harbour enmity for the Muslims. Allah says that

"they await the ill-fortunes of fate to befall you. May ill fortune befall them!" This
occurred when the Muslims gained victory after victory, and the hypocrites

(Munafiqin) and disbelievers (kujfar)were humiliated and defeated.

"Allah is All Hearing, All Knowing." Allah is aware of their actions and
intentions and will punish them accordingly.

With regard to the second group, Allah says, "Of the villagers there are also

those who believe in Allah and the Last Day. They consider what they spend as a means

of gaining proximity to Allah and (of gaining) the prayers of the messenger" These
people spend in Allah's way solely to please Him and to acquire the

supplications (du'a's) of the Holy Prophet^3 <d±. ito JU>

They are happy to spend. Allah declares, "Behold! It will be a means ofgaining

proximity for them. Allah will shortly enter them in His mercy. Undoubtedly Allah is

Most Forgiving, Most Merciful."

<L$fJ i^% f*J*^ uuHj ^WiMj Ugh+h C*l Oj3jV\ <Zlsjl

(100) The first to lead the way, from, the immigrants (Muhajirm), the Ansar, and
those who followed them with sincerity; Allah is pleased with them and they

are pleased with Him He has prepared for them such gardens beneath which
rivers flow, in which they shall abide forever. This is the ultimate success.

ALLAH IS PLEASED WITH THOSE IMMIGRANTS (MUHAjIRIN)
AND ANSAR WHO LED THE WAY, AS WELL AS THOSE WHO
FOLLOWED THEM SINCERELY

Allah declares, "The first to lead the way, from the immigrants (Muhajirin), the

Ansar, and those who followed them with sincerity; Allah is pleased with them and they

are pleased with Him."

Thereafter Allah mentions the eternal bounties that they will be blessed
with. He says, "He has prepared for them such gardens beneath which rivers flow, in

which they shall abideforever. This is the ultimate success."

This verse praises all the early Companions (Sahaba) ^ ii ^j as well as

those Companions (Sahaba) ^ ifct ^j who came after them. All those people
who followed the way of these pious Companions (Sahaba) ^ 2>i ^>j after them
also fall into the ambit of this verse. They will also receive the bounties
mentioned here.
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THE DEVIATION OF THE RAWAFIDH
The Rawafidh have rejected this verse of the Qur'an by claiming that all the

Companions (Sahaba)^ At ^j, except a few, turned apostate after the demise of
the Holy Prophet jjLj «i* ifo JL* In doing so, they have themselves become
disbelievers (kuffar). In their claim, they are actually saying that Allah was wrong
in His declaration that He is pleased with all of them. When they are told that

Allah has declared His pleasure for all the Companions (Sahaba)^ Ay^Jf they
say that Allah had no knowledge at that time regarding their pending disbelief

(kufr).

Allah says in Surah Fatah [Surah 48, verse 18], ''Allah was well pleased with the

believers when they pledged their allegiance to you beneath the tree. Allah knew what was
in their hearts, sent tranquillity onto them and rewarded them with a victory close at

hand" Included among those who pledged their allegiance in Hudaybiyyah were
Sayyidina Abu Bakr <* At ^j and Sayyidina Umar -uaAi.^j.

Towards the end of Surah Fatah, Allah praises the Companions (Sahaba) ^j
r+i* At saying, "Muhammad (JL-j <dp At JU is Allah's messenger and those with him are

stern against the disbelievers and compassionate between themselves. You will see them

sometimes bowing (in Ruku), sometimes prostrating seeking Allah 's bounty and His

pleasure. Their hallmark is the mark ofprostration on theirfaces. This is their description

in the Torah. Their portrayal in the InjU (Bible) is like that ofa plantation that sprouts its

shoots and strengthens it after which it becomes thick and stands on its own stem,

pleasing the farmer. (Allah has nurtured the Companions (Sahaba)^ At ^>j in this

manner) so that the disbelievers may be enraged by them. Allah has promisedforgiveness

and a grand rewardfor those of them who believe and do good deeds." [Surah 48, verse 29]

All these verses refute the belief of the Rawafidh. They attribute disbelief

(kufr) to the illustrious Companions (Sahaba) r^ At ^Jf but are not concerned

with the disbelief (kufr) that they themselves perpetrate when they reject the

verses of the Qur'an.

THE IMMIGRANTS (MUHAJIRIN), THE ANSAR AND THOSE WHO
FOLLOWED THEM WILL ENTER HEAVEN (JANNAH)

" those who followed them with sincerity. .." This part of the verse includes

all the believers (Mu'minln) until Judgment (Qiyamah) who will follow the

Companions (Sahaba) ^ At ^j with sincerity viz, the Ahlus Sunnah wal
Jama'ah. All the groups who claim to be Muslims but do not follow the

Companions (Sahaba)^ At ^j are astray. It was the Companions (Sahaba) At ^j
t+p who brought the Qur'an, the Ahadith and the religion (Din) from the Holy
Prophet p-Uj 4ip At ju to us. Those who call them disbelievers (kuffar) should

ponder about the veracity of their Qur'an and religion (Din).

Allah says in Surah Nisa [SurahA, verse 115] that the person is destroyed who
follows a path other than that of the believers" i.e. a path that is different from that of

the Companions (Sahaba)^ & ^> After mentioning that people will witness

many disputes in later times, the Holy Prophet pL-j Up At JL* advised the

Muslims, "You should adopt my way and the way of my rightly guided

successors. Hold on to it with your teeth." [Mishkat p. 20]

The Holy Prophet pJL-j <Op At ju» also mentioned that his Ummah will be
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divided into 73 sects, all of which will be destined for the fire of Hell; except one.
When the Companions (Sahaba)^ ibi^ asked who the one group will be, he
replied, "Those who follow my path and the path of my Companions (Sahaba)
(-^iui ^j." [Mishkdt p. 30]

AH these statements regard the Companions (Sahaba) ^ ibi ^ as the
yardstick to measure success.

^\|&tf& \/£* &JpK
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(101) From those villagers around you are hypocrites. And from the people of
Madinah as well, there are those who persist in hypocrisy. You do not know
them, but We know them. Soon We shall punish them twice, then they will be
returned to a monstrous punishment.

THE HYPOCRITES IN AND AROUND MADINAH
"From those villagers around you are hypocrites. Andfrom the people ofMadinah

as well there are those who persist in hypocrisy/' The author of "Ma'alimut Tanzil"
writes that this verse refers to the village tribes of Banu Muzaynah and Banu
Juhayna. Those "from the people ofMadinah" refer to the Hypocrites (Munafiqin) of
the Khazraj tribe.

Even today there are a large number of Rawafidh in Madinah. The Holy
Prophet pi-j Up ibi j* has mentioned that when Dajjal will approach Madinah, he
will not be able to enter the city and will camp near Mount Uhud. Thereafter,
three earthquakes will shake Madinah, and all the Munafiqin will flee to join
him.

"You do not know them, but We know them. Soon We shall punish them twice,

then they will be returned to a monstrous punishment" Certain commentators have
translated the verse as: "Soon We shall punish them many times over". This means
that they will first receive punishment in this world and then again in the
Hereafter. Consequently/The Holy Prophet^3 Up &\ JU stood on the pulpit one
Jumu'ah and declared the names of the hypocrites (Munafiqin), instructing that
they be removed from the tnosque (Masjid). This humiliation was their

punishment in this world. ["Ma'alimut Tanzil" v2 p.223]

ftr* H-L*-! «->» 4W tS^\^ j>A+j UIX* jL*£> lyaU. (v-^Jo \J>j*\ QjJ^+j
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(102) There are others who admit to their sins. They have mixed their deeds,

some being good, while the others are evil. Soon Allah wilr accept their

repentance. Undoubtedly Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful. (103) Take

alms from their wealth, purifying and cleansing them thereby, and pray for

them. Indeed your prayer for theiri is a source of comfort for them. Allah is All

Hearing, All Knowing. (104) Do they not know that surely Allah accepts

repentance from His bondsmen, accepts alms and that indeed He Mosl

Relenting, the Most Merciful. (105) Say, "Keep acting." Allah, His, messenger

and the believers will soon behold your actions. Shortly, you will be returned to

the Knower of the unseen and the seen, when He will inform you of what you

used to do. (106) There are some whose matter has been postponed for the order

of Allah. He will either punish them or accept their repentance. Allah is All

Knowing, The Wise.

THE REPENTANCE (TAUBA) OF THOSE BELIEVERS IS ACCEPTED
WHO FAILED TO JOIN THE TABUK EXPEDITION

There were many sincere Muslims who failed to join the Tabuk expedition

because of laziness. They later regretted that they were like the worrien, while the

Holy Prophet jJL-j. 4Jp it JU and the Companions (Sahaba) ^ it ^>j were
enduring the heat and hardships of the journey. When they heard that the Holy
Prophet pJL-j 4jp it JU* was returning, they bound themselves to pillars swearing

that they will remain there until the Holy Prophet jJL,j <Op it jU sets them free.

When the Holy Prophet (JL-y^Jp it JL* saw them, he enquired about them,

and was informed about their condition. The Holy Prophet jJL-j 4J* it JL* said,

"By Allah! I shall also not free them until Allah commands me to. They did not

accompany me and did not strive with the Muslims. I shall await the command
of Allah and act accordingly/' He freed them when Allah revealed the verse,

"There are others who admit to their sins. They have mixed their deeds, some being good,

while the others are evil."

Announcing the acceptance if their repentance (Tauba), Allah says, "Soon

Allah will accept their repentance. Undoubtedly Allah is Most Forgiving, Most

Merciful."

When they were forgiven, they came to the Holy Prophet ^JL-j 4Jp.it JU> and
offered their wealth to him in charity since it was their wealth that prevented

them from Jihad. The Holy Prophet jJL-j 4Jp it jl* said that he .was not

commanded to accept anything from them. Thereupon Allah revealed the verse,

"Take alms from their wealth, purifying and cleansing them thereby, and pray for them.

Indeed your prayerfor them is a source ofcomfortfor them.
"

"Allah is All Hearing, All Knowing." He knows who are the sincere believers

(Mu'minin) and who are the hypocritical ones.
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Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas <* 2bt ^ narrates that those who bound
themselves to pillars were ten in number. Sayyidina Sa'id bin Jubayr *A* ibt ^j
and Sayyidina Zaid bin Aslam Up &\ a*^ say that they were eight while according
to Sayyidina Qatadah <Up ifo^ they were seven. Another narration of Sayyidina
Abdullah bin Abbas ** i» ^j states that they were five and he specifically

includes the name of Sayyidina Abu Lubaba ** i»» ^j among them. However, it

is commonly believed that Sayyidina Abu Lubaba <* 2b* ^j bound himself to the

pillar of the Masjid because he had committed a sin by forewarning the Banu
Quraizah tribe about their pending execution.

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v.2 p.32314) and "Ibn Kathlr" (v.2 p.385) mention that

although this verse was revealed with regard to these people, it applies to any
person who has sinned. He should not omit to perform good deeds despite his

sins. These good deeds will serve to expiate his sins and he will receive the

guidance to repent.

When these people were forgiven, they again freely associated with the

other Muslims. The Hypocrites (Munafiqin) expressed surprise that these people
were ostracized a short while back, now they were associating with the Muslims,
whereas they [the Hypocrites (Munafiqin)] were still boycotted. Thereupon Allah

revealed the verse, "Do they not know that surely Allah accepts repentance from His

bondsmen, accepts alms and that indeed He Most Relenting, the Most Merciful/'

Allah then says, "Say, 'Keep acting/ Allah, His messenger and the believers will

soon behold your actions/' Sayyidina Mujahid Tabi'I <uU 2bt <*-j says that this verse

warns people that Allah is aware of all \hp\x actions. The Holy Prophet Up ifci JL*

c-L-j and the believers (Mu'minin) will also be aware of their actions if these are

carry them out in front of them. In this way, they will be disgraced in this world.

"Shortly, you will be returned to the Knower of the unseen and the seen, when He
will inform you of what you used to do." Therefore all disbelievers (kuffar) should
repent and the Muslims should also do the same before they all have to face

Allah on the Day of Judgement.

"There are some whose matter has been postponed for the order of Allah. He will

either punish them or accept their repentance. Allah is All Knowing, The Wise." This

verse refers to the three Companions (Sahaba) ^p ib\ ^j who also missed the

expedition to Tabuk without excuse, but were not forgiven with those who tied

themselves to pillars. They were Sayyidina Ka'b bin Malik, -up ibt ^Jf Sayyidina
Hilal bin Umayyah ** h ^j and Sayyidina Murara bin Rabi ** At^Jm Their story

will follow soon.

\&Z*j\> <&&&&^ Ub>b y&^j \j\j± \jv~* \y&\ <l$\j
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(107) Those who built a mosque (Masjid) to harm, for disbelief, to create

division between the believers, and in anticipation for him who fought against

Allah and His messenger before. They will most certainly swear, "We only

intended good/' Allah testifies that they are definitely liars. (108) Never stand

therein ever! Surely the mosque (Masjid) that was founded on piety (taqwa)

from the first day is worthier for you to stand in. Therein are men who love to be

extremely pure. Allah loves those who are exceptionally pure. (109) Is he better

who established his foundation on piety (taqwa) from Allah and His pleasure,

or he who established his foundation upon the collapsing brink of a precipice,

so he tumbles with it into the fire of Hell? Allah does not guide the oppressive

nation. (110) The foundation that they established will always be a source of

doubt in their hearts, except if their hearts are split into pieces. Allah is All

Knowing, The Wise.

A GREAT CONSPIRACY OF THE HYPOCRITES AND THE
ERECTION OF THE MASJID DIRAR

"Ibn Kathir" (v.2 p.387) reports that a person from the Khazraj tribe of

Madinah, by the name of Abu Amir, converted to Christianity before the arrival

of the Holy Prophet^j 4* ^ J^> He was a monk, extremely devoted to worship

and proficient in knowledge regarding Christianity. The people of the Khazraj

held him in high esteem.

He was extremely displeased with the arrival of the Holy Prophet *JLp it JU
(JL-^ in Madinah and left for Makkah. He instigated the Polytheists to fight the

Muslims, as a result of which the battle of Uhud transpired. It is said that he dug
a few pits in Uhud and the Holy Prophet ^JL-j «i* & JU» fell into one of these, as a

result of which his blessed face was injured and he broke some of his teeth.

When the battle started, Abu Amir tried to win back the confidence of some
of the Ansar tribesmen, but they called him the enemy of Allah and rejected his

parley to join him.

"Ibn Kathir
,, and "Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v.2 p.326) report that Abu Amir [who

was the father of Sayyidina Hanzala "Ghasilul Mala'ikah" ** &s ^J was a monk
who used to wear clothes of coarse cloth. When the Holy Prophet jJL^' *i* &\ JU
arrived in Madinah, he asked the Holy Prophet ^JUj^ it JU> what religion (Din)

he had brought. The Holy Prophet (JL-j 4i* it JU replied, "The religion (Din) of

Hanifiyah i.e. the Religion (Din) of Sayyidina Ibrahim ^LJ\ aA*."

Abu Amir said, "May the one who is false from the two us die alone in a

distant, far flung place." The Holy Prophet pi-j tip it JU> said, "Amin!" As a

result, Abu Amir died in Sham, where none knew him.
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"Ma'alimut Tanzil" also reports that he told the Holy Prophet ^j aJp 2bt ju,

"I shall join whoever fights you in battle." So he fought in every battle against the

Holy Prophet ^j U* ^ J^> until Jthe battle of Hunain.

f
Thereafter, he fled to Sham. From there, he sent a message to the hypocrites

of Madinah, telling them to collect weapons and to build a Masjid for him. He
said that he was on his way to meet the Caesar of Rome and would bring his

army to annihilate the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up ibt JL*. Consequently, they built a

Masjid near Quba.

Since the Muslims were dominant over Madinah, the hypocrites (Munafiqin)

were forced to call their headquarters a Masjid. They requested the Holy Prophet

jj^j Up &\ J^ to perform Salah there so that people would no longer doubt their

intentions. They told the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up & JU that they had bjrilt the

Masjid so that the weak and aged people would not have to go far when it was
very cold or rainy. The Holy Prophet <JL^ Up ibi JL* told them that he would
accede to their request when he returned from Tabuk.

The Holy Prophet^j^ &\ JU was returning from Tabuk and was less than

a day's journey away from Madinah when Jibril f^LJv <ip came to him. He
informed the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up i»t JL* that the Masjid was built "to harm, for

disbelief to create division between the believers, and in anticipation for him (viz. Abu
Amir) whofought against Allah and His messenger before.

"

The Holy Prophet jJL-j ^ ii>i JU then sent Sayyidina Malik bin Dukhshum
alp h ^j and Sayyidina Ma'n bin Adi ^ i»^ to burn the Masjid. According to

other narrations, the% brother of Sayyidina Ma'n -up i» ^j by the name of

Sayyidina Amir bin Adi ^ ita^ was sent with them. The Holy Prophet ^ &\ JU
jJL^j instructed the Muslims to use the site as a rubbish dump.

"Ibn Kathir" reports that 12 persons built the Masjid. When they were
confronted/ they (as usual) swore on oath, "We only intended good." Allah falsified

them by saying, "Allah testifies that they are definitely liars.
"

Allah commanded the^Holy Prophet pl-j U* & JU saying, "Never stand

therein ever!" So that no other may Muslim follow suit.

"Surely the Masjid that wasfounded on piety (taqwa)from the first day is worthier

for you to stand in. " This refers to the Masjid at Quba, which the Holy Prophet JL*

^j Up i\ had built when he resided in Quba just before entering Madinah
during the Hijrah. This was the first Masjid built in Islamic history. The Holy
Prophet pJL^ ^ iv JU* would often go there walking or mounted. [Bukhari and

Muslim]

Nowadays, the city of Madinah extends beyond Quba and the entire area

seems to be one. When the Holy Prophet ^JL-j U* & J^ had it built, Jibril f*~i\ *A*

showed them the direction of Qibla. The Holy Prophet ^L-j ^ &'ju has

mentioned that the reward for a single Salah in the Masjid of Quba will be equal

to the reward of an Umrah. [Tirmidhi v.l p. 74]

"Therein are men who love to be extremely pure. Allah loves those who are

exceptionally pure" Sayyidina Abu Ayub <up iv ^>Jf Sayyidina Jabir -up 2b% ^j and
Sayyidina Anas *&. At ^j report that when this verse was revealed, The Holy
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Prophet pL-j Up 2bt JU> said, "O Ansar! Allah has praised you with regard to

cleanliness. Tell me what means of cleanliness you adopt." They replied, "We
perform ablution (wudhu) for Salah, bath when impure, and purify ourselves

with water after relieving ourselves in the toilet." The Holy Prophet^3 <M ifo JU
said, "This is the reason. Be steadfast with this practice." [Mishkdt p. 44 and Abu
Dawud]

Hafidh "Ibn Kathir" *4* i»i <^j quotes the narration of Bazzar in which they

replied, "We first cleanse ourselves with stones after relieving ourselves and then

use water also." It was common among the other Arabs to use only stones, which
was sufficient to obtain purity. The people of Quba were different in this regard

because they used water as well.

Sayyidina Abul Aliya Up &\^ has mentioned that although attaining purity

with water is beloved to Allah, those who abstain from sins (achieving internal

purity) are described as the beloved of Allah also. This is even more important

than physical purity.

"Is he better who established his foundation on piety (taqwa) from Allah and His

pleasure, or he who established his foundation upon the collapsing brink of a precipice, so,

he tumbles with it into the fire ofHell?" Certain places have been eroded with water

and seem firm and stablefrom the surface. However, they are hollow within and
cannot be built upon. The verse symbolises those who built the Masjid on the

foundations of their evil motives. It could never last because of its hollow

foundation. As a result, the building collapsed along with its founders.

"Allah does not guide the oppressive nation." They adopted disbelief (kiifr)

instead of Belief (Iman) because they established the Masjid for ulterior motives,

when it was to be a sign of Islam.

"The foundation that they established will always be a source of doubt in their

hearts../' The mosque (Masjid) was demolished before their aims could be

realised and was a disgrace to them. This thorn would always prick their hearts.

".......except if their hearts are split into pieces (when they die). Allah is All

Knowing, The Wise." He will punish them for their misdeeds makiftg them forget

all their misgivings of this world.

Note: Although "the Masjid that was founded on piety (taqwa) " referred to

the Masjid at Quba, other narrations mention that it refers to the

Masjidun Nabawi.

Muslim (v. 1 p.447) reports from Sayyidina Abu Sa'Id Khudri ** ^ ^j that he

once met the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up i>t JUat home. He asked the Holy Prophet JU>
pL-j Up &\ which was "the Masjid that was founded on piety (taqwa)?" The Holy

Prophet (J-j U* iui JU> took some stories in his hand and, casting them on to the

ground said, "The 'Masjid founded on piety (taqwa/ is my Masjid here."

Scholars of Ahadith have mentioned that both these two Masjids could be

implied in the verse since the Holy Prophet^j Up iv j^> had both built.

Lesson: If any person builds a Masjid with incorrect intentions, he will not

receive the reward for it. However, since only Allah is aware of people's

intentions, it will not be permissible to demolish such a Masjid. Allah will take
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The etiquette of such a Masjid will be the same as those for atny other
Masjid. Although Salah Will fe valid in such a Masjid, it will be best not to

perfoffti Salah there. \

Note: Devil (Shaytan) is extremely wise in misleading people. To deviate

people he uses methods that seem Islamic so that no one may
uncover its guise. This was the ploy used by the hypocrites

(Munafiqin) when they built the Masjid. They beguiled people into

thinking that they had built a Masjid for the benefit of Islam and the

Muslims. They even tried to get the Holy Prophet'pJUj 4* At J^> to

perform Salah there so that their evil intentions may be concealed.

When the Jews saw that Islam was spreading rapidly, they devised a plot to

curb it. Using the same ideology as mentioned above, they gave rise to the sect

called the Shias and, more specifically/the Rawafidh. Under the guise of Islam,

these people attempt to sever the ties of the Ummah with the Companions
(Sahdba)^ At ^j, especially with Sayyidina Abu Bakr <up At ^j and Sayyidina
Ulnars At ^j.

They first tried to incite the sympathies of the Ummah by sounding the

alarms that Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^ At ^j deprived the daughter of the Holy
Prophet jJ^j Up At

C5
U/ viz. Sayyidah Fatima U* Av\^>Jf from her inheritance.

Unaware of the reality of the situation, many ignorant people fell for their ploy
and began reviling the remarkable personality of Sayyidina Abu Bakr ** At ^j.

Still stirring the emotions of the Muslims, they then resorted to claiming that

the cousin of the Holy Prophet pJu-j <-U At JU viz. Sayyidina AH ** At \^Jt was
deprived by the other Companions (Sahgba)^ At ^j from his rightful post of

being the first Caliph (Khalifa) after the Holy Prophet (JL-j <d* At ju. Just as the

Hypocrites (Mtinaftqtn) made their destructive machine the Masjid, these enemies
ofislam used the family of the Holyftbphet jJL^ *4* Av J^> as their weapon.

...Ilie Jews have since disassociated themselves from this group, since they

Were already able to influence countless Muslims and have split tfiem into many
groups. They have succeeded to such an extent that a group of the Shias even
claim that Sayyidina Ali ;** At ^j is Allah. In this manner, every group of them
has adopted a belief to attract attention to themselves.

^ who call themselves the Ahlul Qur'an
('people of the Qur'an

7

). Claiming that they have more knowledge than the

commentators of the Qur'an, these ignorant people do not even know a single

law of Arabic grammar or syntax. They disregard the Ahadith and do not even
believe in the compulsion of Salah. In this way they perpetrate disbelief (kufr)

under the guise of Islam.

Another misguided group is the one that attracts people by claiming that

they love the Holy Prophet ^Ly *ip At JU With this claim they reject even the

Qur'an by saying that the Holy Prophet^j Up At J^> was not a human being.

fhis belief even contradicts the Ahadith of the Holy Prophet (JL-j -Op Ai jl* whom
hey claim to love, because he made it clear that he was a human being.

The Orientalists have also fabricated many beliefs in the name of Islamic



research and lead many Muslims astray with their preposterous claims.

When the British in India feared tha| the Muslims could not be overcome

because of their firm faith and practice ot Jihad, they decided to uproot Jihad

from Islam. They then persuaded a Muslim to claim that he was Holy Prophet,

after which he could tell people that Jihad was now not part of Islam. Although

he fooled many people, the majority disclaimed him as a fraud and a disbeliever

(kafir).

There are also many today who, in the name of honouring the saints, resort

to polytheism (shirk). The many rituals that they perform at the graves bf their

saints are clearly prohibited by the Shari'ah. Using the name of Religion (Din),

they are busy filling their coffers with the wealth of the ignorant Muslims.

Besides the above there are many more of these groups prevalent today.
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(111) Indeed Allah has purchased from the believers their lives and wealth so

that they may have Heaven (Jannah). They fight in Allah's path, slaying and

being slain. This is Allah's promise that is binding in the Torah, the Injil and

the Qur'an. Who fulfils their promise better than Allah? So rejoice with your

bargain that you have made. This is the supreme success. (112) Those who

repent, those who worship, those who praise (Allah), those who fast, those who

bow (in ruku), those who prostrate (in sajdah), those who enjoin good, those

who forbid evil and those who maintain the limits set by Allah. Convey the glad

tidings to the believers.

ALLAH HAS PURCHASED THE LIVES AND WEALTH OF THE
BELIEVERS (MU'MININ) IN EXCHANGE FOR HEAVEN (JANNAH)

"Ma'alimut Tanzll" (v.2 p.329) and "Ibn Kathir" (v.2 p.391) have reported from

Muhammad bin Ka'b Qurazi ** it ^j that when the Ansar (70 of them) pledged

their allegiance to the Holy Prophet ^3 Up it J* on the night of Aqaba,

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Rawaha ** it ^j asked, "O The Holy Prophet -a* it J*>

^JL-j! You may stipulate the conditions of your Lord and those of your own." The

Holy Prophet jJL-j «J* it J~* said, "The condition with regard to my Lord is that

you do not worship any besides Him and that you do not ascribe any other as

partner to Him. For myself, I make the condition that you protect me just as you
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would protect your own lives and wealth."

They asked, "What will we receive if we fulfill these conditions?" The Holy
Prophet pJUj a> &\ JL* replied, "You will receive Heaven (Jannah)." They all

exclaimed, "This is indeed a bargain. We shall never cancel this transaction."

Thereupon Allah revealed the above verse.

Allah says, "Indeed Allah has purchased from the believers their lives and wealth

so that they may have Heaven (Jannah). They fight in Allah's path, slaying and being

slain." It is indeed a great favour of Allah that He has given man his life and all

the wealth he possesses. If Allah willed, He did not have to recompense man for

spending these in His way, since they are from Him. However, in His

munificence, He is prepared to confer the priceless reward of Heaven for it.

"This is Allah's promise that is binding in the Torah, the Injil and the Qur'an.Who

fulfils their promise better than Allah?" Allah keeps to His promises and has the

power to fulfill them.

Whatever a person may have to sacrifice for Allah in this world is nothing

compared to the bounty of Heaven (Jannah). Therefore Allah says, "So rejoice with

your bargain that you have made. This is the supreme success."

Sayyidina Qatadah Up k^ has mentioned that Allah has transacted a deal

with His bondsmen and is paying an extremely handsome price. Sayyidina

Hasan .4* i»i^ has stated, "Hasten to this exceptionally profitable bargain."

"They fight in Allah's path, slaying and being slain." In both of these acts, a

believer (Mu'min) will profit and there have also been many who have achieved

both. They kill many disbelievers (kujfar) in battle and are then martyred. Allah

says in Surah Nisa, "Whoever fights in Allah's way and is martyred or attains victory,

soon We shall grant him a magnificent reward." [Surah 4, verse 74]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra <up &\ ^j narrates ihat the Holy Prophet *ip ito JU>
pJL-j said, "The person who proceeds from his home to fight in Allah's way only

for Allah's pleasure and believing in His messenger, then Allah guarantees to

enter him into Heaven (Jannah) or return him to his home with rewards and
booty." [Malik]

Lesson: "This is Allah's promise that is binding in the Torah, the Injil and the

Qur'an." This part of the verse denotes that the Ummah of Sayyidina Isa pLJ\ 4*
were also commanded to wage Jihad. The belief is therefore incorrect thai they

were never commanded to fight in Jihad. This is one of the fabrications of the

Christians.

THE DESCRIPTION OF THE BELIEVERS (MU'MININ)

"Those who repent, those who worship, those who praise (Allah), those who fast,

those who bow (in ruku), those who prostrate (in sajdah), those who enjoin good, those

who forbid from evil and those who maintain the limits set by Allah. Convey the glad

tidings to the believers." Commentators have interpreted this verse to mean that all

these people will also be entered into Heayen (Jannah) just like the Mujahidin

have been promised Heaven (Jannah).

The reason for this is that Jihad is not generally compulsory (Fardh) on every
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person. Muslims engage in numerous other religious activities other than Jihad.

They too will enter Heaven (Jannah) even if they do not participate in Jihad.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** i»i ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ^L>j a> &\ ju
said, "Allah has taken the responsibility of entering into Heaven (Jannah) that

person who believes in Allah, establishes Salah, pays Zakah and fasts in

Ramadhan. This will be whether he wages Jihad or remains in the place where he
was born." The Companions (Sahaba)^ &s ^j asked, "Should we not pass this

on to others?" The Holy Prophet ,JL,j <d* Ar JL* said, "Undoubtedly there are a

hundred stages in Heaven (Jannah) reserved for those who strive in Allah's path,

the distance between each one of them being the distance between the heavens

and the earth. When you ask from Allah, ask for Jannatul Firdous, for it is the

highest and best of all the Heavens (Jannahs). Above it is the throne of Rahman
and all the rivers of Heaven (Jannah) have their source there." [Bukhari v.l p.391]

Although a person will attain Heaven (Jannah) by remaining at home
without engaging in Jihad, he should aspire for the great stages which the

Mujahidin (those who fight for the sake of Allah) will achieve. He should therefore'

attempt to join them in their efforts wherever possible.

Note: The Aribic word "As Sa'ihun" (translated above as "those who fast")

has been translated by Sayyidina Ata -uU-ito i^j as "those who fight in

Jihad." The first translation has been made by Sayyidina Abdullah

bin Mas'ud <* &\ ^j and Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas v* ito ^>j.

Sayyidina Ikrama aJp it a*»j has mentioned that "As Sa'ihun" refers

to the students of Religion (Din).

"THOSEWHO MAINTAIN THE LIMITS SET BY ALLAH"

This is indeed an exemplary trait of the believer (Mu'miri). Muslims always

regard the limits set by Allah in their own practices and beliefs, as well as when
dealing with others. They do not omit the compulsory actions, do not involve

themselves in innovations and do not show disregard for the optional acts.

Allah says in Surah Baqarah, "These are the limits imposed by Allah, so

transgress them not, for those who transgress Allah's limits are indeed oppressors."

[Surah 2, verse 229]

Note: For a more detailed commentary of "Those who repent, those who

worship..." one may refer to the commentary of verse 124 of Surah

Baqarah.
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(113) It does not behove the Holy Prophet, nor the believers that they should

seek forgiveness for the idolaters, even if they be their relatives, after it became

clear to them that they are to be dwellers of the Blaze. (114) Ibrahim f^LJl Up
sought forgiveness for his father only because of a promise that he had made to

him. When it became clear to him that his father was Allah's enemy, he

exonerated himself from him. Indeed Ibrahim f%J» **U- was extremely soft-

hearted and tolerant.

THE PROHIBITION AGAINST SEEKING FORGIVENESS FOR THE
POLYTHEISTS

Bukhari (v.l p. 181 and v.2 p.674) records that the Holy Prophet^ a* ifct ju
came to see his unfle Abu Talib when he latter was about to die. Seated there

were also Abu Jahl and Abdullah bin Abi Umayya. The Holy Prophet <ul* ito JU
,4-^ told him, "O my uncle! Say ". I shall present this before Allah (as intercession

for you)." He continued repeating this to his uncle.

However, the two Polytheists present kept telling Abu Talib, "Will you
forsake the Religion (Din) of Abdul Muttalib?" Finally, instead of reciting the

Kalimah "La ilaha IllAllah", Abu Talib said, "I am upon the Religion (Din) of

Abdul Muttalib." The Holy Prophet jJL-j- *Jp ifo JL» said, I will continue seeking

forgiveness from Allah on your behalf until Allah forbids me." On this occasion,

Allah revealed all of the above verses.

Tirmidhi adds that when the Holy Prophet jJL.j Up &\ JU entreated his uncle

to recite the Kalimah "La ilaha IllAllah," he said, "If it were not for the fact that

the Quraysh would taunt me that I recited this out of fear, I would surely have

recited "La ilaha IllAllah" and cooled your eyes/ He died in this manner.

The Holy Prophet (JL-^ Up i»t JU> was extremely desirous that his uncle accept

Islam, because of which Allah revealed the verse, "Verily you cannot guide those

whom you love, but Allah guides whomsoever He wills." [Surah Qasas (28), verse 56]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra -up ibi ^j narrated that the Holy Prophet Up iui JL*

pLj said, "I sought permission from Allah to seek forgiveness on behalf of my
mother, but He refused. I sought permission to visit her grave and the

permission was granted. So visit the graves. It will remind you of death." [Mishkat

p. 154]

SAYYIDINA IBRAHIM f
*Ji U* SEEKS FORGIVENESS FOR HIS

FATHER AND THEN DESISTS

"Ibrahim fXJs <^ soughtforgiveness for his father only because ofa promise that he

had made to him." Sayyidina Ibrahim (%J\ Up invited his father to accept Oneness

of Allah (Tauhid) and even expounded the reasons for it. Eventually his father

said, "O Ibrahim ? If you do not desist, I shall stone you. Leave me forever."

Eventually Sayyidina Ibrahim (%J\ 4* said to his father; "Peace be on you. I shall

shortly seek forgiveness from my Lord on your behalf He has always been

compassionate towards me." [Surah Maryam (19), verses 45,46]

In Surah Shu'ara Allah quotes his supplication (du'a) in the following

words: "Forgive myfather, for he is among those who have deviated" [Surah 26, verse 86]
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(115) Allah will not cause people to be sent astray after He has guided them until

He expounds to them the things that they abstained from. Allah has knowledge

of all things. (116) To Allah belongs the kingdoms of the heavens and the earth.

He gives life and causes death. You have no Protecting Friend, nor any ally

besides Allah.

ALLAH DOES NOT CAUSE ANY NATION TO GO ASTRAY AFTER
GUIDING THEM

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that this verse consoles those believers

(Mu'minin) who may have sought forgiveness for any. polytheists before the

prohibition was revealed. Allah tells them that He will not take them to task for

this since they were not prohibited from it at that time. Their action will not be

deemed to be misguidance and deviation. They will be held responsible only

when they contradict the injunction that prohibits them.

"Allah has knowledge of all things." He knows who perpetrated the action

before the prohibition and who did so afterwards.

"To Allah belongs the kingdoms of the heavens and the earth. He gives life and

causes death. You have no Protecting Friend, nor any ally besides Allah." "Ibri Kathir"

(v.2 p.396) reports from Ibn Jarir aJp isi i^j that the last sentence (i.e. "You have no

Protecting Friend, nor any ally besides AViah." serves to encourage the Muslims to

fight in Jihad with the reassurance that Allah will always be their ally.

H <*-&* ^-^ ^ -*•&* ^r* vj" f&i iV^=s> ^ !*-*» o$ s^--jJi

(117) Allah has certainly turned in mercy towards the Holy Prophet, the

immigrants (Muhajirm) and the Ansar who followed him in the hour of

difficulty after the hearts of a part of them were almost shaken. Without doubt,

He is Most Compassionate and Most Merciful unto them. (118) And Allah (has

turned in mercy towards) the three whose matter was postponed until the earth

straitened for them despite its vastness, their own souls straitened for them and

they were convinced that there was no safety from Allah except towards Him.

Then Allah turned unto them so that they turn to Him. Indeed Allah is Most

Clement, Most Merciful.
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ALLAH HAS TURNED IN MERCY TOWARDS THE IMMIGRANTS
(MUHAJIRIN) AND THE ANSAR WHEN THEY SUPPORTED THE
HOLY PROPHET ^j aJp ii J^ IN THE HOUR OF DIFFICULTY

The true meaning of the Arabic word 'Tauba' is 'to turn towards Allah after

sinning/ When attributed to Allah, it means that Allah turns towards a person in
mercy. It is for this reason that the first of the above verses has been translated as,

"Allah has certainly turned in mercy towards..." In this way Allah grants people the
guidance to repent, and then accepts their repentance. The word does not always
refer to Allah's forgivesness but may also mean that Allah makes matters easy
for people. In understanding this, one does not have to wonder what sin did the
Holy Prophet ^^U iui J^> and the Companions (Sahaba)^ &\ ^j commit for

Allah to forgive them.

Allah says, "Allah has certainly turned in mercy towards the Holy Prophet, the

immigrants (Muhajinn) and the Ansar who followed him in the hour of difficulty..."

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** ibi ^ narrates that once someone asked
Sayyidina Umar ** &\\^j what "the hour of difficulty" was? He replied, "We left

with the Holy Prophet ^j. Up ifci JU> to Tabuk. The heat was extremely
unbearable. When we reached a certain place, we were overcome by thirst. We
were so thirsty that we felt our heads would fall off our necks."

"Because of the severity of thirst, some people drank the liquids squeezed
out of the innards of a slaughtered camel. To gain some moisture, they then
placed these upon their backs. Sayyidina Abu Bakr «* iv^j requested the Holy
Prophet fi-j 'Up &\ J^ to make supplication (du'a) for them, whereupon he raised

his hands in supplication. The Holy Prophet pJL-j Up ifci ju had hardly put his

hands down when rain began to pour. Everyone filled their utensils with water.

When we went ahead to see up till where the rain had fallen, we realised that it

fell no further than the area in which the army was camped." [Majma'uz Zawa'id
v.6p.l94]

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" reports that the Muslims were extremely short of

transport during the Tabuk expedition. Ten Companions (Sahaba)^ h'^j had
to ride a single camel in turns. The only provisions they had were old dates that

were infested with little worms, but this was also soon finished. They also had
some wheat with them, but this began to decay and gave off an odour.
Eventually when this also depleted, they sucked on the date stones and drank
water to satisfy themselves.

Added to this, the heat was extreme and the journey arduous, spanning a
distance of 700 km. Despite all these hardships, the Companions (Sahaba) & ^>j
r4ip prepared to accompany the Holy Prophet ^y<^ &\ J~* at the slightest

bidding and neverjieserted him throughout.

THE DETAILS OF THE THREE SAHABA <** Ai^ WHO DID NOT
ACCOMPANY THE MUSLIMS TO TABUK

In an earlier verse, Allah referred briefly to them when He said, "There are

some whose matter has been postponed for the order ofAllah. He will either punish them
or accept their repentance. Allah is All Knowing, The Wise." This verse refers to three

Companions (Sahaba) ^ iu» ^j who missed the expedition to Tabuk without
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excuse, but admitted this to the Holy Prophet^j Up i» JU. They were Sayyidina

Ka'b bin Malik **> &\ ^Jf Sayyidina Hilal bin Umayyah <up &s ^>j and Sayyidina
Murara bin Rabi ** &^Jt

Here Allah repeats mention of them by saying, "And Allah (has turned in

mercy towards) the three whose matter was postponed until the earth straitenedfor them

despite its vastness, their awn souls straitened for them..." i.e. Life became extremely
difficult for them because they faced the displeasure of the Holy Prophet ^ JU*

^j U* and of all the Muslims.

Bukhari (v.2 p.634) narrates the entire episode from Sayyidina Ka'b bin Malik
<up i>t ^j himself. He mentioned that when the Holy Prophet ^^ *M ifo JL*

approached Madinah, he [Sayyidina Ka'b bin Malik <up ifct ^J grew concerned
about what excuse to offer. He thought of fabricating an excuse to escape the

displeasure of the Holy Prophet ^JL-3 Up ifci JU> and even consulted with his family

in this regard.

However, when the Holy Prophet ^3 <A* ibt JU was close to Madinah, he
decided that he would speak the truth. According to his habit, The Holy Prophet
.pL-j Up ito jl* proceeded first to the Masjid where he performed two Rakahs
Salah. Thereafter approximately 80 people took oaths before the Holy Prophet

<X*y Up &\ j^> that they were legitimately excused from participation. The Holy
Prophet ^L. j Up &\ ju> seemed to accept their excuses and even renewed their

pledges of allegiance and made Istighfar (Seekingforgiveness) for them.

He continues to narrate that he then came before the Holy Prophet <4* A» JU
fL-s, whereupon the Holy Prophet pJL-j *M i» J^ smiled at him the smile of an
angry person. The Holy Prophet pJL-3 4* & J^ asked him, "What prevented you
from participating? Did you not purchase transport?" He replied, "Indeed, I did

have transport. By Allah! If I were before any person of the world, I would have
escaped his wrath by making some excuse because I have the gift of the gab. I

have come to understand that if I swear some excuse on oath and please you
now, Allah will soon make you displeased with me (by revealing the truth). If I

speak the truth, you will be displeased with me, but I aspire for Allah's

forgiveness. By Allah! I have no excuse to offer. In terms of wealth and strength, I

was never in such a fortunate position as I was at the time I stayed away from
the expedition."

Hearing this, the Holy Prophet fL.3 U* A» J^ said, "This person has spoken
the truth. You may leave, until Allah decides your matter." He says that when he
left the presence of the Holy Prophet (JL-j <M ii JU* the people of the Bani Salma
tribe reproached him for not lying to the Holy Prophet pL3 *A* ibi JL* and securing

his forgiveness. Sayyidina Ka'b bin Malik k* ifct ^j says that he was almost on
the verge of accepting their advice and falsifying what he said earlier to the Holy
Prophet p-L-j <^ iut JU when he asked them if there we others in the same
predicament as his. When they named the other two, Sayyidina Ka'b bin Malik
<up &\ ^j resolved to stick to his story thinking that the other two were pious

persons and worthy of emulating.

The Holy Prophet ^j aA^ &\ ju* later banned the Muslims from associating

with the three. This they did until, according to Sayyidina Ka'b bin Malik &» ^j
<*, the land seemed totally foreign to him. He performed Salah in the Masjid and
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walked about in the market, but none breathed a word to him. He used to

deliberately greet the Holy Prophet ^JL-j <uU ibt JU> and watch his lips for a

response. He performed Salah near the Holy Prophet jJL.^ Up & J~* and noticed

that the Holy Prophet <JL-j Up ibt JL* looked at him while he [Sayyidina Ka'b \^j
^ it] was performing Salah, but would divert his gaze when he completed his

Salah.

The other two Companions (Sahaba) ^ &\ ^j did not leave their homes
because of their intense grief. Sayyidina Ka'b ** Ai ^j mentioned that he once

climbed the wall of the house of his most beloved cousin, Sayyidina Abu
Qatadah ** A» ^j. When he greeted his cousin, Sayyidina Abu Qatadah ** ib» ^j
did not reply. Sayyidina Ka'b <up M^ asked, "I ask you by Allah! Do you not

know that I love Allah and His Holy Prophet ^JL-3 Up ibt JU> He still did not reply.

When he repeated the question taking Allah's name, he received the

response, "Allah and His Holy Prophet^ <M & J^ know best." When he heard

this, he became extremely distressed and, with tears in his eyes, climbed back

over the wall.

Sayyidina Ka'b bin Malik -up &\ ^j also related another incident that

occurred during this period. He says that he was once in the marketplace when
people directed a farmer from Sham to him. The person brought a letter to him

from the king of Ghassan. The letter read, "The news has reached us that your

master has been very harsh with you. Allah has not made you a wasted person,

so come to us and we will honour you." After reading this letter, he told himself

that this was another test and flung it into a burning oven.

During this period, The Holy Prophet pJL^ <*)*& JU> issued the order that the

three of them be separated (not divorced) from their wives. The wife of Hilal bin

Rabi -up &\ ^j requested permission for the Holy Prophet {JL-j <A* &\ JU to remain

with him because he was very old and had no servant. The Holy Prophet A» JL»

^L-j aJ^ permitted her to remain with him on condition that the couple do not

engage in any close contact.

Finally, when fifty nights had passed in this way, Sayyidina Ka'b *& A» ^j
was sitting on the roof of his house after Fajr Salah) He says that at this point the

earth and his own soul had really straitened for him, as mentioned in the verse. It

was then that he heard a caller proclaim from atop the Mount of SaTa, "O Ka'b

bin Malik! Rejoice!" When he heard this, he fell into prostration and knew that

their trial was now over. The Holy Prophet <JUj Aip ifci jl* had announced their

forgiveness that morning after the Fajr Salah.

With regard to them the following Verses were revealed. "And Allah (has

turned in mercy towards) the three whose matter was postponed until the earth

straitenedfor them despite its vasthess, their own souls straitenedfor them and they were

convinced that there was no safety from Allah except towards Him. Then Allah turned

unto them, so that they turn to Him. Indeed Allah is Most Clement, Most Merciful/'

People rushed to inform the three of the good news, a person but from the

Bani Aslam tribe was the one whose voice reached Sayyidina Ka'b ** ifct ^j first.

He therefore gave the only cloth in he possessed to this person. He then

borrowed some clothes from his cousin Abu Qatadah <ip A» ^j and came to the
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Holy Prophet pi-j Up fa J^>.

On the way to the Masjid large groups of Companions (Sahaba) ^ fa .^>j

rushed to welcome him. When he reached the Masjid, many people were sitting

with the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up fa J^ The first of these to congratulate him was

Sayyidina Talha bin Ubaidillah <* fa ^j9 None of the other immigrants

(Muhajirin) came to him because they did not want to disrupt the gathering, of

the Holy Prophet pL*j aJLp fa JL*. One person represented them all.

When he greeted the Holy Prophet^ Up fa ju, he noticed that the blessed

face was gleaming with joy. The Holy Prophet pi- j Up fa J^ told him, "Accept

the glad tidings. No better day has dawned upon you than this day (except, of

course, the day he accepted Islam)/'

He says that they all recognised that when the Holy Prophet pJ-j Up fa J^
was overcome with joy, his face shone like the full moon. Sayyidina Ka'b fa ^j
a^p then told the Holy Prophet ^j <4* ^ J^ that he wished t > donate all his

wealth in charity to please Allah and His Holy Prophet pJL,j ^ fa J**. The Holy

Prophet pi-j a^Ip fa JU> advised him to keep some for himself; therefore he kept the

share of booty that he received at Khaybar.

Sayyidina Ka'b bin Malik -up fa ^j told the Holy Prophet pi-j Up .fa J^ that

since he had been forgiven on account of his truthfulness, he would never resort

to lying as long as he lived. He adds that he does not know of any person who
was tried so heavily on account of truthfulness. He states that he never lied after

that day and that it was the greatest boon after the day in which he accepted

Islam. Recounting the incident, he mentioned that he would also have been

destroyed like the others if he has lied to the Holy Prophet (J-j <^ fa J~*.

CERTAIN IMPORTANT LESSONS

=> It is necessary for a believer (Mu'min) to always speak the

truth. The hypocrites (Munafiqin) will certainly be destroyed in

the hereafter because of their lies, even though they may have

escaped in this world by lying. 'The person who lies to his religious

leaders will certainly be exposed at some time or another and will

then be humiliated.

=> If there is some need, then the Leader of the believers (Amirul

Mu'minin) has the authority to ban the Muslims from associating

with certain individuals. This ban may be lifted whenever he deems

jit.

=> At times a person may be tested within a test, like how

Sayyidina Ka'b ** fa ^j was tested with the letter from the king of

Ghassan while undergoing the trial of ostracism. Allah granted him

the stability of Belief (Iman) to pass this test successfully. Had he

succumbed to the temptation, he would have been deprived of the

wealth of Belief (Iman) and be subjected to eternal damnation in

the Hereafter. A person should always pray for steadfastness

during times of trial and tribulation.

=> Despite the ostracism, Sayyidina Ka'b ^ fa ^j still performed
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Salah in the Masjid and frequented the gatherings of the Holy
Prophet fJL-j Up &\ JU, greeting him and the Muslims, He did not

resort to the tit-for-tat ideology, which would have been

detrimental for him. This shows the sincere love that he bore for

the Holy Prophet <X*j<4* & J~*

=> Although Sayyidina Abu Qatadah ** M ^j was the closest

person to Sayyidina Ka'b <* & ^j he did not break the command of

Allah by speaking to him. This shows that the command of Allah

and His Holy Prophet pL*) aA*&\ Ju* was of paramount importance to

the Companions (Sahaba) re*&\ yS
i>J everi though it be against their

relatives and loved ones.

=> The Companions (Sahaba) ^ i»» ^j all rushed to congratulate

Sayyidina ka'b ^ h ^j when he was forgiven. This shows that

people should be congratulated on their Religion (Din)

achievements.

=> When Sayyidina Ka'b
'

k* & ^j entered the mosque Sayyidina

Talha ** '

ifo ^j rushed to shake hands with him. This shows that

together with verbal congratulation, a person should be

congratulated physically as well.

=> For repentance (Tauba) to be accepted, a person has to be

sincere in his repentance and resolve never to repeat the sin.

Together with this, if is, best that some other good action be

carried out as an expression of gratitude. It is for this reason that

the prayer for repentance (Salatut Tauba) has been ordained as

optional. This will allow the person a better chance to have his

repentance (Taubah) accepted by Allah.

=> Sayyidina Ka'b ^ ii ^j wanted to donate all his wealth as

charity but was advised by the Holy Prophet ^j 4* <& J*> to keep

some for himself. This is best so that a person is not forced to beg

thereafter. However, when a person vows to give all his wealth in

Sadaqah, he will have to fulfill this vow. In this case, he is also

advised to retain some wealth to suffice for him and his family.

Thereafter, when he acquires that much extra wealth equal to the

amount that he retained, he should repay this as charity.

=> When a person resolves never to commit any particular sin he

will be continuously tested with situations in which he will be

tempted to commit the same sin. Sayyidina Kab ** & ^j resolved to

always speak the truth and was therefore tested tremendously with

regard to lying.

119. O you who believe, fear Allah and associate with the truthful.
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THE COMMAND TO FEAR ALLAH AND TO ASSOCIATE WITH
THE TRUTHFUL

According to a narration of Bukhari, this verse was also revealed with those

that concerned Sayyidina Ka'b bin Malik **• &\ ^j and his two companions. The
verse emphasises the importance of truthfulness, which was the factor that saved

the three. Allah instructs the believers (Mu'minin) to adopt piety (taqwa) and then

points out the method to acquire it. Allah says that it can be obtained by
remaining in the company of those who are truthful.

Truthfulness should be applied to one's words, actions and beliefs. The
believer (Mu'miri) must be truthful in all his promises and statements to people.

Allah says in Surah Zumar, "The one who brings the truth and confirms it, these are

the people who are abstinent. " [Surah 39, verse 33]

Allah says in Surah Hujurat [Surah 49, verse 15], "The believers are those who
believe in only Allah and His messenger and then have no doubts; and they strive with

their wealth and lives in Allah's path. These are the ones who are true." This verse

indicates that a person must be truthful in his beliefs and Belief (Iman) as well.

Those who have doubts in their beliefs are not proper believers (Mu'minin)

according to this verse because of the absence of truthfulness in their faith.

Thereafter truthfulness should be expressed in deed by striving in Allah's path

with one's wealth and life.

Truthfulness in deed begins with truthfulness in intention i.e. carrying out

all actions solely for Allah's pleasure. No action should be mixed with

ostentation, like some people who perform their Salah with great care when
watched by others. However, when they perform Salah in seclusion, they hastily

perform the Salah without proper care for the postures.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra <u* iv ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet <4* &\ JU
jJL-j said, "When a person performs his Salah properly in public and then

performs it just as meticulously when in seclusion, Allah says, 'This is My true

servant"' [Mishkdt p. 455]

Sheikh Sadi *ip ibi a**j has recorded an incident of a saint in his book,

"Gulistan". He says that the saint was accompanied by his son to a feast

sponsored by the king. There he performed an extremely long Salah and ate very

little. When they returned home, the saint asked his wife to bring some food. His

son asked him, "Why do you not repeat the Salah as well. Just as your abstention

from eating was not for All&h, your Salah was also not for Allah."

When the servant of Allah says, "Only You do we worship and only Your

assistance do we seek," his claim should be accompanied by the sincerity of his

heart. He should also be Allah's servant in matters of the heart, not a servant of

the world and his passions.

When making supplication (du 'a), one's heart should be attentive and one's

mind should not wander to other thoughts. It is against the demands of

truthfulness that a person asks from Allah in his supplications (du'a), but does

not focus his heart to his supplications (du'as). It is for this reason that Sayyidah

Rabi'ah Basriyyah a-U &\ ~<^j used to say, "Our Istighfar requires Istighfar" i.e. our
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seeking forgiveness is so lacking that we need to seek Allah's forgiveness for this.

[Hisnul Hasin]

The uncle of Sayyidina Anas ** it ^>j9 whose name was Anas bin Nadhr
<up it ^j, could not participate in the battle of Badr. He was extremely grieved at

this loss and vowed to display his prowess if ever the Muslims were faced with
another battle.

The following year when the battle of Uhud took place and the Muslims
were temporarily defeated, he said, "O Allah! I am absolved of what the

disbelievers (kuffar) have done and I seek to be excused from what the other

Muslims have done (by forsaking their posts). I smell the fragrance of Heaven
(Jannah) coming from the Mount of Uhud." He then rushed into the thick of the

battle and fought until he was martyred. After the battle it was discovered that

his body bore 80 sword and spear wounds.

Upon his sacrifice Allah revealed the verse, "Amongst the believers there are

men who are true to the covenant they make to Allah." [Surah Ahzab (33), verse 23]

Sayyidina Abu Dharr «* it ^j reports that after the battle of Uhud, the Holy
Prophet jJL-j <> it J^> passed the martyred body of Sayyidina Mus'ab bin Umayr
4* it ^j. The Holy Prophet (JL-j U* it JU recited the verse, "Amongst the believers

there are men who are true to the covenant they make to Allah." ["Durrul Manthur"]

A person who is not an Alim {Scholar) should not fool people by speaking

like one neither should an Alim attempt to explain a ruling when he does not

know the answer. Doing so will harm himself and the questioner as well.

Sayyidah Asma bint Abi Bakr i** it ^j narrates that a woman once asked

the Holy Prophet -jJL- 3 aJLp it JL*, "Is it a sin if I tell my husband's other wife that

he had given me certain things that he did not give me?" The Holy Prophet it JU
jJL-j a^U said, "People who make it known that they have certain things which

they do not have are like those who don the garments of lies." [Mishkat p. 281]

The purport of this hadith is general and refers to all similar situations. It

refers to speech, dress and conduct that may fool others into getting the wrong
impression about a person.

Sayyidina Ubada bin Samit ** it ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet *4* it JU
fL-j said, "I shall guarantee Heaven (Jannah) for you if you guarantee me six

things. (1) That you speak the truth, (2) fulfil promise, (3) return the trusts placed

in your custody, (4) protect your private parts, (5) keep your gazes lowered and

(6) save your hands (from oppression)." [Mishkat p. 415]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Amir ** it ^j narrates that his mother once

happened to call him while the Holy Prophet jJL-j aJU it ju» was sitting in their

home. She told him that she would give him something if he came to her. When
the Holy Prophet (JU/aJp it JU> asked her what she intended to give the child, she

replied that she would give him a date. The Holy Prophet p-L-j 4-1* it JU said, "If

you did not intend to give him something, then a lie would have been recorded

in your record of deeds." [Mishkat p. 416]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ it ^j reports that the Holy Prophet JL*

jJL-j «A* it said, Always adopt the truth because it leads to all virtue and,
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undoubtedly, virtue leads to Heaven (Jannah). When a person is always truthful,

acts only on the truth and worries only about being truthful, Allah shall record

him among the truthful (Siddiqin). Abstain from lies for lies lead to vice, which, in

turn, leads to Hell. When a person lies and worries only about lying, Allah

records him among the great liars."

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ** ifo ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ifo JU
^j Up said, "When four traits are in you, you will not be bothered even if the

entire world is lost to you. (1) Safeguarding of trusts. (2) Truthfulness in speech.

(3) Excellence in character. (4) Purity of morsels (food)." [Mishkatp. 445]

THE COMPANY OF THE TRUTHFUL

"...associate with the truthful" Certain commentators have interpreted this

verse to mean that one should be like these people in truthfulness. This meaning

is most befitting with the story of the three Companions (Sahaba)^ ifo ^j.

The general context of the verse indicates that it could " also denote

remaining in the company of the those who are truthful in every facet of their

lives. Company has a tremendous influence on a person. Good company has a

good effect and bad company has a bad effect on a person.

The Holy Prophet jJL-j aJLp ii JU> has mentioned, "Do not associate with

anyone except a believer (Mu'miri), and none should eat of your food except the

pious." [Tirmidhi]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ^ ifo ^j reports that the Holy Prophet jJL.j U* i»i JL*

said, "A person will be upon the Religion (Din) of his friends, so each of you

should consider who his friends are." [Tirmidhi]

This hadith denotes that the person in good company is good and the

person in bad company is bad. A person should therefore remain in the company
of the pious so that their good influence may Tub onto him.

Every person should also consider who are the friends of his children. Their

friends should be good so that his children are not misled. Books are also

excellent companions, so these should also be good for one not to be adversely

affected.
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(120) It does not behove the people of Madinah and those villagers around them
that they remain behind the messenger of Allah, nor that they leave him so as to

remain by themselves. This is because a good deed will be recorded for them for

every bit of thirst, weariness and hunger that afflicts them in the path of Allah;

as well as for every step that they take by which the disbelievers are incensed

and anything that they take from the disbelievers. Certainly, Allah does not put

the reward of the righteous ones to waste. (121) Every small and large

expenditure they spend in Allah 's way and every valley that they cross will be

recorded for them so that Allah rewards them better than that which they do.

THE REWARD FOR TRAVELLING AND SPENDING IN ALLAH'S
PATH

Although the Holy Prophet <X>j <d* &\ J^> was the beloved of Allah and His

chosen Prophet, he never left the Companions (Sahaba) ^ ifo ^j to venture

alone in Jihad and endure the hardships and sufferings by themselves. He joined

them and exerted himself even more than they did. Therefore Allah says, "It does

not behove the people of Madinah and those villagers around them that they remain

behind the messenger ofAllah, nor that they leave him so as to remain by themselves."

It was not possible that the Muslims desert the Holy Prophet pJU3 <d* -3iv J^>

to fight the battles by himself. All were required to join him except those whom
the Holy Prophet fJL^ <Js> &\ Ju* himself excused. These were those whom he

appointed as Amir in his absence, being Sayyidina Muhammad bin Muslama ^j
-up ibt or Sayyidina Siba bin Urfuta ** & ^j during the Tabuk expedition.

Also excused were those with some disability and those exempted to care

for their families, like Sayyidina Ali ** & ^j. Some commentators have

mentioned that this verse proves that it was obligation (Fardh) for all Muslims to

fight in Jihad during the time of the Holy Prophet^ *JU Ai JL* Others say that

this was so because the Muslims were few in number at that time. When the

numbers of the Muslims increased, this law was cancelled. ["Ruhul Ma'ani"]*^

Some of the hypocrites (Munafiqin) left the expedition while they were still

proceeding to Tabuk. Because of the unbearable heat, one of the sincere believers

(Mu'minin) by the name of Abu Khaythama -up 2bt ^j also turned back en route.

When he returned he saw that his two wives had prepared food and were

waiting beneath two marquees. They had sprinkled water on the ground to cool

it and were waiting for him.

He was still at the door when he said, "The Holy Prophet pJL^ U* ibi ju is in

the intense heat while Abu Khaythama is in the cool shade with delicious foods

and two beautiful wives. Is this just? By Allah! I will not enter any of these

marquees and will join the Holy Prophet^ Up ibi JL* His wives prepared the

N camels and the provisions and he left for Tabuk.

The Companions (Sahaba)^ & ^j had already reached Tabuk when they

informed the Holy Prophet ^yd* &\ JU of an approaching rider. The Holy

Prophet fJL-j Up &\-ju+ told them that it was Abu Khaythama ** i» ^Jm When he

arrived and greeted, the Holy Prophet ^ Up i»\ JL* told him, "O Abu
Khaythama, this is better for you." When he narrated his story, The Holy Prophet

^L*3 aJs> ibi j^> prayed for him.
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The camel of Sayyidina Abu Dharr <up &\ ^j was very slow and he was left

lagging behind the rest of the army. He then carried all the luggage upon his

back and walked, catching up with the army while they camped at a certain

place. [Al Bidaya wan Nihayah v.5 p.855]

Allah then mentions the rewards for striving in Allah's path. He says, "This

is because a good deed will be recorded for them for every bit of thirst, weariness and

hunger that afflicts them in the path ofAllah; as well as for every step that they take by

which the disbelievers are incensed and anything that they take from the disbelievers.

Certainly, Allah does not put the reward of the righteous ones to waste."

In addition to these immense rewards Allah says, "Every small and large

expenditure they spend in Allah 's way and every valley that they cross will be recorded

for them so that Allah rewards them better than that which they do." These verses

make it clear that swaying the sword and the actual fighting are not the only

Jihad. A person will be rewarded for every bit of inconvenience that he

experiences on the way. Although no fighting took place at Tabuk, the efforts of

Companions (Sahabd) ^ it ^j were not in vain.

The verse also mentions that the Mujahidin (soldiers of Islam) should also

make the intention that they want to incense and infuriate the disbelievers

(kujfar) by marching in Jihad. They will be rewarded for this as well.

Lesson: Sayyidina Anas ** it^ reports that when the Holy Prophet it JU»

^j Up was close to Madinah on his return from Tabuk, he said, "There are many
people in Madinah who were with you all the way. They were with you in every

road that you traversed and every plain that you crossed. (They shared in the

rewards therefore)." The Companions {Sahabd)^ it ^j enquired, "O The Holy
Prophet fl*j Up it JU! They were with us even though they remained in

Madinah?" The Holy Prophet ^L-j Up it jl» replied, "Yes! They were with you
even though they remained in Madinah. They were prevented by some
handicap." [Bukhari v.2 p.63 7]

(122) All the believers should not proceed simultaneously. Why does a small

group from every large party not proceed to attain a deep understanding in

Religion (Dm) so that they may warn their people when they return to them,

that they may beware?

THE NECESSITY AND IMPORTANCE OF JIHAD AND
UNDERSTANDING THE RELIGION (DIN)

The Religion (Din) of Islam encompasses every facet of a person's life, be it

personal, social, financial, etc. One of the most important aspects of Islam is

Jihad, which is a means to eradicate disbelief (kufr) and to elevate the Kalimah of

Allah. Ahadith terms it to be the pinnacle of all actions. However, if every person

has to engage in Jihad, there will be none to learn the injunctions of religion (Din)
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so that all the other aspects of religion (Din) may also be practised.

THE TYPES OF JIHAD

Jihad will only be incumbent (Fardh) on every individual when the

Disbelievers (kuffar) attack an area and the Muslim army cannot repel them
without the assistance of everyone. When the study of Religion (Din) is

incumbent and Jihad is not incumbent (Fardh) on every person, everyone will not

have to proceed in Jihad. Allah says in this regard, "All the believers should not

proceed simultaneously. Why does a small group from every large party not proceed to

attain a deep understanding in Religion (Din) so that they may warn their people when
they return to them, that they may beware?"

THE NECESSITY TO PROMOTE A DEEP UNDERSTANDING OF
RELIGION (DIN)

While others proceed in Jihad, there should always be a group who will

engage in the study of Religion (Din). They should not restrict themselves to the

basics of Religion (Din), but must endeavour to develop a deep understanding of

Religion (Din). They should be proficient in interpreting the laws of Religion

(Din) and know exactly what law is derived from which verse and hadith. This is

referred to in the part of the verse that states, "attain a deep understanding in

religion.

Those who proceed in Jihad should also study the Religion (Din) when they

return from their Jihad engagements. If they do not do so, they will be ignorant

of the laws pertaining to Jihad. Allah refers to this when He says, "so that they

may warn their people when they return to them, that they may beware?" Those who
had thus far remained behind to study Religion (Din) will then proceed to wage
Jihad when the others return since the perpetuation of Jihad is necessary to

uphold Islam. In this way, the system will continue.

It is the responsibility of a part of the Ummah (if not upon all) that they

preserve the knowledge of the Qur'an and the Ahadith. Together with these, all

sciences related to the study of the Qur'an and Ahadith should also be preserved.

These include memorization of the Qur'an, its commentary, the science of

jurisprudence and even the Arabic language. If these branches of knowledge are

not preserved, the ignorant will interpret the Qur'an and the Ahadith as they

please and totally destroy the Religion (Din).

It is incumbent (Fardh) upon every single Muslim that he knows the laws

pertaining to those aspects of Religion (Din) that he practises daily e.g. beliefs,

the laws of purity, Salah, etc. People involved in trade should know the

necessary laws pertaining to trade and, in a like manner, every person should be

well versed with the laws that pertain to hioner particular occupation. This is the

only way in which Muslims will be able to abstain from Unlawful (Haram).

It is indeed unfortunate that so many Muslims consider themselves to be

free like the disbelievers (kuffar) and do not care to educate themselves with

regard to these laws and the rights because of others. This is contrary to the

practice of Muslims. Imam Abu Hanifah Up &\ sl*^ has described Fiqh (Islamic

jurisprudence) as the recognition every soul should have with regard to what
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responsibilities are due from him and what responsibilities are because of him.

Every Muslim should be aware of matters pertaining to his welfare in both
the worlds. These include the matters that relate to the heart and the purification

of the soul as well.

When Sayyidina Hasan Up & **-j once replied to a question, the questioner

said that the other jurists differed in the matter. Sayyidina Hasan Up ifc\ n^ asked
him if he ever seen a jurist [one who possessed a deep understanding of Religion

(Din)]. Then he described what a true jurist should be. He said, "A jurist is one
who is abstinent from the world, eager for the Hereafter, possesses insight into

the Religion (Din), is engrossed in Allah' s worship, refrains from dishonouring
Muslims, stays clear of their wealth and is their well-wisher/' ["Ruhul Ma'ani" v. 11

p.48]

Sayyidina Mu'awiya <up & ^>j narrates that the Holy Prophet pJL^ Up ifo JU
said, "Allah grants the understanding of Religion (Din) to the one for whom He
wishes well." [Bukhari v.l p. 16]

Making supplication (du'a) for Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** i»i ^Jf the

Holy Prophet ^j ^M & J~* prayed, "O Allah, grant him the understanding of

Religion (Din)."

Sayyidina Umar <up &\^ said, "Develop an understanding of Religion (Din)

before you are entrusted to a post of leadership." [Bukhari v.l p. 17]

People who have derived rulings and laws from the Qur'an and Ahadith
(like the four famous Imams) were people involved in attaining a proficient

understanding of Religion (Din). Those who engage themselves in the

reformation of the Ummah, whether on an individual or a general level, are also

involved in imparting this deep understanding.

There are many people who disregard the necessity for acquiring this Fiqh

(deep understanding) of Religion (Din), saying that it is sufficient to derive laws

by merely browsing through the Qur'an and the Ahadith. Least do they

understand that an in-depth knowledge of Religion (Din) is required to extract

laws and rulings of Religion (Din) from these sources. One is required to

correlate between many Ahadith and distinguish which laws have been
abrogated from those that have not been. Besides this there are innumerable
other decisions to be made that will be impossible without first attaining a deep
understanding of Religion (Din).

Lesson: From the Arabic word "tafaqqu" (attain a deep understanding), the

author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" has written that its acquisition can only be had by
applying oneself diligently.

Commenting on the phrase "so that they may warn their people," he writes that

it is understood from this that the purpose of acquiring the knowledge of

Religion (Din) is to propagate and teach it to others. Scholars should teach people

the things that they should abstain from and what they should be doing. At the

same tinie, the educator himself should be one who is pious and abstinent. The
intention of the student should be to please Allah and not to acquire the things of

this world.
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Sayyidina Hasan Basri ^ &s <*-j reports that the Holy Prophet ^1^ <±* it J^>

said, "The person who passes away while acquiring the knowledge of Religion

(Din) with the intention of reviving Islam, there will only be a single rank

between his and that of the Prophets (Anbiya) r
%Ji <*+!*." [Ddrmi v.l p.85]

Addressing the Companions (Sahaba)^ it ^j, The Holy Prophet 4* it Ju*

fJL-^ said, "Indeed people are your followers. Many people will flock to you from

the far ends of the globe to acquire understanding of the Religion (Din). When
they come to you, then treat them well. This is my bequest unto you." The

narrator of this hadith, Sayyidina Abu Sa'id Khudri ^ &\ ^ Jf would tell the

students who learned from him, "I welcome you upon the bequest of the Holy

Prophet fi-j «ip it JL»." [Tirmidhi]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ^ it ^>j narrates that the Holy Prophet <uU &\ JU>

jJL-j said, "You will find people to be like mines (Allah has placed different

qualities in every individual). Those who are the best in the period of ignorance

will be the best in Islam if they acquire the understanding of Religion (Din)."

[Muslim v.l p.307]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** it Jpj reports that the Holy Prophet it JU*

pl-j <uU said, "A single person possessing the understanding of Religion (Din) is

harder for Shaytan than a thousand worshippers." [Tirmidhi]

A person who engages only in worship without developing an

understanding of Religion (Din), will be unable to recognise the ploys of Shaytan

and is prone to succumb to them. By acquiring the understanding of Religion

(Din), a person will be able to safeguard himself from the plots of Devil (Shaytan)

and will also warn others of the same.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud «* it ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet JU»

pJL-j aJU it said, "May Allah always keep that person fresh who hears my speech,

memorises it and passes it on to others. There are many bearers of knowledge

who pass it on to others who have a deeper understanding than them." [Mishkat p.

35]

It is understood from this hadith that there are many finer points in the

Ahadith that are understood only by those blessed with a deep understanding of

Religion (Din).

Unfortunately there are many excesses and deficiencies with regard to the

attitude of people towards the acquisition of a deep understanding of Religion

(Din). There are those who believe that there is absolutely no necessity for this.

They learn a few Ahadith and then explain intricate rulings from these, equating

themselves with the likes of Imam Shafi'i 4* it ^j and Imam Bukhari aJIp it \^Jt

This is sheer ignorance.

The other group of people are those who have studied in some detail by

themselves [though hardly enough to develop a perfect understanding of

Religion (Din)], but then deem themselves fit enough to extract various rulings of

Religion (Din). These people have also gone astray since they are totally unaware

of the various details of deriving rulings from the Qur'an and the Ahadith. They

claim that the doors of Ijtihad (derivation of Islamic rulings) are not closed, call

themselves Mujtahids (those who practise Ijtihad) but have no idea what Ijtihad
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is all about.

They will be totally speechless if asked about the grammatical and linguistic

rules pertaining to various Qur'anic words. A student of Arabic should ask them
a few of these and he will learn of their ignorance in the matter.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" has written that "attain a deep understanding in

religion (D'in)..." and "so that they may warn their people," both refer to the group

that proceeds from their homes. Therefore, the verse will mean that there should

always be a group from the Muslims who will proceed from their homes to

study the religion (Din), just as people leave their homes for Jihad. When they

have acquired the necessary knowledge, they should return to their homes and
educate others.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" has also written that a few of the

Companions (Sahaba) r^> it ^j went to the villages and, in addition to benefiting

from living there, they involved the villagers in activities of religion (Din). When
people started to ask them why they had left their companions to live there, they

were grieved and decided to return to Madinah. The above verse was revealed

on this occasion.

Whatever the interpretation of the verse, it is understood from it that there

should always be a group of the Muslims who engage in the in-depth study of

religion (Din). -'As mentioned before, it is the binding duty of the Muslims to

ensure that the religion (Din) and all the branches of religion (Din) knowledge
are well preserved and propagated.

Certain educational institutions avoid the study of Jihad and ltaq (freedom

of slaves) because they believe that these are unnecessary. This notion is incorrect

because the possibility does exist that these branches of knowledge will be

required in time to come. The Muslims have to see to it that all the sciences

related to religion (Din) are well preserved and taught. It should also be

understood that it is because of the weakness of the Ummah that many aspects of

religion (Din) are not practised, not because the practices are obsolete.
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(123) O you who believe, fight those disbelievers in your proximity and they

should feel your sternness. Know that indeed Allah is with the abstinent. (124)

When a Surah is revealed, some of them say, "Which of you does this increase in

Belief (Iman)?" As for the believers, it increases them in Belief (Iman) and they

rejoice thereby. (125) As for those in whose hearts there is a disease, it adds

impurity upon their impurity and they die as disbelievers. (126) Do they not see

that they are afflicted with a calamity once or twice every year, but they neither

repent, nor do they take heed? (127) Whenever a Surah is revealed, they look at

each other (saying) "can>anyone see you?" Then they turn away. Allah has

turned their hearts away because they'are a nation who do not understand.

FIGHT THOSE DISBELIEVERS (KUFFAR) WHO ARE NEAREST Tti

YOU
Allah says, "O you who believe, fight those disbelievers in your proximity and they

should.feel your sternness. "They should feel this in the intensive preparations of

the Muslims so that they never regard the Muslims as soft targets.

According to the geographical situation of the time, Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Abbas ** &\ ^j interpreted the verse to mean that the Muslims should fight the

Jews of the Bani Nadhlr, Bani Quraizah and those at Khaibar. Others mention

that it refers to the Romans, since their kingdom was nearer to Madinah (in

Sham) than the Persians in Iraq.

However, as the Muslim empire grew, the verse applied to fighting all the

disbelievers (kuffar) who were nearest to the Muslims. Only when the nearest

enemies are subdued, will it be possible to exert an influence over those who are

further off.

"...they should feel your sternness/' The author of "Ma'alimut Tanzll" writes

that the disbelievers (kuffar) should be made to feel the uncompromising

resoluteness of the Muslims and their strength. Sayyidina Hasan 4* iv^j'says

that this refers to the steadfastness with which the Muslims should face the

enemy in battle. The disbelievers (kuffar) should never sense any weakness or

hesitancy from the Muslims.

"Know that indeed Allah is with the abstinent." When the Muslims adhere to

Allah's commands and abstain from being disobedient, Allah will always assist

them against their enemies.

THE BLASPHEMY OF THE HYPOCRITES

"When a Surah is revealed, some of them [the Hypocrites (Munafiqin)] say (in

jest), 'Which ofyou does this increase in Belief (Iman)?"

Allah replies to their mockery by saying, "As for the believers, it increases them

in Belief (Iman) and they rejoice thereby. As for those in whose hearts there is a disease

'

(hypocrisy), it adds impurity upon their impurity and they die as disbelievers." They

reject all the Surahs of the Qur'an. Therefore, whenever another Surah is

revealed, they reject this as well. Thus, everynew Surah adds to the impurity of
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their rejection and their mockery. As a result of their incessant rejection and ill

behaviour "they die as disbelievers."

Allah continues to say, "Do they [the Hypocrites (Munafiqin)] not see that they

are afflicted with a calamity (in the form of illnesses or humiliation when their hypocrisy

is exposed) once or twice ever year but they neither repent, nor do they take heed."

"Whenever a Surah is revealed, they look at each other (saying) 'Can anyone

see you?' Then they turn away." In this way they quietly exited from the gatherings

held by the Holy Prophet fJL-j Up &s jl* They think that they were stealthy

enough, but Allah deprived them of Belief (Iman) thereby. Allah says, 'Allah has

turned their hearts away.." The author of "Ma'alimut TanziF writes that the

Hypocrites (Munafiqin) did this when some verses were revealed pertaining to

the hypocrites (Munafiqin) themselves.

".....because they are a nation who do not understand." If they understood the

truth, they would not have practised hypocrisy and would not have been

subjected to the punishment of Allah.

,s s.s .% y *>, >.f *, %*i >' 9*s J\y "'A

(128) Undoubtedly a messenger from yourselves has come to you. The

difficulties that afflict you are very distressing to him. He is anxious for you and

extremely forgiving and merciful unto the believers. (129) If they turn away,

then say, "Allah is sufficient for me. There is none worthy of worship besides

Him. Upon Him only do I rely and He is the Lord of the glorious throne.

THE PRAISEWORTHY TRAITS AND NOBLE CHARACTER OF THE
HOLY PROPHET ^j Up ^ JU>

The first of these two concluding verses states that an extremely high

ranking Prophet pJL-j a* i»i ju> has come to man. He was from mankind i.e. a

human, an Arab and someone whom the Arabs were well aware of.

"Ibn Kathir" (v.2 pA03) has reported that Sayyidina Ja'far bin Abi Talib ^j
a^ ibi told Najashi, and Sayyidina Mughiera bin Shu'ba ^ &\ ^j told the Caesar

that a Prophet ,0-j Up Ai ju was sent among them. They knew his lineage, his

qualities, the places he frequents, as well as his truthfulness and trustworthiness.

The Holy Prophet^ 3 <> &\ JL* remained with the people he grew up with

and spoke their language. They were therefore perfectly able to understand him

and practise what he taught them. It would have been very difficult for the

people to benefit from him if he were not human or unable to speak their

language. Similar would have been the case had he lived in such a remote place

where they could not easily reach him.

Allah says in Surah Al Imran, "Allah has undoubtedly favoured the believers by
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sending in their midst a messengerfrom among them." [Surah 3, verse 164]

Explaining the qualities of the Holy Prophet^3 Up it jl*, Allah says, ''The

difficulties that afflict you are very distressing to him. He is anxious for you and

extremely forgiving and merciful unto the believers." This verse emphasises that fact

that the relationship the Holy Prophet jJL-j <Up ibt J** had with his Ummah was
not merely superficial and was not confined merely to his conveyance of the

message. He possessed a heartfelt relationship with them and was truly affected

by their conditions.

Allah has commanded the Holy Prophet ^^ U* & J~*, "Lower your wings for

the believers." [Surah Hijr (15), verse 88]

There was a once a frightening sound that came from outside Madinah
during the night. When some of the Muslims went out to investigate, they found

the Holy Prophet ^1^ Up it ju already there. As they were approaching, he was
already returning and consoled them by saying, 'Do not worry/' [Bukhari v.l p.4 17]

The Holy Prophet pL-j U* it JL* would be affected by the difficulties of the

Muslims. He would visit the sick, comfort them and taught the Muslims how to

do this as well. He warned the Muslims against situations that could be harmful

for them. For this reason he prohibited people from sleeping on roofs that have

no walls surrounding them, so that none may fall off and injure himself. [Mishkdt

p. 404]

The Holy Prophet ^L^ Up it JL* said, "When a person sleeps without

washing the stickiness (of some food) off his hands, he will only have himself to

blame if any harm comes to him." (e.g. some insect bites him). [Mishkdt p. 366]

For purposes of hygiene, the Holy Prophet pJL^ Up it ju also advised the

Muslims that they should not immerse their hands into water after awakening,

for they cannot say where their hands have been that night (the hands may have

come into contact with some impurity which would contaminate the water).

[Bukhari and Muslim]

He taught people to wear shoes saying that it was like riding a conveyance.

Just as a person is protected from dangerous creatures and harmful objects by

riding, so will he be protected when wearing shoes. [Muslim]

The Holy Prophet jJL^ Up it JL* also advised the Ummah to always repair

the straps of their sandals if one broke and never to walk with only one shoe or

sock [Muslim]. This will disrupt one's balance when walking.

In this way, the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ii JU advised the Ummah like how
affectionate parents advise their children because of his immense concern for

them.

The Holy Prophet jJL-j U* it ju> once told the Companions (Sahaba) it ^j
?+*, "I am like a father unto you and I teach you. When ever you relieve

yourselves in the toilet, then do not face the Qibla, nor face your backs thereto."

The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up it <^U also instructed the Ummah to make Istinja

(Laving) with three stones and not to use dung for this purpose, nor the right

hand. [Mishkdt p. 42]
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He also advised that a person should look carefully where he is relieving

himself e.g. It should not be a hard place that causes the urine to splash back

onto him, nor a place where the wind blows against the direction of the urine.

[Mishkdtp.42]

In a similar manner, he advised that a person should not urinate in a hole

for fear of it being occupied by a snake or another poisonous creature. [Mishkat]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** i»i ^>j narrates that the Holy Prophet 4-1* it-JU
fl*} said, "My example and yours is like a person who lit a fire. When it began to

light all around him, moths began to fall into the fire. He tries to prevent them
from flying into the fire, but they overcome him and continue to fall therein. This

is my example. I am saving you from falling into the fire of Hell (Jahannam) by
grabbing hold of your waists. However, you are overcoming me and falling

therein." [Bukhari and Muslim]

However, despite the efforts of the most compassionate the Holy Prophet
pJL-j <Op &\ ju> if people still refuse to believe and they continue to harm and
harass him/Allah says, "If they turn away, then say, 'Allah is sufficient for me. There

is none worthy of worship besides Him. Upon Him only do I rely and He is the Lord of

the glorious throne.

Reliance (Tawakkul) on Allah is the most effective weapon of the Prophets

(Anbiya) (%ji^ and the believers (Mu'minin). Using this, they can overcome any
problem."

Sayyidina Abu Darda ^ & ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet pi,3 U* &\ J^>
said, "Whoever recites seven times in the morning annd evening, (the Arabic of

the verse) 'Allah is sufficient for me. There is none worthy of worship besides Him.

Upon Him only do I rely and He is the Lord of the glorious throne," then Allah will

sufficefor him with regard to all his worries." ["IbnKathir' v.5 p.405]
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In the name of Allah, the Most Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) Alif Lam Ra. These are the verses of the wise Book. (2) Are people surprised

that We sent revelation to a man from among them that, "Warn people and

convey glad tidings to the believers that there shall surely be a great position for

them by their Lord."? The disbelievers say, "Indeed this is a manifest magician.

(3) Undoubtedly your Lord is that Allah Who created the heavens and the earth

in six days, then focused on to the throne. He plans every matter. There shall

only be intercessors after, His permission. That Allah is your Lord, so worship

Him. Do you not take heed? (4) To Him shall all of you return. Allah 's promise

is true. Without doubt, He initiated the creation, then He will repeat it to reward

with justice those who believe and carry out good deeds. As for the disbelievers,

theirs shall be a drink of boiling water and an excruciating punishment because

they disbelieved.

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF ONENESS OF ALLAH (TAUHID), THE
HOLY PROPHETHOOD AND RESURRECTION

This Surah begins with the letters of Muqatta'at. The discussion of the letters
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of Muqatta'at has been given in the beginning of Surah Baqarah. Thereafter Allah
says. "These are the Verses of the wise Book." Another translation of the word
'hakim' (translated above as "wise") is something that is either well grounded or
something that has not been cancelled. However, this meaning would not be
correct because, although no verse in Surah Yunus was cancelled, there were
many in the "Book" that were. "Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v.2 p.342) has mentioned that

the word 'hakim' means a book, the verses of which are all decisive.

"Are people surprised that We sent revelation to a man from among them..." The
disbelievers (kuffar), especially the Quraysh of Makkah were surprised that an
orphan could be Prophet of Allah. There is, of course, no because for surprise

because it makes sense that a human from the people should be a messenger to

them so that the affinity exists between them. One may refer to the commentary
of verse 9 of Surah An'am for a more detailed commentary on this subject.

Because most people have regard only for the rich, they felt that a wealthy
person should have received the mantle of Prophethood. People always wish
that the wealthy prosper. In Allah's sight, wealth is not a criterion for virtue and
excellence. This objection of the disbelievers (kuffar) is therefore based on
ignorance. Allah confers the mantle of Prophethood on whomsoever He wishes.
The wealthy are often devoid of noble and upright character and will never
qualify for the post of apostleship.

Allah granted the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up ii JU the servitude of the world
despite his humble upbringing. The great empires fell at the feet of his Ummah
and all the previous divine scriptures were cancelled by the Qur'an revealed to

him.

The purpose of his mission was to "Warn people and convey glad tidings to the

believers that there shall surely be a great position for them by their Lord." In his

progress, man uses his feet to advance. It is for this reason that the literal

meaning of the word "Qadam Sidq" ('foot of truth') has been translated as "a

great position."

Allah says in Surah Qamar. "Verily the abstinent ones shall be in gardens and
rivers in a grand place (of truth) by the Powerful Sovereign."In this verse the elevated
position of the righteous has been described as the "grand place of truth"

("Maq'ad Sidq"). Those who are truthful in their speech and deeds will attain the

"Qadam Sidq" and the''Maq''ad Sidq."

"The disbelievers say, 'Indeed this is a manifest magician." They said this when
they were totally awestruck by the beauty and eloquence of the Qur'an. It was
their only reply to the challenge of the Qur'an.

Allah says in Surah Dhariyat, "In a like manner, whenever the Holy Prophet
came to those before them, they said that he is a magician or a madman." [Surah

51, verse 52]

"Undoubtedly your Lord is that Allah Who created the heavens and the earth in six

days... "In Surah Furqan, Surah HaMim Sajdah and Surah Qaf, Allah adds that

He created with the heavens and the earth, everything between them as well in

six days. Despite having the ability to do it in the blink of an eye, Allah took six

days to teach man that he should do things with ease and care.
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"...then focused the throne." The commentary of this phrase has passed under
verse 54 of Surah A' raf.

"He plans every matter." Surah Alif Lam Mim Sajdah [Surah 32, verse 5]

states, "He ordains every affair from the heavens to the earth This means that

everything functions according to His divine plan and fate.

"There shall only be intercessors after His permission. - None would dare

intercede without His permission on the Day of Judgement. The privilege to

intercede will only be given to the believers (Mu'minin). Allah says in Surah
Mu'min, "The oppressors Shall have no friend, nor any intercessor who will be obeyed."

[Surah 40, verse 18]

"That Allah is your Lord, so worship Him. Do you not take heed? To Him shall all

of you return. Allah 's promise is true." The long wait for Judgment day (Qiyamah)

should not deceive anyone into thinking that it will not come. Allah has

promised its advent and His promise will never fail. The Holy Prophet Up &\ JU*

jJL- 3 said, "Without a shacjpw of doubt, the promise of Judgment day (Qiyamah) is

true. Therein, the Just and Powerful Sovereign shall pass judgement." [Mishkat p.

445]

"Without doubt, He initiated the creation, then He will repeat it..." This is the

reply to those who are surprised that Allah can resurrect people after they have

been decomposed. Allah says that resurrecting them from decomposed material

is easier than creating them from nothing, like He did the first time.

Allah says in Surah Rum, "it is Him Wlio initiated the creation and will recreate

it, which will be easierfor Him." [Surah 30, verse 27]

Allah then says that the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah) has been appointed ".....

to reward with justice those who believe and carry on good deeds. As for the disbelievers,

theirs shall be a drink of boiling water and an excruciating punishment because they

disbelieved."

Allah says in Surah Muhammad <X* 3
Up i» ju that the people of Hell will be

"given boiling water to drink, which tears their innards to shreds?" [Surah 47, verse 15]

<^j& c4fj^ c&i* 4& #£.k 4q%>$^
(5) Allah is the One Who created the sun as a light, the moon as a glow and

ordained stages for it so that you may know the count of the years and

calculation. Allah has created these only with the truth. He elucidates the signs

for people of knowledge. (6) Indeed in the alternation of the night and the day

and in whatever Allah has created in the heavens and the earth are signs for

people who fear.
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ALLAH CREATED THE SUN AND THE MOON AND
PREDETERMINED THEIR STAGES SO THAT PEOPLE MAY
DETERMINE THE YEARS

These verses depict the power of Allah so that people may realise His power
by these signs. Allah says, 'Allah is the One Who created the sun as a light, the moon

as a glow... The Arabic word to describe the ligut of the *un is used only for large

and intense light sources. However, the word used for the moon ('Nur') may be

used for any light source.

Allah has made the sun emit a bright and radiant light so that people may
easily engage in their activities. Moonlight is soft oiid subtle so that people are

not disturbed in their sleep. Allah says in Surah Qasas, "Because of His mercy, He
has created the day and the night for you so that you may find peace therein, seek from

His bounty, and express your gratitude to Him." [Surah 28, verse 73]

Allah continues, "...and ordained stages for it so that you may know the count of

the years and calculation." The stages referred to here art1 the stages of the moon
and, according to other commentators, the stages of the sun and the moon. Allah

has predetermined these and these two celestial bodies do not fall out of their

stages at all. The moon completes its orbit in 29 or 30 days and hails the

beginning of the new month when it rises from the we$t.

Allah says in Surah Yasin, "The sun travels towards its destination. This is the

decree of the Mighty, the All Knowing. We have stipulated phases for the moon, till it

returns like a branch of a old date palm. It is not possible for the sun to catch up with the

moon, nor is it possible for the night to precede the day. They all swim within their

orbits. " [Surah 36, verses 38-40]

Besides the light provided by these two celestial bodies, they allow man to

determine time as well. While only astronomers will be able to calculate the

months and years with the sun, any person may do so using the moon. It is for

this reason that the Shari'ah of Islam uses the lunar calendar. Many important

practices of Religion (Din) (like fasting, Hajj, Zakah, etc) are determined by it.

The jurists have therefore written that it is Sufficient obligation (Fardh Kifayah)

that the lunar calendar always be preserved.

"Allah has created these only with the truth." i.e. Allah has not created all this

in vain. There are reasons for every creation. "He elucidates the signs for people of

knowledge." Those who do not possess knowledge cannot perceive these signs.

"Indeed in the alternation of the night and the day and in whatever Allah has

created in the heavens and the earth are signs for people who fear." If Allah willed, He
could have made the day perpetual, or the night perpetual. However, because of

His mercy and for the welfare of man, He causes the day and the night to

alternate. None but He can possibly do this. Indeed Allah's power can be

witnessed in this phenomenon.

Similarly, His grandeur can be witnessed when studying every single

individual creature that He created. His Oneness can be determined by all of

these. Only those who fear Him will take heed from all these signs.
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(7) Indeed those who do not aspire for Our meeting, are pleased with the life of

the world, are contented with it and those who are negligent of Our signs... (8)

These are the ones whose abode shall be the Fire because of what they earn. (9)

Surely those who believe and do good deeds, their Lord shall guide them
because of their Belief (Iman). Theirs shall be rivers flowing beneath them in

the gardens of bliss. (10) Their call therein shall be, "O Allah! You are Pure!" and
their greeting will be Salam. Their final call shall be, "All praise be for Allah,

the Lord of the universe.

THE PUNISHMENT OF THE DISBELIEVERS (KUFFAR) AND THE
REWARDS OF THE BELIEVERS (MU'MININ)

The first of the above verses sounds a warning to "those who do not aspire for
our meeting, are pleased with the life of the world, are contented with it and those who
are negligent of Our signs." Allah says with regard to their plight, "These are the

ones whose abode shall be the Fire because ofwhat they earn."

Thereafter Allah speaks of the believers (Mu'minln). He says, "Surely those

who believe and do good deeds, their Lord shall guide them because of their Belief

(Iman)." Just as Allah guided them towards Islam in this world, in the Hereafter

He will guide them to their abodes in Heaven (Jannah). Allah says, "Theirs shall be

riversflawing beneath them in the gardens of bliss.
"

The Holy Prophet ^ 3
a> &\ j^ mentioned that the people of Heaven

(Jannah) will recognise their abodes in Heaven (Jannah) better than they
recognised their homes in this world.

"Their call therein shall be, 'O Allah! You are Pure!' and their greeting will be

Salam. Theirfinal call (after dispersing from their meeting) shall be, 'All praise be for
Allah, the Lord of the universe.'"

The people of Heaven (Jannah) shall always hymn the glories kind praises of

Allah. Muslim (v.2 p.379) reports that Tahmld (saying "Alhamdu Lilian") and
Tasbih (saying "Subha NAllah") will be on their tongues just as they breath in

this world. They will be perpetually engaged in Allah's remembrance (Dhikr)

while enjoying all the bounties of Heaven (Jannah).

"Ibn Kathir" (v.2 p.408) reports from Ibn Juraij a> itti ^ that when a person
of Heaven (Jannah) will desire to eat a particular bird that he sees flying

overhead, he will say, "O Allah! You are Pure!" Thereupon, saying "Salam!" to

him, an angel shall present the bird to him. After relishing the delicacy, the
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person will then says, 'All praise be for Allah, the Lord of the universe."

Commentators have translated the Arabic word "da'wa" used in this verse

as 'a statement/ 'a call' (when one wants something) and 'a supplication/ All of

these are associated with the meaning of this word. Although the people of

Heaven (Jannah) will not be short of anything, they will supplicate to Allah

because of the pleasure they derive from supplication as a result of their love and

reverence for Him.

In Heaven (Jannah), Allah will also greet the people with Salam. Allah says

in Surah Yasin, "They will have a greeting of peace from the Most Merciful Lord."

Even the angels will greet in this manner. Allah says in Surah Ra'd, "(The angels

will be saying) 'Peace he upon you due to the patience that you exercised. How blissful is

the outcome of the Hereafter!

Heaven (Jannah) is also called 'the home of Salam/ Allah says in Surah

Waqi'ah, "They will not hear any noise there nor any foolish talk. Instead they

will hear the resonant c#ll of 'Peace', .'Peace'." [Surah 56, verses 25,26]

When people enter Heaven (Jannah) they will say, "All praise be to Allah, Wlto

has removed grieffrom us. Undoubtedly our Lord is Most Forgiving, Appreciative. Our

Lord has settled us in an eternal home by His grace. Herein, no difficulty will ever afflict

us, nor shall any tiredness touch us." [Surah Fatir (35), verses 34, 35]

(11) If Allah rushes evil to people like how they want good to rush their way,

their term would have expired for them. We shall leave those who
do not aspire to meet Us to flounder blindly in their rebellion. (12) When any

adversity afflicts man he supplicates to Us lying down, sitting or standing.

When We avert the adversity from him, he continues as if he has never

supplicated to Us for the adversity that afflicted him. Thus are their actions

beautified for the transgressors. (13) Without doubt, We destroyed many

generations before you when they oppressed. Our messengers came to them

with clear signs, but they were not prepared to believe. Thus do We punish the

criminal nation. (14) Thereafter We made you vicegerents of the earth after them

to see how you behave.
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MAN IS HASTY HE SUPPLICATES TO ALLAH IN TIMES OF
DIFFICULTY, BUT FORGETS ALLAH IN TIMES OF PROSPERITY

Allah says in Surah Anbiya [Surah 21, verse 37], "Man has been created with haste

(i.e. it is ingrained within him)." When the Holy Prophet jJL-j *A± &\ J^ warned the

people about Allah's punishment, they asked why was it not coming to them.

Allah says in Surah Ra'd, "They seek to hasten the evil before the good, whereas the

incidents ofpunishment have passed before them." [Surah 13, verse 6]

The disbelievers (kuffar) never believed in the punishment and their call for

it to be inflicted upon them was made in mockery. This call of theirs would, of

course, not cause the punishment to be hurried to them. Allah sends His

punishment when He decides. In the above verse Allah says, "IfAllah rushes evil

to people like how they want good to rush their way, their term would have expired for

them." Then the prescribed time of their punishment would have been rushed to

them, annihilating them.

Allah delays His punishment until people increase in their sins and become
deserving of an even greater punishment. Allah says in Surah Ankabut, "They

seek to rush you with punishment. If it were not for a prescribed term, the punishment

would have certainly come to them. It will definitely come to them suddenly when they do

not perceive." [Surah 29, verse 53]

Allah mentions in Surah Sad [Surah 38, verse 16], "They say, 'O our Lord! Hurry

with our share (ofpunishment) before the Day of Reckoning. "They meant to say that it

was not necessary to wait for the Day of Judgement and that they should be

reckoned with in this world and given their punishment. People bereft of belief

(Imam) are prone to make such foolish statements.

Mentioning another of man's evil traits, Allah says, "When any adversity

afflicts man, he supplicates to Us lying down, sitting or standing. Wlien We avert the

adversity from him, he continues as if he has never supplicated to Us for the adversity

that afflicted him."

The same subject is mentioned in a verse of Surah Zumar, where Allah says,

"Wlten any adversity afflicts man, he supplicates to Allah, turning to Him only. Tlten,

when Allah confers a bounty upon him, he forgets for what he supplicated to Allahbefore.

He then ascribes partners to Allah, thereby misleading (others) from Allah's path."

[Surah 39, verse 8]

Sins appear good to sinners because they perpetrate these so often. Allah

says with regard to this, "Thus are their actions beautifiedfor the transgressors."

Lesson 1: It is learned from these verses that although supplications (du'ds)

for evil are not replied to quickly, a person should not make such supplications

(du'as).

Sayyidina Jabir ^ & ^>j narrates that the Holy Prophet jJL- . <> iw» ^U said,

"Do not curse yourselves, your children or your wealth. It should not be that you
make this curse in the Hour of Acceptance and the curse is accepted." [Muslim]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet jJL-; 4* & J^
said, "The supplication (du'a) of a person is accepted as long as it is not a

supplication (du'a) for the severing of family ties or for any sin. This will be as
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long as he is not hasty." Someone asked, "O The Holy Prophet jJL-j 4* & JU
What is the meaning of being hasty?" The reply was, "Being hasty is when a

person says, T have made supplication (du'a), but I do not see it being accepted/

He then becomes despondent and stops making supplication (du'a)." [Muslim v.

2

p.352]

Lesson 2: It is learnt from the verse that a person should supplicate to Allah

in all conditions, favourable and adverse. One should not be like those described

in the verse who make supplication (du'a) only at times of need. Thereafter they

forget Allah completely. After Allah delivers them from their predicament, they
,

attribute their good fortune to their own doings.

Allah says in Surah Zumar, "When any adversity afflicts man, he supplicates to

Us. Thereafter, when We confer a bounty upon him, he says, 7 have been granted this

because of (my) resourcefulness/ Rather, it is a test, but most of them do not know."

{Surah 39, verse 49]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra -up it ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet Up &\ J^>
jJL-j said, "Whoever wants Allah to assist him in times of need, should make
supplication (du'a) in abundance during times of ease." [Tirmidhi]

"Without doubt, We destroyed many generations before you when they oppressed.

Our messengers came to them with clear signs, but they were not prepared to believe.

Thus do We punish the criminal nation." This verse warns the disbelievers (kuffar)

not to be fooled into thinking that Allah's punishment will not seize them

because it is delayed.

They should learn a lesson from past occurrences. "Thereafter \\le made you

vicegerents of the earth after them to see hozu you behave." Past civilizations were

annihilated together with all their advancements and achievements. Those who
came after them were their successors so that they may be tested after their

predecessors. If they follow the evil ways of the previous people, they too will be

destroyed in a like manner.

Sayyidina Abu Sa'id Khudri <up it ^j narrated that the Holy Prophet it JU
fJL-j Up said, "Indeed this world is flourishing and green. Allah placed you after

those before you so as to see how you behave. So beware of the world and

beware of the evil >f women because the first trial that afflicted the Bani Isra'Il

was that of women." [Muslim]

U -Oil iU JJ J* \^U >-Ja^ *j> ^\J£> i±j C-JL*aP 01 <-*W til
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(15) When Our verses are recited to them, those who do not aspire to meet Us

say, "Bring us another Qur'an besides this one or alter it." Tell them, "It does

not behove me to alter it of my own accord. I follow only what has been

revealed to me. If I disobey my Lord I fear the punishment of a momentous

day." (16) Say, "If Allah willed, I would not have recited it to you, nor would I

have informed you about it. I have already lived a great portion of my life

among you. Do you not understand?" (17) Who can be more oppressive than he,

who invents lies against Allah or denies His verses? The fact is that the criminal

ones will never be successful.

THE REPLY TO THE POLYTHEISTS WHEN THEY CALLED FOR
ANOTHER QUR'AN OR THAT IT BE CHANGED

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v.2 p.347) reports from Sayyidina Qatadah Up ibi <^j that

five Makkans approached the Holy Prophet ^j Up ifo JU and told him, "If you

want us to believe then bring another Qur'an that does not forbid the worship of

Lat, Manat and Uzzah. It should be a Qur'an that does not speak ill of these

idols. If Allah has not revealed such verses, then you should make some yourself,

or alter those of the Qur'an. Write verses denoting mercy in place of those that

mention punishment." On this occasion Allah revealed the above verses.

The five persons were Abdullah bin Abi Umayyah, Walid bin Mughiera,

Makar bin Hafs, Amr bin Ubaydillah bin Abi Qais and As bin Amir bin Hisham.

Allah says, "VJhen Our verses are recited to them, those who do not aspire to meet

Us say, 'Bring us another Qur'an besides this one or alter it.' Tell them, 'It does not

behove me to alter it of my own accord. I follow only what has been revealed to me."

Altering the Book of Allah is an extremely terrible sin and will invoke severe

punishment from Allah.

The Holy Prophet <JL^ Up ifo ju is commanded to tell the disbelievers (kuffar)

that just as he fears Allah punishment if he alters the Qur'an, he also fears "the

punishment ofa momentous day."

The task of the Holy Prophet ^j <ip i JL* was the propagation of the

Qur'an and the Shari'ah, not to fabricate his own commands. Allah tells him,

"Say, 'IfAllah willed, I would not have recited it to you, nor would I have informed you

about it."' However, he had done so because this was his task.

"I have already lived a great portion ofmy life among you." The Holy Prophet Ju*

(JL-^ -dp ii had lived with the Makkans for a period of 40 years before he

announced his Prophethood. If he were one who sought fame from his claim, he

would have told them a long while before that he was theProphet. The fact that

the Holy Prophet <X<) <uU &\ JU did not do this should have made them realise

that he was definitely a true Prophet of Allah. A true Prophet of Allah can never

alter the revelation sent to him. Therefore, Allah asks them, "Do you not

understand?"

"Who can be more Oppressive than he who invents lies against Allah or denies His

verses?" The Holy Prophet ^L-j Up ifo JL» could never fabricate verses and alter
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the Qur'an. It was the disbelievers (kujfar) that oppressed themselves by denying
Allah's verses. Allah says, "The fact is that the criminal ones will never he successful."

Note: "I have already lived a great portion of my life among you." Herein the

polytheists are reminded that they were well aware of the fact that

the Holy Prophet ^* <4* & J^ lived a very long time with them
and he never lied to any of them. How could it then be possible that

he could invent lies against Allah?

This verse alludes to the pure and morally upright life of the Holy Prophet
pJL-j aJLp Aii\ jl*. He had lived with the Arabs for a Jong period, and they had

complete knowledge of his behaviour. He was always true to them, yet they

resorted to insulting him after he proclaimed Prophethood.

It is learnt from this verse that it is necessary to view the past behaviour of a

person when he is nominated for a post. This may influence the appointment.

<^Ls$ jPsJt^^ ij^JiuJU *u c^~jJI U>] JJb ^j ot *£?•- &&ojA *y

(18) They worship besides Allah what does not harm them nor benefits them,

and they say, "These are our intercessors with Allah." Say, "Are you informing

Allah of what He does not know in the heavens and in the earth? He is pure and

exalted above what they ascribe unto him." (19) Mankind was but a single

nation, then they differed. If it were not for a decree that issued forth from your

Lord, the matter would have been decided between them with regard to what

they differed in. (20) They say, "Why is a sign not revealed to him from his

Lord?" Tell them, "The knowledge of the unseen is only with Allah. So wait!

Indeed I am waiting with you."

THE DEVIATION OF THE POLYTHEISTS AND A REFUTATION OF
THEIR DEEDS AND STATEMENTS

Allah speaks of the foolishness of the polytheists who worship lifeless

objects like idols. He says, "They worship besides Allah what does not harm them nor

benefits them.."

When they are told of their foolishness, they say that they realise that Allah

is their Deity but they worship these idols only because "These are our intercessors

with Allah."
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However, common sense would tell them that they should worship and

please the One whose pleasure they wish to attain. They should act in accordance

with the commands of Allah and Allah has ordained via all His Prophets

(Aribiya) *%Ji ^> tnat one should abstain from polytheism (shirk). They instituted

the practice of polytheism (shirk) from their own whims, whereas they should be

following the injunctions of that Allah Who they claim to really worship.

Their belief that the idols will intercede for them has been a product of their

own doings, not a command of Allah as they claim. Therefore Allah instructs the

Holy Prophet jJL- j a-1* & J^ "Say, 'Are you informing Allah ofwhat He does not know

in the heavens and in the earth?" Whereas Allah has complete knowledge of

everything in the universe, why is it that He seems to have no knowledge of the

fact that these idols will intercede? The reason is obvious i.e. this belief is totally

incorrect.

"He is pure and exalted above what they ascribe unto him."

"Mankind was but a single nation, then they differed." All of mankind were

believers in Oneness of Allah (Tanhid), but later some people begin to commit

polytheism (shirk). This caused the difference and split among man.

"Durrul Manthur" (v.l p.243) narrates from Sayyidina Qatadah Up & ^j that

all the people after Sayyidina Adam f*~J\ Up were believers (Mu'minin).

Thereafter, when they started committing polytheism (shirk), Allah sent

Sayyidina Nuh f*~J\ *> to them. Although people commit polytheism (shirk) for a

long time, Allah does not send His punishment immediately. Allah has fixed a

term for them, where after the punishment comes to them. In this regard Allah

says, "If it were not for a decree that issued forth from your Lord, the matter would have

been decided between them with regard to what they differed in."

With regard to the "decree" mentioned in this verse, certain commentators

mention that it refers to the fixed term to which Allah allows the people to

continue. Thereafter, he sends His punishment to them, and all but the believers

are destroyed.

Sayyidina Hasan ** ift ^j says that Allah has decided that retribution will

only take place in the Hereafter. Therefore, none is really punished, nor

rewarded in this world. One may refer to Surah Baqarah, where the commentary

of the verse "Mankind was one community" will prove beneficial in this regard.

"They say, 'Wliy is a sign not revealed to him from his Lord?" Since they were

unwilling to accept the truth, they would ask to see miracles upon their demand.

The insincerity of their demands can be ascertained by the fact that they never

believed until then although numerous miracles were already shown to them.

"Tell them, 'The knowledge of the unseen is only with Allah. So wait! Indeed I am

waiting with you." Only Allah knows whether their demands would be fulfilled

and when.

Other commentators have interpreted this verse to mean that they should

wait for Allah's punishment because they refused to believe in the miracles that

were displayed until then. Only Allah knows when He will send the

punishment.
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(21)When We let people taste of mercy after a difficulty has afflicted them, they

suddenly have a plot against Our verses. Say, "Allah is swifter in planning. In

deed Our messenger angels record whatever you plot." (22) It is He Who allows

you to travel on land and sea, until the time comes when you are in a ship and it

sails with them by a fair wind. They are happy therein, when a strong wind
strikes them and the waves come to them from every side. They think that they

are surrounded and supplicate to Allah having sincere faith in Him. (They say)

"If You rescue us from this we will certainly be from among the grateful ones."

(23) When He rescues them, they suddenly start wreaking havoc in the land

without warrant. O people! Your anarchy is only to your detriment. You enjoy

the pleasures of this world, then you shall return to Us, when We will inform

you of what you used to do.

ALLAH TRANSPORTS PEOPLE ON LAND AND SEA AND
RESCUES THEMWHEN IN DESPERATION

"Ruhul Ma'ani" (tj.11 p. 93) reports that a severe seven year drought afflicted

the people of Makkah. They told the Holy Prophet^ 3 ^ &\ JU that they would
accept Islam if the drought was removed from them because of his supplications

(du'as). However, when Allah accepted the supplication (du'a) of the Holy
Prophet ^j Up i»\ J^> and caused the drought to end, they resumed their former

ways and continued to harass the Holy Prophet (JL- _$
Up &\ JL* and the Muslims.

Allah says, "When We let people taste ofmercy after a difficulty has afflicted them,

they suddenly have a plot against Our verses" (they taunt, tease and make attempts

to harm Islam and the Muslims).

"Say, 'Allah is swifter in planning.'" He shall punish them for their misdeeds.

"Indeed Our messenger angels record whatever you plot.

"

Coupled with Allah's knowledge, the records of the angels will testify

against them to condemn them to Hell.

Although the verse may refer specifically to the above incident, the purport

is general and applicable to all situations. Man always forgets the favours of

Allah upon Him after being relieved from his difficulties. Little does he realise
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that he is prone to fall into many similar situations in the future, when he will

once again require Allah' s assistance. He also fails to realise that he will have to

face Allah personally on the Day of Judgement.

"It is He WJio allows you to travel on land and sea" Allah has allowed man to

devise many modes of transport with which he is able to travel great distances

and even cross the vast oceans. This facilitates his acquisition of many things

which he requires.

The great ships of the past were unable to move without the help of the

wind, which is from Allah only. Allah says, "IfAllah wills, He could stop the winds,

whereby the ships would stand stationary on the surface of the sea." [Surah Shura (42),

verse 33]

Allah says, "until the time comes when you are in a ship and it sails with them by

a fair wind. They are happy therein, when a strong wind strikes them and the waves come

to them from every side. They think that they are surrounded and supplicate to Allah

having sincere faith in Him. (They say) 'If You rescue us from this we will certainly be

from among the grateful ones."'

However, as all disbelievers (kuffdr), they fail to uphold their promises.

Allah says, "Wlien He rescues them, they suddenly start wreaking havoc in the land

without warrant." They then continue to sin and harm people relentlessly. Added
to the despicable act of breaching their pledge, they still add fuel to fire by

sinning.

Allah warns them, "O people! Your anarchy is only to your detriment. You enjoy

the pleasures of this world (that are insignificant in respect of the things of the Hereafter),

then you shall return to Us, when We will inform you ofwhat you used to do." Because

of these crimes, they will be punished in Hell (Jahannam).
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(24) The similitude of the worldly life is like the water that We send from the

sky, with which the plants of the earth that man and animals eat mingle. Until

the earth adopts her splendour, becomes beautified, and her inhabitants think

that they are her masters, Our command comes to her by night or by day,

turning her into a pile of harvest; as if it had not existed before. Thus do We
expound the verses for those who ponder.

THE TRANSITORY NATURE OF THE WORLD
In this verse Allah warns those who attach importance to this world that

they should not be so engrossed therein at the expense of their life in the
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Hereafter. This is so since this world is extremely short-lived and will perish very

soon.

Allah says, "The similitude of the worldly life is like the water that We send from
the sky, with which the plants of the earth that man and animals eat mingle." As a result

of this interaction between the rain and the plants, vegetation begins to flourish.

Referring to the thriving of vegetation Allah says, "Until the earth adopts her

splendour, becomes beautified, and her inhabitants think that they are her masters. Our
command comes to her by night or by day, turning her into a pile of harvest; as if it had

not existed before."

It is the same with people. They think that their civilisations and dynasties

will last forever. However, the time comes when the individuals of these

kingdoms die and gradually the entire empire crumbles, never to rise again.

Flourishing businesses and plantations have so often failed and have fallen to

bits. Thereafter everyone shall be ushered before Allah. All their wealth and
riches will be wasted if they are to be led to Hell. In comparison to Heaven
(Jannah), they will realise that everything of this world was absolutely

insignificant.

"Thus do We expound the verses for those who ponder." Only these people take

heed and desist from sins.

(25) Allah calls towards the Home of Peace. He guides whom He wills to the

straight path. (26) For those who do righteous deeds shall be The Best and more.

Neither darkness, nor any disgrace will cross their faces. These are the

inhabitants of Heaven (Jannah), in which they will abide forever. (27) As for

those who earn evil deeds, the retribution for evil will be the like thereof and

their faces will be covered in disgrace. There shall be no protector for them from

Allah. It will be as if their faces are covered by a part of an extremely dark night.

These are the inhabitants of the Fire, in which they shall abide forever.

THE PEOPLE OF HEAVEN (JANNAH) AND THE EVIL PLIGHT OF
THE DISBELIEVERS (KUFFAR)

'Allah calls towards the Home of Peace heaven (Jannah)." The Religion (Din) of

Islam guarantees peace for the Muslim in both the worlds. Heaven (Jannah) is

referred to as the "Home of Peace" because there shall be absolutely no difficulty

and hardship there. As mentioned in Surah Ma'idah [Surah 5, verse 16], the beliefs
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and actions that lead a person towards Heaven (Jannah) are called the "Paths of

Peace" and the people of Heaven (Jannah) will greet each other with Salam
(invocations of peace), as mentioned earlier in verse 10 of this Surah, "Their call

therein shall be, 'O Allah! You are Pure 1/ and their greeting will be Salam."

Allah says in Surah Yasin, "They will have a greeting of peace from the Most
Merciful Lord." Even the angels will greet the people of Heaven (Jannah) with

words of Salam. Allah says in Surah Ra'd, "The angels will enter upon them [the

people of Heaven (Jannah)] from every door saying, 'Peace be upon you because of the

patience that you exercised. How blissful is the outcome of the Hereafter!"

Inviting the Caesar of Rome to Islam, The Holy Prophet jJL-j aJlp ibi JL* wrote,

"Accept Islam. You will be left in peace and you will receive your reward twice."

[Bukhari v.l p.5]

"He guides whom He wills to the straight path." This is the path that will lead

to Heaven (Jannah) and comprises of correct beliefs and good deeds.

"For those who do righteous deeds shall be The Best and more." Commentators
have mentioned that "Husna" ("The Best") refers to Heaven (Jannah). The people

there will not be short of any blessing or bounty. However, they will receive an

extra boon (referred to as "and more"), which will be seeing Allah Himself. This

has been reported from the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up ifo Jus by many Companions
(Sahaba)^ ifo ^» Jf as recorded in "Durrul Manthur" (v.2 p.305).

Muslim reports from Sayyidina Suhayb <up &\ ^j that the Holy Prophet JU
jjL-j a> ^i said, "When the people of Heaven (Jannah) will enter Heaven "(Jannah),

Allah will ask them what more they require. They will submit, '(What more can

we want) Have You not illuminated our faces and entered us into Heaven
(Jannah)?' Thereafter the veils will be lifted and they will behold Allah. They
cannot be given anything more beloved than the sight of their Lord." Thereafter,

the Holy Prophet pJL-^ Up iin JL> recited the verse, "For those who do righteous deeds

shall be The Best and more." [Muslim v.l p. 100]

Further enumerating their rewards Allah says, "Neither darkness, nor any

disgrace will cross their faces." Allah says in Surah Qiyamah, "Many faces on that

Day will be resplendent, beholding the sight of their Lord. " [Surah 75, verses 22,23]

Says Allah in Surah Mutaffifin, "You will recognise tlie resplendence of bounties

on theirfaces." [Surah S3, verse 24]

The Holy Prophet (JL-jUp &\j** has mentioned, "I shall recognise my
Ummah from the others by the brilliance of their faces, hands and feet because of

ablution (wudhu)." [Mishkatp. 40]

"These are the inhabitants of Heaven (Jannah), in wJiich tliey will abide forever."

Thereafter Allah makes mention of the people of Hell. He says, "As for those

who earn evil deeds, the retribution for evil will be the like thereof." None will be

oppressed and their punishment will be because of their own doings, "...and their

faces will, be covered in disgrace. There shall be no protectorfor them from Allah. It will

be as if threirfaces are covered by a part ofan extremely dark night.

"

Allah says in Surah Zumar, "On the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah), you will see
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that the faces of those who lied about Allah will be dark. Is there not an abode in Hell for

the arrogant?" [Surah 39, verse 60]

Says Allah in Surah Abas, "On that Day many faces will be covered in dust and

hideousness. These will be the sinful disbelievers/' [Surah 80, verse 40-42]

Allah concludes by saying, "These are the inhabitants of the Fire, in which they

shall abide Forever."
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(28) The day when We will gather them all together, We shall then tell those

who constituted polytheism (shirk), "You and your partners remain where you

are!" Then We will separate them and their partners will say, "You never

worshipped us!" (29) "Allah suffices as Witness between us and you. The fact of

the matter is that we were unaware of your worship." (30) At that instance every

soul will analyse what it had done before. They will be returned to Allah, their

True Master and whatever lies they invented will be lost to them.

FALSE GODS WILL DISCLAIM THEIR WORSHIPPERS

Describing the Day of Judgment Allah says, "The day when We. will gather

them all to getter, We shall then tell those who commited polytheism (shirk), 'You and

your partners remain where you areV" This will be so that they can see how they

will be dealt with.

""Then We will separate them and their partners will say, 'You never worshiped

us!" When the worshippers will insist that they did worship them, the false

deities will say, "Allah suffices as Witness between us and you. The fact of the

matter is that we were unaware of your worship/'

The polytheists and disbelievers (kuffar) will blatantly lie on the Day of

Judgment, as was discussed in verses 22 to 24 of Surah An'am (Surah 6) where

Allah says, "The day when We shall gather them all together and then ask those mho
ascribe partners, 'Where are the partners that you laid claim to?' Then their only ploy

will be to swear, 'By Allah? our Lord, we never perpetrated polytheism (shirk)!' See how

they lie against themselves, and that which theyfabricated shall be lost to them." On this

day all relationships will be severed and there shall be none to assist. Those gods

that the polytheists thought would intercede for them will also be in the Fire

with them. Allah says in Surah An'am, "We do not see your intercessors whom you

claimed as partners with you. Indeed your relations have b$en severed and what you

claimed has been lost to you." [Surah 6, verse 94]

At the end Allah says, "At that instance every soul will analyse what it had done
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before/' People will then realise the error of their ways and the light will dawn
upon them that the hopes that they pinned in their gods were wasted.

"They will be returned to Allah, their True Master and whatever lies they invented

will be lost to them." While the word "Mawla" is translated here as "Master/
7

in

Surah Muhammad it is translated as "Protecting Friend" Helper when Allah

says, "As for the disbelievers, there shall be no Protecting Friend for them." [Surah 47,

verse 11]
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(31) Say, "Who provides for you from the sky and the earth? Or who is in control

of the ears and eyes? Or who extracts the living from the dead and the dead from

the living? And who plans all matters?" They will shortly reply, Allah! Tell

them, "Do you then not fear?" (32) So that Allah is your True Lord! After the

truth there is only deviation. So where are you wandering off to?

THE POLYTHEISTS ARE ASKED WHO PROVIDES FOR THEM,
WHO CONTROLS THEIR EARS AND EYES AND WHO PLANS ALL
MATTERS?

Allah instructs that all those who commit polytheism (shirk) should be

asked, "Who provides for you from the sky and the earth? Or who is in control of the

ears and eyes (by giving these to you or taking them away if He pleases)? Or who

extracts the living from the dead and the dead from the living? And who plans all

matters?"

Unable to find another answer "They will shortly reply, 'Allah 1/ Tell them, 'Do

you then not fear?"' i.e. Do you not fear that despite knowing this, you still do not

accept Him as you Sustainer and Master?

By worshipping these false gods while accepting Allah as the True Deity,

these people are in manifest deviation. Allah says, "So that Allah is your True Lord!

After the truth there is only deviation." Besides these two options there is no third.

Allah then says that once the truth has been made apparent to you, "where are you

wandering off to?"
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(33) Thus the word of your Lord is justified against the disobedient that they

will definitely not believe. (34) Say, "Are there any of your partners who can

create from nothing and then reproduce it? Say, "Allah creates from nothing and
then reproduces. So where are you wandering astray?" (35) Say, "Allah guides to

the truth! So is He Who guides to the truth more worthy of fullowing or he who
cannot find guidance unless he is shown the way? So what ails you? How do
you judge?" (36) Most of them only follow speculation. Indeed speculation is of

no significance before the truth. Without doubt Allah has perfect knowledge of

what you do.

FURTHER QUESTIONS FOR THE POLYTHEISTS AND INVITING
THEM TO ONENESS OF ALLAH (TAUHID)

Allah says with regard to those Polytheists who refuse to yield to the truth,

"Thus the word ofyour Lord is justified against the disobedient that they will definitely

not believe/' Herein is consolation for the Holy Prophet pJL^ U* iui jl>, telling him
that he need not grieve excessively over the disbelief of the disbelievers (kuffar)

because their fate has been predetermined.

"Say, 'Are there any of your partners who can create (a thing) from nothing and
then reproduce it (after death)?' Say, 'Only Allah creates from nothing and then

reproduces them. So (after receiving this news) where are you wandering astray?"'

Thereafter Allah says, "Say, 'Allah guides to the truth! So is He Who guides to

the truth (i.e. Allah) more worthy offollowing or he who cannot find guidance unless he

is shown the way? So what ails you? How do you judge?" i.e. Why do you worship
these false deities instead of Allah when they have no clue about the truth?

Then, describing the Polytheists, Allah says, "Most of them only follow

speculation." In their lopsided speculation, they resort to polytheism (shirk).

Therefore Allah warns, "Indeed speculation is ofno significance before the truth."

Doing something without proof and justification is sheer ignorance.

Concerning the idols of the Polytheists, Allah says in Surah Najm, "These are

merely names which you and yourforefathers have kept, for which Allah has not revealed

any warrant. They follow only assumptions and what their whims fancy whereas

guidance has already come to them from their Lord." [Surah 53, verse 23]

"Without doubt Allah has perfect knowledge of what you do." He will give the

recompense accordingly.
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(37) This Qur'an is not such as could be fabricated and from another besides

Allah. However, it verifies those Books that preceded it and is an exposition of

necessary injunctions. There is no doubt in it and it proceeds from the Lord of

the universe. (38) Do they say that he fabricated it? Tell them, "Then produce a

single Surah the like thereof and call whoever you can besides Allah, if you are

truthful." (39) However, they deny that, the knowledge of which they could not

encompass, and the outcome of which has not yet come to them. Thus did those

before them deny. So see what will be the plight of the oppressors. (40) Of them
is he who believe in it and he who does not believe in it. Your Lord is best aware

of those who spread corruption. (41) If they deny, then say (to them), "For me is

my deeds and for you is your deeds. You are absolved of what I do and I am
absolved of what you do."

THE TRUTH OF THE QUITAN AND THE CHALLENGE TO
PRODUCE A SURAH LIKE THOSE IN THE QUR'AN

After elucidating the proofs of Oneness of Allah (Tauhid), Allah now
establishes the veracity of the Qur'an. This further emphasises the truthfulness of

the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up <5>t JU.

Allah says, "This Qur'an is not such as could be fabricated and from another

besides Allah. However, it verifies those Books that preceded it and is an exposition of

necessary injunctions. There is no doubt in it and it proceeds from the Lord of the

universe."

Thereafter, in establishing the truth of the Qur'an, Allah offers the challenge

to those who doubt its veracity. Allah says, "Do they say that he fabricated it? Tell

them, 'Then produce a single Surah the like thereof and call whoever you can besides

Allah, if you are truthful." The commentary of this was given in Surah Baqarah

under the verse, "If you are in doubt with regard to what We have

revealed upon our slave, then produce a Surah the like thereofAnd call your allies besides

Allah if you are truthful. " [Surah 2, verse 23]

The first challenge was to produce ten Surahs like those of the Qur'an, as

mentioned in Surah Hud, where Allah says, "Or do they say, 'He has fabricated it/

Say, 'Produce ten fabricated Surahs the like thereof and, besides Allah, call whomsoever

you can if you are truthful/' Thereafter, the challenge was lightened to one Surah.

Allah says in Surah Bani Isra'il, "Say, Tf mankind and Jinn combine to produce the

like of this Qur'an, they would not be able to produce its example even if they are
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assistants to each other.'" None has produced the like of even a small Surah of the

Qur'an until today, and none will ever be able to do so in future.

Once the truthfulness of the Qur'an has been proven, the truth of the

apostleship of the Holy Prophet ^j 4* & J^> is also automatically established.

Thereafter Allah says, "However, they deny that, the knowledge of which they

could not encompass, and the outcome ofwhich has not yet come to them." They do not

even attempt to understand the Qur'an, yet they deny it. However, they will

soon see the outcome of their denial when they will be humiliated and destroyed

even in this world. Otherwise, if they die in disbelief (kufr), they will certainly see

their punishment in the Hereafter. Allah reminds them, "Thus did those before

them deny. So see what will be the plight of the oppressors."

"Of them is he who believes in it and he who does not believe in it. Your Lord is

best aware of those who spread corruption." Allah consoled the Holy Prophet "i&v JL»

^ajp that he should not be overly concerned about those who do not believe in

him. There will always be such people. They will have to suffer the consequences

thereof.

Then Allah instructs the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up it JU saying, "If they deny,

then say, 'For me is my deeds and for you is your deeds. You are absolved of what I do

and I am absolved of what you do." They will receive their punishment, while the

Holy Prophet fL*j <M .& JU* and the believers (Mu'mimn) will receive their

rewards, In the Here after.
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(42) Of them are those who listen intently to you. Can you make the deaf hear

when they can not even understand? (43) Of them is he who looks at you. Can

you show the way to the blind when they cannot see? (44) Undoubtedly Allah

does not oppress people in the least, but people oppress their own selves. (45)

The Day when We will gather them it will be as if they had only stayed a little

while of a day, and they will recognise each other. Verily those people have lost

who denied the meeting with Allah and were not rightly guided. (46) If We were

to show you a part of what We have promised them, or We were to claim your

soul, then unto Us shall be their return. Then Allah shall be Witness over what

they do. (47) For every nation there was a messenger. So since their messenger

came to them, their matter will be decided with justice and they will not be

oppressed. (48) They say "When shall this promise materialise if you are

truthful. (49) Say, "I do not possess the power to hurt myself, nor to benefit

myself except what Allah wills. There is an appointed term for every nation.

When their term approaches they cannot postpone it for even a little while, nor

can they bring it forward." (50) Say, "Tell me, If His punishment comes to you at

night or during the day, then what was it that the criminal ones sought to

hurry?" (51) Will it be that you believe when it occurs? "Do you believe now,

when you used to seek to hasten it?" (52) Then it will be told to those who

oppress, "Taste the everlasting punishment! You will only be punished in

accordance to what you used to earn." (53) They ask you, "Is it really the truth?"

Tell them, "Yes! By my Lord! It is the truth! And you will not be able to escape."

THE IGNORANCE OF THOSE WHO DENY, A SCENE OF

JUDGMENT DAY (QIYAMAH) AND THE PROMISE OF
PUNISHMENT IN THIS WORLD

These verses further emphasise the rebellion arid obstinacy of the

disbelievers (kuffar) and polytheists. Allah begins by saying, "Of them are those

who listen intently to you (they hear without the slightest intention of practising).

Can you make the deaf hear when they cannot even understand?" Not only do they

behave like deaf people when listening to the Holy Prophet^^ ^> > but

they seem to have lost their faculty of understanding as well. It is therefore

impossible to convince them of anything.

A similar discussion has passed in Surah Anfal, where Allah said, "And do

not be like those who say, We hear/ but they do not hear." [Surah S, verse 21]

Thereafter Allah continues on a similar note, "Of them is he who looks at you.

Can you show the way to the blind when they cannot see?"

"Undoubtedly Allah does not oppress people in the least, but people oppress their

oivn selves." Part of their oppression is that they do not utilise their faculty of

thought and their senses. Even if they understand, they behave obstinately and

refuse to submit.

Then Allah depicts the Day of Judgement. He says, "The Day when We will

gather them it will be as if they had only stayed a little while of a day, and they will
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recognise each other." Because of the severity of the Day of Judgment, people will

forget all the years and centuries that they spent in this world and in the grave.

They will think that they spent only a short while in the world.

Although they will recognise each other, this recognition will not benefit

them at all. Not only will they refuse to assist each other, they will curse each

other instead.

Allah says in Surah Rum, "The. day when Judgment day (Qiyamah) will dawn,

the criminals will swear on oath saying, 'We never tarried more than a moment.' In this

manner were they ever retrogressing." [Surah 30, verse 55]

"Verily those people have lost who denied the meeting with Allah and were not

rightly guided." They have destroyed themselves by not adopting the path of

Belief (Iman) in this world.

"If We were to show you a part ofwhat (punishment) We have promised them, or

We were to claim your soul, then unto Us shall he their return." It makes no difference

if the disbelievers (kuffar) are punished in this world or not because Allah will

still punish them when they all return to Him on the Day of Judgement.

Punishment in this world is not necessary. Allah is at liberty to punish the

disbelievers (kuffar) either before the demise of the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up ito JU or

after he had left the world. In any event, the disbelievers (kuffar) will have to

reach the Akhirah (Hereafter) Where they will be punished.

"Then Allah shall be Witness over what they do." Allah knows everything, and
none will be able to escape Him on the Day of Judgment, even though they feel

they have escaped by not being punished in this world.

"For every nation there was a messenger. So since their messenger came to them,

their matter will he decided with justice and they will not he oppressed." On the Day of

Judgement, all the Prophets (Anbiya) ^lj\ ^-^ will testify before Allah regarding

their Ummahs. They will say who were the believers and who were not.

Allah says in Surah Nisa, "How will it be when We shall bring forth from every

nation a witness and call you [Oh Muhammad ^j Up ii JU] to- witness over all of

them?" [Surah 4, verse 41]

Similarly Allah say in Surah Zumar, "The earth will illuminate with the light of

her Lord, the records of deeds will be placed, and the Prophets and witnesses will be

brought. Judgement will be passed between them with the truth (justice), and they will

not be oppressed."'[Surah 39, verse 69]

Other commentators interpret the verse to mean that when every Prophet

r
*>LJ\ Up came to his nation, many of them denied him and refused to accept his

message. When this happened, the decision of Allah was passed with justice that

they should be punished. Consequently they were destroyed in this world. This

wr not oppressive since they rejected after they were already forewarned.

"They say 'Wlten shall this promise materialise if you are truthful!" They asked

the Prophets (Anbiya)
r
*>uji ^^ to bring the punishment to them. Instead of

deriving benefit from the grace Allah granted them and repenting, they foolishly

used the opportunity to fall deeper into rejection and disbelief (kufr).
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"Say', T do not possess the power to hurt myself; nor to benefit myself; except what

Allah wills" i.e. If I cannot harm nor benefit myself, how can I bring the

punishment to you?

"There is an appointed term? for every nation. Wlien their term approaches they

cannot postpone it for even a little while, nor can they bring it forward." The
punishment will come at its fixed hour. Those who are destined to be punished

in both the worlds will receive their punishment accordingly, while the others

will definitely be punished in the Hereafter. There incessant foolish requests for

punishment will not affect the predetermined hour that Allah has fixed.

"Say, 'Tell me. If His punishment comes to you at night or during the day, then

what was it that the criminal ones sought to hurry?" When all are aware of the fact

that Allah's punishment is extremely severe, what prompts them to ask for it?

What is so desirable in it that they seek to hasten it? Since there is nothing

desirable in the punishment, it means that they merely asked for the punishment

sarcastically.

"Will it be that you believe when it occurs?" Then it will be too late and not

accepted from them. They will then be told, "Do you believe noio, when you used to

seek to hasten it?" Belief (Iman) is only accepted before the arrival of Allah's

punishment.

"Then it will be told to those who oppress, 'Taste the everlasting punishment! You

will only be punished in accordance to what you used to earn." None will be oppressed

by having to suffer punishment in excess of his sins.

"They ask you, 'Is it really the truth?' Tell them, 'Yes! By my Lord! it is the truth!

And you will not be able to escape.'" No matter where people will try to escape they

will not be able to, since everything is within Allah's dominion.

Allah says in Surah Ankabut, "You can never escape (from Allah's punishment)

on earth, nor in the sky. You have no protecting friend, nor any helper besides Allah."

[Surah 29, verse 22]

(54) If only every oppressive soul possessed whatever is in the earth, it would

offer it in ransom. They will hide their remorse when they see the punishment.

The matter will be decided between them with justice and they will not be

oppressed. (55) Behold! To Allah belongs whatever is in the heavens and the

earth. Behold! Indeed the promise of Allah is true, but most of them do not

know. (56) He gives life and death and to Him shall you return.
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THE OPPRESSORS WILL WANT TO OFFER THE CONTENTS OF
THE EARTH AS RANSOM FOR THEIR SOULS AND THEIR
MATTER WILL BE DECIDED WITH JUSTICE

By rejecting the truth in this world, the disbelief (kuffar) and polytheists

oppressed themselves because they were subjecting themselves to the

punishment of the Hereafter. When they will witness the great punishment

awaiting them in the Hereafter, they will be so scared that they will be prepared

to offer in ransom for their souls the contents of the entire world if they

possessed it. However, even if they could, it would be rejected.

Allah says in Surah Al Imran, "Verily those who disbelieve and die as

disbelievers, the earth full of gold shall never be accepted from any of them if they ever

wish to offer it as ransom. Theirs shall be a painful punishment and they shall have no

helpers." [Surah 3, verse 91]

Allah says in Surah Ma'idah, "Indeed those who disbelieve, if they possessed all

within the earth and the like thereof in addition to ransom themselves from the

punishment of the Day ofJudgement, it will not be accepted from them. Theirs shall be a

painful punishment. They will try to escape from the fire, but they will not be able to

escape and theirs will be a permanent chastisement." [Surah 5, verses 36, 37]

"They will hide their remorse .when they see the punishment. The matter will be

decided between them with justice and they will not be oppressed." Then they will

regret that they were never believers (Mu'minin), but it will be too late.

"Behold! To Allah belongs whatever is in the heavens and the earth." Allah

controls everything and is perfectly able to grant due retribution to all.

"Behold! Indeed the promise ofAllah is true, but most of them do not know." They

still doubt the matter.

"He gives life and death and to Him shall you return." This fact is apparent

before every person. Therefore one cannot doubt the fact that Allah has the

ability to resurrect people after their deaths.

(57) O people! Indeed an Advice has come to you from your Lord, a Cure for

what is in the breasts, Guidance and a Mercy to the believers. (58) Say, "With the

grace of Allah and His mercy, with this you should rejoice! It is better than what

they accumulate.

THE QUR'AN IS AN ADVICE, A CURE, A GUIDANCE AND A
MERCY

After addressing the disbelievers (kuffar), Allah now addresses the believers
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(Mu'minin). However, He uses the words, "O people!" because the Qur'an has

been revealed for the benefit of the whole of mankind. Allah says those who

have been blessed with Allah's grace and mercy (by way of the Belief (Iman) that

He granted them), should be joyous about this because it is superior to all the

wealth that the disbelievers (kuffar) amass.

The Qur'an is described as an "Advice" because it contains detailed

guidelines regarding those things that should be abstained from, as well as the

various injunctions and points of noble morals and character. It also advises

people about the matters of the Hereafter.

It is further described as a "Cure for what is in the breasts" because it cures

illnesses of the heart like pride, jealousy, greed, love of the world, arrogance, etc.

A person can rid himself of these by practising the injunctions of the Qur'an.

Although the Qur'an is a "Guidance and a Mercy" for the whole of mankind,

Allah specifies 'for the believers." This has been mentioned because the believers

(Mu'minin) are the ones who truly benefit from the Qur'an. This is similar to the

opening verse of Surah Baqarah where Allah mentions, "guidance for those who

possess piety (taqwa)." [Surah 2, verse 2] *
<

"Say, 'With the grace of Allah and His mercy, with this 'you should rejoice! The

author of "Madarikut Tanzil" writes that this verse refers to the Qur'an and the

Religion (Din) of Islam. Through His grace, Allah revealed the Qur'an and was

then Merciful enough to grant people the guidance to accept Islam so that they

could benefit from the Qur'an.

These are bounties that are truly worthy of gratitude since they accord a

person success and salvation in both the worlds. Happiness should be expressed

for such things. Being boastful with regard to the bounties conferred in this

world has been prohibited in the Shari'ah. This will cause a person to forget

Allah and look down on others.

Allah says in Surah An'am, "When they forgot the advice given to them, We

opened to them the doors to all things. Until the time came that they rejoiced (gloatingly)

over what was given to them, We suddenly gripped hold of them, leaving them

confounded." {Surah 6, verse 44]

Says Allah in Surah Qasas with regard to the haughty Qarun, "Wlien his

people told him, 'Do not be boastful, for verily Allah does not like the boastfld/"

[Surah 28, verse 76]

One is encouraged to rejoice about the boons of the Hereafter because the

love of this world has no bearing on these. In fact, doing so will also cause one to

express gratitude to Allah.

"It is better than what they accumulate." The bounties of Islam and the Qur'an

far excel the temporary riches and wealth that the disbelievers (kuffar) amass in

this world.
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(59) Say, "Tell me about the sustenance that Allah has provided for you, some of

which you make Unlawful (Haram), and others Lawful (Halal)." Say, "Has Allah

permitted you or are you inventing lies against Allah?" (60) What do those who
invent lies against Allah think about the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah)?

Undoubtedly Allah is Most Gracious with people but most of them do not

know.

MAKING SOMETHING LAWFUL (HALAL) OR UNLAWFUL
(HARAM) OF ONE'S OWN ACCORD IS EQUIVALENT TO
ATTRIBUTING LIES TO ALLAH

Allah has created mankind and provides their sustenance for them. He then

sent the Prophets (Anbiya) (t>ui ^^ and the various divine scriptures to inform

man about what was Lawful (Halal) and what was Unlawful (Haram) from all

that He has provided. Only Allah reserves the authority to make things Lawful

(Halal) and Unlawful (Haram). These injunctions have been clearly elucidated in

the Qur'an and the Ahadith of the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ifo JU

Allah says in the above verses, "Say, 'Tell me about the sustenance that Allah

has provided for yon, some of which you make Unlawful (Haram), and others Lawful

(Halal)/ Say, 'Has Allah permitted you (to make things Lawful (Halal) and Unlawful

(Haram)) or are you inventing lies against Allah?" By making things Lawful (Halal)

and Unlawful (Haram), these people actually attribute the ruling to Allah.

Nothing becomes Lawful (Halal) and Unlawful (Haram) by their legislation.

Details of the evil practices of the polytheists in this regard has passed in

Surah Ma'idah, where Allah says, 'Allah did not ordain the "Bahirah," nor the

"Sa'ibah," nor the "Wasilah"'nor the "Ham," but the disbelievers (kuffar) had invented a

lie about Allah. And most of them have no understanding." [Surah 5, verse 103]

Mention is also made of the same in evil practice in Surah An'am, where

Allah says, "They say of their assumption, 'These are livestock and crops that are

restricted. Only those people whom we approve ofmay eatfrom it..." [Surah 6, verses 138,

139]

Among the Ummah of the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up i»» J^> there are many
people who refrain from certain permissible things as if they were Unlawful

(Haram). They also carry out various customs in which certain foods are declared

Unlawful (Haram) for men. These are all reminiscent of the practices of the

polytheists.

"Wlwt do those who invent lies against Allah think about the Day of Judgment

(Qiyamah)?" Because of their disbelief in the Day of Judgement, they act the way
they do. This is because they have no fear of Allah's punishment in the

Hereafter.

"Undoubtedly Allah is Most Gracious with people but most of them do not know"
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It is because of Allah's grace that He has conferred on man the faculty of

understanding. Using this, man is able to discern between right and wrong and
is also able to interpret the injunctions of Allah concerning Lawful (Halal) and
Unlawful (Haram). However, there are still those who do not value this faculty

and fail to utilise it. They continue to commit disbelief (kufr) and stray further

from Allah's Religion (Din).

J&C L^=» "if] J^ lyA &jL*M V^ C?C^3 «>4 aL lybj [AJ {XL ^| {)f£ Uj

(61) We are Witnesses to whatever condition you [O Muhammad ^j aJp *bt JU>]

are in, to whatever portion of the Qur'an you are reciting and to every action that

you (O people) may be doing, when you are engaged therein. Not an atom 's

weight in the earth and in the sky escapes the knowledge of your Lord. And
there is nothing smaller or larger than this that is not in the clear Book.

ALLAH'S KNOWLEDGE ENCOMPASSES EVERYTHING

This verse describes the complete knowledge of Allah. Allah says, "We are

Witnesses to whatever condition you [O Muhammad ^ 3 <4* & J^] are in, to whatever

portion of the Qur'an you are reciting and to every action that you (O people) may be

doing, when you are engaged therein." No action is hidden from Allah.

He says further, "Not an atom 's weight in the earth and in the sky escapes the

knowledge ofyour Lord."'This refers to the knowledge of everything, even what is

beyond the sky and beneath the earth. Allah has only mentioned the things in the

heavens and the earth because these are visible before everyone.

"And there is nothing smaller or larger than this that is not in the clear Book." i.e.

All of this is recorded in the Protected tablet (Lozuhul Mahfuz). Allah has

knowledge of everything that has been created, that will be created and that has

not yet been created.

Jjj3 tf s^St ^J Ciii j£JT 4 £2Jf £3 {|j ^j£: fyk^,

(62) Lo! Verily for the friends of Allah there shall be no fear, nor shall they

grieve. (63) Those who believe and adopt piety (taqwa). (64) For them shall be

glad tidings in the life of this world and in the Hereafter. There is nothing to

change the words of Allah. This is the greatest success.
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THE AWLIYA (FRIENDS) OF ALLAH WILL NEITHER EXPERIENCE
FEAR NOR GRIEF

"Lo! Verilyfor the friends ofAllah there shall be no fear, nor shall they grieve/' The
Arabic word Awliya' is the plural of the word 'Wali' (friend or companion). Allah

then describes who the Awliya are. He says that they are "Those who believe and

adopt piety (taqwa).
"

No person can possibly be a 'Wali' of Allah without Belief (Iman), no matter

how many acts of devotion and spiritual exercises he may carry out. The Awliya
are also of various ranks according to the level and amount of devotional acts

that they carry out. Since only Allah has knowledge of the spiritual condition of

every person, only He can determine to which rank every Wali belongs.

A true Wali has to be an embodiment of numerous characteristics including

being meticulous with regard to the obligations (Faraidh), Compulsories

(Wajibat), adherence to the Sunnah, excelling in performance of mandatory

prayers (Nawafil), remembrance of Allah (Dhikr) of Allah, humility, sincerity,

noble character and worshipping Allah "as if they see Him or with the conviction

that He is watching them." As they excel and advance in their devotions, they

continue to attain higher ranks and draw ever closer to Allah.

Muslim (v.l p.47) reports that the Holy Prophet ^-L-j a> &\ J^> said, "Belief

(Iman) comprises of over seventy branches. The highest of these is 'La ilaha

Illallah' and the least is to remove something bothersome from the road. Modesty

is a (fundamental) branch of Belief (Iman)" All these branches of Belief (Iman)

draw a person closer to Allah and acquire His pleasure.

The phrase "those who believe" includes all the injunctions of religion (Din),

from the obligation (Faraidh) up to the mandatory prayers (Nawafil). All these

actions will take a person closer to Allah. Thereafter the phrase "and adopt piety

(taqwa)" includes everything that people have to abstain from. These will entail

abstaining from everything Unlawful (Haram) as well as those actions that are

reprehensible (Makruh) Tanzihi. Abstaining from all of these will draw a person

closer to Allah and attain His pleasure.

The Holy Prophet pJL-^ Up &\ JU has mentioned, "Abstain from those things

that are Unlawful (Haram) and you will become the most devoted worshipper."

[Mishkat p. 440]

Proximity to Allah can be acquired by following the guideline of the verse

where Allah says, "Say (Oh Muhammad fl~>* «i* &\ jl*, 'Ifyou love Allah then Follow

me, Allah will love yon and forgive you your sins/" Therefore, adherence to the

Sunnah of the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up i»t JL* is also extremely important when
seeking Allah's pleasure. The more a person devotes himself to Allah's worship

and the more he frees his mind from the concern of this world, the closer he will

draw to Allah.

Bukhari reports the hadith in which the Holy Prophet ^.L^Up <3>t JU said,

"Allah says, 'Whoever harms a friend of mine, then I declare war upon him. A
servant does not draw closer to Me by doing anything that I love more than the

things that I have made incumbent (Fardh) upon him. My servant continues to

draw closer to Me by carrying out the mandatory prayers (Nawafil) until I begin
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to love him. When I love him, I become his ears by which he hears, his eyes by

which he sees, his hands by which he holds and his feet by which he walks."

It is apparent from this hadith that a person draws closest to Allah by

carrying out the obligations (Faraidh). However, the mandatory prayers (Nawafil)

are also a means of gaining His love. Some people foolishly think that a person is

a "wali" just because he displays some miracle, is from the family of Holy

Prophet (JL-.J «i* &\ ju* or is attached to a line of mysticism. They do not care what

the deeds of the person are and whether he is meticulous about adhering to the

Shari'ah. Those who do not practise the Shari'ah can never be Allah's friends.

Concerning the rewards the 'Awliya' (friends of Allah) will receive, Allah

says that for theai "shall be no fear, nor shall they grieve/' Allah says in Surah

Baqarah, "Surely those who believe, do good deeds, establish Salah and pay Zakah, their

reward is with their Lord and no fear shall come upon them nor shall they grieve." The

true meaning of being a 'wali' (singular of 'Awliya') can be determined by

combining the above two verses.

Sayyidina Umar **.& ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^JL-j *4* iut JL* said,

"There shall be many people on the Day of Judgement who will neither be

Prophets (y~J\^ nor martyrs yet. The Prophets ^\^ and the martyrs will

envy them because of their closeness to Allah." When the Companions (Sahaba)

^ ii>\ ^j asked who these people will be, The Holy Prophet ^j 4* ifct JU
replied, "They are those who love each other for the sake of the Qur'an. Their

relationship will not be because of family relations, nor because of business

interests (but solely for Allah's pleasure). By Allah! Their faces will be

illuminated with celestial light and they will be seated on celestial light. On the

Day when all people will be overcome with fear, they will have not fear. On the

Day when all will grieve, they will not grieve. Thereafter,The Holy Prophet & JU*

fJL-j 4-1* recited the verse, "Lo! Verily for the friends ofAllah there shall be no fear, nor

shall they grieve." [Mishkat p. 426]

This hadith makes it clear that the 'Awliya' will be in this condition on the

Day of Judgement. One should not object by saying that one sometimes notices

that the 'Awliya' experience fear and grief in this world. It is in the Akhirah

(Hereafter) that they will be saved from fear and grief. Even the Prophets (OLJi^
experienced fear in this world.

The fact that the Prophets ^\ ^ and the Shuhada (martyrs) will envy

them does not mean that the Prophets r
%J» <-*> and martyrs (Shuhada) will

experience fear and grief. It means that while these two classes of people will be

busy interceding for others, they will envy those people who will be at ease and

comfort without any worries. Other commentators have mentioned that the envy

means that they will praise these people.

Every believer (Mu'min) is the friend of Allah to some extent, because of

which he will enter Heaven (Jannah). However, by committing sins, this

friendship is contaminated. The contamination will then have to be removed by

remaining a while in Hell. Thereafter, this friendship will enter him into Heaven

(Jannah).

Allah continues, "For them shall be glad tidings in life of this world and in the
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Hereafter." Sayyidina Ubada bin Samit ** h^ reports that he recited the above
verse to the Holy Prophet <JL.j Up &\ jl* and then enquired what was the meaning
of these "glad tidings?" The Holy Prophet^ Up h J^ replied, "None has ever

asked me this question before. Good dreams are meant in this verse, that are seen

by a person, or seen about him." [Musnad ofAhmad v.5 p.3 15]

This refers to dreams in which people see themselves or others in good
stead after their deaths, indicating their entry into Heaven (Jannah).

Sayyidina Abu Dharr <up &\ ^j narrates that he once asked the Holy Prophet
pL-j Up &\ j^y, "A person does some good deed and people praise him for it (does

not his rewards diminish when he carried out the deed solely for Allah)?" The
Holy Prophet jJL.^ Up iui jl* replied, "This is a glad tiding for a believer (Mu'min),

which he receives in this world." [Muslim v.2 p.332]

This hadith indicates that when the believer (Mu'min) is praised and adored

by people because of his good deeds, it indicates the acceptance of the deeds by
Allah.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas **• ifo ^j has mentioned that the glad tidings

in this world refer to the angels bringing the person the good news of Allah's

pleasure at the time of his death. In the Hereafter, the glad tidings will be of

Allah's pleasure as his soul is being lifted towards the heavens. In a lengthy

hadith of Sayyidina Bara bin Azib **> &^j in Mishkat (p. 142) mention is made of

the glad tidings of Allah's pleasure being given to a person at the time of his

death and in the grave.

Sayyidina Hasan ^ & ^j says that the glad tidings refer to the promise

Allah made that He will enter the believers (Mu'minin) into Heaven (Jannah) and
grant them an excellent reward for their good deeds. This is as mentioned in the

verse of Surah Baqarah (Surah 2, verse 25), "And convey glad tidings to those who
believe and do good, deeds, that theirs shall be gardens beneath which rivers flow." Allah

say in verse 155 of Surah Baqarah, "Convey glad tidings to the patient ones..." He
says in verse 223 of Surah Baqarah, "Convey glad tidings to the believers..."

Allah then says, "There is nothing to change the words of Allah. This is the

greatest success." Nothing will change Allah's promises and He will reward
people accordingly.
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(65) Let not their speech grieve you. All honour belongs to Allah. He is All

Hearing, All Knowing. (66) Lo! Verily only to Allah belongs whomsoever is in

the heavens and whomsoever is in the earth. Who do those people follow who
call upon partners besides Allah? They only follow conjecture and they

speculate. (67) Allah is He Who made the night so that you may rest and the day

as a means of seeing. Indeed therein are signs for those who listen. (68) They

say, "Allah has taken a son." He is Pure! He is Independent and to Him belongs

whatever is in the heavens and whatever is in the earth. You have no proof for

this. Do you say about Allah what you do not know? (69) Say, "Surely those who
invent lies about Allah will not succeed." (70) There is only a brief enjoyment in

this world. Then your return will be to Us and then We will let you taste a

dreadful punishment because you used to disbelieve.

THE POLYTH^STS LIE ABOUT ALLAH BY ATTRIBUTING
CHILDREN TO HIM

The first verse consoles the Holy Prophet ^JL-j 4* i» JU when it says, "Let not

their speech grieve you. All honour belongs to Allah." All honour and might belong to

Allah and He will confer the same to his Prophets (%-Ji
<r
*±*. Allah says in Surah

Mujadalah, "Most definitely Me and My messengers will be victorious." [Surah 58, verse

21]

"He is All Hearing, All Knowing." Allah is well aware of their deeds and

statements and will punish them accordingly.

"Lol Verily only to Allah belongs whomsoever is in the heavens and whomsoever is

in the earth." He has the authority to do as He pleases in the universe. Since

everyone belongs to Him, how can they be regarded as His partners?

"Wlio do those people follow who call upon partners besides Allah? They onlyfollaio

conjecture and they specidate. " They have no proof for the beliefs they hold and
only guess, whereas guesswork cannot suffice when it comes to belief in a deity.

The only legitimate proof in this regard is that which proceeds from Allah.

Utilising one's intelligence will also allow one to arrive at the conclusion

that there can be only one deity. In addition to this, Allah sent the Prophets ^
r
^ui to remind man about it. However, the disbelievers (kujfar) neither use their

intelligence, nor do they respond to the preaching of the Prophets ^ui ^. They
still prefer rather to guess about these matters.

Thereafter Allah speaks of a few signs by which people may realise His

greatness. Allah says, "Allah is He Wlio made the night so that you may rest and the

day as a means of seeing. Indeed therein are signs for those who listen." i.e. Those who
listen with the intention to practise.
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The night and the day are such phenomena that are witnessed by every

person. In every part of the world, one of the two must prevail. People therefore

cannot help to notice the importance of these two. They will realise that it can

only be Allah who causes the alternation between the two.

Allah has created the night for people to rest and replenish their strength for

the next day. Then the day follows in which they are able see everything clearly

and accomplish their tasks with ease and satisfaction. It is tragic that the

Polytheists fail to realise Allah's greatness with these phenomena staring them in

the face.

"They say, 'Allah has taken a son/ He is Pure! He is Independent and to Him

belongs whatever is in the heavens and whatever is in the earth." Allah has no

necessity for an assistant in accomplishing His tasks. Since everything is Allah's

creation, He cannot possibly have any relationship with them besides that of a

Creator. For a person to be a relative of another, the two must be of the same

species. Since none are akin to Allah in any way, they can never be His relatives;

let noone His children.

The Holy Prophet pJL-^ Up i»» JU has mentioned that Allah says, "Man has

slandered me.. He says that Allah has children whereas I am Independent. I beget not,

nor am I begotten. None are equal to Me. " [Bukhari vl p. 744]

Allah then tells the polytheists, "You have no prooffor this. Do you say about

Allah what you do not know?"

"Say, 'Surely those who invent lies against Allah will not succeed. There is only a

brief enjoyment in this world. Then your return will be to Us and then We will let you

taste a dreadful punishment because you used to disbelieve." This verse is a reply to

the misconception that the disbelievers (kuffar) and polytheists seem to be

successful because of their wealth in this world. Allah says that this is only

temporary, but the real result of their disbelief will be apparent in the Hereafter,

when they will suffer terribly in Hell. All the wealth in this world is of no

significance when the torment of Hell is borne in mind. How can anyone be

successful when he is heading for Hell?

i£^j6\ £ Joe* (j*j *~?y>* •j?-^ h£i urjAlJt s<^4 o^ \ D» *->j*)j 4W (JP
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{71) Recite to them the incident of Nun. When he said to his people, "O my
people! If my stay and my reminders of Allah's signs are difficult upon you,
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then only upon Allah dp I trust. So you all may join forces with your partners to

plot your course of action. Then do not make your plot a secret and do not gpant

me any respite." (72) If you turn away, then I have never asked any recompense

from you. My recompense shall be from Allah and I have been commanded to

be from those who submit. (73) They denied him, so We rescued him and those

with him in the ark and made them successors to the earth. And We drowned

those who denied Our signs. So see what was the plight of those who were

warned!

SAYYIDINA NUH f*~l\ Up ADDRESSES HIS NATION WITH
COURAGE AND THEIR EVENTUAL DROWNING BECAUSE OF
THEIR DISOBEDIENCE

These verses briefly cite the incident of Sayyidina Nuh fiLJ\ Up. The detailed

incident was discussed in Surah A'raf [Surah 7, verses 59-64] and will also follow in

Surah Hud [Surah 11, verses 25-49] and the whole of Surah Nuh (Surah 71).

Sayyidina Nuh f*~S\ U* lived with his people for 950 years and continuously

preached to them about Oneness of Allah (Tauhid) and the evils of idolatry.

They refused to accept his preaching and told him, "If you do not desist, O
Nuh, you will definitely be of those who are stoned to death"

He told them, "O my people! If my stay and my reminders of Allah's signs are

difficult upon you, then only upon Allah do I trust. So you all may join forces with your

partners to plot your course of action. Then do not make your plot a secret and do not

grant me any respite." ,

He addressed them further saying, "If you turn away, then I have never asked

any recompense from you. My recompense shall be from Allah and I have been

commanded to befrom those who submit."

Despite this challenge, they continued to deny him and asked, "Bring to us

the punishment if you are indeed truthful!" Thereafter Sayyidina Nuh f*>LJ\ u*

constructed the ark, which all the believers boarded. Then the floods came and

drowned all the disbelievers (kujfar)
f
. Allah says in this regard, "They denied him,

so We rescued him and those with him in the ark and made them successors to the earth.

And We drowned those who denied Our signs. So see what was the plight of those who
were warned!"
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(74) Thereafter We sent after him many messengers to their nations. They came

to them with clear signs, but the people were unlikely to believe in what they

denied earlier. Thus do We seal the hearts of those who transgress. (75) Then We
sent after them Musa and Harun with clear signs to Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and his

governors. However, they were arrogant and were a nation of criminals. (74)

When the truth came to them from Us, they said, "This is definitely manifest

magic!" (77) Musa said, "Do you say with regard to the truth when it comes to

you, Ts this magic?' Magicians cannot be successful." (78) They said, "Have you

come to us to displace us from that upon which we found our forefathers, and so

that the two of you attain may sovereignty on earth? We shall never believe in

you two." (79) Pharaoh (Fir'aun) said, "Bring every learned magician to me." (80)

Then, when the magicians came, Musa told them, "Throw that which you

throw." (81) When they threw Musa told them, "You have displayed magic.

Allah shall soon negate it. Surely Allah does not allow the actions of corrupters

to materialise." (82) And Allah establishes the truth according to His promises,

even though the criminals detest it.

SAYYIDINA MUSA p^i\ >4* IS SENT TO PHARAOH (FIR'AUN), THE
MAGICIANS CHALLENGE HIM AND HE DEFEATS THEM

Allah briefly mentions that the Prophets fx~x ^^ who came between

Sayyidina Nuh and Musa f*~& Up were also rejected by their people. Because of

their persistence on disbelief (kufr), Allah sealed their hearts and they never

submitted to the truth.

Allah says, "Then We sent after them Musa and Harun with clear signs to

Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and his leaders/' These two Prophets (%J\ j^-u called them to

Oneness of Allah (Tauhid), but "they were arrogant and were a nation of criminals."

According to a verse in Surah Mu'minun, they said, "Should we believe in two

humans lihe ourselves when their people are our slaves?" [Surah 23, verse 47]

They then asked Sayyidina Musa f%-b <4* to show them a sign of his

apostleship, whereupon he demonstrated his shining hand and his staff that

transformed into a serpent. Upon seeing this they said, "This is definitely manifest

magic!"

"Musa fiLJ\ Up said, 'Do you say with regard to the truth when it comes to you,

'Is this magic?' Magicians cannot be successful'" Magicians will be disgraced in

both the worlds, especially if they claim Prophethood. Sayyidina Musa f*~A Up

impressed on the people that he would always be successful, and that those who
opposed him would fail in their attempts.
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"They said, 'Have you come to us to displace us from that upon which wefound our

forefathers, and so that the two of you may attain sovereignty on Earth We shall never

believe in you too. "Because they were people who sought the fame and fortune of

this world, they accused Sayyidina Musa fMJi <Op and Sayyidina Harun fiLJs 4* of

the same.

Thereafter, Pharaoh (Fir'aun) decided to challenge Sayyidina Musa r>LJ» ^
to a contest of magic. Describing this, Allah says, "Pharaoh (Fir'aun) said, 'Bring

every learned magician to me. Then, when the magicians came, Musa told them,

'Throw that which you throw/ Their staffs and their ropes appeared to the

people as snakes. The staff of Sayyidina Musa <v>LJ\ Up became a serpent and
consumed those of the magicians.

Thereafter, "Musa told them, 'You have displayed magic. Allah shall soon negate

it." Everyone saw that the magicians failed in their challenge to Sayyidina Musa
f*>UrUp. Thereafter, all the magicians accepted the Religion (Din) of Sayyidina

Musa fiLJs Up.

Sayyidina Musa ftLJ\ Up also told them, "Surely Allah does not allow the

actions of corrupters to materialise. And Allah establishes the truth according to His

promises, even though the criminals detest it." This refers to the promise Allah made
to Sayyidina Musa (%~h 4-U, that "You shall definitely remain high."
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(83) Only a few people from his nation believed in Musa f%Ji Up while fearing

that Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and his governors would put them to trial. Undoubtedly

Pharaoh (Fir'aun) was in a position of superiority in the land, and he was
certainly of the transgressors. (84) Musa f&J\ Up said, "O my people! If you

believe in Allah, then rely on Him only; if you are obedient." (85) They said,

"We rely on Allah only. O our Lord! Do not make us a test to the oppressive

ones... (86) And rescue us with Your mercy from the disbelieving folk," (87)

We revealed to Musa f*>LJt Up and his brother, "Establish homes for your people

in Egypt, make your homes places of worship, establish Salah and give glad

tidings to the believers."

SAYYIDINA MUSA f
*J« Up ENCOURAGES THE BANI ISRA'IL TO

PIN THEIR RELIANCE IN ALLAH

Sayyidina Musa {%J\ Up was sent as a messenger to the Bani Isra'il as well as
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to the people of Pharaoh (Fir'aun) (the Copts). From the Coptic Egyptians, only a

few believed in him. These were a person mentioned in verse 28 and several

other verses of Surah Mu'min, the wife of Pharaoh (Fir'aun) (as mentioned in

Surah Tahrim), a slave girl called Mashta (who use to comb the hair of Pharaoh's

(Fir'aun's) daughter, Pharaoh's (Fir'aun's) treasurer and his wife.)

Allah says about the believers of the Bani Isra'il, "Only a few people from his

nation believed in Musa fXJi Awhile fearing that Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and his governors

would put them to trial. Undoubtedly Pharaoh (Fir'aun) was in a position of superiority

in the land, and he was certainly of the transgressors." The believers feared that

Pharaoh (Fir'aun) would punish them for their belief. One of the forms of

punishment metted by him was that he used to hammer nails into their hands [as

mentioned in verse 10 ofSurah Fajr (Surah 89)].

Encouraging his people in the face of Pharaoh's (Fir'aun's) oppression,

"Musa f%J.t *J* said, 'O my people! Ifyou believe in Allah, then rely on Him only; ifyou

are obedient."

"They said, 'We rely on Allah only. O our Lord! Do not make us a test to the

oppressive ones..." i.e. They should not use us in their experimental tests at

punishment. They continued to supplicate, ".-. .And rescue us with Your mercyfrom
the disbelievingfolk."

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that these verses teach that the person

who makes supplication (du'a) to Allah should rely on Him. Thereby, their

supplications (du'a's) are more likely to be accepted. Tawakkul (reliance on Allah)

means that a person does not place his trust in any physical resources, but trusts

only in Allah to fulfill his needs. This is the same concept that a person has in

mind when he makes supplication (du'a) to Allah. Therefore, reliance (Tawakkul)

and supplication (du'a) do not conflict With each other.

Allah says further, "We revealed to Musa fX-b ^ and his brother, 'Establish

homes for your people in Egypt, make your homes places of worship, establish Salah..."

They were instructed to do this because Pharaoh (Fir'aun) prohibited them from
performing their prayers openly. This verse emphasises the importance of Salah,

which cannot be forsaken even in the face of oppression.

Allah then further commands Sayyidina Musa and Harun ^LJ\ Up saying,

"and give glad tidings to the believers." This refers to the glad tidings of Allah's

assistance and His acceptance of their supplication (du'a).
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(88) Musa said, "O our Lord' Indeed you have granted to Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and
his governors splendour and riches in this worldly life. O our Lord! This (they

use) to lead (others) astray from Your path. O our Lord! Destroy their wealth and
harden their hearts so that they never believe until they witness a painful

punishment." (89) Allah said, "The prayer made by the two of you have been
accepted. So remain upright and never follow the path of those who have no
knowledge." (90) We made the Bani Isra'il cross the sea, and Pharaoh (Fir'aun)

and his army rebelliously and transgressingly pursued them. Until (the time
came when) Pharaoh (Fir'aun) began to drown, he said, "I believe that there is

no deity except Him in Whom the Bani Isra'il believe, and I am from those who
surrender." (91) "Do you believe now? When you were disobedient before and
among the corrupters?" (92) Today We shall preserve you with your body to be
sign for those after you. Indeed many people are negligent of Our signs.

SAYYIDINA MUSA'f^Ui & CURSES PHARAOH (FIR'AUN) AND
HIS PEOPLE AND PHARAOH (FIR'AUN) IS EVENTUALLY
DROWNED

The Bani Isra'il arrived in Egypt during the time of Sayyidina Yusuf
r
">LJ\ Up

and were always considered to be aliens. They were therefore undermined in the
country and forced to carry out menial tasks. The Copts, on the contrary, were
extremely wealthy and powerful.

Sayyidina Musa
r
*>Ut Up made the following supplication to Allah, "O our

Lord! Indeed you have granted to Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and his governors splendour and
riches in this worldly life. O our Lord! This (they use) to lead (others) astrayfrom Your
path. O our Lord! Destroy their wealth and harden their hearts so that they never believe

until they witness a painful punishment.

"

Upon this supplication (du'a), Sayyidina Harun fiLJs Up said, "Amin (O
Allah! Accept this supplication (du'a))\" He was therefore also a participant in

this supplication (du'a). It is for this reason that Allah addressed them both when
He said, "The prayer made by the two ofyou has been accepted. So remain upright and
never follow the path of those who have no knowledge." i.e. Do not be like those who
panic and grow despondent when Allah's help seems delayed because they have
no knowledge of Allah's promises. ["Ruhul Ma' aani"]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ it ^Jt Sayyidina Ibn Juraij Up &\ jl^, and
Sayyidina Mujahid <^ &\ i*.j report that this supplication (du'a) was accepted
after 40 years. It was only then that Pharaoh (Fir'aun) was destroyed and the Bani
Isra'il saved.

When Sayyidina Musa (OLJi ^ was commanded to leave Egypt with the
Bani Isra'il, they encountered the sea before them. Allah instructed him to strike
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the sea with his staff, causing it to part into roads for them to pass through.

When Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and his army pursued them, the sea closed up and

drowned all of them. Reference to this episode is made in Surah TaHa , Surah

Shu'ara and Surah Dukhan Reminding the Bani Isra'il of His favours on them,

Allah says in Surah Baqarah, "When We split the seas for you and drowned the people

ofPharaoh (Fir'aun) while you watched. " [Surah 2, verse 50]

Allah continues to describe the incident by saying, "Until (the time came

when) Pharaoh (Fir'aun) began to drown, he said, 'I believe that there is no deity except

Him in Whom the Bani Isra'il believe, and I am from those who surrender." He now
wanted to be saved as the Bani Isra'il were saved from drowning. However,

Allah' s law is that Belief (Iman) is not accepted at the time of death.

Allah then told him. "Do you believe now? When you were disobedient before and

among the corrupters?" According to the author of "Ruhul Ma'ani", the above

statement was made by Jibr'U <OLJt Up or Sayyidina Mika'il £*~S\ Up.

Allah then told him, "Today We shall preserve you with your body to be sign for

those after you." His body was not washed away in the ocean with the rest so that

people may see the evil plight of those who are haughty and rebellious.

"Indeed many people are negligent of our signs." Such people will fail to benefit

from these portents. Such was the end of Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and all those who
dared to follow his ways. By witnessing the corpse of Pharaoh (Fir'aun), the Bani

Isra'il were also reassured of his death and they had no more cause to worry.

No mention is made in the above verse as to how long after his death his

corpse will be preserved. It is therefore not possible- to accurately fix a time

period for this. According to various researchers, one of the mummies on display

in the Cairo museum is that of Pharaoh (Fir'aun) himself. However, this fact

cannot be proven conclusively in the Shari'ah. Allah knows best.

Note: "O our Lord! Destroy their wealth and harden their hearts so that they

never believe until they witness a painful punishment." An objection has

been raised that how could Sayyidina Musa f^LJs Up make this

supplication (du'a) for them to die without Belief (Iman) when he was

sent to guide people? The reply is simply that he made this

supplication (du'a) when he grew despondent about them believing

after had he preached to them for a very long time. This supplication

(du'a) was similar to that of Sayyidina Nuh f'bUi Up when he said, "O

my Lord! Do not leave a single disbeliever on earth." [Surah Nuh (71), verse

26}
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(93) Indeed We allotted to the Bani Isra'il a pleasant abode and provided them
* with pure things. They never differed until knowledge came to them. Surely

your Lord shall decide between them on the Day of Judgment concerning that in

which they differed. (94) If you are in doubt regarding what We have revealed,

then ask those who were reciting the Book before you. Undoubtedly the truth

has come to you from your Lord, so do not be of the doubtful. (95) And never be

of those who deny Allah's verses, for then you will be of the losers. (96) Without

doubt those upon whom the decree of your Lord has passed will not believe...

(97) even though every proof comes to them, until they see the agonising

punishment.

THE BANI ISRA'IL ARE ALLOTTED A PLEASANT ABODE AND
RECEIVE PURE SUSTENANCE

After being rescued from Pharaoh (Fir'aun),. the Bani Isra'il left for their

promised land. In the interim they were banished to the endless valley of Tih

because of their misdeeds. However, they eventually reached their destination.

Because of Allah' s bounties to them, they were supposed to be grateful to Allah,

but they resorted rather to differing among themselves. Allah says,
%

"Surely your

Lord shall decide between them on the Day of Judgement concerning that in which they

differed."

Although it seems that Allah is addressing the Holy Prophet ^y^* i»» J^
in the two subsequent verses, the address is really to all those people who are

doubtful of Allah's revelation. This is similar to verses such as, "O The Holy

Prophet! Fear Allah!" and "O The Holy Prophet! When you divorce your wives..."

Allah says, "Ifyou are in doubt regarding what We have revealed, then ask those

who were reciting the Book before you." i.e. Ask the Jews and the Christians whether

their scriptures speak of the advent of the Holy Prophet ^L-j <Op i»t
C5
U, and

whether the description given therein corresponds to Muhammad (JL-j *> it J-*

himself? Is the Qur'an really from Allah then?

Other commentators maintain that these verses are addressed to humanity

at large. The verses tell people that if they doubt the revelation coming to

Muhammad <JL-j *> it JU they should consult the Jews and the Christians. They

should ask them whether the previous Prophets f*~b^ or their scriptures had

prophesied the advent of the Holy Prophet pJL-j U* i\ JU>. This interpretation

seems better.

Allah adds, "Undoubtedly the truth has come to you from your Lord, so do not be

of the doubtful. And never be of those who deny Allah's verses, for then you will be of the

losers."

Allah then says, "Without doubt those upon whom the decree of your Lord has

passed (i.e. the fact that they are not destined to believe) will not believe, even though

every proof comes to them, until they see the agonising punishment." At this juncture
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their Belief (Iman) will be of no avail to them, just as it was futile to Pharaoh
(Fir'aun).

(98) There was no nation who believed, then their belief profitted them, except

the nation of Yunus pk~S\ U*. When they believed, We averted from them a

punishment of disgrace in this worldly life and We granted them enjoyment for

awhile.

THE NATION OF SAYYIDINA YUNUS
f
*Ji Up BELIEVED WHEN

THEY SAW THE PUNISHMENT AND THEIR BELIEF PROFITTED
THEM

With regard to Pharaoh (Fir'aun), Allah says in Surah Hud [Surah 11, verse 98],

"He will lead his people on the Day of Judgement and enter them into the Fire. It is an
evil place indeed wherein they shall be entered." Also concerning him, Allah says in

Surah Nazi'at, "Allah seized him with punishment in the Hereafter and in this world."

[Surah 79, verse 25]

Allah says in Surah Qasas, "So We seized Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and his armies, and
cast them into the sea. See what was the plight of the oppressors! We made them leaders

who called towards the Fire. They will not be assisted in the Hereafter. We set a curse

after them in this world, and, on the Day ofJudgment (Qiyamah), they shall be amongst
the hateful." [Surah 28, verses 40-42]

Says Allah in Surah dhariyat, "So We seized him and his army and cast them
into the ocean as he perpetrated lamentable acts. " [Surah 51, verse 40]

Allah says in Surah Mu'min, "However, their belief could not benefit them when
they saw Our punishment. (This is) Allah 's practice, which has passed over His
bondsmen. The disbelievers shall be at a loss here." [Surah 40, verse 85]

It is clear from many verses of the Qur'an that there is no escape from
Allah's punishment once it arrives and belief at that stage will be of no avail. The
verse under discussion exempts the nation of Sayyidina Yunus '^LJ\ Up from this

established practice of Allah. They were saved from Allah' s punishment after

believing when they saw it.

Sayyidina Yunus (OUi Up was sent as a messenger to the town of Ninevah,
which formed part of Mawsil (in Iraq). After preaching to the people for a long
time, they refused to accept. Eventually, he warned them that they would be
afflicted with punishment after three days. They discussed among themselves
that he was a person who never spoke a lie and, should they find him absent
after the third night, the warning must be true.

On the third morning, they began witnessing the signs of punishment. The
sky was extremely dark and a smoke enveloped their settlement. They then

searched for Sayyidina Yunus fiLJ\ Up, but could not find him. Allah then
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granted them the guidance to turn to Him in repentance. They took all their

animals, women and children to an open plain and, wearing coarse clothing,

sincerely begged Allah for forgiveness. Allah showed mercy to them and forgave

them.

In the meantime, Sayyidina Yunus f%J\ *> felt ashamed to return to the

people after seeing that the punishment was averted. He left for the coast and
boarded a ship. When the ship was in danger of sinking, the sailors exclaimed

that there must be a slave on board who had fled from his master. When they

thrice drew lots to determine who the person was, the name of Sayyidina Yunus
{%J\ Up emerged each one of the three times. Consequently, he cast himself

overboard to avert disaster to the ship.

He was swallowed by a large fish and remained alive in its stomach. There

he engaged himself in Allah's remembrance and Allah finally rescued him. It is

for this reason that he is referred to as the 'person of the fish" in the Qur'an. His

detailed incident is narrated in Surah Anbiya [Surah 21, verses 87, 88], Surah Saffat

[Surah 37, verses 139-147] and Surah Nun Wal Qalam [Surah 68, verse 48-50].

None may question Allah for not punishing the nation of Sayyidina Yunus
pLJ, Up since He reserves the right to do as He pleases.

(99) If your Lord willed, all those on earth would surely believe. Will you force

people until they become believers? (100) No soul is able to believe without

Allah's order. Allah has set impurity upon those who do not possess

intelligence. (101) Say, "Look at whatever is in the heavens and the earth.

Arguments and warnings are of no avail to those people who do not believe.

(102) Are they only waiting for the times of those before them to come to them?

Say, "You wait. I shall be of those who wait with you. (103)Then We rescue Our

messengers and the believers likewise. It is Our bounden duty to rescue the

believers.

IF ALLAH WILLED, ALL WILL BELIEVE

"If your Lord willed, all those on earth would surely believe." The fact that

believers and non-believers co-exist on earth is part of Allah's divine wisdom.

None may insist that all people become believers (Mu'minin), for Allah knows
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best why He does not bring this to pass, despite possessing the ability to do so.

Allah says, "Will you force people until they become believers?"

It should be understood that "No soul is able to believe without Allah 's order."

However, "Allah has set impurity [disbelief (kufr)] upon those who do not possess

intelligence."

Thereafter Allah says, "Say, 'Look at whatever is in the heavens and the earth."

Hereby a person will be able to ascertain the Oneness and greatness of Allah.

However, "Arguments and warnings are ofno avail to those people who do not believe."

Since they will not believe despite the abundance of proofs expounded by the

Prophets (%J\^ and the divine scriptures, what more do they await Allah asks,

"Are they only waiting for the times of those before them to come to them?" i.e. Are
they waiting for Allah' s punishment to overtake them? "Say, You wait. I shall be

of those who wait with you.
"

When Allah's punishment afflicts a nation and wipes out the disbelievers

(kujfar), "Then We rescue Our messengers and the believers likewise. It is Our bounden

duty to rescue the believers." This verse contains immense glad tidings and
encouragement for the believers.

££4U &4*~j jS\ i>\j %*$? C^Jy^ Oi Qp \ O' >^irVJ cr^*J± ^' ^ -^
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(104) Say, "O people! If you are in doubt about my Religion (Din), then I do not

worship what you worship besides Allah. However, I worship that Allah Who
shall take your lives. I have been commanded to be of the believers... (105)

...And (I have been commanded) 'Focus your attention towards the Religion

(Dm) in such a way that you are averse to all other religion's (D'in's), and never

be among the idolaters... (106) And, besides Allah, do not call on any who cannot

benefit nor harm you. If you do so, then you will surely be of the oppressors/"

(107) If Allah afflicts you with harm, none can avert it besides Him. If He
intends good for you, then none can thwart his grace. He bestows His grace

upon whomsoever of His bondsmen He pleases. And He is the Most Forgiving,

the Most Merciful.

ONLY ALLAH IS WORTHY OF WORSHIP AND THE MASTER OF
ALL HARM AND GOOD

The Holy Prophet pJL-j 4* &\ JU* is commanded, "Say, 'O people! Ifyou are in
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doubt about my Religion (Din), then (I am unaffected by your doubts and) I do not

worship what you worship besides Allah. However, I worship that Allah Who shall take

your lives." Each disbeliever (kafir) should concern himself with his plight after he

dies.

They should make the necessary amendments to their lives so that they be

saved from the punishment of the Hereafter.

The verse reads "your lives" and not "my life" so that the disbelievers (kuffdr)

are reminded that they shall not live forever. The fact is brought to their attention

that they will be required to render an account of their deeds and to suffer the

punishment for their disbelief (kufr).

Thereafter, the Holy Prophet pL-j <4* &\ JU> is commanded to tell them

further, "I have been commanded to be of the believers and (I have been commanded)

'Focus your attention towards the Religion (Din) in such a way that you are averse to all

other religion's (Din's), and never be among the idolaters" For these reasons, the

disbelievers (kuffdr) could never influence him.

These verses are similar to the verse of Surah An'am, where Allah says,

"Say, 'I have been prohibited from worshipping those that you call upon besides Allah/

Say, 'I do not follow your whims, for then I shall go astray and will not be of the rightly

guided ones:'" [Surah 6, verse 56]

Thereafter, alluding to the foolishness of those who commit polytheism

(shirk), Allah says, "And, besides Allah, do not call on any who cannot benefit nor harm

you. If you do so, then you will surely be of the oppressors." The polytheists oppress

their souls by subjecting themselves to the eternal punishment of the Hereafter.

They also oppress their minds by blindly following their forefathers and not

pausing to think about the helplessness of their gods. They insult their

intelligence by worshipping something that they make with their own hands and

which cannot harm nor benefit them in the least.

Allah says, "If Allah afflicts you with harm, none can avert it besides Him. if He

intends good for you, then none can thwart his grace. He bestows His grace upon

whomsoever of His bondsmen He pleases." The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that

whatever a person acquires is from Allah and that Allah owes nothing to anyone.

It is purely because of His grace that he confers things to people.

"And He is the Most Forgiving, the Most Merciful." Allah's forgiveness among
the greatest bounties of Allah by which a person attains salvation. Allah is also

Most Merciful and removes even the slightest worry and difficulty from people.

This alludes to the polytheists and tells them that instead of worshipping Allah

Who is Most Forgiving and Most Merciful, they foolishly choose to worship

those who can do no good for them.

£4l zf-j. £ c^S 5p <}^=sji f^ ^ ^ $* J-*" &£ J-> j*j
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(108) Say, "O people/ Certainly the truth has come to you from your Lord. So

whoever will be guided shall receive guidance only for himself. Whoever will

go astray shall only go astray to his own detriment. I have not been

commissioned over you. (109) Follow what has been revealed to you and

persevere until Allah passes decision. He is the Best of the deciders.

THE HARMS OF MISGUIDANCE AND THE BENEFITS OF
GUIDANCE ARE RESERVED FOR THE INDIVIDUAL

In these concluding verses of Surah Yunus, The Holy Prophet (JL-j U* it JL*

is instructed, "Say, 'O people! Certainly the truth has come to you from your
Lord (so accept it). So whoever will be guided shall receive guidance only for

himself (i.e. he will benefit from it in both the worlds). Whoever will go astray

shall only go astray to his own detriment. I have not been commissioned over

you. "'i.e. I cannot force you to take any particular course of action. The choice is

your own.

Thereafter Allah commands His Holy Prophet (JL-j *A* iui JL* saying, "Follow

what has been revealed to you..." This refers to the propagation of the message. By
doing this, people will surely harm and offend one. Therefore, Allah advises, and

persevere until Allah passes decision. He is the Best of the deciders."

In His wisdom, Allah will decide who will receive the radiance of Belief

(Iman) and who will not be guided. He will also decide who will be punished

and when they will be punished.
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In the name of Allah, the Most Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) Alif Lam Ra. This is a Book, the verses of which have been consolidated and

then expounded (coming from) The Wise, The Informed. (2) Worship only

Allah. Indeed I am unto you a warner and a bearer of glad tidings. (3) And seek

forgiveness from your Lord, then turn to Him. He will then grant you a

comfortable life until an appointed hour and grant His respect to every

respectable person. If you turn away, then I truly fear for you the punishment of

a serious day. (4) Unto Allah shall you be returned. And He has power over all

things. (5) Behold! Verily they turn their chests so that they may hide fromtlim.

Behold! When they wear their clothes, He knows what they hide as well as-what

they disclose. Undoubtedly, He has knowledge of the secrets of their hearts.

THE REWARD FOR WORSHIPPING ALLAH AND TURNING TO
HIM

The bulk of this Surah concerns the incidents of various Prophets f*~& r<
-u

and people are warned by these narratives against adopting the ways of disbelief

(kufr) and polytheism (shirk). In the beginning of the Surah, Allah makes mention

of Oneness of Allah (Tauhid) and His attributes. Allah says, "This is a Book, the

verses ofwhich have been consolidated and then expounded (comingfrom) The Wise, The

informed"
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Thereafter the contents of the Qur'an are briefly mentioned. Allah says that

this Book enjoins, "Worship only Allah." Thereafter the responsibility of the Holy

Prophet ^1-j Up iw\ JL* is declared when he says, "Indeed I am unto you a warner and

a bearer ofglad tidings."

Further contents of the Qur'an are then discussed. These are, "And seek

forgiveness from your Lord, then repent to Him." This means that people should

discard disbelief (kufr) and turn to Allah as believers. They should then perform

virtuous deeds and never fail to repent if they happen to sin.

The result of this behaviour will be that "He will grant you a comfortable life

until an appointed hour.." At the time of death, this good life will give way to an

even better existence in Heaven (Jannah).

"and grant His honour to every honourable person." Allah will reward people

for their good deeds. None should think that he cannot possibly increase his

deeds. Allah will grant greater rewards for every extra deed that a person

performs.

A "comfortable life" does not mean abundant wealth. True contentment is

peace of mind, with which Allah blesses every believer (Mu'min). The believers

(Mu'minin) experience joy in the difficulties they suffer because they realise that

they will be rewarded for this. For this reason, some people may object to this

verse. However, the verse does not guarantee this "comfortable life" for every

person in every era. Therefore, if any believer (Mu'min) has to suffer any

difficulty, it will not be contradictory to this verse. With regard to rewards

however, the word "every" is mentioned in the verse "and grant His honour to

every honourable person."

"Ifyou turn away (by not believing), then I truly fear for you the punishment of

a serious day." This day refers to the day of Judgement according to the author of

"Ruhul Ma'ani", while others say that it refers to the day the disbelievers (kuffar)

are punished in this world.

Allah then reminds them, "Unto Allah shall you be returned. And He has power

overall things."

"Behold! Verily they turn their chests so that they may hide from Him..."

"Ma'alimut Tanzll" (v.2 p.373) reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Shaddad ^j
<c* ^t that this verse was revealed with reference to certain hypocrite (Munafiq).

Whenever he passed the Holy Prophet ^j 4* .ii JU> he would turn his chest

away, sway his hips and cover his face so that he could not be recognised.

Sayyidina Qatadah Up &\\**-j says that the hypocrites (Munafiqin) used to

turn their chests away so that the words of the Qur'an do not fall on their ears.

Other commentators mention that the verse refers to certain disbelievers (kuffar)

who would close the curtains of their homes and then lie on their beds with all

their clothes on and their chests turned. They would then ask whether Allah still

knew what was in their hearts.

Allah tells them, "Behold! When they wear their clothes, He knows what they hide

as well as what they disclose. Undoubtedly, He has knowledge of the secrets of their

hearts." Allah has perfect knowledge of every thought and deed of every person.
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(6)The responsibility for sustaining every creature on earth rests with Allah, and

He knows their long-term abode and their temporary abode. Everything is in the

clear book. (7) It is He Who created the heavens and the earth in six days when
His throne was upon water, to test who of you performed better deeds. Surely if

you say, "Indeed you will be resurrected after death," the disbelievers will

definitely reply, "This is merely manifest magic." (8) Indeed, if We have to

postpone the punishment from them for a little while, they will certainly say,

"What holds it back?" Behold! The day when it will afflict them, it will not be

averted from them and their mockery will engulf them.

ALLAH HAS UNDERTAKEN THE RESPONSIBILITY TO PROVIDE
SUSTENANCE TO EVERY CREATURE ON EARTH

Whereas the previous verses discussed Allah's knowledge, these verses

speak of His ability to sustain and create. Allah says, "The responsibility for

sustaining every creature on earth rests with Allah..." Be the creature large or small,

an insect or anything else, Allah shall sustain it. Allah owes nothing to anyone,
but He provides for all out of His mercy.

"...and He knows their long-term abode and their temporary abode." Allah is

aware of the whereabouts and the habitats of all His creation and feeds them
wherever they may be. This part of the verse indicates that Allah's creation have
two types of habitats; one temporary, and the other being occupied for a longer
period of time. Allah provides for them in both of these places. It is witnessed
daily that people of one continent consume food that is imported from another
continent.
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"Ruhul Ma'ani" has reported from the "Mustadrak" of Hakim that

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas.'ud <up & \^>j interpreted the word "Mustaqarr"

(translated above as 'long-term abode') as the womb of the mother, while the

second word viz. "Mustawda" meant the circumstances of death. Allah is aware

of the necessity of every member of His creation from its inception until its very

end, when it will no longer require any food. Only Allah knows when and where

every person will die and will ensure that he receives his sustenance until then,

and at the predetermined place.

NONE WILL DIE WITHOUT RECEIVING THEIR APPORTIONED
SUSTENANCE

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud '** &\ ^j has reported that the Holy

Prophet (JL-j Up ib» J^> said, "Indeed Jibr'Il fiL~)\ U^ has cast this in my heart that

no soul will die until it has completed the sustenance apportioned to it. So fear

Allah-and seek your sustenance in a proper manner. If sustenance is delayed,

then do not seek it in a manner that entails disobedience to Allah because Allah's

bounty cannot be acquired by any means that constitute disobedience to Him. [At

Targhib wat Tarhib v. 2 p.5 35]

Sayyidina Abu Darda ^ ifo ^>j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^i-j U* & JL*

said, "Without doubt, the sustenance of a person follows him like his death

follows him." [Ibid]

Sayyidina Abu Sa'id <up & ^>j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^j^iii JU
said, "If any of you tries to flee from his sustenance, it will find him just as his

death will." [At Targhib wat Tarhib v. 2 p.536]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ^ & ^j reports that the Holy Prophet & J-*>

pi-j Up once found a date and picked it up. A beggar then appeared and the Holy

Prophet pJL-j Up it JL* gave the date to him saying, "Behold! If you had not come
to it, it would have come to you." [Ibid]

Because of His infinite mercy, Allah even sustains the disbelievers (kuffar)

and the sinners. The question is often raised about where is the sustenance of

those who die of starvation? The reply is simply that they died after depleting

their apportioned sustenance. At the time of their deaths, the pre-ordained

sustenance because of them was already finished.

Every person receives his full due in this world without stint. It is often seen

that people die while eating their final meals. Many people are also given their

final sips of water before their deaths. These were part of their sustenance that

they had to receive before their deaths.

"It is He Who created the heavens and the earth in six days." This subject was
discussed in verse 54 of Surah A'raf (Surah 7) and in the third verse of Surah

Yunus (Surah 10).

" ....when His throne was upon water..." It is evident from this that Allah's

throne and water were created before the heavens and the earth.

" to test who ofyou performed better deeds." The creation of the heavens and

the earth are sufficient to convince a person of Allah's greatness. Yet Allah also
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provides people with assistance in times of dire need and such circumstances

that add to his conviction in Allah's presence and majesty. Once a person

recognises Allah, he is spurred on to worship Allah and devote himself to Allah.

The ranks and stages of people in this regard are varied. Some will, of course,

excel others by performing better actions.

By understanding the above paragraph, one will understand the

relationship between the two parts of the above verse viz. "It is He Who created the

heavens and the earth in six days..." and "-. to test who ofyou performed better deeds."

In brief, Allah impresses upon people that He created everything and

provided for man on earth. Man should therefore be grateful to Him for all of

this and excel in his devotions towards Allah. The creation of the heavens and

the earth is, therefore, a test for man in this way. ["Rahul Ma'ani" v. 12 p.10]

QUALITY OF ACTIONS TAKE PRECEDENCE OVER THEIR
QUANTITY

The verse mentions, ".
. .to test who of you performed better deeds." It does not

say, "who of you perform more deeds." Many Scholars (Ulama) have deduced from

this that, when performing deeds, the emphasis should be on the quality, of the

deeds instead of mere quantity.

To perfect the quality of deeds, two aspects should be noted. The first is that

of sincerity i.e. the deed should be performed solely for Allah's pleasure. The

second is that it should be in accordance with the Qur'an and the Sunnah of the

Holy Prophetfi^ U* i»» J^> the absence of either of the two will result in the

actions being deficient, irrespective of the quantity.

When Sayyidina Mu'adh bin Jabal ** & ^j was sent by the Holy Prophet

pL-j Up &\ J~* as governor to Yemen, he requested the Holy Prophet ,jl-> Up -^ Ju»

for some parting advice. He was told, "Be sincere in your religion (D'ln), for then

even a few actions will suffice." [At Targhib wat Tarhib v. 1 p.54]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** &\^ has reported that the Holy Prophet ifo» J^>

fJUj 4^ said, "The worst thief is he who steals from his Salah." When someone

asked how it was possible to steal from Salah, the Holy Prophet <X*$ ^ &\ j^>

replied, "When a person does not perform his bowing (Ruku) and prostration

(Sajdah) properly." [At Targhib wat Tarhib v. 1 p.338]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** & \^>j narrates that the Holy Prophet a> i»i J^
<X«< said, "Allah does not pay any attention to the Salah in which the back is not

straightened between the bowing (Ruku) and the prostration (Sajda) (i.e. in

Qaumah)." [Ibid]

These Ahadith make it clear that the beauty of Salah lies in its proper

performance without haste. This ruling applies to the obligatory (Fardh) and the

mandatory (Nafl) Salah. This type of performance is better than Performing many
rakahs of Salah in haste.

The Holy Prophet ^^ Up it JL* has prescribed certain guidelines for the

proper performance of Salah. Of these is that one should not perform Salah while

suppressing the need to relieve oneself, nor while one is extremely hungry and
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food has been prepared. The person performing Tahajjud Salah should not do so

when sleep is overpowering him. These needs should be attended to first so that

one may perform the Salah in peace. All other acts of Islam should also be

performed in a perfect manner.

Allah continues to say in the following verse, "Surely if you say, Indeed you

will be resurrected after death/ the disbelievers will definitely reply, 'This is merely

manifest magic." Although the disbelievers (kuffar) were impressed by the beauty

and eloquence of the Qur'an, they refused to believe in it and brushed it off by

saying that it was magic.

"Indeed, ifWe have to postpone the punishment from them for a little while, they

will certainly say, 'What holds it back?" By making this statement, they meant to

deny the warnings of punishment in this world. In addition/they also meant to

say that the punishment of the Hereafter will also be a farce, since the

punishment of this world did not appear.

Allah tells them, "Behold! The day when it will afflict them, it will not be averted

from them and their mockery will engulf them." When the punishment will overtake

them at the hour appointed by Allah, then they will have no escape. It will be

then that they will realise the folly of their ways and see the result of their

mockery.

TLzT M X$^ ^^2—J' V*-* <yjQ *^j> Q^e JL-ju iUio- 41^31 oOj

(9) Undoubtedly, if We allow man to taste of Our mercy and then snatch it away

from him, he will certainly be despondent and ungrateful (10) Undoubtedly, if

We allow him to taste of any bounty after an adversity has afflicted him, he will

certainly say, "All difficulties have left me!" Indeed he then becomes boastful

and arrogant. (11) Except those who adopt patience and do good deeds. For them

shall be forgiveness and an immense reward.

DESPONDENCY, INGRATITUDE, CONCEIT AND ARROGANCE
ARE PART OF MAN'S PS¥CHE

Allah says, "Undoubtedly, ifWe allow man to taste of Our mercy and then snatch

it away from him, he will certainly be despondent and ungrateful" Instead of being

grateful for the bounty that was once his and looking forward to another spate of

good fortune, man loses hope of ever receiving another good turn. He neither

shows gratitude for the favour that he has just lost, nor of any others that he may
be enjoying at the time. He bewails and laments what he has lost and is never

patient.

Describing another aspect of man's behaviour, Allah says, "Undoubtedly, if
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We allow him to taste ofany bounty after an adversity has afflicted him, he will certainly

say, 'All difficulties have left meV Indeed he then becomes boastful and arrogant." In his

revelry, he forgets that every bounty can be lost. He boasts of these to others and
considers himself superior to them, as if these bounties were attained through his

own efforts.

There are exceptions to every situation. Allah then mentions those people

who are exceptions to the above by saying, "Except those who adopt patience and do

good deeds." They patiently bear the loss of any fortune and face any difficulty

with the same fortitude and tolerance. Instead of mourning and lamenting, they

occupy themselves in righteous deeds, thereby expressing gratitude to Allah.

Such people never lose hope in Allah's mercy, never boast about their

fortunes and never look down upon those who are less fortunate. Allah promises
them, "For them shall be forgiveness and an immense reward.

"

<jA j^^Ja-L.tA Q^^^J Cr^ijM^ ^J^JU jy* ^L* \j\j J3 <&JUl <^JjU-

(12) It should not be that you ignore some of the commands that have been
revealed to you, nor that your heart -grieves- because they say, "Why is a treasure

not sent down to him or an angel not accompany him?" You are but a warner,

and Allah has control over all things. (13) Or do they say, "He has fabricated it."

Say, "Produce ten fabricated Surahs the like thereof and, besi^s Allah, call

whomsoever you can if you are truthful" (14) If they do not respond to you, then
be assured that this has been revealed according to Allah's knowledge^and that

there is no deity besides Allah. So will you accept Islam?

THE REJECTERS ARE CHALLENGED TO PRODUCE TEN SURAHS
LIKE THOSE OF THE QUR'AN

The beginning of the Surah describes the attributes of Allah, followed by a
brief discussion of resurrection. Allah also describes the psychology of man, as
well as invitations to oneness of Allah (Tauhid) and the Prophethood of Holy
Prophet fL.j U* ibi J^. However, the disbelievers (kuffar) refuse to accept and
continue to make absurd statements to defend their stance. One of these is

mentioned in the above verses.

Allah says, 'it should not be that you ignore some of the commands that have been
revealed to you [to please the disbelievers (kuffar)], nor that yourpeart grieves because
they say, 'Why is a treasure not sent down to him or an angel not accompany him?"'
AUah tells the Holy Prophet fJLj.-d* ii j^ that these people should not affect him,
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because "You are but a Warner, and Allah has control overall things/'

The responsibility of the Holy Prophet ^^ <A* i»i JU was to convey the

message. Allah would decide whether He wished to comply with the demands
of the disbelievers (kuffar) when they requested certain miracles to be displayed.

The greatest miracle (viz, the Qur'an) has already been manifested before their

eyes. However, they say regarding the Qur'an, "He has fabricated it.

"

Allah replies by saying, "Say, 'Produce ten fabricated Surahs the like thereof and,

besides Allah, call whomsoever you can (to assist you) if you are truthful" Allah

challenges them to reproduce the like of just ten chapters of the Qur'an. If they

claim that the Holy Prophet (JL, 3 <J* &\ J^ fabricated the Qur'an, they should then

naturally be able to write a Qur'an of much better content since they were
regarded to be the most eloquent and lucid linguists. This challenge has not been
met until today.

The challenge was then simplified to reproducing one Surah (as has passed
in verse 23 of Surah Baqarah), but this too remains unchallenged. The truth of the

matter is that the Qur'an is a living miracle and none can ever match it.

Allah then says, "If they do not respond to you (i.e. to the challenge), then be

assured that (their claim to the fabrication of the Qur'an is false and that) this has

been revealed according to Allah's knowledge, and that there is no deity besides Allah. So

(after the truth has been made manifest before you) will you accept Islam?"

"irJ** ' &*H J^t o*j -^ oy^Ji eA^Jj! *~->~jj UU &,y ^^li Ag&

(15) Whoever desires the life of this world and its splendour, We shall grant

them the full recompense for their deeds in this very world and they will not be
wronged. (16) They are the ones who shall have only the Fire for themselves in

the Hereafter. Whatever they did in the world will be lost to them and all their

deeds will be in vain. (17) Whoever is steadfast on the Qur'an from his Lord, that

is followed by a witness from it and preceded by the Book of Musa as a leader

and a mercy. These people believe in it. Whoever rejects it from the groups, then

the Fire is his promised abode. So do not be in doubt about it. It is indeed the

truth from your Lord, but most people do not know.
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THE DISBELIEVERS (KUFFAR) WILL BE GRANTED REWARDS FOR
THEIR DEEDS IN THIS WORLD NO REWARD IN THE HEREAFTER

The first of the above verses describes the condition of those people who
desire only the life of this world. All their actions and motives are centred

around the acquisition of this world, arid they have no consciousness of the

Hereafter. Allah says, "We shall grant them the full recompense for their deeds in this

very world and they will not be wronged.
"

As far as their plight in the Hereafter is concerned, Allah says, "They are the

ones who shall have only the Fire for themselves in the Hereafter. Wliatever they did in

the world will be lost to them and all their deeds will be in vain. " This will be the end
of all their deeds, even though these seemed virtuous in this world.

Sayyidina Anas .**> it ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^L.
3
<d* &\ JU> said,

"No 'deed of a believer (Mu'min) will be reduced in reward. Allah will grant him
the reward for it in this world as well as in the Hereafter. However, whatever
deeds the disbeliever (kafir) does for Allah's pleasure/will be rewarded only in

this world. In the Hereafter he will have no deeds left to be rewarded." [Muslim]

Many disbelievers (kuffar) carry out extremely worthy actions in this world
such as building hospitals and other beneficial institutions. When they hear from
Muslims that they will not be rewarded and will still be subjected to eternal

punishment in the Hereafter, they say that they also accept a god for whom they
carry out these actions. Therefore, they ask, why should they be punished? The
reply is given very simply that their rewards will be granted in this world and
the punishment in the Hereafter will be because of their disbelief (kufr).

A REPLY TO AN IGNORANT QUESTION
Certain unwary Muslims complain that all Muslims are suffering, while the

disbelievers (kuffar) all seem to be enjoying themselves. At the outset one may
comment that all Muslims are not suffering, while all the disbelievers (kuffar) are

not enjoying good fortune. Secondly, it should be understood that no disbeliever

(kafir) will enjoy any good fortune in the Hereafter, while the rewards of Muslims
will be stored for them there. Then too, the believer (Mu'minln) are rewarded for

the patience they exercise during every difficulty.

All these factors must be understood. Only then will Muslims be saved from
making the ludicrous statement that the disbelievers (kuffar) have all the luxuries,

while the Muslims have only promises to console themselves. Such statements
constitute objections against Allah, and will lead one to disbelief (kufr).

Once Sayyidina Umar <up i»t ^ came to the Holy Prophet ^* Up ii» JU>
while the Holy Prophet ^ Up 4i ju was lying on a straw mat, which left

impressions on his body. He was resting his head against a leather pillow filled

with the bark of date palms. Sayyidina Umar <* iut^ commented, "O The Holy
Prophet pi-

3 Up &\ J^>, make supplication (du'a) to Allah that He grants your
Ummah affluence. The Romans and the Persians enjoy abundant wealth whilst
they do not worship Allah."

The Holy Prophet ^L. 3^ ii JU replied, "O son of Khattab! Are you still
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deceived? These are the people who are granted luxuries only iiv this world."

According to another narration, The Holy Prophet pJL^ Up &\ Ju said, "Do you
not prefer that they receive these luxuries in this world and we receive them in

the Hereafter?" [Mishkdt p.447]

Thereafter Allah says, "Whoever is steadfast on the Qur'an from his Lord, that is

followed by a witness from it..." The eloquence of the Qur'an is in itself a witness to

the miraculous nature of the Qur'an. Another witness is the previous scripture

given to Sayyidina Musa p^A\ *> which foretold the advent of the Qur'an.

Allah says, "and preceded by the Book ofMusa as a leader and a mercy." Many of

the injunctions contained in the Qur'an were also present in the Torah, informing

people of the rewards of various deeds and instructing them in religion (D'in).

For this reason it was also a mercy to them. The verse tells us that the person

who is steadfast on this perfect Qur'an, is steadfast upon a great truth and can

never be equated to a person who rejects the Qur'an.

"These people believe in it." According to certain commentators, this part of

the verse refers to the companion r^ & ^>Jt while others are of the opinion that

all believer (Mu'minin) are implied.

Allah explains further, "Whoever rejects it from the groups, then the Fire is his

promised abode. So do not be in doubt about it. It is indeed the truth from your Lord, but

most people do not know." This explains that all other groups besides the Muslims
will be entered into the fire of Hell, irrespective of their deeds in this world.

The Holy Prophet (JL-j 4* & JU> said, "I swear by the Being in Whose control

is the life of Muhammad (JL-j <uU k JU»! Any person, be he a Jew or a Christian,

who dies without believing in the religion (D'in) with which I have been sent,

will be of the dwellers of Hell if the knowledge of my Prophethood had reached

him." [Muslim]

\^^a&\ \j£ \p: '„M % <^p^p, &&4
0^ & « .$ &&-% £" Sun i&\ £& &. 4
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(18) Who can be more unjust than he who invents lies against Allah? These

people will be presented before their Lord, and the witnesses will say, "These

are the ones who attributed lies to their Lord!' Behold! The curse of Allah be on

the liars... (19) Those who prevented from Allah's path, sought crookedness in

it, and disbelieved in the Hereafter. (20) Such people are not likely to escape on

earth, and they shall not have any allies besides Allah. Their punishment will be

doubled. They have neither the ability to hear, nor can they see. (21) These are

the ones who have ruined themselves and whatever (gods) they fabricated will

be lost to them. (22) Without doubt, they will be the worst losers in the

Hereafter! (23)Surely those who believe, do righteous deeds and bow to their

Lord, these are the dwellers of Heaven (Jannah), in which they shall abide

forever. (24)The example of the two groups is like that of the (person who is)

blind and the deaf and he who can see and hear. Can the two be equated? Will

you not take heed?

ALLAH'S CURSE IS ON THE OPPRESSORS, WHILE THE
BELIEVERS WILL BE REWARDED WITH HEAVEN (JANNAH)

The Polytheists attributed partners to Allah and, when they were

admonished, they said, "These are our intercessors with Allah/' Sometimes they

replied, "We only worship them so that they may draw us close to Allah" . In fact,

these beliefs were in diametrically opposed to what Allah taught them via His

Prophets r
^-ji ^. Therefore, they actually invented lies against Allah by

claiming to hold these beliefs as part of their religion (D'in).

In this regard Allah says, "Who can be more unjust than he who invents lies

against Allah?" Thereafter, explaining their humiliation on the Day of Judgement,

Allah says, "These people will be presented before their Lord, and the witnesses will say,

'These are the ones who attributed lies to their Lord/' Commentators mention that the

witnesses will be the Prophets {%J> ^M, the angels and the delievers (Mu'minin).

Others are of the opinion that these will be the limbs of the disbelievers (kuffar).

The witnesses will add further, "Behold! The curse ofAllah be on the liars. Those

who prevented (others) from Allah's path, sought crookedness (i.e. tried to find faults) in

it, and disbelieved in the Hereafter."

Regarding their plight Allah says, "Such people are not likely to escape on

earth..." They can never escape Allah nor death wherever they may hide on earth,

and certainly they cannot escape from Him in the Hereafter. Allah adds, "and

they shall not have any allies besides Allah." Those whom they thought would
intercede for them will not be able to come to their aid.

"Their punishment will be doubled." They will be punished for remaining

disbelievers (kuffar), as well as for preventing others from accepting Islam.

"They have neither the ability to hear, nor can they see." They exert themselves
to escape listening to the discourses of the Holy Prophet pJL-^ Up i»\ ju and turn a

blind eye to -the signs of Allah's greatness present in themselves and in other

creation.

"These are the ones who have ruined themselves..." They have bartered

guidance for the despicable price of deviation and the bliss of the Hereafter for
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the pittance of this world.

The question arises that personal ruin would mean destruction of the soul,

but the disbelievers (kuffdr) are seen to be existing in this world, and will be

existing in the Hereafter as well. What is then the meaning of ruination? The

reply is that the existence of the disbelievers (kuffdr) in the Hereafter will be

worse than death. The soul that is subjected to the eternal damnation of the

Hereafter will be thoroughly ruined, and cannot be termed as a soul. This is why
Allah says, ''Then he will not die therein (in Hell), nor will he live." [Surah A 'la (87),

verse]

Thereafter Allah says, " and whatever (gods) they fabricated will be lost to

them." Their false gods will not be able to intercede for them, nor assist them in

any way whatsoever.

Allah then declares, "Without doubt, they will be the worst losers in the

Hereafter!"

After mentioning the plight of the disbelievers (kuffdr), Allah speaks of the

believers (Mu'minin). He says, "Surely those who believe, do righteous deeds and bow

to their Lord, these are the dwellers of Heaven (Jannah), in which they shall abide

forever.

"

"The example of the tzoo groups is like that of the (person who is) blind and the deaf

and he who can see and hear." The first person is the disbeliever (kdfir) and the

second is the believer (Mu'min). Allah asks, "Can the two be equated?" The reply is

that they can obviously never be the same.

"Will you not take heed?" Just as all consider the blind and deaf person to be

unfortunate in this world, they should consider the disbelievers (kuffdr) just as

unfortunate in both the worlds.

Note: Just as the disbeliever (kdfir) will be humiliated in the Hereafter, the

believer (Mu'min) will be honoured. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar
<up &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ^JL^ Up &\ J^ said, 'The

believer (Mu'min) will be drawn close to Allah on the Day of

Judgement. Allah will conceal his sins and he will admit to them

all. He will think that he would be destroyed (on account of his

sins). Allah will then tell him, T have concealed your sins in the

world. Today I will forgive them all." He will then receive his

record of deeds [in his right hand, as a sign of entering Heaven

(Jannah)]. As for the disbeliever (kdfir) and the hypocrite (Mundfiq),

"the witnesses will say, 'These are the ones who attributed lies to their

Lord.' Behold! The curse ofAllah be on the liars." [Bukhari v. 1 p.330]

^ *44j> ot \$* U$\ y^ ^^ QgP ^S -£JL c>\&
vS4^ ^^
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(25) Indeed We sent Nun to his nation. (He told them) "Undoubtedly I am unto

you a clear warner... (26) .... That you worship only Allah. I truly fear for you the

punishment of a torturous day." (27) The disbelieving leaders of his nation said,

TWe consider you to be a mere human like ourselves and we see that only those

people follow you who are of low class and who are simple minded. We see no

superiority in you over us. In fact, we deem you to be liars." (28) Nuh replied,

"O my people! Tell me. (What) If I am upon a proof from my Lord and He has

granted me a mercy from Himself that is not shown to you? Can we force it onto

you when you disapprove of it?" (29) "O my people! I do not ask you for any

wealth. My reward is with my Lord, and I cannot discard those who believe.

Surely, they will meet their Lord, but I deem you all to be ignorant." (30) "O my
people! Who will assist me against Allah if I discard them? Will you not take

heed?" (31) "I do not say to you that I possess the treasures of Allah, nor do I

have knowledge of the unseen, nor do I say that I am an angel and I cannot say

concerning those whom you look down upon that Allah will never grant them

good. Allah knows best what is in their hearts. If I do so, then I will certainly be

of the oppressors."

SAYYIDINA NUH f
*Ji Up PREACHES TO HIS NATION AND THEY

STUBBORNLY OPPOSE HIM
Sayyidina Nuh f*~J\ aJU- appeared a thousand years after Sayyidina Adam 4*

(ty-J; His people were idolaters and he pleaded with them to stop. His story was
discussed in Surah A'raf [Surah 7, verses 59-64], where the commentary quoted

several verses related to his episode. The above verses cite additional facts.

In the above verses Allah says that he told the people, "Undoubtedly 1 am
unto you a clear warner. That you only worship Allah. (If you do not accept, then) /

trulyfearfor you the punishment ofa torturous day.

"

Instead of accepting what he said, "The disbelieving leaders of his nation (the

leaders are normally in the forefront of opposition in any nation) said, We
consider you to be a mere humanlike ourselves..." They argued that he was just like

the rest of them and, therefore, they saw no reason why he should be considered
to be the Prophets

r
*Ji ^.
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In addition to this they protested, " we see that only those people follow you

who are of low class and who are simple minded. " They argued that his followers

simply followed him without thought. Therefore, their following provided no

incentive for the rest of the people to follow.

The third argument they tendered was "We see no superiority in you over us.

In fact, we deem you to be liars."

In response to their allegations, "Nuh fik~& ^ replied, 'O my people 1
. Tell me.

(What) If I am upon a proof from my Lord and He has granted me a mercy (The

Prophethood) from Himself that is not shown to you (then what can I do?). Can we force

it onto you when you disapprove of it?" The responsibility of the Prophet is merely

to convey the message, not to compel people into submission.

He continued to impress upon their minds that the objective of his

preaching was not to attain the wealth of this world. Therefore, he told them, "O

my people! I do not ask you for any wealth. My reward is with my Lord..." They ought

to realise that if a person is exerting himself so tirelessly without any worldly

objective, there should be some virtue in his responsibility.

The leaders of his nation desired that Sayyidina Nuh f*~J\ aJlp disassociate

himself from those followers who belonged to the low social class. For this

reason he told them, ".
. . and I cannot discard those who believe. Surely, they will

meet their Lord..." Because of their Belief or faith (Iman), they have been accepted

in the presence of Allah and He will reward them in the Hereafter.

He then told them, "but I deem you all to be ignorant." Instead of believing in

the truth and acquiring the eternal success of the Hereafter, they chose the paltry

gains of this world.

"O my people! Who will assist me against Allah if I discard them? Will you not

take heed?" Disassociating from those close to Allah will draw His wrath, from

which none can offer any security. The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 12 p.41)

writes that they wanted him to disassociate from those followers who belonged

to a lower social class, even though they never mentioned this directly. They

prescribed this as a precondition for their belief (Iman).

The people thought that it was necessary that the Prophets ^%^\ ^^ possess

abundant wealth-as a sign of his Prophethood. However, excessive wealth is not

a sign of acceptance and proximity to Allah. Similarly possessing knowledge of

the unseen is also not a condition for a person to be the Prophet of Allah. For this

reason Sayyidina Nuh (%J>\ 4* told the people, "I do not say to you that I possess the

treasures ofAllah, nor do I have knowledge of the unseen..."

When they said earlier, 'We consider you to be a mere human like ourselves,"

they meant to say that the Prophet should be someone better than a human. In

reply to this objection, he told them, "nor do I say that I am an angel... "Apostleship

is not dependant on any of the above conditions. Therefore, it will be foolish to

reject the Prophet on any of these grounds.

When the disbelievers (kuffar) of his nation referred to Sayyidina Nuh's <_>
f*>L~_Ji followers as "simple minded" they indicated that these people were not

staunch in their belief. In reply to this, Sayyidina Nuh (OL—it <l* told them, "and I

cannot say concerning those whom you look down upon that Allah will never grant them
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good. Allah knows best what is in their hearts." Allah will grant them the reward for

their Belief (Iman) because the criterion is sincerity and not social standing and

wealth.

"If I do so, then I will certainly be of the oppressors." In this way he would be

oppressing himself as well as these believers (Mu'minxn) by according

precedence to worldly positions.

WORLDLY WEALTH AND POSITION ARE NOT INDICATIONS OF
PROXIMITY TO ALLAH

. It is the general misconception of people that they regard those of affluence

and noble worldly standing to be superior to the rest even though they may be

deficient in morals, character, knowledge and beliefs. This type of behaviour is

indeed reprehensible because the wealth of this world is temporary and a person

may lose it at any time.

It has been the trend with all the Prophets r
*>LJi^ that the poor and the

lower classes were always the first to follow them. The affluent always

considered their own opinion to be worthy of being heeded. They would think

that something cannot be true if it were accepted by the poor people as such.

Allah says in Surah Ahqaf, "The disbelievers say to the belkvers, If this (faith) were

good, you people would have never beaten us to it." [Surah 46, verse 11]

The same situation prevailed with the Holy Prophet jJL^ *i* i»» JU. Initially,

the nobles of the Quraysh opposed him and refused to accept him. The poor

Companions^ & ^j like Sayyidina Bilal <* &\f*j, Sayyidina Khabbab &\ ^j
a* and Sayyidina Suhaib ^ &\ ^j were among the first to accept his message.

When the Holy Prophet jJL^ Up ^ JU sent a letter to the Caesar of Rome, he

summoned those Arabs who were then present in Rome. Of those who were

ushered to his court was Abu Sufyan (who was not yet a Muslim at that time).

One of the many questions that the Caesar posed to them was whether the

followers of the Holy Prophet ^JL-j -U* i&t JU> were the nobles or those of more
humble status. When Abu Sufyan replied that they waive generally people of the

poorer class, the Caesar said, "This is what normally happens with the the Holy

Prophets ft>u» j^-u.. (Their initial followers are generally those of the lower class)/'

Another question was whether any of the followers of the Holy Prophet JU>

fi-j U* -^ turned apostate after accepting Islam. When Abu Sufyan replied in the

negative, the Caesar said, "This is what happens once the magnificence of Belief

(Iman) enters the heart."

This situation prevails even today. Leaders and statesmen who call

themselves Muslims look down upon those who are engaged in the services of

religion (Win), like the Imam, Mu'adhdhins (Adhan caller) and poor worshippers.

This is because they, consider them to belong to an inferior class. They consider

themselves to be superior despite the fact that they are sinners and oppressors.

May Allah guide them all. Amin.
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(32) They said, "O Nuh.' You have disputed with us and disputed to a great

extent. So bring forth what you promise us if you are of the truthful ones." (33)

He said, "Only Allah will bring it if He wills, and you will be unable to escape."

(34) "My advice to you shall not benefit you if I intend to advise you while
Allah intends to send you astray. He is your Lord and to Him shall you be
returned."

THE REPLY OF SAYYIDINA NUH fk^\ Up WHEN HIS PEOPLE
GREW MORE REBELLIOUS AND DEMANDED ALLAH'S
PUNISHMENT

Sayyidina Nuh ^~J> Up preached to his people for 950 years, but they
refused to accept. Once they even told him, "O Null! You have disputed with us and
disputed to a great extent. So bring forth what you promise us if you are of the truthful

ones."

"He said, 'Only Allah will bring it if He wills, and you will be unable to escape.'"

The Holy Prophets r
%ji

r
^u only warns people of the imminent punishment, but

cannot cause it to come. Only Allah can bring the punishment.

He also told them, "My advice to you shall not benefit you if I intend to advise

you while Allah intends to send you astray. He is your Lord and to Him shall you be

returned/' Eventually, Sayyidina Nuh f*~J\ Up invoked Allah to afflict them with a

punishment, and they were destroyed by a great flood. The details will soon
follow.

(35) Or do they say that he fabricated it? Say, "If I had fabricated it, then the

crime is mine and I am absolved of the crime that you perpetrate."

THE REPLY TO THOSE WHO CLAIMED THAT THE QUR'AN WAS
A FABRICATION OF THE HOLY PROPHET ^Ktefoj*

Certain commentators are of the opinion that this verse is part of the

allegations that the nation of Sayyidina Nuh f*~J\ Up made against him. Allah
instructed him to reply to them by saying, "If I had fabricated it, then the crime is

mine and I am absolved of the crime that you perpetrate." The author of "Ruhul
Ma'am" maintains this view and "Ma'alimut Tanzil" has also reported it from
Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** iui ^ Jm

Other commentators state that the verse refers to the allegation made by the

polytheists of Makkah that the Holy Prophet^ *> &\ J^ fabricated the Qur'an.
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Allah instructs the Holy Prophet <JL.j <g^ i»» J-* to tell them that ''If I had fabricated

it then the crime is mine and I am absolved of the crime that you perpetrate." They will

have to suffer the consequences of their disbelief (kufr). Allama Ibn Kathir &\ '^j

t^j* has preferred this interpretation and writes (v. 2 p.444) that this verse appears

incidentally within the discussion of Sayyidina Nuh ,<olJ\ u*.

o[ 3 is ll* 1£h>iJ1 *^_y j* *&*^ j* L^=»j -jJ^ f^j^p Oj^-^i

J^Jc Jub J^j AjJ^

(36) It was revealed to Nuh, "None shall ever believe from your people besides

those who have already believed, so do not be grieved by what they do." (37)

"Build an ark before Us and by Our command and do not address Me regarding

the oppressors. They shall certainly be drowned." (38) He continued to build the

ark. Whenever the leaders of his people passed by him, they mocked him. He

said, "If you mock us, then we shall also mock you, just as you do to us... (39)

Soon you shall come to know who will be afflicted by a humiliating

punishment and to whom shall an eternal punishment come."

SAYYIDINA NUH f
*-J» Up IS COMMANDED TO BUILD AN ARK

AND THE LEADERS OF HIS NATION MOCK HIM
Eventually, only a few people believed in Sayyidina Nuh **>lJi <d*. Before

sending the punishment, Allah instructed him to construct an ark in to rescue the

believers. Allah says, 'It was revealed to Nuh, 'None shall ever believe from your people

besides those who have already believed, so do not be grieved by what they do." One
should not grieve over something that cannot be expected.

Allah instructed him further, "Build an ark before Us and by Our command and

do not address Me regarding the oppressors. They shall certainly be drowned."

Hence according to Allah's command, "He continued to build the ark." He
constructed the ark from planks of wood and nails. Allah says in Surah Qamar,

"We carried him [Sayyidina Nuh^LJ\ aJLp] on an ark ofplanks and nails. "[Surah 56, verse

13]

"Wltenevcr the leaders of his people passed by him, they mocked him." They

laughed and told him, "Will you be rescued with this?" At times they teased him
saying, "How will this move on land?" They also teased him by saying, "You were

once the Holy Prophets f%^\ h^, but have now become a carpenter?"

"He said, 'If you mock us, then (the day will dawn when) we shall also mock you,

just as you do to us. Soon you shall come to knoiu who will be afflicted by a humiliating
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punishment and to whom shall an eternal punishment come.

*J JM* QP &&% **** cA ^J cA O-J 4^ ^O^-iJ4 *1

(40) Until (the time came when) Our command came and water began to gush

from the oven. We said, "Load upon the ark a pair (male and female) from every

species and your family; except him against whom the decision has been passed.

(And also load) whoever has believed. Only a few believed in him." (41) He
said, "Embark thereupon/ With the name of Allah shall it travel and anchor.

Surely my Lord is the Most Forgiving, the Most Merciful" (42) And it travelled

with them and waves the size of mountains. Nun f**~J» Up called unto his son

who was standing detached from them saying, "O my, beloved son! Board with

us and do not be of the disbelievers!" (43) He replied, "I shall shortly take refuge

on a mountain that will rescue me from the water." Nuh f^LJ* U* said, "Today

none can rescue from the command of Allah except him whom Allah has mercy

upon." Then a wave separated the two and he became of those who were

drowned.

THE FLOODS, THE DESTRUCTION OF THE DISBELIEVERS AND
SALVATION OF THE BELIEVERS

When the ark was completed and the floods were imminent, Allah

commanded Sayyidina Nuh {%J\ Up thus, "Load upon the ark a pair (male and

female) from every species (so that they may later reproduce and continue their species)

and your family; except him against whom the decision has been passed." One of the

sons of Sayyidina Nuh £*~A\ <*> and one of his wives did not believe him and

were destined to be drowned along with the rest of the disbelievers (kuffar).

"(And also load) whoever has believed. Only a few believed in him." None of the

accounts stating their number is established from conclusive sources. It has been

reported from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ &\ ^j that they numbered 70,

males and females included. Of these were three sons of Sayyidina Nuh fiLJs Up

and their wives. One of the wives of Sayyidina Nuh fiLJ\ -ip was among the

disbelievers (kuffar) and was destined to enter Hell (Jahannam), as mentioned in

verse 10 of Surah Tahrim (Surah 66).

According to some, Sayyidina Nuh fXJ\ <4* had two wives. The one was a

disbeliever and was drowned, while the other was a believer and was rescued
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with them on the ark. Intercession was not permitted for any of the disbelievers

(kuffar), because Allah had already instructed Sayyidina Nuh r
*%J\ ^ "Do not

address Me regarding the oppressors/'

Certain commentators mention that the sign which indicated to Sayyidina

Nuh (*-& &• that the floods were about to begin was when "water began to gush

from the oven." Of course, all the floodwaters did not come from the oven because

Allah says in Surah Qamar, "So We opened up the doors of the sky to torrential rains.

And We cleaved springs in the earth so that the waters metfor a matter preordained. The
waters of the skies and the earth thus destroyed the disbelievers (kuffar).

Allah says in Surah Haqqa, "Certainly, when the floodwaters surged, We carried

you on a boat so as to make it a reminder for you and so that attentive ears may
remember it." [Surah 69, verses 11, 12]

Sayyidina Nuh }y~J\ u* told the believers, "Embark thereupon! With the name

of Allah shall it travel and anchor. Surely my Lord is the Most Forgiving, the Most
Merciful." Certain commentators have mentioned that whenever Sayyidina Nuh
C
%J\ Up wished to stop the ark while sailing/he would say, "Bismillah! (With the

name of Allah!" and he would repeat this when he wished to resume the

journey.

Also as a reminder of Allah's remembrance (dhikr), Allah advised Sayyidina

Nuh ft>Ui Up by saying, "When you and those with you have settled on board the ark,

then say, 'All praise be to Allah Who has saved usfrom the oppressive folk.

Further encouraging them to supplicate to Him, Allah also told them, "And
say, 'My Lord! Settle me on a blessed settlement and You are the best of those who settle

(others).

ONE OF THE SONS OF SAYYIDINA NUH f*~S\ Up IS TRAPPED IN
THE WAVES

"And it travelled with them and waves the size of mountains. Niih called unto his

son who was standing detachedfrom them saying, 'O my beloved son! Board with us and
do notbe of disbelievers!"

Thinking that the flood was like any other, "He replied, 'I shall shortly take

refuge on a mountain that will rescue mefrom the water." Since he was not a believer,

he failed to understand that none could escape Allah's punishment.

Sayyidina Nuh f^Js Up said to him, "Today none can rescue from the command
ofJ^llah except him whom Allah has mercy upon."

H6wever, Allah does not show His mercy to the disbelievers (kuffar).

Consequently, "a wave separated the two and he became of those who were drowned."
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(44) The order was issued, "O Earth! Swallow your water and O sky! Stop!" The
water subsided, the decision was passed and the ark settled on the Mount of

Judi. It was announced, "May the oppressive nation be distanced." (45) Nun 4j*

f*>LJi called unto his Lord saying, "O my Lord! Surely my son is from my family
and indeed Your promise is true and You are the Best of Judges." (46) Allah said,

"O Nuh! Indeed he was not from your family. His actions were certainly

incorrect, so do not ask Me regarding that which you have no knowledge. I

advise you not to be of the ignorant." (47) Nuh p*-Ji Up said, "O my Lord! I seek
refuge with You that I ask You concerning that which I have no knowledge. If

You do not forgive me and have mercy on me, I will be of the losers." (48) It was
commanded, "O Nuh! Disembark with peace from Us and blessings upon you
and upon those parties with you. And there are many such parties to whom We
will grant enjoyment and then subject them to a torturous punishment
thereafter."

THE STORM ABATES AND THE ARK SETTLES ON THE
MOUNTAIN OF JUDI

The floodwaters were so powerful that they swept above the peaks of the

highest mountains. None were saved except those aboard the ark. According to

certain reports/the ark remained afloat for 150 days, whilst other reports indicate
that the period was six months. Only Allah knows what was the exact period.
Nevertheless, when Allah decreed the end of the flood ."The order was issued, '0

Earth! Swallow your water and O Sky! Stop!' The water subsided, the decision was
passed (that the disbelievers (kuffar) were to be destroyed) and the ark settled on the

Mount of Judi. It was announced (from Allah), 'May the oppressive nation he distanced
(from Allah's mercy)."

According to certain commentators, the ark rested on the mountain for a

month before Sayyidina Nuh
r
*>LJi Up felt it was safe to permit anyone to

disembark. The names of his three sons whose progenies spread on earth after

the flood were Sam, Ham and Yafith.

Thereafter, with regard to the fourth son who drowned, "Nuh called unto his

Lord saying, 'O my Lord! Surely my son is from my family and indeed Your promise is

true and You are the Best of Judges." He said this because Allah had promised him
that his family would be rescued from the punishment.

Keeping in mind proper etiquette, he did not directly ask Allah to save his

son, but phrased the supplication differently. At this juncture, the question is

raised that why did Sayyidina Nuh
r
xJ» Up make this request for his disbeliever

(kdfir) son when he knew well that Allah's promise was to rescue only the
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believers? Among the various replies given, Hakimul Ummah Thanwi Up ii» ~^j

has mentioned that Sayyidina Nuh f%J\ Up made supplication (du'a) in words

similar to, "O Allah! I realise that my son was not worthy of being rescued

because of his disbelief (kufr). However, my plea to You is that You make him a

believer so that he may be rescued/'

In response to his supplication, 'Allah said, 'O Nuh! Indeed he was not from

your family/' In the eternal knowledge of Allah, he was not destined to be of

those family members who were to be rescued. Allah said further, "His actions

were certainly incorrect..." He was of those people whose actions denoted that they

will remain steadfast upon disbelief (kufr) and die in the same condition.

Allah continues to chide him by saying, "so do not ask me regarding that which

you have no knowledge." i.e. While you may think that he could have believed, the

eternal fate predetermined by Allah dictated otherwise. Therefore, "I advise you

not to be of the ignorant."

Realizing his folly, "Nuh said, 'O my Lord! I seek refuge with You that I ask You

concerning that which I have no knowledge. If You do not forgive me and have mercy on

me, I will be of the losers."

At this juncture another question is raised. The question is that if this

supplication of Sayyidina Nuh ftLJv U* and Allah's reply took place after the son

was drowned, why did he supplicate? It is obvious that after his death he cannot

possibly be saved. Another question is that if the supplication was made before

the son died and Sayyidina Nuh ^LJ\ Up has already then received Allah's reply

that the boy would die as a disbeliever (kafir), why did he still summon his son to

believe and board the ark?

In my humble opinion, the above discourse between Sayyidina Nuh f%J\ U*

and Allah took place after his son said "I shall shortly take refuge on a mountain that

will rescue'me from the water," but before he was washed away by a wave. During

that period, Sayyidina Nuh (OLJi Up had no knowledge that his son would be

drowned. In this case, the command "Do not address Me regarding the oppressors"

would mean that none should request for the salvation of such a infidel (kafir)

who was destined to die upon infidelity (kufr). And Allah knows best.

THE BELIEVERS DISEMBARK IN PEACE

After the ark had settled on the mountain of Judi, "It was commanded, 'O

Nuh! Disembark with peacefrom Us and blessings upon you and upon those parties with

you. And there are many such parties (who will forsake their Belief (Iman) and) to

whom We will grant enjoyment and then subject them to a torturous punishment

thereafter." The believers (Mu'minin) with Sayyidina Nuh (%-Ji Up were informed

from then that although all of them were believers, there will soon appear such

people who will forsake their belief and resort to disbelief (kufr) once again.
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(49) This narrative is from the accounts of the unseen that We inspire you with.

You and your people were unlikely to have knowledge about this from before.

So be patient/ Indeed the final outcome will be in favour of the pious.

THE INCIDENT OF SAYYIDINA NUH P
*-J» Up AND HIS NATION IS

A LESSON FOR OTHERS AND A PROOF OF THE APOSTLESHIP OF
THE HOLY PROPHET^ Up b\ ^U

After narrating the incident of Sayyidina Nuh f%J» <dp, Allah says, "This

narrative is from the accounts of the unseen that We inspire to you [O Muhammad JU
pL*j Up i»i with. You and your people were unlikely to have knowledge about this from

before." The fact that the Holy Prophet <X*> U* ii>i JU never studied matters such

as these, nor was he able to read indicates to any thinking person that the news
of these events could have come only from Allah.

Allah then tell the Holy Prophet pJL-j ^ &\ J~* that the moral of the above

incident should give him courage. Allah exhorts him to, "he patient (because)

Indeed the final outcome will be in favour of the pious." The Holy Prophet *Jlp & JL*

pJL-j and the Companions ^ i»i ^j were soon to gain victory over the

disbelievers (kuffar) and polytheists.

A FEW IMPORTANT LESSONS

1. The majority of Scholars (Ulama) are of the opinion that the flood of

Sayyidina Nuh (OLJt Up engulfed the entire world. This is indicated by the prayer

that he made. He prayed to Allah saying, my Lord! Do not leave a single

disbeliever on earth. " [Surah Nuh (71), verse 26].

Another verse indicative of the same is that of Surah Qamar , where Allah

says, "And We caused springs to gush forth from the earth..." Very few Scholars

(Ulama) state that the flood was confined to the area in which Sayyidina Nuh Up

f^LJi's nation lived. They interpret the word "earth" in the above two verses to

mean a particular area of the earth, not the entire earth. Whatever the case, the

fact of the matter is that a lesson should be derived from the episode.

Even if the flood were confined to a particular region, it can still be referred

to as a universal flood because it affected all the people living on the earth at that

time. There were no other people living on earth at that time besides the nation

of Sayyidina Nuh f%Ji ^U.

2. The statement of Allah regarding the son of Sayyidina Nuh f*>LJi Up, that

"He is not of your family" indicates that a Muslim and a disbeliever (kafir) can

never really be related, even though they may be related biologically. The
immigrants (Muhajirin) from among the Sahaba^ i» -^ truly understood this

concept. In numerous battles their blood relatives confronted them, but they

never hesitated to fight them to the death.

At the beginning of the battle of Badr, when the Ansar advanced to fight the

polytheists, they said, "We do not want to fight these people. We wish to fight

our cousins, the children of Abdul Muttalib." Upon this challenge, Sayyidina Ali

<up iui ^j advanced to fight Walid bin Utba, Sayyidina Hamzah ^ ifo ^>j tackled

Shayba and Sayyidina Ubaydajv bin Harith <* iut ^j fought Utba. While Walid
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and Shayba were killed, Utba mortally injured Sayyidina Ubaydah -up &\ ^>Jf who
subsequently passed away on the return to Madinah. Sayyidina Ali and Hamzah
a:* &\ ^j then killed Utba. [Al Bidaya wan Nihayah]

When the disbelievers (kuffar) possess the fervour to deal first with their

relatives in battle, why should the Muslims not display the same courage? No *

disbeliever (kafir) can be related to a Muslim on account of his disbelief (kufr).

3. According to the book "Ma'jma'ul Buldan", the Mount of Judi is situated

east of the Tigris river surrounding the island of Ibn Umar. It now forms part of

the city of Mawsil (in Iraq). The famous persons Bar Qa'badi and Imam Jazari a-*^,

Up &\ are from the island of Ibn Umar.

4. The verse "O Earth! Swallow your water" is so replete with finer points of

Arabic eloquence that Imam Jazari *ip A» <*-j has compiled a book based purely

on this subject. The title of the book is "Kifayatul Al Ma'iy Fi Ayati Ya Ardub
La'iy." In it he quotes the treatise of Imam Sakkaki aJlp i»t <*-j.[Kash'fuz Zuniln].
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(50) And to the Ad We sent their brother Hud. He said, "O my people! Worship
Allah. There is no deity besides Him. You people are only lying." (51) "O my
people! I do not ask you any recompense for this. My recompense is the
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responsibility of that Being Who created me. Do you not understand?" (52)

"And O my people! Seek forgiveness from your Lord, then turn to Him. He will

then send abundant rains to you and add strength to your strength. And do not

turn away as criminals." (53) They replied, "O Hud! You have ndt brought forth

a proof and we will not leave our gods on your word, nor shall we believe in

you." (54) All we have to say is that one of our gods has afflicted you with evil."

He said, "I call Allah to Witness and you people be witness that I am absolved

of the partners that you ascribe... (55) besides Allah. So all of you may plot

against me and do not grant me any respite." (56) "Undoubtedly I rely only on

Allah, Who is my Lord and your Lord. He has control of the forelocks of every

creature. In deed, my Lord is upon the straight path." (57) "So if you turn away,

then I have certainly conveyed to you that with which I have been sent to you

and my Lord will substitute you with a another nation. Then you will not be

able to harm Him in the least. Without doubt, my Lord is cognisant of all

things." (58) When Our order came, We saved Hud and those with him by Our

mercy. And We rescued him from a severe punishment. (59) This was the Ad/
They rejected the signs of their Lord, disobeyed His messengers, and followed

the instruction of every obstinate tyrant. (60) Curse was made to pursue them in

this world and in the Hereafter as well. Behold! The Ad disbelieved in their

Lord. Behold! May the Ad, the people of Hud be distanced!

SAYYIDINA HUD ?
>LJi U* PREACHED TO THE AD BUT THEY ARE

FINALLY DESTROYED BECAUSE OF THEIR DISOBEDIENCE

The Ad were extremely powerful and mighty people. Allah says in Surah

Fajr, "Have you not seen how your Lord dealt with the Ad, the people of Irani? Whose

stature was like that of pillars? Those the like of which were never created in the lands."

[Surah 89, verses 6-8]

Allah says in Surah HaMim Sajdah, "As for the Ad, they were arrogant on earth

without reason, and said, 'Who can he more powerful than us?' Do they not see that

Allah, Wlio hasxreated them, is more powerful than them?" [Surah 41, verse 15]

Sayyidina Hud f*>LJ\ Up was from the same nation of Ad and was sent as the

Holy Prophets ?yu\^ to them. He enjoined them to believe in Oneness of Allah

(Tauhid) and to forsake their idols. He told them, "O my people! Worship Allah.

There is no deity besides Him. You people are only lying (when you refer to these gods

as being true deities)/'

In verse 69 of Surah A'raf (Surah 7), he told them, "Recall the time when He
made you successors after the nation of Nuh and increased you considerably in stature.

Call to mind the bounties ofAllah so that you may be successful."

Allah continues to say in the above verses, "They replied, 'O Hudl You have

not brought forth a proof (to attest to your Prophethood) and we will not leave our

gods on your word, nor shall we believe in you." They continued to say, "All we have

to say is that one of our gods has afflicted you with evil." i.e. They have afflicted you
with a malady which has made you insane.

Sayyidina Hud f*~)\
<uU replied, "I call Allah to Witness and you people be

witness that I am absolved of the partners that you ascribe besides Allah." He told them
that since their enmity was now apparent, "So all ofyou may plot against me and do
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not grant me any respite. Undoubtedly I rely only on Allah, Who is my Lord and your

lord." Although he was alone against all of them, he was convinced that Allah

was more than adequate for him against them.

Stressing this point, he added, "He has control of the forelocks ofevery creature.

"

Allah controls the affairs of all His creation. Therefore, He would avert the plots

of the disbelievers (kuffar) against His messenger, He added, 'indeed, (in pleasing)

my Lord (a person will be) upon the straight path"

Sayyidina Hud f%Js *> advised his people saying, "And O my people! Seek

forgiveness from your Lord [adopt Belief (Iman)], then turn to Him. He will then

(forgive you and) send abundant rains to you and add strength to your strength. And do

not turn away as criminals.

"Ma'alimut Tanzll" reports that the Ad had not had any rain for three years

and their women had become barren. As a result, their strength began to deplete.

Sayyidina Hud f}U» Up therefore gave them the above advice so that they may
regain their lost might.

He then warned them, "So if you turn away, then I have certainly conveyed to

you that with which I have been sent to you and my Lord will substitute you with

another nation. Then you will not be able to harm Him in the least. Without doubt, my
Lord is cognisant of all things. "...No disbeliever (kafir) shall be able to escape

Allah's punishment. ^

Allah says in Surah A'raf that the people said to Sayyidina Hud ^\ a>,

"Have you come to us so that we worship only Allah and leave what our forefathers used

to worship? Bring what you have promised usifyou are of the truthful!" [Surah 7, verse

70]

He replied to them by saying, "The punishment and wrath of Allah has already

afflicted you." [Surah A'raf ('7), verse '11]

Allah says, "Wlien Our order came, We saved Hud and those with him by Our
\
mercy. And We rescued him from a severe punishment."

Describing the punishment, Allah says in Surah Haqqa, "As for the Ad, they

were destroyed by an icy tempest. Allah ordered it upon them for seven nights and eight

days. You woidd have seen them felled as if they were hollow palm trunks. Do you see

any of them existing ? " [Surah 69, verses 6-8]

Allah says in Surah Ahqaf, "Wlten they observed it as a cloud approaching their

valleys they exclaimed, 'This is cloud that will bring us rain.' Rather, it was the thing

they sought to hasten; a fierce wind bearing a painful punishment. It demolished
everything by the command of its Lord and it transpired that only their homes could be

seen. Thus do We punish the sinful nation. " [Surah 46, verses 24, 25]

Verses 41 and 42 of Surah Dhariyat (Surah 51) also contain a similar account
of the punishment where Allah says, "And (there is also a lesson) in (the story) of the

hd when we sent a wind to them that was devoid of any good. It reduced everything it

passed to smithereens." Allah then concludes the episode by saying, "This was the
Adl They rejected the signs of their Lord, disobeyed His messengers, and followed the

instruction of every obstinate tyrant."

Describing their plight Allah says, "Curse was made to pursue them in this
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world and in the Hereafter as well (they were accursed in both the worlds). Behold! The
Ad disbelieved in their Lord. Behold! May the Ad, the people ofHud be distanced!"

^3b -jJJjb ^>LL>jH^ wtf-^
1 -A* <^^> ^.A^ ul *ttl <^JtsKr^ <jr^*

(61) To the Thamud We sent their brother Salih. He said, "O my people!

Worship Allah. There is no deity for you besides Him. He created you from the

earth and settled you therein. So seek forgiveness from Him, then turn to Him.
Undoubtedly, my Lord is Near, Responsive. (62) They said, "O Salih! Certainly

we entertained high hopes in you from before. Do you forbid us from
worshipping what our forefathers worshipped? Surely we are in such doubt
with regard to what you call us to, that it has cast us into uncertainty." (63) He
said, "O my people! Tell me. If I am upon a clear proof from my Lord and He
has granted me a mercy from Himself, who will assist me against Allah if I

disobey Him? You only increase me in loss." (64) "And O my people! This is

Allah's camel as a sign for you. So leave it to graze in Allah's land and do not
touch it with evil intent, for then a nigh punishment shall afflict you." (65) So
they killed it, whereupon he said, "Enjoy yourselves in your homes for three

days. This is a promise that will not be falsified." (66) When Our order came, We
saved Salih and those with him by Our mercy and (saved them) from the

humiliation of that day. Indeed your Lord is Powerful, the Mighty. (67) A scream
seized the oppressors and they were left lying face down in their homes... (68)

"... as if they never existed there. Behold! The Thamud disbelieved in their Lord.

Behold! May the Thamud be distanced.
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SAYYIDINA SALIH f
*>LJi U* PREACHED TO THE THAMUD BUT

THEY ARE FINALLY DESTROYED BECAUSE OF THEIR
DISOBEDIENCE

A detailed account of Sayyidina Salih fM~J» U* and the Thamud has been

discussed in Surah A'raf (verse 73 to 79). One may refer to it for the details. Here

Allah mentions, "To the Thamud We sent their brother Salih. He said, 'O my people!

Worship Allah. There is no deityfor you besides Him.

In Surah A'raf, he reminded them of Allah's favours on them when he said,

"Recall when Allah made you successors after the Ad and granted you a station on earth.

You build palaces on the soft portion thereofand carve homesfrom the mountains. Call to

mind Allah's bounties and do not spread anarchy in the lands." [Surah 7, verse 73]

In the above verses Allah mentions, "He created you from the earth and settled

you therein. So seek forgiveness from Him [by accepting Belief (Iman)], then turn to

Him. Undoubtedly, my Lord is Near (He can hear all prayers), Responsive (He

accepts prayers)."

Refusing to accept, "They said, 'O Salih! Certainly we entertained high hopes in

you from before." They told him that they were prepared to make him their leader

and to refer to him in all matters. They added, "Do you forbid us from worshipping

what our forefathers worshipped? Surely we are in such doubt with regard to what you

call us to, that it has cast us into uncertainty."

"He said, 'O my people! Tell me. If I am upon a clear prooffrom my Lord and He
has granted me a mercy from Himself (i.e. The Prophethood), who will assist me against

Allah ifI disobey Him? You only increase me in loss (ifI were tofollow you)."

Allah mentions in Surah A'raf that they said, "O Salih! Bring upon us that

which you threaten us with ifyou are reallyfrom the messengers." [Surah 7, verse 77]

They also demanded that he cause a pregnant camel to emerge from a

mountain as a miracle. They claimed that they would then accept his message.

This he did by Allah's command and he told them, "And O my people! This is

Allah's camel as a sign for you. So leave it to graze in Allah's land and do not touch it

with evil intent, for then a nigh punishment shall afflict you.
"

. According to verse 155 of Surah Shu'ara (Surah 26), Sayyidina Salih f%J\ Up
told the people, "This is the camel. It will have a day to drink and your animals will

have an appointed day to drink.
"

However, they consulted among themselves and someone prepared to kill

the camel by hamstringing it. Allah says, "So they killed it, whereupon he said,

'Enjoy yourselves in your, homes for three days. This is a promise that will not be

falsified."

Allah continues, "When Our order came, We saved Salih f*~*)\
<uU and those with

him by Our mercy and (saved them) from the humiliation of that day. Indeed your Lord
w Powerful, the Mighty." Any nation that is punished is also made to suffer

humiliation.

Describing the punishment Attah says, "A scream seized the oppressors and
they were left lying face down in their homes as if they never existed there. "They were
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totally annihilated.

"Behold! The Thamud disbelieved in their Lord. Behold! May the Thamud be

distanced." In both worlds they were far flung from Allah's mercy.

Note: Surah A'raf [Surah 7, verse 78] mentioned that an earthquake struck

them, while this Surah mentions a scream. There is no disparity between the two

verses because it is very possible that both these took place. Some commentators

say that a scream sounded from the sky and an earthquake ruptured from

beneath them. Both these destroyed them. "Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v.2 p.391) records

that it was Jibr'il fiLJ\ 4* who sounded the scream from above.
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(69) xfideed Our messenger angels came to Ibrahim with glad tidings and

greeted him with "Salam" (peace). He replied to their Salam and did not hesitate

to present a roasted calf. (70) When he noticed that their hands were not reaching

towards it, he grew fearful of them. They said, "Do not fear. We have been sent

to the nation of Lut." (71) His wife, standing by, laughed as We conveyed to her

the glad tidings of Is'haq, and Ya'qub after Is'haq. (72) She said, "Woe is me!

Shall I bear a child when I am an old woman and my husband here is an old

man? This is indeed a strange eventf" (73) They said, "Are you surprised at the

command of Allah? May Allah's mercy and blessings be on you, O members of

the household. Verily He is Worthy of all praise, The Exalted." (74) When the

fear left Ibrahim and the good news reached him, he debated with Us regarding

the nation of Lut. (75) Surely Ibrahim was forbearing, compassionate and

penitent. (76) "O Ibrahim refrain from it. Without doubt the command of your

Lord has come to pass. There shall surely come to them a punishment that

cannot be averted."

ANGELS VISIT SAYYIDINA IBRAHIM
f
*J» Up TO CONVEY TO

HIM THE GLAD TIDINGS OF A SON AND GRANDSON
Sayyidina Ibrahim f^J\ <4* preached to a nation of idolaters under the

j
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leadership of the tyrant Nimrud. They opposed him vehemently until even his

own father warned him, "Are you averse to my gods, O Ibrahim? Ifyou do not desist

I shall stone you. Leave me forever." His people even threw him in a fire, but Allah

rescued him. Eventually, he was compelled to leave his land and he migrated to

Sham, and lived in Palestine.

His nephew, Sayyidina Lut (OLJ Up, also left with him and Allah made both

of them Prophets r
t>ui ^jlp. The nation of Lut f%^\ Up (who lived where now the

Dead Sea is) perpetrated gross sins and were depraved to the extent that Allah

finally decided to punish them. Before the angels informed Sayyidina Lut f*~h ^
about the pending punishment, Allah first sent them in the form of humans to

Sayyidina Ibrahim ^t^—Js Up.

Recounting this episode Allah says, "Indeed Our messenge angels came, to

Ibrahim with glad tidings and greeted him with Salam. 'He replied to their Salam and did

not hesitate to present a roasted Calf Surah dhariyat [Surah 51, verse 26] mentions

that he presented "a fat calf." The Holy Prophet)X** *-i* & JL* has mentioned that

the first person to ever entertain guests was Sayyidina Ibrahim pUi U*v [Mishkat p.

385]

However, angels do not eat or drink. Therefore, they did not reach towards

the food to partake therefrom. Referring to this Allah says, "When he noticed that

their hands were not reaching towards it, he grew fearful of them." He feared their

intentions since they behaved v^ry strangely by not eating. According to verse 52

of Surah Hijr (15), Sayyidina Ibrahim £*~h Up said to them, "We are afraid ofyou."

They reassured him by saying that they intended to inform him of the birth

of a son to him, by the name of Is'haq who would beget a son by the name of

Ya'qub. Hearing this he exclaimed, "Do you give me these glad tidings whereas old-

age has afflicted me? What glad tidings can you deliver?' They said, 'We convey to you

the glad tidings of a reality, so do not become of the despondent.' He said, 'Only the

deviant are despondent ofAllah's mercy." [Surah Hijr (15), verses 54-56]

In addition to this "They said, 'Do not fear. We have been sent to (punish) the

nation of Lut.

Allah says, "His wife, standing by, laughed as We conveyed to her the glad tidings

of Is'haq, and Ya'qub after Is'haq." "Ma'alimut Tanzil" mentions that according to

some commentators she laughed because the guests were not partaking of the

meal that they presented to them. According to others, she laughed out of

amazement that the people of Lut f%J\ Up can continue to enjoy themselves when
Allah's punishment was so close to them.

When she heard that she was soon to expect a child "She said, 'Woe is me!

Shall I bear a child when I am an old woman and my husband here is an old man? This is

indeed a strange event!"

The angels said, "Are you surprised at the command of Allah? May. Allah s

mercy and blessings be on you, O members of the household. Verily He is Worthy of all

praise, The Exalted."

According to the tidings, it later transpired that this wife (Sarah) gave birth
to Sayyidina Is'haq

r
%Ji Up. Sayyidah Sarah i^p <fo ^j was the daughter of the
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paternal uncle of Sayyidina Ibrahim fiLJ\ <ui*. His other wife was Sayyidah Hajrah

\+* ii ^j, to whom Sayyidina Isma'il fMJi Up was born. The incident of Sayyidah

Hajrah W^ iv ^j and Sayyidina Isma'il r
MJi U* was discussed in the commentary

of verse 158 of Surah Baqarah, where Allah mentions, "Indeed Safa and Marwa are

from the signs ofAllah.

.

.

"

"When the fear left Ibrahim and the good news reached him, he debated with Us

regarding the nation of Hit." This verse refers to the supplication that he made to

Allah not to destroy the people of Sayyidina Lut <olJi Up because Sayyidina Lut

^%J\ Up was still among them. The term "debated with Us" has been used because,

according to some commentators, he pleaded to the angels not to punish them.

Allah mentions in Surah Ankabut that when the angels informed Sayyidina

Ibrahim f!**Ji u* that they were to punish the nation of Lut (OLJ\ Up, he told them,

"Lut is amongst them/ They replied, We know best who is present therein. We shall

definitely rescue him and his family, except for his wife. She will be amongst those left

behind. " [Surah 29, verse 32]

Referring to the concern of Sayyidina Ibrahim fiLJ\ a> in this matter, Allah

says, "Surely Ibrahim was forbearing, compassionate and penitent."

However, the decision was already taken and his pleas could not be

answered. The angels told him, "Without doubt the command of your Lord has come

to pass. There shall surely come to them a punishment that cannot be averted."
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(77) When Our messenger angels came to Lut, he became distressed because of

their presence and his heart tightened. He said, "This is a day of misfortune."

(78) HJs people came running to him. Before this they were engaged in evil

works. He said, "O my people! These daughters of mine are purer for you, so do

fear Allah and do not disgrace me before my guests. Is there not a righteous man
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among you?" (79) They replied, "You know very well that we have no interest in

your daughters. You are well aware of our intentions. (80) He said, "If only I had

some might against you or I could take refuge unto a strong pillar." (81) The

angels said, "O Lut! We are the messengers of your Lord. They will never be

able to reach you. So leave with your family during a portion of the night, and

none should turn to look back. Excepting your wife (i.e. do not take her with

you). She will be afflicted with the same punishment that shall afflict them. The

morning has been fixed for the punishment. Is the morning not soon enough?"

(82) When Our order came, We made the upper portion of the land the lower

portion and We rained down on the land continuously falling stones of pottery

clay ... (83) ... that were marked by your Lord. These cities are not far from the

oppressors.

THE ANGELS COME TO SAYYIDINA LUT f
*Ji Up AND HIS

IMMORAL NATION IS DESTROYED

After leaving Sayyidina Ibrahim fiLJ\ Up, the angels came to Sayyidina Lut

f%J\ Up. His nation was accustomed to engaging in the lewd act of

homosexuality. He tried his level best to prevent them, but they were stubborn

and refused to desist. Instead of hearkening, they said, "Remove them from your

town. They are people who wish to be pure." [Surah A'raf(7), verse 82]

When the angels came to him in the form of young and handsome men "he

became distressed because of their presence and his heart tightened. He said, 'This is a

day of misfortune.
"' He felt this because he anticipated that the people would be

quickly attracted to these angels and will want to perpetrate their vile and

immoral acts with them.

According to his expectations, "His people came running to him. Before this they

were engaged in evil works. He said, 'O my people! These daughters of mine (i.e. the

women ofmy nation) are purerfor you (for you. to take them into marriage to satisfy your

desires), so do fear Allah and do not disgrace me before my guests. Is there not a

righteous man among you?"

"They replied, 'You know very well that we have r\o interest in your daughters.

You are well aware of our intentions." ' When Sayyidina Lut f^J\ Up realised that

were not going to listen, he said, "If only I had some might against you or I could take

refuge unto a strong pillar." He referred to belonging to a strong tribe or family

from whom he could seek assistance. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas <up &\ ^>j has

mentioned that after Sayyidina Lut \*&J\ aJLp, Allah always caused the Prophets

f*~s\ p^u to be members of a strong clan. [Durrul Manthur v. 3 p.343]-

. Sayyidina Abu Hurayra -up ifci ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet Up 'i»t JL*

r^5 said, "May Allah have mercy on Lut (%J\ U*. He sought refuge onto a strong

pillar." [Bukhari v. lp.478]

When the angels saw the distress of Sayyidina Lut f^LJ\ Up, they reassured
him by saying, "O Lut! We are the messengers ofyour Lord. They will never be able to

reach you." Instead they will be destroyed. Therefore, since only your family are

believers, "leave with yourfamily during a portion of the night, and none should turn to

lookback."
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However, they made one exception when they said, "Excepting your wife (i.e.

do not take her with you). She will be afflicted with the same punishment that shall afflict

them. The morning has been fixed for the punishment/' Durrul Manthur has reported

from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas <up &\ ^j that Sayyidina Lut {%-& *> was so

distraught with his people that he expressed the desire to leave immediately.

Thereupon the angels asked, "Is the morning not soon enough?"

"When Our order came, We made the upper portion of the land the lenoer

portion..." The angels turned the entire city upside down, crushing everyone

between. In addition to this, "We rained down on the land continuously falling stones

of (hardened) pottery clay that were marked by your Lord." Commentators mention

that each stone bore the name of the person whom it was to strike.

Certain commentators have stated that the people present in the cities were

killed when the cities were overturned, while the stones struck those in the

nearby vicinity.

Someone once asked Sayyidina Mujahid a> &\ u^j whether everyone from

the nation of Lut ?%-3\ a> was killed. He replied in the affirmative with the

exception of one person who was on a trade journey in Makkah at the time. He
was saved for 40 days because of his presence in the Haram. However, as soon as

he emerged from there, a falling stone also killed him.

The author of "Ma'alimut TanzlT writes that the stones struck all those

people who were on journey and outside the city. He mentions that, according to

some, the stones were rained down upon the cities after they were overturned.

This opinion corresponds to the sequence mentioned in the Qur'an and does not

contradict the version that says the stones struck those in the nearby vicinity.

The Arabic word "Sijjil" ("stones of pottery clay") is derived from a Persian

word according to Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas <* i»» ^j. Hakimul Ummah
Thanwi ^ ifo <*-j has translated it to mean pumice stones that were hardened by

baking.

Commentators have mentioned that the cities destroyed were named Mi'ah,

Sa'ra, Asra, Dawma and Sadum, the last being the largest. The area where all

these cities were annihilated is. marked today by the Dead Sea, the waters of

which do not pass out of the boundaries of these cities. The water of the Dead
Sea is tainted and is of no use to man and animal.

Allah says in Surah Hijr , 'A scream seized them at sunrise." It is learnt from

this that the nation of Lut f%J\ u* were afflicted by three types of punishment. (1)

A scream, (2) the overturning of their cities and (3) the shower of stones.

The wife of Sayyidina Lut ^LJ\ aIp was a disbeliever and, according to

certain commentators, she remained behind with the rest of the people in the

city. There she was also" killed. Other commentators have mentioned that she left

with the believers, but turned back to look when she heard the punishment. She

then exclaimed grief at the destruction of her nation, whereupon a stone struck

her as well. The details of this episode can be referred to in verses 80-84 of Surah

A'raf (Surah 7).

Allah concludes by saying, "These cities are not far from the oppressors." They
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may all derive lessons from this incident. Allah says in Surah Hijr [Surah 15, verse

76], 76. "These towns are along an accessible thoroughfare/' The people of Makkah
passed that way on their road to Syria.

Allah says in Surah Saffat, 237. "You pass by them in the mornings and at

nights. Do you not understand?" [Surah 37, verse 137, 138]

(84) To Madyan We sent their brother Shu'ayb. He said, "O my people!

Worship Allah. There is no deity for you besides Him. Do not reduce in weight

and measure. Indeed I see you in fortunate circumstances but I fear for you the

punishment of a day that will engulf all." (85) "O my people! Weigh and

measure in full with justice; do not decrease for people their things and do not

spread havoc on earth." (86) "The leftovers given by Allah, is better fbr you if

you are believers. I am not a guardian unto you. (87) They said, "O Shu'ayb!

Does your Salah instruct you that we leave what our forefathers worshipped or

that we do with our wealth as we please. Surely you are forbearing and

sensible."

SAYYIDINA SHU'AYB f*~S\ Up IS SENT TO THE PEOPLE OF
MADYAN AND THEY RAISE ABSURD OBJECTIONS

Surah Shu'ara mentions that Sayyidina Shu'ayb {%~)v'*A* was sent to the

people of Aykah, while Surah A'raf
/ Surah Hud and Surah Ankabut state that he

was sent to the people of Madyan. They were Polytheists and used to cheat

people in weight and measure when transacting.

Sayyidina Shu'ayb f^LJs <Op preached to them saying, "O my people! Worship
Allah. There is no deity for you besides Him. Do not reduce in weight and measure.

Indeed I see you in fortunate circumstances but I fear for you the punishment of a day
that will engulf all."

He pleaded with them saying, "O my people! Weigh and measure in full with
justice; do not decrease for people their things and do not spread havoc on earth. The
leftovers given by Allah is better for you if you are believers." Whatever is earned
lawfully contains much more blessings even though it be little. Wealth acquired
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by unlawful (Haram) means will be bereft of blessings even though it be in large

quantities.

Insolently "They said, 'O Shu'ayb! Does your Salah instruct you that we leave

what ourforefathers worshipped or that we do with our wealth as we please." In making

these statements they intended to mock at the fact that Sayyidina Shu'ayb Up

r
M~Ji was very particular about his Salah. They also added mockingly, "Surely you

are forbearing and sensible."

Even in today's times, when people are reminded to be wary of how they

earn, they also argue that they can do with their wealth as they please. They

criticize the Scholars (Ulama) and the religious preachers for "interfering" in their

affairs. They fail to realise that all their wealth is from Allah and, as the Master of

all, He reserves the right to dictate exactly how pd where this wealth must be

earned and spent. The preachers are only conveying Allah's message to them.

\J> J tsiii^> Sf sj&j ^J sJ 4j £&- & ^ ^

(88) Shu'ayb f**~Jt Up said, "O my people! Tell me. If I am upon a clear proof

from my Lord and He provides for me a bountiful provision, (then how can I

stop preaching to you?). I do not wish to oppose you in a manner that I

perpetrate the same things that I forbid you from. I only wish reformation as far

as I am able. My ability is only from Allah. Only on Him do I rely and to Him
do I turn." 89. "O my people! Let not your opposition for me cause the same

punishment to afflict you as afflicted the nation of Nuh f%Ji *J* or the nation of

Hud fk^\ 4-Ip or the nation of Salih f%~l» aJp. And the nation of Lut f^LJt Up were

not far off from you." (90) Seek forgiveness from your Lord then turn to pirn.

Indeed my Lord is Most Merciful, Most Loving.

SAYYIDINA SHU'AYB f
*Ji Up TELLS HIS NATION THAT HE

SEEKS TO REFORM THEM AND THAT THEIR ANIMOSITY FOR
HIM SHOULD NOT LEAD TO THEIR OWN DESTRUCTION

When the people refused to hearken to his message "Shu'ayb fMJi «U* said, '0

my people! Tell me. If I am upon a clear proof (the truth) from my Lord and He provides

for me a bountiful provision (in the form of apostleship), (then how can I stop

preaching to you?)."

He further impressed upon their minds that they would only be justified in

:

their opposition to him if his personal practice contradicted his preaching. He

'

told them, 7 do not wish to oppose you in a manner that I perpetrate the same things
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that I forbid you from/' He only preached to them what he himself understood to

be right and beneficial.

He told them that he was a well wisher to them because, he said, "I only wish
reformation as far as I am able. My ability (to perform all good deeds) is only from
Allah. Only on Him do I rely and to Him do I turn.

"

He then warned them, "O my people! Let not your opposition for me cause the

same punishment to afflict you as afflicted the nation of Nuh f**J\ a> or the nation of
Hud (*Ji Up or the nation ofSalih ^\ <d*. And the nation ofLut were not far offfrom
you (in time and in geographical location)."

He then advised them saying, "Seek forgiveness from your Lord (i.e. become
believers) then turn to Him. Indeed my Lord is Most Merciful Most Loving." Allah will

be merciful and loving to the person who turns to him.

Note: "He provides for me a bountiful provision..." One of the interpretations

is that this refers to the Prophethood. Other commentators have
mentioned that this refers to Lawful (Halal) wealth that Allah had
given him without him having to resort to the illegal methods that

the people employed.
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(91) They said, "O Shu'aib! We do not understand much of what you say, and we
consider you to be a weakling among us. If it were not for your tribe we would
have stoned you. You are not deserving of honour in our opinion." (92) He said,

"O my people! Is my tribe more honourable to you than Allah and you have cast

Him behind your backs? Verily my Lord encompasses all' that you do." (93)

"And O my people! Perform your deeds where you are. \ am performing too.

Soon you shall come to know to whom will such a punishment come that will

disgrace him, and who is a liar. Keep waiting. Indeed I am waiting with you."

(94) When Our command came, We rescued Shu'ayb and those who believed

with him by Our mercy. A scream seized the oppressors and they lay face down
in their homes... (95) ..as if they never existed there. Behold! May Madyan be
distanced just as the Thamud were distanced.
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THE PEOPLE OF MADYAN REPLY IN A MOST INSOLENT
MANNER AND ARE FINALLY DESTROYED

Sayyidina Shu'ayb f%^\ Up tirelessly strove to reform the people but they

were obstinate. One of the insolent statements that they made was that "They

said, 'O Shu'ayb! We do not understand much of what you say. . ."In saying this they

meant to say that his talks were not worthy of comprehension. It is also possible

that they really did not understand some of his talks because they did not pay

attention to what he said.

They also told him, "we consider you to be a weakling among us. If it were not for

your tribe (who are adherents to our faith) we would have stoned you. You are not

deserving ofhonour in our opinion."

Sayyidina Shu'ayb (*~J\ Up told them, "O my people! Is my tribe more

honourable to you than Allah and you have cast Him behind your backs?" He indicated

that they did not respect the fact that he was the Holy Prophet from Allah but

rather respected the fact that he belonged to a certain tribe. It was only this

respect that caused them to desist from attacking him, rather than the fear of

Allah.

"Verily my Lord encompasses all that you do." Allah, will soon punish you for

your deeds and "Soon you shall come to know to whom will such a punishment come

that will disgrace him, and who is a liar.
"

He told them, 'And O my people! Perform your deeds where you are. I am
performing too." In this manner "Keep waiting: Indeed I am waiting with you." Soon

when the punishment will come and it is seen whom it will afflict, it will be clear

who were the ones in error.

Consequently, "When Our command came, We rescued Shu'ayb and those who

believed with him by. Our mercy. A scream seized the oppressors and they lay face down

in their homes as if they never existed there. Behold! May Madyan be distanced (from

Allah's mercy) just as the Thamud were distanced."

A detailed account of Sayyidina Shu'ayb .{%J\ U* was discussed in Surah

A'raf [Surah 7, verses 85-93], where certain extra facts have been mentioned. It

should also be noted that in Surah A'raf mention is made of an earthquake, while

here a scream is mentioned. Both could very well have taken place.
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(96) Verily We sent Musa with Our signs and a clear proof... (97).... To pharaoh

(Fir'aun) and his governors. However, they followed the orders of pharaoh

(Fir'aun), and the orders of pharaoh (Fir'aun) were improper. (98) He will lead
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his people on the Day of Judgement and enter them into the Fire. It is an evil

place indeed where they shall be entered. (99) Curse has been made to pursue

them in this world and in the Hereafter as well. It will be an evil prize that they

will receive.

SAYYIDINA MUSA f
*Ji Up IS SENT. PHARAOH (FIR'AUN) AND

HIS PEOPLE ARE REBELLIOUS AND THEY ARE ACCURSED IN
BOTH WORLDS

Allah says, "Verily We sent Musa with Our signs (miracles) and a clear proof (the

staff or the shining hand) to pharaoh (Fir'aun) and his governors." Mention of the

miracles *of Sayyidina Musa fiLJ\ <Up was made in Surah A'raf . Although

Sayyidina Musa f%~h *~U was sent to all the people of pharaoh (Fir'aun), the

governors are mentioned here because they were the first priority. If their leaders

accept, the masses are soon to follow. If they do not accept, the masses will also

not accept because of two reasons. The first is that these leaders will not allow

them to accept and will complicate matters for them if they do. The second is that

people generally look up to their leaders for guidance and will not follow

something that their leaders do not recommend.

Although it always occurs that the first followers of the Prophets (OUi ^^
are the poorer people, their numbers are always small. The Prophets r

*>ui ^
have always tried to win over the leaders so that the masses can be easily

influenced.

"However, they followed the orders of pharaoh (Fir'aun), and the orders of

pharaoh (Fir'aun) were improper." Pharaoh (Fir'aun) was their leader in this world

and even in the Hereafter. Allah says, "He will lead his people on the Day of

Judgement and enter them into the Fire, it is an evil place indeed where they shall be

entered."

Stating the fact that they will be cursed in both the worlds, Allah says,

"Curse has been made to pursue them in this world and in the Hereafter as well, It will

be an evil prize that they will receive."

The destruction of pharaoh (Fir'aun) and his people is mentioned in Surah

Baqarah [Surah 2, verse 50], Surah A'raf [Surah 7, verses 136, 137] and Surah Yunus

[Surah 10, verse 90-92]

(100) This is from the narratives of the cities that We relate to you. Some of them

are still standing, while others have been annihilated. (101) We did not oppress

them, but they oppressed themselves. Their gods, which they called upon
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besides Allah were of no avail at all to them when the command of your Lord

came. They only increased them in destruction. (102) Such is the grasp of your

Lord when He seized a town that is oppressive. Indeed His grasp is painful and

severe.

THE RETRIBUTION OF ALLAH IS SEVERE AND PAINFUL WHEN
HE SEIZES A CITY

From verse 25 of this Surah to this point, the narratives of seven Prophets

r
:>LJi rfjp have been given. Allah now says with regard to these, "This is from the

narratives of the cities that We relate to you. Some of them are still standing..." These

may be either in ruins, or other nations have built over them. Allah says in

another verse, "We have settled you in the dwellings of those who oppressed themselves

i.e. the destroyed nations.

"....while others have been annihilated." These were the likes of the people of

Sayyidina Lut <v>LJ\ Up. People had heard of these event before the coming of the

Holy Prophet (JL-j Up
s

&\ JL* and they also passed the sites of these destroyed

places. The lessons were therefore extremely emphasised for them.

Allah then says, "We did not oppress them, but they oppressed themselves. Their

gods, which they called upon besides Allah were of no avail at all to them when the

command of your Lord came. They only increased them in destruction." They were all

eventually destroyed.

Allah concludes by saying, "Such is the grasp of your Lord when He seized a

town that is oppressive, indeed His grasp is painful and severe. "None is able to escape

Allah's punishment.

fji <4>J J°^ * %y^ fji <£&* i£*\ «*>U* Jit- JJ 4j$ dli;* 4 l>[

»y < ** *'y[ \*
x
'\mi * > \X^\^ >*"'(? mi < >> 9' \' \fc~' »-'

(103) Surely in it are signs for him who fears the punishment of the Hereafter.

This shall be such a day when people will be gathered, and that will be the day

when all will be present. (104) We shall only postpone it for a little while. (105)

When that day will dawn, a soul will speak only with His permission. Some of
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them will be unfortunate, while others will be fortunate. (106) As for those who
will be unfortunate, they will certainly be in the Fire, where they will scream

and shout... (107) They will abide therein forever as long as the skies and the

earth exist, except when your Lord wills. Undoubtedly your Lord can perfectly

accomplish whatever He wills. (108) As for those who shall be fortunate, they

will certainly be in Heaven (Jannah), where they will abide forever, as long as

the skies and the earth exist, except when your Lord wills. This prize will never

end. (109) So do not be in doubt with regard to what these people worship. They

merely worship as their forefathers worshipped before. Verily We shall grant

them their full share without deduction.

ALL WILL BE GATHERED ON THE DAY OF JUDGMENT
(QIYAMAH) AND NONE WILL SPEAK WITHOUT ALLAH'S
PERMISSION

Allah begins by saying that in the narratives of the past nations, "are signs

for him who fears the punishment of the Hereafter.
"

Describing the Day of Judgement, Allah says, "This shall be such, a day when

-people will be gathered, and that will be the day when all will be present." None will be

able to escape being present on that day.

"We shall only postpone it for a little while." The Day of Judgement will dawn
when Allah determines. However, it has not yet taken place and Allah has

postponed it to its appointed time. The fact that it has not yet dawned does not

mean that it will not come.

"When that day will dawn, a soul will speak only with His permission." Allah

says in Surah Ibrahim, "He is only granting them respite until a day when gazes will

be fixed upwards. They will be running with their heads fixed upwards, their gazes never

returning to them. And their hearts will be air." [Surah 14, verses 42, 43]

Initially none will speak. However, when the reckoning will begin, people

will be permitted to talk. They will then either admit their sins or make excuses.

The Prophets
r
%Ji ^, the Scholars (Ulama) and the martyrs will be permitted to

intercede on behalf of others. Thereafter people will be divided into two groups

viz. "Some of them will be unfortunate, while others will be fortunate."

"As for those who will be unfortunate, they will certainly be in the Fire, where they

will scream and shout..." The Arabic words used in this verse for "scream and

shout" actually denote the beginning and ending sounds of a "donkey's bray."

Such will be the cries of the people of Hell. "...They will abide therein forever as long

as the skies and the earth exist, except when your Lord wills. Undoubtedly your Lord can

perfectly accomplish whatever He wills.

"

Allah then says, "As for those who shall be fortunate, they will certainly be in

Heaven (Jannah), where they will abide forever, as long as the skies and the earth exist,

except when your Lord wills. This prize will never end. " .

In conclusion Allah reassures the Holy Prophet ^j Up ii>\ J^ saying, "So do

not be in doubt with regard to what these people worship. They merely worship as their

forefathers worshipped from before. Verily We shall grant them their full share (in this
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worldfor their good deeds) without deduction.

"

NOTEWORTHY POINTS

1. The above verses make it clear that there will be only two groups on the

Day of Judgement viz, the disbelievers (kuffar) and the believers (Mu'minin).

Allah says in Surah Shura, "A group shall be in Heaven (fannah), while another shall

be in the Blaze." [Surah 42, verse 7]

From the believers (Mu 'minin) there will be those who will have to suffer a

while in Hell for their sins, but will eventually be removed from there. Others

will be pardoned without having to suffer in Hell, either through the intercession

of another, or by Allah's sheer grace. These facts have been mentioned in the

Ahadlth.

However, the disbelievers (kuffar) will suffer forever in Hell. Allah says in

Surah Nisa, "The abode of these people is Hell and they will not find an escape from

there." After the belieyers (Mu'minin) enter Heaven Qannah), they will also not be

removed from there. Allah says in Surah Hijr with regard to the people of

Heaven Qannah), "No difficulty shall afflict them there, nor will they be removed from

there." [Surah 15, verse 48]

Says Allah in Surah Kahf, "They will abide therein forever and will never want to

leave it." in the Hereafter, death will be slaughtered in the form of a sheep

between Heaven Qannah) and Hell. An announcement will then be made saying,

"O people of Heaven (Jannah)\ There will now be no death. O people of Hell!

There will now be no more death." [Bukhari v. 2 p.691 and Muslim v. 2 p.382]

The Qur'an has mentioned that the dwellers of Hell will also abide there

forever. Verses to this effect are found in verse 121 of Surah Nisa (Surah 4), verse

65 of Surah Ahzab (Surah 33) and verse 23 of Surah Jinn (Surah 72). It is

unfortunate that some people seek to refute these verses of the Qur'an by

claiming that Hell will come to an end and that the disbelievers (kuffar) will

emerge at some time. May Allah grant them the proper understanding. Amin.

2. "As long as the skies and the earth exist" Some commentators have explained

that, in the Arabic language, this term refers to anything that is everlasting.

Others state that the phrase refers to the skies and the earth of Heaven Qannah)

and Hell, which are eternal, like Heaven Qannah) and Hell themselves.

This interpretation seems acceptable because verse 74 of Surah Zumar

(Surah 39) does refer to Heaven Qannah) as "earth," and anything that is above

one's head is generally referred to as the 'sky.' The only difficulty in accepting

this interpretation will be the fact that the plural is used for the word "skies."

Therefore, the point will remain controversial until it is proven that Heaven

Qannah) and Hell have a multitude of skies.

3. In both verses that contain the phrase "as long as the skies and the earth

exist," the condition "except when your Lord wills" appears. The commentators

have entered into lengthy discussions with regard to this exception. In my
humble opinion, the best interpretation is that which has been tendered by Farra

4p &\<*-j, as quoted in "Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v. 2 p.402). He mentions that Allah has

made this exception, but He will not exercise it i.e. If Allah so willed, He could
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remove the people of Heaven (Jannah) and Hell from their respective abodes, but
He will not do so, because He has decreed that they will all abide therein forever.

"Ruhul Ma'ani" quotes some notable scholars as saying that the reason for

the addition of this exception is that none should think that Allah is obliged to

punish the people of Hell and give enjoyment to the people of Heaven (Jannah).

Nothing is binding on Allah, because He has power over everything. None can
force Him to do anything.

(110) Indeed We had granted Musa the Book, after which differences arose about
it. If it were not for a decree that proceeded from your Lord, the decision would
have been passed between them. Surely they are in such doubt about it, that

they have been cast into uncertainty. (Ill) Without doubt your Lord will

certainly grant the full recompense for the actions of every person there may be.

Indeed He is Informed of whatever they do. (112) So remain steadfast as you
have been commanded and those who repent with you (should also remain
steadfast), and do not transgress the limits. Surely He sees what you do. (113)

And do not be inclined towards those who oppress, for then the Fire shall reach
you, and you will not have any allies against Allah and you will not be assisted.

(114) And establish Salah at the two ends of the day and during portions of the

night. Verily good deeds obliterate evil deeds. This is an advice to those who
will take heed, (115) Be patient, for undoubtedly Allah does not put to waste the

reward of those who do good.

THE TORAH IS GIVEN TO SAYYIDINA MUSA fW 4,1*. THE HOLY
PROPHET ^j Up i JU AND HIS UMMAH (FOLLOWERS) ARE
COMMANDED TO BE STEADFAST

Allah begins by mentioning Sayyidina Musa f*~J\ -Up. He says, "Indeed We
had granted Musa the Book (the Torah), after which differences arose about it." i.e.

Some people accepted it as the truth, while others rejected it. This verse offers

consolation to the Holy Prophet ^JL-j U* k JU*. It tells him that he should not be
too distressed that some people refuse to accept the Qur'an because the same
happened to Sayyidina Musa put <d* and the Torah.
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"If it were not for a decree that proceededfrom your Lord, the decision would have

been passed between them." i.e. If Allah had not already ordained when they will be

punished, they would have certainly received their punishment immediately.

Concerning these rejecters, Allah says, "Surely they are in such doubt about it that

they have been cast into uncertainty."

Thereafter Allah continues to say, "Without doubt your Lord will certainly

grant the full recompense for the actions of every person there may be. Indeed He is

Informed ofwhatever they do." Allah will grant every person the full reward for his

deeds and may also punish him for his sins, because no deed is hidden from

Allah.

Allah then addresses the Holy Prophet <^ 3 *i* &\ Ju* and the believers

(Mu'minin). He says, "So remain steadfast as you have been commanded and those who

repent with you (should also remain steadfast)..." It is necessary for every believer

(Mu'min) to adhere to the straight path. The straight path (Siratul Mustaqim) is

the way that Allah showed the Prophets r
:>ui^ to teach to the people, whereby

they can attain Allah's pleasure. They should remain fixed upon this path until

their last breaths.

" those who repent with you..." Refers to the believers (Mu'minin), since

they have repented from disbelief (kufr) and polytheism (shirk) when they

entered into the fold of Islam. This instruction to the Holy Prophet ^JL.j <4* & J^>

and his Ummah entails carrying out all the commands of Allah and abstaining

from all the things that He has forbidden.

In reality, this instruction to remain steadfast is extremely difficult, but

Allah assists the person who sincerely attempts to abide by it. Sayyidina Sufyan

bin Abdillah Thaqafi ^ h ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ^j aJp &\ J^> once

advised him in such a manner that he did not require to seek advice from any

other. The Holy Prophet ^j 4* ii J^ told him, "Say, "La ilaha Illallah" and then

remain steadfast." [i.e. Declare your belief in Allah as a Muslim and then remain

steadfast upon the religion (D'in)]. [Muslim]

"Durrul Manthur" (v. 3 p.351) reports from Sayyidina Hasan Up Ai i^j that

when the above verse was revealed (i.e. "So remain. steadfast as you have been

commanded...", The Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up 2to J*> said, "Prepare yourselves! Prepare

yourselves!" He has also reported that after this trie Holy Prophet^L-j U* A» J-*

was not seen laughing.

Tirmidhi reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas <*> A| ^>j that

Sayyidina Abu Bakr «* A» ^j once asked, "O The Holy Prophet^ U* & J^l

You have grown old? (The signs of old age are visible?)" The Holy Prophet i»» J~*

(4-j u* replied, "Surah Hud, Surah Waqi'ah, Surah Wal Mursalat, Surah Amma
Yata Sa'alun and Surah Idhash Shamsu Kuwwirat have made me old" [Mishkdt p.

458]. This was so because these Surahs contain detailed accounts of the Day of

Judgement.

"Ruhul Ma'ani" reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** ifo^ that

the above verse ("So remain steadfast as you have been commanded... ") was the most

difficult for the Holy Prophet pJL-^ U* 2»i JL».

Certain pious people have reported seeing the Holy Prophet^j U* & J** in
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a dream. When he was asked what was it in Surah Hud that made him old, he

replied that it was the instruction to remain steadfast. This verse and all those

referring to judgment day (Qiyamah) collectively contributed to ageing the Holy

Prophet (JL-j Up ih\ ju. Although the Holy Prophet <X») Up &\ J^> was steadfast as

no other person could be, yet he feared that he was not complying with Allah's

command perfectly.

PROHIBITION AGAINST TRANSGRESSING THE LIMITS

" and do not transgress the limits." This verse prohibits all bid'ah

(innovations), be they in belief or in practice. At the same time, it prohibits all

forms of 'ghulu' [excesses in religion (Din)]. This same excesses (ghulu) has

prompted the Christians to call Sayyidina Isa fXJt Up the son of Allah, and it has

goaded many Muslims to deny the fact that the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up iu\ ju* was a

human (although the Qur'an attests to this fact).

"Surely He sees what. yon do." Allah will reward those who are steadfast and

will punish those who transgress the limits.

THE PROHIBITION AGAINST INCLINING TOWARDS THE
DISBELIEVERS (KUFFAR) AND THE IRRELIGIOUS

"And do not be inclined towards those who oppress, for then the Fire shall reach

you..." This verse prohibits all forms of inclining towards the ways of the

disbelievers (kuffar) and sinners. Therefore, the person who adopts any of the

practices or beliefs of these people will be punished by Allah in Hell (unless he

repents).

Associating with disbelievers (kuffar), sinners and irreligious people will

make a person just like them. It is for this reason that it is prohibited to associate

with them. Remaining in their company will cause one to join them in Hell as

well. Copying their dress, modes and mannerisms also indicates inclining

towards them.

Allah says further with regard to the plight of those who are inclined

towards these people, "and you will not have any allies against Allah and you will not

be assisted."

"And establish Salah at the two ends of the day and during portions of the night."

Commentators have mentioned that this verse contains all the five Salah.

Sayyidina Mujahid U* & <^j says that the Salahs 'at the two ends of the day"

refers to Fajr, Zuhr and Asr, while Maghrib and Isha are implied by those Salahs

performed "during portions of the night

"

According to other commentators, Fajr and Zuhr are at one end of the day,

while Asr and Maghrib are implied by the other end. Isha is then referred to as

the Salah performed "during the portions of the night." Another opinion states that

only Fajr 'and Asr are referred to in the verse because they are especially difficult

to perform. Fajr is difficult because of the effort required to wake up, and Asr is

difficult because people are generally engrossed in trade during this time. It may
also be said that Isha is especially referred to as the Salah performed "during the

portions of the night/' because it falls during the time when people wish to sleep. It
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is therefore also difficult.

The possibility also exists that the Tahajjud Salah is referred to as the Salah

performed "during the portions of the night," because it may be performed during

any portion of the night until dawn. Some commentators have mentioned that

the five Salah are contained in verse 17 of Surah Rum (Surah 30), where Allah

says, "So glorify Allah's purity during the evenings and mornings.
"

Some commentators say that "the ends of the day" refer to Fajr and Asr, while

Maghrib and Isha are referred to as the Salahs performed "during the portions

of the night" They say that Zuhr is mentioned in the verse of Surah Isra, where
Allah says, "Establish Salah when the sun passes the meridian..." [Surah 17, verse 78]

"Verily good deeds obliterate evil dmfef"Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud it ^j
** reports that a person told the Holy Prophet pJU 3 <A* iut ju that he had a relation

with a woman in the far end of Madinah, but they had not committed adultery.

He told the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up i>i JL* to pass whatever judgement he deemed
appropriate. Sayyidina Umar <up &\ ^j told the person that it would have been
better if he had concealed his sin as Allah had thus far concealed it. The Holy
Prophet fX~>j U*J»\ j^,, however, remained silent.

Thereafter the person left. The Holy Prophet ^L3 <JLp i»t JL* then sent

someone to call him. When he arrived, the Holy Prophet jJWj Up ii ju> recited the

above verse to him viz. "And establish Salah at the two ends of the day and during

portions of the night Verily good deeds obliterate evil deeds." When someone asked

the Holy Prophet ^L-j *ip ifo JU whether this vefse referred specifically to that

person, he replied that it was for everyone. [Mishkdt p. 58]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ i» \^>j has mentioned that any good
deeds serves to nullify sins. Therefore, he mentioned, one should perform any
good deed that one possibly can.

Sayyidina Abu Dharr ** iui ^j has narrated that the Holy Prophet U* i» JU
fi~>3 told him, "Fear Allah wherever you maybe. Perform a good deed after a sin for it

will obliterate it Display good character before people. " [Mishkdt p, 432]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar **> 2bi ^j narrates that a person asked the

Holy Prophet <X* 3 a> iu\ ju», "I have committed a major sin. How can I be

forgiven?" The Holy Prophet pJUj Up i»». JU? asked him whether he had a mother.

When he replied in the negative, The Holy Prophet pJU^ Up & JU asked him
whether he had a maternal aunt When he replied in the affirmative, The Holy
Prophet fL-j <M &\ JL* .told him to treat her well. [Mishkdt p. 420]

Together with the conditions of repentance (Tauba), good deeds also aid in

the forgiveness of all sins. Although all good deeds may serve to secure

forgiveness, certain specific deeds have been mentioned in the Ahadlth with

reference to the expiation of sins. Some of these are cited below.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra -upM^ reports that the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up 'iv'ju

said, "Tell me if aip 6f you have a river running in front of his home and he

baths therein five ifmes daily, will there be any dirt left on his body?" The Sahaba

^p ibv^j submitted that there cannot be any dirt left. The Holy Prophet Up ibi JU
jJL-j then told them, "Such is the example of the five daily Salah. Allah annuls all
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sins by their performance/' [Bukhari v. 1 p. 76\

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ^ &\ ^ has also narrated that the Holy Prophet

JL-yU* ^ J^ said, "Whoever stands in devotion on the night of Qadr, in the state

of Iman arid with conviction, all Ms previous sins will be forgiven. Whoever
observes the fasts of fcam&dhan in the state of Iman and with conviction, all his

previous sins will be forgiven/' [Bukhari v. 1 p.255]

The Holy Prophet 3̂ Up ifci j^» has also mentioned the person who stands

in devotion during the nights of Ramadhan in the state of Iman and with

conviction, all his previous sins will be forgiven. [Bukhari v. 1 p.269]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ^ \^-j has narrated that the Holy Prophet &\ J^
jjL-j 4Jp said, "Whoever performs hajj for Allah without perpetrating any act of

lewdness and without committing any sin/will return like the day his mother

gave birth to him (i.e. sinless)/' [Bukhari v. lp 206]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra.** M ^>j also reported that the messenger of Allah

^ Up &\ J^> said that all the sins performed between two Umrahs are forgiven

and that only Heaven (Jannah) can be the reward for ah accepted Hajj. [Bukhari v. 1

v.23ti]

He has also reported from the Holy Prophet pi- j u* i>i J^ that the five Salah,

one Jumu'ah until the next Jumu'ah and one Ramadhan until the next Ramadhan
expiates all the sins committed in between, on condition that major sins are

abstained from. [Muslim v. 1 p.122]

Sayyidina Uthman bin Affah -up-M^ narrates from the Holy Prophet &\ JL*

^JUj u* that the person who performs ablution (loudhu), ensuring that the water

reaches all the parts and then performs the obligatory (Fardh) Salah in

congregation, Allah will forgive all his previous sms.\Ibid\

Sayyidina Uthman ''*&M.^.j has also narrated from the Holy Prophet & J~*
j*L») u* that when fe time of Salah dawns on any person and he perforhis

ablution (wudku) piroperly, performs the bdwing (Rukti) and prostration (Sajdah)

of Salah properly, this will be expiation for his sins; on condition that he abstains

from major sins. He added that this reward will apply for every Salah. [Muslim v.

lp.121]

He has also reported froin the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ib» JU that when a

person performs ablution (wudftu) properly, his sins fall away from all his limbs,

to the extent that even the sins that may be beneath his fingertips will fall away.
[Muslim vA p.125]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra <up ja ^j has reported that the Holy Prophet ifo Ju*

r1- _>
Up said, "When a person performs ablution (iuudhu) well and then proceeds

to the Masjid only for the purpose of Salah, he will be raised a rank for every step

that he takes and a sin Will be forgiven for ev<ery step. This will be his ineward

until he enters the Masjid." [Muslim v. I p.234]

Sayyidina Abu Qatadah ^ &\ ^ reports that with reference to the fast of

the day of Arafah (9th of E)hul Hijjah), the Holy Prophet^.^^ jj, said that it

is strongly hoped that Allah will forgive the sins oi the past year arid the sins of

tite blowing year. With regard to the fast of the day of Ashura (10th of
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Muharram) he said that it is strongly hoped that Allah will forgive the sins of the

previous year. [Muslim v. 1 p3 67]

Sayyidina Anas bin Malik ^ ib\^ narrates that the Holy Prophet ^i> J~*

jJL-ysaid, "Whoever sends ten duruds (salutations) to me, Allah will confer ten

mercies on him, forgive ten of his sins, and raise him by ten ranks." [Nasai v. 1

p.191]

Note: The Ahadith mentioning the expiation of sins refer to minor sins.

Certain narrations of Muslim contain the clause, "As long as major

sins are abstained from." This indicates that major sins are not

forgiven by good deeds.

Lesson: Scholars (Ulama) have mentioned that if a person's good deeds are

greater in number than his minor sins, his major sins may be lessened by the

surplus of good deeds. If there is still an excess thereafter, his ranks in the

Hereafter will be elevated thereby.

"This is an advice to those who will take heed." i.e. The Qur'an gives advice to

those who will accept the advice. The verse could also imply that this Surah and

all its contents are an advice to them. However, it will not serve to advise those

who do not accept it and prefer to argue about it.

"Be patient (continue to fulfil your obligation and you will continue to be

rewarded), for undoubtedly Allah does not put to waste the reward of those who do

good."

(116) Besides a few of them whom We had rescued (from punishment), why

were there no more wise men from the nations of the past, who would forbid

corruption in the land? The oppressors followed the luxuries they enjoyed and

were criminals. (117) It does not behove your Lord to destroy cities unjustly

when their inhabitants engaged in reformation. (118) If your Lord had willed,

He would have made all people a single nation, but they will always be

disputing... (119) .... except those upon whom your Lord has mercy. Allah had

created them for this. The decree of your Lord shall certainly be fulfilled that "I

will definitely fill Hell with the multitude of man and Jinn."

THERE WERE FEW WISE MEN FROM THE PAST NATIONS WHO
PREVENTED CORRUPTION

Allah poses a rhetorical question when He says, "Besides a few of them whom
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We had rescued (from punishment), why were there no more wise men from the nations

of the past, who would forbid corruption in the land?" Other commentators have

translated the verses as "Besides a few of them whom We had rescued (from

punishment), there were no more wise men from the nations of the past, who would

forbid corruption in the land." In the second instance, the verse is not a question,

but a statement of fact.

"The oppressors followed the luxuries they enjoyed and were criminals." The

disbelievers (kuffar) adhered to their beliefs of disbelief (kufr) because of the

riches they possessed. They continued to sin because of their intoxication with

these worldly possessions. As a* result of their crimes, Allah finally destroyed

them. The only ones who were saved from Allah's punishment were those few

who forbade evil and corruption.

This verse warns the Ummah of the Holy Prophet ,4-^ aJLp & J^> that they

also should not be carried away by their wealth. All of them, especially the

leaders, should make every attempt to forbid evil.

Allah then says, "It does not behove your Lord to destroy cities unjustly when

their inhabitants engaged in reformation." Allah never oppresses anyone. When He
decides to punish a nation, it is purely on account of their disbelief (kufr),

polytheism (shirk) and sins. One of these sins is that they fail to reform

themselves and others i.e. they do not prevent evil despite possessing the ability

to do so. Allah will not punish them as long as they are making attempts to

reform.

Sayyidina Jarlr bin Abdullah ^ ^ \^j narrates that he heard the Holy

Prophet jJL. j aJlp iw\ JU> say, "When a person commits sins and the people do not

prevent him despite having the ability to do so, Allah will inflict a punishment

on them even before their deaths." [Abu Dawud v. 2 p.240]

Sayyidina Abu Bakr v* ifo \^j reports from the Holy Prophet ^'* *> .&\ J^>
that Allah will inflict widespread punishment on the nation that does not

prevent sins being perpetrated in their midst despite having the ability to do so.

[Ibid]

The above interpretation is the most comprehensive in my humble opinion,

although commentators have cited numerous other interpretations.

"If your Lord had willed, He would have made all people a single nation..." Allah

will not force all to become Muslims. Rather, He has set the system that people

are granted the choice to either accept Islam or remain as disbelievers (kuffar).

Both ways have been outlined for them.

Allah says in Surah Kahf, "Speak the truth from your Lord. Whomsoever is

willing, should believe, and whoever is unwilling should remain as a disbeliever. We have

surely preparedfor the oppressors a Fire, the walls, ofwhich will encompass them." [Surah

18, verse 29]

" but they will always be disputing, except those upon whom your Lord has

mercy. 'The believers and the non-believers will always be at loggerheads. Only
those whom Allah wishes to shower with His mercy will be guided to accept the

truth and remain firm on it.
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"Allah had created them for this." i.e. Allah had created them so that they
participate in this dispute. The result of this is that they will eventually be
classified into one of two groups. These groups are, as Allah says in Surah Shura,
"A group shall be in Heaven (Jannah), while another shall be in the Blaze. " [Swcth 42,

verse 7]

"The decree of your Lord shall certainly be fulfilled that 7 will definitely fill Hell

with the multitude of man and Jinn. "' The disbelievers (kuffar) and sinners of these

two creations will fill Hell. This verse is similar to that in Surah Alif Lam Mim
Sajdah, where Allah says, "If We willed, We would have granted every soul its

guidance. However, the decree has issued from Me that I will surely fill Hell with a

collection ofman andjinn." [Surah 32, verse 13\

This being the case, the presence of disbelieving (kuffar) humans and
disbelieving (kuffar) Jinn in the world will be inevitable. Allah mentions in Surahs
A'raf that He told Iblis, "Get awayfrom here Heaven (Jannah) disgraced and banished.

Whoever of them will follow you, I shall fill Hell with the lot of you." In Surah Sad,

Allah tells him, "I shall certainly fill Hell with yourselfand all those of them who follow

you." [Surah 38, verse 85]

tffft r. V*- l-' i. %< ^K^ C^ TS <-'<* *>-f A-& >-iff

(120) We narrate to you all the narratives of the messengers so that your heart

may be strengthened by them. In these narratives the truth has come to you, as

well as advice and a reminder for the; believers. (121) Tell those who do not

believe, "Continue to perform d(?eds where you are. We are also performing...

(122) ...And wait. W> are also waiting." (1?3) To Allah belongs the unseen things

of the heavens and the earth and unto Him alone will all matters return. So
worship Him and rely on Him only. Your Lord is not unaware of what you do.

THE INCIDENTS OF THE PROPHETS
P
*Ji ^ SERVED TO

STRENGTHEN THE RESOLVE OP THE HOLY PROPHET Up &\ J^>

Since most of Surah Hud deals with the narratives of various. Prophet ^^
(OLJi, Allah concludes the Surah by saying, "We narrate to you all the narratives of
the messengers so that your heart may be strengthened by them. In these narratives the

truth has come to you, as well as advice and a reminder for the believers." The object of

all these narratives is not mere story-telling; the believers (Mu'minln) should
derive lessens from them and take heed not to commit the same errors as the

previous nations.

"Tell those who do not believe, 'Continue to perform deeds where you are. We are
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also performing. The Holy Prophet ^L. 3 Up iut ju had fulfilled his task of

propagation. If the disbelievers (kuffar) do not respond, then they may do as they

please. Allah's punishment is imminent. If it does not afflict them in this world, it

surely will in the Hereafter. Therefore, "wait! We are also waiting."

"To Allah belongs the (knowledge of all) unseen things of the heavens and the earth

and unto Him alone will all matters return." Only then will the disbelievers (kuffar)

realise the folly of their ways. Allah says in another verse that they will then

exclaim, "Ifonly we were given the chance to return. Then we would have been from the

believers. " However, it will then be too late.

In conclusion, Allah addresses the Holy Prophet pJL-j <i* & JU». Allah says,

"So worship Him and rely on Him only. " Then Allah addresses all of mankind
when He says that they should always bear in mind that, "Your Lord is not

unaware ofwhat you do. " He will reward and punish all according to their actions.

RECITING SURAHHUD ON A FRIDAY

Sayyidina Ka'b k* ii^ narrates that the Holy Prophst <X*y u* & j^ said,

"Recite Surah Hud on Fridays." [Mishkdt p. 189]

i \ i.-\
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Makkan

cJL*>jj> &\j*J

Surah Yusuf ] Verses 111""]

^&^J$P .*-

p ^J\£fcM&^, iicj igi q (Jp 0^ii v®"» M'* «Aite Ji

^C^i

\' 'fix X'f ' * 9' \i' 1" s^\V >" ».%>'. \\n 1 V 'J>y>''

In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) Alif Lam Ra. These are the verses of the clear Book. (2) Undoubtedly We have

revealed it as an Arabic Qur'an so that you may understand. (3) We narrate to

you a most beautiful story in this Qur'an that We reveal to you. Before this you

were of the unwary. (4) When Yusuf said to his father, "O my father! Indeed I

have seen eleven stars, the sun and the moon all prostrating to me/' (5) His

father said, "O my beloved son! Do not relate this dream to your brothers;

otherwise they will plot against you. Undoubtedly Devil (Shaytan) is a manifest

enemy unto man." (6) "In this manner has your Lord chosen you, taught you the

interpretation of dreams, and completed His bounty upon you and the family of

Ya'qub, just as He had completed it upon your two forefathers, Ibrahim and

Is'haq. Indeed your Lord is All Knowing, The Wise,

THE DREAM OF SAYYIDINA YUSUF f*J\' Up THE
INTERPRETATION OF HIS FATHER AND HIS WARNING TO HIS
SON

This Surah relates the detailed story of Sayyidina Yusuf f}LJi <uU. Allah
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describes this intriguing narrative as "most beautiful story/' The first people to be

addressed by the Qur'an were the Arabs, for which reason Allah revealed the

Qur'an in the Arabic language. If it were in any other language they could have

argued that they cannot understand it and therefore cannot accept it, Allah says,

"Undoubtedly We have revealed it as an Arabic Qur'an so that you may understand."

Only the obstinate ones denied the Qur'an.

This story, as well as many others, indicate that the Holy Prophet Up ii>\ JL*

pJL-^ was indeed the true Prophet of Allah^ 3 u* ib\ JL* because, being unlettered,

it was not possible that he could have learnt of these incidents from anyone but

Allah. Even the Jews and the Christians realised this fact. However, most of them

still refused to accept, although some of them did accept Islam after the

revelation of Surah Yusuf

.

"Durrul Manthur" (v. 4 p.2) records from Bayhaqi a narration of Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Abbas <up & ^j in which he says that a certain Jewish scholar heard

the Holy Prophet ,4-r Up iui JL* reciting Surah Yusuf. Then he asked the Holy
Prophet (JL-j a> ib\ JL* who had taught him this, the Holy Prophet pi-j ^ & J^
replied that Allah had taught it to him.

He left and went to some other Jews, telling them that the Holy Prophet JU
pL*j Up ii\ was reciting what was revealed in the Torah. He then took them all to

the Holy Prophet pJL-j *> &\ ju>, where they recognised him to be the final the

Prophet according to what they read in their scriptures. The Holy Prophet ^ JU>

^j aJp recited for them Surah Yusuf, whereupon they were all taken aback and
accepted Islam.

Sayyidina Yusuf f^J\ 4* was the son of Sayyidina Ya'qub <v>Ut Up, whose
other name was Isra'il. Sayyidina Ya'qub {%J\ Up was the son of Sayyidina Is'haq

f^S\ Up and the grandson of Sayyidina Ibrahim f*~S\ *Js-.

Sayyidina Yusuf: f^J\ <A± and his brother Bin Yamin were from the same
mother, while the other ten children of Sayyidina Ya'qub (%^\ <4* were from
another wife.

One day, Sayyidina Yusuf f&JV Up.- narrated his dream to his father saying,

"O my father! Indeed I have seen eleven stars, the sun and the moon all prostrating to

me" His father realised the interpretation to be that Sayyidina Yusuf f^J\ *A*

would ascend to great heights and that his eleven brothers, father and mother
would all prostrate to him at some time.

Sayyidina Ya'qub f%^s a^ therefore warned his son saying, /'O my beloved

son! Do not relate this dream to your brothers, otherwise they will plot against you.

Undoubtedly Devil (Shaytan) is a manifest enemy unto man." He feared that the

brothers may try to harm Sayyidina Yusuf f%^\ aJLp so that he does not attain to

the height that Allah wished to elevate him to. Although he realised that Allah's

decree would always prevail and that the brothers, could not prevent this,

he feared the harm they could cause to Sayyidina Yusuf f^LJi aJLp, Allah would
elevate whom He willed.

He further told his son, "In this manner has your Lord chosen you, taught you

the interpretation of dreams, and completed His bounty upon you (i.e. the bounty of the

Prophethood) and the family of Ya'qub, just as He had completed it upon your two
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forefathers, Ibmhitn andls'haq. Indeed your Lord is All Knozuing, The Wise." Allah's

decisions ar£ based onHis divine knowledge and wisdom,

^J«^ i>$ !>jMj p^j) ^j>J J^ &l>' 'j*-^ 1

%ZJ& ^VjCJl^\ <j^ 4J#^ 4**^ V^^ <4 *J^'J-MMJJ 1>^ ^ jifH

(7) Surely in the story of Yusuf and his brothers are many signs for the

questioners. (8) When the brothers said, "Verily Yusuf and his brother are more

beloved to our father than us, even though we are a large group. Indeed our

father is in manifest error." (9) "Kill Yusuf or throw him in a distant land, after

which the attention of your father will be reserved for you only. Thereafter you

can be fortunate people." (10) One of them said, "Do not kill Yusuf, but throw

him in a dark well so that some travellers may take him away; if you really

intend doing something."

THE BROTHERS OF SAYYIDINA YUSUF ?%J\ *J* CONSULT
WHETHER TO KILL HIM OR TO BANISH HIM TO ANOTHER
LAND

Allah says, "Surely in the story of Yusuf and his brothers are many signs for the

questioners" Gprrimentatprs have mentioned that some Jews asked the Holy

Prophet pi-,? ,4-U.i»i-.JL» about the story of Sayyidina Yusuf -£*~h. <4* to test whether

he really was Allah's Prophet. After the Holy Prophet-.(JL-j .<M .iui JU recited the

Surah to them, they could witness ample signs that he was truly Allah's Holy

Prophet (JL-j UpM JU.

^Thereafter Allah continues with the story. He says, "When the brothers said,

'Verily Yusufand his (real) brother (Bin Yamin) are more beloved to ourfather than us,

even though we are a large group (and therefore more useful to our father). Indeed

our father is in manifest error." They then decided that Sayyidina Yusuf ^^J\ Up

will have to be removed if they were to enjoy their father's attention, since he

was most beloved of their father.

They therefore resolved; "Kill Yusuf or throw him in a distant land, after which

the attention ofyourfather will be reserved for you only. Thereafter you can be fortunate

people. " They thought that this will earn them their father's favour.

"One of them said, 'Do notMil Yusuf but throw him in a darkwell so that some

travellers (when searching for water) may take him away; if you really intend doing

something."' In this way their objective would have been attained and the life of

Sayyidina Yusuf fM~Jt Up., would be spared; Ibn Kathir reports from Sayyidina

Qatadah Up iu\ juv, and Muhammad bin Is'haq Up &\ <^j that this was the opinion

of the eldest brother, whose name was Rubil. Since Allah had intended great
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things for Sayyidina Yusuf r%J» <j* in the future, this opinion was accepted.

Another interpretation of the phrase, "Thereafter you can be fortunate people/'

has been forwarded by Ibn Kathir *> &\ <^j. He translates the sentence as

"Thereafter you can be righteous people." This means that they had understood that
they would be perpetrating a crime by doing as they planned, but they thought
that they could always repent afterwards and mend their ways.

<>>oj ^jj\ 4^=1 uji 9 1-* £9 <^Lfe^ 4jx. jl^ij dsjli ^=.1 ol

(11) They said, "O our Father/ What ails you that you do not trust Yusuf with us
whereas we are his well-wishers?" (12) "Send him with us tomorrow so that he
may eat and play with us. We shall take good care of him." (13) He said, "Indeed
it grieves me that he should go with you. I fear that you would be negligent of
him and then a wolf would devour him." (14) They replied, "If a wolf should
devour him while we are a strong group, then we would surely be at a loss."

THE BROTHERS REQUEST SAYYIDINA YA'QUB f
%Ji Up TO SEND

SAYYIDINA YUSUF f*~lvij* WITH THEM AND HE EXPRESSES THE
FEAR THAT A WOLF MAY DEVOUR HIM

To set their sinister plan in motion, the brothers required to take Sayyidina
Yusuf

r
*>LJi Up away from their father. However, they needed the father's

permission to take him away. Therefore, "They said, 'O our Father! What ails you
that you do not trust Yusufwith us whereas we are his well-wishers?"' They proposed,
"Send him with us tomorrow so that he may eat and play with us. We shall take good
care ofhim.

Sayyidina Ya'qub ^\ <l* gave them two reasons for his reluctance to send
Sayyidina Yusuf

r
*>Ui u* with them. The first was that "He said, Tndeed it grieves

me that he should go withyou'" He knew that he would not be able to rest in peace
until Sayyidina Yusuf f%~S\ Up returned.

The second reason he gave was, "I fear that you should be negligent of him
(while engaging in grazing or some sport) and then a wolfwould devour him."

They could not reply to the first reason because it was a natural emotion
that overcame every father. However, with regard to the second reason "They
replied, 'If a wolf should devour him while we are a strong group, then we would surely
be at a loss"' i.e. We would be prepared to lose our lives in his defence. They
impressed upon him that no wolf could attack Sayyidina Yusuf f%^\ Up while all

of them were present.
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(15) When they took him and together resolved to throw him into a dark well,

We sent revelation to him that you will certainly remind them of this matter

when they will not realise. (16) They came weeping to their father that night.

(17) They said, "O our father! We went racing and left Yusuf with our goods,

when a wolf devoured him. But you will not believe us even though we are

truthful" (18) They came with false blood on his shirt. Ya'qub f*-J» aJp said, "But

your souls have contrived this matter for you. However, I shall exercise patience

without any complaint, and I shall seek Allah's assistance against what you have

devised."

THE BROTHERS THROW YUSUF p~±\ aJp IN THE WELL AND
SMEAR FALSE BLOOD ON HIS SHIRT. THEIR FATHER TELLS
THEM THAT THEY HAVE DEVISED THIS SCHEME

The brothers finally convinced their father to sent Sayyidina Yusuf .(%*& <$*

with them. Allah says, "When they took him and together resolved to throw him into a

dark well, We sent revelation to him that you will certainly remind them of this matter

when they will not realise (that the person reminding them is the one whom they

threw into the well)/

The time did finally come, as will be related towards the end of the Surah

(verse 89), when he told them, "Do you know what you did to Yusuf and his brother

when you were ignorant?" This revelation sent by Allah consoled Sayyidina Yusuf

f!>LJi a> because he realised that Allah would rescue him from the well and

eventually grant him an elevated position from which he could fearlessly remind

his brothers of their deed.

Continuing with the story, Allah says, "They came weeping to their father that

night. They said, 'O our father! We went racing and left Yusuf with our goods, when a

wolfdevoured him. But you will not believe us even though we are truthful.
"

To substantiate their claim, they removed the shirt of Sayyidina Yusuf «>

fkJs before throwing him into the well and smeared the blood of some animal on
it. Referring to this Allah says, "They came with false blood on his shirt."

However, they failed to rip up the shirt to indicate that the wolf devoured

Sayyidina Yusuf fX~h aJLp. Therefore, when Sayyidina Ya'qub fiLJs U* saw the shirt

in perfect order, he realised that they were lying. For this reason, he told them,

"But your souls have contrived this matter for you. However (nothing can now be

done to rectify the matter, therefore), I shall exercise patience without any complaint,
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and I shall seek Allah's assistance against what you have devised.

"

It is learnt from this that the believer (Mu 'min) exercises patience and seeks

Allah's assistance at the same time,

(19) A caravan approached and they sent a person to fetch water. He lowered his

bucket and exclaimed, "What luck! There is a boy here!" They hid him as

trading stock, and Allah had perfect knowledge of what they did. (20) They sold

him at the meagre price of a few dirhams and they showed ho interest in him.

SAYYIDINA YUSUF ^LJ^^ AND
SOLDASASLAVE

While Sayyidina Yusuf f^LJi Up was in the well, a caravan halted nearby and
the travellers sent a person to get water for them. As he lowered his bucket into

the well, Sayyidina Yusuf :pJb\ Up grabbed hold of it and the person was utterly

surprised to see him hanging onto it He shouted, "What hick! There is a boy here!"

When he took Sayyidina Yusuf f>LJ\ Up to the rest of the group, they decided

to sell him as a slave in Egypt. Therefore, "They Md him as trading stock, and Allah

had perfect knowledge oj
:

zvhat they did."

The brothers of Sayyidina Yusuf j»}LJi aJ^ looked' for him when they did not

find him in the well. When they found him with the caravan, they told the

people that he was their escaped slave, but they now desired to sell him. So
"They sold him at the Ineagre price of a few dirhams and they showed no interest in

him." Although they could have asked a better price for him, they accepted a

meagre amount because they merely wished to get rid of him.

Ibn Kathir reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud <up &\ ^j that they

sold him for 20 Dirhams. Sayyidina Mujahid Up &\ a*-j says that the figure was 22

Dirhams, while according to Sayyidina Ikrama^ &\ \^Jf it was 40 Dirhams. Since

no law of the Shari'ah is derived from this, it is not necessary determine it

accurately. However, two Ahadith will be quoted here in this regard.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** &\ ^j narrates that ihe Holy Prophet Up iiii ju
|JL-j said, ""Allah say$ 'I shall be the plaintiff against three people on the Day of

Judgement. (They are):

1. The one who made a pledge using My name and then breached it.

2. The one who sold a free person as a slave and then consumed the

price.

3. "The person who extracted labour from another and then did hot

pay him his dues." [Mishkat p. 258]
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Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar <up 4i ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ii JU
^j Up said, "The Salah of three persons will not be accepted. (These are):

1. The person who leads people in Salah while they dislike him,

2. The person who performs Salah when the time is about to expire.

3. "The person who makes another a slave." [Abu Dawud and Ibn

Majah]

Therefore, in addition to their sin of taking Sayyidina Yusuf f^J\ Up away
from his father, the brothers earned the sin of making a slave of a free person.

(21) The person from Egypt who bought Yusuf^%Ji Up told his wife, "Take
proper care of him. Perchance he may be of use to us or we may take him as a

son." In this manner We granted authority to Yusuf in that land so thatWe may
teach him the interpretation of dreams. Allah is Predominant over Mis affairs,

but most people do not know. (22) When he came of age, We granted him
wisdom and knowledge. Thus do We reward those who do good.

A MINISTER OF EGYPT BUYS SAYYIDINA YUSUF pUv ^ AND
CARES FOR HIM SAYYIDINA YUSUF f*-Ji *J* RECEIVES THE
PROPHETHOOD

The people of the caravan sold Sayyidina Yusuf f%J>\ Up to the minister who
was in charge of the finances of Egypt. This was the first step for Sayyidina Yusuf
pu\ Up to the kingship of Egypt. This minister instructed his wife saying, "Take
proper care of him. Perchance he may be of use to us or we may take him as a son." It is

reported that the minister made the above statement because he had no children.

According to certain commentators, die minister's name was Qitfir. They
attribute this narration to Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas <-^ & Lr-~*J . His wife's
name is famously known to be Zulaykha. Some say that her name was Ra'il.

However, the same youth that was once in a dark well was now enjoying the
luxuries of a minister's home. The people of Egypt also began to look up to him
because he lived with the minister. Referring to this Allah says, "in this manner
We granted authority to Yusufin that land..."

"...so that We may teach him the interpretation of dreams." This knowledge
contributed to his becoming a minister himself, as will be seen later.

"Allah is Predominant over His affairs, but most people do not know/! Allah does
as He pleases and none can prevent Him from doing so. Allah willed that
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Sayyidina Yusuf (vx~J\ Up would receive the necessary education and proper

upbringing in the home of the minister. Since he was to become the minister of

Egypt's finances at a later stage, he was well trained in the field while staying

with the minister.

"When he came of age, We granted him wisdom and knowledge/' This refers to

his receiving the position of the Prophethood. Therefore the revelation that he

received in the well was not Prophetic revelation, but inspiration that occurs to

non Prophets. The same occurred to the mother of Sayyidina Musa v*~J» <Op,

about whom Allah says in Surah Qasas, "We sent revelation (inspiration) to the

mother ofmbtea to suckle him...." [Surah 28, verse 7]

"Thu^Sfj^/e. reward those who do good. " This verses refers to those people

who possess the quality of 'ihsan.' They are those who possess sincere intention

when acting, and they perform their actions properly. Allah will reward them
well.

J6 C*J& C~J*> cJbj w>j} jM ^l^iicj ±^A> jz l^db >^| y> j£\ <&*Sjj

JyJ^S\ r^M 3
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(23) The woman in whose house he was, attempted to seduce him to achieve her

objectives. She locked the doors and said, "I am telling you to come to me." He
said, "I seek refuge with Allah! Indeed my caretaker has treated me honourably.

Surely the oppressors will never succeed."

THE WIFE OF THE MINISTER ATTEMPTS TO SEDUCE SAYYIDINA
YUSUF fUS\ Up BUT HE REMAIN CHASTE

Since Sayyidina Yusuf pLJ\ *> was an extremely handsome youth, the wife

of the minister became infatuated with him. In her attempts to seduce him, she

locked all the doors of the house and then requested him to respond to her

charms. The trial was indeed great for Sayyidina Yusuf -f^LJi <ip. He was young
and healthy and the woman was not just any low class person but the wife of the

minister. He had been raised in her home and it was therefore difficult to refuse

her.

Despite all of this, he declined by saying, "I seek refuge with Allah!" He
understood that only Allah could protect him from falling into sin. He then

added, 'indeed my caretaker (i.e. your husband) has treated me honourably." He
mentioned to her that it would be disloyal of him to respond to her desires, since

her husband was the one who had treated him so well and cared for him so

generously.

"Surely the oppressors will never succeed." If he were to accept her proposal to

commit adultery, he would be oppressing himself by subjecting himself to the

punishment of the Hereafter. In addition to this he would be betraying his

benefactor viz, the minister.

Certain commentators have mentioned that the word 'Rabbi' (translated

above as 'my caretaker') refers to Allah. The Quranic word 'my Rabb (Lord)' may
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also be literally translated as 'master/ 'caretaker/ and 'owner/ The prohibition in

the Ahadlth from calling a person "My Lord (My Rabb)," refers to usage of the

term in -general speech. This is so that none may abuse this term.

(24) She was determined to achieve he objectives from him, and he also would
have intended the same had he not seen the proof of his Lord. In this manner
(Our fate had decreed the matter) so that We averted evil and lewdness from

him. Indeed he was from Our sincere bondsmen. (25) They both raced for the

door and she tore his shirt from the back. Then they encountered her master at

the door. She said, "The only penalty for him who intended evil with your wife

is that he be imprisoned, or some other torturous punishment." (26) Yusuf Up

fk*A\ said, "It was she who tried to seduce me to attain her motives/' A witness

from her family testified by saying, "If his shirt is torn from the-front, then she

is truthful and he is from the liars. (27) However, if his shirt is torn from the

back, then she is lying and he is from the truthful." (28) When he saw that his

shirt was torn from the back, he said, "This is definitely from the trickery of you

women. Your trickery is indeed very dangerous." (29) "O Yusuf! Overlook this.

(O woman!) Seek forgiveness for your sin. You were truly of the sinners.

THE TWO RACE FOR THE DOOR AND FIND HER HUSBAND
THERE. HE ADMONISHES HER FOR BEING SINFUL AND
ENJOINS HER TO REPENT

"She was determined to achieve her objectives from him (as can be seen by the

fact that she locked all the doors), and he also would have intended the same had he

not seen the proof of his Lord." Sayyidina Yusuf <oi~H Up was the Holy Prophet of

Allah and the entire Ummah is unanimous that no Prophet fiLJ\ Up could commit
a sin. This being the case, the question then arises that what is the meaning of the

phrase that he "intended the same?"

The simplest explanation is that which is understood from the translation of

the verse i.e. "he also would have intended the same had he not seen the proof of his
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Lord." Since he saw the "proof of his Lord ", he did not even intend to commit the

sin.

Certain. commentators have interpreted the verse "intended the same," to

mean that his natural human instincts intended to commit the act; however he

restrained this when he saw the "proofof his Lord."

"Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 12 p214) reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^j
-up ibt that the "proof of his Lord" was a vision of Sayyidina Ya'qub f%~h 4* that he

saw before him. In this vision Sayyidina Ya-qub f**J a> struck him on the chest.

[Hdkimiv. 2 p.346]

The "Hilya^^^bu Nuaim reports from Sayyidina Ali ^ & ^j that when
she intended to seHQBt Sayyidina Yusuf f*~S\ 4*, Zulaykha covered an idol that

stood in the corner of the home. When Sayyidina Yusuf (%»& <J* asked her why
she was doing that, she replied that she was ashamed of committing the sin in

front of her god. Thereupon he said, "If you are ashamed of an idol that can

neither eat nor drink (i.e. it has no life), how can I not be ashamed of my Lord,

Who is aware of every person and every action?" This incident was the "proof

that he saw.

Other commentators maintain that this "proof was the "wisdom and

knowledge" (verse 22) that Allah gave to him when he attained the Prophethood. It

was this that prevented him from succumbing to her charms.

Believers (Mu'minin) are also reminded by Allah when they intend to

perpetrate a sin. The reminder is in the form of uneasiness and hesitance within

the heart. Sayyidina Nawas bin Sam'an -up it ^j reports that the Holy Prophet

pJL-j <d* i\ JL* once cited an example to them. The example was of a straight road

having two walls on either side, both of them having open doors with curtains

drawn upon them. At the beginning of the road is another door from where a

caller calls out, "O people! Travel the road, but do not be influenced by what is

around you.

At the end of the road is another door. Whenever a person tries to open one

of the doors at the side, a caller calls out from that door saying, "Shame on you!

Do not open the door! If you open the door and enter into it (it will not be good

for you)."

The Holy Prophet pJL-j -d* &\ ^u' then explained that the example of the

straight road is that of Islam. The walk on either side are the limits set by Allah,

and the open doors indicate Allah's prohibitions. The caller at the beginning of

the road is Allah's Book and the caller at every door is the admonisher that is in

the heart of every Muslim. [Bayhaqi in Shu'abul Iman v. 5 p.445]

If every Muslim has such a reminder, Sayyidina Yusuf fXJ\ *> must have

also possessed the same.

"In this manner (Our fate had decreed the matter) so that We averted evil and

lewdness from him. Indeed he was from Our sincere bondsmen." In his determination

to escape, Sayyidina Yusuf (*~& <A* raced for the door and Zulaykha ran after

him. In an attempt to stop him, she grabbed hold of the back of his shirt.

However, he still raced on and "she tore his shirtfrom the back.

"
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Although the doors were locked, he still ran towards them in an earnest

attempt to escape. Allah assisted him by throwing the door open for him. The

lesson is learnt that a person should do whatever is in his capability to escape

sin, even though the odds are against him. Allah will do the rest for him.

Certain commentators have mentioned that Sayyidina Yusuf ^*>LJ\ -Up raced

for a door that had a window in it, from which he managed to escape. Whatever

the case, Allah allowed him an exit. As they exited the door "they encountered her

master (her husband) at the door." Seizing the opportunity to absolve herself of

blame, "She said, 'The only -penalty for him who intended evil with your wife is that he

be imprisoned, or some other torturous punishment/"

"Yusuf(%~b <M said, 'it was she who tried to seduce me to attain her motives. '" It is

learnt from this that defending one's honour is not against piety, even though it

entails attributing the blame to the guilty party. A believer (Mu'min) should

never labour under suspicion.

The minister lived many years with Sayyidina Yusuf f%Jt Up and knew that

he was upright and pious. It was for this reason that he did not immediately

accept the word of his wife. It is possible that he believed that she was guilty

from the very outset but did not say anything until the matter resolved.

Allah resolved the matter by causing an infant child from her family to

serve as witness to the incident. Allah says, "A witness from her family testified by

saying, 'If his shirt is torn from the front, then she is truthful and he is from the liars.

However, if his shirt is tornfrom the back, then she is lying and he isfrom the truthful."

"When he (the husband) saw that his shirt was torn from the back, he said, 'This is

definitelyfrom the trickery ofyou women. Your trickery is indeed very dangerous."

Once, on the way to perform the Eid Salah, the Holy Prophet ^X*} Up ifc\ ju*

addressed some women saying, "I have not seen anything more destructive to

the intelligence of a wise man than you women." [Bukhari v. 1 p.197]

In another hadith the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up ir jl* said, "The most

destructive test to man that will be left after my demise will be that of women."
[Mishkdtp.267]

The Holy Prophet <JL,j aJp ito J^> also said, "Fear Allah and fear the trial of

women, for verily the first cause of corruption among the Bani Isra'Il was
because of women." [Muslim v. 2 p. 353]

The Holy Prophet p-L- 3 Up i>i ju* also said, "Women are the snares of Shaytan
(i.e. Shaytan uses them to entrap man in sin and vice)." [Mishkdt p. 444]

The witness did not testify that he saw what happened, but mentioned this

fact in such a manner that it clearly exposed the guilt of the woman.

Hakimi reports in his "Mustadrak" from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^j
** & that the Holy Prophet <JL-j^ ibi JL» narrated the following incident to them.
He told them that when he ascended the heavens during the ascension (Mi'raj),

he smelt a most beautiful scent. When he asked the angels accompanying him
from where the scent came, they said that it was from the woman who used to

comb the hair of Pharaoh's (Fir'aun ' s) family.
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Once she dropped the comb while combing the hair of Pharaoh's (Fir'aim's)

daughter. Thereupon she said, "Bismillah!" The girl asked her whose name she

had taken, and why did she not take the name of her father Pharaoh (Fir'aim)

instead. She replied, "I have taken the name of the One Who is my Lord, your

Lord and the Lord of your father." When Pharaoh's (Fir'aim's) daughter

threatened to report that matter to her father, the lady permitted her to do so.

When Pharaoh (Fir'aun) learnt of the incident, he summoned the lady with

her children. When she appeared before Pharaoh (Fir'aun), she asked that a

request ofjjBS| be fulfilled. When Pharaoh (Fir'aun) asked what the request was,

she replieSgk she wanted her bones and the bones of her children to be buried.

Pharaoh (Firlmk) acknowledged this.

Thereafter he began to kill every one of her children and cast their bodies in

a pit or in a fire. Eventually only the smallest child was left. This child was still

feeding off the breast of the mother. This little child spoke to the mother saying,

"O my mother! Be patient because you are on the truth." This child was then

disposed of with the mother.

After relating this account, The Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up iii\ ju said that

throughout history there have been only four infants who spoke in their infancy.

The first was this very child. The second was the witness for Sayyidina Yusuf Up

(OLJ». The third was the one who testified to the innocence of the monk Juraij, and

the fourth was Sayyidina Isa f^LJi <ls^. [Hakimi v. 2 p.496]

This hadith proves that the witness was an infant. According to certain

commentators, the infant was the son of Zulaykha's maternal aunt, while others

maintain that it was the son of her paternal uncle.

After learning of the truth, the minister said, "O Yusuf Overlook this." i.e. .

Let the matter rest and do not disclose it to anyone.

Then, turning his attention to his wife, he said, "Seek forgiveness for your sin.

You were truly of the. sinners." Although she was unsuccessful in her attempt, she

was still sinful for trying to seduce him and making the effort to achieve her

aims.

The Holy Prophet ^^ Up iwi JU said, "Tr>e adultery of the eyes is to look (at

a non Mahram), the adultery of the ears is to listen (to one), the adultery of the

tongue is to speak (to one), the adultery of the hands is to hold (to one), the

adultery of the feet is to walk (to one), the adultery of the heart is to desire (one),

and the private organs either accomplish the act (of adultery) or deny the same."

[Mishkdt p. 20]

The question is raised how could she seek forgiveness when she was not a

believer? In reply, the author of "Ruhul Ma'arii" writes that although the people

there worshipped idols, they believed in the existence of a Creator. They
acknowledged sin and that one would be punished for it. This belief is even

prevalent among the Hindus of India.
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(30) Some women of the town said, "The minister's wife attempts to seduce her

slave to fulfil her motives. Love has certainly overwhelmed her. Indeed we
deem her to be in manifest error." (31) When she heard of their plot, she sent for

them and prepared a meeting place for them, setting cushions there. She gave

each of them a knife and then told Yusuf, "Come out before them!" When they

saw him, they were taken aback, cut their hands and exclaimed, "Allah is Pure!

This cannot be a human! He is surely a noble angel!" (32) She said, "This is what

you were criticising me for. Indeed I attempted to seduce him to achieve my
motives, but he escaped. If he does not do as I command him, he shall certainly

be imprisoned and he will definitely become of those humiliated."

THE WOMEN OF THE TOWN CRITICISE THE WIFE OF THE
MINISTER, SHE INVITES THEM TO GIVE HER REPLY AND THEY
CUT THEIR HANDS

Although the minister told Sayyidina Yusuf fiLJ\ <M to keep the matter a

secret, the news somehow reached the women of the town. They began to gossip

among themselves and expressed disbelief that a married woman of noble class

could become infatuated with a slave. Neither were they compatible in rank, nor

in age. The only reason they saw was that they said, "Love has certainly-

overwhelmed her." Love has blinded her to all sense. They added, "Indeed we deem

her to be in manifest error."

"When she (the minister's wife) heard of their plot..." The word "plot" is used
because, although they seemed to be merely gossiping, their actual plan was that

they wanted her to show Sayyidina Yusuf {%J\ Up to them in an attempt to

exonerate herself. ["Ruhul Ma'ani"]

So she, "sent for them? and prepared a meeting place for them, setting cushions

there (to make it comfortable for them). She gave each of them a knife..." Certain

commentators have mentioned that she gave them the knives to cut some meat
that they could not eat by merely biting. Others state that the knives were to cut

some fruit like oranges that also needed cutting. A rare form of Qur'anic

recitation supports this opinion because it contains the word "Mutaka'an,"

which is translated as 'citron' or 'orange/ "Ruhul Ma'ani" has reported this

recitation from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** ifo ^j, Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Umar ** &\ ^>jp Sayyidina Mujahid a> ifo ^j and Sayyidina Qatadah *ip it *^j.

At the precise moment when the women were cutting, the minister's wife
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called to Sayyidina Yusuf ft>LJi Up saying, "Come out before them!" The result was
"When they saw him, they were taken aback, (and, in their amazement, instead of

cutting the food before them, they) cut their hands and exclaimed, 'Allah is Pure!

This cannot be a human! He is surely a noble angel!"

They said this because it is commonly believed that angels possess beauty

beyond comprehension and that devils are ugly. Allah had bestowed Sayyidina

Yusuf (>LJ\ Up with exceptional beauty. The Holy Prophet^3 Up ibi JU met him

when he went on ascension (Mi'raj) and said, "Indeed he has been conferred half the

beauty of the world.
"

When the women cut their hands, the minister's wife told them, "This is

what you were criticising me for." She meant to express to them that just as they

were unable to contain themselves when they saw him and cut their hands, she

was unable to prevent herself from falling in love with him.

She continued to tell them, "Indeed I attempted to seduce him to achieve my
motives, but he escaped." She now admitted to the women what she had previously

denied before her husband. In this statement she exonerated Sayyidina Yusuf *J*

rxJ/from blame. However, she was still not repentant and told them. "If he does

not do as I command him, he shall certainly be imprisoned and he will definitely become

of those humiliated."

^^ s£r &- ,
4—c^Hy^J\bb^^^^y^^*%$?

(33) Yusuf f^LJ< Up prayed, "O my Lord! The prison is dearer to me than that

towards which these women call me. If You do not avert their plot from me, I

shall incline towards them and become of the ignorant." (34) So his Lord

accepted his prayer and averted their plot from him. Undoubtedly, He is the All

Hearing, All Knowing. (35) Then, after reviewing the signs, it occurred to them

that they should imprison him for a while.

SAYYIDINA YUSUF -pLJi Up PRAYS TO ALLAH TO RATHER HAVE
HIM IMPRISONED INSTEAD OF ALLOWING HIM TO FALL PREY
TO THE PLOT OF THEWOMEN

Sayyidina Yusuf |^u)! Up-was never safe from the plots of the minister's wife

since they shared the same home and she was adamant to seduce him yet again,

as she had mentioned. She threatened to have him imprisoned if he did not

comply with her wishes, and she had also made mention of imprisonment to her

husband when she said, "The only penaltyfor him who intended evil with your wife is

that he be imprisoned, or some other torturous punishment."

Since the other women were now also awestruck by his beauty, the

additional" danger now existed that they would also attempt to seduce him.

Apprehensive of this, he prayed to Allah saying, "O my Lord! The prison is dearer
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to me than that towards which these women call me. If You do not avert their plot from

me, (being overcome by my natural instincts) I shall incline towards them and

become of the ignorant."

Even though the Prophets <oUi ^ were protected by Allah from

committing sins Sayyidina Yusuf £*~h Up made this supplication (du'a) because

of his profound aversion to sins. He feared becoming of those who do not

practise their knowledge.

"So his Lord accepted his prayer and averted their plot from him.

Undoubtedly, He is the All Hearing, All Knowing/' Allah made it such that

Sayyidina Yusuf fiLJ\ Up eventually was sent to jail. The minister and his advisor

were concerned about the situation. Although they realised that Sayyidina Yusuf

{%J\ -Up was innocent, something had to be done to quell the growing speculation

in the town since the women were carrying many tales to their husbands.

Therefore "after reviewing the signs [i.e. the innocence of Sayyidina Yusuf

f%J\ 4*], it occurred to them tliat they should imprison him for a while (until the

tumult subsided)."

The first of the "signs" was that his shirt was torn from the back. The other

was that an infant spoke in his defence, and the third was that he had sustained

some injuries in his attempt to escape. There could have been several others as

well.

Allama Qurtubi 4^ fa *^j has reported (v. 9 p. 184) that when Sayyidina Yusuf

r
»>Ui Up made the above supplication to Allah, Allah told him, "O Yusuf! You
have yourself asked to be imprisoned. If you had asked for safety, I would have

granted it to you/ It is learnt from here that a person should never ask Allah to

resolve his problem in a specific manner. He should merely request Allah to

deliver him from the problem, and Allah would do so in the most befitting

manner. When a person presents the solution to Allah, he could be placing

himself in undue difficulty.

Sayyidina Anas ^ fa ^j reports that the Holy Prophet jJL-j aJLp fa JL» once

visited an ailing Muslim whose voice had become extremely weak and his body
had become as frail as a fledgling. The Holy Prophet .^JL-j Up .fa JL* recommended
that he continues making supplication (du'a) to Allah. Thereupon he said that he

always prayed to Allah to grant him the punishment for his sins in this world

rather than in the next. Hearing this, the Holy Prophet <JUj <A^ iav ju exclaimed,

"Subhan Allah! What resistance dp you have against punishment? Why did you
rather not pray thus, 'O Allah! Grant me the good of this world and the good of

the Hereafter and save me from the punishment of the Fire/" [Muslim v. 2p.343]

Another Sahabi *J> fa ^>j prayed to Allah to grant him patience. Thereupon
the Holy Prophet jJUj <M fa J** said, "You have prayed for difficulty (because

patience is only needed then), so now pray for safety." [Mishkdt p. 214]

Sayyidina Abu Bakr **'fa ^j reports that the Holy Prophet
(

JL-
-?
<U fa JL*

said, "Ask Allah for forgiveness and 'Afiyah' (safety, good health and well

being) for after belief (Imdn) there is no greater wealth than Afiyah." [Mishkatp,

219]
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^(36) Two youths entered the prison with him. One of them said, "Indeed I see

myself (in a dream) squeezing wine." The other said, "I see myself carrying

bread upon my head, from which birds are eating." (They requested) "Inform us

of the interpretation. We truly deem you to be of the righteous."

TWO CONVICTS ENTER THE PRISON AND REQUEST SAYYIDINA
YUSUF f

*Ji Up TO INTERPRET THEIR DREAMS
The convicts in the jail were impressed by the exceptional behaviour of

Sayyidina Yusuf (v>i~J* *Jp. The light of the Prophethood that he bore as well as his

apparent beauty impressed them. Even the jailer admitted that he would have

freed Sayyidina Yusuf
f
*>uJ» Up if he had the authority. ["Ma'dlimut Tamil" v. 2 pA26]

Thereafter two new captives entered the jail. Commentators mention that

certain conspirators had used the two of them in an attempt to assassinate the

king of Egypt. The one served drinks to the king, while the other baked his

bread. They were both bribed to poison the king.

Initially they both accepted the offer, but the one who served drinks later

decided to abandon the plot. When the baker served the bread, the one who
served drinks warned the king not to eat it because it was poisoned. Thereupon

the baker warned the king not to drink anything since it was also poisoned.

The king then asked the server of drinks to drink from what he had served.

He did so without hesitation and was unaffected. When the king told the baker

to eat the bread, he flatly refused. The bread was then given to an animal, and it

died. The king then ordered that the two be arrested, pending investigation.

They both saw dreams "One of them (the one who served drinks) said, 'Indeed I

see myself (in a dream) squeezing (grapes to make) wine.' The other (the baker) said, 7 see

myself carrying bread upon my head, from which birds are eating." Relating their

dreams to Sayyidina Yusuf (%J\ .<uU, they asked him, "Inform us of the

interpretation. We truly deem you to be of the righteous."

"»< 'T "i
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(37) Yusuf f%Ji aJp replied, "I shall inform you of the interpretation before the

food provided for you arrives. This is from the knowledge that my Lord has

taught me. I have discarded the religion (D'ln) of those people who do not

believe in Allah and who reject the Hereafter." (38) "I have adopted the creed of

my forefathers, Ibrahim, Is'haq and Ya'qub. It does not befit us to ascribe any

partners to Allah. This is from the favours upon us and upon all people, but

most people are ungrateful." (39) "O my two prison companions! Are numerous

gods better or Allah, Who is The One and The Almighty?" (40) "Besides Him,

you worship only names that you and your forefathers have named without any

revealed warrant from Allah. Decisions rest only with Allah. He has

commanded that only He be worshipped. This is the right religion (D'ln), but

most people know it not.
"

BEFORE PROVIDING THE INTERPRETATION, SAYYIDINA YUSUF
pJb Up PREACHED ONENESS OF ALLAH (TAUHID) TO THE TWO

When the two prisoners requested for an interpretation of their dreams,

"Yusuf f*~x su replied, 7 shall inform you ofthe interpretation before tlw food

provided for you arrives/' However, he wished first to tell them of his

responsibility as the Holy Prophet. Any preacher understands that he requires to

seek the perfect opportunity for his message. No occasion can be more

opportune than when the addressee requires something from the preacher. At

such a moment, he is willing to accept almost anything.

Although he seemed to be addressing the two new convicts, his message

was directed at all those in the prison. Sayyidina Yusuf (OLJ* a* began by

introducing himself as one who has "discarded the religion (D'ln) of those people who

do not believe in Allah and who reject the Hereafter." He said, 7 have adopted the creed

ofmy forefathers, Ibrahim, Is'haq and Ya'qub."

Outlining the foolishness of polytheism (shirk), he said, 'it does not befit us to

ascribe any partners to Allah (Who created us and provides for us our every need)." He

meant to impress upon their minds that one would be foolish then to worship

things that have been created by Allah.

Continuing his preaching, he said that the blessing of the belief in oneness

of Allah (Tauhid) and the knowledge conferred to him "is from the favours upon us

and upon all people, but most people are ungratefid."

To provoke their thoughts, he asked "O my two prison companions! Are

numerous gods better or Allah, Who is The .One and The Almighty?" He asked them

whether they preferred to rather worship various idols of gold, silver, brass and

stone, who are unable to do any good or cause any harm, instead of worshipping

One Almighty Allah?
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"Besides Him, you worship only names that you and your forefathers have named
without any revealed warrant from Allah." Besides being referred to as gods, these

idols have no ability to perform any act worthy of their title. They are not even

aware of the fact that they are being worshipped.

"Decisions rest only with Allah." Only what Allah says will be accorded any

consideration. The idols will be considered obsolete if Allah so dictates. "He has

commanded that only He he worshipped. This is the right religion (D'in), hut most people

know it not."

(41) "O my two prison companions! As for one of you, he will serve wine to his

master. As for the other, he will be crucified and birds will eat from his head.

The decision has been passed regarding the matter you have inquired from me/'

SAYYIDINA YUSUF ' pjs aJp INTERPRETS THE DREAMS FOR
THEM

Sayyidina Yusuf
.

(OUJj *-U then provided the interpretation of their dreams.

He said, "O my two prison companions! As for one ofyou (the one who used to serve

drinks to the king), he will serve wine to his master. As for the other, he will be

crucified arid birds will eat from his head." He will be killed by crucifixion and his

head will be devoured by birds of prey.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud <^ ibt^ reports that when Sayyidina Yusuf

f^J\ <uU interpreted the dreams for them, they said that they had not seen any
dreams, claiming that they were merely jesting. Thereupon Sayyidina Yusuf *>
pLJ\ told them, "The decision has been passed regarding the matter you have inquired

fromme/'["RuhulMa
,

dni"v.i2p.242]

It is for this reason that Scholars (Ulama) warn that when a person has a

false dream interpreted the dream will be realised according to the

interpretation, and he will suffer punishment for his lie.

(42) Sayyidina Yusuf f^\ *J* told the one whom he anticipated would be freed,

"Mention me to your master." However, Devil (Shaytan) caused him to forget

mentioning him to his master, and Yusuf f&J\ *M remained in prison for a few
years.

SAYYIDINA YUSUF fiU\ Up TELLS THE LIBERATED CONVICT TO
MENTION HIM TO THE KING, BUT HE REMAINS IN PRISON FOR
A FEW MORE YEARS

From the two convicts "Sayyidina Yusuj:

f
%Ji u* told the one whom lie
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anticipated would be freed, 'Mention me to your master. " He asked the person to

mention to the king the entire episode of how he was imprisoned despite his

innocence and that he was being made to suffer unnecessarily in prison.

He requested the person to do this because it was very possible that the king

had no knowledge of the episode. If he were informed about it, he would learn

that an innocent person had been imprisoned in his country. Although a believer

(Mu'min) endures difficulties with patience and realises that he will be rewarded

for it, there is no harm in attempting to alleviate oneself of the difficulty. It is for

this reason that he told the person to inform the king of his condition.

''However, Devil (Shaytan) caused him to forget mentioning him to his

master, and Yusuf ^LJ\ ^remained in prison for aJew years." "Ruhul Ma'ani"

mentions that he remained there for seven or twelve years. The Arabic word
"bidh'a" ("few") refers to figures that lie between three and nine. And Allah

knows best.

?;*« $£. 4 i&£4 c^S &jr. £fc^ ^j ^l ^&L
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(43) The king said, "I see (in a dream) seven fat cows being eaten by seven lean

cows and seven green ears of corn and others that are dry. O my counsellors!

Furnish an interpretation for my dream if you are indeed able to interpret

dreams." (44) They replied, "These are only confused dreams. We have no
knowledge concerning the interpretation of confused dreams." (45) The released

of the two convicts, recalling after a considerable period, said, "I shall inform

you of the interpretation, so send me (to fetch an interpreter)." (46) "O Yusuf! O
most truthful! Inform us regarding seven-..fat cows being eaten by seven lean

cows and of corn and others save it green ears that are dry, so that I may return

to the people that they be enlightened." (47) He replied, "You will farm for

seven consecutive years. Leave whatever crops you harvest in their ears/except

what you require for eating." (48) "Thereafter seven difficult years will follow

that will consume all you would have stored for them except the little that you

leave." (49) "Thereafter a year will follow in which abundant rains will fall for
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the people and they will distil juices." .

THE KING OF EGYPT SEES A DREAM AND SAYYIDINA YUSUF U*

?
*~ii INTERPRET IT

As a pretext to release Sayyidina Yusuf ^l^\ Up from prison, Allah showed a

dream to the king of Egypt. Therein he saw "seven fat cows being eaten by seven

lean cows and seven green ears ofcorn and otlters that are dry/'

Recounting the dream to his ministers and advisors, the king told them. "O
my counsellors! Furnish an interpretation for my dream ifyou are indeed able to

interpret dreams." Unable to interpret the dream, they brushed it off as a

meaningless jumble of thoughts. Therefore "They replied, 'Tliese are only

confused dreams. We have no knowledge concerning the interpretation of
confused dreams.

"

Overhearing the discussion, the person who served drinks to the king

recalled that Sayyidina Yusuf f^Ji Up was able to correctly interpret dreams. He
therefore requested permission from the people to approach Sayyidina Yusuf u*
(%~J\\ for the interpretation of the king's dream. This he did and returned to the

king with the interpretation.

The interpretation of the dream was that people will harvest an abundance
of crops for seven consecutive years, as represented by the seven fat cows and
the seven green ears of corn. Thereafter, seven years of drought would follow,

when all their reserved stores of grain would be depleted. This was indicated by
the seven lean cows eating the seven fat ones, and by the dry ears of corn.

Together with the interpretation, Sayyidina Yusuf p^\ Up also advised them
concerning the measures they should take to prevent starvation. He told them
that they should consume only what was necessary in the first seven years. He
advised them that the rest of the crops should be preserved in their ears so that

they are not eaten by vermin.

Thereafter he told them, "Tliereafter a year will follow in which abundant

rains will fall for tlte people and (because of the abundance of crops) tltey will distil

juices (from the various fruits)/' The extraction of juices refers to the distilling of

wine as well as the extraction of oil from various crops like olives and sesame seeds.

(50) The king said, "Bring him to me." When the messenger came to Yusuf 4-1*

f%.Ii, he told him, "Return to your master and ask him what is the condition of
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the women who cut their hands. Indeed my Lord is well aware of their plot."

(51) The king asked/ "What is your tale when you attempted to seduce Yusuf to

appease your motives?" They replied, "Allah is Pure! We do not know of any

evil in him." The wife of the minister said, "The truth is now out. I attempted to

seduce him to realise my motives and he is of the truthful." (52) "This was so

that he may know that I did not betray him in his absence, and, without doubt,

Allah does not promote the plot of betrayers."

THE KING SENDS FOR SAYYIDINA YUSUF
' P
*-J» 4*, BUT HE

REFUSES TO BE RELEASED UNTIL HIS MATTER IS

INVESTIGATED

When the king heard of the interpretation and the advice, he realised that

Sayyidina Yusuf <v>LJ Up was definitely a learned person and he desired to meet

him. He therefore sent a messenger to fetch him from the prison. However, when

the messenger arrived at the prison, Sayyidina Yusuf f^LJi' Up refused to

accompany him to the king until the king summoned the women who caused

him to be imprisoned and learnt the truth from them.

Certain commentators have mentioned that the other women were also

summoned because they used to encourage Sayyidina Yusuf fiLJ\ <±* to comply

with the bidding of the minister's wife. Other commentators maintain that they

also tried to seduce him for themselves. Whatever the case, they were all

summoned by the king. ["Ruhul Ma'i" v. 12 p.335]

When the king asked them to disclose the truth of the matter, they admitted

that Sayyidina Yusuf fiLA aJlp was innocent. By declaring, "Allah is Pure!" they

meant to say that if they lied about Sayyidina Yusuf fiL-to <M, it would mean that

Allah's knowledge of the incident was incorrect, since Allah knew that he was

innocent. Allah is Pure from inaccurate knowledge.

. They admitted that Sayyidina Yusuf pLJv *> was 'from the truthful" when he

made the statement to the minister, "It was she who tried to seduce me to Main her

motives."

When Sayyidina Yusuf '

f*~& Up learnt that he had been exonerated in the

king's court, he said that he prompted the investigation so that the minister "ma\j

know that I did not betray him in his absence, and, without doubt, Allah does not

promote the plot ofbetrayers.
"

NOTE: There are two important points of wisdom behind the fact that

Sayyidina Yusuf (%^\ Up did not come out of jail before his name
was cleared. The first was that his purpose as a Prophet entailed

propagation and preaching. It is obvious that none would have

been influenced by the preaching of someone who has a stigma

attached to his name. People would then scorn his teachings,

thinking him to be unfaithful to the same teachings.

Every person should make an attempt to always clear his name of any

suspicion, especially people who are known to be pious or holding some position

in society. People are incorrect to merely brush off any suspicion on themselves

by saying that the slanderers will be punished for their slander. They should
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make a concerted effort to clear their names so that the stigma does not taint their

reputation. If they do not do this they will be casting people into further sin by

giving them a greater opportunity to backbite. In addition, they will be unable to

preach to people.

The second wisdom was that Sayyidina Yusuf f^LJ Up knew from the time

that he saw the dream as a child that Allah would be granting him a position of

authority. It was therefore necessary that he remove all doubts about his

reputation so that he could do justice to the post. In this way he could serve the

people without them harbouring doubts against him.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet *JL* i»» JU
(JL-j said, "If I had remained in jail as long as Sayyidina Yusuf f^J\ «uU did, I

would have immediately responded to the messenger." [Bukhari v. 1 p.47 8]

Commentators have mentioned that the Holy Prophet pi-j Up &\ JU>

mentioned this out of humility, but would have done the same as Sayyidina

Yusuf ^%J\ a> did. Others mention that even though the Holy Prophet <4* ^ J-*
fJUj would have immediately responded to the bidding of the messenger, this

shows the virtue of Sayyidina Yusuf pLJ\ *> in this single regard. Otherwise, on
a general basis, this hadith does not grant Sayyidina Yusuf f%J\ <J* superiority

over the Holy Prophet jJL^ Up <fr ju*.

Shah Is'haq Up iiii ^ has mentioned that the Holy Prophet jJL^ Up &\ J^
would have left the prison immediately because of his excessive desire to

continue the responsibility of propagation.
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PART THIRTEEN
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(53) "I do not exonerate myself. Surely the soul insistently orders evil, except on

. whom Allah showers mercy. Undoubtedly my Lord is Most Forgiving, Most
Merciful." (54) The king said, "Bring him to me so that I may keep him
exclusively for myself" When he spoke to him, he said, "Verily today you are a

man of honour and trustworthiness with us." (55) Sayyidina Yusuf f^\ *4* said,

"Appoint me over the treasures of the land. Indeed I am protective and

knowledgeable." (56) In this manner, We granted authority to Yusuf in the land.

He could live wherever he willed. We shower Our mercy upon whomsoever We
wish, and We do no put to waste the reward of those who do good. (57)

Undoubtedly, the reward of the Hereafter is best for those who believe and
adopt piety (taqwa).

THE KING AGAIN CALLS FOR SAYYIDINA YUSUF f%Ji Up AND
MAKES HIM THE MINISTER OF THE TREASURY

After Sayyidina Yusuf £*~J Up was absolved of blame, he mentioned, "I do

not exonerate myself Surely the soul insistently orders evil..." This is what the soul of

man will always advocate. The only exceptional people who will not succumb to

the guiles of the soul are those upon "whom Allah showers mercy. Undoubtedly my
Lord is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful."

He mentioned this because it is not proper that a person praises himself.

Allah says in Surah Najm, "So do not ascribe purity to yourselves (i.e. Do not
proclaim your own piefty). He (Allah) knows best who is the most pious." [Surah 53,

verse 32]
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After the matter was resolved with the women, the king again sent for

Sayyidina Yusuf
r
*>LJ\ Up. Being impressed by his intelligence, his piety and the

fact that he took the pains to first exonerate himself, the king said, "Bring him to

me so that I may keep him exclusively for myself The king intended to appoint
Sayyidina Yusuf ^KJ\ Up as one of his counsellors and close advisors.

Sayyidina Yusuf <olji Up then met the king. When the two had a discussion,

the king who was even more impressed with Sayyidina Yusuf **>uJ ^ said,

"Verily today you are a man ofhonour and trustworthiness with us.
"

Sayyidina Yusuf r
!>Ui U* informed the king that the drought will also affect

the neighbouring districts and that Egypt should assist those who came for

provisions. He added that they could be asked to pay a nominal amount so that

it could bolster the state treasury, wnile also assisting the other people.

The question then arose about who would administer the financial affairs of

the state during this period. In reply to this, Sayyidina Yusuf
r
*>LJi ^ said,

"Appoint me over tlw treasures of tlte land. Indeed I am protective and
knowledgeable." He added these two attributes because they are what is required
from people in control of financial matters. They need to be protective and
trustworthy so that they do not misappropriate the wealth. In addition to this

they need to possess the relevant knowledge so that they do not squander the

wealth and are able to keep proper records of profits and expenses.

Sayyidina Yusuf (OUi ^ was thus appointed to the position. Allah says, 'in

this manner, We granted authority to Yusuf in the land (of Egypt). He could live

wherever Ite willed. We shower Our mercy upon whomsoever We wish..." None
can prevent Allah from elevating anyone to the highest of ranks even from the

most humble of beginnings. As for these people of virtue, Allah says, "and We do
no pat to waste the reward of those who do good.

"

"Undoubtedly, the reward of the Hereafter is best for those who believe and adopt
piety (taqwd)/' Although the go6d people will be amply rewarded in this world,
their rewards in the Hereafter will be much better.

Although Sayyidina Yusuf pub Up was appointed to manage the finances of

the country, commentators mention that the king also handed over other
administrative matters to him. So much authority was vested in him that he was
practically in control of the entire country.

Sayyidina Abdur Rahman bin Samurah <* i» ^j narrates that the Holy
Prophet fL*-3 <A*> &\ j^ said, "Do not ask to be appointed as a leader, because if

you are appointed because of your request, then it will be given to you (and
Allah will not assist you in the least). However, if it is given to you without
asking, then you will be assisted in the task." [Bukhari]

Sayyidina Abu Musa ^ ifo^ reports that the Holy Prophet ^L- ^ & J~*
said, "By Allah! I will never appoint any person to a post who asks for it, nor
anyone who desires it." [Bukhari]

In view of these Ahadith, the question arises as to how could Sayyidina
Yusuf

r
%J» aJs- ask for the position? Scholars (Ulama) explain that Sayyidina Yusuf

r
*>LJi Up knew that during the seven years of drought, people would be desperate
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to assist only themselves. Since the king himself was a disbeliever (kdfir) and had
only disbelievers (kuffar) as his ministers, one of them would be appointed to the

post. If this were done, no mercy could be expected to be shown to the destitute.

Therefore, in the best interests of the public, Sayyidina Yusuf r>uJt <op offered

to accept the post. He was best qualified for the position, especially since he was
the noble Prophet ?yu\ 4* of Allah as well. In circumstances where the fear exists

that others would abuse the authority vested in them, it will be compulsory that

a person who is capablkpffers himself for the post.

It was merely for tnSlreassurance of the king that he added, 'Indeed I am
protective and knoivledgeabti." Appointment to the position would also prove to

be conducive to his duty of propagation since people are inclined to following

people in authority.

Another question is raised at this juncture. The question is that how could

Sayyidina Yusuf ^LJi Up accept a post in a infidel's (kafir) country, where the

laws are all based on disbelief (kufr)? Would he then also be required to enforce

the laws of disbelief (kufr)? The reply is that Sayyidina Yusuf <o>LJi <uU was
granted the authority to administer the finances of the country and was given

absolute liberty to do as he pleased. In this way he was not constrained to abide

by the oppressive laws of the country.

> #$ o>^ i % ££=£ toll ££ J^jfc iO %,

(58) Yusuf's brothers came and entered into his presence. He recognised them,

but they did not recognise him. (59) When he prepared their provisions he said,

"Bring your brother to me from your father. Do you not see that I grant measure

in full and that I am the best of hosts?" (60) "If you do not bring him to me you

will have no measure from me, nor shall you draw close." (61) They said, "We
shall request his father regarding him, and we will really do so." (62) Sayyidina

Yusuf f%Ji 4-Ip said to his attendants, "Place their funds back into their carriages

so that they recognise it when they return to their families, and so that they may
return." (63) When they returned to their father they said, "O our father! A
measure shall be denied to us, so send our brother with us so that we may bring
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grains. We shall certainly guard him well." (64) He said, "Should I trust you

with him as I trusted you with his brother before? But Allah is the best Protector

and He is the Most Merciful of those who show mercy."

YUSUFS f
*>LJi Up BROTHERS ARRIVE IN EGYPT FOR GRAINS. HE

TELLS THEM THAT THEY SHOULD BRING THEIR STEP-
BROTHER AS WELL AND HE RETURNS THEIR MONEY

When the seven years of drought struck, it affected the countries

neighbouring Egypt as- well. The father of Sayyidina Yusuf fiLJ\ aJlp and his

brothers were also affected in Palestine. When the brothers heard that Egypt had
provisions, they arrived there to seek grains.

They were directed to Sayyidina Yusuf fiLJ\ <d* to pay the price and have the

grains given to them. When they arrived, in his .presence, he immediately

recognised them. They, however did not realise who he was. It never crossed

their minds that this could be the sarne child whom they abandoned in a forest of

Kan'an and then had him sold as a slave.

According to some commentators, Sayyidina Yusuf fiLJs <uU got someone to

find out about Bin Yamin, whom they left at home. Others say that when
Sayyidina Yusuf pLJ\ Up had all the camels loaded, they requested that another

also be loaded for their eleventh brother. They explained that their father did not

permit him to accompany them because his other brother had been lost.

Sayyidina Yusuf ^^LJi <Jp told them that it was against their law to provide

for someone who was not himself present. However, he gave them the extra

load. He then told them, (for the next time they came), "Bring year brother to me
from your father. Do you not see that I grant measure in full and that I am the

best of hosts? Ifyou do not bring him to me you will have no measure from me,

nor shall you draw close.
"

They understood that they would have to return for more provisions, so

they promised, "We shall request hisfather regarding him, and we will really do so."

"Sayyidina Yusuf f%J\*A* said to his attendants, 'Place their funds (the price

which they paid for the grains) back into their carriages (without them knowing) so that

they recognise it when they return to their families, and so that they may return." He
knew that once they realised his generosity, they would soon return.

Certain Scholars (Ulama) have stated that he returned their money to them
because he feared that it was all the wealth they possessed. If it were not

returned to them, the chances were that they would never return for more.

Others have mentioned that the wisdom behind returning the money was
that Sayyidina Ya'qub f**J\

: 4* would think that the money was returned by

mistake, and that it should be returned to the Egyptian treasury. Thinking this he

would definitely send his sons back with the money, and Sayyidina Yusuf 4*

f^LJi would be able to meet his real brother.

The objection arises that it seems incorrect of Sayyidina Yusuf f*~& <4± to

return the money to his brothers when the king had instructed that everyone pay

the price. Some Scholars (Ulama) say that it was possible that Sayyidina Yusuf <M
fiLJs paid the price himself. Others say that Sayyidina Yusuf f%J\ *4* knew that
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his father would return the money at a later stage. The transaction was, therefore,

a form of credit. Whatever the reason, it should be well understood that the

Prophets {OLJi <*«> were incapable of sinning and Sayyidina Yusuf f^Ut. <±* would

have never cheated.

"When they returned to their father they said, 'O our father! A measure shall be

denied to us (if we return without Bin Yamin in future), so send our brother with us

so thatwe may bring grains. (You need not worry) We shall certainly guard him well

SayyidinaYa'qub ^iUp said, "Should I trust you with him as I trusted you

with his brother before? But Allah is the best Protector and He is the Most Merciful of

those who show mercy." He was adamant not to accede to their request.

(65) When they opened their provisions and found their funds returned to them,

they said, 'O our father! What more can we want? Here are our funds returned to

us. We shall bring for our family, protect our brother and have an extra camel

load. These grains are inadequate." (66) He said, "I shall never send him with

you until you give me a solemn oath from Allah that you will definitely return

him to me unless you are surrounded." When they gave him the oath he said,

"Allah is Vigilant over what we say."

THE BROTHERS FIND THE RETURNED MONEY AND REQUEST
THEIR FATHER TO RETURN; PROMISING TO PROTECT THEIR
YOUNG BROTHER

While the brothers were negotiating with their father about taking Bin

Yamin with them on their next trip, they began to unpack their provisions. When
they found that their money had been returned to them, they exclaimed, "O our

father! What more can we want? Here are our funds returned to us. (We have to

return to such a generous person, so send our brother with us so that we receive the full

share of grains.).We shall bring for our family, protect our brother and have an extra

camel load"

"These grains are inadequate." Soon the grains will be depleted and we will

have to return for more.

Sayyidina Ya'qub f%~h <4* said, "I shall never send hint with you until you give

me a. solemn oath from Allah that you will definitely return him to me
unless you are surrounded. "By adding the clause at the end, Sayyidina Ya'qub *ip

p*J) meant to say that they should make every effort to protect their brother. The
only time when they would be absolved of this responsibility is when such

circumstances prevail that are beyond their control.
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Initially he never wanted to send Bin Yamin, for he told them, "Should I trust

you with him as I trusted you with his brother before?" However, he did realise that

in the end it will be Allah Who will safeguard him and not the brothers, even

though they promise to do so. It was for this reason that he added, "But Allah is

the best Protector and He is the Most Merciful of those who show mercy."

Afterwards he still realised this, but took the oath from them because a

person needs to adopt all the apparent means as well, together with relying on

Allah. Therefore, "When they gave him the oath he said, 'Allah is Vigilant over what

we say. \

(67) Sayyidina Ya'qub pJh Up said, "O my sons! Do not enter through one door,

but enter from different doors. I cannot be of any avail to you against Allah's

order. Decisions rest with Allah. Only on Him do I rely, and all those who pin

their reliance should rely only on Him." (68)When they entered as their father

had instructed them, it could not be of any avail to them against Allah's order,

except a need in the heart of Ya'qub that he fulfilled. Indeed he was

knowledgeable of that which We taught him, but most people do not know.

SAYYIDINA YA'QUB f*J\ Up TELS HIS SONS TO ENTER
THROUGH DIFFERENT DOORS, ADDING THAT HE STILL
RELIED ON ALLAH DESPITE THIS INSTRUCTION

When the brothers prepared to leave with Bin Yamin, Sayyidina Ya'qub *>
(OLJi advised them saying, "O my sons! Do not enter through one door, but enterfrom

different doors." Commentators mention that he issued this instruction to avert

anyone casting the 'evil eye' on them, since they were all handsome men. The
effects of the 'evil eye' are a reality (as mentioned in the Ahadlth), so Sayyidina

Ya'qub f*>LJi u* feared this from affecting his sons since eleven handsome men
entering through one gate are sure to attract attention.

Together with the instruction, Sayyidina Ya'qub f*~& 4* told them, "I. cannot

be of any avail to you against Allah's order." By saying this, he meant to

impress upon their minds that the instruction was merely a means to avert evil

befalling them. However, the decree of Allah will still predominate. If Allah still

willed any evil to befall them, no plan and power could prevent it.

He added, "Decisions rest with Allah. Only on Him do I rely, and all those who
pin their reliance should rely only on Him.

"
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"Wlien they entered as their father had instructed them, it (i.e. his instruction)

could not be of any avail to them against Allah's order, except (that he instructed them

only because of) a need the heart of Ya'qub that he fulfilled/' Although he knew that

Allah's decree will predominate, he issued the instruction because he felt the

need for them to be protected.

Regarding Sayyidina Ya'qub rta-Ji *4*, Allah says, "Indeed he was

knoivledgeable of that which We taught him..." He realised that the decree of Allah

will always predominate over everything, "....but most people do not know." Most

people still think that their plans will prove beneficial to them over that which

Allah has ordained.
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(69) When they entered the presence of Yusuf, he took his brother unto himself

saying, "I am indeed your brother, so do not grieve about what they do." (70)

When he prepared their provisions for them, he placed a drinking cup in his

brother's carriage. Thereafter an announcer announced, "Where to O caravan!

Verily you are thieves!" (71) Advancing towards them, they said, "What have

you lost?" (72) They replied, "We have lost the drinking cup of the king. There

shall be camel's load for whoever brings it forth, and I stand guarantee for this."

(73) They said, "By Allah! You are well aware of the fact that we have not come

to cause corruption in the land, nor are we thieves." (74) They said, "What will

be the penalty for it if you are lying?" (75) They replied, "The penalty is this,

that the very person in whose carriage it is found will be the penalty for it. This

is how we penalise oppressors."

THE BROTHERS ARRIVE IN EGYPT AND SAYYIDINA YUSUF'S aJIp

p*-Ji PLAN TO KEEP HIS REAL BROTHER BACK

The brothers finally presented their step-brother to Sayyidina Yusuf (v>Ut Up.

Commentators mention that Sayyidina Yusuf (*>lj <Up hosted two brothers in a

room. Since they were eleven, and Bin Yamln was the odd one out, Sayyidina

Yusuf f%J>\ Up told them that he would keep Bin Yamin with him. When they

were alone, Sayyidina Yusuf f^Ui Up told him, "I am indeed your brother, so do not

grieve about what they do."
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In a plan to keep his brother behind with him, when Sayyidina Yusuf *i*

f^J\ "prepared their provisions for them, he placed a drinking cup in his brother's

carriage." This was the cup that was used to measure the quantity of grains

distributed. When the attendants of Sa^idina Yusuf |*)LJ\ u* found this missing,

they were perplexed, since they did not know what Sayyidina Yusuf {%~h *4* had
done.

"Thereafter an announcer announced (to the brothers), 'Whereto O caravan!

Verily you are thieves!"

Astonished at the accusation, the brothers asked, "What have you lost? They

replied, 'We have lost the drinking cup of the king. (As a reward) There shall be cornel's

load for whoever brings
%

it forth..." So that none could doubt the reward, the

announcer added, "and 1 stand guaranteefor it."

The brothers said, "By Allah! You are well aware of the fact that we have not

come to cause corruption in the land, nor are we thieves.

"

The attendants of Sayyidina Yusuf p~& *ip then asked thein if, after

investigation, it was proven that one of them did steal the cup, "What will be the

penaltyfor it ifyou are lying (about your innocence)?"

The brothers replied, "The penalty is this,., that the very person in whose carriage

it is found will be the penalty for it." i.e. The thief will be restrained and kept as a

slave. They added, "This is how we penalise oppressors." In the Shari'ah that they

followed, this was the penalty for stealing.

(76) Yusuf f
%J« *ip began (looking at) their satchels before the satchel of his

brother and then removed the cup from his brother's satchel. Thus did We
inspire a plan for Yusuf. He could not have kept back his brother according to

the law of the king, except of Allah willed. We elevate the ranks of whomsoever

We will. Above every knowledgeable person is one who is more

knowledgeable.

THE CUP IS FOUND IN BIN YAMIN'S SATCHEL AND YUSUF Up
f^UMS ABLE TO USE THIS AS AN EXCUSE TO DETAIN HIM

Sayyidina Yusuf\f%J\ Up began searching the satchel's of the other brothers.

If he had begun with that of Bin Yamin, they may have suspected his plan

instantly. Eventually, he extracted the measuring cup from Bin Yamin's satchel

and found the excuse to restrain him. Allah says, "Thus did We inspire a plan for

YusufHe could not have kept back his brother according to the law of the king, except if

Allah willed." The laws of Egypt did not allow for a thief to be restrained as a

slave/so Sayyidina Yusuf f*~to Up could not implement those laws in this case.

Allah inspired Sayyidina Yusuf f%^\ aJp to adopt this plan. Allah says, "We
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elevate the ranks of whomsoever We will Above every knowledgeable person is one who

is more knowledgeable." No matter how knowledgeable a person may be, there is

always someone with even more knowledge. Above even the most knowledge

person, there is always Allah. None can even draw close to His knowledge.

Another objection is raised. The objection is that why did Sayyidina

Yusuff*^ 1 Aip, by retaining Bin Yamin, cause additional difficulty to his father,

Sayyidina Ya'qub f!*~J\ U*? Sayyidina Ya'qub ^>LJ\ Up had already been pining

over the loss of Sayyidina Yusuf fXJ\ <o* for so many years, now the loss of Bin

Yamin would distress him even further.

The reply is that Sayyidina Yusuf ^>LJi <uU retained Bin Yamin because he felt

confident that Sayyidina Ya'qub r%~J< Up would then send the brothers on a

mission to find both lost brothers. In,so doing, they would again return to him. If

he sent them to search for Sayyidina Yusuf ?%J\ Up only, the chances were that

they would refuse because they thought him to be dead. If Bin Yamin was also

retained, they would, at least, attempt to bring him back.

Some people have raised a further objection that it was not proper that Bin

Yamin be made a slave. This objection holds no weight because he was never

made a slave. He was merely detained on this pretext. In addition to this, the

Shari'ah that Sayyidina Yusuf f*>LJ\ Up followed allowed the enslavement of

thieves.

Yet another question is raised. How could Sayyidina Yusuf fiLJ\ <A* accuse

the innocent brothers of theft merely to fulfil his personal desires? The reply is

that he never accused them. His attendants made the accusation.

However, the question may still be asked that Bin Yamin was still accused

of something that he never did, causing him to be humiliated. Scholars (Ulama)

have replied to this by saying that Bin Yamin had consented to this plan because

he was greatly harassed by his brothers. Therefore, he preferred living with

Sayyidina Yusuf f*>LJ\ <ls> despite the accusation, rather than returning with his

brothers.

It may also be said that this accusation was such that it was soon to be

dispelled when the brothers learnt the truth. Therefore, it was not a very serious

matter. And Allah knows best.

(77) The brothers said, "If he has stolen then surely his brother before him must

have also stolen." Yusuf concealed this matter in his heart and did not disclose it
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to them. He said, "You are worse off Allah knows best what you speak." (78)

They submitted, "O minister! He has an extremely aged father, so take one of us

in his place. Verily we deem you to be of the kind ones." (79) He said, "Allah

forbid that we take anyone besides the one with whom we found our article. If

we do so, then we would certainly be of the oppressors."

THE BROTHERS REQUEST THAT ONE OF THEM BE ARRESTED
INSTEAD OF BIN YAMlN

In anger and because of being disgraced/ the brothers said, "If he has stolen

then surely his brother before him [Sayyidina Yusuf (*~A ^] must have also stolen/'

Although this was an insult to his reputation, Sayyidina YusufoLJ* a> never

replied to them. In his heart, "He said, 'You are worse off "'They perpetrated the

much more serious crime of abducting a child from his father and selling him as

a slave. However, he said, 'Allah knows best what you speak.

"

Based on narrations from the Bani Isra'U, commentators quote five incidents

that mention what the brothers referred to when they accused Sayyidina Yusuf
£%J\ a> of theft. One of these is that he used to steal food from the table to feed

the poor. However, one cannot rely on these narrations since they are not

verified.

Allama Qurtubi ajlp it ^ has mentioned (v. 9 p.339) that in all probability,

there was no incident that they referred to. They were merely lying.

The brothers were now extremely worried as to how they were to answer

their father. In an attempt to get Bin Yamin back, "They submitted, 'O minister! He
has an extremely aged father (who would be devastated upon hearing the news), so

take one of us in his place. (Please accede to our request for) Verily we deem you to be of

the kind ones.

Sayyidina Yusuf f*L~b <^ replied that it was impossible to arrest an innocent

person. "He said, 'Allah forbid that we take anyone besides the one with whom wefound
our article. Ifwe do so then we certainly be of the oppressors.'"

(80) When they grew despondent of (convincing) Yusuf f%J> <Up, they stood

aside to consult. The eldest of them said, "Do you not know that your father had
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taken from you a solemn oath from Allah, and before you had erred with regard

to Yusuf? Now I shall never leave this land until my father permits me or Allah

decides my matter. He is the best of deciders." (81) "Return to your father and

say, 'O our father! Indeed your son has stolen. We are only testifying to what we
know, and we have no knowledge of the unseen."' (82) "'You may ask the

(inhabitants of the) town in which we were and the caravan whom we
accompanied back. We are really truthful/"

THE BROTHERS CONVENE AND THE ELDEST REFUSES TO
RETURN WITH THEM, TELLING THEM TO INFORM THEIR
FATHER OF THE OCCURRENCE

The brothers finally realised that they could not convince Sayyidina Yusuf

r
^Ji Up to accept any of them in place of Bin Yamin. They then gathered together

to decide their plans. "The eldest of them (whose name was either Yahuda,
Sham'un or Rubil) said, 'Do yon not know that your father had taken from you a

solemn oath from Allah, and before you had erred with regard to Yusuf?'" He was
concerned that now they would have no face to show their father because they
will be causing him double the grief.

He told them, "Now I shall never leave this land until my father (after learning

of the situation) permits me or Allah decides my matter (by may be returning the two
brothers). He is the best of deciders."

He advised them by saying, "Return to your father and say, 'O our father!

Indeed your son has stolen (because of which he has been retained in Egypt". We are

only testifying to what we know (because we saw the cup in his satchel), and we have

no knowledge of the unseen." By saying this he referred to the fact that they had no
knowledge of the fact that this incident would arise at the time of taking the oath.

In this way he impressed upon their minds that they were now in an
impossible situation and the clause made in their oath applied viz, that they
would return him "unless you are surrounded."

He advised them further that since their father would be reluctant to believe

them, they should add, "You may ask the (inhabitants of the) town in which we were
and the caravan whom we accompanied back. We are really truthful."
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(83) Sayyidina Ya'qub f%Jt ^ said, "But your souls have contrived this matter

for you. However, I will exercise patience without any complaint. Perchance

Allah will bring them all to me. Without doubt, He is the All Knowing, The

Wise." (84) He turned away from them and said, "O my grief for Yusuf/" His

eyes turned white with sorrow and he was suppressing it all the time. (85) His

sons said, "By Allah! You keep mentioning Yusuf until you waste away or

become totally destroyed." (86) He replied, 'Tcomplain of my sorrow and my
grief only to Allah. And I have been granted such knowledge from Allah that

you do not know about." (87) "O my sons! Go and search for Yusuf and his

brother. And do not become despondent of Allah's mercy. Indeed only the

disbelieving nation grows despondent of Allah's mercy."

THEIR FATHER DOES NOT BELIEVE THE BROTHERS WHEN THEY
INFORM HIM ABOUT THE INCIDENT AND HE THEN INSTRUCTS
THEMTO SEARCH FOR YUSUF ^UrUfi

Sayyiriina Ya'qub ^LJ\ <1* did not believe the brothers when they related the

entire incident of Bin Yamin to him. He repeated the same words that he used

when they reported the death of SayyidinaYusuf f%~b <U to him. He told them,

"But your souls have contrived this matter for you. However, I will exercise patience

without any complaint. "Although this time the brothers were truthful, a person

does lose confidence in those who have lied to him before.

He added, "Perchance Allah will bring them all (YusuifiLJ\ *J*, Bin Yamin and

the eldest son) to me. Without doubt, He is the All Knowing, The Wise." He
understood that Allah caused everything to happen for good reason.

"He turned awayfrom them and said, 'O my grief'forYusuf"

Over the years, he cried so much that "His eyes turned white with sorrow and

he was suppressing it all the time."

"His sons said, 'By Allah! You keep mentioning Yusuf until you waste away or

become totally destroyed. '" He did not pay heed to what they said because they

could not understand his feelings. Therefore, he told them, "I complain of my
sorrow andmy grief only to Allah. And I have been granted such knowledge from Allah

that you do not know about." He was sure that he would meet his lost children one

day.

Then he instructed them saying, "O my sons! Go and search for Yusuf and his

brother. And do not become despondent of Allah's mercy. Indeed only the disbelieving

nation grows despondent ofAllah's mercy."

Scholars (Ulama) have mentioned several explanations of the statement of

Sayyidina Ya'qub f^LJ\ Up when he said, "I have been granted such knowledge from
Allah that you do not know about." Some say that this meant that he was certain

that the dream of Sayyidina Yusuf f%~tt Up would be realised, and that all of them
were to prostrate to him soon. Others say that he may have received revelation

from Allah informing him that he was soon to meet them.

Based on this knowledge, he commanded them to search for Sayyidina
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(88) When they entered into the presence of Sayyidina Yusuff%Ji U* they said,

"O minister! Calamity has befallen us and our family. We have come with a sum
that is worthy of being returned, so grant us the full measure and be charitable

towards us. Indeed Allah rewards the charitable ones." (89) He said, "Do you

know what ybu did to Yusuf and his brother when you were ignorant?'' (90)

They exclaimed, ''Are you really Yusuf!" He replied, "I am Yusuf and this is my
brother. Allah has indeed favoured us. The fact is that whoever adopts piety

(taqwa) and is patient, then Allah surely does not put to waste the reward of

those who do good." (91) They said, "By Allah! Allah has certainly preferred

you above us and we were really among the wrong doers. (92) He said, "There

shall be no reproach on you today. May Allah forgive you. He is the Most
Merciful of those who show mercy."

THE BROTHERS ARRIVE IN EGYPT A THIRD TIME FOR GRAINS
AND SAYYIDINA YUSUF f

*Jr Up DISCLOSES HIS IDENTITY TO
THEM

Acting upon the instruction of their father, the brothers set out for Egypt, for

they at least knew that Bin Yamin and the eldest brother were there. They also

required to collect some more grains. They did not have the required amount of

money to pay.for the full measure of grains and requested Sayyidina Yusuf <d±

{*-& to be lenient with them. According to Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas & ^j
** they only had a few defective Dirhams that were not worth their complete
value.

"... be charitable towards us>:." Explaining this, certain commentators have
mentioned that this was a request for Sayyidina Yusuf {%~h <A± to accept the sum
of money that they possessed despite its defective nature. Other commentators
mention that this was a request for additional money, while others say that they

meant to request for Bin Yamin in addition to the grains. The author of "Ruhul
Ma'ani" writes that in this case the translation would be, "be kind towards us."
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"Indeed Allah rewards the charitable ones." This sentence supports the first

explanation.

Sayyidina Yusuf r
xJt *> asked them, "Do you know what you did to Yusuf

and his brotlter wlten you were ignorant?" Explaining the link between the

question of Sayyidina Yusuf r
!>LJ\ U* and the request for grain from the brothers,

commentators have mentioned that Sayyidina Yusuf f
*>LJ» ^ meant to draw their

attention to the following fact. He meant to tell them that the calamity of the

drought that they claimed had befallen them was something recent. It was also

not so serious that nothing could be done about it. However, what they did by

abducting Sayyidina Yusuf fiLJ\ Up and causing grief to Bin Yamin was even

greater. The sorrow that they caused to their father was far worse and prolonged

compared to what they considered a calamity.

The brothers were surprised by this question for they could not understand

how the minister of Egypt could be aware of the entire episode. The mode of

questioning, however, aroused their suspicions that this could be Sayyidina

Yusuf <OLJ Up himself. Therefore, they exclaimed, "Are you really Yusuf!"

"He replied, 7 am Yusufand this is my brother. Allah has indeedfavoured us. It is

the sterling quality of a believer (Mu'min) that he rather speaks of Allah's favours

upon hirnself instead of the difficulties. He is grateful to Allah and expects more

good from Him. Allah says in Surah Ibrahim, "Wlten your Lord announced, 'If you

show gratitude, then I will definitely give you more..." [Surah 14, verse 7]

Sayyidina Yusuf ?y~}\ Up continued to say, "Tlte fact is that whoever adopts

piety (taqwa) and is patient, tlten Allah surely does not put to waste tlte reward

of those who do good." He mentioned this sentence as a rule for them to

remember and did not say that he adopted piety (taqwa) and patience, because of

which Allah favoured him. He also did not tell his brothers that they were not

patient and not adherents of piety (taqwa).

Piety (taqwa) benefits a person greatly in the Hereafter. In this world it

serves to alleviate one's difficulties as well. Allah says in Surah Nahl,

"Undoubtedly Allah is with those who adopt piety (taqwa) and those who adopt

tlte path ofgood." [Surah 16, verse 128]

Allah says in Surah Talaq, "For him who adopts piety (taqwa), Allah shall create

for him an exit (from difficulties) and provide for him from sources that he never

anticipated." Further in the same verse (verse 3), Allah says, "For him who adopts

piety (taqwa), Allah will expiate his sins and grant him an immense reward," and "For

him who adapts piety (taqwa), Allah will create ease in his affairs." (verse 4).

Patience is also a great aid. Allah says in Surah Baqarah, "O you who believe,

seek assistance by means of patience and Salah. Indeed Allah is with the patient ones."

[Surah 2, verse 153]

Says Allah in Surah Zumar, "Tlte patient ones shall be granted tlteir reward

without reservation." [Surah 39, verse 10\

Sayyidina Abu Sa'id ** & ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^f Up &\ J^
said, "Allah grants patience to the person who wants to be patient. None can be

granted a gift better and more extensive than patience." [Mishkat p. 163]
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Certain divines have mentioned that "Patience is more bitter than aloes and
sweeter than fruit."

When the brothers realised that it was Sayyidina Yusuf f*~Ji Up before them,

they cast their gazes down in shame and submitted, "By Allah! Allah has certainly

preferred you above us and we were really among the wrong doers.

"

Although they did not directly ask to be fergiven, any noble . person
understands that an admission of guilt is equal to a plea for forgiveness.

Therefore, SayyidinaYusuf fiLJ\ U* replied, "There shall be no reproach on you today.

May Allahforgive you. He is the Most Merciful of those who show mercy.

The difficulties and torment that the Holy Prophet <X* 3 U* & J^> suffered at

the hands of the people of Makkah is well documented. Sayyidina Abu Hurayra
** ibi ^j reports when the Muslims conquered Makkah, the Quraysh were
terrified about their plight. They thought they would certainly be executed.

When the Holy Prophet ^j u* 4t JUcame out of the Ka'ba, he made Tawaf,

performed two Rakah Salah and, standing between the door frames of the Ka'ba,

asked the Quraysh, "What do you have to say, and what do you think (of me)?"

They replied, "You are the son of our brother and our uncle. You are

forbearing and merciful." Again, when the Holy Prophet jJL^ Up i»i jl* repeated

this question three times, the reply was the same. Thereafter the Holy Prophet
pJUj Up ifci ju said, "I say exactly what Sayyidina Yusuf f%J\- Up said, "There shall

be no reproach on you today. May Allah forgive you. He is the Most Merciful of those

who show mercy."

According to a narration in the Holy Prophet's jJL-j *i* iv JL* biography
written by Ibn Hisham, when the Holy Prophet pL-j U^ ibi ju> asked them what
they thought of him, the Quraysh replied, "We think that you would treat us

well. You are our magnanimous brother, the son of our magnanimous brother."

He then told them, "Go! You are all free."
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(93) He said, "Take this shirt of mine and cast it upon the face of my father. He
will regain his sight. And bring your entire family to me." (94) When the caravan

left, their father said, "Verily, if it were not that you would say that I am
babbling, (I would say that) I smell the fragrance of Yusuf." (95) They said, "By

Allah! You are in your old misconception." (96) When the bearer of glad tidings
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arrived and cast the shirt upon his face, he regained his sight. He said, "Did I not

tell you that I have such knowledge from Allah that you do not know?" (97)

They said, "O our father! Seek forgiveness for our sins. Indeed we were

wrongdoers." (98) He said, "I shall shortly seek forgiveness for you from my
Lord. Verily He is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful."

SAYYIDINA YUSUF f^Jv *J* SENDS HIS SHIRT TO BE CAST ON
HIS FATHER'S FACE AND HE REGAINS HIS SIGHT

When the brothers discovered Sayyidina Yusuf ftLJ\ Up, their duty was
accomplished and they began to leave for home; Sayyidina Yusuf ^>LJv Up told

them, "Take this shirt of mine and cast itupon the face ofmy father. He will regain his

sight (that he had lost because of excessive weeping). And bring your entire family to

me." _
;.';'
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"When the caravan (of the brothers') left (and were still in Egypt), theirfather said,

'Verily, if it were not that you would say that I am babbling (and that I was senile), (I

would say that) I smell thefragrance ofYusuf"

The relatives of Sayyidina Ya'qub {%~h <4* who were present with him said,

"By Allah! You are in your old misconception."

However, "When the bearer ofglad tidings (one of the brothers) arrived and cast

the shirt upon his face, he regained his sight. He said, 'Didj not tell you that I have such

knowledge from Allah that you do not know?"' He was referring to the time when
they told him, "By Allah! You keep mentioning Yusuf until you waste away or become

totally destroyed," which he replied, 'I only complain of my sorrow and my- grief to

Allah. And I have been granted such knowledge from Allah thatyou do not know about.

O my sons! Go and search for Yusuf and his brother. And do not become despondent of

Allah's mercy. Indeed only the disbelieving nation grows despondent ofAllah's mercy."

Thereupon the brothers admitted, "O our father! Seek forgiveness for our sins.

Indeed we were wrongdoers."

In reply, Sayyidina Ya'qub ^lJ\Jj> said, "I shall shortly seek forgiveness for you

from my Lord. Verily He is Most Vorgwing, Most Merciful"

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** .& ^j reports that someone asked the

Holy Prophet j*JL-r Up ito JU why Sayyidina Ya'qub ft>uJi Up did not seek

forgiveness" for them immediately? The Holy ProphetyL-j U* ifci J^> replied that

du'as are accepted in the last portion of the night. Therefore, Sayyidina Ya'qub

f*>LJi Up wished to repent on their behalf at that time.

Tirmidhi has also reported a hadith in which the Holy Prophet ^)<M & J^>
advised Sayyidina Ali-up iui ^j to make a specific Salah and supplication (du'a)

(for a strong memory) during the last portion of Friday night. The Holy Prophet
^JUj Up i>! J^> told Sayyidina Ali <up ifct ^j that supplication's (du'cfs) are accepted

during that time and that Sayyidina Ya'qub <v>LJ\ <\* was waiting for this time

when he told his sons, "I shall shortly seekforgiveness for you from my Lord." [Durrul

Manthurv. 4 p. 36]

"Ruhul Ma'ani" has reported from Sayyidina Sha'bi Up ii.a^j that

Sayyidina Ya'qub -f%J\ <M did not immediately repent on their behalf because
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they had oppressed Sayyidina Yusuf ^\ a* as well and Allah would not forgive

them unless Sayyidina Yusuf
r
*>Ut *> also forgave them. Therefore, he intended

to first confirm forgiveness from Sayyidina Yusuf f%J\ Up before seeking
forgiveness for them.

Note: The miracles of the Prophets
r
:>ui^ (Mu'jizat) and those of the

pious divines (Karamat) cannot take place without Allah's will. Ever
when the Polytheists of Makkah beseeched the Holy Prophet i» JU
fL'j <4* for miracles, he was unable to do them without Allah's

permission.

The incident of Sayyidina Ya'qub ^i Up clearly demonstrates this fact

Sayyidina Ya'qub f*~S\ Up, when Allah willed it, could smell Sayyidina Yusuf Up

r
%J» from an exceptional distance. However, when Allah did not will it he could
not even smell him when he was in a well within the very same district.

(99) When they entered the presence of Yusuf, he took his parents unto him and
said, "Enter Egypt in safety if Allah wills." (100) He seated his parents upon a
throne and they all fell prostrate before him. He said, "D my beloved father!

This is the interpretation of my past dream. Allah has surely made it come true.

He had truly been kind to me when He removed me from the prison and
brought you from the countryside after Devil (Shaytan) had caused strife

between my brothers and me Verily my Lord subtly plans what He wills. Verily
He is All Knowing, The Wise." (101) "O my Lord! indeed You have granted me a
part of kingship and taught me the interpretation of dreams. O Creator of the
heavens and the earth! You are my Protecting Friend in this world and in the
Hereafter. Grant me death in a state of obedience and include me among Your
pious bondsmen.

HIS ENTIRE FAMILY ARRIVES IN EGYPT AND THE DREAM IS
REALISED WHEN THE PARENTS AND BROTHERS OF SAYYIDINA
YUSUF f^Uli Up PROSTRATE BEFOREHIM

Sayyidina Yusuf f*~& <> told his brothers to bring their entire families with
them to Egypt. Therefore, accompanied by their parents, wives and children, all

eleven brothers left for Egypt. Upon hearing of their approach, Sayyidina Yusuf
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r
%J» Up welcomed them outside the city and, taking his parents close to him, told

the family, "Enter Egypt in safety, ifAllah wills."

When they entered the city, Sayyidina Yusuf f*~& ^ honoured all of them

and "He seated his parents upon a throne..." He placed them on his throne to show

their elevated status. On that occasion, his parents and eleven brothers Jell

prostrate before him."

Prostrating to a person as a token of respect and honour was allowed for the

past nations, but not for the ummah of the Holy Prophet ^j^i J*. In our

Shari'ah prostrating before any creation is unlawful (Haram), be it out of respect

or as an act of worship.

The prostration of all the brothers was the realisation of the same dream that

Sayyidina Ya'qub f*~& U* never wanted Sayyidina Yusuf <v*-J\ Up to disclose to

his brothers, fearing that they would attempt to harm him. However, they

attempted to harm him, but the plan of Allah reigned supreme, as it always does.

They were all eventually forced to submit to him.

When they all prostrated before Sayyidina Yusuf fiLJ\ Up, he said, "O my

beloved father! This is the interpretation ofmy past dream. Allah has surely made it come

true." "Ruhul Ma'ani" reports from the historian Ibn Is'haq ^ i» **-j and

Sayyidina Hasan a> ifct i*-j that the real mother of Sayyidina Yusuf f%Jt Up is

referred to in these verses. Others maintain that his real mother was deceased,

after which Sayyidina Ya'qub r
%3 Up married her sister. Therefore, his

stepmother is referred to whenever mention is made of "his parents." Allah

knows best.

Thereafter Sayyidina Yusuf £*~X ^ mentioned the favours of Allah upon

him. He said, "He had truly been kind to me when He removed me from the prison..."

He mentioned this initially because this was the first stepping stone towards his

position as chief minister of Egypt. Attaining this position allowed him to bring

his family to Egypt. Therefore, he then mentions that Allah was kind to him

because Allah, "brought you from the countryside after Devil (Shaytan) had caused

strife between my brothers and me.

"

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" mentions that Sayyidina Yusuf ^\ <A* did

not mention his escape from the well, and attributed the animosity of his

brothers to Devil (Shaytan) so that they are not embarrassed any further. He did

this because, after forgiving them, it was not befitting that they be made to suffer

additional embarrassment. This is the exemplary quality of magnanimous

people.

Thereafter he mentioned, "Verily my Lord subtly plans what He wills. Verily He

is All Knowing, The Wise." Allah saw to it that Sayyidina Yusuf .pus U* was safely

delivered from the well and all His actions are replete with wisdom.

Thereafter, he turned to Allah and supplicated, "O my Lord! Indeed You have

granted me a part of kingship and taught me the interpretation of dreams." The

author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that here Sayyidina Yusuf r
%J» 4^ refers to a

large part of sovereignty, because the verse states great bounties. Other

commentators state that he mentioned "a part of kingship" because he was not

made the king of Egypt.
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The second bounty of possessing the knowledge to interpret dreams is also

extremely great and it was the means by which he attained to the position of
minister.

SOME NOTES CONCERNING DREAMS
Allah has granted certain people the ability to interpret dreams. AH

interpretations are not necessarily accurate.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ^ it trbJ reports that the Holy Prophet ?L. 3 «Op &\ J-*
said, "Nothing has been left of the Prophethood except the bearers of glad
tidings/' When the Sahabah ^ ii ^ inquired what were the "bearers of glad
tidings," the Holy Prophet pJL^ U* '

ito JU replied, "Good dreams that a believer

(Mu'min) sees or that others see about him." [Mishkdt p. 394]

Sayyidina Ubada bin Samit^ &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet Up ii>i JL*
<X*3 said, "The dream of a believer (Mu'min) is a 46th part of the Prophethood."
[Bukhari v. 2 p. 1030]

Sayyidina Anas ** ibi ^j reports that the Holy Prophet <X*3 *A* &\ JU said,

"Whoever sees me in a dream has truly seen me because devil (Shaytan) cannot
assume my appearance." [Bukhari v. 2 p. 1032]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet '4* & J~*
jO-j said, "Towards the end of time, the dream of a believer (Mu'min) will not
come close to being false. The truest of dreams will be that of the person who is

the most truthful." Thereafter, the Holy Prophet ^y Up &\ JL* mentioned the

three types of dreams. The first are those that are from Allah. These convey glad
tidings. The second are those that are a result of a person's constant thoughts. He
will see the things that plague his mind. The third are those that Devil (Shaytan)

accosts the mind with evil so that a person is grieved by them. The Holy Prophet

^y Up &\ J*» then added that whenever a person sees a dream of the third

category, he should not relate it to anyone and he should engage in Salah.

[Tirmidhi]

Sayyidina Jabir ** &\ ^j quotes the Holy Prophet p-L-j Up 2bi ju as saying,

"Whenever any of you sees an unpleasant dream, he should spit (i.e. make the

action of spitting) thrice to the left and thrice recite, 'A'udhu Billdhi Minash
Shaytan nir Rajim.' Thereafter he should lie on the opposite side." [Mishkat p. 394]

Sayyidina Abu Razin Aqili <up ibi^ reports that the Holy Prophet u* ii ju
(U-j said, "The dream of a believer (Mu'min) is a part of 46 parts of the

Prophethood. It remains upon the leg of a bird until he relates it (i.e. it will not
manifest itself). When he relates it to another and it is interpreted, it will

transpire according to the interpretation. Relate your dreams only to those
people who love you (so that they interpret it favourably) or those who are

intelligent and will interpret it well. At the least, if you expect an unfavourable
interpretation, then remain silent." [Tirmidhi]

THE INTERPRETATION OF SOME DREAMS
Sayyidah Ayshah i^p >^ narrates that Sayyidah Khadija \+* &\ ^j asked

the Holy Prophet ^j Up ifci JU about her cousin Waraqa bin Naufal. She asked,.
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"He attested to your Prophethood but passed away before you could begin your
duty. What do you think is his position?" The Holy Prophet^ 3 Up &\ j^ replied,

"I saw him in a dream wearing white clothes. If he were in Hell, he would have
been wearing something else." [Tirmidhi]

Once the Holy Prophet ^L.3 Up ibi JL> mentioned that, in a dream, he was
given a cup of milk to drink. He said that he drank so much from it that it could
be seen in his fingertips. He then passed the leftover milk to Sayyidina Umar .^j
<up ifci. When the Sahabah ^ 2b% ^j asked what was the interpretation of this

dream, The Holy Prophet ^ Up 2bt JU mentioned that the milk denoted
knowledge. [Bukhari v. 2 p. 1037]

Sayyidah Ummul Ala ^ &\ ^j reports that she saw in a dream that

Sayyidina Uthman bin Madh'un -up &\ ^j had a river. When she narrated this to

the Holy Prophet jJL,3 ^ i»i ju, he said that the actions of Sayyidina Uthman bin

Madh'un ** k\ \^j were still running. [Bukhari v. 2 p. 1039]

Once the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ibi JU saw in a dream that a dark woman
with dishevelled hair was leaving Madinah for Juhfa. He interpreted this to

mean that a pestilence had left Madinah and gone to Juhfa. [Bukhari v. 2 p. 1044]

This dream was realised as interpreted by the Holy Prophet jJL- j Up '&\ ju.

The Epigones (Tabi'i) Sayyidina Muhammad bin Sirin <J^ i»» *^j was gifted

with the ability to accurately interpret dreams. Many dreams seem evil, but are,

in fact, good. Imam Abu Hanifah Up &\ <^j once saw in a dream that he dug up
the grave of the Holy Prophet ^j <M & J^> and removed the bones. He was
extremely perturbed about this and sent someone to ask the interpretation from
Sayyidina Muhammmad bin Sirin Up ibi u*

J% The interpretation was that Imam
Abu Hanifah <A^ & <*-j would be responsible for spreading the knowledge of the

Holy Prophet ^^ Up ibt JU>.

Expressing the realisation of the dream to his father, Sayyidina Yusuf aJLp

c^lji said, "O my beloved father! litis is the interpretation of my past dream.
Allah has surely made it come true."

ACKNOWLEDGING ALLAH'S FAVOURS IS A FORM OF
GRATITUDE

A person shows gratitude to Allah when he acknowledges Allah's bounties
on him, praises Allah for them and utilises these in Allah's obedience. Allah says
in Surah Nahl, "Will tliey still refute Allah'sfavour?" [Surah 16, verse 71]

Allah had granted Qarun an abundance of wealth. He was told, "And do
not seek corruption on earth, for Allah does not like those who create corruption."

He replied by saying, 7 have been granted ail of this because of the knowledge I

possess." By not acknowledging that Allah had conferred these bounties to him
and by attributing it to himself, his resultant destruction is known to all.

The supplication's (du'cCs) taught by the Holy Prophet ^JL-j a-Ip ibi JU contain

admission of Allah's bounties on people. One of these is the Sayyidul Istighfar

(the chief of all repentance), which is:

Translation ["O Allah! You are my Lord. 'There is no deity besides
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You. You have created me and I am your slave. I shall be steadfast
upon Your pledge and promise as far as I am able. I seek refuge
with You from the evil of my sins. I acknowledge Your bounties
upon me and admit my sins. So forgive me, because none can
forgive sins except You.

The Holy Prophet ^j Up ibi ju> has mentioned that if a person recites this

supplication (du'a) with conviction in the morning and then dies before the

evening of the same day, he will be among the inhabitants of Heaven (Jannah).

The Holy Prophet ^j Up &\ j^> then mentioned that if a person recites this du'a

with conviction in the evening and then dies before the next morning, he will be

of the inhabitants of Heaven (Jannah). [Bukhari v, 2 p.933]

THE SUPPLICATION (DU'A) TO DIE AS A MUSLIM AND TO BE
RAISED AMONG THE PIOUS

Sayyidina Yusuf <v>LJi Up continued to supplicate saying, "O Creator of tlte

heavens and the earth! You are my Protecting Friend in this world and in tlte

Hereafter. Grant me death in a state of obedient (as a Muslim) and include me
among Your pious bondsmen/' This supplication teaches us that the most
fortunate occurrence that could happen to a person is to die with Belief (Iman).

One should also pray to Allah to make one like those who excel one in piety.

The question is asked about why Sayyidina Yusuf
r
*>LJt Up prayed for death,

when this is not permissible; especially when one is in good stead? The reply is

that he never made such a prayer. He never asked for death. All he did was that

he asked Allah that when Allah decreed his death, he desired that he leave this

world in an appropriate condition.

^jJ^i p*j £<s+ \y^ *l pp*^ ^j ^i 4-tejp s-4^ *M ot ^>

(102) This narrative is from the accounts of the unseen with which We inspire

you. You were not with them when they collectively resolved their affair and
when they plotted. (103) Most people will not believe even though you aspire

for it. (104) You do not ask them recompense for it. This is but advice for the

universe.

RELATING ACCOUNTS OF THE UNSEEN WAS A PROOF OF THE
APOSTLESHIP OF THE HOLY PROPHET^ U* k\ J^>

Friend and foe are all aware of the fact that the Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up iui ju
was neither lettered, nor did he associate with anyone who could have informed
Him about the incident of Sayyidina Yusuf f*~J\ -Up.

"Ruhul Ma'ani" reports that the Jews told the polytheists to inquire from the

toly Prophet '^L, 3 Up 2b% JU> why the Bani Isra'Il left their homeland to settle in
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Egypt. In reply to this question, Surah Yusuf was revealed. The Jews and the
polytheists never expected the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up At ju to reply to the
question. When he did, they still refused to accept him as the Holy Prophet of
Allah.

With regard to the story of Sayyidina Yusuf f*~)\ Up, Allah says, [This
narrative is from the accounts of the unseen with which We inspire you. You were not
with them [the brothers of Sayyidina Yusuf }%J\ Up] when they collectively resolved
their affair and when they plotted [against Sayyidina Yusuf ?%J>\ *A*]." This fact was
apparent to everyone. Therefore, the only way by which the Holy Prophet &\ J^>
r^j^ could have known of this story was through divine revelation.

According to certain narrations in "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 13 p.65), the Jews and
the Polytheists promised to accept Islam if the Holy Prophet ^-L-j Up j»i jl* could
relate the story accurately. The Holy Prophet ?L.3 <4* ibi ju desired very much
that they accept Islam, but they still did not. Allah says, 'Most people will not
believe even though you aspirefor it (for them to believe)/'

"You do not ask them recompense for it. This is but advice for the universe." The
Holy Prophet ^X*3 Up i»i^ would not be held responsible for their disbelief, nor
would he be affected by it.

NOTES, LESSONS AND RULINGS

1. It is indeed a great blessing of Allah to see a good dream or to be
able to interpret dreams.

2 - Sayyidina Ya'qub
r
^Ut Up warned Sayyidina Yusuf r

^LJt Up not to

relate his dream to his brothers because he feared that they may
harm him. It is learnt from this that it is permissible to forewarn a

person of anticipated danger from another. 'This will not be
regarded as backbitifig,

3. 'The evil actions of Sayyidina Yusuf s fiLA *A* brothers denote
that they were not Prophets

r
->ui ^. The incident proves that the

children of a pious person (the Prophet in this case) can also
commit major sins. It is also learnt that no parent can be held
responsible and blamed for the sins of their children when the
parents have taught their children well and guided them
adequately.

4. Sayyidina Ya'qub
r
*~Jt aU had twelve children. Ten from one

wife, while Sayyidina Yusuf f*~l\ ^ and Bin Yamin were f̂rom
another. Another name of Sayyidina Yd'qAb

r
:>Ui ^ was Isra'il.

Therefore, the progeny of Sayyidina Ya'qub p-J\ aJp are referred to
as the 'Bani Isra'il (the children of Isra'il).

Sayyidina Ya'qub }yu\ 4* and his wife passed away in 'Egypt, but he made the

bequest that he be buried in his homeland ofKan'an. After the demise ofSayyidina Yusuf
r
->ui Up, the Bani Isra'il had no position in the government of 'Egypt They did not return
to 'their homeland and the 'Egyptians always persecuted them, as recounted in Surah
Baqarah and Surah A'raf They were so weakened that they could not raise any objection

when their male offspring were slaughtered:
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When Allah sent Sayyidina Musa
r
:>Ui -dp, the Bani Isra'il numbered 600,000. In

the valley ofTih, they were divided into the twelve tribes. Certain books of history and

exegesis (tafstr) mention that the Bani Isra'il left 'Egypt after 400 years.

5. When the brothers requested Sayyidina Ya'qub ^\ Up, 'Sent!

him with us tomorrow so that he may eat and play with us,"

Sayyidina Ya'qiib r
*>LJi «Op replied, "Indeed it grieves me that he

should go with you. I fear that you should be neglect of him and
then a wolf would devour him." He did not tell them that he was
not sending Sayyidina Yusuf (%J\ 4* with them because play and
sport are prohibited acts. 'Scholars (Ulama) have deduced from this

that sport and leisure are not forbidden acts, as long as they are

within the constraints of the Shari'ah . 'When the intention is

good) a person will even be rewarded for this act.

Sayyidina Uqba bin Amir <up &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet^3 <4* & J-* told

them, You will conquer Rome (parts of Europe) and Allah will protect you from the evil

of its people. Therefore, none of you should fail to play with his arrows (i.e. practise

archery)." [Muslim]

The Holy Prophet jJL,j a* & ju also emphasised training horses [Mishkat p. 336].

Both archery and horse-riding aid in Jihad and one would be rewardedfor practising with

modern weapons for the cause ofJihad.

Sport is permissible when the private parts of the body are not exposed, Salah is not

missed; no gambling is involved and no laws of the Shari'ah are contravened.

6. "Do not kill Yusuf but throw him in a dark well so that

some travellers may take him away, if you intend doing
something." 'The eldest brother forwarded this opinion to the rest

of them. It is learnt from this that a person should try to prevent

others from evil If he is totally incapable of doing so, then he

should; at least, try to convince them to do something less evil.

7. Allah says that when Sayyidina Yusuf r
:>ui <dp was cast into the

well "We sent revelation to him that you will certainly remind
them of this matter when they will not realise... "This revelation

that he received in the well was not revelation of prophethood that

is revealed via Jibr'il pLJs *Jp. It refers to inspiration that pious

people also receive even though the Arabic word "Wahi" is used:

'The word "Wahi" is therefore not restricted to the divine

revelation that the Prophets ^%J\^ receive.

The inspiration that Sayyidina Yusuf^\ «Op received in the well was just like that

which the mother of Sayyidina Musa f*~s\ ^ received; as mentioned in Surah Qasas

where Allah says, "We sent revelation (inspiration) to the mother of Musa to suckle

him...

The same is referred to in Surah Nahl where Allah says, Your Lord inspired the

bee..." In both these verses the Arabic word "Wahi" is used. 'While in the well, Sayyidina

Yusuf fiLJ\ Up was not yet a The Prophet, as confirmed by verse 22 where Allah says,

"When he came of age, We granted him wisdom and knowledge." This refers to his

position of the Holy Prophethood. Therefore the revelation that he received in the well was
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not Prophetic revelation, but inspiration.

8. To substantiate their claim that the wolf ate Sayyidina Yusuf up

r
^LJi, the brothers removed the shirt of Sayyidina Yusuf before

throwing him into the well and smeared the blood of some animal

on it. Referring to this Allah says, "They came with false blood on

his shirt."

However, they failed to rip up the shirt to indicate that the wolfdevoured Sayyidina

Yusuf {*~J\ 4>. Therefore, when Sayyidina Ya'qub ftrt-Ji ^ saw the shirt in perfect order,

he realised that they were lying. For this reason, he told them, 'But your souls have

contrived this matterfor you.

"

It is learnt from this that although a judge will pass judgement in a case in

accordance with the testimony ofwitnesses and by means of oaths taken by the parties he

should also consider the circumstances and other important clues and evidence.

9. After Sayyidina Ya'qub ftJ^ realised that his sons were lying

to him, he accepted that he was now unable to do anything.

Therefore, he said, "However, I will exercise patience without any

complaint and I shall see Allah's assistance against what you have

devised."' We learn from this that a person should never fail to

keep his attention focussed on Allah for assistance even though he

is exercising patience.

10. The verses of the Qur'an clearly denote that it was the minister

of 'Egypt's treasury who bought Sayyidina Yusuf fX-Ji <JL*, and

that the king of 'Egypt was another person. 'The minister's name
was Qitfir and the king was Rayyan. The king was from the

Amkliqa tribe and; according to the books of history, he accepted

Islam and died before Sayyidina Yusuf f%^^ as a Muslim.

11. The wife of the minister, commonly referred to as Zulaikha, is

reported to have married Sayyidina Yusuf f^J\ Up. This belief has

its source in the narrations of the Bani Isra'il. 'The Qur'an and the

Ahadith do not mention anything like this.

12. When the minister's wife attempted to seduce Sayyidina Yusuf

r
*>LJi Up "She locked the doors and said; 'I am telling you to come to

me. 'He said; 'I seek refuge with Allah Indeed my caretaker has

treated me honourably How can I betray him?). Surely the

oppressors will never succeed (even though they may seem to be

successful temporarily in this world)."

13. Even though Sayyidina Yusuf (%-Ji 4.JU knew that the doors

were locked, he raced for the doors because he was desperate to

escape sin. He did what he could and Allah saw to the rest.

14. Just as the ranks of good deeds vary according to their level of

difficulty, so too does abstention from evil vary. Although a person

will be greatly rewarded for refusing the seduction of an ugly, low

class woman, he will be much more greatly rewarded for refusing

the advances of a beautiful and noble lady.
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Enumerating the seven people who will be shaded by Allah's throne on the Day of

Judgement, The Holy Prophet (JL-j Up i»i ju mentioned one of them as being the man who

was called to sin by a beautiful lady of noble birth and he said to her, "Indeed I fear

Allah" [Mishkatp.68]

The woman who tried to charm Sayyidina Yusuff^^ *> was this type of a lady,

yet he refused to respond to her demands. This required a great deal ofpiety (Taqwa) and

Belief (Iman). Of course, the assistance and guidance of Allah are of paramount

importance. Referring to this, Allah mentions, "In this manner (Ourfate had decreed the

matter) so that We averted evil and lewdnessfrom him.
"

15. Sayyidina Yusuf 'pU\ <> displayed such fine character and

cordiality towards the inmates of the prison that they began to love

him. It was for this reason that the two men came to him for the

interpretation of their dreams and they told him, "We truly deem

you to be of the righteous."

It is essential for a preacher to have noble qualities and to be cordial to all people.

The character of Sayyidina Yusuf'{%*& 4* was so exemplary that the person who served

drinks to the king addressed him as "O Yusuf! O most truthful!" when he came to

inquire the interpretation of the king's dream.

16. As was already mentioned; a preacher seeks the opportunity to

preach to a person. The time is especially right when the person

requires something of the preacher, for then he will be attentive. It

was for this reason that Sayyidina Yusuf f^s <u first preached the

message of Oneness of Allah (Tauhid) to the two inmates before

interpreting their dreams. He also seized the opportunity to

introduce himself as one who followed the religion (Din) of his

forefathers viz. Sayyidina Ibrahim ^i^ Sayyidina Is'haq (*~& <4*

and Sayyidina Ya'qub fX~h<±*.

17. Sayyidina Yusuf p^s *$*> told the freed person "Mention me to

your master." This proves that a person is allowed to resort to

means to assist one's self. This does not oppose Tawakkul (trust in

Allah).

18. Irrespective of the means adopted; help and relief will only

come when Allah ordains it. It has often been noticed that a patient

meets the right doctor only when the hour of cure is imminent. It is

anly then that he receives the guidance- to make supplication (du'a).

However, one should be hopeful of Allah's assistance and still

adopt whatever means possible.

In a similar manner, Sayyidina Yusuf f*-&. *+* was only released

from prison when Allah decreed it. It was only then that the person

recalled him and mentioned him to the king.

19. When the person came to Sayyidina Yusuf f*~& «i* to inquire

about the interpretation of the dream, he did not rebuke him for

only recalling him after so many years.

20. Together with the interpretation of the kings dream, Sayyidina
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Yusuf f^LJi <Jl* also tendered a plan of action. This was given

according to his experience. This fact proves that it is not against

the demands of piety that a person offers worldly advice to people

based on his experience. In fact, this is commendable since people

benefit from it.

21. When Sayyidina Yusuf (XJ» -Up prompted the investigation, he

requested that the king find out 'what is the condition of the

women who cut their hands." He did not request the king to call for

the minister wife because he appreciated the kindness and
generosity that she and her husband showed to him for many years

previously. Only after the other ladies admitted his innocence did

the minister wife say on her own, "The truth is now out. I attempt

to seduce him to realise my motives and he is of the truthful"

22. When Sayyidina Yusuf ^lJ\ aJLp was proven innocent he

mentioned; "I do not exonerate myself Surely the soul insistently

orders evil, except on whom Allah showers mercy." He
acknowledged the fact that it was only by Allah's grace that he

could have abstained from sin. Here is a lesson for all who abstain

from sin. Never should one be boastful and attribute the honour to

oneself One should realise this as Sayyidina Yusuf f}U» <JU

mentioned, "'Undoubtedly my Lord is Most Forgiving, Most
Merciful."

23. The Qur'an mentions the three stages of one's soul viz.

Ammara, Lawwama and Mutma'inna. Hakimul Ummah Thanwi «^j

4* ii>t writes in Bayanul Qur'an that the Ammara is the one that

insistently commands evil acts. 'When it repents sincerely, it is

forgiven and becomes Lawwama. It is then perfected to become the

Mutma'inna because of Allah's mercy and grace.

In brief the, Ammara becomes Lawwama because of Allah's quality of "Most

Forgiving" and the Lawwama becomes Mutma'inna because of Allah's quality of being

the "Most Merciful."

24. Sayyidina Yusuf ^:>LJi 4* told the king, "Indeed I am protective

and knowledgeable. "This shows that it is permissible for a person

to mention his attributes for the ask of a religious necessity. As
long as the person does not say this out of pride, it will not fall

into the category of proclaiming ones piety, which is condemned in

the Qur'an and the Ahadith.

25. When the brothers requested Sayyidina Ya'qub ftLJ\ ^ to send

Bin Yamin with them, he said; 'Should I trust you with him as I

trusted you with his brother before? But Allah is the best Protector

and He is the Most Merciful of those who show mercy." This

statement shows that he trusted only Allah, even though he

mistrusted his sons.

Even when Sayyidina Ya'qub ?%J\ <±* made his sons take the oath to return Bin

Yamin, has added the clause, 'unless you are surrounded (overwhelmed!)." This also
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shows that he realised that the final decision in every matter rests with Allah Therefore,

whenever a person takes an oath, he should exclude those probable situations that are

beyond his control

(105) There are numerous signs in the heavens and the earth by which they pass,

yet they ignore them. (106) Most of them believe in Allah in such a manner that

they still ascribe partners to Him. (107) Do they feel secure that a calamity from

Allah's punishment (will not) befall them, or that the Hour (will not) come to

them suddenly while they are unwary?

PEOPLE PASS BY MANY NATURAL SIGNS, YET THEY DO NOT
BELIEVE

Describing the condition of those who are invited to believe in oneness of

Allah (Tauhid) and the apostleship of the Holy Prophet pJL-
_>
«Op &\ ju, Allah says,

"There are numerous (natural) signs in the heavens and the earth by which they pass, yet

they ignore them." They do not ponder over the various creations of Allah, which

denote that He is The One and Omnipotent.

'Most of them believe in Allah in such a manner that they still ascribe partners to

Him." When they are told to believe in Allah, they admit that they believe in

Him, but add that the other various gods are His partners. This type of Belief

(Iman) is worthless since they do not believe in oneness of Allah (Tauhid), nor in

the Prophethood of the Holy Prophet <X*j *4* i»» JU.

Allah says that these people still live peacefully, being unafraid of Allah's

punishment and the Day of Judgement. Allah says, "Do they feel secure that a

calamity (will not) befall them from Allah's punishment, or that the Hour (will not) come

to them suddenly while they are unwary?"

In verse 45 of Surah Nahl, Allah says, "Do those who plot evil schemes rest

assured that Allah will not plunge them into the earth or afflict them with a punishment

from whence they do not perceive?"

(108) Say, This is my way. I call towards Allah with insight, as well as those who
follow me. Allah is Pure, and I am not from those who ascribe partners to Allah.

TELL THEM THAT MYWAY IS THAT I CALL TOWARDS ALLAH
In this verse Allah commands the Holy Prophet <JL- 3 Up ib\ JU to announce to
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all people that he, together with all his followers are steadfast on the path of

oneness of Allah (Tauhid), calling others towards it with "insight "They are all

convinced of the truth of their beliefs and will not be deterred from it by
anything.

Such should be the quality of the believers (Mu'minin). They do not allow

any doubts to creep into their minds and are prepared to reply conclusively to

any objections that the disbelievers (kuffdr) may raise.

"Allah is Pure, and I am notfrom those who ascribe partners to Allah." A believer

(Mu'min) should be exonerated from whatever the disbelievers (kuffar) and
polytheists claim and believe.

^ a\»~: -'.Git >\"\' &
* \* ' \\*'-s ^v <3?\ >\? "- . -Irt

(109) All the messengers thatWe sent before you were men from various cities to

whom We had sent revelation. Have these people not travelled in the lands and

seen what was the outcome of those before them? Indeed the home of the

Hereafter is best for those who adopt piety (taqwa). Do you not understand?

ALL THE PREVIOUS HOLY PROPHETS f*Ji^ WERE HUMANS
Of the various futile objections raised by the polytheists when the Holy

Prophet jJL-j. Up ibt ju preached to them was that they demanded that the Holy
Prophet be an angel. In reply to this Allah says, "All the messengers that We sent

before you were men from various cities to whom We had sent revelation." The
reason that all the Prophets <oui^ were humans was that they were sent to

preach to and teach humans, Therefore, they were best equipped to demonstrate

Allah's injunctions to the people because they spoke the language and they

possessed the same understanding and temperaments of humans. Angels, being

a different creation, would have been unable to satisfactorily convey the message

of the various Shari'ahs to the people.

This verse is addressed to the Holy Prophet ^JL-j U* ii>\ JU> so as to inform

him that the nations of all the previous Prophets f^ui r^ also raised the same
objections. Allah quotes the speech of these people in Surah Ibrahim, where He
says, "They said, 'You are hut mere humans like ourselves.* " Allah's instruction

to the Holy Prophet (JL-j U* iui ju was that he should bear all of this with

patience, just as all the previous Anbiya fiLJ\ ^+1* did.

"Heme these people not travelled in the lands and seen what was the outcome of

those before them?" Here Allah addresses people at large, telling them that if they

saw what was the plight of the destroyed nations of the past, they would desist

from their obstinacy and believe in the Holy Prophet p-L-j *ip & JL*.

"Indeed the home of the Hereafter is best for those who adopt piety (taqwa)." The
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pleasures of the Hereafter are reserved for those who abstain from evil and carry

out all the Obligations (Faraidh), Compulsories (Wajibat), preferables

(Mustahabbat), etc of religion (Dm). -These blessinigs are far superior to the

transitory ones of this world, which actually distract a person from Allah and

from doing good deeds.

"Do you not understand?" People seem not to understand that the everlasting

blessings of the Hereafter are much better than the temporary ones of this world.

However, people still hanker after these.

\^V i£*j>C3* j£fi \ if v^-m -^x jIj

(110) Until the time came when the messengers grew despondent and they

thought that they erred in their understanding. Then Our assistance came to

them and We rescued whom We willed. Our punishment cannot be averted from

the criminal nation.

THE PUNISHMENT OF THE TRANSGRESSORS CANNOT BE

AVERTED

This verse explains that the Prophets -

r
*Ji ^ grew despondent when

Allah's assistance did not come to them immediately. They began to think that

perhaps they were wrong to think that Allah would punish the wrongdoers

immediately. This occurred because Allah granted the disbelievers (kuffar) an

abundance of worldly pleasures and they continued to pass their lives in ease.

However, Allah punishes nations only when He decrees it fit. Although He

promised His assistance to the Prophets r
->u» ^, he never specified to them

exactly when it would come to them. In this manner, Allah's punishment was

delayed until (as Allah says in Surah Baqarah), "the messenger (of Allah) and the

believers said, 'When will the help of Allah come?' Surely, the help of Allah is near."

[Surah 2, verse 214]

Indeed, Allah's promise was always true and the help came. Allah says that

when they reached this juncture, "Then Our assistance came to them and We rescued

whom We willed. Our punishment cannot be avertedfrom the criminal nation."

(111) In their narratives there is certainly a lesson for people of intelligence.

This Qur'an is not a fabricated tale, but a confirmation to all the scriptures

before it, a detailed explanation of all things, a guidance and a mercy for the

believing folk.
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THERE IS A LESSON IN THE NARRATIVES FOR PEOPLE OF
INTELLIGENCE

Four things are mentioned in this final verse of Surah Yusuf . The first is that

'in their narratives tliere is certainly a lesson for people of intelligence/' These

are the ones who ponder and deliberate over the subject matter that it contains.

Secondly, Allah says, "This Qur'an is not a fabricated tale... "The Qur'an
and everything contained in it is the truth from Allah and is not the product of

any messenger.

Thirdly, Allah says that the Qur'an is "a confirmation to all the scriptures

before it..."It contains the teachings of the previous scriptures. Therefore, the Jews
and Christians should be especially influenced by it. Addressing the Jews in

Surah Baqarah, Allah says, "Believe in what I have revealed in confirmation of
what you have with you, and do not become the first disbelievers/' [Surah 2, verse

41]

In conclusion Allah says that the Qur'an is "a detailed explanation of all

things, a guidance and a mercy for the believing folk/' These are the people who
accept its teachings and who practise accordingly.
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Madinan Surah Ar-Ra'd

[The Thunder] XIII
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) Alif Lam Mim Ra. These are the verses of the Book. Whatever has been

revealed to you from your Lord is the truth, but most people do not believe. (2) It

is Allah who raised the skies without any pillar that you see, then rose to the

Throne and subjugated the sun and the moon. Each runs to its appointed term.

He plans affairs and explains the signs in detail so that you may be convinced of

meeting your Lord. (3) It is He Who spread the earth and placed mountains and

rivers in it. He creates pairs from every type of fruit and covers the day with the

night. Indeed there are signs in this for those people who ponder. (4) On the

earth there are neighbouring tracts of land, orchards of grapes, plantations and
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date palms, some of which intermingle, while others do not intermingle. All are

irrigated by one water and We accord distinction to one over the other. Verily in

this are signs for those who understand.

VARIOUS SIGNS OFALLAH'S ONENESS AND MIGHT
Allah begins Surah Rad by saying, "Alif Lam Mint Ra. "These are the letters

of Muqatta'at. These letters were discussed in beginning of Surah Baqarah.

"These are the verses of the Book (the Qur'an). Whatever has been revealed to you

from your Lord is the truth, hut most -people do not believe/' They do not believe

because they do not reflect but insist on following the deviant ways of their

forefathers. Their disbelief will not affect the veracity of the Qur'an in the least.

"It is Allah who raised the skies without any pillar that you see..." They seem not

to notice that the highly elevated skies are suspended without any visible

supports, yet they do not collapse.

Describing Himself further, Allah says that after raising the skies He, "then

rose to the Throne... "The details of this are explained in the commentary of verse

54 of Surah A'raf (Surah 7).

Allah also "subjugated the sun and the moon. Each runs to its appointed term."

All of these celestial bodies will exist in the manner that Allah ordained and up
to the period stipulated by Him. Even the speed of their orbits is according to His

decree.

Concerning the sun, Allah says in Surah Yasin, "The sun travels towards its

destination. This is the decree of the Mighty, the All Knowing. We have stipulated phases

for the moon, until it returns like a branch of an old date palm. It is not possible for the

sun to catch up with the moon, nor is it possible for the night to precede the day. They all

swim within their orbits." [Surah 36, verses 38-40]

According to certain commentators, the "appointed term" refers to the end of

the universe i.e. Judgment day (Qiyamah).

"He plans affairs (in the entire universe) and explains the signs in detail so that

you may be convinced ofmeeting your Lord." Some Scholars (Ulama) explain that the

"signs" refer to the verses of the Qur'an. Others maintain that "the signs" refer to

the proofs of oneness of Allah (Tauhld), be they present in the Shari'ah or in the

natural world.

Once a person understands that Allah is able to create all these various

creations, He is perfectly able to resurrect the dead on the Day of Judgement,

when all will meet Him.

"It is Him Who spread the earth and placed mountains and rivers on it." Allah

says in Surah Luqman that He "has placed mountains on earth so that it does not

shake with you" . The rivers were placed on earth as one of the greatest bounties of

Allah that have profound benefits for man.

The spreading of the earth does not contradict the fact that the earth is

spherical. Because of its vastness, the earth seems flat to man, thereby enabling

him to travel on earth. Even an ant on an extremely large ball cannot be
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compared to a human upon the earth.

"He creates pairs from every type of fruit..." e.g. There are the sweet and the

sour, the large and the small, as well as various colours of the same fruit. Because of the

fact that colours, textures and tastes have so many variants, certain commentators have

mentioned that the word "pairs" is not restricted to two, but two is just the beginning.

"and covers the day with the night" The night follows the day arid

extinguishes its light.

"Indeed there are signs in this for those people who ponder." If people would
really reflect on all these portents, they will realise that it ca*i only be Allah Who
has created these things, Who preserves them and Who controls their

functioning.

"On the earth there are neighbouring tracts of land, orchards ofgrapes, plantations

and date palms, some of which intermingle, while -others do not intermingle." Trees

branch out into numerous branches, where one branch often becomes manifold.

There are those also that remain a single trunk, like the date palm.

"All are irrigated by one water and We accord distinction to one aver the other."

Although the water that reaches all of these plants is the same, they all differ

greatly. Allah has made some fruits sweeter than others even though they may
grow in salty land. The land does not affect the produce.

"Verily in this are signs for those who understand." When they ponder over

these signs, they will realise the Omnipotence of Allah.
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(5) If you are astonished, then their statement is also astonishing (that), "When
we become sand, will we be created anew?" These are the ones who disbelieve

in their Lord, They are the ones who shall have yokes upon their necks and they

shall be the inmates of Hell, wher£ they shall abide forever. (6) They seek to

hasten the evil before the good, whereas the incidents of punishment have

passed before them. Indeed your Lord is forgiving towards His bondsmen
despite their oppression. And indeed your Lord is severe in punishment. (7) The

disbelievers say, "Why is some sign not revealed to him from his Lord? You are

but a Warner, and every nation has a guide."
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THE REJECTION OF RESURRECTION IS INDEED SURPRISING
THESE REJECTERS WILL BE CONDEMNED TO HELL

Allah addressed the Holy Prophet ^j Up & JU* saying that "If you are

astonished (at them), then their statement is also astonishing (that they say), 'When we

become sand, will we be created anew?" It is indeed astounding that people who
have witnessed that Allah has created them and their forefathers when they were

once lifeless, can find it difficult to believe that Allah will resurrect these bodies?

"These are the ones who disbelieve in their Lord." As a result of this behaviour

in this world, they will be punished in the Hereafter. Their punishment will be

that, "They are the ones who shall have yokes upon their necks and they shall be the

inmates ofHell, where they shall abideforever."

"They seek to hasten the evil before the good..." They mockingly request that

Allah's punishment be brought to them instead of begging Allah's forgiveness.

They fail to realise that once the punishment comes, no one shall be saved from

it.

Allah says in verse 8 of Surah Hud (Surah 11), "Indeed, ifWe have to postpone

the punishmentfrom them for a little while, they will certainly say, 'What holds it back?'

Behold! The day when it will afflict them, it will not be averted from them and their

mockery will engulf them.
"

Allah continues to say that they demand punishment "whereas the incidents

ofpunishment have passed before them." This clearly demonstrates their foolishness.

"Indeed your Lord is Forgiving towards His bondsmen despite their oppression."

Sometimes Allah forgives them because of their good deeds, and sometimes by

afflicting them with difficulties associated with wealth and children. However, it

should be borne in mind that "indeed your Lord is severe in punishment." Therefore,

people should never allow themselves to be fooled by Allah's benevolence,

thereby falling into more sin. Allah can still punish them if He wills.

"The disbelievers say, 'Why is some sign not revealed to him from his Lord?"

Because of their obstinacy, the disbelievers (kuffar) made various excuses to

falsify the Holy Prophet jJL.^ Up &\ JU claim to apostleship. They said that they

would accept him as a Prophet only when he performed the miracles that they

demanded.

In reality, various other signs and proofs attest to his Prophethood without

the need for miracles. Even when miracles were shown to them, they still refused

to believe. This proved that they were insincere in their requests.

Allah tells the Holy Prophet jJL^ Up iii ju, "You are but a warner... " The task

of the Prophet was merely to warn the people about the evil consequences of

their evil and to propagate the religion (D'ln). He could not force them to believe,

Allah reserves the right to show miracles to the people when He willed, not

when they wanted them.

"....and every nation has a guide." Every nation received a messenger. They
also experienced rejection by the people. Allah consoles the Holy Prophet & JU»

jjl-j Up in this verse by informing him that all the other Prophets f&Js-f+A*

experienced the same treatment. Allah says in Surah Ahqaf, "Exercise patience like
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hatu the resolute ones amongst the messengers exercised patience and do not be hasty

regarding them. " [Surah 46, verse 35]

Allah says that every nation received a ''guide. " He did not say that every

nation had 'The Prophet/ The reason for this is that even the scholars and

learned ones of a nation can serve the purpose of guiding people, according to

the teachings of their Prophet. If no Prophet reached any portion of the world, it

will not be contradictory to this verse. A disciple or deputy of the Prophet would
have reached the people there even though we may not have heard about it.

When a person is not proven to have been a Prophet, it will be incorrect to

ascribe Prophethood to him merely on the basis that he was a leader to a nation

and because Allah says, "every nation has a guide. " This misnomer is prevalent

with regard to the founders of religion's {D'in's) such as Buddhism, Hinduism,

etc. One should refrain from making such foolish claims.

The verse cannot substantiate the claim that these people were the Prophets

because of the fact that the word 'guide' does not necessarily refer to a Prophet.

Without religious proof, such statements cannot be made.

Another factor that disproves this theory is that these people have
propagated many idolatrous beliefs and they are often depicted naked (or semi-

naked). A Prophet of Allah could never be so shajneless as to expose himself in

this manner.

Although the possibility does exist that the followers of these people

adulterated their teachings and displayed them naked, this fact can also not be

established beyond doubt. Therefore, one should abstain from holding such

beliefs. Believing that any person after the Holy Prophet pJUj <uU &\ JU» was a

Prophet will, of course, constitute infidelity (kufr).

(8) Allah knows what every female bears and the shortages and excesses in the

womb. Everything is perfectly stipulated with Him. (9) He is the Knower of the

unseen and the seen. He is the Great, The Lofty. (10) Whoever whispers, speaks

loudly is hidden in the night, or is walking in the day, they are all alike. (11) For

everyone there are angels before him and following behind him, protecting him
from Allah's order. Undoubtedly Allah does not change the conditions of a

nation until they change the condition within themselves. When Allah intends
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evil to befall a nation, there is none to avert it. They will have no helper besides
Allah.

ALLAH KNOWS WHAT IS IN THE WOMBS, THE SEEN, THE
UNSEEN AND EVERY SILENT AND LOUD SOUND

Allah declares His complete knowledge in these verses. He knows the
detailed condition of every pregnant woman. Allah knows exactly when the
foetus was conceived, when it will be delivered, the sex of the child and every
minute detail about the features and situation of the child. Allah is also aware of
every development of the child.

Certain ignorant ones claim that people also are able to tell the gender of the
child, so this knowledge is not exclusive to Allah. They fail to understand that
Allah's knowledge is not merely based on instruments and experience. His
knowledge is complete and infallible, while people err incessantly. Allah's
knowledge is so vast that He also knows exactly how many children will be born
to any man or woman, and exactly when each child will be born.

"Everything is perfectly stipulated with Him." Included in the general meaning
of this verse is the detail of how long a child will remain in the womb, how long
will it live and how much sustenance it will receive.

Further elucidating Allah's knowledge, He says, "He is the Knvwer of the

unseen and the seen. He is the Great, The Lofty. Whoever whispers, speaks loudly, is

hidden in the night, or is walking in the day, they are all alike. " He knows of every one
of these as perfectly as the other.

THE ANGELS PROTECT PEOPLE

"For everyone there are angels before him andfollowing behind him, protecting him
from Allah's order" "Ruhul Ma'ani" reports from Sayyidina Ali ^ &\ ^ that

Allah has appointed angels to protect people from all sides. They ensure that no
physical harm befalls people. However, when Allah's predestined matters are
about to occur, only then do they leave the person.

ALLAH WILL NOT CHANGE THE FAVOURABLE CONDITIONS OF
PEOPLE UNTIL THEY BECOME DISOBEDIENT AND WORTHY OF
HIS PUNISHMENT

"Undoubtedly Allah does not change the conditions of a nation until they change
the condition within themselves" When people begin to disobey Allah and resort to

evil, only then does Allah change the favourable conditions that they enjoy.

When this situation prevails, the protecting angels also leave them and they are
exposed to Allah's punishment. A similar scenario is explained with the example
of a particular town in Surah Nahl [Surah 16, verse 112].

"When Allah intends evil to befall a nation, there is none to avert it. They
will have no helper besides Allah" When Allah decides that any calamity should
afflict people, none can come to their aid.
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(12) Allah is the One Who shows you the lightning that you fear and have hopes

in. He is the One Who creates the heavy clouds. (13) Ra'd praises Him together

with glorifying Him, and the angels also do so out of their fear for Him. Allah

sends the bolts of lightning to strike whomsoever He wills while they are

disputing regarding Allah. Allah is fiercely Powerful.

THE CLOUDS, THE LIGHTNING AND THE THUNDER
When Allah sends the lightning, some people (like travellers) become scared

because the storm might affect their journey. On the other hand, people (like the

farmers) are hopeful of beneficial rains for their crops. With reference to this,

Allah says, "Allah is the One Who shows you the lightning that (some of) you fear and
(others) have hopes in.

"He is the One Who creates the heavy clouds." These are then sent to wherever
Allah wills the rain. Allah says in verse 57 of Surah A'raf, "(Allah is) He Who sends

the winds ahead of His mercy as bearers of glad tidings. Until, when it carries heavy

clouds, We lead it to a dead piece of ground and then shower rains upon it, extracting

thereby all kinds offer it. In this manner We shall resurrect the dead so that you may take

heed."

Allah say further in the above verses, "Ra'd praises Him together with

glorifying Him, and the angels also do so because of their fear for Him. " Tirmidhi
reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas «* i» ^j that a Jew once asked the

Holy Prophet^3 Up h J^, "O Abul Qasim! Tell us what is Ra'd?"

The Holy Prophet^ 4* &\ JU replied, "Ra'd is an angel of Allah who has

been appointed to see to the clouds. He has with him a cleaving instrument made
of fire, with which he pulls the clouds according to Allah orders." The Jew then

asked what are the sounds that are heard. The Holy Prophet ^J-j <M &\ ju replied

that they were the sounds of the clouds being rebuked by Ra'd while he leads

them to their destination.

"Allah sends the bolts of lightning to strike whomsoever He wills while they are

disputing regarding Allah. Allah is fiercely Powerful." Sayyidina Anas ^ ii ^j
reports that the Holy Prophet <X*3 aJU &\ J^ once sent one of the Sahabah <* ibi^
to convey the message of Islam to one of the leaders during the period of

ignorance. The person retorted, "What is this Allah that you call me to? Is He
made of iron, copper, silver or gold?"

The Sahabi k* ito ^j returned to the Holy Prophet ^j U* & J^ with the
news of this person's insolence. The Holy Prophet ^JL-j <o* 2»i JL* again sent

someone to him, but he behaved in the same manner. When the Sahabi *& &\ ^>j
returned to the Holy Prophet^ <uU h j^ the second time, he again sent the

message a third time.
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When the Sahabi ^ ih» ^j returned the third time with the same reply, The
Holy Prophet ^JL-j <4* & J^> said that Allah has sent a bolt of lightning to

incinerate the person. The above verse was then revealed.

According to another narration, a bolt of lightning struck him when he was
arguing with the Sahabi <u* ii ^j upon the third occasion. The bolt decapitated

him. \Majma'uz Zawaid v. 7p 42]

(14) The true call is only for Him. Those who call to others besides Him, they do

not respond to their pleas at all; except like the person who stretches out his

hands towards water so that it may reach his mouth whereas it will never reach.

The call of the disbelievers is wasted. (15) To Allah does all within the heavens

and the earth prostrate willingly or under duress, as well as their shadows by

morning and evening. (16) Say, "Who is the Lord of the heavens and the earth?"

Say, "Allah!" Say, "Do you then take allies besides Allah who have no ability to

help, nor harm themselves." Say, "Is he who sees equal to the blind? Or is a

multitudes of darkness equal to light? Or do they ascribe such partners to Allah

who create like He creates, thereby causing the creation to be alike to them?"

Say, "Allah is the Creator of everything and He is the One, The Omnipotent."

THE EXAMPLE OF THOSE WHO SUPPLICATE TO OTHERS
BESIDES ALLAH. ALL IN THE HEAVENS AND THE EARTH
PROSTRATE TO ALLAH, HE IS THEIR LORD AND HAS CREATED
ALL OF THEM

Allah begins by saying, "The true call is only for Him," i.e. Only Allah can be

supplicated to, for only He is able to respond to the pleas of people.

"Those who call to others besides Him, they do not respond to their pleas at all..."

Their false gods have no ability to do anything for themselves, so how can they

help others? Allah then cites the example of the du'as of these people. He says

that it is "like the person who (only) stretches out his hands towards water so that it may
reach his mouth whereas it will never reach. (Similarly) The call of the disbelievers is

wasted." The water has no ability to reach his mouth on its own and he will

therefore never attain his objective;

Allah says in verse 197 and 198 of Surah A'raf, "Those whom you call upon
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besides Him are unable to help you and cannot even help themselves. If you call them
towards guidance, they cannot hear and you will think that they are looking at you, but

they do not see.

"To Allah does all within the heavens and the earth prostrate willingly or under
duress, as well as their shadows by morning and evening (i.e. all the time)." According
to certain commentators, the verse means that all the humans, jinn and angels in

the heavens and the earth prostrate to Allah. Many of them do so happily, but
those like the hypocrites (Munafiqin) are compelled against their wishes to do so.

Their shadows also move with them. The morning and the evening are
specifically mentioned because at these times the shadows are most pronounced.
However, their prostration is not confined to these two times only.

According to other commentators, the verse does not refer to literal

prostration. Rather it refers to submission and yielding to Allah. AH of these

creation are subservient to Allah's decree. Of them are those who worship Allah
willingly, as well as those who do so reluctantly. Even the shadows of all of them
are subservient to Allah's will.

Allah says in Surah Furqan, "Do you not see how your Lord spreads the shadow?

If He willed, He could have made it stationary. We then appoint the sun as a sign to it

and then We gradually withdraw it towards Ourselves." [Surah 25, verses 45, 46]

"..... willingly or under duress..." Similar to this verse, Allah says in Surah Al
Imran [Surah 3, verse 83], "Do they seek a religion (Win) besides the religion (D'ln) of
Allah when unto Him submit all within the heavens and the earth, willingly or

unwillingly, and unto Him shall they all be returned?" One should refer to the
commentary of this verse for more details.

"Say, 'Who is the Lord of the heavens and the earth?' (If they do not reply
because of their obstinacy, then you reply.) Say, 'Allah!' (Then rebuke them by
saying) Say, 'Do you then take allies besides Allah who have no ability to help, nor harm
themselves." If this be their condition, how can help be expected from them?

THOSE WHO SEE AND THOSE WHO ARE BLIND CANNOT BE
ALIKE, NEITHER CAN DARKNESS BE AKIN TO LIGHT

"Say, 'Is lte who sees equal to the blind?"' The polytheist and the believer

(Mu'min) can never be the same, just as the blind cannot be compared to a person
who has sight.

"Or is a multitudes of darkness equal to light?" The "multitudes of darkness"

refers to all types of disbelief (kufr), while the single light refers to the light of

Belief (Iman) in oneness of Allah (Tauhid). All the religions (D'in's) of the

disbelievers (kuffar) can never equate to the truth of Islam. The reason is simple.
These will lead to Hell, while Islam^ will lead to Heaven Qannah).

Allah says in verse 122 of Surah An'am {Surah 6), "Is he who was dead, then

We granted him life and gave him a light whereby he may walk among people better than
one like him who is in multiple darknessfrom which he shall not emerge?"

Allah continues to say, "Or do they ascribe such partners to Allah who create like

He creates, thereby causing the creation to be alike to them?" The Polytheists worship
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false gods instead of Allah. Allah Ta'ala poses a rhetorical question to tell them
that their false gods have not created any creation that can be compared to

Allah's creation. Therefore, there is no cause for them to doubt who is the real

Creator.

Allah says in another verse, 'Indeed those who you worship besides Allah can

never even create a fly, though all of them join forces in this effort." [Surah Hajj (22), verse

73]

Therefore, it is established that these false gods are not able to create as

Allah does. For this reason Allah commands that it be announced, "Allah is the

Creator of everything and He is the One, The Omnipotent. " All are subservient to

Him.

OjJ&ji U-4J L-ui; Ujj Jc-^' J^^-\A Ubj-Uj 4~^J> CJu-^ *U ^LjI t^j* 4^

(17) Allah sent down rain from the sky causing the valleys to flow according to

their capacity and the flowing waters carried debris that floated on its surface.

And from that which you cast into fire seeking adornments and other items of

worth, comes a similar debris. Thus does Allah cite examples of the truth and

falsehood. As for the debris, it disappears in vain. As for the things that benefit

man, they remain upon the earth. In this manner Allah cites examples. (18)

Heaven (Jannah) is for those who are obedient to Allah.*As for those who do not

obey Him, if they possessed whatever is on earth and the like thereof with it,

they will certainly ransom their souls with it. For them shall be an evil

reckoning and their abode shall be Hell. What an evil abode indeed.

THE EXAMPLE OF TRUTH AND FALSEHOOD

In the above verse Allah cites two examples of truth and falsehood. The first

is that of the rains causing rivers to flow rapidly. The waters carry debris upon
its surface. This debris is then discarded somewhere and does not benefit anyone
in the least. The waters flow on and are used for various purposes that benefit

creation.

The second example is of debris that is removed from metal ore (like gold

and silver) when it is smelted in a furnace. After the smelting process, the pure

metal remains to be utilised for various purposes, while the debris alloys are of

no use.
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Both these examples refer to something of benefit and something useless.

Belief (Iman) is the beneficial aspect that will be of use to man in both the worlds.

On the other hand, the debris is akin to disbelief (kufr), which is useless to man in

both worlds. In fact, it will earn people eternal punishment in the Hereafter.

Although disbelief (kufr) seems vibrant like the debris flowing along with the

waters, it is useless and worthless to people.

Allah then says, "Heaven (Jannah) is for those who are obedient to Allah. As for

those who do not obey Him (their plight will be evil indeed. To save themselves on

the Day of Judgement), if they possessed whatever is on earth and the like there ofwith

it, they will certainly ransom their souls with it."

Defining their punishment, Allah says, "For them shall be an evil reckoning and

their abode shall be Hell. What an evil abode indeed."

One may refer to the commentaries of verse 91 of Surah Al Imran and of

verses 36 and 37 of Surah Ma'idah for a more detailed explanation of the

ransoming of souls on the day of Judgement.
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(19) Can the person who knows that whatever is revealed to you from your Lord

is the truth, be like him who is blind? Only the people of intelligence take

heed... (20) Those who fulfil the pledge taken with Allah and do not breach the

covenant. (21) Those who join that which Allah has commanded that it be

joined, who fear their Lord and dread a woeful reckoning. (22) Those who
exercise patience seeking the pleasure of their Lord, establish Salah, spend

secretly and openly from that which We have provided and expel evil with

good. These are the ones who shall enjoy the favourable outcome of the

Hereafter. (23) Eternal gardens in which they will enter together with all those of

their forefathers, spouses and progeny who are worthy. And the angels shall

come to them from every door... (24)(The angels will be saying) "Peace be upon
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you for the patience that you exercised. How blissful is the outcome of the
Hereafter!" (25) Those who breach Allah's pledge after ratifying it, sever that

which Allah commanded that it be joined and spread corruption on earth, theirs

shall be a curse and theirs shall be misfortune in the Hereafter. (26) Allah
increases sustenance for whom He pleases and straitens. They rejoice about the

life of this world whereas the life of this world is a paltry asset in comparison to

the Hereafter.

THE QUALITIES AND REWARDS OF THE BELIEVER AND THE
MISFORTUNE OF THOSEWHO BREACH PLEDGES

Allah begins by saying, "Can the person who knows that whatever is revealed to

you from your Lord is the truth, be like him who is blind?" Those who are blind to the
truth are those who are unaware' of it and refuse to accept it. They can never be
like those who believe. The Qur'an is available to every person but "Only the

people of intelligence take heed." Only they utilise their intelligence and ponder over
the message of the Qur'an.

Other people waste away their intelligence in pursuit of worldly sciences
and knowledge. They fail to utilise the intelligence given by Allah to recognise
Him. They are considered to be bereft of intelligence because their intelligence

causes them harm instead of good. Thereafter Allah goes on to describe the
"people of in telligence.

"

Allah says that they are "Those who fulfil the pledge taken with Allah and do not
breach the covenant" The pledge referred to here is the one that Allah took from
all of mankind (as mentioned in verse 172 of Surah A'raf) on the plain of Na'man
(Mishkdt p. 24). Allah asked them all, "Am I not your Lord?" They all replied in the
affirmative and attested to it.

All the Prophets
r
*>ui ^reminded man of this pledge. However, many are

those who have forgotten that they accepted Allah as their Lord. They do not
adhere to Allah's commandments and fail to abstain from the things that He has
prohibited.

All Muslims have also entered into a pledge with Allah upon their

acceptance of Islam. This pledge entails that they abide by all the injunctions of
Islam. Allah says in Surah Nahl, "Fulfil Allah's pledge when you have made the

pledge." [Surah 16, verse 91]

The second description of the "intelligent ones" given by Allah is that they
are "Those Who join that which Allah has commanded that it be joined..." This includes
maintaining family ties, being cordial and good towards the believers (Mu'minln)
and towards all the creation of Allah. (The discussion of maintaining family ties

has passed in the commentary of verse 1 of Surah Nisa.)

The "intelligent ones" also fear their Lord and dread a woeful reckoning." They
fear that their reckoning on the Day of Judgement may not be difficult. Allah
says in Surah Anbiya, "On the Day ofJudgment (Qiyamah), We will erect the scales of
justice and no soul will be oppressed in the least. Even if a deed is equal to the weight ofa

mustard seed, We shall present it. We suffice as Reckoners." [Surah 21, verse 47]

Sayyidah Ayshah \^ 2bi ^ reports that they once asked the Holy Prophet
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i^ aJLp iui JU> what the meaning was of an easy reckoning. He replied, "An easy

reckoning means that the record of deeds will merely be glanced at and the

person forgiven. O Ayshah! The one whose record is scrutinized will be

destroyed." [Mishkdtp. 447]

The sixth quality of the ''intelligent ones" is that they are "Those who exercise

patience seeking the pleasure of their Lord..." Patience (sabr) is of three types. The

first type entails patiently persevering difficulties, the second entails carrying out

all Allah's commandments, and the third involves abstinence from disobeying

Allah.

The system of this world is such that every person must suffer hardships.

The difference between the disbeliever (kafir) and the Muslim in this regard is

that the Muslim exercises patience for Allah's pleasure. Therefore, he is

rewarded.

Allah says in Surah Zumar, "The patient ones shall he granted their reward

without reservation." [Surah 39, verse 10]

Patience that is exercised at the time the calamity strikes will be rewarded,

not the patience exercised afterwards, since this is inevitable. A detailed

explanation of this topic is given under the commentary of verse 153 of Surah

Baqarah, where Allah says, "O you who believe, seek assistance with patience and

Salah."

The Holy Prophet^j 4* &\ J^ has mentioned that the truly afflicted person

is he who is deprived of reward when afflicted by a calamity. This is the person

who does not exercise patience (sabr), or does so without the intention of

pleasing Allah.

The seventh quality is that they "establish Salah (with all its requisites. The

eighth is that they) spend secretly and openly from that which We have provided..."

This includes obligatory (Fardh), compulsory (Wajib) and optional (Nafl) charity.

At times, it will be better to spend secretly, while at other times, it will be best to

do so publicly. A person should weigh the advantages of either situation. The

criterion is that the spending be solely for Allah's pleasure, not for fame and

ostentation.

The ninth quality is that they "expel evil with good." The good people have

always been harassed by the evil elements of society. Although it is permissible

to avenge oneself in proportion to the injury inflicted, it would be best to forgive

the aggressor without vengeance. Even nobler than this is to behave graciously

towards the aggressor.

Allah says in Surah Shura, "The retribution for an evil is an evil the like there of

as for the one who pardons and makes amends, his reward will be with Allah. Verily,

Allah does not like the oppressors. " [Surah 42, verse 40]

Allah has also mentioned in another verse, 'Indeed, the one who is patient and

forgives, then this is trulyfrom resolute acts." [Surah verse]

Allah says in Surah HaMim Sajdah "Good and evil cannot be equal. Resist with that

which is best, and the one between yourself and whom there was enmity, will instantly

become like your bosom friend." [Surah 41, verse 34]
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The Holy Prophet ^j a-U ^i JL* was a sterling example of such behaviour.

When he conquered Makkah, he announced to all those who harmed him in the

past, "There shall be no reproach on you today. May Allah forgive you. He is the

Most Merciful of those who show mercy.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet <uU .i» JU
(JL.J said, "Sayyidina Musa f%J\ 4* asked Allah, 'Which of Your bondsmen are

most honoured in Your sight?' Allah replied, 'He who forgives despite

possessing the ability to avenge himself/" [Mishkat p. 434]

After describing the "intelligent ones" Allah mentions their bliss in the

Hereafter. He says, "These are the ones who shall enjoy the favourable outcome of the

Hereafter. Eternal gardens in which they will enter together with all those of their

forefathers, spouses and -progeny who are worthy." Because of His grace Allah will

allow the relatives of a person reach the stages he has reached so that he may
receive additional joy. "Ruhul Ma'ani" mentions that grandmothers and great

grandmothers are also included in the word forefathers."
'

In addition to all of the above, "the angels shall come to them from every door

(saying), 'Peace be upon you for the patience that you exercised. How blissful is the

outcome of the Hereafter!
'"

After mentioning the merriment of the good people, Allah then makes
mention of the others. He says, "Those who breach Allah's pledge after ratifying it,

sever that which Allah commanded that it be joined and spread corruption on earth.

Theirs shall be a curse and theirs shall be misfortune in the Hereafter.

"

THE FOOLISHNESS OF REJOICING IN THE PLEASURES OF THIS
WORLD

"Allah increases sustenance for whom He pleases and straitens." Abundance of

worldly wealth does not necessarily mean that Allah likes a person, nor does a

lack of wealth mean that Allah dislikes one.

"They [the disbelievers (kuffar)] rejoice about the life of this world whereas the life of

this world is a paltry asset in comparison to the Hereafter." The disbelievers (kuffar)

are deprived of Belief (Iman) because of their wealth and are thus doomed to the

eternal punishment of the Hereafter. Allah says in Surah Al Imran, "Whoever is

savedfrom the fire and entered into Heaven (Jannah) shall truly be successful. The life of

this world is but an object of deceit." [Surah 3, verse 185]
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(27) The disbelievers say, "Why is a sign not revealed to him from his Lord?"

Say, "Allah sends astray whom He wills and guides towards Him whoever

turns to Him." (28) Those who believe and whose hearts are contented with the

remembrance of Allah. Behold! Hearts are contented with the remembrance of

Allah. (29) Those who believe and do good deeds, for them shall be good

fortune and a grand abode. (30) In a like manner have We sent you among a

nation before which many nations have passed, so that you may recite to them

that which We have revealed to you, while they disbelieve in The Most

Merciful. Say, "He is my Lord. There is no deity besides Him. Only on Him do I

rely and towards Him do I Turn.

HEARTS ARE CONTENTED BY REMEMBERING ALLAH

The Qur'an constantly refutes the absurd demand of the disbelievers (kuffar)

for a miracle which they themselves stipulated. In the above verse as well Allah

does the same. He says, "The disbelievers say, 'Why is a sign (miracle) not revealed to

him from his Lord?" Miracles are from Allah and He determines when they will be

shown by the Holy Prophet fiLJ\ *i*. The greatest miracle of the Holy Prophet J~*
jjL-j <Jp ii was the Qur'an. However, the disbelievers (kuffar) refused to accept this

and many of his other miracles as well.

Allah knew that if a miracle of their own request was shown to them, they

will also not accept it. They will therefore remain astray. For this reason Allah

says, "Say, 'Allah sends astray whom He wills and guides towards Him whoever turns

to Him/" Only when they decide to turn to Allah, will He guide them aright.

Thereafter Allah describes who are meant by those who turn to Him. Allah

say that they are "Those who believe and whose hearts are contented with the

remembrance of Allah. Behold! Hearts are contented with the remembrance of Allah."

The remembrance of Allah (Dhikr) is great solace for the heart of believers

(Mu'minin). Their hearts become pleased when Allah is mentioned.

"Those who believe and do good.deeds, for them shall be good fortune and a grand

abode." These people will be blessed with a pleasant life in this world and in the

Hereafter they will receive the best of bounties in Heaven (Jannah).

At this juncture, the author of Ma'alimut Tanzil has raised an interesting

question. He writes that while the above verse tells us that the hearts of believers

(Mu'minin) receive contentment by Allah's mention, the third verse of Surah

Anfal (Surah 8) states, "The believers are those whose hearts tremble when Allah is

mentioned..." Therefore, how can contentment and trembling occur

simultaneously?

He replies by writing that their hearts tremble when Allah's warnings and

reprimands are mentioned, while they are contented when rewards and favours

are mentioned. In my humble opinion, this question does not arise at all. Fear

(resulting in trembling) is a branch of Belief (Iman), while Belief (Iman) is

contentment in itself. The person who is not content that his beliefs are the truth

cannot possess Belief (Iman). When he does not have any Belief (Iman), how can
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he fear warnings and reprimands.

Thereafter, Allah addresses the Holy Prophet ,JUj Up & JU saying, "In a like

manner have We sent you among a nation before which many nations have passed, so

that you may recite to them that which We have revealed to you, while they disbelieve in

The Most Merciful" They are ungrateful towards the great bounty of the Our'an
and choose to disbelieve it.

Then Allah commands that the announcement be made, "Say, 'He is my Lord.

There is no deity besides Him. Only on Him do I rely and towards Him do I turn.
"
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(31) If the Qur'an was such that mountains are displaced by it, or the earth is

split asunder by it, or the dead are made to speak by it (then too they will not

believe). However, all matters rest with Allah. Have the believers not become

despondent when they know that if Allah willed, He would have guided all of

mankind? Because of their evil deeds, some calamity will always afflict the

disbelievers, or descend close to their homes until Allah's promise comes.

Undoubtedly Allah does not break His promise.

THE REJECTERS WILL NOT BELIEVE EVEN THOUGH THE
MIRACLES THEY DEMAND ARE SHOWN TO THEM

Ma'alimut Tanzil (v. 2 p. 19) reports that Abdullah bin Umayya and Abu Jahl

once said to the Holy Prophet ^j U* & J^> that if he wished that they follow

him, he should use the Qur'an to cause the mountains of Makkah to be displaced

and sent to another place so that Makkah could be larger. They also requested

that he cause the rivers and springs to gush forth from the earth so that they may
be able to farm.

In addition, they mentioned to the Holy Prophet <JL*j 4p ifo JL* that he had
told them how the mountains were subjugated for Sayyidina Dawud f*~& U* and
the wind made subservient for Sayyidina Sulayman (%J\ Up. They therefore

asked that the wind be brought to their service so that they be enabled to travel

to Sham for trade and return the same day.

They added that he told them how Sayyidina Isa f^J\ Up could cause the

dead to speak. Therefore, they said, he should also cause one of their forefathers

to rise from the grave so that they could ask him whether Islam was the true

religion (D'ln). They said that since his rank was no less than that of Sayyidina

Dawud <OLJi a-U, Sayyidina Sulayman (*>Ui Up and Sayyidina Isa (OLJ\ Up, he
should ask Allah for all of these miracles, after which they would believe in him.

In reply to this request, Allah revealed the above verse viz. "If the Qur'an was
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such that mountains are displaced thereby, or the earth is split asunder thereby, or the

dead are made to speak thereby (then too they will not believe)."

This is similar to verse 111 of Surah An'am where Allah says, "Certainly if

We send the angels dawn to them or the dead speak to them or We gather everything

before them, they will not believe except ifAllah wills, but most of them are ignorant."

Allah goes on to say, "However, all matters rest with Allah." Everything

happens according to His will. None can force Him to accede to their requests.

He will guide whomsoever He wishes.

The author of Ma'alimut Tanzil reports that the Sahaba ^ .it ^ desired

that these requests of the disbelievers (kuffar) be fulfilled so that they become

Muslims. In reply to this, Allah revealed the verse, "Have the believers not become

despondent when they know that ifAllah willed, He -Would have guided all ofmankind?"

Thereafter, Allah says, "because of their evil deeds, some calamity will always

afflict the disbelievers, or descend close to their homes.. ." Allah did not fulfil their

requests because Allah knew that they never intended to believe. Then too, Allah

is not constrained to pander to anyone's wishes. Allah treats people according to

their actions. It is for this reason that the disbelievers (kuffar) constantly suffer

various calamities and disasters. If calamities do not afflict them directly, it falls

close to them so that they may take heed.

This series of calamities shall take place "until Allah's promise comes." Certain

commentators.mention that this refers to the conquest of Makkah. Others are of

the opinion that it refers to death, while others state that it means the Day of

Judgement. Allah then reminds one and all, "Undoubtedly Allah does not break His

promise."

People should, therefore, always take a lesson from any calamitiy that befall

them or their surrounding areas. They should realise that these are warnings

from Allah so that they correct their actions.
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(32) Numerous messengers before you were mocked at, but I granted respite to

disbelievers, and then I seized them. How (severe) was My retribution? (33) Can
He Who is aware of the deeds of every soul (be like him who is not like this)?

And they ascribe partners to Allah. Say, "Name them.- Are you informing Allah

of something that He has no knowledge of on earth, or merely by apparent

words? However, the plots of the disbelievers have been beautified for them
and they forbid from the path. There is no guide for him whom Allah has sent

astray. (34) They shall suffer punishment in this world, and the punishment of

the Hereafter is worse. There shall be no saviour for them from Allah. (35) The
condition of the Heaven (Jannah) that is promised to the pious is that of rivers

flowing beneath it. The fruits and shade of Heaven (Jannah) will be permanent.

This is the outcome of those who adopt piety (taqwa), while the outcome of the

disbelievers shall be the Fire. (36) Those whom We have given the Book rejoice

at what has been revealed to you, while there are some from the groups who
reject a part thereof. Say, "I have been commanded to worship only Allah and

not to ascribe partners to Him. To Him do I call and to Him will I return." (37)

Thus have We revealed it as a special Arabic command. Surely if you follow

their whims after knowledge has come to you, you shall have no helper nor

saviour against Allah.

CONSOLATION TO THE HOLY PROPHET ^j a* At J*, THE EVIL
PLIGHT OF THE DISBELIEVERS (KUFFAR) R AND THE PROMISE
OF HEAVEN (JANNAH) FOR THE PIOUS

In the first of these verses, Allah consoles the Holy Prophet pJL-^ Up &\ JU by
saying, "Numerous messengers before you were mocked at." Therefore, the Holy
Prophet jJLj aJU. &\ ju> was not the only one suffering the jeers of the disbelievers

(kuffar). Allah did not punish these people immediately. Rather, Allah says, "I

granted respite to disbelievers and (they increased in their rebellion) then I seized them.

(One can well imagine) How (severe) was My retribution?''

In this verse Allah offers solace to the Holy Prophet jJL-j aJLp ibi JU and
encourages him to persevere like all the previous Prophets ^\ ^. The
disbelievers (kuffar) can never escape Allah's punishment when it comes to them.

"Can He Who is aware of the deeds of every soul (be like him who is not like this)?

And they ascribe partners to Allah/' The false gods made by the disbelievers (kuffar)

and the polytheists can never be like Allah. How can they then be regarded as

His partners?

"Say, 'Name them." The polytheists are asked to state exactly who these

partners are and to furnish details about their positions and capabilities.

"Are you informing Allah ofsomething that He has no knowledge ofon earth..." In

Allah's complete knowledge, He has no partner on earth. Ascribing partners to

Him is tantamount to telling Allah that He does have such partners, but He is

(Allah forbid) unaware of them.
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".....or merely by apparent words?" i.e. Are your claims of other gods

substantiated or are they mere words. These gods can never be established by

mere words and have, therefore, no reality.

"However, the plots of the disbelievers have been beautified for them and theyforbid

from the path." The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that the "plots" refer to

disbelief (kufr), polytheism (shirk) and considering evil to be good. These 'plots"

have caused them to be averse to the right path of guidance. However, "There is

no guidefor him whom Allah has sent astray."

Thereafter Allah sounds a grave warning to the disbelievers (kujfar). He
says, "They shall suffer punishment in this world, and the punishment of the Hereafter

is worse. There shall be no saviourfor themfrom Allah."

In contrast to the disbelievers (kujfar), Allah then mentions the condition of

the believers (Mu'minln). Allah says, "The condition of the Heaven (Jannah) that is

promised to the pious is that of rivers flowing beneath it. The fruits and shade ofHeaven

(Jannah) will be permanent." The people of Heaven (Jannah) may have the fruits

whenever they please until eternity.

The shade of Heaven (Jannah) will also be permanent because there will be

no rising and setting of the sun. Allah says in Surah Nisa, "We shall enter them into

abundant shade." Says Allah in Surah Waqi'ah, "(They will be) in extensive shade,

flowing water and an abundance offruit that will not come to an end and will not be

restricted. " [Surah 56, verses 30-33]

Concluding the subject, Allah says, "This is the outcome of those who adopt

taqwa, while the outcome of the disbelievers shall be the Fire."

Thereafter Allah praises those people of the book (Ahlul Kitab) who accepted

Islam. He says, "Those whom We have given the Book rejoice at what has been revealed

to you..." "Ruhul Ma'ani" reports that these were 40 Christians of Najran, 8 from

Yemen and 32 from Abysinnia (Ethiopia). There were also a few Jews who
accepted Islam, like Sayyidina Abdullah bin Salam <up ii ^j.

"...while there are some from the groups [of the people of book (Ahlul Kitab)]

who reject a part of it." Some of the people of book (Ahlul Kitab) accepted only

those parts of the Qur'an that appealed to them, while rejecting the rest.

"Say, T have been commanded to worship only Allah and not to ascribe partners to

Him. To Him do I call and to Him will I return." i.e. I will continue to adhere to my
religion (D'in) whether the disbelievers (kujfar) like it or not.

THE QUR'AN IS A SPECIAL COMMAND IN ARABIC

"Thus have We revealed it as special Arabic command." This verse refutes those

people of book (Ahlul Kitab) who rejected the Qur'an on the basis that some of its

laws differed with those of the previous scriptures. Allah tells them that just as

the previous scriptures were revealed according to the circumstances and the

natures of the previous people, so too is the Qur'an revealed according to the

state of affairs prevailing at the time of revelation and the people to whom it is

addressed.

All the previous religion's (D'in's) and scriptures differed in their laws and
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languages. Some contained laws that were subsequently abrogated, while others

contained laws that were strange to others. Despite all of this, the previous

nations never condemned the others. Therefore, since the Qur'an is revealed in

Arabic and contains laws that are strange to them, the people of book (Ahlul

Kitab) have no cause to reject it on this basis.

"Surely if you follow their whims after knowledge has come to you, you shall have

no helper nor saviour against Allah." Although this verse seems to be addressed to

the Holy Prophet ^j «up & Ju*, it is actually an appeal to all Muslims. If one

accepts the Holy Prophet pJL-j *> ii JU as the addressee, then the verse will be a

supposition i.e. If he was ever to succumb to their whims, he would have no ally

against Allah. However, it was impossible for the Holy Prophet <X* 3 *> & J** to

contradict the commands of Allah and follow the disbelievers (kujfar).

JyLjj^ J^ <s** 6-4 J&^\ >^J of cP s*tsN * j**> >-*^

(38) Verily, We have sent many messengers before you and We granted them

wives and progenies. A messenger is not able to produce a sign without Allah's

order. Every period had written commands. (39) Allah effaces what He wills

and establishes (what He wills). With Him is the Mother of Books. (40) If We
were to show you some of the promises that We made to them or we were to

claim your soul, then propagation will be your responsibility and reckoning

Ours. (41) Do they not see that We have been reducing the earth from its

borders. Allah commands and there is none to avert His command. And He is

swift in reckoning. (42) Those before them have plotted, but to Allah does all

plotting belong. He knows what every soul earns, and the disbelievers will soon

come to know to whom belongs the outcome of the Hereafter. (43) The

disbelievers say, "You are not a messenger." Say, "Allah is sufficient as witness

between us, and so are those who possess the knowledge of the Book."
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ALL THE PROPHETS P
*Jt^ BEFORE THE HOLY PROPHET At JL*

^j U* had wives and children, and none was able to
PRODUCE A MIRACLE WITHOUT ALLAH'S ORDER

"Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 13 p. 1 68) reports that the Jews objected against the Holy

Prophet jJL. j Up ibt JU» by saying that he cannot be a Prophet because of his many
wives. They maintained that a Prophet does not have the chance to care for so

many wives. In reply to this objection, Allah revealed the verse saying, "Verily,

We have sent many messengers before you and We granted them wives and progenies."

Having wives and children is not against the concept of the Prophethood,

neither is it detrimental to it. The Jews were well aware of the fact that Sayyidina

Dawud f%Jt «uU and Sayyidina Sulayman fiLJ\ Uphad many wives, yet they did

not object against them. They objected to the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up &\ ju only

because they refused to accept his message and they intended to mislead the

polytheists as well. The reply given in the Qur'an answers people of all times >

who may raise the same objection.

The purpose of the Prophets (%~& ^^ was to guide mankind in all aspects of

their lives. It was therefore necessary that they also marry and have children, so

that people could be guided about how they should behave in the same situation.

In this manner, the teachings of the Prophets f*~M ^^a* were practical, and not

merely theoretical.

The Holy Prophet jJL, 3 Up &\ JU> was sent as the Holy Prophet to the whole of

mankind until the Day of Judgement. Therefore, his teachings were meant to be

far reaching, offering guidance in every matter governing a person's life. The
pure wives of the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up it J^> have explained fine details of his

life that could only be noticed by a wife. In this manner, the Ummah were

informed of a vast number facts to lead them on the way to salvation.

By way of the many proofs and miracles, the Prophethood of the Holy

Prophet jJL- j ^ it JL* has been clearly established. Therefore, one cannot object

to the number of wives that he had since a Prophet of Allah will never do

anything contrary to Allah's commands.

"A messenger is not able to produce a sign without Allah's order." According to

many commentators, the word "sign" refers to miracles. The fact that any

Prophet did not produce a miracle that was demanded by the people does not

mean that he was not a Prophet. Allah is not constrained to accede to these

demands, especially since these people ask without the intention to believe, and

since so many other proofs attest to the Prophethood of the Holy Prophet i»» JU>

Other commentators have mentioned that "sign" refers to laws of the

Shari'ah. People cannot demand that the Holy Prophet formulate such laws that

comply with the previous Shari'ah. They cannot also question him when certain

laws are repealed. Only Allah reserves the right to enforce laws and regulations

as He pleases.

Allah says in Surah Yunus, "It does not behove me to alter it ofmy awn accord. I

follow only what has been revealed to me." [Surah 10, verse 15]
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"Every period had written commands/'Every nation has laws according to

their respective situations and times. In the same way, this Ummah also has the

same.

"Allah effaces what He wills and establishes." Of the many interpretation

quoted by the author of "Ruhul Ma'ani", one is that Allah repeals whatever laws

He wills, and retains those that He wishes to retain.

It has been quoted in Ma'alimut Tanzil (v. 3 p.22) that the verse means that

Allah effaces the sins of people because of their repentance (Taubah), and records

good deeds in place of them. According to Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ifo ^j
**, the good and evil deeds of people are effaced from the account of deeds

recorded by the angels.

Sayyidina Hasan *ip &\ <^j interprets the verse to mean that, on the night of

Qadr, Allah effaces the names of those who are to die in the ensuing year,

whereas the names of the others are retained (on the list of the living). Other

interpretations have also been tendered, but they are inappropriate.

"With Him is the Mother of Books." This refers to the Lawhul Mahfuz
(Protected Tablet) which contains everything pertaining to the past, present and
the future. None is allowed access to it and all matters are decreed according to

its contents.

"IfWe were to show you some of the promises (of punishment) that We made to

them or we were to claim your soul (then it would be of no consequence to you,

Your task will remain the same i.e.), then propagation will be your responsibility and

reckoning Ours."

Commentators mention that the punishment referred to in the verse came to

the polytheists when they were defeated at Badr and many of them were killed.

Thereafter, the Muslims conquered Makkah, when some of the disbelievers

(kujfar) were slain and others became Muslims.

"Do they not see that We have been reducing the earth from its borders." Some
commentators have interpreted the verse to mean that the disbelievers (kujfar)

should take heed of the fact that their territory was gradually being reduced to

make way for the Muslims. The Muslims were dominating territory after

territory in a short while because the sway of the oppressors never lasts long and

the pious must eventually dominate. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas <up &\ ^Jf

Sayyidina Qatada *4* & **-j and others have forwarded this interpretation.

Other commentators mention that Allah had gradually reduced the

habitable land area of the earth by destroying the oppressive nations. People to

come should take a lesson from these facts and not succumb to the same follies.

"Allah commands and there is none to avert His command. And He is Swift irr

reckoning." When Allah decides to punish a nation, none will be able to avert the

punishment from them.

"Those before them have plotted (against the Prophets f^ui^ and the believers

(Mu'minin), but' to Allah does all plotting belong." No plot can overpower Allah's

plan.
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"He knows what every soul earns../' Allah is aware of all the attacks made

upon the Muslims and will soon punish the aggressors. When this will happen,

"the disbelievers will soon come to know to whom belongs the outcome of the Hereafter."

In the Hereafter the disbelievers (kuffar) will learn that the believers (Mu'minin)

were indeed the successful ones.

"The disbelievers say, 'You are not a messenger/ Say, 'Allah is sufficient as

Witness between us, and so are those who possess the knowledge of the Book." The

rejection of the disbelievers (kuffar) will not affect the Prophethood of Holy

Prophet fJL-j aJLp ito J^. Allah is a sufficient witness. The people of book (Ahlul

Kitab) are also well aware of the fact that the Holy Prophet ^J—j *> &\ J^> was the

final messenger to man because they learnt this from their scriptures.
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Surah Ibrahim

[(Prophet) Ibrahim] XIV

&» +
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In the name of Allah, the Most Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) Alif Lam Ra. This is a Book that We revealed to you to remove people from

the multitudes of darkness, taking them towards light, by the command of your

Lord to the path of The Mighty, The One Worthy of praise. (2) Allah is He to

Whom belongs all that is within the heavens and the earth. Woe be to the

disbelievers by way of a severe punishment. (3) (They are) those who prefer the

life of this world to the Hereafter, who forbid (others) from Allah's path and

who seek crookedness in it. These people are far astray.

ALLAH REVEALED THE QUR'AN SO THAT PEOPLE MAY BE
REMOVED FROM DARKNESS AND BROUGHT TO LIGHT ALLAH
IS MIGHTY AND THE MASTER OF THE UNIVERSE

Surah Ibrahim begins with the verse that declares, "This is a (magnificent)

Book that We revealed to you to remove people from the multitudes of darkness, taking

them towards light, by the command ofyour Lord. .

.

"
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Thereafter, Allah describes the "light" as "the path of The Mighty, The One

Worthy of praise." The word "praise" refers to all praiseworthy attributes. These

are all applicable to Allah.

Thereafter, Allah speaks of the control that He exercises over the creation.

He says, "Allah is He to Whom belongs all that is within the heavens and the earth"

Allah is the Creator and Supreme Master of everything. Those who deny this

actually deny their Creator and Master. Therefore, they are warned, "Woe be to

the disbelievers by way ofa severe punishment.

"

THE QUALITIES OF THE DISBELIEVERS (KUFFAR)

Allah then enumerates three traits of the disbelievers (kujfar). The first is that

they are "Those who prefer the life of this world to the Hereafter..." It is this negligence

of the Hereafter that causes the disbelievers (kujfar) to remain as they are.

The second trait is that they "forbid (others) from Allah's path..." Neither do

they accept, nor do they allow others to accept. The third trait is that they "seek

crookedness in it." They are ever vigilant to expose any defect that they hope to

find in the religion (D'in) of Islam. They then use this to raise absurd objections

against the religion (D'in).

Because of these despicable traits, Allah declares, "These people are far astray."

(4) We sent every messenger with the language of his nation so that he may

clearly explain to them. Then Allah sends astray whom He wills and guides

whom He wills. He is The Mighty, The Wise.

THE PROPHETS P
*J«^ ALL SPOKE THE LANGUAGE OF THEIR

NATIONS

Allah mentions an extremely important point in this verse viz. "We sent

every messenger with the language of his nation so that he may clearly explain to them."

Allah caused the entire human race to issue forth from Sayyidina Adam <oU\ Up

and Sayyidah Hawwa f*~& u>. They were then divided into various tribes and

sects, all having different colours and languages.

Allah says in Surah Rum, "Andfrom His signs is the creation of the heavens and

the earth and the variation of your languages and colours. There are certainly signs

therein for those who have knowledge. " [Surah 30, verse 22]

The greatest instrument used by the Prophets ^ ^ to propagate and

teach their nations was their language. It was therefore imperative that every one

of the Prophets c
^lji^ spoke the language of the nation to which he was sent.

Sayyidina Lut ^\ Up lived in a place close to Babylon, but migrated to

Sham. There he married one of the women of the area and learnt their language.
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It was then that he declared the Prophethood. Although he was not from the

area, he preached to the people in their own language so that they were able to

understand.

The verse does not imply that the Prophets r
!*~Ji ^-l* did not know any other

languages. They could have known many languages, but they preached to the

people in the language that the people understood.

ALTHOUGH SAYYIDINA MUHAMMAD jJL-j Up At J^ WAS SENT
TO MANKIND AT LARGE, THE QUITAN, THE ADHAN AND
SALAH ARE ALL IN ARABIC

As mentioned by the Holy Prophet (JL-.J *> i»» JU in a hadith of Bukhari, he

was sent to the whole of mankind, unlike other Prophets ^lj\ r^. However,

since he was sent among the Arabs first, he was from them, spoke their language

and the Qur'an was revealed in Arabic as well.

Arabic is a language like no other. The eloquence and articulation of Arabic

is not found in any other language. The words of Arabic are not difficult like

those of English and Sanskrit and are easy to learn. These are some of the reasons

why Arabic was chosen as the language of the Qur'an.

Since the Ummah of Muhammad <J~>j aJLp &\ JL* comprises diversely varying

groups, it was necessary to unite them on one common language, the obvious

choice being Arabic. The Qur'an was to be learnt and memorised for centuries to

come. This was only possible if it was restricted to one language, the most

suitable for this purpose being Arabic.

People were to receive rewards for the mere recitation of the Qur'an.

Therefore it had to be in a language that was easy for all to learn to recite. Again

the obvious choice is Arabic. Even little children quickly master its recitation and

millions of them have memorised the Qur'an.

The language of the Qur'an also has to be easy to pronounce. The letters of

Arabic (although some require practice) are simple to pronounce. This will be

realised by comparison with the letters of other languages, some of which can

only be pronounced by the natives of these languages. For all of the above

reasons, the Adhan and Salah also have to be rendered in Arabic.

Another reason is that Muslims have to come into contact with the Arabs by

virtue of the Hajj which has to be performed in Makkah. Therefore, Muslims

have to be acquainted with their language.

The duty of the Prophets ^i^ was to propagate the message. They were

not entrusted with compelling people to accept. Therefore Allah says that after

the Prophets <>%Ji ^^-u have passed the message on "Then Allah sends astray whom
He wills and guides whom He wills. He is The Mighty', The Wise.

"

Ji cJl&\ yfjt &$g-9 jj t^.1%^p G£& Jl2j
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(5) Indeed we sent Musa with Our signs (instructing him), "Remove, your

people from the multitudes of darkness, taking them into the light. And remind

them of the days of Allah. Verily there are signs in this for every person who
exercises extreme patience and gratitude." (6) (Recall the time) when Musa told

his people, "Recall Allah's bounties on you when He rescued you from the

people of Pharaoh (Fir'aun), who were inflicting a severe punishment on you by
slaughtering your sons and keeping your daughters alive. In this was a great

trial from your Lord.

SAYYIDINA MUSA f
*Ji Up IS SENT TO THE BANI ISRA'IL AND

REMINDS THEM OF ALLAH' S FAVOURS ON THEM
After arriving in Egypt during the time of Sayyidina Yusuf f^Uru*, the Bani

Isra'Il were subjected to extreme torture for approximately 400 years by the

Egyptian Copts. Sayyidina Musa fiLJs *4± lived among the Egyptians for 30 years

and with the people of Madyan for ten years. He understood the language of the

Bani Isra'Il as well as that of the Egyptians. For this reason Allah sent him as a

the Holy Prophet to the Bani Isra'Il as well as to the people of Egypt.

The people of Fir'aun were polytheist and they influenced the Bani Isra'Il

also wth theire practices. As a result of this, the bani Isra'Il easily took to

worshipping the calf and once when "they came across a nation who were devoted to

their idols, they said, 'O Musa, makefor us a god like how they have gods.

For this reason, Allah instructed Sayyidina Musa (MJ» Up, "Remove your

people from the multitudes of darkness [disbelief (kufr), polytheism (shirk) and sin],

taking them into the light"

"And remind them of the days of Allah." All days belong to Allah because He
created them all. However, the "days of Allah" refer to the changes and
revolutions that took place throughout history. Allah caused great kings and
their dynasties to collapse. Some cannot even be located. Allah told Sayyidina

Musa £LJ\ <A± to remind the Bani Isra'Il of these so that they may take heed and
mend their ways.

Other commentators have interpreted the "days of Allah" to mean the

bounties and favours of Allah.

"Verily there are signs in it for every person who exercises extreme patience and

gratitude." Those people who recall the afflictions suffered by the previous

nations will find it easy to bear the hardships and difficulties that afflict them.

Such people will also be inclined to show gratitude to Allah for any bounty that

He confers on them.

Allah reminds the Jews about the time "When Musa told his people, 'Recall
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AMh's bounties on you when He rescued you from the people of Pharaoh (Fir'aun), who

were inflicting a severe punishment on you by slaughtering your sons and keeping your

daughters alive." According to Allah's command, .Sayyidina Musa ^LJ\ U*

addressed the Bani Isra'U and reminded them of the past. He began by

reminding them of the greatest favour that Allah had bestowed upon them,

which was their delivery from the torture of Pharaoh (Fir'aun). Pharaoh (Fir'aun)

would preserve the lives of the women of the Bani Isra'U so that they could serve

him and his nation. They would then be subjected to the most arduous of menial

tasks.

Sayyidina Musa f^LJ\ «Up continued to remind them, "In this was great trial

from your Lord/' Another translation of the Arabic word "bala" (besides 'trial') is

"favour." According to this translation, Sayyidina Musa t%~b <4* would be

referring to the salvation of the Bani Isra'U from Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and his

followers.

£u *ut dJ* \Zu*? JfJ^\ <i b*j fA \jj& 4 <yy Jl*j 4^ JiX^i

(7) When your Lord announced, "If you show gratitude, then I will definitely

give you more, and if you are ungrateful, then indeed My punishment is severe.

(8) Musa said, "If you people and all the people on the earth are ungrateful, then

verily Allah is Independent, Worthy of all praise."

ALLAH'S ANNOUNCEMENT THAT HE WILL GRANT MORE
FAVOURS BECAUSE OF GRATITUDE AND THAT INGRATITUDE
WILL RESULT IN SEVERE PUNISHMENT

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" has written that after Sayyidina Musa f^LJ\ *A*

reminded the Bani Isra'U of Allah's bounties upon them, he also told them,

"When your Lord announced, 'If you show gratitude, then I will definitely give you

more, and ifyou are ungrateful, then indeed My punishment is severe."

Gratitude for Allah's favours should be expressed in words and in actions.

Gratitude by way of actions means that one's deeds must conform to Allah's

injunctions, and that one must always abstain from disobeying Allah in any way.

Just as the grateful people receive an increase in Allah's bounties, the ingrates

will have their bounties depleted.

Surah Nahl mentions the episode of a certain town, the inhabitants of which

were extremely fortunate in every sense. However, they were deprived of all of

this on account of their ingratitude to Allah. Verses 15 to 21 of Surah Saba (Surah

34) also recounts a similar scenario which occurred to the people of Saba.

"Musa said, 'If you people and all the people on the earth are ungrateful, then

verily Allah is Independent, Worthy of all praise.

By being grateful, a person benefits only himself. Allah does not require the
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gratitude, nor the praise of anyone. People harm only themselves by not carrying

out these actions.

f. ^ M'**' >i' \s* ' *• •' ~>s \" ^ fax*" -J^V '&
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(9) Have,the incidents of those before you not come to you? The incidents of the

nation of Nun, the Ad, the Thamud, and those after them? Only Allah knows
them. Their messengers came to them with clear signs, but they placed their

hands in their mouths and said, "Verily we do not believe in what you have

been sent with. We are in such a doubt regarding that towards which you call us,

that it has cast us into uncertainty." (10) Their messengers said, "Are you in

doubt regarding Allah, Who is the Creator of the heavens and the earth? He calls

you to forgive your sins and to grant you respite until the appointed term." They

said, "You are but mere humans like ourselves, You intend to forbid us from

what our forefathers used to worship. So produce a clear proof!" (11) Their

messengers told them, "We are but mere humans like yourselves, but Allah

favours whomsoever He wills from His bondsmen. We are unable to produce a

proof for you without Allah's order. Only on Allah should the believers rely."

(12) "Why should we not rely on Allah, when He has guided us to His paths? We
shall definitely exercise patience on the difficulties that you cause to us. Only in

Allah should those who have trust place their trust."

THE OBSTINACY OF THE PREVIOUS NATIONS, THE
PROPAGATION OF THE MESSENGERS AND THE ABSURD
QUESTIONS RAISED BY THEIR NATIONS

The Quraysh of Makkah refused to accept the truth and made all types of

absurd remarks. In reply, Allah revealed the above verses. Allah says, "Have the

incidents of those before you not come to you? The incidents of the nation ofNuh, the Ad,
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the Thamud, and those after them? Only Allah knows them." The polytheists of

Makkah were well aware of the incidents. These were also mentioned to them in

the Qur'an and they heard of them from the Jews and the Christians. On their

travels they even passed by the ruins of these civilizations. However, they failed

to take heed of the lessons they presented.

Thereafter Allah describes the condition of the previous people. He says,

"Their messengers came to them with clear signs, but they placed their hands in their

mouths and said, 'Verily we do not believe in what you have been sent with. We are in

such a doubt regarding that towards which you call us, that it has cast us into

uncertainty.

"

When the people rejected the message of oneness of Allah (Tauhid), "Their

messengers said, 'Are you in doubt regarding Allah, Who is the Creator of the heavens

and the earth (Do you not see His magnificence in these creations)? He calls you to

forgive your sins and to grant you respite until the appointed term.

"

When the people were unable to reply to the Prophets (*~& ^, they began

to refute their apostleship. Therefore, "They said, 'You are but mere humans like

ourselves, You intend to forbid us from what our forefathers used to worship. So produce

a clear proof (a miracle)!"'

"Their messengers told them, 'We are but mere humans like yourselves (This does

not disprove our apostleship), but Allah favours whomsoever He wills from His

bondsmen (by making them the Holy Prophets). We are unable to produce a prooffor

you (i.e. the miracles that you demand) without Allah's order. Only in Allah should

the believers rely."

In addition, the Prophets f^LJ\ r^U said, "Why should we not rely on Allah,

when He has guided us to His paths? We shall definitely exercise patience on the

difficulties that you cause to us. Only in Allah should those who have trust place their

trust." It is learnt from this that those who propagate the truth should expect

opposition and difficulties from people, but they should persevere through all of

this and pin their reliance in Allah.

jC^>r <y==> hjUj \y>CJC^\j \^A J**f>j jtj <jy^ >_3U- <>i ^iATi

(13) The disbelievers said to their messengers, "We shall certainly exile you from

our land, otherwise you should return to our religion (Din)." Their Lord sent
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revelation to them, "We shall surely destroy the oppressors... (14) .And We shall

definitely settle you in the land after them. This is for him who fears standing

before Me and who fears My warning." (15) They sought a decision and every

obstinate tyrant was unsuccessful. (16) Before him is Hell and he will be given

puss as a drink. (17) He will drink it in sips and it will not go down his throat.

Death will come to him from all sides, but he will not die. Before him will be

severe punishment.

THE PREVIOUS NATIONS THREATEN TO EXILE THEIR
MESSENGERS AND THE SEVERE PUNISHMENT OF THE
DISBELIEVERS (KUFFAR)

When the disbelievers (kuffar) could no longer reply to the Prophets
r
->ui ^u,

they threatened to expel th&m and their followers from the town unless they

forsook their religion (D'in) to join the ranks of the disbelievers (kuffar) once
more. Even today the disbelievers (kuffar) sound the same threat to the Muslims.

As was already mentioned in verse 30 of Surah Anfal {Surah 8), the

polytheists of Makkah also contemplated exiling the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up it JU
from Makkah. The Sahabah ** iui ^j were forced to migrate first to Abysinnia,
and then eventually to Madinah. Later, the battle of Badr caused a serious blow
to the disbelievers (kuffar), and then, six years later, the Muslims conquered
Makkah, Now the Muslims could live in peace in their native land. The same
transpired with the previous Prophets r

%Ji^ and their followers. They were
victors at the end of the day.

IT IS CONTRARY TO THE QUR'AN FOR MUSLIMS TO AWAIT
ALLAH'S HELP WHILE THEY THEMSELVES ARE SINFUL

After promising His help to the believers (Mu'minln) against the oppressors,
Allah says, "This (promise) is for him who fears standing before Me (on the Day of

Judgement) and who,fears My warning." Allah will fulfil His promise of assistance

to those people who are convinced about the Day of Judgement and about the

warnings sounded to them by the Prophets
r
^LJi^ and the divine scriptures.

When a person fears these things, then he will automatically abstain from
sin. Therefore, this promise will not be for those who are sinful. Nowadays
Muslims are generally steeped in sin. They flagrantly violate Allah's

commandments and pay no heed to the Obligations (Faraidh) and Compulsories
(Wajibat). Their business practices contradict the laws of Shari'ah and they
infringe the rights of other people. This being the case, they cannot expect Allah's

help in their struggle against the disbelievers (kuffar).

Allah says in Surah Al Imran with regard to the battle of Uhud, "Do not lose

courage and do not be grieved for you shall be elevated ifyou are indeed believers." The
condition for elevation here is belief (Iman), which makes demands that have to

be fulfilled.

In another verse, Sayyidina Musa fX-Ss u* told his people, "Seek Allah's

assistance and exercise patience. Surely the earth belongs to Allah. He grants it to

whomsoever He wills, and success is for the pious."

Allah mentions in Surah Hud, after the salvation of Sayyidina Nuh
r
MJi Up
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and his followers, 'Indeed the final outcome will be in favour of the pious." [Surah 11,

verse 49]

"They sought a decision and every obstinate tyrant was unsuccessful." Certain

commentators have interpreted the verse to mean that the Prophets f*~i\ ^
sought Allah's decision to assist them, after which the disbelievers (kuffar) were

destroyed. This is substantiated by the verse in Surah A'raf where Sayyidina

Shu'ayb f*~«h <4* made the following supplication (du'a) to Allah after he was

threatened with expulsion from the town. He said, "O our Lord! Decide between us

and our people with the truth, for You are the best of Deciders." [Surah 7, verse 89]

According to other commentators, the verse means that the disbelievers

(kuffar) sought a decision from Allah. After growing weary of the Holy Prophet's

preaching, they submitted to Allah to decide the matter by sending His

punishment. The people of Sayyidina Nuh (OLJi U* said, "So bring forth what you

promise us ifyou are of the truthful ones." [Surah Hud (11), verse 32]

The nation of Sayyidina Shu'ayb f^LJ\ *A* said,: "So cause a piece of the sky to

fall on us ifyou are from the truthful ones" The Quraysh said, "Oh our Lord! Hurry

with our share (of punishment) before the Day of Reckoning." The Quraysh also said,

"When they said, 'O Allah! If this (Islam) really is the truth from You, then shower on

us stonesfrom the skies, or afflict us with a painful punishment."

All of these people did not have faith in the warnings of the Prophets ^
r
%Ji, but made the above requests mockingly. As a result, they suffered Allah's

punishment in this world, and will surely receive much worse in the Hereafter.

Describing their punishment in the Hereafter, Allah says, ''Before him is Hell

and he will be given puss as a drink. He will drink it in sips and it will not go dawn his

throat."

Sayyidina Abu Umamah ** & ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^ &\ J^
jJL-j made the following comment about the verse "he will be given puss as a drink.

He will drink it in sips..." The Holy Prophet (4-^ <4* i»t JU said, "When the drink of

puss will be brought close to the mouth of the person of Hell, he will be repulsed. As it

will be brought even closer, it will scorch his face and the skin of his face will fall off

When he drinks it, his intestines will be ripped apart and emerge from his anus."

Thereafter the Holy Prophet (JL-j aJp iui JU> recited the following verses:

"....those who will abide forever in the Fire and are given boiling water to drink,

which will tear their innards to shreds."

"If they beseech help, they will be helped with water that is like the residue of burnt

oil and will scorch theirfaces. A terrible drink indeed!" [Mishkat p. 503]

Further describing the plight of the person in Hell, Allah says, "Death will

come to him from all sides, butJte will not die." Every type of punishment will be

sufficient to kill a person, yet he will not die because the punishment is meant to

be eternal. Allah says in Surah TaHa, "Hell, where he shall neither live nor die."

Verse of Surah Al A'la states, "He will not die there, nor will he live.

"

"Before him will be severe punishment." The punishments will never cease. One
punishment will always be followed by another. Allah says in Surah Nahl, "For

those who disbelieve and forbid from Allah's path, We shall add punishment to their
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punishment because of the corruption that they caused." [Surah 16, verse 88]
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(18) The example of the actions of those who disbelieve in their Lord is like that

of ashes that are blown away by a wind on a stormy day. They have absolutely

no control of what they earn. This is a distant deviation. (19) Do you not see that

Allah has created the heavens and the earth with the truth? If He wills, He could

remove you and bring a new creation... (20) This is not at all difficult for Allah.

(21) They will all enter the presence of Allah. Then the weak ones will say to the

proud ones, "Indeed we were your followers, so are you able to avert some of

Allah's punishment from us?" They will reply, "If Allah had guided us, we

would have guided you. It makes no difference whether we vent our anxiety or

we exercise patience. We have no escape.

THE DEEDS OF THE DISBELIEVERS (KUFFAR) WILL BE WASTED
AND THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADERS AND THEIR
FOLLOWERS ON THE DAY OF JUDGMENT (QIYAMAH)

Allah informs us in the first of the above verses that all the seemingly good

deeds of the disbelievers (kuffar) (like charity, kindness, etc) will be wasted to

them on the day of Judgement. The example of this is like that of ashes that are

swept away by an extremely severe wind. Nothing is left to indicate that it once

existed.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that this verses is a reply to those who
question the punishment mentioned in the forgoing verses. They ask why will

the disbelievers (kuffar) suffer these torments when they also carried out good

deeds in the world.

Allah says in Surah Furqan, "We will then turn to their deeds and reduce it to

scattered dust." [Surah 25, verse 23]

Allah then says, "Do you not see that Allah has created the heavens and the earth

with the truth?" i.e. Allah has created them with perfect wisdom. All

belong to Him and He may deal with them as He pleases.

"If He wills, He could remove you and bring a new creation. This is not at all

difficultfor Allah." Allah can do as He pleases and none can alter His plans.
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Thereafter, Allah describes a scene on the Day of Judgement. Allah says,

"They will all enter in the presence of Allah. Then (after all the wrongdoers are

condemned to Hell) the weak ones will say to the proud ones (i.e. their leaders and

superiors), 'Indeed we were your followers (we hearkened to you people instead of

the Prophets ^%J\ ,**>), so are you able to avert some ofAllah's punishmentfrom us?"

To this plea, the leaders will reply, "IfAllah had guided us (to escape from the

punishment), we would have guided you (to it). It makes no difference whether we vent

our anxiety or we exercise patience. We have no escape."

Also recounting this altercation between the people of Hell, Allah says in

Surah Mu'min, "The haughty ones will say, 'We are all together in the Tire. Allah has

already passedjudgement between His bondsmen.'" [Surah 40, verse 48]

It has already passed in verses 166 and 167 of Surah Baqarah (Surah 2) Surah

Mu'min that the leaders will exonerate themselves from their followers. Verse 38

and 39 of Surah A'raf (Surah 7) has mentioned how the inmates of Hell will curse

each other and verses 31 to 33 of Surah Saba (Surah 34) also quotes the feud

between people on the Day of Judgement.
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(22) When the matter will be decided, Satan (Shaytan) will say, "Allah had

certainly made a true promise to you. I also made promises to you, but I

breached them. The only control that I exercised over you was that I invited you,

and you responded to me. So do not blame me, but blame yourselves. I cannot

be a helper to you, nor can you be helpers to me. I am absolved of your action of

ascribing me as a partner from before. There shall be a torturous punishment for

the oppressors. (23) Those who believe and do good deeds will be entered into

gardens beneath which rivers flow. There they shall abide forever by the order

of their Lord. Their greeting there shall be 'Salam'

.

AFTER DECISIONS ARE PASSED ON THE DAY OF JUDGMENT
(QIYAMAH), SATAN (SHAYTAN) SHALL EXONERATE HIMSELF
FROM HIS FOLLOWERS

Although Satan (Shaytan) is responsible for leading many people astray, he

will put the blame on them on the Day of Judgement. Allah says in the above

verses, "When the matter will be decided, Satan (Shaytan) will say, 'Allah had certainly
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made a true promise to you. I also made promises to you, but I breached them.'" Saying

this, he will reprimand them for listening to his promises instead of those that

Allah made to them via the Anbiya f%^\ r^.

He will also say, "The only control that I exercised over you was that I invited

you, and you responded to me. So do not blame me, but blame yourselves." Satan

(Shaytan) never forced them to do as they did and to falsify the Prophets f**~j ^jlp.

He only led them on and they fell headlong for his guile.

He will say to them, 7 cannot be a helper to you, nor can you be helpers to me. I

am absolved of your action of ascribing me as a partner from before. There shall be a

torturous punishmentfor the oppressors."

It is the extreme grace of Allah that He has informed man in this very world

about the trickery and double standards of Satan (Shaytan). The intelligent

person should contemplate about his personal situation. If he is on the wrong
path, he should think who set him upon it. He will clearly see that it was the

same Satan (Shaytan) who will absolve himself of blame on the Day of

Judgement. In this manner, one can correct one's actions.

THE REWARDS OF THE BELIEVERS

"Those who believe and do good deeds will be entered into gardens beneath which

rivers flow. There they shall abide forever by the order of their Lord. Their greeting there

shall be 'Salam'." They will enjoy the bliss of Heaven Qannah). They will greet each

other with supplications of peace (Salam). Even the angels will greet them with

Salam. A detailed explanation of the Salam in Heaven Qannah) was given in the

verse 10 of Surah Yunus (Surah 10), where Allah says, "Their call therein shall be,

'O Allah! You are. Pure!' and their greeting will be Salam. Their final call shall be, 'All

praise befor Allah, the Lord of the universe."
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(24) Do you not see how Allah cites the example of the pure word as a pure tree,

the roots of which are set firm and the branches of which reach into the sky...

(25) It bears fruit every season by the command of its Lord. Allah cites

examples for people so that they may reflect. (26) And the example of the evil

word is like that of a miserable tree that is uprooted from the ground, having no

stability. (27) Allah keeps those who believe steadfast by a firm word in this

world and in the Hereafter. And He sends the oppressors astray. Allah does as

He pleases.
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THE SIMILITUDE OF THE GOOD AND THE EVIL WORD
The commentators mention that the* "pure word" refers to the Kalimah of

Islam viz. "La ilaha IllAllah". On the other hand, the "evil word" refers to the

words of disbelief (kufr).

Allah says, "Do you not see how Allah cites the example of the pure word as a

pure tree, the roots of'which are set firm and the branches ofwhich reach into the sky. It

bears fruit every season by the command of its Lord. Allah cites examples for people so

that they may reflect. "Tirmidhi narrates from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ ;

<up & that the "pure tree" is the date palm. The roots of "La ilaha IllAllah" are set

deeply within the heart of the believer (Mu'min) and his good deeds reach into

the heavens. This denotes that Allah accepts them.

This is similar to the verse in Surah Fatir, where Allah says, "The Pure Word

climbs unto Him, propelled by good deeds." The date palm is steady and firm on the

ground. It bears fruit regularly, thereby benefiting man constantly.

Thereafter Allah says, "And the example of the evil word is like that ofa miserable

tree that is uprooted from the ground, having no stability." The narration of Tirmidhi

continues to quote the Holy Prophet (JL-j <JLp &\ J^> as saying that the "miserable

tree" is the wild gourd, which is extremely bitter. The taste as well as the odour

are miserable and eating it will cause various harms to the body.

This tree is such that it has no stability and can be uprooted without any

effort. The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes thtattthe wild gourd is referred to as a

tree in keeping with the fact that the Kalimah was depicted as a tree. In reality,

the wild gourd is actually a creeper.

The word and statements of disbelief (kufr) have no stability compared to

the Kalimah of Islam. It does not benefit anyone, but rather causes untold harm.

Allah will not accept the actions of the disbeliever (kafir). Therefore, the example

of disbelief (kufr) is cited as the wild gourd because it has no branches.

ALLAH WILL KEEP THE BELIEVERS STEADFAST BY THE "FIRM
WORD"

"Allah keeps those who believe steadfast by a firm word in this world and in the

Hereafter." The 'firm word" refers to the Kalimah viz. "La ilaha IllAllah." The

meaning of the verse is that Allah will safeguard the believers (Mu'minin) from

the attacks and guile of Satan (Shaytan) until their dying moments.

Sayyidina Bara bin Azib **- i»» ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^ &\ ju
JL-j said, "When the Muslirn is questioned in the grave, he will testify, 'La ilaha

IllAllah Muhammadur Rasulullah/ This is what Allah refers to when He
mentions, "Allah keeps those who believe steadfast by a firm word in this world and

in the Hereafter." [Bukhari]

Sayyidina Uthman ^ &\ ^j reports that when the Holy Prophet *> & J^
(JL,j had completed the burial of any Muslim, he would tell the Sahabah ^ &\ ^>j,

"Pray for the forgiveness of your brother and then pray for his steadfastness,

because he is now going to be questioned." [Abu Dawud]

"And He sends the oppressors astray. Allah does as He pleases." The author
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of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that the versei refers to the disbelievers (kuffar). Allah

sends them astray in this world because* they have opted to alter the perfect

beliefs with which they were born; they followed the deviant ones, rejected the

proofs of the Prophets r
%~Ji^ and showed an aversion to the truth.

The Holy Prophet ^j Up &\ J^> has mentioned that when the disbeliever

(kafir) and the hypocrites (Munafiqin) will be questioned regarding the Holy
Prophet pi-j <M & J~e, he will reply, "I do not know. I used to say what the

people said."

According to other narrations, he will exclaim, "O! I do not know!" when
asked every one of the three questions viz. Who is his Lord, What was his

religion (D'ln), and what has he to say about this person viz. the Holy Prophet
JL-j aJLp ill (JU*?

THE PUNISHMENT IN THE GRAVE IS PROVEN FROM THE
QUR'AN AND THE AHADlTH

The belief of the Ahlus Sunnah wal Jama'ah is that the disbelievers (kuffar)

and some sinful believers (Mu'minin) will be punished in the grave. The Sahabah
**& s ^j immediately believed in whatever was revealed in the Qur'an and told

to them by the Holy Prophet pJL-j 4* & J* Nowadays, however, people tend to

doubt these sources. The enemies of Islam also exert themselves to cast all types

of doubts in the minds o£ the Muslims. As a result of this, many Muslims today
refute the belief that people will tea punished or rewarded in the graves.

The above verse and its commentary, as mentioned in the hadith of Bukhari,

confirm the belief in the punishment of the grave. Also confirming the same is

the verse in Surah Ghafir [also called Surah Mu'fnin], where Allah says, ''They

will be presented before the Fire morning and evening. And, on the day that judgment
day (Qiyamah) will take place, (they will be told) 'Enter the people of Pharaoh (Fir'aun)

into the worst ofpunishments."' [Surah 40, verse 46]

Allah says in Surah Nuh, "They were drowned because of their sins and, then

entered into the Fire." [Surah 71, verse 25]

These verses clearly mention the punishment in the grave. Many Ahadith
also confirm the fact. In fact, so many Ahadith mention the punishment in the

grave that it is impossible that they cduld all have been fabricated.

It is indeed unfortunate that some so-called Muslims refute this belief

because they claim that it cannot be seen. They refute the verse of the Qur'art and
the sayings of the Holy Prophet ^3 <i* i»i JU on these! grounds, yet they are

prepared to accept the theories of scientists and researchers without witnessing

these.

"Shortly the oppressors will come to know to which place they will return.
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(28) Have you not seen those who changed the bounty of Allah with ingratitude

and conveyed their nation to the Home of Destruction... (29) to Hell, where
they shall enter. What an evil place to be! (30) They ascribed partners to Allah to

lead astray from His path. Say, "Enjoy! Your destination shall be the Fire!" (31)

Tell My bondsmen who believe that they should establish Salah and spend of

what We have provided for them secretly and openly before a day arrives when
there shall be no trade, nor any friendship. (32) Allah is He Who created the

heavens and the earth and sends rain from the sky, thereby extracting fruits as

sustenance for you. He subjugated the ships for you so that they may travel over

the oceans by His command. And He subjugated the rivers for you. (33) He
subjugated the sun and the moon for you, the two being constantly in motion.

He also subjugated the day and the night for you. (34) And He grants you
whatever you ask Him for. If you try to count Allah's bounties, you will never

be able to do so. Indeed, man is extremely unjust and very ungrateful.

THE MISFORTUNE OF THOSE WHO ARE UNGRATEFUL FOR
ALLAH'S FAVOURS

In the first of the above verses Allah speaks of those who show ingratitude

to Allah. He says, "Have you not seen those who changed the bounty of Allah with

ingratitude..." Certain commentators mention that the verse refers to the

Polytheists of Makkah, Allah granted them their needs and a haven of safety.

Allah says in Surah Qasas, "Have We not granted them a peaceful Haram, to which
thefruit ofeverything is attracted as a provision from Us ? " [Surah 28, verse 57]

In addition to this, Allah sent the Holy Prophet ^L. 3 <uU &\ J^> to them with
the Qur'an in their own language. However, they were ungrateful and even
forced the Holy Prophet <JL-3 U* &\ JU out of their town.

Their leaders "conveyed their nation to the Home of Destruction, to Hell, where
they shall enter. What an evil place to be!"

Further describing them, Allah says, "They ascribed partners to Allah to lead

astray from His path." Not only did they lead themselves astray, they also lead
others astray. They are informed regarding their plight. Allah says, "Say, 'Enjoy!
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Your destination shall be the Fire!"'

ON THE DAY OF JUDGMENT (QIYAMAH) THERE WILL BE NO
TRADE NOR ANY FRIENDSHIP

''Tell My bondsmen who believe that they should establish Salah and spend ofwhat

We have provided for' them secretly and openly../' The advantage of giving charity in

secret is that one does not become proud, while that of spending openly is that

others are encouraged by it.

Allah encourages people to excel in these deeds "before a day arrives when

there shall be no trade, nor anyfriendship." On the Day of Judgement, no person will

be able to ransom his soul, nor will his misleading friends be of any assistance to

him. None shall recognise his friends on the Day of judgment (Qiyamah). Of
course, the only exception will be as Allah says in another verse, "Friends will be

enemies on that day, save for those with piety (taqwa)/' [Surah Zukhruf(43), verse 67]

ALLAH'S GREAT BOUNTIES AND MAN'S INGRATITUDE

Allah now mentions the things that He has created, that are apparent before

all, and which benefit all. Allah says:

(1) "Allah is He Who created the heavens and the earth..."

(2) ".
. . and sends rain from the sky, thereby extracting fruits as

sustenance for you." the rains and the growth of fruit and crops

are by Allah's command only.

(3) "He subjugated the ships for you so that they may travel over

the oceans by His command. "Allah taught man the skill of ship-

building and navigating the seas. By virtue of these ships man is

able to transport large loads across from continent to continent.

(4) "Arid He subjugated the rivers for you." If it were not for these

rivers and streams, man would have to rely only on the rain to

irrigate their crops, otherwise do so with great difficulty. In either

event, he would have been greatly pained. These rivers also provide

drinking water and allow transportation.

(5) "He subjugated the sun and the moon for you, the two being

constantly in motion." The benefits of the sun are innumerable and

researchers have enumerated many of them. The moon illuminates

many a dark night and its soft glow is said to give colour to fruits.

(6) "He subjugated the day and the night for you." The night

affords rest, while people are able to work during the day. The

alternation and varying lengths of the day and the night are signs

that denote the greatness of Allah. One cannot imagine what chaos

would reign if man experienced only night or only day.

After mentioning all of these bounties, Allah sums up by saying, "And He

grants you whatever you ask Him for. Ifyou try to count Allah's bounties, you will never

be able to do so." There are innumerable bounties that man is not even aware of.

Within the human body there are a countless number of blood vessels, nerves
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and tissues. Man, despite his exhaustive research is still unable to discover all the

various functions and details of the human body.

Besides his own body, man enjoys many other bounties in the form of food

and the various other creations of Allah that are of use to him. The vegetation,

animals, fish, trees, flowers, plants and the multitudes of other creation are all

too numerous to even imagine. All these are from Allah. Even the hairs upon the

body are such a bounty that none can reproduce properly. When a person

finishes recounting the benefits of every individual bounty of Allah, he will still

have countless others to be grateful for.

"Indeed, man is extremely unjust and very ungrateful." Man is unjust in that he

utilises all of Allah's bounties upon him and still disobeys Allah. He even uses

the same bounties to sin against Allah.

Man does not express sufficient gratitude to Allah and many are those who
say that whatever they have is because of their own efforts. In this way they

actually reject Allah's favours to them. Allah says in Surah Saba, "Few of My
bondsmen are thankful." [Surah 34, verse 13]
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(35) When Ibrahim said, "O my Lord.' Make this city peaceful and safeguard

my children and myself from worshipping idols." (36) "O my Lord/ Indeed

these idols have misled many people. So whosoever will follow me, then he is

certainly from me. And whosoever will disobey me, then surely You are Most

Forgiving, Most Merciful." (37) "O our Lord! I have settled my children in a

valley that cannot be cultivated, close to Your sacred house. O our Lord! So that

they establish Salah, so cause some hearts of people to be inclined towards

them. And provide for them fruits for their sustenance so that they may be

grateful."

SAYYIDINA IBRAHIM
f
*J» Up SETTLES HIS FAMILY CLOSE TO

ALLAH'S HOUSE AND PRAYS THAT ALLAH SAFEGUARDS THEM
FROM POLYTHEISM (SHIRK)

Sayyidina Ibrahim f%J» U* migrated from his homeland when the people
refused to accept his message of oneness of Allah (Tauhid) and wanted to kill

him. He left for Syria (Sham) with his wife Sarah, who was his cousin. En route a
king attempted to seduce her, but Allah caused him to become paralysed each
time he advanced towards her. Eventually he set her free and gave her a slave
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woman as a gift. This slave woman was called Hajara, and Sarah ^lJ\ ^ gave

her as a concubine to Sayyidina Ibrahim (OLJi up.

Sayyidina Ibrahim r
MJi <d* became the father of Sayyidina Is'haq r

*>LJi a>

from Sayyidah Sarah
r
*>U\ i^U and Sayyidina Isma'Il r

*-J» U* was born to

Sayyidah Hajar r
*Ji i«-U. Allah instructed Sayyidina Ibrahim r

:>LJi Up to leave

Sayyidah Hajara and the infant Isma'Il r*~^ ^ in Makkah. When he brought

them there, he made the du'a, "O my Lord! Make this city peaceful and safeguard my

children and myselffrom worshipping idols."

He then prayed, "O my Lord! Indeed these idols have misled many people. So

whosoever will follow me, then he is certainly from me. And whosoever will disobey me,

then surely You are Most Forgiving, Most Merciful/'

Sayyidina IbrahIm
r
%Jt Up then supplicated, "O our Lord! I have settled my

children in a valley that cannot be cultivated, close to Your sacred house. O our Lord! So

that they establish Salah, so cause some hearts of people to be inclined towards them." In

this du'a he prayed that Allah guide his progeny to be steadfast upon religion

0'ln). Since Salah is the most important act after Belief (Iman), he mentioned it

only. Thereby, he meant all other acts of religion (D'in) as well.

After praying for their spiritual safeguarding, he then prayed for their well

being in this worldly existence. He said, "And provide for them fruits for their

sustenance so that they may be grateful."

Allah accepted these du'as. Allah made Sayyidina Isma'Il f*-& Up and his

progeny believers and leaders of others. Others were attracted to Makkah and

Allah provided an abundance of provisions. The produce of the entire world

comes to Makkah and the millions of pilgrims (Hujjaj) and people performing

Umrah benefit from it.

Allah says in Surah Qasas, "Have We not granted them a peaceful Haram, to

which the fruit ofeverything is attracted as a provision from Us?" [Surah 28, verse 57]

The fertile town of Ta'if, close to Makkah has always supplied the people of

Makkah with their necessary food, in addition to all the imported foods. There

can scarcely be a fruit on earth that has not been taken to Makkah.

Ulama mention that the word "fruit" refers not only to the fruit that is borne

on a tree. They say that the fruit (produced article) of every machine and

industry are also implied. In this way every manufactured article also reaches

Makkah.

Sayyidina Ibrahim <v>LJ Up left his wife with a bag of dates and a waterbag.

As he turned to leave, Sayyidah Hajara r
*J» i^JLp asked him where was he going,

but he did not reply. Upon the third query, she asked him whether he was acting

according to Allah's command. When he replied in the affirmative, she declared

that Allah would not allow them to be destroyed in that event.

Eventually, their supply of food and water was exhausted. The incident is

well known that she ran seven times to and fro between,Safa and Marwa in

search of water. Then Allah caused the well of Zam Zam to gush forth for them.

Thereafter, the tribe of Jurhum arrived on the scene and settled there. They were

the first realization of "cause some hearts ofpeople to be inclined towards them"
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Sayyidina Ibrahim f^J\ Up used to visit his son who eventually married.

Thereafter, father and son built the Ka'ba together at the site where it stood

before being raised to the heavens when the floods struck during the time of

Sayyidina Nuh p^LJv Up. Because of the fact that the place where he left his wife

and child was close to the site of the Ka'ba, Sayyidina IbrahInv%~Ji Up made the

du'a, "O our Lord! I have settled my children in a valley that cannot be cultivated, close

to Your sacred house.

"

Sayyidina Ibrahim f%J\ Up made the above prayers to Allah at a place from

where he could see the site of the Ka'ba, but not his wife and child. Although he

knew that the Ka'ba was to be built there, he did not know the exact location.

Therefore, Allah showed him the location, as mentioned in a verse of Surah Hajj

where Allah says, "When We showed Ibrahim the location of the house..." [Surah 22,

verse 26]

The progeny of Sayyidina Isma'Il fiLJ\ Up remained believers for some time.

However, they also succumbed to the plot of Satan (Shaytan) and took to

idolatry. They even placed their idols in the Ka'ba itself. Eventually, Allah sent

Sayyidina Muhammad ^L-j ^ &\ JU> who was from their lineage, to them. The
Holy Prophet ^j U* ifct ju then eradicated polytheism (shirk).

THE CONCERN THAT ONE'S CHILDREN ARE CONSCIOUS OF
SALAH IS A QUALITY OF THE HOLY PROPHETS

Sayyidina Ibrahim fihJ\ *A* included the phrase in his supplication (du'a), "O
our Lord! So that they establish Salah..." This denotes that he was concerned that

his offspring pay heed to their Salah. Later in verse 40 he also makes the

supplication (du'a), "O my Lord! Make me one who establishes Saldh, and my
progeny as well." He was concerned about his own Salah, as well as that of his

later generations.

Nowadays people are careless about the spiritual condition of their

children. They do not care to enrol them in the institutions of religion (D'ln), but

are particular to see that they receive secular education. They care for the

worldly well being of their children, but are destroying them for the Hereafter.

Sayyidina Ibrahim f^Js U* prayed that Allah makes his progeny spiritual

leaders, as indicated by the supplication (du'a) for people's hearts to be inclined

towards them. As a result, Allah made His final Holy Prophet jJL-j Up it JU from

the progeny of Sayyidina Ibrahim ftLJ\ Up.

"And provide for them fruits for their sustenance so that they may be grateful."

This supplication (du'a) teaches us that it is not contrary to piety that a person

prays for the worldly well being of his children. Of course, priority must be

given to their spiritual well being. It is also learnt that gratitude should be

paramount in one's mind. This should be practised and taught to one's children

as well.

^ix^ii^ ^ VJ c^ij>^ <J ^dk3 o^^ j^ o3^ ^J&^^^^ ^^^^L ^S
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(38) "O our Lord! Indeed You know what we conceal and what we disclose.

Nothing in the heavens and the earth is hidden from Allah." (39) "All praise be

to Allah, Who has gifted me with Isma'Il and Is'haq despite old age.

Undoubtedly, my Lord hears all prayers." (40) "O my Lord! Make me one who
establishes Salah, and my progeny as well. O my Lord! Accept my prayer." (41

)

"Our Lord! Forgive me, my parerlts and the believers the day when reckoning

shall commence."

SAYYIDINA IBRAHIM pJb Up THANKS ALLAH FOR GRANTING
HIM CHILDREN AT AN OLD AGE AND PRAYS THAT ALLAH
MAKES HIM AND HIS PROGENY ESTABLISH SALAH

Sayyidina Ibrahim f%-±\
Up made the supplication (du'a), "O our Lord! Indeed

You know what we conceal and what we disclose. Nothing in the heavens and the earth is

hidden from Allah." Just as Allah is aware of the actions of man, He also has

perfect knowledge of their intentions.

Thereafter, Sayyidina Ibrahim f%^\ Up expresses his gratitude to Allah,

when he says, "All praise be to Allah, Who has gifted me with Isma'il and Is'haq despite

old age. Undoubtedly, my Lord hears all prayers." Sayyidina Ibrahim f%~h <uU referred

to the du'a {prayer) he made to Allah, when he previously prayed to Allah

saying, "O my Lord! Grant me a son from amongst the pious." [Surah Saffat (37), verse

100]

He continued to supplicate, "O my Lord! Make me one who establishes Salah,

and my progeny as well. O my Lord! Accept my prayer. O our Lord! Forgive me, my
parents and the believers the day when reckoning shall commence."

At this juncture, the question arises that how could Sayyidina Ibrahim Up

r
*>LJi pray for his parents when they were idolators? The detailed reply to this

question was discussed in the commentary of verse 114 of Surah Taubah (Surah

9), where Allah says, "Ibrahim only sought forgiveness for his father because of a

promise that he had made to him. Wlten it became clear to him that his father was Allah's

enemy, he exonerated himselffrom him."

He prayed for his father's forgiveness while he still hoped that his father

would become a believer (Mu'min). However, when this hope was lost, he
desisted from praying for him. Sayyidina Ibrahim f*~l\ U* also prays for his

mother in the above verse. If she were not a believer, then the same reply will

apply to her as was given with regard to his father.
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(42) Never think that Allah is unaware of what the oppressors perpetrate. He is

only granting them respite until a day when gazes will be fixed upwards... (43)

They will running with their heads fixed upwards, their gazes never returning

to them. And their hearts will be empty. (44) Warn people of a day when
punishment will afflict them, and the oppressors will say, "O our Lord! Grant us

respite for a short while. We shall accept Your call and follow the messengers."

"Did you not swear on oath before this that you shall never be displaced (from

this world)?" (45) You lived in the homes of those who oppressed themselves

and it was clear to you how We dealt with them. And We even cited examples

for you. (46) They plotted their plots, but their plots rest with Allah, even

though mountains could be displaced by their plots. (47) Never think that the

Allah will breach His promise to His messengers. Indeed Allah is Mighty, Able

to take vengeance.

A SCENE OF JUDGMENT DAY (QIYAMAH) AND THE
OPPRESSORS WILL REQUEST LEAVE WHEN THEY SEE THE
PUNISHMENT

Despite the tireless efforts of the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up i»» JU>, many of the

polytheists refused to accept his message and, because they were not

immediately punished, they asked why Allah's punishment was not afflicting

them for their disbelief. This attitude was also influencing others. Therefore,

Allah revealed the verse, "Never think that Allah is unaware of what the oppressors

perpetrate. He is only granting them respite until a day (the Day of Judgement) when
gazes will be fixed upwards. They will running with their heads fixed upwards, their

gazes never returning to them. And their hearts will be empty/'

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that the above verse is addressed to all

of mankind, even though it may appear that it is addressed to the Holy Prophet
pi- j Up iu\ JL* because it is not possible that the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up &\ JL* could
have thought this.

Allah then describes the scene of judgment day (Qiyamah) further when He
says, "Warn people of a day when punishment will afflict them, and the oppressors will

say, 'O our Lord! Grant us respite for a short while. We shall accept Your call and follow
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the messengers.

'

The reply will be given thus, "Did you not swear on oath before this (i.e. in the

world) that you shall never be displaced (from this world)?" When these people

were given the message of Islam and told about judgment day (Qiydmah), they

refused to believe and swore that they would never leave this world. They
thought that they would never be resurrected.

Although the message of the Prophets ?%-&^ was sufficient for people to

take heed, yet Allah also showed, them various signs by way of the previous

nations. Reminding them of this on the Day of judgment (Qiydmah), Allah will

tell them, "You lived in the homes of those who oppressed themselves and it was clear to

you how We dealt with them. And We even cited examples for you." Despite all of this,

they still refused to accept. They will therefore not be granted further respite.

Allah continues to say, "They plotted their plots, but their plots rest with Allah,

even though mountains could be displaced by their plots." The disbelievers (kuffar)

made extremely elaborate plots to harm the Prophets (%Ji ,^-u and the believers

(Mu'mintn). They exhausted their resources in these plots, but Allah still caused

them to fail.

Allah states further, "Never think that the Allah will breach His promise to His

messengers." Allah has made the promise in Surah Ghafir that "We shall definitely

assist Our messengers and those who believe in this worldly life, as well as on the Day
when witnesses will stand (i.e. on the Day of Judgement)." [Surah 40, verse 51]

Allah is perfectly capable of assisting them because "Indeed Allah is Mighty,

Able to take vengeance."

lot
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(48) The day when the earth will be changed into another earth, and the skies

(will also be changed). They will then present themselves before Allah, the One,

the Powerful. (49) On that day you will see the criminals shackled together in

fetters. (50) Their garments will be of tar and the Fire will cover their faces. (51)

So that Allah may punish every soul for what it had earned. Indeed Allah is

swift in reckoning. (52) This is a message for people so that they are warned by
it and so that they know that He is but One deity, and so that the intelligent

ones take heed.

THE EARTH AND THE SKIES WILL BE CHANGED ON THE DAY
OF JUDGMENT (QIYAMAH) AND THE SINNERS WILL BE IN A
MOST MISERABLE CONDITION

Allah says, "The day when the earth will be changed into another earth, and the
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skies (will also be changed)." The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that both the

substance and the qualities of the sky and earth will be changed on the Day of

judgment (Qiyamah). He quotes from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** i»\ ^j
that there will be certain additions and some omissions made to the earth. He
says that the hills, mountains, depressions, trees and other things will be

removed so that the earth becomes flat like a piece of leather. He adds that the

sky will be changed in a manner that the sun, moon and stars will all be

removed.

Allah says in Surah TaHa, "They ask you about the mountains. Say, 'My Lord-

shall completely remove them leaving the earth as a barren plain on which you will not

see any protrusions, nor any depressions. " [Surah 20, verses 105-107]

Allah says in Surah Zumar, "They have not revered Allah as he deserves to be

revered, whereas the entire earth will be in His grasp on the Day ofjudgment (Qiyamah)

and the skies will be folded in His right hand. He is Pure and Exalted above all that they

ascribe as partners to Him." [Surah 39, verse 67]

Says Allah in Surah Anbiya, "The day when We will fold the skies like the folding

ofwritten scrolls. As We initiated the first creation, We shall return it. This is a binding

promise upon Us. We are undoubtedly the Ones Who can do." [Surah 21, verse 104]

A verse in Surah Haqa reads, "When the trumpet will be blown once and the

earth and mountains lifted and both will at once be shattered to pieces. On that day the

occurrence shall transpire. The sky will be rent asunder and will be frail on that day."

[Surah 69, verses 13-16]

Allah says in Surah Ma'arij, "The day when the sky will be like the burnt residue

of oil and the mountains like flakes ofwool." [Surah 70, verses 8, 9]

He says in Surah Takwir, "When the sky will be opened." [Surah 81, verse 11]

In a verse of Surah Inshiqaq, Allah says, "When the sky will be rent asunder. It

will hearken to its Lord and rightly should. When the earth will be stretched out and

casting out whatever is within her, will become empty. It will hearken to its Lord and

should rightly do so. " [Surah 84. verses 1-5]

Sayyidina Sahl bin Sa'd ** & ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet <ip ib» JL>

(-L- j said, "On the Day of Judgement, people will be gathered on a white plain,

the colour of which will be tinted brown to look like bread dough. There will not

be any signs on it." [Bukhari]

Sayyidina Abu Sa'id ^ ifo ^j reports that the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up ii Ju*

said, "The earth will be made into baked bread on the Day ofJudgement. The Great Allah

will toss it about like how you toss about your bread on a journey. This earth will be the

first thing presented to the people ofjannah to eat." [Bukhari]

Sayyidah Ayshah i^p &\ ^j reported that she enquired from the Holy

Prophet ^j 4* & JU as to where people will be on "The day when the earth will be

changed into another earth, and the skies." The Holy Prophet ^j *> it JU replied

that everyone will be on the bridge of Sirat.

While the above verses and Ahadith denote that the qualities of the earth

will be changed, the last hadith of Sayyidah Ayshah ^ i»\ ^>j denotes that the

very substance of the earth will be changed.
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"Ruhul Ma'ani" quotes Ibn Ambari a> &\ *^ as saying that the sky will be
changed constantly. It will be folded, appear as the burnt residue of oil and even
appear like red hide.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** &^ has mentioned that the earth will

be white on the Day of Judgement, as if it is plated with moonlight. He said that
no blood would have been spilled on it and sin committed on it.

The possibility exists that the earth will also undergo various
transformations like the sky. Initially its qualities will be changed [as mentioned
by Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas «* ii ^>J. Then its substance will be changed
after it has testified against people [as mentioned in verse 4 of Surah Zilzal

(Surah 99)].

Allah continues to say, "They will then present themselves before Allah, the One,
the Powerful" They will all appear to be judged.

Thereafter Allah describes the plight of the sinners. He says, "On that day
you will see the criminals shackled together in fetters." All those who shared the same
beliefs of disbelief (kufr) will be shackled together because they were allies to

each other in the world.

"Their garments will be of tar..." The Arabic word "Qatiran" (translated as
"tar") is actually the sap of a particular tree. It is applied to the rash of camels,
causing the rash to burn out. This is similar to the practice of applying sulphur to

soothe a rash. This 'Qatiran' is extremely flammable and stings the skin.

Therefore, the bodies of the sinners will be coated with this so that the fire of
Hell will burn them more rapidly. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** i» ^ has
mentioned that 'Qatiran' refers to molten copper.

Sayyidina Abu Malik Ash'ari ** i» ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet -3>» JU
^3 <4* said, "If the woman who screams and wails upon the death of a person
does not repent before her death, she will be resurrected on the Day of

Judgement with a garment of Qatiran and a garment of rash." (This Qatiran will

cause her rash to become unbearable). [Muslim]

" and the Fire will cover their faces." Although the fire will consume their

entire bodies, the face is specifically mentioned because it is the pride of one's
body. Surah Humaza says that the fire will "reach their hearts." Here the pride of
the inner self is specifically mentioned.

All this will be inflicted upon the disbelievers (kuffar) "So that Allah may
punish every soul for what it had earned. Indeed Allah is swift in reckoning." Although
the reckoning will be swift, people will think that their wait is endless because
they will not be able to relax in between because of their apprehension. ["Ruhul

Ma'am" v. 13 p. 358]

"This is a message for people so that they are warned by it and so that they know
that He is but One deity, and so that the intelligent ones take heed." People should take
heed of Allah's majesty and powers and refrain from beliefs of polytheism (shirk).

They should reflect upon the fact that they are living in places where previous
nations were destroyed because of similar beliefs of polytheism (shirk). This
would prompt them to mend their ways.
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In the name of Allah, the Most Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) Alif Lam Ra. These are the verses of the Book and the clear Qur'an. (2) Many
a time the disbelievers will wish that they were Muslims. (3) Leave them to eat,

to enjoy and to let their hopes make them negligent. Soon they will come to

know. (4) There was an appointed term for every town that We destroyed. (5) No
nation can overtake their term, nor can they defray it.

THE DISBELIEVERS (KUFFAR) WILL WISH THAT THEY WERE
MUSLIMS

This Surah derives its name from a verse in its 80th verse that speaks of the

people of Hijr. Allah begins the Surah by declaring, "These are the verses of the

(complete) Book and the clear Qur'an." Other verses of the Qur'an have also termed

the Qur'an as a 'clear' book. This is so because the Qur'an clearly explains its

subject matter beyond doubt. The author of "Ma'alimut Tanzil" writes that the

Qur'an clearly explains the Lawful (Halal) from the Unlawful (Haram) and the

truth from falsehood. The word "Book" also refers to the Qur'an, but has been

added to denote that the Qur'an is in the form of a written book before man.

"Many a time the disbelievers will wish that they were Muslims." Although the

disbelievers (kuffdr) mock the Muslims in this world, when they are confronted

by Allah's punishment in the Hereafter, they will yearn that they were also
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Muslims so that they could be saved from Hell.

"Ma'alimut Tanzll" reports from Sayyidina Abu Musa ^ &\ ^j that the

Holy Prophet jJL-j <uU &\ Ju> said, "When the people of Hell will be condemned to

Hell, they will see some Muslims also in Hell. They will ask them whether they

were Muslims and what was the use of their Iman since they are also in Hell. The
Muslims will reply that they were sent to Hell on account of their sins. Thereafter

Allah will forgive these Muslims and order that every Muslim should be

removed from Hell. The Muslims will then be removed. All of this will be

because of Allah's mercy and grace. Seeing this the disbelievers (kuffar) will wish

that they were also Muslims."

"Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 14 p.4) has also reported this hadith from Sayyidina Jabir

and Abu Sa'id & i»t ^j. Their narrations report that the Holy Prophet <4* & J^>
pJL-j recited the above verse after stating the hadith.

"Leave them to eat, to enjoy and to let their hopes make them negligent." Allah

informs the Holy Prophet ^JL-^ aJL^ ^\ JU» that he should not be distressed about

their condition if they do not believe. He should let them to be for "Soon they will

come to know (their plight when their actions are reckoned).

"

"There was an appointed term for every town that We destroyed/' They were all

destroyed when their term expired. Emphasising this point in different words,

Allah says, "No nation can overtake their term, nor can they defray it." This verse

rules out the possibility of any future nations thinking that they would be able to

escape.

(6) They said, "O you upon whom the Qur'an has been revealed! You are

certainly insane!" (7) "Why do you not come with angels if you are truthful?" (8)

We send the angels only with the decision, and then they will not be granted

respite. (9) Without doubt We have revealed the Reminder and We shall

certainly be its protectors.

ALLAH IS THE PROTECTOR OF THE QUR'AN

Quoting those who refuted the Prophethood of the Holy Prophet <4* & JL*

jJL-j, Allah says, "They said, 'O you upon whom the Qur'an has been revealed! You are

certainly insane!"' They said this to the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ibi JU mockingly

because they never believed in him as a Prophet.

They said further, "Why do you not come with angels (to testify your

Prophethood) ifyou are truthful (in your claim as being the Prophet)?"

Allah replies to them by saying, "We send the angels only with the decision, and

then (if they still refuse to believe) they will not be granted respite." Then they will
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be afflicted by Allah's punishment, therefore, they were asking for their own
destruction by asking for angels to come down.

"Without doubt We have revealed the Reminder (the Qur'an) and We shall

certainly be its protectors/' Allah informs those who rejected the Qur'an that it will

remain as the truth even though they wish to refute it. The disbelievers (kuffar)

also used to say that the Qur'an is not from Allah and, if it is, it will not last very

long. Allah replies to this remark of theirs as well, by declaring that He shall be

the One to preserve it until eternity.

In this verse Allah Himself assumes the responsibility of safeguarding the

Qur'an. He did not leave its preservation to the scholars of Islam, like He did

with the Torah and the Injll, as Allah says in verse 44 of Surah Ma'idah, " and the

scholars (from the Bani Isra'il also judged therewith) because they were instructed to

preserve Allah's Book and they were witnesses to it."

The Qur'an is safeguarded from all types of additions, omissions, alterations

and adulterations. Every period of time produces many people who memorised

the Qur'an and were knowledgeable about the various forms of recitation. It is

because of this that the same Qur'an that was recited by the Holy Prophet i» J^
fJL-j Up is recited today. Muslims are so particular about the recitation of the

Qur'an that even if an 80 yeaf old person recites incorrectly, a nine year old

would correct him and vice versa.

Friend and foe alike will attest to the fact that every Qur'an that was written

throughout the centuries has never differed with any other in any way. They all

contain that same verses, letters, Surahs and sequence.

Some ignorant people object that the various forms of recitation (Qira'ah)

differ. They fail to understand that all these forms of recitation have been

reported from the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up ifo JL* himself and all form part of the

Qur'an..

Others object to the abrogation that occurred in the Qur'an. This objection is

also of no consequence since these were made by Allah Himself and none were

made after the demise of the Holy Prophet <X*$ <A*&\ J^>

Allah has safeguarded the Qur'an from all types of people, even from the

Satans (Shayatin). Allah says, "No falsehood can approach itfrom the front orfrom the

back. It is a revelation from the Wise, Who is Most Worthy of praise." [Surah HaMim

Sajdah (41), verse 42]

THE RAWAFIDH DO NOT BELIEVE IN ALLAH'S PROMISE TO
PROTECT THE QUR'AN BY CLAIMING THAT ITWAS ALTERED

The Qur'an has been established as a miracle for all times and eras. The

challenge to produce even a single Surah like those of the Qur'an has not been

met up to this day. Another aspect of its miraculous nature is that it has been

preserved in its pristine purity until today, and shall remain likewise until

eternity. It is tragic that certain groups like the Rawafidh who claim to be

Muslims, believe that the Qur'an was changed. The responsibility rests with

them then, that they should try to produce a Surah like any of those in the

Qur'an, since they claim that parts of it were written by men. If they are unable
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to meet the challenge then (according to verse 24. of Surah Baqarah) they should

'fear that Fire, the fuel ofwhich is men and stones."

(10) Undoubtedly we have sent messengers before you to the previous groups.

(11) They ridiculed every one of the messengers that came to them. (12) Thus do

We make their mockery progress in their hearts. (13) They do not believe in it

(the Qur'an) though the ways of the previous people have passed. (14) If We
open to them a door of the sky and they climb it during the day... (15) they

will say, "Our eyes have merely been mesmerised. Indeed we are a bewitched

people."

THE PREVIOUS NATIONS ALSO RIDICULED THEIR PROPHETS
f
*-Ji ffcip. THE REJECTERS WILL NOT BELIEVE EVEN IF A DOOR
TO THE HEAVENS IS OPENED FOR THEM

Allah consoled the Holy Prophet ^j aJ* ifo J^> with the verse, "Undoubtedly

we have sent messengers before you to the previous groups. They ridiculed every one of

the messengers that came to them." Therefore, the behaviour of the polytheists of

Makkah are nothing new.

"Thus do We make their mockery progress in their hearts." Allah caused their

mockery to penetrate their own hearts, thereby depriving them of Belief (Iman).

They were eventually destroyed and, according to Allah's divine plan, the

Polytheists of Makkah were also to be defeated.

"They do not believe in it (in the Qur'an) though the ways of the previous people

have passed." They still ask for miracles without the intention of believing them.

They have sunk so deep in their obstinacy that even "IfWe open to them a door of

the sky and they climb it during the day, (then instead of believing) they will say, 'Our

eyes have merely been mesmerised. Indeed we are a bewitched people."

Instead of believing, they will write off the miracle as magic. When a nation

refuses to believe despite being shown a miracle, they will never be blessed with

Iman.

L^iiij U10A4 ji$i\jqp c*j £>x^ Ju^ii £x\ csa-I cr%Qp**?
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(16) Verily We have placed stars in the sky and beautified it for spectators. (17)

And We have safeguarded it from every accursed Devil (Shaytan). (18) Except

the one who steals a hearing. A clear flame pursues him. (19) We have spread out

the earth, placed mountains on it and caused a specified quantity of every

variety to grow. (20) We have placed the amenities of life on earth and We have

created those things that you do not provide for. (21) We have with Us the

treasures of all things and We reveal them only in stipulated quantities. (22) We
send the winds that fill the clouds with water, then send rains from the sky with

which We feed you. You cannot accumulate this much water (by yourselves).

(23) Without doubt, it is We Who give life and death, and We will be the

successors. (24) Indeed, We know those of you who are first and those of you

who follow after. (25) Certainly your Lord shall gather all of them. Verily He is

The Wise, The All Knowing.

THE STARS DECORATE THE SKY AND ARE USED TO PELT THE
DEVILS (SHAYAtIN)

In these verses Allah describes many natural wonders that He has created.

Allah says, "Verily We have placed stars in the sky and beautified itfor spectators."

Allah say in Surah Mulk, "Verily We have beautified the nearest sky with

lanterns (the stars), and made them a means of pelting the devils (Shayatin). We have

preparedfor them the punishment of the Blaze. " [Surah 67, verse 5]

Allah describes in more vivid detail in Surah Saffat, "Verily, We decorated the

sky of this world with the adornment of the stars as a protection from every rebellious

devil (Shaytan). They cannot eavesdrop on those (angels) of the upper heights and are

pelted from every direction. (They are) Repelled and shall have an eternal punishment.

Save for the one who snatches something, then a flaming spark pursues him." [Surah 37,

verses 6-10]

Besides what has been quoted above, the stars are also used as navigational

aids. Allah says in Surah Nahl, ".... and they are guided by the stars." [Surah 16, verse

16]

Bukhari reports from Sayyidina Qatadah aJLp ibt <*j that the stars have been

created for three purposes:

(1) To beautify the sky.

(2) To pelt the Devils (Shayatin).

(3) As signs by which travellers may be guided at night.
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He adds that whoever uses the stars for any other purpose has erred,

destroyed his share (life) and pursued something about which he has no

knowledge. Here he was referring to the astrologers.

THE MEANING OF "BURUJ"

We have translated the Arabic word "Buruj" to mean the stars. This is the

most apt meaning and conforms to the above verse of Surah Mulk that describes

their function of beautifying the sky. However, other commentators have

interpreted the word to mean the twelve signs of the zodiac. In our opinion, this

interpretation is erroneous since these have been initiated and named by the

philosophers. They cannot be used to pelt the Devils (Shayatin).

"And We have safeguarded itfrom every accursed Devil (Shaytan). Except the one

who steals a hearing. A clear flame pursues him." This has been more clearly

described in the above verse of Surah Saffat, where Allah says, "They (the Devils

(Shayatin) cannot eavesdrop on the higher lteavens and (if they try) are peltedfrom
every direction and chased away. (Then in the Hereafter) Theirs shall be an eternal

punishment. Save for the one who snatches something, then a flaming spark pursues

him." It is learnt from this that when a Devil (Shaytan) attempts to eavesdrop, he

is immediately driven away. However, if he is successful in hearing something, a

flaming star is flung at him to kill him.

While this above verse of Surah Hijr describes the star as "a clear flame's

Surah Saffat describes it as "a flaming spark". To understand the nature of these

stars, it is necessary to keep the verse of Surah Mulk in mind where Allah says

that the stars are "lanterns" that have been placed in the sky for beautification

and also serve to the purpose of missiles that are used to pelt the Shayatin. It is

therefore evident that the purposes of the stars are manifold. One may therefore

not say that the verses contradict each other.

Sayyidah Ayshah if* it ^j narrates that some people asked the Holy
Prophet jJL-j 4ip i\ ju to enlighten them with regard to fortune-tellers. The Holy
Prophet fJL.^ Up i»»- JU replied, "They are nothing." It was then said that they

sometimes do predict accurately. Thereupon the Holy Prophet p-L-j 4p &\ ju said,

"That will be a statement that a Jinn has snatched up and whispered into his

friend's ear, just as a fowl pecks. He then mixes it with over a hundred lies."

[Mishkdtp.393]

[For more details one should refer to the commentary of the

opening verses of Surah Jinn].

THE EARTH, THE MOUNTAINS AND THE TREES CONTAIN
SIGNS BYWHICH PEOPLE MAY RECOGNISE ALLAH

"We have spread out the earth, placed mountains on it..." The earth is one of

'Allah's great creations that is before everyone's eyes. Allah says in Surah

Luqman, "Allah created the skies without any visible pillar, has placed mountains on

.earth so that it does not shake with you..." [Surah 31, verse 10]

"Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 14 p.29) reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^>j
Aip ifo that the earth was spread on water and it began to bob like a boat. Allah
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therefore placed mountains on it so that it stabilises.

Allah says in Surah Naba, "Did We not make the earth a mat and the mountains

as pegs?" The mountains stabilise the earth with Allah's command. Otherwise,

when judgment day (Qiydmah) dawns, they will fly about.

Thereafter Allah says that He "caused a specified quantity of every variety to

grow" Everything grows according to Allah's plan.

"We have placed the amenities of life on earth..." Man's necessities are all found

on earth, allowing him to survive.

".... and We have created those things that you do not provide for." The author of

"Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that Allah has created for man all types of creatures that

serve him. Allah provides for all of them just as He provides for man himself.

"We have with Us the treasures of all things and We reveal them only in stipulated

quantities." Allah has control over all His creation. He sustains all of them and he

stipulates when, where and how much to grant.

"We send the winds that fill the clouds with water, then send rains from the sky

with which We feed you" Allah causes the winds to fill the clouds that are then

commanded by Him to shower its rain upon the areas that He desires. Man and

all other creatures then derive benefit from it.

"You cannot accumulate this much water (by yourselves)." Man cannot cause

the clouds to fill with water, nor can he cause the clouds to rain where he wills.

Allah sends these from His treasures. Once the rain falls, man can retain and

store only a limited quantity of water, which will soon deplete. Allah stores the

water for man in the rivers and underground water table.

"Without doubt, it is We Who give life and death, and We will be the successors."

Everything will come to an end besides Allah. He will survive all His creation.

Allah says in Surah Maryam, "Without a shadow of doubt, We will be the inheritors of

the earth and whoever is upon it and they will return to Us only." [Surah 19, verse 40]

All temporary owners will perish and only the True Master and Owner
shall prevail. Allah says in Surah Mu'min that when all will perish, Allah will

announce, "To Whom does all Kingdom belong today? To Allah, the One, the

Omnipotent." [Surah 40, verse 16]

"Indeed, We know those of you who are first and those of you who follow after."

With regard to the interpretation of this verse, the author of "Ma'alimut Tanzil"

(v. 3 p.48) has reported numerous opinions/Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas & ^>j
-up says that "the first" refers to the deceased and those "who follow after" refers to

the living. According to Sayyidina Mujahid <4* & <*-j "the first" refers to the

previous nations, and those "who follow after" refers to the Ummah of the Holy

Prophet pi- j Aip i»i ju.

Sayyidina Hasan *ip ifo <^j states that "the first" refers to those people who
excel in virtue and obedience to Allah, while those "who follow after" refers to

those who lag behind in this regard. Another opinion says that "the first" refers

to those who occupy the first few Saffs (rows ofSaldh), and those "who follow after"

refers to those occupying the other Saffs (rows). The general nature of the verse
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includes all these interpretations, and Allah has knowledge of all the people

mentioned above.

"Certainly your Lord shall gather all of them. Verily He is The Wise, The All

Knowing/' No soul will escape resurrection since Allah is aware of all people,

past, present and future.
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(26) Indeed we created man out of melodious sand derived from dark

decomposing clay. (27)And the Jinn We created before out of Fire derived from a

scorching wind. (28) When your Lord said to the angels, "I am creating a human
out of melodious sand derived from dark decomposing clay." (29) "So when I

have completed him and blown My spirit into him, then fall in prostration to

him." (30) Every one of the angels prostrated... (31) except Iblls. He refused to be

of the prostrated ones. (32) Allah said, "O Iblis! What ails you that you are not of

the prostrated ones?" (33) He replied, "I shall not prostrate to a human that You
created out of melodious sand derived from dark decomposing clay." (34) Allah

said, "Go from here, for you are indeed outcast." (35) "You shall be accursed

until the day of judgment (Qiyamah)." (36) He said, "Grant me respite until the

day when they will be resurrected." (37) Allah said, "You are of those granted

respite... (38) ... until an appointed time." (39) He said, "My Lord! Because You
have sent me astray, I will certainly beautify things for them on earth and lead

them all astray." (40) "Except Your chosen bondsmen from them. (41) Allah said,

"This is the straight path that leads to Me." (42) "Indeed you will have no sw^y
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over My bondsmen, except those deviant ones who follow you." (43) "Verily

Hell is their promised abode." (44) "It has seven doors. Each door shall have a

stipulated share of them."

IBLIS DISOBEYS THE COMMAND TO PROSTRATE, IS CURSED
AND REQUESTS TO BE ALLOWED LIFE UNTIL JUDGMENT DAY
(QIYAMAH)

These verses speak of Allah's command to the angels to prostrate before

Sayyidina Adam 'f&J\ a*. The all complied with the command except Iblis. In the

above verse Allah refers to Sayyidina Adam f**J\ aJp as a "human," whereas his

name is mentioned in Surah Baqarah, Surah A'raf Surah Bani Isra'Il and several

other Surahs.

The word 'Insan' (man) is derived from the root word 'uns' ('affection' or

'coexistence'). Thus, he has been termed 'insan' because no man can live in

isolation and man requires to coexist with other people, sharing their affection.

The word 'insan' refers to all the progeny of Sayyidina Adam f%~& <>, be they

male or female.

Another Arabic term used for man is 'bashar.' The word literally means
'skin.' It is used for man because, unlike other animals, his skin is not completely
covered in hair. Excluding his head, most of the skin on his body is visible.

THE MEANING OF "MELODIOUS SAND DERIVED FROM DARK
DECOMPOSING CLAY"

Surah Mu'min mentions that man was created from soil, while Surah Sad
and the above verse (26) of Surah Hijr mention that it was clay. The above verse

states that man was made out of "melodious sand derived from dark decomposing

clay." In Surah Rahman Allah says that He "created manfrom melodious sand.."

The fact is that water was mixed with soil, turning it into clay. Then this clay

was left until it began to decompose and become dark in colour. Thereafter the

mould of Sayyidina Adam f^Js U* was cast with this. When the mould set and
dried, it became like potted clay that has a melodious sound when struck. The
various verses of the Qur'an individually refer to these various stages in man's
creation.

"And the Jinn We created before out of Fire derived from a scorching wind. " This
verse refers to the creation of the first Jinn. Some commentators say that he was
Devil (Iblis), but this is not proven. The book "Akamul Marjan" reports from
Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ iai ^ that the first Jinn created was called

Sumi. All the Jinn were his progeny. c

The same book mentions that the Jinn lived on earth two thousand years
before the creation of man. According to another narration, the period was forty

years. Eventually they spread so much corruption on earth, that they killed their

king (or the Holy Prophet according to others) called Yusuf

.

The angels referred to these Jinn when they asked Allah, "Will You place on
earth someone who will cause anarchy there and spill blood?" [Surah Baqarah (2), verse 30]
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In Surah Rahman Allah says that He created the Jinn from ''pure leaping fire"

that is smokeless. By combining this verse with the above verse of Surah Hijr, it

is deduced that they were created from such a fire that cannot be seen. The word
'Samum' ('a scorching wind') is derived from a root word that means 'poison/ It is

for this reason that Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** ibt ^>j has mentioned that

the wind from which the Jinn were created is so hot that it can kill.

Because "was from the ]inn" , he refused to prostrate to Sayyidina Adam <i*

V*~Jt. His reason was, as he says in Surah A'raf, "I am better than him! You have

created me from fire and created him from clay/' He deemed fire to be superior to

clay, but in reality, mud is superior because it is constructive, while fire is

destructive.

DEVIL IBLlS REFUSES TO PROSTRATE

"When your Lord said to the angels, 'I am creating a human out of melodious sand
derivedfrom dark decomposing clay. So when I have completed him and blown My spirit

into him, then fall in prostration to him." This prostration was not for worship, but
to show respect. This is not permissible in the Shari'ah of Sayyidina Muhammad
p-L. j <uU &\ J^> even though the prostration is only to show respect.

Consequently, "Every one of the angels prostrated except Iblis. He refused to be of
the prostrated ones." Even though Iblis was a Jinn, he lived with the angels. The
command to prostrate was given to him as well, as is clearly mentioned in verse
12 of Surah A'raf {Surah 7).

"Allah said, 'O Devil (Iblis)! What ails you that you are not of the prostrated

ones?" With pride brimming in his heart, Devil (Iblis) replied, "I shall not prostrate

to a human that You created out ofmelodious sand derivedfrom dark decomposing clay."

According to a verse in Surah Bani Isra'il, he replied. 'Should I prostrate to one

whom You have createdfrom mud?" [Surah 17, verse 61]

"Allah said, 'Go from here, for you are indeed outcast. You shall be accursed until

the day ofjudgment (Qiyamah)." It is obvious that after the Day of Judgement he
will be accursed as well since he will die as a disbeliever (kafir).

THE ACCURSED NATURE OF DEVIL (IBLIS)

After being cursed, Devil (Iblis) was not repentant but rather accepted his

plight as being accursed by Allah. Instead of pleading with Allah for forgiveness,

he swore to mislead man. "He said, 'Grant me respite until the day when they will be

resurrected/ Allah said, 'You are of those granted respite until an appointed time. "' The
author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that the "appointed time" refers to the time when
the trumpet will be blown for the first time on the Day of Judgement. This

interpretation has been reported from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas k* h ^j
and is the opinion of the majority of commentators.

"Ruhul Ma'ani" reports from Sayyidina Ka'b Ahbar U* 2bi ju^ that after the

trumpet is blown the first time, Allah will instruct the angel of death to extract

the soul of devil (Iblis). Seeing the angel of death, Devil (Iblis) will scramble to the

east and then to the west. Wherever he goes, he will find the angel before him.
He will then dive into the ocean, but it will reject him. The same will happen to
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him when he will attempt to seek refuge inside the earth. He will not be able to

hide anywhere. Eventually, the angels with the angel of death will grab hold of

him. He will then continue to suffer the pangs of death until Allah wills his

death.

IBLIS PLEADS FOR AN EXTENSION TO HIS LIFE SO THAT HE
MAY MISLEAD MAN

The above narration from Sayyidina Ka'b Ahbar <ul* it <^j is based upon the

narrations df the Bard Isra'il, the veracity of which remains uncertain. What is

certain however is that he requested this extended life for the sole purpose of

misleading man. "He said, 'My Lord! Because You have sent me astray, I will certainly

beautify things for them on earth and lead them all astray.

In the above verse he states how he intends to mislead man i.e. by

beautifying their evil actions for them. Some of his ploys were discussed in Surah

Nisa (Surah 4) in the commentary of verse 117 where Allah says, "They supplicate

only to females and call upon the rebellious Devil (Shaytan) whom Allah has cursed/'

The subject is also discussed in the commentary of verse 16 of Surah A'raf (Surah

7), where Devil (Shaytan) mentions "Because You have sent me astray I will definitely

waylay them on Your straight path. Then I will approach them from the front, the back,

their right and their left and You shallfind most of them to be ungrateful"

SATAN (SHAYTAN) IS POWERLESS TO MISLEAD THE CHOSEN
SERVANTS OF ALLAH

After swearing to mislead all of mankind, Satan (Shaytan) conceded, "Except

Your chosen bondsmenfrom them" He is unable to mislead them.

"Allah said, 'This (path adopted by My chosen slaves) is the straight path that

leads to Me!" This leads to Allah's pleasure. These are the people who will

adhere to Allah's commandments and remain aloof from Satan (Shaytan) and his

guile.

SATAN (SHAYTAN) WILL HAVE SWAY ONLY OVER THOSE WHO
HAVE DEVIATED

Allah told Satan (Shaytan), "Indeed you have no sway over My bondsmen, except

those deviant ones who follow you" Allah's chosen servants understand

the ploys of Shaytan and are not deceived by the way he beautifies sins.

However, those who are averse to the guidance of the Prophets ^\ ^ and
divine scriptures fall headlong for his ploys. He merely has to whisper evil into

their minds and hearts to make them carry out a sin.

Allah says in Surah Nahl, "Indeed he has no sway over those who believe and who

rely solely on their Lord. His sway is only, on those who befriend him and those who

ascribe partners to Allah. " [Surah 1 6, verses 99, 100]

SATAN (SHAYTAN) AND HIS FOLLOWERS ARE DESTINED FOR
HELL

Allah says with regard to those who will follow Satan (Shaytan), "Verily Hell

is their promised abode." Allah told him, "I shall certainly fill Hellwith yourselfand all
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those of them who follow you" It is indeed tragic that men follow their sworn

enemy, who has vowed to mislead them. For a few fleeting moments of pleasure,

they are prepared to sacrifice their welfare in the Hereafter!

Allah then describes Hell by saying that 'it has seven doors/' Commentators
have mentioned that there are seven doors because so many people will enter

Hell.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar v* ito ^j has narrated that the Holy Prophet
jjL.^ aJ* iut JU said, "Hell has seven doors, one of which is reserved for those who
draw their swords to kill my Ummah." [Mishkat p. 306]

Other commentators have mentioned that the seven doors refer to the seven

levels of Hell. Each level will have a different punishment.

"Each door shall have a stipulated share of them/' Each person will be punished

according to his sins. The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 14 p.53) has written that

one door will be reserved for the entry of the sinful Muslims. He says that

another door will be for the Jews, another for the Christians, another for the

Sabians, another for the fire worshippers, another for the Polytheists and the last

will be for the hypocrites (Munafiqin).

This opinion has also been reported by Imam Qurtubi aJLp 2bt a^j from
Sayyidina Dahhak <i* ito ^j7 but it is not substantiated by any Hadith. Every

person should be concerned about saving himself from the terrible torment of

Hell, the fire of which will be 69 times more intense than the fire of this world (as

narrated in Bukhari).

4 u up>y UQ tic-it* J£* uuiol (22 o£*> c.*!^ 4 j&£}\ <L>\

(45) Those who adopt piety (taqwa) will certainly be in gardens and springs. (46)

"Enter therein with peace and safety." (47) We shall removcTany animosity that

may be in their breasts. As brothers they will be seated on couches, facing each

other. (48) No difficulty shall afflict them there, neither will they be removed

from there. (49) Inform My bondsmen that I am certainly the Most Forgiving,

the Most Merciful... (50) And that My punishment is definitely a most

excruciating punishment.

THE PIOUS WILL LIVE PEACEFULLY IN GARDENS AND SPRINGS
WITHOUT ANY ANIMOSITY BETWEEN THEM

There are various levels of piety (taqwa), the highest of which is to save one's

self from Hell. Abstaining from major and minor sins also constitutes piety

(taqwa), just as piety (taqwa) will cause one to abstain from doubtful matters.
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Only Muslims will enter Heaven (Jannah) which is referred to in this and many

other verses as "gardens."

The above verse mentions that they will enjoy these gardens with all its

springs. Other verses mention that these gardens will have "rivers running

beneath them." In Heaven (Jannah) they will enjoy many bounties of Allah, the

greatest of which will be Allah's pleasure.

The people of Heaven (Jannah) will be carefree and live in total peace and

tranquillity. Their hearts will be cleansed of all enmity and animosity that they

may have harboured in this world. As a result, all the inhabitants of Heaven

(Jannah) will be like brothers, having no jealousy, arguments and disputes.

Allama Ibn Kathlr 4* &\ <^j reports from Sayyidina Abu Umamah ^ &\ ^j
that the Holy Prophet fL.j *-U &\ JL* said, "No believer (Mu'min) will enter

Heaven (Jannah) until his bosom is cleared of all dirt, just as a predator is

removed from the path." [v. 2 p.55]

" they will be seated on couches, facing each other." The author of "Ruhul

Ma'ani" reports from Sayyidina Mujahid *M & <^j that the people of Heaven

(Jannah) will never see the backs of each other. Their couches will rotate in every

direction so that they will always face each other.

THE PEOPLE OF HEAVEN (JA1SJNAH) WILL NOT EXPERIENCE ANY
DIFFICULTY NOR WILL THEY BE REMOVED FROM THERE

Allah says in Surah Waqi'ah that the people of Heaven (Jannah) will be

seated on "They will be on woven thrones (of gold), reclining on these facing each

other." [Surah 56, verses 15, 16]

Allah then says in the above verses, "No difficulty shall afflict them there,

neither will they be removed from there." The people of Heaven (Jannah) will not

suffer any hardships, fatigue, anguish and grief at all. They will abide therein

forever and will never have to suffer expulsion nor any deficiency in the

bounties.

A verse in Surah Fatir states that the people of Heaven (Jannah) will say, "All

praise be to Allah, Who has removed grief from us. Undoubtedly our Lord is Most

Forgiving, Appreciative. Our Lord has settled us in an eternal home by His grace.

Herein, no difficulty will ever afflict us, nor shall any tiredness touch us." [Surah 35,

verses 34, 35]

After explaining the situation of the people of Heaven (Jannah) and Hell,

Allah says, "Inform My bondsmen that I am certainly the Most Forgiving, the Most

Merciful and that My punishment is definitely a most excruciating punishment." The

author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that this verse denotes that those believers

(Mu'minxn) who sinned may also be entered into Heaven (Jannah), even though

they may not have repented before their deaths. This will be because Allah is "the

Most Forgiving, the Most Merciful.

"

However, these believers (Mu'minxn) should not be beguiled into thinking

that they may continue to sin without repenting. They should also bear in mind

that Allah is able to punish just as effectively, and that His punishment is not
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light. They may also have to suffer temporarily in Hell. As reported in the

Ahadith, people should always refrain from sins and, if they have sinned

inadvertently, they should not delay in repenting.
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(51) And inform them of Ibrahim's guests. (52) When they entered his presence

they greeted with Salam. He said, "We are afraid of you." (53) They said, "Do
not be afraid. -Indeed, we wish to convey to you the glad tidings of a

knowledgeable child." (54) He said, "Do you give me these glad tidings when
old-age has afflicted me? What glad tidings can you deliver?" (55) They said,

"We convey to you the glad tidings of a reality, so do not become of the

despondent ones." (56) He said, "Only the deviant are despondent of Allah's

mercy."

SAYYIDINA IBRAHIM f*-l\ Up GROWS APPREHENSIVE OF HIS
GUESTS BUT THEY REASSURE HIM WITH THE GLAD TIDINGS
OFASON

These verses describe the meeting Sayyidina Ibrahim f*~h Up had with

certain angels whom Allah had sent to him. They were charged with conveying

to him the news of a son to be born to him. They were also commanded to

punish the people of Sayyidina Lut fiLJ\ U*. This episode was discussed in Surah

Hud, and will be repeated in Surah Dhariyat. [Surah 51, verses 24-37]

Since this was the first time that he met them, he told them that they were

"unfamiliar people." Sayyidina Ibrahim (%J\ <Op served a roasted lamb to them, but

they did not eat it since angels do not eat. This surprised him and he said, "We
are afraid ofyou."

The angels reassured him by saying, "Do not be afraid. Indeed, we wish to

convey to you the glad tidings of a knowledgeable child." As mentioned in Surah

Hud, Sayyidina Ibrahim £*~S\ <M and his wife, Sayyidah Sarah ^LJ\ i*Jp, were

aged by then. Astonished by their news, Sayyidina Ibrahim f*~& Up asked them,

"Do you give me these glad tidings when old-age has afflicted me? What glad tidings can

you deliver?"

The angels replied, We convey to you the glad tidings of a reality (nothing is

impossible for Allah), so do not become of the despondent ones."

Sayyidina Ibrahim ^LJ\ Up expressed his acknowledgement of this fact by

saying, "Only the deviant are despondent of Allah's mercy" Although he realised

this all along, his question was not based on despondency of Allah's mercy, but

the astonishing nature of the news prompted this question. As mentioned in
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Surah Hud, they informed him of the birth of a son Sayyidina Is'haq f*>LJt Up and

of a grandson Sayyidina Yaqub f^LJ Up.

Surah Saffat mentions that Sayyidina Ibrahim f%J\ Up made a plea to Allah

saying, "O my Lord! Grant me a sonfrom among the pious..' So We conveyed to him the

good news of a tolerant son." In the verse under discussion, Allah says that

consequently, "We conveyed to him the glad tidings of a knowledgeable son."

According to certain commentators, the above verse of Surah Saffat refers to the

birth of Sayyidina Isma'il f*~J\ U*, while those in Surahs Hud, Hijr and Dhariyat

refer to the birth of Sayyidina Is'haq fiLJ\\l*. Further details will follow in the

commentary of Surah Saffat, Insha Allah
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(57) Ibrahim said (to the angels), "What assignment have you been

commissioned with, O messengers?" (58) They said, "We have been sent to

(destroy). a felonious nation... (59)....Except the family of Lut. We shall surely

rescue all of them... (60) except his wife. We have decided that she be left

behind (with the sinners)/' (61) When the messengers came to the family of

Lut... (62) ... he said, "Indeed you people are unfamiliar." (63) They said, "No. In

fact we have brought to you what they used to doubt." (64) "And we have

brought the truth to you and we are of the truthful." (65) "So travel with your

family during a portion of the night, follow on their heels and none of you

should turn around. And proceed whence you have been commanded." (66) We
decreed to him this matter that the roots of these people shall be severed by the

morning. (67) The people of the town arrived rejoicingly. (68) Lut f^\ Up said

"These are my guests so do not disgrace me... (69) Fear Allah and do not
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humiliate me." (70) They replied, "Have we not forbidden you from all the

people of the world?" (71) He said, "Here are my daughters if you must do

something/' (72) By your life! They were blinded in their intoxication. (73) So a

scream seized them at sunrise. (74) We turned them upside down and showered

clay pebbles on them. (75) Indeed herein are signs for those who have foresight.

(76) These towns are along an accessible thoroughfare. (77) There are certainly

signs in this for the believers.

THE GUESTS OF SAYYIDINA IBRAHIM P
%J» U* WERE ANGELS

THEY PROCEEDED TO PUNISH THE PEOPLE OF SAYYIDINA LUT
f
*Ji Up AFTER CONVEYING THE GLAD TIDINGS TO SAYYIDINA
IBRAHIM pU\ Up

The destruction of Sayyidina Lut's fiLJ\ Up nation was discussed in Surah

A'raf and Surah Hud It will also be repeated in Surah Ankabut. They were
engaged in the great evil of homosexuality and refused to take heed to the

preaching of Sayyidina Lut fiLJ\ Up. They were even bold enough to say, "Bring

Allah's punishment to us ifyou arefrom among the truthful/'

Allah says, "When the messengers came to the family of Lut he said, 'Indeed you

people are unfamiliar/" He said this because he had never seen them before, as was
the case with Sayyidina Ibrahim (}LJ Up.

The angels replied by saying, "No. In fact we have brought to you what they

used to doubt. We have brought the truth to you and we are of the truthful." They then

informed him that his nation was to be afflicted with a punishment. The only

survivors were to be his family, with the exception of his wife. Therefore, they

advised him, "So travel with yourfamily during a portion of the night, follow on their

heels (to ensure that none are left behind) and none ofyou should turn around. And
proceed whence you have been commanded." "Ruhul Ma'ani" reports that they were
to proceed to Syria (Sham), while other commentators maintain that their

destination was Jordan.

THE DEPRAVITY AND RESULTANT DESTRUCTION OF THE
NATION OF SAYYIDINA LUT (ftU» U*

Since the angels were extremely handsome and foreign to the town, "The

people of the town arrived rejoicingly." They were excited to practise their villainy

on the angels. ''Lut f&J\ Up said, "These are my guests so do not disgrace me. Tear

Allah and do not humiliate me. " His plea had no effect on them.

"They replied, 'Have we not forbidden you from (hosting) all the people of the

world?"' They also forbade him from preventing them from their objectives.

Realising that they were besotted, "He said, 'Here are my daughters (i.e. the women

of the nation) ifyou must do something/" By marrying these women, they were able

to satiate their passions in a lawful manner.

As was discussed in verse 79 of Surah Hud (Surah 11), "They replied, 'You

know very well that we have no interest in your daughters. You are well aware of our

intentions."

They refused to listen to him, so Sayyidina Lut f^LJi ^ left the town during
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the night as instructed. As a result, "a scream seized them at sunrise/' Together

with this, Jibr'Il -fifU\ *i* lifted the cities and threw th^ai down again, as Allah

says, "We turned them upside down..." In addition to all of this, Allah "showered

clay pebbles on them."

The above verse, as well as those in Surah Hud and Surah Dhariyat indicate

that the stones were not the average stone. They were such stones that were

made of clay and then baked to harden. Verse 82 of Surah Hud mentions that the

stones rained continuously.upon them. It is also learnt from a combination of the

various verses, that the nation of Lut fkJ\ ^ were afflicted by three types of

punishment. These were (1) a scream, (2) the overturning of their cities and (3)

the shower of stones.

Surah Bara'ah refers to the cities of Sayyidina Lut r
*>Ut Up as "the overturned

cities". Allah says in Surah Najm that He, "also threw down the overturned cities. So

that engulfed them which did. (i.e. the shower ofstones)? [Surah 53, verses 52, 53]

Commentators mention that Sayyidina, Lut's pU\'AJ* wife either never left

with the believers (Mu'minin), or she turned around to look at the disbelievers

(kuffar), because of which a stone struck her dead.

The question then arises as to why were stones rained on them when they

were already crushed by the overturning of their cities Commentators have

replied to this by saying that the stones were used to kill those who were out of

the cities.

These cities lay close to the River Jordan and the Dead Sea now occupies the

area where they once lived. The Dead Sea is foul smelling and useless to man
and animal. Its shores do not pass out of the borders of these cities.

THE CITIES OF SAYYIDINA LUT f
*Ji & ARE A LESSON TO

THOSEWHO PASS BY THEM

, After recounting the incident of Sayyidina Lut f%~h «-U, Allah says, "Indeed in

this are signs for those who have foresight. These towns are along an accessible

thoroughfare. There are certainly signs in there for the believers." The Arabs

continuously passed by the ruins of these cities lying beneath the waters when

they travelled the road to Syria on trade journeys. They could easily reflect upon

the lesson taught by this episode, thereby adopting Belief (Iman).

With regard to the same incident, Allah says in Surah Saffat, "You pass by

them in the mornings and at nights. Do you not understand?" [Surah 37, verse 137, 138]

It is indeed despicable that the so-called 'civilized' nations are also foremost

in committing the vile act of homosexuality in addition to their already rampant

practice of fornication. They are indeed hastening towards a perilous doom. "So

wait! Indeed we are waiting with you.:"

THE HONOUR OF THE HOLY PROPHET <*JL>j 4«k ii JL* IN THAT
ALLAH HAS SWORN BY HIS LIFE

Addressing the Holy Prophet ^3 *i* A» J*+, Allah says, "By your life! They

were blinded in their intoxication." The word "life" in this verse refers to the life of
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the Holy Prophet^ aJp i»i ju. "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 14 p.72) narrates from Bayhaqi
that Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas <* &\ ^>j said, "Allah has not created a soul
that is more honoured and revered than that of Muhammad^JL- j <Up ibt JU> Allah
has not taken an oath on any life besides his."

A person may enquire as to how is it possible for an oath to be taken by any
name besides Allah's, since this is forbidden in the Shari'ah? The reply is simple.

The prohibition is for man. He may not take an oath by any other besides Allah
since this will amount to polytheism (shirk). However, Allah is not constrained
by any laWs and may swear by whomsoever and whatsoever He pleases. Allah's

oaths do not imply that the things by which He swears are superior to Him.

Allah has taken numerous oaths in the Qur'an e.g. "By the fig!" "By the

olive!" "By the oath of the winds that disperse!" "By sky and the night knocker!" The
commentators have mentioned that the things by which Allah swears are such
things that clearly display Allah's power or they are immensely beneficial to

man. They are also of such a nature that they reveal Allah's Oneness and
grandeur to those who ponder over them.

(78) Without doubt, the people of Aykah were oppressors... (79) So We
extracted vengeance from them. Indeed the two of them are along on accessible

thoroughfare.

THE PEOPLE OF AYKAH WERE DESTROYED BECAUSE OF THEIR
OPPRESSION

The Arabic word 'Aykah' means a 'thickef or a 'forest.' It refers to any place

that is dense with trees. The "people ofAykah" will therefore refer to people who
live in such a place.

Other commentators have also translated "the people of Aykah" to mean
people of the woods' and stated that these were a nation to whom Sayyidina
Shu'ayb 'pLJ» Up was sent. Like the people of Madyan (to whom he was also

sent), the people of Aykah were also involved in cheating others in weight and
measure.

Sayyidina Shu'ayb £*Js Up preached to both these nations, but they refused

to listen. The destruction of the people of Madyan is mentioned in Surah A'raf

[Surah 7, verses 85-$3] Surah Hud [Surah 11, verses 84-95]. Surah Shu'ara [Surah 26,

verses 176-191] makes mention of how the people of Aykah asked for punishment
and how it came to them. Allah says there, "So they falsified him and the

punishment of a day of the canopy seized them. It was certainly a punishment of a grave

day. " [Surah 26, verse 189]

Allama Baghawi Up it ^ writes in "Ma'alimut Tanzil" that Allah caused
them to suffer seven days of intense heat. Thereafter, they saw a cloud
approaching. They all hastened towards the cloud to use it as a "canopy" and
seek shelter from the blistering heat. However, when they all gathered under the

cloud, Allah caused a fire to emerge from the cloud, scorching them all to death.
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THE CITIES OF THE PEOPLE OF SAYYIDINA LUT <*Ui Up AND
THOSE OF THE PEOPLE OF AYKAH ARE SITUATED ALONG A
MAIN ROUTE

"Indeed the two of them are along an accessible thoroughfare/' Ibn Kathir

mentions that the people of Aykah lived close to the people of Sayyidina Lut *ip

t%J\ and their era was not long after them. Both these colonies lay on either side

of the same trade route that the Arabs took to Syria.

is^^ ^ KJ ui*****4 ^wj-^Jv (»fJ^B fojj ^_*

-
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(80) The people of Hijr denied the messengers. (81) Our signs came to them, yet

they ignored these. (82) They used to carve homes out of the mountains, living

in great peace. (83) A scream seized them during the morning. (84) Whatever

they earned was of no avail to them.

THE DENIAL AND RESULTANT DESTRUCTION OF THE PEOPLE
OFHIJR

The "people of Hijr" refers to the nation of Thamud because they lived in

the valley of Hijr. They lived on earth after the nation of Ad was destroyed. The

Thamud were also extremely powerful people and were able to carve homes out

of mountains. Allah says in Surah Fajr, "And have you not seen how your Lord

dealt with the Thamud, who hewed the mountains in the valley." In the above verse

Allah says, "They used to carve homes out of the mountains, living in great peace.-"

Allah says, "The people of Hijr denied the messengers." Because the denial

of any one messenger amounts to the denial of every other messenger, the plural

of the word 'messenger' is used. This is because all the Prophets <>:>lji ^^jlp brought

the same message. Allah says, "Our signs came to them, yet they ignored these."

Sayyidina Salih {%~h Up even displayed to them the miracle of a pregnant camel

emerging from a rock, but they refused to believe.

As a result of this, "A scream seized them during the morning." Allah says in

Surah A'raf, "So an earthquake seized them and they lay face down in their homes:"

[Surah 7, verse 78]

Says Allah in Surah HaMlm Sajdah, "As for the Thamud, We guided them, but

they chose blindness instead ofguidance. So, because ofwhat they earned, a catastrophic

punishment seized them, which was extremely humiliating." From these verses it is

deduced that the Thamud were also afflicted with three types of punishment viz.

(1) a scream, (2) a screech from above and (3) an earthquake. The Arabic word for

"screech" may also be translated as "punishment".

These people invested all their resources in this worldly life and paid' no

heed to the Hereafter. Allah says, "Whatever they earned was of no avail to them."
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All their worldly resources were wasted to them.

(85) We have created the heavens, the earth and whatever is between them with

the truth. Indeed judgment day (Qiyamah) is approaching, so pardon with a

most graceful pardon. (86) Verily your Lord is the Great Creator, the All

Knowing.

ALLAH CREATED THE HEAVENS AND THE EARTH WITH
IMMENSE WISDOM

"We have created the heavens, the earth and whatever is between them with the

truth/' This means that Allah created these phenomena with perfect wisdom so

that people may recognise Allah's power and grandeur by observing them. After

pondering over these creations, man should exclaim, "O our Lord! You have not

created this in vain."

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" interprets the verses to mean that Allah

created everything according to His divine wisdom so that no corruption should

prevail upon this earth. Therefore, He destroyed the nations that caused

corruption to rid the world of them and so that they may serve as a lesson to

those after them.

"Ruhul Ma'ani" also quotes certain other commentators who interpret ''the

truth" as 'justice.' According to this interpretation, Allah created the heavens, the

earth ancl their contents so that He may judge them all with justice on the Day of

Judgement.

"Indeed judgment day (Qiyamah) is approaching..." This verse offers

comfort to the Holy Prophet pJL-j aJLp &\ jl> because it informs him that the

disbelievers (kuffar) and his antagonists will all be presented before Allah on the

day of Judgement. There they will all be punished for their aggressions.

"....so pardon with a most graceful pardon." Scholars (Ulama) have mentioned

that this type of pardon is such that the injured party does nctf reproach nor

rebuke the aggressor. According to some commentators, this command has been

cancelled by the order of Jihad, meaning that the Muslims need no longer pardon

every offence of the disbelievers (kuffar) but are allowed to retaliate by waging

Jihad. Other commentators are of the opinion that the verse should not be

regarded as cancelled since it applies to situations where Jihad cannot be waged.

In such circumstances, Muslims should pardon the injustices of the disbelievers

(kuffar); continue to behave courteously towards them arid keep inviting them
towards Islam with wisdom and good character.

"Verily your Lord is the Great Creator, the All Knowing." Allah is aware of the

aggression of the aggressors, as well as the patience exercised by the oppressed.

He will reward or punish all accordingly. The Holy Prophet jJL-j *i* i» JL* need

therefore not grieve over their situation. Allah shall deal with them.
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(87) Verily We have granted you seven verses that are often repeated, and the

glorious Qur'an. (88) Never focus your eyes on the enjoyment that We have
granted to the various groups of the disbelievers, and do not grieve over them.

And lower your wings for the believers. (89) Say, "Indeed I am but a clear

warner."

ALLAH INFORMS THE HOLY PROPHET ^j U* At JU> THAT HE
HAS BEEN GRANTED SEVEN OFT REPEATED VERSES TOGETHER
WITH THE GLORIOUS QUR'AN

The people who denied the Holy Prophet (JL^ *> &\ JU were generally the

affluent members of society. In the above verses, Allah reminds the Holy Prophet

fL*3 a* &\ j^> that he has been granted an even greater bounty than the wealth
that they possess. Allah says, "Verily We have granted you seven verses that are often

repeated, and the glorious Qur'an."

The "seven verses that are often repeated" refers to Surah Fathiha, which
consists of seven verses that are repeated in every Rakah of Salah. Allah informs
His Holy Prophet ^L^ U* i»v ju that he should never be grieved over how the
disbelievers (kuffar) treat him because Allah has indeed conferred upon him the

greatest of bounties.

ONE SHOULD NOT FOCUS ON WHAT THE PEOPLE OF THE
DUNYA (WORLD) HAVE BEEN GRANTED

"Never focus your eyes on the enjoyment that We. have granted to the various

groups of the disbelievers" Whatever wealth and riches they possess can never
compare to the great bounty of the Qur'an. Certain commentators mention that

although the verse appears to be addressing the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up &\ JU, it is

intended to address the entire Ummah of the Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up & JU.
;

Allah says in Surah TaHa, "Never strain your eyes towards the splendour of the

worldly life and the wives that We have granted the disbelievers to enjoy, to test them
with. The provision ofyour Lord is best and more lasting." Anything granted as a test

for someone cannot really be a bounty.

"....and do not grieve over them." The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ibt JUwas to

continue with his responsibility and not be deterred by the disbelievers (kuffar)

and other antagonists. Allah will deal with them.

"And lower your wings for the believers." The Holy Prophet ^3 Up ibt ju* is

instructed not to waste his efforts by grieving over the disbelievers (kuffar), but
that he should rather focus his attention on the believers (Mu'minin). He should
show mercy and compassion towards them so that they realise that they are
more valuable than the disbelievers (kuffar).
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"Say, Indeed I am but a clear warner!" In this verse the Holy Prophet ibt J^>
(J-j 4-U has to make it clear to the disbelievers (kuffar) what his task was. He was
to warn them of Allah's punishment should they transgress. If they did not obey,
it was to their own peril.
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(90) As We have revealed to the dividers... (91) . Those who divided the Qur'an
into various portions. (92) By your Lord! We will definitely question each one of

them... (93) ...regarding what they used to do. (94) Clearly announce what you
have been commanded with and ignore the idolaters. (95) We will suffice for

you against those who ridicule... (96) Those who ascribe other gods to Allah.

Soon they will come to know!

THE PREVIOUS UMMAHS DIVIDED THEIR SCRIPTURES INTO
SEGMENTS

In the above verses, Allah says that He had also revealed scriptures to "the

dividers.,." He then 'describes who they were by saying that they were "Those who
divided the Qur'an into various portions." The word "Qur'an" as used in this verse
refers to the 'scriptures of these people. The word 'Qur'an' literally means
'something that is recited/ These people divided their scriptures by believing
some parts only and rejecting the rest.

According to other commentators, the verse means that Allah will punish
anyone who creates a similar division in the Qur'an, as the previous nations had
done to their divine scriptures.

Certain commentators have mentioned that sixteen polytheists of Makkah
decided to divide the roads and valleys leading to Makkah among themselves.
Each one of them would station himself on his road and inform the people
entering Makkah for Hajj that they should not pay heed to the person who claims
to be the Holy Prophet. Some told the people that the Holy Prophet^3 <A± ifct JL*
was a madman; others said that he was a fortune-teller, while others said that he
was a poet.

According to this interpretation, the verse means that the people who
divided the streets among themselves are destroyed. The Qur'an was revealed to

them as well, but they did not pay heed to it. Consequently all of these persons
were killed in the Battle of Badr.

"Those who divided the Qur'an into various portions." The polytheists denied
the Qur'an by calling it various names. Some said that the Qur'an was a product
of magic. Others wrote it off as poetry, while others were bold enough to call it a
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lie. Some people said that it was "tales of the old folk" In the light of these

interpretations, the word "Qur'an" would refer to the Qur'an that we are

acquainted with.

"By your Lord! We will definitely question each one of them regarding what they

used to do." On the day of Judgement, Allah will question every person who lived

on earth. Allah says in Surah A'raf, "We shall definitely question those to whom

messengers were sent and We will surely question the messengers." [Surah 7, verse 6]

At this juncture a question is raised. In a verse of Surah Rahman Allah says,

"On that day no man and no ]inn shall be asked about his sins." This verse negates

questioning on the day of Judgement, whereas both the above verses of Surah

Hijr and of Surah A'raf confirm that questioning will take place. When this

apparent discrepancy was posed before Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas <* &\ ^Jf

he replied that the questioning will not be to ascertain the truth of the matter.

Rather, it will serve to admonish the criminal for his misdeed just like how a

criminal in this world is asked whether he committed a certain crime when his

guilt has already been proven.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** to ^j has also mentioned that during the

long Day of Judgement there will be various stages through which people will

pass. At certain stages they will be questioned, whereas at others they will not.

The various verses refer to various stages.

Tirmidhi reports from Sayyidina Anas <*h ^j that The Holy Prophet i» J+
pJL^ aJLp made the following comment with regard to the verse, "By your Lord! We

will definitely question each one of them regarding what they used to do." He said that

people will be questioned whether they accepted the kalimah "La ilaha

Illallah." Those who accepted will be asked whether they abided by the

covenant that accompanies the declaration i.e. whether they lived their lives

according to the dictates of the Shari'ah.

Sayyidina Zaid bin Arqam ** ii ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet aJp i»i J*
rL-; said, "Whoever recites "La ilaha Illallah" with sincerity will enter Heaven

(Jannah)." Someone asked, "What is meant by sincerity?" The Holy Prophet ii J~*

<!-3 Up replied, "The sincerity of the kalimah is that it prevents the person from

Unlawful (Haram) acts." [Muslim v. 1 p.48]

Sayyidina Sufyan bin Abdullah Thaqafi ** ito^ reports that he asked the

Holy Prophet pL^ *M i» JUto give him such advice after which he would not

have to ask another person. The Holy Prophet ^ 3 <4* & J^ replied, "Say, 'I

believe in Allah' and then be steadfast." i.e. fulfil all the requirements of Belief

(Iman).

THE COMMAND TO ANNOUNCE THE MESSAGE DISTINCTLY

"Clearly announce what you have been commanded with and ignore the idolaters."

i.e. Do not be grieved by their rejection but continue in your efforts. ,

The ignorant sect called the Rawafidh state that this verse instructs the Holy

Prophet pJLj Up i»i ^to announce to the people that Sayyidina Ali ** & ^j was

to be the Caliph (khalifa) immediately after him. However, they say, (Allah

forbid!) that the Holy Prophet^ <4* & J~* was too afraid of Sayyidina Abu Bakr
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** Av ^j and Sayyidina Umar ** Ai ^j and could therefore not make the

proclamation. What blasphemy indeed! If the Holy Prophet of Allah Up Ai JL*
^i-j was afraid of the creation rather than the Creator, who can then be regarded
as true to Allah's commandments? May Allah save us from their ignorance.
Amin.

ALLAH IS SUFFICIENT AGAINST THE MOCKERS
"We will suffice for you against those who ridicule; those who ascribe other gods to

Allah." Although all the polytheists were active in mocking the Holy Prophet JU
<X*3 aJp At, Allama Kirmani U* At x^j has mentioned that those referred to in the

verse were the seven persons who threw dirt on the back or the Holy Prophet J*
^3 a> At while he was performing Salah. They were all killed at Badr. ["Ruhul

Ma'ani"v.l4p.86]

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" reports that the verse refers to five persons in

particular. They were Walid bin Mughiera (their leader), Asim bin Wa'il, Aswad
bin Abdul Muttalib, Aswad bin Abdul Mughith and Harith bin Qais. Once, while
they were making Tawaf of the Ka'ba, Jibr'il pus. *A* came to the Holy Prophet
pL,3 <Op &\ J~* and asked about Walid (as he passed by), "How do you find this

person?" When the Holy Prophet ^3 <4* Ai ju replied that he was an evil

person, Jibr'il pu\ Up pointed to Walid's leg and said, "You have been protected
from him." Walid was wearing a Yamani shawl and was dragging his lower
garment while walking. He happened to pass by a person from the tribe of
Khuza'ah, who had many arrows lying about. As Walid passed, an arrowhead
pierced his foot. Because of his pride, he did not look down to see what had
happened but continued walking. The arrowhead gradually penetrated deeper
into his foot, causing great injury. This wound caused him to fall ill, and he
eventually died of this wound.

When Asim bin Wa'il passed by the Holy Prophet pJL,j Up At J*,, Jibr'il Up
pU\ asked the Holy Prophet ^3 <A* At JL* what he thought of him. When the
Holy Prophet^3 Up At Ju replied that he was also an evil person, Jibr'il f**J\ <d*

pointed to the soles of Asim's feet and said, "You will be protected from him."
Thereafter, Asim was once playing with his two sons when he stepped upon a
thorny plant in one of the valleys of Makkah. The thorn caused his feet to swell
to the size of a camel's neck. This injury resulted in his death.

When Aswad bin Abdil Muttalib passed by, Jibr'il r
^LJi ^ posed the same

question to the Holy Prophet ^JLj *J* At ju arid received the same reply. Thereto,

Jibr'il pU\ Up pointed to Aswad's eyes and said, "You will be protected from
him." Aswad later became blind and continuously banged his head on the wall
shouting, The Lord of Muhammad^ Up Ai j^ has killed me!" He died in this

manner.

When Jibr'il pU\ *A* asked the Holy Prophet (JL-j <M At JL* about Aswad bin
Abi Mughith, he replied, "He is an evil person even though he is the son of my
maternal uncle." Jibr'il pus *A* pointed to Aswad's stomach saying, "You will be
protected from him." Consequently he died of a stomach illness.

When Harith bin Qais passed and Jibr'il r
*>Ut <A^ received the same reply to

his question, he pointed to Harith's head saying, "You will be protected from
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him/' He eventually died after puss flowed ceaselessly from his nose.
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(97) We know very well that your bosom is constrained by what they say. (98) So

glorify the praises of your Lord and be of the ones who prostrate. (99) And
worship your Lord until the certainty (death) comes to you.

THE COMMAND TO ENGAGE IN TASBIH AND TAHMID, AND TO
WORSHIP ALLAH UNTIL DEATH

Allah informs the Holy Prophet ^JL-j U* ibi JU*, "We know very well that your

bosom is constrained by what they say/' i.e. By their mockery and taunts. As a cure

for this, Allah instructs, "So glorify the praises of your Lord (recite SubhanAllah and

Alhamdu Lillah) and be of the ones who prostrate.

"

Sayyidina Hudhaifa <up &\ ^j narrates that whenever the Holy Prophet JL»

pjL^ Up &\ was overcome with any concern, he resorted to Salah. [Mishkdt p. 117]

Sayyidina Jubair bin Nudhair <* ibi ^j reports that the Holy Prophet & J^>
pjL-j Up said, "I have not been commanded to amass wealth and be of the

merchants. Instead, this revelation has been sent to me, "So glorify the praises of

your Lord and be of the ones who prostrate. And worship your Lord until the certainty

(death) comes to you." [Mishkat p. 444]
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| Makkan | Surah An-Nahl | VersesmJ

In the name of Allah, the Most Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) Allah's command has arrived, so do not seek to hasten it. He is Pure and

Exalted above what they associate as partners to Him. (2) He sends the angels

with the revelation of His commands to those bondsmen of His whom He
desires. (The revelation is) "Warn that there is no deity besides Myself, so fear

Me." (3) He created the heavens and the earth with truth. He is Exalted above the

partners that they associate with Him. (4) He created man from a drop of fluid

yet man is suddenly an open opponent.

THE ADVENT OF JUDGMENT (QIYAMAH) IS INEVITABLE AND
MAN IS A GREAT DISPUTANT

Surah Nahl discusses mostly the Oneness of Allah and offers proofs for it. It

also discusses Allah's bounties and mentions the bee, called the "Nahl" in Arabic

(verses 68 and 69). It is from this that the Surah derives its name.

In the opening verse Allah says, "Allah's command has arrived, so do not seek to

hasten it "When the polytheists were presented with the message of Islam and

warned of the consequences of polytheism (shirk), they laughed it off as a mere

threat. They asked why was the punishment not coming. They also said the same

about judgment day (Qiyamah).

In the above verse Allah informs them that the advent of His "command"

i.e. His punishment and judgment (Qiyamah) is so certain that it will not be

farfetched to say that it has already arrived.
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The Holy Prophet ^j ^ &\ J^ said, "Judgment (Qiyamah) and myself have
been sent like these two fingers." Saying this he indicated his index and middle
fingers. This means that the two are as close as the two fingers are. The middle
finger is only slightly longer than the index. [Bukhari]

The polytheists refused to believe this and were foolish enough to even pray
for judgment (Qiyamah) and punishment. "Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v. 2 p.61) has
reported that Nadhar bin Harith made the statement, "O Allah! If this (Islam)

really is the truth from You, then shower on us stones from the skies, or afflict us with a

painful punishment" As a result of this absurd request he was killed along with
fellow polytheists at Badr.

"He is Pure and Exalted above what they associate as partners to Him." In this

portion of the verse Allah exonerates Himself from all the partners that the
polytheists associate with Him.

"He sends the angels [i.e. Jibr'il r
*>LJi -dp] with the revelation of His commands to

those bondsmen of His whom He desires. (The revelation is) 'Warn that there is no
deity besides Myself so fear Me (i.e. fear My punishment if you do not accept the

message).

Thereafter Allah says, "He created the heavens and the earth with truth." The
commentary of this has been given under verse-85 of Surah Hijr (Surah 15). Then
Allah reiterates, "He is Exalted above that partners that they associate with Him."

"He created man from a drop offluid yet man is suddenly an open opponent." Not
realising that he was created from a drop of sperm, man becomes bold enough to
argue and altercate against even the commands of Allah.

Allah says in Surah Yassin, "Has man not seen that We created him from a seed,

after which he is suddenly an open adversary? He coins similitude's for Us and forgets
how he was created. He says, 'Who will give life to bones after they have decomposed?"'
[Surah 36, verses 77, 78]

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v. 2 p.62) reports that the polytheist (Mushrik) Ubayy bin
Khalaf once brought a decayed bone to the Holy Prophet ^ Up &\ ju and
asked, "Do you say that Allah will revive this bone after it has decomposed?"
The above verse was revealed in reply to his statement. Whatever the
circumstances for its revelation, the verse is general in its reference to all

disbelievers (kuffar) and polytheists who debate about Allah's religion (D'in). The
Qur'an mentions many of their arguments and replies to all of them.

Even worse than their contentions are those that certain so-called Muslims
make. They make absurd remarks asking why is devil (Shaytan) pursuing man
and why should they be punished for their sins when fate has already been
predestined? Others ask why should they worship Allah when He does not
require their worship. These people should examine their Belief (Iman) since they
are objecting to the system of Allah. Such objections lead one to disbelief (kufr).
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(5) And He created the animals for you. In them is warmth for you many other

benefits and you even eat of them. (6) In them is beauty for you when you return

them in the evenings and when you send them out in the morning. (7) And they

carry your burdens to such destinations that you could not reach without great

difficulty to yourselves. Without doubt your Lord is the Most Pardoning, Most

Merciful. (8) Horses, mules and donkeys are for riding and adornment. And He
creates such things about which you have no knowledge.

MAN DERIVES VARIOUS BENEFITS FROM ALLAH'S BOUNTY OF
DOMESTIC ANIMALS

Of the numerous bounties that Allah has created for man, are domestic

animals which afford man innumerable benefits as Allah mentions in the

foregoing verses. Allah firstly mentions that their skins and hides provide

warmth for man against the cold. Man acquires leather and wool from these

animals, using them for his clothing and bedding. He also uses the hides of

animals to make tents, as will be mentioned in verse 80 of this Surah. Another

great benefit that they give to man is their meat that he eats.

In the next verse Allah says, 'in them is beautyfor you when you return them in

the evenings (from the grazing fields) and when you send them out in the morning."

Only the owner of a large herd of animals will know the joy and satisfaction he

experiences when he observes his animals being taken to the fields daily. He
cannot contain his emotions to see them grazing, producing milk and

reproducing.

Thereafter Allah mentions yet another great benefit of these animals. He
says, "And they carry your burdens to such destinations that you could not reach

without great difficulty to yourselves." Through His infinite mercy and compassion,

Allah has created these animals to transport man's goods to distant lands,

without which he would be at a total loss. "Without doubt your Lord is the Most

Pardoning, Mos t Merciful.

"

Allah then speaks of the riding animals when he says, "Horses, mules and

donkeys are for riding and adornment." The mules and donkeys are also used for

transporting loads.

Allah says in Surah Zukhruf, "(Allah) Who created all pairs and made ships and

animals, which you ride; that you may be seated on their backs, then recall the bounty of

your Lord when you mount and say, 'Pure is Allah, Who has subjugated this for us

whereas we would never have been able to control it. And our return shall certainly be to

our Lord. "' A person truly appreciates this control granted by Allah only when an

animal becomes stubborn and uncontrollable.

Allah says in Surah Yasin, "Do they not see that, from Our hand's work, We have
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created animals for them, which they are masters op We placed these animals at their

service, so some of them are their means of transport, while they eat of some. From these

animals, they derive many benefits and drinks. Are they not grateful?" [Surah 36, verses 7

1-73]

Note 1: These verses only mention a few of the benefits to be derived from

animals. The above verse of Surah Yasin, as well as verse 66 of

Surah Nahl make mention of the milk that man derives from these

animals. Allah causes it to emerge from between the impurities of

blood and flesh. Man also benefits from the hides and bones of

these animals. Nowadays their limbs and organs are used even for

transplant purposes in medical surgery.

Note 2: Allah also mentions, "And He creates such things about which you

have no knowledge/' This verse includes all things that are still to

be created by Allah until the day of Judgement. Certain

commentators have mentioned that this verse also refers to the

modern means of transportation used nowadays. Allah has perfect

knowledge of all of these.

{9) The straight path leads to Allah and there are those people who deviate from

it. If He wills He could guide all of you collectively.

MANY PEOPLE HAVE DEVIATED FROM ALLAH'S PATH

The verse states that the person who treads the straight path of Islam will

attain Allah's pleasure/whereas all other paths will deviate one from Allah.

"IfHe wills He could guide all ofyou collectively/' Allah has placed guidelines

and proofs for all to observe find from which to draw conclusions. Those who
ponder over these will be guided to the straight path, but those who are

negligent will remain deviant.

Other commentators have interpreted this verse to mean that if Allah willed

He could have forced everyone to be Muslims. However, His wisdom dictated

otherwise. Therefore, each will be guided according to his efforts at

understanding.

"The straight path leads to Allah../' Certain commentators have translated this

verse to mean that Allah has assumed the responsibility of guiding towards the

straight path. For this reason He has sent the Prophets f
*-Ji^ and the divine

scriptures. He will not punish any person until He has shown him the truth.

["Ma'alimutTanzil"v.3p.63]
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(10) Allah is the One Who sends rain for you from the sky, which provides

(drinking) water and vegetation on which you graze your animals. (11) With it

(the rain) Allah grows for you plantations, olives, dates, grapes and all types of

fruit. Undoubtedly there is a sign in this for those who reflect. (12) He placed the

night and the day at your service, and the sun and the moon as well. The stars

are also in servitude by His command. Indeed there are signs in this for people

of understanding. (13) And the things that He has created for you upon the earth

have various colours. Surely there is a sign in this for people who take heed. (14)

It is He Who subjugated the ocean so that you may eat fresh meat from it and

extract jewels that you wear. You see the ships cleaving their way on it so that

you may seek from His bounty and show gratitude to Him. (15) He cast

mountains upon the earth so that it does not shake with you and (placed) rivers

and roads on earth so that you be guided. (16) (And He placed on earth) signs

and they are guided by the stars.

THE SIGNS OF ALLAH IN HIS CREATION

Allah has described many signs in this Surah. Coincidentally mention was

also made of those who accept the message of Belief (Iman) and tread the straight

path, as opposed to those who do not. The above verses cite some more proofs of

Allah's grandeur.

The first of these is the rain. Allah says, "Allah is the One Who sends rain for

you from the sky which provides (drinking) water and vegetation on which you graze

your animals." The rain provides clean unsalted water that is fit for human
consumption. The same water is also used to grow vegetation, which sustains

man and the animals.

In addition to this, "With it (the rain) Allah grows for you plantations, olives,

dates, grapes and all types offruit Undoubtedly there is a sign in this for those who

reflect"

The second sign mentioned by Allah is that "He placed the night and the day at

your service..." Man is able to rest at night and work by day.

The third sign mentioned is the subjugation of "the sun and the moon as well."
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The heat of the sun serves to warm the earth and allows plants to grow. Besides

this there are innumerable other benefits that the sun provides to creation at

large. The moon serves to provide light at night and guides travellers on their

way.

The fourth sign mentioned by Allah is that of the stars. Allah says, "The stars

are also in servitude by His command." For millions of years the stars have

maintained their orbits according to Allah's decree without wavering in the least.

They have no means to propel themselves but travel by the power of Allah alone.

After mentioning these few signs Allah says, "Indeed there are signs in this for

people ofunderstanding.

"

Thereafter Allah mentions a fifth sign saying, "And the things that He has

created for you upon the earth have various colours." Another translation of the verse

is that Allah has created things of different types on earth. These will include

every creation of Allah upon the earth. They are all placed on earth for the

service of man. They are used to feed him, to construct his homes, cure his

diseases, etc.

Thereafter Allah reminds man once again, "Surely there is a sign in this for

people who take heed."

Continuing with the sixth sign Allah says, "It is He Who subjugated the

ocean..." In this one bounty alone Allah mentions three benefits for man. These

are:

(1) "so that you may eat fresh meat from it." This refers to the

fish and multitude of other creation that ntan is allowed to eat

from the seas.

(2) Man can "extract jewels that you wear." Allah say in Surah
Rahman that from the seas "pearls and corals emerge."

(3) "You see the ships cleaving their way on it so that you may
seek from His bounty and show gratitude to Him." These ships,

large and small, wind and fuel driven, are used to transport

man and merchandise across the world. Man is obliged to

express his gratitude to Allah for all of this, but he is

negligent and thoughtless, whiling his time away in trivial

pursuits.

The seventh bbunty recounted by Allah is that "He cast mountains upon the

earth so that it does not shake with you..." Man is weak and will not be able to live

on earth if it continues to shake and shudder. Because of His infinite mercy Allah

has placed the mountains as pegs to stabilise the earth so that man is able to live

peacefully. One can well imagine the chaos and panic that will be caused if these

pegs are removed to cause earthquakes on an international basis. The

earthquakes experienced by man are confined to certain areas and do not mean
that the mountains are not performing their function.

The eighth sign mentioned by Allah is that of rivers. Allah has placed them

on earth to provide man and beast with an abundance of good. They provide

drinking water, water for irrigation and numerous Other uses. The benefit of
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these can be seen from the great rivers of the world that men depend on for their

very existence.

The ninth sign that Allah mentions is that of the roads that He has created.

These are found on plains, in mountains, at sea and in the air. Surah Nuh
mentions, "Allah made the earth a carpet for you so that you may traverse upon the

wide roads/'

If it were not for these roads, people would be lost on their journeys.

Therefore Allah says, "and (placed) rivers and roads on earth so that you be guided."

In addition to this Allah says, "(And He placed on earth) signs..." Each road has

certain signs that mark them e.g. a certain tree or mountain, etc.

The tenth sign is mentioned by Allah when He says, "and they are guided by

the stars. "Navigators determine their direction by the stars.

(17) Is he who cannot create like Him Who can create? Will you not take heed?

(18) If you attempt to enumerate Allah's bounties, you will never be able to do

so. Verily Allah is the Most Forgiving, the Most Merciful. (19) Allah knows what

you conceal and what you make apparent. (20) Those that you call upon besides

Allah cannot create anything, but they have been created. (21) They are dead

without any life. They do not even know when they will be raised.

THE CREATOR AND THE CREATION CAN NEVER BE EQUATED

The previous verses have expounded Allah's creation as signs of His power.

All things, past present and future are Allah's creation, while the gods

worshipped by the polytheists and the disbelievers (kuffar) cannot create

anything. Allah says in Surah Luqman, "This is Allah's creation, so show me what

those besides Him have created. But the oppressors are in a distant deviation." [Surah 31,

verse 11]

Expressing the foolishness of the polytheists, Allah says, "Is he who cannot

create like Him Who can create? Will you not take heed?"

Allah then says, "Ifyou attempt to enumerate Allah's bounties, you will never be

able to do so. Verily Allah is the Most Forgiving, the Most Merciful." Allah has

granted man all his faculties, especially that of intelligence. This he should utilise

to recognise Allah by observing His signs. In return for all these bounties man
should at least show gratitude to Allah and worship only Him. Through His

grace Allah even provides these bounties for the disbelievers (kuffar) and the

polytheists.
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Other commentators have interpreted the verse to mean that none can truly

thank Allah sufficiently for all the bounties conferred by Him. However, Allah is

Most Forgiving and Most Merciful and will overlook this deficiency in man. He
will forgive all sins and reward a person for every iota of good that he does.

"Allah knows what you conceal and what you make apparent." Those people

who do not show gratitude to Allah and continue to perpetrate evil should not

think that they can escape Allah forever when He does not punish them in this

world.

Allah then says, "Those that you call upon besides Allah cannot create anything,

but they have been created." The creation is not worthy of being worshipped.

Further describing them Allah says, "They are dead without any life. They do not

even know when they will be raised." The greatest bounty of Heaven (Jannah) will be

realised only when people are resurrected after death. However, these false gods

are unable to inform when this will take place, let alone being of any assistance

then. The knowledge of judgment day (Qiydmah) is only with Allah.

r^vfi^ !3^i^ <^a5^ ^-^ T36 ^$3S 4S^ ^^ ,4 Jj >SiS

(22) Your deity is but One Deity. The hearts, of those who disbelieve in the

Hereafter are reluctant and they are haughty. (23) Without any doubt Allah

knows what they conceal and what they reveal. Indeed He does not love the

proud ones. (24) When they are asked, "What has your Lord revealed?" they

reply, "Tales of the old people." (25) So that they may carry their entire burdens

on the Day of judgment (Qiyamah) together with the burdens of those whom
they mislead without knowledge. Evil indeed is the burden that they bear.

YOUR LORD IS ONE AND HE KNOWS WHAT YOU HIDE AND
WHAT YOU REVEAL

After refuting the false gods of the polytheists, Allah declares, "Your deity is

but One Deity (therefore only He should be worshipped). The hearts of those who
disbelieve in the Hereafter are reluctant (to believe) and they are haughty." Their pride

prevents them from accepting the truth.

"Without any doubt Allah knows what they conceal and what they reveal. Indeed

He does not love the proud ones." Allah shall punish the disbelievers (kuffar) for the

wrong beliefs that they hold even though they do not express these to anyone.

Allah continues, "When they are asked, 'What has your Lord revealed?' they

reply, 'Tales of the old people." Ma'alimut Tanzil" has reported that this verse was
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revealed with reference to the Polytheists of Makkah. They stood by the roads
leading to Makkah and whenever the arriving pilgrims would ask what was
revealed by Allah to the Holy Prophet jJLj 4-U it ju, they would say that these

were nothing but tales of the old folk.

In this manner they attempted to mislead others as well. For this reason

Allah says that they do this "So that they may carry their entire burdens on the Day of
judgment (Qiyamah) together with the burdens of those whom they mislead without

knowledge. Evil indeed is the burden that they bear." They will suffer for their own
sins as well as for the sins of the people they misled.

Allah say in Surah Ankabut, "They will certainly carry their own burdens in

addition to those of others. And they will definitely be questioned about what they

fabricated." [Surah 29, verse 13]

(26) Those before them certainly plotted, but Allah demolished their building

from the foundation, causing the roof to cave in on them from above. And the

punishment came to them from whence they could not perceive. (27) Then He
shall humiliate them on the Day of Qiyamah (Judgement) and ask, "Where are

those partners of Mine that you used to argue about?" Those who are granted

knowledge will say, "Today humiliation and misfortune are certainly upon the

disbelievers!" (28) Those whose souls were claimed by the angels while they

oppressed themselves. They will then propose a truce (saying) "We never

perpetrated any evil!" "Nay! Allah is well aware of what you used to do." (29)

"Enter the doors of Hell to abide therein forever. Evil indeed is the abode of the

proud ones!"

THE PUNISHMENT OF THE DISBELIEVERS AND THE PLIGHT OF
THE HAUGHTY ONES ON THE DAY OF JUDGMENT (QIYAMAH)

Referring to the evil plots* of the polytheists against Islam and the Holy
Prophet .{L.j u* ifci ju, Allah says, "Those before them certainly plotted, but (as if

their plots were a building) Allah demolished their building from the foundation,

causing the roof to cave in on them from above. And the punishment came to them from
whence they could not perceive." This verse is general in its context and does not
refer to any specific nation only.
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However, Ibn Kathir aJLp as i*-Jt the author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" and the author

of "Ma'alimut Tanzil" have all reported from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^j
<* ii. that the verse refers to Nimrud bin Kan'an. He was the king of Babylon and

constructed a palace that measured 5000 arm-lengths in height and 3000 in

width. He intended to reach the heavens, learn of the happenings there and fight

all those present there. Allah sent a wind that razed the building to the ground,

crushing Nimrud and all his accompliceswith him.

According to other narrations, Nimrud survived but was later destroyed by

a mosquito that Allah caused to reach his brain. Ibn Kathir Up &\ <*-j has also

mentioned that this verse refers to the disbeliever (kafir) king Bukht Nasr

(Nebuchadnezzar, who built a palace like the one described above.

All these narrations have their sources from the Bani Isra'il. If they have any

truth, they will resemble the statement of Pharaoh (Fir'aun) when he instructed

his vizier saying, "O Hainan, build a tower for me so that I may reach the roads; the

roads of the heavens so that I can have a close look at the deity ofMusa. I strongly feel

that he is a liar." His plan failed and Haman was also destroyed.

Referring to the previous nations Allah says in Surah Fajr, "Allah rained the

whip ofpunishment on them." [Surah 89, verse 13]

After inflicting a punishment on them Allah say, "Then He shall humiliate

them on the Day ofjudgment (Qiyamah) and ask, 'Where are those partners ofMine that

you used to argue about?' Those who are granted knowledge will say, 'Today humiliation

and misfortune are certainly upon the disbelievers; those whose soulstvere claimed by the

angels while they oppressed themselves.'"' These people lived and died as

disbelievers (kuffar).

The disbelievers (kuffar) will seek to escape from Hell and will call for

intercessors. They will also plead to Allah to return them to this world so that

they may do good deeds. At times they will also deny their crimes. Allah refers

to this when He Says, "They will then propose a truce (saying) We never perpetrated

any evil!
"' Their plea is referred to as a "truce" because a truce is normally

proposed to alleviate a difficulty.

In reply to their plea, Allah will say, "Nay! Allah is well aware ofwhat you used

to do." They will then be commanded, "Enter the doors of Hell to abide therein

forever. Evil indeed is the abode of the proud ones!"

Uj1\ 5-pb 4 \j~*.\ <U& W lift (fe Sj\ liU \yu\ ouU J^j^

(30) Those who abstained from disbelief (kufr) and polytheism (shirk) are

asked, "What has your Lord revealed?" They reply, "Extreme good." There shall
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be goodness for those who did good works in this world and the home of the

Hereafter is certainly best. How grand is the home of the pious! (31) They will

enter gardens of eternity beneath which rivers flow. There they shall have

whatever they desire. In this manner does Allah reward those who adopt piety

(taqwa)... (32) ... Those whose souls the angels claim while they are pure. They

say, "Peace be upon you. Enter Heaven (Jannah) because of the deeds that you

performed.

THE GOOD FORTUNE OF THE PEOPLE OF PIETY (TAQWA) THEY
WILL ENTER THE GARDENS OF HEAVEN (JANNAH) AND HAVE
ANYTHING THAT THEY DESIRE

The above verses speak about the opposite of the previous verses. In these

verses Allah describes the condition of the pious people in the Hereafter. Allah

says that "They will enter gardens ofeternity beneath which rivers flow. There they shall

have whatever they desire" Allah says in Surah Zukhruf, "In Heaven (Jannah) there

shall be whatever the heart desires and whatever pleases the eye.

"

"In this manner does Allah reward those who adopt piety (taqwa)" piety (taqwa)

means performing all good deeds and abstaining from all evil.

Allah then describes the death of the people who adopt piety (taqwa). Allah

says that they are "Those whose souls the angels claim while they are pure" Their

hearts are free of disbelief (kufr) and polytheism (shirk), being illuminated with

the light of Belief (Iman) and decorated with good deeds. Treating them with

honour, the angels will say to them, "Peace be upon you. Enter Heaven (Jannah)

because of the deeds that you performed." Although they will enter Heaven (Jannah)

only after judgment day (Qiyamah), the angels give them the glad tidings of their

entry to Heaven (Jannah) at the time of their deaths.

Verse 24 above speaks about the disbelievers (kuffar) "When they are asked,

'What has your Lord revealed?' they reply, Tales of the old people.

"

Now Allah speaks of the pious people in the same light when He says,

"Those who abstainedfrom disbelief (kufr) and polytheism (shirk) are asked, 'What

has you Lord revealed?' They reply, 'Extreme good."

Commentators have mentioned that the two verses were revealed because
of the same circumstances, as mentioned in the commentary of the first verse. A
similar narration also passed in the commentary of verse 90 of Surah Hijr, where
Allah says, 'As We have revealed to the dividers..." The polytheists of Makkah stood
by the roads leading to Makkah and whenever the arriving pilgrims would ask
what was revealed by Allah to the Holy Prophet fJL,3 aJL* ibt JL*, they would say
that these were nothing but tales of the old folk.

However/when these pilgrims posed the same question to the believers

(Mu'minin), they would reply that Allah had revealed extreme good and virtue.

Hearing this they would be satisfied and return with the good news to their

tribes.
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(33) They are waiting only for angels to come to them or for the order of their

Lord to come. Those before them behaved in the same way. Allah did not

oppress them but. they oppressed themselves. (34) So they received the

punishment of their evil deeds and their mockery engulfed them.

THE REJECTORS ARE MERELY AWAITING THE ARRIVAL OF
ANGELS

The disbelievers (kuffdr) refused to accept the clear and apparent proofs that

were presented to them. It seemed that they were waiting for some extraordinary

event to convince them. Allah says, "They are waiting onlyfor angels to come to them

or for the order of their Lord to come i.e. they are awaiting their deaths. However,

belief (Imdn) will not be accepted then.

Allah continues to say, "Those before them behaved in the same way." They also

remained adamantly upon disbelief (kufr) until Allah destroyed them. Allah says,

'Allah did not oppress them but they oppressed themselves. So they received the

punishment of their evil deeds and their mockery engulfed them."

A similar verse is found' in Surah Baqarah, where Allah says, "They await

Allah and the angels to come to them beneath the shadow of clouds, and all matters are

decided. All matters return unto Allah." [Surah 2, verse 210]

Allah says in Surah An'am, "They wait onlyfor the angels to come to them or'for

your Lord to come or for some signs of your Lord to appear. The day when one of your

Lord's signs will appear, the belief (Imdn) of a person will not benefit him if he had not

believed previously or carried out any good in his belief Say, 'Keep waiting! We are also

waiting." [Surah 6, verse 158]
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(35) The idolaters say, "If Allah willed then neither us, nor our forefathers
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would have worshipped anything besides Him, and we would never have

forbidden anything without Him. Those before them behaved in the same
manner. The responsibility of the messengers is only clear propagation. (36)

Indeed We have sent a messenger among every nation (who told them) that

"Worship Allah and shun the Satan (Shaytan)." There were those of them whom
Allah had guided and those for whom deviation had been decreed. So travel in

the land and see what was the consequence of those who denied. (37) If you are

desirous of their guidance, then Allah surely does not guide those whom He has

sent astray, and they shall have no helpers.

THE ARQUMENT OF THE POLYTHEISTS AND THE FACT THAT
EVERY NATION HAD A MESSENGER

When the polytheists were presented with the message of Belief (Iman), they

would challenge the Prophets
r
*Ji^ to reply to their argument. They said that

since everything occurred with Allah's will, their polytheism (shirk) and evil

must also be desired by Allah if He had willed it all along. They deduced from
this that their actions must be correct for if it were not pleasing to Allah, He
would not have granted them the ability to carry them out.

A similar contention has been discussed in verse 148 of Surah An'am (Surah

6). There Allah says, "Soon those who commit polytheism (shirk) will say, 'If Allah

willed, neither we, nor our forefathers would not have committed polytheism (shirk), and
we would not haveforbidden anything/ In the same manner those before them had denied

until they tasted Our punishment Say, Have you any knowledge that you may disclose

for us? You onlyfollow conjecture and speculation
"

Although nothing can occur without Allah's permission, this does not mean
that He is pleased with the actions that He allows man to do. Granting man the

ability to perform an act will not indicate that Allah likes the act. Allah has
granted man this life on earth "to test who ofyou performs the best deeds" It is for

this reason that Allah allows man the choice of deeds. When he chooses which
course of action to take, Allah grants him the ability to perform the deeds of his

choice. If people were forced to perform certain actions, there would not have
been any test for man at all.

"Those before them behaved in the same manner. The responsibility of the

messengers is only clear propagation" Allah sent the Prophets
f
^ui^ to guide man

and to show him what is required from him. However, many people chose not to

respond to the preaching of the Prophets
r
->ui ^. They adhered to their practices

of polytheism (shirk) and resorted to arguing with the Prophets r
!>ui ^, as

mentioned above.

"Indeed We have sent a messenger among every nation (who told them) that

'Worship Allah arid shun the Satan (Shaytan)" After the Prophets r
%Ji ^ had

passed on the message/people were divided into two groups. These were, as

Allah mentions, "those of them whom Allah had guided and those for whom deviation

had been decreed" These people refused to accept the message of the Prophets ^
f*~&. As a result, they were destroyed. Therefore Allah says, "So travel in the land

and see what was the consequence of those who denied.
"

The Holy Prophet pi-
_>
<Op ibt ju had the fervent desire in his heart that all of
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mankind accepts his message. However, Allah did not will this to happen for

reasons that conform to His perfect wisdom. For this reason Allah informs the

Holy Prophet pL-j aJLp in J^>, "If you are desirous of their guidance, then Allah surely

does not guide those whom He has sent astray, and they shall have no helpers (against

Allah's punishment in the Hereafter)."

tfeij u*- gx> \^cj ^ *~>j*i o* *™ ^^i * (Hi - -^^^ $> )>*—^1>
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(38) They swear solemn oaths by Allah that Allah will never resurrect the dead.

Nay! It is indeed a resolute promise that Allah has pledged, but most people do

not Know. (39) So that Allah may expound to them the matters in which they

differed, and so that the disbelievers may come to know that they were liars. (40)

When We intend anything, all We have to do is say, "Be!" and it is.

THE REJECTERS SWEAR THAT ALLAH WILL NEVER RESURRECT
THE DEAD. ALLAH REFUTES THEM BY SAYING THAT ALL HE
HAS TO DO TO BRING SOMETHING INTO EXISTENCE IS TO SAY,

"BE!"

While the previous verse discussed the plight of those polytheists who
rejected oneness of Allah (Tauhtd) and refused to accept the preaching of the

Prophets pu\ ^, the above verses discuss those people who rejected the belief

in resurrection. Not only 'did-they refuse to believe but they were bold enough to

"swear solemn oaths by Allah that Allah will never resurrect the dead"

Allah replies by saying, "Nay! (Your oaths are futile because) It is indeed a

resolute promise that Allah has pledged (that He will resurrect the dead), but most people

do not know"

It is a fact that Allah will certainly raise the dead and gather them all before

Him. The reason for this will be "So that Allah may expound to them the matters in

which they differed, and so that the disbelievers may come to know that they were liars."

They will realise that all they said against the Prophets f
!sUi ^ and their

preaching were lies. They will then learn that the truth is what the Prophets r^
r
*>ui had preached to them.

The disbelievers (kuffar) think that it is difficult for Allah to resurrect the

dead but they do not realise that every task is extremely simple for Allah. Allah

says, "When We intend anything, all We have to do is say, 'Bel' and it is." Allah has

created everything the first time and is perfectly able to reproduce the same a

second time. It is strange that even the disbelievers (kuffar) admit that Allah had

created everything the first time, yet they express astonishment at the fact that

He will resurrect the same creation on the Day of Judgement.
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Allah says in Surah Qaf , ''Did We get tired with the first creation? Nay, but they

are in doubt concerning ike new creation." A verse in Surah Yasin reads, "Say, 'The

One Who gave life to it (decomposed bones) the first time will revive it. He has knowledge

of all things/" The use of the word "Kun!" ("Be!") was discussed in the

commentary of verse 117 of Surah Baqarah.
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(41) As for those who migrate for Allah after being oppressed, We shall certainly

settle them in a pleasant abode on earth. The reward of the Hereafter is greater,

if only they knew. (42) (These are) those who are patient and rely only on their

Lord.

THE PROMISE OF BLISS IN BOTH WORLDS FOR THOSE WHO
MIGRATE IN ALLAH'S WAY

The polytheists of Makkah constantly harassed the Muslims since many of

the new Muslims were people of lower social standing. As a result of this

persecution^ The Holy Prophet pJL,j U* &\ JU» granted the Muslims permission to

migrate to Abysinnia. However, when they began to live peacefully there, the

Makkans sent some delegates to deceive the king of Abysinnia into deporting

them back to Makkah.

When these people told the king that the Muslims were runaways and

traitors to the religion (D'iri) of their forefathers, the king summoned the

Muslims to his court. Sayyidina Ja'far <^ it ^j addressed the king and explained

to him how they were once a depraved and corrupt nation. He told the king that

Allah then sent His beloved Prophet ^JL-3 Up &\ ju> to remove them from the abyss

of spiritual depravity. He then informed the king of how they were persecuted

when they chose to follow the guidance of the Holy Prophet ^JL-j *i* & JU». He
also recited Surah Maryam to the king.

The king and his courtiers were impressed by what they heard and
permitted the Muslims to live safely in their country. Of this group of Muslims,

many returned to Makkah and later migrated to Madinah, but others remained

there and migrated to Madinah directly from Abysinnia in the 8th year after

Hijrah. There they were reunited with the other Muslims who emigrated from

Makkah.

Some of them emigrated twice to Abysinnia, returned to Makkah, and then

migrated to Madinah from there. All these emigrations were undertaken to

escape the oppression of the polytheists. Regarding these immigrants Allah says,

"As for those who migrate for Allah after being oppressed, We shall certainly settle them

in a pleasant abode on earth." Consequently, they were granted safety in Madinah
and Abysinnia.

Describing those who migrate Allah says, "Those who are patient and rely only

on their Lord." In addition to the rewards of this world for their tremendous
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sacrifice of wealth and family, Allah shall grant them the superior rewards of the

Hereafter.

Allah says, "The reward of the Hereafter is greater if only they knew." This

phrase could refer to the disbelievers (Kuffar), meaning that if they perceived

these rewards, they too would accept Islam and migrate for Allah's pleasure.

Other commentators have mentioned that this phrase refers to the

immigrants themselves. This would mean that if they actually saw the rewards

that are in store for them they would excel in making sacrifices for the religion

(D'in) and will be pleased to know that they were able to endure the difficulty of

migration. ["Ruhul Ma'ani" v. 14 p. 146]

(43) Before you We sent only men as messengers, sending revelation to them. So

ask the people of knowledge if you do not know. (44) (We sent these

messengers) with clear proofs and books. We have revealed the Qur'an to you so

that you may explain to the people what has been revealed to them, and so that

they may reflect.

THE QUR'AN WAS REVEALED TO THE HOLY PROPHET Up k J^
jJL-j SO THAT HE MAY EXPLAIN IT TO THE PEOPLE

There was no surprise in the fact that Allah sent the Holy Prophet a> ifo J^>

(JL.J as a human to the people of Makkah, even though they thought it strange

(because they felt that an angel ought to be sent as a Prophet). Allah says that the

fact of the matter is that "Before you [O Muhammad ^j <> ii JJ] We have sent

only men as messengers, sending revelation to them" This was best suited to the

needs of the people.

Allah then adds, "So ask the people of knowledge if you do not know." The

polytheists of Makkah regarded the Jews and the Christians as knowledgeable

people since they possessed the knowledge of the previous scriptures. The
Makkans travelled biannually to Syria (a Christian country then), where they met

many Christians and Jews. They even met many Christians monks who lived en

route to Syria. They were also in contact with the Jews of Madinah. It is for this

reason that Allah informs them to ask these people whether they deemed the

Holy Prophet pJL-j <U ifct JU was on the right path, or whether they (the

Polytheists) were on the right. (This was discussed in the commentary of verse 51

of Surah Nisa).

Allah also prompts them to enquire from the Jews and Christians whether

the previous Prophets f**J\^ were humans or angels.

"(We sent these messengers) with clear proofs and books." Besides this
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interpretation, other commentators have mentioned that the verse should be

translated as "(With what were these messengers sent? They were sent) with clear

proofs and books."

Another group of commentators maintains that this verse is an extension of

the opening verse i.e. "Before you [O Muhammad pi-j aJLp ifo ju»] We have sent only

men as messengers, sending revelation to them together with clear proofs and books."

Other commentators state that the verse should read as follows: "[We have

sent you, O Muhammad jJL-j Up iut JU] with clear proofs and a book." According to

this interpretation, the ensuing phrase of the verse will be a follow-up to this

phrase.

A REFUTATION TO THOSEWHO DENY THE AHADITH

"We have revealed the Qur'an to you so that you may explain to the people what

has been revealed to them..." This verse emphasis that fact that the responsibility of

the Holy Prophet pJL^ aJLp &\ JU» entailed more than the mere conveyance of the

Qur'an. This verse clearly rebuffs the preposterous claim of many irreligious

people who claim (Allah forbid!) that the status of the Holy Prophet (JL-_> *-U ib\ JU
is no more than that of a postman. They say that his responsibility was merely to

bring the Qur'an to people, after which people are at liberty to interpret the

Qur'an according to their own understanding.

By saying this, these people have removed a large chunk of the religion

(D'in). The Qur'an makes brief references to many Islamic practices; while the

Ahadith is much more detailed and explicit. Therefore, they have to be followed

if one wishes to practice upon the Din properly.

Allah commands people in various verses to follow the guidelines shown by

the Holy Prophet ^j aJLp &\ JU». Allah says in Surah Al Imran, "Say, Tfyou love

Allah then follow me. Allah will love you and forgive your sins" Allah says in Surah

Ahzab

"There is definitely an excellent example in Allah's messengerfor the one who fears

Allah and the Last Day, and remembers Allah abundantly."

It is impossible to practise the Qur'an without consulting the Ahadith.

While the Qur'an mentions that the face, arms and feet should be washed and
the head moistened [ablution (wudhu)] before performing Salah, it does not

mention how many times these should be washed, nor does it state when the

ablution (wudhu) will be broken.

In a similar way, the Qur'an emphasises the performance of Salah but does

not furnish details about the number of Rakahs to be performed, the times of

Salah, the number and manner oi kneeling (Ruku) and prostration (Sajdah),

where to place the hands or where to look.

The Qur'an mentions the obligation of hajjj and Umrah. However, the

Qur'an does not stipulate the date of hajj, the number of times to pass between

Safa and Marwa, what is to be done during these acts, etc.

Similarly, the Qur'an does not delve into the
v
details of Nikah, Diyah (blood

money), retaliation (Qisas) and capital punishment. Although the Qur'an ordains
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that the hand of a thief should be cut it does not mention exactly from where

should it be cut, for what amount of money stolen it needs to be cut, what will be

done should a person repeat the crime of stealing, etc.

In a like manner, many other injunctions of religion (D'in) are detailed in the

Ahadith, without which it will be impossible to practise the Shari'ah. Allah has

sent the Holy Prophet (JL^ U* &\ JU> to explain and expound to man the details

that the Qur'an does not mention. In this way the religion (D'in) has been

perfected.

People who claim to derive the practices of religion (D'in) directly from

Qur'an without requiring the Ahadith do not even know the basics of the Arabic

language. They do not even come close to understanding the intricacies of Arabic

eloquence, syntax, philology and grammar. Drowning in their deviation, they

seek to drag others in with them.

In fact, the person who denies the authority of the Ahadith is actually

denying the Qur'an itself, since the Qur'an instructs that the Holy Prophet & J*
fi-j Up be followed.

The reality of the situation is that the Jews, the Christians and the other

enemies of Islam have initiated this movement to refute the Ahadith. In this way

they are using unwary Muslims to further fuel their attacks against Islam and the

Muslims.

Allah says further that he has revealed the Qur'an " so that they may

reflect/' The advices, narratives, discussions and admonitions in the Qur'an have

been revealed so that people may take heed of them and be rightly guided.

(45) Do those who plot evil schemes feel assured that Allah will not plunge

them into the earth or afflict them with a punishment from whence they do not

perceive? (46) Or that He may seize them in their activities, after which they will

have no escape? (47) Or that He seizes them with a gradual depletion? Without

doubt your Lord is Most Pardoning, Most Merciful.

THE OBSTINATE ONES SHOULD NOT FEEL THAT THEY ARE
SAFE FROM ALLAH'S PUNISHMENT

Allah explains in these verses how their meagre riches and comforts in this

world deceive the disbelievers (kuffar) into thinking that they are safe from

Allah's punishment. Allah is perfectly able to cause the earth to swallow them up

and punish them even while they are walking and talking in this world. Allah

can also punish them by way of "a gradual depletion" This means that Allah can

cause their numbers, their animals and their wealth to gradually diminish until
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they are left totally helpless and forlorn.

Despite His ability to do all of this, Allah reminds people that ''Without

doubt your Lord is Most Pardoning, Most Merciful/' Because of His infinite mercy
and grace, He does not punish them immediately, but allows them respite so that

they may repent.

(48) Do they not see the things that Allah has created, the shadows which sway
to the right and the left, submitting to Allah in humility? (49) To Allah's

command submits all within the heavens and the earth, including all creatures

and angels, and they are not proud. (50) They fear the authority of their Lord and

do as they are commanded.

ALL CREATION ARE SUBSERVIENT TO ALLAH
Depicting His supremacy and Mastery over the creation, Allah asks, "Do

they not see the things that Allah has created, the shadows ofwhich sway to the right and

the left, submitting to Allah in humility?" All the creation and their shadows act

according to Allah's commands. He decrees their movements and activities.

Allah's sovereignty is only confined not to these thongs and their shadows,
but "To Allah's command submits all within the heavens and the earth, including all

creatures and angels, and they (the angels) are not proud. Theyfear the authority of their

Lord and do as they are commanded."

Allah determines the length and duration of the shadows, as Allah says in

Surah Furqan, "Do you not see how your Lord spreads the shadow? If He willed, He
could have made it stationary. We then appoint the sun as a sign to it and We then

gradually withdraw it towards Ourselves. " [Surah 25, verses 45, 46]

We know that the shadows of objects extend and contract with relation to

the position of the sun. However, it should be borne in mind that Allah controls

the movement of the sun. If Allah wills that any shadow should remain
stationary or that it be totally obliterated, He can do so without anyone to

prevent Him.

Allah clearly mentions in these verses that all within the heavens and the

earth are subservient to Him. In Surah Hajj , Allah specifically mentions the

submission of the sun, the moon, the stars, the trees, the mountains and animals

when He says, "Do you not see that all within the heavens and the earth prostrate to

Allah, as well as the sun, the moon, the stars, the mountains, the trees, the beasts and
many people."

Together with these, Allah speaks of the obedience of the angels. He says

that they "are not proud. They fear the authority of their Lord and do as they are
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commanded." Allah mentions in verse 172 of Surah Nisa {Surah 4), "Masih is never

ashamed to be a, slave of Allah, neither are the favoured angels. Whoever is ashamed of

worshipping Him and is haughty, Allah shall soon gather them all to Him."

The more a being recognises Allah, the more will he worship and submit to

Allah. Therefore, the angels will be exceedingly obedient to Allah since they

truly recognise His grandeur and authority.

Note: Instead of taking the literal meaning of prostration, commentators

have interpreted verse 49 to mean that all things submit to Allah.

This is so because the prostration of all these creation is not

apparent to people. In fact, even prostration stem3 from

submission. Submission encompasses the act of prostration as well.
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(51) Allah said, "Do not take two deities. He is but One Deity, so fear Me only/'

(52) To Him belongs whatever is in the heavens and the earth and obedience is

exclusively for Him. Do you fear any other besides Allah? (53) Every bounty that

you possess is from Allah, so appeal only to Him when any difficulty afflicts

you. (54) When He removes the difficulty from you, suddenly a group from you

ascribes partners to their Lord. (55) ".....so as to reject the bounties granted to

them. Let them enjoy. Soon they will come to learn.

THERE IS ONLY ONE DEITY ALL BOUNTIES ARE FROM HIM AND
ONLY HE SHOULD BE FEARED

Allah declares in the first verse, "Do not take two deities. He is but One Deity,

so fear Me only. To Him belongs whatever is in the heavens and the earth and obedience

is exclusively for Him. Do you fear any other besides Allah?" These verses serve to

remind man that only Allah is worthy to be worshipped since he Alone is the

Creator and Master of all. Allah is totally Independent and the polytheism (shirk)

perpetrated by the polytheists cannot harm Allah in the least. »

Allah then says, ''Every bounty that you possess is from Allah, so appeal only to

Him when any difficulty afflicts you." Everyone realises that none can avert

difficulties besides Allah. It is therefore foolish to worship anyone besides Him.

"When He removes the difficulty from you, suddenly a group from you ascribes

partners tc their Lord so as to reject the bounties granted to them." It is indeed a great

form of ingratitude that people utilise the bounties granted by Allah to disobey

Him. As was mentioned in Surah An'am, the polytheists used to sef aside a

portion of their sustenance provided by Allah for their idols.
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By carrying out these actions, they are inviting Allah's punishment.

Therefore, Allah says, "Let them enjoy. Soon they will come to learn" They will see

the error of their ways when their souls depart from their bodies and then again

in the Hereafter.
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(56) And they assign a portion of what We have given them to that wjtich they

do not know. By Allah!.You shall certainly be questioned regarding what you

used to fabricate. (57) They assign daughters unto Allah. Allah is Pure! Yet they

have for themselves what they desire. (58) When any of them is given the glad

tidings of a daughter, his face darkens and he suppresses his fury. (59) He hides

from the people because of the evil tidings that he received. Must he k&p her

with disgrace or bury her in the sand? Evil indeed is the decision that he takes!

(60)Evil is the condition of those who are not convinced of the Hereafter, while

Allah's are the most sublime attributes. And He ip the Mighty, the Wise.

THE POLYTHEISTS ASSIGN DAUGHTERS TO ALLAH AND SONS
TO THEMSELVES, YET THEIR FACES DARKEN WHEN A
DAUGHTER IS BORN TO THEM

One of the practices of polytheism (shirk) that the polytheists carried out

was that they used to "assign a portion ofwhat We have given them to that which they

do not know." i.e. to their idols. The discussion of this has passed in the

commentary of verse 136 of Surah An'am (Surah 6), where Allah says, "A portion

oftheir crops and animals that Allah created, they stipulatedfor Allah saying, "This is for

Allah/ according to their estimation, 'and this is for our partners.' So what becomes their

partners' does not reach Allah and what becomes Allah's reaches their partners. Evil

indeed is what they decide."

Allah continues in the above verses by saying, "By Allah! You shall certainly

be questioned regarding what you used to fabricate." Allah mentions about this in Surah

An'am, "Soon He will punish them for what they devise."

While the Jews and the Christians ascribed sons to Allah (Sayyidina Uzair

and Isa f!A-3 Up respectively), the polytheists used to say that the angels are

Allah's daughters. Allah says in Surah Maryam, "It is not befitting of Rahman to

take children."

Bukhari (v. 2p.744) reports that Allah says, "Man has sworn Me. His swearing

is that he says that Allah has children, whereas I am Independent. I beget not, nor was I
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begotten and there is none like Me."

Although the polytheists did not like to have daughters for themselves, they

chose to attribute daughters to Allah. Allah says in Surah Zukhruf, "Or has Allah

chosen daughters from His creation and selected you to have sons? When any of them is

given the tidings of that which they ascribe to Rahman, his face darkens as he suppresses

his emotions. (Do they ascribe to Allah) one who is brought up in jewellery and who
cannot make herself clear in disputes? And the angels, who are Allah's bondsmen, they -

make into females. Did they witness the creation of the angels? Their testimony will

certainly be recorded and they will be questioned.
"

Therefore, Allah says, "They assign daughters unto Allah. Allah is Pure! Yet

they have for themselves what they desire."

Regarding their aversion for daughters, Allah says, "When any of them is

given the glad tidings ofa daughter, his face darkens and he suppresses his fury. He hides

from the people because of the evil tidings that he received." He does not want anyone

to ask him the gender of the child born to him. Thereafter he thinks to himself,

"Must he keep her with disgrace or bury her (alive) in the sand?"

The polytheists used to bury their little daughters alive and even boast to

others abbut his vile crime. Allah says in Surah Takwir, "When the girl who was

buried alive will be askedfor what crime was she killed." [Surah 81, verse 8,9]

Before the advent of Islam, women were scorned at and were totally

disregarded, as is clearly depicted by the vile deed of burying little girls alive.

Some cults practise similar forms of discrimination even today as is witnessed by
their practice of burning a woman alive after her husband has died.

Islam granted honour and status to women by recognising their rights and
attaching great rewards to the act of rearing children. It is indeed tragic that,

because of their lack of understanding, women have succumbed to the ploys of

the disbelievers (kuffar) and stripped themselves of all modesty and respect. They
roam around like models, living a life of immorality and look for friends instead

of husbands.

Regarding the decision the polytheist (Mushrik) takes to bury his daughter

alive, Allah says, "Evil indeed is the decision that he takes!"

"Evil is the condition of those who are not convinced of the Hereafter..." They live

in ignorance and foolhardiness in this world and will suffer untold misery and

suffering in the Hereafter. On the other hand, "Allah's are the most sublime

attributes. And He is the Mighty, the Wise." All the most excellent qualities belong

to Allah Alone and none can match these.
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(61) If Allah were to take people to task for their injustice, He would not have

left upon the earth a single creature, but He grants them respite until an

appointed term. When their term expires, they will not be able to reprieve it for

a moment, nor advance it. (62) They assign to Allah what they dislike, while

their tongues make the false claims that they shall receive goodness/Without

doubt they shall have the Fire, and they will be the first to be condemned. (63)

By Allah! We have definitely sent messengers to the nations before you and

Satan (Shaytan) beautified their actions for them. So he shall be their

companion today and theirs will be an excruciating punishment. (64) We have

sent the Book to you so that you may explain to them the matter in which they

differ, and as a guidance and a mercy for the believers. (65) Allah sends rain

from the sky, thereby reviving the earth after its death. There is certainly a sign

in this for those who will listen.

IF ALLAH WERE TO TAKE PEOPLE TO TASK FOR THEIR
INJUSTICE, THERE WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN A SINGLE
CREATURE LEFT ON EARTH

It is the practice of Allah that He does not punish people immediately for

their sins. Rather, He grants them reprieve until a fixed period. However, when
their period expires, they cannot postpone nor prepone the period for even a

moment. Allah refers to this when He says, If Allah were to take people to task for

their injustice, He would not have left upon the earth a single creature, but He grants

them respite until an appointed term. When their term expires, they will not be able to

reprieve itfor a moment, nor advance it"

Allah then says, "They assign to Allah what they dislike (i.e. daughters), while

their tongues make the false claims that they shall receive goodness." Despite their evil,

they claim that Allah is pleased with them and that He will continue to bless

them.

There are also those disbelievers (kujfar) who believe in the Hereafter, like

some Hindus. If the verse refers to them, it will mean that they claim that they

will enter Heaven (Jannah) after death. According to other commentators, even

those who did not believe in the Hereafter used to say that if it is assumed that

judgment day (Qiyamah) will ever occur, then we will be entered into Heaven

(Jannah).

Refuting their claim, Allah says, "Without doubt they shall have the Fire, and

they will be thefirst to be condemned.

"

Allah then continues to say, "By Allah! We have verily sent messengers to the
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nations before you and Shaytan beautified their actions for them" They chose rather to

follow the bidding of Satan (Shaytan) and reject the message of the Prophets ^^
f
*>ui. In this verse Allah is telling the Holy Prophet <X> j <^ i» J-* that the previous

Anbiya f*>LJ <> were patient in the face of this rejection, therefore he should also

exercise the same fortitude as they did.

Because the disbelievers (kuffar) chose the companionship of Satan (Shaytan)

in this world, "he shall be their companion today (on the Day of judgement) and theirs

will be an excruciating punishment"

"We have sent the Book to you so that you may explain to them the matter in which

they" differ..." People have always differed about many things and they all

considered themselves to be correct. They differed in matters of Lawful (Halal)

and Unlawful (Haram), Belief (Imdn) and disbelief (kufr) and many other such

matters. The Holy Prophet jJl-j a* i J^> was sent to draw the distinction between

right and wrong so that they would know the truth of every matter.

The Qur'an was also sent as "a guidance and a mercy for the believers."

Although the Qur'an is for humanity at large, the "believers" are specifically

mentioned here because they are the ones who accept its advice and

admonitions.

Just as Allah has mentioned that the Qur'an is a spiritual elixir, He mentions

thereafter a physical form of nutrition. Allah says, "Allah sends rain from the sky,

thereby reviving the earth after its death" Just as the rain causes parched land to

bear vegetation of all types, the Qur'an causes dead and diseased hearts to be

revived and illuminated. In this way the Qur'an serves as spiritual nutrition for

the soul, just as the rain provides nutrition for man's physical body.

"There is certainly a sign in this for those who will listen." Those people who
heed the advice of the Qur'an shall benefit by it.

*i f^-- i-r-' ft* ' > * t * *r '•iff' i .V "n *.'&\< ,lii

(66) There is certainly a lesson for you in the animals. From what is in their

bellies between excrement and blood, We give you pure milk to drink that is

easily consumed. (67) We provide for you from the fruits of the date palm and

vines, and you make "sakar" and good food from these. Indeed there is a sign in
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this for those who understand. (68) Your Lord inspired the bee to construct

homes in the mountains, the trees and in the buildings erected by man... (69)

Then eat from every type of fruit and traverse the pathways of your Lord that

have been made easy (for you to travel on). A drink of varying colours emanates

from its belly, in which lies a cure for man. Indeed in this is a sign for those who

ponder. (70) Allah created you and will then claim your souls. There are those of

you who will be returned to a worthless age so that he knows nothing after once

possessing knowledge. Undoubtedly Allah is All Knowing, All Powerful.

THERE ARE LESSONS FOR MAN IN THE ANIMALS AND IN THE
BEE

After mentioning the bounty of rain in jthe previous verses, Allah now

recounts certain other bountiful drinks that He has conferred on man. Referring

to milk, Allah says, "There is certainly a lesson for you in the animals. From what is in

their bellies between excrement and blood, We give you -pure milk to drink that is easily

consumed"

From the grass and fodder that animals eat, blood, dung and milk are

produced within their bellies. The milk emerges pure and clean without a trace

of the blood and .dung that are so close to it. Allah's immense power can be

ascertained from this phenomenon/Infant and adult alike drink the milk easily,

which provides them with perfect nourishment.

"Ma'alimut TanzlT (v. 3 p.75) reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas

<up i»\ ^j that when an animal eats grass and digests it, dung is formed at the

bottom of the belly, milk in the centre and blood at the top. Then the liver carries

out its task by Allah's command. The blood is transfused through the blood

vessels, the milk emerges from the udders and the dung is excreted.

The Holy Prophet pJL-j Up ibi J^> has mentioned, "When any of you eats, he

should recite, 'O Allah! Bless us in this (food) and feed us better than this.' When
he drinks milk he should say, 'O Allah! Bless us in this (milk) and increase us

therewith." This is so because milk is the only thing that serves as food and

drink." [Abu Daxvud v. 2 p.168]

After milk, Allah mentions dates and grapes. He says, "We provide for you

from the fruits of the date palm and vines, and you make 'sakar' and good food from

these." Some commentators have translated the word "sakar" as "intoxicants."

Since this Surah was revealed in Makkah prior to the abolition of. intoxicants, the

objection cannot be raised with regard to fact that it seems inappropriate that a

Unlawful (Haram) substance is mentioned as a bounty. At the time when this

verse was revealed, liquor was still not abolished. Since liquor was soon to be

abolished, the verse does not laude any praises upon these intoxicants.

According to a narration of Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ jbt \^Jf 'sakar*

may be translated in the Abyslnnian language as 'vinegar/ According to other

commentators, the word may be translated as 'tasty things.'

Allah then declares, "Indeed there is a sign in this for those who understand."

"Your Lord inspired the bee to construct homes in the mountains, the trees and in

the buildings erected by man..." This refers to the construction of hives in which the
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bees store honey. Allah also inspired the bee further by telling it, "Then eat (suck)

from every type offruit and traverse the pathways ofyour Lord that have been made easy

(for you to travel on)." Allah had created these pathways in the atmosphere so that

the bees may easily find their way back to their hives.

"A drink (honey) of varying colours emanates from its belly, in which lies a cure

for man. " Not only is honey palatable and nourishing, it also serves as a cure for

many ailments. The Holy Prophet jJL-j 4* iui ju» said, "Grab hold of two cures.

Honey and the Qur'an." [Mishkat p. 391]

The sick should be given honey to drink and the Qur'an should be recited,

where after the reciter should blow on them. Experience has proven that the

recitation of any long or short Surah of the Qur'an serves as a cure for the sick.

Some Sahabah <* i» ^j were once passing a place when the chief of the

village was bitten by a venomous reptile. When the people approached the

Sahabah ** &\ ^j for a cure, one Sahabi ** & ^j recited Surah Fathiha and blew

on the bite. The leader was then completely cured and (in the words of the

narrator) he appeared like a person who was freed after being shackled. [Bukhari

v.lp.304]

Allah then says, "Indeed in this is a sign for those who ponder."

"Allah created you and will then claim your souls. There are those ofyou who will

be returned to a worthless age so that he knows nothing after once possessing

knowledge." The wealth of intelligence and memory that Allah blesses people

with and which they exploit to the limits during their youth is taken away
during old age.

Allah is capable of dealing with people as He pleases for "Undoubtedly Allah

is All Knowing, All Powerful.
"
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(71) Allah has given some of you preference over others in sustenance. Now
those who have been granted preference will not give their provision to their

slaves so as to make them all equal. Will they still refute Allah's favour? (72)

Allah has made spouses for you from yourselves and, from these spouses,

created sons and grandsons. And He has provided for you pure foods to eat. Will

they believe in falsehood and show ingratitude to Allah's favour? (73) They
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worship besides Allah things that cannot provide any sustenance for them from

the skies, nor from the earth. In fact, they too are incapable of it. (74) So do not

cite similitude's about Allah. Allah knows and you do not know.

ALLAH HAS FAVOURED SOME MORE THAN OTHERS IN

PROVISION

"Allah has given some of you preference over others in sustenance." Allah has

granted every person a different amount of wealth and riches. If everyone were

to be as rich or as poor as the other, this world will fail to function. The system of

employment and production would cease because none would require the other.

In this way man will be deprived of the fruits of his own labour, together with

depriving others as well.

In the present system all men are interdependent. One will require another

to run his factory, while the other will require the money of the first person to see

to his personal needs. In this way the two will need each other and each one will

have his requirement satisfied. Consumers need suppliers and vice versa. Each

would be at a loss without the other. In this manner, the system of the world

continues to function.

Allah then says, "Now those who have been granted preference will not give their

provision to their slaves so as to make them all equal" Here Allah reproaches the

Polytheists. Allah informs them that just as they do not make their slaves their

equals and as they recognise the distinction between master and slave, they

should recognise the even sharper distinction between the Creator and the

creation (the True Master and His slaves). However, they are absurd enough to

ascribe others as equal to Allah!

"Will they still refute Allah's favour?" Although Allah granted them all that

they possess, they worship others instead of Him. This is the worst of crimes.

Thereafter Allah mentions the boon of spouses and children. Allah says,

"Allah has made spouses for you from yourselves (i.e. from the human race) and, from

these spouses, created sons and grandsons." Man then takes pride in his progeny.

Together with this bounty "He has providedfor you purefoods to eat."

Allah then says, "Will they believe in falsehood and show ingratitude to Allah's

favour?" It is indeed foolish and unmannerly that they worship other gods when

Allah grants them all they possess.

"They worship besides Allah things that cannot provide any sustenance for them

from the skies, norfrom the earth. In fact, they too are incapable of it" This verse also

highlights the foolishness of the polytheists because instead of worshipping

Allah their Creator and Sustainers, they worship those things that cannot

provide anything for than.

"So do not cite similitude's about Allah." Certain commentators have

interpreted this verse to mean that people should not portray any semblance and

representation of Allah based on their knowledge of worldly things. This is

especially forbidden when such examples of Allah support the idolatrous beliefs

of the polytheists (Mushrikln).
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Other commentators have interpreted the verse to mean that people should

not take any other god as the example and duplicate of Allah, thinking that they

have any of Allah's qualities. The verse will then contain the same message as the

verse, Do not ascribe partners to Allah.

"

"Allah knows and you do not know." It is foolish to base one's concept of Allah

upon one's knowledge of the creation. Allah knows best what is the reality of His

supreme attributes. He is also well aware of the actions of the polytheists

(Mushrikin) and will punish them accordingly.

K
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(75) Allah cites the example of a slave in bondage who has no power to do

anything. Another is one whom Allah has granted a fair provision and he

spends from it secretly and openly. Can the two be equal? All praise be to Allah,

but most people do not know. (76) And Allah cites the similitude of two

persons. The one is dumb and is a burden to his guardian. Wherever he is sent,

he does not bring any good. Can he be equal to the one who enjoins justice and

is upon the straight path?

ALLAH CITES TWO ILLUSTRATIONS TO REFUTE THE BELIEFS OF
THE POLYTHEISTS

In the above verses Allah presents two analogies. The first is that of a slave.

He has no wealth and can therefore not benefit anyone financially. The other is a

person whom Allah has blessed with an abundance of wealth. He spends this

wealth on people as and when he pleases. Any sane person will realise that these

two persons can never be equal. It is therefore obvious that Allah, Who has

control over all affairs and possesses all wealth, can never be equated with any of

the creation. The creation, even collectively, cannot do what Allah does.

This illustration clearly depicts the reality of the matter. Any thinking

person will perceive the error of polytheism (shirk) by pondering over them. The

only exceptions will be those who blindly follow the deviate ways of their

forefathers, or who refuse to accept the truth for fear of losing some worldly

benefits. Therefore, it is obvious that "All -praise is for Allah.
"

The second example given by Allah is that of a person who is dumb. This

mute person cannot care even for himself, let alone be of service to others. Allah

says, "Wherever he is sent) he does not bring any good." Neither can he understand

what he is being told, nor can he convey the message to the opposite party.
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Allah then says, ''Can he be equal to the one who (has the ability to speak so that

he) enjoins justice../' Besides being able to convince others, he also practises what

he preaches because he is "upon the straight path." Again the reply is obvious that

the second person is better. If a person can understand this, he can easily

understand that no being (especially lifeless idols) can ever be equated to Allah.

(77) To Allah belongs the unseen affairs of the heavens and the earth. The affair

of judgment day (Qiyamah) is just like a blink of the eye, or even closer. Verily

Allah has power over all things.

After explaining some proofs pertaining to oneness of Allah (Tauhid), Allah

affirms His all-encompassing knowledge. He says that he possesses the

knowledge of every detail in the universe, whether it is apparent to man or not.

The knowledge of the advent of judgment day (Qiyamah) is exclusive to

Allah and it will appear as quickly as the "blink of the eye, or even closer."

"Verily Allah has power over all things." This phrase refutes the surprise that

certain disbelievers (kuffar) express at the advent of resurrection. Allah informs

them that there is no cause for surprise because nothing is impossible for Him.

Allah has mentioned this belief in judgment day (Qiyamah) because it is

necessary that one believes in this aspect together with belief in oneness of Allah

(Tnhid).

s: i^ j^Xi -^Lt ^>ii- ^:^ j^ ^rj^ ^^ ii i^;Q
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(78) Allah removed you from the wombs of your mothers when you knew

nothing, and bestowed you with ears, eyes and hearts so that you may be

grateful. (79) Have they not seen the birds subjugated in mid-air? Only Allah

suspends them in the air. Indeed there are signs in this for the believers. (80)

And Allah has granted you an abode in your homes and made homes for you

from the hides of animals, which you find light when you travel and when you

pitch camp. There is furniture and other things (derived) from their wool, their

fur and their hair/which profit (you) for a period. (81) Of the things that Allah

has created, He has made those things that provide shade. He has also made for

you places of refuge in the mountains and made coats for you that protect you

from the heat and coats that protect you in battle. Thus does He complete His

bounty on you so that you may surrender. (82) If they turn away, then your only

responsibility is clear propagation. (83) They recognise Allah's bounty, yet they

refute it. And most of them are ungrateful.

THE VARIOUS BOUNTIES OF ALLAH

Allah mentions numerous bounties and signs depicting oneness of Allah

(Tauhid) in the foregoing verses. These are:

(1) "Allah removed you from the wombs of your mothers when you

knew nothing (thereafter, He granted you intelligence and

knowledge), and bestowed you with ears, eyes and hearts so that

you may be grateful (by worshipping only Him)."

(2). "Have they not seen the birds subjugated in mid-air? Only

Allah suspends them in the air." The birds seem not to be

affected by the force of gravity exerted by the earth. By the

mere movement of their wings, they are able to manoeuvre in

the sky with great ease. Man cannot achieve this' feat by

flapping his arms, even if he attaches feathers to them.

Despite this weakness of man, Allah has granted him the intelligence and

ability to create such machines with which he can outstrip any bird in flight,

altitude and distance together with carrying tons of goods with him. It is indeed

the bounty of Allah that he has placed the control of these massive machines at

the control of a single pilot. Allah then reminds man, 'indeed there are signs in

this for the believers.
"

(3) "And Allah has granted you an abode in your homes..." Some
homes are constructed from bricks, others from sand, others

from rocks, while some are even made of ice. The roofs are

also made from various materials, all of which have been

created by Allah.

Allah has also "made homes for you from the hides of animals,

which you find light when you travel and when you pitch camp.

"In. this verse Allah refers to tents which man uses-these on

his travels, making the journey easy and convenient.

(4) "There is furniture and other things (derived) from their wool,

their fur and their hair, which profit(you) for a period." If Allah
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had willed, He could have made the skins of animals

impossible to remove, or He could have made them without

wool and hide. If this were the case, man would not have
derived the benefits from them that he does.

(5) "Of the things that Allah has created, He has made those

things that provide shade/' These include a wide range of things

like the trees, mountains and buildings.

(6) "He has also made for you places of refuge in the mountains../'

This refers to caves, caverns and homes that are carved out of

mountains.

(7)
"
...and made coats for you that protect you from the heat..."

Allah has created the materials required for making clothing,

like cotton, wool, etc. Plastic, nylon and other modern day
materials are all derived from natural substances created by
Allah. Allah has mentioned that He has also created those

things "that you have no knowledge of" Therefore, whatever new
discoveries and inventions may occur in the future are all

from Allah.

Although Allah has only mentioned that He has created apparel to protect

man from the heat, Scholars (Ulama) explain that protection from cold has not

been mentioned because it is automatically understood from the mention of heat.

Other commentators state that protection from cold has not been mentioned

in this verse because it is already mentioned in verse 5 of this Surah, where Allah

mentioned, "And He created the animals for you. In them is warmth for you, other

benefits andfrom them do you eat."

Allah continues to say that He created for man the essentials to make "coats

that protect you in battle." This refers to coats of armour and other protective

clothing used in warfare. At the end of this verse Allah says, "Thus does He

complete His bounty on you so that you may surrender."

"If they turn away, then your only responsibility is clear propagation. " This

verse exhorts the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up ifct ^ not to grieve over the disbelief of

the disbelievers (Kujfar), but to continue with his task of propagation.

"They recognise Allah's bounty, yet they refute it. And most of them are

ungrateful." The greatest form of ingratitude is disbelief (kufr). The disbelievers

(Kujfar) refuse to submit to Allah despite the fact that He provides for them and

showers them with innumerable bounties.
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(84) The day when We shall raise a witness from every nation, then the

disbelievers will not be granted permission, nor will they be allowed to satisfy

Allah. (85) When the oppressors see the punishment it will not be lightened for

them, nor will they be granted respite. (86) When the idolaters will see their

partners, they will exclaim, "O our Lord! These are our partners that we used to

worship instead of You." Then the word will be flung back to them that "You

are definitely liars!" (87) They will propose a truce with Allah on that day and

whatever they used to fabricate will be lost to them. (88) For those who

disbelieve and forbid (others) from Allah's path, We shall add punishment to

their punishment because of the corruption that they caused. (89) The day when

We shall raise against every nation a witness from their midst, and We shall

make you witness over them. We have revealed the Book to you, that explains

all things to you and is a guidance, a mercy and a glad tiding for those who

submit.

THE DAY OF JUDGMENT (QIYAMAH) AND THE PUNISHMENT
THAT THE DISBELIEVERS (KUFFAR) AND THE POLYTHEISTS
WILL SUFFER

Allah says, "The day when We shall raise a witness from every nation..." These

witnesses will be the Prophets r
MJi ri4u who will testify to the disbelief (knfr) and

evil deeds of the people. Allah continues to say, "then the disbelievers will not be

granted -permission (to plead their case and make excuses), nor will they be allowed to

satisfy Allah." The opportunity to please Allah is granted only in this world, not

in the Hereafter.

"When the oppressors see the punishment it will not be lightened for them, nor will

they be granted respite. When the idolaters will see their partners (their false gods), they

will exclaim, 'O our Lord! These are our partners that we used to worship instead of

You.' Then the word will be flung back to them that 'You are definitely liars!
"' The

same gods that they worshipped will call them liars, thereby exonerating

themselves from them.

Qurtubi (v. 10 p. 163) writes that Allah shall grant the idols the power to

speak. They will inform those who worshipped them that they lied when they

called them (the idols) gods. These idols will admit to the people that they were

helpless, adding that they never instructed that they be worshipped.

When the disbelievers (kuffar) and polytheists will realise that they cannot
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escape from the punishment of Hell, they will plead to Allah to save them and

will be prepared to do anything in return. However, it will be too late. They had

already destroyed their opportunities in this world by denying the Prophets ^^
^LJs and their teachings. Allah says, "They will propose a truce with Allah on that

day and whatever they used to fabricate will he lost to them." Their false gods will not

be able to help them at all.

Allah then speaks of the intensified punishment of Hell when He says, "For

those who disbelieve and forbid (others) from Allah's path, We shall add punishment to

their punishment because of the corruption that they caused."

"The day when We shall raise against every nation a witness from their midst, and

We shall make you witness over them." As was discussed in Surah Baqarah , the

Ummah of the Holy Prophet jJL-j U* i»i JU will be summoned as witnesses to the

testimony of the Prophets f*~A ^^ against their respective Ummahs. Thereafter,

the Holy Prophet <JL- j -d* it J^ himself will testify to the veracity of his Ummah.
According to other commentators, this verse means that the Holy Prophet & Ju*

jl-j u* will testify to the truthfulness of the other Prophets f^^r^-

"We have revealed the Book (Qur'an) to you, that explains all things to you..." The

Qur'an contains all the guidelines and fundamental principles of religion (D'in),

while the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up &\ JU explained the details of these. Adherence to

the teachings of the Holy Prophet jJL^ d* it JU has been ordained in the Qur'an

itself. Allah says, "Say, 'Obey Allah and the messenger ^3 «uU &\ JL*.
"' [Surah Al

Itnrdn (2), verse 32]

Allah says in another verse, "Whoever obeys the messenger has obeyed. Allah

and whoever turns away, We have not sent you [O Muhammad ^* d* ^ s

J^>] as a

warder over them. " [Surah Nisa (4), verse 80]

Another verse reads, "Holdfast to what the messenger gives you and refrain from

what He prevents you. " [Surah Hashar (59), verse 7]

Allah says in verse 115 of Surah Nisa (Surah 4), "Whoever opposes the

messenger after the guidance has become manifest to him and follows a path other than

that of the believers, We shall allow him to do that which he is doing and then enter him

into Hell. It is the worst of abodes." This verse explains the importance of adhering

to Ijma (consensus of the Ummah). It is binding on every Muslim to follow the

laws derived by the Sahabah ^ &\ ^j and the true scholars after them regarding

current matters. They based their analogies upon the guidelines taught by the

Qur'an and the Ahadith.

It is not permissible to draw analogies and formulate laws when such laws

have been clearly defined in the Qur'an. This will only be done when the Qur'an

and the Sunnah do not contain clear injunctions with regard to a particular

matter because the matter at hand is something that is new.

The Qur'an states, "Ask those of knowledge if you do not know." This verse

teaches us to refer to men of knowledge when we have no knowledge regarding

any affair. It is therefore necessary that people refer to the scholars of religion

(D'in), especially the eminent jurists, when they require to know something

about religion (D'in).
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Thereafter, Allah mentions another few attributes of the Qur'an. He says

that it is also "a guidance, a mercy and a glad tidingfor those who submit." Those who
submit (i.e. the Muslims) receive these benefits from the Qur'an because they
practise the injunctions of the Qur'an, thereby becoming truly worthy of the

bounties of the Hereafter.

(90) Verily Allah instructs justice, "ihsan," and giving to relatives. And Allah

forbids lewdness, evil and oppression. He advises you so that you may take

heed.

THE COMMAND TO PERFORM GOOD DEEDS AND THE
PROHIBITION AGAINST EVIL AND IMMORALITY

The above verse is extremely concise, yet it encompasses all good deeds and
forbids practically all that is undesirable. The first instruction given in this verse
is to practise justice. Allah says in Surah Ma'idah , "Be just! It is closer to piety." A
Muslim has to be just with his pirs (mentors), his superiors and his subordinates.

He also has to be just when dealing with his enemies. He cannot transgress their

rights and should rather forgive them for the transgressions that they perpetrate

against him.

Another meaning of the Arabic word 'AdaV {justice) is 'moderation.' A
discussion of moderation is given in the commentary of verse 142 of Surah
Baqarah, where Allah says, "Thus we have made you such a group that is moderate in

nature..." According to the author of "Ruhul Ma'ani", 'moderation' refers to the

midpoint between the extremes of negligence and excessive behaviour.

Ibn Abi Hatim *Jp 2bi i*-j has reported from Muhammad bin Ka'b Qurazi ^j
aJp "2bi that Sayyidina Umar bin Abdul Aziz <i* it ^ asked him what was the

meaning of 'adal/ He replied, "You have indeed asked something very great!"

He then went on to explain the meaning by saying, "(Adal means) That you are

the father of a small person, the son of a big person and the brother of a moderate
person. You punish people according to their crimes and according to the

tolerance of their bodies, and you should not lay a single lash out of anger. If you
do so, you will be perpetrating an injustice."

Sayyidina Sufyan bin Uyaynah Up ifci sn^ has mentioned that 'adal' means
that a person's actions be equal in pujblic and in private.

The second command that Allah issues is that of 'ihsan/ It means that a
person carries out all actions properly and with care. He should ensure that his

acts of devotion as well as his dealings with people are decorated with the

quality of ihsan. One should refer to the commentary of the verse 195 of Surah
Baqarah, where Allah says, "Do things well, for certainly Allah loves those who do

things well."

The third command issued by Allah is to spend on one's relatives. Although
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this act is also included in the instruction of 'ihsan,' it is repeated because of the

fact that a person will receive double the reward for spending on his family and
relatives as opposed to when he spend on others. He will receive the reward of

joining family ties in addition to the reward of spending in charity.

This verse also serves to remand those who maintain favourable

relationships with everyone except their relatives. The relatives will include all

family members, be they as close as one's parents or as far as one's cousins. At
times it is obligatory to spend on them and at times it will be optional. The
details can be found in the books of Islamic jurisprudence.

After commanding that the above virtues be practised, Allah forbids certain

vices. The first of these is the prohibition against lewdness. Although this will be
include in the general meaning of the word "evil' it is mentioned separately for

emphasis. This includes all deeds and talks that are rude, immoral and related to

sensuality. All those actions that lead to these are similarly prohibited.

The word* "oppression" includes all those deeds and actions that constitute

injustice, including rebellion against the Leader of believers (Amirul Mu'minin),

stealing, harming parents or refusing people their rights.

Allah says in Surah Hujurat, "If two groups of believers fight each other then

reconcile between them. If the one group transgresses against the other then fight that

(transgressing) group until they return to Allah's command. If they return, then

reconcile between them with justice. Be just, for Allah loves those who exercise justice."

[Surah 49, verse 9]

Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^ ii^ reports a hadith in which the Holy Prophet JL*
pl-j aIp &\ said that from all sins, those that most deserve their perpetrator to be
swiftly punished in this world are oppression, transgression and the severance of

family ties. [Mishkdtp. 420]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** &\ ^ has mentioned that the above
verse* is most comprehensive in mentioning good and evil as opposed to any
other verse of the Qur'an. This is so because it enjoins every good and forbids

every evil.

At the end Allah says that "He advises you so that you may take heed." This

reminds people that they should not consider themselves absolved of

responsibility by merely reciting the verse. They should now practise it.

THE INTRODUCTION INTO THE SERMON (KHUTBAH) OF THE
VERSE,

'Verily Allah instructs justice, "ihsan", and giving to relatives.

And Allah forbids lewdness, evil and oppression. He advises you so

that you may take (heed)?'

Allama Suyuti aJp iv..^ has recorded in his book "Tarikhul Khulafa" that

the Caliphs (Khalifahs) of the Umayyad dynasty used to revile Sayyidina Ali ^j
<* i» in the Friday sermon (khutbah). However, when Sayyidina Umar bin Abdil
Aziz 4-U Ai <*j assumed the reigns of Caliphate (khilafah), he forbade all his

governors from doing this and ordered them to substitute this practice with the
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above verse of the Qur'an.

Since then it has been the practice of people throughout the world to include

this verse in the Sermon (khiitbah). However, it is advisable to omit the verse

from the Sermon (khiitbah) occasionally so that people do not regard it as a

compulsory practice.

u* o^i Cx^L> •-*£!>^ jv^=====dit>J *u\ ills. 31j i^| oyi^ 4-3 _>^£>

j±- y* 4&\ m& u>^ ^US u*5 4^\ jc^o IjlaJ^ ^[j^ -a-^ v(j^ >-b

(91) Fulfil Allah's pledge when you have made the pledge. And do not breach

your oaths after solemnising them, when you have already made Allah Witness

upon yourselves. Indeed Allah knows what you do. (92) Do not be like the

woman who shredded her spun yarn to threads after strengthening it. You make

your oaths a means of causing strife between you because a nation is larger in

number than another. The fact of the matter is that Allah only tests you by it.

And, on the Day of Judgement, He will certainly explain to you the matters in

which you differed. (93) If Allah willed, He would have made you a single

nation but He sends astray whomsoever He wills and guides whomsoever He

wills. You will definitely be questioned concerning what you do. (94) Do not

make your oaths a means of causing strife between you, so as to make a foot slip

after gaining stability, and so as to make you taste the punishment of forbidding

from Allah's path. Yours shall be an intense punishment. (95) Do not procure a

paltry sum in exchange for Allah's covenant. What Allah has is better for you if

you but knew.

THE INSTRUCTION TO FULFIL PLEDGES AND OATHS
Although the fulfilment of oaths and covenants is included in the previous

command of 'adal' and 'ihsan/ it is mentioned separately in these verses so that

people realise their importance and pay heed to them. Oaths are usually taken

when a pledge is made, and these pledges can result in spreading strife and

corruption. It is for this reason that Allah says, "Do not make your oaths a means of
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causing strife between you..."

Allah says, "Fulfil Allah's pledge when you have made the pledge." This refers to

the pledge of Islam i.e. submission to Allah's commands and abstaintion from

the things that He has prohibited.

"And do not breach your oaths after solemnising them..." Although it is

imperative that even those pledges be fulfilled that have not been solemnised by

means of an oath, the solemnised ones are specifically mentioned here for

emphasis. They should be given due regard since Allah's name has been placed

between.

" when you have already made Allah a Witness upon yourselves. Indeed Allah

knozvs what you do." When an oath is taken, the parties have intentionally made
Allah a Witness to their pledge, even though Allah is always a Witness to

everything.

Other commentators have translated the verse to mean that Allah is a

Protector over you (instead of "Witness upon yourselves"). They interpret the verse

to mean that by taking the pledge and abiding by it, they will remain in Allah's

protection. However, should they fail to observe the clauses of the pledge,

Allah's protection is no longer binding: Now He may punish them for the breach

of pledge or forgive them.

"Do not be like the woman who shredded her spun yarn to threads after

strengthening it." According to the commentators, this verse is mentioned as an

example of those who breach their pledges. Their act is just as foolish as the

woman who destroys the garment that she made after working hard at spinning

the yarn and preparing it. Qurtubi (v. 10 p 171) reports that there was a woman in

Makkah by the name of Rablta who used to do what is described in the verse.

In my humble opinion, the verse alludes to many laws besides that of

breaking a pledge. It could refer to abruptly terminating one's Salah, fast, Hajj or

Umrah after beginning these. It could also refer to deserting the battlefield in

Jihad. In this manner it could also refer to many other deeds. At the same time it

could also refer to perpetrating those actions that cause the reward of other

deeds to be destroyed. I have searched other books of exegesis (tafsir) for the

interpretation that I have made, but have not found this anywhere. I have

written it here considering it to be from the inspiration received from Allah. All

knowledge belongs to Allah.

"You make your oaths a means of causing strife between you because a nation is larger

in number than another." It was customary among the Arab tribes that they used

to enter into treaties with other tribes so that the two would be allied to each

other in times of war. However, when any tribe felt that their allied tribe was too

small, it would annul the treaty and align itself with a larger tribe. Allah refers to

the oath taken when aligning to the first (smaller) tribe as an oath that is "a means

of causing strife between you."

"The fact of the matter is that Allah only tests you by it" i.e. Allah tests you by

commanding you to fulfil your pledges, or (according to other commentators) He
tests you by presenting another stronger tribe before you. In this way Allah will

see whether you remain true to your original allies or whether you desert them
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to join forces with a stronger tribe.

Note: A treaty may be annulled with another party when it is feared that

they may be treacherous, or for any another valid reason. However,
there are conditions attached to this. These have been mentioned in

the commentary of verse 58 of Surah Anfal (Surah 8), where Allah

says, "Should you ever really fear betrayal from any nation, then throw

hack the treaty that you have contracted with them so that the two ofyou

are on an equal footing. Verily Allah does not like those who betray."

Allah continues to say, "And, on the Day ofJudgement, He will certainly explain

to you the matters in which you differed." In the Hereafter, Allah will immensely

reward those who stood for the truth, while the others will suffer punishment.

They will then come to know who were right and who were not.

"If Allah willed, He would have made you a single nation, but He sends astray

whomsoever He wills and guides whomsoever He wills." Allah could have ironed out

all difference between people if He wished to do so. Howevej, His infinite

wisdom dictates that these should exist between man. Now man has been

bestowed with the intelligence to discern between right and wrong. Accordingly,

he has been given the choice to act. He will be taken to task for the choice that he

makes. None should consider himself to be like a paralysed person who is

helpless to act.

"You will all definitely be questioned concerning what you do." None should

think that his actions go unnoticed in this world. Every person will be

accountable for his actions. He will have to reply for the pledges that he broke

and the oaths that he did not fulfil.

"Do not make your oaths a means of causing strife between you, so as to make a

foot slip after gaining stability, and so as to make you taste the punishment offorbidding

from Allah's path. Yours shall be an intense punishment." By breaching the covenant

taken with Allah and His the Holy Prophet^ ^ Up i»i JU>, a person will become a

infidel (kafir), and will be worthy of the worst of punishments. If he breaks a

pledge with another person, he will be guilty of treachery and betrayal.

Although this will not amount to disbelief (kufr), yet it is extremely grave and a

really tragic "slip of the foot".

The believers (Mu'minln) should ensure that they never cause their foothold

in Islam to slip. They should never fall into the pits of sin and vice and thereby

subject themselves to the worst punishments in the Hereafter.

. The author of "Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v. 3 p.84) has reported from certain

Scholars (Ulama) that the interpretation of the verse is that when people break

covenants, they pave the way for others to do the same. By doing this they will

be actually forbidding others from Allah's way i.e. from fulfilling pledges. It is

for this reason that they will "taste the punishment offorbiddingfrom Allah's path."

"....so as to make afoot slip after gaining stability..." Explaining this part of the

verse, some commentators have mentioned that betrayal after swearing by Allah

and causing strife jeopardise the belief (Iman). People stand to lose their Belief

(Iman) by using Allah's name to deceive others.

Note: In other parts of the Qur'an Allah has also emphasised the
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importance of fulfilling pledges. Allah says in Surah Ma'idah , "O

you who believe, fulfil your pledges..."

He says in Surah An'am, "Fulfil the covenant ofAllah." Verse 34 of Surah Isra

{Surah 17) reads, "And fulfil the pledge. Certainly, questioning shall take place

concerning pledges."

Allah then says, "Do not procure a paltry sum in exchange for Allah's covenant.

What Allah has is better for you if you but knew." This verse prohibits that one

acquires some worldly benefit by breaking his pledges, especially when it

involves accepting bribes and ill-gotten wealth. [Qurtubi]

The Holy Prophet jJL^ a* 2bi J* has mentioned that the giver of a bribe, the

taker, and the one who communicates between the two are all accursed. Even the

salaries of those who accept bribes for favours done in their field of work is

Haram. This is so because they are acting contrary to what they are employed to

do, thereby being unworthy of the remuneration they receive from their

employers.

In our times, politicians* are renowned for breaking promises once they

ascend to their desired posts. Even Muslim politicians are prone to this. When

they attain to positions they forget the oaths that they swore by Allah while

campaigning. Their concern then is only for themselves.

It should be borne in mind that the wealth acquired by breaching an oath is

totally insignificant in comparison to the rewards of the Hereafter. The greater

the position of a person, the greater will he suffer for breaking his pledge in the

Hereafter.

Sayyidina Abu Sa'Id ** to ^j has narrated that the Holy Prophet <A* to J~*

(JL-; said, "On the Day of Judgement every traitor will have a flag. The length of

his flag will be proportionate to extent of his treason, and it will stand out of his

anus. No treason can be worse than that which is perpetrated by a leader against

his subjects."

Sayyidina Ma'qa1 bin Yas^ ** ^ ^j reported that the Holy Prophet to J^
rL.) *J* said, "Allah will make Heaven (Jannah) Unlawful (Haram) for the person

who dies in the condition that he betrays people after being appointed as their

leader."

According to another narration, the person who is appointed as leader to

even a few persons without seeing to their welfare will be deprived of smelling

the fragrance of Heaven (Jannah). [Mishkdt p. 321]

\JvS=» & ^^\ .^b^J ijijj^ c«jJ* ^L^^j 9^* 5»* -^e k» -^=1 ^>-^e ^

(96) What is with you shall come to an end and what is with Allah will last

forever. We shall most definitely reward those who are patient for the good
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deeds that they do. (97) As for that male or female who does good and is a

believer, We will certainly grant them a good life and most reward them for the

surely good that they do.

THE BOUNTIES OF THE HEREAFTER ARE PERPETUAL WHILE
THOSE OF THIS WORLD ARE TEMPORARY

In the first verse Allah explains that whatever man earns in this world shall

eventually terminate. On the other hand, the rewards that he will receive for his

good deeds in the Hereafter will never come to an end. Therefore, man should

never be tempted to break Allah's commands (and his pledges) because of his

desire for worldly gains. He should always bear in mind that the eternal success

of the Hereafter cannot be bartered for the temporary things of this world

because ''What is with you (the wealth of this world) shall come to an end and what is

with Allah (the rewards of the Hereafter) will lastforever."

Allah continues, "We shall most definitely reward those who are patient for the

good deeds that they do." The phrase "those who are patient" denotes those people

who are steadfast upon Allah's commandments and never sway from the path of

truth.

"Asfor that male orfemale who does good and is a believer, We will certainly grant

them a good life and most surely reward them for the good that they do." Allama

Qurtubi Up iu»^ has quoted several interpretations of "a good life" According to

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas *& &\ ^Jf it refers to a life of contentment.

Another interpretation says that it refers to the inspiration and guidance that

Allah bestows upon a person so that he is able to perform those actions that

please Allah.

Other commentators mention that it denotes entry into Heaven Qannah),

while others say that it means Allah's forgiveness and proximity unto Him. Yet

another interpretation is that this refers to such a life in which a person remains

independent from creation and always turns only to the Creator. The final

interpretation is that a person is blessed with the supreme quality of being happy

with Allah's decree at all times.

There is no discrepancy between all these interpretations, since they can all

be applied simultaneously. The life of a Believer (Mu'min), as opposed to that of

disbelievers (kuffar) and the sinners, is filled with contentment and peace.

Whenever he is confronted with any difficulty, he is never perplexed since he is

happy with whatever Allah decrees for him. In fact, he acquires satisfaction and

joy from these difficulties.

Together with this blissful life, he will be eternally happy in Heaven

Qannah). The only condition for these bounties is that "they are believers." Gender

is never a barrier against Allah's bounty and grace.

J* JUL* yfl JJjJ >4 (g| j^)\ ^ikLSJt ZZ+P* ±#~** 6^ • ^} 4>
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(98) When you recite the Qur'an, then seek refuge with Allah from Devil

(Shaytan), the accursed. (99) Indeed he has no sway over those who believe and

who rely solely on their Lord. (100) His sway is only on those who befriend him

and those who ascribe partners to Allah.

SEEK ALLAH'S REFUGE FROM DEVIL (SHAYTAN) WHEN
COMMENCING RECITATION OF THE QUR'AN

Devil (Shaytan) is the sworn enemy of man and constantly tries to dissuade

man from engaging in Allah's worship. Even when man does worship Allah,

Devil (Shaytan) plagues his mind with evil thoughts. When a believer (Mu'miri)

recites the Qur'an, he is affected by it and gains satisfaction because it is like

communicating with Allah. Devil (Shaytan) cannot tolerate this and makes every

effort to distract man's attention. It is for this reason that Allah says, "When you

recite the Qur'an, then seek refuge with Allahfrom Devil (Shaytan), the accursed."

Therefore, when a person begins to recite the Qur'an, he should say,

"A'udhu Billahi Minash Shaytan Nir Rajim." Thereafter, it will be Masnun for

him to add "Bismillah Hit Rahman NirRahim."

When a person wishes to occupy a home, he will first rid the home of all

harmful things. Thereafter, he will begin to decorate the home. In a similar

manner, when a person intends to recite the Qur'an, he should first rid the heart

of Devil's (Shaytan's) evil whispers by reciting, "A'udhu Billahi Minash Shaytan

Nir Rajim." Thereafter he will decorate his heart with the mention of Allah's

name and attributes by saying, "Bismillah Hir Rahman Nir Rahim."

When commencing recitation of the Qur'an it is sufficient to recite "A'udhu

Billahi Minash Shaytan Nir Rajim" once only. However, if one has to interrupt

the recitation by eating, drinking, speaking or any other act that is not related to

recitation of the Qur'an, then one should repeat "A'udhu Billahi Minash Shaytan

Nir Rajim."

Imam Abu Hanifah Up iiii <**
Jf Imam Shafi'I 4* &s <^j and Belief (Iman)

Ahmad bin Hambal Up iin ^ have all preferred the use of the words "A'udhu

Billahi Minash Shaytan Nir Rajim" instead of any other configuration of words.

Besides the occasion when beginning recitation of the Qur'an, the Qur'an

and the Ahadlth have stipulated other occasions as well when "A'udhu Billahi

Minash Shaytan Nir Rajim" should be recited. Allah says in verse 200 of Surah

A'raf (Surah 7), "Should a temptation come to you from Satan (Shaytan) then seek

refuge with Allah. Verily He is the All Hearing, the All Knowing.

"

Allah also says in Surah Mu'min, "And say, 'O my Lord! I seek refuge with You

from the evil whispering of the Satan (Shaytan). And I seek refuge with You, O my Lord,

that they approach me." [Surah 23, verse 97, 98]

According to the Ahadlth, one should recite "A'udhu Billahi Minash

Shaytan Nir Rajim" upon becoming angry and when hearing the braying of a

donkey. [Mishkdtp. 213]
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In another hadith the Holy Prophet <^ } <4* & J^ stated that a person should

recite "A'udhu Billahi Minash Shaytan Nir Rajtm" when hearing a dog bark or

a donkey bray because they see things that man does not i.e. the Devil (Shaytan).

[Mishkdtp.373]

Before entering the toilet a person should firstly recite "Bismillah" and then

seek refuge from Shaytan with the words, "Allahumma Inni A'udhu Bika Minal
Khubuthi Wal Khaba'ith." (TRANSLATION: "O Allah! I seek refuge with You
from the male and female Devil (Shaytan).")

SATAN (SHAYTAN) HAS NO SWAY OVER THOSE BELIEVERS
WHO RELY TOTALLY ON ALLAH

"Indeed he Satan (Shaytan) has no sway over those who believe and who rely solely

on their Lord." Satan (Shaytan) cannot deter these people from the path of truth

despite his concerted efforts. However, they may succumb to sin because of the

demands of their carnal selves.

"His sway is only on those who befriend him and those who ascribe partners to

Allah." Those who befriend Satan (Shaytan) are most prominently the

disbelievers (kuffar) and the polytheists. Those believers (Mu'minln) who submit

to the dictates of Shaytan will also be classified as his friends since they obey

him.

Whenever a person is struck by an evil thought from Satan (Shaytan), he

should immediately dispel the thought by reciting "A'udhu Billahi Minash
Shaytan Nir Rajitn" He should then engage in Allah's remembrance (dhikr) or

some other act of virtue. If he allows the thought to tarry in his mind, it will

persist. Shaytan will also cause doubts in a person's ablution (wudhu), his faith

(Iman) and his Salah.

Sayyidina Abu Huraira <* ifo ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ^yUp & ju
said, "Satan (Shaytan) will come to you and ask, 'Who created this and who
created that?' Eventually he will ask you who created your Lord? When this

happens, seek refuge with Allah and leave the matter to rest." [Bukhari v. 1 p.463]

A person once told Sayyidina Qasim bin Muhammad aJLp i»i n*^ that he

experienced many distractions and stray thoughts in his Salah. Sayyidina Qasim
Up &\ <*-j told him to continue performing his Salah and the problem will be

eradicated only when he informs Satan (Shaytan) after the Salah that his Salah

was not performed. [Mishkdtp. 19]

This means that he should not be concerned with the distractions of Satan

(Shaytan). If he has to err in Salah, he should perform the prostration of mistake

(Sajdah Sahw) as prescribed and not be perplexed about Devil's (Shaytan 's)

reminders that something has been omitted. After Salah he should address Devil

(Shaytan), asking him what he wants with the Salah. He should be told to go

away and that he should not pretend to be concerned about the perfection of

one's Salah since no Salah had been performed. Once this is done, Devil (Shaytan)

will discontinue his efforts.

A saint narrated that Devil (Shaytan) would constantly whisper to him after

ablution (wudhu) that he did not make the masah of the head. Devil (Shaytan)
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told him that if he did not make the masah, the Salah would be incorrect and that

performing Salah without ablution (wudhu) was tantamount to disbelief (kufr).

He says that for a while he used to repeat the masah to dispel the doubt, but

afterwards he told Devil (Shaytan), "You are hardly a Muslim yourself that you
should worry about my belief (Iman)" Thereafter Devil (Shaytan) stopped

pestering him.

Allowing devil (Shaytan) to continue his efforts will lead one to destruction.

Devil (Shaytan) intends to lead man only to the doom he is headed for.

j*+>\ pJU JJAj (p urulJj^ U£-HJ ^-VJkj \y^V Z&JS sjlOj

(101) When We replace a verse with another, and Allah knows best what He
reveals, they say, "You are but a^ perjurer!" But most of them have no

knowledge. (102) Say, "The Ruhul Qudus has revealed it with truth from your

Lord to make the believers steadfast, and as a guidance and a glad tiding for the

Muslims." (103) Indeed We know well that they say, "A human teaches him."

The language of the person to whom they refer is Ajami (non-Arabic), while this

is in the clear Arabic language. (104) Verily Allah will not guide those who do

not believe in His verses, and for them shall be a tormenting punishment. (105)

Those who do not believe in Allah's verses merely invent lies. These are the true

liars!

THE REPLY TO THOSE WHO OBJECT TOTHE ABROGATION OF
QUR'ANIC VERSES

Allah says, "When We replace a verse with another, and Allah knows best what He
reveals, they [the disbelievers (kuffar)] say, 'You are but a perjurer!" The disbelievers

(kuffar) say that the Book of Allah cannot be changed like how the Qur'an is.

They maintain that it must therefore be the product of the Holy Prophet Up ifci JL>

<X*y. The reply to this objection has already been discussed in Surah Baqarah,

where Allah says, "Whenever We repeal any verse or cause it to be forgotten, We bring

something better or equivalent to it. Do you not know that Allah has power over all

things?" [Surah 2, verse 106]

Allah says in the above verse, "But most of them have no knowledge." i.e. Their
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objection is based on ignorance. They fail to understand that the change in any

law is for the welfare of man and based on Allah's infinite wisdom. Allah says in

between the verse that He ''knows best what He reveals.

"

In reply to the allegation that the Qur'an is a product of the Holy Prophet

pJL-j Up i»t JL*, Allah says, "Say, 'The Ruhul Qudus [Jibr'il fik~S\ <uUj has revealed it

with truth from your Lord to make the believers steadfast, and as a guidance and a glad

tidingfor the Muslims.

"

THE REPLY TO THE ALLEGATION THAT THE HOLY PROPHET J*
^j Up h\ WAS TAUGHT BY ANOTHER PERSON

"Indeed We know well that they say, 'A human teaches him.'" The polytheists

used to say that the Qur'an was "tales of tJte old men." Some of them also said

that another man taught the Holy Prophet (JU 3 Up &v JU>.

Some commentators say that they referred to a person by the name of

Ya'Ish, who was previously a Christian. He was not an Arab, and accepted Islam

later. When he used to come to the Holy Prophet (JL-j aJLc ifci JU to learn about

Islam, the polytheists made the preposterous claim that he was teaching the Holy

Prophet jJL- 3 Up ifo ju>.

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" reports that there were two non-Arabs living in Makkah
who had knowledge of the Torah and the Injil. They used to make swords When
the Quraish persecuted the Holy Prophet jJL-j u* i» JU, he used to sit with the

two of them and be consoled by their talks. The disbelievers (kuffar) claimed that

the Holy Prophet pi- j Up &\ J^> was learning from them.

Allah refutes their allegation by saying, "The language of the person to whom
they refer is Ajami (non-Arabic), while this is in the clear Arabic language." It is

obvious that a person who can hardly speak Arabic cannot produce anything

even remotely similar to the Qur'an, especially when highly eloquent linguists of

Arabic could not match the Qur'an. Even to this day none has met the challenge

of the Qur'an to produce a single Surah like any of the Qur'an.

"Verily Allah will not guide those who do not believe in His verses, and for them

shall be a tormenting punishment." This verse refers to those who recognise the

verses of Allah to be the truth yet are too stubborn to accept them. They shall be

punished in this world by being deprived of the wealth of Belief (Iman) and, in

the Hereafter, their destination shall be Hell.

"Those who do not believe on Allah's verses merely invent lies. These are the true

liarsi" This verse refers to those who claimed that the Holy Prophet ^j U* & J-*

has fabricated the Qur'an and was lying by saying that it was from Allah. Indeed

their lie is the greatest since it is obvious that an unlettered person could never

produce the like of the Qur'an.
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(106) Those who disbelieve in Allah after believing - save for him who is forced,

but his heart is content with Belief (Iman) and who open their hearts to disbelief

will have Allah's wrath upon them and theirs shall be a terrible punishment.

(107) This is because they prefer the life of this world to the Hereafter, and Allah

certainly does not guide the disbelieving folk. (108) These are the ones upon

whose hearts, ears and eyes Allah has set a seal. These are the negligent ones.

(109) Without doubt, they will be the losers in the Hereafter.

THE PUNISHMENT FOR DISBELIEVING AFTER BEING A
BELIEVER

The polytheists of Makkah spared no effort to harm and beat those who
accepted Islam, especially those Muslims who were slaves or foreign to Makkah.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud **> ifo \^>j reports that the first seven people to

express their belief in Islam were the Holy Prophet pJL, j <4* & J^>, Sayyidina Abu
Bakr ^ Xbv ^>Jr Sayyidina Ammar ^ &\^ Jf his mother Sayyidina Sumayya ifo^ j

**, Sayyidina Suhayb <* ^ ^j9 Sayyidina Bilal ** i» ^j and Sayyidina Miqdad

He says that Allah protected the Holy Prophet pL^ <±* &\ J^> by means of his

uncle Abu Talib, and Sayyidina Abu Bakr ** ifo ^j was protected by Allah by
means of his tribe. The rest of them were tortured by the polytheists and made to

wear steel armour while lying in the sweltering heat of the sun. They were told

to utter words of infidelity (kitfr) or die in this manner.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud <* ii ^j mentions further that all of them
besides Sayyidina Bilal <* i&» ^j uttered such words to save themselves.

Sayyidina Bilal <u* i»» ^j was prepared to sacrifice his life for Allah and was
constantly tortured until Sayyidina Abu Bakr <* & ^j bought his freedom.

Sayyidah Sumayya \+& &s ^j was privileged enough to be the first person to be

martyred in the history of Islam. [Al Bidaya wan Nihayah v. 3 p.55 59]

The above verse was revealed with regard to the other Sahabah r^, ifo ^j
who were forced by the polytheists to utter words of infidelity (knfr). Although

they said these words, they still remained staunch believers.

Durrul Manthur (v. 3 p. 132) reports that the polytheists once apprehended

Sayyidina Ammar bin Yasir_** ifo ^>j and only left him when he spoke ill of the

Holy Prophet pJL-j u* &\ JU and praised their idols. He later came to the Holy
Prophet jJL-j aJp ii JL>, who asked him how things were. He replied that maters

were exceptionally unfavourable. Thereafter he told the Holy Prophet *J* it J~*

r-L-j that he had lied when he spoke ill of the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up it jl* and
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praised the idols.

The Holy Prophet jJL^ Up fa Ju* asked him what was the condition of his

heart. He replied that it was content with Belief (Imdn). The Holy Prophet fa J**>

pi- j Up told him that he could repeat those words if ever the disbelievers (kujfar)

were to harass him in that manner. On this occasion Allah revealed the verse

'savefor him who is forced, but his heart is content with Belief (Iman)."

"Durrul Manthur" also reports that Abdullah bin Ibn Abi Sarh turned

apostate after being a Muslim. Allah says about him, "and (those) who open their

hearts to disbelief will have Allah's wrath upon them and theirs shall be a terrible

punishment/'

The above verse states that Allah's wrath and a terrible punishment will

afflict those who willingly turn away from Islam to return to disbelief (kufr). The

only exception is those who are forced to verbally detract from Islam for fear of

their lives. Of course, they will be rewarded greatly if they chose to endure the

torture like Sayyidina Bilal <* fa ^j or to sacrifice their lives like Sayyidah

Sumayya \+& fa^J%

"Durrul Manthur" reports that two Muslims were captured and brought

before Musailama Kadhdhab. When he asked the one whether he attested to the

Prophethood of Muhammad jJL-j- Up fa JU>, he replied in the affirmative. When he

asked him whether he (Musailama) was Allah's Prophet, the Sahabi ** fa ^j
placed his fingers in his ears, denoting that he was deaf to the statement.

Musailama then had him killed.

Then turning his attention to the second Sah'abi ** fa ^>Jf Musailama posed

the same questions to him. He replied that he also believed Musailama to be

Allah's Prophet. Consequently, he was released. When he returned to

the Holy Prophet^3 Up fa JU, he related the incident to him. The Holy Prophet

pJLj u* ii:JU said, "Your companion has passed away with Belief (Iman) and you

have practised the concession." It is learnt from this that mere verbal threats will

not be regarded as force"

It was previously mentioned that Abdullah bin Ibn Abi Sarh turned

apostate after being a Muslim. He was the foster brother of Sayyidina Uthman
** fa ^j, who brought him before the Holy Prophet ^j *A* fa ji* when Makkah

was conquered. On that occasion he accepted Islam again. However, the verse

revealed with regard to him will still apply until eternity i.e. "and (those) who open

their hearts to disbelief will have Allah's wrath upon them and theirs shall be a terrible

punishment."

Ruling: If a person is threatened with death or that a limb of his body will

be severed if he does not eat carrion, swine or drink wine, then it will be

obligatory (fardh) for him to oblige. This will be the case when he is certain that

the threat is genuine and that the threatening person is capable of carrying out

the threat. If he refused to eat the unlawful (Haram) food and was killed, he (the

person killed) 'will be guilty of a sin.

Ruling: It is not permissible to kill another Muslim even if one is threatened

with death.
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''This is because they prefer the life of this world to the Hereafter../' The love for

worldly pleasures deters people from accepting Islam and from adhering to it

even though they know that it is the truth. These people fear the loss of some
worldly possession if they remain as Muslims. They should rather place the
Hereafter before them and aspire for it instead. Even today there are many
Muslims who adhere staunchly to Islam despite being persecuted by their

families and the police.

Those Muslims who turn disbeliever (kafir) by rejecting the Prophethood of

the Holy Prophet ^j aJp &\ ^u also do so because of their love for women,
honour and wealth offered to them by their Christian teachers.

"...and Allah certainly does not guide the disbelieving folk." They cannot expect
to be guided by Allah when they refute the truth after recognizing it.

"These are the ones upon whose hearts, ears and eyes Allah has set a seal. These are

the negligent ones." Their incessant refusal has caused their senses to be rendered
futile and they will be deprived of the bliss of both worlds.

"Without doubt, they will be the losers in the Hereafter." Not only will they be
deprived of Heaven (Jannah), but they will have to suffer the eternal torment of

Hell as well.

(110) Then your Lord shall be Most Forgiving and Most Merciful after all unto
those who migrate after being tried and then strive in His way and exercise

patience. (Ill) The day when every person shall fight for his soul and every soul

shall be rewarded in full for its deeds and they will not be oppressed.

THE REWARD FOR THOSE WHO MIGRATE AND ARE
STEADFAST

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v. 3 p.87) reports that the first of the above verses was
revealed with regard to Sayyidina Ayash bin Abi Rabl'ah ** &\ ^ Jf Sayyidina
Abu Jundub ^ &\ ^Jf Sayyidina Walid bin Walid ** i»t ^j9 Sayyidina Salamah
bin Hisham k$ ibt ^ and Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abi Usayd ^ &\ ^Jm They
were all forced by the polytheists to utter certain things. However, they all

migrated, participated in Jihad and remained loyal to Islam. Allah revealed this

verse with glad tidings of His forgiveness and mercy for them.

Sayyidina Hasan and Ikrama 4* ifci 'u*j state that the verse was revealed with
regard to Abdullah bin Abi Sarh who accepted Islam again after turning apostate-

when Makkah was conquered.

Whatever the case may be, Allah's statement is clear that "Then your Lord
shall be Most Forgiving and Most Merciful after all unto those who migrate after being
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tried and then strive in His way and exercise patience." All their ill deeds committed

as disbelievers (kuffar) will be forgiven because acceptance of Islam obliterates all

sins.

In the second verse Allah says, "The day when every person shall fight for (the

emancipation of) his soul and every soul shall he rewarded in full for its deeds and they

will not he oppressed." People will see the rewards of all their good deeds."
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(112) Allah cites the similitude of a town that was peaceful and tranquil* Their

provision came to them in abundance from every avenue, but they were

ungrateful for Allah's bounty and, because of their actions, Allah caused them to

taste the attire of hunger and fear. (113) Indeed messengers came to them from

their midst, but they denied them, because of which a punishment afflicted

them while they were oppressive.

THE STORY OF AN UNGRATEFUL TOWN THAT LOST ALLAH'S
BOUNTIES

According to many commentators, the above verses do not refer to any

particular town. Allah cites a general example of cities that are "peaceful and

tranquil. Their provision came to them in abundance from every avenue, but they were

ungrateful for Allah's bounty and, because of their actions, Allah caused them to taste the

attire of hunger and fear" These people never appreciated Allah's bounties. In

addition to this, "Indeed messengers came to them from their midst, but they denied

them, because of which a punishment afflicted them while they were oppressive." Allah

cited the example as a warning to the people of Makkah.

Other commentators maintain that the similitude referred to Makkah itself.

Allah sent the Holy Prophet <JL.j u* &\ JU* to them, who was from the Quraysh

themselves. Allah had made Makkah such a town that all in it were safeguarded,

even though people were being killed in the nearby vicinity. Allah says in Surah

Ankabut, "Do they not see that We have made the Haram peaceful, whereas people are

being ravaged around them? Do they believe in falsehood and show ingratitude for

Allah's bounties ?" [Surah 29, verse 67)

The people of Makkah also received an abundance of provision from near

and abroad. Allah says in Surah Qasas, "Have We not granted them a peaceful

Haram, to which the fruit of everything is attracted as a provision from us? However,

most of them have no knowledge. " [Surah 28, verse 57]

The people of Makkah denied the apostleship of the Holy Prophet *l* ifo J-*

pL-j and persecuted him until he was forced to leave his beloved hometown
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where his forefathers Sayyidina Ibrahim and Isma'il f*~}\ -Up settled. Even after

the Holy Prophet ^j^p Jto J^ migrated, the polytheists continued to harass him.
Eventually the Holy Prophet <x* 3 Up &\ j^> prayed to Allah against them and he
instructed all the tribes that accepted Islam not to supply Makkah with food.

As a result of this, the Makkans became so starved that they were forced to

eat burnt bones and carrion. They were so emaciated that they saw only smoke
when they looked at the sky. They suffered in this condition for seven years. In

addition to this they also suffered great fear for the Muslims.

Eventually they sent a message to the Holy Prophet ^ 3 .up & j^> telling

him that he was one who always maintained good family relations and that he
should not allow the women and children to suffer with his enemies. The Holy
Prophet fl-j Up ibt J^ then permitted grains to be sent to Makkah and himself
sent supplies to them.

The author of "Ma'alimut Tanzil" and Allama Qurtubi have stated that the

town referred to in the above verse is Makkah. Allah cited their example as a

lesson to mankind at large.

It is learnt from this verse that ingratitude causes bounties to be lost. This
was also mentioned in the commentary of the verse where Allah announces, '"//

you show gratitude, then I will definitely give you more, and ifyou are ungrateful, then

indeed My punishment is severe." [Surah Ibrahim (14), verse 7]

Note: In the above verse Allah speaks of the "attire" of fear and hunger.

Commentators mention that the reason for this is that these people
were previously inundated with bounties, as if they were clothed in

them. However, after their ingratitude, they were now so much
afflicted with starvation and fear that it seemed as if they were
clothed with this misfortune. It was as if they changed their

clothing. However, since this change of attire was not voluntary,

Allah says that He "caused them to taste the attire ofhunger andfear."

Allah describes the affliction as a "taste" because He assimilates the change
of situations as bitter food that is given to someone to taste. Just the taste thereof

is sufficient to alter the person's disposition. ["Ruhul Ma'ani" v. 14 p.243]

\^#>-& jj**- 4M ^j? r-c- *j fey j*. j-*^>\ o~±^ <&\

(114) So eat from the pure and lawful things that Allah has provided for you,

and be grateful for Allah's bounty if you worship Him only. (115) Allah has

forbidden for you only carrion, blood, the flesh of swine and what has been
slaughtered for any other besides Allah. As for him who is driven by necessity,

then (he may eat of it) neither rebelliously, nor transgressing the limits, for

verily Allah is the Most Forgiving, the Most Merciful.
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EAT FROM THE SUSTENANCE PROVIDED BY ALLAH, BE

GRATEFUL AND ABSTAIN FROM THE FORBIDDEN

Allah instructs, "So eat from the pure and lawful things that Allah has provided

for you, and be grateful for Allah's bounty if you worship Him only" Allah has

mentioned worship here because expressing gratitude to Allah is also a form of

worship. Perfect worship is impossible without showing gratitude to Allah.

"Allah has forbidden for you only carrion, blood, the flesh of swine and what has

been slaughtered for any other besides Allah. As for him who is driven by necessity, then

(he may eat of it) neither rebelliously (i.e. without deriving pleasure from it), nor

transgressing the limits (by eating more than what will merely sustain life), for

verily Allah is the Most Forgiving, the Most Merciful" In this case he will not be

sinful.

The same words have appeared with a slight modification in verse 173 of

Surah Baqarah (Surah 2). Verse 3 of Surah Ma'idah (Surah 5) also contains

mention of the forbidden foods. One should refer to the details mentioned in

these two verses. The word "only" (as mentioned before) does not mean that

these are the only unlawful (Haram) foods/Many others have been mentioned in

other verses of the Qur'an and in the Ahadith.
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(116) With regard to the false claims made by your tongues, do not say, "This is

lawful (Halal)" and "This is unlawful (Haram)," so as to invent lies against

Allah. Indeed those who invent lies against Allah will never be successful. (117)

A paltry asset. And theirs shall be a torturous punishment. (118) We have

forbidden for the Jews the things that We have related to you before. We did not

oppress them, but they oppressed themselves.

ONLY ALLAH RESERVES THE RIGHT TO MAKE THINGS LAWFUL
(HALAL) AND UNLAWFUL (HARAM)

It was common among the polytheists Arabs to declare certain things

unlawful (Haram) and other things Lawful (Halal) as and when they pleased.

Mention has already been made of these details in verse 103 of Surah Ma'idah

{Surah 5) and verses 138 and 139 of Surah An'am (Surah 6)

In the above verse Allah warns that people cannot merely declare things to

be Lawful (Halal) or unlawful (Haram) as they please. Doing so will constitute

lying against Allah because only He reserves the right to declare anything Lawful

(Halal) or ^unlawful (Haram). Allah says, 'indeed those who invent lies against

Allah will never be successful."
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The benefits that they receive in this world from making such claims and by

disobeying Allah are indeed "A paltry asset/' After the expiry of these short-lived

assets "theirs shall be a torturous punishment" in the Hereafter.

"We have forbidden for the Jews the things that We have related to you before"

The details of these have passed in verse 146 of Surah An'am (Surah 6), where

Allah says, "We forbade every clawed animal upon the Jews. From among cattle and

goats, We forbade for them the fat of the two, excluding what is carried by the back, the

entrails and what is attached to the bones. This was the punishment We gave them as

retribution for their rebellion, and undoubtedly We are truthful.

"

Details of this can also be found in the commentary of verse 160 of Surah

Nisa (Surah 4), where Allah says, "Because of the oppression of the Jews, We forbade

them from the pure things that were permissible for them; and because of their excessive

prevention from the path ofAllah..
."

Since this was a punishment for the deeds that they perpetrated, Allah says,

"We did not oppress them, but they oppressed themselves."

(119) Then verily your Lord is certainly Most Forgiving and Most Merciful to

those who ignorantly committed evil and then repent afterwards and make

amends.

ALLAH ACCEPTS REPENTANCE AND FORGIVES

While the previous verses contained warnings against engaging in various

evils, the above verse promises forgiveness for those who will repent for their

sins. Allah will forgive those who sinned out of foolishness, as well as those

disbelievers (kujfar) who repent and accept Islam.

(120) Ibrahim was certainly a great leader, obedient, aloof from all religion's

(Din's) and attuned to only one. He was not from the idolaters. (121) He was

grateful for Allah's favours. Allah chose him and guided him on the straight

path. (122) We granted him good in this world and he shall be from the
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righteous in the Hereafter. (123) Then We sent revelation to you that "Follow the

religion (D'ln) of Ibrahim that is averse to all other religion's (D'in's). He was

not from the idolaters." (124) Reverence of the Sabbath was ordained only for

those who differed about it. Undoubtedly your Lord will decide between them

on the Day of Judgement concerning the matters about which they differed.

THE NOBLE QUALITIES OF SAYYIDINA IBRAHIM f
*Ji & AND

THE COMMAND TO FOLLOW HIS RELIGION (DIN)

The Qur'an mentions Sayyidina Ibrahim f%J\ Up in numerous verses. In

propagating oneness of Allah (Tauhid), He endured many hardships for the sake

of Allah. Allah says in Surah Baqarah, "When his Lord tried Ibrahim with certain

words, which he fulfilled. Allah said, "I am to make you a leader for the people." [Surah 2,

verse 124]

Allah granted him Prophethood, a few scriptures and made him the father

of all the Prophets f^LJi p^-U who came after him, and they all adhered to the

broad principles of his religion (D'in). Even the Holy Prophet ^^ Up ii JU> was
from his progeny and he is commanded, "Then We sent revelation to you that

'Follow the religion (D'in) of Ibrahim that is averse to all other religion's (D'in's). He
was notfrom the idolaters."

It for this reason that Sayyidina Ibrahim (%~h Up is regarded as the leader

and Imam of the Prophets (%-h ^^ after him. His creed was that of oneness of

Allah (Tauhid) and submission to Allah, and every Prophet has propagated this

belief.

Allah says in Surah Baqarah that the person who does not follow his creed

is most foolish. Allah says, in verses 130 and 131 of Surah Baqarah, "Only the one

who makes a fool of himself will turn away from the creed of Ibrahim. We undoubtedly

selected him in this world and he will be amongst the righteous in the Hereafter. When
his Lord told him, 'Submit'. He replied, "I submit to the Lord ofthe universe.

"

Presently, the religious practices of Sayyidina Ibrahim ^lj\ Up are only

found in the religion (D'in) of Islam and the only caller to fte Prophet ^ & J-*
<X*$. All vices, be it polytheism (shirk), immorality, corruption, etc are all to be

found among those who turn away from this creed of Sayyidina Ibrahim fiLJ\ aJLp.

Although sinful Muslims are to be found, they sin with the knowledge that they

are sinning, and will repent sooner or later.

The Hajj, Umrah, Sal, sacrifices of animals and circumcision are practices

from the creed of Sayyidina Ibrahim fiLJs ^ that were propagated by the Holy
Prophet fJL^ aJp i»i jl*.

The verse under discussion also describes Sayyidina Ibrahim fiLJ\ ^ as

"obedient " The Arabic equivalent of this word used in the verse may also denote

the meaning of a devout worshipper that Sayyidina Ibrahim f%J>\ *A* was. Allah

says in Surah Al Imran, "Ibrahim f*~to ^ was neither a Jew nor a Christian, but he

was one abiding to the truth and subservient, never from the idolaters. Verily those

closest to Ibrahim f%J\ <U are the ones whofollowed him and this Prophet jJL-^ <u &\ J^>,

as well as those who believe. Allah is the Protecting Friend of the believers." [Surah 3,

verses 67, 68]
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Sayyidina Ibrahim f%J\ aJLp is described in numerous verses as being

"hanaf." Imam Raghib -d* ibt^ explains this word to mean that he was averse to

deviation and inclined towards the truth.

"Durrul Manthur" (v. 1 p.140) reports from the "Musnad" of Ahmad and

"Adabul Mufrid" that the Holy Prophet ,JL^ Up &s JL* was asked which religion

(D'ln) was most beloved to Allah. The Holy Prophet <JL-j U* &\ J^> replied that it

was that religion (Win) which is averse to falsehood, imbued with the truth and

that is not difficult to practise (i.e. Islam).

The Jews and the Christians claim their affiliation to Sayyidina Ibrahim ^
f%J\. This cannot be so because they perpetrate polytheism (shirk), whereas

Sayyidina Ibrahim £*~& Up was never a polytheist. This fact is attested in Surah

Baqarah, Surah Al Imran as well as the above verse (123) of Surah Nahl. The

verses of Surah Al Imran clearly refute the affiliation that the polytheists claimed

with Sayyidina Ibrahim f!>LJt Up.

Further describing Sayyidina Ibrahim (%J< *4*r Allah says, "He was grateful

for Allah's favours." This verse serves to remind the people of Makkah that they

should also act in a similar way since he was their forefather who was the

founder of their city and prayed for their provisions.

"Allah chose him and guided him on the straight path." Every bounty, even

guidance and leadership is from Allah only. Allah grants these to whomsoever
He wills. Allah says in Surah Hajj, "Allah selects messengersfrom the angels andfrom

mankind, [Surah 22, verse 75]

Allah says about Sayyidina Adam f%-l\ <uU, "Thereafter his Lord chose him,

accepted his repentance and made him steadfast on guidance." In Surah Yusuf ,

Sayyidina Ya'qub f*>LJt Up told his son Sayyidina Yusuf fX~b Up, "In this manner

has your Lord chosen you, taught you the interpretation ofdreams."

Allah told Sayyidina Musa fiLJ\ Up, "Allah said, "OMusa, indeed I have chosen

you from the people for My message and My speech. So take what I have given you and

be of the grateful ones." Addressing the Ummah of the Holy Prophet pL-j aJp &\ ju,

Allah says, "Strive for Allah with the endeavour that is His right. He has chosen you

and has not placed any hardship upon in religion (D'ln)." Everything is from Allah

and He is not compelled to grant anything to anyone. All that man receives is

from His infinite grace and munificence.

"We granted him good in this world..." According to certain commentators,

this refers to good conditions and good traits. Some maintain that it refers to all

bounties, while others say that the reference is to good and pious offspring. Yet

another group states that the verse refers to Prophethood, while others say that it

refers to the acceptance of a supplication (du'a) that he made to Allah saying,

"And maintain a favourable word for me amongst those who are to come." Every

religion (D'ln) speaks highly of Sayyidina Ibrahim f%J\ *4* and, until judgment

day (Qiyamah), the Ummah of the Holy Prophet^ j <> & JU will pray for him in

every Salah when they recite the Durud Ibrahim.

"....and he shall be from the righteous in the Hereafter." These words have been

also mentioned in verse 130 of Surah Baqarah. His inclusion in the ranks of the

pious and steadfast bondsmen of Allah denotes his high ranking in Allah's
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estimation.

The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up iui JU has mentioned that everyone will be raised

naked from their graves and Sayyidina Ibrahim r
*Ji Up will be the first to be

clothed. [Mishkdt p. 483]

According to another narration the Holy Prophet ,-L-j aJlp ibi ju* said,

"Sayyidina Ibrahim
r
*J» Up will be the first to be clothed on the Day of

Judgement Allah will say, 'Clothe my friend/ Then two white garments will be
brought from Heaven (Jannah), with which he will be dressed. Thereafter I will

be clothed." [Mishkdt p. 493]

VENERATION OF THE SABBATH WAS DECREED FOR THE JEWS
"Reverence of the Sabbath was ordained only for those who differed about it." The

Jews were commanded not to fish on Saturdays, but they contravened the

command and were punished, as mentioned in verses 65 and 66 of Surah
Baqarah and in verses 163 to 166 of Surah A'raf.

The Jews claimed that Sayyidina Ibrahim (*~& *A* was a Jew and that

everything that was Haram in their religion (D'ln) was also Haram in the religion

(D'ln) of Sayyidina Ibrahim
r
!>Ut Up. Allah refutes this claim of theirs by saying

that the Sabbath was ordained for them but not for Sayyidina Ibrahim £*~A\ Up,

just as their religion (D'ln) differed from that of Sayyidina Ibrahim {%J\ u* in so
many other ways.

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" reports from Sayyidina Qatadah Up &\ ^j that the Jews
are referred to as those who differed with regard to the Sabbath because some of

them abided by Allah's command while others did not. This interpretation

agrees with the details furnished in Surah A'raf.

Fridays have been ordained for the Ummah of the Holy Prophet ^ ii>\ ju
fi-j. The Holy Prophet pJL,j U* &\ JU has mentioned with regard to Friday, "This

day is greater in the sight ofAllah than the days ofEidul Adha and Eidul Fitr." [Mishkdt

p. 120]

The Holy Prophet ^j ^ i>» JU also said that there is a moment during
every Friday in which any supplication (du'd) will be accepted. [Mishkdt p. 119]

The Friday Qum'uah) Salah had been ordained for this day and people have
been instructed to gather in masses for this Salah. Sayyidina Abu Huraira ii ^j
<up reports that the Holy Prophet^3 aJj>^\ ju said, "We are the last (Ummah) to

appear (on earth) but will be the first on the Day of Judgement [i.e. the first to be
admitted into Heaven (Jannah)]. The only difference between the previous
Ummahs and us is that they have been given divine scriptures before us. There is

this day in which they differed, but Allah guided us to it (by stipulating Fridays
for us). Now other people are our followers. The Jews have adopted tomorrow
(Saturday) and the Christians, the day after (Sunday)." [Bukhari v. 1 p.120]

The commentators of hadith have mentioned that Allah instructed the

previous Ummahs to stipulate a day in which they would devote themselves to

Allah's worship. The Jews chose Saturdays and the Christians chose Sundays.

"Undoubtedly your Lord will decide between them on the Day of Judgement
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concerning the matters about which they differed." Those Jews who obeyed the

injunction to refrain from fishing shall be judged apart from those who
perpetrated the crime on the Day of Judgement.

(125) Call to the path of your Lord with wisdom and beautiful exhortation

* (Mow'idhatul Hasanah) and debate with them in a manner that is best. Indeed

your Lord knows best who strays from His path and He knows best who the

rightly guided ones are.

THE ETIQUETTE OF PROPAGATION

"Call to the path ofyour Lord with wisdom and beautiful exhortation {Mow'idhatul

Hasanah) and debate with them in a manner that is best" This verse contains three

guidelines for propagation. Although the verse is addressed to the Holy Prophet

jjL,j Up ibi JU, it is intended for his entire Ummah. If the three factors are

employed, then a straight thinking person will surely accept the message, be it

towards belief (Iman) or towards good deeds.

The first factor is "wisdom." The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" has defined this

as accurate speech which appeals to the soul. This speech will vary according to

the nature of the audience, and the speaker should consider very carefully the

matter before presenting his address. He should use various modes of

communication and adopt a forgiving attitude towards what the opposite party

says.

The person should comment on the rewards together with the warnings,

and always speak when the occasion permits. The address should also not be too

lengthy to bore the audience. If he is unsuccessful in convincing the audience the

first time, he should bide his time to seize another appropriate opportunity. The

second time round, he should be more accommodating and gentle. Allah

instructed Sayyidina Musa and Harun fiL~)\ u^A* when He sent them to Fir'aun,

"Speak to him in kind and gentle words so that he may take heed orfear (Me)."

However, the speaker may also be severe when the occasion demands it,

like when the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up A» JU* addressed Sayyidina Mu'adh bin Jabal

** ibi ^j sternly when he prolonged the Isha Salah. Of course, this should be

adopted only when addressing the "converted". The speaker should take care

not to adopt harsh words merely to appease his personal feelings, but this should

be done with the welfare of the audience in mind. Therefore, he must be a well-

wisher of the people. Sayyidina Hud f^J\ *A* told his people, "I am surely a

trustworthy advisor to you.

"

A wise preacher should also present the religion (D'in) as a simple

procedure for people so that they are not distanced from it. Sayyidina Anas ^j
** it narrates that the Holy Prophet^ U* &\ JL* said, "Adopt an easy approach

and do not be difficult. Convey glad tidings and do not cause resentment."
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[Bukhari v. 1 p.12]

Many people have the desire to express the truth but do not choose the
appropriate moment and correct mode of address. They feel that they have done
a good deed, but really do not benefit the addressee. Instead they cause harm by
making the person more stubborn and adamant.

Of course, the truth must be voiced when it is being suppressed. On such an
occasion, it will not be necessary to be gentle. The Holy Prophet^ Up in j^ has
mentioned that the best Jihad is to voice the truth before a tyrant. [Sharhus
Sunnah]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** in ^ used to address people every
thursday. When the people expressed the wish to be addressed everyday, he
said, "I do not address you everyday because of the fear of boring you. I wish to

address you when you show interest, just as the Holy Prophet jj-j <uU in ju
would address us according to the occasion so that we would not grow weary."
[Bukhari v. 1 p. 12]

One of the demands of wisdom is also that people should not be told such
things that they cannot understand or that they may find strange, even though it

may be a true fact. People should be taught gradually until they are able to

comprehend certain facts. Sayyidina Ali ** in ^ mentioned, "Inform people
what they can comprehend. Do you want Allah and His Holy Prophet 4-U i» JL*
fl~j to be falsified?" This means that people should not be told such things of
Allah and the Holy Prophet^ 3^ in JL* that they consider farfetched.

It is for this reason that Ulama maintain that a recitor (Qari) should not
recite the Qur'an in a Qira'ah that is unfamiliar to the people of a locality. This
may cause them to think, that the recitation is incorrect, causing the falsification

of an authentic Qira'ah.

Another requirement of wisdom is that a stern attitude be adopted in public
addresses, while a gentle attitude be adopted when addressing someone
privately. Names of people should also not be mentioned when referring to sins.

The speaker should rather say that some people are committing a certain sin. The
Holy Prophet ^j U* in J* also used to say, "What ails certain people that they
do this..."

No degree of explanation can do justice to the word "wisdom." In brief, one
should understand that wise speech would entail speaking in such a manner that
people will accept what is being said without feeling uneasy. The audience
should not be prompted to remain adamant by the speaker's words, neither
should it cause resentment. When the object is to propagate the truth and the
intention is sincere, Allah will cause a person to speak in such a manner that he
could not have learnt from anyone, nor read in any book.

It should also be borne in mind that it is not permissible to perpetrate
unlawful (Hardm) act with the intention of reforming anyone. Some people are
under the misconception that they can perpetrate acts of innovation (bid'ah) or
consume unlawful (Haram) wealth to win over another person with the intention
of reforming him. This is incorrect and contradictory to the Shari'ah.
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The second factor mentioned in the verse is calling to Allah's path with

beautiful exhortation (Mow'idhatul Hasanah). This includes encouragement and

warnings, together with such incidents that soften the heart. The address should

be such that it inculcates the concern for the Hereafter within the heart and

prompts the audience to do good deeds and to abstain from sin. If the address

causes humiliation and resentment in the hearts of the audience, then it would be

considered bereft of beautiful exhortation (Mow'idhatul Hasanah).

The third prerequisite for sound da'wah (preaching) is that the preacher

"debate with them in a manner that is best." This does not refer to arguments and

squabbles, but to constructive and amicable debate. There will always be those

who will remain stubborn and will raise all types of absurd objections and

arguments. They should be tackled with tolerance and answered in a manner

that stems their opposition. When their harshness is answered with gentleness,

their opposition will be dissolved and they will eventually accept the truth.

This was the method of the Prophets r
%3 ^. Although they were called by

all types of insulting names, they still exercised patience and spoke to people

kindly, as is clear from the verses of Surah A'raf Surah Hud and Surah Shu'ara.

Allah says in Surah HaMIm Sajdah, "Whose speech can be better than the one

who calls towards Allah, performs righteous deeds, and says. 7 am from the Muslims/

Good and evil cannot be equal. Resist with that which is best, and the one between

yourselfand whom there was enmity, will instantly become like your bosom friend. Only

the patient ones will be inspired with this. Only the most fortunate will be inspired with

this." [Surah 41, verses 33-35]

Allah says in Surah Qasas, "When they hear futility, they turn away from it

saying, 'Our deeds are ours and your deeds are yours. We greet you with peace. We do

not wish to converse with the ignorant '" [Surah 28, verse 55]

The preacher should be calm and composed when addressing those who

become agitated and impossible to deal with. If the preacher adopts that same

mannerism, there will be, no difference between him and the disputants.

Verse 258 of Surah Baqarah recounts the incident of Sayyidina Ibrahim *A*

f%~b when he contested a point with the ignorant king Nimrud. Upon prompting

for a proof of oneness of Allah (Tauhid), Sayyidina Ibrahim
r
*-Ji Up said, "My

Lord gives life and causes death:" Every person understands that fact well. A man

cannot even secure his own life, let alone grant life to another. Either because of

lack of understanding, or merely to prolong the altercation, Nimrud responded

by saying, "I give life and cause death!" To substantiate his absurd remark, he

summoned two people who had previously been sentenced to death. He had

killed the one and the other released. A simple reply to this foolishness is that

who was it that granted life to the person whom he apparently killed? Did

Nimrud (with regard to the second person) grant him life after death, or was it

merely allowing him to continue living?

Understanding the ignorance of his adversary, Sayyidina Ibrahim ^4*
then presented another proof to the fact that Allah is indeed in control of the

entire universe. He said, "Verily Allah causes the sun to rise from the east, so you

bring itforthfrom the west!" Nimrud was totally flabbergasted upon this challenge
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and could not utter another word. Sayyidina Ibrahim f*~J\ ^'understood that it

was futile convincing the king of how Allah grants life and death, so he

presented a proof that dumbfounded Nimrud.

Another incident of Sayyidina Ibrahim fx~to <M is related in Surah Anbiya .

Sayyidina Ibrahim f*~to <i* once destroyed all the idols of the polytheists. When
they found their idols destroyed, they asked him whether he had done it He told

them that the largest of them had done it, so they should ask him. Eventually

they admitted that the idols cannot speak. He then told them, "Do you then

worship besides Allah such things that can neither profit you, nor harm you? Shame on

you and those that you worship besides Allah! Do you not understand?"

Sayyidina Ammar bin Yasir <* to ^j reports that his wife once applied

saffron to his hands because they were cut. When he appeared before the Holy

Prophet fJL-j <uU to JU and greeted him, the Holy Prophet jJL.j -uU to JU replied to

his greeting and without rebuking him, merely told him to wash off the saffron.

[Mishkdtp.381]

Another method of teaching is via an indirect message. Once the Holy
Prophet ^JL-j <> to JU told the Sahabah^ to ^j that Sayyidina Khuraim Asadi

was a good person if it were not for his long hair and hanging lower garment.

When the news reached Sayyidina Khuraim ** to ^Jf he immediately cut his

hair up to the ears and his garment up to the middle of the calves. [Mishkat p. 382]

The Holy Prophet <JL,j <!* to ju used to refrain from greeting people when
they perpetrated a sin, for this was the occasion to chide them. Once the Holy
Prophet fJL-j -dp to j^> noticed a dome. When he asked the Sahabah r^ to ^>j
what this was, the responded by saying that it was the house of a certain Sahabi

k* to ^j. The Holy Prophet pi-^ -d* to JU> maintained silence. Later, when the

same Sahabi ** to ^j greeted the Holy Prophet jJL.j Up to JL*, he did not reply to

the greeting. Upon enquiry, he was informed of the incident. He then broke

down the building without even informing the Holy Prophet pJL-j a* ibi JL* about

it.

When the Holy Prophet fJL^ «i* to JU saw that the building was demolished/

he asked the Sahabah ?#* to ^ about it. They related the incident to him,

whereupon he said, "Behold! Every building will be a burden for the owner
except that which is necessary." [Mishkat p. 441]

It is learnt from the above narrations that being harsh and scolding people is

riot the requirement of beautiful exhortation (Mow'idhatul Hasanah). This may be

adopted when absolutely necessary, but most .of the time one should be lenient

and gentle. Being harsh and uncompromising with one's children may cause

them to submit when they are young. However, once they grow older, they

become stubborn and impossible to advise.

The Holy Prophet pi-.^ *J* to J~* once told Sayyidah Ayshah \** to^Jf "You
should hold fast to being gentle and abstain from harshness, for indeed

gentleness beautifies anything within which it is present, and anything from

which it is removed will be destroyed." -

The Holy Prophet jJL^ *J* to J** also said, "The person deprived of

gentleness is deprived of all good."
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Another method to correct peoples actions is by severing relations with

them. However, this should be done only for a short period until they change

and not indefinitely. In today's times sinners are pleased when the pious sever

relations with them because they do not want to be reprimanded. For this reason

it is best to maintain relations with them so that the opportunity may present

itself when they could be influenced.

It has been mentioned that da'wah (preaching) is useless when the preacher

cannot recognise the appropriate time and gauge the attitude of the person he is

addressing.

Attaining Allah's pleasure should be paramount in the mind of the

preacher. He should never chide anyone with the intention of satisfying his

personal grudge. The intention should be .the person's welfare, otherwise the

da'wah will be useless.

Allah then says, 'Indeed your Lord knows best who strays from His path and He
knows best who the rightly guided ones are" This knowledge is only with Allah. The
preacher should continue in his efforts and never grow despondent. Even if

others do not respond to his da'wah, he will certainly benefit in both worlds.

: pi (J&\j \yu\ <j>uSl ** iil Q Qp 0£>

(126) When you claim retribution, then avenge yourself in proportion to the

aggression perpetrated against you. But if you exercise patience, then this is

definitely best for the patient ones. (127) Be patient/ Your patience is from Allah

only. Do not grieve over them and do not be saddened by their plotting. (128)

Undoubtedly Allah is with those who adopt piety (taqwa) and those who adopt

the path of good.

THE PRINCIPLE OF RETRIBUTION *AND THE VIRTUE OF
PATIENCE

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" reports that in the battle of Uhud, many of the bodies of

the Muslim martyrs were mutilated by the disbelievers (kuffar). The Muslims

were very much grieved over this and said that they will do the same to the

disbelievers (kuffar) the next time that they clash in battle. They also undertook to

mutilate their bodies and treat them like no Arab has ever done before.

One of the martyrs at Uhud was the beloved uncle of the Holy Prophet JL*

jJL-j Up ifci, Sayyidina Hamzah ** it ^Jt His body was also terribly mutilated.

Upon seeing his body, The Holy Prophet pJUj *i* i» JU» said that> in the next

battle, he would mutilate the bodies of seventy disbelievers (kuffar) in lieu of

what they had done to his uncle. It was in response to this that Allah revealed the

above verse.

Allah says, "When you claim retribution, then avenge yourself in proportion to the
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aggression perpetrated against you." It is not permissible to extract more vengeance

than what was done. However, Allah then states, "But ifyou exercise patience (and

do not avenge yourself), then this is definitely bestfor the patient Ones."

When this verse was revealed, the Holy Prophet jJLj Up ^» JU declared that

he would exercise patience and forget about avenging the deaths of the martyrs.

Allah continues to say, "Be patient! Your patience is from Allah only. Do not

grieve over them and do not be saddened by their plotting. Undoubtedly Allah is with

those who adopt piety (taqwa) and those who adopt the path of good." Since the Holy
Prophet jJL-j Up ibi J^ and the Sahabah ?+* & ^j were imbued with these

qualities, they were assured of Allah's assistance. Therefore Islam continued to

prosper despite the efforts of the disbelievers (kuffar) to stem its tide.
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PART FIFTEEN

\ Makkan [ Surah Al-Isra Verses 1 1

1

In the name of Allah, the Most Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) Pure is that Being Who transported His slave by night from Masjidul Haram

to Masjidul Aqsa, the vicinity of which We have blessed, to show him Our

signs. Undoubtedly, He is the All Hearing, the All Seeing.

ALLAH TRANSPORTS THE HOLY PROPHET gJL-j ^ At J* IN A
SINGLE NIGHT FROM THE MASJIDUL HARAM TO MASJIDUL
AQSA AND THEN TO THE SEVEN HEAVENS

This verse is the beginning of Surah Bani Isra'il, also termed Surah Isra

because of the description of the miraculous journey of the Holy Prophet it JU>

(JL-j"Up to the heavens.

Allah says in Surah Najm that He showed the Holy Prophet (JL.^ Up i»i J^>

great'signs in the heavens like the Sidratul Muntaha. Surah Bani Isra'il speaks of

the journey of the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up it JU to Masjidul Aqsa, which is

technically referred to as the "Isra" The next phase of the journey from Masjidul

Aqsa to the heavens has been described in detail in the Ahadith, and is referred

to as the ascension (Mi'raj).

Allah begins by saying, "Pure is that Being..." This phrase serves to refute the

claim of many past and present sceptics who doubt the power of Allah to

transport His beloved Prophet pl-j ^U it JU to all these destinations in less than a

single night. Allah states that He is Pure from their doubts and the iniquities that

they attribute to Him. Allah has the total power to do as He pleases.

"Who transported His slave?" In this part of the verse Allah attests to the fact
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that the Holy Prophet ^j U* At JU* was a true "slave" of His. The rank of being

Allah's slave is indeed a lofty and noble rank. The Holy Prophet pi-j U* At JL* has

mentioned that the most beloved names to Allah are Abdullah (the slave of

Allah) and Abdur Rahman (the slave of Rahman). ["Mishkat" p. 409]

Once an angel came to the Holy Prophet ^j 4* At JL* saying, "Your Lord
has conveyed Salams to you. He has asked whether you would prefer to be a

Prophet who is a slave or one who is a king?" The Holy Prophet pJL-j Up At ju,

looked to Jibr'il f&J\ u* for advice, and he advised that the Holy Prophet At JU
jJL-j Up adopt humility. Thereupon, the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up At j^ said that he
preferred being a Prophet who is a slave.

The narrator of this Hadith, Sayyidah Ayshah i^p At ^j, says that thereafter

the Holy Prophet ^JL.3 Up At JL* never leaned on a pillow while eating and would
say, "I eat like a slave eats and sit like a slave sits." ["Mishkat" p.521]

One of the reasons for using the word "slave" is that no one should ever be

deceived into believing that the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up At JL* was any more than

Allah's slave because of the fact that he ascended to such heights. They should

never think that the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up At ju was like Allah in any way, nor a

member of Allah's family, like the Christians and other Polytheists think of

others.

The "Masjidul Haram" refers to the mosque (Masjid) that surrounds the

Ka'ba. The word is also sometimes used for the entire area adjacent to the Ka'ba,

usually referred to as the Haram.

"Masjidul Aqsa" refers to the mosque (Masjid) at Baitul Muqaddas in

Jerusalem. The word "Aqsa" literally means something that is extremely far. This

mosque (Masjid) is called the Masjidul Aqsa because, according to some, it is far

from the people of Hijaz (the area where Madinah and Makkah are situated).

Others say that it has this name because it is 'the furthest of the three mosques
(Masjids) that should be visited (it lies at 40 day's camel journey from the

Masjidul Haram). Others say that it has this name because it is far removed from
impurities and filth.

Describing Masjidul Aqsa, Allah says, "..... the vicinity of which We have

blessed..." From a religious perspective, the Masjidul Aqsa has been blessed

because it was a place of worship for all the Prophets '

f&J\ ^^ and it was also

their Qibla. It is also blessed because it is one of the three Masjids which our

Shari'ah permits us to specially undertake a journey to visit. There are also many
Prophets fXJs j^JLp buried all around it. From a worldly perspective it is blessed

because it is situated in a fertile land that abounds with rivers and vegetation.

Allah says that he took the Holy Prophet jJL.^ aJp At JU on this journey "to

show him Our signs." Allah's power can be witnessed from the fact that He took

the Holy Prophet fJL-j <^ At JL* in such a short while across a vast tract of land

and then to the heavens where he met so many Prophets f^LJt ^^u.

"Undoubtedly, He is the All Hearing, the All Seeing." Allah hears all du'as

{supplications) and He is able to protect one in the darkness of the night when
none other can see ["Ma'alimut Tanzil"].
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It is the belief of the Ahlus Sunnah wal Jama'ah that Allah took the Holy
Prophet ,4-j Up ibi J^> physically in a conscious state from the Masjidul Haram to

the Masjidul Aqsa. From there Allah took him on a tour of the seven heavens and
then returned him to Makkah. All this transpired in a single night.

A DETAILED ACCOUNT OF THE ASCENSION (MI'RAj)

We will first quote the hadith of Muslim concerning ascension (Mi'raj)

because it contains mention of the journey from the Masjidul Haram to Masjidul

Aqsa (Isra). No narration of Bukhari contains this part of the journey.

MOUNTING THE BURAQ AND LEADING THE PROPHETS f
*J»^

IN SALAH IN MASJIDUL AQSA
Muslim reports from Sayyidina Anas bin Malik <up iut ^ that the Holy

Prophet <X*3 <ip JSi\ J^> told them, "The Buraq was brought to me. It was a long
white animal that was larger than a donkey but smaller than a mule. Its step is as

far as the eyes can see. I mounted it and it took me to Masjidul Aqsa, where I

bound it to the same ring to which the Prophets pLJi ^+1* used to bind their

animals. I entered the Masjid, performed two rakahs Salah and then came out.

Jibr'Il fiLJ\ <Op offered me two goblets, the one contained wine and the other

contained milk. I drank the milk, whereupon Jibr'Il ^LJ\ Up said, 'You have
chosen the natural way."

"We then proceeded to the heavens. On the first I met Sayyidina Adam Up
f*~S\ and on the second I met Sayyidina Isa and Yahya pu\ «J*. On the third I met
Sayyidina Yusuf pLJ\ Up, on the fourth I met Sayyidina Idris pu\<d*, on the fifth I

met Sayyidina Harun
r
^Ui ^ and on the sixth I met Sayyidina Musa f*~t\ ^. All

of them greeted me with 'Marhaba' (Welcome). Then I met Sayyidina Ibrahim ^
(OUi on the seventh heaven. He was reclining against the Baitul Ma'mur, which is

entered every day by seventy thousand angels who are never able to return to it

again."

"Then I was taken to the Lote - tree (Sidratul Muntaha). There I saw that the

leaves of this tree were as large as the ears of elephants and the fruits were as

large as water jugs. When the Lote - tree (Sidratul Muntaha) is enveloped by the

things that Allah orders, it changes form and becomes so beautiful that no
creation can describe."

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud <up iwi ^ mentions that gold butterflies

envelop the Lote - tree (Sidratul Muntaha). [Muslim v. lp.97]

The Holy Prophet ^3 *A* %\ JU continues to say, "At that juncture Allah
revealed to me what He willed and ordained the fifty daily and nightly Salah. As
I was descending, I passed by Sayyidina Musa f*~Ss *A*. He asked me what my
Lord had ordained for me. I replied that Allah had made fifty Salah incumbent.
He told me to return to Allah and to request that the number be reduced because
my Ummah would be unable to bear this. He said that he had already
experienced the Bani Isra'il"

"I returned to my Lord and requested, 'O my Lord! Lessen the number for
my Ummah/ Allah reduced the number by five. When I passed by Sayyidina
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Musa pLJ\ Up and informed him that Allah had reduced the number by five

Salah, he told me to go back and ask for a further reduction since my Ummah
will not be able to offer so many. I then went to and forth until the number was
reduced to five. Allah said, 'O Muhammad (pJL-j <Up ii JJ)\ These five Salah are

ordained. I shall confer the reward of ten Salah for every one of these so that they
total the reward of fifty Salah. Whoever intends a good deed will receive the

reward of it without performing it. Whoever will perform the deed will receive

the reward of ten deeds. However, when a person intends an evil deed, this

intention will not be regarded as a sin. When he carries out the evil, only then is

it recorded as a single sin." .',,-.

"I then returned and, when I informed Sayyidina Musa r
*>Uv Up that the

number had been reduced to five, he told me to return to Allah for a further

reduction. This time I told him that I was too ashamed to return to Allah so many
times." [v.lp.91]

Muslim (v. 1 p.96) reports another narration from Sayyidina Abu Hurayra
**> 2bi ^j, in which it is mentioned that the Holy Prophet fJL^ Up it. jl* found
himself among all the Prophets r

->Ut r4su in Masjidul Aqsa. When the time came
for Salah, The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up 2bi JU, led the Prophets

r
^LJ»^ in Salah.

When the Salah was oyer, someone told him to meet the doorkeeper of Hell.

Before the Holy Prophet pL^ aJp it j* could greet him, he already greeted with
Salam.

According to a narration of Sayyidina Anas bin Malik <up it ^>j reported in

"Ibn Kathir" (v. 3 p.6) from Ibn Abi Hatim, it is narrated that all the people
gathered in Masjidul Aqsa formed rows after the adhan was given. As they all

waited for an Imam to lead the Salah, Jibr'il r
:>Ut aJU took the hand of the Holy

Prophet fi--y.Up.il ^U and led him to the front to lead the Salah. After the Salah,

Jibr'il (^~Ji aJp asked the Holy Prophet^ Up it ju if he knew who the people
gathered there were. When he replied in the negative, Jibr'il <oUi Up told him that

they were all the Prophets
r
*>LJi^ that Allah had sent on earth. Thereafter the

Holy Prophet <X*y *A± it JU and Jibr'il r
%Ji Up proceeded to the heavens.

THE DETAILS OF ASCENSION (MI'RAJ) ACCORDING TO THE
NARRATION OF BUKHARI

Bukhari has reported the incident of ascension (Mi'raj) from Sayyidina Anas
** ^ <**» who narrated from Sayyidina Abu Dharr «* it \^j and, at times, from
Sayyidina Malik bin Sa'sa'ah <up it ^>Jm

Narrating from Sayyidina-'Malik '** it^ it Sayyidina Anas <up it ^j says that

the Holy Prophet <JL^ Up it ju told them that he was near the Ka'ba in a state of

semi-consciousness. Three people came to him with a golden tray filled with
wisdom and Belief (Iman). They cut open his chest, washed it with the water of

ZamZam and then filled it with the wisdom and Belief (Iman) from the tray.

They then closed the chest and brought a white animal that was larger than a

donkey, but smaller than a mule.
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THE HOLY PROPHET ^j U* &\ J^ IS TAKEN TO THE HEAVENS,
THE DOORS ARE OPENED AND HE MEETS THE HOLY PROPHETS
WHO GREET HIM WITH WELCOME (MARHABA)

According to this narration of Bukhari, The Holy Prophet (JL-j *> & J~*

stated that Jibr'il f*~J\ Up took him to the nearest heaven and requested the

doorkeeper to open, The doorkeeper asked who was with him. He replied that

Muhammad ^JL.3 Up &\ JU> was with him. The doorkeeper then asked whether the

Holy Prophet ^j Up & J^> was sent for. When Jibr'il fiLJ\ aJLp replied in the

affirmative, the doorkeeper exclaimed, "Marhaba!" and opened the door. It was
also said that the arrival was indeed blessed.

As they ascended further they met Sayyidina Adam pLJy Up. The Holy

Prophet jJL-j aJs- &\ JU> greeted him and he replied, "Marhaba (Welcome) to a son

and'the Holy Prophet!"

They then proceeded to the second heaven, where the same procedure of

entry was followed by Jibr'il fzLJ\ <4*. When they entered this heaven, they met

Sayyidina Isa and Yahya 'fiLJ\ L4J*. They greeted by saying, "Marhaba to you, a

brother and the Holy Prophet!" In a like manner they then ascended to the third

heaven, where they met Sayyidina Yusuff^^U*. He also greeted the Holy

Prophet (JL-/ Up it JU» by saying, "Marhaba to you, a brother and the Holy

Prophet!"

Next they reached the fourth heaven in the same manner, where they met
Sayyidina Idris f^LJt Up. When the Holy Prophet^^ ii JU greeted him he

also replied by saying, "Marhaba to you, a brother and the Holy Prophet
!"

To enter the fifth heaven, Jibr'il fiLJ\ -Up had to repeat the formalities and,

when the door was opened, they met Sayyidina Harun '^%J\ <4±. He also replied

to the greeting of the Holy Prophet pL^ -Op ifo'juby saying, "Marhaba to you, a

brother and the Holy Prophet!"

Upon reaching the sixth heaven in a like manner, they met Sayyidina Musa
f%J\ <A*, who also greeted by saying, "Marhaba to you, .a brother and the Holy

Prophet!" As they proceeded further, Sayyidina Musa f%Jv ^ began to weep.

When he was asked why he wept, he replied. "A young man [i.e. Muhammad
jJLj aJLp ibi ju* was sent as the Holy Prophet after me and his followers to enter

Heaven (Jannah) will be better than my followers." According, to another

narration, he said, "The followers of this Prophet who will enter Heaven (Jannah) will

be more than myfollowers who will enter Heaven (Jannah).
"

Thereafter they entered,the seventh heaven in the same manner. There they

met Sayyidina Ibrahim fiLJi <4±, who greeted the Holy Prophet jJL-j <^ i»l ,J^> with

the words, "Marhaba to a son and the Holy Prophet!" (This was how Sayyidina

Adam-f%*& <J* greeted the Holy Prophet <*l-j Up &\ JL*. Sayyidina Ibrahim f^LJt Up

also used the same words because the Holy Prophet jJL-j U* ifo JU was from his

progeny).

THE BAITUL MA'MUR AND THE LOTE - TREE (SIDRATUL
MUNTAHA)

Thereafter the Holy Prophet fl-j Up ibt JU* came to the Baitul Ma'mur. When
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he asked Jibr'Il fiLJ\ Up what this was, he was told that it was the Baitul Ma'mur,
and that seventy thousand angels perform Salah there daily. These angels never

again have the opportunity to return there.

Thereafter the Holy Prophet jJL.^ U* it JU> was taken to the Sidratul

Muntaha, the fruit of which were as large as the water jugs of Hijr and the leaves

were the size of elephant's ears. Emerging from the roots of the Sidratul

Muntaha, The Holy Prophet fJL-j <dp it JU noticed four rivers. Two were
transcendental and the other two were apparent. When he asked Jibr'Il f*>LJ» Up

what these were, the reply was that the two transcendental rivers were of the

rivers of Heaven (Jannah), while the other two were the Euphrates and the Nile

rivers.

Historians write that Sayyidina Idris {%~h u* was the grandfather of

Sayyidina Nuh (OLJt *-!*. All the progeny of Sayyidina Adam f%Jt U* stem from

Sayyidina Nuh fiLJ\ Up. Therefore, Sayyidina Idris f^J\ Up also becomes the great

forefather of the Holy Prophet ^^ Up it JU If this is true, then he should also

have greeted the Holy Prophet (JL-j ^ it Ju> with the words, "Marhaba to a son

and the Holy Prophet!" instead of the words "Marhaba to you, a brother and the

Holy Prophet!" If the theory of the historians is correct then the reply to this

apparent objection is that Sayyidina Idris fx~b <4* chose to rather call the Holy
Prophet fJL-j Up it jl* by the link of brotherhood that all the Prophets f%Jt <*!*

share by virtue of all being Prophets fiLJ\ ^^-U. He could have also called the Holy
Prophet pL-j Up it ju a brother as a mark of respect.

The two transcendental rivers that flowed seem to be the river of Kauthar

and the river of Mercy. Both of these are subsidiaries of the Salsabil river. It is

possible that the confluence of these two rivers is at another root of the Sidratul

Muntaha.

The fact that the Euphrates and the Nile find their source in the heavens

may be explained by assuming that the rainwater, which supplies these two with

water, comes from the Sidratul Muntaha.. From there it descends as rain to fill

these two. [Ibn Kathir v. 3 p. 12]

FIFTY SALAH ARE ORDAINED AND THEY ARE THEN REDUCED
TO FIVE AT THE INSISTENCE OF SAYYIDINA MUSA fUnj*

The Holy Prophet <JL-_, aJp it JU» then continues to relate that fifty Salah were

made compulsory for his Ummah. Upon returning, he passed by Sayyidina

Musa fiLJ\ *A*, who asked what was ordained for the Ummah. When the Holy
Prophet pL-

_j
Up it ju told him that fifty Salahs were ordained, Sayyidina Musa

f%J\ aJp said, "I know people better than you do. I exerted myself greatly with the

Bani Isra'U (but they could not bear to perform so many Salahs). Indeed your

Ummah will not be able to perform so many Salahs. Go and request your Lord

for a reduction."

Thereupon the Holy Prophet jJL^ ^ it JU returned to Allah and the

number of Salah was reduced to 40. Again Sayyidina Musa fM~Jt Up repeated

what he had said earlier and the Holy Prophet (JL-j ^ & J~* returned to Allah.

The number was then dropped to 30. When the Holy Prophet pJL-^ aJLp it ju> again

passed by Sayyidina Musa f*>Ut Aip, he entreated that the Holy Prophet ^ if J-*
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pJL.^ return again.

Thereafter the number was reduced to 20 and, later, to ten. When a further

reduction was requested, Allah reduced it to five. However, Sayyidina Musa a-U

r
}Ut insisted that this was also too much. When matters reached this point, The

Holy Prophet>L-j <uU ifct J^> told Sayyidina Musa £LJ\ u* that he was now too

ashamed to return to Allah. Thereupon Allah announced, "I have retained the

initial order and granted a concession for My bondsmen. I have multiplied the

reward of a single deed tenfold (therefore the reward of five Salah will be like

that of fifty Salah)."

The above narration appears on p. 455 of Bukhari. Another narration on p.

471 [narrated by Sayyidina Anas ^ h j*j from Sayyidina Abu Dharr^ ibi ^J
states that after being greeted by Sayyidina Ibrahim pu\- Up, Jibr'il f*~l\ Up took

the Holy Prophet <X*i Up i»i JU to a place where they could hear the sounds of

pens writing. It was after this that mention is made of the Salah being reduced

from fifty, to five. Thereafter it is mentioned that Allah announced, "The decree

that proceeds from Me shall never be altered" (i.e. The reward for fifty will still be

attained).

This narration also mentions that the Sidratul Muntaha was enveloped with

various colours that the Holy Prophet <X* 3 U* i» J^ could not fathom. The Holy

Prophet (JL-j aJp &\ JU> was then allowed to enter Jannah, where the domes were

made of pearls and where musk took the place of sand.

On p. 548, Imam Bukhari Up i» au\, reports a hadith from Sayyidina Malik

bin Sa'sa'ah ** & ^j which mentions that after witnessing the Baitul Ma'mur,

The Holy Prophet pJL^ U* iut JL* was offered a goblet of wine, a goblet of honey

and a goblet of milk. When he drank the milk, Jibr'il r
!>U\ <^ said that this was

the natural way (Islam) for him and his Ummah.

This narration contains the addition that when Sayyidina Musa pLb *A*

requested the Holy Prophet^ -Up h Ju to return to Allah the last time, The

Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ii>i JU said, "I asked my Lord until I have become ashamed.

Now I am content and I have accepted." [The narration of Bukhari ends here.]

TWO MORE FAVOURS BESIDES SALAH

In addition to the favour of five Salah that equal to fifty in reward, Allah

also bestowed the Holy Prophet <X*) <4* & J^> with the concluding verses (285

and 286) of Surah Baqarah (from "Amanar Rasul" until the end of the Surah).

The other favour was the declaration that even the major sins of this

Ummah will be forgiven if they abstain from polytheism (shirk). [Muslim v. 1

p.97] This means that they will be forgiven without punishment if they repent, or

that they will have to suffer only a small amount of punishment before being

admitted into Heaven (Jannah).

SEEING ALLAH IN ASCENSION (MI'RAj)

There is a difference of opinion about whether the Holy Prophet a> &\ J^>

^ saw Allah in ascension (Mi'raj) or not. There is also a difference about

whether the sighting was with the physical eyes or with the heart (spiritual).
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The majority of the Sahabah^ i»» ^j and the epigones (Tabi'ln) are of the

opinion that the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up <&i JU saw Allah with his physical eyes.

The research scholars also share this opinion, which is voiced by Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Abbas ^ iut ^j. However, Sayyidah Ayshah i&* &\ ^j refutes this.

Allah says in Surah Najm, "... (he) then approached and drew close." Allah also

says, "He certainly saw him once more at the 'Sidratul Muntaha'. Sayyidah Ayshah ^j
ts-^ & says that these verses refer to the Holy Prophet <a-_> aJLp &\ ju seeing Jibr'Il

r
^LJ\ aJLp in his original form with 600 wings, spanning the horizons. Normally the

Holy Prophet ^L-j u* i»t Ju* saw him in the form of a human being.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ iui ^j says that Jibr'Il (%~h *A* is referred

to in the verses of Surah Najm, where Allah says, " (he) then approached and

drew close. And was as close as two bows or even closer" and the verse "He definitely

saw some ofAllah's great signs." [Muslim with the commentary ofImam Nawawi U^ &\ a^,

v.. 1 p. 97,98]

THE DENIAL OF THE QURAYSH

Upon his return from ascension (Mi'raj), the Holy Prophet pi-j <±* & JU»

chanced upon a trade caravan of the Quraysh that was returning from Syria.

When the Holy Prophet jJL-^ aJLp iut ju related the incident to the people the

following day, they scoffed and reported the incident to Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^j
vs> &s. Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^ &\ ^j asked them whether they were speaking the

truth. They swore that this was what the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ifci JL* had told

them. Thereupon Sayyidina Abu Bakr ** & ^j said, "If he [the Holy Prophet JL>

jjL. 5
*A± i»t] said this, then it is the truth."

When the disbelievers (kujfar) expressed surprise that he could believe this,

Sayyidina Abu Bakr <* & ^j told them that he believed the even more
astonishing facts that the Holy Prophet pJL-'j Aip i»t ju» received revelation from the

skies. It was on account of this that Sayyidina Abu Bakr ** ifo ^j was given the

title of "Siddique." ["'Al Biddya wan Nihayah" v. 2 p.360]

ALLAH DISPLAYS BAITUL MUQADDAS BEFORE THE HOLY
PROPHET ^j Up &i J^

The Quraysh had seen Baitul Muqaddas on their journeys. They therefore

asked the Holy Prophet^ *> &\ j^ to explain certain details of Baitul Muqaddas,
like how many pillars and doors there were. At that time, The Holy Prophet i>i j~*

r^j up was sitting in the Hatim. The Holy Prophet^ a* i>i ju says that he was
never so perplexed as he was at that time because he never thought of taking

note of such details (nobody would!). However, Allah caused the entire Baitul

Muqaddas to be brought before the Holy Prophet ,0-, <4* k ju and he was able to

accurately answer all the questions posed by the Quraysh. [Muslim v. 1 p. 92 and

Bukhari v. 1 p.548]

Allama Ibn Kathir u* ibi^ reports '(v. 2 p.15) that when the Holy Prophet ju
pL*) <4* i»t replied to all the questions, the people swore that he was telling the

truth.

The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up i»\ ju* also told the people that when he was going
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to Baitul Muqaddas, he passed by a certain caravan. He told them that these

people had lost a camel and were searching for it. The Holy Prophet <Jl^ <op &\ j^>

told them where their camel was before proceeding further. He mentioned that

when he was returning, he passed them again while they were asleep at a place

called Sahnan. There was a utensil of water with them that was covered with a

lid of some sort. The Holy Prophet ^^ *A*h ju> said that he removed the lid and

drank some water, after which he replaced the lid in exactly the same manner as

they had done. (Arabs normally do not object to someone taking something

trivial like water without permission).

The Holy Prophet ^j u* iui ju told the Quraysh that this caravan would

soon be emerging from a valley of Tan'im. He described to them the colour of the

leading camel and added that it will be carrying two satchels, one being black

and the other white. The people rushed to Tan'im to see whether the Holy

Prophet (4-j <4* '&\ JU> was truthful. When they got there they saw the exact scene

as described by the Holy Prophet "(JL^ u^ ^ J^>

They then asked the people of the caravan whether they had kept water in a

utensil that night. They replied that they had covered their utensil of water in a

certain manner, but found later that it was covered in the same manner with the

water missing. They then asked the people of the caravan whether any of their

camels had strayed away. They replied that one of their camels had done so, but

that they heard a person guiding them to a particular direction where they found

their camel.

According to certain narrations, The Holy Prophet ^y 4* & J~* even

greeted the caravan with Salam and some of them said that it was the voice of

Muhammad fi**)*4* & J~*>

SOME OTHER THINGS WITNESSED ON ASCENSION (MI'RAJ)

There were other things that the Holy Prophet ^j Up i>>» JU saw while on

ascension (Mi'raj). These have been enumerated by Imam Bayhaqi Up ifci <^j in

"Dala'ilun Nabuwwa" (v. 2), by Hafiz Nurud Din Haythami U^ .ifo ^ in

"Majmauz Zawaid" (v.l), by Allama Muhammad bin Muhammad Sulayman Al

Maghribi Up i»v *^j in "Jam'ul Fawaid" (v. 3), by Allama Ibn Kathlr Up &\ <^j in his

exegesis (tafsir) and by Allama Ibn Hisham aJp .&\ ju^ in his "Sirah" (biography) of

the Holy Prophet (JL- j Up ifci JL*.

Some of these have already been mentioned and others are narrated

below. The Holy Prophet pJL-j Up & J~* saw Sayyidina Musa f%J\ Up

performing Salah in his grave: Sayyidina Anas ** & ^j reports that

the Holy Prophet pJL-j a> &\ ju said, "When I was taken on ascension

(Mi'raj), I passed by the grave of Sayyidina Musa -up <&» ^j. He was

performing Salah there. "[Muslim 'v. 2 p.3 68]

The Holy Prophet (JUj ^ &\ JU saw people whose lips were being cut

with scissors: Sayyidina Anas ** i\ ^j also reports that the Holy

Prophet .jJL-j -Up i\ JL* told them that he passed by some people whose
lips were being cut with scissors of fire. 'When he asked! Jibr'il Up

f%^\ who these people were, the reply was that they were those

lecturers of his Umm ah who used to enjoin others to do good but
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forgot (to do good) themselves. According to another narration, he

said that they were those lecturers who did not practise what they

instructed others to. ["Mishkat" p. 438]

People who scrape their chests with their nails: Sayyidina Anas ^j
aip it narrates that the Holy Prophet (JL^ *l* it J^> told them that on

the night of ascension (Mi'raj) he saw people whose nails were of
copper. They were busy lacerating their faces and their chests with

their nails. 'When he asked Jibr'il f%J>\*A*who these people were, the

reply was that they were those who ate the flesh of people (i.e. they

engaged in backbiting) and they sought to defame people.

["Mishkat" p. 429]

The terrible plight of the usurers: Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** it ^j
narrates that the Holy Prophet <JLj Up it Jb» told them that on the

night of ascension (Mi'raj) he saw people whose stomachs were the

size of dwellings. In there were snakes that were visible from the

outside, 'Then he asked Sayyidina Jibr'il phJ\A±*who these people

were, the reply was that they were those who consumed usury.

[Mishkat" p. 246]

People whose skins are cut with scissors: Sayyidina Rashid bin

Sa d «up it ^j reports that when the Holy Prophet jJL-j '«Jp it j^> went

for ascension (Mi'raj) he saw that the skins of certain people were

being cut with scissors of fire. 'When he asked Jibr'il f%J\ *> who
these people were, the reply was that they were those who
beautified themselves for fornication. He then passed by a pit that

emitted a terribly foul odour. Heinous screams came from there.

'When he asked Jibr'il £L~b U* who these people were, the reply was
that these were those women who adorned themselves for adultery

and committed those acts that were unlawful (Haram) for them.

["At Targhib wat Tarhib" v. 3 p. 51]

A Devil (Shaytan) chases the Holy Prophet ^j Up it JL*; Yahya bin

Said -up ii ^j reports in the "Mu'atta" of Imam Malik <4* i» **-j that

when the Holy Prophet ^L-j aJLp i\ ju was taken on ascension

(Mi'raj), a Devil (Shaytan) began to chase him with a spark of

flame in his hands. Wherever the Holy Prophet ^JL-j a> it ju> looked,

he could see the Devil (Shaytan). Jibr'il fiLJ\ *A* told the Holy
Prophet pJL-j <l^ it j**, 'Should I not teach you certain words by

which his flame will be extinguished and he will fall on his face?"
'When the Holy Prophet ^L-j Up it ju asked to be informed Jibr'il *4*

f*>LJt recited the following words:

{TRANSLATION: "With Allah's munificent countenance and
with His complete words that no good or evil being can evade, I

seek protection from the evil that descends from the sky, the evil

that ascends to it, the evil that enters the earth, the evil that

emerges from it, the tribulations of the night and day and from
the tidings of the night and day except the tidings of good, O the

Most Merciful!"}
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The angels encourage the cupping of blood: Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Mas'ud v*&\ ^j reports that during the ascension (Mi'raj) the Holy
Prophet yL-j Up i>t ju» was encouraged by every group of angels that

he passed [to instruct his Ummah to cup blood? ['Mishkat" p.389]

The cupping of blood was common among the Arabs, and even the Holy
Prophet pJL-j Up iii JL* had blood cupped from between his shoulders and from

his head. This is a very effective cure for high blood pressure, a disease that is

common today.

The reward of the Mujahidin: Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ±* it ^>j

relates that the Holy Prophet ^j <M &\.J«* saw on the night of

ascension (Mi'raj) that certain people were planting seeds and
harvesting them on the same day. 'When they harvested; the plants

again reappeared 'When he asked? Jibr'il fiLA Up- who these people

were, the reply was that these were those who strove in Alllaah 's

way. Their rewards, he said; will be multiplied by seven hundred
and they will receive the rewards of everything they spend?

The heads of some people are crushed with a rock: Thereafter the

Holy Prophet ^JL-j <A^ ibi ju passed by people whose heads were being

repeatedly crushed by a rock. Their heads regained their natural

form after every strike. 'When he asked Jibr'il fiLJ\ u* who these

people were, the reply was that these were the people who were lazy

to perform their Salah. 'They slept without performing their Salah.

The terrible plight of those who do not pay zakah: Then they passed

by people who had only rags wrapped around their private parts.

They were grazing like camels and cows on the thorny foul trees

and stones of hell (Jahannam). 'When he asked Jibr'il £*~S\ ^ who
these people were, the reply was that they were those who did not

pay the zakah due on their wealth.

Those eating rotten meat: The Holy Prophet ^JL^Upito JU also passed

by a group of people before whom was a pot of cooked meat and
another pot rotting uncooked meat. They were all eating from the

pot of rotten meat. 'When he asked Jibr'il fiLJ\ *> who these people

were, the reply was that these were those men of his 'Ummah who
fornicate the entire night with adulterous and licentious women
while they have lawful wives at home. He also said that these were

women who indulged in adultery with other fornicating men while

they had lawful husbands.

The person carrying a large bundle of firewood: The Holy Prophet

pJL-j aAs^ &\ JL* also passed by a person who was confronted with an

extremely large bundle of firewood that he could not carry, but

wanted it to be still larger. 'When he asked Jibr'il f*~& <±* who this

person was, the reply was that he was the person who had the

trusts of people with him. He could not fulfil the trusts that he had

with him, but still wanted to accept more.

A bull trying to squeeze into a small hole: Thereafter the Holy
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Prophet pl-j kSp to J^ passed by a small hole from which an
extremely large bull emerged. /The bull then attempted to return
into the hole. 'When he asked Jibr'il f%J>\ <A± who this was, the reply
was that he was the person who uttered an evil word (of sin). He
then regretted the utterance and attempted to retract it, which is

impossible.

'The fragrance of Heaven (Jannah): Then the Holy Prophet Up ii ju
pi- 3 passed by a fragrant valley from which emanated the fragrance
of musk, and some sounds. 'When he asked about the place, Jibr'il

f%J\ Up said that this was Heaven (Jannah). It was calling out to

Allah saying, 'O my Lord! Bring forth those who shall dwell in me
and fulfil Your promise."

The voice of Hell: The Holy Prophet <X*3 Up ifci j^ then passed by
another valley from which a terribly guttural sound emerged.
'When he asked what place this was, Jibr'il f^J\ Up replied that it

was Hell calling to Allah, "O my Lord Bring forth those who shall

dwell in me and fulfil your promise." [Jam'ul Fawaid" v. 3 p. 151]

BABUL HAFAZAH
The Holy Prophet (JUj -uU to JU has mentioned that the door of the first

heaven is called the "Babul Hafazah." An angel named Isma'il is appointed to

this door and he has 12 000 angels at his command. Each one of these 12 000 have
another 12 000 at their command. Saying this, the Holy Prophet <X* 3 <A* to J^>
recited the verse, 'None besides Allah knows His army." [Fathul Bari v. 7p.209]

THE HOLY PROPHET ^JL-j Up 4i J^ MEETS THE KEEPER OF HELL
IN THE FIRST HEAVEN AND GETS A VIEW OF HELL

When the Holy Prophet ^3 u* i>i ju reached the first heaven closest to

earth, all the angels met him smilingly and prayed for him. One of them met him
and prayed for him but was not smiling and happy like the others. When the

Holy Prophet^ 3 Up to j^ asked Jibr'il f*~S\ 4p about him, the reply was, "He is

Malik, the keeper of Hell. If he could smile for anyone before you or after you, he
would have certainly smiled to you now. This angel never smiles."

The Holy Prophet (JL-j.-Up to J^ requested Jibr'il .fiU\ U* to ask Malik if he
could see Hell. When Jibr'il f^J\ Up told him to show Hell to the Holy Prophet
<Jl, 3 Up to j^r Malik lifted the lid of Hell. Upon doing this/the fire, in its fury

leapt out of the opening. The Holy Prophet^ 3 <4* to J^> told Jibr'il pu\ U* to tell

Malik to return the fire to its place. When he did so, the fire subsided and the lid

was replaced. [Sirah ofVon Hishdm p.249]

MILK/HONEY AND WINE ARE OFFERED TO THE HOLY PROPHET
^U, Up Jk\ JU> AND HE DRINKS THE MILK

The previous narrated hadith of Muslim (p. 91) mentions that the Holy
Prophet <X*3 <M to J^ was offered the milk and wine in Baitul Muqaddas.
Another narration on p. 95 by Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ^ to ^ mentions that

this occurred at the Sidratul Muntaha. On the other hand, the narration of
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Bukhari reports that three goblets (the third containing honey) were presented

before the Baitul Ma'mur.

There is no discrepancy between these narrations because it is very possible

that the incident occurred on all three occasions. The addition of honey in the

narration of Bukhari should hot surprise us since it frequently happens that one

narrator may recall something that another may omit.

A narration on p. 97 of Muslim reports that when the Holy Prophet <U^\ J^
^JL-j drank the milk, Jibr'U r

*-J Up said that had he has taken the wine, his

Ummah would have gone astray. It is learnt from this that the character of a

leader impacts upon the followers.

"Fat'hul Bari" (v. 7 p.215) reports from Allama Qurtubi *> & u\, that when a

child is born, the first nourishment that it receives is milk. Since every child is

born as a follower of "the natural way" (Islam), this seems to be the relationship

between drinking milk and the statement of Jibr'U pU\ .Up, when he told the Holy

Prophet fl-j Aip it JL* (when he drank the milk), "This is the natural way (Islam)

on which you and your Ummah are."

Hakimul Ummah Thanwi U* it i**j has mentioned that a close study of the

Ahadith will reveal that four drinks were presented to the Holy Prophet U* it J*
^jl-^ These were milk, wine, honey and water. (It is also possible that the water

was as sweet as honey/because of which it may be described as honey.) It should

be borne in mind that wine was not yet unlawful (Haram) at the time of ascension

(Mi'raj), since it only became unlawful (Haram) in Madinah. However, the Holy

Prophet ^i- 3
Up it JL* did not chose the wine because wine is intoxicating.

Honey is usually consumed for enjoyment, not as a source of nourishment.

Therefore, it is a depiction of the pleasures of this world. Water is an aid to

nourishment and not a source of nourishment in itself. Its example is like the

world, that is an aid to practise religion (D'in), not religion (D'in) itself. Milk, on

the other hand is a source of nourishment on its own just as religion (D'in) is the

real spiritual nourishment for the soul. It is for this reason that the Holy Prophet

pJL-j Up it JU» chose to drink the milk. [Fat'hul Bari v. 7p.2 15]

Ibn Kathlr (v. 3 p.5) reports from Bayhaqi that when the Holy Prophet it J*
(JL.J Up drank the milk, Jibr'U ,pU\ <4* said, "Had you drunk the water, your

Ummah would have drowned (in their obsession for this world) and if you had

drunk the wine, they would all have strayed from the straight path (just as a

drunk person does)."

WHAT IS THE SIDRATUL MUNTAHA?

The Arabic word "Sidrah" means a lotus or a jujube tree. "Muntaha" means

the 'limit' or 'apex' i.e. a point beyond which there is nothing more. According to

a narration of Muslim, the tree has been named as such because all the

commands of Allah from above stop at this tree and all the actions of people

ascending from below also stop here. All these stop here first before proceeding

further.

It has already been mentioned that no creation can describe the beauty of

this tree when it is covered by whatever Allah wills. Another narration reports
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that the Holy Prophet ^j Up it ju said that it is covered by golden butterflies.

Another hadith states that a rider can ride for a hundred years in the shadow of a
single branch of this tree. Another narration states that a hundred riders can be
shaded beneath it.

ENTRY INTO HEAVEN (JANNAH) AND A SIGHT OF THE RIVER OF
KAUTHAR

Sayyidina Anas ^ iui ^ reports that the Holy Prophet pJL-j a> ii j* said
that when he was walking in Heaven (Jannah), he saw a river, at both ends of
which stood domes of hollow pearl. When he asked Jibr'il r

%~Jt *-U what this was,
the reply was that it was the river of Kauthar that Allah had granted to the Holy
Prophet ^j Up ifci

c5
u. The Holy Prophet^ 3 a> ii ju says that when he looked

closer, he saw that the bed of the river was pure fragrant musk. [Bukhari v. 2 p
974]

SOME NOTES AND THE INNER WISDOM OF ASCENSION
(MI'RAJ)

A description of the Buraq. The word "Buraq" is either derived from the
word "bariq" (meaning white) or from the word "barq" (meaning lightning). It is

therefore appropriately named because of its lightning speed. "Bayhaqi" (v. 2

p.390) has reported that other Prophets
r
->ui^ also rode the Buraq.

The reason for the uneasiness of the Buraq. Tirmidhi reports that the Holy
Prophet jO-j a-U i» J* informed the Sahabah ^ &\ ^j that the Buraq was
reigned and saddled. The Buraq began to skip about, when Jibr'il ^\ Up said,

"You are skipping about with Muhammad ^L3 Up it JJ) on your back? None
more honoured and revered to Allah than Muhammad jJLj Up 2b% ju has ever
mounted your back!" Hearing this, the Buraq broke out in a sweat and stopped
its action.

A narration of "Dala'ilun Nabuwwah" reports that Jibr'il r
:>LJ» Up twisted

Buraq's ear to stop its jostling before the Holy Prophet^3 *A± 2bi JU> mounted, [v.

2 p. 355]

Certain narration reports that Jibr'il f^J\ <d* made a hole in a rock and
bound the Buraq to it when they dismounted in Baitul Muqaddas. [Fat'hul Bari v. 7

p.207]

Some commentators have mentioned that the Buraq behaved in this manner
because none had mounted it during the long period of cessation (between
Sayyidina Isa pLJ\ *A* and the Holy Prophet^3 U| h J-*, when there were no
Prophets). Now that it was mounted after a long time, it began to gleam with
pride and joy. Others say that it did so because it was proud that the best and the
last of the Prophets

r
*-J»^ was to mount it. [Fat'hul Bari v. 7 p.207]

In a similar way the mountain of Thablr began to tremble when the Holy
Prophet fL-j ^ &.J*, Sayyidina Abu Bakr -up ibt ^Jf Sayyidina Umar ** ito^
and Sayyidina Uthman ** &\^ stood on it. The Holy Prophet <X*j Up iui JL» told

the mountain to remain still because the Prophet, a Siddique and two martyrs
were upon it. ["Mishkat" p. 542]
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Allah could have transported the Holy Prophet <JL.j ^ <&t j* without the

Buraq, but He used the Buraq to show honour and respect to the Holy Prophet

j^j Up ibi JL*. A person who is not mounted will be said to be on foot, and a

mounted person is regarded to be more honourable than one who is on foot.

JIBR'IL p-±\ Up MOUNTS WITH THE HOLY PROPHET ^j Up i»i J^>

UNTIL BAITUL MUQADDAS AND THEN TAKES THE REIGNS UP
TO THE HEAVENS

Jibr'il r
*>LJ! <JLp also mounted the Buraq from Masjidul fiaram and sat behind

the Holy Prophet (JL^ Up i» JU. After dismounting at Baitul Muqaddas and

performing Salah there, Jibr'il r
*>U\ Up brought reigns that were extremely

beautiful to lead the Buraq to the heavens. According to some narrations, one of

the reigns was made of gold and the other of silver. Another narration reports

that they were encrusted with pearls. Certain Ahadith report that there were

angels on the left and the right of the two as they ascended to the heavens.

[Fat'hul Bdri v. 7 p.307/8/97]

Why did the doorkeepers of the heavens ask Jibr'il j*-J» U* who was with

him and whether the Holy Prophet ^j U* Ai ^U has been sent for? The answer

ta- this question is that the doorkeepers expected the Holy Prophet pi-^ ^ Ai J^
that night, but asked this question to enhance the honour of the Holy Prophet J**

pjLj Up it and to express their happiness at his arrival. They asked who was with

Jibr'il f*~W aJ* to express to the Holy Prophet ^JL-j U* &\ JU> that his name was

known in the heavens. It was for this reason that they did not ask who

Muhammad jJL, 3 <A± ib% JL» was when Jibr'il f*~to U* answered their query.

Another reason for these inquiries was to make the Holy Prophet <4± & J~*

(Ju-^j aware that he was a special guest in the heavens. It is common knowledge

that when guests frequent a place, no questions are asked at the door. However,

when guests are specially sent for, it denotes their noble status and honour. None

before the Holy Prophet ,JL^ Up ssa^ and none after him have ever received the

honour of ascension (Mi 'raj).

When a guest knocks at the door and is questioned, the inhabitants of the

place pay particular attention to the arrival. Here the same was done so that all

the inhabitants of the heavens take cognisance of the arrival of the Holy Prophet

^ Up &\ JL* and so that he does not pass by unnoticed.

Because the purpose of ascension (Mi'raj) was not to meet all the inhabitants

of the heavens, the angels merely greeted the Holy Prophet^ u* & J^ as he

passed by them on the way to the seventh heaven. When a notable guest arrives

in any country, a welcoming committee is formed to receive him. Every person

rushes to be first so that they can receive the opportunity to meet the person.

However, in the heavens that system i& so perfect, that every inhabitant was able

to meet the Holy Prophet fL^ *A*& JU without causing any delay in the journey.

Why did Sayyidina Ibrahim f*J» *J* not request the Holy Prophet At J-p

(A-j aJp to ask Allah for a reduction in the number of Salah? The Scholars

(Ulama) have replied to this question by saying that Sayyidina Ibrahim rxJ» ^ is

the friend of Allah. The requirement of the deep affinity that had to Allah was

that he accept Allah's decrees without question.
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On the other hand, Sayyidina Musa r*~^ <4* was "Kallmulah" i.e. the one to

whom Allah spoke directly. When a person has the courage to speak to another,

it means that they share a bond that is more candid and spontaneous. Therefore,

Sayyidina Musa (OLJi Up was more able to prompt the request before Allah.

Another reply is that Sayyidina Ibrahim £*~b Up spent most of his life

propagating oneness of Allah (Tauhid) to the polytheists and the disbelievers

(kuffdr). Those people who followed him were all pious and submissive people,

unlike the Bani Isra'il whom Sayyidirja Musa fiLJ\ <d* had to contend with.

Sayyidina Ibrahim f*~& <ip had not experienced the type of people who were
rebellious and negligent towards Allah's commandments, so he could not foresee

the consequences of ordaining fifty Salah.

Sayyidina Ibrahim f^J\ <U placed the welfare of the Ummah before him
when he thought that they would benefit more in terms of rewards if they were
to perform fifty Salah. It was for this reason that Sayyidina Ibrahim

r
^Ui <d± even

sent a message (quoted below) to the Ummah via the Holy Prophet (JL-j^ ibi JL*.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** ibi^ reports from the Holy Prophet JL*

fi-j ^ iut that on the night in which he was taken for ascension (Mi'raj), he met
Sayyidina Ibrahim pU\ <d* who said to him, "O Muhammad ^3 ^ ifct ju!
Convey my Salams (greetings) to your Ummah and tell them that the soil of

Heaven (Jannah) is excellent and the water is fine. Heaven (Jannah) is an empty
ground and its plants are, "SubhanAllahi Wal Hamdu Lilahi Wa La Ilaha
Illalahu Allahu Akbar'. " ["Mishkat" p. 202]

These words and other actions serve to fill Heaven (Jannah). The Holy
Prophet jO-j Up iui j* has also mentioned that recitation of "Subha NAllahil
Aztm Wa Bi Hatndihi" will cause a tree to be planted for one in Heaven (Jannah).

The heart of the Holy Prophet ^JL»j <Op &\ J^> is washed with the water of
Zam Zam in a golden tray: In today's times none will object to the feasibility of

this operation because of the widespread practice of surgery. This fact displays

the virtue of Zam Zam. Although the use of golden utensils is forbidden for the

Ummah, a golden tray was used by the angels in this case. It should also be
borne in miijd that when this incident occurred, this law had not yet been
revealed. The prohibition of gold utensils was revealed in Madinah

The fact that the heart of the Holy Prophet ^JL-3 U* &\ j^ was filled with
Belief (Iman) and wisdom tells us that the strength of his Belief (Iman) was
enhanced and he was granted the ability to perceive the events of the heavens.

THE LOFTY RANK OF SALAH
Although all other acts of worship were ordained by Allah in this world via

Jibr'il r
^Ui aJp, The Holy Prophet^ 3 *A* i» J-* was specially sent for by Allah to

receive the bounty of Salah in the heavens. The Ummah was also conferred with
the privilege of receiving the reward of fifty Salah for performing only five.

On the occasion of Mi'raj, The Holy Prophet pJL-j Up ibi ju» conversed with
Allah and, by bringing down the injunction of Salah, he allowed the Sahabah ^j
** & and the Ummah at large to converse with Allah. Since Salah is a means of

communication with Allah, one should observe all its etiquette. One should be in
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state of ablution (wudhu), have clean clothes, face the Qibla, recite the Qur'an,

prostrate and make kneeling (ruku), all with complete humility and

concentration. These are all postures that are not prescribed in any other act of

worship.

According to certain commentators of hadith, the "Tashahhud" recited at the

end of Salah is a repetition of the words mentioned on the occasion of ascension

(Mi'raj). They say that the Holy Prophet ^i-j <A* &\ J~# praised Allah by saying,

"Af Tahiyyatu Lillahi Was Salawatu Wat Tayyibat" ("All devotions offered

through words, bodily actions and wealth are due to Allah"). Thereafter Mlah

responded to this by saying, "As Salamu Alaika Ayyuhan Nabiyyu Wa
Rahmatullahi Wa Barakatu" ("Peace be upon you, O the Holy Prophet, and the

mercy of Allah and His blessings"). Thereupon the Holy Prophet ^J-j *i* ^ J~*

said, "As Salamu Alayna Wa Ala Ibadillahis Salihtn" ("Peace be on us and on

the righteous servants of Allah").

Thereafter Jibr'il f*J» Up hastily declared the testification of oneness of Allah

(Tauhid) and Risalah by saying, "Ash Hadu Alia Ilaha Illalahu Wa Ash Hadu
Anna Muhammadan Abduhu wa Rasuluh" ("I testify that there is none worthy of

worship besides Allah and I testify that Muhammad ^Lj *J* i» J^> is His servant

and messanger").

Since Salah is a conversation with Allah, one is instructed to be attentive

and place something before one so that none passes by to distract the attention.

Salah is not permissible when one has an urgent need to relieve oneself or to eat.

This is so because nothing should distract one from one's attention to Allah.

Sayyidina Abu Dharr k* ii ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ^j U* ifo JL>

said, "Allah's attention is continuously focussed on a person in Salah as long as

the person does not deviate his attention from Allah. When the servant diverts

his attention, Allah also diverts His attention from him."

Sayyidina Abu Dharr ** i>» ^j allSir^tated that the Holy Prophet Up 2bt JU
jJL, j said, "When a person is in SalaR^^f^ild not play with the pebbles (on the

ground or carry out any other futile aqi)\because Allah's attention is focussed on

him."

THE REPLY TO THE IGNORANT OBJECTION OF THE REJECTERS
AND THE IRRELIGIOUS ONES

It is the belief of the Ahlus Sunnah wal Jama'ah that all that has been

mentioned above with regard to the journey of ascension (Mi'raj) actually

happened to the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up it ju in a physical state and while he was

conscious. However, some modernists claim that the incident could not have

occurred. They say that it was all a dream.

Such ignorant people fail to understand that if it were a dream, then why
did the polytheists of Makkah refute it? Allah says in the first verse of Surah Bani

Isra'fl that He transported His "slave" to Masjidul Aqsa. This word indicates that

both body and soul were transported. Allah also used the word "Asra" which

cannot be used to describe a flight in a dream, but a physical journey by night.

These people then say that is impossible for a human to breathe in the upper
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stratas of the atmosphere. Firstly, their theories are fallible. Then too, if they are
correct, they fail to realise that Allah has the power to do as He wills. He can
cause a person to breath in a vacuum, just as well as He allows him to breath in

the atmosphere. Allah created man to be in need of oxygen. If He willed, He
could have made man survive on something else, just as He created the fish to be
independent of oxygen.

Some people deny the existence of the heavens. Their lack of knowledge
regarding the presence of the heavens cannot be a proof to establish its absence.
They seek only to falsify Allah's Book.

The ancient philosophers claimed that there were nine heavens, while the
modern philosophers claim that there are none. How can one base one's
understanding on their illogical hypotheses? Allah declares that He has created
seven heavens and this is accepted as the fact. The theories of these philosophers
are mere speculations that have no concrete basis and which keep changing.

Allah is also capable of creating doors to these heavens, as He says in Surah
A'raf, "The doors of the heavens will not be opened to them." He says in Surah Naba,
"The skies will be opened and become like doors.

"

Surah Infitar, Surah Inshiqaq and other Surahs also explain how the
heavens will be torn on the Day of Judgement, disclaiming the theory of those
who say that the skies cannot be ruptured.

Prior to the invention of modern means of transport, people doubted that

anyone could travel such a great distance in so short a time. Nowadays this

doubt has become obsolete, and the journey can well be imagined.

Allah's power is infinite. As He granted man the ability to develop fast

modes of transport, He continues to allow them to develop even faster

transportation every day. AUah says in Surah Nahl with regard to means of

transportation, "He creates jsuch MngMsiidiMwhich you have no knowledge." [Surah

16, verse 8] t^fa ^J.
These people should be asked whatWthe speed at which the earth rotates

and travels across the solar system? They should be asked what is the speed of

the light that Allah has created? They accept these speeds to be phenomenal, yet
they deny Allah's power to transport a person in a night!

The Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^u &\ ju was described the speed of the Buraq as

being able to place his next as far as he can see. Assuming that his vision reached
a hundred miles, he would have reached Masjidul Aqsa-and return in less than
twenty minutes.

The true believer (Mu'min) believes and accepts without question whatever
Allah and His Holy Prophet^j U* &\ JL* tell them.
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(2) We granted Musa the Book and made it a guidance for the Bani Isra'il

(instructing them) "Do not take another besides Me as a helper." (3) O- the

progeny of those whom We boarded with Nun (on the ark)! He was indeed a

grateful slave. (4) We announced to the Bani Isra'il in the Book, "You will

certainly cause strife on earth twice and you will reach to towering heights." (5)

"When the promise of the first of the two comes, We will send to you such

slaves of Ours who will be great warmongers, and they will barge into homes.

This is a promise that will be fulfilled." (6) "Thereafter We will restore your

authority over them, reinforce you with wealth and children, and greatly

multiply your numbers." (7) "If you do good, you will be doing good for

yourselves and if you do evil it will be to your detriment. When the second

promise will come (We will permit your enemies) to distort your faces, to enter

the Masjid as they entered the first time, and to destroy everything they are able

to." (8) "The time is nigh that your Lord will have mercy on you. But if you
repeat (your actions) We shall repeat (the way-in which you were treated). We
have made Hell a prison for the disbelievers."

THE BANI ISRA'IL CAUSE CORRUPTION ON EARTH TWICE AND
THEIR ENEMIES DESTROY THEM

The above verses also prove the apostleship of the Holy Prophet «i* i»» JU>

^i because he could not have known the incidents contained in the Qur'an
without receiving them directly from Allah. These are narratives concerning the

Bani Isra'il and serve as a reminder and advice to them. However, they still chose

to reject the truth. Allah says in Surah Baqarah, "when what they recognise comes to

them, they deny it. Allah's curse is on the disbelievers/' [Surah 2, verse 89]

Allah says in the above verses, "We granted Musa the Book (Torah) and made
it a guidance for the Bani Isra'il (instructing them) 'Do not take another besides Me as a

helper/" The Bani Isra'il acted against the injunctions of the Torah and were made
to suffer the consequences in this world as well. They were defeated and
disgraced on numerous occasions by their enemies.

Before describing the incident, Allah reminds them of His favour upon
them. Allah says, "O the progeny of those whom We boarded with Niih (on the ark)!"
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By addressing them in this manner, Allah reminds them that they are from those

who were saved from being drowned in the flood. Allah then says concerning

Sayyidina Nuh pi-b «-U, "Indeed he was a grateful slave." Therefore the Bani Isra'il

should emulate their forefather in this respect and express their gratitude to Him
by carrying out His commands and following the final Prophet^ j <4* & J*.

"We announced to the Bani Isra'il in the Book (in the Torah or in one of their

previous booklets), 'You will certainly cause strife on earth [in Syria (Sham)] twice

and you will reach to towering heights."

Describing the first time that they caused strife by oppressing people and

opposing Allah's commands, Allah says, "When the promise of the first of the two

comes, We will send to you such slaves of Ours who will be great warmongers, and they

will barge into homes. This is a promise that will be fulfilled. Thereafter We will restore

your authority over them, reinforce you with wealth and children, and greatly multiply

your numbers."

The details of this occasion have been mentioned in the books of history,

while the Ahadith are silent about this incident. These stories find their source

from the Bani Isra'il themselves and their authenticity cannot be verified.

WHO DESTROYED THE BANI ISRA'IL?

Four names have been quoted in reply to the above question. These are (1)

Bukht Nasr (Nebuchadnezzar), (2) Jalut (Goliath), (3) Khardush and (4) Sanjarib.

There also exists a difference with regard to who destroyed them the first time

and who did so the second time.

After much deliberation, the author of "Ma'alimut Tanzil" writes that Bukht

Nasr (Nebuchadnezzar) was the first to vanquish the Bani Isra'il, and the second

conqueror was Khardush. He writes that the second conquest was more decisive

than the first, after which the Greeks established their dominion over the entire

area once ruled by the Bani Isra'il. Thereafter the Bani Isra'il never regained their

strength, but had only a stronghold in Baitul Muqaddas.

Allah bestowed on them many favours, but they were ungrateful and

continued to sin. As a result, Allah caused the Roman emperor by the name of

Taytus bin Istaynus to overpower them. He ravaged their city and caused them

to flee, leaving it deserted. It was during the reign of Sayyidina Umar ** &\ ^>j

that the Muslims entered Baitul Muqaddas and caused it to flourish once again.

Sayyidina Qatadah <M & <^j says that Jalut (Goliath) conquered the Bani

Isra'il the first time and he killed, imprisoned and disgraced them. Thereafter

Allah raised Sayyidina Dawud f*~b <uU to kill him, after which Allah's promise

was fulfilled that "Thereafter We will restore your authority over them..."

He says that after this they again caused strife and corruption and Allah

caused Bukht Nasr to destroy them. Thereafter Allah had mercy on them saying,

"The time is nigh that your Lord will have mercy on you. But ifyou repeat (your actions)

We shall repeat (the way in which you were treated)." However, they again fell into

Allah's disobedience and Allah again punished them [this was all before the

advent of the Holy Prophet pJL^ Up it ju]
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Allah says in Surah Arifal, "When your Lord declared that He will definitely raise

against them (the Bani Isra'll) until the day ofjudgment (Qiyamah) such people who will

inflict tham? with severe punishment." It is for this reason that the Jews always

suffer at the hands of tyrants (like Hitler).

Allah says, "If you do good, you will be doing good for yourselves and if you do

evil it will be to your detriment. When the second promise will come (We will permit

your enemies) to distort yourfaces, to enter the Masjidas they entered the first time, and

to destroy everything they are able to." According to this verse, the Masjidul Aqsa

was ravaged by these people and the Bani Isra'll were totally annihilated the

second time around.

The author of "Bayanul Qur'an" writes that the Bani Isra'll were annihilated

the first time for disregarding the Shari'ah ofSayyidina Musa f^J\ -Op. The reason

for the second annihilation was that they rejected Sayyidina Isa f^LJ\ <U*.

The incidents of the previous nations like the Bani Isra'll are a lesson for the

Muslim Ummah. These people were destroyed because they flouted their

religion's (D'in's), although they were believers. The incident of Spain and the

destruction of Baghdad are described in the history books for all to read. Even

the centuries old rule that the Muslims had over India was snatched away by the

British and the Muslim rulers were all banished in Rangun, where they died

pitifully.

"We have made Hell a prison for the disbelievers." Sayyidina Hasan <uU &\^ has

translated the verse to mean that Hell is a mat for the disbelievers (kujfar), like in

the verse, "They will have the bed ofHell and a canopy atop them." [Surah A'raf(7), verse

41]

(9) Surely this Qur'an guides to a path that is straight and it the conveys glad

tidings to the believers who do good deeds that theirs shall be a great reward...

(10) And that We have prepared a painful punishment for those who do not

believe in the Hereafter.

THE QUR'AN LEADS TO THE STRAIGHT PATH, GIVES GLAD
TIDINGS TO THE BELIEVERS AND WARNS THE DISBELIEVERS
(KUFFAR)

Allah says, "Surely this Qur'an guides to a path that is straight/..." There is no

falsehood in the Qur'an and it informs man how to please Allah and acquire His

favour.

The Qur'an also "conveys glad tidings to the believers who do good deeds that

theirs shall be a great reward..."

At the same time, the Qur'an also warns "that We have prepared a painful

punishment for those who do not believe in the Hereafter." Any person who
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disbelieves in either Allah, the Prophethood of the Holy Prophet <JL^ Up i>i jl* or

in the Hereafter cannot be a believer (Mu'min). He will therefore be unsuccessful

in the Hereafter.

53*# £#* <S6 j54 ;&l ^ii &#f g;
(11) Man supplicates for evil just as he supplicates for good. Man was always

hasty.

MAN PRAYS FOR EVIL AND IS EVER HASTY

"Durrul Manthur" (v. 4 p.166) quotes Sayyidina Hasan Up ifo i^j as saying

that when a person becomes angry he curses himself and his family. When Allah

grants this curse, he becomes upset and grieved. Then he prays for good, which

Allah grants him. This is also the interpretation of this verse according to

SayyidinaMujahid U* & ^>

Sayyidina Jabir *& &\ ^>j narrates that the Holy Prophet <JL-j U* &\ ju*

instructed that people should not curse themselves, their wealth and their

families because their curse could coincide with a moment when du'as are

accepted. The curse will then be accepted. ["Mishkat" p. 194]

Allah then says, "Man was always hasty." Allah says in another verse, 'Man

has been createdfmn haste (as his inherent quality)." This haste that is found in man
causes him much difficulty. In fact, the accidents that are caused are because of

the same factor. Divorces and many other regrettable events occur for this

reason. The Holy Prophet (JL^ Up ib» JU» said that haste is from Shaytan and
composure is from Allah. ["Mishkat" p. 429]

Things should be done with ease and they should not be hurried. Only
those acts may be done hastily (i.e. without delay) that will benefit a person in

the Hereafter. However, these should also not be spoilt by undue haste.

A person should always hurry the commencement of good deeds. Once he

commences them, then he should ensure that they are performed well. The
person should not hurry to complete them. The Holy Prophet (JL. j Up ;&» J^> said

that the person who raises his head from a posture of Salah before the Imam
(because of haste) should beware lest Allah transforms him into a donkey.

i£& £*? j$\ ft; t£5 $\ Zy. "fcp
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(12) We have made the night and the day two signs, then We obliterate the sign

of the night and make the sign of the day visible so that you may seek Allah's

bounty and know the count of years and reckoning. We have explained

everything in detail.
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THE SIGNS OF NIGHT AND DAY
Man should ponder over the timeouts alternation of the day and the night

and realise Allah's power from this. Allah says in Surah Furqan, "It is Him Who
has appointed the night and the day in succession for the one who intends to take heed or

intends to be grateful/' [Surah 25, verse 62]

The varying lengths of the day and night are all because of Allah's perfect

system of planning. Allah says, "We obliterate the sign of the night (at daybreak) and

make the sign of the day visible so that you may seek Allah'sbounty..." This refers to

working and earning one's livelihood. Allah has mentioned in several Surahs

that He has made the night a period of rest and recuperation after the day's

work. One such verse is verse 73 of Surah Qasas {Surah 28) where Allah says,

"Because ofHis mercy, He has created the day and the nightfor you so that you mayfind
peace therein, seekfrom His bounty, and express your gratitude to Him."

Another reason for this alternation is so that man can "know the count ofyears

and reckoning." Dates, times and appointments are recorded by means of the

change of the days. Many acts of religion (D'in) are also related to time and date

and can be carried out only with the knowledge of the calendar. If there were

only day or only night these things will not be possible and chaos will reign.
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(13) We shall cast every person's record of deeds upon his neck. On the Day of

judgment (Qiyamah) We shall take out for him a book that he will see opened

before him. (14) "Read your book. Today you are a sufficient witness against

yourself." (15) Whoever is rightly guided, he has been guided for his own
benefit, and whosoever is astray has gone astray only to his own detriment. No
soul shall bear the burden of another. We shall never punish (any nation) until

We send a messenger.

EVERY SOUL WILL RECEIVE ITS RECORD OF DEEDS

The angels record every person's deeds and he will receive this record of

deeds as a written book on the Day of Judgement. The successful ones will

receive their records in their right hands, while the others will receive theirs in

their left hands behind their backs. None shall be able to escape this presentation.

Allah refers to this when Allah says, "We shall cast every person 's record of deeds

upon his neck" Some commentators have translated this verse to mean that the

record of their action will be made as a noose around their necks.

The verse uses the word "Ta'ir" for the record of deeds. This word literally

means a "bird." Commentators say that the Arabs used to shake a branch of a
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tree before doing anything. Then they would observe whether the, bird upon the

branch flew to the right or to the left. If it flew to the right, they would carry out

the action they intended and if it flew to the left they would refrain. This was
called taking omens. Since they considered the birds to be the factor that

determined their future, Allah uses the same word for their records of deeds

since these will determine their destiny in the Hereafter.

"On the Day ofjudgment (Qiydmah) We shall take out for him a book that he will see

opened before him." He will then be instructed, "Read your book. Today you are a

sufficient witness against yourself' In this world it is easy to be a witness over one's

self and gradually correct one's deeds. However, in the Hereafter it will be

impossible. It has been said that a person should take reckoning of himself in this

world before he is reckoned in the Hereafter.

The person whose record will be good will call to others saying, "Come and

read my record! I was certain that my reckoning would take place." On the other hand,

the person whose record will be unfavourable will say, "O dear! If only I had not

been given my record and had not known my reckoning!" [Surah Haqa (69), verses 25, 26]

Allah continues to say, "Whoever is rightly guided, he has been guided for his

awn benefit, and whosoever is astray has gone astray only to his own detriment (for he

will suffer in Hell). No soul shall bear the burden ofanother." No person will suffer for

the sin of another although some make the claim in this world that they will bear

the brunt of another's sin.

The question is raised that certain verses of the Qur'an and the Ahadith

state that those who prompt others to perpetrate evil will also be accountable for

the sins of those who followed them. How do these verses and Ahadith correlate

with the above verse?

The reply is that those who followed will receive the punishment for their

sins separately, while those who misled them will suffer for the sin of misleading

them in addition to their personal sins.

"We shall never punish (any nation) until We send a messenger." None can

object to Allah's punishment because it comes to people only after they refute the

truth brought to them by the Prophets r
^Ui ^, Allah's divine scriptures and His

various signs. Allah says in Surah Fatir, "A warner passed in every nation." [Surah

35, verse 24]

After the Holy Prophet jJL^ Up iwi JU> there will be no Prophets f^ui r^/ but

the message of Islam has already reached every person on earth. Therefore, none

can say that the message has not reached him. The Qur'an has been translated

into all the major languages and is available to all.

The person who perhaps lives in a remote mountain or jungle and has not

come into contact with any human, will be obliged to accept the concept of

oneness of Allah (Tauhid) by witnessing Allah's signs. This will save him from

Hell even though he does not know of any Prophet.
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(16) When We intend to destroy any town, We command those of them who lead

a life of luxury. They then sin in the town, because of which Our decree

becomes justified against them and We completely annihilate them. (17) How
many generations have We not destroyed after Nuh? Your Lord suffices as the

Knower and Seer of the sins of His.slaves.

TOWNS ARE DESTROYED WHEN THE LEADERS AND WEALTHY
MEMBERS OF SOCIETIES SIN

When the affluent and influential people of a place refuse to submit to

Allah's commands, they influence the rest of the people to follow suit.

Thereafter, the time is not long when Allah causes them all to suffer collectively

in punishment. The leaders are mentioned specifically because they are more

prone to disobedience because of their wealth and being accustomed to leading a

life of luxury. When they refuse to accept something, they make sure that others

do not accept it as well.

The public are also responsible for their own actions and will be destroyed

because of their own misdeeds and not on account of the sins of the rich and the

leaders.

Thereafter Allah says, "Haw many generations have We not destroyed after

Nuh?" They were all destroyed because of their disobedience. None has to

inform Allah of what people do because, "Your Lord suffices as the Knower and Seer

, of the sins ofHis slaves."
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(18) Whoever desires the pleasures of this world, We shall grant whatever We
will for whomsoever We will in this very world, and then We will appoint Hell

for him. He will enter it despicably and rejected. (19) And whoever desires the

Hereafter and exerts himself for it as he ought to and is a believer, then such are

the people whose deeds will be appreciated. (20) We grant to all from the grace

of your Lord, to these and to those. The grace of your Lord is not restricted. (21)
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See how We have favoured some over others. Without doubt the Hereafter is

great in terms of ranks and great in terms of favours. (22) Do not ascribe partners

to Allah, for then you will sit reproached and without help.

THOSE WHO SEEK THE WORLD WILL RECEIVE A SMALL
PORTION OF IT AND HELL IN THE HEREAFTER, WHILE THE
DEEDS OF THE BELIEVERS WILL BE VALUED GREATLY

Allah begins by describing the person who seeks this world through his

deeds. Allah says, "Whoever desires the pleasures pf this world, We shall grant

whatever We will for whomsoever We will in this very world..." Every seeker of this

world will not receive its pleasures, nor will any of them receive all of it. In their

intoxication for this world, they are also blind to belief (Iman). Therefore Allah

says that "We will appoint Hell for him. He will enter it despicably and rejected."

Allah says in Surah Shura, "Whoever desires the harvest of the Hereafter, We
shall increase its harvestfor him. And We shall grant a part of this world's harvest to the

one who desires it; and he will have no share in the Hereafter." [Surah 42, verse 20]

Thereafter Allah cites the converse when He says, "And whoever desires the

Hereafter and exerts himselffor it as he ought to and is a believer, then such are the

people whose deeds will be appreciated." This verse mentions three conditions for the

acceptance of one's deeds. The first is that the person's intention is to acquire the

Hereafter. Secondly, his efforts should be carried out in the proper manner i.e.

according to the dictates of the Shari'ah. The third condition is that he be a

believer (Mu'min). If he is not a believer (Mu'min), all his efforts will be futile

irrespective of how sincere and laborious they may be. The actions of people who
carry out their good deeds in the proper manner will be well rewarded by at

least ten-fold.

One should never think that a person is accepted by Allah merely because
he has wealth. Allah grants wealth to all people, be they good or bad. Therefore

Allah says, "We grant to allfrom the grace ofyour Lord, to these and to those. The grace

ofyour Lord is not restricted."

"See haw We havefavoured some over others." The believers (Mu'minln) and the

disbelievers (kujfar) all vary in this regard and many disbelievers (kujfar) may be

wealthier than many believer (Mu'min). However, the criterion for success is not

this world but the Hereafter. For this reason Allah says, "Without doubt the

Hereafter is great in terms of ranks and great in terms offavours."

Thereafter Allah commands, "Do not ascribe partners to Allah, for then you will

sit reproached and without help." The polytheists (Mushrik) will regret his plight in

the Hereafter, where there shall be none to assist him.
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(23) Your Lord has commanded that you worship only Him and that you treat

your parents kindly. If any one of the two, or both of them reaches old age by

you, then do not even tell them "uf!" and do not rebuke them. Speak to them

gently. (24) Lower for them the wings of humility out of compassion and say, "O
my Lord! Show mercy to them as they have raised me (mercifully) when I was

young." (25) Your Lord knows best what is in your hearts. If you are righteous

then surely He is Most Forgiving unto those who turn to Him.

THE COMMANDMENT TO TREAT PARENTS KINDLY AND WITH
COMPASSION

(1) "Your Lord has commanded that you worship only
Him..." All the Prophets r

!sui^ brought this same message to

their nations, and it is the hallmark of all the divine

scriptures.

(2) The second command issued in these verses is that one
treats one's parents kindly. Allah commands that they be

treated well because He has made them the means whereby
man has been blessed with the bounty of life. The parents also

have to endure great difficulties and hardships when raising

their children.

Surah Baqarah, Surah An'am and the above verse of Surah Bani Isra'il all

ordain that parents should be treated kindly. They should be obeyed, revered

and served to the best of one's ability. Of course, none may be obeyed when they

instruct an act that entails disobedience to Allah.

(3) "If any one of the two, or both of them reaches old age

by you, then do not even tell them 'uf!" The purpose of this

verse is that no word should be uttered to them that will

reduce their respect or that will cause them grief. This

includes using words like "Agh!" or any other words of this

sort that express frustration or resentment,

Sayyidina Hasan <4* & *^j says that if there was any word inferior than the

word "Uf !" Allah would have used it. The parents have to be treated well at all

times. The reason for specifically mentioning kind treatment in old age is that

they tend to become irritable and ill-tempered as they grow old. They may also

become ill and their children will have to serve them and tend to them. The child

has to exercise extreme patience during such times and not mutter a word in

protest.

Sayyidina Mujahid 4* i»i ^j says that the child should not even say, "uf!"

when he has to wash the soiled clothes of his aged parents because they never

said so when washing the child's soiled clothing as an infant. ["Durrul Manthur"]

(4) "...and do not rebuke them." If one cannot say "uf!" to his

parents then neither can he rebuke them in any way.
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(5) "Speak to them gently." They should be addressed with
utmost respect. Sayyidina Sa'id bin Musayyab Up iui ^ has
mentioned that the parents should be addressed just as a slave
addresses an extremely harsh and uncompromising master.

Sayyidina Zuhayr bin Muhammad Up ito i^j stated that this verse means
that when the parents call, the child should respond by saying, "I am present and
prepared to do your bidding." ["Durrul Manthur' v. 4 p. 171]

(6) "Lower for them the wings of humility out of
compassion..." Explaining this verse, Sayyidina Urwa ** & ^y
said that the child should behave in such a manner towards
the parents that they are able to do as they please. One's
presence should not present a hindrance to one's parents.

Sayyidina Ata bin Abi Rabah 4* ifci u^j interprets the verse to mean that a
child should not move his hands up and down when addressing his parents.

Sayyidina Zuhayr bin Muhammad a* i»» '^j explains the verse to mean that even
if the parents swear and scold the child, he should merely say, "May Allah have
mercy on you." ["Durrul Manthur"]

(7) "...and say, 'O my Lord! Show mercy to them as they have
raised me when I was young."' Once the parents cared for
their children who were helpless and ignorant. After fifty or
sixty years the tables turn and now the parents require this
care and attention. The children should now recall the past
and spend wholeheartedly on their parents. Then they should
make the above du'a (supplication) for their parents, invoking
Allah's mercy upon them.

.

Allama Ibn Kathir ** ifci ^j reports (v. 3 p.35) that a person once carried his

mother on his back and performed Tawaf with her. He then asked the Holy
Prophet ^j a> ii j^ whether he had fulfilled her rights by doing this. The Holy
Prophet <X* j u* &\ j^ replied, "You have not even repaid her one breath."

"Your Lord knows best what is in your hearts. If you are
righteous then surely He is Most Forgiving unto those who
turn to Him." Explaining this verse, Sayyidina Sa'id bin Jubair
Aipifct^j says that if any child feels that he has not fulfilled the
rights of his parents, he should sincerely repent. Allah will
forgive him.

The author of "Bayanul Qur'an" writes that the reverence for parents
should not be confined only to apparent actions. They should be revered from
within the heart. Allah is well aware of the hearts of people. However, Allah will

be forgiving to those who sincerely turn to Him in repentance.

THE VIRTUE OF TREATING PARENTS KINDLY

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** ifct ^ reports that he asked the Holy
Prophet <!-3 Up ibi JL* which act was most liked by Allah. The Holy Prophet i&\ JU
(0-j Up replied, "To perform Salah on time." He then asked what act was most
liked after this. The Holy Prophet <L. 3 Up Ai J*> said, "Kind treatment of parents."
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When he again asked what deed followed in merit, The Holy Prophet 4^^^
jjL. 3 replied, "Jihad in Allah's way." ["Mishkat" p. 58]

THE PARENTS ARE A MEANS OF ENTERING HEAVEN (JANNAH)

OR HELL
Sayyidina Abu Umamah ** ii ^j reports that someone asked, "O the Holy

Prophet <JL,j aJLp ii JU! What rights of the parents are due to them from their

children?" The Holy Prophet^ 3
u* it J^ replied, "They are both your Heaven

(Jannah) or your Hell." ["Mishkat" p. 421]

If the parents are treated well and cared for, their children will be admitted

into Heaven (Jannah). However, if the children do not fulfil the rights of their

parents, these children will enter Hell.

ALLAH'S PLEASURE IS IN THE PLEASURE OF THE PARENTS

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ^ it \^>j narrates that the Holy Prophet it J*^ Up said, 'Allah's pleasure is in the pleasure of the parents and Allah's

displeasure lies in the displeasure of the parents." ["Mishkat" p. 419]

Since Allah has ordered that the parents be pleased, He will be displeased if

they are displeased. This will apply only when they are displeased because of a

legitimate reason. If they are displeased because the child did not obey a

command of theirs that was against the SMri'ah, the child should not be

concerned because pleasing Allah is of greater importance.

THE FATHER IS THE BEST DOOR TO HEAVEN (JANNAH)

Sayyidina Abu Darda «*"i» ^j reports that he heard the Holy Prophet it J*
pJL^ Up say, "The father is the best door to Heaven (Jannah). Now (by obeying

him) you may protect this door, or (by disobeying him) you may destroy the

door." ["Mishkat" p. 420]

THE PRAYER OF A FATHER IS CERTAINLY ACCEPTED

Sayyidina Abu Hurayfa <u* it ^>j narrates that the Holy Prophet Up it J*
jJL-j said, "There is no doubt about the fact that the du'as of three people are

accepted. (1) The father's supplication (du'a) for his children. (2)
f

The du'a of a

traveller. (3) The du'a of an oppressed person." ["Mishkat" p. 195]

Mulla Ali Qari 4^ i» i**j has written that if the father's supplication (du'a) for

the children is readily accepted, then the mother's supplication (du'a) must also

be more readily accepted. Children should therefore ensure that they always

please their parents so that the parents keep praying for them. They should never

cause hurt to them because, just as their supplication's (du'a's) are accepted in the

child's favour, their supplication's (du'a's) against the child (their curses) are also

readily accepted. Their curses will bring destruction in both worlds.

SOME INCIDENTS PERTAINING TO THE TREATMENT OF
PARENTS

Sayyidah Ayshah if* i» ^j narrates that a person once came to the Holy
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Prophet jJL-j <^ &\ JU with an old man. When the Holy Prophet ,0-j -a* & J~*
asked him who the old man was, he replied that the old man was his father. The
Holy Prophet <JL-j <> &\ JU* said, "Always respect and honour him. Never walk
in front of him, nor sit before he does. Never call him by his name and never

swear him." ["Durrul Manthur" v. 4 p.171]

This hadith explains some finer points by which respect can be shown to

parents. The last point mentioned by the Holy Prophet ^jl-j u* iui j^ means that a

person should never swear another person's father. By doing this, the person will

retaliate by swearing the first person's father as well. In this way, the person

becomes the cause for the father to be sworn at. This is meant by not swearing

one's father because no sane person will actually swear his father directly.

A person may walk in front of his father if the situation requires him to do
so e.g. if he is leading his blind or aged father.

A PERSON'S LIFE SPAN AND SUSTENANCE ARE INCREASED BY
TREATING HIS PARENTS WELL

Sayyidina Anas <u* &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet <X* 3 Up ib\ J-* said,

"Whoever desires that his lifespan be lengthened and that his sustenance be increased

should treat his parents well and maintain good relations with his relatives" ["Durrul

Manthur" v. 4 p. 173],

There are many people who spend generously on their friends and wives,

yet are niggardly towards their parents. These people will be deprived of

rewards in the Hereafter and, in this world, they will also be depriving

themselves of a longer life and increased provisions.

THE REWARD FOR EARNING FOR ONE'S PARENTS

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra <*• ifo ^j narrates that a thin person once passed by

a gathering of the Sahabah^ &\ ^>j. They said, "If only this body was used (i.e.

grew thin) in Allah's path." Thereupon the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up i&i JL* said, "He
is possibly exerting himself to earn for his aged parents. If this is the case, then he

is also in Allah's path. If he is exerting himself to earn for his young children,

then he is also in Allah's path. If he is exerting himself to earn for himself so that

he is independent from people (i.e. he does not have to beg from others), then he

is also in Allah's path." ["Durrul Manthur" v. 4 p. 170]

SERVING THE PARENTS IS BETTER THAN NAFL JIHAD

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar <up ibt ^j narrates that a person once

requested permission from the Holy Prophet <JL, ^ Up &\ JU> to participate in Jihad.

The Holy Prophet <JL-j aJp iui JU asked him whether his parents were alive. When
he replied in the affirmative, The Holy Prophet ^JL^ Up ito J^> told him to rather

apply himself to their service.

According to another narration, the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ii JU> told him,

"Go and treat them well." ["Mishkat" p. 331]

Sayyidina Mu'awiya bin Jahma <up ifo ^j narrates that his father Jahma ^>j
<up &\ asked the Holy Prophet pJL-^ ^ &\ ju», "I intend to participate in Jihad. I
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have come to consult you?" The Holy Prophet jJL. > U* it ju asked him whether

his mother was alive, to which he replied in the affirmative. Thereupon the Holy

Prophet pJL^. -J* & JU said, "Engage in her service, for verily Heaven flannah) lies

beneath the feet of the mother." ["Mishkat" p. 431]

When Jihad is not compulsory and there is none to care for one's parents, it

is best to remain behind to tend to them.

Sayyidina Abu Sa'id Khudri c* &\ ^j reports that a person migrated from

Yemen and came in the presence of the Holy Prophet (JL,j Up &\ J^>. The Holy

Prophet jJL.j Up &\ JU> told him, "You have migrated, now Jihad remains. Have

you any close relatives still in Yemen?" He replied that his parents were still

there. The Holy Prophet ^ 3 *A* &\ J^ asked, "Have your parents permitted

you?" When he replied in the negative, The Holy Prophet pJL^ ^ & J*> said,

"Then go back, take leave from them. If they permit you, you may participate in

Jihad, otherwise remain in their attendance." ["Durrul Manthur" v. 4 p.175]

ADVICE TO THE PERSON WHO LEFT HIS PARENTS WEEPING TO
PLEDGE HIS ALLEGIANCE

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar -up i» ^>j reports that a person came to the

Holy Prophet (JL^ aJLp ibi jl* saying, "I have come to pledge my allegiance to you

that I will migrate. However, I have left my parents weeping over my
departure." The Holy Prophet jJL, j 4±&\ JL* told him, "Return to them and make

them laugh just as you had made them cry." [Mustadrak ofHakimi v. 4 p.153]

These Ahadith show the importance of pleasing the parents. The Holy

Prophet (JL^ <^ ito JU advised these Sahabah ** i» ^j to please their parents

even though they had all left with noble intentions. It is also learnt that causing

them to be happy earns great rewards.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ** &\f*j has mentioned that it is a major sin

to cause the parents to weep because of one's disobedience. [Adabul Mufrid]

Sayyidina Uwais Qarni aJp &\ ^j accepted Islam during the time of the Holy

Prophet fi-^ ^ iu\ JL*, but could not become a companion of the Holy Prophet

pJL-j ^ &\ ju because he had to care for his mother in Yemen. The Holy Prophet

pJLj aAs> &\ J-* knew about him but did not rebuke his inability to come to

Madinah. Rather, The Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^ ib» JU appreciated this deed of his

and gave him the title of "Sayyidut Tabi'in" ("The Leader of the Tabi'in"). The

Holy Prophet <X*) <4* i» J^ even told the Sahabah ** i» ^j to ask Sayyidina

Uwais 4^ i» *^j to make prayer (du'a) for them.

Muslim reports that the Holy Prophet ^j 4J*&\J** said, "Uwais Qarni has a

mother whom he treats very well. If Uwais has to swear by Allah, Allah will

most certainly fulfil his oath."

SERVICE TO ONE'S PARENTS HOLDS NO LESS REWARD THAN
NAFL HAJJ AND UMRAH

Sayyidina Anas ** ifo ^j narrates that a person told the Holy Prophet i»» J**

(Ju-j a^ that he desired to participate in Jihad but could not do so (perhaps he was

ill or suffered some handicap). The Holy Prophet ^J-j Up ii JL* asked him
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whether any of his parents were alive. He replied that his mother was. The Holy

Prophet (JL,j «Jp ib» JL» then told him, "Then you fear Allah with regard to your

mother (i.e. by serving her). When you do this, you will be one who has

performed Hajj, Umrah and Jihad. Now fear Allah whenever your mother calls

you (i.e. obey her) and treat her well." ["Durrul Manthur" v. 4 p.173]

The call of one's parents should be heeded immediately. If the parents call

for help because of some difficulty and there is none other to respond to their

plea, it is compulsory for the child even to terminate his obligatory (Fardh) Salah

immediately to assist. If they are calling for another reason that does not require

immediate attention and they are unaware that the child is engaged in Salah,

then it will be compulsory to terminate one's sunnah or nafl Salah. The Fardh

Salah should not be terminated immediately, but completed first. However, if

they know that the child is performing Salah and merely call for no legitimate

reason, then the child will not be sinful for not responding.

THE PUNISHMENT FOR CAUSING GRIEF TO PARENTS WILL BE
SUFFERED IN THIS VERYWORLD

Sayyidina Abu Bakrah ** At ^j reports that the Holy Prophet^3 aJp i»\ J^
said, "All sins are such that Allah may forgive them if He wills. However, the sin

of causing grief to one's parents is such that the punishment for it will be

suffered before death in this very world." ["Mishkdt" p. 412]

DISOBEYING ONE'S PARENTS IS ONE OF THE VERY MAJOR SINS

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ** <&» ^>j narrates that the Holy Prophet &\ J*
pJL-j <Up said, "The very major sins are (1) ascribing partners to Allah, (2)

disobedience to parents, (3) murder and (4) taking false oaths." ["Mishkdt" p. 17]

This hadith uses the word "Uququl Walidain" as the second greatest sin.

The meaning of this word is very extensive and includes disobedience to parents

as well as causing grief and trouble to them, either by word or by deed. As was

mentioned, the second most loved action to Allah is kindness to parents.

Conversely, the second greatest major sin is to cause them distress and grief.

THE PERSON WHOSE PARENTS DO NOT ADMIT HIM INTO
HEAVEN (JANNAH) IS MOST DISGRACED

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** h ^>j reported that the Holy Prophet Aip 2b% J*>

fJL-j once said, "He is disgraced! He is disgraced! He is disgraced!" When the

Sahabah^ & ^j enquired to whom he was referring to, The Holy Prophet J*
fJL-j aJLp it said, "The person who finds one or both of his parents in old age and

still does not enter Heaven (Jannah) (by serving them)." ["Mishkdt" p. 418]

By serving one's parents in their old age, a person can secure forgiveness for

all his past sins. However, if he is still negligent towards them in their old age, he

will only be speeding up his admission into Hell. He is most disgraced on the

tongue of the Holy Prophet jJL-j <U* &\ JU>.
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CASTING ANGRY LOOKS AT ONE'S PARENTS IS ALSO
FORBIDDEN

Sayyidah Ayshah i^p & ^>j narrates from the Holy Prophet <0-j <4* &\ J~*

that the person who casts angry looks at his parents has not treated them well.

["Durrul Manthur" vAp . 171]

When someone asked Sayyidina Hasan «op it <^j what was the definition of

"Uququl Walidain" he replied, "Depriving them (of wealth and service), not

associating with them and casting angry looks at them." ["Durrul Manthur"]

Sayyidina Urwa ** A» ^j say that when a person's parents displeases him

(by telling him something nasty), then he should not look at them adversely

because this is the first sign of anger. ["Durrul Manthur"]

It is learnt from this that even a person's limbs and actions should not

convey any disrespect to his parents.

SWEARING ONE'S PARENTS IS A MAJOR SIN
«

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ** &\ ^>j reports that the Holy Prophet i» J^
fJL-j Up said, "Swearing one's parents is a major sin." Astonished, the Sahabah

^ ito ^j asked, "How can anyone swear his parents?" The Holy Prophet &\ J^
(JL-j AiP replied, "When a person swears the father of another, he retaliates by

swearing the first person's father. Similarly, when a person swears the mother of

another, he retaliates by swearing the first person's mother." ["Mishkat" p.419]

The person will therefore be guilty of a major sin because he has caused his

parents to be sworn at. If this is the case of one who is a cause of his parents

being sworn at, one can well imagine the immense gravity of the sin for directly

swearing them! The Sahabah^ i» ^j expressed surprise that any person could

swear his parents because none in their time was foolish enough to do so. How
tragic then is the condition of people in today's times who flagrantly swear and

curse their parents!

BY PRAYING AND SEEKING FORGIVENESS FOR ONE'S
PARENTS, A CHILD CAN BE RECORDED AMONG THE OBEDIENT
CHILDREN

Sayyidina Anas ** i» ^j narrates from the Holy Prophet^ 3 <M^ J^ that it

is possible for the person who disobeyed and troubled his parents (or one of

them) to be recorded as an obedient child after their demise if he makes prayer

(du'a) for them and seeks forgiveness from Allah on their behalf. ["Mishkat" p. 421]

THE RANKS OF PARENTS IN THE HEREAFTER MAY BE RAISED
BY PRAYING FOR THEIR FORGIVENESS

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** i»\^ reports that the Holy Prophet^ sU &\ J^
said, "Verily Allah can elevate the ranks of His pious slaves in Heaven (Jannah).

They will ask, 'O Lord! How have I attained these rank'?' Allah will tell them

that it is because of the prayers of their children who prayed for their

forgiveness." ["Mishkat" p. 205]

People should always pray for their deceased parents, at least after every
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obligatory (Fardh) Salah.
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(26) Give the relative his right, as well as the poor and the traveller. And do not

be excessively extravagant. (27) Without doubt, the extravagant ones are the

brothers of the Devils (Shayatin). And Devil (Shaytan) was ever ungrateful to

his Lord. (28) Should you evade them seeking the mercy of your Lord that you

anticipate, then speak to them with gentle words. (29) Do not keep your hand

tied to your neck, nor spread it wide open, otherwise you will sit reproached and

empty handed. (30) Verily your Lord increases the provisions of whomsoever

He wills and decreases. Indeed He is Informed and Watching over His slaves.

SPENDING ON RELATIVES, THE DESTITUTE AND TRAVELLERS
AND PROHIBITING EXTRAVAGANCE

While the previous verses contained encouragement for spending on one's

parents, the above verses speak of spending on others as well. Allah says, "Give

the relative his right, as well as the poor and the traveller/' The details about when
spending on relatives is compulsory and when it is not are found in the books of

jurisprudence. This and other laws pertaining to spending on the poor and the

travellers have been discussed in the commentary of verse 177 of Surah Baqarah

{Surah 2).

Allah then says, "And do not be excessively extravagant" While the Shari'ah

encourages generosity, it severely criticises overspending and wastage of wealth,

especially when this is done in activities that are against the Shari'ah. Many
people have the habit of being wasteful and extravagant; as a result they are

forced to resort to Haram avenues to sustain their habits.

In another verse Allah says, "do not be wasteful. Indeed, He does not like those

who are wasteful" [Surah A'raf(7), verse 31]

Expressing the evil of such people Allah says, "Without doubt, the extravagant

ones are the brothers of Shaytan." This is so because they pander to Devils

(Shayatin
1

s) bidding and spend as he dictates to them.

Allama Ibn Kathlr <uU ii <^j quotes (v. 3 p.36) Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas
4^ ii ^j and Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud <u* ib\ ^j as saying that

extravagance refers to spending in avenues that oppose the truth. Sayyidina

Mujahid u* iut <^j says that if a person spends all his wealth on promoting the

truth, it will not be extravagance. However, spending even a handful on
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falsehood will be extravagance and wastage.

"And Devil (Shaytan) was ever ungrateful to his Lord." Those who are

extravagant are also ungrateful for Allah's bounty of wealth. A person should be

moderate in his spending. He should spend on the obligatory (Fardh) and

compulsory (Wajib) activities, as well give optional charity. Most foolish is the

person who spends what Allah gave him in a way that incurs Allah's wrath!

"Should you evade them (the needy) seeking the mercy of your Lord that you

anticipate, then speak to them with gentle words." When a person really cannot

provide any assistance to a relative, the poor or a traveller (or anyone else), then

he should not be harsh with them if they are importunate. He should speak to

them kindly and make them understand.

It has been recorded that sometimes the poor Sahabah ^ & ^j like

Sayyidina Bilal ^ &\ ^ used to ask the Holy Prophet
>f
Lj 4> i« > for

something they needed. When the Holy Prophet pl^ Up & J-* did not have

anything to offer them, he would shrink away from them in embarrassment. It

was for this reason that Allah revealed the above verse.

"Do not keep your hand tied to your neck, nor spread it wide open, otherwise you

will sit reproached and empty handed." This verse teaches the invaluable lesson of

moderation. One should neither be so miserly that one does not give any charity,

neither should one give so much that all one's resources are depleted. Then

people will rebuke one saying that one cares for others and not for oneself.

Certain commentators say that the word "reproached" is related to the first

instance of being niggardly i.e. in that case people will reproach him for his

stinginess. The second word, they say ("empty handed") is related to the 'situation

where he spends everything on others.

The Holy Prophet jJL, j Up &\ J+ has said that moderation in spending is half

of livelihood management. ["Mishkdt" p. 430]

This hadith tells us that moderation in one's expenditure will solve half of

one's financial problems. Being too stingy or being too extravagant has led to the

downfall of many individuals and nations. It is for this reason the entire world is

trapped in the vicious cycle of usury.

Note: The injunction of not spending all one's wealth in a good cause

applies to those who may suffer regret and difficulty later on. It

does not apply to those who have perfect trust in Allah. They may

spend all their wealth in Allah's way. The incident of Sayyidina

Abu Bakr ^ &s ^j is famous when he spent all his wealth for the

battle of Tabuk. When the Holy Prophet ^ 3 <4* & J^ asked him

what he had left for his family, he replied, "I have left Allah and

His Prophet <JL- 3 Up ibt JU for them." ["Mishkdt" p. 556]

The Holy Prophet ^ Up ii JU accepted this from him. There are

numerous other similar incidents of the generosity of pious people in Islamic

history.

"Verily your Lord increases the provisions of whomsoever He wills and decreases.

Indeed He is Informed and Watching over His slaves." Allah reserves the right to
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distribute sustenance to His creation as He pleases. He grants to whom He

pleases according to His supreme knowledge and wisdom. Man, on the other

hand has to adopt moderation in his spending.
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(31) Do not kill your children out of fear of poverty. We shall provide for them

and for you. Slaying them is indeed a grave sin. (32) And do not even approach

near fornication. It is truly an indecent act and the worst of ways. (33) And do

not kill a soul that Allah has forbidden except with a warrant. Whoever is killed

unjustly, then verily We have granted authority to his heir, so let him not

transgress in execution. Indeed He shall be assisted. (34) And approach the

wealth of the orphan only in a manner that is best until he comes of age. And

fulfil the pledge. Certainly, questioning shall take place with regard to pledges.

(35) Measure in full when you measure and weigh with proper scales. This is

best and better in the outcome.

DO NOT KILL YOUR CHILDREN, DO NOT APPROACH
ADULTERY, DO NOT MURDER AND DO NOT USURP THE
WEALTH OF ORPHANS

The above verses contain many commands and prohibitions. Allah says,

"Do not kill your children out offear of poverty." The early Arabs, as well as many

people nowadays, think that they will not be able to provide for children and

that if they do, then they will suffer poverty. Allah prohibits this vile act in this

verse and in another similar verse of Surah An'am. Allah dispels this practice by

saying, "Slaying them is indeed a grave sin/'

Today the disbelievers (kuffar) have also instilled this notion into Muslims.

The say that if the human race continues to grow at the present rate, the

explosive population will deplete the earth's resources and there will not be

enough food for everyone. The disbelievers (kuffar) squander millions to

propagate this fallacy and even more millions to institute programmes of birth

control. The astonishing factor is that the Muslim statesmen accept their theory

instead of looking into the Qur'an and the Ahadlth. Allah makes it clear that "We

shall -provide for them andfor you .

"

However, all their plans to control the birth rate cannot succeed against the
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decree of Allah. The Holy Prophet jJL,j ^ & J^ has said. "Every soul decreed to

be born until judgment day (Qiyamah) will be born."

The Holy Prophet ^j U* ii JL* has also said, "A child is not born from

every sperm, and when Allah intends to create something, none can stop Him."

["Mishkdt" p. 275]

It is commonly observed that children are born despite the preventive

measures taken by people. It is surprising that the disbelievers (kuffar) are

concerned with the life of those that are still unborn but have no concern for

those who are living presently. Daily they are killing people and spending

billions on more sophisticated weapons that are able to kill even more people.

"And do not even approach near fornication. It is truly an indecent act and the

worst ofways" Fornication is such a vile act that no religion (D'in) condones it.

However, many who claim to follow Sayyidina Isa ^LJ\ Up in countries like

Europe, America and Australia have lost all hold of their modesty and

fornication has become the order of the day. These people believe that their

priests will forgive them on Sundays and therefore continue their sinful ways

unabated.

Even more unfortunate is the plight of those Muslims who live with these

people. Besides committing adultery, they even permit their own wives to

engage in this sinful activity.

When the Holy Prophet ^^ «i* 2»* JU* went for ascension (Mi'raj), he saw

that the skins of certain people wfre being cut by scissors of fire. When he asked

Jibr'Il f^J\ <4* who these people were, the reply was that they were the people

who beautified themselves for fornication. He then passed by a pit that emitted a

terribly foul odour. Heinous screams came from there. When he asked Jibr'Il U*

r
^Ut who these people were, the reply was that these were the women who

adorned themselves for adultery and committed those acts that were Haram for

them. [At Targhib wat Tarhib v. 3 p.5U]

To prevent such vile occurrences/the Shari'ah has also banned looking at

strange women. Islam tells us that even the eyes, the ears, the tongue, the hands

and the feet all can commit adultery. The penal code of Islam dictates that

fornicating unmarried people will be lashed and the married ones will be stoned

to death. All. these serve to curb the incidence of fornication.

Sayyidina Amr bin Al As ** ita ^j reports from the Holy Prophet Up ii ^U

(JL. 3 that when fornication is widespread in a nation, they will be afflicted by

droughts and when bribery becomes common among them, they will suffer great

fear.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** &\ ^j and Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Mas'ud ** ifo ^j report that the Holy Prophet ^^ ii ^ said, "When

fornication and usury become prevalent in any nation (or any town, according to

another narration), then these people will themselves cause Allah's punishment

to descend on them." [At Targhib wat Tarhib v. 3 p.278]

When adultery occurs, illegitimate children abound. Then there are no

records of family lineage and relationships. None knows who their relatives are
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so that they may maintain relations with them. People then become just like

animals and even take pride in being illegitimate, as can be seen in many
Western countries.

Sayyidah Maymuna t^p iut ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet <X*) aJlp &\ J^>
said, "My Ummah will remain in good stead until illegitimate children become
prevalent among them. When this happens, then Allah will shortly inflict them
with a widespread punishment." [At Targhib wat Tarhib v. 3 p.277]

Bukhari reports a hadith from Sayyidina Samura bin Jundub -up &\ ^j in

which the Holy Prophet ^JL-j <uU i»» J~* recounts a dream of his (the dreams of the

Prophets f^Ui ^jlp are true). He mentions that the Holy Prophet fJL-^ Up iiii JL^ saw
a pit that resembled an oven. In this oven he saw many naked men and women.
Below them, a raging fire burnt. Whenever the ilames rose, these people

screamed and pleaded for help. When the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up ifo JL* asked his

companions [Jibr'il pLJ\ Up and Mika'il
r
^Ji *js] who these people were, they

informed him that these were the adulterers. [Bukhari p.1044 arid "Mishkat" p. 395]

Once a person habitually engages in fornication, he cannot forsake it even in

his old age. Sayyidina Abu Hurayra -up &\ ^j narrates from the Holy Prophet ^U
jjL-^ Up isii that Allah will not speak to three people on the Day of Judgement.

Allah will not also look at them with mercy, nor purify them. These will be (1) an

old man who fornicates, (2) a king who lies and (3) a proud beggar.

Another hadith states that the old man who fornicates will be among those

people who will not enter Heaven (Jannah). A third narration reports that he will

be of those whom Allah loathes. [At Targhib wat Tarhib v. 3 p.275]

Sayyidina Abu Qatadah ^ i»t ^j reports from the Holy Prophet <J^ &\ ju>

fL*j that on the day of Judgement, Allah will assign a serpent to the person who
shares a bed with a woman whose husband is not at home. [At Targhib wat Tarhib v.

3p.279]

This hadith mentions a woman whose husband is not at home because this

is normally the occasion when adultery takes place. It does not mean that it will

be permissible for a person to cohabit with a woman whose husband is a cuckold

and consents to the act in his presence.

Islam advocates chastity and purity. It for this reason that there is no room
in Islam for nudity, promiscuity and dancing. However, the licentiousness and

immorality of the disbelievers (kuffar) has led to them to sodomy, homosexuality

and all other despicable acts which have caused them to suffer from the worst

diseases.

One of the reasons for punishment mentioned in the hadith is, "When a man
will gratify himself with another man and woman with another woman/' [At Targhib

wat Tarhib v. 3 p267]

Muslims should not slavishly follow the antics of the disbelievers (kuffar).

Allah says in Surah Nisa, "Allah wishes to forgive you and those who follow their

desires only wish that you fall into gross deviation/' [Surah 4, verse 27]

The preposterous statement has been made by some adulterous women that

their bodies are their own and they can therefore do as they please with it. This
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claim is absolutely fallacious and amounts to rejection of the Qur'an. People fail

to understand that Allah is the Creator and Master of man. He decides what his

slaves will do since they (and their bodies) belong to Him.

Many Muslim statesmen belong to such governments which forbid rape but

allow adultery. They are active in passing such laws, thereby jeopardising their

Iman. It is also foolish that the disbelievers (kuffar) frown upon polygamy, yet

they condone a man having several mistresses and lovers.

In conclusion, the following hadith is presented. Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Umar ** & ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ^ Up it J* once addressed

immigrants (Muhajirin) warning them against five things which have serious

repercussions. He prayed that they should never practise them. These five things

are:

1. When flagrant immodesty predominates, then pestilence will

spread and people will be afflicted with such diseases that were

never heard of by their forebears.

2. Those people who cheat in weight and measure will be punished

with droughts hard labour and the oppression of tyrannical rulers.

3. Those whc do not pay their Zakah will be deprived of rain. Were

it not for the animals, they would not receive a single drop of rain.

4. Those who breach the pledge of Allah and His Prophet ^i^U
fL*)Will be vanquished by their enemy, who will usurp their wealth.

5. When the leaders of a nation do not pass judgement by the

Qur'an and do not adopt the ways that Allah has revealed Allah

will cause such friction between them that will lead to feuds and

battles. [Ibn Majah p. 112]

"And do not kill a soul that Allah has forbidden except with a warrant." A
person may be killed only for a reason that is legitimate in the Shari'ah. The

details of this were discussed in verses 178 and 179 of Surah Baqarah (Surah 2), in

verses 92 to 94 of Surah Nisa (Surah 4) and in verse 45 of Surah Ma'idah (Surah 5).

"Whoever is killed unjustly, then verily We have granted authority to his

heir, so let him not transgress in execution." The heirs of the murdered person

should retaliate in accordance to the laws of the Shari'ah and cannot do more

than this.

"Indeed He shall be assisted/' If he carries out the law of Shari'ah

properly, then the Shari'ah and the Muslim government will facilitate the process

of retaliation. However, if he transgresses the laws, then the Shari'ah and the

Muslim court will have to punish him in turn.

The fourth injunction mentioned in the above verses is, "And approach the

wealth of the orphan only in a manner that is best until he comes of age." The details of

this have passed in the commentary of the second verse of Surah Nisa (Surah 4).

Fifthly, Allah says, "And fulfil the pledge. Certainly, questioning shall take place

with regard to pledges." This verse warns people to be conscious of the pledges

and promises that they make. Reference to this has been made in various verse of
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the Qur'an. Allah says in Surah Baqarah, "Those whp fulfill their promises when
making them..." Allah says in the first verse of Surah Ma'idah {Surah 5), "O you who
believe, fulfill your pledges." Allah also says in Surah Nahl, "Fulfil Allah's pledge

when you have made the pledge."

The sixth command given by Allah is, 'Measure in full when you measure and
weigh with proper scales." The details of this have been given in verse 152 of Surah
An'am {Surah 6) and in the commentary of verses 85 to 93 of Surah A'raf {Surah 7).

Allah then concludes by saying, "77ns is best and better in the outcome."

(36) And do not pursue what you have no knowledge about. Indeed questioning

shall take place with regard to the ears, the eyes and the hearts. (37) And do not

walk haughtily on earth. You can certainly not cleave the earth, nor can you
reach the mountains in height. (38) The evil of all of these is detestable to your
Lord.

DO NOT PURSUE UNCERTAIN MATTERS AND DO NOT WALK
WITH PRIDE

Allah says, "And do not pursue what you have no knowledge about." This verse
includes all such matters which disgrace and dishonours people. The verse
prohibits a person from relating any news that is uncertain and unverified. By
adhering to this advice, people will not be slandered. Speculation should not be
reported to others, since these things cause hatred and enmity between people.

Allah says in Surah Hujurat

,

"Verilyf some assumptions are a sin." One should
abstain from backbiting even though the report may be truthful.

"Indeed questioning shall take place with regards to the ears, the eyes and the

hearts." Allah has ordained certain injunctions through which the limbs of man
may be safeguarded from sin. He shall question people with regard to how they
utilised these limbs. The Ahadith report that evety evil perpetrated by these

limbs will have to be accounted for.

The Holy Prophet ^j a* At JL* has mentioned that the zina (fornication) of

the eyes is in looking at evil, the zina of the ears is in listening to evil, the zina of

the tongue is in speaking evil, the zina of the hands is in holding evil, the zina of

the legs is in walking to evil and the private parts finally confirm the deed of zina

(by carrying out the evil deed of zina). ["Mishkat" p.22]

Sayyidina Ubada bin Samit reports that the Holy Prophet pJL,j a* ibt J* said,

"If you guarantee six things for me then I will guarantee Heaven (Jannah) for

you. (1) When you speak, you speak the truth. (2) When you make a promise,
you fulfil it. (3) When a trust is placed in your custody, you return it. (4) You
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protect your private parts. (5) You keep your gaze lowered. (6) You restrain your

hands." ["Mishkdt" p. 415]

The heart that Allah has granted is a great boon. Allah says in Surah Mulk,

"Say, 'It is Him Who created you and granted you ears, eyes and hearts. Little is the

gratitude you show" The heart causes blood to circulate throughout the body and

is also the organ by which a person perceives matters. A person will be

accountable for the evil plots and schemes that he may have conjured with his

heart and mind.

Although the limbs and organs of the body are subservient to a person in

this world, in the Hereafter they will turn against him. Allah says in Surah Nur,

"The day when their tongues, hands and legs will testify against them regarding what

they did" [Surah 24, verse 24]

The Holy Prophet (JL-j Up iui JL^ taught the following prayer (du'a) to a

Sahabi ** & ^y.

{TRANSLATION: "O Allah! I seek refuge with you from the evil

of my ears, the evil of my eyes, the evil of my tongue, the evil of my
heart and the evil of my semen."]

"And do not walk haughtily on earth. You can certainly not cleave the earth, nor

can you reach the mountains in height." Allah forbids people from being proud. If

man thinks that he is great, he should look at the other creations of Allah that are

mightier than him. Although he lives on this earth he can never cleave it open,

nor can he hope to attain the stature of the mountains.

Sayyidina Luqman f&J\ *M advised his son saying, "Do not turn your face

away from people and do not walk arrogantly on earth. Verily Allah detests every

arrogant braggart." A human has no reason to be proud. He was created from a

drop of dirty fluid, developed in the blood of menses and will end up as a rotten

corpse.

The Holy Prophet pi-^ Up iii ju» has mentioned that there was a person who
walked about in two garments with pride and arrogance, behaving boastfully.

Allah caused the earth to swallow him up and until the Day of Judgement he will

continue sinking to the depths of the earth. [Bukhari p.490 and 861]

The Holy Prophet <J~>) U* &\ JU also said, "When my followers (Ummah)

walks with pride and the Romans and Persians serve them, then Allah will cause

their evil people to be dominant over the good ones." ["Mishkdt" p. 459]

Sayyidina Umar <up &y^j narrates from the Holy Prophet ^JL-j <ip &\ JL> that

the person who humbles himself for Allah, Allah will elevate him. Although he

will consider himself lowly, he will be highly elevated in the eyes of people.

However, the person who is proud, Allah will lower him. He will consider

himself to be noble, yet he will be more debased than a pig in the eyes of people.

["Mishkdt" p. 434]

The Holy Prophet jO-j Up ibi JU has also mentioned that the proud people

will appear on the Day of Judgement in the form of humans, but they will be the

size of ants. They will be enveloped in humiliation and will be dragged to a

prison in Hell called Bawlis. There a fire will be stoked for them and they will be
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made to drink the blood and puss emanating from the bodies of the other people

of Hell. ["Mishkat" p. 433]

Sayyidina Ayadh bin Himar ** & ^j reports that the Holy Prophet &\ j**

(JL-j aJLp said, "Revelation has been sent to me to, 'Adopt humility until no person

prides himself over others and no person oppresses another/" ["Mishkat" p. 417]

"The evil of all of these is detestable to your Lord 1/ The author of "Ma'alimut

Tanzil" writes that the "evil" here refers to neglecting all the good acts

mentioned in the verses, "Your Lord has commanded that you worship only Him.., (up

to the words) " ...nor can you reach the mountains in height." The "evil" also includes

perpetrating all the evils mentioned in these verses. Since Allah is our Creator

and Master, it is obvious that one cannot do the things that He considers to be

detestable.

(39) These are from the matters of wisdom that your Lord has revealed to you.

Do not ascribe to Allah any other deity, for then you will be cast into Hell,

reproached and rejected. (40) Has your Lord chosen sons only for you and taken

the angels as His daughters? You are surely making a preposterous statement.

THOSE WHO ASCRIBE PARTNERS TO ALLAH WILL BE CAST
INTO HELL AND ATTRIBUTING CHILDREN TO ALLAH IS

EXTREMELY ABSURD

Allah addresses the Holy Prophet <JL-j Up k\ JU saying, "These are from the

matters ofwisdom that your Lord has revealed to you. "i.e. These are the determined

matters that Allah wishes His servants to adopt. Here are the points of good
character and virtuous deeds that have been prescribed for man. [Qurtubi v. 10

p.264] I

"Do not ascribe to Allah any other deity, for then you will be cast into Hell,

reproached and rejected." This verse is addressed to all believers (Mu'minln) and

disbelievers (kuffar).

It is foolish to say that Allah has any children. To make matters worse, the

polytheists of Arabia used to say that the angels were the daughters of Allah, yet

they did not wanted daughters for themselves. Expressing their insolence, Allah

says, "Has your Lord chosen sons only for you and taken the angels as His daughters?

You are surely making a preposterous statement."

Allah says in Surah Maryam, "They say, 'Rahman has taken a child/ You have

certainly said a grave thing. The heavens may split asunder because of it, the earth may
be cleaved open and the mountains may crash to smithereens. All this because they

ascribed children to Allah. It is not befitting of Rahman to take children. Everything
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within the heavens and the earth shall come to Rahman as slaves." [Surah 19, verses 88-93]
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(41) Verily. We have expounded in diverse manners in the Qur'an so that they

may take heed. However, it only increased their resentment. (42) Say, "If there

were other deities with Allah as they claim, then they surely must have sought

an inroad to the Owner of the Arsh." (43) Allah is Pure and Exalted extremely

high above what they say. (44) The seven heavens and earth together with

whatever is within them glorify Him. There is nothing that does not glorify His

praises, but you do riot understand their glorification. Undoubtedly He is Most

Forbearing, Most Forgiving.

ALLAH IS THE ONE AND ONLY AND EXALTED ABOVE WHAT
THE IDOLATORS SAY EVERYTHING IS ACTIVELY ENGAGED IN

HIS GLORIFICATION

Allah begins by saying, "Verily We have expounded in diverse manners in the

Qur'an so that they may take heed" The Qur'an contains the proofs of oneness of

Allah (Tauhid), the abomination of polytheism (shirk), mention of the Hereafter

and the details of good and evil deeds. Allah says that despite all this detail, "It

only increased their resentment" This is because the disbelievers (kuffar) do not

heed the Qur'anic advice and choose to remain obstinate.

"Say, 'If there were other deities with Allah as they claim, then they surely must

have sought an inroad to the Owner of the Arsh." Allah tells the polytheists that if

there were other deities, then surely they would have been powerful enough to

fight Allah for supremacy of the universe. It there was a war raging between all

these deities, the system of the universe would not have been so harmonious as

we see it functioning for centuries. If any of these deities had conquered the

others, then certainly this one must be the true Deity because He has proven

Himself to be the most powerful. Allah declares, "Allah is Pure and Exalted

extremely high above what they say."

"The seven heavens and earth together with whatever is within them glorify Him

(i.e. they attest to the fact that Allah is free from all faults and weaknesses). There is

nothing that does not glorify His praises, but you do not understand their glorification."

Allah has created such beings that are living and have intelligence. These

include humans/Jinn and the angels. Then there are those living creation that

have limited understanding and perception. These are the animals, birds, insects,

etc. These are able to eat, drink, defend themselves, reproduce, nurse their young

and obey their masters. Trees are also living creatures, but their understanding's
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much less than the animals.

Humans speak thousands of languages among themselves, so it is only

natural that the angels and the Jinn have their own languages as well. In the

same way each species of animals and birds must also have their own languages.

Man does not understand these.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra <up &\ ^j reports from the Holy Prophet <uU &\ ju>

(JL-j that when a Prophet fiLJ\ -uU was bitten by an ant, he ordered that the entire

colony of ants be burnt. Allah sent revelation to him saying, "Will you burn an

entire Ummah who glorifies Me because of the bite of one ant?" ["Mishkat" p. 361]

"Ruhul Ma'ani" reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ^ &\ ^j that

the Holy Prophet (JL^ u* it JU> forbade the killing of frogs because their croaks

are Tasbih (the glorification of Allah).

Sayyidina Ali ** ifo ^j reports from the Holy Prophet jJL-^ *ip iui JU» that

every morning the birds glorify Allah and ask for their sustenance. ["Ruhul

Ma'ani" v. 15 pM]

There are many things that appear lifeless to us (like the mountains and
earth), but are alive and are making Allah's Tasbih all the time. Allah says in

Surah Baqarah, "Then there are even those (rocks) that fall because offear for Allah."

[Surah 2, verse 74]

There is no doubt that the believer (Mu'min) humans and Jinn, as well as the

angels all make glorification (Tasbih). Even the disbelievers (kujfdr) admit that

Allah is the Creator and the only One who can save them in times of need. Allah

says in Surah Luqman, "When a wave covers them like a canopy, they supplicate to

Allah, having sincere belief in Him" [Surah 31, verse 32]

This admission and acknowledgement also constitutes Tasbih. Even the

king of all the disbelievers (kuffar), devil (Mis), admits Allah to be the Lord, as he

has termed Allah in the various verses of the Qur'an.

If these people who verbally refute Allah are asked why a certain mountain

is where it is and not anywhere else, or why do some women get male issue and
other female issue, they will be helpless to answer. They are equally

dumbfounded when asked why magnets attract steel and not copper, or why
certain fruits and flowers have a particular colour. Similarly, there are millions of

other questions that they will be unable to answer. All this signifies that they do
accept Allah, even though they do not admit it.

Some commentators have mentioned that glorification (Tasbih) is of two
types; verbal and the metaphysical. The metaphysical glorification (Tasbih) is

that everything denotes the presence of Allah by its mere existence and
attributes. When anyone passes by them, he realises that definitely a Divine

Being has created this. Therefore, every creation of Allah, be it animate or

inanimate, will be an example of this glorification (Tasbih).

The other form of glorification (Tasbih) that all of creation carries out viz,

the verbal glorification (Tasbih) is that which is spoken and heard, even though

man may not be able to understand.

Allah says about Sayyidina Dawud f*~b <ip in Surah Sad, "Verily, We
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subjugated the mountains with him, who would glorify Allah by evening and at

daybreak. We also subjugated the birds, who all gathered together. They were all penitent

towards Allah." [Surah 38, verses 18,19]

Bukhari reports that the Holy Prophet pJL-j U* &\ J^> said, "Uhud is such a

mountain that loves us and we love it." ["Mishkat" p. 24 and Muslim v. 2 p.245]

Sayyidina Jabir bin Samura <* &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet it J*
iL. 5 aJLp said, "There is a stone in Makkah that I recognise. It used to greet me

before I proclaimed to be a Prophet."

Majma'uz Zawaid reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud <* &\ ^
that mountains call to one another asking whether a person making

remembrance of Allah (Dhikr) had passed on them that day. When one replied

that such a person had passed by it that day, the other becomes happy.

Allah says in Surah Nur, "Do you not see that everyone in the heavens and the

earth glorifies Allah, including the birds with their wings spread out? Each one knows its

Salah and method of glorification. And Allah has knowledge dfwhat you do." [Surah 24,

verse 41]

Sayyidina Abu Darda ** 2fo ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ^j *4* &\ J<*

said, "Verily the inhabitants of the heavens and the earth, including the fish pray

for the forgiveness of the Alim [scholar of religion (D'in)]." ["Mishkat" p. 34]

Bukhari {p. 507) records that the Holy Prophet ^j ^ i» J* told the

Muslims, "You will fight the Jews and be granted victory over them. Even the

rocks will say, 'O Muslim! There is a Jew hiding behind me. Kill him!' Only the

Gharqad tree will not do this because it is a tree of the Jews."

The incident of the weeping pillar is famous. It was a branch of a date palm

next to which the Holy Prophet jJL-j *i* 2»* JU used to stand and deliver the

sermons. When he began to stand on the pulpit it began to weep bitterly. The

Holy Prophet pJL-3 Up ifci JU had to descend from the pulpit to console it like how

a person pacifies a weeping child. The Holy Prophet ^Lj *l* i» J* said that it

cried because it missed the remembrance of Allah (dhikr) that it used to listen to.

[Bukhari p. 506]

All these narrations and verses prove that even the things that we consider

to be lifeless do have life in them.

"Undoubtedly He is Most Forbearing, Most Forgiving." This verse is a reply to

the Polytheists who asked why they were not being punished immediately if

they were wrong. Allah grants people respite for a while. However, He may still

forgive them if they choose to repent.

gj \jy^ bU^. jLhJoT b by^y V if£\ uruj dbx> U*>- &\+yfi\ sJL>\^3 bjj

X
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(45) When you recite the Qur'an, We place a veiling barrier between yourself

and those who do not believe in the Hereafter. (46) And We place a veil upon
their hearts lest they should understand it, and a prop in their ears. When you

^mention your Lord alone in the Qur'an, they turn on their heels in aversion. (47)

We know best what they attentively listen to when they attentively listen to you

and when they whisper in secrecy saying, "You are merely following a

bewitched man." (48) Look how they call you names! They have gone astray

and will not find the way.

THOSE WHO DO NOT BELIEVE IN THE HEREAFTER HAVE VEILS
UPON THEIR HEARTS AND PROPS IN THEIR EARS ALLAH IS

WELL AWARE OFWHAT THE DISBELIEVERS (KUFFAR) SECRETLY
SPEAK

Allah says about the polytheists and disbelievers (kujfar) who refute the

Hereafter and do not ponder over the advices of the Qur'an, ''When you recite the

Qur'an, We place a veiling barrier between yourself and those who do not believe in the

Hereafter. And We place a veil upon their hearts lest they should understand it, and a

prop in their ears."

When people refuse to listen after constant reminders and miracles, Allah

deprives them of the ability and the guidance to accept any truth thereafter.

Allah says in Surah Saff, "Wlten they remained crooked, Allah bent their hearts

further." [Surah 61, verse 5]

Allah guides only those who sincerely wish to be guided and work towards

their goal. Those who are obstinate are left to their own devices.

"When you mention your Lord alone in the Qur'an, they turn on their heels in

aversion." The polytheists believed in Allah, but also attached other minor gods

to Allah's sovereignty. They took oaths by Allah and also by these gods.

Therefore, when the Holy Prophet pJL^ aA* iui ju used to mention the belief in

oneness of Allah (Tauhid) to emphasise that there is only One Allah, they disliked

this and left the gathering.

"We know best what they attentively listen to when they attentively listen to

you..." They used to pretend to be interested, but presented themselves to

interrupt the recitation of the Qur'an with their mutterings and noise. They
listened so that they could mock the Qur'an and the Holy Prophet pJL^ <ip A» Ju>.

However, Allah knew their intentions. Allah also knew well "when they whisper in

secrecy saying, 'You are merelyfollowing a bewitched man."'

Allah continues to say, "Look how they call you names!" They would call the

Holy Prophet jJL-j- u* ibi JU a wizard, a madman, a poet, a soothsayer, etc. Allah

declares, "They have gone astray and will not find the way." This is so because their

ability to perceive has been lost.
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(49) They say, "Is it that when we turn into bones and pieces, we will be

resurrected as a new creation?" (50) -Say, "Become stones or metal... (51) or

any other creation that seems appealing in your hearts." Soon they will say,

"Who will resurrect us?" Say, "Him Who created you the first time " They will

. then nod their heads to you saying, "When will it be?" Say, "It will occur very

shortly." (52) The day when He will summon you, you shall respond by praising

Him and you will think that you tarried only for a little while.

THE REPLY TO THE DISBELIEVERS WHO EXPRESS SURPRISE

THAT THEY WILL BE RESURRECTED AFTER BEING

DECOMPOSED

While the previous verses discussed those who refute revelation, these

verses discuss those people who refute resurrection. When they were presented

with the belief of resurrection and Qiyamah, they said, "Is it that when we turn

into bones and pieces, we will he resurrected as a new creation ?

"

The reply to their astonishment is given as "Say, 'become stones or metal or

any other creation that seems appealing in your hearts." Although bones were once

part of a living being, Allah tells them that even if they become objects like stones

and metal (that had no previous association with life), then too Allah will raise

them on the Day of Judgement. Allah has power over everything.

After listening to this, "Soon they will say, 'Who will resurrect us?' Say, 'Him

Wlto created you the first time" When Allah created them from a drop of dirty

fluid, He can certainly recreate them. In fact, according to man's understanding,

for anyone to repeat an act is easier than doing it the first time. Allah mentions in

Surah Rum, 'it is He Wlto initiated the creation and will recreate it, which will be easier

for Him." [Surah 30, verse 27]

Allah says in Surah Yasin, "Has man not seen that We created him from a seed,

after which he is suddenly an open adversary? He coins similitude's for us and forgets

haio he was created. He says, 'Who will give life to bones after they have decomposed?'

Say, 'Vie One Wlio gave life to it the first time will revive it. He has knozuledge of all

things." [Surah 36, verses 77-79]

When the disbelievers (kujfar) are convinced about the possibility of

judgment day (Qiyamah), they then adopt another stance. Allah describes this

saying, "They will then nod their heads to you saying (sarcastically), 'Wlien will it

be?" It is indeed strange that when man does not see anything taking place

before him, he thinks that it will never happen. As Allah mentions in another

verse that many a nation asked the Prophets r
*3 ^, "When shall this promise [of
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judgment day (Qiyamah)] materialise ifyou are truthful?"

Allah gives the following reply in Surah Saba, "Say, 'You have an appointment

ofa (toy, which you will be unable to postponefor moment, nor bringforward!' [Surah 34,

verse 30]

Here in Surah Isra Allah replies by saying, "Say, 'It will occur very shortly."

Whatever is still pending is considered to be close by and whatever has passed is

considered to be far gone. Allah says in Surah An'am, "Without a trace of doubt,

what you have been promised will certainly come to pass and you cannot escape."

"(On) The day [ofjudgment day (Qiyamah)] when He will summon you, you shall

respond by praising Him..." Mankind will all gather on the plains of reckoning
reciting, "Alhamdu Lillah" ("All praise befor Allah").

"Ruhul Ma'ani" reports from Sayyidina Abd bin Humayd <uU &\ **j that the

people will all be reciting, "Subhan'a Kallahumma Wa Bihamdik." Even the

disbelievers (kujfar) will recite this, but it will not help them.

".....and you will think that you tarried only for a little while." Because of the

strain of the Day of Judgement, people will think that their stay in the world and
in their graves was for an extremely short period.

\*j f^.±*i Ui 4-31>^k \M 4 y^t >\ >?J (|p Wj \5JL& $jy&
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(53) Tell My bondsmen that they should speak what is good. Undoubtedly Devil

(Shaytan) will create friction between them. Indeed Devil (Shaytan) is an open
enemy to man. (54) Your Lord knows you best. If He wills, He may show mercy
to you. and if He wills He may punish you. We have not sent you [O
Muhammad ^j <U* A» J**\ as a warder to them. (55) Your Lord knows best who
is in the heavens and the earth. Verily We have favoured some Prophets above
others and granted Dawud the Zabur.

PEOPLE ARE INSTRUCTED TO SPEAK ONLY WHAT IS GOOD,
CERTAIN PROPHETS P

*Ji^ ARE SUPERIOR TO OTHERS AND
SAYYIDINA DAWUD p~l\ Up RECEIVED THE ZABUR

Allah commands the Holy Prophet .^JL. 3 Up 2to JU saying, "Tell My bondsmen
that they should speak what is good." This includes all speech that is gentle and
beneficial. It refers to all the details mentioned as "Mow'idhatul Hasanah (Beautiful

exhortation)". All speech that will be accepted by people and cause them to

embrace the truth is implied by this verse. These modes of speech must be
adopted when propagating Islam to the people. One should refer to verse 125 of

Surah Nahl (Surah 16), where we have explained the details of "Mow'idhatul
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Hasanah" and how to debate with people cordially.

''Undoubtedly Shaytan will create friction between them." Devil (Shaytan) waits

to exploit any opportunity whereby Muslims and disbelievers (kuffar) may enter

into a dispute and battle. This is so because "Indeed Devil (Shaytan) is an open

enemy to man."

Some commentators say that Allah is advising the believers (Mu'minin) at

large that they should live in harmony with each other and not cause Devil

(Shaytan) to divide them. [Qurtubi v. 10 p. 277]

"Your Lord knows you best. IfHe wills, He may show mercy to you and ifHe wills

He may punish you." The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani' writes that. the believer

(Mu'minin) should tell the polytheists that Allah may be merciful to them by

granting them Iman, or He may punish them by granting them death as

disbelievers (kuffar). They should not be told directly that they will enter Hell

because this will make them more obstinate.

"We have not sent you [O Muhammad fl*j <> ifo JJ\ as a warder to them.

"

The task of the Holy Prophet ^JL-j <> -M JL» was only to pass the message on •

to the people, not to force it on them.

"Your Lord knows best who is in the heavens and the earth" Certain

commentators have mentioned that this verse is a reply to those polytheists who
said that it was not possible for an orphan (whose companions had no decent

clothes and food) to become a Prophet instead of the leaders and affluent people.

Allah tells them that He best knows the physical and spiritual merits of

every person on earth, and He may confer the mantle of Prophethood on

whomsoever He pleases. Allah says in Surah An'am, 'Allah knows best where to

entrust His message" [Surah 6, verse 124] c

"Verily We have favoured some Prophets above others..." The details about this

were discussed in the commentary of verse 253 of Surah Baqarah (Surah 2).

" and granted Dawud the Zabur." Allama Baghawi aJp i»t^ has written in

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" (V3 p.120) that the Zabur comprised of 150 chapters arid

contained du'as (supplications) and praises of Allah. There was no mention in it of

obligations (Faraidh), compulsories (Wajibat), penal codes and matters pertaining

to Lawful (Halal) and unlawful (Haram). The original Zabur cannot be traced

today, so nothing can be verified. It is possible that it did contain some laws and

injunctions of religion (D'in).

Sayyidina Dawud f*~>h *J* was from the Bani Isra'il and the Bani Isra'U used

to follow the Shari'ah of Sayyidina Musa.(tt~J «Jk Even the last Prophet from the

Bani Isra'il viz. Sayyidina Isa ^L^\ *J* said, 'I confirm that which was before me of

the Torah, and I make lawfulfor you some of that which was forbidden unto

you." Although certain changes were effected in the Shari'ah of Sayyidina Isa aJLp

f*~J», the rest of the Shari'ah was like that of Sayyidina Musa ^^LJ» *A*. Therefore, it

may be assumed that the Zabur did not contain any laws because these were

already discussed in the Torah of Sayyidina Musa f*~h Up.
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(56) Say, "Call on those that you consider as gods besides Allah. They are unable

to remove difficulties from you, nor can they alleviate them." (57) Those that the

idolaters call upon also seek a means to approach their Lord, (vying with each

other to see) who of them shall be closest and they aspire for His mercy while

fearing His punishment. Undoubtedly, the punishment of your Lord is

frightening. (58) We shall destroy every town before the day of judgment

(Qiyamah) or severely punish it. This has been recorded in the Book.

THE FALSE GODS CANNOT EVEN ASSUAGE ANY HARDSHIP
AND EVERY TOWN WILL BE DESTROYED OR PUNISHED BEFORE
THE DAY OF JUDGMENT (QIYAMAH)

The polytheists worshipped many idols that they shaped according to the

form of Shaytan, while many also worshipped the angels, the Jinn and Sayyidina

Isa and Maryam £*~A\ u«-Ip. Allah says with regard to these false gods, "Say, 'Call

on those that you consider as gods besides Allah. They are unable to remove difficulties

from you, nor can they alleviate them/' Only Allah has the ability to do this.

"Those that the idolators call upon [i.e. their gods like Sayyidina Isa and

Sayyidah Maryam <»*>LJt u*Jp] also seek a means to approach their Lord, (vying with

each other to see) who of them shall be closest and they aspire for His mercy while

fearing His punishment.

Bukhari (v. 2 p.685) reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ i»» ^j
that certain people worshipped certain jinns. Although these jinns became
Muslims, their worshippers refused to desist. The above verse was revealed with

regard to this.

It is obvious that the verse does not refer to the idols since they are lifeless,

but even the living gods of these people cannot effect any good or evil without

Allah's will. They cannot even help themselves. Allah commands the Holy

Prophet pJL-j 4> &\ j^>, 49. Say, "I do not possess the power to hurt myself nor to

benefit myselfexcept what Allah wills. [Surah Yunus (10), verse 49]

"Undoubtedly, the punishment of your Lord is frightening." The Prophets ^
.f%^\ and the angels who are worshipped all recognise Allah and therefore fear

His punishment.

" they aspire for His mercy while fearing His punishment." From this part of

the verse, the author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" has deduced that aspiration for Allah's
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mercy and fear for Him should be found equally in a person when he worships

Allah. This verse also proves that it is not incorrect to have an aspiration for

Heaven (Jannah) and fear for Hell when worshipping Allah, When some pious

ones mention that they do not worship Allah for Heaven (Jannah) nor to be saved

from Hell, they mean that Allah should be worshipped even if Heaven (Jannah)

and Hell were not present.

One should always maintain hope in Allah's mercy as well as fear for His

punishment. However, when one is approaching death, 'one's hope should

exceed one's fear.

"We shall destroy every town before the day of Judgment (Qiyamah) or severely

punish it." Many towns were ruined when the inhabitants all died naturally

leaving none to live on. Others were destroyed by Allah's punishment. However,

the rest will certainly be destroyed when the trumpet is blown to sound the

advent of judgment (Qiyamah). Allah says, "Every soul shall taste death."

The Ahadlth have mentioned the destruction of certain towns. The Holy
Prophet <X« 3 *A* &\ J** has mentioned, "Leave the people of Habsha (ethiopia) as

long as they leave you, because it will be person of Habsha with short calves who
will remove the treasures of the Ka'ba." [Abu Dawud]

The Holy Prophet ^* 4* & J^ has also mentioned that the last town to be

deserted will be Madinah. ["Mishkdt" p. 240]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** i» ^j reported that he heard the Holy Prophet

^ <uU &\ Jl* say, "People will leave Madinah in a very good state. There shall be

only wild animals in search of food. The last to be brought there will be two
shepherds of the Bani Muzayna tribe who will head for Madinah calling to their

flocks. When they arrive they will see Madinah deserted and they will drop dead
on their faces upon reaching Thaniyatul Wada." According to another narration,

they will find only wild animals there. [Bukhari p.252]

The commentator of Muslim, Imam Nawawi Up i»i <** j says that this incident

will occur just before judgment the last hour.

"This has been recorded in the Book."'The above will certainly occur since it

has already been decreed in the protected tablet (Lawhul Mahfuz).

(59) The only factor that prevented us from sending signs was that the former

people had denied them. We granted the camel to the Thamud as a portent, but

they treated it unjustly. We send signs only as warnings.

MIRACLES ARE NOT SHOWN BECAUSE THE FORMER PEOPLE
DENIED THEM

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v. 3 p. 121) and "Ruhul Ma'am" (v. 15 p.103) report the

following narration of Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ i»t ^ from "Ahmad",
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"Nasa't" and "Tabrani". He narrates that the Makkans requested the Holy
Prophet fJ-j Up &\ jl* to transform the mount of Safa into gold and remove all

the mountains from Makkah so that they could cultivate the land. They said that

they would believe in the Holy Prophet <JL- 3 Up i»t ju if he did this.

Allah informed the Holy Prophet jJL-j U* ibt j^> that if he wanted, Allah
could grant them respite (and not fulfil the request); otherwise He could fulfil the

request for them. If they then did not believe, they would all be destroyed like

the people of the past. The Holy Prophet ,0^ Up &\ j^> pleaded to Allah to rather

grant them respite. It was on this occasion that the above verse was revealed.

"The only factor that prevented us from sending signs was that the former people

had denied them" Allah says in this verse that He does not show them the signs

(miracles) that they demand because it would lead to their destruction when they

reject them. This was the condition of the former people and they were likely to

do the same.

"We granted the camel to the Thamud as a portent, but they treated it unjustly."

According to the request of the Thamud, Sayyidina Salih pLJ\ aJLp performed the

miracle of removing a pregnant camel from a rock. However, when he told them
that the camel will drink from the watering hole every alternate day and their

animals will drink in the intermediate days, they acted unjustly by killing the

camel. Thereafter Allah's punishment destroyed them all.

By right, they were supposed to believe from the time when the camel was
removed from the rock, but they did not. Allah has mentioned the incident of the

Thamud because they were Arabs and the ruins of their city could be seen by the

Quraysh as they travelled to Syria.

"We send signs only as warnings." The previous Ummahs were warned that

they would be destroyed if they did not believe in the miracles. When they did
not believe they were annihilated. Since this Ummah will not be destroyed in this

manner, their requests for miracles will not be entertained.

Other commentators mention that this verse refers to signs like solar and
lunar eclipses, lightning, thunder, cyclones, earthquakes, etc. These are normally
sent by Allah to warn man so that he takes heed and'mends his ways.

(60) When We told you that your Lord, encompasses people. We only made the

sight that We showed you and the accursed tree mentioned in the Qur'an as

trials for the people. And We warn them, but this only increases their rebellion

tremendously.

THE KNOWLEDGE OF YOUR LORD IS ALL ENCOMPASSING AND
THE SIGHT AND THE TREE ARE MERELY TESTS FOR THE PEOPLE

Allah firstly addresses His Prophet^ Up ifct JL* by saying, "When We told
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you that your Lord encompasses people/' Allah has knowledge of all past, present

and future affairs. He knows exactly what will be the destiny of every person

and what trials they may have to suffer in this world.

"We only made the sight that We showed you and the accursed tree mentioned in

the Qur'an as trials for the people." i.e. as a trial to see which of them will believe

and who will reject. Although the word "ru'yah" normally refers to a dream, it

also refers to something that is seen while one is awake. Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Abbas ** fa ^j says that in this context the word refers to something seen in a

conscious state, The "accursed tree" refers to the tree called "Zaqqum." [Bukhari]

The entire epic of ascension (Mi'raj)'has already been mentioned. It was
mentioned there that many of the polytheists did not believe the Holy Prophet

pJL^ Up fa JL^ when he reported the incident to them. However, the believers

(Mu'minin) had firm faith in the words of the Holy Prophet jJL^ <ip fa JU. In this

way, the belief (Imdn) of the people was tested.

Surah Saffat and Surah Waqi'ah make mention of the Zaqqum tree in Hell.

Allah says about it in Surah Saffat, "We have certainly made it a test for the

oppressors." [Surah 37, verse 63\

The people of Hell, because of their extreme hunger, will eat from this tree

although it will taste very unpleasant. Thereafter they will be given boiling water

to drink (as mentioned in verse 67 of Surah Saffat).

Verse 64 and 65 of Surah' Saffat mention that the roots of the Zaqqum tree

will be in the depths of Hell and it will appear like the heads of snakes. A hadith

of "Mishkat" (p.503) states that the taste of this tree is so foul that if one drop of it

is placed in this world, it would spoil all of man's sustenance.

It is narrated that Abu Jahl sarcastically told the people that the Holy

Prophet (JL.J Up fa ju was warning them of a fire, the fuel of which is stqne, yet

says that there is a tree therein. He told them that fire burns trees, so how could it

exist there? A person by the nairte of Abdullah bin Zab'ari (who was then not a

Muslim), said that, in his opinion, Zaqqum was dates and butter. Thereafter, Abu
Jahl told his slave girl t© serve them some Zaqqum i.e. dates and butter. He then

announced, "O people! Come and partake of the Zaqqum that Muhammad fa JU
jjL-j Up warns you of." Thereafter Allah revealed the verse of Surah Saffat

describing this tree. ["Ma'alimut Tamil" v. 3 p.122]

The polytheists mockingly called dates and butter Zaqqum. By making
these snide remarks and rejecting the words of Allah and the Holy Prophet fa ju>

fL-j a-1p, they fell deeper into the abyss of disbelief (kufr). This made the tree a test

of their belief (Imdn).

"And We warn them (of the punishment of the Hereafter), but. this only increases

their rebellion tremendously."
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(61) When We told the angels, "Prostrate to Adam!" they all prostrated except

Satan (Iblis). He said, "Should I prostrate to one whom You have created from

mud?" (62) He said, "Are You telling me that this is the being whom You have

honoured above me? If You grant me respite until the Day of judgment

(Qiyamah), I will surely gain control of his progeny save a few individuals." (63)

Allah said, "Go henceforth! Whoever of them will follow you, then Hell will

definitely be ample retribution for them.'' (64) "Annihilate as many of them as

you can with your call, attack them with your cavalry and infantry, be a partner

in their wealth and children and promise them. The promises made by Satan

(Shaytan) are only deceptive." (65) "Indeed you will have no sway over My
bondsmen. Your Lord suffices as an ally."

THE REPLY OF IBLIS AFTER REFUSING TO PROSTATE TO
SAYYIDINA ADAM p^s Up, AND HIS VOW TO MISLEAD MAN
ALLAH ALLOWS HIM TO GAIN CONTROL OF WHOMSOEVER HE
CAN

After creating Sayyidina Adam f%Ji Up, Allah instructed all the dwellers of

the heavens (the angels and Satan (Mis), who lived with them) to make
prostration (sajdah) to him as a token of respect. Recounting this incident, Allah

says, "Wlien We told the angels, 'Prostrate to Adam!' they all prostrated except Mis."

When Allah asked him why he did not make sajdah, Satan (Mis) argued

that he was created from fire (which he deemed to be superior), while Sayyidina

Adam f*>uJt ^ was created from sand. He said,
"
'Should I prostrate to one whom Yon

have created from mud?" He also said, 'Are Yon telling me that this is the being whom
You have honoured above me?"

Allah then cursed him and he was dispelled from the heavens. The details

of this are discussed in verses 11 to 25 of Surah A'raf (Surah 7) and verses 71 to

85 of Surah Sad (Surah 38). As he was cursed, he requested, "If You grant me respite

until the Day ofjudgment (Qiyamah), I will surely gain control of his progeny save a few
individuals." He refers to the exceptions in Surah Hijr and Surah Sad by saying,

"Except Your chosen bondsmen from them."

Iblis knew that Allah had created man to be His viceroy on earth. Therefore,

he realised that some of them will truly fulfil this task of theirs and will not be

influenced by him.

"Allah said, 'Go henceforth! Wlioever of them will follow you, then Hell will

definitely be their ample retribution for them." Surah Sad says that Allah told him,

"Allah declared, 'I speak the truth, and it is the truth that I always speak. I shall certainly
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fill Hell with yourselfand all those of them whofollow you." [Surah 38, verses 84, 85]

Thereafter Allah addressed him further saying, 'Annihilate as many of them as

you can with your call attack them with your cavalry and infantry../' This means,

according to the Arabic proverb ("with your cavalry and infantry"), that he could

employ all the resources available to him to mislead man. After reporting this,

Allama Qurtubi *> i» **j also narrates from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas & ^j
<* that every horse that is led in Allah's disobedience, every footstep taken for

this purpose, all unlawful (Haram) wealth acquired and all illegitimate children

are products of Shaytan's ploys.

Allama Qurtubi (v. 1 p.288) says that any call towards Allah's disobedience

will be regarded as being part of the process 'to 'Annihilate as many of them as you

can with your call..."

It has been narrated from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** '& ^j and

Sayyidina Mujahid <d*
;

i»^ that this "call" refers to music, singing and dancing.

They say that Satan (Shaytan) employs these evils to mislead man from the truth

and to make him negligent of his Salah and other religious duties. It will be

noticed that those people who are enamoured with the works of Satan (Shaytan)

have a liking for music.

Nowadays, churches and temples cannot be imagined without musical

instruments and singing. Cinemas, radios and television are all inundated with

music. Many people claim that the musical "Qawali" sessions that they

participate in accrue rewards, for them because the songs contain praises of

Allah and His Prophet <JLij.Up-^jU, This is foolish because they spend entire

nights engrossed in this and hence miss the Fajr Salah for the sole purpose of

enjoying themselves. They merely please Satan (Shaytan) by this.

The Holy Prophet ^y^ & JU said, "My Lord has commanded me to

destroy musical instruments, idols, the cross and all practices of ignorance."

["Mishkat" p. 318]

It is the height of ignorance to utilise such means to praise the Holy Prophet

^L. 3
<A* &\ J^ that he was commanded to destroy. To make matters worse, they

consider the act to be pleasing to Allah! Satan (Shaytan) has such a hold of these

people that they cannot perceive the truth of the Qur'an and the Ahadith.

Allah further told devil (Shaytan), "be a partner in their wealth and children..."

This means that he could deceive them into earning Haram income and spending

their wealth [Lawful (Halal) or unlawful (Haram)] in unlawful (Haram) avenues.

According to other commentators, the verse means that people will be lured

to make their wealth Lawful (Halal) and Haram {unlawful), like how the

polytheists made certain animals Lawful (Halal) for themselves and forbade

others.

With regard to being a partner in their children, Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Abbas -up & ^j has mentioned two interpretations. The first is that people will be

induced to kill their children or to do any other unlawful (Haram) activity with

them. The other interpretation is that children will be named Abdul Harith [slave

of Devil (Shaytan)], Abdul Lat (the slave of Lat, an idol), Abdul Uzza (the slave of
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Uzza, another idol), Abdush Shams (the slave of the sun), etc.

Sayyidina Qatadah ^ ii^ interpreted this verse to mean that parents will

be so influenced with beliefs of infidelity (kufr) and polytheism (shirk) that they

will teach these things to their children.

Sayyidina Mujahid <lU &\ <^j says that when a man has intercourse with his

wife without reciting "Bismillah," Devil (Shaytan) joins him in the act. Devil

(Shaytan) then has a share in the resultant offspring. [All the above

interpretations have been quoted from Qurtubi v. 2 p.89]

Sayyidah Ayshah if* ifci ^j reported that the Holy Prophet ^JL. j Up iu\ ju
once asked her, "Have you seen any 'Maghribun' among you?" When she

enquired who the "Maghribun" were, he replied, "These are those people whose
partners are the Devils (Shaytan's)"

Mulla Ali Qari Up & '<^j has written in "Mirqat" (v. 8 p.367) that Devil

(Shaytan) has a share in illegitimate children because he was the one who
initiated that acts of adultery that caused the birth of these children.

It is reported in the book "Akamul Marjan" (v. 1 p.77) from Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Abbas ^ ifo ^j that hermaphroditic people' are the children of

devil (Shaytan). When someone asked him how this was possible, he replied,

"Allah has prohibited his Holy Prophet <X») u* .ifo JU from cohabiting when a

woman is menstruating. Therefore, when a person has intercourse with his

menstruating wife, the children born of this communion are hermaphrodites."

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas -up &\ ^j narrates from the Holy Prophet J**
jJL-j -uU &\ that devil (Shaytan) cannot harm the child who was conceived from that

«

communion before which the father recited,

{TRANSL4TION: "I begin with the name of Allah. O Allah! Keep
devil (Shaytan) away from us and keep him away from the child that

You bestow upon us. }
[Bukhari and Muslim]

The commentators of hadith have reported that the child conceived after

reciting the above dua will not suffer from epilepsy, nor from insanity. Others

say that devil (Shaytan) will not be able to attack the Belief (Iman) of this child.

Such a child will live as a Muslim and die as one.

Allah also told devil (Shaytan) to ''promise them." e.g. devil (Shaytan)

promises people that their false gods will intercede for them in the Hereafter,

that their lineage will rescue them in the Hereafter irrespective of their deeds, etc.

He promises various things to various people, according to the situation.

However, Allah warns man, "The promises made by devil (Shaytan) are only

deceptive."

Allah then tells Satan (Mis) that try as he may, 'indeed you will have no sway

over My bondsmen." In Surah Hijr Allah mentions that He told devil (Shaytan),

'indeed you will have no sway over My bondsmen, except those deviant ones who follow

you." [Surah 15, verse 42]

Those who are caught in devils (Shayatln) clutches cannot escape, nor will

they want to. As for those who wish to be safeguarded from him and trust in
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Allah, they should remember that "Your Lord suffices as an ally. "Allah shall

protect them from devil (Shaytan).

Note: In the above verses, Allah neither permitted nor instructed Iblls to.

carry out all these actions, because Allah will never do such a thing.

Allah was warning him that should he do these action, he should

also fear the repercussions. These are as He has mentioned in Surah

Sad, "I shall certainly fill Hell with yourself and all those of them who .

follow you." [Surah 38, verses 84, 85]

\ ' ** -
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(66) Your Lord is He Who causes the ships to move with you so that you may

seek from His bounty. Indeed He is Most Merciful to you, (67) When any

adversity afflicts you at sea, all those that you call besides Him are lost to you.

When He rescues you to land, you turn away. Man was ever ungrateful. (68) Are

you not concerned that He may take you to the outer limit of the land, causing

you to sink there? Or unleash a storm that rains stones on you, where after you

shall not find a helper? (69) Or are you not concerned that He will return you to

the sea and then send a severe tempest to you? Then you will be drowned on

account of your sins and will not find any avenger against Us. (70) It is indeed

true that We have granted honour to the children of Adam. We carried him on

land and sea, provided him with pure sustenance and granted him great

superiority over many of Our creation.

ALLAH HAS THE POWER TO DESTROY MAN AS AND WHEN HE
PLEASES

Allah begins by saying, "Your Lord is He Who causes the ships to move with

you..." Even without the agency of the wind, Allah granted man the intelligence

to develop ships that travel with engines. In this manner, man is able to derive

numerous benefits from the sea, like food, medicines, valuables and other things

with which he can earn a living. AH these are implied in the phrase, "so thafyou

may seek from His bounty." One of the greatest benefits of the sea and ships is, of

course, that goods can be imported and exported to the various continents.

Recalling all these bounties, man should realise that 'indeed He is Most Merciful to
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you."

Allah then speaks of man's terrible attitude of remembering Him only in

distress, using all the times of safety to worship others. Allah says, "When any
adversity afflicts you at sea, all those that you call besides Him are lost to you. When He
rescues you to land, you turn away. Man was ever ungrateful."

Allah says in Surah Zumar, "When any adversity afflicts man, he supplicates to

Allah, turning to Him only. Then, when Allah confers a bounty upon him, he forgets for

what he supplicated to Allah before. He then ascribes partners to Allah, thereby

misleading (others)from Allah's path. Say, 'Enjoy your disbelieffor a while! You will

certainly befrom the inmates of the Fire."' [Surah 39, verse 8]

Allah says in Surah Ankabut, "Wlien they board a ship they supplicate to Allah

with sincere belief in Him. But when He rescues them to land, they again begin to ascribe

partners to Him." [Surah 29, verse 65]

Allah then warns man that although he may have been rescued this time,

there is always a possibility that he may encounter other calamities. Allah says,

"Are you not concerned that He may take you to the outer limit of the land, causing you

to sink there? Or unleash a storm that rains stones on you, where after you shall not find

a helper? Or are you not concerned that He will return you to the sea and then send a

severe tempest to you? Then you will be drozvned on account of your sins and will not

find any avenger against Us."

Thereafter Allah speaks of the distinction that He bestowed upon man. He
says, 'it is indeed true that We have granted honour to the children ofAdam. We carried

him (man) on land and sea, provided him with pure sustenance and granted him great

superiority over many ofOur creation.

"

Allah bestowed man with the distinctive qualities of clear and eloquent

speech. He can verbally express himself in various ways, as well as use the

written word to do the same. Allah has also gifted him with physical beauty that

other creations do not possess. He is neither too large, nor too small and also has

sufficient strength to carry out his tasks.

Allah has also granted man the power of intelligence to discern matters by
which he is able to harness the services of the other creations. Allah has even
allowed him to ride a large and powerful creation like the elephant and control

large mountain-like ships. Allah refers to this when He says, "We carried him on

land and sea."

"
provided him with pure sustenance..." Allah has bestowed man with the

best of foods, clothing and bedding. The Arabic word "Tayyibdt" (translated

above as "pure") refers to all things that are wholesome, beautiful, Lawful (Haldl)

and beneficial. It does not refer only to foods.

" and granted him great superiority over many of Our creation." The
superiority of man is physical and spiritual, and it applies to both the worlds.

The Prophets
r
!>LJi^ were the best of Allah's creation. Therefore, man has the

privilege of being from the same species as the best of creation.

The above verse does not state that all members of the human race are

superior to all the members of the other creations. Therefore, one cannot ask
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what superiority has the infidels (kafir) got over other creations when he will be

doomed to Hell. On a general basis man has been preferred above all the other

creations with regard to the bounties of this world.

Allah did not say that man is superior to all creation, but he has superiority

over 'many" of the creation. Therefore, it will be proper to say that the angels are

superior to the average Muslim. The details of this belief can be found in the

books of Aqa'id (Islamic beliefs).

(71) The day when We will call every person by his Imam. As for those who will

be given their book in their right hand, they will be the ones who will read their

book and will not be oppressed in the least. (72) Whoever is blind in this world

will be blind in the Hereafter and will be even more astray.

THOSE WHO ARE SPIRITUALLY BLIND IN THIS WORLD WILL BE

BLIND IN THE HEREAFTER

Referring to the Day of Judgement Allah says, "The day when We will call

every person by his Imam.""The Arabic word ''Imam" refers to a person's record of

deeds according to Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ ibi ^ Jf Sayyidina Hasan

and Qatadah *ip ifo «^> [Qurtubi]

In verses 13 and 14 of this Surah Allah mentioned, "We shall cast every person

's record of deeds upon his neck. On the Day ofjudgment (Qiyamah) We shall take out

for him a book that he will see opened before him. 'Read your book. Today you are a

sufficient witness against yourself
"

The person whose record will be good will call to others saying, "Come and

readmy record! I was certain that my reckoning would take place." Allah continues to

say, "As for those who will be given their book in their right hand, they will be the ones

who will read their book and will not be oppressed in the least." The Arabic word

"fatil" refers to the tiny string that is found in the slit of a date seed. The Arabs

use the word to denote anything that is miniscule and insignificant.

Surah Haqa mentions that the unsuccessful people will receive their record

of deeds in their left hand, while Surah Inshiqaq states that they will receive it

behind their backs. This will be so because they will receive the book in their left

hands while their hands are tied behind their backs. These people will be

doomed to Hell.

Sayyidina Mujahid Up &\ jh^ says that the word Tmam" refers to the

Prophets ^\ ^M. Therefore, each nation will be called with their Prophet a*

t%~)\. This interpretation is supported by the verse of Surah Nisa where Allah

says, "Haw will it be when We shall bring forth from every nation a witness?" [Surah 4,

verse 41]
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Allama Qurtubi U* 2b% <^j has also quoted another interpretation that states

that every nation will be called with the divine scripture that they received. They

will then be asked if they had practised the teachings of their scripture.

Note: Some people have incorrectly translated the word "Imam" as

"mothers." This is incorrect because the Arabic word for 'mothers'

will be "Ummahat" not "Imam." Sayyidina Abu Darda ** A» ^>j

has narrated that the Holy Prophet pllj ^ i» J-* said, ''On the Day

of Judgement you will be called by your names and your father's names,

therefore keep good names." [Abu Dawild]

Bukhari has also written a chapter proving that people will be summoned

on the Day of Judgement by their fathers' names, not their mothers'. The author

of "Ma'alimut Tanzil" has disproved the fact that people can be called by the

names of their mother's since these falsify the authentic Ahadith.

"Whoever is blind in this world will be blind in the Hereafter and will be even more

astray." Allah has created the perfect system of this world and He has filled it

with various natural signs like the sun, moon, stars, mountains, rivers, etc.

Seeing these, man cannot help but to recognise Allah. In addition to this Allah

has also sent the Prophets r
!sUi^ with the message of oneness of Allah (Tauhid)

and proved their authenticity by miracles and various signs. However, there are

those who chose to turn a blind eye to these factors and do not believe.

As they were spiritually blind in the world, they will be physically blind in

the Hereafter because they will be unable to mend their ways then. In fact, it will

be too late in the Hereafter. In this world they could always repent, but the

Hereafter has no room for repentance. It is for this reason that they will be "even

more astray" in the Hereafter.

Allah says in Surah Hajj, "Have they not travelled in the land so that they develop

hearts to understand and ears to hear? It is really not eyes that become blind, but the

hearts that lie in bosoms which bec&me blind. " [Surah 22, verse 46]

Allah says in verse 97 of this Surah, "We shall raise them on their faces on the

Day ofjudgment (Qiyamah), blind, dumb and deaf Their abode shall be Hell. Each time

it abates, We will increase its intensity." This verse proves that such people will

even be physically handicapped on the Day of Judgement.

he ^

fyj ju^ LJ* iSjjd ^jJd[ L--fji 3JJI ^ ^c^J \j>\*=> dij

(73) They had begun to turn you away from whatWe have revealed unto you so

that you may attribute something else to Us. They would then have taken you as

a friend. (74) If We had not kept you firm, you could have inclined slightly

towards them. (75) In that case We would have let you taste a double,

punishment in this life and after death. Then you would not have found any

assistant for you against Us.
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THE POLYTHEISTS WANTED THE HOLY PROPHET ^j aJ*' h J+.
TO INCLINE TOWARDS THEM AND THEN MAKE HIM THEIR
FRIEND

Many unauthentic narrations have been reported about the circumstances

surrounding the revelation of this verse. Of those that may be regarded, as

reliable, the following has been reported from Ibn Abi H atim in "Ruhul Ma'ani".

Sayyidina Jubayr bin Nufayr <M 2bt ^j reports that the Quraysh approached

the Holy Prophet (JL^ Up 2»% JL* and told him that if he wanted them to draw close

to him, he should get rid of the poor and underrated Sahabah^ 'ii ^j. (It was
mentioned in the commentary of verse 52 of Surah Ariam. (Surah 6) that this

incident caused the -revelation of the verse: "Do not shun those who call unto their

Lord morning and evening, aspiringfor His pleasure...)"

Thereafter ''Ruhul Ma'ani" reports from the same source that the Quraysh
then asked the Holy Prophet ^JL-j -dp it J^ to replace the verses containing

punishment to verses containing mercy and vice versa. They said that they

would then follow the Holy Prophet
.

jjLj
t
Up i»\ JL*. The above verses were

revealed with regard to this.

Whatever that incident may be, it is evident from the wording of the verse

that the polytheists made some request to the Holy Prophet (JL^ aAp'j&a Jb> that

was contrary to the Shari'ah, promising to be his friend if he complied. However
Allah kept the Holy Prophet pJL^ Up i»» JL* firmly on the truth and he did not

even sway an inkling towards them.

Allah says that had the Holy Prophet <X*y Up ifct ju> inclined towards the

polytheists,. "We would have let you taste a double punishment in this life and after

death. Then you would not have found any assistant for you against Us." This verse

serves to warn the Muslims of the consequences that they would suffer if they

were to fall into such a trap of the disbelievers (kujfar) and polytheists.

(76) They were close to uprooting you from this earth to remove you from it. If

this had happened, only a few of them would have remained behind you. (77)

This was the practice of Our messengers that We sent before you. You will not

find any change in Our practices.

THE POLYTHEISTS WANTED TO REMOVE THE HOLY PROPHET
(J-j^ i» J* FORCEFULLY FROM MAKKAH

Sayyidina Mujahid u* & *^j and Sayyidina Qatadah u* &\^ report that the

polytheists intended to forcefully expel the Holy Prophet jJLj u* 2b% J** from
Makkah. However, Allah intended that he migrate peacefully with Allah's
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permission.

Allah says, "They were close to uprooting you from this earth to remove you from
it. If this had happened, only a few of them would have remained behind you." If they

had attempted to forcefully remove the Holy Prophet <JL, ^ Up ii j^>, Allah would
have caused them to perish in His punishment. However, Allah had mercy on
them and instructed the Holy Prophet ^j «uU ii JL* to leave by himself. In this

way, the polytheists were not annihilated and were later afforded the

opportunity to accept Islam.

"This was the practice of our messengers that we sent before you." The
polytheists of Makkah would also be punished if they had forceful expelled the

Holy Prophet (JL-j *i* ib» JL*, just as the previous nations were destroyed when
they did this to their Prophets (X~h ^M. Allah then says, "You will not find any

change in Our practices."

(78) Establish Salah from the setting of the sun until darkness of the night, as

well as the Fajr Salah. Indeed the Fajr Salah is attended. (79) In a portion of the

night perform the Salah of Tahajjud that is extra for you. Soon your Lord will

accord to you the "Maqam Mahmud".

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF SALAH AND THE 'MAQAM
MAHMUD"

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that after consoling the Holy Prophet

p-Uj <uU &\ JU and telling him of the disbelievers (kuffar's) plot, Allah turns his

attention to worship. Allah then promises him the "Maqam Mahmud," which is

such an exalted position that the entire mankind will envy.

Allah says, "Establish Salah from the setting of the sun until darkness of the

night..." The Arabic word "dulukush shams"'refers to either the setting of the sun

or the time when the sun has passed its meridian after noon. While Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** i»» ^j and Sayyidina Ali <* i» ^j have adopted the

second meaning, other Sahabah r^p ifci ^>j and commentators have adopted the

first.

According to the "Qamus" and "Mufradatul Qur'an" the word "Ghasaqul

Layl" refers to both the beginning of the night as well as to the later, more
intense darkness of the night.

If the first word is interpreted as the time when the sun passes its zenith,

and the second word is interpreted as the later darkness of the night, then the

verse will denote all four Salahs from Zuhr until Isha. The next part of the verse

specifically mentions the Fajr Salah. Therefore, the verse commands the

performance of all five Salah.
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"...as well as the Fajr Salah." Allah commands that this Salah also be
established. The Salah of Fajr is termed as the "Qur'an of Fajr" because the
longest recitation of Qur'an takes place in this Salah compared to the other
obligatory (Fardh) Salahs. The recitation in this Salah is also audible.

"Indeed the Fajr Salah is attended." Tirmidhi reports that the Holy Prophet J-*

r
1-;^^ explained this verse to mean that the angels of the day and the angels
of the night attend this Salah.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra <* i»i ^>j narrates from the Holy Prophet up & j^
^i that the angels of the day and the night alternate each day. They all gather
during the time of the Fajr and Asr Salahs; When the angels who were with man
during the night ascend to Allah, He asks them (despite possessing more
knowledge than them) in what condition they had left His slaves. They reply that

they left them while they were performing Salah and they found them the day
before while performing Salah. [Bukhari v. 1 p.79]

Although Fajr and Asr are times when the angels are present, only Fajr has
been mentioned to lend emphasis to its performance. The verse encourages
people to sacrifice their sleep to be present with the angels.

"In a portion of the night peforni the Salah of Tahajjud that is extra for you." The
literal meaning of the word "Tahajjud" is to leave one's sleep after a while.

Performing any act of worship during the night holds extreme virtue, even if it

may be performed before sleeping.

Sayyidina Thauban ** iut ^j narrates from the Holy Prophet ^ 5 Up it ju,

that remaining awake is undoubtedly difficult and hard for the soul. Therefore, a

person should try to perform two rakahs after the Witr when this is performed at

the beginning of the night. It will be best if the person woke up later to perform
Salah. However, if he could not, the two rakahs (after the Witr) will count as

Tahafiud.["Mishkat"p.U3]

The performance of Tahajjud was the regular habit of the Holy Prophet JU
^j a> &\ m At times he would awaken several times during the night to perform
the Tahajjud. The verse addresses the Holy Prophet jJL^ -Op &\ JL* and mentions
that the Tahajjud Salah is "extra" for the Holy Prophet ^ 3

Up &\ jl». However,
some Scholars (Ulama) are of the opinion that it was obligatory (Fardh) only for

the Holy Prophet^ <A* & J**. They maintain that the word "extra" means that

it was an additional Salah over and above the normal five Salah that are

incumbent for the rest of the Ummah.

Other Scholars (Ulama) state that the verse addressed the entire Ummah,
although the mode of address seems specific to the Holy Prophet ^* Up ii jl*.

This is noticed in numerous other verses. They say that the Tahajjud Salah was
initially obligatory (Fardh) for the entire Ummah and was later made mandatory
(Nafl) for all except the Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up it ju. According to many, this

compulsion remained upon the Holy Prophet jJL-j aJLp it ju* until his death.

However, many also say that the compulsion was lifted from him as well.

Whatever the case, the Holy Prophet jJL-j ^ &\ J^ was always particular

about this Salah and greatly encouraged the Sahabah^ &\^ as well.
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Sayyidina Abu Umamah ^ &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet <A* iut JL*

(JL-j said, "Remain steadfast upon performing Salah at night because it was the

habit of the pious people before you. It is a means of gaining proximity to Allah,

an expiation for sins and a deterrent from sin." [Tirmidhi]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ** &\ ^j reports from the Holy Prophet & ju»

(JL-j a> that Allah loved the Salah and fasting of Sayyidina Dawud ^LJ\ Up the

most. He would sleep for the first half of the night, and then awaken for Salah

during the next third of the night. Thereafter, he would go back to sleep for the

remaining sixth of the night. He would also fast on every alternate day [Bukhari]

Sayyidina Mughiera <up ii ^j narrated that the Holy Prophet ^j -Up i»i ju
would exert himself so much in his nightly worship that his feet used to swell.

When he was asked why he exerted himself so when all his past and future sins

were forgiven, he would reply, "Should I then not be a grateful servant?" [Bukhari

p. 102]

Sayyidina Amr bin Abasa ^ ii ^j reports from the Holy Prophet u* ibt JU
jJL-j that a person draws closest to*AU^h during the last portion of the night. The

Holy Prophet pL-j Up i»\ ju» then advised that if one is able to, one should be of

those who remember Allah during that time of the night. [Tirmidhi]

Sayyidina Abu Umamah ** &\ \^j narrates that someone asked the Holy

Prophet jJL.^ aJLp &\ JU which prayers (du'd's) were most acceptable to Allah. The
Holy Prophet (JL-j Up ii ju replied that these were those prayers (du'a's) that

were made during the last portion of the night and after the obligatory (Fardh)

Salah. ["Mishkaf'p. Ill]

Sayyidina Abu Malik Ash'ari ** ^ ^j reports from the Holy Prophet ifo JU>

t^) *4* that there are such balconies in Heaven Qannah), the inside of which can

be seen from outside and vice versa. These have been reserved for those people

who speak gently, feed others, fast continuously and perform Salah when others

are asleep. [BayHaqi]

Sayyidah Ayshah i^p ifo ^>j reports that the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ifo J-* used

to perform thirteen rakahs of Salah every night including the Compulsory Salah.

[Muslim]

Allah says in Surah Dhariyat, "Verily the abstinent ones shall be in gardens and

springs receiving what their Lord confers to them. Indeed these people used to carry out

good deeds before. Little was it that they slept at night and during the closing portions of

the night they would be seekingforgiveness (from Allah)." [Surah 51, verses 15-18]

Allah also says in Surah Alif Lam Mim Sajdah, "Their sides part from their

beds, they supplicate to their Lord in fear and hope, and they spend frbm what We have

providedfor them." [Surah 32, verse 16]

Note: Sayyidah Ayshah i^p ifo ^j and Sayyidina Umar ** i»» ^j both

reported that the Holy Prophet (JL^ Up ^i JL* said, "If a person ever

missed any of his nightly devotions (because of illness or any other

reason), and he performed i¥ between the Fajr and Zuhr Salah, it

would be as if he had performed them during the night." [Muslim]

Note: If a person strongly feels that he will awaken at night for Tahajjud,
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he should leave the Witr for then. However, if he feels that he may
not awaken, he should perform it during the early part of the night.

Devil (Shaytan) and the carnal self will never allow a person to

wake up for Tahajjud Salah if he does not resolve to do so before
sleeping.

Note: The verse promises lofty stages for the Holy Prophet ^j Up jbt ju
since he was innocent of any sins. As for the Ummah, the Tahajjud
will serve to secure forgiveness for the sins that inundate them. It

also amends the deficiencies in their obligations (Faraidh). ["Ruhul

Ma'ani"]

"Soon your Lord will accord to you the 'Maqam Mahmud" This part of the verse
consoles the Holy Prophet jU-j ^ ifo JU by informing him that he will have to

endure only a few more days in this world with the difficulties of the
disbelievers (kuffar). Soon he will be leaving for such a position, the "Maqam
Mahmud, " which is the envy of the entire creation.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ^ & ^ narrates that, on the Day of

Judgement, people will run to all the Prophets
r
^ui^ pleading with them to

intercede before Allah for the reckoning to commence. However, they will all

refuse. Eventually, when they ask the Holy Prophet ^L. 3 <Js>k\ j*>, he will

intercede for them all. This is the station called the 'Maqam Mahmud." [Bukhari

p.686]

The details of this narration is that people will be in terrible suffering on the
Day of Judgement. The sun will be scorching them overhead and they will first

run to Sayyidina Adam f*~S\ Up, pleading with him to intercede on their behalf
before Allah to commence the reckoning. When he will refuse, them, they will
run to Sayyidina Nuh

f
r>U» U*, then to Sayyidina Ibrahim

r
M~Ji Up, then to

Sayyidina Musa
r
XJi <lLp, then to Sayyidina Isa r

!>LJt Up. Finally they will reach the
Holy Prophet^ 3 *A* i>i j*. He will accede to the request and prostrate beneath
Allah's throne. Allah will then inspire him to praise Him in such a way that has
never crossed the heart. Allah will then tell the Holy Prophet ^ Up ibt j^9

"Raise your head. Ask and your request will be fulfilled. Intercede and your
intercession will be accepted." [Bukhari and Muslim]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** &\^ reports that the Holy Prophet ^L.
3 u* ifci jl»

interpreted the verse "Soon your Lord will accord to you the 'Maqam Mahmud," as
the intercession. [Tirmidhi]

Although Allah has promised the "Maqam Mahmud" to the Holy Prophet
rL-j ^ &\ j+9 the Ummah has been requested to make prayer (du'a) that Allah
confers this to him. This prayer (du'a) is included in the prayer (du'a) that is

usually recited after the adhan.

L-ki- &>ji (f» J Ji^J, 6J^ £j£ j£rj>-\j ^-U* JfcJU J^jl yj Jij
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(80) Say, "O my Lord! Allow me to enter a pleasant place, allow me to leave

pleasantly, and grant me such authority from Yourself that is coupled with

assistance." (81) Say, "The truth has arrived and falsehood has vanished. In

deed, falsehood was bound to disappear." (82) We have revealed such a Qur'an

that is a cure and mercy for mankind. It only increases the loss of the oppressors.

(83) When We bestow favours upon man, he turns away and, changing direction,

goes far. And when an adversity afflicts him, he becomes despondent. (84) Say,

"Every person practises in his own way. Your Lord knows best who is the most

rightly guided."

THE QUR'AN IS A CURE AND MERCY FOR THE BELIEVERS BUT
INCREASES THE LOSS OF THE DISBELIEVERS (KUFFAR)

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ &\ ^>y reports that the first of the above

verses was revealed when the Holy Prophet jJL^. Up iut jl* was commanded to

make the migration (Hijrah). Allah advised His Prophet pi- * Up &\ J^ to ''Say, 'O

my Lord! Allow me to enter a pleasant place (Madinah), allow me to leave pleasantly

(from Makkah), and grant me such authority from Yourself that is coupled with

assistance/'

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ it ^j reports that, when Makkah was
conquered, The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ifo Ju* broke all the idols in the Ka'ba while

reciting the verse, "Say, 'The truth has arrived and falsehood has vanished. Indeed,

falsehood was bound to disappear.'" The Holy Prophet <X*i Up i»t J^ was also

reciting the verse, "Say, 'The truth has arrived and falsehood shall not show it's face,

nor make a return. "' [Bukhari p.686]

Thereafter Allah says, "We have revealed such a Qur'an that is a cure and mercy

for mankind. It only increases the loss of the oppressors." The disbelievers (kujfar)

have destroyed themselves and prepared their own places in Hell by obstinately

rejecting the truth. This is the meaning of their "loss." Their rejection of every

verse of the Qur'an plunged them further into destruction.

Allah then describes the ingratitude of man. He says, "Wlten We bestow

favours upon man, he turns away and, changing direction, goes far. And (on the other

hand) when an adversity afflicts him, he becomes despondent."

Allah says in verses 9, 10 and 11 of Surah Hud (Surah 11), "Undoubtedly, ifWe
allow man to taste of Our mercy and then snatch it away from him, he will certainly be

despondent and ungrateful. Undoubtedly, ifWe allow him to taste ofany bounty after an

adversity has afflicted him, he will certainly say, 'All difficulties have left me!' Indeed he

then becomes boastful and arrogant. Except those who adopt patience and do good deeds.

For them shall be forgiveness and an immense reward."

Allah then says, "Say, 'Every person practises in his own way." Allama

Qurtubi Up &\ <^j has quoted numerous interpretations of this verse and states in

the end that it basically means that every person acts in a way that is suited to his
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temperament and in conformity with the traits and habits that he is accustomed

to. He says that this verse is therefore a praise for the believers (Mu'mimn) and a

slur to the disbelievers (kuffar), who act according to their despicable traits. On
the other hand/ the believers (Mii'miniri) act according to the religion (D'in) and

will be rewarded for this in the Hereafter.

"Your Lord knows best who is the most rightly guided." Allah knows how every

person behaves in this world and will grant them their rewards or punishment.

k\ r sit \\i''" t -St" "' A* * *u x
i***\\ ' s^f^'S'

(85) They ask you about the soul. Say, "It is from the command of my
Lord." You have been granted only a bit of knowledge.

THE HOLY PROPHET <Jl-j Up At j+ REPLIES TO THE JEWS WHO
ASK ABOUT THE SOUL

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud *& & ^>j reports that he was once walking

with the Holy Prophet ^; ^ & J~* in the fields while he was using a date

branch as a walking stick. A group of Jews passed by and each told the other to

ask the Holy Prophet ^» Up &\ J^ about the soul. They all then sat down to

consult whether they should pose the question because the Holy Prophet & J^
jju^ a> might give them a reply that they would not like.

Finally they decided to ask the Holy Prophet (JL-
y
. U* ^ Jl* did not reply, but

remained silent. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ & ^ ) says that he

anticipated that revelation was being sent to the Holy Prophet ^JL- _• U* &\ J^> and

he also remained where he was. Thereafter the Holy Prophet «X«* u^ & J^
recited the above verse to them. [Bukhari p.44 and 686]

Tirmidhi reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas <up & ^j that the

Quraysh asked the Jews for a question that they could pose to the Holy Prophet

^j Up '&\ j^> by which his Prophethood can be verified. They advised that he be

asked about the soul. When they asked this question, the above verse was
revealed.

Both these narrations prove that the Jews prompted the question. They
wanted to know the nature of the soul which causes man to die when it leaves

his body. The verses of the Qur'an and the Ahadith tell us a great deal about the

soul.

According to a narration of Bukhari, all the souls are initially gathered at a

place called the "Alam Arwah" where they recognise each other. Allah says

about Sayyidina Adam ?%J>\ Up, "Wlien I completed him (his mould), and blown My
spirit (the soul) into him..." [Surah Hijr (15), verse 29]

Bukhari and Muslim report that the soul of a child is instilled while it is still

in its mother's womb. When a person dies, the angel of death extracts the soul. It

is then taken to the heavens and later returned to the grave for questioning.

["Mishkat" p. 141] After the stay in the grave, the souls are restored to their bodies
and presented before Allah on the Day of Judgement.
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Allah says, "They ask you about the soul Say, 'It is from the command of my

Lord/' Allah does not disclose the reality of the soul in this verse because it does

not affect a person's life as a believer (Mu'min) to know exactly what the soul is.

The verse does, however, confirm that the soul is one of the creations of Allah.

This refutes the theory of the early philosophers who believed that the soul is

everlasting (without a beginning) and has no creator.

Allama Qurtubi aJLp it <^j has written that Allah has not disclosed the reality

of the soul to make man realise that since he is incapable of perceiving his own
reality, how can he possibly hope to perceive the true reality of Allah?

Allama Baghawi Up it u^j has quoted many definitions of the soul in

"Ma'alimut Tanzll", but finally says that the truth of the matter is best

understood by Allah. He says that this is the belief of the Ahlus Sunnah wal

Jama'ah.

"You have been granted only a bit of knowledge/' This part of the verse is

addressed to all mankind Sayyidina Ibn Jurayj Up it <^-j has mentioned that all of

mankind, including the Holy Prophet (JL-j a* it j^> is addressed here. Although

the knowledge of the Holy Prophet pl-j Up it JL^ is greater than that of all

mankind, even his knowledge is still extremely limited compared to that of

Allah.

"Durrul Manthur" reports that when the Jews heard the verse "You have

been granted only a bit of knowledge/' they said that they possessed the

knowledge of the Torah, which contains everything. The Holy Prophet Up &\ J^
<JL.j told them that all that knowledge was extremely little compared to Allah's

knowledge. It was then that Allah revealed the verse of Surah Luqman, where

He says, "If all the trees on earth were pens and the ocean was augmented by

seven oceans (as ink), Allah's words will never be exhausted. Verily Allah is Mighty, the

Wise. " [Surah 31, verse 2 7]

£#\ £^Z*S. ^ J» Qp )*£=> ^>^ £<* o[ ^j at X^-j-

j**i ^**> <ji jij <a~*i ^j1- ** $&^ ijca j^ \j>\i iji & o»Jb

(86) f We wish, We could certainly snatch away whatever We have revealed to

you, where after you will not find a helper against Us... (87) .... except with the

mercy of your Lord. Indeed His grace upon you has been tremendous. (88) Say,

"If mankind and the Jinn combine to produce the like of this Qur'an, they

would not be able to produce it's example even if they are assistants to each

other." (89) Verily We have fully expounded every type of subject matter to

mankind in this Qur'an. However, most people have chosen not to accept.
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EVEN IF ALL OF MANKIND AND JINN COMBINE TO PRODUCE
THE LIKE OF THE QUR'AAN,THEY WILL FAIL

Allah tells the Holy Prophet <X»j <4* & J^ that the revelation that he has

received is a bounty from Allah. Only Allah sent it and He will ensure that it

remains forever. Allah says, "If We wish, We could certainly snatch away whatever

We have revealed to you, where after yon will not find a helper against Us, except with

the mercy ofyour Lord."

"Indeed His grace upon you has been tremendous.
"
Allah has made the Holy

Prophet <!-_} a> iut J^ the leader of creation and will bestow the noble station

called the "Maqam Mahmud" exclusively to him. Allah also granted him the

glorious Qur'an and a perpetual Shari'ah and made him the seal of the Holy

Prophets with the largest Ummah.

Allah tells the Holy Prophet ^j ^ ii JL» in Surah Nisa, "Allah has revealed

to you the Book and wisdom and taught you what you knew not. The grace ofAllah upon

you has been tremendous indeed. " [Surah 4, verse 113]

Thereafter Allah says, "Say, 'Ifmankind and the Jinn combine to produce the like

of this Qur'an, they would not be able to produce its example even if they are assistants to

each other." The Qur'an is a miracle of the Holy Prophet pJL^ Up &\ J^ that will

exist until judgment day (Qiyamah). It been bestowed to him because his Ummah
will also be existing until judgment day (Qiyamah). It is miraculous in its

composition, eloquence, style and in so many innumerable ways.

The Qur'an has challenged mankind since its revelation, but none has since

been able to meet the challenge to reproduce even a single Surah like it. The

tragedy of the situation is that people refuse to accept it even after being

convinced of its miraculous nature. Allah says, "Do they not ponder over the Qur'an

or are there locks upon their hearts?" [Surah Muhammad ,-L^ Up ii jl* (Surah 47), verse 24]

"Verily We have fully expounded every type of subject matter to mankind in this

Qur'an." The Qur'an contains laws, similitude's, advice, admonitions, narratives

and verses about various matters covering every aspect of man's life. "However,

most people have chosen not to accept."

(90) They say, "We shall never believe in you until you cause a spring to gush

forth for us from the earth... (91) "Or you have a special orchard of dates and

grapes, amid which you cause many rivers to flow." (92) "Or you drop the sky
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upon us in fragments as you claim, or you bring angels before us." (93) "Or you

have a house of gold or you ascend to the sky. And we will never be convinced

of your ascension until you send to us a book that we can read." Say, "My Lord

is Pure! I am but a human and a messenger."

THE OBSTINACY OF THE QURAYSH AND THEIR ABSURD
DEMANDS

When the Holy Prophet J^» *Js- & J~* began to invite the Quraysh to Islam,

they became his enemy and refused to accept his preaching. They raised

numerous objections and made all types of absurd requests. Some of these have

been mentioned in the above verses.

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" reports that some individuals of the Quraysh
approached the Holy Prophet jJL- _• *Jtp & J^> and told him that if he desired wealth

by preaching, they would give him enough wealth to make him the richest

person. They proposed to make him their king if he desired position or

sovereignty. They told him that if he were insane, they were prepared to spend

all their money to seek a cure for him.

The Holy Prophet J^ ;.

<JL* ^ J-* told them that none of the above were true.

He told them, "Allah has sent me as a messenger to you and granted me a Book.

I have been charged with the task of conveying to you the glad tidings of

accepting and warn you of the consequences of rejecting. I have conveyed the

message to you and explained to you with care. If you accept, then you will

attain the fortune of both worlds, and if you reject, 1 shall be patient until Allah

decides between us.

They then said that he should ask Allah to remove the mountains in

Makkah that cause their cultivating land to be restricted. They also requested

that he make rivers to flow like the rivers of Iraq and Syria. They even added that

their forefathers, including a certain Qusay bin Kilab, be raised from the dead so

that they may attest to the veracity of the Holy Prophet -0- • ^ & J^>. They said

that if the Holy Prophet ^* «o* &\ J^ complied with their requests, only then

would they follow him.

The Holy Prophet pJL-j ^ & J^> told them that this was not his task. He told

them that they should accept if they wished to, otherwise he would wait for

Allah to pass the decision of punishment against them.

They then submitted that if this proposal was not acceptable, he should

request Allah to send an angel or confer upon him orchards, palatial homes and

treasures of gold and silver. In this way, they said, he would be distinguished

from them. The Holy Prophet ,JL^ *> &\ J~* again told them that this was not his

task. He told them that he was sent as only as a warner.

They then proposed that he cause a piece of the sky to fall on them. The
Holy Prophet jJL-^ Up &\ J^> responded by telling them that this was in Allah's

control and that Allah would do so if and when He pleased.

Thereupon one of them said that they would believe in him only when he

presented Allah and His angels to them. After this the Holy Prophet «i* ^ J-*

fJL-* rose to leave. As he did so, the son of his paternal aunt [Atiqa bint Abdil
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Muttalib ^ ^r ^»j], whose name was Abdullah bin Abi Umayyah, said to the

Holy Prophet pJL^ *> &\ J^ t "Your people have proposed many things to you,

but you have refused all of them. Why don't you take a ladder and climb to the

heavens before me to bring a written book to us. There should also be an angel

with you to confirm your veracity. If you do so, I shall believe in you/'

The Holy Prophet ^j^iai J~* was very grieved over the matter and Allah

revealed the above verses, instructing him to reply to them by saying, "My Lord

is Pure! I am but a human and a messenger."

There is no reason why a messenger of Allah should not be a human like the

others and fulfil the necessary requirements of living in this world. His

responsibility was to convey Allah's message to the people.

Note: There is a group of people present today who, out of excessive love

for the Holy Prophet (JL-j ^ i»» J^> make such claims that contradict

the Qur'an and the Ahadith. One of their beliefs is that the Holy

Prophet fL- j a* ib» J^> was not a human.

They make the absurd claim that the above verse (viz. 'My Lord is Pure! I am

but a human and a messenger") is a negative verse. They therefore translate it as "I

am not a human". This they say because they do not understand Arabic. Besides

this verse, there are other verses also that prove that the Holy Prophet *JLp & J^>
«jl- * was a human.

*&*>

i^J* ^Si ^^^^$^ ^13^4 I^=«^i: .^v ^ ^k" J -^

(94) The only factor that prevented people from believing when guidance came

to them was that they said, "Has Allah sent a human as a messenger?" (95) Say,

"If there were angels walking peacefully on earth, We would have sent to them

an angel from the skies as a messenger. (96) Say, "Allah suffices as Witness

between us. Verily He is Informed and Watchful of His slaves."

PEOPLE DO NOT BELIEVE BECAUSE THEY DO NOT ACCEPT
THAT A HUMAN CAN BE A MESSENGER

Allah has mentioned in Surah Ibrahim that, when people refused to accept

the message of the Prophets f*~x <*>, they said, "You are but mere humans like

ourselves" They refused to accept that a human could be a Prophet. The same was
said to the Holy Prophet (JL-j <4± &\ JU. Allah replies to them in the above verse

by saying that a human was sent as a messenger because the people on earth

were all humans themselves.

Allah tells them, "If there were angels walking peacefully on earth, We would have

sent to them an angel from the skies as a messenger."'Man can derive maximum
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benefit from another man, as opposed to any other species, because this is the

system of the world.

"Say, 'Allah suffices as Witness between us." The disbelief of the disbelievers

(kuffar) will have no impact upon the truth of the message. It will only affect the

disbelievers (kuffar) themselves, because "Verily He is Informed and Watchful of His

slaves/' Allah will punish people for their sins and disbelief (kufr).

(97) He is rightly guided whom Allah guides. You shall never find any allies

besides Allah for those whom He sends astray. We shall raise them on their

faces on the Day of judgment (Qiyamah), blind, dumb and deaf. Their abode

shall be Hell. Each time it abates, We will increase its intensity. (98) This is their

punishment because they denied Our verses and said, "Will we be resurrected

as a new creation when we have become bones and fragments?" (99) Do they not

see that the same Allah Who created the heavens and the earth is capable of

creating the likes of them, and He has appointed for them a term in which there

is no doubt. The oppressors have only rejected.

THE DISBELIEVERS WILL BE DEAF, DUMB AND BLIND ON THE
DAY OF JUDGMENT (QIYAMAH)

Allah says, "He is rightly guided whom Allah guides." No person can be rightly

guided without guidance from Allah. On the other hand, "You shall neverfind any

allies besides Allah for those whom He sends astray. We shall raise them on theirfaces on

the Day ofjudgment (Qiyamah), blind, dumb and deaf This will be their condition

when they are raised initially. Thereafter, their senses will be restored when the

need arises.

Allah describes their plight further when He says, "Their abode shall be Hell

(Jahannam) Each time it abates, We will increase its intensity."

"This is their punishment because they denied Our verses and said, 'Will we be

resurrected as a new creation when we have become bones and fragments?"' They will

be severely punished because they reject the resurrection, as if Allah is not

capable of accomplishing it. Therefore Allah says, "Do they not see that the same

Allah Wlio created the heavens and the earth is capable of creating the likes of them..
."

Allah has created these great things from nothing. Resurrection will entail only

raising bodies that already have souls. Allah has ample power to do this.
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"....and He has appointed for them a term in which there is no doubt." i.e. The

time of judgment (Qiyamah) has been fixed by Allah and it will definitely take

place. It will not take place earlier because of peoples' rejection, nor will it be

postponed. However, some people are still obstinate, as Allah says, "The

oppressors have only rejected."

..•><:
ioq)

(100) Say, "If you people were in control of the treasures of my Lord's mercy,

you would hold back for fear of spending. Man was ever miserly."

IF PEOPLE COULD CONTROL ALLAH'S TREASURES OF MERCY,
THEYWOULD BE AFRAID TO SPEND OF IT

Allah tells man that he would be extremely miserly if he were given control

over Allah's treasures. However, Allah has cared for the entire creation from

their inception and will continue to do so without stint and restraint. There is no

depletion in His favours even though the creation continues to increase. He
fulfils the needs of all his creation, even though some of them may be enemies to

Him.

The Holy Prophet pJL-j <M & JU has said, "How much has Allah not spent

since He created the heavens and the earth? However, nothing has been depleted

from his treasures." ["Mishkat" p. 21]

"Man was ever miserly." This is his nature. This part of the verse also serves

as a reply to the request of the polytheists, when they asked that Makkah be

made fertile and that rivers run there. They believed that this would alleviate

their poverty. Allah tells them that even if they were to be affluent, they would

still remain miserly.
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(101) Indeed We granted Musa nine clear signs, so ask the Bani Isra'il when he

came to them and Pharaoh (Fir'aun) said to him, "O Musa! I really think that you

are bewitched." (102) He replied, "You know very well that only the Lord of the

heavens and the earth revealed these as eye-openers. And, O Pharaoh (Fir'aun), I

really think that you will be destroyed." (103) So he intended to annihilate them
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from the face of the earth, but We drowned him and all those with him. (104)

Thereafter, We told the Bani Isra'il, "Live in the land. When the promise of the

Hereafter comes, We shall gather you all for presentation."

ALLAH GAVE SAYYIDINA MUSA f
*Ji <Op NINE CLEAR SIGNS,

DROWNED PHARAOH (FIR'AUN) AND HIS ACCOMPLICES AND
COMMANDED THE BANI ISRA'IL TO SETTLE IN THE LAND

At the beginning of this Surah (verse 7) Allah told the Bani Isra'il, "If you do

good, you will be doing good for yourselves and if you do evil it will be to your

detriment/' Thereafter Allah discussed many beliefs and refutations of the

polytheists. There were also many prohibitions and command in the other

verses. Now, towards the close of the Surah, Allah again speaks of the Bani

Isra'il. In it are lessons for all.

Allah sent Sayyidina Musa (%~h ^ to preach to the Bani Isra'il, Pharaoh

(Fir'aun) and his people. The Bani Isra'il suffered for centuries at the hands of the

Egyptian Copts. Eventually, Sayyidina Musa fiL~b U* secured their release from

Pharaoh (Fir'aun) after much difficulty. The entire episode was discussed from

verse 103 to verse 157 of Surah A'raf (Surah 7), and will be repeated in verses 9 to

99 of Surah TaHa (Surah 20).

Allah says, "Indeed We granted Musa nine clear signs, so ask the Bani Isra'il

when he came to them and Pharaoh (Fir'aun) said to him, 'O Musa! I really think that

you are bewitched. "' "Ma'alimut Tanzil" has reported the interpretation of

Muhammad bin Jarir aIp ii <*-j that Pharaoh (Fir'aun) told Sayyidina Musa Up

f%J\ that he was an expert magician.

Sayyidina Musa f*~J\ Up courageously replied by saying, "You know very well

that only the Lord of the heavens and the earth revealed these as eye-openers. And, O
Pharaoh (Fir'aun), I really think that you will be destroyed.

"

Pharaoh (Fir'aun) did not allow the Bani Isra'il to leave Egypt, but when he

noticed that the strength of the Bani Isra'il was quickly multiplying under the

leadership of Sayyidina Musa f*>LJ ^, he decided that they should be dealt with.

Allah says, "So lie intended to annihilate them from the face of the earth..." "Ruhul

Ma'ani" reports that this means that he wished to kill all of them.

Allah says in Surah A'raf that Pharaoh (Fir'aun) told his courtiers, "Now we
shall slay their sons and allow their daughters to live. We still have power over them."

[Surah 7, verse 127]

Another interpretation of the verses is that Pharaoh (Fir'aun) wished to exile

the Bani Isra'il from Egypt, but this interpretation does not seem very accurate

because, if it were true, they would not have left Egypt stealthily by night.

Whatever the interpretation, the fact of the matter is that Pharaoh's (Fir'aim's)

plan was foiled and, Allah says, "but We drowned him and all those with him."

"Thereafter, We told the Bani Isra'il, 'Live in the land." i.e. the lands of Sham
and Egypt, whichever they preferred. They chose to live in Palestine (in Sham),

but entered the area only forty years later because of their disobedience to Allah,

as was mentioned in the commentaries of Surah Baqarah and Surah Ma'idah.

[Qurtubi]
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"Wlien the promise of the Hereafter comes, We shall gather you all for

presentation/' All people will be raised from their graves on the Day of

Judgement as one body. Certain commentators have mentioned in the

interpretation of this verse that the disbelievers (kuffdr) will try to hide

themselves by joining the ranks of the believer (Mu'minln). Allah will then

announce, "Separate yourselves today, O you criminals!" [Surah Ydsin (36), verse 59].

Note: The "nine signs" mentioned refer to nine miracles of Sayyidina

Musa f^J\ aJp. These were: (1) The staff. (2) The glowing hand. (3)

The splitting of the sea for the Bani Isra'Il to pass through. (4) The

drought that afflicted the Copts. (5) The depletion of crops for the

Copts. (6) The punishment of locusts, (7) ticks and (8) frogs that

afflicted them. (9) The punishment of blood that contaminated all

their utensils and water.

In place of the above, some commentators have mentioned the other

miracles of Sayyidina Musa rU~J\ aJp, like the flowing of water from a rock and the

descent of Manna and Salwa from the skies.
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(105) We have revealed it with the truth, and with the truth did it come. We have

sent you only as a giver of glad tidings and a warner. (106) We have divided the

Qur'an so that you may recite it steadily to the people and We have revealed it

gradually. (107) Say, "Believe it or do not believe. Verily, those who were

granted knowledge before this fall prostrate upon their chins when it is recited

to them. (108) ....and they say, 'Pure is our Lord! Without doubt, the promise of

our Lord will surely come to pass."' (109) They fall weeping on their chins and it

increases their humility.

THE QUR'AN WAS REVEALED WITH THE TRUTH AND THE
PEOPLE OF THE BOOK FALL DOWN IN PROSTRATION WHEN
THEY HEAR IT

"We have revealed it (the Qur'an) with the truth, and with the truth did it come."

The Qur'an did not undergo any form of transformation, nor was it changed in

any way as it passed from Allah to the Holy Prophet jJL-j *A* & J^ via the agency

of Jibr'il r
^J\ap.

Allah then tells the Holy Prophet ^* a> iu\ ju, "We have sent you only as a

giver of glad tidings and a warner." The Holy Prophet (JL-j aJLp i»\ J^ conveyed the

glad tidings of Heaven (Jannah) to the believers (Mu'minln) and warned the

disbelievers (kuffdr) of their pending doom.
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"We have divided the Qur'an so that you may recite it steadily to the people.,." The
Qur'an had been revealed gradually as separate verses and chapters (Surahs).

They have also been divided according to subject matter, so that it is easy for

people to follow and grasp. If it were continuous, it would be difficult to

comprehend and to memorise. Reciting the Qur'an steadily could also mean to

recite it with Tajwid and slowly.

"Ruhul Ma'ani" has reported from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ <&i ^j
that the meaning of the division of the Qur'an is that the matters of Lawful

(Halal) and unlawful (Haram) have been clearly divided and highlighted

separately. Other commentators have stated that this means that the truth and

falsehood have been clearly divided so that they can be distinctly told apart. The
same applies to the commands and prohibitions and the advice and admonitions.

". ..and We have revealed it gradually." "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 15 p.188) reports

from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** &\ ^j that the entire Qur'an was revealed

from the Protected Tablet (Lawhul Mahfuz) to the heavens above the earth on the

night of Qadr in the month of Ramadhan. It was then kept in the "Baitul Izzah'.

Thereafter, it was revealed by Jibr'il f*>LJ\ u* to the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up it JU>

according to necessity over a period of 23 years.

Allah then instructs the Holy Prophet (JL-j^i JU>, "Say. 'Believe it (the

Qur'an) or do not believe." People should understand that belief in the Qur'an will

benefit them and rejection will be to their own peril. Their rejection will not affect

the Holy Prophet ^JL-j <uU &\ ju, nor will it affect the preservation' of the Qur'an,

nor the spread of Islam.

Allah continues to say, "Verily, those who were granted knowledge before this fall

prostrate upon their chins when it is recited to them and they say, 'Pure is our Lord!

Without doubt, the promise of our Lord will surely come to pass/ They fall weeping on

their chins and it (the Qur'an) increases their humility." The author of "Ma'alimut

Tanzil" says that these verses refer to the true adherents to their faith from the

people of the book (Ahlul Kitab). They were constantly in search for the Holy
Prophet pJL-j a> ii ju and, when they heard the Qur'an, they prostrated to Allah

in gratitude. Examples of these people are Sayyidina Zaid bin Amr bin Nufayl
aip ibi ^j, Sayyidina Salman Farsi ** &\ ^j and Sayyidina Abu Dharr a^ iut ^j.

Allama Qurtubi *i* & <*-j has reported from Sayyidina Mujahid aJLp it ^
that these verses refer to those Jews who accepted Islam. In my humble opinion,

the reference is to the Ethiopian king, Najashi and his courtiers. With regard to

them, the verses of Surah Ma'idah were revealed where Allah says, "When they

hear what has been revealed to the messenger, you will see their eyes flow with tears

because they recognise the truth. They say, 'Our Lord, we believe, so record us among

those who testify. How can we not believe in Allah and the truth that has come to us? We
desire that our Lord include us in the ranks of the righteous ones..." [Surah 5, verse 83-85]

Falling prostrate on their "chins" refers to their faces according to Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Abbas ^ iui ^Jm When a person performs sajdah (prostration)

correctly, his chin comes close to the ground, because of which it is said that they

fall prostrate on their chins.

Allama Qurtubi 4* & *^j writes that every person who has knowledge will

be elevated to that rank where the recitation of the Qur'an will cause him to
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increase in humility. Thereafter he will adopt humble manners and qualities. The
"Musnad of Darmi" reports from Abu Muhammad Taymi <M &\ <^j that the

person whose knowledge of religion (D'in) does not cause him to weep is not

worthy of that knowledge because that Qur'an states that this knowledge is

supposed to cause a person to prostrate and weep before Allah.

Allama Qurtubi Up &\^ has also deduced from this verse that crying does

not nullify the Salah. Abu Dawud (v. 1 p. 130) reports from Sayyidina Mutarraf

bin Abdillah Up ^ <^j that his father told him about the sound of a grinding

stone that used to emerge from the chest of the Holy Prophet jJL. j <Op &\ Ju* when
he performed Salah. According to another narration in Nasai (v. 1 p. 179), the

sound is described as that of a boiling pot.

Crying out of fear for Allah is a hallmark of the believers QAu'minxn):

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud <up &\ ^>j reports from the Holy Propfiet Up & J^>

fJL-j that Allah forbids the fire of Hell from the face of that person who, out of

fear for Allah, wept a tear even the size of a fly's head. [Ibn Majah]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** & ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet JU»

jjL-j Up &\ said, "Two eyes will not be touched by the fire of Hell. One is that eye

which wept out of fear for Allah, and the other is the eye that stayed awake
while keeping guard in Allah's path (Jihad)." [Tirmidhi]

Sayyidina Uqba bin Amir <up i»»-^j reports that he once asked the Holy

Prophet fJL-j <U &\ JU» what was the way to salvation. The Holy Prophet u* & JU*

jJL-j replied, "Hold your tongue, make your home your place (do not emerge

from it without reason) and weep over your sins." ["Mishkdt" p. 413]

(110) Say, "Call unto Allah or call unto Rahman. By whichever name you call to

Him, to Him belongs the most beautiful names. Do not recite very loudly in

your Salah, nor too softly, but seek a path in between these."

WHETHER YOU CALL ALLAH OR RAHMAN, TO HIM BELONGS
THE MOST BEAUTIFUL NAMES, AND RECITE IN A MODERATE
VOLUME DURING SALAB

"Durrul Manthur" (v. 4 p.606) reports from Sayyidah Ayshah t$* i» ^j and

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** &\ ^j that the Holy Prophet ^L^ U* i>t JL* once

said, "O Allah!" O Rahman!" during his prayer (du'a). Upon hearing this, the

polytheists said, "Look at this bringer of a new religion (D'fnj! He forbids us

from worshipping two gods, but worships two himself." It was on this occasion

that the verse was revealed viz. "Say, 'Call unto Allah or call unto Rahman. By

whichever name you call to Him, to Him belongs the most beautiful names.

Allah is The One and Only, but can be called by any of His various names.

On the other hand, the polytheists called on different gods who were also named
differently. Tirmidhi reports that Allah has 99 names, and these are recorded in
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"Mishkat" p. 199.

Bukhari (v. 2 p.686) reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ & ^> that

the Holy Prophet ^JL-j U* ^ J-* used to secretly lead the Sahabah <*+* &\ ^ in

Salah in Makkah, but used to recite very loudly in the' Salah. When the

polytheists used to hear this, they swore at the Qur'an, the Revealer of the

Qur'an (Allah) and the one who brought the Qur'an. For this reason Allah

revealed the verse instructing the Holy Prophet (X*j up ii j^>f "Do not recite very

loudly in your Salah, nor too softly, but seek a path in between these."

Therefore, the Qur'an should be recited only so loudly in Salah so that the

followers are able to hear the recitation. Then too, Allah is able to hear all sounds

and does to need a loud voice to be able to listen.

Sayyidina Abu Musa «* & ^j reports that once on journey, while the Holy
Prophet fJL.^ Up &\ j^ was ascending a mountain pass, a Sahabi ^ ifo ^>j was
loudly reciting, "La Ilfiha Illallahu Wallahu Akbarl" Hearing this the Holy

Prophet (Ju-j Up &\ JU told him, "You are not calling someone who is deaf or

absent." Thereafter he turned to Sayyidina Abu Musa *~* &\ ^>, and said, 'La

hawla Wa La Quzvwata Ilia Billah' is from the treasures of Heaven (Jannah)."

[Bukhari p.949]

The Holy Prophet ^j <d* & JU once passed by Sayyidina Abu Bakr & ^> }

ajlp and Sayyidina Umar ** & ^j during the night. That morning, he said, "O
Abu Bakr! 1 passed close to you and noticed that you were reciting very softly/'

Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^ &\ ^j replied by saying, "The One with Whom I was

whispering heard me." Thereupon the Holy Prophet pJL^ *> &\ JU advised him to

raise his voice slightly.

Then the Holy Prophet jJL-^ Up &\ J^> turned to Sayyidina Umar ^ &\ ^j and

said, "When I passed by you, I noticed that you were reciting very loudly." He
said, "By reciting loudly I intended to awaken those who were asleep and chase

devil (Shaytan) away." The Holy Prophet ,4-^ Up A\ JU advised him to lower his

voice slightly. [Tirmidhi]

(111) Say, "All praise is for Allah Who has not taken a child, has no partner in

sovereignty and is not so weak that He requires an assistant. And declare His

greatness in abundance."

EXPRESS THE PRAISE AND GREATNESS OF ALLAH WHO HAS
NO PARTNER AND DOES NOT REQUIRE ANY ASSISTANT

"Durrul Manthur" (v. 4 p.208) reports from Sayyidina Muhammad bin Ka'b

Qurazi Up iin ^j that the Jews and Christians attributed children to Allah and the

polytheists used to chant during their hajj, "O Allah! You have no partner, except

those partners whom You control and who have no control themselves." At the

same time the Sabians and the MajusI (fire-worshippers) used to say that Allah
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would be helpless without His assistants. In refutation to all of these, Allah

revealed the verse/ "Say, 'All praise is for Allah, Wlio has not taken a child, has no

partner in sovereignty and is not so weak that He requires an assistant. And declare His

greatness in abundance.'"

Allah says in a Hadith, "I am Pure from having a wife and children." Allah

has complete sovereignty over the entire universe and none shares in His

authority. He is Omnipotent and Mighty, not needing any assistants at all. Allah

says in Surah Saba, "Say, 'Call those whom yon worship besides Allah. They have no

control over an atom's xveight in the heavens or in the earth. They do not even share any

.partnership in the tioo, and none of them are assistants to Allah." [Surah 34, verse 22\

This verse also instructs that people praise Allah and hymn His greatness.

Ibn Kathir u* ^ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet^ u* i»» JL* used to teach this

verse to young and old in his household. It is also reported in certain narrations

that when this verse is recited in any home, it will be secure against theft and all

other calamities.

Sayyidina Jabir <up i» ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^i-. Up ^ ^ said,

"The best remembrance of Allah (dhikr) is 'La Ilaha lllallah' and the best

supplication (dti'a) is 'Alhamdu Lillah.'" [Tirniidlii]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** i» ^> ) reports from the Holy Prophet J^
jjL-j Up ib\ that the first people to be called to Heaven (Jannah) will be those who
praised Allah during times of prosperity and adversity.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar -up &\^ narrates that the Holy Prophet & J-*

jJL,j Up said, "Praising Allah is actually showing gratitude to Him. The person

who does not praise Allah has not been grateful to Him." [Both narrations are from

Bayhaqi]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** i» ^j has narrated that the Holy Prophet & J^
(JL-j Up said, "For me to recite 'Subha Nallah Wal Hamdulillah Wa La Ilaha

Illallahu Allahu Akbar' is more beloved than everything on which the sun

shines." [Muslim]
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In the name of Allah, The Beneficent, The Most Merciful.

(1) All praise be to Allah, Who has revealed the Book to His slave and has not

placed any crookedness in it. (2) He has made the Book upright so as to warn of

a severe punishment and to convey glad tidings to the believers who do good
works that they shall have a splendid reward... (3)..... in which they will abide

forever. (4) And so that it may warn those who say that Allah has taken a child.

(5) Neither they, nor their forefathers have any knowledge. Grave is the

statement that emerges from their mouths. They speak only lies.

Surah Kahf comprises of 120 verses, all of which were revealed in Makkah,
except verse 28. Some commentators say that even the last few verses (from verse

107 to the end) were revealed in Madinah.

The Surah derives its name from the incident of the people of the "Kahf
(cave), whose story is narrated in the Surah. The Surah also contains the story of

Sayyidina Musa fiLJ\ Up with Sayyidina Khidr f*~J\ <Op and the story of Dhul
Qarnain *J* ito *^j, whose travels to the east and west led him to imprison the

barbaric Gog Magog (Yajuj Mdjuj) tribe behind a wall.

CIRCUMSTANCES OF REVELATION

Commentators mention that the Jews told the polytheists to pose three

questions to the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up &\ JU, The first concerned the reality of the
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soul, the second concerned the story of the people of the cave and the third was

about the story of Dhul Qarnain. The reply to the first question was discussed in

Surah Bani Isra'U [Surah 17, verse 85] and the second two appear in Surah Kahf. By

posing these questions they wished to assess the truth about the Prophethood of

the Holy Prophet ,JL- . <^u iu\ JL*. However, when the replies were favourably

received, neither the Jews nor the polytheists accepted Islam.

THE VIRTUE OF RECITING SURAH KAHF

Sayyidina Abu Darda ** i» ^, reports from the Holy Prophet ^L-. v* ^ ^^
that the person who learns the first ten verses of Surah Kahf will be saved from

the evil of Dajjal. [Muslim v. 1 p.271]

According to another narration the Holy Prophet ?l** ^ & J^ said,

"Whoever of you encounter Dajjal should recite the first ten verses of Surah Kahf

before him and he will be saved from him." [Muslim v. 1 p.401]

Another narration on page 271 of Muslim reports that the last ten verses of

this Surah will secure protection against Dajjal. According to Imam Nawawi "^j

aIp iut, the last ten verses begin from verse 102 until the end of the Surah.

Sayyidina Abu Said *s> ifo je^ reports from the Holy Prophet ^* U* & J^
that the person who recites Surah Kahf on a Friday will have a celestial light until

the following Friday. This hadith means that his heart will be illuminated for the

entire week. According to others, his grave will be illuminated for a week

thereafter so that it will be bright for him if he enters it within the week.

Ibn Kathir Up i»» ^ has reported a hadith from Bayhaqi stating that the

person who recites Surah Kahf as it was revealed shall have light on the Day of

Judgement. He has also reported from the book "Kitabul Mukhtara" by Diya'ud

Din Maqdasi *i* & '^j that the person who recites Surah Kahf on a Friday will be

saved from all problems for the following eight days. If Dajjal has to appear

within this period, he will be safe from him as well.

This Surah, like Surah Fatiha (1), Surah An'am (6), Surah Saba (34) and

Surah Fatir (35), begins with the words "All praise be to Allah." By prompting

the polytheists to ask these questions, the Jews intended to disprove that the

Holy Prophet jJL-j *> i»» JU was a Prophet. In this way they would also be

falsifying the Qur'an. It is for this reason that Allah commenced the Surah with

the verse, "All praise be to Allah, Wlto has revealed the Book to His slave and has not

placed any crookedness therein."

This means that there are neither iniquities nor muddling of words in the

Qur'an. There is also no shortage of eloquence in it, nor any discrepancies.

Of the four places in the Qur'an where it is necessary to pause during

recitation, one is after the word "Iwaja" (translated as "crookedness"). The Imam
of Qira'ah, Imam Hafs a> i»t ^ was once passing by a villager who recited the

verse in the following manner: "All praise be to Allah, Who has revealed the

Book to His slave and has not placed any crookedness or uprightness in it." He
told the person, "How can an upright thing have crookedness?" He then advised

the person to pause after the word "Iwaja" so that the recitation does not carry

the above obscure meaning.
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"He has made the Book upright..." i.e. it is absolutely accurate in every way.

Certain commentators have interpreted the verse to mean that the Qur'an does

not contain any confusion and bungling of words or meaning. Others have

interpreted the verse to mean that the Qur'an is not immoderately excessive, nor

deficient in any way. According to Farra 4* & ^> it means that the Qur'an

confirms all the previous scriptures. Abu Muslim ajlp ii a*-, interprets the verse to

mean that the Qur'an undertakes to see to the welfare of man and guides him

towards all aspects that will correct and improve his existence.

Thereafter Allah says that the Qur'an has been revealed "so as to warn of a

severe punishment and to convey glad tidings to the believers who do good works that

they shall have a splendid reward. Therein they will abide forever."

The Qur'an was also revealed specifically "so that it may warn those who say

that Allah has taken a child. " The polytheists said that the angels were Allah's

daughters. The Jews said that Sayyidina Uzair r
->LJi ^ was Allah's son and the

Christians said that Sayyidina Isa r">U» ^ was His son. The Qur'an serves to

admonish these people.

With regard to these people Allah says, "Neither they, nor their forefathers have

any knowledge/' They were unaware of the truth and merely spoke on the basis of

conjecture and misguided speculation.

"Grave is the statement that emerges from their months, flwy speak only lies."

Their beliefs are sheer slander and can never be warranted.

Allah says in Surah Maryam, "They say, 'At Rahman has taken a child.' You

have certainly said a grave thing. The heavens may split asunder because of it, the earth

may be cleaved open and the mountains may crash to smithereens. All this because they

ascribed children to Ar Rahman. It is not befitting of Ar Rahman to take childwn.

Everything within the heavens and the earth shall come to Ar Rahman as slaves." [Surah

19, verse 88-93]

(6) It should not be that you destroy yourself after them in grief because they do

not believe in this subject. (7) Verily We have placed everything on earth as an

adornment so as to test which of them will carry out the best actions. (8) We

shall certainly turn everything on earth into an open plain.

ALLAH CONSOLES THE HOLY PROPHET ^j Up to J^

Despite the various miracles and replies to their innumerable questions, the

Jews and the polytheists still adamantly refused to accept. Their disbelief greatly

grieved the Holy Prophet jJL.. <uU it J^. Allah knew that even after listening to

the account of the people of Kahf, they would still not believe. Therefore, before
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revealing the story of the people of Kahf, Allah first consoles the Holy Prophet
jJL-j <Op i>i J^> by saying, "It should not be that you destroy yourself after them in grief

because they do not believe in this subject." The task of the Holy Prophet a*u in ju*

(4- j was only to convey the message, not to force people to believe.

"Verily We have placed everything on earth as an adornment so as to test which of

them will carry out the best actions" If the world presented no attraction for people,

there would not have been any test for them. However, in the engrossment with

this world people forget Allah and they refuse to hearken to the Prophets ^
r
^ui because they fear a loss to their worldly possessions and status.

In their involvement with the world, people fail to realise that the pleasures

of this world are only temporary and will disappear one day, like flourishing

crops that are bound to wilt away in time. Therefore Allah reminds man, "We
shall certainly turn everything on earth into an open plain."

Allah says in Surah TaHa, "They ask you about the mountains. Say, 'My Lord

shall completely remove them [on the Day ofjudgment (Qiyamah)], leaving the earth as a

barren plain on which you will not see any protrusions, nor any depressions. "' [Surah 20,

verses 105-107]

<Sj *[ GJ U# l^J* Cjt )f* +$* M^M v^t^l J CA-> j\

(9) Did you think that the people of the cave and the Raqim were wonders from

Our signs? (10) When the youths took refuge in the cave saying, "O our Lord!

Bestow on us mercy especially from Yourself and facilitate a suitable solution

for us to our plight." (11) So We cast a veil upon their ears for many years in the

cave. (12) Thereafter We raised them so that We may know which of the two
groups will be able to specify correctly for how long they had remained (in the

cave).

WHO WERE "THE PEOPLE OF THE KAHF AND THE RAQIM"?

The verse refers to a few youths who hid in a cave to escape the persecution

of the disbelievers (kujfar) and their king. According to Sayyidina Anas ^ 'ii ^>j
and Sayyidina Sha'bi *ip ito i^j, "Raqim" was the name of their dog, while

Sayyidina Said bin Jubair Up ibt u*j says that "Raqim" was the stone tablet on
which the incident of these people was engraved. This was hung at the mouth of

their cave.

According to one narration of Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ i» ^>Jt the

"Raqim" was a book containing some facts about the Shari'ah of Sayyidina Isa 4-U

fiLJr. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas '** Ai ^j has also mentioned that this was
the name of a valley between Ila'and Palestine in which the cave is situated.
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Once, when Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas *& ifo ^j was asked about the

"Raqim," he said that he was not certain. Thereafter he said that he had heard

from Sayyidina Ka'b Ahbar <A* & <^j [a former Jewish Rabbi (Lord)\ who
accepted Islam during the time of the Sahabah ?+* i» ^J that this was the name
of the town frofn which the people of the cave came.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 15 p.409) writes that all these narrations

confirm that the "people of the cave" and the people of the "Raqim" refer the same

group. Although certain commentators have stated that these were two different

groups, there are no Ahadlth to substantiate their claim. Allah knows best.

THE ERA OF THE PEOPLE OF THE CAVE

Allama Ibn Kathir *A* ifo <*-j has written in "Al Bidaya wan Nihayah" (v. 2 p.

114) that these people were the children of kings and lived during the period of a

king called Digyanus. They once happened to join the masses during a

celebration and noticed that the people prostrated to idols and revered them

deeply. Allah opened their hearts and guided them to realise that this practice

was incorrect. They then decided to leave the people because they would not be

allowed to adhere to their belief in oneness of Allah (Tauhid). They sought refuge

in a cave with a dog who guarded the entrance.

Allah firstly dispels the surprise of the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up &\ JU by

saying, "Did you think thafthe people of the cave and the Raqim were wonders from
Our signs?" This is hardly as astonishing as the other greater signs of Allah, like

the creation of the heavens, the earth and the multitude of other things that Allah

created from nothing. The only thing that happened with the people of the cave

was that they were put to sleep for an extensive period without their bodies

decaying. The disbelievers (kuffar) were astonished with this incident, yet they

failed to perceive the wondrous nature of Allah's other creation.

THEY ENTER THE CAVE

Allah says that the time should be brought to mind "When the youths took

refuge in the cave saying, "O our Lord! Bestow on us mercy especially from Yourself

and facilitate a suitable solution for us to our plight." Allah is Capable of protecting

people wherever on earth they may, in a crowd, alone, on a mountain, at sea, in a

cave, etc. The youths made this du'a because they were apprehensive of the

persecution of the disbelievers (kuffar) who dominated the area.

In reply to their supplication (du'a), Allah says, "So We cast a veil upon their

ears for many years in the cave" Allah caused them to sleep soundly in the cave for

a long time. When they awoke they began to question each other about the

period that they spent asleep in the cave. Allah says, "Thereafter We raised them so

that We may know which of the two groups will be able to specify correctly for how long

they had remained (in the cave)."

Commentators mention that the first group refers to those of them who
questioned the time they spent in the cave. The second group was those who did

not delve into the matter and said, "Your Lord knows best how long you stayed."

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ i»» ^j has mentioned that the one group
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was the people of the cave and the other group was that of the kings who
successively ascended to the throne during the period that the youths slept.

["RuhulMa'ani"v.l5p.2U]

Although sleeping is related to the shutting of the eyes, Allah speaks of their

ears being veiled so as to denote that their sleep was so deep that they could not

even hear anything.

(JXJb >4l>jyj j*+Jj
m
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(13) We narrate to you their story in perfect truth. They were a few youths who
believed in their Lord and We increased them in guidance. (14) We consolidated

their hearts when they stood up and said, "Our Lord is the Lord of the heavens

and the earth. We will never accept another as deity besides Him, for then we
will have definitely uttered sheer transgression. (15) "These are our people who
have taken others as gods besides Him. Why do they not present a clear proof

for it? Who can be more unjust than he who invents a lie against Allah?" (16)

"When you have separated yourselves from them and the gods that they

worship besides Allah, then seek refuge in the cave. Then your Lord shall

shower His mercy upon you and make your objectives easy to reach."

THE DETAILED ACCOUNT OF THE PEOPLE OF THE CAVE

The people during the period of the "Ashabul Kahf" (people of the cave)

were all poly-theists and their king (Digyanus) used to force people to worship

idols. When the "As'habul Kahf" noticed their people worshipping idols during

their celebrations, they disapproved of these practices and left. Although they

were all strangers to each other and were observing the scene separately, Allah

made all of them gather at a certain point.

As they were all unaware of each other's beliefs, they were apprehensive to

say anything. However, one of them said that each one should express why he

had left the people. Someone got up and said that he found the actions of the

people despicable. He said that he was disgusted at how they worshipped idols

when Allah, the Lord of the heavens and the earth was the Only One worthy of

worship. Eventually all of them said the same thing and they forged a true bond

of brotherhood.

They then built their own premises to worship Allah. When the people
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reported the incident to the king, he summoned them and asked them what their

beliefs were. Allah strengthened their hearts and they expressed their belief in

oneness of Allah (Tauhtd) without fear. They also invited the king to conform to

their beliefs. Allah says, "We consolidated their hearts when they stood up and said (to

the king), 'Our Lord is the Lord of the heavens and the earth. We will never accept

another as deity besides Him, for then we will have definitely uttered sheer

transgression/'

However, the king refused to accept what they said and had them stripped

of their fine clothes. He then allowed them grace to reconsider their stand and

warned them of the severe consequences should they not change their beliefs.

THEY ESCAPE FROM THE KING AND THEIR PEOPLE

Among themselves they discussed, "These are our people who have taken others

as gods besides Him. Why do they not present a clear prooffor it?" They realised that

there can never be any reason for polytheism (shirk) and said, "Wlio can be more

unjust than he who invents a lie against Allah ?"

They then resolved to leave the town and to take refuge in a cave. So they

told each other, "Wlien you have separated yourselves from them and the gods that they

worship besides Allah, then seek refuge in the cave.
"

They required provisions for their stay in the cave and pinned their trust in

Allah saying, "Then your Lord shall shozver His mercy upon you and make your

objectives easy to reach. " With this conviction they proceeded to the cave.

**'
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(17) You will see that, when the sun rises, it would pass by their cave on the

right and, when it would set, it would pass by on the left, while they were in a

spacious portion of the cave. These are from Allah's signs. The person whom
Allah guides is rightly guided. As for him whom Allah sends astray, you shall

not find for him any guiding friend. (18) You would have deemed them to be

awake though they were asleep. And We used to turn them over on their right

and left sides, while their dog stretched out his paws at the threshold. If you

were to observe them closely, you would surely have turned away and fled from

them, and you would have been filled with awe.

A DESCRIPTION OF THE CAVE

These verses describe that the youths slept in a spacious part of the cave and
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were not disturbed by the sun. Allah caused the cave to be positioned in such

manner that the rays of the sun never entered the cave. Allah says, "You will see

that, when the sun rises, it would -pass by their cave on the right and, when it would set,

it would pass by on the left, while they were in a spacious portion of the cave."

"These are from Allah's signs." They relied on Allah to protect them and care

for them, so He made their task comfortable and easy. Their gazes were not on
the visible means at their disposal, but on Allah's treasures. Therefore Allah

ensured their well being.

"The person whom Allah guides is rightly guided (like the people of the cave).

As for him whom Allah sends astray (like the Jews of Madinah and the Polytheists

of Makkah), you shall notfindfor him any guidingfriend.

"

"You would have deemed them to be awake though they were asleep." Some
commentators say that they slept with their eyes open, while others are of the

opinion that there were no signs of sleep on their bodies. Their bodies did not

appear relaxed like those of sleeping people.

"And We used to turn them over on their right and left sides..." Because they

were asleep for such a long period, Allah ensured that the earth does not

decompose their bodies and so Allah turned them from side to side as they slept.

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v. 2p.l54) reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas
«u* &\ ^j that they were turned over once a year, while Sayyidina Abu Hurayra
<* iui ^j says that they were turned over twice a year. However, these reports are

based on narrations from the Bani Isra'Il, since no hadith has been reported from

the Holy Prophet pJL- 3 aJLp &\ JL* concerning this.

"... while their dog stretched out his paws at the threshold." According to certain

narrations, the dog joined them as they proceeded to the cave. Others mention

that the dog belonged to the king's cook, who was also one of them. Some say

that it was the hunting dog belonging to one of them.

Many opinions have been cited in the books of exegesis (tafsir) with regard

to the colour of the dog, but none of these are substantiated and it is not even

necessary to know about it.

The Arabic word "wasid" (translated above as "threshold") has also been

translated as "door," "sand" and "courtyard." [Ibn Kathir v. 3 p.76 and "Ma'alimut

Tanzil" v. 3 p.154]

"If you were to observe them closely, you would surely have turned away and fled

from them, and you would have been filled with awe." Some commentators have

mentioned that the cave was a frightening place, while others say that one would
have been afraid because the youths slept with their eyes open and their hair and
nails were extremely long.

Allah protected them by not allowing the sun to fall on them, by turning

their bodies from side to side, by placing the dog on guard and by causing them
to appear gruesome so that no person will have the courage to accost them.
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(19) In this manner We raised them so that they could ask each other. One of

them said, "How long have you remained?" They replied, "We remained here

for a day or a part of a day/' Others said, "Your Lord knows best how long you

tarried. Dispatch someone to the town with this silver. Let him then see which

food is purest so that he can bring you some provisions from there. However, he

should be subtle in his approach and never inform anyone about you. (20)

Surely, if they become aware of your presence, they will certainly stone you or

return you to their religion (D'ln), after which you shall never again be

successful.

THE PEOPLE OF THE CAVE AWAKEN, TRY TO ESTABLISH HOW
LONG THEY SLEPT AND THEY SEND SOMEONE TO BRING FOOD
FOR THEM FROM THE CITY

After their long sleep, Allah caused them to rouse. As they did so, "One of

them said, 'Haw long have you remained?' They replied, We remained herefor a day or a

part of a day." They could not say with certainty how long they slept, but

estimated the period. Commentators say that they slept during the morning and,

when they awoke all the years later, it was evening. It therefore appeared to

them that it was the evening of the same day on which they slept.

"Others said, 'Your Lord knows best how long you tarried." These people

realised that they must have slept for a longer period, which could not be

determined because of their uncertainty after awakening. Some commentators

say that this realisation dawned on them when they noticed the extent to which

their hair and nails had grown.

People normally grow very hungry after sleeping. Therefore, they said,

"Dispatch someone to the town with this silver (coins). Let him then see which food is

purest [Lawful (Halal) and not slaughtered in the name of any idol] so that he can

bring you some provisions from there. However, he should be subtle in his approach and

never inform anyone about you." They thought that the same disbelievers (kuffar)

dominance prevailed in the territory. Therefore, they said, "Surely, if they become

aware of your presence, they will certainly stone you or return you to their religion

(D 'In), after which you shall never again be successful.

"

A question arises at this juncture. The question is that if any believer

(Mu'min) is forced to claim disbelief (kufr), he is permitted to do so to preserve

his life. In this case he will not be accountable in the Hereafter. This being the
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case, why did the people of the cave then say that if they are forced back to

disbelief (kufr) they "shall never again be successful?"

In my humble opinion, these people did not know about this because they

had not learned from a Prophets r>uJ<^ or any other man of knowledge. This is

similar to the case of Sayyidina Hanzalah ^ Jto ^j when he came to the Holy
Prophet p-L-j a1* &\ J~* saying, "Hanzalah has become a Munafiq (hypocrite)!"

When the Holy Prophet ^JL, • <a* ii j^ asked him the reason for this statement, he
said that when he was in the company of the Holy Prophet Jl-j ^ &\ j^ and
heard of Heaven (jannah) and Hell, these actually seemed to appear before them.

However, he said, when he left the noble presence of the Holy Prophet ^ ifo jl»

fi-j and engaged in play and frolic with their families and children, he seemed to

forget Prophetic words.

The Holy Prophet pJL-j <uU- i»» J^> told him, "By the Being in Whose control

my life is! If you could perpetually maintain the frame of mind you have when
you are with me, the angels would shake your hands while you are in your beds

and while you walk. But, O Hanzalah, this is rare (i.e. the condition in which you
are when in my company)." Just as Sayyidina Hanzalah ^ ii^ thought that he

had turned hypocrite (munafiq), the people of the cave thought that they would
become disbelievers (kuffar) if they spoke words of infidelity (kufr) under duress.

Certain commentators have mentioned that they referred to total success i.e.

although it will be permissible under such extenuating circumstances to utter

words of disbelief (kufr), but the best would be to refuse and face the

consequences. They therefore felt that they would be deprived of practising this

better option.

However, when the person (by the name of Tamlikha) bought some food, he

paid with the old coins that he had with him. Seeing these extremely old coins,

the merchant from whom he bought was taken aback, and the story spread in the

city. The city was by then dominated by believers and even the king was a

believer (Mu'min). When the king received news about this stranger, he rode

back with the people to the cave.

According to one narration, when Tamlikha informed the others that the

city was populated by believers (Mu'mimn) and that the king had arrived to meet
them, they were exuberant and emerged to meet him. He honoured them and
they were pleased to meet him. According to another narration, they died upon
receiving this news. Both these narrations are Isra'Iliyat (from the Bani Isra'tl).

[QurtubiH.10p.389]
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(21) In this manner We disclosed them so that the people might know that

Allah's promise is true and that there is no doubt about the coming of judgment

day (Qiyamah). The people disputed about them and said, ''Build a structure
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over them. Their Lord knows them best/' Those who proved dominant in their

affairs said, "We shall definitely build a Masjid over them."

THE PEOPLE DECIDE TO CONSTRUCT A MASJID AT THE SITE OF
THE CAVE

Allama Qurtubi 4* i»i ^ writes that after many generations, a believer

(Mu'miri) king ascended to the throne. He accepted the belief in resurrection, but

there were people in his kingdom who believed that only souls will be

resurrected, not physical bodies. They said this because they felt that bodies will

be decomposed by the earth.

The king was perturbed by this difference of opinion and, putting on

clothing of coarse cloth, he sat in the sand and prayed to Allah to reveal some

sign by which people can be convinced that it was not at all impossible for

people to be resurrected with body and soul. Allah accepted his supplication

(An'a) by rousing the people of the cave in his period. He realised that they were

the same people who went into hiding from the time of the tyrant Digyanus and

he was now able to convince the masses that people can be physically

resurrected after hundreds of years.

With reference to this Allah says, "In this manner We disclosed them so that the

people might know that Allah's promise is true and that there is no doubt about the

coming ofjudgment day (Qiyamah)." After the people witnessed them, the people

of the cave passed away in the cave, according to the wording of the Qur'an.

"The people disputed about them and said, 'Build a structure over them. Their Lord

knows them best.' Those who proved dominant in their affairs said, 'We shall definitely

build a Masjid over them." This verse seems to indicate that the dispute arose at

the cave when they died.

"Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 15 p.234) reports that the king saw that the faces of

people of the cave were still resplendent and that their clothing was still intact.

They related their story to him and, as they were discussing, they told him, "We
hand you over in trust to Allah. May the peace and blessings of Allah be on you.

May Allah, the Most Exalted protect you and your kingdom. We seek refuge on

your behalf with Allah from the evils of man and Jinn." They then returned to

their positions in the cave and passed away. The king buried them and

constructed a mosque (Masjid) at the entrance of the cave.

"Ruhul Ma'ani" has also reported that when the person who was charged

with buying food was brought to the king, the king asked him who he was. He
replied that he was from the same city and that he had left it only the day before.

He showed them where he lived and even mentioned the names of some people

whom those present did not recognise.

However, the king recalled that some youths had disappeared at one stage

and that their names were recorded on a tablet that was kept in the state

treasury. When he sent for the tablet, it revealed that these were the same

persons. The king then went to the cave with a few people. As the person

informed his companions of the situation, Allah caused them all to pass away
and the king and his men were unable to enter the cave when Allah cast a veil

upon their eyes.
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It was then that "the people disputed with regard to them and said, 'Build a

structure over them. Their Lord knows them best/ Those who proved dominant in

their affairs (viz. the king and his men) said, We shall definitely build a Masjid

over them." This Masjid (mosque) was built at the mouth of the cave and not over

the graves. The graves were also not the Qibla of the Masjid. Therefore, none

may raise the objection that a Masjid should not be built upon graves.

With regard to the phrase "Their Lord knows titem best" the author of

"Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that this was in reply to another debate that ensued with

regard to the details of the people of the cave. The people argued with regard to

their ancestry, their history and with regard to the period that they spent in the

cave.

$'" *>>& »>> i' -?^,r ^\Z" »»Zs » >> i- *'1£ r \ I"
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„ (22) Some people said, "They were three, their dog being the fourth." Others

said, "They were five, their dog being the sixth." They are merely guessing.

Others say, "They were seven and their dog was the eighth." Say, "My Lord

knows best what their number was and only a few people know them. So do not

delve into debate regarding them, except for superficial discussion. And do not

even ask anyone about them."

THE DISPUTE REGARDING THE NUMBER OF PEOPLE IN THE
CAVE AND THE SOLUTION

The above, verse cites three opinions with regard to the number of people

who were in the cave. The first says that "They were three, their dog being the

fourth" . The second states that "They were five, their dog being the sixth." The third

says that "They were seven and their dog was the eighth."

"Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 15 p.480) says that these three opinions arose during the

time of the Holy Prophet (JLj <M & J^>. The first was held by the Jews, the second

by the Christians of Najran who came to Madinah. With them was the leader of

the Nasturiya sect of Christians by the name of Aqib. The third opinion was that

of some Muslims.

After mentioning the first two opinions, Allah says, "They are merely

guessing." After mentioning the third opinion Allah says, "Say, 'My Lord knows

best what their number was and only afew people know them." Commentators deduce
from this that the third opinion is the correct one.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ iv ^j has mentioned that he is of those

few who know the correct number. He then said that they were seven and their

dog was the eighth. This is the view of Muslims in general. Sayyidina Abdullah

bin Abbas -up &s \^j 'has enumerated"their names as Makaslimina, Yamllkha,

Martus, Thayunus, Dardanus, Kafashaytitus and Manta?nwasis, apd their dog
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was named Qitmir.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas *» &\ ^j has most probably heard the names
from someone of the people of book (Ahlul Kitab). The correct pronunciation of

these names is not known.

"'So do not delve into debate regarding them, except for superficial discussion."

One should narrate only what the Qur'an says and not delve further into the

subject. Allah also instructs, "And do not even ask anyone about them. " Whoever
will be asked will report only such things that have no concrete basis.

(23) Never say with regard to anything, "I will certainly do so tomorrow. (24)

Unless you add, "By Allah's will." Remember your Lord when you forget and
say, "I have the hope that my Lord will guide me to what is closer thereto in

direction."

REPROACH FOR NOT ADDING "INSHA ALLAH" WHEN MAKING
A PROMISE

Ibn Kathir reports that the Quraysh sent Nadhr bin Harith and Uqba bin

Abi Mu'it to Madinah [before the migration (Hijrah)] to ask the Jews about the

description of the final Prophet^ 3 Up ii>» j^>. The Jews told them to pose three

questions to the Holy Prophet jJL- j Up jbi J*. If he answered these, then he was a

true Prophet.

The first question was that they should ask him to relate the story about
some youths who had left their homes in the past. The second question was that

they should ask him about the person who extensively travelled to the east and
the west. The third was about the reality of the soul.

When they returned from Madinah, they told the Quraysh that they now
had a decisive way of ascertaining the truth about the Holy Prophet Up i» JU
^ j. When they posed the questions to the Holy Prophet pLj ^ &\ JL*, he told

them that he would give them a reply the following day. However, he omitted to

add "Insha Allah" ("If Allah wills").

As a result of this, no revelation came to the Holy Prophet jJL-j <d* & JU for

fifteen days and the Polytheists began to taunt him. This caused him much grief,

but on the 15fh day, Jibr'il r
*J» 4^ appeared with Surah Kahf, in which Allah

chides the Holy Prophet ^L3 4* i»i JU for not adding "Insha Allah" to his

promise. The reply to them questions came in this Surah and the third was
answered in Surah Bani Isra'Il.

People of high rank are rebuked even for things that seem minor. Being the

best of creation, The Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ifci JU was chided by Allah even for

omitting a non-obligatory act. A person can never be certain of the duration of

his life and can die before he can fulfil his promises. Even if he lives, he still
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cannot be certain whether he will be able to conclude the intended act. He should

therefore add "Insha Allah" to every promise. "Insha Allah" should not be

added because a person intends to breach the promise.

Thereafter Allah says, "Remember your Lord when yon forget... "It has been

reported from certain commentators, including Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas
<* &\ ^ j, that a person may add "Insha Allah" to his promise if he forgets, even

though this may be after some time. The addition of "Insha Allah" will then be

considered to be part of the promise. Although this interpretation seems to

correlate with the context, yet this verse alone is insufficient to pass a ruling in

this regard because it does not clearly state this. Imam Abu Hanifa ajlp &^ has

mentioned that the late addition of "Insha Allah" will serve only to increase

blessings and amend the omission. However, it will not annul a vow or a

promise to free a slave. It will annul these things only if it is added immediately

after speaking the sentence. Many other Imams agree with the view of Imam
Abu Hanifa a> i»i^ and this view is substantiated by many other sources.

According to this view, the above verse will mean that Allah should be

immediately brought to mind when a person errs and forgets Him. This is

similar to the night of Ta'ris when the Holy Prophet <jL.j <J* &\ J^> and the

Sahabah^ i» ^>j slept through the Fajr Salah. On that occasion he told them,

"When any ofyon forget a Salah or sleeps through it, then he should perform it as soon

and he remembers because Allah says, "Establish Salah for My remembrance.",

"
and say, 7 have the hope that my Lord will guide me to what is closer thereto

in direction." i.e. my Lord will guide me to display to you things that are even

more convincing of my Prophethood than the story of the people of the cave. The
Holy Prophet

-(
JL. • U* &\ JU. was therefore able to tell people of stories that

predated the people of the cave. These were such that none could have known
without divine revelation.

(25) They remained in their cave for three hundred years, adding another nine to

it. (26) Say, "Allah knows best how long they stayed. He has. knowledge of the

unseen things within the heavens and the earth. How well does He see and hear!

They have no helper besides Him, and none can be partner in His law."

HOW LONG DID THE YOUTHS REMAIN IN THE CAVE?
"They remained in their cave for three hundred years, adding another nine

to it. Say, 'Allah know best how long they stayed. He has- knowledge of the unseen things

within the heavens and the earth." Since the cave and the people in it were all on

earth, Allah has the most complete knowledge about them.

In emphasis Allah adds, "How well does He see and hear!" None is more
capable of hearing and seeing than He is. The translation of the above phrase
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cannot truly be expressed in any language besides Arabic.

"They have no helper besides Hint, and none can be partner in His law. " Allah

decrees as He pleases and His decree is binding on all.

Note 1: It is apparent from the above verse that the youths remained in

the cave for 309 years. This is the accepted belief of the

commentators. However, it has been reported from Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Abbas ** Ai ^j that this is the statement of the

people of book (Ahlul Kitab), and that Allah wishes to refute this

statement of theirs when he says, "Say, 'Allah know best haw long

they stayed.

However, the authenticity of this report from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas

& At ^j has not been established and it is not necessary that anyone be refuted

by the sentence, "Say, 'Allah know best how long they stayed.

Note 2: Some commentators have mentioned that the phrase "three

hundred years, adding another nine to it" does not mean 309 years.

They say that the true period was 300 years according to the solar

calendar and 309 according to the lunar calendar. They say that

Allah phrased the verse in this manner to indicate the period

according to the two calendars. However, the author of "Ruhul

Ma'ani" has refuted this opinion because he says that 300 solar

years would add up to exactly 309 years, 73 days, 9 hours and 48

minutes. And Allah knows best.

(27) Recite what has been revealed to you from the Book of your Lord. There is

none who can alter His words and you will certainly not find another place of

refuge besides with Him. (28) Restrain yourself with those who, seeking His

pleasure, call to their Lord morning and evening. And do not shift your

attention from them with the intent of acquiring the adornment of this worldly

life. Do not obey him whose heart We have made heedless of Our remembrance,

who pursues his passions and whose affair is transgressing.

THE HOLY PROPHET ^j Up Ai J* IS COMMANDED TO RECITE

ALLAH'S BOOK AND TO REMAIN WITH THOSE WHO ARE
ATTACHED TO ALLAH

"Durrul Manthur" (v. 4 p.2 19) reports from Sayyidina Salman Farsi *p A\ ^j
that Uyayna bin Badr and Aqra bin Habis (who were from those whom the Holy

Prophet <X>) a-1p A) JL* gratified for certain reasons) once came to the Holy
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Prophet jJL.j u* &\ JU They told him that they would sit with him and converse

only if he sat apart from the poor Sahabah^ & ^j like Sayyidina Salman & ^j
-up, Sayyidina Bilal ** & ^>Jr Sayyidina Abu Dharr <up &\ ^>Jf etc so that they do

not have to smell the stench of their coarse clothing.

In ^response to this request Allah revealed the verses "Recite what has been

revealed to you from the Book of your Lord ... (until the verse) ... We have prepared for

the disbelievers..."

Sayyidina Sahl bin Hunayf ** i»t ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet Up &\ j^
^j was once in one of his rooms when Allah revealed the verse "Restrain yourself

with those who, seeking His pleasure, call to their Lord morning and evening." The

Holy Prophet <JL-j Up &\ JU then went out tolook for these people.

These were the poor Sahabah^ Ai ^j whose hair was dishevelled, whose

skin was parched and who had only one piece of cloth to clothe themselves with.

Upon seeing them, The Holy Prophet (JL-j Up &\ JL* sat with them and said, "All

praise be to Allah Who has created within my Ummah such people with whom I

have been commanded to remain with."

Normally, the leaders of nations look down upon the poor pious people, not

realising that the wealth and position that intoxicate them will soon disappear,

whereas Belief (Iman) and good deeds last forever. It is extremely foolish to look

down on those who are busy acquiring the things that are everlasting.

There were people who did not accept Islam fully during the time of the

Holy Prophet pJL-j Up &\ JU. The Holy Prophet ^j a> &\ ju* used to give them

things to maintain their Belief (Iman). They were called the "Mu'allifatul Qulub".

The narration mentioned initially quoted the names of some of them who asked

the Holy Prophet pJL, 3
<A* &\ JU to sit apart from the poor Sahabah r^P & ^>

Allah did not allow the Holy Prophet ^3 <l* i» JU to accede to their

request, but revealed the verses, "Recite what has been revealed to you from the Book

of your Lord." If their request entails ostracising the true believers (Mu'minin), it

will not be entertained. This is Allah's decree and "There is none who can alter His

words and you will certainly notfind another place ofrefuge besides with Him."

"Restrain yourself (remain) with those who, seeking His pleasure, call to their Lord

morning and evening. And do not shift your attention from them with the intent of

acquiring the adornment of this worldly life." This verse is filled with praise for the

illustrious Sahabah^ i» ^j. Here Allah addresses the thought that might have

entered the mind of the Holy Prophet pJL-j *ip ibi JU, that by acceding to the

requests of these affluent people, Islam could be strengthened by them becoming

Muslims. Allah says that the adornment of Islam is not in worldly wealth but in

Belief (Iman) and obedience to Allah.

"Do not obey him whose heart We have made heedless of Our remembrance, who

pursues his passions and whose affair is transgressing." This verse refers to the

leaders of the Quraysh.
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(29) Speak the truth that comes from your Lord. Whomsoever is willing, should

believe, and whoever is unwilling should remain as a disbeliever. We have

surely prepared for the oppressors a Fire, the walls of which will encompass

them. If they beseech help, they will be helped with water that is like the

residue of burnt oil and will scorch their faces. A terrible drink indeed! Hell is

the worst of resting places.

THE TRUTH IS APPARENT SO THOSE WHO WISH TO BELIEVE

SHOULD DO SO AND THOSE WHO DO NOT WISH TO BELIEVE

NEED NOT DO SO THE DISBELIEVERS WILL BE DOOMED TO
HELL

The Prophets r
!>Ut^ and the divine scriptures have made the truth crystal

clear. Therefore Allah declares, "Speak the truth that comes from your Lord.

Whomsoever is willing, should believe, and "whoever is unwilling should remain as a

disbeliever.
" Each party will receive their dues in the Hereafter.

No foolish person should think that this verse permits being a disbeliever

(kafir). The verse merely expresses the! choice that is presented to every person. It

is for this reason that the adjoining verses describe the plight of the disbelievers

(kuffar) and the bliss to be enjoyed by the believers (Mu'minin), In the same way,

someone might say, "Go on. Do as you please. Soon you shall see what

punishment you will receive!"

Allah then continues to describe the plight of the disbelievers (kuffar). He

says, "We have surely prepared for the oppressors a Fire, the walls of which will

encompass them" They will be unable to escape from Hell. Besides the scorching

of the fire, they will suffer the severest of thirst. Allah says, "If they beseech help,

they will be helped with water that is tike the residue of burnt oil..." Despite the

condition of the drink, they will be so thirsty that they will take it to their lips to

drink. It will then "scorch theirfaces."

In addition to this drink, they will fed with the Zaqqum tree, which will be

extremely unpalatable and stinking. This will be given to them with boiling

water. Surah Saffat, Surah Waqi'ah and Surah Dukhan make mention of the

Zaqqum tree in Hell. A verse of Surah Muhammad says, "those who will abide

forever in the Fire and are given boiling water to drink, which tears their innards to

shreds?" Despite the heat of the boiling water/the people of Hell will drink it "like

thirsty camels
"

"A terrible drink indeed! Hell is the worst of resting places." Hell has been

termed as a resting-place (although it can never be so) to admonish the

disbelievers (kuffar) for choosing the life of this world and flouting Allah's laws.

They thought that they would be depriving themselves of rest and comfort in the

world by accepting Islam. Therefore, they considered disbelief (kufr) as their

ticket to rest and enjoyment. Allah tells them here that this Hell was the resting-
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place that their infidelity (kufr) eventually earned them, and it is indeed a terrible

resting-place!

Sayyidina Abu Said Khudri ^ &\ ^>j narrates from the Holy Prophet & JU
jjL-j Up that Hell has four walls, the length of each being the distance of a forty

year's walk. [Tirmidhi]

gp ^U^ <>^ o- jj J^ V U o^JI ^L*j V^.U <<jy!t 4

(30) As for those who believe and do good deeds, We shall certainly not put to

waste the rewards of those whose actions are good. (31) For these people shall be

eternal gardens beneath which rivers flow. There they will be adorned with

golden bangles and will wear green garments of "Sundus" and "Istabraq" and

they will recline on couches. A fine reward indeed, and the best of resting-

places!

THE REWARD OF THE BELIEVERS AND A DESCRIPTION OF THE
CLOTHING AND JEWELLERY OF HEAVEN (JANNAH)

After describing the people of Hell, Allah speaks about those who are

believers (Mu'minin). Allah says, "As for those who believe and do good deeds, We
shall certainly not put to waste the rewards of those whose actions are good." These are

the people whose deeds were sincerely for Allah and according to the teachings

of the Qur'an and Ahadlth.

"For these people shall be eternal gardens beneath which rivers flow. There they

will be adorned with golden bangles and will wear green garments of 'Sundus' and

Istabraq' and they will recline on couches." We cannot base our perception of the

Hereafter upon our knowledge of this world. Although gold and jewellery are

forbidden for men in this world, it will be permitted in the Hereafter. Then too,

although one might think that bangles and other jewellery do not suit men/these

will look beautiful in Heaven (Jannah). In fact, people in many parts of the world

still dress their men in such items of finery, especially the royalty.

The clothing of Heaven (Jannah) will be green because green appeals to the

eye. A verse of Surah Hajj states, "Their clothing therein [in Heaven (Jannah)] will be

of silk." 'Sundus' and 'Istabraq' will be types of silk, the first being a thinner type

than the second. Ibn Kathir states that 'Istabraq' is that silk which has a shine and

is used for underwear. It seems that 'Istabraq' will be worn as undergarments in

Heaven (Jannah) and 'Sundus' will be worn over it.

Allah concludes this discussion by stating that Jannah is "Afine reward indeed,

and the best ofresting places."
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(32) Relate to them the analogy of two men We had granted one of them two

vineyards surrounded by date palms and grown a plantation between the two.

(33) Both orchards bore fruit and We did not withhold anything from them. We
even caused a river to gush forth amidst the two. (34) He had an abundance of

fruit. While speaking to his companion, he said, "I have more wealth than you

and my people are dominant." (35) He entered his garden as an oppressor unto

himself and said, "I do not suppose that this garden will ever be destroyed/ (36)

"And I do not suppose that judgment day (Qiyamah) will ever arrive. If I should

ever be returned to my Lord I shall certainly find a better place of return." (37)

As they spoke, his companion told him, "Do you disbelieve in Him Who has

created you from sand, then from a drop and then perfected you as a man?" (38)

"But He is my Lord and I shall not ascribe anyone as partner unto Him."

(39)"When you enter your garden, why do you rather not say, /Masha Allah La

Quwwata ilia Milan'? If you think that I have less wealth and children than

you... (40) ....then the time is close when My Lord shall grant me better than

your garden and send to your garden a calamity from the sky, turning it into an

open plain. (41) ...or it's water would sink into the depths of the earth, after

which you will be unable to even look for it." (42) So his fruit were engulfed by

a disaster and he began to wring his hands in lamentation of what he had

invested in it. The vineyards had collapsed on their trellises and he said, "if only
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I had not ascribed any partner to my Lord!" (43) He had no troops to assist him
against Allah, neither could he avenge himself. (44) At times like this, assistance

is only from Allah, the True Deity. He is the best for reward and the best in the

end.

THE ANALOGY OF TWO PERSONS, ONE BEING WEALTHY,
WHILE THE OTHER WAS POOR

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v. 3 p. 161) reports that the above incident occurred

between two persons in Makkah. They both belonged to the Bani Makhzum
tribe. The Muslim was Sayyidah Abu Salamah ** & ^j [who was married to

Sayyidah Umm Salamah i^ ibt ^j before the Holy Prophet pJL-j U* it JJ\, and
the infidel (kafir) was Aswad bin Abdul Asad.

According to others, the two men belonged to the Bani Isra'il and their

example is quoted here as a lesson, the first person being a representation of

Uyayna bin Hisn and his comrades, whole the believer (Mu'min) being the

representation of Sayyidina Salman Farsi ** ^ ^j and the other poor Sahabah

^ iui ^j. (Uyayna and his party were the ones who requested the Holy Prophet

fJL,^ *i* ibi JU» to sit apart from the poor Sahabah <*«-* & \s*j so that they could

draw closer).

"Ruhul Ma'ani" reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas -up ibi ^j that

the two were the sons of a king from the Bani Isra'il. The one spent his wealth in

Allah's path, while the other was a disbeliever (kafir). Allah says, "We had granted

one.of them (the disbeliever (kafir)) two vineyards surrounded by date palms (like a

wall) and grown a plantation between the two. Both orchards bore fruit and We did not

withhold anythingfrom them. We even caused a river to gushforth amidst the two."

These orchards made him extremely wealthy. The other brother was poor,

so the wealthy one "While speaking to his companion (the poorer brother), he said, 'I

have more wealth than you and my people are dominant."

In addition to belittling his brother, "He entered his garden as an oppressor unto

himself (as a disbeliever (kafir) and ungrateful for Allah's bounties) and said, 7 do

not suppose that this garden will ever be destroyed. And I do not suppose that judgment

day (Qiyamah) will ever arrive. If I should ever be returned to my Lord I shall certainly

find abetter place ofreturn."

The affluent disbelievers (kuffdr) and the sinners think that they will find

good fortune in the Hereafter as well because they deem themselves to be Allah's

favourites in this world. However, they are unaware of the procedure adopted

by Allah. When a person refuses to believe, Allah grants him the things in this

world despite his disbelief so that these can lead him further astray and make
him more deserving of the punishmentjn store for him.

"As they spoke, his companion [the believer (Mu'min)] told him, 'Do you disbelieve

in Him Who has created you from sand, then from a drop and then perfected you as a

man?" In this manner he reproached him for his undue pride and haughtiness,

impressing upon his mind that he is nothing in reality.

Allah created Sayyidina Adam (%-& Up from sand and all of mankind
stemmed from him by way of the seeds of their fathers. Here, the believer
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(Mu'min) brother also drew the attention of his brother to the fact that he should

be thankful to Allah for allowing him to be properly formed at birth because all

children are not so fortunate. Thereafter, he expressed his belief by declaring,

"But He is my Lord and I shall not ascribe anyone as partner unto Him."

Advising him further he said, "When you enter your garden, why 'do you rather

not say, 'Masfta Allah La Quwwata ilia billkh?" (i.e. Only what Allah wills shall

happen and there is no might without Allah's help). Only Allah preserves things.

He continued to say, "Ifyou think that I have less wealth and children than you,

then the time is close when My Lord shall grant me better than your garden (in the

Hereafter or in both worlds) and send to your garden a calamityfrom the sky, turning

it into an open plain, or its water would sink into the depths of the earth, after which you

will be unable to even look for it" He told him all of this in reply to his earlier

statement that 7 do not suppose that this garden will ever be destroyed"

The believer (Mu'min) brother wished to inform the other that Allah is

capable of destroying everything that he has in numerous ways that are beyond

his control. Thereafter, he would have nothing to boast about.

However, his advice fell on deaf ears and the disbeliever (kafir) was soon

struck by an awful calamity.

Allah says, "So his fruit (his possessions) were engulfed by a disaster (a raging

fire) and he began to wring his hands in lamentation ofwhat he had invested in it. The

vineyards had collapsed on their trellises..." He began to mourn over the wealth that

he had invested, thinking that if he had not invested so much, he would only

have lost a bit of the orchards and not all his money as well. Then the advice of

his brother made sense to him and he said, "Ifonly I had not ascribed any partner to

my Lord!"

Allah then says, "He had no troops to assist him against Allah, neither could he

avenge himself

Although two vineyards were mentioned initially, the later verses spoke of

one only. It should be understood that the singular word used refers to both

orchards and also includes the plantation enclosed within the orchards.

"At times like this assistance is only from Allah, the True Deity. He is the best for

reward and the best in the end." Whatever is spent in Allah's path shall earn great

rewards and the outcpme will be best in the Hereafter, where the person will

have no regrets. The rewards of the Hereafter are unlimited and unending.

Of course, the true believers (Mu'minin) can also suffer calamities in this

world, but these are not sent as punishment for them. They are a means of

forgiving their sins and elevating their stages in the Hereafter. Sayyidina Abu
Hurayra ** & ^j has narrated from the Holy Prophet ^j <l* & JL* that the

believer (Mu'min) man and believer (Mu'min) woman will be afflicted by

adversities in this world until they meet Allah without a sin to their account.

["Mishkdt" p. 136]

Note: The previous ruku mentioned that the wealthy Quraysh leaders

wanted to alienate the poor Sahabah^ ii ^>j from the company of

the Holy Prophet ^j *4* & JU. Thereafter, mention was made of
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Heaven (Janrtah) and Hell, alluding to the fact that the poor Sahabah

r^ ibi ^j would be exalted to the high ranks of Heaven (Jannah)

because of their Belief (Itndn) whereas the wealthy disbelievers

(kuffdr) would have to suffer in Hell. In the similitude of the two
brothers, the same distinction is drawn between the believers

(Mu'minin) and the disbelievers (kuffdr), even though the disbelievers

(kuffdr) may possess more worldly wealth. Therefore, none should

look down with scorn at the poor believers (Mu'minin) because they

will enter Heaven (Jannah) and the proud and haughty people may
lose all their wealth in this very world and will be absolutely

bankrupt in the Hereafter.
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(45) Relate to them the similitude of this worldly life as the rain that We send

from the sky, by which the plants of the earth flourish. Thereafter they become

debris, to be carried by the winds. Allah always has control over everything. (46)

Wealth and sons are merely adornments of this worldly life. The lasting good

deeds are best in the sight of your Lord in terms of reward and best in terms of

expectations. (47) That day when We will cause the mountains to fly, when you

will see the earth as an open plain and We shall resurrect them, not omitting any

of them at all. (48) They will be presented before your Lord in rows. "We have

certainly brought you as We have created you the first time. But you deemed
that We would never fix an appointment for you." (49) The record of deeds shall

be placed and you will see the sinners afraid of what is contained in them. They

will say, "Woe be to us/ What is with this book that it does not leave anything

small or large unrecorded?" They will find their deeds present and your Lord

shall not oppress anyone.

A SIMILITUDE OF THE TEMPORARY WORLD AND THE ANXIETY
OF THE SINNERS ON THE DAY OF RESURRECTION (QIYAMAH)

Explaining the reality of this world Allah says, "Relate to them the similitude
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of this worldly life as the rain that We sendfrom the sky, by which the plants of the earth

flourish" These plants and vegetation begin to grow extremely well and they

begin to intertwine and merge into each other because of their abundance.

People become excited and pleased with this. However, the time comes when

these wilt away and dry up, "Thereafter they become debris, to be carried by the

winds."

The life of this world is much the same. Initially everything seems to

flourish. Then man becomes so engrossed in the pleasures of this world that he

forgets Allah and the Hereafter. Eventually the curtains -close on him and he is

left with nothing.

Sayyidina Abu Said ^ A» ^j that the Holy Prophet jJL, 3 *> &\ J^ said, "This

world is sweet and flourishing. However, Allah has placed man as viceroy on

earth and will observe how he behaves. Therefore, guard against the world (by

not attaching oneself to it) and guard against women. The first dissension that

arose among the Bani Isra'U was over women." [Muslim]

"Allah always has control over everything." He will create when He pleases,

will preserve when He wills and will destroy when He wills.

"Wealth and sons are merely adornments of this worldly life. The lasting good

deeds are best in the sight of your Lord in terms of reward and best in terms of

expectations." Therefore, the intelligent person will strive to gain what is eternal

instead of the temporary commodities. Allah says at the end of this Surah (verse

110), "So whoever aspires for the meeting with his Lord should perform good deeds and

not associate anyone as partner to the worship of his Lord."

The adjective "lasting" alludes to the fact that only those deeds that last will

be rewarded i.e. those deeds that are not destroyed by other evil deeds or by

insincerity.

Thereafter Allah describes the scene of judgment day (Qiyamah). Allah says,

"The day when We will cause the mountains to fly, when you will see the earth as an

open plain..."

Allah says in Surah TaHa, "They ask you about the mountains. Say, 'My Lord

shall completely remove them [on the Day of judgment (Qiyamah)] leaving the earth as

a barren plain on which you will not see any protrusions, nor any depressions/" [Surah

20, verses 105-107]

On the Day of Judgement, even the sun, the moon and the stars will lose

their glitter and the sky will be rent asunder. When the trumpet is blown, people

will be raised from their graves. Allah says, "...and We shall resurrect them, not

omitting any of them at all."

Thereafter "They will be presented before your Lord in rows. (They will be told,)

We have certainly brought you as We have created you the first time." They will

appear before Allah without any of their worldly wealth, not even their shpes

and clothes. Surah An'am states that Allah will tell them, "Undoubtedly you come

to Us alone as We created you the first time and you have left behind what We had

blessed you with. " [Surah 6, verse 94]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet & J^
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^Lmj Up said, "You will be raised barefooted, naked and unrircumcised."

Thereafter the Holy Prophet jJL-j 4* & J*+ recited the verse, "As We initiated the

first creation, We shall return it. This is a binding promise upon Us. We are undoubtedly

the Ones Who can do.

"

Some commentators have interpreted the phrase "as We have created you the

first time" to mean that Allah will recreate people just as easily as He had done

when they were sent to this world. Therefore none should think that judgment

day (Qiyamah) is an impossibility.

The disbelievers (kuffar) will also be told on the Day of Judgement, "But you

deemed that We would neverfix an appointmentfor you."

"The record of deeds shall be placed and you will see the sinners afraid of what is

contained in them. They will say, 'Woe be to us! What is with this book that it does not

leave anything small or large unrecorded?"' Although Allah is able to punish people

on the basis of His supreme knowledge, He will still present their record of

deeds to them so that none may object. In addition to this, their limbs and other

witnesses will be called to testify against them.

Those whose records will be given in their right hands will joyfully enter

Heaven (Jannah). On the other hand, the person whose record will be

unfavourable will say, "O dear! If only I had not been given my record and had not

known my reckoning!" [Surah Haqa (69), verses 25, 26]

"They will find their deeds present and your Lord shall not oppress anyone."

Nothing will be omitted, neither will they be punished for something that they

did not do. Of course, those sins that were forgiven will not appear since they

had long vanished.
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(50) When We told the angels, "Prostrate to Adam/' they all prostrated except

for Devil (Iblis). He was from the Jinn and disobeyed the command of his Lord.

Do you take him and his progeny as friends besides Me, whereas they are your

enemies. Evil indeed is the substitution of the oppressors. (51) I have not made

them witness to the creation of the heavens and the earth, nor witness to their

own creation. And I shall not take those as accomplices who lead others astray.

(52) Remember the day when Allah will say "Call those whom you ascribed as
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partners to Myself." Then they will call them, but they will not respond and We
shall place a barrier between them* (53) The criminals will see the Fire and will

be certain that they will plunge into it. They will not find anyone to rescue them

from it.

SATAN (IBLIS) REFUSES TO PROSTRATE TO SAYYIDINA ADAM
f
*~Jt Up AND HIM AND HIS PROGENY ARE ENEMIES TO MAN

"When We told the angels, 'Prostrate to Adam (in reverence, not worship)/ they

all prostrated except for Mis. He was from the Jinn and disobeyed the command of his

Lord. " The details of this epic were discussed in the verse 34 of Surah Baqarah,

verses 11 and 12 of Surah A'raf (Surah 7) and in verses 61 and 62 of Surah Bani

Isra'il (Surah 17). It was then that he vowed to mislead man. His progeny are also

his accomplices in this sinister task.

Allah says in surprise, "Do you take him and his progeny as friends (by obeying

them) besides Me, whereas they are your enemies. Evil indeed is the substitution of the

oppressors/' Because of their ignorance, people foolishly chose to substitute the

allegiance they owe to Allah with allegiance to Satan (Shaytan).

Allah says, "I have not made them witness to the creation of the heavens and the

earth, nor witness to their own creation/' Allah says that He did not require the

presence and assistance of Satan (Shaytan) and his progeny when He created the

universe. They are unable to assist Him in any way because He does not need

them. It is therefore foolish to take them as friiends instead of Allah.

Allah says further, "And I shall not take those as accomplices who lead others

astray." Allah tells man here that he is foolish to ascribe idols and other beings as

partner to Him, because He never took them as partners and friends.

Allah says in Surah Saba [Surah34, verse 22], "Say, 'Call those whom you worship

besides Allah. They have no control over an atom 's weight in the heavens or in the earth.

They do not even share any partnership in the two, and none of them are assistants to

Allah."

"Remember the day when Allah will say, 'Call those whom you ascribed as

partners to Myself Then they will call them (for help), but they will not respond..."

They will not be able to help themselves, let alone be of any help to others. Allah

adds by saying, "..... and We shall place a barrier between them." Thereafter they

will not even be able to see and reach each other.

"The criminals will see the Fire and will be certain that they will plunge into it.

They will not find anyone to rescue them from it." To their utter despair, their

inevitable doom will not be averted from them.

Note: The Arabic word "mowbiqa" (translated above as "barrier") literally

refers to a place of destruction. The verse will therefore mean that a

place of destruction viz. Hell will be between them, since they will all

be cast into it. "Ma'alimut Tanzil" quotes from Sayyidina Abdullah

bin Abbas ** i»\^ that "mowbiqa" is the name of one of the valleys

of Hell. Sayyidina Ikrama <ip & '<^j says that it is a river of fire that

flows along the edge of Hell. Therein are snakes that resemble black

mules.
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(54) We have undoubtedly expounded all types of subjects in the Qur'an for

people. Man has always been the worst disputant. (55) After the arrival of

guidance the only thing that prevented people from believing and seeking
forgiveness from their Lord was that the treatment of the previous people
should come to them or that punishment should appear before them. (56) We
sent the messengers only as bearers of glad tidings and warners. The
disbelievers dispute using falsehood in order to eradicate the truth and they

make a mockery of My verses and the warnings that have been given to them.

(57) Who can be more unjust than he who has been advised with the verses of

his Lord, but ignored them and forgot what he has sent forth? We have certainly

placed a veil on their hearts lest they should understand it and placed a prop in

their ears. In this condition even if you call them to guidance they shall never be
guided aright. (58) Your Lord is the Most Forgiving, Full of mercy. If He were to

take them to task for their deeds, He would have speedily afflicted them with
punishment. However, they have been promised a term from which they will

not find any sanctuary. (59) These are the towns that We have destroyed when
they were oppressive, and We have stipulated a term for their destruction.

MAN IS EXTREMELY CONTENTIOUS AND USES FALSEHOOD TO
ARGUE AGAINST THE TRUTH

Describing the contentious nature of man Allah says, "We have undoubtedly
expounded all types of subjects in the Qur'an for people. (However, despite all of this,

man refuses to accept because) Man has always been the worst disputant."

Allah says in Surah Yasln, "Has man not seen that We created him from a seed,

after which he is suddenly an open adversary?" [Surah 36, verse 77]

Allah says in Surah Zukhruf, "They only say this to you (i.e. coin similitudes)

to dispute, for they are a people given to arguing." [Surah 43, verse 58]
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Sayyidina Ali ^ &\ ^»j reports that one night the Holy Prophet <JU j <> &\ J^>
arrived at his home to awaken him and Sayyidah Fatima i^p & ^j for the

Tahajjud Salah. When he arrived he exclaimed, "Are you not performing Salah?"

Sayyidina Ali <up i»t ^j replied, "Our souls are in Allah's control. He will awaken
us when He pleases." The Holy Prophet pl-j U* &\ JL> did not reply and, while

walking away, hit his hands on his thighs reciting the verse, 'Man has always

been the worst disputant."

Further discussing the nature of man, Allah says, "After the arrival of

guidance the only thing that prevented people from believing and seeking forgiveness

from their Lord was that the treatment of the previous people should come to them or that

punishment should appear before them" This verse means that man seems to await

punishment to come to him before he mends his ways and believes, just as it

happened with the previous nations. However, when this happens, it will be too

late.

"We sent the messengers only as bearers of glad tidings and warners. (However,

instead of believing) The disbelievers dispute using falsehood in order to eradicate the

truth..." Not stopping at this, they even go a step further and "they make a mockery

ofMy verses and the warnings that have been sounded to them."

"Who can be more unjust than he who has been advised with the verses of his Lord,

but ignored them and forgot what he has sent forth (i.e. his evil deeds)?" The author of

"Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that because the Qur'an was first revealed to the Arabs,

they are addressed first. Thereafter the rest of mankind is also addressed in the

same breath. It was the practice of the Arab polytheists to ignore what was told

to them and to forget the evil of the infidelity (kufr) and polytheism (shirk) that

they perpetrated.

With regard to those who shall never believe, Allah says, "We have certainly

placed a veil on their hearts lest they should understand it (the Qur'an) and placed a

prop (deafness) in their ears."

Emphasising the tragedy of their situation, Allah says, "In this condition even

if you call them to guidance they shall never be guided aright." They mocked and

denied so much that there now remains no hope of their guidance.

"Your Lord is the Most Forgiving, Full of mercy." Allah forgives whoever

sincerely repents irrespective of the sins that he committed and He even allows

people respite until they repent. Therefore He says, "IfHe were to take them to task

for their deeds, He would have speedily afflicted them with punishment. However, they

have been promised a termfrom which they will notfind any sanctuary."

Despite the fact that the disbelievers (kujfar) request punishment from Allah,

it will not come to them until their period expires. When it does expire, they will

not be granted any more respite whatsoever, nor will they be able to save

themselves. "Ruhul Ma'ani" reports that another interpretation of the verse is

that people will not find a sanctuary in which to hide against Allah. [v. 15 p.306]

"These are the towns that We have destroyed when they were oppressive..." When
the earlier nations disobeyed their Prophets f

%Ji ,^-U, they were destroyed. Allah

has phrased the verse in this manner because the Makkans were aware of these

places and passed by some of them en route to Syria.
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".....and We have stipulated a term for their destruction." Allah warns the

people of Makkah that they would also suffer the same fate when their term

expires. Consequently, when the battle of Badr took place many of the

polytheists leaders were killed and disgraced.
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(60) When Musa said to the youngster, "I shall continue to walk until I reach the

confluence of two seas or until a long period expires." (61) So when they reached

the confluence of the two, they both forgot their fish and it tunnelled it's path

into the ocean. (62) When they proceeded further, Musa ?%J\ *Jp told the
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youngster, "Bring our breakfast. Without doubt, this journey has been extremely

wearisome for us." (63) He replied, "Did I not tell you that when we sought

shelter by the boulder I forgot the fish? It was certainly Shaytan that made me
forget the fish. It made it's way into the sea in an extremely marvellous way."

(64) Musa f
*>LJi Up said, "That was what we were seeking!" So they retraced their

steps.(65) Then they found a slave of Ours whom We had granted mercy

especially from Ourselves and to whom We had given Our special knowledge.

(66) Musa f%Ji Up said to him, "May I follow you on condition that you teach-

me some of the special knowledge that has been taught to you?" (67) He replied,

"You will surely not be able to bear with me..." (68) "How can you possibly bear

with something, the knowledge of which you have not encompassed?" (69)

Musa f%J» Up replied, "Insha Allah, you shall find me to be patient and I shall

not disobey any command of yours." (70) He said, "If you must follow me, then

do not ask me about anything until I make mention of it myself" (71) So they

proceeded until they boarded a boat and he made a hole in it. Musa fV~J» Up
exclaimed, "Have you made a hole to drown the people of the boat? You have

certainly perpetrated a grave act." (72) He said, "Did I not say that you will be

unable to bear with me?" (73) Musa f%J< Up said "Do not take me to task for

what I have forgotten and do not be harsh with me in matters. (74) So they

proceeded until they met a boy whom he killed. Musa (^LJ» *J* burst out, "Have

you killed an innocent soul that has not taken another soul? You have now
surely perpetrated a great wrong." (75) He said "Did I not tell you that you will

not be able to bear with me?" (76) Musa f*Jt *J* said, "If I question you about

anything after this, then you need not remain with me. You have received an

excuse from me." (77) So they proceeded until they came across the people of a

town from whom they asked for food, but the people refused to host them. They
then found a wall in the town that was on the point of collapse and he

straightened it. Musa f%J» aJs> said, "If you wished, you could have taken

payment for this." (78) He said, "This is the parting between us. I shall inform

you of the interpretation of the incidents which you could not bear with

patience."

THE STORY OF SAYYIDINA MUSA AND KHIDR f
*Ji u^Lp

The story of Sayyidina Musa and Khidr f%J\ Up has been mentioned in the

books of hadith. Bukhari has recorded it in various places, sometimes briefly,

and sometimes in detail. He has recorded it twice in the chapter of knowledge,
the first time (v. 1 p. 17) in brevity and the second time (v. 1 p.23) in detail. He has

recorded another detailed narration in the chapter of exegesis (Tafsir) (v. 2 p.287-

290).

Muslim has recorded the story in (v. 2 p.269) and "Nasal" in (v. 2 p.386.).

"Nasal" has also recorded the hadith in the chapter of exegesis (Tafsir) with
many points of wisdom and lessons attached.

We shall presently relate the incident based on the narration of Bukhari
from the chapter of exegesis (Tafsir). Sayyidina Ubay bin Ka'b ^ ibi^ reports

from the Holy Prophet ^j aJLp &\ JU that once when Sayyidina Musa f^LJ* Up
delivered a sermon to the Bani Isra'Il, their eyes filled with tears and their hearts

softened. After the sermon someone asked him whether there was anyone more
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knowledgeable than him on earth. He replied that there was none. According to

another narration he was asked as to who was the most knowledgeable person.

He replied that he was.

Since he did not reply, "Allah knows best," Allah reproached him and

informed him that another servant of His at "the confluence of two seas was more
knowledgeable than himself. Sayyidina Musa ^>lJi Up expressed the desire to

meet this person and asked Allah how he would recognise him.

Allah told Sayyidina Musa fM~J» Up to carry a fish with him in a basket. The
fish would be given life at the place where he would meet this person. So

Sayyidina Musa f%-Jt U* set out with the fish and his servant by the name of

Sayyidina Yusha bin Nun ^^LJi U* He instructed Sayyidina Yusha <>%-)' u* to

inform him when the fish came to life. Sayyidina Yusha ^^LJi U* told him that this

was an extremely simple task and well within his capability.

They travelled throughout that day and night. Thereafter, they came to a

boulder where they rested and slept. As they slept, the fish came to life, escaped

from the basket and swam out into the sea. Allah created a shelf in the sea for the

fish, which was an extremely wondrous sight for Sayyidina Yusha ^LJ\ <a* to

witness.

They later proceeded further, but Sayyidina Yusha f*>LJt U* forgot to

mention the incident to Sayyidina Musa f>LJ\ Up. When the morning of the

following day dawned, Sayyidina Musa f*>i~J» U* "told the youngster, 'Bring our

breakfast Without doubt, this journey has been extremely wearisomefor us.

Sayyidina Yusha f%-h <M replied, "Did I not tell you that when we sought shelter

by the boulder Iforgot the fish? It was certainly Satan (Shaytan) that made me forget the

fish. It made its way into the sea in an extremely marvellous way." It was certainly

Satan (Shaytan) that caused him to forget because the event was such that none

could easily forget. According to one narration, Sayyidina Yusha {%J\ *uU did not

inform Sayyidina Musa f*-^ U* immediately when the event occurred because

Sayyidina Musa fiLJ\ <4* was asleep and he did not want to disturb him.

However, after informing him, "Musa f%~& U* said, 'That was what (the place)

we were' seeking!' So they retraced their steps.
"'

THEY MEET SAYYIDINA KHIDR pU\ U* AND SAYYIDINA MUSA
?%J\ Up REQUESTS TO ACCOMPANY HIM

As they reached the spot, they noticed a person lying in the water in his

clothes. This was Sayyidina Khidr f%Js Up. Sayyidina Musa f%J\ <4* greeted him
with Salam and, being surprised, he asked, "Where has Salam come from in this

place?" He asked Sayyidina Musa £*~& <4* who he was and, when he received the

reply, he asked whether he was the same Musa f%~S\ *-U from the Bani Isra'U.

When Sayyidina Musa fiLJ\ Up confirmed his identity, Sayyidina Khidr {%~b 4*

asked him why he had come.

Sayyidina Musa £*~A\ <J* told him that he had come to learn from him.

Sayyidina Khidr f^J\ Up said, "Is the Torah and the revelation that you receive

not sufficient for you? O Musa! Allah has granted me such knowledge that He
has not granted to you and has granted you such knowledge that He has not
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granted to me."

As they were speaking, a sparrow came nearby and took some water in its

beak. Sayyidina Khidr <*J»' Up said, "O Musa! In comparison to Allah's

knowledge, my knowledge and your knowledge do not even equal to the

amount of water that this sparrow has taken from the ocean.

When Sayyidina Musa f^J\ Up requested to learn from Sayyidina Khidr Up

f*>LJt, "He replied, 'You will surely not be able to bear with me. How can you possibly

bear with something, the knowledge ofwhich you have not encompassed?"'

"Musa r*~A *4* replied, 'Insha Allah, you siiallfind me to be patient and I shall not

disobey any command ofyours. He said, 'Ifyou mustfollow me, then do not ask me about

anything until I make mention oj
?

it myself
"

They then walked along the coast until they came across a ferry that

transported people across to another shore. When the two asked to be taken

along, the owners of the ferry did not charge them a fee because they recognised

Sayyidina Khidr f%3 Up.

SAYYIDINA KHIDR f^Ui *Jp REMOVES A PLANK FROM THE
FERRY

As they proceeded on the ferry, Sayyidina Khidr >*>13 ^ took an axe and
used it to remove one of the planks from the deck of the boat. Sayyidina Musa Up
pu)\ was astonished and asked Sayyidina Khidr f*~b <d* how he could do such a

thing when the people had been kind enough to take them along without a fee.

He said that this act would drown the people.

"Have you made a hole to drawn the people of the boat? You have certainly

perpetrated a grave act." Here Sayyidina Musa fXJt ^ did not accuse Sayyidina

Khidr e*>LJt ^Ap of wanting to drown the people, but meant that the act would
result in their drowning.

When Sayyidma Musa f!*~ji u* said this, Sayyidina Khidr f
*Ji u* replied by

saying, "Did I not say that you will be unable to bear with me?"

"Musa fM-Ji Up said, -Do not take me to taskfor what I have forgotten and do not be

harsh with me in matters/

SAYYIDINA MUSA <*Ui <d* OBJECTS WHEN SAYYIDINA KHIDR
f*-!t4^KILLSABOY

After disembarking from the ferry, the two proceeded to a place where they

noticed some boys playing. Sayyidina Khidr {%~b Up took one of the boys aside

and, twisting his head, decapitated him. According to another narration, he

severed his head with a knife.

Upon witnessing this "Musa f*~& <4* burst out, 'Have you killed an innocent

soul (because the child was not even mature) that has not taken another soul? You

have now surely perpetrated a great wrong.

Sayyidina Khidr r
:>ui u* said, "Did I not tell you that you will not be able to bear

with me?" Realising that the two of them cannot possibly relate to each other,

"Musa {%~h <J* said, 'If I question you about anything after this, then you need not
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remain with me. (I understand that) You have received an excuse (to separate yourself)

from me."

SAYYIDINA MUSA f
*J« Up OBJECTS TO THE RESTORATION OF A

WALL AND THE TWO ARE SEPARATED

After journeying awhile, the twosome grew very tired and "came across the

people ofa town from whom they askedforfood, but the people refused to host them. They
then found a wall in the town that was on the point of collapse and he straightened it (by
hand)."

Sayyidina Musa
r
M~Ji u* responded by telling Sayyidina Khidr

r
!>LJi U*,

"These people refused to feed us and be our hosts. Why have you done this favour for
them, Ifyou wished, you could have taken paymentfor this (with which we could have
bought some food)."

At this juncture Sayyidina Khidr f%~S\ Up said, "This is the parting between us.

I shall inform you of the interpretation of the incidents which you could not bear with
patience."

According to a narration in "Fat'hul Bari" (v. 8 pA20) from Tha'labi Up &\ ^Jr

Sayyidina Khidr
r
!>Ui Up told Sayyidina Musa

r
xJi Up, "You have reprimanded

me for damaging the boat, for killing the boy and for repairing the wall, but have
forgotten your own deeds. You were cast into the river (as a child)> killed a Copt
and you gave water to the daughters of Sayyidina Shu'ayb

r
%Ji <A^ only for

reward."
"

The explanation of Sayyidina Khidr ?%J\ Up will follow in the next part.
Insha Allah.
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(79)"As for the boat, it belonged to a few poor persons who worked by the sea. I

wished to damage it (because) there was a king ahead of them who forcefully

seized possession of every boat." (80) "As for the boy, both his parents were

believers so we feared that he would embroil them in rebellion and disbelief"

(81) "We intended that their Lord replace for them children who are better than

he in purity and affection. (82) "As for the wall/ it belonged to two orphaned

boys in the town. Beneath it was their treasure and their father was a pious

person, so your Lord intended that they come of age and excavate their treasure.

This is the mercy of your Lord. I did not carry out these actions of my own

accord. This is the interpretation of the things that you could not bear with

patience."

SAYYIDINA KHIDR pJb Up EXPLAINS THE ACTUALITY OF THE
THREE INCIDENTS

Before they departed, Sayyidina Khidr £*~}\ <d* informed Sayyidina Musa *>

f^LJi about the reasons why he carried out the three actions, which Sayyidina

Musa f*~& a> found incorrigible.

"As for the boat, it belonged to a few poor persons who worked by the sea." The

boat was their source of livelihood because they used it as a ferry. However, "I

wished to damage it (because) there was a king ahead of them who forcefully seized

possession of every boat." The tyrant took away every boat that was in serviceable
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condition. For this reason, Sayyidina Khidr ?*~S\ a> damaged that boat so that the

king would not want it for himself. The owners could later repair the boat and

continue with their business.

"As for the boy (he was a disbeliever while), both his parents were believers,.."

Muslim (v. 2 p. 271) reports that the boy was destined to remain a disbeliever.

Since the parents were extremely attached to the child, "we feared that he would

embroil them in rebellion and disbelief

He would have exploited the love that his parents bore for him to make

them disbelievers as well. Sayyidina Khidr pU\ Up continued to say, "We

intended that their Lord replace for them children who are better than he in purity and

affection." These children would be believers (Mu'min) and a blessing for their

parents.

"As for the wall, it belonged to two orphaned boys in the town. Beneath it was their

treasure..." If the wall fell, the people of the town would usurp the treasure that

the father had left as inheritance for his children. Since they were orphans and

"their father was a pious person," therefore Allah wished to treat them well.

Sayyidina Khidr r>»~J\ Up said that "your Lord intended that they come of age and

excavate their treasure. This is the mercy ofyour Lord.
"

"I did not carry out these actions of my own accord." Allah commanded all the

actions. Finally he said to Sayyidina Musa pU\ u*, "This is the interpretation of the

things that you could not bear with patience."

NOTES AND RULINGS

{1} Sayyidina Musa r
*>Ui Up was correct when he told the people that there

was none more knowledgeable than he. He was the Prophet of Allah f%~& Up

who had his own Shari'ah and even the Torah was revealed to him. He was also

a messenger to a large nation like the Bani Isra'Il. Allah reprimanded him for his

statement because it was a claim that did not befit his status.

It is learnt from this that no person should claim that he knows the most

even if it appears so. There could always be another who is more knowledgeable

than himself, but whom he is unaware of. There are also numerous others who

possess knowledge about things that he does not know anything about.

{2} It is learnt from this incident that it is permissible for one to take a

servant along on a journey and to entrust certain tasks to him, like how

Sayyidina Musa f%~b U* took Sayyidina Yusha bin
#

Nun <>*>lJ\ 4* with him. It is

not preferable for a person to travel alone. There were many Sahabah^ & ^j
who served the Holy Prophet ^3 Up ibi j*. The most famous of these, is

Sayyidina Anas <up jj\ y^.

{3} Another lesson learnt from this incident is that the student should go out

to seek knowledge from the teacher and that the teacher does not have to go to

the student. It for this reason that Imam Bukhari ^ & i*j has narrated this story

in his chapter concerning going out in search of knowledge. In this chapter he

also mentions that Sayyidina Jabir bin Abdullah ** ii ^j undertook a month's

journey merely to learn a single hadith from Sayyidina Abdullah binUnays &\^j
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{4} Age does not matter when seeking knowledge. A person may be a child

or an old man, but he is never exempted from acquiring knowledge. Bukhari

reports that the Sahabah^ ^ ^j even acquired knowledge after reaching old

age.

{5} One should not be ashamed to learn from another person who may be

lower in status to one. In this narrative, a great Prophet like Sayyidina Musa Up

f*~to set out to learn from Sayyidina Khidr r%~J* U*> who taught him something

that he was unaware of.

{6} The student should never be lethargic in his travels for knowledge, and

should be prepared to endure all difficulties. Sayyidina Musa fiL~b *ip said, "I

shall continue to walk until I reach the confluence of two seas or until a long period

expires." The author of "Rahul Ma'ani" says that the Arabic word "huqub"

(translated above as "a long period") refers to a period of eighty years according to

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ** &\ ^j and Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** &\ ^>
Sayyidina Hasan <d* & ^j says that it refers to a period of seventy years,

while the linguist, Farra 4* & *^j, has mentioned that it denotes a period of one

year according to the terminology of the Quraysh. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas

<u* iwt ^j says that it refers to an indefinite extensive period.

{7} Muslim reports that when Sayyidina Musa r
:>U» Up told the person that

he does not know of any person more knowledgeable than himself, Allah told

him, "But Our servant Khidr is more knowledgeable than yourself." This indicates

that Sayyidina Musa (%Jy<S* knew the name of Sayyidina Khidr <v>LJ Up before

meeting him.

{8} The word "Khidr" means 'green and lush.' The Holy Prophet ^ 3 4-1* ii J-*

has mentioned that Sayyidina Khidr r
*>Ut Up got this name because he once sat on

a dry and barren piece of ground; where after it became green and lush. [Bukhari

v. 1 p. 483]

{9} Commentators say that "the confluence of tioo seas" mentioned to by

Sayyidina Musa 'f*~& U* refers to the confluence of the Persian Sea and the

Roman Sea.

{10} Muslim (v. 2 p. 270) reports that the fish was taken along as provision for

the journey and was sprinkled with salt. The revival of this fish was to be the

sign of their rendezvous with Sayyidina Khidr r
^LJt Up. This fact demonstrates

, that carrying provisions for a journey does not contradict Tawakkul (reliance on

Allah).

Sayyidina Musa f*~S\ <4* began to feel tired only after passing by his

destination. Allah has made man such that he does not tire along the way

because of his eagerness and mustered courage. However, once he reaches his

destination, he is overcome with exhaustion. Although Sayyidina Musa ^^LJ\ aJp

never realised that he had already passed the rendezvous, he had already done

so and was affected by the above natural instinct.

{11} Although Satan (Shaytan) caused the journey to be prolonged when he

made Sayyidina Yusha {*~b 4* forget the fish, the extra difficulty that the two

endured was predestined by Allah, for which they will receive added rewards
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from Allah. A believer (Mu 'min) realises that he will be rewarded in trying times

and appreciates these just as he appreciates good times.

Sayyidina Musa £*~& *> knew that man is bound to err and did not rebuke

Sayyidina Yusha £*~& <J* when he told Sayyidifta Musa fiLJ\ Up that he had

forgotten to inform him about the incident.

{12} Upon meeting Sayyidina Khidr pLJ\ Up. Sayyidina Musa f*-*\
U* first

greeted him with Salam. This teaches us that one should always greet another

Muslim whenever he wishes to draw his attention. The fjoly Prophet ^j a* ii J**

has mentioned that Salam should always precede speechv [Mishkdt p. 390]

{13} Sayyidina Musa (OUi. Up asked Sayyidina Khidr r^-^ <4*, "May I follow

you on condition that you teach me some of the special knowledge that has been taught to

you?" This statement teaches that one does not necessarily have to learn

everything that a teacher can offer.

The mode of address used by Sayyidina Musa {X~b <4* was one of respect,

which did not make Sayyidina Khidr r
XJi ^ feel that he was obliged to accede

to the request. He did not tell Sayyidina Khidr f^Js ^ that he had travelled a

great distance and that he now had no option but to teach him. In a similar

respectful manner should a student make requests of his teacher.

Sayyidina Musa f*>U* U* came to learn a different type of knowledge from

Sayyidina Khidr £Ui U* that was not imperative for eternal salvation. A person

requires knowledge of the Shari'ah for eternal salvation, which Sayyidina Musa

r
MJt aJLp already had. This indicates that it is permissible for one to travel in

search of knowledge that is not imperative for salvation once this has already

been acquired.

{14} The teacher should inform the student of his preferences and styles so

that the student can decide whether he will be able to tolerate the mannerism of

the teacher. If the student then promises to abide by the instructions of the

teacher, the teacher should accept him.

The student should also rely on Allah to grant him the ability to fulfil the

requirements by adding "Insha Allah" to his promise as Sayyidina Musa f*~to U*

did.

{15} The teacher has the right to attach conditions to the studies of the

student. The student is then obliged to abide by these after he has accepted them.

He would, of course, be forgiven if he forgets. If he does forget, he should offer

his reason to the teacher and ask for forgiveness.

{16} Despite accepting the conditions of the teacher, the student should

correct the teacher when he contradicts the Shari'ah. Although Sayyidina Musa

r
^LJ\ aJj^ admitted that he forgot the first time, he intentionally objected to the

killing of the boy. This also proves that a person is obliged to object to anything

that violates the Shari'ah even though he has Undertaken a restraining promise of

some kind.

Hafiz Ibn Hajar aJLp k a^j writes that Sayyidina Musa f^J\ Up seemed to

have promised Sayyidina Khidr
r
^Ui <U that he would be patient through all

conditions, as long as these did not contravene the Shari'ah.
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{17} The teaclier has the right to admonish the student when need be.

Sayyidina Khidr fiLJ\ Up told Sayyidina Musa f^-b Up the first time, "Did I not say

that you will be unable to bear with me?" On the second occasion, Sayyidina Khidr

f*~S\ Up told him, "Did I not tell you that you will not be able to bear with me?" The

second statement was more emphatic and assertive than the first because the

error had been repeated;

{18} When the student realises that he can no longer remain with the teacher,

he should seek permission to leave, as Sayyidina Musa t%^\ u* said, "if I question

you about anything after this, then you need not remain with me. You have received an

excuse from me." He gave Sayyidina Khidr f%J\ Up the choice in the matter and

did not just leave on his own.

{19} When a student has to leave his teacher, the teacher should ensure that

he leaves with the facts before him. It should not be that the student leaves with

negative thoughts about the teacher. In this way he will be saved from backbiting

about the teacher.

{20} Even though a person's conscience is clear, he should ensure that

people do not get the wrong impression about him. He must never be content

with the knowledge that others will suffer for their misconceptions about him.

He should clarify the matter so that no person is guilty of the sin of backbiting

and harbouring ill thoughts merely because of a misunderstanding.

{21} When a person is in dire straits he may ask for assistance, as the two did

when they asked the people of the town for food.

{22} It is permissible to ask remuneration for one's labour, as Sayyidina

Musa (%^ Up told Sayyidina Khidr (%J\ Up, "If you wished, you could have taken

paymentfor this."

{23} Muslim reports the Holy Prophet jju, a* i>i j*, as saying that the people

of the town in question were wicked, but behaving correctly towards wicked

people is a noble trait of the righteous [like Sayyidina Khidr f
*>LJi Up] .

{24} The story also teaches us that ferrying people across water is

permissible trade. Another lesson learnt from this episode is that people may still

be termed as being poor or destitute ("Miskin"), even though they may have

some means of earning a living.

{25} It is Forbidden (Haram) to usurp any person's property and a person

will be greatly rewarded for protecting another from the tyranny of an

oppressor.

{26} It is also learnt that the children of pious people must be treated well. It

is for this reason tha:t the piou^ people always have a high regard for the children

of other pious persons, even though the children may not, be as pious as their

parents.

{27} Sayyidina Musa <v>u)\ ^ was greatly upset at the killing of the boy, as

mentioned by a narration of Muslim. It w^s then that he decided that he could no

longer bear to be with Sayyidina Khidr ^^^ Up.

This incident raises certain questions about whether the killing of the boy
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was justified according to the Shari'ah, and whether the reason given by
Sayyidina Khidr ^U» Up was acceptable in the Shari'ah? In reply one should

understand that the Shari'ah of Sayyidina Musa ^LJ\ aJlp differed from ours.

Therefore, one cannot base one's judgement upon our Shari'ah.

More conclusively, the reply would be that Sayyidina Khidr>xJ» Up was
merely carrying out Allah' s command - and none can object to that. This is

confirmed by the statement of Sayyidina Khidr r>LJ\ Up when he told Sayyidina

Musa /»%ji Up at the end, "I did not carry out these actions ofmy own accord."

{28} "So they proceeded until they met a boy whom he killed. Musa /X-/' u* burst

out, 'Have you killed an innocent soul that has not taken another soul?"' This verse

appears to imply that (Qisas) (the death penalty) will apply to an immature child if

he is guilty of murder. However, it should again be borne in mind that the

Shari'ah of Sayyidina Musa f*J\-Aj* was different from ours. Retaliation (Qisas)

does not apply to immature children in our Shari'ah.

{29} "FatliulBari" (v. 8 p. 421) reports from Ibn Juraij <ip & <^j and others that

Allah blessed the parents of the boy with an extremely pious daughter. A
narration of Nasai states that this daughter was the mother of a Prophet <d*

A narration of Ibn Abi Hatim reports that the Holy Prophet born to her was
Sayyidina Sham' tin fiLJ\ *d*. He was that Prophet f>LJ aAp whom the Bani

Isra'il requested, "Appoint for us a king so that we may fight in Allah 's way..."

According to another narration, this daughter was the mother of seventy

Prophets fiLJ\ r^.

{30} Men of knowledge grieve at the loss of knowledge. When the Holy
Prophet jJL-j u* &\ ju related the words, "This is the parting between us, "he said,

"

May Allah have mercy on Musa. Ifonly he had been patient, then he coidd have reported

to us more about the two of them." [Bukhari p. 23]

Muslim (v. 2 p. 271) reports that the Holy Prophet ,jl^ u* it jl* said, "If he had

been patient, he could have seen more surprises, but he was embarrassed to keep

questioning his companion."

{31} The incident also teaches us that it is permissible to accept favours from

disbelievers, just like the two accepted the free ride on the boat and asked the

people of the town for food.

{32} A person will not be regarded as being intolerant if he expresses his

difficulty to a friend, just as Sayyidina Musa f%-& <J* told Sayyidina Yusha ^
f%Ji, "Without doubt, this journey has been extremely wearisomefor us."

{33} Permission does not have to be sought to render assistance to another,

just as Sayyidina Khidr pub <4* assisted the ferrymen and the two orphans.

However, this will not apply if the person being assisted is extremely foolish and
lacking in understanding.

{34} Sayyidina Khidr f^J\ <d* said, "We intended that their Lord replace for them

children who are better than he in purity and affection." Another interpretation of this

verse is that the parents will be more affectionate towards the other children.
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{35} A pious daughter is better than an irreligious son.

{36} Although everything occurs by the will of Allah; it is best and most

respectful not to attribute unpleasant happenings to Allah, like Sayyidina Khidr

r%jv 4jip said/ "I wished to damage it (because) there was a king ahead of them who

forcefully seized possession ofevery boat"

However, when an event is pleasant, it is most appropriate to attribute it

directly to Allah, like Sayyidina Khidr r>U* U* did when he said, "We intended

that their Lord replacefor them children who are better than lie in purity and affection,"

and "your Lord intended that they come of age and excavate their treasure. This is the

mercy ofyour Lord."

{37} No person can claim that he murdered another for certain legitimate

reasons because his spiritual mentor had also done so. When a person is proven

to be guilty of murder, Retaliation (Qisds) will be enforced irrespective of the

motive for the murder. The case of Sayyidina Khidr r
^U\ 4* was different because

he was acting under the direct command of Allah.

{38} It is sufficient to use just a few words when expressing something that

will be understood without elaboration. Sayyidina Khidr <ow)i U* sufficed to say,

"there was a king ahead of them who forcefully seized possession, of every boat." It is

obvious that the king will seize only those boats that are in serviceable condition.

This fact is understood without the need to mention it.

{39} Like Sayyidina Khidr r
^v Up, there are many people whom Allah has

appointed to carry out certain actions to maintain the system of the physical

world/Regarding this subject Sheikh Abdul Aziz Dabbagh U* & X*j has written a

book titled "Tabriz Ibriz" and Allama Jalalud Din a> ifct ^ has penned a work

called "KhairudDalAla WujudilQutubi WalAivtad Wan Nujaba WalAbdal".

The "Musnad of Ahmad"'reports that when the Leader of the believers

(AmirulMu'minin), Sayyidina Ali ^it
sf
>> arrived in Iraq he was asked to curse

the people of Syria (Sham). He replied, "I shall never do so. I have heard the Holy

Prophet ,0-j Up ii jl* say, 'The Abdal are in Sham: They are forty individuals whom

Allah replaces with another whenever one passes away. It is by virtue of their presence

that the people of Sham receive rain, are victorious over their enemies and are savedfrom

punishment."'

{40} Some commentators have mentioned that the town where Sayyidina

Khidr f*~b U* and Sayyidina Musa (%J 4* asked for food was Antioch. Others

say that it was Ila, others say it was Spain, some refer to a place called Nasira and

another group say it was town called Buqa. While it is not possible to attach a

definite name to the place, the famous opinion is that it was Antioch, a place in

southern Turkey, on the border of Syria.

A story is narrated that some people from Antioch once offered Sayyidina

Umar «* i»v \^j a substantial amount of money to alter the Arabic word "abou"

into "atou" in the verse, ". , . they asked for food, but tlie people refused to host them..."

The alteration would change the meaning completely and mean that they played,

host to Sayyidina Musa r
%J» Up and Sayyidina Khidr r

*>t3 u*. They claimed that

the verse ruined their reputation as long as it remained in the Qur'an.
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Sayyidina Umar ^ &\ ^>j told them that it was now too late. He told them
that if the people of their town had even offered a few grains of food to the two
travellers, the Qur'an would have said that they did act as hosts.

"Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 16 p. 6) states that these people came to the Holy Prophet
pjL.j Up it j^> with some gold as payment. Another narration says that they came
to Sayyidina Ali -up &\ ^j when he was the Leader of the believers (Amirul

Mu'minin).

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes thereafter that the incident is baseless

and even if it were true, it would confirm the lack of intelligence of these people

and that they actually fitted the description of being wicked (as mentioned by the

Holy Prophet^ ^ Up iii ju*

(41} It occurred that the ferrymen easily repaired the boat after the

tyrannical king passed by. Because of the presence of Sayyidina Musa f*~b a^

and Sayyidina Khidr f^J\ Up on the boat, Allah caused it not to fill with water

while they were aboard.

"Fat'hul Bart" (v. 8 p. 419) reports that Sayyidina Khidr f%^ 4* informed the

ferrymen that he intended to damage their boat, telling them that it was for their

own good. They consented to the action. Another narration has it that only

Sayyidina Musa>M-Jv Up saw him do what he did and that the others would not

have consented to it.

{42} The commands that Sayyidina Khidr f*>LJ\ Ulp received from Allah were
a revelation to him and not just "Ilham" (inspiration). "Ilham" that contradicts

the Shari'ah cannot be condoned at all. Qrie can therefore not kill a person or

damage someone's property claiming that one was commanded to do so by
"ilham"'. The author of "Eukul Ma'ani" (v. 15 p. 17) quotes Allarrta Sha'r&ni i>» *>j

Up as saying that many people have gone astray in this regard and they are

leading others astray as well.

{43} Many ignorant so-called "pious ones" claim that the Shari'ah does not

apply to "Tariqa" (the practices of ascetism and sufism). They fail to perceive

that Tariqa is subject to the Shari'ah and that every saint and sufi has to follow

the Shari'ah without exception. The person who fails to adhere to the obligatories

(Fara'idh) and Compulsories of the Shari'ah will be regarded as a sinner.

People who claim that they or their 'Sheikh' need not follow the Shari'ah are

disbelievers and can never be followed. Those people are also disbelievers who
say that they need not comply with the teachings of the Prophets ?%J\ \r+i* and
the Holy Prophet "pJU-j Up & J~* and that there are other ways that can be observed

besides the laws brought by tfiern.

{44} It is blasphemous and art act of disbeliefs to believe that the Shari'ah

applies only to the masses. Some people have been heard to say that the Shari'ah

does not apply to those knowledgeable people who have clean hearts and upon
whose hearts divine knowledge descends, they say that these people are able to

follow the dictates of the special knowledge that is revealed to them. This belief

is totally heretical and sacrilegious.

{45} According to the wording of the verses, no mention is made of
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Sayyidina Yusha -^LJ\ Up after he found Sayyidina Khidr r>t~Jt Up with Sayyidina

Musa r
*>LJ» -uU. Hafiz Ibn Hajar^ & u-j writes in "Fat'hul Bari" (v. 1 p. 220) that it

is possible that he did accompany the two, but is not mentioned because he was
merely following Sayyidina Musa r^LJ Up. At the same time, the possibility also

exists that he did not accompany them at all

{46} Mention was made previously of how Sayyidina Khidr (O^ 1 Up got the

title of "Khidr/' However, Imam Nawawi^ & '^j has written that his real name
was Balya, while other commentators maintain that it was Kalyan. His cognomen
was Abul Abbas and his father was a king called Malkan. His father is a

descendant of Sam, one of the sons of Sayyidina Nuh f%~b Up. [Commentary of

Muslimv.2p.269\

{47} There exists a difference of opinion with regard to whether Sayyidina

Khidr (%J\ Up was the Holy Prophet or a Wali (pious person). Sayyidina Abu
Hayyan U* &\ i^j has recorded in his exegesis (tafsir) that most Scholars (Ulama)

are of the opinion that he was the Holy Prophet. In support of this opinion, he

quotes the parting statement of Sayyidina Khidr 'ftLJ\ Up, where he said, 7 did not

carry out these actions of
' rny own accord/' It will be farfetched to assume that he

received his instructions from another Prophet ^%Jy Up.

(

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** M-^j says that Sayyidina Khidr;/3M 4*

was such a Prophet that was not sent to any particular nation with a rhessage.

Hafiz Ibn Hajar ^ & **-j supports this opinion, judging from the talks that

Sayyidina Khidr f&J) Up had with Sayyidina Mufca f*>LJt Up. [Isaba v.l p. 43011]

{48} Hafiz Ibn Hajar <^ &^j has written in "Fafhul Bari" (v. 1 p. 221) that

many ignorant people say that Sayyidina Khidr fiLJ\ aJp was superior in status to

Sayyidina Musa j%J\ Up. These people merely look at this isolated incident and

forget that Allah spoke directly to Sayyidina Musa '^LJ\ Up and that he was given

the Torah, which contained the knowledge of all things.

They have also forgotten that all the Prophets (OLJ p^Jp of the Bani Isra'il

after Sayyidina Musa £*~A ^, including Sayyidina Isa p~& <^f followed his

Shari'ah. In this regard Sayyidina Musa f&J\ Up will be superior in status to

Sayyidina Khidr pLJ\ <4±, because the latter did not receive a Shari'ah of his own.

Even if it assumed that Sayyidina Khidr f&J\ <l* did receive a Shari'ah, Sayyidina

Musa (!>LJ <M would still be superior because his apostleship was greater and his

Ummah was larger.

If Sayyidina Khidr f%^ ±& was a Wali, then the person who says that he is

superior to SayyidinaMusa f>LJ aJj> will be a disbeliever because the entire

Ummah is unanimousthat any Prophet is superior to any Wali.

Although Sayyidina Musa ftuJ\ 4* was superior m status, he was sent to

learn from Sayyidina Khidr {%-M Up as a test and & fesson, so that he may not

unconditionally claim to be the most knowledgeable person. ["Fat'hul Bari" v. 1 p.

221]

{49} Hafiz Ibn Hajar Up iirt i^j has written approximately 18 pages in his

book 'isaba" on the topic of whether Sayyidina Khidr^ Up is alive presently

or not He first quotes the proofs of those who claim that he has passed away.

The strongest of their proofs; is a hadith of the Holy Prophet pi-j up ^i ju* in which
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he once told the Sahabah <+* &\ ^j after the Isha Salah, 'None of the people
presently upon the back of the earth will be alive after a hundred years." Bukhari
has narrated this hadith in three places.

Hafiz Ibn Hajar «uU ifct i^j has quoted Imam Nawawi U* i»» ^as saying that

the majority of the Scholars (Ulama) are against this opinion and say that at the

time when the Holy Prophet <X* S <a± &\ jl* said, this hadith Sayyidina Khidr Up

r
*>LJt was at sea, and therefore exempted from the general intention of the words

,

"upon the back of the earth."

Hafiz Ibn Hajar <o* &\ <^j has also quoted from Hafiz Ibnul Jowzi ajlp <&i ^
that the Holy Prophet^ 3 Up 41 jl* made the following supplication (da'a) before

the battle of Badr i.e. "O Allah! If you wish, you would not be.worshipped after

this day." Muslim (v. 2 p. 84) narrates the supplication (du'a) as follows: "O Allah!

If you so wish, you would not be worshipped on earth." (i.e. If the Sahabah ^j^ iwi are destroyed in the battle, there would be none to worship Allah).

He deduces from this that Sayyidina Khidr f?U» Up must have already
passed away when the Holy Prophet^ a* &\ j^ made this supplication (du'a)

because he was certainly a worshipper of Allah. Even if the Sahabah ^i^
were annihilated in the battle, he would still have been alive to worship Allah.

Another proof for his death is that if he were alive he would have certainly

met the Holy Prophet^ a* i»i j* and believed in him as Allah's messenger.
However, this proof holds no weight because he could have met the Holy
Prophet (J*-i *j*&\j~* without our knowledge. The absence of a narration to this

effect does not negate the occurrence.

Thereafter, Hafiz Ibn Hajar Up is i+j narrates the proofs of those who claim
that Sayyidina Khidr f*~S\ *A* was alive during the time of the Holy Prophet &v j~*

<x* 3 Up and after him as well. None of these are reported from the Holy Prophet

,0^ Up -M J^ himself, many are extremely unreliable, while there are those that

are fabricated.

One of the narrations are extracted from "Kitabul Mujalisa", in which
Sayyidina Umar bin Abdul Aziz ^ in ^ is reported to have Said that he had
seen Sayyidina Khidr £>U» Up walking hastily. A narration from the "Tarikh" of

Ya'qub bin Sufyan Up &\ <*~j states that Sayyidina Umar bin Abdul Aziz <^ i» **•>

said, "I met my brother Sayyidina Khidr
r
%Ji Up and he conveyed to me the glad

tidings that I shall be in charge of the peoples' affairs and that I shall be just."

Hafiz Ibn Hajar U* i» us> says that this was the most authentic.,narration

regarding this subject. [Isabahv. 1 p. 480]

He then quotes Abu Hayyan^ ifci u*j as saying that one of the narrators of

his hadith [viz. Abdul Wahid Abbasi Hambali 4^ & ^J is known by his students
as having personally met Sayyidina Khidr

r
*>LJi Up. Hafiz Ibn Hajar Up At jh^ says

that he also met many people who claim to have met Sayyidina Khidr ^LJ\ <a*. Of
these is Qadhi Ilmud Din Basati aJp ifo v> who was the chief justice during the

reign of the king Zahir Barquq.

Imam Bayhaqi Up i»v ^^ has reported in "Dala'ilun Nabuwwa" (v. 7 p. 268)

that when the Holy Prophet ,0^ Up ii jl# passed away, the people of his house
heard a voice from a corner of the room saying, "O people of the home! Peace be
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on you, and the mercy of Allah and His blessings. There is undoubtedly

consolation in the Being of Allah from every calamity, a replacement for every

destroyed thing, and compensation for every lost thing, (i.e. Despite all the losses

in life, it should be borne in mind that Allah is still Ever Present so seek

assistance from Him). So trust only in Allah and pin your hopes in Him Alone,

because the person who is truly attlicted by a calamity is he who is deprived of

reward."

Upon hearing this, Sayyidina Ali **• & ^j asked the people if they

recognised the voice. He then informed them that the speaker was Sayyidina

Khidr fiU\_ U*. [Mishkdtp. 549]

Many Muhaddithin> including Imam Bukhari ik «k*>j, strongly oppose the

belief that Sayyidina Khidr pLJ\ aJU is alive and their opinion cannot be

conclusively rebutted. Both parties have their proofs. The subject is not one on

which any law of Shari'ah is based, neither will it affect a person's belief (hnan) in

any way. Allah knows best.
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(83) They ask you about Dhul Qarnain. Tell them, "I shall shortly make mention

of him to you. (84) We verily granted him kingship on earth and gave him every

type of asset. (85) So he journeyed on a road... (86) Until he reached the place

where the sun sets. He found it setting in a black spring/ where he found a

nation. We told him."O Dhul Qarnain! Either you punish them or you adopt a

kind attitude towards them." (87) He said, "As for him who oppresses, we shall

soon punish him and then return him to his Lord, Who will punish him most

severely." (88) "As for him who believes and does good deeds, his shall be a

most beautiful reward/And we will speak mildly of him with regard to our

affairs." (89) He then journeyed on a road... (90) Until he reached the place where

the sun rose, he found it rising upon a nation to whom We had not given any

veil against it. (91) This is how it was, and We surely had knowledge of

everything that he possessed. (92) He then journeyed on a road... (93) Until he

reached between two mountain, he found nearby a nation who could barely

understand anything. (94) They submitted, "O Dhul Qarnain! The Ya'juj and

Ma'juj spread anarchy on earth, so is it possible that we collect some money for

you so that you may erect a barrier between us and them?" (95) He replied, "The

power and authority that my Lord has vested in me is better, so assist me with

strength and I shall erect a fortified wall between you and them. (96) "Bring me

some pieces of iron." When these were levelled between the cliffs, he

commanded, "Blow!" When it was made into fire, he said, "Bring me molten

copper to pour over it." (97) They were not able to scale it, neither were they able

to make a hole in it. (98) He said, "This is a mercy from my Lord. When the

promise of my Lord will come, He will shatter it to pieces. The promise of my
Lord is ever true. (99) On that day We will leave the criminals to surge against

each other, the trumpet will be blown and We will gather them all. (100) On that

day We will present Hell before the disbelievers. (101) Those whose eyes were

veiled from My remembrance and they were unable to hear.

THE STORY OF DHUL QARNAIN, HIS TRAVELS AND THE
ERECTION OF A WALL TO STOP THE GOG (YA'JUJ) AND MAGOG
(MA'JUJ)

It has already been mentioned that the Jews told the polytheists to pose

three questions to the Holy Prophet ^ 3 aJLp ii j* as a test of his apostleship. The

question regarding the soul was answered in Surah Bani Isra'Il and the question

about the people of the cave has also been discussed. Now Allah discusses the

story of Dhul Qarnain.

Questions are often asked about who was Dhul Qarnain, where were the

Gog (Ya'juj) and Magog (Ma 'juj) and where is the wall that Dhul Qarnain

erected? These questions fill the minds of people. Although a believer (Mu'min)

should not be affected by these questions and be satisfied with what the Qur'an

explains, people nowadays are accustomed to research and investigation.

WHO WAS DHUL QARNAIN, WHAT WAS HIS REAL NAME AND
WHYWAS HE GIVEN THE TITLE OF "DHUL QARNAIN?"

Some people have mentioned that Dhul Qarnain was Alexander of

Macedonia, whose advisor was the philosopher Aristotle. However, the research
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scholars have refuted this notion because Dhul Qarnain is described in the

Qur'an as a pious believer (Mu'min) (in fact, some Scholars (Ulatna) say that he

was the Prophet).

It is well known that Alexander of Macedonia was a tyrant and founded the

city of Alexandria in Egypt. Hafiz Ibn Hajar aJLp i»t ^j also mentions that

Alexander reigned long after Dhul Qarnain. He lived . approximately three

hundred years before Sayyidina Isa ^LJ\ Up. He killed Darius III and disgraced

the Persian royalty.

Thereafter Hafiz Ibn Hajar u* k\ ^ writes, "We have clarified* the point

because many people believe that the Dhul Qarnain mentioned in the Qur'an is

the same Dhul Qarnain whose advisor was Aristotle.

This notion causes many errors and associated evils because the first one

was a believer (Mu'min) and a just ruler, whose advisor was Sayyidina Khidr U*

r
*>LJt. He was also a Prophet, as we have already established. The second was a

polytheist and his advisor was a philosopher. There was also a period of two

thousand years between the two..." /

Thereafter Hafiz Ibn Hajar Up & "<^j presents several opinions about the real

name of Dhul Qarnain. These are:

(1) Abdullah bin Dahhak bin Ma d

(2) Mus'ah bin Abdullah bin Qattan

(3) Marzuban bin Marzaba

(4) Sa'b bin Dhi Mara'id

(5) Harmas

(6) Hardis

He also states that Dhul Qarnain was from the progeny of Sam, the son of

Sayyidina Nuh f*~J\ *A*. He states further that he belonged to the Bani Himyar

tribe. Whatever the case, the difference of opinion regarding his name does not

affect the purpose of the incident.

Ibn Kathir reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** & \^>j that Dhul

Qarnain was a Prophet and he reports from Is'haq bin Bishr Up it <*-j that his

advisor was Sayyidina Khidr f^Ut U*, who also doubled as the leader of the

reconnoitring section of Dhul Qarnain's army.

He also quotes Azraq U* ^ *^j as saying that Dhul Qarnain accepted Islam

at the hands of Sayyidina Ibrahim fX-b aJLp. He performed tawaf with Sayyidina

Ibrahim and Isma'Il f^t u*. He performed the Hajj on foot and, when Sayyidina

Ibrahim ^LJ\ U* was informed of his arrival, he welcomed him and made pray

(du'a) for him. Allah also made the clouds subservient to him and he could take

them wherever he pleased.

The Arabic word "Qarnain" denotes two horns or two centuries. "Ruhul

Ma'ani" (v. 16 p. 24) quotes eleven opinions concerning the reason for the title of

Dhul Qarnain {"The one who possesses two horns or two centuries"). Of these many
are incorrect. Of those that seem appropriate is that he was titled in this manner
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because he reigned for two centuries.

Another opinion states that he had two horns on his head like goats have.
He is reported to be the first person to wear a turban to hide these horns. Others
state that he was titled likewise because his crown had two horns. A fourth
opinion is that he was given the title because of his extensive travels to the east

and the west both directions denoting a horn.

HIS JOURNEY TO WEST
Allah says, ''They ask you about Dhul Qarnain. Tell them, 7 shall shortly make

mention ofhim to you. We verily granted him kingship on earth and gave him every type

of asset." Allah granted him everything that he required to rule his kingdom
efficiently.

"So he journeyed on a road (to the west)." En route he conquered many
territories and continued "Until he reached the place zoliere the sun sets (a place that

was the furthest westerly settlement). He found it setting in a black spring..."

"Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 16 p. 32) mentions that this refers to a spring within the sea, or
to the sea itself. The word "spring" can very well refer to the ocean because it is

as minute as a spring when compared to Allah's great power and kingdom.

A "black spring" would mean that he saw the sun setting upon a coastline

that appeared to be black because of its vastness (and distance). Of course, the

sun never actually sets in the sea, but the sight appears to portray this.

In this westerly territory "he found a nation. We told him, 'O Dhul Qarnain!
Either you punish them [by putting them to the sword because of their adherence
to disbeliefs after receiving the message of (Oneness of Allah (Tauhid)] or you
adopt a kind attitude towards them (by repeating the message to them and allowing
them to accept)."

Dhul Qarnain opted to first invite them to belief (Iman). "He said, 'As for him
who oppresses (by rejecting to believe), we shall soon punish him and then return him to

his Lord, Who will punish him most severely."

He continued to say, "As for him who believes and does good deeds, his shall be a

most beautifid reiuard. And we will speak mildly of him with regard to our affairs." i.e.

He will not be imposed upon, neither verbally nor physically.

HIS JOURNEY TO THE EAST
Allah says further, "He then journeyed on a road (to the east)." He continued

on his journey "Until he reached the place where the sun rose..." i.e. He journeyed to

the furthest easterly settlement.

When he reached this place, he noticed that the sun rose "upon a nation to

whom We had not given any veil against it." These people did not live in homes or

tents, but lived in the open. It is possible that the place was cold and they

required the sunlight to keep themselves warm. Rain must have also been scarce

and, when it did fall, they must have taken shelter under trees.

Allah then says, "This is hozv it was, and We surely had knowledge ofeverything

that he possessed."
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Allah does not mention in the above verse whether the people in the east

were believers (Mu'minin) or disbelievers, or what Dhul Qarnain did with them.

If they were disbelievers, he may have treated them as he did with the people, of

the west

THE THIRD JOURNEY

"He then journeyed on a road until he reached between two mountains, he found

nearby a nation who could barely understand anything." These people were terrified

for the Gog (Ya'juj) and Magog (Ma'juj) tribe.

"They submitted, "O Dhul Qarnain![The Ya'juj and Ma'juj spread anarchy on

earth, so is it possible that we collect some money for you so that you may erect a barrier

between us and them?
"'

HOWWAS THE WALL CONSTRUCTED?
When these people requested Dhul Qarnain to build a barricade between

themselves and the Gog (Ya'juj) and Magog (Ma'juj), "He replied, '(You need not

pay me anything because) The power and authority that my Lord has vested in me is

better (than what you can give to me), so assist me with strength (i.e. manpower
and support) and 1 shall erect a fortified wall between you and them"

Dhul Qarnain told the people, "Bring me some pieces of iron." The iron was

used as bricks, while wood and coal were used as mortar. Allah then continues,

"When these were levelled between the cliffs (and the valley was barricaded), he

commanded, 'Blow!" The author of "Jalalain" Says that some instruments were

used to blow to stimulate combustion.

Eventually "When it (the iron) was made into fire..." The iron melted and the

pieces joined together to form a solid wall on its own. This was sufficient in itself,

yet Dhul Qarnain fortified it further. He then instructed the people saying, "Bring

me molten copper to pour over it." When the molten copper was poured over the

iron wall, it filled all the gaps and covered the wall.

Because of the height, strength and smoothness of the wall the Gog (Ya'juj)

and Magog (Ma'juj) "were not able to scale it, neither were they able to make a hole in

. it
»

After completing the wall Dhul Qarnain said to the people, "This is a mercy

from my Lord." It was mercy from Allah that he was accorded the honour of

completing this great feat and it was because of His mercy that these people were

now safe from the harassment of the Gog (Ya'juj) and Magog (Ma'juj).

Dhul Qarnain continued to tell the people, "When the promise ofmy Lord will

come, He will shatter it to pieces. The promise of my Lord is ever true." Allah shall

cause the wall to be shattered when He decides.

Some commentators have mentioned that the 'promise" refers to the day of

Judgement. Others say that this 'promise" refers to the time when the Gog (Ya'juj)

and Magog (Ma'juj) are destined to escape from the valley. The second opinion is

more suitable in the context of the next verse that (according to many
commentators) refers to the emergence of the Gog (Ya'juj) and Magog (Ma'juj).
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The emergence of the Gog (Ya'jiij) and Magog (Ma'juj) is a sign of Judgment
day (Qiyamah). Allah says in Surah Anbiya, "Until the time arrives when the Gog
(Ya'jiij) and Magog (Ma'juj) will be released and they will scurry dawn every hill."

[Surah 21, verse 96]

"On that day We will leave the criminals to surge against each other..." The Gog
(Ya'jiij) and Magog (Ma'juj) will break out from captivity and spread on earth in

great haste. According to Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ &\ ^Jf this verse
refers to the emergence of all creation from their graves on the day of Judgement.
["Ruhul Ma'ani" v. 1 6 p. 43]

" the trumpet will be blown and We will gather them all. On that day We will

present Hell before the disbelievers." Then Allah describes the disbelievers by saying
that they are "Those whose eyes were veiled from My remembrance and they were
unable to hear."

Allah depicts the day of Judgment (Qiyamah) because the Jews and the

polytheists of Makkah were stubborn and refused to believe in the Holy Prophet

^j Up ii j* even after he had recounted these incidents to them upon their

demand. Allah tells them that they will never be able to escape on the day of

Judgement and they will all receive their due punishment.

THE EMERGENCE OF THE GOG (YA'JUJ) AND MAGOG (MA'JUJ)
BEFORE JUDGMENT (QIYAMAH)

We shall repeat what Allah says in Surah Anbiya, viz. "Until the time arrives

when the Gog (Ya'jiij) and Magog (Ma'juj) will be released and they will scurry dawn
every hill" [Surah 21, verse 96\

Muslim (v. 2 p. 393) reports from the Holy Prophet ^ u* i ju that

Judgment day (Qiyamah) shall never dawn until ten signs appear. These are:

1. People are swallowed by the earth in the east.

2. People are also swallowed in the west.

3. This incident occurs in the Arabian peninsula as well.

4. Smoke appears.

5. Dajjal makes his appearance.

6. The 'creature of the earth' appears (this is a type of animal that
will emerge from the ground. Mention will be made' of this in

Surah Naml).

7. The emergence of Gog (Ya'jiij) and Magog (Ma'juj).

8. The rising of the sun from the west.

9. A fire will rage from Aden (and drive people towards the plains

of reckoning).

10. The descent of Sayyidina Isa f%~Jt <JU from the heavens.

Muslim (v. 2 p. 401) sheds more light on the emergence of Gog (Ya'jiij) and
Magog (Ma'juj). It is recorded from the Holy Prophet^ 3 ^ i» J^ that after Dajjal
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is killed by Sayyidina Isa r
!>Ui Up and he lives among the people, Allah will send

the following revelation to him: "O Isa! I shall release such servants of Mine
against whom none can fight Therefore take My [Believer (Mu 'min)\ servants to

Mount Tur for safety."

Consequently Allah will release them "and they will scurry dawn every hill"

Their numbers will be so large that when the first part of their army will pass by
the lake of Tabariyya . they will finish all the water and, when the later part of
their army will pass by, they will say, "It seems that there was once water here"
Allama Yaqut Hamawi Up &\ ^ reports from Allama Azhari <4* * ^j that this

lake measured ten miles in length and six miles in breadth during his time.

When they will reach the Khamar Mountain in Baitul Muqaddas, they will

say, "We have killed all on earth. Let us now kill those in the heavens." They will

then fire their arrows to the skies and Allah will cause these to return with blood
on them.

In the meantime, the believers (Mu'minln) with Sayyidina Isa
r
t>LJ\ Up will be

so hard pressed for food in the Tur mountain that the head of a bull will be more
valuable to them than a hundred gold coins. Sayyidina Isa pus Up and the
believers (Mu'minln) will implore Allah to destroy the Ya'juj and Ma'juj and
Allah will afflict them with a disease that normally kills goats and camels when it

erupts from the nose. It will erupt from their necks and kill them all as if they
were one person.

Their corpses will be scattered about as if a wild animal ravaged them.
When Sayyidina Isa fX^s Up and the believers (Mu'minln) will descend from the
mountain they will not firtd a single place that is free from the bodies and stench
of the Ya'juj and Ma'juj. They will then again supplicate to Allah whereupon
Allah will send large birds with necks like camels. These birds will cast all the
corpses away to where Allah wills. Thereafter Allah will send a light rain that
will fall on every part of the earth, washing it as clean as if it is a mirror.

Allah will then command the earth to bring forth its vegetation and
provisions. It will then spill forth everything and produce all its fruits. As a result

of this blessings/a group of people will be able to eat from a single pomegranate
and they will be able to make umbrellas from the skin of a pomegranate.

There will be so much blessings in milk that a large gathering of people will
be able to fill themselves with the milk of one camel. In a like manner, a large
tribe will be able to satisfy themselves with the milk of a cow, and a smaller tribe
will require the milk of only a goat to fill themselves.

Judgment day (Qiyamah) will then be very close and the believers
(Mu'minln) will enjoy extremely comfortable lives. Since Judgment day (Qiyamah)
can dawn only upon the disbelievers, Allah will send a pleasant breeze that will
reach the sides of the believers (Mu'minln), causing them all to pass away.
Thereafter only the worst of people will live on earth, who will commit adultery
in public like donkeys. Judgment day (Qiyamah) will dawn upon these people.

The verse of Surah Anbiya and the hadith of Muslim make it clear that the
Ya'juj and Ma'juj will emerge just before Judgment day (Qiyamah). First

Sayyidina Isa f^uJi Up will descend and then Dajjal will appear. After he is killed
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by Sayyidina Isa fiLJ\ Up, the Gog (Ya'juj) and Magog (Ma'juj) will be released.

This is the only correct sequence of events before Judgment day (Qiyamah).

However, since the introduction of secular history and the study of its books

and the narrations of the Jews, people have begun to draw illogical deductions.

Some of them say that the Tartars and the barbaric Western nations were the

Ya'juj and Ma'juj.

These nations caused untold bloodshed and plundered many nations in

Africa and Asia. Until today they spread anarchy in numerous ways. The
possibility does exist that some of them are from the Ya'juj and Ma'juj because

the Ya'juj and Ma'juj consisted of many tribes. However, the Ya'juj and Ma'juj

mentioned in the Qur'an and the Ahdith will certainly appear only before

Judgment day (Qiyamah),

The signs of Judgment day (Qiyamah) are classified into two categories. The

first are those that appear a long time before and the second are those that

appear close to Judgment day (Qiyamah). The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ii ju has

mentioned that Judgment day (Qiyamah) and himself are like the index and

middle fingers of his hand. [Mishkat p. 480]

All the events mentioned above concerning the Ya'juj and Ma'juj are not

apparent before us. It is therefore only logical that they could not yet have

appeared on earth.

Ibn Majah reports that Sayyidina Isa (v>LJi Up told the Holy Prophet Up i»i ju.

(JL-j on the night of Ascension (Mi'raj) that the corpses of the Ya'juj and Ma'juj

will be cast into the sea and that Judgment day (Qiyamah) shall occur so close

thereafter like a pregnant woman who is near to delivery and her family have no

idea when she might surprise them with her delivery.

THE NUMBERS OF THE GOG (YA'JUJ) AND MAGOG (MA'JUJ)

A narration of Bukhari also tells us that the numbers of the Gog (Ya'juj) and

Magog (Ma'juj) will be so large that they cannot be counted. In a chapter

discussing the story of the Ya'juj and Ma'juj, Imam Bukhari aJLp i».\ i*-j quotes the

verses of Surah Anbiya and Surah Kahf, followed by three Ahdith.

In one of these Ahdith, he reports from the Holy Prophet <JL^ <Jp ii jl> that

on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah) Allah will instruct Sayyidina Adam fiL~b Up to

separate those people who are destined for Hell. When he will ask how many are

they to be, Allah will say that the people of Hell will number 999 from every

1000. The Holy Prophet ,JL-_, Up ii ju> said that at that moment, Upon hearing this,

every youth will turn white, "every nursing mother will forget her suckling infant and

every pregnant woman will abort. And you will see people in a drunken stupor whereas

they will not be drunk, but Allah 's punishment is severe."

When the Sahabah^ iw\ ^>j heard this from the Holy Prophet ^ 5 U* -

i»i j*
they asked who will enter Heaven Qannah) if only one from every thousand will

enter. The Holy Prophet ^ 3 U* &\ ju* replied, "Accept the glad tidings that the

one will be from yourselves and a thousand will be from the Gog (Ya'juj) and

Magog (Ma'juj)." [Bukhari v. 1 p. 472]

This hadith informs us that the Gog (Ya'juj) and Magog (Ma'juj) are from
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the progeny of Sayyidina Adam f!>LJ Up. Hafiz Ibn Hajar^ ifo *^j writes that the

hadith illustrates the number of the Gog (Ya'juj) and Magog (Ma'jiij) as being a

thousand to one when compared to the Ummah of the Holy Prophet ,0-^ Up i' J^.

It is therefore evident that no nation has emerged thus far in such numbers.

WHO ARE THE YA'JUJ AND MA'JUJ AND WHERE ARE THEY?

The historian Ibn Khaldun Up &\ <*-j writes that to the west of Ghazz and

east of the cities of Kimia lies the Caucasus Mountains. He says that these

mountains surround the Gog (Ya'juj) and Magog (Ma'jiij).

WHERE IS THE WALL CONSTRUCTED BY DHUL QARNAIN?

Historians have written that the Gog (Ya'juj) and Magog (Ma'jiij) attacked

and plundered many places and many walls were erected as barricades against

them. One of these is that Great Wall of China. However, this is definitely not the

wall constructed by Dhul Qarnain. The Great Wall of China cannot be the wall of

Dhul Qarnain because the wall of Dhul Qarnain is established to be made of iron

and copper.

Another similar wall is found in Asia, close to Russia, in a district called

Darbind. A third such wall is found in Dagestan and is famously known as

Darbind or Babul Abwab. The fourth is found to the west of Dagestan and is

between two mountains. This is close to the Caucasian Mountains and many
historians believe that this is the wall built by Dhul Qarnain. However, any wall

that is not built of iron and copper cannot be the wall of Dhul Qarnain.

Allama Yaqut Hamawi Up ibi <*-j writes in his book "Mu'jamul Buldan" that

the Caliph (Khalifa) Wathiq Billah dispatched an expedition of fifty men with five

thousand gold coins. En route, Falakul Jazar joined five guides with them. They
came across a steep mountain in which there was a valley that spanned 150 arm-

lengths. They found a wall of iron bricks spanning the width of this valley,

between which they noticed copper. The height of the wall was fifty hand-

lengths and it also had an iron door with a lock. The expedition then left the

place and reached the town Surra Man Ra'a after eight months.

After quoting this and other narrations in three pages, Allama Hamawi <*-j

a-1p ifci says that he got the information from other books without being able to

verify their authenticity. Only Allah knows the location of the wall, but its

existence is certain.

Ibn Kathlr Up iui ^j has also recounted the above expedition of Wathiq
Billah and Ibn Khaldun has also referred to it on p. 79. However, the author of

"Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 16 p. 42) has mentioned that the reliable historians have

declared the incident to be unauthentic. He says that any person with in-depth

knowledge will acknowledge that there are many untruths in the story that

contradict the verses of the Qur'an.

The claim of the disbelievers that they have explored the earth and have not

found this wall does not nullify the existence of the wall. This is so because the

possibility is great that they did not yet explore every part of the world.

In the past they thought that Asia, Africa and Europe made up the entire
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world. However, they realised their folly when Columbus (or Vespucci?)

accidentally discovered America and thought that it was India. It was only long

thereafter that they discovered Australia. In a like manner, they have yet to

discover the territory of the Ya'juj and Ma'juj.

No Islamic belief depends upon the knowledge of where the wall and the

Ya'juj and Ma'juj are located. This knowledge will not even affect a person's

understanding of the Qur'an. Therefore it. will not be necessary to delve deeply

into the matter. A believer (Mti'min) believes in what Allah has revealed without

question.

THE WORDS "YA'JUJ" AND "MA'JUJ" ARE NOT ARABIC

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" and other historians and commentators have

mentioned that the Gog (Ya'juj) and Magog (Ma'juj) were descendants of^afith,

the son of Sayyidina Nuh f*~h 4-1*. Some Muslim researchers have mentioned that

two tribes living behind the Qafqaz Mountains are called the Ya'quq and the

Ma'quq. In converting these two words to Arabic, the Arabs have coined the

words Gog (Ya 'juj) and Magog (Ma 'juj).

Others have mentioned that the original form of these words was Gog and

Magog, Kas and Mikas, or Chin and Machin. Whatever the original, it is evident

that the words were never Arabic, but transformations into Arabic. However,

some people have justified their belief that these words are originally Arabic.

And Allah knows best.

Note: It has already been established from the narration of Bukhari that

the Ya'juj and Ma'juj are humans and that all of them will be cast

into Hell. Ibn Kathir 4> ibi ^ has mentioned the objection which

states that they cannot be punished when no Prophet has preached

to them. This is in conformance to the verse where Allah says, "We
shall not punish (any nation) until We send a messenger (to them)."

[Surah Bani Isra'il (17), verse 15]

The reply to this objection is that the word "messenger" in this verse may
refer to the Prophet or to any messenger or disciple of a Prophet. Allah may have

sent such people to them as well. The fact that we are unaware of this does not

mean that it never occurred.
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(102) Do the disbelievers think that they can exclude Me to take My slaves as

assistants? Without doubt, We have prepared Hell as a reception for the

disbelievers. (103) Say, "Should we inform you of those who are the worst losers

in terms of their deeds? (104) They are those whose efforts are destroyed in this

worldly life while they think that they are carrying out good deeds. (105) These

are the ones who disbelieve in the verses of their Lord and in meeting with Him.

So their deeds are wasted and no weight will be attached to them on the Day of

Judgment. (106) This punishment of Hell will be their retribution because of

their disbelief and because they ridiculed My verses and My messengers. (107)

As for those who believe and do good deeds, Gardens of Paradise (Jannatul

Firdous) shall be their reception. (108) They will abide therein forever and will

never want to leave it.

THE DISBELIEVER IS THE GREATEST LOSER AND ALL HIS
DEEDS WILL BE WASTED AND WEIGHTLESS

Allah speaks of the disbelievers in these verses and asks, "Do the disbelievers

think that they can exclude Me to take My slaves as assistants?" Foolishly thinking

that they are doing right, they do not realise that "Without doubt, We have prepared

Hell as a reception for the disbelievers.

"

The disbelievers are of a few types. There are those who totally refute the

existence of Allah and apply themselves only to acquiring the things of this

world. Then there are those who believe in Allah, but associate others as partner

to Him. They adhere to other religions (Din's) instead of the true religion (Din)

taught by Allah.

There are also those disbelievers who exert themselves in various spiritual

exercises in the name of worship. The deeds of all these people are wasted

because they will not receive any rewards for them in the Hereafter. Allah says,

"Say, 'Should we inform you of those who are the worst losers in terms of their deeds?

They are those whose efforts are destroyed in this worldly life while they think that they

are carrying out good deeds."

Describing them further Allah says, "These are the ones who disbelieve in the

verses of their Lord and in meeting with Him. So their deeds are wasted and no weight

willbe attached to them on the Day ofjudgement."

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra <* &\ ^j reports from the Holy Prophet ,jl,
_,
Up i»i^

that many people will appear healthy and plump on the Day of Judgement, but

they will not even weigh as much as the wing of as mosquito in Allah's

estimation. In support of his statement, the Holy Prophet ^ 3 <o* ii ju then

recited the verse, "no weight will be attached to them on the Day of Judgement"

[Bukhariv. 2 p. 691]. The person will appear in this manner as a personification of

his worldly status, position and affluence.

Some commentators have interpreted the verse to mean that these people

will have no standing and position before Allah. Others say that for such people

no scale will be erected to weigh their deeds on the Day of Judgement. They will
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be dispatched to Hell without their deeds being weighed. The opinions of the
Scholars (Ulama) with regard to the scales have been mentioned in the
commentary of verse 8 of Surah A'raf (Surah 7), where Allah says, "The weighing
on that day is the truth! As for him whose scale is heavy, these will be the successful
ones."

People envy the lives of the rich and famous and are overawed at the
publicity thar these people enjoy. Even their deaths are globally publicised.
However, few ever reflect upon whether the person dies as a believer (Mu'min)
or a disbeliever. If he dies as a disbeliever, his plight is most pitiable because he
will suffer in the grave, in the 50,000 year duration of the Day of Judgement, and
then eternally in Hell. All this popularity will be of no avail to them after they
die. Everything will be wasted,

Allah says in verse 18 of Surah Ibrahim (Surah U), "The example of the actions

of those who disbelieve in their Lord is like that of ashes that are blown away by a wind
on a stormy day. They have absolutely no control over what they earn. This is a distant

deviation."

Just as there remains no trace of the ashes, there shall be no trace of their

actions, this includes even the extreme spiritual exercises performed by the
Hindu Sadhus and the Christian monks.

Finally Allah says, "This punishment of Hell will be their retribution because of
their disbeliefand because they ridiculed My verses and My messengers."

GARDENS OF PARADISE (JANNATUL FIRDOUS) ARE PROMISED
FOR THE BELIEVERSWHO DO GOOD DEEDS

"As for those who believe and do good deeds, Gardens of Paradise (Jannatul
Firdous) shall be their reception." The Arabic word "Janat" is the plural of Heaven
Qannah), which refers to a garden and, more specifically, to the garden of
Paradise.

"Firdous" has been termed by many commentators to be a Roman or
Hebrew word that means 'a garden/ According to other commentators, it is an
Ethiopian word referring to an extremely densely foliaged garden. ["Ruhul

Ma'ani" v. 16 p. 16]

The Holy Prophet '^L. 5 J* h JU has mentioned that a person should always
pray for Gardens of Paradise (Jannatul Firdous) because it is the highest rank of

Heaven Qannah). Above it lies the throne of Allah, and all four rivers of Heaven
Qannah) have their source therein. [Bukhan v. 1 p. 391]

"Ruhul Ma'ani" then makes mention of an objection. The objection states

that if everyone reached Gardens of Paradise (Jannatul Firdous) how would the
different ranks of the believers (Mu'minin) be differentiated? The author of
"Bayanul Qur'an" says that Gardens of Paradise Qannatul Firdous) refers to the
entire Heaven Qannah) and every person will attain to the rank that is promised
to him.

"They will abide therein forever and will never want to leave it." This is so
because there is no better place. Allah says in Surah Hijr, "No difficulty shall afflict
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them there, neither will they be removedfrom there." [Surah 15, verse 48]

(109) Say, "If the ocean was ink for the words of my Lord, the ocean would be

depleted before the words of my Lord can end, even if We supplement it with a

like amount of ink." (110) Say, "I am but a human being like yourselves.

Revelation comes to me that your Deity is but One Deity. So whoever aspires

for the meeting with his Lord should perform good deeds and not associate

anyone as partner in the worship of his Lord."

THE ATTRIBUTES AND EXCELLENCE OF ALLAH ARE LIMITLESS

In concluding the Surah, Allah makes mention of Oneness of Allah (Tauhid),

the Prophethood and those things that will benefit one in the Hereafter. Allah

says, Say, 'If the ocean was ink for the words (denoting the attributes and

excellence) of my Lord, the ocean would be depleted before the words of my Lord can

end, even ifWe supplement it with a like amount of ink." Even if all the seven oceans

are transformed into ink and all the trees of the world become pens to write this,

they will never be able to do so. This is similar to the verse that Allah has

mentioned of Surah Luqrhan, where He says, "If all the trees on earth were pens and

the ocean was augmented by seven oceans, Allah 'swords will never be exhausted. Verily

Allah is Mighty, the Wise." [Surah 31, verse 27]

This feat will not be accomplished even if the trees and the oceans were

considered to be infinite. Therefore, it will be foolish to even consider ascribing

anyone as partner to Allah because none can match even one of His attributes.

A HUMAN BEING IS PERFECTLYCAPABLE OF BEING A PROPHET
(NABI)

"Say, 'I am but a hitman being like yourselves. (The only difference being that)

Revelation comes to me that your Deity is but One Deity." There is no reason why a

human being cannot be a Prophet. In fact, it is best that he is human.

Allah goes on to say, "So whoever aspires for the meeting with his Lord (on the

Day of Judgement), should perform good deeds [in association with belief in all

Allah's Prophets f^LJi ^^JLp, especially in the Holy Prophet (J- 3 <M ir J-*]. In

addition to this he should "not associate anyone as partner in the worship of his Lord."

No deed will be of help when a person is a polytheist. Only the deeds of

believers (Mu'minin) will be accepted by Allah, as has already been mentioned.
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A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF SURAH MARYAM
Surah Maryam gets its name from the detailed account that verses 16 to 37

of the Surah give about Sayyidah Maryam r%J\ i«ip and her giving birth to

Sayyidina Isa fiLJ\ Up. Verses 1 to 15 of this Surah mention how Sayyidina

Zakariyya f%J\ Up and his barren wife were blessed with a son viz. Sayyidina

Yahya {%-& Up.

Verses 41 to 50 speak of Sayyidina Ibrahim f^Ui Up, while verses 51 to 58

speak of Sayyidina Musa.£%~Jt Up, Sayyidina Harun r>LJi Up, Sayyidina Isma'U aJlp

p^LJr and Sayyidina Idris f**J\ Up. The verses thereafter discuss Judgment day

(Qiydtnah) and how people will be sent to Heaven (Jannah) and Hell.
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In the name of Allah, the Most Beneficent, the Most Merciful*

(1) Kaf Ha.Ya.Ayn Sad. (2) This is a mention of the mercy of your Lord upon His

slave Zakariyya. (3) When he secretly called to his Lord. (4) He said, "O my Lord!

My bones have weakened and my hair has turned white because of old age. I
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have never been unfortunate in my prayers to You." (5) "I truly fear for my
relatives after me and my wife is barren. So grant me an heir..." (6) "....who can

succeed me and succeed the family of Ya'qub. And, O my Lord, make him

beloved unto You." (7) "O Zakariyya, We convey to you the glad tidings of a son

called Yahya. We have never kept the same name for anyone before him." (8) He
said, "O my Lord! How will I have a son when my wife is barren and I have

reached the pinnacle of old age?" (9) He said, "So it shall be. Your Lord declares,

"It will be easy for Me. Indeed I have created you before whereas you were

nothing. (10) He said, "O my Lord! Appoint a sign for me." He said, "Your sign

shall be that you will be unable to speak to people for three nights, even though

you will be healthy." (11) So he came forth unto his people from the sanctuary

and gestured to them, "Engage in glorifying your Lord morning and evening."

(12) O Yahya/ Hold fast on to the scripture. " We granted him command in

childhood... (13) ...And (We granted him) compassion from Ourselves and

purity. He was abstinent indeed. (14) He was kind to his parents and he was not

rebellious nor disobedient. (15) Peace be on him the day he was born, the day

that he passed away and the day when he will be resurrected.

SAYYIDINA ZAKARIYYA f
*J» Up PRAYS FOR A SON AND THE

SUBSEQUENT BIRTH OF SAYYIDINA YAHYA f**J\ Up

Sayyidina Zakariyya f%^\ <Up was the Prophet f^LJ\ Up of the Bani Isra'Il.

When he became old, he grew concerned about the plight of his religion (Din)

after him because none of his relatives were capable of continuing the duty of

propagation and upholding the Torah. Therefore, according to the etiquette of

supplication (du'a) "he secretly called to his Lord."

"He said, 'O my Lord! My bones have weakened and my hair has turned white

because of old age. I have never been unfortunate in my prayers to You. (Soon I shall be

leaving this world without anyone to succeed me). I truly fear for my relatives after me
and my wife is barren. So grant me an heir who can succeed me and succeed thefamily of

Ya'qub. And, O my Lord, make him beloved unto You.

"

In this manner Sayyidina Zakariyya f%^ U* supplicated to Allah to grant

him a son so that the child can uphold the religion (Din) and continue with the

legacy of the Holy Prophethood and divine knowledge. Sayyidina Zakariyya <±*

f%J\ was also the leader of his people and desired that someone worthy should

lead after him.

His supplication (du'a) was accepted by Allah and he was told, "O
Zakariyya, We convey to you the glad tidings of a son called Yahya. We have never kept

the same name for anyone before him." Certain commentators have interpreted the

verse to mean that no other child like him was born before. Other say that the

reference is to his unmatched leadership qualities and abstinence.

SAYYIDINA ZAKARIYYA'S pU\ aJp SURPRISE AT THE NEWS

When Sayyidina Zakariyya ft>LJ» <M heard the news of a son "He said, 'O my
Lord! How will I have a son when my wife is barren and I have reached the pinnacle of

old age?"' The question may be asked about why did he express astonishment at

the news when, in his supplication (du'a), he had already accepted the fact that
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his wife was barren and that he was old?

The commentators have tendered the following replies:

1. His question regarded the manner in which this birth will take

place. He was unsure whether the child would be born from the

same wife, or whether he would have to marry a younger woman.

2. Although he knew that Allah had the power to grant him a child

without the apparent means, yet the question was spontaneous

because of human nature:

3. He said this out of excessive joy, anticipating a repetition of the

glad tiding to add to his exuberance.

In reply to his astonishment Allah told him/ "So it shall be." Thereafter Allah

added, "It will be easy for Me. Indeed I have created you before whereas you were

nothing. " Allah can repeat the process of creation whenever He pleases.

Sayyidina Zakariyya (%Js <s* then said, "O my Lord! Appoint a sign for me

(whereby I may know that my wife has conceived)." Allah replied by saying, "Your sign

shall be that you will be unable to speak to people for three nights, even though you will

be healthy." For three days and nights he would not be able to talk to anyone, as

indicated by a verse of Surah Al Imran, where Allah told him, "Your sign is that

you shall be unable to talk to people for three days, except by indications." [Surah 3, verse

41}

Allah also told him in Surah Al Imran that since he will be unable to speak

he should "Remember your Lord abundantly and hymn His purity by night and day."

Commentators say that this refers to punctuality in Salah. Others say that it

refers to making Allah's remembrance (Dhikr )at all times.

Allah says in Surah Anbiya, "So We responded to his plea, gifted him with Yahya

and allowed his wife to bear children." Allah creates the means and can even create

things without means.

"So he cameforth unto his peoplefrom the sanctuary and gestured to them, 'Engage

in glorifying your Lord morning and evening/" The people would wait for

Sayyidina Zakariyya }%^\ Up to emerge from his sanctuary to lead them in Salah.

However, when his wife conceived, he came out from the sanctuary and found

that he could not speak. Therefore, he had to instruct them using signs..

["Ma'alimut Tanzil" v. 3 p. 190]

The Arabic word "mihrab" (translated above as "sanctuary") refers to a

place of worship. The same word is used in Surah Al Imran where Allah says,

"Whenever Zakariyya went into the sanctuary in which she [Sayyidah Maryam t*i*

t%~b] was, he found food by her." The same word is also used in verse 39 of Surah

Al Imran, where Allah says, "So the angels called to him [Sayyidina Zakariyya <>%Jt <i*]

while he stood praying in the mihrab." The literal meaning of the word "mihrab" is "a

place of battle." A place of worship is referred to as a "mihrab" because a

worshipper is engaged in battle against Satan (Shaytan) when he is praying.

THE NOBLE QUALITIES OF SAYYIDINA YAHYA pU\^
Speaking via Sayyidina Zakariyya £*~S\ U*, Allah commanded Sayyidina
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Yahya r^~J» *& saying, "O Yahya! Holdfast on to the scripture/' The scripture refers

to the Torah because all the Prophets ^LJy^M of the Bani Isra'il after Sayyidina
Musa (v>LJi ^Jp followed the teachings of the Torah. Allah says in Surah Ma'idah,
"The Prophets f%~b ^^ip, who were subservient to Allah, judged the Jews with it (i.e.

with the Torah). " [Surah 5, verse 44]

Sayyidina Yahya''fiLJ\'<d* was thus instructed to practise the teachings of the

Torah. Allah then says, "We granted him command in childhood..." Some
commentators have mentioned that "command" refers to the Holy Prophethood.

Other commentators have mentioned that "command" refers to the

understanding of the Torah. Others say that it 'refers to acute intuition. ["Ruhul

Ma'ani"vA6p.72]

"....And (We granted him) compassion from Ourselves..." In this way he was
effectively able to invite the people to oneness of Allah (Tauhid) with love. He
was also able to bear any hardships that they presented to him.

Allah also granted him "purity." Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** &\^ has

interpreted this to mean obedience arid sincerity^ Sayyidina Qatadah Up &\ i*^

say that the word refers to good deeds, and Sayyidina Kalbi 4^ & <*-j says that

Sayyidina Yahya:pLJ\ Up was a charity that Allah gave to his parents.

"He was abstinent indeed." The word "taqi" means that he carried out all

Allah's commands with sincerity and abstained from all sins. Commentators say

that Sayyidina Yahya f%Jv Up never committed a single sin/nor did he ever

intend to.

Further describing him, Allah says, "He was kind to his parents and he was not

rebellious nor disobedient.
"

"Peace be on him the day he was born, the day that he passed away and the day

when he will be resurrected." Sayyidina Sufyan bin Uyayana <M & *^j says that the

above three days are days when a person is overcome with anxiety. However,

Allah will save Sayyidina Yahya fiLJ\ <A± from all grief and stress on these days.

["Ma'alimut Tamil"]

*y>\ t}\ cjU h^£ Uj-ui j^Ia LgJ JJLoJ^ ^>zJl> LjZJl. Uu^li tug- ft-fr-ii-*
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[2-6^

(16) Remember Maryam in the Book. When she withdrew from her family to go

to a place far to the east. (17) She secluded herself from the people, when We
sent Our angel to her, who assumed the likeness of a perfect man before her.

(18) She said, "I seek refuge with Rahman (the Merciful) from you, if you fear

Allah." (19) He said, "I am but a messenger of your Lord to convey to you the

glad tidings of a pure son." (20) She responded, "How can I have a son when no
human has touched me and lam not lecherous?" (21) He said, "It shall be so.

Your Lord says, "It is simple for Me. And so that We make him a sign for people

and a.mercy from Us. This is a decided matter." (22) So she conceived him and

withdrew with him to a distant place. (23) The labour pains brought her to the

trunk of a date palm. She said, "O! If only I had died before this arid had been

completely forgotten." (24) He called to her frbm below saying, "Do not grieve.

Your Lord has certainly created a stream beneath you," (25) "Shake the trunk of

the date palm towards you, causing fresh ripened dates to fall on you," (26) "So

eat< drink and cool your eyes. Should you see any person then say, T have

vowed to fast for Rahman (the Merciful), so I cannot speak to anyone today."'

SAYYIDAH MARYAM pU\ i*1p AND THE BIRTH OF HER SON,
SAYYIDINA ISA f

^» Up

The incident has already been discussed in Surah Al Imran where the wife

of Sayyidina Imran fiLJ\ 4* vowed to cfedicate her unborn child to the service of

Baitul Muqaddas. Allah then granted her a daughter instead of the son that she

anticipated. She named the child Maryam (meaning "worshipper") and she was
offered to the keepers of Baitul Muqaddas for upbringing.

After a type of drawing lots, the child was handed over in the care of

Sayyidina Zakariyya fiLJ\ 4-Ip. Allah gr£w her up to be pious and righteous and
later gave her the tidings of the birth of a child called "Masih," who will be high
ranking in both worlds.

SAYYIDAH MARYAM -pU\- i«Jp WAS PARTICULAR ABOUT
CONCEALING HERSELF AND IS STARTLED BY THE SUDDEN
APPEARANCE OF AN ANGEL

Here, inSurah Maryam, Allah says, "Remember Maryam in the Book. When she

withdrew from her family to go to a place far to the east." "Ma'alimut Tanzil"

mentions that it was an extremely cold day and she went to a sunny place to

comb her hair. Another report says that she went to a place to bath.

"She secluded herselffrom the people, when We sent Our angel Qibril pkJs *i*] to

for, who assumed the likeness ofa perfect man before her."
*
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Sayyidina Maryam -(%J\ Up was a chaste woman and was startled by the

appearance of Jibrll f^Ui <-U. Therefore ''She said, 7 seek refuge with the Merciful

from you, ifyou fear Allah/' She told him that he appears to be a pious person who
fears Allah and therefore has no reason to be with her.

Jibrll fiLJ\ 4-U told her, "I am but a messenger of your Lord to convey to you the

glad tidings of a pure son." This surprised her even more and "She responded, 'How

can I have a son when no human (husband) has touched me and I am not lecherous?"'

She was surprised that a child should be born of her when she had no husband,

nor did she ever commit adultery.

THE ANGEL'S REPLY

In response to her astonishment Jibrll ^%J\ Up said in Surah Al Imran, "In

this way Allah creates what He wills. When He decrees a thing He merely says to it, 'Bel'

and it is." [Surah 3, verse 47]

Here in Surah Maryam he replies by saying, 'it shall be so. Your Lord says, 'It

is simple for Me/" When Allah could create Sayyidina Adam f%Jt aJ* without both

parents and Sayyidina Hawwa f$~& <i* without a mother, He can certainly create

someone without a father. Allah mentions in Surah Al Imran, "Verily the likeness

oflsa {%~h u* with Allah is as the likeness ofAdam fik~S\. <J*. He created him from clay

then said to him, 'Bel' and he was. " [Surah 3, verse 59]

Jibrll f%J\ Up quoted Allah as saying further that the child will be born, "so

that We make him a sign for people and a mercyfrom Us." The miraculous birth of the

child will show people that Allah has the power to create without means. He will

be a "mercy" for people because those who follow him will attain Allah's

pleasure and proximity.

He added, "This is a decided matter." None can avert this occurrence.

THE CONCEPTION OF THE CHILD, THE BIRTH, CONSOLATION
NOT TO GRIEVE AND PROVISION FORHER

"So she conceived him and withdrew with hint to a distant place.

"

Allah says in Surah Tahrim, "Maryam, the daughter ofImran, who protected her

chastity and We blew Our spirit in her collar. She attested to the messages of her Lord

and His scriptures, and she was of the obedient ones. " [Surah 66, verse 12]

The blowing of the soul into the collar of Sayyidina Maryam f*~l\ U* by JibrTl

f%J\ Up is attributed to Allah because it was done by Allah's command.. She then

conceived the child and left home.

Allah continues to relate, "The labour pains brought her to the trunk of a date

palm. She said, '01 Ifonly I had died before this and had been completelyforgotten.'" She

expressed this desire because she was extremely perplexed. There she sat alone

in the forest without even a bed on which to rest. She was even more worried

about what reply she would give to the people after the birth.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ h ^j says that Sayyidah Maryam i*>

f^LJi had a very brief pregnancy. This is indicated by the tone of the Qur'an and it

is farfetched to believe that she could have left home for a very long period.
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Another indication to substantiate this fact is that people reprimanded her only

after the birth. If she had remained with them during the pregnancy, they would
have guessed before that she was expecting. Allah knows best.

"He [fibril fiLJ\ <d*] called to her from below (the hill upon which she sat) saying,

'Do not grieve. Your Lord has certainly created a stream beneath you.'" ["Ruhul Ma'ani"

v.l6p.82]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** & ^j says that the stream began to flow

when Jibrll £**J\ *l* struck his foot on the ground. Another narration says that

there was a dry stream nearby which Allah caused to flow and a wilted date

palm which Allah caused to bear dates. ["Ma'alimut Tamil" v. 3 p. 193]

Jibrll (%Ji aJp said to her, "Shake the trunk of the date palm towards you, causing

fresh ripened dates to fall on you" This was also miraculous because normally even

a strong man will be unable to shake a date palm, let alone a weakened woman
in labour. She was able to shake the tree so that dates fell.

She was then told, "So eat, drink and cool your eyes" The newborn child will

be the codlness of her eyes i.e. a source of comfort to her.

DATES ARE BENEFICIAL FOR LABOUR FROM A MEDICAL POINT
OFVIEW

The following is an extract from "Bayanul Qur'an":

"Your Lord has certainly created a stream beneath you. "Happiness is naturally

stimulated by looking at a stream and drinking its water. According to a

narration of "Ruhul Ma'ani", she was thirsty at that time. In addition to this,

things that are hot in nature are medically proven to be advantageous when
consumed before or after birth. They serve to make labour easy, prevent

excrement and also act as a stimulant for mental well being. Water is hot in

nature, as is noticed in hot springs, so it is appropriate at this juncture."

"In addition, dates are filling, nutritious, conducive for the production of

blood, and strengthening for the back and joints. For these reasons it is the best

food and medicine for labour. The possibility of harm coming to a person

because of the heat is minimal because the heat in fresh dates is very little. In

addition to this, water serves to reduce the heat further."

THE ANGEL INSTRUCTS SAYYIDAH MARYAM f
*Ji 1*1* TO TELL

PEOPLE THAT SHE CANNOT SPEAK TO THEM ON ACCOUNT OF
HER FAST

Jibril f}Ut <i* further advised Sayyidah Maryam f%J\ \+M by saying, "Should

you see any person then say, 7 have vowed to fast for the Merciful, so I cannot speak to

anyone today." Abstaining from speaking during fasting was permissible for the

Bani Isra'il, but is prohibited in our Shari'ah. Of course, if a person wishes to

speak less or remain silent for some personal reason, there would be no harm.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** ifo^ narrates that the Holy Prophet i» ju>

jjUj -a* was once delivering the sermon when he noticed a person standing. The

Holy Prophet^ a* & ju> asked the Sahabah^ &» ^j who he was and received
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the reply that he was a person called Abu Isra'Il. They told the Holy Prophet J^
^ 3 aJp &\ that he had vowed not to sit, not to take shade, not to talk and to remain

in the state of fasting.

The Holy Prophet ,0^ Up ii jl* told the Sahabah^ h ^>j to tell him to sit,

take shade, to talk, but to complete the fast. [Bukhari v. 2 p. 991]

Sayyidina Ali *s> &\ ^>j reports that he heard the Holy Prophet ,JL^ *> Ai ju
say, ''None can be an orphan after maturity and none may remain silent the

entire day until the night." [Abu Dawud v. 2 p. 41] This means that Islam does not

permit a person to remain silent the entire day with the intention of fasting.

J^o cJto \_y IS ^l11^ O^lili *^* lli) ^J»\ Ojd Uj u^j \jj\ ^S^)\ Od b

*$^ lli ^^ii^j eji^tf <J-^* *&\ -V< <3^ J^ *$$r ^W* -^i~^\ ^ 0° 0*

^„^ 4 t
> ss '<' *\<>\\' ml iC.'T /,-" r^^ ,f - '*%' i^-"

fjtj
ooij ^ jo

(%
a-jj^ ^ l^ b^ L^^ jK> <-Hjt Wj

(27) She brought the child before her people. They exclaimed, "O Maryam! You
have surely perpetrated a grave act." (28) "O sister of Harun! Your father was

never an evil person, neither was your mother lecherous. (29) She gestured

towards the child. They said, How can we speak to one who is still a baby in a

cradle? (30) He said, 'T am a slave of Allah. Allah gave me a scripture and made
me the Holy Prophet..." (31) "...And Allah has blessed me wherever I may be

and has commanded me to perform Salah and pay Zakah as long as I am alive."

(32) "Allah has also made me kind to my mother and has not made me
rebellious and wretched." (33) "Peace be on me the day I was born, the day death

comes to me, and the day when I shall be resurrected."

SAYYIDAH MARYAM
f
*Ji i^U BRINGS HER CHILD HOME, THE

PEOPLE OBJECT AND SAYYIDINA ISA f
*Ji Up REPLIES TO THEM

After the birth of Sayyidina Isa f**J\ <dp, Sayyidah Maryam ?%Ji\ i*Jp "brought

the child before her people. (Because she was unmarried) They exclaimed, 'O Maryami
You have surely perpetrated a grave act.'"

They continued to rebuke her saying, "O szster of Harunl Your father was

never an evil person, neither was your mother lecherous.

"

Sayyidah Maryam fiLJs i*ip did not reply to their reprimands, but "She

gestured towards the child." The people thought that she was merely jesting, so

they said "How can we speak to one who is still a baby in a cradle?"

Allah granted Sayyidina Isa f*~M a> the ability to speak and "He said, '1 am a
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slave of Allah. Allah gave me a scripture and made me a Holy Prophet f%-$\ u*." i.e.

Allah will soon confer these two blessings on me. He then continued to say,

"...And Allah has blessed me wherever I may be..." i.e. Blessings and good will

spread wherever I go.

Furthermore he said that Allah had "commanded me to perform Salah and pay

Zakah as long as I am alive. And Allah has made me kind to my mother and has not made

me rebellious and wretched."

He concluded his address by saying, "Peace be on me the day I was born, the

day death comes to me, and the day when I shall be resurrected.
"

Allah knew that the Jews will be antagonistic towards Sayyidina Isa <^>LJ» Up

and that the Christians will praise him excessively by calling him Allah and the

son of Allah. It for this reason that Allah made him state from the beginning that

he is not Allah, but a "slave ofAllah."

He also impressed upon their minds that he is as much subjected to Allah's

commandments as they are. For this reason he said that Allah had "commanded

me to perform Salah and pay Zakah as long as I am alive." It is obvious that one who
worships another cannot himself be a deity.

THE STATEMENT "KIND TO MY MOTHER" DENOTES THAT
SAYYIDINA ISA f

*Ji aJIp HAD NO FATHER

In the previous ruku Allah mentioned with regard to Sayyidina Yahya U*

pLJ>, "He was kind to his parents..." However, Sayyidina Isa (}LJ» Up does not speak

of both parents, but says, "Allah has made me kind to my mother..." This makes it

clear that Sayyidina Isa ^LJ\ <Js> did not have a father, otherwise he would have

mentioned "parents" instead of "mother.

"

This evidently disproves the misconception of the Christians who claim that

a certain carpenter by the name of Joseph fathered Sayyidina Isa f!>LJ» u*. They

also claim that Sayyidina Isa/>LJi Up was fathered by Allah (Allah forbid!). Many
irreligious people in today's times also subscribe to these beliefs, whereas the

Qur'an refutes these in Surah Maryam and in Surah Al Imran.

yVJL> dp *»\ iS0^ Oj£* CP >U Jyb Ub y \ fee* h[ y<C^^ Jij o*

itr^ Ct^\ Jt^ M2
^. ot ^J1̂ Uai^li \^ j*g™*+ Mr* ijc* •j-^li

(34) This is Isa, the son of Maryam. We have spoken the truth regarding which
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they have doubts. (35) It does not behove Allah to take a son. He is Pure! When
He decrees anything, all He has to say is "Be!" and it comes into being. (36)

"And Without doubt Allah is my Lord and your Lord, so worship Him. This is

the straight path." (37) However, the groups began disputing among themselves.

Woe be to the disbelievers on the occasion of a momentous day. (38) How well

will they hear and see on the day when they will come to Us! But the oppressors

are in manifest error today. (39) Warn them of the day of remorse, when
judgement shall be passed. Yet they are negligent and they do not believe! (40)

Without a shadow of doubt We will be the inheritors of the earth and whoever

is upon it and they will return only to Us.

IT IS NOT PROPER TO SAY THAT ALLAH HAS A SON
Allah says about the previously related account, "This is Isa, the son of

Maryam. We have spoken the truth regarding which they have doubts. - The Jews and

the Christians still doubt the matter and dispute about it.

"It does not behove Allah to take a son. He is Pure! When He decrees anything, all

He has to say is 'Be!' and it comes into being." It is therefore not farfetched to believe

that Allah could have created a person without a father. He has power to do
anything. It is foolish to believe that Sayyidina Isa f*~J\ <4* can be Allah's son

when there is no similarity between the two. The Creator cannot be like the

creation.

Fathers normally require assistance from their sons. However, Allah does

not require any assistance from anyone because He is Omnipotent and
Independent. There is therefore no reason for Allah to have a son.

SAYYIDINA ISA f
*J» aJp ANNOUNCES THAT HIS LORD (RABB)

AND THE LORD (RABB) OFTHE PEOPLE IS ALLAH ALONE

Sayyidina Isa (%J\ <4* also told the people, "And Without doubt Allah is my
Lord and your, so worship Him. This is the straight path." Despite the clarity of his

address to the Jews and the Christians, "the groups began disputing among
themselves." They disregarded the teachings of Sayyidina Isa £U» 4* and
fabricated their own beliefs and practices. They, claimed that he was Allah,

Allah's son and one of three gods.

"Woe be to the disbelievers on the occasion of a momentous day." On the day of

Judgement the plight of the disbelievers will be pitiable indeed.

"Haw well will they hear and see on the day when they will come to Us!" On the

day of Judgement, all truths will be exposed and people will clearly differentiate

between right and wrong. They will then be forced to concede the truth, but it

will be too late. Allah says, "But the oppressors are in manifest error today." They fail

to realise the error of their ways and do not even attempt to reform themselves.

THE ANXIETY OF "THE DAY OF REMORSE"
"Warn them of the day of remorse, when judgement shall be passed. Yet they are

negligent and they do not believe!" The disbelievers shall express different types of

regrets on the day of Judgment (Qiyamah). Some will say, "O, if only we could be
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returned, had not denied the verses of our Ldrd and had been from the believers!" [Surah

An'am (6), verse 27]

Others will cry, "if only we could return (to the world), then we too will

disassociate ourselves from them (our leaders) as they now do to us [now on the Day of

Judgment (Qiyamah)]." [Surah Baqarah (2), verse 167]

They will also lament saying, "If only we were given the chance to return. Then

we would have beenfrom the believers/' [Surah Shu'am (26), verse 102]

Sayyidina Abu Sa'id Khudri ** ibt ^>j narrates from the Holy Prophet & jl*

,JL,j *J* that death will take the form of a sheep on the day of Judgement. A caller

will then announce, "O people of Heaven (Jannah)" When they will hearken to the

call, they will be asked, "Do you recognise this?" They will submit that they

recognise it as death. This will be because they had all experienced death.

The caller will then announce, "O people ofHell!" When they will hearken to the

call, they will also be asked, "Do you recognise this?" They will submit that they

recognise it as death because they would also have experienced death. Then the

sheep of death will be slaughtered before them all and the announcement will be

made, "O people of Heaven (Jannah)! You shall live forever in Heaven (Jannah) and

you will never die. O people of Hell! You will live forever in Hell and you will

not die."

After saying this to the Sahabah^ 2b» ^Jf the Holy Prophet^ a* & j+
recited the verse, "Warn them of the day of remorse, when judgement shall be passed.

Yet they are negligent and they do not believe!" [Bukhari v. 2 p. 291]

Tirmidhi reports that when death will be slaughtered as described above,

the people of Heaven (Jannah) will be so exuberant that, if anyone could die of

joy, they would. On the other hand, the convicts of Hell will be so grieved that, if

anyone could die of grief, they certainly would.

Ibn Majah reports that death will be slaughtered at the bridge of Sirat. [At

TarghibwatTarhibv.4p.524]

"Without a shadow of doubt We will be the inheritors of the earth and whoever is

upon it and they will return to Us only." Every person on earth, who acts as master

to his possessions, will soon die.

Eventually none shall be alive besides Allah. Then everything (which was

always His) will once again be His exclusive property.

A REFUTATION TO THOSE WHO BELIEVE THAT SAYYIDINA ISA

l*Jt aJIp PASSED AWAY
Sayyidina Isa {*-& <k> mentioned that Allah "has commanded me to perform

SalSh and pay Zakah as long as I am alive." Some people have deduced from this

verse that Sayyidina Isa <v>Ut Up has passed away. They are foolish enough not to

realise that the verse actually proves that he is still alive and will return to the

world. While Sayyidina Isa (flU» U* was living on earth he never had the

opportunity to pay Zakah on account of his poverty. However, when he will

return to this world among the Ummah of the Holy Prophet ^3 U* & J*>, he will

then pay Zakah.
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(41) Remember Ibrahim in the scripture. He was undoubtedly extremely true

and a Holy Prophet. (42) When he told his father, "O my father! Why do you

worship things that cannot hear, cannot see and cannot be of any assistance to

you." (43) "O my father! Such knowledge has come to me that has not come to

you, so follow me and I shall guide you to the straight path." (44) "O my father/

Do not worship Satan (Shaytan). Indeed Satan (Shaytan) was ever disobedient

to Rahman." (45) "O my father! Indeed I fear that a punishment should afflict

you from the Merciful, after which you would be a friend of Satan (Shaytan).

(46) His father retorted, "Are you averse to my gods, O Ibrahim? If you do not

desist, I shall stone you. Leave me forever." (47) Ibrahim said, "Peace be on you.

I shall shortly seek forgiveness from my Lord on your behalf. He has always

been compassionate towards me/ (48) "I shall separate myself from you and

from those whom you worship instead of Allah. Then I shall call upon my Lord.

I am hopeful that I shall not be deprived in my call unto my Lord" (49) When he

departed from them and from what they worshipped instead of Allah, We gifted

him with Is'haq and Ya'qub. We made each one of them a Holy Prophet. (50)

And We bestowed on them a portion of Our mercy and raised for them tongues

of truthfulness.

SAYYIDINA IBRAHIM P
*J« <Op DISCUSSED ONENESS OF ALLAH

(TAUHID) WITH HIS FATHER

Sayyidina Ibrahim fMJi U* was from Babylon, where he invited the king

Nimrud and his idolatrous people to Oneness of Allah (Tauhid). He also never

failed to preach to his father.

Allah says in Surah A'raf, ''When Ibrahim told his father Azar, 'Do you take idols

as your deity? Indeed I see you and your people in manifest error" [Surah An'am (6), verse

74)
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Here, in Surah Maryam, he told his father, "O my father! Why do you worship

things (idols) that cannot hear, cannot see and cannot he ofany assistance to you." They
are more helpless than the people who worship them. He then impressed upon
his father's mind that age was not an issue in this matter. His father was to listen

to him even though he was the son. Therefore he said, "O my fatherI Such

knowledge has come to me that has not cone to you, sofollow me and I shall guide you to

the straight path."

He went on further to say, "O my father! Do not worship Satan (Shaytan).

Satan (Shaytan) instigates people to worship idols and himself as well. Sayyidina

Ibrahim f%J\ u* added, "Indeed Satan (Shaytan) was ever disobedient to the

Merciful." By obeying Satan (Shaytan), a person will be led on to further disobey

Allah.

"O myfather! Indeed Ifear that a punishment should afflict you from Rahman (the

Merciful), after which you would he a friend of Satan (Shaytan) (by being his

companion in Hell as well)." He refers to Satan (Shaytan) as being a friend in the

Heireafter as well even though every person in Hell will be enemies to each other.

He has mentioned this because the cause for this punishment in Hell will be the

friendship that the disbelievers fostered with Satan (Shaytan) in this world.

Instead of being favourably influenced by the words of Sayyidina Ibrahim

^%J\ Up, "His father retorted, 'Are you averse to my gods, O Ibrahim? If you do not

desist, I shall stone you. Leave me forever."'

Sayyidina Ibrahim -fiL-h Up replied, "Peace be on you." This salutation (Saldm)

that he greeted his father with was not the type of salutation (Saldm) that a

person greets a fellow Muslim with. It is rather the salutation (Saldm) used to

escape from ignorant people. Allah says in Surah Furqan about the good people,

'The Merciful 's (Rahman) bondsmen are those who walk on earth in humility and, when

the ignorant talk to them, they say, 'Peace.'" [Surah 25 verse 63]

Sayyidina Ibrahim fiLJ\ Up also added, "I shall shortly seek forgivenessfrom my
Lord on your behalfHe has always been compassionate towards me." True to his word,

Sayyidina Ibrahim f*~& Up prayed for his father, as mentioned in Surah Shu'ara,

"(O Allah!) Forgive my father, for he is amongst those who have deviated." [Surah 26,

verse 86]

Allah says in Surah Tauba "Ibrahim f%Ji U* sought forgiveness for his father

only because of a promise that he had made to him. When it became clear to him that his

father was Allah's enemy, he exonerated himselffrom him. Indeed Ibrahim f*~& *4* was

extremely soft-hearted and tolerant." [The details of this were discussed in the commentary of

this verse ofSurah Tauba.]

Sayyidina Ibrahim '<pLA\ <M continued to address his father saying, "I shall

separate myselffrom you andfrom those whom you worship instead ofAllah. Then I shall

call upon my Lord. I am hopeful that I shall not be deprived in my call unto my Lord."

He was hopeful that Allah would not reject his supplication (du'd) and that Allah

would protect him from the wretchedness of the idolaters. Consequently, he

migrated to Syria (Sham).

Allah says, "When he departedfrom them andfrom what they worshipped instead

of Allah, We gifted him with (a son named) Is'hdq and (a grandson called) Ya'qub. We
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made each one of them a Holy Prophet/' Another renowned son of Sayyidina

Ibrahim f&Js aJU was Sayyidina Isma'il {%Ji <Js-, who is mentioned in Surah

Baqarah and also later in this Surah.

PEOPLE OF LATER GENERATIONS WILL ALWAYS MAKE
FAVOURABLE MENTION OF SAYYIDINA IBRAHIM>*Ji Up AND
HIS CHILDREN

"And We bestowed on them a portion of Our mercy and raised for them tongues of

truthfulness." Allah granted Sayyidina Ibrahim f%~b'<4* and his children the

esteemed mantle of the Prophethood and many other bounties as well. Another

extremely great favour was that people will always make favourable mention of

them.

Sayyidina Ibrahim pLJ\ <4± made the supplication (du'a), "And maintain a

favourable word for me amongst those who are to come." Allah accepted this

supplication (du'a) and all the later generations always spoke well of Sayyidina

Ibrahim pLJ\ *>. The Ummah of the Holy Prophet ,jl,j Up ii jl* invoke Allah's

special mercy and blessings at the end of every Salah when they recite the Durud
Ibrahim in 'Tashahhud'.

j 3*\j £p t* J4> .L.1 Li*£J o* jd Ujj Qp lig ^JJ <^M^
l£| &Lg c& f>\ *3i>\ *?&& .J 1^5 (J) fa? 4i •ke ^S *j8fi

(51) Remember Musa in the scripture. He was surely chosen and was a

messenger (Rasul) and a Prophet (Nabi). (52) We called him from the right side

of Mount Tur and We brought him close in communion. (53) From Our mercy

We gifted him with his brother Harun as a Prophet. (54) Remember Isma'il in

the scripture. Verily he was true to his promise and he was a "Rasul" and a

Prophet (Nabi). (55) He used to enjoin Salah and Zakah on his family and was

beloved to his Lord. (56) Remember Idris in the scripture. He was certainly

extremely true and he was a Prophet. (57) We elevated him to a high rank.

SAYYIDINA MUSA, HARUN, ISMATL AND IDRIS <*Ji <*Jp

Allah begins by saying, "Remember Musa in the scripture. He was surely chosen

and was a messenger (Rasul) and a Prophet (Nabi)."'

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A RASUL AND A NABI

Literally the word 'Rasul' means a 'messenger' i.e. one who conveys a

message. The word 'the Holy Prophef literally means an 'informer.' Both may be
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termed as Holy Prophets. Technically speaking, a messenger (Rasul) is Prophet

(Nabi) who has been given a divine scripture and a Shari'ah of his own. Such a

the Holy Prophet Will be termed as a messenger (Rasul) and a Prophet (Nabi) as

well. Therefore, Prophet who propagates the Shari'ah of a previous the Holy

Prophet may be termed only a Rasul.

Referring to Sayyidina Musa f%J\ a-U, Allah says, "We called himfrom the right

side ofMount Tur (situated between Madyan and Egypt)..." The author of "Ruhul

Ma'ani" writes that the verse refers to the right side of Sayyidina Musa f^LJ\ Up,

not that of the mountain because a mountain does not have a right and left side.

Therefore, Sayyidina Musa fiL~b aJU was summoned when the mountain was on

his right.

The word "aymin" (translated above as "right") can also be translated as

"blessed." In this case the verse will mean that Sayyidina Musa f}LJ» *J* was

called from the "blessed side" of the mountain, or from his blessed side.

" and We brought him close in communion." The Arabic word "naji"

(translated above as "communion") refers to speaking in confidence to someone.

The verse thus means that Allah spoke to him personally and directly without

any mediums in between.

Allah mentions this privilege of Sayyidina Musa f*~S\ <M in Surah Nisa,

where He says, "Allah specially spoke to Musa" [Surah 4, verse 164]

"From Our mercy We gifted him with his brother Harun as a Prophet." When
Sayyidina Musa ^LJ\ <Jp was commanded to preach to Pharaoh (Pir'aun), he

submitted to Allah thus, "Appoint for me an assistant from my family, my brother

Harun, strengthen me with him And make him a partner to my affairs..." [Surah TdHa

(20), verses 29-32]

Allah says in Surah Qasas that Sayyidina Musa f^LJ\ <1* said, "My brother

Harun is more eloquent in speech than me, so send him as an aide tome to endorse me. I

fear that they will falsify me." Allah accepted his supplication (du'a) and said, "We

shall shortly strengthen your arm with your brother." Consequently Allah made
Sayyidina Harun f*~h *4* a Prophet and addressed them both saying, "Proceed,

the two ofyou, to Pharaoh (Pir'aun). Indeed he is rebellious."

THE NOBLE QUALITIES OF SAYYIDINA ISMA'IL jftLJi V*

Thereafter Allah says, "Remember Isma'U in the scripture. Verily he was true to

his promise and he was a messenger (Rasid) and a Prophet (Nabi). He used to enjoin

Salah and Zakah on hisfamily and was beloved to his Lord.
"

Although all the Prophets fiLJ\ r
^u and even many believers (Mu'minln) are

true to their word, Allah specially says about Sayyidina Isma'il f&J\ aJp "Verily he

was true to his promise...

This is so because he truly displayed great courage in keeping to the word
that he gave his father when he said, 'Oh my beloved father! Do as you have been

commanded (by slaughtering me). If Allah wills, you will soon find me to be amongst

the patient ones. 'Consequently, when Sayyidina Ibrahim ?%J\ a-Ip placed him
down to be slaughtered, he complied and lay down calmly.
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" and he was a messenger (Rasul) and a Prophet (Nabi). "'It is commonly

believed that Sayyidina Isma'H r
^U» Up did not have a scripture of his own, nor a

Shari'ah. He propagated the teachings of his father, Sayyidina Ibrahim r^Ji U*.

Therefore, the literal meaning of the word ''Rasul" (messenger) will apply to him

and not the technical meaning (i.e. a Prophet who was given a Shari'ah of his

own).

Hakimul Ummah Thanwi U* i» jl^j states that Sayyidina Isma'H <•*-)» U* is

termed a "Rasul" as well because he was the one who conveyed the teachings

and the Shari'ah of Sayyidina Ibrahim fiLJ\ u* to the Jurhum tribe that settled in

Makkah.

The third attribute mentioned about him was that "He used to enjoin Salah

and Zakah on his family../' Salah is a physical form of worship and Zakah is a

monetary form. Sayyidina Isma'H <olJ U* paid particular attention to these two

acts of devotion when instructing his family because by being particular about

these two aspects of religion (D'm)the rest of religion (D'ln) becomes easy to

practise.

The fourth quality was that he "was beloved to his Lord." He was one of

Allah's beloved bondsmen because of his deeds and behaviour.

Thereafter Allah continues to mention other Prophets r
*>U» ^. Allah says,

"Remember Idrts in the scripture. He was certainly extremely true and he was a

Prophet (Nabi). We elevated him to a high rank." It is commonly believed that

Sayyidina Idris r
tJ^was raised alive to the heavens and that death came to

him there.

Ibn Kathir (v. 3 p. 126) states that he was raised like Sayyidina Isa f^J\ a* and

never died there. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ &\^ says that he was raised

to the sixth heaven and passed away there.

However, none of these narrations have been reported from the Holy

Prophet ,-L-, ^ &\ jl* and their chains of narrators are obscure. They have been

narrated from Sayyidina Ka'b Ahbar Up <fo i*Jt and are* therefore narratives of the

Bani Isra'il.

A narration reported by "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 16 p. 106) from Ibnul Mundhir

Up At <^j has been attributed to the Holy Prophet ^ 3 *4* i» J*. However, the

words of this narration are so obscure that they can never be those of the most

eloquent the Holy Prophet |JL,j^ &\ J^

It is possible that the narration was attributed to the Holy Prophet Up ibi ^
,0^ because of its popularity. However, it is the words of Sayyidina Ka'b Ahbar

4s> &\ <^j. Even the author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" did not clearly say, "the Holy

Prophet (JL^ Up iwi ju said..."

The best meaning of the verse is that Allah elevated his status and increased

his proximity to Allah.

THE UNIQUE CONTRIBUTIONS OF SAYYIDINA IDRIS pU\ Up

"Ruhul Ma'ani" reports from the "Mustadrak of Hakim" a narration of

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** iv^j in which he says that Sayyidina Idris *>
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pLJ\ lived a thousand years before Sayyidina Nuh f**J\ Up. His name was

Akhnukh and he was linked to Sayyidina Shith r*~^^ via four forefathers.

Sayyidina Idrls f%^ 4* was the first person to study the stars, the first to

write and the first to wear sewn clothes. He used to sew clothing while the

people of his time were still wearing animal skins. Allah revealed 30 booklets to

him and it was he who first introduced concepts for weighing and measuring.

He was also the first person to develop weapons.

"Ma'alimut Taiizil" reports that he was also the first to fight the

disbelievers. He was called Idrls because he was actively engaged in teaching

(called "dars" in Arabic) the divine scriptures. The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani"

writes that many Scholars (Ulama) are of the opinion that the name 'Idrls' is not

an Arabic word, but Hebrew. Therefore, it needn't be a derivative of "dars."

However, the possibility does exist that it could have the same meaning in

Hebrew as it does in Arabic.

(58) These are the Holy Prophets (Nabi) whom Allah has favoured from the

progeny of Adam and from the progeny of those whom We carried with Nuh (on

the ark). And from the progeny of Ibrahim and Isra'il and those who We guided

and selected. When the verses of their Lord are recited, they fall down weeping

in prostration. (59) They were succeeded by such evil successors who destroyed

Salah and pursued their passions. Soon they shall meet devastation. (60) Except

for him who repents and who carries out good deeds. These people will enter

Heaven (Jannah) and will not be oppressed in the least. (61) Theirs shall be

eternal gardens of Heaven (Jannah) that Rahman (the Merciful) has promised in

the unseen. Undoubtedly, His promise shall come to pass. (62) There they will

not hear any futility, only Salam. They shall have their sustenance there

morning and evening. (63) This is the Heaven (Jannah) that Our slaves who fear

shall inherit.

THE MUTUAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE AMBIYA f
*J»^

Referring to all the Prophets }*%J\ ^^ mentioned thus far in the Surah, Allah

says, "These are the prophet whom Allah has favoured from the progeny of Adam and
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from the progeny of those whom We carried with Nuh (on the ark)." All of mankind
after Sayyidina Nuh f*>LJi <Op were from his progeny. The only exception that is

mentioned in this Surah is Sayyidina Idrls (%J\ Up because he preceded

Sayyidina Nuh fiLJs Up.

"And from the progeny of Ibrahim and Isra'il..." Sayyidina Isra'il (%~h *> was
Sayyidina Ya'qub f^LJi <Op. His descendants (mentioned in this Surah) include

Sayyidina Zakariyya, Sayyidina Yahya {%*& Up and Sayyidina Isa {%~b Up. Those

linked directly to Sayyidina Ibrahim f^LJ a> were Sayyidina Isma'il ^lJ\ <a* and

Sayyidina Is'haq f*>LJt <4*. With regard to all of these Allah says that He "guided

and selected" them.

They were such people that "When the verses of their Lord are recited they fall

weeping in prostration.
"

Thereafter Allah makes mention of the other side of the coin. He says, "They

were succeeded by such evil successors who destroyed Salah..." This entails omitting

Salah totally, delaying its performance until After the time expires, or not

performing it properly.

Allah says in Surah Ma'un, "Woe be to those who are neglectful of their Salah,"

Sayyidina Mus'ab bin Sa'd ** & ^j narrates that he asked his father, Sayyidina

Sa'd bin Abi Waqqas -up i«» ^>j about the verse "Woe be to those who are neglectful of

their Salah" He explained that the word "neglectful" does not refer to one's

thoughts wandering in Salah, but refers to destroying the Salah by engaging in

other activities during the time of Salah. [At Targhib wat Tarhib v. 1 p. 387]

PURSUING ONE'S PASSIONS PROVOKES ALL TYPES OF SINS

Regarding the evil successors, Allah says that they "pursued their passions."

When a person allows his carnal passions to reign, he loses the capability of

restraint and resoluteness. This eventually leads to his destruction. It leads to

deficiencies in all one's acts of devotion and leads one to commit sin.

Since the passions demand that one indulges in fornication, unlawful

(Haram) acts and the pleasures of life, a person is prone to indulge in these if he

does not exercise control over his passions.

"Soon they shall meet devastation." The word "ghay" (translated above as

"devastation ") literally means deviation. It is for this reason that many Scholars

(Ulama) have translated the verse to mean that these people will soon receive the

punishment for their deviation.

"Ruhul Ma'ani" narrates from Sayyidina Abu Umamah ** & ^j that the

Holy Prophet ,ju, <j* & ju said, "Ghay is a river at the bottom of Hell that runs

with the pus emanating from the people of Hell."

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** & ^j reports that "Ghay" is the name of

a river or valley in Hell that is extremely deep and unpleasant. Those who follow

the dictates of their passions will be flung into it.
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THE RIGHTEOUS ARE PROMISED ADMISSION INTO HEAVEN
(JANNAH)

Allah has promised that the evil people shall be punished "Except for him

who repents and carries out good deeds. These people will enter Heaven (Jannah) and will

not be oppressed in the least" Allah i§ always prepared to forgive people who
repent sincerely irrespective of their previous sips.

With regard to the bounties they will receive in the Hereafter, Allah says,

"Theirs shall be eternal gardens of Heaven (Jannah) that Rahman (the Merciful) has

promised in the unseen." These people believe and aspire for Heaven (Jannah) even

though they never saw it. They were informed about it by Allah's messengers

and Books. Allah then assures man that "Undoubtedly, His promise shall come to

pass."

Continuing with the description of Heaven (Jannah), Allah says, "There they

will not hear any futility, only salutation (Salam)." Allah will also send salutations

(Salams) on them, as He says in Surah Yasin, "They will have a greeting of Salam

(peace)from the Most Merciful Lord."

They will also greet each other with salutation (Salam) and the angels will

convey salutations (Salams) upon them. Allah says that it will be said to them,

"Peace be on you because of the patience that you exercised. What a grand outcome you

shall have in this existence."

"They shall have their sustenance there morning and evening." Von Kathir (v. 3 p.

129) narrates from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas k* A» ^j that there will be no

day and night in Heaven (Jannah) as there is in this world. The only way that

time will be noticed is y/hen the curtains of Heaven (Jannah) will be opened and

closed.

Sayyidina Mujahid <4* A» <^j says that there will be no alternation of day and

night and that the verse means that they will be served food twice a day as they

are accustomed to in this world. Of course, they can eat whenever they want

besides these times.

"This is the Heaven (Jannah) that Our slaves whofear shall inherit." These people

adopt piety (Taqwa) i.e. they carry out Allah's commands and abstain from all

sins. The greatest piety (Taqwa) is to abstain from disbeliefs and polytheism

(shirk). No polytheist or disbeliever will be able to enter Heaven (Jannah). The

people of Heaven (Jannah) will be ranked according to the level of piety (Taqwa)

that they possess.

j& Ji ^J^ j&$) +£*& H^4> Cj dfji^j c/J*^ 4t> G9 Ijs-*^ &h

(64) "We descend only upon the command of your Lord. To Him belongs

whatever is before us, whatever is behind us and whatever is between the two.
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Your Lord never forgets." (65) The Lord of the heavens, the earth and whatever

is between the two, so worship Him and be steadfast in His worship. Do you

know of any that share His name?

SAYYIDINA JIBR'lL f
*Ji Up REPLIES TO THE REQUEST OF THE

HOLY PROPHET^ U* Ar^.

Bukhari (v. 2 p. 691) reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas -up &\ ^j that

the Holy Prophet ^j Up &\ j^> asked Jibril £X-h Up, "What prevents you from

visiting me more often than you do?" In reply to this request, the above verse

was revealed viz. "We (angels) descend only upon the command of your Lord

(Rabb)..."

"Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 16 p. 113) reports that when revelation stopped coming to

the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up i»i jl* for a few days after he promised the Polytheists

that he would reply to their three questions (regarding the soul, the people of the

cave and Dhul Qarnain), Jibril (XJi aJp came with the required revelation. The

Holy Prophet pJL^ *J*&\ J-* told him that he had been eagerly awaiting him.

Jibril f*~& Up told the Holy Prophet ^ 3 <Jp i»i jl* that he was also eager to

meet him, but he is merely Allah's slave. He said that he descends to the earth

only when Allah commands him and does not come when 'Allah does not

command him. It was then that the above verse was revealed with Surah Duha
{Surah 93).

Jibril f^LJs ^ said, "We descend only upon the command of your Lord. To Him
belongs whatever is before us, whatever is behind us and whatever is between the two."

Some commentators say that "whatever is before us" refers to the future, "whatever

is behind us" refers to the past, and "whatever is between the two" refers to the

present. Therefore, the angels may descend only when Allah permits them to.

Sayyidina Abul Alia aJLp &\ i^j says that "whatever is before us" refers to the

entire universe before the blowing of the trumpet, "whatever is behind us" refers to

the Hereafter, and "whatever is between the too" refers to the time between the first

blowing of the trumpet and the second 'blowing. This intermediate period will

last for 40 years:

According to other commentators "whatever is before us" refers to the earth

and "whatever is behind us" refers to the skies. The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" says

that some commentators have mentioned that the verses refer to place and time.

Therefore, the verse will mean that Allah is in control of all places and all times.

None may move from one place to another without His permission. Similarly,

none can do anything at any time unless Allah ordains it. ["Ruhul Ma'ani" v. 16 p.

114]

Allanta Baghawi <A^ k\ ^ states on pg. 202 of "Ma'alimut Tanzil" that this

verse means that Allah's knowledge encompasses everything before and behind.

"Your Lord never forgets." Allah has knowledge of everything. He did not

forget to send revelation to the Holy Prophet ,-L-j Up iui j*, but delayed it for

reasons best known to Him.

"The Lord of the heavens, the earth and whatever is between the two, so worship
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Him and be steadfast in His worship." Only He deserves to be worshipped. The
Holy Prophet ^ 3 a* hs j~* is encouraged in this verse to remain steadfast in

Allah's worship and not to be affected by the cessation of revelation, ,nor by the
taunts of the polytheists when revelation was paused.

"Do you know of any that share His name?" No Muslim can ever call another
being 'Allah/ Even the polytheists do not have the courage to call any of their

idols 'Allah/ Another translation of the Arabic word "samiya" (translated above
as someone who shares His name) is a partner. The verse will therefore mean
that Allah can have no partners.

(66) Man says, "Shall I be resurrected alive after I have died?" (67) Does man not
recall that We created him before when he was nothing? (68) By your Lord! We
will certainly gather them and the Satans (Shayatin). Then We shall present

them before Hell on their knees. (69) Then We will definitely separate from
every group those who were most rebellious against the Merciful. (70) Then
only We will know best who are most deserving of admission into Hell.

MAN DENIES RESURRECTION AND WILL BE GATHERED WITH
THE SATANS (SHAYAtIN) ON THE DAY OF JUDGMENT
(QIYAMAH)

After making mention of His Oneness and power, Allah reminds man of

Judgment (Qiyamah). Allah begins by saying, "Man says, 'Shall I be resurrected alive

after I have died?"' He says this out of astonishment and because he rejects the
belief. This subject is tackled in many verses of the Qur'an.

Allah replies to man by saying, "Does man not recall that We created him before

when he was nothing?" When Allah could create billions of people from a mere
drop of fluid, why can He not raise the dead?

Allah says in Surah Yasin, "Has man not seen that We created him from a seed,

after which he is suddenly an open adversary? He coins similitude's for Us and forgets
how he was created. He says, 'Who will give life to bones after they have decomposed?'
Say, 'The One Who gave life to it the first time will revive it. He has knowledge of all

things." [Surah 36, verses 77-79]

Allah then continues to depict the scene of Judgment day (Qiyamah). Allah
says, "By your Lord! JAfe will certainly gather them and the Shayatin." The Shayatin
engage themselves in misleading mankind. Therefore, on the Day of Judgment
(Qiyamah), they will also be raised for questioning with the ones whom they
misled. Commentators mention that the Satans (Shayatin) will be chained with
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those whom they misled in the world. They are together in this world and will be

together in the Hereafter.

"Then we shall present them before Hell on their knees." This will serve to

intensify their humiliation before actually entering Hell. All the disbelievers,

irrespective of their positions in the world will be there together. However,
sifting will then take place. Allah says, "Then We will definitely separate front every

group those who were most rebellious against the Merciful

"

In this manner, the disbelievers will be classified according to the level of

their disobedience to Allah. They will be cast into Hell accordingly i.e. the worst

of them will be placed in that part of Hell that is the worst.

Allah says in Surah Nahl, "For those who disbelieve and forbid (others) from

Allah 's path, We shall add punishment to their punishment because of the corruption

that they caused" [Surah 16, verse 88]

"Then only We will know best who are most deserving of admission into Hell"

Only Allah knows who belongs to which level of Hell.

jJaj \yu\ CJJl\ c£t^> f hLU u^L* L^~ t%> <\p ob U^.V] ~J>^~a b\j

(71) Every one of you shall pass by it (Hell). This is a decreed command of your

Lord. (72) Then we shall rescue those who fear and we will leave the oppressors

there on their knees.

ALL OF MANKIND WILL PASS HELL (JAHANNAM) AND ALLAH
WILL RESCUE THE PEOPLE OF PIETY (TAQWA) FROM IT

The above verses imply that every person, be he good or evil, will pass over

Hell when people cross the bridge of Sirat. Allah will cause the believers

(Mu'minin) to cross over safely, each according to the level of their piety.

However, the sinners will not be able to cross so easily. Massive hooks will grab

at them from beneath and cast many of them into Hell. There will be many sinful

believers (Mu'minin) whom Allah will allow to cross the bridge, albeit with

difficulty.

Those Believers (Mu'minin) who will fall into Hell may be later reprieved

because of the intercession of the Prophets (Anbiya) (%J\ ^^Jp, the angels and the

pious Believers (Mu'minin). Eventually the last of them will also be freed from

Hell by the grace of Allah Himself. Only the polytheists and hypocrites shall

remain in Hell forever. [At Targhib wat Tarhib p. 407-4 13]

Other commentators have translated the verse to mean that every person

will actually enter Hell. However, the fire will be cool for the believers (Believer

(Mu'min)in) like how Allah cooled the fire for Sayyidina Ibrahim fiLJ\ <4* in this

world. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas and Jabir bin Abdullah ** A» ^>j both

narrate this interpretation from the Holy Prophet^ -Op a\ Jl* [Ibn Kathirp. 131-133]

The crossing of the Sirat cannot be rejected because it has been mentioned in
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numerous authentic Ahdlth. It is possible that those believers (Mu'minln) who
are allowed to cross over the Sirat will be later put into Hell, but the fire will be
cooled for them. Allah knows best.

UliL. j<a~ Ou^iJI <J\ \j^aW j>4J \jj& <yj]\ Jli Cr^ bi^U ^:W Ji li^j

I>-C-*\ <Sx«\ -ittl JjJ-^ iSf ljC»- <-««,^ &I&S^y^ s^JXLjs

(73) When Our clear verses are recited to them, the disbelievers ask the

believers, "Which of the two groups has a better position and which of them has

a finer gathering?" (74) How many generations did We destroy before them,

who were better off than them in terms of resources and appearance? (75) Say,

"Allah shall grant respite to those who are astray until they witness what has

been promised to them, Thereafter there shall be either punishment or

Judgment (Qiyamah). Then they will know who is in the worst position and
who has the weakest army." (76) Allah will increase the guidance of those who
are rightly guided. The lasting good deeds are best in the sight of your Lord in

terms of reward and best in terms of consequences.

THE REPLY TO THE QUESTION OF THE DISBELIEVERS
REGARDING WHICH OF THE TWO GROUPS ENJOY THE BEST
POSITION AND BEST ASSEMBLY

Allah says, "When Our clear verses are recited to them [by the Holy Prophet &\ j*
^y***], the disbelievers ask the believers, 'Which of the two groups (ourselves and

yourselves) has a better position and which of them has a finer gathering?" By saying

this, the disbelievers insinuated that they were more affluent and their

gatherings were more embellished and refined, whereas the Muslims were poor
and simple people.

In this way they told the Muslims that if they (the disbelievers) were wrong
in their ways, Allah would not have favoured them in terms of the world. Rather,

they said, it seems that Allah is displeased with the Muslims since He is not
conferring on them the comforts of this world. They therefore believed that they

were more beloved to Allah than the Muslims.

Refuting this claim of theirs, Allah says, "How many generations did We
destroy before them, who were better off than them in terms of resources and
appearance?" Allah tells them that the affluence of this world is no indication of

acceptance by Allah. If it were, then Allah would never have destroyed the many
nations before them who were even more affluent and wealthier than them.

Allah says in Surah Saba, "Those before them denied. These people cannot even

reach a tenth ofwhat We gave them (those before them), yet they falsify My messengers.
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How will My retribution be?" [Surah 34, verse 45]

THE DISBELIEVERS ARE GRANTED RESPITE AND ARE THEN
MADE TO SEE THEIR OUTCOME

"Say, 'Allah shall grant respite to those who are astray until they witness what has

been promised to them. Thereafter there shall be either punishment or Judgment day

(Qiyamah)." Allah informs people in this verse that the affluence and apparent

well-being of the disbelievers are a result of Allah's leniency towards them and
not because He likes them.

Allah allows them respite and increases their wealth so that they gradually

increase in rebelliousness and sin. Thereafter, Allah seizes them witih punishment
or with the pangs of death. When this occurs, "Then they will know who is in the

worst position and who has the weakest army." The reply to their earlier question to

the Believers (Mu'minln) will present itself before them. At that time neither their

affluence nor their numbers and gatherings will be of any avail to them.

Allah mentions one of the many bounties that He bestows on the Believers

(Mu'minln). He says, "Allah will increase the guidance of those who are rightly

guided." An increase in guidance increases one's belief (Iman).

This increase in belief (Iman) will, in turn, encourage an increase in good
deeds. Therefore, Allah adds, "The lasting good deeds are best in the sight of your

Lord in terms of reward and best in terms of consequences." These deeds will earn a

person the eternal bliss of Heaven Qannah), which is the best outcome and
consequence one can expect.

4r

(77) Have you seen him who rejects Our verses and says, "I shall certainly be

granted wealth and children"? (78) Has he peeked into the unseen or has he

made a pact with the Merciful? (79) Never! We shall shortly record what he says

and continue to intensify the punishment for him. (80) And We shall be the

Owners of what he says and he will come to Us all alone.

REFUTING THOSE DISBELIEVERSWHO CLAIM THAT THEY WILL
RECEIVE WEALTH AND CHILDREN ON THE DAY OF JUDGMENT
(QIYAMAH) AS WELL

Sayyidina Khabbab bin Aratt ** ibt ^j reports that he was a goldsmith and

the polytheist As bin Wa'il owed him some money. He says that when he asked

for the money, As said that he would never pay it back until Sayyidina Khabbab
<up iui ^j rejected the Prophethood of the Holy Prophet ^y a* i»i j^>. Sayyidina

Khabbab ** &\ ^j>j told him, "I shall never reject the Prophethood of the Holy

Prophet (JL-j Up ii ju until you die and are resurrected."
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As queried, "Will I be resurrected?" When Sayyidina Khabbab <* Jti^j replied in

the affirmative, As said," Then I shall repay your debt there because I will be

granted wealth and children there as well." On this occasion the above verse was
revealed viz. "Have you seen him who rejects Our verses and says, 7 shall certainly be

granted wealth and children"? [Bukhari v. 2 p. 691/2]

"Ruhul Ma'ani" reports that As bin Wa'il owed money to a few Sahabah ^j
pfip &. When they approached him to collect their dues, he asked them whether

they believed that there shall be gold, silver, silk and all types of fruit in Heaven
(Jannah). When they attested to this belief, he said that he would repay them
there because he was because of receive wealth and children in the Hereafter. He
even claimed that he would receive the Qur'an there. The verse was revealed

with regard to this.

He said such things mockingly and wished to insult the poor Sahabah ibi ^j
pfip. He believed that he was the beloved of Allah merely because Allah had
granted him wealth. Allah replies to him, and to all others who may subscribe to

the same belief. Allah says, "Has he peeked into the unseen... "i.e. Has he seen these

happenings of the future? Indeed, whatever he says is baseless and untrue.

" or has he made a pact with the Merciful?" i.e. a pact to the effect that Allah

shall confer these things on him in the Hereafter? Allah replies, "Never!" None of

these things can be true. Only the believers (Mu'minin) will profit in the

Hereafter, while the disbelievers shall be in total loss.

Allah continues, "We shall shortly record what he says and continue to intensify

the punishment for him." He will be punished for his disbeliefs and will have

added punishment because he was audacious enough to claim that he shall have

wealth and children in the Hereafter and because he ridiculed Islam.

"And We shall be the Owners of what he says..." i.e. Allah owns all the wealth

and children that he speaks of. Eventually, when he dies, even his supposed

ownership will be lost to him.

"..... and he will come to Us all alone." On the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah), his

wealth and children will not accompany him. When all that he once possessed

will not be with him, how can he expect more to be given to him there?

ffe\/* ' *>\ *K \'*\ ^ >v v *i St
Q^| \^s> Z^J Xsol^l ^0o Jitjo "^

(81) Leaving Allah, they adopt many gods so that these may be a token of

honour for them. (82) This will never be/ They (their gods) will soon reject

their worship and become adversaries to them. (83) Have you not seen that We
have set the Satans (Shayatin) upon the disbelievers, who instigate them

tremendously? (84) So do not be hasty with regard to them. We are meticulously

keeping records of them.
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FALSE GODS WILL DENY THE WORSHIP OF THEIR
WORSHIPPERS AND BECOME THEIR FOES

The polytheists boasted about their idols and considered them to be a

source of pride and honour. During the battle of Uhud, Abu Sufyan called out to

the Muslims, "We have Uzza (the name of one of their idols), while you do not!"

In reply to this, the Holy Prophet <X>j <> i» J^> said, "Allah is our ally, while you

have nonel"

Allah says, "Leaving Allah, they adopt many gods so that these may be a token of

honour for them. This will never be! They (the false gods) will soon reject their worship

(the worship of the Polytheists) and become adversaries to them." The polytheists will

therefore never get the intercession that they expected from these false gods.

Allah says in Surah Ahqaf , "When people are resurrected they (their false gods)

will be enemies to them and will deny their worship' In addition to this, the false gods

will even put the blame on these people and entreat Allah to punish them.

Allah then says, "Have you not seen that We have set the Satans (Shayatin) upon

the disbelievers, who instigate them tremendously?" Because of the incitement of the

Satans (Shayatin), these people continue to reject the truth and remain steadfast

on disbeliefs. By behaving in this manner they are inviting Allah's wrath upon
themselves. Allah reassures the Holy Prophet jjL^ a* i»i j^> that His punishment

will soon overtake them at its appointed time, "So do not be hasty with regard to

them. We are meticulously keeping records of them."

Certain commentators have translated the last part of the above verse as,

"We are meticulously counting their breaths/days." Therefore, their days are

numbered and they shall soon meet with the consequences of their deeds. Even
lengthy lives in this world are insignificant when compared to the Hereafter.

(85) The day when We shall gather the pious unto the Merciful as guests. (86)

And We will drag the criminals to Hell, thirsty. (87) Only those who receive

permission from Allah will have the ability to intercede.

THE PIOUS WILL BE LED AS ALLAH'S GUESTS, WHILE THE
SINNERS WILL BE LEFT THIRSTY AND DRAGGED TO HELL
(JAHANNAM)

These verses depict the scene of the day of Judgment (Qiyamah). Allah says,

"The day when We shall gather the pious unto the Merciful as guests." They will be

treated with reverence and granted whatever they desire.

On the other hand, "We will drag the criminals to Hell, thirsty." They will be

dragged like animals and will not be allowed to slake their intense thirst.

"Only those who receive permission from Allah will have the ability to intercede."
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Allah makes a similar statement in the Ayatul Kursi, where He says, "Who is there

to intercede before Him without His permission?" [Surah Baqarah (2), verse 255]

±/£i& i\k=6 i«j-fy g£^ i3j i& <&;.&$ £& yiii

iS^ ^i c^i^ ol^^ Jcp 34; j,5^ J3S^ 5j^S

(88) They say, Rahman "the Merciful has taken a child." (89) You have certainly

said a grave thing. (90) The heavens may split asunder because of it, the earth

may be cleaved open and the mountains may crash to pieces. (91) All this

because they ascribed children to Rahman (the Merciful). (92) It is not befitting

of the Merciful to take children. (93) Everything within the heavens and the

earth shall come to Rahman as slaves. (94) Allah has counted them all and
numbered them all precisely. (95) Each one of them will come to Him all alone

on the day of Judgment (Qiyamah).

THE GRAVITY OF CLAIMING THAT ALLAH HAS CHILDREN

The polytheists of Makkah claimed that the angels were Allah's daughters.

The Jews claimed that Sayyidina Uzair
r
^Ui Up was Allah's son and the

Christians said that Sayyidina Isa f*~J Up was His son.

Expressing the gravity of this belief Allah says, "They say, 'Rahman (the

Merciful) has taken a child/ You have certainly said a grave thing. The heavens may split

asunder because of it, the earth may be cleaved open and the mountains may crash to

pieces. All this because they ascribed children to Allah."

Such a belief constitutes an insult to the grandeur of Allah. Allah says, "It is

not befitting of the Merciful to take children." Allah has no need for any partners and
assistants. It is absurd to claim that these people are Allah's children because
there can be no similarity between them and Allah.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** ii ^>j narrates from the Holy Prophet u* 41 ju
(X.j that Allah says, "The son ofAdam has falsified Me whereas he should not do so. He
swears Me whereas he should not. His falsification is that he says that I cannot resurrect

him, whereas it is the same to Me to create him the second time as I did the first time. His
swearing is that he says that I have children, whereas I am Pure from having a wife and
children. I am the One, The Independent. I beget not nor was I begotten. There is none
equal to Me." [Bukhari]

Sayyidina Abu Musa Ash'ari ^ ~&\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ifci ju*

(U-j aJp said, "None is more tolerant than Allah with unacceptable talks. People attribute

children to Him, yet Heforgives them and continues tofeed them." [Mishkdtp. 13]
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"Everything within the heavens and the earth shall come to the Merciful as slaves."

All of creation are Allah's slaves and they will appear as such on the Day of

Judgment (Qiyamah). How can Allah's slaves be regarded as His children?

"Allah has counted them all and numbered them all precisely." Allah has perfect

knowledge of every one of His creation and none of them will be able to escape

Him on the Day of Judgement.

"Each one of them will come to Him all alone on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah)."

There will be none to assist them and Allah will grant each one of them their just

dues and punishment.

LSJub\ rPj \^1 IjJ Uy ^b jX^j <S54^J* ^-? ^-'*'*U >^-^LLL *±^i

\
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(96) As for those who believe and do good deeds, Rahman will soon authorise

love for them. (97) We have made the Qur'an easy on your tongue so that you

may convey glad tidings to the pious with it and warn the quarrelsome people

with it. (98) How many were the generations that We destroyed! Do you see any

of them or do you hear any whisper from them?

THE REVERENCE TO BE ACCORDED TO THE BELIEVERS
(MU'MININ), THE SIMPLICITY OF THE QUR'AN AND THE
DESTRUCTION OF PREVIOUS NATIONS

Expressing the virtue of the Believers (Mu'minin), Allah says, "As for those

who believe and do good deeds, the Merciful will soon aUtho rise love for them."

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra .**> & ^ narrates from the Holy Prophet ,JL-_, *a* &\.j~*

that when Allah loves a person, He calls Jibril fXJ\ aJLp and tells him, "I love such

a person, so you also love him." Jibril f*~S\ ^ then begins to love the person and

announces in the heavens, "Behold! Allah loves a certain person, so you should

all love him also." Consequently, the inhabitants of the heavens all begin to love

the person. Thereafter the person is accepted on earth and all on earth begin to

love him (i.e. the good people on earth. It is of no consequence if the Disbelievers

and sinners dislike him).

In a similar manner/when Allah dislikes a person, He calls Jibril f^~h Up and

tells him, "I detest such a person, so you also detest him." Jibril f*~& Up then begins to

detest the person and announces in the heavens, "Behold! Allah detests a certain

person, so you should all detest him also." Consequently, the inhabitants of the

heavens all begin to detest the person. Thereafter the person is rejected on earth

and all on earth begin to abhor him. [Muslim v. 2 p. 331]

Ibn Kathir Up iui *^j reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** ifo ^j
that the essence of the above verse is that Allah places love for the pious in the

hearts of people. He adds that in addition to this, Allah also provides for them,

guides them to perform good deeds, to possess excellent conduct and Allah
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prompts people always to speak favourably of them.

Sayyidina Hasan Basri <uU it <^j related that a person once resolved to

worship Allah with such vehemence that it should cause a stir among the people.

Consequently, he constantly stood in Salah, was always the first in the mosque
(Masjid) and always last to leave. After seven months of exertion, he noticed that

whenever he passed people they muttered, "Look! There goes the show-off."

He then addressed himself saying, "See haw your fame has turned to disrepute.

I should change my intention and act only to attain Allah's pleasure." When he

changed his intention and continued with his actions, people would comment as

he passed, "May Allah bless him." After recounting this incident, Sayyidina Hasan

Basri <4* ^ "^-j recited the verse, "As for those who believe and do good deeds, Rahman

the Merciful will soon authorise love for them."

Sayyidina Uthman bin Affan ** &\ ^j has mentioned that Allah will adorn a

person with the shawl of his deeds, be the deeds good or evil. [Ibn kathir v. 3 p.

140].

This means that good people will be recognised as being good and evil

people will be recognised as they are. Those who were righteous are favourably

remembered until today, though they may have passed away centuries ago.

However, those evil souls who were evil are not remembered with good words,

even though they may have been wealthy monarchs.

"We have made the Qur'an easy on your tongue so that you may convey glad

tidings to the pious with it and warn the quarrelsome people with it.
" The Qur'an was

revealed in Arabic, which was the mother tongue of the Holy Prophet 4* it J*+

(jl-j. Allah made it easy for the Holy Prophet ^j 4* & J^> even though he was

not taught by anyone. Allah has also made the* recitation and understanding of

the Qur'an easy for the Ummah of the Holy Prophet <jl,j a* it ju although they

may not be Arabs.

Sayyidina Qatadah aJlp it ^ says that the "quarrelsome people" refers to the

Quraysh. Sayyidina Mujahid 4* &\ sl^j interprets "quarrelsome people" to mean
people who cannot be reformed. Sayyidina Hasan aJLp it <^j has mentioned that

these are such people whose ears of the heart are deaf. [Ibn kathir v. 3 p. 140]

"How many were the generations that We destroyed! Do you see any of them or do

you hear any whisper from them?" Allah has destroyed many nations in the Past

because of their disbeliefs. They were people who made lavish claims and had

much to say. However, today even their whispers cannot be heard. People

should derive a lesson from these extinct nations.
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) Ta Ha. (2) We have not revealed the Qur'an to you to cause you difficulty.

(3) However it is advice for him who fears. (4) Revealed from Him Who created

the earth and the lofty skies. (5) The Merciful has focused on the throne. (6) To

Him belongs whatever is in the heavens, whatever is in the earth, whatever is

between the two, and whatever is beneath the clay. (7) Even if you speak loudly,

He knows what is whispered and all that is even more hidden. (8) Allah is such

that there is no deity besides Him. His are the most beautiful names.

THE QUR'AN WAS REVEALED BY THE CREATOR OF THE
HEAVENS AND THE EARTH AS ADVICE TO THE FEARFUL

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v. 3 p. 211) reports from the commentator Kalbi Up ii^
that the Holy Prophet jJL-j <Jp ii ju used to exert himself greatly when the

revelation of the Qur'an began. He would exhaust himself so much that he was
forced to lean sometimes on the right leg, and sometimes on the left leg when
performing Salah. He used to spend the entire night in Salah. It was for this

reason that Allah revealed the verse, "We have not revealed the Qur'an to you to

cause you difficulty."

According to another narration, the verse was revealed when the

polytheists, after witnessing this exertion, told the Holy Prophet jjL^ <> & J**, "O
Muhammad ^ 3 <4* i»i j**l It seems like this Qur'an was revealed to cause you

difficulty/'
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Other commentators have interpreted the verse to mean that the Holy
Prophet jJL-j up i»i j^ need not grieve over those who reject the Qur'an. According

to this interpretation, the verse will resemble the 6th verse of Surah Kahf, where
Allah says, 'it should not be that you destroy yourself after them in grief because they do

not believe in this subject (the Qur'an)/' ["Ruhul Ma'ani" v. 16 p. 149]

"However it is advice for him who fears (Allah)." Although the Qur'an was
revealed for all of mankind, it makes no difference whether they listen to the

Qur'an or not. They will never believe. Allah says in Surah Yasin, "You can warn

only him who follows the advice and fears the Merciful without seeing Him." {Surah 36,

verse 11]

Allah says further that the Qur'an is "Revealedfrom Him Who created the earth

and the lofty skies."

"the Merciful has focused on the throne." A detailed discussion on Allah's

rising to the throne was discussed in the commentary of verse 54 of Surah A'raf

(Surah 7), where Allah says, "Undoubtedly your Lord is Allah, Who has created the

heavens and the earth in six days and then rose to the Throne."

ALLAH HAS KNOWLEDGE OF EVERYTHING IN THE HEAVENS,
IN THE EARTH, IN BETWEEN THE TWO AND OF WHAT IS

BENEATH THE CLAY

"To Him belongs whatever is in the heavens, whatever is in the earth, whatever is

between the two, and whatever is beneath the clay." "Ruhul Ma'ani" quotes Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Abbas ^ ifo ^>j as saying that "whatever is beneath the clay" refers to

whatever is beneath the seventh earth. (The Ahadith and verses of the Qur'an

attest to the presence of seven earths).

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas *ip iui ^j reports from the Holy Prophet &\ J-*

jJl-j aJLp- that the person who usurps even a hand's span worth of land shall have

the seven earths as a yoke around his neck on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah).

[Bukhari]

Another narration of Bukhari states that the person who usurps the land of

another will be sunk below the seven earths.

According to a narration of Ahmad, if a person usurps the amount of hand's

span, he will be made to dig until he reaches the end of the seventh earth. Then
this shall be placed as a yoke around his neck until all the people have been

judged on the day of Judgment. [Mishkat p. 286]

ALLAH IS AWARE OF WHAT IS SPOKEN AUDIBLY AND
SILENTLY

"Even if you speak loudly, He knows what is whispered and all that is even more

hidden." Allah is even aware of the unspoken thoughts that the hearts conceal.

This meaning is revealed by the fact that Allah uses the word "knows" instead of

"hears."

"Allah is such that there is no deity besides Him. His are the most beautiful

names." These various names denote His excellent attributes and perfection. The
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discussion of Allah's names was discussed in verse 179 of Surah A'raf (Surah 7)

and at the end of Surah Bani Isra'Il (Surah 17).
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(9) Has not the story of Musa come to you? (10) When he saw a fire and said to

his wife, "Wait! I perceive a fire. Perchance I may bring to you a brand from

there, or I may find some guide at the fire. (11) When he came to the fire, it was

announced, "O Musa!" (12) "I am indeed your Lord, so remove your shoes for

you are upon the pure plain of Tuwa." (13) "I have selected you, so hearken to

what is being revealed." (14) "Verily I am Allah. There is no deity besides Me,

so worship Me and establish Salah for My remembrance." (15) "Judgment day

(Qiyamah) is undoubtedly near. I shall conceal it so that every soul can be

granted retribution for its efforts." (16) "Therefore the person who does not

believe in it, and who follows his carnal passions should never forbid you from

it, causing you to be destroyed." (17) "What is that in your right hand, )D Musa?"

(18) He replied, "It is my staff on which I lean, beat down leaves for my goats to

graze on and I have many other uses for it." (19) Allah said, "Throw it down, O
Musa." (20) So he threw it down, and suddenly it was a slithering snake. (21)

Allah said, "Grab hold of it and do not be afraid. We shall soon return it to its

former state." (22) "And thrust your hand into your side, it shall emerge shining,

without any defects. This is the second sign." (23) "So that We may show you

some of Our magnificent signs." (24) "Go to Pharaoh (Fir'aun). He is indeed

rebellious."
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SAYYIDINA MUSA f
*-Ji Up SEES A FIRE WHILE RETURNING

FROM MADYAN, BECOMES A PROPHET (NABI) AND IS

COMMANDED TO PREACH TO PHARAOH (FIR'AUN)

As was mentioned previously, the twelve sons of Sayyidina Ya'qub <OLJi *J*
f

including those of Sayyidina Yusuf ft>Ui Up, settled in Egypt. Their progeny grew
from then, but the Coptic Egyptians always persecuted them. Eventually Allah

raised Sayyidina Musa f%Jt Up among them. He grew up in the house of Pharaoh

(Fir'aun) and, after inadvertently killing a Copt, fled to Madyan. There he

married and lived for ten years.

The above verses of Surah Ta Ha describe the time when Sayyidina Musa Up
^^lji was returning with his wife to Egypt. This episode is also narrated in Surah

Naml and Surah Qasas . It was during winter that they travelled and it so

happened that Sayyidina Musa r>LJi *M lost the road. Thereafter he noticed a fire

burning from the direction of Mount Tur.

Recounting this epic, Allah says, "Has not the story of Musa come to you?

When he saw afire and said to his wife, 'Wait! I perceive afire. Perchance I may bring to

you a brand from there (to warm yourself), or I may find some guide at the fire." This

verse shows that a person should provide for the needs of his family together

with his own needs.

Because Allah intended to appoint him as a Prophet, "When he came to the

fire, it was announced (by Allah), 'O Musa! I am indeed your Lord, so remove your shoes

for you are upon the pure plain ofTuwa."

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud <up & ^j says that his shoes were impure

because they were made from the untreated skin of donkey. Sayyidina Mujahid

and Ikramah u*ip &\ *^j are of the opinion that Sayyidina Musa £%-& Up was
commanded ,to remove his shoes so that the pure and holy sand of Tuwa may
touch his feet. ["Ma'alimut Tamil" v. 3 p. 213]

Allah continued to address him saying, "I have selected you, so hearken to what

is being revealed. Verily I am Allah. There is no deity besides Me, so worship Me and

establish Salah for My remembrance/' Although Sayyidina Musa ^*>lji <J^ was a

believer (Mu'min) from before, Allah intended to fortify his belief.

Allah also told him, "Judgment day (Qiydmah) is undoubtedly near. I shall

conceal it so that every soul can be granted retribution for its efforts. Therefore the person

who does not believe in it and who follows his carnal passions should never forbid you

from it, causing you to be destroyed." Allah merely intended to warn him, even

though it was impossible that any deviant person could influence any Prophet.

Since Allah wanted Sayyidina Musa £*~A\ U^ to preach to Pharaoh (Fir aun),

He granted him two miracles with which he could prove his apostleship to

Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and his people. Describing these, Allah says that He asked,

"What is that in your right hand, O Musa?"

Sayyidina Musa £%-& aJp replied, "It is my staff.." Instead of sufficing with

this reply, Sayyidina Musa (OLJ aJp seized the golden opportunity of speaking to

Allah, and added, on which I lean, beat down leaves for my goats to graze on and I

have many other uses for it.
"
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"Allah said, 'Throw it down, O Musa/ So he threw it down, and suddenly it was a

slithering snake." Seeing this, Sayyidina Musa £%J\ <Op withdrew, but Allah told

him, "Grab hold ofHand do not be afraid. We shall soon return it to its former state."

Thereupon Sayyidina Musa f^LJi U* held the snake and Allah transformed it

back into a staff. This was the first miracle (sign) for Sayyidina Musa f*~S\ Up.

Thereafter, Allah describes the second, when He says, "And thrust your hand into

your side, it shall emerge shining, without any defects (i.e. without you suffering from

white liver, etc). This is the second sign."

Allah then told Sayyidina Musa £%-^ Up that He had granted him these two

miracles "So that We may show you some of Our magnificent signs." Thereafter,

Allah commanded him saying, "Go to Pharaoh (Fir'aun). He is indeed rebellious."

SAYYIDINA MUSA f
*Ji Up MISTAKES THE CELESTIAL LIGHT OF

ALLAH FOR FIRE

Allama Baghawi Up i» <^j states in "Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v. 3 p. 213) that

commentators say that Sayyidina Musa f^-h U* mistook the "Nur" (celestial

light) of Allah for fire. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** & ^Jr Sayyidina

Ikramah U* &\^ and others all hold the view that the light that Sayyidina Musa
f^J\^ saw was Allah's "Nur" (celestial light).

Sayyidina Abu Musa Ash'ari <up i»t ^j reports from the Holy Prophet ii Ju*

(JL.j aJLp that Allah's veil is Nur and that His brilliance would singe whatever the

eye can see if it is exposed to the world. [Muslim]

Some commentators have mentioned that the Nur that Sayyidina Musa U*

f&J\ saw was the Nur of Allah's veil. "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 16 p. 126) reports from

the "Musnad of Ahmad" that Sayyidina Musa ^LJs U^ saw an extremely strange

sight at Tuwa. He saw what appeared to be a fire engulfing a tree. However, the

tree was totally unaffected and not a single branch or leaf was burned. In fact, the

beauty and bloom of the tree was enhanced by the 'fire'.

Sayyidina Musa (OLJ» U* then waited for a flame so that he could take it with

him. However, this did not happen. He then placed some grass near it expecting

it to light, but to no avail. According to some narrations, the 'fire' leapt forward,

causing him to recede. It was then that Allah addressed him.

SALAH IS FOR ALLAH'S REMEMBRANCE

Allah instructed Sayyidina Musa ?%J\ U* with the words, "establish Salah for

My remembrance." This emphasises the importance of Salah and also tells us that

the previous Prophets f*~& r4
ip were also enjoined with the performance of

Salah.

In verse 37 of Surah Ibrahim {Surah 14), Sayyidina Ibrahim f^LJi ^
supplicated to Allah saying, "O our Lord! I have settled my children in a valley that

cannot be cultivated, close to Your sacred house. O our Lord! So that they establish

Salah..." Sayyidina Ibrahim £*-& U* also made the supplication (du'a),"0 my Lord!

Make me one who establishes Salah, and my progeny as well. O my Lord! Accept my
prayer." [Surah 14, verse 40]
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Salah is the most important facet of Islam after believe (Iman) and is

obligatory (Fardh) when ill or healthy, on journey and at home, as long as one is

conscious. Salah is the only act of worship that requires the Adhan and Salah is a
remembrance of Allah from beginning to end. Every part of the body is engaged
in Allah's subservience and submission during Salah, the hands, tongue, eyes,
etc. Salah was the first injunction to be ordained and shall be the first to be asked
about on the Day of Judgment (Qiydmah).

The heart should be attentive and submissive to Allah during salah so as to

comply with the dictates of ''establish Salah for My remembrance." When Salah is

performed correctly, the heart and soul desire to perform it and do not consider
it a burden.

THE BENEFIT AND WISDOM OF GRAZING GOATS
Upon reaching Madyan, a pious old man married Sayyidina Musa f%^\ aJLp

to his daughter on condition that he graze the old man's goats for eight or ten
years. Sayyidina Musa f%J> Up did the work for ten years.

Sayyidina Utba bin Nadar ^ h ^j reports that they [some Sahabah i>i^
r*p] came to the Holy Prophet^ Up in ju and he recited Surah Qasas (Surah 28)

to them. When he reached the incident of Sayyidina Musa
r
!>ui <jp, The Holy

Prophet fi~.3 Up in ^said, "Sayyidina Musa r%Ji *Jl* hired himself out for eight or ten

years to safeguard his chastity and to fill his stomach. " [Mishkat p. 218]

All the Prophets
r
:>LJi^ grazed goats. The wisdom of this is that a person

has to endure many difficulties in the process and gains experience with working
with the weak. Goats have to be treated with patience and cannot be beaten
because of their weakness. They have to be retrieved when they flee and then
treated gently.

Goats are humble creatures and will not attack a person. It is for this reason
that the Holy Prophet ^ 3 u* in jupermitted people to perform Salah in a goat's

enclosure and prohibited performing Salah in camel's pen. [Mishkat]

The Prophets pLJ\ ^A± gained invaluable experience when grazing goats,

which helped them tremendously when dealing with the people. The Holy
Prophet jJ-j-Mip in ^once told the Sahabah^ iv-^j that every Prophet sent by
Allah, grazed goats. They asked, "You too, O the Holy Prophet^ «Jp in ju?"
"Yes," was the reply, "I grazed the goats of the Makkans and received a few
Qirat as wages." [Bukhari v. 1 p. 30i]' A Qirat is a fraction of silver that was
equivalent to the weight of four gains of barley.

Note: The Qur'an uses three words when describing the transformation of

Sayyidina Musa pU\ Up's staff. The words "thu'ban" (a large

serpent), "hayya" (a normal snake) and "jan" (a thin snake) are

used. Some people have objected to this seeming discrepancy.

However, it will be noticed that there is no inconsistency at all. The word
"thu'ban" is used only when describing the transformation of the staff in the

presence of Pharaoh (Fir'aun), since it appeared as a large serpent only before
him. On the occasion of Tuwa, Surah TaHa describes the reptile as "hayya,"
while Surah Naml and Surah Qasas depict it as a 'jan." There is no discrepancy
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between these two verses because the word "hayya" would refer to any size of

snake, even one that is a "jan" (a thin snake).

The third occasion that the staff is mentioned is when it was transformed as

Sayyidina Musa f^Ut «Up contested the magicians (in Surah A'raf, Surah Ta Ha
and Surah Shu'ara). When describing this scene, none of the above three words

are used. Therefore, there can be no objection there.
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(25) Musa p%Ji aJp said, "O my Lord! Relieve my mind..." (26) "...make my task

easy../ (27) "...and untie the knot on my tongue... (28) ".... so that they may
understand my speech." (29) "Appoint for me an assistant from my family..."

(30) ". . .my brother Harun" (31) "...Strengthen me with him..." (32) "... and make

him a partner to my affairs..." (33) "...so that we may glorify You abundantly..."

(34) "... and remember You in abundance. (35) "Undoubtedly You are Ever

Watchful over us." (36) Allah said, "You have been granted your request O
Musa."

ALLAH ACCEPTS THE REQUEST OF SAYYIDINA MUSA f
*Ji U*

THAT HIS BROTHER HARUN f
*J» Up BE APPOINTED AS HIS

ASSISTANT

When Allah entrusted Sayyidina Musa {%*& a> with the task of preaching to

Pharaoh (Fir'aun), he entreated Allah thus, "O my Lord! Relieve my mind... Allah

addresses the Holy Prophet ^ 3 4* & J^ in Surah Nashr saying, "Have We not

relieved your mind?" Peace of mind is an extremely great blessing from Allah and

is absolutely necessary to encourage a person to fulfil his tasks.

Sayyidina Musa fiLJ\ <Js> also prayed to Allah saying, "make my task easy and

untie the knot on my tongue so that they may understand my speech." Some
commentators have mentioned that Sayyidina Musa (OLJi <4* was born with a

stutter. Others say that, as a child, he once tugged at Pharaohs (Fir'aun's) beard.

ThL happened while he was living in Pharaohs (Fir'aun's) palace. It then

occurred to Pharaoh (Fir'aun) that this may be the very child who was expected

to ruin Pharaoh's (Fir'aun's) empire. He therefore intended to kill the child.

His wife intervened by telling Pharaoh (Fir'aun) that the child was behaving

just like, any other and the tugging at his heard should not be construed as being

that very child regarding whom the above prophesy was made. They then

decided to test the intelligence of the child by placing burning coals and jewels

before him. Sayyidina Musa f%^\ *i* took a coal and placed it in his mouth,

causing his tongue to burn. Although the wound healed, the injury caused him
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to stutter.

Some commentators have mentioned that Allah did not cause the stuttering

handicap to be completely cured because Sayyidina Musa f*~s\ Up added the

phrase "so that they may understand my speech." Therefore, some degree of

stuttering was still apparent, because of which Pharaoh (Fir'aun) used say, "Am J

not better than this person who is ignoble and can hardly express himself?" Of course, it

is possible that Pharaoh (Fir'aun) said this out ofsheer obstinacy."

Sayyidina Musa f%^\ Up also supplicated to Allah saying, "Appoint for me an
assistant from my family..." He then stipulated who the aide should be when he
said, "my brother Harun. Strengthen me with him and make him a partner to my
affairs..." It was in response to this supplication (du'a) that Sayyidina Harun U*
£%J>\ was also made a Prophet.

Allah quotes Sayyidina Musa f^LJ\ <uU in Surah Qasas, "My brother Harun is

more eloquent in speech than me, so send him as an aide to me to endorse me. I fear that

they will falsify me." Allah accepted his supplication (du'a) and said, "We shall

shortly strengthen your arm with your brother and grant the two of you a power,
in the presence of which they will never reach you. The two of you and those

who follow you will be victorious with Our signs." [Surah Qasas (28), verse 35]

Sayyidina Musa f*~S\ Up requested Allah for the support of Sayyidina Harun
ks. &\ ^j and he added, "...so that we my glorify You abundantly and remember You
in abundance." If every person engages in Allah's remembrance (Dhikr), they will

serve to remind each other without having to tell each other.

Sayyidina Musa <OLJi Up concluded the supplication (du'a) by saying,

"Undoubtedly You are Ever Watchful over us." He understood that Allah would be

with them every step of the way.

"Allah said, 'You have been granted your request O Musa." Allah thus made
Sayyidina Harun

r
^LJi Up a Prophet and Sayyidina Musa f&J\ *A* joined him in

Egypt.

(37) "We have indeed showered favours upon you a second time." (38) '... when
We inspired your mother with what she was inspired (39) That, 'Place him in a

box, then cast the box into the river. The river will wash him on to the bank, to

be taken by My enemy and his enemy. I have cast on you love from Me and so

that you may grow up under My supervision/" (40) "When your sister arrived
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walking and she said 'Should I not show you who can care for him?' So We
returned you to your mother so that her eyes may be cooled and she may not

grieve. Then you killed a person and We saved you from grief and tried you

with many trials. You stayed several years with the people of Madyan and then,

O Musa, you have arrived to an appointed time."

SAYYIDINA MUSA f
%Ji Up IS PLACED IN A BOX AT BIRTH AND

HE GROWS UP IN PHARAOH'S (FIR'AUN'S) PALACE

Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and the Egyptians refused to allow the Bani Isra'U to feave

Egypt so that they could be relieved of their tyranny. It once occurred that

Pharaoh's (Fir'aun's) fortune-teller told him that a child will be born among the

Bani Isra'U who would destroy his empire. As a result of this, Pharaoh (Fir'aun)

had every newborn boy of the Bani Isra'U killed. When Sayyidina Musa fiLA ^
was born, his mother was overly concerned about her child and did not know
what to do. Allah thus inspired her to, "Place him in a box, then cast the box into the

river. The river will wash him on to the bank, to be taken by My enemy and his enemy."

According to a verse of Surah Qasas , Allah told his mother, neither fear nor

grieve. We shall certainly return him to you and make him from the apostles." When the

box washed up on to the riverbank adjoining Pharaoh's (Fir'aun's) palace, his

wife spotted it and found the child inside.

Allah says in Surah Qasas, "So the family of Pharaoh (Fir'aun) picked him up to

be an enemy and a source of grieffor them." Pharaoh (Fir'aun) feared that the child

was the very same one who would destroy his kingdom and wished to kill the

child. However, his wife said to him, "A coolness for my eyes and yours. Do not slay

him. Perchance he may benefit us or we may adopt him as a son. "(because it is

believed that Pharaoh (Fir'aun) did not have any children). [Surah Qasas (28), verse

8]

"I have cast on you love from Me..." Allah made Sayyidina Musa f!>LJ Up

beloved to all people. Whoever saw the young Musa (%Ji u* would want to take

him upon their laps. Therefore, Pharaoh (Fir'aun) agreed to his wife's proposal

even though he still sensed the possibility of the child being the one that he was

warned about.

Allah reminds Sayyidina Musa <oU\ Up further, "...and so that you may grow

up under My supervision." While Sayyidina Musa fX^\ Up was being adopted by

Pharaoh's (Fir'aun's) wife, Sayyidina Musa's f*>Ui Aip mother was extremely

worried about her child. She was so perturbed that she was close to disclosing

the secret if Allah had not strengthened her heart. Verse 9 of Surah Qasas states,

"The heart ofMusa's mother was restless. She would have almost revealed his condition

ifWe had not strengthened her heart to be from those with conviction." Therefore, she

sent her daughter to see where the box went. Followed hqr mother's instructions,

she saw how her brother was taken into the palace of Pharaoh (Fir'aun).

However/the people of the palace were unaware of her presence, as Allah says

in verse 10 of Surah Qasas, "So she spied on himfrom afar without their knowledge."

When Pharaoh (Fir'aun) tried to get the child to suckle, Sayyidina Musa <^

(v>LJr refused to suckle from every woman that was brought for the purpose.

Eventually, Sayyidina Musa f*~)\ Up's sister appeared and said, "Should I not
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show you a family who will care for him on your behalf, and who will dote on
him?" She then called for her mother, from whom the child suckled with great

joy. Pharaoh (Fir'aun) then allowed her to raise the child and stipulated

remuneration for the service. In this way Sayyidina Musa <v>LJ» Up was returned

to his mother. Allah says, "So We returned you to your mother so that her eyes may be

cooled and she may not grieve.
"

Allah relates the incident in Surah Qasas in the following words:

"We forbade all wet nurses to him from before and she [Musa's f*>LJ\ <d* sister] told

them, 'Should I not show you a family who will care for him on your behalfand who will

dote on him?' So We returned him to his mother so that her eyes be cooled and so that she

may not grieve. And so that she may know that Allah 's promise is true, .but most of

them do not know." [Surah 28, verses 11, 12]

After reminding Sayyidina Musa f^J\ Up of the favours that he was blessed

with during his childhood, Allah reminded him of certain other favours.

Consequently Allah says, "Then you killed a person and We saved you from griefand

tried you with many trials." The details of this will be mentioned in the

commentary of verses 15 to 21 of Surah Qasas. However, the following brief facts

will be cited here.

When Sayyidina Musa f^J\ *A* grew up, he told the people that he was from

the Bani Isra'Il and that pharaoh (Fir'aurn) was not his father. It transpired one

day that he noticed a Copt fighting with a person from the Bani Isra'Il. The

person from the Bani Isra'Il called Sayyidina Musa fiLJ\ Up to help him.

Sayyidina Musa (OLJt Up punched the Copt, but the punch killed him by mistake.

Sayyidina Musa (OLJt Up was extremely upset by this. However, no one found out

how the person was killed.

The next day, Sayyidina Musa (%Ji *ip again saw the same person from the

Bani Isra'Il fighting with another Copt. When Sayyidina Musa ^LJ\ Up again

came to his assistance, the person of the Bani Isra'Il thought that Sayyidina Musa
pLJ\ aA± was going to assault him. Therefore he called out, "O Musa! Do you wish

to kill me like you killed the person yesterday?" [Surah Qasas (28), verse 19]

When the news spread that Sayyidina Musa f*>LJ\ ^ killed the Copt, the

ministers decided to kill Sayyidina Musa fX^ <A± in return. Fortunately,

Sayyidina Musa (OU» aA^ was warned by someone to escape from the town.

Sayyidina Musa £*~& U* then left for Madyan, where he stayed for a while.

Referring to this Allah say. "You stayed several years with the people ofMadyan and

then, O Musa, you have arrived to an appointed time."
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(4i) "I chose you lor Myself" (42) "You and your brother should go with My
signs and should not be lax in My remembrance." (43) "Proceed, the two of you

to Pharaoh (Fir'aun). Indeed he is rebellious/' (44) "Speak to him in gentle

words, perchance he may take heed or fear. (45) They said, "O our Lord! We
truly fear that he would be defiant or rebel against us." (46) Allah said, "Have no

fear, for verily I am with you, hearing and seeing." (47) Go to hjm and say, "We
are indeed two messengers of our Lord, so send the Bani Isrd'il with us and do

not torment them. We have come to you with a sure sign from your Lord. May
peace be on those who follow the guidance." (48) "It has been revealed to us that

punishment shall be for those who falsify and turn away."

ALLAH INSTRUCTS THE SAYYIDINA MUSA f*-l\ U* AND
SAYYIDINA HARUN f^LJi & TO PREACH TO PHARAOH
(FIR'AUN), NOT TO BE LAX IN REMEMBRANCE (DHIKR) AND TO
SPEAK TO HIM GENTLY

Earlier on Allah told Sayyidina Musa.(^LJ» <<!*, 'I have selected you, so hearken

to what is being revealed" Here Allah reiterates by saying, "I chose you for Myself

This was indeed an extremely great favour of Allah upon Sayyidina Musa a-U

c*-»- , ....

Thereafter Allah goes on to tell him, "You and your brother should go with My
signs and should not be lax in My remembrance. Proceed, the two of you, to Pharaoh

(Fir'aun). Indeed he is rebellious."

Allah advises them further, "Speak to him in gentle words (even though he

may be harsh, because), perehance he may take heed (to what is said to him) or fear

(Me)." This teaches people that Da'wa (calling people towards Allah) should be

given with patience and tolerance because it is more effective.

Expressing their fears, "They said, 'O our Lord! We truly fear that he would be

defiant or rebel against us/'

"

Allah reassured them by saying, "Have no fear, for verily I am with you, hearing

and seeing. Go to him and say, We are indeed two messengers of our Lord, so send the

Bani Isra'il with us and do not torment them. (And to substantiate our claim to the

Prophethood,) We have come to you with a sure sign from your Lord," i.e. the miracles

of the staff and the shining hand.

Allah also commanded them to encourage Pharaoh (Fir'aun) by telling him,

"May peace be on those who follow the guidance." He was also to be warned with the

words, "If has been revealed to us that punishment shall be for those who falsify and

turn away." These verses emphasise the fact that a preacher should give people

glad tidings as well as warnings.

It is not permissible to greet the disbelievers with the words, "Assalamu

Alaikum" Therefore, the Holy Prophet^ Up ii ju* opened his letter addressed to
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Hercules with the words, 'May peace be on those who follow the guidance." [Bukhari v.

lp.5]

Surah Nazi'at states that Allah said to Sayyidina Musa fX-Ji «-i* and

Sayyidina Harun f^JS aJp, "Go to Pharaoh (Fir'aun), for verily he is rebellious. Tell

him, 'Have you any desire to purify yourself and that I guide you to your Lord so that

you fear Him ?
"

' [Surah 79, verses 17-19]

& £^t ^ Jst; ^fyfidj&j <^^p &.S$

(49) Pharaoh (Fir'aun) said, "Then who is the Lord of you two, O Musa?" (50) He

replied, "Our Lord is He Who granted each thing its creation, then guided

it."(51) Pharaoh (Fir'aun) said, "Then what about the previous generations?" (52)

Musa f^LJi Up said, "The knowledge of them is with my Lord in the Book. My
Lord does not err, nor does He forget." (53) "(My Lord is) He Who made the

earth a bedding for you, made roads for you and sent water from the sky." Then

We extracted by this (rain) various species of plants for you. (54) Eat and graze

your animals. There are certainly signs in this for the intelligent. (55) We have

created you from it (the earth), shall return you to it, and will extract you from it

a second time.

SAYYIDINA MUSA f
*-Ji Up ADDRESSES PHARAOH (FIR'AUN)

When Sayyidina Musa fMJi <d* preached to Pharaoh (Fir'aun), the haughty

king began to make various absurd statements. Some are mentioned here, and

others are mentioned in Surah Shu'ara (Surah 26, verses 18-34).

Pharaoh (Fir'aun) claimed, "I am your Lord, the most high!" Therefore, when

Sayyidina Musa f*~b aJLp told him to accept Allah, "Pharaoh (Fir'aun) said (before

the gathering of his courtiers), 'Then who is the Lord ofyou two, O Musa?"'

In response to his question, Sayyidina Musa f**J\ ^ replied, "Our Lord is He

Who granted each thing its creation..." Allah fashioned everything as He pleased,

and granted them the limbs and capabilities that He willed.

"......then guided it." i.e. Allah granted everything the understanding and

faculties to ascertain what is beneficial and what is detrimental to it. This subject

is too vast to be discussed here as it keeps expanding as one thinks deeper.

It is only Allah that teaches a little infant to suck when given the mother's

breast. Only He teaches that little chicken to run for a grain of food and teaches

an animal to care for its young. Allah has not granted hands to the animals
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because they do not really require them.

Allah has granted the spider the ability to secure its food by spinning a web,

the lizard has to merely approach a light to eat the multitude of insects attracted

there. Allah has even allowed them to be able to walk upside down on a ceiling

to do this. Allah teaches the goats to lick their young clean and teaches the hen to

remain with her eggs until they hatch. It is only Allah who teaches cats to eat

mice but never to put their mouths to a scorpion. There are millions of other such

examples.

Another interpretation of the verse is that Allah created mankind and then

sent the Prophets <v>Ui ^J^ and the divine scriptures to guide them.

"Pharaoh (Fir'aun) said, 'Then what about the previous generations?"' i.e. What

has become of them after their destruction? "Musa f%J\ <lU said, 'The knowledge of them

is with my Lord in the Book [the protected tablet (theLawhu Mahfuz)]. My Lord does not

err, nor does Lie forget. "Allah wili grant them all their just retribution in the

Hereafter without error.

Further describing Allah's attributes, Sayyidina Musa f%3 <uU said, "Him

Who made the earth a beddingfor you, made roads for you and sent waterfrom the sky."

Sayyidina Musa ^^LJ» Up wished to impress upon Pharaoh's (Fir'ami's) mind that

he has no say in all these affairs and can therefore never be Allah.

Allah Himself continues from the speech of Sayyidina Musa }%J\. <^. Allah

says, "Then We extracted by this (rain) various species of plants for you. Eat and graze

your animals. There are certainly signs in this for the intelligent." The Arabic word
"naha" is a verb that means 'to prevent/ The word "nuha" (translated above as

"intelligence") is derived from this verb, and denotes something that prevents

one from evil. Therefore, a person whose intelligence does not prevent him from

evil cannot be called an intelligent person, irrespective of what people say.

.

Even the commonly used Arabic word "aqal" (intelligence) refers to

something that keeps a person away from evil and vice.

"We have created you from it (from the earth), shall return you to it, and will

extract you from it a second time [on the Day of judgment (Qiydmah)]." Allah says in

Surah Mursalat, "Have We not made the earth a collector of the living and the dead?"

[Surah 77, verses 25, 26]
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(56) Verily We showed Pharaoh (Fir'aun) all Our signs, yet he falsified and

rejected. (57) He said, "Have you come to us to remove us from our land with

your magic, O Musa?" (58) So we will certainly present the same kind of magic

before you, so arrange an appointment between us, that neither us nor you will

violate. Fix an open plain for this. (59) Musa f^LJl Up said, "our appointment

shall be on the day of adornment, and the people should be gathered at

midmorning. (60) Then Pharaoh (Fir'aun) went back, mustered his resources and

returned. (61) Musa told them, "Woe be to you! Do not invent lies against Allah,

for then He will annihilate you with a punishment Whoever has' invented lies

has certainly lost" (62) They contested the issue between themselves and then

secretly convened. (63) They said, "These are but two magicians who want to

remove you from your land with their magic and destroy your excellent ways."

(64) "So assemble your plans and present yourselves in rows. Only the victor

shall succeed today."

PHARAOH (FIR'AUN) TERMS THE MIRACLES OF SAYYIDINA
MUSA

f
*Ji U* AS MAGIC AND THEY FIX A TIME FOR A CONTEST

WITH OTHER MAGICIANS

After Sayyidina Musa f*~h *4* explained to Pharaoh (Fir'aun) about Allah

and showed him the miracles of the staff and the hand, Pharaoh (Fir'aun) still

refused to believe. Allah says, "Verily We showed Pharaoh (Fir'aun) all Our signs,

yet he falsified and rejected." He said that the miracles were the products of magic

and added, "Have you come to us to remove us from our land with your magic, O
Musa?"

When Pharaoh (Fir'aun) told his courtiers that Sayyidina Musa f*-J» u* was

performing acts of magic, they advised that he send an emissary to all the towns

with the express motive of gathering all the magicians to challenge Sayyidina

Musa r
^J\ Up. Pharaoh (Fir'aun) then said to Sayyidina Musa r

^J\ Up, "So we will

certainly present the same kind of magic before you, so arrange an appointment between

us, that neither us nor you will violate. Fix an open plain for this."

Deeming the opportunity feasible, "Musa fiLJ <J* said, 'Your appointment

shall be on the day of adornment (the day when they held their customary

celebrations), and the people should be gathered at midmorning. "'This was the perfect

opportunity to {Present the case before all the people.

Allah says, "Then Pharaoh (Fir'aun) went back, mustered his resources and

returned."

The day had not yet arrived, but Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and his followers were

actively plotting their moves. Seeing this, "Musa told them, 'Woe be to you! Do not

invent lies against Allah (by referring to the miracles given by Him*& His Prophet
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as magic), for then He will annihilate you with a punishment. Whoever has invented lies

has certainly lost"

When the magicians heard what Sayyidina Musa pLJs u* had said, "They

contested the issue between themselves and then secretly convened. u They decided that

they would follow Sayyidina Musa (%*& *> if he defeated them. Other

commentators mentioned that when the magicians heard Sayyidina Musa *>

f^LJt saying, "Do not invent lies against Allah, for then He will annihilate you with a

punishment," they decided not to face him. However, Pharaoh (Fir'aun) forced

them to.

While some were scared of Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and others desired proximity

to Pharaoh (Fir'aun), they said in his presence, "These are but two magicians who

want to remove you from your land with their magic and destroy your excellent ways. So

assemble your plans and present yourselves in rows, only the victor shall succeed today."

Because Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and his associates were worldly minded, they

feared only the loss of their worldly possessions and properties. People who do

not have conviction in the Hereafter always consider the loss of their worldly

gains as the greatest loss. The same prevails today. Those in power always fear

the loss of their authority and will do anything to maintain their positions,

including openly lying to the public and even murder.
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(65) They said "O Musa: Either you throw; or we be first to throw. (66) He
replied, "You rather throw." Then their ropes and their staffs suddenly seemed

to appear like slithering snakes to him on account of their magic. (67) So Musa
sensed a bit of fear in his heart. (68) We said, "Do not fear! You shall definitely

remain high." (69) "Throw down what is in your right hand and it will devour

what they have colluded. They have merely contrived the plot of a magician,

and a magician will never succeed wherever he goes." (70) So the magicians

were cast into prostration saying, "We believe in the Lord of Harun and Musa."

THE MAGICIANS COMPETE WITH SAYYIDINA MUSA P
*Ji Up

AND THEN FALL INTO PROSTRATION AFTER CONCEDING
DEFEAT

When the magicians appeared on the plain, "They said, 'O Musa! Either you

throw, or we be first to throw/ He replied, 'You rather throw/ Then their ropes and their

staffs suddenly seemed to appear like slithering snakes to him on account of their magic."
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They mesmerised the eyes of the people and everyone thought that these were

real snakes.

Witnessing this scene, Sayyidina Musa f*>LJt <uU "sensed a bit of fear in his

heart/' However, Allah reassured him saying, "Do not fear! You shall definitely

remain high."

Sayyidina Musa <^i *> then threw down his staff at the command of Allah,

where after his snake devoured all the imaginary ones of the magicians. Allah

says, "They have merely contrived the plot of a magician, and a magnificent will never

succeed wherever he goes.
"

In another verse, Sayyidina Musa f*~& U* told the magicians, "You have

displayed magic. Soon Allah shall obliterate it. Indeed Allah does not rectify the deeds of

those who spread corruption.

"

When the magicians realised that Sayyidina Musa <OLJ Up was not

demonstrating magic, they "were cast into prostration saying, 'We believe in the Lord

of Harun and Musa"' The verse does not sat that they fell into prostration, but

says that they were "cast into prostration." This denotes that they were helpless in

the matter and were forced to prostrate by the truth of what they saw. They even

forgot the tyranny of Pharaoh (Fir'aun) at that moment.

History is witness to the fact that thousands of people have braved the

tyranny of the worst types of people when true Belief (Iman) entered their hearts.

Nothing could then sway them off the course of truth.
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(71) Pharaoh (Fir'aun) said, "Do you believe in Musa before I permitted you? He
must surely be your superior who taught you magic. I shall certainly sever your

hands and your legs on opposite ends and will surely crucify you on the trunks

of date palms. Then you will shortly learn who of us is more severe in

punishment and whose punishment is more lingering." (72) The magicians

replied, "We shall never prefer you to the clear signs that have come to us and to
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the One Who has created us. So do as you decide. You can only make a decision

in this worldly life." (73) "We have verily believed in our Lord so that He may
forgive us for our sins and for the magic that you have forced us to practise.

Allah is Best and Eternal." (74) Indeed whosoever comes to his Lord as a

criminal, then his shall be Hell, where he shall neither live nor die. (75) As for

him who comes to his Lord as a believer, having performed good deeds, then

these people will have the lofty ranks. (76) The eternal gardens of Heaven

(Jannah) beneath which rivers flow. Therein they shall abide forever. This is the

reward for those who are pure.

THE MAGICIANS REPLY TO THE THREATS OF PHARAOH
(FIR'OUN)

Pharaoh (Fir'aun) was publicly humiliated when the magicians believed in

Sayyidina Musa f*>LJ\ Up and fell into prostration. Being unable to do anything, he

expressed his fury and told them, "Do you believe in Musa before I permitted you?

He must surely be your superior who taught you magic." Surah A'raf states that

Pharaoh (Fir'aun) accused the magicians of collaborating with Sayyidina Musa
f^Ut Up to remove the people from their land. He told them, "Do you believe in

Him before I have permitted you? Surely this must be a grand scheme that you all

devised in the city to remove its inhabitants from it. Soon you shall come to know!"

[Surah 7, verse 123]

He then pronounced his punishment for them when he said, "I shall certainly

sever your hands and your legs on opposite ends and will surely crucify you ori the

trunks of date palms. Then you will shortly learn who ofus is more severe in punishment

and whose punishment is more lingering."

He made the final statement in reference to the earlier statement of

Sayyidina Musa f&~& <4*, in which Sayyidina Musa £%J\ Up said, "It has been

revealed to us that punishment shall be for those who falsify and turn away." Therefore

Pharaoh (Fir'aun) meant to say that instead of him and his party being punished,

they will see'that they [the believers (Mu 'minin)] will be punished first and that

his [Pharaoh's (Fir'aun's)] punishment was the most severe.

"According to another verse of the Qur'dn, the magicians remained perseverant and

replied, 'indeed we shall return to our Lord." [Surah A'raf (7), verse 125]

They told Pharaoh (Fir'aun), "We shall never prefer you^to the clear signs that

have come to us and to the One Who has created us. So do as you decide. You can only

make a decision in this worldly life" i.e. you have no say in the matters of the

Hereafter, where we will enjoy eternal bliss. The pain and suffering of this world

is but brief.

They continued to say, "We have verily believed in our Lord so that He may

forgive us for our sins andfor the magic that you have forced us to practise. Allah is Best

and Eternal."

Surah Shu'ara says that they said, "We desire that our Lord forgives our sins

because we have been the first believers." They realised that they should fear only

Allah and aspire only for His grace and bounty.

The verses of the Qur'an do not mention whether Pharaoh (Fir'aun) actually
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carried out his threats. Allama Ibn kathir Up &\ ^ believes that he did as he

threatened. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** & ^>j and Sayyidina Ubaid bin

Umair U* &\ ^j say that these people were magicians at the beginning of the day

and martyrs by the evening.

The verses hereafter have been described as being part of the magician's

speech. However, other commentators say that it is not. Allah says, 'indeed

whosoever comes to his Lord as a criminal (as a Disbeliever), then his shall be Hell, where

he shall neither live nor die." There will be no death in Hell and the life there

cannot be termed as life because of its misery.

"As for him who comes to his Lord as a believer, having performed good deeds, then

these people will have the lofty ranks.

"

Their reward shall be "The eternal gardens of Heaven (Jannah) beneath which

rivers flow. Therein they shall abide forever. This is the reward for those who are pure."

i.e. pure from all evils and sin.

(77) Indeed, We revealed to Musa, "Leave with My bondsmen during the night,

then make for them a dry road in the sea. Neither should you fear anyone

pursuing you, nor should you have any other fear/' (78) So Pharaoh (Fir'aun)

followed them with his army and there covered them that of the sea that did

cover them. (79) Pharaoh (Fir'aun) misled his nation and did not guide them.

ALLAH COMMANDS SAYYIDINA MUSA f
*J» Up TO LEAVE WITH

HIS PEOPLE DURING THE NIGHT AND NOT TO FEAR PHARAOH
(FIR'AUN) AND HIS ARMY PURSUE THEM AND ARE DROWNED
IN THE SEA

The Bani Isra'il had to leave Egypt to be safe from Pharaoh (Fir'aun), but he

would not allow them to. However, Allah revealed to Sayyidina Musa {%J\ *4*

saying, "Leave (Egypt) with My bondsmen during the night, then (when you reach

the coast, strike the sea with your staff and) make for them a dry road in the sea.

Neither should you fear anyone pursuing you, nor should you have any otherfear."

It was already sunrise when Pharaoh (Fir'aun) learnt that the Bani Isra'il had

left. "So Pharaoh (Fir'aun) followed them with his army..." When the Bani Isra'il saw

the army approaching them, they thought that they would be overtaken.

However, Sayyidina Musa (MJi Up reassured them by telling them that Pharaoh

(Fir'aun's) army will never apprehend them because "My Lord is with me and He

will certainly guide me.

"

Then Allah commanded him to strike the sea with his staff, causing it to

divide into twelve pathways for the Bani Isra'il to cross through. Pharaoh
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(Fir'aun) and his army folfowed the Bani Isra'il, but entered the waters only after

the Bani Isra'il has already crossed over. It was then that "there covered them that

of the sea that did cover them." The walls of water that stood as high as mountains

crashed on to them and drowned them.

In Arabic, something is not mentioned specifically to show its large

proportions. Therefore, the phrase is used "there covered them that of the sea that did

cover them."

"Pharaoh (Fir'aun) misled his nation and did not guide them" He was drowned

and caused all his people to drown with him.

Referring to Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and his followers, Allah says in Surah Qasas,

"We made them leaders who called towards the Fire. They will not be assisted in the

Hereafter. We set a curse after them in this world, and on the Day of Judgment

(Qiyamah) they shall be amongst the hateful" [Surah 28; verse 41, 42]

&J <S^^^J^ ±k ]yjm> V f^L> v*v^ ot \£> i£p tejCA\j

(80) O Bani Isra'il! We have certainly rescued you from your enemy, made a tryst

with you at the right side of Mount Tur and sent for you Manna and Salwa. (81)

Eat from the pure things that We have provided for you and do not transgress

the limits, for then My wrath shall descend on you. The one upon whom My
wrath descends has certainly fallen. (82) Verily I am the Most Forgiving towards

the one who repents, believes, does good deeds and is thereafter rightly guided.

ALLAH ADDRESSES THE BANI ISRAlL, REMINDING THEM THAT
HE SAVED THEM FROM THEIR ENEMY AND GAVE THEM
MANNA AND SALWA FROM THE HEAVENS

Allah says, "O Bani Isra'il! We have certainly rescued you from your enemy, made

a tryst with you at the right side ofMount Tur..." Allah called Sayyidina Musa Up

f**J\ to the right side of Mount Tur, where he was given the Torah. Since the

Torah was for the benefit of the Bani Isra'il, Allah says that the appointment at

Mount Tur was an appointment for them*

Certain commentators have translated the word "ayman" (translated above

as "right") as 'blessed
7

i.e. the tryst took place on the blessed side of the

mountain. This side of the mountain was certainly blessed because the Torah

was received there.

The third bounty that Allah reminds them about is that He ".
. . sent for you

Manna and Salwa." This discussion has been given in the commentary of verse 57

of Surah Baqarah.
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"Eatfrom the pure things that We have provided far you and do not transgress the

limits..." i.e. you should not be ungrateful, should not use these things for sinful

purposes, should not waste them, nor oppress others with them. Allah then

warns them of the consequences of transgression. He say that if they transgress,

"then My wrath shall descend on you. The one upon whom My wrath descends certainly

fallen."

"Verily I am the Most Forgiving towards the one who repents, believes, does good

deeds and is thereafter rightly guided. This verses refers to repentance from

disbeliefs and polytheism (shirk). It is for this reason that repentance is

mentioned before belief. When a person adopts the above behaviour, then Allah

will certainly forgive him.

JLU*i k~~*~ \Jcj rt>o> £*X*> 1JI ^y& J la ULu»l o^**' *+<& Cii &iy
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(83) "What has made you hasten ahead of your people, O Musa?" (84) He
replied, "They are on my track. I have hastened to You, O my Lord, so that You
be pleased." (85) Allah said, "Indeed, We have certainly tested your people after

you ) and Samiri has led them astray." (86) Then Musa ?%~S\ «u1p returned to his

people in anger and remorse. He said, "O my people! Has your Lord not made
you a fair promise? Has too much time elapsed for you or did you wish that the

wrath of your Lord descend upon you, because of which you broke the tryst

made with me?" (87) They said, "We have not broken the tryst made with you of

our own accord, but we were laden with the burdens of a nation and cast it off

In this way Samiri cast the mould." (88) So he made for them a calf that was a
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body which made the sounds of a cow. They said, "This is your Lord and the

Lord of Musa, but he forgot. (89) Could they not see that it could not reply to

them nor did it possess the ability to benefit or harm them? (90) Harun f^J\ <uU-

definitely told them before, "O my people! You are merely being tested with

this. Without doubt, your Lord is the Merciful, so follow me and obey me/' (91)

They replied, "We shall certainly remain devoted to it until Musa returns to us."

(92) Musa said, "O Harun! When you saw them going astray, what prevented

you..." (93) "...from coming to me? Did you disobey my instruction?" (94) Harun

said, "O son of my mother! Do not grab my beard or my head. I feared that you

would say, 'You divided the Bani Isra'il and did not wait for my word."'

THE BANI ISRAlL WORSHIP A GOLDEN CALF MADE BY SAMIRI
IN THE ABSENCE OF SAYYIDINA MUSA f

*-J» 4*1*

After the Bani Isra'il left Egypt, they experienced many events before

reaching Palestine. Of these was the revelation of the Torah and the descent of

Manna and Salwa, as mentioned in the previous verses. "Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v. 3

p. 227) records that Sayyidina Musa r%~tt <4* chose 70 persons from the Bani Isra'il

to accompany him to Mount Tur. However, he walked ahead of them and told

them to meet him there. Referring to this, Allah asked him, ''What has made you

hasten ahead ofyour people, O Musa? He replied, 'They are on my track. I have hastened

to You, O my Lord, so that You be pleased/'

The women of the Bani Isra'il had borrowed jewellery from the Coptic

women to use in a celebration of theirs. However, they never got the opportunity

to return it because they had to leave Egypt very suddenly one night. When
Sayyidina Musa (OUi U* left for Mount Tur, Samiri (who was a goldsmith)

gathered all this gold jewellery and cast the mould of a calf. Since this calf was
made to emit the sounds of a cow, people began to worship it.

While Sayyidina Musa fiL*h «ip was at the mountain, Allah informed him of

the proceeding by telling them, "Indeed, We have certainly tested your people after

you and Samiri has led them astray."

"Then Miisa (}LJ» Up returned to his people in anger and remorse. He said, 'O my
people] Has your Lord not made you a fair promise? (You were supposed to await my
return with the Torah.) Has too much time elapsedfor you (Did I go awayfor such a long

period that you lost hope of receiving the Torah?) or did you (deliberately) wish that the

wrath of your Lord descend upon you, because of which you broke the tryst made with

me?"

The Bani Isra'il replied most foolishly. "They said, 'We have not broken the

tryst made with you of our own accord, but we were laden with the burdens of a the

nation (i.e. the jewellery of the Coptic women) and cast it off. In this way Samiri cast

the mould.

"So he made for them a calf that was a body which made the sounds of a cow. They

said, 'This is your Lord and the Lord of Musa, but he forgot." They claimed that

Sayyidina Musa ^%J» Up forgot that this was his Lord (Allah forbid!) and rather

went to the mountain to get the Torah there.

The Bani Isra'il had grown accustomed to seeing the Copts worshipping
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idols (including the 'Cow). Since it was their desire to do that same, that they

once told Sayyidina Musa fiLJ\ U* that he should make an idol for them as well

(this they said after crossing the sea, as was discussed in verse 138 of Surah
A'raf). Therefore, when Samiri made the calf, they easily succumbed to the

temptation of worshipping it. They were so intoxicated by their passions and
foolishness that they even claimed that the calf was Sayyidina Musa fiLJ\. Up's

Lord. Their centuries' old exposure' to polytheism (shirk) finally took its toll on
them.

Allah expresses their ignorance when he says, "Could they not see that it (the

calf) could not reply to them nor did it possess the ability to benefit or harm them?" It is

obvious that such a creature can never be worshipped.

The statement of the Bani Isra'il that "We have not broken the tryst made with

you ofour awn accord," was intended to place the blame squarely on the shoulders

of Samiri. However, this does not absolve them from blame because Samiri did

not force them to worship the calf.

"....but we were laden with the burdens of the nation and cast it off' Some
commentators say that Sayyidina Harun ?%J\ Up told them that they were sinful

because they had the possessions of others with them. Therefore, the jewellery

was a burden of sin for them. He advised them to rather throw it away.

Other commentators say that Samiri advised them in this manner, but used

this as a ploy to gather all the gold for the calf.

When wealth is seized from the disbelievers in war, it will become halal

booty for the Muslims. However, this applies only to the Ummah of the Holy
Prophet p-L-j U* iui j^. Booty was not permissible for the previous Ummahs.
Another aspect to consider is that the Bani Isra'il merely borrowed the jewellery

from the Copts. Therefore, it was given to them as a trust, which they were
obliged to return.

When the Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up &\ JL> migrated for Madinah, he had many
possessions of the disbelievers with him, which they kept as trusts with him.

However, he ensured that these were returned to them by leaving Sayyidina Ali

& 2»i ^j at his house to discharge this responsibility.

Even if it is proven that the jewellery was in the class of booty, it would still

not be permissible for the people because* it was not distributed properly. Later

on Sayyidina Musa £*~S\ Up did as the previous Prophets £*~& ^^ always did to

the booty i.e. burn it (as will be mentioned in the forthcoming verses). However,
the booty of the previous Prophets (&U) r^ was always burnt by a fire that came
from the skies. The calf was not burnt in this manner because its burning in a

natural manner served to teach the Bani Isra'il that the very thing that they

claimed was a god could be burnt like any other thing of this world.

The burning of the calf by Sayyidina Musa f*~& <4* therefore represented the

burning of booty by the heavenly fire. By understanding this, one will not object

to the fact that Sayyidina Musa .£*~A\ Up burnt the possessions of other people and
should therefore be responsible for it. It is also not possible to raise this objection

because the leader of the believers (Amirul Mu'minin) has the right to destroy

objects of sin.
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When Sayyidina Musa fiLJ\ Up left for the mountain, he left his brother

Sayyidina Harun pL~)\ a> in charge. Therefore, when they began worshipping the

calf, "Harun r
M~J> *4* definitely told them before, 'O my people! You are merely being

tested with it Without doubt, your Lord is the Merciful, sofollow me and obey me."

However/the calf was now a part of their t>wn souls. They therefore refused

to listen to him and said, "We shall certainly remain devoted to it until Musa returns

to us."

When Sayyidina Musa f**J\ <4* did return, he could not contain his

emotions. He cast down the tablets of the Torah, breaking some of them, and

grabbed the beard and head of Sayyidina Harun r
^U» *> saying, "O Harun! Wlten

you saw them going astray, what prevented you from coming to me? Did you disobey my

instruction?"

"Harun said, 'O son ofmy mother! Do not grab my beard or my head. Ifeared that

you would say, 'You divided the Bani Isra'il and did not waitfor my word.. .."

Verse 150 of Surah A'raf states that Sayyidina Harun pU\ U* told Sayyidina

Musa r
*Ji -J*, "O my mother's son! Verily the people regarded me to be weak and

nearly killed me. So let not the enemies laugh at me and do not count me among the

oppressive folk." Thereafter "Musa said, 'O my Lord! Forgive me and my brother

and enter us in Your mercy. Surely You are the Most Merciful of those who show

mercy.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** & ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ii J+

^3 Up said, "Receiving information regarding an incident is not the same as witnessing

it one's self When Allah informed Sayyidina Musa r
>Ui <J* that the Bani Isra'il were

worshipping a calf, he was not as greatly affected as to throw dawn the tablets of the

Torah. However, when he witnessed it himself, he cast them aside in utter disbelief,

causing them to break." [The Musnad ofAhmad v. 1 p. 271]

Allah says Surah A'raf, "When the anger of Musa abated, he took hold of the

tablets. Written in its script was guidance and mercy for those who fear their Lord."

[$urah 7, verse 154]

Commentators mention that there were three groups among the Bani Isra'il

at that time. The first group of 12000 were with Sayyidina Harun r
*-J» Up. The

second were from those who worshipped the calf, but intended to abandon this

practice once Sayyidina Musa fiU\ Up forbade them. The third group adamantly

refused to forsake their worship even after the return of Sayyidina Musa f*~)\
«Jp.

They were the ones who claimed that the calf was also the Lord of"Sayyidina

Musa {%~& Aip.

When Sayyidina Harun f^J\ 4* heard the reply of the second two groups,

he separated himself and his group of 12000 from them. When Sayyidina Musa

r
^U\ aJLp returned, he told him that he had disassociated from these people but

thought it improper to fight them for it would have caused more dissention and

division among the Bani Isra'il.

Sayyidina Musa f^J\ <4* accepted this reason and prayed to Allah to forgive

both of them.
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-c >

(95) Musa said, "What have you to say, O Samiri?" (96) He replied, "I saw what
they did not see. So I took a handful from the tracks of the messenger and cast it.

Thus did my soul entice me. (97) Musa f^LJl <Qp said, "Go! Your punishment in

this world shall be that you wander around saying, 'Do not touch!
7 You certainly

have an appointment that you cannot miss. Look at your deity that you remained

so devoted to. We will surely burn it and then scatter it well in the ocean." (98)

Your deity is only Allah, besides Whom there is no other deity. His knowledge
encompasses everything.

SAYYIDINA MUSA ?%J\ Up SPEAKS TO SAMIRI, CURSES HIM
AND BURNS THE CALF

After addressing the Bani Isra'U and Sayyidina Harun f%J\ Up, Sayyidina

Musa £LJ\ Aip turned his attention towards Samiri. "Musa said, 'What have you to

say, O Samiri?' He replied, 'I saw what they did not see. So I took a handful from the

tracks of the messenger and, cast it. Thus did my soul entice me.'"

While some commentators mention that Samiri was from the Bani Isra'U,

others maintain that he was from the Copts of Egypt and crossed the sea with the

Bani Isra'U pretending to be a believer. When Jibril fiLJ\ Up used to come on
horseback to assist the Bani Isra'U, Samiri noticed that every piece of ground on
which the horse stepped used to flourish. Realising that the ground was unique,

he placed a handful of it in the calf. He referred to this when he told Sayyidina

Musa {%J\ Up, "So. I took a handfulfrom the tracks of the messenger and cast it."

The question is asked how did Samiri recognise Jibril <oUi *J*? The reply is

quite simple. Just as Allah made him realise that the tracks of the horse caused

the earth to flourish, so too did Allah cause him to realise the identity of the

horseman.

The author of "Durrul Manthur" and others have reported that Samiri was
born to a woman of the Bani Isra'U. Fearing that Pharaoh (Fir'aun) would kill her

child, she hid him in a cave. Allah sent Jibril {%~h ^ to tend to the child. Allah

also caused honey to emerge from the one finger and milk from the other for the

child. Therefore, Samiri could recognise Jibril ftLJ\ aJLp.

The soil (soil : dust taken beneath the horse of Jibr'il f%^\ <4* has life giving

power.) taken from beneath the horse of Jibril f*~l\ <J* caused the calf to give off

the lowing sounds of a cow. The foolishness of the polytheists causes them to

worship anything that seems to be against the norm. Therefore, the Bani Isra'U
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were so taken aback by the realistic nature of the calf that they failed to realise

that even if it were real, it was still not worthy of being worshipped.

It is often the trickery of many false saints that they exert themselves to

practise a strange skill so that people fall head over heels for them.

Addressing Samiri/ "Musa fiLJ\*J* said, 'Go! (Because you beguiled people to

be attracted to you) Your punishment in this world shall be that you wander around

saying, 'Do not touch!" Allah made it such that whenever someone touched

Samiri, or he touched anyone, both persons would be immediately affected by

severe fever. Therefore, people stayed far from him and he veheip-ently avoided

them.

That was his punishment in this world. With regard to the Hereafter,

Sayyidina. Musa fiLJ\ <M told him, "You certainly have an appointment (with

punishment) that you cannot miss/'

The Hindus of India hold beliefs with regard to the worship of cows and
touching. It is possible that they were influenced by the Bani Isra'il and Samiri in

these beliefs. They could have attached some customary importance to the

punishment of Samiri, resulting in their present-day practices.

To emphasise to Samiri and to all his followers that their calf was not

worthy of worship, Sayyidina Musa <OLJ U* told him, 'Look at your deity that you

remained so devoted to. We will surely burn it and then scatter it well in the ocean" It is

also possible that the Hindus derived their practice of cremation and casting the

ashes into a river from this.

Another question that arises is that how could the calf burn to ashes when it

was made from gold and silver? It ought to melt instead. Some commentators

have mentioned that the sand that caused it to make sounds transformed it into a

living calf of flesh and blood. Other commentators say that the calf was first

broken to pieces before being burnt. However, this will still not cause it to burn

to ashes.

The best reply therefore, is to say that Allah caused the gold and silver to

become ashes. Nothing is impossible for Him. ["Ma'alimut Tanzil" v. 3 p. 63]

Sayyidina Musa f^J\ *J* continued to say, "Your deity is only Allah, besides

Whom there is no other deity. His knowledge encompasses everything." The last

sentence refutes the beliefs of all polytheists because if their gods and idols have

no knowledge of even themselves, how can they possibly compare with Allah,

Whose "knowledge encompasses everything?"
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(99) Thus do We narrate to you some of the incidents that have passed. We have

certainly given you advice from Ourselves. (100) Whoever turns away from it

will surely carry a burden on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah). (101) They will

remain in this condition forever. It shall be a terrible burden indeed for them on

the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah). (102) The day when the trumpet will be blown

and the criminals shall be gathered with blue eyes. (103) They will whisper to

each other saying, "You have tarried only for ten days. (104) We know best what

they speak, when the most sensible of them will say, "You have only tarried for

a single day."

THOSE WHO ARE AVERSE TO ALLAH'S ADVICE WILL CARRY A
BURDEN ON THE DAY OF JUDGMENT (QTYAMAH), THE
DISBELIEVERS WILL BE RAISED WITH BLUF EYES AND PEOPLE
WILL THINK THAT THEY LIVED ONLY FOR A DAY IN THE
WORLD

Allah tells the Holy Prophet jJL-j u* i»i jl* that just as he has been informed

about the story of Sayyidina Musa (OLJi *>, "Thus do We narrate to you some of the

incidents that have passed. We have certainly given you advice from Ourselves." This

refers to the Qur'an, which is a universal advice to the creation.

Those who take heed to this advice will attain salvation. However, "Wlwever

turns away from it will surely carry a burden (of disbeliefs) on the day of Judgment

(Qiyamah). They will remain in this condition (ofpunishment) forever."

"It shall be a terrible burden indeed for them on the day of Judgment (Qiyamah).

The day when the trumpet will be blown..." When the trumpet is blown the first

time, everything in existence will cease to remain alive and will be destroyed.

Thereafter, when it is blown for the second time, people will be raised from their

graves. Then "the criminals (the disbelievers) shall be gathered with blue eyes." This

will be a sign of the disbelievers on the day of Judgement.

The disbelievers will be so terrified on that day that they will question each

other as to how long were they in their graves. Allah says, "They will whisper to

each other saying, 'You have tarried only for ten days. •• While they always denied

resurrection, they will now be totally surprised to learn that they have already

been raised.

"We know best what they speak, when the most sensible of them will say, 'You have

tarried only for a single day." This person will have tendered the best reply because

the entire period in the grave will only seem like a day when compared to the

day of Judgment (Qiyamah).

Allah mentioned in verse 97 of Surah Isra {Surah 17), "We shall raise them on

their faces on the day of Judgment (Qiyamah), blind, dumb and deaf" Since the day of

Judgment (Qiyamah) will be so lengthy, people will undergo various changes

during its course. The various verses of the Qur'an refer to these various stages.

Allah says in Surah Rum, "When the day when Judgment day (Qiyamah) will
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dawn, the criminals will swear on oath saying, 'We never tarried more than a moment'"
[Surah 30, verse 55]

The concluding verse of Surah Nazi'at states, "The day when they will witness
Judgment (Qiydmah), it will seem to them that they only tarried an evening or a
morning." The above are all opinions of various people on the day of Judgement.

^e -*i
o>w x> j^iii. Uj^ jj\ «£» U ,ju> Qpj "i/y /l ^j j*2\

(105) They ask you about the mountains. Say, "My Lord shall completely remove
them (106) "... leaving the earth as a barren plain..." (107) ".

. . on which you will
not see any protrusions, nor any depressions. (108) On that day they will follow
the caller before whom there will be no crookedness. Voices will be lowered
before the Merciful and you will hear only the sound of footsteps. (109) On that
day intercession will benefit only those whom the Merciful permits and whose
speech He is pleased with. (110) He knows what is before them and what is

behind them, while they will be unable to encompass His knowledge. (Ill) All
faces will bow before The Living, The Controller. The one who carried
oppression will certainly be lost. (112) Whoever carried out good deeds as a
believer will not have to fear any oppression, nor any shortage.

ON THE DAY OF JUDGMENT (QIYAMAH) THE EARTH WILL BE A
BARREN PLAIN, VOICES WILL BE LOWERED, HEADS WILL BE
BOWED BEFORE ALLAH AND INTERCESSION WILL PROFIT
ONLY THOSEWHO RECEIVE ALLAH'S PERMISSION

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v. 3 p. 231) reports that a person from the Bani Thaqif
tribe asked the Holy Prophet <x. 3 Up i»i j^, "What will become of the mountains
on the day of Judgment (Qiyamah)' In response to this, Allah revealed the above
verses saying, "They ask you about the mountains. Say, 'My Lord shall completely
remove them... "Allah shall cause the mountains to be smashed to pieces.

Allah says in Surah Waqi'ah, "Wlien the earth shall convulse with violent

earthquakes and the mountains will be shattered to pieces and become like scattered

dust. " [Surah 56, verses 4-6]

Surah Qari'ah says, "The mountains will become like carded wool." [Surah 101,

verse 5]

Allah instructs the Holy Prophet^ Up ii j^ to describe the earth on the
day of Judgment (Qiyamah) as "Say, 'My Lord shall completely remove them (the
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mountains), leaving the earth as a barren plain, on which you will not see any

protrusions, nor any depressions."

"On that day they will follow the caller before whom there will be no crookedness"

People will be forced to follow only the caller towards the plains of reckoning.

They will be unable to deviate to another path.

"Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 16 p. 264) reports that "the caller" will be Israfil ^lJ\ U*.

After blowing the trumpet for the second time, he will stand upon the rock at

Baitul Muqaddas i.e. beneath the dome of the rock. From there he will make the

following announcement, "O decomposed bones! O shredded skins! O disjoined pieces

offlesh! Come forth to the Merciful!" Hearing this, all of mankind will proceed to

the plains of reckoning.

"Ma'alimut Tanzll" states that people will neither be able to turn to the left

nor to the right. They will swiftly follow the caller.

"Voices will be lowered before the Merciful and you will hear only the sound of

footsteps." All speech will be whispered on the day of Judgment (Qiyamah), as

was mentioned before "They will whisper to each other saying, 'You have tarried only

for ten days." Even those people who spoke loudly, proudly and boisterously in

the world will not be able to raise their voices.

"On that day intercession will benefit only those whom the Merciful permits and

whose speech He is pleased with." Every person will not be able to

intercede, and even the pious people who are worthy of interceding will not be

able to do so until Allah permits them.

Allah says in the Ayatul Kursi, "Who is there to intercede before Him without

His permission?" [Surah 2, verse 255]

No disbeliever will be able to intercede at all, nor will any believer (Mu'min)

be allowed to intercede on behalf of a disbeliever. Those verses that negate

intercession refer to intercession on behalf of the disbelievers e.g. Allah says in

Surah Mu'min, "The oppressors shall have no friend, nor any intercessor who will be

obeyed." [Surah 40, verse 18]

"He knows what is before them and what is behind them, while they will be unable

to encompass His knowledge." "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 16 p. 225) says that another

interpretation of this verses is that the creation can never perceive the true reality

of Allah with all His attributes.

"All faces will bow before The Living, The Controller. - the creation will be

helpless before Allah, even those who were proud in this world.

"The one who carried oppression will certainly be lost." The greatest oppression

is disbeliefs and polytheism (shirk). All other forms of oppression are also

implied in this verse

On the other hand, "Whoever carried out good deeds as a believer will not have to

fear any oppression, nor any shortage." In fact, the rewards for their deeds will be

multiplied many fold.

Allah says in verse 40 of Surah Nisa (Surah 4), "Undoubtedly Allah does not

oppress even the weight of an atom. If it be a good deed, He shall multiply it and confer
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from His side a tremendous reward."

Says Allah in Surah Jinn, "Whoever believes in his Lord will not fear any stint or

injustice/' [Surah 72, verse 13]

The condition attached to this verse is Belief (Iman). The person who does

not have Belief (Iman) will not receive any rewards for his deeds.
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(113) Thus have We revealed it as an Arabic Qur'an and expounded in it various

warnings so that they fear or that it creates some type of understanding within

them. (114) Exalted is Allah, the Sovereign, the Truth. Do not be hasty with the

Qur'an before its revelation is completed to you. And say "O my Lord! Increase

my knowledge."

ALLAH SAYS THAT THE QUR'AN WAS REVEALED IN ARABIC,
CONTAINING VARIOUS WARNINGS AND THAT THE HOLY
PROPHET <JL.j Up At JL* SHOULD PRAY FOR MORE KNOWLEDGE

Allah begins the discussion of the Qur'an by saying, "Thus have We revealed

it as an Arabic Qur'an..." Since the Qur'an was revealed in the language of the

Arabs and they understood the eloquence and miraculous nature of its text, they

had no reason to reject it.

In addition to, this, Allah says that He "expounded in it various warnings so

that they fear or (if they do not inculcate piety (Taqwa) within themselves, then at

least it is hoped) that it creates some type ofunderstanding within them.

"

"Exalted is Allah, the Sovereign, the Truth." It is therefore incumbent that a

person believes in and worships Allah. Whoever does not will be harming only

himself.

Thereafter Allah addresses the Holy Prophet^3 Up ii jl^ saying, "Do not be

hasty with the Qur'an before its revelation is completed to you." When Jibril ^lJ\ *A±

used to recite the Qur'an to the Holy Prophet ^3 *j* M ju>, the latgr used to

hastily repeat that words, fearing that he would forget them. In this way, he tired

himself greatly. Allah advises him not to do so, but to rather wait until Jibril 4*

f^Js has completed the recitation of that particular piece of revelation.

Allah says in Surah Qiyamah, "Do not move your tongue in haste (to recite the

Qur'an). Its collection and recitation is Our responsibility. So once We have recited it,

then repeat the recitation. Then the explanation is Our task." [Surah 75, verse

16-19]

Allah reduced the strain from the Holy Prophet ,0^ Up & jj> in this verse.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" says that this command was revealed because
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sometimes it may occur that something is not heard properly while a person is

reciting something else.

"And say 'O my Lord! Increase my knowledge.'" This includes further

revelation of the Qur'an as well as the other types of knowledge that Allah can

bestow on the Holy Prophet <x* 3 ^ -ai J^> whereby Allah's recognition is attained.

A believer (Mu'min) should always aspire to increase his knowledge and never

be satisfied with what he already knows.

The Holy Prophet <JL^ *J* & J^> said, "A believer (Mu'min) is never satisfied

with merely hearing something until he reaches Heaven (Jannah)." [Mishkdt p. 44]
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(115) Undoubtedly We commanded Adam before, but he forgot and We did not

find him to be resolute. (116) When We told the angels, "Prostrate before

Adam," so they all prostrated, except for Satan (Iblis). He refused. (117) So We
said, "O Adam! Indeed he is an enemy to you and your wife, so he should never

remove the two of you from Heaven (Jannah), causing you to be unfortunate."

(118) "Without doubt you shall never be hungry nor naked here. (119) "You will

never be thirsty here, nor will you be exposed to sunlight." (120) However, Satan

(Sh^ytan) whispered to him saying, "O Adam! Should I n^t show you the tree of

eternity and a kingd n in which there is no weakness?" (121) So they both ate

from there and their private parts became exposed to each other. They then

started covering themselves with the leaves of Heaven (Jannah). Adam
disobeyed the command of his Lord and fell into error. (122) Thereafter his Lord

chose him, accepted his repentance and made him steadfast on guidance. (123)

Allah said, "The two of you should go down from here and you (your progeny)

will be enemies to each other. If there should ever come to you guidance from

Me, then whoever will follow My guidance shall never go astray, nor shall he be

unfortunate."
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SATAN (SHAYTAN) ENTICES SAYYIDINA ADAM AND HAWWA
P
*-J.i u^Jp TO EAT FROM THE FORBIDDEN TREE, AFTER WHICH
THEY ARE SENT DOWN TO EARTH

The detailed account of the story of Sayyidina Adam f%J\ <J* and his wife

Sayyidah Hawwa .^LJ\ Up was discussed in Surah Baqarah and Surah A'raf.

Thereafter, brief mention was also made about Sayyidina Adam ^LJ\ Up in Surah

Hijr and Surah Bani Isra'il.

In the first of the above verses, Allah says that He 'commanded Adam before

(not to eat from the tree), but he forgot and We did notfind him to be resolute/

Thereafter Allah relates the incident in detail. He says, "When We told the

angels, 'Prostrate before Adam/ so they all prostrated, except for Iblis. He refused." Iblis

then argued that he was better than Sayyidina Adam fU-J* Up because he was
created from fire and Sayyidina Adam f*~J\ Up was created from soil.

Allah then warned Sayyidina Adam fXJ\ a> saying, "O Adam! Indeed he is an

enemy to you and your wife, so he should never remove the two of you from Heaven

(Jannah), causing you to be unfortunate." i.e. if you are sent to earth, you will

encounter all sorts of difficulties and adversities, unlike Heaven (Jannah). As for

Heaven (Jannah), Allah told him. "Without doubt you shall never be hungry nor

naked here. You will never be thirsty here, nor will you be exposed to sunlight."

When Satan (Shaytan) was cursed and expelled from Heaven (Jannah), he

resolved to get Sayyidina Adam f%J\ ^ also out of Heaven (Jannah) and mislead

his progeny on earth. Therefore satan (Shaytan) tempted them to eat from the

forbidden tree^He told them, "Your Lord has prohibited you from this tree so that you

do not become two angels and so that the two of you do not become of the immortal. He
took an oath before them saying, 'Most assuredly I am definitely an advisor to you!"'

[Surah A'raf (7), verses 20,21]

Referring to the same, he also said, "O Adam! Should I not show you the tree of

eternity and a kingdom in which there is no weakness?"

As a result of his deceit and oaths, they succumbed. Allah says, "So they both

ate from there and their private parts became exposed to each other. They then started

covering themselves with the leaves ofHeaven (Jannah). Adam disobeyed the command of

his Lord and fell into error."

The Prophets (OLJi p^ip and the various divine scriptures have allied.

Allah told them, 'Did I not forbid you from that tree and warned you that Satan

(Shaytan) is your open enemy?" However, like true believers (Mu'minin), they both

realised their folly and submitted to Allah saying, "O our Lord, we have oppressed our

souls and if You do not forgive us and show mercy to us we will surely be of the losers."

[Surah A'raf (7) verses 22/23]

Consequently, "Thereafter his Lord chose him, accepted his repentance and made

him steadfast on guidance." Although Allah forgave him, Allah had already

predestined that he should be a vicegerent on earth. Therefore, "Allah said, 'The

two of you should go dawn from here and you (your progeny) will be enemies to each

other." One of the duties of the vicegerent is \p maintain peace and harmony
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between the warring factions.

Allah addresses man saying, "if there should ever came to you guidance from
Me, then whoever will follow My guidance shall never go astray, nor shall he be

unfortunate."

The Holy Prophets f^LJt ^^Jp and the various divine scripture have already
come. Even though there will be no more Prophets <v>Ui ^ after the Holy
Prophet fL*3 u* 2bi

t5
u, the work of propagation (Da'wah and Tabligh) and

[Enjoing good and forbidding evil "Amr Bil Ma'ruf Wan Nahy Anil Munkar"]
still continue. The Qur'an and the Ahadith are still present before man.
Following these man can still reach the elevated position of Heaven (Jannah) from
where his great grandparents, Sayyidina Adam and Hawwa f^J\ Up came from.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** &\ ^j says that Allah will keep that

person rightly guided in this world who follows the Qur'an, and Allah will save
him from an evil reckoning on the day of Judgment (Qiyamah). This is because
Allah says, "whoever will follow My guidance shall never go astray, nor shall he be

unfortunate"

A FEW IMPORTANT NOTES
Note: Explaining the verse, "Undoubtedly We commanded Adam before, but

he forgot/' the author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that Sayyidina
Adam f%J\ Up forgot the command not to eat from the tree because
he failed to attach importance to the instruction. It is for this reason
that Allah explained the point by saying, "We did not find him to be

resolute." Therefore, if he had attached importance to the command
and not allowed himself to succumb to forgetfulness, he would
have been more resolute. In this way he could have averted the

error.

Another interpretation of "We did not find him to be resolute," is that he was
unable to resist the temptation of eating from the tree. "Ruhul Ma'ani" has
reported from other commentators that the verse means that Sayyidina Adam Up
fiLJ\ never resolved to sin, but it happened in a moment of negligence.

Even the Prophets
r
*>LJi <*-!* are prone to err, because they are human. The

Holy Prophet^ a* 2»i ju said, "I am but a human like yourselves. I also forget just

like how you forget." [Mishkdt p. 92]

The question then arises, that if it was merely an error, why was it necessary
for him to seek forgiveness, and why was Allah displeased? One reply to this

question is that he was not taken to task because of the erroneous deed, but for

the fact that he did not pay heed to the command, thereby allowing himself to

forget. He could have made an undertaking with his wife that they should
remind each other should the deed occur.

It once happened on a journey that the Holy Prophet^ Up &\ jl» and the

Sahabah^ ibt ^>j went to sleep just before Fajr. The Holy Prophet -^ Up ii ju
appointed Sayyidina Bilal ** &\s*j to remain awake and to wake them for Fajr

Salah. However, he also fell asleep and they all missed the Salah. The Holy
Prophet fj-j Up i»i j* told the Sahabah^ ibi ^Jf "Ifany ofyou misses Salah because
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of sleep or forgetting it, an4 he then awakens with a fright, he should perform it as if he

were performing it in its proper time. " [Mishkat p. 67]

In this incident the Holy Prophet ,jl-j 4* ^ J^> took the precaution of

appointing Sayyidina Bilal «up &\ ^j before going to sleep. However, Sayyidina

Adam f%J» Up did not take any precautions to prevent the error. It is for this

reason that he was reprimanded.

Allama Qurtubi «uUii>j has mentioned [v. 11 p. 251] that Sayyidina Adam
pLJ\ <A* was reprimanded purely fqj his error, although the average person

would not be. The reason for this is that Sayyidina Adam phJ\ U* was a person of

high rank and such behaviour was thus not becoming of him.

It is not possible to doubt the innocence of the Prophets f*>LJ\ p^JLp from this

incident because Sayyidina Adam (}U» U* did not sin, but he erred. Furthermore,

the error occurred before his Prophethood was made evident and it occurred in

the heavens, where no person is bound to the Shari'ah.

Many Scholars (Ulama) have mentioned that no Prophet can be guilty of

disbeliefs and lying before announcing their Prophethood. Besides these two

sins, the possibility exists that they can commit any other sin.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that Sayyidina Adam f*~b *4* was
actually tricked by Satan (Shaytan) into thinking that he would remain in Heaven

(Jannah) forever by eating from the tree. Conversely, he was then required to

leave Heaven (Jannah). [v. 16 p. 274]

Note: Allah said, "O Adam! Indeed he is an enemy to you and your wife, so he

should never remove the two ofyou from Heaven (Jannah), causing you to

be unfortunate." The end of this verse should actually read, "....!

causing the two of you to he unfortunate" because both of them are

being addressed. Scholars (Ulama) have deduced from this that it is

the duty of the husband to earn. If he does not provide for his

family, he will be held responsible and will have to face the

consequences not her.

Note: Despite the multitude of bounties of Heaven (Jannah), Allah

reminded Sayyidina Adam and Hawwa f*~to ^ of only a few when
He said, "Without doubt you shall never be hungry nor naked here. You

will never be thirsty here, nor will you be exposed to sunlight.

Certain Scholars (Ulama) have deduced from this that that the basic

necessities of a human are food, drink, clothing and shelter. The rest are all

superfluous. Sayyidina Ufhman ** ibi ^>j reports from the Holy Prophet Up ii ju
(JL-j that the child of Sayyidina Adam £*~& U* has a right only to three things.

These are (1) a house to live in, (2) sufficient clothing to conceal his private parts,

and (3) a piece of bread and water. [Tirmidhi]

The Holy Prophet (JL-j Up Ai ju has also mentioned/ "Tfa| person who awakens

in safe conditions, in good health and with enough foodfor the day, then it is as if he has

gained the entire world." [Tirmidhi]

Another necessity of life is marriage because it safeguards one's chastity and

allows reproduction. It has not been mentioned in the above verse because
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Sayyidina Adam and Hawwa r
!>LJ WJ^ already had each other in wedlock.

The Holy Prophet <x*3 a* 41 ju has said, "Wlien a person marries, then half of
his Belief (Iman) has been safeguarded. He should then fear Allah for the other half"
[Mishkatp. 268]

Some people who deemed themselves to be poor once came to Sayyidina
Abdullah bin Umar ^ <fo ^j. One of them asked him, "Are we not poor
immigrants?" Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar -up &\ ^j asked, "Do you have a
wife from whom you find comfort?" When he replied in the affirmative,

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ** ^^ asked, "Do you have a home to live in?"

When he again replied in the affirmative, Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ^ i\^
said, "You are then from the wealthy people." The person then added that he
even had a slave. Thereupon Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar <up h^ said, "You
are then from the kings." [Muslim]

Note: Allah is the Creator and Master of all creation. He chooses whom
He wills to be Prophets r

^LJ- r^lp. If they commit any errors, He
shall deal with them as He pleases. However, other people have no
say in the matter. We have no right to say that Sayyidina Adam <uU

(6LJi was a sinner, nor should we talk about their mistakes. We may
express only what Allah has said in the Qur'an, but should never
quote other narrations that defile them in any way.

This is especially important when Allah Himself has declared that He
pardoned them, as He says above about Sayyidina Adam ^LJ\ <Up, "Thereafter his

Lord chose him, accepted his repentance and made him steadfast on guidance.

Allah says in Surah Nun about Sayyidina Yunus
r
M~Jt *>, "His Lord chose him

and made him among the righteous. " [Surah 68, verse 50]

A person should consider how bad he will feel if another calls his

grandfather a sinner. Worse still is attributing this name (sinner) to the father of

mankind.

by* c&fci.l «4^ $*^ )j&> O^ Jlj
<
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(124) Whoever turns away from My advice shall surely have a narrowed life, and
We shall raise him blind on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah). (125) He will say,

"O my Lord! Why have you raised me blind when I was indeed a seeing one?"

(126) Allah will say, "Thus did Our verses come to you, but you forgot them. In

the same way you will be forgotten today." (127) Thus do We punish those who
transgress the limits and do not believe in the verses of their Lord. The
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punishment of the Hereafter is undoubtedly more severe and more lasting. (128)

Were they not guided by the fact that We destroyed many nations before them,

in whose localities they now walk? There are definitely signs in this for the

intelligent ones.

THE PUNISHMENT OF THOSE WHO ARE AVERSE TO ALLAH'S
ADVICE AND DO NOT TAKE LESSON FROM THE RUINS OF
PREVIOUS NATIONS

At the end of the incident of Sayyidina Adam and Hawwa fiLJ\ u*>, Allah

said, "The two ofyou should go down from here and your people will be enemies to each

other. If there should ever come to you guidance from Me, then whoever will follow My
guidance shall never go astray, nor shall he be unfortunate.

"

Now Allah mentions the plight of those who fail to comply to Allah's advice

and reminders. Allah says, "Whoever turns away from My advice shall surely have a

narrowed life..." While some commentators have interpreted "My advice" as the

Qur'an, others say that it refers to the Holy Prophet ?s~>y<4* & J^ himself. In

essence, both are applicable because the Ahadith of the Holy Prophet ,0-^ .a* &\ j^
were all revelation from Allah as well.

Ibn Kathir has reported a hadith from the "Musnad of Bazzar" that "a

narrowed life" refers to the punishment in the grave. He has also quoted other

interpretations of "a narrowed life", [v. 3 p. 169]

The general reference of the verse allows one to assume that "a narrowed life"

denotes the life of this world. Although the disbelievers and sinners seem to be

extremely affluent in this world, they do*not have any peace and contentment in

their lives. They are constantly plagued with worries and are continuously struck

with calamities and disasters.

As far as their punishment in the Hereafter is concerned, Allah says, "

and We shall raise him blind on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah). He will say, 'O my
Lord! Why have you raised me blind when I was indeed a seeing one?"'

"Allah will say, 'Thus did Our verses come to you (in the world), but you forgot

them (i.e. turned a blind eye to them). In the same way you will be forgotten j:oday.
"'

i.e.

He will be left forever in Hell.

"Thus do We punish those who transgress the limits and do not believe in the verses

of their Lord. The punishment of the Hereafter is undoubtedly more severe and more

lasting." Every disbeliever will suffer this punishment.

"Were they not guided by the fact that We destroyed many nations before them, in

whose localities they walk? There are definitely signs in this for the intelligent ones."

The disbelievers heard about the various nations that were destroyed in the past

because of their sins, and even visited the sites of their ruins. However, none of

this had any effect on them.

Instead of repenting and accepting the truth, they seem totally indifferent.

They rather enjoy themselves at these sites, eagerly snapping pictures and

capturing the scene on video. They then return without gaining anything.
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(129) If it were not for a decree that had already proceeded forth from your Lord,

and an appointed term, punishment would have certainly come. (130) So
patiently endure what they say and glorify the praises of your Lord before the

rising of the sun and before it sets. And glorify Him during the hours of the

night and at the ends of the day so that you become happy. (131) Never strain

your eyes towards the splendour of the worldly life and the wives that We have
granted the disbelievers to enjoy, to test them. The provision of your Lord is

best and more lasting. (132) Enjoin Salah upon your family and yourself remain
steadfast upon it. We do not ask provision from you, but We provide for you.
The best result is for abstinence.

GLORIFY ALLAH IN THE MORNING AND IN EVENING, DO NOT
DESIRE THE PLEASURES GRANTED TO THE DISBELIEVERS AND
ENJOIN SALAH ON YOUR FAMILY

The polytheists refused to accept the preaching of the Holy Prophet *a*&\j*
<X*> insulted him and would make absurd statements when warned of Allah's
punishment. They would ask why punishment was not inflicted upon them
immediately if they were wrong about their beliefs.

Allah replies to this by saying, "If it were not for a decree that had already

proceeded forth from your Lord, and an appointed term, punishment would have
certainly come!' Allah will punish them when He decrees. Until then, He allows
them grace.

Allah then advises the Holy Prophet^3 <4* i>\ ju saying, "So patiently endure
what they say and glorify the praises ofyour Lord before the rising of the sun and before

it sets. And glorify Him during the hours of the night and at the ends of the day so that

you become happy." By adopting patience and engaging in Allah's remembrance
(Dhikr), a person will attain contentment and will be freed from all anxieties.

Allah says in the concluding verses of Surah Hijr, "We know very well that

your bosom is constrained by what they say. So glorify the praises ofyour Lord and be of
the ones who prostrate. And worship your Lord until the certainty (death) comes to you."
[Surah 15, verses 97-99]

Commentators say that all five Salah are mentioned in the above verse. They
say that "before the rising of the sun" denotes Fajr, "before it sets" denotes Zuhr and
Asr and "the hours of the night" refer to Maghrib and Isha. They say that Fajr and
Asr are emphasised by the addition of the phrase 'it the ends of the day"
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The Holy Prophet jju-j <4* i» J^ chose to live in poverty even though he

sometimes gave people thousands of goats as gifts. The Sahabah r^ & ^j were

also generally poor, whereas the disbelievers of their time were affluent. Allah

advises the believers (Mu'minin) in the following verse, although the address

appears to be directed towards the Holy Prophet^ a* &\ j^> Allah says, "Never

strain your eyes towards the splendour of the worldly life and the wives that We have

granted the disbelievers to enjoy, to test them. 1
'

These worldly pleasures are fleeting and not worthy to be envied because

"The provision of your Lord is best and more lasting." The rewards that Allah will

grant the righteous in Heaven (Jannah) are far more superior to anything that the

disbelievers may ever hope to possess in this world. Even the worldly

possessions that Allah grants to the believers (Mu'minin) are far superior to that

which the disbelievers receive. They spend all they have in disbeliefs and sin,

thereby earning themselves destruction in both worlds.

The Holy Prophet^ <uU ii ju has mentioned, "Never envy any bounty of a

sinner because you never know what he will meet after death. Allah shall

delegate a murderer for him who will never die i.e. the Fire of Hell." [Mishkdt p.

447]

It is foolish to envy someone who will suffer forever in Hell. This world has

no value in the sight of Allah. Therefore the Holy Prophet jJL-j *ip & ju said, "If

the world was worth even a mosquito's wing in Allah's estimation, He would
have never given the disbeliever a single drop of water to drink." [Mishkat p. 441]

"Enjoin Salah upon yourfamily and yourself remain steadfast upon it." The verse

is addressed to the entire Ummah. Salah is the post important aspect of Islam

after Belief (Iman) and the Shari'ah has accorded extreme prominence to it. A
person can truly advise others to something only if he himself is particular about.

Sayyidina Umar ^ it ^>j wrote the following instruction to his governors:

'Indeed Salah is the most important of your duties in my opinion. Whoever
safeguards it and is particular about his Salah, has safeguarded the rest of

religion (D'iri). Whoever destroys his Salah will destroy the rest of his religion

(D'in) to a greater extent." [Mu'atta ofMalik]

People misconstrue present-day governments as being the same as the

righteous Caliph (Khilafah) of the first four Caliph (Khalifas). This is extremely

erroneous because the primary objective of the four righteous khalifas was to

make people practise Din and to safeguard Islam. Together with this, they never

left a stone unturned to see to the welfare of people in all other regards as well.

Nowadays the leaders concern themselves only with safeguarding their

posts. They have no regard for the religion (D'in) themselves, let alone being

concerned with the spiritual welfare of the masses. They wish to please the

people irrespective of their sins and even issue licenses for them to sin.

"We do not ask provision from you, but We provide for you." Allah has not

burdened man with the task of providing sustenance for himself. He has to

merely engage in some Lawful (Haldl) occupation and continue to worship and

obey Allah. Allah will ensure that he survives. A person should never

compromise on the commands of Allah to sustain himself. Allah provides for the
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one who abstains from Unlawful (Haram) financial sources just as well as He
provides for those people who adopt every Unlawful (Haram) avenue. In fact,

Allah sustains all of His creation.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Salam & &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ii J^
(Jl-j Up always enjoined Salah upon his household when they encountered any
problems. He would then recite to them the verse, "Enjoin Salah upon your
family and yourself remain steadfast upon it." ["Ruhul Ma'ani"\

It was the practice of Sayyidina Umar <up & ^j to perform Salah during the

night and then awaken his household during the last portion of the night. He
would tell them, "Perform Salah! "Perform Salah!" Then he would also recite the

above verse to them. [Mu'atta ofMalik]

"The best result is for abstinence/' The word "abstinence" here refers to piety

(Taqwa), which entails carrying out all the commands of Allah and refraining

from everything the He has prohibited.

OjA*l~»& \y**>J$ o^J^ 0^=* J* ^J^ vJ^-^J J-LJ <j\ J-3 ot ^ri^

(133) They say, "Why does he not bring us a sign from his Lord?" Has the clear

proof from the previous scriptures not reached them? (134) If We had to destroy

them with a punishment from before, they would have said, "O our Lord! Why
did You not send a messenger to us so that we could have followed Your signs

before being disgraced and humiliated?" (135) Say, "Everyone is waiting, so you

also wait. Soon you shall come to learn who are the people of the straight path

and who are rightly guided."

IF ALLAH DESTROYS A NATION AFTER THE TRUTH WAS MADE
APPARENT TO THEM, THEY WOULD NOT HAVE THE
OPPORTUNITY TO SAY THAT THEY WOULD HAVE FOLLOWED
THE HOLY PROPHET ^j Up h J^ IF THEY WERE GIVEN THE
CHANCE

In the first of these concluding verses of Surah TaHa, Allah says about the

Quraysh, "They say, Why does he [the Holy Prophet ^j ^ ii j^\ not bring us a sign

from his Lord?" i.e. a miracle to prove his apostleship. They constantly demanded
that the Holy Prophet ^j 4* ii JU* show them miracles that they desired to see.

They did not say these things with the intention of believing after

witnessing the miracle, but did so because of their obstinacy. If they were sincere,

they would have believed in the miraculous Qur'an and the other miracles that

the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up it j* showed to them. Therefore Allah says, "Has the

clear proof (the Qur' an) from the previous scriptures (the Torah and Injil) not reached
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them?"

"If We had to destroy them with a punishment from before, they would have said,

'O our Lord! Why did You not send a messenger to us so that we could have followed

Your signs before being disgraced and humiliated (by being Disbelievers)?" Allah

always sends the Prophets f%Ji
(

^ip to people so that they never have the

opportunity of saying this.

Allah says in Surah Isra, "We shall never punish (any nation) until We send a

messenger." Allah also says in Surah Fatir, "Verily We have sent you [O the Holy

Prophet rL»j/4J* Jt J^with the truth as a bearer of glad tidings and a warner. A warner

passed in every nation. " [Surah 35, verse 24]

Allah then instructs the Holy Prophet jJL-j a* i»i ju "Say, 'Everyone is waiting

(to see the outcome of this world and the Hereafter), so you also wait. Soon you shall

come to learn who are the people of the straight path and who are rightly guided." People

will realise the facts only after death, when it will be too late. Therefore, they

should all prepare beforehand.

CONCLUSION

It was generally the poor people who accepted Islam during the early stages

and they were always afraid to make their belief publicly because of the intensity

of persecutions that they suffered. One of these people was the sister of

Sayyidina Umar <up it ^ Jf by the name of Fatima i^p it ^Jf and her husband,

Sayyidina Sa'id bin Zaid '<up it ^j [who was one of the ten people who were

collectively given the tidings of entry into Heaven (Jannah) by the Holy Prophet

(Jl-j Up ii ju,]. The two of them used to receive secret lessons in Qur'an from

Sayyidina Khabbab Bin Aratt ^ it ^ Jm

It once occurred that Sayyidina Umar *& &\ ^j [while he was still a

Polytheist] took his sword and marched through Makkah with the intention of

assassinating the Holy Prophet^ u* ii jl* En route he met Sayyidina Nu'aym
bin Abdullah *& it ^>Jf who asked him where he was headed. Sayyidina Umar
a* it ^>j replied, "Muhammad ^ 3 4* i J^ has invented a new religion (D'in),

divided the Quraysh, made them look foolish, brought disrepute to their religion

(D'in), and spoken ill of their gods. I am on my way to slay the one who brings a

new religion (D'in).

Sayyidina Nu'aym ** i» ^j told him, "Do you not realise that the Banu Abd

Mandf tribe will never leave you alive if you kill Muhammad ,4-^ <i* i J^>? Wliy don't

you see to yourfamily first?"

When Sayyidina Umar ** it ^j asked him what he meant, he replied,

"Your sister Fatima and your brother-in-law cum cousin Sa'id bin Zaid have also

accepted Islam andfollow Muhammad^ 3 4* i J**. You should rather see to them first."

Upon hearing this, Sayyidina Umar ^ it ^j stormed to his sister's house,

where Sayyidina Khabbab ** & ^j was busy teaching them Surah TaHa.

Hearing the footsteps of Sayyidina Umar ^ it ^Jf Sayyidina Khabbab ^ &\ ^j
hid away. In the meantime, Sayyidina Fatima \*& it .^j hid the leaves of the

Qur'an. However, Sayyidina Umar <up it ^ had already heard something and

asked his sister what it was.
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When she and her husband told him that it was nothing, Sayyidina Umar
<up i»i ^j bellowed, "How could it be nothing? I know that the two of you have

accepted the religion (D'in) of Muhammad ,JL-j a* ii jl*!" Saying this, he grabbed

Sayyidina Sa'id ** &\ ^j to beat him up. When Sayyidah Fatima ^ & ^>j
intervened to save her husband, Sayyidina Umar a^ ibi ^j beat her so severely

that her face bled.

The couple then told him, "We have accepted Islam. You may do as you please."

When Sayyidina Umar ^ i»\ ^>j saw the bleeding face of his sister, he became

ashamed of himself and said, "Bring me the leaves that you were reciting. I would like

to see what Muhammad ^l* 5 a* it JL* has brought."

His sister told him that she did not trust him because he was likely to tear

up the leaves. He then swore by his gods that he would merely read them and

then return them to her. Realising that this may be the perfect opportunity for

her brother to accept Islam, Sayyidah Fatima \+* & ^j^old him that he could not

yet touch the leaves because he was impure. He then had a bath, after which she

handed the leaves over to him.

When he recited the first few verses of Surah TaHa, Sayyidina
7 Umar ibi ^j

<up exclaimed, "This is indeed a beautiful composition and an honourable thing!"

Hearing this, Sayyidina Khabbab *± &\ ^j emerged from his hiding place and

said, "O Umar! By Allah! I think that Allah has accepted you by virtue of the

supplication (du'a) ofHis Holy Prophet ,JL^ a* ii jl*. I heard the Holy Prophet a* ii J^>

jJl-j pray last night. He said, 'O Allah! Strengthen Islam with Abul Hikam bin Hisham

(Abu Jahl) or with Umar bin Khattab/ I think that the supplication {du'a) was in your

favour"

Sayyidina Umar ^ &\ ^j asked Sayyidina Khabbab ^ &y^j, "Tell me where

is the Holy Prophet pJL,j a* &\ jl*. I wish to accept Islam at his hands." Sayyidina

Khabbab <up &\ ^j told him that the Holy Prophet jJL^ a* ifci jl* was in a house

near mount Safa with other people.

When Sayyidina Umar a& iui ^j knocked at the door, some Sahabah & ^j
?+* said, "O the Holy Prophet jJL^ a* &\ ju! Umar is here with a sword in his

hand!" Sayyidina Hamzah *& &\ ^j [Who was the uncle of the Holy Prophet ju»

jjL-j a* iai] said, "Call him in. Ifhis intentions are good, we shall be in attendance to him.

Ifhis intentions are evil, then we will kill him withjais own sword."

The Holy Prophet pJL,
3 <a* iui ju* permitted him to enter and, when he came in,

the Holy Prophet ,0^ a* & ju pulled him by his shawl and said, "O son of

Khattab! How have you arrived? It seems as if you will refrain from disbeliefs

and polytheism (shirk) only when some calamity afflicts you.

Sayyidina Umar ** ii ^j replied, "I have come to declare my belief in

Allah, His Holy Prophet and everything that has come from Allah." The Holy

Prophet jJL.j a* iwi ju exclaimed in a loud voice, "Allahu Akbarl" All present

realised that Sayyidina Umar ** & ^>j had accepted Islam and they were pleased

that they would be safe from the oppression of the disbelievers with Sayyidina

Umar *& ^ ^j and Sayyidina Hamzah ** it ^>j on their side. ["A/ Bidaya wan

Nihaayah" v. 3 p. 79-81]
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PART SEVENTEEN
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In the name of Allah, the Most Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) Peoples' reckoning has drawn near, yet they are averse in negligence. (2)

They listen in jest to any new advice that comes to them from their Lord (3)

while their hearts are heedless. The oppressors secretly convene Saying. "He is

but a human like yourselves. Do you succumb to magic while you see it?" (4) He

said, "My Lord knows the speech in the heavens and the earth, and He is All

Hearing, All Knowing. (5) However, they say, These are confused dreams. Nay,

he has concocted it! Nay, he is a poet! He should bring us a sign like the ones
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sent with the previous people/' (6) None of the towns that We destroyed before

them had believed. Will these people now believe? (7) Before them We have

sent only men to whom We have sent revelation, so ask those who have

knowledge if you do not possess any knowledge. (8) We have not made them

bodies that do not eat food, neither did they live forever. (9) Then We made true

the promise to them, rescued them, and destroyed those who transgressed the

limits. (10) We have certainly revealed to you people a Book which contains

advice to you. Will you still not understand?

THE REPLY TO THE STUBBORN STATEMENTS OF THE
DISBELIEVERS

Until the end of verse 50, Surah Anbiya continues with the arguments of the

disbelievers and replies to them. Thereafter, Allah relates the accounts of many
Prophets (}LJi r^ until the end of the Surah.

Allah begins the Surah by saying, "Peoples' reckoning (Qiyamah) has drawn

near, yet they are averse in negligence." They are in this condition of heedlessness

because they do not believe in the day of Judgement. Instead of accepting what is

being revealed, "They listen in jest to any new advice that comes to them from their

Lord while their hearts are heedless."

In addition to this, they deny the Holy Prophets of Allah f%J\ ^^ and

"secretly convene saying, 'He is but a human like yourselves. Do you succumb to magic

while you see it?"' Here they refer to the miracles of the Prophets ^LJ\ ^^jLp.

In reply, the Holy Prophet jJL-j -Op h\ jl> says, 'My Lord knows the speech in the

heavens and the earth, and He is All Hearing, All Knowing." Allah will punish these

disbelievers for their deeds and denial.

About the Qur'an, they say, "These are confused dreams. (Furthermore, they

made the accusations that) Nay, he has concocted it! Nay, he is a poet!"

They also said, "He should bring us a sign like the ones sent with the previous

people." They refuse to accept even the greatest miracle (the Qur'an), yet they ask

for more. Although they realise that they cannot even match a single Surah of the

Qur'an, yet they refute the Qur'an!

Allah replies by saying that their demands are futile because "None of the

towns that We destroyed before them had believed (when they were granted the

miracles they requested). Will these people now believe?" If they do not believe after

being shown the miracles, they will be destroyed, like the previous nations.

However, since Allah has not yet decreed their punishment, they will not be

shown what they ask for.

In reply to the age-old argument that humans cannot be the Holy Prophets,

Allah says, "Before them We have sent only men to whom We have sent revelation, so

ask those who have knowledge if you do not possess any knowledge." "Ruhul Ma'ani"

interprets this verse to mean that the ignorant people should enquire from the

people of book (Ahlul Kitab) about the previous Prophets (0>LJ\ p^u, concerning

whom they are well aware.

Allah tells the polytheists that they should ask the People of the Book
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whether the Prophets f*~b p^i* were men or angels and how to ascertain the truth

of a person's claim to the Prophethood. They learnt from these very people of

book (Ahlul Kitab) how to say, "He should bring us a sign like the ones sent With the

previous people." Therefore, they should also learn the other facts from them.

\yhen they learn from them that the previous Prophets f^J^ ^ were all

humans, they will not have any objections to the status of the Holy Prophet A» J*>

Allah says further about the Prophets ^^ r^f "We have not made them

bodies that do not eatfood, neither did they liveforever.
"

Allah says in Surah Furqan, "All the messengers that We sent before you used to

eatfood and walk in the market places." [Surah 2$, verse 20]

Allah continues to speak about the Prophets f*~b r4au when He says, "Then

We made true the promise (of assistance) to them, rescued them (from punishment),

and destroyed those who transgressed the limits."

Allah then says, "We have certainly revealed to you people a Book which contains

advice to you. Will you still not understand?" Commentators have mentioned that

the fact that the Qur'an was revealed in Arabic gave credence and honour to the

Arabs and by following the Qur'an, Allah Ta'ala granted them sovereignty over

all other nations.

Note: "ask those who have knowledge if you do not possess any knauAedge."

This verse has also passed in Surah Nahl. Scholars (Ulama) say that

its purport is general and that people who do not have knowledge

of the religion (D'in) should consult those who posses this

knowledge. Ignorance of any law is no excuse. It is tragic indeed

that some people choose to remain ignorant of the religion (D'in)

and do not even care to educate their children.
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(11) How many were the towns that We annihilated, who were oppressive, and

We then created another nation after them. (12) When they sensed Our

punishment, they suddenly began to flee from the town. (13) "Do not flee, but

return to the things that gave you pleasure and to your homes so that you may

be questioned." (14) They said, "Woe betide us/ We were oppressors indeed!"

(15) This remained their call until We made them like reaped corn, totally

extinguished.

THEPLIGHT OF DESTROYED NATIONS

Allah depicts the scene of a town being destroyed so that people can learn
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from it. Allah's says, "How many were the towns that We annihilated, who were

oppressive (by perpetrating disbeliefs and polytheism (shirk), and We then created

another nation after them.

"Wlten they sensed Our punishment, they suddenly began to fleefrom the town. (It

was then told to them either by angels or the believers (Mu'minin)) 'Do not flee, but

return to the things that gave you pleasure and to your homes so that you may be

questioned (about the result of your pleasant lives)." When Allah's punishment came,

they forgot all about their items of leisure and the palaces that they built and

boasted about. Nothing could save them from the punishment.

When the punishment closed in on them, "They said, 'Woe betide us! We were

oppressors indeed!''This remained their call until We made them like reaped corn, totally

extinguished." After the punishment, their corpses lay in heaps like stacked corn

after harvesting. Their pomp and glory was also extinguished like a raging fire

that is suddenly put out.

Although the verses do not mention which town is being described, some

commentators say that it was Hadhramaut, a place in Yemen. The people killed a

the Holy Prophet who was sent to them, after which Allah made the tyrant Bakht

Nasar (Nabuchadnezzar) plunder their town, killing many and capturing the

others. In fear and terror, they fled the town for their lives. ["Ma'alimut Tamil" v. 3

p. 240]

(16) We have not created the heavens and the earth in futility. (17) If We
intended to create a toy, We would have done so from Our side if We were to

really do so. (18) However, We hurl truth at falsehood, shattering its head, after

which it suddenly disappears. Woe betide you for what you concoct. (19) To Him

belongs whoever is in the heavens and the earth. Those who are with Him are

not ashamed to worship Him, nor do they tire. (20) They glorify Him night and

day without being lax.

CONFIRMATION OF THE TRUTH AND THE ANNIHILATION OF
FALSEHOOD

Allah begins by saying, "We have not created the heavens and the earth in

futility." Allah created everything with great wisdom, so that people may

recognise His power and grandeur by it. Therefore Allah says, "IfWe intended to

create a toy (i.e. something for futility), We would have done so from Our side if We
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were to really do so. " i.e. If the purpose were only recreation and sport, Allah could

have rather created something else instead of the universe to amuse Himself

with. Of course, Allah does not require such a futile thing like recreation.

Truth and falsehood have always been at loggerheads with each other

because one is the antithesis of the other. However, the truth always prevails and
remains dominant. Referring to this, Allah says, "However, We hurl truth at

falsehood, shattering its head, after which it suddenly disappears. Woe betide you for

what you concoct (about Allah having partners).

"

"To Him belongs whoever is in the heavens and the earth. Those who are with Him
(the angels) are not ashamed to worship Him, nor do they tire. They glorify Him night

and day without being lax." The angels are constantly engaged in Allah's worship

and never stop worshipping Him.
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(21) Or have they chosen gods from the earth who can resurrect? (22) If there

were other deities besides Allah in the heavens and the earth, the system of both

would be in chaos. Allah, the Lord of the Arsh (throne), is Pure from what they

ascribe. (23) He will not be questioned about what He does, but they will be

questioned. (24) Or have they chosen other deities besides Him? Say, "Produce

your proof!" This is a reminder of those with me, and of those before me. But

most of them do not know the truth, because of which they are averse." (25) We
sent revelation to every messenger before you that, "Without doubt there is no

deity besides Me, so worship Me only." (26) They say, "the Merciful has taken a

son." He is Pure! They are but honourable slaves. (27) They do not speak ahead

of Him and duly carry out His orders. (28) He knows what is before them and

what is behind them and only the one with whom He is pleased will be able to

intercede. They tremble with fear for Him. (29) Whoever of them has to say, "I

am a deity besides Him," then We shall punish him in Hell. Thus do We punish

the oppressors.
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THE PROOFS OF ONENESS OF ALLAH (TAUHID) AND THE
LOYALTY OF THE ANGELS

Refuting the beliefs of the polytheists, Allah says, "Or (after exhaustive

searches) have they chosen gods from the earth who can resurrect?" It is obvious that

the idols that they have themselves carved from stone and wood cannot possibly

resurrect anything.

Allah says regarding their false gods in Surah Nahl, "They are dead without

any life. They do not even know when they will be raised." [Surah 16, verse 21]

"If there were other deities besides Allah in the heavens and the earth, the system of

both would be in chaos" It is apparent that if there were many gods, each would

want to do things his way. These conflicting opinions would certainly impact

upon the functioning of the universe, causing it to be cast in turmoil. However, it

is clear to all that the universe is functioning perfectly. Therefore, it follows that

there is only One Allah controlling everything.

Allah says in Surah Mu'min, "Allah has not taken any son, nor are there any

deities with Him. If there were, then every deity would have separated his creation and

some would overpower the others. Allah is Pure from the partners that they ascribe to

Him. " [Surah 23, verse 91]

Declaring His independence from all that the polytheists say, Allah

announces, "Allah, the Lord of the throne, is Purefrom what they ascribe.
"

"He will not be questioned about what He does, but they will be questioned." Allah

has the unrestricted authority to do as He pleases because everything belongs to

Him. However, man is answerable to Allah for everything that he does and

believes. He is answerable in this world, as well as in the Hereafter.

"Or have they chosen other deities besides Him? Say, 'Produce you proof'" There

can be no proof to justify polytheism (shirk). It is abominable logically and from a

religious point of view. The Prophets ^LJ\ ^^ and the divine scriptures have all

attested to its evil and forbidden it.

"This (Qur'an) is a reminder of those with me, and of those before me." The

previous scriptures also verified the evil of polytheism (shirk). However, "most of

them do not know the truth, because ofwhich they are averse."

"We sent revelation to every messenger before you that, 'Without doubt there is no

deity besides Me, so worship Me only." This verse refutes the belief of the Christians,

who claim that Sayyidina Isa f^LJ\ <d* is Allah. Once it has been established that

all the Prophets f%J>\ ^A^ received the same message of Oneness of Allah

(Tauhid), it is sheer foolishness to attribute beliefs of polytheism (shirk) to these

Prophets f^LJ\ ^U.

"They say, 'the Merciful has taken a son.' He is Pure! They (the angels) are but

honourable slaves." In this verse Allah refutes that claim of the polytheists, who
said that the angels are Allah's daughters. Allah describes the loyalty of worship

that the angels portray when he says, "They do not speak ahead of Him and duly

carry out His orders. He knows what is before them and what is behind them and only the

one with whom He is pleased will be able to intercede. They tremble with fear for Him.

Whoever of them has to say, T am a deity besides Him/ then We shall punish him in
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Hell. Thus do We punish the oppressors."
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(30) Do the disbelievers not see that the skies and the earth were once closed,

then We opened them? And We created every living thing from water. Will they

still not believe? (31) We have placed ballast upon the earth so that it does not

shake with them, and We have made wide roads on earth so that they be guided.

(32) And We have made the sky a protected roof, yet they are averse to Our

signs. (33) It is Allah Who created the night, the day, the sun and the moon, each

swimming in its own orbit.

FURTHER PROOFS OF ONENESS OF ALLAH (TAUHID) AND THE
CREATION OF THE EARTH, SKY, SUN AND MOON

In the above verses, Allah describes His power of creation and presents

some great feats of His creation to illustrate the point. Allah says, "Do the

disbelievers not see that the skies and the earth were once closed, then We opened them?"

Initially no rain fell from the sky, nor did any vegetation grow on the earth.

However, when Allah sends the rains, the earth springs to life with various

plants and vegetation.

This should serve a sign to the disbelievers and the polytheists, who deny

Allah's existence and who ascribe partners to Him.

'And We created every living thingfrom water. Will they still not believe?" Every

living thing originated from the rains, either directly or indirectly. Herein also is

a sign for the disbelievers, but they still do not believe.

Furthermore, Allah says, "We have placed ballast upon the earth so that it does

not shake with them..." To give stability to the earth, Allah has placed mountains

on it. Allah says in Surah Nazi' at, "Allah stationed the mountains on earth." [Surah

79, verse 32]

Allah says in Surah Wal Mursalat, "We have placed towering mountains on

earth. " [Surah 77, verse 27]

The mountains extend towards the sky and are also embedded deep within

the ground. They serve the purpose of stabilising the earth, thus preventing it

from shaking. Allah says in Surah Naba, "Have We not made the earth a bed and the

mountains as pegs." However, if Allah wills, He can cause parts of the earth to

shudder with earthquakes together with the mountains.
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Allah continues by saying that He "made wide roads on earth so that they be

guided. Allah has made causeways and paths through the lands and even in the

mountains. These facilitate easy journeys for people.

Allah says in Surah Nuh, "Allah has made the earth a carpet for you so that you
may traverse on its broad roads." [Surah 71, verse 19, 20]

Allah then describes the sky when He says, 'And We have made the sky a

protected roof.." Allah- has protected the sky from falling and cracking. It will be
rent asunder only on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah).

Allah has also protected the skies from the infiltration of the Satan

(Shayatin). Allah says in verses 17 and 18 of Surah Hijr (Surah 15), "And We have

safeguarded it (the sky) from every accursed Satan (Shaytan). Except the one who steals

a hearing. A clearflame pursues him."

"...yet they are averse to Our signs." Despite witnessing the numerous
manifestations of Allah's power, the disbelievers refuse to believe in Him.

"It is Allah Who created the night, the day, the sun and the moon, each swimming
in its own orbit." Witnessing these great creations- of Allah, the sensible person
cannot help but recognise Allah's power and glory. The sun and the moon are

travelling in their orbits with the fluidity and speed of something swimming in

water.

Allah says in Surah Yasin, "It is not possible for the sun to catch up with the

moon, nor is it possible for the night to precede the day. They all rotate within their

orbits. " [Surah 36, verse 40]
'
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(34) We have not prescribed eternal life for any human before you. If you pass

away, will they live forever? (35) Every soul shall taste death. We test you well

with good and bad conditions and you will return to Us. (36) When the
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Consequently, the polytheists of Makkah suffered in the battle of Badr, when
many of their leaders were killed and others were captured.

"They say, 'When will the promise come to pass ifyou are truthful?"' They often

repeated this question because they never believed in Judgment day (Qiyamah).

In reply to this question, Allah says, "Ifonly the disbelievers knew the time when they

will neither be able to avert the Fire from theirfaces, norfrom their backs. They will also

not be helped. However, it (the Fire) will come to them suddenly, totally confounding

them. Then they will neither be able to thwart it off, nor will they be granted any

respite." If they realised this, they would never speak the way they do and would
rather become Muslims, thereby saving themselves from this terrible torment.

"Undoubtedly, the messengers before, you were also ridiculed, so those who ridiculed

them were engulfed by their own ridicule." Allah consoles the Holy Prophet <4* & ju*

,jUj in this verse by reminding him that the previous nations were all punished

because they ridiculed the Prophets f**J\ r^. In the same way, those who
ridiculed and derided the Holy Prophet ^ 4* & J^will also soon suffer the

same fate.
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(42) Say, "Who can protect you from the Merciful each day and night?"

However, they are averse to the Oneness of their Lord. (43) Or do they have

deities that will protect them from Us? They cannot even help themselves, nor

will anyone align with them against Us. (44) Nonetheless, We granted ease to

them and their forefathers until a long period passed by them. Do they not see

that We gradually diminish the earth from its ends? Will they be victorious?

(45) Say, "I warn you only with revelation. The deaf cannot hear the call when

they are warned." (46) Undoubtedly if a puff of your Lord's punishment has to

afflict them they will certainly say, "May destruction overtake us! We were

oppressors indeed!"

NONE CAN PROTECT FROM ALLAH'S PUNISHMENT, AND
PEOPLE DO NOT BELIEVE BECAUSE OF THE COMFORTS THAT
THEY HAVE BEEN GRANTED

"Say, 'Who can protect you from the Merciful each day and night?" The
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disbelievers also realise that none can rescue them from Allah's punishment once

it strikes. "However (despite this realisation), they are averse to the Oneness of their

Lord."

Allah goes on further to say, "Or do they have deities that will protect them from

Us? (This is not possible because) They cannot even help themselves, nor will anyone

align with them against Us."

"Nonetheless, We granted ease to them and their forefathers until a long period

passed by them." As their generations passed by, living in ease and comfort, they

succumbed to the pleasures of this type of life and never responded to the

preaching of the Prophets f*~b <*«>. They were also so engrossed in their own
pleasures, that they failed to heed the constant changes and revolutions that took

place around them. They then opposed the Prophets fiLJ\ ^+1* and their religion's

(D'in's)

"Do they not see thai We gradually diminish the earth from its ends?" i.e. Allah

gradually allows the Muslims to gain control of the earth. Despite this, do the

disbelievers still think that they will gain victory, therefore, Allah asks, "Will they

be victorious?"

"Say, 'I warn you only with revelation. (However, the disbelievers play deaf,

so) The deaf cannot hear the call when they are warned." They refuse to heed the

repeated warnings of Allah' s punishment.

"Undoubtedly if a puff of your Lord's punishment has to afflict them they will

certainly say, 'May destruction overtake us! We were oppressors indeed!"' Then it will

be too late for regrets. They should take heed in this world and accept Islam.

(47) On the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah), We will erect the scales of justice and

no soul will be oppressed in the least. Even if a deed is equal to the weight, of a

mustard seed, We shall present it. We suffice as Reckoners.

THE SCALES OF JUSTICE WILL BE ERECTED ON THE DAY OF
JUDGMENT (QIYAMAH) AND NONE WILL BE OPPRESSED

Allah reminds man of the scene of Judgment day (Qiyamah) when He says,

"On the Day ofJudgment (Qiyamah), We will erect the scales ofjustice and no soul will

be oppressed in the least. Even ifa deed is equal to the weight ofa mustard seed, We shall

present it."

Allah says in Surah Nisa, "Undoubtedly Allah does not even oppress the weight

of an atom. If it be a good deed, He shall multiply it and confer from His side a

tremendous reward. " [Surah 4, verse 40]

Says Allah in Surah Zilzal, "Whoever does an iota 's weight ofgood will see it and

whoever does an iota 's weight ofevil will see it." [Surah 99, verse 7, 8]

Allah then says, "We suffice as Reckoners." After Allah reckons with people,
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there will be no need for any other to repeat the process. None can pass

judgement after Allah.

Sayyidah Ayshah if* iui ^j reports that a person once came to the Holy
Prophet jJL-j a* i»i ju* and, after being seated asked, "J have few slaves who lie to me,

deceive me and disobey me. I scold them and sometimes even hit them. What will become

ofus?"

The Holy Prophet ^j <uU ^i > replied, "On the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah),

their lies, deceit and disobedience will be reckoned against the punishment that you mete

out to them. If the two arefound to be equal, then the matter will be resolved. Neither will

you receive anything from them, nor will you be punished. If your punishment is found

to be less than their misdeeds, you will receive compensation for it. However, if your

punishment exceeds the extent of their misdeeds, then they will be compensated at your

expense.

"

Hearing this, the person moved away, weeping and wailing. The Holy

Prophet (JL-j u* i»i J** then told him, "Did you not read in Allah's Book, "On the

Day of Judgment (Qiyamah), We will erect the scales of justice and no soul will be

oppressed in the least?"

The person then told the Holy Prophet ,0-^ *±* i»i ju,, "O The Holy Prophet

,0^^ Up i»i j** By Allah! I see nothing better for them and for me except that I

should be separated from them. I call you to witness that I have freed all of

them/' [Mishkat p. 484]

Because the above verse mentions "scales" (in the plural form), many
commentators maintain that there will be several scales on the Day of

Judgement. However, the majority of Islamic scholars say that there will be only

one scale, which will be large enough for everyone.

Sayyidina Salman Farsi ^ ifo ^>j narrates from the Holy Prophet Up ii ji^

,JL,j that the scale to he used on the Day of Judgement will be so large that the

heavens and the earth can be accommodated in it. When it will be erected, the

angels will ask Allah for whom will this be used. Allah will reply, "For those of

My bondsmen whom I desire. " [At Targhib wat Tarhib v. 4 p. 425]

The details regarding the method of weighing were discussed in the

commentary of verses 8 and 9 of Surah A'raf.

<^y^i ctjl' H$M ^^r^l ]p)j +h-*fj o*j$* Qlr±J>j &>y U*i* jjdj

yd rM £Aj\ iljU» J>'± \j±*j^ <L>y*~+ a^UjI <j* ^j v^-JJb ~4£>

(48) Without doubt, We have granted Musa and Harun the Decider, a light, and a

reminder to the abstinent ones. (49) Those who fear their Lord without seeing

Him, and they are fearful of Judgment day (Qiyamah), (50) This is a blessed

advice that We have revealed. Will you then reject it?
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THE ATTRIBUTES OF THE QUR'AN AND THE TORAH
Allah says about the Torah, "Without doubt We have granted Musa and Hariin

the Decider (between truth and falsehood), a light (for the heart), and a reminder to

the abstinent ones" Although the Torah was revealed for all people, it was

especially beneficial for the "abstinent ones." Allah then describes who the

"abstinent ones" are. Besides being people who abstain from all sin, Allah says

that they are "Those who fear their Lord without seeing Him, and they are fearful of

Judgment day (Qiyamah)." These were those people who truly followed the

teachings of the Torah.

Certain commentators have mentioned that "the Decider" refers to the

assistance that Allah rendered to Sayyidina Musa and Harun r
^Ui <Jp. They say

further that "a light and a reminder" refer to the Torah.

Thereafter, Allah speaks of the Qur'an. He says, "This is a blessed advice that

We have revealed. Will you then reject it ?"
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(51) Indeed We had granted Ibrahim his correct course from before and We were

ever Aware of him. (52) When he told his father and his people, "What are these

statues that you are devoted to?' (53) They replied, "We found our forefathers

worshipping them." (54) Ibrahim f^~S\ aJp said, "Verily you people and your

forefathers were certainly in manifest error." (55) They said, "Do you bring us

the truth or are you from the jesters?" (56) He said, "Nay, but your Lord is the

Lord of the heaven and the earth, Who has created you. I am of those who bear

witness to this." (57) "And by Allah! I shall certainly formulate a scheme for

your idols after you have turned your backs." (58) So he reduced them to

fragments, except for the largest of them so that they may have recourse towards

him. (59) They exclaimed, 'Who has done this to our gods? He is certainly from

the oppressors!" (60) They said, "We have heard a youth make mention of them.

He is called Ibrahim." (61) They said, "Bring him before the people so that they

may be witnesses. (62) They asked, "Is it you who did this to our gods, O
Ibrahim?" (63) He replied, "But this large one has done it. Ask them if they can

talk." (64) They all searched their souls and said, "You are oppressors indeed."

(65) They then lowered their heads saying, "You know very well that these

cannot speak." (66) He said, "Do you then worship besides Allah such things

that can neither profit you, nor harm you?" (67) "Shame on you and those that

you worship besides Allah! Do you not understand?" (68) They said, "Burn him

and assist your gods if you will do so." (69) We said, "O fire! Be cool and

peaceful for Ibrahim." (70) While they intended to plot against Ibrahim, We
made them the worst losers.

SAYYIDINA IBRAHIM f
*Ji Up CALLS HIS PEOPLE TO ONENESS

OF ALLAH (TAUHID), BREAKS THEIR IDOLS AND IS CAST INTO
AFIRE

The people in the region where Sayyidina Ibrahim fiLJs <ui* was born all

worshipped idols. Although there was none to teach Sayyidina Ibrahim (%J\ *Jp

about Oneness of Allah (Tauhid), Allah imbued in him the correct beliefs. Allah

made him so staunch that none could mislead him. Allah also granted him the

ability to propagate this belief to the people. Referring to this, Allah says, 'indeed

We had granted Ibrahim his correct course (of guidance) from before and We were ever

Aware ofhim."

"When he told his father (in particular) and his people (in general), 'What are

these statues that you are devoted to?" he meant to impress upon their minds the

futility of worshipping lifeless objects. They could not give any suitable reply, so

"They replied, 'We found our forefathers worshipping them. - So they blindly followed

in the tracks of their blind forefathers.

With conviction and vehemence, "Ibrahim f>LJi <U* said, 'Verily you people and

yourforefathers were certainly in manifest error."

"They said, 'Do you bring us the truth or are you from the jesters?"' He replied

by telling them that what he said was no joke. He told them, "Nay, but your Lord

is the Lord of the heavens and the earth, Who has created you. I am of those who bear

witness to this."

He then added, "And by Allah! I shall certainlyformulate a scheme for your idols
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after you have turned your backs.
"

Allah relates the episode in verses 85 to 98 of Surah Saffat (Surah 37) where
Allah says, "When he [Sayyidina Ibrahim. f*~s\ <4*] said to his people and his father,

'What do' you worship? Do you desire concocted deities instead ofAllah? What is your

opinion about the Lord of the universe/ He glanced once at the stars and then he said, T
feel ill. ' So they turned their backs on him and left. He hurried to their gods and said, 'Do

you not eat? What ails you that you do not speak?' He then turned to them, striking

them with force. The people came to him in haste. He said, 'Do you worship what you

carve whereas Allah has created you and what you do?' They said, 'Construct a building

for him and cast him into a blazing fire.' They devised a plot against him, but We made

them the ones to look dawn.

"

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" reports that the people of Sayyidina Ibrahim f%^\ Up
used have a celebration out of town every year, after which they returned to

prostrate to their idols. It was when they went to one such celebration that

Sayyidina Ibrahim ^LJ\ Up broke the idols. On that day, his father told him to

accompany them so that he may take a liking to their faith. As he walked with

them, he looked at the stars (which they revered) and said that he felt sick. He
then returned to the town.

The people had left food as offerings before the idols, so when Sayyidina

Ibrahim (%J>\ Up approached the idols, he said, 'Do you not eat?" They could not

reply, so he said, "What ails you that you do not speak?"

He then began to hit the idols with an axe until "he reduced them to fragments,

except for the largest of them so that they may have recourse towards him." He then

placed the axe around the neck of this large idol.

Some Commentators have mentioned that "towards him" refers to Sayyidina

Ibrahim f*>LJi Up i.e. they would now abort their religion (Din) and would turn to

his religion (Dm). Others say that "towards him" means that they would turn to

this big idol and ask him who the culprit was. Seeing the axe around its neck,

they may also think that this large idol was responsible. ["Ma'alimut Tanzil" v. 3 p.

248]

When the people returned to find their idols demolished, "They exclaimed,

'Who has done this to our gods? He is certainly from the oppressors!" Some of those

present said, "We have heard a youth make mention of them (when he threatened to plot a

scheme for them). He is called Ibrahim. They said, 'Bring him before the people so that

they may be witnesses.

"

When Sayyidina Ibrahim f%Ss *±s- was brought before the people, "They

asked, 'Is it you who did this to our gods, O Ibrahim?' He replied, 'But this large one has

done it. (Ifyou people do not believe me then) Ask them if they can talk."

"They all searched their souls and (realising the error of their ways) said (to each

other), 'You are oppressors indeed.' They then lowered their heads (in embarrassment)

saying, 'You know very well that these cannot speak."

This* was a most excellent method of propagation because Sayyidina

Ibrahim
r
*>LJ\ ^ got the people to admit their own folly. He then told them, "Do

you then worship besides Allah such things that can neither profit you. nor harm you?>
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Shame on you and those that you worship besides Allah! Do you not understand?"

When the people could not find any reply to Sayyidina Ibrahim (%Js Ut
;

they blurted out, "Burn him and assist your gods ifyou will do so." (It is strange that

these people had to hurry to the assistance of their gods, when the gods should

have been assisting them!)

"Ma'alimut Tanzll" reports that they kept Sayyidina Ibrahim ?%J>\ *A*

imprisoned in a room and began to build an enclosure in which they could light

a large fire. Thereafter they started collecting wood to fuel the inferno. People

were so antagonistic towards Sayyidina Ibrahim ^^LJi Up that sick people would
vow to collect firewood if they were cured and women also took similar vows if

any of their tasks were accomplished. People even bought wood to add to the

fire, even if it meant that women spent the profits of their spinning for it.

Eventually they lit the fire. The heat of the fire was so intense that animals

passing by it died of the heat. They stoked the fire for an entire week. Although a

smaller fire would have sufficed to burn one person, the people exerted

themselves to make the fire that big because they feared being disgraced if

Sayyidina Ibrahim fiLJ\ U* was not burnt by a smaller fire.

When the fire was ready, the people hesitated awhile because they did not

know how to put Sayyidina Ibrahim fiL~l\ Up into the fire, since it was

unapproachable. It was then that Iblis, the enemy of the Prophets (%-ti <-$>> came

to their aid. (Even today he continues to give ideas to the enemies of Islam). He
advised them to build a catapult, with which they could cast Sayyidina Ibrahim

pLJ\ aJj^ into the fire.

When Sayyidina Ibrahim f%J\. <ip was being thrown into the fire, the angels

in charge of the waters came to offer assistance, telling him that, if he wished,

they could extinguish the fire. The angels in charge of the winds also offered

their assistance. However, Sayyidina Ibrahim (%Ji <l^ refused their assistance,

saying, "Allah is sufficient for me and He is the best of assistants."

Sayyidina Ubay bin Ka'b <up i»» ^ } narrates that Jibril f%^ ^ came to

Sayyidina Ibrahim f^h Up, asking him if he required anything. Sayyidina

Ibrahim f%J\ <A^ replied, "I do not require any assistance from you." Sayyidina

Jibril (v>LJ ^ then told him, "Then seek help from your Lord." Sayyidina Ibrahim

r
%J\ aAs> said, "My Lord has perfect knowledge of my situation. His knowledge suffices

for me." In this way, he handed his affairs over to Allah without even making

supplication (du'a).

Allah commanded the fire saying, "O fire! Be cool and peaceful for Ibrahim."

Allah added the .word "peaceful" so that the fire does not become so cold that it

would freeze Sayyidina Ibrahim f%J\ *4±. Consequently, Sayyidina Ibrahim Up

(OUi stayed in the fire for seven days without being burnt at all. The only thing

that burnt were the shackles that bound his feet.

The angel in charge of shadows appeared in the form of Sayyidina Ibrahim

f%J^\ Up himself and kept him company in the fire. Since Sayyidina Ibrahim <^

f*>LJ\ was deprived of his clothes when thrown into the fire, Jibril f^LJi U^ brought

for him clothing from Heaven (Jannah) and a carpet from Heaven (Jannah) as

well. Jibril f*>i~J» ^ put the clothes on for him and spread out the carpet,
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whereupon the two sat and spoke.

Nimrud, the king, was astonished when he saw Sayyidina Ibrahim (^lJ\ *J*

in a garden, talking to someone while the wood around him was being

consumed by the fire. He called out to Sayyidina Jbrahlm f>LJ Up saying, "Can

you get out of the fire?" "Certainly," replied Sayyidina Ibrahim r>LJi Up, and he

came out. Nimrud said, "It seems that your Lord is exceptionally powerful, Even the

fire is subservient to him. I shall sacrificefour thousand cows in the name ofyour Lord.

"

Sayyidina Ibrahim (%~h Up said to him, "Your sacrifices will not be accepted by

Allah as long as you remain an adherent to your religion (Din). Forsake your religion

(Din) and accept mine." Nimrud replied, "I cannot forsake my religion (Din) and

my kingdom, but I will sacrifice the cows." He then sacrificed the cows and

desisted from persecuting Sayyidina Ibrahim f^LJ\ *A*. ["Ma'alimut TanzU" v. 3 p. 251]

Surah Saffat mentions that the disbelievers said, "Construct a building for him

and cast him into a blazing fire." They therefore constructed a special place where

they lit the fire.

The entire nation converged on the plot to kill the solitary the Holy Prophet

of Allah f!>LJi *A*, but were unsuccessful. Therefore, Allah says, "While they

intended a plot against Ibrahim, We made them the worst losers.

The verse of Surah Saffat says, "They intended to plot against him, but We made

them the lowest." [Surah 37, verse 98]

Much of what has been recounted above from "Ma'alimut Tanzil" conforms

with the narrative of the Qur'an. However, the rest seems to be sourced from the

Bani Isra'Il. It has been narrated here though, because it does not contradict any

law of the Shari'ah, nor any verse of the Qur'an. We shall presently relate some

Ahadith pertaining to the same incident.

THE EVIL NATURE OF THE CHAMELEON AND THE PROMISE OF
REWARD FOR THE PERSONWHO KILLS IT

Sayyidina Umm Sharik ^ ^i ^j reports that the Holy Prophet^ Up ii j^
instructed that chameleons be killed, saying that one of them blew at Sayyidina

Ibrahim f%^\ U*. [Bukhari v. 2 p. 474]

This hadith means that the chameleon -blew into the fire kindled for

Sayyidina Ibrahim f*~S\ Up with the intention of stoking it further. Although its

blowing would not have affected such a large fire at all, still the chameleon blew

in it because of its inherent evil nature. An enemy leaves no stone unturned to

cau.se injury to his adversary, even if it means doing the most insignificant act.

Because of its inherent evil and the fact that it could be harmful to man, the Holy

Prophet ,JL-j Up i»i j^> instructed the Muslims to kill chameleons.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra <* &\ ^j reports from the Holy Prophet ,0^ u* ii j^
that the person who kills a chameleon with the first strike, shall receive the

reward of a hundred good deeds. The person who kills it with the second strike,

shall receive a lesser reward, and the person who kill it with the third strike shall

earn a lesser than the second. [Muslim v. 2 p. 236]
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SAYYIDINA IBRAHIM P
*J» Up WILL BE THE FIRST TO BE

CLOTHED ON THE DAY OFJUDGMENT (QIYAMAH)

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas *± & ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet &\ ju
(JL-j 4-u said, "You will all be resurrected bare-footed, naked and uncircumcised

on the day of Judgment (Qiyamah). The first person to be clothed will be

Sayyidina Ibrahim f%J\ <i*."' [Bukhari]

Sayyidina Ibrahim (OLJ» aJp will receive this privilege because he was
stripped of his clothing when he was cast into the fire.

THE THREE "LIES'' OF SAYYIDINA IBRAHIM fiU\ Up, BECAUSE
OF WHICH HE WILL NOT WANT TO INTERCEDE FOR THE
COMMENCEMENT OF RECKONING

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** &\ ^j reports from the Holy Prophet^3 a* &\ j^>

that Sayyidina Ibrahim f%~h 4^ never lied, except about three matters. The first

two were for Allah's pleasure. The first of these was when he refused to

accompany his people and said, 'I feel ill." The second was when he told them,

"But this large one has done it."

The third occasion transpired when he was once travelling with his wife,

Sayyidah Sarah fiL& i^U. They happened to pass by the territory of a tyrannical

king. Someone informed the king that a person [Sayyidina Ibrahim (OUJf aJs] was
passing by with an exceptionally beautiful woman. When the king sent a

messenger to ask Sayyidina Ibrahim {%J\ a> who the lady was, Sayyidina

Ibrahim (OLJt Up told him that she was his sister.

Sayyidina Ibrahim (MJt U* then told Sayyidah Sarah f$*J\ i*A* that if the king

ever called her up, she should tell him that she was his sister. This was because

the king would retain her if he knew that she was his wife. He also told her that

she could be called his sister because she was really his sister in religion (Din),

since they were the only tvyo believers in the land.

Nevertheless, the king forcefully summoned her to him. As she left,

Sayyidina Ibrahim (M-Ji <l* began performing Salah. When the king tried to touch

her, he became paralysed. He pleaded to her to pray for him, promising never to

harass her again. When she did so, he was cured. However, he again attempted

to touch her. This time the same paralyse took place more severely. He again

pleaded with her to pray for him and promised that he would not harm her

again. When she did so and he was relieved of the malady, he called his officer,

telling him that he had not brought a human to him, but some devil.

He then released Sayyidah Sarah pLJ\ \+A*, gifting her with a maidservant by
%

the name of Hajar. When she returned to Sayyidina Iferahim f%J\ <M, she found

him engaged in Salah. When he asked her what has happened by a gesture of the

hand, she replied, "Allah had overturned the plot of the disbeliever upon him and given

me a maidservant by the name ofHajar." [Bukhari v. 2 p. 474]

The first of the three ''lies'' (when he said "I feel ill ") was mentioned so that

he could have the opportunity to destroy the idols for Allah's sake. The

statement meant that he was not in the mood of accompanying them, which may
be described as being sick. Using certain linguistic rules of Arabic, other Scholars
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(Ulatna) have interpreted the statement to mean that he 'could get sick/ which is

not a lie at all. The people merely misunderstood what he really meant.

The second "lie" (when he told them, "But this large one has done it") was
mentioned to impress upon the peoples

7 minds that their idols were helpless. In

this way, he was able to present Oneness of Allah (Tauhid) to them. Scholars

(Ulatna) say that the statement could be interpreted as "if he could, this large one

would have done it" or "if these could talk, then it is also possible that the large one could

have done it"

The third untruth was also not a real lie because SayyidaH Sarah f^LJ* i^jlp

was really his sister in religion (D'in). The Holy Prophet^3 <4* ii ju* did not say

that this third untruth was for the pleasure of Allah because it included a degree

of personal interest as well. However, it should be borne in mind that their

journey was one of migration (Hijrah), which was sure to be amply rewarded by

Allah. Then too, a per&sm will be greatly rewarded for protecting the chastity of a

believing woman, especially his wife.

"Fat'hul Bari" reports from the "Musnad of Ahmad" that Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Abbas <* 2fo ^j said, "Sayyidina Ibrahim f%J* <M mentioned the three

things (that appeared to be untrue) for the protection of Allah's religion (D'in) and to

combat his enemies." [v. 6 p. 392]

These "lies" were therefore not really lies in the true sense of the word. They

were only referred to as lies in the hadith because the lofty mantle of the

Prophethood demands that, the PropheJ^ f*~to ^^ also be cautious in these

matters.

Bukhari (v.'l p. 74) reports a hadith in which it is mentioned that on the day

of Judgment (Qiyamah) people will run to Sayyidina Nuh f^Jt Up to plead with

him to intercede for reckoning to commence. He will declare himself incapable of

the task and send them to Sayyidina Ibrahim pLJi «JL*. When they will place the

same request to Sayyidina Ibrahim f^LJ <i*, he will also decline, saying that he

spoke the above three untruths. For this reason, he will also consider himself

unfit for this task.

Commenting on this hadith, Mulla Ali Qari 4* & **-j writes that these three

untruths were not really lies, but are referred to as such because they appear to

be lies. This caused Sayyidina Ibrahim ?%J\ a*U to consider Himself unworthy of

this great intercession. The closer a person is to Allah, the more he fears Allah

and apprehends accountability for even the slightest error. This applies to all the

Prophets f*~& ^. who may have erred. Ibnul Malik *> A't ^j has mentioned that

the perfectionists may be taken to task for certain deeds that would appear to be

acts of devotions if carried out by others.

Note: A question has been posed about the third untruth of Sayyidina

Ibrahim pub U*. The necessity of his statement has been

questioned, because the tyrannical king would have apprehended

Sayyidah Sarah ^Ui'.i^ irrespective of whether she was the sister

of Sayyidina Ibrahim f*-b -d* or his wife. In fact, he did apprehend

her despite the untruth. Why was it then necessary to say that she

was his sister?
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Commentators have mentioned that although the king was a tyrant, his

religion (D'in) demanded that he does not apprehend anyone's sister. Sayyidina

Ibrahim £*~A\ U* expected him to adhere to his religion (D'in) in this regard.

However, the king was unable to resist the temptation of molesting her when he

saw her stunning beauty.

When the king attempted to molest her, she made the following

supplication (du'a), "O Allah! You know that I have believed in You and in Your Holy

Prophet I have also guarded my chastity, so do not, allow this disbeliever to overpower

me" ["Fat'hulBari"]

The ignorant king would not admit that he was wrong in his ways, but

rather chose to call Sayyidah Sarah $%-& i$> as devil. However, he did realise that

she was a pious woman, because of which he gave the maidservant, Hajar as a

gift. Sayyidina Ibrahim fX~)\ <1* later married Sayyidah Hajar ^LJ\ t^lp and

Sayyidina Isma'il f*~b U* was born from her. The mother and son were later

taken to Makkah.

Sayyidina Ibrahim fX-b Up endured many trials and adversities for Allah's

religion (D'in), because of which Allah declares in Surah Nisa, "Allah chose

Ibrahim for a friend." Sayyidina Ibrahim f%^\ -Up became known as the father of all

the Prophets f%~S\ r^.

Sayyidina Ibrahim f%Jt aJLp built the Ka'ba with Sayyidina Isma'il f&J\ <ip,

after which he prayed for the people of Makkah saying, "O our Lord! Send among

them a messenger from their midst who will recite Your verses to them, teach them the

Book and wisdom, and purify them. Without doubt, You are the Mighty, the Wise."

Allah accepted this supplication (du'a) with the advent of the Holy Prophet & ju
,JL^ 4ip from his progeny via Sayyidina Isma'il f^LJ\ Up. Even the Holy Prophet JL*

jJl-j Up i»i was instructed to adhere to the creed of Sayyidina Ibrahim f%J\ Up.

"V-*i 'n' """ f^ft ^ '\S\\ \'
- <&? If .•\Ff"li"i1 V > '•&'

& \j>% fejfl '&£ >j&\ tffc &5\& ^i t££

(71) We rescued Ibrahim and Lut to a land that We had blessed for all in the

universe. (72) We gifted Ibrahim with Is'haq and a grandson, Ya'qub. We made

all of them righteous. (73)We made them leaders who guided by Our orders, and

We commanded them to perform good deeds, to establish Salah, and to pay

Zakah. They were all Our worshippers.

SAYYIDINA IBRAHIM AND LUT f^\ u$JIp MIGRATE TO A
BLESSED LAND

The above verse makes mention of Sayyidina Lut ftLJ\ aJLp, who was the son

of Sayyidina Ibrahim fiLJ\ Up's paternal uncle. They both left their homeland and
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migrated to Palestine, which Allah refers to as "a land that We had blessed for all in

the universe"

Allah says that thereafter "We gifted Ibrahim with (a son by the name of)

Is'haq and a grandson, Ya'qub." Sayyidina Ya'qub fX^s Up was the son of Sayyidina

Is'haqf%Jt aJp.

"We njade all of them righteous." They were all adherents of Allah's

commands and abstained from everything that He prohibited.

Allah says further, "We made them leaders who guided (others) by Our orders,

and We commanded them to perform good deeds, to establish Salah and to pay Zakah.

They were all Our worshippers.

"

i^SU fe cjX 4)1 -&gaM d. <&*j U*j <& k*C iljjj

(74) We granted Lut wisdom and knowledge, and We rescued him from a town

that used to perpetrate despicable acts. They were certainly evil and lecherous

people. (75) And We admitted him into Our mercy. He was indeed from

among the righteous.

ALLAH BESTOWS HIS GRACE UPON SAYYIDINA LUT fiU\ aJp BY
RESCUING HIM FROM A SINFUL NATION AND SHOWERING
HIS MERCY UPON HIM

Allah says that He "granted hut wisdom and knowledge..." After he migrated

with Sayyidina Ibrahim fiLJ\ <uU, Allah made him also a Holy Prophet ^LJs «ip

and sent him to preach to certain towns near Jordan. The people of these towns

engaged in numerous depraved actions, one of them being deriving sexual

gratification from men and boys (sodomy). This vile deed dwarfed all other sins,

causing the people to indulge in all other s*ns as well.

Despite all his efforts, the people refused to desist from their atrocities.

Eventually Allah punished these people by overturning their towns and raining

stones on them. Allah saved Sayyidina Lut phJ\ Up and the believers (Mu'minln)

(his family) from this punishment. Referring to this, Allah says, "We rescued him

from a town that used to perpetrate despicable acts. They were certainly evil and

lecherous people."

This entire incident has been discussed in Surah A'raf [Surah 7, verses. 80-84]

and Surah Hud [Surah 11, verses 77-83].

Allah says further, "And We admitted him into (the ranks of those pious

bondsmen upon whom We showered) Our mercy. He was indeed from among the

righteous." The rank of the "Salihin" (the righteous) is indeed extremely high, the

highest echelon of which is occupied by the Prophets ftLJs ^M because of their

innocence.
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^ j£$^. f£l*^ 1*^^» jj?» 6* ^^£p ^U»

(76) And remember Nuh. When he called from before and We responded to him.

So We rescued him and his family from tremendous distress. (77) And We

granted him salvation from a nation who denied Our verses. They were indeed

an evil nation, so We drowned all of them.

THE SUPPLICATION (DU'A) OF SAYYIDINA NUH f
*J> aJp AND

ALLAH'S SUBSEQUENT HELP

After preaching to his nation for an extensive period of 950 years, only a few

people accepted the message of Sayyidina Nuh £&J\ 4*. Finally, he submitted to

Allah saying, "O my Lord! Do not leave a single disbeliever alive on earth.
"

Allah accepted this supplication {du'a) of his and sent torrential rains and

waters from the earth itself. As a result, all the disbelievers were drowned, while

the believers were rescued on the ark that Sayyidina Nuh f^J\ a* had built. AH

the members of his family were also rescued, except his wife and one son.

Allah says in Surah Nuh, "On account of their sins, they were drowned and

entered into the Fire/
1 A detailed account of this incident has passed in Surah A'faf

[Surah 7, verses 59-64] and Surah Hud [Surah 11, verse 25-49].

Allah says, "So We rescued him and his family from tremendous distress." This

refers to being rescued from the floods and from the persecution of his nation.

\o^>t^j U^j L>s^ uuSU y^=>j 6^* i ^ .« i <n H^ ^H^. (*£?**

o*U %&£ *i^kj EP C^Ui L^=>j j^\j j>^i JL^Jl *,l> *>

(78)Remember Dawud and Sulayman, when they arbitrated about a crop that

was trampled by the goats of a people. We were Witnesses to their decision. (79)

We explained the decision to Sulayman and granted wisdom and knowledge to

both of them. We subjugated the mountains and birds to Dawud's service and
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they all engaged in Allah's glorification. We are the ones Who can do. (80) We
taught Dawud the skill of making armour, so that it protects you in your wars.

Will you be grateful? (81) And We Subjugated the swift wind for Sulayman;. By

his command, it carried him to the land that We had blessed. We have

knowledge of all things. (82) There were some Satan (Shayatm) who used to

dive for him and do other work for him. We are their Protectors.

ALLAH'S BOUNTIES ON SAYYIDINA DAWUD ?
%Ji Up AND ON

HIS SON, SAYYIDINA SULAYMAN f
*~!i Up

"Remember Dawud and Sulayman, when they arbitrated about a crop that was

trampled by the goats of a people. We were Witnesses to their decision." This verse

refers to an incident that occurred during the reign of Sayyidina Dawud -£*J>\ Up.

A farmer brought a person to the court of Sayyidina Dawud ^\ Up, claiming

that the person's goats had escaped from their enclosure at night and ravaged his

(the farmer's) crops.

Sayyidina Dawud f*-l\ Up ruled that all the goats should be given to the

farmer as compensation. When the two left Sayyidina Dawud's ftsUi *> court,

they met Sayyidina Sulayman p~&^. When he asked them what the judgement

of his father was, they informed him about it. Sayyidina Sulayman (*~& 4* told

them, "If I had passed judgement, it would have been beneficial to both parties."

He then went to his father and repeated the same statement. Sayyidina

Dawud (}Uv Aip asked him what he had in mind. Sayyidina Sulayman (*~k U*

said that the goats be put in the custody of the farmer so that he may use the

milk and wool. In the meantime, the other person should be given the farm and

work the land until the crops grow to the condition that they were when the

goats destroyed them. Thereafter, the goats were to be returned to the original

owner.

Sayyidina Dawud f&J\ U* was pleased with this decision and called the two

back, instructing them likewise. Allah refers to this decision when He says, "We

explained the decision to Sulayman and granted wisdom and knowledge to both of them."

The author of "Bayanul Qur'an" writes that this verse indicates that the original

decision of Sayyidina Dawud {*~h Up was also correct. He decreed that the goats

be given to the farmer because the value of the goats equalled the value of the

crops. This conformed with tjie law and both parties were constrained to abide.

However, this decision was detrimental to the owner of the goats because

he stood to lose everything. On the other hand, the ruling of Sayyidina Sulayman

pLJ\ aA* was beneficial to both, but required the consent of both parties. Once

they both agreed, it was duly enforced.

This shows that the second decision did not indicate that the first was

wrong. It is for this reason that Allah said that He "granted wisdom and knowledge

to both of them. -At the end, it should be borne in mind that this was an affair

between father and son.

THE RULING OF THE HOLY PROPHET <JL-j 4*1* Ai J*
It has been reported that a camel belonging to Sayyidina Bara bin Azib ^>j
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*± &\ once wandered into the orchard of some people, and caused much damage.
The Holy Prophet ^3 a* it jl* ruled that the owner of the camel was not
responsible for the damage because it was the duty of the owners of the orchard
to ensure that their orchard was secure during the daytime.

The Holy Prophet ^'*M ii J* added that the owners of animals should
ensure that their animals are secured at night. They would be responsible for any
damage caused by their animals if their animals caused damage during the

night. [Abu Dawud]

The different rulings of the jurists can be referred to in the books of

jurisprudence.

ANOTHER STORY ABOUT SAYYIDINA SULAYMAN
f
*Ji Up

Bukhari (p. 487) reports that two women had an infant son each. It

transpired that a wolf attacked and fled with one of their sons. Each one of them
then claimed that the living child was theirs. When the case was brought before

Sayyidina Dawud pun *a*, he, after much deliberation, awarded the child to the

elder woman.

As the two were returning from his court, they chanced upon Sayyidina
Sulayman pLJ\ u*, and related the entire incident to him. Sayyidina Sulayman Up
fiLJ\ told someone, "Bring me a knife. I shall cut the child in halfand give each woman
one half" The younger lady submitted, "May Allah have mercy on you! It is her

child." At this, Sayyidina Sulayman pU» *> handed the child over to the younger
lady because her concern for the child was greater. This proved that the child

was really hers. If it belonged to the elder woman, she would not have remained
silent.

Both decisions (regarding the goats and the one about the two women) were
not inspired by revelation from Allah, but the respective Prophets ^\^ gave
their verdicts based upon their personal knowledge.

THE KINGDOM OF SAYYIDINA DAWUD >*J» Up AND HIS
CONTROL OVER THE MOUNTAINS AND BIRDS

Allah conferred upon Sayyidina Dawud {%J\ <4± the divine scripture called

the Zabur. After recounting one of his decisions in Surah Sad, Allah said to him,
"O Dawud! Indeed, We have made you a deputy on earth, so judge between people with

the truth, and do not follow carnal passions, which will mislead you from Allah 's path.

"

[Surah 38, verse 26]

Allah says in Surah Naml, "Indeed We granted knowledge toT)awud and
Sulayman. They both said, "All praise is due to Allah Who has preferred us above

many ofHis believing bondsmen." Sulayman succeeded Dawud and he said, "Oh people!

We have been taught the speech of the birds and have been granted everything. This is

certainly a manifest bounty. " [Surah 27, verses 15, 1 6]

In the verse under discussion (verse 79 of Surah Anbiya) Allah says about
Sayyidina Dawud f}U» <Op, "We subjugated the mountains and birds to Dawud'

s

service and they all engaged in Allah's glorification. We are the ones Who can do." All

these creation engaged in glorification (Tasbih) with Sayyidina Dawud f*~l\ Up.
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Allah says in Surah Saba, "Verily, We granted Dawud a great bounty from Us.

'Oh mountains! Repeat (the Tasbih) with Dawud/ And the birds were also given the

command. We also made iron softfor him. " [Surah 34, verse 10]

Says Allah in Surah Sad, "Be patient with all they say and remember Our slave

Dawud, the strong. He was certainly penitent. Verily, We subjugated the mountains

with him, who would glorify Allah by evening and at daybreak. We also subjugated the

birds, who all gathered together. They were all penitent towards Allah. We strengthened

his kingdom and granted him wisdom and decisive speech." [Surah 38, verses 17-20]

The Ahadith report that Allah had granted Sayyidina Dawud ftLJ\ Up a

beautiful voice. One can well imagine the magnificent scene of him reciting the

Zabur with the chorus of the birds and mountains.

We have already explained how the seemingly inanimate creations of Allah

engage in remembrance (Dhikr). This was mentioned in the commentary of verse

74 of Surah Baqarah, where Allah says, 'indeed there are some of them (the rocks) that

fall out of the fear for Allah." However, we humans cannot understand how they

make remembrance (Dhikr).

THE SKILL OF MAKING ARMOUR
People in former times used coats of armour, shields arid helmets to protect

themselves in battle. Allah mentions another favour upon Sayyidina Dawud aJ^

p~S\, when He says, "We taught Dawud the skill of making armour, so that it protects

you in your wars.Will you be grateful?"

Allah says in Surah Saba, "We also made iron soft for him (for Sayyidina

Dawud f^LJi Up, andWe instructed him) 'Make coats of armour, perfect the links and

you all should do good deeds. I am certainly watching whatever you do." [Surah 38, verse

Sayyidina Dawud f%J\ Up used to mould the links of the armour by hand
and then piece them together to complete the coat of armour.

Ibn Kathir Up ifo <^j has reported that Sayyidina Dawud f%J\ -Op used to

make one coat of armour daily, which he used to sell for six thousand dirhams.

He woud then spend two thousand on the needs of his family, and the remaining

four thousand would be used to feed the Bani Isra'll with bread made of fine

white flour, [v. 3 p. 547]

The incident of the two decisions of Sayyidina Dawud 'fiLJ\ Up and
Sayyidina Sulayman fiLJ\ Up illustrates that a judge can retract his decision if

another is found to be more suitable. However, this will apply only when his

decision was not based on an explicit law of the Qur'an or Ahadith. It will apply

when a judge bases his decision on a personal opinion in the absence of any

explicit law from the Qur'an and Ahadith. Of course, when a law is categorically

stated in the Qur'an or the Ahadith, it will be Unlawful (Haram) for the judge to

use his personal reasoning.

Imam Daraqutni Up i>\ ^ has recorded the following letter of Sayyidina

Umar -up ifo ^ Jf in which the principles of court judgements are outlined.

Sayyidina Umar k* iv^j wrote, "It should be noted that passing judgement
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between people is an essential r iponsibility and should always be adopted. So if

anyone comes to you with a case, then pass judgement in favour of the truth

because the truth cannot be of any use if it is not enforced. Be just between

people with regard to whom you admit to your gatherings, to whom you pay

attention, and in your judgements This should be done so that no high ranking

person may feel that you would oppress another because of him, and so that no

low ranking person should think that you would oppress him."

He continues to write, "Presenting a witness is the duty of the plaintiff,

while the defendant will be required to swear on oath (in the absence of a

witness). While it is permissible to reconcile between people, reconciliation

cannot be adopted when it means permitting something that is Unlawful (Haram)

or forbidding something that is permissible (Halal). If you learn of the correct

ruling after already passing one, let not your original ruling prevent you from

enforcing the truth (the second ruling), because the truth is the real thing and

error cannot alter it. It is better to take recourse to the truth than to be obstinate

about error.

''Exert yourself to unravel whatever creates doubts in your heart. Ifyou do notfind

any explicit guidance in the Qur'an and the Ahdith, then try to understand similar

situations and examples. Then base your decisions upon an assimilation and comparative

study of the two situations. Then you should pass judgement according to that which

Allah would be pleased with, and which seems most correct in your estimation/'

"Grant the plaintiff grace to produce his evidence. When he does, then pass

judgement accordingly, otherwise pass judgement against him. This period of grace will

prove to be beneficial in unravelling the truth and bringing the criminal to justice."

"All Muslims are reliable and may offer testimony for each other. The only

exceptions are those who have been previously lashed for slander, those whom
you have previously found to be liars, and those who have been found guilty of

nepotism in a previous testimony. The testimony of these people should never be

accepted. Allah knows the secrets of the hearts and peoples' intentions.

Witnesses terminate disputes."

"Do not be agitated when people bring their disputes to you and do not let

it distress you. Do not sit in isolation with those who have brought their disputes

to you. Judge between them with equity and Allah will reward you for it. Speak

favourably of people solely for Allah's_pleasure. Allah will solve all those

problems that may arise because of your association with people. Allah will

expose the faults of those who pretend to look good, but are really not so."

THE WINDS WERE AT THE SERVICE OF SAYYIDINA SULAYMAN

"And We subjugated the swift wind for Sulayvfian. By his command, it carried him

to the land that We had blessed. We have knowledge ofall things.

"

A verse of Surah Sad says that Sayyidina Sulayman prayed, "O my Lord!

Forgive me and grant me a kingdom that cannot be had by any other after me.

Undoubtedly, You are the Great Giver." Allah continues, "So We subjugated the wind

for him, which would blow gently by his command wherever he wished to go. (We also
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subjugated) the Shayatin for him, who were builders and divers. Besides these [Satan

(Shayatin)] there were others who were shackled in chains. 'This is Our gift, so spend or

withhold without any accountability/ Undoubtedly, he has a close position to Us, and a

favourable return." [Surah 38, verses 35-40]

Allah accepted the supplication (du'a) made by Sayyidina Sulayman f*~& U*

above. He was therefore given control over the Jinn and the winds. In a short

while, the winds carried him and his army (consisting of humans, Jinn and birds)

wherever they needed to go. Sometimes, according to the. need, the wind carried

him speedily, as mentioned in the above verse of Surah Anbiya where Allah say

that it was a "swift wind". When Sayyidina Sulayman f%J\ *J* desired, it would
also carry him gently, as mentioned in the above verse of Surah Sad where Allah

says that the wind "would blow gently by his command". Allah says in verse 12 of

Surah Saba (Surah .34) that, in a single morning or in a single evening, the wind

would carry them a distance that would normally take a month to> travel.

Sayyidina Sulayman f%^\ Up also had control over the Jinn, who would
carry out various tasks for him. He would also punish them for any misdeeds

and bind them in chains, from which they could not escape. Allah says, "There

were some Shayatin who used to dive for hint and do other work for him." The divers

from them used to find various gems and jewels from the seaf
bringing them

back to Sayyidina Sulayman f%J\ Up.

Allah says in Surah Saba, "As he pleased, they would construct for him huge

buildings, statues, dishes the size ofdams and large pots which could not be movedfrom

their place." [Surah 34, verse 13]

THE HOLY PROPHET ^j U* h J*> CAPTURES A JINN

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra *& ifo ^j reports that a Jinn once attempted to

disrupt the Salah of the Holy Prophet <JUj u* ii jl*. Allah granted the Holy

Prophet fJL^ Up &\ ju the ability to capture this Jinn. The following morning, The

Holy Prophet ,4-^ u* i» ju* told the Sahabah^ iv ^>j that he wanted to tie this

Jinn to one of the Masjid pillars so that they could see it However, he recalled

the supplication (du'a) of his brother Sayyidina Sulayman {%~h U*> when he

prayed, "O my Lord! Forgive me and grant me such a kingdom that will not be granted

to anyone after me. Verily You are the Bestawer." Therefore, the Holy Prophet '& JL*

,0-0 4^ released him and Allah sent him back disgraced. [Bukhari and Muslim]

According to a narration of Sayyidina Abu Darda ** & ^j, The Holy

Prophet>i^ Up & ju, said, "Allah's enemy, Mis, came to throw aflame at my face. I

thrice repeated, T seek protection with Allah from you!' and 7 curse you with the full

curse ofAllah!" However, he was still not deterred. I then wanted to grab hold of

him. By Allah! If it were not for Jhe prayer of my brother Sulayman, I would

have tied him up and kept him until the morning so that the children of Madinah

could play with him." [Muslim v. 1 p. 205]

REMINDING SNAKES OF THE PLEDGE THAT THEY MADE WITH
SAYYIDINA NUH AND SULAYMAM ?%J\ u^

Tirmidhi reports that the Holy Prophet <JL,j Up ii j^> said, "When you see a

snake in your home, then say to it, 'We remind you of the pledge that you took
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with Nuh and Sulayman, the son of Dawud pLJs Up, that you will not harm us.' If

the snake reappears thereafter, then kill it." Since Sayyidina Sulayman
r
%-Ji Up

had control of the Jinn and birds, it is obvious that he also exercised control over
all the other animals and reptiles as well.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud -up &\ ^j reports that mention was once
made of certain words that were reputed to cure the effects of poison. The Holy
Prophet ,0^, Up & j* asked the Sahabah^ iut ^j to recite these for him. When
it was recited to him, The Holy Prophet <J~3 <4* i« J^ said that there was no harm
in saying them. These were the words that Sayyidina Sulayman r

->LJi Up derived
from the poisonous creatures themselves. ["Durrul Manthur" v. 4 p. 327]

^«J\\ *^:
\ 'A' *h\ '•*' *'\ *<' *S\. m s* **{'*>

(83) And remember when Ayyub supplicated to his Lord saying, "Difficulty has
certainly afflicted me and You are the Most Merciful of those who show mercy."

(84) So We answered his call and alleviated the difficulty that beset him. We
then granted him his family and the like thereof in addition as a special mercy
from Us and as a remembrance for the worshippers.

THE DIFFICULTY OF SAYYIDINA AYYUB pJis *4*

The above verses, as well as verses 41 to 44 of Surah Sad (Surah 34), make
mention of the severe illness that befell Sayyidina Ayyub pus Up. However, no
verse mentions exactly what disease affected him and for what period he
suffered. These facts are not even mentioned in any Ahadith from the Holy
Prophet pi-j *Jj> &

L$
u. However, it is established that he suffered more than the

average Prophet
r
*>LJi Up and that he lost all his children in the process.

All the narrations that have been mentioned about him find their source
from the Bani Isra'il. The above verses make it clear that he prayed to Allah for

relief from his difficulty and Allah accepted this supplication (du'a) by granting
him a cure from his illness. This was intended as a "remembrance for the

worshippers"

"We then granted him his family and the like thereof in addition as a special mercy

from Us..." Commentators have mentioned that this could mean that Allah
returned his lost family and children to him, or that Allah granted him a new
family after the first had died. The numbers of his family were doubled
afterwards.

The details of this incident will be mentioned in Surah Sad. However, it

should be borne in mind that the narrations stating that Sayyidina Ayyub
r
*>LJi aJ^

had to lie in the dumps for a long period does not seem authentic because it

contradicts the high standards of purity and cleanliness that the Prophets ^
fiLJ\ maintained.
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The narrations stating that worms fell off from his body also does not seem
correct because this would cause people to shun him, thereby hindering
propagation.

(85) And remember Isma'il, Idris and Dhul KifL They were all from the patient

ones. (86) We admitted them all into Our mercy. They were indeed for

the righteous.

SAYYIDINA ISMA'IL IDRIS AND DHUL KIFL
f
*Ji ^M

Allah says that all three of these Prophets ^i^ were from the "patient

ones" Mention has already been made of Sayyidina Isma'H and Idris
r
^LJ\ u^U in

Surah Maryam. However, Sayyidina Dhul Kifl
f
*J» Up has been mentioned here

for the first time in the Qur'an. Mention of him will also follow in Surah Sad,
where Allah says, "Call to mind Isma'il, Yasa and Dhul Kifl. They were all from the

very best." [Surah 34, verse 48]

Since the Ahadlth do not make clear mention of Sayyidina Dhul Kifl <ip

f^LJt, there exists some differences of opinion about his personality.

WHO WAS SAYYIDINA DHUL KIFL P
*Ji Up?

The following narrations have been reported from Sayyidina Abdullah bin
Abbas <up &\ ^>j and Sayyidina Mujahid *** &vi*Jm However, they also seem to

stem from Isra'Iliyat (narrations of the Bani Isra'il).

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas <* it^ has mentioned that the Prophet <Up

fU^ once gathered his people together and asked them who would assume the
role of judge among them. However, he stipulated that the person should never
become angry at any time. A youth accepted the post, £>ut the Prophet

r
^LJi a*

repeated the question thrice. When the youth accepted the post all three times,
the task was handed over to him.

Thereafter, it once occurred that Satan {Shaytan) awakened the judge while
he was asleep and told him that another person had oppressed him. He grabbed
hold of the judge's hand and led him away. As they were walking, Satan
(Shaytan) released his hand and ran away. Despite being deceived after being
rudely awakened from his sleep, the judge did not become angry and remained
true to his post as judge. As a result, he was titled "Dhul Kifl" (i.e. "The one who
upholds his responsibility").

"Durrul Manthur" has also reported from Sayyidina Abu Musa Ash'ari ^
** &\ that Sayyidina Dhul Kifl was not a Prophet, but a pious person from the
Bani Isra'il. He was- given the title of "Dhul Kifl" because he undertook to fulfil

the responsibility of worshiping Allah day and night to succeed another person
from the Bani Isra'il who had been doing so.
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Tirmidhi has reported a hadith in which it is reported that Dhul Kifl fiLJ\ <lU

was a person from the Bani Isra'Il who could never abstain from sin. He once

contracted a deal with a woman to continent adultery, and paid her sixty gold

coins. When they were about to perpetrate the act, she began to weep. He asked,

"Why are you crying? I never forced you into this." She admitted that she was
not forced, but said that this was the first time that she was doing such a thing,

and that necessity had forced her to do so.

He then allowed her to leave and let her have the sixty gold coins. He then

repented and took an oath never to sin again. He happened to pass away the

same night. The next morning, the inscription was found emblazoned on his

door, "Allah has verily forgiven Kifl."

It is possible that this person was another Dhul Kifl. If he were the same
person mentioned in the Qur'an, then it will have to be believed that he was not

the Holy Prophet, because the Prophets f>LJ\ ^M never committed any major sins

before proclaiming Prophethood. It should also be noted that the hadith merely

mentions the name Kifl and not Dhul Kifl. Commentators have merely quoted

this hadith because of the similarity of names.

(87) Remember the person of the fish. When he left in anger and thought that

We would not straiten things for him, so he supplicated in the darkness saying,

"There is no deity besides You. You are Pure. I have certainly been from among

the oppressors." (88) So We responded to his call and rescued him from distress.

Thus do We reward the believers.

THE INCIDENT OF SAYYIDINA YUNUS jftUi ^ WHEN HE WAS
SWALLOWED BY A FISH AND THEN RESCUED BY ALLAH

The details of Sayyidina Yuiras..(tt~Jt aJp were given in Surah Yunus and will

also be mentioned in Surah Saffat and Surah Nun.

Sayyidina Yunus (%J( <uU- was sent as a messenger to the town of Nineveh ,

After preaching to them for a long time, they refused to accept. Eventually, he

warned them that they would be afflicted with punishment after three days.

However, the people opted to repent to Allah and believe after witnessing the

signs of punishment. Allah says in verse 98 of Surah Yunus {Surah 10), "When they

believed, We averted from them a punishment of disgrace in this worldly life and We
granted them enjoymentfor awhile."

In the meantime, however, Sayyidina Yunus (%~h <±* has already left the

town. He left for the coast and boarded a ship. When the ship was in clanger of

sinking because of poor weather, the sailors exclaimed that there was slave on

board who had fled from his master. When they thrice drew lots to determine
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who the person was, the name of Sayyidina Yunus f*>LJi U* emerged each time.

Consequently, he cast himself overboard to avert disaster to the ship.

He was swallowed by a large fish and remained alive in its stomach. There
he engaged himself in Allah's remembrance and recited the supplication (du'a),

"La Ilaha Ilia Anta Subhanaka Inni Kuntu Minaz Zalimtn" (translated above as

"There is no deity besides You. You are Pure. I have certainly been from among the

oppressors.").

Alla^ says in Surah Saffat, "If he were not from those who glorify Allah he

would have remained in its belly until the day people are resurrected." [Surah 37, verses

143,144]

Allah says in Surah Nun Wal Qalam, "So patiently await the command ofyour

Lord and do not be like the person of the fish. He cried out while containing his grief. If

the grace from his Lord had not reached him, he would have been thrown onto land in a

contemptible condition. However, his Lord chose him and made him from the righteous."

[Surah 68, verses 48-50]

The Qur'an does not say that Sayyidina Yunus f*Js 4* committed any sin.

He merely did not await Allah's command to leave the place. However, ignorant

commentators are still angry with him, even though Allah has declared His

forgiveness and pleasure for him. Allah admonished him for his error just like

how Allah admonished the Holy Prophet jJ-j 4* Ai J~* when he accepted ransom
from the prisoners of Badr instead of executing them.

It is incorrect for people to say anything against the Prophets pLJ\ '^M. One
is allowed only to quote what the Qur'an and the Ahadlth have mentioned about

them. This discussion has been mentioned in the commentary of verse 115 of

Surah TaHa (Surah 20), under the discussion of Sayyidina Adam <pu» a*.

Note: The supplication (du'a) of Sayyidina Yunus f^UiUp includes the

expression of Oneness of Allah (Tauhid) ("There is no deity besides

You"), glorification of Allah ("You are Pure"), and admission to sin

("I have certainly been from among the oppressors"). This shows that

Allah's forgiveness can be attained without actually mentioning the

words of repentance and to seek forgiveness (Tauba and Istighfar),

when the above approach is adopted.

Sayyidina Sa'd ** 2bi ^j narrates from the Holy Prophet jjL-j -a* At ju, that

the supplication (du'a) of a Muslim will be accepted if he includes the

supplication (du'a) of Sayyidina Yunus .£Ui Up in his own supplication (du'a), i.e.

if he recites, "La Ilaha Ilia Anta Subhanaka Inni Kuntu Minaz Zalimtn.

"

"Durrul Manthur" has reported from Sayyidina Sa'd bin Abi Waqas <* & ^>j

that the Holy Prophet ,0^ <±* A» J^said, "Should I not inform you of Allah's

name? It is in "La Ilaha Ilia Anta Subhanaka Inni Kuntu Minaz Zalimtn/' The
person who recites this forty times during his illness (du'a) will die as a martyr if

he passes away during the same illness. If he recovers, he will recover with all his

sins being forgiven."
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l^^l^EUj fc^*a> a* l^J-» ^^^ M^1 cA^\ j^l,^

(89) And remember when Zakariyya supplicated, "O my Lord! Do not leave me
childless/for You are the Best of Successors." (90) So We responded to his plea,

gifted him with Yahya and allowed his wife to bear children. Verily, they would

hasten to perform good deeds and supplicated to Us in anticipation and fear.

They were humble before Us. (91) And remember the woman who preserved her

chastity, so We blew Our soul within her and made her and her son a sign for

the universe.

SAYYIDINA ZAKARIYYA f*~Hi& PRAYS FOR A SON IN OLD AGE,
AND IS GRANTED HIS REQUEST

Sayyidina Zakariyya p~& <4± was childless and he feared that there would

be none after him to continue the task of propagation. He was extremely old then

and his wife was barren. Therefore, he made supplication {du'a) to Allah saying,

"O my Lord! Do not leave me childless, for You are the Best of Successors,"

When Sayyidina Zakariyya f%^s Up was informed that he was soon to beget

a son, he expressed surprise and said, "O my Lord! How will I have a son when my

wife is barren and I have reached the pinnacle of old age?" The reply was, "So it shall

be. Your Lord declares, 'It will be easy for Me. Indeed I have created you before whereas

you were nothing. " [Surah Maryam (19), verses 8,9]

This episode has passed in Surah Al Imran [Surah 3, verses 38-41] and the

beginning of Surah Maryam [Surah 19, verses 1-15].

THREE NOTABLE TRAITS OF THE PROPHETS f
*Ji^

Allah then describes the attributes of all the Prophets ?%-& ^^ who have

been mentioned in the Surah. Allah says, (1) "Verily, they would hasten to perform

good deeds and (2) supplicated to Us in anticipation and fear. (3) They were humble

before Us." These qualities should be cultivated by every believer (Mu'min).

About the first, Allah says in Surah Al Imran, "Hasten to the forgiveness oj

your Lord and that Jannah (paradise) which has the expanse of the heavens and the earth,

which has been preparedfor the pious." [Surah 3, verse 133]

The second trait teaches us that a person should always be positive that

Allah will accept his supplications (du'a's). At the same time, he should also be

fearful of Allah when thinking of his sins. He should be apprehensive that his

supplication (du'a) may not be accepted on account of his sins and the negligence

in the etiquette of supplication (du'a).
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Other commentators have interpreted the verse to mean that supplication
(du'a) should be made when a person is fearful and also when he is not.

The third quality of being humble means that their hearts submit to the
greatness of Allah, because of which they do not display any pride. Allah says
that they are humble "before Us." This denotes that the greatness of Allah remains
imbued within their hearts, whether they are engaged in Salah or not. Therefore,
they always carry out the deeds that Allah instructs them to do and refrain from
what Allah forbids them.

SAYYIDAH MARYAM AND SAYYIDINA ISA f
*-J»

"And remember the woman who preserved her chastity../' This verse refers to

Sayyidah Maryam ^lji h^p, who neither married, nor allowed any man to

commit any sin with her. Allah decreed that she should bear Sayyidina Isa u*
r>LJi, so he "blew Our soul within her../'

Consequently, she bore Sayyidina Isa r
xJi Op, whom Allah made a Prophet,

gave him the Injil and sent him to preach to the Bani Isra'il. His story has been
mentioned in many Surahs of the Qur'an.

Allah then says that He "made her and her son a sign for the universe/' Allah
intended to demonstrate to people that He possessed the awesome power to

create a child without a father, just as He created Sayyidina Adam
r
>U> Up

without parents.

Allah has declared that Sayyidah Maryam rxJ» i^jlp was chaste. This was not
declared in favour of any other woman. Therefore, another unmarried woman
will be punished if she claims that she conceived without committing fornication.

^J*fj UwJ; <j^==> jH^4i f-*r^

(92) This is indeed your religion (Din), that is the one and only way. I am your
Lord, so worship Me. (93) They caused divisions in their affairs. Each of them
shall return to Us.

THE RELIGION (DIN) OF ALL THE PROPHETS^^ WAS THE
SAME

All the Prophets fiLJ\^ preached the same messages of Oneness of Allah
(Tauhid), the Prophethood and Judgment day (Qiyamah). Sayyidina Abu Hurayra
^ ^ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet jjL. . a* i»i ^said, "J am the closest to Isa, the

son ofMaryam r
XJ< ^ in this world and in the Hereafter. All the Prophets

r
t>'-Ji^ are

brothers, just like how people share the same father and have different mothers. The
religion (Din) of all the Prophets

r
v~J» ^ is the same, and there were no Prophets

between Isa fXJv Up and myself. " [Mishkat p. 509]

The religions (Din's) of all the Prophets
r
%J»^ were principally the same.

They differed only slightly in aspects that pertained to the finer aspects of
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practice. The Prophets f%J\ ^^ impressed upon every person to accept that

Allah is their Creator, Sustainer and Master. Therefore, Allah says, "I am your

Lord, so worship Me."

"They caused divisions in their affairs." Instead of remaining united upon their

religions (Din's), people fell into disputes; They fabricated false beliefs and split

into various denominations. After the advent of the Holy Prophet <x* 3 ^ ai jl,,

only those who adhered to his religion (Din) will be considered to be on the right

path. The rest are all disbelievers and destined for the fire of Hell.

"Each of them shall return to Us." All the various groups and denominations

of the Religion's (Din's) will have to answer before Allah on the day of

Judgement. There they will be justly rewarded or punished.

(94) Whoever does a good deed as a believer, his effort will not be unappreciated

in the least. We are indeed the scribes thereof.

THE GOOD DEEDS OF A BELIEVER (MU'MIN) WILL ALWAYS BE

APPRECIATED

Allah says in the above verse that He will definitely reward a believer

(Mu'min) for any good deed that he may carry out. In fact, Allah will multiply

the rewards for every deed manifold. The least reward that he will receive shall

be tenfold.

"We are indeed the scribes thereof The angels appointed to record the deeds

of man are meticulously engaged in their tasks. These records will be presented

on the Day of Judgement. Allah says in Surah Kahf, "They will find their deeds

present and yourLord shall not oppress anyone." [Surah 18, verse 50]

95]

(95) It is an established fact that the town which We have destroyed shall never

return.

DESTROYED TOWNS WILL NEVER REPENT

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** it ^j interprets the above verse to mean

that the inhabitants of a town which has been destined to be destroyed will die as

disbelievers. They will never receive the guidance to repent for their disbeliefs.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ ii ^ has also inteipreted the verse to

mean that these people shall never return to this world. However, many

commentators tend not to accept this interpretation because every person, be he

destroyed by Allah' § punishment, or if he dies naturally, shall also never return

to this world.
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(96) Until the time arrives when Gog (Ya'juj) and Magog (Ma'juj) will be
released and they will scurry down every hill. (97) The true promise will be nigh
and the eyes of the disbelievers will be fixed above. They will say, "Woe betide
us! We were negligent of this. Nay! We were oppressors indeed!" (98) Yourselves
and whatever you worshipped besides Allah will be the fuel of Hell. You shall

surely enter it. (99) If these really were deities, they would not have entered it.

They will all remain there forever. (100) They will scream and shout in Hell and
will be unable to hear.

THE GOG (YA'JUJ) AND MAGOG (MA'JUJ) SHALL BE RELEASED
BEFORE JUDGMENT DAY (QIYAMAH), THE DISBELIEVERS WILL
LAMENT ON THAT DAY AND ENTER HELL (JAHANNAM) WITH
THEIR FALSE GODS

Allah says that the disbelievers will remain adamantly upon their incorrect
beliefs, rejecting the truth "Until the time arrives when Gog (Ya'juj) and Magog
(Ma'juj) will be released and they will scurry dawn every hill The true promise will be

nigh and the eyes of the disbelievers will be fixed above. They will say, Woe betide us!
We were negligent of this. Nay! We were oppressors indeed!

"

'

It will be only then that they will realise the error of their ways. However, it

will be too late. They will now lament their previous rejection of the truth. They
will now only have themselves to blame. The details of the Gog (Ya'juj) and
Magog (Ma'juj)weis discussed in the commentary of verses 92 to 99 of Surah Kahf
(Surah 18).

Allah will then tell the polytheists, "Yourselves and whatever you worshipped
besides Allah will be the fuel of Hell You shall surely enter it." The author of "Ruhul
Ma'ani" says that the address in this verse is to the polytheists of Makkah. On the
Day of Judgement the polytheists will realise that "If these (gods) really were
deities, they would not have entered it (Hell).

"

However, "They will all remain thereforever (without a chance of escape). They
will scream and shout in Hell and will be unable to hear. " The polytheists thought that
their gods would intercede for them on the Day of Judgement, but will be utterly

dejected to find them also burning in Hell,

The idols will not be cast into Hell for punishment, but to teach the
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polytheists a lesson. Allah has the power to place something in Hell without

causing it to suffer, like the angels who are appointed to punish people in HelL

^Jjl p-f^ ^ £p <JJJ^ >-*—*» v^^L^i Lj^J ^-4—^-

(101) Indeed those for whom We have ordained the best, these shall be kept far

from HelL (102) They will not even hear its whisper. They will abide forever in

whatever they desire. (103) The greatest fright shall not distress them and angels

will welcome them (saying), "This is your day that you have been promised."

THOSE FOR WHOM THE BEST FORTUNE HAS BEEN RESERVED
^ILL BE FAR FROM HELL

When the verse "Yourselves and whatever you worshipped besides Allah will be

the fuel of Hell/' was revealed, Abdullah bin Zab'ari (who was not yet a Muslim)

said, 'Therefore, Isa ?*~A\ <4*, Uzair (OLJi up and the angels will all be in Hell

because they are worshipped." In reply to this statement, Allah revealed the

verse, "Indeed those for whom We have ordained the best, these shall be kept far from

Hell They will not even hear its whisper. They will abide forever in whatever they

desire."

Further describing the good fortune of these people, Allah says, "The greatest

fright shall not distress them and angels will welcome them (saying), 'This is your day

that you have been promised" The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" says that "greatest

fright" refers to the second time that the trumpet will be blown on the Day of

Judgement, after which people will rise from their graves and be ushered to the

plains of reckoning.

According to Sayyidina Hasan Basri Up ii «j-
Jf the

"
'greatest fright" refers to

the time when the people of Hell will be condemned to it. Other commentators

say that the "greatest fright" refers to the anxiety at the time when death will be

slaughtered in the form of a sheep in the Hereafter. There is no contradiction

between these various interpretations, since the fortunate people will be saved

from all these frightful occasions.

When these people will rise from their graves, the "angels will welcome them

(saying), 'This is your day that you have been promised." i.e. This is the day when you

will receive the bounties promised to you for your Belief (Iman) and good deeds.
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(104) The day when We will fold the skies like the folding of written scrolls. As
We initiated the first creation, We shall return it. This is a binding promise upon
Us. We are undoubtedly the Ones Who can do. (105) Without doubt, We have
already written in the Zabur after the reminder that My pious bondsmen shall

inherit the land. (106) There is certainly sufficient sense in this for the

worshipping people.

THE SKIES WILL BE FOLDED ON THE DAY OF JUDGMENT
(QJYAMAH) AND EVERYTHING WILL BE RECREATED

The previous verses made mention of Judgment day (Qiydmah). In the above
verses, Allah tells people how easy it will be for Him to cause Judgment day
(Qiydmah) to take place. About one of the greatest creations, Allah says, "The day
when We will (easily) fold the skies like the folding of written scrolls/' There is no
contradiction between this verse and others that state that the skies will be rent

asunder and become red like dyed wool. This is so because the different

occurrences will take place during various stages of the Day of Judgment
(Qiydmah).

In reply to the question as to how will Allah be able to recreate the creation

after they have turned to dust, Allah says, "As We initiated the first creation, We
shall return it."It is normally easier to do something a second time because of the
previously gained experience. However, all is the same to Allah. Yet, the

disbelievers refuse to believe in Judgment day (Qiydmah).

"This is a binding promise upon Us. We are undoubtedly the Ones Who can do."

The refutation of the disbelievers will not deter the advent of Judgment day
(Qiydmah).

"Without doubt, We have already written in the Zabur (i.e. in all the previous
scriptures) after the reminder [protected tablet (the Lawhul Mahfuz)] that My pious

bondsmen shall inherit the land." Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas <up At ^ and
numerous other commentators have mentioned that the "land" (Ardh) refers* to

Heaven (Jannah). Allah says in Surah Zumar, "All praise be to Allah, Who has

fulfilled His promise to us, made us inheritors of the Ardh [Heaven (Jannah)], and we
may settle wherever we wish in Heaven (Jannah). Excellent indeed is the reward of those

who perform good deeds!" [Surah 39, verse 74]

However, even when the "land" is interpreted to refer to the earth, one may
not raise the objection to say that the pious have not inherited the entire earth.

The verse does not say that the pious will prevail over earth until eternity. They
may have ruled at times, but the weakness of the Muslims caused their

kingdoms to diminish and fall into the hands of the disbelievers and sinful

Muslims.

"There is certainly sufficient sense in this for the worshipping people." There is

enough food for thought for people to grow concerned over their situations in
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the Hereafter. Ka'b Ahbar «Up i\^ says that the "worshipping people" refers to the

Ummah of the Holy Prophet^ Up in ju> Sayyidina Hasan a> i»i ^ says that the

"worshipping people" are those who are particular about their five daily Salah.

Sayyidina Qatadah <4± & <^j says that it refers to those who practise their

knowledge. ["Durrul Manthur" v. 4 p. 341]

(107) We have sent only you as a mercy to the universe.

THE HOLY PROPHET ^j Up b\ J^ HAS BEEN SENT AS A MERCY
TO THE UNIVERSE

The above verse confers the title of "Rahmatul Lil Alamin" ("a mercy to the

universe ") to the Holy Prophet^ 3 <*u ii j^ Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ^ & ^j has

reported that the Holy Prophet ,0^ Up A» j* said, "I have been sent as a gift and

mercy to mankind."

The Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up & J~* has also mentioned, "Allah has sent me as a

mercy to the universe and has commanded me to destroy musical instruments,

idols, the cross and all acts of ignorance."

Before the advent of the Holy Prophet ^ 3
<Op &\ ju, the entire universe was

plunged into the abyss of disbeliefs and polytheism (shirk). However, The Holy

Prophet fJL-j Up it jl» spread the light of guidance throughout the world and gave

rise to many believers (Mu'minin), the survival of each of them being

fundamental to the existence of the universe, The Holy Prophet -,0-^ Up ii J* said

that Judgment day (Qiyamah) will never come as long as there is someone saying,

"Allah! Allah!" (i.e. as long as a single believer (Mu'min) lives). [Muslim v. 1 p. 84]

The Holy Prophet^ 3 4* & J^ has also mentioned that all the inhabitants of

the heavens and the earth, including the fish in the waters, seek forgiveness for

the Alim (the religious scholar). [Mishkat p. 34]

The reason for this is that Judgment day (Qiyamah) will not come as long as

there are people practising the religion (Din) according to the teachings of the

Holy Prophet jJL-j Up i»i ju.. Therefore, every person should make prayer (du'a) for

the students of religion (Din).

It is mentioned in a hadith that a mountain calls another by its name and

asks whether a person taking Allah's name had passed on it that day. When the

mountain replies in the affirmative, the questioning mountain becomes

exuberant. [Hisnul Hasin]

The exuberance of the mountain is explained by the fact that the existence of

one such believer (Mu'min) guarantees that these mountains and all other

creation will not yet be annihilated by Judgment day (Qiyamah). Therefore, all

this is dependant upon that Belief (Iman) which the Holy Prophet ^ 3 «ip i» J*
brought to the world.

Another manner in which the Holy Prophet^ 3 4* & J~* was a mercy to the

universe is in that he taught people the ways of drawing Allah's mercy to
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themselves in this world and in the Hereafter. Those who did not benefit from

his mercy are like blind people who cannot benefit from the light of the sun. The

fault lies with them and not with the sun.

The Ummahs of the previous Prophets r%~3\ ^^ were destroyed when they

refused to believe. However, the disbelieving Ummah of the Holy Prophet isn J^>

(jL-j Up will not be destroyed in this way in this world. They will suffer the

consequences of their deeds in the Hereafter. This is also a manifestation of the

Holy Prophet ,4-j u* iui ju mercy to the universe.

Muslim reports a hadith in which the Holy Prophet ^j <a* i»- jl* was asked

to curse the disbelievers. He replied, "I have not been sent as one who curses, but

as a mercy." [Mishkat p. 519]

When the people of Ta'if stormed and maimed the Holy Prophet <M *»i J^
(JL,^, he could have allowed the angel in charge of the mountains to crush them.

However, he told the angel not to crush them adding, "Perhaps their progeny

will accept Islam." [Mishkat p. 523]

Allah says in Surah Taubah, "Undoubtedly a messenger from yourselves has

come to you. The difficulties that afflict you are very distressing to him. He is anxious for

you (he wants the believers (Mu'minln) to be in good stead in both worlds) and extremely

forgiving and merciful unto the believers/' the Holy Prophet <X* 3 Up ii jl* possessed

deep feelings for his Ummah and never wanted to see them in difficulty.

Whenever any of the Sahabah^ ifo ^j would fall ill, the Holy Prophet JL*

pjL-j Up ii used to visit them, console them and advise them about medicines and

cures. The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up i&i JL* would be affected by the difficulties of the

Muslims. He would visit the sick, comfort them and taught the Muslims how to

do this as well. He even warned the Muslims against situations that could be

harmful for them. For this reason he prohibited, people from sleeping on roofs

that have no walls surrounding them, so that none may fall off and injure

himself. [Mishkat p. 404]

The Holy Prophet ,Jl-j Up ii j^ said, "When a person sleeps without washing

the stickiness (of some food) off his hands, he will have only himself to blame if

any harm comes to him." (e.g. some insect bites him). [Mishkat p. 366]

For purposes of hygiene the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up iui ju also advised the

Muslims that they should not immerse their hands into water after awakening,

for they cannot say where their hands have been that night. [Bukhari and Muslim]

He taught people to wear shoes saying that it was like riding a conveyance.

Just as people are protected from dangerous creatures and harmful objects by

riding, he will be protected when wearing shoes. [Muslim]

The Holy Prophet ,Jl-j Up i jl* also advised the Ummah to always repair the

straps of their sandals if one broke and never to walk with only one shoe or sock

because this will disrupt his balance when walking. [Muslim]

In this way the Holy Prophet ,JL- _,
Up i»i ju advised the Ummah just as

affectionate parents advise their children out of immense concern for them.

The Holy Prophet ,0-^ Up &\ jl* once told the Sahabah^ ix>\ ^Jf "I am like a
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father unto you and I teach you. \M\ienever you relieve yourselves in the toilet, do not face

the Qibla, nor fate your backs towards it." The Holy Prophet ^^ <m &\
•< j^ also

instructed the Ummah to make Istinja with three stones and not to use dung for

this purpose, nor the right hand. [Mishkdt p. 42]

He also advised that a person should see well where he is relieving himself

e.g. It should not be a hard place that causes the urine to splash back onto him,

nor a place where the wind blows against the direction of the urine. [Mishkdt p.

42]

In a similar manner he advised that a person should not urinate in a hole for

fear of it being occupied by a snake or another poisonous creature. [Mishkdt]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ^ &\ ^, narrates that the Holy Prophet jjL-_, Jp ii ju
said, "My example and yours is like a person who lit a fire. When it began to

light all around him, moths began to fall into the fire. He tries to prevent them
from flying into the fire, but they overcome him and continue to fall into it. This

is my example. I am saving you from falling into the fire of Hell by grabbing

hold of your waists. However, you are overcoming me and falling into it."

[Bukhari and Muslim]

Allah says in Surah Al Imran, "It is because of the mercy of Allah that you (O

Muhammad jJL-^. 4* & J^ are lenient with them. If you had been ill tempered and hard-

hearted, they would have all dispersedfrom around you. So pardon them, seek forgiveness

for the}): and consult with them in matters. When you have taken a decision then place

your trust in Allah. Verily Allah loves those who place their trust in Him." [Surah 3,

verse 159]

Whenever a person shook hands with the Holy Prophet ,jl^ Up i»» j^r he

never .removed his hand from the grasp of the person until the person did so

himself. He would also not turn his face away from the person until the person

did so himself.

Sayyidina Anas bin Malik ^ &\ ^j says that he never saw anyone more
compassionate towards his family than the Holy Prophet <X* 3

Up i»» J~*. He also

says that he served the Holy Prophet jjL^ a* & j^ for ten years and the Holy
Prophet jl- . *j± i»i ju> never once harmed him, nor ever rebuked him. He says that

whenever any of the household people would scold him, the Holy Prophet i»i ,j**

,jl-_. Up would say to them, "Leave him. Whatever Allah decides must happen."

The Holy Prophet JL-^ <up iu» j^ has mentioned, "The person who is not

merciful will not have mercy shown to him." [Bukhari and Muslim]

In another hadith, the Holy Prophet <x* 3 Up & j^> said that the Believers

(Mu'minin) are like one body in terms of mutual affection. If any part of the body
is ailing, the entire body becomes feverish and uneasy.

The Holy Prophet ,ju-j u* ii j^ has also mentioned that the unfortunate

person is he whose heart is deprived of mercy. [Mishkdt]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ** & ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ai J~*

JL-J v* said, "the Merciful lus mercy on those who show mercy. Be merciful to those on

earth, and the one in the heavens will show mercy to you."

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ iui ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet & J^
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pjL^ aJLp said, "That person is not from among us who does not show reject to our

youngsters, does not respect our elders, does not enjoin good and does not forbid

evil." [Mishkdtp. 423]

It is incumbent upon the Ummah of the Holy Prophet jJL- < up &\ ju> to

emulate their illustrious the Holy Prophet ^j -a* i»» Ju» and behave like that single

body in unity. The commentary of verse 128 of Surah Taubah (Surah 9) should

also be referred to for more details.

(108) Say, "It has been revealed to me that your deity is but One Deity. So will

you submit to this?" (109) If they turn away, then say, "I have informed you in a

clearly distinct manner. I have no idea whether what you have been promised is

nearby or still far off " (110) Without doubt, Allah knows what is spoken loudly

and He knows what you hide. (Ill) I have no idea whether it is a test for you or

an enjoyment until a stipulated time. (112) The messenger said, "O my Lord/

Judge in truth! Our Lord is the Most Merciful, and the One from Whom
assistance is sought against what you people concoct."

ONENESS OF ALLAH (TAUHID) AND THE WARNING AGAINST
TURNING AWAY FROM IT

Allah instructs the Holy Prophet ,0^ *> i»i ju "Say, 'It has been revealed to me

that your deity is but One Deity. So will you submit to this?" Only Allah is worthy of

worship and "the mercy to the universe," The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up it ju has

come to invite man towards Allah's worship only.

However, "If they turn away, then say, 7 have informed you in a clearly distinct

manner/"'After the clear pronouncements and proofs expressed in theQur'an,

people have no recourse but to follow.

About the warnings of punishment and Resurrection day (Qiyamah), the

Holy Prophet ,0- * Up in jl* is further instructed to tell the people, "I have no idea

whether what you have been promised is nearby or still far off" However, people

should never think that these will never occur because of their delay.

"Without doubt, Allah knows what is spoken loudly and He knows what you hide."

The punishment for rejecting the truth will be met irrespective of whether a

person declares his rejection or hides it within the inner recesses of his heart.

"I have no idea whether it is a test for you or an enjoyment until a stipulated time."
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The Holy Prophet ^ s Up &\ j^ would not know why Allah chooses to delay the

punishment. It could be to test people, or because the time for their punishment

has already been specified. They will therefore be allowed grace to enjoy

themselves until then. The more they succumb to the pleasures and enjoyments

of this world, the deeper they sink into disbeliefs. Thereafter, they augment the

punishment due to them.

"The messenger said, 'O my Lord! Judge in truth!'" This supplication (du 'a) of

the Holy Prophet <X* 3 u* &\ .J^ was accepted when the battle of Badr took place.

The result of this battle proved to the disbelievers that Islam was true and that it

could withstand the forces of disbeliefs and decisively defeat them.

Allah mentions on Surah Anfal, "Ifyou require a decision, then indeed a decision

has already come to you." It is for this reason that the battle of Badr is called the day

of "Furqan" i.e. when the truth is discerned from falsehood. The polytheists

thought that they would annihilate Islam and the Muslims. However, Allah

made it so that the tables were turned against them and they were left as losers.

"Our Lord is the Most Merciful, and the One from Whom assistance is sought

against what you people concoct." Allah therefore showered His mercy upon the

Muslim and provided them with the necessary assistance.
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| Madinan Surah Al-Hajj ,| Verses 78
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) O people! Fear your Lord. The earthquake of Judgment day (Qiyamah) is a

tremendous thing indeed. (2) The day when you will witness it, every nursing

mother will forget her suckling infant and every pregnant woman will abort.

And you will see people in a drunken stupor although they will not be drunk,

but Allah's punishment is severe. (3) There are those people who, without

knowledge, dispute with you about Allah and they follow every rebellious

Satan (Shaytan). (4) About the Satan (Shaytan), it has been decreed that he will

mislead whoever befriends him, and he will lead him to the punishment of the

Blaze.

THE TERROR OF THE DAY OF JUDGMENT DAY (QIYAMAH)

This Surah derives its name from the mention of Hajj in verse 27 of this

Surah. In the opening verses, Allah speaks about the advent of Judgment day

(Qiyamah) so that those people who deem it an impossibility can be convinced

about its reality.

Allah begins by saying, "O people! Fear your Lord. "Allah should be held in

awe as the greatness of His Being demands. This means that people should

follow the teachings of the Prophets ~pLJ\ <hJ* and the divine scriptures. This

includes belief in the advent of Judgment day (Qiyamah), which is an extremely
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grave matter.

Describing Judgment day (Qiyamah), Allah says, "The earthquake of Judgment

day (Qiyamah) is a tremendous thing indeed." The day will be so grave that "every

nursing mother will forget her suckling infant and every pregnant woman will abort.

And you will see people in a drunken stupor although they will not be drunk, hut (they

will he terrified because) Allah's punishment is severe."

Sayyidina Alqama and Sha'bi u^Lp it \*-j say that the "earthquake" referred to

in the above verse will occur very close to Judgment day (Qiyamah). They say this

because there is nothing to prove that women will be raised from their graves

pregnant and with suckling children. They also maintain that there are Ahadlth

supporting their opinion of an earthquake close to Judgment day (Qiyamah).

Other commentators says that the earthquake will take place at the advent

of Judgment day (Qiyamah), as mentioned in Surah Zilzal Allah says in Surah

Wan Nazi'at, "The day when the first sound of the trumpet will resound, followed by

the second." Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** i»» ^j says that all things will

shudder at the sound of the first blowing of the trumpet. [Bukhdri v. 2 p. 965]

Allah says in Surah Waqi'ah, "When the earth shall convulse with violent

earthquakes." [Surah 56, verse 4]

In accepting this opinion, the question will arise about the nursing mothers

and pregnant women i.e. where will they be then? The first reply to this question

is that the verse presents a hypothetical situation i.e. If they were there, they

would have forgotten the suckling infants or aborted. The second reply is that

the possibility exists that Allah will raise them in the same condition in which

they died.

Other commentators say that the "earthquake" refers to the condition of the

people and not to the shaking of the earth. (In this case it will merely be

translated as a "shudder" or "quake." This is not impossible, because the Arabic

word for an earthquake ('zilzal') can also refer to the shaking of people. This

form of the word has been used in Surah Ahzab, where Allah says, "On that

occasion, the believers were put to the test and violently shaken." {Surah 33, verse 11]

This interpretation is supported by a hadith of Bukhari (v. 1 p. 966),

reported by Sayyidina Abu Sa'Id Khudri ** i» ^j. He reports from the Holy

Prophet ,0^ ^ i»i jl* that Allah will instruct Sayyidina Adam ^lji Up to separate

those people who are destined for Hell. When he will ask how many they are,

Allah will say that the people of Hell will number 999 from every 1000. Upon

hearing this, every youth will turn white and every expectant woman will abort

her child. "And you will see people in a drunken stupor although they will not be drunk,

but Allah's punishment is severe."

When the Companions (Sahabah) r^ i» ^j heard this from the Holy

Prophet (O-j Up i»t jl* they asked who will enter Heaven (Jannah) if only one from

every thousand will enter. The Holy Prophet pJL-j Up 41 jl* replied, "Accept the

glad tidings that a thousand people will be from the Ya'juj and Ma'juj and one

will be from yourselves. By the Being in whose control lies my life! I have the

hope that you will comprise a third of all the inhabitants of,Heaven (Jannah)."
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The Sahabah^ &\ ^>j then glorified and praised Allah. Thereafter the Holy

Prophet jjL^ Up i»i jl* said, "By the Being in whose control lies my life! I have the

hope that you will comprise half of all the inhabitants of Heaven (Jannah). The

sum of all the other Ummahs in comparison to yourselves is like the example of a

single white hair on the body of a black bull or like a white patch on the front

foot of a black donkey." [Bukhan v. 1 p. 472]

The same two replies can be given here to the previous question regarding

the presence of pregnant and nursing mothers, since this question may apply

here as well.

"There are those people who, without knowledge, dispute with you about Allah and

they follow every rebellious Satan (Shaytan)." Ibn Kathir 4* ^ i**j reports that a

polytheist once asked the Holy Prophet (JL^ a* i Ju* whether Allah was made of

gold or silver. When he persisted in his obstinacy, Allah caused a lightning bolt

to decapitate him. Referring to people who ask such absurd questions, Allah

revealed the above verse.

Basing their ideas on their idols, the polytheists made these ludicrous

statements. They were instigated by their friend, Satan (Shaytan), to say these

things and blindly responded to his bidding. They fail to realise that "About the

Satan (Shaytan), it has been decreed that he will (in this wofId) mislead whoever

befriends him, and he will (in the Hereafter) lead him to the punishment of the Blaze."

Such are the terrible consequences of befriending Satan (Shaytan).
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(5) O people! If you are in doubt regarding resurrection, then (remember) We
have certainly created you from sand, then from a drop of semen, then from a

clot of blood, then from a lump of flesh, which was shaped or unshaped. (You

were created from these) so that We may show you. And, according to Our will,

We keep you in wombs until an appointed time. Thereafter, We remove you as

children, after which you come of age. There are those of you whose souls W>:

claim, while others reach the age of infirmity so that they know nothing after
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once possessing knowledge. And you will see the earth barren, then we send

rains to it, causing it to stir, flourish and grow every kind of beautiful species.

(6) This is all because Allah is the Truth, because He gives life to the dead, and

because He has power over all things... (7) And (all this is because) Judgment

day (Qiyamah) is imminent - without any doubt - and because Allah will surely

raise those who are in their graves.

A REPLY TO THOSE WHO DENY THE COMING OF JUDGMENT
DAY (QIYAMAH) AND THE VARIOUS STAGES IN HUMAN
REPRODUCTION

Many people think that Judgment day (Qiyamah) and resurrection are

impossible because they cannot understand how, after decomposing, bodies can

be restored to life. Allah replies to their qualms by explaining to them how they

were initially created. Allah says, "O people! If you are in doubt regarding

resurrection, then (remember) We have certainly created you from sand... "The mould

of Sayyidina Adam pk~A\ *i* was cast from sand, after which the soul was instilled

in him. Thereafter, Allah devised a system by which his progeny would grow.

The system is presently described by Allah.

Allah then says that the human being is initiated 'from a drop of semen...

"When the male's sperm mates with the egg of the female, the child is said to

have been conceived. Thereafter, this communion becomes "a clot of blood." This

clot then develops into "a lump of flesh." This piece of flesh which is initially

"unshaped" and has no definite form becomes the foetus of a newborn child.

Later, Allah fashions the various limbs, causing it to be "shaped."

Thereafter, this formed foetus is still kept in the womb of the mother until

Allah decides that it be delivered. Referring to this, Allah says, "And, according to

Our will, We keep you in wombs until an appointed time. Thereafter, We remove you as

children, after which you come of age. " Even after birth, the child undergoes many
changes and stages in life. It first passes the phase of childhood, soon to be

followed by maturity, when it begins to understand things. The author of "Ruhul

Ma'ani" says that this age is between 18 and 30. Others say that it refers to the

ages between 30 and 40.

Surah Ghafir says, 'It is Him Who created you from sand, then from a drop of

fluid, then from a clot of blood, after which" Allah extracted you as a child. Thereafter,

(Allah preserves you) to reach your strength, and then to become old people, the lives of

some of you being taken first." However, not everyone attains old age. Allah says,

"There are those of you whose souls. We claim (at an early age), while others (after

passing old age) reach the age of infirmity so that they know nothing after once

possessing knowledge." Everyone witnesses these stages of life. It is only Allah who
allows man to pass from stage to stage, yet people find it difficult to believe that

He can resurrect man for the Day of Judgement!

About the interpretation of "shaped or unshaped," certain commentators say

that it refers to children who are born and those who are miscarried

(respectively). Others say that "unshaped" refers to those children who are

deformed.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ ifo ^j reports from the Holy Prophet J*
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rUj *±* At that the foetus remains as a drop of fluid in the womb for forty days.
Thereafter, it assumes the form of a clot of blood for another forty days, after

which it becomes a lump of flesh for forty days. After this stage, Allah sends an
angel to record the deeds, age and sustenance of the child. The angel also records
whether the person will be good or evil. [Bukhari]

After explaining the stages of human development, Allah speaks of another
example. He says, "And you will see the earth barren, then we send rains to it, causing

it to stir, flourish and grow every kind of beautiful species." Just as Allah has the
ability to cause the dead land to flourish with vegetation, He is also able to revive
dead bodies as well.

Allah says in Surah HaMim Sajdah, "From His signs also, is that you See the

earth bare. Then, when We send rain upon it, it begins to stir and flourish. Verily, the

One Who gave life to it is the One Who gives life to the dead. Indeed, He has power over

all things." [Surah 41, verse 39]

Allah then says the development of man and the revival of the dead earth
are "all because Allah is the Truth, because He gives life to the dead, and because He has

power over all things. And (all this is because) Judgment day (Qiydmah) is imminent
without any doubt - and because Allah will surely raise those who are in their graves.

"
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(8) There are those people who dispute regarding Allah without any knowledge,
any guidance, and without any book that directs towards light. (9) He is a person
who turns and walks away to mislead (others) from Allah's path. He shall suffer

disgrace in this world and we shall make him taste of the punishment of the

Blaze on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah). (10) This is on account of what your
hands have sent forth and Allah is certainly not oppressive towards His
bondsmen.

THE PROUD BEHAVIOUR OF THE REJECTERS AND THEIR
PUNISHMENT IN THE HEREAFTER

"Ruhul Ma'ani" reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas <up &\^ that

the above verses were revealed with reference to Abu Jahl. Other commentators
say that it concerned Akhnas bin Sharik, while others are of the opinion that if

refers to Nadhr bin Harith. However, the verse is general in its context and may
refer to any disbeliever who objects to the religion (D'in) of Allah without any
relevant knowledge, basing his facts on his personal opinions and views.

Such people consider it an injury to their pride to accept the truth. Because
of their pride, they turn around and walk away from the truth. Regarding this

type of a person, Allah says that he "shall suffer disgrace in this world and we shall

make him taste of the punishment of the Blaze on the Day ofJudgment (Qiyamah)."
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When these people will be cast into Hell they will be told, "This is on account

of what your hands have sent forth and Allah is certainly not oppressive towards His
bondsmen." Allah will never punish people for what they did not do.

Nadhr bin Harith and Abu Jahl died at Badr, while the circumstances
surrounding the death of Akhnas bin Sharik still remain dubious. They will all be
subjected to the tortures of Hell until eternity.

(11) Among man is he who worships Allah like a person on edge. If any good
comes to him, he is content with it. However, if any trial overtakes him, his face

turns. He is at a loss in this world and in the Hereafter. This is the manifest loss.

(12) He worships besides Allah that which can neither harm nor benefit him.

This is the far deviation. (13) He worships that, the harms of which are nearer at

hand than the benefits. A terrible ally and a terrible companion indeed.

THE DESTRUCTION OF THOSE WHO ACCEPT ISLAM FOR
WORLDLY MOTIVES

Bukhari (v. 2 p. 694) reports from Sayyidina Abdi ih bin Abbas ^ i& ^j
that soon after some people arrived in Madinah, their w ? ves bore sons and their

horses also gave birth. They would then say that the religion (D'in) of Islam is

very good. However, when their wives and animals did not bear children, they
would say that Islam was not good. The first of the above verses was revealed

concerning these people.

"Ruhul Ma'ani ' has reported that Sayyidina Abu Sa'Id Khudri ** i» ^>y
transmitted the hadith that a Jew accepted Islam, after which he lost his sight, his

wealth and his children. He then came to the Holy Prophet ^l. a> i ju*,

requesting that his, pledge of allegiance be revoked because he considered Islam
to be unfortunate for him.

The Holy Prophet^ ^ h j^ told him, "O Jew! Islam melts people with
trials just like how a furnace melts iron, gold and silver, removing the alloys and
dirt from it. The verse was revealed with regard to this incident. Other
commentators say that the verse was revealed about the hypocrites (mimafiqin).

Whatever the circumstances of revelation, the fact remains that people who
accept Islam for ulterior motives do not remain Muslims. In reality these people
do not really desire the truth and do not believe in Allah, the Holy Prophet & j*
(i-L-j Up and the Hereafter. Regarding such a person, Allah says, "He is at a loss in

this world and in the Hereafter. This is the manifest loss."

Regarding the person who commits polytheism and foolishly seeks
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assistance from his idols and false gods, Allah says, "He worships besides Allah that

which can neither harm nor benefit him. This is the far deviation. He worships that the

harms of which are nearer at hand than the benefits. " Worshipping these false gods
will cause a person to suffer in this world as well as in Hell until eternity.

Allah says regarding their false gods, "A terrible ally and a terrible companion
indeed." The author of "Ruhul Ma'am" says that when the polytheists will see

that they will be punished in the Hereafter for worshipping these false gods, they
will cry out, "Those whom we worshipped were terrible allies and terrible companions I"

(14) Allah will certainly admit those who believe and perform good deeds into

gardens beneath which rivers flow. Verily Allah does as He pleases. (15) He who
thinks that Allah will never assist his Prophet pL>j *4* i» <jU in this world and in

the Hereafter, should extend a rope to the skies and then cut (the process of

revelation) to see whether his scheme will remove the cause of his anger. (16) In

this way We reveal Our clear verses, and Allah will definitely guide whom He
wills.

ALLAH HAS REVEALED CLEAR VERSES AND WILL GUIDE
WHOEVER HE WILLS

In opposition to the despicable plight of the disbelievers and polytheists

mentioned in the previous verses, Allah now highlights the good fortune of the

believers (Mu'minin). Allah says, "Allah will certainly admit those who believe and

perform good deeds into gardens beneath which rivers flow. Verily Allah does as* He
pleases." Allah grants the ability to perform good deeds to whoever He wills and
none can alter His decisions.

Allah then speaks of those people who thought that the religion (Din) of the

Holy Prophet (J-j Up i»i jl» would last only for a while and would die away once
he has left this world. They anticipated thaft Allah would never assist the Holy
Prophet ,JUj <Up &\ ju and the religion (D'in). Allah says, "He who thinks that Allah

will never assist his Prophet ^s <-u ii jl* in this world and in the Hereafter, should

extend a rope to the skies (and climb to* the heavens) and then cut (the process of

revelation) to see whether his scheme will remove the cause of his anger."

Allah proposes this hypothetical situation to explain to the disbelievers that

their enmity towards the religion (D'in) will not cause it to be impeded in any
way, let alone stopping it completely. No plot of the disbelievers will stem the

tide of Islam. In a similar strain, Allah has mentioned in Surah Al Imran, "Tell

them, 'Perish in your rage!"
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Other commentators have interpreted the verse to mean that the person

who detests that Allah assists the Holy Prophet^ 5 *m i»» j^ should renounce his

ambitions. Allah tells him that he may rather fasten a rope from the roof of his

home and use it to hang himself.

Another interpretation of this verse suggests that it refers to the person who
believes that Allah has not been just in his stipulation of sustenance. He believes

that Allah has not given him enough, thereby not assisting him in the world and

in the Hereafter. Allah tells this person that he can do as he pleases even if it

means that he hangs himself. However, he will still be unable to change the

predestined fate decreed by Allah.

The verse will therefore tell these people that they should not think that

they gain anything by renouncing Islam, while they stand to lose something by

remaining as Muslims. Do as they may, they can never change Allah's divine

plan.

Allah then says, "In this way We reveal Our clear verses, and Allah will definitely

guide whom He wills."

!>=/^ <j$!> oiy^\> £J^j> cAt^\j b^U ct^j ]y^* Lt£\ b\

rJ&\> j^x ^^Ujj <j£J J
' t| Cs*J oy^lll <J£ & j& --*?«~i w o;*

i #is £ jii mjuj S[yes o^ Jl £*^ cj£

(17) Those who believe, the Jews, the Sabians, the Christians, the fire

worshippers and those who are polytheists, Allah shall certainly decide between

them on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah). Verily Allah is Witness to all things.

(18) Do you not see that all within the heavens and the earth prostate to Allah, as

well as the sun, the moon, the stars, the mountains, the trees, the beasts and

many people. And there are many who justly deserve punishment. There is

none to honour the person whom Allah humiliates. Indeed, Allah does as He
pleases.

ALLAH WILL DECIDE BETWEEN THE MEMBERS OF ALL FAITHS.
ALL THE INHABITANTS OF THE HEAVENS AND EARTH
PROSTRATE TO ALLAH

Although the disbelievers are divided into many different religions (Din's)

and creeds, they all share the common factor of disbeliefs. For this reason, they

are collectively antagonistic towards Islam. There are now only two distinctions;

Belief (Iman) and disbeliefs.

All of these denominations and religion's (Din's) also believe that they are

correct in their beliefs and practices. However, Allah will decide on the Day of
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Judgement between them and disclose to them that only the Muslims were
guided aright. Therefore, Allah says, 'Allah shall certainly decide between them on

the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah). Verily Allah is Witness to all things." Allah has

knowledge of everything and will recompense people accordingly.

Thereafter Allah addresses the reader saying, "Do yon not see that all within

the heavens and the earth prostrate to Allah, as well as the sun, the moon, the stars, the

mountains, the trees, the beasts and many people." All of these creations prostrate to

Allah in the manner -that Allah granted them the ability to do so. Other

commentators say that "prostrate" refers to being subservient to Allah's

commands and dictates.

While all the creation of Allah yield before Him, there are many people who
choose to remain disbelievers. About them Allah says, "And there are many who
justly deserve punishment. There is none to honour the person whom Allah humiliates.

Indeed, Allah does as He pleases." The disbelievers will be humiliated when
condemned to Hell, as well as when their souls are extracted. They are even

disgraced in this world.

The sinful Muslims also suffer humiliation in this world when they hanker

after the wealth and titles of this world. They sacrifice everything they have to

attain these prizes, only to be humiliated when they are killed by their enemies,

or dismissed from their posts.

Note: Sayyidina Abu Dharr <^ ifci ^j reports that once when the sun had
set, the Holy Prophet ,Jl- 3 4* -an J*> asked where the sun had gone to.

Sayyidina Abu Dharr ** & ^} replied, "Allah and His Holy
Prophet (JUj u* jbi ju know best/' The Holy Prophet ,0^ -uU &\ jl*

said, "The sun keeps moving until it sets beneath the Allah's throne

(Arsh), where it prostrates to Allah. It then seeks Allah's permission

to rise and then rises when permission is received. The day is near

when its prostration will not be accepted and it will not be

permitted to rise as normal: Instead, it will be commanded to rise

from where it had set. It will then rise from the west. Allah says the

same thing when He mentioned, 'The sun travels towards its

destination.' Their resting point is beneath Allah's throne (Arsh)."

[Bukhari v. 1 p. 454]

All Allah' s creation prostrate to Him as the sun does. The plants and even

the seemingly inanimate objects have a degree of sense, although much less than

that of man. They are all subservient to Allah as well. However, those creations

that Allah had blessed with intelligence, submit to him willingly and prostrate in

the manner that we recognise.

Allah says in verse 74 of Surah Baqarah, "indeed there are some of them (the

rocks) thatfall out of thefear ofAllah.

"

Allah says in Surah Bani Isra'il, "There is nothing that does not glorify His

praises, but you do not understand their glorification." [Surah 17, verse 44]

Say Allah in Surah Nahl, "To Allah's command submits all within the heavens

and the earth, including all creatures and angels, and they are not proud." '[Surah 16,

verse 49]
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This subject has been discussed. in the commentaries of the above verses.

Allah has also mentioned in Surah Nur, "Do you not see that everyone in the heavens

and the earth glorifies Allah, including the birds with their wings spread out? Each one

knows its Salah (supplication special form of worship) and method of glorification."

[Surah 24, verse 41]

^P <j*h*J V 1-^ b*J*J

(19) These are two opponents who debate about their Lord. As for those who
disbelieve, garments of fire shall be cut out for them and boiling water will be

poured over their heads. (20) It will melt whatever is in their bellies, as well as

their skins. (21) There will be iron hammers for them. (22) Whenever they will

attempt to escape from the punishment out of grief, they will be returned and

told, "Taste the punishment of burning."

THE PUNISHMENT OF THE DISBELIEVERS IN HELL, WHERE
THEY WILL WEAR CLOTHES OF FIRE AND HAVE BOILING
WATER POURED OVER THEM

Allah says, "These are two opponents (the disbelievers and the believers

(Mu'minin) who debate about their Lord." Their disputes sometimes lead to wars,

the Muslim fighting for Allah, while the disbelievers fight for their gods, whom
they regard as "their Lord'

When the polytheists marched towards the battle of Badr, they prayed, "O
Allah! Grant victory to the army that is on the truth." When the Ansar advanced

to combat the polytheists at Badr, the Quraysh said, "We have not come to fight

you, but wish to fight our relatives." Thereupon Sayyidina Ali ** & ^>Jf

Sayyidina Hamza ** it ^j and Sayyidina Ubaidah bin Harith **> it ^>j stepped

forward to engage the enemy in combat. Shaybah bin Rabi'ah, Utbah bin Rabi'ah

and Walld bin Utbah advanced from the enemy lines.

Sayyidina Hamza <* it ^j killed Shaybah, Sayyidina Ali ** it ^j killed

Walid, while Sayyidina Ubaidah *p it ^>j was fatally wounded by Utbah. In the

skirmish Sayyidina Ubaidah ^ it ^j also managed to mortally wound Utbah.

Thereafter Sayyidina Hamza ** it ^>j and Sayyidina Ali k* it ^j killed Utbah

and removed Sayyidina Ubaidah <u* it ^j from the battlefield. He passed away

at a place called Safra while returning to Madinah. Sayyidina Ali ^ it ^j says

that the above verses were revealed with reference to the two opposing armies at

Badr. [Bukhari v. 2 p. 565 and "Al Biddya wan Nihdyah"]

The general context of the verse will include every two opposing groups of

disbelievers and Muslims. The battle of Badr was just an example of such a clash.
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Thereafter Allah describes the plight of the disbelievers in the Hereafter.

Allah says, "As for those who disbelieve, garments offire shall be cut out for them,"

Clothing made of fire will be prepared for the disbelievers, adding to the torment
which they will suffer in Hell.

In addition to this, "boiling water will be poured over their heads. It will melt

whatever is in their bellies, as well as their skins. - Explaining these verses, the Holy

Prophet (-l^ Up fa j^ said, "Boiling water will surely be poured over the heads of

the people in Hell. This water will reach their bellies, destroying everything

within. It will then emerge from the feet, where after the process will be
repeated. This is meant by the verse, 'it will melt whatever is in their bellies, as well

as their skins." [Tirmidhi\

"There will be iron hammers for them. Whenever they will attempt to escape from
the punishment out of grief they will be returned and told, 'Taste the punishment of
burning" The Holy Prophet <X*3 4* fa ju has said, "If one iron hammer was
placed on earth, all man and Jinn collectively would not be able to lift it."

According to another narration the Holy Prophet ,JL^ Up fa ju said that a

single strike from such a hammer would reduce a mountain to dust. [At Targhib

watTarhib v. 4 p. 274]

(23) Allah will surely admit those who believe and do good deeds into gardens

beneath which rivers flow. There they will be adorned with bangles of gold and
pearls. Their clothes in Heaven (Jannah) shall be of silk. (24) They will be

guided to the best of speech and guided to the path of Him, Who is most
deserving of praise.

THE JEWELLERY AND CLOTHES IN HEAVEN (JANNAH) OF THOSE
BELIEVERSWHO DO RIGHTEOUS DEEDS

Allah describes the bounties that will be bestowed on the Believers

(Mu'minin). He says. "Allah will surely admit those who believe and do good deeds into

gardens beneath which rivers flow. Therein they will be adorned with bangles ofgold and
pearls. Their clothes therein shall be of silk." Although gold and silk are not

permissible for men in this world, it will be given to them in the Hereafter.

Sayyidina Abu Musa Ash'ari x* fa\^ narrates that the Holy Prophet fa ju
,0-.) a* said, "Gold and silk are Permissible (Halal) for the women of my Ummah,
but Unlawful (Haram) for the men." [Tirmidhi]

Sayyidina Umar ** fa ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^ fa J^ said,

"The man who wears silk in this world will be deprived of it in the Hereafter."

[Bukhari]
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Sayyidina Uqbah bin Amir <* &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet up i jl*

,JL.j said, "If you desire the jewellery and silk of Heaven (Jannah), do not wear

them in this world." [Mishkat v. 379]

"They will be guided to the best of speech..." This verse means that they will be

guided towards the recitation of "La Ilaha lllallah." They believe in the teachings

of the Holy Prophet ^> u* & jl* and the Qur'an and for this they shall receive

the comforts of Heaven (Jannah).

"...and guided to the path of Him, Wlw is most deserving of praise." Those who
tread Allah's path in this world will be allowed to tread the path leading to

Heaven (Jannah) in the Hereafter.

Note: Although the above verse makes mention only of bangles,

Sayyidina Abu Sa'Id Khudri **> & ^j has narrated that the Holy

Prophet fJL-j up &\ j^ said, "A crown will be placed on the heads of

the people in Heaven (Jannah). The brilliance of the dullest pearl on

this crown is sufficient to illuminate the distance between the east

and the west." [Mishkat p. 499]

(25) Indeed those who disbelieve, forbid (others) from Allah 's path and from

the Masjidul Haram, which We have appointed for the people, residents and

visitors being equal therein, and whoever intends to unjustly perpetrate an act

of irreligiousness there, We shall let him taste a painful punishment.

THE RESIDENT AND VISITOR TO THE MASJIDUL HARAM ARE
ALL EQUAL AND IRRELIGIOUSNESS THERE WILL INVITE
PUNISHMENT

The polytheists of Makkah prevented the Holy Prophet^ 5 4* i»i j^> and the

Muslims from performing their Salah in the Masjidul Haram because they were

the custodians of it. Even after the Holy Prophet ,0-j <J* i»< J~* returned in the 6th

year after Hijrah to perform Umrah, they did not allow him entry into the

Masjidul Haram.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" says that the above verse was revealed with

reference to Abu Sufyan and his companions when they resisted the entry of the

Muslims to Makkah in the 6th year after Hijrah.

Describing the attributes of the Masjidul Haram, Allah says that He has

"appointed (it) for the people, residents, and visitors being equal therein." Certain

commentators maintain that "the Masjidul Haram" refers to the entire city of

Makkah. It is deduced from this verse that the people of Makkah cannot prevent

outsiders from entering the city.
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According to Imam Abu Hanlfah Up ii <^j, it is detestable (Makriih) for the

people of Makkah to let out their homes to outsiders during the Hajj season.

Imam Abu Yusuf <JLp &va*-j 'and Sayyidina Muhammad ^ & i^j are also of this

opinion. They have only said this because there is no clear proof in the Shari'ah

to explicitly declare the act as Unlawful (Haram). They have stated the ruling as

above because people tend to exploit those who make Hajj by charging

exorbitant rentals. This would inadvertently discourage people from performing

Hajj because they are already burdened with the expense of travelling.

Many people make a fortune from subletting buildings that belong to

others. Instead of assisting the people to perform Hajj, they wish only to make
themselves rich.

Imam Abu Hanlfah Up iui ^ has mentioned that homes can be let out

during the non-Hajj periods. However, the opinion of Imam Abu Hanifah ifo a^j

Aip is not clear about whether land in Makkah may be sold or not. The other

Imams of jurisprudence are of the opinion that it is perfectly permissible to sell

land in Makkah.

"Whoever intends to unjustly perpetrate an act of irreligiousness there, We shall

let him taste a painful punishment." Many commentators state that .the injustice

referred to in this verse denotes polytheism (shirk) and all sins. Abu Dawud
reports from the Holy Prophet ,0-^ Up ii ju* that "irreligiousness" refers to Thtikar'

i.e. stockpiling necessary foods for the purpose of inflating the price.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud *& &\ ^>j says that merely intending a sin in

Makkah will invite Allah's punishment, whereas this will be the case in other

cities only when the sin is actually committed. This is so because Allah says,

"Whoever intends to... " ["Durrul Manthur" v. 4 p. 351]

Sayyidina Mujahid Up &\;<*>j has mentioned that sins are multiplied many
fold when committed in Makkah, just as the rewards of good deeds are

multiplied. He also reports that Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** i»v ^j had a

house within the Haram and another outside the borders of the Haram (in the

"Hil"). He performed his Salah in the house that was within the Haram and

would scold his children in the house that was in the "Hil". When asked about

this, he replied that he interpreted using words like, "Never, By Allah!" while

scolding as "irreligiousness." Since the verse prohibited "irreligiousness" in the

Haram, he did this outside the Haram. ["Durrul Manthur" v. 4 p. 3 52] .

Those who suffer this punishment in this world will surely meet with

punishment in the Hereafter. The incident of the people who brought elephants

to destroy the Ka'ba is well documented. Allah destroyed them in this world

with pebbles that were thrown by little birds. Theses pebbles reduced the mighty

army of men and elephants to resemble "a pile ofeaten corn.

"

"Durrul Manthur" reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas <*• &\ ^j
that a person by the name of Taba once set out to destroy the Ka'ba. When he

reached place called Kura'un Na'im, a severe tempest struck/The wind was so

intense that it became impossible even to sit or stand. He summoned two learned

men who accompanied him and asked them the reason for the terrible

windstorm.
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Before replying to his question, they requested him to spare them if they

replied. When he assured them that they had nothing to fear, they told him that

the tempest was raging because he had set out to destroy a house that was
safeguarded by Allah. Taba then asked them what was to be done to cause the

tempest to abate. They advised him that he should remove his clothing and wear

two sheets of cloth. Thereafter, he should recite, "Labbaik! Allahumma Labbaik!"

and then make Circumambulation (Tawaf) of the Ka'ba. When he did this, the

wind stopped. [Ibid]
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(26) When We showed Ibrahim the location of the house saying, "Do not ascribe

any as partner to Myself and cleanse My house for those who make

Circumambulation (Tawaf), those who stand (in Salah), those who bow and

those who prostrate. (27) And announce the Hajj among the people, they will

come to you on foot and on every lean camel, travelling from every distant

road... (28) to witness the things of benefit for them and, during the stipulated

days, to take Allah 's name on every animal that Allah has provided for them. So

eat from it and feed it to the afflicted poor. (29) Then they should remove their

untidiness, fulfill their oaths and perform Tawaf around the "Baitul Atiq".

SAYYIDINA IBRAHIM f*J\ Up CONSTRUCTS THE KA'BA BY
ALLAH'S COMMAND AND ANNOUNCES THE HAJJ

The Ka'ba was initially constructed by the angels and Sayyidina Adam *-l*

f*-h later reconstructed it for a second time. However, after the floods during the

time of Sayyidina Nuh fiLJ\ U*, no sign was left of the Ka'ba. Thereafter, Allah

commanded Sayyidina Ibrahim ^LJ\ U* to reconstruct the Ka'ba. However, since

the exact location was not known to Sayyidina Ibrahim fiL-b a-U, Allah pointed it

out to him, as mentioned in the verse, "When We showed Ibrahim the location of the

house../' Allah sent a strong wind, which exposed the foundation of the Ka'ba for

Sayyidina Ibrahim £*~& <4* to see.

Sayyidina Ibrahim pk~h Up told his son, Sayyidina Isma'il f%~h Up that his

Lord has commanded him to fulfil a certain task. When Sayyidina Isma'il f%~h U*

told his father that he should "obey Allah's command, Sayyidina Ibrahim .f*~&
U*

requested his help. Sayyidina Isma'il {%J\ <ip duly complied.

Sayyidina Ibrahim .fiLJ\ Up pointed to a hill and told his son that Allah has
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commanded him to construct a house at that location. The two then commenced
raising the foundation of the Ka'ba. Sayyidina Isma'ii r>^ ^ used to bring the

stones and Sayyidina Ibrahim f%Jv -Op would lay them down.

Eventually, when the walls became high, Sayyidina Ibrahim ?*-.)\ *JLp used

the stone known as the "Maqam Ibrahim" as a ladder to continue the

construction.

Allah also commanded Sayyidina Ibrahimy^ up saying, "Do not ascribe

any as partner to Myself and cleanse My house for those who make Circumambulation

(Tawaf) those who stand {in Salah), those who bow and those who prostrate"

Allah says in Surah Baqarah, "We. commanded Ibrahim and Isma'ii (saying),

"Purify My house for those who perform Circumambulation (Tawaf) those who remain

secluded therein and those who bow (in ruku) and prostrate." [Surah 2, verse 125]

In these verses, Allah commands that the Ka'ba and the Masjidul Haram be

kept clean because Circumambulation (Tawaf) and Salah take place there. This

command includes cleansing the place from disbeliefs, polytheism (shirk), lies

and all types of evil and sin. Physical forms of impurities, like dirt and rubbish,

must also be removed.

Circumambulation (Tawaf) can be performed only in the Masjidul Haram.
According to Sayyidina Sa'id bin Jubair Up &\ jl^j, the words "those who reside

there" refer to those people who live in Makkah, Sayyidina Ata Up it i*-j says that

it refers to those people who come from other places and stay in the Masjidul

Haram.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** ibi ^j has mentioned, "We are regarded

as 'those who reside there' whenever we sit in the Masjidul Haram." The general

context of the verse even includes those people who perform Seclusion (Itikaf) in

the Masjidul Haram.

In both the above verses "those who bow and those who prostrate" refers to

those people who perform Salah in the Masjidul Haram. The words "those who
stand" also refers to those people who perform Salah. In this way, the three

postures of Salah [viz. genuflexion (Ruku), prostration (Sajdah) and Standing up
(Qiyam)] have all been mentioned.

Some commentators have interpreted "those who stand" to mean those

people who reside there. Whatever the interpretation, the fact is clear that the

custodians are obliged to keep the Ka'ba and the Masjidul Haram clean and to

allow people to perform Circumambulation (Tawaf) and Salah there at all times.

With the grace of Allah, the doors of the Masjidul Haram have remained open to

people since the time that Makkah was conquered by the Muslims until today.

"And announce the Hajj among the people..." When Sayyidina Ibrahim {%»& Up

and Sayyidina Isma'ii f*>LJ\ Up completed the construction, Allah commanded
Sayyidina Ibrahim fM~Jt -uU to call people for Hajj. He submitted, "O My Lord!

How can I announce to the people when my voice cannot reach them.
"

Allah told him, "You make the announcement. We shall ensure that the message

reaches." Consequently, Sayyidina Ibrahim ^l^\ Up stood on Mount Safa (or,

according to another narration, on the Mount of Abu Qubais) and announced, "O
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people! Indeed your Lord has appointed a house, so make Hajj of it!" Allah made the

call reach every corner of the world and to reach every person who was destined

to perform Hajj, even those people who were yet unborn in the wombs of their

mothers 'or in the backs of their fathers.

Every person who was destined to perform Hajj until the Day of Judgment
(Qiyamah), responded to this call by saying, "Labbaik! Alldhumma Labbaik!" This

has been reported from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas <^ it ^ Jm People in the

past could not understand how a person's voice could reach the entire world.

However, with the invention of modern instruments, this is not hard to believe.

Allah promised Sayyidina Ibrahim f^Ui Up that when he makes the

announcement, people "will come to you on foot and on every lean camel, travelling

from every distant road..." The Arabs used to feed their camels and horses less so

that they would become lean and travel faster.

When Sayyidina Ibrahim f^J\ Up left his family in Makkah, he prayed to

Allah saying, "cause some hearts of people to be inclined towards them." Allah

accepted this supplication (du'a) and until today millions of people have

travelled from all parts of the world to make the Hajj. The people of Makkah
have benefited tremendously from the influx of people to Makkah, and these

people also benefit greatly from them in terms of the world and in terms of the

religion (D'in). This has been referred to in the verse, to witness the things of

benefitfor them..."

Some details of this have been given in the commentary of the verse, "Allah

has made the Ka'ba, the sacred house, a means by which mankind remains in existence, as

well as the sacred months, the sacrificial animal and garlands placed (around its neck)."

[Surah Ma'idah (5), verse 97]

"....and, during the stipulated days, to take Allah 's name on every animal

that Allah has provided for them." Some commentators have mentioned that

"the stipulated days" refer to the first ten days of Dhul Hijjah. Remembrance
(Dhikr) should be made in abundance during these days.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** i«» ^j has narrated from the Holy Prophet

fJL-j Up &\ ju that good deeds are most beloved to Allah during the first ten days

of Dhul Hijjah. The Sahabah r^ &\ ^j asked, "Is Jihad also not better than

worship during these days?" The Holy Prophet^ Up &\ j^> replied, "Even Jihad

is not better than worship during these days, except for the person who proceeds

in Jihad with his wealth and life, not returning with either of the two." [Mishkdtp.

128]

Allah mentions that, during these ten days, man should thank Allah for the

animals that he is able to slaughter. Although the animals are slaughtered only

on the tenth day, the preceding days are spent searching for the animal, feeding

it and preparing it for the day of sacrifice. These are all Allah's bounties.

The religious significance of the sacrifice is that it secures Allah's pleasure

when the animal is offered before Allah. The sacrifice is also of worldly benefit

because one rides the animal, eats the flesh and drinks the milk.

Other commentators have interpreted "the stipulated days" to mean that days
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of Nahr (10th, 11th and 12th ofDhul Hijjah). During these days, all the people of

the world offer their sacrifices. Allah's remembrance (Dhikr) should also be made
in abundance when people are slaughtering their animals at Mina. Allah says in

Surah Baqarah, "Carry out the Dhikr (remembrance) of Allah during the limited days

i.e. the days at Mina. " [Surah 2, verse 203]

Sayyidah Ayshah \#* &\ ^>j reports that the Holy Prophet pi-y-ui* & j^ said,

"Pelting the Jamarat and Sa'I between Safa and Marwa have been ordained to

establish Allah's remembrance (Dhikr)." [Tirmidhi]

Every aspect of Hajj is filled with Allah's remembrance, be it reciting the

Talbiyah, Circumambulation (Tawaf), Sa'I or while staying at Arafat, Muzdalifa

and Mina. "Ma'alimut Tanzll" (v. 1 p. 178) reports that Sayyidina Umar ** ifo ^j
and Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ^ &\^>j used to recite that Talbiya ("Labbaik!

Allahumma Labbaik!...) while in gatherings, on their beds and on the road.

Muslim (v.lp. 3 60) reports that the Holy Prophet^ 3 4* k J** has said, "Do
not fast during these days because they are days of eating, drinking and

remembrance of Allah."

The "animals" mentioned in the verse refers to those animals that may be

slaughtered during the days of Nahr and not all animals. One may slaughter

only cattle, camels, goats and sheep. Oxen may also be slaughtered because they

are like cattle. The age of these animals have been stipulated by the Shari'ah and

the animals must be free of any defects, unless these are minimal. The details of

this can be found in the books of jurisprudence.

Camels have to be at least five years of age before they are deemed fit for

sacrifice. Cattle and oxen have to be at least two years old, while sheep and goats

need to be at least one year old. Seven people can share a single camel, cow, bull

or ox for sacrificial purposes.

The Qur'an has termed the sacrificial animal to be slaughtered by the Haji

(person performing Hajj) as "Hadi." It is compulsory for the person performing

Tamattu and Qiran Hajj to slaughter an animal. The animals can be slaughtered

at any time during the 10th, 11th and 12th of Dhul Hijjah. If the Haji slaughters

the animal after sunset of the 12th, he will have to slaughter another animal as a

penalty.

The person performing Tamattu or Qiran can shave or trim his hair only

after slaughtering. If he does so before slaughtering, he will have to slaughter

another animal as a penalty. The person performing the Ifrad Hajj does not have

to slaughter an animal unless he wants to.

"So eat from it and feed it to the afflicted poor." There are four categories of

sacrifices that take place during Hajj. The first is the animal slaughtered by those

who perform the Tamattu and Qiran Hajj. The second is that animal that is

slaughtered on a voluntary basis. These two types of animals (as well as the one

slaughtered by people not on Hajj) can be eaten by the slaughterer himself.

Although he can use the meat as he pleases, it is best that he reserves one-third

for the poor.

The third category of sacrifice is the animal that is slaughtered as a penalty

for an offence committed by the Haji. The fourth is the animal slaughtered
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because of "Ihsar" (i.e. when a person cannot complete his Hajj) These two types

of sacrifice require that all the meat of the animal be given to poor people.

Although it is best to distribute the meat among the poor people living within

the Hafam, it not obligatory to do so.

The person making the sacrifice cannot eat the meat of the last two

categories of sacrifices, nor can his family eat from it, nor any person who
possesses Nisab.

Note: All the above four types of sacrifices, except the second (the

optional one) have to be carried out within the Haram. It is best that

the first takes place at Mina.

The detailed laws pertaining to the above can be found in the books of

jurisprudence. Much has also been discussed in the commentary of verse 196 and

the consequent verses of Surah Baqarah.

"Then they should remove their untidiness../' On the 10th of Dhul Hijjah, the

Hajis proceed to Mina from Muzdalifa. The person performing the Ifraad Hajj

will now pelt only the Jamara Aqba, after which he can have his hair shaved.

However, if he wills, he can slaughter an animal before shaving or trimming.

Those performing the Tamattu and Qiran Hajj will have to first pelt the Jamara

Aqba, then slaughter, then shave or trim their hair. Thereafter they will be

allowed to cut their nails and remove other unwanted hair from the body. This

hair is referred to in the above verses as "untidiness.
"

The Haji has the choice to have his hair shaved or trimmed, shaving being

best. The Holy Prophet ^y*M & J^ thrice made supplication (du'a) for mercy

upon those who have their hair shaved, while he only made it once for those

who have their hair trimmed. Women, of course, are not permitted to have their

hair shaved.

When the man has his hair trimmed, the entire head should be trimmed by

the length of about an inch. The minimum requirement is that at least the hair of

a quarter of the head must be cut. If the hair is not long enough to meet these

requirements, he has to have the hair shaved off.

Note: The recent practice of clipping only a few hairs is not established

from the Holy Prophet <X* 3 a* & J** or the Sahabah^ Av ^> This

practice will not qualify to release a person from Ihram. He will

have to (at least) shave all the hair or trim an inch off at least a

quarter of the head's hair. If this is not done, the person will remain

perpetually in Ihram, after which he will be liable for penalties if he

wears fitting clothes, applies perfume, cuts his nails, etc.

" (they should) fulfil their oaths..." When people have vowed to carry out

certain acts of worship, they will be obliged to fulfil these. Praising the righteous

on Surah Dahar, Allah says about them, "They fulfil their oaths and fear the day

when adversity will be widespread. " [Surah 76, verse 7]

"and (they should) perform Tawaf around the 'Baitul Atiq' (i.e. the Ka'ba)."

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Zubair ** &s^ narrates from the Holy Prophet a* i»» J*
jJL-j that Allah named the Ka'ba "Baitul Atiq" (the free house) because it has been
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freed from tyrants and despots. They can never gain control of it.

There are three Faraidh (obligatory requisites) of Hajj. The first is to adopt

the state of Ihram. The second is to be present at Arafat at any time from after

midday of the 9th of Dhul Hijjah, until dawn of the 10th. This is termed

"Wuquful Arafah." The third is to perform what is termed as the Tawafuz

Ziyarah, Tawaful Ifadah, Tawafur Rukan, or the Tawaful Fardh.

Commentators say that the above portion of the verse refers to the

performance of this Tawafuz Ziyarah because it follows after the removal of

one's "untidiness."- This was the procedure followed by the Holy Prophet ii. ju
pi-j mJp. However, a person will be permitted to proceed straight to Makkah from

Muzdalifa for this Circumambxileition (Tawaf). This Circumambulation (Tawaf)

can be performed at any time during the days and nights of the 10th, 11th and

12th of Dhul Hijjah. If a person was forced by extenuating circumstances to delay

this Circumambulation (Tawaf) until after sunset of the 12th, it can still be

performed, but with a penalty.

If the Tawafuz Ziyarah is missed completely, it cannot be recompensed.

Only the person who dies after the Wuquful Arafah is able to bequest that a

camel or cow be slaughtered on his behalf as a compensation for the missed

Tawafuz Ziyarah. The meat of this animal must he distributed among the poor.

The Tawaf of Qudum is the only Sunnah Tawaf during Hajj. This is

performed upon arrival in Makkah. The Circumambulation (Tawaf) of Wida is

Compulsory, and will be performed before leaving Makkah, after the Tawafuz

Ziyarah. However, this is only Compulsory for those people who live outside the

Haram and Hil (i.e. the area adjacent to the Haram).

Every other circumambulation (Tawaf) will be regarded as optional.

However, when a person vows to make Circumambulation (Tawaf), it will be

Compulsory for him to fulfil this path. Every Circumambulation (Tawaf)

comprises seven circuits around the Ka'ba, each with its beginning and end at

the Hajrul Aswad.

Note: If the Tawafuz Ziyarah is not performed, it can be performed at any

other time during one's lifetime. However, a person will be unable

to cohabit until the Circumambulation (Tawaf) is performed. If the

person ever does cohabit, there will be different types of penalties,

according to the specific act. Sometimes the penalty will be to

slaughter a goat, while at other times, he will have to slaughter a

camel or a cow.

If the cohabitation takes place several times in one place after shaving or

trimming the hair, only one penalty will be due. If incurred at many places,

several penalties will be due.
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(30) So be it. And whoever will respect Allah's sacred things, then this will

be best for him with his Lord. Animals have been permitted for you, with the

exception of those that have been recited to you. So abstain from the impurity of

idols and abstain from false talk... (31) *... in a state that you are inclined only

towards Allah, not ascribing any partners to Him. The example of the one who
ascribes partners to Allah is like one who has fallen from the sky, to have his

remains snatched up by birds or blown off to a distant place by the wind. (32) So

be it. And whoever honours Allah's signs, then this is because of the taqwa of

hearts. (33) There are things of benefit for you in it until a stipulated period.

Then their destination is the "Baitul Atiq".

THE COMMAND TO REVERE ALLAH'S SACRED THINGS AND
SIGNS, THE SIMILITUDE OF THE POLYTHEISTS AND THE
BENEFITS FOUND IN ANIMALS

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" says that the word "Dhalika" (translated

above as "So be it.") is used in Arabic to denote that one subject has been

terminated. It therefore signifies the beginning of another topic or another facet

of the same topic. According to others, it serves to tell the reader that one should

practise what has been mentioned.

** Allah says thereafter, "And whoever will respect Allah's sacred things, tlien this

will be best (and most rewarding) for him with his Lord." The author of "Ruhul

Ma'ani" says that "Allah's sacred things" refers to all those things that Allah has

commanded man to revere, be these related to Hajj or not. This includes Salah,

the knowledge of religion (D'in) and all the acts of devotion ordained by the

Shari'ah.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ i»» ^j says that the instruction to respect

"Allah's sacred things" means that one should abstain from all sins during Hajj.

These include disputing, behaving intimately with one's spouse, hunting, and

perpetrating the acts that are normally forbidden in the state of Ihram.

"(The slaughtering and consuming of) Animals have been permitted for you,

with the exception of those that have been recited to you" i.e. recited to you in the

Qur'an. The details of these forbidden foods have been mentioned in Surah

Baqarah, Surah Ma'idah and Surah An'am the Holy Prophet ,0-^ <4* & J-* has

made mention of the rest.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" has mentioned that this point has been made
here to inform people that the Hajis can slaughter the animals that are usually

slaughtered as sacrifice. They are only not permitted to hunt and kill other
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animals.

"So abstain from the impurity of idols..." Here Allah warns the Muslims to

abstain from the practices of the polytheists, who used to consider their sacrifices

as devotions to their idols. Allah has also mentioned this point during the

discussion of Hajj because the polytheists added these practices to the Hajj rites

that Sayyidina Ibrahim ^^LJi aJLp taught them.

They also added the following words to their Talbiyah, "You (Allah) have no

partners besides the partners that are with You."

Allah then commands, "and abstain from false talk..." Although all lies should

be shunned, this verse refers particularly to the lies that the polytheists spoke

about Allah. This occurred when they attributed certain fabricated prohibitions

to Allah. This discussion is given in the commentary of the verse in 103 of Surah

Ma'idah {Surah 5), where Allah says, "Allah did not ordain the 'Bahirah,' nor the

'Sa'ibah/ nor the "Wasilah/ nor the 'Ham/ but the disbelievers had invented a lie about

Allah. And most of them have no understanding.

The subject has also been discussed in the commentary of verse 28 of Surah

A'raf {Surah 7), where Allah says, "When they perpetrate a sin they say, 'Wefound our

forefathers upon this and Allah has commanded us with it/ Say, 'Surely Allah does not

command lewdness! Dq you say against Allah what you know not?"'

Sayyidina Khuraim bin Fatik ** i»\ ^j reports that once, after the Fajr Salah,

The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up k j^ thrice declared that rendering false testimony is

equivalent to polytheism (shirk). Thereafter, he recited the verse, "So abstain from
the impurity of idols and abstain from false talk in a state that you are inclined only

towards Allah, not ascribing any partners to Him." This verse mentions 'false talk"

immediately after "idols's indicating that the two are linked.

Allah then describes that condition of the polytheists. He says, "The example

of the one who ascribes partners to Allah is like one who has fallen from the sky, to have

his remains snatched up by birds or blown off to a distant place by the wind." Allama

Baghawi <4* & ^j has mentioned in "Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v. 3 p. 286) that this

example depicts that the polytheist will be destroyed in any event and will not

be able to avoid his imminent destruction, just like the person in the similitude.

He will suffer in Hell until eternity, unless he repents and accepts Islam.

In my humble opinion/the similitude depicts the control that idols and

other false gods have on people. These people have allowed these gods to control

their lives, thereby placing themselves in the talons of these gods. They are then

reduces to bits of flesh by these predators, having their remains scattered about.

The second similitude of being "blown off to a distant place by the wind" is

similar to the similitude cited in Surah An'am, where Allah says, "he whom Satan

(Shaytan) had deviated from the path in a forest, leaving him bewildered when he has

companions calling him to guidance saying, 'Come to us!" The deviated person

cannot reach the straight path despite being called from all directions. Wherever

he goes, he falls deeper into deviation. Allah knows best.

"So be it And whoever honours Allah's signs, then this is because of the piety

(Taqwa) of hearts." Only those people who have Circumambulation (Tawaf) will be
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able to honour Allah's "signs." Although Allah's "signs" are included in the

broad meaning of "Allah's sacred things," it has been mentioned separately to

emphasise the command.

Allah says in Surah Baqarah, "Verily Safa and Marwa are from the signs of

Allah." Allah says in verse 2 of Surah Ma'idah (Surah 5), "O you who believe, do not

legalise Allah's signs..."

"Allah's signs" refer to all things that" have been ordained as means of

worship. However, some commentators have restricted the sense of this verse to

specific things. Sayyidina Zaid bin Aslam <op i» <*-j says that "Allah's signs" are

six, viz. (1) Safa and Marwa, (2) the sacrificial animal, (3) the area where pelting

takes place during Hajj, (4) the Masjidul Haram, (5) Arafat, (6) The "rukn" i.e. the

Black Stone:

Respecting these "signs" means that the actions stipulated for these places

should be carried out when one is present there.

Sayyidina Umar *& & ^>j has mentioned that all the sites of Hajj are

included in "Allah's signs." Therefore, Mina and Muzdalifa will also be included.

"There are things of benefit for you therein (i.e. in the sacrificial animals) until a

stipulated period." Before these animals are designated to be slaughtered as

sacrifices, they can be used for various purposes like riding and milking.

However, once they are fixed to be sacrificed, no benefit may be derived for

them, even their wool cannot be sheared. They may be used for riding only

under extreme conditions, when other animals are unavailable.

In the past many people used to take their sacrificial animals along with

them from their homes. The rules that apply to such a person will differ from

those that apply to other people. When performing the "Farewell Hajj," The Holy
Prophet jJl. j 4gU Ai jl* sent many animals ahead with Sayyidina Najiya Aslami ^

j

£* i». Sayyidina Ali ^ i»» ^>j also brought many from Yemen for the Holy
Prophet pi-.? <4* i 1 J**- There were one hundred in number, all of which were
slaughtered by the Holy Prophet ^> <U i» J**, with the help of Sayyidina Ali ^j

Although the person performing Tamattu or Qiran has to slaughter only

one animal, he will be greatly rewarded for every extra animal that he slaughters.

The person performing Umrah does not have to slaughter an animal, but the

Holy Prophet ,JL-_, u* i»i ju took an animal along with him for Umrah (in the 6th

year after Hijrah), which he had to slaughter at Hudaybiyyah after being

prevented from entering Makkah.

The udders of the sacrificial animals should be sprinkled with cold water to

prevent milk from filling. This will save the animal pain because the milk cannot

be removed. The reins and saddle blanket of the sacrificed animal must be

donated to charity and cannot be given as wages to anyone assisting in the

slaughtering.

"Then their destination is the 'Baitul Atiq." The animals to be sacrificed during

Hajj have to be slaughtered within the borders of the Haram. About the penalty

for Ihsar, Allah has mentioned, "And do not shave your heads until the sacrificial
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animal has reached its place." This was also stated as a condition in the verse where

Allah describes the penalty for hunting. [Surah Ma'tdah (5), verse 95].

Ruling: If the animal (which was to be sacrificed on an optional basis)

comes close to dying while travelling to Makkah, it should be slaughtered on the

spot and marked with its blood so that the poor may realise that they can use the

animal. The owner may not use any part of this animal.

If it is Compulsory foi* the person to sacrifice an animal and if it develops a

defect, or falls seriously ill en route to Makkah, he will have to purchase a

replacement. He can then do as he pleases with the first animal.

-- -- r * >"'
\
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(34) We have ordained rites for every nation so that they may take Allah's name

on the animals that Allah has provided for them. Your Deity is but One Deity,

so submit to Him. And convey glad tidings to the humble... (35) Those who,

when Allah is mentioned, their hearts tremble, who patiently endure the

adversities that afflict them, who establish Salah and spend (in charity) from

what We have provided for them.

GLAD TIDINGS ARE FOR THOSE WHO ARE HUMBLE,
CONSCIOUS OF ALLAH, PATIENT, AND ARE PARTICULAR
ABOUT SALAH AND CHARITY

The Arabic word "mansak" translated above as "rites ") refers to all forms of

worship, as well as sacrificing animals and the other rites and rituals of Hajj. The

verse could refer to all these meanings. However, judging from the context of the

verse, it would more appropriately refer to the sacrificing of animals. Allah says,

"We have ordained rites for every nation so that they may take Allah's name on the

animals that Allah has provided for them. Your Deity is but One Deity, so submit to

Him."

Thereafter, Allah says, 'And convey glad tidings to the humble..." Describing

who these people are, Allah then says that they are "Those who, when Allah (or His

qualities, commands, warnings, etc) is mentioned, their hearts tremble."

Further describing them, Allah continues to say that they are those "who

patiently endure the adversities that afflict them, who establish Salah and spend (in

charity) from what We have providedfor them." This includes spending in Zakah and

all other avenues, not forgetting spending on animals for sacrificial purposes.
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(36) And We have made the large animals from Allah's signs, in which lies good

for you. So take Allah's name on them as they stand in rows. Then eat from

them when they fall on their sides, and feed the perseverant and the mendicant.

We have subjugated them for you in this manner so that you be grateful. (37)

Their flesh and blood will never reach Allah, but your taqwa will reach Him.

Allah has subjugated them for you in this way so that you proclaim His

greatness for the guidance that He has granted you. And convey glad tidings to

those who do good.

THE SACRIFICIAL ANIMAL IS FROM ALLAH'S SIGNS AND
SHOULD BE FED TO THOSEWHO ARE CONTENT AS WELL AS TO
THOSEWHO BEG

The Arabic word "budn" (translated above as "large animals") is the plural of

"badanah" and refers to camels and cattle according to Imam Abu Hanifah h ij\,

Up. Allah says, "And We have made the large animals from Allah 's signs, in which lies

good for you." The benefits of these animals lie in this world (as is commonly

understood), as well as in the Hereafter (because sacrificing them for Allah will

earn great rewards in the Hereafter).

According to Imam Shafi'I 4* & *^> the "large animal" refers only to the

camel when applied to the rules of the average sacrificial animal. However, he

say that when the word is used with reference to the rites of Hajj, it would refer

to all types of animals that may normally be sacrificed viz, camels, cattle, goats

and sheep.

The Arab tribes possessed many camels and even kept records of the lineage

of these camels. When the time for Hajj came, they would line up the camels, tie

their legs and slaughter them while the camel stood. This is referred to as "nahr."

The wisdom behind slaughtering them standing is that their souls emerge more

easily in this way. After slaughtering the camels, they fall to the ground and are

skinned.

Referring to the process of nahr, Allah says, "So take Allah's name on them as

they stand in raws. Then eat from them when they fall on their sides, and feed the

perseverant (i.e. the one who is needy, yet does not beg from others) and the

mendicant" It is more virtuous to give to those who are needy but do not beg.

"We have subjugated them for you in this manner so that you be grateful" Man

should thank Allah for causing these animals to be subservient to him so that he
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can derive various benefits from them. If it were not for Allah, man could never

subjugate these animals, who are larger and stronger than he.

"Their flesh and blood will never reach Allah, but your piety (taqawa) will reach

Him." Man derives, the benefit of the animal's meat and organs. Allah does not

require these things. Allah looks for the person's sincerity and devotion to Him
when slaughtering. He must offer the sacrifice solely for Allah's pleasure and not

for any other ulterior motive. Allah knows the inner secrets of the heart and what
intentions they bear.

Sayyidah Ayshah ^ &\ ^>j reports from the Holy Prophet jj-j aJ* i»i ju that

the most beloved act to All&h on the day of nahar (10th of Dhul Hijjah) is the

spilling of blood (of sacrificial animals). The Holy Prophet ,JL^ -a* i»i ju continued

to say, "The animal will appear with its horns, hairs and hooves on the Day of

Judgement and it is accepted even before the first drop of blood falls to the

ground. Therefore sacrifice them with a happy heart." [Tirmidhi]

Sayyidina Zaid bin Arqam ^ & ^j narrates that the Sahabah ^ «&t ^j
asked the Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^ & J*, "What is this sacrifice?" The Holy Prophet

jjL-j Up &\ j^ replied, "It is the practice of your father Ibrahim f*~& *4*." They

enquired, "What reward is in it f6r us?" The Holy Prophet jJL,j Up &\ ju said,

"You will receive the reward of a good deed for every hair on the animal's

body."

The Sahabah rf* & ^j then asked, "What about those animals that have

wool?" the Holy Prophet jJL-j a* i»i ju> said, "You will receive the reward of a

good deed for every fibre of wool."

"Allah has subjugated them for you in this way so that you proclaim His greatness

for the guidance that He has granted you." None would be able to carry out any

virtuous deeds without the gift of Belief (Iman) and the guidance from Allah.

Had Allah not granted guidance to the Muslims, they would also be slaughtering

animals for false gods. Therefore, He has to be thanked in abundance.

"And convey glad tidings to those who do good." All those who are sincere,

worshipping, believing and grateful slaves of Allah must be congratulated

because they shall all be blessed with innumerable bounties in the Hereafter.

(38) Verily Allah defends those who believe. Allah surely does not like every

treacherous ingrate.

ALLAH DEFENDS THE BELIEVERS AND DETESTS THOSE WHO
ARE TRAITORS AND UNGRATEFUL

It was mentioned earlier that the polytheists prevented the Holy Prophet ju
jjL-j 4-u &\ and the Sahabah^ ifo ^j from entering Makkah during the 6th year

after Hijrah. They permitted him to perform his Umrah only the following year

after attaching many conditions. In the above verse, Allah assures the believers

(Mu'minln) that these types of obstacles will come from time to time, but Allah
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will grant the Muslims eventual victory. Allah fulfilled this reassurance when He

allowed them to march unharmed into Makkah during the 8th year after Hijrah.

Allah says, "Allah surely does not like every treacherous ingrate." Every

disbeliever and polytheist is treacherous because they do not worship Allah and

do not follow the teachings of His scriptures. They are also ingrates because

although they have been created by Allah, yet they opt to worship others. Allah

grants them whatever they need, yet they follow religion's (D'in's) that they have

fabricated. Allah detests such people and will soon teach them a lesson.

A
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(39) Permission has been granted to those who are under attack because they

have been oppressed. Without doubt, Allah is Most Capable of rendering

assistance to them... (40) Those who were driven from their homes only because

they proclaimed, "Allah is our Lord!" If it were not for the fact that Allah

opposes some people with others, monasteries, churches and synagogues would

be destroyed, as well as Masajid in which Allah 's name is taken in abundance.

Allah will certainly assist those who assist Him. Verily Allah is Omnipotent,

Mighty. (41) These are people who, if We grant them authority on earth, they

establish Salah, pay Zakah, enjoin good and forbid evil. The result of all deeds

rest with Allah.

THE PERMISSION TO WAGE JIHAD, ITS BENEFITS AND THE
DUTY OF LEADERS

It was normally the poor people who were the first to accept the message of

Islam. They were harshly persecuted by the Polytheists and were forced to

migrate to Abysinnia and later to Madinah. They were enjoined to patiently

endure the sufferings in Makkah, without being permitted to retaliate. However,

once they regrouped in Madinah, they became a united force. Only then were

they permitted to wage Jihad.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** h ^j reports that when the Holy Prophet

jjL-j a* in ju made the Hijrah to Madinah, Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^ i»i ^>j said,

"Those people who drove their Prophet out of his town will certainly be

destroyed." Thereupon Allah revealed the above verse saying, "Permission (to

wage Jihad) has been granted to those who are under attack because they have been

oppressed. Without doubt, Allah is Most Capable of rendering assistance to them..."
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After hearing the verse, Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^ i&» ^j said, "I have understood

from this verse that the polytheists will soon attack The following year, the

battle of Badr took place, soon to be followed by the battle of Uhud and many
others thereafter.

If Allah had so desired, He could have granted the Muslims safety in

Makkah and then in Madinah as well. However, Allah desired that the lives and

wealth of the believers (Mu'minin) be spent for the religion (D'in) so that they can

attain great rewards in, the Hereafter.

The disbelievers and the polytheists had no reason to compel the Muslims

to leave their homes because they had not committed any crime. The only reason

they harassed them was that they accepted Islam and took Allah as their Lord.

Referring to this, Allah says, "Those who were driven from their homes only because

they proclaimed, 'Allah is our Lord!"'

Jihad has been carrying on throughout the history of man because there has

always been an ongoing struggle between disbeliefs and Belief (Iman). The

previous Prophets ''pLJ\ ^> also led their followers into battle against the

disbelievers. Allah has instituted Jihad for the protection of the true religion's

(Din's) and their places of worship throughout the ages. Allah says, "If it were not

for the fact that Allah opposes some people with others, monasteries, churches (of the

Christians) and synagogues (of the Jews) would be destroyed, as well as Masajid in which

Allah 's name is taken in abundance. Allah will certainly assist those who assist Him.

Verily Allah is Omnipotent, Mighty."

After the advent of the Holy Prophet^ 3 a* 41 j*,, all other religion's (D'in's)

have paled into insignificance and no longer exist as true religion's (D'in's). The

disbelievers have all united now in their attempts to fight Islam. They are

tirelessly trying to destroy the Masajid so that Allah's remembrance (Dhikr)

ceases to exist. Jihad will be necessary to defend these Masajid.

Allah then describes the Muslims who were forced to leave Makkah and

were then granted sovereignty. Allah says, "These are people who, ifWe grant them

authority on earth, they establish Salah, pay Zakah, enjoin good and forbid evil." This

verse applies perfectly to the first four righteous khalifas (Caliphs) of Islam.

Ibn Kathir ^i)!^ [v. 3 p. 226] reports that Sayyidina Uthman ^ fo'^j said,

"This verse applies to myself and my companions. We were expelled from our

homes merely because we proclaimed that Allah is our Lord. Thereafter, Allah

granted us authority and we established Salah, paid Zakah, and practised

(enjoinggood andforbidding evil "Amr Bil Ma'rufWan Nahy Anil Munkar.'")

The insolence of the Rawafidh can be clearly seen from the above verse.

Whereas Allah praises the Sahabah ^ &\f* Jf these foolish people claim that

Sayyidina Abu Bakr ** & ^Jf Sayyidina Umar ** ifo ^j and the other Sahabah

pi;* M ^j were all disbelievers (Allahjorbid!).

It is indeed tragic that the leSffefs of today do not come close to the above

description of leadership. TheyJ&ve no interest in performing Salah and paying

Zakah. Let alone enjoining gpod and forbidding evil, they legislate such laws

whereby they actually enjoin.jivil and forbid good. They fear the people and shy

away from correcting their irreligious nature.
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"The result of all deeds rest with Allah/' Although the Muslims had to suffer

initially, they were soon granted sovereignty over the major portion of
j

the Old

World. Even today, the Muslims have dominance over a great part of trte world.

In this world, the true believer (Mu'mxn) will be victorious over the di$believers

and most definitely in the Hereafter.

$jb f^A v*J^ ***** J J& ^ r***
^-^=s' ->** -^^Nop

«r$M»\ ^ ^5^==4 ^^* <y_^ ^A» ^-^ ^>^)j ^ ^ *

Jfji\ ^ JlA-$ >*<^ J^+a^j £J±*a J^j \-4r?J^ Of <£p*

(42) If they deny you, then the nation of Nuh, the Ad and the Thamud also

denied before them... (43) ... as well as the nation of Ibrahim and the nation of

Lut... (44) .. And the people of Madyan (also denied). Musa was also denied, and

We granted respite to the disbelievers, after which we seized them. How was My
punishment? (45) Many were the towns that We destroyed when they were

oppressive. They now lie collapsed upon their roofs, and many are the disused

wells and the fortresses that were once well built. (46) Have they not travelled in

the land so that they develop hearts to understand and ears to hear? It is really

not eyes that become blind, but the hearts that lie in bosoms which become

blind. (47) They want to hurry you with the punishment whereas Allah will

never break His promise. Verily a single day with your Lord is like a thousand

years according to your count. (48) Many were the towns to which I had granted

respite although they were oppressive. Thereafter I seized them, and to Me shall

be the return.

THE DESTROYED TOWNS ARE LESSONS FOR OTHERS

Allah addresses the Holy Prophet^ 3 4* & J^ saying, "If they deny you, then

the nation of Nuh, the Ad [who denied Sayyidina Hud r
">U» Up] and the Thamud

[who denied Sayyidina Salih f^w-d*] also denied before them; as well as the nation of

Ibrahim and the nation of Lut And the people of Madyan [who denied Sayyidina

Shu'ayb £%»h <Js], Musa was also denied..."

Allah expresses to the Holy Prophet ,0-j d* &\ j^ that he should also be

patient like these Prophets f*~h^ and continue with his mission. However,

Allah say that He "granted respite to the disbelievers, after which we seized them. How
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was My punishment?"

"Many were the towns that We destroyed when they were oppressive. They (i.e.

their ruins) now lie collapsed upon their roofs..." The roofs of buildings cave in first.

Thereafter the walls collapse upon the roofs.

Allah continues to say, "and many are the disused wells and the fortresses that

were once well built." These now stand as useless rubble of no benefit to anyone.

"Have they not travelled in the land (to witness the ruins described above) so

that they develop hearts to understand and ears to hear?" These people have not taken

a lesson from these events and do not respond to the truth. These things are in

front of them, yet they fail to perceive them, as if they were blind. Therefore,

Allah says, "It is really not eyes that become blind, but the hearts that lie in bosoms

which become blind."

"They want to hurry you with the punishment..." They do this with the

intention of falsifying the Holy Prophet^ } u* i&« J*>, when the punishment is not

sent immediately upon their request. However, it should be remembered that

"Allah will never break His promise." The disbelievers will certainly receive the

punishment when Allah decrees that they should. The punishment cannot arrive

before the decreed hour.

"Verily a single day with your Lord is like a thousand years according to your

count." If the disbelievers are not punished in this world, they will certainly be

punished in the Hereafter, when they will be subjected to the tortures of the Day
of Judgment (Qiyamah) before actually being sent to Hell. This day will last for a

thousand years of the world and the sun will be brought so close to people that

the perspiration of some will reach until their mouths, while that of other's will

embrace their throats like the reins of an animal.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra <& & ^j has reported that the Holy Prophet i»i Ju»

(JUj aJlp said, "The poor will enter Heaven (Jannah) 500 years before the rich. This

500 years will be half the duration of the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah)." [Tirmidhi]

Allah says in Surah Ma'arij , "On a day, the duration of which will be fifty

thousand years..." This verse seems to contradict the view mentioned above (that

Judgment day (Qiyamah) will last for a thousand years). In reality there is no

discrepancy here. Each person will feel the duration of that day differently. It

will appear; to some that it lasts for a thousand years, while others may feel that

it is 50,000 years.

Imam Bayhaqi <4* & **-j reports from Sayyidina Abu Sa'id Khudri <& ibi ^j
that the Holy Prophet^ u* ii ju was asked, "The day that will last for 50,00

years shall be long indeed (i.e. how will this be tolerated?)" The Holy Prophet

jjL-j Up i»i j** replied, "By Him in Whose control lies my life! To the believer

(Mu'min), this day will seem shorter than the time in which he performs his

FardhSalah."

When Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** 4»t ^j was asked about the verse,.

"On a day, the duration of which will be fifty thousand years," he replied by saying,

"Allah knows best. I do not consider it appropriate to comment on something

about which I have no knowledge."
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As a conclusion and a summary of the above subject inatter, Allah says,
''Many were the towns to which: I had granted respite, although they were Oppressive.

Thereafter I seized them, and to Me shall be the return/'

c^^IlvJl 1>L^> !>^U d>JjU^ uru- ^>ji >J ul L^ ^llll 1^.12, J5

(49) Say, "O people! I am but a clear warner unto you." (50) As for those who
believe and do righteous deeds, theirs shall be forgiveness and a bounteous
provision. (51) Those who make attempts to subdue Our verses shall be the

dwellers of the Inferno.

FORGIVENESS FOR THOSE WHO BELIEVE AND DO GOOD
DEEDS, AND PUNISHMENT FOR THOSEWHO REJECT

Allah instructs the Holy Prophet^ 3 Up ii jl> saying, "Say, 'O people! I am hut

clear wamer unto you." The duty of the Prophets p^\^ was merely to warn
people of the consequences of not believing. They were not entrusted with the
task of making people accept.

They also came to inform the people that "As for those who believe and do
righteous deeds, theirs shall be forgiveness and a bounteous provision." In this way they
were bearers of glad tidings. However, they also warned people that "Those who
make attempts to subdue Our verses shall be the dwellers of the Inferno."

This verse refers to those people who attempted to undermine the Qur'an
by telling people that it was magic or poetry. Sometimes they would also tell

others that the Qur'an comprised of mere tales. They did all this so that people
become disinclined towards the Qur'an and Islam.

t
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(52) It occurred to every messenger and the Holy Prophet whom we sent before

you, that whenever he recited, Satan (Shaytan) cast doubts in his recitation.

However, Allah effaces the doubts that Satan (Shaytan) casts and then

consolidates His verses. Allah is All Knowing, The Wise. (53) So that Allah

makes the doubts cast by Satan (Shaytan) a test for those in whose hearts is a

disease and for those whose hearts are hard. Indeed, the oppressors are in a far

removed disagreement. (54) And so that those granted knowledge should know
that it is the truth from your Lord and they believe in it, causing even their

hearts to bow,^AUah shall definitely guide the belieyers^o the straight path. (55)

The disbelievers will perpetually be in doubt about it, until Judgment day

(Qiyamah) comes to them suddenly or the punishment of such a day comes to

them in which there is ho good. (56) All sovereignty will belong to Allah on that

day. He will judge between them. Those who believe and perform righteous

deeds will be in gardens of bounty. (57) As for those who, disbelieve and deny
Our verses, theirs shall be a humiliating punishment.

THE PLOTS C>rSATAN (SHAYTAN) AGAINST THE PROPHETS j*fe

f^Ui CAUSE THE BELIEVERS TO GROW STRONGER IN THEIR
FAITH, AND THE DISBELIEVERSTO FALL DEEPER INTO DOUBT

Allah tells the Holy Prophet^ ^Mj* that all the previous Prophets p-^
f%J\ also suffered the same hindrances that he was suffering. Allah says, 'It

occurred to every messenger and the Prophet whom we sent before you, thai whenever he

recited (the revelation), Satan (Shaytan) cast doubts in (the hearts of the listeners

about) in his recitation." ;

Allah says in verse 112 of Surah An'am (Surah 6), "Thus We have appointed for

every Prophet an enemy who are devilsfrom humans andJinn, who whisper to each other

things that seem goodbiit are intended to deceive."

In verse 121 of Surah An'am Allah says, "TUeSatans (Shayatin) surely whisper

evil into the hearts of their allies so that they

The Shayatin and their allies front the humait race never accept Islam, nor
do they wish others to do so: They therefore continue to sow the seeds of doubt
in the hearts of others. "However, A\Xvk effaces \he dxn^ casts

and then consolidates His verses. Allah is All Knowing, The Wise."

These doubts are cast into peoples' hearts, but they have different effects on
different people. Allah says that these are cast "So that Allah makes the doubts cast

by Satan (Shaytan) a test for those in whose hearts is a disease (of hypocrisy) and for

those whose hearts are hard (i.e. the disbelievers), indeed, the oppressors (those who
harbour these doubts) are in a far removed disagreement." They are obstinate and
do not take heed to the truth even when it is before theireyes.

However, Allah keeps tjiose whom He has guided firrri uppn their beliefs

despite these onslaughts by Satan (Shaytan). Allah says that these doubts are cast
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"so that those granted knowledge should know that it (i.e. the revelation that the Holy

Prophet recites) is the truth from your Lord and they believe in it (thereby increasing

their Belief (Iman)), causing even their hearts to bow. Allah shall definitely guide the

believers to the straight path."

However, those who refuse to believe stray further away from the truth

until they cannot turn back. Allah says, "The disbelievers will perpetually be in doubt

regarding it, until Judgment day (Qiyamah) comes to them suddenly or the punishment

of such a day comes to them in which there is no good." When these events occur, it

will be too late for them to believe.

"All sovereignty will belong to Allah on that day (ofJudgment (Qiyamah)). He will

judge between them (the Muslims and the disbelievers). Those who believe and

perform righteous deeds will be in gardens ofbounty." On the other hand, "As for those

who disbelieve and deny Our verses, theirs shall be a humiliating punishment." They

will suffer this humiliation because they maintained that adopting Belief (Iman)

was an act of humiliation, while disbelief was something to be honoured.

(58) We shall certainly provide a most splendid provision to those who migrate

in Allah's path and are then martyred or die naturally. Without doubt only Allah

is the Best of providers. (59) He will definitely admit them into a place with

which they will be satisfied. Verily Allah is All Knowing, Forbearing. (60) So be

it. And Allah will surely help the one who is oppressed after he retaliates in

proportion to the harm done to him. Verily Allah is Clement, Most Forgiving.

THE MAGNIFICENT PROVISION FOR THOSE WHO MIGRATE
FOR ALLAH'S PLEASURE

The early Muslims were compelled to migrate from the hometown of

Makkah, leaving all their properties and most of their belongings behind. Even

the Holy Prophet ^ 3 <> i» ju migrated to Madinah after a few years. When the

Muslims based themselves in Madinah, people from all over Arabia also

migrated there with some difficulty.

All these people are promised a great reward from Allah, especially if they

had to be later martyred in Jihad. Referring to this, Allah says, "We shall certainly

provide a most splendid provision to those who migrate in Allah's path and are th6i

martyred or die naturally. Without doubt only Allah is the Best ofproviders."

Furthermore Allah promises these people that "He will definitely admit them

into a place with which they will be satisfied [i.e. Heaven (Jannah)]. Verily Allah is All

Knowing, Forbearing." Allah will punish or reward people according to their
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deeds, which He is well aware of. He will not punish them suddenly, but after

allowing them some grace to reflect about their situation.

The apparent phrasing of the first of these verses seems to denote that those

who are martyred will be granted a reward that is equal to those who die

naturally. However, it should be borne in mind that any reward granted by

Allah can fit into the description of "a most splendid provision," even if their

rewards differ in proportion.

"So be it." The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" interprets this to mean that the

above mentioned details have been decreed.

Thereafter Allah says, "And Allah will surely help the one who is oppressed after

he retaliates in proportion to the harm done to him. Verily Allah is Clement, Most

Forgiving." This verse makes it clear that a person is allowed to retaliate for any

harm done to him on condition that the retaliation is in proportion to the original

aggression. However, it is best to forgive the aggressor without retaliating. Allah

says in Surah Shura , "The retribution for an evil is an evil the like thereof As for the

one who pardons and makes amends, his reward will be with Allah. Verily,

Allah does not like the oppressors." In verse 43 of the same Surah. Allah says,

"Whoever will exercise patience and pardon, That will certainly be of the most resolute

matters. " [Surah 42, verse 43]

J& U /I h^lJ^ cjuki 4X>\ ^>\ *^Z*s£ 0*J*\ rt^3 *U <
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(61) This is because Allah certainly enters the night into the day and enters the

day into the night. And Allah is surely All Hearing, All Seeing. (62) This is

because only Allah is the Truth and all that they worship besides Him are false.

And Allah is certainly The Highest, The Greatest. (63) Do you not see that Allah

sends the rains from the skies, causing the earth to flourish with greenery?

Verily Allah is Compassionate, Informed. (64) To Him belongs whatever is in

the heavens and in the earth. And Allah is undoubtedly Independent, Worthy of

praise. (65) Do you not see that Allah has subjugated everything on earth for

you, as well as the ships that navigate the oceans by His command? And He
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restrains the sky from crashing on to the earth without His command. Without

doubt, Allah is Most Forgiving and Most Merciful unto mankind. (66) It is He
Who gives you life, then gives you death, after which He will grant you life

again. Man is surely an awful ingrate.

THE MANIFESTATION OF ALLAH'S CREATION, SUBJUGATION
AND AUTHORITY

Allah's assistance to the oppressed person in the previous verse denotes that

He possesses supreme control over all affairs, even control over the physical

world. Allah says that He "enters the night into the day and enters the day into the

night And All is surely All Hearing, All Seeing.

"

Allah exercises this supreme control over His creation "because only Allah is

the Truth and all that they worship besides Him are false. And Allah is certainly The

Highest, The Greatest."

Further describing His sovereignty, Allah says, "Do you not see that Allah

sends the rains from the skies, causing the earth to flourish with greenery? Verily Allah

is Compassionate, Informed."

"To Him belongs whatever is in the heavens and in the earth. And Allah is

undoubtedly Independent, Worthy of praise. Do you not see that Allah has subjugated

everything on earth for you, as well as the ships that navigate the oceans by His

command?" Allah has placed all of these creations at the service of man.

Even the lofty skies that seem so imposing are at the command of Allah.

Allah says, "And He restrains the sky from crashing on to the earth without His

command." If He willed, He could cause the skies to collapse and destroy

everything on earth/However, He did not do this because "Without doubt, Allah is

Most Forgiving and Most Merciful unto mankind." He is so merciful that He even

allows the disbelievers to live and sustains them.

"It is He Who gives you life, then gives you death, after which He will grant you life

again." Despite witnessing all these things and benefiting from Allah's bounties,

man is still ungrateful to Allah. Allah says, "Man is surely an awful ingrate."
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(67) We have ordained rites for every nation, according to which they worship.

So they should never dispute with you in these matters. Gall unto Allah, for you

are certainly upon the guidance of the straight path. (68) If they argue with you,
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then say, "Allah knows best what you do." (69) "Allah will decide between you

on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah) concerning the matters in which you

dispute." (70) Do you not know that Allah knows whatever is in the heavens and

the earth? This is all in the Book. This is certainly easy for Allah.

RITES OF WORSHIP HAVE BEEN ORDAINED FOR EVERY
NATION

The Jews and the Christians objected to the religion (D'in) that the Holy
Prophet fJL-j aJp &\ j** brought. They argued that they did not find any mention of

the Holy Prophet's fJUj <4* &:J**- teachings in the previous scriptures. They

therefore refused to believe in him as a Prophet. Allah replies to this absurd

remark by saying, 'We have ordained rites for every nation, according to which they

worship."

Allah is the Master o'f man and reserves the right to ordain different laws

and methods of worship for the different nations. Just as Allah ordained different

injunctions for the previous nations, He has instituted a different code of

worship for the Ummah of the Holy Prophet <X* 3 *4* i>i j~*.

Allah then says, "So they should never dispute with you in these matters." The

Shari'ah of the Holy Prophet ^3 <4* A> J^ negated all the previous religion's

(Din's): The person who raises any objection in this regard against the Holy

Prophet jJl^a-u it ju,, is actually objecting to Allah, because Allah has ordained all

of these.

Allah then advised the Holy Prophet ^y^ & J** not to fall into disputes

with the ignorant but to rather "Call unto Allah, for you are certainly upon the

guidance of the straight path." The Holy Prophet^ a* i>» ju need not argue with

these people because he was already on the correct path of guidance.

"If they argue with you, then say, 'Allah knows best what you do. Allah will

punish them for their insolence and rejection. Allah further tells the Holy

Prophet (JL-^ aJLp ii ju to say to these disbelievers, "Allah will decide between you on

the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah) concerning the matters in which you dispute/' The

truth will then be made manifest, but it will be too late to accept. Belief (Iman) is

only beneficial when adopted in this world, because the believers (Mu'minln) are

"those who believe in the unseen."

"Do you not know that Allah knows whatever is in the heavens and the earth? This

is all in the Book [the protected tablet (the Lawhul Mahfuz)]. This is certainly easy for

Allah." Recording the details of everything in this universe is no great task for

Allah.

Uj J* ^b £k JA Xaj L2iaJL* ** OJ* > U 4b\ 0^>J> {j* OJJ^JOJ
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(71) Besides Allah, they worship things regarding which Allah has not revealed

any proof, and about which they have no knowledge. The oppressors will have

no helper. (72) When Our clear verses are recited to them, you will detect

displeasure on the faces of the disbelievers. They could almost attack those

reciting Our verses to them. Say, "Should I inform you of something worse than

this? The Fire! Allah has promised it for those who disbelieve. It is a terrible

abode indeed."

RESENTMENT CAN BE DETECTED ON THE FACES OF THE
DISBELIEVERS WHEN THEY HEAR THE QUR'AN

Allah says about the polytheists, "Besides Allah, they worship things regarding

vhich Allah has not revealed any proofand about which they have no knowledge." They

therefore have no excuse for their practices neither a religious proof, nor a logical

proof. They have oppressed themselves by perpetrating polytheism (shirk) and

should understand that "The oppressors will have no helper (against Allah's

punishment)."

"When Our clear verses are recited to them, you will detect displeasure on the faces

of the disbelievers, (They become so incensed by the recitation, that) They could almost

attack those (Muslims) reciting Our verses to them."

The resentment expressed by the disbelievers is a trivial matter. There are

things far worse than this, as Allah tells the Holy Prophet ^ 3 4* Ai J*, "Say,

'Should I inform you of something worse than this? The Fire! Allah has promised it for

those who disbelieve. It is terrible abode indeed. -' They will never be able to escape

from the fire of Hell. All else pales into insignificance when compared to the

horror of Hell. A person should therefore concentrate all his endeavours towards

saving himself from Hell.

(73) O people! A similitude has been coined, so listen attentively to it. Indeed

those whom you worship besides Allah can never even create a fly, though all of

them join forces in this effort. If I fly has to steal anything from them, they

cannot retrieve it. The seeker and the sought are both weak. (74) They have not

honoured Allah as He deserves to be honoured. Allah i« -surely the Omnipotent,

the Mighty.
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THE HELPLESSNESS OF ALL FALSE GODS
In the above verse, Allah depicts the foolishness of the polytheists in a very

effectual manner. Allah says, "O people! A similitude has been coined, so listen

attentively to it. Indeed those who you worship besides Allah can never even create a fly;

though all of them join forces in this effort/' It is therefore foolish to worship them

when their combined power cannot even come near to matching Allah's

awesome powers.

"If a fly has to steal anything from them, they cannot retrieve it." The polytheists

used to rub saffron on the bodies of their idols and honey on their heads. Flies

used to come through the vents and eat up all the honey. The idols were, of

course unable to prevent this. Even today, the Hindus place sweetmeats and

other offerings before their idols only for the flies and other insects to enjoy.

However, despite realising the helplessness of their false gods, these people

do not dfesist from their ways. They continue to be subservient to and worship

things that are weaker than themselves.

"The seeker (the Polytheist) and the sought (the idol) are both weak." The

weakness of the idol is apparent and has been explained in the above verses. The
polytheist worshipper of these idols is weak because he cannot utilise his

intelligence to fathom the absurdity of his deeds.

"They have not honoured Allah as He deserves to be honoured." Allah is the Only

Being Who is worthy of worship because He is the Only One Who is Able to do

everything and anything] It is incumbent on man to realise that only Allah

should be worshipped, and he must accept and believe in all Allah's attributes

that are mentioned in the Qur'an and the Ahadith,

Taking others as deities will constitute dishonouring Allah. The polytheists

also admit to accepting Allah as their Lord, but still worship others at the same
time. This is also against the honour of Allah especially when they sacrifice

animals in the name of these idols.

"Allah is surely The Omnipotent, the Mighty." How can one worship helpless

and weak gods instead of One Who is "The Omnipotent, the Mighty"

j^l> £*£*» 4ul ^jJi ov^ >£&%) y^u £=^?^ <^jt jjjf* *«l ^
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(75) Allah selects messengers from the angels and from mankind. Verily Allah is

All Hearing, All Seeing. (76) He knows what is before them and what is behind

them. All matters return to Allah. (77) O you who believe, bow, prostrate,

worship your Lord and carry out good deeds so that you may be successful.
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ALLAH CHOOSES MESSENGERS FROM AMONG THE ANGELS
AND MEN

All of Creation has been created by Allah. Therefore, He reserves the right to

grant status to whomsoever He desires. Allah has conferred the noble mantle of
apostleship to those angels and men whom He has chosen. None has the right to

question Allah about His reasons for selecting someone and omitting another, for

"Verily Allah is All Hearing, All Seeing," Allah knows best who can bear the
responsibility and who cannot. *

"He knaius what is before them and what is behind them." Allah is Aware of

every person's past, present and future situations. "All matters return to Allah."

He has supreme control over all knatters in both the worlds. Nothing happens
without His will.

Allah then says, "O you who believe, bow, prostrate (i.e; perform Salah, which
includes these postures); worship your Lord (by carrying out all other acts of

devotion) and carry out good deeds (the Faraidh, Compulsories, Optional, good
character, etc) so that you may' be successful;"

; fu^ w

According to Imam Shafi'i iU i» **-
Jf this verse requires that a person makes

prostration (Sajdah). However, Imam Abu Hanifah^ • iut **, and Imam Malik i^j

Up ^ are of the opinion that prostration (Sajdah) does not have to made. The
details of this difference are mentioned in the books of jurisprudence and
Commentaries of the Ahadlth.

"
^J^,'
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(78) Strive for Allah with the endeavour that is His right. He has chosen you and
has not placed any hardship upon you in religion (Dm). Follow the creed of

your father Ibrahim. It was Allah who named you Muslims from before and in

this Qur'an, so that the messenger be a witness over you, and that you may be
witnesses over mankind. So establish Salah, pay Zakah and hold fast to Allah.

He is your Protecting Friend. The Best Protecting Friend arid the Best Helper.

STRIVE IN ALLAH'S WAY AS ONE SHOULD AND FOLLOW THE
CREED OF SAYYIDINA IBRAHIM

f
*Ji U*

The Arabic word "Jihad" (translated above as "Strive -> literally includes all

endeavours that are carried out to please Allah. The 'Jihad' (holy war) that is

commonly referred to is a branch of the broader literal meaning. The carnal soul

of a person has to be subdued when a person wishes to carry out good deeds and
to abstain from sin. The carnal soul also has to be fought to rectify one's

intentions when carrying out these deeds so that they are not done for ulterior
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motives. Striving to curb these desires of the soul may also be termed as Jihad.

The Holy Prophet^ « ^ i»» j^ has mentioned that the Muslims should wage

Jihad against the polytheists with their wealth, lives and tongues. Therefore,

Jihad will include spending one's wealth against the disbelievers and even (if

need be) the usage of poetry to reply to their vilifying poetry against Islam and

the Muslims. Writing books on Islam to combat them and to preach Islam will

also be included in the purport of "Strive for Allah with the endeavour that is His

right." In fact, any endeavour for the benefit of religion (D'in) will be included in

the meaning of this verse.

The Holy Prophet ,jl-. u* ii jl* has mentioned, "The best Jihad is to speak a

word of truth before a tyrannical king." There are various ranks of Jihad, all of which

vary in the rewards that they will earn the believer (Mu'min).

Allah then says, "He (Allah) has chosen you... "Allah has granted preference

to the Ummah of the Holy Prophet ^, 4* i» j* over all other followers

(Umtnahs). He has conferred the Qur'an on them, which can easily be committed

to memory. Although they are the last of all Ummahs to appear on earth, they

will be the firsf to enter Heaven (Jannah).

Tirmidhi reports a hadith in which the Holy Prophet^ 3 4* ii j^ recited the

verse, "You are the best of all nations who have been raised for mankind." Thereafter,

he said, "You have completed the 70th Ummah. You are the best of nations and the most

honoured in the sight ofAllah."

THERE IS NO DIFFICULTY IN RELIGION (D'lN)

"... .and has not placed any hardship upon you in religion (Din). "It is also because

of the bounties of Allah on this Ummah that He has made the religion (D'in) of

Islam easy to follow. None of the injunctions are impossible to follow and are all

perfectly applicable to their individual situations. This religion (D'in) does not

have the difficult injunctions that was ordained in the religion (D'in )oi the Jews,

as discussed in the commentary of the last verse (verse 286) of Surah Baqarah,

which reads, "Our Lord, do not place such a burden on us as You had placed on those

before us."

Many pure things were forbidden for the Jews and they could not also claim

the booty from their wars. They had to pay a quarter of their wealth in Zakah

and had to cut off that portion of their clothes that became contaminated with

any impurity. Merely washing the impure portion was not sufficient. Whenever

any of them secretly perpetrated a sin at night, it would be emblazoned on his

door the following morning.

Booty has been permitted for the Ummah of the Holy Prophet ,jl,j a* h J^
and they have to pay only 2.5% of their wealth annually in Zakah. Then too,

Zakah is not payable on all their wealth - only on gold, silver, cash and

merchandise, even though the person may be a millionaire.

Although fasting has been ordained during the month of Ramadhan, it is

waived for the ill and the traveller. They may observe their missed fasts after

Ramadhan, while the extremely frail person may pay expiation for it. Hajj is

obligatory only once in a lifetime for those who are financially capable.
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Even the five daily Salah have been made easy because the entire period

between Fajr and Zuhr, as well as the period between Zuhr and Asr have been

kept free of any other Salah so that people could easily engage in earning their

living or studying. The lengthy period from Isha to Fajr has also been freed for

rest.

The total number of Rakahs throughout the day (the obligatory prayer

(Fardidh), Witr and Sunan Mu'akkada) comprise only 32 Rakahs, and it is

reduced further for the traveller, when the obligatory prayer (Fardidh) are

lessened to only two Rakahs instead of four. When a person is unable to stand in

Salah, he may sit and, if he cannot even sit, he may lie down and perform Salah.

Ablution (Wudhu) and Bath (Ghusl) will earn a person extra reward if made
withhold water and, when water is not available or cannot be used, one may
perform the Dry ablution (Tayammum). Pure foods can be consumed and man
has only been prevented from eating unlawful foods that may adversely affect

his character.

Fighting in Jihad is obligatory on every Muslim only when the disbelievers

attack and the army cannot cope. Then too, it will serve to protect the lives and

property of the Muslims themselves. If a Muslim is killed in the battle, he is

promised the lofty mantle of martyrdom, which cannot be matched with

thousands of years in worship.

It should be borne in mind that the meaning of an easy religion (Din) is not

that a person will not feel any difficulty at all in practising, nor does it mean that

he can consume anything that he pleases. If this were so then the Fajr Salah

would have never been made Fardh because of the difficulty involved in

awakening. Similarly, Asr Salah would not have been made Fardh, because of

the difficulty involved in forsaking business at that time. If this were the case,

then the details of lawful (Haled) and Unlawful (Hardm) would have been

meaningless.

The meaning of a simple religion (D'in) is that it is practicable for any

person once lje decides to practise. Today's times have bred ignoramuses who
claim to be jurists. Saying that religion (Win) is simple, they have permitted

explicit sins like usury, gambling, Unlawful (Hardm) meat, etc. They are misled

and are misleading others by their foolish rulings. People should understand that

these people are actually their enemies/and should remain far from them.

Allah continues to say; "Follow the creed of your father Ibrahim/' Since the

Arabs were from the progeny of Sayyidina Ibrahim f^LJ\ Up, Allah uses that

words "your father." The foundation pillar of Sayyidina Ibrahim's {%~b U* creed

was Oneness of Allah (Tauhid). There are also many other similarities between

the Islam preached by the Holy Prophet >JL^ U* ii j^ and the Religion (Din)

followed by Sayyidina Ibrahim p~& U*.

"It was Allah who named you Muslims from before (i.e. in the. previous

scriptures) and in this Qur'dn.J' An example of this in the Qur'an is verse 102 of

Surah Al Imran (Surah 3), where Allah says, "O you who believe, fear Allah as He

should be feared and do not die except as Muslims" One cannot truly thank Allah

' enough for this title, because it describes this Ummah as people who are truly
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submissive to Allah.

Other commentators have interpreted the verse to mean that Sayyidina

Ibrahim f%J\\js> gave this Ummah the name of Muslim. This has been mentioned
in verse 128 of Surah Baqarah, where Allah quotes the prayer (du'a) of Sayyidina

Ibrahim (%-b <-U and Sayyidina Isma'Il fiLJ\ <J*>: Th§y submitted, "O our Lord!

Make the two of us submissive to You and make from our progeny a nation who are

Muslims (submissive to You)."

Allah then says that Muslims should strive in Allah's way "so that the

messenger may be a witness over you, and that you be witnesses over mankind.

"

Other commentators interpret the verse to mean that since Allah has given

this Ummah the title of Muslim, they should value this title and act accordingly,

by being submissive to all Allah's commands. The verse therefore means that

Allah gave them the title, "so that (you become worthy enough for) the messenger

(to) be a witness over you, and (worthy enough) that you may be witnesses over

mankind."

Allah says in verse 142 of Surah Baqarah, "Thus we have made you such a

group that is moderate in nature so that you may be witness over the people and the

messenger a witness over you."

When Sayyidina Nuh {%-& Up and other Prophets f*~& ^^ will attest that

they have propagated their messages to the people, they will be required to

present witnesses. They will summon the Holy %Prophet ^.Up &'</* and his

Ummah. The Ummah will then attest to the veracity of these Prophets {*-& ^j^.

When they will be asked as to-how they had knowledge of this fact, fliey will say

that their Holy Prophet^ -uui>» juliad informed them of the same.

Once Allah has bestowed this Ummah with this great position of being

witnesses to the testimony of the Prophets {*~b p-W*/ they need to express

gratitude and live up to the status. To fulfil this, Allah commands, "So establish

Salah, pay Zakah (both of which are amomg the greater fundamentals of Islam)

and hold fast to Allah." i.e. Only Allah must be relied on and beseeched for

assistance.

"He is your Protecting Friend. The Best Protecting Friend and the Best Helper."

The word "mawla" (translated above as "Protecting Friend") also refers to

someone who facilitates one's tasjks and affairs.

Allah says in another verse, "This is because Allah is the Protecting Friend of the

believers and because the disbelievers have no protectingfriend."
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PART EIGHTEEN

Oj^ajil 3jj**»

|
Makkan

\
Surah Al-Muminun [ Verses 118

|

In the name of Allah, Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) The believers have truly succeeded... (2) ... those who are humble in their

Salah... (3) ... who are averse to futility... (4) .... who fulfil the act of paying

Zakah... (5).... and those who safeguard their private organs... (6). .. save when it

comes to their spouses and the slave women whom they own. They will surely

not be blamed about (cohabiting with) them. (7) Whoever seeks more than this,

then such persons are transgressors indeed. (8) Those who give due regard to

trusts and their pledges... (9) And those who are particular about their prayers.

(10) These are the heirs... (11) ... who shall inherit Firdous, in which they shall

abide forever.

THE ATTRIBUTES OF THE BELIEVERS AND THE DECLARATION
OF THEIR SUCCESS

,Allah begins a detailed description of the believers (Mu'mimn) by saying,

"The believers have truly succeeded../' This opening verse refutes that belief of those

who think that success can be determined by obtaining the things of this world.
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Some think that wealth denotes success, others are under the misconception that

social standing represents the degree of success/ and there are also those who
maintain that physical beauty or a particular profession are tokens of success.

Allah refutes all of this by declaring that true success is measured by one's

success in the Hereafter.

Allah say in another verse, "Whoever is saved from the fire and entered into

Heaven (Jannah) shall truly be successful" [Surah Al Imran (3). verse 185]

Thereafter, Allah goes on to enumerate the qualities of the believers

(Mu'minin). Allah says that they are "Those who are humble in their Salah..." The
internal and external dimensions of a believer (Mu'min) should be focussed on
his.Salah when he is performing it. He should be fully aware of what he is doing

and must realise that his Salah should be worthy of acceptance by Allah.

He should not be hasty in his Salah, nor must he fidget with his clothing or

beard. The Holy Prophety-j -Jp ii J^> said about a person who was fondling his

beard in Salah, "if his heart was submissive (to the Shari'ah), his limbs would also be

submissive."

The person performing Salah is present in Allah's court and should

therefore concentrate properly. It is for this reason that the Shari'ah has

encouraged the performance of Salah behind a screen of some sort. Looking

around in Salah has been forbidden, as well as interlocking the fingers. The
Shari'ah has also forbidden the performance of Salah while one needs to relieve

oneself, or is famished and food has been prepared. All these factors disrupt his

concentration.

Sayyidina Abu Dharr aip it ^j reports that the Holy Prophet pJL,j a* & j~*

said, "Allah's attention is constantly directed towards His slave performing

Salah as long as the slave does not divert his attention. When he diverts his

attention, then Allah also diverts His attention." [Mishkdtp. 91]

Sayyidina Abu Dharr ** &\ ^>j has also reported from the Holy Prophet ju»

(JL-j u* i» that the person performing Salah should not fidget with pebbles because

Allah's mercy is directed towards him.

Allah then describes the second attribute of the believers (Mu'minin), when
He says that they are those "who are averse to futility..." The word 'futility" refers

to all deeds and words that are of no benefit in this world and in the Hereafter.

Describing a group perform believers (Mu'minin) m Surah Qasas Allah says,

"When they hear futility, they turn away from it saying, 'Our deeds are ours and your

deeds are yours. We greet you with peace. We do not wish to converse with the

ignorant." [Surah 28, verse 55]

Speaking of His special bondsmen, Allah says in Surah Furqan that they are

"those who do not present themselves for acts of deceit and, when they pass by frivolous

acts, they pass by gracefully." [Surah 25, verse 72]

One can well imagine that if such emphasis is placed upon being averse to

futility/aversion from sin should be stressed much more. Although it would not

be sinful to listen to futile talk, such an act will cause the heart to lose its spiritual

radiance and will decrease one's desire to perform good deeds. When a person
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becomes accustomed to futility, it leads him on to perpetrate sins. Another great

harm of futile deeds and talks is that they while away valuable time that could

have been fruitfully utilised for noble deeds like the recitation of the Qur'an and

remembrance of Allah (Dhikr).

Sayyidina Anas ** & ^j has reported that when a certain Sahabi ** &\ ^>j

passed away, another said that the deceased will enter Heaven (Jannah). The

Holy Prophet <x* 3 4* & J** said, "You are conveying glad tidings of Heaven

(Jannah) whereas it is possible that he may have engaged in idle talk or had been

niggardly to spend in a cause that would not have brought him any deficiency

(like a pinch of salt, imparting some knowledge, a light to make a fire, etc)/'

[Mishkdtp. 413]

The Holy Prophet ^L'j 4*"& J^ has mentioned, /'Avoiding futility is from the

beauty ofone's Islam/'

A person once asked Sayyidina Luqman $LJ\ 4* how he had attained the

noble position that he enjoyed. The sage replied, "By truthful speech, fulfilling

the trusts placed with me and by avoiding everything futile."

Allah then describes the third attribute of the believers (Mm'mmfn> when He

says that they are those "who fulfil the act ofpaying Zakah..." The literal meaning of

the word "Zakah" is 'to purify/ The payment of poor due has been termed

"Zakah" because by paying this figure, people are purified from miserliness and

their wealth is also purified. Taking the literal meaning into account, certain

commentators have interpreted the above verse to mean that the believers

(Mu'minin) are those people who purify themselves from evil traits and habits

like hatred, jealousy, etc.

Allah says in Surah A'la, "Those who purify themselves have certainly

succeeded." [Surah 87, verse 14]

Allah then enumerates the fourth quality of the believers (Mu'minin) by

saying that they are those "who safeguard their private organs, save when it comes to

their spouses and the slave women who they own. They will surely not be blamed with

regard to (cohabiting with) them." Men are permitted to cohabit only with their

wives and slave women - none else. Allah says further, "Whoever seeks more than

this, then such persons are transgressors indeed."

This verse clearly indicates that the practice of Mut'ah (practiced by the

Rawafidh) is Unlawful (Haram) because the woman with whom Mufah is

practised is neither a person's wife/nor his slave. In a like manner, the verse

prohibits -all other methods of sexual gratification that do not fall into the purport

of "spouses and slave women."

The detailed laws pertaining to slave women can be found in the books of

jurisprudence. It should be borne in mind that servants and employed labourers

are not slaves. Any contact with them will be regarded as fornication by the

Shari'ah. Buying or selling a free woman will be Unlawful (Haram) for both

contracting parties.

Ruling: It is Unlawful (Haram) to cohabit with a "mahfam" even if a person

marries her.
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Ruling: It is Unlawful (Earam) to cohabit with one's legal wife and slave girl

when they are menstruating. This act will also be deemed as being in the purport
of "Wliomsoever seeks more than this, then such persons are transgressors indeed."

Enumerating the fifth and sixth attributes of the Believers (Mu'minin), Allah
says, "Those who give due regard to trusts and their pledges. And those who are

particular about their prayers.

"

Sayyidina Anas ^ &\^ narrates that the Holy Prophet A~< 3 a* &\ ju seldom
delivered a sermon without adding, "Be aware! The person bereft of

trustworthiness has no Belief (Imdn), and the person who does not fulfil pledges
has no Din!" [Mishkdt p. 75]

Also included in giving "due regard to trusts" is to fulfil the commands of

Allah [be these the obligations (Faraidh), Compulsories, etc] and to abstain from
the prohibitions [and reprehensibles (Makriihat)] set by Him. The trusts given to a
person by another should also be duly returned and secrets should be
safeguarded in a similar responsible manner.

The Holy Prophet^ ^ i»i ju has mentioned, "Gatherings are trusts (i.e. the

things mentioned in a gathering should he restricted to its venue), unless they concern

the unwarranted spilling of blood, fornication, or usurping someone's wealth.

"

Another hadith states that when a person says something and then looks
about (to see that no other person is listening), then his words are a secret (and
should be treated as such). [Timtidhi and Abu Dawud]

The Holy Prophet ,u^ a* i»i j^ has said, "It is a great betrayal that you tell

your brother something about which he deems you to be truthful, whereas you
are lying." [Mishkdt]

A hadith of Tirmidhi reports from the Holy Prophet ^ 3 a* i»i ju, that a

person who is consulted in any matter should be trustworthy (i.e. he should offer

advice that is best)/'

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ^ &\^ reports from the Holy Prophet^ 3 Up ai j*
that a hypocrite can be recognised by three traits even though he performs Salah,

fasts and claims to be a Muslim. These are (1) he lies when he speaks, (2) he
breaches his pledges and (3) betrays a trust kept with him.

By accepting Islam, the Muslim has undertaken a pledge with Allah to fulfil

all His commands and obey Him in every condition. A person must also fulfil

any pledge or promise made to any other person. People are daily involved in

the despicable deed of promising payment for debts on certain dates, but then
delaying the payment. Even worse are those who defer paying their debts
despite having the means to do so.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Amr ** ib» ^ ; reports that the Holy Prophet i»i J^
(J-j a> said, "The person possessing four traits is a true hypocrite, and whoever
has one of these four possesses one trait of a hypocrite. (These are:) (1) He fails to

return the trust placed in his custody, (2) he lies when he speaks, (3) he betrays
after making pledges, (4) he swears when arguing." [Bukhari and Muslim]

Sayyidina Ubadah bin Samit ** iv^ narrates that the Holy Prophet ii ju
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^ 3 a* said, "If you guarantee six things for me, I shall guarantee Heaven (Jannah)

for you. (viz.) (1) Speaking the truth, (2) fulfilling promises, (3) returning trusts

placed in your care, (4) safeguarding your private organs, (5) lowering your

gazes [so that they do not fall on Unlawful (Haram) things] (6) restraining your

hands (from evil and futile activities)." [Mishkdt p. 415]

The sixth attribute of the Believers (Mu'minin) is that they are "particular

about their prayers." People who perform some of their Salah and discard the rest

are not included in this verse.

Sayyidina Ubadah bin Samit ^ & ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet i»i jU

(JUj <1p said, "Allah has ordained five Salah. Whoever will perform a proper

ablution (unidhu), perform them on time with proper performance of the

genuflexion (Riikii) and prostration (Safdah), Allah undertakes to forgive him.

Whoever does not do so shall have no such undertaking from Allah. If Allah

wills, He will forgive him, otherwise Allah will punish whoever He wills." [Abu

Dawud]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Amr <up M ^j reports that once, while making

mention of Salah, the Holy Prophet ^ 3 a> &\ j^ said, "Salah will be an

illumination on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah) for the person who is particular

about them. It will also be a proof of his Belief (Iman) and a means of delivery

from Hell. As for the one who was not particular about Salah, it will neither be

an illumination, nor a proof, nor a means of delivery. On the Day of Judgment

(Qiyamah), such a person will be raised with the likes of Pharaoh (Fir'aun),

Haman and Ubay bin Khalaf." [Darmi v. 2 p. 211 and Mishkdt]

After describing the attributes of the Believers (Mu'minin), Allah says about

them, "These are the heirs who shall inherit Firdous, in which they shall abide forever."

The Holy Prophet ^) u* &\-j** has mentioned, "Whenever you pray, ask Allah

for Firdous because it is the best and highest level of Heaven (Jannah). Above it is

the throne of the Merciful, and all four rivers of Heaven (Jannah) have their

sources there." [Bukhari]

(12) We have certainly created man from a product of clay... (13) Thereafter We
placed him in a safe lodging as a drop of fluid... (14) Thereafter We made the

drop of fluid into a clot of blood, then the clot of blood into a lump of flesh,

then the lump of flesh into bones, after which We dressed the bones in flesh.

Thereafter We made him into another type of creation. So Blessed be Allah, the

Best of all creators. (15) Thereafter you will all definitely die. (16) Thereafter you

will surely be resurrected on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah).
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ALLAH'S CREATIVE POWERS/THE GRADIJAL CREATION OF
MAN AND LIFE AFTER DEATH

In the above verses, Allah discusses the fact that man will -have to leave this

temporary world and be raised for questioning on the Day of Judgement.
Referring to the creation of Sayyidina Adam $Lj». aJ*, Allah says, "We have

certainly created manfrom a product of clay..."

Sayyidina Abu Musa Ash'ari .'** h^ narrates from the Holy Prophet &\ J^
,JL-j a> that Allah took a handful of sand from all over the earth and mixed it with
water so that it became mud. Allah then cast the mould of 'Sayyidina Adam <lU-

£*Js from this mud. Allah then blew the soul into it. The progeny of Sayyidina
Adam f>LJ\ Up will therefore be like the portion of sand they were created from.

Among them are reddish people, white people, black people and others between
these complexions. Some of them are soft, others hard, some good, others bad
(according to the type of sand). [Tirmidhi and Abu Dawud, from Mishkat p. 22]

"Thereafter We placed him (man) in a safe lodging (the womb) as a drop offluid.

Thereafter We made the drop offluid into a clot of Mood, then (after a while) the clot of
blood into a lump offlesh, then (after a.period)', the lump offlesh into bones, after which
We dressed the bones in flesh." Then Allah placed the soul into this body and
caused the child to be born with all its limbs intact—completely different to what
it had been initially. Referring to this, Allah Says, "Thereafter We made him into

another' type ofcreation."

"So Blessed be Allah, the Best of all creators." All the others are also Allah's

creation. They are all only capable of achieving what Allah allows them to Allah
granted people the intelligence to invent and design things.

Allah then draws man's attention to the most pertinent fact when He says,

"Thereafter you will all definitely die. Thereafter you will surely be resurrected on the

Day ofJudgment (Qiyamah)."

(17) We have certainly created seven paths above you and we are never unaware
of the creation. (18) We send stipulated quantities of water from the skies,

embedding it into the earth, and We are also capable of withdrawing it (19)

Therewith We create for you gardens of date palms and grapes. In them is an
abundance of fruit for you, and you also eat from them. (20) We have also

created a certain tree that grows from the mountain of Sinai, bearing oil and
gravy for those who wish to eat.
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THE CREATION OF THE SKIES AND THE FALLING OF RAIN IN

SPECIFIED QUANTITIES/CAUSING VARIOUS THINGS TO GROW
IN GARDENS

Allah says, "We have certainly created seven paths above you..." This refers to

the seven skies. They are referred to as "paths" because they are stacked one

upon the other, leading upwards from the earth. They may also be referred to as

"paths " because the angels traverse them in their ascent to the heavens.

"... and we are never unaware of the creation" Allah ever always Aware of all

His creation, be they tiny or colossal.

"We send stipulated quantities of water/rom^^.sfcfes-../
/

lf.too much rain falb,'

floods occur, causing extensive damage to man and animals alike, If the rains are

too little/ they also suffer just as much. Allah causes the rains to fall in sufficient

quantities so that people are able to fulfil their needs. At the same time, the

rainwater does not disappear after falling but is absorbed into the earth to be

used when the need arises. It is also stored in rivers and dams for man's benefit.

Allah refers to this when he says that He embeds the water "into the earth."

However, just as Allah can send rain to man, it should be borne in mind that

He is perfectly "capable of withdrawing it"

Allah then says that, by means of the rain, He creates for people "gardens of

date palms and grapes. In them is an abundance offruit for you, and you also eat from

them. " These are some of the various benefits of the vegetation that Allah allows

to grow. These fruit are both nutritious and tasty, requiring no additives to

improve their taste. They may also be preserved and dried until the next season.

"We have also created a certain tree that grows from the mountain of Sinai, bearing

oil and gravy for those who wish to eat." This verse refers to the olive tree. It has

been referred to as a "blessed tree" in Surah Nur, and Allah has taken an oath by

the olive in Surah Tin.

Of the numerous benefits of this tree, the verse mentions two. The first is

that the oil may be utilised for a multitude of purposes, and the second is that it

may also be eaten as gravy with bread. The olive itself may be consumed.

Because olives grow mainly in Sham, the verse says that the olive tree "grows

from the mountain of Sinai (which is in Sham)." This is the mountain where

Sayyidina Musa {%~*\ Up saw the fire when he was travelling from Madyan to

Egypt.

Surah Tin states the name of this mountain as the "Mountain of Sinin,"

whereas the above verse terms it as the mountain of "Sim." Sayyidina Mujahid

Up ifo <^j says that both words mean "blessed," while Sayyidina Qatadah Up & ^j
says that they mean "beautiful."

Sayyidina Mujahid Up &\x**'j has also mentioned that the word "Sinn" could

refer to the special rocks of Mount Tur. Sayyidina Ikramah Up ^ ^ is of the

opinion that "Sina" is the place where Mount Tur is situated.
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(21) There is certainly a lesson for you in the animals. We give you a drink from,

their bellies, there are many benefits for you in them, and you even eat of them.

(22) You are even carried on them and on ships.

THE BENEFITS OF ANIMALS AND THE ADVANTAGE OF SHIPS

After discussing the benefits of trees, Allah now makes reference to the

multitude of benefits to be found in domesticated farm animals. People drink the

milk they produce/eat their meat, make various things from their hides and use

them for transport. They have proceeded from the earliest times, just as man has

passed through the generations. Allah has subjugated them for man's benefit.

Allah then speaks of the ships that man uses to travel over the oceans. Man
is transported in them, and his goods are also carried over vast distances. Allah

had inspired man to construct these large ships and allows them to travel on the

water despite their bulk. One may refer to the commentary of verse 164 of Surah

Baqarah for more details.
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(23) We sent Nuh to his nation and he told them, "O my people! Worship Allah.

There is no deity for you besides Him. Do you not fear?" (24) The disbelieving

leaders from his nation said, "He is only a human like yourselves, who intends

to gain superiority over you. If Allah desired, He would have rather sent angels.

We have not heard of such a thing among our forefathers." (25) "He is but a

man afflicted by insanity. So tarry with him a while longer." (26) Nuh p-& *J*
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said, "O my Lord! Assist me, for they have denied me." (27) So We sent

revelation to him saying, "Construct an ark by Our supervision and revelation.

When Our command comes and water gushes forth from the oven, then admit

into the ark a pair of every species and your family, except those against whom
the decree has been passed. And do not entreat me about those who oppress.

They will be drowned." (28) "When you and those with you have boarded the

ark, then say, 'All praise be to Allah, Who has rescued us from the oppressive

nation. (29) And say, 'O my Lord! Settle me in a blessed settlement. You are

surely the Best of hosts. (30) There are undoubtedly signs in this, and We
certainly put people to the test.

SAYYIDINA NUH f
>U» Up PREACHED ONENjESS OF ALLAH

(TAUHID) TO HIS NATION, BUT THEY ARE EVENTUALLY
DESTROYED BECAUSE OF THEIR DISOBE DIENCE

The nation of Sayyidina Nuh ^LJ\ Up worshipped idols, the names of which

are mentioned in Surah Nuh He preached Oneness of Allah (Tauhid) to them, as

Allah says, "We sent Nuh to his nation and he told them, 'O my people! Worship Allah.

There is no deityfor you besides Him. Do you notfear (His punishment)?"'

The leaders of nations are always reluctant to accept the truth and do not

even allow others to do so. The leaders of Sayyidina Nuh's f*>LJ\ «JLp nation we*e

the same and told the people that they saw nothing special in Sayyidina Nuh <4*

f*~b that makes him a Prophet of Allah. Allah says, "The disbelieving leaders from

his nation said, 'He is only a human like yourselves, who intends to gain superiority over

you. IfAllah (really) desired (to send a Prophet), He would have rather sent angels (as

the Holy Prophets). We have not heard of such a thing (such as worshipping one

Allah) among ourforefathers.
"

These leaders were even insolent enough to add, "He is but a man afflicted by

insanity. So tarry with him a while longer (then we shall see what happens. Either

his insanity will vanish, or we will be rid of him upon his death)."

In the face of all this opposition, "Nuh f*>LJt ^ said, 'O my Lord! Assist me, for

they have denied me/ So We sent revelation to him saying, 'Construct an ark by Our
supervision and revelation. When Our command comes and water gushes forth from the

oven, then admit into the ark a pair of every species and your family (as well as all the

other believers), exceptJhose against whom the decree (of punishment) has been

passed. And do not entreat me about those who oppress." Allah commanded
Sayyidina Nuh fiL~b *> not to intercede on behalf of those members of his family

(viz, his wife and son) who remained disbelievers because "They will be drowned."

Allah commanded Sayyidina Nuh fWUp to take along a pair of each

species of creation so that their progenies may continue after the flood.

Allah also commanded Sayyidina Nuh r
*>LJiUp saying, "When you and those

with you have boarded the ark, then say, 'All praise be to Allah, Who has rescued usfrom

the oppressive nation.' And say, 'O my Lord! Settle me in a blessed settlement. You are

surely the Best ofhosts/"

A verse of Surah Hud states that as they boarded the ark, they were

commanded to recite. "With the name of Allah shall it travel and anchor. Surely my
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Lord is the Most Forgiving, the Most Merciful/'They were to recite these prayers as

the ark cruised upon the waters;

The sign that signified the beginning of the floods was that water began to

gush forth from an oven. Thereafter, water poured from the skies and the earth.

All the disbelievers were drowned, and Sayyidina Nuh'fSiiJ*'^ was saved with

the believers (Mu 'minhx). The details of this epic have been given in Surah Hud

[Sarah 11, verse 25-49].

After describing this episode, Allah says, "There are undoubtedly signs in this

(denoting Allah's immense power), and We certinlyrput people to the test" The

people of Sayyidina Nuhy>U\ Up were tested when he preached to them for 950

years. They failed miserably when they opted "for the life of this world and

followed their leaders instead.
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(31) Then We created another nation after them. (32) We sent a messenger

among them (who told them), ''Worship Allah. There is no deity for you

besides Him. Do you not fear?" (33) The disbelieving leaders from his nation,

who denied the meeting of the Hereafter and whom We had granted affluence

in the worldly life, said/"He is merely a human like your selves, who eats

what you eat and drinks what you drink." (34) "Surely; if you follow a human

like yourselves, you will certainly be at a loss." (35) "Doefc he promise you that

you will be resurrected after you have died and become dust and bones?" (36)

Farfetched! Farfetched is that which you are promised!" (37) "This is but our

worldly existence. We die and live/and will never be resurrected." (38) "He is

only a man who invents lies against Allah, and we shall never believe him." (39)

The messenger said, "O my Lord! Assist me, for they have denied me. (40) Allah

said, "Shortly these people will regret." (41) So, according to the true promise, a

dreadful scream seized them and We reduced them to nothing. May the

oppressive nation be far removed!
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ANOTHER PROPHET ?^^ IS SE U*
f^Ut/BUT HIS NATION IS ALSO DESTROYED BECAUSE OF THEIR
DISBELIEF

Commentators mention, that the Holy Prophet
;(
JUj <±* h\ J^ referred to in the

above verses is either Sayyidina Hud or Sayyidina Salih fiLJ\ ^Jp. However> he is

most likely to be Sayyidina Hud fXJ\ U* because Surah A'raf, Surah Hud and
Surah Shu'ara all make mention of Sayyidina Hud f^-4 *4* and his nation (the

Ad) after Sayyidina Nuh
s

f*~&
aJU. However, he could ako be Sayyidina Salih U*

r
MJt because his nation was also destroyed by a scream, as mentioned in the

above verses AHah knows best .

Allah says, "Their We created another nation after them [the nation of Sayyidina

Nuh fXJi-<gU}. "We sent a messenger among them (who told them), 'Worship Allah.

There is no defty for you besides Him. Do you not fear (that you will be punished on'

account ofyour disbelief)?'"

However, as occurred before, "The disbelieving leaders from his nation, who
denied the meeting of the Hereafter and whom We had granted offence in the worldly

life, said, 'He is merely a human like yourselves, who eats what you eat and drinks what

youdrink."

They added, "Surely, ifyou follow a human like yourselves, you will certainly be

at a loss." They then attempted to convince the people that the messenger must.be

insane because of the seemingly ludicrous statements Sayyidina Adam f)L~ti u*

makes. Therefore, they said, "Does he promise you that you will be resurrected after

you have died and become dust and bones? Farfetched! Farfetched is that which you are

promised!"

Expressing their own opinions of disbeliefs, they said, "This is but our

worldly existence. We die and live, and will never be resurrected. (This has always

been the system of this world). He is only a man who invents lies against Allah (by

claiming that Allah made him a Prophet), and we shall never believe him.

"

After repeated efforts to convince the people, the messenger flnajly made
the same supplication made earlier by Sayyidina Nuh {%J\.*J*. He said, "O my
Lord! Assist me, for they have denied me."

Allah responded to his plea by saying, "Shortly these people will regret."

. Allah's promise to His messengers has always been true. Therefore, Allah says,

"So, according to the true promise, a dreadful scream seized them and we reduced them to

nothing. May the oppressive nation befar removed (from Allah's mercy)!"
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(42) Then We created numerous nations after them. (43) No nation can outstrip

their term, nor can they delay it. (44) Thereafter We sent Our* messengers in

succession. Whenever a messenger came to his nation, they denied him. So We
brought one nation after the other and made them mere fables. May the

disbelieving nations be distanced! (45) Thereafter We sent Musa and his brother

Harun with Our signs and a manifest proof (46) (We sent them to) Pharaoh

(Fir'aun) and his ministers, but they were haughty and an arrogant folk. (47)

They s<*id, "Should we believe in two humans like ourselves whereas their

people are our slaves?" (48) So they falsified the two of them and became of the

destroyed ones. (49) We had certainly granted Musa the Book so that they may
be guided. (50) And We made the son of Maryam and his in mother a sign and

settled them on such a hill that was habitable and had water.

SAYYIDINA MUSA AND HARUN
P
*J» u^Ip ARE SENT TO

PHARAOH (FIR'AUN) AND HIS PEOPLE

Allah says that after the destruction of Sayyidina Nuh's f*J» U* nation and
the one after them, He "created numerous nations after them." These include,

among others, the people of Sayyidina Lut (OUi Up and the nation of Sayyidina

Shu'ayb {*-& Up. However, they refused to believe in their Prophets fiLJ\ r*-U and
were granted grace until a specified term. ATlaah says. "No nation can outstrip

their term, nor can they delay it." When their terms expired, they were all wiped
out by Allah's punishment.

"There after We sent Our messengers in succession. Whenever a messenger came to

his nation, they denied him. So We brought one nation after the other and made theme

mere fables." There was nothing left of them besides the fact that later nations

spoke of them. Allah then says, "May the disbelieving nations be distanced (from

Allah s mercy) I" A disbeliever can never be worthy of Allah's grace and mercy.

"Thereafter We sent Musa and his brother Harun with Our signs and a manifest

proof Commentators mention that "Our signs" refer to those mentioned in verse

130 of Surah A'raf (Surah 7), where Allah says. "Without doubt We afflicted the

people of Pharaoh (Fir'aun) with droughts and shortages in their produce so that they

take heed..." The "manifest proof" in the above verse refers to the staff of Sayyidina

Musa f%-b <4*.

"(We sent them to) Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and his ministers, but they were haughty and

an arrogant folk. They said, 'Should,we believe in two humans like ourselves whereas

their people (the Bani Isra'tl) are our slaves?'" Their pride forbade them from
following the two Prophets pLJ\

r
^JLp because they deemed them to be slaves. As

a result, "they falsified the tivo of them and became of the destroyed ones." They were
eventually drowned as they attempted to cross over the sea.
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Allah says, "We had certainly granted Musa the Book so that they may be guided.

Under the persecution of Pharaoh (Fir'aun), the Bani Isra'Il were unable to

practise their Shari'ah. After Pharaoh (Fir'aun) was drowned, they were granted

the Torah, containing all the injunctions of their religion (Din), Surah An'am says

that the Torah was "a detailed explanation of all things" The details of how the Bani

Isra'Il treated their religion (Din) have been given in various verses of Surah

Baqarah and Surah An'am.

SAYYIDINA ISA f
*J» U* AND MARYAM f*~S\ 1*1*

Allah continues to say, "And We made the son of Maryam and his mother a

sign..." The miraculous birth of Sayyidina Isa f*>LJ Up without a father clearly

signifies the immense powers of Allah. The numerous miracles he displayed (as

mentioned in Surah Al Imran and Surah Ma'idah) also express Allah's grandeur.

Allah has clearly mentioned in many places of the Qur'an that Sayyidina Isa

r
*>LJ\ Up was the son of Sayyidah Maryam (%~h 1*1*, and Surah Maryam explicitly

mentions that he had no father. However, certain irreligious people are still

adamant to falsify these verses of Allah's Book by saying that his father was a

certain person named Yusuf (Joseph). In saying so they are also accusing

Sayyidah Maryam f%Js i*i* of fornication (Allah forbid!). This is nothing short of

blasphemy.

Allah says further about Sayyidina Isa ^LJ\ <±* and Sayyidah Maryam 14-U

f&J\ that He "settled them on such a hill that was habitable and had water." Here Allah

speaks about the place where he settled mother and son. They had ample

provisions from the fertile ground and an abundant supply of water.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Salam **> A» ^j and Sayyidina Sa'Id bin Musayyib
aJp iai <*-j say that the place referred to is Damascus, whereas Sayyidina Abu
Hurayra ** ifci ^ is of the opinion that it was a place called Ramla. Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Abbas ** ii ^j states that it was Baitul Muqaddas. ["Ma'alimut

Tamil" v. 3 p. 31]

These are the authentic opinions of the pious sages of Islam. However
contemporary heretics say that the graves of Sayyidina Isa fiLJ\ U* and

Muhammad pi-j Up &\ j^ are in Kashmir! In saying so they are denying the fact

that Sayyidina Isa £*~b u* never died, even though Allah categorically says,

"With certainty, they never killed him but Allah raised him towards Himself
1

[Surah Nisa

(4). verses 157, 158]

"Bayanul Qur'an" reports that a king by the name of Birdous heard from

astrologers that Sayyidina Isa fik~to Up was soon to be a leader. He therefore hated

Sayyidina Isa f*>i3 <l^ from childhooud. For this reason Sayyidah Maryam U4*

f%*J\ took her son to Egypt for his safety and returned to Sham only after this

king had died. The land of Egypt is along the Nile, which provides ample water.
/
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(51) O you messengers! Eat from the pure things and do good deeds. Verily lam
Aware of what you do. (52) Without doubt, this way of yours is one and I am
your Lord, so fear Me. (53) However, they split their affairs between themselves
into segments, each party being content with what they had. (54) So leave them
in their ignorance for a while. (55) Do they think that by Our granting them an
increase in wealth and sons... (56) .... We wish to hasten in granting them good?
But they fail to perceive.

THE COMMAND TO EAT THE PURE THINGS, THE DIVISION OF
MAN INTO GROUPS, AND WORLDLY POSSESSIONS DO NOT
NECESSARILY SIGNIFY GOOD FORTUNE

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** &\ ^>j quotes that Holy Prophet^ 3 a* <s>i j^> has
mentioned, "Allah is Pure and accepts only pure things. Allah has given the
believers (Mu'minln) the same command that He has given to the Prophets ^
f*-X. Allah addressed the Prophets 'pLJ\^ saying, "O you messengers! Eat from
the pure things and do good deeds." Allah addresses the believers (Mu'minin)
saying, "O you who believe! Eat from the pure things which We have provided for
you..." [Muslim v. 1 p. 326]

This command entails three aspects. The first is that we should abstained
from Unlawful (Haram) and impure foods. The second is that we should
consume pure foods, and the third is that we should carry out good deeds.

The strength and nutrition derived from lawful (Halal) Halal and pure foods
should be utilised in the obedience of Allah and not in perpetrating sins. Allah
says in Surah Saba, "Eat from the provision of your Lord and be grateful to Him."
[Surah 34, verse 15]

"Without doubt, this way religion (D
f

in) of yours is one and I am your Lord, so

fear Me. However, they split their affairs between themselves into segments, each party
being content with what they had." The basic principles of belief in all divine
Religion (Din)s were the same, for they all propagated Oneness of AUah:(Tatt/zfd)

and belief in resurrection. However, many people refused to follow the religious

teachings of the Prophets f^J>\ r^ip, and chose rather to formulate their own
religion's (D'in's) and codes of belief. They even admit that they are unable to

prove conclusively that their religion's (D'in's) will guarantee salvation in the
Hereafter.

Even among those who claim to be Muslims, there are many whose beliefs

are totally corrupted. They make preposterous claims such as the Qur'an has
been altered, that their "Imams" have the authority to declare things lawful
(Halal) and Unlawful (Haram), that their "Imams" are a part of Allah, that the
Holy Prophet^ 5 u* it^ was not the final Prophet, etc. These are all beliefs that
they have fabricated in direct contradiction of the Qur'an.

Allah then commands the Holy Prophet^ Up i»i ju, to continue with his
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duty of preaching to the masses. If they refuse to accept, they cannot be forced,

but rather (Allah tells him), he should "leave them in their ignorance for a while."

When they leave this world, they will realise the error of their ways.

"Do they think that by Our granting them an increase in wealth and sons, We
wish to hasten in granting them good? But they fail to perceive." If the disbelievers

think that Allah wishes them well by granting them the commodities of this

world, they are wrong. Allah grants them these things so that they can fall

deeper into deviation and sin until they are adequately seized for punishment.

Note: The verse "Eat from the pure things and do good deeds" tells us that

lawful (Halal) foods have an impact upon good deeds. They serve to

increase one's potential for performing good deeds, whereas

Unlawful (Haram) foods considerably decrease this potential. On
the contrary, Unlawful (Haram) foods cause one to sin.
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(57) Verily those who are fearful of their Lord (58) And those who believe in

the verses of their Lord... (59) And those who do not ascribe partners to their

Lord... (60) .... those who spend of what they have been granted and whose

hearts tremble because they have to return to their Lord. (61) These people

hasten to perform good deeds and are the forerunners in this. (62) We do not

burden any soul more than it can bear. We have by Us a Book that speaks the

truth, and they will not be oppressed.

THE QUALITIES OF THE PIOUS

The first quality of the pious is that they are "those who are fearful of their

Lord..." The second is that they are "those who believe in the verses of their Lord," the

third is that they "do not ascribe partners to their Lord," and the fourth is that they are

those who spend of what they have been granted and whose hearts tremble because they

have to return to their Lord." They are wary of their return to Allah and are

concerned about the way in which they earn and spend their wealth.

Thereafter Allah praises these people by saying, "These people hasten to

perform good deeds and are the forerunners in this" Instead of being like the people

of this world, who compete in amassing wealth, the pious people compete in acts

of devotion that will benefit them in the Hereafter.

"...those who spend of what they have been granted and whose hearts tremble

because they have to return to their Lord." Concerning this verse, Sayyidah Ayshah

\+* &\ ,^>j once asked the Holy Prophet jJL-j a* &\ j^ if those "whose hearts tremble"

pertained to those who consume intoxicants and steal.
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The Holy Prophet <x*, <o* ii j^ replied that they were not implied, but rather

those people who perform Salah and fast, yet are fearful that these deeds will not

be accepted from them. These are the ones who "hasten to perform good deeds and

are theforerunners in this." [Mishkatp. 458]

This hadith teaches us that we should be fearful that our deeds will be

rejected by Allah, even though they may be performed in all sincerity and with

proper care. There is always the possibility that a person falters in his deed or

performs it deficiently.

Allah has been kind enough to grant man the ability to perform good deeds

and still reward him for them. If He has willed, he could have commanded the

deeds without promising reward.

Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^ M ^j once asked the Holy Prophet ,JL^ Up i»i jl* to

teach him a supplication (du'a) that he could recite at the end of the Salah. The
Holy Prophet^^ ai JL* advised him to recite:

TRANSLATION: "O Allah! I have greatly wronged myself,
and none can forgive sins besides Yourself. So grant me special

forgiveness from Yourself and have mercy on me. Undoubtedly,
You are the Most Forgiving, the Most Merciful."

It should be noted that this supplication (du'a) fox forgiveness is recited after

a great act like Salah and was prescribed to a great personality like Sayyidina

Abu Bakr ^ iui ^ Jm Scholars (Ulama) therefore mention that a person should

seek forgiveness from Allah after performing good deeds as well, so that he may
be forgiven for any deficiencies in them.

The Holy Prophet ^ 3 U* i»i jl* once said, "No person's deeds can secure

salvation for him." Thereupon Sayyidah Ayshah .if* ifo ^j asked, "Not even
yours?" The Holy Prophet <X*) 4* &\ j^ replied, "Not even mine, unless Allah

enshrouds me with His mercy."

"We do not burden any soul more than it can bear/' Allah only commands
people to do what they can, and all these deeds will be recorded. On the Day of

Judgement, these records will be exposed and people will be rewarded or

punished accordingly. None will be oppressed on this day. Referring to this,

Allah says, "We have by Us a Book that speaks the truth, and they will not be

oppressed."
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(63) However, their hearts are in ignorance about this religion (D'ln). And they

have other deeds that they carry out besides this. (64) Until the time comes when

We will seize the affluent ones among them with punishment, they will

suddenly plead. (65) "Do not plead today! You will receive no help from Us."

(66) "My verses used to be recited to you, but you turned on your heels... (67) . in

arrogance, mocking the Qur'an and raving on." (68) Have they not pondered

over this speech, or has such a thing come to them that never came to their

forefathers? (69) Or have they not recognised their the Holy Prophet, causing

them to reject him? (70) Or do they say that he is insane? No, but he has brought

the truth to them and most of them dislike the truth.

THE DISBELIEVERS ARE AVERSE TO THE TRUTH AND DO NOT
CONTEMPLATE

After discussing the pious people, Allah now speaks of the disbelievers. He
says. "However, their hearts are in ignorance about this religion (D'in). And (besides

rejecting the truth and adhering to disbeliefs) they have other (evil) deeds that they carry

out besides this."

Allah say that they will remain in this state "Until the time comes when We
will seize the affluent ones among them? with punishment..." When this happens, then

"they will suddenly plead." However, it will be too late, and they will be told, "Do

not plead today I You will receive no helpfrom Us.
"

Allah will also tell them, "My verses used to be recited to you, but you turned on

your heels in arrogance, mocking the Qur'an and raving on." They would say that the

Qur'an was a composition of fairy tales and poetry.

Certain commentators have interpreted the verse to mean that the

Disbelievers of Makkah were arrogant about the fact that they were the

custodians of the Masjidul Haram They would sit during the nights and tell tales

to each other until the early hours.

"Have they not pondered over this speech (the Qur'an), or has such a thing come

to them that never came to their forefathers?" The only apparent reason for their

rejection of the Qur'an could be that they have never given thought to the beauty

of the Qur'an. If they had really done so, they would have certainly accepted it.

Another reason could be that they have never heard of any Prophets ^>
£LJ\ before, so the advent of the Holy Prophet^ <i* &\ j^ was something new to

them. However, this was also not the case, because they were well aware of the

previous Prophets ^LJ» ^^ and even professed to follow Sayyidina Ibrahim *>

£*~A\ and claimed to make Hajj like he did.

"Or have they not recognised their Prophet, causing them to reject him?"

Another apparent reason for their rejection of the Qur'an could be that they have

not recognised the Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^ i» J^ However, this is also no excuse

because they knew him from childhood and had perfect knowledge of his

veracity and high integrity. They would be lying if they used this excuse.
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"Or do they say that he is insane?" This Excuse is also baseless, because they
knew that he was the most noble of them. All these excuses carry no weight.
Allah says that the fact of the matter is that the Holy Prophet^ u* ii j^> "has
brought the truth to them and (they reject because) most of them dislike the truth.

Although Allah's punishment seizes all disbelievers, Allah specifically

speaks of the punishment afflicting the "affluent" people because they are often
guilty of the double sin of not accepting the truth, as well as forbidding others
from accepting it. Another reason is that they are also generally in a better

position to defend themselves from adversities, yet they are helpless against
Allah's punishment.

Another reason for mentioning them specifically is that they usually cannot
bear difficulties and are more likely to quickly plead and cry over their plight.

"Ma'alimut Tanzll" reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** &\ ^>j that the
punishment mentioned above refers to the battle of Badr, when many leaders of
the Quraysh were killed.
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(71) If the truth had to conform to their whims, the heavens, earth and all within
the two would be corrupted. But We have brought its advice to them, and they
ignore its advice. (72) Or do you ask repayment from them? The payment of
your Lord is best and He is the Best of Providers. (73) Verily, you call them to

the straight path. (74) Those who do not believe in the Hereafter are certainly

deviated from the straight path. (75) If We have mercy on them and alleviate

their adversities, they will blindly plunge back into their rebellion. (76) We have
surely afflicted them with punishment, but they do not submit to their Lord, nor
have they humbled themselves. (77) Until the time comes when We shall open
for them a door of severe punishment and they will be left totally bewildered.

IF THE WHIMS OF THE DISBELIEVERS ARE FOLLOWED, THE
HEAVENS AND THE EARTH WOULD BE CORRUPTED

Allah says that the truth can never conform to the whims and fancies of
people because "if the truth had to conform to their whims, the heavens, earth and all
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within the two would be corrupted," If people were left to do as they please, they

would totally corrupt the system of the universe by inviting Allah's punishment

because of their evils.

The Holy Prophet <JL,j .Op it jl* has mentioned that Judgment day (Qiydtnah)

will never dawn as long as there is a single person saying "Allah!" [Muslim].

Therefore, once Belief (Iman) is lost on earth, the universe will be destroyed by

the advent of Judgment day (Qiyamah).

"But We have brought its advice to them, and they ignore its advice" People

ignore Allah's counsel to them and continue to behave in their own evil ways.

Allah then addresses the Holy Prophet <x<> <±* &\ J~* saying, "Or do you ask

repayment from them (because of which they feel it difficult to accept the truth)?"

This is a hypothetical situation expressed by Allah to indicate that the

disbelievers have no excuse not to accept Islam because they are not even asked

for remuneration for the message.

The Holy Prophet ,0^ a* Ai ju. needs nothing from the people because "The

payment ofyour Lord is best and He is the Best ofProviders."

"Verily, you call them to the straight path." This was the message of the Holy
Prophet jJL-j a> &\ ju>. However, "Those who do not believe in the Hereafter are

certainly deviatedfrom the straight path." They will not respond to preaching.

Allah then says, "IfWe have mercy on them and alleviate their adversities, (then,

instead of being grateful to Allah and accepting His commands,) they will blindly plunge

back into their rebellion."

Allah says in Surah Zumar, "When any adversity afflicts man, he supplicates to

Allah, turning to Him only. Then, when Allah confers a bounty upon him, he forgets for

what he supplicated to Allah before. He then ascribes partners to AllSh, thereby

misleading (others) from Allah's path. Say, Enjoy your disbelieffor a while! You will

certainly befrom the inmates of the Fire." [Surah 39, verse 8]

"We have surely afflicted them with Punishment, but they do not submit to their

Lord, nor have they humbled themselves." "Ma'alimut Tanzil" reports-thai the Holy
Prophet (Ju-j Up i»i ju> once supplicated to Allah to afflict the Quraysh with a

drought similar to the one suffered by the people of Sayyidina Yusuf £*~A\ *4*.

Abu Sufyan came to the Holy Prophet jj-j Up ibi ju and said. "Do you not say that

you have been sent as a mercy to the worlds'?"

When the Holy Prophet ,0-j Up i» ju> confirmed this, Abu Sufyan said, "You
have destroyed our elders in Badr and are killing our children with starvation?

Pray to Allah to alleviate our drought." The Holy Prophet ^3 Up ii ju then

prayed to Allah to remove the drought, whereupon the above verse was revealed

viz. "We have surely afflicted them with punishment, but they do not submit to their

Lord, nor have they humbled themselves.

Those who cannot humble themselves when afflicted by punishment will

surely not do so when in comfort and prosperity.

"Until the time comes when We shall open unto them a door of severe punishment

and they will be left totally bewildered." This verse sounds a warning to them that
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they should mend their ways and accept the truth before they are totally

annihilated by Allah's punishment.

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** & ^j
that the "severe punishment" refers to the battle of Badr. Other commentators say
that it refers to death, while another group maintains that it refers to the advent
of Judgment day (Qiyamah).

Another interpretation of the verse is that this punishment would leave
them totally without hope.
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(78) Allah is the One Who created your ears, eyes and hearts. Seldom is it

that you show gratitude. (79) It is He Who has dispersed you on earth, and to

Him shall you be resurrected. (80) It is He Who gives life and death and it is

only because of Him that the night and day alternate. Do you not understand?

(81) But they say what their predecessors said. (82) They said, "Will we be
resurrected after we have died and become dust and bones?" (83) "Our
forefathers and ourselves were certainly promised the same from before. It is

but a fable of the old men. (84) Say, "To whom belongs the earth and whoever is

on it, if you know?" (85) They will soon reply,, "it all belongs to Allah."' Say,
"Will you not take heed?" (86) Say, "Who is the Lord of the seven heavens and
the tremendous Throne?" (87) they will shortly reply, "It all belongs to Allah."

Say, "Do you not fear?" (88) Say, "In whose grasp is the control of all things?
Who is it that can offer refuge, while none can provide refuge against Him, if

you know?" (89) Shortly they will say, "It all belongs to Allah." Say, "Then
whence have you been bewitched?" (90) But We have sent the truth to them, and
they are certainly liars.
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THE MANIFESTATIONS OF ALLAH'S CREATION AND A
REFUTATION TO THE REJECTERS

The previous verses mentioned those who reject and the above verses

discuss the Oneness of Allah and force the disbelievers to admit to His illustrious

attributes. Allah begins by declaring, "Allah is the one who created your ears, eyes

and hearts." Because of these great bounties, people should be grateful to Allah.

However, it is unfortunate that "Seldom, is it that you show gratitude/' Instead

they express ingratitude by rejecting Allah's Prophets (tt-Ji ?+** and His divine

scripture.

"It is He Wlio has dispersed you on earth. m
.."i.e. Allah has allowed the various

generations of man to flourish on earth. Thereafter He will give death to all, after

which "to Him shall you be resurrected."

"It is He Wlio gives life and death and it is only because ofHim that the night and

day alternate. Do you not understand?" If man understood these phenomena, he

would see Allah's immense power and realise that there can be only One Allah.

"But they say what their predecessors said. They said, Will we be resurrected after

we have died and become dust and bones? Our forefathers and ourselves were certainly

promised the same from before. It is but a fable of the old men. "'In making these

statements, they reject Judgment day (Qiyamah), saying that if it were true, why
has it not occurred as yet?

They fail to realise that Judgment day (Qiyamah) will dawn only when Allah

wills that it should. The fact that it has not yet come does not negate the truth of

its occurrence.

Allah then commands the Holy Prophet <X*s 4*i>i J^> saying, "Say (to them),

'To whom belongs the earth and whoever is on it, ifyou know?' They will Soon reply, 'It

all belongs to Allah Say, 'Will you not take heed?'" despite realising this fact, they fail to

conform.

"Say, 'Wlio is the Lord of the seven heavens and the tremendous Throne?' They will

shortly reply, 'It all belongs to Allah. Say, 'Do you not fear (that you reject this despite

knowing the truth)?"'

A third question is posed. "Say, 'In whose grasp is the control of all things? Who
is it that can offer refuge, while none can provide refuge against Him, if you know?'

Shortly they will say, 'It all belongs to Allah.' Say, 'Then whence have you been

bewitched?'" Their refusal to accept the truth seems totally illogical since they

accept that Allah has sovereignty and power over all things. The only reason for

this type of behaviour seems to be that they have been bewitched.

Despite admitting to the above, they still remain adamant not to accept.

Therefore, Allah says, "But We have sent the truth to them, and they are certainly

Mars."
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(91) Allah has not taken any Son, nor are there any deities with Him. If there

were, then every deity would have separated his creation and some would
overpower the others. Allah is Pure from the partners that they ascribe to Him.

(92) Allah is the Knower of the unseen and the seen, so He is Exalted above the

partners that they ascribe.

ALLAH HAS NO CHILDREN AND IS FREE FROM WHAT THE
IDOLATERS ASCRIBE TO HIM

Even today there are those Christians who say that Sayyidina Isa f^LJi Up is

Allah's son. Allah has refuted this belief in numerous places of the Qur'an. In the

above verse as well, Allah explicitly says, "Allah has not taken any son, nor are there

any deities with Him.

Allah then explains to the polytheists that if it is to be assumed that other

gods coexisted with Allah, the situation would certainly arise when "every deity

would have separated his creation (so that he could have sole control over them) and

(eventually) some would overpower the others." When such a situation takes place,

some god would take control over the creation of another. This would cause

devastation.

However, all are aware of the fact that nothing like this has taken place and

that Allah has created everything. There is no power struggle in the system of (he

universe and everything functions perfectly according to Allan's dictates.

However, despite realising all of this, the polytheists still do not accept Oneness

of Allah (Tauhid).

Allah declares, "Allah is Pure from the partners that they ascribe to Him." He
has no children, nor any partners.

Allah then describes Himself when He says, "Allah is the Knower of the

unseen and the seen, so He is Exalted above the partners that they ascribe."
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(93) Say, "O my Lord! If you happen to show me the punishment promised to

the disbelievers, (94) then, O my Lord, do not make me of the oppressive folk."

(95) We are certainly Capable of showing you what We have promised them. (96)

Resist evil with that which is best. We know best what they ascribe. (97) And
say, "O my Lord! I seek refuge with You from the evil whispering of the

Shayatm..." (9?) "And I seek refuge with You, O my Lord, so that they do not
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approach me."

RESIST EVIL WITH GOOD AND SEEK ALLAH'S PROTECTION
FOR THE EVIL OF THE SATANS (SHAYATIN)

The disbelievers are sure to be punished after their deaths, but. they have

also been warned of punishment in this very world. However, Allah never

specified whether they will be punished during the Holy Prophet <JLo <i* &\ J^
lifetime or not. Therefore, Allah teaches His beloved Prophet ^j 4* & J** to

supplicate by saying, "O my Lord! Ifyou happen to show me the punishment promised

to the disbelievers, then, O my' Lord, do not make me of the oppressive folk." i.e. do not

let me suffer with them, because usually the people close to those being

punished also suffer the effects of the punishment.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ** :h ^j has reported that the Holy Prophet

,ju, <ip 2bi ju> said, "When Allah' s punishment descends, all in the vicinity are affected.

However, all will be resurrected according to their deeds on the Day of Judgement."

[BukMri]
o

All the previous Prophets '^LJ\ f+A* were saved when Allah's punishment

afflicted their respective nations. Allah instructs the Holy Prophet (Jl-j <i* k j^ to

make the above supplication (du 'a) to make him aware that he should never stop

fearing Allah and should never lose reliance in Allah. The verse also serves to

teach the believers (Mu 'minln) the same supplication {du 'a).

"We are certainly Capable of showing you what We have promised them" In

another verse Allah had assured the Holy Prophet jJL,j u* i»i jl* that He would

never punish the disbelievers while he is present with them. However, this refers

to such a punishment that affects everyone. Allah could still punish individuals

and sections of the community. Allah reserves the right to do as he pleases.

"Resist evil with that which is best." Allah instructs the Holy Prophet -<j* &\ J**

jJL,j to combat the opposition of the disbelievers in a manner that constitutes kind

behaviour and forgiveness. It is the demand of good character that evil should

not be resisted with evil.

Allah says in Surah HaMim Sajdah, "Good and evil cannot be equal Resist with

that which is best, and the one between yourself and whom there was enmity, will

instantly become like your bosom friend. Only the patient ones will be inspired with this.

Only the mostfortunate will be inspired with this." [Surah 41, verse 34, 35]

One may not conclude that the above verse has been abrogated by the

verses commanding Jihad because good character will always be in vogue.

Allah says, "We knofw best what they ascribe (and will punish them

accordingly)/'

"And say, 'O my Lord! I seek refuge with You from the evil whispering of the

Satans (Shayatin) and I seek refuge with You, O my Lord, so that they do not approach

me." Since the Holy Prophet jjL-j a* &\ ju v

has been advised to recite this

supplication, its importance for the common Muslim cannot be overemphasised.

Every Muslim should recite it constantly so that he may be safeguarded from the

evil instigation of the devils.
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The Holy Prophet <J~*, ajlp &\^ has mentioned that a person should recite the

following supplication (du'a) if devils scare him during his sleep viz. [Tirmidht]

{TRANSLATION}: "I seek refuge with all the words of Allah
from His wrath, His punishment, from the evil of His bondsmen,
for the evil whispering of the Satans (Shayatin) and that they
should approach me.
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(99) Until the time arrives when death comes to any one of them, then he says,

"O my Lord! Allow me to return... (100) ..... so that I may perform good deeds

whence I have left." Never! It is merely a statement that they speak. Behind

them is "Barzakh" until the day that they are resurrected. (101) When the

trumpet is blown, neither shall there be any family ties between them, nor will

they be able to plead to each other. (102) Whoever's scales are weighty shall

surely be successful. (103) Whoever's scales are light, these are the ones who
have put themselves at a loss by remaining forever in Hell. (104) The Fire shall

scorch their faces and they shall be disfigured there. (105) "Were My verses not

recited to you, but then you used to falsify them?" (106) They will cry, "O our

Lord! Our wretchedness overpowered us and we were a deviated nation. (107)

"O our Lord! Remove us from here! If we ever repeat ourselves, then we must

surely be oppressors." (108) Allah will say, "Remain disgraced therein and do

not speak to Me!" (109) "There was certainly a party of My bondsmen who said,

'O our Lord! We have believed/so forgive us and have mercy on us. Indeed You
are the Best of those who show mercy/" (110) "But you people ridiculed them

until they made you forget My remembrance. And you used to laugh at them."
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(111) "I have rewarded them today for their patience that they are certainly

successful."

THE CONDITION OF & 'BARZAKH' AND RESURRECTION,
WHERE THE PLEAS OF THE DISBELIEVERS WILL NOT BE
HEARD

Allah says that the disbelievers will continue to lead their lives in the

manner that they please "Until the time arrives when death comes to any one of

them..." Then he will see the reality of the Hereafter before his very eyes. His soul

will be removed by the angels and he will be beaten. He will then regret his past

and cry out to Allah saying, "O my Lord! Allow me to return (to the world) so that I

may (believe and) perform good deeds whence I have left."

Allah will reject his plea and say, "Never!" Allah goes on to say, "It is merely

a statement that they speak." Their request shall never be acceded to.

"Behind them is 'Barzakh' until the day that they are resurrected." The word

"Barzakh" literally refers to a barrier that separated two places or two conditions.

In this context, it refers to the waiting period between death and Judgment day

(Qiyamah). The soul of a person enters the domain of "Barzakh" after his demise.

Only if he was good, will he be comfortable there.

After entering into "Barzakh" people cannot return to the world, and after

resurrection, none can return to "Barzakh." After people have been sent to their

respective abodes of Heaven (Jannah) or Hell. They will never return from there.

Only those sinful Muslims, who are sent for a while to Hell to be cleansed of

their sins, will later be removed from Hell to be admitted into Heaven (Jannah).

The conditions of "Barzakh" are experienced by all dead people, even

though their bodies may be cremated or devoured by predators. The Ahadith

have mentioned the details of what transpires in this existence, and I [the author

of this exegesis (tafsir)] have written another book on this subject.

"When the trumpet is blown [after the life of Barzakh to hail the advent of

Judgment day (Qiyamah)], neither shall there be anyfirmly ties between them?, nor will

they be able' to plead to each other." No person will be of assistance to another. In

fact, all will flee from each other, lest they ask for help.

Allah says in Surah Abas, "The day when a men will flee from his brother; his

mother, his father, his wife and his sons. Every man shall be engrossed in his own

affaiss." [Surah 80, verses 34-37]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** it ^j reports that when the trumpet is

sounded for the second time, every man and woman from every century will all

be resurrected. A caller will say, "This is so-and-so, the son of so-and-so.

Whoever has any rights to claim from him should come forward."

Upon hearing this call, every person will wish that he could claim

something from their parents, spouses and children. After saying this, Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Mas'ud -up it ^j recited the verse "neither shall there be any family

ties between them..."

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud <up <fo ^j has also interpreted the verse to
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mean that no person will boast about his family lineage on the Day of

Judgement as they do in this world.

While the above verse states that they will be unable to ask of each other,

another verse says, "They will turn to each other asking questions." There is no

contradiction between the two verses because the first refers to the fact that they

will not ask help from each other on the grounds of family ties. The second

instance does not refer to this. (However, the second refers to questions that they

will ask each other -not help).

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas <* .<&' ^j says that there will b£ various

situations that will take place on the Day of Judgement When they people will

be overwhelmed by fear, they will be unable to ask help from each other.

However, there will be times when they will be able to do so. ["Ma'alimut Tanzil" v.

3 p. 317/8]

"Wltoever's scales are weighty shall surely be successful. Whoever 's scales are

light, these are the ones who have put themselves at a loss by remainingforever in Hell."

The details pertaining to weighing of deeds on the scales were given in the

commentary of verses 8 and 9 of Surah A'raf {Surah 7).

Allah then describes the punishment of the people in Hell. Allah says, "The

Fire shall scorch their faces and they shall be disfigured there." Explaining the

concluding words of this verse. Sayyidina Abu Sa'Id Khudri ** ifo ^j has

reported the Holy Prophet jjL^. u* i&i ju as saying, "A person will be so roasted in

Hell that his upper lip will draw back and reach the middle of his face. His lower

lip will drop until it reaches his navel." [Bukhari]

Allah will then ask them in Hell, "Were my verses not recited to you, but you

used to falsify them? They will cry, O our Lord! Our wretchedness overpowered us and

we were a deviated nation"'

Admitting their folly, they will then plead to Allah saying, "O our Lord!

Remove usfrom here! Ifwe ever repeat ourselves, then we must surely be oppressors."

Their plea will be rejected by Allah, Who will tell them, "Remain disgraced in

there and do not speak to Me!" A narration of Tirmidhi says that after this

declaration, the people of Hell will lose all hope and begin to lament and wail

like the braying of donkeys.

Ibn K^thir reports that the people of Hell will be so disfigured that the

Muslims who will want to intercede shall- be unable to recognise them. The

people of Hell will tell them who they are, but these Muslims will refuse to

believe them. [v. 3 p. 258]

After Allah's declaration all the doors of Hell will be locked and none shall

be able to leave.

Allah will further tell these disbelievers, "There was certainly a party of My
bondsmen who said, 'O our Lord! We have believed, so forgive us and have mercy on us.

Indeed You are the Best of those who show mercy/ But you people ridiculed them until

they (i.e. your intense opposition to them) made you forget My remembrance. And you

used to laugh at them. (Now you will sufferfor your deeds)."
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Allah continues to tell them, "I have rewarded them today for their patience that

they are certainly successful." Allah says in "Whoever is savedfrom thefire and entered

into Heaven (Jannah) shall truly be successful." [Surah Al Imran (3), verse 185]
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(112) Allah will ask (them),."How long did you stay on earth by the count of

years?" (113) They will say, "We stayed only a day or a part of a day, but ask

those who count." (114) Allah will say, "You stayed only for a little while, if only

you had known. (115) "Did you think that We had created you in vain and that

you would not return to Us?" (116) Exalted be Allah, the Sovereign, the Truth.

There is no deity besides Him. He is the Lord of the Glorious Throne. (117) He
who calls ori another deity with Allah has no proof for it. His reckoning is with
Allah. The fact of the matter is that the disbelievers will not succeed. (118) Say,

"O my Lord! Forgive and show mercy. Undoubtedly, You are the Best of those

who show mercy."

ALLAH IS EXALTED, THE KING AND THE TRUTH
On the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah), "Allah will ask (the disbelievers), 'How

long did you stay on earth by the count ofyears?" Totally bewildered and frightened,

they will reply, "We stayed only a day or a part ofa day, but ask those who count" i.e.

ask the angels, who know better how long our lives were.

"Allah will say, 'You stayed only for a little while, if only you had known." Even
lengthy lives in this world are insignificant when compared to the Hereafter. It

would have been best for them if they realised this while still alive.

Allah will also tell them, "Did you think that We had created you in vain and
that you would not return to Us?" This thought has led to the destruction of the

disbelievers.

Allah says in Surah HaMim Sajdah that He will say to them, "but you
thought that Allah is unaware of most of the things you do. That was the perception that

you held about your Lord. It has destroyed you and made you amongst the losers" [Surah

41, verses 22,23]

"Exalted be Allah, the Sovereign, the Truth. There is no deity besides Him. He is

the Lord of the Glorious Throne." Allah is the King of all kings* Those who ascribe

partners to Him should bear in mind that they will be called to account for their
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deeds, after which they will be doomed to Hell.

Allah declares, "He who calls on another deity with Allah has no prooffor it. His

reckoning is with Allah. The .fact of the matter is that the disbelievers will not succeed."

Finally, Allah advises that the Holy Prophet ,jl,j <m m J~> and his Ummah
recite the following supplication (du'a). Allah says, "Say, 'O my Lord! Forgive and

show mercy. Undoubtedly, You are the Best of those who show mercy/"
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Surah An-Nur \
Verses 164
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In the name of Allah, the Most beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) This is a Surah that We have revealed, that We have ordained, and in which

We have revealed clear verses so that you may take heed. (2) The adulterer and

adulteress should both be given a hundred lashes. And mercy for them should

not take hold of you with regard to Allah's religion (Din), if you believe in

Allah and the Last Day. A group of the believers should witness their

punishment.

THE LAWS OF THE SHARI'AH MUST BE PRACTISED AND THE
PENALTY FOR ADULTERY IS A HUNDRED LASHES

This Surah is called Surah Nur because verse 35 contains the word "Nur"

when describing Allah. Allah begins the Surah by saying, "This is a Surah that We

have revealed, that We have ordained../'

Although the word "faradna" (translated above as "ordained") is used in this

verse, all the injunctions mentioned in this Surah are not obligatory (Fardh) as the

word usually denotes. In this context the word means that the believers

(Mu'minin) must practice all these injunctions.

Allah then says about the Surah that He has "revealed clear verses so that you

may take heed."

WHY DO THE PENALTIES OF THE SHARI'AH SEEM SO HARSH?

"The adulterer and adulteress should both be given a hundred lashes. And mercyfor

them should not take hold of you with regard to Allah's religion (D'in) (i.e. xohen

administering the penalty), if you believe in Allah and the Last Day." Since "The Most
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Merciful of those who show mercy" has ordained these penalties, people must

enforce them, even though they may deem it to be somewhat harsh.

Allah has created man and knows exactly what type of penalties will serve

as a deterrent for man because Allah understands the psychology of man
perfectly.

Since this penalty also serves as a lesson for others, Allah instructs that "A

group of the believers should witness their punishment." When some people witness

the penalty being enforced, they will spread the news to others. This will

eventually lead to all the others in the country taking heed and adhering to

chaste behaviour.

Sayyidina Ubadah bin Samit ** ifo ^j reports that the Holy Prophet u* i jl*

,0-^ said, "Enforce Allah's penal laws near and far, and the reproach of anyone

should not affect you in the matters of Allah's religion (Win)." [Ibn Majah]

It is unfortunate that Muslim countries fear the reproach of the disbelievers

when intending to enforce the penal codes of the Shari'ah. If they enforce these,

crime would become extinct or, at least, much less. It would also attract Allah's

mercy.

The Holy Prophet ^ 3 aJLp in jl^ has mentioned, "When a single penalty of

Allah's is enforced, it is better (more beneficial to the masses) than forty days of

continuous rain." [Ibn Majah]

Present day governments have permitted adultery and have outlawed only

rape. In this manner they have granted immoral people the license to commit

adultery and spread promiscuity. Even those who do commit rape are seldom

brought to the book and, if by some miracle they are, they serve light sentences

and are let out to continue with their evils.

When the leaders of Muslim countries are told to enforce the laws of the

Shari'ah (by cutting the hands of thieves, executing murderers and punishing

adulterers, etc), they say that mercy should be shown to these criminals. This is

in stark contradiction to the clear command of Allah above, viz. 'And mercy for

them should not take hold ofyou with regard to Allah's religion (D'in)...."

Even worse are those so-called Muslims who perpetrate the act of disbeliefs

by saying that the penal laws of Islam are barbaric and cruel. This pathetic

behaviour has led to the spread of immorality and licentiousness and dens of

vice are now thriving at the expense of chastity and morality. It seems like the

governments (even so-called Islamic governments) condone adultery. They seek

to please people instead of Allah, who granted them the authority that they

possess. How can they then expect Allah's aid?

CERTAIN PERTINENT RULINGS

Ruling: The Muslim male or female who is free (i.e. not a slave), sane,

mature, married, and who has consummated his or her marriage is called a

'Muhsin.' If such a person is found guilty of adultery, one should be stoned to

death (rajam).

A person who is not a 'muhsin' will be lashed a hundred lashes when found
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guilty of adultery.

Ruling: When a man is to be lashed, only that amount of clothing required

to cover his 'satar' will be allowed. Everything else must be removed. A woman
will be lashed with her body properly covered. Only extra garments that will

reduce the effect of the lashes will be removed, like a jacket, a shawl, etc.

Ruling: A man will be lashed standing, while a woman will be seated.

Ruling: They must be lashed with a whip that is not knotted. The lashing

must be of a medium nature (that is neither too light nor too hard).

The lashes should be struck on various parts of the body and not restricted

to one portion. The whip should not strike the head, face and private part.

Ruling: When the 'Muhsin' is to be stoned, one must be led to a place

outside the town. The witnesses who attested to the act of adultery should throw
the first stones, followed by the Leader of believers (Amirul Mu'minln) and then
the rest of the public. However, the stoning will be repealed if the witnesses

refuse to stone first.

If the person is to be stoned after one has confessed to adultery (i.e.

witnesses did not convict the person), then the Leader of believers (Amirul

Mu'minin)will commence the stoning, after which the public will follow.

When a woman is to be stoned, a hole must be dug and she will be stoned in

this hole with only her upper body visible (i.e. from above the breasts).

Ruling: When four men swear that they witnessed someone committing
adultery as clearly as if they saw a stick used to apply kohl entering the kohl
bottle, the Muslim Qadhi (judge) or the Leader of believers (Amirul Mu'minm)
will launch an investigation to ascertain the trustworthiness of these four men.
He will determine whether they are pious and trustworthy. Judgement will be
passed only when they are all found to be reliable witnesses.

If they are found to be sinners and unreliable, their evidence will be rejected

and they will be lashed for slander (eighty lashes each). The details of this will be
discussed in the forthcoming verses, Insha Allah.

Ruling: When a person confesses to having committed adultery four times

on four separate occasions, then the Qadhi will ask one whether one knows what
is adultery, with whom was the act perpetrated and where was it done. Only
after replying to these questions can the judge pass judgement to enforce the

penalty.

THE IGNORANT STATEMENTS OF CERTAIN SELF-PROCLAIMED
"INTELLECTUALS"

There are many so-called /scholars' today, who claim to have some
knowledge and direct their ignorance at Islam. They are also bribed by certain

antagonistic forces to write against the teachings of Islam. Whereas the Muslims
have believed for fourteen centuries that the 'muhsin' adulterer must be stoned,

these ignoramuses claim that there is no such thing because the Qur'an does not
mention it.
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They should be asked which verse of the Qur'an tells them that whatever is

not in the Qur'an should not be regarded as part of religion (D'in)7 In fact Allah

says, "Hold last to what the messenger gives yon and refrain from what He prevents

you" [Surah Hashr (59). verse 7]

When the Holy Prophet <jl,j u* *a>i jl* himself had some people stoned after

they confessed, who are these people to say that it should not be done? Sayyidina

Umar^ & ^j, who had anticipated this plot of some people, once said from the

pulpit "Verily Allah has sent Muhammad ^n Up i»i J^ with the truth and revealed a

Book to him. The verse of 'rajam' (stoning), was also among the verses revealed in Allah's

Book. We recited it, understood it and memorised it."

He continued to say, "The Holy Prophet ,jl-j Up &\ j^> has had people stoned and

we also followed his example after him. I fear that after much time elapses, a person

should say, 'By Allah! I do not find the verse of 'rajam' in Allah's Book/ In this way
people will be forsaking an obligation that Allah has initiated, causing them to go astray.

Rajam is in Allah's Book (i.e. it has not been cancelled). It is a reality and will be enforced

on any person who is a niuhsin when witnesses attest to it, or when one confesses, or by

way ofan illegitimate pregnancy." [Bukhari p. 109]

In the above sermon, Sayyidina Umar ^ &\ ^>j referred to an earlier verse of

the Qur'an that made mention of rajam. The recitation of this verse was later

abrogated, but the law remained. Those who have studied the principles of

jurisprudence will understand this concept well. Other commentators have
mentioned that Sayyidina Umar ** &\ ^j was referring to verse 15 of Surah Nisa

(Surah 4), where Allah says. "As for those of Your women who are guilty of indecent

behaviour, call four witnesses against them. If they testify against them, then imprison

them in their homes until death claims them or Allah creates a wayfor them.

Other commentators have explained the statement to mean that even if an

explicit verse of the Qur'an does not mention 'rajam', the law will still apply

because the Holy Prophet jJl-j a* ii ju had practised it. The Qur'an commands
that obedience to the Holy Prophet ^j -uU.ii J~* is also necessary.

Those who refuse to accept 'rajam' as part of religion (D'in) because it is not

mentioned explicitly in the Qur'an, should be asked where in the Qur'an does

Allah command that Fajr has two Rakahs of obligatory prayer (Fardh), that Zuhr
has four, that Asr has Four, etc? Where does the Qur'an mention the Nisab of

Zakah? Just as the direction of the Holy Prophet^3 <i* &\ J~* suffices about these

pillars of Din, it suffices in the matter of 'rajam' as well.

Even after these miscreants refuse to believe anything, they should be asked

why they do not ask their despotic pirs in governments to enforce the penalty of

a hundred lashes, which is explicitly mentioned in the Qur'an!? Such people are

like the one "whom Allah has sent astray despite his knowledge.

THE ILL EFFECTS OF ADULTERY AND THE VIRTUE OF CHASTITY
AND MARRIAGE

People have made the absurd statement that the Shari'ah should not forbid

adultery since it is a personal affair between a couple. They say that a person

may gratify himself with whomsoever he wills. Their stance is even more
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surprising because they fail to realise that man has no right to transgress the laws

of Allah, Who has created man, and is his Master. The body and limbs of a

person are not his own, but remain the property of Allah. Using them against

Allah's dictates will constitute rebellion.

Allah created Sayyidah Hawwa vx~Ji i«j^ to be the legitimate partner of

Sayyidina Adam ^>lj» u* and allowed them to live with each other as husband

and wife. Allah has permitted man and wife to preserve their chastity and

lawfully gratify their passions within wedlock. Islam has conserved the purity of

woman within the fort of the home and instructed men to provide for the couple.

The woman will rear her children with love and compassion, carefully

tending to the household so that the family can live in harmony and

contentment. The children will form part of the larger family, being showered

with love by their parents, grandparents, uncles and aunts. They will all be

associated with each other in a most amicable manner, being present should their

assistance be needed in any way.

They will all celebrate marriages, births and support each other at times of

funerals. All this is possible after marriage. If man and woman merely gratify

their sexual passions and live as strangers, there can be no joy in life and the

children will never know their parents, nor any other relatives. Since the mother

has been 'used' by so many men, there will be none to attend to the upbringing

and supporting of the child.

Even if the relatives of the mother know the child, they cannot have true

love for the child. The child will grow up without any love and without the

anchoring factor of a family. Today's rise of delinquents is ample testimony of

this!

Parents of illegitimate children will seek 'friends' for their children instead

of spouses. It is the ultimate disgrace to a woman that she has to stand naked in

the worst of places searching for a toy to gratify herself, who will forsake her

when everything is over.

When a woman is without a husband, she will be forced to provide for

herself. She will then become a showroom piece, supplying goods to strangers or

standing \Jby the roadside and polishing peoples' shoes. It is indeed surprising

that women do not regard this as a disgrace, whereas they could be the queens of

their homes.

Islam has accorded great status to a woman by preserving her chastity

within her home: Islam has allowed her to stipulate her own dowry and she can

receive inheritance from the estates of her spouse, children, parents and other

relatives. Is this not better than roaming the alleys in search of a sleeping partner,

having her dignity trampled upon?

The above sheds a bit of light upon the abomination of adultery. Besides

this, Islam detests the fact that family lineage should be corrupted. In this way
people will never know whether a child is theirs or not. Children will thus be

blemished with the stigma of being illegitimate, causing them to be scorned by

others. It is despicable to note that certain nations attach no importance to

legitimacy in birth. They are now trying to pass their behaviour on to the
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Muslims. One of the first steps to realise this goal is to annul the penalty for

adultery.

The people of Belief (Iman) cannot follow the trends of the disbelievers.

Islam has outlawed fornication in no uncertain terms and ordained a strict

penalty for it. On the other hand, the disbelievers have not only permitted

fornication, but they have even allowed men to marry other men! These people

are mere slaves of their passions and have no concern for humanity. This

behaviour has led to the outbreak of horrendous diseases that cannot be

controlled.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ ib\ ^ has reported that Allah casts fear

into the hearts of those who break promises and causes widespread death among
people who are habituated to fornication. He also mentioned that Allah reduces

the provisions of those who cheat in weighing and measuring (either literally or

by reducing the blessings of their wealth), while He causes murder to abound

among people who judge unjustly and causes a tyrant to overpower people who
do not honour their pledges. [At Targhib wat Tarhib v. 3 p. 278]

Sayyidah Maymuna i** ii>» .^j reports that the Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up i»i j^
said, "My Ummah shall remain in good fortune until illegitimate children

abound among them. When illegitimacy becomes rife among them, Allah will

afflict them with a widespread punishment (that will affect all of them)." [At

Targhib wat Tarhib v. 3 p. 277]

Bukhari reports a hadith in which the Holy Prophet ,0^ Up iui jl* narrated to

the Sahabah^ & ^j many things that he saw in a dream. One of these was that

he saw many naked men and women burning in a large oven-like pit that was

wide at the base and narrow at the top. They would be lifted by the rising of the

flames and screamed in pain and agony. When the Holy Prophet jJUj Up &\ J-*

asked Jibril r
*>LJ\ ^ and Sayyidina Mika'U f%J\ Up who these people were, he was

told that they were the adulterers.

ADULTERY CAUSES WIDESPREAD DISEASES

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ** ifo ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ii jl*

(JL.J a* once addressed the immigrants (Muhajirin), telling them that if they

involved themselves in five things (and he prayed that they never fall into these),

then they will encounter serious repercussions. These five things are:

1. When flagrant immodesty will predominate, then pestilence

will spread and people will be afflicted with such diseases

that their forebears never heard of.

2. Those people who cheat in weight and measure will be

punished with droughts, hard labour and the oppression of

tyrannical rulers.

3. Those who do not pay their Zakah will be deprived of rain.

If it were not for the animals, they would not receive a single

drop of rain.
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4. Those who breach the pledge of Allah and His Holy Prophet
jjL^ Up i»i jl^ will be vanquished by their enemy who will usurp
their wealth.

5. When the leaders of a nation do not pass judgement by the

Qur'an and do not adopt the ways that Allah has revealed,

Allah will cause such friction between them that will lead to

feuds and battles. [Ibn Majah p. 112]

The above hadith clearly spells out the consequences of the sins that man
perpetrates, the first one being the atrocious effects of immorality and

licentiousness. The gross immorality prevalent at all levels today needs no

elucidation. It is for this reason that diseases have taken such a strong hold of

community. As medical science progresses, so too do the waves of illnesses

spread, leaving man helpless to cure them (AIDS being the best example of

these).

The world today is obsessed only with gratification of the carnal passions,

and the occidental world is making every attempt to export their immorality to

all parts of the world. It is tragic to notice that matters have gone out of control,

but none seems to be batting an eyelid.

THOSE WHO DESIRE THAT THEIR CARNAL DESIRES BE
GRATIFIED, DO SO AT THE EXPENSE OF MANKIND'S MORALITY

People who have stooped to the level of bestiality have no regard for their

values as human beings and are prepared to sacrifice these moral values.

Whether they admit it or not, they have become just as the Qur'an says, viz. "As

for the disbelievers, they enjoy themselves and eat like the animals eat. The Fire shall be

their abode."

Allah has granted man the gift of intelligence and has ordained various laws

and regulations so that he may remain high above the rest of the creation. Allah

has allowed man to satisfy his desires with a woman provided that it is within

marriage. All the Prophets ftLJ\ ^^ married, with the exception of Sayyidina Isa

and Yahya £X~b *ip. It is sad that those who claim to follow Sayyidina Isa fXJ\ <uU

are sexually active outside of marriage.

Sayyidina Isa £%~h aJLp will marry after returning to this world to slay Dajjal,

after which he will also father children. He will also destroy the cross and put an

end to Christianity. [Muslim]

Note: The text of the Qur'an addresses woman also when it passes a

general command, even though the literal Arabic text uses the male

pronoun. However, when specific mention is made of females, it is

preceded by mention of the male counterpart e.g. "The Muslim men

and Muslim women, believing men and believing women, obedient men

and obedient women, truthful men and truthful women..." and "As for the

male andfemale thief cut off their hands in lieu ofwhat they earn..."

However, when the act of adultery is mentioned in the Qur'an, the

"adulteress" is specifically mentioned before male "adulterer." This is to

emphasise the fact that adulterous females must also be punished. It also
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emphasises the fact that women are more prone to this sin and should, therefore,

be extra cautious. Since men are more prone to stealing, the verse concerning
thieves makes mention of male thieves first.

Note: To some, the punishment for adultery may appear to be extremely
severe, but this is necessary to preserve the chastity of the believers

(Mu'minin). Islam has also prescribed such injunctions that serve to

prevent people from even drawing near to adultery. These laws
include the injunctions of Veil (Hijab), whereby Muslim women are

commanded to conceal themselves from strange men.

Despite these laws,, if someone commits adultery, the Shari'ah still lays

down stringent laws about finding a person guilty of the act. As explained
earlier, the four witnesses have to provide explicit evidence about the sexual act.

Of course, this is extremely difficult to come by.

If an adulterer confesses to the deed, the laws of the Shari'ah are still strict,

and the judge will have to hear the confession from the person on four separate
occasions (as explained earlier). The Shari'ah also instructs the judge to repeal the

case if there is the slightest doubt. The object of this penalty is not to punish
people, but to prevent them from committing adultery.

When a person is finally found guilty after all these factors, he deserves to

be removed from society, just as a cancerous limb has to amputated for the
welfare of the other limbs.

(3) An adulterer should marry only an adulteress or an idolatress and only an
adulterer or an idolater should marry an adulteress. This is forbidden for the

believers.

MARRIAGE OF THE ADULTEROUS BELIEVERS

Many commentators have mentioned that the above verse applied only
before the migration (Hijrah). It was thereafter abrogated and the believers

(Mu'minin) were later permitted to marry adulterous Muslims when necessary.
Of course, the prohibition against marrying idolaters still applies to this day.
They maintain that the verse was cancelled by a later verse which reads, "Marry
thosefrom you who are unmarried and those slave men and women who are righteous. If

they be poor then Allah will make each of them wealthy by His grace. Allah is of ample
means, All Knowing." [Surah Nur (24), verse 32]

Many narratives have been reported about this verse, all of which denote
that this law was temporary. One of these, narrated by many commentators, tell

us that when the Immigrants (Muhajirtn) ^ i>t ^ arrived in Madinah, they
were extremely poor. They had no wealth, no family and no wives. There were
many prostitutes in Madinah at the time, so some requested permission from the

Holy Prophet (O^'Op i»i j* to marry these women so that they could benefit from
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their wealth. The above verse was revealed on this occasion, forbidding them

from this. ["Ma'alimut Tamil" v. 3 p. 323]
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(4) As for those who slander chaste women without presenting four witnesses,

you should lash them eighty lashes and never accept their testimony ever again.

These people are sinners... (5) Except for those who repent thereafter and rectify.

Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.

THE PENALTY FOR THOSEWHO SLANDER INNOCENTWOMEN
Islam attaches great importance to the chastity and honour of Muslim men

and women. If any person calls another an adulterer in clear words, the offended

party may take the case td the Islamic court, where the accuser will be punished

eighty lashes when found guilty of the defamatory remark. This is referred to in

the Shari'ah as the "haddul qadhaf."

Another punishment for the slanderer will be that his or her evidence will

never be accepted in an Islamic court. If one repents, the sin will be forgiven, but

they will still live with the stigma that their evidence will be rejected by the

Islamic court.

According to Imam Abu Hanifah Ua & *^j, the phrase "Except for those who

repent thereafter and rectify/' is an exception from the verse, "These people are

sinners." This means that they will remain sinful until they repent. It does not

mean that their evidence will be accepted after repentance.
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(6) Those who slander their wives and have only themselves as witness, then

any of them should bear testimony four times by Allah that he is indeed from

the truthful. (7) On the fifth occasion he should swear that Allah's curse befalls

him if he is from the liars. (8) Punishment will be averted from the wife if she

bears testimony four times by Allah that he is from the liars. (9) She will then

swear on the fifth occasion that Allah's wrath befalls her if he is from the
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truthful. (10) If it were not for Allah's grace upon you and His mercy, and for the
fact that Allah is verily the Most Clement, the Wise.

THE LAW OF "LI'AN" FOR THOSE WHO ACCUSE THEIR WIVES
OF ADULTERY

Whereas a person will be lashed for failing to produce four witnesses when
accusing a woman of adultery/ he will not be lashed when the matter concerns
his own wife. If she refutes his accusation, the law of '"Wan"' will apply. The
word "li'an" is derived from the root word "La'na," which refers to a curse. It is

called by this name because the couple invoke Allah's curse upon themselves if

they are lying.

If a man claims that his wife committed adultery, or says that one of her
children is not his, he will be asked to present witnesses if she refuses to confess.
If he fails to present four witnesses (which is common since adultery is never
committed in public and he is unlikely to call others to witness the act), but
confesses to lying, he will be lashed for slander. However, if he remains adamant
that he is truthful, the couple will be forced to engage in "Ifan"

.

THE METHOD OF "LI'AN"

The husband should begin by repeating four times, "I testify by Allah that I

am certainly truthful in the accusation of adultery that I have levelled against
her." After saying this the fourth time, he will then say, "May the curse of Allah
befall me if I am untrue in the accusation of adultery that I have levelled against
her." On each occasion he mustpoint to his wife when referring to her.

When he has completed the fifth testimony, the wife will say four times, "I

testify by Allah that he is false in the accusation of adultery that he has levelled
against me." On the fifth occasion she will say, "May Allah's wrath befall me if

he is truthful in the accusation of adultery that he has levelled against me."

When the two have completed their damning testimony against each other,

the Muslim judge will separate the two. This separation will be regarded as a
"ba'in" divorce. If the dispute arose over the birth of a child (he disclaimed
fatherhood of a child), the child will then be regarded as illegitimate and become
the mother's. If the man detracts his testimony afterwards, he will be lashed for

slander.

The books of hadith cite the incidents of Sayyidina Uwaymir Ajlani <up it^
and Sayyidina Hilal bin Umayyah ^ it ^ Jt who were both forced into the
situation of "li'an" [Bukhari p. 799/800]. A narration on p. 695, narrated by
Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** it ^Jf reports that the above verse was
revealed about Sayyidina Hilal ** it ^> J%

Among the many conditions of "li'an" mentioned in the books of
jurisprudence, one is that the husband and the wife should be mature and sane.
No "li'an" will take place if the husband is dumb and merely indicates that his

wife committed adultery.
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(11) It was indeed a group from you that brought the slander. Do not regard it as

a misfortune, for it was good for you. Every one of them will have his share of

the sin, which he earned. A terrible punishment shall be for the one who took

the greatest part in it. (12) Why did the believing men and women not think

favourably of themselves when they heard about it, and say, "This is clear

defamation!"? (13) Why have they not presented four witnesses? Since they have

not presented four witnesses, then these people are surely liars in Allah's sight.

(14) If it were not for Allah's grace upon you people, and for His mercy in this

world and in the Hereafter, a dreadful punishment would have afflicted you

because of what you involved yourselves in. (15) When you gossiped about the

matter with your tongues and said such things with your mouths that you had

no knowledge of. You thought that the matter was trivial, whereas it was grave

in Allah's sight. (16) When you heard about it, why did you not say, "It is not

appropriate that we discuss this. Allah is Pure! This is an atrocious smear!" (17)

Allah advises you against repeating the same ever again if you are indeed

believers. (18) And Allah clearly elucidates the verses for you. Allah is All

Knowing, The Wise. (19) There shall be an excruciating punishment in this

world and in the Hereafter for those who love immorality to spread among the
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believers. Allah knows and you do not know. (20) If it were not for Allah's grace

upon you and His mercy, and for the fact that Allah is verily the Most clement,

the Wise.

THE LIBEL AGAINST SAYYIDAH AYSHAH i<* Ai ^j AND
ALLAH'S DECLARATION OF HER INNOCENCE

When the Holy Prophet <jl.j *> i»i jl* left on an expedition to the Banu

Mustaliq tribe, according to his normal practice, he drew lots among his wives,

thereby determining that Sayyidah Ayshah i*^ & ^j accompany him on the

journey. She rode on a carriage on top of a camel. On their return, the army

camped at a place near Madinah. After a rest, the announcement was made
during the night that the caravan would soon proceed. This announcement was

made so that people could relieve themselves if need be.

Sayyidah Ayshah i^ i» ^j then proceeded deep into the woods to relieve

herself so as to avoid contact with any men. When she returned to her carriage,

she noticed that her necklace was missing. She therefore returned to where she

had been in an effort to recover the necklace. This caused her to delay and, in the

meantime, the caravan began to leave.

The men who usually mounted the carriage on the camel did not realise that

Sayyidah Ayshah \+* & ^j was not in when they lifted it since she was light in

weight because of scarcity of food during those times. In this manner the caravan

proceeded without her.

When Sayyidah Ayshah i** i»» ^j returned to the spot where the caravan

was stationed, she was shocked to find that no one was to be seen. Allah granted

her the intelligence to spread out a shawl and lie down right there, thinking that

the Holy Prophet ,o~- a* i»i jl* would search for her at the same place when he

found her missing. She then fell asleep.

The Holy Prophet ^ ^ & J^ had appointed Sayyidina Safwan bin

Mu'attal Sulami ** &\ ^> } to travel behind the caravan so that he may recover any

items that the others may have lost. It so happened that he discovered Sayyidah

Ayshah I**- &\ ^j lying down as he rode past the area. He was startled when he

saw her. He recognised her because he had seen her before the verses of veil

(Hijdb) were revealed. He exclaimed, "Inna LillaJU wa Innallayhi Raji'un!"

She immediately woke up when she heard him and covered her face. (This

incident clearly falsifies those who claim that a woman does not have to cover

her face). He dismounted his camel and made it kneel. Thereupon Sayyidah

Ayshah i*i* i» ^ j mounted the camel by stepping on its forelegs. Sayyidina

Safwan <up ifo^ j then led the camel along.

It was afternoon when the two caught up with the rest of the expedition.

Abdullah bin Ubayy, the leader of the hypocrites, was also in the army. When he

saw the two approach, he spread the rumour that an affair must be existing

between the two, because of which they had remained behind alone. This

rumour spread throughout the Muslim community by the efforts of the other

Hypocrites and certain other Muslims were also involved in the slander. These

Muslims were Sayyidina Hassan bin Thabit ^ iu» ^* Jf Sayyidina Mistah bin
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Uthatha ** i»» ^»j and a lady named Sayyidina Hamnah bint Jahsh <* ^ ^j [who

was the sister of Mother of the believers (Ummul Mu'minin), Sayyidah Zainab

bint Jahsh if* & ^A-

Sayyidah Ayshah if* ifo ^j reports that she was unaware of the rumours,

but noticed that the Holy Prophet^ , Up it j^ did not behave as compassionately

towards her as he always did. He would greet and ask all of the household about

themselves, but would not ask her. In the interim she happened to fall ill and

was once walking with the mother of Sayyidina Mistah ^ ^ ^j to relieve hefself

at night.

When they were proceeding, the old lady slipped on her shawl and

muttered, "May Mistah be destroyed 1/' Sayyidah Ayshah if* i»^ asked her how
she could curse a person who participated in the battle of Badr. She replied,

"Don't you know what the people (including Mistah) are saying?" She then recounted

the rumour to Sayyidah Ayshah if* & ^j.

This caused Sayyidah Ayshah if* i» ^j to become even more ill. Later,

when the Holy Prophet ,0-j Up i jl* asked the members of his household about

their condition, Sayyidah Ayshah if* .i» ^j requested permission from him to

visit her parents. The Holy Prophet ,JL-j Up &\ ju permitted her.

Upon reaching her parent's home, she asked her mother about the rumours.

Her mother consoled her by saying that these things happen between women
who share a husband. Sayyidah Ayshah if* i» ^j then spent the entire night

weeping without respite. She could not sleep at nights and continued to weep
and grieve. She spent an entire month in this manner. During the entire period

no revelation was revealed to the Holy Prophet jJUj-U* ifci ju about this matter.

Sayyidah Ayshah if* i»» ^j mentioned that she was sure that Allah would

show the Holy Prophet ^jl-j Up ii j^> a dream to absolve her of the scandal

because she did not deem herself fit to be blessed with a mention in the Qur'an.

The Holy Prophet ^ 3 4* ^ J^ was once with Sayyidah Ayshah if* ifo ^j
and some others when revelation began to descend upon him. He broke out in

sweat, which was so severe that the beads of perspiration dropped like pearls

even during the coldest winter days. When the revelation terminated, The Holy

Prophet pJL^ Up ii\ j^ laughed and said, "O Ayshah! Praise Allah, for He has

exonerated you." The verses that were revealed commenced with the verse, "It

was indeed a groupfrom you that brought the slander..."

Sayyidina Mistah ** it ^j was the son of Sayyidina Abu Bakr's ^ it ^j
cousin, making him a nephew to Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^ it ^> The generous

Sayyidina Abu Bakr <up it ^j used to financially assist Sayyidina Mistah &s ^j
aip, but took an oath never to assist him again after Allah exonerated Sayyidah

Ayshah if* & ^>j.

About this oath, Allah revealed the verse, "The high ranking and wealthy ones

among you should not take an oath not to spend on their relatives..." Thereafter

Sayyidina Abu Bakr **, it ^j swore never to stop spending on Sayyidina Mistah

** ^
<f> j. [Bukhari v. 1 p. 364 and v. 2 p. 594/696]

Allah begins by saying, "It was indeed a group from you that brought the
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slander/' These included Abdullah bin Ubayy, the hypocrites leader, as well as

three other sincere Muslims (mentioned above). Abdullah and the other

hypocrites who played an active part in the episode never repented until the end

and are referred to as being part of a group from the believers (Mu'minin) only

because they pretended to be believers (Mu'minin). All the Muslims involved

repented.

"Do not regard it as a misfortune, for it was good for you." This verse is

addressed to all the believers (Mu'minin) in general, but particularly to the Holy

Prophet <J~> 3 up k jl», Sayyidah Ayshah \+* & ^>Jf her parents and Sayyidina

Safwan bin Mu'attal -up i»i ^ Ja Although the incident may have caused these

parties much grief, they were rewarded immensely by remaining patient. The

incident was also to the benefit of mankind because of the great lessons that it

taught, and because it declared the innocence of Sayyidah Ayshah i^p &\ ,^j and

Sayyidina Safwan ** it ^> Jf to be learned and recited by students and others

until eternity.

"Every one of them will have his share of the sin, which he earned." Every one of

the guilty parties would receive punishment in proportion to the part that he

played in the rumour. Some people joined in the rumours and others remained

silent, whereas they ought to have refuted the story.

"A terrible punishment shall be for the one who took the greatest part in it." This

verse refers to the leader of the hypocrites, Abdullah bin Ubayy. He suffered in

this world, and will suffer in the Hereafter as well.

"Ruhul Ma'ani" has reported from Tabarani that the Holy Prophet a* i J*
jO-jj instructed Sayyidina Abu Ubaidah -up h^ to gather all the Muslims in the

Masjid. When they presented themselves, the Holy Prophet jjuy 4* ^ J~* recited

the verses declaring Sayyidah Ayshah's \#* & ^>j innocence to them.

The Holy Prophet u^ 4* & J^ then called for Abdullah bin Ubayy and had

him lashed for slander twice (i.e. 80 times, plus another 80 times). Thereafter

Sayyidina Hassan, Mistah and Hamnah^ i»» ^j were lashed 80 times each.

"Wlty did the believing man and women not think favourably of themselves when

they heard about it, and say, 'This is clear defamation!'?" This verse chides those

Muslims who participated in the smear, as well as those who entertained doubts

or did not refute the story outright, by saying "This is clear defamation!"

This verse tells that every Muslim must have a good opinion of other

Muslims and that they should refute unwarranted accusations made against

other Muslims.

Sayyidina Mu'adh bin Anas ** i»» ^j reports that the Holy Prophet Up i 'j*

jJL,j said, "When a Muslim defends another Muslim from the slander of a

Hypocrite, then Allah will send an angel to protect him from the fire of Hell on

the Day of Judgement. Allah will make the person who finds faults in another

remain standing on a bridge of Hell. He may escape from there or remain there"

[Abu Dawud] i.e. he may either satisfy the injured person and escape, otherwise

he will be made to suffer the punishment.

This type of behaviour is common among women, especially when they
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fight with their in-laws. Names are called and slander flies about, even causing
some mothers never to forgive their own daughters.

Sayyidah Asma bint Yazid i**- ^ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ajlp &\ j^>

(0-^ said, "The person who defends his brother in his absence, Allah assumes the

responsibility ofsaving himfrom the fire ofHell/' [Mishkdt p. 424]

Sayyidina Abu Darda ** &\ ^j narrates that he heard the Holy Prophet j-#

fj^ 3 Up i»i say/ "Allah personally assumes the responsibility of rescuing from Hell that

person who defends his brother in his absence." [Ibid]

The Holy Prophet jjL^ Up &\ jl* has also said, "Beware of evil opinions, because

it is the mostfalse talk." [Bukhari]

The Holy Prophet ^^ <M ii j~# has also said, "Good opinions are part of good

worship."

In the above verse Allah says, "Why did the believing men and women not think

favourably of themselves when they heard about it..." The word "themselves" indicates

that all the Muslims are like one single body and that slander against an
individual Muslim is tantamount to slandering against all Muslims.

This is similar to the verse of Surah Hujurat, where Allah says, "Never find
faults with yourselves (i.e. each other)." [Surah 49, verse 11]

Sayyidina Nu'man bin Bashlr ** 4i^ narrates that the Holy Prophet &
vi
u

(J-j 4i* said, "The Muslims are like one body. If the eye is hurt, the entire body
feels the pain, and if the head is aching, the entire body feels the pain." [Muslim]

Therefore, if any Muslim is physically or emotionally hurt, all the Muslims
should feel the discomfort and collectively try to alleviate the grief and rebut the

accusations.

"Wiry have they not presented four witnesses? Since they have not presented four

witnesses, then these people are surely liars in Allah 's sight" The allegations were
totally unfounded. None could be accused of fornication merely on the grounds
of being left behind the army. Any person who makes such an accusation should
present four eyewitnesses, otherwise they would be regarded as liars in terms of

the Shari'ah. Without the witnesses, the person will be lashed for slander because
the matter concerns the honour of another.

The question arises here that since these people had no witnesses to

substantiate their allegation, why did the Holy Prophet ^ 3 a* &\ j^ not have
them lashed earlier, instead of waiting for a month?

The fact of the matter is that the Holy Prophet^ 3 Up ii ju was a "mercy to

the universe." It should be borne in mind that the Muslims comprised of all

types of people. While the Belief (Imdn) of many was strong, there were many
others who were still new to Islam. Their Belief (Imdn) was not that strong, while

there were also those who were in doubt regarding the affair.

Had the Holy Prophet ,JL^ 4-u isn j^ punished the slanderers, three of whom
were sincere believers (Mu'minln), the weaker Muslims may have inadvertently

said that he had done so because the matter concerned his own wife. This would
have caused these people to lose their Belief (Imdn). Therefore, the Holy Prophet
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pL» 3 ajlp & j^ accommodated his personal grief so that the Belief (lman) of these

people may be preserved. He punished them only when Allah commanded it.

Any person would understand that if his wife were to be libelled, he would

not want the matter to be reported in any book, even though she may be proven

innocent. However, the fact that this matter is recorded in the Qur'an shows that

the Qur'an was not the work of the Holy Prophet <x* y Up ii ju» and that he had no

authority to alter anything in it.

"If it were not for Allah's grace upon yon, and for His mercy in this world and in

the Hereafter, a dreadful punishment would have afflicted you because of what you

involved yourselves in." Allah tells those Muslims who played a part in the matter

that He would certainly have destroyed them had He had not granted them the

guidance to repent.

"When you gossiped about the matter with your tongues and said such things with

your mouths that you had no knowledge of You thought that the matter was trivial,

whereas it was grave in Allah's sight." This verse shows that passing on information

about any matter also constitutes participation in the actual slander. It is wrong

for a person to say that he is only transmitting a message that has reached him. It

will also be a sin to tell others about the affair.

"When you heard about it, why did you not say, 'It is not appropriate that we

discuss this. Allah is Pure! This is an atrocious smear!'?" This verse explicitly tells the

Muslims that they should not take any part in the slander and should not even

discuss it.

"Allah advises you against repeating the same ever again ifyou are indeed believers.

And Allah clearly elucidates the verses for you. Allah is All Knowing, The Wise." Allah

has advised man about the penalty for slander and has encouraged him to

repent.

"There shall be an excruciating punishment in this world and in the Here after for

those who love immorality to spread among the believers. Allah knows and you do not

know." This verse warns those who slandered Sayyidah Ayshah i^p & ^j and

also advises all the believers (Mu'minin) that they should never publicise any

such matter, even if it be established. The sins of others should be concealed and

may be disclosed only to such people who are able to redress the situation, such

as the Amirul Mu'minin (Leader of the Believers) or the Qadhi.

Those who broadcast immoral acts and cause great disturbance about the

matter are included in the purport of "those who love immorality to spread among the

believers."

It is tragic that today even the Muslims are involved in producing movies,

publishing magazines and novels that promote immodesty and promiscuity.

They are all warned in this verse of a pending "excruciating punishment in this

world and in the Hereafter.
"

Allah then repeats, "If it were not for Allah's grace upon you people and His

mercy, and for the fact that Allah is verily the Most Clement, the Wise." i.e. if it were

not for this, Allah's punishment would have surely arrived.
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(21) O you who believe, do not follow the footsteps of Devil (Shaytan). Whoever

follows the footsteps of devil (Shaytan), then verily he commands immorality

and evil. If it were not for Allah 's grace upon you and His mercy, none of you

would ever be pure. However, Allah purifies whoever He wills. Allah is All

Hearing, All Knowing. (22) The high ranking and wealthy ones among you

should not take an oath not to spend on their relatives, the poor and on those

who migrate in Allah's path. They should forgive and pardon. Do you not like

Allah to forgive you? Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful (23) Those who
slander unwary, chaste believing women are certainly cursed in this world and

in the Hereafter. Theirs shall be a terrible punishment... (24) The day when their

tongues, hands and legs will testify against them with regard to what they did.

(25) On that day Allah will give them the full punishment due to them, and they

will know that Allah is verily the Truth and the One who discloses matters. (26)

Unchaste women are for unchaste men and unchaste men are for unchaste

women. Pure women are for pure men and pure men are for pure women. These

people are innocent of what the slanderers say. Theirs is forgiveness and a

bounteous reward.

AVOID FOLLOWING DEVIL (SHAYTAN), NEVER SWEAR NOT TO
DO GOOD DEEDS AND THE EVIL FOLK ARE WARNED OF A
GRIEVOUS PUNISHMENT

Allah warns the believers (Mu'minin) by telling them, "O you who believe, do

not follow the footsteps of devil (Shaytan). Whoever follows the footsteps of

devil(Shaytan), then (he will be destroyed because) verily he [devil (Shaytan)] commands

immorality and evil" Those who follow the dictates of devil (Shaytan) will be led

far astray if they do not realise the folly of their ways and repent.
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"If it were not for Allah -s grace upon you and His mercy, none ofyou would ever

be pure." If Allah does not grant man the guidance to repent, he can never be
pure from sin, like the hypocrites who never repented after slandering Sayyidah
Ayshah if* &\ ^j. Allah then says, "However, Allah purifies whoever He wills. Allah

is All Hearing, All Knowing." Allah grants people the ability to repent and
absolves whomsoever He wills from scandal.

"The high ranking and wealthy ones among you should not take an oath not to

spend on their relatives, the poor and on those who migrate in Allah's path. They should

forgive and pardon." It has already been mentioned that Sayyidina Abu Bakr A» ^j
-up swore not to spend on his nephew Sayyidina Mistah ** & ^j because he took
an active part in the denigration of Sayyidah Ayshah if* <5>» ^»Jm

Sayyidina Qatadah ** &\ ^j says that when the. above verse was revealed,

instructing pardoning, the Holy Prophet ,0-., <J* &\ ju summoned Sayyidina Abu
Bakr <u* ifct ^j and recited the entire verse to him. When the Holy Prophet & JL>

(JL-j Up recited,

"Do you not like Allah to forgive you?" Sayyidina Abu Bakr ** i>t ^j said, "I

certainly like Allah to forgive me." The Holy Prophet <J~>3 <J* it jl* told him,
"Then you should forgive and pardon."

Thereupon Sayyidina Abu Bakr ** &\ ^>j said, "By Allah! The amount that

Mistah was receiving shall not be stopped, and I will continue giving him." A
narration of "Durrul Manthur" states that Sayyidina Abu Bakr ** & .^j
thereafter began to double the allowance that he previously gave to Sayyidina
Mistah <t* iu» ^Jt

Another narration quotes Sayyidina Abu Bakr ** &\ ^j as saying, "When I

see good in acting contrary to an oath, I pay the expiation for the oath and carry

out the act that is better."

"Durrul Manthur" reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** ii ^>j
that there were other Sahabah ^ & ^j also who stopped spending on those

Muslims who participated in the slander against Sayyidah Ayshah if* it ^>
they were all advised in the above verse, [v. 5 p. 34/5]

"Those who slander unwary (women who are unwary ofhow to commit evil deeds),

chaste believing women are certainly cursed in this world and in the Hereafter. Theirs

shall be a terrible punishment the day when their tongues, hands and legs will testify

against them about what they did." All these limbs will testify against them on the

Day of Judgement.

There seems to be a discrepancy between the above verse and a verse in

Surah Yasln , where Allah says, "On this day We shall seal their mouths." The simple
answer is that each verse describes a separate scene of the Day of Judgement.
There will be times on the lengthy Day of Judgment (Qiyamah) when peoples'

mouths will be sealed, whereas at other times they will be able to speak.

"On that day Allah will give them the full punishment due to them, and they will

know that Allah is verily the Truth and the One who discloses matters." People are

wrong to think that they will get away with their sins and will not be required to

answer for them. Everything will be disclosed on the Day of Judgement. This
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verse addresses those hypocrites who never repented after the verses were
revealed declaring Sayyidah Ayshah i** ^ ^Js innocence.

"Unchaste women are for unchaste men and unchaste men are for unchastewomen.

Pure women are for pure men and pure men are for pure women." Allah states in this

verse that He has made birds of a feather flock together. People with evil

inclinations are attracted to others like them, while good people are attracted to

other good people.

This verse tells us that Allah has made the best and purest women the wives

of His purest slaves viz, the Prophets (XJi f+i*. It follows, therefore, that the

wives of the best Prophet of Allah jjL^ Up i»i jl* must be the best and purest of

women. It will therefore be impossible to even fathom that any of them could be

guilty of an act as vile as fornication. Saying this would be tantamount to

slandering the Holy Prophet ,jl^ Up i»i ju himself (Allah forbid!). People who say

this are "cursed in this world and in the Hereafter."

Allah then says about the pure believers (Mu'minin), "These people are

innocent of what the slanderers say. Theirs is forgiveness and a bounteous reward [in

Heaven (Jannah)]." This verse clearly spells out the innocence of Sayyidah Ayshah
\#* iwi ^j and Sayyidina Safwan <* ^\^j. ["Ma'alimut Tanzil" v. 3 p. 335]

Sayyidah Ayshah U-* it ^->j used to say that she is proud of a few privileges

that were accorded to her. These were:

1. She was the only virgin that the Holy Prophet ,4-? ^ it j^>

married?

2. The Holy Prophet ^Upii ju>) passed away in her lap.

3. He is buried in her room.

4. There were numerous occasions when revelation descended on

the Holy Prophet jjL^'Upii ju while he shared a bed with her.

5. Her innocence was proclaimed from the heavens.

6. She was the daughter of the Holy Prophet jjL^ Up ii jl* first

Caliph (Kalifa) and companion in the cave [Sayyidina Abu
Bakr <up &\ ^J

7. She was created pure [because of which she could be a wife of

the pure the Holy Prophet
r
i^ 3 <M^ J^].

8. She has been promised forgiveness and a bounteous

sustenance."

Al Isabah reports from Ibn Sa'd that Sayyidah Ayshah if* i»» .^>j said, "I

have been granted certain bounties that were not granted to any other." She then

enumerated these as:

1. The Holy Prophet pJL^ Up it ju* married her when she was barely

seven years old?

2. An angel brought her picture to the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up it JL»

on a silken cloth.
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3. She began to live with the Holy Prophet ^jl-j ajlp &\ J^> from the

age of nine.

4. She saw jibril ^lJ\ aA*,

5. She was the most beloved wife of the Holy Prophet <u* &\ JU

6. She cared for the Holy Prophet (JL-j «J* &\ J~p during his last

illness and when he passed away no one was present besides

her and the angels. ['Durrul Manthur" v. 5 p. 32]

Some Scholars (Ulama) have recounted the virtue of Sayyidah Ayshah i» ^j
if* by saying that a little child declared the innocence of Sayyidina Yusuf £*~h Up

when he was accused of fornication. As a little baby also, Sayyidina Isa fihJ\ Up

declared his mother's innocence when she was accused of the same. However,

Allah Himself declared Sayyidah Ayshah if* i» ^>Js innocence in numerous
verses of the Qur'an.

Allah has warned in the Qur'an that those who slandered Sayyidah Ayshah

if* & ^j are "cursed in this world and in the Hereafter/' that they will suffer an

"excruciating* punishment," and that "Allah will give them the full punishment due

to them." However, a group pretending to be Muslims, who call themselves the

Shias, claim that the slander directed at Sayyidah Ayshah if* &\ ^»j was true.

These ignorant people also have the audacity to say that Sayyidina Mahdi
^LJ\ u* will lash the grave of Sayyidah Ayshah if* ib» ^>j (as a penalty for

fornication) when he comes to this world. There are therefore falsifying the

Qur'an, thus joining the ranks of the disbelievers. They are also "cursed in this

world and in the Hereafter."

[y^L^j ]j(«^U—^ sJl>^ *£=z===y>j*>
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(27) O you who believe, do not enter any home besides your own until you have

acquired permission and greeted the inhabitants. This is best for you so that you

take heed. (28) If you do not find anyone there, then do not enter until you are

permitted to enter. If you are told to return, then return. This is purer for you.

Allah is Aware of what you do. (29) There is no harm if you enter uninhabited

homes that contain benefit for you. Allah knows what you disclose and what

you conceal.
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THE NECESSITY AND ETIQUETTE OF SEEKING PERMISSION TO
ENTERAHOME

The preceding verses discuss the abomination of fornication. There are

numerous factors that lead to this vile act, one of them being the casting of

glances on to things that one is forbidden to look at. It is for this reason that

Allah has commanded Muslims to seek permission before entering any house.

Allah says, "O you who believe,, do not enter any home besides your own until you

have acquired permission and greeted the inhabitants." A Sahabi ^ ifo ^j once

entered the presence of the Holy Prophet ,0- _, 4* At J** without asking permission

to enter. The Holy Prophet <X* }
a* &\ Jl* told him to go back to the door and say,

"As Saldmu Alaykum. May I enter?" [Abu Daumd]

The Holy Prophet jJL^ Up i»i jl* has mentioned, "Do not allow the person

who does not greet to enter." [Mishkatp. 401]

Allah then says, "This is bestfor you so that you take heed.
"

"If you do not find anyone there, then do not enter until you are permitted to

enter." One may not enter a house until one receives permission to do so. This is

so because the possibility exists that someone is present there. Even if there is

none in the home, one may not enter because it would be tantamount to using

the property of another without permission. If this is not permissible, then it is

even worse to enter a house without permission when someone is there.

"If you are told to return, then return." Whether a person is verbally refused

permission to enter, or such an indication is received, then he should leave the

premises. He should not feel disgraced because "This is purerfor you." The person

should not wait or remain where he is because this will inconvenience the people

of the house. The person should also not be persistent when he has already been

refused permission to enter."

The Holy Prophet jjL^ -d* Ai jl* has mentioned, "When any of you thrice

seeks permission to enter and then receives no reply, he should leave." [Bukhari

Pg,923]

The Holy Prophet ,0-j a* i»i jl* once came to the house of Sayyidina Sa'd bin

Ubadah ** i»i ^ Jt After thrice requesting permission to enter, no reply was
issued forth. Therefore, the Holy Prophet jJL^ Up h j^> began to leave. Thereafter,

Sayyidina Sa'd <up ifo ^j ran behind the Holy Prophet ,0^ <d* &\ j^>, bade him
enter and served him some raisins to eat. [Mishkat p. 369]

This incident teaches us that a person should not continue knocking the

door or ringing the bell incessantly when receiving no reply after the third

occasion. This is uncivil and annoying for the person of the house.

Allah continues, "There is no harm if you enter uninhabited homes that contain

benefit for you. Allah knows what you disclose and what you conceal." This verse

permits entry into public places. A person need not seek permission to enter any

such place which people generally use for their benefit, such as Masajid,

Madrassahs, hospitals, hotels, etc. Of course, without permission, one may not

enter the Imam's quarters, nor classrooms and other living quarters and offices in

these places.
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After the verse "O yon who believe, do not enter any home besides your own until

you have acquired permission..." was revealed, Sayyidina Abu Bakr <cs> &\ ^j asked

the Holy Prophet ^* up ai ju, "When the Quraysh traders travel between

Makkah, Madinah, Sham and Baitul Muqaddas, they live in buildings that have

been constructed en route. No one lives in these buildings, so from whom should

permission be sought and who should be greeted?" It was then that the above

verse was revealed viz. "There is no harm ifyou enter uninhabited homes that contain

benefitfor you." [v. 5 p. 40]

AHDITH PERTAINING TO THE ETIQUETTE AND LAWS OF
SEEKING PERMISSION TO ENTER

CO It is reported that the Holy Prophet jJL^ a* iui ju never stood directly in

front of a door when he requested permission to enter. He would stand

at the right or the left of the door and announce, "As Salamu Alaykum!"

There were no curtains on doors during those days." [Abu Dawud]

This teaches us that our gazes should never fall into the house when the

door is opened.

£Q Sayyidina Thauban ^ & ^j reports from the Holy Prophet aJl* ii ju
pJL-^ that three things are not permissible for anyone. These are:

(1) That a person who is the Imam in Salah should make
supplication (du'a) only for himself. In so doing, he
has betrayed them.

(2) That a person looks into a house before receiving

permission to enter. In so doing, he would have
betrayed the people of the house.

(3) That a person performs Salah while suppressing the

need to relieve himself. [Abu Dawiid]

CQ Sayyidina Sahl bin Sa'd ^ i»i ^>j narrates that a person peeped through

a hole in the Holy Prophet's ^ 3 *> i»» ju door. At that time, the Holy
Prophet's ,0-,, *> it ju had a type of a comb in his hand, with which he

was scratching his head. The Holy Prophet ,jl,j a* i»i j^> said to him, "If

I knew that you were peeping at me I would have poked your eyes

with this instrument. Permission is sought because of the gaze (i.e. to

safeguard the gaze)." [Bukharip. 922]

Another narration states, "Whoever looks into the house has entered." [Abu

Dawud]

When a person seeks permission to enter and someone asks who he is, he

should mention his name. If the person of the house is still unaware of his

identity, he must introduce himself properly.

Sayyidina Jabir** &\ ^j narrates that he once came to see the Holy Prophet

jO-j a* &\ ju about settling his father's debts. When he knocked at the door, the

Holy Prophet jjL^ a* &\ ju asked who it was. Sayyidina Jabir ^ &\ ^j (instead of

saying his name) replied, "Me." Annoyed, The Holy Prophet ^J-j u* isn j^> said,

"Me? Me?" [Bukharip. 923]
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A person does not have to seek permission to enter his own home if he lives

alone. However, if others share the house with him, he must first ask permission

to enter, even if the others happen to be close relatives like his mother, sister, etc.

Sayyidina Ata bin Yasar aJLp iin i^j reports that a person once asked the Holy

Prophet (JL.J up ifci jLv "Should I seek permission to enter when my mother's

home?" The Holy Prophet ^ 3 <4* & J~* replied, "You must seek her permission

first." The person then said, "But I live with my mother." The Holy Prophet &\ J^
(Jl-j u* replied, "Then too you should request permission.

The person mentioned, "I have to serve my mother (so I have to see her

often)." The Holy Prophet ^ 3
<u* ii J^ told him, "You should seek permission

from her at all times. Do you wish to see your mother naked?" "Certainly not,"

replied the person. "Then," said the Holy Prophet^ 4-u & J*>, "you must seek

permission from her whenever you wish to enter." [Malik]

It is even preferable for a man to request permission from his wife before

entering the home. Otherwise he should at least cough, shuffle his feet or do

something else so that she knows he is coming.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud's ** it. ^j wife reports that her husband

always cleared his throat outside the door so that she was aware of his presence.

She says that he did this so as not to see her in an unpleasant condition. [Ibn

Kathir]

By making the woman aware that he is approaching the husband will not

find his wife unkempt, thereby causing her to be less attractive to him.

Women must also request permission before entering the home of another

woman so that she does not see any part of her body that may be exposed. There

are many parts of the woman's body that even other women may not see (the

details of this will follow soon, Insha Allah).

It is also possible that the lady may be engaged in something (even though

permissible) that she does not like another to know about.

Sayyidah Umm Ayadh if* & ^j narrates that she was one of four women
who often visited Sayyidah Ayshah if* ii ^> However, she says, they always

sought permission before entering and would enter only when permitted.

When a person's voice can be heard while he is still outside, he should greet

audibly and state his name so that the people of the house do not have to ask him

his identity. When Sayyidina Abu Musa Ash'ari ** &\ ^j came to the door of

Sayyidina Umar ^ i»i ^ Jf he announced, "As Salamu Alaykuml This is Abdullah

bin Qais (his real name). As Salamu Alaykuml This is Abu Musa. As Salamu

Alaykuml This is the Ash'ari." [Muslim v. 2 p. 211]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** h ^j has reported from the Holy Prophet &\ J^
(JL-; <*u that a person who has been summoned by another need not request

permission to enter with the envoy. %

Note: Some people have a very close relationship and do not mind when

they enter each other's homes without permission. It will be

permissible for such people to enter each other's homes without

permission.
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The Holy Prophet^^ 4< ju, once told Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^
<* M, "It is sufficient permission for you to enter my home that you hear the
slightest sound from me, thereby acknowledging that I am at home. In this event
you may lift the curtain and enter, unless I forbid you." [Muslim]

Note 1: Verbal permission is not necessary. A person may enter another's
home with any recognised form of permission. Sayyidina Ali ^j
<u* ibt reports that he would visit the Holy Prophet ^ 3 a* &\ j^
once during the day and once during the night. When he went at

night, The Holy Prophet <X*> u* &\ j^> would merely clear his

throat to indicate that he Sayyidina Ali <u* &\ ^j could enter.

[Mishkatp. 401]

Note 2: It is permissible for one to wait by the side of his

teacher's or mentor's door without informing him, so that
one could ask him something or accompany him
somewhere. This is so because he would not be offended
by this.

Note 3: A person should not knock harshly at a person's door, because
this will startle one who is asleep or confuse a person who may
be performing Salah. One should knock only so audibly that

someone is able to hear.

:, . 4 < .*,< . . c
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(30) Tell the believing men that they should lower their gazes and protect their

chastity. This is purer for them. Allah is Informed of what they do. (31) And tell

the believing women that they should lower their gazes and preserve their

chastity. They must not expose their beauty, except what becomes apparent of it.

And they should wear their scarves over their bosoms. They may expose their

beauty only to their husbands, their fathers, their fathers-in-law, their sons, the
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sons of their husbands, their brothers, the sons of their brothers, the sons of

their sisters, their women, their (female) slaves, those male parasites who have

no passions, or children who are not aware of women's concealment. They

should also not strike their feet on the ground to reveal the beauties that they

conceal. Collectively repent to Allah, O you believers, so that you may succeed.

SAFEGUARDING THE GAZES, PROTECTING ONE'S CHASTITY
AND THE "MAHARIM"

These two verses detail the laws of Islamic veil (Hijab). Allah begins by

instructing the Holy Prophet jjL^ Up ^ ju, "Tell the believing men that they should

lower their gazes and protect their chastity. This is purer for them. Allah is Informed of

what they do. And tell the believing women that they should lower their gazes and

preserve their chastity." Lowering one's gaze goes a long way is saving a person

from fornication, because this tempts a person and summons him to complete

the act.

The Holy Prophet^ 3 Up iii ju> has mentioned, "The fornication of the eyes is

in looking, the fornication of the ears is in hearing, the fornication of the hands is

in holding and the fornication of the feet is in walking. The heart desires and

hopes, while the private organs culminate or falsify the act." [Muslim v. 2 p. 336]

This means that all the actions leading to the act of adultery are considered

as adultery, irrespective of which limb commits it. However, there are times

when the couple is unable to terminate the vile deed, referred to here as

falsification of the act.

The Shari'ah has formulated stringent laws about which parts of the body
should be concealed from sight. No part of the body may be exposed which will

arouse the passions of the opposite sex. Even if a woman does not conceal

herself, the man should not look at her.

Sayyidina Abu Sa'id Khudri <u* & ^>j reports that the Holy Prophet Up in J^>

(JL-j once forbade them from sitting by the roadside. When they told him that

they were forced to talk by the roadside, he told them, "If you must, then observe

the rights of the road." When the Sahabah^ i>» ^>j asked the Holy Prophet J^>

(JL-^ Up in what this rights were, he replied, "Lower your gazes, do not harm
anyone, reply to greetings, enjoin good and forbid evil." [Bukhari]

Although one may see a woman who is his 'mahram' (whom he cannot

marry), he must not look at her if she arouses his desires. He will then have to

refrain from looking at her.

Sayyidina Jarlr bin Abdillah ^ i»t ^>j once asked the Holy Prophet Up in jl*

(JL.J, "What must I do if my gaze falls (on a woman) inadvertently?" The Holy

Prophet (JL-j Up i>i j^ replied, "Then turn it away."

The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up iii ju* once told Sayyidina Ali -up i>t ^ Jf "O Ali! Do
not sustain a gaze (which falls inadvertently) because the first gaze will be

forgiven, but you will be taken to task if you sustain the gaze." [Mishkat p. 269]

Sayyidina Ubadah bin Samit <up ifo ^>j narrates that the Holy Prophet i»i ju
,JL^ Up said, "If you guarantee six things for me, I will guarantee Heaven (Jannah)
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for you. (viz.)

(1) When you speak you speak the truth.

(2) When you make a promise you fulfil it..

(3) When a trust is kept with you, you return it.

(4) You preserve your chastity.

(5) You lower your gazes.

(6) You restrain your hand (from oppression)." [Mishkat p. 415]

Allah then says, "They (the women) must not expose their beauty, except what

becomes apparent of it." Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ & ^j says that this

refers to the outer shawl that a woman wears. When a woman has to emerge

from her house out of necessity, she should cover her entire body. The only thii%

that people will then see is her outer shawl.

"And they should wear their scarves over their bosoms." The women during the

period of ignorance used to wear their scarves in such a manner that only their

heads were covered. The ends were flung behind their backs, leaving their

bosoms and ears uncovered. Allah instructs women not to do this.

Bukhari (v. 2 p. 700) reports from Sayyidah Ayshah if* & ^j that the

Sahabah rfp it ^j women tore up their shawls and made them into scarves

when the above verse was revealed viz. "And they should wear their scarves over

their bosoms."

A narration of Abu Dawud (v. 2 p. 211) states that they tore their thicker

shawls into two, making scarves out of them. These scarves completely covered

all the hair, together with the bosoms and the ears. It should be borne in mind
that this law applies to normal conditions when a woman is at home. When she

has to leave the house, then she has to conceal her entire body.

The scarves worn by the fashionable women of today do not conform to the

standards of the Qur'an and the Ahadlth. Today's scarves are much too thin and

do not even cover the hair properly. Even Salah cannot be performed with these

types of scarves. Women who wear such scarves are a typical reflection of the

women who lived during the period of ignorance.

Thereafter Allah makes mention of all those men who are considered to be

"Mahram" to women. These are primarily relatives from whom a woman has no

fear because they are also concerned about her safety and the preservation of her

chastity.

Allah says, "They (women) may expose their beauty only to their husbands..." A
woman does not have to conceal any part of her body from her husband. Of

course, it will be better if they did not see the private organs of each other.

Sayyidah Ayshah if* &\ ^j says that she never looked at the private organs

of the Holy Prophet^ *a* &\ -ju It is also strongly advised that a couple should

not cohabit while they are both naked. Thereafter, the verse enumerates all the

other "Maharim" (plural of 'Mahram').
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These are, ''their fathers (as well as grandfathers), their fathers-in-law, their sons,

the sons of their husbands (from other wives viz. step-sons), their brothers (whether

real or step), the sons of their (real and step) brothers (i.e. nephews), the sons of their

(real and step) sisters (i.e. nephews)../'

The men mentioned above may see only a woman's face, head, arms and

feet. However, if it is feared that any of them may also be aroused by seeing

these parts of her body, she should not disclose them to him. If there is no fear of

the mahram being aroused by seeing any other parts of her body (besides the

permitted parts; like the back, stomach, etc) then too these should remain

concealed.

A mahram is actually a person to whom a woman may never be married.

There are other maharim besides those mentioned above, like the uncles

(maternal and paternal), those men who were also suckled by the same foster

mother as the woman and those boys who were suckled by the woman herself.

The same laws will apj.,iy to them as do to the other maharim mentioned above.

Cousins are not regarded as maharim and should be treated as such.

Thereafter Allah says that women may be seen by "their women..." This

refers to other Muslim women. The author of "Hidaya" writes that a man may
see the entire body of another man, except for the area between the navel and the

knees. Similarly a woman may see the body of another woman, with the

exception of the same area between the navel and the knees. Of course, in both

the above rulings, it must be remembered that no part of the body may be

exposed when there is a fear of sexual arousal.

Many women are extremely negligent when it comes to giving birth. In that

situation, only the mid-wife or nurse (who is delivering the baby) is allowed to

see between the woman's legs. No other person (including the mother) may see

this part of the body. It is Unlawful (Haram) for a woman to be completely naked

when delivering her child.

Some jurists have mentioned that Muslim women may not show themselves

to disbeliever women because they are not included in the context of "their

women." Allama Ibn Kathir 4* ifo ^j reports Sayyidina Mujahid 4* fa ^ as

saying that Muslim women may not remove their scarves before disbelievers

women.

Sayyidina Umar *& fa ^>j wrote to Sayyidina Abu Ubaidah *& fa ^>j,

instructing him not to permit women of the people of book (Ahlul Kitab) to share

the public baths with Muslim women. It has been recorded in the canonical work
"Durrul Mukhtar" that disbeliever women are to be regarded as non-mahram
men with regard to the question of veil (Hijab).

In the commentary of the above extract, the author of "Raddul Mukhtar"

writes, "It is not permissible for a Muslim woman to expose herself (i.e. her hair,

arms) before Jewish women, Christian women or idolatresses, unless they are her

slave women. It is also not proper for pious women to do so before sinful women
because these women may describe them to other men. A woman should

therefore not remove her scarf before them."

A Muslim woman may therefore show only her face and hands to
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disbelievers women, even if they are lady doctors, nurses, maids, etc. A woman
should attempt to employ the services of Muslim mid-wives to deliver their

children. If a disbeliever woman has to be used, the Muslim woman should not
expose her hair to her.

The next exception mentioned by Allah is "their (female) slaves..." When
Muslim women participate in Jihad, they may become lawful owners of slaves.

Imam Abu Hanifah ^^i^ and Imam Shaft' I Up jbi u*j are of the opinion that

the above verse refers to only female slaves i.e. a woman need not adopt veil

(Hijab). in front of them.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" says that initially Sayyidina Sa'id bin

Musayyib Up &\ ^ was of the opinion that the verse included male and female
slaves. However, he later changed his opinion and used to say, "Never let the

verse of Surah Nur deceive you because it refers to female slaves and not male
slaves.

The author of "Hidaya" says that the male slave is a man, a non-mahram
and not the husband. Sexual arousal can overcome him as well; therefore the

same laws will apply to him as applies to all non-maharim. In "Ahkamul
Qur'an", Allama Qurtubi Up & ^ has reported from numerous commentators
that the male slave may not see the hair of his mistress, [v. 12 p. 233/4]

There is no difference of opinion among the Scholars (Ulama) about the

servants employed at home. They must be treated as non-maharim. Male
employers may therefore not look at their maids.

" those male parasites who have no passions..." This refers to those men who
are not mentally alert and who have no interest in women. Their only concern is

to get a plate of food to eat, because of which they frequent certain households.

Women have nothing to fear from them. Women may also treat them as

maharim. Of course, if it is feared that women may be attracted to these men,
they will have to conceal themselves from them.

Hail and healthy old men are not to be treated as being of this category

because veil (Hijab). is to be observed in front of such men. Castrated men are

also not to be regarded as Maharim.

Bukhari reports that the Holy Prophet ^> 3 Up &\ ju was once with Sayyidah
Umm Salamah i^p & ^j while a eunuch was visiting her. The eunuch told her

brother, "O Abdullah, if Allah allows you to conquer Ta'if, I will show you
Ghaylan's daughter. As she arrives, you will see four folds on her stomach, and
when she leaves you will see eight folds on her back." Upon hearing this, the

Holy Prophet jJL^ Up i»i ju instructed his wives never to allow such person to visit

them. [Mishkat p. 270]

"...or children who are not aware of women's concealment." i.e. those immature
boys who are unaware of the anatomy and distinct features of women. It will be
necessary for a woman to conceal herself from boys who are aware of these

things.

"They (women) should also not strike their feet on the ground to reveal the

beauties that they conceal." Muslim women may wear jewellery on condition that it
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is not worn to display to others and that the jewellery does not jingle and cause

an attraction. It is for this reason that they should also not draw attention to

themselves when walking.

A lady, wearing chiming jewellery, once came to Sayyidah Ayshah i» ^j
i*i*. Sayyidah Ayshah \*i* & ^>j said, "Do not allow her to approach me until she

removes this jewellery. I have heard the Holy Prophet ,4~-_, *4* & J^ say that

angels never enter the home that contains musical things." [Abu Dawud]

Since it is forbidden to listen to the musical tones of jewellery, it will be even

worse to listen to the sweet voices of non-mahram women. Her voice may be

heard only in the case of an exigency.

A woman may leave her home only when she is forced to. Then too, she

should cover herself properly and ensure that her outer garments are not

decorated and attractive. It is also forbidden for her to apply perfume when she

goes out.

Sayyidina Abu Musa Ash'ari ** ib\ ^>j reports that the Holy PropheJ *M i» JL*

(JL.J said, "Every eye is adulterous. When a woman applies perfume and passes

by a gathering of males, she is so-and-so i.e. like a prostitute." [Abu Dawud]

"Collectively repent to Allah, O you believers, so that you may succeed/' This

verse commands all believers (Mu'miniri) and women to make repentance

(Taubah) to Allah. They should repent for all their sins, especially those related to

passions and unlawful gazes, because others are not aware of these. When a

person unlawfully looks at something Unlawful (Hardm), only he is aware of it -

not even the one whom he looked at.

A REJECTION OF FOOLISH STATEMENTS MADE ABOUT VEIL
(HIJAB).

Many so-called Muslims who have no regard for the religion (D'in), and

who wish to adulterate Islam are trying to get Muslim women to roam the streets

like the immoral women of the west. Certain Egyptian and Indo-Pak writers

have penned some notes on these lines.

The only substantiation that they can fabricate is based on the verse "They

(the women) must not expose their beauty, except what becomes apparent of it." Since

they find the commentary of Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** & ^>j (that the

verse refers to the outer garment of the woman) to be contrary to their whims,

these ignorant writers have chosen rather to adopt an interpretation reported

from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ i» ^ )t where he says that it refers to the

face and the hands.

They have no reason to ignore the interpretation of Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Mas'ud ** i&» ^j when the Holy Prophet ,0-^ <i* Ai j^> himself mentioned, "Hold

fast to the religious laws that are told to you by the son of Umm Abd i.e. Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ ii ^j." [Mishkat p. 578]

The Holy Prophet ,0-^ aJLp ii jl* prayed that Allah grant Sayyidina Abdullah

bin Abbas ** i» ^>j the knowledge of the Qur'an. Even if his interpretation is

assumed, it does not permit women to roam around as they do. Allah says that a
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woman may expose those parts of the body that ''becomes apparent" not those

parts that they deliberately expose. Therefore, when a woman exposes her face

and emerges from her home, she will be making her face apparent. Her face will

not "become apparent" by itself (as the verse states).

Another factor to be remembered is that the verse does not discuss exposure

of the body to non-mahram men. These people themselves apply the laws to

non-mahram men because Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ & ^j never

sanctioned exposure of the face and the hands to non-mahram men. His

statement means that a woman is allowed to expose the face and the hands when
working in her home and that these may be seen by the maharim of the house.

There are also those enemies of chastity who pass rulings that covering of

the face is preferable (mustahab) and not Compulsory. These ignorant Islamic

jurist have no understanding of the Qur'an and Ahadith. They do not realise that

women will not stop at merely exposing the face, but that they will soon expose

much more than this - as can be seen today.

These people have totally misinterpreted the statement of Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Abbas <up &\ ^j to serve their own ends. Their "knowledge" is

really ignorance.

THE COMMAND TO ADOPT VEIL (HIjAB). IN SURAH AHZAB

Allah says in Surah Ahzab, "So when you ask them for anything, then ask them

from behind a curtain. This is purer for your hearts and for their hearts. "What is the

necessity for asking from behind a curtain if there was nothing like veil (Hijab).l

Women are not wandering naked in their homes, but generally expose only their

faces at home. Despite this, Allah commands non-mahram men to only speak to

them from behind a curtain. This clearly indicates that their faces are not to be

seen.

This verse is a command which indicates a obligatory act. Furthermore

everyone understands that the face is generally the most attractive part of a

person.

Allah also says in Surah Ahzab, "O the Holy Prophet ,1* j «Jp &\ ju! Tell your

wives, your daughters and the women of the believers that they should draw down their

'jalabib' over themselves. This is best for their recognition so that they are not harmed."

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** & ^j has mentioned that this verse commands
all believers (Mu'minin) women to cover their heads and faces with large cloaks

(and to expose nothing) except one eye. In this way, they can be recognised as

free women (because slave women were not required to be so thorough in

covering themselves).

This is that same Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas" *& &\ ^j who has

mentioned that faces and hands are implied in the verse "They (the women) must

not expose their beauty, except what becomes apparent of it." Since he has stated that

only one eye is to be exposed when a woman leaves her home, it is obvious that

he meant to permit exposure of the hands and face only when a woman is at

home (as mentioned above).

Satan (Shaytan) is extremely clever and has persuaded people to believe that
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the laws of veil (Hijdb). apply only to the wives of the Holy Prophet jJL-j-u* ii j^>.

However, the above verse of Surah Ahzab clearly refutes this concept. In fact,

any sensible person will realise that if the law was addressed only to the Holy

Prophet's ,U~^ Up &\ ju* wives, it will then surely apply to other women to a

greater degree.

This is so because Allah has mentioned that the Holy Prophet's ,jl,j up ibi ju»

wives are the "mothers" of the believers (Mu'minln). If they were commanded not

to draw attention to themselves, it is obvious that women who desire to be

attractive and who lack the modesty of the Holy Prophet's^ u* & J~* wives,

must also be commanded to preserve their chastity in a similar manner.

THE COMMAND OF VEIL (HIjAB). IN THE AHADITH
Mention has already been made of the incident of the slander against

Sayyidah Ayshah i** & ^j. When Sayyidina Safwan bin Mu'attal ** & ^j saw

her lying on the sand, he exclaimed, "Inna Lillahi wa Inna Ilayhi Rdji'unl" She

awoke with this and immediately covered her face. When recounting the

incident she mentioned that he had recognised her because he had seen her

before the laws of veil (Hijdb). were revealed. This clearly indicates that the law

of veil (Hijdb). included covering of the face as well.

The hadith has also been mention in which Bukhari reports that the Holy

Prophet (JL-j a* <s>i j^ was once with Sayyidah Umm Salamah ** k\ ^j while a

eunuch was visiting her. The eunuch told her brother, "O Abdullah, if Allah

allows you to conquer Ta'if, I will show you Ghaylan's daughter. As she arrives,

you will see four folds on her stomach, and when she leaves you will see eight

folds on her back." Upon hearing this, the Holy Prophet jJL,j Up iui jl* instructed

his wives never to allow such person even to visit them. [Mishkdt p. 270]

Sayyidina Anas bin Malik <up iui ^ reports that Sayyidina Umar **> i» ^j
,once told the Holy Prophet ^ s <4* & JU* that he should instruct his wives to

observe veil (Hijdb) because all types of good and evil people visit him at his

home. Thereafter, the laws of veil (Hijdb) were revealed. [Bukhari p. 706]

This hadith also indicates that the face is to be covered because it s obvious

that the Holy Prophet's ^ 3 Up ii ju wives never exposed anything else to the

visitors.

Sayyidina Anas bin Malik ** & ^j also narrates that many people were

invited to the Holy Prophet's jJL-j Up ii ju Walima meal (an invitation to meals

hosted by the bridegroom) when he married Sayyidah Zaynab bint Jahsh &\ ^>j

in*. Most people left after eating, but three persons continued to sit behind to

talk. The Holy Prophet ^ 3 <a* &\ J*> was shy to tell them to leave, so he went to

Sayyidah Ayshah's \+* & ^j room.

Sayyidina Anas <* h^ says that he later informed the Holy Prophet i»i ju

(JL.J u* that the men had left. Sayyidina Anas ** &\ ^ was about to enter the

room with the Holy Prophet ,0-^ Up i»i jl* (as he usually did, because he was a

servant) when the Holy Prophet^ 3 u* ii j~* drew a curtain between himself and

Sayyidina Anas bin Malik ** i» ^j. The verses of veil (Hijdb) had then been

revealed viz. "O you who believe! Only enter the rooms of the Holy Prophet Up &\ ju
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jjUj when you are permitted to do so to partake ofa meal..." [Bukhari p. 706/7]

Sayyidina Anas <c* &\ ^j served the Holy Prophet^ 3 a* &\ j^ for ten years.

It is obvious that the Holy Prophet's jJL-j a* ii jl* wives never exposed more than

their faces to Sayyidina Anas ^ ii ^j during the period before the command of

veil (Hijab). Since the Holy Prophet^ <4* i» J* did not allow Sayyidina Anas to

be with him, it is therefore certain that veil (Hijab). entailed the covering of the

face as well. The laws of veil (Hijab). were especially meant to conceal faces from

men because the other parts of the body had already been concealed from before.

Abu Dawud reports that when the son of Sayyidah Umm Khallad \^ Jto ^j
passed away in a battle, she came to the Holy Prophet^ 3 <uU & J^ while wearing

a veil over her face. A Sahabi -up &\ ^ ; asked, "You have come to find out about

your son, yet you (never failed to remember to) cover your face?" She replied, "I

have been afflicted with the calamity of losing my son, but will not be afflicted

with the calamity of losing my modesty." The Holy Prophet^ 3 <uU i»i ju told her

that her son has attained the reward of two martyrs. When she enquired about

the reason, the Holy Prophet ^ 5 <M ii j*> said, "Because the people of Book

(Ahlul Kitab) had killed him." [v. 1 p. 336]

This hadith also refutes the belief of those who think that the face need not

be covered. It also serves as a lesson to those who think that the laws of the

Shari'ah do not apply to one who has been afflicted with any calamity. It is often

noticed that women wail excessively when any relative passes away. They then

insist on following the bier out of the house, totally heedless of the laws of Hijab.

The Shari'ah will always be of paramount importance whether one is suffering

from a calamity or whether one is overjoyed about something.

Detailing the laws of Hajj,The Holy Prophet^ 3 «dp ai j^> has mentioned that

the woman performing Hajj should not cover her face. This tells us that women
used to cover their faces during the time of the Holy Prophet jJl^ Up i»i J^>.

Women are under the misconception that Hijab is not necessary during Hajj.

Dispelling this misnomer, Sayyidah Ayshah if* ifo ^j says, "When we were in

Ihram with the Holy Prophet ^ 3 <g* &\ ju, we would draw our shawls over our

faces when any men passed by. We would then remove it when they passed."

[Mishkdtp. 232]

Another hadith quoted by those who refute Hijab of the face is one narrated

by Sayyidah Asma bint Abi Bakr if* ii ^>j. She narrates that the Holy Prophet

pjL-j Up ifci ju told her, "O Asma! When a girl comes of age, nothing should be seen

of her except the face and the hands."

The first thing to bear in mind is that the chain of narrators who transmitted

this hadith is broken i.e. some narrators are unknown. This causes the hadith to

be unreliable. This hadith also does not specify that non-maharim can see these

parts of the woman (and it could very well refer to her attire at home).

Those who refute the institution of veil (Hijab). want others to be just as

immoral as they are. They seem to want their mothers, sisters and daughters to

parade in the streets as a passing show for all.
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HIJAB AND SALAH
Some people have quoted the ruling about Salah which says that the hands

and face of a woman are not regarded as "awrah" (i.e. they do not have to be

covered in Salah). They then foolishly say that this ruling applies to a woman
when she goes out of her house. These are two separate situations and cannot be

confused.

The author of Durrul Mukhtar has written that the free woman should

cover her entire body in Salah besides the hands, face and feet. She should also

ensure that her hair is covered, even the hair that may be loose. However, he

writes thereafter that this ruling applies to Salah and should not be confused

with the covering of the face in front of non-mahram men. He emphatically states

that a woman must cover her face in front of non-mahram men because its

neglect leads to sin.

A woman's face should especially be covered when it is feared that men
may be attracted by it. In fact, when there is such a fear, then a person should not

look at the face of even a young beardless boy. Everyone knows well that the

exposure of the face (especially in today's times) leads to sin.

The author of "Jalalain" writes in the commentary of the verse "T/iey

(women) must not expose their beauty, except what becomes apparent of it" that this

refers to the hands and the face [according to Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^j
** &]. Certain opinions (according to the Shafi'i school of jurisprudence) state

that a man can see the face of a woman when there is no fear of sin. Another

opinion says that it is Unlawful (Haram) to look at the. face of a non-mahram
because of the fear of sin. This second opinion has been preferred because it

shuts the door to sin. (This proves that even the Shafi'I school of jurisprudence

requires that it is incumbent for a woman to cover the face).

CONCLUSION

Modesty plays an exceptionally important role in Islarji. The Holy Prophet

,0^ Up iiii ju has mentioned, "Modesty and Belief (Iman) are one and the same
thing. When the one is removed, the other must follow." [Mishkat p. 432]

Sayyidina Abu Sa'Id Khudri ^ &\^ reports that the Holy Prophet a* i jl»

,jl-j said, "No man should see the private parts of another man andmo woman must see

those of another woman. No two men should lie (naked) beneath one sheet, nor should

two women lie (naked) beneath one sheet." [Muslim]

The "private parts" of the man (which none can see) refer to the area

between the navel to just below the knees. It is Unlawful (Haram) to expose this

area to anyone (except the wife).

Ruling: It is not permissible to touch any area of the body that cannot be

seen, even if it is done beneath the clothes without seeing. This refers to men and
women. Of course, when there is an emergency, the above laws may be altered.

However, there are only two instances of emergencies. The first is when a

woman has to give birth. In that case, the midwife or nurse is allowed to see only

the area that they need to see.
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The second exception is undergoing medical treatment. Then too, only that

much exposure of the body is permitted as is necessary - not more. If a person is

injured on the thigh, the doctor may see only the affected area. This ijiay be

achieved by wearing an old garment and cutting away the area where treatment

is required. It should be borne in mind that only the doctor may see the affected

area at that time and no one else.

A doctor may feel the pulse of a non-mahram patient, but should remove

his hand immediately thereafter.

A FINAL NOTE

If a woman does not exercise veil (Hijab), it will still not be permissible for

any man to look at her. The laws of the Shari'ah cannot be shunned even if the

husband allows people to look at his wife. It will still be Unlawful (Haram) to

look at her. Why should the Muslim women emulate the disbelievers? Our
religion (D'in) is perfect and we should not compromise it for the petty gains of

this world.

It should also be borne in mind that it is Unlawful (Haram) to look at little

boys and beardless youngsters when one fears that it could lead to sin. This will

occur when one enjoys looking at them. Casting looks at Unlawful (Haram)

things is a grave sin that pollutes the heart and destroys the enjoyment of

worship. On the contrary, diverting such gazes will cause a person to feel the

sweetness of his worship. [Mishkdt p. 270]

Sayyidina Hasan Basri a> &\^ narrates that the Holy Prophet ^y*^ it ju
said, "Allah's curse is on the one who looks as well as the one who is looked at"

[Ibid]

This hadith spells out that those people who make a spectacle of themselves,

causing Unlawful (Haram) gazes to fall on them, are also cursed by Allah. It

especially refers to dancers and others who attract gazes towards themselves as

they perform on stage.

When a man stares at a woman who walks in the marketplaces without veil

(Hijab), they are both cursed. Women who look at men also fall under Allah's

curse. When the groom comes into the house of the bride and sits among the

non-mahram members of the bride's family, they (including him) are all inviting

Allah's curse upon themselves.

If a woman exposes any part of her body (that shoud not be shown) to

another woman, both become deserving of Allah's curse. The same will apply to

men seeing the private parts of each other, as well as to a mahram man seeing

any part of a mahram woman (besides his wife) that he is not supposed to see.

It is indeed tragic that many Muslims, being influenced by the mode of the

West, dress in such a manner that certain forbidden parts of their bodies are

exposed in their homes. In this way they are inviting Allah's curse and wrath

upon the entire household.
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4X\ p^Ju 1\J& \yJ*C oj ^s^L.]^ ^jL^ j- (^ci^J^ >^ ^>li^! iHfolj

(32) Marry those from you who are unmarried and those slave men and women
who are righteous. If they are poor then Allah will make each of them wealthy

by His grace. Allah is of ample means, All Knowing. (33) Those who are unable

to marry should preserve their chastit until Allah grants them both

independence through His grace.

THE NECESSITY OF MARRIAGE AND THE IMPORTANCE OF
PRESERVING ONE'S HONOUR AND CHASTITY

The above verse encourages the marriage of those who are unmarried. This

applies to those who may never have been married before and to those who may
be divorced or widowed. Since being unmarried could lead to one being

overcome by his or her passions, Islam encourages people to marry and has

promised great reward for it. Marriage serves as a fortress against sin and
unlawful lust.

Sayyidina Anas bin Malik «^ ii^ reports that the Holy Prophet a* &\ j^
- jjL-j said, "When a person marries, he has completed half of his religion (D'ln). He
should thereafter strive for the other half by fearing Allah." [Mishkat p. 268]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** ibi ^>j narrates that the Holy Prophet
jjL-j Up &\ jl* said, "O youth! Those of you who have the ability should marry
because marriage is a means of lowering the gazes and protecting the

chastity. Those who cannot should fast because fasting suppresses the

passions." [Bukhari v. 2 p. 708]

Castration and permanent birth control measures are not allowed in the

Shari'ah because Allah has granted man the ability to reproduce so that the

human race can survive. Muslim parents are expected to produce Muslim
children and these will increase the Ummah of the Holy Prophet jJL-j u*i>i ju.

Therefore, one cannot resort to means that terminate this ability to

reproduce.

The Holy Prophet ^ 3 aJ* &\ jl> has mentioned, "Marry women who are

loving and who can bear children because I will boast (about your numbers)
before the other Ummahs on the Day of Judgement." [Abu Dawild v. 1 p. 280]

Sayyidina Uthman bin Madh'un ** i.i ^j once requested permission from
the Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up iwi jl* to castrate himself. The Holy Prophet^ 3 <4* &\ j^
said, "The one who castrates another and the one who has himself castrated are

not from us. The castration of my Ummah is in fasting."

Marriage is normally Sunnah. The Holy Prophet ,4^ a* i»i ju said that four

practices were common among all the Prophets fiLJ\ r^. These are (1) modesty,

(2) applying perfume, (3) using the Miswak and (4) marriage. [Tirmidhi]
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The jurists have mentioned that marriage is Compulsory (obligatory) for the

personwho has the means to marry and feels that he will be unable to control his

sexual passions and gazes. However, if he is unable to marry or cannot find a

wife, he should fast. It will never be permissible for him to engage in sin in any if

these circumstances.

Modesty is one of the demands of Belief (Iman) and it is because of this

inherent modesty that people are generally shy to look for their own partners. It

will therefore be the duty of the parents or guardians to seek a partner for their

sons and daughters. This is ordained in the above verse, where Allah says,

"Marry thosefrom you who are unmarried... "i.e. get them married.

People have made marriage a burden for themselves today and, instead of

seeking pious partners for their children, they look for people who are worldly

and who have high positions in this world. As a result, some women are still

.unmarried when they reach an advanced age. These women then look for their

own partners, look for a disbeliever court and contract their own marriage. Then

the parents wail and lament over this.

At times, these marriages are not even recognised by the Shari'ah, causing

the couple to live in sin and to bear illegitimate children. AH this sin and vice are

caused by the same wailing parents.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** &\ ^>j narrates that the Holy Prophet <X*3 Up ii ju»

said, "When you receive a marriage proposal from a person whose religious and

moral integrity pleases you, then get him married. If you fail to do this, then

extensive corruption will prevail on earth/' [Tirmidhi]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** &\ ^j also reports that the Holy Prophet aJ* 2bi ju

fL»3 said, "A woman is married for four reasons. (1) For her wealth, (2) for her family

lineage, (3) for her beauty and (4) for her religiousness. So marry the woman of

religiousness and be successful. May Allah grant you understanding." [Bukhari]

These two Ahadlth teach people to seek partners who are religiously

inclined. It is indeed unfortunate that people squander large sums of money and

time on extravagant weddings, delaying the function indefinitely. All this

because their pride will not allow them to host simple functions. They fail to

realise that the daughter of the greatest man on earth was married in the simplest

manner. When they are reminded of this, they excuse themselves by saying that

times have changed and that no person can marry today without a lavish

function.

They do not realise that they are merely emulating the disbelievers, when
they should rather be following the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet ^3 4-u i» J-*.

Sayyidah Ayshah if* &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ,0^ 4> ii ju said,

"Without doubt, the most blessed marriage is the one with the least expenses."

[Mishkatp. 268]

After commanding the marriage -of free people, Allah then says that

Muslims should also be concerned to arrange the marrying of "those slave men

and women who are righteous." Certain commentators have interpreted the verse to

refer to those slaves who are capable of marrying. Whatever the interpretation, it

will be Mustahab for a master to seek a partner for his or her slave. The details of
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marriage pertaining to slaves are mentioned in the books of jurisprudence.

"If they are poor then Allah will make each ofthem wealthy by His grace. Allah is of

ample means, All Knowing." Allah promises people in this verse that He will grant

them financial assistance when they marry. They should never fear poverty, but

should marry when the opportunity presents itself.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** i» ^j reports from the Holy Prophet^ 3 a* 2»i j^
that Allah has assumed the responsibility of .assisting the following three

persons:

1. The Mukatab slave who intends to repay his master.

2. The person who intends to marry to preserve his chastity.

3. The person who strives in Allah's way. [Nasai]

"Those who are unable to marry (because ofa lack of resources) should preserve their

chastity until Allah grants them both independence through His grace." These people

should never think that they will be permitted to fornicate until they are able to

marry. They should be patient and keep fasting until Allah opens the way for

them.

H/ ^b \^ j^) j>yu>o^H &.£>* 4M o£ CA*fH CSJ W-J l

jW*-'

(33) (contd.) You should enter into the contract of "Kitabah," with those slaves of

yours who desire to enter into it if you know of any good in them. Give them
from Allah 's wealth, which He has given to you. And do not force your slave

women into prostitution when they wish to remain chaste, merely to seek the

commodities of this world. Whoever forces them, then, after his duress,. Allah is

certainly Most Forgiving, Most Merciful. (34) We have surely revealed clear laws

to you, some narratives of those who passed before you, and advice for those

who have piety (taqwa).

THE INSTRUCTION TO ENTER INTO THE CONTRACT OF
"KITABAH" WITH ONE'S SLAVES

There are innumerable laws pertaining to slaves, which are found in the

books of Ahadith and Islamic jurisprudence. One of these is called "Kitabah" or

"Mukatabarw" This means that the master and slave enter into a contract whereby
the slave has to gradually pay the master a certain sum to secure his freedom. The
slave will then be free to earn money and he/she will be called a "Mukatab."

The two may agree on a time period within which the sum will b& paid in

instalments. Otherwise, the slave may also take a loan from someone else to pay
the master in cash. When the sum (or the last instalment) is paid to the master,
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the slave immediately becomes a free man/woman.

If the slave is unable to pay the sum, or decides to return to slavery, he/she

will again be the slave of the master as before.

"Durrul Manthur" (v. 5 p. 45) reports that a slave by the name of Subay was

refused Kitabah by his master, Sayyidina Huwaytib bin Abdil Uzza ^ ^ ^>> It

was then that the above verse was revealed viz. "You should enter into the contract

of'Kitabah/ with those slaves ofyours who desire to enter into it,."

This has also been reported in "Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v. 3 p. 342) with the

addition that the master then stipulated a sum of a hundred dinars, twenty of

which he later remitted. The slave Subay was also a Sahabi ^ & ^j and was

martyred in the battle of Hunain.

Since the verse contains a command to contract the deal, Sayyidina Ata and

Umar bin Dinar U* h <^j say that it is Compulsory for the master to enter into

this contract when the slave requests to be freed for a sum that is equal to or

more than his price. However, they say that the master is not obliged to enter

into the contract when the slave wants freedom for a sum that is less than his or

her purchase price.

However, the vast majority of jurists state that the master is not obliged to

enter into the contract. It will be best if he did, but he will not be sinful if he

refuses, ["Ma'alimut Tanzil"]

Allah adds the condition 'if you know of any good in them." About the

meaning of "any good" "Durrul Manthur" has reported from Abu Dawud and

Bayhaqi that the Holy Prophet^ «,u i&i jl* interpreted this phrase as "any skill."

This means that if the master knows that the slave knows any skill by which he

can earn, he should be permitted to do so. He should not be permitted to beg

from people.

"Durrul Manthur" also reports that Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar <* A» ^j
did not make a certain slave of his a Mukatab until he was capable of earning. He

used to say, "(If I were to let him earn while he was incapable of earning) I

would be eating the filth of people (i.e. what the slave got by begging from

people)."

The hadith has already been mentioned which states that Allah will

certainly assist the Mukatab to pay his debt. He should therefore earn only what

is Permissible (Halal).

Other commentators have interpreted "any good" as being the fact that the

slave performs all his Salah. However, this does not seem correct because it

would mean that a disbeliever cannot be a Mukatab, whereas a disbeliever can

be one.

Others have interpreted "any good" to mean that the master is sure that, after

freedom, the slave will not be a burden and menace to society. He should only be

made a Mukatab when the master is certain of this that the slave poses no threat

to society. ["Ruhul Ma'dni" v. 18 p. 155]

"Give them from Allah's wealth, which He has given to you." "Ma'alimut
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Tanzil" has reported that according to Sayyidina Ali ^ &\ ^ Jf Sayyidina

Uthman ^p &\ ^ Jf Sayyidina Zubair «* ita ^ Jf and Imam Shafi'I <ip & **j, this

verse means that the master must remit a portion of the Mukatab's debt.

Layyidina Ali ** & ^j says that he must remit a quarter of it, while Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Abbas ** ibt ^j says that it should be a third. Imam Shafi'I a* &vi**j

and others say that the master has the choice to decide how much he wants to

remit.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar <* ifo ^j remitted 5000 Dirhams from his

Mukatab's original sum of 35 000. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ^ it ^j used to

remit a fixed portion from the instalments of his Mukatabs and then remit an

unspecified part of the final instalment.

Another interpretation of the above verse is that it is addressed to all the

Muslims, not only to masters of slaves. This means that all Muslims should assist

Mukatabs to pay off their debts.

According to other commentators, it means that people should give Zakah

to these Mukatabs because they have been cited as one of the recipients of Zakah

in Surah Taubah . ["Ma'alimut Tamil" v. 3 p. 3 43]

Sayyidina Bara bin Azib ^ i» ^j reports that a villager once requested the

Holy Prophet <jl,j Up in j^> to inform him of a deed that would admit him into

Heaven (Jannah). The Holy Prophet^ Up ai J^ replied, "Free a soul or a neck."

The person asked, "Are these two not the same?"

The Holy Prophet <jl,j a* i» ju* replied, "No Freeing a soul means that you

free a slave from your possession, while freeing a neck means that you assist one

to pay their price." [Mishkat p. 393]

Allama Jassas ^ ifo <^j writes in "Ahkamul Qur'an" (v. 3 p. 322) that the

master is not obliged to remit any part of the slave's debt. Of course, it will be

considered an act of virtue if he did. He quotes this ruling from the likes of Imam

Abu Hanifah, Imam Abu Yusuf, Imam Muhammad, Imam Zafar, Imam Malik

and Imam Sufyan Thowri «uU 2»i i**Jm He also cites their proofs, which 'refute the

stance of those who say that it is obligatory to remit a part of it.

"And- do not force your slave women into prostitution when they wish to remain

chaste, merely to seek the commodities of this world." "Ma'alimut Tanzll" reports that

people were accustomed to the vile trade of prostitution during the period of

ignorance. There were numerous brothels and women used to become very

wealthy plying this trade.

Many people forced their slave women to become prostitutes, thereby

earning the money paid to these women. However, Islam forbade prostitution

and the money received from it [Muslim]. "Durrul Manthur" (v. 5 p. 46) reports

several narrations about how the leader of the Hypocrites, Abdullah bin Ubayy,

was averse to this law because of his deep involvement in prostitution.

When the law prohibiting adultery was revealed, some of his slave women

refused to continue as prostitutes for him, after which he savagely beat them up.

It was then that the above verse was revealed.

Although the verse says that these women cannot be forced to be prostitutes
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"when they wish to remain chaste," it does not mean that they can be forced to do

this when they do not wish to be chaste. Islam forbids all types of fornication,

even if both parties are willing. These words are included in this verse because it

referred to the incident of Abdullah bin Ubayy, who claimed to be a Muslim.

"Whoever forces them, then, after his duress, Allah is certainly Most Forgiving,

Most Merciful" This part of the verse means that Allah will forgive those slave

women who are still forced by their masters and cannot resist them.

"We have surely revealed clear laws to you, some narratives of those who passed

before you (so that you may take a lesson from these), and advice for those who have piety

(taqwa)" Although the Qur'an has been revealed for all people, those who have

piety (taqwa) will benefit the most from it.

(35) Allah is the Light of the heavens and the earth. The example of His Light is

like that of a niche in which there is a lamp. The lamp is within a glass, and the

glass appears to be a shining star. The lamp is lit with the blessed tree of the

olive, which is neither easterly nor westerly. The oil is close to burning even

though a fire does not touch it. Light upon light. Allah guides to His light

whoever He desires, and Allah coins similitude's for people. Allah has

knowledge of all things.

ALLAH ILLUMINATES THE HEAVENS AND THE EARTH

"Allah is the Light of the heavens and the earth." Commentators interpret this

verse to mean that Allah illuminates the heavens and the earth, both externally

and internally. Adding to the illumination of the heavens is the constant

remembrance (Dhikr) and glorification (Tasbih) of the angels, whereas the earth

derives illumination from the efforts of the Prophets fiU\^ in spreading the

celestial light of guidance. It is the light of Belief (Iman) that ensures the survival

of the heavens and the earth. Therefore, Belief (Iman) becomes the light of the

heavens and the earth.

"The example ofHis Light is like that of a niche in which there is a lamp. The lamp

is within a glass, and the glass (because of its brilliance) appears to be a shining star."

The lamp is, in itself, illuminating. However, its radiance is supplemented by the

clarity and amplification of the glass casing.

Added to this, the lamp is not fuelled by oil from any ordinary tree, but "The

lamp is lit with the blessed tree of the olive, which is neither easterly nor westerly." This

means that this tree benefits from the heat of the sun all day long because it

never falls into any shadow. It grows on an open plain, receiving constant
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sunlight. The result of this is that olive oil burns very brightly and clearly. In fact,

it is so volatile that "The oil is close to burning even though afire does not touch it."

The conglomeration of all these contributing factors causes the scenario to

be described as "Light upon light/' Sayyidina Hasan U* it a^j and Sayyidina Zaid

bin Aslam *M ^ '^ says that the verse refers to the Qur'an, while Sayyidina Sa'id

bin Jubair Up fa'b^j is of the opinion that it denotes the personality of the Holy

Prophet ,JL.j aJp ii j^.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas <^ i» ^j and Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Mas'ud <^ it ^j say that the verse refers to the light that is instilled into the

hearts of all Believers (Mu'minin), whereby they are guided. This is referred to in

Surah Zumar, where Allah says, "Or the person whose heart Allah has opened to

Islam, because ofwhich he is upon a lightfrom his Lord?" [Surah 39, verse 22]

Other commentators say that the verse refers to obedience. The author of

"bayanul Qur'an" says that Allah illuminates the heart of a believer (Mu'min)

with the light of guidance. The effect of this is that his heart becomes ever more

receptive towards the injunctions of the Shari'ah. He is then ready to practise any

command of Allah, even though he may not have knowledge of them all. This is

so because attaining knowledge is a gradual process and cannot be attained all at

once.

Therefore, just as olive oil is ready for burning even before it is lit, the

believer (Mu'min) is ready to practise even before attaining the necessary

knowledge. When he does attain the knowledge, the light of practice is

immediately ignited by the resolve to do so.In this manner, when knowledge is

supplemented by practice, the display of "Light upon light" is achieved. After

attaining knowledge of any action, the believer (Mu'min) does not delay in the

least.

This very light has been described in the verse "Or the person whose heart

Allah has opened to Islam, because of which he is upon a light from his Lord?" [Surah

Zumar (39), verse 22]

This is also referred to in the verse, "Whoever Allah wishes to guide, He expands

his bosom for Islam/' [Surah An'dm (6), verse 125]
s

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud *& &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet j*>

jjL-j <*u i» had the following to say after reciting the verse, "Whoever Allah wishes to

guide, He expands Us bosom for Islam" He said, "Verily, when the light is placed

within the heart, it spreads/' The Sahabah^ it ^j enquired, "Is there some

sign by which this can be recognised?"

"Yes," the Holy Prophet-^ a* ii jl* replied, "that a person distances himself

from the 'place of deception' (this world), that he turns his attention towards the 'place of

permanence' [the Hereafter (the Akhirah)] and that he prepares for death beforehand. This

is the sign of this light." [Mishkdtp. 446]

"Allah guides to His light whoever He desires..." Only Allah guides a person to

Belief (Iman) and to perform good deeds. The person then finds pleasure in

forsaking his desires and engaging in good deeds.

"..... and Allah coins similitude's for people." Allah does this so that abstract
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subjects may be understood by examples of concrete objects. Allah will grant

people their due rewards or punishment because ''Allah has knowledge of all

things/'

\\
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(36) In homes concerning which Allah has commanded that reverence be shown
and His name be mentioned, there are people who glorify Him morning and

evening. (37) Men whom neither trade nor commerce distracts from the

remembrance of Allah, the establishment of Salah and the paying of Zakah.

They fear a day when their hearts and eyes will be overturned. (38) So that Allah

may reward them with the best of rewards for their deeds and grant them an

increase from His bounty. Allah sustains whoever He wills without count.

THE PIOUS PEOPLE FEAR FROM THE DAY OF JUDGMENT
(QIYAMAH) AND DO NOT ALLOW TRADE AND COMMERCE TO
DISTRACT THEM FROM REMEMBRANCE (DHIKR), SALAH AND
ZAKAH

The above verses laude the (Mosques) Masajid (plural of Masjid) and the

people associated with the Masajid. The author of "Jalalain" interprets these

verses to mean that the "people who glorify Him (Allah) morning and evening" in

"homes concerning which Allah has commanded that reverence be shown and

His name be mentioned" are the very same 'Men whom neither trade nor commerce

distracts from the remembrance of Allah, the establishment of Salah and the paying of

Zakah."

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas <* i»» ^j says that the "homes" referred to in

the verse are the Masajid. Allama Baghawi Up ibi <^j says in "Ma'alimut Tanzll"

that the glorification of Allah "day and night" refers to the five daily Salah. The

Fajr Salah is performed during the morning and the other Salah are all

performed after midday. The times of all the other Salah can fall within the

purport of the Arabic word "asal" (translated above as "evening"). However,

other commentators are of the opinion that the verse refers only to the Fajr and

Asr Salah.

Whichever Salah may be referred to, the fact is that the verse praises those

men who, in the Masajid, "glorify Him day and night." They are "Men whom neither

trade nor commerce distracts from the remembrance of Allah, the establishment of Salah

and the paying of Zakah." They carry out all these duties despite their involvement

in business.

"Ma'alimut Tanzll" reports that Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ^ & ^j
was once in the market place when, at the time of Salah, all the shops began to
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close for Salah. Seeing this, Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ** &\ ^j said that

these are surely the people regarding whom Allah says, "Men whom neither trade

nor commerce distracts from the remembrance of Allah, the establishment of Salah and

the paying ofZakah."

There are very few businessmen who will sacrifice their love for wealth for

their love for Salah at the time of Asr, when their businesses are booming and the

customers come pouring into their shops. This is a true test for them. .

The verse makes mention of Zakah after Salah, This indicates that these

people do not allow the love of their wealth to deter them from paying the full

Zakah due from them. Many people do not pay their Zakah at all, while others

pay less than the due amount.

There are people who gleefully pay Zakah when it is a matter of a few

coppers. However, when thousands or hundreds of thousands are due from

them, they shrink away from the obligation, thinking that it is too much.

However, they fail to realise that Allah had given them all that they possess and

asks for only 2,5% as Zakah. If He had willed, He could have commanded them

to give all their wealth away or could even destroy their wealth. The intelligent

believer (Mu'min) realises that he will be rewarded by paying zakah and that the

zakah will even ensure the protection of his wealth.

Further describing the pious people, Allah says, "They fear a day when their

hearts and eyes will be overturned." i.e. they fear that they will be summoned to

reckon for all their deeds on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah).

Allah says in Surah Ibrahim, "He is only granting them respite until a day when

gazes will be fixed upwards. They will running with their heads fixed upwards, their

gazes never returning to them. And their hearts will be empty/' [Surah 14, verses 42, 43]

Those who are apprehensive of the Day of Judgement will ensure that they

carry out all the duties that are obligatory upon them and will abstain from all

sins.

Allah says in Surah Mu'minun, "...those who spend of what they have been

granted and whose hearts tremble because they have to return to their Lord." Sayyidah

Ayshah \*s> & ^j once asked the Holy Prophet ^X* 3 <M & J^> whether this verse

referred to those who drink liquor and steal. He replied by telling her that it

referred to those people who performed Salah, fasted and spent in charity.

However, they always fear that Allah will not accept their deeds. Allah says

regarding such people, 'These people hasten to perform good deeds and are the

forerunners in this. - [Mishkdt p. 457]

Note: "In homes concerning which Allah has commanded that reverence be

shown and His name be mentioned." Sayyidina Mujahid Up & *^j has

interpreted this verse to mean that Allah has commanded men to

build such Masajid. Sayyidina Hasan Basri Up i>>\ ju-j has mentioned

that it refers to respecting these places by not carrying out any act

there that is contrary to its noble status. ["Ma'alimut Tamil"]

Among the etiquette of the Masajid is that they must be kept clean, no evil

poetry should be recited there, no trade should take place there, no lost items

should be announced there, no raw garlic, or onions should be consumed before
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entering them, nor should worldly talks take place there, etc.

Among the activities of the Masajid are that Adhan is given there, Salah is

performed, I'tikaf (sechusion for worship) is performed, Islamic knowledge is

imparted, recitation of the Qur'an takes place, etc. All these have been

encouraged in the Ahadith.

Sayyidina Abu Sa'id Khudri ** A» ^j reports that the Holy Prophet 4* & J«*

,4-^ said, "When you see that a person is attached to the Masjid, then attest to his

Belief (Iman) because Allah says, ''Only those should tend Allah 's places of worship

who believe in Allah, and the Last Day, establish Salah, pay Zakah and fear Allah only"

[Mishkdtp. 69]

Note: "Men whom neither trade nor commerce distracts from the remembrance

of Allah, the establishment of Salah and the paying of Zakah." Certain

Scholars ' (Ulama) have deduced from this verse that the various

activities of the Masjid are reserved for men only. Although the

Holy Prophet ^ 5 <J* ii ju permitted women. to attend the Masjid,

he said, "Their homes are best for women."

Abu Dawud (v. 1 p. 84) reports that the Holy Prophet <JL,j Up ii JU advised

that the most secluded part of a woman's home is best for her to perform her

Salah.

Allah concludes by saying, "So that Allah may reward them with the best of

rewards for their deeds and grant them an increase from His bounty. Allah sustains

whoever He wills without count."

(39) The deeds of the disbelievers are like a mirage on a barren plain that a

thirsty person thinks to be water. Until, when he approaches it, he finds

nothing. He finds only Allah's decision there, after which Allah grants him his

full due. Allah is Swift in reckoning. (40) Or like the multiple darkness beneath

a deep ocean. There covers him a wave, above which is another wave, above

which there is a cloud. Darkness upon darkness. He is unable to see his own
hand when he extends it before himself. There can be no light for the one for

whom Allah has not ordained any light.

THE DEEDS OF THE DISBELIEVERS ARE LIKE A MIRAGE
The disbelievers carry out many good deeds in this world like charity,

assisting the needy and the animals/erecting hospitals and water wells, etc. They

think that these deeds will benefit them in the Hereafter, but it will not be so. In

the above verses Allah describes the plight of these disbelievers by citing two
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similitude's.

The first is that of a person who has been lost in the wilderness. The extreme

heat and depletion of water resources have made him extremely thirsty. Far off,

he sees a mirage and, thinking it to be water, hastens to it. However, to his

dismay, he finds nothing upon arrival. In the same way, the disbeliever thinks

that he will be rewarded in the Hereafter for his good deeds. However, because

he did not possess Belief (Iman), he will be dismally disappointed when he is not

rewarded for these deeds in the Hereafter.

Allah says in Surah Furqan, "We will then turn to their deeds and reduce it to

scattered dust" However, they will not be completely deprived of the reward for

their good deeds arid will be rewarded in this world.

Sayyidina Anas bin Malik ** & ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet m-u j»i j*
,JL.j said, "A deliever (Mu'min) will never be oppressed even about a single good

deed. He will be rewarded in this world and in the Hereafter. However, the

disbeliever will be rewarded in this world for all the deeds he does for Allah. He
will be rewarded until there is nothing left for him to receive in the Hereafter."

[Muslim]

Allah says further about the disbeliever's aspiration for reward, "Until, when

he approaches it, he finds nothing. He finds only Allah's decision there, after which Allah

grants him his full due (in this world). Allah is Swift in reckoning."

Allah then cites that second similitude when He says, "Or like the multiple

darkness beneath a deep ocean. There covers him a wave, above which is another wave,

above which there is a cloud. Darkness upon darkness. He is unable to see his own hand

when he extends it before himself" In a similar way, the Disbeliever, being swamped
in darkness, will never see the rewards for his deeds in the Hereafter.

Ibn Kathir (v.3 p.296) says that the first similitude is that of those disbelievers

who are fooled by the belief that they will be rewarded for their deeds. The

second example is of those people who blindly follow their leaders, having no

clue about the condition of these leaders and about where they are being led.

Other commentators state that the first similitude describes those

disbelievers who believe in the Hereafter and hope that they will be rewarded

there. The second similitude describes those disbelievers who do not believe in

the Hereafter at all. They do not even have the hope of attaining rewards.

Therefore, they do not carry out any good deeds and are in total darkness.

"Darkness upon darkness." Ibn Kathir reports from Sayyidina Ubay bin Ka'b

a* ibi ^>j that the disbeliever is immersed in five darknesses. His word is

darkness, his deed is darkness, his entry into any building is darkness, his exit is

darkness, and, on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah), he will be entered into the

eternal darkness of Hell.

"There can be no light for the one for whom Allah has not ordained any light." The

disbeliever will dwell in darkness forever. This verse is the antithesis of the verse

"Allah guides to His light whomsoever He desires..." as well as the verse "Or the

person whose heart Allah has opened to Islam, because of which he is upon a light from

his Lord?" [Surah 39, verse 22]
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(41) Do you not see that everyone in the heavens and the earth glorifies Allah,

including the birds with their wings spread out? Each one knows its Salah and

method of glorification. And Allah has knowledge of what you do. (42) To Allah

belongs the dominion of the heavens and the earth, and to Him shall be the

return. (43) Do you not see that Allah wafts the clouds, then condenses them and

stacks them in layers, after which you will see rain falling from between them?

Then, from the mountainous clouds in the sky, Allah showers down some ice,

by which He strikes whoever He wills and averts from whoever He wills. The

flash of His lightning can well nigh snatch away eyesight. (44) Allah

orchestrates the alternation of the night and the day. There is undoubtedly a

sign in this for those with foresight. (45) Allah created every creature from

water. Of these, there are those who crawl on their bellies. There are those that

walk on two legs and those that walk on four. Allah creates what He wills.

Allah certainly has power over all things.

ALL THE INHABITANTS OF THE HEAVENS AND THE EARTH
ENGAGE IN GLORIFYING ALLAH, EACH KNOWING ITS SPECIFIC
METHOD

Allah describes His creative power and His authority in these verses.

However, He begins by describing the subservience of the creation to Him. Allah

says, "Do you not see that everyone in the heavens and the earth glorifies Allah,

including the birds with their wings spread out?" They all attest to Allah's purity

from all defects and associates. The fact that the birds are able to glide and hover

in the air without falling is a testimony to Allah's immense creative powers.

All these creatures glorify Allah in their own peculiar ways. Some do so

verbally because Allah has granted them the capability to speak or make sounds.

In fact the very existence of all these creatures indicate that Allah is The Greatest,

for He has created them all and still continues to exercise supreme authority over

them.
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Humans, angels and the jinn have more sense and intelligence than other

creatures, while the animals have these to a higher degree than plants and'

inanimate objects. However, they all actively engage in Allah's glorification and
worship even though man cannot perceive this.

Speaking of the rocks, Allah says in Surah Baqarah, "Then there are even those

thatfall because offearfor Allah. " [Surah 2, verse 74]

Allah says in Surah Hajj, "Do you not see that all within the heavens and the

earth prostrate to Allah?" One should refer to the commentary of these two verses

for a deeper understanding of the subject at hand.

"Each one (of Allah's creation) knows its Salah and method of glorification."

Some commentators have interpreted the word "Salah" to mean "prayer (du'a)."

However, Salah could also refer to a special form of worship that every creation

engages in, just as man performs his Salah in a particular way. Allah says in

Surah Bani Isra'il, "There is nothing that does not glorify His praises, but you do not

understand their glorification." [Surah 17, verse 44]

Certain commentators have interpreted the meaning of "Salah and method of

glorification" as "obedience and submission to Allah." This means that every

creation carries out the duty it was created for just as they are commanded by

Allah.

What about those disbelievers who do not accept the divinity of Allah? How
can it be said that they also glorify Allah? In reply to this question, it may be said

that the very existence of these people is ample evidence of Allah's divinity.

Other commentators reply by saying that this verse is intended as an admonition

to these people. It tells them that they are the only ingrates who are not

glorifying Allah.

Allah then says that He "has knowledge of what you do." He knows of the

detailed deeds carried out by the disbelievers and the Muslims. Accordingly, He
will reward and punish them.

"To Allah belongs the dominion of the heavens and the earth, and to Him shall be

the return." The leaders of this world merely appear to have command over their

territories. However, Allah makes the final decision in every matter, especially in

the Hereafter.

Allah then describes the authority that He yields in the skies. He says, "Do

you not see that Allah wafts the clouds, then condenses them and stacks them in layers,

after which you will see rain falling from between them. Then, from the mountainous

clouds in the sky, Allah showers doion some (destructive) ice, by which He strikes

whoever He wills and avertsfrom whoever He wills.

"

Allah then mentions His*immense power seen in one of His creation. Allah

says, "The flash of His lightning can well nigh snatch away eyesight." Lightning can

also kill people and destroy property.

"Allah orchestrates the alternation of the night and the day." Although it appears

that the sun and the moon function on their own, they are in Allah's control,

causing the night and the day to follow each other.
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"There is undoubtedly a sign in this for those with foresight." These people will

look for Allah's power and realise that He is the Creator of everythiitg. However,
those who choose to remain blind to all of this cannot expect to be guided.

After describing His power and control of the skies, Allah speaks of His
authority on earth. Allah says, "Allah created every creature from water (i.e. from a

drop of semen). Of these there are those who crawl on their bellies (like snakes). There

are those that walk on two legs (like men, birds, etc) and those that walk on four. Allah

creates what He wills."

Allah creates the various creatures of the world in whatever fashion, colour,

dimensions and properties He pleases. For example, He has granted the lizard

the ability to walk on ceilings whereas other creatures would fall down if they

tried. In a like manner, every creature has its own peculiarities. All this clearly

tells us that "Allah certainly has power over all things.

It may be said that all creatures are not created from a drop of semen,
neither was Sayyidina Adam r

M~J\ Up created in this manner. Therefore, how can
it be said that "Allah created every creaturefrom water?" Commentators say that the

verse speaks for the majority, since most creatures reproduce in this manner.

Other commentators say that Allah initially created water. Thereafter He
created fire from this water (to create the jinn), light from this water (to create the

angels) and sand as well (to create human beings). ["Ma'alimut Tamil" v. 3 p. 351 and

"Ruhul Ma'ani" v. 18 p. 1 93]

(46) We have certainly revealed clearly explicit signs. Allah guides whoever He
wills to the straight path. (47) They say, "We believe in Allah and the messenger

and we obey. Thereafter a group from them turns away. These are not believers.

(48) When they are summoned to Allah and His messenger so that he may
decide between them, a party from them are suddenly averse. (49) If any of their

rights are due, they would come to him willingly. (50) Is there a disease in their

hearts, are they doubtful, or do they fear that Allah and His apostle will oppress

them? Nay! They are indeed the oppressors.

THE HYPOCRITES REFUSE TO SUBMIT TO THE JUDGEMENT OF
ALLAH AND THE HOLY PROPHET ^L-j Up k JL*

"We have certainly revealed clearly explicit signs." These signs are self-

explanatory and need no further elucidation to reveal that they point to Allah's
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divinity. However, there are still those who refuse to hearken and wander
further astray because "Allah guides whomsoever He wills to the straight path."

To fully understand the following four verses, one should be aware of a few
incidents. One of these was stated in the commentary of verses 60 and 61 of

Surah Nisa (Surah 4), where Allah says, "Have you seen those who claim to believe in

that which was revealed to you and to those before you, yet they seek judgement from

Satan (Shaytan) whereas they have been instructed to reject him? Satan (Shaytan)

desires to mislead them far astray. Wlten it is said to them, 'Come to that which Allah has

revealed and towards the messenger/ you will see the hypocrites turning from you with

aversion." The incident related to this verse concerned a hypocrite by the name of

Bishr.

"Ruhul Ma'arti" reports an incident about a hypocrite by the name of

Mughiera bin Wa'il, who had a dispute with Sayyidina Ali ** iui ^ j concerning a

piece of land. The two eventually settled the dispute and were happy to

distribute the land between themselves. It later transpired that Mughiera

requested Sayyidina Ali <* ibi ^j to sell him his portion of the land. Sayyidina

Ali v* & ^j sold it to him and the two concluded the deal amicably. It was only

later that someone indoctrinated Mughiera into believing that the land was salty

and uncultivable.

Mughiera came back to Sayyidina Ali <* i»i^ and asked him to revoke the

deal and refund the price to him. Sayyidina Ali <up &\ ^j told him that he was

unable to do so and that Mughiera had purchased the land with knowledge of its

condition. Sayyidina Ali ^ & ^j then offered to refer the matter to the Holy

Prophet jJL-j Up i»t j^ for judgement. Mughiera refused to go to the Holy Prophet

jjL-j u* 2»i ju, saying that the Holy Prophet ^ 3 4* Ai ju> hated him and would

oppress him. It was then that the above verses were revealed.

Although the incident concerned one Hypocrite, Allah speaks of them

collectively because they are all the same and are allies of one another.

Allama Ibn Kathir <M i» ***j reports from Sayyidina Hasan Basri Up At <^j

that whenever the Hypocrites were summoned to appear before the Holy

Prophet pJL^ a* Ai ju, they would do so only when they were convinced that he

would pass judgement in their favour. If they intended to usurp the property of

another, they would decline from presenting themselves and would refer the

issue to another person. Allah revealed the above verses with reference them.

Allah says, "They (the Hypocrites) say, We believe in Allah and the messenger

and we obey/ Thereafter a group from them turns away. These are not believers (but

hypocrites, because their deeds betray their true identity)."

"When they are summoned to Allah and His messenger so that he may decide

between them, a party from them are suddenly averse." They are averse because they

know that they are at fault and that the Holy Prophet ,4-^ <dp Ai ju would pass

Judgement against them.

However, "Ifany of their rights are due, they would come to him willingly." Their

only objective is to attain the commodities of this world. Therefore, they will

present themselves to the Holy Prophet ,0-/4* i»i ju only when they stand to

benefit in this regard.
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Allah asks further, '7s there a disease in their hearts (i.e. the disbelief in the

Holy Prophet jJL-j <jl* &\ jl* as being Allah's messenger), are they doubtful, or do they

fear that Allah and His apostle will oppress them? Nay! They are indeed the oppressors."

None of the above is true, but the Hypocrites absent themselves because only

they know that they are at fault. They merely intend to usurp the wealth of

others.

(51) When the believers are summoned to appear before Allah and His

messenger so that he may pass judgment between them, all they say is, "We hear

and we obey." These are the successful ones. (52) The successful ones are those

who obey Allah and His apostle, who fear Allah and do not disobey Him.

THE BELIEVERS (MU'MININ) SHALL BE SUCCESSFUL BECAUSE
THEY RESPOND TO THE CALL OF ALLAH AND HIS MESSENGER
(RASUL) ^Uj U* At JU BY SAYING, "WE HEAR ANDWE OBEY"

After describing the negative attitude of the hypocrites, Allah depicts the

opposite in the above verses. Allah speaks of the believers (Mu'minln). He says,

"When the believers are summoned to appear before Allah and His messenger so that he

may pass judgement between them, all they say is, 'We hear and we obey.'" Allah

declares, "These are the successful ones."

"The successful ones are those who obey Allah and His apostle, who fear Allah and

do not disobey Him." In this verse, Allah enumerates four qualities of the believers

(Mu'minln). Firstly, they never fail in obeying all Allah's commandments.

Secondly, they obey the instructions issued by the Holy Prophet ^L. 3 4* jut jl*.

These two attributes include carrying out all the Faraidh, Compulsories and even

the etiquette and Mustahabbat of religion (D'ln). It also*includes abstaining from

all the prohibitions forbidden in the Shari'ah.

To emphasise this, Allah also adds fearing Him and abstention from sin as

additional qualities exclusive to the believers (Mu'minln). Being successful means

that they will be rescued from Hell. Allah says in Surah Al Imran, "Whoever is

savedfrom the fire and entered into Heaven (Jannah) shall truly be successful." [Surah Al

Imran (3), verse 185]

Allama Ibn Kathir Up & **-j quotes Sayyidina Qatadah Up &\ a^ as saying

that fear of Allah means that a person should be fearful of the consequences of

his previous sins, while the latter part of the verse ("disobey Him") refers to

committing any future sins.
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(53) They swear solemn oaths in Allah's name, saying that if you command them
they will certainly leave their homes. Tell them, "Do not swear. Obedience can

be recognised. Allah is surely Informed of what you do." (54) Say, "Obey Allah

and obey the messenger." If they turn away, then the messenger is responsible

only for what he has been entrusted with and you people are responsible for

what you have been entrusted with. If you obey, you will be rightly guided. The
messenger is responsible only for clear propagation.

THE FALSE OATHS OF THE HYPOCRITES TO BE OBEDIENT

Referring to the hypocrites, Allah says, "They swear solemn oaths in Allah's

name/saying that if you command them they will certainly leave their homes/' This IS

the interpretation of Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas <u* i»i ^Jm Other
commentators say that the oath refers to marching in Jihad.

Allah says, "Tell them, 'Do not swear. Obedience can be recognised." This means
that a person does not have to take an oath when he is sincere. Oaths betray a

lack of sincerity and the hypocrites were certainly false in these oaths. The
Muslims knew that they merely offered lip service and would never uphold their

oaths. Their true colours will be exposed on the inevitable Day of Judgement
because "Allah is surely Informed ofwhat you do."

"Say (to the Hypocrites), 'Obey Allah and obey the messenger. If they turn away,

then the messenger (will suffer no loss because he) is responsible only for what he has

been entrusted with (i.e. propagation) and you people are responsible for what you have

been entrusted with (i.e. obedience and submission)."

"If you obey, you will be rightly guided (if not, you will suffer the

consequences). The messenger is responsible only for clear propagation." The Holy
Prophet -jO-j Up ii j^ has fulfilled his task, leaving people to fulfil theirs. Like the

Holy Prophet^3 <u & J~*, those after him are entrusted only with the same task

and are not obliged to force people to respond.
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(55) Allah has promised those of you who believe and do good deeds that He

will definitely make them successors on earth just as He had made those before

them successors. And He will certainly grant strength to them in the religion

(Din) that He has chosen for them and will certainly replace their fear with

peace. They worship Me and do not ascribe any as partner to Myself. Those who
are ungrateful thereafter are disobedient indeed. (56) Establish Salah, pay Zakah

and obey the messenger so that mercy may be shown to you. (57) Never think

that the disbelievers can escape on earth. Their abode is Hell. What an evil

return it will be!

THE PROMISE OF SOVEREIGNTY FOR THE BELIEVERS ON
EARTH

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v. 3 p. 353) reports from Sayyidina Abul Aliya ^ & ^j
that the Holy Prophet ^ 3 a* i»i jl* remained steadfast with the Sahabah ii ^j
r+* from the beginning of his the Prophethood. He endured untold sufferings at

the hands of the Polytheists and was forced to migrate to Madinah. Even there,

the Muslims were still at risk because, added to the danger of the polytheists, the

hypocrites and the Jews were also antagonistic towards them.

As a result, they were forced to remain armed at all times. This state of

affairs caused someone to say, "When will the day dawn when we will be at

peace and not require our weapons?" In response to this, Allah revealed the

above verse viz. "Allah has promised those of you who believe and do good deeds that

He will definitely make them successors on earth just as He had made those before them

successors"

Allah promised them that the time was near when He would grant them

sovereignty on earth as He gave to Sayyidina Dawud (%~h Up, Sayyidina

Sulayman f%3 Up and the many leaders of the Bani Isra'Il.

Sayyidina Musa f*~^ u* once told the Bani Isra'Il, "O my people, remember

Allah's bounty on you when He raised messengers among you and made you kings. He

gave you what He never gave anyone in the entire universe/' [Surah Ma'idah (5), verse 20]

The realisation of Allah's promise is based on Belief (Iman) and righteous

deeds. When the Sahabah^ ii ^>j complied, they were afforded control of the

entire Arabian Peninsula (including Iraq, Syria, etc), followed by conquests in

Africa and Asia. They practised Islam and made others do the same.

Allah promises further that He "will certainly grant strength to them in the

religion (Din) that He has chosen for them and will certainly replace their fear with

peace" The Muslims lived in perpetual fear while in Makkah, then again in

Madinah. However, Allah soon alleviated their fears, thereby fulfilling His

promise to them.

Allah then says, "They worship Me and do not ascribe any as partner to Myself"
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They neither commit shirk, nor do they carry out deeds for any other be sides

Allah.

WHEN THE MUSLIMS VIOLATED ALLAH'S INJUNCTIONS, THEY
LOST THEIR LEADERSHIP

After Allah fulfilled His promise to the Muslims, they grew lax. Their Belief

(Iman) decreased, their good deeds began to grind to a halt, and they became

lazy in their worship. They then began to lose control of the regions that they

once ruled. They were overcome with fear and awe of the enemy and began to

beg from the disbelievers so that they may cling on to the last threads of their

territories.

Even though Muslim countries occupy vast areas in Africa and Asia, they

all lack true Muslim leaders. While some are ruled by the Shias, others have

adopted democracy and capitalism, with leaders who may be recognised as

Muslims only because of their names. They pander to the dictates of the

disbelievers countries and are fighting other Muslim countries.

Allah says to the Muslims, "O you who believe, do not take as confidants those

besides your awn people. These people would spare no pains to ruin you. They wish for

that which causes you suffering. Enmity has been manifested from their tongues, but

what their hearts conceal is far worse. Indeed We have made the revelation clear to you if

you will understand." As a result of disobeying Allah and receiving commands

from the disbelievers, the Muslim countries are extremely weak and terrified of

the disbelievers.

After promising victory to the true Muslims, Allah says, "Those who are

ungrateful thereafter are disobedient indeed." The word "disbeliefs" may be

translated as 'disbelief and as 'ingratitude'. Both may apply in this context i.e.

the verse may read "Those who are ungrateful thereafter" or "Those who

disbelieve thereafter".

The Muslim who is far from the commands of the Shari'ah and neglects all

its injunctions is certainly a sinner, even though he may not be called a

disbeliever. Allah will not assist a nation when such people abound, because

their only concern is for wealth and position. As a result, they are plunged into

perpetual fear for the disbelievers. All the Muslims need is unity in their beliefs

and an Amirul Mu'minln who adheres to the Qur'an and the Sunnah of the Holy

Prophet (JL.J Up ii j*. Allah will then definitely assist the Muslims if they all

become practising believers (Mu'minln) like their illustrious forefathers.

"Establish Salah, pay Zakah and obey the messenger so that mercy may be shown

to you." This verse spells out the recipe to attract Allah's mercy and assistance. It

simply lies in following the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet ^3 a* i» J* and

practising all the physical and financial acts of worship. It is tragic that the

Muslims choose rather to follow those disbelievers whom they know to be evil.

"Never think that the disbelievers can escape on earth." The disbelievers

will certainly have to suffer Allah's punishment when it strikes them. This will

also come in the form of their deaths, which no person can escape. Thereafter

"Their abode is Hell. What an evil return it will be!"
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THE RAWAFIDH REJECT THE QUR'AN BY HARBOURING ENMITY
AGAINST THE SAHABAH <#* b\^

One of the sects of the Shias, calling themselves the Rawafidh, claim to have
excessive love for the family of the Holy Prophet ,jUj a* i»i ju. However, they are

really not happy with Allah, the Qur'an, the Holy Prophet^ <o* it j^>, his family

and the illustrious Sahabah <>** & ^>> In the above verse of Surah Nur, Allah

clearly promises the Sahabah ^* &\ ^j that he will confer on them the favour of

kingdom and authority. Every person knows that this promise was fulfilled

during the reigns of Sayyidina Abu Bakr «± i» ^ Jf Sayyidina Umar ^* &\^ and
Sayyidina Uthman ** & ^>

When Sayyidina Ali ** i»» ^ rightly became the fourth righteous Caliph

(Khalifa), he never refuted the rule of previous three and he never claimed that

they usurped his right to the Caliphate (khildfah). He continued in his role, closely

emulating the precedent set by them.

The Holy Prophet ,JL^ Up ii jl* said that the righteous khilafah shall remain
for thirty after him. Therefore, upon the demise of Sayyidina Ali ** At ^Jt his

eldest son, Sayyidina Hasan **>& ^ } continued as Caliph (Khalifa) for a few
months until the expiry of the thirty years. He may also be included among the

righteous Caliphs (khilafahs), but the term "four righteous Caliphs (khilafahs)" has

been popularly used.

The Rawafidh, on the other hand, say that the three Caliphs (khilafahs)

before Sayyidina Ali <u* &\ ^j were not even Muslims, let alone Caliphs

(khilafahs) (Allah Forbid!). By saying this, they are actually refuting the Qur'an.

They claim that Sayyidina Ali *» 2bi ^j is innocent of all sins [like the Prophets

fiLJ pfcU] and that he is their first Imam. The irony of their belief is that they say

that he was afraid to proclaim his right to the Caliphate (khilafah) after the demise
of the Holy Prophet jjUj <M &\ ju By saying so, they are actually calling him a

coward (Allah forbid!).

They also say that he concealed the truth by serving under the three Caliphs

(khilafahs). It is common knowledge that none of their Imams ever was a Caliph

(Khalifa) after Sayyidina Hasan -up ibt ^Jm Therefore, if it is assumed that

Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^ At ^Jf Sayyidina Umar ** k\ ^j and Sayyidina Uthman
A* it ^j were not Muslims (as they say), then it would mean that Allah's

promise was never fulfilled (Allah forbid!). When this is posed before these

Shias, they say that it will be fulfilled when Sayyidina Mahdi appears.

This is another of their disbeliefs. The verse clearly mentions that the

promise will be fulfilled to "those of you," whereas no other verse of the Qur'an
contains this phrase together with mention of Belief (lrrtan) and the carrying out

of good deeds.

Note: "Never think that the disbelievers can escape on earth." This verse refers

to all the disbelievers until eternity. They are constantly plotting

against the Muslims and leave no stone unturned to destroy the

Muslims. However, it is certain that they will receive their just

deserts in this world and especially in the Hereafter.
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(58) O you who believe, your slaves and your children who have not yet come of

age must seek permission (to enter your room) on three occasions. Before the

Fajr Salah, when you remove your clothes in the afternoons and after the Isha

Salah. These are three times of seclusion for you. After these, there is no sin on

yourselves, or on them. They often come and go from your presence, one from

the other. Thus does Allah elucidate injunctions to you. Allah is All Knowing,

The Wise. (59) When your children come of age, they should seek permission

just as those before them seek permission. In this manner Allah expounds His

verses to you. Allah is All Knowing, The Wise.

PERMISSION SHOULD BE SOUGHT BEFORE ENTERING ANY
ROOM ESPECIALLY DURING THREE TIMES

Verse 27 of this Surah mentions seeking permission to enter any home. That

law applies especially to people who do not live in the same home. The above

two verses apply to people who live in the same home and who are constantly in

and out of the house.

Allah says, "O you who believe, your slaves and your children who have not yet

come of age must seek permission (to enter your room) on three occasions (especially).

(These three times are) Before the Fajr Salah, when you remove your (excess) clothes in

the afternoons and after the Isha Salah. These are three times of seclusion for you" These

are times when people usually lie down to rest and want to relax without

wearing excess clothing. Couples also usually use these times to lie down
together. Permission must be sought before entering the room during these times

to ensure privacy.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas <* ifo ^>j reports that one afternoon the Holy

Prophet fJL-j <j* h\ j^ sent an Ansari Sahabi ** ifo ^j to call Sayyidina Umar ifo ^>j
<*. The Sahabi ** &\ ^j entered without seeking permission and Sayyidina Umar
<u* 2»i ^>j was upset because his clothes were dishevelled. The above verse was
then revealed.

"After these (three times), there is no sin on yourselves, or on them (if they enter

without permission). (This is permitted because) They often come and go from your

presence, one from the other." If they had to constantly seek permission to enter, it

would be extremely difficult for all. Therefore, they may enter the house without
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permission at other times. Allah then says, ''Thus does Allah elucidate injunctions to

you. Allah is All Knowing, The Wise."

''When your children come of age, they should seek permission just as those before

them seek permission/' After coming of age, these children should not think that

they are still allowed to enter without permission. They are now adults, and
should seek permission to enter like all other adults. Allah repeats, "In this

manner Allah expounds His verses to you. Allah is All Knowing, The Wise."

Note: Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas & &\ ^j says that people have

neglected three verses of the Qur'an viz.

(2) "O you who believe, your slaves and your children who have

not yet come of age much seek permission (to enter) on three

occasions..:"

(2) "When relatives, orphans and the poor present themselves at

the time of distributing (inheritance), then grant them a

portion..."'[Surah Nisa (4), verse S]

(3) "Verily the most honoured among you is the one with the most
piety (taqwa)." [Surah Hujurat (49), verse 13]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ ibi ^j says that most people do not

practice on these verses, as if they do not believe therein, whereas he would
instruct even his slave woman to seek permission to enter during these times.

(60) There is no sin on those women who are sitting and have lost all hope of

marriage if they remove their (excess) clothing on condition that they do not

expose their charms. It is best if they abstain from this, Allah is All Hearing, AH
Knowing.

OLDWOMEN NEED NOT CONCEAL THEMSELVES STRICTLY

The Arabic word "qawaid" (translated above as "women who are sitting ")

refers to those women who are old and remain indoors. Such women, when they

are past the age of marriage, are permitted to expose their faces to non-mahram
men. However, the condition is that they "do not expose their charms." Therefore,

they may show only their faces and hands to these men - nothing more. Of
course "It is best if they abstainfrom this.

"

One can understand that if these old ladies are advised to rather not show
their faces to non-mahram men, how can a young woman ever be permitted to

do so?
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(61) There is no harm for the blind, the paralysed, the ill or for yourselves if you

eat from your own homes or from the homes of your fathers, your mothers, your

brothers, your sisters, your paternal uncles, your paternal aunts, your maternal

uncles, your maternal aunts, the homes for which you possess the keys and the

homes of your friends. There is no harm if you eat collectively or individually.

So, when you enter any homes, then greet yourselves as a prayer that has been

ordained by Allah and which is blessed and pure. Thus does Allah explain

injunctions to you so that you understand?

THE PERMISSION TO EAT AT THE HOMES OF RELATIVES AND
FRIENDS

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v. 3 p. 358) reports from Sayyidina Sa'id bin Jubair ib\ i^j

Up that the blind and paralysed people used it think that people disliked eating

with them. The blind seemed to sense that people thought they ate more than

others, while the paralysed people feared that others may feel that they occupy

the place of two persons. The above verse was therefore revealed in this regard.

Sayyidina Mujahid 4i*. ifo^ says that the verse was revealed to permit eating at

the homes of those people mentioned in the verse.

Whatever the circumstances of revelation, the verse is clear that people may

eat at the homes of those mentioned because they are all related and will not be

offended when the other eats with them. In fact, these relationships are so close

that the opposite party will be offended if the other does not eat their food.

Therefore, no permission is necessary when a person wishes to eat from the

homes of these relatives when he knows that they will not be offended thereby.

The verse also informs us that handicapped people should not be excluded

from social activities because of their physical impairment. Some commentators

have mentioned that "your own homes" refers to the homes of one's children.

\Jaldlain]

If the food is purchased by one's aunts and sisters using their own money,
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one needs no permission to eat it. However, one cannot eat from it when the

husbands of these relatives paid for the food and they would not be pleased to

share it.

"....the homes for which you possess the keys..." Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas
** *& ^j says that this part of the verse refers to caretakers and guardians of

property e.g. shepherds and those who tend orchards may eat or drink from the

property that they oversee (ipilk, fruit). However, they may eat only what is

necessary and may not take anything away with them.

Other commentators say that this verse refers to slaves, because the slave

and whatever he/she possesses belongs to the master, who may use these as

desired.

Allah also permits that a person may eat from "the homes of your friends."

This refers only to close friends who will not be offended if a person eats their

food.

"There is no harm if you eat collectively or individually." "Ma'alimut Tanzil"

rejports that some of the Ansar *& &\ ^>j made up their minds not to eat unless

there was a guest with them. They would remain hungry if there was no guest to

share their meals. Allah therefore permitted them to eat alone if no guest was
available.

"So, when you enter any homes, then greet yourselves {i.e. the people of the

household) as a prayer that has been ordained by Allah and which is blessed and pure."

Instead of instructing that Salam {salutations) be made to the people of the

household, Allah commands that Salam be made to "yourselves." This denotes

that all Muslims are like a single soul. Another wisdom behind this phrasing is

that when a person prays for peace by greeting another (because Salam is a

prayer), the second person replies to the greeting by praying for the one who
greeted. Therefore, the person greeting with Salam is actually praying for

himself.

Sayyidina Anas bin Malik ** & ^j reports that the Holy Prophet 4* &\ ju
(4-j said, "When you enter your homes, greet with Salam because it is a blessing

for yourselves and for the members of your household." [Mishkdt p. 399]

Sayyidina Qatadah *i* ii ^ narrates that the Holy Prophet ^y <M &-J**
said, "Greet the members of the household when entering Then greet them
again before taking leave." [Ibidl

A detailed discussion of Salam is given in the commentary of verse 86 of

Surah Nisa (Surah 4). Allah concludes this discussion by saying, "Thus does Allah

explain injunctions to you so that you understand;"

\
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(62) The believers are those who believe in Allah and His apostle and, when

they are with him in a collective matter, they do not depart until they have

sought leave from him. Verily those who seek leave from you are the ones who

believe in Allah and His messenger. So when they seek leave from you to tend

to some affair of theirs, then permit those of them whom you please and seek

Allah 's forgiveness for them. Verily Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.

(63) Do not make the calling of the messenger among yourselves like your

calling to each other. Allah certainly knows those of you who stealthily slip

away. Those who oppose the messenger's commands should beware that some

calamity or a grievous punishment should afflict them.

THE BELIEVERS LEAVE ONLY AFTER SEEKING PERMISSION
FROM THE HOLY PROPHET <*L-j Up k\ \^>

"Durrul Manthur" (v. 5 p. 60) reports that during the battle of the trench, the

Quraysh camped near the Ruma well, while the Bani Ghatfan tribe camped near

Mount Uhud. However they were unable to approach Madinah because the

Muslims had already dug the trench.

While the digging was taking place, the hypocrites very reluctantly

participated and would secretly steal away after doing very little work.

However, the true Muslims assisted to the best of their ability and would leave

only because of some genuine reason. Then too, they would first take leave from

the Holy Prophet ^ 3 <4* ^ J^ They would then return as soon as they had

completed what they had to do.

In the above verse, Allah describes this quality of the believers (Mu'minln)

and exposes the hypocrites for their ostentation and treachery. This is one of the

many occasions where the hypocrisy of the hypocrites is exposed in the Qur'an.

The hypocrites used to perform their Salah with extreme reluctance, in a

haphazard fashion, and found extreme difficulty in performing the Fajr and Isha

Salah. They performed their Salah for show and would join the campaigns for

Jihad merely to cause trouble for the Muslims, as mentioned in Surah Tauba

[Surah 9, verse 47]. They were unable to conceal their true identities for long and

the Qur'an often exposed them for what they were.

Describing another trait of theirs, Allah says in Surah Tauba, "Whenever a

Surah is revealed they look at each other (saying), 'Can anyone see you?' Then they turn

away. Allah has turned tlteir hearts away because they are nation who do not

understand/'[Surah 9, verse 127]

The "Marasll of Abu Dawud" mentions that when any Sahabah <*+* Ai ^>j

wished to leave the Holy Prophet's ^ <4* ii ju gathering because of some

reason (like nosebleed), he would indicate to the Holy Prophet ^ 3 4* 2»i J* with
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his index finger. The Holy Prophet ^j Up 4»i ju would permit him using a
gesture of the hand. As the Sahabi ** h ^j left, the Hypocrites would use him as
a screen to steal away themselves. About this Allah revealed the verse, "Allah
certainly knows those ofyou who stealthily slip away. .."

Allah praises the believers (Mu'minin) in these verses. Allah also says, "Do
not make the calling of the messenger among yourselves like your calling to each other."

i.e. A person should respond immediately to the call of the Holy Prophet a* in j^>
pLo* When others call a person, he has the choice to respond. However, when the
Holy Prophet^ a* in j* called anyone, he had to respond. This was always the
practice of the Sahabah^ in ^Jt Even when they were called elsewhere, they
would remain seated until the Holy Prophet^ a* in j^ permitted them leave.

The hypocrites, however, looked for every opportunity to sneak away.

Allah instructs the Holy Prophet^ a* it j*, "So when they seek leave from
you to tend to some affair of theirs, then permit those of them whom you please..."

Although the Sahabah^ in ^j sought leave only when it was necessary, the
Holy Prophet^ a* in j* was granted the authority to permit them if he willed.
This was so because it was possible that they would come to harm if they left, or
the matter did not really require immediate attention. The Holy Prophet a* i>i Ju
r^-j would, therefore, assess the situation before granting leave.

After permitting them to leave, Allah instructs the Holy Prophet^ a* in j^
to "seek Allah's forgiveness for them." Although the need may be urgent, but
leaving the collective affair of the Muslims means that one is giving priority to

one's personal matters over the matter of religion (D'in). Even though one may
not be sinful for tending to one's needs, the possibility did exist that the matter
was not as urgent as it was thought to be. Allowing for this error in judgement,
The Holy Prophet^ a* in j^ was instructed to seek forgiveness on their behalf
because "Verily Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful"

"Do not make the calling of the messenger among yourselves like your calling to

each other." Besides the interpretation mentioned above, commentators have also
interpreted this verse to mean that people should not call the Holy Prophet in ju
pi-j *ip as they call each other. If need be, they should be respectful and say, "O
the Holy Prophet^ a* ^ j^ or "O the Holy Prophet of Allah^ a* in jJl"
They should never say, "Q Muhammad ^u3 a* in j^\"

Allah says in Surah Hujurat, "O you who believe! Never raise your voices above
the voice of the messenger and do not speak to him loudly as you speak loudly with each
other; lest your deeds be laid to waste without you realising. " [Surah 49, verse 2]

"Those who. oppose the messenger's commands should beware that some calamity
(in this world) or a grievous punishment (in the Hereafter) should afflict them" This
verse specifically addresses the hypocrites who thought nothing of their actions
against the Holy Prophet^ a^u iii ju

The verse may be translated to mean Allah's commands, buteven when it is

translated as 'the messenger's commands" it would still denote Allah's commands
because the Holy Prophet^ a* in j* commanded only what Allah commanded.
Allah says in Surah Nisa, "Whoever obeys the messenger has obeyed Allah." [Surah 4,

verse 80]
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Note: Scholars (Ulama) mention that just as it was obligatory for the

Sahabah ^^ & ^j to respond to the call of the Holy Prophet iui j^>

(Jl-j U*, Muslims in every era must respond to the call of those

people who are in authority over them in the matters of Din. These

include the Caliph (Khalifa), the Scholars (Ulama), Imams, principals

of religious institutions, trustees of Masajid, those supervising

conscription for Jihad, etc.

Note: "Those who oppose the messenger's commands should beware that some

calamity or a grievous punishment should afflict them." The jurists have

deduced from this verse that a command, denotes an obligatory

action because punishment can be given only for neglecting

something obligatory.

However, the words of the verse are general and could pertain to all

injunctions of religion (D'in). Therefore, whenever a general command is issued

in the Qur'an and the Ahadith, it will be treated as obligatory unless other

reasons denote that it is not obligatory, but Sunnah, Mustahab, etc.

The actions of many Muslims are diametrically opposed to Allah's

commands merely because of domestic or social pressure. When they are advised

by the Scholars (Ulama), they get annoyed and want to contest the issue. The

shaving of the beard is a good example of this. People who shave act in

opposition to Allah's orders and are even prepared to dispute it. There are

numerous other examples that also point to destruction, yet people are heedless

about their fate in the Hereafter.

>"»>

(64) Lo! Verily to Allah belongs whatever is in the heavens and the earth. Allah

certainly knows your condition. On the day when they shall return to Him, He
will inform them of what they did. Allah has knowledge of all things.

EVERYTHING IN THE HEAVENS AND THE EARTH BELONGS TO
ALLAH AND HEKNOWS EVERYTHING

This concluding verse of Surah Nur clearly announces to man saying, "Lo!

Verily to Allah belongs whatever is in the heavens and the earth. (Whatever you do, you

should remember that) Allah certainly knows your condition. On the day [of Judgment

(Qiyamah)] when they shall return to Him, He will inform them of what they did. (He

will then grant them what is because of them because) Allah has knowledge of all things."
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) Blessed indeed is the Being Who revealed the Criterion to His bondsman so

that he may be a warner to the universe. (2.) The One to Whom belongs the

Kingdom of the heavens and the earth, Who has not taken any son, has no

partner in the Kingdom, has created everything, and then meticulously

perfected them. (3) Besides Him they adopt deities who cannot create anything,
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but have themselves been created. They have no power to effect any harm nor

any benefit to themselves, and do not have any power over life, death or

resurrection. (4) The disbelievers say, "This is merely a lie that he has contrived

and with which other people have assisted him." They have indeed presented a

grave injustice and lie. (5) They say, "Fables of the old men that he has had
written and which are recited to him morning and evening. (6) Say, "The One
Who knows the secrets of the heavens and the earth has revealed it. Certainly,

He has always been the Most Forgiving, the Most Merciful." (7) And they say,

"What is the matter with this messenger that he eats food and walks in the

marketplace? Why is an angel not sent with him to be a warner alongside him?"

(8) ". . . Or why is a treasure not given to him or why does he not have an

orchard from which he may eat?" The oppressors say, "You are merely following

a bewitched man!" (9) Look how they coin similitude's for you! So they wander
astray and will not find any road.

ONENESS OF ALLAH (TAUHID), PROPHETHOOD (RISALAH) AND
THE FOOLISHNESS OF THE POLYTHEISTS (MUSHRIKlN)

These opening verses of Surah Furqan describe the Qur'an, the One Who
revealed the Qur'an, and the one to whom the Qur'an was revealed. Allah says,

"Blessed indeed is the Being Who revealed the Criterion (Qur'an) to His bondsman..."

The Qur'an is the criterion by which truth is discerned from falsehood and by
which the paths of deviation are made distinct from those of guidance.

Allah revealed the Qur'an to the Holy Prophet pL*3 Up i»i JL* "so that he may be

a warner to the universe." This outlines the task of the Holy Prophet ^ 3 a* ii ju.

He is the apostle to every man and jinn to be born until Judgment day (Qiyamah).

He was to warn them of the evil consequences that they are bound to face if they

fail to accept the truth.

Describing Himself further Allah says that He is "The One to Whom belongs

the Kingdom of the heavens and the earth, Wlto has not taken any son, has no partner in

the Kingdom, has created everything, and then meticulously perfected them." Allah

created every being perfectly and imbued them with unique qualities and
characteristics that are suited to the activities for which they were created.

Allah has not made the earth so soft that people can sink in it, nor has He
made it so hard that it cannot be dug. There are innumerable benefits in the

fluidity of water. The air is also similar to water in its fluid movements, yet it is

so vastly different, for good reasons. It can reach places where water cannot so

that people will not be deprived of it in all places.

Allah then discusses the preposterousness of the polytheists when He says,

"Besides Him (Whose description has been given above), they adopt deities who
cannot create anything, but have themselves been created (by Allah). (In fact, they are

so helpless that) They have no poioer to effect any harm nor any benefit to themselves,

and do not have any power over life, death or resurrection." They cannot give life to

the dead, cannot give death to the living, nor can they raise the dead on the Day
of Judgement.

"The disbelievers say, 'This (Qur'an) is merely a lie that he [The Holy Prophet

,0-.^ aIp ii jl*] has contrived and with which other people have assisted him.
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"Refuting this blasphemy, Allah says, "They have indeed presented a grave injustice

and lie"

Some commentators have mentioned that the polytheists were referring to
the Jews when they said that "other people have assisted" The Holy Prophet & j^
tX*3 <M. They said that the people of book (Ahlul Kitab) assisted the Holy Prophet
fi-j u* j»i j-# because these people were aware of the incidents discussed in the
previous scriptures. However, their refutation has no effect on the veracity of the
Qur'an.

"They say (about the Qur'an), 'Fables of the old men that he [The Holy Prophet^ a* jbi jj\ has had written and which are recited to him morning and evening/"
Allah refutes their statement by instructing the Holy Prophet^ a* it ju to "Say,

'The One Who knows the secrets of the heavens and the earth has revealed it." Allah is

perfectly aware of whatever the polytheists and the disbelievers say and will

punish them for it.

However, if these people repent for their evils and accept Islam, Allah will

certainly accept them with open arms because "Certainly, He has always been the

Most Forgiving, the Most Merciful
"

"And they say, 'What is the matter with this messenger that he eats food and walks
in the marketplace"' The polytheists thought that the Holy Prophet must be
someone different from the rest of humans. However, Allah has created the
Prophets ^LJ\^ as humans, like those to whom they have been sent. This is

perfectly in-order because only a human can understand other humans and
practically demonstrate Allah's injunctions to them.

They also used to say, "Why is an angel not sent with him to be a warner
(against Allah's punishment) alongside him? Or why is a treasure not given to him or

why does he not have an orchard from which he may eat?" The polytheists wanted to

see the above so that they could recognise the Holy Prophet^ a* &\ ju as being
different from them. Without any of these, they refused to accept him as Allah' s

apostle.

"The oppressors (also had the audacity to) say, 'You are merely following a

bewitched man! "They said this when they were unable to reply to the miraculous
nature of the Qur'an.

Allah then says, "Look how they coin similitude's for you! So they wander astray
and will not find any road." If they had given the matter due thought, The Holy
Prophet rL-j a* &\ j+ and the Qur'an would have been a source of guidance for

them. However, since they have chosen not to apply their common sense, they
have chosen the road of deviation and will not be rightly guided.
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(10) Blessed is that Being Who, if He willed, would have granted you better

bounties than this, by way of gardens beneath which rivers flow and He would

have made palaces for you. (11) However, they deny Judgment day (Qiyamah)

and We have prepared the Blaze for those who deny Judgment day (Qiyamah).

(12) When it will see them from a distance, they will hear the roar of its fury and

its crackling. (13) When they are flung into a narrow place with their hands and

feet in shackles, they will cry out for destruction. (14) Do not cry only for one

destruction today, but cry for many a destruction. (15) Say, "Is this better, or the

Heaven (Jannah) of eternity that the pious have been promised. It shall be a

reward and an abode for them. (16) There they shall have whatever they desire

and they will live there forever. This is a promise that your Lord has undertaken

to fulfill and for which He should be implored.

THE FURY OF HELL (JAHANNAM) ON THE DAY OF JUDGMENT
DAY (QIYAMAH), WHEN THE DISBELIEVERS WILL BE CAST INTO
ITS NARROW CONFINES AND THE PIOUS WILL BE ADMITTED
INTO HEAVEN (JANNAH)

In the foregoing verses, Allah tells of how the disbelievers taunted the Holy
Prophet fi-j 4ip ii ju by saying that he should have been given gardens and

treasures. Allah now tells them that He has power over all things and can grant -

him things that are much better than what the disbelievers talk about.

Allah says, "Blessed is that Being Who, if He willed, would have granted you

better bounties than this, by way of gardens beneath which rivers flow and He would

have made palaces for you/' However, Allah, in His infinite wisdom, grants

whatever He wills to whoever He wills. None can question Him about His

intentions.

Allah then speaks about another denial of the disbelievers. Allah says that,

together with their denial of the Holy Prophet's jJL-j Up jm jl* apostleship, "they

deny Judgment day (Qiyamah)" as well. Because of their denial of the Hereafter,

they continue to make absurd remarks about Islam and foster evil within their

hearts. Allah warns them, "We have prepared the Blaze for those who deny Judgment

day (Qiyamah)/'

On the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah), "When it (Hell) will see them from a

distance, they will hear the roar of its fury and its crackling/' Hell will be furious with

those people whom Allah is angry with. Its fury will be expressed by the sounds

it will emit.

"When they areflung into a narrow place with their hands andfeet in shackles, they
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will cry out for destruction." Although Hell itself is extremely vast, the people of
Hell will be cast into narrow confines. The Holy Prophet pi-j a* ii jl* has
mentioned that people will be hammered into Hell just like nails are hammered
into walls. [Ibn kathir v. 3 p. 311]

Allah says in Surah Saba, "We will place yokes upon the necks of the disbelievers.

They will be punished only for what they did." When these people will be cast into

Hell, they will cry out wishing for death, thinking that it will save them from the

punishment. They will be told, "Do not cryfor only one destruction (death) today, but

cryfor many a destruction (deaths)." This will make no difference because they will

still suffer the same eternal punishment that is because of them.

Allah says in Surah Fatir, "The Fire ofHell will be for those who disbelieve. There

(in Hell) no decree will be passed against them by which they may die. Their punishment
will also not be lightened. Thus do We punish every disbeliever." [Surah 35, verse 36]

Allah then instructs the Holy Prophet^ *-u b\ j+ to tell the disbelievers, "I

this better, or the Heaven (Jannah) of eternity that the pious have been promised. It

[Heaven (Jannah)] shall be a reward and an abode for them. There they shall have

whatever they desire and they will live thereforever.
"

This life of the pious will be in direct contrast to the horrible life that the

disbelievers will be forced to live in Hell. Allah says in Surah Saba, "A barrier will

fall between them and the desires they hoped for, just as it occurred to the groups before

them. Indeed, they were ever in a confusing doubt." [Surah 34, verse 54]

About the promise of Heaven (Jannah) Allah says, "This is a promise that your
Lord has undertaken to fulfil and for which He should be implored." Allah will grant a
person this lofty stage of Heaven (Jannah) if he earnestly beseeches Allah for it

and works towards it. Quoting the supplication of the intelligent ones, Allah says
in Surah Al Imran, "Our Lord, confer upon us what You have promised us by Your
messengers and do not disgrace us on the Day of Judgement. Verily Ypu do not break

Your promise." [Surah 3, verse 194]

Praying for Heaven tfannah) does not mean that one is doubtful about
Allah's promise, but it expresses one's needs and secures for one the rewards of

making supplication (du'a).

**&* -> -
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(17) The day when they, together with those whom they worship besides Mlih,
will be gathered together and Allah will ask, "Did you lead these bondsmen of
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Mine astray, or did they themselves deviate from the path?" (18) They will say,

"You are Pure! It did not behove us that we take any allies besides You, but what

happened was that You granted enjoyment to their fathers until they forgot the

remembrance and were a destroyed nation." (19) "They have falsified what you

said and you will neither be able to avert the punishment, nor receive any

assistance. We shall inflict a grievous punishment on those of you who are

oppressive.

THE QUESTIONS TO BE POSED TO THE FALSE GODS OF THE
IDOLATERS, AFTER WHICH THEY WILL BE ENTERED INTO HELL
(JAHANNAM)

Allah declares that, on the Day of Judgement, the polytheists, "together with

those whom they worship besides Allah [including the angels, idols, Sayyidina Isa *4*

f!>LJ\ and Sayyidina Uzair ^LJ\ Up], will be gathered together and Allah will ask (these

'gods'), 'Did you lead these bondsmen (the Polytheists) of Mine astray, or did they

themselves deviatefrom the path?"'

In response to Allah' s question "They will say, (O Allah) You are Pure! It did

not behove us that we take any allies besides You..." By saying this they would
absolve themselves of all blame and reject the worship that was offered to them.

Some commentators say that only the animate and understanding "gods"

will be questioned; not the inanimate ones like the idols. However, another

group of commentators maintain even the idols and other unintelligible "gods"

will be questioned after being given the capacity to understand and speak.

The "gods" will add to their reply by saying, "but what happened was that You

granted enjoyment to theirfathers (causing them to fall deep into the abyss of carnal

passions) until they forgot the remembrance (of Allah and the divine scriptures) and

were a destroyed nation."

Those who worshipped these false gods will be told, "They (your gods) have

falsified what you said (that they were your gods) and you will neither be able to avert

the punishment, nor receive any assistance." The hopes that the polytheists pinned in

their gods will, therefore, be dashed.

"We shall inflict a grievous punishment on those of you who are oppressive." i.e .

on those who perpetrate the greatest oppression of disbeliefs.

(20) All the messengers that We sent before you used to eat food and walk in the

marketplaces. We have made some of you as trials to others. Will you persevere?

Your Lord is Ever Watchful.
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THE PROPHETS f
*-Ji ^ USED TO EAT AND WALK IN THE

MARKETS, AND EVERY MAN IS A TRIAL FOR THE OTHER
It was mentioned in a few verses prior to this that the polytheists questioned

the human nature of the Prophets <oU* r^ and expressed surprise that they
could eat and walk about in the markets when the need arose. Allah replies to

this by saying that the behaviour of the Holy Prophet <x» 3 *a* &\ ju> was nothing
strange because 'All the messengers that We sent before you used to eat food and walk
in the marketplaces."

Allah had imbued the Prophets f*~b ^+1* with certain attributes that were
befitting for their rank. None has the right to dictate to Allah what these

attributes should be. When Allah has decreed that the Prophets f%J\ ^M should
also behave like other humans (which they were), people will be foolish to add
that they cannot be humans. It is perfectly reasonable that the Prophets f&J\^
should be humans to be able to propagate their message to humans.

"We have made some of you as trials to others." Allah has made some people
rich, while others remain poor. The rich are put to trial when they look down
upon the poor and say that Allah must be disliking the poor to make them suffer

poverty, while they (the rich) are Allah's chosen folk. The rich polytheists

taunted the Holy Prophet ,0-^ *a± ii ju poverty and asked why was he not given a

treasure or an orchard.

Allah says in Surah An'am, "Thus We tested them with each other so that they

say, "These are those whom Allah has blessedfrom amongst us." [Surah 6, verse 53]

The rich are also a trial for the poor because, when the poor see the wealth
of the rich, they may be overcome with jealousy. Therefore, Allah asks, "Will you
persevere?" Each person has to persevere and be content with his lot. ["Ruhul

Ma'ani"]

"Your Lord is Ever Watchful." He is Aware of those who persevere, as well as

those who do not. He will grant them their due retribution.
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(21) Those who do not aspire to meet Us say, "Why are angels not sent to us or

why do we hot see our Lord?" They are certainly proud of themselves and have

opted to be extremely rebellious. (22) There shall be no glad tidings for the

criminals on that day when they see the angels, and they will shout, "Stay far

away!" (23) We will then turn to their deeds and reduce them to scattered dust.

(24) The people of Heaven will be in the best of abodes and the best of resting

places.

A WARNING TO THE REJECTERS AND GLAD TIDINGS FOR THE
PEOPLE OF HEAVEN

Another of the absurd statements made by the disbelievers when they

rejected the apostleship of the Holy Prophet ^] 4* ^ J^>, was to say, "Why are

angels not sent to us or why do we not see our Lord?" They claimed that they would
believe only when the angels confirmed the message or when they saw Allah

with their naked eyes.

They made such statements only because they neverHbelieved in the

Hereafter and had no fear for it. Those who believe in the Hereafter will think

over the matter and realise that a person who is so venerable and who has

displayed so many miracles cannot be a liar. However, those who are heedless of

the Hereafter will not hesitate to make foolish statements to satisfy their

obstinacy. Therefore, Allah attributes the statement to "Those who do not aspire to

meet Us."

In reply to their demand Allah says, "They are certainly proud of themselves

and have opted to be extremely rebellious." They are so haughty that they actually

deem themselves fit enough to see Allah with their naked eyes and that they

require witnesses to attest to the apostleship of the Holy Prophet^ 3
u* ai jl*.

"There shall be no glad tidings for the criminals (the rejecters) on that day when
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they see the angels..." Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas **ii ^ says that this day
refers to the day when they will die. Other commentators say that it refers to the

Day of Judgement. On this day they will finally realise their desire to see the

angels, but the occasion will not be very pleasant for them.

They will then be doomed to the eternal punishment of Hell. On that

occasion, to be rescued from the punishment, they will shout, "Stay far awayji"

However, this will not help them. *

All the good deeds that the disbelievers carried out in this world will not
benefit them in the Hereafter because they lacked the qualification of Iman
(Belief). Allah says in Surah Ibrahim, "The example of the actions of those who
disbelieve in their Lord is like that of ashes that are blown away by a wind on a stormy

day. They have absolutely no control of what they earn. This is a distant deviation."

[Surah 14, verse 18]

Allah says here, "We will then turn to their deeds and reduce them to scattered

dust." The dust referred to in this verse are those microscopic particles of dust
that are usually seen in rays of sunlight that filters through tiny holes like air

vents. Although they are many in number, but they cannot serve any purpose.
Similarly, the deeds of the disbelievers will be of no avail to them in th£-

Hereafter.

After describing the people of hell, Allah speaks about those of Heaven. He
says, "The people ofHeaven will be in the best ofabodes and the best of resting places."

In Surah Kahf Allah describes heaven as "A fine reward indeed, and the best of
resting-places!" [Surah 18, verse 31]

.
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(25) Call to mind the day when the sky will be rent asunder with clouds and the
angels will descend in large numbers. (26) True sovereignty on that day will be
exclusive for Rahman. The day will be very difficult for the disbelievers. (27)

The day when the oppressor will bite his hands saying, "If only I had chosen a

path with the messenger!" (28) "... Woe to me! If only I had never taken such a

person as a friend/' (29) "...He has certainly deviated me from remembrance
after it had come to me." Shaytan (Satan) always deserts man when he is in

need. (30) The messenger will say, "O my Lord! My people have ignored this
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Qur'an." (31) Thus have We appointed from the criminals an enemy for every

Prophet. Your Lord suffices as a Guide and a Helper.

THE FRIGHTENING SCENE OF JUDGMENT DAY (QIYAMAH),
WHEN THE DISBELIEVER WILL WISH THAT HE HAD NOT
BEFRIENDED THE WRONG PERSON

Allah begins to describe the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah) by saying, "Call to

mind the day when the sky will be rent asunder with clouds../' Allah also describes the

splitting of the skies in the opening verses of Surah Infitar (Surah 82) and Surah

Inshiqaq (Surah 84). The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" interprets the above verse to

mean that the appearance of the clouds will cause the sky to split. Allah has the

power to do this.

He has also mentioned that the verse could be interpreted to mean that

when the sky splits, it will appear as if there are clouds there. Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Abbas ^ &\ ^j has mentioned that "the sky" refers to all the seven

skies, and not only the one above the earth.

". .....and the angels will descend in large numbers. " Man cannot understand the

precise manner in which this shall take place. "Ruhul Ma'ani" has quoted a

lengthy narration concerning this verse, but the narration appears to be an

"Isra'iliyat" (sourced from the Bani Isra'Il) and cannot be verified.

The author of "Bayanul Qur'an" writes that the splitting of the skies will

signal the beginning of reckoning. It does not refer to the time when the trumpet

will be blown for the first time, causing the destruction of everything.

"True sovereignty on that day will be exclusive for Rahman." None shall survive

as kings and leaders on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah). In Surah Mu'min Allah

says that He will announce on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah), "To Whom does all

Kingdom belong today? To Allah, the One, the Omnipotent." Allah then says that the

Day of Judgment (Qiyamah) "will be very difficult for the disbelievers.

"

"The day when the oppressor will bite his hands saying, 'Ifonly I had chosen a path

with the messenger!"' "Ruhul Ma'ani" reports that whenever the polytheist, Uqba
bin Abi Mu'It returned from a journey, he would invite all the people of Makkah
for a feast. He enjoyed the company of the Holy Prophet'^ 3 <d* iui jl* and would
associate with him very much.

On one occasion, he again invited the Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up i»i ju after

returning from a journey. However, The Holy Prophet ^ 3 <4* & J~* told him that

he refused to accept his invitation until he testified to "La ildha IIIAllah" and that

the Holy Prophet jJUj Up it ju was Allah's messenger. When he invited the Holy
Prophet ,Juj Up ii Jl^ for the second time, he received the same reply. He
eventually recited the Kalimah.

When Ubayy bin Khalaf heard about this, he immediately came to Uqba
asking him, "Have you become a heretic?" Uqba replied, "I have not become a

heretic by heart. What happened was that a person came to my house and
refused to accept my invitation to partake of meals until I said what he requested

me to say. Since I do not like any person to leave my house without eating, I said

what he bade me to say and he ate."
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Ubayy told him, "I shall never be pleased with you until you revile this

person." Consequently, he behaved extremely rudely towards the Holy Prophet

jJl-j Up i»» JL*. The Holy Prophet ^jl-j Up i»i jl* told him that he would be slain

when he meets the Holy Prophet <JL.j aJp &\ ju> outside Makkah. This came to

pass when he was killed in the battle of Badr.

The "oppressor" in the above verse refers to Uqba, when, on the Day of

Judgment (Qiyamah), he will lament severing ties with the Holy Prophet u* i»i j^>

jJL-j. He will say further, "Woe to me! If only I had never taken such a person (Ubayy

bin Khalaf) as a friend. He has certainly deviated me from remembrance (of Allah, the

advices given by the Holy Prophet ^3 aJLp &\ j^ and the Qur'an) after it had come to

me. " The person whom he took as a friend turned out to be his worst enemy.

"Satan (Shaytan) always deserts man when he is in need." This sentence may
either be a continuation of the statement made the "oppressor" mentioned above,

or it may be a statement of Allah, warning mankind of Satan's (Shaytan s)

treachery. Satan (Shaytan) misleads man to commit disbelief and all types of sins.

However, when man requires his assistance, Shaytan always leave him in the

lurch, betraying his loyalty.

Some commentators have mentioned that the "oppressor" refers to any

disbeliever, while "such a person" refers to Satan (Shaytan). They say this because

the words of the verse are general and not specific.

When the disbelievers will lament their union with the other disbelievers

and wish that they had rather befriended Allah's messenger (JL-j d* i»i ju, he will

testify against them saying, "O my Lord! My people have ignored this Qur'an
"

Therefore, the disbelievers and polytheists will be condemned to Hell by their

own confession, as well as by the testimony of the Holy Prophet ^3 ^ &\ J**.

The general context of the verse will also include those so-called Muslims
who are in senior government positions and who not only transgress Allah's

laws in the Qur'an, but, in their legislation, give preference to the disbelievers

laws over Qur'anic laws. Some even stoop to the extent of labelling Islamic laws

as being barbaric and cruel.

Commentators mention that the plight described kt the verse will also face

those Muslims who do not recite the Qur'an at all as well as those who recite the

Qur'an but who never touch it at all and never look into it when reciting.

"Thus have We appointed from the criminals an enemy for eveiy Prophet." Every

Prophet {%J\ Up had enemies. However, this fact sKould not cause any distress

because "Your Lord suffices as a Qutde and a Helper. "Allah will always be there to

assist His Prophets ^lj\ r^".
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(32) The disbelievers say, "Why is the entire Qur'an not revealed to him at

once?" We have revealed it in this manner so that your heart may be

strengthened by it, and We have revealed it gradually. (33) Whenever they pose

ridiculous questions to you, We reveal the precise reply to you with explicit

clarity. (34) Those who shall be resurrected on their faces will certainly be in the

worst of predicaments and most deviated from the path.

THE WISDOM BEHIND THE GRADUAL REVELATION OF THE
QUR'AN

Among the numerous preposterous arguments raised by the polytheists is

the one that asks. ''Why is the entire Qur'an not revealed to him at once?" They fail to

understand that Allah reserves the right to reveal His book as He pleases.

Allah then also gives a reason for the piecemeal revelation of the Qur'an by

saying, "We have revealed it in this manner so that your heart may be strengthened by

it... The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 19 p.15) writes that the gradual revelation

facilitated ease in memorising and in understanding the Qur'an.

The repetitive descent of Jibr'Il pLJ\ Up also served to strengthen the Holy

Prophet's (JL-j Up iii JU resolve against the persistent onslaught of the

disbelievers. The gradual revelation also facilitated the understanding of those

verses that were abrogated. In addition, it allowed the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up i» ju*

to present decisive replies to the many arguments of the disbelievers. The

appropriate verses were always revealed on the right occasions, thereby

affording strength of resolve and consolation to the Holy Prophet ,Jk>.u* i»i ju*.

This repetitive effect would not have been achieved if the Qur'an was revealed

all at once. Besides these, there are still many more reasons for the Qur'an's

piecemeal revelation.

".....and We have revealed it gradually." 'Ruhul Ma'ani" quotes Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Abbas ** it ^Jf who interprets this part of the verse to mean that

the Qur'an was revealed very clearly and slowly in pauses. It therefore took 23

years before being revealed fully.

Thereafter, Allah further strengthens the resolve of the Holy Prophet &v J~*
(JL-j Up by saying, "Whenever they pose ridiculous questions to you, We reveal the

precise reply to you with explicit clarity." These replies put an effective end to their

arguments and criticisms.

Allah then describes the plight of the disbelievers when He says, "Those who

shall be resurrected on theirfaces will certainly be in the worst ofpredicaments and most

deviated from the path. " They never believed that they would face these

circumstances when they were warned in this world. However, in the Hereafter

they will experience the truth of what they were told.

$ <J\ £<&^jm '&& h: city frtiZ <^P -&J\
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(35) Verily We gave the Book to Musa and made his brother Harun a minister to

him. (36) We then said, "The two of you should go to the nation that denies Our
signs. Thereafter We completely annihilated the nation." (37) And We drowned
the people of Nuh when they denied the messengers, making them a lesson to

people. We have prepared an excruciating punishment for the oppressors. (38)

We also annihilated the Ad, the Thamud, the people of the well and numerous
nations between them. (39) We have coined similitude's for each of them and
demolished each one of them. (40) These people have certainly passed the town
that was showered by a devastating rain. Have they not Seen it? Nay, but they

do not aspire for resurrection. (41) When they see you they seek only to ridicule

you (by saying), "Has Allah sent him as a messenger?" (42) ".... He would have
led us away from our gods if we had not persevered with them." Shortly, when
they see the punishment, they will come to know who has strayed most from the

path. (43) Have you seen the one who has taken his whims as a deity? Will you
be a guardian over him? (44) Or do you think that most of them hear or

understand? They are merely like animals, but even more astray.

THE DESTRUCTION OF THE AD, THAMUD AND OTHER
NATIONS THE EVIL PLIGHT OF THE IDOLATERS

The above verses speak of the annihilation of the previous nations after they

denied the Prophets
r
*>t~Jt^ and the message brought by them. All these are

cited as lessons for those who recite the Qur'an. Allah first makes mention of

how the people of Fir'aun and the nation of Sayyidina Nuh r%Ji *M were
drowned in this very world. Concerning their plight in the Hereafter, Allah says,

"We have prepared an excruciating punishmentfor the oppressors.
"

"We also annihilated the Ad, the Thamud, the people of the well and numerous
nations between them. We have coined similitudes for each of them (so that they may be

guided by these. However, they refused to accept the truth so We sent Our punishment to

them) and demolished each one of them.
"

Referring to the cities of the people of Sayyidina Lut f*~h -Up, Allah says,

"These people (the Polytheists of Makkah) have certainly passed the town that was
showered by a devastating rain." These cities were overturned when they engaged
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in the vile deed of sodomy/Thereafter, their cities suffered a shower of stones

from the skies. The details of this incident have been given in Surah A'raf [Error!

Bookmark not defined.] and in Surah Hud [Surah 11, verse 77-83].

The polytheists of Makkah passed by the ruins of Sodom twice annually

en route to Sham (Syria) for trade purposes. However, they failed to learn any

lesson from what they saw. Allah says in Surah Saffat. "You pass by them in the

mornings and at nights. Do you not understand?" The above verse of Surah

Furqan mentions the singular word "town" even though these were a few

cities. A singular word has been used because it may refer to the main town

from these or it could refer to all collectively (as is possible in the Arabic

language).

"Have they not seen it? Nay, but they do not aspire for resurrection." The

Polytheists have been forewarned and can see the consequences of disobedience

before them. However, they do not believe in the Hereafter and regard the ruin

of the previous nations as mere natural occurrences.

The truth about the 'people of the well" cannot be verified beyond doubt. One

opinion cited in "Ruhul Ma'ani" states that they were the descendants of the

Thamud and lived in Yamamah. Others say that these people lived in the vicinity

of a well in Antioch.

Another opinion says that they were idol worshippers who lived in an area

that had many wells and they possessed an abundance of livestock. Sayyidina

Shu'ayb ** &^ was sent to preach them, but they were rebellious and caused

him much pain and suffering. It then transpired that they were all gathered once

around a well that had recently been dug and which was not yet completed.

Allah caused the ground to collapse beneath them, causing them all to be buried

alive.

Other commentators maintain that the "people of the well" were the same

people described as the "people of the trench," who will be discussed in Surah

Buruj (Surah 85), Insha Allah.

Allah then discusses the rebelliousness of the Quraysh. Allah tells the Holy

Prophet'.pJL.j <uU ii ju» that "When they see you they seek only to ridicule you (by

saying), 'Has Allah sent him as a messenger?"'

This statement resembles what the Thamud said to Sayyidina Salih^%-Ji 4*.

They said, "Has a revelation come only to him from among all of us?" Such statements

are based on ignorance because none can question Allah's choice when

appointing Prophet (OUt aJLp. Allah replies to them in Surah An'am. when He
says, "Allah knows best where He wishes to place His message." (i.e. with whom He
wished to entrust it).

People need to ponder about and deliberate over the message brought to

them by the Prophets '(%*& (H-1p. They need not question the messenger. The

Polytheists of Makkah were foolish enough to regard their denial of the Holy

Prophet's^ u* &y JL* message as an achievement. It is for this reason that they

said, "He [The Holy Prophet^ 3 <4* &\ ju>] would have led us awayfrom our gods if

we had not persevered with them."
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Allah replies by saying, "Shortly, when they see the punishment, they will come

to know who has strayed mostfrom the path." In this world they considered the Holy

Prophet (JL-j aJp ifo J^> to be astray, but the reality of the situation will be exposed

to them in the Hereafter. However, it will then be too late to make amends.

Addressing the Holy Prophet jJL-j ^ ibt JL^, Allah goes on to say, "Have you

seen the one who has taken his whims as a deity? Will you be a guardian over him? Or do

you think that most of them hear or understand? They are merely like animals, but even

more astray." Allah consoles the Holy Prophet <JL.j ^ &\ J^ in these verses by

telling him that he should not consider it his duty to convert people because he

cannot force them into anything.

Allah says in Surah Zumar, "Without doubt, We have revealed to you a Book

with the truth for the people. Whoever is rightly guided, is guided for his benefit, and

whoever is misguided, then it is to his own detriment. You have not been sent as a warder

over them." [Surah 39, verse 41]

Allah describes the disbelievers as people who bow to the dictates of their

whims just like others bow in submission to their deities. Such people cannot be

guided, so one should never hope that they will ever hearken to the truth, nor

understand it. They have reached a stage where "They are merely like animals, but

even more astray.

"

Animals are not bound to any Shari'ah, so they cannot be criticised for

failing to comply with it. People are however constricted to the limitations fixed

by the Shari'ah. Therefore, if they fail to comply, they will be regarded as worse

than even the animals.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that the animals realise that they have

to be obedient to their masters and even recognise those who are good to them

and those who are not. They know where to eat and sleep, know where to gain

benefit and which places and occasions to shun when they anticipate harm.

However/man does not realise that he has to obey his Creator, Master and

Sustained. He does not recognise that Allah is good to him but he rather follows

the dictates of his whims. He does not hasten to do good, which is of benefit to

him, but rather continues to sin without perceiving the devastating

consequences. The disbeliever is therefore worse than the animals.

"Or do you think that most of them hear or understand?" the author of "Ruhul

Ma'ani" says that the word "most of them" is used in this verse because there are

those Disbelievers who are destined to believe.

The foregoing verses warn man that he is headed for destruction if he

follows the dictates of his carnal self because this will plunge him into the abyss

of sin. Sayyidina Jabir ** ib» ^j reports that the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up iui JU said,

"I fear most that my Ummah will follow their whims and entertain lengthy

hopes, causing them to forget the Hereafter." ["Mishkat" p. 444]

Another hadith cites the following three factors as being most destructive.

(1) Following the dictates of the carnal self, (2) miserliness and (3) pride, which is

the most serious of the three. X'Mxshkat" p. 434]

Although it is the trait of the disbelievers to pander to the wishes of one's
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carnal self, many Muslims are also guilty of the same crime. They shun the clear

teachings of the Qur'an and Ahadlth, and fabricate their own teachings, some of

which lead them to disbelief. Some of these people say that the Holy Prophet J-*

jl,j Up i» had knowledge of the unseen, while others claim that he was not a

human. There are also those foolish ones who claim that the Qur'an was altered

and that the vast majority of the Sahabah ^ ifct ^>j were disbelievers (Allah

forbid!).

These beliefs have been formulated as a result of worshipping the carnal self

(the nafs). There are also many people who carry out certain irreligious practices

in the name of Islam. These are all heretic practices that are perpetrated greatly

during the months of Muharram, Rabl'ul Awwal, Rajab and Sha'ban.

Hakimul Ummah Thanwi 4* ito ^j has enumerated many of these in his

book "Islahur Rusum". These are common in many Muslim regions because they

do not require any sanction because of their fallacious and spurious nature.

I (the author of this Tafslr) was once travelling in the southern part of India,

when I happened to be sitting in a Masjid with the Imam. After the Zuhr Adhan
had finished, I heard drums being beaten. When Tasked the Imam about it, he

replied that they beat the drums to inform the women that Adhan was over. I

asked him, "Did such a practice take place during the time of the Holy Prophet

pjL^ <Op ifo JL* When he replied in the negative, I asked him why then did they

innovate such a practice in the Religion.

I also discovered that the people in that region would not remove any

corpse from a house until the family of the deceased distributed sweet roties

among the people.

On one of my journeys to Damascus I heard the Mu'adhin (the person who
calls out the Adhan) recited Durud [salutations on the Holy Prophet Up ibi ju
'|JL,j] loudly before calling out the Adhan. The people there also recited Durud
loudly when they saw the Imam mounting the pulpit on a Friday. They continue

to do so until he is properly seated upon the pulpit.

There are many such heretic practices throughout the world. When people
are told about these, they begin to argue and present fabricated proofs to

substantiate their actions. In this way they refute the Qur'an and Ahadlth. This is

clearly because of their submission to the dictates of their carnal self (nafs).

L-U -Xi\ Sj X*>. t£jji jk, UQ !/—» £*«» Lai 4^*i jJj> G9 >U.>
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(45) Do you not see how your Lord spreads the shadow. If He willed, He could

have made it stationary. We then appoint the sun as a sign to it. (46).... Then We
gradually withdraw it towards Ourselves. (47) Allah is the One Who has made

the night as a garment, has made sleep a form of rest and has made the day a

time to spread out. (48) He is the One Who sends the winds as a conveyer of glad

tidings ahead of His mercy. And He sends from the skies water that purifies.

(49) "... So that We revive dead land with it and so that We give drinking water

to Our creation from the animals and many people. (50) We have certainly

distributed it between them so that they take heed, but most people wish only to

be ungrateful. (51) If We willed, We would have sent a warner t© every village.

(52) So do not follow the disbelievers and staunchly oppose them with it.

A MANIFESTATION OF ALLAH'S MIGHT IN THE SHADOW, THE
SUN, THE MOON, THE WINDS AND THE RAIN

Allah begins by saying, "Do you not see how your Lord spreads tine shadow. IfHe
willed, He could have made it stationary. " It is commonly observed that shadows are

long when the sun rises. Allah has the might to make the shadow remain that

length even as the sun moves across the sky.

"We then appoint the sun as a sign to it. Then We gradually withdraw it towards

Ourselves. " Allah has made the moving of the sun as a sign by which the lengths

of shadows vary. As the sun moves across the sky, shadows diminish until

midday. Thereafter, they begin to grow until sunset. Even though it appears as if

the sun causes the variation' in shadow lengths, it is actually Allah Who is

controlling everything;

Allah then continues to say, "Allah is the One Who has made the night as a

garment (because it conceals everything), has made sleep a form of rest..." After a

day of work, people usually sleep at night to replenish their strength. The
darkness of the night is conducive to sound sleep, whereas sleeping during

the day is usually possible only when darkness is created by drawing

curtains, etc.

The Holy Prophet pJL-j u* &\ j^> has mentioned that sleep is the sister of

death. It is for this reason that Allah describes the day as a "time to spread

out." The Arabic word "nushura" (translated above as "time to spread out") is

normally used for resurrection on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah). During the

day, people spread out on earth to perform their various tasks.

Allah says in Surah Qasas, "Because ofHis mercy, He (Allah) has created the day

and the night for you so that you may find peace in them, seek from His bounty, and

express your gratitude to Him." [Surah 28, verse 73]

Since sleep resembles death, the Holy Prophet ,jl-_, Up ii ju used to recite the

following prayer (du'd) before sleeping:
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[TRANSLATION: "O Allah! With Your name do I die and

rise up."]

WHEN AWAKENING, HE USED TO RECITE:

[TRANSLATION: "All praise be to Allah, Who has granted

us life after causing our deaths, and to Him shall Our return be."]

Allah then describes the bounty of rain when He says, "He is the One Who

sends the winds as a conveyer of glad tidings ahead of His mercy." When people feel

the winds that precede rain, they have sufficient time to keep those things under

cover that should not get wet.

Allah then mentions three benefits of rain. The first is that rainwater is

"water that purifies." People are able to cleanse themselves and other things with

water. People are able to bath, make ablution (wudhu), wash clothes, etc with this

water. No other liquid can replace water for this purpose.

The second benefit is that Allah "revive dead land with it." As a result, the

land flourishes with vegetation that is eaten by man and animal alike. Allah

mentions that the third benefit is that He gives "drinking water to Our creationfrom

the animals and many people."

"We have certainly distributed it (rain) between them so that they take heed, but

most people wish only to be ungrateful." Allah sends varying amounts and degrees

of rain to different parts of the world, but people are ungrateful for this.

Man's ingratitude often leads him to disbelief. He eats and drinks from

what Allah has provided, yet worships others. Sinning and disobeying Allah also

amounts to ingratitude.

"If We willed, We would have sent a warner to every village." In this way, The

Holy Prophet's pJL,3 U* ifct ju task would have been lightened. However, Allah

willed that he be blessed with the noble mantle of being the final Prophet to the

entire mankind.

The disbelievers left no stone unturned to oppose the Holy Prophet ^ i» J**

^j from every front. However, Allah advises him not to falter in the least, but

tells him that he should "not follow the disbelievers and staunchly oppose them with it

(i.e. with the Qur'an)."

\r**J^&.I
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(53) It is He Who has merged two $eas, the #he being sweet and quenching,

while the other is salty and bitter* He has created between them a barrier that

acts as an impregnable veil. (54) It is He Who has created man from water and

has appointed for him relatives by blood and relatives by marriage. Your Lord is

Ever Powerful.
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ALLAH'S POWER IS DISPLAYED BY THE MERGING OF TWO
CONTRASTING WATERS THAT DO NOT MIX

The above verses describe two more manifestations of Allah's greatness,
both of which are witnessed daily. Allah begins by saying, "It is He Who has
merged two seas, the one being sweet and quenching, while the other is salty and bitter.

He has created between them a (invisible) barrier that acts as an impregnable veil
"

Allah says in Surah Rahman, "Between the two (waters) is a barrier so that the

two do not transgress i.e. do not trespass their limits/' Although no apparent barrier

can be seen, Allah's power causes the two water masses not to mingle. In this

manner, each water body maintains its own properties and characteristics.

Allah has created everything with their own peculiarities, and they all

function accordingly. However, they may function contrary to their inherent
characteristics when Allah wills. An example of this was when the fire did not
burn Sayyidina Ibrahim

r
*J» Up. Another example is that the waters of the

various seas and rivers do not mix when Allah does not allow them to.

In his Tafsir, Sayyidina Maulana Shabbir Uthmani Up ifo ^ quotes from
"Bayanul Qur'an" that two reliable Bangali Ulema (Scholars) testified to the fact

that the river running between Arkan and Chatgam has two distinctly

discernable types of water. Even from a distance it can be noticed that the one
type of water is white, while the other is black.

They say that the black water resembles the water of the ocean because of its

turbulent nature, having waves crashing to and fro. On the other hand, the white
water is completely calm and boats travel in it. Both these waters flow side by
side, yet they never mix. People say that white water is sweet, while the black
water is salty.

I (the author of this Tafsir) have heard from the students of a district in

India called Barisal that two tributaries emerging from the same river have
different water types. The water of the one tributary is extremely bitter and salty,

while that of the other is extremely pleasant and sweet.

Many reliable people of Dhabel (near Surat, India) have told me (the author)
that, during certain seasons, when the seawater enters the rivers of the area, the

two waters never mix. While the seawater flows strongly on the surface, the river

water remains at the bottom. The verse of the Qur'an is strongly substantiated by
these eyewitness accounts.

Another interpretation of the verse is that Allah has created the various
water bodies on earth to flow in their respective locations. They are all separated
by landmasses and are not allowed to mix with each other, thereby destroying
everything in between. At the same time, they maintain their own properties. It

has never occurred that sweet water turned salty, nor vice versa.

Another exposition of Allah's power is that He "has created man from water
and has appointed for him relatives by blood and relatives by marriage. .."i.e. Allah
created man from a drop of semen. Allah has created sexual passion in humans,
which they satisfy by marrying and begetting children. The marriage also joins

families together and every person thus has two families -his mother's and his

father's.
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Allah fosters love between these families, who continue to expand and grow

as they marry into other families. Allah has mentioned just these few signs of His

power and then says, "Your Lord is Ever Powerful/' He has created many more

things that no other can ever hope to match.

%£ &£ v 41^ $ °Mj {§j i^ -^ 4 ^i: *i^
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(55) Besides Allah they^worship things that do not benefit them, nor harm them.

The disbeliever was ever opposed to his Lord. (56) We have sent you only as a

conveyer of glad tidings and a warner. (57) Say, I do not ask you for any

remuneration except for the person who wishes to tread a path towards his Lord.

(58) Rely only on The Living, Who cannot die and glorify His praises. Allah

suffices as the Knower of His bondsmen's sins. (59) It was He Who created the

heavens, the earth and whatever is between them in six days, and then rose to

the Throne. He is the Most Merciful, so enquire about Him from one who is

knowledgeable. (60) When they are told, "Prostrate to Rahman," they say, "What

is Rahman? Should we prostrate to what you command us?" Their hatred then

only increases. (61) Blessed is the Being Who created gigantic stars in the sky

and placed the sun and the luminous moon in it. (62) It is He Who has appointed

the night and the day in succession for the one who intends to take heed or who
intends to be grateful

ALLAH CREATED THE HEAVENS AND THE EARTH IN SIX DAYS,
AND MADE DAY AND NIGHT SUCCESSORS TO EACH OTHER

Allah depicts the foolishness of the Polytheists when He says, "Besides Allah
they worship things that do not benefit them, nor harm them. The disbeliever was ever

opposed to his Lord." i.e. he behaves as if he is opposed to Allah because he carries

out the deeds that displease Allah the most.

The Arabic word "dhahlra" (translated above as "opposed to ") actually refers
to an aide or ally. However, when it is used with the conjunction "ala" it would
be translated as "an aide against" someone (thus giving the meaning of an
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opponent).

The verse applies to all the disbelievers. They are constantly plotting against

Islam and are allies of Satan (Shaytan). They are also allied to each other against

the Muslims, irrespective of their religious denominations.

Allah then addresses the Holy Prophet jJL.^ Up -&» J~* saying, "We have sent

you only as a conveyer ofglad tidings and a warner." His duty was to propagate the

message of oneness of Allah (Tauhid). Allah exhorts the Holy Prophet up &\ j^>

fJL^ not to grieve if anyone rejected the message, for he could not force anyone to

believe.

Allah then instructs the Holy Prophet <JL.j Up &\ jl* to "Say, I do not ask you

for any remuneration except for (the fact that 1 want to see) the person who wishes to

tread a path towards his Lord (by accepting Islam)." There were no ulterior motives

behind the Holy Prophet's <X*j Up ifc\ Ju, task. It was therefore necessary that

people gave him a hearing and deliberated over his message.

Allah commands the Holy Prophet ^j^ i > further by saying, "Rely

only on The Living (Allah), Who cannot die..." Only Allah can alleviate opposition

and assist against one's enemies. At the same time, he should fervently "glorify

His praises." Here the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up iui ^ is commanded never to fail in

Praises (Tasbih) and glorification (Tahmid) because these will draw Allah's

assistance and aid in removing difficulties.

"Allah suffices as the Knower of His bondsmen's sins." Allah will punish people

according to their sins because He knows exactly who opposes His religion and

His the Holy Prophet <Jl^ Up i»i ju>.

"It was He (Allah) Who created the heavens, the earth and whatever is between

them in six days, and then rose to the Throne..."

The creation of the heavens and the earth in six days is also mentioned in

Surah HaMim Sajdah [Surah 41, verse 12].

The pious predecessors and the Sahabah^ &s ^j have mentioned that the

human mind is incapable of perceiving exactly what is meant by this verse and

other such verses, even though the words can be understood. Therefore, we
should believe in them and should not pursue their explanation. Refer to the

commentary of verse 54 of Surah A'raf (Surah 7) for further details.

When someone asked Imam Malik ^ ibi <^j the meaning of this verse, be

broke out in a sweat. After a period of silence, he said, "The meaning of the word

is known, the interpretation is beyond understanding, belief in it is compulsory

and questioning it is an innovation/' He then told the questioner, "It seems to me
that you are a deviant person." Thereafter he removed him from the gathering.

["Ma'alimut Tanzil" v. 2 p. 165]

"He (Who has been described above) is the Most Merciful so enquire about

Him from one who is knowledgeable." Allah instructs the Holy Prophet pJL-j ^ &\ J^>

to learn more about His attributes from Allah Himself, or from Jibr'il f%J>\ <i*, or

the scholars of the previous divine scriptures.

"When they are told, 'Prostrate to Rahman;' they say (because of their obstinacy
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and ignorance), 'What is Rahman? Should we prostrate to what you command us?"

Their arrogance and rebelliousness do not permit them to listen to any other.

Therefore Allah says, "Their hatred then only increases." Instead of drawing closer,

they grPw more distant.

"Blessed is the Being Who created gigantic stars in the sky and placed the sun and

the luminous moon in it. It is He Who has appointed the night and the day in succession

for the one who intends to take heed or intends to be grateful." Allah draws man's

attention to the fact that He created everything in the universe and that man

should derive a lesson from all of this. By viewing the greatness of the creation,

he should learn that Allah is even Greater and the True Deity.

i^4v £2£ j^j <<% c,c- ^ ^1$ &£ *>* 3*C ££#
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(63) Rahman's bondsmen are those who walk on earth in humility and, when
the ignorant talk to them, they (excuse themselves) saying, "Peace." (64) Those

who spend the night in prostrating and standing before their Lord. (65) Those

who say, "O our Lord! Avert the punishment of Hell from us. Verily its

punishment is devastating indeed!" (66) "It is surely an evil residence and
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abode." (67) Those who, when they spend, are neither extravagant nor miserly,

but are rather stationed in moderation between the two (extremes). (68) Those

who do not call to another deity with Allah, who only kill a soul forbidden by

Allah with a warrant, and who do not fornicate. Whoever perpetrates these shall

meet with a grave punishment... (69) Punishment will be multiplied for him on

the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah) and he shall remain disgraced therein forever...

(70)
" Save for those who repent, believe and perform good deeds. For such

people Allah will convert their sins into good deeds. Allah is Ever Most

Forgiving, Most Merciful. (71) Whoever repents and performs good deeds has

certainly turned to Allah in earnestness. (72) And those who do not engage in

acts of deceit and, when they pass by frivolous acts, they pass by gracefully. (73)

Those who, when they are reminded by the verses of their Lord, do not fall

down deaf and blind. (74) Those who say, "O our Lord! Accord to us the

coolness of our eyes from our spouses and children, and make us leaders of the

pious." (75) These people, because of their steadfastness, shall be rewarded with

balconies, where they will receive prayers of eternal life and peace. (76) They

will abide therein forever. It is surely a beautiful residence and abode. (77) Say,

"My Lord would not concern Himself with you if it had not been for your

supplication. You have surely denied and the consequences will shortly be

realised/

A DESCRIPTION OF ALLAH'S TRUE BONDSMEN
Allah accords to the pious Believers (Mu'minin) the venerable title of,

"Rahman's bondsmen." This is the first description of the pious men. Although all

of mankind are Allah's slaves, this title is used for those who willingly devote

themselves to Allah's worship with conviction and sincerity. The title of being

Allah's slave is the highest honour that any person can achieve. It is with this

title that Allah describes His noblest of creation, The Holy Prophet <X*j a-1* ifo JL»,

when He says, "Pure is that Being Who transported His slave by night from Masjidul

Haram to Masjidul Aqsa..." [Surah Bani Israil (17), verse 1]

Allah describes them further by saying that they are "those who walk on earth

in humility. .."i.e. without pride and arrogance. Allah says in Surah Bani Isra'il,

"And do not walk haughtily on earth. You can certainly not cleave the earth, nor can you

reach the mountains in height/' [Surah 17, verse 37]

The third description given of them is that "when the ignorant talk to them,

they (excuse themselves) saying, 'Peace. - When the ignorant want to begin an

argument with them, they excuse themselves and take leave, greeting them with

"Salam" ("Peace").

Allah says in Surah Qasas , "When they hear futility, they turn away from it

saying, 'Our deeds are ours and your deeds are yours. We greet you with peace. We do

not' wish to converse with the ignorant."' In the same strain, Allah says' in verse 72

of Surah Furqan, "when they pass byfrivolous acts, they pass by gracefully."

They are people who do not waste their time arguing with the ignorant and

never reply to their harsh and rude words. They keep themselves aloof from the

frivolous pastimes of others. This is the typical behaviour of noble and upright

people.
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Allah then describes the fourth quality when he says that they are "Those

who spend the night in prostrating and standing before their Lord. "Their perpetual

worship does not permit them to sleep at nights.

Allah says in Surah Dhariyat, "Verily the abstinent ones shall be in gardens and?

springs receiving .what their Lord confers to them. Indeed these people used to carry out

good deeds before. Little was it that they slept at night and during the closing portions of

the night they would be seekingforgiveness (from Allah). " [Surah 51, verses 15-18]

Allah then mentions their fifth attribute when he says that they are "Those

who say, 'O our Lord! Avert the punishment of Hell from us. Verily its punishment is

devastating indeed! It is surely an evil residence and abode." Although the real

meaning of the word "gharama" (translated above as "devastating") is

'incumbent' and 'binding/ the above translation has been made because when
punishment becomes incumbent on a person, it will surely annihilate him.

Allah's pious bondsmen carry out good deeds, refrain from sins and also seek

Allah's refuge from punishment.

Allah says in Surah Mu'minun, "...those who spend of what they have been

granted and whose hearts tremble because they have to return to their Lord." i.e. they

are worried whether their deeds with be accepted or not.

"Those who, when they spend, are neither extravagant nor miserly, but are rather

stationed in moderation between the two -(extremes)." The Shari'ah encourages

moderation in all matters. Just as it is not permissible to spend Lawful (Halal)

wealth in unlawful (Hardm) avenues, it is equally not permissible to spend it

wastefully in Lawful (Halal) avenues.

The Holy Prophet ^j U* ii JU> said that moderation in spending is half of a

good livelihood. In other words, working to earn a Lawful (Halal) livelihood is

one half of a good livelihood, and the other half will be achieved when this

earned wealth is spent with moderation on oneself, one's family, parents and the

needy.

Only those people may spend all their wealth for Allah's pleasure who have
complete reliance on Allah and who will not be affected in any way when
spending in this manner. An example of such a person was Sayyidina Abu Bakr
«* & ^j. He spent everything he had on the military expedition to Tabuk. When
the Holy Prophet ^i-j 4i* 4t ju asked him what he left for his family, he replied,

"I have left Allah and His Holy Prophet ^ 3 a* i»i ju with them (i.e. the pleasure
of Allah and His Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^ ibi j* is sufficient for them)." ["Mishkat" p.

556]

Allah then mentions the sixth quality of His sincere bondsmen. He says that

they are "Those who do not call to another deity with Allah..." i.e. they are not
Polytheists, and adhere fast to oneness of Allah (Tauhid).

Allah continues to describe the seventh and eighth qualities when he says
that they are those who "only kill a soul forbidden by Allah with a warrant, and who
do not fornicate." They will kill another person only if it is proven that he
murdered another, turned apostate, or committed adultery as a married person.
In each of these cases they will be acting in conformance with the Shari'ah.
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"Whoever perpetrates these shall meet with a grave punishment..." Certain

commentators have mentioned that the Arabic word "athama (translated above
as "a grave punishment") is another name for Hell.

"Punishment will be multiplied for him on the Day ofJudgment (Qiyamah) and he

shall remain disgraced therein forever..." This verse describes the punishment of a

disbeliever because only the disbelievers will dwell forever in Hell.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** &\ ^ reports that someone asked the

Holy Prophet <X* 3 ^ i» JU, "What is the worst sin?" "That you ascribe partners

to Allah, whereas Allah created you," was the reply. When the person asked to

know which sin followed, the reply was, "That you kill your children fearing that

they will share your food (for fear of poverty)."

"Which sin comes next?" he asked. The Holy Prophet ^ 3 u* i»i ju said,

"That you commit adultery with your neighbour's wife." (Although adultery is

always unlawful (Haram), it will be worse when committed with a one's

neighbour's wife). It was then that Allah revealed the verse "Those who do not call

to another deity with Allah, who only kill a soul forbidden by Allah with a warrant, and

who do not fornicate. " [Bukhari p. 701]

"....Save for those who repent, believe and perform good deeds. For such people

Allah will convert their sins into good deeds. Allah is Ever Most Forgiving, Most

Merciful. " This verse makes it clear that the doors of repentance are forever open
to the disbelievers as well.

Sayyidina Amr bin Al' As ** i» ^>j reports that when he accepted Islam, he
told the Holy Prophet p-L-j Up i»i ju that he will pledge his allegiance to the Holy
Prophet fJ-j Up ifci ju on condition that Allah forgives him. Thereupon the Holy
Prophet jjL-j a* iui ju said, "O Amr! Do you not know that Islam destroys all

(sins) before it?" [Muslim v. 1 p. 76]

In the interpretation of the above verse, 'Ruhul Ma'ani" reports from
Sayyidina Abu Dharr ** At ^j that the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ii ju said, "On the

Day of Judgment (Qiyamah) Allah will instruct that the minor sins of a person be
presented before him, while the major sins be kept aside. When he is asked if he
committed these sins, he will admit to them all, fearing that he will not be able to

reply for the major sins that are still pending. Allah will then command that all

his sins be converted to good deeds."

"The person will then say, 'But there are still many more sins that I do not

see here.' (He will say this in anticipation that these will also be converted to

good deeds)." Sayyidina Abu Dharr ^ ibi ^ says that when the Holy Prophet

fL,j Up <oji J^ said this part, he smiled, causing his blessed teeth to be seen.

["Mishkaf'p. 92]

This hadith tells us that sins will be forgiven and that an equivalent amount
of good deeds will be recorded to the person's name. This interpretation is

necessary because no sin can become a virtue. Other commentators say that sins

will be forgiven after a person is inspired to repent. They will then be replaced

by his future good deeds. ["Ruhul Ma'ani"]

"Whoever repents and performs good deeds has certainly turned to Allah in
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earnestness" Such a person fears Allah's punishment, repents sincerely and

resolves never to sin again.

Allah then describes the tenth quality of His bondsmen. Allah says that they

are "those who do not engage in acts of deceit..." Acts of deceit refer to all deeds that

are contrary to the Shari'ah. Just as everyone understands that sinful deeds are

forbidden, it should also be understood that it is also forbidden to be present in

gatherings where sins are perpetrated. A Muslim should never go to temples and

ceremonies of the polytheists and**the disbelievers. They must also refrain from

attending places where singing, dancing and drinking liquor takes place, even

though they may not be participating.

Being present in such places increases the numbers in attendance, which is

also forbidden. Secondly, attending these places causes the heart to darken, to

harden, and decreases one's capacity to perform good deeds. Frequenting these

places extinguishes all desire for good deeds within one's heart and makes one

grow accustomed to sin.

The wedding ceremonies that take place nowadays are infested with sin.

Photos, videos, dancing, singing and all other vices pollute the affair, thus

making it unlawful (Haram) to attend. Muslims should stay far from these

functions for the safety of their Iman.

Other commentators have interpreted the above verse to mean that the

''bondsmen of Rahman" do not give false evidence and testimony. False testimony

is a major sin. In fact, certain Ahadith state that it is the worst of all sins.

Sayyidina Khuraim bin Fatik ** ibi ^j narrates that once after the Fajr Salah,

The Holy Prophet ^j ^ A» J+ thrice announced, "Giving false testimony is

tantamount to polytheism (shirk)\" Thereafter the Holy Prophet ^j u* i>t J-*

recited the following verse of Surah Hajj "So abstain from the impurity of idols and

abstain from false talk in a state that you are inclined only towards Allah, not ascribing

any partners to Him." { Abu Dawud }

".... when they pass by frivolous acts, they pass by gracefully." This is the

eleventh quality of the "bondsmen of Rahman." They detest gatherings in which

people indulge in frivolous and futile things. They pass by without giving it a

second glance. Even if someone from the gatherings invites them to participate,

they ignore the call and hasten by.

"Those who, when they are reminded by the verses of their Lord, do not fall down

deaf and blind." They pay heed to the advice of the Qur'an, exert themselves to

understand these, and act accordingly. This is the distinctive quality of all

believers (Mu'minin).

Describing the thirteenth quality, Allah says that they are "Those who say,'0

our Lord! Accord to us the coolness of our eyes from our spouses and children..."'They

pray to Allah to make their spouses and children pious, obedient and a source of

comfort and solace for them.

Pious people are just as concerned about the spiritual welfare of their

families as they are with their material welfare. They pay attention to the

religious education and upbringing of their children. If children are physically



sound and healthy, but lacking in their spiritual welfare, they will be a burden
and curse to their parents instead of a blessing.

The "bondsmen of Rahman" also pray to Allah to make them "leaders of the

pious." It is evident that a person can be a leader of the pious only when he
himself is pious. The "bondsmen of Rahman" do not only pray for their families,

but for themselves as well. They ask Allah to make them righteous enough so

that others may be inspired by their piety and follow suit. This prayer (du'a

Reaches us that there is no harm in supplicating to Allah for spiritual leadership.

After describing the "bondsmen of Rahman" Allah declares, "These people,

because of their steadfastness, shall be rewarded with balconies..."

Allah says in Surah Saba, "For these people there shall be a double reward on

account ofwhat they do, and they shall rest peacefully on balconies. " [Surah 34, verse 37]

Sayyidina Abu Sa'id Khudri ^ ibi ^j reports that the Holy Prophet i»» J^
(4- j U* said, "Verily, the.people of Heaven will gaze towards the higher balconies

just as you look towards the stars that are far past the easterly and westerly

horizons. This difference will be because of the difference in ranks." The Sahabah

^ ibi ^j afeted, "These must be the ranks of the Prophets f*>LJ» <**>. None will be

able to reach their ranks."

The Holy Prophet ^j aJp &\ JU said, "I swear by the Being in Whose control

lies my life! These will be those who believe in Allah and in the Prophets ^
f%J\."[Bukharip.461]

Sayyidina Abu Malik Ash'ari <* & ^j narrates from the Holy Prophet i»i ju
(Jl-j 4-1* that there are balconies in Heaven, the inside of which can be seen from

outside and vice versa. These are reserved for those people who speak softly,

feed others, fast often and perform Salah by night while others are asleep.

Allah continues to Say that in Heaven, the "bondsmen of Rahman" will "will

receive prayers of eternal life (from the angels) and peace." The angels will also greet

them with salam, as mentioned in Surah Zumar, "Peace be on you! May you be

pleased. Enter therein to abideforever " [Surah 39, verse 73]

Allah says in the same strain, "They will abide therein forever. It is surely a

beautiful residence and abode.

"

"Say, 'My Lord would not concern Himself with you if it had not been for your

supplication."' One of the interpretations of this verse is that it is addressed to the

believers (Mu'miniri). Allah tells them that if they were not worshipping Him,
they would have no value in His estimation.

Allah then addresses the disbelievers saying, "You have surely denied, and the

consequences will shortly be realised (when you will be punished)." Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ &\^ says that the "consequences" refers to the battle of

Badr, where the disbelievers leaders were killed.

ftftftftftftftftfttefttiftteteftttfttiftttft
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In the name of Allah, The Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) Ta Sin Mim. (2) These are the verses of the Clear Book. (3) It seems like you

will destroy yourself because they are not believing. (4) If We willed, We would

have revealed a great sign to them from the sky, causing their necks to bow

before it in humility. (5) Whenever any new advice from Compassionate

(Rahman) comes to them, they are averse to it. (6) They have certainly denied, so

shortly the news of what they used to mock at will come to them. (7) Have they

not Seen the earth and how We cause every impeccable species to grow there?

(8) There is certainly a great sign in this. However, most of them do not believe.

(9) Verily your Lord is Mighty, the Most Merciful.

CONSOLATION FOR THE HOLY PROPHET ^j Up At J^> AND A
WARNING FOR THE DISBELIEVERS

"Ma'alimut Tanzll" (v3 p. 381) reports that the Holy Prophet ^ 3 4* Ai J*
was extremely distressed when the Polytheists refused to accept his message. To
console him Allah revealed the verse, "If seems like you will destroy yourself because

they are not believing." Allah tells the Holy Prophet ^ 3 <4* & J~* not to cause

himself so much grief because his duty was merely to convey the message.

"J/ We willed, We would have revealed a great sign to them from the sky, causing

their necks to bow before it in humility." Allah says in this verse that He could force

them all to believe. However, Allah has granted every person the choice to do as
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he pleases because there is no compulsion in religion (Islam).

Describing the attitude of the disbelievers, Allah says, "Whenever any new
advicefrom Rahman comes to them, they are averse to it. They have certainly denied, so

shortly the news (punishment) of what they used to mock at will come to them." The
author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" says that the punishment for mockery is described> as

"news" because the disbelievers received the news of this pending punishment in

the Qur'an.

Allah then describes His creative power when He says, "Have they not Seen

the earth and how We cause every impeccable species to grow in (from which man and
animal eat)? There is certainly a great sign (denoting Allah's greatness and oneness

of Allah (Tauhid)) in this. However, most of them do not believe."

"Verily your Lord is Mighty, the Most Merciful." The disbelievers are warned
that Allah certainly has the might to take them to task for their deeds. However,
if they choose to repent and believe it is never too late because Allah can forgive.

cJU^ **p ^ht. rip" C3t *-£ cJ^j IjJj U-a SjJ> J>\ J\i 1^ Jig»

crOUJi & % l^ l«JLU Jli QJ1 <&£>& C>t ^J ^** ^ -^J^

£>> fel 3ii^ Si ju$ SfiVf^ & :&' .# #

ow uU)^l^ dL^a^^li ^^L&J^\ <!1jZ c^^=>0^s^O\i JS V^i

(10) When your Lord called Musa (telling him) "Go to the oppressive nation..."
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(11) "..• The nation of Fir'aun. Do they not fear Allah?" (12) Musa f^LJi *J* said,

"O my Lord! I fear that they will falsify me/' (13) "(And I fear that) my chest

would be constricted and that my tongue will not be able to move. So send for

Harun." (14) "They also have a charge against me and I fear that they will kill

me." (15) Allah said, "Never! The two of you should proceed with Our signs. We

are definitely listening well with you two." (16) "Go to Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and

tell him, 'We are messengers of the Lord of the universe... (17) "...(bearing the

message) that you send the Bani Isra'il with us." (18) Pharaoh (Fir'aun) said,

"Did we not raise you among us as a newborn child? Amd did you not live with

us for many years of your life?" (19) "You committed the deed that you did and

you were ungrateful." (20) Musa f^-J» <u1p said, "I.did it at that time when I was

from the mistaken ones." (21) "I then fled from you people when I feared you.

My Lord then conferred wisdom on me and included me among the apostles."

(22) "The favour that you remind me of was because you enslaved the Bani

Isra'il" (23) Pharaoh (Fir'aun) said, "What is the Lord of the universe?" (24) Musa

^J\ Up said, "The Lord of the heavens, the earth and whatever is between the

two; if you will be convinced." (25) Pharaoh (Fir'aun) said to those around him,

"Do you hear?" (26) Musa ?%J\ *J# said, "He is your Lord and the Lord of your

forefathers." (27) Pharaoh (Fir'aun) said, "Indeed your messenger who has been

sent to you is certainly insane." (28) MusaftfuJ.i aJ* said, "He is the Lord of the

East, the West and whatever is between the two; if you can un derstand." (29)

Pharaoh (Fir'aun) said, "If you take another as a deity besides myself, I shall

definitely make you of the prisoners!" (30) Mjlsa f^LJt *-** said, "Even if I bring

you a clear proof?" (31) Pharaoh (Fir'aun) said "Bring it if you are truthful." (32)

So Musa f%*M 4-1* cast down his staff and it suddenly became a manifest serpent.

(33) And he withdrew his hand, which instantly turned white for all to see.

SAYYIDINA MUSA AND HARUN ?
*~!t u^U CONVERSE WITH

PHARAOH (FIR'AUN)

Sayyidina Musa {X~h Up was born to a woman of the Bani Isra'il who were

then living in Egypt. Pharaoh (Fir'aun), the Pharaoh of Egypt, was an arch enemy
of the Bani Isra'il. He used to kill the sons born to the Bani Isra'il and keep the

girls in his service. Allah inspired the mother of Sayyidina Musa f^LJt Up to place

him in a basket, which was then cast down a river.

Pharaoh's (Fir'aun's) wife found the basket and convinced Pharaoh (Fir'aun)

to adopt the child as his own. However, the child refused to suckle from anyone.

Eventually Sayyidina Musa's f%~b <4* sister told Pharaoh (Fir'aun) to employ her

mother to suckle the child. This was done, thereby allowing Sayyidina Musa aJp

pLJ\ to be returned to his mother, although temporarily. He grew up in

Pharaoh's (Fir'aun's) palace until he became a young man.

It once occurred that when assisting a person of the Bani Isra'il, Sayyidina
Musa f^LJi Up mistakenly killed a Copt. He was then advised to leave Egypt
when the news spread. He then went to Madyan, where he married and lived for

ten years as a shepherd.

On his return from Madyan after ten years, he was travelling in the desert,

when he saw what appeared to be a fire. Bidding his wife to tarry while he
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collected some flames to stoke a fire of their own, or so that he could find a

guide, he proceeded to the fire. However, it was really not a fire, and it was there

that Allah made him a Prophet. Allah then commanded him to preach the

message of Tauhld to Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and his people.

Allah told him, "Go to the oppressive nation, the nation of Pharaoh (Fir'aun). Do
they not fear Allah?' Musa f^LJi Up said, 'O my Lord! I fear that they will falsify me.

(And I fear that) my chest would be constricted and that my tongue will not be able to

move. So sendfor Harun (so that he could assist me in the task).

Sayyidina Musa.f^Ji *i* continued to beseech Allah saying, "They also have a

charge against me (because I killed the Copt) and Ifear that they will kill me."

Allah accepted the request of Sayyidina Musa f%J\ a-1p and made Sayyidina

Harun (%-& <M a Prophet as well and said in reply to Sayyidina Musa's f^LJi Up

apprehensions, "Never! (They will never be able to kill you) The two ofyou should

proceed with Our signs. We are definitely listening well with you two. Go to Pharaoh

(Fir'aun) and tell him, 'We are messengers of the Lord of the universe (bearing the

message) that you send the Bani Isra'il with us.

"

Sayyidina Musa (v>LJ *JLp then took Sayyidina Harun ^%^ Up with him to

pharaoh (Fir'aun). Upon reaching Egypt, they proceeded to convey the message

to pharaoh (Fir'aun). Thereupon, "Pharaoh (Fir'aun) said, 'Did we not raise you

among us as a newborn child? And did you not live with usfor many years ofyour life?

You committed the deed that you did and (by killing the Copt. You were supposed to have

been grateful to usfor ourfavours on you. However) you were ungrateful.

"

Confessing to his error, 'Miisa {%~h *A* said, T did it at that time when I was

from the mistaken ones. "The death of the Copt was a sheer accident. However, the

Copts were unforgiving and resolved to execute Sayyidina Musa f*~S\ Up.

Referring to this, he told pharaoh (Fir'aun), T then fledfrom you people when Ifeared

you. My Lord then conferred wisdom on me and included me among the apostles.
"

Sayyidina Musa f^J\ U* continued to tell Pharaoh (Fir'aun), "The favour that

you remind me of was because you enslaved the Bani Isra'il " In this brief statement,

Sayyidina Musa ^LJ\ -a* tells pharaoh (Fir'aun) that he was forced to raise

Sayyidina Musa f*>LJ Up as a child because of his oppressive behaviour towards

the Bani Isra'il. If he had not started killing the boys of the Bani Isra'il and
enslaving the others, Sayyidina Musa's f*~to 4* mother would not have cast her

child into the river. Pharaoh's (Fir'aun's) wife would then never have found him
and convinced her husband to raise him.

Pharaoh (Fir'aun) reminded Sayyidina Musa f*~l\ U* of the one person

whom he killed by mistake, yet he never thought to mention the thousands that

he killed oppressively. Pharaoh (Fir'aun) sought to conceal his atrocities by
mentioning his one favour to Sayyidina Musa ftL~h -Up.

Pharaoh (Fir'aun) claimed to be the Lord of the universe. Therefore, when
Sayyidina Musa and Harun (OU» Up told him,

'We are the messengers of the Lord of

the universe," he asked them "What is the Lord of the universe?" With the question,

he started to interrogate the two messengers so that his courtiers could be

satisfied with him. Some questions have also been mentioned in verses 49 to 53

of Surah TaHa (Surah 20)

.
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In response to his first question, "Musa f*~& «*k said, '(The Lord of the

universe is) The Lord of the heavens, the earth and Whatever is between the two;

if you will be convinced.

"

Since his courtiers had never heard this before, Pharaoh (Fir'aun) laughingly

said to them. "Do you hear?" Sayyidina Musa fX-b ajlp added by saying about

Allah that "He is your Lord and the Lord of your forefathers." Dumbstruck by this

assertion, all Pharaoh (Fir'aun) could say to his courtiers was, "Indeed your

messenger who has been sent to you is certainly insane." Here Pharaoh (Fir'aun) used

the same line against Allah's Holy Prophets that other nations used to say about

the other Prophets ^\ ^,
"Musa f%~Jt A-i* said, 'He is the Lord of the East, the West and whatever is between

the two; ifyou can understand (then accept what we say)." Adopting the stance of

tyrants who are unable to hold their own without using force, "Fir'oun said, 'If

you take another as a deity besides myself I shall definitely make you of the prisoners!"'

Undeterred by Pharaoh's (Fir'aun's) threats, "Musa r
MJt -d* said, '(Will you

imprison me) Even if I bring you a clear proop' Pharaoh (Fir'aun) said, 'Bring it if

you are truthful.

"So Musa f*~S\ Aip cast down his staff and it suddenly became a manifest serpent.

And he withdrew his hand, which instantly turned (shining) whitefor all to see." These

were two of the miracles that Allah had given to Sayyidina Musa f*~& ^.

Ibn Kathir (v. 3 p. 233) reports that Sayyidina Musa's (OLJi ^ hand shone as

bright as a piece of the moon. Thereafter Pharaoh (Fir'aun) called for his

magicians to challenge Sayyidina Musa r
*>U\ Up, as will be presently' explained.
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(34) Pharaoh (Fir'aun) said to the ministers around him, "This is certainly a

knowledgeable magician/' (35)
" He intends to expel you from your land with

his magic. What do you advise?" (36) They replied, "Grant him and his brother

respite while you dispatch recruiters to the towns..." (37) "...who will bring

every learned magician to you." (38) So the magicians were gathered for an

appointment on the specified day. (39) The people were asked, "Have you all

gathered?" (40) "Perhaps we should follow the magicians if they emerge as

victors." (41) When the magicians came, they asked Pharaoh (Fir'aun), "Shall we
receive any prize if we are victorious?" (42) Pharaoh (Fir'aun) said, "Certainly!

Then you shall be from those who are close to me." (43) Musa f%Jt «Op said,

"Throw what you wish to throw." (44) So they threw their ropes and staffs

saying, "By Pharaoh's (Fir'aun's) honour! We shall certainly be the victors!" (45)

Then Musa threw his staff, which instantly swallowed what they conjured. (46)

The magicians were cast down in prostration. (47) They submitted, "We believe

in the Lord of the universe... (48) "... in the Lord of Musa and Harun." (49)

Pharaoh (Fir'aun) said, "Have you believed in him before I could permit you?

He must certainly be your leader who has taught you magic! You shall shortly

come to learn! I will amputate your hands and feet from opposite sides and

crucify all of you!" (50) They said, "It matters not. We shall surely return to our

Lord." (51) "We desire that our Lord forgive our sins because we have been the

first believers."

PHARAOH (FIR'AUN) CALLS THE MAGICIANS TO CHALLENGE
SAYYIDINA MUSA fiU\ Up, BUT THEY ARE DEFEATED AND
BELIEVE IN ALLAH

Pharaoh (Fir'aun) was unable to reply to Sayyidina Musa f*~h <4*, but

needed to maintain his sway over the people. Therefore, "Pharaoh (Fir'aun) said

to the ministers around him, 'This is certainly a knowledgeable magician. He intends

to expel youfrom your land with his magic. What do you advise?"'

According to Surah A'raf, the ministers made the above statement. There is

no contradiction here because people always say what their leaders say. It is

therefore probable that they merely repeated what Pharaoh (Fir'aun) said.

The ministers then offered their advice by saying to Pharaoh (Fir'aun),

"Grant him and his brother respite while you dispatch recruiters to the towns who will

bring every learned magician to you.

"

Surah Taha mentions that Pharaoh (Fir'aun) said to Sayyidina Musa fiLJ <4*,

"arrange an appointment between us, that neither us nor you will violate. Fix an open

plain for this.' Musa pLJ\ *> said, 'Your appointment shall be on the day ofadornment,

and the people should be gathered at midmorning. " [Surah 20, verses 58, 59]

Everyone was gathered on an open plain on the day and the news of

Sayyidina Musa and Harun's pLJs loip message of oneness of Allah (Tauhid) had
already spread. People had been talking that they would follow the way of the

victor. They said that they would follow the beliefs of the magicians if they won
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the contest. They also had it in mind to follow Sayyidina Musa f^J\ <±* if he won,

but they never mentioned this out of fear for Pharaoh (Fir'aun) himself. It is for

this reason that they indirectly indicated to this by adding the word "Perhaps" in

their statement, when they said, "Perhaps we shallfollow the magicians if they emerge

as victors.

Like all people whose interests are restricted to this world, the first thing

that the magicians asked Pharaoh (Fir'aun) was, "Shall we receive any prize ifwe are

victorious? 'Certainlyl" replied Fir'oun, "You will not only be handsomely

rewarded, but "you shall befrom those who are close to me"

When the contest began, the magicians asked "O Musa! Either you throw, or

we be first to throw." 'Musa r
%^» <4* said, 'Throw what you wish to throw/ So they

threw their ropes and staffs saying, 'By Fir'oun's honour! We shall certainly be the

victors!

"Then Musa threw his staff which (became a large serpent that) instantly

swallowed what they conjured." When the magicians saw that Sayyidina Musa's *i*

^%J\ serpent swallowed all the snakes that they had conjured, they realised that

he was not a magician because none could be better than them. They realised

that he must be Allah's Prophet because such a demonstration can be possible

only with Allah's help. This conviction caused them to be "cast down in prostration

(whereupon) they submitted, 'We believe in the Lord of the universe, in the Lord ofMusa

andHarun."'

Pharaoh (Fir'aun) was now belittled because the very people whom he

employed to falsify Sayyidina Musa f*~h 4-U and Sayyidina Harun f%J\ *ip had

now become their followers. To save face, he therefore resorted to threatening

them. He told them, "Have you believed in him before I could permit you?" He was so

besotted by his authority that he even wished to be master of their thoughts and

heartfelt inclinations. Many leaders wish to force their subjects into conforming

to their beliefs, whereas this is not in their control.

He then told them, "He [Sayyidina Musa f^Ut ^Amust certainly be your leader

who has taught you magic (because ofwhich you allowed him to be victorious)! You shall

shortly come to learn! I will amputate your hands and feet from opposite sides and

crucify all ofyou!"

Since they now possessed the courage of Belief (Iman), the magicians were

undeterred by Pharaoh's (Fir'aun's) threats. "They said, 'It matters not. We shall

surely return to our Lord "They were convinced that Allah would reward them for

their Belief (Iman) and determination, They continued to say, "We desire that our

Lord forgive our sins because we have been thefirst believers (among all those present at

that time)."
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(52) We sent revelation to Musa saying, "Lead My bondsmen away by night.

You will certainly be followed." (53) Pharaoh (Fir'aun) sent recruiters to the

towns. (54) "They are but a small group..." (55) ". ..who have certainly infuriated

us..." (56) "....when we are an alert force." (57) So We removed them from
gardens and springs... (58) ".

. . And from treasures and a splendid setting. (59)

This is how it was. And We made the Bani Isra'il successors to them. (60), So at

sunrise, they pursued them. (61) When the two parties set eyes on each other,

Musa 's people said, "We will surely be apprehended." (62) "Never!" replied

Musa, "My Lord is with me and He will certainly guide me." (63) So We sent

revelation to Musa telling him, "Strike the sea with your staff." It then split

open, each portion being like a huge mountain. (64) On that occasion We drew
the others closer. (65) And We rescued Musa and all those who were with him.

(66) Then We drowned the others. (67) There is certainly a great sign in this.

However, most of them do not believe. (68) Verily your Lord is Mighty, the Most
Merciful.

ALLAH COMMANDS SAYYIDINA MUSA
P
*Ji U* TO LEAD HIS

PEOPLE AWAY AT NIGHT THEY ARE PURSUED, BUT PHARAOH
(FIR'AUN) AND HIS PEOPLE ARE EVENTUALLY DROWNED

Allah says that He "sent revelation to Musa saying, 'Lead My bondsmen away by
night/" However, Allah warned him by saying, "You will certainly be followed."
Allah also reassured Sayyidina Musa £*~l\ Up by telling him that even if he is

followed, he should never fear anything. Allah says in verse 77 of Surah TaHa
(Surah 20), "Neither should you fear anyone pursuing you, nor should you have any
otherfear."

Pharaoh (Fir'aun) always feared that the Bani Isra'il would soon leave
Egypt, so he hastily tried to muster a force to restrain them. Allah says, "Pharaoh
(Fir'aun) sent recruiters to the towns." To reassure his soldiers that they have
nothing to fear, he told them that the Bani Isra'il "are but a small group..."

To incite them further he told them that the Bani Isra'il are people "who have
certainly infuriated us (by many acts that they h&ve carried out. We cannot allow
them to escape, because) we are an alertforce." Other commentators like Sayyidina
Abdullah bin Mas'ud *p &\^ have interpreted this statement to mean that they
are a well-equipped and well-armed force.

However, Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and his army were delayed and caught up with
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the Bani Isra'il only when the latter were at the coast. The day was already bright

when the two armies caught sight of each other.

Allah says, "So at sunrise, they pursued them. When the two parties set eyes on

each other, Musa's people said (when they saw the overwhelming strength of

Pharaoh's (Fir'aun's) army), 'We will surely be apprehended/ 'Never!' replied Musa,

'My ton is with me and He will certainly guide me.

Allah says that He "sent revelation to Musa telling him, 'Strike the sea with your

staff It then split open (into many paths), each portion (path) being (being bounded by

walls ofwater that were each) like a huge mountain.
"

The Bani Isra'il crossed the sea. Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and his army did not stop

to think what was the cause of this unusual spectacle. If they had stopped to

think about it, they would also have realised that Sayyidina Musa fiLJ\ Up was

Allah's true messenger. Even if they believed at that moment, they could have

been saved from destruction. However, they blindly observed the spectacle and

then charged behind the Bani Isra'il.

As the Bani Isra'il reached the other shore, the waters again converged and

drowned Fir'oun and his entire army. Allah says in verses 90 and 91 of Surah

Yunus (Surah 10), "Until (the time came when) Pharaoh (Fir'aun) began to drown, he

said, 'I believe that there is no deity except Him in Whom the Bani Isra'il believe, and I

am from those who surrender. -Allah then told him, "Do you believe now? When you

were disobedient before and among the corrupters ?
"

Pharaoh (Fir'aun) thought that he would soon seize the Bani Isra'il and that

he would return to his pleasures. Little did he know that this would not be. He
was never to enjoy the pleasures that he was accustomed to. Allah says about

him and his army, "So We removed them from gardens and springs. And from
treasures and a splendid setting."

With regard to his plight in the Hereafter, Allah says in verses 98 and 99 of

Surah Hud (Surah 11), "He will lead his people on the Day of Judgement and enter

them into the Fire. It is an evil place indeed in which they shall be entered. Curse has

been made to pursue them in this world and in the Hereafter as well. It will be an evil

prize that they will receive."

After mentioning that Pharaoh's (Fir'aun's) people were deprived of all their

worldly pleasures, Allah says, "This is how it was. And We made the Bani Isra'il

successors to them." The commentators Wahidi U* i» <*-j and Sayyidina Hasan
Basri -Up 2bt^ say that Allah allowed the Bani Isra'il to return to Egypt and enjoy
the pleasures once possessed T?y the Copts. Other commentators have mentioned
that the Bani Isra'il returned to take possession of the wealth that belonged to the

Copts, after which they headed for Sham (Syria) with Sayyidina Musa f%~S\ <d*.

Another group of commentators are of the opinion that the Bani Isra'il did
return to rule Egypt, but only during the time of Sayyidina Sulayman f*~l[ <Op. In
n\y humble opinion, this is the best interpretation. The verses do not restrict the
occurrence to any specific time, so the Bani Isra'il could well have returned after
many years.

"There is certainly a great sign in this. However, most of them do not believe.
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Verily your Lord is Mighty, the Most Merciful." Allah has the power to punish and

reward. The believers (Mu'minin) fear His punishment and hope for His mercy.
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(69) Recite to them the incident of Ibrahim. (70) When he said to his people and

to his father, "What do you worship?" (71) They replied, "We worship idols and

we are devoted to them/' (72) He asked, "Do they hear you when you call to

them?" (73) "Or can they benefit or harm you?" (74) They replied, "But we found

our forefathers doing the same." (75) He said, "Do you see what you worship..."

(76) ". . .you and your forebears..." (77) "... They are all my enemies, except the

Lord of the universe." (78) "... Who has created me and Who guides me." (79) "...

Who feeds me and gives me drink." (80) ".... And who cures me when I am ill."

(81) "... Who will grant me death and then revive me." (82) "...Whom I hope will

forgive my shortcomings on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah)." (83) "O my Lord!

Confer on me wisdom and join me with the righteous." (84) ".
. .And maintain a

favourable word for me among those who are to come." (85) "...And make me

from the inheritors of the bounteous Heaven." (86) "Forgive my father, for he is

among those who have deviated." (87) "Do not humiliate me tin the Day when

people will be resurrected." (88) "...The day when neither wealth nor sons will

be of any avail." (89)
" Besides for him who comes to Allah with a sincere

heart."

SAYYIDINA IBRAHIM -f*J» Up PREACHES ONENESS OF ALLAH
(TAUHID) TO HIS PEOPLE AND SUPPLICATE S TO ALLAH

Numerous verses of the Qur'an mention the debates that Sayyidina Ibrahim

fluJ\ Up had with his people and with his father. A similar discussion as the one



above is narrated in Surah Anbiya as well. In the foregoing verse', Allah instructs

the Holy Prophet <X* _j *M &\ ju* saying, "Recite to them the incident ofIbrahim.
"

Sayyidina Ibrahim (OLJi Up "said to his people and to his father, 'What do you

worship?"' Although he was aware of the fact that they worshipped idols, he

asked them the question so that they admit it and so that he could pose further

questions to them in order to convince them of their foolishness.

"They replied, 'We worship idols and we are devoted to them.' Sayyidina Ibrahim

»%J\ 4* then ^sfced them, "Do they hear you when you call to them (for assistance)? Or

can they benefit (when you worship them) or harm you (when you do not)?"

Unable to find an answer, they replied like all polytheists do by saying, "But

wefound our forefathers doing the same." They were blindly following the practices

of their forefathers even though the truth was before them.

Sayyidina Ibrahim f^LJt aJ^ told them, "Do you see what you (and your

forebears) worship? They are all my enemies, except the Lord of the universe." They

will lead one to the eternal punishment of Hell.

Sayyidina Ibrahim f%~h <M then proceeded to describe Allah to them. He
mentioned that Allah is He:

03 "Who has created me and Who guides me."

09 "Who feeds me and gives me drink."

09 "Who cures me when I am ill."

0Q "Who will grant me death and then revive me."

03 "Who I hope will forgive my shortcomings on the Day of

Judgment (Qiy&mah)"

By saying this, Sayyidina Ibrahim f%j\ Up hoped to impress upon the minds

of his people that Allah has all these qualities and more, whereas their idols do
not possess a single one of these. By making the last statement, he taught them
that Allah is Most Forgiving and will even forgive the polytheists if they

sincerely repent.

The statement is also a lesson for the believers (Mu'minln) because they

should contemplate that if a Prophet of Allah £&J\ Up considered himself to have

shortcomings, they are more needy of Allah' s forgiveness and should repent

more.

The verses then describe certain supplications of Sayyidina Ibrahim (%~h Up.

He said, "O my Lord! Confer on me wisdom..." 'Wisdom" refers to perfect

understanding and knowledge. It ma^ also refer to the knowledge of Allah's

injunctions and His attributes. Other commentators have mentioned that it refers

to Prophethood. ["Rahul Ma'ani" v. 19 p. 98]

".....and join me with the righteous." The 'Salihin" (Righteous people) are

those who have been accepted by Allah. Knowledge and deeds are worthless if

Allah does not accept them. It is for this reason that Sayyidina Ibrahim fiLJ\ U*
asked Allah for this in addition to the du'a for knowledge.

Sayyidina Ibrahim f%J» <A^ prayed further saying, "And maintain a favourable
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wordfor me among those who are to come." He asked Allah to make the forthcoming
Prophet f*J>\ Up and their Ummahs remember him in good faith. Allah accepted
this du'a of his and all the nations after him revere him and hold him in high
esteem. It is no secret that the Ummah of the Holy Prophet ,JL.j <4± it JL* have a
especially high regard for him.

Allah even addresses the Holy Prophet <X* 3 Up ii ju in the Qur'an saying,
"Then We sent revelation to you that, 'Follow the creed of Ibrahim. "' The Ummah of
the Holy Prophet ^j ^ ii > remember Sayyidina Ibrahim fX^\ Up when they
say in the final sitting posture of every Salah, "O Allah! Convey Your special

mercies on Muhammad^ Up ii ju and on the family of Muhammad Up ii ju
,0-j like you have conveyed these on Sayyidina Ibrahim

r
%Ji a* and the family of

Sayyidina Ibrahim f%^\ <±*."

Sayyidina Ibrahim (OUi <±* prayed further by saying, "And make me from the

inheritors of the bounteous Heaven" This teaches us that a person should continue
to ask for Heaven irrespective of hioner piety.

"Forgive my father, for he is among those who have deviated." He prayed that
Allah should guide his father to accept oneness of Allah (Tauhid), thereby
qualifying himself for forgiveness. The details of this prayer (du'a) have been
discussed in the commentary of verse 114 of Surah Tauba (Surah 9) and verse 41
of Surah Ibrahim (Surah 14).

"Do not humiliate me on the Day when people will be resurrected; the day when
neither wealth nor sons will be of any avail besides for him who comes to Allah with a
whole heart." Together with supplicating for Heaven, one should also seek refuge
from being disgraced on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah) by suffering
punishment.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra <up ii^ reports from the Holy Prophet Up ii ju
pi-j that Sayyidina Ibrahim

r
>LJi a* will meet his father Azar on the Day of

Judgment (Qiyamah). His father's face will be dark and dreary. Sayyidina
Ibrahim

r
*U\ Up will tell his father, "Did I not tell you that you should not

disobey me?" His father will reply, "If you command me to follow you now, I

will do so."

Sayyidina Ibrahim
r
:>Ui <^ will then supplicate to Allah saying, "O Allah!

You promised me that you will not humiliate me on the Day of Judgment
(Qiyamah). What humiliation can be greater than the fact that my father is

destroyed?" Allah will tell him, "I have forbidden Heaven for the disbelievers. O
Ibrahim! Look down." When he will look down, he will see a filthy, hairy
scorpion (which was once his father). The scorpion will then be flung into Hell.

[Bukhari p. 473]

When Sayyidina Ibrahim
r
*J» Up will see the despicable condition of his

father, he will detest it greatly and forget any humiliation.

Sayyidina Ibrahim
r
M~Ji ^ describes the Day of Judgement as "the day when

neither wealth nor sons will be ofany avail." This is a great lesson for those who are
besotted with earning the things of this world without caring for Lawful (Halal)

and unlawful (Haram) means. In the process they discard the obligations
(Fam'idh) and Compulsories practices of religion. They should remember that all
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this will destroy them on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah). However, if they earn

their wealth lawfully and spend it in lawful and meritorious avenues, they will

see the fruits of it on the Day of Judgement.

Sayyidina Ibrahim fiLJ\ *4* says that wealth and children will only assist the

person "who comes to Allah with a sincere heart.
"

Note: "And maintain a favourable word for me among those who are to come."

This prayer {du'a) of Sayyidina Ibrahim f^LJi <d* teaches us that it is

necessary for a believer (Mu'miri) to desire that his name must not be

smothered in this world. Although none of his deeds should be

carried out with the intention of attaining fame, he also ask Allah to

preserve his name. None can be more sincere than the Holy Prophet

jJL-j.aJLp &\ J**,, yet he prayed to Allah saying, "O Allah! Make me
small in my own eyes, but elevated in the eyes of the people."

This prayer (du'a) of the Holy Prophet jJL-j *> & ju is an effective antidote to

the poison of pride, because a person will then not think too highly of himself

and will not look down on others.

Every person should make an attempt to always clear his name of any

suspicion. This is especially important for people who are known to be pious or

holding some position in society. People are incorrect when they merely brush

off any suspicion on themselves by saying that the slanderers will be punished

for their slander. They should make a concerted effort to clear their names so that

the stigma does not taint their reputation. If they do not do this, they will be

casting people into further sin by giving them a greater opportunity to backbite.

In addition to this they will be unable to preach to people.
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(90) Heaven will be brought close to the pious... (91) ..while Hell will be
revealed to the deviant ones. (92) They will be told, "Where are those whom you
worshipped..." (93) "...besides Allah? Can they assist you or protect you?" (94)

They will all be thrown headlong therein, together with those gone astray... (95)

... and the entire army of Satan (Iblis). (96) While disputing there, they will say...

(97) ..."By Allah! We were certainly in manifest error..." (98) "...when we equated
you to the Lord of the universe. (99) "Only the criminals led us astray." (100)
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"Now there is no intercessor for us..." (101) "... and no bosom friend either."

(102) "If only we were given the chance to return. Then we would have been
from the believers." (103) "There is certainly a great sign in this. However, most
of them do not believe." (104) Verily your Lord is Mighty, the Most Merciful.

THE REMORSE AND DISPUTES OF THE PEOPLE IN HELL, WHEN
THEY WISH TO BE RETURNED TO THE WORLD

The above verses depict the scene on the Day of Judgement. Allah begins

by saying that, on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah) , "Heaven will be brought

close to the pious, while Hell will be revealed to the deviant ones." The pious

people will be exuberant, while the others will be filled with fear. The
disbelievers will then be asked, "Where are those whom you worshipped
besides Allah? Can they assist you or protect you (from the pending
punishment)?"

Thereafter, "They will all be thrown headlong therein, together with those

gone astray and the entire army of Satan (Iblis)."

"While disputing there (in Hell), they will say, 'By Allah! We were certainly

in manifest error when we equated you to the Lord of the universe." Swearing by

Allah, they will admit to their folly. They will also admit to their blind following

and say, "Only the criminals led us astray."

Realising that they cannot escape the imminent doom ahead, they will say,

"Now there is no intercessor for us, and no bosom friend either. If only we were
given the chance to return (to the world). Then we would have been from the

believers (and discarded our heretic beliefs)."

Allah then repeats His announcement when He says, "There is certainly a

great sign in this. However, most of them do not believe. Verily your Lord is

Mighty, the Most Merciful."
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(105) The people of Nuh denied the apostles. (106) When their brother Nuh said

to them, "Do you not fear?" (107) "I am certainly a trustworthy messenger to

you. (108) "So fear Allah and obey me/' (109) "I do not ask you for any

remuneration for this. My remuneration is the responsibility of Allah, the Lord
*

of the universe/' (110) "So fear Allah and obey me." (Ill) They replied, "Should

we believe in you when the lowest of people follow you?" (112) He said, "Why

should I be concerned about their deeds?" (113) "Their reckoning is the duty of

my Lord. If only you would perceive!" (114) "I shall never discard the believers.

(115) "I am merely a clear warner." (116) They said, "O Nuh! If you do not desist,

you will certainly be of those who are stoned." (117) Nuh (»!>LJi Up said, "O my
Lord! My people have falsified me." (118) "So decide between me and them, and

rescue myself and those believers who are with me. (119) So We rescued him

and those with him in a brimming ark. (120) Thereafter We drowned the rest.

(121) There is certainly a great sign in this. However, most of them do not

believe. (122) Verily your Lord is Mighty, the Most Merciful.

SAYYIDINA NUH fW ^ PREACHES ONENESS OF ALLAH
(TAUHID) TO HIS PEOPLE, BUT THEY REJECT HIM AND ARE
FINALLY DROWNED IN THEELOODS

After citing the incident of Sayyidina Ibrahim ^>UJ» Up, Allah continues to

narrate the stories of many other Prophets fiLJi r*>. The first of these is

Sayyidina Nuh fiLJ\ U*/ followed by those of Sayyidina Hud
"

:
^LJ\ u*, Sayyidina

Salih ft>LJt Op, Sayyidina Lut fMJt Up and Sayyidina Shu'ayb f^LJs Up.

Sayyidina Nuh f^Js Up advised his people to abstain from polytheism

(shirk), telling them that he is "certainly a trustworthy messenger" to them because

he is only conveying to them what he has been instructed by Allah. Therefore, he

told them, "So fear Allah and obey me. I do not ask you for any remuneration for this

(i.e. for my efforts in propagation). My remuneration is the responsibility of Allah,

the Lord of the universe. So fear Allah and obey me" He exhorted them to reflect

upon his position and consider why he is making such a great effort without any
worldly motives.

Sayyidina Nuh (*~& aJp exerted him self in preaching to them for 950 years,

but only a few accepted his message. One of the excuses that the people used for

not accepting his message was that they said, "Should we believe in you when the

lowest ofpeoplefollow you?"

They detested associating with the lower classes, just as the polytheists of

Makkah felt. They therefore indicated that they would believe in him only if he
disassociated with those of the lower classes of society. The polytheists of

Makkah also wanted the Holy Prophet pJL,j U* it Ju> to disassociate himself from
certain Sahabah^ it ^j like Sayyidina Bilal ** it ^>Jf Sayyidina Suhayb it ^j
<^, Sayyidina Ammar ^ it^j and others.

Sayyidina Nuh f*~h U* replied by saying, "Why should I be concerned about

their deeds?" In this statement he made it clear to them that he was not concerned
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about the occupations of people, even though others may consider it to be low

and mean. The criteria are belief (Imdn) and good deeds. Allah takes these two

things into account when judging people and not their worldly occupations.

He told them, "Their reckoning is the duty of my Lord. If only you would

perceive!" Allah will decide their status on the Day of Judgment (Qiydmah) in

accordance to their Belief (Imdn) and good deeds. By saying this, he also alluded

to the fact that they must be conscious about their own fate on the day of

Judgement.

He then made it clear to them that he will never pander to their wishes by

telling them, "I shall never discard the believers. I am merely a clear warner. " He told

them that his duty was to inform them of Allah's commands, which he had

accomplished.

Some commentators have mentioned that the nation of Sayyidina Nuh u*

f*~S\ meant to tell him that the lower class people were not sincere believers, but

followed him for ulterior motives. It was in reply to this allegation that he told

them, "Why should I be concerned about their deeds (i.e. their inner motives. I shall

believe in what I can see of them)?" He told them further that only Allah can judge

the inner condition of people because "Their reckoning is the duty ofmy Lord. Ifonly

you would perceive (the laws of Religion, then you would have understood this)!"

Unable to argue any further, "They said, 'O Nuh! If you do not desist, you will

certainly be of those who are stoned."' Surah Hud [Surah 11, verses 25-35] and Surah

Nuh [Surah 71, verses 1-23] make mention of other arguments that the people had

with Sayyidina Nuh ^^lji u*.

After an extremely trying and difficult period of 950 years, Sayyidina Nuh's

f*~J\ aJLp patience could not take any more. It was only then that he finally

supplicated to Allah saying, "O my Lord! My people have falsified me. So decide

between myselfand them (by punishing them), and rescue myselfand those believers who

ate with me.

"

Allah then instructed him to build an ark and, when it was completed,

water began to flood the earth from beneath and above it. Allah commanded the

people on the ark saying, "Embark upon it! With the name of Allah shall it travel and

anchor. Surely my Lord is the Most Forgiving, the Most Merciful " Allah says, "So We
rescued him and those with him in a brimming ark. Thereafter We drowned the rest."

The entire episode is recounted in Surah A'raf [Surah 7, verses 59-64] and Surah

Hud [Surah H, verse 25-49].

Note: Allah mentions in the beginning, "The people ofNuh denied the apostles."

Although only one Prophet was sent to them [viz. Sayyidina Nuh Up

f!*~Ji], Allah uses the plural form by saying "apostles" instead of

"apostle." This is so because denying one Prophet is tantamount to

denying all of them, since all of them preached the same message of

oneness of Allah (Tauhid)> Therefore, denying the oneness of Allah

(Tauhtd) preached by one Prophet is the same as denying the message

propagated by all of them.

In addition, every Prophets (tM ^io instructed his Ummah to believe in the
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Prophets f%-J j r*J* after him. Therefore, by denying the message of any Prophet,

people also deny this instruction, and will deny all the other Prophets r
*>ui ^^ as

well.

(125) The Ad denied the apostles. (124) When their brother Hud f%Ji Up told

them, "Do you not fear?" (125) "I am certainly a trustworthy messenger to you."

(126) "So fear Allah and obey me." (127) "I do not ask you any remuneration for

this. My remuneration is the responsibility of Allah, the Lord of the universe."

(128) "Do you build a monument on every elevated place for sport?" (129) "And

do you construct large palaces so that, perchance, you may live forever?" (130)

"...And, when you seize control, you seize like tyrants." (131) So fear Allah and

obey me. (132) "Fear the Being Who has strengthened you with the things that

you know..." (133)
" He has strengthened you with animals, sons..." (134) "....

orchards and springs." (135) "Undoubtedly I fear for you the punishment of a

great day." (136) They replied, "It is immaterial to us whether you advise us or

whether you are not from the advisors." (137) "This is merely the behaviour of

the old men." (138) "We shall never be punished." (139) They falsified him so

We destroyed them. There is certainly a great sign in this. However, most of

them do not believe. (140) Verily your Lord is Mighty, the Most Merciful.

SAYYIDINA HUD (*J» <U* IS SENT TO HIS NATION, BUT THEY
DENY HIM

Sayyidina Hud fiLJ\ 4* was sent as the Prophet to his nation, called the Ad.
However, they behaved just like the people of Sayyidina Nuh £*~b\ Up. He told

them, "Do you not fear? I am certainly a trustworthy messenger to you. So fear Allah

and obey me. I do not ask you any remuneration for this. My remuneration is the

responsibility ofAllah, the Lord of the universe.
"

The Ad were an extremely powerful nation, as described in Surah A'raf,

where Sayyidina Hud f*~& U* told them that Allah had increased them
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"Considerably in stature" compared to other nations. Allah says about them in

Surah Fajr . "Any One like them was not created in the cities.

"

Sayyidina Hud (%~& aJlp asked them, "Do you build a monument on every

elevated -place for sport?" Allama Qurtubi ^ ib\ <*j writes that they used to sit on

these huge monuments and poke fun at passing travellers. They also constructed

such large and fortified palaces that a person would think that they are to live

there eternally. It is in reference to this that Sayyidina Hud ft>LJi <> told them,

"And do you construct large palaces so that, perchance, you may liveforever?"

Certain commentators have interpreted the verse to mean that they built

these huge palaces with the hope that they would live eternally. Others interpret

it to mean that they built these palaces so that they do not have to worry about

death reaching them there.

Sayyidina Hud fiLJs 4p also told them, "And, when you seize control, you seize

like tyrants." Because of their enormous stature and build, they grew very

arrogant and used to exclaim, "Who can be more powerful than us?" Therefore, they

plundered many cities and mercilessly slaughtered the people there.

"So fear Allah and obey me. Fear the Being Who has strengthened you with the

things that you know. He has strengthened you with animals, Sons, orchards and

springs." It is therefore necessary that they be grateful to Allah and worship Him.

Sayyidina Hud f*~s\ *-ip compassionately warned them saying, "Undoubtedly I

fear for you the punishment of a great day." Like the day, the punishment will also

be severe.

Not heeding what he said, "They replied, 'It is immaterial to us whether you

advise us or whether you are not from the advisors (we will do as we please. As for

the things you warn us about,) this is merely the behaviour of the old men. " They

meant to tell him that Judgment day (Qiydmah) would never come despite the

warnings of the previous generations. They also added, "We shall never be

punished."

"They falsified him so We destroyed them." They were then destroyed by a

severe windstorm which blew relentlessly for seven nights and eight days. The

details of their punishment are mentioned in Surah HaMlm Sajdah, Surah Ahqaf

, Surah Dhariyat, Surah Qamar and Surah Al Haqa.

Allah then repeats a previous statement, "There is certainly a great sign in this.

However, most of them do not believe. Verily your Lord is Mighty, the Most Merciful.
"

'& \jR i& U*£ 6£ 4^ <^ o>-2J V$ Hi^M £& ^j
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(141) The Thamud denied the apostles. (142) When their brother Salih told them,

"Do you not fear?" (143) "I am certainly a trustworthy messenger to you." (144)

"So fear Allah and obey me." (145) "I do not ask you for any remuneration for

this. My remuneration is the responsibility of Allah, the Lord of the universe."

(146) "Will you be left in peace with what is here?" (147) ".... In orchards,

springs..." (148)
" plantations and date palms which have entwined thickets?"

(149) "......And you boastfully carve homes from the mountains." (150) "So fear

Allah and obey me." (151) "Do not obey the command of the transgressors. (152)

"...who are those who cause anarchy on earth and do not make amends." (153)

They said, "You are but one of the bewitched ones," (154) "You are merely a

human like ourselves. So produce a sign for us if you are from the truthful."

(155) Salih f!A-Jt *J* said, "This is the camel. It will have a day to drink and your

animals will have an appointed day to drink." (156) "Do not touch it with evil

intentions, for then the punishment of a grave day will afflict you." (157)

However, they killed the camel, but then grew to regret it. (158) The punishment

then seized them. There is certainly a great sign in this. However, most of them

do not believe. (159) Verily your Lord is Mighty, the Most Merciful.

THE THAMUD REJECT SAYYIDINAH SALIH f
%Jr Up AND ARE

PUNISHED

The Thamud came after the Ad and were also a deviant nation. Allah sent

Sayyidinah Salih f*J\ 4* from among them as a Prophet. He told them, 'I am

certainly a trustworthy messenger to you. So fear Allah and obey me. I do not ask you for

any remuneration for this. My remuneration is the responsibility ofAllah, the Lord of the

universe/'

He also reminded them of the favours that Allah bestowed on them. He
reminded them about their "orchards, springs, plantations and date palms which have

entwined thickets?"

He also told them, "And you boastfully carve homes from the mountains." Allah

granted them the ability to carve the mountains into homes. He reminded them

that these pleasures will be short-lived because everyone will meet their death.

He added, "So fear Allah and obey me. Do not obey the command of the

transgressors, wtyo are those who cause anarchy on earth and do not make amends." He
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warned them against following these people, who were sure to lead them to

destruction.

All they said was, "You are but one of the bewitched ones. You are merely Q

human like ourselves." Allah quotes them in Surah Qamar: "If we were to follow «

lonesome human from among ourselves we would surely be astray and insane. Has «

revelation come only to him from among all of us? Nay, he is but an arrogant liar."

[Surah 54, verses 24, 25]

Finally they told Sayyidina Salih r
:*-Ji Up, "So produce a sign for us if you are

from the truthful/' According to certain commentators, they asked him to produce

a pregnant camel from a mountain. He warned them that they will be punished

if they do not believe in a miracle that they request for.

When the miracle was displayed, "Salih f*~& ^ said, 'This is the camel. It will

have a day to drink and your animals will have an appointed day to drink/" Turns were

stipulated because the miraculous camel would drink all the water of a well by

herself.

However, the people disliked that the camel should receive preferential

treatment. It was then that they mutually decided to kill her. When Sayyidina

Salih £**J\ aJLp learnt about their evil intentions, he told them, "Do not touch it with

evil intentions, for then the punishment ofa grave day will afflict you.

Not heeding his warnings, "they killed the camel, but then grew to regret i\

(when they were afflicted by Allah's punishment)." Eventually, "The punishment

then seized them." The details of the punishment have been given in the

commentaries of Surah A'raf [Surah 7, verses 73-79] and Surah Hud [Surah 11, verses 6

1-68].

Allah says, "There is certainly a great sign in this. However, most of them do not

believe. Verily your Lord is Mighty, the Most Merciful.

"

v£&\ & && 4& <^ ) <4 !?*• *$?^^ $* r* <* r^Jj]
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(160) The nation of Lut denied the messengers. (161) When their brother Lut told

them, "Do you not fear?" (162) "I am certainly a trustworthy messenger to you.

(163) "So fear Allah and obey me." (164) "I do not ask you for any remuneration

for this, my remuneration is the responsibility of Allah, the Lord of the

universe." (165) "Do you go unto men from the universe... (166) "... leaving aside

your spouses whom your Lord has created for you? You are certainly a

transgressing nation." (167) They replied, "O Lut! If you do not desist, you will

surely be from the banished ones. (168) Lut f%J< U* said, "I am certainly among
those who deplore your action." (169) "O my Lord! Save myself and my family

from what these people do." (170) So We saved him and all the members of his

family... (171) ... except an old lady, who was among those who were left behind.

(172) Then We destroyed the others. (173) We sent a torrential shower upon

them. Evil indeed was the rain of those who were forewarned. (174) There is

certainly a great sign in this. However, most of them do not believe. (175) Verily

your Lord is Mighty, the Most Merciful.

SAYYIDINA LUT P
*Ji Up PREACHES TO HIS PEOPLE, BUT THEY

THREATEN HIM THEY ARE EVENTUALLY DESTROYED BY A
SHOWER OF STONES

Allah sent Sayyidina Lut f*~& Up to preach to certain nations who lived on

the banks of the Jordan river. These people practised homosexuality, as

explained in the commentaries of Surah A'raf and Surah Hud as well. They were

the first people on earth to engage in this filthy sin.

They were also highway robbers. Allah quotes Sayyidina Lut (%~h *i* as

saying in Surah Ankabut, "Do you approach men, waylay the highways and perpetrate

evil in your gatherings?" When Sayyidina Lut f^LJ\ Up preached to them, they

threatened him saying, "O Lut I If you do not desist, you will surely be from the

banished ones." They mocked him by saying that he considers himself to be too

clean to live with them.

"Lut (%J\ aJLp said, 'lam certainly among those who deplore your action." Despite

all his efforts for many years, the people did not listen to him but continued to do
as they had always done. Eventually, they even said to him, "Bring Allah's

punishment to us ifyou arefrom amongst the truthful."

Surah A'raf Surah Shu'ara and Surah Naml state that Allah showered them
with stones. Surah Hijr and Surah Hud state that their towns were raised to the

sky and then thrown down, and Surah Hijr adds that a scream destroyed them.

As has been discussed in the commentary of Surah A'raf [Surah 7, verses 80-84],

all three punishments afflicted them.

Allah says, "So We saved him and all the members of his family except an old lady

(Sayyidina Lut's £*-& Up wife), who was among those who were left behind. Then We
destroyed the others. We sent a 'torrential shower upon them. Evil indeed was the rain of
those who wereforewarned. " The details of this have been given in the commentary
of Surah A'raf [Surah 7, verses 80-84], Surah Hud [Surah 11, verses 77-83], Surah Hijr

[Surah 15, verses 58-77]. More will still be mentioned in Surah Ankabut [Surah 29,

verses 3 1-35].
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Allah concludes the incident by saying, "There is certainly a great sign in

this. However, most of them do not believe. Verily your Lord is Mighty, the Most

Merciful.
"

;
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(176) The people of Aykah denied the messengers. (177) When Shu'ayb f^-Ji *J*

told them, "Do you not fear?" (178) "I am certainly a trustworthy messenger to

you. (179) "So fear Allah and obey me/' (180) "I do not ask you for any

remuneration for this. My remuneration is the responsibility of Allah, the Lord

of the universe." (181) "Measure in full and do not be of those who diminish."

(182) "And weigh with a just balance. (183) "Do not deplete people's property

and do not spread anarchy on earth." (184) "Fear the Being Who created you and

all the previous creations." (185) They said, "You are but from the bewitched

ones. (186) "You are but a human like ourselves. In fact, we consider you to be

from the liars." (187) "So cause a piece of the sky to fall on us if you are from the

truthful ones." (188) Shu'ayb f*-J* *j* said, "My Lord knows best what you do."

(189) So they falsified him and the punishment of a day of the canopy seized

them. It was certainly a punishment of a grave day. (190) There is certainly a

great sign in this. However, most of them do not believe. (191) Verily your Lord

is Mighty, the Most Merciful.

SAYYIDINA SHU'AYB P
*Ji U* TELLS HIS PEOPLE NOT TO CHEAT

IN WEIGHT AND MEASURE HOWEVER, THEY DISOBEY HIM
AND ARE MADE TO SUFFER PUNISHMENT

Sayyidina Shu'ayb f*~h <4* was sent to the people of Aykah and the people

of Madyan. One of the crimes that they perpetrated was that they cheated people

in weighing and measuring goods. Sayyidina Shu'ayb <p-l\ *> told them, "Do you

not fear? I am certainly a trustworthy messenger to you. So fear Allah and obey me. I do
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not ask you for any remuneration for this. My remuneration is the responsibility of

Allah, the Lord of the universe. Measure in full and do not be of those who diminish. And

weigh with a just balance. Do not deplete people 's property and do not spread anarchy

on earth/'

The people told him, "O Shu'ayb! Does your Allah command you that we should

forsake what our forefathers worshipped and that we should do as we please with our

wealth?" In saying this, they meant to tell him that they will do as they please

with their wealth and that they will weigh and measure as they desire. People

tend to say such things when they forget that they are Allah's servants and that

all their wealth also belongs to Allah.

Sayyidina Shu'ayb pk~h <4* advised them saying, "Fear the Being Who created

you and all the previous creations." However, they did not heed his advices and

said, "You are butfrom the bewitched ones. You are but a human like ourselves. In fact,

we consider you to be from the liars. So cause a piece of the sky to fall on us if you are

from the truthful ones."

"Shu'ayb pLJ\ <4* said, 'My Lord knows best what you do (He will

therefore punish you when He deems it fit. I cannot punish you). " Their evil deeds

were sufficient to invite Allah's punishment.

Eventually, when they became extremely rebellious, "the punishment ofa day

of the canopy seized them. It was certainly a punishment of a grave day." Explaining

this verse, Allama Qurtubi *> i» *^j writes that Allah made the weather

extremely hot. They all left their homes and sought shelter beneath the trees.

Allah then sent a dense cloud towards them,, which they took as a "canopy" to

escape the heat. When they all gathered beneath the cloud, a descending fire

scorched thon all. The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that this fire from the sky

was exactly what they had asked for.

Note: The word Aykah refers to a densely foliaged forest. They are referred

to as "people of Aykah" because they lived in an area where the forest

was extremely thick.

This incident reads, "When Shu'ayb told them, 'Do you not fear?"' It does not

say, "When their brother Shu'ayb told them..." as mentioned at the beginning of the

incidents of the other Prophets fiLJ\ ^J^. Allama Qurtubi 4* ^\*^j writes that this

is so because Sayyidina Shu'ayb was not one of the indigenous people of Aykah.

He belonged to the people of Madyan, like Surah Hud mentions, "To Madyan. We
sent their brother Shu'ayb."

Concluding this narrative Allah repeats, "There is certainly a great sign in this.

However, most of them do not believe. Verily your Lord is Mighty, the Most Merciful."
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(192) Without doubt, this is a revelation from the Lord of the universe. (193) The

trustworthy angel descended with it... (194) "... upon your heart so that you

become of the warners. (195) In the clear Arabic language. (196) Indeed, it

received mention in the scriptures of the earlier nations. (197) Is it not sufficient

proof to them that the scholars of the Bani Isra'il have knowledge of it? (198) If

We were to reveal it to any non-Arab... (199) "... who was to recite it to them, they

would never have believed in it. (200) In this manner have We inscribed

disbelief in the hearts of the criminals. (201) They shall never believe it until

they witness a painful punishment. (202) It will then come to them

unexpectedly, when they do not perceive it. (203) They will then say, "Can we

be granted respite?" (204) Do they seek to hasten Our punishment? (205) Tell

me. If We were to allow them enjoyment for a few years... (206) "...after which

that should come to them which they were promised... (207) "...the enjoyment

granted to them would be of no avail to them. (208) We have destroyed only

towns that had warners... (209) "... to advise. We were never oppressors. (210)

The Devils (Shayatin) do not reveal the Qur'an. (211) They are not befitting for

this, nor have they the capability. (212) They have definitely been forbidden

from listening.

THE QUR'AN HAS BEEN REVEALED IN THE ARABIC LANGUAGE
VIA THE TRUSTWORTHY ANGEL

Referring to the Qur'an, Allah declares, "Without doubt, this is a revelation

from the Lord of the universe. The trustworthy angel descended with if..." Jibr'Il r
*>Ut 4*

brought the Qur'an to the Holy Prophet <X>3 4* it J^ from Allah without

altering anything even in the slightest degree.

Allah says that Jibr'U /**J\ 4* brought the Qur'an "upon your [Muhammad's

jjuj Up ai j^>] heart so that you become of the warners/' The Holy Prophet^ 3 4* & J<*

was to warn people and advise them by means of the Qur'an. Allah says in Surah

An'am, "This Qur'an has been revealed to me so that I warn you with it, as well as those

whom it reaches." [Surah 6, verse 19]

Allah says in Surah Shura, "in this manner did We reveal the Arabic Qur'an to

you so that you may warn the Mother of all cities, and those around her; so that you may
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•warn them about the Day of Gathering, about which there shall be no doubt. A group

shall be in Heaven, while another shall be in the Blaze. " [Surah 42, verse 7]

Allah says further that the Qur'an is revealed ''In the clear Arabic language."

None can refute the eloquence of the Qur'an. Until today the challenge to

produce a single Surah equivalent to those of the Qur'an has not been met. A
reliable friend of mine has informed me that two computers have been

commissioned with the task of meeting the challenge of the Qur'an. Whenever

these computers are fed with any Qur'anic verse, it concedes that it cannot match

it.

" ....indeed, it (the Qur'an) received mention in the scriptures of the earlier

nations." The previous scriptures made mention of the advent of the Holy

Prophet ^j <uU &\ j^> and the Qur'an. Even though people have adulterated

these scriptures, such facts can still be detected.

Certain commentators have interpreted this verse to mean that the subject

matter contained in the Qur'an is also found in the previous scriptures, like Allah

says in the final verse of Surah A'la, "This is certainly in the previous scriptures', in

[he scriptures ofIbrahim and Musa. " [Surah 87, verses 18, 19]

Sayyidina Ma'qal bin Yasar **iii ^j reports that the Holy Prophet u* i»» JU
jJLj said, "Surah Baqarah has been given to me from the previous scriptures,

while Surah TaHa, the Tawasin (those Surahs beginning with Tawasin') and the

Hawamim (those Surahs beginning with 'HaMim') from the tablets of Musa U*

f^J\. Surah Fatiha and the concluding verses of Surah Baqarah (verses 285 and 286)

have been given to me from beneath Allah's throne. The Mufassalat (from Surah

Hujurat until the end of the Qur'an) have been given to me as extra (i.e. no other

Prophets f
^ui^ has received anything like it)." [Jdmi'us Saghir]

"Is it not sufficient proof to them that the scholars of the Bani Isra'il have

knowledge of it?" The learned scholars of the Bani Isra'il who lived during the

time of the Holy Prophet <JL,3 Up it j^> knew very well that the Qur'an was the

truth from Allah. Some of them became Muslims, but others did not, even

though they admitted to people in private that the Qur'an was a revelation from

Allah.

The Polytheists accepted the Jews to be learned people and even requested

the Jews to teach them how to challenge the apostleship of the Holy Prophet JU
{L*j Up m. However/they refused to believe after the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up iui ju
replied to their challenges.

Allah says, "If We were to reveal it (the Qur'an) to any non-Arab, who was to

recite it to them, they would never have believed in it (even though the miracle would
have then been greater)."

"....in this manner have We inscribed disbelief in the hearts of the' criminals. They
shall never believe it until they witness a painful punishment. It will then come to them

unexpectedly, when they do not perceive" it. They will then say, 'Can we be granted

respite?"' At this moment their belief will not be acceptable. The punishment
referred to in this verse could refer to some worldly punishment for not believing
or it could refer to their deaths. It will also not be incorrect to say that it refers to

the punishment in the grave or in the Hereafter.
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Allah then says, "Do they seek to hasten Our punishment?" These people are

foolish to think that Allah's punishment will not afflict them merely because it

has not yet afflicted them. Nothing that they posses in this world will be of any

avail to them when they suffer the punishment. With reference to this Allah says,

"Tell me. If We were to allow them enjoyment for a few years, after which that should

come to them which they were promised, then the enjoyment granted to them would be of

no avail to them.

"

"We have destroyed only towns that had warners to advise." Even before the

revelation of the Qur'an, Allah only destroyed those nations who were

disobedient after a warner was sent to them. They advised people and

counselled them. When the people refused to accept, they were granted further

respite. Eventually they were totally annihilated.

The verse warns the people whom the Qur'an addresses. It tells them that

they should also accept the truth because they could suffer the same fate as those

before them. Allah then says, "We were never oppressors. - Allah can never oppress

any person. All His actions are based on some inner wisdom, which man may
sometimes not understand.

Allah then discusses the pristine purity of the Qur'an, when He says, "The

Devils (Shaydtin) do not reveal the Qur'an. They are not befitting for this, nor have

they the capability. They have definitely been forbidden from listening." The Devils

(Shaydtin) have been banned from listening to Qur'anic revelation in the

heavens.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that this verse refutes a statement

made by the Quraysh that a Jinn had become subservient to the Holy Prophet ju

,0-^ Up i>i and was teaching him the Qur'an. Allah says that the Devils (Shaydtin)

cannot reveal something like the Qur'an because the Qur'an guides people,

whereas the Devils (Shaydtin) are devoted to leading people astray.

Since Allah has deprived them of the ability to even listen to the revelation

of the Qur'an, it is obvious that they cannot be a means to reveal it.

c| S0ijl>j J29^ CJ*z dlb^ <£$\ j£g) ^-i?;J" J[t^ cT ifyj ES oJ^*>

(213) Do not call to another god besides Allah, for then you will be of the

punished ones. (214) Warn your closest relatives. (215) And be humble to those

believers who follow you. (216) If they disobey you, then say, "Verily I am
exonerated from what you do." (217) Rely on the Mighty, the Most Merciful...

(218) ... Who sees you when you rise... (219) .... and sees your movements with

those who prostrate. (220) Without doubt, He is the All Hearing, the All

Knowing.
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THE HOLY PROPHET >JLij Up At JU>, I COMMANDED TO BE

HUMBLE TOWARDS THE MU'MININ AND TO RELY SOLELY ON
ALLAH

Allah says in the above verses, "Do not call to another god besides Allah, for

then you will be of the punished ones." Although the verse is addressed to the Holy

Prophet (JL-j aJLp ibi JU, it is intended for every member of his Ummah because he

is innocent of polytheism (shirk) and disbelief.

Thereafter, Allah again commands the Holy Prophet <X*) U* A» J^> when He

says, "Warn your closest relatives." Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas <up ibi ^ says

that when this verse was revealed, the Holy Prophet ^Lj Up in^ mounted the

hill of Safa and called various tribes of the Quraysh. When they all gathered, he

asked them, "Will you people believe me if I told you that an army of horsemen

were advancing to attack you from behind this mountain?"

They replied, "We shall certainly believe you. We have never known you to

be untruthful." The Holy Prophet^ <a* i» J* said, "Then I am warning you of a

severe punishment (if you do not believe in what I preach to you)." Thereupon

Abu Lahab said, "May you be destroyed forever. Have you gathered us for this?"

It was then that Surah Lahab (Surah 111) was revealed, where Allah says, 'May the

hands ofAbu Lahab be shattered and he be destroyed..."

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** ibi ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ^j u* & J^>

told them on that occasion, "O Quraysh! Save yourselves (i.e. from Hell by

accepting Islam). I cannot save you from the pending punishment." He said this

taking the names of his uncle Sayyidina Abbas ** iv ^j and his aunt Sayyidah

Safiyya U* & '&>* Then, addressing his daughter Sayyidah Fatima W^ & ^j, The

Holy Prophet ^ 3
U* & J^> said, "O the daughter of Muhammad, Fatima! Ask

whatever you please from my wealth. I cannot rescue you from Allah's

punishment." ["Mishkat" p. 460]

With these words, the Holy Prophet^ Up k ju wished to impress upon

their minds that family ties cannot save one from Allah' s punishment in the

Hereafter. The criteria for success there shall be Belief Oman) and good deeds.

Although the Holy Prophet (JL-j.Up &\ JU was a messenger to the entire

creation, he was specifically commanded to preach to his family. This teaches

preachers that they should never neglect their families in their efforts. The fact

that the Holy Prophet^j Up i\ ju specifically addressed Sayyidah Fatima ifo ^j
.if*, who was a believer and a child then, shows that one should pay attention to

the proper religious upbringing of one's children.

Allah says in Surah Tahrim, "O you who believe, save yourselves and your

families from that Fire, the fuel of which is men and stones." It is tragic to see many

people nowadays who excel in preaching to others, yet neglect to bring the

message home to their families.

The Holy Prophet <JL- 3 *A* ii>i JL* is further commanded, "And be humble to

those believers who follow you." The Mu'minin are more worthy of receiving a

cordial reception.

The fourth directive is then issued to the Holy Prophet^^ At J-* when
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Allah says, "If they disobey you, then say, 'Verily I am exonerated from what you do.'"

A person should not associate with the sinful behaviour of others, but should

rather disassociate from them.

Allah then tells the Holy Prophet <JL-j *A* &\ ju, "Rely on the Mighty, the Most

Merciful, Who sees you when you rise and sees your movements with those who

prostrate. Without doubt, He is the All Hearing, the All Knowing. " Allah reassures the

Holy Prophet ,0-j *a* & ju that he should never fear the disbelievers because

Allah is Ever present and will always be there to assist. Therefore, only He must

be relied on at all times.

^^ J p4^ j >*^ <^UJt (4^4 *\s*A\j^ ^>y^ p*j^*b

(221) Shall I inform you of the one upon whom the Devils (Shayatin) descend?

(222) They descend upon every lying sinner. (223) They steal a hearing and most

of them are liars. (224) Only deviant people follow the poets. (225) Do you not

see that they wander astray in every valley? (226) And that they say things

which they never do? (227) Except those who believe, do good deeds, remember

Allah abundantly and avenge themselves after being oppressed. Shortly the

oppressors will come to know to which place they will return.

THE DEVILS (SHAYATIN) DESCEND UPON EVERY LIAR AND
ONLY THE DEVIANT PEOPLE FOLLOW POETS

In reply to the allegation that a Jinn teaches the Holy Prophet <X*) Up i»t ju,

Allah says, "Shall I inform you of the one upon whom the Devils (Shayatin) descend?

They descend upon every lying sinner. They steal a hearing and most of them are liars."

Those who are informed by the Devils (Shayatin) listen attentively to what they

are being told. They then transmit the same information, adding many more lies

to it.

Before the advent of the Holy Prophet ^j *4* i»» JL», the Devils (Shayatin)

used to ascend to the heavens and listen to the conversations of the angels. They
would then transmit the news of forthcoming events to the fortune-tellers, but

would add many lies to it. These fortune-tellers would believe them because the

news rectified from the angels would always materialise.

Allah then denounces poetry and poets when he says, "Only deviant people

follow the poets." This verse also replies to the other allegation made by the

polytheists, when they said that the Holy Prophet ^j U* ifci JU was a poet.

Whereas poets say things that are fictional, the Holy Prophet jJl-j Up ii jl^ spoke
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about reality to the people.

"Do you not see that they (poets) wander astray in every valley?"

They are ever searching for fiction to translate into poetry so that their

followers can be happy.

"And that they say things which they never do?" Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas

<up A\ ^j narrates that this verse was revealed with regard to polytheists poets

who used to compose poetry to ridicule the Holy Prophet <X* 3 *A* &\ .J^, trying to

prove that they can also say what he said.

The lies, fantasies and exaggeration employed by poets is universally

known. However, Allah then states an exception when He says, "Except those who

believe, do good deeds, remember Allah abundantly and avenge themselves after being

oppressed." These poets are not like those described above. Because of their Belief

(Iman), their involvement in good deeds and their excessive remembrance of

Allah/ the believers (Mu'minln) poets do not succumb to lying and their poetry

serves to invite to Allah and good deeds. Their poetry praises Allah and His

Holy Prophet^3 *J* & J**-

Whenever the disbelievers behave oppressively and criticise Islam, these

poets are quick to retaliate and avenge Islam by composing poetry to combat

these disbelievers. They will be rewarded for this poetry because it is composed

to please Allah and to defend Islam.

Sayyidina Hassan bin Thabit ** ibi ^j was a poet during the time of the

Holy Prophet^ <Op ii ju. The Holy Prophet (Jl-j ^.ii ju once told him, "As long

as you defend Allah and His Prophet ,0-j a* h ju, Jibr'Il f*~h *jLp remains

constantly in your attendance." His poetry against the disbelievers was more

severe than the piercing of arrows was to the enemy. [Muslim]

Bukhari reports that the Holy Prophet <X>j 4* ifct JU had a pulpit erected for

Sayyidina Hassan ** At^Jf from where he used to recite his poetry.

All deeds are judged according to the underlying intention. It is for this

reason that, when asked about poetry, The Holy Prophet jJL-j *4* h J~* replied,

"It is a manner of speech. The good that is in it is good, while the evil that is in it

is evil." When the poem contains backbiting, slander and causes people to miss

Salah when engaged in it, it will be abominable and not permissible.

Allah concludes the Surah by saying, "Shortly the oppressors will come to know

to which place they will return." This verse warns those people who assail the

character of the Holy Prophet ^JL-j <M & J^> and who falsify the Qur'an. They will

realise the error of their ways when they are cast into the depths of Hell.

tit?trt?titi£?ft'ftt?ftftftftftftftftftftt?£?ft
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Surah Al-Naml Verses 93

V ^^0P ^~

In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) Ta Sin. These are the verses of the Qur'an and a clear Book. (2) (It is) a

guidance and a conveyor of glad tidings for the believers... (3).... Those who
establish Salah, pay Zakah and are convinced with the hereafter. (4) As for those

who do not believe in the Hereafter, We have beautified their deeds for them, so

they wander blindly. (5) For such people there shall be a terrible punishment
and they will be the worst losers in the Hereafter. (6) Undoubtedly, you are

given the Qur'an from the Wise, the All Knowing.

THE QUR'AN IS A CLEAR BOOK, REVEALED AS A GUIDANCE
FOR THE BELIEVERS

,The above verses begin Surah Naml. The word "Naml" means "an ant." The
Surah has been thus named because of an incident of an ant mentioned in verse

18.

Allah says, "These are the verses of the Qur'an and a dear Book." This verse is

similar to the opening verse of Surah Yusuf {Surah 12), where Allah says, "These

are the verses of the clear Book.

"

Allah continues to say that the Qur'an is "a guidance and a conveyor of glad

tidings for the believers." Allah then describes the believers by saying that they are

".
. . those who establish Salah, pay Zakah (which are both focal pillars of Islam. Together

with this they are also particular about the other aspects of Religion) and are convinced

about the Hereafter."
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Although the Qur'an is a guidance for all, it is especially beneficial for the

believers (Mu'miniri) because they heed its advice and counsel.

"Asfor those who do not believe in the Hereafter, We have beautified their deeds for

them, so they wander blindly." These people have strayed far from the straight path

because they do not perceive the wickedness of their sins, but laud it.

"For such people there shall be a terrible punishment and they will be the worst

losers in the Hereafter." Nothing that they possessed in this world can benefit them

in the Hereafter, where all will be lost.

Allah then addresses the Holy Prophet^ <M fo J~* saying, "Undoubtedly,

you are given the Qur'an from the Wise, the All Knowing." The affinity Allah has for

the Holy Prophet^ *> i»\ JU is sufficient for him to face the onslaught of the

disbelievers and the polytheists.

* s it '' »*' ,'<•' »^ fa -. ' '\ y **{'*. \' Ji' »'T'm ^ \\
*'-

'AJ&* rjc cfJLor <3 iJ-X> iU^i* V^y /r^;_^ «J> *#-*. -U> u—o- JJe > ^U>

(7) When Musa said to his family, "I notice a fire. I shall shortly bring you some

news or a burning stake so that you may warm yourselves." (8) When he reached

the fire, it was called, "Blessed be the one in the fire and the one in the vicinity

of the fire. Allah, the Lord of the universe is Pure." (9) "O Musa/ Verily I am

Allah, the Mighty, the Wise." (10) "Throw down your staff" When Musa f
*-Ji^

saw the staff moving rapidly like a snake, he stepped back on his heels without

looking back. "O Musa! Do not fear. Indeed, the messengers have no fear in My
presence... (11) "Except the one who had done wrong, but then changed the evil

with good. Verily I am the Most Forgiving, the Most Merciful." (12) "Put your

hand into your collar, it will emerge shining white without any ailment. These

two are among the nine miracles with which you will go to Pharaoh (Fir'aun)

and his people. They are certainly a disobedient nation." (13) When Our

miracles came to them clearly, they said, "This is manifest magic!" (14) They

unjustly and arrogantly rejected them whereas their souls were convinced about

them. So see what the outcome of the anarchists shall be.
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SAYYIDINA MUSA P
*J» Up ARRIVES AT MOUNT TUR, WHERE HE

IS CONFERRED THE MANTLE OF PROPHETHOOD
The detailed account of Sayyidina Musa ^LJ\ Up has been discussed in the

Surah TaHa [Surah 20, verses 9-99], as well as in Surah Shu'ara [Surah 26, verses 10-68].

After ten years while Sayyidina Musa fiLJ\ ^ was returning from Madyan, the

night was extremely cold. In the distance he noticed what appeared to be a fire,

but which was actually the celestial light of Allah.

Describing the situation Allah says, "When Musa said to his family, 7 notice a

fire. I shall shortly bring you some news (about our route) or a burning stake so that

you may warm yourselves.

"

"When he reached the fire, it was called (i.e. Allah called), 'Blessed be the one in the

fire [Sayyidina Musa
f
*-Ji Up] and the one in the vicinity of the fire (the angels). Allah, the

Lord of the universe is Pure (from all defects and partners)." Surah Qasas mentions

that even the valley where the event occurred was blessed, and that the voice

came from the right hand side of the valley.

Allah then addressed Sayyidina Musa t%~l\ aJLp further and told him, "O
Musa! Verily I am Allah, the Mighty, the Wise." Allah then asked him about his staff

(as mentioned in Surah TaHa), after which Allah told him, "Throw down your

staff."

When Sayyidina Musa f*~to u* threw the staff down, it turned into a snake.

Allah says, "When Musa f%J» Up saw the staff moving rapidly like a snake, he (was

afflicted with a natural fear and he) stepped back on his heels without looking back.

"

Allah told him to grab hold of the staff saying, "O Musa! Do notfear (the snake will

return to its original form as a staff). Indeed, the messengers have no fear in My
presence...

Although Sayyidina Musa f^Js u* was not told that he was to be a

messenger in the above conversation, the fact is understood because Allah spoke

to him. The situation is similar to that of the Holy Prophet ^j u* ifo JL*, when
Jibr'Il pLJ\ aAs> revealed the first few verses of Surah Alaq (Surah 96) to him in the

cave of Hira. This was a sign of apostleship.

The phrase, 'indeed, the messengers have no fear in My presence... also serves to

announce the apostleship of Sayyidina Musa f*~h Up. At the same time, it

describes an attribute of the Prophets pu>\ ^.
Allah then added, "Except the one (i.e. the person who is not a Prophet) who

had done wrong, but then changed the evil with good (by repenting, then his

repentance will be accepted because) Verily I am the Most Forgiving, the Most

Merciful."

Allah further instructed Sayyidina Musa f!>LJ a> by saying, "Put your hand

into your collar, it will emerge shining white without any ailment. These two are among
the nine miracles with which you will go to Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and his people. They are

certainly a disobedient nation. " Because of their rebelliousness, Sayyidina Musa U*

fiLJ\ required the support of these miracles to convince them. Sayyidina Musa 4^
(M-Ji later received the other seven miracles over a period of time.



However, "When Our miracles came to them clearly, they (refused to accept them

and) said, 'This is manifest magic 1/ They unjustly and arrogantly rejected them whereas

their souls were convinced about them." Although they knew that Sayyidina Musa

r
%J» 4* was the true Prophet of Allah, they refused to admit the fact.

Instead, they challenged Sayyidina Musa (}LJ» *A* to a contest of magic,

which he won. AH the magicians then accepted his religion, but the others still

refused because of their obstinacy. They were all eventually drowned. Allah

concludes the incident by saying, "So see what the outcome of the anarchists shall be.
"

Note: "They unjustly and arrogantly rejected them whereas their souls were

convinced about them." This verse proves, that merely being convinced

about something without admitting it does not constitute Belief

(Iman). Belief (Iman) will be acceptable only when one admits to and
accepts what he believes.

There are many disbelievers who believe that Islam is the true religion and

that the Holy Prophet pL-j aJp &\ J^> is Allah's messenger. In fact, they even write

treatises in this regard and praise the Holy Prophet pi-^ *A* &\ ju. However, they

will not be called Muslims until they formally accept Islam.

>o\S 6? J& & \&** <^n 4i juII ^j &e j£JkS ^^ &£ j^J

Ot H?J'J -£r** &&* ^4? O*^ Wi^i J^i **y* o^^ <^yJJ l^'<#£*^

J^Jl L4JUJ *Ui cJU <^i» jtj ^ »y» ^ £•-^ bjRjJl j*4* _A^b

$<U&& h<k 4^^c^J^55£*£^&^&
(15) Indeed We granted knowledge to Dawud and Sulayman. They both said,

''All praise is because of Allah Who has preferred us above many of His

believing bondsmen/' (16) Sulayman succeeded Dawud and he said, "O people!

We have been taught the speech of the birds and have been granted everything.

This is certainly a manifest bounty/' (17) Sulayman 's army of Jinn, men and

birds were gathered for him and they were restrained. (18) Until, when they

reached a valley of ants, an ant announced, "O ants! Enter your dwellings lest

Sulayman and his army trample upon you without realising/' (19) Sulayman

began to smile and then laughed at her speech saying, "O my Lord! Allow me to

express gratitude for Your bounty, which You have conferred upon me and upon
my parents, and that I perform good deeds that You are pleased with. And, out

of Your Mercy, include me among Your righteous bondsmen."
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THE KNOWLEDGE AND BOUNTIES UPON SAYYIDINA DAWUD
fU> AND SAYYIDINA SULAYMAN (6Ui Up AND THE
INCIDENT OF THE ANT ADVISING THE OTHERS TO ENTER
THEIR HOMES

Allah says, "Indeed We granted knowledge to Dawud and Sulayman." They both

had immense knowledge of Prophethood and of worldly sciences. Sayyidina

Dawud f*>LJ\ Up could mould iron with his bare hands and make armour from it.

Sayyidina Sulayman {%J\ <Op was granted kingship over the entire creation. Even

the Jinn worked for him and constructed large buildings and utensils that were

the size of dams. They also dived into the sea for him and extracted precious

gems.

Both, father and son, said, "All praise is because of Allah Who has preferred us

above many of His believing bondsmen." They were both the Holy Prophets and

kings. Sayyidina Sulayman f^LJ\ U* had control over every type of creation.

Every creation of Allah has a certain level of understanding and perception, even

though man may not realise it. They are all equipped with senses whereby they

are able to recognise friend from foe and to manage their affairs.

Allah says further, "Sulayman succeeded Dawud and he said, 'O people! We have

been taught the speech of the birds and have been granted everything. This is certainly a

manifest bounty." Although Sayyidina Sulayman f%J\ Up could understand all

creatures; mention is made only of the speech of birds because the incident of the

bird Hudhud is forthcoming. Sayyidina Sulayman ^LJ\ Up mentioned these

bounties out of gratitude to Allah.

Sayyidina Sulayman (v>LJi <U said that Allah had preferred them above many

of His believing bondsmen. " He did not that they were preferred above all other

"believing bondsmen. " This illustrates that there were other Prophets f*~J\ <-*> who
were superior in status to Sayyidina Dawud (OLJi <a^ and Sayyidina Sulayman U*

This statement also illustrates that the only criteria for status are Belief

(Imdn) and good deeds. No Muslim can therefore say that he is better than a

certain disbeliever because a Muslim can never be compared to a disbeliever,

who has no Belief (Iman) at all. Comparison can be drawn only between people

of Belief (Imdn) because, without Belief (Iman), there is no good whatsoever in the

disbelievers.

Allah then describes the forces of Sayyidina Sulayman £*~S\ *4*. Allah says,

"Sulaymdn's army of Jinn, men and birds were gathered for him and they were

restrained." This means that the army was so large that they had to be held back

so that they do not break ranks. They would therefore proceed steadily with

restraint.

Allah then describes the incident with the ants, from which the Surah

derives its name. Allah says that Sayyidina Sulayman's f^LJt aJlp army marched

on until "they reached a valley of ants, (where) an ant announced, 'O ants! Enter your

dwellings lest Sulayman and his army trample upon you without realising.'"

Understanding the speech of the ant, "Sulayman began to smile and then
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kughed at her speech saying, 'O my Lord! Allow me to express gratitude for Your

bounty, which You have conferred upon me and upon my parents, and that I perform

qood deeds that You are pleased with. And, out of Your Mercy, include me among Your

^hteous bondsmen."

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra «up ii ^>j reports from the Holy Prophet ,4-j Up i»i jl>

that a certain Prophet of Allah f*~h u* once took his people out of town to pray

f r rain. As they emerged, he noticed an ant praying to Allah with its feet in the

air. Seeing this, he told his people, "Let us return. Our prayers have been

answered because of this little ant." ["Mishkat" p. 132]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra <* & ^j also reports from the Holy Prophet & JU>

l,j Up that an ant once bit a certain Prophet {*~>tt 4*. He instructed that the entire

community of ants be burnt on account of this. Allah sent revelation to him

saying, "On account of a single ant biting you, you burnt an entire nation of

creatures who engage in glorifying me." [Bukharip. 467]

While the Shari'ah permits killing harmful creatures, it is not permissible to

burn them.

Abu Dawud reports that the Holy Prophet ,0-^ Up ii ju> once noticed that an

anthill was burnt. When the Holy Prophet ,JL^ a* i» ju asked who had burnt it,

the Sahabah ^- & ^j admitted that they had done so. The Holy Prophet & J^
^j Up then told them, "It is only befittingfor the Lord offire to punish with fire.

"

It is not permissible to kill ants unnecessarily. Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Abbas 4sp &\ ^>j reports that ants and bees are among the creatures that the Holy

Prophet pJL—j u* it JU prohibited from killing unnecessarily.

Note: "Sulayman began to smile and then laughed at her speech..." This verse

tells us that Sayyidina Sulayman f^LJ\ aJLp initially intended only to

smile, but that he inadvertently laughed thereafter. Laughter is not

encouraged in the Shari'ah and may only take place unintentionally.

Sayyidah Ayshah i&* i»» ^j says that the Holy Prophet pi-j U* ^ ^U never

laughed in a way that his uvula became visible. He usually smiled.

Sayyidina Jabir -up ii>\ ^j also narrates that the Holy Prophet ^i-^ Up &\ j^>

always smiled rather than laughed. It was on rare occasions that the Holy
Prophet pJL-j aJLp iui ju» actually revealed his molars while laughing.

Of the advice that the Holy Prophet ^j u* ibi JU gave to Sayyidina Abu
Dharr ^ i«\ -^j was that he should never laugh excessively, because excessive

laughter kills the heart and extinguishes that light on one's face. ["Mishkat" p. 415]

Sayyidina Sulayman {%~)\ Up made the prayer (du'a), "O my Lord! Allow me to

express gratitude for Your bounty, which You have conferred upon me and upon my
parents..." This teaches us to be grateful for the favours upon our parents as well

because they are often the means whereby we attain Allah's bounties. One of the

greatest bounties that is conferred via one's parents is that of piety and
righteousness.

J*&\ <£ Olf==> |>»
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(20) When Sulayman (»%J» ^Jp inspected the birds he said, "Why do I not see

Hoopoe (Hudhud)? Is he among the absentees?" (21) "I shall surely punish him

severely or slaughter him unless he comes to me with a good excuse." (22) It was

only a short while thereafter when Hoopoe (Hudhud) said, "I have brought you

news that you have no knowledge of. I have just returned from Saba with

certain news." (23)"I have found a woman who rules over them and who has

been given everything. She also has a magnificent throne." (24) "I found her and

her people prostrating to the sun instead of Allah. Devil (Shaytan) has

beautified their deeds for them and prevented them from the right path, because

of which they are not rightly guided." (25) "They do not prostrate before Allah,

Who can expose the hidden things in the heavens and the earth, and who knows
what you hide and what you disclose. (26) "Allah is the One besides Whom
there is no other deity. He is the Lord of the glorious throne." (27) Sulayman U*

fK^\ said, "We shall soon see whether you have spoken the trutfl or whether you
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are from the liars/' (28) "Take this letter of mine and throw it to them. Then turn

away from them and see what reply they give." (29) She said, "O ministers! A
noble letter has been thrown to me/' (30) It is from Sulayman and it says, "I

begin with the name of Allah, the Most Beneficent, the Most Merciful." (31) "Do

not be arrogant against me and come to me in submission." (32) She said, "O
ministers! counsel me in my matter, for I shall never decide the case until you

are present with me/' (33) They replied, "We are people of great might and fierce

fighters, but the matter rests with you. Therefore you decide what commands

you wish to issue." (34) She said, "Verily when kings enter any town, they ruin

it and humiliate its noble people. This is what they will do." (35) "I shall sent a

gift to them and then see with what the messengers return." (36) When the

messenger came to Sulayman, he said, "Do you wish to assist me with wealth?

What my Lord has given me is better than what He has given you. It is you

people who are pleased about your gift." (37) "Return to them. I shall certainly

march to them with an army that they will have no defence against. We shall

definitely expel them thence in shame, while they are abased."

HOOPOE (HUDHUD) INFORMS SAYYIDINA SULAYMAN f
*J» *J*

ABOUT THE QUEEN OF SABA AND HER PEOPLE AND THEN
TAKES A LETTER TO HER

Since Sayyidina Sulayman
r
%-J» Up had control over all types of creation, and

they all formed his army, he used to keep a check on them. On one occasion,

when he checked on the birds, he found Hoopoe (Hudhud) missing. (Hoopoe
(Hudhud) could have been the leader of a certain species of bird).

Describing the scene Allah says, "When Sulayman fiLJs ^inspected the birds

he said, 'Why do I not see Hoopoe (Hudhud)? Is he among the absentees? I shall surely

punish him severely or slaughter him unless , he comes to me with a good excuse.

"....it was only a short while thereafter when Hoopoe (Hudhud) (arrived and

presented his excuse when he) said, 7 have brought you news that you have no knowledge

of I have just returned from Saba with certain news. I have found a woman who rules

over them and who has been given everything (that a ruler requires). She also has a

magnificent throne. (However) Ifound her and her people prostrating to the sun instead

ofAllah. Devil (Shaytan) has beautified their deeds for them and prevented them from the

right path, because ofwhich they are not rightly guided.

"

Continuing his speech, Hudhud describes what is the right path when he
says, "They do not prostrate before Allah, Who can expose the hidden things in the

heavens and the earth, and who knows what you hide and what you disclose. Allah is the

One besides Whom there is no other deity. He is the Lord of the glorious throne.
"

"Sulayman fiLJ\ <4* said, 'We shall soon see whether you have spoken the truth or

whether you arefrom the liars. Take this letter of mine and throw it to them (in the royal

court). Then turn awayfrom them (but not toofar away) and see what reply they give.
"

The queen read the letter to her ministers. It read, "From Sulayman.

"Thereafter it continued, 7 begin with the name of Allah, the Most Beneficent, the Most
Merciful. Do not be arrogant against me and come to me in submission.

"

It is learnt from this that a letter should commence with the writer's name,
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followed by:

("I begin with the name of Allah, the Most Beneficent, the Most Merciful"). This

should be done even if the letter is addressed to a disbeliever.

When the Holy Prophet ^Lj aJlp in jl* wrote to Hercules, the emperor of

Rome, he began the letter with his name and then the words:

From Muhammad, the servant of Allah and His messenger. To Heraclius,

the Emperor of Rome. Peace be on those who follow the guidance."

The Holy Prophet jJL-j up ^i Ju* did not write "As Salamu Alaykum" (Peace be

on you). He used the same words that Sayyidina Musa <v>LJ\ Up used when he

addressed Pharaoh (Fir'aun) i.e. 'May peace be on those who follow the guidance."

This is so because it is not permissible to greet the disbelievers with "As Salamu

Alaykum." However, it is not necessary to even include this greeting. Therefore,

Sayyidina Sulayman (%^\ Up omitted to write the same.

Sayyidina Sulayman ?%~s\ Up commenced the letter with Allah's name to

inform them of Allah, because they worshipped the sun. By including "the Most

Beneficent, the Most Merciful/' he alluded to the fact that Allah will forgive them if

they repent from polytheism (shirk).

When the queen read the letter, she realised that the writer must be

someone more powerful than her, because of the mode of address. She also

realised that any foolishness on her part would lead to the destruction of her

kingdom.

"She said, 'O ministers! Counsel me in my matter; for I shall never decide the case

until you are present with me. They replied, '(We have nothing to be afraid of because)

We are people of great might and fierce fighters, but (in the end) the matter rests with

you. Therefore you decide what commands you wish to issue.

She told them that it was not suitable to rush into any decision before

determining the strength of Sayyidina Sulayman's (%*S\ u* forces. They needed to

be cautious in the matter. Therefore, she said, "I shall sent a gift to them and then see

with what the messengers return." With the excuse of delivering the gift, the

messengers could assess the strength of Sayyidina Sulayman's <olji u* army and
also ascertain what he wanted from them.

If the messengers informed them that Sayyidina Sulayman £%J>\ u* was as

powerful as he seemed to be they would not enter into any battle, but rather

surrender themselves. In this regard she told them, "Verily when kings enter any

town, they ruin it and humiliate its noble people. This is what they will do."

Eventually, "When the messenger came to Sulayman, he said, Do you wish to

assist me with wealth? What my Lord has given me is better than what He has given

you. " While the people of Saba had sovereignty and authority only over a piece

of land and a limited amount of people, Sayyidina Sulayman f%Ji ^ possessed

sway over all creatures and springs of copper even gushed forth from the earth

for him.

He also told them, "It is you people (not me) who are pleased about your gift.
"

Then, addressing the leader of the envoys, Sayyidina Sulayman fiLJ\ <M said,
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''Return to them (taking your gifts with). I shall certainly march to them with an army

that they will have no defence against. We shall definitely expel them thence in shame,

while they are abased.

"

Zt *%> Z-^6 ^^ J^ ^P ^ ^^ $$> <Jh <£kU* <>; piM J Jli ^ JbC

(38) Sulayman ?%J\ Up said, "O courtiers! Which of you can bring her throne to

me before they come to us in submission?" (39) A giant of the Jinn said, "I shall

bring it to you before you stand up from your place. Indeed I am strong and

trustworthy for such a task." (40) The one who possessed knowledge of the Book

said, "I shall bring it to you before you can blink your eye." When Sulayman «Up

{ft~J» saw it placed firmly in his presence, he said "This is from the grace of my
Lord to test whether I will be grateful or ungrateful. Whoever is grateful shows

gratitude only for his own good. Whoever is ungrateful, then indeed my Lord is

Independent, Bountiful." (41) He said, "Disguise her throne for her so that we
may see whether she is rightly guided or from among those who are not guided

aright." (42) When she arrived/ she was asked, "Is your throne something like

this?" She replied, "It seems ljlke this is the very one. We were informed from

before and submitted. (43) Sulayman forbade her from what she worshipped

instead of Allah. She was certainly from a disbelieving nation. (44) She was told,

"Enter the palace." When she saw it, she thought it was a pool of deep water and

exposed her calf Sulayman f&4\ U* said, "It is a palace that is constructed from

an array of glass." She said, "Q my Lord! I have surely oppressed my soul. I

submit with Sulayman to Allah, the Lord of the universe."

SAYYIDINA SULAYMAN f
^Ui ^ HAS THE QUEEN'S THRONE

BROUGHT TO HIM, SHI IS ASKED IF IT IS HERS, AND SHE
FINALLY BECOMES A MUSLIM

After Sayyidina Sulayman: f*^ <4* sent the envoys back, Allah inspired him
with the thought that they wotild not want to fight him. He therefore requested
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that her throne be brought to him. Some commentators say that he made this

request after the queen and her people were already approaching him and the
dust of their convoy was visible to Sayyidina Sulayman <v>i~Jt Up. This he did to

display his strength to them.

"Sulayman
r
*>LJ» Up said, 'O courtiers! Which of you can bring her throne to me

before they come to us in submission?' A giant of the Jinn said, 7 shall bring it to you
before you stand up from your place/" i.e. It will be present before you terminate
this gathering. This will not be difficult for me; neither will I betray you, because
'indeed I am strong and trustworthyfor such a task.

"

"The one who possessed knowledge of the Book said, 7 shall bring it to you before

you can blink your eye.'" True to his word, he immediately had the throne
delivered to Sayyidina Sulayman

r
*>Ui u*. "When Sulayman <OLJi <Op saw it placed

firmly in his presence, he said, 'This isfrom the grace ofmy Lord to test whether I will be

grateful or ungrateful. Whoever is grateful shows gratitude only for his own good." He
will receive the rewardfor his gratitude in both the worlds.

"

On the other, hand, "Whoever is ungrateful, then (it will not harm Allah in the

least because) indeed my Lord is Independent, Bountiful." Neither does a person's
gratitude benefit Allah, nor does it harm Him in any way.

Many opinions have been expressed with regard to the identity of "The one
who possessed knowledge of the Book." The most famous opinion is that he was a

person called Asif bin Barkhiyya, who happened to be the son of Sayyidina
Sulayman's

r
*-Ji Up maternal aunt. He performed two rakahs Salah and then told

Sayyidina Sulayman
r
*>LJi Up to look in the direction of Yemen. When Sayyidina

Sulayman f*~As <A* did so, he saw the throne before him.

Some commentator's say that the "knowledge of the Book" referred to the

Ismul A'zam, which is a name of Allah that guarantees acceptance of prayer's
(du'a's) after being recited. Others say that this refers to knowledge of the Zabur.
However, Sayyidina Sulayman (OLJt <^ also possessed this knowledge because
the Zabur was revealed to his father, Sayyidina Dawud p^S\ Up. The other
members of his counsel must have also had knowledge of the Zabur, which is

renowned to have been comprised of prayers and recitations. The above has
occurred to me without having read it in any book.

Another opinion is that Sayyidina Sulayman (OLJi ^ himself was "The one
who possessed knowledge of the Book." When the Jinn boasted that he could bring
the throne before Sayyidina Sulayman (OLJt <A^ could rise from his place,

Sayyidina Sulayman
r
^LJi ^ told him that he could do it before the Jinn could

blink his eye. Other commentators say that "The one who possessed knowledge of the

Book" was Sayyidina Khidr
c
%~)\ <A*, and others maintain that he was Jibr'Il aJp

The verse merely mentions the presence of the throne and does not say that

any journey was undertaken for the task. Sayyidina Mujahid <4* ibi ^ says that

Allah commanded the winds to transport it. Sayyidina Sulayman flU\ ^ did.

have control over the winds and Surah Saba mentions that he managed to travel

a month's journey in a single morning or evening using the winds.

Allama Qurtubi ^ ii i^j writes that the distance separating Sayyidina
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guiayman f%-N *1* and the queen's throne was equivalent to the distance between

Kufa and Hira. Other commentators say that the feat was accomplished when

Allah diminished the distance. Others say that Allah created a tunnel through

the earth for this purpose. And Allah knows best.

When the throne was present Sayyidina Sulayman f^Ui Up said, "Disguise

her throne for her so that we may see whether she is rightly guided (in recognising it) or

from among those who are not guided aright."'Certain commentators say that some

Devils (Shayatin) told Sayyidina Sulayman r>LJ Up that the queen's intelligence

Was defective, and that is why he tested her in this manner.

"When she arrived, she was asked, 'Is your throne something like this?' She replied,

'It seems like this is the very one. Neither did she admit that it was her throne, nor

did she refute it. Although she recognised it to be hers, she hesitated to admit it

because she had left her throne well secured.

"We were informed from before and submitted." Many commentators are of the

opinion that this is part of the queen's speech. She mentions that even before this

exposition of Sayyidina Sulayman's f%J\ Up authority, she was already informed

about his sovereignty, after which they decided to surrender to him.

Other commentators say that this sentence was spoken by Sayyidina

Sulayman {%J\ Up, who told the people that he was already informed from before

that the people of Saba would surrender to them.

"Sulayman forbade her from what she worshipped instead of Allah/' Keeping to

the laws of the Arabic language, this verse can also be interpreted to mean that

the things that the queen worshipped instead of Allah forbade her from

worshipping Allah.

"She was certainlyfrom a disbelieving nation." Her association with the people

of Saba (who were all disbelievers) also influenced her to worship the sun. It

often occurs that social customs and traditions prevent one from exercising one's

intelligence.

"She was told, 'Enter the palace/ When she saw it, she thought it was a pool of

deep water and exposed her calf" Sayyidina Sulayman phJv Up also wanted her to see

the extent of his sovereignty so that she does not regard her kingdom to be

supreme. Therefore, he had a glass palace built before she arrived. He then had
clear glass placed over the pond at the entrance. The glass was so clear that it

was invisible. Thinking that she had to pass over water, she raised her dress, thus

exposing her calf

.

Seeing this, "Sulayman fiLJs ^ said, 'it is a palace that is constructed from an
array ofglass.

"' Totally astonishedby what has transpired, she exclaimed; "O my Lord!

I have surely oppressed my soul. I submit with Sulayman to Allah, the Lord of the

universe.

Note 1: None of the above verses of the Qur'an state the name of the queen of

Saba (Sheba). It is commonly understood that her name was Bilqis.

Note 2: The Qur'an is also silent about what happened after Bilqis declared

her Belief (Imdn) in Allah. However, it is known that she no longer

remained as a ruler to her lands because her land came under the
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kingdom of Sayyidina Sulayman r^-^ 1 u**

Note 3: Allama Qurtubi U* ifo <^j has written that, when Bilqls lifted her

dress, Sayyidina Sulayman r%Jt Up turned his eyes away from her

and said, "it is a palace that is constructed from an array of glass." This

is typical of the behaviour of any pious person. They will never

look at anything that they are not permitted to see.

Sayyidina Jarir ^ & ^j reports that the Holy Prophet <X*) *> ifci ju
instructed them to divert an unintentional glance. Sayyidina Ali ^ &\ ^
narrates that the Holy Prophet <X*j ^ &\ j^ said, "Do not sustain your gaze after

the first (unintentional) gaze because you will not be accountable for the first, but

for the second." ["Mishkat" p. ]

Note 4: Sayyidina Sulayman r>LJi u* returned the gift saying, "What my
Lord has given me is better than what He has given you. " By saying this,

he cast a deeper sense of awe into their hearts so that they

understand that his kingdom was much superior to theirs. In this

way they surrendered to him without much hesitation.

Allama Qurtubi U* &\ <^j has written that another reason for returning the

gift was that it was a form of bribe. Had he accepted it, Bilqis and her people

would have been permitted to continue with their ways of polytheism (shirk)

without restraint. It would have been an example of selling truth for falsehood.

The Holy Prophet (JL-^ U* &\ J^> used to give and accept gifts, but always

repaid the person who gifted him. The "Mu'atta" of Imam Malik Up &\ <^j

reports that the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ibi ju said, "Shake hands and malice will be

expelled. Give gifts and you will grow to love each other and enmity will

disappear."

The Shari'ah encourages accepting gifts unless there exists some valid

reason for refusing, like when the gift is actually a bribe or it is accrued by

Haram means.

It has been reported that the Holy Prophet <JL- j Up iui ju sometimes accepted

the gifts of disbelievers, and that he sometimes refused it. It is learnt from this

that their gifts may be accepted when it is deemed appropriate, while it can also

be refused when deemed appropriate. Of course, when the possibility exists that

a disbeliever will accept Islam if his gift is accepted, it should not be refused.
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(45) We have certainly sent to the Thamud their brother Salih (to tell them)

"Worship Allah." However; they suddenly became two rival groups. (46) He

said, "O my people/ Why do you seek to hasten evil before good? Why do you

not seek forgiveness from Allah so that mercy may be shown to you?" (47) They

said, "We augur evil from you and from those with you." He said, "Your evil

omen is with Allah. You are but a nation that is being punished." (48) There

were nine persons in the town who spread anarchy in the land and never

repaired. (49) They said, "You should all swear an oath by Allah that we will all

stealthily murder Salih and his family at night, after which we shall tell his

successors, 'We were not present at the place where his family was killed, and

we are certainly truthful."' (50) They plotted a scheme while We plotted scheme

without their knowledge. (51) So see what was the outcome of their plot. We

annihilated them and their entire nation. (52) These are their homes that lie in

ruins because of their oppression. There is definitely a sign in this for people

with knowledge. (53) We rescued those who believed and who adopted Taqwa.

THE DESTRUCfION OF THE THAMtJD AFTER THEY ILL-

TREATED SAYYIDINA SALIH fiU\^
Whert Sayyidah Salih (%J\ <dp preached the message of oneness of Allah

(Tauhid) to his nation, only a few people who were regarded as the lower class in

society accepted. The affluent people refused to accept. Allah refers to these two

groups when He says, "We have certainly sent to the Thamud their brother Salih (to

tell them) 'Worship Allah/ However: they suddenly became two rival groups."

The dispute that existed between these two groups is mentioned in verse 75

arid 76 of Surah A'raf (Surah 7), where Allah says, "The chieftains of his nation who

were haughty said to those who believed from the weak ones, 'Are you convinced that

Salih has beM sent by his Lord?' They replied, 'Indeed we believe in what he has been

setit with ' those who were haughty said, 'We definitely reject that which you believe in.
"

Verse 77 of Surah A'raf mentions that these arrogant people of the Thamud

said, "O Salih! Bring upon us that (punishment) which you threaten us with if you are

reallyfrom the messengers.

"

In reply to this Sayyidina Salih
r
*J» Up told them, "O my people! Why do you

seek to hasten evil before good? Why do you not seek forgiveness from Allah so that

mercy may be shown to you?" He advised them to rather repent to Allah and mend

their ways before Allah's punishment overtakes them.
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However, his advice fell on deaf ears and "They said, 'We augur evil from you

and from those with you. " In saying this, they meant to blame him for the rivalry

that began among them. "Ruhul Ma'ani" mentions that they were then afflicted

by a drought, and they now blamed him and the other believers (Mu'minin) for

this.

Sayyidina Salih f%J>\ <U replied, "Your evil omen (i.e. the reason for your

adversity) is with Allah (i.e. known by Him). You are but a nation that are being

punished (because of your disbelief and sins)."

The above verses teach us that a preacher of truth should not be hampered
by the thought that he is splitting a community by preaching. There will always

be opposition to the truth, which will inevitably cause division. He should

continue with his task with dedication.

' Allah says further, "There were nine persons in the town who spread anarchy in

the land and never repaired. " These nine persons plotted to assassinate Sayyidina

Salih f!>LJi Up. They convened and told each other, "You should all swear on oath by

Allah that we will all stealthily murder Salih and hisfamily at night, after which we shall

tell his successors (when they investigate), 'We were not present at the place where his

family was killed, and we are certainly truthful/'

The people also earlier killed the camel that Sayyidina Salih f%J» U*

miraculously caused to emerge from a mountain, even after he warned them,

"This camel of Allah is a sign for you, so leave it to graze in Allah 's land and do not

afflict it with evil, for then a painful punishment will seize you. " [Surah A'rafd), verse 73]

However, despite their plot to assassinate Sayyidina Salih fiL~h Up, Allah

says, "They plotted a scheme while We plotted scheme without their knowledge." Durrul

Manthur reports that when the nine thugs left to assassinate Sayyidina Salih Up

f*>LJv a boulder rolled down a mountain and crushed them all.

Eventually the entire nation was destroyed even though they lived in homes
carved from mountains. They lay dead in their homes, as if they never lived

there. Allah says, "So see what was the outcome of their plot. We annihilated them and

their entire nation. These are their homes that lie in ruins because of their oppression.

There is definitely a sign in this for people with knowledge. We rescued those who

believed and who adopted Taqwa."

When the nine anarchists swore to tell the successors of Sayyidina Salih *J*

fM~Ji that they were not present at the scene of the murder, the question arises

how could there be any successors if his family was killed? Commentators say

that the nine persons actually plotted to kill all the believers, who are termed as

'family/ They then intended to lie to the disbelievers relatives of these people.

They had the same fear as the Quraysh had when they wanted to assassinate the

Holy Prophet (JL-j ^ i»i j^. The Quraysh feared that the Bani Hashim would
avenge the assassination.

pi$ *Jj& Jt^3 b\. L-J^IJ
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(54) We also sent Lut (to his nation), when he told them, "Do you perpetrate

indecency while you are in your senses?" (55) "Do you really satisfy your

passions with men instead of women? You are but an ignorant nation." (56) The

only reply that his people could give was that they said, "Expel the family of Lut

from your town. They are merely people who wish to be clean. (57) So We
rescued him and his family, except his wife. We destined that she be among

those left behind. (58) We rained a shower on them. Evil indeed was the shower

of those who were warned.

THE NATION OF SAYYIDINA LUT ' pU\ Up REFUSED TO DESIST

FROM THEIR LEWD ACTS AND WERE FINALLY DESTROYED

The detailed account of Sayyidina Lut f}Ut 4* and his nation has been

discussed in Surah A'raf [Surah 7, verses 80-84], Surah Hud [Surah 11, verses 77-83],

Surah Hijr [Surah 15, verses 58-77], Surah Shu'ara [Surah 26, verses 160-175]. More shall

follow in Surah Ankabut [Surah 29, verses 31-35], The nation of Sayyidina Lut ^
puJ perpetrated the vile act of homosexuality. Disgusted with their behaviour,

Sayyidina Lut (MJ» <4* told them, "Do you perpetrate indecency while you are in your

senses? Do you really satisfy your passions with men instead ofwomen? You are but an

ignorant nation.
"

"The only reply that his people could give was that they said, 'Expel the family of

lut from your town. They are merely people who wish to be clean." They said this

mockingly.

Eventually, Allah instructed Sayyidina Lut {*-& u* to leave the town at

night, after which the disbelievers were all destroyed. Allah says, "So We rescued

him and hisfamily, except his wife. We destined that she be among those left behind."

Describing the punishment, Allah says, "We rained a shower on them." Surah

Hijr mentions that the stones were hard baked clay, while Surah Dhariyat

describes the stones as being made of mud. It may therefore be said that the

stones were like hardened bricks.

Allah concludes by saying, "Evil indeed was the shower of those who were

warned." These people had been warned for a long time, but refused to heed the

warning.

tititititititititititititititrtitititititrti
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(59) Say, "All praise be to Allah and peace be on those bondsmen of His whom
He has chosen. Is Allah better or those whom they ascribe as partners to Him?"
(60) Or the Being Who has created the heavens and the earth and has sent rain

for you from the sky? With it We grow gardens of splendid beauty. It is not

possible for you to grow its trees. Is there another deity with Allah? They are but

a people who equate others with Allah. (61) Or He Who made the earth stable,

created rivers in its midst, placed mountains on it, and has placed a barrier

between the two seas? Is there another deity with Allah? Nay, but most of them
are ignorant. (62) Or He Who responds to the distressed when he calls Him,
averts evil and has made you vicegerents on earth? Is there another deity with

Allah? Little do you take heed. (63) Or the Being Who guides you in the

darkness of the land and sea? And Who sends the winds as a conveyer of glad
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tidings before His mercy? Is there another deity with Allah? Allah is Exalted

high above what they ascribe. (64) Or He Who initiated the creation, Who will

recreate it, and Who sustains you from the sky and the earth? Is there another

deity with AHlh? Say, "Furnish your proof if you are truthful/' (65) Say, "None

in the heavens and the earth has knowledge of the unseen besides Allah. They

do rtot even know when they will be resurrected. (66) In fact, their knowledge is

obsolete with regard to the Hereafter. Nay! They are in dotibt about it. They are

but blind to it.

THE GREAT ATTRIBUTES OF ALLAH, HIS CONTROL OF THE
CREATION, AND AN INVITATION TO ONENESS OF ALLAH
(TAUHID)

Allah presents proofs of oneness of Allah (Tauhid) in these verses. Allah

begins by saying, "Say, 'All praise be to Allah and peace be on those bondsmen of His

whom He has chosen/'

Thereafter Allah poses a question by saying, 7s Allah better or those whom

they ascribe as partners to Him?" Even the polytheists realise that Allah wields

supreme power, and that their idols are helpless. Allah then proceeds to

illustrate His immense powers.

Allah asks if the other gods are better "Or the Being Who has created the

heavens and the earth and has sent rain for youfrom the sky? With it We grow gardens

of splendid beauty. It is not possible for you to grow its trees." Allah then asks, "Is

there another deity with Allah' The answer is understood that none can coexist

as deity with Allah.

However despite these facts, the polytheists "are but a people who equate

others with Allah." Another interpretation of this part of the veise is that they are

a people who still wander away from the straight path.

"Or He Who made the earth stable (so that man and animal can walk on it),

created rivers in its midst, placed mountains on it, and has placed a barrier between the

two seas (thus separating the salty water from the sweet water)?" Allah asks

whether He (Who possesses these qualities) is better than the false gods of the Polytheists.

Allah then says, 'is there another deity with Allah? Nay, but most of them are ignorant."

Allah says that the earth is stable. This means that, ultder rtormal

circumstances, the earth will not shake like other objects that are found on its

surface; Of course, when Allah wills that an earthquake should! occur, even the

largest mountains cannotbe any obstacle.

"Or He Who responds to the distressed when he calls Him, averts evil and has

made you vice gerents on earth?" People are successors of each other because each

new generation assumes control from the previous generations. Allah reiterates

the question, 7s there another deity with Allah? Little do you take heed.

"

Are the false gods better "Or He Who guides you in the multiplicity of darkness

of the ocean and sends the winds as a conveyer of glad tidings before His mercy (i.e.

before the rains)? Is there another deity with Allah? Allah is Exalted high above what
they ascribe."
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"Or He Who initiated the creation -Who will recreate it, and Who sustains you

from the sky and the earth? Is there another deity with Allah? Say, 'Furnish your proof if

you are truthful. " Allah challenges the polytheists to prove that any of their gods

can match Allah in any one of the above attributes. Without proof it will be

foolish to adhere to their beliefs.

Allah then declares, "Say, 'None in the heavens and the earth has knowledge of

the unseen besides Allah. They do not even know when they will be resurrected/' This

verse is a reply to those polytheists who demanded that the Holy Prophet i» JU
jJL-j Up inform them when Judgment day (Qiyamah) will take place. This

knowledge is exclusive to Allah.

"In fact, their knowledge is obsolete with regard to the Hereafter. Nay! They are in

doubt about it. They are but blind to it." Just as a blind person cannot see, these

people are blind to the clear proofs furnished to them because of their obstinacy.

While a person in doubt may hearken to the truth, the blind have no chance of

this because the eyes of their heart are sealed against the truth.

'^ '\ " *ii **§** " - ' ~* t' \ '""si \< ' " ^ A *" **&* y t^ »'
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(67) The disbelievers say, "When our forefathers and we have turned into dust

and bones, will we be resurrected?" (68) "Our forefathers and we have been

promised the same from before. These are merely tales of the old men." (69) Say,

"Travel in the lands and see what was the plight of the criminals." (70) Do not

grieve about them and do not be distressed about what they plot. (71) They say,

"When will this promise materialise if you are truthful?" (72) Say, "Soon a part

of the punishment that you sought to hasten will have afflicted you." (73)

Without doubt your Lord is Most Bountiful towards people, but most of them

are ungrateful. (74) Indeed your Lord knows what their hearts conceal and what

they disclose. (75) Every hidden thing in the heavens and the earth is recorded in

the clear book.

THE WARNING TO THOSE WHO REJECT THE ADVENT OF
JUDGMENT DAY (QIYAMAH) AND THEIR MISGIVINGS

After refuting polytheism (shirk) and proving oneness of Allah (Tauhtd),
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Allah replies to those who refute the Hereafter. Allah says, "The disbelievers say,

'When our forefathers and we have turned into dust and bones, will we be resurrected?

Our forefathers and we have been promised the same from before. These are merely tales

of the old men." The disbelievers claimed that Judgment day (Qiyamah) cannot be

true because it has not yet materialized.

Allah replies by saying, "Say, Travel in the lands and see what was the plight of

the criminal is."' The disbelievers should see what happened to the other nations

who refused to believe in the Hereafter. They were all punished for their

disbelief, and such will be the plight of all other disbelievers.

Allah then consoles the Holy Prophet^3 *i* & JL* by saying, "Do not grieve

about them (and about what they say) and do not be distressed about what they plot

(because Allah will save you from them)/'

After being told to travel and witness the plight of the previous nations

"They (mockingly) say, 'When witt this promise materialise if you are truthful?' Say,

'Soon a part of the punishment that you sought to hasten will have afflicted you."

Commentators say that the partial punishment mentioned in this verse refers to

the battle of Badr, where 70 polytheists were killed and another 70 imprisoned.

Thereafter the punishment of death will follow, then the punishment of the grave

and finally the worst punishment of the Hereafter.

"Without doubt your Lord is Most Bountiful towards people, but most of them are

ungrateful" Allah also bestows His favours upon the disbelievers and the

polytheists. He even grants them respite to repent before afflicting them with

punishment. However, man fails to appreciate these bounties, continues to sin

and utilises these favours in all the wrong avenues.

"Indeed your Lord knows what your hearts conceal and what they disclose." This

verse also consoles the Holy Prophet pi-j Up ibi JL* with the assurance that Allah

is well aware of the evil intentions that the disbelievers harbour against him and

Allah will save him from harm. This verse also warns the disbelievers that Allah

shall take them to task for all that they do.

"Every hidden thing in the heavens and the earth is recorded in the clear book (i.e.

the protected tablet (Lawhul Mahfuz))." Allah records all matters in the protected

tablet (Lawhul Mahfuz) even though He has knowledge of the same. An account is

even kept of peoples' deeds. Allah will punish people for these according to His

wisdom.

(76) Verily this Qur'an relates to the Baiti Isra'il most of the matters about which

they differ. (77) Indeed it is a guidance and a mercy for the believers. (78)

Without doubt Allah will decide between them according to His decree. He is
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the Mighty, The All Knowing. (79) So rely on Allah. Undoubtedly you are upon
the manifest truth.

THE QUITAN EXPLAINS WHAT THE BANI ISRATL DIFFERED IN

Allah says, "Verily this Quran (clearly) relates to the Bani Israil most of the

matters about which they differ." The Qur'an explains to them the matters which
they altered in their scriptures and which were hearsay.

One of these matters is that they believed that Sayyidina Ibrahim
f
XJi u,

was a Jew or a Christian. Allah tells them "Ibrahim f%^\ *> was neither a Jew nor a

Christian, but he was one abiding to the truth and subservient, neverfrom the idolaters."

[Surah Al Imran (3), verse 67]

They also claimed that camel meat was unlawful (Haram) in the religion of

Sayyidina Ibrahim
r
^-Ji -d*. Allah refutes their claim in verse 93 of Surah Al

Imran (Surah 3), saying that all types of food were permissible for them.

Another claim that they made was that Sayyidina Ibrahim flU\ Up and
Sayyidina Ya'qub^ <Op advised their children to be Jews. Allah replies to them
in verse 132 of Surah Baqarah, telling them that these two Prophets

C
^LJ\ u^u

advised their children to be Muslims.

The Qur'an also dispels the erroneous beliefs that they held regarding
Sayyidah Maryam

r
^LJi i*> and Sayyidina Isa

r
*>LJi Up. The Qur'an makes it clepr

that she was chaste and that he was not Allah's son.

Allah then says about the Qur'an that Indeed it is a guidance and a mercy for

the believers (because they believe in it and carry out its injunctions)." Although the

Qur'an is also a guidance and mercy for the disbelievers, they do not believe in

it, thereby being deprived of its blessings.

"Without doubt Allah will decide between them according to His decree (on the

Day of Judgment (Qiyamah), thereby discerning truth from error). He is the

Mighty, The All Knowing. " None can lie to Him and nothing is hidden from Him.

Allah then addresses the Holy Prophet <X* 3 Up At J^ saying, "So rely on

Allah. Undoubtedly you are upon the manifest truth (therefore, do not grieve)."

(80) Verily, you cannot make the dead hear, neither can you make the deaf hear
the call when they turn away in aversion. (81) You cannot guide the blind from
their deviation. You can guide only those who believe in our verses and who
have submitted.

YOU CANNOT MAKE THE DEAD HEAR NOR CAN YOU GUIDE
THE BLIND

The Holy Prophet pi-j U* iui j*> exerted himself greatly in propagating the
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e f Islam. Although there were those who believed in him, many

p wtheists adamantly adhered to their pagan beliefs. The Holy Prophet 4* & j+

was greatly distressed by this and wanted everyone to become Muslims. It

^ because of this that Allah revealed the verse, "Do not grieve about them and do

*ot be distressed about what they plot.

"

Iji the verses under discussion, Allah consoles the Holy Prophet Up ^i J*

in a different manner. Allah tells the Holy Prophet jJUj *> &y j^> that there

^e certain people whom he will never be able to influence because they have

totally sealed their hearts with their obstinacy and rebelliousness. In fact, these

opje are so averse, that Allah describes them as being dead, deaf and blind.

Allah says, "Verily, you cannot make the dead hear, neither can you make the deaf hear

the call (especially) when they turn away in aversion. You cannot guide the blind from

their deviation."

"You can guide only those who believe in our verses and who have submitted/'

This part of the verse makes it clear that the hearing and guidance mentioned in

the above verse refer to responding to the truth, not simply hearing. Allah terms

hearing to be hearing only when it is of benefit to people. Allah draws a

similarity between these people and the dead because the dead are also unable to

hear and respond.

CAN THE DEAD HEAR?

Even the Sahabah r^ & ^j differed in this matter. While many Sahabah

^p h ^>j like Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ** A» ^j maintained that the dead

can hear, others like Sayyidah Ayshah V* ibi ^ denied it. The above verse of

Surah Naml seems to deny this concept. Verse 52 of Surah Rurn {Surah 30) also

denies it in almost,the same words, and Allah says in Surah Fatir, "You cannot

make those in the graves hear. " [Surah 35, verse 22]

It should be noted that these three verses do not state that the dead cannot

hear. They merely say that the Holy Prophet^3 a* i»i J* cannot make the dead

hear. Therefore, although the dead may have the ability to hear, none has the

power to make them hear his message.

Allah says in verses 169 and 170 of Surah Al Imran, "Never consider those

slain in Allah's way to be dead. Indeed they are alive, being sustained by their Lord. They

are jubilant with what their Lord (Bjibb) gives them from His bounty; and rejoice for the

sake of those who have yet not joined them, who have been left behind, that no fear shall

overcome them, nor shall they grieve.
"

These verses prove that the dead martyrs have some sort of sense and

perception. This means that Allah does preserve the perception of certain souls,

like the martyrs, in the grave. If Allah so wills. He can preserve this perception

within any other person as well.

An authentic hadith tells us that the Holy Prophet ^j ^ &\ j* said,

"Whenever a Muslim passes by and greets the grave of someone whom he knew
in this world, Allah returns the soul of the deceased to his body so that he can
reply to the greeting." [Ibn Kathir]

This hadith proves that the dead are able to hear. However, it also proves
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that only those whom Allah permits that they should hear will be able to hear.

While the hadith tells us that Allah returns the soul of the deceased to this world

to hear and reply to the greeting, one cannot deduce from this that other speech

can be heard by them. They will be able to hear other speech only by Allah's

permission.

It is for this reason that great scholars like Imam Ghazali <ip ibi <^j and Imam
Subki a> iwi iu^j have mentioned that while it is established that the dead do have

the ability to hear, it cannot be said that they can hear everything that anyone

says. While they may be able to hear at times, there are times when they cannot

hear as well. Therefore, all the relevant verses and Ahadith pertaining to this

subject connect.

It is possible that they are able to hear .only certain types of speech, or it may

be that they can hear only certain people. Therefore, it will be incorrect to deny

that the dead can hear, just as it would be incorrect to deny that they cannot hear.

Allama Ibn Kathir *> ibi <^j writes that the Holy Prophet JJL.J a* ii jl* has

taught his Ummah to greet the deceased so that they may not be regarded as

mere objects.

Muslim (v. 1 p. 3 13) reports that the deceased should be greeted with the

following words:

When Haklmul Ummah Thanwi <uU iwv^ was asked whether the dead can

hear, he wrote in response, "There is evidence and opinions of the scholars that

support both views. Who is then able to make a ratified decision? It is not even

necessary that any verdict be passed on this issue to support one view and deny

the other. Then too, there exists differences between those who support the view

that the dead are able to hear. If any specific belief in this regard is asked about,

perhaps a reply would be possible/' [Imdadul Fatawa v. 5 p. 379]

(82) When the promise will be fulfilled upon them, We shall bring for them a

creature from the earth, which will speak to them. People are not convinced

about Our signs.

THE CREATURE FROM THE EARTH WILL APPEAR BEFORE THE
DAY OF JUDGMENT (QIYAMAH)

The Ahadith have mentioned in great detail that the "creaturefrom the earth"

will be one of the major signs of Judgment day (Qiyamah).

Sayyidina Hudhaifa bin Usayd ^ ^ ^j reported from the Holy Prophet J*
pJL-j <JLp ii that Judgment day (Qiyamah) will take place only after the following

ten signs have appeared:

(1) A smoke
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(2) Dajjal

(3) The creature from the earth

(4) The rising of the sun from the west.

(5) The descent of Sayyidina Isa r>u» <d*from the heavens.

(6) The emergence of Ya'juj (Gog) and Ma'juj (Magog).

(7, 8, 9) Sinking of the earth in three places ...... once in the east,

another in the west, and the third in Arabia.

(10) The last of these will be a fire from Yemen that will drive
people to the plains of resurrection.

Another narration states that the tenth sign will be a wind that will throw
people into the ocean. [Muslim v. 2 p. 393]

The verse denotes that the creature will be extremely unique and peculiar. It

will not be born like other animals, but will suddenly appear from beneath the

earth.

Sayyidina Abdffllah bin Umar **.&^ narrates from the Holy Prophet J*^ u* i» that one of the last signs before Judgment day (Qiyamah) will be the

rising of the sun from the west and the emergence of the "creature of the earth"

before the people during midmorning. Whichever of the two will appear first,

the other will follow soon afterwards. [Muslim]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** ibi^ reports that the Holy Prophet +L.j <i*i>i JU
said, "When three signs appear, the Belief (Iman) of a person who has not
believed before will be of no avail, neither will that Belief (Iman) be of avail that
has not earned any good (i.e„ the person has not repented for his sins). (1) The
rising of the sun from the west, (2) the appearance of Dajjal, (3) the emergence of
the 'creature of the earth."' [Muslim]

The "Musnad" of Abu D&wud Tiyalasi <4* &\ ^j reports the above^hadith of
Sayyidina Hudhaifa bin Usayd ** & J^j in some detail. It reports that the
creature will make three appearances. The first appearance will occur in the rural
districts and in Makkah, but the news will not spread at all. It will then disappear
for a long time. When it appears the second time, the news will spread across the
rural districts and throughout Makkah. On the third occasion, it will make its

appearance in the Masjidul Haram, which is extremely sacred in Allah's sight.

From between the Black Stone and the Maq^m Ibrahim, it will suddenly
appear before all the people present there,* screaming and dusting off its head.
Many people will ran far away in fear, but a group of believers (Mu'minin) will
regain where they stand, knowing that they cannot escaperAllah's decree. The
creahtfe will cause the faces of the believers (Mu'minin) to shine like stars and
will then turn away and travel the world with such speed that none will be able
to catch it, neither will anyone be able to escape it.

To be saved from the creature a person will engage in Salah. The creature
will approach him from the back and ask him, "O person! You are performing
Salah now?" It will then leave a sign on his face. People will then engage in
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partnerships and live together in cities, but the believers (Mu'minln) will be

clearly distinguished from the disbelievers by the markings that the creature will

leave on them. The believer (Mu'min) will tell the disbeliever, "O disbeliever!

Fulfil my right," and the disbeliever will tell the believer (Mu'min), "O Believer

(Mu'min)\ Fulfil mine." [p. 177]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** &\ ^j reports from the Holy Prophet^ 3 <4* & ju
that the creature will emerge with the ring of Sayyidina Sulayman fiLJ\ <d* and
the staff of Sayyidina Musa (OLJi u*. It will illuminate the faces of the believers

(Mu'minln) and place a seal in the noses of the disbelievers (by which they will be

recognised as disbelievers). [Tirmidhi]

J*«N £-L> Ep <^1^ JA*
bUl Li* I,; l^L* Ji, ^jlsj (^.J^=»' Jk _>£

(83) The day when, from every nation, We will resurrect an army from those who
deny Our verses, who will then be restrained. (84) Until the time will come
when they will all arrive and Allah will ask, "Did you deny My verses without

possessing complete knowledge ofthem? In stead, there were other actions that

you carried out." (85) The promise would be fulfilled upon them because of

their oppression, so they will be unable to speak. (86) Do they not see that We
have made the night so that they may rest in it and the day so that may see?

There are certainly signs in this for the believing folk.

RESURRECTION ON THE DAY OF JUDGMENT (QIYAMAH) AND
THE PUNISHMENT OF THE REJECTERS AFTER THEY ADMIT TO
THEIR CRIMES

When all of mankind and jinn will be resurrected on the Plains of

Resurrection, Allah will separate "an armyfrom those who deny Our verses, who will

then be restrained (to maintain order within their masses).

"

"Until the time will come when they will all arrive and Allah will ask, 'Did you

deny My verses without possessing complete knowledge of them?" Without attempting

to understand the verses and pondering over their contents, they denied these.

Allah will ask further, "Instead, there were other actions that you carried out (like

assassinating the Prophets pLJ\ ^, harming them and an array ofother sinful deeds)."

"The promise (of punishment) would be fulfilled upon them because of their

oppression, so they will be unable to speak." At first, the disbelievers will come to

Allah (as mentioned in other verses) and will not admit their sins. Thereafter,

their limbs will testify against them. After this condemnation, they will have

nothing to say.
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Allah says, "Do they not see that We have made the night so that they may rest in

d the day so that may see? There are certainly signs in this for the believing folk."

Th v can realise from the way in which Allah raises them every morning after

it> that He can certainly raise them after death as well.

Allah says in Surah Zumar, "Allah claims souls at the time of their death, as well

those that do not die during their sleep. Allah then seizes the soul for which death has

Zen decreed, and releases others until their appointed term. There are certainly signs in

thisfor people who think. " [Surah 39, verse 42]

(87) The day when the trumpet will be blown and all within the heavens and the

earth will be terrified, except those whom Allah wills. They will all come to

Allah in humility. (88) You will look at the mountains, thinking them to be solid

but they will be passing by like clouds. This is the doing of Allah Who perfects

everything. Indeed He is Informed of what you do. (89) Whoever brings a good

deed shall receive something better. And they will be safe from the terror of that

day. (90) Whoever brings a sin will fall on their faces in the Fire. "You are

recompensed only for what you have perpetrated."

THE INHABITANTS OF THE HEAVENS AND THE EARTH WILL BE
ALARMED BY THE SOUNDING OF THE TRUMPET, WHEN THE
MOUNTAINS WILL FLY LIKE CLOUDS

The advent of Judgment day (Qiyamah) will be announced by the blowing of

the.trumpet by the angel Israfil r
!>U» u*. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ** At^

reports from the Holy Prophet^ 4* Ai ju that the trumpet is actually a horn

that will be blown. [Tirmidhi and Abu Dawud]

Sayyidina Abu Said Khudri ** Ai ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet At J^
fi-y«J* said, "How can I live a life of pleasure when the blower of the trumpet

has it in his mouth and is listening intently with his head lowered, eagerly

awaiting for the command to blow." The Sahabah <*#*> At ^j asked, "O the Holy

Prophet jjLj Up Ai ju! What do you advise us?" The Holy Prophet <i* Ai J-
(Replied, "Allah is sufficient for us and He i^ the best Protecting Friend/'

[Tirmidhi]

The entire system of the universe will be thrown into mayhem when the

trumpet is sounded. Allah says, "The day when the trumpet will be blown and all

within the heavens and the earth will be terrified. .

.

"
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Allah says in Surah Zumar that, when "The trumpet vgill be blown, am

everyone in the heavens and the earth will fall unconscious, save for those whom Al\^

chooses." Both the above verses refer to the first blowing of the trumps

Therefore, when the trumpet is blown for the first time, the inhabitants of
the

universe will be terrified and will then fall unconscious. Then, by Allah's win

"Every soul shall taste of death.

"

Certain commentators have mentioned that the state of terror described \
the verse of Surah Naml refers to the second blowing of the trumpet. Therefore

when the trumpet is blown the second time to resurrect the dead, creation willb
e

terrified. This interpretation is supported by the concluding words of the same

verse where Allah says, "They will all come to Allah in humility.

"

However, the above verses of Surah Naml and Surali Zumar include an

exception, where Allah adds, "except those whom Allah wills." This means that

there will be certain individuals who will not suffer the terror or the

unconsciousness.

"Durrul Manthur" reports from the Holy Prophet pi-j U* i» J** that these

individuals will be the four angels Jibr'il f*>LJ\ Up, Mika'il fik~S\ U*, Israfil f^Ut ^
and Izra'Il the angel of death f^Ui Up. The angels who carry Allah's throne wil

also survive with these four but will die later.

Many verses of the Qur'an describe the chaos that will reign on the Day of

Judgment (Qiyamah). Surah Ibrahim states that on the Day of Judgment

(Qiydmah) "the earth will be changed into another earth, and the skies (will also k

changed)." Surah Takwir (Surah 81), Surah Infitar (Surah 82) and Surah Inshiq&q

(Surah 84) mention that the sun will lose its radiance, the stars will fall, and the

oceans will be ignited.

Here, in Surah Naml, Allah says, "You will look at the mountains, thinking

them to be solid but they will be passing by like clouds.

"

Allah says in Surah Qari'ah, "The day when people will be like scattered moths,

and the mountains will be likeflakes ofcoloured wool" [Surah 101, verses 4, 5]

Allah says in Surah Waqi'ah, "When the earth shall conpulse with violent

earthquakes and the mountains will be shattered to pieces and become like scattered

dust. " [Surah 56, verses 4-6]

Allah says in Surah Haqqa, "When the trumpet will be blown once. The earth

and the mountains will be lifted and reduced to smithereens. That day, the occurrence

[Resurrection (Qiyamah)} will take place. The sky will be rent asunder and will become

weak." [Surah 69, verses 11-16]

A verse of Surah Naba reads, "The mountains will be made to fly and will be

reduced to dust. " [Surah 78, verse 20] ,

Allah says in Surah TaHa reads: "They ask you about the mountains. Say, 'My

Lord shall completely remove them, leaving the earth as a barren plain on which you will

not see any protrusions, nor any depressions. On that day they will follow the caller

before whom there will be no crookedness. Voices will be lowered before Rahman and you

will hear only the sound offootsteps. " [Surah 20, verses 105-108]



Certain commentators have mentioned that the mountains will be like dense

louds which people think are solid and stationary without realising that they

are
actually travelling.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that the mountains will first be shaken

bv an earthquake, causing them to become like flakes of wool. They will then be

reduced to dust and fly about. They will finally turn to ashes.

''This is the doing of Allah, Who perfects everything." ]ust as Allah created the

mountains to be solid and firmly entrenched where they stand, He has the ability

to remove them from their locations and reduce them to dust. Every phase is by

His doing. Therefore, the disruption of the universe should never be considered

as a weakness.

"Whoever brings a good deed, shall receive something better." Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Mas'ud *± ifci \^j and Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** & ^j say

that ftie"good deed" mentioned in the verse refers to the Kalimah of Islam viz. "La

imillallah."

With regard to receiving something better, Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas

<* ii ^j says that this Kalimah will bring good for the person by way of entering

him into Heaven. Other commentators say that the reward will be Allah's

pleasure and seeing Him, which is much better than any deed that they could

everdo.

If
Jl
good deed" refers to all good deeds, then the promise of "something better"

will mean that the rewards for these deeds will be greatly multiplied. Allah says

in Surah An'am, "Whoever does a good deed will receive tenfold the like thereof" [Surah

6,versel60]

"And they will be safe from the terror of that day." Since the previous verse

mentioned that all within the heavens and the earth will be terrified at the first

blowing, this verse will refer to the second blowing. Some commentators

mention that the "terror" referred to here is the terror that people will feel when
they will be condemned to Hell.

Other commentators say that it refers to the terror that people will feel when
death will be slaughtered in the form of a sheep, and the people of Heaven and
Hell will be told that they will remain where they are until eternity.

"Whoever brings a sin will fall on theirfaces in the Fire.". It the sin mentioned in

this verse refers to all sins, then even the sinful believers (Mu'minin) will end up
in Hell for purification. However, their punishment will be much less than that

of the disbelievers and finally they will be removed from Hell.

Other commentators say that the "sin" mentioned in this verse refers to

|

disbelief and polytheism (shirk). Tjie verse will therefore be similar to verses 94
and 95 of Surah Shu'ara (Surah 26% where Allah says, "They will all be thrown
headlong in t\\ere, together with those gone astray, and the entire army of Satan (Ibtls).

"

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani
7
' writes that many times certain laws apply to

a sector of a group, while others within the same group are excluded. Therefore,
it is very possible that the sinful believers will not fall face-down into Hell.

The people of Hell will be told, "You are recompensed only far what you have
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perpetrated (in beliefs and deeds)/'

£>\ CJj^j^ <j^=> Aj 14-v*- <SJl\ jLOJt >^-*> ^Z~l> -l^i o\ ^y>) Lj\

^5^ -^ ^^ > •->

(91) "I have been commanded to worship only the Lord of this city, Who has

made it sacred and everything belongs to Him. And I have been commanded to

be from the subservient ones." (92) "And (I have been commanded) to recite the

Qur'an." Whoever is rightly guided, is guided for his own benefit. As for those

who go astray, then say, "I am only from the warners. (93) Say, "All praise is for

Allah. He will soon show you His signs, which you will recognise. Your Lord is

not unaware of what you do."

THE HOLY PROPHET ^j Up AiJU IS TOLD TO ANNOUNCE THAT

HE HAS BEEN COMMANDED TO WORSHIP ALLAH AND BI

SUBSERVIENT TO HIM

Allah commands the Holy Prophet ,JL-j a* i»i j^> to declare, "I have been

commanded to worship only the Lord of this city, Who has made it sacred..." Allah has

preserved its sanctity by instructing that its animals be not hunted, that its

plantation be not cut, and that no life be taken there.

From the general sense of this verse, Imam Abu Hanlfah Up ibi <^j has

deduced that even if someone murders another person within the boundaries of

the Haram, the murderer is not to be executed within the Haram. If he hides

there, he must be forced to leave the Haram in some way, after which he should

be executed outside the marked boundaries of the Haram.

"... .and everything belongs to Him. " Therefore, only He is worthy of worship.

"And I have been commanded to be from the subservient ones." One should be

subservient to Allah in all conditions, not only in matters that pertain to

devotional acts. Worship includes carrying out all deeds that secure Allah's

pleasure.

"And (I have been commanded) to recite the Qur'an/' The Holy Prophet ^ J^

pJL-^ Up was entrusted with the task of reciting the Qur'an to himself as well as to

others. Allah says in Surah Al Imran that one of the tasks of the Holy Prophet >
pjL-j Up i»i is that he "recites to them His (Allah's) verses.

"

"Whoever is rightly guided, is guided for his own benefit." He will ultimately

reap the greatest rewards in both the worlds by attaining various bounties,

Allah's pleasure and safety from Hell.

"As for those who go astray, then say, 7 am only from the warners. The Holy



prophet fi-j ^ & ^cannot be responsible for people who deviated from the

path. He was not entrusted with the task of making people believe, because this

is beyond human capability. His duty was merely to preach the message. He will

therefore not be accountable for those who do not accept after receiving the

message.

Allah says in verse 108 of Surah Yunus (Surah 10), "Say, 'O people! Certainly

the truth has come to you from your Lord. So whoever will be guided shall receive

guidance only for himself Whoever will go astray shall only go astray to his own
detriment I have not been commissioned over you.

"'

Allah concludes the Surah by saying, "Say, 'All praise isfar Allah. He will soon

show you His signs, which you will recognise. People asked the Holy Prophet &» JU^ Up to tell them exactly when judgment day (Qiydmah) will take place. Here
the Holy Prophet ^3 <Up ifci -Jl* tells them that they will soon see the signs of

judgment day (Qiydmah), from which they will realise that it is near. Judgment
day (Qiydmah) will occur only when Allah decrees it.

"Your Lord is not unaware of what you do. "Allah is well aware of every
person's deeds and will grant them the due recompense.

ftftftftftftftftftfttiftftftftftftftftteft
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) Ta Sin Mim, (2) These are the verses of the Clear Book. (3) With the truth, We
recite to you from the narrative of Musa and Pharaoh (Fir'aun) for those people

who believe. (4) Verily Pharaoh (Fir'aun) glorified himself on earth and divided

• the people into many groups. He weakened a party of them and slaughtered

their sons, while keeping their daughters alive. He was certainly from the

transgressors. (5) We intended to favour those who were weakened on earth by
making them leaders and making them successors. (6) And by granting them
authority on earth and showing.Pharaoh (Fir'aun), Haman and their armies what
they most feared from these weakened people.

THE TRANSGRESSION OF PHARAOH (FIR'AUN) AND HIS
OPPRESSIVE TREATMENT OF THE BANI ISRAIL

Allah begins the Surah by saying, "These are the verses of the Clear Book. With
fa truth, We recite to you from the narrative ofMusa and Pharaoh (Fir'aun) for those
People who believe/' People are to learn a lesson from the narrative.

"Verily Pharaoh (Fir'aun) glorified himself on earth (in Egypt) and divided the
Vtople into many groups. He weakened a party of them (thfc Bani Isra'tt) and slaughtered
war sons, while keeping their daughters alive." Pharaoh (Fir'aun) had weakened the
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Bani Isra'il to such an extent that they could do nothing when his troop
s

slaughtered their children.

It has already been stated in the commentary of Surah Baqarah that Pharaoh

(Fir'aun) was warned by astrologers that a child from the Bani Isra'il will put ^
end to his kingdom. To evade the situation, he instructed that all infant boys

of

the Bani Isra'il were to be killed. Allah says that Pharaoh (Fir'aun) "was certainty

from the transgressors.

"

"We intended tofavour those who 'were weakened on earth by making them leaders

and making them successors. And by granting them authority on earth..." Honour and

sovereignty are in Allah's control and He may accord these to whoever He

pleases. Even though the Bani Isra'il were in a downtrodden position, Allah

elevated them and made leaders and kings among their progeny.

"and showing Pharaoh (Fir'aun), Haman (Pharaoh {Fir'aun's} advisor) and their

armies what they most feared from these weakened people. " Consequently, the day

came when Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and his army were destroyed in the sea and lost

everything they had to the Bani Isra'il, as was predicted.

a.

i^io L^^j* V«y s^lr*-^ J rt-M c-^5- c/ 5
- ** OrtAi ^U-^a3 AA-S>Of

(7) We inspired Musa's f%J< Up mother (instructing her), "Nurse him. When you

fear for his life, then place him in the river and neither fear nor grieve. We shall

certainly return him to you and make him from the apostles." (8) So the family

of Pharaoh (Fir'aun) picked him up to be an enemy and a source of grief for

them. Indeed Pharaoh (Fir'aun), Haman and their armies were sinners. (9)

Pharaoh's (Fir'aun's) wife said, "A coolness for my eyes and yours. Do not slay

him. Perchance he may benefit us or we may adopt him as a son." They had no
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knowledge. (10) The heart of Musa's mother was restless. She would have

almost revealed his condition if We had not strengthened her heart to be from

those with conviction. (11) She said to his sister, "Follow him/' So she spied on

him from afar without their knowledge. (12) We forbade all wet nurses to him

from before and she [Musa's f^LJt *j* sister] told them, "Should I show you a

family who will care for him on your behalf, and who will dote on him?" (13)

So We returned him to his mother so that her eyes be cooled and so that she may

not grieve. And so that she may know that Allah's promise is true, but most of

them do not know.

SAYYIDINA MUSA'S ?%J\ *J* MOTHER PLACES HIM IN A BOX ON
THE RIVER, AFTER WHICH PHARAOH'S (FIR'AUN'S) FAMILY
DISCOVER HIM

To safeguard his kingdom from being destroyed by one of the Bani Isra'il,

Pharaoh (Fir'aun) commissioned spies among the Bani Isra'il, who would inform

him of any boys being born among them. When a baby boy was born, the child

was slaughtered.

When Sayyidina Musa (OUi 4* was born, his mother grew very concerned

about his safety. It was then that Allah inspired her with the command, "Nurse

him. When you fear for his life, then place him in the river (within a box) and neither

fear (for his safety) nor grieve (over your separation). We shall certainly return him

to you and make himfrom the apostles."

Placing her trust in Allah, Sayyidina Musa's {%-& *> mother did as

commanded. As the box floated past Pharaoh's (Fir'aun's) palace, his wife

spotted it and had it brought to her. When she set eyes on the child, she was
overwhelmed with affection for the boy. When she took the child in her lap,

Pharaoh (Fir'aun) feared that this may be the same child whom the astrologers

predicted would destroy his kingdom. He therefore intended to kill the child as

well.

When Pharaoh's (Fir'aun's) wife sensed her husband's intention, she said to

him that the child would be "A coolness for my eyes and yours. Do not slay him.

Perchance he may benefit us or we may adopt him as a son." When she convinced

Pharaoh (Fir'aun), they decided to look for a wet nurse to suckle the child.

Pharaoh (Fir'aun) did not realise that the child was to be the source of his losing

the kingdom. Allah says, "So the family of Pharaoh (Fir'aun) picked him up to be an

enemy and a source ofgrieffor them. Indeed Pharaoh (Fir'aun), Raman and their armies

were sinners. "Commentators have mentioned that they were destined to be

destroyed at Sayyidina Musa's fiLJ\ Up hands because of the fact that they were
all "sinners."

As all this occurred, "The heart of Musa's mother was restless. She would have

almost revealed his condition if We had not strengthened her heart to befrom those with

conviction." If Allah had not granted her the necessary courage, she would have
made it known that her child was in the box. However, she was convinced of the

truth of Allah's promise to return him to her.

"She said to his sister, 'Follow him.' So she spied on him from afar without their
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knowledge/' Allah inspired her to instruct Sayyidina Musa's f*~s\ .s^ sister to

follow the box downstream, which she did. Hidden from the sight of the Copts,

she witnessed the entire scene.

When Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and his wife tried to get the child to suckle from

various wet nurses, the child refused to take to any of them. Seeing them
perplexed about the situation, Sayyidina Musa's fiL~h Up sister told them, "Should

I show you a family who will care for him on your behalf and who will dote on him?"

When they agreed, she summoned Sayyidina Musa's r^ 1 Up mother, from

whom the child immediately suckled. Pharaoh (Fir'aun) agreed to let her have

the child and grow him up, and even paid her a sum of one Dinar (one gold coin)

daily for her services. Referring to this, Allah says, "So We returned him to his

mother so that her eyes may be cooled and so that she may not grieve.

"And so that she may know that Allah's promise is true (i.e. so that her conviction

may increase in Allah), but most of them do not know." i.e. They do not know how
Allah showers His mercy on people and how He reverses the plots of oppressors.

Note: Some people have criticised the fact that Sayyidina Musa's f^J\ u* mother

accepted remuneration for her suckling, which is supposed to be the duty

of a mother. It should be noted that the Qur'an does not mention this.

Therefore, it cannot be verified beyond doubt. However, even if she did

accept the wage, it was taken from a disbeliever without any deception.

The fact that he paid the sum happily also creates permissibility for the

act.

&* cs^ l&y 1& ^4-^ bt <^# <J* *&*£ bt^ A^-Lub <*£** bt,
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(14) When Musa f*>LJi 4> reached his full strength and was perfectly healthy, We
granted him wisdom and knowledge. Thus do We reward those who do good.

(15) He entered the town at a time when its people were oblivious and found

two men fighting. The one was from his people and the other was from the

enemy. The one from his own people shouted to Musa to help him against the

other from their enemy. Musa punched him and concluded his affair. He said,

"This is from the works of Satan (Shaytan). Indeed he is an enemy and one who

openly misleads." (16) Musa f'rt-Ji 4-1* said, "O my Lord! I have oppressed

myself, so forgive me/' So Allah forgave him. Without doubt, He is the Most

Forgiving, the Most Merciful. (17) He said, "O my Lord/ On account of the

favours you have bestowed on me, I shall never be among those who are

accomplices to criminals/' (18) The .morning found him in the city, fearful and

apprehensive, when suddenly the same person who cried for help the previous

day began calling for his help. Musa told him, "You are clearly a misleading

person. (19) When Musa intended to grab hold of the person who was an enemy

to both of them, he (the Isra'ili) said, "O Musa! Do you wish to kill me like you

killed the person yesterday? You only wish to become a tyrant on earth and have

no intention of becoming a reformer. (20) A man came running from the furthest

end of the town saying, "O Musa! Verily the ministers are discussing about

executing you. So leave. I am certainly a good counselor to you. (21) So Musa aJp

f%Jt left the town in fear and apprehension. He said, "O my Lord! Save me from

the oppressive nation/'

SAYYIDINA MUSA f^-Ji U* MISTAKENLY KILLS A PERSON AND
IS FORCED TO LEAVE EGYPT FOR MADYAN

Since Sayyidina Musa f*~l\ <±* was destined to be the Holy Prophet, Allah

imbued him with certain qualities before he left Egypt. Allah says, "When Musa

r
%jt aJ* reached his full strength and was perfectly healthy, We granted him wisdom and

knowledge (i.e. perfect intellect and understanding). Thus do We reward those who

dogood."

Allah then relates the incident of how Sayyidina Musa fik~b *Jp

unintentionally killed a Copt. Allah says, "He entered the town (another small

village outside the city) at a time when its people were oblvdious (during the time of

siesta) andfound two men fighting. The one wasfrom his people (from the Bani Isra'Il)

and the otherwasfrom the enemy {a Copt from Pharaoh's (Fir'aun's) people}. The one

from his own people shouted to Musa to help him against the other from their enemy.

Musa punched him (the Copt) and concluded his affair." Because of his strength,

Sayyidina Musa f^Js *-i* unintentionally killed tl^e person with his punch.

Extremely remorseful at his mistake, Sayyidina Musa pLJ\ ^ immediately

said, "This is from the works of Satan (Shaytan). Indeed he is an enemy and one who

openly misleads." He then submitted to Allah saying, "O my Lord! I have oppressed

myself so forgive me/ So Allah forgave him. Without doubt, He is the Most Forgiving,

the Most Merciful."

It is the pi#ctice of upright people to always seek Allah's forgiveness for any

deed that they deem to be improper. There was no Shari'ah at that time and

hence no question of blood money arose. It was therefore only necessary for him
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to seek Allah's forgiveness for his error.

Sayyidina Musa ^^-J» Up also submitted to Allah saying, "O my Lord! On

account of the favours you ha^e bestowed on me, I shall never be among those who are

accomplices to criminals." He pledged never to assist in sins. This would also

include never assisting Satan (Shaytan), whose objective is to lead people to sin.

This means that he would never respond to the enticement of Satan (Shaytan)

since this would be assisting him.

This verse denotes that assisting someone in sin is as bad as committing the

sin. People are generally negligent of this and become agents in various sins. By

working in institutions dealing in usury and bribery, they are actually acting as

accomplices to these sins. Working for oppressive governments also falls into

this category.

Sayyidina Ka'b bin Ujra ** iui ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^j U* A» J*
once told them, "I wish Allah's protection for you against the rule of fools/'

When the Sahabah r^ &\ ^j asked who these people were, the Holy Prophet j*.

^ «jp ^replied, "They will be such rulers after me that the person who believes their

lies and assists them in their tyranny is not from me and will have no relation to me.

They will never reach me at the Howdh (a cistern pond)." ["Mishkat" p. 322]

The Holy Prophet ,JL,j ^ &\ JL* has also mentioned that the person who

assists a tyrant, knowing that he is a tyrant, has come out of the fold of Islam.

["Mishkat" p. 436]

Sayyidina Uqba bin Amir ** it^ reports from the Holy Prophet Up i» ^u
(JL-j that the person who oppressively collects taxes will not enter Heaven.

["Mishkat" p. 322]

Every type of employment in which one oppresses others or assist

oppressors is unlawful (Haram). Muslims working in such establishments should

contemplate their situation and redress the wrongs.

Even though Allah forgave Sayyidina Musa ^LJ\ Up, he will still be

apprehensive to intercede on the Day of Judgment (Qiydmah), saying that he

killed a person whom he was not commanded to kill.

"The morning found him in the city, fearful and apprehensive {that he may be

arrested and executed), when suddenly the same person who cried for help the previous

day began calling for his help (against another Copt with whom he was fighting).

(Seeing him in trouble a second time, Sayyidina Musa f*~& U* scolded him and)

Musa told him, 'You are clearly a misleading person."

"When Musa intended to grab hold of the person who was an enemy to both of them

(the Copt), he (the Isra'ili, thinking that Sayyidina Musa rXJi <J* was about to grab him

for picking anotherfight) said, 'O Musa! Do you wish to kill me like you killed the person

yesterday? You only wish to become a tyrant on earth and have no intention of becoming

a reformer.

"

Commentators have reported from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas <*> & ^j
that Sayyidina Musa (OUi *i* forgot to say "Insha Allah" (If Allah wills) when he

said earlier, "I shall never be among those who are accomplices to criminals." It is for

this reason that he again ended up being an accomplice to the mischievous
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person from the Bani IsraU

When the Copt heard what the Isra'Ili said, he informed pharaoh (Fir'aun)

and his ministers about the murder, and hence they decided to execute Sayyidina

Musar*-^-

"A man [probably from among pharaoh's (Fir'aun's) courtiers, who had faith in

Sayyidina Musa f^ «*W came running from the furthest end of the town saying, 'O

Musa! Verily the ministers are discussing about executing you. So leave. I am certainly a

good counsellor to you."

In response to this warning, 'Musa f%~b <4* left the town in fear and apprehension.

He said, '0 my Lord! Save mefrom the oppressive nation."'

. > -" ^ c>< <' *>"t »* > 4 7V-- ^ » '
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(22) When Musa turned to the direction of Madyan, he said, "I have hope that

my Lord will guide me to the straight path." (23) When he reached the water of

Madyan, he found a group of people watering (their flocks). He also noticed two

ladies keeping their distance. He asked, "What ails you two?" They replied, "We
cannot water (our flock) until the shepherds return. Our father is an extremely

old man. (24) So Musa watered (their flock) on their behalf and then turned to

some shade saying, "O my Lord! Indeed I am needy of whatever good you

bestow on me." (25) One of the two ladies came to him walking bashfully. She

said, "My father is calling you to reward you for watering (our flock) for us.

When Musa came to the father and related the incidents to him, he said, "Do not
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fear. You are safe from the oppressive nation." (26) One of the ladies said, "O
father! Employ him. Indeed the best person you can employ is one who is strong

and trustworthy." (27) He (the father) said, "I wish to marry you to one these

daughters of mine on condition that you work for me for eight years. If you

complete ten years, it will be your choice. I do not wish to impose upon you. If

Allah wills, you will find me to be among the righteous." (28) Mufw said, "The

matter is between the two of us. There should be no force on me with regard to

whichevert>f the two terms I complete. Allah is a Surety over whatever we say."

SAYYIDINA MUSA f
*J« Up REACHED MADYAN AND ASSISTS

TWO LADIES, AFTER WHICH HE MARRIES ONE OF THEM
Sayyidina Musa f%~b Up left Egypt for a town in Sham (syria) called Madyan,

Madyan was not ruled by pharaoh (Fir'aun) and no document was required
to

travel in those times. Sayyidina Musa ^LJ\ <l* had no guide and had never

trayelled that way before and did not know the direction. However, he trusted

Allah to guide him. Therefore, he said, "I have hope that my Lord will guide me to

the straight path.

"

True to his expectations, Allah guided him and he safely reached Madyan.

"When he reached the water (well) of Madyan, he found a group of people watering

(their flocks). He also noticed two ladies keeping their distance/' The ladies were

restraining their flock from mixing with the other flocks. They saw to it that their

flock did not drink from the water of other flocks because the shepherds would

then beat them away.

Sayyidina Musa (OLJi \±* asked the ladies, "What ails you two (Why are you.

standing aside)?' They replied, 'We cannot water (our- flock) until the shepherds

return (with their flocks to their fields. Then we will water our flock)." Before

Sayyidina Musa fiL~to 4* could even ask them why they were doing the work of

men, they replied by adding, "Our father is an extremely old man.
7
' Therefore, he

was unable to do the work. Their silence after this phrase denotes that they

neither had any brothers nor any husbands to help them.

"So Miisa watered (their flock) on their behalf and then turned to some shade

saying, 'O my Lord! Indeed I am needy of whatever good, you bestow on me. It is the

trak of every believer (Mu'min) to turn his attention to Allah when in good and

adverse situations. The word "good" is general and refers to a vast array of

things like satiation of hunger giving shelter, etc. Commentators write that

Sayyidina Musa f%-& aJLp ate only the leaves of plants "on his journey to Madyan

and was in an emaciated state.

When the two ladies reached home earlier than usual, their father asked the

reason. They explained to him that someone had fed the animals for them, and

also described Sayyidina Musa (%^ *> to him. The father was appreciative and

sent one of them to call Sayyidina Musa (%^ Up. Allah says, "One of the two ladies

came to him walking bashfully. " "Ruhul Ma'ani" reports that she came with a cloth

covering her. face. "She said, 'Myfather is calling you to reward you for watering (our

flock) for us." "Ruhul Ma'ani" reports that Sayyidina Musa f*-& 4* noticed. tier

modesty and was himself modest [modesty is the natural trait of all'the Prophets

f%J\ j^JLp. Therefore, he told her to follow him and inform him of the direction so
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that each of them could be at ease.

"When Musa came to the father and related the incidents to him, he said, 'Do not

fear. You are safefrom the oppressive nation (because they have no jurisdiction here).
"'

Furthermore, "One of the ladies said, 'O father! Employ him (He can be of

assistance in herding the flocks and in other tasks). Indeed the best person you can

employ is one who is strong and trustworthy.
"

By his physical appearance and the strength he displayed when watering

the flock, she realised that he was indeed very strong.

Some commentators have reported that when the laides expressed their

inability to give water to the flock until the shepherds had left, Sayyidina Musa

r
yu\ ajl* asked them whether there was another well in the vicinity. They told him

that there was another well, but that it was covered by a heavy rock, which a few

men could not move collectively. He asked them to take him there. When they

led him to the place, he moved the rock with one hand. Thereafter, he gave water

to the animals and covered the well again. ["RuhulMa'ani" v. 20 p. 63]

His trustworthiness was displayed by the fact that he walked ahead of the

lady and was not lecherous. Accepting her suggestion, the old man said to

Sayyidina Musa {%-b *M, T wish to marry you to one these daughters of mine on

condition that you work for me for eight years. (I only require you for eight years,

but) Ifyou complete ten years, it will be your choice. I do not wish to impose upon you. If

Allah wills, you willfind me to be among the righteous (in my dealings with you, for I

will not cause you any harm or grief)/'

Sayyidina Musa r>LJ» Up realised that this was a result of his prayer (du'a)

because now he would receive not only shelter and a livelihood but also a wife.

He therefore accepted the proposal adding, "The matter is between the two of us.

There should be no force on me with regard to whichever of the two terms I complete (i.e.

I should not be prejudiced if I were to complete only eight years). Allah is a Surety

(or Witness) over whatever we say.
"

Sayyidina Utbah bin Nuddar ^ ii^ reports that the Holy Prophet & J^>

(JL-j U* once recited "Ta Sin Mim" (Surah Qasas) to them until he reached the

incident of Sayyidina Musa f!*-J u*. Thereupon the Holy Prophet^ u* & J^
commented, "Sayyidina Musa (&~*\ *> hired himself for a period of eight or ten

years for the protection of his chastity and to fill his stomach." [Ibn Majah p. 176]

Allama Ibn Kathir U* it <j^j has reported several narrations in which it is

proven that Sayyidina Musa '?*-$ 4* spent ten years in the service of the old man
and also grazed his goats, [v. 3 p. 386]

The commentary of "Mawahib Laduniyyah" reports that Sayyidah Fatima

W* & ^j once told her father, The Holy Prophet <X* 3 <4* &\ ju that she and her

husband, Sayyidina Ali ^ &\ ^>Jf possessed only one sheepskin, which they slept

on at night and on which they placed the camel 's feed during the day. The Holy

Prophet jJL-j Up ibi ju told her, "O my beloved daughter! Be patient. For ten

years, Musa f*Js Up and his wife shared only one garment (which they used to

clothe themselves and to sleep on)."

If this narration is authentic, it would prove that Sayyidina Musa f*~h *4*
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spent ten years in Madyan. Therefore, the doubt expressed in the narration above

by Sayyidina Utba bin Nuddar <up &\ ^j is most probably a doubt on the part of

one of the narrators.

Bukhari (p. 369) reports that Sayyidina Said bin Jubair u* &\ <^j once asked

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas <** i»» ^j which of the two terms did Sayyidina

Musa r*~^ a-U complete. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ & ^j replied, "The

longer and better of the two (i.e. ten years). It is customary among Allah's

Prophets to practice what they say."

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ^ & ^j reports from the Holy Prophet Up & JL,

jJL-j that every Prophet of Allah grazed goats. When the Sahabah ?+* & ^j asked

about himself, The Holy Prophet <X*< *4± & J^ replied that he also grazed goats

for the people of Makkah in exchange for a few 'qirat' (a type of currency

equivalent to a sixth of a dirham)." [Bukhari p. 301]

Goats are weak animals and cannot be beaten when they skip about because

of the danger of fracturing their bones. Therefore, the shepherd has to be

extremely patient with them. Allah made the Prophets (%~J» ^^ graze goats so

that tolerance and patience be imbued in them. It was then possible to tolerate

the harassment of the disbelievers.

LESSONS TO BE LEARNT

Note 1: The Qur'an does not mention whether the old man fed Sayyidina

Musa (OLJi aJLp or gave him any payment for the initial service of

giving water to the goats. "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 20 p. 65) reports that

when Sayyidina Musa fiLJ\ u* arrived at the old man's home, he

was sitting for supper. When he invited Sayyidina Musa f%J» «uU to

join him, Sayyidina Musa ftLJ\ Up said that he would not accept

anything in payment of the service he rendered even if the

payment filled the world. The old man told him that the food was

not a payment, but it was traditional in their family to entertain

guests. It was only then that Sayyidina Musa fiLJ\ u* ate the meal.

Note 2: Allama (Scholar) Ibn Kathir Up &\ *>j has reported from Sayyidina

Hasan Basri Up it ^ and other commentators that the old man
was Sayyidina Shu'ayb f!>LJ> ^. However, many commentators say

that Sayyidina Musa <^Jt u* was born a very long time after

Sayyidina Shu'ayb's {%~S\ u* demise.

They have deduced this from a verse of Surah Hud, where Sayyidina

Shu'ayb f%S\ aJLp told his people, 'And the nation ofLut f*>LJ» u* were not far offfrom

you." Since Sayyidina Lut f%J» U* lived during the time of Sayyidina Ibrahim Up

f^LJi, it is not possible that Sayyidina Shu'ayb fiLJ\ U* could be the father-in-law

of Sayyidina Musa f!>LJ» *l*, who was from the latter progeny of Sayyidina Ya'qub

P*>LJ! <J^
f Sayyidina Ibrahim f%Jt u* grandson. Although it has been mentioned

that Sayyidina Shu'ayb fiLJ\ <d* could have lived for a very long time, which

could have allowed him to meet Sayyidina Musa (OLJi ^, this statement cannot

be verified.

"Ruhul Ma'ani" has reported from various commentators that the old man
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of Madyan was Sayyidina Shu'ayb's r%J» a* nephew. His name has been cited as

Athrun, Harun, Marwan or Awid. Ibn Jarir U* i»i^ has reported from Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Abbas <* & ^j that his name was Yathrib. Besides these there are

many more opinions.

Although the author of Ruhul Ma'ani" and Allama Qurtubi *ip &\- «*._, are of

the opinion that the old man was Sayyidina Shu'ayb r%J> Up, Allama Ibn Kathir

and Ibn Jarir <op & ^ say that this claim can be made only when an authentic

hadith corroborates it, and there is no such hadith.

Note 3: The fact that Sayyidina Musa
r
^~Ji a* accepted the old man's

proposal without hesitation teaches us that one should not be
ashamed to accept something of necessity. Even the Holy Prophet
,0-. j. «Jp & J-* grazes goats for a small sum. Many people feel it

below their dignity to do tasks that seem menial, even though they
have no alternative. They rather choose to suffer and accumulate
debts than do such work, which could well alleviate their need.
Allah's pious servants do not behave in this manner.

Note 4: "One of the ladies said, 'Oftifher! Employ him. Indeed the best person you
can employ is one who is strong and trustworthy. By saying this, the

lady recommended Sayyidina Mtisa
r
%Ji a* as being fit and

qualified for the task at hand. Every task requires a person who is

capable of handling it well. The work of keeping accounts will

require a person with knowledge of accounting, just as the work of

construction will require skills of bricklaying, engineering, etc

Although the Arabic word "qawiy" has been translated above as "strong/' it

refers to strength in physical, spiritual and mental capacities. The word "arnin"

(translated above as "trustworthy") is also multifaceted. It refers to

trustworthiness with finances ais well as with time. The person who is 'amin' will

ensure that he completes the required time for which he is paid. He is also a
person whose wife can trust him completely because he will never even look at

another woman with evil intentions, let alone cheat on his wife.

It has become a trend nowadays for people to shun trustworthiness in

employment. An employee will work diligently only when he is being watched.
No sooner is the employer's back turned, then the employee is busy doing
something else. People accept their full salaries even though they have not
completed their work for the month. Some people absent themselves without a
valid excuse, while others have someone else sign the attendance register on
their behalf . All these constitute^ betrayal and cheating.

Employers should ensure that the person they employ must be qualified for
the work and should not be satisfied with only academic qualifications. People
should not be employed on the grounds of family relations or after accepting a
bribe.

Note 5: It is learnt from the proposal of the old man that a woman's
marriage should not be delayed when an appropriate partner is

found. Sayyidina Ali ** ib» ^j reports that from the Holy Prophet
jU-j aJ*A\ j^, that the following three things must not be delayed:
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1. Salah, when the time has set in.

2. A funeral, when it is ready.

3. The marriage of a solitary woman, when her match
is found. ["Mishkdt" p. 61]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ^ &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet aJLp ii j^
JL-j said, "When a person whose religiousness and character pleases y0ll

proposes, then do not delay the marriage. If you fail to do so, there shall be

rampant anarchy in the world/' ["Mishkdt"]

Another lesson learnt from the old man's proposal is that a proposal from

the father should not be regarded as a source of embarrassment. People are

wrong to think so. Some even go to the extent of refusing to be representatives of

their daughters in the marriage ceremony, even though they did not make the

proposal. They wrongly feel that a woman may marry only when a man

proposes by himself.

When Sayyidina Umar's ** & ^j daughter, Sayyida Hafsa **> & ^>j lost her

husband in a battle and had already completed her Iddah (waiting period after

being widowed) when her father asked Sayyidina Abu Bakr <p &\ ^>j to marry

her. Sayyidina Abu Bakr <up &\ ^pj remained silent without accepting or rejecting,

A while later, Sayyidina Umar ** &\ ^j made the same proposal to Sayyidina

Uthman *& i» ^j, who politely declined the offer. When Sayyidina Umar &\ ^
4^ narrated the matter to the Holy Prophet pJL^ Up i ju, he replied, "A person

better than Uthman will marry Hafsa and a wife better than Hafsa will marry

Uthman." Thereafter, the Holy Prophet ^ 3 <4* i»» juhimself married Sayyida

Hafsa v* i»i ^j and gave his daughter, Sayyida Kulthum ^ &\ ^j in marriage to

Sayyidina Uthman ^ &\ ^ Jm

Sayyidina Abu Bakr <up ibi ^j later apologised to Sayyidina Umar *-* ii ^
for not responding to his proposal, saying that the Holy Prophet ^ 3 <4* ^ J-* had

already mentioned to him at that time that he intended to marry Sayyida Hafsa

<ua i» ^j. Therefore, he did not wish to divulge something that the Holy Prophet

pL, 3
Up ijii ju told him in confidence. He added that if the Holy Prophet *> & J-*

^j did not marry her, he [Sayyidina Abu Bakr *& i»» ^>j] would have done so.

Note 6: "J wish to marry you to one these daughters of mine on condition that you

work for me for eight years." It appears from this statement that a

stipulated sum of money is not necessary as a dowry (mahr), but

service may be a substitute for it.

According to the Hanafi school of jurisprudence, a woman will receive the

cash Mahr Mithal (A dower in the force offamily) if a free man agreed to marry her

in exchange of a dowry that will be paid in service instead of cash. Although the

marriage will be contracted, he will not have to serve her because it will mean a

reversal of rules.

However, the Shafi'I school of jurisprudence has deduced from the above

verse that it will be permissible for a man to marry a woman in exchange of

service instead of a cash dowry. This deduction is not valid because the verse

does not make mention of service being dowry. The condition of service was
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other matter aside from the mahr, which we cannot even be certain existed in

the time of Sayyidina Musa r^ 1 ^- Apart from this, the service was owing to

the old man, not to the lady. The old man said, "on condition that you work for me

for ei%M years." The condition was not that Sayyidina Musa r**~^ aJLp work for the

lady.

If it is accepted that the contract was in exchange of the dowry (and that

dowry was incumbent in Sayyidina Musa's r>~J» *> Shari'ah as well), then too the

marriage would be contracted because the dowry would then have to be paid by

the father. He would have had to pay Sayyidina Musa's f^-h *> wages to his

daughter as her dowry. However, this would not have been necessary if she had

waived the dowry altogether.

Note 7: The old man merely said, "/ wish to marry you to one these daughters of

mine..." without stipulating which daughter he was referring"to. If

someone objects by saying that marriage is not contracted without

identification, the reply will be that the above verse merely contains

the proposal. Of course, when the actual marriage took place, the

woman was specified.

Note 8: The verse does not stipulate whether the old man received consent

from his daughter to marry her. It would therefore be incorrect to

deduce from this verse tha't a father may marry his mature

daughter without her consent, as the Shafi'I school of jurisprudence

maintains. The authenticity of the Ahadith from which they deduce

this ruling has been critically questioned.

According to Imam Abu Hanifah Up &\ A*»
Jt the consent of a mature woman

is imperative before marriage, without which the marriage will not be

contracted. When consent is asked from a virgin, her silence will denote consent

However, a widow and a divorcee have to reply verbally.

The verse of the Qur'an,...prevent them not from marrying their husbands"

denotes clearly that a mature woman may contract her own marriage. However,

if her guardian is caring and responsible, she should hand over the affairs of her

marriage to him.

Note 9: "I do not wish to impose upon you." This statement meant that he did

not wish to add to Sayyidina Musa's {*~ti aJp responsibilities and

also that he would not force him to stay on for another two years if

he wished to complete only eight years.

"IfAllah wills, you will find me to be among the righteous." It is learnt from this

that the employer should be kind and understanding. Neither should he tax the

employee nor should he be harsh. He should overlook any faults and errors of

the employee, if he needs to reprimand the employee, it must be done with

kindness. Of course, the employee should also ensure that he fulfils the task at

hand with diligence.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar -up. i»» ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ifo JL*

r^ *4* said, "Pay the worker before his perspiration dries." [Ibn Majah p. 176]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra <up 4»» ^>j reports the words of Allah from the Holy
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Prophet pL*) ^ & J-*, in which Allah says that He will personally contest the

following three persons on the Day of Judgment (Qiydmah):

1. The person who betrayed a pledge made in Allah's name.

2. The person who sold a free person as a slave and then
devoured the money.

3. The person who did not pay his employee after extracting

work from him. [Bukhari p. 302]

Note 10: Some commentators have mentioned that the old man's elder

daughter was Layya and the younger one was called Safura. It was

Safura who was sent to call Sayyidina Musa r*>LJ» «-i*. While some
commentators say that Sayyidina Musa ^«-J» <JLp married the

younger daughter, others say that he married the elder one. Allah

knows best.

&+% JU^ jj& yjtii iri ^s&+^\ jCjJ^ J"J* £* £&

^J ^i3\ <<s; ^i^ J ^X% i-^i; ^: i0 iS\S i^sc 4i 'r^sC:T

^ >jty Ul£ % Jit &^4 C4-*? j^J W^-cjb o^r w^ 3v &\+j

^jM\ *i^*\j zy^ j*> is} *^*?. £y* <^r^" 4 -^ ^^ ^$P ^j*^\

<++>l zA^y^J <!*>**£ &l ^±*J U+ o\^Jj±£ ClXSj* >_^l Cjt ^-&>k*r

\^A ojkJu q\ lJ\^\3 UJu p^JU cJci C£l <rp JU KJ —?j:;'* ky )y^=>

yi^. *i^ i&' j^j^i^

(29) When Musa completed the term and left with his wife, he perceived a fire.

He told his wife, "Wait (here), for I see a fire. Perhaps I may bring you some

news from there, or a brand from the fire so that you may warm yourself." (30)

When he reached the fire, a call came from a tree on the right side of the plain, in

the blessed piece of ground saying, "O Musa! Indeed I am Allah, the Lord of the

universe. (31) "Cast down you staff" When he saw it writhing like a snake, he

turned on his heels without looking back. "O Musa! Come forward and do not

fear. You are certainly among the safe ones. (32) "Thrust your hand in your collar
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and it will emerge shining white without any disease. And, if you fear (that your

hand will remain like this), attach your hand to your side. These are two signs

from your Lord to Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and his ministers. Verily they were ever a

sinful folk/' (33) Musa f%J» Up said, "O my Lord! I killed one of them and fear

that they will kill me." (34) "My brother Harun is more eloquent in speech than

me/ so send him as an aide to me to commend me for I fear that they will falsify

me." (35) Allah said, "We shall shortly strengthen your arm with your brother

and grant the two of you a power, in the presence of which they will never reach

you. The two of you and those who follow you will be victorious with Our

signs."

SAYYIDINA MUSA ?
^LJi U* TRAVELS WITH HIS WIFE TO EGYPT

AND ENROUTE IS CONFERRED WITH THE MANTLE OF THE
HOLY PROPHETHOOD

After spending ten years in Madyan, Sayyidina Musa f*^ a> left for Egypt

with his wife, but lost his way. It was dark and cold as they approached Mount

Tur. As they drew closer, they saw what appeared to be a fire. Describing the

scene, Allah says, "When Musa completed the term and left with his wife, he perceived

afire. He told his wife, 'Wait (here), for I see afire. Perhaps I may bring you some news

from there, or a brandfrom thefire so that you may warm yourself"

"When he reached the fire, a call camefrom a tree (i.e. it appeared to come from

the tree) on the right side of the plain, in the blessed piece ofground saying, 'O Musal

Indeed I am Allah, the Lord of the universe. Cast down you staff When (he cast it down)

he saw it writhing like a snake, he turned on his heels without looking back. (Allah said

him) 'O Musal Comeforward and do not fear. You are certainly among the safe ones."

Showing Sayyidina Musa £*~h Up another miracle, Allah said, "Thrust your

hand in you collar and it will emerge shining white without any disease. And, out offear

(of your hand remaining in this condition), attach your hand to your side (after

which it will return to normal). These (the staff and the hand) are two signs from

your Lord to pharaoh (Fir'aun) and his ministers. (So go and preach the truth to

them) Verily they were ever a sinful folk.

"

Sayyidina Musa (%~h U* then proposed two requests to Allah. The first was
when he said, "O my Lord! I killed one of them and fear that they will kill me. " The
second was that the required someone to assist him in the task. Therefore, he said

to Allah, "My brother Harun is more eloquent in speech than me, so send him as an aide

to me to commend me. Ifear that they willfalsify me.

"

Allah accepted this supplication of Sayyidina Musa f*~l\ U* and made
Sayyidina Harun f%Ji aJLp, who was in Egypt, a Prophet before Sayyidina Musa
fXJi Up could reach Egypt. Therefore, Allah replied to Sayyidina Musa f*>LJt aJLp by
saying, "We shall shortly strengthen your arm with your brother and grant the two of
you a power, in the presence ofwhich they will never reach you. The two ofyou and those

whofollow you will be victorious with Our signs.

"

Note: The author of "Ma'ariful Qur'an" writes that the 'fire" was a

manifestation of Allah' s illumination, which appeared in the form of

a fire. It appeared in this form because it is impossible for anyone to
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see Allah's actual illumination in this world, as Allah told Sayyidirta

Musa r%~)\ *ip
7 "You can never see me.

"

iLL^ Cj <SjJu *J*~> H\ VjLli & 1^1 B y£|u lIlblL sjil^ f*-**£ llii

«^X &£ ^ j£1 zg £j> JisJ$ SojVi \g& t|^

*UA^ >C^L4-T3 vJlS JJi^U JLji c| j^>JUJJ j^>-*L> 4&JC>-li *^

""

(36) When Musa came to them with Our clear signs, they said, "This is conjured

magic, and we have not heard of such a thing among our predecessors. (37) Musa

said, "My Lord knows best who brings guidance from Him and who will meet a

favourable end in the Hereafter. Verily, the oppressors will never succeed." (38)

Pharaoh (Fir'aun) said, "O ministers! Besides myself, I know of no other deity

for your people. O Haman! Kindle for me a fire on sand, then construct a tower

for me so that I may get a peek at Musa 's Lord. I strongly feel that he is from the

liars." (39) Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and his armies were haughty on earth without

justification and thought that they will never return to us. (40) So We seized

Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and his armies, and cast them into the sea. See what was the

plight of the oppressors. (41) We made them leaders who called towards the Fire.

They will not be assisted in the Hereafter. (42) We set a curse after them in this

world and on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah), they shall be among the hateful.

SAYYIDINA MUSA fWiU^ PREACHES TO PHARAOH (FIR'AUN)

AND HIS MINISTERS

When Sayyidina Musa (*-J» *> reached Egypt, he met with his brother,

Sayyidina Harun pLJv a-U. The two of them then went to pharaoh (Fir'aun), who

was with his ministers, and presented the message of oneness of Allah (Tauhid)

to them. Sayyidina Musa f^Ui Up also displayed the two miracles to him,

whereupon "they said, 'This is conjured magic, and we have not heard of such a thing

(like a person being a Prophet) among our predecessors.
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'This was a lie because Sayyidina Yusuf r^ 1 *±* lived in Egypt previously,

j-^ey regarded Sayyidina Musa's f%-tt aJLp miracles as magic, they arranged a

test with the magicians of the time, as is mentioned in Surah A'raf , Surah

T'Ha and Surah Shu'ara pharaoh (Fir'aun) and his ministers also asked

c vvidina Musa f*~h U* a series of foolish questions because they did not want to

believe him. These are also mentioned in Surah TaHa and Surah Shu'ara When

caVyidina
Musa r*—31 U* noticed that they were implacable, he said to them, "My

lard knows best who brings guidance from Him and who will meet a favourable end in

the Hereafter.
Verily, the oppressors will never succeed.

"

Certain commentators have mentioned that Sayyidina Musa {%~tt u* was

referring to the 'favourable end" in this world. He therefore forewarned them

about the fate they were to suffer when they would be eventually drowned.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that Sayyidina Musa's £*~& 4*

message to them was that Allah has perfect knowledge about the people He

chooses as messengers and will never send liars and magicians to preach His

message of Tauhid. He knows exactly who He is sending as a messenger and has

promised his apostles a grand reward in both worlds.

When pharaoh (Fir'aun) realised that Sayyidina Musa (%J\ Up and Sayyidina

Harun {*-& 4* would not accept him as a deity, and that they could influence

others as well, "pharaoh (Fir'aun) said, 'O ministers! Besides myself I know of no

other deity for your people."' Pharaoh (Fir'aun) said this despite knowing that

Sayyidina Musa fiLJi <d* was truthful. A verse of Surah Bani Isra'Il quotes

Sayyidina Musa ft>LJt Up as telling pharaoh (Fir'aun), "He replied 'You know very

well that only the Lord of the heavens and the earth revealed these as eye-openers. [Surah

17, verse 102]

However, to divert peoples
7

attention, pharaoh (Fir'aun) said, "O Hainan!

Kindlefor me afire on sand (i.e. bake some bricks), then construct a towerfor me so that I

may get a peek at Musa's lord. I stronglyfeel that he isfrom the liars."

A verse of Surah Mu'min states that pharaoh (Fir'aun) said, "O Human, build

a towerfor me so that I may reach the roads; the roads of the heavens so that I can have a

close look at the deity ofMusa. I stronglyfeel that he is a liar." Pharaoh (Fir'aun) made
this statement to deceive the ignorant masses. No tower would be high enough
to reach into the heavens. Little did they realise that his ambition would not

reveal that Allah does not exist, but rather revealed pharaoh's (Fir'aun's)

helplessness. If he really were a deity (as he claimed), he would not have
required a tower nor any stepladder or the effort to climb. He should have then

merely willed his desire for it to occur. However, the people in pharaoh's

(Fir'aun's)presence were too overawed by his worldly power and authority to

think for themselves or to address him.

The Qur'an does not state whether Haman built the tower. However,
Allama Qurtubi u* ifo k^j has reported from Suddi Up ib\ n*^ that Haman
completed the construction, after which Fir'oun ascended and shot an arrow into

the sky. The arrow returned with blood, upon which Fir'oun told the people that

he had killed Sayyidina Musa's pLJ\ <4* lord.

When he said this, Jibr'il ^>lJi ^ struck the tower with his wing, shattering
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it into three fragments. One fragment fell on a part of pharaoh's (Fir'aun's) army

killing thousands. The other fragment fell in the sea, while the third fell in '^

westerly direction. Every person who participated in the construction was also

killed. Although Suddi aJLp &\ ^J has reported this narration, he is also doubtful

about its authenticity and writes thereafter, "Allah is best aware of the

authenticity."

Some commentators say that pharaoh (Fir'aun) was only jesting when he

asked Haman to construct the tower. They comment that he said this in response

to Sayyidina Musa's ?>~J» ajlp statement, when Sayyidina Musa ^slj aJU. said

"(Allah is) The Lord of the heavens, the earth and whatever is between the two; ifyQu

will be convinced. " He also told Fir'aun, "He is your Lord and the Lord of your

forefathers.
"

Thereafter Allah says, "Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and his armies were haughty on earth

without justification and thought that they will never return to us. So We seized pharaoh

(Fir'aun) and his armies, and cast them into the sea. See what was the plight of the

oppressors.

"

"We made them leaders who called towards the Fire {by enticing others to

perpetrate disbelief and polytheism (shirk)}. They will not be assisted in the

Hereafter. We set a curse after them in this world (because all the believers will keep

cursing them) and on the Day ofjudgment (Qiyamah), they shall be among the hateful."

With regard to the punishment pharaoh (Fir'aun) and his people will suffer,

Allah says in Surah Mu'min, "They will be presented before the Fire morning and

evening. And, on the day that Judgment day (Qiyamah) will take place, (they will be

told) 'Enter the people of pharaoh (Fir'aun) into the worst of punishments.'" [Surah 40,

verse 46]

Note: "We made them leaders who called towards the Fire." This verse denotes

that the word Imam (translated above as "leaders") refers to leaders in

evil, just as it refers to leaders in good. When people respond to the

evil enticing of certain leaders, it may also be said that they are

following their Imam. Therefore, one should not be deceived by

thinking that certain sects are Muslims because their leaders are

called Imams. A person leading others to disbelief may be termed an

Imam of disbelief, and a person calling others to polytheism (shirk)

may be termed an Imam of polytheism (shirk).
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(43) Verily, after We had destroyed the former generations, We granted Musa the

book as an eye-opener for people and a guidance and mercy so that they may

take heed. (44) You were never by the western side when We gave Musa the

laws, nor were you among the witnesses to this. (45) However We created many

generations, after which a long period of time passed by. You were not even a

resident from the people of Madyan. You recite Our verses to them, and it is

only We Who send messengers. (46) You were not beside Mount Tur when We
called> but you have been blessed with a mercy from your Lord so that you may

warn a nation to whom a warner has not come before, so that they may take

heed. (47) We would not have sent messengers if it were not for the fact that a

calamity would afflict them on account of what their hands sent ahead causing

them to say, "O our Lord! Why did You not send a messenger to us so that we

could follow Your verses and become of the believers?" (48) When the truth

came to them from Us, they said, "Why is he not given the like of what was

given to Musa?" Did people not reject what was previously given to Musa?"

They said, "Two magicians assisting each other," and they said, "We do not

accept any of them." (49) Say, "Produce a book from Allah better in guidance

than the two of them, which I shall follow if you are truthful." (50) If they do

not respond to you^ then you should know that they are following only their

whims. Who can be more unjust than the one who follows his whims without

any guidance from Allah? Verily Allah does not guide an oppressive nation.

THE TORAH IS REPLETE WITH EYE-OPENERS, GUIDANCE AND
MERCY

The above verses contain the following:

Firstly: There were many Prophets r
*Ji^ before Sayyidina Musa fiLJ\ Up,

who propagated the truth, sounded warnings and conveyed glad tidings.

However, their nations falsified them, because of which Allah destroyed them. It

was only the remaining generations that grew to eventually become the Bani

Isra'U to whom Sayyidina Musa f*~i\ Up was sent.
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Allah says, "Verily, after We had destroyed the former generations, We granted

Musa the book as an eye-opener for people and a guidance and mercy so that they may
take heed." Allah also says, "However We created many generations, after which a long

period of time passed by. " Eventually they lost what the Prophets ?%^\ ,**-!* had
taught them and Allah sent more the Holy Prophets to teach them, culminating

with the Holy Prophet pi-^ Up ii j^>"

Secondly: Despite being unlettered and deprived of the opportunity to

study, The Holy Prophet ^> U* &\ JU informed people of the detailed accounts

of the former nations. The fact that the Bani Isra'Il accepted all these incidents

testifies to the fact that the Holy Prophet ,JL, j Up a\ J^> could have known about

them only through divine revelation.

Allah tells the Holy Prophet jJL-j ^ ibi JL*, "You were never by the western side

when We gave Musa the laws, nor were you among the witnesses to this. " Allah also

says, "You were not even a residentfrom the people ofMadyan. You recite Our verses to

them and it is only We Who send messengers." i.e. The Holy Prophet <J~* u* ii j^
informed people of these narratives by reciting the verses of the Qur'an to them.

"You were not beside Mount Tur when We called [to Sayyidina Musa f^LJt *A*]
f

but you (have knowledge about it because you) have been blessed with a mercy (of

apostleship) from your Lord. " Thereafter, Allah cites the object of the revelation.

Allah says that it has been sent to the Holy Prophet pi-j Up ii ju so that he "may

warn a nation to whom a warner has not come before, so that they may take heed." The

"nation" referred to in this verse is the Arabs, to whom the Holy Prophet ifo ju
<X, 3 ^s- was the first the Holy Prophet to be sent to them after Sayyidina Ismail

Thirdly: Allah explains the reason for sending a Holy Prophet to people.

Allah says, "We would not have sent messengers if it were not for the fact that a

calamity would afflict them on account of what their hands sent ahead (i.e. on account of

their sins), causing them to say, 'O our Lord! Why did You not send a messenger to us so

that we could follow Your verses and become of the believers?" Allah sends Prophets

r
*>Ui p^lp to people so that they can never offer the above excuse.

Fourthly: "When the truth came to them from Us, they said, 'Why is he not given

the like of what was given to Musa?"' i.e. Why is the Qur'an not a complete book
like the Torah? The Polytheists of Makkah said this to the Jews.

Allah replies by telling them, "Did people not reject what was previously given

to Musa?" Not only did people reject the Torah, but they even went to the extent

of saying that Sayyidina Musa and Harun f*>LJi ^ are Two magicians assisting

each other/ and they said, 'We do not accept any of them" If the revelation of a

complete book was required before people believed, why was it that people

rejected the Torah, which was revealed all at once? By making such statements,

the polytheists never meant to believe even if their requests were fulfilled. These

were mere excuses.

Fifthly: "Say, 'Produce a bookfrom Allah, better in guidance than the two of them

(i.e. the Qur'an and the original Torah), which I shall follow if you are truthful/"

Here a challenge is issued to those who reject the Qur'an and the Torah. They are

challenged to write a book to compete with these two. It is obvious that they will
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never meet the challenge and therefore they will have to accept the Qur'an,

which confirms the veracity of the Torah as well.

Thereafter, Allah tells the Holy Prophet^ u* Ai j^, "If they do not respond to

you (and they can never do so), then you should know that they arefollowing only their

ivhims. Who can be more unjust than the one who follows his whims without any

guidance from Allah? Verily Allah does not guide an oppressive nation/' Only

oppressors refute the truth after it has become apparent before them.
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(51) We sent this Word repeatedly to them so that they may take heed. (52) Those

to whom We have given the Book from before believe in it. (53) When it is

recited to them, they say, "We believe in it. It is definitely the truth from our

Lord. Indeed, we were subservient from before." (54) These people will be

granted double reward on account of their patience. They resist evil with good

and spend from what We have given them. (55) When they hear futility, they

turn away from it saying, "Our deeds are ours and your deeds are yours. We
greet you with peace. We do not wish to converse with the ignorant."

THOSE WHO BELIEVED IN THE PREVIOUS SCRIPTURES WILL
RECEIVE A DOUBLE REWARD BY ACCEPTING THE QUR'AN

"We sent this Word (the Qur'an) repeatedly to them so that they may take heed."

This refers to the continuous succession of verses containing warnings,

narratives, glad tidings, advice, etc.

Referring to the Ahlul Kitab (People of the Book), Allah then says, "Those to

whom We have given the Book from before believe in it (i.e. in the Qur'an). When it is

recited to them, they say, 'We believe in it. It is definitely the truth from our Lord.

Indeed, we were subservient from before.'"'When the Holy Prophet ^j a-1* ifo J-*
arrived in Madinah, many sincere Jews, like Sayyidina Abdullah bin Salam As^

j

**, accepted Islam. There were also several Christians who accepted Islam, like

Sayyidina Salman Farsi ^ ^ ^j and Sayyidina Tamim Dari *i* &\ ^> Jm

When Sayyidina Ja'far bin Abi Talib «* ito ^j and others migrated to

Abysinnia, they managed to convert the king (Najashi) and many other

Christians. When Sayyidina Ja'far ** &\ ^j returned to join the Muslims in

Madinah, thirty-two Christians accompanied him, all of whom readily accepted

Islam. They said that they were aware of the fact that the final Prophet <4* & J^
1^3 was soon to arrive with a divine scripture.
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Allah then speaks further about the believers (Mu'miniri) who were formerly
Ahlul Kitab (people of the Book) when He says, "These people will be granted double
reward on account of their patience." Sayyidina Abu Musa Ash'ari <* ifo ^ ; reports
from the Holy Prophet^ Up ii j^ that the following three groups of people
will receive double reward:

(1) Those People of the Book. Who believed in their Prophet and
then also believed in Muhammad ^ -d* &\ jl*.

(2) Those slaves who, together with fulfilling the errands of their

masters, also take care to fulfil the obligations of Islam upon
them.

(3) Those people who marry their slave women after educating
them thoroughly. [Bukhari v. / p. 20]

Allah says that they will receiv this reward "on account of their patience."

This "patience" refers to a vast spectrum of things. It refers to fulfilling the

religious duties of their former religion's, as well as following the rites and duties

of Islam. It will also refer to the hardships and difficulties experienced after

converting to Islam at the hands of other Ahlul Kitab.

Allah describes the believing Ahlul Kitab (people of the Book) as people who
"resist evil with good... "i.e. they carry out good deeds after perpetrating sins,

because of which these sins are forgiven. Allah says in Surah Hud, "Verily good
deeds obliterate evil deeds. " [Surah 11, verse 114]

Sayyidina Abu Dharr ** ibi^ narrates that the Holy Prophet ^ 3 <4± ifo JU
told him, "Fear Allah wherever you may be, and follow up a sin with a good deed, by

which the sin will be effaced. Associate with people ofgood character. " ["Mishkdt" p. 432]

Other commentators have interpreted "resist evil with good" to mean that the

believers among the Ahlul Kitab (people of the Book) immediately resort to

repentance after committing any sin. More in relation to the other verses, certain

commentators have interpreted "resist evil with good" to mean that they are not

rude and uncivil to those who behave rudely with them. They do not take

revenge, but rather overlook and forgive the wrong done to them. This is in

keeping with a verse of Surah HaMim Sajdah, where Allah says, "Resist with that

which is best. " [Surah 41, verse 34]

Thereafter, Allah describes another of their virtues when He says that they

"spend from what We have given them." This is the standard quality of all

Mu'minln, as described in numerous verses of the Qur'an.

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" reports that when the group of Christian converts

accompanying Sayyidina Ja'far ** &\ ^ saw the poor state of the Muslims in

Madinah, they requested permission from the Holy Prophet fJUj <4± it JL> saying,

"Allow us to return to Abysinnia and bring along our vast fortunes to assist the

Muslims/7 When the Holy Prophet ^ a* &\ j^ permitted them, they fulfilled

their pledge and were a great help to the Muslims.

Describing them further, Allah says, "When they hear futility, they turn away
from it saying, 'Our deeds are ours and your deeds are yours. We greet you with peace.

We do not wish to converse with the ignorant."' The greeting of peace mentioned in
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this verse is not with the same tone and intent as Muslims normally greet each

rtier. It is rather used as a method of escaping from the unwanted company of

Siose engaged
in futile talks.

Allama Qurtubi Up & <^j reports (p. 296) from Sayyidina Urwa bin Zubair

& ii >j that the Abysinnian king Najashi sent twelve people to meet the Holy

prophet fX-i 4*. & J-^in Makkah. They all accepted Islam and, as they left the Holy

Prophet's <X"s *j*.&\J** presence, Abu Jahl mocked them saying, "You people are

real losers and are a miserable group. You have unhesitatingly accepted what

Muhammad <x*) Up & .J*> says and must surely be the most foolish- group of

riders." In reply to his babbling, they merely said, "We greet you with peace." They

also added, "We accepted true guidance when it came to us and have not deprived

ourselves of good. Our deeds are ours and your deeds are yours." Allah quotes their

reply in the Qur'an.

(56) Verily you cannot guide those whom you love, but Allah guides whoever

He wills. He is best aware of those who are rightly guided.

ALLAH WILL GUIDE WHOEVER HE WILLS

Guidance (hidaya) has two connotations. The first is called Tra'atut Tarlq,'

and refers to pointing out the route. The second called Tsal Hal Matlub' refers to

actually delivering the person to the desired destination. Both these connotations

are referred to in the various verses of the Qur'an.

It should be understood that Allah has outlined and pointed out the way to

salvation for humanity and Jinn via the agency of the Holy Prophet (JL-j u* i»i jl*.

Therefore, the act of 'Ira'atut Tarlq' has been accomplished by the Holy Prophet
pjLj Up ii ju because he strove hard to convey the message of oneness of Allah

(Tauhid) to the people. Thereafter, it was left to the people to decide whether they

will follow the guidance or not. It was not possible, nor necessary for the Holy
Prophet ,JL.j Up i)i ju to make people believe thereafter, i.e. he was unable to

accomplish the task of 'Isal Hal Matlub.'

The Holy Prophet's jJL-^ Up ii j^> uncle, Abu Talib, assisted him greatly

during his lifetime. He raised the Holy Prophet jJL-j *-ip & JL* and even protected
him against the polytheists of Makkah when the Holy Prophet ^ Up iui ju
announced his Prophethood. However, Abu Talib never accepted Islam. When
the Holy Prophet ^ 5 Up &\ julearnt that Abu Talib was on his deathbed, he
hastened to the house and implored his uncle to recite "La ildha lllAllah," adding
that he [The Holy Prophet ^ ^ & JU,] would be witness to this in the

Hereafter.

The two polytheists Abu Jahl and Abdullah bin Umayyah were also present
a
|
that time. They induced Abu Talib to die rather as an adherent of the faith of

his father, Abdul Muttalib. As the Holy Prophet^3 Up <5>» JU spoke to Abu Talib,
he told the Holy Prophet pJL.j Up it JL* that he would have certainly pleased him
bY reciting the Kalimah of Islam ("La ildha lllAllah") if he did not fear that the
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Quraysh would ridicule him by saying that he did so out of fear. Eventually v

died without accepting Islam.

The Holy Prophet <JL-j <ap ifci j^> left the house in extreme grief, whereup
|

Allah revealed the verse, "Verily you cannot guide those whom you love, but
Allft

guides whoever he wills. He is best aware of those who are rightly guided." [Muslim
v.

p. 40, Bukhart v. 2 p. 703]

This verse proves that only Allah can actually make a person believe.
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(57) They say, "If we follow the guidance with you, we will be removed from

our land." Have We not granted them a peaceful Haram, to which the fruit of

everything is attracted as a provision from Us? However, most of them have no

knowledge. (58) Many were the towns that We have destroyed, who boasted

about their affluence. There lie (the ruins of) their homes, which were occupied

only a short while after them. We have always been the successors. (59) Your

Lord would never destroy towns until He sends a messenger to their capital,

reciting His verses to them. We would never destroy towns unless their

inhabitants were oppressive. (60) Whatever you have been granted are the assets

and adornments of this worldly life. That which is with Allah is best and

eternal. Do you not understand?

A REFUTATION OF THE CLAIM OF THE MAKKANS THAT THEK

WOULD BE EXPELLED FROM THEIR LAND IF THEY ACCEPTED
ISLAM

Allama Qurtubi ^ ^ <^j writes (v. 7 p. 300) that Harith bin Uthman bin

Naufal bin Abd Manaf once told the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up it jl», "We know thai

you preach the truth, but we cannot accept your preaching because we fear thai

the Arabs will (oppose us and eventually) remove us from Makkah." Alia'

replies to this statement by saying, "Have We not granted them a peaceful Haram-

This was merely a lame excuse because, although the Arabs were warmongers

they took care never to harm the people of Makkah because of the sanctity of tft

town.
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Allah describes Makkah further by saying that it is a place "to which the fruit

of everything is attracted as a provision from Us?" Together with a peaceful

existence, the people of Makkah always enjoyed abundant provisions.

Allah addresses the Makkans in Surah Quraysh saying, "They should worship

the Lord of this House (Ka'ba) Who fed them in their hunger and granted them safety

from theirfear." [Surah 106, verses 3,4]

"However, most of them have no knowledge." Most of the polytheists in

Makkah did not realise that Allah will still provide for them if they accepted

Islam and would not allow their enemies to vanquish them.

"Many were the towns that We have destroyed, who boasted about their affluence.

There lie (the ruins of) their homes, which were occupied only a short while after them."

This verse tells that polytheists that their notion of being expelled after accepting

Islam is fallacious. Islam does not bring destruction to people, but it is disbelief

that destroys people, as occurred to the people of the past. When these people

falsified the Prophets r
%

>LJl r^/ they were annihilated. It may have been only

some travellers who used their structures afterwards as they passed by them.

Otherwise, these structures served no purpose afterwards.

"We have always been the successors." Allah is always the Master of

everything and will still have control after the temporary owners of this world

have passed away.

ALLAH WILL NEVER DESTROY A TOWN UNTIL HE SENDS A
PROPHET TO THEM

"Your Lord would never destroy towns until He sends a messenger to their capital,

reciting His verses to them. We would never destroy towns unless their inhabitants were

oppressive." It is only when the people of a town falsify the Prophet sent to them

and when they excel in sins that Allah punishes them.

"Whatever you have been granted are the assets and adornments of this worldly

life. That which is with Allah is best and eternal. Do you not understand?" In this

verse, Allah impresses upon peoples' minds that the splendour of this world is

temporary. They should not be enamoured by it because it will lead them to

reject the truth and enter them into Hell. They should rather turn their attention

to the Hereafter and strive for it because it is everlasting.

" to which the fruit of everything is attracted as a provision from Us?" In this

description of the Haram of Makkah, Ulema (scholars) mention that the produce
of every tree and machine is implied by the word fruit". Therefore, every

manufactured article will also find its way to the shores near Makkah, as is

evident today as well. Annually, millions of people arrive in Makkah for Hajj

and Umrah, yet there has never been a shortage of food and manufactured
articles. The same may be said for Madinah, in favour of which the Holy Prophet
(J-j Up iii ^u prayed to Allah (as has already passed in the commentary of verse

126 of Surah Baqarah).
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(61) Can the person who has realised the promise We made to him, be like the

one to whom We have granted the pleasures of this worldly life, after which he

will be from those to be apprehended and presented on the Day of judgment

(Qiyamah)? (62) The day when Allah shall call them saying, "Where are those

partners that you ascribed to Me?" (63) Those against whom the decree shall be

passed, will say, "O our Lord! These are the ones whom we have led astray. We
led them astray just as we were astray. We seek exoneration from You. They

never worshipped us." (64) It will be said, "Call your partners." They will then

call for them, but they will not respond to them. They will also see the

punishment. If only they were rightly guided. (65) The day when Allah will call

them saying, "What reply did you give to the messengers?" (66) All information

will be lost to them on that day and they will not be able to ask each other. (67)

As for him who repents, believes and does righteous deeds, it is expected that

they will be from the successful ones.

ALLAH WILL ASK THE IDOLATERS WHERE THEIR GODS ARE ON
THE DAY OF JUDGMENT (QIYAMAH)

Drawing a distinction between a believer (Mu'min) and a disbeliever, Allah

says, "Can the person {the believer (Mu'min)) who has realised the promise We made

to him (i.e. of Heaven) be like the one (the disbeliever) whom We have granted the

pleasures of this worldly life, after which he will be from those to be apprehended and

presented on the Day of judgment (Qiyamah) (after which he will be assigned to

Hell)', This verse warns the disbelievers and also advises the believer (Mu'min)

by telling them not to be enamoured with the temporary pleasures of this world

which the disbelievers possess.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** & ^>j reports from the Holy Prophet *ip i»i JU>

rL-j that a believer (Mu'min) must never envy any bounty enjoyed by a sinner

because he can never know what awaits the person after death. Allah has kept a

punishment in store for him which never ends i.e. Hell ffom which he will find

no escape.

"The day when Allah shall call them saying, 'Where are those partners that you

ascribed to Me?' Those {devils (Shaydtin)} against whom the decree (to enter Hell) shall

be passed, will say, 'O our Lord! These are the ones whom we have led astray. We led

them astray just as we were astray (i.e. just like none forced us to do what we did, we
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never forced them). We seek exoneration from You. They never worshipped us (they

worshipped their own whims instead)."'

Allah describes the same scene in Surah Baqarah, where He says, ''When

those who were followed disassociate themselves from those who followed them; and they

see the punishment; and all ties between them are severed. Those who had followed will

say, 'If only we could return (to the world), then we too will disassociate ourselves from

them as they now do to us. In this manner Allah will show them their actions as a cause

ofregret to them. They will never be able to escapefrom thefire." [Surah 2, verses 166, 167]

Allah continues to say, "It will be said, 'Call your partners.' They will then call

for them, but they will not respond to them. They (the misguided and those who
misguided others) will also see the punishment. (They will then wish) 1/ only they

were rightly -guided." They will wish that they could save themselves from

punishment, but this will be impossible.

"The day when Allah will call them saying, 'What reply did you give to the

messengers?' All information will be lost to them on that day and they will not be able to

ask each other." They will be senseless on that day and wiH forget whatever they

told the Prophets f*>LJi ^+1*.

Allah says in Surah Ma'idah, "The day when Allah shall gather the messengers

and ask, 'What reply did you receive?' They will submit, 'We have no knowledge. Most

surely only You are the Knower of the unseen.'" Because of the awe of that day, even

these Prophets (OU» r^u will be unable to give an accurate reply/Therefore, how
can disbelievers and Polytheists be expected to give a reply when their situation

will be much worse?

Thereafter, Allah mentions those who accepted Islam. Allah says, "As for

him who repents, believes and does righteous deeds, it is expected that they will be from

the successful ones."

A *\ i^TV • i^*-1 "i'V'' Hl^t \s"~ -"< 'f™S

(68) Your Lord creates whatever He wills and selects. They have no choice. Allah
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is Pure and Exalted above all they ascribe as partner to Him. (69) And your Lord

knows what their hearts conceal and what they reveal. (70) He is Allah, besides

Whom there is no deity. All praise belongs to Him in this world and in the

Hereafter. All command is His, and to Him shall you all be returned. (71) Say,

"Tell me. If Allah makes the night perpetual for you until the Day of Judgment

(Qiyamah), which deity besides Him can bring light to you? Can you not hear?"

(72) Say, "Tell me. If Allah makes the day perpetual for you until the Day of

Judgment (Qiyamah), which deity besides Him can bring night to you, in which

you may find peace? Can you not see?" (73) Out of His mercy, He has created

the day and the night for you so that you may find peace in them, seek from His

bounty, and express your gratitude to Him.

IF ALLAH PERPETUATES THE DAY OR THE NIGHT, WHO CAN
PREVENT HIM?

"Your Lord creates whatever He wills and selects. They have no choice. Allah is

Pure and Exalted above all they ascribe as partner to Him." Certain commentators

have mentioned that this verse was revealed in response to the comment made
by Walid bin Mughiera, when he said that Allah should have made an affluent

person from Makkah or Ta'if a Prophet instead of the Holy Prophet pJL-j a* &\ ju.

Referring to this statement, Allah says in Surah Zukhruf, "They say, 'Why is this

Qur'an not revealed to a prominent manfrom one of the two cities?"' [Surah 43, verse 31]

Other commentators have mentioned that the verse replies to a statement of

the Jews who told the Holy Prophet jJL- j <M & J^ that they would believe in him

only if an angel besides Jibr'Il ftLJs <> brought the revelation. Allah emphatically

states, "Your Lord creates whatever He wills and selects." i.e. Allah will select whom
He wills to be a Prophet and to bring His revelation. People have no choice in the

matter.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** & ^j interprets the verse to mean that

Allah selects whoever He wills to be obedient to Him [Qurtubi]. Other

commentators mention that Allah selects which laws to pass with regard to

religion (D'in) and natural occurrences. None is partner to Him in any of these

regards.

Even in Allah's selection of Prophets (%Jt <-*>, He reserves the right to

honour certain Prophets fiL~)\ ^+1* above the rest, and to assign a larger number of

followers to some instead of others. Sayyidina Ibrahim (*>lji Up is regarded as

Allah's friend, while the Holy Prophet jJl-j Up ifci ju is termed as "Allah's

beloved" and was also conferred the honour of meeting Allah in Mi'raj

(ascension). Sayyidina Musa f%J\ aJLp was honoured enough to converse directly

with Allah, whilst Sayyidina Isa fiLJ\ Up is regarded as Allah's 'spirit' and 'word/

Similarly, Allah chooses whichever angels He wills for whatever task He

chooses. Allah says in Surah Hajj , "Allah selects messengersfrom the angels andfrom
mankind." Allah has also made certain gardens of Heaven better than others,

Jannatul Firdous (Garden of paradise) being the best of these. Likewise, Allah has

given superiority to the Masjidul Haram above all other Masajid and declared a

portion of the Masjidun Nabawi (Mosque of the Holy Prophet ^^ u* &s JJ) to be a

part of the gardens of Heaven.
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From the religious scholars, Allah has accepted some for greater tasks of

rdon. While some were Muhaddithin (narrators), others were Mufassirin

Tomrnentators), While some had thousands of students, others founded

ducational institutions. There have been many whose books have been well
6

reived, while others did not write any books at all. In this manner, hundreds of

Sample's can be quoted. The fact is that Allah selects as He pleases. "Allah is Pure

and Exalted above all they ascribe as partner to Him."

Allah continues to say, "And your Lord knows what their hearts conceal and

what they reveal" Therefore, no person should think that none is aware of the evil

he harbours in his heart.

"He is Allah, besides Whom there is no deity. All praise belongs to Him in this

world and in the Hereafter. All command (decisions) is His, and to Him shall you all be

returned.
" Allah will then reward or punish people accordingly.

Allah then reminds people of His great bounty upon them. He says, "Say (to

the disbelievers), 'Tell me. If Allah makes the night perpetual for you until the Day of

judgment (Qiyamah), which deity (of yours) besides Him can bring light to you? Can

you not hear?' Say, 'Tell me. If Allah makes the day perpetual for you until the Day of

judgment (Qiyamah), which deity besides Him can bring night to you, in which you may

find peace (and rest)? Can you not see?"'

The benefits of having the day and night alternate as they do are too

numerous to mention. Allah states two of them when he says, "Out of His mercy,

He has created the day and the night for you so that you may find peace (and sleep)

therein (at night), seek from His bounty (i.e. earn a living by day), and express your

gratitude to Him."

U
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(74) The day when Allah will call them saying, "Where are the partners that you

ascribed to Me?" (75) We will extract a witness from every nation and say,

"Produce your proof." They will then come to know that the truth belongs to

Allah and whatever they ascribed to Allah will be lost to them.

A WITNESS AND PROOF WILL BE REQUIRED FROM EVERY
NATION ON THE DAY OF QIYAMAH

Allah reiterates a previous verse when he says, "The day when Allah will call

them saying/Where are the partners that you ascribed to Me?" However, the occasion

is different. When this question was posed previously, Allah said, "Those against

whom the decree shall be passed, will say, 'O our Lord! These are the ones whom we have

led astray.. We led them astray just as we were astray. We seek exoneration from You.

They never worshipped us.'"
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However, in the verse under discussion, the people will not be able to

respond to the question. For this reason, Allah "will extract a witness from every

nation and say, 'Produce your proof" Allah will present the Prophets ^lJ\ ^^u as

witnesses to attest to the disobedience of these nations.

It will only be then that they will "come to know that the truth belongs to

Allah..." Whereas they contested everything the Prophets />lji r*^ to^ trtem in

this world, they will realise the error of their ways on the Day of judgment

(Qiyamah). Then also, "whatever they ascribed to Allah will be lost to them." They will

not receive the anticipated assistance from their gods.

^3- *^5 o- >3& J4 *ft <£>» j£* j© axe j^ <$=• i*^J ^\&^
^ > ->rf > >> ^ -v-> si'V" *"> i \" *.'*>' ii\ '* " '-iff
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(76) Indeed Qarun was from Musa's people, but rebelled against them. We

granted him treasures, the keys of which were too heavy for a mighty troop of

men. When his people told him, "Do not be boastful, for verily Allah does not

like the boastful." (77) "Seek the Home of the Hereafter using the means that

Allah has granted you and do not forget your portion from this world. Be

benevolent just as Allah has been benevolent unto you. And do not seek

corruption on earth, for Allah does not like those who create corruption." (78)

He replied, "I have been granted all of this because of the knowledge I possess."

Did he not know that Allah has already destroyed many generations before him
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who were more powerful than him and larger in number? The criminals will not

be questioned about their sins. (79) So he emerged among his people in pomp

and splendour. Those who desired the world gaped, "If only we also possessed

what Qarun has! Undoubtedly, he is extremely fortunate." (80) Those who were

granted knowledge said, "Woe to you! Allah's rewards are better for the one

who believes and does good deeds. Only the patient ones shall receive this." (81)

So We plunged Qarun and his home within the ground. There were no troops to

assist him against Allah, nor could he assist himself. (82) Those who aspired to

be like him the previous day, said the next morning, "O dear! Indeed Allah

enlarges sustenance for those bondsmen He wills and straitens. If it were not for

Allah's favour on us, we would also have been plunged (in the earth). Alas! The

disbelievers will certainly not succeed."

qarun boasts about his wealth, people envy him, but
the ground eventually swallows him

The above verses cite the incident of Qarun. Allah says, "Indeed Qarun was

from Musa's people, but rebelled against them." Commentators have mentioned

various opinions about Qarun. Some say that he was the son of Sayyidina Musa's

*%j\ aA* paternal uncle, while others say that he was the uncle himself. Others are

of the opinion that he was the son of Sayyidina Musa's <v>LJi Up maternal aunt.

However, all these opinions are based on Isra'ili narrations and cannot be

authenticated.

Allah "granted him treasures, the keys of which were too heavy for a mighty troop

of men. "Excessive wealth usually breeds arrogance in a person. Qarun was no

exception. Therefore, his people advised him saying, "Do not be boastful, for verily

Allah does not like the boastful. Seek the Home of the Hereafter using the means that

Allah has granted you..." They advised him to spend in Allah's path so that the

rewards may accrue to him in the Hereafter. It should not be that a person leaves

all his wealth behind for his heirs without benefiting from it. In saying this, they

cautioned him against squandering his wealth, thereby destroying his life in the

Hereafter.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra <up i\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^ &\ JU
(JL-j said, "Man says, 'My wealth! My wealth!' whereas only three things are

actually his. (1) The food that he ate and digested, (2) the clothing that he wore
out, and (3) the wealth that he spent for Allah's pleasure, thereby accumulating a

treasure. All else he will leave for his heirs." [Muslim v. 2 p. 407]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet J^
{X*j <uU it once asked the Sahabah^ &\ ^j, "Which of you likes the wealth of

his heirs more than his own wealth?" They replied, "None of us can possibly like

his heir's wealth more than his own." Thereupon the Holy Prophet ,0-j a* ii ju
said, "Understand that your wealth is only what you have sent ahead (i.e. spent
for Allah's pleasure to be rewarded in the Hereafter). The wealth left behind
belongs to the heirs."

It is strange that people tend to become more miserly as they accrue more
wealth. They will spend millions to purchase another factory in addition to their

existing factory, but would hot contribute even a few hundred for building a
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Masjid. Such people think only about the world, to the extent that they even take

stock of their businesses while performing Salah.

Qarun's people also advised him thus: "...and do not forget your portion from

this world" i.e. do not fail to use that portion of your worldly wealth that would

be of assistance to you in the Hereafter. Allah says in Surah Muzzammil,

"Whatever good you sent ahead for yourselves, you will find it with Allah." [Surah 73,

verse 20]

Certain commentators have interpreted the above advice to mean that he

should also utilise the wealth for his personal needs. However, the first

interpretation is best because a person boasting about his wealth does not need

to be advised to spend on himself.

They also told him, "Be benevolent just as Allah has been benevolent unto you.

And do not seek corruption on earth, for Allah does not like those who create corruption."

In this they advised him not to squander his wealth in sinful and wasteful ways.

In response to the good counsel, Qarun replied by saying, "I have been

granted all of this (wealth) because of the knowledge I possess." Sayyidina Abdullah

bin Abbas ^ ^ ^j reports that Qarun had mastered the art of alchemy, by

which he could turn things into gold. Other commentators say that he was a

good businessman. Therefore, he meant to tell the people that he deserves to

earn the fruit of his labours. He believed that he could now use the wealth as he

pleased.

Allah replied to this statement by saying, "Did he not know that Allah has

already destroyed many generations before him who were more powerful than him and

larger in number?" He therefore had nothing to boast about because Allah had

given more to others, whom he easily destroyed when He willed. None of these

assets could save them from Allah's punishment.

"The criminals will not be questioned about their sins." Since Allah has

knowledge of everything and the recording angels write every deed down, Allah

does not have to ask people whether they perpetrated certain sins or not. The

evidence speaks for itself. Those verses that make mention of questioning refer to

rhetorical questions, which need not be answered. They will be asked about their

sins as a manner of reproach.

"So he emerged among his people in pomp and splendour." Even in present

times, people tour the town in great splendour to display their wealth and invite

people to meals merely to show off their possessions. People even show off the

wedding gifts they give their daughters by transporting them individually to the

groom's house. They are then displayed for all present to see, as a mark of their

affluence.

Impressed by Qarun's wealth, "Those who desired the world gaped, Tf only we

also possessed what Qarun has! Undoubtedly, he is extremelyfortunate."

Hearing this response, "Those who were granted knowledge (of the transitory

nature of worldly commodities) said, 'Woe to you! Allah's rewards are better for the one

who believes and does good deeds. Only the patient ones shall receive this."' The Holy

Prophet <JL,j Up &\ J^ has mentioned that the smallest Heaven will be ten times
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larger than this entire world.

It was then that Allah's punishment overtook Qarun. Allah says, "So We

viunged
Qarun and his home within the ground. There were no troops to assist him

Mdinst Allah, nor could he assist himself

"Those who aspired to be like him the previous day, said the next morning, 'O dear!

(Vie voere extremely foolish) Indeed Allah enlarges sustenance for those bondsmen He

ipillsand straitens/' Wealth does not signify that Allah loves a person, and neither

should such persons be envied.

They also said, "If it were not for Allah's favour on us (by not fulfilling our

aspiration to be like him), we would also have been plunged (in the earth with him). Alas!

The disbelievers will surely not succeed.
"

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** ii ^j reports from the Holy Prophet <X*3 <a* ii JL*

that a believer (Mu'min) must never envy any bounty enjoyed by a sinner

because he can never know what awaits the person after death. Allah has kept a

punishment in store for him, which never ends i.e. Hell from which there is no

escape. ["Mishkat" p. 447]

The wealth of the disbelievers cannot be compared to the bounties that the

believers (Mu'minin) will receive in Heaven.

Note: How is the story of Qarun linked to the preceding subject matter?

Commentators have cited the following two reasons for this:

1. The story of Qarun is linked to the story of Sayyidina Musa £*~A\ *j*, with

which the Surah began when Allah says, "With the truth, We recite to you from the

narrative ofMusa and Fir'aunfor those people who believe. " [verse 3]

2. The story is linked to verse 60, where Allah says, "Whatever you have
been granted are the assets and adornments of this worldly life. Thu which is

with Allah is best and eternal. Do you not understand?" The story of Qarun
depicts the same lesson. ["Ruhul Ma'ani"]

(83) This is the Home of the Hereafter, which We shall appoint for those who do
not desire pageantry on earth nor corruption. The best outcome shall be for the

pious. (84) Whoever brings a good deed will receive better than that. Whoever
brings a sin, the sinners will be punished only for what they did.

THE HEREAFTER IS FOR THOSE WHO DO NOT DESIRE
PAGEANTRY AND CORRUPTION ON EARTH

Allah declares, "This is the Home of the Hereafter, which We shall appoint for
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those (righteous people) who do not desire pageantry on earth nor corruption. The best

outcome shall be for the pious." It is incumbent on every person to submit before

Allah's grandeur and to perpetually adopt humility. The more a person

recognises Allah, the more humble should he be.

People who aspire to attain nobility in this world commit a great number
of

sins in realising their aim. They also tend to perpetrate a great deal of injustice

against others. Some even resort to violence and murder if they feel the need to.

Despite their misguided efforts, they are depriving themselves of Heaven and

also fail to achieve the success and honour which is attained by those who obey

Allah' s commands. They merely thrive on the little power they possess, because

of which people are terrified to speak against them.

THE VIRTUE OF HUMILITY AND THE ABOMINATION OF PRIDE

The Holy Prophet <0-j *> ibi J^> said, "The person who humbles himself for

Allah, Allah will elevate him. He will consider himself small in his own

estimation, but will be high in people's esteem. Allah will humiliate whoever is

proud. He will consider himself great in his own estimation, but will be more

degraded than a dog and a pig in the eyes of people." ["Mishkat" p. 434]

The Holy Prophet jJL-
_,
a> i» jl* has also mentioned that the person who has

pride equal to even a mustard seed shall never enter Heaven. ["Mishkat" p. 433]

The Holy Prophet ^ 3 <4* ii J^ has also mentioned that proud people will

appear as small as ants on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah). They will then be cast

into a pit of Hell called 'Bawlis/ where they will be engulfed in flames and

Tinatul Khabal' (the discharge emanating from the bodies of the people of Hell)

will be given to them to drink. [Tirmidhi]

"Whoever brings a good deed {on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah)} will receive

better than that." The greatest deed is belief (Iman), for which a person will attain

the everlasting bliss of Heaven. Every deed will receive a minimum of tenfold

reward. On the other hand, "Whoever brings a sin; the sinners will be punished only

for what they did." The worst of sins is disbelief and polytheism (shirk), which will

condemn people to an eternity in Hell. Whether rich or poor, noble or debased,

every disbeliever and polytheist will be doomed to Hell.
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(85) Verily, the One Who decreed the^Qm/an for you shall return you to your

place of return. Say, "My Lord knows best who brings guidance and who is in

manifest error." (86) You never anticipated that a scripture would be given to

you, but it is only by the mercy of your Lord. So never be an accomplice to the

disbelievers. (87) They should never prevent you from Allah 's verses after they

have been revealed to you. Keep calling towards your Lord and never be from

the idolaters. (88) Do not call to another deity with Allah. There is none worthy

of worship besides Him. Everything shall perish besides His Countenance. All

decisions rest with Him and to Him shall you all be returned.

THE HOLY PROPHET <JL-j Up it J^ WAS GIVEN THE QUR'AN

BECAUSE OF ALLAH'S MERCY

Commentators mention that the first of the above verses promises the Holy

Prophet fJL-j Up ifci JU that he will be allowed to return to his native city of

Makkah after migrating to Madinah. Consequently, in the 8th year after Hijrah,

the Holy Prophet pi-^ Up &\ JL* entered Makkah as a victor.

Allama Qurtubi U* iui a^j reports that when the Holy Prophet pi- j U* & J^
reached a place called Juhfa en route to Madinah, he longed to return to his

hometown of Makkah. On that occasion, Jibr'U £*-& Up arrived with the

revelation of the above verse. Based on this narration, certain commentators have

interpreted the word 'farada' (translated above as "decreed") to mean revealed'

i.e. "Verily, the One Who revealed the Qur'an to you shall return you to your place of

return (i.e. to Makkah)/'

Other commentators have interpreted the verse to mean that Allah will

return the Holy prophet pJL, j Up ito JU> to Heaven.

"Say, 'My Lord knows best who brings guidance and who is in manifest error."

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" reports from "Ma'alimut Tanzll" that this verse is

a reply to the Polytheists who said that the Holy Prophet ^j u* }»\ J^ was in

error.

"You never anticipated that a scripture would be given to you, but it is only by the

mercy of your Lord (that you were conferred the mantle of Prophethood)."

Therefore, just as Allah bestowed his special mercy and grace upon the Holy

Prophet (JL-j Up &\ J^> by granting him the Qur'an, Allah's mercy will also return

him to Makkah.

"So never be an accomplice to the disbelievers." The verse addresses the Holy

Prophet fJL. j ^ & J^>, telling him not to succumb to the bidding of the

polytheists to follow the religion of their forefathers.

"They (the disbelievers) should never prevent you from Allah 's verses after they

have been revealed to you." This verse also addresses the Ummah of the Holy

Prophet (JL^ Up it J^. It warns that they should never allow the disbelievers to

prevent them from learning, teaching and practising the Qur'an.

"Keep calling towards your Lord {i.e. to oneness of Allah (Tauhid)} and never be

from the idolaters." Allama Qurtubi Up i ^ reports that this verse was revealed

when the polytheists of the Quraysh requested the Holy Prophet (JL-j <l^ &\ J^ to
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honour their idols. The author of "Ma'alimut Tanzll" writes that although the

verse addresses the Holy Prophet ,dw «4* ^ J-*, it indirectly addresses the

disbelievers, telling them that they must never entertain hopes that the Holy

Prophet,*!^ *ip i»i ju* will ever join their ranks. It is impossible.

"Do not call to another deity with Allah. There is none worthy of worship besides

Him." The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" says that this verse prohibits the Muslims

from returning to polytheism (shirk), although the address is to the Holy Prophet

jJLj U* ii JL*. [v. 20 p. 130]

Thereafter, Allah says, "Everything shall perish besides His Countenance. All

decisions rest with Him and to Him shall you all be returned.
"

ftftftftftft.tiftftfttiftftftftftfttiftftftft
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Merciful.

(1) Alif Lam Mim. (2) Do people think that they will be left to say, "We believe!"

without being tested? (3) We certainly tested those before them, and Allah will

definitely know of those who are true and He will definitely know the liars. (4)

Do those who perpetrate sins think that they can escape Us? Evil indeed is the

decision they take.

MAN WILL BE TESTED AFTER PROCLAIMING IMAN (FAITH)

The Surah is called Ankabut (spider) because the spider is mentioned in

verse 41. Allah says, "Do people think that they will be left to say, 'We believe!' without

being tested?" The question does not require a reply. Iman (faith) is never

restricted to the tongue, but must be embedded within the heart. When a person

is a sincere believer (Mu'miri), he will be tested in various ways. He may be

tested by means of demanding acts of worship, by requiring to fight his whims
and passions, or by enduring hardships and adversities. These tests prove

whether the person is a sincere believer (Mu'min), or whether he is a hypocrite.

"Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 20 p. 134) reports from Ibn Jarir *> &\ ^j and from Ibn

Abi Hatim a> iui **-j that the above verse was revealed with regard to those

people who accepted Islam in Makkah after the Hijrah (migration).

The other Sahabah^ & \^j wrote to them from Madinah, telling them that

their Islam will not be confirmed until they migrate as well. These Muslims then

decided to migrate, but were apprehended en route by the polytheists, who
brought them back to Makkah.

When this verse was revealed, the Sahabah^ ifo ^j in Madinah wrote to
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them a second time, informing them about this verse. They again made an

attempt to migrate. This time they resolved to fight the polytheists if they were

accosted. Consequently, they left for Madinah. The polytheists again tried to

apprehend them, but they fought them off. Some of these Muslims were

martyred, while the others managed to reach Madinah. It was with regard to this

that Allah revealed the following verse of Surah Nahl: "Then your Lord shall be

Most Forgiving and Most Merciful after all unto those who migrate after being tried and

then strive in His way and exercise patience." [Surah 16, verse 110]

"Ruhul Ma'ani" reports from Sayyidina Hasan Basri *i* ibt ^ that "people"

in the verse "Do people think../' refer to the hypocrites.

"We certainly tested those before them, and Allah will definitely know of those who

are true (in their faith) and He will definitely know the liars (i.e. those whose faith is

merely verbal)." The Mu'minrn of the previous Ummah's were also tested. The

Ummah of the Holy Prophet ,jl,j <ju ii j^> can also expect the same.

Allah says in Surah Al Imran, "loo numerous were the Holy Prophets with

whom many devoted men fought. They never lost courage with all the hardships that

afflicted them in the path of Allah, nether did they weaken, nor become helpless. Allah

loves the patient ones." [Surah 3, verse 146]

A believer (Mu'min) should always pray for safety and peace, but must be

steadfast in the face of hardships, directing his attention to Allah. He must keep

in mind the rewards for patience, which will allow him to build courage.

True Muslims will bear adversities, while those who merely accepted Islam

for convenience or for some worldly motive, will revert to their former religions

(Urn's) when hardships strike.

Allah then speaks about those who present the hardships to the Muslims,

when He says, "Do those who perpetrate sins think that they can escape Us? Evil

indeed is the decision they take. " They cannot escape Allah's punishment because of
I

the sins and injustices that they perpetrate.
'
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(5) Whoever aspires to meet Allah (should know) that the term stipulated by

Allah will certainly arrive. And He is the All Hearing, the All Knowing. (6)

Whoever strives only strives for himself. Allah is Independent of the entire

universe* (7) Those who believe and do good deeds, We shall definitely remit

their sins from them and reward them better than what they did.

EACH PERSON STRIVES FOR HIMSELF AND ALLAH IS

INDEPENDENT OF THE UNIVERSE

Allah says, "Whoever aspires to meet Allah (should know) that the tertt
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stipulated by Allah (for rewarding) will certainly arrive. And He is the All Hearing,

the AllKnov)in?>" Allah is Aware of every person's supplications, aspirations and

deeds. However, at times sincere believers (Mu'miniri) also suffer some adversity,

which may be termed as 'mujahadah.'

The Arabic word 'mujahadah' literally refers to a struggle between two.

When a person carries out any act for the betterment of his Hereafter, the deed

opposes his base instinct. Therefore, he is in a constant struggle against his carnal

self. However this struggle and striving will be well rewarded by Allah. Allah

says, "Whoever strives only strives for himself Allah is Independent of the entire

universe." Although Allah does not require man's efforts, He is munificent

enough to reward man for it.

"Those who believe and do good deeds, We shall definitely remit their sins from

them (on account of repentance, good deeds, or purely by Allah's grace) and reward them

better than what they did." The sins of disbelief and polytheism (shirk) can be

remitted only by accepting Islam. The reward for any good deed will be far more

than the deed itself

.
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(8) We emphatically commanded man to treat his parents kindly. If they force

you to ascribe partners to Me about which you have no knowledge, then do not

obey them. Your return shall be to Me, when I shall inform you of what you

used to do. (9) We shall definitely include those who believe and do good deeds

among the righteous.

KIND TREATMENT OF PARENTS

Allah says, "We emphatically commanded man to treat his parents kindly." Allah

says in Surah Bani Isra'il, "Your Lord has commanded that you worship only Him and

that you treat your parents kindly. Ifany one of the two, or both of them reaches old age

by you, then do not even tell them 'Uf' and do not rebuke them. Speak to them gently,

lower for them the wings of humility out of compassion and say, 'O my Lord! Show
mercy to them as they have raised me (mercifully) when I was young." [Surah 17, verses

23,24]

Kindness to parents also includes spending on them and being kind and
cordial towards them. Allah also makes special reference to aged parents, to

whom one cannot even say, "Uf!" The verse of Surah Bani Isra'il also cites a

prayer (du'a) to be made for one's parents. Just as they cared for one as a frail and
weak child, one should also care for them when they have grown frail and weak.
Refer to the commentary of the above verses of Surah Bani Isra'il for more details

on the subject.
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Allah continues to say, 'If they force you to ascribe partners to Me about which

you have no knowledge, then do not obey them." Mentioning the same situation, a

verse of Surah Luqman adds that in spite of not obeying them, one should
nevertheless continue to associate harmoniously with them. One cannot
contravene Allah's orders on the request of anyone.

The Holy Prophet <J-j U* & J^ said, "The creation cannot be obeyed if it

means that the Creator be disobeyed." ["Mishkdt"]

Sayyidah Asma if* & ,^Jf who was one of Sayyidina Abu Bakr's ** ifci ^
daughters migrated to Madinah without her mother, who was then still a non-

believer. In the 6th year after Hijrah {migration), the Muslims entered into a pact

with the polytheists, by which each party could freely associate with the other.

During this period, her mother came to Madinah. Sayyidah Asma if* ibi ^
asked the Holy Prophet ^ 3 *i* & J^ whether she was permitted to financially

assist her mother, who was desperately in need of aid. The Holy Prophet aJU jin ju,

^3 urged her to treat her mother well. [Bukhari]

Parents today encourage their children to indulge in various sins like

shaving the beard, accepting bribes, working for banks, taking interest, dressing

immodestly, etc. It is Haram (Unlawful) for the parents to behave in this manner,
and it is Haram (Unlawful) for the children to conform because the Holy Prophet
pL,

_,
Up &\ j^ said, "The creation cannot be obeyed if it means that the Creator is

to be disobeyed."

Allah is man's Creator and Master. Therefore, obedience to Him is of

paramount importance and cannot be forfeited in order to obey His creation.

"Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 20 p. 139) reports that when Sayyidina Sa'd bin Abi

•Waqas ** it^ accepted Islam, his mother said to him, "O Sa'd! I hear that you

have forsaken your religion (D'xn) for another. I swear by Allah that I shall never

enter any house (i.e. I will remain standing in the heat) and all food is Haram
(unlawful) for me until you stop following Muhammad ,0-j <M & ju."

Although Sayyidina Sa'd «* ibi ^j was the favourite of his mother, he

refused to forsake Islam. His mother kept her oath and neither ate, nor took

shelter for three days. When Sayyidina Sa'd ^ ibi ^ related the incident to the

Holy Prophet ^j U* &\ jl», the above verse was revealed.

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" (p. 461) reports that after his mother spent two days and

two nights in this condition, he told her that he would not forsake Islam even if

she had a hundred lives to sacrifice for her oath. She now had the option to either

break her oath or die. She lost hope in changing his mind and broke her oath.

Allah says further, "Your return shall be to Me, when I shall inform you of what

you used to do. " Whatever a person does in this world will present itself in the

Hereafter, where the person will either be rewarded or punished.

"We shall definitely include those who believe and do good deeds among the

righteous. " They will enter the ranks of these fortunate people in Heaven.
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(10) Among people are those who say, "We believe in Allah!" Then, when they

suffer any adversity in Allah's cause, they treat the difficulty people give like

Allah's punishment. If help comes from your Lord, they will certainly say, "We
were always with you." Does Allah not know best what is in the hearts of all in

the universe? (11) Allah will certainly know those who believe and will

definitely know the hypocrites.

THOSE WHO CLAIM TO BELIEVE ARE PUT TO THE TEST

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" reports that the verse refers to certain weak
Muslims who claimed to accept Islam; but would sway to the tune of the

polytheists when put under pressure. They hid this behaviour from the Muslims.

Sayyidina Qatadah *Ap it <^j says that it refers to those Muslims whom the

polytheists took back to Makkah after migrating to Madinah.

Love for this world prompts people to waver in their faith. The sincere

Muslim endures all hardships without faltering in his Iman, like Sayyidina

Khabbab ** it ^Jt Sayyidina Bilal *& it ^>Jf Sayyidina Ammar ** it ^j and

other Sahabah r^ it ^j. They understood that Allah's punishment is worse

than the difficulties of this world.

Allah says that these weak Muslims seem to regard the injustice of the

disbelievers as Allah's punishment and revert to disbelief. Describing their

double standards, Allah says;?If help comes from your Lord (warranting booty, they

also want a share and), they will certainly say, 'We were always with you/ Does Allah

not know best what is in the hearts of all in the universe?" Allah is well aware of

those who conceal hypocrisy in their hearts.

"Allah will certainly know those who believe and will definitely know the

hypocrites." Allah is Aware of their condition at present and what it will be in the

future.

(12) The disbelievers say to the believers, "Follow our way and we will bear the

burden of your sins. They Will not carry any part of their sins. They are certain

liars. (13) They will certainly carry their own burdens in addition to those of

others. And they will definitely be questioned about what they fabricated.
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NONE SHALL BEAR THE BURDEN OF ANOTHER'S SINS ON THE
DAY OF JUDGMENT (QIYAMAH)

In an attempt to mislead the Muslims, "The disbelievers say to the believers,

'Follow our way and we will bear the burden of your sins. The disbelievers realised

that the Muslims feared retribution on the Day of judgment (Qiyamah), because

of which they would not forsake their religion (D'ln). It was for this reason that

they even offered to bear the burden of this sin in the Hereafter. They made this

offer only because they did not believe in the punishment of the- Hereafter.

Otherwise, a person cannot even bear the fire of this world for a few seconds, let

alone burning until eternity in Hell, which is 69 times hotter.

Allah says in Surah Bani Isra'il, "No soul shall bear the burden of another."

Likewise, the above verse of Surah Ankabut says, "They will not carry any part of

their sins. They are certain liars." It is irrational that anyone should be made to

suffer for the crimes of another. Even if another person willingly accepts to suffer

for someone, it will still not absolve the sinner from hioner sins. Therefore, one

will still have to be punished.

The statement made by the polytheists contains two lies. The first is that

they will never be prepared to suffer for another on the Day of judgment

(Qiyamah), when even brothers and family members will flee from each other,

unable to assist them. The second lie is the claim that the accused will be excused

from the sir>.

"They will certainly carry their own burdens in addition to those of others. And

they will definitely be questioned about what they fabricated." Although the verse

emphasises that no person can suffer the punishment because of another, it does

not exonerate those who mislead others. They will have to suffer for the sin of

misleading others. It is in reference to this that Allah says in Surah Nahl, "So that

they may carry their entire burdens on the Day ofjudgment (Qiyamah) together with the

burdens of those whom they mislead without knowledge. Evil indeed is the burden that

they bear. " [Surah 16, verse 25]

This explanation clarifies the essence of a hadith in which the Holy Prophet

^L, 3
Up ii ju said, 'The person who calls to guidance will receive the reward of

all those people who follow him without their rewards being decreased at all.

The person who calls to deviation will receive the sin of all those people who

follow him without their sins being decreased in the least." [Muslim]

Many people also adopt the practice of coercing others to perpetrate certain

sins. When they refuse for fear of punishment, these ignorant people claim that

they will bear the punishment on their behalf. This statement leads one to

disbelief because it indicates that they refute punishment in the Hereafter and are

prepared to accept the consequences. While the instigator will not suffer for the

act of the sinner, one will suffer for the sin of misleading.

i\ 'a^> lJA\ j*4-i 0J3 ^^ Cii ^y v*+*j* JJaJj
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(14) Without doubt, we sent Nuh to his nation, where he remained for a

thousand years less fifty years. Then a storm struck them as they were

oppressors. (15) We rescued Nuh and the people on the ark, making the incident

a lesson for the universe.

SAYYIDINA NUH'S PS-J» Up PREACHING IS REJECTED AND HIS

PEOPLE ARE DESTROYED

Sayyidina Nuh r>LJi Up preached to his nation for 950 years, advising them

to believe in Tauhid and to forsake idolatry. However, they made various

excuses and argued with him extensively. They even went to the extent of asking

for the punishment he warned them about.

Eventually, Allah commanded Sayyidina Nuh f!>LJi ^ to build an ark to

accommodate the believers when the floods came. Allah says in Surah A'raf,

"They denied him, and We rescue him and those with him in the ark, while We drowned

those who denied Our verses. Without doubt they were a blind nation. " [Surah 7, verse 64]

The incident of Sayyidina Nuh pLJ\ Up is mentioned in detail in Surah A'raf

[Surah 7, verses 59-64], Surah Hud [Surah 11, verses 24-48], Surah Shu'ara [Surah 26,

verses 105-122] and Surah Nuh [Surah 71, verses 1-28].

<>jjl <£>\ i*\ >^y&j u^jt 4$ oj± bt <^4*> £$l £2p ^SjllSo

> >>**' ^r-tf *f -" f >^*fr I -<. r -i^t ^ £"*,»' *? *i * ^ >><

(16) And We sent Ibrahim, when he said to his people, "Worship Allah and fear

him. That is best for you if only you knew/' (17) "Instead of Allah, you merely

worship idols and fabricate lies. Those that you worship instead of Allah do not

have control of your sustenance, so seek your sustenance from Allah, worship
Him and show gratitude to Him. To Him shall you be returned." (18) "If you
deny, then certainly many nations have denied before you. The responsibility of

the messenger is merely clear propagation."

SAYYIDINA IBRAHIM PREACHES ONENESS OF ALLAH (TAUHID)
TO HIS PEOPLE AND EXHORTS THERETO WORSHIP ALLAH AND
TO EXPRESS THEIR GRATITUDE TO ALLAH

The story of Sayyidina Ibrahim f*~l\ U* is recounted in many verses of the

Qur'an. Surah Al Imran mentions his debate with the tyrant, Nimrud. Surah
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An'am, Surah Anbiya and Surah Shu'ara also make mention of his preaching
t

his nation. He told them, "Worship Allah and fear him. That is bestfor you if only y0]l

knew. Instead of Allah, you merely worship idols and fabricate lies. Those that
y0u

worship instead of Allah do not have control ofyour sustenance, so seek your sustenance

from Allah, worship Him and show gratitude to Him. To Him shall you be returned,"

Accepting the concept of oneness of Allah (Tauhid) will guarantee salvation in the

Hereafter.

He also warned them saying, "If you deny, then certainly many nations have

denied before you (because of which they were destroyed). The responsibility of the

messenger is merely clear propagation." He fulfilled his task by preaching to them.

They were now at liberty to either destroy themselves by remaining as

disbelievers, or to salvage their souls by believing in the message.

(19) Do they not see how Allah initiates creation and then recreates? This is

certainly easy for Allah. (20) Say, "Travel in the lands and see how Allah creates

the first time and then recreates the second time. Indeed Allah has power over

all things." (21) Allah punishes whoever He wills and has mercy on whoever He

wills. To Him shall you be returned. (22) You can never escape on earth, nor in

the sky. You have no protecting friend, nor any helper besides Allah. (23) Those

who deny Allah 's verses and meeting with Him are indeed those who have lost

hope in My mercy and a torturous punishment shall be theirs.

SUBSTANTIATION . OF JUDGMENT DAY (QIYAMAH) AND A

REPROACH FOR THE DISBELIEVERS

Allah addresses the Quraysh of Makkah in these verses because they

refuted the reality of resurrection on the day of judgment (Qiyamah). Allah asks

whether these people have Seen that He continuously creates people, animals

and other creation. Each day new beings are born, while others are dying. Even

when trees and plants wilt and die, Allah brings them back to life with the rains.

Despite these phenomena being witnessed daily, people still fail to accept that

Allah can certainly recreate man on the day of judgment (Qiyamah).

"Say, 'Travel in the lands and see how Allah creates the first time and then
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recreates the second time. Indeed Allah has power over all things.
"'

Thereafter, Allah says that He "punishes whoever he wills and has mercy on

whoever He wills. To Him shall you be returned." Only He orchestrates matters in

both the worlds. Therefore, He says, "You can never escape on earth, nor in the sky.

You have no protecting friend, nor any helper besides Allah." None can hide, nor seek

refuge from Allah irrespective of how hard he tries.

"Those who deny Allah's verses and meeting with Him are indeed thbse who have

lost hope in My mercy and a torturous punishment shall be theirs. - Then it will be too

latefor regrets."

Cf-Ol c| i^T' 41^uUj S^Vii 1>^' ,£k-P C| \^Lm^j i^jJUOj ^>zmm[

(24) The only reply that his people could give was to say, "Kill him or burn
him!" Then Allah saved him from the fire. Undoubtedly, there are certainly

signs in this for the believing people. (25) Ibrahim fflUi *J* said, "You have
merely taken to worship idols because of your mutual love in this worldly life.

Soon, on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah), you will oppose each other and curse

each other. Your abode shall be the Fire and you will have no helpers." (26) So
Lut believed him. Ibrahim said, "I shall migrate to my Lord, He is certainly the

Mighty, the Wise." (27) We gifted him with Is'haq and Ya'qub, kept
Prophethood and scriptures in his progeny and granted him his reward in this

world. He shall certainly be from the righteous ones in the Hereafter.

THE PEOPLE OF SAYYIDINA IBRAHIM f*~i\ Up DECIDE TO BURN
HIM ALIVE

Allah resumes the story of Sayyidina Ibrahim
r
:>LJi a* once again. After he

preached to his people to forsake idol-worship, they said, "Kill him or burn him!"
However, when they cast him into a large fire, Allah commanded the fire to be
cool and peaceful for him. In this way, "Allah saved him from the fire. Undoubtedly,
there are certainly signs (of Allah's tremendous po\Ver) in this for the believing
people."
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SAYYIDINA IBRAHIM ?*>LJ! Up TELLS THE PEOPLE THAT THEY

WORSHIP IDOLS ONLY OUT OF MUTUAL LOVE, WHICH WILL BE

LOST ON THE DAY OF JUDGMENT (QIYAMAH)

"Ibrahim ?x~x ^ said, 'You have merely taken to worship idols because of your

mutual love in this worldly life" i.e. They did it only to emulate their forefathers.

They felt that they would be ostracised if they failed to conform to the paganistic

ways of their fellow men.

He cautioned them that this mutual love will also disappear on the Day of

Judgment (Qiydmah). He said, "Soon, on the Day of judgment (Qiydmah), you will

oppose each other and curse each other. Your abode shall be the Fire and you will have no

helpers/' On the Day of Judgment (Qiydmah), all of them will be blaming one

another for their predicament.

Allah says in Surah A'raf, "Each time a nation will enter, they will curse their

sister nation. Until, when they are all gathered in Hell, the latter will say regarding the

former, 'Our Lord, these are the people who led us astray, so give them a greatly

intensified punishment of the Fire.' (Allah) shall reply, 'For each there shall be double

punishment, but you know it not. " [Surah 7, verse 38]

A verse of Surah Sad quotes the followers as saying to their leaders: "No!

You are the ones for whom there is no welcome! You people have brought this on us.

What a horrible station it is!" In addition to this, "They will cry out, 'Oh our Lord!

Double the," punishment in the Fire for those who have brought this on us. The sinners,

of this world will suffer the same plight on the Day of Judgement, when they will blame

each other.

SAYYIDINA LUT ACCEPTS THE MESSAGE OF SAYYIDINA

IBRAHIM P
*Ji Up, AFTER WHICH THEY BOTH MIGRATE

"So Lut believed him." Sayyidina Lut fiLJ\ ^ was the son of Sayyidina

Ibrahim's r>LJ\ ^ brother Haran. After making every attempt to reform his

nation, Sayyidina Ibrahim r
*>uJ\ «Jp eventually declared, "I shall migrate to my Lord,

He is certainly the Mighty, the Wise.

"

Although some commentators have mentioned that Sayyidina Lut f^Ui 4>

made the statement that he wishes to migrate, it was most probably Sayyidina

Ibrahim f*~h <4* who said it. A verse in Surah Saffat confirms that it was

mentioned by Sayyidina Ibrahim ?yS\ *>, because it quotes him as saying, "\ am

going to my Lord, Who shall soon guide me. " [Surah 37, verse 99]

Taking his wife, Sayyidah Sarah ^LJi i+i* and Sayyidina Lut f^J\ *i* along-

with him, Sayyidina Ibrahim
r
%Ji Up migrated from his homeland (between Iraq

and Persia) to Palestine.

THE TIDINGS OF A SON AND A GRANDSON

When he migrated, Sayyidina Ibrahim r
*>LJi Jp was 75 years of age and his

wife was also extremely old. He then prayed to Allah saying, "O my Lord! Grant

me a son from among the pious." Allah accepted his prayer (dud) and sent some

angels to convey the news of a son to him. The incident has been discussed in
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Surah Hud The glad tidings concerned the birth of his own son Sayyidina Is'haq

/M <4* and a grandson, Sayyidina Ya'qub ^lJ\ Up. Sayyidina Isma'Il (6Ut^ was

born from his other wife, Sayyidah Hajirah r>LJ» ^-U.

THE SUCCESSION OF THE PROPHETHOOD IN THE PROGENY OF
SAYYIDINA IBRAHIM

.

f
*J» Up

Allah says, "We gifted him with Is'haq and Ya'qub, kept Prophethood and

scriptures in his progeny..." Every Prophet after Sayyidina Ibrahim phJi'*A* was

from his progeny, including Sayyidina Isa f%J\ Up and Sayyidina Muhammad ju*

Allah granted Sayyidina Ibrahim f%J\ a> acceptance among all the religion.

Even though many nations may reject the Prophethood of the Holy Prophet JU
jl^ ^ &, they still speak highly of Sayyidina Ibrahim ^%^\ *A*. This was a result

of the du'a that he made for Allah to make people after him speak well of him.

" and granted him his reward in this world. He shall certainly be from the

righteous ones in the Hereafter. "His reward in this world was that his progeny was
blessed with multitudes of Prophets f**J\ ^^Jp. He was also allowed to leave the

land of oppressors and had the honour of building Allah's house (the Ka'ba). His

stages in the Hereafter will also be extremely elevated.

^l^JU-aO >^AJO Ol*

(28) And we sent Lut, when he said to his people, "Indeed you people engage in

an obscenity, which none in the universe has indulged in before you." (29) "Do
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you approach men, waylay the highways and perpetrate evil in your

gatherings?" The only reply that his people could give was to say, "Bring Allah's

punishment to us if you are from among the truthful/' (30) Lut fXJ\ Up said, "O
my Lord! Assist me against the anarchists." (31) When Our messenger angels

came to Ibrahim with the glad tidings, they said, "We are to destroy the

inhabitants of this town. Its inhabitants are certainly oppressors." (32) Ibrahim

f%Ji Up said, "Lut is among them." They replied, "We know best who is present

in the town. We shall definitely rescue him and his family, except his wife. She

will be among those left behind." (33) When Our messenger angels came to Lut,

he was grieved by their presence and his heart constricted. They said, "Do not

fear, nor grieve. We will surely rescue you and your family, except your wife.

She will be of those left behind." (34) "We will send down on the people of this

town a punishment from the sky on account of their disobedience." (35) Indeed

We left behind in those towns a sign which is clear to those who have

understanding.

SAYYIDINA LUT f
^LJi Up PREACHES TO HIS PEOPLE, BUT THEY

ARE FINALLY PUNISHED BECAUSE OF THEIR DISOBEDIENCE

After migrating with Sayyidina Ibrahim <v>LJ Up, Allah made Sayyidina Lut

pMJ\ Up a Prophet and sent him to preach to the people of a town called Sadum
(Sodom), which was the largest of several towns on the bank of the Jordan River.

Sayyidina Lut ftLJ\ *4* preached to the inhabitants of these towns saying, "Indeed

you people engage in an obscenity (homosexuality) which none in the universe has

indulged in before you. Do you approach men, waylay the highways and perpetrate evil

in your gatherings?" Thus saying, he bade them to forsake these evils. However,

"The only reply that his people could give was to say, 'Bring Allah's punishment to us if

you arefrom among the truthful

"

" waylay the highways..." One of the interpretations of this phrase is

understood by the translation i.e. they were highway robbers. However, the

phrase may also be translated as: "You sever the way (to human reproduction by

perpetrating homosexuality)." A third interpretation of the phrase is that they

prevented people from passing by their towns by continually harassing them.

"...perpetrate evil in your gatherings." Sayyidah Umm Hani i^p iui ^Jf the

daughter of Abu Talib, once asked the Holy Prophet (JL._j Up i»i JL* about the evil

referred to in this verse. The Holy Prophet jJl-j u* iui ju replied that they used to

throw stones at passers-by and laugh at them. According to another narration,

the person whose stone struck the traveller would then "own" him and would

proceed to satisfy his passions with the unfortunate fellow. Thereafter, he would

pay him a few Dirhams. They even appointed judges to decide who would'

"own" the person.

Sayyidina Muhammad bin Qasim Up ifo <^j says that the "evil" referred to

the competitions that they held in passing wind from th£ anus. Sayyidina

Mujahid ^ iut <^j mentions that they used to indulge in homosexual orgies.

["Ma'alimut Tamil" v. 2 p. 466]

Eventually Sayyidina Lut f^LJt U* supplicated to Allah saying, "O my Lord!

Assist me against the anarchists. " In response to his supplication, Allah sent some
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angels to punish the people. The angels first approached Sayyidina Ibrahim U*

yj\. All^h says, ''When Our messenger angels came to Ibrahim with the glad

[tilings..."
The tidings were that he will soon father a son, by the name of Is'haq,

who will then father a son called Ya'qub. In addition to this, they also told him,

"V\fe are to destroy the inhabitants of this town. Its inhabitants are certainly oppressors/

Ibrahim f^-
Ji^ said, 'Lut is among them.' They replied, 'We know best who is present

in the town. We shall definitely rescue him and his family, except his wife. She will be

among those left behind (she will also be punished with them)/'

Thereafter, they proceeded to meet Sayyidina Lut t%^\ 4*. Allah says,

"When Our messenger angels came to Lut, he was grieved by their presence and his heart

constricted." Sayyidina Lut f>Ui Up was overcome with grief because he feared

that his people will want to satisfy themselves with these angels, who came in

the form of handsome youth.

Sensing his apprehension, the angels comforted him saying, "Do notfear, nor

grieve. (We have come to destroy these people. Of course,) We will surely rescue you and

yourfamily, except your wife. She will be of those left behind. We will send down on the

people of this town a punishmentfrom the sky on account of their disobedience."

According to their instructions, Sayyidina Lut f*~l\ <i* led the believers

(Mu'minin) out of the town one night. Hie next morning, Jibr'Il (t>UJi -Op lifted all

the towns in to the air, overturned them and threw them back down. Thereafter,

stones were rained upon them. The incident has been discussed in Surah A'raf

[Surah verses 80-84] Surah Hud [Surah 11, verses 77-83], Surah Hijr [Surah 15, verses 58-

77], Surah Shu'ara [Surah 26, verses 160-175] and Surah Naml [Surah 27, verses 54-58].

Allah concludes the epic by saying, "Indeed We left behind in those towns a sign

which is clear to those who have understanding." The ruins of these towns are

present to this day. AU^h says in Surah Saffat, "You pass by them in the mornings

and at nights. Do you not understand?" The Quraysh passed by these ruins often on

their trade journeys to Sham (Syria).

The Dead Sea now covers the ruins of these towns. It is unfortunate that

people regard their visit to this place as a leisure, instead of an eye-opener.

a » > ^ A' t ^*<,ii > >z< <1r >>^ *> < s^5 < r> . •lif • \<*'
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(30 We sent to Madyan their brother Shu'ayb. He said. "O my people! Worship

Allah, anticipate the Last Day and do not spread corruption on earth." (37) They

denied him, so an earthquake seized them and they lay kneeling down in their

homes. (38) And We destroyed the Ad and the Thamud, whose condition

became apparent to you by their dwellings. Devil (Shaytan) beautified their

deeds for them and prevented them from the straight path even though they

were people of deep insight. (39) And We destroyed Qarun, pharaoh (Fir'aun)

and Haman. Without doubt, Musa came to them with clear signs, but they were

arrogant on earth. They could still not escape. (40) We seized each of them on

account of his sin. Against one of them We sent a violent wind. One of them was

seized by a shout. One of them was swallowed by the ground and we drowned

another. Allah was never One to oppress them, but they used to oppress

themselves.

THE DESTRUCTION OF MADYAN, PHARAOH (FIR'AUN), HAMAN
AND QARUN

These verses make mention of some of the previously destroyed nations.

Allah begins by saying, "We sent to Madyan their brother Shu'ayb. He said, 'O my

people! Worship Allah, anticipate the Last Day and do not spread corruption on earth."

He reminded them that they will have to answer to Allah on the Day of

Judgement, when they will not be able to conceal anything. As mentioned in

many previous Surahs like Surah Hud and Surah Shu'ara), Sayyidina Shu'ayb <i*

f!>LJi enjoined his people to desist from their practice of cheating in weight and

measure.

However, despite his efforts, "They denied him, so an earthquake seized them

and they lay kneeling down in their homes/' The earthquake followed a scream,

which has already been mentioned in previous Surahs.

Allah continues to say, "And We destroyed the Ad and the Thamud, whose

condition became apparent to you by their dwellings/' The ruins of their once

powerful civilizations still lie in full view of people who wish to see them.

"Devil {Shaytan) beautified their deeds for them and prevented them from the

straight path even though they were people of deep insight." Despite their deep insight

and intelligence, Devil (Shaytan) still managed to beguile them by enticing them

with the pleasures of this world.

"And We destroyed Qarun, pharaoh (Fir'aun) and Haman. Without doubt, Musa

came to them with clear signs, but they were arrogant on earth." They considered it

below their dignity to believe in Sayyidina Musa f%J\ *4*
f as Allah says in Surah

Mu'minun, "They said, 'Should we believe in two humans like ourselves whereas their

people are our slaves?" [Surah 23, verse 47]

In Surah Zukhruf Allah quotes pharaoh (Fir'aun) as saying, "Am I not better

than this person who is ignoble and can hardly express himself?" Eventually pharaoh
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(Fir'aun) was drowned with his entire army, because, despite their resources,

"They could still not escape (Allah's punishment).

Referring to all the destroyed nation, Allah says, "We seized each of them on

account of his sin. Against one of them We sent a violent wind." This occurred to the

Ad, who suffered a tempest lasting seven nights and eight days [Surah Haqa (69),

verses 5-7].

"One of them was seized by a shout." This refers to the Thamud, as mentioned

in Surah Hud. "One of them (Qarun) was swallowed by the ground" (as mentioned

in Surah Qasas). "and we drowned another" {referring to pharaoh (Fir
/

aun)}.
,/

"Allah was never One to oppress them (by punishing them without perpetrating a

sin), but they used to oppress themselves." They were all destroyed on account of

their sins, for refusing to accept the truth and for adhering to disbelief.

(41) The similitude of those who adopt defenders besides Allah is like the

similitude of a spider who spun a web. Without doubt, the frailest of homes is

the home of the spider, if only they would understand. (42) Verily Allah has

knowledge of whatever they call to besides Himself. He is the Mighty, the Wise.

(43) These are the similitude's that We coin for people. Only those with

knowledge will understand them. (44) Allah has created the heavens and the

earth with the truth. There is certainly a sign in them for the believers.

THE HOPES THAT THE POLYTHEISTS ENTERTAIN IN THEIR
GODS IS LIKE THE WEB OF A SPIDER

Allah cites the example of those people who pin their hopes in the gods that

they worship, thinking that these gods will be of assistance to them. Allah says,

"The similitude of those who adopt defenders besides Allah is like the similitude of a

spider who spun a web. Without doubt, the frailest of homes is the home of the spider, if

only they woidd understand." In comparison to the homes and lairs of all other

animals, the spider's web is the weakest and most vulnerable. Just as fragile is

the belief of those who worship others besides Allah. Their hope in the assistance

of these gods will be of no avail to them.

"Verily Allah has knowledge of whatever they, call to besides Himself He is the

Mighty, the Wise. These are the similitude's that We coin for people. Only those with

knowledge will understand them." Those who do not wish to understand will not be
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able to.

"Allah has created the heavens and the earth with the truth (i.e. with certain

wisdom). There is certainly a sign in them for the believers." Only the believers can

benefit from these signs because they are inclined to them. The disbelievers

refuse to believe even though they may perceive the truth.

ftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftfttsftfttxftft
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PART TWENTY-ONE

-i ~ A-i

(45) :;-'Kftcitc^fh€<Boak/Whidi : ha8v'be€n'- !iev^Ied-ioyou and establish Salah. Verily

Salah prevents obscenity and evil. Without doubt, the remembrance of Allah is

greatest. Allah knows what you do.

THE COMMAND TO RECITE THE QUR'AN AND TO ESTABLISH
SALAH

The first of the two commands issued in the above verse is to "Recite the Book

which has been revealed to you..." The Qur'an should be recited during Salah, when
alone, in public, and at all other times;

The second of the two commands is "and establish Salah." Allah says in Surah

Bani Isra'Il, "Establish Salah from the setting of the sun until darkness of the night..."

[Surah 17, verse 78]

Surah Hud [Surah 11, verse 114] states, "And establish Salah at the two ends of the

day and during portions of the night." Although all these commands are addressed

to the Holy Prophet ^j a* ii ju* they apply equally to his Ummah. The Holy
Prophet (JL-3 u* -&\ ju>

Allah says in Surah Baqarah [Surah 2, verse 43], "Establish Salah and pay Zakah.

"

Ulema (Scholars) state that the "establishment" of Salah refers to performing

Salah, taking heed of all the Sunan and Mustahabbat (Preferable), and with proper

concentration and humility. This will also entail performing the Fardh Salah in

congregation.

"SALAH PREVENTS OBSCENITY AND EVIL"

After commanding the performance of Salah, Allah adds, "Verily Salah

prevents obscenity and evil" If Salah is performed as it should be performed, it will

surely prevent a person from committing sins. All aspects of Salah like the

recitation of Qur'an, Ruku (genuflexion), Sajdah (prostration), concentration, etc,

must be carried out to the finest degree possible. The more a person corrects

these aspects, the more effective will his Salah be in preventing him from sin. The
less attention he pays to these aspects, the longer will his Salah take to achieve
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this aim.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** Ai ^j reports that a person once complained to

the Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up ii j^ about another man who performed Salah during
the night, yet stole during the day. The Holy Prophet <X* 3 ^ &\ J^ commented
that the person's Salah will soon stop him from the evil. ["Ruhul Ma'ani"]

Another factor to be remembered is that although Salah prevents people
from sin, the onus also rests on the person to refrain from sin. Just as a lecturer

urges people to act, the onus rests with them to act or remain passive. Only those

people who wish to refrain will be able to do so. Some Ulema {Scholars) say that,

at the minimum, Salah will prevent a person from sin during the course of his

Salah, e.g. a person cannot commit sins on the street when engaged in Salah.

THE VIRTUE OF ALLAH'S REMEMBRANCE
"Without doubt, the remembrance of Allah is greatest." Allah's remembrance is

the lifeblood of the universe. The Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^ ii ju* has mentioned that

Judgment day (Qiydmah) will not take place if there is even one person saying
"Allah! Allah!" [Muslim v. 1 p. 84]

Salah is full of Allah's remembrance. Allah says in Surah TaHa, "Establish

Salah for My remembrance. " From the beginning of the Salah until the end, a

person is constantly engaged in remembrance of Allah. Even his tongue is

involved in active during Salah.

Sayyidah Ayshah i^ ifo-^j reports that the Holy Prophet ^ 3
Up ii j^ was

engaged in remembrance of Allah at all times [Muslim]. Although every virtuous

deed may be included in the wide interpretation of Allah's remembrance, verbal

remembrance of Allah is an act that is not confined to any time or place. It may
be engaged in even in the state of impurity. [However, recitation of the Qur'an is

forbidden when a person is impure].

Recitation of the Qur'an, of "SubhanAllah" , "Al Hamdu Lillah", "Alldhu

Akbar", etc are all forms of remembrance of Allah. Sending salutations upon the

Holy Prophet ^ j ^ ^^ (Durud or Salawat) is also regarded as remembrance
of Allah.

The Holy Prophet^ 3
Up i»i ju has mentioned that a person will receive the

reward of a good deed for reciting even a single letter of the Qur'an, each reward
being multiplied ten fold. [Tirmidhi]

The Holy Prophet^ ^ ii ju said that the recitation of "Subha Nalldh Wal
Hamdu Lillah Wa La illdha lllallahu Walldhu Akbar" is more beloved to him than
everything upon which the sun rises. ["Mishkat" p. 200]

The Holy Prophet ^j u* ii JU said that the words "Subha Nallahi Wabi
Hamdihi Subhan Nalldhil Azim" is light on the tongue, heavy on the scales and
beloved to Allah. [Bukhari]

A hadith in Tirmidhi reports the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up i»i JU as saying that

the person who recites "Subha Nalldhil Azim Wabi Hamdihi" has planted a tree for

himself in Heaven.
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Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud -up it ^j narrates from the Holy Prophet J~*

, Up i»i that he met Sayyidina Ibrahim fiLJ\ <a* on the night' in which he was

taken to the heavens. Sayyidina Ibrahim f**J\ <o* told him to convey his greetings

to the
Ummah and to tell them that Heaven is a fertile land with good water, but

bare. The plants of Heaven is the recitation of "Subha Nallah Wal Hamdu Lillah W
U Uaha Illalahu Walahu Akbar" [Tirmidhi]. Therefore, the person who enters the

Hereafter without any deeds to his credit will receive a bare piece of ground.

Sayyidina Anas bin Malik <up it^ reports that the Holy Prophet *i* it J^
1,^ once struck a branch of dry leaves, causing them to fall to the ground.

Thereupon, he said, "Subha Nallah', 'Alhamdu Lillah/ 'La Uaha lllalah' and 'Allahu

Akbar' all eradicate sins just as these leaves are shed." [Tirmidhi]

Sayyidina Jabir ** it ^j narrates from the Holy Prophet ^y «-i* it J~* that

the best of all remembrance is the recitation of 'La Uaha Illallah/ and the best of

du'as is 'Alhamdu Lillah."' [Tirmidhi]

Sayyidina Abu Musa Ash'ari ** it ^j reports that the Holy Prophet it J~*

±,
3
a> once asked him if he should show him the treasures of Heaven. When

Sayyidina Abu Musa Ash'ari ** it ^j requested to be informed, the Holy

Prophet fi-j a> ii ju* said that it is the recitation of "La Hawla Wa La Quwwata Ilia

Billah hil Aliyyil Azim. " [Bukhari p. 449]

In view of all these virtues, a person should not waste a second without

investing it in remembrance. Many people while away their lives after retirement

in reading newspapers and talking about other people and events. They should

rather invest their valuable time in remembrance so that they would not have to

regret in the Hereafter.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** it ^j narrates from the Holy Prophet «uU it J-^

(JLj that every gathering in which Allah is not remembered will be a source of

harm for people. If Allah wills, He may punish them for it, or forgive them.

[Tirmidhi]

A person once asked the Holy Prophet (JU> *> it
L5
U, "The acts of Islam are

numerous. Advise me about something upon which I may be constant." The

Holy Erophet jO-j *±* M ju replied, "Your tongue should be ever moist with

Allah's remembrance." ["Mishkdt" p. 198]

Another person asked the Holy Prophet ,0-j *>' it ju about the most

virtuous deed. The Holy Prophet jJL-j 4* it jl* replied that the most virtuous deed

is for one to leave this world while his/her tongue is moist with Allah's

remembrance. ["Mishkat" p. 198]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar <* it^ reports that the Holy Prophet it ^U

r^j <4* said, "Besides Allah's remembrance, do not talk excessively because

excessive talk causes the heart to harden. Without doubt, the person farthest

from Allah is the one with a hard heart." [Tirmidhi]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ^ it ^j narrates from the Holy Prophet J*
(J-j Up it that everything has a polish, and the polish of the heart is Allah's

remembrance. He also added that nothing is more effective then remembrance in

saving one from Allah's punishment. Thereupon the Sahabah ^ it ^j asked,
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"Not even Jihad in Allah's way?" The Holy Prophet pi-j *> k\ JU replied, "Not

even Jihad in Allah's way. Even if a person fights until his sword breaks, it will

not be more effective than remembrance in saving him from punishment."

["Mishkafp. 199]

"Allah knows what you do. " According to His wisdom, He will either punish
or reward people.

&& J> $•$^_^~ vfc^ til^^Wi^ "£V^ <£S

(46) Debate with the People of the Book only with that which is best; except

those of them who are unjust. And say, "We believe in what was revealed to us

and what was revealed to you. Our Deity and your Deity is One and we
surrender to Him/' (47) Thus have We revealed the Book to you. So those; to

whom We have given the Book believe in it, and there are some of them as well

who believe in it. Only the disbelievers reject Our verses. (48) Before this, you

were unable to recite any book, neither could you write with your right hand.

Otherwise, the people of falsehood would be cast into doubt. (49) But this

Qur'an is in itself a compilation of clear proofs in the hearts of those given

knowledge. Only the oppressors reject Our verses. (50) They say, "Why are signs

not revealed to him from his Lord?" Say, "Signs are all in Allah 's control. I am
but a clear warner." (51) Is it not sufficient for them that we have revealed a

Book to you, which is recited to them? There is certainly mercy and a reminder

in it for the believing folk.

THE MANNER OF DEBATING WITH THE AHLUL KITAB
(PEOPLEOF THE BOOK)

Allah says, "Debate with the People of the Book (the Jews and Christians) only

with that which is best..." The Jews and Christians also believe in Allah and know

that Allah has sent many Prophets fiLJ\ ^M for the guidance of mankind. A
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Muslim therefore does not have to debate with them regarding these issues, but

only with regard to the Prophethood of the Holy Prophet ^j *> & JU, which

they reject.

They must also be corrected about alterations they have made in their

scriptures and the divinity they have attributed to Sayyidina Isa {%»h Up and

Sayyidina Uzayr c%J\ Up.

When the Holy Prophet <X*} aJlp &\ ju> migrated to Madinah, he was

confronted by the Jews and also the Christians of Najran. Many discussions and

debates ensued. The first 80 verses of Surah Al Imran were revealed with regard

to the Christian delegation from Najran. In this discussion, The Holy Prophet JU,

i^ a* h was instructed to challenge them to Mubahala {mutual imprecation to

prove truth of one's points). The challenge is issued in verse 61, where Allah says,

"Whoever disputes with you concerning this after the knowledge has come to you, then

say to them, 'Come! We shall summon your sons and our sons, your wives and our

wives, yourselves and ourselves, then we shall collectively supplicate sincerely (to Allah)

to invoke His curse upon the liars.

Allah says in verse 225 of Surah Nahl (Surah 16), "Call to the path ofyour Lord

with wisdom and 'Mow 'idhatul Masanah' and debate with them in manner that is best"

In this verse, the command is given to call people in general, whereas the above

verse of Surah Ankabut refers to the Ahlul Kitab {people of the Book) especially.

They should be addressed in soft tones and without anger. Preaching in this

manner is more effective. Even those who are arrogant should be addressed

cordially, with the best of manners.

Of course, the verse makes the exception, "except those of them who are

unjust/' People who are totally uncompromising and harsh should be addressed

in a manner most suitable to curb their irrationality.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" quotes from Sayyidina Mujahid <M i»t *^j that

"those ofthem who are unjust" refers to those Ahlul Kitab {people of the Book):

03 Who say that Allah has a son.

IQ3 Who commit polytheism (shirk).

£3 Who say that Allah is a pauper (refer to Surah 3, verse 181).

03 Who say that Allah's hand is tied in miserliness (refer to Surah

.5, verse 64).

Since such statements are prone to infuriate a Muslim, he will be excused for

not being cordial in these cases.

"And say, 'We believe in what was revealed to us (Qur'an) and what was revealed

to.you (the original Torah and otiginal Injil). Our deity and your deity is One and we
surrender to Him." Since there i$ no apparent reason for confrontation in the light

'

of the above common grounds, the Ahlul Kitab {people of the Book) have no reason

to reject the Prophethood of the Holy Prophet <jl,3 Upi^.-

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra <* &\ ^j reports that the Jews used to read the

Torah in Hebrew and translate it for the Arabs. The Holy Prophet ^j ^ & JU>

advised the Muslims saying, "Neither believe them, nor falsify them. Rather say,"
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And say, 'We believe in what was revealed to us and what was revealed to you. Our

Deity and your Deity is One and we surrender to Him.

"

This was instructed because one can never be certain about the authenticity

of their narrations. Therefore, the narrations quoted from the Ahlul Kitab (people

of the Book) (called Isra'iliyat) cannot be authenticated, even though they have

been reported by the Sahabah ?+*> i»» ^j. Therefore, no laws of Halal and Haram
can be deduced from them.

"Thus have We revealed the Book to you." i.e. The Qur'an was revealed just as

the previous scriptures were revealed. "So those to whom We have given the

Book {i.e. the Ahlul Kitab (people of the Book)} believe in it (i.e. in the Qur'an), and

there are some of them (i.e. the Polytheists of Makkah) as well who believe in it.

Only the disbelievers reject Our verses. " Those who reject the Qur'an are the people

who choose to hide the truth and remain adamant on falsehood.

A CLEAR PROOF TO THE PROPHETHOOD OF THE HOLY
PROPHET ^j Up k JU>

The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up it JU was born in Makkah, where he spent his

entire life. The people of Makkah knew very well that he was unlettered. The

Holy Prophet ^ 3 U* ii j^> was unable to read and write. Even the Jews and

Christians knew from their scriptures that the final Prophet to man will be such.

However, when he called them to Islam, they rejected his message.

Instead of responding to his call, they said, "A human teaches him." They said

this even though they acknowledged that they were unable to produce a single

Surah to match any of those in the Qur'an. It is therefore evident that a man
could not have composed the like of the Qur'an, which could not be challenged

by even the greatest poets and the most eloquent speakers. If no man could

match it, how could an unlettered person write it?

Besides, the Holy Prophet jJL.^ *jl* ii J^ even informed the Jews about

incidents that were known exclusively by them and made them aware of the

serious alterations that they made in the Torah. He taught true beliefs and a

vibrant, acceptable Shari'ah. This could not have been the achievement of any

ordinary person, thus proving that the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up it jl» was certainly

Allah's messenger.

In the light of the above it would be easy to understand the verse where

Allah says, "Before this, you were unable to recite any book, neither could you write

with your right hand. Otherwise, the people offalsehood would be cast into doubt. " If

the Holy Prophet ^j Up it j^ was lettered, the disbelievers could have easily

said that he had written the Qur'an himself. However, it is now impossible for

them to make this claim.

"But this Qur'an is in itself a compilation of clear proofs in the hearts of those

given knowledge. Only the oppressors reject Our verses." Despite the fact that the

Qur'an is miraculous in nature, there will always be those obstinate few who will

stop at nothing to falsify the Qur'an.

Note: Allah says in Surah A'raf, "...those who follow the unlettered Nabi
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(Prophet)/' while the above verse says, "Before this, you were unable to

recite any book, neither could you write with your right hand. " These two

verses prove a miracle of the Holy Prophet jJL-j <4* & J-*', the

miracle is that he was an ocean of knowledge despite the fact that

he was unlettered.

Some Ulema (scholars) are of the opinion that the Holy Prophet ^j Up ^ ju*

learnt to read and write towards the end of his life. In substantiation, they quote

the episode of Hudaybiyyah where the scribe of the peace treaty, Sayyidina Ali

<* iiu ^pj, wrote, "This is what Muhammad, the messenger of Allah, has

decided." Thereupon, the polytheist representative, Sahl bin Amr, objected that

he substitute "Muhammad, the messenger of Allah" with "Muhammad, the son

of Abdullah." He said that if they (the polytheists) accepted the Holy Prophet JU
jl-j U* ibi as Allah' s messenger, there would not have been any dispute.

The Holy Prophet <JL,
_?
Up- ibi J~* instructed Sayyidina Ali a^ &\ ^j to write

"Muhammad, the son of Abdullah," but Sayyidina Ali ** i»i ^j could not bring

himself to do it because of his excessive respect for the Holy Prophet u* &\ JU»

fL. 3 . The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up iu\ ju then took the parchment from him and

himself wrote, "This is what Muhammad, the son of Abdullah, has decided."

[Muslim v. 2 p. 105]

Other Ulema (Scholars) have mentioned that the Holy Prophet ^j Up ifci ju
gave the parchment over to another scribe to add these words, but the narrator of

the hadith interpreted this as the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up iui ju> himself writing.

However, this interpretation is not necessary because the episode could also

have been a miracle. It must also be borne on mind that for a person to be able to

write a few words does not necessarily make him a lettered person.

Allah continues to say, "They say, 'Why are signs not revealed to him from his

Lord?"' Here they referred to the miracles that they demanded to see. Allah

replies by saying, "Say, 'Signs (miracles) are all in Allah's control. I am but a clear

w^rner. " All the Prophets (*~X ^^Ip were unable to produce miracles of their own
accord.

'7s it not sufficientfor them that we have revealed a Book to you, which is recited to

them?" The Qur'an is a miracle in itself, which does not need to be corroborated

by another miracle. Describing the Qur'an, Allah then says, "There is certainly

mercy and a reminder in itfor the believingfolk.

"
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(52) Say, "Allah suffices as a Witness between myself and yourselves. He knows
what is in the heavens and the earth. Those who believe in falsehood and

disbelieve in Allah are the true losers." (53) They seek to rush you with

punishment. If it were not for a prescribed term, the punishment would have

certainly come to them. It will definitely come to them suddenly when they do

not perceive. (54) They seek to rush you with the punishment whereas Hell will

certainly envelope the disbelievers... (55) ....on the day when the punishment

will envelope them from above and from beneath their feet. It will then be said

to them, "Taste what you used to do."

THEPUNISHMENT FOR DISBELIEF

When the disbelievers refused to believe in the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up it ju
despite witnessing the miracle of the Qur'an, Allah commands the Holy Prophet
pJL-j Up &\ Ju^ to announce to them, ''Allah suffices as a Witness between myself and

yourselves. He knows what is in the heavens and the earth." Allah is Aware of the

message that the Holy Prophet (Jl-j up it JU> preached to the people, as well as

the replies they gave him. Allah will correspondingly punish them.

"Those who believe in falsehood and disbelieve in Allah are the true losers/' In

another verse Allah says in Surah Zumar, "Verily the losers are those who put

themselves and their families at a loss on the Day ofJudgment (Qiyamah). Behold! That

is the evident loss. " This is so because thek deeds will admit them all into Hell.

The disbelievers never believed in the warnings of punishment and used to

foolishly request the Holy Prophet ^JL-j ^ it JU to bring it upon them.

Punishment was never in the power of any Prophet o*f Allah; therefore, when no

punishment came to them immediately, they doubted the Holy Prophet's it JU
^JL.j Up prophethood.

It was in reply to this that Allah says, "They seek to rush you with punishment.

If it were notfor a prescribed term, the punishment would have certainly come to them. It

will definitely come to them suddenly when they do not perceive." Even if no

punishment afflicts the disbeliever in this world, his punishment begins with his

death. He will begin to suffer in the grave, after which he will be further

tormented on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah), Eventually, they will suffer the

worst punishment in Hell. Describing the same Allah says, "They seek to rush you

with the punishment whereas Hell will certainly envelope the disbelievers on the day

when the punishment will envelope them from above and from beneath their feet. It will

then be said to them, 'Taste (the consequences of the deeds)'what you used to do.
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(56) O My believing bondsmen! Indeed my earth is vast, so worship Me only.

(57) Every soul shall taste death, after which you will all be returned to Us. (58)

As for those who believe and do good deeds, We will certainly settle them in

balconies of paradise (Jannah), beneath which rivers flow. There they shall

. abide forever. What a grand reward for those who act... (59) " those who
exercise patience and who trust only in their Lord. (60) How many are the

animals who do not carry their own provision? Allah sustains them and you
(people) as well. He is the All Hearing, the All Knowing.

THE IMPORTANCE AND NECESSITY OF IMMIGRATION
"Ma'alimut Tanzll" (v. 3 p. 472) reports that there were many Muslims living

in Makkah who could not express their Islam fearing persecution from the
polytheists. Encouraging them to immigrate, Allah revealed the verse saying, "O
My believing bondsmen! Indeed my earth is vast, so worship Me only.

"

By then many Sahabah^ ibi ^j had already immigrated to Madinah and
Abysinnia because they could not live as free Muslims in Makkah. Allah had
promised the Muslims assistance if they immigrated. Allah says in Surah Nisa,
"He who migrates in Allah's way shall find in the land an abundance of pastures and
vastness. Whoever will leave his home migrating towards Allah and His messenger, and
is then overtaken by death, most assuredly his reward is assured by Allah. Allah is Most
Forgiving, Most Merciful/' [Surah 4, verse 100]

Many people do not immigrate because of the difficulty entailed in

relocating. They fear one of two things, either facing death at the hands of an
enemy, or starvation and poverty. Although unable to practise Islam in the
places where they reside, Muslims may be reluctant to migrate because they do
not have these fears where they are.

"EVERY SOUL SHALL TASTE DEATH"

In reply to both of the above fears, Allah declares, "Every soul shall taste

death, after which you will all be returned to Us." Every person has to die, whether it

be in his hometown or in the place to which he migrates. However, the immense
rewards of migration will be realised after he has left this world and stands
before Allah. On the contrary, he will have to suffer untold punishment if he fails

to migrate.

"As for those who believe and do good deeds, We will certainly settle them in

balconies of Heaven, beneath which rivers flow. There they shall abide forever. What a
grand reward for those who act, (i.e.) thosfwho exercise patience and trust only in their

Lord." Therefore, people should not sacrifice the tremendous rewards of the
Hereafter merely for one's home and wealth in this perishable world.

THE PRESCRIBED SUSTENANCE WILL BE RECEIVED BY ALL
"How many are the animals who do not carry their own provision ? Allah sustains

them and you (people) as well. " There are two interpretations of this verse. The first
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is that Allah grants each animal its sustenance wherever it may be without it

having to take its provisions along with it. The second interpretation is that the

animals do not store food for future use, but eat as and when the need arises.

Animals never exert themselves to find means of earning a living, but are

sustained by Allah. Therefore, when migrating, a Muslim should not be

concerned about his sustenance. Allah will take care of it.

Sayyidina Umar ** &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ,jl^ Up i&\ j^> said, "If

you rely on Allah as He deserves to be relied on, He will sustain you like he sustains the

birds. They emerge hungry in the morning and return with a full belly in the evening."

["Mishkat"p.452]

Sayyidina Abu Darda ^ ifo ^j reports from the Holy Prophet (JL.J Up i>i ju
that a person's sustenance follows him just as his death follows him. ["Mishkat" p.

454]

"He is the All Hearing, the All Knowing. " Allah knows well who immigrates

sincerely and with reliance in Him. He is aware of those who truly cannot

migrate and those who simply make excuses.

When the Holy Prophet pL-j Up it ju, migrated to Madinah, it was

incumbent on all Muslims to do so as well. If anyone did not do so, his Iman was

doubted. Of course, there were those who were truly unable to do so. However,

the compulsion was lifted when the Muslims conquered Makkah.

There will always be a time when Muslims may be forced to migrate from

their countries in order to preserve their belief (Iman) and Islam. If they fail to

migrate in such conditions where they are unable to practice Islam, they will be

guilty of a grave sin. The details of this are to be found in the commentary of

verse 100 of Surah Nisa (Surah 4).

(61) If you ask them who created the heavens and the earth and subjugated the

sun and the moon, they will definitely reply, "Allah!" So whence are they

wandering astray? (62) Allah increases sustenance for whoever He wills of His

bondsmen and straitens. Verily Allah has knowledge of all things. (63) If you

ask them who sends rain from the sky, thereby reviving the earth after its death,

they will certainly reply, "Allah!" Say, "All praise belongs to Allah ' but most of

them have no understanding.

THE PROOF OF ONENESS OF ALLAH (TAUHID)

With regard to the disbelievers, Allah tells the Holy Prophet ,0-j Up i»i J^>,
"1/
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you ask them who created the heavens and the earth and subjugated the sun and the

moon (appointing set functions for them), they will definitely reply, 'Allah!' So whence

are they wandering astray?" Since they admit that Allah created these phenomena,

why do they still refuse to submit to Him? What are they heading towards?

Just as Allah has no partner in the creation of the universe, none is a partner

to Him in the distribution of sustenance either. Allah says, "Allah increases

sustenance for whoever He wills of His bondsmen and straitens. Verily Allah has

knowledge of all things/' Therefore, none can question Him about His choice in

granting abundance to some people, while not giving anything to others. He

knows best why He does as He does.

"If you ask them who sends rain from the sky, thereby reviving the earth after its

death, they will certainly reply, 'Allah!' Say, 'All praise belongs to Allah,' but most of

them have no understanding. " The disbelievers even admit that Allah controls the

way things happen, yet they do not utilise their intelligence to submit to Him.

(64) The life of this world is mere futility and play. Without doubt, the life of the

Hereafter is true life. If only they knew.

THE LIFE OF THIS WORLD IS MERE FUTILITY AND PLAY,

WHEREAS REAL LIFE IS THAT OF THE HEREAFTER

The above verse makes it clear that, irrespective of the duration of a

person's life in this world, it cannot be compared to the eternity of the Hereafter.

The pleasures of this world will be of no use to man's existence in the Hereafter.

When children play games, imagining that they own restaurants and shops,

they still approach their mothers when they get hungry. If the mother has to say

that the children have their own restaurants to eat from, the children laugh and

say that these are only imaginary and of no use. Similar is the case of this world.

People revel in the pleasures and wealth they accumulate. Although the profits

of the world may be useful to them while in the world, these will be useless to

them in the Hereafter. The only help they will receive then will be from belief

(Iman) and good deeds.

When the profits of this world cannot help them to attain their two real

needs (safety from Hell and entry into Heaven), then these may well be classified

as futility and play. These will be transformed only into sources of remorse and

lamentation in the Hereafter.

After declaring that the world is mere futility and play, Allah says, "Without

doubt, the life of the Hereafter is true life." Those who will be admitted into Heaven

will live a life of true joy and happiness, where Allah will be eternally pleased

with them. Allah does not even make mention of the plight of the disbelievers,

whose misery in the Hereafter will be far beyond the combined adversities of this
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world. With regard to these people, Allah says in Surah A'la, "They will neither

live nor die there. " This is true because the life of misery in Hell cannot be termed
"life".

"If only they knew." If people only realised that their objective should be the

Hereafter, they would pay little heed to this world.
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(65) When they board a ship, they supplicate to Allah with sincere belief in Him.

But when He rescues them to land, they again begin to ascribe partners to Him...

(66) ".... to show ingratitude for the things We gave them and to enjoy. Soon they

will come to know. (67) Do they not see that We have made the Haram peaceful,

whereas people are being ravaged around them? Do they believe in falsehood

and show ingratitude for Allah's bounties? (68) Who can be more unjust than he

who invents lies against Allah or falsifies the truth when it comes to him? Is

there not an abode for the disbelievers in Hell? (69) We shall definitely show
Our avenues to those who endure suffering in Our cause. Verily Allah is

certainly with those who do good.

THE INGRATITUDE OF THE POLYTHEISTS

It is common among the polytheists to ignore all their gods when faced with
any adversity, and turn to Allah devotedly. Allah cites the example of adversities

faced at sea, when people fear being shipwrecked. Allah says, "When they board-

a

ship, they supplicate to Allah with sincere belief in Him.
"

Verse 22 of Surah Yunus (Surah 10) says that when they are overcome with
this fear, they cry to Allah saying, "If You rescue us from this, we will certainly be

from among the grateful ones." However, when Allah "rescues them to land, they

again begin to ascribe partners to Him to show ingratitude for the things We gave them

and to enjoy. " When they find themselves in peaceful times, they forget all the

promises they made and succumb to the same practices of polytheism (shirk).

Allah warns, "Soon they will come to know." They will realise the error of their

ways only when they are overtaken by Allah's punishment. Then it will be too

late.

THE SPECIAL FAVOUR TO THE PEOPLE OF MAKKAH
"Do they (the people of Makkah)nof see that We have made the Haram peaceful,
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whereas people (the other Arabs) are being ravaged around them?" Although the

Arabs were constantly fighting, they all revered the sanctity of the Haram of

hlakkah and never touched its inhabitants.

In gratitude for this favour of Allah, the Makkans were supposed to be the

first to believe in the Holy Prophet ^Aip ii jui. They also ought to have been

grateful 'to Allah for raising a Prophet from among them. However, they did not

do this, because of which Allah says, "Do they believe in falsehood and show

ingratitude for Allah's bounties?" It is strange that all polytheists enjoy Allah's

bounties, yet worship others.

Of the worst lies that people could attribute to Allah is to say that He has

partners. Referring to them, Allah says, "Who can be more unjust than he who

invents lies against Allah or falsifies the truth when it comes to him? Is there not an

abode for the disbelievers in Hell?" They will definitely be doomed to eternal

damnation in Hell.

"We shall definitely show Our avenues to those who endure suffering in Our
cause." This verse refers to all those who exert themselves for the sake of Islam,

be it fighting in Jihad, opposing the disbelievers verbally or by the pen, seeking

the knowledge of religion, etc. Allah promises to open up avenues for such

people, on condition that the effort is undertaken only to please Allah.

When such an effort is undertaken, Allah will open up the avenues of

further guidance for these people. Allah says in Surah Muhammad ,0-j <a* i»i ju>,

"As for those who are rightly guided, Allah shall increase their guidance and grant them

[heir Taqwa (piety)." [Surah 47, verse 17]

Another interpretation of the verse is that Allah will increase their

knowledge, because He increases the knowledge of those who practise their

knowledge. Allah will open the hearts of those who exert themselves in

propagating the religion, He will reveal the secrets of the Qur'an to those who
exert themselves in studying and compiling commentaries of the Qur'an. Allah

will disclose the evils of society to those who make an attempt to rid society of

these, so that he may address these issues. Allah will also inspire them to speak

the words that will influence others to reform themselves. When a believer

(Mu'miri) is sincere in his/her efforts, Allah's assistance is sure to be in

attendance.

In a hadith Qudsi, The Holy Prophet ^j Uf &\ J^ reports that Allah' says,

"The person who draws a hand span closer to Me, I will draw an arm's length

closer to him. Whoever comes an arm's length closer to Me, I will draw four

arm's lengths closer to him."

"Verily Allah is certainly with those who do good." The 'muhsinin' (translated

above as "those who do good") are those people who:

ffl Believe in One Allah without any partners.

CQ Believe in the finality of the Prophethood of the Holy Prophet

CQ Accept Islam.

03 Worship Allah with sincerity.
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C3 Perform all the acts of Islam properly and with sincerity i.e.

without ostentation.

CQl Carry out the acts of religion as they are commanded.

Allah is always with such people and safeguards them from evils and

calamities. In other verses of the Qur'an, Allah says that He loves such people

and that they be given the glad tidings of Heaven.

At the beginning of Surah Ankabut Allah says, "Do people think that they will

be left to say, 'We believe!' without being tested?" Whereas this verse informed the

believers (Muminin) that they will certainly face difficulties, the concluding verse

of the Surah promises Allah's assistance to and camaraderie with them.

#######&##£&#£#####&#
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In the name of Allah, The Beneficent, The Most Merciful.

(1) Alif Lam Mim. (2) Rome will be defeated... (3) ... in the nearer land and, after

their defeat, will again be victorious... (4) ... within a few years. All affairs are in

Allah 's control from before and afterwards. And on that day the believers will

rejoice... (5) ...about Allah's assistance. Allah assists whoever He wills, and He is

the Mighty, the Most Merciful. (6) Allah has made a promise. Allah never breaks

His promise, but most people have no knowledge. (7) They have superficial

knowledge of the life of this world and are negligent of the Hereafter.

THE PROPHESY OF A ROMAN VICTORY OVER THE PERSIANS
AND THE BET BETWEEN SAYYIDINA ABU BAKR **> Ai ^j AND
UBAYY BIN KHALAF

Commentators write that the Romans and the Persians once entered into

combat. The Persians, ruled then by the Khosrau II, were polytheists, while the

Romans belonged to the Ahlul Kitab (people of the Book) because they were

Christians. Therefore, the Sahabah^ V^j desired that the Romans win the

war, while the polytheists desired that the Persians win because they were

polytheists like themselves.

The two superpowers clashed in Sham (close to Arabia) at Azra'at and

Busra. The result of the battle was that the Persians defeated the Romans. When
the news reached Makkah, the Muslims were extremely grieved. The polytheists
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began taunting them saying that their fellow polytheists had conquered the
People of the Book (Christians), who were brothers to the Muslims, who were
also People of the Book (Qur'an). They drew the conclusion that they would also
defeat the Muslims if they ever engaged in battle.

It was then that Allah revealed the above verses, informing the Muslims
that the Romans would soon regain their strength and conquer the Persian army.
In the verse, Allah says that the Romans ''after their defeat, will again be victorious

within a few years." In the above verses, Allah says that this would occur in a few
years" without specifying the period. The Arabic word 'bidh' is used, which
refers to any number between three and nine.

After these verses were revealed, Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^ fa ^ addressed
the Polytheists saying, "You people are rejoicing because those of your creed
have been victorious. Do not be so glad, for, by Allah, we will soon defeat the
Persians, as our Prophet <X* 3 Up fa jl* has informed us." Hearing this, the

polytheist, Ubayy bin Khalaf, told Sayyidina Abu Bakr -up fa^ that he is lying.

Thereafter, Sayyidina Abu Bakr ** fa ^j took a wager with the polytheist,

telling him that if the Persians are victorious within three years, he would give
Ubayy ten camels. However, if the Romans defeated the Persians in this time,

Ubayy will have to pay the ten camels to Sayyidina Abu Bakr <up fa ^Jm When the

bet was accepted,

Sayyidina Abu Bakr & fa ^j informed the Holy Prophet ^j Up i j^
about it.

The Holy Prophet ^3 ^ fa ju> advised Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^ fa ^ to

increase the time period as well as the number of camels because it was certain

that the Romans will defeat the Persians in three years. The period could well be
longer because the word 'bidh' entailed any amount from three to nine.

Sayyidina Abu Bakr ** fa ^j met with Ubayy, who, upon seeing Sayyidina
Abu Bakr -up &\ ^Jf told him that it seems as if he regretted the wager. Sayyidina
Abu Bakr <up fa ^ assured him that he was not remorseful, but proposed to

increase the period and number of camels. They then mutually agreed that the

period be nine years and the number of camels be a hundred. Other
commentators say that the period was fixed at seven years.

Ubayy later feared that Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^ fa^ would leave Makkah
when the time came to pay, so he asked Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^ fa^ to appoint
a guarantor from whom the camels could be collected in his absence. Sayyidina
Abu Bakr ** fa ^j appointed his son, Abdullah ["Ma'alimut Tanzil"]. "Ruhul
Ma'ani" reports that he appointed his other son, Abdur Rahman -up fa ^Jf as a

guarantor.

It later transpired that Sayyidina Abu Bakr <* fa ^j migrated to Madinah,
after which, the battle of Uhud was about to take place. As Ubayy was leaving
Makkah for the battle, Sayyidina Abu Bakr's ^ fa^ son asked him to appoint a

guarantor in his absence. He complied and was later killed in the battle.

A year after the treaty of Hudaybiyyah, the Romans defeated the Persians in

a decisive battle. This happened to be after the sixth year of the wager, just as the
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seventh year began (approximately A.D. 627). When Sayyidina Abu Bakr i» ^j
& received the hundred camels from Ubayy' s heirs, the Holy Prophet *A* &\ J*
l-j instructed him to give them all in charity. ["Ma'alimutTanzil" v. 3 p. 4751]

AUama Ibn Kathir Upiii **j reports certain other narrations with regard to

this incident. "Ruhul Ma'ani" quotes from Tirmidhi that the Romans defeated

the Persians at the time when the battle of Badr was fought (2nd year after

Hijrah). Therefore, Sayyidina Abu Bakr ** ito ^j collected the camels from

Ubayy himself because Ubayy was killed by the Holy Prophet ^ *> &\ J^
\ during the battle of Uhud (in the 3rd year after Hijrah).

The Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up iui JU instructed Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^ jbt \^j to

give the camels in charity because the wager was a form of gambling, which is

Haram [forbidden) in Islam. It was not yet declared Haram (forbidden) at the time

when the wager was made.

"All affairs (including the victory and defeat of armies) are in Allah's control from

before and afterwards. And on that day the believers will rejoice about Allah's

assistance," The Muslim rejoiced because the truth of Allah's word would be

apparent to the disbelievers and because the Muslims were victorious at the

battle of Badr, which was also fought at that time. Allah's assistance was

apparent during all these occasions.

"Allah assists whoever He wills, and He is the Mighty, the Most Merciful " This

verse also alludes to the assistance"Allah rendered to the Muslims after Badr.

"Allah has made a promise. Allah never breaks His promise, but most people have

no knowledge.'" Most people do not have conviction in Allah's power and His

ability to fulfil His promises. They merely view matters superficially without

insight into His immense power.

THOSE WHO HAVE NOT RECOGNISED ALLAH ARE IGNORANT
DESPITE THEIR WORLDLY KNOWLEDGE

"They have superficial knowledge of the life of this world, and are negligent of the

Hereafter." The verse prior to this states that these people "have no knowledge"

even though they possess "superficial knowledge of the life of this world." This means

that they are ignorant despite possessing some knowledge. Therefore, true

knowledge is only that knowledge which teaches one about Allah and leads to

His recognition. Worldly knowledge that takes a person away from Allah is

really no knowledge at all.

People who are knowledgeable in the field of technology and are materially

progressive will be considered to be ignorant if they have not recognised Allah.

This is because they are unaware of the most important objectives in this world,

viz, entering Heaven and being saved from Hell.

Allah describes intelligent people in Surah Al Imran, where He says, "Verily

in the creation of the heavens and the earth and in the alternation of the night and day are

signs for those who have intelligence; those who remember Allah standing, sitting and

reclining, and ponder over the creation of the heavens and earth. (Saying) Our Lord You

have not created all this in vain! We glorify Your purity so save usfrom the punishment

of thefire. " [Surah 3, verses 190 and 191]
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Therefore, those who do not ponder over Allah's greatness will be regarded

as ignorant even though they have a string of degrees and inventions behind

their name. Allah says in Surah Zumar, "Can those with knowledge be equal to those

who do not have knowledge?" There can be no comparison. Knowledge that does

not teach one about oneness of Allah (Tauhid) and belief in the Holy Prophet j^
jjL-j Up ii\ cannot be termed knowledge at all.
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(8) Have they not pondered about themselves? Allah has created the heavens

and the earth with the truth and for an appointed term. Verily many people

reject their meeting with their Lord. (9) Have they not travelled in the lands and

seen what was the plight of those before them? Those people were mightier

than them, ploughed the earth and developed the earth more than they have

developed it. Their messengers also came to them. Allah could not have

oppressed them, but they used to oppress themselves. (10) Then the outcome of

those who perpetrated evil was evil indeed because they falsified Allah's signs

and mocked them.

ENCOURAGEMENT TO PONDER OVER THE CREATION OF THE
HEAVENS AND THE EARTH

Although the Arabs were the first addressees of the Qur'an, it addresses all

of mankind, urging them to ponder awhile. Allah says, "Have they not pondered

about themselves! Allah has created the heavens and the earth with the truth (i.e. to

fulfil certain objectives) and for an appointed term." All of Allah's creation serve the

purpose of drawing man's attention to Allah's existence and immense power.

The universe will exist until the dawn of Qiyamah (doomsday), when
everything will be destroyed. Then Allah will resurrect man and Jinn in His

presence to answer for all their deeds. However, "Verily many people reject their

meeting with their Lord." There are many who are of the opinion that Qiyamah
(doomsday) is imaginary, while others believe in reincarnation. Allah makes them
all aware of the fact that they will be summoned to His presence on the Day of

Judgment (Qiyamah).
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THE ADVICE TO TRAVEL IN THE LANDS AND TO LEARN
LESSONS FROM THE RUINS OF PREVIOUS CIVILIZATIONS

"Have they not travelled in the lands and seen what was the plight of those before

them? Those people were mightier than them, ploughed the earth and developed the earth

wore than they have developed it." The earlier civilisations built magnificent

monumental masterpieces, entailing unparalleled architecture and design. They

even engineered canals and other methods of irrigation. However, they had to

forsake all of this when they left the world.

Allah says, "Their messengers also came to them. Allah could not have oppressed

them, but they used to oppress themselves." When they denied the message of the

prophets fX^\ r#Jp/ they were destroyed by Allah's punishment, causing all their

buildings to be left in ruins. This was because they oppressed themselves by

failing to heed the warnings of the Prophets (OUt ^.
"Then the outcome of those who perpetrated evil was evil indeed because they

falsified Allah's signs and mocked them." They faced punishment in this world and

will be facing a far worse punishment in the Hereafter.
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(11) Allah initiated creation and will recreate it, after which you will all be

returned to Him. (12) The day when judgment day (Qiyamah) will dawn, the

criminals will lose all hope. (13) None of their partners will be intercessors for

them and they will reject their partners. (14) The day when judgment day

(Qiyamah) will dawn, that day will they be in different conditions. (15) As for

those who believe and do good deeds, they will be rejoicing in a garden. (16) As

for those who disbelieve and falsify Our signs and the meeting of the Hereafter,

these people will be exposed to punishment. (17) So glorify Allah 's purity in the

evenings and in the mornings. (18) All praise is for Him in the heavens and the

earth, and glorify His purity during the latter part of the day and during the

afternoons. (19) He extracts the living from the dead, the dead from the living

and revives the earth after its death. Thus will you be resurrected.
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THERE WILL BE VARIOUS GROUPS ON THE DAY OF JUDGMENT
(QIYAMAH)

"Allah initiated creation and will recreate it (after its demise), after which you will

all be returned to Him {on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah)}." Describing the Day
f

JudgmentKQiydmah), Allah says, "The day when judgment day (Qiyamah)^ win
dawn, the criminals will lose all hope."

The polytheists, who think that the partners they associate with Allah will

intercede on their behalf will be dismally disappointed on the Day of Judgement.
Allah says, "None of their partners (which they ascribed to Allah) will be

intercessors for them and they will reject their partners (by claiming that they never

ascribed these partners to Allah)."

Describing the different conditions people will face on the Day of Judgment
(Qiyamah). Allah says, "The day when judgment day (Qiyamah) will dawn, that day

will they be in different conditions. As for those who believe and do good deeds, they will

be rejoicing in a garden. As for those who disbelieve and falsify our signs and the meeting

of the Hereafter, these people will be exposed to punishment.

"

GLORIFYING ALLAH'S PURITY THROUGHOUT THE DAY
"So glorify Allah's purity in the evenings and in the mornings... and during the

latter part of the day and during the afternoons. " These verses urge the believers

(Mu'minln) to engage in Tasbih (glorifying) during these hours of the day.

Allah says further, "All praise is for Him in the heavens and the earth..." The

angels in the heavens and all the believers (Mu'minln) on earth praise Allah. In

fact, even the existence of the disbelievers is ample praise for Allah, Who created

them all. This has been discussed in the commentary of verse 41 of Surah Nur,

where Allah says, "Do you not see that everyone in the heavens and the earth glorifies

Allah, including the birds with their wings spread out? Each one knows its Salah and

method ofglorification. " [Surah 24, verse 41
]

Although people should always glorify Allah, the above occasions are

specified because it is during these times that Allah's bounties are most manifest.

"Ruhul Ma'ani" reports that, when Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** ifo ^j was

asked where the five daily Salah are mentioned in the Qur'an, he recited the

above verses saying that the "evenings" refers to the Maghrib Salah, "mornings"

refers to the Fajr Salah, "the latter part of the day" refers to the Asr Salah, and "the

afternoons" refers to the Zuhr Salah. Thus, four Salah are mentioned in these

verses; and the Isha Salah is referred to in a verse of Surah Nur where Allah says,

"...and after the Isha Salah." According to another narration, Sayyidina Abdullah

bin Abbas ^ jut^ mentioned that the Maghrib and Isha Salah are referred to in

the word "evenings."

Because of the fact that Salah is an embodiment of Tasbih (glorifying), the

Fardh (obligatory) Salah have been made compulsory during the above times.

Sayyidina Ubadah bin Samit ^ iui^ reports that the Holy Prophet^ 4* &J*
said, "Allah has made the five daily Salah obligatory so whoever will perform

these properly, taking care of the correct times and the proper performance of the

Ruku (genuflexion) and Sajdah (prostration), then Allah has undertaken to forgive
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such a person. On the other hand, there is no such undertaking for the one who
does not do so. Allah may forgive him if He wills, otherwise He may punish him.

["Mishkdt" p. 58]

The Arabic word 'ishiy' (translated above as "the latter part of the day")

actually refers to the period from after midday to sunset. It therefore refers to the

Asr Salah. However, the afternoon Salah is only referred to thereafter, whereas it

precedes the Asr Salah. Explaining this apparent incongruity, Ulema {scholars)

have mentioned that the Asr Salah has received precedence to emphasize its

importance because people are generally engrossed in trade during the time Asr,

causing them to miss this Salah. Even people particular about their Salah tend to

miss the Asr Salah.

Elucidating His power, Allah says, "He extracts the living from the dead, the

dead from the living..." Certain commentators have interpreted this to be the

lifeless testicles, from which sperm issues to form a living being. Others cite the

example of the dead egg, from which a live animal or bird is born. On the other

hand a dead egg is issued from a live hen.

Allah also "revives the earth after its death." When Allah sends the rain, plants

flourish from dry earth. Allah then draws the similitude by saying, "Thus will you

be resurrected." People will also spring forth from their graves on the Day of

Judgment (Qiyamah).

Note: Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ i»i ^j reports from the Holy

Prophet (JL-j a> M ju that the person who recites the three verses

above {viz, verses 17, 18 and 19) every morning will receive the reward

of all his usual recitations {wirds/wazifas (daily performance or task)}

that he may have omitted. Similarly, the one who recites these verses

in the evening will receive the full reward of the recitations he may
have omitted.

Ji +0 djk a d4 y^ it, ?&& j& is £>&
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(20) From His signs is that he has created you from sand, after which you became
humans spread out on earth. (21) And from His signs is that He has created

spouses for you from your own species so that you may find solace with her and

He has placed love and mercy between you. There are certainly signs in this for

people who contemplate. (22) And from His signs is the creation of the heavens

and the earth and the variation of your languages, and colours. There are

certainly signs in this for those who have knowledge. (23) And from His signs is

your sleep by night and by day, and your seeking from His bounty. There are

certainly signs in this for those who listen. (24) And from His signs is that He
shows you lightning which kindles fear and hopes. And He sends rain from the

sky, thereby reviving the earth after its death. There are certainly signs in this

for people who understand. (25) And from His signs is that the sky and the earth

exist by His command. Then, when He will call for you from the earth, you will

all immediately emerge. (26) To Him belongs whatever is in the heavens and the

earth. Everything is subservient to Him. (27) It is He Who initiated creation and

will recreate it, which will be easier for Him. His is the Highest glory in the

heavens and the earth, and He is the Mighty, the Wise.

A MANIFESTATION OF ALLAH'S POWER AND THE PROOFS OF
ONENESS OF ALLAH (TAUHID)

The above eight verses all describe Allah's immense power and control of

the affairs of the universe. Allah repeatedly mentions that these are signs of His

magnificence. On four occasions, He states:

ti3 "There are certainly signs in this for people who contemplate."

03 "There are certainly signs in this for those who have

knowledge."

£0 "There are certainly signs in this for those who listen."

EQ "There are certainly signs in this for people who understand."

By pondering over these verses, a person will realise Allah's great powers v

and grandeur. The verses that follow depict the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah)

Allah begins by saying, "From His signs is that he has created you [i.e. your

father, Sayyidina Adam f^J\ *4*]from sand, after which you became humans spread out

on earth"

Allah begins Surah Nisa by stating, "O Mankind, fear your Lord who created

you from a single soul [Sayyidina Adam pu\ *A*], createdfrom it its spouse, and spread

from the two multitudes ofmen and women. " [Surah, 3 verse 2]

After creating Sayyidina Adam f^Js <±* from a lifeless thing like sand, Allah
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created his spouse, Sayyidah Hawwa f}U» I4-I*. From these two, the rest of
mankind flourished and prospered. Just as He created man from soil, He can
resurrect him from the same soil on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah), as He says,
"Thus will you be resurrected.

"

The second sign is mentioned in the following words, "And from His signs is

that He has created spouses for you from) 'your own species so that you may find solace

with her..." If Allah had not created spouses for man, life would be exceptionally
difficult for him. So too would it be if the spouses were not from his own species.

The verse makes it clear that the purpose of the spouse will be fulfilled when the
couple are a source of comfort for each other. Women who are temperamental
and disobedient become a scourge to their husbands.

Regarding the wives, Allah says further, " and He has placed love and mercy
between you." Even if husband and wife are from two totally different

backgrounds, yet they share an unbreakable bond of love and compassion
between them. This is only because of Allah's special favour and grace.

The Holy Prophet <X* 3 *4* &i ^U said that one would not see anything more
conducive to fostering love between two people than marriage. I"Mishkat' p. 268]

Since the married couple intend to spend their lives together in a legitimate

union, they will be prepared to accommodate each other in an effort to remain
peacefully together. Certain commentators have mentioned that the word "love"

refers specifically to the early ages of the couple, when the satiation of their

instincts force them to love each other. Thereafter, when they reach old age, they
require mercy between themselves because of the stifling of their carnal passions.

It is then when they usually suffer illnesses and require the merciful tenderness
of each other.

The Holy Prophet <X* 3 <4* & J^ advised men to marry women who are loving
and who are able to bear children so that he can be proud of the large numbers of

his Ummah on the Day of judgment (Qiyamah). ["Mishkat" p. 267]

The illicit union of couples outside the bond of marriage is merely to satiate

carnal passions and cannot foster love. People involved in such affairs change
partners whenever they feel dissatisfied with one. Since the association is not
condoned by the Shari'ah, true love can never exist. These affairs, which are

common in the west, produce false notions of love, which can be dissolved at the

slightest provocation.

The Holy Prophet y-j *a* it ju said, "After fear for Allah, the believer

(Mu'miri) cannot receive a boon greater than a good wife. If he instructs her to do
something, she obeys, and she pleases him when he looks at her. If he takes an
oath, she aids him to fulfil the oath and, if he has to be out, she takes care of her
chastity and his property." ["Mishkat" p. 268]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra **it ^j reports that the Holy Prophet pJL-j U* 2bi JL,
said, "No believing man should detest his believing wife. Tfhe dislikes some trait

in her, he should then take a liking to another trait." [Muslim]

"There are certainly signs in this for people who contemplate." If one has to

ponder deeply about the relationship between man and wife, one would
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perceive Allah's great power behind it.

Allah presents the third and fourth signs in the following manner: "And

from His signs is the creation of the heavens and the earth and the variation of your

languages and colours." Each day man has the opportunity to look at Allah's

immense power in the sky above him and in the earth beneath him.

Another great sign of Allah's power lies in that fact that he has accorded

man the ability to converse with each other. Men speak in different languages

and dialects. This difference exists despite the fact that Allah has fixed the places

in the mouth and throat from which different sounds emerge, e.g. the "b" and

"m" sounds are created when the two lips meet in different ways. A "b" sound

cannot be made in the same manner in which a "m" sound is made. In a like

manner, all other sounds emerge from different places.

These sounds are then used differently in thousands of languages around

the world. These languages have different words and grammatical constructions,

while many have letters and ways of pronunciation which others do not have.

These differences are so vast that people speaking different languages cannot

even pronounce the words of another language. All this displays Allah's great

powers.

In addition to this, it is found that a language may have different dialects,

each different from another, by which a person's origin may be ascertained.

Allah has also given each person a unique voice by which s/he may be

recognised. Male and female voices are also vastly different.

Allah has also made people of different colours who have different

appearances and characteristics. It is only Allah who can create one species of

creation with so many different qualities. Allah then says, "There are certainly

signs in thisfor those who have knowledge.

"

The fifth and sixth signs are contained in the verse where Allah says, "And

from His signs is your sleep by night and by day, and your seeking from His bounty."

The first of these is sleep, which Allah has created. It often occurs that people do

not want to sleep, but cannot help themselves. On the other hand, some people

try to sleep, but spend the entire night tossing and turning restlessly. Only Allah

grants sleep to people and He can also deprive them of the same. It is for this -

reason that Muslims are required to recite the relevant du'as (supplications) for

sleeping and awakening. In doing so, they are reminded of Allah's favour. The

du'a (supplication), for awakening is:

[TRANSLATION: "All praise be to Allah who has granted us

life after granting us death (sleep), and to Him shall we be

gathered (after death on the Day of judgement).]

Allah speaks about sleep during the day because many people sleep during

the afternoons (called qaylula in Arabic). There are also many who work during

the nights and have to sleep during the day.

The other bounty of Allah mentioned is "seeking from His bounty" i.e.

earning a living. Only Allah can grant a person the ability and health to earn a

living.. It is up to man to reflect upon all these bounties. Allah then says, "There
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are certainly signs in thisfor those who listen.

"

"And from His signs is that He shows you lightning, which kindles fear and
hopes/' This is the seventh sign Allah discusses. The lightning builds people's
hopes that rain is imminent, which brings great benefit. Thereafter, the eighth
sign is expressed as "And He sends rain from the sky, thereby reviving the earth after

its death." The rains cause dry and parched land to flourish with foliage in a very
short while. "There are certainly signs in this for people who understand.

"

"And from His signs is that the sky and the earth exist by His command." Three
verses previously, Allah made mention of the heavens and the earth being part

of His creation. In this verse, Allah refers to the fact that these great phenomena
are being maintained solely by Him. They will remain in existence for as long as

Allah desires and on the Day of judgment (Qiyamah) they will be destroyed. It is

only by Allah's will that the skies and the earth exist as Allah has created them
initially.

Allah says in Surah Fatir, "Verily Allah withholds the heavens and the earthfrom
moving. If they were ever to move, there will be none to withhold them after Him. Indeed

He is Tolerant, Most Forgiving." [Surah 35, verse 41]

When Allah will ordain that trumpet be blown for the Day of judgment
(Qiyamah), everything will cease to exist and, upon the second blowing, everyone
will be summoned to appear before Him. It is with reference to this that Allah

says, "Then, when He will call for you from the earth (i.e. call you from your graves),

you will all immediately emerge.

Allah then declares His Omnipotence when He says, "To Him belongs

whatever is in the heavens and the earth. Everything is subservient to Him."

'It is He who initiated the creation and will recreate it, which will be easier for

Him." Although every action is simple for Allah, He says that recreation will be
easier so that man may not consider it impossible. The statement is merely to

facilitate easier understanding for man, because this is how man behaves.

Allah says in a hadith Qudsi, "The son of Adam falsifies Me when he says,

'Allah created me the first time and will never resurrect me.' However,
recreating him will be easier than the initial creation" [Bukhari]. Allah possesses

the same power and might now as He possessed then.

"His is the Highest glory in the heavens and the earth, and He is the Mighty, the

Wise." This verse means that all the creation in the heavens and the earth realise

that Allah's glory is supreme. He is perfectly Capable of resurrecting people
because He is Mighty. According to His wisdom, He has appointed the time for

Ressurection day (Qiyamah).
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(28) Allah coins a similitude for you from your own selves. Are any of those

(slaves) whom you own shareholders in the wealth which we have given you,
making you all equal? And do you then fear them as you have fear for

yourselves? Thus do We expound signs for people of understanding. (29)

However, the oppressors follow their whims without any knowledge. Who can
guide the one whom Allah has sent astray? They will have no helpers.

ONENESS OF ALLAH (TAUHID) IS PROVEN BY A SIMPLE
EXAMPLE

Allah asks the Polytheists whether they would like their slaves to be
shareholders in their wealth, allowing them to spend it freely. Whereas slaves

transport and care for the property of their masters, they have no authority to

utilise the wealth. Allah asks the polytheists if they would be pleased with the

idea that they would have to seek permission from their slaves to spend their

own wealth, as they would have to do if their slaves were to be their partners.

When man dislikes having partners in his property, who are human like

himself, how can he expect Allah to tolerate the behaviour of polytheists, who
ascribe such partners to Him, who are incomparably inferior to Him? When
others cannot be shareholders in their wealth, how can they assign shareholders
in Allah's right of worship? "Thus do We expound signsfor people of understanding.

"

"However, the oppressors follow their whims without any knowledge." These
people opt to go astray and ignorantly take any stone or brick as their god.
Therefore, Allah asks, "Who can guide the one whom Allah has sent astray?" They
will be subjected to grievous punishment against which "They will have no
helpers.

"

(30) So, turning away from everything else, focus your attention only on this

religion. Follow Allah's natural endowment, upon which He created mankind.
There can be no change to Allah's creation. This is the upright religion, but most
people do not know. (31) Follow the natural endowment turning solely to Allah,

fear Him, establish Salah and do not be from the polytheists... (32) from those

who divided their religion and have been split into many denominations, each
denomination being pleased with what it has.
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"FOCUS YOUR ATTENTION ONLY ON THIS RELIGION"

Although the verse addresses the Holy Prophet (JL,j <J* i»i ju, it is intended

for all of mankind. After it has been proven that polytheism (shirk) is a grave

error and people have realised that they must accept the belief of oneness of

Allah (Tauhid), Allah commands them to divert their attention from all religions

and to adhere strictly to Islam.

"Follow Allah's natural endowment, upon which He created mankind." Certain

commentators have mentioned that "Allah's natural endowment" ('fitrah') refers to

the natural ability to accept the religion of Islam.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** it ^>j reports that the Holy Prophet ^j U* & JL*

said, "Every child is born with 'fitrah,' but the parents of the child make the child

a Jew, a Christian or a fire-worshipper. Just as a newborn animal is born perfectly

healthy, do you see any limbs severed from it?" Thereafter the Holy Prophet ju>

^ 4* i»» recited the verse, "Follow Allah's natural endowment, upon which He created

mankind. There can be no change to Allah's creation. This is the upright religion, but

most people do not know." [Bukhari and Muslim]

Therefore, every person has been created with the natural ability to accept

the truth from birth until death. Even if a personjs a non-Muslim, he will be able

to revert to Islam if he utilised the clear thinking ability that Allah has instilled in

him. This is referred to in the phrase "There can be no change to Allah's creation."

None can alter this built-in capacity within every individual. Of course, if the

person opts not to utilise this ability and rather to flee from the truth, he cannot

be guided by "fitrah {nature)".

Hakimul Ummah Thanwi *ip ii *^j has translated "There can be no change to

Allah's creation" as "Do not change Allah's creation (fitrah)." According to this

translation, the verse forbids everything that hinders a person's inclination to

accept the truth e.g. irreligious literature and propagation. People are then also

prohibited from attending gatherings in which things may be said, which will

weaken his/her inclination to accept the truth (fitrah).

"This is the upright religion, but most people do not know. Follow the natural

endowment turning solely to Allah, fear Him, establish Salah and do not be from the

polytheists (viz.) from those who divided their religion and have been split into many
denominations, each denomination being pleased with what it has." The true religion

always remains one and cannot be divided. One can follow only a single road

and no other.

The various denominations found in Islam today are not really part of

Islam. Only those people who follow the Qur'an and the Holy Prophet Up ibi JU>

fL~j may be included as part of Islam, like the followers of the four schools of

Islamic jurisprudence. Those who do not conform to the Qur'an and Ahadith
cannot be regarded as Muslims even though they claim to be Muslims.

c^ H 4L*^>^ -M3W b} j^ aJ\ uj-xu pf-j tyo^ ^Ul ^ b]j

*t?^h ^ >\ 9 '- <»"• .{**"<*>!"?{' T' i^iA'V^' *' >"
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(33) When people are afflicted by an adversity, they call to their Lord, turning

only to Him. Then, when He allows them to taste of His mercy, suddenly a

group of them ascribe partners to their Lord... (34) ....so as to be ungrateful for

what We give them. Enjoy yourselves! Soon you will come to know. (35) Or

have We revealed a warrant to them, whereby they speak about what they

ascribe as partners to Allah? (36) When We allow people to taste of Our mercy,

they revel in it. However, when any adversity afflicts them on account of the

sins they commit, they suddenly lose hope.

MAN'S ATTITUDE TO GOOD FORTUNE AND ADVERSITY

Describing man's nature, Allah says, "When people are afflicted by an adversity,

they call to their Lord, turning only to Him (to alleviate their difficulty). Then, when He

allows them to taste of His mercy (by removing the difficulty), suddenly a group of them

ascribe partners to their Lord. " In doing so, they are being "ungrateful for what We
give them/7

Allah addresses such people saying, "Enjoy yourselves!. Soon you will come to

know." A similar address was discussed towards the end of Surah Ankabut [Surah

29, verses 65, 66].

Since the polytheists know that their gods cannot help them at times of

adversity, they supplicate to Allah during such trying periods. However, they

still foolishly adhere to their practices and beliefs without any warrant. Allah

says, "Or have We revealed a warrant (scripture) to them, whereby (i.e. on the

authority of which) they speak about what they ascribe as partners to Allah." The.

polytheists have absolutely no justification for their beliefs.

"When We allow people to taste of Our mercy, they revel in it." This revelling

causes them to transgress all limits and to forget Allah's favour on them. They

then disobey Allah's commands and fall into sin. It is with regard to such

revelling that Allah says in Surah Qasas, "Verily Allah does not like those who revel

(also translated as 'Allah does not like the boastful')." [Surah 28, verse 76]

Allah then describes the opposite side of man when He says, "However, when

any adversity afflicts them on account of the sins they commit, they suddenly Ipse hope."

They then behave as if they have never been blessed with any favours.

u^jp jj*i y^y .
<£H> <J oj j^j ^M o~ <±ir ***** ^ & hj> c*±r
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(37) Do they not see that Allah increases sustenance for whoever He wills and

straitens? There are certainly signs in this for the believing folk. (38) So give the

relative his right, as well as the poor and the traveller. That is best for those who

seek Allah's pleasure. These are the successful people. (39) Whatever usury you

give to increase people's wealth does not increase in Allah's sight. Whatever you

give in Zakah, seeking Allah's pleasure, such people truly multiply (their

rewards). (40) It is Allah Who has created you, then sustains you, will then give

you death and again give you life. Are there any of your partners who can do

any of this? Allah is Pure and Exalted above the partners they ascribe to Him.

THE COMMAND TO SPEND ON RELATIVES, THE POOR AND
TRAVELLERS, AND THE VIRTUE OF SPENDING FOR ALLAH'S
PLEASURE

"Do they not see that Allah increases sustenance for whoever He wills and

straitens?" This fact is apparent to one and all. While some people enjoy an

abundance of sustenance, others live from hand to mouth. While some earn very

little after great exertion, others receive much more without any effort. There are

many who have even lost their huge capital investments after much effort and

planning. On the other hand, many people have only to invest a small amount

which multiplies itself many fold and accumulates into millions. This is all

Allah's will and His divine plan.

Allah tests people with wealth and also with poverty, as He deems fit

according to His wisdom. While some people will fall into sin on account of their

wealth, others will fall into sin because of their poverty. "There are certainly signs

in thisfor the believingfolk."

"So give the relative his right, as well as the poor and the traveller/'

Commentators say that Zakah is not implied in this verse because Surah Rum
was revealed in Makkah, while Zakah was only made obligatory in Madinah.

The verse refers to optional charity and spending on relatives in an effort to

maintain good relations.

"That is best for those who seek Allah's pleasure. These are the successful people."

The condition for the acceptance of this charity is that it must be done to attain

Allah's pleasure and the giver should never remind the recipient of his favour.

The details of spending on relatives, the poor, orphans and travellers have

been discussed in the commentary of verse 177 of Surah Baqarah {Surah 2) and

verse 26 of Surah Bani Isra'il {Surah 17), Further details of the virtues and etiquette

of spending for Allah's pleasure have also been discussed in the commentary of

verses 261 to 273 of Surah Baqarah.

"Whatever usury you give to increase people's wealth does not increase in Allah's

sight." The literal meaning of the Arabic word 'riba' (usury) is 'to increase.'

Therefore 'riba' will refer to anything which increases and grows, although the
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word is generally used for interest. Much mention of interest has been made in

verses 275 to 281 of Surah Baqarah

The verse tells man that, although it appears that he will be earning more
money when he loans money on interest, the additional earnings will be void of

blessings because it is Haram Allah says in Surah Baqarah "Allah blighted usury

and increases charity." [Surah 2, «vr* 276]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas ud ^ & ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ju
(O^j Up isii said, "Although the money earned by interest multiplies, it will result in

eventual loss." ["Mishkat" p 24t>\

~

Earning money from interest deprives one of inner peace and contentment,

while it is eventually destroyed when banks report insolvency, or when wealth is

destroyed by natural disasters. Of course, this wealth will be completely

destroyed in the Hereafter, where it will earn people the punishment of Hell.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ ibt ^j reports from the Holy Prophet JU
^j <d* ibi that when a person gives charity from Haram (unlawful) wealth, it will

not be accepted from him, and there will be no blessings in whatever he spends

from it. Whatever he leaves behind him of it will be a source of admitting him
into Hell ["Mishkat" p. 242]. Further details pertaining to usury have been

discussed in the commentary of verses 275 to 281 of Surah Baqarah.

Some commentators have mentioned that the verse refers to those gifts

which people give to others in the hope that the recipient will give then

something better in return. This gift will not earn any rewards from Allah. While

the giver should not aspire to receive anything in return, the recipient should

make an attempt to return the favour ^vhen the opportunity arises. However, he

should not mention that the gift is in appreciation of the one received.

Upon receipt of a gift, the recipient should say, "JazakAllah" ("May Allah

reward <you"). The Holy Prophet jJL-j *i* ifo JL» has mentioned that a person who
receives a gift should give something in return if he can. If he cannot give

something in return, he should tell others about the generosity of the giver. The

person who does so will have expressed his gratitude and the one who fails to do

so will be ungrateful. ["Mishkat" p. 261]

The giver of the gift should not aspire for any return, not even a word of

thanks. They should say what Allah teaches in Surah Dahar, i.e. "We feed you

only for Allah's pleasure and desire neither a return, nor thanks from you." [Surah 9,

verse 76]

It was the practice of the Holy Prophet pJL.j <M & JU* to give in return more
than a person gave him. A villager once presented to the Holy Prophet «JLp ibt JU»

fi-j a young camel as a gift, in return of which the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up iiii JU
gave him six such camels. ["Mishkat" p. 261]

Allah continues to say, "Whatever you give in Zakah, seeking Allah 's pleasure,

such people truly multiply (their rewards from Allah). "Commentators have also

interpreted the word "Zakah" to mean optional charity for the same reason cited

above. The literal meaning of Zakah is 'to purify.' Therefore, since any type of

charity purifies the soul from miserliness, it may be referred to as 'Zakah' as
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well-

Whe^i Allah accepts a deed, He multiplies the reward a minimum of ten

times, as lie says, "Whosoever does a good deed will receive tenfold the like thereof" Of

course, Allah multiplies rewards even more than ten times if He wills.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** ifo ^>j reports that the Holy Prophet^3 Up ibi^
said, "Whoever donates in charity the equivalent of a single date from Halal

sources, Allah will accept it and increase the reward, just as one of you will raise

a young foal. Eventually, the date will reach the equivalent of a mountain''

[Bukhari].

People will be shocked at the mountainous size of their rewards on the Day

of Judgment (Qiyamah).

"It is Allah Who has created you, then sustains you, will then give you death and

wain give you life. Are there any ofyour partners who can do any of this? Allah is Pure

and Exalted above the partners they ascribe to Him." This verse portrays Allah's great

power, thereby proving that only He should be worshipped because none other

can compare to Him.

(41) Corruption has appeared on land and at sea because of the deeds of man

and so that Allah may let them taste (the consequences) of some of their deeds,

so that they may refrain. (42) Say, "Travel in the lands and see what was the

plight of those before. Most of them were polytheists." (43) So focus your

attention on the upright religion before a day comes when there will be no

defence against Allah. On that day people will be separated. (44) Whoever

disbelieves, his disbelief will be to his detriment. Whoever carries out a good

deed, such people will be preparing the ground for themselves... (45) .. .so that

Allah may reward those who believe and do good deeds from His grace.

Without doubt, Allah does not like the disbelievers.

CORRUPTION ON EARTH OCCURS BECAUSE OF PEOPLE'S SINS

Allah has granted man the option to do good and evil deeds so that He may
test them. Man is exposed to elements both within himself and from outside

which tempt him to be disobedient to Allah's commands. However, Allah has
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sent the Prophets ^LJ\ r^ to guide man in the right direction and warn him
about the consequences of his deeds. One of these consequences is that anarchy

and strife begin to reign on earth. It is with reference to this that Allah says,

"Corruption has appeared on land and at sea because of the deeds of man..."

The "corruption" mentioned in this verse refers to all types of adversities like

widespread murder, epidemics, drought, cyclones, earthquakes, etc. Allah

afflicts man with all these adversities so that he may take heed and mend his

ways when he realises that these calamities are a resurtof his sins. Allah refers to

this, when He says, so that Allah may let them taste (the consequences) of some of their

deeds, so that they may refrain."

Allah does not punish man for all his sins, but for some of them, as the verse

denotes. Allah says in Surah Fatir, "IfAllah were to take man to taskfor everything he

does, Allah would not have left a single creature on the face of the earth. But Allah defers

them until an appointed term." [Surah 35, verse 45]

A verse of Surah Shura reads: "The adversities that afflict you are a result of the

deeds you earn, and Allah pardons a great deal. " [Surah 42, verse 30]

The corruption that sins may cause on land are evident. With regard to one

of the ill effects of sin on the sea, Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas -up ibi ^
mentions that oysters open their mouths when rain falls at sea. A raindrop in the

oyster's mouth causes a precious pearl to form. When man sins, Allah stops the

rains falling, because of which man is deprived of pearls. "Ruhul Ma'ani" reports

from Sayyidina Mujahid 4* ibi ^j that the negative effect of sins causes

tyrannical rulers to snatch away the marine vessels of the poor. There are many
other examples of pirating and shipwrecks, which are all a result of sins.

When Allah's punishment descends on account of man's sins, not even the

pious and the animals are spared. Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** ^ ^j once

overheard a person saying that an oppressor harms only himself by his sins.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** &\ ^j said, "This is not so. All the other creation also

suffer because of him, to the extent that a bustard bird can die of starvation

because of the oppression of a tyrant." ["Mishkdt" p. 432]

When droughts are caused by sins, man and animal suffer from the scarcity

of water and food. It should be noted that the verse does not refer to the

sufferings that pious people suffer. Allah afflicts them with difficulties so that He

may elevate their positions and forgive them. Adversities are a blessing for such

people because their patience will earn them immense rewards from Allah.

"Say, 'Travel in the lands and see what was the plight of those before. Most of them

were polytheists."' These people were annihilated by Allah's punishment because

they refused to believe in oneness of Allah (Tauhid). People are urged to visit the

ruins of their cities and take lesson from it. The phrase 'Most of them were polyt

heists" denotes that there were others among them who perpetrated other types

of disbelief as well, but the most destructive sin is that of shirk (polytheism).

"So focus your attention on the upright religion {i.e. belief in oneness of Allah

(Tauhid)} before a day judgment (Qiyamah) comes to you in which there will be no

defence against (the punishment of) Allah. On that day people will be separated." Those

who were good will be separated from the evildoers.
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Describing the difference of people, Allah says, "Whoever disbelieves, his

disbelief will be to his detriment. Whoever carries out a good deed, such people will be

preparing the ground for themselves so that Allah may reward those who believe and do

good deeds from His grace. Without doubt, Allah does not like the disbelievers/' Allah

loves only those people who have belief (Iman), and will reward them in both

worlds for their good deeds.
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(46) From His signs is that He sends the winds as bearers of glad tidings to let

people taste of His mercy and to allow ships to sail by His command so that you

seek from His bounty, and so that you may show gratitude. (47) Undoubtedly,

We have sent many messengers before you to their nations, who brought clear

signs to them. We then exacted revenge from those who sinned. Rendering

assistance to the believers has always been Our bounden responsibility. (48) It is

Allah Who sends the winds, which carry the clouds, spreading them across the

sky as He wills. He divides the clouds into fragments, after which you will see

rain falling from its midst. When Allah sends it to those bondsmen whom He
wills, they will become exuberant... (49) .... even though, before it was sent to

them, they were despondent. (50) So look at the signs of Allah's mercy and how
He revives the earth after its death. Undoubtedly, He gives life to the dead and

He has power over all things. (51) Verily, if we have to send a destructive wind

and they have to see their fields yellow, they will begin to show ingratitude.

ALLAH SENDS THE WINDS AND THE RAINS, AND ALLAH WILL
REVIVE THE DEAD

Allah describes the. multiple virtues of the winds when He says, "From His

signs is that He sends the winds as bearers ofglad tidings (to foretell rain) to let people

taste of His mercy (rain) and to allow ships to sail by His command..." People sail in

ships to earn a living and to transport goods, to which Allah refers when He
says, "so that you seek from His bounty..." By reflecting upon all these bounties,

mankind should recognise Allah and be grateful to Him by worshipping only
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Him.

Allah then addresses the Holy Prophet ^j Up i»\ JU> saying, "Undoubtedly

We have sent many messengers before you to their nations, who brought clear signs
to

them. " However, many people refused to accept the message of these Prophets

pLJ\ p+Js-, because of which Allah "exacted revenge from those; who sinned" and

destroyed them. Allah consoles the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up i»> ju by telling him

that those opposing him will also be destroyed in a like manner.

Allah declares, "Rendering assistance to the believers has always been Our

bounden responsibility." Allah will always assist the believers (Mu'miniri), the

greatest assistance being safeguarding them from the torment of Hell. They will

be admitted to Heaven when they exercise patience in this world.

Sayyidina Abu Darda <± ibi ^j reports from the Holy Prophet <JL.j Up ii j^
that Allah will certainly keep the fire of Hell far from the person who defends the

honour of his fellow Muslim brother in his absence. After saying this, The Holy

Prophet jJL-j Up i»t ju> recited the verse "Rendering assistance to the believers has

always been Our bounden responsibility." ["Mishkat" p. 424]

Thereafter, Allah resumes the discussion on the winds. Allah says, "it is

Allah Who sends the winds, which carry the clouds, spreading them across the sky as He

wills. He divides the clouds into fragments, after which you will see rain falling from its

midst. When Allah sends it to those bondsmen whom He wills, they will become

exuberant even though, before it was sent to them, they were despondent." It is only

because of Allah's bounty that people are given hope after being despondent. It

is then that they owe the greatest gratitude to Allah.

"So look at the signs of Allah's mercy and how He revives the earth after its death.

Undoubtedly, He gives life to the dead and He has power over all things." Therefore,

people should never doubt resurrection.

"Verily, if we have to send a destructive wind and they have to see their fields

yellow (after being destroyed), they will begin to show ingratitude." On this

occasion, they forget all the bounties that Allah has bestowed on them and they

remember only the hard times.

(52) You cannot make the dead hear, nor can you make the deaf hear a call when

they turn their backs. (53) You cannot guide the blind from their deviation. You

can make only those people hear who believe in Our verses and are subservient.

YOU CANNOT MAKE THE DEAD AND THE DEAF HEAR, NOR
CAN YOU GUIDE THE BLIND

Allah consoles the Holy Prophet (JL^ U* ifo J^> by telling him that he is not

responsible for those who turn a blind eye and a deaf ear to his preaching, just as

he cannot make dead people hear anything. In their negative attitude, the
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disbelievers behaved like the dead by failing to utilise their faculties of

understanding.

Allah reminds the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ii jl*. that his duty is merely to

convey the message, to which the believers will respond. It is therefore not

necessary to grieve over them. A discussion on making the dead hear was given

in the commentary of verses 80 and 81 of Surah Naml (Surah 27), where Allah

$ays, "Verily, you cannot make the dead hear, neither can you make the deaf hear the call

when they turn away in aversion. You cannot guide the blind from their deviation. You

can guide only those who believe in our verses and who have submitted.
"

(54) It is Allah Who created you in a state of weakness, then substituted strength

after the weakness and, after the strength, will again give weakness and old-age.

Allah creates whatever He wills, and He is the All Knowing, Omnipotent.

THE VARIOUS STAGES OF MAN'S WEAKNESS

In the above verse, Allah describes how He created man as a weak and frail

child. The newborn baby cannot move by itself, nor can it do anything for itself.

It is only after a while that the child begins to sense things and look about. He
gradually learns to sit, walk and then run and talk. It is after many years that he

develops into a strong young man, who can fend for himself. He then reaches the

peak of his physical and mental capabilities.

Eventually, he begins to recede into another phase of weakness. His

faculties.begin to deteriorate and his health dwindles. Many people even reach

the age of senility, when their minds become useless. At this stage, man again

becomes a child. Allah says in Surah Ya Sin, "He whom We advance in age, We
diminish in (physical) structure. Do they not understand?" [Surah 36, verse 68]

"Allah creates whatever He wills, and He is the All Knowing, Omnipotent." Allah

has all the power and ability to create and fashion as He pleases.

(55) The day when Judgment (Qiyamah) will dawn, the criminals will swear on

oath saying, "We never tarried more than a moment." In this manner were they
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ever retrogressing. (56) Those given knowledge and belief (Iman) will say, "By

Allah's Book, you lived until the Day of Resurrection. This is now that Day of

Resurrection, but you never understood." (57) On this day, the excuses of the

oppressors will not profit them, neither will they be afforded the opportunity.

THE DISBELIEVERS WILL TAKE FALSE OATHS ON THE DAY OF
JUDGMENT (QIYAMAH), WHILE THE BELIEVERS WILL DECLARE
THE TRUTH

"The day when Judgment (Qiydmah) will dawn, the criminals will swear on oath

saying, 'We never tarried more than a moment. '- They will say this with reference to

the time they spend in the grave or, according to other commentators, the time

they passed in the world.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" has mentioned that they will mean by this

statement that their lives in the world passed unprofitably because they never

believed in Allah and His Prophets r
-*-Jt ^. Therefore, even if their lives were

long, it will be considered extremely short because it did not profit them in the

least. This statement is similar to someone referring to a short while as being

very long because of the great benefits accrued from it.

Declaring the life of the grave or of this world to be a brief moment is not

the first lie that these people will have spoken. They began lying in this very

world when they falsified the teachings of the Prophets fiU\^ and were "ever

ret rogressing.

"

When these people will take their oaths, "Those given knowledge and belief

(Iman) (from the angels and mankind) will say, 'By Allah's Book (the Lowhul

Mahfudh), you lived until the Day of Resurrection." Allah has decreed in the Lowhul

Mahfudh (protected tablet) (as mentioned in Surah Mu'minun), "Behind them (the

deceased) is "Barzakh" until the day that they are resurrected (i.e. they shall remain

in their graves until the Day of Judgment (Qiydmah))" [Surah 23, verse 100]

Further admonishing the disbelievers, the believers (Mu'minin) will say,

"This is now that Day of Resurrection, but you never understood." They refuted the

advent of this day, because of which they would have to suffer.

Allah then says, "On this day, the excuses of the oppressors will not profit them,

neither will they be afforded the opportunity (to make excuses to satisfy Allah)." Taubah

(repentence) cannot profit a person after his death.

(58) We have undoubtedly expounded every type of excellent subject for
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people in this Qur'an. If you bring to them a sign, the disbelievers will

definitely say, "You are merely people of falsehood." (59) Thus has Allah set a

seal upon the hearts of those without knowledge. (60) So exercise patience.

Allah's promise is certainly true. Let not those without conviction make you

impatient.

THE QUR'AN CONTAINS THE MOST EXCELLENT SUBJECTS AND
THE COMMAND TO BE PATIENT

"We have undoubtedly expounded every type of excellent subject for people in this

Qur'an. " Any .sensible person will realise that the Qur'an is truly Allah's

scripture if he gives thought to the matters discussed in it. They will then also

realise that the Holy Prophet jJL-j aJlp ibi J^> is Allah's true messenger. However,

there will always be those who are bent on obstinacy and will not admit the

miraculous nature of th^Qur'an. In,a like manner, they will not also accept any

other miracle, Allah says, "If you bring to them a sign (miracle), the disbelievers will

definitely say, 'You are merely people offalsehood.
"'

It has always been the practice of the disbelievers to reject the truth and

label the people of truth as "people of falsehood." With regard to them Allah

says further, "Thus has Allah set a seal upon the hearts of those without knowledge.

"

The disbelievers and polytheists harassed the Holy Prophet ,0^ a* i»i jl> on

every possible occasion. With regard. to this, Allah addresses him saying, "So

exercise patience. Allah 's promise is certainly true." The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ibi JL*

is urged to take courage from Allah's promise of assistance and the supremacy of

Islam. The concluding piece of advice is: "Let not those without conviction make you

impatient." The Holy Prophet ,Jl-j ^ ifci ju is urged not to be derailed by the

disbelievers, but to remain a solid pillar of courage.

ftftftft&ftftftftftftftftftftftftftft&ft
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Makkan Surah Luqman Verses 34

<L)W (Xj QC^J <L*L^ l£->J* Up ^P^ u^vSsjt C-^U edit, C3 Jjl

Oi c£-U> <^> 4iOJ^ ^O o>^ pi ir^U jvJy djy>l\ o^jjp t>jL^\ 0>T^i

In the name of Allah, The Beneficent, The Most Merciful.

(1) Alif Lam Mim. (2) These are verses of the Wise Book. (3) A guidance and

mercy for those who do good... (4) .... those who establish Salah, pay Zakah and

are convinced about the Hereafter. (5) These people are upon guidance from

their Lord and they are the truly successful ones.

THE QUR'AN IS A GUIDANCE AND MERCY FOR THOSE WHO DO
GOOD

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas **> &\ ^j has mentioned that Surah Luqman
was revealed in Makkah, while another narration of his states that verses 26 to 29

were revealed in Madinah.

Allah begins the Surah by saying, "These are verses of the Wise Book (which is)

A guidance and mercy for those who do good." Although the Qur'an is a guidance

for all of mankind, it is those with good hearth and sincerity who will accept the

guidance and practice accordingly.

Describing "those who do good" Allah says that they are "Those who establish

Salah, pay Zakah and are convinced about the Hereafter." Salah and Zakah follow

belief Oman) as the fundamental pillars of Islam. They are followed by fasting

and Hajj, but only the two have been mentioned because they are more

important. When a person is particular about Salah and Zakah, while also being

convinced about the advent of the Hereafter, all the other aspects of Islam will be

easy for him.

Allah describes "those who do good" further when He says, "These people are

upon guidance from their Lord and they are thelruly successful ones." These verses

4*ave been discussed in the commentary Of verse 5 of Surah Baqarah.
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Because of the fact that this Surah makes mention of Zakah, certain

commentators are of the opinion that this Surah was revealed in Madinah
because Zakah became obligatory only in Madinah. However, other
commentators maintain that the Surah was revealed in Makkah, and that Zakah
was already made obligatory in Makkah. They say that only the detailed laws
pertaining to Zakah were revealed in Madinah.

However, if Zakah is interpreted, tp mean normal charity (as discussed in

verse 39 of the previous Surah), there would be no debate about the place of

revelation.
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(6) There are some people who purchase futile discourse to deviate from Allah's

path without knowledge, making a mockery of it (Allah's path). There shall be a

humiliating punishment for these people. (7) When Our verses are recited to

them, they arrogantly turn away as if they have not heard them, as if there is a

prop in their ears. Convey the tidings of an excruciating punishment to them. (8)

For those who believe and do good deeds, there are the fejissfuj gardens of

Jannah (Heaven).,. (9) .... where they will abide forever* Allah's has made a true

promise, and He is the Mighty, the Wise.

A HUMILIATING PUNISHMENT FOR THOSE WHO OPPOSE THE
QURAN

After .asserting that the Qur'an is a guidance and mercy for: those^who
accept it, Allah discusses those people who oppose the Qur%t an^iidicufe it.

Allah discusses those people who purchased 'futile discourse" in an effqrb f^turn
people away from the Qur'an, The term 'futile discourse" refers to anything that*

distracts a person from Allah's remembrance and involves him in play and sport.

Sayyidina Hasan Basri *> ii^ has mentioned that 'futile discourse" is anything
that distracts one away from worshipping Allah and thinking about Him.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** ifci ^y and Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Abbas <up &\ ^j have interpreted 'futile discourse" as music, while Sayyidina
Makhul Up &\ u-j is of the opinion that it refers to hiring female dancers.

Many narrations have been reported with regard to the circumstances
surrounding the revelation of this verse. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** ifo ^j
reports that an arch enemy of Islam by the name of Nadhar bin Harith purchased
a singing slave girl. Whenever he heard about anyone who intended to accept
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Islam, he would send the person to this girl, who was instructed to feed the man
well and to sing for him. He would then ask the person whether this was better

or the Salah, fasting and fighting in Jihad, which Islam required from a Muslim.

By this means, he persuaded them to change their minds. The verse makes

reference to this incident.

Another narration reports that Nadhar often travelled to Persia, where he

bought books containing fanciful Persian tales, He would recite these to the

Quraysh and tell them that he narrated these fanciful tales of Persian kings like

Rustam and tales of Alexander of Macedonia, while the Holy Prophet ^ &\ J^>

^>) told them only about the Ad and the Thamud. So saying, he mocked the

narratives contained in the Qur'an. It was then that Allah revealed the above

verse.

Other commentators mention that the verse was revealed with reference to a

person called Ibn Khatal who bought some singing slave, girls who sang songs

that ridiculed Islam and the Muslims.

The above interpretation of 'futile discourse" by Sayyidina Hasan Basri &\ *^j

Up is corroborated by a hadith in which the Holy Prophet ,0-^ u* i>i j^> said that

every futile act may be regarded as part of falsehood, except the following three

seemingly playful acts:

1. Archery.

2. Training one' s horse (both these are necessary for Jihad).

3. Playful behaviour with one's wife.

THE ABOMINATION AND PROHIBITION OF MUSIC

"futile discourse" would include all acts that distract one from Salah and

remembrance of Allah (Dhikr), such as gambling, sport, etc. These will therefore

be forbidden in the Shari'ah. If Allah has granted someone a beautiful voice, it

should rather be used to recite the Qur'an, or to recite some thought provoking

poetry, reminding people of the Hereafter. It should never be used to sing

romantic and other songs, which are sung with musical instruments.

Sayyidina Jabir <up hi\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ,0-j *a* in jl, said,

"Music causes hypocrisy to grow in the heart just as rain causes crops to

flourish." ["Mishkdfp. 411]

The person gifted with a good voice should not sing even permissible

poetry in the presence of women. Bukhari reports a hadith in which a Sahabi by

the name of Anjasha ^ ifo ^j was singing the customary verses of poetry (called

'huddy') on journey to urge the camels to trod faster. He was singing in a

beautiful voice, because of which the Holy Prophet ^} <4* & J^> told him, "O
Anjasha! Stop! Do not break the glass." The narrator of the hadith, Sayyidina

Qatada ^ ii ^Jf says that the Holy Prophet jJL-j <i* & JU was referring to the

women, who are usually affected by sweet singing.

It is unfortunate that music has become a way of life for people today. It

seems as if people cannot digest their food without listening to music. Old and

young are involved in this evil, which causes them to miss their Salah. Even
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people from respectable homes consider it a virtue to teach their children to sing,

dance and play musical instruments.

Sayyidina Abu Umamah ^ ibi ^>j reports from the Holy Prophet <> ibi j^
(JL,j that singing slave girls must not be purchased or sold, they should not be

taught to sing, and the money earned by this trade is Haram (unlawful). He

mentioned that the verse "There are some people who purchase futile discourse to

deviatefrom Allah 's path... "was revealed in this regard.

Sayyidina Abu Sahya aJLp &\ i*-j reports that he once asked Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Mas'ud <** & ^j about this verse. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud

** & ^j took an oath in Allah's name that the verse condemns music. ["Ma'alimut

Tanzil" v. 3 p. 490]

People have dug their own graves of destruction because of their deep

involvement in music. It is tragic that they then refuse to acknowledge that the

calamities they suffer are a result of their sins. Even if they are forced to admit

this, they fail to mend their ways. The reason for this is that they have all become

slaves of their passions.

Sayyidina Abu Amir Ash'ari a^ & ^j reports that the Holy Prophet *i* Ai „u

jJL-j said, "There will certainly be such people in my Ummah who will make

fornication, wearing of silk (for men), liquor and musical instruments Halal

{lawful). There will also be people living by a mountain, whose flock of animals

will reach them by the evenings. When someone will approach them for a

necessity, they will bid him to return the following day, but they will all be

destroyed before the following day, when the mountain will crush them. Some of

these people will be transfigured into pigs and monkeys until the Day of

Judgment (Qiyamah)." ["Miskkat" p. 456]

THE HOLY PROPHET ^j aJp At JU> WAS COMMANDED TO

DESTROY MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

Sayyidina Abu Umamah ** & ^j reports that the Holy Prophet a> &\ J*
pL, j said, "Allah has sent me as a mercy and a guide for both worlds and He has

commanded me to destroy musical instruments, idols, the cross, and all practices

of ignorance." ["Miskkat" p. 318]

Muslims should now realise the error of their ways when, to render their

poems in .the praise of the Holy Prophet ^3 ^ 2bt J*,, they utilise the same

musical instruments which he wanted to destroy. Worse still is that they think

that they will be rewarded for this. While the Holy Prophet ^j U* ibt ju wag

sent to destroy these instruments, these Muslims while the nights away playing

and listening to the sounds of these instruments. They do this in the name of love

for the Holy Prophet ^j *J* & JU*, yet they forsake their Salah in the process.

Are they pleasing the Holy Prophet^ Up ii JL^ or Satan (Shaytan)?

The Holy Prophet ^ Up i\ JU said, "Bells are the flutes of Shaytan."

["Mishkat" p. 338]

The beloved Holy Prophet ^ 3 U* k ju says in another hadith, "The angels

of mercy do not accompany the party travelling with bells or dogs." ["Mishkat" p.
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379]

Once a girl entered in the presence of Sayyidah Ayshah ^ fa ^j wearing

jewellery on her feet which jingled. Sayyidah Ayshah i&* fa ^j instructed that

the girl be removed from her presence until the jewellery was removed. She then

said that she heard the Holy Prophet <X>j ^ fa ju> say, "The angels of mercy do

not enter a house within there are bells."

Music is the practice of Satan (Shaytan). It is for this reason that one will find

music rife in places where Satan (Shaytdn) is sovereign, like in temples and

churches.

THE EVIL PRACTICE OF CERTAIN "SAINTS"

It is a practice of certain "saints" (commonly called "pirs") that they have to

drums and other musical instruments played in their gatherings and at

gravesides. They claim that the senior saints approved of this, whereas the same

saints they quote, actually prohibited gatherings where musical instruments,

beardless lads and women are present.

Even if some 'saint' did condone the deed, it will be rejected because it

contradicts the teachings of the Holy Prophet fl^j u* fa JU. Islam does not

tolerate even jewellery and garlands that make musical sounds. How can it

tolerate musical gatherings?

Sayyidina Nafi *J* fa *^j reports that he was once travelling with Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Umar^ fa ^j when they heard the sound of a flute. Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Umar ^ fa ^ immediately covered his ears arid walked away
from the path. It was only after proceeding some distance away, that he asked

Sayyidina Nafi *j^ fa **-j whether the sound was still audible. When he was
informed that the sound was no longer audible, he removed his fingers from his

ears saying, "I was once travelling with the Holy Prophet ^i-j *£*> fa J-#, when we
heard the sound of a flute. The Holy Prophet (JU> *-u & ~ju did exactly as I had

done." Sayyidina Nafi *i* fa ~^j was a youngster at the time, U'Mishkat" p. 411]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar **> fa
*J*.j reports that the Holy Prophet fa JU»

jJLj U* prohibited liquor, gambling, drums and 'ghablra' (an intoxicating drink

brewed in Africa). The Holy Prophet pi-j *4* fa ju also said that all intoxicants

are Haram (unlawful). {"MishMt" p. 318]

FUTILE PASTIMES

The circumstances surrounding the revelation of the above verse denote

that music is the worst of those futilities which distract one from Allah's

remembrance. The Ahadith condemning music have also been quoted above so

that no person can ever regard any type of music as a virtue (especially

"Qawali").

It should also be borne in mind that the time spent in pastimes could have
been fruitfully utilised for the recitation of the Qur'an or some other act of

devotion. Some categories oi 'futile discourse" are Haram {unlawful) (like

gambling and music):While others may be permissible, they are a waste of time

(like listening to permissible poems).
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THE LAW REGARDING GAMES LIKE CHESS

Sayyidina Abu Musa Ash'ari ^ it ^j has reported from the Holy Prophet
<X*3 Up ibi ^U that only sinners play chess and that it is a category of falsehood,

which Allah detests. ["Mishkat" p. 387]

The Holy Prophet 4-^ <u M j^, has mentioned that the person who plays
backgammon has disobeyed Allah and His Holy Prophet j~>j *a* 41 ^. ["Mishkat"

p. 386]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra -up in^ reports that, upon seeing a person chase a

pigeon (as a sport), The Holy Prophet pL-j Up ifo JL* commented, "This is one
Satan (Shaytan) running after another Satan (Shaytan)." [Ibid]

The Ahadith do not make mention of playing cards because it was not
prevalent during the time of the Holy Prophet <^ 3 Up ii ju*. It is Haram (unlawful)

to play cards if gambling is involved. If no gambling is involved it will be
permitted only if it does not distract one from Allah's remembrance, which is

extremely rare.

Although the verse uses the word "purchase" it may refer to any exchange of

things, like the substitution of one act for another, as Allah says in Surah
Baqarah, "These are the people who have purchased error at the price ofguidance/' The
verse would therefore also refer to people who substitute the recitation of the

Qur'an with futile activities.

(10) Allah created the skies without any visible pillar, has placed mountains on
earth so that it does not shake with you and has spread every type of animal on
earth. We have sent rain from the sky, thereby growing every species of

wonderful plant. (11) This is Allah's creation, so show me what those besides

Him have created. But the oppressors are in a distant deviation.

ALLAH HAS CREATED THE SKIES, THE EARTH AND THE REST
OF THE CREATION, WHILE NO OTHER HAS CREATED
ANYTHING

"Allah created the skies without any visible pillar... -The immense expanse of the

sky is suspended without any pillars. It is Allah's immense power that keeps the

sky in place without collapsing.

It is Allah Who 'has placed mountains on earth so that it does not shake with

you..." If it were not for the mountains lending stability to the earth, the water of

the oceans and cyclonic winds would have caused the earth to shudder and
shake incessantly. This would wreak havoc on earth and make habitation
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impossible. Although Allah could have held the earth stable Without the

mountains, he has kept them in place as a means to achieve this end.

Of course, the verse pertains to the general stability of the earth and will not

mean that the earth can never convulse when Allah wants it to. When He desires,

Allah can make the earth shudder with earthquakes, the worst of which will take

place on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah), as mentioned in numerous verses of the

Qur'an, like Surah Zilzal {Surah 99).

Allah has also ''spread every type of animal on earth" throughout the earth.

Man may find these animals wherever he is and use them for his living. Allah

then says, "We have sent rain from the sky, thereby growing every species of wonderful

plant." This is another of Allah's great bounties for which man cannot express

enough gratitude.

Allah then declares, "This is Allah's creation, so show me what those (who people

take as gods) besides Him have created." The false gods of the polytheists are

helpless and dependent on Allah. The combined efforts of all these gods and

their devotees cannot create a single fly, which Allah creates in overwhelming

abundance. Therefore, only Allah can be worshipped. However, notwithstanding

this, "the oppressors are in a distant deviation."

bbj >ul aj±^ $J^ o^£Jl ^>JJ^ XJlP- J^^^ ^\^\

UjJ) ^ 1^'j.yU^j U g»k> y* Jb^ *£jj^ u (J. -Qr^ o' a& iJlJ^r

(12) We certainly granted wisdom to Luqman (inspiring him) to express

gratitude to Allah. Whoever will be grateful to Allah, expresses gratitude for his

own benefit. As for him who is ungrateful, Allah is certainly Independent, Most

Worthy of praise. (13) (The time deserves mention) when Luqman advised his

son saying, "O my beloved son! Do not ascribe partners to Allah. Without doubt,

polytheism is the worst injustice. (14) We emphatically commanded man with

regard to his parents. His mother carried him in weakness upon weakness and

his weaning is after two years. (The command was) "Express gratitude to Me
and to your parents. Your return will be to Me." (15) If they (your parents) force

you to ascribe such partners to Me, about which you have no knowledge, then

do not obey them but cordially associate with them in this world. Follow the

path of him who turns to Me. Thereafter, your return will be to Me and I will
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inform you of what you used to do.

THE ADVICE OF LUQMAN
?
^LJi Up THE WISE

WHO WAS SAYYIDINA LUQMAN fiU\ Up? Whatever has been narrated

about the ancestry of Sayyidina Luqman r
^LJ» <> has been derived from the Bani

Isra'il (the narrations are therefore Isra'Iliyat).

"Ruhul Ma'ani" states that he was the son of Sayyidina Ayyub's <oui ^
sister, while another narration states that he was the son of Sayyidina Ayyub's <j^

f*>LJi maternal aunt. Sayyidina Luqman's f%J» *ip mother was a lady called

Ba'ura, or (according to others) Anqa. Some scholars also say that he was one of

Azar's children [which makes him Sayyidina Ibrahim's f%^\ U* brother].

It is reported that he lived for a thousand years and also learnt from
Sayyidina Dawud ^LJ\ Up. Sayyidina Waqidi Up £\ <^j says that he lived in the

period between Sayyidina Isa f>~h a> and the Holy Prophet ,4-j u* ii ju.

A difference of opinion also exists about his status. While some scholars

regard him as a Prophet, others claim that he was not one. Certain scholars also

say that he originated from Africa. Many maintain that he was a freed slave,

while others deny this. Allah knows best.

The following are opinions about his occupation:

He was a carpenter.

He made bedding and pillows.

He was a tailor.

He was a shepherd.

He was a judge among the Bani Isra'il.

After quoting the above, the author of "Ruhul Ma'am" writes that all these

statements cannot be authenticated. What is certain is that Sayyidina Luqman 4>

fOUt was a pious and wise man, who was not a Prophet. Since he was not a

Prophet, he was either guided by divine inspiration or by a Prophet.

Many words of wisdom have flowed from his lips, which are quoted in

books. The "Mu'atta" of Imam Malik *A* &\ u*j reports that Sayyidina Luqman 4*

r
->LJi was once asked about the reason for his wisdom and virtue. He replied that

he attained this status by practising three things, viz.

1. Truthfulness in speech,

2. Returning trusts and

3. Abstaining from deeds and speech that are futile. ["Mishkat" p.

445]

Allah says, "We certainly granted wisdom to Luqman./' Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Abbas ** ii ^j interprets "wisdom" tomean a keen intellect and understanding,

while Imam Raghib <J& & «^j says that it refers to an understanding the creation

and the inspiration to do good deeds. Imam Razi -Op ibi ^ says that it refers to

putting his knowledge into practice. Other commentators say mat it implies that

he was steadfast in knowledge and deed. ["Ruhul Ma'ani"]
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Allah inspired him "to express gratitude to Allah" i.e. for all Allah's bounties,

ially that of wisdom. Allah continues to say, "Whoever will be grateful to

*
Allah expresses gratitudefor his own benefit." When a person expresses gratitude to

Allah he will be rewarded for it, while it is no favour to Allah. Allah says in a

rse of Surah Ibrahim, "If you show gratitude, then I will definitely give you more,

nd ifyou dre ungrateful, then indeed My punishment is severe. [Surah 14, verse 7]

Allah continues, "As for him who is ungrateful, Allah is certainly Independent,

Most Worthy of praise." Allah will suffer no harm or loss if someone does not

show gratitude to Him. Allah needs nothing from His creation because He is

worthy of all praise, whether people accept the fact or not.

POLYTHEISM (SHIRK) IS THE WORST INJUSTICE

Allah Ta'ala then says that it is well worth recalling the time "when Luqman

advised his son saying, 'O my beloved son! Do not ascribe partners to Allah. Without

doubt, polytheism is the worst injustice."' The Arabic word 'Zulm'

(injustice/oppression) literally refers to placing something where it should not

be. Shirk (polytheism) is the worst 'Zulm' because the perpetrator offers his

worship to his false gods instead of offering it to Allah, Who is Most Worthy of

worship.

THE COMMAND TO TREAT PARENTS WELL
"We emphatically commanded man with regard to his parents." Man is supposed

to treat his parents with the utmost honour and respect/tending to their every

need. Man should bear in mind that he was once a weak and frail child who was

unable to do anything for himself. It was then that his mother tended to his every

need despite her own weakness and needs.

'His mother carried him (in her womb) in weakness upon weakness..." An
expectant mother grows weaker with every day that she bears her child. In Surah

Bani Isra'il [Surah 17, verse 24], Allah teaches man the supplication that he should

make in favour of his parents. The-du'a is: "O my Lord! Show mercy to them as they

have raised me (mercifully) when I was young.

"

"and his weaning is after two years." After the ordeal of delivering the child,

the parents have to tend to the nourishment of the child. Again they are faced

with difficulties and expenses. While the mother exerts herself to feed and care

for the child, and the father exerts himself earning a living for them, the child has

only to sleep. When the child falls ill, the parents sacrifice their own comforts

and sleep to put the child at rest, taking him to their bosoms in an effort to calm

him.

This is not even the tip of the iceberg of hardships that parents endure for -

their children in their infancy. Thereafter, the baby grows into a young child, still

depend it on his parents for everything. Keeping all of this in mind, a child ought

to have a burning desire to offer comfort and peace to his parents when he grows
up. Man's sense of honour demands that he makes and effort to repay some of

their efforts as a token of gratitude.

Of course, man cannot forget the greater gratitude which he owes to Allah,

Who has created him and has placed love and affection into his parent's hearts. It
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is for this reason that Allah commands man to, "Express gratitude to Me and
t

your parents. Your return will be to Me.
"

'If they (your parents) force you to ascribe such partners to Me, about which
y

have no knowledge, then do not obey them..." polytheism (shirk) has been passed on

from generation to generation, each person claiming to be following k
forefathers. Allah cautions people against this blind following. A person should

utilise his intelligence to determine the fallacy of polytheism (shirk), and should

not follow the foolish trend set by others.

Although children must obey their parents, they must not obey them when
they issue an instruction to contravene Allah's command. The Holy Prophet \,

^^ Up ^ said that the creation (irrespective of who it is) must not be obeyed

when their command entails disobedience to the Creator.

Although the parents will not be obeyed under such circumstances

nevertheless Allah adds, but cordially associate with them this world." A Muslim

child must always serve his/her parents even though they may be disbelievers.

"Follow the path ofhim who wins to Me." It is within the nature of man that he

is influenced by company. Evil company has evil effects, while good company

produces good effects. It is therefore necessary for a Muslim to keep good

company so that s/he may be encouraged to do good.

"Thereafter, your return will be to Me and I will inform you of what you used to

do." Allah will then reward or punish people according to their deeds.

Obedience to parents has been discussed in some detail in the commentaries

of verses 23 and 24 of Surah Bani Isra'il (Surah 17) and at the beginning of Surah

Ankabut [Surah 29, verse 8].

J j\CJ^J\ J, j\ U>i^> iS d£°* J-L^ C£ >-**• oLJlU <J& 6^ l^ tsrri
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(16) O my beloved son! if there has to be a deed equivalent to the weight of a

mustard seed within a boulder or in the heavens or the earth, Allah would

present it. Without doubt, Allah has knowledge of intricacies and is The

Informed. (17) O my beloved son! Establish Salah, enjoin good, forbid evil and

patiently endure whatever afflicts you. Verily, this is from the most resolute of

matters. (18) Do not turn your face away from people and do not walk arrogantly

on earth. Verily Allah detests every arrogant braggart. (19) Moderate your walk

and lower your voice, indeed, the most abhorrent sound is the braying of a
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donkey.

XHE EMPHASIS ON SALAH AND ON ENJOINING GOOD AND
FORBIDDING EVIL

After stressing the importance of treating parents well, Allah again quotes

the advices
of Sayyidina Luqman fiLJ\ aJp. Describing Allah's vast knowledge, he

said, "O my beloved son! If there has to be a deed equivalent to the weight of a mustard

seed (which is hidden) within a boulder or in the heavens or the earth, Allah would

present it {on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah)}. Without doubt, Allah has knowledge.:

f
intricacies and is The Informed."'Allah is aware of the most hidden actions and

none should think that he can hide any deed from Allah.

Advising his son further, Sayyidina Luqman f%J>\ Up said, "Omy beloved son!

Establish Salah, enjoin good, forbid evil..." A person should free his mind from all

matters of this world and concentrate his attention in Salah. At the same time, he

should urge others to follow suit and to fulfil Allaftfs commands. He must also

forbid them from sinning. In doing so, a person is certain to encounter

opposition, because of which Sayyidina Luqman fM-Ji Up advised his son saying,

"and patiently endure whatever afflicts you." The importance of patiente cannot be

exaggerated. Since it is also one of the most bitter deeds, Sayyidina Luqman Up

fjuJ added,"'Verily, this isfrom the most resolute of matters."

THE IMPORTANCE OF PATIENCE AND THE NEED TO BE
HUMBLE IN ONE'S APPROACH

"and patiently endure whatever afflicts you." The general wording of this

phrase includes every type of adversity, not only those associating with

preaching. Exercising patience when afflicted by an adversity is the most difficult

of all deeds, but produces the sweetest of fruits. In Surah Baqarah, Allah

declares, "Verily Allah is with the patient ones."

Sayyidina Luqman ^LJ\ u* further advised his son saying, "Do not turn your

face away from people..." In this piece of advice, Sayyidina Luqman
r
^Ui Up

cautions his son against looking down on others because it occurs that people
with some knowledge or wealth feel it below their dignity to associate with
others.

Although Allah granted the Holy Prophet jJL.j Up 41 ju the highest dignity,
he displayed the most humility. It is reported in Shama'il Tirmidhi that, when
the Holy Prophet ,-L^ Up ii ju spoke to someone, he turned fully to the person,
thereby denoting. that his full attention was on the person and that he was not
ignoring him.

Sayyidina Anas bin Malik ^ ii ^j reports that the Holy Prophet Up ibi JU
rW never withdrew his hands after greeting sorneone until the person did so
himself. He also never turned his attention away from someone until the person
did so first. ["Mishkat" p. 520]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ^ ii^ reports from the Holy Prophet pi-, Up i»i ju
that a believer (Mu'min) is one who lovingly associates' with others, He added
that the person who does not associate lovingly with others, and with whom
others do not associate in this manner, is bereft of all good.
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THE ABOMINATION OF PRIDE

Sayyidina Luqman r
*>LJ\ *j± also told his son, "and do not walk arrogantly

0n

earth. Verily Allah detests every arrogant braggart." This subject has been discussed

in Surah Bani Isra'il, where Allah says, "And do not walk haughtily on earth. Y
0]l

can certainly not cleave the earth, nor can you reach the mountains in height." [Surah 17

verse 37]

"Moderate your walk..." i.e. neither walk so fast that you present a danger

t

yourself and others, nor walk at a snail's pace, resembling arrogant and haughty

people. Of course, if a person is ill or weak, he may walk slowly.

" and lower your voice, indeed, the most abhorrent sound is the braying o/
fl

donkey." Just as the braying of a donkey is jarring and unpleasant, an

unnecessary loud voice produces the same effect.

\r4^ /u*o 'S^c *~^\j jfSi\ 4 k> oy«-^ <j* ^ r^ j*^^ ^ Jj 2\

E

(20) Do you not see that Allah has subjugated for you whatever is in the heavens

and the earth, and has showered His apparent and concealed bounties on you?

There are those people who dispute about Allah without knowledge, guidance

and without an illuminating Book. (21) When it is said to them, "Follow what

Allah has revealed/' they say, "We will follow what we found our forefathers

doing." Will they follow their forefathers even though Satan (Shaytan) called

their forefathers to the punishment of the Blaze? (22) Whoever surrenders

himself to Allah and is sincere, has certainly clung on to a strong handhold. To

Allah will the outcome of all affairs return. (23) Let not the disbelief of the

disbelievers grieve you. Their return is to Us, when We will inform them of

what they did. Verily Allah has knowledge of the secrets of the hearts. (24) We

will afford them enjoyment for a while, after which We will force them into a

severe punishment.

ALTHOUGH ALLAH HAS SHOWERED MAN WITH ALL TYPES OF

BOUNTIES, YET THE DISBELIEVERS BLINDLY FOLLOW THEIR

FOREFATHERS

After concluding the advices of Sayyidina Luqman f
M-Ji cl», Allah says, 'D°
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not $ee that Allah has subjugatedfor you whatever is in the heavens and the earth..."

Allah has placed all of these creation at man's service. Even the things that are

ot directly in man's control are of benefit to him in some way or another.

Allah also asks whether man does not see that He has "showered His apparent

and concealed bounties on you?" The bounties that Allah has given to man are

innumerable. Many are visible, while a great many are invisible. The greatest of

all bounties is belief (Iman), which is invisible, but will guarantee man's salvation

in the
Hereafter.

Allah has granted man the five senses in addition to the great bounty of

intellect. Allah has also blessed him with the various organs and limbs of the

body, attached to invaluable joints without which man will be stationary.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" has also reported other interpretations of

"apparent and concealed bounties." Some commentators _ sax^jjj^t. "apparent"

bounties refer to the supremacy of Islam and the Muslim conquests, while the

"concealed bounties" denote the hidden assistance of the angels in battle. Others

are of the opinion that "apparent" bounties are those of this world, while

"concealed bounties" are the bounties of the Hereafter.

Others maintain that "apparent" bounties are the physical limbs and faculties

like hearing, sight, speech, etc. They say that the "concealed bounties" are the inner

organs and hidden faculties like intellect, perception, etc. A fourth interpretation

of this is that "apparent" bounties are those shared by everyone, while "concealed

bounties" are those that every person possesses exclusively in his/her personal

capacity.

These bounties demand that people be grateful to the One Who conferred

these on them, i.e. Allah. They should then devote themselves only to His

worship. However, "There are those people who dispute about Allah without

knowledge, guidance and without an illuminating Book." These people have no basis

to refute belief in Allah. The only argument they tender is that they are following

their forefathers. Allah says, "When it is said to them, 'Follow what Allah has

revealed/ they say, 'We willfollow what wefound ourforefathers doing.

Allah cautions them saying, "Will they follow their forefathers even though

Satan (Shaytan) called their forefathers to the punishment of the Blaze?" Their

forefathers acted in response to Satan's (Shaytan's) call which led them to. Hell.

Will these people do the same? While they have seen that their forefathers were

in manifest error, they chose to fall into the same pit.

After highlighting the foolishness of the disbelievers, Allah praises the

believers (Mu'minin) saying, "Whoever surrenders himself to Allah andls sincere (in

beliefs and deeds), has certainly clung on to a strong handhold." This person has

held tight to the unbreakable rope of Tauhid (monotheism), which will save him

from the torments of the Hereafter.

"To Allah will the outcome of all affairs return." The good and evil deeds and

beliefs of people will be presented before Allah on the Day of Judgment

(Qiyamah). AMh will pass judgement accordingly.

Allah then consoles the Holy Prophet ^3 4* & J^ saying, "Let not the
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disbelief of the disbelievers grieve you. Their return is to Us, when We will inform them

of what they did. Verily Allah has knowledge of the secrets of the hearts." The Holy

Prophet's ^j» ^ & J-*r

task was to pass the message of Tauhid {monotheism) a^j

Islam to the people. Thereafter, he was not responsible for making anyone

believe. Everyone will stand before Allah on the Day of Judgement, when the

inner secrets of their hearts will become apparent and they will be judged

accordingly.

Referring to the wealth and, riches that the disbelievers enjoy in this world

Allah says, "We will afford them enjoyment for a while, after which We will force them

into a severe punishment. " Their pleasures will be short-lived and will be of no use

to them in the Hereafter. When they will be punished in Hell.

OJla> U ^->-} 4j*.
;
-«*» ^i^r^. &l /-*** u>c-r\j ->^' ^Lr9^ O* O^M* (3
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^jJI^ 4tfl Ob ci^1^ ^J^ c>i <i^~ ^ <^i> <3*^ J** 4W OM^ ^$M -A^-

(25) If you ask them who created the heavens and the earth, they will definitely

reply, "Allah." Say, "All praise belongs to Allah." But most of them do not

know. (26) To Allah belongs whatever is in the heavens and the earth.

Undoubtedly Allah is Independent, Worthy of all praise. (27) If all the trees on

earth were pens and the ocean was supplemented by another seven oceans,

Allah's words will never be exhausted. Verily Allah is Mighty, the Wise. (28)

Your creation and resurrection is like a single soul. Without doubt Allah is All

Hearing, All Seeing. (29) Do you not see that Allah enters the night into the day,

enters the day into the night and has subjugated the sun and the moon? Each

one runs until an appointed term. Allah is Informed of whatever you do. (30)

This is because Allah is the Truth and whatever you worship besides Him are

false and Allah is the Exalted, the Great.

ALLAH'S CREATION AND HIS AUTHORITY OVER THE
UNIVERSE

"If you ask them (the disbelievers) who created the heavens and the earth, they will

definitely reply, 'Allah (has created it)/ Say, '(Once this fact is acknowledged, it
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follows that) All praise belongs to Allah/ But most of them do not know." Because of

the effect of their environment, people are negligent of this fact and, when they

are informed about it, they adamantly claim to follow in the footsteps of their

ignorant forefathers.

"To Allah belongs whatever is in the heavens and the earth (including those that

the polytheists ascribe as partners to Him). Undoubtedly Allah is Independent,

Worthy of all praise." AH praise can be attributed only to Him whether people

admit this fact or not. Allah does not need people to praise Him before becoming

deserving of the praise.

"If all the trees on earth were pens and the ocean was supplemented by another

seven oceans (to be transformed into ink), Allah's words will never be exhausted (even

after all the ink and pens are expended). Verily Allah is Mighty, the Wise." This is so

because Allah's words are infinite and no finite entity can do justice to it.

WHAT ARE "ALLAH'S WORDS"? Some commentators say that "Allah's

words" refer to His speech, which has no beginning in time. Others say that

"Allah's words" refers to His knowledge and ability, which cannot be put to

paper. Another group of commentators maintain that "Allah's words" refers to

Allah's attributes and perfection. Millions of pens and a multitude of oceans may
expire, but these will never end.

Reference has been made to this in Surah Kahf, where Allah says, "Say, 'If

the ocean was ink for the words ofmy Lord, the ocean would deplete before the words of

my Lord can deplete, even if We supplement it with a like amount of ink/" [Surah 18,

verse 109]

Allah continues to say, "Your creation and resurrection is like a single soul.

Without doubt Allah is All Hearing, All Seeing." For Allah to recreate the entire

mankind is as easy as creating a single being. It is therefore foolish to deny the

possibility of resurrection.

"Do you not see that Allah enters the night into the day, enters the day into the

night and has subjugated the sun and the moon? Each one runs until an appointed term

(without afraction of discrepancy in its timing and orbit). Allah is Informed of whatever

you do." None but Allah has created and maintains the solar system and the

entire universe.
*

"This (i.e. the reason for all of this) is because Allah is the Truth (His existence

is true and it is true that only He can be worshipped) and whatever you worship

besides Him are false and Allah is the Exalted, the Great. " None can be equal to Him
in excellence.

(31) Do you not see that the ship travels on the sea by Allah's grace so that He



may show you some of His signs? In this are definite signs for every extremely

patient and grateful person. (32) When a wave covers them like a canopy, they

supplicate to Allah, having sincere belief in Him. When He rescues them to

land, then a few of them tread the moderate path. It is only every extremely

treacherous and grossly ungrateful person who rejects Our verses.

SHIPS TRAVEL THE OCEANS BY ALLAH'S GRACE AND THE
POLYTHEISTS SUPPLICATE EARNESTLY TO ALLAH WHEN THE
WAVES CONVERGE ON THEM

"Do you not see that the ship travels on the sea by Allah 's grace so that He may

show you some of His signs?" While a small piece of iron will not float on the sea,

Allah makes iron ships weighing thousands of tons float and travel comfortably

on the sea. The ships transport goods from continent to continent, some of them

being propelled by the winds, which will not blow without Allah's command.

Allah says about these phenomena, 'in this are definite signs for every extremely

patient and grateful person.

"

It often occurs that waters become turbulent at sea, with waves pounding

ships like pieces of cork. Man is then overcome with fear and turns to Allah for

assistance. Describing the scene, Allah says, "When a wave covers them like a

canopy, they (even the polytheists) supplicate to Allah, having sincere belief in Him.

When He rescues them to land, then a few of them tread the moderate path." These few

are the believers (Mu'minin), who continue to tread the path of oneness of Allah

(Tauhid) after being rescued. However, the disbelievers resort to their previous

ways, as Allah mentioned in Surah Ankabut "But when He rescues them to land,

they again begin to ascribe partners to Him. " [Surah 29, verse 65]

"It is only every extremely treacherous and grossly ungrateful person who rejects

Our verses." Those who pledge to worship Allah if He rescues them from the sea

belie their pledge when they reach the safety of land. Like these, there are many
who deny Allah's clear signs and are ungrateful to Him for the favours He

bestows on them each second.

(33) O people! Fear Allah and beware of the day when a father will be of no

avail to his son, nor will a child be of any avail to his father. Verily Allah's

promise is true. So let not the life of this world beguile you, and do not allow

the great deceiver to beguile you regarding Allah.

FEAR ALLAH, BE CONCERNED ABOUT THE HEREAFTER AND DO
NOT LET SATAN (SHAYrAN) BEGUILE YOU

Allah urges people to prepare for the Day of Judgement by accepting belief

(Iman) and performing good deeds. Only this will be of any assistance on the
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ireadful Day of Judgement, when "a father will be of no avail to his son, nor will a

child be ofany, avail to his father." On the Day of Judgment (Qiydmah) every person

will be so worried about his own plight that he will not be bothered about the

next person even though the person may be as close as his father or his son,

None will be prepared to suffer on behalf of another.

The facts mentioned about the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah) should not be

taken lightly because "Verily Allah's promise is true. Therefore, every person

should treat the matter seriously and act accordingly.

'So let not the life of this world beguile you... "This part of the verse may refer

to those who do not accept Islam for fear of losing some wealth or worldly status.

It also applies to those Muslims who have made the life of this world their

primary objective and concentrate all their efforts towards the world. So doing,

they neglect their religious obligations and fall into all types of vice and sin.

"and do not allow the great deceiver to beguile you regarding Allah." Satan

(Shaytan), in conjunction with man's carnal self, instigate him to sin and deceive

him by telling him that he can miss Salah and Zakah, because he can always

carry these out another time. They also entice him to sin with the notion that

Allah will forgive him. Allah cautions man not to be deceived in this manner, but

to be careful not to destroy his life in the Hereafter by falling for the deception.

(34) Verily the knowledge of Judgment day (Qiyamah) is only with Allah. He

sends the rains and knows what is in the wombs. A soul does not know what it

will earn tomorrow and does not know which land it will die in. Undoubtedly

Allah is All Knowing, Informed.

ONLY ALLAH POSSESSES THE KNOWLEDGE OF FIVE MATTERS

The Qur'an asserts on numerous occasions that Only Allah has knowledge

of the un seen. Of course, He does inform some of His chosen servants about

certain aspects of this knowledge when He wills.

Muslim reports that when Jibr'il pU\ Up asked the Holy Prophet ^j 4* ii j+

about the time when Judgment day (Qiyamah) will take place, the Holy Prophet

,jLj a* 2»% ju submitted, "The one being asked has no more knowledge than the

one asking/

The Holy Prophet ^j Up-ibi Ju* once said that there are five matters about

which only Allah has knowledge. He then recited the above verse of Surah

Luqman. [Muslim]

These five matters contained in the above verse are as follows:

1. The "knowledge of Judgment day (Qiyamah) is only with

Allah..." i.e. only He knows when Judgment day (Qiyamah)
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will take place.

2. Only "He sends the rains."

3. Only He ''knows what is in the wombs."

4. "A soul does not know what it will earn tomorrow" Only
Allah knows this.

5. A soul "does not know which land it will die in." This
knowledge is also exclusive to Allah.

This is so because "Undoubtedly Allah is All Knowing, Informed.

"

Nowadays people claim that, using scientific instruments, they are also able

to tell when rain will fall and what baby is in the womb. They only fool

themselves because their knowledge cannot be compared to Allah's. Allah knew
these things before the existence of creation and knows the detailed contents of

every womb. While scientific instruments can only tell gender after a certain

period of time (then also subject to error), and need to know factors such as wind
direction and moisture content in the air before predicting rainfall, Allah always

knows exactly what type of person is to be born to every mother and exactly

when, where and how much rain will fall. Allah knows every minute detail of

the child, including his spiritual life and whether the rainfall will be beneficial or

detrimental.

Besides the factors mentioned in the verse, there is much more that man has

no knowledge about. Only Allah possesses certain knowledge of all unseen

matters.

ftftftftftftftftftt?ifrft£?t?ftftftftt?ftft
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In the name of Allah, The Beneficent, The Most Merciful.

(1) Alif Lam Mim. (2) There is no doubt in this revealed Book from the Lord of

the universe. (3) Or do they say that he has fabricated it? Nay! It is the truth from

your Lord so that you warn a nation to whom a warner has not come before you,

so that they may be rightly guided. (4) It is Allah Who created the heavens, the

earth and whatever is between the two in six days and then rose to the Throne.

Besides Him, you have no Protecting Friend, nor any intercessor. Will you not

take heed?

THE QUITAN IS THE TRUTH FROM ALLAH WHO CREATED THE
HEAVENS, THE EARTH AND WHATEVER IS BETWEEN IN SIX

DAYS

None but Allah knows the meaning of the opening verse because it is from

the Huruf Muqatta'at, as explained at the very beginning of Surah Baqarah.

Allah declares that the Qur'an is a revelation from Him, after which He quotes

the polytheists who say that the Holy Prophet <X*3 ^ i» J* fabricated the

Qur'an. Allah replies to their objection by stating, "Nay! It is the truth from your

Lord..." Allah then sheds light on the objective of the Qur'an. Allah says that He

revealed the Qur'an "so that you warn a nation to whom a warner has not come before

you, so that they may be rightly guided.
"

The "nation" referred to in this verse is the people of Makkah. Although none

of the previous Prophets r
*-Jt^ came to them, they did receive the message* of

oneness of Allah (Tauhid) from others and were aware of the Prophets pU\ ^.
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They were the descendants of Sayyidina Ibrahim and Isma'U >!>LJi u^u, both of

whom were Prophets rXJ\ ^>. They therefore received the message of oneness
of Allah (Tauhid) from their origins, and knew that Sayyidina Ibrahim fXJi ^
worshipped only One Allah. Therefore, one cannot argue that they should be
exempted from punishment because no Prophet was specifically sent to them.

Allah says in Surah Fatir, "A warner passed in every nation. " A warner" does
not necessarily have to be a Prophet, but can be a representative of Prophet or

any religious scholar who preached oneness of Allah (Tauhid)

"It is Allah Who created the heavens, the earth and whatever is between the two in

six days and then rose to the Throne. " The explanation of this has passed in the

commentary of verse 54 of Surah A'raf (Surah 7) and verse 59 of Surah Furqan
(Surah 25).

"Besides Him, you have no Protecting Friend, nor any intercessor. Will you not

take heed?" None can help another against Allah's punishment, nor can anyone
intercede on behalf of another without Allah' s permission.

it' ':A >>
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(5) He ordains every affair from the heavens to the earth, after which every affair

will ascend to Him on a day, the duration of which is a thousand years according

to your count.

ALLAH ORDAINS ALL AFFAIRS, ALL OF WHICH WILL ASCEND
TO HIM ON A DAY EQUAL TO A THOUSAND YEARS

Everything that occurs in the universe takes place only by Allah' s

ordinance, according to His divine plan. All of creation and their deeds will be

presented before Allah on the Day of Judgment (Qiydmah), when He will pass

judgement. The Day of Judgment (Qiydmah) will be equal in length to a thousand
years of this world.

While the above verse mentions that the Day of Judgment (Qiydmah) will

span a thousand years, a verse of Surah Ma'arij states that the duration will be

fifty thousand years. When Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ ifo ^j was
questioned about this apparent discrepancy, he replied, "Allah has mentioned
these two days in His Book and He knows best about their reality. I dislike to

pass a comment pertaining to Allah's Book without knowledge."

Some commentators have mentioned that the difference in duration will be

with regard to different people. To some people, the day will seem to last a

thousand years, while it would appear to others that it is fifty thousand years

because of the added torment they will suffer. In fact, according to a hadith, the

day will be so easy for the pious believers (Mu'minln) that it will seem to them as

short as the time taken to perform two Rakahs of Salah.
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(6) It is He Who has knowledge of the un seen and the seen. He is Mighty, the

Most Merciful. (7) He has perfected the creation of everything and originated

the creation of man from sand. (8) He has then made man's progeny from a

product of lowly water. (9) He then perfected him, blew His spirit in him, and

granted you ears, eyes and hearts. Little is the gratitude you show. (10) They say,

"When we are lost in the earth, will we really be re-created?" The fact is that

they reject the meeting with their Lord. (11) Say, "The angel of death, who is

appointed over you, will claim your souls, after which you will be returned to

your Lord."

THE CREATION AND PERFECTION OF MAN
In these verses, Allah continues to describe His phenomenal attributes.

Allah says that It is He Who has knowledge of the un seen and the seen." Allah is

Aware of everything that man can see and whatever he cannot see. Allah is also

aware of every event to occur in the future as well. Added to this, Allah is also

"Mighty, the Most Merciful/'

"He has perfected the creation of everything..." According to Allah's perfect

wisdom, He has created everything in accordance to its function. Consequently,

every creature carries out its designated function according to Allah's perfect

design. Therefore, even if something does not appear to be physically beautiful,

it does not mean that Allah created it imperfectly.

Allah also "originated the creation of man from sand." The details of this have

been given in Surah Hijr [Surah 15, verse 26] and also appear in the concluding

verses of Surah Sad [Surah 38, verse 72].

"He has then made man's progeny from a product of lowly water." After Allah

created Sayyidina Adam f&J\ 4*, He made the rest of mankind reproduce via the

male and female sexual act, whereby the child is born of the mother's fertilized

womb, referred.-to above as a "product oflowly water (sperm)."

"He then reinvested him (by forming his limbs and organs within the womb),
blew His spirit in him, and (fashioned you when He) granted you ears, eyes and

hearts." Thereafter, the child is born with all the capabilities of a human being,

gradually progressing through the various stages of development.
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Whereas man is supposed to be grateful to Allah for all of these bounties

Allah declares, "Little is the gratitude you show." Of mankind, there are very few
who truly express their gratitude to Allah. Of these, there are even fewer who are

as grateful as they ought to be.

"They say, 'When we are lost in the earth, will we really be re-created?' The fact is

that they reject the meeting with their Lord." In this verse, Allah repeats the subject

matter of many other verses, highlighting the way the disbelievers rejected the

belief in resurrection after death.

Allah announces, "Say, 'the angel of death, who is appointed over you, will claim

your souls, after which you will be returned to your Lord. - This verse makes it clear

that all will have to die, after which they will be resurrected and presented before

Allah on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah). Allah has appointed the angel of death

to extract every person's soul. It will be then that the punishment of the

disbelievers will begin.

f 1 4 I %

(12) If only they saw the scene when the criminals will bow their heads before

their Lord (saying) "O our Lord! We have seen and we have heard. Return us so

that we may carry out good deeds. We are now certainly convinced." (13) If We
willed, We would have granted every soul its guidance. However, the decree has

issued from Me that I will surely fill Hell with a collection of man and Jinn. (14)

"So taste (the punishment) because you forgot this day! We have forgotten you

as well. Taste of the eternal punishment because of the deeds you perpetrated!"

THE MISERABLE PLIGHT OF THE SINNERS ON THE DAY OF
JUDGMENT (QIYAMAH), AND THEIR REQUEST TO BE RETURNED
TO THIS WORLD

The previous verses quoted the disbelievers who said, "When we are lost in

the earth, will we really be re-created?" Now the above verses speak about these

very same people when they will find themselves before Allah on the Day of

Judgment (Qiyamah). Allah says, "If only they saw the scene when the criminals will

bow their heads before their Lord (saying) O our Lord! We have seen and we have heard.

Return us so that we may carry out good deeds. We are now certainly convinced (about

the truth of what the Prophets f^\ ^J^ and their successors told us)."' Of course, then

it will be too late to make amends.
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Allah says further, "Ifwe willed, We would have granted every soul its guidance.

^^ the decree has issued from Me that I will surely fill Hell with a collection of

and Jinn (who have perpetrated disbelief).
"

When Iblis (Satan) had sworn that he would mislead man, Allah had

already told him then, 7 shall certainly fill Hell with you and all those who follow

you"

When 'hidayah' (guidance), is interpreted as 'pointing out the right

direction/ then every person will receive this type of guidance. However, if

Tudayah' is interpreted as 'taking a person to the right destination/ then

everyone is not blessed with this.

Allah has clearly defined the path of belief (Iman) and the path of disbelief.

Each person has been given the freedom to choose. Allah says in Surah Kahf,

"Speak the truth that comes from your Lord. Whomsoever is willing, should believe, and

whoever is unwilling should remain as a disbeliever. We have surely prepared for the

oppressors a Fire, the walls ofwhich will encompass them. " [Surah IS, verse 29]

Of course, in His eternal knowledge, Allah was always aware of the fact that

certain people would be destined for Heaven, while others will be doomed to

Hell.

The promise of being good upon returning to the world is a blatant lie, as

Allah says in Surah An'am, "If they were to be sent back (to the world), they would

return to what they had been prohibitedfrom and they truly are liars. " [Surah 6, verse 28]

In Surah Fatir, Allah mentions that they will receive the following reply to

their request to be returned: "Did We not grant you sufficient age in which the one

who takes heed may take heed? And did a warner not come to you? So taste (of the

punishment)! The oppressors will not have a helper. " [Surah 35, verse 37]

Allah will then tell them, "So taste (the punishment) because you forgot this day!

We have forgotten you as well. Taste of the eternal punishment because of the deeds you

perpetrated!"
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(15) Only those people believe in Our verses who, when they are reminded

about them, they fall in prostration, glorify the praises of their Lord and do not

behave arrogant. (16) Their sides part from their beds, they supplicate to their

Lord in fear and hope, and they spend from what We have provided for them.

(17) No soul knows what pleasures are hidden for him as a reward for the deeds

he carries out. (18) Can he who believes be like him who is a sinner? They can

never be the same. (19) As for those who believe and do good deeds, as

entertainment for them, there shall be gardens in places of rest because of the

deeds they carry out. (20) As for those who are sinful, their abode shall be the

Fire. Each time they attempt to emerge from it, they will be returned to it and

told, "Taste of the punishment of the Fire which you used to deny." (21) We
shall definitely let them taste the closer punishment before the greater

punishment so that they may return. (22) Who is more unjust than he who is

reminded of the verses of his Lord and then turns away from them? We will

certainly exact retribution from the criminals.

HEAVEN FOR THE BELIEVERS AND HELL FOR THE
DISBELIEVERS

Describing the traits of the believers (Mu'minin), Allah says, "Only those

people believe in Our verses who, when they are reminded about them, they fall in

prostration, glorify the praises of their Lord do not behave arrogantly. " These are the

people who truly heed the advice given to them by Allah.

Further describing them, Allah says, "Their sides part from their beds, they

supplicate to their Lord in fear and hope, and they spendfrom what We have provided for

them." This verse praises those who perform Tahajjud Salah. They sleep only a

short while at nights, after which they separate from their beds to offer their

devotions to Allah. They pray fervently to Allah, hoping for His favours and

fearing retribution for their shortcomings.

Fear and hope form an integral part of a Muslim's life so that he always

carries out good deeds (anticipating rewards from Allah) and abstains from evil

(fearing the punishment for it). The person who has no fear for Allah will

succumb to sin and will not be inclined to perform good deeds.

Only performance of Tahajjud is mentioned in this verse because it is.

obvious that the person who is particular about Tahajjud will be particular about

the other Salah as well.

In addition to the above, Allah mentions that these pious believers

(Mu'minin) also spend from the wealth that Allah has given them. The general

implication of these words includes Zakah as well as optional charity, be it little

or a great deal. Spending in charity does not mean that a person has to be

wealthy because a poor person can also spend according to his means, even

though the sum may be small. It has been reported that certain poor Sahabah j>j

j^p ifo specifically took employment to carry out menial tasks so that they could
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spend the accrued funds in charity.

^E VIRTUE OF TAHAJJUD SALAH

As already mentioned, the verse "Their sides part from their beds..." refers to

^e performance of the Tahajjud Salah. This is corroborated by a hadith in which

Sayyidina Mu'adh bin Jabal ** &\ ^j narrates that, on a journey, he once asked

The Holy Prophet ,0-j -Op it JU to inform him of a deed which would allow him

to enter Heaven and to remain distant from Hell.

The Holy Prophet^ 4* ii J** replied, "You have asked a great question,

which, in reality, is not really very difficult because Allah makes anything easy

for whoever he wills. (The deed is that) you worship Allah without ascribing

partners to Him, establish Salah, pay Zakah, fast in Ramadhan and perform the

Hajj of Allah' s house. Should I not inform you of the doors of good?" Thereafter,

the Holy Prophet jJUj u*& J^> proceeded to enumerate the following:

Fasting is a shield (which protects one from the attacks of Satan (Shaytan)

and one's carnal passions).

Charity extinguishes sins (i.e. it protects one from the Fire of Hell).

Performing Salah during the middle of the night is the special sign of

Allah's pious bondsmen.

After mentioning this third point, The Holy Prophet^ Up ii j^ recited the

verse, "Their sides part from their beds, they supplicate to their Lord in fear and hope,

and they spendfrom what We have providedfor them."

Thereafter the Holy Prophet ^3 ^ i» J* continued to say, "Shall I not

inform you of the root of Allah's commands and the pillar of it?" When
Sayyidina Mu'adh <* &\^ asked to-be enlightened, The Holy Prophet 4* & J**

fa said, "The root of Allah's commands is obedience, the pillar is Salah, and the

pinnacle is Jihad. Should I not inform you of the source of all this (whereby all

will be practicable)?" When Sayyidina Mu'adh ** it ^>j asked to be informed,

The Holy Prophet^ <4* & j* held his tongue saying, "Control this and secure

salvation for yourself."

Sayyidina Mu'adh bin Jabal <* it^ then asked the Holy Prophet Up 2bt J^
rL-j, "Will we be taken to task for the things we say?" The Holy Prophet u* it j*>

(J-j replied, "O Mu'adh! It is strange that you should ask such a question! People

will be flung headlong into Hell solely on account of the things they say. You are

safe as long as you remain silent. When you speak, your speech may be a cause

for you to be rewarded or punished." ["Ma'alimut Tamil"]

"Mishkat" p. 14 also corroborates the fact that "Their sides part from their

beds..." refers to those who perform Tahajjud. The author of "Ma'alimut Tanzil"

has reported from Sayyidina Anas <* it ^j that the verse refers to the Ansar.

They used to attend the Maghrib Salah and not return home until they had also

performed the Isha behind the Holy Prophet <X*3 <ip-it JU He has also reported

that the verse refers to all those Sahabah^ it ^j who continued to perform

Salah between Maghrib and Isha Salah.

Sayyidina Abu Darda ^ it ^j, Sayyidina Abu Dharr ** h \^j and
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Sayyidina Ubadah bin Samit ^ At ^j have all mentioned that the verse praises

those people who perform the Isha and Fajr Salah with Jama'ah (^

congregation). ["Ma'alimut Tanzil" v. 3 p. 500]

None of the above interpretations contradict each other because the verse

may denote all of them simultaneously. When a person is able to part from his

bed for the optional Tahajjud Salah, he will certainly be able to do so for Fajr

Salah, which is obligatory. Sayyidina Umar ** & ^>j mentioned that he prefers to

perform the Fajr Salah with Jama'ah {Congregation) rather than stand in Tahajjud

Salah the entire night through. ["Mishkat"]

Sayyidah Asma bint Yazld if* & ^j reports from the Holy Prophet ib\ j^

jJL-j a* that people will all be gathered together before Allah on the Day of

Judgment (Qiydmah). An announcement will then be made with the words,

"Where are those who parted their sides from their beds?" Thereupon a small

group of people will arise and enter Heaven without reckoning. Thereafter

reckoning will commence for the rest of the people. ["Mishkat" p. 487]

Allah makes a concise mention of the bounties of Heaven when he says, "No

soul knows what pleasures are hidden for him as a reward for the deeds he carries out."

Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah ** A\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet *> ifci JU

<X*3 said, "Allah says, T have prepared for My bondsmen such pleasures in

Heaven, which his eyes have never seen, his ears have never heard of, and which

have never crossed his mind." Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah ^ iw\ ^j then added, "If

you wish, you may recite the verse, 'No soul knows what pleasures are hidden for him

as a reward for the deeds he carries out'." [Bukhari v. 2 p. 704]

In reality, no bounty of Heaven can be described. The description of Heaven

given in the Qur'an and the Ahadlth cannot adequately depict the pleasures of

Heaven. When people reach Heaven, they will find much more than what they

were promised in the Qur'an and the Ahadlth of the Holy Prophet <X*3 ^ i» ^.
These pleasures cannot be perceived in this world.

Sayyidina Sa'd bin Abi Waqas ** &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet Ai J*

(JL-j Up said, "If a minute article of Heaven, small enough to be lifted by a

fingernail, was brought into this world, everything between the heavens and the

earth would be beautified by it. If a person from Heaven was to peek into this

world, the illumination from a single bangle he wears will eliminate the radiance

of the sun just as the sun eliminates the radiance of the stars." ["Mishkat"]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** i»» ^j narrates that nothing of this world

shall be found in Heaven. The only similarity between the things of Heaven and

those in this world will be in name and appearance. This means that the gold,

silver, silk, fruit, etc of Heaven will be vastly superior to their namesakes of this

world.

Note: In praise of His pious bondsmen Allah says, "and they are not

arrogant, " Pride and arrogance causes one to think highly of oneself,

to look down on others, and to seek fame. One then begins to engage

in acts of worship so that people laud and praise one. Pride and

ostentation destroy the rewards of all good deeds, causing one to be

subjected to punishment. Allah's bondsmen should steer clear of
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pride and duly fulfil all the obligations stipulated by the Shari'ah, be

these optional or obligatory.

A BELIEVER (MU'MIN) AND A SINNER CAN NEVER BE THE SAME

Further praising the believers (Mu'minln), Allah says, "Can he who believes be

like him who is a sinner?" Allah then replies when he says, "They can never be the

same."

Describing the rewards of these believers (Mu'minln), Allah says, "As for

those who believe and do good deeds, as entertainment for them, there shall be gardens in

daces ofrest because of the deeds they carry out,
"

Allah then projects the opposite side of the picture when He says, "As for

those who are sinful, their abode shall be the Fire. Each time they attempt to emergefrom

it, they are returnedfo it and are told, Taste the punishment of the Fire which you used

to deny. Therefore, how can people be the same when they are destined to experience such

d diverse consequences?"

The author of "Ma'alimut Tanzll" writes that the verse "Can he who believes

be like him who is a sinner?" was revealed with reference to Sayyidina Ali ** &\ ^j
and a polytheist called Walid bin Uqba bin Abi Mu'tt. When an altercation

erupted between the two, Walid said to Sayyidina Ali a& h \^>Jr "Be silent! You
are a mere child. I speak better than you, can throw a Spear more accurately than

you, and am more courageous. 'In reply to this, Sayyidina Ali ^ ibi ^j said,

"You should be silent! You are a sinner!" It was then that the above verse was
revealed.

"We shall definitely let them taste of the closer (worldly) punishment before the

greater punishment (in the Hereafter) so that they may return." The following two
interpretations of this verse have been reported from Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Mas'ud *!P ifo ^y.

£Q The worldly punishment mentioned in this verse refers to sever

drought that crippled the people of Makkah..

£Q This punishment refers to defeat of the Makkan Polytheists at

the battle of Badr and the death of many of their leaders on^this

occasion.

The above two interpretations will apply if it is assumed that "them" refers

to the polytheists of Makkah. However, it will also be correct to assunte that the

verse applies equally to every disbeliever in every era. They will therefore be

afflicted with various calamities and diseases as a punishment in this very world.

This interpretation has been reported from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas
t

i» ^j
**. Allah afflicts them with these adversities so that they may take heed and
sense the need to mend their ways and to become Muslims. ["Ruhul Ma'ani" v. 21

Pgs.134,135]

Allah states further, "Who is more unjust than he who is reminded of the verses of

his Lord and then turns away from them? We will certainly extract revenge from the

criminals." In this verse, Allah makes it clear that those who deny His verses are

unjust and oppressive. The verse also consoles the Holy Prophet pi-j Up iu» JU
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because it states that Allah will take the disbelievers to task for
thei

misdemeanours.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that while an earlier verse of the Surah
spoke about those who prostrate when they hear Allah's verses, this verse
discusses the opposite side of the coin and condemns those who turn away j*

aversion when they hear Allah's verses being recited.

(23) Undoubtedly, We gave the Book to Musa, so never be in doubt about

receiving it. And We made it a means of guidance for the Bani Isra'il. (24) We
made leaders from them, who guided under Our command when they were
patient and were convinced about Our verses. (25) Indeed, only your Lord shall

decide between them on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah) concerning the matters

in which they differed.

ALLAH WILL DECIDE THE MATTERS ABOUT WHICH PEOPLE
DIFFER

Allah says, "Undoubtedly, We gave the Book to Musa, so never be in doubt about

receiving it." Just as Allah revealed the Torah to Sayyidina Musa f^LJi Up, He
revealed the Qur'an to the Holy Prophet^ Up 4i ju Allah therefore urges the

Holy Prophet^ a* ii j^ never to doubt the fact that these divine scriptures are

really from Allah. The verse also alludes to the fact that the Holy Prophet ii J+
fl-j Up should never be despondent when people harass him because they did

the same to Sayyidina Musa
r
*>LJt ^ but he persevered and withstood all

opposition. Just as the Torah was Allah Book, so too is the Qur'an.

Sayyidina Hasan Basri Up &\ ^ has interpreted the verse to mean that the

Holy Prophet ^j Up iui ^U should never doubt the difficulties which Sayyidina

Musa (OLJi Up endured.

"And We made it (the Torah) a means of guidance for the Bani Isra'il/' In the

same way, the Qur'an is a means of guidance for the Ummah of the Holy

Prophet (JL-j^ &\ J^.

"We made leaders from them (the Bani Isra'il), who guided under Our command
when they: were patient and were convinced about Our verses." This verse denotes that

patience is of paramount importance when one is a leader and a guide of others.

The conviction that these leaders had in Allah' s verses made them resolute and

granted them fortitude in their efforts of propagation. Certain commentators
mention that these "leaders" were the Prophets f*~A\ rfcu/ while others maintain
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that they also included those followers of these Prophets ^LJs ^J^ who

r0
pagated the teachings of their Prophets.

The second interpretation seems more appropriate because Allah adds, "and

were
convinced about Our verses." Since the Prophets (OLJi j^-U were always

convinced about Allah's verses, the addition would be redundant if applied to

them. The verse therefore applies to all propagators of religion.

'Indeed, only your Lord shall decide between them on the Day of Judgment

/Qiydmah) concerning the matters in which they differed." The result of this decision

will be that the believers (Mu'minln) will be entered into Heaven, while the

disbelievers will be condemned to Hell. The verse also consoles the Holy Prophet

l^ Up i» J** because it tells him that Allah will deal with his opponents on the

Day of Judgment (Qiydmah).

PJ j£$ X '&\&& \Xk$$<^4$ %$M

(26) Have they not been guided by the fact that We destroyed so many
generations before them? They even walk in their settlements. There are

certainly many signs in this. Do they not listen? (27) Do they not see that We
dispatch water to arid land, thereby extracting plants from which your animals

and you eat? Do they not see?

LEARNING LESSONS FROM THE PREVIOUSLY DESTROYED
NATIONS AND ALLAH'S BOUNTY IN SENDING RAIN TO
IRRIGATE WATERLESS LAND

Those people who denied the apostleship of the Holy Prophet ^j <±* ii JL>

even denied the warnings of pending punishment. Referring to such people,

Allah asks, "Have they not been guided by the fact that We destroyed so many
generations before them?"

Not only did the polytheists of Makkah hear the historical accounts of the

destroyed nations, but they even witnessed the ruins of their once thriving cities

when they travelled for trade to Sham (Syria). With reference to this Allah says,

"They even walk in (the ruins of) their settlements. There are certainly many signs in

this. Do they not listen?"

Allah says in Surah Hajj, "Many were the towns that We destroyed when they

were oppressive. They now lie collapsed upon their roofs, and many are the disused wells

arid thefortresses that were once well built." [Surah 22, verse 45]

Allah then makes reference to those who deny that Judgment day (Qiydmah)

will occur. He asks, "Do they not see that We dispatch water to arid land, thereby

extracting plants from which your animals and you eat? Do they not see (that Allah can

resurrect man in the same way) ?"
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Allah says in Surah Rum, "So look at the signs of Allah 's mercy and how
fte

revives the earth after its death. Undoubtedly, He gives life to the dead and He has por^er

over all things. " [Surah 30, verse 50]

(28) They say, "When will this decision take place if you are truthful?" (29) Say,

"On the day of the decision, the faith of the disbelievers will be of no avail to

them, neither will they be granted respite." (30) So turn away from them and

wait. They are also waiting.

THE FAITH OF THE DISBELIEVERS WILL BE USELESS TO THEM
ON THE DAY OF JUDGMENT (QIYAMAH)

When the disbelievers are informed about Allah's judgement on the Day of

Judgment (Qiydmah), they mockingly say, "When will this decision take place if you

are truthful?" They ask to be informed about the precise date of Judgment day

(Qiydmah). Allah tells them r>ot to be hasty in the matter because Judgment day

(Qiydmah) will certainly dawn, when they will not be able to escape Allah's

punishment. The fact that Judgment day (Qiydmah)has not yet dawned does not

mean that it will not occur.

In fact they will be in such a forlorn state on that day that Allah says, "Say,

'On the day of the decision, the faith of the disbelievers will be ofno avail to them, neither

will they be granted respite (if they were to beg for it)".

"So turn away from them..." They will have to face the disastrous consequences of

their disbelief because they refuse to yield to the truth.

Allah concludes the Surah by saying, "and wait. They are also waiting." Allah

bids the Holy Prophet pi-j a* ii ju to patiently await Allah's assistance just as the

disbelievers await Allah's punishment.

###ft###ft###ft#ft##ftftft##
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|~~ Madinan Surah Al-Ahzab Verses 73

^'^BP ^-

^ -jj^ o>U-^ Lj o& 4Jul d^ dip <>* ^W], &jj L. ^5lj H^

In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful

(1) O The Holy Prophet <tJL-j 4~1p -At ^U! Fear Allah and db not follow the

disbelievers and the hypocrites. Undoubtedly Allah is ever the All Knowing,

the Wise. (2) Follow what has been revealed to you from your Lord. Allah is Ever

Informed about what you do. (3) Rely only on Allah. Allah is sufficient as a

Helper.

FEAR ALLAH AND RELY ONLY ON HIM WITHOUT FOLLOWING
THE DISBELIEVERS AND HYPOCRITES

.-•The Arabic word "Ahzab" is the plural of "hizb," which means' a 'group' or

'party.' In the 5th year after the Hijrah {migration), the Quraysh of Makkah and
numerous other tribes converged on Madinah in opposition to the Muslims. The
ensuing battle was consequently named the battle of Ahzab because of the

numerous groups gathered there. The battle is also referred to as the battle of the

trench because the Muslims had dug a trench around Madinah to defend the

town.
'*''.

"Ruhul Ma'ani" reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** & ^j that

Surah Ahzab was revealed when certain polytheists like Walid bin Mughiera and
Shayba bin RabI told the Holy Prophet pL-j *ip it JU> that they would give him
half of their wealth if he were to abandon his message. The Jews and hypocrites

of Madinah has also threatened to kill the Holy Prophet jJL^j Up ibi JL* if he did

not forsake his message. It was on this occasion that the Surah was revealed.

Allah addresses the Holy Prophet ^j aJLp &\ ju saying, "O The Holy Prophet

^j <j* ji jlA Pear Allah and do not follow the disbelievers and the hypocrites.

Undoubtedly Allah is ever the All Knowing, the Wise. Follow what has been revealed to

youfrom your Lord. Allah is Ever Informed ofwhat you do. Rely only on Allah. A Hah is
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sufficient as a Helper/'

Allah is well aware of the threats and bribes of the disbelievers, and permits

these to take place so that the Holy Prophet (Jl,j Up i»i jl* can grow more resolute

in his mission. This would encourage him to press on with greater fervour and

reliance on Allah, regardless of their harassment.

2» J>; it; *^t ^"jai ^gjp0 &• £%&
V^Jbo 15 £^ ^' -^ Ja^Bl ^yb j%4jL-*^f fiij^ol ^LJ o~!p^\ <£^4-2 J±)

UU u-^t; i?^ 4JM ol£=»_j ^-^ oju^ u <>>?hj^
(4) Allah has not placed two hearts within any man's chest, nor has He made

your wives, with whom you practice "Zihar," your mothers. Allah has also not

made your adopted sons your own sons. This is merely a statement from your

lips. Allah speaks the truth and only He guides to the straight path. (5) Call them

by their fathers. This is more just in the sight of your Lord. If you do not know
their fathers, then they are your brothers in religion and your friends. There

shall be no blame on you with regard to the errors you make, but only for what

your hearts purposely intend. Allah is ever the Most Forgiving, the Most

Merciful.

AN ACCOUNT OF A PERSON, WHO CLAINED HAVING TWO
HEARTS.

"Allah has not placed two hearts within any man's chest..." Allama Qurtubi ^j
*ip h has written (z;. Up. 116) that a person by the name of Jamil bin Ma'mar

Fahri was renowned for his intelligence and outstanding memory. People

claimed that he possessed two hearts, and he also claimed the same, adding that

his intellectual perception was superior to that of the Holy Prophet ^3 *-U 2bi JU

It transpired that he also participated in the battle of Badr. When the

polytheists were defeated at Badr, Abu Sufyan inquired from Jamil about the

result of the battle. He replied that the Makkans were conquered. Abu Sufyan

then asked him why his one sandal was in his hand while the other was on his

foot. He replied that he thought the sandal was on his foot. It was then that

people realised that he was not really as intelligent as they thought.

THE DEFINITION OF ZIHAR

The practice of 'Zihar' was common among the early Arabs. Zihar meant

that they used to tell their wives, "You are like my mother's back to me." By

saying this, they intended to state that their wives were perpetually forbidden for

them to marry, just as their mothers were. If a Muslim has to say the same today,
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he will have to pay an expiation, the details of which are mentioned in the

commentary of the opening verses of Surah Mujadalah (Surah 58).

Refuting the belief that a statement like the above could forbid a person's

wife perpetually, Allah says that He has not "made your wives, with whom you

practice 'Zihar/ your mothers." Therefore, if any person practices Zihar, his wife

will not be forbidden to him as his mother is, but he may still regard her as his

wife after paying the compensation due.

ADOPTED CHILDREN

Another common practice among the early Arabs was that they regarded

their adopted sons as their own. They would accord the same share of

inheritance to the adopted child as they would give to their own children. They

also believed that it was Haram (unlawful) for the adoptive father to marry the

adopted son's wife after his death or after a divorce. People considered the

adopted son to be the real son of the adoptive father, referring to him as his son.

Refuting this false notion, Allah declares, "Allah has also not made your

adopted sons your own sons. This is merely a statement from your lips. Allah speaks the

truth and only he guides to the straight path (by declaring the fact that an adopted child

cannot be regarded as a real child because s/he is not really so).

"

Guiding people further in the matter, AU^h says, "Call them (the adopted

children) by (the names of) their (biological) fathers. This is more just in the sight of

your Lord. Ifyou do not know their (real) fathers, then they are your brothers in religion

and your friends." Therefore/if a person finds a child without knowledge of his

real father, and then adopts him, he should address him as "My brother" or "My
friend." The word "mawla" (translated above as "friends") has several meanings.

One of these is also 'nephew.'

"There shall be no blame on you with regard to the errors you make, but only for

what yourHearts purposely intend." If a person erroneously referred to his adopted
son as his own, he will not be sinful for this slip of the tongue. However, if he
purposely intends to contravene Allah' s command, he will he punished for it.

However, "Allah is ever the Most Forgiving, the Most Merciful." Therefore, ther£ is

always scope for repentance. ,

CERTAIN PERTINENT RULINGS

Ruling: An adopted child will still be related to his/her biological parents
and other relatives. His/her relation with these relatives should be maintained
and should not be severed.

Ruling: Since the Qur'an explicitly mentions that the adopted child is not a
real child, the child will have no share in the estate of the deceased adoptive
parents. The rightful heirs have been stipulated by the Shari'ah. Of course, the

adoptive parents are allowed to make a bequest in favour of the adopted child,

but this should not exceed a third of the estate

Ruling: Since the adopted child is not a real child, the adoptive parents
have to implement the laws of Hijab if the child is not related to them in any
other way. The laws of Hijab (veil) will therefore not apply to a woman who
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adopts her sister's son or a man who adopts his brother's daughter. This is so

because these people are already closely related (Mahram). If the adopted male

child is related only to the adoptive father, the adoptive mother will be regarded

as a non-Mahram, therefore necessitating that he (the child) does not see her after

he matures. The same will apply if the adopted daughter is only related to the

adoptive mother and not to the father.

Ruling: A person's adopted son may marry the biological daughter of his

adoptive parents if they are not Mahram to each other by any other relation.

Ruling: A person can marry the widowed or divorced wife of his adopted

son if there are no other factors to outlaw the marriage. The Holy Prophet's ii ju
(JL.J aJLp adopted son, Sayyidah Zaid bin Haritha <* i»» ^j, married the Holy

Prophet'3 jJl-j Up iui - ju cousin, Sayyidina Zainab bint Jahsh ** & ^> When the

couple were divorced, the Holy Prophet^ 3 Up & J^> married her.

When the ignorant Arabs objected to this marriage, Allah rebutted their

objection saying, "Allah has also not made your adopted sons your own sons..."

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar <up ibi ^j reports that they (the Sahabah)

always referred to Sayyidina Zaid bin Haritha ^ i»» ^j as Zaid bin (the son of)

Muhammad. However, they stopped doing so when Allah revealed the verse,

"Allah has also not made your adopted sons your own sons "

Ruling: Although it is permissible to call other people's children "My son"

or "My daughter," it is best not to do so.

Ruling: Just as it is impermissible to call another person's child your own, it

is not permissible for one to refer to another person as his/her father. The Holy

Prophet ^j Up i^ JU» has mentioned that Heaven is forbidden for the person

who refers to another as his father, knowing that the person is not his father.

[Bukhari]

Ruling: If an unmarried woman conceives a child because of adultery, and

then married someone other than the child's biological father, it will be Haram

for her to claim that the child is her legal husband's child. It is also Haram

(unlawful) for a man to deny being the father of his own child.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah <up &\ ^j narrates from the Holy Prophet *-U i» J+
fJL-j that Allah disassociates Himself from the woman who includes a child

within a family that does not belong to it. Allah will never admit her into His

Heaven. The Holy Prophet pJ-j Up ii>i JL, also added that Allah will distance a

person from His mercy who denied being the father of his child while looking at

the child. On the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah), Allah will disgrace such a man in

the presence of all mankind. [Abu Dazvud]
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(6) The Holy Prophet ^L»j *J* As J^ has a greater relationship with the believers

than even their own selves, and his wives are their mothers. In Allah's Book,

relatives are closer to each other than the believers and the immigrants, unless

you wish to do a good turn to your friends. This has been documented in the

Book.

THE HOLY PROPHET ^ Up i ^ HAS A GREATER
RELATIONSHIP WITH THE BELIEVERS (MU'MININ) THAN THEY
HAVE WITH THEMSELVES, AND HIS WIVES ARE THEIR
MOTHERS

The above verse contains four themes. The first is expressed by the words,

"The Holy Prophet jJL-j aJp ii ju has a greater relationship with the believers than

even their own selves... ". One of the interpretations of this verse is that the Holy

Prophet |JL-j *i* A\ J^> has more love and affection for every Mu'min than he may

have for their his/her own self. Much of this has been discussed in the

commentary of verse 127 of Surah Taubah (Surah 9), where Allah says,

"Undoubtedly a messenger from yourselves has come to you. The difficulties that afflict

you are very distressing to him. He is anxious for you and extremely forgiving and

merciful unto the believers."

Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah ** 2»% ^j reports that the Holy Prophet Up ifci jl*

jJLj supplicated to Allah saying, "Q Allah! I have a request to make to You,

which I believe You will surely grant. I am but a human. Therefore, if I have ever

hurt any believer, swore him, cursed him or lashed him, then convert this into a

mercy for him and a means of purification, through which he may attain

proximity to You on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah)."

THE UNIVERSAL COMPASSION OF THE HOLY PROPHET aJp k\ J^>

Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah <up ii ^j narrates that whenever a person in debt

passed away, The Holy Prophet^ *i* i>i ju would ask whether the deceased

had made any arrangements for the debt to be settled. When a positive reply was

received, The Holy Prophet ,4-^ <dp i>i ju performed the Janaza Salah (Funeral

prayer). However, if it were' determined that the deceased had not arranged for

the debts to be settled, The Holy Prophet .^3 u* &\ J^> would not perform the

Janaza Salah (Funeral prayer). This was to illustrate the evil of not settling debts.

However, when Allah allowed the Muslims to conquer other territories (and

wealth was accessible), the Holy Prophet ^ 3 -as* &\ jl* addressed the Muslims

thus: "I have "a greater relationship with the believers than even their own
selves../'. Therefore, if any believer (Mu'min) dies without settling his/her debt,

then I shall assume the responsibility for settling it. Whatever wealth they leave

behind will become the property of their heirs/ [Muslim v. 2 p. 324]

The Holy Prophet ^j Up ii JU desired that no believer (Mu'min) should

never suffer any difficulty in this world or in the Hereafter., Sayyidina Abu
Hurayra <up i» ^>j narrates that the Holy Prophet pL-j <M & J^> said

/
"My example

and yours is like a person who lit a fire. When it began to light all around him,

moths began to fall into the fire. He tries to prevent them from flying into the
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fire, but they overcome him and continue to fall in it. This is my example. I am

saving you from falling into the fire of Hell by grabbing hold of your waists.

However, you are overcoming me and falling in it/' [Bukhari and Muslim]

However, because of their infatuation with this world and falling prey to

their wjtims, people are flocking to the fire of Hell. In fact, the concern of the

Holy Prophet ^3 U* M J^> for his Ummah is so great that he will also intercede

for his Ummah on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah).

Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah ** ibi ^j narrates from the Holy Prophet u* ii ju

jJl-j that (although the du'a (supplication) of every Holy Prophet f*-Ji U* is

accepted by Allah), they were all granted one special du'a (supplication), the

acceptance of which was guaranteed to a greater extent. While all the other

Prophets &lJ>^ made this du'a (supplication) in this world, the Holy Prophet

^j U* ibt JL* reserved his du'a (supplication) for the Hereafter, when he will use it

to intercede on behalf of his Ummah (followers). It will therefore benefit every

member of the Holy Prophet's <JL, ^ Up it. JU Ummah (followers), on condition that

they never perpetrated polytheism (shirk). [Muslim]

HONOUR AND RESPECT FOR THE WIVES OF THE HOLY

PROPHET ^j a* At ^U

Allah also says that the Holy Prophet's^ Up ifci J-* wives "are their mothers."

It is therefore incumbent on every believer (Mu'miri) to honour and revere the

Holy Prophet's ^3 Up i\ JU wives. Verse 53 of this Surah makes it clear that no

person may marry the Holy Prophet's jJL-3 *A* i» J* wives after his demise.

However, it was still necessary that every member of the Ummah observed

the laws of Hijab (veil) with regard to the Holy Prophet's <X>3 <+* & J*> wives.

Verse 53 of this Surah makes it clear that they should be asked for something

only from behind a curtain.

DISTRIBUTION OF LEGACIES ACCORDING TO THE STIPULATED
LAWS OF INHERITANCE

The third theme discussed in this verse is contained in the words, 'in Allah's

Book, relatives are closer to each other than the believers and the immigrants..." When

the Makkan Muslims immigrated to Madinah, The Holy Prophet ^3 u* i»i J*

fostered ties of brother hood between every Muhajir (immigrant) and an Ansar

from Madinah. These ties were so strong that a "brother" from this type of bond

even shared in the inheritance of his deceased 'brother.' The above verse and the

concluding verse of Surah Anfal abrogated this practice, as a result of which

people shared only in the inheritance of their just heirs.

Allah then adds the fourth theme when He says, "unless you wish to do a good

turn to your friends/' This part of the verse informs Muslims that although they

cannot grant a share of the inheritance to their friends and other relatives, they

may financially assist them in other ways. In fact, it is highly commendable that

they do so.

"This has been documented in the Book." Certain commentators have

mentioned that "the Book" refers to the Lowhul Mahfudh (protected tablet). This

means that the abrogation of inheritance on the basis of migratory brothers has
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standing is to grant stipulated shares of the estate to stipulated heirs.

Other commentators have stated that "the Book" refers to the laws of

inheritance, while another group of commentators is of the opinion that it refers

specifically to this verse. The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" has mentioned that it

refers to Allah's divine decree and ordinance.

(T^ ^ <>^S> <^>i> {C^4> £f «>P —^^^O (Ht31^ c>4sr' .05-G-VJ.
3i> .*

tj^fc&JS J&\j r^J^f O* CJ*X£J\ J£Im£ ^Lj I ftjp lilt* p-fri* tJu-b

(7)<Call to mind the time) when We took the covenant from the Holy Prophets;

from you, Nuh, Ibrahim, Musa and Isa, the son of Maryam. We took a solemn

covenant from them all..* (8) ... so that He may ask the truthful about their

truthfulness. Allah has prepared a painful doom for the disbelievers.

THE COVENANT TAKEN FROM THE PROPHETS f
*Ji j*!*

Allah Ta'Aala calls man attention to the time "when We took the covenantfrom

the Holy Prophets; from you, Nuh, Ibrahim, Musa and Isa, the son <rf Marymn"
Although the covenant was taken from all the Prophets "{EUft r*M, the afeove

personalities are mentioned because they were especially eminent and all had
their own Shari'ahs.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" has mentioned that the Holy Prophet &» JU k

fi-j Up has been mentioned first because he was created before aH the others. In

support of this, he quotes narration from "Kitibul MtikhTtra'' by Sayyidina

Dhiya'ud din Maqdasi 4* &"i*> The narration quot^ the Holy Prophet U* & j^
fL.) as saying that Allah began the creation by creating him, even thougji he was
sent as the last of the Holy Prophet. In another narration, The Holy Prophet & J^
rL>j U* mentioned that he was the first to be created and the last to be sent as a

Prophet. [Khasaisul Kubra by Allama Suyuti <M & ^

J

Another reason why the Holy Prophet (•!*-_> u* & J~* is mentioned first is that

he was the first to be made a Prophet In support of this statement, Allama
Suyuti U* M **>j has reported many Ahadlth.

"Mishkat" reports a hadith from Tirmidhi in wWeh the Sahabah^ & \^°j

asked the Holy Prophet <J^ u*& J*» when he became Pi^phet. In reply, the Holy
Prophet {JUj Up h ju* said, "I was a Prophet when Adam was still between soul

and body." /

A hadith reported by Sayyidina Irbadh bin Sariya <up ^ ^j quotes the Holy
Prophet f±^ Up &\ ju as saying that he was made the seal of the Prophets when
Sayyidina Adam f%J\ u* was still in the form of clay.

The author of /'Ruhul Ma'ani
7
' (v. 21 p. 154) writes that the covenant taken
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from the Prophets f^Ui ^+1* dealt with fulfilling the duty of propagating the

message, the Shari'ah, and to call people to the true religion.

"Mishkat" (p. 24) contains a hadith in which Sayyidina Ubay bin Ka'b ^
<up iut states that Allah took this covenant from the Prophets fiLJ\ ^Ap on the same

day that He took the pledge of 'Mist' from mankind. Verse 81 of Surah Al Imran

(Surah 3) contains further details about this covenant.

"We took a solemn covenant from them all..." While some commentators say

that this verse reiterates the previous one, others are of the opinion that the

covenant was taken on oath a second time. ["Ruhul Ma'ani"]

"
so that He may ask the truthful about their truthfulness." This verse means

that, on the Day of Judgment (Qiydmah), the Prophets (OLJi^ will be asked

whether they fulfilled the conditions of the covenant.

The Holy Prophet >i-j aJLp &\ JU said, "On the Day of Judgement, Sayyidina

Nuh f^LJi Aip will be summoned and asked whether he had propagated the

message. He will reply in the affirmative after which/his nation will be asked

whether he had brought the message to them. They will deny it, saying that no

warner had come to them. Then Sayyidina Nuh pLJ\ *> will be asked as to who

will recommend his word, he will reply, "Muhammad ^3 *> A» J* and his

Ummah." After saying this the Holy Prophet A~> 3 <4* &\ J^ addressed his Ummah
• saying, "Thereafter you will be summoned and you will confirm his word saying

that most assuredly Sayyidina Nuh
r
*>LJi Up had conveyed the message and

propagated the religion.

From narrations in the "Musnad" of Imam Ahmad a> i»i^ and other books

it becomes evident that besides the people of Sayyidina Nuh fiLJ\ Up, the nations

of other Holy Prophets f*~& ^> will also reject and say that their Holy Prophet

did not convey the message to them. These Prophets (%~& f+M will also be asked

whether they had fulfilled their duty. Upon replying in the affirmative, they will

be requested to bring forth a witness. They will summon the Holy Prophet ^ J*
fL* 3 4Jp and his Ummah for this task. The Holy Prophet pi-j ^ i»» J* and his

Ummah will then be asked to comment on this situation. In reply they will say

that they confirm the word of the Holy Prophets. They will further be questioned

as to how they possessed knowledge concerning this matter. In response they

will say, "Our Holy Prophet ,Jl-_, Up i»i j~* informed us that all the Holy Prophets

propagated the message to their respective nations." (

J/

Durrul Manthur" v. 1 p. 144)

The Prophets fiLJ\ ^^ will be questioned in the presence of their nations so

that their nations may be witness to their truthfulness. With reference to this,

Allah says in the concluding verse of Surah Ma'idah, "Allah will say, 'This is the

day when the truth of the truthful shall profit them." [Surah 5, verse 119]

Allah continues to say, "Allah has prepared a painful doom for the disbelievers."

Allah also says in Surah Zumar, "Who can be more unjust than he who lies about

Allah, and falsifies the truth when it comes to him? Is there no abode for the disbelievers

in Hell?" [Surah 39, verse 32]

^J ,vf^ iJiajta ->>->- j£^W- i) y^° $ ~<*J* \tr^ ]y*\+ <jWl Ifi^
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(9) O you who believe! Call Allah's favour to mind when the armies approached

you, against which We dispatched a wind and troops that you could not see.

Allah is Watchful over what you do. (10) When they approached you from

above you and from beneath you. And when eyes were bewildered, hearts

reached the throats and you harboured various thoughts about Allah. (11) On
that occasion, the believers were put to the test and violently shaken.

ALLAH'S ASSISTANCE TO THE BELIEVERS (MU'MININ) DURING
THE BATTLE OF AHZAB AND THE MISERABLE STATE OF THE
DISBELIEVERS

The battle of Ahzab, also known as the battle of the trench (Khandaq), was

fought in the 5th year after the Hijrah (migration). One would recall that the Jews

lived in Madinah long before the arrival of two Arab tribes by the name of the

Aws and the Khazraj. The Jews informed them that the final Holy Prophet i»i J*>

^ -dp will soon arrive in Madinah. Therefore, when some Madinites met the

Holy Prophet jJL,^ Up &\ ju> during the Hajj, they accepted Islam and brought the

message home to their tribes. Gradually, they all became Muslims.

However, the Jews still refused to accept the Holy Prophet^ j u* &\ JL* as a

Prophet despite being convinced of it. When the Holy Prophet pi-j Up 'it ju
arrived in Madinah. H signed a peace accord with the three Jewish tribes living

there at the time, viz. The Banu Qurayzah, Banu Nadhir and Banu Qaynuqa.

It once transpired that the Banu Nadhir summoned the Holy Prophet & J^>
(JLj Up to come to their settlement to resolve the murder of two persons.

However, they plotted to assassinate the Holy Prophet jO-j Up iui j^> by
appointing someone to drop a heavy boulder on him, thereby violating the peace

treaty Allah informed the Holy Prophet ^ 3 U* ii ju* about their sinister plot,

after which he hastily returned home. The Holy Prophet jJL-j^ & J^ then sent a

message with Sayyidina Muhammad bin Muslima ** ibi ^j to the Banu Nadhir,

commanding them to leave Madinah.

When the Jews received the message, the Hypocrites bade them to resist the

command and promised them their support. Consequently, the Jews informed

the Holy Prophet ^JL-^ Up iui JL> that they would not leave Madinah. Appointing

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umm Maktum ** &\ ^j as his deputy, The Holy Prophet

,J-./Up &\ JL» left with the Sahabah ^ ifo ^jfor the Jewish settlement outside

Madinah. By then the Jews had locked themselves within their fortress.

The hypocrites again pledged their support for the Jews by telling them that

they would assist them to resist the Muslims. They even added that they would
leave Madinah with the Jews if the Jews were ever banished. The Jews waited

several days for the promised aid, but received none. They were eventually
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forced to surrender to the Muslim army. They sent a message to the H \

Prophet (JL.J <jlp ii ju entreating him to allow them to leave Madinah with
killing them. They also requested that he permit them to take their weapons

\vi&

them together with whatever possessions they could load on their camels.

The Holy Prophet <JL.j *ip &\ JU permitted them to leave within three day
They then left Madinah. Most of them settled in Khaybar while others preferred

to settle in Sham (Syria). \'A\ Bidaya wan Nihaya" v. 4 p. 75]

This epic has been narrated as an introduction to the battle of Anzab. a

detailed account of this incident will be mentioned in the commentary of Surah

Hashr (Surah 59), Insha Allah. The Holy Prophet ^JL-j *i* & J^> distributed
the

remaining possessions as booty to the Muslim army. This incident took place in

the 4th year after the Hijrah.

A DETAILED ACCOUNT OF THE BATTLE OF AHZAB

After being banished from Madinah, the Jews still attempted to harass the

Muslims. Their leader arrived in Makkah and incited the polytheists to fight

against the Muslims, pledging their assistance. When the polytheists asked the

Jews whether their religion {of polytheism (shirk)} was better than that of the

Holy Prophet ^^^ J~*r,
the Jews insolently attested that the polytheism

(shirk) of the polytheists was better then the oneness of Allah (Tauhtd) which the

Holy Prophet ,jl-j <M & J^> preached.

The Quraysh were extremely pleased to hear this and pledged their

assistance to the Jews. Thereafter, the Jewish leader secured the support of the

Ghitfan tribe and many other neighbouring tribes as well.

DIGGING A TRENCH TO SECURE MADINAH
When the Holy Prophet (JL-j a* &\ ju received intelligence about the plans of

the disbelievers, he called the Sahabah (companions) ^ ^ ^j to a meeting. It

was then that Sayyidina Salman Farsi <** ifo ^j proposed that they dig a trench to

halt the approach of the enemy. The proposal was accepted and the Sahabah

(companions) rg^ &\ ^j set to work. The Holy Prophet <JL-j Up in ju himself

participated in the digging even though it was in winter.

The Holy Prophet ,0-^ Up &\ jl* designated the boundaries of the trench and

appointed group of ten men to dig 40 hand lengths. (Some scholars have

mentioned that the trench was 3Vi miles in length). Since Sayyidina Salman & ^j
^ was strong and healthy, the Muhajirin (emigrants) and the Ansar wanted him

to join their ranks in digging. Eventually the Holy Prophet jJL-j <Ap ii J*> told them

that Sayyidina Salman ** &\ ^j was neither a Muhaajir (emigrant), nor an Ansar,

but a member of the Holy Prophet's jJL-j <4* & J*> own family.

When the 12000 strong disbelievers army altived, they were surprised to

find the trench stemming their march. The Arabs never employed such a strategy

before. They were forced to camp on the further side of the trench. The Holy

Prophet (JL-j a* i»i ju* took three thousand Sahabah (companions) ^^ ito ^j with

him and set up camp with Mount Sila at their back. The women and children

were kept secure in fortresses.
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jjjE DISBELIEVERS FAIL TO GROSS THE TRENCH

Although the trench made combat impossible, the disbelievers camped at

the
trench for a month. During this entire period, they failed to cross the trench,

ft
the meantime/The Holy Prophet pi-^ ^ ^ Ju* and the Muslims held their

positions. The situation was extremely difficult for the Muslims because they had

to
brave the biting cold and did not have enough provisions. In fact, the Muslims

even
dug the trench with rocks tied to their stomachs to suppress^ their hunger.

Describing the severity of their plight, Allah says, "When they approached you

from
above you and from beneath you,. And when eyes were bewildered, hearts reached

the
throats and you harboured various thoughts about Allah. On that occasion, the

^levers were put to the test and violently shaken."

Commentators mention that 'from above you" refers to the easterly rise of the

valley/ where the Banu Ghitfan, their allies, the people of Najd, the Banu

Qurayzah and the Banu Nadhir camped. They mention further that 'from beneath

pu" refers to the slope where the Quraysh the Bani Kinanah and the people of

Tihamah camped.

"...you harboured various thoughts about Allah." The general implication of the

words includes the hypocrites as well as the siftcere Muslims. While the believers

(Mu'minin) believed that Allah would certainly assist them and the Holy Prophet

^ Up i»i ju, the Hypocrites thought differently. They truly believed that all

traces of the Muslims would be eliminated because the disbelievelrs greatly

outnumbered the Muslims.

SOME DISBELIEVERS ARE KILLED

Although the disbelievers werf unable to cross the trench/arrows were

frequently exchanged. Attempting to cross the trench, some polytheists fed their

horses into the trench, only to meet disaster. One of these polytheist was a person

named Amr bin Abd Wad. He was injured in the battle of Badr aiid could riot

participate in Uhud. On the occasion of the battle of the trench, he jumped into

the trench and shouted for someone to face him ift combat.

He was armed to the teeth on that occasion and the Arabs considered him to

be worth a thousand warriors. Taking permission from the Holy Prophet & JL*

(J-j a>, Sayyidina Ali ** k ^j responded to his challenge. When Sayyidina Ali

4» iv^j faced him, Amr asked him to identify himself. Sayyidina Ali ** &y^j
replied that he was Ali, the son of Abu Talib. Amr told Sayyidina Ali ** it ^j
that he [Sayyidina Ali ^ &\ ^j] was still young and that he did not like to spill

his young blood. He requested that one of Sayyidina Ali's *& & ^j uncles face

him in combat.

Sayyidina Ali ** iui ^j replied, "But I wish to spill your blood." Infuriated

by this statement, Amr drew his sword and attacked Sayyidina Ali ** i»t ^j most

violently. He struck such a hard blow with his sword that it shattered Sayyidina

Ali's <up &i :^j shield. However, Sayyidina Ali <u* &\ ^>j managed to strike a blow
at Amr's shoulder, causing him to drop to the ground.

Dust rose as the two locked in combat, but eventually Sayyidina Ali & ^j
** was heard exclaiming "Allahu Akbar". Everyone then knew that Amr was
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now no more. The polytheists requested the Holy Prophet (JL.j Up ii ju to hand
over his corpse to them for a price of ten thousand dirhams as a form of blood
money (another narration places the figure at twelve thousand). The Holy
Prophet fi-j U* iwi J^> let them have the corpse for nothing saying, "Let them
have it. We do not consume the price of a corpse.

According to another narration, the Holy Prophet <X* 3 Up ii ju said, "Let
them have it. His corpse is foul, as is the blood money.

A few other disbelievers were also killed in this battle, one of which was a

Jew. The Holy Prophet's <J- j U* i»i j^ aunt, Sayyidah Safiyya bint Abdil Muttalib
i*^ Ai ^j killed him as he was spying on the women outside a fortress.

From the Muslims, Sayyidina Sa'd bin Mu'adh *& &\ .^j was fatally

wounded by an arrow, which penetrated his medial arm vein. He supplicated to

Allah to grant him enough life to witness the humiliation and annihilation of the

Banu Qurayzah. Allah accepted this du'a (supplication), as is explained further

on, Insha Allah. Of the martyrs during this battle, historians have mentioned the

following names:

£Q Sayyidina Anas bin Aws '**.& ^j
£Q Sayyidina Abdullah bin Sahl **&\ ^j
CQ Sayyidina Tufail bin Nu'man ^^\^j

O Sayyidina Tha'laba bin Ghanama <c± &\ ^j
£Q Sayyidina Ka'b bin Zaid ^ ii ^j

A FEW SALAHS WERE MISSED ON ACCOUNT THE BATTLE

Because of engagement in the battle, The Holy Prophet ^3 Up ii JU once

missed the Asr Salah. He cursed the enemy saying, "May Allah fill their homes
and graves with fire as they have distracted us from the middle Salah until after

sunset." The Holy Prophet pJL-j a* di ju then made wudhu (ablution) and

performed the Asr Salah, followed by the Maghrib Salah.

Another narration reports that the Holy Prophet ,0-j Up ibi ju missed four

Salahs during the battle, viz. Zuhr, Asr, Maghrib and Isha. The Holy Prophet J+
pL.j Up i»i performed all these lapsed (Qadha) Salahs in sequence after a portion of

the night had passed. The Isha Salah was performed within its time, though a bit

later.

THE HOLY PROPHET'S ^j Up At JU> DU'A (SUPPLICATION)

The Holy Prophet ^j Up ito JL* always engaged in du'a (supplication)

whenever faced with any difficulty. Before the enemy dispersed, The Holy
Prophet ,JL-j Up i>i jl* made du'a (supplication)mcessantly for three days.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abi Awfa ** ibi ^j reports that the Holy Prophet
jjL-j Up &\ ju supplicated thus:

(TRANSLATION: "O Allah, Who has revealed the Book, Who is

swift in reckoning and Who defeats the armies! O Allah! Defeat
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them and shake them.")

When the Sahabah (companions) r*** i»i ^j asked to be taught a

du'a (supplication), the Holy Prophet rUj *.u ii ^ fo/rf £/zem £o

recite:

(TRANSLATION: "O Allah! Safeguard our honour and replace

our fear with peace/')

THE DU'A (SUPPLICATION) IS ACCEPTED AND THE ENEMY IS

DEFEATED

In response to the Holy Prophet's ^JL-3 U* &\ JU du'a (supplication), Allah sent

a severe wind, which uprooted the tents of the disbelievers, extinguished their

fires and overturned their pots as they cooked. The wind was also bitterly cold

and the disbelievers made up their minds to leave. Abu Sufyan, who was then

the leader of the Quraysh, addressed the Quraysh saying, "We cannot remain

here any longer. Our weapons have been destroyed and our animals are being

killed. The Banu Qurayzah have broken the pledge and you can see the effects of

the wind. Let us leave this place. I am leaving." He then mounted his camel and

left. The Quraysh followed him, after which the Ghitfan tribe followed suit.

Allah says in the above verse. "O you who believe! Call Allah's favour/' to

mind when the armies approached you, against which We dispatched a wind

and troops that you could not see." These troops refer to the angels who were

commissioned to instill fear into the hearts of the disbelievers. As the disbelievers

retreated, the angels shouted, "Allahu Akbar! Leave here. You cannot remain

here."

After the disbelievers had left. The Holy Prophet pJL-j Up &\ ju* said that they

would never again leave to fight the Muslims, but that the Muslims would
subsequently attack* them. ["Al Bidaya wan Nihaya", "Sirah oflbn Hisham", "Ma'alimut

Tanzil"]

It then occurred that the next time the Muslims met with them was when
Makkah was conquered. They all accepted Islam then.

INCIDENTS DURING THE DIGGING OF THE TRENCH

The trench was dug during winter, when there was a shortage of food. The
Holy Prophet pl-j *> & J^ and the Sahabah (companions) ^ i" ^j dug while

rocks were tied on their bellies to suppress the overwhelming hunger. They had
to excavate the sand and move it out on their backs.

All they had as rations was a handful of boiled barley served with smelly oil

or fat. The food would be swallowed with great difficulty. It was on this occasion

that the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up ii ju used to hymn the words:

(TRANSLATION: "O Allah! There is no life but the life of the

Hereafter. So forgive the Muhajirin and the Ansar.")

In response to this, the Sahabah ^ &\ ^j chanted the following couplet:

(TRANSLATION: 'We are those who have pledged allegiance
to Muhammad. To strive (for the preservation of Islam) as long as
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we live.")

The Holy Prophet (JL-j Up. ifo Jl^ exerted himself so much in the digging that

his belly was not visible because of the amount of sand that settled on it. On this

occasion he recited the following couplets of Sayyidina Abdullah bin Rawaha

(TRANSLATION: (1) "O Allah! If it was not for You, We
would not have been rightly guided. We would also not

have spent in charity, nor performed Salah."

(2) "Shower tranquillity upon us and make our feet firm when
we meet the enemy.

(3) "These people have surely transgressed against us, and we
will oppose them if they intend to spread corruption.")

Bukhari (v. 2 p. 588/9) reports that the Holy Prophet jO-j Up i>i ju raised his

voice as he said, "We will oppose them." A narration of "Mishkat" mentions that

he twice repeated the phrase, "We will oppose them."

THE HOLY PROPHET'S ^j U* Jk\ J^> PROPHESY THAT THE
MUSLIMS WILL CONQUER CERTAIN LANDS

While digging the trench, the Sahabah (companions) r^ ^ ^j encountered a

boulder which they could not shift. When The Holy Prophet jJU3 Up &\ JU> learnt

about this, he personally reduced it to dust with three blow of his spade.

According to certain narrations, a bright spark emerged as the Holy Prophet

pJLj 4> ifo Ju* struck the boulder. The light of the spark was so intense that it

illuminated both ends of Madinah. It appeared like a lantern burning on a very

dark night. Exclaiming "Allahu Akbar", The Holy Prophet pJL-j <dp ii J^ foretold

future conquests, upon which the Sahabah (companions) r^p ii ^j also shouted

''Allahu Akbar". Sayyidina Salman Farsi and others Sahabah (companions) &\ ^j
P^p asked the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up ibi ju about the radiant light that flashed.

The Holy Prophet^3 Up k j^> informed that when the light flashed the first time,

he saw the palaces of the city of Hlra and the city of the Khosrau of Persia.

Thereupon Sayyidina Jibr'il f*~& *> informed the Holy Prophet <X<j Up ifci JL> that

his Ummah will soon conquer these territories.

The second time, The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ito Ju* saw the red palaces of the

Romans, and Jibr'H fiLJ\ Up told him that his Ummah will conquer these places as

well. The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ii ju> then saw the palaces of San'a (in Yemen),

whereupon Jibr'il fiLJ\ <±* also informed him that his Ummah will soon conquer

the place. The Holy Prophet ,Jl-j <M &\ 'ju then told the Muslims to rejoice upon

this news. They were extremely pleased and convinced about the reality of the

prophesy.

When the hypocrites heard this, they mocked the fact that the Holy Prophet

^ Up ii j^ could see these distant places and prophesise the Muslim conquests,

whereas they were engaged in the tedious effort of digging the trench.

According to other narrations, The Holy Prophet ^j ^ ^ J^ recited
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BismiUah when he struck the boulder for the first time, thereby breaking the first

third.
Thereupon he acclaimed, "Allahu Akbar\ I have been granted the treasures

t Sham {Syria)" When the second third of the boulder collapsed upon the

socond strike of the spade, The Holy Prophet^3 *> ito JU said,, "Allahu Akbar! I

have been given the keys to Persia." Finally/when the boulder was crushed with

the third strike, the Holy Prophet^ i>- A» ^exclaimed, "Allahu Akbar! I have

been given the keys to Yemen."

On that occasion the Holy Prophet ^j <4* & JU swore by Allah that he was

shown the red palace of Rome, the white palace of Mada'in and the doors of

When these territories were con<juered during the khilafah {Caliphate) of

Sayyidin^ Ulnar and Uthman *& ' Ai \J>Jf Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah **&^ used to

say, "By the Being in whose control my life lies! The keys of these territories, and

f all those you are to conquer until Qiyamah {doomsday) have already been

given to the Hoiy^Prop^ (i.e. He was already given the good

news beforehand). The Holy Prophet^ y* A» J*> has passed on from this world

and you people are achieving it i&"\"M BiddyawdnNihaya"v. 4p.99-lQ2\

The Holy Prophet ^JU-j **U te JU once told the Sahabah {companions) A» ^j
^», "There will be no Caesar after this Caesar and no Khosrau (leader of Persia)

after the Khosrau; By the Being in whose control is my life! You people will

spend the treasures of the Caesar and Khosrau in Allah's path/'

In another hadith, the Holy Prophet ^j <4* Ai JU» has mentioned, "Allah has

granted me the east and the west of the earth. The kingdom of my Ummah will

extend to the territories Allah has granted to me/'

THE INVITATION OF SAYYIDINA JABIR ** & ^j

Sayyidina Jabir & i» ^j narrates that when the Sahabah {companions) &\ ^j
tf* encountered a large boulder while digging the trench, they reported the

matter to the Holy Prophet (JUj.Up k JUvThe Holy Prophety^j a* At ^ told

them that he would see to the matter. When the Holy Prophet ^j 4*& J^ stood

u$ from his place, he had a stone fastened to his belly because of extreme

hunger. Sayyidina Jabir ^ At ^j says that the Sahabah {companions) ^ Ai ^j
had not tasted any food for the past three days.

He says that when the Holy Prophet^ 4* Ai JU struck the boulder, it

collapsed into a heap of sand. Taking permission from the Holy Prophet .u* Ai J^>

(+-:> Sayyidina Jabir ** At^j went home. Upon reaching home, he asked his wife

whether they had anything to eat because he could sense the starvation felt by

the Holy Prophet (Xj Up At JU». All she could produce was a leather bag

coi^aining one sa (approximately three kilograms) of wheat and their little tame

kid goat

Sayyidina Jabir <* At ^j then slaughtered the kid, placing the meat into a

pot, while his wife ground the wheat to make flour. When the two were done, he

left to invite the Holy Prophet ^Up h jl* to a meal. Before he left, his wife told

him not to embarrass her in front of the Holy Prophet-^l-j Ua Ai J^> (i.e. not to

invite too many people to the meagre meal).
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When Sayyidina Jabir <up it ^j reached the presence of the Holy Prophet i,

pL.3 Up it, he said, "We have prepared a little food for you and one or two others
you wish to bring with you." When the Holy Prophet ^ 3 u* ii jl* asked abom
the quantity of food, Sayyidina Jabir ** Ai ^j informed him about the situation

Thereupon, the Holy Prophet^ 4^ i»i ju, said that the food was plenty and he
made a loud announcement, "O people of the trench! Jabir has prepared a meal
for us!" Consequently, The Holy Prophet <X* 3 Up ii jl* left for Sayyidina Jabir
a^ &\ ^j house accompanied by all the Muhajirin (emigrants) and Ansar.

Sayyidina Jabir ^ &\ ^j hurried ahead to the house and informed his wife

about the situation. In anger she said, "This is what I feared, I told you not to

embarrass me before the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up iui ju. Did you inform the Holy
Prophet ^3 ^ i»» J** about the entire situation?" When he replied in the

affirmative, she said, "Then Allah and His Holy Prophet^3 Up iui j^ know best/'

["Al Bidaya wan Nihdya" v. 4 p. 98]

Upon reaching the house, the Holy Prophet <X* 3 Up i»i JL* mixed a bit of his

blessed saliva with the dough and the meat, praying for blessings. The Holy
Prophet <X* 3 Up ii^ then instructed that the lady be summoned for baking the

bread and that the pot should not be removed from the fire. He then instructed

the Sahabah (companions) r^ <5>i ^j not to crowd the area and they all sat down.

When the bread and food were ready, The Holy Prophet ^j Up ii j^
himself served it to the Sahabah (companions) ^ ^ ^j until they were all

satisfied. Sayyidina Jabir <up &\^ says, "A thousand people ate from the meal.

By Allah! Each one of them ate to his fill and returned fully satisfied. Our pot

cooked as much food as it originally contained, and the flour remained the same
quantity as it was (i.e. the food remained as if it was untouched)." The Holy

Prophet fi-j Up ^j\ J-^ then said to Sayyidina Jabir's ** i»^ wife, "Eat well from

the leftovers and send some to your neighbours because people have been

affected by starvation." [Bukhari v. 2 p. 588/9]

Allama Ibn Kathir aJp i»i^ reports from Sayyidina Nu'man bin Bashir's ^>j

& ^ sister that her mother gave her a loaf of dates to carry in her garment for

her father and maternal uncle, Sayyidina Abdullah bin Rawaha ^ ibi ^J% They

were all busy digging the trench and were to eat the dates the following

morning. As she searched for her father and uncle, she passed by the Holy

Prophet ^3 <^ &\
L5
u. When the Holy Prophet <X* 3 Up ii ju asked her what she

was carrying, she replied that it was dates for her father and uncle.

The Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up ii>\ ^ asked her to hand the dates over to him,

which she did. She says that the dates were so few that they did not even fill the

Holy Prophet's ^ 3 a> ii jl* hands. Thereafter, The Holy Prophet ^ 3 <M ii J*
asked for a sheet to be spread before him, and he placed the dates on it.

Thereafter, he instructed someone to announce to all the Sahabah (companions)

^ &\ ^j digging the trench that the morning meal was ready to be served. All

the Sahabah (companions) ^ iui ^j then continued to eat from the dates until

they returned contented. ["Al Bidaya wan Nihaya" v. 4 p. 99]
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(12) When the hypocrites and those with a disease in their hearts said, "Allah

and His Prophet have only made deceptive promises to us." (13) When a group

of them said, "O people of Yathrib! You cannot remain here, so leave/' A party

of them sought leave from the Holv Prophet saying, "Our homes are

unprotected/' whereas they were not left unprotected. They sought only to

desert. (14) If an enemy has to attack them from the frontiers (of the city) and

they were asked to cause anarchy, they would comply with only a fleeting

hesitance. (15) They had certainly made a pledge with Allah before that they

will never turn their backs. A pledge made with Allah is accountable. (16) Say,

"Taking flight will not profit you if you were to flee from death or killing. You
will then enjoy only a few days of life." (17) Say, "Who can protect you from

Allah if He intends evil or good for you? Besides Allah, they will not find any

protecting friend, nor any helper." (18) Allah has perfect knowledge of those of

you who present obstacles and those who say to their brothers, "Come to us." It

is seldom that they participate in battle. (19) They are miserly towards you.

When fear comes, you will see them look at you with their eyes rolling like a

person being overtaken by death. When the fear abates, they insult you with

sharp tongues, greedy for wealth. These are the ones who do not believe, so

Allah annihilates their deeds. This is an extremely simple task for Allah. (20)

They think that the troops have not retreated. If the troops were to arrive, they
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hope that they were rather in the outback inquiring about your condition. Even

if they were with you, they would fight only a little.

THE TREACHERY AND MISCHIEF OF THE HYPOCRITES

The foregoing verses describe the verbal and physical betrayal of the

hypocrites. Allah says, "When the hypocrites and those with a disease in their hearts

(i.e. those with weak faith) said, 'Allah and His Prophet have only made deceptive

promises to us." Commentators write that when the Holy Prophet ^Jl-j Up i\ j^
conveyed the glad tidings of conquering Rome, Persia and Yemen (during the

digging of the trench), the hypocrites said, "Look at these people! They are busy

toiling with the trench and cannot even leave Madinah without being killed; yet

they talk about conquering distant lands. These promises are deceptive/' It was

on this occasion that Allah revealed the above verse.

Since the Hypocrites never believed that the Holy Prophet ^j^ & J^> was

Allah's Holy Prophet, how was it possible that they said, "Allah and His Holy

Prophet"? In reality, the hypocrites had no religion, but defected to the religion

that suited their cause. Since they pretended to be Muslims and were addressing

the Muslims, they were forced to refer to the Holy Prophet pJL-j U* iut ju as

Allah's Holy Prophet. However, they failed to realise that attributing deception

to Allah and the Holy Prophet ^j Up i»\ j^> was sufficient to reveal their

hypocrisy, even though they attempted to conceal this fact by attesting to his

apostleship.

"When a group of them (the hypocrites) said, 'O people of Yathrib (Madinah)!

You cannot remain here, so leave."' They attempted to weaken the resolve of the

Muslims by scaring them into believing that they will be annihilated if they were

to engage in battle. Commentators mention that the leader of the hypocrites,

Abdullah bin Ubayy, and his companions made this statement.

Other commentators have interpreted the statement "You cannot remain here,

so leave" to mean that the Muslims cannot remain as Muslims in the face of such

opposition, but should rather return to their former religion. They thus urged the

Muslims to renege the pledge of allegiance they took with the Holy Prophet J*>

Yathrib was the former name of Madinah. Scholars mention that it was the

name of a person from the Amaliqa tribe. Because of the fact that the word

Yathrib is derived from a root noun meaning 'to revile,' it is prohibited to refer to

Madinah as Yathrib.

The Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up i»i jl* said, "Whoever calls Makkah Yathrib should

seek forgiveness from Allah. It is Taba. It is Taba. It is Taba." [Ahmad]

Since the arrival of the Holy Prophet ^ 3 4* & J-* in Madinah, the town

popularly became known as Madinah, even though it has other names.

"A party of them (the Hypocrites) sought leave from the Holy Prophet saying,

'Our homes are unprotected,' whereas they were not left unprotected (and vulnerable to

enemy attack because the site of the trench was a distancefrom their homes).

"

Commentators mention that when they hypocrites told the Muslims, "0
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veo$S °f
Yathrib! You cannot remain here, so leave/' the Banu Haritha and Banu

Saltoa tribes sought permission from the Holy Prophet f±-j
U* ifci JU to leave the

site of digging.

Allah refuted their claims saying that their homes were not unprotected, but

"They sought only to desert/'

"If an enemy has to attack them from the frontiers (of the city) and they (the

Hypocrites) were asked to cause anarchy (by fighting the Muslims), they would comply

with only a fleeting hesitance." If such a situation arose, they would not care for

their homes being unprotected because they harbour hatred for the Muslims and

display allegiance to the disbelievers.

Referring to the same hypocrites, Allah mentions further, "They had certainly

made a pledge with Allah from before that they will never turn their backs/
7

Commentators mention that this verse refers to the Banu Haritha or the Banu

Salima tribes, who deserted the battlefield of Uhud. Before the battle of the

trench, they pledged not to desert.

Other commentators say that the verse refers to those hypocrites who did

not participate in the battle of Badr and, when they learnt of the tremendous

Muslim victory, they resolved to display their valour in all subsequent battles.

However, whenever the battle grew furious, they shelved their promises and

deserted. Allah reminds them that "A pledge made with Allah is accountable."

Sounding a warning to the deserters, Allah says, "Say, 'Taking flight will not

profit you ifyou were to fleefrom death or killing. You will then enjoy only afew days of

life." Every person will die when his life has expired. This will occur at a specific

time, whether in battle or not. Therefore, death cannot be averted by deserting

the battlefield.

In any event, if Allah wishes to destroy a person, none can stop Him.

Therefore, Allah says, "Say, 'Who can protect you from Allah if He intends evil or

good for you (by saving you life)? Besides Allah, they will not find any protecting

friend, nor any helper."

As a further warning to those who attempt to dissuade others from Jihad,

Allah says, "Allah has perfect knowledge of those ofyou who present obstacles and those

who say to their brothers, 'Come to us. "Ruhul Ma'ani" reports that a sincere Sahabi

(canpanion) ** &\ ^met his Munafiq (Hypocrite) stepbrother during the battle of

Ahzab. His brother was busy eating roasted meat and drinking 'nabidh' (a sweet

drink made from dates). The sincere Muslim asked him, "You are here while the

Holy Prophet (JL-j 4* ^ J^ is amidst the spears and arrows?" His brother

replied, "Come and join me. You people are besieged to the extent that you
cannot resist." The sincere Muslim said, "You are a liar. By Allah! I shall

definitely inform the Holy Prophet ^j <J* & jL* about what you said." When he

reported the matter to the Holy Prophet pJL-j <4* & J**. Jibril ^LJ\ <d* appeared

with the revelation of the above verse, viz. "Allah has peffeci knowledge of those of

you who present obstacles and those who say to their brothers, 'Come to us."

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v. 3 p. 518) reports that the Jews sent a message to the

hypocrites saying, "Why do you destroy yourselves by aligning with Abu Sufyan

and his people? If they ever have the upper hand over you, they will not
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spare any of you. We pity you people. You had rather join ranks with us because

we are your brothers (because we are Residents of the same town)." Under
the

influence of the Jews, Abdullah bin Ubayy and other hypocrites attempted
to

dissuade the Muslims from fighting. They told them that they were fighting
a

losing battle with the Holy Prophet ^j a> m j^> and had better join the Jews

because Abu Sufyan and the Makkans would not spare them. Upon hearing this

the Muslims were further strengthened in resolve and conviction.

Allah says further, "It is seldom that they (the Hypocrites) participate in battle.

They are miserly towards you. When fear conies, you will see them look at you with their

eyes rolling like a person being overtaken by death. When thefear abates, they insult you

with sharp tongues, greedyfor wealth/' In their desire for the booty they will accuse

the Muslims of treachery if they are not granted a share of it. They are too

cowardly to fight, yet are covetous of the booty.

"These are the ones who do not believe, so Allah annihilates their deeds. This is an

extremely simple task for Allah." None can oppose Allah in this regard and still

demand his reward.

"They think that the troops have not retreated." Further emphasising the

cowardice of the hypocrites, Allah says that they do not even want to emerge

when they are informed that the enemy 'has retreated.

"If the troops were to arrive, they hope that they were rather in the outback

inquiring about your condition. Even if they were with you, they would fight only a

little." They may only participate for show without any fervour, claiming to be

pivotal to victory when the spoils of war have to be distributed.
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(21) There is definitely an excellent example in Allah's messenger for the one

who fears Allah and the Last Day, and remembers Allah abundantly. (22) When
the believers see the troops they say, "This is what Allah and His messenger

have promised us. Allah and His messenger have spoken the truth." They then

increase in faith and submission. (23) Among the believers there are men who
are true to the covenant they vow to Allah. Of them is he who has fulfilled his
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pledge, and he who is waiting. They have not changed in the least. (24) So that

Allah may reward the truthful for their truthfulness and punish the hypocrites if

He wills or forgive them. Allah is always Most Forgiving, Most Merciful. (25)

Allah returned the disbelievers with their fury without achieving any good.

Allah suffices for the believers in battle. Allah is Omnipotent, Mighty.

THE HOLY PROPHET ^j U* At JU IS AN EXCELLENT EXAMPLE

FOR PEOPLE. THERE ARE THOSE BELIEVERS (MU'MININ) WHO
FULFILL THE PLEDGE THEY MAKE WITH ALLAH

Allah urges the believers (Mu'minin) to emulate the life of the Holy Prophet

jUj Up At JU*. They are to do exactly as he did and never to desert the battlefield

as long as he was fighting. The instruction applies to all people until Qiyamah

(dooms day), when He says, ''There is definitely an excellent example in Allah 's

messenger for the one who fears Allah and the Last Day, and remembers Allah

abundantly/'

The verse alludes to the behaviour of the hypocrites who claim to be

believers (Mu'minln), yet flee from the battlefield and discourage others from

fighting. A claim which is not supported by deeds is worthless. The hypocrites

fail to uphold their word when circumstances threaten the welfare of their

material possessions.

Allah then praises the believers (Mu'minin) when He says, "When the

believers see the troops they say, 'This is what Allah and His messenger have promised

us. Allah and His messenger have spoken the truth.' They then increase in faith and

submission." i.e. The promise of tests in the Qur'an and Ahadith are true, as

represented by an attack from the enemy. The believers (Mu'minin) then grow

stronger in their faith and are keener to submit to Allah's commands.

Allah says in Surah Baqarah, "Most assuredly We will test you with a bit offear,

hunger, and a deficiency in wealth, life and provisions. So give glad tidings to the patient

ones. (They are) those who, when any adversity befall them, say, 'Verily to Allah do we

belong, and to Him is our return.' These are the ones upon whom the collective and

special mercies ofAllah descend and who are rightly guided. " [Surah 2, verses 155-157]

Allah says in Surah Al Imran, "Do you think that you will enter Heaven when

Allah has not yet learnt of those of you who wage Jihad, and those who remain

steadfast?" [Surah.3, verse 142]

The opening verses of Surah Ankabut (Surah 29) say, "Alif Lam Mim. Do
people think that they will be left to say, 'We believe!' without being tested? We certainly

tested those before them, and Allah will definitely know of those who are true and He will

definitely know the liars." Verse 11 of the same Surah Ankabut says, "Allah will

certainly know those who believe and will definitely know the hypocrites.

"

AH these verses make it clear that the believers (Mu'minin) will certainly be

put to test so that they are discerned from the hypocrites.

Allah then speaks of those believers (Mu'minin) who made further pledges

with Allah. Allah says, "Among the believers there are men who are true to the

covenant they vow to Allah (to sacrifice their lives in Jihad,). Of them is he who has
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fulfilled his pledge, and he who is waiting. They have not changed in the least."

In relation to this verse, the commentators have narrated an incident

reported by Sayyidina Anas bin Malik ** As ^ Jm He says that his paternal uncle

Sayyidina Anas bin Nadhar ^ &\ ^j bitterly regretted his inability to participate

in the battle of Badr. He addressed the Holy Prophet <J^ 3 <±* &\ J^ saying, "I was

unable to participate in the first opportunity to fight the Polytheists. If Allah

affords us another opportunity to fight them, I shall show my mettle by throwing

myself into the thick of battle/'

Consequently, he participated in the battle of Uhud. When the Muslims

suffered a reversal in the battle, he supplicated to Allah saying, "O Allah! I

apologise for what the believers (Mu'miniri) have done and I absolve myself from

what the disbelievers have done/' Saying this, he advanced into the enemy lines.

He passed by Sayyidina Sa'd bin Mu'adh ** k\ ^ Jf who asked him where he was

heading. He said/' By Allah! I can smell the fragrance of Heaven coming from

the direction of Uhud." He then fought until he was martyred.

Sayyidina Anas bin Malik v* i»» ^j reports that Sayyidina Anas bin

Nadhar's ^ iui ^j sister was the only one who could recognise his body because

the disbelievers had mutilated his body, severing the nose and ears from his face.

She recognised him by his fingertips only. There were more than eighty sword,

spear and arrow wounds on his body. Sayyidina Anas bin Malik ^ &\ ^j says

that they all believed that it was with reference to people like his uncle that Allah

revealed the verse 'Among the believers there are men who are true to the covenant

they vow to Allah..." ["Ma'alimut Tanzil" v. 3 p. 5 30, Bukhari v. 2 p. 705]

Some of the other Sahabah (companions) ^ ^ ^j to whom this

verse applies are:

The leader of all martyrs, Sayyidina Hamza bin Abdil Muttalib -up & ^j.
Sayyidina Mus'ab bin Umair ^ & ^>
Sayyidina Talha bin Ubaidillah *& &\ &"j-

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" reports that the Holy Prophet p-L- j Up ito Ju* said, "If you

wish to see, walking about on earth, a person "who has fulfilled his pledge," then

look at Talha bin Ubaidillah." Although Sayyidina Talha ^ iui ^j was not

martyred during Uhud or Ahzab, he displayed astounding valour during the

battle of Uhud, when he acted as a human shield for the Holy Prophet aJLp ibi JL*

jJL^. He stopped the arrows with his bare hands, because of which his hand

became paralysed. He sustained more than seventy wounds in the battle,

proving that he did not fail to respond to the call of martyrdom. He lived on after

the Holy Prophet ,jl»_, ^ ii jl* and was martyred during the battle of Jamal in the

30th year after the Hijrah. Those 'Muslims' who are antagonistic towards the

Sahabah (companions) ^ ibi ^j should ponder about the sacrifices that the

Sahabah (companions) r^ ifo ^j made for Islam.

"Of them is he who has fulfilled his pledge, and he who is waiting. They have not

changed in the least." This part of the verse refers to those who have not been

martyred, but are ever prepared to meet martyrdom. They have not changed a

bit in their resolve.

Allah presented the occasion of the battle "So that Allah may reward the



truthfulfor their truthfulness and punish the hypocrites ifHe wills orforgive them (after

they repent and accept Islam). Allah is always Most Forgiving, Most Merciful."

NOTE: Some commentators have interpreted "he who has fulfilled his pledge"

as "he who has left this world." Therefore, it will still refer to those

martyrs who fulfilled their pledge and sacrificed their lives for

Allah.

Allah continues to say, "Allah returned the disbelievers with their fury without

achieving any good. Allah suffices for the believers in battle. Allah is Omnipotent,

Mighty." Allah can assist any army as he assisted the Sahabah (companions) ifo ^j
^p and defeat the enemy, causing them to return home crestfallen.
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(26) Allah made those people of the Book who assisted them descend from their

fortresses and He cast fear into their hearts. You execute a party of them and take

another party as prisoners. (27) Allah made you successors to their land, their

homes, their wealth and a land that you have not set foot upon. Allah has power

over all things.

THE JEWS PAY FOR THEIR TREACHERY AS THE MUSLIMS
DEFEAT THEM

As mentioned earlier, The Holy Prophet ^X*3 <M & J^ entered into a treaty

with the three Jewish tribes of Madinah. Among the clauses of the treaty was that

they were all to join forces to defend Madinah against an enemy attack. The Banu
Qaynuqa broke the treaty after the battle of Badr and were duly punished. The
Banu Nadhlr were banished from Madinah in the 4th year after the Hijrah, after

which they instigated the Quraysh and other tribes to attack the Muslims,

resulting in the battle of Ahzab (as has already been mentioned). Therefore, only

the Banu Qurayzah remained true to their word and continued to reside in

Madinah.

Among those to instigate the Quraysh and the other tribes against the

Muslims was the leader of the Banu Nadhir, Huyay bin Akhtab. When the

enemy forces camped outside Madinah, Huyay managed to sneak into the fort of

K'ab bin Asad, the leader of the Banu Qurayzah, in an attempt to persuade him
also to break the treaty with the Muslims. Initially, K'ab bin Asad locked the

door of his fort and refused Huyay entry saying, "I am bound to the treaty with

Muhammad ^ *, u* ii jl* I find him exuding trustworthiness and truthfulness

and cannot break the treaty."

However, Huyay bin Akhtab persistently pressed his point home.
Eventually, K'ab bin Asad asked Huyay, "What will happen to us if Muhammad
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^j Up ii ju returns home safely and his enemies retreat?" Huyay pledged to

then enter K'ab bin Asad's fort and suffer the same fate as he would have to face

K'ab bin Asad agreed to this and broke the treaty with the Holy Prophet U* &\ j^

When the Holy Prophet ^j u* m J-* received intelligence of this, he
dispatched Sayyidina Sa'd bin Mu'adh ** i» ^j, Sayyidina Sa'd bin Ubadah

IS^J

** i»i, Sayyidina Abdullah bin Rawaha ** & ^>j and Sayyidina Khawat bin Jubair

^ &\ ^>j to investigate. They returned with confirmation of the news. Later,

when the disbelievers retreated, The Holy Prophet ^L-j u* 2»t ju returned home
and took a bath. Thereafter, Jibrll pLJ\ «Up came to him saying, "O the Holy
Prophet (JL-j Up iui ju*! Have you laid down your weapons?" When the Holy

Prophet (JUj u* ii ju replied in the affirmative, Jibrll r
^~Jt Up said, "By Allah! We

(the angels) have not yet laid down our weapons. Allah commands you to march
to the Banu Qurayzah. I am also headed in their direction and shall cause an

earthquake to shake their fortresses."

The Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up iui JU> then instructed the Sahabah (companions)

^ &s ^j to march to the Banu Qurayzah and to perform their Asr Salah there.

Some Sahabah (companions) ^ ifo ^j interpreted the command literally and

only performed their Qadha Asr Salah after reaching (because the time for Asr

had expired by then). Others interpreted the command to mean that they should

reach the Banu Qurayzah as soon as possible, but that they should perform their

Salah en route if the time set in. The Holy Prophet pJL.^ ul* ifo ju* did not rebuke

any of these two groups for their interpretation. Ulema (scholars) have deduced
from this that the differences between the schools of Islamic jurisprudence are all

justified and none may condemn another.

The Banu Qurayzah lived approximately four miles away from Madinah.

When the Muslims reached their fortress, the Jews were already locked in.

Consequently, the Muslims besieged the fortress for about 25 days.

When the situation grew desperate, K'ab bin Asad addressed his people

saying, "I have three proposals to make to you. You may choose any one you
like. The first is that we all believe in Muhammad ^ 3 <4* i»i ju. I swear by Allah

that we all know that he is Allah's true messenger and the Holy Prophet. He
ideally fits the description of the final Prophet, which you read in Allah's Book
(the Torah). By doing so, your lives, children, wives and wealth will be safe." The

Jews responded by saying that they were not prepared to forsake their religion.

K'ab continued, "If you decline this proposal the second is that we all kill

our women and children and fight to the last. Allah will then decide the rest. If

we are destroyed, we will not have to worry about our women and children.

However, if we are victorious, we can always find new wives and father new
children." The Jews declined this proposal as well saying. "What enjoyment can

we have in life if we were to kill these poor siblings?"

He then proposed the third alternative saying, "Tonight is the night of the

Sabbath. We can stealthily attack the Muslims tonight because they will* not

expect us to be fighting on this night." The Jews declined this proposal as well

saying, "Why spoil the day of Sabbath."
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The Banu Qurayzah then sent a message to the Holy Prophet ^L.j *Jp ibi ju
requesting that Sayyidina Abu Lubabah <up ibt ^j be sent to them. He was an

Ajtsari Sahabi whose tribe were allies to the Banu Qurayzah during earlier times.

They wanted to consult with him about their course of action.

When Sayyidina Abu Lubabah ** i» ^j came to them, their women and

children wept before him. They asked him whether they should surrender and

descend from the fortress as the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up iui JU requested. He told

them that they should surrender and he also ran his finger across his throat,

indicating that they would be killed when they did so.

Sayyidina Abu Lubabah"**. & ^j immediately realised that he was wrong

to make this indication to them because it betrayed the secret of the Holy Prophet

l^ Up ibi JU*. He therefore proceeded straight to the Masjid, where he bound

himself to a pillar, declaring that he will not release himself urytil Allah accepts

his repentance. Commentators say that a verse of Surah Anfal was revealed in

this regard. Where Allah says, "O you who believe, do not betray Allah and the

messenger and do not knowingly' betray your mutual trusts. " [Surah 8, verse 27]

When the Holy Prophet..pJL^ Up &\ JU heard about the incident, he said, "If

he had come to me first, I would have sought forgiveness from Allah on his

behalf. However, he chose to hand the matter over to Allah, so I cannot untie him

until Allah forgives him. He remained in this state for six days, during which his

wife used to untie him for the duration of Salah and then tie him up again

afterwards. Allah accepted his repentance and revealed verse 102 of Surah

Taubah (Surah 9), where He says, "There are others who admit to their sins. They have

mixed their deeds, some being good, while the others are evil. Soon Allah will accept their

repentance. Undoubtedly Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.
"

When people rushed to untie him, he told them that he wanted to be

released by the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ii JU. Consequently, the Hciy Prophet JU
pL,j Up ifci released him when he arrived for the Fajr Salah.

The Banu Qurayzah could not resist the Muslim forces and were
constrained to surrender to the Holy Prophet ^j Up ibt JU*. They were prepared

to accept whatever decision he made with regard to them. The members of the

Aws tribe approached the Holy Prophet (JL,j Up ibi j^>, asking him to allow them
to decide the matter because the Banu Qurayzah used to be their allies. The Holy
Prophet jJL.j Up ii ju said, "Should I not hand the matter over to a member of

your tribe?" When they agreed, The Holy Prophet pJL-j ^ ibi ju* allowed their

leader, Sayyidina Sa'd bin Mu'adh ** &\ ^j to decide the affair.

When the Sahabah (Companions) ^ it ^ were camped at Mount Sila

during the battle of Ahzab, an arrow struck Sayyidina Sa'd bin Muadh ** ii.-.^j,

which penetrated his medial arm vein. Sensing that the wound would be fatal, he

supplicated to Allah to grant him enough life to witness the humiliation and
annihilation of the Banu Qurayzah. The Holy Prophet ^j Up ii JL* allowed him
to recuperate in the tent of a woman called Rufaydah if* ifo ^>j. He was there

that he received the message to decide the affair of the Banu Qurayzah.

When he arrived to meet the Holy Prophet (JL^ ^ ifci ^u in the Masjid, The
Holy Prophet <X"y<^* i»» JU stood up and instructed the Sahabah (Companions)
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r^ ^ ^j saying, ''Stand for your leader/' (The Holy Prophet <JL^ Up & >

issued this command because Sayyidina Sa'd **> ^ ^>j was severely injured and
could not alight from the conveyance without assistance).

The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up &\ J^ told him that he was pleased to have him
decide the matter and the Jews were also pleased. (The Jews were pleased about
this because they expected leniency from a person of the Aws tribe, who were
their allies in previous times).

Sayyidina Sa'd ** ibi ^j pronounced his decision saying that all able bodied
men were to be executed, their wealth distributed among the Muslims, and all

women and children were to be taken captive. Upon hearing this decision, The
Holy Prophet ^ 3 u* i» J^ told him that his decision corresponded with Allah's

decision. This also corresponded with the command of the Torah.

Trenches were dug in the streets of Madinah and the men were beheaded.
Among those executed were Huyay bin Akhtab and K'ab bin Asad, both of

whom were mentioned earlier. Huyay was the father of Sayyidah Safiyya ibi^
\+*, one of the Holy Prophet's pJL-j Up ifci j^ wives. She was captured after the

battle of Khaybar in the 7th year after the Hijrah.

All the men and one woman were executed. The woman was executed

because she dropped a heavy grindstone on Sayyidina Khallad bin Suwaid ii^
-up, killing him instantly. Sayyidina Atiyya Qurazi ^ ii ^Jf who later accepted

Islam, was a Jew from among the Banu Qurayzah and was not killed at that time

because he was not yet matured. The puberty of boys was assessed by checking

whether their pubic hair had begun to grow. Consequently, all those males

whose pubic hair had begun to emerge were executed, while the others were
considered immature and spared. Various narrations report varying figures with

regard to the number of people executed. The figures quoted are 600, 700 and
800.

On the night when the Banu Qurayzah announced that they would accept

The Holy Prophet's^^ i ^ decision, the following persons (who neither

belonged to the Banu Qurayzah, nor the Banu Nadhir) accepted Islam:

Sayyidina Tha'laba bin Sa'id ** &\ ^Jt

Sayyidina Asad bin Sa'id ^k^j.

Sayyidina Asad bin Ubaid ^ &\ ^j. All three belonged to the

Banu Adal tribe.

The Holy Prophet ^j a±^&\J^ distributed the wealth, women and children

of the Banu Qurayzah among the Muslim warriors and also extracted a fifth from

the sum according to the principles of distribution. Some of the captives were

sent to be sold in Najd. The Holy Prophet^ *a± ai ju sent them with Sayyidina

Sa'd bin Zaid Ansari «u* &\ ^Jf who was instructed to use the profits to purchase

weapons and horses for Jihad.

The wound of Sayyidina Sa'd bin Mu'adh ** &\ ^j eventually opened,

causing him to bleed to death. Since he was a heavy person, the Sahabah

(Companions)^ &\ ^j were surprised to find his corpse extremely light. When
they reported the matter to the Holy Prophet ^j Up &\ ju, he told them,
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''Besides you, there are other creation who are also lifting the body. By the Being

in whose control is my life! The angels were exuberant when they received the

soul of Sa'd and Allah's throne shook as a result of his demise/'

Sayyidina Jabir.** iu> ^j reports that they proceeded with the Holy Prophet

.

3
Up & J-* to bury Sayyidina Sa'd ** ii ^Jm After he was laid to rest, The Holy

rt

prophet .(JL-j a> ibi j^ stood for a long while continuously reciting
'

'SubhanAllah"',

after which he stood a long while reciting "Allahu Akbar". The Sahabah

(Companions) r^ ^ ^j also joined in the recitation of "Allahu Akbar".

The Sahabah {Companions)^ &\^ then asked the Holy Prophet Up i>» ju>

^ why he recited "Subhan Allah" and then "Allahu Akbar" . The Holy Prophet jl,

juj.Up ^ replied, "The grave of this pious servant was beginning to constrict

upon him. I recited "Subhan Allah" until Allah alleviated the difficulty.

A narration of Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ^ i» ^j quotes the Holy

Prophet ft- j a> jbi ^ as saying, "This is the person for whom Allah's throne

shuddered/the doors of the heavens were flung open, and for whom seventy

thousand angels presented themselves. The grave constricted upon him for a

while, but was soon stopped."

One can well imagine the state of sinners in the grave when the grave of

such an illustrious person constricted.

It was mentioned earlier that Abu Sufyan told the Quraysh before they

departed, "The Banu Qurayzah have broken the pledge..." It was also mentioned
in the commentary of 'from above you," that it refers to the easterly rise of the

valley, where the Banu Ghitfan, their allies, the people of Najd, the Banu
Qurayzah and the Banu Nadhlr camped. In view of these statements, one may
query the fact that the Banu Qurayzah were punished for breaking the treaty,

because it appears from the above that they had already joined ranks with the

other disbelievers.

The fact of the matter is thatthey had initially pledged support for the cause

of the disbelievers, but were dissuaded by a clever plan of Sayyidina Nu'aim bin

Mas'ud. When Sayyidina Nu'aim ^ ii ^ accepted Islam, he said to the Holy
Prophet pL,j <*> ii JU that his family was unaware of his conversion, but he
eagerly wanted to be of service to the Holy Prophet <X* 3 aJLp ii ju>. The Holy
Prophet ,4",j Up ii ju asked him to devise a plan whereby the disbelievers are

discouraged from assisting each other.

Sayyidina Nu'aim ** &\ ^j used to associate with the Banu Qurayzah
during the period of ignorance. He therefore approached them saying, "You
people are well aware of my friendship with you?" When they admitted to his

strong ties of friendship, he then told them that the Quraysh and the Banu
Ghitfan were not really their allies. He impressed upon their minds that if the

Quraysh army was defeated, they could easily return to Makkah, but the Banu
Qurayzah had nowhere to go because their home and hearth was in Madinah.
They would then be stranded without any allies and would be unable to face the

Muslim army.

He proposed to them that they request the Quraysh and the Banu Ghitfan to

hand over their leaders to the Banu Qurayzah as a guarantee so that these tribes
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do not desert them if the Muslims defeat them. The Banu Qurayzah accepted the

proposal.

Sayyidina Nu'aim ^ it ^>j then approached the Quraysh and told them
tfrat while the Banu Qurayzah promised to align withr them, they secretly

informed the Holy Prophet (JL-j aJ* it ju that they wished to be his allies and
would send the leaders of the Quraysh and Bani Ghitfan to him for execution. He
therefore advised them not to surrender any of their people to the Banu
Qurayzah if they requested for a guarantee. He then said the same thing to the

Banu Ghitfan.

It later transpired that the Quraysh and Ghitfan sent Ikrima bin Abu Jahl

with a few people from either tribe to meet with the Jews of the Banu Qurayzah.

They informed the Banu Qurayzah that their camels and horses were dying and
that they should all collectively attack the Muslims the following morning. The
Banu Qurayzah insisted that they will not join until they received a few people

from either tribe as guarantee that they will not be left alone if the Muslims are

victorious.

When the Quraysh received the message, they acknowledged that Sayyidina

Nu'aim ** it ^>j was right and sent a message to the Banu Qurayzah that they

will not give any of their men as guarantee. When the Banu Qurayzah received

this message, they declined to fight against the Holy Prophet pJL^ <uU it JU. In

this manner, the Banu Qurayzah broke their pledges to both, the Muslims arid

the disbelievers. ["Sirah Ibn Hisham", "Al Bidaya wan Nihaya"]

^^^^^^^^i^^^^^^r^^r
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PART TWENTY-TWO

Jr £ &\ &4^hci£& %* c^^li S3 it Su »>sr

*f -i' "V -^ &*"<* >\<'Y\\'\ ".',<>« '''i *k s< <>yW J^ <•»£•> >^L>*b CM*<i* *-AJL*J\ LaJ UMrf) 4_^U* 4^>rlfc JSJ**

ctflr
4 L-Vr ^^ W4^ J-*-^ *^>*&j> ^i Cr^ c-^ <>i* ^i iA--i

t&Jut 0^ *£$ J*^i£rs* jLil z£& i&gs Qsp Li^==> uLb L-i k-XjXj

J &j^ Ait-** :/y> o«* u*>* *^r 4^ £_£^ *
u^uA-3b

»j^v <^*>_> ijUji a^b d>v^ a4t^»^ ^^^^^-£

(28) O The Holy Prophet (A-j A*-* A» J&l Say to your wives, ''If you desire the life

of this world and its adornments, then come forward. I shall grant you a

generous provision and separate from you in a cordial manner/' (29) "And if you

desire Allah, His messenger and the home of the Hereafter, then Allah has

certainly prepared a grand reward for those of you who will do good deeds."

(30) O wives of the Holy Prophet! If any of you perpetrates an act of foolishness,

her punishment will be multiplied twice. This is simple for Allah. (31) Any of

you who is obedient to Allah and His messenger, and does good deeds, then We
will grant her twice the reward. And We have prepared for her a bountiful

provision. (32) O wives of the Holy Prophet! You are not like any other women.
If you fear Allah then do not speak in lowered tones lest he in whose heart is a

disease should be enticed. And speak in a befitting manner. (33) Remain in your

homes and do not make a display of yourselves as was the practice of the former
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period of ignorance. Establish Salah, pay Zakah and obey Allah and His

messenger. Allah only wishes to rid you of filth, O members of the household

and to purify you thoroughly. (34) And remember the verses and wisdom recited

in your homes. Indeed Allah is Compassionate, Informed.

ADVICE TO THE WIVES OF THE HOLY PROPHET ^JUj Up 4>i J^

Commentators record that the nine wives of the Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up ii i

once asked him for an increase in their allowance. The wives were:

1. Sayyidah Ayshah \+*&\ ^jBint AbuBakr<^&\^j

2. Sayyidah Hafsa ^ii ^jBint Umar <*&\ ^j

3. Sayyidah Umm Habiba i+*ii ^jBint Abi Sufydn -up^i^

4. Sayyidah Umm Salamah \+*&\ ^jBint Abi Umayyah **&\ ^j

5. Sayyidah Sauda \+* <&i^ Bint Zam'ah <i*ii ^>j

6. Sayyidah Zainab i^iui ^jBint Jahsh -up^i ^j

7. Sayyidah maymunah \+*&\ ^jBint Haritha ^ii^j

8. Sayyidah Safiyya \+*&\ ^jBint Huyay Bin Akhtab ^ii^

9. Sayyidah Juwairiyya w^ii ^jBint Harith ^ii^

The Holy Prophet pJL-
3 Up i»i J^ disliked this request because, being wives of

the leader of both worlds, they were expected to be patient with their lot. The

difficulties they endured served to raise their ranks). Displeased with their

request, The Holy Prophet ^JL- j *A* ifci ju? swore an oath not to associate with them

for a month.

The news spread among the Sahabah (Companions) r^ ii ^j that the Holy

Prophet jJL.j Up &\ J^ had divorced his wives. Sayyidina Umar <up iui ^j decided

to investigate the matter and met with the Holy Prophet^ 3 Up ii ju>. He said, "0

the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up &\ JU! I have heard people saying in your Masjid that

you have divorced your wives." When the Holy Prophet pJL- j ^ & J^> informed

him that he had not divorced his wives, Sayyidina Umar ** iu» ^j sought

permission to inform the others about this. When the Holy Prophet ^j Up ibi ^
permitted him, he announced that no divorce had taken place.

After 29 days, Allah revealed the above verses instructing the Holy Prophet

jJL-j aJU ii»i jl*, "O the Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up ii j^>\ Say to your wives, Tf you desire

the life of this world and its adornments, then come forward. I shall grant you a

generous provision and separate from you (divorce you) in a cordial manner.

And if you desire Allah, His messenger and the home of the Hereafter, then

Allah has certainly prepared a grand reward for those of you who will do good

deeds."

The Holy Prophet jJl-j Up &\ J^ acted according to this command and gave

his wives the choice either to live patiently with him or be divorced. The Holy

Prophet |JL-j ^ i»i JU approached Sayyidah Ayshah i^p ifci ^j first, telling her

that he wished to propose something to her and she was not to reply until she
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had consulted her parents. He then recited the two verses to her, giving her the

choice.

She was an extremely intelligent woman and immediately said, "How can I

consult my parents in this matter? I definitely desire Allah, His Messenger and

the home of the Hereafter/' She also added that the Holy Prophet <X*j <i* & JL*

should not inform the other wives of her reply. The Holy Prophet pL-j Up ibi ju

told her that Allah had not sent him as a Prophet to give him difficulty nor to

cause difficulty to others. He said that Allah had sent him as a mentor and one

who simplifies matters for people.

When the Holy Prophet^3 -Op &\ JU> posed the question to the other wives,

they all replied in a similar manner. The Holy Prophet's ^j Up it j^ face lit up

when each wife chose to remain with him and he very much appreciated it.

When the 29th day passed, The Holy Prophet fJUj Up ito ju went to Sayyidah

.Ayshafr h* & ^j. She asked, " O the Holy Prophetyu, 4*u i» ju>! You swore not

live with us for a complete month." The Holy Prophet <X*3 Up it ju replied that

the month consisted of 29 days. T'Ma'alimut Tamil" v. 3 p. 525/6, Bukhari v. 2 p. 705,

Muslim p. 480 to 482]

NOTE: A husband may hand over to his wife the right to divorce, allowing

her to decide whether she wishes to be divorced. If he wishes, he
may also retain the right to divorce and ask her whether she wants
to be divorced. The Holy Prophet pL-j. *U i>i JU» employed the

second method, which is a form of consultation. However, certain

commentators say that the words used in the verse may refer to

either method.

Sayyidah Ayshah i^p &\ ^j says that the Holy Prophet jJl-j a* ii ju gave

them a choice and they chose to remain with him. No divorce therefore took

place. The four Imams (Scholars) of Islamic Jurisprudence are unanimous that a

divorce will not be considered pronounced by a mere consultation of this sort.

According to "Hidaya", the canonical book of the Hanafi Madh'hab (School

of thought), a woman has the choice of divorce if the husband instructs her to

choose between divorce and remaining together. However, if the wife leaves the

place or engages in some other work, she will lose the choice to divorce herself.

The same applies when he hands over t;he right of divorce to her. If the woman
replies that she chooses to do so, a Ba'in (reversible) divorce will take effect.

DOUBLING OF THE PUNISHMENT OR REWARD
Allah states further, "O wives of the Holy Prophet! If any of you perpetrates an

act offoolishness, her punishment will be multiplied twice. This is simplefor Allah." The
author of "Bayanul Qur'an" writes that "an act of foolishness" refers to any act

that would cause inconvenience or difficulty to the Holy Prophet ^j «> &\ JL*.

This has also been reported in "Ma'alimut Tamil" from Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Abbas «up &\ ^Jm Others have reported that it refers to any major sin that they
may commit.

The doubling of punishment is because of the fact that people of a higher

standing deserve greater punishment for their misdemeanours, just as the
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Prophets <OLJ\ ^^ were reprimanded for even the slightest errors. A learned

person will always be at greater fault than an ignorant person who perpetrates

the same crime.

"Ruhul Ma'ani" reports that a person once told Sayyidina Zainul Abidin
Up &\ \j^j that he was forgiven because he was from the Holy Prophet's U* &\ j^
^L-j family. The saint become angry and said that he anticipated the same as

Allah had promised the Holy Prophet's pJL-j Up ibi JU wives, i.e. that they will

receive double the reward for any good deed and double the punishment for any

sin. He then recited the verses, "O wives of the Holy Prophet! If any of you

perpetrates an act offoolishness.. .And We have prepared for her a bountiful provision."

["Ruhul Ma'dni" v. 21 p. 184]

Allah then addresses the wives further saying, "Any ofyou who is obedient to

Allah and His messenger, and does good deeds, then We will grant her twice the reward.

And We have prepared for her a bountiful provision/' Just as the sins of notable

persons are more severe than the common people, so too are their good deeds

even more acceptable to Allah. The obedience of the Holy Prophet's (JL^ <o* i>\-j^

wives is also more acceptable to Allah because it pleases the Holy Prophet ii j*
pJL-j aJLp.

The above incident occurred only once, after which the wives of the Holy

Prophet fJL.j Up &\ JU* remained content with their lot and never again asked for

an increase in allowance or a better standard of living.

THE VIRTUE OF THE HOLY PROPHET'S ^j Up At J^> WIVES

Allah declares, "O wives of the Holy Prophet! You are not like any other women"
Allah had granted the Holy Prophet's ^ 3 Up in j^ wives a special status above

the rest of women.

Allah then advises them saying, "If you fear Allah then do not speak in lowered

tones (to strange men) lest he in whose heart is a disease (of hypocrisy) should be

enticed." Such men will be infatuated with their sweet voices and continue

making attempts to speak to them.

When it is necessary to speak to such men, Allah advises women to "speak in

a befitting manner. " Their reply should be terse and concise so that the man is not

tempted to prolong the conversation. Other commentators have interpreted

"speak in a befitting manner" as engaging in Allah's Dhikr and not speaking to

anyone without necessity.

SPEAKING TO STRANGERS

The verse makes it clear that women are permitted to speak to strangers

when the need is pressing. However, when they do speak to men who are not

their Mahram, their voices should not be soft and alluring because this will

create a desire within a man's heart. It is for this reason that women are not

permitted to give the Adhan and are not permitted to raise their voices when

saying the Talbiya' during Hajj.
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THE COMMAND FOR WOMEN TO REMAIN WITHIN THEIR
HOMES

Allah addresses women further saying, "Remain in your homes and do not

make a display of yourselves as was the practice of the former period of ignorance." The

first command in this verse is to remain indoors and the second is not to make a

spectacle of themselves by flaunting their bare heads, faces, necks and finery.

The former period of ignorance' refers to the period before Islam, when
women mixed freely with men in public. Certain commentators have mentioned

that the former period of ignorance" is mentioned in contrast to the latter period of

ignorance to denote that the Muslims will soon plunge into a state of moral
decadence resembling that of the pre-lslamic era. Allah commands the Holy
Prophet's *Lj U* &\ jl* wives to remain within their homes at all times and, when
they are forced to leave their homes, they should emerge with the proper attire

{observing the laws of Hijab {veil)). Although the verse addresses the wives of the

Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up i»i j^, it applies equally to all Muslim women.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** i» ^j reports that the Holy Prophet J^
^jl-j Up Jji said, "A woman is an object of concealment. When she emerges from

her home, then Devil (Shaytan) stares at her." ["Mishkat" p. 269]

The Holy Prophet pL- * ^ &\ J^> once saw men and women walking together

on the street. He addressed the women saying, "O women! Walk behind the

men. It is not permissible for you walk on the centre of the road. Walk on the

sides of the road." After this address, the women walked so much on the sides

that their clothing used to get caught in the walls of the houses along the Street.

[AbuDawud]

Sayyidina Abu Musa Ash'ari ** ^ ^j reports from the Holy Prophet A\ J~*
^L. 3 Up that every eye fornicates (by looking at non-Mahram members of the

opposite sex). The Holy Prophet <X* 3
Up &\ Ju also added that the woman who

applies perfume and then passes by a gathering is just like an prostitute.

["Mishkat" p. 96]

Allah advises further when He says, "Establish Salah, pay Zakah and obey

Allah and His messenger." Although these injunctions are incumbent on every

Muslim male and female, Allah specifically commands the Holy Prophet's ii JU^ Up wives with these so that they do not think that they are absolved from
these obligations because of their association with the Holy Prophet Up ii jl*

"Allah only wishes to rid you offilth, O members of the household, and to purify

you thoroughly." Commentators mention that Tilth" refers to acts of sin and
disobedience. Others maintain that it refers to unbecoming character traits like

miserliness, greed, pride, etc. Other commentators mention that "rid you offilth"

refers to removing all evil and unseemly traits, while "purify you thoroughly"

refers to instilling virtuous qualities in them.

In the above verse, Allah Himself declares the Holy Prophet's ^JL- ^ Up iui JU
wives to be innocent of immoral behaviour. It will therefore only be a fool who
will attribute such behaviour to them. The insolent Rawafidh claim that most of

the Sahabah (Companions)^ i»» ^> Jf including all the Holy Prophet's ^j Up iui j^>
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wives [with the exception of Sayyidah Khadlja \+* & ^>j] left the fold of Islam
after the Holy Prophet's ^ , a^ &\ j^> demise. These people seem to have enmity
for the Qur'an itself.

The Rawafidh claim that "members of the household" refers only to Sayyidina
Ali ^ i>\ ^j, Sayyidah Fatima i** it ^> Jr Sayyidina Hasan ^ ifo ^ and
Sayyidina Husain ^ &\ ^ Jm Although these illustrious souls are also members of
the Holy Prophet's ^j ^ i ^u family, the apparent context of the Qur'anic
verses clearly denote that the Holy Prophet's^ Up i»» j~* wives are specifically

referred to in this verse as "members of the household.

"

Unable to prove their fallacious belief, the Rawafidh attempt to beguile the

layman by saying that the verse addresses "members of the household" using a
masculine pronoun. A drowning person will even cling to a blade of grass in his

desperation. Their hatred for the Holy Prophet's jJL.^ ^ i» JU* wives drive them
to be oblivious of so many other Qur'anic verses where Allah makes reference to

women using a masculine pronoun.

An example of this is the verse where Sayyidina Musa
r
%Jt u^ addresses his

wife using a masculine pronoun, asking her to wait while he goes to the fire to

find guidance. A verse of Surah Hud quotes the angels using a masculine
pronoun when addressing Sayyidina Ibrahim's

r
*>LJ Up wife. These verses denote

that it is proper to address women using a plural masculine pronoun as a token
of respect.

Besides the above verse, Allah also declares the purity and innocence of the

Holy Prophet's ,0-j 4^^^ wives in Surah Nur when says, "Pure women are for

pure men and pure men are for pure women. These people are innocent of what the

slanderers say. Theirs is forgiveness and a bounteous reward." This verse makes it

clear that the Holy Prophet's <X* 3 *> ibi J^ wives were chaste, just as he was
chaste.

Basing their argument on a single note of pronouns, the Rawafidh do not

even see that the verse in question is linked to the previous verses, where Allah

distinctly addresses the Holy Prophet's ^ 3 Up ii j^ wives and even uses plural

feminine pronouns.

With regard to the above verse (i.e. "Allah only wishes..."), Sayyidina
Abdullah bin Abbas ** A\ ^j mentions that it was revealed with specific

reference to the Holy Prophet's jJL-j Up ii JL» wives. Sayyidina Ikrima <* i» ^j
made an announcement that he was prepared to enter into 'Mubahala {mutual

imprecation to prove truth of ones poin)' with any person to prove that the verse

"Allah only wishes... " was revealed with reference to the Holy Prophet's Up ii J^
(U-j wives. Even Sayyidina Urwa -up ii ^ declared that the verse referred to

them. ["Ruhul Ma'ani" v. 21 p. 140]

Tirmidhi has reported a hadith from Sayyidina Umar bin Abi Salamah ^j
<up &\, which mentions that the above verse was revealed while the Holy Prophet
?L*

3 Up &\ ju, was in the company of Sayyidah Umm Salamah ^ ibi ^j (one of his

wives). The Holy Prophet <X. 3
Up ii j^ then called for Sayyidah Fatima ^ & ^j

and her two sons Sayyidina Hasan ^ iui ^j and Sayyidina Husain <up ibi ^> Jt

while Sayyidina Ali ** ifci j*j was sitting behind the Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^. ii J*.
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when they arrived, the Holy Prophet rL.> a* in j^ draped his shawl over all four

of the**1 saying/ "O Allah! These are the members of my household, so rid them

f filth and purify them thoroughly/
,

Thereupon Sayyidah Umm Salamah i^ i»^ asked, "O Allah's Prophet! Am

I not
also from among them?" The Holy Prophet a-j <> ^ ju .replied, "Yow are as

1/01* «^ fllt^ uPGn £00^- ^ appears from this hadith that Prophet ^ > v* i>» J-* did

not regard his wives as "members of the household.

"

However, it is necessary that Muslims believe in every verse of the Qur'an

and also the Ahadith of the Holy Prophet <Jl-j a* in jl*. A Muslim cannot interpret

any hadith in a manner that annuls the essence of any Qur'anic verse. While the

Rawafidh do not care to uphold the authenticity of the Qur'an (and even say that

it was distorted), they are not concerned about abiding by this principle.

It would therefore be said that the Hqly Prophet's ,4-> ^4"^ wives are

also ''members, of the household," just as Sayyidina Ali ** i>i ^Jf Sayyidah Fatima

^ 4ii ^j and their sons <***, & ^j were. According to another narration, The

Holy Prophet ^y a* in j^> told Sayyidah Umm Salamah:v*j* 4>v ^>j, "You are my
family" Another narration mentions that when she asked, "And me?" The Holy

Prophet (4-j aJ* -an j*. said to her, "You too." [IbnKathir v. 3 p. 38.415]*

There were other Sahabah (Companions)^ in ^j whom the Holy Prophet

^ 4* kj** had regarded as members of his household even though they were

not related to him. Of these was Sayyidina Salman Farsi <u* & ^Jf regarding

whom the Holy Prophet pjuji"- 4* & jl* said, "Salman is from among us, the

mernbers of the household." The Holy Prophet ^y <M in ju also said the same
about Sayyidina Wathila bin Athqa ^ in ^j. If these people could be included in

the Holy Prophet's^ } aJLp ii ju> household, why not his own wives?

The author of "Bayanul Qur'an" writes that the purport of "members of the

household" varies. While in the hadith of Sayyidah Umm Salamah i^p in ^j it

refers to the Holy Prophet's^ <4* iv^u blood relatives, it also refers to all family

members in a broader context (as in the verse)

.

"And remember the verses (oi the Qur'an) and wisdom [i.e. the. teachings of the

My Prophet^ 3 <4* Ai j^] recited in your homes.

"

Commentators mention that this verse may be interpreted to mean that the

Holy Prophet's <X*s 4* in ju wives were to remember and learn the Qur'an and
his teachings for themselves. It-may also be interpreted to mean that they should
teach these to the Ummah.

Just as it is necessary to learn the teachings of the Qur'an, it is imperative
that the teachings of the Holy Prophet ^JUj ^ & J-* also be studied and
propagated because they elucidate the teachings of the Qur'an. Many details like

the times of Salah and the Nisab of Zakah cannot be determined without the

Ahadith. One of the reasons for the Holy Prophet ^ 3 <-ip it JL* marrymg many
wives was so that they could teach the Ummah various aspects of domestic life,

as they learnt from the Holy Prophet ,4-^ <-u ii jl*.

"Indeed Allah is Compassionate, Informed." Allah was Compassionate enough
to bless the Holy Prophet's^ <J* in j^ wives with the honoiir of enjoying his
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companionship and having the Qur'an and Ahadith recited in their homes T

gratitude, they were expected to carry out the best of deeds, about which Allah
i

well informed.

^1j^\j o^y^j o>^il^ Ug&b o^Ai^i^ 1&j^\j

p ^ 't-Jfj^ <-JyaJUA-\j C^±*~£-^}j (j\^^ya)]j C^3Jc^2^J^j J^-A^a^Jjj

(35) The Muslim men and Muslim women, believing men and believing

women, obedient men and obedient women, truthful men and truthful women,

patient men and patient women, humble men and humble women, charitable

men and charitable women, fasting men and fasting women, chaste men and

chaste women, and men who remember Allah in abundance and women who

remember Allah; Allah has prepared forgiveness and an immense reward for

them.

THE QUALITIES OF BELIEVING MEN AND WOMEN
Allama Ibn Kathir ^ ibi ~^j has written (v. 3 p. 487) that many narrations

prove that the above verse was revealed in response to a question posed by

Sayyidah Umm Salamah i^ ifct ^j. She once said, "O Allah's Holy Prophet! Men

are often mentioned in the Qur'an, while women are not." She was referring to

the fact that the Qur'an often used masculine pronouns and figures of speech

when addressing the believers (Mu'minln). Women were not specifically

addressed in these verses, even though they were implied. It was then that Allah

revealed the above verse. [Tirmidhi]

"The Muslim men and Muslim women, believing men and believing women..."

The term 'Muslim
7

generally refers to a person who practises the injunctions of

Islam, while 'Mu'min' (believer) refers to the person who adheres to the beliefs of

Islam. Although each term may be used for the other, each is mentioned

separately to denote their importance.

"obedient men and obedient women..." The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes

that this refers to Muslims who are always obedient to Allah without failing in

their duties to Him.

"truthful men and truthful women..." i.e. they are truthful in word and deed

(sincere).

"patient men and patient women..." They patiently endure the adversities that

afflict them in the course of their duties to Allah.

"humble men and humble women... "Humility generally refers to the submission
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e's heart, but also extends to the limbs and all forms of worship. Such
0t

\e are humble in all their dealings and do not possess any pride. They do

fallow even their limbs to disobey Allah and they refrain from sins. Details of

*? have been discussed in the commentary of verse 45 of Surah Baqarah and in

h opening verses of Surah Mu'minun (Surah 23).

"charitable men and charitable women... "This refers to spending in Zakah,

ending in optional charity causes, as well as spending on the poor, the orphans

and relatives.

"fasting men and fasting women../' Fasting in Ramadhan is one of the

foundational pillars of Islam. In verse 184 of Surah Baqarah, Allah encourages

ntional fasting when He says, "Whoever will do a good act of his own will, then

Purely this is better for him. And it is better for you that you fast, if you but knew."

\Vhen a person fasts, his carnal passions are doused and Taqwa {piety) is

inculcated in his heart.

"chaste men and chaste women..." Many sins are committed as a result of

man's sexual desires. Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ^ i&i ^j reports that the Sahabah

(Companions)^ i» ^j once asked the Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^ ii J* about the factor

that causes the greatest number of people to enter Hell. The Holy Prophet ii J*
j^/a* replied, "The mouth and the sexual organ." ["Mishkdt" p. 412]

Sayyidina Sahl bin Sa'd ** ^ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet^ 3 4* ai ^u

said, "Whoever can guarantee for me the safety of what is between his legs and

what is between his lips, then I shall guarantee Heaven for him." [Bukhari]

Allah says in Surah Ma'arij, "those who safeguard their private organs, save

when it comes to their spouses and the slave women whom they possess. They will surely

not be blamed with regard to (cohabiting with) these." [Sarah 70, verse 29-31]

"and men who remember Allah in abundance and women who remember Allah..."

Dhikr (remembrance) of Allah is a great aspect of Islam. Salah, which is the

noblest of good deeds, is an embodiment of remembrance of Allah (Dhikr) Allah

says in Surah Ta Ha, "Establish Salah for My remembrance. " [Surah 20, verse 14]

A verse of Surah Ankabut states, "Without doubt, the remembrance of Allah is

greatest." Allah says in Surah Jumu'ah reads, "remember Allah abundantly so that

you may be successful." [Surah 62, verse 10]

More details pertaining to remembrance of Allah (Dhikr) will (Insha Allah)

be mentioned in the commentary of a forthcoming verse where Allah says, "O

you who believe! Remember Allah in abundance" (verse 41 of this Surah).

Sayyidina Abu Sa'id Khudri ** & ^j reports that someone once asked the

Holy Prophet pi-j Up & J-*, "Which of Allah' s servants are the best, will be closest

to Him on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah) and enjoy the highest ranks?" The

Holy Prophet ^ 3 a^ i ju. replied, "men who remember Allah in abundance and

women who remember Allah." Thereupon, someone asked whether these people

are even better than those who fight in Jihad. The Holy Prophet ^j ^ i J^
replied that they are even better than those who fight in Jihad until their swords

break and they are spattered with blood. ["Mishkat" p. 198]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Busr ^ it ^j reports that someone asked the Holy
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Prophet (JL-^ ^ iui j^>, "The actions of Islam are numerous. Show me one action

which I may continuously perform." The Holy Prophet <X»s «-u &\ J~* replied,

"(The action is that) your tongue remains moist with Allah's remembrance of

Allah (Dhikr)." [Ibid]

A believer (Mu'miri) should always remain engaged in Allah's remembrance

of Allah (Dhikr) and abstain from frivolous and idle talk. A believer (Mu'miri)

should engage in various acts of remembrance of Allah (Dhikr) like recitation of

the Qur'an, reciting "SubhanAllah"
, "
'Allahu Akbar"', etc.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** & ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet Jl-j -a* ^ j~*

said, "To say 'SubhanAllah wal Hamdulillah wa La Illaha UlAllahu Allahu Akbar' is

more beloved to me than everything upon which the sun rises."

The virtues of remembrance of Allah (Dhikr) have been mentioned in the

commentary of verse 152 of Surah Baqara and verse 45 of Surah Ankabut (Surah

29), where Allah says, "Verily Salah forbids from obscenity and evil Without doubt,

the remembrance ofAllah is greatest.
"

The various prayer's [dud's) reported in the Ahadith for various occasions

also form part of Allah's remembrance of Allah (Dhikr). In fact, remembrance of

Allah (Dhikr) is one of the easiest acts of worship, which can be practised in all

conditions and postures. People may also engage in remembrance of Allah

(Dhikr) while they are busy in their occupations.

Allah concludes the verse by announcing the reward He has in store for

those who possess the above qualities. Allah says, "Allah has prepared forgiveness

and an immense reward for them."

^ja\ q* o^*-\ ***> -Oy*> <lv ]>•* i^yDj 4*1
»
<^*s »^ 4^^» xj Cyt^i 0° ^j

4^> 4&\ fyu\ C£-XU uj£ iij K$?> l^rr4 ^-^ J^ J& Ay±)j *^ o^i <yj

A>X* 4Ul U 4_f-%Jb J£ ij-^-J 4ttS ^J ^W.3 <&*> &***\ ^-4^ £*****])

(36) It is not for the believing men and women to have any choice in their affairs

when Allah and His messenger have decreed a matter. The one who disobeys

Allah and His messenger has certainly deviated in a clear manner. (37) When
you said to the one upon whom Allah had bestowed His grace, and upon whom
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you had bestowed your grace, "Keep your wife and fear Allah." You concealed

in your heart what Allah was to disclose. And you feared the people, whereas
Allah is more worthy of being feared. So when Zaid fulfilled his need from her
We married her to you so that there may not be any constraint on the believers

with regard to the wives of their adopted sons, when they (the adopted sons)

have fulfilled their need from them. Allah's command will always come to pass.

(38) There is no constraint upon the Holy Prophet with regard to what Allah has
ordained for him. Such was the practice of Allah among those who passed

before. Allah 's command is a decreed affair. (39) Those who propagate Allah 's

messages, who fear Him and do not fear anyone but Allah. Allah suffices as One
who takes reckoning.

THE STORY OF SAYYIDINA ZAID BIN HARITHA ** Ai^
Many Arabs used to kidnap children and take them to distant places, where

none recognised them. They would then sell them as slaves. Sayyidina Zaid bin

Haritha ^ iki ^j was travelling with his mother to her parents home when some
bandits kidnapped him and took him to Makkah, where they sold him as a slave.

He was eight years old at the time. Sayyidina Hakim bin Hizam bin Khuwaylid
<up iwi ^j bought him as a gift for his paternal aunt, Sayyidah Khadija i^ ibt ^Jm

He paid 400 Dirhams for the boy.

When Sayyidah Khadija ^ ibi ^j married the Holy Prophet jJl-j Up ii j^f

she presented Sayyidina Zaid ^ &\ ^j as a gift for her husband. The Holy

Prophet jJl-j Up iui ju, adopted him as a son and people began referring to him as

Zaid bin Muhammad (Zaid, the son of Muhammad) because it was customary

among the Arabs to refer to an adopted child as the real child of the adoptive

father.

When Sayyidina Zaid's <* ito ^j father learnt after much investigation that

his abducted son was sold as a slave in Makkah, he arrived in Makkah to

purchase his freedom. When he approached the Holy Prophet ,0-j u* ii ju and

explained that he wished to purchase his son's freedom, The Holy Prophet iwi J^>

^ 3 a* told him that he may take the boy for free if the boy agreed to accompany

him. However, the boy should be left to remain with the Holy Prophet Up ii^
jJL-j if he chose to do so.

Exuberant, the father said that the Holy Prophet \x* 3 Up & ju had exceeded

the bounds of kindness because the Holy Prophet ^j Up ii ju reserved the right

to retain the boy. When the Holy Prophet ^ 3
Up ibi ju, asked Sayyidina Zaid ^j

** &\ if he recognised the two persons who came to fetch him, he immediately

responded by saying that they were his father and uncle.

The Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up iui j*> told him, "You know them and you know me

because you have spent time in my company. You now have the choice to join

them or to remain with me." Sayyidina Zaid ^ ifo ^j chose to remain with the

Holy Prophet ^ 3 <4* ai J-*. His father said, "It is tragic that you prefer a life of

slavery to freedom and another person to your father, uncle, kith and kin."

Sayyidina Zaid'^ i»t ^j replied, "I have seen such qualifies in my master and I

simply cannot prefer any other to him."
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This episode transpired before the Holy Prophet^ ^ & J<* announced his

Prophethood. When the Holy Prophet ^4pi :
j^> announced that he was a

Prophet, Sayyidina Zaid <* i» ^j was one of the first to accept Islam. According

to certain Ulema (scholars), Sayyidina Zaid ** i»» ^j was the first male to accept

Islam.

The Holy Prophet <j-. 3 ^ i» J^ married Sayyidina Zaid ^ &\ ^j to his slave,

Sayyidah Barka i^ & ^>> famously known as Ummu Ayman \** &\ ^j. She was

of African origin and formed part of the inheritance which the Holy Prophet j*>

,±* 5 ^ ii received from the estate of his father or (according to others) from the

estate of his mother. It was she who brought the Holy Prophet ^j *> & J^ back

to Makkah from Abwa after his mother passed away there when he was only six

years old. Ummu Ayman i^^'^j gave birth to Sayyidina Usama bin Zaid ^
-up ii, who was commonly referred to as "the beloved of the Holy Prophet ii j*

People always referred to Sayyidina Zaid bin Haritha ^ ifo ^j as Zaid bin

(the son of) Muhammad. However, they stopped doing so when Allah revealed

the verse, "Allah has also not made your adopted sons your own sons... Call

them by their fathers. This is more just in the sight of your Lord." [Surah Ahzab

(33), verses 4,5]

SAYYIDINA ZAID ^ &\ ^>j MARRIES SAYYIDAH ZAINAB BINT

JAHSH i*p & ^j AND LATER DIVORCED HER

The Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^ -3»i ju then married Sayyidina Zaid ** & ^j to his

cousin [the daughter of the Holy Prophet's ^ 3
«i* ii j* paternal aunt], Sayyidah

Zainab bint Jahsh i^p ibi ^j. She accepted the proposal on the Holy Prophet's ^u

^ Up &\ recommendation, but the couple could never adapt to each other. When

Sayyidina Zaid ^ ibi ^j wanted to divorce her, The Holy Prophet ,J-j *-ip & J^
advised him to maintain the marriage. However, when matters came to a head,

he finally divorced her.

Allah then commanded the Holy Prophet ^ *a* i» J^ to marry her, when

He revealed the verse, "So when Zaid fulfilled his need from her, We married her to

you... .After completing the Iddah, The Holy Prophet^4^^ sent a marriage

proposal to her via Sayyidah Zainab W^ ifc» ^> Jf but she requested time to

consider the matter. However, when Allah revealed the above verse, the

marriage was contracted and the Holy Prophet ^ 3 4* & J^ was legally married

to her. It is for this reason that she boasted to the other wives of the Holy Prophet

jjL-j Up &\ ju saying, "Your guardians married you, whereas Allah Himself

married me." ["Isti'ab" and "Isabafi"]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ ii ^ reports that Sayyidah Zainab bint

Jahsh i«iP ifo ^j initially refused to marry Sayyidina Zaid ** & ^j when the Holy

Prophet jJL-j Up ii jl* brought the proposal to her. When the Holy Prophet i» J+
(Jl-j a> advised her to marry him, she declared that she required time to think it

over. As she considered the issue, Allah revealed the verse saying, "ft is not for

the believing men and women to have any choice in their affairs when Allah and His

messenger have decreed a matter. The one who disobeys Allah and His messenger has

certainly deviated in a clear manner." When this verse was revealed, Sayyidah
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Zainab U* ^ ^j said, "I do not wish to disobey Allah and His Prophet *> i» J*

l,j. I agree tamarry Zaid."

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 22 p. 23) and Allama Ibn Kathlr Up ii ^
write (v. 3 p. 489) that when the Holy Prophet ^ Up is»i ^ brought Sayyidina

Zaid's ^ ^ ^j proposal to Sayyidah Zainab i^ ^
(̂ j, she said that he did not

suit her because of her higher social standing and lineage. Her brother, Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Jahsh -up ito ^j echoed her feelings. They felt like this because

although Sayyidina Zaid «* ifo ^> } was an Arab, he was a slave and did not

belong to the Quraysh. However, they both accepted the marriage happily when

the above verse was revealed.

Although the verse may have been revealed in relation to a specific incident,

the purport is general and applies to all believers (Mu'minin) during every age.

The verse makes it clear that Muslims are obliged to accept Allah's laws and to

practise them. The behaviour of present day Muslims contravenes this principle

when they act contrary to the teachings of the Qur'an and the Ahadlth.

"The one who disobeys Allah and His messenger has certainly deviated in a clear

manner." People initially omit the Sunnah and other optional acts, after which

they begin to neglect the Compulsories and Faradh {Obligations). Eventually

Satan (Shaytan) persuades them to discard even their Iman. It is therefore

necessary that every aspect of religion is followed properly.

SAYYIDAH ZAINAB BINT JAHSH i*p & ^ IS MARRIED TO THE

HOLY PROPHET <JL-j *> A»^
"When you said to the one upon whom Allah had bestowed His grace, and upon

whom you had bestowed your grace, 'Keep your wife and fear Allah." The verse refers

to the advice the Holy Prophet <X> 3 ^ & J^ gave to Sayyidina Zaid ^ Ai ^j. The

Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^ &\^ had bestowed his grace upon Sayyidina Zaid <up 4t ^j
by freeing him from slavery and taking him in his care and compassion.

Allah addresses the Holy Prophet ^ 3 4* & J^ further when He says, "You

concealed in your heart what Allah was to disclose." Certain commentators (including

the author of "Jalalain") write that the matter which the Holy Prophet 4* ii j^

,JL.j concealed in his heart was his desire to marry Sayyidah Zainab ^ & ^j
when Sayyidina Zaid ** &\ ^j divorced her. However, this interpretation does

not behove the status of the Holy Prophet^4^^ J-*.

The correct interpretation is that Allah had already informed the Holy

Prophet jjL-j a* 41 ju that Sayyidina Zaid <up ii^ would divorce her, after which

the Holy Prophet ^j Up iui Ju, was to marry her. The Holy Prophet^ -a* & J^
did not want to disclose this matter and still advised Sayyidina Zaid ** & ^>j to

keep her in his marriage. As a result of this, Allah mildly chided the Holy

Prophet jJL-j Up iui jl* in the verse.

THE PERMISSIBILITY OF MARRYING THE FORMER WIFE OF
ONE'S ADOPTED SON

Since the Arabs regarded an adopted son as one's own, they regarded it

Haram {unlawful) for a person to marry his adopted son's former wife. Therefore
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the Holy Prophet ^-j ^ in > feared that some people would object to such a
marriage. However, when Allah revealed the verse "Allah has also not made your
adopted sons your own sons... There remained no doubt that a man was allowed to
marry his adopted son's former wife. When Allah has declared something
lawful, no objection to it will be considered.

To eradicate all doubts from people's minds, it was necessary that the
injunction be pronounced verbally and practically by the Holy Prophet's ^ &\ ju
ri-j marriage to Sayyidah Zainab i** ^ ^ Allah mildly chided the Holy
Prophet <x* 3 a> ^ j^ for his apprehension by saying, "And you feared the people,

whereas Allah is more worthy of being feared.

"

"So when Zaid fulfilled his need from her (by divorcing her), We married her to

you so that there may not be any constraint on the believers with regard to the wives of
their adopted sons, when they (the adopted sons) have fulfilled their need from them."

Therefore, the Ummah need not feel difficult to marry the former wives of their

adopted sons once the precedent has been set.

"Allah 's command will always come to pass. " Allah had already decreed that

the Holy Prophet^ ^ ii j^ should marry Sayyidah Zainab i** ifo ^ Jm It was
for this reason that the divorce was inevitable and the Holy Prophet ^ 3 «-1p &\ j^
had to practically demonstrate the permissibility of such a marriage.

Sayyidah Ayshah \+* i»»^ mentioned that if the Holy Prophet <X* 3 ^^\ ju
could hide any part of revelation, he would certainly have hid the verse "When
you said to the one upon whom Allah had bestowed His grace..." [Tirmidhi]. This is

because Allah chides the Holy Prophet pJL-j ^ ii ju in this verse.

"There is no constraint upon the Holy Prophet with regard to what Allah has

ordained for him." None can hold the Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^ & J^ responsible for

any of the injunctions that Allah has issued because they did not stem from his

personal feelings. Therefore, none has the right to accuse the Holy Prophet i»i jl*

(O-j 4* of anything.

"Such was the practice of Allah among those who passed before.
" Allah has also

ordained many permissible things for the previous Prophets
r
*>LJi r^JLp

/ which
they practised without guilt and fear of people's accusations. The Holy Prophet
r-L^ Up &\ J^> married a woman who was Halal (permissible) for him.

"Allah 's command is a decreed affair." Whatever Allah wills will certainly take
place. All Allah's commands are practicable and constitute the Shari'ah. None
can question them.

Describing "those who passed before/' Allah says that they were "Those who
propagate Allah 's messages, who fear Him and do not fear anyone but Allah." The
Prophets fiLJ\ ^ ceaselessly propagated Allah's message and did not falter

when they met opposition. Allah will deal with their opponents on the Day of

Qiyamah (resurrection) because "Allah suffices as One who takes reckoning."

SOME PERTINENT NOTES

NOTE: Compatibility between a man and a woman is necessary in the

Shari'ah. The Holy Prophet^ , *j^i ju once told Sayyidina Ali ^j
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aip i>\ that the following three things should never be delayed:

1. The performance of Salah when the time sets in.

2. The burial of a corpse when it is ready.

3. The marriage of a solitary woman when a compatible match
is found. [Tirmidhi p. 52]

A man and woman should be compatible in aspects like slavery and
freedom (i.e. both should be free or both should be Salves). Both of them should

also be Muslims and of equal religious sentiments. There are other factors that

also need to be considered so that the families of either party have no cause to

object to the marriage. The details of this can be read up in the relevant books of

Islamic jurisprudence.

This explains the hesitancy on the part of Sayyidah Zainab^ & ^j and her

brother when Sayyidina Zaid ^ &\ ^>j sent his marriage proposal. However, the

Holy Prophet ^ 3 <4* i»i J^> did not consider their reluctance because there are

times when compatibility may be overruled by other factors.

The marriage and subsequent divorce needed to take place because Allah

has already decreed that Sayyidah Zainab i^ ^ ^j be married to the Holy

Prophet jJL-j aJlp in jl* after being divorced from Sayyidina Zaid ^ &\ ^J% This was
necessary to demonstrate an injunction to humanity until the Day of Judgment
(Qiyamah).

The Holy Prophet <J*»j <4* ^ J^> did not merely offer advice when he told

Sayyidah Zainab \+& ^ ^>j to marry Sayyidina Zaid *& i»» ,^>j, but it was a

command. It was for this reason that Allah revealed the verse saying, "The one

who disobeys Allah and His messenger has certainly deviated in a clear manner.

"

It should also be noted that the Holy Prophet ^j *a* ii J^ has a greater

relationship with the believers (Mu'minin) than the members of their own
families and their guardians. Allah says in Surah Ahzab, "The Holy Prophet i»i ju>

fL* 3 *4*has a greater relationship with the believers than even their own selves... [Surah

33, verse 6]

The command of the Holy Prophet ^ }
-4* ^ J^ cannot be disobeyed even

though a person's parents, relatives, or even a king has to issue a command
against that of the Holy Prophet ^< Up £\

.J**>.

MOTE: "And you feared the people whereas Allah is more worthy of being feared."

This part of the verse emphasises that people must act only to

please Allah, irrespective of what people have to say. It has become

common nowadays that people participate in certain un-Islamic

marriage and funeral functions merely because they fear that

people will be offended if they Gfro not. They claim that people also

have to be satisfied. Such an attitude is hypocritical to the claim of

belief (Iman). One can well imagine the gravity of the situation

when the Holy Prophet ^ 3
-ulp-^i J^> was chided for something that

was not even Havenn (unlawfid).

If a deed is praiseworthy, but may lead to people getting an incorrect
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notion, it should be avoided when the Shari'ah does not demand that it be

carried out. An example of this is when the Holy Prophet^ Up i»i j^ once told

Sayyidah Ayshah u^ ^ ^j that he would have reconstructed the Kabah
according to the original design of Sayyidina Ibrahim <v>LJi Up if the Quraysh
were not new to Islam. He feared that people may object to the fact that he is

demolishing the Kabah. Therefore, The Holy Prophet ,jl.j Up i»i jl* did not do as

he desired since he was not commanded to do so.

NOTE: Sayyidina Zaid ^ &\ ^j enjoys the special privilege that he is the

only Sahabi (Companion) whose name appears in the Qur'an. When
people stopped calling him Zaid bin Muhammad <X* 3 Up &\ ju, he

lost a privilege, but Allah compensated for his loss by including his

name in the Qur'an, which will be recited by people until Judgment
day (Qiyamah). Since every letter of the Qur'an earns the reciter a

minimum of ten rewards, the word 'Zaid' will earn a person at least

thirty rewards.

The Holy Prophet fjL-j Up ii j^ also accorded him the privilege of appointing

him as leader of military expeditions. He was martyred during the battle of

Mauta in the 8th year after the Hijrah. He was 55 years of age at that time and the

Amir (leader) of the army. The Holy Prophet ,jl^ Up ii jl» also used to appoint

him as the head of Madinah when the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ii ju had to leave.

The Holy Prophet <X* 3 Up ii ju also appointed his son, Sayyidina Usama bin Zaid

<up ifci ^j as the Amir of an expedition before his demise. After the Holy Prophet

pJL-j Up ii\ ju passed away, Sayyidina Abu Bakr *up iui ^j dispatched this

expedition.

(40) Muhammad ^j U* its J~? is not the father of any men among you, but he is

Allah's messenger and the seal of all the Prophets. Allah has knowledge of all

things.

THE HOLY PROPHET ^j Up At ^U WAS THE LAST PROPHET

The above verse makes it clear that £he Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ifci ju was not

the biological father of any grown man. The general purport of this verse

disqualifies Sayyidina Zaid bin Haritha ^ iin ^>j as well. This means that no man
stands to inherit from the Holy Prophet ,jl.j Up ii jl*.

The word ''men" has been used because the Holy Prophet ,0-j Up iui ju did

father four daughters, all of whom married in his lifetime. In fact, all except

Sayyidah Fatima ^ &\ ^j even passed away during the Holy Prophet's Up ii Jl^

jJL-j lifetime. Sayyidah Fatima i^ &\ ^j passed away six months after her father

(Jl-j Up iui ju. The word "men" also precludes the sons that the Holy Prophet i»i ju>

(Jl-j aJlp fathered because they all passed away in childhood before growing up to

be men.
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Although the Holy Prophet ,4~- U* it j^ was not the biological father of any

men, he still remains the spiritual father of the entire Ummah. It is therefore

incumbent that every Muslim respects and honours the Holy Prophet Up ii J-*

,0-.^ to the highest degree possible. The fact that he is the spiritual father to so

many people throughout the world until Judgment day (Qiyamah) is a much
greater privilege that merely being the biological father of a few men.

The verse also makes it clear that the Holy Prophet <JL^ Up it. ju was the

final Prophet to be sent to the world. Whereas the previous Prophets f*~& «-^

were sent only as guides to a particular nation or community, The Holy Prophet

pjL-^ Up it JU* is Allah's Prophet to every man and Jinn to be born until Qiyamah
(Resurrection day). The Holy Prophet ^ Up ii jl> was both a Rasul (messenger)

and a Prophet (a Rasul is one who brings a new Shari'ah). Therefore, while the

verse announces that the Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up ii JL* was the final Prophet, it also

announces that fact that he was the final Rasul.

Allah says in Surah Saba, "We have only sent you to the whole of mankind as a

bearer ofglad tidings and a warner. But most people do not know. " [Surah 34, verse 28]

THOSE WHO DENY THAT THE HOLY PROPHET fL>y*J* A\ J^ WAS
THE FINAL HOLY PROPHET ACTUALLY REFUTE THE QUR'AN
AND NO LONGER REMAIN MUSLIMS

Whoever claims to be a Prophet after the Holy Prophet pJL^u* ii ju is a liar

and a disbeliever. So too are those who believe this to be true. This is so because

they refute the explicit teaching of the Qur'an and the numerous authentic

Ahadith of the Holy Prophet^ > U* it jl>.

THE RECITATION OF ''KHATIMUN NABIYYIN"

According to the authenticated recitation of Imam Asim Up it <*-
Jf the arabic

word in the above yerse is "Khatamun Nabiyyln," (translated above as "seal of all

Prophets") whereas the other Imams (leaders) of Qirat recite the word as

"Khatimun Nabiyyln" (which denotes someone who terminates something). The

two words vary only in a single vowel, but the essential meaning of both remains

the same. Both words denote that the Prophet ^l. 3 Up ii j^ was the last of all the

Holy Prophets.

All the modes of Qirait (Qur'anic recitation) are authentic and rejecting any

one of them will constitute disbelief. This discussion has been included here

because some people distort the meaning of the verse by saying that "Khatamun

Nabiyyln
,, means 'the best of all Holy Prophets/ In this manner they wish to

justify their rejection of the Holy Prophet ^l> 3
u^ii ju.as the final Holy Prophet of

Allah.

Upon the bidding and bribery of the Christians in the 18th century, a person

from Panjab called Qadiani claimed to be a Prophet. The British Christians used

him to achieve their own ulterior motives because he declared Jihad to be an

abrogated command of the Shari'ah. He tendered various incoherent

interpretations for the verse that declares the Holy Prophet jJL-j u* it j^ to be the

final Prophet, and even classified various categories of Prophets.
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His followers still exist today and are all tutored by the disbelievers. Any
person who denies a clear statement of the Qur'an cannot be called a Muslim.

Allah concludes the verse by saying, ''Allah has knowledge of all things/' This

part of the verse sounds a warning to those who oppose the teachings of the

Qur'an and believe in another Prophet after the Holy Prophet ?±~> 3 <4* ^ J^. They

should note that while they may escape with their fallacious beliefs in this world,

they will never escape Allah in the Hereafter.

THE RETURN OF SAYYIDINA ISA <aU» Up WILL NOT NULLIFY

THE FACT THAT THE HOLY PROPHET ^jUpiii^U IS THE SEAL
OF ALL PROHETS

Many indisputable Ahadith and verses of the Qur'an foretell the return of

Sayyidina Isa ?%-& -a* to this world before Qiyamah, when he will slay Dajjal.

This is the unanimous belief of the Ahlus Sunnah wal Jama'ah (followers of

Sunnah).

Sayyidina Isa f%J>\ aJlp will not be made a Prophet after the Holy Prophet ju
jjL-j -a* iui because he was already a Prophet f^LJi *> before ascending to the

heavens. He will also not introduce another religion or Shari'ah, but will follow

the religion of Muhammad ^ 3 u* ii jl* and he will urge people to do the same.

He will live, marry and pass away among the Muslims. His advent will therefore

not impact upon the finality of the Holy Prophet's (JL-j U* i»i jl» Prophethood.

The Holy Prophet <jl-_, 4> in ju has mentioned that Sayyidina Isa ^LJ\ Up will

abrogate the Jizya (atonement), but the fact that the Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^ i»i j^> has

already informed us about it proves that the abrogation will also be in

conformity to the Religion of the Holy Prophet jJl-j Op ii j^>.

Allama Suyuti's 4^ ^ <^j book about the descent of Sayyidina Isa f^J\ Up,

and many Ahadith in the books of Bayhaqi and Tabrani explicitly mention that

Sayyidina Isa f%~J» *ip will follow the Holy Prophet's ^ 3 U* ii J^> Shari'ah. He
will rule by the code of Islam and pass judgement accordingly.

THE FALLACIES OF THE QADIANIS

Those adhering to the Qadiani sect claim that the door of Prophethood has

not been shut because the Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up ii jl^ has foretold the coming of

Sayyidina Isa fiLJ\ Up. Therefore, they claim that the person they follow is

actually Sayyidina Isa
r
%3 ^. They fail to perceive the simple fact that the

Qur'an repeatedly declares that Sayyidina Isa f%~b a> is the son of Sayyidah

Maryam f%~^\
i*ip, whereas every person, including Qadiani's followers, knows

that Qadiani's mother was not called Maryam.

They also say that the coming of Sayyidina Isa f%J\ aJLp proves that the chain

of the Prophets has not terminated. The reply to this has already been given. It

should also be noted that since Sayyidina Isa f*~& Up will follow the Holy

Prophet's ^ 3 U* & J~* Shari'ah, he will not abrogate Jihad, as Qadiani did. It is

clear that Qadiani could neither have been another Prophet, nor could he have

been Sayyidina Isa £%S\ ^.
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(41) O you who believe! Remember Allah in abundance... (42) .... And glorify

Him morning and evening. (43) It is He Who showers mercy on you, and so do

His Angels (pray for your forgiveness), so that He may remove you from a

multitude of darkness into light. He is always Most Merciful unto the believers.

(44) The day when they will meet Him, their greeting will be "Salam." And He

has prepared for them a generous reward.

THE BELIEVERS ARE COMMANDED TO REMEMBER ALLAH IN

ABUNDANCE AND ARE GRANTED THE TIDINGS OF MERCY
FROM ALLAH AND HIS ANGELS

"Allah says, "O you who believe! Remember Allah in abundance, and glorify Him

morning and evening." Commentators say that the verse denotes that people

should engage in the remembrance of Allah (Dhikr) of Allah at all times. Others

say that "morning" refers to the day, while "evening" refers to the night. Allah has

commanded that remembrance of Allah (Dhikr) take place at the beginning of the

day and at the beginning of the night so that the rest of the day and night may be

passed in the same way.

THE VIRTUES OF REMEMBRANCE OF ALLAH (DHIKR)

Allah's remembrance of Allah (Dhikr) is a great act of worship and should

be practised at all times. Allah says in Surah Nisa, "When you have completed your

Salah, remember Allah standing, sitting and (reclining) on your sides (i.e. while lying

down)/' These are basically the only three postures of man and remembrance of

Allah (Dhikr) must be practised in each of them.

Muslim (v. 1 p. 24) reports that Qiyamah (dooms day) will take place only

when there is none to take Allah's name in this world. This proves that

remembrance of Allah (Dhikr) is the lifeblood of this world, without which the

universe will be destroyed. It is also the soul of other acts of worship. In fact,

Salah, the foundational act of worship, is based on remembrance of Allah (Dhikr).

Allah says in Surah TaHa, "establish Salah for My remembrance (for My Dhikr)/'

[Surah 20, verse 14]

A verse of Surah Ra'd also mentiors that remembrance of Allah (Dhikr)

develops tranquillity and contentment in the heart. Sayyidina Abu Musa Ash'ari

** ^ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ^ <4* i» J^> said, "The example of one

who remembers Allah is like that of a living being, while the example of one who

does not remember Allah is like that of a dead being." [Bukhari]

This hadith makes it evident that true living beings are those who engage in

Allah's remembrance of Allah (Dhikr) at all times, and not those who merely eat,

drink and engage in worldly activities.
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Another hadith mentions that the people of Heaven will regret the moment
that they spent without engaging in remembrance of Allah (Dhikr).

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ^ & ^ ; reports from the Holy Prophet ,^ u. i, ,

that the gathering without Allah's remembrance (Dhikr) and salutations upon the

Holy Prophet ^^ Up ^i j~* will be a source of regret to the participants on the Day
of Qiyamah (dooms day). Allah may punish them if He wills or He may forgiVe
them. If any person lies down without engaging in any remembrance of Allah

(Dhikr), his act of lying down will be a source of regret for him on the Day of

Qiyamah (dooms day). In a similar manner, a person will regret his walking if [[

was bereft of Allah's remembrance (Dhikr).

The Holy Prophet *i~>< ^ & j^> has also mentioned that the gathering bereft

of Allah's remembrance and salutations upon the Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^ & J-* will

be a source of regret to the participants on the Day of Qiyamah (Resurrection),

even though they will enter Heaven on account of their good deeds. [Targhib wat

Tarhibv. 2 p. 409/4 10]

An intelligent person is he who does not waste a single moment. He uses

every second to engage in various forms of remembrance and manages his

worldly activities as swiftly as possible so that he mav return to remembrance of

Allah (Dhikr).

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ^ &\ ^> } reports from the Holy Prophet h j^
<X* 3 u* that one must not engage in much talk, unless the talk is Allah's

remembrance. This is so because excessive talking hardens the heart, and the

hard-hearted person is the most distant from Allah. [Tirmidhi]

Ummul Mu'minin {(The Spiritual) mother of the believers] Sayyidah Ummu
Habibah i^ iii ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet J^ 3

Up iwi ju said, "Everything a

person says will be an encumbrance for him, except enjoining good, forbidding

evil and Allah's remembrance/' [Tirmidhi]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Busr <* & ^ } reports that a villager once asked the

Holy Prophet ^-> ^ ^ j^ who is the best person. The Holy Prophet ,JL,_, Up it j^
replied that the best person is the one whose life is long and whose deeds are

good. The person then inquired about the best deed. The reply was, 'That you

leave this world while you tongue is moist with Allah's Dhikr." [Ibid]

Allah says in Surah TaHa, "establish Saldh for My remembrance (Dhikr)." The

Adhan and Iqamah before Salah are forms of remembrance. So too is the reply to

the Adhan, the du'as of wudhu (prays of ablution), and all the words recited in the

Salah. These words praise Allah, glorify Him and express His purity.

The tongue, together with the other limbs of the body, all engage in Allah's

remembrance while performing Salah. As the limbs lower themselves before

Allah in the various postures, the tongue continues to praise and glorify Him.

The submission of all the limbs and the lowering of the head to the ground

indicate one's humility before Allah.

Allah says in Surah Jumu'ah, "When the (Jumu'ah) Salah has been completed

then disperse in the land, seek from Allah's bounty and remember Allah abundantly so

that you may be successful. " [Surah 62, verse 10]
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ALLAH REMEMBERS THOSE WHO REMEMBER HIM

Allah says in verse 152 of Surah Baqarah, "So remember Me and I will

remember you. Be grateful to Me and be not ungrateful/'

It is reported in a hadith in which the Holy Prophet J~ 3 *±* ii J* quotes

Allah as saying, "I am with My servant when He remembers Me and engages

His tongue with the recitation of My name." [Bukhari, from Abu Hurayra ** A» ^J\

Another hadith reports the Holy Prophet ^^^J^ to have said, "Allah

says that I am with My servant when he remembers Me. When he remembers me

in privacy, then I remember him likewise. When he remembers Me in a

gathering, then I remember him in a nobler gathering i.e. of angels. [Bukhari from

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ^ ^ ^ \

Allama Ibn Kathir *> & *^j has reported 'from Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Abbas ** i»! ^] that Allah has stipulated a limit for every act of worship that He

has ordained. Allah has also excused certain people from these acts of worship

because of their specific conditions. However, Allah's remembrance is such an

act of worship that has no limitations in terms of quantity and time. It has no

fixed pattern of standing or sitting, neither is one required to have wudhu

(ablution). Allah commands that people abundantly engage in His remembrance

at all times and in all situations, be they travelling or at home, ill or healthy, on

land or at sea. The only excuse a person can have for not making remembrance is

when he loses his sanity or consciousness.

"If is He Who showers mercy on you, and so do His Angels../' The Arabic word

'yusalir (translated above as "showers mercy") may be attributed to Allah, as well

as the angels. When it is attributed to Allah, it would mean that Allah's showers

His special mercy and grace upon a person. When it is attributed to the angels, it

means that they seek forgiveness on behalf of a person and invoke Allah's mercy

for him.

Allah then says that the purpose of Allah's mercy and the supplications of

the angels is to "remove you from a multitude of darkness (and bring you) into light

He is always Most Merciful unto the believers." Allah's mercy abounds to the

believers (Mu'minln) in both worlds. In this world, it saves them from disbelief,

polytheism (shirk) and Bid 'ah (innovations), while also providing for their

material needs. Then, in the Hereafter, it will secure for them eternal peace and

tranquillity.

"The day when they will meet Him, their greeting will be 'Saldm." Allah will

greet them with 'Salam' (peace) when they meet Him. Allah says in Surah YaSin,

"They will have a greeting of peacefrom the Most Merciful Lord. " [Surah 36, verse 58]

Verses 23 and 24 of Surah Ra'd (Surah 13) read: "And the an els shall enter

upon them from every door saying, 'Peace be upon you because of the patience that you

exercised. How blissful is the outcome of the Hereafter!"

Certain commentators have mentioned that the angels shall greet a believer

(Mu'min) with Salam when they claim his soul. ["Ruhul Ma'dni"]

"And He has prepared for them a generous reward. " Allama lbn Kathir *i* &\ *^j

mentions that this verse refers to Heaven and all the bounties there. All of this
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will be presented to a person with great honour

*4j% 4$ \ !

4^^J C*3 Li^J ^r^J ^^4^ vfJbL-3^ U[ <^tf Q&

A* ^5 G3 1a^ ^i3 ^ j^ii)^ C^£ff A)

(45) O the Holy Prophet ^L-j Up -a»\ JU»! We have certainly sent you as a witness, a

bearer of glad tidings and a warner. (46) And as a caller to Allah by His

command and an illuminating lantern. (47) Convey glad tidings to the believers

that theirs will be a great bounty from their Lord. (48) Do not follow the

disbelievers and the hypocrites, ignore their harassment and rely only on Allah.

Allah suffices as a Helper.

THE NOBLE ATTRIBUTES OF THE HOLY PROPHET ^j Up &\ ju>

Allah says, "O the Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up ii j^! We have certainly sent you as a

witness..." Addressing the Ummah of the Holy Prophet jJL-j <> i»i J~#, Allah says in

Surah Baqarah, "Thus We have made you such a group that is moderate in nature so

that you may be witnesses over the people and the messenger a witness over you." [Surah

2, verse 143]

Allah states in Surah Nisa, "How will it be when We shall bring forth from every

nation a witness and call you [O Muhammad (JL-j Up ii jj\ to witness over all of them?"

[Surah 4, verse 41]

The concluding verse of Surah Hajj states, "So that the messenger be a witness

over you, and that you be witnesses over mankind." [Surah 22, verse 78]

The details of the Holy Prophet's ^ 3 u* i>i j^ testimony on the Day of

Judgment (Qiyamah) have been discussed in the commentaries of the above

verses of Surah Nisa and Surah Baqarah.

Allah says further that he has sent the Holy Prophet ^j Up ii ju as "a bearer

of glad tidings and a warner." the Holy Prophet ,jl,j ^ ^ J^> passed on to the

believers (Mu'minin) the glad tidings that they will be admitted into Heaven, and

also warned the disbelievers and sinners that they may have to suffer in Hell.

Allah sent the Holy Prophet <x* 3 ^ i»i j^ as "a bearer of glad tidings and a

warner" to all nations and communities, as He says in Surah Saba, "We have only

sent you to the whole of mankind as a bearer of glad tidings and a warner. But most

people do not know. " [Surah 34, verse 28]

It is incumbent that people of all religions and denominations follow the

Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^ i»i ju. Allah says in verse 19 of Surah Ma'idah (Surah 5), "O
People of the Book! Indeed Our messenger has come to you, expounding to you at a time

when the succession of messengers has been paused, so that you do not say, 'There has

not come to us a bearer of glad tidings, nor any warner 1/ Undoubtedly there has come to

you a bearer ofglad tidings and a warner I Allah has power over all things.

"
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Sayyidina Ata bin Yasar a* ii ^ reports that he once met Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Amr bin As *& ^ ^j and asked him about the description of the

Holy Prophet <J^ u* & J^ in the Torah. He replied that the Holy Prophet & J^
i, , Up was described in the Torah just as he is described in the Qur'an, i.e. "O

the Holy Prophet ^^^1 jJ[ We have certainly sent you as a witness, a bearer

of glad tidings and a warner." In addition to this, the Torah mentions that the

Holy Prophet^ «-i* ^ ^ is a protector of the unlettered people (Arabs). Allah

also says to him in the Torah; "You are my bondsman and I have named you

'MutawakkiT (i.e. one who relies on Allah). You are not foul mouthed and harsh,

and do not make a noise in the marketplaces. You do not avenge evil with evil,

but forgive and overlook. I will not call you back until you have straightened a

crooked nation, who will say 'La ildha IllAllah'. This will open their blind eyes,

their deaf ears, and shatter the veil upon their hearts."

"And (We have sent you) as a caller to Allah by His command..." the Holy

Prophet (4-j aJLp i»i ji^ invited all of mankind and the Jinn towards believing in

Allah's oneness (Tauhid), urging them to worship only Him. The Holy Prophet

jl,j Up iui Ju, endured great pains and hardships in propagating oneness of Allah

(Tauhid), the responsibility of which has been passed on to his Ummah. Allah

says in Surah Al Imran, 'There should be a group from you who invite towards good,

enjoin right and forbid from evil. These are indeed the successful ones." [Surah 3, verse

104]

Allah further describes the Holy Prophet ^j ^ i J^ as "an illuminating

lantern (who leads people out of the darkness of disbelief and into the light of

Islam)/' Just as many lanterns can be lit from one lantern, many hearts were

illuminated by the Holy Prophet^ *j*a» jl., each of them illuminating a large

number of others. Allah did not describe the Holy Prophet ,0-j 4* i» >asa sun

because the radiance of the sun disappears at night and is not perpetuated by a

transfer of the light to other bodies.

Allah then commands the Holy Prophet ^3 a* A» J* so "Convey glad tidings

to the believers that theirs will be a great bounty from their Lord." They will be saved

from disbelief and polytheism (shirk) in this world and admitted into Heaven in

the Hereafter.

"Do notfollow the disbelievers and the hypocrites, ignore their harassment and rely

only on Allah. Allah suffices asxi Helper." Because of their opposition to the Holy

Prophet's ^.3 a* ii- j^ message, the disbelievers presented all kinds of obstacles.

Allah instructs the Holy Prophet ^ a* ai J^ to ignore them and not to

compromise Islam in any way. Allah will soon settle the score with them and

take them to task for their persecution.

(49) O you who believe! When you marry believing women and then divorce

them before touching them; there will be no waiting period (Iddah) incumbent
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on them for you, which you will have to count. Grant them a provision and part

from them in a most beautiful manner.

CERTAIN LAWS OF THE IDDAH

The laws of marriage, divorce, maintenance, Iddah, etc have been discussed

at length in the Qur'an, the Ahadlth and the books of Islamic jurisprudence.

Although divorce has been permitted by the Shari'ah as a last resort, it has been

referred to as "the worst of all permissible things".

A woman may leave the marriage of her hvisband under the following

circumstances:

Q He dies.

£Q He pronounces a divorce that is 'Bain.'

£Q He pronounces a divorce that is 'Mughallaza.'

03 He pronounces a divorce that is 'Raj'V and does not take her

back before the expiry of her Iddah.

The Arabic word 'Iddah' literally means 'to count/ It has been named thus

because the divorced or widowed woman has to 'count' the menstruation cycles

or months to complete her waiting period. It is only after this Iddah that she can

remarry.

If a man divorces his wife after the marriage has been consummated, and:

£Q If she menstruates, she will have to complete an Iddah for the

period of three menstruation cycles.

£Q If she, is pregnant, her Iddah will terminate as soon as the child

is born.

£Q If she does not menstruate and is not expecting, her Iddah will

last for three months.

If a man passed away, and:

tQQ // his wife was expecting, her Iddah will terminate upon the

delivery of the child.

£ 7/ she was not expecting, her Iddah will last for four months

and ten days, irrespective of whether she menstruates or not,

and irrespective of whether the marriage, was consummated or

not.

However, if a woman was divorced before the marriage could be

consummated, there will be no Iddah for her. She may remarry immediately

after the divorce is pronounced. This is explained in the above verse. The verse

also instructs the husband to give her "a provision."

The sum of this "provision" has been stipulated in Surah Baqarah, where

Allah says, "If you divorce them before touching them and you have stipulated the

dowry, then half of it (shall be due), unless the women or those possessing the tie of

marriageforgo it." [Surah 2, verse 237]
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Therefore, the husband has to give her half of the stipulated dowry upon

separation. However, if no dowry has been agreed upon. He will have to give

her a set of clothing. This set of clothing is known as 'muta' in the definition of

the Shari'ah. The 'muTa' has to consist of at least three garments. The first should

be equivalent to a sheet that drapes the entire body from head to toe. The second

should be a large scarf, and the third should be something like a cloak, which

covers the body properly.

If a woman was divorced after consummation, but the dowry was never

specified, she will receive the dowry known as 'mithal' i.e. the amount of dowry

usually received by the women of her family. Of course, if a dowry has been

agreed upon in the above case, the woman will have to be paid the full amount

after divorce (if she did not receive it already).

According to the Hanafi and Hambali schools of jurisprudence, a marriage

will be regarded as consummated even if the couple did not physically engage in

cohabitation, but were left in privacy for a period in which they could have

cohabited.

Allah then says, "part from them in a most beautiful manner. When the couple

have to leave each other, the husband must not utter any offensive words, nor

deprive the wife of her rights. He should also not take back anything that he had

given her before.

\"S' 9' ^i'\\'C\ *\ * *\\ \" 9' "" -i -^ I* *A'~\' ^k'' <"\'<
y^y^^. 0' Isr *\y o\ sri W~^ <s*j*j oi ^^y ^j -^-u* o/^u*

(50) O The Holy Prophet <%-L>j .4-1* i» J*\ Verily.we have legalised for you those

wives whose dowries you have' paid, and those slave women who are in your

possession from the booty that Allah has granted to you. And (legalised for you

are) the daughters of your maternal uncles and daughters of your maternal

aunts, who have migrated with you. And that believing woman who has gifted

herself to the Holy Prophet, if the Holy Prophet desires to marry her. This is

exclusive to you and not for the believers. Indeed We are aware of what We have

stipulated for them with regard to their wives and the slaves they own so that

there is no difficulty for you. Allah is Oft Forgiving, Most Merciful.
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SOME LAWS OF MARRIAGE AND THE SPECIAL PRIVILEGE OF
THE HOLY PROPHET ^j *J* Ai ^U

After the demise of Sayyidah Khadija i** i» ^ Jr The Holy Prophet u* in j^
(U-j married many wives. Their names have been mentioned in the commentary

of verse 28 of Surah Ahzab. Most of these wives migrated from Makkah the only

exceptions were Sayyidah Safiyya bint Huyay ^ & ^j who was a Jewess

captured during the battle of Khaibar, and Sayyidah Juwayriyya U-^ ^ ^j who
was a captive from the Banu Mustaliq tribe.

Allah also refers to the Holy Prophet's ^ 3 ^ & j^ slave woman, Sayyidah

Mariya Qibtiyya ^ ^ ,^3, from whom the Holy Prophet's ^ 3 <i* i» J^ son,

Ibrahim^^^ was born. He passed away in infancy.

Allah says, "O the Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up in j^>\ Verily we have legalised for you

those wives whose dowries you have paid, and those slave women who are in your

possession from the booty that Allah has granted to you." The payment of dowry has

been mentioned in this verse even though marriage can be contracted without

paying the dowry. Of course, it will still be due from the husband at some stage,

and should be paid as soon as possible.

Allah mentions further, "And (legalised for you are) the daughters of your

maternal uncles and daughters of your maternal aunts, who have migrated with you."

Although the Holy Prophet ^jl-j u* ii ju could have married all these women, the

only cousin he married was Sayyidah Zainab bint Jahsh ^ i> ^ ;/ the daughter

of his paternal aunt.

When the Holy Prophet jjL^ Jp ^i jl* proposed for Sayyidah Ummu Hani

ifs- &\ ^>j [the daughter of the Holy Prophet's ^ 3
oLp in jl* paternal uncle, Abu

Talib, and the sister of Sayyidina Ali -up ^ ^>j] she declined on some account.

When the above verse was revealed, she said that she was no longer lawful for

the Holy Prophet (JL-j ^ in j^ because she did not migrate to Madinah. [Tirmidhi]

Sayyidah Ummu Hani i^ i>» ^ 3 accepted Islam only when Makkah was
conquered. Ulema (Scholars) say that migration was not a condition for a woman
to be married to the Holy Prophet ,o-_, a* in ju. Sayyidah Ummu Hani i^ iii ^ 3

based her statement on her own analogy, which conforms to the ruling of

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas <up & ^ 3 . [Tirmidhi]

" who have migrated with you." This clause applies to the wives of the

Holy Prophet <x* 3
Up i»i jl* and not to the daughters of his maternal uncles and

aunts because, like the Holy Prophet's <x* 3 *> in j^> mother, they were all from

Madinah and did not require to migrate.

The books of history and of the Holy Prophet's <X* 3
<Op i»i j^ biography do

not mention any daughters of the Holy Prophet's ^ 3
a* i>i jl> maternal uncles

and aunts. Although the author of "Ruhul Ma'ani", after extensive research, has

cited the names of a few, it has not been established that any of them married the

Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^ in ju. Of course, this is not a cause to object to the above

verse because the verse never commanded the Holy Prophet ^ 3
a* i>i jl* to

marry any of these women. It merely permits him to do so if he desired to.

It may also be said that the verse, though addressed to the Holy Prophet J~*
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^ , Up ii applies to the Ummah at large, permitting them to marry these women.

This is then similar to the opening verse of Surah Talaq {Surah 65), where Allah,

though addressing the Holy Prophet ^ 3
Up ii J^, teaches the Ummah the correct

method of divorce.

"And that believing woman who has gifted herself to the Holy Prophet (is legal for

him) if the Holy Prophet desires to marry her. This is exclusive to you and not for the

believers." This verse permits the Holy Prophet ^j ^ &\ j^ to marry a woman

who is prepared to enter into marriage without any dowry. However, if any

woman makes the same offer to another Muslim, he will have to pay her the

dowry referred to as 'mithal.'

Commentators differ whether any woman offered herself as a gift to the

Holy Prophet (O-j *jlp i»» jl*. While many commentators state that no such incident

took place, others are of the opinion that many women did offer themselves to

the Holy Prophet ^ 3 *> in ju>. They say that the Holy Prophet ,0-j 4* ifo J^
married some of these women, while he declined the offer of others.

Recording the names of these women, certain commentators make mention

of Sayyidah Maymuna bint Harith i^p i»i ^j and others mention Sayyidah

Zainab bint Khuzaima i^p i»i ^> The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" has recorded the

names of certain other women as well. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ &\ ^^ is

emphatic that no such incident took place where a woman offered herself as a

gift to the Holy Prophet ,jl,j <M i»i J^.

When making mention of such women, Allah attached the clause of

"believing" i.e. the woman had to be a Mu'mina {Believes). Ulema {Scholars) have

deduced from this that the Holy Prophet^ ^ i»i ju was not permitted to marry

any Jewish or Christian woman. While it is permissible for a Muslim to marry

such women, it is best that they do not, especially if there is a danger that the

woman will corrupt the husband's religious life.

'Indeed We are aware of what We have stipulated for them with regard to their

wives and the slaves they own..." Allah is well aware of the injunctions that He has

decreed with regard to the marriages of the general Muslim public and the

special privileges that He has accorded for the Holy Prophet jjL-j Up ii jJ) in the

same regard.

"....so that there is no difficulty for you. Allah is Oft Forgiving, Most Merciful."

Allah has accorded certain privileges to the Holy Prophet <X*y<^ ifo J^ so that

matters are not too strenuous for him. Certain commentators say that this part of

the verse applies specifically to the case of the Holy Prophet ,J-j *±* i» J^
marrying women who offer themselves as gifts to him.

sS* ''
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(51) You may distance those of them whom you please and accommodate those

of them whom you please. There will be no sin on you if you seek those whom
you had already distanced. This is best so that their eyes are cooled, they do not

grieve, and so that they are all pleased with what you give them. Allah knows
what is within your hearts. Allah is All Knowing, Tolerant.

THE HOLY PROPHET ^ Up &\ J^ IS GIVEN THE CHOICE TO
WITHHOLD OR SEPARATE FROM WHICHEVER WIVES HF
CHOOSES

The above verse allowed the Holy Prophet ,0^ Jp 4i j^> the option to appoint
a turn for every wife if he pleases, or to exclude some of them from the turns.

This privilege has been accorded only to the Holy Prophet ^ 3 <a* &\ j^>. It is

compulsory for the Muslim public to appoint equal and just turns to spend with
each wife, but this compulsion did not apply to the Holy Prophet^ 3 Up ii ju. He
was also allowed to appoint a turn for any wife who previously had been denied
a turn.

When this verse was revealed, the Holy Prophet's ^ <Jp ^ jl* wives
realised that he was not obliged to appoint a turn for them and to grant them an
allowance in excess of what they required. In this way, they became pleased with
whatever he granted them and with the turns he appointed for them. This is

meant by the words, "This is best so that their eyes are cooled, they do not grieve, and
so that they are all pleased with what you give them.

"

"Allah knows what is within your hearts. Allah is All Knowing, Tolerant." The
author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that this part of the verse is addressed to the

Holy Prophet ^ Up ii j^ and his wives. It tells the Holy Prophet^ <uU ii j^
wives that Allah is aware of the pleasure with which they accepted Allah's
injunctions. It also mentions that Allah is well aware of the additional affection

that the Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^ i»i j^> inadvertently possessed for certain wives.
With regard to the turns that he appointed for his wives, the Holy Prophet ii ju
^j 4* once made the following supplication to Allah, "O Allah! This is the

distribution of turns that I am capable of making. Do not reproach me for the

distribution that is in Your control and I have no power to make (i.e. an equal
distribution of affection)/' [Tirmidhi]

Even though the Holy Prophet^ Up i»i jl* was not obliged to appoint equal
turns between his wives, he still did so with great justice. However, Sayyidah
Sauda ^ ^ ^ forfeited her turn in favour of Sayyidah Ayshah, ^ ito ^>
Whenever the Holy Prophet ^ a* ii ju went on a journey, he drew lots to

decide which wife would accompany him.

» »>

52. After this, women are not permitted for you. It is also not permissible for you
to take another woman in marriage in exchange of any wives, even though her
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beauty may appeal to you, unless she be your slave. Allah is Watchful over

everything.

THE HOLY PROPHET ^j Up iurju, WAS NOT ALLOWED ANY
MORE WIVES

The interpretation of the verse is that the Holy Prophet ,jl-j Up & J~* was not

permitted to marry any other women after the revelation of the above verse. He

was also not permitted to marry another woman in place of one that he may

divorce. This interpretation has been reported from Sayyidina Anas bin Malik

a* Jji^Jf Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ i»i ^j and others.

Sayyidina Anas bin Malik *& A\ ^j reports that Allah restricted the Holy

Prophet ,0-j U* i» jl* to those wives already in his marriage in appreciation of the

fact that they all chose to remain with him when he gave them the choice of

separation in exchange for a sum of wealth. The details of this have been given in

the commentary of verse 28 of this Surah, where Allah says, "O the Holy Prophet

x,j 4* ^ J^ 1
- Say to your wives, 'If you desire the life of this world and its

adornments..." The Holy Prophet^ 3 4* & J~* had nine wives at that time.

Another interpretation of the above verse has been reported from other

commentators, including Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ ib\ ^Jm They interpret

the verse to mean that the Holy Prophet ^3 4* & J** was not permitted to marry

any women besides the types already mentioned in the foregoing verses.

Therefore, he was not permitted to marry any family members who did not

migrate and women who were not Muslims. He was therefore, permitted to

marry only women who were not mentioned in these verses.

Even if the first interpretation is accepted, the law was later abrogated

because Sayyidah Ayshah i^p ii ^j reports that Allah granted the Holy Prophet

jJ-jUp ii ju* permission to marry other women before his demise. [Tirmidhi]

THE REASON FOR THE HOLY PROPHET ^j Up *t J^ MARRYING
SEVERAL WOMEN

The Jews, Christians and other enemies of Islam who cannot reply to the

penetrating beliefs and dynamic codes of Islam, have resorted to attack Islam

from feeble stand points, which they regard as convincing. One of their

objections is the fact that the Holy Prophet^ 3 4* & J^> had many wives.

At the outset, one should cast a glance at the miracles of the Holy Prophet

(Jl-j Up ii j^f the greatest being the Qur'an. The Qur'an has challenged people

from the time of its revelation that they should produce even a single small

Surah similar to any of those in the Qur'an. Up till this day, no individual or

group has been able to meet the challenge. None will even be able to do so until

Qiyamah (Resurrection day). This fact is sufficient to prove that the Holy Prophet
jvL-j Up ii ju was certainly Allah's true Prophet because the Qur'an simply cannot

be the product of a man.

Since the Holy Prophet ^ 3 4* & J^ was Allah's true messenger, it follows

that he would not do anything contrary to Allah's will. His every deed was
subject to Allah's approval and command. Allah, being the Lord of the universe,
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reserves the right to accord privileges to whoever He pleases. Therefore, ev
those deeds of the Holy Prophet jjL-j <a± ii ^u that were unlike those of othe^
believers (Mu'minvri), were all correct and with Allah's blessings. One of the
privileges was the permitting of several wives at a time. Other Muminln ar
restricted to four if they are able to treat them all justly.

Thereafter Allah revealed the verse saying, "After this, women are not
permitted for you. It is also not permissible for you to take another woman in marriage

in

exchange of any wives, even though her beauty may appeal to you, unless she be y0Ur
slave. Allah is Watchful over everything/'

If the Holy Prophet ^j ^ iii > was not Allah's Prophet and simply
married women because of his personal lust, why would he say that Allah has
now restricted him with this verse? It is obvious that a person hankering after his

passion will never place restrictions upon himself.

Sayyidina Ali <up &\ ^ J once told the Holy Prophet^ 4^ ^'> to marry the

daughter of his uncle Sayyidina Hamza ^ ib» ^j because she was extremely
beautiful. The Holy Prophet ^ ^ ii j^ refused saying that he and Sayyidina
Hamza ** &\ ^j suckled from the same woman and were brothers in this regard.

It was therefore not permissible for him to marry her.

Certain wives of the Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^ &\ ju also requested him to marry
their sisters, but he refused, being restrained by the Shari'ah. These incidents

make it evident that he did not act according to his personal whims, but in

accordance with Allah's command. He could have easily satisfied his lusts

because the Sahabah {Companions) ^ ii ^ relied on him so much. If he
desired, he could have married many virgins, but he had only one in his

marriage.

His marriage to Sayyidah Ayshah ^ ii ^J taught the Ummah that a man
who is advanced in years is permitted to marry a young lady. Imam Bukhari ^
<> A\ has penned an entire chapter on this aspect. He reports that the Holy
Prophet (j-j Up iii j^ was allowed a period of seclusion with his new bride at

Sayyidina Abu Bakr's ^ ii ^ house during the daytime. This single hadith

proves that it is permissible for a couple to consummate their marriage at the

home of the woman's parents, and it also proves thaMhis act is permissible

during the day. In a like manner, the Ahadith pertaining to the Holy Prophet's^ Up &\ j^ practical life with his wives teach the Ummah millions of lessons.

Sayyidah Ayshah 1^ iui ^ lived with the Holy Prophet jju, -a* ii jl* for

only nine years, within which she learnt thousands of Ahadith, which she taught

the Ummah in the 48 years that she lived after his demise. She reported over 2200

Ahadith and people used to flock in thousands to her tent at Mina during Hajj,

when it resembled a university. It is impossible to enumerate the virtues attached

to the teachings that the Holy Prophet's^ ^ ii ,j^ wives gifted to the Ummah.

There is not a single facet of a man's life that is not elucidated by the Holy

Prophet's ^ ^ ii j^ words or deeds. Through his wives, the Ummah learnt

how to manage their domestic affairs and how to treat their wives and families.

Sayyidah Umm Salamah l^ ibi ^ brought her children from her previous

marriage with her when she married the Holy Prophet ^ 3 Jp i»i j^. In this
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er^ jhe Holy Prophet <X* 3
*-ip Ai Ju* taught the Ummah how to treat and love

*
children. The Ummah would not have learnt the fine aspects of such a

S

etetionship
if no wife had brought her children into her marriage with the Holy

prophet^ «J* &J-*.

One of her children, Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abu Salamah ** &\ ^j reports

that the Holy Prophet <X* 3 *4* & J*> raised him and once, while eating, he (the

child) was placing his hand in every part of the utensil. The Holy Prophet A» J*

l. 4* advised him saying, "Take Allah' s name, eat with your right hand and eat

frorn the side of the utensil closest to you" [Bukhari and Muslim]. Sayyidah

Umm Salamah i** Ai ^j alone reported 378 Ahadith.

Sayyidah Juwayriyya \t* ifo ^j was captured during an expedition and

distributed as part of the booty. She fell to the lot of Sayyidina Thabit bin Qais

&, h ^j or one of his cousins. However, she contracted a deal with her master to

he set free upon the payment of a stipulated sum. When she approached the

Holy Prophet <X* 3 Up Ai ju for financial assistance to pay the sum, he told her,

"Should I not inform you of something better?" When she agreed, the Holy

Prophet (0-j Up ii jl^ asked her if she would prefer that he pay her debt and then

marry her. She happily agreed and the couple were married.

Since thousands of her clan were slaves of the Sahabah {Companions) &\ ^j
ri*, the Sahabah (Companions)^ ii ^Jf in honour of the Holy Prophet 4* & J^

^j freed every slave belonging to her clan. Such was the veneration that the

Sahabah (Companions) ^ &\ ^j had for the Holy Prophet ^ 3 u* ifci jJ[ They

could not bear to keep any of the Holy Prophet's ^ 3 4* &\ J^> relatives by

marriage in captivity.

Relating the incident, Sayyidah Ayshah W^ & ^j says, "A hundred families

of the Banu Mustaliq were freed on account Sayyidah Juwayriyyah's ^ &\ ^j
marriage to the Holy Prophet pJL. j -a* ii ju I do not know of any woman who was

so blessed to her people as she was to her clan."

Sayyidah Urnmu Habiba W^^^^j accepted Islam in Makkah and migrated

with her husband to Abysinnia. Her husband became a Christian and died a few

days later. It was then that the Holy Prophet <X* 3 ^ i > sent a marriage

proposal to her via the king Najashi. She accepted the proposal and Najashi

himself contracted the marriage in Abysinnia.

She was the daughter of Abu Sufyan, who was then the leader of the

Quraysh and who had left no stone unturned to harass and harm the Holy

Prophet ,jL-j aJLp in j^ and the Muslims. When he received the news of the

marriage he said, "He [The Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^ & J~A is a man whose nose cannot

be cut." By this he meant that the Holy Prophet <X*> aJlp Ai ju* was an extremely

noble person who could not be disgraced. He added, "Here we are busy trying to

humiliate him, but my daughter has just married him."

One of the reasons behind this marriage was that a disbeliever leader

should be embarrassed. There were numerous other political motives to the

marriage, which served the cause of Islam well. Of course, Allah knows best the

details of this.

From the age of 25 until the age of 50, The Holy Prophet ^j ^ i >
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remained with one wife, Sayyidah Khadija t^ ^i ^>j. It was only after her derai

that he married Sayyidah Sauda ^ &\ ^ 3 and Sayyidah Ayshah ifs- &\ ^ Jf w >

,

whom he could not live because of her young age. She lived with her parent

until the 2nd year after the Hijrah, when she began to live with the Holy Proplw

,0-^ aAj> & j^>. The Holy Prophet ,jl-j Up ii jl* was then 54 years of age and
until

then had only two wives.

The following year he married Sayyidah Hafsa i&* ib» ^> Jt a short while
after

which he married Sayyidah Zainab bint Khuzaima \+* &\ ^>j. Sayyidah Zainab

bint Khuzaima h^ & ^j lived for only eighteen months after her marriage to the

Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^ ii ju, while other narrations state that the duration was only

three months.

In the 4th year after the Hijrah the Holy Prophet jJL-j ^ i»i ju married

Sayyidah Umm Salamah i^p ifo ^Jr and then married Sayyidah Zainab bint Jahsh

l^p &\ ^j in the 5th year after the Hijrah. The Holy Prophet <x* 5 <±* ifci jl> was then

58 years of age. It was only after this that he married Sayyidah Juwayriyyah ^
i^p «Ai ^ l^p &\

f Sayyidah Ummu Habiba ^ i»i ^> Jf Sayyidah Safiyya i«» ^
L^and Sayyidah Maymuna ^ &\ ^ Jm

In essence, the Holy Prophet ,jl-_, Up ibi jl^ lived with only one wife until the

age of 54, i.e. with Sayyidah Khadija L^ i» ^>j for 25 years, and then with

Sayyidah Sauda l^p ^i ^j for another four or five years. At 58, he had four wives,

after which he married the others. He then passed away in the 10th year after the

Hijrah.

Of these wives, only Sayyidah Ayshah i^ ^ ^j was a virgin, while the

others were all widows, some of whom had been married twice before. Then too,

they entered into the Holy Prophet's ^^ Up i > marriage during the last years

of his life.

How can the enemies of Islam who are drowning in their own lust and

carnal passions ever hope to perceive the noble character and motives of Islam,

which are directed at reforming societies and individuals? Such people base their

analogies and presumptions on their own lives and thoughts, because of which

they accuse the Holy Prophet ^ 3
a> i»i j^ of marrying many women merely to

satiate his passions (Allah forbid!). A clear thinking person will never arrive at

this conclusion if he studies the Holy Prophet's ,jl._, Up i»i j^> pure life.

The Quraysh of Makkah especially noted the Holy Prophet ,0-j a* ii ju> for

his impeccable behaviour as a youth. At 25, as a young man, he married a widow
who had already been married twice. (If he were someone only interested in

satisfying his passions, he would have never married a 40 year old woman when
he was so young). During the 25 years of marriage to her, he spent many months

in meditation in the cave of Hira. He married a second wife only at the age of

fifty, when he had passed the vibrancy of youth.

During all these years, he lived under the scrutiny of the Quraysh.

However, even at the height of the opposition towards him, when they called

him a liar and a magician, none dared accuse him of immoral and licentious

behaviour. If he were a person interested only in satisfying his carnal passions,

they would certainly have implicated him in some scandal.
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All one has to do is to ponder over the reason for a person to marry so many

men towards the end of his life when his youth was a pristine example of

urity/
abstinence and piety. The reasons that surface are those already

Mentioned above.

Ijoi z«^ju o^ A-^JJ* l^^ <^ JJ >^ i^L? b*^ 0' p^55^ ^->° ^J

(53) O you who believe! Enter the rooms of the Holy Prophet ^j aJp it ^U only

when you are permitted to do so to partake of a meal. Then too, do not wait for it

to be prepared, but enter when you are summoned and disperse once you have

eaten without enjoying a conversation. Indeed this hurts the Holy Prophet &\ J-p

pL>j Up, but he is shy (to tell you). Allah does not shy away from the truth. So

when you ask them (his wives) for anything, then ask them from behind a

curtain. This is purer for your hearts and for their hearts. It is not for you to hurt

the Holy Prophet ^»j *J* ii J-*, nor to ever marry his wives after him. Verily

this is grave in the sight of your Lord. (54) If you reveal something or conceal it,

then Allah certainly has knowledge of everything.

THE INCIDENT RESPONSIBLE FOR THE LAW OF HIJAB (VEIL)

BEING REVEALED

Sayyidina Anas bin Malik <up ibi ^j reports that when the Holy Prophet J^
jvL-j dp ii married Sayyidah Zainab bint Jahsh ^ ito ^Jt he invited the Sahabah

{Companions) r^P ^ ^j for a 'walima' meal. After the Sahabah «up &\ ^j had
eaten, some of them remained sitting and talking for a long time. Because of his

noble and gentle temperament, The Holy Prophet jJL-j a* ii ju did not directly

tell them to leave, but he stood up to leave. However, they failed to grasp the

message he was giving them. When the Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^ ii Ju* left, some
people also left, but others remained seated.

The Holy Prophet ^j <M '&
J~* reached the door of Sayyidah Ayshah i»t ^j

W^, but returned thinking that the people would have left by then. However, he

still found them there when he returned, and left again for Sayyidah Ayshah ^j
k^ & room. These people soon left and, when the Holy Prophet ^j *> i»i ju was
informed about this, he returned to the room. Sayyidina Anas bin Malik '-up ^\ ^>,
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reports that he was also about to enter the room with the Holy Prophet U* i»i

(O-j, but the Holy Prophet^ 3 ^ i» ju> prevented him from entering and drew the

curtain down. It was then that Allah revealed the verse "O you who believe! Enter

the rooms of the Holy Prophet ^ 3 <4± ii ju, on/y wfefz yow are permitted to do so to

partake of a meal. Then too, do not wait for it to be prepared, but enter when you are

summoned and disperse once you have eaten without enjoying a (lengthy) conversation.

Indeed this hurts the Holy Prophet ,jl.j ^ ii j^>, but he is shy (to tell you). Allah does

not shy awayfrom the truth..."

When the Holy Prophet ^ 3 4* iwi jl* arrived in Madinah, Sayyidina Anas
bin Malik <* & ^j was ten years old. Since the Holy Prophet jJl-j Up ii j^
married Sayyidah Zainab bint Jahsh ig^ ib\ ^j in the 5th year after the Hijrah,

Sayyidina Anas ^ & ^j was only 15 years old at that time. He was an attendant

to the Holy Prophet ^ 3 <±* &\ J~* and always entered the house with the Holy

Prophet (Jl-j Up ii\ j^. This is what he intended to do when the incident took

place, but the Holy Prophet (Jl-j Up ii ju> prevented him from entering because

the verse enforced the laws of Hijab (veil). Since he was with the Holy Prophet

^ 4> &\ ju throughout this incident, he said, "I know best about this/
7

f

The first law propounded in this verse is that people should enter the Holy

Prophet's ^j *> i»i J^ home only when invited in. They should then arrive only

when called, and not arrive so early that the food is still being prepared. The

second law is that, after eating, they should disperse and not remain talking.

Such a delay places the Holy Prophet jJL-j *M iui ju» in a difficult situation, but he is

unable to tell people because he considered their feelings. It is therefore the duty

of people to think for themselves.

The third injunction stated in the verse is "So when you ask them (his wives) for

anything, then ask them from behind a curtain. This is purerfor your hearts and for their

hearts. " There should not be any face-to-face conversation between a woman and

a strange (non-Mahram) male.

The fourth injunction is a general ruling after the, specific ruling

mentioned above, where people are told not to cause inconvenience to the Holy
Prophet jjL- j -a* & J^. Allah says, Tt is not for you to hurt the Holy Prophet 4p i»i ju>

The fifth ruling is that no Muslim can "ever marry his [the Holy Prophet's ii J~*^ Up] wives after him." Allah states at the beginning of this Surah that the Holy

Prophet's ^ 3
Up ibi ^u wives are like mothers to the believers (Muminin).

Therefore, in honour and reverence of them, no one was permitted to marry

them after the Holy Prophet/9 ,0-j <o* ^ ju, demise.

Referring to marrying the Holy Prophet's pi*..? <> iui j^> wives, Allah says,

"Verily this is grave in the sight ofyour Lord." It would be a grave sin if any person

were to do such a thing, or even intend it. The intention to sin is also sinful, as

Allah continues to say, "If you reveal something (some sin) or conceal it, then Allah

certainly has knowledge of everything."

Of the five laws mentioned above, only the last one applies exclusively to

the Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up i«i J^>. The other four applies to every believer (Mu'min).

Therefore, people may enter the homes of others only with their permission and



Hould not arrive too early, nor remain sitting long afterwards.

Whenever any person requires something from a strange (non-Mahram)

wornan, he should address her from behind a veil. Certain ignorant people of our

times claim that this law applied only to the wives of the Holy Prophet ^ ii J^

\, They say that there is no necessity for today's women to cover their faces.

They should stop to think that if this law applied for the Holy Prophet's a* i»i j^

±,, wives, who are mothers to the believers (Mu'minin), it will apply to a greater

degree to other women, especially in this age of moral decadence.

The detailed laws of Hijab (veil) were given in the commentary of verse 31 of

Surah Nur (Surah 24), where Allah says, "And tell the believing women that they

should lower their gazes and preserve their chastity. They must not expose their

beauty..." Much has also been discussed in the commentary of verse 33 of this

Surah, where Allah says, "Remain in your homes and do not make a display of

yourselves as was the practice of the former period of ignorance." Insha Allah, more

shall still follow in the ensuing verses.

(55) There is no sin on them [the wives of the Holy Prophet pL»j <J* & ^M with

regard to their fathers, their sons, their brothers, the sons of their brothers, the

sons of their sisters, their fellow women and their slave women. They should

fear Allah. Indeed Allah is Witness over everything.

THE PERMISSION FOR WOMEN TO BE SEEN ONLY BY THEIR
MAHRAM (ONE OF THE RELATIVES WITH WHOM THE MARRIAGE
CANNOT BE TOOK PLACED)

"Ruhul Ma'ani" reports that when the verse of Hijab (veil) was revealed, the

relatives of the Holy Prophet's ,4-j *> ifci J^ wives began to ask whether the laws

of Hijab (veil) must also be exercised with their family and relatives. It was then

that the above verse was revealed, permitting women to be seen by the men

mentioned in the verse.

Although the verse cites only four categories of men, others are also

regarded as Mahram when they have a close blood relation with a woman. The

maternal and paternal uncles are not mentioned in the verse because they are just

like the father to a woman.

The verse also permits women to be seen by other women. However,

Muslim women should abstain from being seen by disbelievers women. The

verse then continues to permit a woman being seen by her slave women. Of

course, she has to exercise the laws of Hijab (veil) with regard to slave men. Other

categories of people who may see a woman have been mentioned in the
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commentary on verse 31 of Surah Nur (Surah 24).

While the verse of Surah Nur applies to all women including the Holy

Prophet's (JL-j u* &\ J^ wives, the above verse of Surah Ahzab specifically refers

to the wives of the Holy Prophet ^ 3 <4* & J^ so that a person may not think that

they cannot be seen by their Mahram (with home whom the marriage cannot be

committed) relatives.

Allah then addresses the Holy Prophet's (X» 3 4^ & J^ wives saying, "They

should fear Allah. Indeed Allah is Witness over everything." The realisation that Allah

is Witness "over everything" creates taqwa in the heart.

\JJ^J A-Ib \J>Jyj* \j^-*\+ -^^ l^li <^1 JC- Oj^r*i f-^=^AJ ill o[

53 l^,.l^

(56) Verily Allah and his angels shower their special mercies on the Holy

Prophet jt-L-j <Up &\ ^L?. O you who believe! Convey mercies and salutations upon

him.

THE BELIEVERS ARE ENJOINED TO INVOKE MERCY FOR AND
TO SEND SALUTATIONS UPON THE HOLY PROPHET ^JL-j Up &\^
JUST AS ALLAH AND HIS ANGELS DO

Urging the believers (Mu'minin) to invoke special mercies on the Holy

Prophet ,4-^ <J^ ii
L5
u

/ Allah begins by saying that He and His angels convey their

mercies upon him. It is incumbent on all Muslims to pray for Allah's mercies to

be showered on the Holy Prophet pJL-j *> ii J^ because we cannot repay the

favours he has done for us. The reason for expressing the command in this

manner is that the believers (Mu'minin) should take pride in doing something

that Allah and His angels also do.

The word 'yusalluna' (translated above as "shower their special mercies") is

used with the following three meanings, depending on whom it refers to: (1)

Mercy, (2) prayer (dud), and (3) Praise. This is similar to love, which varies,

depending on the person being referred to. The love a father has for his son will

be different from the love which that son has for the father. Similarly, the love a

son has for his mother differs from the love he has for his wife.

In the same way, the purport of the word "yusalluna" varies according to

the person it is used for. When referring to Allah, it means that Allah showers his

special mercies on a person. When used for the angels, it means that they make
prayer (dud) for Allah's forgiveness on behalf of someone. When used for the

believers (Mu'minin), it means that they pray for Allah's mercy to be showered

on someone. It also means that they praise someone.

The honour that Allah has bestowed on the Holy Prophet^ 3 *±* & J^ in this

world is that Allah has elevated his status so that people take his name
favourably, and his religion will perpetuate until the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah).

The honour that Allah will accord him in the Hereafter is that Allah will allow
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him to make the greatest intercession when he will attain the position of the

"Maqam Mahmud", and his virtue will shine above all others.

The word 'Salam' (translated above as "salutations") in this context means
that that the believers (Mu'minin) pray for the Holy Prophet <x> 3 a* ii j^ to be
safeguarded from all adversities, difficulties and defects. This is the meaning of

the greeting of Salam that Muslims use. Some Ulema (Scholars) say that since

'Salam' is one of Allah's names, the greeting would mean that Allah must protect

the person at all times.

Because of the command in this verse, Ulema (Scholars) say that it is

compulsory that every Muslim recites Durud [invoke mercy and salutations

upon the Holy Prophet^ a* i» j^] at least once in his lifetime. Imam Tahawi
4*.& ~^j says that Durud (benediction) should be recited every time the Holy
Prophet's ^ 3 *> 4i j^ name is mentioned in a gathering. However, the ruling in

this regard is that the listeners and the speaker recite Durud (Benediction) at least

once during the gathering. Of course, it is best that it be recited every time.

The term "Salah upon the Holy Prophet ,jl,j a* it j^" means that a person
praises the Holy Prophet^ 3 a* &\ ju with love and devotion.

THE VIRTUES OF DURUD (BENEDICTION)

Muslim (v. 1 p. 166) reports from Sayyidina Abu Hurayra <* & ^>j that the

Holy Prophet <X* 3 Up i»i j^ said, "Allah will send ten mercies on the person who
sends one to me {i.e. recites Durud (benediction) once}." Nasa'I adds that the

person's stages in the Hereafter will be raised ten times, ten rewards will be
added to his records of deeds, and ten sins will be erased from his record of sins.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud <* .&\ ^j reports from the Holy Prophet ju
^ a> 4i that the person who recites the most Durud (benediction) will be closest

to him on the Doomsday (Day ofQiyamah) .

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** i»» ^j also narrates that the Holy
Prophet 'pL-j Up 41 j^ said, "A group of angels travel throughout the earth to

convey the greetings of my Ummah to me."

The Holy Prophet ^ Up ii jl* also said, "Do not make your homes
graveyards (by not performing Salah) and do not make my grave an Eid (by
celebrating there). Send Durud (benediction) to me because your Durud
(benediction) is conveyed to me irrespective of where you are." Since no acts of

worship take place in the graveyard, the homes should not be left without
worship. Therefore, people should perform their Nafl (optional prays) and sunnah
Salah at home. Making the Holy Prophet's ^ 3 ^^\ ju> grave an Eid means that

people should not visit his grave adorned in their finery. They should visit it

with utmost respect and reverence. The presence of the Holy Prophet ,0^^ ii j^
should be highly esteemed and none must even consider laughing and joking at

his graveside.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ** iui ^ reports that when a person recites

Durud (benediction) on the Holy Prophet^ u, i ju once, Allah, and His angels
invoke seventy mercies upon him. ["Mishkat" p. 87]
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Mulla Ali Qari *> &\ ^ writes that the above narration applies to reciting

Durud (benediction) on Fridays because the rewards of deeds tend to be

multiplied during auspicious times.

The Holy Prophet^ ^ i»i j^ said, "Friday is the best of days. It was on this

day that Sayyidina Adam ?*XJ>\ U^ was created, and passed away. The trumpet (to

signal the advent of Doomsday (Qiydmah) will be blown on this day, causing all

of creation to collapse. Since Friday is the best day, sent Durud (benediction) to me
in abundance on this day because your Durud (benediction) is presented to me."

[Abu Dawud v. 1 p. 150]

The Holy Prophet ^3 Up iai ju mentioned, "The angels invoke mercy for the

person who recites Durud (benediction) for me. So a person has the choice to

either recite Durud (benediction) on my behalf in abundance or to recite it less

frequently." [Ibn Majah]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud -up iu\ ^j says, "I was performing Salah

when the Holy Prophet ^X» 3 <4± & J^ arrived with Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^ &\ ^j
and Sayyidina Umar ^ &\ ^Jm As I completed my Salah in the sitting posture, I

praised Allah and recited Durud (benediction). I then started making du'a.

Noticing this, the Holy Prophet (JL-j ^ ^ J^ told me, 'Ask, for you shall receive

whatever you ask of Allah." [Tirmidhi]

Sayyidina Fudala bin Ubaid ** &\ ^>j narrates that the Holy Prophet <d*^\ j^,

(JL-_, was in the Masjid when a person entered the Masjid and began performing

Salah. After his Salah, he began to make prayer (dud) saying, "O Allah! Forgive

me and have mercy on me." Hearing this, the Holy Prophet^ ^ i»i ju> said, "O
person performing Salah! You were hasty. Remember, the next time you perform

Salah and then sit down to make du'a, begin with praising Allah as He
deserves to be praised, recite Durud (benediction), and then ask what you have to

ask."

Sayyidina Fudala bin Ubaid <up &\ ^j narrates further that another person

then performed Salah and, after the Salah, praised Allah and recited Durud
(benediction) before beginning his prayer (du'a). The Holy Prophet ,0^ Up i» jl*

addressed him saying, "O person performing Salah! Make prayer (du'a), for your

du'a will be accepted." [Tirmidhi]

This hadith teaches us how to make du'a. A person should commence by
praising Allah and then reciting Durud (benediction). Recitation of Durud
(benediction) has a great effect in securing the acceptance of prayer's (dud's). In

fact, Sayyidina Umar ** &\ ^j used to say that a person's prayer (du'a) is

suspended between the heavens and the earth if he does not recite Durud
(benediction). ["Mishkat" p. 87]

Saints have mentioned that, while a person may not be rewarded for other

acts of Dhikr, Durud (benediction) is always rewarded. A person should therefore

recite Durud (benediction) at the beginning and at the end of his prayer (du'a).

Allah, in his magnanimity, will not only accept the two ends of the prayer (du'a)

but also the content in between. [Hisnul Hasin]

The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up iui ju said, "Whenever people participate in a

gathering that is devoid of Allah's remembrance of Allah (Dhikr) and Durud
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(benediction), the gathering will be a source of harm for them. Allah may punish

them or forgive them if He wills. " [Tirmidhi]

Listeners and speakers at any gathering should recite Durud (benediction)

whenever the Holy Prophet's ^ 3 4* & J^ name is mentioned. While the

minimum requirement is that it be recited only once throughout the course of the

gathering, it is best to recite it every time the Holy Prophet's ^ 3 *** & J^ name is

mentioned because warnings have been sounded against not reciting Durud

(benediction).

Sayyidina Ali v* i»» ^j reports that the Holy Prophet^ <o* ii j^ said, "A

true miser is the one who does not recite Durud (benediction) when my name, is

mentioned." [Tirmidhi]

Sayyidina Abu Dharr ** ifo ^j reports that he was once with the Holy

Prophet jJL-j a> ii ju, when the latter asked, "Should I not inform you about the

worst miser?" When the Sahabah (Companions) ^ & ^j asked to be informed,

The Holy Prophet <!-._> *A* & J^> said, "The one who does not recite Durud

(benediction) when my name is taken is the worst miser." ["Targhib wat Tarhxb"]

Sayyidina Ka'b bin Ujrah ** it .^>j reports that the Holy Prophet <X* 3
«-ip ^ J^>

once instructed the Sahabah (Companions) ^ it ^j to draw close to the pulpit.

When they did so, the Holy Prophet^ *> ii j^ began to ascend the pulpit. As

he took the first step, he said, "Amln!" When he mounted the second step, he

again said. "Amln!" and then repeated "Amln!" upon taking the third step.

When he descended from the pulpit, the Sahabah (Companions) ^ h ^j
said, "We have seen you mount the pulpit in a manner that we have never

noticed before." the Holy Prophet ,0-j Up ii ju explained the reason saying,

"When I climbed the first step, Jibr'U ^\ 4* said, 'May that person be destroyed

who finds the month of Ramadhan and does not secure forgiveness for himself.'

Thereupon I said 'Amln!' As I mounted the second step, he said, 'May that

person be destroyed who does not recite Durud (benediction) when your name is

taken before him.' I said Amln! to this as well. When I climbed the third step he

said. 'May that person be destroyed, who finds one or both of his parents in old

age and still does not secure his admission into Heaven.' Thereupon I also said,

'Amln!"

SOME PERTINENT RULINGS

Durud {benediction) must be recited every time the Holy Prophet's «-i* i» j*>

,jl._, name is said or heard. It is also compulsory to write the Durud {benediction)

whenever writing his name. The person should at least say or write the words,

"^ <d* iui ju>" or "f*>LJij s^UJi Up." The practice of some people to simply write

the abbreviated form (like S.A.W.) is incorrect. The full phrase must be written.

Sayyidina Abu Talha **& ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ^y^ & J^
was once extremely happy. He said, "Jibr'U ^%^ *i* came to me with a message

from Allah saying, 'O Muhammad! Does it not please you to know that when a

member of your Ummah recites Durud {benediction) for you, I shall grant him ten

mercies? And I will sent ten salutations (Salam) on the one who sends salutations

to you?" [Nasa'i]
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RULING: The Salah upon the Holy Prophet pL-j Up &\ J^ (i.e. invoking

Allah's mercy for him) should be recited along with the salutations (Salam).

Certain Ulema (Scholars) have mentioned that it is undesirable (Makruh Tanzihi) for

a person to recite only one of the above.

Various methods of reciting Durud (benediction) have been reported in the

Ahadith. It will be best to use these words, although it is permissible to use other

words.

Sayyidina Ka'b bin Ujrah ^ ii ^j reports that the Sahabah (Companions)

^ &\ ^j once asked the Holy Prophet ^ 3
*a* ^ ] J^ how they should recite

Durud (benediction) for him and his family because this has been ordained by

Allah at the end of Salah. The Holy Prophet ,jl.j Up ^ J^> then taught them the

following words:

{TRANSLATION: "O Allah! Send Your special mercies on
Muhammad ,0^ U* ii J^> and the family of Muhammad (O-j u^ it ju, just

as You have sent Your special mercies on Sayyidina Ibrahim p^\ Up

and the family of Sayyidina Ibrahim fiLJ\ u*. Verily You are Worthy
of all praise, the Most Honoured. O Allah! Send Your blessings on
Muhammad ^ 3 Up ii jl* and the family of Muhammad ,0-j Up i»i j^/ just

as You have sent Your blessings on Sayyidina Ibrahim (OLJi Up and
the family of Sayyidina Ibrahim ^LJ\ Up. Verily You are Worthy of

all praise, The Most Honoured/'

This Durud (benediction) is referred to as the Durud - e - Ibrahim. Sayyidina

Abu Humaid Sa'idi <up iui ^J narrates that the Sahabah (Companions) r^p i»» ^j
once asked the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ii jl* as to how were they to recite the

Durud (benediction). The Holy Prophet ,*!-,_, Up ii ju replied with the following

words:

(TRANSLATION: "O Allah! Send Your special mercies on

Muhammad ,jl-_, Up ii jl*, his wives and his progeny, just as You have
sent Your special mercies to the family of Sayyidina Ibrahim u*

ftLJ\. And bless Muhammad ,jl-_, Up ^i ju, his wives and his progeny,
just as You have blessed the family of Sayyidina Ibrahim ^:>lji U*.

Verily You are Worthy of all praise. The Most Honoured/')
[Bukhari]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra -up &\^ reports that the Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up ii jl*

said, "Whoever wishes fill his scale of rewards for reciting Durud (benediction) for

me and my family, then he should recite:

(TRANSLATION: 'O Allah! Send Your special mercies on

Muhammad ^ 5 Up i»i ju, the unlettered The Holy Prophet, on his

wives, the mothers of the believers (Mu'minin), on his progeny
and on the members of his household; just as You have showered
Your special mercies on the family of Sayyidina Ibrahim **>tU\ Up.

Verily You are Worthy of all praise, The Most Honoured/") [Abu

Dawud p. 141]

Sayyidina Ruwayfi ** i»i ^j reports from the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ii j^ that

his intercession is binding for the person who, after reciting Durud (benediction),
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makes the following supplication:

{TRANSLATION: "O Allah! Take [The Holy Prophet ^ it jl*

jl^J to the exalted position close to You on the Day of Judgment
(Qiyamah)/'} ["Mishkat" p. 87]

NOTE: To facilitate abundant recitation of Durud (benediction), certain

saints have formulated the following Durud (benedicHon).

THE REASONS FOR RECITING DURUD (BENEDICTION)

Sayyidina Haklmul Ummah Muhammad Ashraf Ali Thahwi 4* &\ ^ has

written the following reasons for Durud (benediction) in his book, "Nashrut Tib":

A. Not only did the Holy Prophet^ *±* ii j^> convey Allah' s message to

the Ummah but he also formulated plans for their reformation and went to great

pains to pray for them. In addition to this, he was deeply affected by any
difficulty that they experienced. He was therefore their benefactor, as well as a

means of channelling Allah's mercy to them.

Logic demands that a person expresses gratitude for the favour of another.

Since the Ummah are unable to repay the Holy Prophet ^ 3 <Op ^ J^> for the

benevolence he showed to them, the Shari'ah has ordained that they recite

Durud (benediction) on his behalf

.

B. The Holy Prophet ^ 4* & J~* is Allah's beloved. Since a request in

favour of a beloved will attract the love of the lover, people will become beloved

in the sight of Allah by invoking Allah's mercy upon the Holy Prophet Up i»i ju
^j when they recite Durud (benediction). Although Allah will shower his mercy
and blessings on the Holy Prophet ,jl.j -a* i>i j^f who does not require our
prayer's (du'a's), it is we who will benefit by attaining proximity to Allah.

C. By reciting Durud (benediction), the servitude of the Holy Prophet ii ju*

ri- 3
a> to Allah is displayed because it proves that even the Holy Prophet *> iui ju

^j requires Allah' s mercy and blessings. This dispels the false notion of many
people who, seeing the Holy Prophet's (JL-j Up &\ j^ miracles, think that he has

control over the affairs of the universe and believe that he has the authority to

alter the laws of the Shari'ah.

D. The Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^ ii J~*f like his Ummah, was a human being. He
also had to eat, drink and fulfil other necessities of life. In fact, the Ummah may
excel the Holy Prophet ,jl.j Up . &\ j^ in certain aspects, such as wealth. It is

therefore possible that some people, viewing such factors, may consider the Holy
Prophet {X*y Up ii jl» to be inferior to them and may not want to follow him.

This is one of the reasons why the Shari'ah has ordained the recitation of

Durud (benediction). In this way, people will not allow their wealth to fool them
into thinking that the Holy Prophet pJUj Up it ju, is inferior to them. Since the

Durud (benediction) expresses that the Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^ ii ju enjoys the

special mercies and blessings of Allah, people are taught that their wealth is

totally insignificant when compared to Allah's special mercy and blessings.

By adding titles like 'Sayyidina' ('our leader') before the Holy Prophet's J^
fL.j <> &\ name and speaking about his efforts for the religion, people will regard
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him to be their benefactor and will never consider themselves superior to him.

E. Becoming overawed by their belief in oneness of Allah (Tauhid), some

people disregard the importance and virtue of links to Allah, such as the Prophets

f%j>\ ^. Although bypassing these links to Allah does not necessarily affect one's

belief (Imdn), Allah has made them a pathway to His pleasure. They have to be

highly regarded and reverence for them cannot be regarded as distracting from

Allah. In fact, showing reverence to them perfects one's relationship with Allah.

Revering the messenger of a king expresses a person's reverence for the

king himself. Someone entertaining a king's messenger will be foolish to think

that he is neglecting to show respect for the king. In fact, the more he reveres the

messenger, the more his reverence for the king will become manifest. The

Shari'ah has commanded the Ummah to "Convey mercies and salutations" upon

the Holy Prophet ,0-j Up & J^ so that it may be a means of gaining proximity to

Allah. Showing regard for any medium to reach one's goal cannot be regarded as

opposition to the goal.

It is for these reasons that Allah declares "O you who believe! Convey mercies

and salutations upon him." In this manner people are guaranteed Allah's pleasure.

(2$) L^J UW \^u>

(57) Verily those who hurt Allah and His messenger, Allah curses them in this

world and in the Hereafter, and has prepared a humiliating punishment for

them. (58) Those who harm the believing men and women for no sin on their

part will bear the burden of slander and a manifest sin.

THE EVIL FATE TO BE SUFFERED BY THOSE WHO HARM AND
SLANDER THE BELIEVERS (MU'MININ)

Allah says, "Verily those who hurt Allah and His messenger, Allah curses them in

this world and in the Hereafter, and has prepared a humiliating punishment for them."

Allah's curse denotes punishment and being cast away from Allah's mercy. The

worst curse will be because of disbelief. None can hope to hurt Allah, but

harming any of Allah's creation will be interpreted as harming Allah because

Allah dislikes such a deed.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** ifo ^>j reports that the Holy Prophet^ 4* ^ J*

said, "Allah says, 'Man hurts me and swears time, whereas I am time (the

Creator of time). Everything is in My control, and I alternate the night and the

day." [Biikhari]

Sayyidina Abu Musa Ash'ari ** ifo ^j reports from the Holy Prophet & J-*

(

ji^ up that none is as tolerant as Allah because He even protects and sustains

people who ascribe partners to Him.
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flesh of their dead brothers (i.e. they were backbiters) and who defamed them."

Y'Mishkdt" p.429]

The Qur'an and Ahadith have expressed great repulsion for backbiting,

slandering, carrying tales and harbouring ill feelings towards others. Muslims

should restrain their tongues at all times and make an effort to defend the

honour of others who may be defamed.

Sayyidina Mu'adh bin Anas ^ &\ ^j reports from the Holy Prophet ^iui^
(JL-j that Allah will appoint an angel to save that person from the Fire of Hell,

who defends the honour of a Muslim when he is being defamed by a hypocrite.

He also added that on the bridge across Hell, Allah will halt the person who
defamed a Muslim until he emerges from his defamation (i.e. until he is forgiven

by the person whom he defamed). ["Mishkat" p. 424]

£621

(59) O The Holy Prophet ^JUj <Up <uai ^U! Tell your wives, your daughters and the

women of the believers that they should draw down their "jalabib" over

themselves. This is best for their recognition so that they are not harmed. Allah

is Oft Forgiving, Most Merciful. (60) If the hypocrites, those with a disease in

their hearts and those who spread rumours in Madinah do not desist, We will

definitely grant you authority over them, after which they will hardly be able to

live with you in Madinah. (61) They are accursed. Wherever they go, they will be

seized and massacred. (62) This was the practice of Allah with those who passed

before. You will never find any change in Allah's practice.

THE COMMAND FOR ALL BELIEVING WOMEN TO OBSERVE THE
LAWS OF HIJAB (VEIL

Commentators write that the women of Madinah used to go to the low-

lying areas of their date plantations to relieve themselves at night. Some

hypocrites and others used to stand beside the road and interfere with the

women as they passed. Although they interfered only with slave women, they

sometimes mistook other women as slaves.

It was also a practice of the Jews and other enemies of Islam that when the

Muslim army was out, they used to alarm the Muslims in Madinah by shouting
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that an enemy is approaching, or that the Muslim army has been defeated.

Instructing the Muslim women to conceal themselves, Allah says, "O the

Holy Prophet ,0-j <M & J^! Tell your wives, your daughters and the women of the

believers that they should draw down their 'jalabib' over themselves. " The "jalabib" are

large shawls that cover a woman from head to toe. The verse instructs women to

drape the shawls over their heads as well, thereby covering the entire body.

In this way, free women could be recognised from slave women because

slave women were not required to cover themselves so thoroughly because of

their menial tasks. In this way, free women would not run the risk of being

harassed by the uncouth ruffians. It is with reference to this that Allah says, "This

is best for their recognition so that they are not harmed. Allah is Oft Forgiving, Most
Merciful

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** ibi ^j explains the verse to mean that

women should cover themselves in such a manner that their entire body is

covered, with only a small opening for one eye to enable the woman to see. He
says that free women can be differentiated from slave women in this way so that

no one interferes with them. Although it is not permissible to interfere with slave

women either, when free women don proper Hijab {veil), ruffians will not be able

to make the excuse that they could not differentiate between the two. ["Rahul

Ma'dni" v. 22 p. 89]

The verse command the Holy Prophet^ 3 *> ifci ju to instruct his "daughters"

as well. The usage of a plural in this verse makes it clear that the Holy Prophet

^j *> i ^ had several daughters, not only one [Sayyidah Fatima M* & ^A as

the Rawafidh claim.

The verse also makes it clear that the command for Hijab (veil) applies to all

believers (Mu'minin) women and not only to the Holy Prophet's ,jl.j a* ii j^
wives and daughters (as some claim).

Referring to the practice of the Jews and the hypocrites to alarm the

Muslims, Allah says, "If the hypocrites, those with a disease in their hearts (i.e. the

weak Muslims) and those who spread rumours in Madinah do not desist, We will

definitely grant you [O the Holy Prophet ^j *i* i» Ju>] authority over them, after

which they will hardly be able to live with you in Madinah." This verse warns these

people that if they do not mend their ways, Allah will command the Holy
Prophet pL-j <d* ii j** to treat them as enemies and perhaps wage Jihad against

them. They will then be unable to live peacefully in Madinah.

Describing them further Allah says, "They are accursed. Wherever they go (after

being expelledfrom Madinah), they will be seized and massacred. This was the practice of
Allah with those who passed before. You will neverfind any change in Allah 's practice."

Allah also ensured that the rebellious people of the previous nations were
expelled from their homes because of their mischief.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that the hypocrites slackened in their

mischief after the revelation of this verse, whereby they were saved from being
banished and killed. Other commentators state that the specific hypocrites
referred to in the verse did not desist as they were told and were banished from
*e Masjid. The Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up ii ^ also instructed that their funeral
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prayer (Janazah) should not be performed. In this manner they were humiliated.

From the Jewish tribes, the Banu Quraizah were banished from Madinah,

while the men of the Banu Nadhir were all put to the sword and their families

taken as prisoners. The Jews played a major part in spreading the false rumours

to scare the Muslims.

\^h\j iil L*J*I Liiij oA^ ^^^ <j fH-^i^ 4^ ty ^^ ^hf**^ ^b

Ljj K^ y^xz}\ y^li bi]/5j Loll* L*J*I IS} LJj jytej ^^ ^y*)\

(63) People ask you about Judgment day (Qiyamah). Say, "The knowledge about

it is only with Allah. You will be surprised to know that perhaps Judgment day

(Qiyamah) is close." (64) Verily Allah has cursed the disbelievers and prepared

the Blaze for them. (65) They will abide there forever and will not find any

protecting friend, nor any helper. (66) The day when their faces will be

overturned in the Fire as they say, "O! If only we had obeyed Allah and obeyed

the messenger!" (67) They will say, "O our Lord! We followed our leaders and

our elders, but they misled us from the path." (68) "O our Lord/ Give them

double punishment and curse them ever so greatly."

ALLAH HAS CURSED THE DISBELIEVERS, THEY WILL CURSE
THEIR LEADERS ON THE DAY OF JUDGMENT (QIYAMAH) AND
REQUEST ALLAH TO INFLICT DOUBLE THE PUNISHMENT ON
THEM

In an effort to refute the advent of Judgment day (Qiyamah), the disbelievers

used to ask the Holy Prophet ^ 3 *> iu» J^ to tell them exactly when Judgment

day (Qiyamah) will take place. Allah replies to their question by saying, "The

knowledge about it is only with Allah." Knowledge of the exact date of Judgment

day (Qiyamah) is not known by any angel or Prophet. Only Allah has knowledge

of this. It will occur when He decrees and the fact that it has not yet occurred

does not mean that it will not take place.

"You will be surprised to know that perhaps Judgment day (Qiyamah) is close/'

Since the time of Judgment day (Qiyamah) is unknown, people should prepare

themselves for it because it can occur at any moment. They should not waste

their time asking about it.

"Verily Allah has cursed the disbelievers and prepared the Blaze for them. " Even if

the disbelievers seem to be enjoying a good life, they are constantly under

Allah's curse, which cannot be regarded as a worthwhile life. Thereafter, they

will have to suffer the eternal punishment of the Hereafter. Allah says, "They v)v\
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abide there forever and will not find any protecting friend, nor any helper. The day when

theirfaces will he overturned in the Fire as they say, 'O! Ifonly we had obeyed Allah and

obeyed the messenger!" Lamenting over their pitiable plight, they will also say, "O

our Lord! We followed our leaders and our elders, but they misled usfrom the path.

"

Wherever Islam spreads, the leaders and chieftains also present the greatest

obstacles. They refuse to accept the message and will not allow others to accept

either. All relations will be severed on the Judgment day (Qiyamah) and no

person will be able to assist another in any way. Every person will then curse the

next, Allah continues to say that the people will plead to Allah saying, "O our

lord! Give them (our leaders and elders) double punishment and curse them greatly."
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(69) O you who believe! Do not be like those who hurt Musa, after which Allah

absolved him of what they said. He was extremely honourable in Allah's sight.

O you who believe! Fear Allah and speak the truth. (71) Allah will correct your

deeds for you and forgive your sins. Whoever obeys Allah has greatly

succeeded.

THE MUSLIMS ARE COMMANDED NOT TO BE LIKE THOSE WHO
HURT SAYYIDINA MUSA

f
*J» Up

Bukhari reports from Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ^ ib\ ^j the following hadith

of the Holy Prophet ^ 3 U* i»i
.

jl*: The Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up i»i JU> said that

Sayyidina Musa {*~J\ <A* was a bashful person and ensured that none saw even

the skin of his body. According to another narration, the Bani Isra'il publicly

bathed naked and looked at each other's bodies. Out of his modesty, Sayyidina

Musa (OLJi <Op always bathed in seclusion. Some people, intending to hurt him,

spread the rumour that Sayyidina Musa (OLJ Up bathed alone because he

suffered from white liver or some skin disease. Some even said that his testicles

were swollen.

To absolve him of the accusation, Allah made it transpire that the rock upon
which Sayyidina Musa f*~S\ u* placed his clothes, moved away with his

garments. Sayyidina Musa f*>tJ\ Up chased after it with his staff in his hand
shouting, "O rock! Bring back my clothes! Bring back my clothes!" A group of

people from the Bani Isra'il happened to see him chasing the rock and they

managed to get a good look at his body. They then realised that the rumours
were false and that Allah had created Sayyidina Musa f*~<ti Up in a most perfect

manner.

Sayyidina Musa f%Ji Up caught up with the rock and hit it with his staff.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ^ & y*j says, "By Allah! When he struck the rock, three,

four, five, six or seven marks were left on it."
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Referring to this incident, Allah says, "0 you who believe! Do not be like those

who hurt Musa, after which Allah absolved him of what they said. He was extremely

honourable in Allah 's sight." But what was the hurt caused to the Holy Prophet ju
jl._j aj* ^11 which necessitated this verse?

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud <up &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ju

^ 3 <u> &\ distributed the booty after the battle of Hunain and happened to give

certain people more than others. Someone then mentioned, 'This distribution is

without of justice," or "Allah's pleasure is not intended in this distribution."

When Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud v* iui ^j reported these words to the Holy
Prophet (JL-j aJlp a\ j^r he replied, "If Allah and His messenger are not just, then

who is? May Allah have mercy on Musa fi^ aJlp. He was given even more
hardship, but exercised patience." [Bukhari v. 1 p. 446 and 483]

The fact of the above matter is that the wealth distributed by the Holy
Prophet ,jl.j Up in j^> on that occasion was not part of the booty itself, but the

wealth of "fay" which the Holy Prophet ^ 3 *> ii ju could give to whoever he

pleased.

Allah had granted the Holy Prophet ,jl._, Up ii j^ the authority to distribute

this wealth at his discretion. He did not give any person what was because of

another.

Commentators have written that it is an act of disbelief to object to any

action of the Holy Prophet ^ 3 *> i»i J^>. This crime is punishable by death. The
Holy Prophet ^ 3 <o* &\ j^ did not execute the person who raised the objection

because it was necessary at that particular time to foster cordial relations. Since

people would say that the Holy Prophet ^ 3 *> ii ju» kills his own people, the

person's life was spared for the sake of propagating Islam.

Any person intending to propagate the truth will encounter such abuse, but

will have to endure it patiently, just as the Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up i»i ju and

Sayyidina Musa ft>Ut <A* did.

Allah says further, "O you who believe! Fear Allah and speak the truth." This

verse urges speaking the truth as well as speaking with justice, speaking of

matter related to Religion, and all good speech. According to Sayyidina Ikrma
-up is\ ^ Jf speaking "the truth" refers to reciting the Kalimah, "La ildha IIIAllah"

.

Allah first mentions fearing Him because all good deeds become easy for

the person who fears Allah. Armed with the fear of Allah, a person will

endeavour to perform good deeds and abstain from evil deeds.

By adopting taqwa (fear of Allah) and speaking well, "Allah will correct

(accept) your deeds for you and forgive your sins."

SUCCESS WILL BE GAINED BY OBEYING ALLAH AND THE HOLY
PROPHET fJL-j Up &\ JU>

"Whoever obeys Allah has greatly succeeded." While some people regard wealth

as a token of success and others regard position and a profitable occupation as a

measure of success, it must be borne in mind that the true measure of success is

that which is stipulated by Allah i.e. obedience to Allah and His Holy Prophet J*



In the marriage sermon, The Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^ &.J* used to recite the

following three verses:

fflj "O Mankind, fear your Lord who created you from a single

soul, created its spouse from it, and spread multitudes of men

and women from the two. Fear that Allah by Whom you ask of

each other and (be wary of) family ties. Verily Allah is

Vigilant over you." [Surah Nisd (4), verse 1]

ffl "O you who believe, fear Allah as He should be feared ^and do

not die except as Muslims..." [Surah Al Imran (3), verse 102]

fflj "O you who believe! Fear Allah and speak the truth. Allah will

correct your deeds for you and forgive your sins. Whoever

obeys Allah has greatly succeeded." [Surah Ahzab (33), verses

70,7 1]

The command to adopt taqwa (piety) is repeated four times in these three

verses, which emphasises its importance.

£ ^BjfU oi c£% x*&j c0j <£&& &Vr££ %

(72) Verily We have presented the trust to the heavens, the earth and the

mountains, but they refused to bear it and cringed at the thought. So man bore

it, for indeed, he is extremely unjust and ignorant. (73) So that Allah may punish

the hypocritical men, hypocritical women, polytheistic men and polytheistic

women and forgive the believing men and believing women. Allah is Oft

Forgiving, Most Merciful.

MAN BEARS THE 'TRUST' AFTER THE HEAVENS, THE EARTH
AND THE MOUNTAINS SHRINK FROM THE TASK

Allah says, "Verily We have presented the trust to the heavens, the earth and the

mountains, but they refused to bear it and cringed at the thought." The commentators

have tendered several interpretations of the "trust". Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Abbas <up ii ^j is of the opinion that it refers to fulfilling Allah's commands, i.e.

the Faraidh (obligations).

When Allah presented this responsibility to the heavens, the earth and the

mountains, they asked, "What will be the outcome if we choose to accept the

responsibility of fulfilling these obligation?" Allah -told them that they will be

handsomely rewarded if they fulfil the task, but will be punished for

disobedience. Hearing this, these mighty creations shrank away from the task

saying, "We cannot cope with this. We rather not have any reward and no
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punishment either/
7

Allah has the power to grant speech and understanding to whichever

creation He wills. Allah says in Surah Hajj, "Do you not see that all within the

heavens and the earth prostrate to Allah, as well as the sun, the moon, the stars, the

mountains, the trees, the beasts and many people. And there are many who justly deserve

punishment. There is none to honour the person whom Allah humiliates. Indeed, Allah

does as He pleases. " [Surah 22, verse 18]

Allah says in Surah HaMim Sajdah, "Thereafter, Allah turned to the sky, which

was smoke, and said to it, as well as to the earth, 'Come to Us willingly or unwillingly.'

Both replied, 'We shall come willingly."' [Surah 41, verse 11]

Referring to the rocks, Allah says in Surah Baqarah, "There are even those that

fall out of fear for Allah." The reality of the matter is that Allah has granted

perception and understanding to many of His creation, but we are unaware of

this because of our inability to understand and communicate with them.

Bukhari (v. 2 p. 585) reports that the Holy Prophet ,jl,_, *a± iui j^ said, "Uhud is

a mountain that loves us and we love it."

Sayyidina Jabir bin Samura *& ibi ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet a* iui ju,

^ said, "I recognise a rock in Makkah that used to greet me when I was made a

Holy Prophet." [Muslim v. 2 p. 245]

AN EXPLANATION OF "TRUST"

"So man bore it. Indeed, he is extremely unjust and ignorant." Unlike the other

creation, man accepted the responsibility of fulfilling Allah's commands.
Commentators mention that Sayyidina Adam f^Ui Up was given the choice,

which he accepted in anticipation of the rewards. He did not pay much attention

to the consequences if not bearing the responsibility. He was bound to accept the

duty because he was created for vicegerency on earth.

While certain commentators say that this incident took place on the day of

the "Mist" pledge, others say that it occurred before this. Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Amr bin As -up iut ^j says that Allah first created man's sexual organ, telling him

that it is a trust, which he should not misappropriate by utilising it in Haram
(prohibited / unlawful) avenues. Allah told him that Allah will protect him if he

protects this organ. In a similar manner, the eyes, ears, hands, tongue and the

other organs and limbs of the body are all trusts and should be used only as

Allah commands. ["Ruhul Ma'ani" v. 22 p. 96-981

Explaining the verse, "O you who believe, do not betray Allah and the messenger

and do not knowingly betray your mutual trusts", Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^j
^ &\ says that Allah should not be betrayed by neglecting the Faraidh (obligation

commands) and the Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^ ^ ^ should not be betrayed by

neglecting the Sunnah. [Durrul Manthur v. 3 p. 178]

This verse also commands people not to betray their trusts. The implication

of this word is extremely broad, covering a vast spectrum of things. The most

common form of trusts is that which is placed in someone's care to look after for

a while. The person in whose trust the article is left should ensure that he
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safeguards it and returns it when the owner demands. Partners must also treat

the property of their partners as trusts and debtors should duly pay their debts,

which are a form of trust. Like these, there are numerous other examples of

trusts.

Fear for Allah and concern for the Hereafter will induce people to fulfil their

trusts because they will not be interested only in the material gains of this world.

Leaders and statesmen should take heed that their positions and offices are also

trusts, which they must dutifully attend to with the utmost diligence. One who
misappropriates a trust will suffer grievous consequences in the Hereafter.

Allah says in Surah Nisa, "Verily Allah instructs you to restore trusts to their

rightful owners." [Surah 4, verse 58]

Allah says towards the end of Surah Baqara, "If any of you entrust another,

then let him who is trusted deliver what is entrusted to him and let him fear Allah.

"

[Surah 2, verse 283]

Describing the attributes of the pious believers (Mu'minin), Allah says in

Surah Mu'minun and Surah Ma'arij, "And those who give due regard to trusts and

their pledges..."

Sayyidina Anas bin Malik ** ii ^j reports that there were very few

occasions when the Holy Prophet jO-j <4* & J^ did not say in his sermons, "There

is no belief (Iman) in the person who is not trustworthy and no religion in the one

who does not keep promises." More details on fulfilling trusts have been

mentioned in the commentary of the verse of Surah Nisa, where Allah says,

"Verily Allah instructs you to restore trusts to their rightful owners." [Surah 4, verse 58]

"So man bore it, for indeed, he is extremely unjust and ignorant. " Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Abbas ** &\ ^j says that man is unjust to himself and ignorant

because he did not consider the consequences of the responsibility. The verse is a

generalisation because there are many men who do not fall into this category,

like the Prophets <olj p^u, the pious saints and religious scholars.

Elucidating the plight of people, Allah then says, "So that Allah may punish

the hypocritical men, hypocritical women, polytheistic men and polytheistic women and

forgive the believing men and believing women. Allah is Oft Forgiving, Most Merciful."

Allah does not make mention of the disbelievers because, since the hypocrites

will be punished despite their claim to Islam, it follows that the disbelievers will

also be punished because they openly deny Islam.

Allah says that He will forgive the believers (Mu'minin) instead of saying

that He will have mercy on them. This has been mentioned to tell man that there

is still hope for the sinners as well. S/he can still benefit from Allah's mercy after

repenting because "Allah is Oft Forgiving, Most Merciful." Of course, the

disbeliever will not be forgiven if he dies as a disbeliever.

#####&##&&#####&#
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Surah Saba
I

Verses 54
f
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) All praise belongs to Allah, to Whom belongs whatever is in the heavens and

whatever is in the earth. All praise belongs to Him in the Hereafter as well. He is

The Wise, the Informed. (2) He knows what enters the earth, what emerges from

it, what descends from the sky and what ascends into it. He is the Most

Merciful, the Most Forgiving. (3) The disbelievers say, -"Judgment, day

(Qiyamah) will never dawn upon us. " Say, "Why not? By my Lord! It will

definitely dawn upon you. My Lord possesses the knowledge of the unseen. Not

even the weight of an atom in the heavens and the earth can hide from Him.

Even everything smaller and larger is in the Clear Book." (4) (Judgment day

(Qiyamah) shall come) so that Allah may reward those who believe and work

righteous deeds. Theirs shall be forgiveness and a bountiful sustenance. (5)

Those who exert themselves to defeat Our verses, theirs shall be a punishment
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of painful proportions. (6) Those granted knowledge will realise that what has

been revealed to you from your Lord is the truth and guides to the path of the

Mighty, Most Praiseworthy.

ALLAH IS WORTHY OF ALL PRAISE AND HAS KNOWLEDGE OF
EVERYTHING

Saba was the name of a nation that occupied Yemen. Verses 15 to 21 of this

Surah discusses the good fortune they enjoyed, which was reversed when they

disobeyed Allah.

Allah begins the Surah by saying, "All praise belongs to Allah, to Whom belongs

whatever is in the heavens and whatever is in the earth. All praise belongs to Him in the

Hereafter as well" Some of the attributes that make Him Worthy of all praise are

"He is The Wise, the Informed." Every decision and law of His is replete with

wisdom, and nothing can be hidden from Him.

Thereafter, details of His all-encompassing knowledge are mentioned. Allah

says, "He knows what enters the earth, what emerges from it, what descends from the

sky and what ascends into it. He is the Most Merciful, the Most Forgiving.

"

Allah then rebuts the notion of the disbelievers. Allah says, "The disbelievers

say, 'Judgment day (Qiydmah) will never dawn upon us.' Say, 'Why not? By my Lord! It

will definitely dawn upon you. My Lord possesses the knowledge of the un seen. Not even

the weight of an atom in the heavens and the earth can hide from Him. Even everything

smaller and larger is in the Clear Book." This verse tells the disbelievers that Allah

has perfect knowledge about the whereabouts of every atom, wherever it may

be. He is therefore perfectly capable of assembling the atoms of every living

being, which may have dispersed and decomposed after death.

Allah then discusses the necessity for Judgment day (Qiyamah) when he

says, "So that Allah may reward those who believe and work righteous deeds. Theirs

shall be forgiveness and a bountiful sustenance." On the other hand, "Those who exert

themselves to defeat Our verses, theirs shall be a punishment of painful proportions."

This verse refers to those disbelievers who oppose the Muslims and make every

attempt to refute and disprove the beliefs of Islam.

Allah then praises men of learning when He says, "Those granted knowledge

will realise that what has been revealed to you from your Lord (i.e. the Qur'an) is the

truth and guides to the path of the Mighty, Most Praiseworthy.

"
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(7) The disbelievers say, "Should we lead you to a man who says that when you
have been completely reduced to fragments, you will reappear as a new
creation?" (8) "Does he invent lies about Allah, or is he insane?" Instead, those

who do not believe in the Hereafter are in punishment and a distant deviation.

(9) Do they not look at the sky and the earth before them and behind them? If

We will, We could sink them into the ground or cause a portion of the sky to fall

on them. There are certainly signs in this for every penitent slave.

THE PUNISHMENT OF THE DISBELIEVERS FOR REJECTING THE
ADVENT OF QIYAMAH (DOOMSDAY)

Those disbelievers who rejected the advent of Qiyamah (doomsday) used to

tell people about the Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up in j^, "Should we lead you to a man who
says that when you have been completely reduced to fragments, you will reappear as a

new creation?" in this way, they meant to ridicule the belief in resurrection.

They further said most insolently, "Does he invent lies about Allah (Joy

attributing the message to Allah), or is he insane?" Of course, both of these

allegations are false. Allah replies to them saying, 'instead, those who do not believe

in the Hereafter are in punishment and a distant deviation.

"

"Do they not look at the sky and the earth before them and behind them?" Allah

impresses upon their minds that it is not difficult task for Him to simply re-create

men since He is most Capable of accomplishing feats much greater than this, like

creating the vast heavens and the earth.

The same point was driven home in Surah Mu'min, where Allah says, "The

creation of the heavens and the earth is a greater feat than the creation of mankind, but

most people do not know. " [Surah 40, verse 57]

Allah says in Surah Ya Si n, "Does the One Who created the heavens and the

earth not have the power to create the likes of them? Why not? He is the Prolific Creator,

the All Knowing. " [Surah 36, verse 81
]

A verse of Surah Ahqaf reads: "Do they not see that Allah Who created the

heavens and the earth and did not tirefrom creating them has the power to give life to the

dead? Certainly! Allah has power over all things. " [Surah 46, verse 33]

Allah continues to say, "If We will, We could sink them into the ground or cause
a portion of the sky to fall on them." As punishment for the rejection of the

disbelievers who refuse to witness Allah's signs, Allah can sink them into the

ground or crush them with a flying piece of meteorite. They should never be
fooled by the fact that they have not yet been punished.

Allah concludes the verse by saying, "There amcertainly signs in this for every
penitent slave (who seeks the truth)."
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(10) Verily, We granted Dawud a great bounty from Us. "O mountains! Repeat

(the Tasbih) with Dawud. And the birds were also given the command. We also

made iron soft for him. (11) "Make coats of armour, perfect the links and you all

should do good deeds. I am certainly watching whatever you do/' (12) We
subjugated the wind for Sulayman. Its travel in the morning was a month's

journey and its travel by the evening was a month's journey. We also caused a

spring of copper to flow for him. There were those of the Jinn who used to work

before him by the command of his Lord. Those of them who reneged against

Our command, We would make them taste the punishment of the Blaze. (13) As

he pleased, they would construct for him huge buildings, statues, dishes the size

of dams and large pots which could not be moved from their place. "O family of

Dawud! Express your thanks. Few of My bondsmen are thankful."

THE BOUNTIES OF ALLAH ON SAYYIDINA DAWUD ?
*>LJi <Op AND

SAYYIDINA SULAYMAN f
*Ji Up

In the foregoing verses, Allah mentions some of the bounties that He

bestowed on Sayyidina Dawud fiLJ\ ^ and his son, Sayyidina Sulayman r
^~Ji *ip.

They have been mentioned in verses 78 to 82 of Surah Anbiya (Surah 21) and will

also be mentioned in verses 17 to 40 of Surah Sad {Surah 38).

THE MOUNTAINS AND BIRDS ENGAGE IN TASBIH

Allah mentions that He commanded the mountains and the birds to repeat

the Tasbih with Sayyidina Dawud f*~}\
Up. A verse of Surah Sad says, "Verily, We

subjugated the mountains with him, who would glorify Allah by evening and at

daybreak. We also subjugated the birds, who all gathered together. They were all penitent

towards Allah." [Surah 38, verse 18, 19]

Many verses state that all Allah's creation engage in Tasbih (Allah's

glorification) in their unique manners, but the mountains and birds were

specifically commanded to join in the Tasbih that Sayyidina Dawud (}U» 4*

recited. This was a miracle because they all spoke the same words as he did.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ ii ^ reports that they [the Sahabah

(Companions) ^ i»» ^j] could hear the Tasbih of the food they ate. ["Mishkdt" p.

538]

Sayyidina Dawud ^J\ *> was gifted with an extremely beautiful voice, and
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the mountains and birds would join him as he hymned Allah's glory and praise.

Describing the beautiful voice of Sayyidina Abu Musa Ash'ari ^ iu\ ^Jf the Holy
prophet (Jl-j Up iisi ju said, "He has been granted a part of Sayyidina Dawud's u^
/>lJi melodious voice/' ["Mishkat" p. 575]

THE SOFTENING OF IRON

Allah says further that he made iron soft for Sayyidina Dawud fXJi Up.

Allah then commanded him saying, 'Make coats of armour, perfect the links..."

People used to merely fasten sheets of iron onto their backs and chests when
fighting in battle. This served as armour for them (but was extremely

uncomfortable). Allah taught Sayyidina Dawud f*>uJ\ aJLp how to make armour

from many links (so that it becomes flexible).

Allah says in Surah Anbiya, "We taught Dawud the skill of making armour, so

that it protects you in your wars. Will you be grateful?" [Surah 21, verse 80]

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v. 3 p. 505) reports that after Sayyidina Dawud <v>LJ\ aJLp

became king, he used to disguise himself and patrol the streets asking people

what they thought of their king Dawud. They were all very satisfied with his

rule. One day, Allah sent an angel in the form of a human being, to whom
Sayyidina Dawud ^LJ\ u* posed the same question. The angel admitted that

Sayyidina Dawud (Oiut aJlp was a good person, but added that he had one

deficiency. When Sayyidina Dawud f%Jt sU asked him what the deficiency was,

the angel said, "He eats from the state treasury and feeds his family from it."

Sayyidina Dawud <v>UJi <Up then prayed to Allah to arrange some means by
which he could earn his own income. Allah taught him the craft of making
armour and, as a special favour, made iron so soft for him that he did not require

to melt it or to pound it. It was like wax in his hands, which he could mould as

he pleased. He made a set of armour each day, which he sold for four thousand

Dirhams (or six thousand, according to other narrations). In this way he could

fulfil the needs of himself and his family. Then he was also able to give charity to

the poor of the Bani Isra'Il.

Sayyidina Miqdad bin Ma'dikarib ^ ifo ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ju

^ A> i»i said, "A person cannot eat better than the earnings of his hand. Indeed,

Allah's Holy Prophet, Sayyidina Dawud (OLJi Up, used to eat from the toil of his

own hand." [Bukhari p. 278]

Allah also commanded Sayyidina Dawud's f%J\ Up family saying, "and you

all should do good deeds. I am certainly watching whatever you do.

"

THE SUBJUGATION OF THE WIND

Allah granted Sayyidina Sulayman (%-b Up the bounty of commanding the

wind to transport him and his army wherever they needed to go. It was so fast

that in single morning or evening, it transported them a distance that would

normally take a month to travel. This is implied by the verse, "We subjugated the

wind for Sulayman. Its travel in the morning was a month 's journey and its travel by

the evening was a month 's journey.

"

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" reports from Sayyidina Hasan Basri ^ ^ <^j that
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Sayyidina Sulayman ?*%J\ <4* used to leave Damascus by the morning and reach

Istakhar by the evening. From there, he would reach Kabul by the next morning.

Each of these distances would take a month to travel by horse. Some
commentators say that Sayyidina Sulayman f*>LJi Up used to eat breakfast at Ray
and lunch at Samarqand.

THE COPPER SPRING

Allah continues to say, "We also caused a spring of copper to flow for him."

Whereas copper is usually mined as a hard metal, Allah made liquid copper flow

from a spring for Sayyidina Sulayman fXJ\ Up. "Ruhul Ma'ani" reports from

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas *& i»i ^j that this spring was in Yemen.

THE SERVITUDE OF THE JINN

"There were those of the Jinn who used to work before him by the command of his

Lord. Those of them who reneged against Our command, We would make them taste the

punishment of the Blaze." In this way, the Jinn were bound to follow the

commands of Sayyidina Sulayman f%J» aJ^.

"As he pleased, they would construct for him huge buildings..." Some
commentators have translated the word /

maharib
/

(translated above as "huge

buildings") as 'palaces/ some as 'homes/ and others translate it as 'lofty

balconies/ towers/

In addition to this, they also made "statues" out of copper, glass and white

stone.

They also made "dishes the size of dams and large pots which could not be moved

from their place." "Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v. 3 p. 552) reports that these dishes were so

large that a thousand people ate from each of them. The pots were permanent

structures, which could be reached only with stairs. If the dishes were so large,

one can well imagine the size of the pots.

THE COMMAND TO BE GRATEFUL

Allah commands Sayyidina Dawud's fiLJv Up family saying, "O family of

Dawud! Express your thanks." Thanks is expressed verbally as well as practically,

i.e. by being obedient to Allah's commands. However, Allah adds, "Few of My
bondsmen are thankful.

"

Bukhari reports from the Holy Prophet ^ 3 u* ii ju that the best fast is that

of Sayyidina Dawud (%»& aJLp who fasted every alternate day. The Holy Prophet

^ Up ii j^ also said that the Tahajjud (night) Salah of Sayyidina Dawud {%-& 4*

was most beloved to Allah. He slept for the first half of the night, performed

Salah for a third of the night, and then slept again for the remaining quarter.

''Ma'alimut Tanzil" reports from Sayyidina Thabit Banani Up i»i ^ that

Sayyidina Dawud f*~b\ *i* used to distribute the hours among his family so that

someone was engaged in Allah's worship throughout the day and night.
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STATUES AND PICTURES ARE HARAM (PROHIBITED) IN THE
SHARI'AH OF SAYYIDINA MUHAMMAD ^L-j aJIp Ai J*

Many people who adore pictures and statues, quote the above verse in

support of the permissibility of these things. They fail to understand that the

Holy Prophet |Jl.j aJLp ii jl> was most learned about the teachings of the Qur'an.

Since he declared these things as Haram (unlawful), who can contest it in the light

of the Qur'an?

The fact of the matter is that many acts were permissible for the people

of the previous Ummahs (nations), but have been declared Haram (unlawful)

for the Ummah of the Holy Prophet <jl.j Up &\ jl*. This is nothing astonishing

because certain things were even abrogated in The Holy Prophet's Up i>i jl*

jJL-j. Shari'ah it self. Almost everyone knows that liquor was Halal (lawful)

during the initial stages of Islam but it was declared Haram (unlawful)

subsequently.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud *& iui ^j reports from the Holy Prophet ju
jjL-j Up i»i that the people who make pictures will receive the worst punishment

from Allah. [Bukhari v. 2 p. 8 80]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** iui^ narrates from the Holy Prophet J^
jjL-j Up ii that every picture-maker will be in Hell, where his picture will be given

life to punish him. ["Mishkat" p. 385] .

Sayyidah Ayshah t^ &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up iui ju said,

'The picture-makers will be punished on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah). They
will be asked to give life to their pictures/' The Holy Prophet jJl,j u* i»i ju also

said that the angels do not enter the house where pictures are displayed. [Bukhari

p. 881]

Besides the above Ahadlth of Bukhari, there are many others which forbid

taking pictures. These Ahadith are so many in number that one cannot doubt the

authenticity of the prohibition. People make the preposterous claim that pictures

are no longer forbidden because the original reason for prohibition has

disappeared. Without a trace of proof, they foolishly claim that pictures were

forbidden only to remove the love of idols from the hearts of Makkan
polytheists.

The Holy Prophet ,jl,_, Up iui ju never expressed this reason, but said that on

the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah), Allah will severely punish those who attempt to

imitate Allah' s creative powers.

The Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up iui ju has mentioned that Allah says, "Who can be a

greater oppressor than the person who ascribes a partner to Me in My creative powers? If

anyone is able to create, then let him create an atom, a grain or a single barley." [Bukhari

v. 2 p. 880]

The Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up i&i ju said, "On the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah), a

neck will appear from Hell with eyes to see with, ears to hear with and a tongue

to speak with. It will say, T have been appointed (to punish) three persons (viz.)

IfflS Every person who is a rebellious oppressor.
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£Q Every person who worships another with Allah.

CO Every picture-maker/" [Tirmidhi]

A clean-shaven person wearing a suit and resembling a Christian once
argued with me, saying that the camera was only invented about a century-and-
a-half ago. I replied, "If a person perpetrates a sin knowing it to be a sin, then he
should repent and will be guided. By attempting to legalise a sinful act, the sin

will be doubled and the act will still remain a sin. By regarding it as lawful, he
will also not be inspired to repent. The Holy Prophet ,jl-

;
up^i^u did not specify

any instrument (by which a picture is made). He did not specify that pictures

have to be hand drawn when he said that the angels will not enter houses
displaying pictures. He did not say that the angels do not mind if the picture is

created by an instrument. He also did not say that pictures taken with an
instrument will not be regarded as 'imitating Allah's creation."'

Juli. $LJZ ofji\ \£\> \ *gy & j& £ 3JJ1\ & C^ Di

(14) When We decreed death for him [Sayyidina Sulayman (*%J» Up], it was only

the termites that made them aware of his demise by eating his staff. When he

fell, it became evident to the Jinn that if they had knowledge of the unseen, they

would not have remained in a humiliating punishment.

THE JINN DO NOT POSSESS KNOWLEDGE OF THE UNSEEN,
OTHERWISE THEY WOULD HAVE BEEN AWARE OF SAYYIDINA
SULAYMAN'S-f*~Ji Up DEMISE

The jinn laboured hard at the command of Sayyidina Sulayman
r
XJi <Op.

Some of them were even bound in chains, as mentioned in Surah Sad One day,

while sitting on his throne, Sayyidina Sulayman
r
*>LJt Up was watching the Jinn at

work with his chin resting on his staff. In this condition Allah took his life. The
Jinn continued to labour hard, thinking that Sayyidina Sulayman ^%^\ Up was
still watching them.

"Ruhul Ma'ani" reports that the senior Jinn claimed that they possessed

knowledge of the unseen, which their juniors believed. As he remained sitting on
the throne, termites began to eat at his staff. Eventually, after a year, the staff

collapsed and Sayyidina Sulayman's
r
*>LJ Up body fell. It was only then that the

Jinn realised that Sayyidina Sulayman
r
>uJi *A± had passed away. When they

assessed the time that the termites took to eat at the staff, they learnt that a

complete year had passed since the demise. It then occurred to them "that if they

had knowledge of the unseen, they would not have remained in a humiliating

punishment." i.e. they would then not have laboured so hard all this while,

causing themselves humiliation. It then became evident to one and all that the

Jinn were false in their claim to possess knowledge of the unseen.

Only Allah has knowledge of the unseen, not even the Prophets *t>uJ» ^^ or



.pious saints. Allah gave them whatever knowledge they did have of certain

vents
of the future. Allah says in Surah Al Imran, "Allah does not inform you of the

Mten, but Allah chooses whom He pleases from His messengers (to confer some of

this
knowledge to them) ." [Surah 3, verse 1 79]

^ ^J* ^-l*-» ^ *^j J^ Jf^- J^=>\ ^j gji^ ^^u^ (HF-V-J

'>ff '•" »x~ rT^-' frh '^Tf oi >'* V X^'C x' >'*" 'xx'i

<Sj& ] Cfrj pfU> la**^ h~pi jjixil ^ t£^? J*> itH" ^ (v^i>^ <£U>

_^ ,+ ^«U»afl *^Jb\ \jaXJ0J b^U^ul £rb ~U2j uj; \y U3 ^^ U^;*

&* ^k> /J.t>Vfes=»-U^ ^5^ cA^pi^ Ot l^i/ J/; ^v^ld /J? (j-^ ^b.

(15) There was certainly a sign for the people of Saba in their settlements. There

were two orchards, lying on the right and the left. "Eat from the provision of

your Lord and be grateful to Him. A beautiful city and a Forgiving Lord." (16)

They turned away in aversion, so We sent the flood of the dam and We replaced

their two orchards with two orchards of foul smelling fruit, tamarisks and a

sparse few lotus trees. (17) This was the punishment We gave them for their

disbelief. We punish only the extremely ungrateful ones. (18) Between them and

the towns that We blessed, We made several conspicuous villages and made

their journey in easy stages. "Travel peacefully by then by night and by day."

(19) However, they said, "O our Lord! Make our journeys longer." They

oppressed themselves, so We made them mere narratives and shattered them

into fragments. There are definitely signs in this for every person who is

extremely patient and extremely grateful. (20) Iblis (Chief Devil) certainly found

his expectation about them to be true, so all of them followed him besides a

group of believers. (21) He cannot wield any power over them, except that We
discern those who believe in the Hereafter from those who are in doubt about it.

Your Lord is Watchful over everything.

ALLAH'S BOUNTIES TO THE PEOPLE OF SABA AND ALLAH'S
PUNISHMENT BECAUSE OF THEIR INGRATITUDE

Saba (also known as Sheba) was a nation in Yemen, whose name was
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derived from that of their forefather, Saba bin Yashjab. They were all the

descendants of Ya'rab bin Qahtan. They lived in city called Ma'rib, which was
located at a three-day's journey east of San'a. Describing their fortune, Allah

says, "There was certainly a sign for the people of Saba in their settlements. There were

two orchards, lying on the right and the left. (Allah commanded them saying) '£^

from the provision ofyour Lord and be grateful to Him.
'"

"Ruhul Ma'ani" reports from "Majma'ul Buldan" that the people of

Saba lived in thirteen suburbs and Allah sent a Prophet to each of these

thirteen with the message, "Eat from the provision of your Lord and be grateful

to Him."

"A beautiful city and a Forgiving Lord." The city had abundant water, fertile

soil, and was free from pests and insect vermin. However, they became
enamoured of these bounties and failed to perceive that Allah had granted all to

them. Allah says, "They turned away in aversion, so We sent the flood of the dam..."

Allah caused their dam to burst its walls, thereby destroying everything they

possessed in the ensuing flood.

Their flourishing orchards were also destroyed. Allah describes the change

of scenery saying, "We replaced their two orchards with two orchards of foul

smelling (and bitter) fruit, tamarisks and a sparse few lotus trees."

Allah says, "This was the punishment We gave them for their disbelief We punish

only the extremely ungrateful ones." The "extremely ungrateful ones" refer to all

disbelievers and polytheistics as well as those claimants to Islam who are

disobedient to Allah. Allah allows people grace to revel in their bounties.

Eventually, when their disobedience transgresses all limits, and they fail to mend
their ways, Allah punishes them.

Allah says in Surah Nahl, "Allah cites the similitude of a town that was peaceful

and tranquil. Their provision came to them in abundance from every avenue, but they

were ungrateful for Allah's bounty and, because of their actions, Allah caused them to

taste the attire of hunger and fear. Indeed messengers came to them from their midst, but

they denied them, because of which a punishment afflicted them while they were

oppressive." [Surah 16, verses 112 and 113]

Further describing their ingratitude, Allah says, "Between them and the towns

that We blessed, We made several conspicuous villages..."

These towns were all situated on the roadside and the people of Saba could

easily enter them without disrupting or prolonging the journey. Each town could

be seen from the previous town, because of which their journeys were never

monotonous and they could stay over at a town during any stage of the journey.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that "the towns that We blessed" refers

to the towns of Sham (Syria) to which the people of Saba travelled. Other

commentators say that "the towns that We blessed" referred to the large cities of

the people of Saba, while the "several conspicuous villages" refers to the smaller

villages around these cities.

Allah says further that He "made their journey in easy stages." Allah divided

their journeys into easy stages, e.g. if one of them left his town in the morning, he
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would reach the next town by midday, and if he had to leave there after lunch,

he would reach the next town by the evening. In this way, they never needed to

carry food with them. They also had no enemies to fear. Other commentators

have mentioned that each village was merely a mile away from the next.

Allah addressed them saying, "Travel peacefully by them (i.e. by these east

stages) by night and by day." They had nothing to fear on their journeys by day

and by night.

"However, they said, 'O our Lord! Make our journeys longer/ They oppressed

themselves, so We made them mere narratives (i.e. to be remembered only in stories) and

. shattered them into fragments." When people are blessed with many bounties, they

tend to become boastful and proud and lose their appreciation for these bounties.

The people of Saba disobeyed Allah and became rebellious. Eventually, they

even stooped to the depth of cursing themselves and wishing ill for themselves.

They became proud and disliked that everyone should be blessed by Allah's

bounties because they could then not think highly of themselves. They figured

that if distances are widened, everyone would be unable to travel distances to

purchase merchandise. Only the rich would then be able to prosper, which was

what they wanted. The poor would then became dependent on the rich and be.

subservient to them. This supplication was to their detriment, which Allah

describes as oppression upon their own souls.

Allah then destroyed them, reducing their properties to dust. All that now
remains of their once thriving civilization are "narratives" from which people

should take lesson.

Allah then says, "There are definitely signs in this for every person who is
y

extremely patient and extremely grateful.

"

"Iblis (Chief Devil) certainly found his expectation about them to be true, so all of

them followed him besides a group of believers. He (Iblis) cannot wield any power over

them..." The only reason for the sway that he has over them is for Allah to

"discern those who believe in the Hereafterfrom those who are in doubt about it." Allah

has granted every person the choice to do good and also to do evil. Man is tested

by the instigation of Shaytan (Satan). In this manner, Allah tests the belief (Imdn)

of every man.

As Sayyidina Adam f%J>\ ^ was sent to this world, Allah said to him, "We

said, 'Go down from here, one and all. If there ever comes to you any guidance from Me,

then whoever will follow My guidance shall have no fear on them, neither shall they

grieve. Those who disbelieve and falsify shall be the dwellers of the Fire, where they will

abideforever." [Surah Baqara (2), verses 38, 39]

As man came into this world, he brought this choice with him. The Prophets

r
^Ui p^ju. frequented the world to remind man about Allah and even displayed

various miracles. In this manner, people had no choice but to accept the

teachings of these Prophets fiLJ\ ^. Despite all of this, there were still many
who doubted them and failed to believe in the Hereafter.

Although Satan (Shaytan) has powers to persuade man, these powers are

limited and cannot force man to do anything. The final choice still rests with the

person.
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(22) Say, "Call those whom you worship besides Allah. They have no control

over an atom's weight in the heavens or in the earth. They do not even share any

partnership in the two, and none of them are assistants to Allah." (23)

Intercession cannot profit in His presence, save for the one whom He permits.

Until the time comes when fear leaves their hearts, they say, "What has your

Lord said?" The reply is, "(He speaks) the truth and He is the Exalted, the Great.

THE GODS OF THE POLYTHEISTS HAVE NO POWERS AND NO
AUTHORITY

Allah says, "Say, 'Call those whom you worship besides Allah. (If you will do so,

you will discover that) They have no control over an atom 's weight in the heavens or in

the earth. They do not even share any partnership in the two, and none of them are

assistants to Allah/" These gods have no say in the creation of Allah and the

preservation of Allah's creation.

In reply to the notion of the polytheists that their gods will intercede for

them in Allah's court, Allah says, "Intercession cannot profit in His presence, save for

the one whom He permits. " Even the likes of Sayyidina Isa f^S\ Up, Sayyidina Uzair

f%J>\ Up, and the angels (all of whom are also regarded as gods by some) cannot

intercede on behalf of those who perpetrate polytheism (shirk).

Speaking about the intercession of the angels, Allah says in Surah Anbiya,

"and only the one with whom He is pleased will be able to intercede. They tremble with

fearfor Him." [Surah 21, verse 28]

Thereafter, Allah describes the fear and reverence that the angels have for

Him. Allah says, "Until the time comes when fear leaves their hearts (after Allah

passes a command to them), they say (to each other), 'What has your Lord said?' The

reply is, '(He speaks) the truth and He is the Exalted, the Great. When the angels

have such awe for Allah, how can it be expected that they will force their

intercession on Allah?

Abu Hurayra ^ & ^j reports that the Holy Prophet (J^ <±* i» ju said,

"When any decree is issued in the heavens, the angels, because of their humility

and obedience to Allah, begin beating and flapping their wings so much that the

heavens resound with a noise resembling the pulling of chains across a smooth

rock. [Bukhari v. 2 p. 709} Then, 'when fear leaves their hearts, they say, 'What has your

Lord said?' The reply is, '(He speaks) the truth and He is the Exalted, the Great."

— - - - < -~ *-',

JJ ^=>bj Jl % %\ $ ZJp
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(24) Say, "Who sustains you from the heavens and the earth? Say, "Allah! Either

we or you are certainly correctly guided or clearly misguided. (25) Say, "You will

not be questioned about the sins we perpetrate and we will not be questioned

about what you do/' (26) Say, "Our Lord will gather us and then decide between

us with the truth. He is certainly the Best Judge, the All Knowing." (27) Say,

"Show me those whom you ascribe as partners (to Allah). Never! But He is

Allah, the Mighty, the Wise."

JUDGEMENT WILL BE PASSED ON THE DAY OF JUDGMENT
(QIYAMAH)

These verses establish belief in oneness of Allah (Tauhid). Allah begins by

saying, "Say, 'Who sustains you from the heavens (by sending the rains) and the earth

(when it sprouts forth all types of vegetation)? Say, 'Allah (does this)!" Even the

polytheists are forced to admit that these things happen by Allah's will.

Allah instructs further that the polytheists be told, "Either we or you are

certainly correctly guided or clearly misguided." Since the polytheists reject oneness

of Allah (Tauhid) and the Muslims accept oneness of Allah (Tauhid), Only one

party can be correct. It is obvious that those whose belief is correct will be

successful in the Hereafter. Therefore, the polytheists are urged to reconsider

their stance. They must revise the proofs of oneness of Allah (Tauhid) to realise

whether they are rightly guided or misguided. When they reach the Hereafter, it

will be too late to make amends because they will then be doomed to eternity in

Hell.

"Say, 'You will not be questioned about the sins we perpetrate and we will not be

questioned about what you do. Every person will have to answer for himself.

However, to safeguard people from Hell, the Muslims must continue to invite

the disbelievers to Islam.

"Say, 'Our Lord will gather us and then decide between us with the truth. He is

certainly the Best judge, the All Knowing. " The disbelievers will learn the error of

their ways when they will be condemned to Hell, while the believers (Mu'minln)

are welcomed in Heaven. Allah's decision can never be questioned because He is

aware of even the finest details of every person.

"Say, 'Show me those whom you ascribe as partners (to Allah)." This question is

prompted to make it clear to the polytheists that their gods are all part of Allah's

creation and cannot be deserving of worship.

"Never!" i.e. Allah can never have a partner. None can be equal to Him in

any regard, "Bwr He is Allah, the Mighty, the Wise."
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(28) We have sent you to the whole of mankind only as a bearer of glad tidings

and a warner. But most people do not know.

THE HOLY PROPHET ^j Up &\ J^> HAS BEEN SENT TO ALL OF
MANKIND

This verse announces that the Holy Prophet jjL-j a* ii ju is a Prophet to all of

mankind. It is therefore compulsory for every person to follow the Holy Prophet

pJL-j *> ii j^>. Allah will never be satisfied with a person who does not follow the

Holy Prophet pL* 3 *a* &\ ju, even though he may engage in excessive worship.

Good deeds will be accepted only when they are coupled with belief in the Holy

Prophet (J^ Up iui j^ as Allah's final Prophet.

Allah also says in Surah A'raf, "Say, 'O people! Indeed to all of you I am a

messenger of that Allah to Whom belongs the dominion of the heavens and the earth.

There is no deity besides Him and He gives life and death. So believe in Allah and His

messenger, the unlettered Prophet who believes in Allah and His words. And follow him

so that you may be rightly guided." [Surah 7, verse 158]

Sayyidina Jabir ^ iui ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet pJL-j *> iui ju* said, "I

have been granted five things that no other has been granted before me, namely:

1. I have been assisted with an awe. The enemy is afraid of me
at a month's distance.

2. The entire earth has been made a place of Salah and
purification for me. (Salah can be performed anywhere
and, in the absence of water, a person may use sand to

purify himself). Wherever any person of my Ummah finds

the time for Salah, he should perform it.

3. The spoils of war have been permitted for me and it was
never permitted for any other before me.

4. I have been granted the privilege of intercession (when he

will intercede on behalf of the entire creation on the Day
of Judgement).

5. Before me the Holy Prophets were sent especially to their

nations, but I have been sent to the entire humanity/'
[Bukhari v. 1 p. 48]

The Holy Prophet ,jl,j Up ii ju is reported to have said, "By Allah! The

person, be he a Jew or a Christian, who does not believe in me after hearing of

me shall be of the inmates of Hell." [Muslim v. 1 p. 86]

Allah says in Surah Al Imran, "Definitely the only religion with Allah is Islam/'

[Surah 3, verse 19]
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Verse 85 also of Surah Al Imran reads: "Whoever seeks a religion besides Islam,

it shall never he accepted from him, and he will he, in the Hereafter, among the losers."

[Surah 3, verse 85]

Once the Holy Prophet ^L3 -Jp' i»i ju» appeared in the world, it became

incumbent for adherents of all religions to follow him, whether they be Jews,

Christians, Sabians, etc.

(29) They say, "When will this promise be fulfilled, if you are truthful?" (30)

Say, "You have an appointment of a day, which you will be unable to postpone

for a moment, nor bring forward."

THE TIME FOR JUDGMENT DAY (QIYAMAH) IS FIXED AND
CANNOT BE ADJUSTED

Those who reject the advent of Judgment day (Qiyamah) ask, "When will this

promise {of Judgment day (Qiyamah)} be fulfilled, if you are truthful?" These people

intend to say that, since Judgment day (Qiyamah) has not yet occurred, a date has

to be set for it, and, if no one is aware of the date, it means that it will never

occur. Such reasoning is both foolish and childish.

Allah replies to them saying, "Say, 'You have an appointment of a day, which

you will be unable to postpone for a moment, nor bring forward." The fact that

Judgment day (Qiyamah) has not yet arrived does not mean that it will not take

place.

J^l-j JyJv
^_jf*> dl p+Z**> £*£ (*fL> -^ ^Ji£y <^rJ}iai\

Oull Jli K^ dj&& ^ ^ ^ \u£Z^ d$l \jl~&~A £j$\
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(31) The disbelievers say, "We shall neither believe in this Qur'an, nor in the

scriptures before it." If only you could see the time when the oppressors will be

standing before their Lord. Each one will be passing the blame to the other.

Those of a lower status will say to those of a higher status, "If it were not for

you, we would have been believers." (32) Those of the higher echelon will reply

to those of the lower class saying, "Did we prevent you from the guidance when
it came to you? Nay! You were all criminals yourselves." (33) Those of a lower

status will say to those of a higher, status, "Day and night did your schemes

prevent us when you instructed us to disbelieve in Allah and to ascribe partners

to Him." They will suppress their remorse when they see the punishment. We
will place yokes upon the necks of the disbelievers. They will be punished only

for what they did. (34) Whenever We sent a warner to a town, the affluent

people said, "We disbelieve in what has been sent with you. (35) They said,

"We possess more wealth and more children than you. We can never be

punished." (36) Say, "Verily my Lord increases sustenance for whoever He wills

and straitens, but most people do not know." (37) Your wealth and children are

not such that they can draw you closer to Us, except for him who believes and

does good deeds. For these people there shall be a double reward on account of

what they do, and they shall rest peacefully on balconies. (38) Those who exert

themselves to defeat Our verses, these people will be presented for punishment.

(39) Say, "Verily my Lord increases sustenance for whoever of His bondsmen He
wills and straitens for him. Whatever good you spend, Allah will follow it with

a reward. He is the best of sustainers."

THE PATHETIC CONDITION OF THE DISBELIEVERS AND THEIR
DISPUTE IN THE HEREAFTER

The above verses depict a scene of Qiyamah (doomsday), when all the

disbelievers will witness the punishment before them. An altercation will then

ensue between those people who belonged to the lower class in this world and

who were subservient to the more affluent and influential people of a higher

social standing. Allah says, "If only you could see the time when the oppressors will be

standing before their Lord. Each one will be passing the blame to the other. Those of a

lower status will say to those of a higher status, 'If it were not for you, we would have

been believers."'
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"Those of the higher echelon will reply to those of the lower class saying, 'Did we

prevent you from the guidance when it came to you? Nay! You were all criminals

yourselves."' They will claim that they never forced these people to reject Allah's

guidance and to adhere to disbelief.

"Those of a lower status will say to those of a higher status, 'Day and night did

your schemes prevent us when you instructed us to disbelieve in Allah and to ascribe

partners to Him.'" The followers will still claim that it was the plots and guile of

these leaders and influential people that led them into the terrible punishment of

the Hereafter.

There will be no escape from Allah's punishment. "They will suppress their

remorse when they see the punishment (in an effort not to express it). We will place yokes

upon the necks of the disbelievers. They will be punished only for what they did." One

will not suffer any punishment for a sin that one did not perpetrate.

Allah continues to say, "Whenever We sent a warner to a town, the affluent

people said, 'We disbelieve in what has been sent with you.

"

Besotted with their possessions, they said, "We possess more wealth and more

children than you. We can never be punished." They were deceived into thinking that

they were the chosen servants of Allah because Allah had granted them

abundant wealth. They thought that they would also be fortunate in the

Hereafter as they seemed to be in this world.

Allah replies to this false notion when He says, "Say, 'Verily my Lord

increases sustenance for whoever He wills and straitens..." The fact that Allah grants

more wealth to some people does not necessarily mean that Allah loves them,

just as little wealth does not mean that Allah dislikes a person. Allah grants

people more or less because of certain reasons, which He knows best and which

"most people do not know.

"

Allah then states a general rule when He says, "Your wealth and children are

not such that they can draw you closer to Us, except for him who believes and does good

deeds. For these people there shall be a double reward on account of what they do, and

they shall rest peacefully on balconies." The fortunate believers (Mu'minin), who
utilise their wealth in correct ways, will receive grand rewards from Allah

because of their belief (Iman) and good deeds.

On the other hand, "Those who exert themselves to defeat Our verses {by raising

objections and mocking the believers (Mu'minin)}, these people will be presented for

punishment." While they think that they cannot suffer any consequences for their

behaviour, they should remember that they will never be able to escape Allah' s

punishment in the Hereafter.

Allah then encourages people to spend in His cause when He says, "Say,

'Verily my Lord increases sustenance for whoever of His bondsmen He wills and

straitens for him. Whatever good you spend (in sincerity), Allah will follow it with a

reward (in both worlds). He is the best of sustainers.
"'

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ^ i»i ^ reports that whenever the sun rises, two

angels descend to the earth. The first angel prays, "O Allah! Grant a good return

to the one who spends in charity." The second one prays, "O Allah! Destroy the
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wealth of the miser." ["Mishkat" p. 164]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** ii ^j also narrates that the Holy Prophet &\ ju
(Jl-j *> said, ''Spending in charity never diminishes wealth. Allah will certainly

enhance the honour of the person who forgives another person, and will elevate

the one who is humble for His sake." [Muslim p. 321]

JJs\ ^Uo \^i YyJ& <jU)| Jpbj [r^ 2j Uib <^*J ^-^V <^*i ^ £>?»
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(40) The day when We shall gather them all, and Allah will say to the angels,

"Are these the ones who used to worship you?" (41) They will say, "You (Allah)

are Pure! You are our Protecting Friend, not them. The fact of is that they used to

worship the Jinn, most of them having faith in them." (42) Today, none shall be

able to do good or harm to anyone. We will say to the oppressors, "Taste the

punishment of the Fire which you used to deny." (43) When Our clear verses are

recited to them, they say, "He is but a man who wishes to prevent you from what

your forefathers worshipped." And they say, "This is just a concocted lie." The

disbelievers say about the truth when it comes to them, "This is only manifest

magic." (44) We neither gave them any scriptures that they could study, nor did

we send a warner to them before you. (45) Those before them denied. These

people cannot even reach a tenth of what We gave them, yet they falsify My
messengers. How (grievous) will My retribution be?

THE REBELLIOUSNESS AND OBSTINACY OF THE DISBELIEVERS,
AND THEIR PUNISHMENT

Describing another scene of the day of Judgment (Qiyamah), Allah says, "The

day when We shall gather them all, and Allah will say to the angels, 'Are these the ones

who used to worship you?"' This question will be asked to expose the error of the

polytheists who worshipped the angels.

The angels will say to Allah, "You are Pure! You are our Protecting Friend, not

them. (We have no ties with them). The fact is that they used to worship the Jinn, most of

them having faith in them. " These people made statues resembling the hideous
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forms in which Satan (Shaytan) appeared before them. He also instructed them to

perpetrate polytheism (shirk) and, because they obeyed him, they were actually

worshipping him.

The polytheists held the belief that their gods will intercede on their behalf

on the Day of Judgment (Qiydmah). Allah dispels this notion by saying, 'Today,

none shall be able to do good or harm to anyone. We will say to the oppressors, 'Taste the

punishment of the Fire, which you used to deny'" All their hopes will then be dashed

forever.

"When Our clear verses are recited to them, they say, 'He (i.e. the one reciting

the Qur'an) is but a man who wishes to prevent you from what your forefathers

worshipped/ And they say, 'This (Qur'an) is just a concocted lie."' The disbelievers

say about the truth when it comes to them [via. the Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^ & jA,
This is only manifest magic.

Allah says in this regard, "We neither gave them any scriptures that they could

study, nor did we send a warner to them before you. Therefore, the Arab polytheists

need to be grateful to Allah for sending them the Holy Prophet^ <4* i»» J* and

the Qur'an. A verse of Surah Fatir states that, before the Holy Prophet's ^ ii j*

^ advent, the polytheists of Makkah used to "take solemn oaths by Allah that if a

warner has to come to them, they would become more rightly guided than any nation."

However, "when the warner came to them, it only increased them in animosity."

Instead of accepting the message of the Holy Prophet^ *±* it J*, they rejected

him and called him names.

"Those before them denied. These people cannot even reach a tenth ofwhat We gave

them (i.e. those before them), yet theyfalsify My messengers. How will My retribution

be?" Even though the previous nations were extremely powerful, wealthy, living

very long lives and residing in fortified mansions, Allah still destroyed them

because of their disobedience. Now, those after them should take heed to this

and ponder about their own plight, since they do not even possess a tenth of the

resources that those people had.
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(46) Say, "I give you only one advice. That you stand for Allah in twos and

individually, then you ponder. Your companion is not Insane. He is but a

warner to you before the advent of a severe punishment." (47) Say, "You can

keep whatever remuneration I may have asked of you. My recompense is

Allah's responsibility, and He is Witness over all things." (48) Say, "Verily my
Lord will make the truth conquer. He has perfect knowledge of the unseen." (49)

Say, "The truth has arrived and falsehood shall not show its face, nor make a

return. (50) Say, "If I am astray, then I have strayed to my own detriment. But if I

am rightly guided, then it is on account of what my Lord has revealed to me.

Verily, He is the All Hearing, Close." (51) If only you could see when they will

be terrified, will have no escape and will be seized from nearby. (52) They will

say, "We believe it." How can they reach it from a distant place? (53) They have

already disbelieved it before and they speculated about the un seen from a far-

off place. (54) A barrier will fall between them and the desires they hoped for,

just as it occurred to the groups before them, indeed, they were ever in a

confused doubt.

ALLAH INSTRUCTS THE POLYTHEISTS TO PONDER
COLLECTIVELY OR INDIVIDUALLY

The polytheists claimed that the Holy Prophet ,jl,j -Op i»i ju* was insane as an

excuse for refusing to believe in him. Therefore, Allah instructs the Holy Prophet

pjL.j Up i»i ju to tell them, "Say, 7 give you only one advice. That you stand for Allah in

twos and individually, then you ponder. Your companion is not insane. He is but a

warner to you before the advent a severe punishment.

"

Allah invites them to leave all their inhibitions and prejudices aside for a

while and to seriously ponder about the pure and upright lifestyle that the Holy

Prophet (Jl^j Up &\ ju* led. He grew up before them and lived among them for

forty years before claiming to be a Prophet. They knew his character and

personality. They must therefore sit either in groups or individually and think

the matter over very earnestly. They must listen to what he has said and ponder

over the status of the Qur'an, which challenged them to produce something

equal to it. Taking all matters into consideration, they will realise that the Holy

Prophet (Jl-j Up ii\ j^> is certainly Allah's messenger and not at all insane.

Thereafter, Allah commands the Holy Prophet jJL-j a* in j^ to convey the

following messages to the people:

£Q "You can keep whatever remuneration I may have asked of

you. My recompense is Allah 's responsibility (which He
will fulfil), and He is Witness over all things (and will

punish you for your disbelief and opposition)/7

03 "Verily my Lord will make the truth (and the supporters of

truth) conquer. He has perfect knowledge of the un seen."

C3 "The truth has arrived and falsehood shall not show its face,

nor make a return." When the Muslims conquered Makkah,
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The Holy Prophet ^ <> A» ju> recited this verse and verse

81 of Surah Bani Isra'Il (Surah 17), where Allah says,

"Say, 'The truth has arrived and falsehood has vanished.

Indeed, falsehood was bound to disappear. - [Bukhari v. 2 p.

686]

ffl "If I am astray, then I have strayed (from the true religion of

Islam) to my own detriment." This verse tells the

polytheists that, by straying from Islam, they are astray.

However, it does not tell them directly, but rather

instructs the Holy Prophet ^ s *^ & J^ to use his own name
to say this. In this way, the message reaches the target

without offending the addressee.

03 "But if I am rightly guided, then it is on account of what my
Lord has revealed to me." Therefore, people will also be

rightly guided by following the Qur'an. Again, the same
mode of address is used as above. "Verily, He is the All

Hearing, Close." Therefore, Allah knows every deed of

man.

Allah then describes the condition of the disbelievers on the day of

Judgment (Qiyamah). Allah says, "If only you could see when they will be terrified,

will have no escape, and will be seized from nearby. They will say, 'We believe it/ How

can they reach it (unto belief) from a distant place (the Hereafter)? (whereas) They

have already disbelieved it before (in this world) and they speculated about the unseen

from a far-off place. A barrier will fall between them and the desires they hoped for, just

as it occurred to the groups before them. Indeed, they were ever in a confused doubt." All

their hopes will be dashed when they witness the punishment of the Hereafter.

#############
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) All praise be to Allah, the Creator of the heavens and the earth, Who made

the angels messengers, possessing two, three and four wings. Allah increases in

His creation as He pleases. Verily Allah has power over all things. (2) There is

none to withhold the mercy Allah opens to His people, and there is none to

release the mercy that He withholds. He is the Mighty, the Wise. (3) O people!

Call to mind Allah's favour upon you. Is there another creator besides Allah

who sustains you from the sky and the earth? There is no deity besides Him. So

to where are you retrogressing? (4) If they falsify you, then many messengers

were falsified before you. All affairs return to Allah. (5) O people! Allah's

promise is certainly true, so never let the worldly life deceive you, nor should

the great deceiver beguile you by taking Allah's name. (6) Indeed Satan
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(Shaytan) is your enemy, so treat him as an enemy. He calls to his party only so

that they become inmates of the Blaze. (7) There shall be severe punishment for

the disbelievers, and forgiveness and tremendous reward for those who believe

and do good deeds.

ONLY ALLAH CREATED THE HEAVENS AND THE EARTH

Another name for Surah Fatir (Creator) is Surah Mala'ikah (angels). Like

Surah Fatiha (Surah 1), Surah Bani Isra'Il (Surah 17) and Surah Kahf (Surah 18), this

Surah commences with Allah's praise. Allah says, ''All praise be to Allah, the

Creator of the heavens and the earth..."

Besides the heavens and the earth, Allah also created the angels for specific

tasks. Allah says that He also made "angels messengers" because they were
required to convey Allah's messages to the Prophets ^lJi r^Js-. Allah created

them in a unique fashion, with "two, three and four wings." Some have many more
wings than this. In a hadith of Bukhari, The Holy Prophet <X^ 3 *> ii ju said that

he saw Jibr'il ^lJ\ Up with 600 wings.

"Allah increases in His creation as He pleases. Verily Allah has power over all

things." Allah creates the various forms and species of creation in varying

numbers and with varying traits. All this is according to His perfect wisdom.

"There is none to withhold the mercy Allah opens to His people, and there is none

to release the mercy that He withholds. He is the Mighty, the Wise. " When Allah opens

His bounty on some poor people, causing them to progress to great heights of

prosperity, then others burn with envy. However, their envy cannot hinder

Allah's mercy and benevolence in the least. Allah, in His might, will allow the

prosperity to continue unabated.

Allah then announces, "O people! Call to mind Allah 's favour upon you." When
people reflect on the wealth, knowledge and other good fortune which Allah

gives them, they will be inspired to express gratitude to Him. In this way, they

will be able to concentrate their acts of devotion solely for Allah.

Allah then urges people to think, "Is there another creator besides Allah who

sustains you from the sky and the earth?" As a result of their own reflection, people

will come to realise that only Allah can send the rains, which cause the fields and

plantations to flourish for man's benefit. Man will then arrive at the conclusion

that "There is no deity besides Him." Therefore, Allah asks, "So to where are you

retrogressing?"

Allah then consoles the Holy Prophet ^j 4* & J^ saying, "If they falsify you,

then many messengers were falsified before you." Therefore, do not be grieved by
their behaviour, but continue with your mission. "All affairs return to Allah."

Allah will take them to task for their deeds on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah).

Allah then addresses those who reject oneness of Allah (Tauhid) and belief in

the Holy Prophet r
JL-_, Jp a ju. He says, "O people! Allah 's promise {ofJudgment day

(Qiyamah)} is certainly true, so never let the worldly life deceive you..." i.e. do not be

enamoured by the charms of this world, thereby causing you to become
negligent of the Hereafter. Besides the deception of the world, Allah warns

people not to allow "the great deceiver {i.e. Satan (Shaytan) to} beguile you by taking
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Allah's name. Indeed Satan (Shaytan) is your enemy, so treat him as an enemy. He calls

to his party only so that they become inmates of the Blaze.

"

Satan (Shaytan) fools man into thinking that he should continue committing

sins because he can always seek forgiveness from Allah at a later stage. However,

man fails to realise that he does not have any guarantee about his life and can

lose it at any moment, which may well be before he can secure forgiveness. Man

should therefore be cautious about Satan's (Shaytan s) ploys.

Allah then describes the outcome of man's existence when He says, "There

shall be severe punishment for the disbelievers, and forgiveness and tremendous reward

for those who believe and do good deeds.

"

UQ\ <y*r sjii 4&\j h^ dj*^*i u* wf> *&\ h\ &y**- ?-f^ ^-^ s^aj

(8) The person whose evil deeds have been beautified for him, causing him to

regard them as good (Can he be like the one who does good?). Verily Allah

sends astray whoever He wills and guide whoever He wills. So let not your soul

leave in remorse over them. Indeed Allah has knowledge of what they do. (9)

Allah is the One Who sends the winds which carry a cloud. We then waft it to a

dead land, and with it We revive the earth after its death. Thus shall be the

resurrection.

THOSE WHO CONSIDER THEIR EVIL DEEDS TO BE GOOD CAN
NEVER EQUAL THOSE WHO DO GOOD DEEDS

Allah speaks about those people whom Satan (Shaytan) has fooled into

thinking that their evil deeds are good, hence evil deeds begin to appeal to them

and they abhor good deeds. Allah says, "The person whose evil deeds have been

beautified for him, causing him to regard them as good." The verse contains a hidden

phrase, which reads; "Can this person be like the one who does good deeds and who

regards good as good and evil as evil ?"

"Verily Allah sends astray whoever He wills and guides whoever He wills. So let

not your soul leave in remorse over them. Indeed Allah has knowledge of what they do."

The Holy Prophet pJL-j Up i»i jl* was greatly grieved when people did not accept

Islam because he desired that every person should be saved from Hell. Allah

consoles him in this verse by telling him not to grieve over them because

guidance is only from Allah.

This is also mentioned in Surah Shuara, where Allah says, "It seems like you

will destroy yourself because they are not believing. " [Surah 26, verse 3]

Thereafter, Allah describes His ability to provide and the possibility of

Qiyamah (doomsday). He says, "Allah is the One Who sends the winds which carry a

cloud. We then waft it to a dead (arid and waterless) land, and with it We revive the
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earth after its death." After the rains, plants and vegetation flourish, providing

food for man and animals.

Just as Allah raises plants from the earth, He is also Capable of raising the

dead from the ground. Therefore, He says, "Thus shall be the resurrection."

«Jj*£jl J^\j v^' >?^ -U*a> Oj^ U^r £>J\ ^Jii l}ji\ J^y o& ^

^•^ Jy* _>* ^^rli' ^^J \~^ V^ (*•* ^L^LUl ^Itr^ <-tf^:J j*-*^/

(10) Whoever desires honour, then know that all honour belongs to Allah. The

Pure Word climbs unto Him, propelled by good deeds. There shall be a severe

punishment for those who devise evil schemes. The plots of these people will

certainly be destroyed. (11) Allah has created you from sand, then from a seed,

and then made you in pairs. He has knowledge of every female that conceives

and delivers. Recorded in the Book is every aged person who ages and whose

age is depleted. This is simple for Allah.

ALL HONOUR BELONGS TO ALLAH WHO HAS KNOWLEDGE OF
EVERYTHING

To attain honour and to be protected from adversities, people turn to their

various gods and perform various deeds, which actually invite Allah's wrath.

Allah says, "Whoever desires honour, then know (i.e. he should bear in mind) that all

honour belongs to Allah. " Only Allah can give honour to a person, and He takes it

away from people as well.

Certain commentators have interpreted "honour" to mean "victory" which

comes only from Allah. On one military expedition, the hypocrites said, "if we

return to Madinah, the honourable ones among us shall certainly exile the humiliated

ones." They meant to expel the Muhajirin {emigrants) from Madinah. In response

to this statement, Allah revealed the following verse of Surah Munafiqun: "All

honour belongs to Allah, His messenger and the believers but the hypocrites do not know

it.
" [Surah 63, verse 8]

Allah says in Surah Nisa, "Give to the hypocrites the glad tidings ofan agonising

punishment; those who take the disbelievers as friends instead of the believers. Do they

seek honourfrom them? Indeed all honour is forAllah only." [Surah 4, verse 138, 139]

These verses warn those people who wish to please the disbelievers by

adopting their mode of dress and behaviour in an effort to gain honour from

them. By doing so, they wish to be regarded as 'honourable' people. Such people

should bear in mind that honour can be had only from Allah, when they will
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please him. No honour can be had in Allah's displeasure. The 'honour 7

that these

people think they are receiving is actually a false honour, which is extremely

short-lived.

"The Pure Word climbs unto Him../' i.e. Allah accepts it. The ''Pure Word"

refers to the Kalimah of oneness of Allah (Tauhid), i.e. "La ildha IIIAllah Of
course, it may also refer to all other forms of remembrance of Allah (Dhikr).

Allah adds that the "Pure Word" is 'propelled by good deeds." This refers to all

good deeds. However, the greatest of good deeds, without which no deed is

accepted, is belief (Iman).

Allah then cautions those who harass the Holy Prophet ^j^ii^ and plot

against him. He says, "There shall be a severe punishment for those who devise evil

schemes. The plots of these people will certainly be destroyed."

The plots that the polytheists devised against the Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^ ai jl*

axe mentioned in Surah A'raf, where Allah says, "When the disbelievers schemed

against you to imprison you, kill you or exile you. They plan and Allah plans, and Allah

is the best of planners. " [Surah 7, verse 30]

Consequently, those who schemed against the Holy Prophet ^ ^ ii jl*

were killed in the battle of Badr without ever realising their objectives. In this

very Surah Allah has declared the universal rule: "The consequences of evil schemes

encompass only those who devise them." [Surah Fatir (35), verse 43]

Allah then describes His creative powers when He says, "Allah has created

you from sand, then from a seed (sperm), and then made you in pairs (male and female)."

Allah created Sayyidina Adam <OLJ *> from sand, and states that mankind were

also created from sand because he was their father, from whom every human

was born. It was after Sayyidina Adam r
%Ji Up that people were produced from

the sperm when it fuses with the female egg.

"He has knowledge of every female that conceives and delivers.. Recorded in the

Book, is every aged person who ages and whose age is depleted. This is simple for Allah."

The "Lawhul Mahfuz" contains the ages of all people, be their ages lengthy or

shorter in comparison. It is extremely simple for Allah to keep track of

everything. Allah decreed these matters even before man was created.

jC^S\ Ajjj J^%& d S^ gli. Q^ <^Jp^ j^Mi <-^3* <jj^&
iw\ {£=**& J*-** Ari cLh* J^= J^\j o~^ [ ^^-J cP &

J^M Ot <&f*±*i ^ *&* & <Z>y* ^U^b ^L^\ * f*A)
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(12) The two seas are not the same. The one is sweet, quenching and easy to

drink, while the other is salty and bitter. From each of these you eat fresh meat
and you extract jewels that you wear.. You will see ships cleaving (through the

waters) so that you seek from Allah's bounty and show gratitude. (13) Allah

enters the day into the night and the night into the day and has subjugated the

sun and the moon. Each one travels to an appointed term. This is Allah, your
Lord! To Him belongs all sovereignty. Those whom you worship besides Allah

do not have control of even the skin on the date seed. (14) If you call them, they

will not hear your call. Even if they hear, they will be unable to respond. On the

Day of Judgment (Qiyamah) they will reject your polytheism. None can inform

you like the Informed.

THE BENEFITS OF THE SEA AND THE DECLARATION THAT THE
GODS OF THE POLYTHEISTS DO NOT HAVE POWER OVER
ANYTHING

Some water sources contain water that is palatable and slaking for one's

thirst. On the.other hand, the waters of the ocean are extremely salty, bitter and
difficult to drink. These are all the creation of Allah. Referring to this, Allah says,

"The two seas are not the same. The one is sweet, quenching and easy to drink, while the

other is salty and hitter. " Allah then describes one of the many benefits of these

water bodies, when he says, "From each of these you eat fresh meat (fish, as well as

birds)..."

The second benefit is described in the words, "and you extract jewels that you

wear." Pearls, shells and other gems are found in water, which people use to

make jewellery.

The third benefit is mentioned as, "You will see ships cleaving (through the

waters) so that you seekfrom Allah's bounty and show gratitude. " Ships are invaluable

to transport large masses of merchandise from continent to continent. They are

therefore used to acquire Allah's bounties of produce and various commodities.
Man has to be grateful to Allah for all of this.

"Allah enters the day into the night and the night into the day and has subjugated

the sun and the moon. Each one travels to an appointed term." Allah causes the night

to extend longer than the day in winter and vice versa in Summer. He has also

prescribed set tasks for the sun and the moon, which they duly fulfil until the

Day of Judgment (Qiyamah).

"This is Allah, your Lord! To Him belongs all sovereignty. Those whom you

worship besides Allah do not have control ofeven the skin on the date seed." In fact, they

are so helpless that "If you call them, they will not hear your call. Even if (it be

assumed that) they hear, they will be unable to respond.
"

If this is their state of helplessness in this world, the polytheists cannot

expect any assistance from them on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah). In fact, "On
the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah) they will reject your polytheism." The gods of these

Polytheists will absolve themselves of their worshippers on the Day of Judgment
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(Qiyamah).

Allah says in Surah Nahl, ''When the idolaters will see their partners, they will

exclaim, 'O our Lord! These are our partners that we used to worship instead of You.'

Then the word will be flung back to them that 'You are definitely liars!" [Surah 16. verse

86]

"None can inform you like the Informed. " When Allah, The Informed, informs

one of something, one will have no option but to accept it as the truth because He
has knowledge of everything.

vjb jy *j K& y^ ^ J* <^k u> s^a ^.v^ oi»j (t^^LJb jo
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(15) O people! You are all beggars before Allah and Allah is Independent, Most

Worthy of praise. (16) If He wills, He could remove you and replace you with a

new creation. (17) This is not at all difficult for Allah. (18) None shall be

burdened with the load of another. If any burdened person has to call for his

load to be carried, none of it will be carried, even though it be his close relative

(that he calls). You warn only those who fear their Lord without seeing Him, and

who establish Salah. Whoever purifies himself, purifies himself only for his

own good. To Allah will the return be. (19) The blind and the seeing cannot be

the same... (20) ...Nor can a multiplicity of darkness and the light (be the same).

(21) .... Nor shade and heat. (22) The living and the dead cannot be the same.

Whoever Allah wills He makes him hear, and you cannot make those in the

graves hear. (23) You are only a warner. (24) Verily We have sent you with the

truth as a bearer of glad tidings and a warner. A warner passed in every nation.

(25) If they falsify you, then those before them also falsified. Their messengers

brought to them clear miracles, scriptures and an illuminating Book. (26)

Thereafter I seized those who disbelieved. So how was My punishment?
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EVERYONE IS DEPENDENT ON ALLAH, NONE SHALL BEAR THE
BURDEN OF ANOTHER, AND A WARNER CAME TO EVERY
NATION

The above verses contain discussions on several subjects. The first of these is

contained in the verse, where Allah says, "O people! You are all beggars before Allah

and Allah is Independent, Most Worthy of praise." A believer (Mu'min) realises that

Allah needs nothing from Him, but He requires Allah for everything. Even his

worship is for his own benefit because Allah does not require it. Even without

man's worship, Allah remains 'independent, Most Worthy of praise."

The second aspect discussed is that Allah reserves the right to do as He
pleases with man. Allah says, "IfHe wills, He could remove you and replace you with

a new creation. This is not at all difficultfor Allah."

The third factor discussed in these verses is that "None shall be burdened with

the load (sins) of another {on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah)}. If any burdened person

has to call (to another) for his load to be carried, none of it will be carried, even though it

be his close relative (that he calls)/
7

Allah says in Surah Abas, "The day when man will flee from his brother, his

mother, his father, his spouse and his children. On that day every person will be

engrossed in an affair that will make him oblivious of others." [Surah 80, verses 34-37]

Discussing the fourth aspect, Allah says to the Holy Prophet ,jl.j Up i>» jl*

that although he is a messenger to everyone, his preaching has an impact only

on "those who fear their Lord without seeing Him, and who establish Salah." Salah is

specially mentioned in this verse because of its special nature, which is derived

from fear for Allah.

The fifth point discussed is "Whoever purifies himself (by abstaining from evil

and sin), purifies himself only for his own good (because he will be amply rewarded for

this). To Allah will the return be (when each person will be duly rewarded or punished)."

"The blind (the disbelievers) and the seeing {the believers (Muminln)) cannot

be the same, nor can a multiplicity ofdarkness (false hood) and the light (the truth) (be

the same), nor shade and heat." While some commentators have interpreted

"shade" as rewards and "heat" as punishment, others have mentioned that

"shade" refers to Heaven and "heat " refers to Hell.

In the same strain, Allah adds, "The living {believers (Mu'minln)/ people of

Heaven} and the dead (disbelievers/people of Hell) cannot be the same. Whoever

Allah wills He makes him hear..." Allah grants guidance to whomsoever He wills,

thereby causing them to accept Islam.

Allah then tells the Holy Prophet <JL-j ^ i»» J-*, "and you cannot make those in

the graves hear. You are only a warner. " Just as the dead cannot hear what people

say, those who have decided #to adamantly remain as disbelievers cannot be

influenced. The subject of the dead hearing has been discussed at length in the

commentary of verse 80 of Surah Naml (Surah 27). The reality of the matter is that

the dead cannot hear, but Allah/may allow them to hear if He wills.

"Verily We have sent you with the truth as a bearer of glad tidings and a warner.

A warner passed in every nation." Allah mentions a general rule in this verse,
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making it the seventh subject discussed so far. Allah sent a warner to every

nation so that they may realise their responsibilities and refrain from polytheism

(shirk).

Allah says in Surah Bani Isra'il, "We shall never punish (any nation) until We

send a messenger/' [Surah 17, verse 15]

A verse of Surah Qasas reads: "Your Lord would never destroy towns until He

.sends a messenger to their capital reciting His verses to them. We would never destroy

towns unless their inhabitants were oppressive/' [Surah 28, verse 59]

The apostleship of many Prophets fiLJ\ ^ have been certified by the

Qur'an like Sayyidina Musa ^\ Up and Sayyidina Isa
r
*~Ji Up. It will therefore

be necessary for every believer (Mumin) to believe in the fact that they were

Allah's true Holy Prophets. Other religions claim to follow certain other people,

whom the Qur'an and Ahadlth have not certified as the Holy Prophets. Muslims

cannot attest to the Prophethood of these people, even though their followers

trace historical evidence to substantiate their claim. They may be regarded as the

Prophets only when Allah and His Prophet ^ 3 u* & J^ attest to this. It will not

be appropriate to deduce. Their Prophethood from the verse "A warner passed in

every nation" because the word "warner" is not necessarily a Prophet.

In fact, certain portraits and statues of these religious leaders portray them

to be naked or semi-naked, which dispels the notion that they could ever have

been Allah's Prophets.

Allah then tells the Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up ai j^>, "If they falsify you, then (this is

not surprising because) those before them also falsified (their Prophets). Their

messengers brought to them clear miracles, scriptures and an illuminating Book. " The

various Prophets {*-&^ brought Allah's scriptures like the Torah and Injil to

their nations, but most of them still refused to accept.

"Thereafter I seized those who disbelieved. So how was My punishment?" This

verse urges others to reflect over the outcome of the previous nations so that they

do not fall into the same trap.
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(27) Do they not see that Allah sends rain from the sky, thereby extracting

various fruits of varying colours? From the mountains, there are different ridges,

varying from white to red of different shades and some which are extremely

black. (28) There is a similar variation of colours among people, creatures and

animals. From Allah 's bondsmen, only the learned ones fear Him. Verily Allah

is Mighty, Most Forgiving. (29) Indeed, those who recite Allah 's Book, establish

Salah and spend secretly and openly from what We have given them, they are

hopeful of a trade that will never be destroyed. (30) So that Allah may grant

them their reward in full and increase them from His grace. Verily He is Most

Forgiving, Most Appreciative. (31) That of the Book which We have revealed to

you is the truth, verifying the scriptures before it. Without doubt, Allah is

Informed and Ever Watchful over His bondsmen. (32) Thereafter, We made

those of Our bondsmen whom We chose inheritors of the Book. Of them were

those who oppressed their souls, while there were those who were moderate.

There were also those who were leaders in good deeds by the command of their

Lord. This is Allah's extreme grace. (33) In the eternal gardens that they will

enter, they will be adorned with bracelets of gold and pearls. Their garments

there will be of silk. (34) They will say, "All praise be to Allah, Who has

removed grief from us. Undoubtedly our Lord is Most Forgiving, Appreciative."

(35) "Our Lord has settled us in an eternal home by His grace. Here no difficulty

will ever afflict us, nor shall any tiredness touch us."

THE VIRTUES OF THE RAIN AND THE QUALITIES OF ALLAH'S
PIOUS BONDSMEN

"Do they not see that Allah sends rain from the sky, thereby extracting various

fruits of varying colours?" Just as the colours of the fruits vary, their tastes and

textures also vary from fruit to fruit.

"From the mountains, there are different ridges, varying from white to red of

different shades and some which are extremely black." Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Mas'ud aip i»t ^j says that "ridges" refer to the roads and passes between

mountains, which people use to travel for their needs.

"There is a similar variation of colours among people, creatures and animals." All

of these display Allah's amazing creative powers and His favour upon man by

showering him with these various bounties.
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"From Allah's bondsmen, only the learned ones fear Him. Verily Allah is Mighty,

Most Forgiving." A person who possesses any knowledge which makes him

recognise Allah will be regarded as "learned," even if this knowledge is of

biology, astronomy or religion. Allah can be recognised with the appropriate

knowledge, thereby leading one to fear Him and abstain from sins.

However, such knowledge will not profit one if one follows one's whims

and desires. Allah says, "Have you seen the one who has taken his whims as a deity?"

Possessing the most knowledge, The Holy Prophet (O-j 4* ^ J~* feared Allah

the most. He mentioned in a hadith, "I am the one who fears Allah most and the

most abstinent." [Bukhari v. 2 p. 707, Muslim v. lp. 44S]

Allah then lauds His pifcus servants when He says, "Indeed, those who recite

Allah's Book, establish Salah aM spend secretly and openly from what We have given

them, they are hopeful of a trade that will never be destroyed. So that Allah may grant

them their reward in full and increase them from His grace. Verily He is Most Forgiving,

Most Appreciative." These people will be rewarded with a minimum of ten

rewards for every deed in appreciation of the deed. In addition to this, Allah will

forgive all their shortcomings. Such & trade can never result in a loss.

Allah then describes the Qur'an saying, "That of the Book (Qur'an), which We
have revealed to you is the truth, verifying the scriptures before it. Without doubt, Allah

is Informed and Ever Watchfulover His bondsmen."

"Thereafter, We made those of Our bondsmen whom We chose inheritors of the

Book." This verse makes it dear that those who receive Allah' s scripture are

chosen people. The Holy Prophet ^j *4* a j^ has mentioned that the person

who has been given Allah's Book, and thereafter he considers another person

superior to himself, such a person has certainly degraded the best bounty.

Ylarm'usSaghxf'' v. 6 p. 75]

Thereafter, Allah describes the three categories of those given the Book.

Allah says, "Of them were those who (1) oppressed their souls (i.e. the sinners), while

there were (2) those who were moderate. There were also (3) those who were leaders in

good deeds by the command of their Lord. This is Allah's extreme grace." This verse

teaches us to show reverence even to the sinful ones among those given Allah's

Book.

In a hadith of TirmidhifThe Holy Prophet ,Jh a* in ju has mentioned that

these three groups of people are equal (in terms of the favour bestowed on

them), and will all be in Heaven.

Sayyidina Umar ^ &^ once recited this verse from the pulpit and then

narrated the following saying of the Holy Prophet^ 3^ i» J^: "Those of us who
are "leaders in good deeds" shall be leaders (in attaining rewards and high ranks),

the "moderate" ones will attain salvation, while those "who oppressed their souls"

will be forgiven."

Sayyidina Abu Darda ^M ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ^ }
a* i j~*

once recited the verse, after which he said, "The "leaders in good deeds" shall enter

Heaven without reckoning, the "moderate" ones will have a light reckoning, while

those "who oppressed their souk" will be halted at the place of reckoning until they
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are overcome with grief. Thereafter, they will also be admitted into Heaven/' the

Holy Prophet ^ 3 4* & J^ then recited the verse, "They will say, 'All praise be to

Allah, Who has removed grief from us. Undoubtedly our Lord is Most Forgiving,

Appreciative. " ["Maalimut Tamil" v. 3 p. 57 1]

More details regarding the three groups of people have been discussed in

"Ruhul Ma'am and "Ma'alimut Tanzil".

Allah then describes the condition of those destined for Heaven saying, "In

the eternal gardens that they will enter, they will be adorned with bracelets of gold and

pearls. Their garments there will be of silk." The same description is given in Surah

Hajj, where Allah says, "Allah will surely admit those who believe and do good deeds

into gardens beneath which rivers flow. There they will be adorned with bangles of gold

and pearls and their clothes shall be of silk. " [Surah 22, verse 23]

The temperament of the people in Heaven will be different from that of

people in this world. It will not be possible to base one's perception of the things

in Heaven upon one's perception of this world. Therefore, it will be incorrect to

say that bangles are unbecoming of men in Heaven because they are unbecoming

in this world. While men will be permitted to wear jewellery in Heaven (which is

not permissible in this world), it will suit them in Heaven. It was popular with

the kings and monarchs of the past to wear jewellery, which people then

considered to be good-looking although no one wears it today.

Many Sahabah (Companions)^ i» ^j have reported that the Holy Prophet

^jl-j dp ii j* said, "The man who wears silk in this world will not wear it in the

Hereafter." ["Mishkat" p. 373]

Allah then quotes the words of appreciation that the people of Heaven will

express on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah). Allah says, "They will say, 'All praise

be to Allah Who has removed grieffrom us. Undoubtedly our Lord is Most Forgiving,

Appreciative. Our Lord has settled us in an eternal home by His grace."

In saying the above, the people of Heaven allude to the fact that this world

is not really a place to live in, but the true home is Heaven because it is a place

which people "will not want to leave.

"

Describing Heaven, they will say, "Here, no difficulty will ever afflict us, nor

shall any tiredness touch us." They will enjoy only peace, comfort and rest in

Heaven. Allah says in Surah Hijr, "No difficulty will afflict them there, nor shall they

be removedfrom there." [Surah 15, verse 48]

O* j^4^ i^juL^ Vj \jj~* *4&> Cs^i * j****r J* s-V l$y& d&b

(36) The Fire of Hell will be for those who disbelieve, where no decree will be
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passed against them so that they may die. Their punishment will also not be

lightened. Thus do We punish every disbeliever. (37) They will be screaming in

Hell saying, "O our Lord! Remove us from here and we will do deeds unlike

those we used to perpetrate." "Did We not grant you sufficient age in which the

one who takes heed may take heed? And did a warner not come to you? So taste

(of the punishment)! The oppressors will not have a helper."

THE PEOPLE OF HELL WILL NOT DIE, THEIR PUNISHMENT WILL
NOT BE LIGHTENED AND THEY WILL NEVER EMERGE FROM
HELL

After mentioning the bounties of the people of Heaven, Allah continues to

speak of the plight of those destined for Hell. Allah says, "The Fire of Hell will be

for those who disbelieve, where no decree will be passed against them so that they may

die. Their punishment will also not be lightened. Thus do We punish every disbeliever."

Further describing their miserable plight, Allah adds, "They will be screaming

in Hell saying, 'O our Lord! Remove us from here and we will do deeds unlike those we

used to perpetrate."' They will promise to follow Allah's commands in the world.

Allah will reply, "Did We not grant you sufficient age in which the one who takes heed

may take heed? And did a warner not come to you? (If you had taken heed and followed

the guidance of the Prophets f*~^ r^/ you would not be pleading for mercy today.

However, since you refused to believe) So taste (of the punishment)! The oppressors will

not have a helper."

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ^ ii ^j reports from the Holy Prophet ,0-j «-ip & j^>

that Allah will not accept any excuse (for sin) from the person whom Allah had

granted respite until he reached the age of sixty. The sins of such an old person

will be inexcusable because he had lived long enough to know what he should

do and what he should avoid.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** ibi ^j reports from the Holy Prophet ii J^
,!,>«-!* that an announcer will ask on the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah), "Where are

those who reached the age of sixty?" The Holy Prophet ,4-j ^ ii j^ then added,

'This is the age regarding which Allah says, "Did We not grant you sufficient age in

which the one who takes heed may take heed? And did a warner not come to you?"

["Mishkat" p. 451]

$ jj&\ oil^% \g$> cJJ^\^ >j^ :& <±

ic&A i\ %<gyi& & j%Jffi *&$^A$ h+^ot
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(38) Verily Allah has knowledge of the unseen things of the heavens and the

earth. He certainly has knowledge of the secrets of the heart. (39) It is He Who
made you successors on earth. Whoever disbelieves, then his disbelief is to his

own detriment. The disbelief of the disbelievers will only increase the wrath of

their Lord for them. The disbelief of the disbelievers will only increase them in

loss. (40) Say, "Tell me about your partners whom you worship besides Allah.

Show me what they have created of the earth, or do they share a partnership in

the heavens and the earth? Or have We given them a Book from which they have

a clear proof? The oppressors only make deceptive promises to each other." (41)

Verily Allah withholds the heavens and the earth from moving. If they were

ever to move, there will be none to withhold them after Him. Indeed He is

Tolerant, Most Forgiving.

THE DETRIMENT OF DISBELIEF WILL AFFECT THE
DISBELIEVERS WHO MERELY DECEIVE EACH OTHER

Allah describes His tremendous knowledge, when He says, "Verily Allah has

knowledge of the un seen things of the heavens and the earth. He certainly has knowledge

of the secrets of the heart. " Nothing is hidden from Him.

"It Is He Who made you successors on earth." Allah has made it such that every

generation succeeds the next on earth. Because of all the bounties that Allah has

bestowed on man, man is obliged to express gratitude to Allah by believing in

Him and following His Prophets fiL~)\ ^. If they do not then "Whoever disbelieves

(thereby expressing ingratitude to Allah), then his disbelief (and ingratitude) is to

his own detriment. The disbelief of the disbelievers will only increase the wrath of their

Lord for them." Allah's wrath is constantly increasing as the disbelievers continues

to disbelieve. Although the disbelievers think that they are prospering, they are

actually retrogressing all the time because "The disbelief of the disbelievers will only

increase them in loss.

"

"Say (to the Polytheists), 'Tell me about your partners whom you worship besides

Allah. Show me what they have created of the earth (because of which you consider them

worthy of worship), or do they share a partnership in the heavens and the earth?" Their

false gods are on Allah's earth and beneath Allah's sky. They have nothing to

their credit for which they may be deemed worthy of worship.

'Or have We given them (the polytheists) a Book from which they have a clear

proof?" The answer is an obvious "No!". The polytheists have nothing to

substantiate their claims and beliefs. They "only make deceptive promises to each

other." To maintain their strength, the disbelievers and polytheists merely tell

each other things to deceive themselves into adhering to disbelief and shirk.

They tell each other lies about the virtues of polytheism (shirk) and promise each

other that their gods will intercede for them on the Day of Judgment (Qiydmah).

Describing His immense power, Allah says, "Verily Allan withholds the

heavens and the earth from moving. If they were ever to move,, there will be none to

withhold them after Him. Indeed He is Tolerant, Most Forgiving. " Allah has created
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these bodies and none can control them in any way. The gods of the polytheists

can therefore not be regarded as deities.

Allah keeps the heavens and the earth in their fixed locations, from which

they cannot shift. Of course, as He has prescribed, they may still rotate on their

own axis and orbit the sun which is constantly travelling through the galaxy.

This is as Allah has decreed.

Li* £-4 J \ <JJ*~l (y^ ti-Ubl iyj^ j^ *J*<-L. ^Ljy r^-t^J -^4^r^ 1>—^ ]j

(42) They take solemn oaths by Allah that if a warner has to come to them, they

would become more rightly guided than any nation. But when the warner came

to them, it only increased them in animosity. (43) (This animosity) was because

they were proud on earth and they devised evil schemes. The consequences of

evil schemes encompass only those who devise them. They only seem to await

the treatment of the previous generations. You will never find any change in

Allah 's practice, neither will you find any adjustment in Allah 's practice.

THE QURAYSH OF MAKKAH SWORE THAT THEY WOULD
FOLLOW THE HOLY PROPHET ^JUj Up k\ JU, BUT FAILED TO KEEP
THIS PROMISE BECAUSE OF THEIR PRIDE

The Quraysh of Makkah often travelled to Sham (Syria), where they

encountered the Jews and Christians. When they learnt that these people had
denied their Prophets fiLJ\ <-$>, they took "solemn oaths by Allah that if a warner (a

Prophet) has to come to them, they would become more rightly guided than any nation.

But when the warner came to them, it only increased them in animosity. (This animosity)

was because they were proud on earth and devised evil schemes." They thought it

below their dignity to accept Islam and targeted various plots against the Holy
Prophet ,jl.j a* ibi ju.

However, all their schemes backfired on them, and many of those who
plotted the atrocities against the Holy Prophet ,0- ;

Up ii ju were killed in the

battle of Badr. Referring to this, Allah says, "The consequences of evil schemes

encompass only those who devise them." An Arabic adage read: "The one who digs a

hole for his brother will himself fall into it."

"They only seem to await the treatment of the previous generations. You will never

find any change in Allah's practice, neither will you find any adjustment in Allah's

practice." Allah will punish these disbelievers just as He punished those before

them. It is also Allah's practice that He will never punish anyone for something
he did not do. The disbelievers do not cease in their disbelief, almost as if they
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are awaiting Allah's punishment.

(44) Have they not travelled in the lands and seen what was the result of those

before them, who were more powerful than them? Allah As not such that

anything in the heavens and the earth can defeat him. He is the All Knowing,

Powerful. (45) If Allah were to take man to task for everything he does, Allah

would not have left a single creature on the face of the earth. But Allah defers

them until an appointed term. When their term arrives, then Allah is Ever

Watchful over His bondsmen.

PEOPLE DO NOT HEED THE SIGNS DESPITE TRAVELLING AND
IF ALLAH HAD TO TAKE PEOPLE TO TASK FOR EVERY DEED, NO
CREATURE WOULD HAVE BEEN LEFT ALIVE

The Quraysh of Makkah frequently passed by the ruins of the Thamud and

the ruins of Sadum [the town of Sayyidina Lut
r
*>LJi Up] on their journeys to Sham

(Syria). Although they were to take a lesson from these shattered towns, they

never paid heed and still continued with their evil practices. Referring to this,

Allah says, "Have they not travelled in the lands and seen what was the result of those

before them, who were more powerful than them?" The fact that these people were

much more powerful than them should increase their awe and fear for Allah.

"Allah is not such that anything in the heavens and the earth can defeat him. He is

the All Knowing, Powerful." When Allah decides to punish any person or

community, there is nothing to stop Him. None can ever think that Allah is

unaware of their sins, or that He is incapable of taking them to task.

Allah concludes the verse by telling people that they should never seek to

hurry Allah's punishment. Allah says, "If Allah were to take man to task for

everything he does, Allah would not have left a single creature on the face of the earth.

But Allah defers them until an appointed term. When their term arrives, then Allah is

Ever Watchful over His bondsmen." People are foolish to think that because Allah

does not punish them for their sins, He is unaware of them. Allah is Aware of

everything, but, because of His mercy, He overlooks people's sins.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ** i» ^j reports from the Holy Prophet i J^

,jl,j Up that although Allah's punishment destroys everything and everyone in

this world, Allah will separate the believers (Muminln) from the disbelievers on

the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah). [Bukhari p. 1053]
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Sayyidah Ayshah i^ &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ,jl.j *> ^i ju once

told them about an army that will march with the intent of destroying the Ka'ba.

However, when they reach a certain plain, the ground will swallow the entire

army, from the first to the last. Sayyidah Ayshah if* ii ^j asked the Holy

Prophet (JL-j ^ ii J**, "If the entire army, from the first to the last is to be

swallowed, what about those who joined only for purposes of trade and those

who were not with them?" The Holy Prophet jJL-j <a* i»» J** replied, "All will be

destroyed, but they will all be resurrected according to their intentions/' [Bukhari

v. 1 p. 2 84]

Although the believers (Mu'minin) will be rewarded for their belief (Imdn)

and good deeds, they will receive additional rewards for the suffering they

endure when Allah's punishment strikes.

tiftftftftftftftftfttititititiftttttftftftti
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Surah Ya-Sin Verses 83
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) Ya Sin. (2) By the oath of the wise Qur'an. (3) You are verily among the

messengers. (4) On the straight path. (5) A revelation of the Mighty, the Most

Merciful (6) To warn a nation whose forefathers were not warned and who were

negligent. (7) The decree has been passed against most of them, so they will not

believe. (8) We shall place a yoke around their necks, which reaches to their

chins* so their gazes are fixed upwards, (9) We have placed a barrier in front of

them an<J a barrier behind them, and We have enveloped them so they cannot

see. (10) It is the same to them whether you warn them or you do not warn them.

They will never believe. (11) You can warn only him who follows the advice and

fears Ar Rahman (the Compassionate) without seeing Him. Give him the glad

tidings of forgiveness and a bountiful provision. (12) Verily only We revive the

dead and record what they send ahead and the trails they leave. We have

meticulously recorded everything in the clear Book.
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THE HOLY PROPHET ^Lj Up in ^ IS ALLAH'S HOLY PROPHET
AND THE QURAN IS FROM ALLAH

Only Allah knows the meaning of "Yd Sin" which is from the

"Mutashabihat" verses. Rebutting those who denied the Prophethood of the

Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^ &\ ju, Allah declares, "By the oath of the wise Qur'anl You are

verily among the messengers on the si might path/' The declaration of Allah is more
than sufficient against the blasphemy of the disbelievers.

Allah then replies to their rejection of the Qur'an. Allah says that the Qur'an

is "A revelation of the Mighty, the Most Merciful." In this verse, Allah refutes the

notion of those who refute the divine origin of the Qur'an.

Allah then outlines the purpose of revealing the Qur'an and the

Prophethood of the Holy Prophet jJL-j. Up ii ju. Allah sent them "to warn a nation

whose forefathers were not warned and who were negligent..." the Holy Prophet ii j^
jJL-j a* was sent among the Arabs where his duty began. The Arabs were the

progeny of Sayyidina Ibrahim ^y^S\ aJlp but no Prophet had come to them for a

very long time.

Because no Prophet had come to them for a long time, the Arabs had

become negligent of the rights they owed to Allah. It was therefore necessary for

the Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up ii J^ to direct them onto the straight course.

"The decree has been passed against most of them, so they will not believe. " This

verse consoles the Holy Prophet ,jl.j Up ii ju, telling him not to grieve about

those who do not believe him because Allah had already decreed that they will

never believe.

Allah then describes one of the punishments the disbelievers will suffer.

Allah says, "We shall place a yoke around their necks, which reaches to their chins, so

their gazes are fixed upwards. We have placed a barrier in front of they i and a barrier

behind them, and We have enveloped them so they cannot see. " Their hands will also

be bound to these yokes, and they will be blind.

Allama Qurtubi ^ i»i ^j writes that the above punishment will be meted

out to them in Hell. He has deduced this from Surah Mu'min, where Allah says,

"When yokes will be placed around their necks, as well as chains. They will be dragged

into the boiling water, after which they will be cast as fuel for the Fire." This

interpretation rules out any metaphorical interpretations.

THE CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING THE REVELATION OF
THE ABOVE VERSES

Ruhul Ma'ani" reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas <up i»i ^j that

the Holy Prophet (Jl-j <^u ii j^> was once reciting the Qur'an loudly in the Haram
which displeased the polytheists. Some of them decided to harass the Holy

Prophet jJL-j Up ii jl^ and sneaked behind him to seize him. However, Allah

punished them instead. From their necks downwards, their bodies became

paralysed and they all turned blind. They pleaded with the Holy Prophet ii J~*

(JL-j 4p to pray to Allah to cure them because of their relationship with him. When
the Holy Prophet ^ 3 u* i»i ju. prayed to Allah, their conditions were restored and

the above verses were revealed.
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According to this narration, the punishment described in the above verse

took place in this very world. The punishment in the Hereafter will certainly be

much worse.

"Ruhul Ma'ani" has also reported that once, Abu Jahl decided to kill the

Holy Prophet pJL-j *jlp iui ju while he was performing Salah in the Haram. He took

a rock and proceeded to carry out his evil intention. However, as he approached

the Holy Prophet ^a ^ & J^ and raised the rock, his hand became firmly stuck

to his neck. He returned to his companions, who tried in vain to release the hand

from the neck.

Another person then took the rock from him and proceeded to accomplish

what Abu Jahl had failed to do. As this person approached the Holy Prophet J^^ <Jlp Ai, Allah took away his eyesight. As he could not find his way back, his

companions had to call him back. Thereafter, a third villain proceeded with the

same thought in mind. As he was walking towards the Holy Prophet *i* i»i ju*

(Jl-j, he suddenly turned back in flight. When his accomplices asked him the

reason, he replied that a large camel appeared before him as he approached the

Holy Prophet ^3 -J* i»i ju. He told them that he had never seen such a large

camel in his, life, and it was ready to devour him if he dared draw closer to the

Holy Prophet jJL-j -a* ii ju.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that if the above verses were revealed

because of this incident, the specific punishment mentioned in the verse ["We

shall place a yoke around their necks, which reaches to their chins, so their gazes arefixed

upwards." I is metaphorical and denotes that these people are helpless against

Allah and His Holy Prophet ^ 3 <4* & J~*.

Thereafter, Allah says, "It is the same to them whether you warn them or you do

not warn them. They will never believe." When people make themselves blind to the

truth and deaf to all advice, their hearts cannot be penetrated. It is only possible

to "warn him who follows the advice and fears Rahman without seeing Him." This

refers to the believer (Mu'tniri), who fulfils Allah's commands and fears

retribution for his shortcomings. Allah declares, "Give him the glad tidings of

forgiveness and a bountiful provision.

"

"Verily only We revive the dead and record what they send ahead and the trails they

leave. We have meticulously recorded everything in the clear Book {the Lawhul Mahfuz

(The protected tablet)}." Every deed, good or bad, is recorded. The phrase "the trails

they leave" alludes to the fact that the trails of any deed (good or evil carried out

by the deceased) which another person follows, will be recorded in favour of the

deceased person (if it is good), or against him (if it is evil).

If a person teaches another to recite the Qur'an, to perform Salah, etc, then

he will receive the rewards of the second person's Qur'anic recitation or Salah

even after his death. Similarly, if a person built a Masjid or wrote a religious

book, he will continue to receive the rewards of all those who benefit from the

Masjid or the book. On the other hand, if a person starts a Bid'ah (religious

innovation) or another evil deed, he will be responsible for the sins of all those

who emulate him, even if he has left the world.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ^ ifo ^j reports from the Holy Prophet ^4^ & J^
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that the rewards of the following deeds will continue to accrue to the credit of a

person even after his death:

CQ Knowledge that he has acquired and spread.

COS Leaving pious children behind.

C3 Leaving behind a copy of the Qur'an.

fflj Building an inn for travellers to use (for free).

CQ Digging a well (or any other water source).

£Q Spending in charity while healthy and sick. [Ibn Majah p. 22]

The Holy Prophet pJL-j Up i»i ju has also said, "Whoever initiates something

good in Islam will accrue the rewards for it, as well as the rewards of all those

who emulate his act, without diminishing their rewards in the least. (On the

other hand,) Whoever initiates something evil in Islam will accrue the sin for it,

as well as the sins of all those who emulate his act, without diminishing their sin

in the least." [Muslim]

Certain commentators have mentioned that "the trails they leave refers to the

footprints people leave when they walk to the Masjid for Saiah. Sayyidina Jabir

up ii ^j reports that once, some land became vacant round the Masjid during

the time of the Holy Prophet ^ 3 *-i* & J^- The Banu Salamah tribe, who lived far

from the Masjid, decided to occupy the land. When the Holy Prophet ^ 3 <4± i»i j~*

heard of this, he advised them to remain where they were because their

footprints were being recorded i.e. the rewards for every step taken to the Masjid

was recorded to their credit. ["Mishkat" p. 68]
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(13) Cite to them the parable of the people of the village when the messengers

came to them. (14) When We sent two to them, the people falsified them.

Thereafter, We strengthened them with a third.and they said, "We have certainly

been sent as messengers to you people/' (15) The people said, "You are merely

humans like ourselves. Allah has not revealed anything. You are only lying."

(16) They replied, "Our Lord knows that We have been sent as messengers to

you people." (17) "Clear propagation is our only responsibility." (18) The people
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said, "We augur an evil omen from you. If you do not desist, we will surely

stone you and a painful punishment from us will definitely afflict you. (19)

The messengers said, "Your omen is with you. Is it an evil omen that you have

been given advice? You are but a transgressing nation."

THE INSOLENCE OF A NATION TOWARDS ALLAH'S
MESSENGERS

The above verses cite the epic of the inhabitants of a town (probably

Antioch), to whom Allah sent two messengers. Certain commentators have

mentioned that these two were not Prophets f*~l\ ^ but two disciples of

Sayyidina Isa r
^LJi dp. Because they set out on the instruction of Allah's

messenger (acting on Allah's orders), Allah says, "When We sent two to them, the

peoplefalsified them."

Other commentators say that the two were Prophet f**J\ a>. Nevertheless,

the people of the town refused to listen to them, after which Allah "strengthened

them with a third and they (collectively) said/We have certainly been sent as messengers

to you people.

"

However, "The people said, 'You are merely humans like ourselves. Allah has not

revealed anything. You are only lying.'"

The messengers replied, "Our Lord knows that We have been sent as messengers

to you people. Clear propagation is our only responsibility (we have a duty to fulfil

irrespective ofyour response).

"

"The people said, 'We augur an evil omen from you.'" They said this because

they blamed the messengers for the split in their community. Commentators also

say that because of their sinful ways, Allah punished these people by causing

certain calamities and disasters to befall them. However, they blamed the

messengers for this. They also added, "Ifyou do not desist, we will surely stone you

(to death) and a painful punishmentfrom us will definitely afflict you."

The three messengers replied, "Your omen is with you." They told the people

that the evil that affects them is a result of their own devices which they cannot

attribute to the messengers. The only work that the messengers did was advise

the people. Therefore, they asked, 7s it an evil omen that you have been given advice?

You"are but a transgressing nation (your transgression in disbelief has landed you in the

predicament you find yourselves in)."

The Holy Prophet \x* 3 ^ & J^ has mentioned that auguring omens is an act

of polytheism (shirk). However, the statement of the three messengers was

merely in response to the earlier statement of the people.

tetift£?tiftft.£?ftftftftftfttiftfttiti£?ftft
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(20) A man came running from the farthest end of the town saying, "O my
people! Follow the messengers." (21) "Follow those who do not ask for any
payment from you, and who are rightly guided." (22) "Why should I not

worship the One Who has created me, and to Whom you all shall return?" (23)

"Why should I take another as deity besides Him? If Ar Rahman (the

Compassionate) intends any harm to reach me, their intercession will not help
me in the least, nor can they rescue me." (24) "I would then surely be in manifest
deviation." (25) "I have certainly believed in your Lord, so listen to me." (26) It

was said, "Enter Jannah (Heaven)." He said, "If only my people had known...

(27) "...because of what my Lord had forgiven me and made me from among the

honoured ones!" (28) We did not dispatch any army against his nation after him,
nor were We going to. (29) It was only a single scream after which they were
suddenly extinguished. (30) What anguish about My bondsmen! They mock
every Prophet that comes to them. (31) Have they not seen how many were the

nations that We destroyed before them? They will certainly never return to

them. (32) They will all be present before Us collectively.



A MAN FROM THE TOWN ADVISES THE PEOPLE TO ACCEPT

THE CALL OF THE MESSENGERS

When the people of the town rejected the message of the messengers,

"A man came running from the farthest end of the town saying, 'O my people!

follow the messengers/' He told them that the messengers were sincere, "do not ask

for any payment" and "are rightly guided." It is for these reasons that they should

be followed.

Then, making reference to himself, the man urged them to worship Allah.

He said, "Why should I not worship the One Who has created me, and to Whom you all

shall return?" He tried to impress upon their minds that Only Allah is worthy of

worship because He has created the universe, and that it would be foolish to

worship any other being, especially with the knowledge that everyone has to

return to Allah.

Since the people were polytheists, he addressed them further saying, "Why

should I take another as deity besides Him? If Ar Rahman (the Compassionate) intends

any harm to reach me, their (the false god's) intercession will not help me in the least, nor

can they rescue me. (If I were to take others as deities,)! would then surely be in manifest

deviation" Without directly saying it, he presented the message to them that they

were astray by worshipping helpless beings.

He then declared his faith saying, 'I have certainly believed in your Lord, so

listen to me." Instead of saying "my Lord," he said "your Lord" so that they take

note of the fact that they should also be worshipping Allah;

He therefore made them aware of the following facts:

GQ.T.hat they should worship only Allah Who created them.

£0 That they will have to return to Allah.

£Q The other gods are helpless.

ffl They have all deviated.

ffl They should adhere to the correct religion.

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" reports that the people attacked him when he said this

to them and killed him. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** ^ ^j says that they

trampled him so violently that his intestines were exposed .

After he had attained the lofty rank of martyrdom, 'it was said (to him),

'Enter Heaven.' He said, 'If only my people had known because of what my Lord had

forgiven me and made me from among the honoured ones!" Despite what they did to

him, he wished that they could also have accepted Islam, be forgiven and

honoured with entry into Heaven.

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" reports that, after the people martyred him, Allah

instructed Sayyidina Jibr'il f**J\ 4* to punish them. Jibr'il f
}Ui Up gave a loud

scream and they all perished. Referring to this, Allah says, "We did not dispatch

any army against his nation after him, nor were We going to. It was only a single scream

after which they were suddenly extinguished.

"
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This epic was to be a lesson for humanity until Judgment day. Allah does

not require troops and an elaborate arsenal to destroy people. All He did in this

case was a scream. Allah can do anything by merely intending it, but He
destroyed them by means of a scream for a reason known to Him. Whereas these

people were once brimming with pride and arrogance, they now lay dead like an

extinguished fire, with no trace but ashes.

The fact that this person was instructed to enter Heaven shows that he was
from that fortunate group of people who will enter Heaven without reckoning

and will not even be required to wait for Judgment day. This is not too much to

expect from Allah's mercy. However, other commentators have mentioned that

the command "Enter Heaven" is a glad tiding to him, informing him that he will

be admitted to Heaven on the Day of Judgment. Therefore, he wished his people

well after experiencing the bliss of being honoured in the grave.

"We did not dispatch any army against his nation after him, nor were We going

to." This verse proves that Allah does not always send the angels to destroy a

nation. However, there are occasions (like the battle of Badr) when Allah

dispatched an army of angels to deal with the disbelievers.

"What anguish about My bondsmen!" An expression like this is usually used

when a person regrets the loss of something worthwhile. This is merely an

expression people use, but Allah is free of anguish and remorse. The author of

"Ruhul Ma'ani" has mentioned interpretations of this expression, one of them

being that the phrase actually means: "O people! Express your anguish about the

condition of My bondsmen because "They mock every Prophet that comes to them."

He then writes that this interpretation appears most appropriate.

"Have they (the Makkan polytheists) not seen how many were the nations that

We destroyed before them? They will certainly never return to them." The Quraysh

often passed by the ruins of previously destroyed nations. These people will

never return to the properties that they left behind, which did not assist them

when Allah's punishment came.

"They will all be present before Us collectively." After these people were

destroyed in this world, they still have to face Allah on the Day of Judgment.

They will then be proven guilty beyond any doubt and condemned to eternal

punishment in Hell.

LESSONS LEARNT FROM THIS INCIDENT

Allah sent a third messenger to strengthen the two. This teaches people that

the work of propagation is more effectively accomplished in groups, rather than

individually. Although a person can preach on his own (and will be rewarded

for it) there are greater benefits in preaching in groups.

Another lesson learnt from the behaviour of the person from the far end of

the town is that people of a locality should actively support the efforts of

preachers.

"Follow those who do not ask any paymentfrom you, and who are rightly guided."

This teaches people that preachers of religion should never ask people for

anything. They should carry their own provisions with them and make their own
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arrangements for boarding and lodging. They should also never desire anything

from the people.

In numerous verses, the Qur'an quotes the statement of the Prophets r^>
{%J\, where they told the people, "I do not ask you for any remuneration for this-. My
remuneration is the responsibility ofAllah, the Lord of the universe.

"

Allah instructs the Holy Prophet ^L.3 U* ibi JU in Surah Saba saying, "Say,

'You can keep whatever payment I may have asked of you. My recompense is Allah's

responsibility, and He is Witness over all things. " [Surah 34, verse 47]

Allah instructs in Surah Sad, "Say, 7 do not ask you peoplefor any remuneration

for this, and lam not amongst those who pretend." [Surah 38, verse 86]

The above verse also teaches people that the person who preaches should
himself be "rightly guided." II this is the case, his preaching will be more effective

and people will not be able to point fingers at him.

A preacher must also address people in a manner pleasing to them. The
person in the incident addressed them as "O my people!" By saying this, he won
their attention because they regarded him as a part of them.

Although he was referring to the disbelief of the people, the person used his

own name when he said, "Why should I not worship the One Who has created me..."

He did not say, "Why should you people not worship the One Who has created you." In

this manner, he drove the message home and proved to them the reasons for

worshipping Allah. Since he was addressing them after all, he added, "and to

Whom you all shall return?" tie did not say, "to Whom I shall return." Thereby, he
urged them to reconsider their plight.

By saying that if he left the true religion, 7 would then surely be in manifest

deviation," he intended to tell them that they were astray by remaining as

polytheists.

He then declared his faith saying, 7 have certainly believed in your Lord, so

listen to me." Instead of saying "my Lord," he said "your Lord" so that they take

note of the fact that they should also be worshipping Allah. In this way, they will

realise that worshipping other gods will lead them to destruction.

Allah inspires the hearts of people who preach His Din {religion) sincerely so

that they address people in a most befitting and cordial manner. They are then

able to address people in a manner that is effective and not offensive.
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(33) Dead earth is a sign for them. We revive it and extract grains from it, which

you eat. (34) We place orchards of date palms and grapes on earth and cause

springs to gush forth... (35) ....so that they may eat from its fruit, even though

their hands have not made it. Will they not be grateful? (36) That Allah is Pure

Who created every couple that the earth grows, from among people, and other

things about which they have no knowledge.

ALLAH REVIVES BARREN FIELDS AND CREATED EVERYTHING
THAT GROWS ON EARTH

There are various signs of Allah's great powers everywhere. Allah says,

"Dead earth is (also) a sign for them. We revive it and extract grains from it, which you

eat." When certain parts of the earth become parched and lifeless because of a

lack of water, Allah revives the land by sending a little rain. Thereafter, the crops

t
begin to flourish, providing food for thousands of men and animals. Allah also

discusses some of the other products of the land, when He says, "We place

orchards of date palms and grapes on earth, and cause springs to gush forth." These

springs (and other water sources) irrigate the fields for years thereafter, from

which man continuously benefits.

Allah says that He has provided these things for people "So that they may eat

from its fruit, even though their hands have not made it. " Man has no share in the

growing of the seeds after they have been planted. It is only Allah Who makes

them sprout, grow and flourish. This demands that man be grateful to Allah. It is

for this reason that Allah asks, "Will they not be grateful ?

"

"That Allah is Pure (from all defects) Who created every couple that the earth

grows, from among people, and other things about which they have no knowledge."

Allah has created every living pair among man and plant. He created everything

that man has knowledge of, as well as everything about which man has no

knowledge. Every creature is part of Allah's creation.

J
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(37) The night is a sign for them. We draw the day out of it and they are

suddenly left in darkness. (38) The sun travels towards its destination. This is

the decree of the Mighty, the All Knowing. (39) We have stipulated phases for

the moon, until it returns like a branch of a old date palm. (40) It is not possible

for the sun to catch the moon, nor is it possible for the night to precede the day.

They all swim within their orbits.
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THE DAY, NIGHT, SUN AND MOON ARE ALL MANIFESTATIONS
OF ALLAH'S POWER

After discussing earthly phenomenon, Allah proceeds to discuss heavenly

bodies. Allah begins by saying, "The night is a sign for them." By studying the

alternation of night and day, people will realise that Allah controls their precise

systematic timing.

"We draw the day out of it and they are suddenly left in darkness." When Allah

extracts the light of day, the night begins to appear, which eventually envelopes

everything.

"The sun travels towards its destination." While the sun and its phenomenal

radiance are sufficient to denote Allah' s great power, the orbit and motion of the

sun are separate signs altogether. Allah has created it so perfectly, that it cannot

shift an inch from its designated orbit in space.

"This is the decree of the Mighty, the All Knowing." Allah has predetermined

the pattern in which the sun rotates and orbits. During the summer months, the

position of the sun on the horizon is different and this position changes during

the winter months. This does not vary over the years.

Certain commentators have stated that "its destination" refers to the fixed

annual pattern that the sjim follows in its orbit. Others say that the sun travels to

a certain limit in the west, after which it returns to another limit in the east. Each

limit is referred to as a "destination."

Another group of commentators are of the opinion that the "destination"

refers to the position of the sun as it reaches each of .the twelve zodiac stars and

moves to the other. Some say that this refers to the specific time when the sun

completes its prescribed course. It will then cease to exist.

THE PROSTRATION OF THE SUN

The above are all opinions. The truth of the matter is contained in a hadith

that Sayyidina Abu Dharr -up &\ ^j has reported from the Holy Prophet Up ifci JU
(JL.J. He reports that once when the sun set, The Holy Prophet pJL-j Up ibi JU. asked

him if he knew where the sun went to. Sayyidina Abu Dharr ** ii ^j replied,

"Allah and His Holy Prophet (JL-j Up iui JU know best."

Thereupon the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up i»i JL^ said, "Indeed, the sun travels

until it reaches beneath Allah's throne, where it prostrates.

It then seeks Allah's permission to rise from the east as normal. It is then

granted leave. The day will occur when it will be denied permission, after which

it will rise from whence it set (the west). This is the meaning of 'The sun travels

towards its destination/ Its destination is beneath Allah 's throne." [Bukhari and

Muslim]

Some people have objected to this hadith by saying that modern
instruments, constantly monitoring the sun's motion, have not detected this

period of the sun's prostration. It must be noted that nothing can be allowed to

overrule a statement of the Ahadith. It should also be. noted that the possibility

exists that this period of prostration is so brief and inconspicuous that even
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instruments can not detect it.

This hadith also refutes that interpretation of certain people who say that

the sun reaches its "destination" only once annually.

NOTE: It will be an act of disbelief to refute the fact that the sun moves,
because the Qur'an establishes this fact. However, the Qur'an does
not state that the earth is in motion. Whereas Surah Naml states

that the earth is "stable -~ this does not mean that it is stationary in

space, but stationary for the people living on earth, thereby
allowing them to accomplish their various tasks with ease. This is

the interpretation of the verse of Surah Luqman where Allah says
that He placed the mountains on earth so that it does not shake
with its inhabitants.

THE PHASES OF THE MOON
"We have stipulated phases for the moon, until it returns like a branch of an old

date palm." The waxing and waning of the moon takes place with great precision
and at the beginning and end of each lunar month, it appears withered like a dry
branch of a date palm.

Emphasising the clockwork precision of the sun and moon, Allah says, "It is

not possible for the sun to catch the moon, nor is it possible for the night to precede the

day. " This means that the day cannot erase the night until the night ends, and
vice versa. Neither the day, nor the night can work in opposition to Allah's

system. Allah has prescribed certain periods when the night and day vary, which
neither has the ability to contravene.

"They all swim within their orbits." This makes it clear that the orbits of the

sun and the moon are spherical.
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(41) A sign for them is that We have carried their progeny on board the crowded
ark. (42) And We have made conveyances for them like the ark, which they
board. (43) If We will, We could drown them and they will have no helper nor
shall they be rescued... (44) ... except by Our mercy and for their enjoyment for a

little while. (45) When they are told, "Fear what is before you and what is
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behind you so that mercy may be shown to you/' (they refuse to accept). (46)

They are averse to every sign of their Lord that comes to them. (47) When they

are told, "Spend from what Allah has provided for you/' the disbelievers say to

the believers, "Should we feed someone whom Allah will feed if He wills?" You
are but in manifest deviation.

SHIPS ARE FROM ALLAH'S BOUNTY, AND ONLY HE CAN
RESCUE WHOEVER HE WILLS FROM DROWNING

Allah has inspired man to build ships and other marine vessels which are

invaluable. Without them it would have been impossible for man to reach other

continents, let alone transport goods across the oceans. Allah says, "And We have

made conveyances for them like the ark, which they board." The discussion of the

various animals Allah has created for transport are discussed in Surah Nahl,

where Allah says, "Horses, mules and donkeys are for riding and adornment. And He
creates suc\ things about which you have no knowledge." This verse also predicts the

invention (by Allah's inspiration) of modern forms of transportation like cars,

trains, trucks, planes, etc.

Allah then adds that only He can protect people when they travel. He says,

"If We will, We could drown them and they will have no helper nor shall they be rescued;

except by Our mercy andfor their enjoymentfor a little while." Allah may rescue them
if the time for their death has not yet arrived. They will then live on until their

times elapses.

THE DEPRIVATION OF THOSE WHO ARE AVERSE

"When they (the disbelievers) are told, 'Fear what is before you (the dangers and
calamities of life) and what is behind you (in the Hereafter) so that mercy be shown to

you' (they refuse to accept and) They are averse to every sign of their Lord that comes to

them."

"When they are told, 'Spend from what Allah has provided for you,' the

disbelievers (mockingly) say to the believers, 'Should we feed someone whom Allah will

feed if He wills?' You are but in manifest deviation." These people are really

extremely miserly and do not wish to part with their wealth. This versfe proves
that even the disbelievers accepted the fact that Allah is the Sustainers.
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(48) They say, "When will this promise come to pass, if you are truthful/' (49)

They await only a single scream to seize them while they are arguing. (50) They

will then be unable to make any bequest, nor shall they return to their families.

(51) The trumpet will be blown, when they will scurry to their Lord from their

graves. (52) They will say, "Alas to our destruction! Who has raised us from our

graves? This is what Ar Rahman (the Compassionate) has promised, and the

messengers spoke the truth." (53) It will be only single scream, after which they

will all suddenly appear before Us. (54) On this day, no soul shall be oppressed

in the least, and they will receive retribution only for what they did.

REFUTING THOSE WHO REJECT RESURRECTION

"They say, 'When will -this promise (the judgment day) come to pass, if you are

truthful" In an effort to justify their rejection of the Judgment day, the

disbelievers requested a date to be specified for the Judgment day to prove the

truth of its advent. Of course, this request could prove nothing.

Allah says, "They await only a single scream to seize them while they are

arguing." Their rejection of the Judgment day will not affect the advent of

Judgment day itself. The Judgment day will certainly take place even though

they may argue about it. The Judgment day will then seize them so suddenly

that "They will then he unable to make any bequest, nor shall they return to their

families."

THE STATE OF CONFUSION WHEN THE TRUMPET WILL BE
SOUNDED

"The trumpet will be blown, when they will scurry to their Lord from their graves.

They (the sinful and disbelievers) will say, 'Alas to our destruction! Who has raised us

from our graves? This is what Ar Rahman (the Compassionate) has promised, and the

messengers spoke the truth.

"

Allah then says, Tt (the second sounding of the trumpet) will be only single

scream, after which they will all suddenly appear before Us." Reckoning will then

commence, when every person will be punished for his/her sins and rewarded

for good deeds. Allah says, "On this day, no soul shall be oppressed in the least, and

they will receive retribution only for what they did.

"

Allah says in Surah Kahf, "They will find their deeds present, and your Lord shall

not oppress anyone. " [Surah IS, verse 50]

(55) Verily the people of Heaven will be joyous in their occupation on this day.

(56) They, together with their spouses will be resting on couches in the shade.

(57) There they will have fruits and whatever they request. (58) They will have a

greeting of peace from the Most Merciful Lord.
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THE BOUNTIES FOR THE PEOPLE OF HEAVEN

"Verily the people of Heaven will be joyous in their occupation on this day." The

author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that preoccupation with the bounties of the

Hereafter will make a person oblivious of everything else imaginable. Some
commentators have translated the Arabic word 'fakihun' (translated above as

'joyous ") as "enjoying the fruit of Heaven".

"They, together with their spouses will be resting on couches in the shade." Allah

says in Surah Waqi'ah that the couches and thrones that the people of Heaven

shall occupy will be woven with gold and will face each other.

Further describing the bounties, Allah says, "There they will have fruits and

whatever they request." The bounties of Heaven will therefore not be confined to

what is mentioned in the Qur'an and Ahadith. A person will receive whatever

else his heart desires.

A veme of Surah Zukhruf reads: "in Heaven there shall be whatever the heart

desires and whatever pleases the eye. " [Surah 43, verse 70]

Best of all will be that "They will have a greeting of peacefrom the Most Merciful

Lord." Allah will personally greet the people in Heaven.

Sayyidina Jabir ^ iki ^j reports from the Holy Prophet jJL-j'aJU- ifo ^that
while the people of Heaven will be engrossed in its bounties, they will suddenly

behold a bright light above. When they look upwards, they will notice that Allah

has turned His attention to them. Allah will then Say, peace Jbe on you, O people

of Heaven." {"Mishkat" p. 502]
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(59) ''Separate yourselves today, O you criminals!" (60) "O children of Adam!

Did I not emphasise to you that you should not worship Satan? He is certainly

your open enemy." (61) "And (did I not emphasise to you) that you should

worship only Me? This is the straight path." (62) "He has misled a large group
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from you. Did you not have any intelligence to understand?" (63) "This is Hell

about which you were warned." (64) "Enter it today because you used to

disbelieve." (65) On this day We shall seal their mouths. Their hands will speak

to Us and their legs will testify to what they earned. (66) If We will, We shall

obliterate their eyes. They will run to the path, but how will they see? (67) If We
will, We will transfigure them as they stand and they will be unable to go ahead

or backwards. (68) He whom We advance in age, We diminish in structure. Do
they not understand?

THE PUNISHMENT OF THE CRIMINALS

After describing the condition of the people of Heaven, Allah talks about

those condemned to Hell. Allah will tell them, "Separate yourselves today, O you

criminals 1/
7

Although they may have lived with the believers in the world, and

they may stand up with them after emerging from their graves, Allah will

command them to separate from the believers because their destination will be

different.

Sayyidina Imam Abu Hanifa *> i»i *^j once spent the entire night repeating

this verse in his Optional Salah. He was concerned because this announcement
will be most crucial and will determine whether people will be in Heaven or in

Hell.

The disbelievers will then be addressed thus: "O children of Adam! Did I not

emphasise to you that you should not worship (obey) Satan? He is certainly your open

enemy. And (did I not emphasise to you) that you should worship only Me? This is the

straight path. He (Satan) has misled a large group from you. Did you not have any

intelligence to understand? (As a result offollowing him, you should know that) This is

Hell, which you were warned of Enter it today because you used to disbelieve/'

THE LIMBS OF THE SINNERS WILL TESTIFY AGAINST THEM
Further describing the torment of the disbelievers on the Judgment day,

Allah says, "On this day We shall seal their mouths. Their hands will speak to Us and

their legs will testify to what (i.e. to the sins) they earned."

Allah says in Surah Nur, "The day when their tongues, their hands and their legs

will testify against them with regard to what they did." There is no discrepancy

between this verse and the one under discussion because there will be various

stages on the Judgment day, each one being different from the other. Each verse

describes a different stage. At times, the tongue will be sealed to allow other

limbs to testify. At other times, the tongue will be allowed to admit to the sins it

perpetrated.

"If We will, We shall obliterate their eyes. They will run to the path, but how will

they see? If We will, We will transfigure them as they stand and they will be unable to go

ahead or backwards." In these two verses, Allah describes the fact that He can

punish people in this very world as well. This punishment can assume various

forms. Allah can remove their eyes from their faces, thereby making their faces

smooth without eyes. Allah also has the power to transform them into other

creatures, like He transfigured previous nations into pigs and monkeys. They

will then be deprived of all their senses and will be unable to move about.
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AS MAN GROWS OLD, HE BECOMES PHYSICALLY WEAK
RETROGRESSES

"He whom We advance in age, We diminish in structure. Do they not

understand?" As man advances in age, he gradually loses the faculties he

possesses. He slowly becomes deaf, weak sighted and weak in physical strength.

His skin begins to lose its tautness and hangs loosely. He eventually begins to

even lose his faculty of understanding. By this gradual decline, man can

understand that Allah is capable of completely disfiguring a person or taking

away his eyesight.

(69) We did not teach him poetry, nor is it befitting of him. This is but advice

and the clear Qur'an... (70) ... to warn him who is living, and to establish proof

against the disbelievers.

POETRY IS NOT BEFITTING Of THE HOLY PROPHET <*JL-j Up &\J^
AND THE QUR'AN GIVES ADVICE

Even though the Arabs realised that the Qur'an was not poetry, they still

claimed that it was poetry to prevent others from accepting Islam. Allah replied

to their claim by saying, "We did not teach him [The Holy Prophet jJl-j aJlp ii jl*]

poetry, nor is it befitting of him." Poetry consists of imaginary figments of the mind
and thus can present untruths. Such speech is certainly not befitting for a

Prophet of Allah <X* 3
Up &\ JL*.

The Qur'an is also not a piece of poetry because it is without any imaginary

subjects. Its composition is of the highest eloquence, while the subject matter is

certain truth. However, when people want to object, they will not see the truth.

Allah says, "This is- but advice and the clear Qur'an, to warn him who is living

(i.e. who has intelligence and is prepared to accept the truth), and establish proof

against the disbelievers." Therefore, when the disbelievers will make excuses on
the Judgment day, they will be told that Allah's Holy Prophet pJdj <dp.ii Jd» and
the Qur'an had come to them, but they refused to accept. They had therefore

subjected themselves to punishment.
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(71) Do they not see that, from Our hand's work, We have created animals for

them and they are its masters. (72) We placed these animals at their service; some

of them are their means of transport, while they eat some. (73) From these

animals, they derive many benefits and drinks. Are they not grateful? (74) They

adopt various gods besides Allah so that they may be assisted. (75) They are

unable to render any assistance to them, and they will be a ready army against

them. (76) Let not their speech grieve you. Indeed We are Aware of what they

conceal and what they reveal.

ANIMALS ARE ALLAH'S BOUNTY TO MAN
Allah says, 'Do they not see that, from Our hand's work, We have created animals

for them and they are its masters?" Although Allah is the True Master of

everything, He has made man the interim masters of animals. Since man does

not have complete mastery over these animals and other commodities, he will

have to follow Allah's commands concerning their treatment. He cannot do as he

pleases.

"We -placed these animals at their service) some of them are their means of transport,

while they eat of some." Man appreciates Allah's subjugation of these animals only

when he loses control of them. Man then realises that if it were not for Allah, he

would not have any control of these animals. It is for this reason that the

following Supplication is recited when mounting one's conveyance:

{TRANSLATION: "Pure is Allah, Who has subjugated this

for us whereas we would never have been able to control it and

our return shall certainly be to our Lqfd."}

Allah says further, "From these animals, they derive many benefits and drinks

(milk). Are they not grateful" Some of the many benefits of animals are:

£0 They are a means of transport.

CQ They may be consumed as food.

£Q Their skins may be used as clothing, bedding and rugs.

COS They are helpful in ploughing fields.

ffll They are helpful in irrigating fields.

COS They provide milk.

The verse refers to milk as "drinks" (i.e. in a plural form). The reason for this

is that various types of milk are derived from various animals. From this milk,

man also makes butter, cheese, yoghurt, etc.

Other commentators have mentioned that the word 'masharib' (translated

above as "drinks") may also be translated as "utensils." It was common in the

past (and still in many areas of the world today), that people used the hides of

animals to make utensils, water bags, etc.
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THE FOOLISHNESS OF THE POLYTHEISTS

"They adopt various gods besides Allah so that they may be assisted. They (these

aods) are unable to render any assistance to them, and they will be ready army against

them." On the Judgment day, these false gods will testify against those who
worshipped them, becoming their opponents.

Allah says in Surah Maryam, "Leaving Allah, they adopt many gods so that these

may be a token ofhonourfor them. Thisrwill never be! They will soon reject their worship,

and become adversaries to them." [Surah 19, verses 8 1,82]
-

Allah consoles the Holy Prophet ^L-j <^ ifo JL* saying, "Let not their speech

grieve you. Indeed We are aware of what they conceal and what they reveal."

Accordingly, Allah will punish them for their sins.
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(77) Has man not §een that We created him from a seed, and now he is suddenly

an open adversary? (78) He coins similitude's for Us and forgets himself He
says, "Who will give life to bones after they have decomposed?" (79) Say, "The

One Who gave lif£ to it the first time will revive it. He has knowledge of all

things." (80) He Who created fire for you from a green tree from which you

suddenly kindle fires. (81) Does the One Who created the heavens and the earth

not have the power to create the likes of them? Why not? He is the Prolific

Creator, the All Knowing. (82) When He wills anything, His only command is to

say, "Be!" and it comes into being. (83) Pure is that Being in Whose hand lies the

reins of everything, and to Whom you will all be returned.

FORGETTING HOW HE WAS CREATED, MAN REFUTES THE
ADVENT OF JUDGMENT DAY

A polytheist by the name of As bin Wa'il onee came to the Holy Prophet JU*

(J- j U* &\ with a decomposing bone. He crushed the bone before the Holy
Prophet |Jl,j- *ip ii ju* saying, "Will Allah revives this bone after I have thrown it

away?" The Holy Prophet ^j <4* & J^ replied, "Yes, Allah will certainly revive

it. He will then take your life, resurrect you, and throw you into Hell." It was
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then that Allah revealed all the verses above. "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v.23 p.53) mentions

the names of various other people regarding whom these verses may have been

revealed.

Allah says, "Has man not seen that We created him from a seed...." When man
accepts the fact that Allah has created him from a sperm cell, why should it be

difficult for him to accept that Allah can also reconstruct the decayed cells of his

body to resurrect him? However, man seems to forget this and opposes the

Prophets f%J>\ r^Lp when they remind him of these things. Therefore, Allah says

that man becomes "an open adversary.

"

Allah continues, "He (man) coins similitude s for Us and forgets himselfHe says,

'Who will give life to bones after they have decomposed?"' Forgetting that Allah

created him from a lowly sperm, man has the audacity to question Allah's ability

to resurrect him for Judgment day.

Allah says, "Say, 'The One Who gave life to it (these bones) the first time will

revive it. He has knowledge of all things. "'Allah knows exactly where a molecule of

any substance will be at any given moment. It will therefore be simple for Him to

reconstruct every person as he was:

"He Who created fire for you from a green tree..." Although green trees are

filled with moisture, which normally does not make fire,

Allah can still create fire from them. No task is difficult for Allah, not even

the task of resurrecting the dead.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that two trees exist, called the 'Murkh'

and the Tfar/ These trees are so succulent in nature that water drips from them.

However, fire is created when the branch of one is rubbed against the branch of

the other. People used these to ignite their fires in the past. It is with reference to

this that Allah says, a green treefrom which you suddenly kindle fires."

Allah then presents another proof to substantiate the advent of Judgment

day. Allah says, "Does the One Who created the heavens and the earth not have the

power to create the likes of them? Why not? He is the Prolific Creator, the All Knowing."

It is foolish to believe that a Being Who can create such large and powerful

phenomenon like the heavens and the earth cannot resurrect a man!

"When He wills anything, His only command is to say, 'Be 1/ and it comes into

being. " When Allah can create magnificent masterpieces by merely saying, "Kun!

("Be!)", how can one believe that He cannot resurrect people?

"Pure (from defects) is that Being in Whose hand lies the reins of everything

(including resurrection), and to Whom you will all be returned." Rejecting the

advent of Judgment day will subject one to punishment in the Hereafter, when

everyone will be presented before Allah.

##&######&#######& ft###
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) By the oath of those angels who stand in rows! (2) And by those angels who
censure! (3) And by those angels who recite the 'reminder'! (4) Without doubt,

your Deity is One. (5) He is the Lord of the heavens, the earth, whatever is

between the two and He is the Lord of the points of the sun's rising. (6) Verily,

We decorated the sky of this world with the adornment of the stars. (7) As a

protection from every rebellious Satan. (8) They cannot eavesdrop on those

(angels) of the upper heights and are pelted from every direction. (9) (They are)

Repelled and shall have an eternal punishment. (10) Except for the one who
snatches something and a flaming spark pursues him.

ALLAH IS THE ONLY DEITY AND HE IS THE LORD OF
EVERYTHING

Allah takes an oath by various categories of angels to emphasise that He is

the Only Deity. Allah begins by saying, "By the oath of those angels who stand in

rows 1/' These angels remain in this formation to worship Allah.

The Holy Prophet pJL-j Up ii Ju* once told the Sahabah (Companions) i»t ^j
ri^, "Will you notform rows like the angels do in front ofAllah?

"

When the Sahabah (Companions)^ &\ ^j asked how the arigels form their

rows, The Holy Prophet (JL^ Up iui ju replied, "Theyfirst complete the rows in front,
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and stand close together." ["Mishkat" p. 98]

''And by those angels who censure!" The Arabic word 'zajar' (translated abov

as "who censure/') also means to prevent and stop. The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani"

writes that these are the angels who prevent people from sinning,
prevent

Satan's evil influences, and inspire people to do good deeds.

"And by those angels who recite the 'reminder I" These are the angels who
recite Allah's scriptures to the Prophets f*>LJi r^U. They convey the scriptures

from Allah to the Prophets
r
*>LJ

r^. Another interpretation is that they are those

angels who are engaged in Allah's remembrance (Dhikr) and glorifying Him.

These oaths were taken to emphasise the point that "Without doubt, your

Deity is One." Allah then goes on to describe His attributes. He says, "He is the

Lord of the heavens, the earth, whatever is between the two and He is the Lord of the

points of the sun's rising." The sun rises and sets at different points during the

summer and the winter months; therefore the reference is made in the plural in

this verse.

THE STARS ARE AN ADORNMENT AS WELL AS A MEANS OF
PROTECTION FOR THE SKY

Allah says, "Verily, We decorated the sky of this world with the adornment of the

stars; as a protection from every rebellious Satan."

Before the advent of the Holy Prophet -^L, 3 ^ & J-*, the Satans (plural of

Satan) used to frequently ascend to the skies, where they overheard the angels

discussing future events. They used to then report these matters to fortune-tellers

together with a hundred lies. When any of these events transpired as they had

reported, people would begin to have faith in these fortune-tellers. However,

when the Holy Prophet pi-j *> iu\ J^ was sent as a Prophet , the Satans were

barred from reaching the skies.

Therefore, Allah says* "They cannot eavesdrop on those (angels) of the upper

heights and are pelted (with the stars) from every direction. (They are) Repelled and shall

have an eternal punishment. " They can no longer eavesdrop as they did in the past.

"Except for the one who snatches something and a flaming spark pursues him."

When some of these Satans are not deterred from attempting to eavesdrop, and

manage to hear something, a flaming star is hurled at him. This star scorches him

to cinders or makes him insane.

Allah says about the stars in Surah Mulk that He has "made them a means of

pelting the Satans." Surah Hijr and the above verses of Surah Saffat mention that

every Satan who attempts to eavesdrop will be pelted by these stars.

People have objected to these verses by saying that the phenomenon of stars

chasing the Satans cannot be witnessed, and can therefore not be proven. The

following are some of the replies:

£Q The occurrence could be so distant that man cannot see

it.

fflj These "sparks" could be products of the heat generated
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by stars and not the stars themselves.

C3 The occurrence cannot be seen during the day because of

the light of the sun.

It should also be understood that it is not necessary that every shooting star

is a pellet against a Satan. There could well be other reasons as well for their

occurrence.
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(11) Ask them whether their creation was more difficult than the other things

We created. Verily, We created them from sticky clay. (12) You will be surprised

as they mock. (13) When they are given advice, they do not take heed. (14) When
they see a miracle, they begin to ridicule. (15) They say, "This, is nothing but

manifest magic." (16) "Will we be resurrected after we have died and become

dust and bones?" (17) "Or will this happen to our early forefathers?" (18) Say,

"Yes! And you will be disgraced." (19) There will be only a single shout, after

which they will all instantly stand up to look. (20) They will say, "Alas! This is

the Day of Reckoning." (21) "This is the Judgement Day, which you used to

deny."

A WARNING FOR THOSE WHO RIDICULE MIRACLES AND THE
ADVENT OF JUDGMENT DAY

"Ask them (those who refute Judgment day) whether their creation was more

difficult than the other things We created." When a person realises that Allah is Able

to create gigantic and powerful creations, he will realise that Allah is certainly

Capable of resurrecting people.

"Verily, We created themfrom sticky clay" Allah created man from something

that had no form nor any structure. Such things should prompt man to

contemplate Allah's greatness.

"You will be surprised as they mock (because they refute Allah's great powers).

When they are given advice, they do not take heed." In fact, they are so obstinate that

even "When they see a miracle, they begin to ridicule. They say, 'This is nothing but

manifest magic."

When they have reached such a stage of insolence, there can be no hope for

their guidance.
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Allah quotes them as saying, "Will we be resurrected after we have died an(j

become dust and bones? Or will this happen" to our early forefathers?" They deem >
impossible that they will ever be resurrected.

Allah replies, "Say, 'Yes! (Despite your sarcasm, you will be resurrected^

And you will be disgraced (when the error of your ways will be exposed)."

Resurrection and Judgment day will not be difficult at all but it will come to

pass with "only a single shout, after which they will all instantly stand up to look
"

People will rise from their graves when the trumpet will be blown for the first

time. Allah says in Surah Zumar, "Thereafter, it will be blown a second time, when

they will all suddenly be standing, watching." [Surah 39, verse 68]

When the disbelievers will rise from their graves, "They will say, 'Alas! This is

the Day of Reckoning." Allah will then tell them, "This is the Judgement Day, which

you used to deny. " They will then be subjected to punishment for their sins.
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(22) "Assemble the oppressors, their companions and whatever they

worshipped../' (23) ....apart from Allah, and lead them to the road of the Blaze."

(24) "Halt them, for they will have to be questioned..." (25) "What is the matter

with you that you do not help each other?" (26) On that day they will have

surrendered. (27) They will turn to each other asking questions. (28) They (the

followers) will say, "You people used to come to us with great might." (29) The

leaders will reply, "But you people were never believers. (30) "We never had any

authority over you, but you were a rebellious nation." (31) "The decree of our

Lord has therefore been established against us. Undoubtedly, we shall all taste."

(32) "We led you astray while we were ourselves astray." (33) Undoubtedly, they

will all share in the punishment today. (34) Thus do We treat the criminals. (35)

They were the ones who were proud when they were told, "There is none

worthy of worship besides Allah." (36) They used to say, "Should we leave our

gods for an insane poet?"
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THE DISBELIEVERS WILL BLAME EACH OTHER ON JUDGMENT
DAY

Surah Saffat now discusses the condition of people on the Judgment day,

after which Heaven and Hell are mentioned.

After the trumpet is sounded the second time, Allah will command the

angels saying, "Assemble the oppressors (the disbelievers), their companions (i.e. their

followers) and whatever they worshipped apart from Allah, and lead them to the road of

the Blaze. Halt them, for they will have to be questioned..."

When they are halted, they will be asked, "What is the matter with you that

you do not help each other?" In this world, they were allies to each other and they

even promised to bear the burden of their fellow disbelievers on the Judgment

day. Allah quotes them in Surah Ankabut as saying, "Follow our way and we will

hear the burden ofyour sins. " [Surah 29, verse 12]

However, no one will be able to assist another on the Day of Judgment and

each one will hang his head down in disgrace. Allah depicts this scene saying,

"On that day they will have surrendered (knowing that they will be punished)."

Sayyidina Anas bin Malik ^ ii ^>j reports from the Holy Prophet «uU'ii ju

^j that people will be clinging onto those who called them towards something,

even if the one being called was a single individual. They will never let go. The

Holy Prophet pJbj aJLp ibi ju» then recited the verse, "Halt them, for they will have to

be questioned. What is the matter withyou that you do not help each other?"

"They will turn to each other asking questions. They (the followers) will say, 'You

people used to come to us with great might (i.e. exercising your influence and authority

over us, you induced us to perpetrate disbelief, but cannot assist us today).' The leaders

will reply, 'But you people were never believers." They will tell their followers that

they (the leaders) merely told them to disbelieve, but it was them (the followers)

who actually carried out the action of disbelieving.

The leaders will also tell their subordinates, "We never had any authority over

you..." i.e. We never forced you to disbelieve, but merely spoke to you. The fact

of the matter is that "you were a rebellious nation." You refused to accept the truth,

so you disbelieved of your own will.

THE SINNERS ADMIT THAT THEY DESERVE TO BE PUNISHED

The disbelievers will then declare, "The decree of our Lord has therefore been

established against us. Undoubtedly, we shall all taste." i.e. Allah has decreed that all

disbelievers and polytheists must enter Hell. We must therefore suffer the

consequences of our deeds.

"We led you astray while we were ourselves astray." Both groups were

disbelievers and must therefore enter Hell.

Allah says, "Undoubtedly, they will all (leaders and followers) share in the

punishment today."

"Thus do We treat the criminals. They were the ones who were proud when they

were told, 'There is none worthy of worship besides Allah."' They were too proud to
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submit to the call of monotheism and worship Allah.

"They used to say, 'Should we leave our gods for an insane poet?"' They rejected

oneness of Allah as well as the Prophet hood of the Holy Prophet of their time.

For this reason, they will be punished as all disbelievers are in the Hereafter.

^1 <Sf ^J$J^ {V^ (£PA$h&&^J £\& jl

(37) He brought the truth and the messengers also confirmed him. (38) You will

all definitely taste a grievous punishment. (39) You will be given retribution

only for the deeds that you carried out. (40) Of course, the situation of Allah's

chosen bondsmen will be different. (41) For these people there will be a familiar

provision... (42) ...of fruit. And they will be honourably treated... (43) ... In

gardens of eternity... (44) ... Sitting on thrones, facing each other. (45) They will

be presented with goblets filled with flowing wine. (46) (It will be) white and
delicious for the drinkers. (47) It will neither produce headaches, nor will they

be intoxicated by it. (48) With them, there shall be wide-eyed damsels, whose
gazes are ever lowered. (49) As if they are well preserved eggs.

THE DISBELIEVERS WILL SUFFER IN HELL, WHILE THE
BELIEVERS WILL ENJOY THE PLEASURES OF HEAVEN

Refuting the allegation of the disbelievers that the Holy Prophet Up in ju
fi-j is (Allah forbid!) "an insane poet," Allah says, "He brought the truth and the

(previous) messengers also confirmed him." All the Prophets ^\^ before the

Holy Prophet ^j Up &\ j^ preached monotheism and they even foretold the

advent of the Holy Prophet ^j Up ii JU.

However, the disbelievers still refused to believe in the Holy Prophet ii J-*
' pJ-j Up and what he preached. Allah warns them saying, "You will all definitely

taste a grievous punishment (because of this arrogant attitude.) You will be given

retribution onlyfor the deeds that you carried out.

"

"Of course, the situation of Allah's chosen bondsmen will be different" They will

be granted salvation in the Hereafter on account of their Belief. Allah says

further, "Tor these people there will be a familiar provision of fruit
" Allah says in

Surah Tur, "We shall grant them additional fruit and meat as they desire." [Surah 52,

verse 22]

"And they will be honourably treated in gardens of eternity (where they will be)

Sitting on thrones, facing each other. They will be presented with goblets filled with
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flowing wine." Just as Heaven will have rivers of milk, water and honey, it will

also have rivers of pure wine, which will be served to them by attendants.

Describing this wine, Allah says, "(It will be) white and delicious for the drinkers. It

will neither produce headaches, nor will they he intoxicated by it." Therefore, none can

question the purity of this wine.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas *&. h ^>j says that the wine of Heaven will

not have the odour present in the wines of this world, and it will not be

detestable like worldly wine. The wine of Heaven will be extremely tasty and

will not adversely affect the body either.

"With them, there shall be v^ide-eyed damsels, whose gazes are ever lowered."

These women will be so pure, be^utifiil and attractive, that it will seem "As if they

are well preserved eggs." This denotes that they will be protected against all evils

and will be pure. The Arabs commonly described beautiful women as eggs.

Allah says in Surah Rahman that these damsels will be like rubies and
pearls. Some commentators say that since extremely white women (resembling

the colour of eggs) are disliked by many, the women of Heaven will vary

according to the taste of people. Some will have the reddish shade of rubies,

while others will have different complexions.

The verse also says that these women will cast their gazes downwards,
which denotes that they will be modest and will have eyes only for their

husbands. [Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas v* h ^A

J£ J* M £|p 4^^j y iMtj §j 00 ill* %l gp tm^\ ly2 M^\

(50) They will face each other to ppse questions $0 one other, (51) Qne pf them
will say, "I had a certain companion... (52)

"
v.who used to say, 'Are you from

those who confirm?'" (53) */yWill we really be given the retribution for our deeds

when we die and become sand and bones?"' (54) He will ask, ''Do you want to

have a look?" (55) When he looks, he will see him in the midst of Hell. (56) He
will say, "By Allah! You almost destroyed me." (57) "If it were not for the

bounty of my Lord, 1 would have certainly been from those, brought forward."

(58) 'Is not so that we shall not die again... (59) "...except fpr our first death, and
we will not be punished?" (60) Undoubtedly, this is the greatest success. (61)

Those who wish to act should act in a like manner.
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A MATTER BETWEEN A PERSON OF HEAVEN AND A PERSON OF
HELL

The people of Heaven will be enjoying the pleasures and food of Heaven as

they sit together talking. As they discuss, one of them will tell the others, 7 had a

certain companion (who denied the advent of Judgment day). He used to say, 'Are

you from those who confirm (the advent of Judgment day)? Will we really be given the

retribution for our deeds when we die and become sand and bones?'" In this manner,

the disbeliever used to deny Judgment day and ridicule the believer, whose

efforts to convince him fell on deaf ears.

The person of Heaven will then say to his other companions of Heaven, "Do

you want to have a look at him?" When he will take a look in Hell, he will see his

worldly disbeliever companion "in the midst ofHell"

The believer will address the disbeliever, telling him "By Allah! You almost

destroyed me/' i.e. You attempted to dissuade me from Islam and make me a

disbeliever like you. "If it were not for the bounty of my Lord, I would have certainly

been from those brought forward (to suffer punishment with you)."

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that it is possible that Allah will grant

the people of Heaven extremely good eyesight enabling them to see into Hell.

From Heaven, they will also be able to converse with the inmates of Hell. It is

also possible that the people of Heaven will be allowed to speak to the people of

Hell from the barrier between the two, called A'raf. Of course, these

interpretations need not be given to convince a person living in today's times,

who can see and converse with people on the opposite end of the globe.

Turning again to his companions in Heaven, the person will say, '7s it not so

that we shall not die again, exceptfor our first death, and we will not be punished?"

Allah then says, "Undoubtedly, this is the greatest success. Those who wish to act

should act in a like manner." There cannot be any aspiration greater than attaining

admittance to Heaven and being saved from Hell.

(62) Is this better hospitality, or the tree of Zaqqum? (63) We have certainly
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made it a test for the oppressors. (64) It is a tree that emerges from the depths of

Hell. (65) Its fruit resembles the heads of snakes. (66) People will certainly eat

from it and fill their bellies with it. (67) Thereafter they will be given a mixture

of boiling water with it. (68) Thereafter their return will definitely be towards

the boiling water. (69) They found their forefathers astray. (70) Then they rushed

in their footsteps. (71) Most of the earlier people before them were astray. (72)

We certainly sent warners among them. (73) So see the plight of those who were

warned. (74) Of course, the situation of Allah's chosen bondsmen will be

different.

THE TREE OF ZAQQUM WHICH THE PEOPLE OF HELL WILL EAT

After mentioning the bounties of Heaven, Allah now starts to talk about the

opposite side. Referring to the verse, "For these people there will be a familiar

provision offruit" and the associated bounties, Allah asks '7s this better hospitality,

or the tree ofZaqqum ?".

The tree of Zaqqum is extremely bitter, pungent and hideous. Allah says, "It

is a tree that emergesfrom the depths ofHell Its fruit resembles the heads ofsnakes."

Even though it will be so horrible, "People will certainly eatfrom it and fill their

bellies with it. Thereafter they will be given a mixture of boiling water with it.

"

Allah says in Surah Waqi'ah, "Then, O you deviated falsifiers. You shall surely

eat from the Zaqqum tree and you shall fill your bellies with it. You shall drink boiling

water upon it and you shall drink like thirsty camels. This is the hospitality they will

receive on the Day of Reckoning." [Surah 56, verses 5 1-56]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ ^ ^j reports from the Holy Prophet J-*

^ Up ibi, "If even a drop from the Zaqqum tree were to be dropped onto the

earth, it would contaminate the food of all mankind. Imagine the condition of the

person whose diet it will be?" [Targhib wat Tarhib vA p.480]

"Thereafter (after eating the Zaqqum and drinking boiling water) their return

will definitely be towards the Blaze. " They will have no escape from misery.

Allah says that Zaqqum is a test for people because many people ridicule

the reality of this tree. "Ruhul Ma'ani" reports that some disbelievers mocked it

saying, "How can a tree exist in fire?" Allah can create anything in any situation

and maintain it there.

When Abu Jahl heard about Zaqqum, he said, "According to us, Zaqqum
means dates and butter. Even there we will enjoy them." He fabricated this

definition because Zaqqum never meant dates and butter in the Arabic language.

THE PEOPLE OF HELL FOLLOWED THEIR FOREFATHERS

"Theyfound their forefathers astray. Then they rushed in their footsteps." Without

verifying the reality of matters, these people rushed to follow their forefathers

into Hell.

"Most of the earlier people before them were astray, (because of which) We
certainly sent warners [Prophets (OLJ r^] among them." These Prophets ^LJ\ r^
warned the people that disbelief will lead them to Hell. However, most of them
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refused to listen. They were therefore destroyed in this world and in the

Hereafter. Referring to their destruction, Allah says, "So see the plight of those who
were warned.

"

"Of course, the situation ofAllah's chosen bondsmen will be different."

n^i \>'\\ *<^u ^ ^Y *? •"' tf&k r > *\t ' 9 \< » * \'. '\' *-":s

(75) Indeed Nuh called to Us. How excellently do We respond to the plea for

help? (76) We rescued him and his family from great distress. (77) We made his

progeny the only survivors. (78) And, in his favour, We left for those to come

after... (79) Peace be to Nuh in the universe. (80) Thus do We reward those who
do good. (81) He was certainly from Our believing slaves. (82)Thereafter, We
drowned the rest.

THE SUPPLICATION OF SAYYIDINA NUH flU\ Up AND THE
DESTRUCTION OF HIS NATION

Sayyidina Nuh ^LJi Up preached to his people for 950 years. He pleaded

with them to forsake idolatry and to accept Allah as their Only Deity. Despite his

tireless efforts, only a few people followed him. Despondent, he finally prayed to

Allah saying, "Do not leave a single household of the disbelievers on earth." [Surah Nuh

(71), verse 26]

Allah commanded him to build an ark, after which he took on board all the

believers and a pair of each animal species. Allah then sent torrents of water

from the sky and from the earth, flooding the entire surface of the earth. While

those on the ark were rescued, all the disbelievers perished, including Sayyidina

Nuh's f^LJ\ u* son.

Referring to this epic, Allah says, "Indeed Nuh called to Us. How excellently do

We respond to the plea for help? We rescued hint and his family from great distress (i.e.

the floods). We made his progeny the only survivors. And, in his favour, We left (a fond

remembrance) for those to come after (who will pray): Peace be to Nuh in the universe,"

Allah conferred the following favours on Sayyidina Nuh fkJ\ aJp:

1. His family was rescued from the floods.

2. His progeny remains on earth until this day.

3. After his demise, people still think fondly of him. All the

Prophets f%^\ ^is- after him, as well as their followers pray

that peace is granted to him, meaning that he should be
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peaceful wherever he is.

"Thus do We reward those who do good. " This verse refers to those people who

carry out acts of virtue solely for Allah's pleasure i.e. the sincere people.

"He was certainly from Our believing slaves. " No good deed is accepted by

Allah without Belief. The two verses emphasise the importance of Belief and

eood deeds, which were also necessary for a Prophet to gain proximity to Allah.

After Allah rescued Sayyidina Nuh
r
*>LJi Up and his family, Allah "drowned

the rest.'
1

DID THE FLOODS OF SAYYIDINA NUH ?
^LJi Up COVER THE

ENTIRE EARTH?

It is common knowledge that the people who lived after Sayyidina Nuh 4>

,%J\ were all from his progeny, because of which he is referred to as the second

Sayyidina Adam r
*>LJi Up. This is also indicated by the verse, "We made his progeny

the only survivors."

Sayyidina Samura ^ .ii^ reports that when the Holy Prophet ^ 3 4* i»i j^
explained the verse "We made his progeny the only survivors," he mentioned that

Sayyidina Nuh ^LJ\ Up had three sons, viz. Ham Sam and Yafith. He also

narrates that the Holy Prophet ^JL-j a1s> ii JUtold them that Sam was the

forefather of the Arabs, Ham was the forefather of the Africans, while Yafith was

the forefather of the Romans. [Tirmidhi]

"Ma'alimut Tamil" reports from Sayyidina Sa'Id bin Musayyib ^ i» <^-j that

Sam was the forefather of the Arabs, the Persians and Romans, Ham was the

forebear of the Africans, while the progeny of Yafith were the Turks, the Ya'juj,

Ma'juj and the nations around them.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" reports that all the believers who boarded the

ark passed away after a while without leaving any successors. The only

survivors therefore, were Sayyidina Nuh fiLJv^ his three sons and their wives.

However, the author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" does not quote a reference for this

narration.

On the other hand, many commentators are of the opinion that the flood did

not spread beyond the boundaries of the region to which Sayyidina Nuh-.f^LJi Up

was sent as a Prophet. They say that the flood destroyed only the disbelievers

who lived in Sayyidina Nuh's f%J\ ^ region. They say that he could hot have

been sent as a Prophet to the entire human race because this privilege is reserved

for Sayyidina Muhammad (JL-j ^ i»i ju». Therefore, the progenies of the people

living in other regions could well have prospered into the people we see today.

They add that the verse "We made his progeny the only survivors" means that

Sayyidina Nuh's {OLJi ^ progeny were the only survivors from those who
boarded the ark. Of these people, only his progeny lived on. ["Ruhul Ma'ani" v.23

p.98]
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(83) Verily, from his followers was Ibrahim. (84) (Recall the time) when he came

to his Lord with a sound heart. (85) And when he said to his people and his

father, "What do you worship?" (86) "Do you desire concocted deities instead of

Allah?" ( 87) "What is your opinion about the Lord of the universe?" (88) He

glanced once at the stars. (89) Then he said, "I feel ill." (90) So they turned their

backs on him and left. (91) He hurried to their gods and said, "Do you not eat?"

(92) "What ails you that you do not speak?" (93) He then turned to them, striking

them with force. (94) The people came to him in haste. (95) He said, "Do you

worship what you carve?" (96) "Whereas Allah has created you and what you

do?" (97) They said, "Construct a building for him and cast him into a blazing

fire." (98) They devised a plot against him, but We made them the ones to look

down.

SAYYIDINA IBRAHIM p^\ Up PREACHES ONENESS OF ALLAH
TO HIS PEOPLE, BREAKS THE IDOLS AND IS CAST INTO A FIRE

"Verily, from his [Sayyidina Nuh's f%^\ Up] followers was Ibrahim/' Some
commentators have mentioned that Sayyidina Ibrahim fXJi Up is said to be a

follower of Sayyidina Nuh f%~& Up because the Shari'ahs of the two Prophets ^^
f*>Ui were very much the same. Other commentators say that Sayyidina Ibrahim

rMU\ Up followed Sayyidina Nuh ^U-H ^ in the effort that he exerted for the

propagation of his religion.

"(Recall the time) when he came to his Lord with a sound heart/' The Arabic

word 'salim' (translated above as "sound") refers to a heart that is ever aware of

Allah's presence and which is imbued with correct beliefs. It has sincere motives

and is free from evil traits like pride, jealousy, etc.

Allah then quotes a discussion that Sayyidina Ibrahim (%J>\ Up had with his

people and his father. Allah says that the incident is also worth remembering

"When he said to his people and his father, 'What do you worship?'" They replied, "Wi7

worship idols and we are devoted to them." Thereupon Sayyidina Ibrahim f>^ 4*

said, "Do you desire concocted deities instead of Allah? What is your opinion about the

Lord of the universe?" i.e. Do you not worship Allah at all, or do you worship

Allah together with your idols? "Ruhul Ma'ani" has interpreted the statement to

mean: "Do you people think that Allah will not punish you for this polytheism?"
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Like many other polytheist nations, the people of Sayyidina Ibrahim (OLJi Up

also held a fair. On one occasion, they presented food to their idols and left for

^e fair. When they asked Sayyidina Ibrahim f%J\ *> to accompany them, "He

glanced once at the stars. Then he said, 'I feel ill/" The people believed in the strange

effects that stars had on people, so they did not question his motive to remain

behind. Consequently, "they turned their backs on him and left."

When they left, he put his plan into action and "hurried to their gods and

(seeing all the food still intact before them) said, 'Do you not eat?"' When they did

not reply, he said, "What ails you that you do not speak?"

"He then turned to them, striking them with force." Sayyidina Ibrahim fiLJ\ *>

smashed the idols to pieces. The Arabic word "bil yamin" (translated above as

"with force ") may also be translated as "with the right hand," meaning that

Sayyidina Ibrahim (OLJt -uU held the axe in his right hand.

The rest of the incident has been mentioned in Surah Anbiya in the

following words:

"So he reduced them (the idols) to fragments, except for the largest of them so that

they may have recourse towards him. They exclaimed, 'Who has done this to our gods?

He is certainly from the oppressors 1/ They said, 'We have heard a youth make mention of

them. He is called Ibrahim/ They said, 'Bring him before the people so that they be

witnesses/ They asked, 'Is it you that did this to our gods, O Ibrahim?' He replied, 'But

this large one has done it. Ask them if they can talk/ They all searched their souls and

said, 'You are oppressors indeed.' They then lowered their heads saying, 'You know very

well that these cannot speak.' He said, 'Do you then worship besides Allah such things

that can neither profit you, nor harm you? Shame on you and on those that you worship

besides Allah! Do you not understand?"' [Surah Anbiya (21), verses 58 to 67]

Surah Saffat relates the story briefly, when it says, "The people came to him in

haste. He said, 'Do you worship what you carve? Whereas Allah has created you and

what you do?"'

Unable to reply to Sayyidina Ibrahim fiLJ\ aJp, the people said, "Construct a

building for him and cast him into a blazing fire." Consequently, they erected four

walls and stoked a raging fire, which could not even be approached. They finally

cast him in it using a catapult. However, Allah says, "They devised a plot against

him, but We made them the ones to look down." As they cast him in the fire, Allah

commanded the fire saying, "Ofire! Be cool and peaceful for Ibrahim." He managed
to live peacefully in the fire without the slightest injury.

The details of this incident have been given in Surah Anbiya [Surah 21, verses

51-70], where the necessary notes were added with regard to the statement, "Ifeel

ill."

As mentioned earlier, Sayyidina Ibrahim f^Ui Up merely looked to the stars

because the people believed that the stars have an effect on people, because of

which they would not question Sayyidina Ibrahim (Oi3 Up further. The author of

"Bayanul Qur'an" writes that the knowledge of astrology is despised by the

Shari'ah. The stars cannot affect the conditions of people on earth, and cannot

foretell good and bad fortune. Acquiring this knowledge will weaken a person's

reliance in Allah and also leads to shirk (polytheism). It is also a waste of valuable
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time, which could be utilised more profitably.

5p J^i ^ ^ (& 0^" 4 *4P ®J (2) >^ gdi ^£&j

(99) Ibrahim f*>CJl aJs> said, "I am going to my Lord, Who will soon guide me."

(100) "O my Lord! Grant me a son from among the pious." (101) So We conveyed

to him the good news of a tolerant son. (102) When the child reached the age

where he could run about, Ibrahim f^LJl <lAp said to him, "O my beloved son!

Verily, I have seen in a dream that I am slaughtering you. So consider your

opinion." He replied, "O my beloved father/ Do as you have been commanded.
If Allah wills, you will soon find me to be among the patient ones." (103) So

when the two submitted and Ibrahim turned his son on his side... 104.... We
called to him saying, "O Ibrahim!" (105) "You have certainly brought the dream
to a realisation. Thus do We reward those who do good." (106) This is definitely

a decisive test. (107) And We compensated him with a grand sacrifice. (108) And,

in his favour, We left for those to come after... (109) 'Peace be on Ibrahim in the

universe. (110) Thus do We reward those who do good. (Ill) He was certainly

from Our believing slaves. (112) We gave him the good news of Is'haq, a

Prophet from the pious. (113) We blessed him and Is'haq. From the progeny of

the two, there was the one who did good, as well as the open oppressor of his

soul.

SAYYIDINA IBRAHIM
f
*Ji Up MIGRATES, AND OBEYS ALLAH'S

COMMAND TO SLAUGHTER HIS SON
When the people of his homeland near Babylon refused to accept his

message of Oneness of Allah, Sayyidina Ibrahim pLJ\ Up announced his

migration saying, 7 am going to my Lord, Who will soon guide me. " He then left with

Sayyidina Lut f%-b ^ for Palestine, where they settled.

Sayyidina Ibrahim
r
%~Ji Up also took his wife Sayyidah Sarah

r
*>LJ! i$Jp with

him. Later he married her gifted slave woman Sayyidah Hajir f%^\ L^ip the time
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came when Sayyidina Ibrahim f%~K -ui* made the following supplication to Allah.

He said, "O my Lord! Grant me a sonfrom among the pious."

Allah accepted his Supplication. Allah says, "So We conveyed to him the good

news of a tolerant son." Allama Ibn Kathir <Up ii»i ^ says that all the commentators

are unanimous that the son referred to in this verse is Sayyidina Ismail £*-& *4*,

born to Sayyidah Hajir f%J\ i^>. Allah commanded Sayyidina Ibrahim £*-& ^ to

leave Sayyidina Ismail (%Ji 4* and his mother in Makkah, which was then a

bare desert, with no inhabitants. It was then that the well of Zamzam originated,

after which the Jurhum tribe arrived there from Yemen (this incident has been

discussed in the commentary of verse 158 of Surah Baqarah).

Sayyidina Ibrahim £**J* u* often visited his wife and child in Makkah. It

once occurred that Sayyidina Ibrahim (%^\ U* saw himself in a dream

slaughtering his son Sayyidina Ismail
r
^Ji Up, The dreams of the Holy Prophet

vM *> are always true and denote a command from Allah. He therefore

addressed his son saying, "O my beloved son! Verily, I have seen in a dream that I am

slaughtering you. So consider your opinion." Without hesitating, Sayyidina Isma'Il

f%J\ Up said, "O my beloved father! Do as you have been commanded. IfAllah wills, you

will soon find me to be among the patient ones.

"

Subsequently, father and son proceeded to a place called Mina (which is

about three miles from Makkah). When they reached Mina, Satan attempted to

mislead Sayyidina Ismail f^\ U*. When Sayyidina Ibrahim
r
^-J» Up noticed this,

he exclaimed "Allfihu AkbarV and pelted Satan using seven pebbles. This caused

Satan to sink into the ground, arid the father and son proceeded further. When
the ground released Satan, he again attempted the same ploy. For the second

tirrte, Sayyidiita Ibrahim (%J\ <4* pelted him, causing him to sink into the ground.

When he again emerged from the ground, Satan made a third attempt, but

Sayyidina Ibrahim f%Ji Up dismissed him with another seven pebbles, while

Exclaiming, "AMhn AKbatl"

Eventually, they reached the place of sacrifice. Allah says, "So when the two

submitted and Ibrahim turned his son on his side, We called to him saying, 'O Ibrahim!

You have certainly brought the dream to a realisation. Thus do We reward those who do

good."

Allah further stated, "This is definitely a decisive test. And We compensated him

with a grand sacrifice. " When Sayyidina Ibrahim (%JJ Up tried to slaughter his son,

the knife would not cut. It is commonly believed that Allah covered Sayyidina

Ismail's f%^\ Up throat with copper, so that the knife could not cut it.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas .

** &\ ^>j reports that Allah replaced

Sayyidina Ismail f%Jt U* with a ram from Heaven. Another narration states that

Jibrll
r
*>LJi Up brought the ram, which Sayyidina Ibrahim f%Ji 4* slaughtered

irtstead,

"And, in his favour, We left (a fond remembrance) for those to come after (who will

pray): 'Peace be on Ibrahim in the universe'. Thus do We reward those who do good."

Therefore, every nation after Sayyidina Ibrahim pLJ\ ^ held him in high esteem.

The Ummah of Sayyidina Muhammad ,0-j Up &\ j^ recite, "Alayhis Salam"

("Peacebe on him") every time when Sayyidina Ibrahim's (U& ^ name is taken.
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this are found in the books of Islamic jurisprudence.

No person will be allowed to give the equivalent of an animal in charity

because the object of the sacrifice is to give blood, as Sayyidina Ibrahim f*>uJi Up

did.

Sayyidina Zaid bin Arqam ** & ^j reports that the Sahabah (Companions)

^p ifci ^j once asked the Holy Prophet ^3 U* ii ju about the sacrifice. He said

that it was the practice of their father, Sayyidina Ibrahim (%Jt aJlp. When they

asked about the reward, he said that they will receive a reward for every hair on

the animal's body. They then asked about woollen animals, to which the Holy

Prophet jJL-j Up ii Jl^ said that they will receive a reward for every fibre of wool

on the animal. [Ahmad and Ibn Majah]

Sayyidah Ayshah^ ifo ^j reports from the Holy Prophet ,0^ u* ii ju that

no action of a person is more beloved to Allah on the day of Nahr (10th of Dhul

Hijjah).than the spilling of the sacrificial animal's blood. He also added, "The

animal will appear on the Day of Judgment with its horns, hide and hooves (to

be weighed for reward)/' The Holy Prophet ,jl,j aJp ii j^> also said that the

sacrifice is accepted even before the first drop of blood reaches the ground. He
therefore urged Muslims to offer the sacrifice with pleasure. [Targhib wat Tarhib v.2

p.104]

Sayyidina Abu Sa'id Khudri ** &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet i»» jl*

jJl-j Up told Sayyidah Fatima l^ it ^j to stand by as her animal was being

sacrificed because her sins would be forgiven because of the sacrifice. When she

asked whether this virtue was reserved for his family, the Holy Prophet Up iui ju>

,jL-_, replied, "For us and for all the Muslims." [Ibid]

THE NEWS OF THE BIRTH OF SAYYIDINA IS'HAQ f
*-Jf^

Allah says further, "We gave him [Sayyidina Ibrahim f%^\ Up] the good news of

Is'hdq, a Prophetfrom the pious. We blessed him and Is'haq.
"

Sayyidina Isma'il {%-& Up was one of the renowned sons of Sayyidina

Ibrahim f%^>\
Up, with whom Sayyidina Ibrahim f^LJ u* built the Ka'ba, and who

was the forefather of the Holy Prophet ^Jl-j Up &\ Jl^. The other famous son was
Sayyidina Is'haq f^LJi <A*, whose son was Sayyidina Ya'qub ^^-Ji ^. Sayyidina

Ya'qub (^~S\ Up was also called Isra'il. He had twelve sons, from whom the

twelve tribes of the Bani Isra'il originated. His progeny reproduced into large

numbers and thousands of Prophets f^J\ r^ were born of them.

"From the progeny of the two, there was the one who did good, as well as the open

oppressor of his soul." This verse proves that being in the lineage of a Prophet does

not necessarily mean that a person is a chosen servant of Allah. Such a person

can also be a disbeliever.

WHICH SON OF SAYYIDINA IBRAHIM
?
^~Ji Up WAS CALLED

"DHABIH" ("THE ONE WHO WAS SACRIFICED")

The Ahlul Kitab (people of the book) claim that Sayyidina Is'haq (OLJi Up was

the 'Dhabih' (the one who was sacrificed), and this view is supported by a few

Muslims as well. However, the vast majority and the authoritative Scholars say
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that the 'Dhabih' was Sayyidina Isma'il f%Ji Up.

The proof for this is that Sayyidina Ismail (%-b Up is referred to in the verse,

"So We conveyed to him the good news of a tolerant son." This verse is immediately

followed by the verse, "When the child reached the age where he could run about
f

Ibrahim (OLJi <ui* said to him, 'O my beloved son! Verily, I have seen in a dream that I am
slaughtering you..." This denotes that the same son is being referred to in the

second verse as well, viz. Sayyidina Isma'il f!>uJ\ Up.

It is only thereafter, that Allah says, "We gave him [Sayyidina Ibrahim Up

f%^\] the good news ofls'hdq, a Prophetfrom the pious. We blessed him and Is'haq.

"

Another, more weighty proof, is the verse of Surah Hud, where Allah says

that Sayyidina Ibrahim p~& Up and his wife Sayyidah Sarah i^ i»i ^j were given

"the glad tidings ofls'hdq, and Ya'qub after Is'haq." This told Sayyidina Ibrahim Up

(OLJi that Sayyidina Ya'qub f^LJi Up will be born from Sayyidina Is'haq f^J\ Up.

He therefore knew that Sayyidina Is'haq fiLJ\ Up would live on to become a

father. It is also a fact that the incident of slaughtering took place when the son

was still a child, as indicated by the words, "When the child reached the age where he

could run about... The words, "Ya Bunayya" (translated above as "O my beloved

son! " also suggest that the boy was young because the word is normally used to

address a small boy

It would therefore be futile to test Sayyidina Ibrahim f^u* Up by

commanding him to slaughter a son whom he knew would live to become an

adult, and who would not be killed by the slaughtering.

(114) Undoubtedly We favoured Musa and Harun. (115) We rescued the two of

them and their people from great distress. (116) We assisted them and they

became victorious. (117) We gave the two of them a Book that clearly elucidates

matters. (118) And We guided the two of them to the straight path. (119) And, in

their favour, We left for those to come after... (120) 'Peace be on Musa and Harun

in the universe. (121) Thus do We reward those who do good. (122) They were

certainly from Our believing slaves.

SAYYIDINA MUSA AND HARUN pji\ u«JIp

Allah introduces the incident of Sayyidina Musa <olj Up by saying,

"Undoubtedly We favoured Musa and Harun." Among the greatest favours that
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Allah bestowed on them was that He made them the Holy Prophet ^LJ\- -uU.

Another favour was that Allah "rescued the two of them and their people from great

distress. We assisted them and they became victorious." The Bani Isra'il lived under

constant tyranny and oppression. Not only did Fir'aun (pharaoh) enslave them,

but he even killed their sons. Allah rescued them from this oppression and

allowed therri to leave Egypt with Sayyidina Musa (OUi 4*. Allah also destroyed

Fir'aun (pharaoh) and his armies.

In addition to this, Allah 'gave the two of them a Book (the Torah) that clearly

elucidates matters (i.e. the laws of their religion). And We guided the two of them to

the straight path (so that they could lead the Bani Isra'il)."

"And, in their favour, We left {a fond remembrance) for those to come after (who

may for them saying): 'Peace be on Musa and Harun in the universe.' Thus do We
reward those who do good. They were certainly from Our believing slaves." Therefore,

every nation after Sayyidina Musa and Harun f^UJi u*i* held them in high

esteem. The Ummah of Sayyidina Muhammad ^3 4* & J^ recite, "Alay his

Salaam" ("Peace be on him") every time their names are taken.

tf&% ^ riff j^TVk ' " £"^ -*f s^ " -
1 -r T" T ^-"'1 / *'-£'

t* *db biy4 ri28j SijuJlJLJI 4M« jU^ Vi {j27) o^a^pj ^U *y«&0

(123) Indeed Ilyas was from the messengers. (124) When he said to his people,

"Do you not fear?" (125) "Do you worship Ba'l and leave out the Best of all

creators?" (126) "Allah is your Lord and the Lord of your predecessors." (127)

They falsified him, so they will certainly be brought forward (for punishment).

(128) Of course, the situation of Allah's chosen bondsmen will be different. (129)

And, in his favour, We left for those to come after.,. (130) 'Peace be upon Ilyasin

in the universes. (131) Thus do We reward those who do good. (132) He was

certainly from Our believing slaves.

SAYYIDINA ILYiS fOU»^ PREACHES TO HIS PEOPLE

Commentators mention that Sayyidina Elyas r^Ui 4* was from the progeny

of Sayyidina Harun (OU)i U*. The people to whom he was sent to preach were idol

worshippers, their focal idol being one called "Ba'l." "Ruhul Ma'ani" reports that

this idol was made of gold. It was twenty cubits in height and had four faces.

Satan used to enter the idol and address the worshippers and attendants from

within, thereby deepening their faith.

Sayyidina Ilyas f*~)\ Up told them, "Do you not fear (Allah). Do you worship
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Ba'l and leave out the Best of all creators? Allah is your Lord and the Lord of yQ
predecessors." In this manner, he urged them to worship Allah only, u
impressed upon their minds that Allah is the best of all those who create form
so that they are never impressed by the idols they carve. However, "They

falsified

him, so they will certainly be broughtforward (for punishment).

"

Allah adds, "Of course, the situation of Allah's chosen bondsmen will b

different." This verse proves that there were believers among Sayyidina Ilyas's ^
(OLJi nation.

"And, in his favour, We left (a fond remembrance) for those to come after (-who

pray for them saying): 'Peace be upon Ilydsin in the universe. Thus do We reward those

who do good. He was certainly from Our believing slaves. " The word Ilyasin also

refers to Sayyidina Ilyas ^t-Ji Up. It is common in Arabic to add additional letters

to a name, just like Mount Sina (Sinai) is also called Mount Sinin.

<C'\ \?\\" i^i - ~* 'i' '"Vf &\' 1&* ' <<n {.?' -i 5^

(133) Indeed Lut was from the messengers. (134) When We rescued him and all

the members of his family... (135).... except an old lady among those left behind.

(136) Thereafter, We annihilated the rest. (137) You pass by them in the

mornings... (138) ... and at nights. Do you not understand?

THE DESTRUCTION OF SAYYIDINA LUT'S
f
*Ji U* NATION

The nation of Sayyidina Lut f**J\ ^ were disbelievers and also perpetrated

the vile act of homosexuality. Sayyidina Lut <olj Up exerted himself to convince

them of the error of their ways and to believe in oneness of Allah. However, they

refused to heed his advice. They even threatened to banish him from the town if

he did not desist from preaching.

Eventually, Allah commanded him to leave the town at night with his

family, who were all believers, except his old wife who did not believe in him.

Consequently, he left with them and Allah overturned their town and rained

stones on them. The incident has been mentioned in Surah A'raf [Surah 7, verse 80-

84] Surah Hud [Surah 11, verses 77-83], Surah Hijr [Surah 15, verses 58-77], Surah

Shu'ara [Surah 26, verses 160-175] and Surah Ankabut [Surah 29, verses 31-35].

A LESSON FOR THE PEOPLE OF MAKKAH
Addressing the people of Makkah, Allah says, "You pass by them [the ruins

of the people of Sayyidina Lut f*>LJi Up] in the mornings and at nights. Do you not

understand?" The Quraysh of Makkah often passed by these ruins on their way to

Sham (Syria) for trade. Commentators mention that they usually passed these

ruins during the morning when they travelled to Sham, and usually passed them
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a t night on their return journey. Allah urges them to take a lesson from these

ruins and to stop opposing the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up a\ Ju^and Islam.

QjJ3|
e^c^^^Jl ,JA t yui j(JJb M42j ^JU _ybj o^U <« >-' V* Qu UWa^jJi

1 ^"

(139) Yunus was certainly from the messengers. (140) When he made an exit to

the crowded ship. (141) They drew lots and he was of the losers. (142) Then a

fish swallowed him, and he was blameworthy. (143) If he were not from those

who glorify Allah... (144) ... he would have remained in its belly until the day
people are resurrected. (145) We cast him on a barren shore, and he was ill. (146)

We then caused a creeper to grow over him. (147) Then We sent him to a nation

of a hundred thousand or more. (148) They believed and We allowed them to

enjoy themselves for a while.

SAYYIDINA YUNUS f
*~Ji Up LEAVES HIS PEOPLE AND IS

SWALLOWED BY A LARGE FISH

Commentators write that Sayyidina Yunus ^LJ\ <i* preached to his people
for a very long time, but received no response from them. Eventually, he told

them that they will be punished after three days. He waited for the duration, but

when he noticed nothing happening on the third day, he left them, fearing that

he may be wrong. After he left, the people noticed the signs of punishment
approaching and immediately repented to Allah and became believers. As a

result of ftiis, Allah forgave them and removed the punishment. It is with
reference to this that Allah says in Surah Yunus, "There was no nation who believed,

then their belief profited them, except the nation of Yunus £*~l\ Up. When they believed,

We avertedfrom them a punishment ofdisgrace in this worldly life and We granted them

enjoymentfor a while. " [Surah 10, verse 98]

In the meantime, Sayyidina Yunus f^Ui <Op left for the coast and boarded a

ship. When the ship was in danger of sinking because of bad weather, the sailors

exclaimed that there was slave on board who had fled from his master.

According to another narration, Sayyidina Yunus f^Ui Up himself noticed that

other ships were sailing, while his ship remained stationary. When he asked the

people for the reason, they said that it appears as if a runaway slave was on
board. They added that the ship would not move until the runaway slave was
cast overboard.

Sayyidina Yunus {%~h Up told them that he was the runaway.slave (because

he left the town without Allah's permission), and should be thrown overboard.
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When the people argued that they could not throw Allah's Prophet overboard,

Sayyidina Yunus fiLJ\ ^ insisted that they draw lots to determine who was to be
thrown overboard. When they thrice drew lots to determine who the person was,

the name of Sayyidina Yunus (OLJi Up emerged each time.

The method used to draw lots was that every person cast an arrow in the

sea. The person whose arrow surfaced would be the loser. When this occurred to

Sayyidina Yunus <v>LJ\ *> each time, even the people realised that he was to be
thrown overboard. Consequently, Sayyidina Yunus f*-J\ a> threw himself

overboard. Allah refers to this incident when He says, "They drew lots and he was

of the losers. " ["Ruhul Ma'am']

As he leapt into the sea, a large fish swallowed him without chewing him
and he reached its belly unharmed. He was now enveloped in the three

darknesses: that of the night, the ocean and the fish. However, he engaged in

Allah's glorification, as quoted in Surah Anbiya, where Allah says, ".... he

supplicated in the darkness saying, 'There is no deity besides You. You are Pure. I have

certainly been from among the oppressors. " [Surah 21, verse- 87]

Because of his constant glorification of Allah and engagement in Allah's

remembrance (Dhikr), Allah protected him in the fish and finally rescued him.
Allah says in Surah Anbiya, "So We responded to his call and rescued him from
distress. Thus do We reward the believers." [Surah 21, verse 88]

In reference to this, Allah says, "If he were not from those who glorify Allah, he

would have remained in its belly until the day people are resurrected."

Allah then commanded the fish to spit Sayyidina Yunus £KJ\ U* out at the

shore, which it did. Allah says, "We cast him on a barren shore, and he was ill." After

spending time in the belly of the fish, Sayyidina Yunus .(OUi <Up was extremely ill.

Certain commentators say that he suffered extreme exhaustion.

He was in need of food, rest and shelter. Allah caused a creeper to grow
over him to shade him and a goat used to come to him each day, from which he
drank milk. Allah says, "We then caused a creeper to grow over him." In a

miraculous way, Allah made the creeper such that it provided ample shade for

Sayyidina Yunus fiLJ\ <Op, by growing upright without any support. Other
commentators say that the creeper grew on a dry tree which stood there.

THE NUMBER OF SAYYIDINA YUNUS'S
f
*-J» Up FOLLOWERS

Allah sent Sayyidina Yunus (OUi Up as a Prophet to the people of Nineveh,

close to Mawsil. With regard to these people, Allah says, "Then We sent him 'to a

nation of a hundred thousand or more. They (repented,) believed and We allowed them

to enjoy themselves for a while. " Sayyidina Yunus fiLJ\ Up returned to his people

after the brief separation.

"hundred thousand or more" The following interpretations have been
tendered with regard to the apparent uncertainty in this verse:

CQ The Arabic word 'aw' (translated above as "or") may be
translated as "but, in fact" i.e. the people numbered a

hundred thousand, but, in fact were more."
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CQl The Arabic word 'aw' (translated above as "or") may be
translated as "and" i.e. they were a hundred thousand and
even more.

£Q The verse speaks about man's estimation of their number,
i.e. if anyone has to estimate, he would say that they were
a "hundred thousand or more." [Qurtubi]

ffl If the figure was rounded off, it would stand at a hundred
thousand. However, without rounding it off, it would be
more. ["Bayanul Qur'an"]

NOTE: Although a nation is not forgiven once Allah's punishment

arrives, the nation of Sayyidina Yunus (OLJ Up was an exception.

This has been discussed in detail in the commentary of verse 98 of

Surah Yunus {Surah 10).

Aill jU VI G|| jyu-* I* 4l»l o^^ £H 0Vr^iJ f^L^ <^ -^9

(149) Ask them, "Should your Lord have daughters, while you have sons?" (150)

"Or have We created the angels as females in their presence?" (151) Behold!

Because of their concocted beliefs, they will certainly say... (152) "Allah has

children." Undoubtedly, they are liars! (153) Has Allah chosen daughters instead

of sons? (154) What ails you people? How do you decide? (155) Do you not take

heed? (156) Or have you some clear proof? (157) So bring your Book if you are

truthful. (158) They have contrived a kinship between Allah and the Jinn. The

Jinn already know that they will be among those brought forward (for

punishment). (159) Allah is Pure of all they ascribe. (160) Of course, the

condition of Allah's sincere bondsmen will be different.

REBUKING THE POLYTHEISTS WHO ASCRIBE CHILDREN TO
ALLAH

Besides beguiling people into worshipping idols, Satan made people believe

that the angels are Allah's daughters and the Jinn are also related to Allah.

However, the fact is clear that Allah "begets not, nor is He begotten." Allah says in

Surah Maryam, "It is not befitting of Rahman (the Compassianate) to take children."

[Surah 19, verse 92]
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Allah rebukes the polytheists for believing that the angels are His

daughters. They have no proof to believe this because they were not present

when Allah created the angels. Allah asks, "Or have We created the angels as females

in their presence?

"

Besides attributing children to Allah, they chose to call the angels Allah's

daughters instead of Allah's sons, whereas they regard daughters to be inferior

to sons.

Allah asks them, "What ails you people? How do you decide?" They have

fabricated this belief without any proof whatsoever.

When the polytheists claimed that the angels are Allah's daughters,

Sayyidina Abu Bakr ** &\ ^j asked them who were the mothers of these angels.

The polytheists replied that their mothers were the daughters of the Jinn leaders.

["Ruhul Ma'ani" v.23p.l51]

In this way, they even related the Jinn to Allah. Allah says, "They have

contrived a kinship between Allah and the Jinn. The Jinn already know that they will be

among those brought forward (for punishment)." How can people who will be

punished by Allah be His relatives?

Allah declares, "Allah is Pure of all they ascribe. Of course, the condition of

Allah's sincere bondsmen will be different." They will be rescued from Hell and be

admitted to Heaven.

u>j~* **> \jyo<$ Q®n ou^wJi -Oil &j> ISO Qey qOj j\ ,yi j^pi bJc^ (j\ J> Q*

(161) Surely you and whatever you worship... (162) cannot avert anyone from

Allah... (163) ...except for him who is destined to enter the Blaze. (164) The

position of each of us is known. (165) Indeed, we are standing in rows. (166)

Indeed, we are glorifying Allah. (167) It is a fact that these people say... (168) "If

only we had advice from the past... (169) ... we would then surely have been

Allah 's sincere bondsmen." (170) They disbelieve it (the Qur'an), and will soon

come to know.

SOME QUALITIES OF THE ANGELS

Allah addresses the polytheists saying, "Surely you and whatever you worship

cannot avert anyone from Allah..." Despite all their efforts, they cannot mislead

anyone. However, they may well be successful with the person "who is destined to

enter the Blaze."

Just as Allah proved above that the Jinn are helpless before Him, Allah now
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discusses the position of the angels, who are also helpless against Allah. Just as
the Jinn admitted their helplessness, Allah quotes the angels as saying, "The
position of each of us is known (to Allah). Indeed, we are standing in rows (to worship
Allah). Indeed, we are glorifying Allah." (It is strange that the angels worship Allah,
yet those who profess to worship the angels as Allah's daughters, do not worship
Allah).

Before the advent of the Holy Prophet ^ Op ii ju, the Arabs used to say,

"If only we had advice (a divine scripture) from the past, we would then surely have
been Allah 's sincere bondsmen."

Allah mentions in Surah Fatir, "They take solemn oaths by Allah that ifawarner
has to come to them, they would become more rightly guided than any nation. But when
the warner came to them, it only increased them in animosity. " [Surah 35, verse 42]

However, they failed to keep to their word, and "They disbelieve it (the

Quran), and will soon come to know.

"

iTtf j£&? < A *^" y \'"'\ j^? < * 9> '.*"• *» A- <£>* '' *>*- **"-: ^^

(171) Our decree has been issued concerning Our messenger slaves. (172) Verily,

they will be assisted. (173) And surely Our army shall be victorious. (174) So

ignore them for a while. (175) Keep watching them, for they shall soon see. (176)

Do they seek to hasten Our punishment? (177) So when it descends on their

plain, then the morning of those warned will be evil indeed. (178) Ignore them
for a while. (179) Keep watching, for they shall soon see.

THE MESSENGERS WILL BE ASSISTED

"Our decree has been issued concerning Our messenger slaves [i.e. the Prophets

r
XJi p-feW. The decree is that] Verily, they will be assisted. And surely Our army shall be

victorious.

"

Allah declares in Surah Mumin, "We shall definitely assist Our messengers and
those who believe in this worldly life, as well as on the Day witnesses will stand." [Surah

40, verse 51]

A verse of Surah Mujadala reads, "Allah has ordained, 'Verily My messengers

and I shall certainly be victorious/ Indeed, Allah is Powerful, Mighty." [Surah 58, verse

21]

Allah has sent many Prophets fiLJ\ ^^ to this world. Some of them had no
followers at all, while others had very few followers [Muslim v.l p.lll]. These
followers assisted the Prophets (U&^ to fight the disbelievers. In every era, the
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beliefs of the believers were always superior to those of the disbelievers. Even

when people refused to believe, the Prophets r
*-Jt ^p were always victors

because the disbelievers were destroyed by Allah' s punishment.

When the Prophets f*-J»^ fought battles against the disbelievers, the

Prophets f*~)\ ^J^ were always victorious in the end, even though they may

have suffered temporary defeat on certain occasions. It rarely occurred that

people killed a Prophet without contest, like the Bani Israel managed to do.

No Prophet f*~J\ *> was ever killed when he fought with an army of his

own.

It should be borne in mind that such incidents where Prophet ^\ *> were

killed are very rare, and they are not without some underlying reason known to

Allah. It should also be remembered that the above verses of Surah Saffat,

Mu'min and Mujadala do not mention that the Prophets fiLJ\ ^ will be

victorious on every occasion. They merely state that the Prophets f%J\ ^A^ will be

victorious in the end.

Although the Muslims suffered a temporary defeat at Uhud, they won the

battle of Ahzab thereafter, then conquered Makkah, after which the people of

Ta'if also accepted Islam. It was not long afterwards that the Roman and Persian

empires also fell to the Muslims. The defeat at Uhud was the result of an error on

that part of the Muslims, as Allah says in Surah Al Imran, "Until (the time came

when) you lost courage, disputed with regard to the order and disobeyed after you were

shown what you liked. Some of you sought the world while some of you sought the

Hereafter. Then Allah deflected you from them to test you." [Surah 3, verse 152]

The Muslims were granted victory at Badr, thereby learning how to behave

in such a situation. They then had to learn practically how to handle defeat,

which was taught to them at Uhud. It was also on this occasion that they learnt

the importance of adhering strictly to the Holy Prophet's ^j ^ & J^
commands.

THE NECESSITY FOR SINCERITY AND PIETY

Allah continued to allow the Muslims to be victorious as long as they

maintained sincerity and piety. When they began to lose these, they began to fall

prey to the disbelievers. As they began to cheat, lie, love the world and commit

sins, the disbelievers started gaining the upper hand. They forgot the lesson of

Uhud and wandered away from the teachings of the Holy Prophet ^j *> ^ J^>.

It was then that they started to lose the territories Allah gave their forefathers.

Allah says, "Do not lose courage and do not be grieved for you shall be elevated

(victorious) if you are indeed believers. " This verse cites belief as the condition for

sovereignty. Whereas Muslims today wait for Allah's help, they fail to fulfil the

condition by continuing to sin.

Turning back to the verses of Surah Saffat, the next verse consoles* the Holy

Prophet jJL-j Up it ju saying, "So ignore them for a while. Keep watching them, for

they shall soon see." Consequently, The Holy Prophet <X* 3 4* & J^ waited, but the

wait was not long, when it culminated in the battle of Badr, where the

disbelievers were crushed.
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"Do they seek to hasten Our punishment (by asking when it will arrive). So when
it descends on their plain, then the morning of those warned will be evil indeed'' because
they will be annihilated.

Allah repeats the above verses when He says, "Ignore them for a while. Keep

watching, for they shall soon see."

(180) Your Lord, the Lord of all honour is Pure from what they attribute to Him.

(181) Peace be upon the messengers. (182) And all praise belongs to Allah, the

Lord of the universe.

ALLAH, THE LORD OF ALL HONOUR IS PURE FROM WHATEVER
THEY ASCRIBE TO HIM

These concluding verses of the Surah summarise the entire Surah. It states

that Allah is the Sole Owner and distributor of honour, and that He is free of

whatever partners and children the polytheists attribute to Him.

The second verse conveys peace upon all the Prophets f^ j^-Ip collectively.

Elsewhere in the Surah, peace was conveyed on individual Prophets (OLJi ^u.

ALL PRAISE BELONGS TO ALLAH

The Surah concludes with the words, "And all praise belongs to Allah, the Lord

of the universe." Every act of Allah's is praiseworthy and He will always be
Worthy of praise in every situation and in every era.

"Ruhul Ma'ani" reports from Sayyidina Zaid bin Arqam ^ ifci ^>j that the

person who recites these three verses after every Salah will have an entire scale

worth of rewards. Certain Ahadith report the virtue of reciting these verses after

a gathering. ["Ruhul Ma'ani" v.23 p.159]
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) Sad. By the oath of that Qur'an, which is a Reminder. (2) In fact, the

disbelievers are steeped in tribalism and conflict. (3) How many were the

nations that We destroyed before them! Those people cried out, but it was not

the time for escape. (4) They are surprised that a warner has come from among
them. The disbelievers say, "He is a magician and a great liar." (5) "Has he made
all the many gods into one god? This is indeed something strange!" (6) Their

superiors passed saying, "Carry on, and remain devoted to your gods.

Undoubtedly, this is something purposeful." (7) "We have not heard about this

in the other creeds. This is merely some fabrication." (8) "Does some speech

descend on him from among us?" However, they are in doubt concerning My
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revelation. The fact is that they have not yet tasted My punishment. (9) Or do

they have possession of the treasures of mercy that belong to your Lord, the

Mighty, the Benevolent? (10) Or does the kingdom of the heavens, the earth, and

all between these belong to them? In that case, they should climb the ladders.

(11) Here, there is an army of people who are from the defeated hordes. (12)

Before them, the nations of Nuh denied, as well as the Ad and pharaoh (Fir'aun)

the man of pegs... (13) .And the Thamud, the people of Lut, and the people of

Aykah. These were the hordes. (14) These were the people who denied the

messengers. Therefore, My punishment had to come.

WARNINGS FOR THOSE WHO REJECT ONENESS OF ALLAH AND
RISALAH (PROPHETHOOD)

Allah begins the Surah with the word, "Sad" which is from the Muqatta'at

letters. Only Allah knows the meaning of these letters. Before proceeding with

the commentary, let us first acquaint ourselves with the circumstances

surrounding the revelation of these verses.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ i»i ^j reports that when Abu Talib fell ill,

the Quraysh came to see him, as did the Holy Prophet <X* 3 4* & J^. While they

were there, the Quraysh complained to him about the Holy Prophet ^ ii j^
jJL-j. Turning to the Holy Prophet pi-j <^ ^ JU, Abu Talib asked, "O my
brother's son! What do you want of these people?"

The Holy Prophet (JL-j aJLp iui ju» replied, "I want only one word from them,

by virtue of which all the Arabs will become subservient to them, and all non-

Arabs will pay them Jizya (Non-Muslim tax in an Islamic State)." Abu Talib said,

"You want them to recite only this one word?" The Holy Prophet ^j <> ibi J^
said, "Yes, just one word. O my uncle, say 'La Ilaha illAllah." \

The members of the Quraysh sitting there said, "Should we believe in only one

god? We have not heard such a thing in any other creed. You have fabricated this." It

was with regard to this incident that the above verses of Surah Sad were revealed

up to the words, "This is merely some fabrication." [Tirmidhi]

"By the oath of that Quran, which is a Reminder." i.e. By the oath of this

Qur'an, the statements of the disbelievers are false.

"In fact, the disbelievers are steeped in tribalism and conflict (with- the truth). How

many were the nations that We destroyed before them! Those people cried out (in

repentance when the punishment seized them), but it was not the timefor escape." When

Allah's punishment arrives, nothing can save a person. Even Taubah (repentance)

is not accepted then.

NOTE: The concluding Arabic words in the above verse (Lata Hina) are

unanimously written as one word in all the scripts of the Qur'an.

This is correct according to the Scholars, and it has thus been

written in this manner throughout the ages. This has been

established by Tawatur.

However, there is an Imam of Qur'an by the name of Sayyidina Abu Ubaid

Qasim bin Sallam Up ib\ <^j, who is of the opinion that the words should be joined

(i.e. the 'La should be separate,, and 'Tahin' should be separate). He says that he
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personally saw it written in this manner in the Uthmani script of the Qur'an.

Imam Shatbi u* it i*j writes that all the Scholars have strongly objected to

the opinion of Sayyidina Abu Ubaid u* it ^> Although Sayyidina Abu Ubaid
Up it "^j may be an Imam (One who leads the congregational Salah, leader), his

opinion is a solitary opinion, which stands in opposition to Tawatur. Therefore,

Scholars have not favoured this opinion. Imam Jazari aJLp it ^ has also stated

that this opinion is weak.

Based on this difference, the law of stopping during these words will also

differ. Consequently, according to the opinion of the majority, it will be incorrect

to stop after the word- "La", and then to resume by reciting "Tahln". This will

only be permissible according to the opinion of Imam Abu Ubaid aJlp it i^Jm

Mulla Ali Qari Up it i**j says that the recitation of Imam Abu Ubaid Up it^
is very rare because it even contradicts the rules of Arabic grammar. He also

writes that the majority are of the opinion that if a person has to stop at the word
"hat"', he shoujd recite it as "hat" and not as "La".

"They are surprised that a warner has come from among them." They were
surprised on two counts. The first was their surprise that a human being should

be a Holy Prophet . The second was that Muhammad ^JL-j aJLp it JU was made the

Holy Prophet instead of some notable person. In Surah Zukhruf, Allah quotes

them as saying, "Why is this Qur'an not revealed to a prominent man from one of the

twoy cities?" [Surah 43, verse 31]

"The disbelievers say, 'He is a magician and a great liar. »• They said this when
the Holy Prophet jJL j^ it J^ showed them his miracles.

Furthermore, they said, "Has he made all the many gods into one god? This is

indeed something strange!" Since the Quraysh were following the ways of their

predecessors, who worshipped many gods, they could not understand the

concept of divine unity. When a plausible concept contradicts a customary
practice, people tend to become fanatical. It was because of this that the Quraysh
found oneness of Allah to be strange.

"Their superiors passed saying, 'Carry on, and remain devoted to your gods.'" The
elders among the Quraysh advised their people to carry on with their lives and
not to remain in the company of the Holy Prophet yLj Up it ju because he
should not influence them.

They also added, "Undoubtedly, this is something purposeful." This sentence

may be interpreted in three ways. According to the first interpretation, the verse

would read, "There is an objective behind this." Therefore, the Quraysh leaders

indoctrinated their people to believe that the Holy Prophet pJL.j Up it jl* had
ulterior motives behind his message. This motive, they meant to convince people,

was that the Holy Prophet <X* 3
Up it jl* (Allah forbid!) wanted to be a ruler.

Other commentators have tendered a second interpretation, saying that the

superiors impressed upon others that the objective of the Holy Prophet Up it JU,

(4-jwas purposeful, and that he would not be swayed off his course. They knew
that they can expect no compromises from the Holy Prophet ^jl-j Up it ju.

The third interpretation is that the disbelievers believed that the advent of
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the Holy Prophet ^JL-j u* iui J^> and his message were among the calamities of

time, which was headed their way. There was nothing they could do about it, but

to swallow their anger and persevere. [''Ruhul Ma 'am']

The polytheists also said, "We have not heard about this in the other creeds."

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ &\ ^j mentions that they referred to the

Christian faith in this verse. This was the last divine religion at the time, which

the Christians had adulterated and corrupted. The Quraysh said this ba*sed on

what they heard from the Christians. At that time the Christians had also

forsaken oneness of Allah and succumbed to the belief of Trinity.

The Quraysh also added, "This (oneness of Allah) is merely some fabrication.

Does some speech descend on him from among us?" They meant to say that there

were so many affluent and influential people among them but the Prophet hood

was not given to them. They said that if any divine scripture was to be revealed,

it ought to have been revealed to one of these wealthy persons, not to

Muhammad ^JL-j Up &\ J^>.

Allah says further, "However, they are in doubt concerning My revelation. The

fact is that they have not yet tasted My punishment." These people say these things

and refuse to believe because they have not yet been punished. If Allah was to

ever punish them, they will be forced to accept. However, it will then be too late,

for their acceptance will not profit them.

"Or do they have possession of the treasures of mercy that belong to your Lord, the

Mighty, the Benevolent?" This verse tells the polytheists that they have no right to

question Allah' s decision to confer apostleship on whoever He wills. He confers

this mantle on people according to His wisdom. These polytheists have no choice

in the matter, and do not have the least control over Allah's treasures of mercy.

What right have they to object?

"Or does the kingdom of the heavens, the earth, and all between these, belong to

them?" None of these are in their control because Allah reserves the authority

over all of these. Therefore, they have no right to question Allah's authority in

any matter whatsoever.

Allah adds, "In that case, they should climb the ladders." i.e. If these people

have any say in the kingdom of the heavens and the earth, why do they not

ascend into the heavens? However, the fact is that they do not have any say in

the affairs of the heavens and the earth. How can they then object to Allah's

doings?

"Here (in Makkah) there is an army of people who are from the defeated hordes."

Allah says that the people of Makkah, who oppose the Holy Prophet *> & J^
fi-j, are birds of the same feather as those who were destroyed before them. Just

as the previous nations were defeated, the Quraysh also suffered a defeat at

Badr. Certain commentators are of the opinion that "the defeated hordes" refer to

the mass of parties that attacked Madinah on the occasion of the Battle of

Khandaq (The Trench). They were defeated and had to return crestfallen to their

homes. This verse therefore consoles the Holy Prophet ^j ^ & J^> by telling

him that his enemies will soon be vanquished, just as the nations of the past were

defeated. [Qurtubi, v. 15 p. 153]
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THE DESTROYED NATIONS OF THE PAST

"Before them, the nations ofNilh denied, as well as the Ad, and Fir'aun the man

of Ve%s > the Thamud, the people of hut, and the people of Aykah. These were the

hordes. These were the people who denied the messengers. Therefore, My punishment

had to come." The punishments that Allah inflicted upon these nations have

been mentioned in numerous verses of the Qur'an, and is common
knowledge.

"The people of Aykah" were the people of Sayyidina Shu'ayb r*>LJt Up. They

lived in a forest, and were punished by means of the "canopy". When they all

took shelter under a cloud on account of the severe heat, they were destroyed as

they stood. The details are given in the commentary of verse 189 of Surah

Shu'ara {Surah 26).

THE MEANING OF "MAN OF PEGS"

Allah describes pharaoh (Fir'aun) as the "man of pegs". Some commentators

say that he was called the "man of pegs" because he used pegs to torture people.

He used to. tie people to pillars and then hammer a peg into each hand and foot.

They would th§n be left to die, suffering in this condition.

Other commentators state that he derived this title because of the amazing

stability of his kingdom. Yet another group of commentators state that the title

refers to his large army. Wherever his army camped, many tents had to be

erected, all needing pegs to support them. Because of the large number of pegs,

his army is referred to as "pegs". Hence, "man ofpegs" will be translated as "man

of armies". ["Ruhul Ma'dni"]

Jell"'

(15) These people are waiting only for a single shout, which will not allow even

breath to be taken. (16) They say, "O our Lord! Hurry with our share before the

Day of Reckoning/'

THE FOOLISHNESS OF THE DISBELIEVERS

When the polytheists heard the warnings of punishment for disbelief, and

about the plight that previous nations suffered, they used to mock it and pay no

heed. With regard to this behaviour, Allah says, "These people are waiting onlyfor a

single shout, which will not allow even a breath to be taken." An intelligent person is

he who does not wait for the advent of Judgment day, when it will be too late.

Rather, he accepts and believes.

Allama Qurtubi 4* ifo ^j says that this verse is similar to the verses of Surah

Yasin, where Allah says, "They await only a single scream to seize them while they are

arguing. They will then be unable to make any bequest, nor shall they return to their

families. " [Surah 36, verses 49 and 50]
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In explaining this verse of Surah Sad, Allama Qurtubi U* ibi <^j mentions

that, after the Battle of Badr, the polytheists seemed to be waiting only for

Judgment day. Instead, they should have taken a lesson from the result of the

battle and become Muslims. When the Judgment day will take place, none will

be allowed the respite even to take a breath.

However, these people are too foolish to consider their own welfare. Rather,

they invoke curses upon themselves by saying, "O our Lord! Hurry with our share

(of punishment) before the Day of Reckoning." They foolishly say that it is not

necessary to wait until the Judgment day for their punishment to be meted out.

They would rather prefer it immediately. They say this because they do not

believe in the advent of Judgment day. Otherwise, no person would ask for

punishment.
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(17) Be patient with all they say and remember Our slave Dawud, the strong. He
was certainly penitent. (18) Verily, We subjugated the mountains with him, who
would glorify Allah by evening and at daybreak. (19) We ajso subjugated the

birds, who all gathered together. They were all penitent towards Allah. (20) We
strengthened his kingdom and granted him wisdom and decisive speech.

ALLAH CONSOLES THE HOLY PROPHET ^ Up ii ^ BY

MENTIONING SAYYIDINA DAWUD
f
*Ji Up

The Holy Prophet jJL-j u* ii JU» used to be distressed by the statements of

the polytheists. The above verse advises the Holy Prophet <J~<j U* ^ J^to be

patient about all that they say and also advises him to think of Sayyidina Dawud
pLJ\ Up, Describing Sayyidina Dawud fiLJ\ Up, Allah says that he was "strong"

and "penitent".

Allah then describes the Tasbih {glorification) of Sayyidina Dawud (OLJ Up,

saying that He instructed the mountains and birds to join Sayyidina Dawud 4*

f*>LJ\ in Tasbih (glorification). Allah adds, "They were all penitent towards Allah." this

means that all these creations of Allah engaged in Tasbih (Allah's glorification).

Refer to the commentary of verse 10 of Surah Saba where subject matter of a

similar import was discussed.

Allah further says about Sayyidina Dawud fiLJ\ 4*, "We strengthened his

kingdom and granted him wisdom (Prophethood) and decisive speech. "Sayyidina Dawud

f%J>\ a1* was very clear in his speech, making it easy for others to understand.

Hereafter, Allah mentions an incident regarding Sayyidina Dawud (%*& 4*,

highlighting his patience. This incident serves to relate the verse: "Be patient with

all they say" to the verse: "and remember Our slave Dawud."
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(21) Has the news about the disputants reached you, when they scaled the wall

and entered his sanctuary? (22) When they entered upon Dawud, he became

alarmed at their presence. They said, "Do not be afraid. We are merely two

disputants. One of us has transgressed against the other, so judge between us

with the truth. Do not be unjust towards us and guide us to the straight path."

(23) "This is my brother. He has ninety-nine ewes, while I have only one ewe.

He said, 'Give it to me!' and he has been harsh towards me in speech." (24)

Dawud f^LJl <UIp said, "He has oppressed you by asking for your ewe to add to

his ewes. Indeed, there are many partners who transgress against each other,

except for those who believe and do righteous deeds. And these are but a few."

It occurred to Dawud that We had tested him, so he sought forgiveness from his

Lord, fell prostrate, and turned to Him in repentance. (25) So We forgave him for

that. Undoubtedly, he has a close position to Us, and a favourable return.

TWO PERSONS GOME TO SAYYIDINA DAWUD f
*Ji Up,

REQUESTING JUDGEMENT IN THEIR DISPUTE

These verses make reference to an incident involving Sayyidina Dawud 4*

f%J\, while the verses thereafter announce that Allah made him His deputy on

earth and instructed him to judge between people with justice. In the above

incident, two persons scaled the wall of a sanctuary that Sayyidina Dawud 4^

f%^\ had built specifically for worship (this is referred to as the 'Mihrab')- These

two persons required Sayyidina Dawud
r
r>Ui *A* to pass judgement in their

dispute. Naturally, when he saw the two appear suddenly before him, he became

alarmed.

Sensing his fear, the two put him at ease, assuring him that they were not

thieves, but a plaintiff and a defendant. They told him that the one party had

transgressed against the other, and that he should pass judgement between them

and show them the way.

The first person spoke, "This is my brother (in faith). He has ninety-nine ewes,

while I have only one ewe. He said, 'Give it to me 1/ and he (did not address me in a

manner that someone making a request would. Instead, he) has been harsh towards me in
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With reference to their situation, Sayyidina Dawud ^LJ\ Up replied, "He has

oppressed you by asking for your ewe to add to his ewes. " Then, making reference to

the behaviour of people in general, he said, 'Indeed, there are many partners (in

business, as well as those who live together) who transgress against each other,

exceptfor those who believe and do righteous deeds. And these are but a few."

Allah began the above discussion with the words, "Be patient with all they say

and remember Our slave Dawud." This denotes that the incident of Sayyidina

Dawud f%~l\ <4* is one in which patience was required. Therefore, an analysis of

the incident should reveal aspects of patience. The Ahadlth provide no further

details of the incident to highlight such aspects. However, judging from the

Qur'anic verses, it becomes evident that the two persons came to Sayyidina

Dawud f%^\ U* during a time that he was engaged in Ibadah (worship). It was

not the time for hearing cases. In addition to this, they entered his sanctuary in a

most unusual manner, which startled Sayyidina Dawud £L~S\ u*.

Furthermore, they addressed him saying, "so judge between us with the truth.

Do not be unjust towards us and guide us to the straight path." This manner of speech

seems disrespectful, in addition to the fact that it implied that Sayyidina Dawud

f%j>\
Up could actually be unjust and misleading.

Besides being a Prophet of Allah, Sayyidina Dawud (*>lj» U* was also a

powerful king. However, he tolerated their approach, overlooked their rudeness

and heard their case.

SAYYIDINA DAWUD r
*J» Up IS TESTED AND REPENTS

"It occurred to Dawud that We had tested him, so he sought forgiveness from his

Lord, fell prostrate, and turned to Him in repentance. " Since Sayyidina Dawud 4*

(OLJt exercised the patience required of him and passed the correct verdict, how

was he tested? The following explanations have been tendered:

Sayyidina Dawud (OLJt Up listened only to the plea of the plaintiff. He did

not ask the defendant for his side of the story, which is contrary to the practice of

law, and seems to denote bias.

If the defendant did admit to the offence, Sayyidina Dawud ^LJ\ 4* should

have told him that he had oppressed the plaintiff, instead of telling the plaintiff

that the defendant had oppressed him. This form of address also denotes bias in

favour of the plaintiff.

When Sayyidina Dawud fiLJ\ 4* realised that this case was a test for him, he

immediately repented, because notable personalities are taken to task for acts

that seem most insignificant to others. Allah forgave him, and even adds,

"Undoubtedly, he has a close position to Us, and a favourable return."

In an unsubstantiated narration, "Ruhul Ma'ani" reports that the two

disputants were Jibril <olJi Up and Sayyidina Mika'il f*>LJ» *-!*. When the royal

guards denied them entry into the sanctuary, they scaled the walls to gain access.

It is not farfetched to believe that the two could have been these two angels,

because it was not possible for humans to scale that high a wall.
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However, if it be assumed that they two were angels, several questions

arise. What dispute would angels have about ewes? Why would one transgress

against the other? Why would one speak harshly to the other? Since they have no
association with the things of this world, why would they lie to Sayyidina

Dawud r>LJ» «4^?

Commentators explain that the angels merely stated a hypothetical

situation. They meant to ask Sayyidina Dawud (}LJ» U* what would be his

decision if such a scenario developed. This was a means they employed to test

him.

The "Mustadrak of Hakim" has reported from Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Abbas AiP ^ ^j that Sayyidina Dawud f*~A\ U* was tested because of the little

vanity that crept into his heart. He reports that Sayyidina Dawud f*~& ^ once

said, "O Allah! Every moment during the day and night, there is a member of

Dawud's family busy in Salah, Tasbih, Takbir, or some other form of Your

worship/'

Thereupon, Allah told him, "O Dawud! This all occurs with My assistance.

If it were not for My assistance, you would never be able to engage in My
worship. By my Honour, I shall hand over a day to you." Sayyidina Dawud U*

(OLJ\ then asked Allah to inform him which day. that would be. It was on that

very, day that the two disputants scaled the wall. [Mustadrak ofHakim, v.2 p.433]

While the above incident does not seem to explain the test, certain Scholars

have mentioned that Sayyidina Dawud f*>LJ\ <Op was negligent of Allah's

remembrance (Dhikr) during the period when he presided over the case.

Although passing judgement is a form of worship, it is unlike the direct acts of

worship, like Salah, remembrance of Allah (Dhikr), etc. This was the test that

Sayyidina Dawud (OU» Up understood. Allah knows best.

THE GENERAL PRACTICE OF BUSINESS PARTNERS

Sayyidina Dawud ^LJ\ U* mentioned that partners commonly tend to

oppress each other in their dealings. However, there are exceptions. These are

people who have belief and carry out righteous deeds. Unfortunately, such

people are very few. This statement of Sayyidina Dawud (!>lj Up expresses the

nature of partnerships as being volatile, being prone to disputes and betrayal.

Fortunate indeed is the person who is saved from these trials.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah -up i» ^j reports from the Holy Prophet Up i»\ jl*

fi-jthat Allah says, "I am the third of two partners (i.e. I am assisting them) as

long as none betrays the other. When any of them betrays the other, I separate

myself from them (i.e. I stop assisting them)." [Abu Dawud]

A SUPPLICATION OF SAYYIDINA DAWUD f
*Ji Up

Sayyidina Dawud fXJ\ *A* was extremely devoted to Allah's worship and

remembrance (Dhikr). The Holy Prophet ^j a> &\ jl* said that Allah loves most

the Salah of Sayyidina Dawud ^%^ Up and the fasting of Sayyidina Dawud u^

f*>LJ\. Sayyidina Dawud (OLJ\ <ls> used to sleep until half the night has passed, after

which he used to engage in Allah's worship for the next third of the night. He
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then slept for the remaining sixth of the night. He also fasted every alternate day
[Bukhariv.lp.486]

Sayyidina Abu Dharr ^ iui ^>j reports from the Holy Prophet ^j Up ii j^
that one of Sayyidina Dawud f%-Ji aJLp Supplications was:

{TRANSLATION: "O Allah! I ask You for Your love, for the
love of those who love you, and for those actions that will let me
reach Your love. O Allah! Make your love more beloved to me
than my own self, my wealth, my family, and cold water."}

V'Mishkat" p. 220] .

>

When the Holy Prophet ^j Up ii ^ used to speak to the Sahabah

(Companions) ^s- &\ ^j about Sayyidina Dawud <OLJ} Up, he used to say that

Sayyidina Dawud ftLJ\ Up worshipped Allah more than any other human. [Ibid]

Sayyidina Dawud (OLJi aJLp used to earn a living by the effort of his own
hands [Bukhari]. His trade was that he used to make armour, which he sold. In

this manner, he was able to provide for his own needs, as well as contribute

considerably to the poor.

THE SAJDAH (PROSTRATION) TO BE MADE IN SURAH SAD

According to the followers of the ShafiT school of jurisprudence, no Sajdah

(prostration) has to be made when reciting the above verse of Surah Sad.

However, Sajdah (prostration) will be made according to the Hanafi school of

jurisprudence.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ i»t
Lr>J has reported that the Holy Prophet

p-L-j Up i»i ^Uused to make the Sajdah Tilawah (prostration of recitation) in Surah

Sad, and said, "Sayyidina Dawud ^LJ\ ^ made this Sajdah as Taubah (prostration for

repentance). We shall make it out ofgratitude/' ["Mishkdt" p. 94]

REFUTING A DEFAMATORY INCIDENT

With regard to the story of the two disputants, certain books narrate an

incident that is defamatory to the high status of the Prophet ^L^\ Up.

The incident tells that Sayyidina Dawud (OLJi ^ once saw a woman, with

whom he fell in love. In an effort to marry her, he sent her husband out in Jihad.

The husband was eventually martyred, after which Sayyidina Dawud (OLJi ^
married the lady. This story is a fallacious lie, which is from the narrations of the

Bani Isra'U (Isra'Iliyat).

It is surprising that Imam Hakim ^ ibi *^j has narrated this incident in his

"Mustadrak" (v.2 p.586/7), and that Hafidh Dhahabi Up ibi ~^j has not commented

.on it in his "Talkhis" of the "Mustadrak/'

Sayyidina Ali <up &\ ^>j has mentioned that he will afflict a double penalty

on the person who says such things about Sayyidina Dawud ftL~l\ ^ and believes

in it (i.e. 160 lashes). ["Ruhul Ma'ani", v.23 p. 185]

The author of "Jalalain" has written that Sayyidina Dawud f*~& <4* had 99

wives, whereas the complainant has only one, which Sayyidina Dawud £*-& 4*

wanted for himself. This narration is also from the Israelites, which is insulting to
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he Prophets f^ 1 r^. It also unsubstantiated.

(26) O Dawud/ Indeed, We have made you a deputy on earth, so judge between

people with the truth, and do not follow carnal passions which will mislead you

from Allah 's path. Verily there shall be a severe punishment for those who

deviate from Allah 's path because they forgot the Day of Reckoning.

THE DECLARATION OF SAYYIDINA DAWUD P
*-Ji Up AS ALLAH'S

CALIPH (DEPUTY)
*

Allah addresses Sayyidina Dawud f^Ji ^ in the above verse saying, "O

Dawud! Indeed, We have made you a deputy on earth, so judge between people with the

truth, and do not follow carnal passions which will mislead you from Allah 's path." It is

compulsory for every ruler to be just in his judgement. However, the

responsibility is greater when a person is a Caliph (deputy) as well as a Prophet

of Allah. It is absolutely essential for such a person to remain firmly on the side

of truth justice.

THE EVIL OF FOLLOWING ONE'S PASSIONS

Allah continues to address Sayyidina Dawud £*-& U* saying, "and do not

follow carnal passions which will mislead you from Allah 's path." In essence, a person

can follow only one of two things, viz. Huda (guidance), or Hawa (passions).

Huda will entail everything that stems from Allah and His Holy Prophet & ^U
jJL-j Up. It is not permissible to follow anything that does not stem from these two

sources, and which follows, the dictates of the carnal self. Following the carnal

.passions prevents a person from fulfilling the obligations of the Shari'ah.

Many judges and magistrates pass judgement that is contrary to the laws of

the Shari'ah. They also accept bribes and favour their relatives (nepotism) when
passing their verdict. Allah declares in Surah Nisa, "O you who believe, be firm in

establishing justice and be witness for Allah even if it be against yourselves, your parents

and relatives. Be he affluent or poor, Allah is closer to each of them. So do not follow your

passions in enforcing justice. " [Surah 4, verse 135]

It may also occur that unjust decisions are passed because of enmity

between people. In this regard, Allah says in Surah Ma'idah, "Let not enmity for a

nation provoke you to be unjust Be just! It is closer to piety, and fear Allah! Indeed

Allah is Informed ofwhat you do. " [Surah 5, verse 8]

Sayyidah Ayshah \+* &» \^j reports that the Holy Prophet pJL.^ <J* &\ j^ said,

"Do you people know what Allah says about the people who will first reach His shade on

the Judgment day?" The Sahabah (Companions)^ &\ ^j replied, "Allah and His
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Holy Prophet ^ 3 <4* ii J^ know best/' The Holy Prophet ^j Up ^ J^> replied,

'They are those people who accept their right when it is given to them, and fully

hand over any right when it is asked of them. They are people who pass

judgement in favour of others just as they would like others to pass judgement in

their favour/' ["Mishkat" p. 322]

Following one's whims leads one to misinterpret the Qur'an and Ahadith,

holding a bad opinion of the Scholars, and devising ways to avoid paying Zakah.

To substantiate their legalisation of nudity and usury, some hide behind the

writings of people who are bereft of sincerity, piety and knowledge. Following

carnal passions spurs people to roam around naked, dance, delight in unlawful

glances and hanker after wealth and fame. In pursuit of all this, they trample

upon the injunctions of the Shari'ah. Some will then deprive legal heirs of their

inheritance, especially female heirs. These, and many other evils are the direct

result of ambitiously pursuing carnal desires.

On the other hand, there are those who follow the guidance of Allah,

brought by His illustrious Holy Prophet <X* 3 ^ & J-*- They make it the purpose

of their lives and heed to every command.

FOLLOWING CARNAL PASSIONS MISLEADS PEOPLE

Allah cautions Sayyidina Dawud f^Js ^ saying, "do not follow carnal

passions which will mislead you from Allah's path." Just as a person who follows the

dictates of his carnal passions becomes oblivious of the Shari'ah in this world,

this subservience to his passions will mislead him from Allah's path in the

Hereafter as well. Although the person may do things in the name of Din

{religion) and piety, his deeds will be contrary to the Shari'ah if he is a victim of

his passions.

Those people who worship graves, idolise their saints and carry out the

customs of Urs, do so to satisfy their carnal passions. People are more prone to

follow these Bid'ah {heresy) acts than to follow the Sunnah. This is because the

acts of Bid'ah {heresy) are their innovations, tailored to please them and Satan.

The Holy Prophet pL-j *> i» JL* said, "Satan says, T destroyed people by

casting them into sin, but they destroy me by Istighfar (because they secure

forgiveness through Istighfar, thereby putting Satan's efforts to waste).

Therefore, I have devised actions that are not in Allah's Din {religion), but which

suit their desires. They then regard these acts as virtues, on account of which

they do not make Istighfar {seek forgiveness).'" ["Targhib wat Tarhib"]

DEVIANT PEOPLE DESERVE SEVERE PUNISHMENT

"Verily there shall be severe punishment for those who deviate from Allah 's path

because they forgot the Day of Reckoning." This verse sounds a warning to those

who stray from Allah' s path and forget about their appointment on the Day of

Judgment, when they will have to account for their deeds. The warning

contained in this verse applies to every person who strays from Allah's Din

{religion) in any way.

Specifically, it applies to those people who deny the coming of Judgment

day or, if they accept it, they are negligent about it and fail to make adequate
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preparations. As a result, they draw Allah's punishment onto themselves.

U ')& U&. 3£ K^^&
'

A>^^ ^ *&>^ (^£

$1 3^¥^ U^j 3£ afsi ^3t 4£C $ ^T^
(27) We have not created the heavens, the earth and whatever is between the two

without wisdom. This is the notion of the disbelievers. May the destruction of

the Fire be for those who disbelieve. (28) Should We make those who believe

and do righteous deeds like those who spread corruption on earth? Should We
make the pious ones like the sinners? (29) This is a blessed Book that We have

revealed to you so that the people may ponder over its verses, and so that the

intelligent ones may take heed.

THE ANARCHISTS AND THE RIGHTEOUS PEOPLE CAN NEVER
BE ALIKE, NEITHER CAN THE PIOUS AND THE SINNERS EVER BE
ALIKE

Mention has already been made of Sayyidina Dawud f*-J\ u*. Soon mention

will also be made of Sayyidina Sulayman ' ^LJ\ Up and then of Sayyidina Ayyub

r
*>U\ <A±. The above three verses appear in between and make mention of oneness

of Allah, Risalah (prophethood) and Judgment day. These three subjects are

constantly referred to in the Qur'an, and form the basic requirements for success

in the Hereafter.

The verses tell us that the heavens, the earth and whatever is contained

between the two have not been created in vain and without reason. The first

objective of all this creation is to recognise the immense power and grandeur of

Allah. Man should also ponder about the reason behind the creation of

everything. There are humans as well as other creations in this world. There

exists love between them, as well as oppression, disputes and killing. There are

believers on earth as well as disbelievers. Man should ponder over the reason for

which Allah has created the entire system of the universe. Upon deep reflection,

he will realise that Allah has created everything for a purpose, based on His

perfect wisdom.

Although belief and disbelief both co-exist in this world, the entire universe

will soon come to an end. Thereafter, every man will be required to render an

account of his deeds. The people of belief will succeed, whereas the people of

disbelief will be punished. However, people who do not believe in the advent of

Judgment day hold the opinion that there will be no recompense for good and

evil deeds. In their estimation, people who do good are the same as those who
perpetrate evil because neither will be rewarded or punished. People holding

such beliefs are destined for destruction, which will manifest itself when they
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enter Hell.

Of course, there is a clear distinction between those who have Belief and

carry out good deeds, as opposed to the anarchists. The good believers are

destined for Heaven, while the anarchists are headed for Hell. It will be

extremely foolish of the sinners to think that the pious believers will receive no

rewards, or that they (the sinners) will receive the same bounties of Heaven that

is promised to the righteous believers.

After discussing oneness of Allah and Judgment day, Allah now addresses

the issue of Risalat (prophethood). Allah says, "This is a blessed Book that We have

revealed to you so that the people may ponder over its verses, and so that the intelligent

ones may take heed. " Those who recite and practise the injunctions of the Qur'an

will glean from its blessed nature by acquiring the best of both worlds. It is the

duty of every intelligent person to understand the laws of the Shari'ah and

implement them.

C^IUJ^I ^^Jo Alb J0J& *\ \^U <->!*' tAj! -UjO\ pju ^S^ .xjLO \^*jj

(30) We gifted Sulayman to Dawud. A fine slave indeed! He was certainly most

penitent. (31) When horses of the finest breed bending one foreleg were

presented before him one evening. (32) He said, "Indeed, I have given

preference to the wealth of this world over the remembrance of my Lord until it

hid behind the veil." (33) "Return them to me." He then began to stroke their

legs and manes.

THE INCIDENT OF THE HORSES THAT WERE PRESENTED
BEFORE SAYYIDINA SULAYMAN f

*Ji Up

Sayyidina Sulayman fiLJ\ Up was the son of Sayyidina Dawud ^LJ\ Up.

Allah had also granted him a kingdom and abundant wealth along with

Prophethood. Allah says about him, "A fine slave indeed! He was certainly most

penitent."

The Qur'an relates the incident of the well-bred horses that were presented

to Sayyidina Sulayman f%-h Up one evening. It appears that the horses were

reared for Jihad. The Arabic word "Safinat" refers to horses that bend one foreleg

off the ground and stand on the remaining three. This is one of the qualities of a

thoroughbred horse.

Sayyidina Sulayman pLJ\ Up once instructed that the horses be presented

before him for inspection. It transpired that he became so distracted watching the

horses, that the sun set, causing him to miss his Salah. If the Salah was a Fardh

{obligatory) Salah, he would be excused because he completely forgot, and none

reminded him. If the Salah was a Optional Salah, then there is no question of a
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sin.

Nevertheless, he was distressed that his involvement with the horses

distracted him from his Salah. Although the inspection was also for Allah's

pleasure (therefore also a form of Allah's remembrance), he still disliked that it

should distract him from the direct remembrance of Allah. When he remembered

that he had missed the Salah, he called for the horses to be returned. When they

were brought back to him, he began to slaughter each one of them saying,

''Indeed, I have given preference to the wealth of this world over the remembrance ofmy

Lord."

As he slaughtered them, he also cut off their legs. This slaughtering of the

horses will not be regarded as a waste of wealth, but as a sacrificial offering. In

my humble opinion, Sayyidina Sulayman r
%J^ a> cut off their legs after they

were dead so as not to put them through additional suffering. He severed their

legs because they made the horses valuable. The fact that the verse makes

mention of the legs before the manes does not mean that he cut off the legs first,

because many words are mentioned before others for reasons of eloquence, not

for reasons of priority. An example of this is in Surah TaHa [Surah 20, verse 70],

where Allah says, "the Lord ofHarun and Musa", whereas a verse of Surah A'raf

[Surah 7, verse 122] mentions, "The Lord ofMusa and Harun.

"

4 c$yL* cjj^e-j £p of^j f^. $ ^y^^W Cr'w ^^ *^=> 'V>
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(34) Verily We tested Sulayman and I cast a body on his throne, after which he

turned (to Us). (35) He said, "O my Lord! Forgive me and grant me a kingdom

that cannot be had by any other after me. Undoubtedly, You are the Great

Giver." (36) So We subjugated the wind for him, which would blow gently by

his command wherever he wished to go. (37) (We also subjugated) the shayatin

for him, who were builders and divers. (38) Besides these (Satans) there were

others who were shackled in chains. (39) "This is Our gift, so spend or withhold

without any accountability." (40) Undoubtedly, he has a close position to Us,

and a favourable return.

THE TEST AND SUPPLICATION OF SAYYIDINA SULAYMAN ^
f*Ji. THE SATAN ARE AT HIS SERVICE, WHILE OTHERS ARE

CHAINED

Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah ^ it ^j narrated from the Holy Prophet ^ & J*
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^ j that Sayyidina Sulayman f^LJ\ up once resolved to cohabit with each of his

seventy wives on a certain night. He intended to father a dynamic horseman

from each wife, all of whom would be warriors in Jihad. An angel who was with

him advised him to say "Insha Allah" ("If Allah wills"). However, Sayyidina

Sulayman (OLJt <Op was determined and, although he knew within his heart that

everything occurs only with Allah's will, he did not say the words. It then

transpired that only one of the wives conceived. She finally bore only an

unformed foetus, which lacked half of its torso. After narrating the story, The

Holy Prophet (JL-j aJp it JL^said, "If Sayyidina Sulayman f%~$\ ^ had said, Tnsha

Allah', he would have fathered seventy boys who would have all fought in

Jihad." [Bukhari v.l Pg .487]

The commentators have narrated the above incident, stating that this was

the test referred to in the verse. The malformed foetus was the "body" that was

cast onto his throne. When Sayyidina Sulayman f^Js 4* realised his error, he

immediately turned to Allah in repentance.

In addition to his supplication for forgiveness, he prayed, "and grant me a

kingdom that cannot be had by any other after me. Undoubtedly, You are the Great

Giver." Sayyidina Sulayman f*~s\ Up added an attribute of Allah to each end of

his supplication, which is among the etiquette of supplication.

Allah accepted his supplication. Whereas previously he had control over

horses, Allah now placed the winds at his service. The winds would carry him to

any destination he wished. Allah describes the swiftness of the wind in Surah

Saba, where He says, "We subjugated the wind for Sulayman. Its travel in the morning

was a month's journey and its travel by the evening was a month's journey." Although

the wind travelled swiftly, it blew very gently so that no one was jolted about

while travelling. Today's modern aircraft have proven that speed and comfort

can be combined.

Just as Allah placed the winds at his service, Allah also arranged an army of

servants and soldiers for him. The Jinn were also placed at his command.

Sayyidina Sulayman f^Jt *> used them to construct buildings and to dive for

jewels. There were a multitude of other duties they performed for him, some of

which are mentioned in verse 82 of Surah Anbiya (Surah 21) and verse 13 of Surah

Saba (Surah 34).

Allah also granted Sayyidina Sulayman f^LJi Up the power to keep many of

the Satans in shackles. It appears that this was the punishment for those Jinn who

did not obey the instructions that Sayyidina Sulayman £LJ\ Up issued.

Referring to these great bounties that Allah conferred on Sayyidina

Sulayman ^LJ\ Up, Allah tells him, "This is Our gift, so spend or withhold without

any accountability" Allah gave Sayyidina Sulayman fiLJ\ <l* the authority to

utilise his wealth as he pleased, without having to account for it. Thereafter,

Allah mentions another favour upon Sayyidina Sulayman (»*>LJi ^f which was

also conferred on his father, Sayyidina Dawud (%~h Up. Allah says, "Undoubtedly,

he has a close position to Us, and a favourable return."

NOTE: No person after Sayyidina Sulayman (OLJi Up ever enjoyed a

kingdom like his. This was a result of the supplication that he made
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when he said, "and grant me a kingdom that cannot be had by any other

after me." Although there have been people after Sayyidina

Sulayman f*~& 4* who exercised some control over the Jinn, it

cannot be proven whether any other had control of the wind.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah ** &\^ reports that the Holy Prophet a* ii j^

^ once told them, "An evil Jinn made an attempt to interrupt my Salah last

night. However, Allah granted me the power to arrest the Jinn. I intended to tie

him to a pillar in the Masjid for you all to see, but I then recollected the

Supplication of my brother Sulayman, who 'said, 'O my Lord! Forgive me and grant

me a kingdom that cannot be had by any other after me. Undoubtedly, You are the Great

Giver.' I then drove the wretched devil away." [Bukhari v.l p.487]

This hadith proves that Allah can grant any person the ability to capture the

Jinn. It was out of respect and regard for Sayyidina Sulayman
r
^ji u^ that the

Holy Prophet pJL^ a> ii JU did not shackle the Jinn. He did not want such an act

to effect a difference in the unique individual privilege that Sayyidina Sulayman

(
%J\ aJLp enjoyed. Sayyidina Sulayman

r
^Ji Up desired this privilege very much

and he even made the above supplication for it.

LiiJ c->Ul 7*J»- JuoJI

(41) Call to mind Our slave Ayyub. When he called his Lord saying, "Verily

Satan had afflicted me with pain and difficulty." (42) Strike your foot on the

ground. This is cold water for bathing and drinking." (43)We gifted him his

family and the like of them in addition, as a mercy from Us and a reminder for

people of intelligence. (44) "Take a handful of twigs to hit with, and do not

breach your oath." Verily, We found him to be patient. What a fine slave! He

was certainly penitent.

THE ILLNESS OF SAYYIDINA AYYUB P
*J» Up, HIS SUPPLICATION,

AND CURE

The incident of Sayyidina Ayyub f%~& Up was discussed in verses 83 and 84

of Surah Anbiya (Surah 21). His story is related very briefly in the Qur'an, hence

the details are not clearly known. Only the incident of the golden locusts is

reported from the Holy Prophet fJL-j a* ibi JUabout him (This will be narrated

shortly).

In Durrul Manthur, Hafidh Jalalud Din Suyyuti 4* <5»» ^j has narrated

several other reports about Sayyidina Ayyub f^J\ Up from Sayyidina Abdullah

bin Abbas ** it ^Jf Sayyidina Qatadah Up ii i^j, and Sayyidina Hasan Basri ^
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^ ^. However, these narrations are Israelites, and cannot be relied on.

The following facts have been established from the Qur'an:

First. Sayyidina Ayyiib
r
x~Ji <A* suffered a terrible difficulty.

Second. Satan was the cause of this difficulty.

Third. The difficulty affected his personal health as well as his

wealth.

Fourth. His family was also destroyed in the process.

Fifth. He exercised great patience for which Allah praises him by
saying 'Verily, We found him to be patient. What a fine
slave! He was certainly penitent."

The Israelites report that Sayyidina Ayyub f%J>\ ^ suffered for seven years
and a few months While Sayyidina Ayyub

r
*>LJt Up enjoyed all types of bounties,

he was soon left without any wealth and family. Only his wife remained by his

side to care for him. The loyal lady's name was Rahmah.

Surah Anbiya mentions his supplication: "Difficulty has certainly afflicted me
and You are the Most Merciful of those who show mercy." His supplication in Surah
Sad is: "Verily Satan had afflicted me with pain and difficulty." The author of "Ruhul
Ma'ani" writes that the Arabic word "mash" (translated above as "pain") refers

to the extreme fatigue that one experiences after hard labour. The second word,
"adhab", is translated as "pain -, which the verse of Surah Anbiya refers to as

"durr" ("difficulty"). Other commentators say that "nusb" and "durr" refer to

physical ailments, while "adhab" refers to the loss of his family and wealth.

After accepting his supplication, Allah commanded him thus, "Strike your

foot on the ground. " When he did as commanded, a spring of water gushed forth

from the ground. Allah then told him, "This is cold waterfor bathing and drinking"

He therefore took a bath in the spring and drank water from it. As a result, Allah

granted him complete cure, both internally and externally.

Allah also collected his scattered family around him, allowing them to enjoy

a life of prosperity once more. Allah then caused his family to grow to such an

extent that they doubled in number. This is the interpretation of the author of

"Ruhul Ma'ani", with regard to the verse "We gifted him his family and the like of

them in addition...

Another interpretation is that since his family members passed away earlier,

Allah granted Sayyidina Ayyub ^\ Up as many children as he had lost. Ibn

Majah reports that the suffering of Sayyidina Ayyub
r
*>LJi Up began on a

Wednesday, and he was cured on a Thursday.

Allah adds that His cure of Sayyidina Ayyub (OLJt Up was "a mercy from Us

and a reminder for people of intelligence." The incident serves to remind the

intelligent ones that Allah will graciously reward those who exercise patience

when afflicted by adversities.

Allah then commanded Sayyidina Ayyub f*~J\ Up saying, "Take a handful of

twigs to hit with, and do not breach your oath." This refers to an incident during the
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illness of Sayyidina Ayyub f*~l\ Up, when he became angry with his wife. The

commentators have cited many different narrations regarding the reason for his

displeasure. However, these are all Isra'ilites. One such narration, reported from

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ k\ ^Jf states that Satan once passed by the

wife of Sayyidina Ayyub f*~J\ 4* in the disguise of a physician. When she

requested him to treat her husband, Satan said, "I shall cure him without

charging you for the treatment and medicines. However, when he is cured, I

want you to say that I cured him/' She accepted.

When she mentioned this to Sayyidina Ayyub r
^ Up, he became angry and

said, "You promised Satan that you will say that he cures? When I become well, I

shall cane you a hundred times.
,, When Allah cured him, the time came to fulfil

his oath to cane her. It was then that Allah advised him as to how he should fulfil

his oath. Allah told him, "Take a handful of sticks to hit with, and do not breach your

oath." Allah advised him to take a hundred twigs in his hand and strike her with

them as a substitute for caning her a hundred times. An analogy cannot be

drawn from this incident to legalise the substitution of lashing a person once

with a hundred whips instead of a hundred continuous lashes. The situation of

Sayyidina Ayyub f*~& <U* was an isolated incident, which only applies to him.

Nevertheless, the incident highlights the importance of fulfilling an oath.

Although Allah could have forgiven the oath without any substitution, Allah did

not do so, but decreed that he substitute the act instead. In this way, the position

of the oath in Shari'ah is still maintained.

A similar incident is narrated by Abu Dawud. Sayyidina Abu Umamah bin

Sahl bin Hunaif <up &\ ^j reports that a person who was to be lashed for

committing adultery with a slave woman had grown extremely weak. When the

Ansar came to visit him in his illness, he told them to inquire the ruling from the

Holy Prophet ^JL, j Up ii ju. They explained the situation to the Holy Prophet

fL*i *> 2ut JL>, and also added that the person was so weak and frail that only skin

and bone were left of him. They also told the Holy Prophet ^j *-U & J^ that the

man's bones had become so weak that they would break if people were to bring

him before the Holy Prophet <X* 3 U* ai ju. Consequently, the Holy Prophet a» J^

^ 3 4* instructed the Sahabah (Companions)^ & ^j to break a branch of a date

palm into a hundred parts, which would then be used collectively to strike him.

[v.2 p.258]

Although the person deserved to receive hundred lashes, he was not

physically able to bear this punishment. Since the object of the punishment is not

to take the person's life, The Holy Prophet ^ 3
Up ii ^substituted the

punishment, so that the penalty does not completely lose its status in the

Shari'ah. The penalties in Shari'ah should never be completely waived because

the Qur'an say about those deserving of these penalties, "And mercy for them

(adulterers) should not take hold of you with regard to Allah's Din (religion), if you

believe in Allah and the Last Day." The injunctions of Shari'ah should therefore be

enforced so that people become conscious and are warned. These penalties

should not be stalled, nor waived.

NOTE: THE ACCEPTANCE OF SUPPLICATION.

The question arises: "Did Sayyidina Ayyub f%^\ Up make supplication for health
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during the days in which he suffered"? If he did, why was his supplication not

answered? The fact is that Sayyidina Ayyub ^LJi aJlp must have made
supplication to Allah during those days. However, he had to remain ill for as

long as Allah had predestined. Of course, he received the full rewards of his

supplication, as well as an elevation of stages in the Hereafter. His supplication

were therefore stored as a treasure for him in the Hereafter.

No supplication of a believer is wasted. Sayyidina Abu Sa'id Khudri *&\
^r*j

<up reports from the Holy Prophet ^ 3
*A* & ^Uthat the supplication of a believer

is answered in one of the following three ways, as long as the supplication is not

for the severing of family ties, or any other sin.

Firstly. He is granted exactly what he asks for in this world.

Secondly. This supplication is stored as a treasure for him in

the Hereafter.

Thirdly. A pending calamity is averted in lieu of his

supplication.

When the Holy Prophet ,jl.j a> ii j^ said this, the Sahabah (Companions) ^j
(H-^ & said, "We shall then make supplication in abundance." Thereupon, the

Holy Prophet (JL-j Up ifci ju said, "Allah gives in abundance." ["Mishkat" p. 196]

EVERYTHING HAPPENS BY THE DECREE OF ALLAH

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ &\ ^j reports that when Sayyidina Ayyub

f*>U\ Up was afflicted with the difficulty, Allah made him forget to make
supplication for cure. Although he always engaged in Allah's remembrance
(Dhikr), he did not make supplication. He did not have any inclination to make
supplication either because he regarded the illness as a means of attaining Allah'

s pleasure. He therefore wanted the illness to remain.

When Allah decreed that he be cured, Allah granted him the realisation and

ability to make supplication. When he did make supplication, Allah accepted it

and restored his wealth and family. Allah then praised him by stating, ''Verily,

We found him to be patient. What a fine slave! He was certainly penitent." [Durrul

Manthur vA p.328]

The fact is that everything in the universe happens by Allah's decree,

supplication is also accepted only when the realisation of the supplication is near

at hand. Medicines are also effective only when Allah's predestination (Taqdir)

ordains that it provides a cure. Allah maintains complete control over

everything. He gives comfort to whoever He wills, while He afflicts whoever He
wills with hardship.

Hardships and difficulties are a blessing for the believers because they

accrue tremendous rewards for them and elevate their ranks in the Hereafter. We
should therefore never think that when a pious person is beset with problems, he

must be suffering punishment for his sins.

Sayyidina Jabir <up ibi ^j reports from the Holy Prophet jJL-j -4* ii J-* that on

the Judgment day, when people will be granted their rewards for suffering in

this world, those who enjoyed comfort and luxury will wish that their skins had
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been cut with scissors in this world. ["Mishkat" p. 137]

The report of Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ ifct ^j (wherein he related

that Allah made Sayyidina Ayyub f%Jt Up forget to make supplication initially),

is supported by the following narration of Sayyidina Aban bin Uthman ^ ibi ^j.
Sayyidina Aban ** ii ^j narrates that he heard his father, Sayyidina Uthman ^j
<u* &\ say, "the Holy Prophet ^>j Up <&i jl^ said, 'No harm can come to the person

who recites the following supplication thrice every morning and evening:

{TRANSLATION: "In the name of Allah, with Whose name
nothing In the heavens can do harm, and nothing on earth can
harm. And He is the All Hearing, the All Knowing/'}

Sayyidina Aban *& ibi ^j showed signs of paralysis on a part of his body,

which prompted people to look at him in surprise as he narrated this hadith.

Detecting their surprise, he asked, "What are you people staring at? Without

doubt, the hadith is just as I have narrated it to you. The day when I was afflicted

with this, I had forgotten to recite the supplication, thereby allowing Allah's

Taqdir {predestination) to take its course/
7
["Mishkat" p. 209]

CONCLUDING THE INCIDENT OF SAYYIDINA AYYUB p!>LJ» U*

Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah <^ ibt ^>j reports from the Holy Prophet aJp ifci J^
pi- 3that once, when Sayyidina Ayyub (%-Ji u* was bathing naked in private, gold

locusts began to rain down on him. When he began to collect them in his

clothing, Allah asked him, "O Ayyub! Have I not made you wealthy enough.

You do not need what is before you." Sayyidina Ayyub (OLJi a!s> replied, "I swear

by Your Honour! You have certainly made me wealthy, but I can never be

independent of Your blessings."

"Fat'hul Bari" (v. 6 p.420) reports on the authority of Ahmad and Ibn Hibban,

that Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah *i* iw\ ^j said, "When Allah cured Sayyidina

Ayyub (v>LJi Up, He rained gold locusts on him." This narration makes it clear that

the incident of the locusts took place after Sayyidina Ayyub f^-Ji <J* was cured.

"Fat'hul Baari" has also reported that, when Sayyidina Ayyub {%~h u* was
afflicted with the disease, all his friends deserted him, except for two persons.

They would still visit him every morning and evening. On one occasion, the two

were talking among themselves, when the one said, "Ayyub must have

perpetrated a grave sin. Otherwise, Allah would certainly have cured him by

now." When the other person mentioned this to Sayyidina Ayyub (%^ Up, he

was overcome with grief and made supplication to Allah.

Thereafter, Sayyidina Ayyub ftLJ\ u* needed to leave the house to relieve

himself. It was then that Allah sent revelation to him to strike his foot on the

ground. When he did as he was commanded, a spring gushed from the earth, in

which he bathed. Allah made this water cure him completely. When his wife

came to fetch him, she could not recognise him, and asked, "Where is the sick

man who was here? I hope a wolf did not devour him." "It is me," replied

Sayyidina Ayyub (%-& Up.

Not only did Allah grant Sayyidina Ayyub f%~& Up complete cure, but He
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also restored the youth of his wife. Thereafter, she bore 26 sons. "Fat'hul Bari"
has also reported that Sayyidina Ayyub

r
%~J» Up had two granaries. The one was

used to store wheat, while the second was used to store barley. Allah sent a
cloud, which showered so much gold in the wheat granary, that the gold began
to flow. Allah then sent another cloud, which showered silver in the barley
granary. All praise be to Allah for His bounties.
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(45) Call to mind Our slaves Ibrahim, Is'haq and Ya'qub, who were men with
hands and intelligence. (46) We have selected them for the speciality of

remembering the Hereafter. (47) Undoubtedly, they are from among the chosen
best in Our estimation. (48) Call to mind Isma'il, Yasa and Dhul Kifl. They were
all from the very best. (49) This is an Advice. Without doubt, the abstinent will

have a pleasant abode... (50) .... the eternal gardens of Jannah (paradise), with the

doors opened for them. (51) They will recline there, asking for the abundance of

fruit and drinks. (52) They shall have with them wives with eyes downcast, and
of the same age. (53) This is what you have been promised for the Day of

Reckoning. (54) Indeed, this is Our provision, which will never terminate.

MENTION OF SAYYIDINA IBRAHIM, IS'HAQ, AND YA'QUB Up

These verses commence with the mention of certain Prophets (OLJi r^f after

which mention is made of the bounties of paradise.

Allah says, "Call to mind Our slaves Ibrahim, (his son) Is'haq and (his son)

Ya'qiXb../' The Qur'an often speaks of these great Prophets
r
*>LJi ^^u. Mention has

already been made of Sayyidina Ibrahim £LJ\ Up, who endured many hardships
while propagating the message of oneness of Allah. He was cast into a huge fire,

debated with the polytheists, and was even commanded to slaughter his son,

Sayyidina Isma'il
r
*>LJi Up. He built the Ka'ba with Sayyidina Isma'il (OU\ aAj> and

made the announcement for Hajj. He also made the supplication, "O our Lord!

Send among them (the people of Makkah) a messenger from their midst who will recite

Your verses to them, teach them the Book and wisdom, and purify them. Without doubt,

You are the Mighty, the Wise." [Surah Baqarah (2), verse 129]
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Surah Baqarah, Surah Nahl and Surah Hajj have already mentioned the

command to the Holy Prophet (JL^ ^ ii JUand his Ummah to follow the creed

of Sayyidina Ibrahim (OLJi aJp. Sayyidina Ibrahim (OLJi ^ was the forefather of all

the Prophets (!>LJt
r^> after him.

Sayyidina Muhammad pJL-j Up ii JU was from the progeny of Sayyidina

Isma'il fiLJ\ Up, while the other Prophet t%^\ <A* were all from the progeny of the

other son, Sayyidina Is'haq f%Js Up. Both these sons were given to Sayyidina

Ibrahim ^LJ\ *A* after he had already aged. In gratitude, he made the following

supplication: "All praise be to Allah, Who has gifted me with Isma'il and Is'haq despite

old age. Undoubtedly, my Lord hears all prayers." [Surah Ibrahim (14), verse 39]

Describing these Prophets f*~J\ <-*!*, Allah says that they "were men with

hands and intelligence. " Commentators interpret this to mean that Allah had

granted these Prophets f^LJ\ r
«ip the strength to obey Him, worship Him, and to

have foresight and a deep understanding of religion. [Ibn Kathir]

Allah describes them further when He says, "We have selected them for the

speciality of remembering the Hereafter. " These illustrious men were devoted to the

concern for the Hereafter. Allama Ibn Kathir Up &\ ^ narrates the following

interpretation of this verse from Sayyidina Malik bin Dinar Up ifo <^Jm He said,

"Allah has removed love for the world and its remembrance from the hearts of

these Prophets f^LJ\ f^, replacing it with love for the Hereafter and
remembrance of it."

Sayyidina Qatadah ^ it ~^j has interpreted the verse thus: "These Prophet

r
^Ui aJLp used to remind people of the Hereafter and encourage them to prepare

for the Hereafter."

Describing a third attribute of these Prophets f>LJ\ r^/ Allah says,

"Undoubtedly, they arefrom among the chosen best in Our estimation. What more can

be said in their praise?

Thereafter, Allah speaks of other Prophets f^J\ ^^, when He says, "Call to

mind Isma'il, Yasa and Dhul Kifl, They were all from the very best." Mention was
made of these Prophets f*~& ^^ in Surah An'am [Surah 6, verse 86] and in Surah

Anbiya [Surah 21, verse 85]. Allah says, "This is an Advice (which should be acted

upon)."

THE BOUNTIES THAT THOSE WHO ABSTAIN WILL ENJOY

"Without doubt, the abstinent will have a pleasant abode." Allah describes the

"pleasant abode" as "the eternal gardens of Heaven, with the doors opened for them."

When people will be admitted into Heaven, they will find the doors open to

welcome them. Allah says in a verse of Surah Zumar, "Those who feared their Lord

will be led to Heaven in groups. Until, when they arrive there and its gates are opened .."

[Surah 39, verse 73]

Allah then speaks of some of the comforts and food and drink that they will

enjoy. Allah says, "They will recline there, asking for the abundance of fruit and
drinks. " Describing their spouses in Heaven, Allah says, "They shall have with them

wives with eyes downcast, and of the same age. "These wives will have eyes only for

their husbands.
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The people of Heaven will then be told, "This (honour and bounties) is what

you have been promised for the Day of Reckoning. Indeed, this is Our provision? which,

will never terminate." Surah Hud [Surah 11, verse 108] also describes the provisions

of Heaven as prizes that will never come to an end. Verse 21 of Surah Bara'ah

(Surah 9) as well as verse 6 of Surah Tin (Surah 95) describe the rewards of Heaven
as being everlasting.

iy>jl& \% Qp S£iT Jjft £jui^ (p ^\L J3 ^kitt &£ \xik
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(55) This is it (so understand). As for the rebellious, there shall be the

worst of abodes. (56) They shall have to enter Hell. What a terrible resting

place indeed! (57) "This (is the punishment), so taste it! This is Hamlm and

Ghassaq... (58) "...and a multitude of other punishments of its kind." (59) "This

is an army to be entered with you. There is no welcome for them. They shall

certainly be entered into the Fire." (60) They will say, "No! You are the ones for

whom there is no welcome! You people have brought this on us. What a horrible

station it is!" (61) They will cry out, "O our Lord! Double the punishment in the

Fire for those who have brought this on us." (62) They will say, "Why do we not

see those men whom we regarded as contemptible?" (63) "Did we make fun of

them, or have our eyes failed to perceive them?" (64) This is certainly the truth,

the dispute of the people of the Fire.

THE EVIL OUTCOME OF THE REBELLIOUS ONES, AND THEIR
DISASSOCIATION FROM EACH OTHER IN HELL

After describing the favourable ending of the fortunate ones, Allah says,

"This is it (so understand)/
7

Thereafter, Allah describes the plight of the wretched

ones, saying, "As for the rebellious, there shall be the worst of abodes. They shall have to

enter Hell. What a terrible resting place indeed!" Hell is described as a terrible

"resting place" because fire will be burning from beneath as well.

The people of Hell will be told, "This (is the punishment), so taste it! This is

Hamlm and Ghassaq, and a multitude of other punishments of its kind." Other forms of

punishment are Dari, Zamharir, Zaqqum, Ghislin, Sa'ud, Maqami, etc.
//Hamim

//

is boiling water. Allah says in Surah Muhammad that the people of Hell will be

"given boiling water to drink, which tears their innards to shreds?" [Surah 47, verse 15]

The Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up iwi JUsaid that if a single bucket of "Ghassaq" was
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thrown on earth, every person on earth will rot. ["Mishkat" p. 503]

The book "Mirqat" (which is a commentary of "Mishkat") has cited the

following four interpretations of "Ghassaq":

1. It is the puss of the people of Hell, and the fluid that

remains after their wounds are washed.

2. It is the tears of the people in Hell.

3. It refers to Zamharir, which is the icy cold part of Hell.

4. It is the frozen, decaying puss of the people in Hell, which
is too cold to drink. (However, people will be forced to

drink it because of extreme hunger).

Whatever the interpretation, "Ghassaq" is something extremely horrid and
foul smelling. May Allah save us all from it. Amin.

Thereafter, Allah describes a conversation between the people of Hell. Since

many groups will be entered in succession, those who entered first will tell each

other as they watch the others entering, "This is an army to be entered with you.

There is no welcome for them. They shall certainly be entered into the Fire (just as we
have been. We can therefore expect no assistance from them)."

Hearing this comment, the incoming group will say, "No! You are the ones for

whom there is no welcome! You people have brought this on us (by misleading us to

perpetrate disbelief). What a horrible station it is!"

These incoming groups will then ple.ad to Allah saying, "O our Lord! Double

the punishment in the Fire for those who have brought this on us." Whereas the

followers duly comply with the dictates of their leaders in this world, they will

curse them in the Hereafter, asking Allah to double their punishment.

THE PEOPLE OF HELL WILL BE SURPRISED NOT TO FIND THE
PEOPLE OF BELIEF WITH THEM

Referring to the poor believers, the people of Hell will say, "Why do we not

see those men whom we regarded as contemptible?"

The disbelievers (like the Jews, Christians, and Hindus) often tell the

believers, "You carry on to Hell. We shall be in Heaven." Eventually, when the

disbelievers find themselves in Hell. They will look around for the believers.

When they see only other disbelievers like themselves, they will ask, "Why do we

not see those men whom we regarded as contemptible?"

"Did we make fun of them (by deeming them to be inmates of Hell, whereas

they were really inheritors of Heaven), or have our eyes failed to perceive them (here

in Hell)?" They will then regret that they made fun of the believers. The ugly

reality will now dawn upon them that the believers reached Heaven, while they

will have to suffer the torments of Hell forever.

Allah then asserts, "This is certainly the truth, the dispute of the people of the

Fire."
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(65) Say, "I am but a warner, and there is none worthy of worship except Allah,

the One, the Omnipotent." (66) "He is the Lord of the heavens, the earth, and

whatever is between the two. He is the Mighty, the Most Forgiving." (67) Say,

"This is a vital message." (68) "...to which you people are averse." (69) "I have no

knowledge of lofty chiefs (angels) when they discuss." (70) "The revelation sent

to me is that I am only a clear warner."

ONLY ALLAH IS WORTHY OF WORSHIP HE IS THE ONE, THE
OMNIPOTENT, MASTER OF THE HEAVENS AND THE EARTH,
THE MIGHTY, AND THE MOST FORGIVING

These verses confirm oneness of Allah, Risalah (prophehthood), and five

attributes of Allah. Allah commands the Holy Prophet ^JUj u* ifo JU>, "Say (to the

masses), T am but a warner (I will not force anyone to believe), and there is none

worthy of worship except Allah, (1) the One, (2) the Omnipotent." Allah has supreme
control over the universe/and everything happens only by His decree.

Furthermore, "He is (3) the Lord of the heavens, the earth, and whatever is

between the two." It is therefore sheer foolishness to worship any other being. It

should also be understood that "He is (4) the Mighty -, meaning that Allah

possesses the power and might to ensure that people are accountable for the evil

they perpetrate. However, if they choose to repent, then Allah is also (5) "the

Most Forgiving/'.

After mentioning Allah's five attributes, Allah makes mention of the

Prophethood of the Holy Prophet jJL- j a* i\ JL*. Allah tells the Holy Prophet Ju>

^1^ Aip ^i, "Say, 'This (news that I have brought to you about my apostleship) is a

vital message to which you people are averse.

"

Allah instructs the Holy Prophet <JL.j Up ibi ju> to tell the people, "I have no

(way to access the) knowledge of lofty chiefs (the angels) when they discuss.

(Therefore, how am I able to inform of the things I tell you?)" Whereas the Holy
Prophet pL-j Up ii JL* had no association with the Ahlul Kitab (people of book),

from whom he could have gleaned the knowledge of bygone nations, he was
able to give accurate accounts of past events. It is obvious that the only source of

this knowledge is divine revelation.

If it were not for divine revelation, a human being would not be able to

inform others about incidents like the creation of Sayyidina Adam <v>LJ\ Up, and
the fact that Iblis refused to prostrate to him. The discussion between Allah and
the angels (as mentioned in Surah Baqarah) concerned the creation of Sayyidina

Adam (OLJi Up, when Allah told the angels, "I am about to place a viceroy on earth."

Thereafter, the angels asked certain questions, which Allah answered by

demonstrating to them that Sayyidina Adam (OLJi ^ was superior in knowledge
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to them. It was then that they admitted to Allah, "We proclaim Your purity! We
possess only the knowledge that You have given to us. Without doubt, You are the All

Knowing, the Wise."

The fact 'that the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up iiii ju was able to relate such

incidents to the people proves that he received divine revelation. Asserting his

Prophet hood, Allah also commands the Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up ii jl. to tell the

people, "The revelation sent to me is that I am only a clear warner." This makes it

clear that the duty of the Holy Prophet (J-j a> i\ ^u was to convey the message.

He was not charged to force people to believe.

Jtj j&£~*\ J-jJL^ ill \^2J. oyCs^\ f*4^=>
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"(71) When your Lord said to the angels, "Verily, I am creating a human being

from clay." (72) "So, when I have perfected him and blown My spirit into him,

then every one of you should fall prostrate to him." (73) So every one of the

angels prostrated to him... (74) except for Iblis (Chief Devil). He was haughty,

and was from among the disbelievers. (75) Allah said, "O Iblis (Chief Devil)!

What has prevented you from prostrating to what I have created with My own
hands? Are you too proud, or are you superior in rank?" (76) Iblis (Chief Devil)

replied, "I am better than he. You have created me from fire, while you have

created him from clay." (77) Allah said, Depart from here, for you are certainly

outcast." (78) "My curse shall be on you until the Day of Reckoning." (79) Iblis

said, "O my Lord! Grant me respite until the Day when people are resurrected."

(80) Allah said, "You are then from those given respite..." (81) "... until the Day
of the appointed time." (82) Iblis (Chief Devil) said, "By Your honour! I shall

definitely mislead all of them..." (83) "...except Your chosen) slaves among them."

(84) Allah declared, "I speak the truth, and it is the tr^iih that I always speak..."

(85) "... I shall certainly fill Hell with you and all those of them who follow

you."
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THE DISOBEDIENCE AND PRIDE OF IBLIS (CHIEF DEVIL) WHO
REFUSES TO PROSTRATE TO SAYYIDINA ADAM ^\^

This subject matter of Sayyidina Adam's f>uJi Up creation and the refusal of

Iblis (Chief Devil) to prostrate, has been related in Surah Baqarah [Surah 2, verses

30-39], Surah A'raf [Surah 7, verses 11-25], Surah Hijr [Surah 15, verses 26-44], and

Surah Isra [Surah 17, verses 61-65]. Refer to these commentaries for the details.

When Allah intended to create Sayyidina Adam r
*>^J\ Up, he said to the

angels, "Verily, I am creating a human being from clay. So, when I have perfected him

and blown My spirit into him, then every one ofyou should fall prostrate to him."

Allah used the word "bashar" to refer to a human being. Literally, the word

"bashar" refers to something having skin that is not covered with hair. Animals

also have skin, but their skin is covered with hair. Besides the head and the chin

of men, the rest of the human's body is free of thick hair. Wherever else such hair

grows, the Shari'ah has instructed that it be removed. Of course, it is compulsory

for men to grow the beard. However, when people return to Heaven, men will

not have beards, thereby fully expressing their nature as "basher (Human)"

.

The above verse states that man was created from clay, whereas Surah Hijr

states that he was created from "melodious sand derived from dark decomposing

clay." In Surah Rahman Allah says that He "created man from melodious sand that

resembles potter's clay". Surah An'am says that man was made from clay.

The fact is that all these verses describe the various stages of man's creation.

Initially, sand was gathered from various parts of the earth. Water was then

mixed with this sand, turning it into clay. Then this clay was left until it began to

decompose and become dark in colour. Thereafter the mould of Sayyidina Adam

r
*>LJi Up was cast with this. When the mould set and dried, it became like pottery

clay that has a melodious sound when struck (as is the case with any clay pot).

The various verses of the Qur'an individually refer to these various stages in

man's creation.

According to Allah's command, "every one of the angels fell prostrate to him

[Sayyidina Adam (*>lji «>]." Iblis was also among the angels when the command
was issued. However, he failed to comply. Allah says in Surah Kahf, "He was

from the Jinn and disobeyed the command of his Lord." A verse of Surah Baqarah

reads: "He refused, was haughty, and wasfrom among the disbelievers."

When Iblis refused to prostrate, Allah asked, "What prevented you from

prostrating when I commanded you?" This verse proves that Iblis was also

commanded to prostrate to Sayyidina Adam (OLJi Up. In the above verse of Surah

Sad, Allah says, "Allah said, 'O Iblis (Chief Devil)! What has prevented you from

prostrating to what I have created with My own hands? Are you too proud, or are you

superior in rank?"' Scholars have mentioned that "My own hands" has a

metaphorical interpretation because Allah is not dependent on physical limbs.

Whenever importance is attached to something, a person will say that he made it

with his own hands. Similarly, this is the interpretation of the verse.

However, others have mentioned that it is inappropriate to tender a

metaphorical interpretation. They maintain that the interpretation of 'My own
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hands" refers to whatever Allah intends, as is most befitting for His status. It is

merely our duty to believe.

This is the same interpretation given for the phrase "blown My spirit into

fern." They say that Allah knows best the interpretation of it, and that we should

merely believe in it. However, other Scholars have stated that the phrase refers to

instilling a soul into Sayyidina Adam fX^>\ aJLp.

After Allah reprimanded lblis in this manner, "Iblis (Chief Devil) replied, 'I am
better than him. You have created me from fire, while you have created him from clay. »>

He therefore contended that it was below his dignity to prostrate to Sayyidina

Adam ^LJ\ Up.

"Allah said, 'Depart from here, for you are certainly outcast. My curse shall be on

you until the Day of Reckoning/" Of course, someone who is accursed until the

Judgment day will certainly be accursed after that as well.

Iblis (Chief Devil) was overcome with pride. He accepted being accursed, but

could not overcome his pride to ask for forgiveness. Instead, he asked for an

extended lease of life. He said, "O my Lord! Grant me respite until the Day when

people are resurrected." "Ruhul Ma'ani" states that his request was to remain alive

until the time that the trumpet is sounded for the second time. He therefore tried

to escape death. "Allah said, 'You are then from those given respite until the Day of the

appointed time.

It was then that Iblis (Chief Devil) disclosed what his heart concealed. "Iblis

said, 'By Your honour! I shall definitely mislead all of them; except Your chosen slaves

among them." He took an oath to mislead people by making vice appear to be

virtue. Of course, he realised that he could have no effect on those whom Allah

has selected for His obedience. Since he was accursed for not prostrating to

Sayyidina Adam {%Js <A*, Iblis (Chief Devil) took this oath because he wanted to

take revenge against Sayyidina Adam f^J\ aJlp and his progeny. This was
extremely foolish of Iblis (Chief Devil) because it was his own doing that brought

the curse on himself, when he disobeyed Allah's command.

Allah intended that man be tested in this world. Therefore, he granted Iblis

the reprieve he requested, and gave him the opportunity to mislead mankind.

However, Allah also warned man that Iblis (Chief Devil) and his army will

attempt to mislead them at every step. Allah sent His Prophets f%~h ^-$-1* to the

world to show man what is right and what is wrong. Allah also sent His divine

scriptures for man's guidance. Thereafter, Allah also arranged the system of the

Caliphs, who continued to propagate the message to mankind. Therefore,

whoever is heedless of these warnings and falls prey to the deception of Iblis

(Chief Devil) shall assume full responsibility for his deeds.

HELL WILL BE FILLED WITH IBLIS AND HIS FOLLOWERS

After Iblis (Chief Devil) took an oath to mislead mankind, "Allah declared, 7
speak the truth, and it is the truth that I always speak. I shall certainly fill Hell with you

and all those of them who follow you.
"'

When Allah sent Sayyidina Adam and Hawwa f*>LJi u^jlp to earth, He also

declared, "If there ever comes to you any guidance from Me, then whoever will
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follow My guidance shall have no fear on them, neither shall they grieve. Those
who disbelieve and falsify shall be the dwellers of the Fire, where they will abide

forever." [Surah Baqarah (2), verses 38 and 39]

NOTE : When Iblis (Chief Devil) said, "O my Lord! Grant me respite until the

Day when people are resurrected," Allah told him, "You are then from
those given respite until the Day of the appointed time. " Only Allah

knows exactly when this "Day of the appointed time" shall take place.

When Allah decrees that Iblis should die, he will die as a

disbeliever, after which he will be condemned to Hell.

(86) Say, "I do not ask you people for any payment for this, and I am not

among those who pretend." (87) This is but Advice for the universe. (88) You
will surely become aware of the reality after a while.

THERE IS NO PAYMENT FOR PROPAGATING THE TRUTH
People falsified the Holy Prophet ^JL-j ^ &\ J^ when he invited them to

believe and recited the Qur'an to them. They refused to accept the truth even
though he performed miracles for them. Allah instructs the Holy Prophet ii ju
(4-j <> to invite them in a different manner. Allah says, "Say [to them,
Muhammad ,4-j Up iui J^>], 7 do not ask you for any payment for this..." i.e. I do not

ask you for anything in return for the message of that Qur'an that I recite to you.

Therefore, people should ponder about why a person would exert himself so

greatly to propagate something for which he stands to earn no material gain.

This should lead people to accept the fact that the Holy Prophet <X* 3
Up ibi Jl^

must be commanded by Allah to continue his mission.

Allah also instructs the Holy Prophet ,0-j Up iui jl^ to tell the people, "and I

am not among those who pretend." i.e. I am not one of those who would lay a false

claim to Prophethood, neither would I claim that the Qur'an is from Allah if it

was not. Indeed, the Qur'an is from Allah, and it is 'Advice for the (inhabitants of

the) universe." Therefore, accept the Qur'an as the truth before death.

"You people will surely become aware of the reality (that the Qur'an is the truth

from Allah) after a while (when you die)." However, then it will be too late. Other

commentators have interpreted this verse to mean that the polytheists will come
to learn the error of their ways when the Battle of Badr takes place.

NOTE : The verse "I do not ask you for any payment for this," is a message to

all preachers that their efforts must be done solely for Allah,

without any payment from people. When preaching, they should

not hope to receive anything from the people.

"...and I am not among those who pretend." This verse teaches Muslims, moreso

Muslim preachers, that they should never pretend. Sayyidina Abdullah bin
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Mas'ud aip ii ^j said, "O people! Whoever knows something should express it.

Whoever does not know something should say, 'Allah knows best/ (i.e. He

should not pretend that he knows, because this will entail lying). If you do not

know something, admit it and say, 'Allah knows best'. This is also knowledge.

Allah has commanded His Prophet ^j ^ & JU, "Say, 'I do not ask you for any

payment for this, and I am not among those who pretend." [Bukhari, v.2 p.7 10]

There are many people who have no knowledge, yet assume the title of

Mufti, Maulana or Alimuddin. When they are asked about any religious ruling or

hadith, they deem it below their dignity to admit their ignorance on the matter.

They then say whatever occurs to them. The above verse is a caution to such

people. Muslims should stay away from matters that are far from the truth, or

have little bearing on reality.

A woman once told the Holy Prophet ^3 ^ & JU that she was a co-wife,

and asked whether she could tell her husband's other wife that her husband had

given her certain things, which he did not. The Holy Prophet ^j 4* & J^>

replied, "The person who falsely claims that he/she was given something is like

a person who dons clothing of lies." ["Mishkat" p. 281,from Bukhari and Muslim]

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) This is a revealed book from Allah, the Mighty, the Wise. (2) Undoubtedly,

We have revealed the Book to you with the truth, so worship Allah, making

religion exclusively His. (3) Behold! Religion is purely for Allah. Those people

who take others as partners of Allah say, "We worship them only so that they

may draw us close to Allah. Verily Allah shall decide between them with regard

to the matters in which they differ. Undoubtedly, Allah does not guide the one

who is a liar and a disbeliever. (4) If Allah intended to take a son, He would

have chosen whatever He desires from His creation. He is Pure, and He is the
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One, the Omnipotent. (5) He has created the heavens and the earth with the

truth. He folds the night into the day, folds the day into the night, and has

subjugated the sun and the moon. Each one runs to a prescribed term. Behold!

He is the Mighty, the Most Forgiving. (6) He has created you from a single soul

after which He made a spouse from the soul, and also made eight pairs for you
from the (domestic) animals. Allah creates you in the wombs of your mothers, as

a creation after a creation in three darknesses. That is Allah, your Lord, to Whom
all Kingdoms belong. There is none worthy of worship besides Him. So where

are you turning to?

ALLAH IS ONE, MIGHTY AND OMNIPOTENT, WHO HAS
SUBJUGATED THE SUN AND THE MOON, AND CREATED MAN
IN THREE LAYERS OF DARKNESS

These opening verses of Surah Zumar discuss the revelation of the Qur'an,

establishes oneness of Allah and refutes polytheism. These verses also describe

Allah's majestic creative power.

Allah begins by saying, "This is a revealed book from Allah, the Mighty, the

Wise." Thereafter, Allah changes the mode of address when He addresses the

Holy Prophet ^ 3 a> ifci j^ directly saying, "Undoubtedly, We have revealed the

Book to you with the truth, so worship Allah, making religion (beliefs) exclusively His."

Although the verse appears to address the Holy Prophet ,jl._, <jlp ii ju, it is

intended for the whole of mankind. Since it is compulsory for the Holy Prophet

^j Up i>i ju> to adhere to oneness of Allah, it will also be necessary for others to

hold the same belief. Allah then declares, "Behold! Religion is purely for Allah."

This indicates that it is imperative that every person subscribes to the belief of

oneness of Allah.

Allah then addresses a false notion of the Polytheists. Allah says, "Those

people who take others as partners to Allah say, 'We worship them only so that they may

draw us close to Allah." These people contend that the partners they ascribe to

Allah will present their acts of worship in Allah's court, or will at least intercede

on their behalf before Allah, so that their needs *are fulfilled.

The fact is that Satan is a master at misleading people. When the Prophets

r
*>LJi ^^ip and others condemned polytheist, their discourses started to make an

impact upon the minds of the polytheists. To maintain polytheist among the

people, Satan made them believe that their worship of other beings was not

contrary to oneness of Allah. He told them that this was rather another form of

oneness of Allah because it was not possible to reach Allah without the agency of

Allah's chosen servants. These chosen servants of Allah, because of their

proximity to Allah, were able to intercede on behalf of others. Therefore, he

impressed upon their minds that worshipping others, because it was useful in

securing Allah's proximity, was part of worshipping Allah. He told them that the

ministers in royal courts are a necessary link to reach the attention of worldly

kings. Therefore, he said, it is even more necessary that links are sought to reach

the divine presence of Allah.

When Satan had convinced the misguided people about the truth of his

'preaching', they always had a ready reply for anyone who highlighted the
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abomination of polytheist to them. They simply said, "We worship them only so

that they may draw us close to Allah." Today's grave worshippers, who prostrate to

the graves of saints, give the same reply.

"Verily Allah shall decide between them with regard to the matters in which they

differ." This decision will be taken on the Judgment day when the disbelievers

and polytheists will be condemned to Hell, while the believers will be admitted

into Heaven.

"Undoubtedly, Allah does not guide the one who is a liar and a disbeliever." There

are two types of guidance. The first type, which entails pointing out the right

path to people, is meant for all mankind. However, the second type, which is to

take a person by the hand and help him reach the destination, will not be granted

to people who are obstinate in their disbelief and who are adamant not to seek

the truth.

Thereafter, Allah addresses those people who say that Allah has children.

Allah says, "If Allah intended to take a son, He would have chosen whatever He desires

from His creation." However, taking a son implies a defect in Allah (Allah forbid!)

whereas "He is Pure from all defects)". Allah has no children, and "He is the One,

the Omnipotent."

Allah fulfils the needs of all creation, and does not require any assistance at

all. People require children to assist them in times of need and during old age.

Allah is Eternal, Independent, and His attributes will never change. There can be

none equal to Him or like Him in any way. It is therefore illogical to assume that

any being can be His child.

Allah then speaks of His tremendous creative powers when He says, "He

has created the heavens and the earth with the truth. Hefolds the night into the day, folds

the day into the night, and has subjugated the sun and the moon. Each one runs to a

prescribed term. Behold! He is the Mighty, the Most Forgiving." Allah has charged the

sun and the moon to carry out specific tasks. They will duly carry out their

specific tasks until the time that Allah ordains their end. None can act contrary to

what Allah has predestined because He is Mighty and cannot be overpowered.

Of course, if any disbeliever chooses to repent and believe, Allah is also the Most

Forgiving and will certainly pardon.

Allah says further, "He has created you from a single soul [Sayyidina Adam *>

f^LJi], after which He made a spousefrom the soul..." Allah has created all of mankind

from Sayyidina Adam ?y~J\ ^, from whose left rib Allah created his spouse,

Sayyidah Hawwa £KJ\ i$>. It is from their union that Allah has allowed billions

of people to flourish on earth.

Allah has "also made eight pairs for you from the (domestic) animals. " These

eight refer to the pairs (male and female) of cows, camels, goats and sheep. These

eight pairs have been mentioned in verses 143 and 144 of Surah An'am (Surah 6).

"Allah creates you in the wombs of your mothers, as a creation after a creation in

three darknesses." The creation of man in the womb of his mother is a gradual

process of several stages. After conception, the process begins with a clot of

blood, followed by a lump of flesh, after which bones are formed, which are

eventually dressed in muscle, tissue and skin. The "three darknesses" refer to the
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belly, the womb, and (thirdly) the membrane in which the foetus develops.

All the above are demonstrations of Allah's power and might, which should

lead man to perceive that only Allah is the Creator and Master of the universe.

Allah then declares, "That is Allah, your Lord, to Whom all Kingdoms belong. There is

none worthy of worship besides Him. So where are you turning?" After realising that

Allah created people perfectly within three layers of darkness, man should be

convinced that He is that Omnipotent Being Who deserves to be worshipped.

Worshipping others despite having this knowledge is sheer foolishness.
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(7) If you disbelieve, then Allah is certainly Independent of you. Allah is not

pleased with disbelief for His slaves. If you are grateful, then this is what

pleases Him. None shall bear the burden of another's sins. Thereafter, your

return shall be to your Lord, Who will inform you of what you used to do.

Verily, He has knowledge of the secrets of the heart.

ALLAH IS INDEPENDENT, DISLIKES DISBELIEF AND LIKES
GRATITUDE

After calling towards oneness of Allah and highlighting the abomination of

polytheism, Allah dispels a doubt which may creep into people's minds. People

may be led to think that Allah is in need of them believing in oneness of Allah, or

that Allah needs their worship. Allah declares in the above verse that He is

Independent of people, and He will not be harmed in any way if they choose to

disbelieve.

However, this does not mean that Allah will be pleased with people for

adopting disbelief. Allah will punish people for disbelief, while others will

benefit greatly by being grateful to Allah and sincerely believing in oneness of

Allah.

Allah then tells the disbelievers that they should not be fooled into thinking

that their leaders will suffer the punishment of disbelief on their behalf just

because it was these leaders that led them to disbelief. Allah declares, 'None shall

bear the burden of another's sins" Every person will have to suffer the eternal

punishment for the disbelief that s/he perpetrates.

No person should ever think that he will not have to answer for his sins.

None should also think that his deeds will not be presented in the Hereafter

because they disappear after being committed. Such people should bear in mind

that Allah has knowledge of everything. Not only is He aware of those actions

that are visible, but He is also perfectly Aware of the secrets that people hide in

their hearts. On the Day of Judgment Allah will remind people of the deeds that
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they carried out in this world. Therefore, people should endeavour to carry out
the best deeds after becoming believers.
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(8) When any adversity afflicts man, he supplicates to Allah, turning to Him

only. Then, when Allah confers a bounty upon him, he forgets for what he

supplicated to Allah before. He then ascribes partners to Allah, thereby

misleading (others) from Allah 's path. Say, "Enjoy your disbelief for a while!

You will certainly be from the inmates of the Fire." (9) Or the person who is

engrossed in worship throughout the hours of the night, prostrating and

standing, fearing the Hereafter and aspiring for the mercy of his Lord? Say,

"Can those with knowledge be equal to those who do not have knowledge?

Only those with intelligence will take heed."

MAN PRAYS TO ALLAH FOR ASSISTANCE WHEN IN
DIFFICULTY, BUT FORGETS TO SUPPLICATE WHEN IN
COMFORT AND PROSPERITY

Allah says, "When any adversity afflicts man, he supplicates to Allah, turning to

Him only (forgetting all his gods, knowing that they are helpless). Then, when Allah

confers a bounty upon him, he forgets for what he supplicated to Allah before. (In

addition to this) He then ascribes partners to Allah, thereby misleading (others) from

Allah's path."

Allah says in Surah Ankabut, "When they board a ship they supplicate to Allah

with sincere belief in Him. But when He rescues them to land, they again begin to ascribe

partners to Him. To show in gratitude for the things We gave them and to enjoy. Soon

they will come to know. " [Surah 29, verses 65,66]

Allah declares, "Say [to them, O Muhammad ^ «0* ii jj\, 'Enjoy your

disbelieffor a while! You will certainly be from the inmates of the Fire." This verse is

addressed to those people who adamantly adhere to disbelief because they fear

the loss of some material wealth, some position or their friends if they were to

accept Islam. These people fail to realise that the material gains of this world

cannot be compared to the eternal punishment of the Hereafter.

The punishment of Hell is not small issue. None will be prepared to endure

the fire of this world for even five minutes in exchange for a kingdom. It is

therefore extremely surprising that anyone can be prepared to endure the more

intense fire of Hell for the trivial gains of this world! These gains are nothing,
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even though they appear to be immense.

THE ATTRIBUTES OF THE PIOUS

"Or the person who is engrossed in worship throughout the hours of the night,

prostrating (at times) and standing (at times) , fearing the Hereafter and aspiring for the

mercy of his Lord (Can such person be equal to one who is a disbeliever and a sinner)?

Say, 'Can those with knowledge be equal to those who do not have knowledge? Only

those with intelligence will take heed." It is obvious that a believer with the above

attributes cannot be compared to a sinful disbeliever. The purport of this verse is

similar a verse of Surah Sad, where Allah states, "Should We make those who believe

and do righteous deeds like those who spread corruption on earth? Should We make the

pious ones like the sinners?" [Surah 38, verse 28]

Thereafter, Allah says, "Say, 'Can those with knowledge be equal to those who do

not have knowledge?" This verse makes it clear that those people whose
knowledge has guided them to belief and who carry out good deeds cannot be

compared to people who are ignorant of oneness of Allah. The two groups of

people cannot be equal because the people of knowledge will enter Heaven on

the Judgment day, whereas the ignorant will be doomed to Hell.

"Only those with intelligence will take heed." People without intelligence, as

well as those who do not utilise their intelligence, will be unable to heed the

advice given to them. There are many people today who are regarded to be

intelligent because of the inventions they have developed, and the scientific

theories that they have postulated. However, they have not recognised Allah.

Many of them refute Allah's existence (atheists), while others ascribe partners to

Him (polytheists). The intelligence of such people is wasted. Any 'intelligence'

that leads a person to Hell is useless.

THE VIRTUE OF TAHAJJUD SALAH (SUPEREROGATORY PRAYER)

The above verse makes reference to the virtue of the Tahajjud Salah

(supererogatory prayer). Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah ^ iui ^ reports that the Holy

Prophet -jJL-j <JLp &\ JUsaid, "The best Salah after the Fardh Salahs (obligatory

prayers) is that Salah which is performed during the middle of the night."

["Mishkat" p. 110]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet . & J-*

fJL-j *ip mentioned, "The most honourable people of my Ummah are those who
are bearers of the Qur'an and who perform Salah during the night." [Ibid]

Sayyidina Mughiera ^ i» ^>j narrated that the Holy Prophet ^ & J^
fi-jwould exert himself so much in his nightly worship that his feet used to

swell. When he was asked why he exerted himself so when all his past and

future sins were forgiven, he would reply, "Should I then not be a grateful

servant? i.e. It is necessary that I exert myself even more in gratitude." [Bukhari v.l

p. 152]

".... fearing the Hereafter and aspiring for the mercy of his LordV This phrase

teaches us that a believer should combine the qualities of fear and hope.,

Describing certain Prophets ^LJ\ p+A*, Allah says, "Verily, they would hasten to

perform good deeds and supplicated to Us in anticipation and fear." [Surah Anbiya (21),
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verse 90]

A verse of Surah Sajdah reads, "Their sides part from their beds, they supplicate

to their Lord in fear and hope, and they spend from what We have provided for them."

[Surah 32, verse 16]

These verses make it clear that a person should continue to make
supplication to Allah and hope for His mercy and benevolence. However, he

should also fear Allah at all times. It is foolish for a person to merely entertain

hopes that Allah will be merciful towards him without carrying out good deeds.

Sayyidina Anas bin Malik ** &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^ ifo Ju*

^jonce came to see a young Sahabi {companion) ** ibt ^j who was on his

deathbed. The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up &\ Ju^asked him, "How do you feel?" He
replied, "I have hope in Allah, yet I fear to be taken to task on account of my
sins." Thereupon the Holy Prophet ^j *> i»» JU said, "At this time (of death),

whoever finds these two emotions in his heart, Allah will certainly fulfil his

hopes and save him from what he fears." ["Mishkat" p. 140]
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(10) Say, "O those slaves of Mine who have believed! Fear your Lord. There shall

be a pleasant recompense in this world for those who do good. Allah's earth is

vast. The patient ones shall be granted their reward without reservation." (H)
Say, "I have been commanded to worship Allah, making all of worship solely

for Him." (12) "And I have been commanded to be the first of believers." (13)

Say, "I fear the punishment of a severe day if I disobey my Lord." (14) Say, "I

worship Allah only, making my worship solely for Him." (15) "So worship
whatever you wish besides Him." Say, "Verily the losers are those who put
themselves and their families at a loss on the Judgment day. Behold! That is the

evident loss." (16) They shall have flames above them and flames beneath them.

It is with these things that Allah warns His bondsmen. O my bondsmen Fear

Me! (17) There are glad tidings for those who refrain from worshipping Satan,

and who turn to Allah. So convey glad tidings to My bondsmen... (18) ... who
listen intently to the speech and follow the best of it. These are the ones whom
Allah has guided, and these are the ones who possess intelligence. (19) Or the

one against whom the decree for punishment has been passed? Can you rescue

the one who is in the Fire? (20) However, those who fear their Lord shall have

balconies with balconies built above these. Beneath these, there will be rivers

flowing. Allah has made this promise, and Allah never breaches His promise.

(21) Do you not see that Allah sends rain from the sky, and then channels it in

springs within the earth? Thereafter, He extracts crops of different colours with

it. Then the crops wither away, and you will see it turn yellow, after which Allah

devastates it. There is certainly a reminder in this for people of intelligence.

THE COMMAND TO FEAR ALLAH AND WORSHIP HIM
EXCLUSIVELY

Allah has commanded the Holy Prophet pi-j *> i» J^ to make certain

declarations in the above verses.

The first command is: "Say, 'O those slaves of Mine who have believed! Fear

your Lord. "When a believer fears Allah, he will be prompted to carry out good
deeds and abstain from evil. He is reminded that "There shall be a pleasant

recompense in this world for those who do good. Allah 's earth is vast." Of course, as a

person accumulates good deeds to his name, he will have to be steadfast and
persevere so that these do not come to an end. This perseverance is never in vain,

because Allah says "The patient ones shall be granted their reward without count."

"Allah's earth is vast." There are times when a believer finds it difficult, if not

impossible to carry out the injunctions of Islam, and to implement the Shari'ah in

his life because of the constraints of the country he lives in. This part of the verse

encourages such believers to pick up the courage to migrate to such a country

where Din {religion) is more practicable. He should overcome the natural love he

bears for his homeland, and migrate to another place, where, Insha Allah, Allah

will ease the way for him. Allah says in Surah Nisa, "He who migrates in Allah's

way shall find in the land an abundance ofpastures and vastness." [Surah 4, verse 100]

The second command issued to the Holy Prophet ^i-j Up ibi JUis: "Say, 'I

have been commanded to worship Allah, making all of worship solely for Him.

And I have been commanded to be the first of believers." The Ummah of the

Holy Prophet ^ 3 *A* it j^ is the last Ummah to appear on earth. The fi
rcf
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believer of -this Ummah was none other than the Holy Prophet jJL^ Up ii j^>

himself. Just as it is necessary for all Muslims to adhere to the Shari'ah of Islam,

this was also necessary for the Holy Prophet ,4-j, <4± i« J-*. This declaration tells

people that the Holy Prophet ^ 3 u> &\ j^ was not merely a preacher, but he was
himself a believer and a servant of Allah. He practised whatever he preached to

others.

The third command issued in the above verses is: "Say, 7 fear the

punishment of a severe day if I disobey my Lord. "The Prophets f^J\ j^-U were all

sinless. This declaration is therefore hypothetical i.e. "If I were ever to sin, I

would be fearful of the punishment of a severe day." If a sinless Prophet
announces that he fears Allah's punishment, how much more should a normal
sinful person fear Allah?

The fourth command issued to the Holy Prophet pL-j Up ib\ ju> is to "Say. 7
worship Allah.only, making my worship solely for Him." This is an invitation for the

rest of mankind to follow suit.

"So worship whatever you wish besides Him." Those who refuse to worship
Allah may worship whatever thy wish but should prepare themselves to face the

terrible consequences of eternal punishment in the Hereafter.

The fifth command issued is: "Say, 'Verily the losers are those who put

themselves and their families at a loss on the Judgment day (by adhering to disbelief and
polytheism). Behold! That is the evident loss." This will be loss of immeasurable
proportions from which none will be able to escape. When the verdict of eternal

punishment is passed against any person, there will be none to assist, not even
one's family and followers whose patronage was so valued in this world. In fact,

these people will curse and pinning the blame on each other. It is with reference

to this state of total desolation that Allah says, "Behold! That is the evident loss."

Allah then proceeds to describe the punishment awaiting the wretched
ones. Allah says, "They shall have flames above them and flames beneath them." This

verse describes the enveloping flames as canopies, because of their encompassing
nature. Allama Qurtubi u* <5>» ^j says that this verse is similar in meaning to

verse 41 of Surah A'raf (Surah 7), where Allah says, "They will have the bed of Hell

and a canopy atop them. Thus do We punishthe oppressors.

The verse is also similar to verse 55 of Surah Ankabut, where Allah says,

"The day when the punishment will envelope them from above and from beneath their

feet. It will then be said to them, 'Taste what you used to do.'" [Surah 29, verse 55]

"It is with these things that Allah warns His bondsmen. O my bondsmen! Fear Me
(by abstaining from acts that will draw My wrath)!" Allah then praises those who
abstain from disbelief and polytheism when He says, "There are glad tidings for

those who refrain from worshipping Satan, and who turn to Allah.
"

The Arabic word "taghut" (translated above as "Satan ") refers to someone
who is extremely evil and exceedingly rebellious and disobedient, this aptly fits

the description of Satan whose sole objective is to mislead mankind. Satan

appears in various hideous forms before the polytheists, who then make idols in

their very forms. Allah is pleased with those bondsmen of His who refrain from
disbelief and all forms of polytheism, who turn to Him only. Such people will be
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the inhabitants of Heaven.

Allah says, "So convey glad tidings to My bondsmen; those who listen intently to

the speech (Qur'an) and follow the best of it" i.e. they practise those deeds that will

earn them the most rewards, such as the Fara'idh (obligatory) and compulsory.

From among the other categories of deeds, they also give preference to those

deeds that earn the highest rewards.

With regard to these people, Allah mentions further, "These are the ones

whom Allah has guided, and these are the ones who possess intelligence." Such people

have sound intelligence, and do not blindly follow the misguided ways of their

forefathers. They use their intelligence to realise that they should stay clear of

disbelief and polytheism.

NOTE: "Ruhul Ma'ani" has reported the following incident in the

commentary of the verse: "There are glad tidings for those who refrain

from worshipping Satan, and who turn to Allah."

When Sayyidina Abu Bakr ** ibi ^ accepted Islam, Sayyidina Abdur

Rahman bin Auf ** '& ^>Jf Sayyidina Sa'd bin Abi Waqqas ** &\ ^Jt Sayyidina

Sa 'id bin Zaid «* it ^Jf and Sayyidina Zubayr bin Awwam ^ &\^ approached

him to confirm whether he accepted Islam. He replied in the affirmative and he

advised them to follow suit. Thereupon, they all accepted Islam. It was on this

occasion that Allah fevealed the above verse.

"Or the one against whom the decree for punishment has been passed? Can you

rescue the one who is in the Fire?" This verse consoles the Holy Prophet ^ &s J^
(JL-jby telling him that punishment has been decreed for certain people because

they insist on remaining as disbelievers. It is not the task of the Holy Prophet J^
^jUp iito save them from Hell, because this is beyond his capability. The Holy

Prophet pJL- j 4* ii\ J^is therefore urged not to be grieved about their disbelief.

Thereafter, Allah makes mention of the glad tidings that he promised

earlier. Allah says, "However, those who fear their Lord shall have balconies with

balconies built above these. Beneath these, there will be rivers flowing. Allah has made

this promise, and Allah never breaches His promise." Therefore, the pious should rest

assured that they will surely receive what has been promised to them.

Among those who refuse to accept Islam, there are many who (despite

knowing the truth) do not believe because they fear a loss in their material

belongings and world status. Such people are prepared to jeopardise their

welfare in the Hereafter in exchange of the measly gains of this world. Drawing

their attention to the transitory nature of this world, Allah says, "Do you not' see

that Allah sends rain from the sky, and then channels it in springs within the earth?

Thereafter, He extracts crops of different colours with it. Then the crops wither away, and

you will see it turn yellow, after which Allah devastates it.

"

The nature of this world is similar to the flourishing crops in the fields. For a

short while, it remains attractive and sought-after. However, it ultimately

withers away to be reduced to nothing. The entire universe will also be reduced

to nothing when the trumpet will sounded on the Judgment day. People hanker

after the wealth of this world, constructing fortified palaces and fortresses. They

amass large amounts of money, run business empires, and aspire to high
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positions. However, death is sure to overcome every person, thereby reducing all

possessions and aspirations into the dust of oblivion.

Allah declares in Surah Al Imran, "The life of this world is but an object of

deceit." In hankering after the things of this world, people destroy their lives in

the Hereafter. The vicissitudes of this world are ample lessons for people to learn

from. Therefore, Allah says, "There is certainly a reminder therein for people of

intelligence." Instead of using their intelligence to learn lessons, people foolishly

focus their minds on worldly progress.

Allah declares in Surah Kahf, "Coin for them the similitude of this worldly life as

the rain that We send from the sky, by which the plants of the earth flourish. Thereafter

they become debris, to be carried by the winds. Allah always has control over

everything." [Surah 18, verse 45]

\^p£ &£ ±*jjl S^ 35 ^$ &?$** 4 ^0 *$ J?
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(22) Or th€ person whose he$rt Allah has opened to Islam, because of which he

is upon a light from his Lord? Destruction be for those whose hearts have

hardened against Allah's remembrance. These people are in manifest deviation.

(23) Allah has revealed the most superb articulation: a Book with subject matter

of similar import, which is oft-repeated. The bodies of those who fear their Lord

shiver with it, after which their hearts and bodies soften to Allah's

remembrance. This is Allah's guidance, with which He guides whoever He
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wills. There can be no guide for the one whom Allah sends astray. (24) Or the

person who, with his face, will try to save himself from a terrible punishment on
the Day of Judgment? It will be said to the oppressors, "Taste what you earned!"

(25) Those before them falsified, so the punishment afflicted them from whence
they did not perceive. (26) Allah made them taste humiliation in this worldly

life, while the punishment of the Hereafter is worse. If only they knew! (27)

Verily, We have coined every type of similitude for people in this Qur'an so that

they may take heed. (28) It is an Arabic Qur'an without any crookedness, so that

they fear. (29) Allah coins the similitude of a man who is owned by several

masters who keep disputing over him; and another man who is owned entirely

by one person. Can the two be equal? All praise be to Allah, but most of them

do not know. (30) Indeed, you shall certainly pass away, and they shall all pass

away as well. (31) Then, on the Judgment day, you will all quarrel in the

presence of your Lord.

THERE SHALL BE LIGHT FOR THOSE WHOSE HEARTS ALLAH
HAS OPENED TO ISLAM, WHILE DESTRUCTION IS THE LOT OF
THOSE WHOSE HEARTS ARE HARDENED AGAINST ALLAH'S
REMEMBRANCE

The previous verses discussed the conditions of the believers and the

disbelievers in the Hereafter. The verses above now discuss the condition of the

hearts of these two groups. Allah says, "Or the person whose heart Allah has opened

to Islam, because of which he is upon a light from his Lord?" The heart of such a

person is filled with the light of belief. On the other hand, there are those people

who are deprived of this light of belief. Describing them, Allah says, "Destruction

be for those whose hearts have hardened against Allah's remembrance (because they are

not accustomed to taking Allah's name). These people are in manifest deviation."

The above verse therefore makes a distinction between the two groups of

people, making it clear that those whose hearts are filled with the light of belief

cannot be compared to those whose hearts are hardened. Allah mentions in

Surah An'am, "Whoever Allah wishes to guide, He expands his bosom for Islam.

Whoever He desires to send astray, He narrows and constricts his bosom as if he is

ascending in the sky with great difficulty. Thus Allah afflicts with His punishment those

who do not believe. " [Surah 6, verse 125]

TWO SIGNS OF AN EXPANDED HEART

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** ito ^j reports that the Holy Prophet JL*

^j Up ^recited the above verse and then said, "When celestial light (nur) enters the

heart, the heart expands." The Sahabah (Companions) <+** i»» ^j enquired, "O the

Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up ii ju, is there a sign by which one may recognise this?" The

Holy Prophet pi-j *> ii J^ replied, "Yes, the sign is that a person becomes

detached from the 'Home of Deceit' (the world), turns towards the 'Home of

Eternity' (Hereafter) and prepares for death in advance." ["Mishkat" p. 446]

Allah says in the above verse, "Destruction be for those whose hearts have

hardened against Allah's remembrance. These people are in manifest deviation." Such

people are not affected by Allah's remembrance, and their hearts do not soften

by it. A person whose heart has not opened towards Islam will find it difficult to
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engage in Allah's remembrance (Dfiikr). The remembrance (Dhikr) of Allah is

indeed a great boon, which is only appreciated by Allah's chosen servants. Such
people taste the sweetness of remembrance (Dhikr), which becomes their diet.

THE VIRTUE AND IMPORTANCE OF REMEMBRANCE OF ALLAH
(DHIKR)

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar -up ifci ^j reports from the Holy Prophet JU
jjL-j Up ii that one must not engage in much talk, unless the talk is Allah's

remembrance (Dhikr). This is so because excessive talking hardens the heart, and
the hard-hearted person is the most distant from Allah. [Tirmidhi]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Busr ^ ifo ^j narrates that a person once asked the

Holy Prophet pJL-j Up ibi JU, "The injunctions of Islam are many. It is difficult for

me to act upon every single one of them. Show me something that I may remain
steadfast upon." The Holy Prophet (JL-j <u> ifci J^ replied, "Your tongue should
remain wet with Allah's remembrance of Allah (Dhikr)." [Ibid]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Busr ^ ii ^j reports that a villager once asked the

Holy Prophet^ j Up iui Ju> who the best person was. The Holy Prophet Up iui JL*

(JL-j replied that the best person is the one whose life is long and whose deeds are

good. The person then inquired about the best deed. The reply was, "That you
leave this world while you tongue is moist with Allah's remembrance of Allah

(Dhikr) ." [Ibid]

THE INTERPRETATION OF "A BOOK WITH SUBJECT MATTER OF
SIMILAR IMPORT, WHICH IS OFT-REPEATED"

Allah proceeds to extol the virtues of the Qur'an. Allah says, "Allah has

revealed the most superb articulation: a Book with subject matter of similar import,

which is oft-repeated." The Arabic word "mutashabihan" (translated above as

"with subject matter of similar import") means that all verses of the Qur'an are

equal in eloquence, each a miraculous masterpiece. Another meaning of this

word is that the verses are all inter-related, each one having a bearing on the

other, and confirming the veracity of the other. Every part of the Qur'an invites

people to oneness of Allah, establishes Risalah (prophethood) and . confirms the

advent of Judgment and the Hereafter.

The word "mathani" (translated above as "oft-repeated") means that

advice and good counsel is repeated often in the Qur'an. Another meaning of

the word is that the verses of the Qur'an are often recited by people without

them growing bored. Each time they recite a verse, a new meaning opens up
to them.

THE QUALITIES OF THOSE WHO ENGAGE IN REMEMBRANCE
(DHIKR) (THE DHAKIRIN)

Allah describes one of the fundamental qualities of people who recite

Qur'an. He says, "The bodies of those who fear their Lord shiver with it (with the

Qur'an)..." The effect of this is that "their hearts and bodies soften to Allah's

remembrance." The above are the two exclusive attributes of people who fear

Allah.
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Allah says in Surah Anfal, "The believers are those whose hearts tremble when

Allah is mentioned, whosefaith (Belief) increases when His verses are recited to them and

they trust only in their Lord. " [Surah 6, verse 3]

Allah says further, "This is Allah's guidance with which He guides whoever He

wills. There can be no guide for the one whom Allah sends astray. Or the person who,

with his face, will try to save himselffrom a terrible punishment on the judgment day

(Can such a person be compared to one who will enter Heaven)?" This verse means

that people destined for Hell will first feel the heat of Hell on their faces. They

will entertain the hope that the punishment will be confined to this, without the

fire touching the rest of their bodies. However, they will be unable to escape

entry into Hell, when their entire bodies will be scorched.

Allah says in Surah Furqan, "Those who shall be resurrected on their faces will

certainly be in the worst of predicaments and most deviated from the path." The fact that

they will be dragged on their faces into Hell is a terrible punishment on its own. Allah

then speaks about the announcement to be made to these people. Allah says, 'it will be

said to the oppressors," Taste what you earned!

Allah then makes it clear that the disbelievers should not think that the

warnings sounded to them are idle threats. There were those in the past who
suffered the consequences of their deeds. Allah says, "Those before them falsified, so

the punishment afflicted them from whence they did not perceive. Allah made them taste

humiliation in this worldly life, while the punishment of the Hereafter is worse. If only

they knew!"

Allah then describes the attributes of the Qur'an. Allah says, "Verily, We
have coined every type of similitude for people in this Qur'an so that they may take

heed." Allah then adds, "It is an Arabic Qur'an " It was thus easy for the

Qur'an to be understood by the Arabs who were the first addressees of the

Qur'an. They were also in a position to understand the eloquence and rhetoric of

the Qur'an.

The third attribute of the Qur'an mentioned in the verse is that it is "without

any crookedness" i.e. there are no flaws or iniquities in the text of the Qur'an,

neither can any of these be found in the meanings of the verses. Allah concludes

the verse by saying that the Qur'an was revealed "so that they fear" i.e. it was

revealed so that people may refrain from falsifying the truth and fear that they

will be taken to task for their evil deeds.

THE SIMILITUDE OF THE POLYTHEISTS AND THE MUWAHHID
(MONOTHEISTS)

Allah cites the similitude of a Polytheist and a Muwahhid (person who

believes in oneness of Allah). Allah says, "Allah coins the similitude of a man (a

slave) who is owned by several masters who keep disputing over him..." Each master is

fighting with the other for complete ownership of the slave so that the slave can

do his work exclusively. Caught up in this struggle, the slave is also left

bewildered, and has to suffer the ill tempers of each upset master.

The other slave is a "man who is owned entirely by one person." This slave

enjoys peace of mind because he owes loyalty to only one master. Allah asks,
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"Can the two be equal?" Judging the state of mind of each slave, the fact becomes
evident that they cannot be the same.

Similar is the example of a polytheist and a Muwahhid (monotheist). The
Muwahhid (monotheist) worships one Allah only, and begs all his needs from
Allah only. On the other hand, the Polytheists have several gods. They have to

worship one, bow to another, prostrate to a third, etc. The difference between the

Polytheist and the Muwahhid (monotheist) is extremely vast, and the two cannot
be reconciled.

"All praise be to Allah (Who has revealed a guidance, and exposed the fallacy

of polytheism), but most of them do not know. " Most people fail to make a

distinction between right and wrong.

Addressing the Holy Prophet ^$ Up iui jl^, Allah says, 'indeed, you shall

certainly pass away, and they shall all pass away as well " In this verse, Allah consoles

the Holy Prophet ^j u* ibi JL^ by telling him that those who oppose him in this

world shall soon pass into the Hereafter, where they will suffer the terrible

consequences of their evil deeds.

The Tafslr "Jalalain" states that the polytheists of Makkah eagerly awaited

the demise of the Holy Prophet (JL-j aJLp ifci ju>, saying that they would then be
free of him. Allah tells the Holy Prophet ^j Up ii>i JU that polytheists will also

taste death. They can rest assured only if they are certain of escaping death.

However, this is impossible. Allah says in Surah Anbiya, "If you pass away, will

they liveforever?" [Surah 21, verse 34]

QUARRELS ON JUDGMENT DAY
"Then, on Judgment day, you will all quarrel in the presence of your Lord.

"

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ^ iiii ^j mentioned, "We used to recite this verse

for a long time, but never understood how we would come to a dispute when
our Kitab (Book) is one, our Qibla is one, our Haram is one, and our Prophet J^>
pJL-j Up &\ is one. Then, when we began to wage war against each other, we
realised that the verse was revealed with reference to us." ["Durrul Manthur"

', from

the "Mustadrak ofHakim"]

Sayyidina Abu Sa'id Khudri ^ it ^j said, "When we (Muslims) faced each

other in combat during the battle of Siffrn, we realised that this verse referred to

us." ["Durrul Manthur"]

Although Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ** ibi ^j and Sayyidina Abu Sa'id

Khudri **. ii ^j interpreted the verse as a reference to them, the general purport

of the words would refer to all disputes and quarrels that would be raised before

Allah on Judgment day.

Sayyidina Uqba bin Amir ^ it ^j reports from the Holy Prophet ^ & J^>

fl-jthat the first disputants to bring their case before Allah on Judgment day will

be two neighbours. The one whose right was denied, shall claim the right before

Allah. ["Mishkdt" p. 425]

On Judgment day, subjects will claim their rights from their rulers, the

oppressed shall lay charges against their oppressors, creditors will claim their
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money from their debtors, and people will lay charges of backbiting and
slander against others. The details of this are extensive. In short, if every

person wishes to avoid being a defendant on the Day of Judgment then no
person should ever misappropriate the right of another in this life.

ftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftfttit?
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PART TWENTY-FOUR

$ £^^i3i *T£. a;s ^j j^ <<sy;i^ i; ^ ^j ^sar

(32) Who can be more unjust than he who lies about Allah, and falsifies the
truth when it comes to him? Is there no abode for the disbelievers in Hell? (33)

The one who brings the truth and confirms it, these are the people who are

abstinent. (34) They shall have whatever they desire with their Lord. This is the

reward of those who do good. (35) So that Allah may excuse them for their evil

doings and grant them the best of rewards for the good deeds they carried out.

THERE IS NONE AS UNJUST AS A LIAR

While the previous verses discussed the believers, Muwahhiddwm
(monotheists), as well as the disbelievers and polytheists, the above verses discuss
the ultimate end of each group. Allah states, "Who can be more unjust than he who
lies about Allah..." Some of the lies that the polytheists spoke about Allah was that
Allah had taken a partner and that he had children. Another lie spoken by the
polytheists was that whenever they were stopped from any evil, they said that
Allah had commanded them to do it. Allah quotes them in Surah A'raf as saying,
"We found our forefathers doing this, and Allah has commanded us to do this." Such
people are described as the most unjust people, whose punishment will also be
among the worst.

Another evil of such a person is that he 'falsifies the truth (the Qur'an) when it

comes to him?" Allah asks, '7s there no abode for the disbelievers in Hell?" This verse
makes it clear that such people are doomed to Hell.

Allah then describes the believers. He says, "The one who brings the truth and
confirms it, these are the people who are abstinent." This verse refers to the Prophets

r
*>LJi r^kv and all those who perpetuated their responsibility after them. Allah
says that these people are those who abstain from vices like disbelief, polytheism
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and all other sins. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas **
s

&\ ^j has mentioned that

"the truth" refers to the Kalimah, "La llaha Wallah"', and "The one who brings the

truth" refers to the Holy Prophet ^j <4* & J^>.

Talking about the towards for such a person, Allah says, "They shall have

whatever they desire with their Lord. This is the reward of those who do good.

"

"So that Allah may excuse them for their evil doings and grant them the best of

rewards for the good deeds they carried out." This verse means that Allah has made
His promise of rewards apparent to these people in this world so that they excel

in good deeds. As a result of this, Allah will pardon them for whatever evil

deeds that may have perpetrated.

u j****/>\ J$ w <CLryH d*Sx)j c^y*****)) C
>U- & >j-JU/ <j£jj %^}

(36) Is Allah not Sufficient for His bondsman? They threaten you with those

besides Allah. There can be no guide for the one whom Allah sends astray. (37)

None can mislead the one whom Allah guides. Is Allah not the Mighty, the Most

Capable of avenging? (38) Undoubtedly, if you ask them who created the

heavens and the earth, they will certainly reply, "Allah!" Say, "Tell me about

those whom you worship besides Allah. If Allah wishes that any harm afflicts

me, can they avert the harm? Or if Allah wishes to shower mercy upon me, are

they able to restrain His mercy?" Say, "Allah suffices for me, and only in Him
should those who have trust place their trust." (39) Say, "O my people! Carry out

your actions where you are, for I am carrying out mine. Soon you will come to

know..." (40) "...to whom a punishment will come which will humiliate him, and

on whom an eternal punishment will descend." (41) Without doubt, We have

revealed to you a Book with the truth for the people. Whoever is rightly guided,

is guided for his benefit, and whoever is misguided, then it is to his own

detriment. You have not been sent as a warder over them.
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ALLAH SUFFICES FOR HIS BONDSMEN, AND NONE CAN AVERT
ANY DIFFICULTY OR FORTUNE

The polytheists took offence when the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up &\ j^>

propagated oneness of Allah to them. One of them said, "You had better desist

from speaking ill of our gods, otherwise we shall tell our gods to cause you to

lose your senses." It was on this occasion that Allah revealed the verse: "Is Allah

not Sufficientfor His bondsman../'

Another narration reports that the Holy Prophet <JL.j U* ii ju dispatched

Sayyidina Khalid bin Walid ^ i»i ^j to demolish the idol Uzza. When he reached

the place where Uzza was worshipped, the custodian of the idol said to him, "I

am warning you that this idol will make you suffer greatly." Sayyidina Khalid

<up it ^j did not heed the threat and demolished the idol with an axe. It was on

this occasion that Allah revealed the verse, "They threaten you with those besides

Allah." ["DurrulManthur"]

The polytheists were scared of their idols, and also threatened the believers

with these idols. Allah says, "Is Allah not Sufficient for His bondsman?" meaning

that He will protect His bondsmen from any calamities or tragedies. The idols

are helpless objects that cannot do any good or evil. In fact, even man and Jinn

do not have the power to effect any good or evil without Allah's will.

"There can beno guide for the one whom Allah sends astray. None can mislead the

one whom Allah guides. Is Allah not the Mighty, the Most Capable of avenging?" Since

the polytheists do not believe that Allah is "the Mighty, the Most Capable of

avenging," they fear that their idols can harm them. As a result, they remain in

fear, and also attempt to instil this fear into others.

Thereafter, Allah says, "Undoubtedly, if you ask them who created the heavens

and the earth, they will certainly reply, 'Allah!"' Once they have admitted to this,

either by word or by deed, then "Say, 'Tell me about those whom you worship besides

Allah. If Allah wishes that any harm afflicts me, can they avert the harm? Or if Allah

wishes to shower mercy upon me, are they able to restrain His mercy?' Say, (Why then

should I fear your gods?) Allah suffices for me, and only in Him should those who have

trust place their trust (Therefore, I also place all my trust in Him Alone).
"'

The Holy Prophet ^^ Up ifo ju> is then commanded to make the following

announcement: "Say, 'O my people! (Since you are not prepared to forsake your creed,

and I am never going to abandon Islam) Carry out your actions where you are, for I am
carrying out mine. Soon you will come to know to whom a punishment will come which

will humiliate him, and on whom an eternal punishment will descend.

"

Commentators have mentioned that the humiliating punishment refers to

the Battle of Badf when many of the polytheists were killed. These Polytheists

were punished in this world, and will certainly suffer the everlasting punishment

of the Hereafter.

Allah concludes this set of verses by saying, "Without doubt, We have revealed

to you a Book with the truth for the people. Whoever is rightly guided,

is guided for his benefit, and whoever is misguided, then it is to his own detriment. You

have not been sent as a warder over them." This verse reassures the Holy Prophet J^
pjL-j Up ii/that his task was merely to convey the message of Islam to the people,
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and that he was not charged to compel them to believe. The ultimate decision to

believe and to practise was left to them.

^ ^^

(42) Allah claims souls at the time of their death, as well as those that do not die

during their sleep. Allah then seizes the soul upon which death has been

decreed, and releases others until their appointed term. There are certainly signs

in this for people who think. (43) Or do they take intercessors besides Allah?

Say, "Even though they do not have control over anything, and have no under-

standing?" (44) Say, "All intercession is subject to Allah's will. To Him belongs

the kingdom of the heavens and the earth. Eventually, you will all be returned

to Him." (45) When Allah the One is mentioned, the hearts of those who do not

believe in the Hereafter contract. However, when the other gods besides Allah

are mentioned, they suddenly rejoice.

ALLAH CLAIMS SOULS AND INTERCESSION IS ONLY BY HIS
LEAVE

Allah begins by mentioning His supreme control and mastery over the souls

of people. Allah says, "Allah claims souls at the time of their death, as well as those

that do not die during their sleep." When the life of a person has ended, Allah seizes

his soul completely, after which his body is left lifeless and motionless. When
people fall asleep, their souls are partially seized, because of which they have no

apparent control over their movements.

"Allah then seizes the soul upon which death has been decreed, and releases others

until their appointed term." Allah releases those sleeping souls from His grasp if

their lives are not yet over. None besides Allah has any authority or say in this

matter, which is a daily occurrence that happens before every person.

"There are certainly signs in this for people who think. " During every waking

moment a person should ponder about this phenomenon. He will then realise

that he is so helpless that he does not even have any control over his sleeping

and awakening. Keeping this in mind, he will perceive that He is the slave of The

Being Who created him.

Thereafter, Allah highlights the foolishness of the polytheists who have
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ascribed partners to Allah. Allah says, "Or do they take intercessors besides Allah?"

These partners are referred to as "intercessors" in the verse because the

polytheists believed that these partners would intercede on their behalf before

Allah. Allah says further, "Say, '(Do you take them as intercessors) Even though

they do not have control over anything, and have no understanding?"' Allah impresses

upon the minds of the polytheists that their idols were nothing more than stones

which have no powers, nor do they have any knowledge about anything. They

do not even know the meaning of intercession, on whose behalf they should

intercede, or before whom they should intercede. How can they ever be expected

to intercede?

"Say, 'All intercession is subject to Allah's will" Allah shall permit intercession

only for those whom He pleases, and on whose behalf He pleases. Not even

chosen bondsmen like the Prophets ^%J\ ^A^ and angels shall be allowed to

intercede on behalf of the disbelievers and Polytheists. It is therefore absurd for

any disbeliever or polytheist to expect that s/he will ever be pardoned by the so-

called "intercession" of their gods.

This answers the question of some polytheists who asked: "Since the angels

and Prophet (%^\ aJU- are chosen servants of Allah who will be permitted to intercede on

Judgment day, why can we not expect their intercession on our behalf when we have

taken them as gods?" The foregoing discussion makes it clear that although these

honourable personalities will be allowed to intercede, they will not be allowed to

intercede on behalf of those whom Allah will not forgive, viz, the disbelievers

and the polytheists.

Intercession will be permitted only for those whom Allah allows. Allah says

in Surah Baqarah, "Who is there to intercede before Him without His permission?"

[Surah 2, verse 255]

A verse of Surah TaHa! reads, "On that day intercession will benefit only those

whom Rahman (the Beneficent) permits and whose speech He is pleased with." [Surah 20,

verse 109]

Referring to the intercession of the angels, Allah says in Surah Anbiya,

"only the one with whom He is pleased will be able to intercede." [Surah 21, verse

"To Him belongs the kingdom of the heavens and the earth. Eventually, you will all

be returned to Him." This verse emphasises the fact that everything lies in Allah's

control. He has perfect supremacy of every matter in this universe, as well as in

the Hereafter.

Allah then mentions the intense devotion that the polytheists had towards

their idols, and their fervent dislike for Islam. Allah says, "When Allah the One is

mentioned (i.e. when 'La Ila ha Illallah' is mentioned), the hearts of those who do not

believe in the Hereafter contract." They are extremely annoyed that the names of

their idols are not taken with the name of Allah. On the other hand, "when the

other gods besides Allah are mentioned, they suddenly rejoice.
"

Similar is the condition of those perpetrators of Bid'ah (Innovations) and

polytheism who pose as Muslims. They always take offence when they are

reminded of Allah's remembrance (Dhikr) or adherence to the Sunnah. However,
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they are exuberant when told about following their saints, about the miracles of

their saints, and about the fabricated stories about their saints. They can spend

entire nights listening to these things, and are able to become ecstatic when

hearing the sound of harmoniums and drums. As the night ends with the Fajr

Adhan, they then head straight to their beds instead of the Masjid.

5 2^

(46) Say, "O Allah! Creator of the heavens and the earth! Knower of the unseen

and the seen! You shall pass judgement on Resurrection day between Your

bondsmen concerning the matters in which they differed." (47) If the oppressors

owned whatever is on earth and the like thereof in addition, they would

certainly want to offer it as ransom to escape the evil of the punishment on

Judgment day. Such things will become apparent to them from Allah, which

they never fathomed. (48) The evil of what they earned will become apparent to

them, and they will be enveloped by what they used to mock. (49) When any

adversity afflicts man, he supplicates to Us. Thereafter, when We confer a

bounty upon him, he says, "I have been granted this because of (my)

resourcefulness/' Rather, it is a test, but most of them do not know. (50)Those

before them said the same words, but the things that they earned did not profit

them. (51) So (the repercussions of) the evil deeds they earned caught up with

them. Soon (the repercussions of) the evil deeds that the oppressive ones among

these people earn shall catch up with them as well. Then they will have no

escape. (52) Do they not know that Allah increases sustenance for whoever he

pleases, and straitens as well? There are certainly signs in this for a believing

nation.
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A SPECIAL SUPPLICATION TAUGHT TO THE HOLY PROPHET JU>

^j Up it, AND THE INSOLENCE OF MAN

In the first of the above verses, Allah commands the Holy Prophet ifo JU*

^JL-j Up to make the following Supplication: "O Allah! Creator of the heavens and

the earth! Knower of the unseen and the seen! You shall pass judgement on the Day

of Resurrection between Your bondsmen concerning the matters in which they

differed.

"

This supplication was taught to the Holy Prophet jJL-j U* & J^> as a

consolation for the grief he suffered on account of the insolent behaviour of the

people towards him, and the hardships they caused him. Through the Holy
Prophet jJL-j Up &\ J-*, the Ummah has also been able to learn the same
supplication, which they should recite when suffering difficulties from the

masses.

Allah is perfectly Aware of everything that is seen by people, as well as

whatever is hidden from sight/Based on this perfect knowledge, He will swiftly

pass judgement against those who denied the truth and who regarded falsehood

as being the truth. After this judgement on the Day of Resurrection, Allah will

dispatch them to Hell. On the other hand, Allah will issue the decree that the

believers should be admitted into Heaven.

Allah continues, "If the oppressors owned whatever is on earth and the like thereof

in addition, they would certainly want to offer it as ransom to escape the evil of the

punishment on the Day ofjudgment" However, they will have nothing with them

to offer on the Day of Judgment. Even if they did, it would never be accepted

from them. Allah says in Surah Baqara, "Fear the day when one soul will not avail

another in the least, no intercession will be accepted, no ransom will taken, and they will

not be helped," [Surah 2, verse 48]

The disbelievers refused to believe in the coming of Judgment day, and did

not even believe in a fraction of the punishment that lie in store for them in Hell.

Therefore, when they are flung into Hell, they will be encountered with

punishment that they would never have imagined. It is with reference to this that

Allah says, "Such things will become apparent to them from Allah, which they never

fathomed. " It will be then that they will be prepared to ransom their souls from

the punishment.

Allah says further, "The evil of what they earned will become apparent to them,

and they will be enveloped by (the punishment duefor) what they used to mock."

Thereafter, Allah makes mention of man's psychology. Allah says, "When
any adversity afflicts man, he supplicates to Us. Thereafter, when We confer a bounty

upon him, he says, I have been granted this because of (my) resourcefulness."''Instead of

saying that Allah conferred the bounty on him, the person attributes it to his own
resourcefulness and intelligence. He gloats about his inventiveness and skill in

generating money, instead of admitting that Allah granted it to him.

Allah declares, "Rather, it (the bounty) is a test, but most of them do not know."

Allah confers wealth to a person as a test to see whether he will be grateful or

not. Man, who says that he earned everything because of his expertise, should
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ask himself: "My resourcefulness was with me at the time that I had no money,
just as it is with me now that I have money. Why did my resourcefulness and
intelligence not help me then?" In this way, he will come to realise that wealth is

certainly a blessing from Allah, which is not dependent on his intelligence. When
people fail to express their gratitude to Allah for His bounties, they have failed

the "test" of Allah's bounties.

"Those before them said the same words (that they acquired bounties by virtue

of their own intelligence), but the things that they earned did not profit them." Their

wealth and property could not save them from Allah's punishment in this world.

In the same way, they will be useless in the Hereafter as well.

"So (the repercussions [punishment] of) the evil deeds they earned caught up with

them. Soon (the repercussions of) the evil deeds that the oppressive ones among these

(present-day) people earn shall catch up with them as well." Consequently, seventy

prominent polytheists were killed during the Battle of Badr, while seventy other

polytheists were taken captive. The rest had to return to Makkah, disgraced and
crestfallen. "Then they will have no escape." No person can ever escape Allah's

punishment when it comes to him.

"Do they not know that Allah increases sustenance for whoever he pleases, and

straitens as well?" Sustenance does not depend on the intelligence or

resourcefulness of any person. Allah provides for the educated as well as for the

illiterate. It often happens that an intelligent and educated person is penniless,

while an ignorant person becomes an affluent entrepreneur. Based on His perfect

wisdom, Allah grants whatever He wills to whoever He wills. "There are certainly

signs in this for a believing nation.
"
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(53) Say, "O My bondsmen who have transgressed their souls! Never lose hope
of Allah's mercy. Verily, Allah forgives all sins. Undoubtedly, He is the Most
Forgiving, the Most Merciful." (54) Turn to your Lord and surrender to Him
before punishment afflicts you, after which you will not be assisted. (55) Follow
the best injunctions, which your Lord has revealed to you before punishment
suddenly afflicts you without you realising it. (56) (Do all this to avoid the

situation where) a soul says, "Woe betide me for the neglect I showed with
regard to Allah! In fact, I was from among those who mocked!" (57) Or (that a*

soul says), "If only Allah had guided me, I would have certainly been from
among the abstinent." (58) Or that a soul says when seeing the punishment, "If

only I had a chance (to return to the world), I would certainly be from among
those who do good." (59) Indeed, My verses came to you, but you falsified them,
you were arrogant and from among the disbelievers. (60) On the Day of

Judgment, you will see that the faces of those who lied about Allah will be dark.

Is there not an abode in Hell for the arrogant? (61) Allah will rescue those with
Piety by virtue of their success. No evil will touch them, neither shall they
grieve. (62) Allah is the Creator of everything, and He is the Administrator of all

things. (63) The keys of the heavens and the earth belong to him. Those who
disbelieve in Allah 's verses (and signs) are the real losers.

THE ANNOUNCEMENT OF ALLAH'S ALL-ENCOMPASSING
MERCY, THE COMMAND TO TURN TO ALLAH, AND THE
MISERABLE PLIGHT OF THOSE WHO DO NOT BELIEVE

Allah is the Wise, All Hearing, Alt Seeing, All Knowing, Omnipotent, and
the Most Forgiving. Allah declares His all-encompassing forgiveness when He
instructs the Holy Prophet ^j <o* ibi ju to, "Say, 'O My bondsmen who have
transgressed their souls! Never lose hope ofAllah's mercy. Verily, Allah forgives all sins.

Undoubtedly, He is the Most Forgiving, the Most Merciful

Allah will forgive the greatest sinner if he sincerely repents to Him.
Sayyidina Ali ** ii-^yhas mentioned that no verse of the Qur'an exceeds the

above verse in expressing the vast nature of Allah's mercy ["Ruhul Ma'ani"].

However, the condition for a disbeliever or a polytheist to be forgiven is that

they accept Islam. They will not be forgiven if they remain as disbelievers and
polytheists.

Allah says in Surah Nisa,. "Verily Allah does not fofgive that polytheism be

committed, but mayforgive all sins besides thisfor whom He wills." [Surah 4, verse 48]

A verse of Surah Al Imran reads, "Verily those who disbelieve and die as

disbelievers, the earth full of gold shall never be accepted from any of them if they ever

wish to offer it as ransom. Theirs shall be a painful punishment and they shall have no
helpers. " [Surah 3, verse 92]

Allah's doors of forgiveness are wide open for the disbelievers and
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polytheists on condition that they accept Islam and repent sincerely. Bukhari (v.2

p. 7 10) reports that there were many polytheists who perpetrated vices like

murder and adultery. They approached the Holy Prophet ^j a> ibi J^> with the

desire to accept Islam, but asked whether the major sins they committed could be

revoked. It was then that Allah revealed the following two verses:

"Those who do not call to another deity with Allah, who
only kill a soul forbidden by Allah with a warrant, and who do
not fornicate." [Surah Furqan (25), verse 68]

"Say, 'O My bondsmen who have transgressed their souls!

Never lose hope of Allah's mercy." [Surah Zumar (39), verse 53]

When a person accepts Islam and repents for his disbelief and polytheism,

all his previous sins are forgiven, except the rights he owes to others. Similarly, a

Muslim who may have committed an abundance of sins will be forgiven if he

repents sincerely, except for the fights he owes to others. Compensating people

for the rights owed to them is an integral part of Taubah (repentance).

Sayyidah Asma bint Yazid i^p in ^j reports that the Holy Prophet <^ & J~*
(t-i-jrecited the verse, "Say, 'O My bondsmen who have transgressed their souls! Never

lose hope of Allah's mercy. Verily, Allah forgives all sins.'" Thereafter, the Holy
Prophet (0- j *JU ^ padded, "And Allah does not mind." This means that Allah

does not mind forgiving the worst sinners for the worst sins. When a person

repents sincerely to Allah, there is nothing to prevent the repentance from being

accepted.

It is best for a Muslim to constantly make Taubah (repentance). Even if he

happens to perpetrate sins thereafter, he should repeat the Taubah (repentance)

each time. Millions of sins cannot even come near to exhausting Allah mercy.

Allah says in Surah Yusuf, "do not become despondent of Allah 's mercy. Indeed only

the disbelieving nation grows despondent ofAllah's mercy." [Surah 12, verse 87]

In a discussion with the angels, Sayyidina Ibrahim
f
tx-Ji <gu said to them,

"Only the deviant are despondent ofAllah's mercy." [Surah Hijr (15), verse 56]

While minor sins may be forgiven by carrying out good deeds, major sins

require Taubah (repentance) to guarantee that they are forgiven. If a person passes

away with belief before making Taubah (repentance), his sins will be forgiven, but

there is no guarantee that the forgiveness will be without punishment. Although
Allah can pardon a person without him making Taubah (repentance), but the risk

of being punished in this event is very high. It is therefore best to make Taubah
(repentance) and not run the risk of suffering punishment.

Taubah (repentance) should be made constantly, and a person must never

lose hope that Allah will certainly forgive him. It is the hallmark of a loyal

servant that he becomes convinced of Allah's forgiveness after hearing Allah's

promises. However, he should also abstain from sins and always endeavour to

perform good deeds.

None has been given greater glad tidings of forgiveness than the Holy

Prophet ^ j 4> ii JU>. In the opening verses of Surah Fatah, Allah declares that

all the Holy Prophet's pJL-j Up i»i ju past, present, and future errors are forgiven.
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Despite this, the Holy Prophet fJL^ <-U iui J^ used to exert himself so greatly in

worship that his feet used to swell. When asked the reason for this, The Holy
Prophet fL-j *> ii JU replied, "Should I then not be a grateful slave?" [Bukhari

p. 152] This means that the exertion in worship is a token of gratitude for the

favour of forgiveness.

It is common knowledge that the Holy Prophet ,jl.j a* &\ j^ gave many
Sahabah (Companions)^ ifo ^j the good news that they were assured entry into

Heaven. Among these were the famous Ashara Mubashara (The ten most pious

Companions who were given glad tiding to enter paradise before their deaths). The Holy
Prophet fi-j) 4-U &\ j^> also conveyed the following message of Allah to those

Sahabah (Companions) ^ &\ ^j who participated in the Battle of Badr: "Do as

you please, because I have already forgiven you all."

Although these and many other Sahabah (Companions) ^ i»i ^j were
assured entry into Heaven, they never understood it to mean that they were free

to commit sins and discard their obligations. In fact, they always refrained from
sin and laboured hard to carry out good deeds. They used to be even extremely

wary of committing any sins that seemed most insignificant.

Allah declares in Surah TaHa, Verily I am the Most Forgiving towards the one

who repents, believes, does good deeds and is thereafter rightly guided/' This verse tells

us that Allah will forgive those who make Taubah (repentance), who have belief

and who perform good deeds.

The above discussion has been written so that no person commits sins freely

after hearing about Allah's all encompassing mercy. It has also been written so

that no person delays his Taubah (repentance), because numerous authentic

Ahadith state that many believers will also be sent to Hell to purify them of their

sins. They will then be admitted into Heaven because of the intercession of the

Prophets £*-& r^, the angels, other believers, and (of course) Allah's sheer

mercy. ["Mishkat" p. 490/1]

Thereafter, Allah says, "Turn to your Lord and surrender to Him before

punishment afflicts you, after which you will not be assisted." Once Allah's

punishment arrives, nothing can save a person. The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani"

has stated that the Arabic word 'in I bu' (translated above as "turn to ") is derived

from the root word 'inabah'. He points out that although the words 'inabah' and
'Taubah' have a similar meaning, there is a delicate difference. 'Taubah' takes

place when a person turns to Allah in repentance because he fears Allah's

punishment. On the other hand, 'inabah' will take place when a person turns in

repentance to Allah because he is ashamed of himself for sinning despite Allah's

tremendous favours on him.

Explaining the meaning of surrendering to Allah, he says that it refers to

devoting oneself to Allah's obedience with complete sincerity.

"Follow the best injunctions, which your Lord has revealed to you before

punishment suddenly afflicts you withouknjfdu realising it.
" This verse refers to

following the injunctions propounded in the Qur'an. The following are some
interpretations of the Arabic word "ahsan" (translated above as "the best"):

COS The word means "the good injunctions" (i.e. without
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translating in the superlative form).

GQS It refers to those deeds that are relatively arduous in

comparison to the concessions that the Shari'ah has
granted. These deeds (aza'im) carry a greater reward
than the concessions do.

03 It refers to that act of worship, which holds the most
reward compared to other acts of worship in the same
category.

COS It means that laws which have not been abrogated should
be carried out instead of laws that have been abrogated.

CQ Sayyidina Ata 4-ipi»i<i\,has mentioned that the three verses,

beginning from "Say, 'O My bondsmen who have

transgressed their souls..." until.... before punishment
suddenly afflicts you without you realising it" were
revealed in Madinah, with reference to Sayyidina Wahshi
bin Harb <up i»i ^j. (He was the person who, as a

disbeliever, martyred the uncle of the Holy Prophet &\ JU>

pJL-j aJL^, Sayyidina Hamza ^ Ai ^j during the Battle of

Uhud).

The foregoing verses convey the message that a person should never lose

hope of being forgiven, even though he may have committed the worst of sins.

He should constantly obey Allah's commands and abstain from all sins, fearing

that Allah's punishment may overtake him. The reason for all of this is to avoid

the situation on the Day of Judgment when a soul should lament saying, "Woe

betide me for the neglect! showed with regard to Allah! In fact, (in addition to being

disobedient to Allah) I was (also)from among those who mocked (the believers)!"

Adherence to the Shari'ah is also necessary so that no soul says on the Day
of Judgment, "Ifonly Allah had guided me, I would have certainly been from among the

abstinent." They will not be able to say this because Allah had sent the Prophets

{%J\ p^ip, as well as His divine scriptures. The message of Islam was made clear,

as were the punishments for disbelief and sin.

Leading a righteous life in this world will save a person from the

punishment of the Hereafter, seeing which souls will cry out, "If only I had a

chance (to return to the world), I would certainly befrom among those who do good.

"

Allah says in another verse, "If they were to be sent back (to the world),' they

would return to what they had been prohibited from and they truly are liars." When
they had already wasted one life, and will be faced by the same trials of wealth,

etc, how can they be expected to change themselves?

Allah will tell them, "Indeed, My verses came to you, but you falsified them, you

were arrogant andfrom among the disbelievers.

"

Allah then describes the scene of the Day of Judgment, saying, "On the Day

ofJudgment, you will see that thefaces of those who lied about Allah will be dark." These

will be the people who ascribed partners to Allah, and attributed such things to

Him of which He is free. Despite the fact that the truth came to them, these



people behaved arrogantly and refused to accept. They were rather more
concerned about what their mentors and associates would say. Allah says about

them, '7s there not an abode in Hell for the arrogant?" Hell shall certainly be their

eternal abode.

On the other hand, "Allah will rescue those with Piety (those who did good

actions, shunned sin, disbelief and polytheism) by virtue of their success. No evil

(punishment) will touch them, neither shall they grieve."

Allah then describes His greatness when He says, "Allah is the Creator of

everything, and He is the Administrator of all things. The keys of the heavens and the

earth belong to him. Those who disbelieve in Allah 's verses (and signs) are the real

losers."

oiCi^-Jlj &?i~ij<y -^j K5A^-4*' t)^ 'Qlr4^ *w j±**» J*

(64) Say, "O ignorant ones! Do you command me to worship others besides

Allah?" (65) Indeed We have sent revelation to you and to those (The Prophets

£kA\ '(tfei*) before you stating, "If you perpetrate polytheism, your deeds will

certainly be wasted, and you will definitely become of the losers. (66) "Rather

worship Allah and be among the grateful ones."

TELL THE IGNORANT ONES THAT YOU CANNOT WORSHIP
ANYONE BESIDES ALLAH

Allama Ibn Kathir a* &\ <*-j has reported from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas
<up &\ ^>j that the polytheists told the Holy Prophet (JL-J *A*'&\ JUto worship their

gods, after which they would also worship Allah. It was then that Allah revealed

the above verses, stating, "Say, 'O ignorant ones! Do you command me to worship

others besides Allah?"'

Allah says further, 'Indeed We have sent revelation to you and to those (the

Prophets ^Js.^s) before you stating> 7/ you perpetrate polytheism, your deeds will

certainly be wasted (without any reward), and you will definitely become of the losers"

i.e. you will have lost your life in futility, achieving nothing but eternal

damnation. The Prophets f*~A\ ^J^ were innocent of all sins, and it was
impossible for them to perpetrate disbelief and polytheism. However, if one

assumes that they could ever perpetrate disbelief and polytheism, even they

would be unable to save themselves from Allah's chastisement. Therefore, how
can any other person expect any mercy in this matter, Although the verse is

addressed to the Prophets ^LJ\ ^M, it applies specifically to their Ummahs, and
warns them against perpetrating these sins.

"Rather worship Allah and be among the grateful ones." Allah raised the Holy
Prophet jJL-j aJp iut ju> in an environment of disbelief and polytheism, but still
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safeguarded him from these vices. It is for this blessing that he is commanded to

be grateful. Allah advises the Holy Prophet jJL-j *> £\ J^ to ignore the

temptation of the disbelievers, and to continue to worship only Allah.
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(67) They have not revered Allah as he deserves to be revered, although, on the

Day of Judgment, the entire earth will be in His grasp, and the skies will be

folded in His right hand. He is Pure and Exalted above all that they ascribe as

partners to Him. (68) The trumpet will be blown, and everyone in the heavens

and the earth will fall unconscious, except those whom Allah chooses.

Thereafter, it will be blown a second time, when they will all suddenly stand

up, watching. (69) The earth will illuminate with the light of her Lord, the

records of deeds will be placed, and the Prophets f»*>LJ\
(
^91p and witnesses will be

brought. Judgement will be passed between them with the truth (justice), and
they will not be oppressed. (70) Every soul will be granted full recompense for

what it did, and Allah knows best what deeds people carried out.

"THEY HAVE NOT REVERED ALLAH AS HE DESERVES TO BE
REVERED"

Although Allah cannot be seen in this world, His attributes and might are

clearly manifested in this world. Every thinking person realises that Allah has

created everything. Therefore, He deserves to be worshipped. However, there

are those who ascribe partners to Allah and worship other beings. Not only are

they themselves polytheists, but they even attempted to convince the Holy
Prophet (J- j u* i» ^u to commit polytheism. It is these people who "have not

revered Allah as he deserves to be revered."

It is extremely foolish not to worship Allah, when His great powers are

displayed to man every day of his life. On the Day of Judgment as well, His

tremendous powers will be evident because "the entire earth will be in His grasp,

and the skies will befolded in His right hand."

Allah is "Pure and Exalted above all that they ascribe as partners to Him." Since a

verse of Surah Shura states, "There is nothing like Him," Muslims believe that

Allah is free of a body and limbs. Therefore, if we assume that "His right hand"
actually refers to a hand as we have, we will be guilty of comparing Allah to
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ourselves. For this reason, we hold the belief that we do not know exactly what is

meant by such a verse (and other such verses), but we believe in it and know that

it is the truth from Allah, according to whatever interpretation He intends.

Whereas certain Scholars have tendered interpretation of such verses, it is

best to believe that only Allah knows the true interpretation. We believe that

Allah is free of a physical body. Whenever any physical limb is attributed to

Allah in the Qur'an or the Ahadith, we will say that Allah best knows the

interpretation of these. Such will be our stance whenever we encounter such

Qur'anic verses or Ahadith. We will apply this in the following hadith as well.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ &\ ^j reports that a Jew once said to the

Holy Prophet ^j *> ibi JL*, "O Muhammad ^JL-j u* &\ JL*/ Allah shall certainly

restrain the skies with one finger, the earth with one finger, the mountains with one

finger, the trees with one finger, and the rest of creation also with one finger. Thereafter,

Allah will say, T am the King."' When the Holy Prophet ^j a> iu\ j^ heard this

he smiled so widely that his molars shone through. He then recited the verse,

"They have not revered Allah as he deserves to be revered, whereas, on the Day of

Judgment..." The smile of the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up &\ JU was confirmation of

what the Jew said. [Bukhari p. 1102/3]

THE BLOWING OF THE TRUMPET ON THE DAY OF JUDGMENT
Allah states, "The trumpet will be blown, and everyone in the heavens and the

earth will fall unconscious, except those whom Allah chooses. Thereafter, it will be blown

a second time, when they will all suddenly stand up, watching.

"

The Holy Prophet (JL-j u^ i»» J^ said, "With his head bowed, Isrdfil (>*>lj Up is

attentively listening for the command to blow the trumpet." The Holy Prophet &\ J~*

<X* j Uphas also mentioned that the trumpet is shaped like a horn. ["Mishkat" p. 482]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ^ ii ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up i»i j^>

said, "Allah will certainly make Judgment day dawn while two people are still busy

opening a fabric (in a transaction). The transaction will not even be concluded and the

fabric will not yet be folded when Judgment day shall take place. Judgment day will take

place when a person will have milked his camel and not yet had the opportunity to drink

the milk. Judgment day will certainly take place when a person will be busy plastering

the wall of a pond and will not even have the opportunity to allow his animals to drink

from it. Indeed, Judgment day will take place as a person lifts a morsel to his mouth, not

allowing him the opportunity to eat it. " [Bukhari]

When the trumpet is blown the first time, every living being will drop dead,

while the souls of the dead will become unconscious. Thereafter, the trumpet will

be blown for a second time and the dead will rise from their graves and proceed

to the plain of Reckoning. Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ^ ^ ^j reported from the

Holy Prophet pJL-j Up ii JUthatthe period between the two soundings of the

trumpet will be forty. When people asked Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ^ &\ ^j if he

meant forty days, he declared, "I do not know/' When they asked whether it was
forty months, he said, "I do not know/' When they asked whether he meant forty

years, he again said, "I do not know." ["Mishkat" p. 481]
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THE EXCEPTION OF "THOSEWHOM ALLAH CHOOSES"

Allah mentions, "The trumpet will be blown, and everyone in the heavens and the

earth will fall unconscious, except those whom Allah chooses. " The only authentic

hadith that sheds light on the purport of the above exception is one narrated by

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra <* ibt ^j. He reports that there was once an argument

between a Muslim and a Jew. As the quarrel became heated, the Muslim took an

oath saying, "I swear by that Being Who gave superiority to Muhammad ifo JU

^ 3
Up over the universe!" In response to this, the Jew blurted, "I swear by the

Being Who gave superiority to Musa f*~J\ aJLp over the universe!"

Upon hearing this, the Muslim slapped the Jew, who promptly reported the

matter to the Holy Prophet ^j 4* & JU. The Holy Prophet ^j 4* i» ^sent for

the Muslim and asked for his side of the story. After ascertaining the facts, the

Holy Prophet ^3 <4* & J^ said, "Do not express my superiority above any Prophet

(in a manner that lowers the rank of the other Prophets), because, on the Day of

Judgment, every soul shall fall unconscious. I shall also fall unconscious with

them. I will then be the first to regain consciousness. I shall see Sayyidina Musa

r
*>Ui Up standing and holding on to Allah's throne. I cannot say whether he will

be among those who regained consciousness -before me, or whether he will be

among those whom Allah has excluded (i.e. from among "those whom Allah

chooses")."

Another narration quotes the Holy Prophet {X~j Up &\ J~*as saying, "I do not

know whether his unconsciousness at Mount Tur will be taken into account (in

lieu of which he will not fall unconscious on the Day of Judgment), or whether

he will among those who will regain consciousness before me." [Bukhariv.l pA85,

v2p.68Sv.2p.965]

"The earth will illuminate with the light of her Lord..." The earth will light up

without the sun or the moon. It will be illuminated solely by the command of

Allah. Thereafter, "the records ofdeeds will be placed (in the hands of every person),

and the Prophets and witnesses will be brought." The Prophets f^LJ\ r^ip will be

brought forward to testify against their respective nations (Ummahs). They will

also be questioned about the message they were entrusted to convey. Allah says

in Surah A'raf, "We shall definitely question those to whom messengers were sent, and

we will surely question the messengers. " [Surah 7, verse 6]

Along with the Prophets <oU\ ^^JLp, "witnesses" will also be brought forward.

The implication of this term is extremely vast. It includes the Prophets fiLJ\ (*>,

the records of deeds, the recording angels, as well as the limbs and tongue of

every person.

"Judgement will be passed between them with the truth (justice), and they

will not be oppressed. Every soul will be granted full recompense for what it did,

and Allah knows best what deeds people carried out."According to Allah's

knowledge of every person's deeds, He will either reward or punish them. No
person will receive a reward smaller than what he deserves. In fact, the rewards

of every person will be multiplied at least ten times.

Allah says in another verse, "Whosoever does a good deed will receive tenfold the

like thereof Whoever perpetrates a sin will only be punished the like thereof and will not
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be oppressed." Another verse states, "the retribution for evil will be the like thereof" i.e.

the punishment for a sin will not be increased as is the case for the rewards of

good deeds which are multiplied at least ten times.
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(71) The disbelievers will be dragged to Hell in groups. Until, when they arrive

there, its gates will be opened and its keepers will say, "Did the messengers

from among you not come to you, reciting to you the verses of your Lord, and

warning you of this day's meeting?" They will say, "Certainly, However, the

decree of punishment has been passed against the disbelievers." (72) It will be

said, "Enter the gates of Hell, where you shall abide forever. Evil indeed is the

abode of the haughty ones!" (73) Those who feared their Lord will be led to

Jannah (Heaven) in groups. Until, when they arrive there and its gates are

opened, its keepers will say, "Peace be on you! May you be pleased. Enter

Heaven to abide forever." (74) They will say, "All praise be to Allah, Who has

fulfilled His promise to us, made us inheritors of the earth, and we may settle

wherever we wish in Jannah (Heaven). Excellent indeed is the reward of those

who perform good deeds!" (75) You shall see the angels thronging around the

Throne, glorifying Allah's praises. Then, with justice, judgement will be passed

between people, and it will be said, "All praise belongs to Allah, the Lord of the

universe."

THE DISBELIEVERS AND THE BELIEVERS WILL ENTER THEIR
ABODES IN GROUPS

These verses describe the ultimate result of the disbelievers and the

believers. Allah says, "The disbelievers will be dragged to Hell in groups/' A verse of

Surah Tur states, "The day when they (the disbelievers) will be forcibly shoved into

the Fire ofHell " [Surah 52, verse 13]

The disbelievers will be dragged to Hell in many groups because the
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categories and levels of disbelief vary. Continuing the discussion on the
disbelievers, Allah says that they will be dragged "Until, when they arrive there, its

gates will be opened... "Just like the prisons of this world, the gates of Hell remain
shut, and are opened only when a new inmate arrives. Addressing the
newcomers, the keepers of Hell will ask, "Did the messengersfrom among you (with
whom you could freely associated) not come to you, reciting to you the verses of your
Lord, and warning you of this day's meeting?"

The people of Hell will reply, "Certainly (they recited the verses to us and
warned us). However, the decree of punishment has been passed against the
disbelievers." i.e. Allah has decreed that all disbelievers will have to enter Hell. As
a result of this, we will have to face the punishment, which would have been
averted if we had not been disbelievers. Thereafter, "It will be said, 'Enter the gates

of Hell, where you shall abide forever. Evil indeed is the abode of the haughty ones! <<<

Because they were too proud to accept the truth, they died as disbelievers and
will enter Hell which is the abode for proud people. Once they enter Hell, the
gates will be shut behind them. "They shall never be removedfrom the Fire.

"

Allah then talks about the believers. He says, "Those who feared their Lord will

be led to Heaven in groups." The primary stage of Piety is to accept Islam and shun
disbelief and polytheism. Thereafter, the believers belong to several groups,
based upon the amount and quality of good deeds that they perform, as well as
their level of abstinence from sin. According to the groups that they belong to,

they will be led into Heaven.

"Until, when they arrive there (at Heaven) and its gates are opened, its keepers will

say, 'Peace be on you! May you be pleased. Enter therein to abide forever/" They will

find the gates of Heaven already open for them, just as doors are opened
beforehand for guests to enter. They shall live in peace and comfort in Heaven,
and will

7

never have to leave. Allah says in another verse of the Qur'an, "No
difficulty shall afflict them there, neither will they be removed from there." [Surah

Hijr(15),verse48]

The people of Heaven will engage in remembrance of Allah (Dhikr) and
shall praise Allah abundantly. Allah says, "They will say, 'All praise be to Allah,

Who has fulfilled His promise to us, made us inheritors of the earth, and we may settle

wherever we wish in Heaven. Excellent indeed is the reward of those who perform good
deeds''!

As the Surah concludes, Allah briefly describes a scene on the Day of

Judgment. Addressing the reader, Allah says, "You shall see the angels thronging

around the Throne, glorifying Allah's praises. Then, with justice, judgement will be

passed between people, and it will be said, 'All praise belongs to Allah, the Lord of the

universe.

"

NOTE : Sayyidah Ayshah i** &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet & J^>
pi-j Upnever slept until he recited Surah Bani Isra'Il and Surah
Zumar every night. [Tirmidhi]

i>tit?t?t?t?titititii>titit?£?t?£?tititi^l>
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Surah Al-Mu'min
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) HaMim. (2) This Book is revealed from Allah, the Mighty, the All Knowing.

(3) The Forgiver of sins, Acceptor of repentance, Severe in punishment, and All

Powerful. There is none worthy of worship besides Him, and all shall return to

Him.

ALLAH IS THE FORGIVER OF SINS, THE ACCEPTOR OF
REPENTANCE, AND ALSO SEVERE IN PUNISHMENT

Surah Mu'min is also called Surah Ghafir. It is the first of a series of Surahs

that begin with the words HaMim. The others that follow are Surah HaMim
Sajdah, Surah Shura, Surah Zukhruf, Surah Dukhan, Surah Jathiya, and Surah

Ahqaf . These are referred to as the Seven Hawamim.

"Ruhul Ma'ani" has reported from Sayyidina Abdullah bin 'Abbas ** &\ ^j
that the Holy Prophet ^j ^ & J^ said, "Everything has an essence, and the

essence of the Qur'an is in those Surahs that begin with HaMim (the

Hawamim)."

The Holy Prophet <X* 3 *M & J^ has also mentioned, "The person who, in the

morning, together with Ayatul Kursi, recites from the beginning of Surah Ghafir

until the words "Ilayhil Masir" (i.e. the first three verses), will be safe (from all

calamities and difficulties). Whoever recites these two in the evening, shall

remain safe until the following morning/'

Allah commences the Surah with the words, "HaMim." This is from the

Hurufe Muqatta'at. Only Allah knows what the meaning of this is. Allah then

continues to say, "This Book is revealed from Allah... - Hereafter, six attributes of

Allah are enumerated. These are (1) "the Mighty", (2) "the All Knowing", (3)

"The Forgiver of sins", (4) "Acceptor of repentance", (5) "Severe in

punishment" and (6) "All Powerful".
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After mentioning Allah's might and knowledge, attention is drawn to the

fact that Allah is also "the Forgiver of sins and the Acceptor of repentance "Therefore,
the believer should always turn to Allah in repentance after committing a sin. If

he does not seek Allah's forgiveness, he should never think that he will be safe in

the Hereafter, because Allah is "Severe in punishment" and "All Powerful/' Allah is

perfectly Capable of taking a person to task for his/her sins, and punishing the

sinner in this world as well as in the Hereafter. None is able to avert Allah's

punishment when it comes.

"There is none worthy of worship besides Him, and all shall return to Him." It is

compulsory for the disbelievers and the polytheists to repent for their disbelief

and polytheism, and to accept the worship of One Allah only. They should
realise that they will not live in this world forever, but will soon have to leave for

the Hereafter, where they will face Allah. Therefore, they should make an effort

to leave this world in a condition that their beliefs and deeds are all correct. In

this way, they will be saved from eternal damnation in the Hereafter.

ojJ*-U pbytt £*' <>^==' cu--fc> p£Ojo lyt v->!>>-ji 'j &y .>_? (»hH-»
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(4) It is only the disbelievers who argue about Allah s verses, so let not their

travelling about through the lands deceive you. (5) Before them, the nation of

Nuh falsified, as well as the many groups after them. Every nation resolved to

seize their Prophet , and they argued with falsehood in an effort to refute the

truth. So I seized them instead. How (severe) was My punishment? (6) Thus, the

declaration of your Lord has been passed against the disbelievers, that they shall

certainly be from among the inmates of the Fire.

ONLY THE DISBELIEVERS ARGUE ABOUT ALLAH'S VERSES,
AND THEIR TRAVELLING ABOUT SHOULD NOT DECEIVE YOU
BECAUSE OTHERS LIKE THEM WERE PUNISHED

Those who refused to believe in the Qur'an used to argue with the Holy
Prophet fi-j Up iui j^ and raise all sorts of ludicrous objections. Their arguments
distressed the Holy Prophet ,0-j Up ii ju> greatly because of his deep concern for

their salvation. These polytheists were affluent people, who ate the best and
freely travelled where they wished because of their excellent means of transport.

The possibility therefore existed that the Muslims would think that they, as

believers, were poor, whereas the disbelievers, who denied Allah, were enjoying

the comforts and pleasures of this world. To dispel this thought, Allah revealed

the verse: "let not their travelling about through the lands deceive you." The pleasure

they seem to enjoy is only a fleeting experience, which will soon come to an end.

At the end, they will have to suffer the everlasting tortures of Hell.
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Allah then says, "Before them, the nation of Nuh falsified, as well as the

many groups after them. Every nation resolved to seize their Prophet (and assassinate

him), and they argued with falsehood in an effort to refute the truth." As much as they

tried to subdue the truth, they could not succeed completely. Eventually, Allah's

punishment destroyed them. Allah says, "So I seized them instead. How (swift) was

My punishment?" Allah's punishment was swift and extremely severe.

These verses console the Holy Prophet ^ Up ii ju because they convey the

message that the disbelievers of the previous Ummahs also argued with their

Prophets r
*-J» r^f just as the polytheists debated with the Holy Prophet <a* &\ J^

pi-j. They were eventually destroyed when Allah's punishment caught up with

them in this world. In addition to this punishment, they will also be subjected to

punishment in the Hereafter. Allah says, "Thus, the declaration of your Lord has

been passed against the disbelievers, that they shall certainly be from among the inmates

of the Fire."

O^lkL^j *.* Ojr4£J &TJ ^**i Qf*~A PJ>- 0*J oy*\ Oy*Z CHAN
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(7) The angels carrying the Throne, as well as those around them, glorify the

praises of their Lord, believe in Him, and seek forgiveness for those who

believe. (They say), "O our Lord! Your mercy and knowledge encompasses

everything. So forgive those who repent and who follow Your path. And save

them from the punishment of the Blaze/' (8) "O our Lord! Admit them into the

gardens of eternity, which You have promised them, as well as the righteous

ones from among their fathers, their spouses, and their progeny. Undoubtedly,

You are the Mighty, the Wise." (9) "And save them from difficulties. You have

certainly showered Your mercy on the one whom You have saved from

difficulties on this day. This is indeed the greatest success."

THE ANGELS CARRYING ALLAH'S THRONE PRAY FOR THE
BELIEVERS, AND FOR THE ADMISSION OF THEIR FATHERS,
SPOUSES AND PROGENY INTO HEAVEN

Allah highlights the lofty status of the believers by stating that the angels

bearing Allah's throne, as well as those close to them, all pray for the believers.

Together with hymning Allah's praises, they seek forgiveness on behalf of the

believers, saying, "O our Lord! Your mercy and knowledge encompasses everything. So
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forgive those who repent (from disbeliefand polytheism) and who follow Your path. And
save themfrom the punishment of the Blaze."

In addition to this, they also supplicate, "O our Lord I Admit them into the

gardens of eternity, which You have promised them, as well as the righteous ones from
among theirfathers, their spouses, and their progeny. Undoubtedly, You are the Mighty,
the Wise." The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" interprets the verse to mean that,'

together with those who will enter Heaven, Allah should also enter their
forefathers, spouses and progeny along with them.

Although the families of the people of Heaven may not be deserving of the
positions they will receive alongside their kin, Allah will admit them all together
so that the joy of the people of Heaven will be completed. In fact, their joy will be
amplified greatly when they have their kith and kin with them. Tj*e Arabic word
"Aba" (translated above as fathers ") refers to all a person's ascendants in
genealogy. "Spouses" refers to husbands and wives.

Allah says in Surah Tur, "Those who carry out good deeds and whose progeny
follow them in belief We shall join their progeny with them without reducing'anything
from their deeds. " [Surah 52, verse 21]

Describing the people who will follow their forebears to Heaven, Allah says,
"the righteous ones" here in Surah Mumin, and a "progeny (who) follow them in

Belief" in the verse of Surah Tur. These definitions serve as specific conditions to

be fulfilled. Therefore, a person's progeny may be admitted with him into
Heaven only if they possess Belief. If they do not have Belief, their mere
biological relationship will not be sufficient to take them into Heaven.

The angels pray further, "And save them (the Believers) from difficulties (Hell).

You have certainly showered Your mercy on the one whom You have saved from
difficulties on this day (Day ofJudgment). This is indeed the greatest success." Certain
commentators have interpreted "this day" as this worldly life. In this case, the
Arabic word "sayyi'at" (translated above as "difficulties") will be translated in its

original meaning, viz, sins. This means that Allah will shower His mercy on
those whom He has saved from sin in this world.

The fact that the angels make supplication for the believers signifies their

nobility and proximity to Allah. A believer should always make supplication for

himself and for others. Even those Compainions r^ ii ^j whom the Holy
Prophet jO-j Up i»i j^ signaled out as people destined for Heaven, always
engaged in supplication and always carried out good deeds. This is the hallmark
of true servitude.

g£2i CSDi cSi Si T£ ijii ^J&£& ^iA\ \ <<j£L
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(10) Verily it will be announced to the disbelievers, "Undoubtedly, Allah's

hatred for you is worse than your hatred for yourselves. When you were called

towards belief, you disbelieved/' (11) They will say, "O our Lord.' You gave us

death twice and granted us life twice. We admit our sins, so is there any way to

escape?" (12) "This is because you disbelieved each time that Allah Alone was

mentioned. However, you believed whenever partners were ascribed to Him.

Judgement shall be for Allah, the Exalted, the Great.

THE DISBELIEVERS WILL ADMIT THEIR SINS AND ASK FOR A
MEANS TO ESCAPE, BUT WILL BE TOLD THAT THEY WILL
SUFFER BECAUSE THEY WERE AVERSE TO ONENESS OF ALLAH
AND INCLINED TO POLYTHEISM

In this world, the disbelievers hold a high opinion about themselves,

thinking that they are superior to the Muslims. However, when they will see

themselves in a most pathetic condition on the Day of Judgment, they will hate

themselves bitterly. They will then be told, "Undoubtedly, Allah's hatredfor you is

worse than your hatred for yourselves/' Allah detested them since theif lives in this

world. They will then be told the reason for Allah's rejection of them. They will

be told thaMt was because, "When you were called towards belief, you disbelieved."

Other commentators have interpreted "your hatred for yourselves" to mean

"your hatred for each other" . On the Day of Judgment, the followers will curse their

leaders in disbelief, and vice versa. Each will pin the blame on the other, neither

willing to acknowledge his folly. By this interpretation, the verse will be similar

to a verse of Surah Ankabut, where the disbelievers are told, "Soon, on the Bay of

Judgment, you will oppose each other and curse each other. " [Surah 29, verse 25]

"They (the disbelievers) will say, 'O our Lord! You gave us death twice and

granted us life twice. "People will acknowledge that they were once lifeless entities

in the backs of their fathers, which was their first death. Thereafter, Allah

instilled a soul in each person, bringing him/her to life. After passing through

the various stages of development, every person tasted death and was buried.

With the dawn of Judgment day, they will all be brought back to life, entering

into a second physical life.

The disbelievers will declare that they ought to have believed in Allah and

should not have denied the advent of Judgment. They will say, "We admit our

sins, so is there any way to escape?" It will now be impossible for them to prevent

the punishment, and they will not be allowed a second chance to live in this

world. The situation will be as described in Surah Sajdah, where Allah quotes

them as saying, "O our Lord! We have seen and we have heard. Return us so that we

may carry out good deeds. We are now certainly convinced." [Surah 32, verse 12]

Allah shall say to them, "This is because you disbelieved each time that Allah

Alone was mentioned. However, you believed whenever partners were ascribed to Him.

Judgement shall befor Allah, the Exalted, the Great."The disbelievers and polytheists

disliked that Allah should be referred to as The One and Only deity. However,

whenever their idols were mentioned as partners to Allah, they would be

prepared to accept it as the truth. In the Hereafter, they will be reminded about

their denial in this world. Of course, no amends can be made then, and they will

be unable to escape the severe punishment of Hell.
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(13) It is Allah Who shows you His signs, and sends sustenance for you from the

sky. Only he who turns to Allah will heed. (14) So supplicate to Allah, making

all of religion exclusively for Him, even though the disbelievers dislike it. (15)

The Exalter of ranks and the Owner of the Throne. By His command, He sends

revelation to those bondsmen whom He wills, so that they warn about the Day
of Meeting. (16) The day they will all come forward and nothing of theirs will be

hidden from Allah. "To Whom does all Kingdom belong today? To Allah, the

One, the Omnipotent." (17) On this day every soul shall be recompensed for

what it earned. No injustice shall be done today! Verily, Allah is Swift in

Reckoning.

ALLAH SENDS REVELATION TO WHOEVER HE PLEASES,
NOTHING IS HIDDEN FROM HIM, AND ONLY HIS KINGSHIP
SHALL REMAIN DOMIINANT

The above verses make mention of Allah's favours, as well as His excellent

attributes. Allah begins, "It is Allah Who shows you His signs..." Allah shows many
signs to man so that he may recognise Allah's might and greatness. These signs

clearly reveal to man that Allah is One, and that He is the Creator and Master.

Allah adds, "and sends sustenance for you from the sky. " This verse depicts

Allah's might as well as His extreme benevolence towards His creation.

"Only he who turns to Allah will heed (the many signs)." It is only these people

who are able to effectively utilise their intelligence to accept the truth.

"So supplicate to Allah, making all religion exclusively for Him (by not ascribing

partners to Allah), even though the disbelievers dislike it." One should remain

steadfast in one's belief in oneness of Allah, not once faltering in one's Belief.

Naturally, those not subscribing to the same beliefs will take offence to this.

However, their enmity should never be a cause for concern.

"The Exalter ranks... "Two interpretation have been given for this attribute of

Allah.

The first is that Allah will elevate the ranks of His pious bondsmen in the

Hereafter, in addition to defining a distinct status for them in this world. Allah

says in Surah Yusuf, "We elevate the ranks ofwhomsoever We will."A verse of Surah
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Mujadala reads, "Allah shall elevate the believers among you and those given

knowledge by many stages." This interpretation seems most appropriate, even
though the author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" says that it is somewhat farfetched.

The second interpretation of this attribute is that Allah is Himself Most
Exalted in attributes.

Allah says further that He is "the Owner of the Throne. By His command, He
sends revelation to those bondsmen whom He wills, so that they warn about the Day of

Meeting." Divine revelation has been referred to as 'ruh' (soul/life) because it

gives life to a person's spirituality. Certain commentators have mentioned that

'ruh' refers to Sayyidina Jibr'il f^LJi Up, who conveys Allah's commands to the

Prophets f%J» r^. The phrase "to those bondsmen whom He wills" indicates that

Allah specially selects people to be Prophet (OLJ\ Up. Allah says in Surah Hajj,

"Allah selects messengers from the angels and from mankind." The mantle of Prophet

hood is not something that can be earned by a person's skill or aptitude. It is

something commissioned only on the basis of Allah's selection. Every Prophet

from Sayyidina Adam ^%^\ Up to Sayyidina Muhammad ,JL-_, Up ii>i jl* was hand
picked by Allah.

Allah says that the purpose of the revelation He sent to the Prophets ^-^

r
%ji was "so that they warn (people) about the Day of Meeting/' This refers to the

Day of Judgment, when people will meet Allah on the Plains of Reckoning.

Referring to the Day of Judgment, Allah says further, "The day they will all

come forward and nothing of theirs will be hidden from Allah." Allah will announce,

"To Whom does all Kingdom belong today?" All the rulers and monarchs of the

world will be unable to reply because their temporary sovereignty v^ould have

been long since terminated. They will be totally helpless on that day '. Finally,

Allah Himself shall reply that all kingdoms belong only "To Allah, the One, the

Omnipotent."

"On this day every soul shall be recompensed for what it earned (be it good or evil).

No injustice shall be done today!" None shall be punished for what was not done,

nor shall any be denied the full reward for a good deed. "Verily, Allah is Swift in

Reckoning. " Allah is Capable of reckoning with everyone at the same time,

without the need to follow a sequence which keeps others waiting.

^Uj-aJ) *..*+ <.J1 j*> 4&\ oj^ ^^ii Oy^± J ^^J* Crt Oj^^i CW\) <3^V

(18) Warn them about the pending day when hearts will be at the throats, slowly

swallowing. The oppressors shall have no friend, nor any intercessor who will

be obeyed. (19) Allah knows the fraud of the eyes, and what the hearts conceal.
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(20) Allah passes judgement with justice. Those that they worship besides Allah

cannot pass judgement in any affair. Verily, only Allah is the All Hearing, the

All Seeing.

WARN THEM OF THE DAY WHEN HEARTS WILL REACH THE
THROATS AND THE OPPRESSORS WILL HAVE NEITHER
FRIENDS NOR INTERCESSORS

These verses also describe the scene of Judgment day. Allah addresses the

Holy Prophet ^j Up iui ju saying, "Warn them about the pending day..." The

Judgment day is described as a fast approaching day which will inevitably occur.

Allah says that on the Day of Judgment, "hearts will be at the throats, slowly

swallowing. " It will seem as if their hearts are stuck in their throats, choking them.

In this condition, they will suffer great distress and grief.

"The oppressors shall have no friend, nor any intercessor who will be obeyed. " This

refers to the people who in this world expected that their friends and intercessors

will save them on the Day of Judgment day. The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani"

writes that "oppressors" refers to the disbelievers because they can truly be

described as "oppressors"

ALLAH IS AWARE OF THE FRAUD THAT THE EYES PERPETRATE,
AS WELL AS EVERYTHING IN THE HEART

"Allah knows the fraud of the eyes, and what the hearts conceal." Allah is well

aware of the movements of every physical limb, as well as the matters that are

concealed within the heart. Allah knows the beliefs, intentions and inclinations

that every heart contains. No person should think that he will not be taken to

task for what he conceals. The fraud" of the eyes refers to using the eyes for

Unlawful purposes. These include looking at strange women, as well as winking

at someone when backbiting about another. These are all sins, which Allah is

aware of, even though they are unknown to people.

Sayyidina Umm Ma'bid ** &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet *> i»» J-*

jJL-jused to make the following Supplication:

{TRANSLATION: "O Allah! Purify my heart from hypocrisy, my
actions from ostentation, my tongue from lies, and my eyes from fraud.

Verily, You have knowledge of the fraud of the eyes and whatever hearts

conceal."} ["Mishkat" p. 220]

Thereafter, Allah says, "Allah passes judgement with justice. Those that they

worship besides Allah cannot pass judgement in any affair. Verily, only Allah is the All

Hearing, the All Seeing.

"
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(21) Do they not travel on earth, so they may see what was the plight of those

before them? Those people were more powerful than them in terms of strength,

and in terms of the landmarks they left behind on earth. Nevertheless, Allah

seized them on account of their sins. They had none to protect them against

Allah. (22) This was because Our messengers used to come to them with clear

signs, but they disbelieved. So Allah seized them. Undoubtedly, He is Powerful,

Severe in punishment.

DO PEOPLE NOT TRAVEL TO SEE HOW ALLAH DESTROYED
THOSE BEFORE THEM WHO WERE FAR MORE POWERFUL THAN
THEMSELVES?

The polytheists of Makkah used to mock the Holy Prophet aJLp
'

i»t ju>

(JL-jwhen he warned them about Allah's punishment. This was in spite of the fact

that twice annually, as they travelled to Sham for trade, they passed by the ruins

of former nations. Reminding them of this, Allah says, "Do they not travel on earth,

so they may see what was the plight of those before them? Those people (like the Ad and

Thamud) were more powerful than them in terms of strength, and in terms of the

landmarks they left behind on earth.

"

The previous nations were physically stronger than those after them, and

they even constructed architectural masterpieces, which stand to this day,

although in ruins. Their folly was that they rejected the preaching of the Prophets

f%J\ p^ip. Therefore, despite their strength and skills, "Allah seized them on account

of their sins. They had none to protect them against Allah/' Another verse quotes the

Ad as saying, "Who can be more powerful than us?" However, their strength was
useless to them when Allah's punishment arrived. They were left utterly

devastated.

Allah says further, "This (punishment) was because Our messengers used to come

to them with clear signs, but they disbelieved. So Allah seized them. Undoubtedly, He is

Powerful, Severe in punishment." How can anyone protect themselves against

Him? It is therefore necessary that people learn lessons from the events of the

past.
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(23) Verily, We sent Musa with Our signs and a clear proof... (24) ...to Pharaoh

(Fir'aun), Haman and Qarun. They said, "He is a magician and a liar." (25)

When he came to them with the truth from Us, they said, "Kill the Sons of those

who believe in him and keep their women alive." The schemes of the

disbelievers are ever lost. (26) Pharaoh (Fir'aun) said, "Leave me to kill Musa,

and he should call for his Lord. I fear that he may change your religion, or that

he may spread anarchy on earth." (27) Musa said, "I seek the protection of my
Lord and your Lord from every haughty person who does not believe in the Day

of Reckoning."

ALLAH SENDS SAYYIDINA MUSA f
*-J». Up TO PHARAOH

(FIR'AUN), HAMAN AND QARUN, AND PHARAOH (FIR'AUN)
THREATENS TO KILL HIM

After making a reference to the previously destroyed nations, Allah

discusses the incident of Sayyidina Musa f*>LJi U* and Pharaoh (Fir'aun). This

Surah covers the entire incident up to the eventual drowning of pharaoh (Fir'aun)

and his army. The epic also includes the advice that a believer from Pharaoh's

(Fir'aun's) court gave to the others.

Allah says, "Verily, We sent Musa with Our signs (miracles) and (with) a clear

proof to pharaoh (Fir'aun), Haman and Qarun. " Despite witnessing these miracles,

they remained obstinate and said, "He is a magician and a liar. " Sayyidina Musa

f%J>\ Up ignored their insults and continued to propagate the truth. People

gradually accepted his religion, and their numbers began to increase. To stem the

tide of converts, Pharaoh (Fir'aun) and his advisors urgently convened a meeting.

It was then that they decided to "Kill the sons of those who believe in him and keep

their women alive." They therefore resolved to repeat what they did when pharaoh

(Fir'aun) was initially warned that a child from the Bani Isra'il would be

responsible for the destruction of his kingdom.

However, despite their plots, they were not successful in restraining the rise

of popularity that the religion of Sayyidina Musa {%~h *A* enjoyed. In this regard

Allah says, "The schemes of the disbelievers are ever lost.

"

"Pharaoh (Fir'aun) said, 'Leave me to kill Musa, and he should call for his Lord

(for help when I am about to kill him). Ifear that he may change your religion, or that he

may spread anarchy on earth." When pharaoh (Fir'aun) expressed that.he wished to

assassinate Sayyidina Musa (%~h *ip, his courtiers advised him not to do so since

it would make people think that Sayyidina Musa {%^\ <M was killed because

pharaoh (Fir'aun) was unable to respond to his arguments. However, Pharaoh

(Fir'aun) felt that the death of Sayyidina Musa (OLJ\ Up was the only way in which

his kingdom could be preserved.

^When pharaoh (Fir'aun) said that Sayyidina Musa f*>LJi Up should call on his

Lord for assistance, he was, merely boasting about his power. In reality, he was

terrified of Sayyidina Musa's
r
*>ui Up curse. He meant the statement to be a jeer.

In an effort to lend credibility to his stance, Pharaoh (Fir'aun) told his

people, "I fear that he may change your religion, or that he may spread anarchy on

earth." He intended to convince the people of the fact that Sayyidina Musa 4^-



r
>Ui and his followers will soon pose a threat to the stability of Egypt, by
attempting to assume control of the land. It is 'a common practice of worldly-

minded people to violently subdue their adversaries. They swiftly kill any

opposition so that they are able to continue their reign of tyranny. In addition to

this, they convince the people that they are acting in the best interests of the state.

When Sayyidina Musa fXJ\ ^ learnt of the plot to assassinate him, he said,

"I seek the protection ofmy Lord and your Lordfrom every haughty person who does not

believe in the Day of Reckoning. " In making this Supplication, Sayyidina Musa *>

r
:>LJ\ made it clear to the people that Allah, who is their Lord as well, shall offer

protection against every haughty disbeliever. Therefore, they should never fear

the threats of the disbelievers.

(28) A believing man from pharaoh's (Fir
/aim's) people, who concealed his

belief, said, "Will you kill a man for saying 'Allah is my Lord', when he has

brought the truth to you from your Lord? If he is lying, then his lies shall be to

his own detriment. However, If he is truthful, a part of what he has prophesised

shall afflict you. Verily, Allah does not guide him who transgresses the limits

and is a liar." (29) "O my people! You have sovereignty today, and are dominant

on earth. But who can assist us against Allah 's punishment when it comes to

us?" Pharaoh (Fir'aun) said, "I am suggesting to you only what I regard to be

correct, and I am guiding you only towards the path of guidance."

THE TRUTH SPOKEN BY A PERSON FROM PHARAOH'S
(FIR'AUN'S) PEOPLE

The above verses speak about a person from pharaoh's (Fir'aun's) people

who accepted the message of Sayyidina Musa ft>LJi <A*, just as Fir'aun's wife did.

However, he concealed his belief. Certain commentators are of the opinion that

this person was the son of pharaoh's (Fir'aun's) paternal uncle, who was
earmarked to be pharaoh's (Fir'aun's) successor to the throne of Egypt. At that

time, he was the commander of the army.

Unlike pharaoh's (Fir'aun's) other courtiers, he did not simply agree with

what pharaoh (Fir'aun) said. He explained to them that the plot to assassinate

Sayyidina Musa <v>LJi -d* was foolish because they/Would be killing a person who
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was innocent of all crimes. All that Sayyidina Musa (*>LJt Up did was to proclaim

the truth and to say that Allah was his Lord. This was not a punishable offence,

let alone deserving the death warrant. In addition to this, Sayyidina Musa Up

r%^\ also proved his declarations to them by means of miracles.

The person explained to them further, saying, "If he [Sayyidina Musa u*

f

v
>LJi] is lying, then his lies shall be to his own detriment (i.e. he will suffer the

punishment in this world)." Therefore, he bade them not to have the blood of

Sayyidina Musa f*~S\ ^Jlp on their hands if he is bound to be destroyed. However,

he then pointed out the other dimension to them, saying, "However, if he is

fruitful, a part ofwhat (punishment) he has prophesised shall afflict you" i.e. he warned

you that Allah's punishment will afflict you if you do not believe, and if you

indulge in sin. Accordingly, Allah's' punishment should be expected in this

world and in the Hereafter.

Continuing his talk, the person said, "Verily, Allah does not guide him who

transgresses the limits and is a liar." By making this statement, the man impressed

upon the minds of his audience that Allah would have never supported

Sayyidina Musa (OUt ^ by granting him miracles if Sayyidina Musa ftLJ\ Up

were lying about being a Prophet. He also alluded to the fact that pharaoh

(Fir'aun) was a transgressor because he wanted to kill an innocent person,

thereby promoting widespread anarchy and strife on earth. He also intended to

convey the message that pharaoh (Fir'aun) was a liar because he claimed to be

Allah. Allah will therefore not allow his schemes to materialise.

Addressing the people further, the believer said, "O my people! You have

sovereignty today, and are dominant on earth. But who can assist us against Allah 's

punishment when it comes to us?" In the guise of a question, he wisely sounded a

warning to the people. He made them aware of the fact that their kingdom and

vast riches will be useless against Allah's punishment.

Fearing that the message of Sayyidina Musa (OLJ\ *> may gain momentum,

thereby crushing his .rule, Pharaoh (Fir'aun) said, 7 am suggesting to you only what

I regard to he correct, and I am guiding you only towards the path of guidance." By

saying this, he tried to convince the people that his plot to kill Sayyidina Musa

r
->LJi Up was the best and most effective solution.
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(30) The one who believed said, "O my people! I fear that you may suffer the

day of the previous nations..." (31) like the plight of the nation of Nuh, Ad,

Thamud, and those after them. Allah never wills injustice for His bondsmen."

(32) "O my people! Verily I fear the day of Calling for you..." (33) "....the day
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when you will turn back on your heels, and there shall be none to protect you
from Allah. There can be no guide for the one whom Allah sends astray."

THE BELIEVER REMINDS HIS PEOPLE ABOUT THE
DESTRUCTION OF FORMER NATIONS AND ABOUT THE
FRIGHTFUL DAY OF JUDGMENT

Warning his people further, the believer said, "O my people! Ifear that (it you
continue to oppose Allah's Prophet as you are doing) you may suffer the day*

(punishment) of the previous (destroyed) nations, like the plight of the nation ofNuh,
Ad, Thamud, and those after them. - All these nations suffered destruction when
they refused to obey Allah. "Allah never wills injustice for His bondsmen/' All these

nations were destroyed on account of the wrongs they perpetrated. It can never

be said that Allah was ever unjust to anyone.

Addressing his people further, he reminded them that they will not live

forever. He said, "O my people! Verily I fear the day of Calling for you." Here he
refers to the Day of Judgment, when much calling will take place. The first call

will take place after the trumpet is blown for the first time. Referring to this,

Allah says, "The day when a caller shall call from a near place." Thereafter, because
there will be many groups of people present, each shall be summoned by the

names of their leaders. Allah says, "The day when We shall call every person by his

religious leader (Imam)."

When the righteous people will be given their records of deeds in their right

hands, they will call out, "Come and read my record!" On the Day of Judgment, the

people of Heaven, Hell and A'raf will also be calling out to each other, as

mentioned in Surah A'raf [Surah 7, verses 44-51].

"The day when you will turn back on your heels... "i.e. you will turn away from
the Plain of Resurrection, and head for Hell [Ma'alimut Tanzil]. When Allah will

decree that people should be dispatched to Hell, none will be able to escape

Allah's punishment, and none shall come to their aid.

Eventually, losing hope for the people around him, the believer person said,

"There can be no guidefor the one whom Allah sends astray.

"

'*<„ ^> ^t rf r> 9< *f '\' • 'A ''* ^ fa j^%? a s** >>. *>

(34) Without doubt, Yusuf f*>LJl <u!p came to you with clear signs, but you
remained in constant doubt about what he brought to you. Until the time came
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when he passed away, then you said, "Allah shall never ever send a messenger

after him. Thus does Allah send astray him who transgresses the limits and is

sceptical../' (35) Those who dispute about Allah's verses without any warrant

coming to them. This is extremely detestable in the sight of Allah and those who
believe. Thus does Allah set a seal on the heart of every haughty and tyrannical

person."

THE DEVIATION OF THOSE WHO DOUBT, AND THE SEAL UPON
THE HEARTS OF THE HAUGHTY ONES

The believers already reminded his people about the previously destroyed

nations who refused to believe in their Prophets (OLJi p+A*. In the above verse, he

specifically mentions one of the Prophet <olji Up who lived in Egypt, viz.

Sayyidina Yusuf (v*~)i *>. He said to them, "Without doubt, Yusuf <OLJi aJLp came to

you with clear signs, but you remained in constant doubt about what he brought to you.

Until the time came when he passed away, then you said, '(If he was Allah's true

messenger, then) Allah shall never ever send a messenger after him. Thus does Allah

send astray him who transgresses the limits and is sceptical.'" When doubt and
scepticism become a person's habit, he is reluctant to accept anything, even

though it be the truth. In this manner, Allah sends him astray.

Further describing the transgressors and sceptics, he said that they are

"Those who dispute about Allah's verses without any warrant coming to them. This

(type of behaviour) is extremely detestable in the sight ofAllah and (in the sight of) those

who believe.

"

He further told them that they disbelieve because Allah has certainly set a

seal on their hearts, just as He has "set a seal on the heart of every haughty and

tyrannical person." Such people will not accept the truth because it will not

penetrate the seal on their hearts.

NOTE: The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" has written that the Yusuf *>
(OLJ\ mentioned in the verse refers to the son of Sayyidina

Ya'qub f%~& 4-1*. Leaving his native land of Kan'an, he arrived

in Egypt where he soon became a leader. Therefore, the phrase

"came to you with clear signs" will mean that Sayyidina Yusuf 4*
(OLJi came to the forefathers of the people he was addressing at

that time.

Other commentators are of the opinion that the Yusuf mentioned in the

Qur'anic verse is the grandson of the famous Prophet Sayyidina Yusuf £k~& <4*.

Allah also made him a Prophet , and he lived among the Egyptians for twenty

years. However, the people doubted his Prophet hood. Allah knows best.
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(36) Pharaoh (Fir'aun) said, "O Haman, build a tower for me so that I may reach

the roads... (37) ".
. . (That I may reach) The. roads of the heavens so that I can

have a close look at the deity of Musa. I strongly feel that he is a liar." In this

manner the evil of his deeds was made appealing to pharaoh (Fir'aun), and he

was prevented from the path. The scheme of pharaoh (Fir'aun) led only to

destruction.

PHARAOH (FIR'AUN) COMMISSIONS THE CONSTRUCTION OF A
TOWER, BUT HIS SCHEMES SERVE ONLY TO DESTROY HIM

When Sayyidina Musa ^LJ\ aJlp conveyed the message to pharaoh (Fir'aun),

he threatened to kill Sayyidina Musa fM-Ji Ai*, and made many arrogant

statements to flatter the audience. One of these statements was that he
commanded his aide Haman to construct a high tower so that he may take a look

at Allah. Such is the -condition of those who merely pose as gods. They require

things like towers and staircases to ascend to heights. Pharaoh (Fir'aun) issued

the command merely to deceive and impress the people. Reference to this

command has already been made in Surah Qasas, where Allah quotes pharaoh
(Fir'aun) saying, "O Haman! Kindlefor me afire on sand, then construct a towerfor me
so that I may get a peek at Musa's Lord. I strongly feel that he is from the liars." [Surah

28, verse 38]

Allah says further, "In this manner the evil of his deeds was made appealing to

pharaoh (Fir'aun), and he was prevented from the path. The scheme of pharaoh (Fir'aun)

led only to destruction." Eventually, pharaoh (Fir'aun) was drowned along with his

entire army.

Allah says in Surah TaHa, "So pharaoh (Fir'aun) followed them with his army

and there covered them that of the sea that did cover them. Pharaoh (Fir'aun) misled his

nation and never guided. " [Surah 20, verses 78 and 79]

loJ>l ^y±^ $\-^j\ J^r"r^ - &y^ ^y^ <Z>*\*^^ J li>
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(38) The one who believed said, "O my people! Follow me and I sha 1
! lead you

to the path of guidance." (39) "O my people.' This worldly life is a trivial gain.

Undoubtedly the Hereafter is really a place to live." (40) "Whoever perpetrates a

sin shall be punished only for it. Whoever, male or female, carries out a good

deed as a believer shall enter Heaven, where they will be sustained without

restriction." (41) "O my people! How is it that I call you towards salvation,

whereas you call me towards the Fire?" (42) "You call me to disbelieve in Allah

and to ascribe such partners to Him for which I have no justification. On the

other hand, I am calling you towards the Mighty, the Most Forgiving." (43) "It is

a fact that those towards whom you call me have no claim in this world or in the

Hereafter. Our return shall certainly be to Allah, and the transgressors will be

the inmates of the Fire." (44) "You shall soon recall what I am telling you. I

surrender my affairs to Allah. Allah is definitely Watchful over His bondsmen."

(45) So Allah saved him from the evils of the plots they made, and a terrible

punishment enveloped the people of phara'oh (Fir'aun). (46) They will be

presented before the Fire morning and evening. And, on the day that Judgment

will take place, (they will be told) "Enter the people of phara'oh (Fir'aun) into

the worst of punishments."

THE BELIEVING MAN TURNS REMINDS THE PEOPLE ABOUT
THE TRANSIENT NATURE OF THIS WORLD AND THE
PERMANENCE OF THE HEREAFTER

After listening to the ramblings of phara'oh (Fir'aun) about getting a look at

Allah from a tower, the believer said, "O my people! Follow me and I shall lead you

to the path ofguidance. -He encouraged them to believe in Sayyidina Musa {%~S\ <>

just as he believed. People are averse to believing because they fear a loss of their

worldly belongings and position. Therefore, the believer impressed upon them

that this world is temporary and not worthy of hankering after. He told them, "O
my people! This worldly life is a trivial gain. Undoubtedly the Hereafter is really a place

to live.

"

He further told them, "Whoever perpetrates a sin shall be punished only for it.

Whoever, male or female, carries out a good deed as a believer shall enter Heaven, where

they will be sustained without restriction." Whereas the punishment for sins will be

proportionate to the sins, the reward for good deeds will far surpass the actual

value of the deed.

He said, "O my people! How is it that I call you towards salvation, whereas you

call me towards the Fire?" He was calling them towards actions that would lead to

Heaven, whereas they called him towards disbelief, polytheism and all other acts

that would take them to Hell. He further added, "You call me to disbelieve in Allah

and to ascribe such partners to Him for which I have no justification." Referring to

himself, he impressed upon them that they have no justification for perpetrating

polytheism.
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"On the other hand, I am calling you towards (my Allah, Who is) the Mighty, the

Most Forgiving/' In saying thifs, he conveyed the message that if they refuse to

believe, Allah has the might to punish them. However, if they repent and believe,

Allah will certainly forgive them.

"It is afact that those (gods) towards whom you call me have no claim in this world

or in the Hereafter." He told them that their gods have no authority in either

world. They are unable to hear an invocation. They cannot even say 'yes
7

or 'no'

to a plea, let alone being able to do any harm or good.

He advised them further saying, "Our return shall certainly be to Allah, and the

transgressors will be the inmates of the Fire/' In this manner, he told them that they

were transgressors, and needed to mend their ways before Allah condemns them

to an eternity in Hell.

"You shall soon recall what I am telling you. I surrender my affairs to Allah. Allah

is definitely Watchful over His, bondsmen. " Hereby he informed them that he totally

relied on Allah, Who would protect him from their evil plots.

ALLAH RESCUES THE BELIEVER AND THE PEOPLE OF
PHARA'OH (FIR'AUN)

When the believer pinned his trust in Allah, Allah complied by keeping him

safe from the schemes of the disbelievers. Allah says, "So Allah saved him from the

evils of the plots they made, and a terrible punishment enveloped the people of phara'oh

(Fir'aun)." Phara'oh (Fir'aun) and his entire army were drowned in the sea.

"Ruhul Ma'ani" reports that phara'oh (Fir'aun) issued a warrant of execution

against the believer referred to above. As a result, the Believer left for the

mountains. Phara'oh (Fir'aun) dispatched a thousand men to capture him, and

they finally found him performing Salah. Allah ensured his safety by making

wild animals attack the group, killing many of them. Others died of thirst in the

mountains, and a few managed to return to Phara'oh (Fir'aun). However,

Phara'oh (Fir'aun) had them all killed because he believed that they purposely

allowed the believer to escape.

"They will be presented before the Fire morning and evening. - After being

drowned, Phara'oh (Fir'aun) and his men entered the realm of Barzakh (the

intermediate stage between this world and the Hereafter). Each night and day in

Barzakh, they will suffer the torment of Hell. They will also be reminded that "on

the day that Judgment day will take place (they will be told) 'Enter the people of phara'oh

(Fir'aun) into the worst of punishments.'" They will suffer the true punishment of

Hell in the Hereafter.

PUNISHMENT IN THE GRAVE

The Ahadith make mention of punishment in the grave for the disbelievers

and sinners. The following two verses of the Qur'an also mention the same fact:

"They will be presented before the Fire morning and evening.

"

"Because of their sins they were drowned and made to enter the Fire." [Surah Nuh

(71), verse 25] *

The Holy Prophet pi-j 4* & J^> mentioned, "When any of you pass away,
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his abode in the Hereafter will be shown to him every morning and evening. If

he is from the people of Heaven, he will be shown his place in Heaven. If he is

from the inmates of Hell, he will shown his place in Hell. It will be said to them
That is your true abode. You shall remain here (in the grave) until Allah

resurrects you on the Day of Judgment to enter there." ["Mishkat" p. 25, from Bukhari

and Muslim]

(47) Remember the time when they will dispute with each other in the Fire.

Then the weak ones will say to the haughty ones, "Verily we were your

followers, so can you remove a portion of the Fire from us?" (48) The haughty

ones will say, "We are all together in the Fire. Allah has already passed

judgement between His bondsmen." (49) The people in Hell will say to the

keepers of Hell, "Supplicate to your Lord to lessen a day of the punishment for

us." (50) They (the keepers) will ask, "Did your messengers not come to you

with clear signs?" The people will reply, "Certainly." The keepers will then say,

"Then you supplicate. The supplication of the disbelievers is lost."

THE PEOPLE OF HELL WILL ARGUE AND PIN THE BLAME ON
EACH OTHER

In this world there are those who pander to the wishes of their leaders with

great enthusiasm. In their obedience to their leaders, they even oppose the

Prophet (OLJ aJlp and forbid others from listening to these chosen servants of

Allah. However, when such people suffer the tortures of Hell, they will become

sworn enemies of each other. The followers will say to their leaders, "Verily we

were your followers, so can you remove a portion of the Fire from us?" Unable to help

even themselves, their leaders will reply, "We are all together in the Fire. Allah has

already passed judgement between His bondsmen." Since the decision of eternal

damnation will have been passed, none will be of any avail to another.

A similar dispute is mentioned in Surah Ibrahim, where the leaders reply,

"If Allah had guided us, we would have guided you. It makes no difference whether we

vent our anxiety or we exercise patience. We have no escape. " [Surah 14, verse 21]
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THE INMATES OF HELL APPEAL TO THE KEEPERS OF HELL TO
SUPPLICATE TO ALLAH FOR MITIGATION

In an effort to relieve their punishment, the people of Hell will appeal to the

keepers of Hell saying, "Supplicate to your Lord to lessen a day of the punishment for

us. " In response to this plea, the keepers will remind them of the reason for their

entry in Hell. They will ask, "Did your messengers not come to you with clear signs

(which you denied)!' The people will reply, 'Certainly.' The keepers will then say, 'Then

you supplicate (because we cannot intercede on behalf of the guilty). The supplication of

the disbelievers is lost.'" All their supplications will be ignored, just as they ignored

the repeated messages of the Prophets (%^ f+J*.

(51) We shall definitely assist Our messengers and those who believe in this

worldly life as well as on the Day when witnesses will stand. (52) The day when
the excuses of the oppressors will not benefit them, when they will be cursed

and have the worst of abodes.

ALLAH PROMISES ASSISTANCE FOR HIS MESSENGERS AND
THE BELIEVERS

Allah declares, "V^Je shall definitely assist Our messengers and those who believe

in this worldly life as well as on the Day when witnesses will stand. " Allah assures the

Prophets (%^\ ^+1* and the believers that they will certainly be granted assistance

in this very world. Whereas the assistance is a certainty, there may sometimes be

a delay in the arrival of Allah's assistance. This delay is based on Allah's infinite

wisdom. One of the reiasons is to grant temporary relief to the disbelievers so that

they excel in their disobedience and rebellion. As a result of this, they are taken

to task and punished much more severely (even in this very world).

The "witnesses" refer to the angels, who will testify that the Prophets ^^
fOU) conveyed the message they were entrusted with, and that the disbelievers

refused to believe in them.

Allah says further, "The day when the excuses of the oppressors will not benefit

them, when they will be cursed and have the worst ofabodes (in Hell)."
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(53) Verily We gave guidance to Musa and made the Bani Isra'il inheritors of the

Book... (54) "... which is a guidance and advice for those with intelligence. (55)

So be patient! Allah's promise is certainly the truth. Seek forgiveness for your
errors, and glorify the praises of your Lord morning and evening. (56) There is

only pride in the hearts of those who dispute about Allah's verses without any
warrant that has come to them. They shall never reach (their aspirations). So
seek refuge with Allah. Undoubtedly, only He is the All Hearing, All Seeing.

THE COMMAND TO SEEK ALLAH'S FORGIVENESS AND TO
GLORIFY HIM AND PRAISE HIM

Allah briefly mentions Sayyidina Musa fiLJ\ U* and the Bani Isra'il when He
says, "Verily We gave guidance to Musa and made the Bani Isra'il inheritors of the

Book, which is a guidance and advice for those with intelligence." However, the Bani
Isra'il did not appreciate the great boon they were granted, but remained
obstinate and continued to harass Sayyidina Musa f%~S\ Up. Therefore, Sayyidina
Musa (%^\ Up had to exercise patience with them.

Instructing the Holy Prophet ^j Up iut Ju^to follow suit, Allah says, "So be

patient! Allah's promise is certainly the truth. (However, if there has to be any deficiency

in your patience, then) Seek forgiveness for your errors (because this is not befitting a

Prophet ofyour calibre), and glorify the praises ofyour Lord morning and evening."

THERE IS PRIDE IN THE HEARTS OF THOSE WHO DISPUTE
ABOUT ALLAH'S VERSES

Allah says, "There is only pride in the hearts of those who dispute about Allah's

verses without any warrant that has come to them." Besotted with themselves, they

anticipate that they will have whatever they want. They expect to assume power
over all others. However, Allah says, "They shall never reach (their aspirations)/'

Thereafter, Allah advises the Holy Prophet (O-j Up ibi ju, "So seek refuge with

Allah. Undoubtedly, only He is the All Hearing, All Seeing.
"

Ma'alimut Tanzil reports that the above verse was revealed with reference

to the Jews. They told the Holy Prophet ^ Up ii ^u that they will regain their

lost kingdom and glory when their Messiah Dajjal arrives. It was then that Allah

revealed the verse, "There is only pride in the hearts of those who dispute about Allah

's verses without any warrant that has come to them. They shall never reach (their

aspirations)." Allah then instructs people to seek His protection. By doing so, a

person will be safeguarded from Dajjal.
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(57) The creation of the heavens and the earth is a greater feat than the creation

of mankind, but most people do not know. (58) The blind and seeing cannot be

equal, neither can those who believe and do good deeds be equal to the sinners.

Little is it that they take heed. (59) There is indeed no doubt in the fact that

Judgment day is imminent. However, most people do not believe.

THE BLIND AND THE SIGHTED CANNOT BE THE SAME, JUST AS
THE RIGHTEOUS BELIEVERS AND EVIL SINNERS CANNOT BE
THE SAME

The above verses dispel the doubts harbojured by those who deny the

advent of Judgment day. Many people foolishly deny Judgment day because

they regard resurrection as something farfetched. Allah draws their attention to

the fact that He is perfectly Capable of creating enormous phenomena like the

heavens and the earth. Therefore, it will be absolutely simple for Him to enact

the relatively easy feat of resurrecting people for the Day of Judgment This

entails the simple task of restoring the already existing soul to its physical body.

Simple as it is to understand, "most people do not know.

"

Allah asserts, "The blind and seeing cannot be equal (which is obvious); (in a

similar manner) neither can those who believe and do good deeds be equal to the sinners.

Little is it that they take heed." After one has digested this fact, one will realise that

the good will have to be granted their due rewards, while the evil ones deserve

to be punished. It is for this reason that Judgment day is certain. Therefore, Allah

says, "Undoubtedly, there is no doubt in the fact that Judgment of day is imminent.

However, most people do not believe.

"

*3^ <L-4/^r»-> ^4^ oy*>--U-**

(60) Your Lord says, "Supplicate to -Me, I shall respond. Verily, those who are

too proud to worship Me shall soon enter Hell in humiliation."

THE COMMAND TO MAKE SUPPLICATION AND THE PROMISE
OF ACCEPTANCE

Allah promises, "Supplicate to Me, I shall respond. " Allah is extremely

Bountiful by allowing man the privilege of making supplication to Him and also

promising a response to their supplication. The unique ecstasy experienced by
means of supplication can be experienced only by those who are truly aware of

the etiquette of supplication.

Supplication is great form of worship, as indicated by the concluding words
of the above verse where Allah says, "Verily, those who are too proud to worship

(supplicate to) Me shall soon enter Hell in humiliation.

"
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THE IMPORTANCE AND VIRTUE OF SUPPLICATION

Sayyidina Anas bin Malik -up ibi ^j reports that the Holy Prophet <> &\ ju

fi-j said, "supplication is the essence of all worship." ["Mishkat" p. 194] The Arabic

word "mukh" (translated above as "essence") refers to whatever is contained

within a peel or shell. When an almond shell is opened, the almond itself is

valued, while the shell remains worthless.

Supplication is not only an extremely fundamental act of worship

(Ibadah), but it is the very essence of all forms of worship (Ibadah). The purpose

of worship (Ibadah) is to express one's helplessness and dependency to Allah.

When a person engages in worship (Ibadah), his external self and internal self are

humble in Allah's court. Since supplication entails a great expression of humility,

it is regarded as the essence and marrow of all forms of worship (Ibadah).

When making supplication, a person admits his dependence on Allah, and

places his needs before Allah with the conviction that no other can assist him. He
acknowledges the fact that only Allah can give him what he requires, and that

none can prevent Allah from fulfilling his needs. Realising all of this, he stretches

his hands before Allah, thereby expressing the deepest humility and dependence.

This becomes a form of Ibadah, attracting Allah's pleasure.

As for the person who does not want to make supplication, he regards it

below his dignity to beg of Allah, indicating that he is filled with pride. Allah is

therefore extremely angry with such a person.

The Holy Prophet jJL-j 4-1* ifo JL* said, "Nothing is more honourable than

supplication in Allah's sight." ["Mishkat" p. 194, from Tirmidhi]

The Holy Prophet pJL-j Up it ju also said, "Allah becomes angry with the

person who does not ask from Him." ["Mishkat" p. 195]

Supplication is the simplest and most effective manner of securing safety

from all difficulties. It does not require any effort of the hands and feet nor any

investment of wealth. Each person needs to do is keep his mind attentive and

make supplication. Supplication is possible for the rich, the poor, the ill, the

healthy, the traveller, the male, the female, the old and the young. It can be

practised individually or collectively.

Sayyidina Anas bin Malik ^ ibt ^>j reports that the Holy Prophet «i* i» J*

,0-^ said, "Never fail to make supplication because none can ever be destroyed

with supplication." [Targhib mat Tarhib]

About those who regard Supplication to be below their dignity, Allah says,

''Verily, those who are too proud to worship (make Supplication to) Me shall soon enter

Hell in humiliation." It is unfortunate that people attach importance only to the

things of this world, because of which they are totally oblivious of what they say

in their Supplication. They merely raise their hands as a formality, unaware of

the etiquette and presence of mind required for this great worship (Ibadah). I

have written a booklet about the virtues of Supplication, which may be referred

to for further details.
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(61) It is Allah Who has made the night for you to rest, and has made the day for

you to see. Without doubt, Allah is the Granter of Grace to mankind, but most

people are ungrateful (62) This is Allah, your Lord, the Creator of everything.

None besides Him is worthy of worship, so whence are you wandering? (63)

Thus did those who rejected Allah's verses wander (astray). (64) It is Allah Who
made the earth a stable abode for you, and the skies a roof (It is He) Who
fashioned you, beautified your appearances, and sustained you with pure

things. This is Allah, your Lord. So blessed is Allah, the Lord of the universe.

(65) He is the Living, besides Whom no other deserves to be worshipped. So

pray to Him, devoting worship solely to Him. All praise is for Allah, the Lord of

the universe.

ALLAH IS THE CREATOR OF THE EARTH, THE SKIES, THE
NIGHT, THE DAY, AND EVERYTHING ELSE

Discussing His bounties and creative power, Allah declares,
"
It is Allah Who

has made the night for you to rest/ and has made the day for you to see (to comfortably

earn your sustenance). Without doubt, Allah is the Granter of Grace to mankind..." As a

result of this, man ought to Be grateful to Allah. However, "most people are

ungrateful." ^

"This is Allah, your Lord, the Creator of everything. l$lone besides Him is worthy

of worship, so whence are you wandering? Thus did those' who rejected Allah's verses

wander (astray)." Rejecting Allah's signs and verses causes people to fall prey to

their carnal passions and the guile of Satan.

Allah then recounts some of His favours upon mankind when He says, 'It is

Allah Who made the earth a stable abodefor you, and the skies a roof" Allah has created

the earth in such a manner th&t (despite the tremendous speed of rotation and
orbit) people are not shaken about and flung off.

Furthermore, "(It is He) Who fashioned you, beautified your appearances, and

sustained you with pure things (to eat drink, and wear). This is Allah, your Lord. So

blessed is Allah, the Lord of the universe. He is the Living, besides Whom no other

deserves to be worshipped. So pray to Him, devoting worship solely to Him. All praise is
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for Allah, the Lord of the universe.
'
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(66) Say, I have been prohibited from worshipping those whom you worship

besides Allah since the clear signs have come to me from my Lord. I have also

been commanded to be obedient to the Lord of the universe. (67) It is He Who
created you from sand, then from a drop of fluid, then from a clot of blood, after

which Allah extracted you as a child. Thereafter, (Allah preserves you) to reach

your strength, and then to become old, the lives of some of you being taken first.

And (He preserves you) so that you reach the appointed term, and so that you

may understand. (68) It is Allah Who gives life and death. When He decrees a

matter all He has to say is "Be/ and it is.

I CANNOT WORSHIP YOUR GODS BECAUSE I HAVE BEEN
COMMANDED TO OBEY THE LORD OF THE UNIVERSE

Allah commands the Holy Prophet^ 3 ^ ^ Ju* to "Say (to the Polytheists), I

have been prohibited from worshipping those whom you worship besides Allah since the

clear signs have come to me from my Lord. I have also been commanded to be obedient to

the Lord of the universe."' This declaration put an end to the aspirations of the

polytheists, who entertained hopes that the Holy Prophet^ u* i>» J^ would

join their ranks or even compromise with them.

Allah then describes the various stages of man's creation. Allah says, 'It is

He Who created you from sand..." Allah created the first man, Sayyidina Adam U*

f^LJi, from sand, which therefore becomes the base element in man's creation.

Thereafter, Allah caused Sayyidina Adam r
^-J\ Up and his progeny to reproduce

'from a drop of fluid" . Thus, children are conceived when this 'fluid" (sperm)

fertilises the egg of a female, which gradually develops until it forms "a clot of

blood". This clot of blood develops further until it forms into a little lump of flesh.

Allah then creates bones and organs in this flesh, instils life in it "after which Allah

extracted you as a child." This discussion is given in the commentary of verse 5 of

Surah Hajj (Surah 22).

THE STAGES OF HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

Allah then proceeds to describe the progress of man's development after

infancy and childhood. Allah says, "Thereafter, (Allah preserves you) to reach your

strength" i.e. the stage when man's faculties of perception and the strength of his
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limbs are toned and fully functional. However, this stage of youthful vibrancy
also disappears, after which you "become old.

"

However, every human being does not pass through this cycle, because
there are many people whose lives come to an end before they reach old age
while others die as children. This is referred to in the phrase "the lives of some of
you being taken first." Allah further says that He allows man to pass through these
stages of development so that they may "reach the appointed term" i.e. Judgment
day, when every person will have to answer for his/her deeds.

Another reason for leading man through these stages is so that he "may
understand" i.e. So that he may reflect and understand the various reasons for
and the wisdom behind the rungs in his ladder to the Hereafter.

"It is Allah Who gives life and death." Allah does as he pleases, with none to
prevent Him. In fact, He is so Mighty that "When He decrees a matter, all He has to

say is 'Be 1/ and it is." Allah's mere intention to bring something into existence is

sufficient. Mention has also been made of this in the commentary of verse 117 of
Surah Baqarah.
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(69) Have you not seen those who dispute about Allah's verses? Where are they

heading? (70) Those who falsify the Book and that with which We sent Our
messengers. They shall soon come to know... (71) ... When yokes will be placed

around their necks, as well as chains. They will be dragged... (72) ... into the

boiling water, after which they will be cast as fuel for the Fire. (73) Thereafter it

will be told to them, "Where are those whom you ascribed as partners... (74) ...to

Allah?" They will reply, "They have been lost to us. In fact, we never
worshipped anything before this." Thus does Allah send the disbelievers astray.

(75) This is because you were unjustifiably haughty on earth and because you
were boastful. (76) Enter the gates of Hell where you will live forever. Evil

indeed is the abode of the proud ones! (77) Be patient, for verily Allah's promise
is true. So if We show you some of what We have promised them, or if We have
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to claim your soul, then only to Us shall they be returned.

THE INMATES OF HELL WILL BE DRAGGED IN CHAINS TO THE
FIRE AND ASKED WHERE ARE THEIR GODS

,
The verses above refer to those people who dispute about Allah's verses,

and who falsify the divine scriptures and Allah's messages to the Holy Prophets

r
%~)\ p^jLp. Allah warns them when He says, "They shall soon come to know (about

their punishment); when yokes will be placed around their necks, as well as chains.

They will be dragged into the boiling water, after which they will be cast as fuel for the

Fire.

Thereafter it will be told to them, 'Where are those whom you ascribed as partners to

Allah?' They will reply, 'They have been lost to us (we cannot expect any help from

them). In fact, we never worshipped anything before this."

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" has rendered the following two

interpretations of this verse:

1. They meant, "We now realise that our gods were nothing."

2. They were lying, just as they are quoted as saying, "By
Allah, our Lord, we never perpetrated polytheism!" [Surah

An am (6), verse 23]

After mentioning their reply, Allah says, "Thus does Allah send the

disbelievers astray." Whereas they regarded their gods to be everything in this

world, they will write them off as nothing in the Hereafter. Because of the

hysteria they will suffer on the Day of Judgment, they will even be audacious

enough to blatantly lie to Allah.

They will then be told, "This (punishment) is because you were unjustifiably

haughty on earth and because you were boastful" These people allowed their

preoccupation with the world to make them heedless of the Hereafter, and cause

them to forget that all bounties come from Allah. They will also be told, "Enter

the gates of Hell where you will live forever. Evil indeed is the abode of the proud ones!"

When Allah's messengers and their deputies preached to these people, they

considered it an insult to heed their teachings because of their arrogance.

The above verse states, "They will be dragged into the boiling water, after which

they will be cast as fuel for the Fire." However, Allah says in Surah Dukhan reads,

"Grab him and drag him to the very midst of the Blazing Fire! Then pour the

punishment of boiling water over his head." This verse therefore conveys the

message that the boiling water will be poured after the people have been entered

into the fire of Hell. Therefore, certain people have pointed out the seeming

discrepancy between the two verses. It should be noted that there is no

inconsistency between the two verses. The verse of Surah Mumin does not

specify that the boiling water will be at the very beginning (even before entering

Hell itself). After entering Hell, some people will first experience the boiling

water, while others will experience the torture of "the Blazing Fire" (which does

not necessarily refer to the entire Hell, but can well be a.part of it).

Thereafter, Allah encourages the Holy Prophet ,4-j «uU 2»t jl* to be patient.
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Allah says, "Be patient, for verily Allah's promise is true. So if We show you some of

what (punishment) We have promised them (while you are alive), or if We have to

claim your soul (before punishing them), then only to Us shall they be returned (in

either case)." Therefore, they will receive their due punishment in the Hereafter,

from which they have no escape.
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(78) Verily We have sent many messengers before you. Of these there are those

whose narratives We have related to you, as well as those whose narratives We
have not related to you. No messenger has the power to produce a miracle*

without Allah's permission. So when Allah's command comes, judgement will

be passed with the truth and, on that occasion, the people of falsehood will be at

a loss.

THE NARRATIVES OF SOME PROPHETS f
*J»^ WERE RELATED

TO THE HOLY PROPHET ^j Up At ^U, WHILE OTHERS WERE NOT.
NO MIRACLE CAN TAKE PLACE WITHOUT ALLAH'S COMMAND

The above verse contains two messages. The first, addressed tp the Holy
Prophet fJL-j «uU k ju, says, "Verily We have sent many messengers before you. Of
these there are those whose narratives we have related to you, as well as those whose

narratives We have not related to you." The narratives of many of these Prophets

fMJt p-a-U have been given in Surah Baqarah, Surah Ma'idah, Surah An'am, Surah

A'raf, Surah Hud, Surah Anbiya, and many other Surahs. The fact that the Holy
Prophet ^j.^p &\ ju»was informed about the number of all the Prophet fiL~h Up

does not contradict this verse. The verse refers to the knowledge of the detailed

incidents of these Prophets fiLJ\ r^, about which the Holy Prophet <Op i»i ju
pJU.jwas not informed.

The "Musnad" of Imam Ahmad «ip &\ *^j reports from Sayyidina Abu Dharr
4i* &\ ^j that he once asked the Holy Prophet fL>y*A* ii ju. about the number of

Prophets <OLJ\ f*M. The Holy Prophet jJL-j-Up ibt ^replied, "They were a hundred

and twenty-four thousand (124,000), 315 of them being the messengers/
7

["Mv>hkat"p.T51]

Since this hadith is not Mutawatir, it is not essential to one's belief to believe

in this (or any other) specific number of the Prophets f**J\ p+J*.

The second message that this verse delivers is "No messenger has the power to

produce a miracle wUhout Allah's permission.'''Every miracle that every one of the

Prophet (&J! 4ip produced was possible only by Allah's command. Whenever a

nation requested a miracle from their the Prophet (%J\ 4ip, he could do nothing

to comply with their request unless Allah willed. Only then would Allah grant
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the Prophets fiLJ\ ^$1* the ability to perform the miracle that He wills. On many
occasions, Allah did not permit the miracle to take place, upon which people

would deny the Prophet hood of the Prophets f^LJt r^. This happened to many
Prophets fM-J» ^J^ in the past, as well as to the Holy Prophet <X< 3 *m & J-*. This

verse therefore encourages the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up &\ J^> to exercise patience

just as the Prophets (%~h ^^ of the past did.

Allah says further, "So when Allah's command comes, judgement will be passed

with the truth and, on that occasion, the people offalsehood will be at a loss." On the

Day of Judgment, the believers will attain salvation, while the disbelievers and

polytheists will be doomed to Hell.
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(79) Allah created the animals for you so that you may ride some of them, while

you may eat others. (80) There are many benefits for you in them, and (Allah has

created them) so that you may attain the need in your hearts by riding them. You

are transported on them and on ships. (81) And Allah shows you His signs, so

which of Allah 's signs will you reject? (82) Do they not travel in the lands to

see what was the plight of those before them? Those people were more than

them in numbers, more powerful than them in strength and in terms of the

landmarks they left behind on earth. However, everything they earned was of

no avail to them. (83) When their messengers brought the clear signs to them,

they became arrogant on account of the knowledge they had, and the

punishment of their mockery enveloped them. (84) When they saw Our

punishment, they said, "We believe in Allah Alone and reject the partners we

ascribed to Him. (85) However, their belief could not benefit them when they

saw Our punishment. (This is) Allah's practice, which has passed over His

bondsmen. The disbelievers shall be at a loss.
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THE BOUNTY OF ANIMALS AND SHIPS

Allah reminds man of the many bounties that He has conferred upon them.

Allah says, "Allah created the animals for you so that you may ride some of them, while

you may eat others." Besides this, "There are many (other) benefits for you in them."

Man derives milk, as well as leather and wool from their hides. Allah adds,

"(Allah has created them) so that you may attain the need in your hearts by riding

them." People use the animals as a means of transport for themselves, as well as

for their goods, enabling them to conduct business without having to bear the

burden themselves.

"You are transported on them and on ships." The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani"

quotes certain commentators as saying that this part of the verse refers to the

transportation of women and children, because riding has already been

mentioned. Whereas a man may venture to undertake a journey by himself,

women and children have to be "transported" along.

"And Allah shows you His signs, so which of Allah's signs will you reject?"

Allah's signs are evident everywhere, and cannot be rejected by any person with

a sound mind. Therefore, it will be sheer foolishness or obstinacy that will

prevent a person from admitting oneness of Allah.

THE DESTRUCTION OF FORMER NATIONS

Allah says, "Do they not travel in the lands to see (from the ruins of former

civilizations) what was the plight of those before them? Those people were more than

them in numbers, more powerful than them in strength and in terms of the landmarks

they left behind on earth. However, everything they earned was of no avail to them. When

their messengers brought the clear signs to them, they became arranging on account of

the knowledge they had, and the punishment of their mockery enveloped them."

Eventually only the ruins of their settlements were left. It is necessary for those

who recite the Qur'an to reflect over these occurrences and to take a lesson from

them.

Discussing the plight of the former nations further, Allah says, "When they

saw Our punishment, they said, 'We believe in Allah Alone and reject the partners we

ascribed to Him/ However, their belief could not benefit them when they saw Our

punishment. (This is) Allah 's practice, which has passed over His bondsmen." The

principle has always stood that belief and repentance are not accepted when

Allah's punishment arrives. [The only exception was the nation of Sayyidina

Yunus (OLJi aJLp, the details of which have been discussed in the commentary of

verse 98 of Surah Yunus (Surah 10)].

"The disbelievers shall be at a loss." It is therefore imperative that future

nations take heed and do not fall in the same trap as their predecessors. .

ftftftftftftftftfttW^ftft^
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) HaMim. (2) A revelation from the Beneficent, the Most Merciful. (3) A Book,

the verses of which have been clearly expounded as an Arabic Qur'an, for a

nation with knowledge. (4) It is a bearer of glad tidings and a warner. However,

most of them turn away and do not listen. (5) They say, "Our hearts are veiled

from what you call us towards, and there are props in our ears. There is also a

barrier between you and us, so do (as you please), we shall do (as we please)/'

THE VERSES OF THE QUR'AN ARE CLEAR, AND IT IS A BEARER
OF GLAD TIDINGS, AS WELL AS A WARNER

The Surah begins with the words "HaMim" which is from the Huruf

Muqatta'at. As mentioned before, only Allah has knowledge of the meaning of

these words. Allah then proceeds to describe the attributes of the Qur'an. Allah

says that it is "A revelation from the Beneficent, the Most Merciful." Because of His

infinite mercy, Allah revealed the Qur'an for the guidance of mankind.

Thereafter, Allah says that the Qur'an is "A Book, the verses of which have been

clearly expounded.." Since the Qur'an primarily addressed the Arabs, it was

revealed as "an Arabic Qur'an. The Arabs during the period of the Holy Prophet

jjL-j Up ibi ju> were fluent and eloquent in the language, possessing a deep

understanding of Arabic rhetoric. Therefore, the Qur'an is extremely eloquent in

its manner of address, far surpassing the speech of any man. For this reason, the

Arabs had no choice but to concede to its miraculous and divine nature. The

Qur'an proclaims the truth to everyone, and it is necessary for everyone to
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believe in it. However, it is only those with intelligence and sound knowledge
who will take heed. Therefore, Allah says, that it was revealed for a nation with

knowledge.

"

Allah then mentions the fourth quality of the Qur'an when He says, "It is a

bearer ofglad tidings and a zvarner. "Despite the Qur'an being as great as it is, there

will always be those who are averse to the truth. Allah says, "However, most of
them turned away and do not listen." Not only are they obstinate, but they were
even audacious enough to tell the Holy Prophet (JL-j aJLp &\

.
ju, "Our hearts are

veiled from what you call us towards, and there are props in our ears (because we do
not want to listen to you). There is also a barrier between you and us (even though
we are close physically), so do (as you please), we shall do (as we please)/' i.e. You
go about your religion, while we shall practise our own. Thus saying, they made
it clear that they were not interested in listening to the truth, nor accepting it.

(6) Say, "I am but a human like you. Revelation has been sent to me that your

Deity is only One. So remain devoted to Him, and seek forgiveness from Him.

Destruction be to the polytheists..." (7) "...who do not pay Zakah and who
disbelieve in the Hereafter." (8) "There shall certainly be an everlasting reward

for those who believe and do righteous deeds."

PROPHET ^Lj^ii^ IS INSTRUCTED TO ANNOUNCE THAT HE
IS HUMAN LIKE EVERYONE ELSE, EXCEPT THAT HE RECEIVES
REVELATION

In response to the objection of the Polytheists that the Holy Prophet iv JU*

fi-j 4>could not be a Prophet because he was human, Allah commands the Holy

Prophet jJL. j Up &\ JUto "Say, 'I am but a human like you. {However, the difference

between us is that) Revelation has been sent to me that your Deity is only One. - A
sound intellect will understand that Allah is the Only Creator and Deity. This

will then prompt one to obey all Allah's commands, refrain from all forms of

deviation, "remain devoted to Him, and seek forgiveness from Him." One should

never lose hope of Allah's mercy, and one can even secure forgiveness for

disbelief and polytheism. When a person repents and accepts Islam, all his past

sins are completely forgiven.

Allah then speaks about the terrible fate of the polytheists when He says,

"Destruction be to the polytheists, who do not pay Zakah and who disbelieve in the

Hereafter. " How will they be particular about their daily Salah when they cannot

even spend annually from their wealth? They have certainly been overcome with

miserliness. Certain commentators do not interpret the word 'Zakah" as it is

normally understood. Rather, they use the literal meaning of the word 'Zakah ",
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which refers to cleansing and purifying. Therefore, they maintain that the

polytheists are doomed because they do not cleanse themselves of the impurity

of polytheism.

Thereafter, Allah describes the condition of the believers. Allah says, "There

shall certainly be an everlasting rewardfor those who believe and do righteous deeds."

i\ &-j\j uyji<£ y*y~* £— M - *'"**^ cruoU^ Usl U6 Up j\ \ojh

(9) Say, "Do you people really disbelieve in, and ascribe partners to the Being

Who created the earth in two days? He is the Lord of the universe." (10) And
Allah- has placed mountains on the surface of the earth, blessed the earth, and

stipulated the earth 's provisions in four complete days; for those who question.

(11) Thereafter, Allah turned to the sky, which was smoke, and said to it, as well

as to the earth, "Come to Us willingly or unwillingly." Both replied, "We shall

come willingly." (12) Within two days, Allah then made them into seven skies,

and issued a suitable command to each sky. Allah decorated the sky of the world

with lanterns and made them a means of protection. This is the decree of the

Mighty, the Wise.

ALLAH ADDRESSES THE HEAVENS AND THE EARTH

Allah admonishes the Polytheists, "Say, 'Do you people really disbelieve in, and

ascribe partners to the Being Who created the earth in two days?" It is sufficient for a

person with sound intellect to understand that he should believe in oneness of

Allah after realising that Allah is the Being Who created him. However, instead

of believing, the polytheists ascribe partners to Allah, regarding these partners to

be equal to Allah. These partners cannot create anything, but were themselves

created. The Being Who created us and them "is the Lord of the universe.
"

Not only did Allah create the magnificent earth, He also created everything

on the earth. Citing some of these, Allah says, "And Allah has placed mountains on

the surface of the earth, blessed the earth..." The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that

Allah blessed the earth by creating various forms of fauna and flora. In addition

to this, Allah "stipulated the earth's provisions in four complete days..." Allah has

predetermined exactly how much food of a certain type will grow in precisely

which place and time.
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" in four complete days... " This means that Allah created the earth in two
days, after which He created the mountains and the other terrestrial phenomena
in another two days, together with stipulating the various provisions.

Commentators have opted for this interpretation because many other verses

mention that Allah created the heavens, the earth and everything between in six

days. The other two days were used to create the heavens.

Allah adds, " for those who question."Hakim -a* i»i^ and Bayhaqi a* <s>i^
report from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas <up iui ^j that when the Jews
questioned the Holy Prophet <U- j Up ii>i JU> about the creation of the heavens and
the earth, he replied to their query. Allah then revealed the above verses,

concluding with the words " ...in four complete days for those who question." ["Durrul

Manthur"]

Thereafter, Allah discusses the creation of the skies. Allah states, "Thereafter,

Allah turned to the sky, (the basic nature of) which was smoke, and said to it, as well as

to the earth, 'Come to Us willingly or unwillingly"' i.e. willingly or unwillingly

submit to the laws that apply to you. The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that

they were not actually given a choice in the matter, but were commanded to

comply in any event. "Both (the heavens and the earth) replied, 'We shall come

willingly."'

"Within two days, Allah then made them into seven skies, and issued a suitable

command to each sky." i.e. Commands were issued to the angels of every sky.

Furthermore, "Allah decorated the sky of the world with lanterns and made them a

means of protection. This is the decree of the Mighty, the Wise." The stars are used to

pelt those Satan's who try to eavesdrop on the discussions taking place among
the angels.

Allah says in Surah Baqarah, "It is He Who createdfor you whatever is on earth.

Thereafter he turned His attention to the sky and perfected it as seven skies. " Allah also

says in Surah Nazi'at, "Allah raised the roof of the sky and perfected it. He made the

night dark and exposed its day. Thereafter, He spread out the earth." [Surah 79, verses 28-

30]

The above verses teach us that Allah*first created the basic structure of the

earth and thereafter placed the weighty mountains upon it. Thereafter, Allah

created the seven skies, which were in the form of smoke. It was only then that

Allah spread the earth out as we see it. Therefore, these verses of Surah Baqarah

and Surah Nazi'at, as well as the above verses of Surah HaMim Sajdah will not

contradict each other.

THE HOLY PROPHET ^JL-j Up Ai JU RECITES THE VERSE IN

RESPONSE TO THE OBSTINACY OF THE QURAYSH

Allama Qurtubi a* i»i <*-j writes (v. 15 p.338) that the Quraysh once spoke

among themselves saying, "The affair of Muhammad pJL-j Up iui JU has become
extremely contentious. We should send to him a person who is well versed in

poetry, fortune-telling and magic. He should enter into a discussion with

Muhammad ^j aJLp ibi ju and inform us about the reality of Muhammad's &IJ-*

fJL-j <uU message." Thereupon, Utba bin Rabi'ah stood up saying, "I swear by



Allah! I am well-versed in poetry, fortune-telling, as well as magic. I shall

certainly be able to tell you whether Muhammad's ^j 4* & J^> message is from

any of the three i.e. poetry/fortune-telling or magic." Consequently, he was sent

to the Holy Prophet pJL-^ *> &\ JU».

When Utba reached the presence of the Holy Prophet ^ <4* it ju, he said,

"O Muhammad ^j Up & ju*! Are you better than Qusayy bin Kilab? Are you

better than Hisham? Are you better than Abdul Muttalib? Are you better than

Abdullah? (These were all the Holy Prophet's ^ Up & J~* forefathers). You
speak ill of our gods, regard our forefathers as deviated and foolish, and you

deride our religion. (What do you wish to achieve?) If you desire to be a leader,

we will make you our leader and even raise flags to announce your leadership as

long as you live. If you desire to marry, we will marry you to ten of our finest

Quraysh women. If you desire wealth, we will amass so much wealth for you,

which will make you and your progeny independent of everyone. If it is the ill

effect of a Jinn causing you to say what you do, we will raise enough money to

ensure that you are cured."

The Holy Prophet ^j Up k\ JLdistened silently to what Utba had to say.

When Utba was over, The Holy Prophet ^ Up fa JU calmly said, "O Abu Walid!

Have you had your say?" "Yes," replied Utba. Thereupon, The Holy Prophet JU>

^j <ip iuitold him to listen. The Holy Prophet pi^ Up i»i ^then recited

"Bismillahir Rahmanir Rdhim" followed by the verses.'of Surah HaMlm Sajdah.

When the Holy Prophet jju. Up ii ju* reached the words, "If they turn away, then

say, I warn you of a punishment like the punishment of the Ad and Thamud"' [verse

13], Utba sprung up and placed his hand over the Holy Prophet's <X*s Up ibi ju.

blessed mouth, pleading with him in Allah's name to stop reciting.

Thereafter, Utba returned home and avoided the gatherings of the Quraysh.

Abu Jahl said to him, "Have, you lost your religion and moulded yourself in the cast of

Muhammad ^3 Up k ju? Or do you just like his food?" Upon hearing this, Utba

flew into a towering rage and said, "By Allah! I shall never again speak to

Muhammad <X*3 Up is>\ jl*! By Allah! You know that I am the wealthiest person of

the Quraysh (therefore, I have not maintained my silence because I need the food

of any other person). When I spoke to Muhammad ^j Up ibi ju*, he gave me a

reply that was neither poetry, nor soothe-saying, nor magic. Thereafter, Utba

recited the verses of Surah HaMlm Sajdah up to the words, "Say, I warn you of a

punishment like the punishment of the Ad and Thamud." Utba continued, "I then

placed my hand on his mouth and begged him not to recite further. You \nowwell that

Muhammad ^j <M & J^> has never spoken a lie. I therefore stopped him for fear that

punishment will afflict you people."

According to another narration, Utba listened attentively as the Holy

Prophet pJL,j <^ ii JUrecited for him until the Sajdah verse (Prostration is

compulsory when the recitor recite a verse). Thereafter, The Holy Prophet ^ &\ J^>

fi-jsaid to him, "O Abu Walid! You have heard what I said. Now you decide

(whether to believe or suffer Allah's punishment)." Utba then left.

As Utba approached the gathering of the Quraysh, they noticed a marked

change in him. They said, "By Allah! Abu Walid has changed. He has returned

with another face." When he arrived in their midst, they asked him what had
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happened. He said, "By Allah! I have heard such speech from Muhammad ii ju
^ Up, which I have never heard before. I swear by Allah that it is neither poetry,

nor soothe-saying. Therefore, listen to what I have to say about this affair. Leave

Muhammad ^L-j ^ & J^ to be and do not say anything to him. His teachings

will certainly gain popularity. If the other Arabs assassinate him, your work will

be done for you. However, if Muhammad jJL-j <±± & J^> becomes a king, or his

Prophet hood is exposed, you people will share the fortune with him, because his

kingdom will be yours, and his honour will also be yours."

Hearing this, the other members of the Quraysh said, "O Abu Walid! It

seems like Muhammad jJL-j Up ibi Jl^ has charmed you with a magic spell." Utba

replied, "This is my opinion. You decide further."

Gp ^U Jl )J& *w ^i \J-^ ^ &*&&• o^J (*"£^ WW u? J^'
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(13) If they turn away, then say,* "I warn you of a punishment like the

punishment of the Ad and Thamud." (14) When their messengers came to them

from the front of them and from behind them (saying), "Worship Allah Only",

they replied, "If our Lord wanted (to send a messenger), he would have sent

angels. We therefore disbelieve in what you have been sent with." (15) As for

the Ad, they were arrogant on earth without reason, and said, "Who can be more

powerful than us? "Do they not see that Allah Who has created them is more

powerful than them? They also rejected Our signs. (16) So We sent a fierce

windstorm against them during the ominous days, to make them taste a

humiliating punishment in this worldly life. The punishment of the Hereafter is

even more humiliating, and they will never be assisted. (17) As for the Thamud,

We guided them, but they chose blindness instead of guidance. So, because of

what they earned, a catastrophic punishment seized them, which was extremely

humiliating. (18) We rescued those who believed and feared.
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THOSE WHO DENY THE TRUTH ARE WARNED ABOUT
RECEIVING PUNISHMENT LIKE THE AD AND THAMUD

In these verses, Allah admonishes people for failing to believe, despite

witnessing His many signs. Allah tells them that there were many nations before

them who also refused to believe, as a result of which they were destroyed when
Allah's punishment seized them.

Allah instructs the Holy Prophet pJL-j *> & J^ saying, "If they turn away, then

say, 7 warn you ofa punishment like the punishment of the Ad and Thamud. When their

messengers came to them from the front of them and from behind them (saying),

'Worship Allah Only', they replied, 'If our Lord wanted (to send a messenger), he

would have sent angels. We therefore disbelieve in what you have been sent with.'"

These disbelievers said this because they could neither find fault with the

message of the Prophets <OLJ\ r^/ nor with the character of the Prophets f^*J» r^
themselves. They therefore argued that if Allah really wanted to send a Prophet,

He would not have sent a man who is just like them.

After making simultaneous mention of the two nations, Allah proceeds to

mention them individually. Allah first speaks of the nation of Ad, who were an

extremely powerful nation, possessing tremendous physical strength. Allah says,

"As for the Ad, they were arrogant on earth without reason, and said, 'Who can be more

powerful than us?'" When man is bestowed with wealth, strength and children, he

becomes arrogant and boastful. In this foolish stupor, he thinks that none can

ever compare to him. He then forgets that his Creator is Greater than him.

Therefore, Allah replied to the audacious claim of the Ad by saying, "Do they not

see that Allah Who has created them is more powerful than them ?
"

Allah talks about them further when He says, "They also rejected Our signs.

"

Despite witnessing all the signs that attest to Allah's Oneness and Greatness,

they chose to remain obstinate. As a result of this, Allah "sent a fierce windstorm

against them during the ominous days, to make them taste a humiliating punishment in

this worldly life. The punishment of the Hereafter is even more humiliating, and they will

never be assisted."

Their strength, wealth and pride will be of no avail to them when they

suffer Allah's punishment. Allah says in Surah Haqqa, "As for the Ad, they were

destroyed by an icy tempest. Allah unleashed it upon them for seven consecutive nights

and eight consecutive days. You would have seen them lying flat on the ground as if they

were hollow palm trunks." A similar reference is made to them in Surah Qamar
where Allah says, "The Ad denied, so how was My punishment and warnings? Verily

We sent against them a cyclonic wind during days of perpetual misfortune. It ousted

people as if'they were uprooted palm trunks."

The Ahadlth state that nothing can be truly ominous (i.e. augur ill for a

person). Sayyidina Sa'd bin Malik-** h. ^j reports that the Holy Prophet i» J*
(JL-j Upsaid, "If there was anything like an ill omen, it would have been in three

things, a house, a horse, or a woman." ["Mishkdt" p. 392, from AbuDazvud]

Therefore, when the Qur'an mentions "during the ominous days' it will mean

that the days were ill-fated specifically for the Ad. It will not mean that specific

days are ominous, because this will then mean that all days of the week are ill



fated, since the windstorm blew for eight consecutive days.

Allah then discusses the plight of the Thamud. Allah says, "As for the

Thamud, We guided them..." i.e. We sent Sayyidina Salih
r
^LJi Up to them, who

showed them the truth and taught them about oneness of Allah. However, "they

chose blindness instead of guidance. So, because of what they earned, a catastrophic

punishment seized them, which was extremely humiliating." The Arabic word
"Sa'iqah" actually refers to a bolt of lightning/but it may also be used to denote a

catastrophe (&s translated above). Allah concludes the epic by emphasising, "We
rescued those who believed andfeared (Allah).

"
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(19) The day when Allah's enemies will be ushered towards the Fire and

restrained. (20) Until, when they arrive there, their ears, eyes and skins will

testify about what they did. (21) They will say to their skins, "Why do you

testify against us?" They will reply, "Allah, Who gives speech to everything, has

enabled us to speak. It was He Who created you the first time, and to Him is
~

your return." (22) You did not hide (your actions thinking) that your ears, eyes

and skins will testify against you, but you thought that Allah is unaware of most

of the things you do. (23) That was the perception that you held about your Lord.

It has destroyed you and made you among the losers. (24) Even if they exercise

patience, the Fire shall be their abode. And if they try to please Allah, they will

never be allowed to do so. (25) We have delegated companions for them, who
beautify for them whatever is before them and behind them. The decree shall be

passed against them, together with all the groups of man and Jinn that have

passed before them. Verily, they are all losers.

ALLAH'S ENEMIES WILL BE TAKEN TO HELL, WHERE THEIR
LIMBS WILL TESTIFY AGAINST THEM

Allah speaks of the terrible plight that His enemies the disbelievers will
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suffer on the Day of Judgment. Allah says, "The day (of Judgment) when Allah's

enemies xvill be ushered towards the Fire and restrained (because of their large numbers.

This will continue) "Until, when they will arrive there, their ears, eyes and skins will

testify about what they did." All the limbs will disclose exactly what sin they used

to perpetrate. Even the skin, which covers the entire body, will be a witness to

every sin. Surah Nur and Surah Yasin mention that the hands and legs will

testify against people.

Astonished that their very own bodies are giving testimony against them,

people will exclaim, "Why do you testify against us?" i.e. By testifying against us,

you are also condemning yourselves to punishment, because you are part of us.

We denied our sins so that you will be saved from punishment, but you have

now revealed the truth. We cannot understand why you should do this. The

limbs will reply, "Allah, Who gives speech to everything, has enabled us to speak." i.e.

Allah gave us the ability to speak and commanded us to do so. How could

we refuse? You should not be surprised at our ability to speak because Allah can

grant this faculty to whoever He pleases.

Muslim reports from Sayyidina Anas bin Malik ** &\ ^j that once, while

they were with the Holy Prophet ^ Up &\ ju, he laughed quietly. Then the

Holy Prophet pi-^ Up i»t JUasked the Sahabah (Companions)^ i» ^j, "Do you

know why I laughed?" 'Allah and His Holy Prophet^ Up &\ ju know best,"

replied the Sahabah {Companions)^ & ^j. Thereupon, the Holy Prophet ii JU
f-L-j aJp said, "I laughed at what a slave will say to his Lord (on the Day of

Judgment). The slave will say, 'O my Lord! Did You not promise me that You
shall never oppress me?' T did promise you this/ will be the reply.

Thereupon, the man will say, T will therefore not accept any witness against

me, except those that are a part of me.' Allah will say to him, Today, your own
self will suffice as a witness against you. The 'Kiraman Katibin' (the recording

angels) shall also suffice as witnesses against you.' His lips will then be sealed,

and it will be said to his limbs, 'Speak!' Consequently, all his limbs will testify

regarding the deeds he perpetrated. When he will be allowed to speak again, he

will address his limbs saying, 'May you be destroyed! It was for your sake that I

was disputing."' ["Mishkat" p. 485]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra **> i» ^j reports that, on the Day of Judgment, a

hypocrite will say, "O my Lord! I believed in You, Your scripture and Your Holy

Prophet. I performed Salah, fasted, and spent in Sadaqah (Charity)" In this

manner, he will continue to praise himself as much as possible. Thereupon, Allah

will say, "We shall soon find out when the witnesses are presented." The person will

be puzzled about who the witnesses could be. His lips will then be sealed, and

his thighs, flesh, and bones will be told to speak. All these will then testify to his

deeds. This will take place so that none can raise an objection against Allah. The

above will happen to the hypocrite (Munafiq) since Allah will be displeased with

him. [Muslim, p. 409]

While verse 65 of Surah Yasin (Surah 36) and the above hadith state that the

mouth will be sealed/verse 24 of Surah Nur (Surah 24) mentions that even the

tongues of the sinful will testify against them. The reply to this seeming

discrepancy is that the different verses refer to different stages of the Judgment
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day. There will be times when the tongues will be unable to move, while on

other occasions Allah will permit the tongues to speak.

"It was He Who created you the first time, and to Him is your return." Allah is

All Powerful, and can easily make othetf limbs speak on the Day of Judgment,

just as He makes the tongue speak in this world.

Allah will then address the disbelievers saying, "You did not hide (your

actions thinking) that your ears, eyes and skins will testify against you, but you thought

that Allah is unaware of most of the things you do." In this world, the disbelievers do
not think that their limbs will testify against them, and therefore think that

committing sins secretly will be unnoticed. Little do they realise that they cannot

hide from their own limbs. Worse still is the fact that they actually hold the same
opinion about Allah, thinking Allah is also unaware of what they do. The fact

that they sin proves that they regard Allah as one of the creation, who has no
knowledge of their secret deeds. This is why they sinned secretly and not

because their were afraid of the testimony of their limbs (because they had no

idea that their limbs could ever testify).

Bukhari reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** &\ ^j that he was
once behind the drapes of the Ka'ba, when two persons of the Quraysh

accompanied by someone from the Bani Thaqif tribe arrived there. He says that

they were fat men with little intelligence. He could not hear their conversation

clearly, but heard one of them asking, "Can Allah hear what you say?" The

second person replied, "He can hear if you talk loudly, but not if you talk

silently." Thereupon, the third person said, "If Allah hears, He can hear

everything." When Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ ifo ^j reported the

incident to the Holy Prophet ^j aJLp it ju, Allah revealed the verses, "You did

not hide (your actions ...and made you among the losers." The verse therefore means
that Allah hears everything. In addition to Allah's knowledge being a testimony

against us, our limbs will also testify against us on the Day of Judgment about

the sins we commit. Therefore we need to live a life of belief and good deeds.

THE EVIL PERCEPTION OF THE DISBELIEVERS WILL DESTROY
THEM • '

Allah continues, "That was the perception that you held about your Lord (that

He is unaware of most of your actions). It has destroyed you and made you among

the losers." If they had the conviction that Allah is Aware of everything they

do, they would have never sinned in public or in secret. However, this

misconception led them to sin profusely and to abuse the limbs Allah gave

them as a favour. As a result, they will be eventually destroyed by Allah's

punishment.

"Even if they exercise patience, the Fire shall be their abode." When entered into

Hell, it will not help them if they exercise patience or not. In either event, they

will be doomed. Unlike this world, where a person's adversity will eventually be

alleviated once he endures it patiently, the difficulties of the Hereafter will be

perpetual, irrespective of one's patience.

Allah adds, "And if they try to please Allah, they will never be allowed to do so.
"

They will be saved from Hell only if they had believed in this world, carried out
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good deeds, and abstained from sin. Nothing else will benefit in the Hereafter.

EVIL COMPANIONS ARE DELEGATED FOR THE DISBELIEVERS

"We have delegated companions for them, who beautify for them whatever is before

them and behind them. " These companions persuade them that sins are good, and

incite them to pursue the bidding of their passions. They also indoctrinate them
with the belief that they need not worry about consequences because there shall

be no life after death, and no Heaven or Hell. Being lured into this trap of deceit,

the disbelievers fall deeper into disbelief and polytheism, thereby earning their

stay in hell.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ &\ ^j mentions that "whatever is before

them" refers to the Hereafter, i.e. their evil companions make the disbelievers

believe that nothing exists in the Hereafter. He interprets "and (whatever is)

behind them" as this world, meaning that they decorate the things of this world to

be attractive and seductive. It therefore becomes easy to tempt man to indulge in

these.

Allah says in Surah Shura, "We shall appoint a Satan to every person who turns a

blind eye to Rahman's, who will be his companion. Indeed, they will forbid people from

the path, while the people think that they are rightly guided. Until, when the time arrives

that they come to Us, they say, 'O Dear! If only there was the distance of the East and

West between yourselfand Me! A terrible companion you were indeed!"' [Surah 42, verses

36-38]

Allah continues, "The decree (of punishment) shall be passed against them,

together with all the groups of man and Jinn that have passed before them. Verily, they

are all losers." In this world, they had lives, wealth and their physical limbs.

However, all these will be lost to them when they face Allah's punishment in

Hell.
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(26) The disbelievers say, "Do not listen to this Qur'an, and make a noise (to

disturb its recitation) so that you may be victorious/' (27) So We shall definitely

let the disbelievers taste a severe punishment, and We shall certainly punish

them for the worst of their deeds. (28) This Fire shall be the punishment for

Allah's enemies. They shall have an eternal abode there as punishment for

rejecting Our signs. (29) The disbelievers will say, "O our Lord! Show us the two

groups from the Jinn and humankind who misled us. We want to trample them

beneath our feet so that both groups become of those who are most humiliated."

(30) Verily those who say, "Our Lord is Allah" and are then steadfast, angels

shall surely descend to them (saying), "Neither have any fear, nor grief, and

rejoice about the Heaven that you have been promised." (31) "We are your

friends in the life of this world, as well as in the Hereafter. There you shall have

whatever your heart desires, and you shall have whatever you ask for/' (32)

"This is the hospitality from the Most Forgiving, the Most Merciful."

THE DISBELIEVERS CONNIVE TO MAKE A NOISE TO INTERFERE
WITH THE RECITATION OF THE QUR'AN

The first four verses discuss the connivance of the disbelievers, the

punishment they are doomed to suffer, as well as the enmity they will display for

each other on the Day of Judgment. The leaders of She polytheists in Makkah
used to instruct their subordinates not to listen to the recitation of the Qur'an,

and to create a disturbance when the Holy Prophet pJL-j <d* ii jl* recites the

Qur'an. By talking loudly and discussing futile affairs, others would also be

prevented from listening to the Qur'an. Consequently, when the Holy Prophet

^Lmj u* i»i jl* used to recite the Qur'an, these wretches used to whistle, clap hands

and recite poetry at the top of their voices.

Referring to these Mushrikin (polytheists), Allah says, "So We shall definitely

let the disbelievers taste a severe punishment, and We shall certainly punish them for the

worst of their deeds/' Since this verse does not specify whether this punishment

will be in the world or in the Hereafter, the author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" says that

both may be referred to, or either the one or the other. He then quotes Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Abbas <-*• ii ^j as saying that "a severe punishment" refers to the

Battle of Badr, while "punish them for the worst of their deeds" refers to the

punishment of the Hereafter. Therefore, they will be punished in both worlds.

Allah then says, "This Fire shall be the punishment for Allah 's enemies. They

shall have an eternal abode there as a punishment for rejecting Our signs." They will

not be fortunate enough to be released from Hell after a brief or long stay. Their

suffering will be eternal.

THE MISGUIDED ONES WILL REQUEST TO TRAMPLE THEIR
SENIORS BENEATH THEIR FEET

In this world, people remained as disbelievers upon the bidding of their

leaders and seniors. Among those who led people astray were humans, as well

as the Jinn. When these people persuaded their juniors to make noise while the

Qur'an was being recited, they gladly complied. However, on the Day of

Judgment, their relationship will be greatly strained. The subordinates will cry

for revenge and supplicate, "O our Lord! Show us the two groups from the Jinn and
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humankind who misled us. We want to trample them beneath ourfeet so that both groups

become of those who are most humiliated." Of course, it will be too late

then, and they will all have to suffer the punishment they deserve.

GLAD TIDINGS FOR THE STEADFAST

"Verily those who say, 'Our Lord is Allah' and are then steadfast (upon belief and

Islam by fulfilling all the injunctions), angels shall surely descend to them (saying),

Neither have any fear, nor grief and rejoice about the Heaven that you have been

promised (by the Prophets pkJs ^^ and the divine scriptures).
"'

"Ruhul Ma'ani" reports from Sayyidina Zaid bin Aslam <Op ifci ^j that the

angels will address these people in this manner at the time of their death.

Thereafter, they will again convey these glad tidings when the people rise from

their graves on the Day of Judgment. Other commentators are of the opinion that

these tidings are not restricted to these occasions, but they are conveyed to the

pious believers on several occasions during their lives in the form of

reassurances. In this manner, the pious are further encouraged to carry out good
deeds.

Sayyidina Ata bin Abi Rabah *ip.-ii i^j says that "Neither have anyfear" means
that they should not fear that their actions have been rejected. Furthermore, "nor

grief means that they should not grieve over their past sins, because these have

been forgiven.

THE ANGELS ADDRESS THE PEOPLE OF BELIEF

The angels also tell the believers, "We are your friends in the life of this world,

as well as in the Hereafter." The angels inspire the righteous to carry out good
deeds, and assist them when necessary. The angels will therefore comfort the

pious at the time of their death, by assuring them of their friendship in the

Hereafter as well, when the angels will intercede on their behalf and greet them
with the words, "Peace be upon you for the patience that you exercised. How blissful is

the outcome of the Hereafter!" [Surah Ra'd (13), verse 24]

The welcoming angels will also briefly state the bounties of Heaven in the

following words, "There you shall have whatever your heart desires, and you shall have

whatever you askfor. " Nothing that a person desires or asks will be denied.

"This is the hospitalityfrom the Most Forgiving, the Most Merciful." In Heaven,

people will be the guests of Allah, the Greatest. Therefore, the hospitality will be

such that it is befitting of the rank of Allah. As a result, every person will be

given whatever he desires.
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(33) Whose speech can be better than the one who calls towards Allah, performs

righteous deeds, and says, "I am from the Muslims/' (34) Good and evil cannot

be equal. Resist with that which is best, and the one between yourself and

whom there was enmity will instantly become like your bosom friend. (35) Only

the patient ones will be inspired with this. Only the most fortunate will be

inspired with this. (36) If any whisper from Satan has to reach you, then seek

refuge with Allah. Undoubtedly, He is the All Hearing, the All Knowing.

THE EXCELLENCE OF A PERSON WHO CALLS TOWARDS ALLAH,
ENCOURAGEMENT TO ADOPT GOOD CHARACTER, AND
SEEKING ALLAH'S REFUGE FROM SATAN

Allah says, "Whose speech can be better than the one who calls towards Allah,

performs righteous deeds, and says, 7 am from the Muslims/' This verse emphasises

that the person who invites others towards oneness of Allah and Islam should

himself practise what he preaches. By doing so, his preaching will have greater

effect on others.

The verse also highlights the fact that the caller to Allah should be humble.

He should not laude his own praises, but should proclaim that he is just like

everyone else, i.e. an ordinary Muslim. He must never allow his knowledge and

his noble effort to be a cause of pride and ostentation.

Of course, when a person preaches Islam, he will encounter all types of

people. There will be many who will oppose him and behave in a harsh manner
towards him. Although it will be permissible to reply to their behaviour by

adopting a similar attitude like theirs, good character demands that a person

calmly endures their harshness. It will therefore be best for him to be tolerant

and gentle. It is with reference to this that Allah says, "Good and evil cannot be

equal Resist (the malice ofyour opponents) with that (manner ofapproach) which is best,

and (by adopting this approach,) the one between yourself and whom there was enmity,

will instantly become like your bosom friend.

"

Allah then adds that this extremely noble quality of tolerance and good

character is very rare, and will not be the lot of every person. Allah says, "Only

the patient ones will be inspired with this. Only the most fortunate will be inspired with

this." Some commentators have interpreted "the most fortunate" to mean those

who will earn the most rewards. Others say that it refers to those who are

destined to enter Heaven. {"Ruhul Ma'ani"]

When a person engages in the noble task of propagating Allah's religion

(Din), Satan will always attempt to whisper evil thoughts and suggestions into

his mind. Hence, Allah advises, "If any whisper from Satan has to reach you, then

seek refuge with Allah. Undoubtedly, He is the All Hearing, the All Knowing." The

author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" has written that the literal meaning of the Arabic word
"nazgh" (translated above as "whisper") is 'to poke or prod someone with a stick

or with the finger'. This denotes that Satan's whispers are very subtle, but can

also be forceful. When a preacher tolerates the difficulties that people give him,
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Satan immediately whispers into his heart saying, "You are preaching the truth,

so why should you lower yourself before these ill-mannered people (i.e. leave

them alone because they are not worthy of your noble effort)?" On this occasion,

the

person should seek Allah's refuge by reciting "A'udhu Billahi Minash Shaytdnir

Rajim" ("I seek refuge with Allah from the accursed Satan").

l$ift oi Cyji>^ *tlffC^ Gy> TiUA*i£J^V 1 <Sj 4&*£&&J^

(37) From among Allah's signs is the night, the day, the sun, and the moon. If

you worship Allah only, then do not prostrate to the sun, nor to the moon, but

prostrate to Allah, Who has created them. (3§) If they are arrogant, then those

who are close to your Lord glorify Him day and night without tiring. (39) Also

from His signs is that you see the earth bare. Then, when We send rain upon it,

it begins to stir and flourish. Verily, the One Who gave life to it is the One Who
gives life to the dead. Indeed, He has power over all things.

THE DAY, THE NIGHT, THE SUN, AND THE MOON ARE ALL
ALLAH'S SIGNS, SO PROSTRATE ONLY TO HIM

In these verses, Allah discusses various proofs of oneness of Allah. Allah

says, "From among Allah 's signs is the night, the day, the sun, and the moon." The

great power of Allah is displayed in the fact that He alternates the night and the

day. Allah created the sun and the moon/he gave light to the sun, and it is Only

He who has fixed their orbits. These factors prove that only Allah is worthy of

being worshipped. Therefore, Allah says, "If you worship Allah only, then do not

prostrate to the sun, nor to the moon, but prostrate to Allah, Who has created them."

This verse emphasises that if people claim to worship Allah, they should

worship Him only without making any other being a partner in Allah's worship.

Therefore, if a person perpetrates polytheism, he cannot make the claim that he

worships Allah.

"If they are (too) arrogant (to take heed), then (their attitude will not harm Allah in

the least because) those (angels) who are close to your Lord glorify Him day and night

without tiring." Allah is not in need of man's worship because He is Great

without it as well. There are also innumerable angels perpetually engaged in

Allah's worship and glorification (Of course, Allah is not in need of their

worship either).
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THE REVIVAL OF BARREN GROUND IS ALSO ONE OF ALLAH'S
SIGNS

After speaking about the celestial bodies, Allah points out that many signs

of His Oneness and power are also to be found on earth. Allah says, "Also from
His signs is that you see the earth bare. Then, when We send rain upon it, it begins to

stir and flourish. " As the water permeates into the ground, it revitalises the soil,

causing shoots of vegetation to sprout from the ground. As a result of this, many
edible plants and fruit grow, which are of tremendous benefit to man. Grass and

other plants also grow, which are invaluable to animals.

This is a practical demonstration of Allah's great powers. In addition to this,

it proves that Allah is perfectly Capable of resurrecting mankind for the Day of

Judgment. Man sees this happening every day around him and cannot deny that

Allah is responsible for all this. It is therefore not farfetched to believe that He
can repeat the process with dead people. Therefore, Allah says, "Verily, the One

Who gave life to it (the ground) is the One Who gives life to the dead. Indeed, He has

power over all things"'.
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(40) Verily those who are averse to Our signs are not hidden from Us. Is the one

whom We cast into the Fire better than the one who will arrive safely on the Day

of Judgment? Do as you please. Allah is definitely Watching what you do. (41)

Indeed those who disbelieve in the Reminder (Qur'an) when it came to them

(would never have disbelieved if they had contemplated). Without doubt, the

Qur'an is a mighty book. (42) No falsehood can approach it from the front or

from the back. It is a revelation from the Wise Who is Most Worthy of praise.

(43) You are being told only what was already said to the messengers before you.

Without doubt, your Lord is One of immense forgiveness, and also One Who
can inflict painful punishment. (44) If We had revealed the Qur'an in a language

other than Arabic, they would have said, "Why are its verses not clearly

expounded? How can the scripture not be Arabic when the Holy Prophet is an
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Arab?" Say, "It is a guidance for those who believe, as well as a cure. As for

those who do not believe, they have props in their ears and it is a means of

deviation for them. These are the people who are called from a distant place."

THE "MULHIDIN" (INFIDELS) ARE NOT HIDDEN FROM ALLAH,
SO DO AS YOU PLEASE

The believers fully accept the Qur'an and derive benefit from it. On the

other hand, there are two groups of people who are enemies of the Qur'an. The
first group denies that the Qur'an is from Allah. They are called the rejecters

(polytheists). The second group does not deny the Qur'an outright, but their

enmity for the Qur'an is exposed when they distort the interpretation of the

Qur'an to suit their desires. These people are called the "Mulhidln", and are truly

averse to the teachings of the Qur'an.

Defining the Mulhidln (infidels) in the very same manner, Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Abbas ** ii\^j added, "They place the words of the Qur'an where
they should not be." Included in this definition are all those people who attempt

to unravel the meanings of the 'Mutashabih' (allegorical) verses, as well as those

who distort the interpretations of Qur'anic verses in an effort to prove their

fabricated beliefs and innovations.

Hakimul Ummah Sayyidina Thanwi Up 2»i <^j (in his book 'Masa'ile Suluk')

quotes the above definition of Sayyidina -Abdullah bin Abbas ** *&\ ^>j.

Thereafter, he quotes Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ k ^j as saying,

"Included in the meaning of this verse are all those fanatical saints who refute

the accepted narrations of Tafsir and fabricate (practices and beliefs) that

contradict the principles of religion [which are based on the Qur'an, Ahadith,

and teachings of the Sahabah (Companions)^ &\ ^J."

Allah says, "Verily those who are averse to Our signs are not hidden from Us (We
are aware of their deeds, and will punish them accordingly). Is the one whom We cast

into the Fire better than the one who will arrive safely on the Day of Judgment?" Any
person possessing intelligence will realise that anyone who is saved from the

torture of Hell is better than the one who will have to suffer eternal punishment
there.

Wo as you please. Allah is definitely Watching what you do." This is a warning
to people. Allah tells them that they may do as they please but they must realise

tjiat Allah is Watching. Therefore, no deed will pass unnoticed, and they will be

punished for every sin.

Thereafter, Allah speaks about the Qur'an. Allah says, Indeed those who
disbelieve in the Reminder (Qur'an) when it came to them (would never have disbelieved

if they had contemplated). Without doubt, the Qur'an is a mighty book. No falsehood can

approach itfrom the front orfrom
%
the back. It is a revelation from the Wise, Who is Most

Worthy ofpraise."

ALLAH CONSOLES THE HOLY PROPHET ^JL-j Up Ai Ju*

Addressing the Holy Prophet jJL.
_,
U* &\ ju, Allah says, "You are being told

only what was already said to the messengers before you."i.e. Whatever insults the
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disbelievers fling at you were also flung at the previous Prophets (OLJi ^js. m

However, they bore everything with patience, so you should do the same.

"Without doubt, your Lord is One of immense forgiveness, and also One Who can inflict

a painful punishment.
"
Allah says that if the Holy Prophet's ,0^ Up ii j^

opponents were to accept Islam, they would be forgiven along with the other

believers. However, if they persist in their opposition to Islam and the Holy
Prophet (JL- j Up ii ju, Allah will surely deal with them.

THE OBSTINACY OF THE DISBELIEVERS

When a person is bent on opposition, he will concoct every possible excuse

to substantiate his standpoint. Consequently, the polytheists argued that the

miraculous nature of the Qur'an would have been more evident if it were
revealed in a language other than Arabic. However, this was yet another excuse

to refute the Qur'an. Allah replied to them by saying, "If We had revealed the

Quran in a language other than Arabic, they would have said, 'Why are its verses not

clearly expounded? How can the scripture not be Arabic when the Holy Prophet is an

Arab?" Therefore, whether the Qur'an is in Arabic or any other language, it

would be immaterial to the disbelievers, because they would deny it in any

event.

THE QUR'AN IS A GUIDANCE AND A CURE

Allah addresses the Holy Prophet jJl-j aJLp ii ju, instructing him to "Say, 'It

{the Quran) is a guidance for those who believe, as well as a cure. As for those who do

not believe, they have props in their ears and it is a means of deviation for them. These are

the people who are called from a distant place." i.e. They are like people who are

being called by a person from a distant place. Although the person can hear the

voice, he cannot understand the message. Similar is the case with the

disbelievers. However, the disbelievers do not want to understand the message.

"These are the people who are called from a distant place." The above

interpretation of this verse has been quoted from Sayyidina Ali ** ifo ^ and

Sayyidina Mujahid <4* & *^j. Other commentators mention that bad names

denoting the evil nature of the disbelievers will be used to call them on the Day
of Qiyamah (judgement). They will be called from afar so that everyone present

there will be able to hear how evil they were.
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(45) Verily We gave Musa the Book, concerning which disputes arose. If it were

not for a decree proceeding from your Lord, a decision would have been given

already. Undoubtedly, they are in great doubt about the matter. (46) Whoever

does a good deed, does so for his own benefit, and whoever enacts an evil, it

will be to his own detriment. Your Lord never oppresses His bondsmen.
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EVERY PERSON'S GOOD WILL BENEFIT HIM, WHILE HIS EVIL
WILL HARM HIM

In a previous verse, Allah told the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up ibi jl* that he was

being offended just as the earlier Prophets (%Ji <**> were offended. Now Allah

makes mention of one of these Prophets f^Ji r^/ viz. Sayyidina Musa f%J\ Up.

Allah says, "Verily We gave Musa the Book (Torah), concerning which disputes arose."

i.e. Some people accepted it, while others rejected. Similar was the attitude of

people towards the Qur'an.

"If it were not for a decree proceeding from your Lord (that they were not to be

punished immediately), a decision (to punish them) would have been given already."

If Allah had not already stipulated the time when they were to. be punished, He
would have punished them already. However, all His decrees are based on His

perfect wisdom.

"Undoubtedly, they are in great doubt about the matter." While some

commentators have interpreted "the matter" as the Qur'an, others are of the

opinion that it refers to the punishment. Because of their lack of conviction, the

disbelievers doubted that they will ever be punished.

"Whoever does a good deed, does so for his own benefit, and whoever enacts an evil,

it will be to his own detriment. Your Lord never oppresses His bondsmen. " Allah will

reward people in full for their good deeds, and will never punish a person for a

sin he did not committed.

<ZiZtitztztzt$tztz^tztz£ititztz£itztzttt{tz
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PARTTWENTY-FIVE

(47) The knowledge of Judgment day is referred to Him only. In His knowledge

is every fruit that emerges from its covering, every female that bears, and every

female that delivers. The day when they will be asked, "Where are My
partners?" They will submit, "We declare to You that none of us can testify (that

You have any partner,)." (48) Those that they used to call upon will be lost to

them and they will be convinced that they have no escape.

ONLY ALLAH HAS KNOWLEDGE OF THE HEREAFTER

Allah declares, "The knowledge of Judgment day is referred to Him only." Only

Allah has the knowledge of when Judgment day will take place. Allah says in

Surah A'raf, ''They ask you concerning judgment day, when will it occur? Say, 'The

knowledge of it i$ with my Lord. Only He will manifest it on its time." [Surah 7, verse

187]

Once Sayyidina Jibril ^%J\ Up appeared in the form of a human to the Holy

Prophet fi-j aJLp i\ ^and asked a few questions. One of these was regarding the

time when Judgment day will occur. In reply the Holy Prophet pi-j 4-1* & J^
said, "The one being asked knows no more than the questioner" [Bukhari and

Muslim]. This is the reply any person should give when the same question is

posed.

Allah then mentions certain other phenomena about which only He has

knowledge. Allah says, "In His knowledge is every fruit that emerges from its

covering..." When a fruit begins to bud, it first appears as a little covering.

Thereafter, the fruit gradually develops, until it is ripe. Allah also has knowledge

of "every female that bears, and every female that delivers. " In fact, as mentioned in

other verses, "Allah has knowledge ofeverything.
"

Allah then speaks about the plight of those who reject belief in oneness of

Allah, despite witnessing the numerous signs of Allah's power and Oneness

prevalent around them. On the Day of Judgment day, Allah will ask them,

"Where are My partners (that you contrived)?' They will submit, 'We declare to You
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that none of us can testify (that You have any partner)/" Whereas they were
adamant in their belief of polytheism, on the Judgment day the polytheists

will deny that they ever perpetrated the vile crime. At the beginning, they

will vehemently say, "By Allah, our Lord! We were never polytheists!"

However, when they realise that their denial is of no avail, they will admit,

"These are our partners that we used to worship instead of You." [Surah Nahl (16),

verse 86]

i

Allah says further, "Those that they used to call upon will be lost to them. .' All

the hopes that they pinned in their gods will be dashed, "and they will be convinced tjfiat

they have no escape."
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(49) Ma^i never tires to pray for good. If adversity has to afflict him, he

completely loses all hope. (50) If We allow him to taste Our mercy after the

adversity that afflicted him, he will certainly say, "I deserve this. I do not think

that Judgment day will take place. If I am ever returned to my Lord, I shall

definitely have something better than this." So We shall certainly inform the

disbelievers of what they did, and We shall definitely make them taste a severe

punishment. (51) When We favour man, he is averse and turns away. But when
hardship afflicts him, he offers lengthy prayers.

MAN'S LOVE FOR WEALTH, HIS INGRATITUDE, AND
REJECTION OF JUDGMENT DAY

Allah discusses man's psychology in these verses. Allah says, 'Man never

tires to prayfor good. "He keeps asking Allah for wealth, health and all other good
things. He remains happy as long as these positive factors remain with him.

However, "If adversity (financial loss, illness,' etc) has to afflict him, he completely

loses all hope. " He then visualises himself as the only person who is suffering,

thinking that his problems will never end. (Such is the condition of people who
have not learnt Allah's Book, have not practised the guidelines detailed by the

Holy Prophet jJL-j *> &\ JL*, and have not remained in the company of the

pious).

"If We allow him to taste Our mercy (wealth, good health, prosperity, etc) after

the adversity that afflicted him, he will certainly say, 7 deserve this. "Instead of

conceding the fact that the bounty is Allah's favour, he attributes the good
fortune to his ingenuity, thereby hoarding all the credit for himself. This type of
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behaviour was displayed by Qarun, who said, "I have been granted all of this

because of the knowledge I possess. " [Surah Qasas (28), verse 78]

When man's difficulty is alleviated, he even begins to deny Judgment day,

saying, "I do not think that Judgment day will take place. If I am ever returned to my
Lord, I shall definitely have something better than this." He thinks that, since he
'deserved' a good life in this world because of his 'knowledge', he will also be
deserving of the same in the Hereafter. He fails to realise that whatever he had
was purely because of Allah's favour on him.

Allah says further, "So We shall certainly inform the disbelievers ofwhat they did,

and We shall definitely make them taste a severe punishment." It is only in the Akhirah

{hereafter) that the disbelievers will realise the error of their ways, and that

(because of their deeds) they 'deserve' only punishment and humiliation.

Summing up man's attitude, Allah says, "When We favour man, he is averse

and turns away (i.e. he does not acknowledge Allah's bounty and is not grateful).

But when hardship afflicts him, he offers lengthy prayers." Instead of thanking Allah

for His favour, man becomes proud of himself whenever he is blessed with a

bounty. The only time he turns to Allah is when he is in dire straits. This

behaviour is all too apparent everywhere.

(52) Say, "Tell me. If this Qur'an is really from Allah and you reject it, who will

be further astray than the person who is in fanatical opposition?" (53) We shall

soon show them Our signs on the horizons and within themselves, until it

becomes clear to them that it is certainly the truth. Is it not sufficient that your

Lord is Witness over everything? (54) Behold! They are,in doubt about meeting

their Lord. Behold! He Encompasses everything.

THE REJECTERS ARE INVITED TO PONDER ABOUT THE QUR'AN

These verses bring Surah HaMlm Sajdah to a close. The Surah began with

mention of the Qur'an being a clearly expounded revelation from Allah. As the

Surah progressed, more mention was made of the Qur'an. Now, at the end, Allah

exhorts, people to ponder about the Qur'an, keeping their welfare in mind. Since

the disbelievers reject the Qur'an after it has been established with proof that

Allah revealed the Qur'an, Allah enjoins them to reflect that "If this Qur'an is

really from Allah and you reject it, (then it will be clear that your opposition was

unwarranted. So tell me,) who will befurther astray than the person who is in fanatical

opposition?"
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Such people will certainly suffer punishment in the Hereafter. Therefore,

before entering the realm of the Hereafter, the non-believers should carefully

consider the matter in this very world.

Allah says further, "We shall soon show them Our signs on the horizons..." The

Arabic word "afaq" (translated above as "horizons -) refers to the skies, the earth,

the sun, the moon, the stars, the trees, the rivers, and everything else that is

visible. Some commentators mention that the word refers to the incidents of the

previous nations, which are brought to mind when one sees the ruins of their

civilisations.

Allah adds that He also shows man His signs "within themselves This refers

to the various changes and stages that the human body experiences (as well as

the wonders of the anatomy). An intelligent person will heed these signs and

derive a lesson from them. People should ponder over these "until it becomes clear

to them that it (the Qur'an) is certainly the truth." Eventually every person will

realise that the Qur'an is certainly the truth from Allah, even though many will

not admit it.

'7s it not sufficient that your Lord is Witness over everything?" Allah addresses

the Holy Prophet ^i-j <4* ii J^ by telling him that Allah's testimony to his

Prophet hood is sufficient. He should therefore ignore the taunts and abuses of

the disbelievers and polytheists.

Allah concludes the Surah by saying, "Behold! They are in doubt about meeting

their Lord. Behold! He Encompasses everything." Therefore, He will certainly take

them to task for their evil. They can have no escape from Him.

tititititjtitit?titjtititi£?tjtitit?£itititj
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In the ,name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) HaMim. (2) Ayn Sin Qaf. (3) In this manner does Allah, the Mighty, the Wise

send revelation to you and to those before you. (4) To Him belongs whatever is

in the heavens and the earth, and He is the Exalted, the Grand. (5) The skies can

almost be rent asunder above them as the angels glorify the praises of their Lord

and seek forgiveness for those on earth. Behold! Allah is certainly the Most

Forgiving, the Most Merciful. (6) Allah is Vigilant over those who adopt patrons

besides Allah. You are not a guardian over them. (7) In this manner did We

reveal the Arabic Qur'an to you so that you may warn the Mother of all cities,

and those around her; so that you may warn them about the Day of Gathering,

about which there shall be no doubt. A group shall be in Jannah (paradise),

while another shall be in the Blaze. (8) If Allah willed, He would have made

them a single nation. However, He will enter whoever he wills into His mercy,
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and there shall be no friend nor assistant for the oppressors. (9) Or do they adopt
patrons apart from Allah? Indeed, Allah is truly the Protecting Friend, and He
shall resurrect the dead. He has power over all things.

ALLAH IS MIGHTY, WISE, EXALTED, GRAND/MOST FORGIVING
MOST MERCIFUL

After introducing the Surah with a few Muqatta'at letters, Allah addresses
the Holy Prophet ^j <M i»» J^ saying, "In this manner (i.e. just as this Surah is

being revealed with all its associated benefits) does Allah, the Mighty, the Wise send
revelation to you and to those before you. To Him belongs whatever is in the heavens and
the earth, and He is the Exalted, the Grand.

"

"The skies can almost be rent asunder above them..." This verse tells of the
preposterous nature of the claims that the polytheists make. Their polytheistic

beliefs are so outrageous that it could cause the skies to perish. Allah therefore

removes all credibility that may seem to exist in the claims of the polytheists
before actually denying them in the forthcoming verses. By this interpretation,

the verse will resemble verses 90 and 91 of Surah Maryam (Surah 19), where Allah
says, "The heavens may split asunder because of it, the earth may be cleaved open and
the mountains may crash to smithereens. All this because they ascribed children to

Allah." ["Ma'alimut Tamil"]

Other commentators have interpreted the verse to mean that, because the
skies are filled with angels who "glorify the praises of their Lord" and indulge in so
many other duties delegated by Allah, it is not an exaggeration to state that "The
skies can almost be rent asunder...

Sayyidina Abu Dharr ** iin ^J reports that the Holy Prophet a* ibi ju
(O-jsaid, 'The skies are creaking, and really ought to creak. I swear by the Being
in Whose control lies my life! There is not a space of four fingers without an
angel placing his forehead there in prostration before Allah." ["Mishkat" p. 457,

from Ahmad, Tirmidhi and Ibn Majah]

"the angels glorify the praises of their Lord" This means that they declare His
purity from everything that is not befitting of His exalted status. At the same
time, they also praise Allah because of His most excellent attributes. Allama
Qurtubi 4* & ^ has quoted from Sayyidina Ali ** ibi ^j that "Tasbih
(glorification)" refers to the angels exclaiming "Subhdnallah" because of their

astonishment at the polytheists, who are prepared to bear the burden of Allah's
wrath because of their beliefs.

Allah adds that the angels also "seek forgiveness for those (believers) on earth.

Behold! Allah is certainly the Most Forgiving, the Most Merciful.

"

Thereafter, Allah speaks about the polytheists when He says, "Allah is

Vigilant over those who adopt patrons besides Allah. You [O Muhammad <Op ib\ j^
,X.j] are not a guardian over them. "Allah will deal with them as He pleases, and
when He pleases.

Allah then addresses the Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up ii ju further when he says,

"In this manner did We reveal the Arabic Qur'dn to you so that you may warn (the

inhabitants of) the Mother of all cities (Makkah), and those around her (in Arabia); so
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that you may warn them about the Day of Gathering (Judgment day), about which

there shall be no doubt." The Holy Prophet ^3 Up & JL^was to warn people about

the grave consequences of disbelief and polytheism. The Holy Prophet sU &\ ju
jJL-j and all the Prophets £%-h ?-y* warned people about the imminence of the Day
of Judgment, when Allah will pass judgement between the evil and the

righteous. As a result, "A group shall be in Heaven, while another shall be in the

Blaze/'

Allah says further, "If Allah willed, He would have made them a single nation (of

Believers). However, He will enter whoever he wills into His mercy and there shall be no

friend nor assistant for the oppressors." Allah guides people according to His

wisdom. A verse of Surah Sajdah reads, "If We willed, We would have granted every

soul its guidance/' However, Allah has granted every person a choice to either do
good or to sin. It is for this reason that Allah will punish people for misusing this

choice.

Allah then refutes the beliefs of the polytheists when He says, "Or do they

adopt patrons apart from Allah? Indeed, Allah is truly the Protecting Friend, and He
shall resurrect the dead. He has power over all things.

"

(10) The decision rests with Allah concerning the matters about which you

differ. That Allah is my Lord. In Him do I trust, and to Him do I turn. (11) Allah

is the Creator of the heavens and the earth. He has created spouses for you from

among you, and has also created pairs among the animals. He has created you

within the wombs of your mothers. There is nothing like Him, and He is the All

Hearing, the All Seeing. (12) To Him belongs the keys of the heavens and the

eatth. He increases sustenance for whoever He wills, and also straitens.

Undoubtedly, He has knowledge of everything,

ALL THE MATTERS THAT YOU DIEFER IN WILL BE REFERRED TO
ALLAH, AND HE HAS CREATED YOU IN PAIRS

The attributes of Allah are described in these verses. Allah says, "The

decision rests with Allah concerning the matters about which you differ." The Book of

Allah (the Qur'an) should be the judge in all those matters in which people

differ. The law of the Qur'an should be accepted as final in any matter.

Thereafter, Allah commands the Holy Prophet fX*< aJLp & J^> to declare, "That

Allah is my Lord. In Him do I trust (therefore, I have no fear for anything you may do),
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and to Him do I turn."

"Allah is the Creator of the heavens and the earth. He has created spouses for you
from among you, and has also created pairs among the animals. He has created you
within the wombs of your mothers." Allah has created all of mankind from the
single pair of Sayyidina Adam and Hawwa pk*J\ l^>. Thereafter, the process of
reproduction continued, whereby multitudes of men and women have been
born. In a similar manner, Allah has also created animals as male and female,
permitting their generations to flourish in succession.

THERE IS NOTHING LIKE ALLAH

"There is nothing like Him, and He is the All Hearing, the All Seeing." Allah has
been forever and will be forever. Nothing preceded Him, and nothing will

succeed Him. None possesses any attributes like Him, nor does anything
resemble Him at all. If any of His attributes is given for another being, the
resemblance will be only in the term used, not in the essence and true meaning of
the attribute. It will therefore be wrong for any person to claim that Allah has a
physical body, or that he is confined to any space, direction or time. There is

nothing that can be compared to Allah in -any way.

Reinforcing the belief in Allah's overwhelming superiority, Allah adds, "To
Him belongs the keys of the heavens and the earth. He increases sustenance for whoever
He wills, and also straitens. Undoubtedly, He has knowledge ofeverything."

L. oj^iii J& jp ^j \j£Zh..iij lt$\ \yi*) $ i&fy cf-J'j fi*&\.
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(13) Allah has ordained for you the same Din (religion) that He ordained for

Nuh, as well as what He ordained for Ibrahim, Musa and Isa; "Establish the Dm
(religion of Islam) and do not be divided". That towards which you call the

idolaters is weighty on them. Allah draws whoever He wills towards Himself,

and guides towards Himself the one who is penitent. (14) They divided only

after knowledge came to them, because of the animosity between themselves. If

it were not for a decree that issued forth from your Lord (allowing them grace)

until a prescribed term, their matter would have been decided. Indeed, those

who were given the Book after them are in grave doubt concerning it.
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ALLAH HAS ORDAINED FOR YOU THAT SAME DIN (RELIGION)

THAT HE ORDAINED FOR SAYYIDINA NUH, MUSA, AND ISA ^
The religion's of all the former Prophets <OLJ\

r4> were based on the belief of

oneness of Allah and obedience to Allah. Although the religion's differed in

various detailed aspects of worship (Ibadah) and social conduct, the basic

principle of oneness of Allah was a common factor in all. In this regard, Allah

says, "Allah has ordained for you the same religion that He ordained for Nun, as

well as what He ordained for Ibrahim, Musa and Isa..." All the Prophets ^
Z%^\, including the Holy Prophet p-L-j <uU ib\ Ju*carried the same message forward.

The final religion that the Holy Prophet ,0-j Up ii ^brought includes the basic

principles of belief that were common in all the previous religions, as well as a

complete code of social and moral behavioural etiquette.

"'Establish the religion ofIslam, and do not be divided." This is an exhortation to

remain steadfast on the religion of Islam without altering any part of it. This was

ordained for all the Prophets fM~H ^$1*. A person should therefore not believe in a

part of the religion while disbelieving in another part, neither should he practise

a part while discarding another part. This was the practice of the Bani Isra'il,

because of which Allah reproached them saying, "Do you believe in a part of the

Book and reject a part?" [Surah Baqarah (2), verse 85]

THE POLYTHEISTS DISLIKE THE INVITATION OF THE HOLY
PROPHET ^j Up 4i JU>

Addressing the Holy Prophet ^j aJLp i»i ju, Allah says, "That towards which

you call the idolaters is weighty on them." There were two reasons because of which

the polytheists despised the preaching of the Holy Prophet ^j <4* & J^. The

first was that they disliked the fact that the Holy Prophet ,J-_, a* ii j^ was

inviting towards One Allah, whereas they believed in a multitude of other gods.

The second reason was that they disliked the fact that Allah made Sayyidiha

Muhammad jJL-j Ua ita JU a Prophet instead of one of the affluent members of

their society. It was in reply to this that Allah says, "Allah draws whoever He wills

towards Himself and guides towards Himself the one who is penitent." Allah confers

prestige on.whoever He wills from among His bondsmen, and only He can lead

people towards guidance.

PEOPLE SEPARATE AFTER RECEIVING KNOWLEDGE

"They divided only after knowledge came to them, because of the animosity between

themselves," Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** ifo ^j mentioned that this verse

refers to the Quraysh. Before the appearance of the Holy Prophet ^j Up ^
t5
u

/

they used to swear by Allah that they would certainly become the most rightly

guided people if Allah had to send a Prophet to them. However, when the Holy

Prophet -fL.j Up ita JUwas made a Prophet, they began to dispute among
themselves, as a result of which some accepted, while others did not.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ hy^j has also mentioned that this verse

could well apply to the Ahlul Kitab (the people of Book). While the Jews refused to
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accept the Holy Prophet ^i^ <4* & J^ because of the jealousy they bore towards
him, the Christians also did not want to believe in him. It was not because of

their aversion to Islam that they refused to accept, nor because of any personal

grudge towards the Holy Prophet <JL-j <4* & J^, but they refused to accept only

because of their overwhelming love for wealth arid position.

Allah says further, "If it were not for a decree that issued forth from your Lord

(allowing them grace) until a prescribed term, their matter would have been decided."

They would have deserved punishment already if Allah had not predetermined

that their punishment was due at a prescribed time. Others commentators have

mentioned that the "prescribed term" refers to the Hereafter, when the

disbelievers will be unable to escape Allah's punishment.

" Indeed, those who were given the Book after them are in grave doubt

concerning it." Allama Qurtubi <4* & "^j mentions that the verse refers to the

Ahlul Kitab (the people of Book) (Jews and Christians). They therefore inherited the

division that was created before them. Other commentators have mentioned that

the verse refers to the Quraysh, who were given the Qur'an after the Ahlul Kitab

(the people of Book) were given their respective scriptures. In this case "concerning

it" would mean "concerning the Qur'an" or "concerning the Holy Prophet i»i j~*
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(15) This is what you should call towards. Be steadfast as you have been

commanded, and do not follow their whims. Say, "I believe in the Book that

Allah has revealed, and I have been commanded to maintain justice between

you people. Allah is our Lord and your Lord. Our deeds are for us, and yours are

for you. There is no dispute between yourselves and us. Allah shall gather us all

together, and to Him shall be our return." (16) Those who argue about their Lord

after He has been accepted, their argument is useless before their Lord. Upon
them is wrath, and they will suffer a severe punishment. (17) It is Allah Who
revealed the Book with the truth, as well as the Balance. How could you know
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that Judgment day is probably very close? (18) Those who do not believe in it

seek to hasten you. Those who believe in it, fear it and know that it is the truth.

Behold! Those who have doubts about Judgment day have deviation far away.

(19) Allah is Compassionate towards His bondsmen. He sustains whoever

he wills, and He is the Powerful, the Mighty.

THE COMMAND TO BE STEADFAST AND JUST

Referring to the religion that Allah ordained for Sayyidina Nuh <oO *A*,

Sayyidina Ibrahim f*-J\ Up, Sayyidina Musa ^lJ\ ^ and Sayyidina Isa r>LJt v*,

Allah says further, "This (religion of Islam) is what you should call towards. Be

steadfast as you have been commanded, and do not follow their whims." If any

inclinations have to be shown towards the disbelievers, steadfastness will be lost.

Even though the disbelievers detest- the religion, no compromises can be made.

Allah instructs further, "Say, T believe in the Book that Allah has revealed, and I

have been commanded to maintain justice between you people, "'i.e. I cannot command

you to do anything which I do not do myself, neither will I allow you to suffer

while I am at leisure.

"Allah is our Lord and your Lord. (Therefore, we all have to obey Him and

follow His religion. If you refuse, then remember) Our deeds are for us, and yours

are for you (Allah will take every person to task accordingly). There is no dispute

between yourselves and us (because we have brought the message to you clearly).

Allah shall gather us all together, and to Him shall be our return." Allah will reward

those who believed in oneness of Allah, and will punish those who perpetrated

polytheism.

THE CLAIM OF THE DISBELIEVERS IS USELESS

"Those who argue about their Lord (i.e. about His religion) after He (His religion)

has been accepted (by many sensible person), their argument is useless before their Lord."

Although they may think that their arguments carry weight, these arguments can

never come close to displacing the proofs that substantiate oneness of Allah.

When they reach Allah's court on the Day of Judgment, the harsh reality will

dawn on them that "Upon them is (Allah's) wrath, and they will suffer a severe

punishment."

The phrase "after He (His religion) has been accepted" tells us that many

people had accepted the message of the Holy Prophet ,0-j «i* &\ J^. They saw

the miracles of the Holy Prophet jJL^ Up &\ ^and, when they contemplated over

the matter, they reached the conclusion that he was certainly no madman. As a

result, they realised that it was foolish to resist him, and accepted Islam

wholeheartedly.

Thereafter, Allah says, "It is Allah Who revealed the Book with the truth, as well

as the Balance." Most commentators, including Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^j
«up ifo, are of the opinion that "the Balance" refers to justice and equity, because the

scale is normally used as a measure to weigh justly. Other commentators state

that it refers to rewards and punishment, which Allah will give to the obedient

and the sinful respectively. A third group of commentators mention that the

"Balance" refers to scales that will be erected on the Day of Judgment to weigh
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the deeds of people.

IT IS NOT SURPRISING THAT JUDGMENT DAY IS VERY CLOSE

Allah asks, "How could you know that Judgment day is probably very close?"

Although the verse addresses the Holy Prophet ^j aJL* i»i J-*, it is intended as

a note of concern for all of mankind. Every person should be concerned about

his plight in the Hereafter. Since the actual time of Judgment day has not

been specified, there is every possibility that the judgment day will be very

soon.

"Those who do not believe in it (Judgment day) seek to hasten you (by asking you

to show it to them). (On the other hand,) Those who believe in it, fear it and know that it

is the truth. Behold! Those who have doubts about Judgment day have deviated far

away." This is because they refuse to accept despite the fact that they have

witnessed the signs that indicate the truth.

"Allah is Compassionate towards His bondsmen. He sustains whoever he wills,

and He is the Powerful, the Mighty. " Allah sustains those who believe as well as

those who disbelieve and who are sinful. The multitude of sins that people

commit does not prevent Allah's compassion from catering for their needs.

Allah's compassion is demonstrated in this manner and many other ways in this

world. Apart from these, His compassion will also shine forth in the Hereafter.

Among the many interpretations of "Allah is Compassionate towards His

bondsmen", Allama Qurtubi *4* & "^j has included the following:

03 Allah rewards a person far in excess of the deeds he
carries out.

COS Allah does not command people to carry out deeds that

are beyond their capacity.

£Q Allah never rejects their pleas for help.

flQ Allah never allows anyone with hope in Him to become
despondent.

"He is the Powerful, the Mighty." None can stop His compassion and grasp

from reaching their target.

(20) Whoever desires the harvest of the Hereafter, We shall increase its harvest

for him. And We shall grant a part of this world's harvest to the one who desires

it; and he will have no share in the Hereafter.
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THE SEEKER OF THE HEREAFTER WILL HAVE AN INCREASE,
WHILE THE SEEKER OF THIS WORLD WILL HAVE NO SHARE IN
THE HEREAFTER

Allah discusses the rewards of people in accordance to their objectives in

this world. Allah says, "Whoever desires the harvest of the Hereafter, We shall increase

its harvest for him. " Allah will grant a great return to those who believe in Him,
follow His religion, and carry out good deeds in an effort to please Him. Every

good deed will bring a reward that is multiplied a minimum of tenfold. Allah

may even increase this seven hundred times, as He says in verse 261 of Surah

Baqarah, "The likeness of those who spend in the, way ofAllah is as a grain which grows

seven ears, in every ear a hundred grains. Allah gives increased manifold to those whom
He wills. Allah is All Embracing, All Knowing.

"

The multiplication of rewards is therefore not restricted to seven hundred,

but has no limit. The Ahadith bear testimony to the fact that the person who
preaches and propagates the religion and the carrying out of good deeds, will

receive the rewards of every person who carries out the same deeds. This will not

diminish the rewards of those carrying out the deeds. Rewards in the Hereafter

will continue to flourish just as the grains of wheat continue to multiply after

being planted:

On the other hand, "And We shall grant a part of this world's harvest to the one

who desires it', and he will have no share in the Hereafter." When a person focuses

only on the gains of this world, and he concentrates all his efforts on acquiring it,

Allah will grant him exactly what he wants, or less. Even if he acquires all the

wealth of the world, it will be insignificant compared to the gains of the

Hereafter. Then too, he will receive only that much of the world which Allah

wills that he should have. It is also not important that £ person should achieve

whatever he wants in this world, since this world is not even the true abode of

the believers.

Verses 18 and 19 of Surah Bani Isra'il (Surah 17) emphasise the same point

about desiring the pleasure of this world rather than the Akhirah {Hereafter).

Allah says, "Whoever desires the pleasures of this world, We shall grant whatever We
will for whoever We will in this very world, and then We will appoint Hell for him. He
will enter it despicably and rejected. And whoever desires the Hereafter and exerts

himselffor it as he ought to and is a believer, then such are the people whose deeds will be

appreciated."
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(21) Or do they have partners who have ordained for them such things in

religion which Allah has not permitted? If it were not for a decisive decree, the

matter would have been decided between them. There shall certainly be an

excruciating punishment for the oppressors. (22) You will see the oppressors

fearing what they earned, whereas the punishment will have already befallen

them. Those who believe and do righteous deeds- will be in the gardens of

Heaven. They shall have whatever they desire with their Lord. This is definitely

a great favour. (23) These are the glad tidings that Allah conveys to those

bondsmen of His, who believe and do good deeds. Say, "I ask of you no

recompense, except the love between relatives. We will increase the beauty of

the deed that a person carries out, for Allah is surely the Most Forgiving, the

Appreciative. (24) Or do they say that he has invented a lie against Allah? If

Allah wills, He could seal your heart. Allah eradicates falsehood and establishes

the truth with His words. Undoubtedly He has thorough knowledge of the

secrets of the heart.

THE SINFUL ONES WILL BE APPREHENSIVE OF THEIR DEEDS ON
THE DAY OF JUDGMENT, WHILE BELIEVERS WILL BE IN THE
GARDENS OF HEAVEN

Referring to the polytheists, Allah says, "Or do they have (ascribe) partners (to

Allah) who have ordained for them such things in religion which Allah has not

permitted?" This is a rhetorical question, which emphasises that none has the

ability nor the authority to introduce anything into the religion. Since the false

gods of the polytheists have no jurisdiction in the matter, it will be foolish to

worship them.

Although the polytheists deserve immediate punishment, they are not

punished immediately because Allah has already decreed that they would be

punished at a later stage in this world. Otherwise, they will certainly suffer the

most excruciating punishment in the Hereafter. They should never be foolish

enough to rejoice because of the apparent delay in punishment. The more grace

they have, the greater will be the punishment they draw towards themselves. It

is with reference to this that Allah says, "If it were not for a decisive decree (to defer

punishment), the matter would have been decided between them. There shall certainly

be an excruciating punishmentfor the oppressors.

"

Addressing the reader, Allah says that on the Day of Judgment, "You will see

the oppressors fearing what they earned, whereas the punishment (on account of what

they earned) will have already befallen them. (On the contrary,) Those who believe and do

righteous deeds will be in the gardens of Heaven. They shall have whatever they desire

with their Lord. This is definitely a great favour. These are the glad tidings that Allah

conveys to those bondsmen of His who believe and do good deeds.

"
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NO WORLDLY RETURN IS EXPECTED FOR PREACHING

Allah instructs the Holy Prophet ^i-^' ^ &\ j^> to "Say, 7 ask of you no

recompense except the love between relatives."' The Holy Prophet ^L-j ^ & J^> is

instructed to make it clear to people that he requires no remuneration from them

because his efforts are solely to please Allah. Of course, since he was related to

the Quraysh, he deserved to receive the cordial treatment expected from

relatives. The Quraysh were duty-bound to maintain good relations with the

Holy Prophet ^L-j ^ i»» JU> and to refrain from harming him. Not only did the

Quraysh refuse to accept the message of the Holy Prophet jJL-j ^ &\ j^ but they

also railed to honour the rights of their kinship, which was contrary to Arab

tradition as well.

"We will increase the beauty of the deed that a person carries out (by crediting it

with rewards that far exceed its worth), for Allah is surely the Most Forgiving, the

Appreciative. " Therefore, constantly seek forgiveness from Allah, and make every

effort to perform good deeds.

REFUTING THOSE WHO REGARDED THE QURAN AS A
FABRICATION

Allah says further, "Or do they say that he [the Holy Prophet ^L-j Up &\ J^>\

has invented a lie against Allah?" In response to this allegation, Allah says, "IfAllah

wills, He could seal your heart." As a punishment for inventing a lie (as claimed),

Allah could easily seal the Holy Prophet's jJL-j u* ii ju heart, thereby causing

him to forget the Qur'an. However, Allah continued to reveal the Qur'an to the

Holy Prophet fJL-> aJp ib» ju>, making it clear to all that he was certainly Allah's

chosen Prophet

.

"Allah eradicates falsehood (as propagated by the polytheists) and establishes the

truth (Islam) with His words. Undoubtedly He has thorough knowledge of the secrets of

the heart." Therefore, Allah is perfectly Capable of punishing people for the ill

that they do.

S^A <_l^jJLa^> u «x*>j .Ol*L*IJ» (jc* ijJujj ^A^ ^ 4>jH Ur*i ^^ y*J

^ s>

(25) It is Allah Who accepts repentance from His bondsmen, Who pardons sins

and Who knows what you do. (26) He responds (to the supplications) of those

who believe and who do righteous deeds, and He increases His favour for them.

There shall be severe punishment for the disbelievers. (27) If Allah increases

sustenance for His bondsmen, they would rebel on earth. Instead, He sends
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according to a stipulated measure as He pleases. He is certainly Informed and

Ever Watchful over His bondsmen. (28) It is He Who sends the rain after people

have lost hope, and distributes His mercy. He is the Protecting Friend, Most

Worthy of praise.

ALLAH GIVES SUSTENANCE AS HE WILLS, AND SENDS RAINS
AFTER PEOPLE HAVE LOST HOPE

Allah describes His tremendous attributes and immense favours in the

above verses. Allah says:

First. "It is Allah Who accepts repentance from His
bondsmen, Who pardons sins..."

Second. It is Allah "Who knows what you do." Allah knows
whether a person's repentance is sincere or merely
lip service.

Third. "He responds (to the supplications) of those who
believe and who do righteous deeds (including

abstaining from Unlawful food)..."
•>

Fourth, "and He increases His favour for them." Included in

this is the fact that Allah multiplies the reward for

any good deed, even though the deed may be slight.

Fifth. "There shall be severe punishment for the disbelie-

vers." Therefore, people should not be deceived by
the world. They should make every effort to save
themselves from the punishment of Hell.

Sixth. "If Allah increases sustenance for His bondsmen, they

would rebel on earth. Instead, He sends according to

a stipulated measure as He pleases. He is certainly

Informed and Ever Watchful over His bondsmen."
According to His infinite wisdom. Allah makes some
people wealthy, while keeping others poor. There
would have been tremendous rebellion and anarchy
on earth if every person were rich.

Seventh. "It is He Who sends the rain after people have lost

hope (because of a delay in rains), and distributes

His mercy." As a result all of creation benefits from
the rains.

Eighth. "He is the Protecting Friend, Most Worthy of praise."

Allah sees to the needs of all His creation, and every

attribute and action of His deserves praise.
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(29) From Allah's signs are the creation of the heavens and the earth, as well as

every creature that He has dispersed within the two. He has the Power to gather

them all whenever He pleases. (30) The adversities that afflict you are a result of

the deeds you earn, and Allah pardons a great deal. (31) You cannot escape on

earth, and you have no Protecting Friend, nor any Helper besides Allah. (32)

Among His signs are the ships at sea like mountains. (33) If Allah wills, He
could stop the winds, causing the ships to stand stationary on the surface of the

sea. There are certainly signs in this for every person who is extremely patient

and grateful. (34) Or Allah could annihilate them because of the deeds they earn.

And He pardons a great deal. (35) Those who dispute about His signs then learn

that they shall Jvave no escape.

THE CREATION OF THE HEAVENS, THE EARTH AND ALL LIFE
ARE ALLAH'S SIGNS

Describing His creative ability, Allah says, "From Allah 's signs are the creation

of the heavens and the earth, as well as every creature that He has dispersed within the

two." Since the creation are so many in number, one should never think that they

are beyond Allah's control because "He has the Power to gather them all whenever

He pleases (as He will do on the Day ofjudgment).
"

ADVERSITIES ARE BECAUSE OF MAN'S ACTIONS

Allah declares, "The adversities that afflict you are a result of the deeds you

earn..." However Allah does not punish people for every evil they commit. "Allah

pardons a great deal (of sins)." If Allah were to take people to task for every sin,

they would not have any rest, but would have to face an endless barrage of

adversities.

Sayyidina Abu Musa Ash'ari ** & ^j reports that the Holy Prophet A\ JU>

pJL-j unsaid, "Whenever a small or great adversity afflicts a person, it is on

account of his sins. However, the sins that Allah pardons are much more than

those that He punishes." [Tirmidhi]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah ^ ifo ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet *JLp ifo JU>

pi-j said, "The believer man and woman repeatedly suffer hardships involving

themselves, their wealth and their families, until they reach Allah without any

sin to their account/
7

[Tirmidhi]

This hadith makes it clear that adversities cause sins to be forgiven.

Therefore, a person suffering hardships will be cleansed of all sins when he

reaches the Hereafter. It is also a blessing that a person suffers punishment in this
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world rather than in the Hereafter, because a single punishment of the Hereafter

is much more severe than every hardship of this world.

The Holy Prophet ^j <JLp ii JL*has also mentioned that Allah may want to

elevate the rank of a person to a great degree, but the person's deeds are

insufficient to qualify him for the rank. Allah then afflicts the person with

difficulties that affect his health, wealth and family. Allah then grants him
patience to endure the adversities, until the person attains the rank that Allah has

ordained for him. ["Mishkdt" p. 137, from Ahmad and Abu Dazvud]

"The adversities that afflict you are a result of the deeds you earn " This verse

is addressed to the general Muslim public, and not to the Prophets £%J>\ ^+1*.

Therefore, one cannot say that the Prophets f%-h ^^ suffer adversities on

account of their sins, because they were sinless. The Prophets f%~b r^ suffered

adversities so that their ranks could be elevated.

"You cannot escape on earth..." People will remain in whatever condition

Allah has placed them in. It will be futile to turn to others for assistance because

"you have no Protecting Friend, nor any Helper besides Allah.

"

"Among His signs are the ships at sea like mountains." These ships are large

enough to carry thousands of tonnes in human and mercantile cargo. "If Allah

wills, He could stop the winds, causing the ships to stand stationary on the surface of the

sea. There are certainly signs in this for every person who is extremely patient and

grateful." The winds are at Allah's command, and will not propel ships if Allah

stops them. This verse denotes that the movement of the ships at sea is

dependent on Allah. Therefore, even ships that are mechanically propelled

require fuel to move. This fuel (petrol, diesel, coal) is also Allah's creation. If

Allah stops the supply of these forms of fuel, these ships will also be stationary.

In addition to this, it was because of Allah's inspiration that man was able to

design and build the engines that propel these ships. Therefore, man is totally

dependent on Allah for everything.

Just as Allah has the power to stop the winds, He is also Capable of

destroying people as they travel on these ships because of their sins. However,

Allah does not sink every ship because of the sins of the occupants. Rather "He

pardons a great deal (of their sins)." Allah does not punish people immediately,

but defers their punishment until a later date, or until the Hereafter.

Eventually, when the people of a ship are about to be shipwrecked (or

people suffering any other calamity), they "then learn that they shall have no

escape."

ftp <jPj V^U ujAU (Jib'^ 4& J±% Uj ujol j£JJ &J $ts* c? fiyy
^
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(36) Whatever you have been given is merely an article of this worldly life. What
is with Allah is better and more lasting for those who believe in and trust their

Lord... (37) ... .And who abstain from major sins, immorality, and who pardon

when they are angry. (38) ... .And those who respond to (the commands of) their

Lord, who establish Salah, whose affairs (are decided) by mutual consultation

between themselves, and who spend from what We have provided for them. (39)

And those who retaliate when oppression affects them.

WHATEVER YOU HAVE ARE ARTICLES OF THE WORLDLY
EXISTENCE, WHILE THAT WHICH IS WITH ALLAH SHALL BE FOR
THOSE WHO BELIEVE AND TRUST IN HIM

Describing the ephemeral nature of this world and the permanence of the

Hereafter, Allah says, "Whatever you have been given is merely an article of this

worldly life. What is with Allah is better and more lasting for those who believe in and

trust their Lord..." Allah then describes the attributes of the believers, when He
says that they:

1. "trust their Lord"

2. "abstain from major sins, immorality"

3. "Pardon when they are angry."

4. "respond to (the commands of) their Lord."

5. "who establish Salah (in the proper manner)."

6. "whose affairs (are decided) by mutual consultation
between themselves."

7. "who spend from what We have provided for them."

8. "who retaliate when oppression affects them." They retaliate

only to the extent of the oppression perpetrates against
them -not more.

These are the salient qualities of a believer, which he should display at all

times and on all occasions.

"Whatever you have been given is merely an article (asset) of this worldly life."

This verse tells us that the commodities of this world are of benefit to one and all,

be they believers or disbelievers. This verse also denotes that the things of this

world are limited to this world, and will not proceed into the Hereafter. Of
course, if they are utilised to procure rewards in the Hereafter, the benefit will

extend there as well.

"And those who retaliate when oppression affects them." This verse denotes that

it will be permissible for an oppressed person to avenge the injustice done to

him. Naturally, the retaliation should not exceed the damage done. Details about

this will follow shortly.

^ owL^lt 4^ -^^ ^f^^S ^5; V^l^ J^S Cfe "a^. a^- ISS^J
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(40) The retribution for an evil is a proportionate response. As for the one who
pardons and makes amends, his reward will be with Allah. Verily, Allah does

not like the oppressors. (41) There will be no blame on the one who takes

revenge after he has been wronged. (42) There will be blame only on those who
oppress people and unjustly rebel on earth. An excruciating punishment shall

be the lot of these people. (43) Whoever exercises patience and pardons, this is

certainly among the most resolute matters.

PROPORTIONATE REVENGE MAY BE TAKEN, AND THE REWARD
FOR PARDONING LIES WITH ALLAH

The previous verse read: "And those who retaliate when oppression affects

them." Since this verse does not provide details about the limits of retaliation,

Allah adds the details to the above verses. Allah says, "The retribution for an evil is

a proportionate response. " A wronged person may retaliate only to the extent of the

wrong done to one. If the retaliation exceeds the extent of the wrong, the person

retaliating will then be guilty of injustice.

"As for the one who pardons and makes amends, his reward will be with Allah."

Although it is permissible to take revenge, it will be best to pardon the aggressor.

This pardon will not be in vain because Allah will amply reward a person for

this. If a person chooses not to pardon, he himself should not oppress in turn

because "Verily, Allah does not like the oppressors.
"

"There will be no blame on the one who takes revenge after he has been wronged."

When, within limits, a person takes revenge for a wrong done to him, he cannot

be condemned because he merely exercised his right. If the aggressor or the

aggressor's family wish to retaliate, they will be guilty of oppression. Concerning

them, Allah says, "There will be blame only on those who oppress people and unjustly

rebel on earth. An excruciating punishment shall be the lot of these people.
"

Thereafter, Allah proclaims, "Whoever exercises patience and pardons, this is

certainly among the most resolute matters." While everybody does not have the

capacity to do this, it should be borne in mind that the reward is extremely great.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah ** it ^>j reports from the Holy Prophet ^j ^ ^ J^
that Sayyidina Musa f%~h ^ once asked Allah who is most honourable in His

sight. Allah replied, "The person who pardons despite possessing the ability to

retaliate." ["Mishkat" p. 434]
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(44) After Allah, there can be no Protecting Friend for the one whom Allah sends

astray. When they witness the punishment, you will see the oppressors crying,

"Is there any road to escape?" (45) You will see them presented to the Fire with

their heads lowered in disgrace, looking on with secretive glances. The believers

will announce, "The true losers are those who will lose themselves as well as

their families on the Day of Judgment. Behold! The oppressors shall suffer an

eternal punishment." (46) There shall be no friends for them to assist them

against Allah. There is no road for the one whom Allah sends astray.

THE DESTRUCTION AND DISGRACE OF THE OPPRESSORS ON
THE DAY OF JUDGMENT

Allah says, "After Allah, there can be no Protecting Friend for the one whom Allah

sends astray/' i.e. None can guide or help the one whom Allah deprives of

guidance. Allah then describes the punishment such people will suffer. He says,

"When they witness the punishment, you will notice the oppressors crying, Ts there any

road to escape?'" They will search for a way to return to the world, claiming that

they will be righteous the second time around. However, all their pleas will be

ignored.

Describing their plight further, Allah says, "You will see them presented to the

Fire with their heads lowered in disgrace, looking on With secretive glances. The believers

will announce, 'The, true losers are those who will lose themselves as well as their

families on the Day of Judgment."'They will be unable to help themselves on the

Day of Judgment, and even their family will desert them there. The punishment

they will suffer will not be for a short period. "Behold! The oppressors shall suffer an

eternal punishment."

Allah adds, "There shall be no friends for them to assist them against Allah." The
disbelievers cannot expect any person to reverse Allah's decree. "There is no road

for the one whom Allah sends astray." Allah says in Surah Kahf, "You shall never find

any allies besides Allah for those whom He sends astray. " [Surah 18, verse 97]
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(47) Respond to (the commands of) your Lord before there comes to you a day

from Allah which cannot be averted. On that day, you will have no sanctuary,

nor any protester. (48) So if they turn away, then We have not sent you as a

guardian over them. Propagation is your only responsibility. Indeed, when We
allow man to taste of Our mercy, he becomes exuberant. However, when an

adversity afflicts him because of what his hands have forwarded, man becomes

ungrateful. (49) To Allah belongs the kingdom of the heavens and the earth. He

creates whatever he wills. He confers females to whoever He wills, confers

males to whoever he wills... (50) .... or He pairs them as male and female. Allah

also makes whoever He wills barren. Indeed, He is the All Knowing, All

Powerful.

ACCEPT THE COMMANDS OF YOUR LORD BEFORE JUDGMENT
DAY

Allah exhorts man to "Respond to (the commands of) your Lord before there

comes to you a day from Allah which cannot be averted. On that day, you will have no

sanctuary, nor any protester. " On the Day of Judgment there will be none to protest

about the plight of another

Allah then addresses the Holy Prophet ^ 3 4* ^ J^ saying, "So if they turn

away, then (do not grieve because) We have not sent you as a guardian over them.

Propagation is your only responsibility." The Holy Prophet f-L-j U* ^i ^was not

charged to make people accept, and will therefore not be questioned about the

fact that the disbelievers did not believe.

MANS JOY AT GOOD FORTUNE AND INGRATITUDE IN TIMES
OF ADVERSITY

"Indeed, when We allow man to taste of Our mercy, he becomes exuberant.

However, when an adversity afflicts him because of what his hands have forwarded (i.e.

his sins), man becomes ungrateful." i.e. He begins to talk as if he never experienced

any fortune before the adversity.

ALLAH CONFERS CHILDREN AS HE PLEASES

Allah declares, "To Allah belongs the kingdom of the heavens and the earth. He

creates whatever he wills. He confers females to whoever He wills, confers males to

whoever he wills or He pairs them as male and female. Allah also makes whoever He wills

barren. " Allah grants only male offspring to some couples, whereas He grants all

female children to others. There are also those couples to whom Allah grants

male and female offspring, while others have no children at all. The reproductive

act alone does not ensure children. The decision rests with Allah, Who is "the All

Knowing, All Powerful." Everything happens according to His perfect wisdom,

and none can alter His decrees.
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(51) It is appropriate for a human that Allah speaks to him only by means of

inspiration, or from behind a veil, or that He sends a messenger who conveys

the revelation by Allah 's command, as He pleases. Verily Allah is Exalted, the

Wise. (52) In this manner did We reveal the Qur'an to you by Our command.

You did not know what was the Book or what was Belief, but We made it a light

with which We guide those bondsmen of Ours whom We will. Without doubt,

you guide towards the straight path... (53) .... the path of Allah, to Whom belongs

whatever is in the heavens and in the earth. Behold! All matters return to Allah

only.

HOW CAN MAN CONVERSE WITH ALLAH?

"Ma'alimut Tanzir (vA p.132) reports that the Jews once asked the Holy
Prophet jj-j <uU &\ ju, "If you are really a Prophet , then why is it that you do
not converse with Allah or see Him like Sayyidina Musa f%~)\

Up did?" It was in

response to this that Allah revealed the above verse stating that it is only possible

for a human being to converse with Allah in one of three methods. These

methods are:

First, "by means of inspiration" i.e. by instilling something
within a person's heart, or showing him something in

a dream.

Second/'from behind a veil" like Allah spoke to Sayyidina Musa
^4Jlpoii MountTur.

Third, "that He sends a messenger \]ibr'\l (%-& Up] who conveys

the revelation by Allah 's command, as He pleases."

These three methods are necessary because "Verily Allah is Exalted, the Wise."

No human has the capability to converse with Allah directly. Allah converses

with people in one of the above methods, as He deems appropriate in His perfect

wisdom.

NOTE1: The "inspiration" that Allah instils within the hearts of the

Prophets f*>LJt r^ and the dreams that they see are clear

commands from Allah, which have to be practised (Qat'I). On
the other hand, the inspiration (Ilham) and dreams of other

people are regarded as "Dhahni" i.e. they cannot be used as a

proof to substantiate any act that is contrary to the Shari'ah.
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NOTE 2: The "veil" mentioned in the verse refers to a veil of celestial

light. A hadith of Muslim states, "Allah's veil is celestial light

(Niir). If it is removed, the radiance of His countenance would bum
all of His creation as far as He can see. " ["Mishkat" p. 21]

Sayyidina Musa <6LJt Up spoke to Allah from behind the veil because (as a

human) he was unable to withstand talking to Allah while looking at Him
directly. It is only in Heaven that Allah will grant man the ability to look at Him
directly.

Allah states further, "In this manner did We reveal the Quran to you by Our
command." While the Arabic word "Ruh" has been translated above as "the

Quran », other commentators are of the opinion that it refers to Prophet hood or

revelation. Further addressing the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ib\ jl*, Allah says, "You

did not know what was the Book or what was Belief... "i.e. before becoming a Prophet

, you were unaware of Allah's Book, and of the detailed articles of faith. It was
only after Allah made the Holy Prophet ,jl,j 4>i ^La Prophet that the Qur'an

was revealed and he began to receive revelation pertaining to the details of faith.

Of course, by then the Holy Prophet^ j Up jji ^L*was already aware of the basic

tenets of Belief.

"but We made it (the Quran) a light with which We guide those bondsmen of Ours

whom We will. Without doubt, you guide towards the straight path." Allah then

describes that straight path ("Siratal Mustaqim") as "the path of Allah, to Whom
belongs whatever is in the heavens and in the earth." Allah will be pleased with the

person who treads this path of His. Allah concludes the Surah by reminding

man, "Behold! All matters return to Allah only.

"

ft£Tftfttift£?ftftftft£?ft£?fttitift£?£?ftti
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful

(1) HaMIm. (2) By the oath of the Clear Book! (3) We have made it an Arabic

Qur'an so that you understand. (4) Verily, in the Mother Book with Us, it is

exalted and full of wisdom. (5) Should We take the Reminder away from you

completely because you are a transgressing nation? (6) Numerous were the Holy

Prophets that We sent among the former nations. (7) They used to ridicule every

Prophet that came to them. (8) So We destroyed people who were much more

powerful than these people. (Thus) did the example of the ancient men pass.

THE QUR'AN IS IN CLEAR ARABIC AND OFFERS ADVICE. THOSE
WHO DENIED THE FORMER PROPHETS WERE DESTROYED

Taking an oath by the Qur'an itself, Allah says, "By the oath of the Clear Book!

We have made it an Arabic Qur'an so that you understand (and be rightly guided)."

Since the first addressees of the Qur'an were the Arabs, the Qur'an spoke their

language. Allah then describes the noble position of the Qur'an when He says,

"Verily, in the Mother Book with Us (the "Lowhul Mahfiiz"), it (the Qur'an) is exalted

and full of wisdom." Certain commentators have translated the word "Hakim"
(translated above as 'full ofwisdom") as a Book that is free of contradictions.

Allah says in Surah Waqi'ah, "It is the honourable Quran in the Lowhul

Mahfiidh (Protected Tablet)/' The concluding verse of Surah Buruj reads: "It is the

Glorious Qur'an in the Lowhul Mahfiiz."
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"Should We take the Reminder away from you completely because you are a

transgressing nation?" This verse tells the disbelievers that they should never

think that the revelation of the Qur'an will cease merely because they refuse to

accept it. The revelation continued because it was destined to be a guide for the

believers and a proof against the disbelievers.

"Numerous were the Holy Prophets that We sent among the former nations.

(However) They used to ridicule every Prophet that came to them. So We destroyed

people who were much more powerful than these people (present today). (Thus) did the

example of the ancient men pass." Despite their prowess and strength, they were

unable to withstand Allah' s punishment.

This verse is similar in meaning to another verse in which Allah says, "Those

before them denied. These people do not even reach a tenth of what we gave the former

people. However, they (theformer nations) falsified, so how was my punishment?"

**>"- '*'*-
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(9) Undoubtedly, if you ask them who created the heavens and the earth, they

will certainly say, "The Mighty, the All Knowing created them." (10) It is Allah)

Who made the earth into a bedding for you, Who made roads on it for you so

that you may be guided... (11) ... and who sends rain from the sky in measure.

With this rain We revive dead ground. In this manner will you all be

resurrected. (12) (And it is Allah) Who created all pairs and made ships and

animals, which you ride. (13) That you may be seated on their backs, then recall

the bounty of your Lord when you mount and say, "Pure is Allah, Who has

subjugated this for us whereas we would never have been able to control it..."

(14) "...and our return shall certainly be to our Lord."

THE CREATION OF THE HEAVENS AND THE EARTH, AND THE
BOUNTY OF SHIPS AND ANIMALS

Allah describes many of His creative feats in these verses, all of which

denote that He is the One and Only Deity, Creator and Sustainer. Allah says,

"Undoubtedly, ifyou ask them (the disbelievers) who created the heavens and the earth,

they will certainly (admit and) say, 'The Mighty, the All Knowing created them.

It is Allah "Who made the earth into a bedding for you, and made roads on it for
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you so that you may be guided." Utilising the natural paths and passes of the

landscape, man is able to guide himself in his travels. Commentators have also

interpreted the verse to mean that man is able to perceive Allah's greatness and

grandeur by observing and pondering over the marvellous creation of the earth.

Allah further says that it is He "Who sends rain from the sky in measure. With

this rain We revive dead ground (causing it to flourish with vegetation). In this

manner will you all be resurrected." Just as Allah is Able to revive arid and barren

ground, He is perfectly Capable of raising dead bodies on the Day of Judgment.

Furthermore, it is Allah "Who created all pairs and made ships and animals,

which you ride. " All man has to do to ride an animal is to mount the animal and

nudge it with his heel. Allah has also taught man to make saddles and carriages,

which are mounted on the backs of riding animals so that man can be seated

comfortably during his travels.

THE SUPPLICATION FOR TRAVELLING

Allah has created these animals for man's convenience so "That you may be

seated on their backs, then recall the bounty of your Lord when you mount..."'With his

heart and tongue, man should remember Allah's bounty when riding these

animals. Allah Himself teaches man the supplication to recite when recalling this

great favour of His. Allah advises man to say, "Pure is Allah, Who has subjugated

this for us whereas we would never have been able to control it. And our return shall

certainly be to our Lord. " In this supplication, man expresses his gratitude to Allah

for placing a mighty animal (or machine) at his service. It is therefore necessary

that man use this bounty in a manner that is pleasing to Allah. His attention is

also drawn to the fact that he will have to return to Allah, when he will be

required to account for the bounties he enjoyed.

Tirmidhi reports that a riding animal was once brought for Sayyidina Ali

a^ iwi ^j. As he placed his foot on the stirrup, he said, "Bismillah". When he sat

on the animal's back, he said, "AVhamdu Lillah" . Thereafter he recited the verse:

[TRANSLATION: "Pure is Allah, who has subjugated this for
us whereas we would never have been able to control it. And
our return shall certainly be to our Lord."]

He then recited "AVhamdu Lillah" thrice, followed by "Allahu Akbar" thrice.

Thereafter, he recited the Supplication/pray:

[TRANSLATION: "O Allah! You are Pure. I have certainly

oppressed my soul, so forgive me, for none but You can
pardon sins.]

After reciting this, Sayyidina Ali ^ ifo ^j looked towards the sky and

smiled. When the people asked him for the reason for smiling, he replied, "The

Holy Prophet ^j aJp ibi JUdid exactly as I have done. When I asked the Holy

Prophet ^JL-j aJL^ iw\ Juswhy he smiled, he said that when a person asks Allah for

forgiveness, Allah says, 'My servant knows that none can forgive sins besides

Me"'["Mishkat"p.2U]

The above verse reminds man that if Allah did not subjugate the animals for
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man, he would never have been able to derive benefit from them. Man truly

appreciates this subjugation when he loses control of his animal.

Jj^ yd* J^l/i <-tp* IaJ p-*JW ^r^. \*\j h^P ^5^-rV /^Ju^y ub

(15) They have apportioned a share for Allah from His bondsmen. Man is clearly

ungrateful. (16) Or has Allah chosen daughters from His creation and selected

you to have sons? (17) When any of them is given the tidings of that which they

ascribe to Rahman, his face darkens as he suppresses his emotions. (18) (Do they

ascribe to Allah) one who is brought up in jewellery and who cannot make

herself clear in disputes? (19) And the angels, who are Allah's bondsmen, they

make into females. Did they witness the creation of the angels? Their testimony

will certainly be recorded and they will be questioned.

REFUTING THOSE WHO ASCRIBE CHILDREN TO ALLAH,
HIGHLIGHTING THE FOOLISHNESS OF THOSE WHO CLAIMED
THAT THE ANGELS ARE ALLAH'S DAUGHTERS

Many people believe that Allah has children, a belief that is popular among

the Christians. It is common knowledge that a child is a part of the father.

Therefore, attributing a child to Allah would mean that another being is a part of

Allah, which is impossible. Just as the Christians believe that Sayyidina Isa *>

f*~J» is Allah's son and the Jews believed that Sayyidina Uzair ^uJi Up was

Allah's son, the belief was popular among the polytheists of Arabia that the

angels were Allah's daughters. Refuting these preposterous beliefs, Allah

declares, "They have apportioned a share for Allah from His bondsmen. Man is clearly

ungrateful/' Instead of being, grateful to Allah for everything, people are

audacious enough to say that He has children. This is a clear expression of

ingratitude for the innumerable favours Allah has bestowed on every person.

Thereafter, Allah specifically addresses the polytheists who believed that

the angels were Allah's daughters. Allah asks, "Or has Allah chosen daughters from

His creation and selected you to have sons?" While ascribing children to Allah will

be tantamount to ascribing a weakness to Him, it is even worse to ascribe

daughters to Him, considering the fact that people regard daughters as a sign of

weakness. Allah says in Surah Najm, "This is certainly an unjust distribution."

[Surah 53, verse 22]

Allah then describes the extreme dislike that the Arabs had for daughters.

Allah says, "When any of them is given the tidings of that which they ascribe to
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Rahman (daughters), his face darkens as he suppresses his emotions. (Do they ascribe

to Allah) one who is brought up in jewellery and who cannot make herself clear in

disputes?"

Allah asks, "Did they witness the creation of the angels (because of which they

are able to testify that the angels are female)? Their testimony will certainly be

recorded and they will be questioned. " Everything they say will be included in the

record of their deeds and, on the Day of Judgment, they will be required to prove

the validity of their claims.

' * A*
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(20) They say, "If Allah willed, we would not have worshipped them. They have

absolutely no justification for this and only speculate. (21) Or have We given

them a book before this, onto which they hold fast? (22) They say, "But we
found our forefathers following a certain way, and we will be guided in their

footsteps." (23) In a like manner, whenever We sent a warner to any town before

you, the affluent people of the town said, "We found our forefathers following a

certain way, and we will be guided in their footsteps." (24.) The Holy Prophet

replied) Even though I have brought to you something that is better guidance

than that upon which you found your forefathers?" They replied, "We certainly

disbelieve what you bring to us." (25) So We exacted retribution from them. See

what was the plight of those who deny!

REFUTING AN IGNORANT STATEMENT OF THE POLYTHEISTS

When the polytheists were advised to forsake polytheism because Allah had
forbidden it, they would insolently say, "If Allah willed, we would not have

worshipped them (our gods)/' They used this argument to substantiate their vile

practices, but have actually no grounds to do so. Allah says, "They have absolutely

no justification for this and only speculate.
"

In making this statement, the polytheists meant to say that if polytheism

was truly detestable to Allah, why does Allah not forcefully stop them?

Therefore, they assume that their actions must be pleasing to Allah because He is

allowing them to continue. The reply to this argument has passed in the

commentary of the following verses:
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"Soon those who commit polytheism will say, 'If Allah willed, neither we, nor our

forefathers would not have committed polytheism, and we would not have forbidden

anything.'" In the same manner those before them had denied until they tasted Our
punishment. Say, 'Have you any knowledge that you may disclose for us? You only,,

follow conjecture and speculation. " [Surah An am (6), verse 148]

"The idolaters say, If Allah willed then neither we, nor our forefathers would have

worshipped anything besides Him, and we would never have forbidden anything without

Him/ Those before them behaved in the same manner. The responsibility of the

messengers is only clear propagation. " [Surah Nahl (16), verse 35]

It should be understood that Allah has sent man to this world as a test to see

whether he will be obedient or not. It is obvious that the test cannot be possible if

people were forced to do what Allah willed. A test would mean that they have to

be given a choice to opt either for good or for evil. If Allah had to force people to

do something, it will be pointless to reward or punish them.

"Or have We given them a book before this (Quran), onto which they hold fast?"

Allah did not reveal any divine scripture to the Arabs. They can therefore not

prove their beliefs from any reliable source. The only thread they hang on to is

the claim to be following their forefathers. Therefore, whenever they are told to

forsake their ways, "They say, 'But we found our forefathers following a certain way,

and we will be guided in their footsteps."'

Allah says to the Holy Prophet ^j ^ & J^> that these types of arguments

are nothing new because "In a like manner, whenever We sent a warner to any town

before you, the affluent people of the town said, 'We found our forefathers following a

certain way, and we will be guided in theirfoot steps.'"

This discussion has passed in the following verses:

"And when it is said to them, 'Follow that which Allah has revealed,' they say, 'But

we wish to follow that upon which we found our forefathers.' What! (Will they follow

their forefathers) even though they understood but naught, neither were they rightly

guided?" [Surah Baqarah (2), verse 170]

"When it is told to them, 'Come towards what Allah has revealed and towards the

messenger,' they say, 'What wefound ourforefathers practising is sufficientfor us.' (Will

they follow their forefathers) even though their forefathers never understood anything,

nor were they rightly guided ?" [Surah Ma'idah (5), verse 1 04]

"When it is said to them, 'Follow what Allah has revealed,' they say, 'We will

follow what we found our forefathers upon.' Will they follow their forefathers even

though Satan called theirforefathers to the punishment of the Blaze?" [Surah Luqman (31),

verse 21]

Allah effectively replies to their argument by saying, "(Will they follow their

forefathers) even though their forefathers never understood anything, nor were they

rightly guided?" and "Will they follow their forefathers even though Satan called their

forefathers to the punishment of the Blaze?" It is certainly incorrect to follow people

who were themselves lost. As Allah says in another verse, "Follow the path of the

one who turns to Me.
"

When the nations of the past refuted the Prophets (OLJi <-$> because they
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wished to follow their forefathers, each of the Prophet fiLJ\-?J* said his nation,

"(Will you choose to follow your forefathers) Even though I have brought to you

something that is better guidance than that upon which you found your forefathers?

"

However, these people arrogantly replied, "We certainly disbelieve what you bring

to us.
"

Allah then says that as a result of their insolence, "We exacted retribution from

them (by destroying them with punishment). See what was the plight of those who

denyl"
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(26) When Ibrahim said to his father and to his people, "I exonerate myself

from what you people worship..." (27) "Except for the One Who has created me.

Undoubtedly, He shall guide me." (28) So he left a lasting word among his

progeny so that they may abstain. (29) I have given enjoyment to these people

and their forefathers until there came to them the truth and a messenger who
expounds (matters) clearly. (30) When the truth came to them they said, "This is

magic and we certainly reject it."

SAYYIDINA IBRAHIM f*~i\ Up REJECTS POLYTHEISM AND THE
MESSAGE OF TRUTH PREVAILS AMONG HIS PROGENY

Sayyidina Ibrahim <v>LJ» Up was born among a community of polytheists in

Babylon, who worshipped idols as well as the stars. Even his own father was a

polytheist. When, despite his efforts, they refused to accept the belief of oneness

of Allah, he declared, "I exonerate myselffrom what you people worship, save for the

One Who has created me. Undoubtedly, He shall guide me. " Sayyidina Ibrahim Up

f%^ declared that he will never worship anyone besides Allah, his Creator. In

this statement he alluded that the people are all foolish not to worship the Being

Who created them as well.

Saying this, Sayyidina Ibrahim fiLJ\ Up left for Palestine with his wife. The

commentary of verses 51 to 70 of Surah Anbiya contains the details of his journey

and how he got another wife en route. It was from these two wives that he

fathered two sons, Sayyidina Is'haq (*~& Up and Sayyidina Isma'il (OLJ\ Up. It is

with regard to the progeny from these two sons that Allah says, "So he left a

lasting word among his progeny so that they may desist (from polytheism)."

The "lasting word" in the verse refers to the belief in monotheism and

exoneration from polytheism, which is also referred to in verses 132 and 133 of

Surah Baqarah where Allah says, "Ibrahim and Ya'qub enjoined their sons therewith
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[i.e. to follow the creed of Sayyidina Ibrahim f^LJt aJip] saying, 'O my sons! Verily

Allah has chosen this religion for you, so die only as Muslims/ Or were you present

when death presented itself before Ya'qub? When he asked his sons, 'What will you

worship after me?' They replied, 'We will worship your Deity and the Deity of your

forefathers Ibrahim, Ismail and Is'haq Who is One Deity. We submit to Him only."

The Quraysh were descendants of Sayyidina Isma'il fM~)i Up yet they

succumbed to polytheism. It was only after the Holy Prophet ^u iki j^
(J-jpreached to them that they eventually forsook polytheism and whole
heartedly took to the pure belief of oneness of Allah.

Thereafter, Allah says, "I have given enjoyment to these people and their

forefathers until there came to them the truth and a messenger [Muhammad <4* & ^U
JL-j] who expounds (matters) clearly." Allah says that the apparent reason for the

denial of the Quraysh was that they were too engrossed in their worldly riches.

As a result of this, "When the truth came to them they said, 'This is magic and we
certainly reject it.

"
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(31) They say, "Why is this Qur'an not revealed to a prominent man from one of

the two cities?" (32) Do they distribute the mercy of your Lord? We distribute

their livelihood among them in this worldly life and elevate the ranks of some

of them above others so that they may derive benefit from each other. The mercy

of your Lord is better than what they amass. (33) If it were not (for fear) of

mankind becoming a single nation (of disbelievers), We would have made roofs

of silver for the homes of those who disbelieve in Rahman, as well as staircases

which they can climb. (34) And (We would have made) doors (of silver) for their

homes, and couches on which they may recline. (35) And (We would have made

these of) gold as well. This is all merely the articles of this worldly life. The

Hereafter with your Lord is for those with Piety.

THE POLYTHEISTS WANTED THE PROPHET TO BE FROM
AMONG THE AFFLUENT MEN OF MAKKAH OR TA'IF

People generally regard the wealthy as being prominent, irrespective of the
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fact that they may be tyrants, extortionists, usurers or thieves. If one has to

question the people of any town about whom they regard as the most prominent
person, they will always point to someone who is among the affluent. None will

point to a pious man or a person with Islamic knowledge. This is generally the

mentality of people, which is common throughout the ages. Although friend and
foe bore testimony to the noble character and personality of the Holy Prophet
pL~ 3 Up &\ j^ f the polytheists objected to his Prophet hood on the grounds of his

financial status.

Consequently, when the Holy Prophet (JL-j <ip i» JL* preached to them, the

polytheists said, "Why is this Qur'an not revealed to a prominent man from one of the

two cities (Makkah or Ta'if)?" The author of "Ma'alimut Tanzil" writes that the

polytheists referred to Walid bin Mughiera from Makkah and Urwa bin Mas'ud
Thaqafi from Ta'if. Both these men were prominent in worldly terms.

Refuting this statement, Allah says, "Do they distribute the mercy of your
Lord?" i.e. What right have they to stipulate who should be a Prophet? What
authority over appointment of Prophets

r
>LJi ^ do they have? The right to

appoint Prophets f*~l\ ^M rests exclusively with Allah. Allah will appoint
whoever He wills as Prophets <OLJi ,^-lp, and Allah does not use worldly wealth
and position as criteria. Allah declares in Surah An'am, "Allah best knows where

(with whom) He wishes to place His message" [Surah 6, verse 124]

Allah states further, "We distribute their livelihood among them in this worldly

life and elevate the ranks of some of them above others so that they may derive benefit

from each other." If everyone was to be wealthy, none will need to work and serve

another. As a result, the system of the world would collapse. Since some people
are wealthy and others are not, the poor depend on the wealthy for employment,
while the rich rely just as much on the poor to have their work done. Therefore,

the distribution of sustenance is Allah's choice. If Allah did not entrust this

responsibility to man, how could He entrust the appointment of the Holy
Prophet s (which is a much greater task) to man?

"The mercy of your Lord is better than what they amass." This verse makes it

clear that Allah's mercy, which assumes the form of Heaven and its bounties, is

much better than all the wealth that people amass in the world.

Allah then describes the deplorable nature of the world by stating that He
can easily shower the beauties of the world onto people whom He detests (the

disbelievers). Allah says, "If it were not (forfear) of mankind becoming a single nation

(of disbelievers), We would have made roofs of silver (or gold) for the homes of those who
disbelieve in Rahman, as well as staircases which they can climb. And (We would have

made) doors (of silver and gold) for their homes, and couches on which they may recline.

And (We would have made these of) gold as well." Since man's nature attracts him to

the material things of this world, people would become disbelievers so that they

can also stand a chance of attaining material gain. It is because of this that Allah

does not grant all the wealth to the disbelievers, but also confers a large portion

to the Muslims. At the same time, Allah also makes many disbelievers poor.

The fact is that Allah despises this world and all its contents. Sayyidina Jabir

^ M.^j narrates that the Holy Prophet pJL.j *> ii JU>was once passing by the

carcass of a lamb, the ears of which were also cut. Pointing towards the carcass,
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the Holy Prophet ^L^ ^ &\ j^ asked the Sahabah {Companions) ^ i»i^ if ariy
of them was prepared to purchase the decaying carcass for the price of one
Dirham. The Sahabah (Companions) ^ &\ ^j indicated that they were not even
prepared to take it for free. The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up iii ju then told them, "By
Allah! Allah despises the entire world more than you people despise this dead
lamb." [Muslim]

Sayyidina Sahl bin Sa'd ^ i»» ^j reports that the Holy Prophet *> i»i ju
^L-^said, "If the world was even worth the value of a mosquito's wing to Allah,

He would never have granted a disbeliever even a sip. of water to. drink." This

means that if the world had even as much value as the wing of a mosquito, it

would be too valuable to give even a small portion of it (a sip of water) to a

person who rejects his Creator. It is common knowledge that Allah has given the

disbelievers much more than a mere sip of water, which means that the world is

much more worthless than a mosquito's wing.

Sayyidina Shaddad <^ iui ^j reports that he heard the Holy Prophet ibi jl^

pJL-j u^say, "O people! Without doubt, this world is a mere article in front of

every person, from which good and evil people eat. Indeed, the promise of the

Hereafter is a reality, where that King will pass judgement, Who is Just and
Omnipotent. He will establish the Truth and obliterate falsehood. Become the

sons of the Hereafter and not the sons of this world because the children of every

mother run behind her." ["Mishkat" p. 445]

After making mention of the adornments of the world, Allah declares, "This

is all merely the (abased and short-lived) articles of this worldly life. The Hereafter

with your Lord is for those with Piety." Those who adopt Piety will enjoy the

everlasting bounties of the Hereafter.
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(36) We shall appoint a Satan to every person who turns a blind eye to Rahman's

advice, who will be his companion. (37) Indeed, they will forbid people from the

path, while the people think that they are rightly guided. (38) Until, when the
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time arrives when they come to Us and say, "O dear! If only there was the

distance of the East and West between yourself and Me/ A terrible companion

you were indeed!" (39) "Since you were oppressive people, the fact that you all

share the punishment shall be of no benefit to you. (40) Can you make the deaf

hear, guide the blind and those who are in manifest deviation? (41) If We have

to take you away, We shall still exact retribution from them. (42) Otherwise, We
can show you what We have promised them, for We certainly have control over

them. (43) So hold fast to the revelation We have sent to you. You are definitely

upon the straight path. (44) This is certainly a Reminder to you and to your

people. Soon, they shall be questioned. (45) Inquire from those messengers of

Ours whom We have sent before you. Besides Rahman, have We introduced

another deity who can be worshipped?

A SATAN IS APPOINTED TO EVERY PERSON WHO TURNS A
BLIND EYE TO ALLAH'S ADVICE, WHO WILL BE USELESS TO
HIM ON THE DAY OF JUDGMENT

The Arabic word "ya'shu" (translated above as "turns a blind eye ") refers to a

condition when a person cannot see despite not suffering from any ailment. The
verse therefore refers to people whom the Qur'an has reached, and who have
even understood the Qur'an. However, they behave obstinately and refuse to

accept it as the truth. At this stage, Allah delegates a Satan to be their constant

companion who instigates them to reject the truth. While they are constantly

being misled, these people are under the impression that they are rightly guided.

The Satan referred to in this verse is not the same Satan that is mentioned in

the hadith where the Holy Prophet ^ _>
U* ibi JL* said, "Every one of you has a

companion from among the angels and a companion from among the Satans."

[Muslim]

Although the person and the Satan were closely attached to each other in

the world, the person will curse the Satan on the Day of Judgment, saying, "O
dear! If only there was the distance of the East and West between yourself and Me! A
terrible companion you were indeed (because you made evil seem good to me,

causing me to sin)
!"

A verse of Surah HaMlm Sajdah reads, "We have delegated companions for

them, who beautify for them whatever is before them and whatever is behind them."

[Surah 41, verse 25]

Allah says further that the people of Hell will be told, "Since you people were

oppressive, the fact that you all share 'the punishment shall be of no benefit to you.

"

When a person suffers any adversity or punishment in this world, he is consoled

by the knowledge that he is not suffering alone. If there are others suffering the

same plight, the intensity of the hardship is considerably reduced. However,

even though many people will be suffering in Hell, this knowledge will have no
impact upon the individual suffering of each person. This is so because of the

severity of Hell.

Despite realising that Islam is the true religion, there are many people who
are under the misconception that should they ever suffer punishment, the

punishment will not be so intense because there are millions of others who will
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join them there. Besides being mistaken, these people are also extremely foolish

to subject themselves to eternal punishment in the feeble hope that the suffering

of others will reduce their own suffering.

There are many so-called Muslims who when reminded of fulfilling the

Fara'idh (obligations) and abstaining from sin, say, "Who else is following the

Shari'ah that we follow?
,/ By presenting this foolish reply, these people feel good

about including themselves among the sinners. What reply will they have to

offer Allah on the Day of Judgment when they stand in the file of the sinners and

face punishment? Will they then be able to say that it matters not because there

are thousands of others who will face their plight?

"Can you make the deaf hear, guide the blind and those who are in manifest

deviation?" This verse tells the Holy Prophet jJL,j a* ii jl> that he will be unable to

guide people who obstinately refuse to lend an ear or who turn a blind eye and

choose rather to adhere to their erroneous ways. The Holy Prophet's Up & J^
jJL-j task was only to propagate the message to people, irrespective of whether

they listen or not. He was not charged with forcing them to believe.

Addressing the Holy Prophet ^j Up ibt ju, Allah says, "If We have to take

you away (from this world or from Makkah, the disbelievers will not be able to

escape Our punishment because), We shall still exact retribution from them.

Otherwise (if We do not take you away), We can (still) show you what (punishment)

We have promised them, for We certainly have control over them." Certain

commentators have mentioned that the "retribution" mentioned in the verse

refers to the loss of 70 polytheists lives in the Battle of Badr, as well as others 70

being taken captive.

"So hold fast to the revelation (Qur'an) We have sent to you. You are definitely

upon the straight path." This verse tells the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up i>\ JU that he

should forge ahead with propagation even though the disbelievers refuse to

respond.

"This (Qur'an) is certainly a Reminder to you and to your people. " Allah is the

King of all kings and the Owner of all kingdoms. It is therefore a great honour

for a person to be addressed by Allah. Through the Holy Prophet ^j u* &\ j^>,

Allah addresses the Ummah (followers) as well, which is an honour for them also.

It is also an honour for the Arabs that Allah revealed the Qur'an in their

language. While many did not appreciate this bounty, there were those chosen

people who did.

Today, every chain of Qur'anic recitation trails back to the Sahabah

(Companions) ^ i» ^j. It is by virtue of the Qur'an that the Arabic language

received importance in the world. To teach the meaning and interpretations of

the -Qur'an, volumes have been written about the Arabic language and Arabic

rhetoric. The Qur'an elevated the rank of the Arabs themselves who were

downtrodden before the advent of Islam. Before Islam, the Persians ruled

Yemen, the Romans ruled Sham (north and north-west Arabia), while the Jews

ruled over Madinah. The Arabs had therefore little authority over their region.

"...and to your people." Some commentators have mentioned that this phrase

refers to the Quraysh because the Qur'an was revealed in their dialect. Other
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commentators are of the opinion that it refers to all the Arabic-speaking people.

These two interpretations will apply when the word "Dhikr" (translated above

as "a Reminder") is translated as "an honour" or "a pride". However, if the word is

translated as "a Reminder" or "an Advice", then "your people" will refer to all

believers.

"Soon, they shall be questioned. " They will be asked whether they fulfilled the

rights of the Qur'an, whether they practised its injunctions, and whether they

appreciated it.

Allah says thereafter, "Inquire from those messengers of Ours whom We have

sent before you. " Although the verse seems to be addressing the Holy Prophet JU
^L* 3 Up &\

f it is actually addressed to the Jews, Christians and the polytheists.

They are exhorted to pose a question to the former Prophets fiLJ\ r«>. The
question is: "Besides Rahman, have We introduced another deity who can be

worshipped?" The reply to this question, which may be sought in the scriptures of

the Torah and Injil, will make it clear that none of the Prophets f^LJ <-*> ever

taught polytheism to his people. Many commentators state that the verse poses

this question to those religious scholars who study the Torah and Injil (Bible).

(46) Undoubtedly, We sent Musa with Our signs to Phara'oh (Fir'aun) and his

ministers. He said, "I am the messenger of the Lord of the universe. (47) When
he came to them with Our signs, they began to laugh at them. (48) Every sign We
showed them was greater than the other. We afflicted them with punishment so

that they turn back. (49) They said, "O magician! On our behalf, supplicate to

your Lord for the covenant He has made with you. Then we will surely be

rightly guided." (50) When We removed the punishment from them, they
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instantly broke their promise. (51) Phara'oh (Fir'aun) called his people saying,

"Does not the land of Egypt and these rivers flowing beneath me belong to me?

Do you not see?" (52) "Am I not better than this person who is ignoble and can

hardly express himself?" (53) "Why are bangles of gold not thrown to him, or

why do angels not appear in successive groups with him?" (54) So Phara'oh

(Fir'aun) made fools of his people and they followed him. They were a sinful

nation indeed. (55) When they infuriated Us We exacted retribution from them

and drowned them all. (56) Thus We made them forebears and an example for

those to come after them.

PHARA'OH (FIR'AUN) AND HIS MINISTERS SCOFF AT
SAYYIDINA MUSA P

*-J» Up WHEN HE SHOWS THEM THE
MIRACLES

When Sayyidina Musa (%Ji Up cast his staff down and it became a serpent,

Phara'oh (Fir'aun) and his chieftains laughed, saying that it was not a miracle but

an act of magic. They then arranged a contest between Sayyidina Musa £%~h u^

and the magicians of the country. The magicians were first to cast down their

staffs and strings, thereby mesmerising the people into believing that these had

become snakes. When Sayyidina Musa (%~h Up cast down his staff, the serpent it

turned into devoured the snakes of the magicians. The magicians conceded

defeat and submitted to Sayyidina Musa's <OLJt ^ religion. The details of this

incident have been given in Surah A'raf [Surah 7, verses 109-126], Surah TaHa [Surah

20, verses 57-73] and Surah Shu'ara [Surah 26, verses 33-5 1].

The magicians could not compete with Sayyidina Musa's ftLJ\ u* miracle of

the shining hand because it was beyond their capabilities. Besides these two

miracles, there were numerous others, which served as punishment for phara'oh

(Fir'aun) and the Egyptians. Reference to this is made in Surah A'raf, where Allah

says, "So We sent to them the flood, the locusts, the ticks, the frogs and the blood as

detailed signs. But they were an arrogant and sinful nation. " [Surah 7, verse 133]

Allah says, "Every sign (punishment) We showed them was greater (more

potent) than the other. We afflicted them with punishment so that they turn back."

When Sayyidina Musa f*>LJ» Up told them that the miracles were a punishment for

them, they even scoffed at this, saying that they still deem them to be acts of

magic. He also told them that the punishment could be alleviated if they

accepted his teachings. However, despite realising that they will be saved by his

intercession, they still called him a wizard saying, "O magician! On our behalf

supplicate to your Lord for the covenant He has made with you. Then we will surely be

rightly guided (and accept your creed. However,) When We removed the punishment

from them, they instantly broke their promise." Whenever a punishment was
alleviated, they still adhered to their former ways of rejection.

Fearing that he might lose his kingdom to Sayyidina Musa (%~h u*,

"Phara'oh (Fir'aun) called his people saying, 'Does not the land of Egypt and these rivers

flowing beneath me belong to me? Do you not see? Am I not better than this person who

is ignoble and can hardly express himself?'" In this manner, he expressed his

material superiority over Sayyidina Musa f%Jt u*. He told his people that

Sayyidina Musa (OUi Up was a poor man who belonged to a nation who were
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their slaves. Indoctrinated by phara'oh (Fir'aun), the people also said, "Should

we believe in two humans like ourselves whereas their people are our slaves?" It

was with reference to the stutter that Sayyidina Musa ^LJ\ *> had that phara'oh

(Fir'aun) said that Sayyidina Musa <v>LJt ^ "can hardly express himselp."

Another objection that phara'oh {Fir'aun) raised was: "Why are bangles of

gold not thrown to him, or why do angels not appear in successive groups with

him?" i.e. If he is a true Prophet of Allah, why does he not have wealth or an

army of angels to support him? The people of every nation look up to their

chieftains and ape whatever their chieftains do. The chieftains during the time of

Sayyidina Musa fiLJ\ <op agreed to everything that phara'oh (Fir'aun) told them.

Eventually solidarity was achieved when the chieftains indoctrinated the masses

with the same ideas.

Allah says, "So phara'oh (Fir'aun) made fools of his people and they followed him.

They were a sinful nation indeed.

"

"When they infuriated Us (by denying Our messengers and signs) We exacted

retribution from them and drowned them all. Thus, We made them forebears and an

example for those to come after them." The people coming after them were to learn a

lesson from the behaviour of their forebears and not tread in their misguided

footsteps.

£
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(57) When the peculiar example of the son of Maryam is cited your people

suddenly start shouting. (58) They say, "Are our gods better or he?" They say

this to you only to dispute, for they are a people given to arguing. (59) He

[Sayyidina Isa f%J\ U*] is but a slave upon whom We have bestowed Our

bounties, and whom We have made an example for the Bani Isra'il. (60) If We
will, We could have created angels among you on earth, who would appear in
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succession. (61) And he will certainly be a sign of Judgment day, so never doubt

it, and follow me. This is the straight path. (62) Never let Satan stop you, for he

is certainly your open enemy. (63) When Isa ?%~1\ *J* came with the clear signs,

he said, "I have come to you with wisdom and to make clear to you the matters

about which you differ. So fear Allah and follow me/' (64) "Allah is definitely

my Lord and your Lord, so worship Him only. This is the straight path." (65)

However the parties differed between themselves. May the oppressors suffer

the destruction of a painful day's punishment! (66) They are waiting only for

Judgment day to come to them suddenly without them realising.

REFUTING THE FOOLISH STATEMENT OF THE QURAYSH AND
AN INTRODUCTION TO SAYYIDINA ISA

?
^LJi Up

Allama Qurtubi Up &\ ^-j reports that the Quraysh once told Abdullah bin

Zab'ari (who was then not yet a Muslim) that the Holy Prophet <4* & J^
^recites the verse: "You and whatever you worship besides Allah will be the fuel of

Hell" Upon hearing this, Abdullah bin Zab'ari said, "If I was present, I would

have refuted this." When the Quraysh asked for an explanation, he replied, "I

say that the Christians worship Masih [Sayyidina Isa r
^LJi u*] and the Jews

worship Uzair ^\ Up.' So will these two persons also be fuel for Hell?" The

Quraysh became jubilant over this reply and they started shouting. The reply to

this objection has passed in Surah Anbiya, where Allah says, 'indeed those for

whom We have ordained the best, these shall be kept far from Hell They will not even

hear its whisper. " [Surah 21, verses 101/2]

Another narration states that the Holy Prophet ^ 3 <+* & J*> once told the

Quraysh, "There is no good in anything that is worshipped besides Allah." The

Quraysh retorted, "Did you not say that Sayyidina Isa r
^-J» ^ was Allah's

messenger and a pious man? According to what you have said, he also deserves

to go to Hell because some people worship him." They also said, "If all gods

besides Allah are destined for Hell, we are happy that our gods will be with

Sayyidina Isa <olj\ Up, Uzair p^\ U* and the angels." (So that they could also

share in the bounties that these two Prophets fiLA rfcu would receive).

The only intention of the polytheists was to wrangle and dispute. They had

no concern for recognising the truth. Otherwise, anyone will understand that

Allah's chosen servants cannot be made to suffer punishment because of the

polytheism that others commit. In the light of the above, it will now be easy to

understand the verses in context. Allah says, "When the peculiar example of the son

of Maryam is cited your people suddenly start shouting." i.e. When it is said that

Sayyidina Isa ^\ <A* will be with the idols of the polytheists, they shout with joy

and say, 'Are our gods better or he [Sayyidina Isa ^LJ\ *A*]7"

By asking this question, they implied that since Sayyidina Isa fiLJ\ *A* is

Allah' s chosen servant and will be honoured in the Hereafter, their gods also

deserve the same because they are worshipped like Sayyidina Isa (OLJi ^ is.

Allah says further, "They say this to you only to dispute, for they are a people given to

arguing. " They are such that they will always dispute with the truth.

Sayyidina Abu Umamah ^ &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ^ & J^
(JL-jsaid, "People who go astray after guidance has come to them are a people given to
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arguing/' Thereafter, the Holy Prophet jJL.j Up ii j^> recited the verse, "They say
this to you only to dispute, for they are a people given to arguing. " [Tirmidhi]

"He [Sayyidina Isa
r
*>i~Jt Up] is but a slave upon whom We have bestowed Our

bounties..." Allah blessed Sayyidina Isa pLJ\ .Op with the great bounty of Prophet
hood. No Prophet of Allah ever called people to worship him or any other being
besides Allah. It is because of people's own foolishness that they succumb to the
practices of polytheism. It will therefore be inappropriate for Allah's pious
servants to suffer punishment because of the polytheism that people commit.
Those who perpetrate the vile act of polytheism will be punished for their sin.

They will burn in Hell along with their idols.

Speaking further about Sayyidina Isa
r
*Ji Up, Allah says, "whom We have

made an example for the Bani Israll." Allah showed the Bani Isra' U that He has the
power to create a child without the agency of a father.

"If We will, We could have created angels among you on earth, who would appear
in succession." The first interpretation of this verse is literal meaning that Allah
could well create angels on earth, who would live and die like ordinary human
beings. Another interpretation is that Allah could have settled angels on earth.

Wherever they may be, Allah's creation will remain His creation and can never
be considered worthy of worship. The fact that the angels live in the heavens
does not qualify them to be gods, neither can they be called Allah' s daughters.

The author of "Ma'alimut Tanzil" (vA p. 143) has interpreted the verse to

mean that Allah can easily destroy man and replace him with angels as
vicegerents on earth. Unlike man, these angels will devote themselves to Allah's
worship.

"And he will certainly be a sign of Judgment day "The following three
interpretations of this verse have been mentioned:

£Q "he" refers to Sayyidina Isa
r
*>LJi Up/whose return to this

world from the heavens will be sign to indicate that
Judgment day is very close.

£Q "he" may be interpreted as "it", which will refer to the
Qur'an. Therefore, the revelation of the Qur'an is itself a

sign to indicate that Judgment day is near. Holding up
his index and middle fingers, The Holy Prophet Up i» JU
<0-j said that Judgment day and he were as close as these
two fingers.

£Q "he" may be interpreted as "it", which will refer to the
miracles of Sayyidina Isa pLJ\ *±*. The people who saw
Sayyidina Isa ^LJ\ Up raising the dead from their graves
could easily be convinced of resurrection on the Day of
Judgment.

Allah commands the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ii ^ to tell the people, "so

never doubt it (Judgment day), and follow me. This is the straight path. Never let Satan
stop you, for he is certainly your open enemy.

"

"When Isa came with the clear signs, he said, T have come to you with wisdom
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(Prophet hood and the Injil) and to make clear to you the matters about which you

differ."' Part of his message entailed clarifying the injunctions of religion and

setting right the contamination that the Bani Isra'il had introduced into the

Torah. \"RuhulMa'ani"\

Addressing the Bani Isra'il further, Sayyidina Isa f^LJi -Up said, "So fear Allah

and follow me. Allah is definitely my Lord and your Lord, so worship Him only. This is

the straight path." Sayyidina Isa f*~& Up performed the amazing miracles of

raising the dead and blowing life into birds modelled from clay. Since such

extraordinary feats could mislead the Christians into regarding him as Allah,

Sayyidina Isa (OLJ\ «Up clarified that Allah is his Lord as well.

"However the parties differed between themselves. " The Christians fragmented

into many denominations. While some of them regarded Sayyidina Isa f%J\ aJlp as

Allah Himself, others believe that he is Allah's son There are also those who
believe in Trinity, and consider Sayyidina Isa f}LJ» Up to be one of three

inseparable deities. Those Christians who do not subscribe to any of these three

beliefs are also guilty of disbelief because they deny the Prophet hood of the

Holy Prophet jJL-j Up &\ JU. Of course, there will always be those from among
them whom Allah guides to Islam, like Najashi the king of Abysinnia.

Allah continues, 'May the oppressors suffer the destruction of a painful day's

punishment! They are waiting only for Judgment day to come to them suddenly without

them realising." Certain commentators have mentioned that the pronoun "They"

refers to those Christians who split into various denominations after Sayyidina

Isa f%~& Up was raised to the heavens. They adamantly denied the truth despite

recognising it as such. This behaviour resembles that if a person who is prepared

to believe in Judgment day only when he sees it happen before him. Of course, it

will then be too late.

Other commentators have mentioned that the word "They" refers to the

Quraysh of Makkah who denied the occurrence of Judgment day. Because they

do not believe it, they would not even realise that Judgment day is taking place

when it does. The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that the verse depicts the

foolishness of the polytheists, who are of the opinion that Judgment day will be

good for them. However, when Judgment day does take place, they will have to

face the harsh reality that it spells their destruction.

LpiS^E
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(67) Friends will be enemies on that day, except for those with Piety. (68) "O My
bondsmen! You shall have no fear tqday, neither will you grieve." (69) Those

who believe in Our verses and were obedient." (70) "You and your spouses

should enter into Heaven jubilantly." (71) Bowls and cups of gold will be passed

around and in Heaven there shall be whatever the heart desires and whatever

pleases the eye. You will abide there forever." (72) This is Heaven, which you

have been made to inherit because of the deeds you carried out. (73) And you

will have an abundance of fruit to eat in Heaven.

FRIENDS WILL BE ENEMIES ON THE DAY OF JUDGMENT AND
THE RIGHTEOUS WILL HAVE EVERYTHING THAT PLEASES
THEM IN HEAVEN

Describing the terror of the Day of Judgment, Allah says, "Friends will be

enemies on that day, except for those with Piety." As mentioned in many previous

verses, people on the Day of Judgment will curse their companions for leading

them astray and for not allowing them to accept Islam. However, those people

who. avoided polytheism will remain friends on the Day of Judgment, and they

will even intercede on behalf of each other.

On the Day of Judgment, Allah will declare His favour on the righteous

believers saying, "O My bondsmen! You shall have no fear today, neither will you

grieve..." Describing these bondsmen, Allah says that they are "Those who believe

in Our verses and were obedient. " They will then be told, "You and your spouses

should enter into Heaven jubilantly." Allah then mentions one of the bounties that

people will enjoy in Heaven when He says, "Bowls and cups of gold will be passed

around... "Youthful servants will serve food and drinks to the people of Heaven.

Allah then encapsulates all the bounties of Heaven when He says, in Heaven

there shall be whatever the heart desires and whatever pleases the eye." Irrespective of

how wealthy a person may be in this world, he can never have whatever he

desires. There are still things that may be too expensive for him, or which he

cannot purchase. Even if the item can be purchased, there are times when he will

be unable to enjoy it because of various reasons ill health being a major reason.

Even if a person is in the process of realising his desires in this world, he may
never live long enough to witness the culmination.

The above verse makes mention of gold utensils, while a verse of Surah

Dahar also speaks about silver utensils. One cannot compare the gold and silver

of Heaven to that of this world, which has to be purified and smelted. It is not

permissible for Muslim men and women to eat or drink from utensils made of

gold or silver.

Sayyidah Umm Salamah ^ iui ^j reports that the Holy Prophet 4p &\ J^
(JL-jsaid, "Do not eat or drink from utensils of gold and silver." He also said,

"The person who eats or drinks from gold or silver utensils is filling his belly

with the fire of Hell."

Sayyidina Hudhaifah ** ifo ^j reports that Muslims may not eat or drink

from gold and silver utensils because these are meant for the disbelievers in

this world and for the Muslims in the Hereafter. Allah also says that Heaven
will contain "whatever pleases the eye." This means that nothing in Heaven will
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be unpleasant to look at. Everything a person looks at will be source of

pleasure for him. He will also not be prohibited from looking at anything

there. The concept of an "evil glance" will be non-existent there. To crown it

all, these pleasures will never end because the people of Heaven will be told,

"You will abide there forever.

"

In commemoration of the good deeds people do, they will be told, "This is

Heaven, which you have been made to inherit because of the deeds you carried out and

you will gave an abundance offruit to eat in Heaven.

"

77

(74) Verily, the criminals shall suffer the punishment of Hell forever. (75) The

punishment shall not be lessened for them, and they will lose all hope there.

(76) We did not oppressed them, but they were oppressors themselves. (77) They

will call out, "O Malik! Your Lord should settle our matter/' He will reply, "You

people will certainly have to remain (here)." (78) We definitely brought the truth

to you, but most of you disliked the truth. (79) Or have they devised a resolute

plot? Indeed, We are also plotting. (80) Or do they think that We do not hear

their secrets and their stealthy meetings? Most certainly We do, and Our scribes

are with them, writing.

THE DISBELIEVERS WILL SUFFER FOREVER IN HELL, WHERE
THEIR PUNISHMENT WILL NOT BE LESSENED

After mentioning the bounties that the people of belief will enjoy, Allah

now begins to discuss the plight of the disbelievers. Allah says, "Verily, the

criminals shall suffer the punishment of Hell forever. The punishment shall not be

lessened for them, and they will lose all hope (of salvation) there." Another

interpretation of losing hope is that they will be in perpetual sorrow because of

the severity of Hell.

"We never oppressed them, but they were oppressors themselves." When the truth

came to them in the world, they refused to accept it, thereby drawing Allah's

punishment to themselves.

Thereafter, Allah mentions the request that the people of Hell will make

to the chief keeper of Hell, who is an angel called Malik
r
*>LJi Up. "They will call

out, 'O Malik! Your Lord should settle our matter (by taking our lives so that we are

saved from punishment).' He will reply, 'You people will certainly have to remain

(here).'" i.e. you will have to remain here forever without emerging and
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without dying.

Sayyidina A'mash Up ii ^j says that he heard that the period of a thousand

years will pass between the request of the people in Hell and the reply of the

keeper [Sayyidina Malik <uip &\ <*-j].

Tirmidhi reports that the inmates of Hell will consult with each other to

make a request before the keepers of Hell. They will ask, "Supplicate to your Lord

to lessen a day of punishment for us." Thereupon the keepers will reply, "Did your

messengers not come to you with clear signs?" The people will reply, "Certainly. " The

keepers will then say, "Then you supplicate. The supplication of the disbelievers is

lost. " [Surah Mu'min (40), verses 49 and 50]

The inmates of Hell will be told, "We definitely brought the truth to you, but

most of you disliked the truth. "It was this aversion for the truth that landed these

people into Hell. The Quraysh of Makkah detested the message of the Holy

Prophet ^j Up ii ju>, and devised many plots to hinder the Holy Prophet ifo J~*

^j Up. In fact, they even plotted to assassinate him. Allah says, "Or have they

devised a resolute plot? Indeed, We are also plotting." Allah says that the polytheists

are foolish to think that they can harm the Holy Prophet ^JL-j <A* ibi JUthrough
their schemes. Allah's protection was always with the Holy Prophet Up i»i JU.

pJL-j, and therefore their plots could never succeed. Allah says in Surah Tur, "Or

are they plotting something? Indeed those who disbelieve will themselves be ensnared in a

plot." [Surah 52, verse 42]

Allah says further, "Or do they think that We do not hear their secrets and their

stealthy meetings? Most certainly We do, and Our scribes are with them, writing." No
secret conspiracies are hidden from Allah. He is Aware of everything that people

do and say, and.He will punish them accordingly.
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(81) Say, "If Rahman had a son, then I would have been the first worshipper."

(82) The Lord of the heavens and the earth, the Lord of the Throne is Pure from

whatever people associate with Him. (83) So leave them to engage in talks and to

play until they encounter the day that they have been promised. (84) It is Allah
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Who is the Deity the heavens and the Deity on earth. He is the Wise, the All

Knowing. (85) Blessed is that Being to Whom belongs the kingdom of the

heavens, the earth and whatever is between the two. The knowledge of

Judgment day is only with Him, and to Him shall you all be returned. (86) Those

(gods) that they worship besides Allah have no power to intercede, except for

the one who attests to the truth and those who have knowledge. (87) If you have

to ask them who created them, they will definitely say, "Allah So where are they

wandering astray? (88) And (Allah knows) the statement of the Holy Prophet

when he said, O my Lord! This is a nation who refuse to believe. (89) Ignore

them and say, "Salam They will soon come to know.

ALLAH'S GREAT QUALITIES AND EXEMPTION FROM
POLYTHEISM

This Surah refers to the polytheists who called the angels Allah's daughters

and the Christians who called Sayyidina Isa f%Jt Up Allah's son. In the verse

being discussed, Allah refutes these beliefs by instructing the Holy Prophet ibi ju
^j AJLpto say "If Rahman had a son, then I would have been the first worshipper."

However, since Allah has no children, only He should be worshipped. Allah's

disassociation with all partners is then expressed in the verse: "The Lord of the

heavens and the earth, the Lord of the Throne is Purefrom whatever people associate with

Him."

Allah then addresses the Holy Prophet ^3 ^ i»i J^> saying, "So leave them to

engage in (their frivolous) talks and to play until they encounter the day that they have

been promised." In fact, everything in this world is play and sport. Allah says in

Surah Hadld "Know that the life of this world is merely play, futility, decoration,

boasting among each other and rivalry in wealth and children. The example of this is like

rain, the plants of which amaze the farmers. Thereafter it dries and you will see it become

yellow, only to be reduced to bits. In the Hereafter there shall be severe punishment,

forgiveness and (Allah's) pleasure. The life of this world is but a commodity of

deception." The disbelievers and polytheists are so engrossed in the futile matters

of this world 'that they completely forget about the Hereafter. According to

various commentators, "the day that they have been promised" refers to:

£Q the day of their death,

COS the Day of Judgment,

03 the Battle of Badr.

"It is Allah Who is the Deity in the heavens and the Deity on earth. He is the Wise,

the All Knowing. " No other being is worthy of worship and none possesses the

qualities that Allah possesses.

Allah continues to say, "Blessed is that Being to Whom belongs the kingdom of

the heavens, the earth and whatever is between the two. The knowledge ofjudgement day

is only with Him, and to Him shall you all be returned." Upon people's return to

Allah they will be justly rewarded or punished.

When the polytheists are censured for worshipping idols, they claim that
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they worship Allah, but pray to the idols only so that the idols may intercede on

their behalf before Allah. This was only an excuse because lifeless objects cannot

even speak, let alone intercede. Then too, only those who have permission from

Allah can intercede. Allah has never commanded them to regard their gods as

intercessors, neither has He ever appointed them as intercessors. Allah's

Prophets puJ\ r^> preached oneness of Allah and abstinence from polytheism.

Worship of other gods as intercessors was never encouraged. However, the

polytheists concocted their own beliefs to support their whims.

On the Day of Judgment, only those people permitted by Allah will be able

to intercede. With reference to this, Allah says, "Those (gods) that they worship

besides Allah have no power to intercede, except for the one who attests to the truth and

those who have knowledge (only they will be permitted to intercede)." Allah says in

Ayatul Kursi , "Who is there to intercede before Him without His permission?" Allah

says in Surah Anbiya, "only the one with whom He is pleased will be able to intercede."

[Surah 21, verse 28]

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" says that "the one who attests to the truth and

those who have knowledge" also refers to the angels, Sayyidina Isa <v>LJi Up and

Sayyidina Uzair £*~1\ *> even though they were worshipped. However, they will

not want to intercede on behalf of the disbelievers, neither will they ever be

permitted to do so.

"If you have to ask them who created them, they will definitely say, 'Allah'."

Despite acknowledging the fact that Allah is their Creator, the disbelievers still

worship other beings. This clearly displays their foolishness. Therefore, Allah

asks, £
"And (like Allah has knowledge of Judgment, Allah also knows) the

statement of the Holy Prophet ^j U* &\ JU* when he said, 'O my Lord! This is a nation

who refuse to believe. - In response to this statement Allah tells the Holy Prophet

^ Up ii>i J^>, 'ignore them (i.e. do not expect them to believe) and say, 'Salam ."

This is not the "Salam" that one greets with, which is actually a supplication for

the peace and safety of the person. It is rather a statement to denote parting,

which tells the addressee that his company is not desired. Referring to the same

type of "Salam", a verse of Surah Qasas reads:

"When they hear futility, they turn away from it saying, 'Our deeds are ours and

your deeds are yours. We greet you with peace (Salam). We do not wish to converse with

the ignorant. " [Surah 28, verse 55]

Allah concludes the Surah by saying, "They will soon come to know. - The

disbelievers will learn the error of disbelief and polytheism when they are faced

with Allah's punishment in this world or in the Hereafter.

##ft#&###&ft&&ft&ftft&#&&#&
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) HaMim. (2) By the oath of the Clear Book! (3) We have revealed it on a

blessed night. Verily We are the Warners. (4) The decision of every matter of

wisdom is passed on this night... (5) ... as a command proceeding from Us. We
are certainly the ones who send (Prophets).. (6) ...by way of mercy from Us. He is

certainly All Hearing, All Knowing; (7) The Lord of the heavens, the earth and

whatever is between the two. If you will be convinced. (8) There is no Deity

besides Him Who gives life and death. He is your Lord and the Lord of your

predecessors. (9) However, they are frolicking in their doubts.

THE QUR'AN WAS REVEALED ON A BLESSED NIGHT. ALLAH
GIVES LIFE AND DEATH AND IS THE LORD OF ALL MANKIND,
PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE

Allah says that the Qur'an was revealed on a "blessed night". The most

accurate interpretation of the "blessed night" is that it is Laylatul Qadr (The Night

of Power). The following two verses support this interpretation:

CD "The month of Ramadhan is the month in which the Qur'an was

revealed as a guide for mankind..." [Surah Baqarah (2), verse

185]

CO "Verily, We revealed the Qur'an on Laylatul Qadr." [Surah
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Qadr (97), verse 1]

Sayyidina Ikrima ^ & ^j [who was a student of Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Abbas <up ^ ^j] is of the opinion that "a blessed night" refers to the night of the

15 th of Shaban, known as the Night of Bara'ah. In support of this interpretation, a

hadith is quoted in which it is mentioned that sustenance and deaths for the

forthcoming year are determined. However, this narration is not authentic. There

are also no Ahadith that state that the Qur'an was revealed on this night.

The question may arise that since the Qur'an was revealed gradually over a

period of 23 years, how can it be said that it was revealed in a single month of

Ramadhan, or in a single night of Qadr? Some commentators have mentioned

that the revelation of the Qur'an began on the night of Qadr, during the month of

Ramadhan. A more veritable answer to this is that on the night of Qadr the entire

Qur'an was revealed at once from the Lowhul Mahfuz (Protected Tablet), to the

sky above the earth. Here it was placed in the Baitul Izzah. It was from this place

that it was then gradually taken, through the order of Allah, by Sayyidina Jibr'il

p^\ aA* to the Holy Prophet (JL-j ±M ii jl* over a period of 23 years.

"Verily We are the Warners." Through the Qur'an, Allah warns His

bondsmen about the terrible consequences of disbelief and disobedience to

Allah's commands. This encourages man to do good deeds and to shun evil.

"The decision of every matter of wisdom is passed on this night as a command

proceeding from Us. " The author of "Ma'alimut Tanzll" has translated "kullu

amrin Hakim" (translated above as "every matter of wisdom") as "every

ordained/determined matter". He also reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Abbas <up iui ^j that everything to occur in the forthcoming year is copied from

the Lowhul Mahfuz (Protected tablet) and detailed to the angels who will facilitate

these matters. These matters include sustenance, good, evil/deaths, etc. Even the

names of people who will be performing Hajj the following year are recorded.

"We are certainly the ones who send (The Holy Prophet's) by way of mercy from

Us. "It is out of Allah's mercy that He sends the Holy religion Prophets (%Ji r^-

and books to guide man in this world.

"He is certainly All Hearing, All Knowing, the Lord of the heavens, the earth and

whatever is between the two. If you will be convinced (then understand that Allah sent

the Prophets f%^\ ^^ and revealed the divine scriptures). There is no Deity besides

Him Who gives life and death. He is your Lord and the Lord of your predecessors.

However, they are frolicking in their doubts." They have no concern for the

Hereafter, no concern to ponder over the facts and no concern for their own
welfare because they are too engrossed in frivolities.

\

j>-A\ <^\j£> IJLJb j-Ul ^^-J V«y S^-r
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(10) So wait for the day when the sky will issue forth a manifest smoke. (11) ...

which will envelope mankind. This is a painful punishment. (12) "O our Lord!

Remove this punishment from us and we will surely believe." (13) From where
(now) can they have advice when a manifest messenger has already come to

them... (14) ....and they turned away from him saying, "He is a trained

madman"? (15) We shall alleviate the punishment for a while, but you people

will certainly return. (16) The day when We shall seize them with a firm hold.

Surely We will exact retribution.

PEOPLE ARE WARNED ABOUT THE DAY WHEN A SMOKE FROM
THE SKY WILL ENVELOPE PEOPLE AND ALLAH'S GRIP WILL BE
FIRM

Allah says, "So wait for the day when the sky will issue forth a manifest smoke

which will envelope mankind. This is a painful punishment.

"

Many commentators are of the opinion that this smoke is one of the signs of

Judgment day and it will fill the atmosphere between the earth and the sky. As a

result of this smoke, the faithful believers will catch a cold, while the disbelievers

and sinners will experience great difficulty in breathing. A hadith of Muslim (v.2

p.392), which is narrated by Sayyidina Hudhaifah bin Usaid Ghifari ** ibi ^Jf

mentions ten signs of Judgment day, among which the smoke is also included.

Therefore, this "smoke" has not yet appeared. It will only appear close to the Day
of Judgment. This is the opinion of Sayyidina Ali ** ii ^Jt Sayyidina Abdullah
bin Abbas ^ &\ ^>Jf Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ** &\ ^Jf Sayyidina Abu
Hurayrah ** i»i^Jf Sayyidina Zaid bin Ali Up &\ ^-

j7 Sayyidina Hasan Up iwi jl^j,

Sayyidina Ibn Abi Mulaykah Up i\ a^,, and many others.

The second opinion is that of Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ i»i ^j7

which is reported in Bukhari (v.2 p.714.15). When someone mentioned to

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ & ^j that certain people have interpreted

"the day when the sky will issue forth a manifest smoke" as an occurrence to take

place before Judgment day, he became upset. He said, "Whoever has knowledge
should comment, while those without knowledge should say, 'Allah knows best'

(because admission of one's ignorance is a part of knowledge). When the

Quraysh rejected the Holy Prophet -^ <a± ii ju, he prayed to Allah saying, 'O
Allah! Assist me against them by afflicting them with seven years of drought as

took place during the time of Sayyidina Yusuf
r
!>LJi Up/ Allah accepted this

supplication and a severe drought took its toll on the Quraysh. Matters

deteriorated to such an extent that they were forced to eat carrion and bones.

They suffered so much hunger that they actually began to see smoke emerging
from the sky. It is with reference to this that Allah says, 'Wait for the day when the

sky will issue forth a manifest smoke/ It was then that the Quraysh cried out, 'O our

Lord! Remove this punishmentfrom us and we will surely believe."

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** ii ^j continued to recite the verses of

Surah Dukhan up to verse 15, ending with the words "We shall alleviate the

punishment for a while, but you people will certainly return Thereafter he asked,
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"Will the punishment of the Day of Judgment be alleviated?" In this way he

proved that the punishment of the "smoke" cannot refer to punishment that will

occur on the Day of Judgment.

It transpired after this that the Quraysh sent Sayyidina Abu Sufyan (who

was then not a Muslim) to the Holy Prophet <4- j^ &\ Ju. He entreated the Holy

Prophet f^j 4* & J^ saying, "O Muhammad ^j *> iut J^\ You encourage the

fostering of good family ties. Your people are being destroyed. Please make

supplication to Allah to alleviate this hardship." Consequently, The Holy

Prophet ^j «> i» JUsupplicated to Allah and the raims began to fall. The

drought was broken, but the Polytheists still refused to believe, as Allah says,

"but you people will certainly return (to disbelief)."

When they refused to believe, Allah revealed the verse saying, "The day

when We shall seize them with a firm hold. Surely We will exact retribution." This took

place when the polytheists were killed and captured during the Battle of Badr.

The polytheists promised to accept Islam when they prayed, "O our Lord!

Remove this punishment from us and we will surely believe." Allah says, "From where

(now) can they have advice when a manifest messenger has already come to them and

they turned away from him saying, 'He is a trained madman.'' They have already

rejected a great personality like the Holy Prophet ^ j *> ^ J*>, whose upright

character was renowned and who even showed them miracles. Therefore, it

cannot be hoped that they will ever desist merely for fear of punishment.

o^J 4>ilit J^J^ x>\ ^\ J^ LA^ V Jj^ o^ i^S ^2 41^ -Ce

Qu> £p £*£> y^ bt [fj ^ QjP Qjb" -^ (*4 b>~> J** x

~£ m 2£ $^ 1^ ^j AVS it^it ^ ^ G $

(17) Before them We have definitely tested the people of phara'oh (Fir'aun), to

whom an honourable messenger came... (18) .....(saying to them) "Hand over
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Allah's bondsmen to me. I am a trustworthy messenger to you/' (19) "And do
not rebel against Allah. I have come to you with a clear proof/' (20) "I seek
refuge with my Lord and your Lord that you should stone me." (21) "If you will

not believe me, then stay away from me." (22) He then supplicated to his Lord
saying, "These people are certainly a sinful nation." (23) (Allah said), "Leave
with my bondsmen by night, you will surely be pursued." (24) "Leave the sea as

it is, for they (the people of phara'oh (Fir'aun)) are an army who will be
drowned." (25)Plenty were the gardens and springs that they left... (26) along
with the plantations, palatial homes... (27) .... and articles of pleasure which they
enjoyed... (28) .... likewise. We then made others successors to this. (29) Neither
the sky nor the earth wept for them, and they were denied reprieve. (30)

Undoubtedly We saved the Bani Isra'il from a disgraceful punishment... (31) ....

of phara'oh (Fir'aun). He was certainly a haughty person from those who
transgress. (32) Without doubt We granted superiority to the Bani Isra'il over the

universe because of their knowledge. (33) And We gave them such signs in

which there was clear grace.

A MESSENGER COMES TO THE PEOPLE OF PHARA'OH (FIR'AUN)
AND THEY ARE DROWNED WHEN THEY REJECT HIM

Allah says, "Before them (i.e. the Quraysh) We have definitely tested the people of
phara'oh (Fir'aun), to whom an honourable messenger [Sayyidina Musa f^J\ Up]
came.- Phara'oh (Fir'aun) and his people were oppressing the Bani Isra' U,

enslaving them and torturing them mercilessly. Therefore, Sayyidina Musa -a*

f^J\ told them "Hand over Allah's bondsmen to me. (I am not merely talking on my
own strength because) I am a trustworthy messenger (of Allah) to you." He then
warned them, "And do not rebel against Allah. I have come to you with a clear proof
(miracles)."

When Sayyidina Musa (OLJi u* continued to preach to the people, Phara'oh
(Fir'aun) and his people decided to assassinate him. It was then that Sayyidina
Musa (OLJi Up fearlessly said to them, 7 seek refuge with my Lord and your Lord that

you should stone me. If you will not believe me, then (at least) stay away from me
(because harassing me would condemn you further and obstruct others from
guidance)."

Eventually, Sayyidina Musa
r
*Ji U* made supplication to Allah saying,

"These people are certainly a sinful nation (so punish them)/' Allah accepted his

supplication and decided to punish them. In preparation for the pending
punishment, Allah commanded Sayyidina Musa f&J\ <uU, "Leave with my
bondsmen by night (for the sea, but remember) you will surely be pursued (by
Phara'oh (Fir'aun) and his army)."

Sayyidina Musa
f
*Ji Up leff with the Bani Isra'il one night. When Phara'oh

(Fir'aun) received news of this, he mustered a large army and set out in pursuit of

the Bani Isra'il. Allah instructed Sayyidina Musa (OLJi Up to strike the ocean with
his staff, causing the waters to stop and make several dry paths for them to cross

over to the opposite shore. The Bani Isra'il managed to cross over calmly and
phara'<?ti (Fir'aun) followed with his troops. When the Bani Isra'il went across,

Allah closed the paths in the sea, thereby drowning phara'oh (Fir'aun) and his

army. With reference to this, Allah said to Sayyidina Musa
c
%^\ Up, "Leave the sea
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as it is, for they (the people ofFir'oun) are an army who will be drowned.

"

Like other people who are infatuated with the world, Phara'oh (Fir'aun) and
his people were also proud of and boastful about their riches. However, they had
to leave everything behind when they were drowned. Allah says about them,
J/

Plenty were the gardens and springs that they left along with the plantations, palatial

homes, and articles of pleasure which they enjoyed likewise. We then made others (the

Bani Isra'U,) successors to this." The explanation of the Bani Isra'U becoming
successors to the land of Egypt has been given in the commentary of verse 59 of

Surah Shu'ara (Surah 26) where Allah says, "And We made the Bani Isra'U successors

to them."

Allah further says, "Neither the sky nor the earth wept for them, and they were

denied reprieve. " Although they used to receive sustenance from the sky (rain) and
the earth, the sky and earth detested these people because Allah disliked them.

Therefore, none was grieved at their deaths.

THE HEAVENS AND THE EARTH WEEP AT THE DEMISE OF A
BELIEVER

Sayyidina Anas bin Malik <up i»t ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^ &\ ju>

fi-jsaid, "Every believer has two doors in the heavens. His deeds enter through

one, while his sustenance descends through the other. When the believer passes

away, these two doors weep for him. Allah refers to (the weeping of) these doors

when He says, 'Neither the sky nor the earth wept for them (the disbelievers), and

they were denied reprieve." [Tirmidhi Chapter of the commentary ofSurah Dukhan].

THE FAVOURS BESTOWED ON THE BANI ISRA' IL

Allah says, "Undoubtedly We saved the Bani Isra'ilfrom a disgraceful punishment

of Phara'oh (Fir'aun). He was certainly a haughty person from those who transgress.

Without doubt We granted superiority to the Bani Isra'U over the (inhabitants of the)

universe (during their period) because of their knowledge.

"

In addition to this Allah "gave them such signs in which there was clear grace."

i.e. Allah bestowed such bounties on them, in which Allah's might and power

could be clearly witnessed, e.g. rescuing them from the clutches of phara'oh

(Fir'aun) who used to slaughter their boys; cleaving the sea open for them so that

they could pass safely; sending Manna and Salwa from the heavens as their

sustenance and creating numerous Prophets fiL~S\ ^^ and kings from their

progeny.

tm i$ C§3 hA^i& £j &Vi fig:\ j. 4$ $Jj$3frh
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(34) Verily these people say... (35) ... "This is merely our first death and we will

not be resurrected." (36) "Bring forth our forefathers if you are truthful." (37)

Are they better than the people of Tubba and those before them? We destroyed

them all, for they were all sinners. (38) We have not created the heavens, the

earth and whatever is between the two in vain. (39) We have created them with

wisdom, but most people do not know. (40) Indeed, the Day of Judgement has

been stipulated for all of them. (41) The day when one companion will be of no

avail to another, neither shall they be assisted... (42) ... except for those on whom
Allah has mercy. Allah is undoubtedly the Mighty, the Most Merciful.

THE ARGUMENT OF THOSE WHO DENY JUDGMENT DAY, WHO
ARE NO BETTER THAN THE PREVIOUSLY DESTROYED NATIONS

Allah quotes those who deny the coming of Judgment day, who believe that

people die only once and will remain dead corpses until eternity. They said,

"This is merely our first death and we will not be resurrected." To prove their

standpoint, they challenge the believers by saying, "Bring forth our forefathers if

you are truthful (in saying that people can be resurrected)/'

Allah refutes their argument by 'Stating, "Are they better than the people of

Tubba and those before them? We destroyed them all for they were all sinners." The

people of "Tubba" as well as the powerful nations before them denied the

Prophets f*~b ^^-U who came to them because they regarded themselves as

mighty people. However, all their might and authority could not assist them

when Allah's punishment seized them. Allah says in Surah Saba, "Those before

them denied. These people (at present) cannot even reach a tenth of what We gave them

(the previous nations), yet they falsify My messengers. How will My retribution be?"

[Surah 34, verse 45]

WHO WERE THE PEOPLE OF "TUBBA"?

Commentators have deliberated at length about who were the people of

"Tubba". The author of "Ma'alimut Tanzll" (vA p.153) has also penned an

extensive treatise on the subject. In short, all commentators are unanimous about

the fact that the word "Tubba"is a title of the kings of Yemen just as Caesar

(Qaiser) was a title of Roman emperors and Kisra (Khusro) was the title of

Persian kings.

The "Tubba" referred to in the above verse was a particular Yemeni king

whose name was As'ad bin Malik and was known as Abu Kurb. Sayyidina

Muhammad bin Is'haq 4* ibt ^j narrates from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas

** k ^j that this Tubba was once passingly Madinah when he decided to

attack the town. Learning of his intentions, two Rabbi (Jewish Scholars) from the

Jewish Banu Qurayzah tribe of Madinah approached the Tubba. Their names

were Ka'b and Asad. They said to him, "Do not destroy this town. We fear that a

fleeting punishment will afflict you if you do not take heed to what we say. This

is the place of migration for one of Allah's Prophets fiLJ\ ^. He will hail from
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the Quraysh, his name will be Muhammad jJL-j Up ii>i ju, and will be born in

Makkah."

Thus saying, they managed to persuade him to change his mind. They then
invited him to accept their Din (religion), which he eventually did. He later left

from Madinah and headed back to Yemen along with the two Rabbis and a few
more Jews. On the way to Yemen they passed by the tribe of Banu Hudhail who
asked the king whether he wished to learn of a house that was a treasure of

pearls, emeralds and silver. When he inquired, they told him that the Ka'ba in

Makkah was the place. The Banu Hudhail told him this so that he could be
destroyed when attempting to plunder the Ka'ba because they knew that any
person who made this attempt was destroyed.

When the Tubba consulted with the two Rabbis, they told him, "The Ka'ba
is the only house in our knowledge that is associated with Allah. You can pray
there, make offerings there and shave your hair. These people have advised you
in this manner because of the enmity they bear for you." When the Rabbis
advised him thus, the Tubba apprehended a few people of the Banu Hudhail and
cut off their hands and legs. He also pierced their eyes with hot needles to blind

them, after which he crucified them. The Tubba then proceeded to Makkah,
where he shrouded the Ka'ba, sacrificed an animal and remained there for a few
days. He also made Circumambulation of the Ka'ba and shaved his hair. He then
returned for Yemen. v

Before entering Yemen, his own tribe, the Bani Himyar confronted him and
refused to permit him entry into Yemen because he had forsaken their Din
(religion) of idolatry. He invited them to accept his Din (religion), telling them
that his Din (religion) was better than theirs. They eventually decided that a fire

should arbitrate in their dispute. The fire they ignited consumed all their idols

and their adornments, while it receded when it reached the Rabbis . This was the

beginning of a rapid spread, of Judaism in Yemen. The people of Tubba were
therefore believers 700 years before the Prophet hoo of the Holy Prophet ii J^
(J- j u*and 100 years before that of Sayyidina Isa ^\ a*.

Sayyidah Ayshah i^p ibi ^j advised people not to speak ill of the people of

Tubba because they were good people. "Ma'alimut Tanzil" reports from
Sayyidina Sahl bin Sa'd -up ibi ^ that the Holy Prophet ^i-j Up ii JU said, "Do
not speak ill of the people of Tubba because they had become Muslims."
["Musnad"ofAhmadv.5p.340]

In his "Musannaf", Abdur Razzaq Up ibi ^ reports from Sayyidina Abu
Hurayrah ** &\ ^j that the Holy Prophet <X*3 Up it JU said, "I do not know
whether Tubba was a Prophet or not."

Whereas the above narrations make it clear that the Tubba was a good
person, it cannot be determined exactly when his people were destroyed.-

However, the above verse of Surah Dukhan and verse 14 of Surah Qaf (Surah 50)

make it clear that they were eventually destroyed. It may be said that Allah's

punishment afflicted them when they refused to accept oneness of Allah on the

occasion when the fire was made an arbitrator over them.

Allama Ibn Kathir 4^ & ~^j writes that the name of the Tubba in question
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was As'ad and he was known as Abu Kuraib. His father was called Malkiku and
he ruled for 326 years. Allama Ibn Kathlr Up iui ^ writes further that although

the Tubba's people accepted oneness of Allah upon his invitation, they reverted

to infidelity after he passed away. They then began to worship idols and fire

afterwards, as a result of which Allah destroyed them, as mentioned in Surah

Saba (Surah 34, verses 15 to 21). Therefore, according to Allama Ibn Kathlr <4± ii u^Jf

the people of Tubba were the people of Saba. [Tafsir of Allama ibn Kathlr ^ J» < Ĵt v.4 p.

143/4]

Thereafter Allah says, "We have not created the heavens, the earth and whatever

is between the two in vain. We have created them with wisdom, but most people do not

know. " One of the reasons of wisdom behind the creation of the universe is that

man may recognise Allah's power and might. Allah says in Surah Yasin, "Does

the One Who created the heavens and the earth not have the power to create the likes of

them? Why not? He is the Prolific Creator, the All Knowing/' [Surah 36, verse 81]

NONE SHALL BE ABLE TO ASSIST ANOTHER ON THE DAY OF
JUDGMENT

"Indeed, the Day of Judgement has been stipulated for all of them (whether they

believe in it or not. It will be) the day when one companion will be of no avail to

another, neither shall they be assisted, except for those on whom Allah has mercy." The

effect of Allah's mercy upon the believers will be that their relationship in this

world will be maintained in the Hereafter, where they will intercede on behalf of

each other, thereby being of assistance to each other. Allah is perfectly Capable of

exacting retribution from the disbelievers because "Allah is undoubtedly the

Mighty", and He will also shower His mercy upon the believers because He is

"the Most Merciful.

"

The Arabic word "moula" (translated above as "companion ") is derived

from the root word "waliya", which refers to the friendship of two persons.

Therefore, each friend will be called the "moula" of the other (and each one may
refer to the other as "moulana" i.e. "our friend"). This relationship will be

dissolved in the Hereafter, except in respect of those believers upon whom Allah

showers His special mercy. This relationship will be maintained only between

the believers. No disbeliever or Muslim will be able to assist any disbeliever at

all. Of course, Allah will permit only certain believers to intercede on behalf of

those whom He wills.

5 ° ) OJLAaJ^

(43) Verily the tree of Zaqqum... (44) ....shall be food for the sinful. (45) it will be
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like the residue of oil and will boil in the bellies... (46) ...just as water boils. (47)

"Grab him and drag him to the very midst of the Blazing Fire!" (48) "Then pour

the punishment of boiling water over his head." (49) "Taste! You are surely most

honourable and esteemed." (50) "This is what you used to doubt."

THE INMATES OF HELL WILL EAT FROM ZAQQUM AND WILL
HAVE BOILING WATER POURED OVER THEM

The previous verses dealt with those who deny Judgment day. The verses

under discussion discuss the suffering that will afflict the disbelievers in the

Hereafter. Allah says, "Verily the tree of Zaqqum shall be food for the sinful/' When
the inmates of Hell will experience extreme hunger, one of the foods that will be

fed to them will be the tree of Zaqqum. Allah says in Surah Saffat, "It is a tree that

emerges from the depths of Hell. Its fruit resembles the heads of snakes." [Surah 37, verses

64,65]

The tree will be extremely bitter and its taste will resemble "the residue of oil"

Despite its contemptible appearance and horrible taste, they will be forced to eat

it because of the severe hunger they will suffer. When it will reach their bellies, it

"will boil in the bellies just as water boils. " In addition to this, they will fill their

bellies with it, as mentioned in Surah Waqi'ah [Surah 56, verse 53].

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ ito ^j reports from the Holy Prophet Ju*

p-L-j Up &\, "If even a drop from the Zaqqum tree was to be dropped onto the

earth, it would contaminate the food of all mankind. So what do you think about

the person whose diet it will be?" ["Targhib wat Tarhib
/f

v.4 p.480]

The angels will be commanded, "Grab him and drag him to the very midst of the

Blazing Fire!" Besides suffering the tree of Zaqqum, which will boil in his belly,

the inmate of Hell will have boiling water poured over his head. Allah will

command the angels saying, "Then pour the punishment of boiling water over his

head." Allah says in Surah Hajj, "Boiling water will be poured over their heads.

Whatever is in their bellies, as well as their skins will be melted with it." [Surah 22, verses

19,20]

THE RESULT OF ARROGANCE

Although a person may have been a king, a president or any other leading

statesman in this world, and may have enjoyed tremendous popularity and

esteem, he will suffer the terrible tortures of Hell if he is not a believer. This

punishment will leave him in a sordid and miserable condition. He will be

reminded of his pomp and glory in this world (which he regarded as his means
of success) when he will be told in Hell, "Taste! You are surely most honourable and

esteemed. This is what you used to doubt." Those of us who love the glamour of this

world should take heed.
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(51) Verily the abstinent ones shall be in a place of peace... (52) ... in gardens and

springs. (53) They will wear clothing of fine silk and thick silk, and will be

seated facing each other. (54) This is how it will be. We will also marry them to

fair, large-eyed damsels. (55) In comfort, they will call for all types of fruit there.

(56) They will not taste death there, except for the first death (of this world).

Allah will save them from the punishment of the Blazing Fire... (57) as a

favour from your Lord. This is the greatest success.

THOSE WHO ABSTAINED FROM EVIL SHALL ENJOY GARDENS,
SPRINGS AND THE CLOTHING AND SPOUSES OF HEAVEN
FOREVER

After describing the terrible plight of. the people of Hell, Allah speaks about

the bounties to be enjoyed by those who abstained from disbelief and

polytheism. These shall be:

First. Verily the abstinent ones shall be in a place of peace..."

People will have no fear, grief or anxiety in Heaven,

neither will they have to worry about leaving the

place.

Second. They will abide "in gardens and springs..."

Third. They will wear clothing offline silk and thick silk"

Fourth. They "will be seated facing each other." Commentators
mention that will be seated in such a manner that

none shall see the nape of the other.

Fifth. We will also marry them to fair, large-eyed damsels." The

Arabic word "hur" is the plural of "hawra", which

refers to a fair woman who possesses beauty that it

appealing to every eye. Sayyidina Anas bin Malik ^>j

^ ii reports that Holy Prophet pL>j 4* & J^ said, "If a

damsel of Heaven has to peek into this world, she

would illuminate the atmosphere between the sky

and the earth and fill it with her fragrance. It is a

fact that the scarf on her head is more valuable than

the earth and all its contents." [Bukhari]

Sayyidina Abu Sa'id Khudri <* it ^j narrates from the Holy Prophet ifo J^
<X* 3

aJip that each man of Heaven will have at least two wives. Each will be

wearing seventy outfits and the marrow in the bones of her legs will be visible

from outside. [Tirmidhi]

Sixth. In comfort, they will call for all types of fruit there."

Seventh. "They will not taste death there, except for the first death
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(of this world)." After reaching the Hereafter they

will have no fear of death any more.

Eighth. Allah will save them from the punishment of the Blazing

Fire as a favour from your Lord." Salvation from Hell

and entry into Heaven can be attained only by

Allah's grace. It is not compulsory for Allah to

accord this favour on any person. It is purely

through His grace that Allah accepts the belief and

deeds of people.

Allah then declares, "This is the greatest success." This sentence reminds man

that the material things that he regards as a means of success are in fact useless to

him in the Hereafter. He should therefore concentrate his efforts on the Hereafter

and make his way to Heaven because this will truly mean success for him.

s >..-»> >^i » s-*\< 5^? ^ >^ <v 9> \'\ 'Ti'Kt *e-"S. \'^
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(58) We have made the Qur'an easy on your tongue so that they may

understand. (59) So wait, for they are waiting as well.

WE HAVE MADE THE QUR'AN EASY ON YOUR TONGUE

Surah Dukhan began with mention of the Qur'an and now concludes on the

same note. Allah says, "We have made the Qur'an easy on your tongue so that they

may understand." The Holy Prophet's jJL-j a> &\ jl* language was Arabic, so the

Qur'an was also revealed in Arabic so that it could be easy for him as well as for

the Arabs who were the first addressees of the Qur'an.

"So wait, for they are waiting as well" //the disbelievers refuse to accept the

message of Islam and are waiting to cause harm to the Holy Prophet <4* & J^
rJL-j, then it should be noted that nothing will materialise from their schemes

because Allah will ensure his safety. Allah says in Surah Tur, "Or do they say, 'He

is a poet whose death we are eagerly awaiting'? Say, 'Wait, for I am also waiting with

you." [Surah 52, verses 30,3 1]

fttitiftftftftftftftftt?tift£iftftftfttzftti
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Makkan | Surah Al-Jathiyah
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) HaMIm. (2) The revelation of the Book is from Allah, the Mighty, the Wise.

(3) There are certainly many signs in the heavens and the earth for the believers.

(4) In your creation and the creatures that We have spread out, there are also

numerous signs for those with conviction. (5) The alternation of the night and

day; the sustenance that Allah sends from the skies that revives the earth after

its death; and the turning of the winds; are all signs for people with

understanding. (6) These are Allah's verses that We recite to you with the truth.

So in what fact will they believe in after Allah and His signs?

THE VARIOUS SIGNS THAT DENOTE THE EXISTENCE AND
ONENESS OF ALLAH

Allah begins the Surah by saying that "The revelation of the Book (Qur'an) is

from Allah, the Mighty, the Wise. " Allah then enumerates the various signs of His

grandeur. Allah says, "There are certainly many signs in the heavens and the earth for

the believers."

The believers witness these many signs of Allah's greatness and ponder

over them. In so doing, .they are affected by Allah's greatness, which settles deep

within their hearts.

Allah further says, 'in your creation and the creatures that We have spread
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out, there are also numerous signs for those with conviction. The alternation of the night

and day; the sustenance (rain) that Allah sends from the skies that revives the earth after

its death; and the turning of the winds; are all signs for people with understanding/' The
revival of dead earth refers to the flourishing meadows and plantations that

grow on the once arid land after good rains fall. The changing of the winds refers

to various winds blowing in different directions, some being hot, others cold;

some being beneficial and others destructive. People with understanding

perceive all these phenomena around them and realise that all of this occurs only

by the command and power of Allah.

"These are Allah's verses that We recite to you with the truth." The Qur'an was
recited to the Holy Prophet ^j ^ ii ^who in turn recited it to humanity. It

contains all the necessary facts to prove Allah's oneness and greatness in a single

miraculous magnum opus (mighty word of Allah). If people fail to accept this,

there can be nothing else that they can possibly accept. Therefore Allah says, "So

in what fact will they believe in after Allah and His signs?"
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(7) Doom be for every lying sinner... (8) ...who hears Allah's verses being recited

to him and then remains haughty as if he had not heard them. Give him the

tidings of a tormenting chastisement. (9) When he learns of any one of Our

verses, he mocks it. There shall be a humiliating punishment for these people.

(10) Before them is Hell. Whatever they earned will be of no avail to them,

neither will the patrons that they adopted besides Allah be (of any avail). A
terrible punishment shall be theirs. (11) This is a great guidance, and there

awaits a painful punishment of immense proportions for those who disbelieve

the verses of their Lord.

AN EXCRUCIATING PUNISHMENT AWAITS EVERY LYING
SINNER

Among the jpolytheists of Makkah there were those die-hards who

vehemently opposed Islam and made every effort to obstruct others from

accepting Islam. Abu Jahl and Nadhar bin Harith were two such persons.

"Ma'alimut Tanzll" relates that Allah referred to Nadhar bin Harith when He

says, "Doom befor every lying sinner..."

He used to purchase storybooks from foreign countries and narrate these to

people so that they may stay away from the Holy Prophet fJL-j <JLp & J~* and not
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listen to the recitation of the Qur'an. Mention has been made of this in the

commentary of verse 6 of Surah Luqman (Surah 31) where Allah says, ''There are

some people who purchase futile discourse to deviate from Allah's path without

knowledge, making a mockery of it (Allah 's path). There shall be a humiliating

punishment for these people.

"

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that although the verse refers to a

specific person, it applies equally to all people who lie and sin excessively. The

Arabic words "affak" and //

athim
,/

(translated above as "lying sinner") are both

in the superlative form and denote people who are lie and sin excessively.

Further describing such a person, Allah says that he is someone "Who hears

Allah's verses being recited to him and then remains haughty (without taking heed) as if

he had not heard them. Give him the tidings of a tormenting chastisement" Such a

person is under the misconception that he will live forever as a leader in this

world. He fails to realise that he will soon have to leave this world and in the

Hereafter face the terrible consequences of his disobedience.

Allah continues with the description of the 'Tying sinner" when He says,

"When he learns of any one of Our verses, he mocks it. There shall be a humiliating

punishmentfor these people. Before them is Hell Whatever they earned will be of no avail

to them, neither will the patrons that they adopted besides Allah be (of any avail). A
terrible punishment shall be theirs."

"This (Qur'an) is a great guidance, and there awaits a painful punishment

of immense proportions for those who disbelieve the verses of their Lord." The

above verses describe the punishment of Hell as "tormenting- "humiliating",

"terrible", "painful" and of "immense proportions". The fact is that the

punishment of Hell cannot be described in words.

c>JpJ2 *£Mj *^£** oi !£?£ *v*\ ** $$ isJQj^ >3 j>£* ^J( iui4fc

(12) It is Allah Who subjugated the oceans for you so that ships may travel on

them by His command; so that you may seek from His bounty; and so that you

may express gratitude. (13) Allah has also subjugated for you everything in the

heavens and everything on earth. There are definitely signs in this for people

who reflect.

THE SUBJUGATION OF EVERYTHING IN THE HEAVENS AND
EARTH ARE SIGNS FOR PEOPLE WHO PONDER

In these verses, Allah speaks about His bounties to man and the signs of

oneness of Allah. Allah says that He has placed the oceans at man's service so that

man may utilise them to transport themselves and their cargo to distant lands by

ship. By means of this, people are able to conduct profitable business across the
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continents. Allah has also placed valuable pearls and marine life beneath the

oceans, all of which are of tremendous benefit to mankind. These are all part of

Allah's innumerable boons to man, which demand that man expresses gratitude to

/ Him.

In the second verse, Allah says that He "has also subjugated for you everything

in the heavens and everything on earth." Allah has created everything for man's
benefit, which man should use in accordance with Allah's commands. Some of

the benefits accrued from these phenomena are of use in this world while others

will profit a person in the Hereafter. Thereafter, Allah says, "There are definitely

signs in this for people who reflect.

"
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(14) Tell the believers that they should pardon those who do not look forward to

Allah's days so that Allah may grant recompense to every nation for what they

earn. (15) Whoever does a good deed does so for his own benefit, and whoever

commits a sin does so to his own detriment. You will all be returned to your

Lord shortly.

TELL THE BELIEVERS THAT THEY SHOULD PARDON THE
DISBELIEVERS AND THAT EVERY PERSONS DEEDS SHALL BE
TO HIS OWN BENEFIT OR DETRIMENT

Addressing the Holy Prophet (JL-j U* &\ jl», Allah says, "Tell the believers

that they should pardon those who do not look forward to Allah's days..." The

disbelievers think that situations will remain the same always and that Allah will

not take them to task for what they do. They fail to realise that Allah changes the

condition of people over time and will soon turn conditions against them on

account of their sins. This turn of the tide against the disbelievers and sinners is

referred to as "Allah 's days -

Quoting from Sayyidina Mujahid ^ ^ <^Jf the author of "Ruhul Ma'ani"

interprets the verse to mean that the disbelievers are not eager to see the day

when Allah will grant the believers their rewards. The Muslims should overlook

these people because they do not believe in the Hereafter at all. Other

commentators state that this command to pardon the disbelievers applied only

before the command for Jihad (religious war) was issued. They maintain that it

was annulled after Jihad was ordained. Another group of commentators are of

the opinion that the command was never annulled but still applies with reference

to the minor hardships that the disbelievers present to the believers.

"....so that Allah may grant recompense to every nation for what they earn. " Allah

will reward the believers for their belief and deeds, while He will also punish the

disbelievers for their disbelief and sins. Consequently, Allah says, "Whoever does a

good deed does so for his own benefit, and whoever commits a sin does so to his own

detriment. You will all be returned to your Lord shortly."
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(16) Verily We gave the Bani Isra'Il the Book, command and Prophet hood;

sustained them with pure things and granted them excellence over the universe.

(17) We also gave them clear proofs concerning Din (religion). They differed

only after knowledge came to them because of enmity between themselves.

Indeed your Lord shall judge between them on the Day of Judgment oncerning

the differences they had.

THE VARIOUS BOUNTIES BESTOWED ON THE BANI ISRA'IL

Allah says that He gave His divine scriptures to the Bani Isra'Il and also the

"command". While some commentators say that this refers to wisdom, others

believe that it refers to a good understanding of religious matters. Allah also

blessed them with the privilege of having numerous Prophets p^J\ rd> among
them. Allah says in Surah Ma'idah, "(Recall the time) When Musa

r
:x-Ji Up told his

nation (the Bani Isra'Il), 'O my people, remember Allah 's bounty on you when He raised

messengers among you and made you kings. He gave you what He never gave anyone in

the entire universe. "[Surah 5, verse 20]

Further describing His bounties on the Bani Isra'Il, Allah says that He
"sustained them with pure things (i.e. Halal (Lawful), nutritious and tasty food) and
granted them excellence over (the inhabitants of) the universe (during their time)."

"We also gave them clear proofs concerning Din (religion)." Included in these

were Sayyidina Musa's f%J\ Up miracles. Another interpretation of the "clear

proofs" is that these refer to the signs that denoted the advent of the Holy Prophet
pi-j Up At j^>. Although the Jews were well aware of these signs, they still denied
the Prophet hood of the Holy Prophet^ u* <3>i JU. Allah says in Surah Baqarah,
"When what they recognise comes to them, they deny it. Allah's curse is on the

disbelievers. " [Surah 2, verse 89]

Allah states further, "They differed only after knowledge came to them because of
enmity between themselves." They fell into dispute because of a struggle for

leadership among themselves. Other commentators state that the Jews differed

among themselves because many of them were jealous that the Holy Prophet J^
fi-j Up iuf was from among the Arabs and not from among them. Although they
were eager to receive the Holy Prophet ^j Up iui ju initially, they later refused tp

acknowledge his apostleship because they expected him to be from among thefe*.

There were only a few of them who were fortunate enough to embrace Islam.

The rest of them opposed Islam and continue to do so to this day.

Allah declares, "Indeed your Lord shall judge between them on the Day of
Judgment ofday concerning the differences they had."
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(18) Then We placed you on a special way, so follow it and do not follow the

whims of those who have no knowledge. (19) Undoubtedly, these people will

never be of any use to you against Allah. Verily the oppressors are patrons to

each other and Allah is a Protecting Friend to the people with Piety. (20) These

are eye-openers for people, a guidance and a mercy for people with conviction.

WE HAVE GIVEN YOU A SPECIAL DIN (RELIGION). THE
DISBELIEVERS CAN BE OF NO USE TO YOU AGAINST ALLAH

Allah says to the Holy Prophet pi-j U* i»» JU, "Then (after the Din (religion)

of the Bani Isra'il) We placed you on a special way (Shari'ah), so follow it and do not

follow the whims of those who have no knowledge. " i.e. Do not follow the Quraysh,

who follow the ways of their heretical forefathers.

"Undoubtedly, these people will never be of any use to you against Allah." i.e. If

you ever had to follow the Din (religion) of the disbelievers, Allah's punishment

is sure to afflict you. The disbelievers would then be unable to be of assistance to

you.

"Verily the oppressors (the Jews, Christians, Polytheists and Hypocrites) are

patrons to each other and Allah is a Protecting Friend to the people with Piety." Allah

will assist them in this world as well as in the Hereafter.

Referring to the verses of the Qur'an, Allah says, "These are eye-openers for

people, a guidance and a mercyfor people with conviction."

2 2

(21) Do those who perpetrate sins think that We will treat them like those who

believe and who do good deeds, making their lives and deaths equal? Evil

indeed is the decision they take. (22) Allah has created the heavens and the earth

with the truth so that every soul may be recompensed for what it does, and

people will not be oppressed.

DO THE SINNERS THINK THAT THEY WILL BE TREATED LIKE

THOSE BELIEVERS WHO DO GOOD DEEDS?

Allah refutes the statement of those disbelievers who claimed that the
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believers were no better than themselves. They believed that Allah will grant

them riches in the Hereafter just as He gives them in this world. Allah quotes one

of these disbelievers in Surah HaMim Sajdah who said, "If I am ever returned to

my Lord) I shall definitely have something better than this." [Surah 41, verse 50]

Allah refutes their statement by asking, "Do those who perpetrate sins think

that We will treat them like those who believe and who do good deeds, making their lives

and deaths equal? Evil indeed is the decision they take." The two types of people can

never be the same because the righteous believers believe in Allah, worship Him
and obey His every command. On the other hand, the disbelievers reject Allah,

are ungrateful for His bounties and disobey His commands. After death, the

righteous believers will be admitted into Heaven while the disbelievers and the

sinners will be doomed to Hell. Therefore, neither their lives nor their deaths are

the same. The believers are better than the disbelievers in both worlds.

"Allah has created the heavens and the earth with the truth (i.e. with wisdom) so

that every soul may be recompensed for what it does, and people will not be oppressed."

Every person will receive the full reward for every good deed and will be

punished only for the sins he committed. Therefore, one of the reasons for

creating the heavens and the earth is for people to recognise Allah's might. Once

a person recognises this, one will realise that Allah is certainly Capable of

resurrecting the dead and giving people the rewards and punishment for their

deeds.

Verse 33 of Surah Ahqaf asks: "Do they not see that Allah Who created the

heavens and the earth and did not tirefrom creating them has the power to give life to the

dead? Certainly] Allah has power over all things. " [Surah 46, verse 33]
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(23) Have you seen the one who has taken his whims as a deity; whom Allah has

sent astray despite his knowledge; whose ears and hearts Allah has sealed and

on whose eyes Allah has cast a veil? Who can guide him after Allah? Will you

not take heed? (24) They say, "This is merely our worldly life. We live and die

and it is only time that will destroy us." They have no proof for this but only

speculate. (25) When Our clear verses are recited to them, the only counter

evidence they can present is to say, "Bring forth our forefathers if you are

truthful." (26) Say, "Allah gave you life, will give you death and will then gather
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you all for the Day of Judgment about which there is no doubt. However most
people do not know."

HAVE YOU SEEN THE PERSON WHO TAKES HIS WHIMS AS HIS
GOD?

Allah explains the deviant nature of the polytheists who not only worship
gods besides Allah but even reject the advent of Judgment day. Allah says that

these people have reached such a low ebb in spiritual degradation that they

worship whatever catches their fancy. Allama Qurtubi ^Jlp ifo i^j writes that it was
customary among the pagan Arabs to worship a particular stone and then

discard it once they found another stone that appealed to them. In this manner,

they took as gods whatever their whims desired.

Another interpretation of the verse is that a person does and says whatever

he desires. Such people neither have love for guidance nor abhorrence for

falsehood and deviation. They therefore become rudderless and susceptible to do
whatever their whims demand of them. The Arabic word for whims is "Hawa".

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ ifo ^j says that "Hawa" is condemned
everywhere it appears in the Qur'an. Allah says in Surah Qasas, "If they do not

respond to you, then you should know that they are onlyfollowing their whims. Who can

be more unjust than the one who follows his wttims (Hawa) without any guidance from

Allah? Verily Allah does not guide an unjust nation. " [Surah 28, verse 50]

IMPORTANT NOTES CONCERNING THE FOLLOWING OF ONE'S
WHIMS

Just as following one's whims will prevent a disbeliever from accepting

Islam, it also leads a Muslim to perpetrate sins without restraint. The Muslim

will then be slave to the dictates of his carnal desires and will forsake Salah,

zakah and Lawful (Halal) earnings in the process. The Muslim will then have no

regard for Lawful (Halal) food and will ape the dressing and lifestyles of the

disbelievers.

Following one's whims will catapult one to destruction while opposing

one's whims will secure salvation in both worlds. Allah says in Surah Nazi'at,

"As for the one who fears standing before his Lord and restrains himselffrom his whims,

then Heaven shall certainly be the abodefor him." [Surah 79, verse 40, 41]

A believer should always beware of his whims. Although it is permissible to

safofy certain desires, a person will destroy himself if he sets out to fulfil every

desire. The Holy Prophet jJL-j 4* & J^> said, "The intelligent person is he who
controls his desires and performs deeds for the life after death. The foolish

person is he who lets himself follow his whims and entertains foolish hopes of

Allah's mercy." ["Mishkat" p. 451]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah ^ ifo ^j reports from the Holy Prophet <i* & J-*

fi-jthat three factors secure success while another three lead to destruction. The

three that secure success are:

ffll Fearing Allah in private and in public.

£Ql Speaking the truth when happy and when displeased.
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IEQ Adopting moderation when in poverty and when
enjoying prosperity.

The three factors that lead to destruction are:

£fl Following the dictates of one's whims.

£Q Miserliness.

£Q Being proud of oneself. This is the most dangerous of the three.

["Mishlkat"p.434]

The Holy Prophet pJUj aJp ii JU> said, "None of you has believed until his

desires become subject to the Din (religion) I have brought." X'Mishkat" p. 30]

Allah says, "Have you seen the one who takes his whims as his

god; whom Allah has sent astray despite his knowledge; whose
ears and hearts Allah has sealed and on whose eyes Allah has cast

a veil? Who can guide him after Allah? Will you not take heed?"
As a person begins to serve the dictates of his whims, he gradually loses the

capacity to accept the truth. At this stage his knowledge also ceases to be of use

to him. He then turns a deaf ear to the truth, refuses to accept it, and cannot see

what is right. Once he has deviated this far, there can be no hope of him ever

finding the path to salvation.

THE RESPONSE TO A FOOLISH STATEMENT OF THE ATHEISTS

"They say, This is merely our worldly life. We live and die and it is only time that

will destroy us." These disbelievers believe that people have to live their lives only

in this world and then die to make way for those to come after them. They refuse

to believe in resurrection and reckoning. Non-Muslims have always held the

belief that time does everything. Although many of them may even have faith in

Allah, they believe that time causes life, death, vicissitudes in conditions and
adversities. When people curse time for their difficulties, they are actually

directing the curse at Allah because everything happens by Allah's will. In fact,

time itself is Allah's creation.

There are many people who believe that there is no beginning and no end to

the universe and that everything is the effect of time. Such people are generally

referred to as atheists. Time is merely the change of night and day and really has

no effect on things. Time itself is not stable, but varies. These people have no
reply when they are asked how time can affect the formation of a person's heart

and limbs? They are equally speechless when asked how time affects the fact that

a grape is small while a mango is larger? Why is the water of the sea salty while

the water of rivers is not? Why are there so many types and sizes of animals?

Why do some people have children while others do not? Why do some have only

sons, while others have only daughters? The aitheists have no reply to these and
millions of other questions.

Allah asserts, "They have no prooffor this but only speculate. " Everything they

say is mere conjecture and without any basis. Their denial of Judgment day will

not halt the advent of Judgment day. Judgment day will still take place

irrespective of their beliefs. They will then regret their beliefs when they are
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faced with the worst punishment of Hell.

THE ARGUMENT OF THOSE WHO DENY JUDGMENT DAY

"When Our clear verses are recited to them (affirming the advent of Judgment
day) the only counterevidence they can present is to say, 'Bring forth our forefathers if

you are truthful/' Unable to present a proof to substantiate their claim, all the

disbelievers can say is that they want to see their long dead forefathers raised so

that they may witness resurrection for themselves. In addition to this, they claim

that they can then ask their forefathers about what happens after death.

Allah replies to them by saying> "Say, 'Allah gave you life, will give you death

and will then gather you all for the Day of Judgment about which there is no doubt.

However most people do not know/ Allah is not forced to accede to their requests.

The message of Judgment day has been passed on to them in clear terms and the

signs are evident. It is now the choice of every person to accept.

J> i$Jj i£«J w^l^Ji ^r-^. -h*Ji 4*L-J' p^3 ^yj ofJ*b Oy«JlJl d&* *Aj
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(27) To Allah belongs the kingdom of the heavens and the earth. On the day that

Reckoning day will take place, the people of falsehood will be at a loss. (28) You

will see every nation on their knees and every nation will be called towards

their Book. "Today you will be recompensed for what you did/' (29) "This is

Our Book which speaks against you with the truth. Verily We used to have

everything you did recorded." (30) As for those who believe and do good deeds,

their Lord shall enter them into His mercy. That is the ultimate success. (31) As

for those who disbelieved (Allah will tell them), "Were My verses not recited
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unto you, and in spite of this you were arrogant and were a sinful nation?" (32)

"When it was said that Allah's promise is true and there is no doubt in the

advent of Judgment day, you people used to say, 'We do not know what
Judgment day is. We merely give it a passing thought but have never been
convinced about it."' (33) The evil of what they do shall become evident before

them and they will be surrounded by the consequences of their mockery. (34) It

will be said, "Today We shall forget you just as you forgot your meeting of this

day. Your abode shall be the Fire and you shall have no helpers. (35) "This is

because you treated Allah's verses as a joke and were beguiled by the life of this

world." Today they will neither be removed from the Fire nor will they be given
the opportunity to please Allah. (36) All praise belongs to Allah, the Lord of the

heavens, the Lord of the earth and the Lord of the universe. (37) All majesty is

His in the heavens and the earth and He is the Mighty, the Wise.

THE PEOPLE OF FALSEHOOD WILL BE AT A LOSS ON THE DAY
OF JUDGMENT WHEN EVERY NATION WILL BE ON ITS KNEES

These verses bring Surah Jathiya to a close. Allah states, "To Allah belongs the

kingdom of the heavens and the earth/ Allah has created all of this and is the

Controller of it all. This subject is repeated in the last verses after Judgment day
is mentioned.

Allah says further, "On the day that Reckoning will take place, the people of
falsehood will be at a loss." This group includes all the disbelievers, polytheists,

hypocrites and sinners. The^e people amassed a great deal of wealth in this

world and also attained high social ranks and esteem. It was for the preservation
of these things that they denied the message of the Prophets

r
">LJi rJL. However,

on the Day of Judgment they will arrive before Allah without any wealth, family,

children and position. Everything they exerted themselves for in this world will

be left behind. All that they will have will be their sinful deeds, which will seal

their damnation.

"You will see every nation on their knees..." They will be in this condition
because of the fear that will overcome them. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^j
<* ii translated the verse as: "You will see all the nations gathered together.

"

"... every nation will be called towards their Book. "i.e. every person will be
summoned to view hioner record of their deeds, which will be given in every
person's hand. Thereafter, reckoning will take place and Allah will tell the

people, "Today you will be recompensed for what you did. This is Our Book which
speaks against you with the truth. Verily We used to have everything you did recorded."

Allah has appointed angels to record people's deeds. This record will be used as

evidence against them on the Day of Judgment.

NOTE : The above verse states that "every" nation will be in its knees
because of fear. However, it should be borne in mind that the

pious believers [especially t|p Prophets (*Ji
r
^u] are not

included in the implication of this verse because Allah says in

Surah Naml , "And they will be safe from the terror of that day." If it

is assumed that the kneeling will not be on account of fear, then

it is possible that they will also be required to do so for a brief
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period on the Day of Judgment.

Allah continues to say, "As for those who believe and do good deeds, their Lord

shall enter them into His mercy (i.e. Heaven, which is an embodiment of Allah's

mercy). That is the ultimate success." Allah then discusses the plight of the

disbelievers who will suffer the terrible torments of Hell. When they will plead

for reprieve, Allah will ask them, "Were My verses not recited unto you, and in spite

of this you were arrogant and were a sinful nation?" i.e. You shall now have to suffer

for the arrogance and disobedience you displayed in the world.

Allah will remind them further by saying, "When it was said that Allah's

promise is true and there is no doubt in the advent ofJudgment day, you people used to

say, 'We do not know what Judgment day is. We merely give it a passing thought but

have never been convinced about it/" Besides denying Qiyamah (Qiydmah day), they

also made a mockery of whatever the Prophets fiLJ\^ brought to them. Allah

says that on the Day of Judgment "The evil of what they do shall become evident

before them and they will be surrounded by the consequences (punishment) of their

mockery."

Furthermore, the disbelievers will be told, "Today We shall forget you (i.e.

leave you to burn in Hell and be eternally deprived of mercy) just as you forgot your

meeting of this day. Your abode shall be the Fire and you shall have no helpers.

"

The people of Hell will be reminded that they suffer the punishment of Hell

because they "treated Allah's verses as a joke and were beguiled by the life of this world.

Today they will neither be removed from the Fire nor will they be given the opportunity

to please Allah." No person will be allowed to repent in the Hereafter. The

opportunity to make Taubah (repentance) is restricted to this worldly life.

Allah concludes the Surah by declaring, "All praise belongs to Allah, the Lord

of the heavens, the Lord of the earth and the Lord of the universe. All majesty is His in

the heavens and the earth and He is the Mighty, the Wise.
"

ftteiZteteteiXftiXiXtiteixtetetitetztztsiZti
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PART TWENTY SIX

c3\ib^l Sjj^>
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) HaMIm. (2) This is a revealed Book from Allah, the Mighty, the Wise. (3) We
have created the heavens, the earth and whatever is between the two with

wisdom and (until) a specified term. The disbelievers are averse to the warnings

they are given. (4) Say, "Tell me about those whom you worship besides Allah.

Show me what they have created from the earth, or do they have a partnership in

the heavens? Bring me a book before this or a shred of reported evidence if you

are truthful." (5) Who can be more misled than the one who calls to beings

besides Allah who cannot respond to him until the Day of Judgment and who
are totally unaware of their call? (6) When people are resurrected they will be

enemies to them and will deny their worship. (7) When* Our clear verses are

recited to them, the disbelievers say about the truth as it comes to them, "This is

manifest magic!"
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THE GODS OF THE POLYTHEISTS HAVE NOT CREATED
ANYTHING AND CANNOT RESPOND TO THEIR CALLS

Allah declares that He created the heavens, the earth and everything

between the two with perfect wisdom and they will exist until a term that Allah

has already predestined. The author of "Ma'alimut Tanzir writes that the

''specified term" refers to the Day of Judgment, when the entire universe will be
destroyed.

Allah then depicts the foolishness of the Polytheists when He says that they

pray to such beings who will never have the ability to even hear th^r prayer.

Allah instructs the Holy Prophet ,jl,_, a* it ju> to "Say (to the polytheists), 'Tell me
about those whom you worship besides Allah. Show me what they have created from the

earth, or do they have a partnership in the heavens?'" There is nothing on earth that

their gods have created and they have no say over matters in the heavens. Any
sensible person will therefore realise that there is no reason for them to be

worshipped.

Besides common sense, a person may have learned about these gods from a

divine book that was revealed before the Qur'an or from something reported

from their predecessors. However, the polytheists have no basis for their beliefs

even from these quarters. It is with reference to this that Allah says, "Bring me a

book before this or a shred of reported evidence (to prove your stand) if you are

truthful"

Allah continues to say, "Who can be more misled than the one who calls to beings

besides Allah who cannot respond to him until the Day ofJudgment and who are totally

unaware of their call? When people are resurrected they will be enemies to them and will

deny their worship." i.e. the worshippers will be enemies to their gods or vice

versa. Either interpretation will be valid because there will be mutual enmity

between the two parties.

A FOOLISH STATEMENT OF THOSE WHO REJECT THE QUR'AN

Allah states, "When Our clear verses are recited to them, the disbelievers say about

the truth as it comes to them, 'This is manifest magic! - They made this statement

because they had nothing to reply to the miraculous nature of the Qur'an. This

was nothing new in the time of the Holy Prophet (JL-j u* xbi ju because the

nations of the previous Prophets fiLJ\ ^J^ also made similar statements. Allah

says in Surah Dhariyat, "In the same way, whenever a The Holy Prophet came to those

before them they said, 'He is a magician or a madman." [Surah 51, verse 52]

> %& jo jg, ^i b\ Uj $i Zry, ^ ^i g\ o\M% ^ J-* u^
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(8) Or do they say that he has fabricated it? Say, "If I have fabricated it then you

people will be unable to assist me against Allah at all. He knows best about

what you discuss concerning it. He suffices as Witness between us and He is the

Most Forgiving, the Most Merciful" (9) Say, "I am not a new thing among the

messengers and I have no idea about what will happen to me and you people. I

follow only what has been revealed to me and i am only a clear warner. (10) Say,

"Tell me. What if this Qur'an is really from Allah and you people deny it and

are arrogant whereas a witness from the Bani Isra'il testifies to a similar book

and believes in it? Verily Allah does not guide an oppressive nation."

A REPLY TO THE POLYTHEISTS WHEN THEY CLAIMED THAT
THE HOLY PROPHET ^j *Jp Ai ^U FABRICATED THE QUR'AN

Whenever the polytheists heard the Qur'an, they made spiteful statements.

One of these statements was that the Holy Prophet (JL-j *4* ifo JL*had fabricated

the Qur'an. In other words, they said that Allah had not revealed anything

because the Qur'an was a composition of the Holy Prophet ^j Up ii ju. In reply

to this allegation, Allah instructs the Holy Prophet ^j aJLp ito ju*to tell them, "If I

have fabricated it then (Allah will certainly punish me for lying about the Qur'an

being His word and) you people will be unable to assist me against Allah at all.

"

Allah says in Surah Haqqa, "If he [Muhammad ^ 3 *> ii ju] has (falsely)

attributed some words to Us We shall grab him by his right hand. We shall then sever his

jugular vein and none ofyou will be able to protect him." [Surah 69, verses 44-47]

Since people will be unable to assist the Holy Prophet ,jl.j «-u ^ J^ against

Allah's punishment, it would have been futile for him to fabricate lies merely to

please them.

"He knows best about what you discuss concerning it." Allah has perfect

knowledge about what the disbelievers says about the Qur'an. At times they

refer to it as magic, while at other times they call it a fabrication. This part of the

verse warns them that they should not dwell under the misconception that they

can escape Allah because Allah will take them to task for whatever they say

about the Qur'an.

The Holy Prophet ^3 4* h J^> is told to further tell the polytheists, "He

suffices as Witness between us..." Allah is Witness that the polytheists deny the

Qur'an, and Allah also witnesses that the Holy Prophet (JL-j <Js> i»i JUpropagated

the Qur'an as he was commanded. Allah will therefore punish them for their

rejection. However, if they repent and accept Islam, Allah will certainly accept

their repentance and forgive them because "He is the Most Forgiving, the Most

Merciful. " The fact that the disbelievers and polytheists are still alive and being

sustained is a sign that Allah is Most Merciful. Otherwise, He would have

destroyed them.

"Say, 7 am not a new thing among the messengers...'" There were many
Prophets ^LJ\ ^M before the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up i»i JU, about whom people
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received reports in such abundance and from so many different sources that it is

impossible to refute them. Just as the previous Prophets f*~S\ r4> invited people

to accept oneness of Allah, The Holy Prophet pi^ ^ ifc» J^> did the same. Just as

they performed miracles in front of the people, the Holy Prophet
r
L,

3 u* ii ju did

the same.

However, just as it was not necessary for any of the Prophets ^LJ\ (Hhu to

accede to the requests of the people when they demanded to see certain miracles,

the same was also not necessary for the Holy Prophet ^-L^ u* ^ J«*. In addition

to this, The Holy Prophet ,JL.j Up &\ ^made it clear to them that he did not

possess knowledge of the unseen. Neither did he ever claim to possess this

knowledge nor is such knowledge a condition for someone to claim

prophethood. Allah commands the Holy Prophet |JL,j Up ii j^> that since he does

not possess knowledge of the unseen, he should tell the people "I have no idea

about what will happen to me and you people. I follow only what has been revealed to me

and I am only a clear warner.

"Say, 'Tell me. What if this Quran is reallyfrom Allah and you people deny it and

are arrogant whereas a witness from the Bani Israil testifies to a similar book and

believes in it? Verily Allah does not guide an oppressive nation." This verse prompts

the disbelievers to ponder over their situation. By doing so, they will be guided

to accept Islam. The verse is also a reply to a previous objection where the

Polytheists accused the Holy Prophet ^ Up i»» ^U of fabricating the Qur'an.

Allah tells them that while they obstinately reject the Qur'an, there has been a

witness from among the learned scholars of the Bani Isra'Il who attested to the

truth of the Qur'an and accepted it as Allah's word.

The disbelievers are prompted to think that they will be unable to avert

Allah's punishment when it afflicts them on account of their disbelief. There are

many factors to prove that the Holy Prophet^^ ii J~* was Allah's messenger

and that the Qur'an is Allah's Book. Another proof of this was that the Jews

anticipated that Allah's final Holy Prophet <X*s U* & J^> was soon to appear

among the Arabs and awaited his arrival. They accepted Islam, realising that the

Qur'an is certainly from Allah.

The Arabs accepted the fact that the Jews were knowledgeable people and

had already asked the Holy Prophet ^j ^ ^ ^ several questions which they

learnt from the Jews (e.g. about the soul, the people of the cave and Dhul

Qarnain). The Holy Prophet (JL-j Up it JUhad furnished the correct replies for all

of these questions, thus proving that he received revelation from Allah. There

was therefore nothing to prevent them from accepting Islam. The only thing that

did prevent them from accepting Islam was the arrogance that had permeated

into their hearts. They are thus advised to shun their arrogance before it leads

them to the depths of Hell.

The author of "Ma'alimut Tanzil" has written that the Arabic phrase "Ala

Mithlih" (translated above as "a similar") is an extra addition that will not affect

the meaning of the other words (this is common in Arabic to 'decorate' a text).

The verse will therefore mean that the witness from the Bani Isra'Il has attested

to the truth of the Qur'an itself.

Sayyidina Hasan Basri a> i>>i ^j has mentioned that the verse contains a
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hidden phrase that reads: "Who can be more misled than you people?" Therefore, the

entire verse would convey the meaning that who can be more misled than you
people who are arrogant and who deny the truth when a witness from among
the Bani Isra'il has already attested to the truth of the. Qur'an and believed in it?

Therefore, the verse is similar to verse 52 of Surah HaMim Sajdah (Surah 41)

where Allah says, "Say, 'Tell me. If this Qur'an is really from Allah and you reject it,

who will befurther astray than the person who is in fanatical opposition!"'

(11) The disbelievers say to the believers, "If this (faith) were good, you people

would never have beaten us to it." If they have not been guided by means of the

Qur'an they would say, "This is an old lie!" (12) Before it was the book of Musa
which was a leader and a mercy. This book is a confirmation in Arabic to warn

the oppressors and it is glad tidings for those who do good. (13) Verily those

who say, "Our Lord is Allah" and are then steadfast, they shall have no fear

neither shall they grieve. (14) These are the people of Heaven where they will

abide forever as a reward for the deeds they carried out.

THE ARGUMENT OF THE DISBELIEVERS, THE EXCELLENCE OF
THE TORAH AND THE REWARD FOR THOSE WHO POSSESS
BELIEF AND REMAIN STEADFAST

Man has an almost instinctive inclination to consider himself better than

others. Rich people regard themselves to be better and more intelligent than the

poor just as certain tribes regard themselves to be superior to others. Referring to

the same psyche of man, Allah speaks about the attitude of the disbelievers who
rated themselves to be superior than the believers. They felt that they were more
worthy of receiving any good. Therefore, they said to the Muslims, "If this (faith

of Islam) were good, you people would never have beaten us to it.

"

They reasoned that if Islam were good they would have been the first to

accept it. However, since people of lower social standing had beaten them to

accept Islam, they contended that Islam must be something inferior. They held

the opinion that none could £ver beat them to something good. The arrogance of

these people led them to rate themselves as the best of people, thereby depriving

themselves of true belief and Heaven.

Allah says further, "If they have not been guided by means of the Qur'an they

would say, 'This is an old lie!"' They argued that the Holy Prophet pJL,j Up iui juhad
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someone write ancient tales for him when he composed the Qur'an. All their

arguments stemmed from obstinacy. To this day, none has ever risen to the
challenge of the Qur'an to produce even a single Surah of its kind.

Allah then speaks of the Torah'when He says, "Before it (the Qur'an) was the

book ofMusa which was a leader and a mercy. This book (the Qur'an) is a confirmation

in Arabic to warn the oppressors (i.e. the polytheists ofMakkah) and it is glad tidings for
those who do good." The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" has interpreted the verse to

mean that the disbelievers are foolish to reject the Qur'an when they have
accepted the Torah as a scripture from Allah. Just as the subject matter of the

Torah called to Allah, the Qur'an does the same because Allah has revealed them
both. It was therefore foolish for the polytheists to reject the Qur'an especially

since they spoke Arabic and could perceive that the Qur'an was truly miraculous
in nature.

It may also be said that the verse serves to console the Holy Prophet ^ JU
^y-dpby telling him that just as there were believers and non-believers of the

Torah, there will be the same two groups with regard to the Qur'an. Those who
rejected the Torah also harassed Sayyidina Musa {*~b ^ and told him that it was
an "old lie" or a fabrication. However, he exercised patience and persevered.

Therefore, the same was desired from the Holy Prophet (JL- j <> ii JU.

"Verily those who say, 'Our Lord is Allah' and are then steadfast, they shall have

no fear neither shall they grieve." This verse speaks about those people who declare

that Allah is their Lord and have this conviction embedded in their hearts. This

condition is not temporary, but of a permanent nature as denoted by the word
"steadfast". The word also denotes that such people fulfil the rights and demands
of belief.

Steadfastness is an exceptionally great trait which cannot be under
estimated. Sayyidina Sufyan bin Abdillah Thaqafi Up ibi ^j once asked, "O the

Holy Prophet ^j <4* & JU! The injunctions of Islam are numerous. Show me
something that I may steadfastly hold on to." The Holy Prophet (JL.j <Op i»i JUtold
him, "Say, T believe in Allah' and then remain steadfast."

With regard to these people Allah states, "These are the people ofHeaven where

they will abideforever as a rewardfor the deeds they carried out.

"
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(15) We enjoined man to treat his parents kindly. His mother bore him with

hardship and delivered him with hardship and his bearing and weaning are for

thirty months. Until the time arrives when he comes of strength and reaches the

age of forty he says, "O my Lord! Grant me the ability to be grateful for the

bounties that You have bestowed upon me antfupon my parents and that I carry

out good deeds that You are pleased with. And create sound capabilities in my

progeny. Verily I repent to You and am ffom among those who surrender to

You." (16) These are the people from whom We accept their good deeds,

overlook their sins and will be among the people of Heaven (Jannah) because of

the true promise that they have been promised. (17) The one who says to his

parents, "Fie upon you two! Do you warn me that I shall be raised when many

generations have passed before me?" The two of them seek Allah's assistance

saying, "Woe to you! Believe! Allah's promise is true." He then says, "These are

only tales of the old folk." (18) These are the people upon whom the decree has

been passed from nations of men and Jinn who have passed on before them

They were all certain losers. (19) For every one there shall be ranks because of

their deeds so that they may earn the full recompense for their deeds and they

will not be shown the least injustice.

THE COMMAND REGARDING PARENTS, THE SUPPLICATION
AND REWARDS OF THE RIGHTEOUS AND THE PUNISHMENT OF
THE DISOBEDIENT

Allah says, "We enjoined man to treat his parents kindly." The subject of

treating parents kindly was discussed in verse 8 of Surah Ankabut (Surah 29) and

verse 14 of Surah Luqman (Surah 31). Parents have to be treated kindly and

obeyed because they are the visible cause of bringing a person into the world and

have to endure great hardships and sacrifices to bring up their children.

Allah then describes the difficulties that a mother endures for her children.

Allah says, "His mother bore him with hardship and delivered him with hardship." A
mother carries her child in her womb for many months, enduring tremendous

discomfort, pain and difficulty during this period. Eventually, when the time

arrives for her to deliver the child, she has to bear the excruciating labour pains

and then the indescribable pains of the birth itself.

"His bearing and weaning are for thirty months." The average child usually

remains in the mother's belly and is suckled for a sum period of thirty months.

Even during this period, the mother has to care for the child while the father

arranges for the necessities of the child.

Allah then proceeds to describe that believer who appreciates Allah's

bounties as well as the services that his parents rendered to him. Allah says

about him, "Until the time arrives when he comes of strength and reaches the age of
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forty../' The age of forty is regarded as the prime of mental maturity because a
person is neither deceived by the passions and ambitions of youth nor does he
experience the weakness and handicap of old age.

Allah says that such a person makes the following supplication before
Allah: "O my Lord! Grant me the ability to be grateful for the bounties that You have
bestowed upon me and upon my parents and that I carry out good deeds that You are

pleased with." Not only does he make Supplication for his own piety and good
deeds, but he also has concern for his offspring. Therefore, he continues to

entreat Allah saying, "And create sound capabilities in my progeny." He prays to

Allah to bless his progeny with capabilities that will benefit him and them in

both worlds. If children are pious, they will carry out deeds that are pleasing to

their parents and will serve them well. In this manner, the parents will be
pleased and live a contented life.

When parents ensure that their children lead pious lives, they will also

receive the rewards for the good deeds of their children without the rewards of

the children being diminished in the least. In addition to this, pious children

always make supplication for their parents.

Apart from making supplication for the ability to do good and for his

children, Allah's pious bondsman also seeks Allah's forgiveness and confirms his

submission to Allah. Quoting the remainder of his supplication, Allah says that

he prays, "Verily I repent to You and amfrom among those who surrender to You."

Referring to pious believers like the one described above, Allah says, "These

are the people from whom We accept their good deeds, overlook their sins and will be

among the people of Heaven because of the true promise that they have been promised."

This refers to Allah's promise of salvation that He conveyed to the people via the

Prophets f*~A\ r^.

SOME IMPORTANT NOTES
NOTE 1: The above verse makes it clear that every person must at least

once in his youth (especially at 40) express gratitude to Allah for

all His favours. Although it is always necessary to show gratitude

to Allah, it is especially important when one has reached the

prime of his intelligence and consciousness. A person should be
grateful for what Allah has granted to him as well as to his

parents. He should also have concern for the spiritual welfare of

his children and specially pray to Allah for this.

NOTE 2: The verse has specified that the mother will bear and wean the

child within a period of 30 months. The Muslim jurists have
interpreted the verse to mean that a woman bears a child for six

months, after which she can suckle him for the remaining 24

months. The minimum period of human gestation is therefore 6

months, whereas the maximum period of suckling is two years.

Allah says in Surah Baqarah, "Mothers shall suckle their children for

two whole years, (that is) for those who wish to complete the (full period

of) suckling. " [Surah 2, verse 233]
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Allah says in Surah Luqman, "His mother carried him in weakness upon

weakness and his weaning is after two years." Both these verses also make it clear

that a child may be suckled for two years. The Qur'an does not stipulate the

maximum period of pregnancy. The author of "Hidayah" has written that the

maximum period of pregnancy is two years. He substantiates this with a

narration of Sayyidah Ayshah if* it ^j which states that a child cannot live

longer than two years in a mother's womb even though the (extra) period be

equivalent to the shadow of a spindle. [Dar Qutni]

When this ruling was mentioned to Sayyidina Imam Malik *ip &\ i*>Jt he

commented, "Who says this? Every one of my neighbour's four children was

born after (a pregnancy of) four years." It has also been narrated that Sayyidina

Imam Malik U^'ii^ himself stayed in his mother's womb for three years, where

he even grew his teeth. Since such cases are extremely rare, we will not delve

into the details.

If a woman gives birth to a child before six lunar months after marriage, the.

child will not be regarded as legitimate because the minimum gestation period of

a humanis six months. It will then be obvious that the child was conceived out of

wedlock.

NOTE 3: "His mother bore him with hardship and delivered him with hardship."

Thereafter, during the next two years of suckling and the

following years of tending, it is the mother who does most of the

work for the child. Although the father works hard to see that the

child receives the necessities, the mother has to do most of the

tending and caring. It is for this reason that the Holy Prophet it ^u

pJL- j Up emphasised that a person serves one's mother.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah <up h ^ narrates that someone once asked the

Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up i»\ JL> to whom he should give priority in service and kind

treatment. The Holy Prophet ^j 4* ^ J^ replied, "Your mother." "Who next?"

was the next question. Thereafter, the Holy Prophet ,4-j Up ii j^ thrice repeated,

"Your mother" to the next three questions of "Who next?". It was only on the

fourth question that he said, 'Your father." [Bukhari p. 883]

The Scholars have mentioned that the Holy Prophet ^-^ if j^ thrice

repeated the right of the mother because of the three hardships of bearing,

delivering and suckling that she suffers. A person must also give preference to

his mother when he spends his wealth.

After speaking about the believer who serves and obeys his parents, Allah

makes mention of the one who is given to being rebellious. Since he is a

disbeliever, his parents entreat him to believe in Allah and the Day of Judgment.

However, he obstinately retorts, "Fie upon you two! Do you warn me that I shall be

raised when many generations have passed before me (without being raised to this

day)?"

"The two of them seek Allah's assistance (by praying to Allah to guide him)

saying (to him), 'Woe to you! Believe! Allah's promise is true/" They try to convince

him about the truth of Judgment day and that it cannot be said that Judgment

day will never take place merely because it has still not occurred. It will take
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place at its appointed time which is known only to Allah. However, unmoved
bytheir appeals he tells them that Judgment day and resurrection "are only tales of
the old folk."

"These are the people upon whom the decree (of punishment) has been passed from
nations of men and ]inn who have passed on before them. They were all certain losers/'

Because they rejected the truth and refused to accept Islam, they will be at a total

loss when they have to face the eternal punishment of Hell.

Allah further says, "For every one there shall be ranks (in Heaven for the good and
in Hell for the evil) because of their deeds so that they may earn the full recompense for
their deeds and they will not be shown the least injustice. " No deed of a believer will

be wasted and none shall be punished for something s/he was innocent of.

Jj Git%&. 4 feip&p&\Jj£ £% }yj

(20) The day when the disbelievers will be presented to the Fire. "You have used

your good things in your worldly life and enjoyed yourself with it. Today you
will be recompensed with a disgracing punishment because you behaved

proudly on earth without cause and because you were disobedient."

THE DISBELIEVERS WILL BE TOLD THAT THEY HAVE WASTED
THEIR DEEDS AND WILL HAVE TO SUFFER A HUMILIATING
PUNISHMENT IN THE HEREAFTER

When the disbelievers will be presented for punishment on the Day of

Judgment, it will be made clear to them that they will suffer in Hell because they

regarded this world as a place of mere entertainment and pursued every whim
and desire. They did not have any concern to discern between Lawful (Halal) and
Unlawful and regarded it below their dignity to accept Islam. As a result of this

arrogance, they will be subjected to a punishment that will humiliate them. It

was with a view to this that the Holy Prophet ^JL-j u* ifci ju*, the Sahabah
(Companions of Prophet) r^p ifo ^j and the pious believers shunned the fulfilment

of their desires in exchange for the rewards of the Akhirah (Hereafter).

Sayyidina Umar ^ ii ^j narrates that he once visited The Holy Prophet J^
pL. j Up &\ while Allah's Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up ibi ju was lying on a straw mat, the

pattern of which was imprinted upon his blessed body. He was resting his head
on a leather pillow which was stuffed with the bark of a date palm. Seeing this

situation, Sayyidina. Umar <up &\ ^j said, "O the Holy Prophet ^j u* iui J^l Pray

to Allah to grant prosperity to your Ummah. The Romans and Persians have

abundant wealth whereas they do not even believe in Allah."

The Holy Prophet ^j Up ibi ju replied, "O son of Khattab! Are you still

dwelling under the same misconception? These are the people who are given

things of enjoyment in this very world. Does it not please you that they will have

this world while we shall have the Akhirah (Hereafter)?" ["Mishkat" p. 447]
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Sayyidina Zaid bin Aslam ** &\ ^j reports that Sayyidina Umar ** ifo ^j
once asked for water. When he was brought some water sweetened with honey

he said, "This is an excellent thing but I will not drink it because Allah has

condemned those people who fulfil their desires when He says, 'You have used

your good things, in your worldly life and enjoyed yourself with it/ I am therefore

afraid to'use things of pleasure because it should not happen that we are given

everything in this world (and nothing in the Akhirah (Hereafter))." Saying this, he

did not drink the mixture. ["Mishkat" p. 449]

Sayyidina Jabir ** &\ ^j narrates that Sayyidina Umar ^ &\ ^>j once saw

him eating some meat and asked, "O Jabir! What is this?" Sayyidina Jabir i»» ^j
<up replied, "I had a desire to eat some meat so I bought some." Sayyidina Umar
<up it ^j commented, "Do you buy everything that you desire? Are you not

afraid of the verse 'You have used your good things in your worldly life and enjoyed

yourselfwith it.' ["Ma alimutTanzil"]
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(21) Call to mind the brother of the Ad when he warned his people at "Ahqaf"

whereas warners had already passed before him and after him (telling people)

"Do not worship anyone besides Allah. Verily I fear the punishment of a

terrible day for you." (22) They said "Have you come to us to turn us away from

our gods? Bring upon us what you warn us about, if you are truthful." (23) He

said, "Knowledge is only with Allah and I merely convey to you what I have

been sent with. However, I notice that you are an ignorant nation." (24) When
they observed it as a cloud approaching their valleys they exclaimed, "This is a
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cloud that will bring us rain." Rather, it was the thing they sought to hasten; a

fierce wind bearing a painful punishment. (25) It demolished everything by the

command of its Lord and it transpired that only their homes could be seen. Thus

do We punish the sinful nation. (26) We granted them powers that We never

gave you people and We gave them ears, eyes and hearts. However, their ears,

eyes and hearts were of no benefit to them at all because they rejected Allah's

verses; and the mockery they made encompassed them. (27) We have destroyed

the towns around you and clearly expounded the signs so that they return. (28)

So why were they not helped by those whom they took as a means of gaining

proximity (to Allah) and whom they regarded as their gods? These will be lost to

them. This is merely their lie and fabrication.

THE NATION OF AD ARE DESTROYED AFTER THEY REJECTED
THE MESSAGE OF SAYYIDINA HUD pU\ Up

"Call to mind the brother of the Ad..." Allah reminds the Muslims about

Sayyidina Hud f^LJi ^+1* who is referred to as "the brother of the Ad" because he

was from among them. The Arabic word "Ahqaf is the plural of "hiqf' and refers

to the large sand dunes of Yemen where the nation of Ad resided. These are

circular in shape and are practically ground level at the base. Because sand

cannot remain fixed at one place, these dunes keep shifting.

Allah says that Sayyidina Hud ^\ u* "warned his people at "Ahqaf" (that they

should worship Allah and abstain from polytheism) whereas warners had already passed

before him and after him (telling people) 'Do not worship anyone besides Allah. Verily I

fear the punishment of a terrible day for you."

In response to his message, the people said, "Have you come to us to turn us

away from our gods? (And if you say that we will suffer punishment for rejecting

your message then) Bring upon us what you warn us about/ifyou are truthful." They

challenged Sayyidina Hud f**J\ Up to bring Allah's punishment on them.

In reply to their challenge Sayyidina Hud fiLJ\ ^ said to them, "Knowledge

is only with Allah (i.e. only Allah knows which nation is to be punished and at

what time) and I merely convey to you what I have been sent with." i.e. I am entrusted

with the task of conveying the message to you and I have no ability to afflict

punishment. Noticing their aversion, he told them, "However, I notice that you are

an ignorant nation."

The people of Ad were experiencing tremendous heat and were forced to

leave their homes for cooler areas in the valley. As they all gathered there, they

noticed a cloud approaching. They shouted out, "This is a cloud that will bring us

rain." Allah says that it was no ordinary cloud but "Rather, it was the thing

(punishment) they sought to hasten; a fierce wind bearing a painful punishment."

Allah says in Surah Haqqa, "As for the Ad, they were destroyed by an icy

tempest. Allah unleashed it upon them for seven consecutive nights and eight consecutive

days. You would have seen them lying flat on the ground as if they were hollow palm

trunks. Do you see any of them surviving?" [Surah 69, verses 6-8]

Allah says in Surah Dhariyat, "And (there is also a lesson) in (the story) of the

Ad when we sent a wind to them that was devoid of any good, it reduced everything it
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passed to smithereens. " [Surah 51, verses 41,42]

Allah continues in Surah Ahqaf saying that the wind "demolished everything

by the command of its Lord and it transpired that only their homes could be seen. Thus

do We punish the sinful nation.

"

Sayyidah Ayshah l^p it ^j narrates that whenever the Holy Prophet it JU»

pi-j U^saw a dark cloud in the sky, he would grow pale and would uneasily walk

to and from the house. This anxiety would disappear only after the rains started

to fall. When Sayyidah Ayshah i^ it ^j asked the Holy Prophet Up &\ JL*

fJL-jabout this he replied, "O Ayshah! I fear that the situation should not be like

that of the Ad who said, "This is cloud that will bring us rain' when they saw the

cloud approaching their valleys. 'Rather, it was the thing they sought to hasten; a

fierce wind bearing a painful punishment. [Muslim v.l p.294 and 495]

After recounting the incident of the Ad, Allah addresses the people of

Makkah saying, "We granted them (the Ad) powers that We never gave you people

and We gave them ears, eyes and hearts.

"

Allah blessed the Ad with great physical strength and wealth. However,

when Allah' s punishment afflicted them, nothing could save them. Allah did not

deprive them of their senses, but they abused these. Allah says further, "However,

their ears, eyes and hearts were of no benefit to them at all because they rejected Allah's

verses..."

When an adversity afflicts a person in this world, he is able to utilise his

senses and intelligence to alleviate the adversity to some degree. However, once

Allah's punishment afflicts a person because he rejects Allah's verses, thc^c

faculties become useless to him. In addition to this, Allah says that the e\ u

consequences of "the mockery they made encompassed them." They will have t'

suffer the punishment they earned for mocking Sayyidina Hud f&J* +j* and

jeering at him to bring Allah's punishment on them.

Addressing the Makkans further Allah says, "We have destroyed the towns

around you and clearly expounded the signs so that they return." Allah refers to the

destroyed cities of the Ad that lay in Yemen to the south of Makkah and the

ruins of the Thamud that lie in Sham to the north of Makkah. When the Makkans
travelled for trade to Sham, they passed the ruins of the Thamud and the

destroyed cities of Sayyidina Lut's fiLJ\ 4* nation. It was therefore required that

they take a lesson from this.

However, the polytheists of Makkah did not heed these lessons and

adamantly adhered to disbelief and polytheism. As a result, they were also

destroyed when Allah's punishment struck. When Allah's punishment did

overtake them, they received no assistance from the gods that they took as

patrons and intercessors. The help that they claimed these gods would offer was

a mere lie and figment of their imagination. In this regard Allah says, "So why

were they not helped by those whom they took as a means ofgaining proximity (to Allah)

and whom they regarded as their gods? These will be lost to them. This is merely their lie

and fabrication."
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(29) When We turned a group of the Jinn towards you, they attentively listened

to the Qur'an. When they presented themselves to listen they said, "Be silent."

When the recitation was complete, they returned to their people as warners. (30)

They said, "O our people! We have heard a book that was revealed after Musa
which confirms what was before it and guides towards the truth and towards the

straight path/' (31) "O our people! Respond to Allah 's caller and believe in him;
Allah will forgive your sins and save you from a painful punishment." (32)

"Whoever does not respond to Allah's caller cannot escape on earth and has no
protecting friend besides Allah. Such people are in manifest deviation." (33) Do
they not see that Allah Who created the heavens and the earth and did not tire

from creating them has the power to give life to the dead? Certainly! Allah has
power over all things. (34) The day when the disbelievers will be presented to

the Fire (they will be asked), "Is this not the truth?" They will reply, "Certainly,

by the oath of our Lord!" Allah will say, "So taste the punishment because you
used to disbelieve."

THE JINN HEAR THE HOLY PROPHET ^j Up ^ JU, RECITE THE
QUR'AN AND THEN RETURN TO INVITE THEIR PEOPLE
TOWARDS ISLAM

The Holy Prophet ^j ^ ii J-^was Allah's messenger to man and Jinn
alike. These verses of Surah Ahqaf as well as verses 1 to 19 of Surah Jinn (Surah
72) both make mention of how the Jinn listened to the Holy Prophet ^j <d* i»i ju
recite the Qur'an. Scholars have recorded that the Holy Prophet ^ Up ii ju met
with the Jinn in their own settlement and elucidated the injunctions of Islam to

them. In the terminology of the Muhaddithin, the incident is referred to as

"Laylatul Jinn". They mention that "Laylatul Jinn" took place approximately six

times.

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" (vA p.174) mentions that Allah commanded the Holy
Prophet (4- 3 u* ii j^ to propagate Islam to the Jinn and to recite the Qur'an to

them. Allah then sent a group of Jinn from the city of Nineveh to the Holy
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prophet ^j Up ii jl*. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** <&» ^/accompanied the

Holy Prophet pi-j a> i» Ju when he went to meet with the Jinn. The incident

took place before the Hijrah to Madinah.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud <up &\ ^J reports that the two of them
approached the valley of Hajun (which is the old name for the area of Makkah
called Ma' la). The Holy Prophet <X> 3 Up ii>i JU drew a line on the ground and
instructed Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ & ^j not to advance further than
the line until he returned. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud *p &\^ says that the

Holy Prophet <X* -

3 Up ij ^proceeded ahead and recited the Qur'an to an
assembly of creatures that resembled donkeys. He also heard various types of

deafening sounds which caused him to fear for the Holy Prophet's ^ Up ifci ju
life. The Holy Prophet's ^j ^ &\ J^ voice then faded and all the Jinn
disappeared like fragments of cloud.

When the Holy Prophet ^u3^ &\ J^> returned after Fajr, he asked Sayyidina
Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** &\ ^j whether he had fallen asleep. Sayyidina Abdullah
bin Mas'ud <up ii^ replied, "How could I sleep when I feared for your life? The
thought kept occurring to me to call some people to find out what was
happening to you." The Holy Prophet ^j Up ifci .> said to him, "If you had
moved from your spot one of them may have snatched you away. Did you see
anything?"

"Yes," replied Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** it ^Jt "I saw some black
men dressed in white. - the Holy Prophet ^ Up h ju said, "Those were the Jinn
of the city Nasibin. They came to ask me to allocate something as food for them
so I allocated bones and the droppings of horses, animals, cows, etc for them."
Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** ifo ^j asked, "How will these things be of

benefit to them?" The Holy Prophet <X* 5^ i» JU replied, "Whenever they find a
bone, they will have that much meat which was on that particular bone the day
the meat was removed. In place of whatever droppings they find they will

receive the equivalent amount of grain that the animal may have eaten (and has
been changed into excrement)."

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** ib»^ asked, "What were the deafening
sounds that I heard?" The Holy Prophet ^ U* Ai ju replied, "A murder took
place among the Jinn and they were pinning the blame on each other. They
wanted me to resolve the issue, which I did with perfect justice."

According to another narration, the Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up ii ju allocated

bones as food for the Jinn and the droppings of animals as food for their animals.
This is one of the reasons why man is prohibited from using bones and animal
droppings for "Istinja" (purifying oneself after passing urine or stool).

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** & ^j has also related that a few
Sahabah (prophet's campanions)^ ii ^j and he met the Holy Prophet Up iui ju
(J- j emerging from the cave of Hira on the morning that followed a "Laylatul
Jinn". He said to the Holy Prophet ^j^ ii ju, "We searched for you the entire

night but could not find you. We spent the entire night in the search because we
were very worried." The Holy Prophet^ ^ & J^ replied, "A caller from the
Jinn came for me so I went with him and recited the Qur'an to them."
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Allah says, "When they (the jinn) presented themselves to listen they said, 'Be

silent/ When the recitation was complete, they returned to their people as warners. They
said, 'O our people! We have heard a book that was revealed after Musa which confirms

what was before it and guides towards the truth and towards the straight path."' This

text makes it clear that the delegation of Jinn speaking were formerly Jews.

They further addressed their people saying, "O our people! Respond to Allah 's

caller and believe in him; Allah will forgive your sins and save you from a painful

punishment." This verse explains that the believers from among the Jinn will be

rewarded with forgiveness and salvation from Hell. It does not state that they

will be admitted into Heaven. In fact, no. verse of the Qur'an and no hadith

makes it clear that the believers Jinn will enter Heaven. It is for this reason that

the Scholars differ on the issue. While some of them are of the opinion that the

believers Jinn will be admitted into Heaven, others say that the only reward they

will receive for belief will be salvation from Hell, where after they will be turned

into dust like the animals. Sayyidina Imam Abu Hanifa 4* &\ u-j has chosen not

to make any decisive comment on the issue. (Further details will follow in Surah

Rahman, Insha Allah).

They further, advised their people: "Whoever does not respond to Allah's caller

(shall be inviting Allah's punishment and) cannot escape on earth and has no protecting

friend besides Allah. Such people are in manifest deviation." Whereas this statement

appears to be part of the Jinn's address, it may also be interpreted as an

independent statement made by Allah.

Since people who refute Allah do not even believe in the Akhirah (Hereafter),

Allah proceeds to make mention of the Akhirah (Hereafter). Allah says, "Do they

not see that Allah Who created the heavens and the earth and did not tire from creating

them has the power to give life to the dead? Certainly! Allah has power over all things."

This verse prompts the disbelievers to ponder about the fact that since Allah was

Able to create gigantic phenomena like the heavens and the earth without

experiencing the least fatigue, how can one possibly imagine that mere

resurrection will prove impossible for Him? If the matter is given due

consideration, a person will be forced to admit that "Allah has power over all

things.

"

Allah continues, "The day when the disbelievers will be presented to the Fire (they

will be asked), Ts this not the truth?"' This question will be posed to them because

they denied the existence of Hell while living in the world and used to jeer at

those who used to inform them of the reality of the Akhirah (Hereafter). "They will

reply, 'Certainly, by the oath of our Lord (this is a certainty)!"' However, their

acceptance will now be futile. "Allah will say, 'So taste the punishment because you

used to disbelieve.'"

(35) Exercise patience like how the resolute ones among the messengers
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exercised patience arid do not be hasty regarding them. The day when they will

be shown what they had been promised, it will seem to them that they had not

even lived a moment of a single day. This is a message. It will be only the sinful

nation who will be destroyed.

THE HOLY PROPHET <*JL-j Up At JL^ IS ENCOURAGED TO EXERCISE

PATIENCE

The Holy Prophet jJL-3 Up iiii ju exerted himself greatly to convey . the

message of Islam to the masses. However, there were many people who behaved

obstinately and refused to yield. Their behaviour hurt the Holy Prophet *> ^ Ju
fL- j and caused him much grief. Allah consoles him by saying, "Exercise patience

like how the resolute ones among the messengers exercised patience and do not be hasty

regarding them (that they should be punished). The day when they will be shown

what they had been promised, it will seem to them that they had not even lived for a

moment of a single day.

"

When the disbelievers are not punished in this world they say that it seems

that they will not be punished. However, when they witness the extreme

punishment in the Akhirah (Hereafter) they will forget all the pleasures of this

world and it will seem to them that they only spent a few moments in this world.

"This is a message." Some commentators have interpreted this sentence to

mean that the verses of the Qur'an conveyed thus far are sufficient as advice and

warnings for man. Other commentators say that "This" refers to the Qur'an i.e.

"This Qur'an is a message." This means that the Qur'an contains the message of

truth and informs man about acts that will earn him tremendous rewards and

about sins that he should abstain from. The Qur'an has therefore conveyed its

message to man. Man now has the choice to act upon the advice of the Qur'an

and be saved from eternal punishment.

"It will be only the sinful nation who will be destroyed. " The disobedient ones

earn their own destruction by rebelling against Allah's orders.

NOTE: "Exercise patience like how the resolute ones among the messengers

exercised patience." While some commentators have mentioned

that the verse refers to a specific group of Prophets f*~& ^a^ only,

others maintain that all the Prophets £%~h ^^ were equally

resolute and steadfast. When it is assumed that only a limited

number of Prophets f&~& ^^ were resolute as described in the

verse, it will be deemed necessary to name them. Consequently,

some commentators have named all the Prophets f%J\ ^^ except

Sayyidina Yunus f*~J\ *4* because he behaved hastily when he left

his nation without waiting for Allah's command. In verse 48 of

Surah Qalam (Surah 68), Allah has commanded the Holy Prophet

jjL- j Up iiii J^> not to be like Sayyidina Yunus (}Ui <ip.

Other commentators have stated that the "resolute" Prophets (X^\
<r
^ were

the eighteen Prophets (*~& r4> mentioned in verses 83 to 86 of Surah An'am
(Surah 6). With regard to these Prophets {%J\

rWLp/ Allah instructs, "These are those
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people whom Allah has guided, sofollow their guidance. " [Surah An'am, verse 90]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** i»i ^j has mentioned that the "resolute"

Prophets ^LJ\ ^^ were those who were granted their own Shariah. These were
Sayyidina Nuh {%J\ <J*, Sayyidina Ibrahim f^J\ <u, Sayyidina Musa ^LJ\ o^
Sayyidina Isa ftLJ\ Up and Sayyidina Muhammad ^j aJLp iut ju.

t?£i£itjtj£?£i£j£??jtitititititjtjtjtititji>
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| Madinan | Surah Muhammad | Verses 38
||

In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) Allah will destroy the deeds of those who disbelieve and prevent (others)

from His path. (2) As for those who have faith, do righteous deeds and believe

in what has been revealed to Muhammad ^JL-j *4* AvJlp, which is the truth from

their Lord, Allah will expiate their sins and rectify their situation. (3) This is

because the disbelievers follow falsehood and the believers follow the truth

from their Lord. In this manner does Allah relate for people their parables.

THE DESTRUCTION OF THOSE WHO PREVENT OTHERS FROM
ALLAH'S PATH AND THE REWARD FOR THE BELIEVERS

The above verses draw a clear distinction between the believers and the

disbelievers. Allah begins the Surah by saying, "Allah will destroy the deeds of those

who disbelieve and prevent (others) from His path." Even though the disbelievers

may carry out many good deeds and render great services to mankind, these

deeds will not be recognised on the Day of Judgment on account of their

disbelief.

Another factor that contributes to the destruction of their deeds is that they

forbid others from following the path that Allah has set out for man.

Allah then speaks about the believers when He says, "As for those who have

faith, do righteous deeds and believe in what has been revealed to Muhammad Up &\ J^
jJL.j, which is the truth from their Lord, Allah will expiate their sins and rectify their

situation" This verse defines Iman (Belief) as belief in "what has been revealed to
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Muhammad ^ 3 ^ i» J***"- This makes it evident that after the advent of the

Holy Prophet (JL-j *ip ibi JU*, no person can have belief without believing in

the Holy Prophet jJL-j^ iu» ^gU.

Allah also attests to the prophethood of the Holy Prophet ^jAipiiii JUand
the truth of his teachings by declaring that everything he preaches to people "is

the truth from their Lord Thereafter Allah explains that the good fortune of the

believers and ill-fortune of the disbelievers occur because "the disbelievers follow

falsehood and the believers follow the truth from their Lord." In this verse, Allah

mentions that the truth is from their Lord" to indicate that the truth can proceed

only from Him.

"In this manner does Allah relatefor people their parables." The author of "Ruhul

Ma'ani" says that "their parables" refers to the condition and situation of people.

Allah discusses the conditions of the Believers and the disbelievers, making it

clear that the believers follow the truth and will attain salvation. On the contrary,

the disbelievers will suffer a tremendous loss as a result of their disbelief.

0$j CD yZ*\& ^iJ (£^4 ^ ii/*^ 0^ t£^* <^^ Q:^ Qp ft*
&£*

9*'u
y *\ Y'A< fill V \ f ? > yS *^\ ^,» x ?*T^ 9 *'\' m\ \'\' "%\ \S*'< \

y'3f

°J>^ J? ?*J> bt <J?J& A^ JA)j f-*>l\ c> b LS bjblj oyd^

**5 at }£ & o& &\ t±p ft*
^> %**j$^\ &*J^ ^3l ii^> ^

(4) When you confront the disbelievers in battle then strike their necks.

Eventually, when you have slain them, then fasten a tight bond. Thereafter, it is

either unconditional freedom or ransom until the war lays down her burdens.

This is it. If Allah willed, He could have exacted revenge from them, but this is

to test some of you with others. The deeds of those who are martyred in Allah's

way shall never be destroyed. (5) Allah shall shortly convey them to their

destination, rectify their affairs... (6) ...and admit them into Heaven (Jannah)
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which He has introduced to them. (7) O you who believe! If you will assist

Allah, Allah shall assist you and make you steadfast. (8) Destruction be for those

who disbelieve and Allah shall destroy their deeds. (9) This is because they

dislike what Allah revealed, because of which He lays their deeds to waste. (10)

Have they not travelled on earth and seen what was the outcome of those before

them? Allah annihilated them and the disbelievers shall have the same. (11) This

is because Allah is the Protecting Friend of the believers and because the

disbelievers have no protecting friend. (12) Allah shall certainly admit those

who believe and carry out good deeds into gardens beneath which rivers flow.

As for the disbelievers, they enjoy themselves and eat like the animals eat. The

Fire shall be their abode. (13) Many were the towns that were more powerful

than your town which drove you out. We destroyed them and they had none to

assist them. (14) Can the one who is steadfast on a proof from his Lord be like

those whose evil deeds have been beautified for them and who follow their

whims?

FIGHTING IN JIHAD, THE LAWS REGARDING PRISONERS OF
WAR AND THE VIRTUE OF MARTYRS

In the above verses, Allah instructs the Muslims that they should fight in

earnest when confronting the enemy in Jihad. Allah also instructs that those

enemy soldiers who are not killed in the battle should be taken as prisoners and

guarded well. Thereafter, the Muslims may either release the prisoners

unconditionally, exchange them for Muslim prisoners, or demand a ransom for

their release. The decision rests with the Amlr-ul-Mu'minin I. Muslims therefore

have the following five choices in dealing with disbelievers prisoners of war:

1. Release them unconditionally.

2. Exchange them, for Muslim prisoners of war being held by

the disbelievers.

3. Release them in exchange for monetary ransom (as the

Holy Prophet ^j u* i»i JU did after the Battle of Badr).

4. Execute them.

5. Distribute them among the Muislim soldiers as slaves.

The details of the third and fourth options have been discussed in the

commentary of Surah Anfal When the prisoners of war are made slaves,

they will then reside in the Muslim country under the protection of the

Islamic state.

Sayyidina Imam Abu Hanifa 4* &\ <^j is of the opinion that it is not

permissible to release disbelievers prisoners of war totally unconditionally

i.e. without an exchange of prisoners or without a. monetary ransom. In this

regard, Imam Jassas 4* i»» <^j has written in "Ahkamul Qur'an" that Surah

Bara'ah (Surah 9) was revealed after Surah Muhammad ^j 4* & J-*. He

states the options of unconditional release and release on ransom have been

repealed by verses of Surah Bara'ah like ''Fight the polytheists wherever you

find them" [verse 5] and "Fight those who do not believe in Allah and the Last

Day" [verse 29].
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Whereas Sayyidina Imam Abu Hanifa a> &\ s^ does not permit the

unconditional release of disbelievers prisoners of war, his two prominent

students Imam Muhammad and Abu Yusuf *Jp & "^j permit it. Imam Shafi'i ^
Up ib\ has also permitted this. Although the Hanafi school of jurisprudence does

not permit the ransoming of disbelievers prisoners of war, Imam Muhammad
Up ii <*-j writes in "Siyar Kablr" that this would be permitted if the Muslims are

in need of the ransom money.

Allah says, "If Allah willed He could have exacted revengefrom them..." i.e. Allah

could have punished the disbelievers in a way other than having them suffer

death and captivity at the hands of the Muslims. However, Allah has

commanded the believers to fight in Jihad "to test some of you with others." i.e. to

test whether the believers will actually risk their lives to confront the disbelievers

in open battle. Jihad is also a test for the disbelievers because it provides the

opportunity for them to realise the truth of Islam when they witness the ways in

which Allah assists the Muslims from unseen sources. They are then afforded the

opportunity to accept Islam.

Allah says further, "The deeds of those who are martyred in Allah 's way shall

never be destroyed." This verse assures the Muslims that martyrdom not only

signifies success in their test, but it will also accrue to them tremendous rewards

for every deed. Furthermore, "Allah shall shortly convey them to their destination,

rectify their affairs and admit them into Heaven which He has introduced to them."

Allah will ensure that all the affairs of these people are to their liking in the

grave, on the Plain of Resurrection, and in the Akhirah (Hereafter). Allah has

already introduced Heaven to the believers by means of his scriptures and the

Prophets ^J\ r^. Another interpretation of this verse is that Allah will make

people recognise their abodes in Heaven even better than they were acquainted

with their abodes in this world (as reported in a hadith).

Allah then proclaims His assistance to the Muslims when He says, "O you

who believe! Ifyou will assist Allah (i.e. assist in propagating Islam), Allah shall assist

you and make you steadfast. ". Of course, Allah needs no assistance from anyone.

After discussing the good fortune of the believers, Allah proceeds to speak

about the disbelievers. Allah says, "Destruction be for those who disbelieve and Allah

shall destroy their deeds." They will suffer defeat at the hands of the believers and

will also be doomed to suffer eternally in the Akhirah (Hereafter). "This (ill-

fortune) is because they dislike what Allah revealed, because of which He lays their deeds

to waste.

"

LEARNING LESSONS FROM TRAVELLING

Sounding a warning to the disbelievers who are beguiled by their wealth

and prosperity, Allah says, "Have they not travelled on earth and seen what was the

outcome of those before them? Allah annihilated them and the disbelievers shall have the

same." Every disbeliever stands to face the same destruction in this world for

their rejection. Of course, a far worse doom awaits them in the Akhirah

(Hereafter).

"This (salvation of the believers and destruction of the disbelievers) is because

Allah is the Protecting Friend of the believers and because the disbelievers have no
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protectingfriend."

THE REWARD OF THE BELIEVERS AND THE DOOM OF THE
DISBELIEVERS

"Allah shall certainly admit those who believe and carry out good deeds into

gardens beneath which rivers flow. As for the disbelievers, they enjoy themselves (in this

world) and eat like the animals eat. The Fire shall be their abode." Because the

disbelievers regard this world to be everything to them, they make every effort to

accrue the pleasures of the world. Just like animals eat anywhere and eat as

much as they please, the disbelievers do the same without any consideration of

lawful and unlawful earnings.

This type of behaviour is clearly evident among the Western culture where
man and woman foster intimate relationships without caring for marriage. Even
those who do marry do not give a second thought to striking up an adulterous

relationship with another person. Just like animals, they shamelessly fornicate in

public, discarding every shred of modesty. Certain governments have even
stooped to legalising homosexuality and lesbianism. In fulfilling his carnal

passions, the disbeliever has stripped himself of all humane traits and adopted
bestiality. This type of behaviour is now sweeping like wildfire through the

Muslim masses.

Such people are not conscious of lawful (Halal) and Unlawful food and
earnings because they are engrossed in carnal enjoyment. Allah says in Surah

Zumar, "Enjoy your disbelieffor a while! You will certainly be from the inmates of the

Fire." [Surah 39, verse 8]

A WARNING TO THE PEOPLE OF MAKKAH
Addressing the Holy Prophet (JL-j aA*.&\ ju>, Allah says, "Many were the towns

that were more powerful than your town which drove you out. (However, despite their

power and might) We destroyed them and they had none to assist them."

Allah then portrays the stark difference between a believer and a disbeliever

when He says, "Can the one who is steadfast on # prooffrom his Lord be like those

whose evil deeds have been beautified for them and who follow their whims?" The two
cannot be equal because of the unmistakable differences between them.

Consequently, they will be treated differently in both worlds.

i^s\ **
'

S\'
'

*\ *t'-' \S ' A' t i*' *\i & ' '> "'is ***' *

(15) The description of the Heaven (Jannah) that the people of Piety have been

promised is that it contains rivers of water that never contaminate, rivers of milk

the taste of which never spoils, rivers of wine that are extremely palatable to

those who drink it and rivers of the purest honey. The people there shall also
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have every type of fruit and forgiveness from their Lord. Can these people ever

be like those who will abide forever in the Fire and are given boiling water to

drink which tears their innards to shreds?

THE DELECTABLE DRINKS FOR THE PEOPLE OF HEAVEN
COMPARED TO THE BOILING WATER GIVEN TO THE INMATES
OF HELL

Like the foregoing verses, th& above verse also discusses the blessings to be

received by the righteous and the miserable condition that the disbelievers and

sinners will find themselves in after death. Allah describes the rivers of Heaven
in the above verse when He says that Heaven '"contains rivers of water that never

contaminate, rivers of milk the taste of which never spoils, rivers of wine that are

extremely palatable to those who drink it and rivers of the purest honey."

Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah ^ ibi ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet u* iui ju
(JL-j said, "Indeed, there are a hundred ranks in Heaven that Allah has specially

reserved for those who strive in His way. A distance equivalent to the span

between the sky and the earth separates each of these ranks from the next. So,

whenever vou ask Allah for Heaven, ask Him for Jannatul Firdous (Paradise of

Heaven) bemuse it enjoys the best and most elevated position of Heaven. Only

the throne of Rahman lies above it and all the rivers of Heaven find their source

in it/' [Bukhari p. 391]

A similar narration reported by Sayyidina Ubadah bin Samit ^ ^t ^j states:

"All four rivers of Heaven find their source in it/
7

Mulla Ali Qari Up & *^j has

stated in his commentary of "Mishkat" that these four rivers are the four

mentioned in the above verse viz, rivers of water, milk, wine and honey. This

hadith makes it clear that all these rivers have their source in Jannatul Firdous,

from where the tributaries flow to the other parts of Heaven.

This verse describes the river of wine as being "extremely palatable to those

who drink it". Allah says in Surah Saffat, "They will be presented with goblets filled

with flowing wine which will be white and delicious for the drinkers. It will neither

produce headaches, nor will they be intoxicated with it." [Surah 37, verses 45-47]

Allah also says in Surah Waqi'ah, "Youngsters of eternal youth shall wait on

them with goblets and jugs and glasses filled with flowing wine. Neither will they have

headaches with it, nor will they be intoxicated." These verses make it evident that the

drinks of Heaven will be extremely delectable and will not produce any ill-effects

like the wines of this world.

Thereafter, Allah adds, "The people there shall also have every type offruit and

forgiveness from their Lord. Can these people ever be like those who will abide forever in

the Fire and are given boiling water to drink which tears their innards to shreds?"

Sayyidina Abu Darda ^ &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ^j Up i\ ju said,

"The people of Hell will suffer such severe hunger that this hunger alone would

be as bad as any punishment they suffer in Hell. When they beg for food, they

will be given "Dari" to eat, which will neither nourish their bodies nor satisfy

their hunger. When they plead for food a second time, they will be given food

that will get stuck in their throats and choke them. Frantically thinking of some

manner to swallow the food, they will recall that they used to take something to
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drink in this world to facilitate easy swallowing. When they will plead for

something to drink, boiling water will be given to them in iron cups. When the

cups will be brought to their mouths, it will scald their faces and when they

drink the water, it will tear their innards to shreds." ["Mishkdt" p. 504,from Tirmidhi]

Sayyidina 'Abu Umamah ** ifo ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet Up ii j^
jO-^ made the following comment regarding the verse "Before him is Hell and he

will be given puss as water to drink. He will drink it in sips and it will not go down his

throat." The Holy Prophet ^j Up ii JL* said, "When the puss will be brought to

the person's mouth, he will abhor it. When it will be brought even closer, it will

scorch his face. When he drinks it, his intestines will be ripped apart and emerge

from his anus." Thereafter the Holy Prophet ^j Up &s J^> recited the following

two verses viz.

" ...are given boiling water to drink, which tears their innards to shreds?" (Surah

Muhammad, verse 15)

"If they seek assistance, they will be assisted with water like molten metal that will

scorch theirfaces. The worst ofdrinks!" (Surah Kahf(18), verse 29) ["Mishkat" p. 503]

(Jjjb J>>1> \pXjt,\ a$\j^ >;\yb\ \yJ*\j ppj* <& w £* oui\ dk£j\

u^jiiij CiAjjI ju^>\j 4*\ y[ A[ y ju>\ >ii vj^i f&J* j*r iU H

(16) There are those people who listen to you intently until they depart from

your presence and then say to those who have been granted knowledge, "What

has he said just now?" These are the ones on whose hearts Allah has set a seal

and who follow their whims. (17) As for those who are rightly guided, Allah

shall increase their guidance and grant them their Piety. (18) They now only

seem to await Judgment day to come to them suddenly. Undoubtedly, its signs

have already arrived. How will they be reminded when Judgment day does

dawn on them? (19) Know well that none is worthy of worship besides Allah

and seek forgiveness for your shortcomings and for the believing men and

women. Allah has knowledge of your movements and your places of rest.

THE BEHAVIOUR OF THE HYPOCRITES AND THE SEAL UPON
THEIR HEARTS

The hypocrites were disbelievers who feigned being Muslims. Their

hypocrisy was evident from their deeds and behaviour. One of their practices

was that they attended the Holy Prophet's ^ 3^ & J^ gatherings and pretended

to listen very attentively. However, their attention was elsewhere and they did

not comprehend what the Holy Prophet ^JL-j a> &\ J^ said. They merely sat there
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to fool others. When the gathering was over, they then met the learned Sahabah
(prophet's campanions)^ ii ^j and asked them what the Holy Prophet Up &\ j^
jJL-j had mentioned.

Their first act of hypocrisy was to feign concentration during the Holy
Prophet's ^j Up &\ J^ sermons. The second act of hypocrisy was to pretend
that they were concerned about what the Holy Prophet jJL^ Up k J^ had to say.
Allah says about them, "These are the ones on whose hearts Allah has set a seal and
who follow their whims."

Allah then talks about the believers when He says, "As for those who are

rightly guided, Allah shall increase their guidance (because they believe and practise
every new injunction) and grant them their Piety" i.e. Allah will grant them the
ability to act on all His commands and to abstain from everything that He has
forbidden them from doing.

Allah then rebukes the disbelievers for their attitude towards the truth
when He says about them, "They now only seem to await Judgment day to come to

them suddenly." i.e. They neither accept Islam, nor carry out good deeds. They are
unaffected by the warnings of punishment and refuse to believe in the tidings of
Heaven. All that seems left to convince them is Judgment day itself. With regard
to Judgment day, Allah says, "Undoubtedly, its signs have already arrived." The
advent of the Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up &\ JU> was in itself a sign to denote the

closeness Judgment of day. Another sign was the Holy Prophet's ,jl.j u^ ii ju
miracle of splitting the moon as referred to in the first verse of Surah Qamar
(Surah 54) where Allah says, "Judgment day has drawn near and the moon has been

split."

However, when Judgment day does eventually take place, it will be too late

for people to believe because belief will be unacceptable then. It is with reference
to this that Allah says, "How will they be reminded when Judgment day does dawn on
them?" Allah says in Surah Fajr, "The day when Hell will be brought to the fore. On
that day man will understand. But of what use will this understanding be?" [Surah 89,

verse 23]

ENCOURAGEMENT TO SEEK FORGIVENESS

Addressing the Holy Prophet jJL-j^ ibi JU, Allah says, "Know well that none
is worthy of worship besides Allah and seekforgiveness for your shortcomings and for the

believing men and women." This injunction is also addressed to the Muslim masses.
Any erroneous act of The Holy Prophet pJL-j <A* -3b* JUthat was not entirely

becoming of the noble status of a Prophet is referred to as a "shortcoming" in the

verse. Of course, every one of the Prophets
r
M~Ji^ were innocent from sins but

fell prey to human errors because they were human after all.

The author of "Ma'alimut Tanzll" says that the Holy Prophet <^ & J^
(U-jwas commanded to seek forgiveness even though he was innocent so that his

Ummah could learn from him and follow suit. The Holy Prophet Up iui JU,
(O-jsaid, "Indeed, a form of contamination settles in my heart and I repent to

Allah a hundred times daily." Another narration states that the Holy Prophet
pL, j^ A\ J^ would repent a hundred times in each sitting.
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The author of "Ma'alimut Tanzil" writes further, "It is indeed Allah's great

benevolence to this Ummah that He has commanded the Holy Prophet aJlp i»\ JL*

fUj to seek forgiveness on their behalf. Allah has made him an intercessor and

has also promised to accept his intercession." [v.4 p.183]

"Allah has knowledge of your movements and your places of rest." The following

are a few interpretations of the verse:

v Ibn Jarir <>4* Am^j- Allah has knowledge of your moving about and

of the places you reside in.

v Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ it ^j - Allah has knowledge of
your movements in this world as well as of your resting place in

the Akhirah (hereafter).

v Sayyidina Ikrima 4-uibia^j- Allah has knowledge of you when you
were in the wombs of your mothers and also after you have been

born in to the world.

v Ibn Kaysan aJLp 2»i ^ - Allah has knowledge of your tossing and
turning in your beds and your ultimate resting place in the grave.

Allah knows best. ["Ma'alimut Tanzil" v. 4 p. 183]

(20) The believers say, "Why is a Surah not revealed?" Then when a Surah is

revealed in which mention is made of fighting in Jihad, you will see those with

a disease in their hearts looking at you with the look of a person who is

overcome by the swoon of death. Their misfortune is still forthcoming. (21)

Obedience and good words. Then when the command is ratified it will be best

for them if they are true to Allah. (22) It is just possible that if you are given

authority, you would spread anarchy on earth and sever family ties. (23) These

are the people whom Allah has cursed, has deafened and made blind. (24) Do
they not ponder over the Qur'an or are there locks upon their hearts?

THE DISOBEDIENCE OF THE HYPOCRITES

The above verses describe the eagerness that the believers possessed for

Jihad and the aversion that hypocrites had for it. Allah says, "The believers say,
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'Why is a Surah not revealed (with more commands from Allah)?"' The true

believers are eager to exert themselves further in fulfilling Allah's

commandments. The emotions of the hypocrites at this point is altogether

different. Allah says, "Then when a Surah is revealed in which mention is made of

fighting in }ihad, you will see those with a disease (of hypocrisy) in their hearts (i.e. the

Hypocrites) looking at you with the look of a person who is overcome by the swoon of
death." The hypocrites detest Allah's commandments because they regard them
as a burden upon their shoulders.

The situation is more grave for them when Allah commands Jihad because

they will be forced to participate to maintain their guise as Muslims. In fact, their

resentment is so profound that it is evident from their faces. The fact that the

hypocrites are forced to participate in Jihad to maintain their guise is a

punishment of its own. If any of them is then killed in the battle, the punishment

is even worse. It is with regard to this that Allah says, "Their misfortune is still

forthcoming.

"

"Obedience and good words" i.e. instead of reacting adversely to Allah's

command, it would be best if the hypocrites accepted the command and verbally

expressed their pleasure to conform. "When the command (to fight in Jihad) is

ratified it will be best for them if they are true to Allah (and prove the sincerity of their

belief)."

"It is just possible that you are given authority, you would spread anarchy on earth

and sever family ties. " The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that the verse is

addressed to the Hypocrites. Given the knowledge of their excessive love for the

world and their aversion for Jihad, it can be expected of them to cause strife and

anarchy on earth if they are ever allowed to rule over people. In fact, they are so

decadent that they are not even able to maintain cordial relationships with their

family members.

Another translation of the Arabic word "tawallaytum" (translated above as

"given authority") is to be averse. According to this translation, the verse

addresses the hypocrites thus: "Is it possible that just as you are averse to Jihad,

you will also spread anarchy on earth and sever family ties?" The question is

rhetorical because when Jihad is forsaken, evil doers soon gain the upper hand

over society. Eventually, stability is lost and strife becomes the order of the day.

Allah then says that the Hypocrites "are the people whom Allah has cursed (cast

far from His mercy), has deafened and made blind. " Bereft of the faculty of listening

to the truth and recognising it, they cannot be expected to tread the straight path.

THE NECESSITY OF PONDERING OVER THE QUR'AN

Allah asks, "Do they not ponder over the Qur'an or are there locks upon their

hearts?" This verse reproaches the hypocrites for not thinking deeply about the

advice of the Qur'an. If they make the effort to deliberate over the Qur'an, they

would never remain hypocrites and would never do what they do. However,

their hearts appear to be locked and inaccessible to positive thinking.
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(25) Indeed those who have turned their backs after guidance has been clarified

for them, Satan has beautified (their sins) fo| them and prolonged their hopes.

(26) This is because they say to those who detest Allah's revelation, "We shall

follow you in some matters." Allah has knowledge of their secret talks. (27)

What will be their condition when the angels shall claim their souls while

smiting their faces and backs? (28) This is because they pursue the things that

anger Allah and they dislike His pleasure. So Allah lays their deeds to waste.

SATAN /DEVIL BEGUILES THE APOSTATES

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ ifo ^j says that the above verses also refer

to the hypocrites. They are unable to remain on the straight path because of their

rebellious nature. Other commentators are of the opinion that the verses refer to

the Ahlul Kitab (the people of Book) because they turned their backs on the Holy
Prophet pi-j ^ ii J-^despite the fact that they recognised him from the

description of their scriptures.

Before the advent of the Holy Prophet jJL-j ^ i» JU, they used to tell others

that they would be followers of the final messenger. The general words of the

verse apply to both these groups equally.

Allah says, "Indeed those who have turned their backs after guidance has been

clarified for them, Satan has beautified (their sins) for them and prolonged their hopes."

Satan makes them think that their ways are right and beautifies the material

things of this world so that they are attracted to them and forget about Allah.

Satan also tells people that they still have long lives to lead in this world and that

they will have to compromise the pleasures of this world if they were to accept

Islam.

"This is because they say to those who detest Allah's revelation, 'We shall follow

you in some matters. - Allama Qurtubi *i* & *^j interprets the verse to mean:

"Satan beguiles the hypocrites and Jews because they say to the polytheists that

they will join them in opposing the Holy Prophet ^ 3 <4* & J~* and abstaining

from assisting the Muslims in Jihad. It is this allegiance that they pledge to the

polytheists that allows Satan the opportunity to beautify their deeds for them

and to prolong their hopes." [Qurtubi v. 16 p.250]

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" disagrees with this interpretation, but it

seems the most appropriate interpretation in my humble opinion. The author of

"Bayanul Qur'an" has interpreted the verse to mean that the hypocrites turn
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their backs on Islam because they tell the Jews that they will secretly follow

anything the Jews command them. However, to preserve their guise as Muslims,

they will pretend to follow the commands of Islam. However, they fail to

perceive that "Allah has knowledge of their secret talks/'

THE DISBELIEVERS ARE PUNISHED AT THE TIME OF THEIR
DEATH

"What will be their condition when the angels shall claim their souls while smiting

their faces and backs?" If the disbelievers are not punished in the world, they will

be foolish to think that they have escaped punishment. Their real punishment

will begin at the time of their death when the angels of death will beat them.

They spend their lives escaping the call to Jihad, but will have to die some day.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** A\ ^j says that every sinful person will be

beaten on the face and back at the time of death, but this cannot be perceived by

onlookers just as the punishment of the grave cannot be sensed by the living.

Allah says in Surah Anfal, "If only you could see how the angels claim the souls

of the disbelievers, smiting their faces and backs saying, 'Taste the punishment of the

Blaze! This is because of what your own hands have sent forward and surely Allah is not

oppressive to His bondsmen.'" [Surah 8, verses 50, 51]

Allah continues further, "This (punishment) is because they pursue the things

that anger Allah (disbelief, polytheism and sin) and they dislike His pleasure (i.e.

accepting Islam). So Allah lays their deeds to waste." Because of the disbelief and

polytheism that they practise, all their deeds will be useless to them in the

Akhirah (Hereafter). Besides the punishment at the time of death, they will

continue to receive punishment forever.

•>ai«j>l >U *u\j JjiJl £pj <J j^h^j s4" «
z

<
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(29) Do those with a disease in their hearts think that Allah will never expose

their malice? (30) If We will, We would show them to you and you would

recognize them by their features. You will surely recognise them by their

manner of speech. Allah has knowledge of their deeds. (31) We shall certainly

test you until. We ascertain those of you who strive and those who are steadfast

so that We may examine your deeds.

THE HYPOCRISY OF THE HYPOCRITES CAN BE DETERMINED
FROM THEIR MANNER OF SPEECH

Although the hypocrites pretended to show solidarity with the Muslims,

they harboured great against animosity and malice towards the Muslims. These

ill feelings often surfaced, but they still adamantly proclaimed to be Muslims.

They even swore oaths that they were Muslims and they lived among the
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Muslims so that their true identities could be concealed. They even prided

themselves for their ingenuity in disguising themselves. For a long period of

time, Allah did not expose their individual identities, but merely described the

many traits and actions of the hypocrites. Details of .this are mentioned in Surah

Bara'ah (Surah 9), on account of which Surah Bara'ah is referred to as "Fadiha i.e.

"The Humiliater
,/

. Other Surahs also mention such details.

Addressing the Holy Prophet ^ 3 <4* ii JU, Allah says, "Do those with a

disease in their hearts think that Allah will never expose their malice? If We will, We

would show them to you (individually) and you would recognise them by their features.

You will surely recognise them by their manner of speech." The behaviour and speech

of insincere persons can be clearly distinguished from that of sincere Muslims.

They swear oaths unnecessarily, speak in a staggered manner and reply to

questions after much thought and deliberation. The hypocrites were allowed to

maintain their guise for a long time until the time came when they were

eventually driven out of the Masjidun Nabawi in humiliation. The details of this

can be had from the biography of the Holy Prophet (JL-j ^ & J^ written by Ibn

Hisham aJLp iut^ [v. 2].

"Allah has knowledge of their deeds." Allah has perfect knowledge of those

believers who are sincere and those people who have hypocrisy lurking in their

hearts. Although the hypocrites may have thought that they were able to fool the

Muslims, they had no hope of concealing their identities from Allah.

Allah addresses the Muslims saying, "We shall certainly test you (with

commands like Jihad) until We ascertain those of you who strive and those who are

steadfast so that We may examine your deeds.

"
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(32) Indeed those who disbelieve, forbid from Allah's path and oppose the

messenger pJL-j *Jp ii Jl* after guidance has been clarified for them cannot harm

Allah at all. Allah will soon annul their deeds. (33) O you who believe! Obey

Allah, obey the messenger pL*j U* &\ JU? and do not invalidate your deeds. (34)

Verily those who disbelieve, forbid from Allah's path and then die as

disbelievers, Allah shall never forgive them. (35) So do not weaken, do not call

for a truce and you will be dominant. Allah is with you and will never devalue

your deeds.
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THE DISBELIEVERS CANNOT HARM ALLAH IN THE LEAST AND
ALL THEIR DEEDS WILL BE WASTED

Allah declares, "Indeed those who disbelieve, forbid from Allah's path and oppose

the messenger jJL-j Up ibi ju after guidance has been clarified for them cannot harm

Allah at all." In fact, they do harm to themselves by damning themselves to the

eternal punishment of the Aakhirah (Hereafter). In addition to this, "Allah will

soon annul their deeds." Those deeds which would earn ample rewards for

sincere believers will be useless to the disbelievers because of the absence of

Belief.

"O you who believe! Obey Allah, obey the messenger ^j 4^ & ju and do not

invalidate your deeds."

Deeds are invalidated by having doubts in one's Belief, by perpetrating

disbelief and polytheism, as well as by carrying out certain major sins. These

factors deprive one of the rewards of good deeds. "Ruhul Ma'ani" reports from

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas **> ito ^j that ostentation and boasting cause one's

deeds to be annulled. The general meaning of the verse includes all factors that

contribute to cancelling the reward of good deeds.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ^ ifo ^j said, "We, the Sahabah {prophet's

campanions) ^ &\ ^>Jf were under the impression that all good deeds are

certainly accepted. When the verse 'O you who believe! Obey Allah, obey the

messenger ^L-j Up &\ j^ and do not invalidate your deeds' was revealed, we thought,

'What could invalidate our deeds?' We later realised that major sins and immoral

acts were implied. Thereafter, whenever we saw any person commit a major sin

or an immoral act, we would say that the person is destroyed. Later, when Allah

revealed the verse 'Verily Allah does not forgive that polytheism be committed, but

may forgive all sins besides this for whom He wills,' it became our practice that

whenever someone committed a major sin, we would fear that he will be

punished (i.e. we were never certain that he will be punished).

We also entertained hope that the person who did not commit any major sin

would be forgiven." ["Ruhul Ma'ani", v.26 p.79]

Allah further states, "Verily those who disbelieve, forbid from Allah's path and

then die as disbelievers, Allah shall never forgive them." On the other hand, if a

disbeliever opposed Islam, prevented others from Allah' s Din and then repented

by accepting Islam, all the wrongs he perpetrated as a disbeliever will be

forgiven and he will be worthy of entering Heaven. The Holy Prophet U* &\ J^>

(JL-jonce said to Sayyidina Amr bin Al As <* ifo ^Jf "Don't you know that

acceptance of Islam destroys everything before it?"

QADHA (SAYING A PRAYER OR FAST AFTER DUE TIME) IS

COMPULSORY AFTER INVALIDATING NAFL SALAH OR FASTS

According to the Hanafi school of jurisprudence, a person will have to

repeat any Optional Salah or fasts if he unduly terminated them. Among the

various proofs to substantiate this statement, the above verse is also cited. If a

person started performing Salah or fasting and then terminated the Salah or fast

before completing the act, he will be guilty of invalidating an act which had to be
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completed. He will therefore be acting contrary to Allah's clear instruction of "do

not invalidate your deeds." The verse prohibits people from invalidating any act of

worship, whether it be by means of terminating the act before completion or by
means of invalidating it in any other way.

"DO NOT WEAKEN"
Allah addresses the Muslims further when He states, "So do not weaken, do

not call for a truce..." This verse enjoins Muslims to engage in Jihad against the

disbelievers when the disbelievers prepare to attack them. They should never

shy away from Jihad on the pretext of calling for a truce because this is a sure

sign of weakness. Of course, if the disbelievers propose a peace treaty, the

Muslims are at liberty to accept it if it is beneficial for them. Details of this have

been mentioned in the commentary of verse 61 of Surah Anfal where Allah says,

"If they (the disbelievers) are inclined towards making peace, then you should also incline

yourselves to it and trust in Allah. Without doubt, He is All Hearing, All Knowing."

Allah then tells the Muslims, "and you will be dominant. " Allah says in Surah

Al Imran, "Do not lose courage and do not be grieved for you shall be dominant if you

are indeed believers." This verse of Surah Al Imran stipulates the quality of belief

as a condition for dominance. This means that the Muslims have to be imbued
with the qualities of piety, love for the Akhirah (Hereafter), trustworthiness and
have to abstain from sins if they want to remain in an authoritative position on
earth. When they cease to be true believers with these qualities, the disbelievers

will speedily gain the upper hand over them and assume authority. Of course,

there are certain instances when the Muslims will be allowed to avoid Jihad for

legitimate reasons. To understand this, one may refer to the commentary of the

verse "Now Allah has lightened your burden and He knows that there is weakness

within you. " [Surah Anfal (6), verse 66]

Allah then makes a promise to the believers saying, "Allah is with you../'

Therefore, the believers should fight the disbelievers in earnest because they

have Allah's support. They should press on in the Jihad campaigns having

perfect trust in Allah and with the intention of pleasing Him only. Verse 7 of this

Surah stated, "O you who believe! Ifyou will assist Allah (i.e. Allah's Dm), Allah shall

assist you and make you steadfast.

"

Allah also promises the believers: "and (Allah) will never devalue your deeds."

Allah will grant a person the full reward due to him/her for a deed. Of course,

the condition is that the person does not invalidate the deed in some way. The
minimum reward that any good deed earns is ten fold. Allah then increases the

reward for whoever He wills. Allah states in Surah Jinn, "Whoever believes in his

Lord has neither loss (of reward) nor oppression to fear (i.e. he does not have to fear

being punished for something he did not do)." [Surah 72, verse 13]
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(36) The life of this world is mere play and amusement. If you believe and fear

Allah, He will grant you your rewards and will not ask for your wealth. (37) If

Allah had to ask you for your wealth and demand it from you, you would have

become miserly and He would have exposed your heartfelt dissatisfaction. (38)

Behold! You are the very ones who are summoned to spend in Allah's way but

there are those among you who are miserly. Those who are miserly practise

miserliness to their own detriment. Allah is Independent and you are all needy.

If you turn away, He will substitute you with another nation who will not be

like yourselves.

THE FUTILITY OF THIS WORLDLY LIFE AND THE HARMS OF
MISERLINESS

In the above verses, Allah advises the believers to spend their wealth for the

cause of Din (religion). Allah first describes the reality of this world when He
says, "The life of this world is mere play and amusement/' Allah makes a similar

assertion in Surah Ankabut when He. says, "The life of this world is mere futility and

play. Without doubt, the life of the Akhirah (Hereafter) is true life. If only they knew."

[Surah 29, verse 64]

Tangible objectives cannot be acquired through play and amusement. True

pleasure and happiness can be had only in Heaven. It is therefore imperative for

every person to exert himself/herself to attain success in the Akhirah and escape

falling prey to the temptations of this world.

Allah further states, "If you believe and fear Allah (by fulfilling His

commands), He will grant you your rewards and will not askfor your wealth." Allama

Qurtubi *Js> ifo *^j interprets the verse to mean that Allah does not command man
to spend all his wealth in Zakah. According to another interpretation, it means

that Allah has commanded man to spend his wealth on himself as well, for

which he will be rewarded. Yet another interpretation explains that the wealth of

man is not actually his because Allah has given everything to him. Therefore,

when Allah asks man to donate in charity, it is not man's wealth that Allah asks

for, but Allah's. Therefore, man should be happy when Allah asks him to spend

in charity because Allah is merely asking for what actually belongs to Him.

Although the verse mentions that Allah will not ask a person for his wealth

if he believes, it does not mean that people will be asked for their wealth if they

do not believe. There is no question of Allah commanding the disbelievers to

spend in charity because Allah has nothing to do with them. The disbelievers

fear that they will be asked to spend their wealth upon accepting Islam, because

people in the world sometimes ask others for money when they have struck a

relationship with them.
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Allah then says, "IfAllah had to ask you for your wealth and demand itfrom you,

you would have become miserly and He would have exposed your heartfelt

dissatisfaction/' If people were forced to spend their wealth, they would be

naturally dissatisfied and would hold back their wealth. It is evident nowadays

that some Muslims find it extremely difficult to spend even 2,5% of their wealth

for Zakah.

There are also many who will pay their Zakah but make no effort to ensure

that the Zakah is calculated properly. As a result, they pay less than what is due

from them.

"Behold! You are the very ones who are summoned to spend in Allah's way but

there are those among you who are miserly. Those who are miserly practise miserliness to

their own detriment. " By failing to spend in charity, a person deprives himself of

the rewards to be accrued. By spending in worthy causes, a person benefits

himself by attaining the everlasting rewards in the Akhirah (Hereafter), as well as

an increase in blessings in this world.

"Allah is Independent and you are all needy." Everything in the universe

depends on Allah for its existence and survival, while Allah needs none. No
person should ever think that s/he is benefiting Allah in any way by spending in

His path.

IF YOU TURN AWAY, ALLAH WILL RAISE ANOTHER NATION

Allah states, "Ifyou turn away (from Islam), He will substitute you with another

nation who will not be like yourselves." Allah addresses the Muslims of every era,

telling them never to think that Jihad, charity and the branches of Din {religion)

are dependant on them or their nation. Allah does not need anyone to do

anything. Allah is the Supreme Creator, the Master and Omnipotent. He may use

whoever He wills for any task.

THE SERVICE THAT NON-ARAB NATIONS RENDERED TO ISLAM

Tirmidhi reports a hadith in which the Sahabah (prophet's companions) i» ^j
rf* once asked the Holy Prophet ^j 4p &\ ju, "Who is the nation about whom
Allah says that He will substitute in our place if we turn away and who will not

be like us?" Sayyidina Salman Farsi -up ii^ was present with the Holy Prophet

jjL-j a* &\ ju at that time. In reply to the question, The Holy Prophet^ _> *> &\ J^>

placed his hand on Sayyidina Salman's ^ &-^j shoulder (or thigh according to

another narration) and said, "This person and his nation (the Persians r Another

report states that the Holy Prophet y-, <4± i| Ju* said, "This man and his

companions."'

Thereafter, the Holy Prophet^ <^ h J~* added, "I swear by the Being in

Whose control lies my life! If belief was suspended from the Thurayya (Pleiades)

constellation of stars, many Persians would acquire it." [Tirmidhi in the Chapter

concerning the commentary ofSurah Muhammad ^L-j *4* & J*A

It occurred that once the Arabs started neglecting the Din (religion), Allah

raised many great men from Persia who rendered a tremendous service to Islam.

Sayyidina Imam Abu Hanifa <u> ir*^, was one of these men, whose piety and

knowledge is proverbial. One should also study the biography of Imam Bukhari
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Up ibi Ajh-j, another son of Islam of Persian origin. Yet another is Imam Bukhari's

Up ii <^j teacher, Sayyidina Makki bin Ibrahim *> &\ i^Jf from whom Imam
Bukhari *> i» '^j has narrated eleven "Thulathiyat"

Among a galaxy of Persian Muhaddithin (scholars of Hadith) Hafidh

Dhahabi *> iui i^j has noted the following luminaries:

£0 Abu Ubaid Qasim bin Sallam Harawi Up &\i^ Jm

Q Nu'aim bin Hammdd Marwazi 4* &"<^j.

£0 Is'hdq bin Ibrahim Marwazi 4* &<^j.

£Q Znhair bin Harb Up ibi a^,.

COS Qutaybah bin Sa'id Balkhi 4* &*^j.

ffl Afrw ]a'far, Muhammad bin Mahran Rdzi 4*&**-j-

GO Abw Zakariyya, Yahya bin Musa Balkhi Sajistani 4* i» *^j.

O Hafidh Zakariyya bin Yahya Balkhi 4* ^ ^j.

03 /mam Abu Zur'ah Razz'Upifo^j.

CO /mam Abw Hatim Razi 4*&'^j-

£0 /m^ra Abu Dawud Up it *^j (compiler of Sunan Abu Dawild).

£0 Sulayman bin Ash'ath Sajistani 4* &***+

CQl /mam Tirmidhi 4* i» ^j (Compiler of Sunan Tirmidhi).

£fl Abu Abdillah, Muhammad bin Yazid Qazwlni Ibn Majah it ^j
4* (the compiler of Sunan Ibn Majah).

Q /mam Ahmad bin Shuayb An Nasa'i Up it <^j (compiler of

Nasa'i).

CO /mam Afrt/ ja'far., Muhammad bin Jarir Tabari Up ji/ ^
(renowned as Ibn jarir Tabari).

£0 A/ Hafidhul Kabir, Muhammad bin Is'haq bin Khuzayma
Naysapuri 4* &*^j

£Q Hafidh Abu Abdillah Muhammad bin Yahya bin Minda

Asbahani aJLp it ju-j

£Q Imam Muslim 4* it *^j fl/so /xrzz'/s /rom f/ze Persian city of

Naysapur, although he is linked to the Arab tribe of Qushayr.

There are many more names that can be traced in historical sources. Apart

from the famous scholars mentioned above, Imam Jalaludin Suyuti 4p &\ ^ has

also cited the names of the following:

QQ Hafidh Abu Qasim tabrani 4* it ^j (compiler of the famous

Ma'ajim).

CQl Hafidh Abu Hatim, Muhammad bin Hibban 4* it ^j

£0 Ibnus Sunni, Abu Bakr Dinuri 4* & *^j

£Q Hafidh Abu Nu'aim Isbahani 4* &'<

£Q Imam Bayhaqi Up it <^j

j
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The above are the names of only eminent Muhaddithln of Persian origin. If a

list has to be made of non-Arab scholars (not only Persian) serving the various

other branches of Din (religion), the list is endless. In the field of Qira'ah, the

names of Imam Abu Amr Dani aJlp j>i u^j, Imam Shatbi ^ & *^-j and Imam Jazari

aJ* & -**j shine forth. The list on non-Arab Mufassirin (commentators of the

Qur'an) and Fuqaha (Muslim Jurists) is also extensive. The scholars of Persia were

also responsible for the propagation of the Hanafi school of jurisprudence. They

are commonly referred to as "Scholars Ma Waraun Nahar" ("The Scholars from

beyond the River").

One should also not forget the services that the Tatars (Tartars) and Turks

rendered to Islam after becoming Muslims. The role that the Turks played in the

Crusades is most notable. All non-Arab nations are implied in the verse "He will

substitute you with another nation/' The Holy Prophet ^j aJp &\ JU> cited the

Persians by way of example.

ftftftftfttiftfttifttitititititititiftfttift
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) Indeed, We have granted you a manifest victory... (2) So that Allah may
forgive you for those shortcomings that have passed and those that may occur in

the future; and so that He may complete His favour on you, guide you on the

straight path... (3) And (so that) Allah may render you assistance that is most

powerful. (4) It is He Who sends tranquility into the hearts of the believers so

that their faith increases together with the faith they have. The armies of the

heavens and the earth belong to Allah and Allah is Ever All Knowing, the Wise.

(5) (Allah has granted you a manifest victory) so that He may admit the

believing men and women into gardens beneath which rivers flow. They will

abide there forever and He shall pardon them for their sins. This is a great

success in Allah's sight. (6) (Allah has granted you a manifest victory) so that

Allah may punish the hypocrite men and women as well as the polytheistic men
and women, all of whom hold an evil opinion of Allah. An evil calamity shall

befall them, Allah is angry with them, curses them and has prepared Hell for
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them. What an evil place to return to! (7) The armies of the heavens and the earth

belong to Allah and Allah is always the Mighty and Wise.

A CLEAR VICTORY AND THE PROMISES OF TREMENDOUS
DIVINE ASSISTANCE AND FORGIVENESS

Surah Fatah makes mention of the Treaty of Hudaybiyyah and the Muslim
conquest of Khaybar, after which it concludes with a beautiful description of the
prophet's companions^ &\ ^Jm The beginning of this Surah was revealed while
the Holy Prophet^^ ii^ and the prophet's companions^ ibi ^j were on
a journey.

Sayyidina Anas bin Malik ** -3>i ^>j narrates that after concluding the peace
treaty at Hudaybiyyah, the Muslims were returning to Madinah in grief because
they were unable to perform the Umrah they set out to perform. When the

opening verses of Surah Fatah were revealed, The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ii ju
said to the prophet's companions^ ii»i ^ Jf "Such a verse has been revealed to

me which is more beloved to me than the entire world." The Holy Prophet ifo JU
,0-j a> then recited the verse, 'indeed, We have granted you a manifest victory so that

Allah may forgive you for those shortcomings that have passed and those that may occur

in thefuture/'

Thereupon, the prophet's companions ^ <3>i ^j said, "Congratulations to

you, O the Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up iui ju! We would like to know what will

become of us." It was then that Allah revealed the verse, "That He may admit the

believing men and women into gardens beneath which rivers flow..." ["Ma'alimut
Tanzil" v.4 p.188, Bukhari v.2 p.600]

Sayyidina Zaid bin Aslam Up i» <^J reports from his father that the Holy
Prophet ^-L-j Up ^i ^was once on a journey when Sayyidina Umar <up &\ ^j
posed a question to him one night. When the Holy Prophet pL-j Up iui JUdid not
reply, Sayyidina Umar ** i»i ^j repeated the question. However, the Holy
Prophet fi-j Up ^i^ did not reply even the second time, and neither when the

question was repeated a third time.

Thereupon, Sayyidina Umar ^ ii ^j said to himself, "May your mother
forsake you! (It was customary for the Arabs to say this when they were in

sorrow). You have placed the Holy Prophet ^JL-j ^ &\ JUin difficulty by
repeating a question thrice, to which the Holy Prophet ^j ^ i ^did not
reply." Rebuking himself thus, Sayyidina Umar ** &\ ^j hastened his camel until

it proceeded ahead of all the others, fearing that some verse of the Qur'an may be
revealed condemning his act. After a while, he heard someone calling, "O Umar!
Present yourself before the Holy Prophet jJL-j aJLp iin ju." Consequently, he came
to the Holy Prophet ^j Up & J^'m fear that some verse must have been revealed

concerning him. When he greeted the Holy Prophet ^JL-j ^ & J~*, the latter said,

"Such a Surah has been revealed to me that is more beloved to me than

everything on which the sun rises." Thereafter, the Holy Prophet ^ Up 41 j*
recited the verses, 'Indeed, We have granted you a manifest victory..." [Bukhari p. 600

and 716]
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A DETAILED ACCOUNT OF THE TREATY OF HUDAYBIYYAH

The polytheists of Makkah harassed the Holy Prophet ^ 3 *> & J^ and the

prophet's companion's^ ii ^j to the extent that they were forced to migrate to

Madinah. In the month of Dhul Qa'dah of the 6th year after the Hijrah, the Holy

Prophet jJL.j'4-u ii ju left with the prophet's companions^ ^ ^j for Makkah to

perform Umrah. He appointed Sayyidina Namila bin Abdillah Laythi ** &\ ^j to

be the Amir of Madinah in his absence. The Holy Prophet ^ 3
u* & J^> told the

residents of Madinah as well as those living in the nearby villages to accompany

him. The Holy Prophet (JL-y Up ii>\ JU> and the prophet's companions
<r^ & ^j

donned the Ihram so that it may be understood that they intended to perform

Umrah and had no intention to wage Jihad. They even took their sacrificial

animals with them.

Upon reaching a place called Usfan, a person by the name of Bishr bin

Sufyan met the Holy Prophet (JL-j u* & J-* and informed him that the Quraysh

met at Dhu Tuwa and swore on oath that they would not permit his entry into

Makkah. He also informed the Holy Prophet pL j u* ibt ^U that Khalid bin Walid

(who was then still a Polytheist) had already reached a place called Kura'ul

Ghamim with a contingent of horsemen to resist the Muslims.

After hearing this, The Holy Prophet jJL-j U* ii J^ changed course and

travelled towards the right of their original course. Since this was not the

conventional route, the terrain proved difficult because it was a series of rocky

valleys. The route eventually led to the path to Hudaybiyyah. Hudaybiyyah lies

between Makkah and Jeddah and forms the boundary of the Haram. The

Muslims would not have passed by Hudaybiyyah if they took the conventional

route from Usfan. However, it was necessary to alter course to avoid a skirmish

with the Quraysh.

When the contingent of Quraysh horsemen received intelligence of the

Muslims' new course, they returned to Makkah. In the meantime, the Muslims

had already reached Hudaybiyyah. At Hudaybiyyah, the Holy Prophet's &\ J^
jjL-j Up camel sat down. When the prophet's companions ^ & ^j remarked

that she was being stubborn, The Holy Prophet jJLj Up iv J^> pointed out to them

that she normally never behaved in this manner. He then added, "The Being that

stopped the people of the elephants from entering Makkah has stopped her as

well." Knowing well that the Quraysh were intent on resisting the Muslims'

entry into Makkah, the Holy Prophet ^ 3 4* & J^ commented, "Today I will

comply to any request that the Quraysh make if it can be done on the grounds of

fostering family ties."

Water was very scarce at Hudaybiyyah. The prophet's companions & ^j
^ pointed out to the Holy Prophet ^Aip ii- JL> that there was no water for

wudhu (ablution) and for drinking. All they had was the little water that was in

the Holy Prophet's <X* 3 U* & J^ cup. The Holy Prophet pi-j Up it J^ placed his

blessed fingers in the cup and water began gushing from between them. The

narrator of this hadith Sayyidina Jabir ^ h ^j says that the water was sufficient

for them to drink and to make wudhu {ablution). When he was asked how many

they were, he replied, "We were 1500. Even if we were a hundred thousand, the

water would have been enough for all."
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Sayyidina Bara bin Azib ** i» ^j narrates, "You people interpret the

"manifest victory" (mentioned in the verse) as the conquest of Makkah whereas

we regard it to be the pledge of Ridhwan that was taken at Hudaybiyyah. We
numbered more than 1400 then. There was a little water in the well at

Hudaybiyyah, all of which we drew for using until there was not even a drop

left. When the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up i»» Ju4earnt of this, he came to the well and

sat on one edge of it. He then asked for a bucket of the drawn water to be

brought to him. When this was done, he added some of his blessed saliva to the

water (according to another narration, he made wudhu {ablution) and gargled his

mouth). He then threw the water into the well and instructed the prophet's

companions r^ i»» ^j to leave the well for while. After a while, when the

prophet's companions ^-^p ito ^j began to draw water from the well, there was

sufficient water to quench the thirst of all the prophet's companions ^ ito ^
and their animals."

There is no contradiction between the narrations of Sayyidina Jabir <up &\^
and Sayyidina Bara bin Azib ** A\ ^> While Sayyidina Bara -up &\ ^j stated that

they numbered more than 1400, Sayyidina Jabir ** &\ ^j rounded the figure off

to 1500. There is also no discrepancy between the incidents of the cup and the

well because both are separate incidents that took place on that occasion.

While the Muslims camped at Hudaybiyyah, the. Quraysh consecutively

sent Budail bin Waraqa, Mukarraz bin Hafs, Halls bin Alqama and Urwa bin

Mas'ud Thaqafi as envoys to the Holy Prophet ^ <4* & J~*. The Holy Prophet

^jl-j aJlp i»i ju made it clear to each one of them that they had come to perform

Umrah and did not intend to fight.

THE LOVE AND SPIRIT OF SELF-SACRIFICE THAT THE
PROPHET'S COMPANIONS ^* k\^ DISPLAYED TOWARDS THE

HOLY PROPHET <*JL-j U* At J+

When Urwa bin Mas'ud met the Holy Prophet ^ <o* & ju>, he was stunned

to see the love and devotion that the prophet's companions^ ifo ^j showed to

the Holy Prophet ^i-j <4* ^ J*>. They would not allow the water falling from his

limbs to touch the ground when he made wudhu and would immediately scoop

it up. They would also hasten to pick up any hair that fell from his head.

When addressing the Quraysh afterwards, Urwa bin Mas'ud said, "I have

been to the royal courts of Caesars, Kisra and Najashi . I have never seen the

followers of any ruler so devoted to him as the followers of Muhammad *1p & J~*

fJL-j are to him. If you ever fight against him, they will never desert him.

Consider well what you intend doing."

The Holy Prophet jJL.^ ^ ^ JUthen told Sayyidina Umar ** & ^j to

proceed to Makkah to convince the Quraysh that the Muslims did not intend to

fight. Sayyidina Umar <up ii ^j pointed out to the Holy Prophet ^j 4* & J^that

the Quraysh recognised him as one of their greatest enemies and that there are

none of his tribe, the Banu Adi, present in Makkah to offer him any protection.

He suggested to the Holy Prophet jJL, j 4* & JUsaying, "Rather send Uthman bin

Affan <up i»i ^j because the Quraysh respect him more than myself."

Consequently, The Holy Prophet pi-j Up &\ J~* sent Sayyidina Uthman ** & ^j
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as an envoy to the likes of Abu Sufyan and others to clarify the position of the

Muslims. When Sayyidina Uthman ^ & ^j explained the matter to the

Quraysh, they remained adamant that they would not allow the Holy Prophet

.pjL-j Up i» JUto make Circumambulation of the Ka'ba. However, they told

Sayyidina Uthman ^ i» ^j that he was allowed to make Circumambulation

while he was there. Sayyidina Uthman ** ^ ^j remarked that he would not

make Circumambulation without the Holy Prophet ^j u* & J«*. Sayyidina

Uthman -up i» ^j was then detained in Makkah but the Muslims received news

that he was assassinated.

THE PLEDGE OF RIDHWAN
When the Muslims heard that Sayyidina Uthman <up &\ ^j had been

assassinated, the Holy Prophet ,0-j Up &\ ju told the Muslims that now they

woul4 not return to Madinah without waging Jihad against the Quraysh because

they had already created the atmosphere for war. It was then that the Holy

Prophet (JL-j Aip ii j^ took a pledge of allegiance from each of the prophet's

companion's ^ i» ^j that they would fight with him to the end and never

desert. Because of his absence, Sayyidina Uthman ^ h ^ was the only

companion's ** &\ ^j that could not swear his allegiance. Therefore, The Holy

Prophet jJL-j u* &\ JL^added his second hand to the solemnising of the pledge,

stating that it represented the hand of Sayyidina Uthman ^ ^ ^j.

This pledge took place beneath a tree at Hudaybiyyah. It was with regard to

this that Allah revealed the verse, "Allah was well pleased with the believers when

they pledged their allegiance to you beneath the tree." It is for this reason that the

pledge is called "Bay'atur Ridhwan" ("The Pledge of Ridhwan" - Ridhwan',

meaning Allah's pleasure). The prophet's companions ^ * ^j who took the

pledge are referred to as "As'habush Shajarah" ("The Companions of the Tree")

because the pledge was taken beneath a tree.

Although the prophet's companions ?+* it ^j later learned that the news of

Sayyidina Uthman's ^ iui ^>j assassination was false, they still earned the

rewards from Allah and were awarded the medal of Allah's pleasure, as

announced in the Qur'an -an accolade that will be recited forever.

Thereafter, the Quraysh sent Suhayl bin Amr to negotiate a peace treaty

with the Muslims. They gave him explicit instructions that the treaty should not

permit the Holy Prophet ^ 3 4* & J^ entry into Makkah because the Arabs will

then taunt them by saying that Muhammad ^j Up i»i J^ forced an entry into

Makkah. Suhayl bin Amr entered into a lengthy discussion with the Holy

Prophet (JLwj Up i\ ju until the clauses of the treaty were concluded.

THE CLAUSES OF THE TREATY OF HUDAYBIYYAH

Bukhari (v.l p.371,372) and Muslim (v.2 p.104) report that Sayyidina Ali & ^j
^commenced writing the treaty with the words: 'This is what has been decided

by Muhammad, the messenger of Allah." Suhayl bin Amr and his companions

objected to this saying, "We do not accept him as Allah's messenger. If we did

accept, why would we prevent him from performing Umrah? Rather write

'Muhammad, the son of Abdullah."'
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The Holy Prophet ^j Up ibi J^ said, "I am Muhammad, the messenger of
Allah as well Muhammad, the son of Abdullah/' Then, addressing Sayyidina Ali
aip ii ^Jf the Holy Prophet ^j Up ibi ju said, "Erase the words 'the messenger
of Allah'. " Sayyidina Ali ** ibi ^j replied, "I cannot erase this attribute of yours."

This he said out of reverence and not disobedience. Thereafter, the treaty was
commenced with the words, "This is what has been decided by Muhammad, the

son of Abdullah."

Muslim (v.2 p.105) reports that the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up ibi JU instructed

Sayyidina Ali <up ibi ^j to begin the treaty with the words, "Bismillahir Rahmanir
Rahim" ("In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful"). Suhayl bin

Amr objected to this by saying, "What is 'Bismillahir Rahmanir Rahtm'l We do not

acknowledge this. Rather write what we are familiar with i.e. 'Bismikallah

Humma' ('In Your name, O Allah')." The Holy Prophet jJL-j U* i» JL^acceded to

this request as well.

According to "Al Bidaya wan Nihaya" (vA p.168), the words of the treaty

were as follows:

"This is what Muhammad, the son of Abdullah has negotiated with Suhayl

bin Amr. The two have negotiated on the following:

1. No wars shall take place for a period of ten years. All shall

live in peace and none shall attack the other.

2. Any person from the Quraysh who defects to Muhammad i»i j~#

(JL-j Up without the consent of his senior will have to be

returned.

3. Any person from Muhammad's jJL-j u* ibi.ju companions who
defects to the Quraysh does not have to be returned.

4. There shall be a sealed bag between us (i.e. there will be no

fighting between us. Other 'Scholars have explained this

clause to mean that whatever has been concluded has been done
so with a clear heart. Hearts are referred to as bags because

they contain many secrets. A sealed bag will therefore denote

a heart that will not exude deception.)

5. None shall physically steal nor hurt another with betrayal.

6. Whoever wishes to enter into a pact with Muhammad Up ii J^>

(JUj may do so.

7. Whoever wishes to enter into a pact with the Quraysh may do

so.

8. You [the Holy Prophet ^JL-j <ip ii JUJ shall have to return to

Madinah this year and not enter Makkah.

9. You may return next year with your companions to perform
Umrah. You may then enter Makkah and stay for only three

days.

10. (When you come) You may only carry those weapons that a
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traveller normally carries and all swords are to be sheathed)

You may not enter with anything else.

After the treaty was contracted, the Banu Khuza'ah tribe (in accordance

with the sixth clause) announced that they wished to enter into a pact with the

Muslims. At the same time, the Banu Bakr tribe announced their solidarity with

the Quraysh (in accordance with the seventh clause). It was actually this factor

that led to the conquest of Makkah because the Muslims marched to Makkah
when the Quraysh assisted the Banu Bakr in a fight against the Banu Khuza'ah.

Some of the above clauses are recorded in Bukhari, others in Muslim and
others in Abu Dawud in the relevant chapters. Also refer to "Ma'alimut Tanzil"

(vA p. 199 to 203).

THE DOUBTS OF SAYYIDINA UMAR ** ii^
Displeased with some of the clauses, Sayyidina Umar <u* ii ^j approached

the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up ii>\ JUsaying, "O the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up ibi JU>! Are
we not on the truth and are the Quraysh not upon falsehood?- Will not the

martyred ones from us be in Heaven and the dead from among them be in Hell?

Then why should we tolerate disgrace in our Din (religion) and return without

Allah's decision between us (by way of Jihad)?" The Holy Prophet u* i»» JU
f-L-jreplied, "I am Allah's messenger and will never disobey Him. Allah's

assistance is with me." Sayyidina Umar ^ &\ ^j asked, "Did you not tell us that

we would make Circumambulation of Allah's house?" The Holy Prophet ii J^>
pJL-j Up replied by saying, "I did not say that it would be this year." Thereafter,

Sayyidina Umar ^ ibi ^j went to Sayyidina Abu Bakr ** ibi ^j and posed the

same questions. He received the same reply there as well.

After the treaty had been concluded, a companion <c* ibi ^j by the name of

Sayyidina Abu Jandal ^ ii ^j escaped from Makkah and joined the Muslims at

Hudaybiyyah. He pleaded to the Muslims that he stood to suffer terribly at the

hands of the polytheists if he were returned to Makkah. However, the Holy
Prophet jJL. j aJLp ibi JUwas already bound to abide by the pledge and no degree of

entreaty from the Muslims could shake his word. Eventually, Sayyidina Abu
Jandal ^ &\ ^j had to be left behind. The Holy Prophet ^j U* ii JUsaid, "May
Allah distance the person who becomes one of us and then deserts us (to join the

ranks of the disbelievers because we do not need him). Allah will certainly create

a passage for the person from the disbelievers who comes to us and has to be

returned." [Muslim v.l p. 105]

SHAVING THE HEAD AND SLAUGHTERING THE ANIMALS

When the treaty was concluded, the Holy Prophet ^j -^ ii j^ told the

companions '^ &\ ^j to slaughter their sacrificial animals and to shave their

heads (to release them from Ihram). However, anticipating that perhaps

something would happen to allow them to complete their Umrah, no one rose to

fulfil the instruction. When no response was received after repeating the

instruction for the third time, The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ib» JUwent to his wife

Sayyidah Umm Salamah l^p ifo ^j.

When he related the account to her she said, "If you want them to slaughter
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their animals and shave their hair, go out there and without speaking to anyone,
slaughter your camel and call someone to shave off your hair." When the Holy
Prophet (J-j 4-1p ^t J-^did as advised, the companions ^ it ^j promptly
followed suit. [Bukhari v.l p.380]

THE INCIDENT OF SAYYIDINA ABU BASIR -up it ^j AND HIS
COMPANIONS

The incident of Sayyidina Abu Basir ** it ^j and his companions is

narrated in the books of Ahadith with relevance to the hadith of the Holy
Prophet pL-j U* it ^quoted above where he said, "Allah will certainly create a

passage for the person from the disbelievers who comes to us and has to be
returned (in compliance with the clause of the treaty)."

Sayyidina Abu Basir ^ it^ became a Muslim in Makkah and left to join

the Muslims in Madinah. However, the polytheists sent two persons from
Makkah to bring him back in accordance with the clause of the treaty. True to his

word, the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ii ju allowed them to take him back. When the

three reached Dhul Hulayfa, Sayyidina Abu Basir ** it ^j managed to kill one
of his captors, but the other escaped to Madinah. Upon seeing the person hasten

towards him, the Holy Prophet ^ 3 a* ii ju commented, "It seems as if

something terribly frightful has occurred to him." When the person reached the

Holy Prophet ^J-j Up it jl*, he exclaimed, "My companion has been killed and I

will also be killed."

Following close behind him came Sayyidina Abu Basir <* it ^Jm He said, "O
the Holy Prophet ^JL.^ Up it ju! Allah has absolved you of your responsibility

when you returned me. Allah has now freed me from my captors." the Holy
Prophet jj-j Up it ju said, "This man is a true warmonger. If only there was
someone to explain to him." Sayyidina Abu Basir ^ it^ understood from this

that the Holy Prophet ,0-j Up ii ju would return him again. He therefore left

Madinah and set up a camp along the coast.

When Sayyidina Abu Jandal <up it^ heard about this, he joined Sayyidina

Abu Basir <up it^ there. Gradually, many other Muslims from Makkah joined

the two until they became a sizeable group. Whenever a caravan of the Quraysh
would pass by them en route to Sham (Syria), they would attack the caravan, kill

the people and capture their merchandise. Beset with concern, the Quraysh sent

a message to the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up it JU* telling him that they wished to

retract the clause that demanded the return of new Muslims to Makkah. All

persons wishing to defect to the Muslims could now remain in Madinah. The
Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up it ju then sent a message to all the Muslims at the coast to

come to Madinah. [Bukhari v.l p.380/1]

The Holy Prophet ^j Up it ju addressed the message to Sayyidina Abu
Basir <up it ^>Jf who received it on his deathbed. He passed away holding the

message in his hands. Sayyidinai Abu Jandal <up it ^j buried him and erected a

Masjid at the spot. Sayyidina Abu Jandal ^ it ^j returned to Madinah with his

companions, where he lived until the reign of Sayyidina Umar <up it ^j. During
this period he left on a Jihad expedition towards Sham (Syria) where he was
martyred. ["Fat'hul Bari" v.5 p.351]
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THE DECLARATION OF REWARD FOR THE BELIEVERS AND
PUNISHMENT FOR THE POLYTHEISTS AND HYPOCRITES

. Allah declares, "It is He Who sends tranquillity into the hearts of the believers so

that their faith increases together with the faith they have." It is by virtue of this faith

(Belief) that Allah shall "admit the believing men and women into gardens beneath

which rivers flow. They will abide there forever and He shall pardon them for their sins.

This is a great success in Allah 's sight."

On the other hand, Allah will "punish the hypocrite men and women as well as

the polytheistic men and women." With regard to these people, Allah mentions five

things.

1. Allah says that the polytheists and hypocrites men and women
all "hold an evil opinion of Allah." This includes their

disbelief in Allah, falsifying of the Holy Prophet ^j <4* &\ j^
and their hope that the Muslims are destroyed in battle never

to return to Madinah. Allah will punish the Polytheists and
hypocrites women as well because they harbour the same
beliefs and malice that their men do.

2. "An evil calamity shall befall them." 'They will be killed or

taken captive in battle and the snowballing success of the

Muslims will prove to be a thorn in their side.

3. "Allah is angry with them"

4. "(Allah) curses them"

5. "and (Allah) has prepared Hell for them. What an evil place to

return to!"

Allah continues thereafter by declaring, "The armies of the heavens and the

earth belong to Allah and Allah is always the Mighty and Wise." This verse is a

repetition of verse 4 above where Allah mentions, "The armies of the heavens and

the earth belong to Allah and Allah is Ever All Knowing, the Wise. " Allah is at liberty

to use whichever armies He wills to accomplish any task He decrees. These

verses warn the disbelievers against thinking that they will be able to vanquish

the Muslims easily because the Muslims are few and ill equipped. At the same

time, the Muslims are also encouraged not to lose hope because Allah has

tremendous means of rendering assistance to them despite all odds.

NOTE : Verse 4 states "Allah is Ever All Knowing, the Wise" and verse 7

states "Allah is always the Mighty and Wise." These verses make it

clear to the Muslims that Allah is well Aware of their friends as

well as their foes. He is Mighty enough to enforce any decision

that He takes and none can reverse His decree. He will therefore

pass judgement according to His perfect wisdom, thereby

rewarding people as He pleases and punishing others as he

pleases.

NOTE : Addressing the Holy Prophet ^ <4* & J^>, Allah says, "So that

Allah may forgive you for those shortcomings that have passed and those
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that may occur in the future. " The entire Ummah unanimously
agree that the verse does not refer to real sins because all .the

Prophets f^^\ p+A* were innocent of such sins. The "shortcomings"

mentioned in the verse refer to judgemental errors and Allah used
to admonish the Holy Prophet jJL-j a* it ju when any of these

occurred. An example was when the Holy Prophet *> ii ju
fi-jopted to accept ransoms from the captives of Badr. Another
example was when he excused some hypocrites from
participating in Jihad. With reference to this, Allah states, "Allah

has forgiven you. Why did you exempt them before the true ones became

manifest before you and you became aware of the liars." [Surah Tauba (9),

verse 43]

Yet another example is when the blind Companion Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Umm Maktum ** ii ^j came to see The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up i» ju* while the

latter was busy inviting some prominent disbelievers towards Islam. The Holy
Prophet fi-j 4-u. ii j^> became displeased at this and his displeasure became
apparent when he frowned. Allah disapproved of this act and revealed the verse,

"Hefrowned and turned away because a blind man came to him." [Surah Abas (80), verses

1&2]

Despite the fact that Allah had forgiven the Holy Prophet ^ Up ii j^ for

everything, he still exerted himself greatly in worship, standing in Tahajjud Salah

for endless hours. This caused his feet to swell and crack. When he was asked

about this exertion despite being forgiven, he replied, "Should I then not be a

thankful slave? (i.e. it is only appropriate that I show gratitude for such a great

favour by carrying out great acts of worship)." [Bukhari v.l p.152 and v.2 p. 716]

(8) Verily We have sent you [O Muhammad (JL»j «Up it JU»!] as a witness, a bearer

of glad tidings and a warner. (9) So that you people believe in Allah, believe in

His messenger/ assist Him (His religion), revere Him and glorify Him morning

and evening.

THE HOLY PROPHET ^j Up it J^ IS A WITNESS, A BEARER OF
GLAD TIDINGS AND A WARNER

The first of the above verses express three great attributes of the Holy

Prophet j4-j <ip i» J^>. The first attribute of being a witness refers to the

testimony that the Holy Prophet ,0-j <o* ii j^ will give on the Day of Judgment
when he will verify the veracity of his Ummah. This has been discussed in

commentary of the following two verses:

£Q " ...that you may be witness over the people and the messenger

a witness over you." [Surah Baqarah (2), verse 143]
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£Q "...so that the messenger may be a witness over you, and
that you be witnesses over mankind." [Surah Hajj (22), verse

78]

The other two attributes are that the Holy Prophet^ 3 <ip ibi JUwas a bearer

of glad tidings to convey to mankind good news about the tremendous rewards
that Allah has in store for them in the Akhirah (Hereafter) in exchange for Belief

and good deeds. He also came to warn them against disobeying Allah, which
will spell their ultimate doom. Conveying glad tidings to people and warning
them was the task of each of the Prophets fik~)\ p^Jp. The Holy Prophet Up iu> ju
^^also fulfilled this task to the highest degree, as can be witnessed from the

innumerable volumes of his sayings. A narration of Bukhari mentions that the

Holy Prophet ^3 <M ii ju* was described with the very same attributes in the

Torah.

Thereafter, Allah addresses the believers, instructing them to "believe in

Allah, believe in His messenger, assist Him (His religion), revere Him and glorify Him
morning and evening." A believer should glorify Allah with the conviction that

Allah is free from all types of defects and iniquities.

olCJO U-jU C>o ^J &iZ**t* L$y *U\
-*i *U» ^-iy^^ri ^I ^i^Vi ^*LJZrp\

loj U- tec \j>A aJJ^A aUI &£> X£& Uj <J,j\ (jaj ^^Jl>^
(10) Indeed those who pledge their allegiance to you [O Muhammad Up 4i J^
<*i-»j!], they really pledge their allegiance to Allah. Allah's hand is above theirs.

So whoever breaches (the pledge) does so to his own detriment. Allah will soon

grant a tremendous reward to the one who fulfils the pledge he makes with

Allah.

A PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE TAKEN WITH THE HOLY PROPHET
fJL-j Up Ai J* IS ACTUALLY A PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE TAKEN
WITH ALLAH

When Sayyidina Uthman ^ i»i ^j was detained in Makkah after being sent

to negotiate with the Quraysh, the rumour reached the Muslims at Hudaybiyyah
that he had been martyred. This spurred the Muslims to resolve to wage Jihad

against the Quraysh. On this occasion, the Sahabah ^s- ifo ^j pledged their

allegiance to the Holy Prophet ,4^ <Op &\ ju, beneath a tree in Hudaybiyyah,

undertaking to fight to the last and never to desert him. It is with reference to this

pledge that Allah says, 'indeed those who pledge their allegiance to you [O Muhammad
pJL^ Up ifci j^>\], they really pledge their allegiance to Allah.

"

The Holy Prophet jJL-j a> &\ JL^vvas Allah's messenger who called people

towards Allah's obedience. People who respond to his call are actually

responding to Allah because the Holy Prophet's ^j *> & JU> instructions

proceed directly from Allah. The pledge of allegiance taken on this occasion

denoted obedience to Allah as well as obedience to the Holy Prophet ^ & J~*

(Jl-j. In fact, numerous verses of the Qur'an explicitly instruct obedience to both
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Allah and the Holy Prophet (JL,j «> i» J^. Allah says in Surah Nisa, 'Whoever

obeys the messenger has obeyed Allah. " [Surah 4, verse 80]

It is not necessary for people to place their hands on top of each others'

hands when pledging allegiance because it will also suffice to take a pledge

verbally. However, because the Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^ i» ju took the hands of the

companions ^ ^ ^j when taking the pledge from them on the occasion of

Hudaybiyyah (as was customary in those days as it is now as well), Allah states,

"Allah's hand is above theirs." Although Allah is free of physical limbs, mehtion of

"Allah's hand" in the verse is merely metaphorical and is mentioned to emphasise

the fact that the pledge taken with the Holy Prophet pJL,j Up &\ ^was actually

taken with Allah. Mention of "Allah's hand" also serves to accentuate the

importance of the pledge.

Since the sincerity of a person swearing allegiance' cannot be ascertained,

they are reminded to be true to their pledge when Allah states, "So whoever

breaches (the pledge) does so to his own detriment." Going against one's word is a

major sin on its own. Breaching a pledge which one has sworn in Allah's name is

even worse. Even graver is breaching of a pledge that is taken with the Holy

Prophet of Allah^j 4* i» JL*. As for those who remain true to their word, Allah

declares, "Allah will soon grant a tremendous reward to the one who fulfils the pledge

he makes with Allah.

"

NOTE: The system of pledging allegiance (Bay'ah) in the line of

"Tariqah" (commonly referred to as "Tasawwuf") is a blessed and

sanctified practice. If a person becomes a follower of a "Sheikh"

who adheres strictly to the Sunnah, he should dutifully maintain

his relationship with him. However, if the "Sheikh" instructs one

to carry out any act that contravenes the Shari'ah, the instruction

should be ignored because it will be sinful. If a person has taken

Bay'ah (pledged allegiance) to a "Sheikh" who is a sinner or

someone who introduces innovations into religion, it will be

compulsory to break contact with him.

ojjfc U y*^>\i t>Utj Uyl Ldii ^>\j#\ ot^J&^ ^ Ay~*

ji jj> ^1 SQ i^ iSlS ^T <S^^^^^ J^ pi^ ^i o3 ^ ^^-j\
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(11) Soon the villagers left behind will tell you [O Muhammad pL*j Up &\ J^]f

"Our wealth and families have preoccupied us, so seek forgiveness on our

behalf" They utter with their tongues that which is not within their hearts. Say,

"Who has any power against Allah if He intends any harm to afflict you or if He

intends any good to come to you? Nay, but Allah is Ever Aware of what you do."

(12) However, the fact is that you people think that the messenger and the

believers will never return to their families. This has been adorned in your

hearts and you entertain evil thoughts. You were a destroyed nation. (13)

Whoever does not believe in Allah and His messenger (should know that) We
have certainly prepared a blazing fire for the disbelievers. (14) To Allah belongs

the dominion of the heavens and the earth. He forgives whoever He wills and

punishes whoever He wills. Allah is Oft Forgiving, Most Merciful.

THE EVIL THOUGHTS AND SCHEMES OF THOSE VILLAGERS
WHO DID NOT ACCOMPANY THE JIHAD EXPEDITIONS

"Ma'alimut TanzH" (v.4 p. 191) 'reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas

<i± &\ ^j that during the year that the treaty of Hudaybiyyah took place, the Holy

Prophet (JL, j a* &\ JL* announced to all the villages neighbouring Madinah that he

intended to leave for Umrah. The announcement was intended to urge people to

join the Holy Prophet ^j 4* ^ JU for Umrah and to muster a sizeable group of

people in case a skirmish arose or in case the Quraysh decided to resist the

Muslims. The Holy Prophet ^i-j Up iui JU even donned the Ihram and took a

sacrificial animal along with him so that people could be convinced that he

intended only to perform Umrah and not to fight.

As a result, a large group of companion's^ & ^j numbering more than

1400 accompanied him. However, there were still a large number of villagers

who did not accompany the Holy Prophet ,0-j u* it Ju*. The Holy Prophet ifo J^
fJL-j Uphad not yet returned to Madinah when Allah revealed the verse about

them saying, "Soon the villagers left behind will tell you [O Muhammad u* &\ J^
(JL-jJ, 'Our wealth and families have preoccupied us, so seek forgiveness on our behalf-'

They made excuses to the Holy Prophet ^JL-j a> &\ ju, telling him that they had

to tend to their families and property because there was no one to do this in their

absence.

When the Holy Prophet ^j a* ifc\ JU arrived back in Madinah, these people

came to him with the very same excuse that Allah mentioned in the verse. Allah

refutes their excuses by stating, "They utter with their tongues that which is not

within their hearts.
" Their utterances are nothing but lies. They made it seem like

they actually wanted to accompany the Holy Prophet ^j> Ai J* but were

unable to do so because of their preoccupation. However, they had never

intended to join the Muslims in the first place. Even their request for the Holy

Prophet pL-j a> i»\ ju to seek forgiveness on their behalf was insincere because

they had no regard for this. They never believed in Allah and the Holy Prophet

pjL,j Up &\ JL> as His messenger, so how could they have any concept of

forgiveness?

Allah then cautions all those people who make false excuses and who
intend plotting against Islam, "Who has any power against Allah if He intends any

harm to afflict you or if he intends any good to come to you?" It was necessary for
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people to respond to the Holy Prophet's jJL. 3 Up ii jl* announcement to join him.
Those who did not heed this call were sinful and deserved chastisement.

Therefore, Allah cautions them that they will be helpless to resist Allah's

punishment if it had to overtake them on this account.

Addressing them further, Allah says, ''Nay, but Allah is Ever Aware of what
you do. " Allah is well Aware of what these people harbour in the deepest recesses

of their hearts. They can therefore hide nothing from Him. Despite the claims

they make, Allah reveals their thoughts when He says, "However, the fact is that

you people think that the messenger and the believers will never return to their families.

This has been adorned in your hearts and you entertain evil thoughts." They believed

and even hoped that the disbelievers should wipe out the Muslims. In fact, they

would even discourage others from participating by urging them to hold back
and see the outcome of the expedition first. Says Allah about them, "You were a

destroyed nation." ["Ma'alimut Tanzil"]

Allah says further, "Whoever does not believe in Allah and His messenger (should

know that) We have certainly prepared a blazing fire for the disbelievers. To Allah

belongs the dominion of the heavens and the earth. He forgives whoever He wills and

punishes whoever He wills. Allah is Oft Forgiving, Most Merciful. " If those who made
the false excuses and undermined the Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^ ii j^ repent for their

sins after becoming true Muslims, Allah will still forgive them.

(15) Soon, when you proceed to take possession of the booty, those left behind

will say, "Allow us to follow you." They wish to alter Allah's speech. Tell them,

"You may never follow us! Thus has Allah stated from before." They will then

say, "You people are merely jealous of us/' In fact, they understand but a little.

FURTHER DETAILS REGARDING THOSE WHO DID NOT
ACCOMPANY THE MUSLIMS TO HUDAYBIYYAH

It was not long after the treaty at Hudaybiyyah that the Muslims conquered

the Jewish stronghold of Khaybar. Allah did promise the Muslims present at

Hudaybiyyah that they will soon receive a large booty. For this reason, The Holy
Prophet jJ-j <> &\ JL* distributed the booty of Khaybar among those present at

Hudaybiyyah. This was in lieu of the booty that they would have received had
they fought the Quraysh on that occasion.

In the above verse, Allah tells the Muslims that those who stayed behind

from Hudaybiyyah will soon want to join the others when they proceed to

Khaybar, where the booty proved tremendous. Allah says, "Soon, when you

proceed to take possession of the booty, those left behind will say, 'Allow us to follow

you." However, Allah issued a clear command that they should be told, "You may
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neverfollow us (to Khaybar)! Thus has Allah statedfrom before.

"

"They wish to alter Allah's speech." This phrase has been interpreted to mean
that they wish to change Allah's command not to take them along. Other
commentators have interpreted the phrase to mean that they wish to change
Allah's instruction that the booty of Khaybar should be distributed only among
those Muslims who were present at Hudaybiyyah. The hypocrites were prepared

to march with the Muslims to Khaybar only because they knew that much was to

be gained with only mild fighting.

"They will then say, 'You people are merely jealous of us. " When the hypocrites

were refused permission to join the Khaybar expedition, they claimed that the

refusal was not Allah's command but stemmed from jealousy on the part of the

Muslims.

"In fact, they understand but a little." Allah assures the Muslims that the

refusal has nothing to do with jealousy, but stems from the fact that these people

understand only the material gains of this world, which they hanker after. Their

participation in the expedition would therefore be only for the sake of the booty
and not for the sake of Allah's religion

A question has arisen with regard to those Companions rf^ i»» ^j who
arrived from Abysinnia and received a share of the booty without being present

at Hudaybiyyah. Commentators have tendered the following two explanations

for this:

1. They were granted wealth from the "Khums" i.e. the one-fifth

of the booty which the Holy Prophet jj-j Up i j^ could
distribute at his discretion. The participants at Hudaybiyyah
were exclusively entitled to the other four-fifths.

2. the Holy Prophet
r
JL-J a* iui jl* accorded them a portion of the

booty with the consent of the other Sahabah ^ iut ^Jm

["Ma'alimut Tanzil" vA p. 199 & "Ruhul Ma'ani" v. 26 p. 101]

(16) Tell those villagers who were left behind, "You will soon be called to a

nation of immense strength whom you will fight or who will accept Islam. If

you obey, Allah will accord you a grand reward, but if you turn away like you
did in the past, Allah will inflict a painful punishment on you."

ALLAH FURTHER ADDRESSES THOSE WHO FAILED TO JOIN
THE MUSLIMS TO HUDAYBIYYAH

Allah foretells an incident in the above verse. Addressing the Holy Prophet
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(juj a* ii jl^, Allah says, "Tell those villagers who were left behind, 'You will soon be

called to a nation of immense strength whom you will fight or who will accept Islam. If

you obey, Allah will accord you a grand reward, but if you turn away like you did in the

past, Allah will inflict a painful punishment on you.
"'

With regard to whom the "nation of immense strength" refers, the following

interpretations have been quoted:

CQ Sayyidina Rafi bin Khudaij <* &\ ^ says, "We [the

companions ^ &\ ^j] used to recite this verse but never
knew which nation was being referred to. When
Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^ &\ ^j issued the command to fight

the Banu Hanlfah tribe, we realised that the verse

referred to them." The Banu Hanlfah tribe hailed from
Yamamah and supported one of their clansmen by the

name of Musailamah Kadhab, who claimed to be a

Prophet.

C3 Certain commentators say that the verse refers to the

Romans and Persians against whom Sayyidina Umar ^j
^ iui dispatched armies during his term as Caliph.

£Q Others says that the verse refers to the Banu Hawazin
tribe ag? \ whom the Battle of Hunayn was fought.

d It has also been mentioned that it refers to the Roman
army against whom the Muslims marched to Tabuk.

After quoting these interpretations, the author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" states that

the first seems most appropriate. As the Leader of the believers, Sayyidina Abu
Bakr's ^ &\ ^j command to march against the Banu Hanlfah was binding on the

Muslims because failure to obey the Leader of the Believers (Amir-ur-Muminin)

warrants punishment from Allah. He adds that many members of the Banu

Hanlfah accepted Islam, thereby fitting the description of "whom you will fight or

who will accept Islam.

"

.

The call to fight the Banu Hawazin did not take place in Madinah because

the Muslims marched against them from Makkah immediately after the

Conquest of Makkah took place. The verse therefore cannot refer to the Battle of

Hunayn against them. He adds that the verse cannot also refer to the Battle of

Tabuk because no fighting took place at Tabuk. The verse cannot refer to the

battles against the Romans and Persians either because it cannot be proven that

these battles were Fardh Ain (obligatory for every Muslim to participate). For

this reason, anyone failing to participate in these battles cannot be reproached

and made to suffer punishment.

" ....or who will accept Islam. -This phrase may be translated as "or who will

submit". In this case, it would refer to submission to pay the Jizya (Non-Muslim

tax in an Islamic State). Allama Ibn Kathir a> i»\ ^ writes in "Al Bidaya wan
Nihaya" (v. 6 p.365) that ten to eleven thousand people from the Banu Hanlfah

tribe were killed in the battle against the Muslims, while many of them also

accepted the invitation to Islam that Sayyidina Khalid bin Walid ^ ^ ^j
extended to them. These people also met with Sayyidina Abu Bakr ** & ^j. It is
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therefore most apt to say that the verse refers to them. And Allah knows best.

\^p LJ) UU* AjJjo J^j ijaj J^\\-£f£ bt *£j^r9^ ^h^i Arvj

(17) There shall be no sin on the blind, no sin on the paralysed and no sin on the

ill. Allah will enter those who obey Him and His messenger into gardens

beneath which rivers flow. As for those who turn away, He will inflict, a

tormenting punishment on them.

THERE WILL BE NO SIN ON THOSE WITH VALID EXCUSES AND
THE OBEDIENT ONES WILL ATTAIN HEAVEN

Allama Qurtubi 4p iut^ reports that when the verse "if you turn away like

you did in the past, Allah will inflict a painful -punishment on you •- was revealed,

those Muslims who were physically handicapped grew concerned about

themselves because of their inability to participate in Jihad. It was then that Allah

revealed the above verse i.e. "There shall be no sin on the blind, no sin on the

paralysed and no sin on the ill" i.e. There will be no sin on these people if they do
not participate in Jihad, as well as for those having other disabilities. This

concession has been discussed in Surah Taubah where Allah says, "There shall be

no sin on the weak, the ill and those who do not find the means to spend, if they present

themselves with sincere hearts before Allah and His messenger. " [Surah 9, verse 91]

Allah then mentions a general principle when He states, "Allah will enter

those who obey Him and His messenger into gardens beneath which rivers flow. As for

those who turn away (from the injunctions of Allah and His messenger), He will inflict a

tormenting punishment on them.
"

S^U%j^ax\ ^JJ^f-cyj J-^ai^-

(18) Allah was well pleased with the believers when they pledged their

allegiance to you beneath the tree. Allah knew what was in their hearts, sent
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tranquility onto them and rewarded them with a victory close at hand. (19) And
(Allah will also reward them with) abundant spoils of war that they will take.

Allah is always Mighty, Wise. (20) Allah promises you abundant spoils of war
that you can have, will grant it to you immediately and restrain people's hands
from you. This is to be a sign for the believers and so that Allah may guide you
to the straight path. (21) There are still other victories that you have not yet been
able to attain and is well within Allah's knowledge. Allah has always had power
over everything. (22) If the disbelievers were to fight you, they would turn their

backs and then not find any ally or helper. (23) This has been Allah's practice

that has passed from before and you will not find any change in Allah's practice.

THE VIRTUE OF THOSE WHO TOOK THE PLEDGE OF
"RIDHWAN" AND THE PROMISE OF A TREMENDOUS BOOTY
FOR THEM

Beneath a tree of Hudaybiyyah, the Muslims pledged their allegiance to the

Holy Prophet ^ Up ii ju, undertaking never to desert him if a battle arises.

With regard to this pledge, Allah announces, "Allah was well pleased' with the

believers when they pledged their allegiance to you beneath the tree." This verse is a

great honour for those Sahabah (Companions) ^ & -^j who took the pledge
because it is a medal of Allah's pleasure received in this very world. As a verse of

the Qur'an, this award will be before every reciter of the Qur'an until the Day of

Judgment. Sayyidina Jabir ** ibi ^j has reported the Holy Prophet jJL, j Up &\ J^
said, "Insha Allah, no person who took the pledge at Hudaybiyyah will ever
enter Jahannam (Hell)."

"Allah knew what was in their hearts" Allah Was well aware of the sincerity

brimming in their hearts and bestowed His favour on them when He "sent

tranquillity onto them -.Thus, they were completely satisfied with the decision that

the Holy Prophet ^3 Up ixiv j^ had taken to enter into a treaty with the

disbelievers -realising that it was for the benefit of the Muslims.

Allah says further that He "rewarded them with a victory close at hand and
abundant spoils of war that they will take." Commentators state that this victory

refers to the conquest of Khaybar, the stronghold of the Banu Nadhir, a Jewish
tribe that was expelled from Madinah. This conquest took place two months after

the treaty at Hudaybiyyah. The Muslims marched against the Jews of Khaybar
because they constantly plotted and conspired with the polytheists against the

Muslims. The Muslims received a tremendous amount of booty from this

conquest -as Allah had promised.

Allah then states, "Allah is always Mighty, Wise." Allah is Mighty enough to

grant victory to whoever He wills and His decisions are full of wisdom.

"Allah promises you abundant spoils of war that you can have, will grant it to you
immediately and restrain people's hands from you." When the Muslims marched to

Khaybar, the Banu Asad and Banu Ghitfan tribes decided that it was an ideal

opportunity for them to attack and loot Madinah. However, Allah instilled fear

into their hearts and therefore they never carried out what they intended. Allah
refers to this when He says that He would "restrain people's hands from you."

["Ma'alimutTanzil"]
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Other interpretations of "and restrain people's handsfrom you' are:

ffl The Jews intended to attack the families of the Muslims
in Madinah while the men were out in Jihad. However,
Allah restricted their intentions to mere intentions and

they were unable to accomplish the evil scheme. ["Ruhul

Ma'ani" v. 26 p. 109]

US The Banu Asad and Banu Ghitfan tribes left to assist the

Jews of Khaybar but returned before reaching Khaybar.

£Q Sayyidina Mujahid 4* it ^j interprets the verse to mean
that Allah restrained the hands of the polytheists by

means of the treaty, whereas they were already

preparing to fight.

"This (booty) is to be a sign for the believers and so that Allah may guide you to

the straight path." Allah granted the booty to the Muslims so that it may be of use

to them and so that they may be convinced that Allah is with them. In this way,

they will always tread the straight path.

Allah states further, "There are still other victories that you have not yet been able

to attain and is well within Allah 's knowledge." Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^j
** i»i has mentioned that the victories mentioned in this verse are those that the

Muslims gained after the Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^ ^ J^ passed away, like those

gained over the Romans and Persians. Sayyidina Hasan Basri 4p &\ ^ has

mentioned that it refers to the Conquest of Makkah, Sayyidina Ikrima 4* ^ **-j

says that it is the victory at Hunayn, while Sayyidina Mujahid *> &\ u*j is of the

opinion that it refers to all the Muslim conquests that are to take place until

Judgment day. [Qurtubi]

Certain commentators have translated "victories that you have not yet been able

to attain" as "victories that you have never deemed possible". Of course, Allah knew

of these because His knowledge encompasses events of the past, present and

future. Allah is perfectly Capable of according these conquests to the Muslims

because 'Allah has always had power over everything."

"If the disbelievers were to fight you, they would turn their backs and then not find

any ally or helper." While some commentators state that this verse refers to the

polytheists of Makkah, others say that it refers to the Banu Asad and Banu

Ghitfan tribes who had intended to attack Madinah in the absence of the Muslim

army.

"This has been Allah's practice that has passed from before and you will not find

any change in Allah's practice." It was always Allah's practice with the Prophets

r
^LJi^ of the past that He would grant them victory at the end, assist those

close to Him and grant them victory over the disbelievers.

X$> %y& o\ j^> & i& <>£^ f^^)j ~f^-
{+>*) Z& is$ >j
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(24) It is Allah Who restrained their hands from you and your hands from them
right in Makkah after granting you dominance over them. Allah is always

Watchful over what you do.

ALLAH RESTRAINED THE MUSLIMS AND DISBELIEVERS FROM
ATTACKING EACH OTHER

Allama Qurtubi u* ii <^j has cited several opinions with regard to the

circumstances under which the above verse was revealed. Muslim has quoted

two incidents in this regard, both of which are pertinent to the revelation of the

verse.

The first has been narrated by Sayyidina Salamah bin Akwa <^ iu» ^j. He
says that after the treaty had been concluded between the Muslims and the

people of Makkah, he was once lying beneath a tree to remove the thorns from it.

As he lay there, four polytheists of Makkah passed by and uttered disrespectful

words regarding the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up i»i ju. Disgusted with what they said,

Sayyidina Salamah bin Akwa ^ & ^>j left the tree and went to lie beneath

another tree. When the four of them hung up their swords to lie down, Sayyidina

Salamah *^ ii ^j drew his sword and seized theirs. Addressing them he said, "I

swear by the Being Who has granted honour to the Holy Prophet (J-j Up & JU! I

shall sever from the roots the head of the person who even lifts his head." He
then took them to the Holy Prophet jJL-3 Up ifci ^U. He says that when he reached

the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up h>\ jl*, his uncle Amir ^ ifo ^j brought seventy

captives to the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up iui ju, all of whom the Holy Prophet i» JU*

pL- j Upforgave. It was then that Allah revealed the verse "It is Allah Who restrained

their hands from you and your hands from them right in Makkah after granting you

dominance over them" [Muslim v.2 p. 113]

Sayyidina Anas bin Malik ** i»» ^j narrates that a group of eighty armed
polytheists descended the mount of Tan'im intending to attack the Muslims in a

moment of unmindfulness. However, the Muslims apprehended them

beforehand and they all surrendered. The Holy Prophet pL-j Up iij\ ju set them all

free* It was on this occasion that the above verse was revealed. [Muslim v.2 p.l 16]

Allah ensures the safety of the Muslims in unique ways. Allah also changes

the hearts of people most effectively and it is seen that hardened disbelievers

used to accept Islam after being forgiven by the Holy Prophet jJL, 3 Up iui JU>.

£j£ «JLj ul li^oM kSJJ^j j*\j>4\ J^t-^J» cf fl^^J-^j Ljyo <^i^ p*

j^a \jjJb Clsjm tjJul \y*y-> j i\J^ o* <-+^j <J. *w Ji-Ju^ j^%
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(25) They are the ones who disbelieved, forbade you from the Masjidul Haram,

and forbade the sacrificial animals, who were left restrained from reaching their

destination. If it were not for you trampling many Muslim men and many

Muslim women about whom you were unaware and then unknowingly

suffering harm on their account, the matter would have been concluded. So that

Allah enters whoever He wills into His mercy. If they (these Muslim men and

women) were to separate (from the Makkans), We would inflict a painful

punishment on the disbelievers from the people of Makkah. (26) When the

disbelievers took the prejudice within their hearts, then too, the prejudice of the

period of ignorance; Allah sent His tranquility into the heart of His messenger

and the hearts of the believers and stuck the word of piety to them as they are

most deserving of it and worthy of it. Allah always has knowledge of

everything.

THE DISBELIEVERS FORBID THE MUSLIMS FROM THE
MASJIDUL HARAM AND HAVE ENTRENCHED PREJUDICE
WITHIN THEIR HEARTS

The above verse contains a series of matters. These are:

1. Allah condemns the polytheists for forbidding the Muslims entry into the

Masjidul Haram and also for preventing them from slaughtering their sacrificial

animals within the Haram. This act of theirs was sufficient to warrant Jihad

against them. Allama Ibn Kathir <M ibi^ writes that the Holy Prophet ^ &\ j^
(JL-j took seventy sacrificial animals with him, which were to be slaughtered in

Makkah. Because the polytheists denied him entry into Makkah, the animals hard

to be slaughtered at Hudaybiyyah.

2. Allah informs the Muslims that there were many Muslim men and

women in Makkah the identities of whom were unknown to the Muslims ("many

Muslim men and many Muslim women about whom you were unaware"). If the

Muslims had been commanded to fight the Makkans, these innocent Muslims

would have been unknowingly trampled underfoot and harmed by the

companions (of Holy Prophet) ^ & ^j because they lived among the

disbelievers. Allah Ta'ala did not allow a battle to be fought out of regard for

these Muslims who were unable to migrate to Madinah. A treaty was thus

entered into even though the disbelievers deserved punishment on account of

their deeds.

"and then unknowingly suffering harm on their account" The Arabic word "ma'

arrah" (translated above as "harm ") has also been translated as "hardship", "and

"reproach". Certain commentators have interpreted the verse to mean that if the

Muslims had to meet the Makkans in battle, they may have mistakenly killed

some Makkan Muslims in the process. As a result of this they would have to

suffer insult (referred to as "harm ") from the polytheists who would say that the

Muslims kill their own kind.

Other commentators maintain that the verse means that if Jihad had to take

place, the Muslims would have been sinful for killing the innocent Muslims. A
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third opinion states that "Diyah" (blood money) would have been due from the

Muslims,had they killed any of the innocent Muslims of Makkah. However, the

author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" has mentioned that these two opinions are not worth
consideration.

3. Allah prevented the Jihad so that even without waging Jihad, Allah may
enter "whoever He wills into His mercy." Therefore, Allah saved the Muslims from

a battle, entered them into the all-embracing fold of His mercy and even

safeguarded the weak Muslims in Makkah. These Muslims were constantly

harassed by the polytheists before the treaty, but could worship Allah in peace

thereafter. Certain commentators have mentioned that "whoever He wills" also

includes the polytheists because after the treaty they had the opportunity to

ponder about Islam and associate freely with the Muslims. As a result, thousands

accepted Islam. ["Ruhul Ma'ani" v.26 p.l 15]

4. "If they (the Muslim men and women in Makkah) were to separate (from

the Makkans), We would inflict a painful punishment on the disbelievers from the

people of Makkah." It is stated in "Ruhul Ma'ani" that these Muslim men and

women in Makkah were nine in total -seven men and two women.

"When the disbelievers took the prejudice within their hearts, then too, the

prejudice of the period of ignorance... "Allah says that it was this prejudice that

caused the polytheists to stop the Muslims from entering Makkah. The Arabic

word "hamiyyah" (translated above as "prejudice ") refers to any word or deed

that a person uses to safeguard himself from something that he considers to be a

defect or source of shame. When the Quraysh learned that the Holy Prophet ^ J-*

jJL-j ^ intended to perform Umrah, they resolved never to allow him into

Makkah because the other Arabs would taunt them by saying that the Holy
Prophet pi-j aJU ibi JU^entered Makkah against the wishes of the Quraysh. It was
this unwarranted prejudice that spurred them on to oppose beginning the treaty

with the words "Bismillahir Rahmanir Rahim" and to write "Muhammad, the son

of Abdullah" instead of "Muhammad, the messenger of Allah".

"Allah sent His tranquillity into the heart of His messenger and the hearts of the

believers... "It was because of this "tranquillity" that they did not oppose the

decision to perform Umrah the following year and to return without a fight.

Allah states further that He "stuck the word of piety to them as they are most

deserving of it and worthy of it." Tirmidhi reports from Sayyidina Ubayy bin Ka'b

<up iii ^j that the "Kalimatut Taqwa" ("word of piety") refers to the Kalimah "La

Ilaha Illallah" . It is called the "word of piety" because it protects the reciter from

disbelief, polytheism and sins.

Allah has stuck the "word of piety" to them means that He made the people

of belief adopt this Kalimah and keep it as their lifelong companion. As a result,

they fulfil the demands of this Kalimah and remember Allah because of it. Allah

says that the prophet's companions <*+* ifo ^j are "most deserving" and "worthy"

of this Kalimah, which means that Allah has knowledge of the fact that they

would accept the Kalimah and fulfil all its requirements. Allah had conditioned

them to be able to accept Islam and live their lives in accordance with its

injunctions.

"Allah always has knowledge of everything." In accordance with His infinite
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knowledge and wisdom, Allah makes people worthy of receiving the Kalimah

and then grants them the fortitude to remain steadfast on it.
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(27) Verily, Allah shall make the dream of His messenger come precisely true.

When Allah wills, you people shall definitely enter the Masjidul Haram in

peace with your hair shaved or trimmed without any fear. Allah had knowledge

of that which you were unaware of, and has decreed a victory even before this

(entry into the Masjidul Haram). (28) It is Allah Who has sent His messenger

with guidance and with the true religion so as to make it dominate over all

religions. Allah suffices as a Witness.

ALLAH SHOWED A TRUE DREAM TO HIS MESSENGER AND HAS
SENT HIM WITH THE TRUTH AND GUIDANCE

Commentators document that before the Muslims left for Hudaybiyyah,

Allah showed the Holy Prophet ^ 3 <^ iui jl* a dream in which he saw himself

and the prophet's companions^ & ^~*j peacefully entering the Masjidul Haram
some of them with their heads shaved and others with their hair trimmed. When
the Holy Prophet <•!--_• ^ & .J^> related the dream to the prophet's companion's

^ &s ^p Jf they were overjoyed and left for Makkah in anticipation of performing

Umrah.

However, when the Muslims were halted at Hudaybiyyah and were bound
by the treaty to return without performing Umrah, they were naturally

disappointed. As mentioned earlier, Sayyidina Umar & & ^j expressed this

disappointment to the Holy Prophet j~
:
a* ^ j^. A narration of Muslim (v. 2 p.

106) reports that Sayyidina Umar ** & ^j was well satisfied with the reply that

the Holy Prophet pL**^ & J^ gave him.

Although the prophet's companions <*** & ^>j accepted the situation, they

were still overcome by natural feelings of sorrow. To dispel this feeling, Allah

revealed the above verse stating, "Verily, Allah shall make the dream of His

messenger come precisely true. When Allah wills, you people shall definitely enter the

Masjidul Haram in peace with your hair shaved or trimmed without any fear." The day

did arrive the following year when the Muslims entered Makkah to perform

Umrah without any fear. Since the dream did not stipulate the year of Umrah,

the fact that the Umrah took place a year later do ^s not affect the truthful nature

of the dream itself.

"Allah had knowledge of that which you were unaware of and has decreed a victory

even before this (entry into the Masjidul Haram)." Allah was well Aware of the
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reasons for the delay in performing Umrah, whereas the Muslims were not If the

Muslims had been adamant to fight the polytheists, it would have been
extremely difficult for them to march against the Jews of Khaybar two months
later. Even if they had to march to Khaybar, they would have had to fear an
attack on Madinah from the Makkans in their absence. The treaty ruled out this

fear. The "victory" mentioned in this verse refers to the Muslims victory at

Khaybar, which took place before they returned the following year for Umrah.

Allah then speaks about the prophethood of the Holy Prophet Up i»» JU
fJL-ywhen He says, "It is Allah Who has sent His messenger with guidance and with the

true religion so as to make it dominate over all religions." Allah fulfilled this promise

of His, as has been discussed in verse 33 of Surah Taubah where Allah states, "it

is He Who sent His messenger with guidance and the true religion so that He may make

it overcome all other religions even though the polytheists detest it.

"

"Allah suffices as a .Witness." Allah is sufficient as a Witness to the

prophethood of the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up &\ JU>. The Holy Prophet Up iui ju>

fJL-j remains Allah' s messenger even though the polytheists of Makkah refused

to begin the treaty with the words: "Muhammad, the messenger of Allah". [Qurtubi

v.l6p.292]
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(29) Muhammad (>JL»j Up *wi ^^U? is Allah's messenger and those with him are stern

against the disbelievers and compassionate among themselves. You will see

them sometimes bowing (in Ruku), sometimes prostrating, seeking Allah's

bounty and His pleasure. Their hallmark is the mark of prostration on their

faces. This is their description in the Torah. Their portrayal in the Injil (Bible) is

like that of a plantation that sprouts its shoots and strengthens it, after which it

becomes thick. and stands on its own stem, pleasing the farmer. (Allah has

nurtured the Sahabah ^s> &\ ^j in this manner) so that the disbelievers may be

enraged by them. Allah has promised forgiveness and a grand reward for those

of them who believe and do good deeds.

THE VIRTUE OF THE PROPHET'S COMPANIONS^ ^ ^j
This Surah extols the praises of the prophet's companions ^ ifo ^j in

various verses and concludes in the same manner. Allah says, "Muhammad
^L-j Up ibi ju is Allah's messenger and those with him are stern against the

disbelievers and compassionate among themselves.''This quality of the prophet's

companions^ &\ ^j has been discussed in verse 54 of Surah Ma'idah (Surah
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5) where Allah says that they are "kind to the believers and stern towards the

disbelievers.
"

This trait was one of the outstanding qualities of the prophet's companions

^ i»\ ^j. It is tragic that the reverse is practised by today's Muslims. One will

notice that love for this world has prompted many Muslims to be compassionate

towards the disbelievers and harsh towards their fellow Muslims.

Allah praises the prophet's companions ^ & ^j further when He says,

"You (O reader) will see them sometimes bowing (in Kuku), sometimes prostrating".

This phrase describes the abundance of Salah that the prophet's companions ^j
?#* h performed and that they could always be found in Salah. They were very

particular even about the Nawafil (optional) Salah and would spend entire

nights in Salah.

The third attribute of the prophet's companions r^ & ^j discussed in this

verse is that they always applied themselves to the purpose of "seeking Allah's

bounty and His pleasure." They never sought material gains from their deeds. All

their deeds were intended to attain Allah' s pleasure and happiness.

Allah then describes them further with the words, "Their hallmark is the mark

of prostration on their faces." Quoting from various commentators, the author of

"Ma'alimut Tanzll" has recorded the following interpretations of this verse:

ffl As the literal meaning of the verse implies, traces of

sand could be noticed on their foreheads on account of

the prostration in Salah.

£0 Their faces will be illuminated on the Day of Judgment,

when it will known that they were people who were very

particular about their Salah.

£Q The prophet's companions ^ii^jwere imbued with the

qualities of humility and general good character. People

who perform Salah in abundance attain the special

blessings of Salah, one of which is that the qualities of

humility and a friendly disposition shine on their faces.

"This is their description in the Torah." Allah says that He had described the

Sahabah r^p & ^j in the above manner in the Torah given to Sayyidina Musa *>

f*~}\.
As far as their description in the Injil (Bible) goes, Allah says, "Their

portrayal in the Injil is like that of a plantation that sprouts its shoots and strengthens it,

after which it becomes thick and stands on its own stem, pleasing the farmer." After a

farmer sows the seeds for his crop, the first sign of the expected harvest is when

the tiny shoots of the crop begin to burst from the earth. These shoots are

extremely fragile and weak at the beginning, but gradually strengthen and grow

until they become firm, thick stems. The once brown ground now transforms into

a flourishing field of sturdy crops -a scene which makes the farmer exuberant.

In a like manner, the prophet's companions ?** i» ^j of the Holy Prophet

jO-j up ii ju were initially a small band of people, but their numbers eventually

grew until they became a force to be reckoned with, the Holy Prophet *> A» J-*
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,4- j himself saw their numbers in excess of a hundred thousand, after which thev
continued to spread the religion until they even toppled the Roman and Persian
Empires and no force could oppose them.

"(Allah has nurtured the prophet's companions^ ifo ^j in this manner) so that

the disbelievers may be enraged by them." As the strength and domination of the

Muslims snowballed, the disbelievers grew increasingly incensed and were
unable to tolerate the progress of Islam and the Muslims. However, despite their

efforts to curtail the expansion of Islam, Islam continued to flourish. Allah says in

Surah Saff, "They intend to extinguish Allah's light with their mouths. However, Allah

shall bring His light to completion even though the disbelievers abhor it. It is He Who
sent His messenger with guidance and the true religion to make it dominant over all

other religions, even though the idolaters may abhor it." [Surah 61, verses 8 and 9]

Allah then states a blanket rule when He says, "Allah has promised forgiveness

and a grand reward for those of them who believe and do good deeds." This applies to

both the prophet's companions ^ ito ^j and the Muslim Ummah after them
until the Judgment day.

NOTE : In Surah Fath, Allah praises the prophet's companions^ ifct ^
in the following verses:

03 It is He Who sends tranquillity into the hearts of the

believers so that their faith increases together with the faith

they have. 'The armies of the heavens and the earth belong to

Allah and Allah is Ever All Knowing, the Wise." [verse 4]

£2 That He may admit the believing men and women into

gardens beneath which rivers flow. They will abide there

forever and He shall pardon them for their sins. 'This is a

great success in Allah's sight." [verse 5]

£Q "Indeed those who pledge their allegiance to you [O
Muhammad ^* *±* &\ J^\\, they really pledge their allegiance

to Allah. Allah's hand is above theirs." [verse 10]

C3 "Allah was well pleased with the believers when they pledged
their allegiance to you beneath the tree. Allah knew what
was in their hearts, sent tranquillity into them and rewarded
them with a victory close at hand? [verse 18]

£0 "Allah sent His tranquillity into the heart of His messenger
and the hearts of the believers and stuck the word of piety to

them as they are most deserving of it and worthy of it. "[verse

26]

CO "Muhammad ^ Up ii j^ is Allah's messenger and those with

him- are stem against the disbelievers and compassionate
among themselves..." [verse 29]

£3 Allah has nurtured! the companions of^ ^ ^j in this manner)
so that the disbelievers may be enraged by them." [verse 29]

ffli Allah has promised forgiveness and a grand Reward for those
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of them who believe and do good deeds." [verse 29)

Allah has also declared in verse 100 of Surah Taubah, "The first to lead the

way, from the Immigrants, the Ansar, and those who followed them with sincerity; Allah

is pleased with them and they are pleased with Him. He has prepared for them such

gardens beneath which rivers flow, where they shall abide forever. This is the ultimate

success."

Whereas these verses heap praises on the companions of (the Holy prophet)

^ &\ ^ Jf the Rawafidh sect are emphatic that all the companions of (the Holy

prophet)^ & ^j save a handful were disbelievers. Such people who claim that

the companions of {Companions) ^ & ^j were disbelievers have themselves

become disbelievers because their claim diametrically opposes the verses of the

Qur'an. When these people are told that they have become disbelievers because

they reject the verses of the Qur'an, their next preposterous claim is that the

Qur'an we have before us is not the same Qur'an that was revealed to the Holy

Prophet pJL, j Up ii J^. They say that the original Qur'an is with Imam Mahdi '^-j

4p ibt. This statement is also infidelity.

When a person once insulted the companions of (Companions)^ 4>» ^j in

the presence of Imam Malik 4p i»i <^Jt the esteemed scholar remarked that any

person with any hatred for any of the companions of (Companions) ^ & ^j in

his heart will be included in the purport of the verse "so that the disbelievers may be

enraged by them" i.e. such a person will be regarded as a disbeliever. [Qurtubi]

"Allah has promised forgiveness and a grand reward for those of them who believe

and do good deeds" [verse 29]. In support of what the Rawafidh say, some Shias

deduce from the above verse that the words "those of them" limits the number of

companions of (Companions)^ & ^j who are promised the above [i.e. the verse

does not refer to all the companions of (the Holy prophet) ^ &\ ^J. This

statement is foolish because the phrase "those of them" is not a preclusive clause,

but is intended for elucidation (called "bayaniyya" in Arabic). Even if it is

assumed that the clause is preclusive as they say, what proof have the Rawafidh

to say that it precludes all the companions of (Companions)^ & ^j besides the

ones whom they regard as Muslims?

In addition to this, it should be noted that Allah declared, "Allah was well

pleased with the believers when they pledged their allegiance to you beneath the tree."

This verse attests to the fact that Allah is pleased with. All of the 1400 to 1500

companions of (Companions) ^ ^ ^j present at Hudaybiyyah without

precluding anyone. Similarly, verse 100 of Surah Taubah (quoted above) states

that Allah is pleased with all the immigrants and Ansar who were the first to

lead the way as well as those who followed them. Here too, no preclusive clause

is used. How will the Shias reply to these verses, which include the likes of

Sayyidina Abu Bakr .** i» ^j and Sayyidina Umar ** i» ^>p. Allah declares that

He is pleased with Sayyidina Abu Bakr ** &\ ^>j and Sayyidina Umar ^ A\ ^ Jf

yet the Shias are displeased with them! They are then actually displeased with

Allah (Allah forbid!).

What can be said to people who intentionally deny the Qur'an and who turn

away from Belief? Having no concern for their own belief, the Shias revel in

stating that Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^ i» ,^j and Sayyidina Umar ** &\ ^j had no
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belief. Our plea to the Muslim public is that they should ponder over the verses

quoted above so that they never fall into doubt when presented with the Shia

fallacy.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mughaffal v* ifo ^j>j narrates that the Holy Prophet
pJL-j aJp &\ J-^said, 'Tear Allah with regard to my companions r^ ifo ^>}. Fear

Allah with regard to my companions^ &\ ^>}. Never make any of them a target

after me. Whoever loves them, loves me because of his love for me, and whoever
hates them, hates me because of his hatred for me. Whoever hurts them, hurts

me and whoever hurts me, hurts Allah. Soon Allah shall seize the one who hurts

Him." ["Mishkat" p. 554,from Tirmidhi]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ** &\ ^>j reports that the Holy Prophet ifo JU
fX*j ^said, "When you see the person who reviles my companions r^ ifo ^j,
then tell him, 'May Allah's curse be on you on account of your evil/" [Ibid]

Sayyidina Abu Sa'id Khudri ^ &\ ^j quotes The Holy Prophet <M i»» JU
jJL-j as saying, "Never revile my companions^ ito ^j because (their status is so

high that) if any of you spend in charity the equivalent of Mount Uhud in gold,

you will not attain (the reward) they attained for spending half a 'Mudd' in

charity." ["Mishkat" p. 553, from Bukhari and Muslim]

May Allah save all Muslims from the evil of the Rawafidh. Amln
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) O you who believe! Never proceed ahead of Allah and His messenger. Fear

Allah, for verily Allah is All Hearing, All Knowing. (2) O you who believe!

Never raise your voices above the voice of the messenger and do not speak to

him loudly as you speak loudly with each other, lest your deeds be laid to waste

without your realising it. (3) Verily those who lower their voices with the Holy

Prophet ^j Up &\ JU» are the ones whose hearts Allah has purified for Piety.

They shall have forgiveness and a tremendous reward. (4) Indeed most of those

who call for you [O Muhammad pL>j Up it ^U>] from outside the rooms have no

understanding. (5) If they had exercised patience until you emerged towards

them, it would have been best for them. Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.

THE ETIQUETTE OF BEHAVIOUR IN THE PRESENCE OF THE
HOLY PROPHET ^j U* &\ J^>

The rooms in which the Holy Prophet's ,jl,j Up ii ju wives lived are referred

to as the "Hujurat". These were very small and constructed from palm trunks.

The Surah is called Surah Hujurat because of the mention of these rooms in the
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fourth verse. In the above verses, Allah outlines certain etiquette to be followed

when in the presence of the Holy Prophet ^*^ & J-*.

The first of these is contained in the verse: "O you who believe! Never proceed

ahead of Allah and His messenger. Fear Allah, for verily Allah is All Hearing, All

Knowing." This verse is extremely concise and includes a vast range of meanings.

Sayyidina Mujahid -Op & ^ interprets the verse to mean that the believers

should await the word of Allah and the Holy Prophet ,U-. ^ & J^ before

venturing to say or do anything by themselves. They should act only on the

instructions of Allah and His the Holy Prophet ^j u* & J^>.

Sayyidina Qatadah Up i»» ^, says that this verse was revealed in response to

words of those who expressed the wish that some law be revealed with regard to

certain matters. Allah disliked this comment and revealed the above verse telling

them not to speak ahead of Allah and His Holy Prophet «±~>
:
Up ^ J~*. ["Ma'alimut

Tanzil" vA p.209 & "Urn Katlnr" vA p.205]

Imam Bukhari <d* & ^ has narrated from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Zubayr

-up isi» jej that a group of people once came to the Holy Prophet U-j Up ^ J^and

requested that he appoint one of them as Amir (leader) of the rest. Before the

Holy Prophet <X*y Up & JUcould say anything, Sayyidina Abu Bakr ** & ^j
advised that Sayyidina Qa'qa bin Ma'bad ** ito ^j be made the Amir, while

Sayyidina Umar ^ ii\^ : advised that Sayyidina Aqra bin Habis **& ^>j be

made Amir. Sayyidina Abu Bakr -up i»» ^j said to Sayyidina Umar ^ &\ jp } that

he was merely opposing him. Sayyidina Umar ^p ^ ^j replied that he never

intended to do so. As the altercation ensued between the two, their voices began

to rise. It was then that Allah revealed the verse, "O you who believe! Never proceed

ahead of Allah and His messenger... " [p. 7 18]

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" reports that a large portion of the Surah was' revealed at

once to detail the etiquette to be observed in the presence #
of the Holy Prophet

fL. :
Up & j^. Muslims are told not to raise their voices above that of the Holy

Prophet <±* : up i. jl* and that they should never address the Holy Prophet & J^>

jjL, . upin the manner that they address each other, but should take care to be

respectful. Allah says, "O you who believe! Never raise your voices above the voice of

the messenger and do not speak to him loudly as you speak loudly with each other, lest

your deeds be laid to waste without your realising it." A narration of Bukhari (pJ 18)

mentions that after this verse was revealed, Sayyidina Umar -up -&\ ^ would

speak so softly before the Holy Prophet ^ 3 <M & J^ that he had to be asked to

repeat himself.

Sayyidina Anas bin Malik ^ ii^ narrates that the Holy Prophet U* & J*

rL* 3 once found Sayyidina Thabit bin Qais ^ ifo ^ absent from his gathering.

When the Holy Prophet pJL-j <uip k JU asked about his whereabouts, a companion

<up it ^j volunteered to make enquiries. When the companion -up & ^j arrived

at thehouse, he found Sayyidina Thabit bin Qais ^ i» ^>j sitting in his house

with his head bowed down. When the companion ** <&» ^~>j asked Sayyidina

Thabit ^ ii ^j about the reason for his sadness, the latter replied, "I have a

(natural) loud voice and my voice has been higher than that of the Holy Prophet

jjL-j ^ i»» JU. I am therefore among the inmates of Hell." When the companion

^ it ^j reported this to the Holy Prophet ^.^k J-*, the Holy Prophet ai J^
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ri-.j Up told him to tell Sayyidina Thabit ^ &\^ that he is not from among the

inmates of Hell but from among the dwellers of Heaven. [Bukhari p. 510 & 718]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah ** ^ .^>j reports that when the above verse was
revealed, Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^ <&» ^j used to whisper to the Holy Prophet J~p
^jl-j Up ^like a person sharing a secret. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Zubair ^ i»i ^j
reports that after this verse was revealed, Sayyidina Umar <** &\ ^j used to speak

so softly to the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up &\ ju, that the Holy Prophet .jl-_, Up i< ju
had to ask him what he had said. Thereafter, Allah revealed the verse stating,

"Verily those who lower their voices with the Holy Prophet ^L-j Up Ji Ji^are the ones

whose hearts Allah has purified for piety. They shall have forgiveness and a tremendous

reward.
"

The Arabic word "imtahana" (translated above as ''purified") actually means

"to test". The author of "Ma'alimut Tanzil" states that in this context, the word
means "to purify", just as gold is purified from other alloys by smelting. In a like

manner, Allah had purified the hearts of the prophet's companions^ ifo ^j so

that it would purely contain [iety. In such tones does Allah speak about the

illustrious prophet's companions ^ i»t ^j -yet the vile Shias choose to vilify

them!

NOTE : Scholars state that it is Makruh (reprehensible) to raise one's voice

at the grave of the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up a\ ^u. It is still necessary

to respect him because he is alive in his grave. A person should

greet him in a lowered voice.

"Indeed most of those who call for you [O Muhammad ^^ *A± &\ J^>] from

outside the rooms have no understanding." The author of "Ma'alimut Tanzil" has

quoted several incidents pertinent to this verse. He narrates from Sayyidina Zaid

bin Arqam ** & ^j that some Arabs convened and decided, "Let us meet this

person who claims to be a Prophet . If he is truly a Holy Prophet , we should

attain the good fortune of believing in him ahead of others. If he is not a Prophet

and is destined to be a king, we should still live under him (in any event, we will

benefit by establishing a relationship with him)." When they came to Madinah,

they began to shout out, "O Muhammad! O Muhammad!" The above verse was

revealed with reference to these people.

According to a narration of Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas <up ^ ^ Jf some

people from the Banu Ambar tribe arrived in Madinah and shouted aloud, "O
Muhammad! Come out to meet us!" It was during the afternoon when the Holy

Prophet jJL-j Up ii jl* was taking a rest and he was awakened by the shouting.

The above verse was then revealed.

Sayyidina Jabir ** &\ ^j reports that the verse was revealed when some

people of the Banu Tamim tribe stood at the door of the Holy Prophet's Up &\ J^
jJl-j rooms and called for him to come out. The verse applies to all these incidents

and admonishes the people involved saying, "If they had exercised patience until

you emerged towards them (by yourself), it would have been best for them. Allah is

Most Forgiving, Most Merciful." Allah will certainly forgive any person who
commits an error.
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(6) O you who believe! If any sinner brings you any news, then verify it, lest you

should harm any nation unknowingly and then become remorseful of your

actions.

ALWAYS VERIFY THE NEWS YOU HEAR SO THAT YOU MAY NOT
CAUSE HARM TO ANYONE

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v.4 p.212) reports that the above verse was revealed

with regard to a Sahabi by the name of Sayyidina Walid bin Uqba bin Abi Mu'it

-up it ^>j. The Holy Prophet pL-j Up it JU commissioned him to collect the Zakah

of the Banu Mustaliq tribe. When the tribe heard that the Holy Prophet Up it Ju*

<vl~-jwas sending someone, they waited for him outside the town to welcome him.

During the period of ignorance, enmity existed between the Banu Mustaliq tribe

and the same Walid bin Uqba **> it ^j. Therefore, when he saw the tribe waiting

for him outside the town, Satan made him believe that the tribe was waiting to

kill him on account of the past prejudice. Alarmed by this thought, he turned

back for Madinah and informed the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up <&t ju that the tribe

refused to pay Zakah and intended to kill him.

Hearing this, The Holy Prophet pJL-j Up it JUdecided to declare Jihad

(religious war) against the tribe. When they heard this, a delegation from the tribe

met with the Holy Prophet ^JL-j aJLp it ju». They said to him, "We heard that you

were sending an envoy to collect the Zakah, so we came out of the town to

welcome him. We intended to hand over our Zakah to him as Allah had

commanded. However, the envoy thought it best to turn back while still on the

road. We feared that you may have become upset with us on some account and

sent him a letter recalling him. We seek refuge with Allah from His wrath and

the wrath of His Prophet jJL- j Up it J^>."

Unable to rely on their word, the Holy Prophet ^ U* ii j^ sent Sayyidina

Khalid bin Walid ** it ^j to the Banu Mustaliq with the instructions, "If these

people are still living in Belief, then take their Zakah from them. If not, then deal

with them as you would deal with the disbelievers." When Sayyidina Khalid bin

Walid ^ it ^j arrived there, he found that they were all still Muslims and

collected the Zakah from them. When he returned and informed the Holy

Prophet jJL-j <Ap it ju about the situation, Allah revealed the above verse stating,

"O you who believe! If any sinner brings you any news, then verify it (before taking

any action,) lest you should harm any nation unknowingly and then become remorseful

ofyour actions."

Although the above incident was an isolated one, Allah revealed the verse

of the Qur'an as an address to the entire mankind, telling them that every piece

of information is not necessarily true. Therefore, one will have to establish the

truth of every report and act only after the truth is ascertained. This applies to

worldly matters as well as matter of religion. Only narrations of Ahadith that are

reported by truthful and pious Muslims are accepted. If the personality of the
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narrator is unknown, he will be termed "Masturul Hal" and his narration will

not be accepted.

Quoting the above verse as substantiation, Imam Muslim <4± & '^j has

written in the introduction of his book that the narration of a sinner (Fasiq) will

not be accepted.

^ ^Ijl 5\^JiS cS^JG ^at >^ ;^ ^i ^ JI5SJ <s^^\ ^l

(7) Know well that the. messenger of Allah pL»j Up ii ^U is in your midst. There

are many matters regarding which you will be placed in difficulty if he were to

obey you people concerning them. However, Allah has made Iman (Belief)

beloved to you, has made it beautiful within your hearts and has made disbelief

sin and disobedience abhorrent to you. These people are rightly guided. (8) This

is on account of the grace and bounty from Allah. Allah is All Knowing, the

Wise.

BY HIS GRACE AND BOUNTY, ALLAH HAS MADE IMAN
BELOVED TO YOU AND HAS MADE DISBELIEF AND SIN

HATEFUL

Reminding the believers of His tremendous favour on them, Allah states,

"Know well that the messenger ofAllah^ 3 <> it JU> is in your midst," In this regard,

Allah states in verse 164 of Surah Al Imran, "Allah has undoubtedly favoured the

believers by sending in their midst a messenger from among them, who recites to them

His verses, purifies them and teaches them the Book and wisdom.

"

Allah then tells the believers, "There are many matters regarding which you will

be placed in difficulty if he [the Holy Prophet ,jl,j a* -ai jJ[ were to obey you people

concerning them." There are many matters concerning which the opinions of

people are wrong and would produce harmful results for them if the Holy

Prophet jJL-j 4p i»i J^were to act according to their opinions.

Allah then makes mention of another favour that He bestowed on the

Believers. Allah says, "However, Allah has made Iman(Belief) beloved to you, has made

it beautiful within your hearts..." The light of belief has illuminated their hearts, the

effect of which is that no believer will ever forsake his Belief irrespective of the

odds. In addition to this, Allah says that He "has made disbelief, sin and disobedience

abhorrent to you."

The Holy Prophet <X* 3 <4* ii J^ has mentioned that a person will taste the

sweetness of Belief when the following three qualities are found in him/her:

1. When Allah and His Holy Prophet ^ 3
a* it JU are more beloved

to the person anything else.

2. When a person loves another for Allah's sake.
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3. S/he hates returning to disbelief as much as s/he hates being

cast into a fire. [Bakhariv. 1 p. 7]

Allah then says about those in whose hearts Iman (Belief) is beloved and to

whom disbelief and sin are abhorred, "These people are rightly guided.

"

Thereafter, Allah adds that it was never incumbent on Him to bestow these

favours upon the believers, but "This is (solely) on account of the grace from Allah

and bounty. Allah is All Knowing, the Wise/' Nothing is hidden from Allah, Who
bestows favours on His chosen bondsmen according to His infinite wisdom.
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(9) If two groups of believers fight each other, then reconcile between them. If

the one group transgresses against the other, then fight that (transgressing)

group until they return to Allah's command. If they return, then reconcile

between them with justice. Be just, for Allah loves those who exercise justice.

(10) The believers are all brothers, so reconcile between your brothers. Fear

Allah so that mercy may be shown to you.

IF TWO GROUPS OF BELIEVERS BEGIN TO FIGHT, THEY SHOULD
BE RECONCILED BECAUSE ALL BELIEVERS ARE BROTHERS TO
EACH OTHER

Sayyidina Anas bin Malik <up &\ ^j narrates that someone once suggested to

the Holy Prophet (Jl,j 4* iui j^ that it may prove beneficial if the Holy Prophet

^JL-j Up ii ^himself approached Abdullah bin Ubayy, who was the leader of the

hypocrites. It was felt that in this event, Abdullah bin Ubayy may forsake his

opposition to the Holy Prophet pJL-j 4* ibt JUand accept Islam. Consequently,

mounting his donkey, The Holy Prophet jJL-j <Up &\ Ji^left with a party of

Muslims to meet Abdullah bin Ubayy.

After crossing a tract of barren land, they reached Abdullah bin Ubayy. As

they approached him, the hypocrite said to the Holy Prophet ^j aJp &\ j^>,

"Please stay far from me because the stench of your donkey is upsetting me." In

reply to this, one of the Ansar said, "By Allah! The donkey of the Holy Prophet

jJl-j Up *jj\ JU>has a much more fragrant smell than you." Upon hearing this,

Abdullah bin Ubayy's people became incensed and a war of words ensued

between the two groups. This eventually lead to a few fists flying and little

skirmish with branches and sandals. Sayyidina Anas bin Malik ^ &\ ^j says that

they later learned that it was with reference to this incident that Allah revealed

the verse "If two groups of believers fight each other, then reconcile between them."

[Bukhari v.l p.370]
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"Durrul Manthur" has reported another incident as the reason for the

revelation of this verse. There is no discrepancy between the two incidents

because the verse could have been revealed with regar d to both.

Allah says further, "If (after reconciliation) the one group transgresses against the

other, then fight that (transgressing) group until they return to Allah's command (i.e.

they abide by Allah's command not to fight). If they return, then reconcile between them

with justice. Be just, for Allah loves those who exercise justice." Once the transgressing

group desists and abides by Allah's command, the reconciling party should not

oppress them in return, but they should resolve the situation with equity. Not
only should the fighting be halted, but the two warring factions should be

reconciled in a manner that their differences are effectively resolved. If this is not

done, every possibility exists that another fight would break out between them.

When discord sets in between two Muslim parties, it becomes wajib

(compulsory) for the Amir-ul-Muminin (Leader of the believers) to reconcile them

and get them to obey the injunctions of the Qur'an and Sunnah (What the Holy

prophet practise). If any party rebels against the Leader of the believers (Amir-ul-

Muminin), their complaints should be listened to and their grievances duly

addressed. If they conclusively prove that the Leader of the believer has

oppressed them, it will be necessary for the Muslim public to support them so

that the Leader of the believers desists from his oppression. However, if they

cannot prove this and are prepared to settle the affair only with a fight, the

Muslim public has to support the Leader of the believers in a battle against them.

The details pertaining to this are found in the books of Islamic jurisprudence like

"Hidayah" and others.

"The believers are all brothers..." This relationship of brotherhood is based on

the common factor of belief that they all share. It is therefore necessary that they

show due regard for this relationship, refrain from fighting and be ready always

to forgive each other if any of them happen to forego the rights owed to another.

However, if the situation arises where two Muslim factions are preparing to

go to war with each other, it is necessary for other Muslims to make every effort

to reconcile the two— as denoted by the verse "so reconcile between your brothers."

In addition to this, Allah advises the Muslims to "Fear Allah so that mercy may be

shown to you." If a person has fear for Allah in his heart, he will conform to all the

dictates of the Shari'ah, thereby attracting Allah's mercy to himself.

Allah states in verse 114 of Surah Nisa (Surah 4), "There is no good in most of

their secret considtations except in him who enjoins charity, a good deed or reconciliation

between the people. Whoever does this seeking Allah 's pleasure, then. We shall soon

confer on him an immense reward/' This verse makes it clear that consultations

should take place for the above courses— one of the greatest being reconciliation

between people. A person will be immensely rewarded for reconciling others,

especially for reconciling husband and wife.

Sayyidina Abu Darda ^ i>» ^j reports that the Holy Prophet .JL.j <a* <&i j^>

once asked them, "Should I not inform you of something that is more virtuous

than Optional fasting, charity and Optional Salah?" When the companions of (of

the Holy prophet) ^ &\ ^j begged to be informed, the Holy Prophet *i* ^ J^
(JL-j said, "It is to reconcile between people. Mutual enmity is a shaver." [Abu
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Dawud & Tirmidhi]

According to another narration, The Holy Prophet jJL-j <A* M J^, mentioned
that enmity shaves off one's religion. ["Mishkat" p. 428, from "Musnad of Ahmad" and

Tirmidhi]

LI ^Ul Ipljj^ >y ul^i -Oil o| 4i lji)l) tji^t t-5« ^.1 *>J J^s>L

(11) O you who believe! Men should not mock other men for perchance they

may be better than them. Neither should any women mock other women,
perchance they may be better than them. Never find faults with yourselves and

do not call each other by derogatory names. It is indeed evil to be labeled with

the name of sin after belief. Those, who do not repent are oppressors indeed.

(12) O you who. believe! Refrain from excessive assumption. Verily, some
assumptions are a sin. Never spy and never backbite each other. Does any of

you like to eat the flesh of his dead brother, which you so detest? Fear Allah.

Allah is Most Pardoning, Most Merciful. (13) O people/ We have certainly

created you from a single male and female and made you into various families

and tribes so that you may recognise each other. Verily, the most honoured of

you in Allah's sight is the most abstinent one. Allah is certainly All Knowing,

Informed.

CERTAIN INJUNCTIONS RELEVANT TO SOCIAL CONDUCT

THE FIRST:

The First of many pieces of advice given to the believers in the above verses

is contained in the words "O you who believe! Men should not mock other men for

perchance they may be better than them. Neither should any women mock other women,

perchance they may be better than them." Allah addresses the believers in this

manner because men ought to be associating with men and women with women.
In no way does the verse denote that it is permissible for men to mock women
and vice versa.

Allah makes it clear that no person has the right to mock another. True

virtue lies in Belief and good deeds when Allah accepts these from a person. No
person is aware of the inner condition of another person and about the intentions
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and sincerity that another person has. None has any idea about the status

another person enjoys in Allah's estimation. This will be revealed only on the

Day of Judgment. Therefore, it is very possible that a person may mock someone
who emerges to be far superior than him (the mocker) on the Day of Judgment.

Even if the person who is mocking gains conclusive knowledge aboi^t his success

in the Akhirah (Hereafter) and about the doom awaiting the one he is mocking, he

still has no reason to mock. Worse than this is when he mocks without knowing

what his own plight is to be in the Akhirah (Hereafter). ,

Mocking others is a sure sign of pride in the person who mocks because it

indicates that the person considers himself free of the fault which he mocks. If a

person keeps his own faults and shortcomings before him, he will find it

impossible to mock others and backbite them. Another grave harm of mocking is

the hurt it causes to others; which is unlawful.in no uncertain terms.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah ^ i»t ^>j reports that the Holy Prophet Up iui ju

fi-j said, "Never fight with' your brother, never mock him and never make a

promise to him that you cannot fulfil." ["Mishkat" p. 412]

It is permissible to joke with each other on condition that no lies are spoken

and none is hurt. The Holy Prophet jJL.3 *A* ifo JUoised to joke but would say that

even in his jokes he spoke only the truth. ["Mishkat" p. 216]

It should be borne in mind that mocking people is not only done verbally,

but is also carried out by indications and gestures of the eyes or limbs. Such

forms of mockery are also Unlawful. Allah has condemned people who do this in

the commentary of the first verse of Surah Humazah (Surah 104).

THE SECOND

The Second injunction Allah expresses is contained in the verse "Never find

faults with yourselves,.." One should never disclose the physical defects of another

person, neither verbally nor by gestures. The general wording of the verse also

forbids publicising the faults of others. It is a common practice to imitate people

with walking defects and to refer to them as crippled, or to tease people with

other handicaps. It is imperative that Muslims refrain from this type of

behaviour.

Sayyidah Safiyya ^ i»» ^j, who was one of the wives of the Holy Prophet

pJL-j Up i»i ju, was short in stature. Once, Sayyidah Ayshah i^p &\ ^j mocked her

height by telling the Holy Prophet pL- j Up ibi JUthat she [Sayyidah Safiyya ifo ^j
i^] was only so tall, making a gesture with her hand. The Holy Prophet & J-*
pJL^ Up told her, "You have spoken a sentence which would putrefy the oceans if

it were mixed with them." ["Mishkat" p. 414]

It should be noted that Allah does not say, "Never find faults with others",

but He says "Never find faults with yourselves..." The reason for this is that all

Muslims are like one body. Therefore, finding faults with any individual is

tantamount to finding fault with oneself. It is also common that a person will

reply to an insult by using the same words for the person who is insulting him.

Therefore, the person finding fault is actually finding fault with himself because

the insult is returned to him.
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THE THIRD

The Third injunction is expressed as "and do not call each other by derogatory

names. - Examples of these are calling a Muslim a "Fasiq" (sinner) or a disbeliever.

Similarly, calling a person by a name that expresses something evil is also

Unlawful, e.g. donkey, pig. It is also Unlawful to call a Muslim revert by his

former religion, e.g. calling him a Jew or a Christian.

One of the Holy Prophet's ,0-j 4* & J^> wives by the name of Sayyidah

Safiyya if^ i»» ^j was formerly a Jewess. Once, when her camel had died, the

Holy Prophet ^ <4± & J^ told Sayyidah Zaynab bint Jahsh \+* i»» ^ Jf one of his

other wives to give a camel to Sayyidah Safiyya i** -i» ^=>> Sayyidah Zaynab ^j
\+* ifo exclaimed, "Should I give a camel to that Jewess' ' the Holy Prophet i» J~*

^jl-j Up became so angry at the remark that he severed ties with Sayyidah Zaynab

if* ii ^j for the entire month of Dhul Hijjah, the month of Muharram and a part

of Safar [Abu Dawud v.2 p.276]. A narration of the "Musnad of Ahmad" (v.6 p.337/8)

reports that this incident took place during the Hajj journey.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** ifo ^ says that calling a person by a

derogatory name refers to a sin that he had previously committed and had

already repented for; e.g. calling a person a crook, a drunkard, a prostitute; etc.

["Ma'alimut Tanzil"]

The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up it jL^has mentioned that when someone labels

another because of a sin that the person committed, he (the person who labels)

will not die until he is also found guilty of the same sin. ["Mishkat" p. 414]

Allah says further, "It is indeed evil to be labelled with the name of sin after

Belief" When a Muslim mocks another person or finds fault with him/her, the

Muslim will be regarded as a sinner (Fasiq) and people may even call the Muslim

by name of "sinner". He is therefore guilty of assuming the name of sinner for

himself, which is terrible. A Muslim should always endeavour to be included in

the list of the pious and righteous and never to be labelled as a sinner.

Allama Qurtubi ^ i\' u^ has interpreted the verse to mean that a Muslim

should never be labelled with a name that denotes a sin. Once a Muslim has

repented for a sin, it is wrong to refer to him by the sin he committed; e.g. calling

him a thief or a liar, etc. A Muslim revert should never be called a disbeliever in

reference to what he was once.

THE FOURTH

The Fourth piece of advice that Allah gives is "Those who do not repent are

oppressors indeed." Such people are guilty of oppressing themselves because they

are subjecting themselves to the everlasting doom of Hell.

THE FIFTH

The Fifth piece of advice that Allah gives is when He says, "O you who

believe! Refrain from excessive assumption. Verily, some assumptions are a sin."

Assumptions pave the way for many sins such as slander and backbiting. When

an assumption is allowed to develop, it leads to many evils and serious conflict

between people. An assumption is nothing more than a personal opinion which
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seldom proves to be true. Allah declares in Surah Najm, "assumptions are

absolutely useless against the truth." [Surah 53, verse 28]

One should always entertain good opinions of Muslims and refrain from

harbouring ill thoughts about any Muslim. The Holy Prophet jO-j <0* &\ ^said,

"Beware of suspicion because suspicion is thefalsest of all statements." ["Mishkat" p. 427]

It should be noted that when a person fears that another person may cause

harm to him and avoids the person as a precaution, his attitude will not be

regarded as a sinful assumption. At the same time, he should not backbite the

person, nor allow the assumption to escalate to the degree of conviction (i.e. he

cannot be convinced that the person will really cause harm to him).

The verse makes it clear that all types of opinions about others are not sinful

because Allah says that "some assumptions are a sin," There are therefore also

those 'assumptions' that are encouraged, e.g. having the good opinion about

Allah that He is Most Merciful and Forgiving while also abstaining from sins. It

is also necessary for a Muslim to entertain a favourable opinion about fellow

Muslims, especially about righteous Muslims, the Holy Prophet^ 3 <±* &\ j^ said,

"Good opinions are part of good worship." ["Mishkat" p. 479, from the "Musnad of

Ahmad" and Abu Dawud]

It is imperative for Muslims to stay away from such places that will lead

others to suspect him of evil. Similarly, he should also abstain from all deeds and

words that will also lead to such suspicions. It is not appropriate for a Muslim to

live under a cloud of suspicion.

THE SIXTH

The Sixth command that Allah issues is that Muslims should "Never spy". A
person should never endeavour to unravel what another person does privately

and should never search for another's faults. A person who spies on others will

be punished in both worlds and will be disgraced in both worlds. Spying is

usually prompted by suspicion, which has been outlawed in the same verse.

A Muslim is one who conceals the faults of his Muslim brother and never

seeks to pursue the matter to condemn the person. Sayyidina Uqba bin Amir ^ j

** h narrates that the Holy Prophet jJL-j'Up ii JL* said, "When a person sees

something in another which he deems inappropriate to disclose and conceals it,

he will receive the great reward of bringing back to life an infant girl who was

buried alive." ["Mishkat" p. 424]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ^ ii ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ii J*
fL-j Uponce mounted the pulpit and called out aloud, "O those who have verbally

accepted Islam, but in whose hearts Belief has not reached! Do not harm the Muslims, do

not insult them and never spy on their private lives. The person who seeks to expose a

hidden fault of another, Allah will expose him until he will be disgraced even in his own

home." [Tirmidhi]

To investige a person's faults or sins is also regarded as spying. One will

also be regarded as a spy when one pretends to be sleeping with the intention of

listening to the private discussions of others. All forms of spying are Unlawful.
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THE SEVENTH

The Seventh instruction is "and never backbite each other. Does any ofyou like to

eat the flesh of his dead brother, which you so detest?" This part of the verse equates

backbiting to eating the flesh of a person's dead brother, which is a vile and

abhorrent act. Therefore, just as people detest this cannibalistic act, they should

also detest the act of backbiting. Backbiting is a serious offence in the Shari'ah

and is sadly perpetrated even by people who regularly perform their Salah and

are regarded as being 'pious They fail to realise the gravity of this deed in this

world, but will be harshly reminded in the Akhirah (Hereafter). Then it will be too

late for regrets.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah ** ibi ^j reports that the Holy Prophet Up &\ J^
(O-j once asked the companions ^ & ^j, "Vo you know what backbiting is?"

"Allah and His Holy Prophet^ Up &\ JU> know best/' was the reply. The Holy

Prophet jJUj Up ibi JU then said, "To mention such a thing about your brother which

he dislikes." One of the companion's ?+* i»» ^j asked, "What if (the thing

mentioned) is to be found within the person?" The Holy Prophet ^ & J^
J~* ^replied, "If it is in him, you have backbitten him and if it is not in him, then you

have slandered him." [Muslim v .2 p.323]

This hadith makes it clear that even expressing a sin or a fault that is truly in

a person constitutes backbiting (Ghi bah). If the person is innocent of the sin or

fault, the crime will be doubled because the offender will be guilty of slander as

well as backbiting (Ghi bah). It is also learned from the hadith that one will be

guilty of backbiting (Ghi bah) even though one mentions the fault/sin in front of

the person concerned. The only condition for a statement to qualify as backbiting

(Ghi bah) is that it should be disliked by the person it is directed at -irrespective

of whether it is stated in front of him/her or behind his/her back. This should be

noted by those people who speak ill of people in their absence and, when they

are cautioned about making backbiting (Ghi bah), they say, "I am stating no wrong

and can say this to his face as well!"

Slander will also be regarded as a type of backbiting (Ghi bah) because it is

disliked by the person it is directed against. Satan has beguiled many a person

into repeatedly committing this major sin of backbiting (Ghi bah) yet thay are still

under the impression that they are not guilty of any sin. Because backbiting (Ghi

bah) infringes the rights of fellow man, one has to be extremely wary of it.

The Holy Prophet jJL-j -ds- ii JU once mentioned that backbiting (Ghi bah) is

worse than adultery. When someone asked the reason for this, the Holy Prophet

pi^ u* ii J^> said, "When a person commits adultery and repents to Allah, Allah will

forgive him. However, if he perpetrates backbiting (Ghi bah), he will not be forgiven

until he is first forgiven by the person against whom he had spoken ill" ["Mishkat" p. 415\

When a person backbites, he violates Allah's rights because Allah had

forbidden it for him. At the same time, he violates the rights of fellow man

because he is bringing disrepute to someone. It is therefore necessary that

together with Taubah (repentance), the backbiter should also seek pardon from

the person about whom s /he abused. Our learned scholars have stated that a

person needs to seek pardon from the offended party only when the offended

party has come to learn of the offence. However, if the backbitten person has no
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knowledge of the backbiting, the backbiter should seek forgiveness from Allah

on behalf of the backbitten person until his heart is content that he has redressed

the wrong of backbiting.

The Holy Prophet ^j ^ in ^u has mentioned that the expiation for

backbiting is to pray for the forgiveness of the person who was backbitten by
saying, "Alldhummagh Firli Walah" ("0 Allah! Forgiven me and him"). ["Mishkat" p.

415]

The Holy Prophet JL-j <J^ i\ JU has mentioned that on the night in which
he was taken on Mi'raj (Ascension), he saw some people whose nails were of

copper. They were constantly tearing their faces and chests with these nails.

When Holy Prophet <J~>3 *-U iui ju asked Sayyidina Jibr*i1 (OL~J» <o^ about the

identity of these people, he was informed that these are people who plundered

the honour of others. [Abu Dawud v. 2 p.3 13]

Just as it is Unlawful to engage in backbiting (Ghi bah), it is also Unlawful to

listen to backbiting (Ghi bah). When a person hears another engage in backbiting,

it will be necessary for the listener to forbid the backbiter and to speak in defence

of the person being backbitten. Sayyidah Asma bint Yazid U^ & ^j reports that

the Holy Prophet ^JL-^ Up ii jl* said, "When a person defends someone whose flesh is

being consumed by backbiting, it will be binding on Allah to save him from the fire of

Hell." ["Mishkat" p. 424]

Sayyidina Abu Darda *^ ^ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet pi-j ^ &\ j^>

said, "When a person defends the honour of his (Muslim) brother, it will be

binding on Allah to save him from the fire of Hell on the Day of Judgment." The

Holy Prophet (JL^ <o* &\ ju then recited the Qur'anic verse: "Assisting the

believers is a bounden duty upon Us." [Ibid]

Sayyidina Mu'adh bin Anas <*> ifo ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet &\ J-*

^j unsaid, "When a person defends a 'Mu'min (believer) from the words of a

hypocrite, Allah will appoint an angel on the Day of Judgment who will protect

his flesh from the fire of Hell. When a person exposes a fault of a Muslim, Allah

will halt him on the bridge of Hell until he is able to emerge from what he said

i.e. seek pardon from the offended party and redress the situation." [Abu Dawud

i>.2 p.3 13]

Sayyidina Jabir <u* &\ ^j and Sayyidina Abu Talha ^ & ^j have both

narrated from the Holy Prophet ^j 4* & >^that when a Muslim's honour is

being plundered at any place and another person present there does not assist

him (by replying to the accusations), Allah will not help him (the person failing

to defend) on the day when he will most hope for help. On the other hand, when
a person will assist a Muslim at a place where the Muslim's honour is being

plundered, Allah will assist him on the day when he will most wish for Allah's

assistance. ["Mishkat" p. 424]

"Does any of you like to eat the flesh of his dead brother, which you so detest?"

With relevance to this verse, the following incident is reported about a

companion (of the Holy prophet) by the name of Sayyidina Ma'iz ^ &\ ^ Jm When
he committed the sin of adultery, he confessed the sin before the Holy Prophet

^JL-^ aJLp i\ jUon four occasions. He was eventually condemned to be stoned to
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companion, "Look at him. Allah concealed his sin but he did not leave matters to

rest until he has to be stoned like a dog." Although the Holy Prophet Up ii jl*

(jL-y overheard this remark, he kept silent. As they walked on a bit further, they

passed by the carcass of a donkey, the foreleg of which was raised. The Holy

Prophet ^j aJLp iu\ ^then called for the person who had made the remark and

the one who had listened to him. When they presented themselves before the

Holy Prophet <X*i <4* &\ J~*, he said to them, "Dismount and eat from this carcass."

They entreated, "O the Holy Prophet ^ 3 *> i»i jl*/ Who can possibly eat from this?"

the Holy Prophet (Jl-'j Up in j^ said, "The dishonour that you had brought to your

brother a while ago is much worse than eating this carcass. I swear by the Being in

Whose control is my life! He [Sayyidina Maa'iz ** ifo ^J is presently diving in the

rivers ofHeaven. " [Abu Dawud v.2 p.252]

This hadith proves that backbiting about dead people is as bad as backbiting

about living people.

NOTE: Backbiting (Ghi bah) is not only confined to verbal utterances.

Gestures with the eyes and limbs, as well as mimicking a person

will also be regarded as backbiting (Ghi bah). Backbiting about a

person's children or a person's wife constitutes double

backbiting (Ghi bah) because a person is backbiting about the

father as well as the child, and the husband as well as the wife.

It is unfortunate that there are so many people who have a

penchant for backbiting and would speak ill of people to anyone

at any time. Such people have no concern for the Akhirah

(Hereafter) at all.

NOTE : If one cautions others about the evil of a certain person so that

they save themselves from him, it will not be regarded as

backbiting (Ghi bah).

THE EIGHTH

The Eighth advice is contained in the words: "Fear Allah (by abstaining flvm

everything He has forbidden). Allah is Most Pardoning, Most Merciful/' Allah will

forgive any person who sincerely repents to Him irrespective of his sins.

THE NINTH

The Ninth advice imparted is "O people! We have certainly created you from a

single male and female and made you into various families and tribes so that you may

recognise each other." By creating people in this manner, people are able to

recognise each other as members of different tribes and families. Everyone is

equal as human beings because they are all the progeny of Sayyidina Adam *>

f%Ji and Sayyidah Hawwa f%J>\ 1*1*. The only distinction is by virtue of piety, as

Allah says, "Verily, the most honoured of you in Allah's sight is the most abstinent

one.
"

Allah has decreed that virtue be judged on the basis of piety. It is tragic that

despite this decree, people still regard others as being honourable because of

their lineage and social status even though the person may be immersed in sin
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and lives on Unlawful earnings. Although people may lead such type of

irreligious lives, they pride themselves for being from the lineage of Sayyidina

Abu Bakr *& &\ ^Jf Sayyidina Umar ^ i»» ^Jf Sayyidina Uthman -up &\ ^Jf

Sayyidina Ali <u* ifo ^j and the Holy Prophet ^JL-j 4ip ibi JU». Their ways of life are

typical of the enemies of Islam and have no semblance to the religion brought by

their acclaimed forefathers, yet they boast about their lineage. Clean shaven

people wearing suits and ties are given honour in society because of their social

standing whereas pious and righteous people are treated disrespectfully and

looked down upon.

There are also those people who regard themselves to be superior to others

because of the colour of their skin or their nationality. The Holy Prophet *> &\ J^>

(JL-jsaid, "You are not better than a white person nor a black person unless you excel in

Piety. " ["Musnad ofAhmad" v.5 p. 108]

The Holy Prophet ^j u* i»» JUonce climbed on top of Mount Safa and

addressed the Quraysh with the following words, "Save yourselves from Hell

because I cannot be ofassistance to you on the Day ofJudgment. " the Holy Prophet J^>

pjL-j jp ii individually addressed the Banu Ka'b, Banu Murrah, Banu Abdush
Shams, Banu Abd Manaf, Banu Hashim and Banu Abdul Muttalib, who were all

families of the Quraysh. Similarly, he also addressed his maternal uncle Abbas
<lp i»\ ^j, his maternal aunt Safiyya ^ &\ ^j and his daughter Fatima h^ ^ ^j
with these words. ["Mishkdt" p. 470,from Bukhari and Muslim]

Family lineage will be of no avail on the Day of Judgment. It will be only

Belief and good deeds that will save a person from Hell. The Holy Prophet i» J-*

pJL-j Up' s intercession will profit the only believers on the Day of Judgment.

People only fool themselves by thinking that they can continue committing sins

because they have a noble lineage. The Holy Prophet fJL-j Up ifci J-^once said,

"Allah has put an end to the haughtiness of the period of ignorance from you

people as well as the pride you had for your forefathers. Now there is either only

a pious believer or a wretched sinner. Every man is the son of Adam ^%J\ Up and

Adam f^\ Up was created from sand." ["Mishkat" p. 418, from Abu Dazoud and

Tirmidhi]

Explaining the words "so that you may recognise each other", the author of

"Baydnul Qur'an" mentions some of the benefits of people being divided into

tribes and families. People with the same names can be distinguished from each

other only by their relationship with different families. It by this relationship that

people can discern their close relatives from their distant relatives. In this

manner, they will be able to duly fulfil the rights they owe to their relatives -

especially with regard to the laws of inheritance. When a person is aware of his

lineage, he will not associate himself with another family, which has been

prohibited in the Ahadlth.

THE TENTH

The Tenth advice that Allah gives is "Allah is certainly All Knowing,

Informed." People should always be conscious that Allah is Aware of everything

at all times. Allah knows exactly who possesses true belief, who is involved in sin

and what every person's state will be in the Akhirah (Hereafter). Every person

should concern himself with belonging to the group of pious and righteous
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Muslims whose reckoning will be easy on the Day of Judgment.

(is) r ^ *-

(14) The villagers say, "We have faith." Say, "You do not have faith but rather

say, 'We have accepted Islam' because faith (Iman) has not yet entered your

hearts." If you obey Allah and His messenger ^j Up 4»i Jl*, Allah will not

reduce your actions in the least. Verily Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.

(15) The believers are those who believe in only Allah and His messenger and

then have no doubts; and they strive with their wealth and lives in Allah's path.

These are the ones who are true. (16) Say, "Are you telling Allah about your

religion when Allah has knowledge of whatever is in the heavens and whatever

is in the earth? Allah has knowledge of everything." (1.7) [O Muhammad & J^>
pL>j «Qp] they boast about their favour to you that they have accepted Islam. Say,

"Do not boast to me about your acceptance of Islam. Rather it was Allah Who
favoured you by guiding you to faith, if you are truthful." (18) Verily Allah has

knowledge of the unseen things in the heavens and the earth and Allah Sees

what you do.

A WORD OF CAUTION TO THOSE WHO MERELY CLAIM TO
HAVE ACCEPTED ISLAM

It is reported in "Ma'alimut Tanzll" that the "villagers'' mentioned in the

above verse refers to some people of the Banu Asad tribe. They arrived in

Madinah during years of drought and professed to be Muslims, but were not

actually so. They used to scatter dirt in the streets of Madinah and were

instrumental in raising the prices of commodities. They attended the gatherings

of the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up ibi JL^morning and evening, constantly reminding the

Holy Prophet ^^ U* &\ Ji^that whereas other Arabs only presented themselves

in Madinah, they had come with all their wealth and families as well. They also

kept telling the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up iu» JUthat they did not fight him as certain

other tribes did. In this mariner, they continued boasting about their "favours" to

the Holy Prophet <Ju-j Up &\ Ju^and asked him to spend the incoming Zakah on
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them. Allah then revealed the above verse with reference to them.

Allah states, "The villagers say, 'We have faith/ Say, 'You do not have faith

(within your hearts) bat rather say, 'We have (superficially) accepted Islam' because, faith

(Belief) has not yet entered your hearts/" The outward physical actions of Islam do

not necessarily denote the presence of true belief within the heart. True belief

denotes deep-rooted faith within the heart. Referring to the hypocrites in verse 8

of Surah Baqarah, Allah says, "Among people there are those who say, 'We believe in

Allah and in the Final Day,' whereas they are not believers." Belief comprises of

conviction within the heart coupled with verbal attestation of the same. If a

person verbally attests to be a believer without having the conviction in his heart,

he will be a hypocrite.

On the other hand, if a person has the conviction but does not verbally attest

to this, he will also not be a believer. Speaking about the disbelievers of the

people of Fir'oun (phara'oh), Allah says in Surah Naml, "They unjustly and

arrogantly rejected them (Allah 's signs) whereas their souls were convinced about them.

So see what the outcome of the anarchists shall be. " [Surah 27, verse 14]

There are many people who claim to be Muslims without having the

necessary conviction in their hearts. Although they may be able to fool the

Muslims in this world, Allah does not regard them as believers.

Allah states further, "If (inwardly and outwardly) you obey Allah and His

messenger ^ 3
<4* i»» JU, Allah will not reduce (the rewards of) your actions in the

least." In fact, Allah will compound the reward of good deeds by at least tenfold.

Good deeds will profit a person only when s/he possesses belief. Merely

claiming to have belief is insufficient and will render all one's deeds null and

void in the Akhirah (Hereafter). However, it should be noted that "Allah is Most

Forgiving, Most Merciful" Therefore, if a person sincerely accepts Islam and

repents, Allah will forgive him.

Allah then described the believers when He says, "The believers are only those

who (sincerely) believe in Allah and His messenger and then have no doubts; and they

strive with their wealth and lives in Allah's path." This refers to physically fighting

the disbelievers in Jihad, as well as fighting one's carnal self to carry out good

deeds and to abstain from sins. It also refers to making an effort to make sure

that one's family and subordinates adhere to the injunctions of the Shari'ah.

Passing an accolade, Allah says, "These are the ones who are true" i.e. they are

true to their word when they claim to possess belief and are not like the

hypocrites (Munafiqin).

It should be noted that Allah describes the believers as people who not only

believe in Allah, but who also believe in Allah's messenger ^ 3
a-U & J*>.

Believing only in oneness of Allah without believing in the prophethood of the

Holy Prophet ^ 3 *> ifo J^is not regarded as belief in Allah's sight. The belief

which will guarantee salvation in the Akhirah (Hereafter) has to include belief in

the Holy Prophet jJL^ *> i»\ J^. This verse therefore disproves the theory of those

people who wish to merge all religions on the basis of belief in oneness of Allah

only.

People need not make claims to Allah that they have believed because Allah
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has knowledge of everything Allah knows well who is true in their Belief and

who is not. It is with reference to this that Allah says, "Say, 'Are you telling Allah

about your religion when Allah has knowledge of whatever is in the heavens and

whatever is in the earth? Allah has knowledge ofeverything.

It is reported in 'Ma'alimut Tamil" that after the above verse was revealed,

the same villagers of the Banu Asad came to the Holy Prophet fJL^ aJLp ibi JUand
attested that they really did accept Islam with sincere hearts. Allah then revealed

the verse "[O Muhammad <x*j -a* ii j^>\ They boast about their favour to you that

they have accepted Islam. Say, "Do not boast to me about your acceptance of Islam.

Rather it was Allah Who favoured you by guiding you to faith; if you are truthful (in

your claim that you have really accepted Islam with sincere hearts)." People therefore

have to be thankful to Allah for guiding them to Islam.

With regard to the verse "They boast about their favour to you that they have

accepted Islam - it may be asked that these people said, "We have faith" and not

"We have accepted Islam." Why has Allah expressed their statement of "We have

faith" as "they have accepted Islam"? One of the reasons for this is that Allah

wishes to emphasise the fact that these people were also insincere the second

time as well when they told the Holy Prophet ^j aJLp'-Ai JUthat they really did

accept Islam with sincere hearts. Another reason that comes to mind is that Allah

wishes to tell these people that even since sincere believers do not have the right

to boast about their 'favour' to Allah in accepting Islam, how can they do such a

thing when their belief is false?

The verse is a lesson to Muslims until the Day of Judgment that they have

accepted Islam for their own benefit and cannot boast that they have done a

favour to Islam or the Muslims in doing so. They therefore cannot demand funds

or food from the Muslims on this basis. Of course, the Muslims will make every

effort to assist them as far as possible, but they should never demand assistance.

Each person is obliged to earn for himself.

Allah concludes the Surah by once more reminding mankind that "Verily

Allah has knowledge of the unseen things in the heavens and the earth and Allah Sees

what you do. " Man should therefore be wary of whatever he does.

£?&&&<*&&&&&&&&&<?£?&&&&&£?&
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent the Most Merciful.

(1) Qaf. By the oath of the Glorious Qur'an (you will certainly be resurrected).

(2) Yet they are astonished that a warner has come to them from among

themselves. So the disbelievers say, "This is something strange. (3) "Will we be

brought back to life after we have become sand? This resurrection is certainly

farfetched!" (4) We know what the earth diminishes of them and with Us is the

protected book. (5) They falsify the truth when it comes to them and are in a

confused state. (6) Have they not looked at the sky above them and seen how We

have made it, beautified it and that it has no cracks? (7) And (have they not

looked at) the earth which We have spread out placed massive mountains on it

and have grown on it every type of magnificent thing? (8) (These are all) eye-

openers and reminders for every penitent slave. (9) We have sent blessed rains

from the sky and have grown with it gardens, harvested grains... (10) .... and tall

date palms with interwoven branches. (11) (These are all) as a provision for

man. And We have revived dead land therewith (with the rains). Such shall the
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resurrection be.

ALLAH'S CREATIVE POWERS, HIS BOUNTIES AND THE
FALSIFICATION OF THE DISBELIEVERS

Surah Qaf contains proofs of oneness of Allah (Tauhid), mention of

Judgment day, its occurrence, description and the plight of the disbelievers and
believers. The Surah also contains mention of nations that were destroyed in the

past.

"By the oath of the Glorious Quran (you people will definitely be resurrected)."

Allah revealed the Qur'an so that the Holy Prophet {JL-j ^ & JL* may use it to

warn the people. However, not stopping at falsifying the Holy Prophet Up in ju
jJL-j, the people even falsified the Qur'an itself. They behaved haughtily and
pretended to be astonished at the fact that Allah had sent a Prophet from among
their own people. In addition to this they also said, "Will we be brought back to life

after we have become sand? This resurrection is certainlyfarfetched!"

In reply to their surprise at the resurrection, Allah says, "We know what the

earth diminishes of them." Allah has perfect knowledge about the flesh, limbs and

organs of their bodies that the earth will decompose after their deaths.

"...and with Us is the protected book." In this book (the 'Lowhul Mahftiz (the

protected tablet)"), records are kept of every occurrence that has taken place and

will take place. Allah knows exactly which portions of every being's body is in

which portion of the earth and whether it has become food to any animal or any

creature. All the scattered portions of every being will be collected together on

the Day of Judgment, once again formed into the being, the soul replaced and the

body brought back to life. Allah created the creation, gave life to them and then

caused them to die. It is therefore simple for Him to bring them back to life on

the Day of Judgment.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra <up ibi ^>j reported that the Holy Prophet 4^ ii j^>

jJL-j said, "When a person is buried, every part of his body disintegrates except a

portion of his spine (the coccy). It will be from this bone that the body will be

formed again on the Day of Judgment." ["Mishkat" p. 481]

"They falsify the truth when it comes to them..." The polytheists were unable to

understand resurrection. When Allah sent the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up &\ J^> to

guide them and he proved his apostleship to them with various miracles, they

still adamantly falsified him. They were therefore guilty of the multiple crime of

rejecting the truth as well as the messenger of the truth. It is for this reason that

they "are in a confused state." They were therefore prone to contradicting their

own statements. They sometimes claimed that a human being cannot be a

Prophet and sometimes said that a wealthy person should have been a Prophet

instead. Sometimes they labelled the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up &\ ju a poet,

sometimes as a magician and sometimes a madman.

Allah dispels their doubts in His creative powers by saying, "Have they not

looked at the sky above them and seen how We have made it (without any supporting

pillars), beautified it (with the stars) and that it has no cracks?" Allah Ta'ala asks

further whether these people have not seen "the earth which We have spread out,
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placed massive mountains on it and have grown on it every type of magnificent thing

(plants, trees, vegetation, etc)?"

''(These are all) eye-openers and reminders for every penitent slave." By

pondering over these tremendous creations of Allah, man ought to recognise

Allah's greatness.

Allah continues to say, "We have sent blessed rains from the sky and have grown

with it gardens, harvested grains and tall date palms with interwoven branches." The

branches of the date palm grow systematically layer by layer, with the dates well

protected at the top. Allah then states that He has created all of these "as a

provision for man."

In addition to this, "We have revived dead land with it (with the rains). Such shall

the resurrection be. "Just as Allah revives dead land with the rains and causes

various types of vegetation to grow, He can also revive dead bodies on the Day

of Judgment, This verse is the culmination of the proof being presented to those

who doubt the occurrence of resurrection. They are being told that the

manifestations of Allah's creative powers are before them every day yet they

refute His ability to re-create creation!

Allah says in Surah Rum, "So look at the signs of Allah's mercy and how He

revives the earth after it's death. Undoubtedly, He gives life to the dead and He has power

over all things." [Surah 30, verse 50]
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(12) The nation of Nuh p~h «dp, the people of "Rass" and the Thamud falsified

before them. (13) So too did the Ad, Fir'aun and the people of Lut f^\ *A*. (14)

As well as the people of "Aykah" and the nation of "Tubba ". Each one of them

falsified their messengers so My warning came to pass. (15) Did We get tired

with the first creation? No, yet they are in doubt concerning the new creation.

LEARNING LESSONS FROM THE DESTRUCTION OF PREVIOUS
NATIONS

These verses warn people about the folly of previous nations who were

content with their disbelief and believed that they will never be taken to task for

their disbelief, evil deeds and falsification of their Anbiya (The Holy Prophets)

r
*>U\ ^+1*. However, they were all eventually destroyed when Allah's punishment

overtook them. The above verses mention a few of these unfortunate nations.

The details of these nations are found in other Surahs. The people of "Rass" ("the

people of the well") have been mentioned in Surah Furqan [Surah 25, verse 38], the

people of "Aykah" are mentioned in Surah Shu'ara [Surah 26, verse 176] and the

nation of "Tubba" are mentioned in Surah Dukhan [Surah 44, verse 37].
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Allah says about them, "Each one of them falsified their messengers so My
warning came to pass. " They were warned that they stood to face Allah's

punishment if they disbelieved, yet they took no heed.

Allah then further dispels the doubt they have in the advent of resurrection

by asking, "Did We get tired with the first creation?" Allah never experiences

fatigue. It is therefore impossible to think that Allah is incapable of resurrecting

people on the Day of Judgment because He became tired when He created them

the first time. These people have no grounds to believe that Allah is incapable of

resurrecting creation. All they have are baseless doubts upon which they base

their arguments. Allah says, "they are (merely) in doubt concerning the new creation."

These doubts are addressed time and again in the Qur'an, yet they foolishly cling

to them.

Gp JL^ CJ*> AjjJ H\ JJ ot Mk ^ K& -^4^^ <A^ if OW^ 1 dPk

(16) Verily, We have created man, We are aware of the whispers that enter his

heart and We are closer to him than his jugular vein. (17) When the two receivers

receive, sitting on his right and left hand sides. (18) Whenever a word escapes,

there is a watcher ready by him. (19) The pangs of death will arrive with the

truth. "This is what you used to avoid."

ALLAH KNOWS THE WHISPERS OF THE HEART AND IS CLOSER
TO MAN THAN HIS JUGULAR VEIN

Allah begins these verses by stating, "Verily, We have created man, We are

aware of the whispers that enter his heart and We are closer to him than his jugular

vein." This means that Allah is Aware of every condition that man experiences,

even though it be the deepest secrets of the heart.

ANGELS HAVE BEEN APPOINTED TO RECORD MAN'S ACTIONS

Allah then speaks of the angels that He has appointed to record every

person's deeds. Despite the fact that Allah has perfect knowledge of every deed

that every person carries out, He has appointed an angel on the right of every

person and another on the left who meticulously record every deed that a person

carries out. It is with reference to these two angels that Allah says, "When the two

receivers receive, sitting on his right and left hand sides.

"

Allah says in Surah Infitar, "Honourable remembering scribes have been

appointed over you who know what you do." The registers of deeds that these angels

record will be presented on the Day of Judgment. Allah says in Surah Jathiya,

"This is Our Book which speaks against you with the truth. Verily We used to have

everything you did recorded." [Surah 45, verse 29]

Allah states further, "Whenever a word escapes, there is a watcher ready by him."
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When a person utters a good word, the angel on his right side records it and

when he utters a word of evil, the angel on his left side records it. Besides his

words, every deed is recorded in this manner.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** &\ ^j and others have stated that these

angels record only those good and evil deeds that are deserving of reward or

punishment. They do not record permissible deeds that warrant neither rewards

nor punishment. However it has also been reported from Sayyidina Abdullah

bin Abbas ^ ii ^j that these angels record every deed that a person carries out,

including the deeds that are not deserving of reward or punishment. They then

present these deeds to Allah every Thursday and only the deeds deserving

reward or punishment are left in the registers. All other deeds are erased. After

stating this, Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** & ^j recited the following verse

of Surah Ra'd, 'Allah effaces what He wills." [Surah 13, verse 39]

The general inference of the verse is that the deeds of the disbelievers are

also recorded. After stating the above, the author, of "Rahul Ma 'ani" quotes from

"Sharh Jowhara" that the deeds of children are recorded and that no recording

angels are appointed for insane people. Are recording angels appointed for the

Jinn? Although certain Scholars have mentioned that angels are appointed for

them, there is no conclusive narration to substantiate this. ["Ruhul Ma ani" v. 26 p.

180]

THE PANGS OF DEATH

Allah Ta'ala states further, "The pangs of death will arrive with the truth.
"

When death will approach sinful people who dreaded its arrival, it will be said to

them, "This is what you used to avoid. " While they always tried to avoid death in

every way and could not bear to even think of it, it arrived at its appointed hour

to claim their souls. None can hope to escape death and the stages of the grave

and the Akhirah {Hereafter) that follow. Some of these stages will now be

mentioned in the forthcoming verses.

(20) The trumpet will be sounded. This is the day you were warned about. (21)

Every soul shall come with a driver and a witness. (22) "You were certainly

negligent about thjs. We have removed your veils from you and your vision is
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ever sharp today." (23) His companion shall say, "This is what I have ready."

(24) "Throw every obstinate disbeliever into Hell." (25) "Everyone who
prevented good, who was rebellious and who created doubts... (26) "...who

ascribed another deity with Allah. So fling him into a severe punishment." (27)

His companion will say, "O our Lord! I did not mislead him but he was in

distant deviation." (28) Allah shall say, "Do not argue before me when I have

already sent a warning to you." (29) "The decree that proceeds from Me shall

never be altered and I do not oppress My slaves."

BLOWING THE TRUMPET AND RESURRECTION

Describing the scene on the Day of Judgment, Allah says, "The trumpet will

be sounded. This is the day you were warned of. Every soul shall come with a driver and

a witness." "Ruhul Ma'ani" quotes from Sayyidina Uthman -up &\ ^j that the

"driver" refers to the angel who will bring the person forth and the "witness"

refers to the angels who will testify about the person's deeds. A hadith found in

"Hilyatul Awliyd" states that one of the two recording angels will be the "driver"

while the other will be the "witness

According to Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ i»i ^j, the disbelievers will

then be told, "You were certainly negligent about this. We have removed your veils

from you and your vision is ever sharp today. " In the world, their hearts are veiled

from realising the truth when they are invited towards belief and warned against

the terrible consequences of disbelief and polytheism. They fail to take heed and

turn a blind eye. However, these veils will be removed on the Day of Judgment

and they will be able to see the truth very clearly.

"His companion shall say, 'This is what, 1 have ready/" Who is this

"companion"? Sayyidina Hasan Basri aJp iut ^ states that the "companion" will be

the angel who recorded a person's evil deeds. He will point to the register of evil

deeds saying that he has it ready for scrutiny.

Sayyidina Mujahid «J* iut u^j states that the "companion" refers to the Satan

that is appointed to accompany every person. The Holy Prophet <u> &\ J^
,0-jonce informed the Sahabah^ ifo ^j that every person has a Satan and an

angel appointed to accompany him at all times. When the prophet's companions

^ iui ^j asked the Holy Prophet jJL^ Up i»i Juswhether he also had these two

companions, he replied, "Yes, but Allah assisted me against the Satan and he became a

Muslim. He now advises me only to do good." This hadith is supported by the

following verse of Surah HaMim Sajdah: "We have delegated companions for them,

who beautifyfor them whatever is before them and behind them." [Surah 41, verse 25]

THE DISBELIEVERS WILL BE FLUNG INTO HELL

Allah will then instruct the angels, "Throw every obstinate disbeliever into Hell.

Everyone who prevented good, who was rebellious and who created doubts..." While

many commentators state that those "who prevented good" refers to the

disbelievers who prevented people from accepting Islam, others are of the

opinion that it refers to people who did not pay Zakah. These people used to

create doubts in the hearts of others concerning Allah's being, the Din (religion) of

Islam and the advent of Judgment day. In addition to this, they were polytheists

"who ascribed another deity with Allah." As a result of their sinful behaviour, Allah
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will reiterate the command, "So fling him into a severe punishment.

"

When the disbeliever is flung into Hell, his companion who made evil

attractive for him and who was responsible for misleading him will say, "O our

Lord! I did not (forcefully) mislead him but he was in distant deviation." The
companion will argue that the person fell prey to his guiles because he was
inherently inclined towards evil. If this were not so, he would not have been
affected. The companion was merely an aide to him and did not force him to

resort to disbelief.

It is obvious that the "companion" is also a disbeliever who is destined for

Hell. Since exonerating himself from blame will not save him from Hell, why will

he make the plea, "O our Lord! I did not mislead him but he was in distant deviation"?

In reply to this question, some Scholars have mentioned that the disbeliever will

say this because he will not want to suffer the consequences of another person's

evil deeds in addition to those of his own evil. However, his plea will be to no
avail and he will have to suffer the consequences of misleading others as well.

Allah shall say to him, "Do not argue before me when I have already sent a warning to

you." When Sayyidina Adam f^J\ Up was created, Allah had already warned
Iblis (chief Satan) and all of mankind by saying, "Whoever of them will follow you, I

shall certainly fill Hell with the lot ofyou. " [Surah A'rafO), verse 18]

Allah will add, "The decree that proceeds from Me shall never be altered and I do

not oppress My slaves." Therefore, in accordance with Allah' s decree, the

disbelievers will be cast into Hell.

NOTE : When the Holy Prophet pL-j Up ii>i JU received the gift of fifty

Salah on the night of Mi'raj (Ascension) and then had it reduced
to five Salah on the direction of Sayyidina Musa (Oi~J\ Up, Allah

said, "Although the Salah will be five, the rewards earned shall

remain fifty because every good deed earns a ten-fold reward.

'The decree that proceeds from Me shall never be altered." ["Mishkdt" p.

529]

»> ^/*\^ ^ .
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(30) (On that) day We shall ask Hell, "Are you full?" and she will reply, "Are

there any more?" (31) And Heaven will be brought close to those who feared

Allah and will not be far off . (32) "This is what you have been promised for

every penitent and conscientious person. (33) "The one who feared Allah

without seeing Him and has arrived with a heart that is attached to Allah." (34)

"Enter Heaven in peace. This is a day of eternity." (35) They shall have whatever

they desire there and We even have something extra for them.
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ALLAH'S ADDRESS TO HELL AND HER REPLY

The dimensions of Hell are so vast that even after millions of men and Jinn

are casts into it, it would still appear to be empty. Therefore, when Allah will ask

her, "Are you ful?"', it will reply in eager anticipation of more, "Are there any

morel"

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** ifo ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet *j* &\ ju>

,0-j said that Heaven and Hell once engaged in a discussion when Hell proudly

said, "All the proud and aristocratic people will occupy me. "Hearing this, Heaven
said, "Why is it that the meek, downtrodden and simple people will occupy

me?" Allah addressed Heaven saying, "You are My mercy and I shall use you to

show mercy to whoever I please. " Then, addressing Hell,

Allah said, "You are My punishment and I shall use you to punish whoever

I please. Both of you have My promise that I shall fill you both," ["Mishkat" p. 505

from Bukhari and Muslim]

Sayyidina Anas ** &\ ^j reports that Hell will continue repeating, "Are there

any more?" as her inhabitants keep pouring in. Eventually Allah will place His

foot on Hell, causing it to recoil and plead, "Enough! Enough! I beg You by Your

honour and munificence!" Heaven will also have space left as it is being filled. To

fill Heaven, Allah will create a new creation to occupy it."

Mention of Allah's foot in this narration is among the 'Mutashdbihdt" and

one should bear in mind that Allah cannot be compared to the creation. Allah

knows best the meaning of such narrations and we should not bother to unravel

their meanings.

In response to the above narration, it was once mentioned to a saint that the

new creation to fill Hell will be extremely fortunate to enter Heaven immediately

after being created. The saint replied, "What enjoyment can they experience

when they have not experienced the hardships and difficulties of the world?

How will they appreciate the comforts of Heaven? It will be we who will really

experience enjoyment. We will be able to appreciate the comforts of Heaven that

will be much greater than the comforts of this world because we know
difficulties and have experienced them.

HEAVEN AND THE PEOPLE OF HEAVEN

Allah says, "And Heaven will be brought close to those who feared Allah and will

not be jar off" They will then be entered into Heaven and, seeing the bounties

stored for them there, they will be told, "This is what you have been promised for

every penitent and conscientious person." Heaven is the promised abode for those

people who conscientiously obey Allah's commands and avoid sin. Describing

the people of Heaven further Allah says, "The one who feared Allah without seeing

Him and has arrived (in the Akhirah (Hereafter)) with a heart that is attached to Allah."

The primary concern of such a person is to please only Allah.

It will then be said to them, "Enter (Heaven) in peace. This is a day of eternity."

i.e. this is a day when a decision is passed that will affect their eternal existence.

They will therefore be able to live eternally in Heaven.
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SEEING ALLAH IN HEAVEN
"They shall have whatever they desire there and We even have something extra for

them." Besides having whatever they desire in Heaven, they will also receive

things far beyond the limits of their imagination. Allama Qurtubi ajp iii ^
quotes from Sayyidina Jabir ** M ^j that ''something extra'' refers to seeing
Allah Himself.

Imam Muslim ^u ii ^j reports from Sayyidina Suhayb ** iu» ^j a hadith
which states that Allah will ask the people of Heaven whether they require

anything else in Heaven. They will reply by saying, "You have illuminated our

faces, entered us into Heaven and saved us from Hell (What else could we want?)/'

Allah shall then remove the veil concealing Him and they will be able to see Him
directly. There will be nothing so beloved to them as this. After mentioning this

hadith, The Holy Prophet ,JL.j u* iui JU recited the following verse of Surah
Yunus [Surah 10, verse 26]: "For those who do righteous deeds shall be The Best and
more."\"Mishkat"p.5]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ^ <5»» ^j narrates from the Holy Prophet U* ii ju
<X* 3 that Allah says, "I have prepared for My righteous bondsmen in Heaven such

bounties that no eye has ever seen, that no ear has ever heard about and that has never

crossed the mind ofan human." Thereafter, The Holy Prophet jJL-j *i* ii JUsaid, "If

you please, you may recite the verse: "No soul knows what pleasures are hidden for

him as a rewardfor the deeds he carries out." [Surah Sajdah (32), verse 17]

(36) How many were the nations that We destroyed before them who were
mightier than them? So they journeyed through the cities (calling with concern)

"Is there any escape?" (37) There is certainly a reminder in this for him who has

a heart or who listens attentively. (38) We have created the heavens, the earth

and whatever is between the two in six days without fatigue even remotely

touching Us. (39) Patiently bear whatever th6y say and glorify the praises of

your Lord before sunrise and before sunset. (40) Glorify Him during a portion

of the night as well and after prostration.

LEARNING LESSONS FROM THE DESTRUCTION OF PREVIOUS
NATIONS

Allah speaks of past nations that were destroyed when He says, "How many
were the nations that We destroyed before them who were mightier than them?" Many
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of the previous nations were much more powerful than the Quraysh of Makkah.
Among these powerful nations that were destroyed was the Ad. Describing their

phenomenal strength, Allah quotes Sayyidina Hud fiLJ\ ^ who said to the Ad,
"And, when you seize control, you seize like tyrants" [Surah Shu 'ara (26), verse

130]

Addressing the Holy Prophet ^j <> & J^ in Surah Muhammad, Allah

says, "Many were the towns that were more powerful than your town which drove you

out. We destroyed them and they had none to assist them." [Surah 47, verse 13]

Allah continues, "So they journeyed through the cities (desperately calling out) 'Is

there any escape?"' When the time drew close for their punishment, their strength

and resources were useless to them and they searched for safety. However, there

was no escape and they were eventually destroyed.

The author of "Ruhiil Ma'ani" quotes some commentators who say that the

verse "So they journeyed through the cities. "Is there any escape?" refers to the people

of Makkah. This means that the Makkans frequently journeyed through the ruins

that were once powerful civilisations. Allah asks them whether, after passing

these ruins so often, they ever noticed a means of escape from His punishment,

which they could use when punishment afflicts them. Since it is obvious that

there is no escape, why are they still adamant to practise disbelief?

Allah continues to say, "There is certainly a reminder in this for him who has a

heart and who listens attentively." i.e. for a person whose ears and heart are

attentive and willing. Those people whose hearts are not willing to accept any

advice and who are inattentive cannot benefit from the advice given to them.

"We have created the heavens, the earth and whatever is between the two in six

days without fatigue even remotely touching Us." A weak person will get exhausted

after doing some work. Since Allah is most Mighty and Powerful, it is impossible

for Him to experience fatigue. This verse refutes the foolish statement of the Jews

who said that Allah began creating the universe on a Saturday, completed it on a

Friday and then rested on Saturday (Allah forbid!).

"Patiently bear whatever they say and glorify the praises of your Lord before

mnrise and before sunset" Commentators mention that this verse refers to the Fajr

Salah and the Asr Salah, both of which have special significance. Sayyidina

Jmarah bin Rubiyyah ^ &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ^L-j <J* i»» JU*said,

'The person who performs Salah before sunrise and before sunset shall never enter Hell."

"Mishkat" p. 62]

"Glorify Him during a portion of the night [i.e. in Tahajjud Salah (supper

rogatory prayer)] as well and after prostration." Some commentators have

nentioned that "after prostration" refers to performing Optional Salah after

^ardh (obligatory) Salah, Others state that it refers to engaging in Tasbihat (the act

f praising Allah) after Salah. The author of "Riihul Ma'ani" quotes from

>ayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** ^ ^j that "before sunrise" refers to the Fajr

>alah, "before sunset" refers to Zuhr and Asr Salah, "a portion of the night" refers

o Maghrib and Isha, while "after prostration" refers to Optional Salah.
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(41) Listen attentively. The day when the caller shall call from a near place. (42)

The day when people shall hear the screech in truth. This is the day of

resurrection. (43) Indeed it is only We who give life and death and to Us shall be

the return. (44) The day when the earth shall cleave open from above them

(above their graves) and they will be running. This shall be a gathering very

easy for Us. (45) We know best what they say and you are not one to force them.

Warn by means of this Qur'an him who fears My threat.

THE BEGINNING OF THE JUDGMENT DAY AND A
CONSOLATION TO THE HOLY PROPHET ^JL-j U* &\ J^>

Allah Ta'ala introduces His description of the advent of Judgment day by
telling the reader, "Listen attentively!" The reader is therefore advised to pay
attention to the ensuing verses and take heed. Allah continues to say, "The day

when the caller shall call from a near place. "The "caller" refers to the angel

Sayyidina Israfll <v>LJi <Op who will blow the trumpet to announce the advent of

Judgment day. The sound of the trumpet shall be heard by all near and far and it

will seem to all that it is being blown from a nearby place. It will be heard

simultaneously by all the living and dead in the heavens and on earth.

People who lived in the past could not understand how a distant sound
could appear to be nearby and heard simultaneously throughout the world. With

today's technological advancements, however, this is no longer farfetched. For

example, a person speaking on a telephone may be far away but sounds as if

s/he is no more than a meter away.

"The day when people shall hear the screech in truth. This is the day of

resurrection/' This refers to the second blowing of the trumpet, which is sure to

take place. When the trumpet is blown for the second time, creation will be

resurrected. Unlike the sounds of this world that reach some people without

reaching others/every soul will hear the sound of the trumpet.

"Indeed it is only We who give life and death and to Us shall be the return." Every

person will have to return to Allah and none can hope to escape. "The day when

the earth shall cleave open from above them (as they lie in their graves) and they will be

running. This shall be a gathering very easyfor Us.
"

Allah concludes the Surah by saying, "We know best what they say and you are

not one to force them (to believe). Warn by means of this Qur'an him who fears My
threat." the Holy Prophet's ^jl-j <JLp ^1 ju duty was to convey the message to

everyone irrespective of whether they listened or not. Of course, more effort

should be concentrated on those who show an interest and who are prepared to

accept the trutjti.
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent the Most Merciful.

(1) By the oath of the winds that disperse (dust, clouds etc (2) And by the

clouds that bear heavy burdens... (3) And by the ships that move smoothly... (4)

And by those angels who distribute things... (5) Indeed what you have been

promised is undoubtedly true... (6) And retribution will undoubtedly take place.

(7) By the oath of the sky in which there are roads... (8) You people are definitely

varied in talks. (9) Turned away from it is he who is prone to turning away. (10)

May the conjecturers be destroyed... (11) ...those who are lost in their ignorance.

(12) They ask, "When will the day of retribution be?" (13) The day when they

will be punished in the Fire. (14) "Taste your punishment! This is that which

you sought to hasten."

JUDGMENT DAY IS A CERTAINTY, WHEN THE REJECTERS WILL
BE CAST INTO HELL

Allah begins this Surah by swearing oaths "By the winds that disperse", "the

clouds that bear heavy burdens", "the ships that move smoothly" and "those angels who

distribute things." Allah takes oaths by all these things to emphasise the fact that

"Indeed what you have been promised is undoubtedly true and retribution (for deeds i.e.

Judgment day) will undoubtedly take place." Sayyidina Umar *& &\ ^j and

Sayyidina AH *& &\ ^j have both explained the meanings of these verses as

mentioned above.



The oaths have been taken by angels who live in the heavens, clouds that

occupy the sky, winds that blow between the sky and earth and ships that travel

on oceans and rivers. A person who has knowledge of these things and who
ponders deeply about them will realise that the Creator of these phenomena is

most certainly Capable of resurrecting creation on the Day of Judgment.

Allah then takes other oaths when He says, "By the oath of the sky in which

there are roads (which the angels use). You people are definitely varied in talks. Turned

away from it is he who is prone to turning away. " While some people accept the

advent of Judgment, others deny it. Those who refuse to accept the truth are

deprived of all good. They will deny the advent of Judgment because their

nature is such that they are prone to turning a blind eye to the truth.

"May the conjecturers be destroyed; those who are lost in their ignorance/'

Despite the truth of the Qur'an being present before such people, their ignorance

bars them from reflecting on the issues raised in the Qur'an. Rather than follow

the facts, they continue to speculate and say whatever they please.

"They ask, 'When will the day of retribution be?' The day when they will be

punished in the Fire. (And they will be told) 'Taste your punishment! This is that

which you sought to hasten. "Tn the world, these people kept asking when will

Judgment day take place. When it does occur and they receive their punishment,

they will be reminded of the pretentiousness impatience.

(15) Verily the abstinent ones shall be in gardens and springs... (16) ... receiving

what their Lord confers on them. Indeed these people used to carry out good

deeds before. (17) Little was it that they slept at night. (18) During the closing

portions of the night they would be seeking forgiveness (from Allah). (19) There

was always a portion of their wealth (reserved) for beggars and deprived people.

THE REWARDS OF THE PIOUS

After describing the plight of the sinners and disbelievers, Allah speaks

about the pious believers. Allah says, "Verily the abstinent ones shall be (enjoying

themselves) in gardens and springs, (happily) receiving what their Lord confers on

them." These people obviously shunned evil and sin, because of which they are

called "the abstinent ones". In addition to this, they also "used to carry out good

deeds" in a most befitting manner. It is on this account that they have also been

termed "Muhsinin". Among their good deeds, some of the most sterling ones are

mentioned. Allah praises them when He says, "Little was it that they slept at

night." While others were sleeping soundly, these pious servants stayed awake to

engage in Allah's worship.
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These people do not boast to others about their worship and
notwithstanding the excellent quality of their Ibadah (worship), they never fail to

seek Allah's forgiveness for any shortcomings in their Ibadah. Allah says,

''During the closing portions of the night they would be seeking forgiveness (from

Allah)." It is the habit of people of Belief that they always make Istighfar (seek

Allah's forgiveness) after their Ibadah so as to compensate for any imperfections.

After speaking of the physical acts of worship that these people engage in,

Allah then mentions that they also carry out monetary acts of worship. Allah

says, "There was always a portion of their wealth (reserved) for beggars and deprived

people/' They are so meticulous about charity that they regard it to be a bounden
duty.

Who are the "deprived people"? Some commentators mention that "deprived

people" refers to the opposite of beggars i.e. people who do not ask from others.

Such people are said to be "deprived" because people are unaware of their plight

and they do not make it known. As a result, people do not think of them when
giving charity.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra -up fa ^>j narrates that the Holy Prophet *> .fa ju>

(4-^ said, "The needy person is not he who goes begging from door to door, who
will be satisfied with one or two morsels or dates. The real needy person is he

who has nothing to gratify himself and none are aware of his need because he

does not beg. [Bukhari v.l]

"Ruhul Ma'ani" reports from Sayyidina Abdullah.bin Abbas *& fa- ^j that

the "deprived person" is the person who makes an effort to earn, but the things of

the world evade him all the time. Despite this, he Still does not ask from others.

Sayyidina Zayd bin Aslam 4p fa <^j says that "the deprived person" is he whose
crops have all been destroyed. Others state that he is that person whose animals

have all been destroyed when they were his only means of earning. Allah knows
best.

(20) In the earth are signs for those who have conviction... (21) ...And within your

own selves as well. Do you not see? (22) In the sky is your sustenance and what

you have been promised. (23) By the Lord of the sky and the earth/this is

certainly the truth just as you can speak.

ALLAH'S SIGNS ON EARTH AND IN THE HUMAN BODY

Allah speaks of His powers to create and to sustain. Allah says, "In the earA
are signs for those who have conviction and within your own selves as well Do you not

see?" When a person ponders about Allah's creation on earth and about thfc

wonders of his own body, he will certainly realise that Allah has the power tcl

resurrect people on the Day of Judgment. One will realise that the Being who has

the tremendous powers to create all of this from nothing and to sustain and
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maintain it, must definitely have the power to resurrect.

This subject matter is referred to in the following verses:

"From His signs also, is that you see the earth bare. Then, when We send rain upon
it, it begins to stir and flourish. Verily, the One Who gave life to it is the One Who gives

life to the dead. Indeed, He has power overall things." [Surah HaMim Sajdah (41), verse 39]

"Was he (man) not a discharge of semen after which he developed into a clot of
blood and then Allah created him and perfected him? Then Allah made the couple male
and female. Does He then not have the power to resurrect the dead?" [Surah Qiyamah (75),

verses 37 to 40]

Allah then continues to say, 'in the sky is your sustenance and what you have

been promised." Man's "sustenance" from the sky refers to the rain, which causes

food to grow on earth. Sayyidina Mujahid u* i>i u-j states that "what you have been

promised" refers to good and evil. Other commentators are of the opinion that it

refers to rewards and punishment, both of which have been predetermined.

"By the Lord of the sky and the earth, this is certainly the truth just as you can

speak." i.e. It is a certainty just as people are certain that they are speaking when
they do speak. What is it that is "certainly the truth"? Commentators have
tendered the following interpretations:

Man's sustenance.

The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up it J^

The Qur'an.

Retribution.

Whatever has been discussed since the beginning of the Surah.

From these interpretations, the most appropriate is that the verse is referring

to the truth of retribution i.e. rewards and punishment for deeds. This

emphasises the advent of "the day of retribution", which the disbelievers deny (as

mentioned in verse 12 above).

NOTE : The last seven verses of this Para (juz) have been included in the

next Para to facilitate easier understanding of the commentary
because the verses are linked.
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(24) Has the story of Ibrahim's f%J\ <Up honourable guests reached you? (25)

When they came to him and greeted with Salam, he said, "Peace be upon you
too. You people are strangers." (26) He then went to his family and returned

with a fat (roasted) calf. (27) He served it tdthem and (when they did not partake

of it) he said, "Are you not going to eat?" (28) He grew afraid of them. They
said, "Do not be afraid," and they gave him the glad tidings of an intelligent

child. (29) His wife arrived calling loudly, smote her face and said, "An old

barren woman?" (30) They said, "Thus has your Lord said, and He is the Wise,

the All Knowing."

Para Twenty Seven

wVi

(31) He (Sayyidina Ibrahim) said, "What is your duty, O messengers?" (32) They
replied, "We have been sent to a criminal nation..." (33) "...to rain mud stones

upon them." (34) "(The stones) have been marked by your Lord for them who
transgress the limits." (35) "We shall remove those who are believers from the

town." (36) "We found only a single home of Muslims there." (37) In this

incident We have left a lesson for those who fear a painful punishment.
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SAYYIDINA IBRAHIM fiLA <^ RECEIVES GUESTS WHO INFORM
HIM OF THE BIRTH OF HIS SON

Sayyidina Ibrahim pUl* aJc left his hometown in the vicinity of Babylon
and migrated to Palestine, where he took up residence. Sayyidina Lut pU ^Jg

also migrated to Syria (Sham) and lived with people who occupied several towns
on the banks of the Jordan River. Allah made Sayyidina Lut p^Jl ^ a Prophet
and he made tremendous efforts to reform the people who engaged in many evil

practices, homosexuality being the most prominent vice. Eventually, when they
refused to heed his advice and warnings, Allah Ta'ala dispatched a group of
angels to punish them. In human form, these angels first paid a visit to Sayyidina
Ibrahim f^Ull aJc. Because the angels are revered bondsmen of Allah, Allah says,

"Has the story of Ibrahim's <»^J aJc honourable guests reached you?"

When they came to him and greeted with Salam, he said, "Peace be upon you
too." However, because it was the first time that he had met them, Sayyidina
Ibrahim p^ ^J& added, "You people are strangers." Sayyidina Ibrahim f^Jl <Jc

was hardly with them when he went to his wife and returned with a fat roasted
calf. When he served the calf to the guests, they did not eat (because angels do
not eat food). Encouraging them to eat, Sayyidina Ibrahim £^\ <J& asked, "Are
you not going to eat?" When they failed to respond after the verbal offer, "He grew
afraid of them." According to verse 52 of Surah Hijr (15), Sayyidina Ibrahim <£c

P^ said to them, "We are afraid ofyou." He was afraid because, not knowing that

they were angels, he thought that they had come to him with evil intentions.

The angels calmed Sayyidina Ibrahim f^Jl ^ by saying, "Do not be afraid..

Indeed, we wish to convey to you the glad tidings
; of a knowledgeable child." [Surah Hijr

(15), verse 53]

Surprised at this news, Sayyidina Ibrahim puJ\ 4j1& said, "Do you give me
these glad tidings whereas old-age has afflicted me? What glad tidings can you deliver?"

[Surah Hijr (15), verse 54]

Allah relates the story in Surah Hud [Surah 11, verses 71,72] when he says, "His

wife, standing by, laughed as We conveyed to her the glad tidings oflsliaq, and Ya'qub

after ls'haq. She said, 'Woe is me! Shall 1 bear a child when I am an old woman and my
husband here is an old man ? This is indeed a strange event!"

Here in Surah Dhariyat, Allah relates the incident by saying, "His wife

arrived calling loudly, smote her face and said, "An old barren woman?" The addition
of the adjective "barren" makes it clear that she was a woman who had not born
any child before. The angels replied, "Thus has your Lord said, and He is the Wise,

the All Knowing." Allah had already decreed that a child should be born to

them, for He knows best and can do as He pleases. Eventually, the child ls'haq
fXJi\ aAc Was born, who was the father of Sayyidina Ya'qub ?zLA\ <Jc.. Sayyidina
Ya'qub £L*&\ aJc was known as Isra'il and his progeny are referred to as the

Bani Isra'il.

THE DESTRUCTION OF THE NATION OF SAYYIDINA LUT p*Ji <&

When Sayyidina Ibrahim p^J\ aJc was convinced that these people were
angels, he asked them, "Wliat is yuur duty, O messengers?'' They replied, "We have
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been sent to (destroy) a criminal nation [the nation of Sayyidina Lut] to rain clay

stones upon them. (The stones) have been marked by your Lord for them who transgress

the limits." Each stone bore the name of the transgressor it was intended to strike.

Surah Ankabut [Surah 29, verses 31,32] mentions that the angels said, "We are

to destroy the inhabitants of this town. Its inhabitants are certainly oppressors. Ibrahim

r%J\ Up said, 'Lut is among them/ They replied, 'We know best who is present there. We
shall definitely rescue him and his family, exceptfor his wife. She will be among those left

behind."

The incident in Surah Dhariyat continues as follows: The angels said

further, "We shall remove those who are believersfrom the town. We onlyfound a single

home of Muslims there." The single home of believers refers to the household of

Sayyidina Lut f*~b Up with the exception of his wife. "Ma'alimut TanzH" reports

that the only believers in the town were Sayyidina Lut (OLJi *> and his two
daughters. They were the only three people who were rescued from the

punishment. "Ruhul Ma'ani" reports from Sayyidina Sa'Id bin Jubayr *ip i» <^j

that there were 13 believers. If this is correct, the "single home of Muslims" will

be interpreted to mean that they had all gathered in the house of Sayyidina Lut

f%Jl Up,

The angels then came to Sayyidina Lut pLJ\ U* and told him, "So travel with

your family during a portion of the night, follow on their heels and none of you should

turn around. And proceed whence you have been commanded" [Surah Hijr (15), verse 65],

Describing the punishment, Allah says in verses 73 and 74 ofSurah Hijr (15), "So

a scream seized them at sunrise. We turned them upside down and showered clay pebbles

on them."

Some commentators mention that the scream destroyed those living in the

area and their land was turned upside-down. Those living in the outlying areas

were destroyed by the shower of stones.

Allah concludes the episode by saying, "In thm incident We have left a lesson

for those who fear a painful punishment." Whereas the ruins of these cities ought to

be a lesson for people, they treat it as a place of sightseeing and touring. The
Dead Sea now marks the spot where the nation of Sayyidina Lut fX~$\ *J* was
destroyed. The destruction of Sayyidina Lut's' f%-Jv--uU nation is mentioned in

Surah An'am [Surah 6, verses 80-84], Surah Hud [Surah 11, verses 77-83], Surah Hijr

[Surah 15, verses 61-79], Surah Anbiya [Surah 21, verses 74,75], Surah Shu'ara [Surah 26,

verses 160-175], Surah Naml [Surah 27, verses 54-58] and in Surah Ankabut [Surah 29,

verses 32-35].
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(38) And (there is also a lesson) in (the story of) Musa f^J\ *J* when We sent him
to phara'oh (Fir'oun) with a clear proof (39) However, phara'oh (Fir'oun) turned
away together with his party and said, "(He is) either a magician or a madman"
(40) So We seized him and his army and cast them into the ocean while he
lamented. (41) And (there is also a lesson) in (the story of) the Ad when we sent

a wind to them that was devoid of any good. (42) It reduced everything it passed
to smithereens. (43) And (there is also a lesson) in (the story of) the Thamud
when they were told, "Enjoy yourselves for a while." (44) They transgressed

against the command of their Lord, so a punishment seized them as they looked
on. (45) They were unable even to stand and were helpless to avenge
themselves. (46) Such was the condition of the nation of Nuh p^LJi Up before.

They were indeed a sinful nation.

THE DESTRUCTION OF PHARA'OH (FIR'OUN), THE AD AND THE
THAMUD

After recounting the destruction of Sayyidina Lut's
r
*>LJt Up people, Allah

speaks about the rebellion and subsequent annihilation of phara'oh (Fir'oun), the
nation of Ad and the nation of Thamud.

Allah says, "And (there is also a lesson) in (the story of) Musa f
*>LJi Up when We

sent him to Fir'oun with a clear proof The "clear proof refers to the various miracles
that Allah Ta'ala enabled Sayyidina Musa (v>LJi <uU to carry out. These miracles
were so convincing that they were a "clear proof to any person that Sayyidina
Musa

r
!>LJi Up was definitely Allah's Prophet and that his invitation to Oneness of

Allah was certainly the truth. However, despite the clear signs of Sayyidina
Musa's

r
*>LJi Up prophethood, "Fir'oun turned away together with his party and said,

'(He is) either a magician or a madman!" phara'oh (Fir'oun), his courtiers, his army
and all his followers were then drowned because they all adopted the same
proud attitude and refused to accept the truth. Allah says, "So We seized him and
his army and cast them into the ocean as he perpetrated lamentable acts. " His deeds and
his behaviour were a source of regret to him because they resulted in his own
destruction as well as in the destruction of his people. The destruction of
phara'oh (Fir'oun) has been discussed in several Surahs and will, Insha Allah,
also be discussed in Surah Nazi'at [Surah 79, verses 15 to 26].

Allah continues to narrate, "And (there is also a lesson) in (the story of) the Ad
when we sent a wind to them that was devoid of any good." The story of the Ad has
already passed in Surah A'raf [Surah 7, verses 65-72], Surah Hud [Surah 11, verses

50-60], Surah Shu'ara [Surah 26, verses 123-140], and Surah HaMrm Sajdah [Surah 41,

verses 13-16]. The incident is also mentioned in Surah Qamar [Surah 54, verses 18-22]

and in Surah Haqqa [Surah 69, verses 6-8].

Allah sent Sayyidina Hud
r
*Jt Up as a messenger to them. The Ad were an

extremely proud and powerful nation who made the claim, "Who can be more
powerful than us?" Allah sent a wind to destroy them that was extremely
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devastating and held no good for them. If the wind brought them rain, it would

have had some benefit for them. However, the wind was not only devoid of rain

but it was devoid of any good whatsoever. Describing the punishment, Allah

says in Surah Haqqa, "As for the Ad, they were destroyed by an icy tempest. Allah

unleashed it upon them for seven consecutive nights and eight consecutive days. You

would have seen them lying flat on the ground as if they were hollow palm trunks. Do

you see any of them surviving ?
"

Here in Surah Dhariyat Allah describes the intensity of the wind by saying,

'it reduced everything it passed to smithereens." Allah Ta'ala uses the Arabic word

"Ramtm" to describe the remains of everything that the wind passed. This word

generally refers to decomposed remains of corpses and the crushed remains of

dry grass. The various verses describing their punishment make it clear that

when the punishment struck, the Ad were felled like palm trunks while

everything about them was reduced to dust. Of course, after the passage of time,

their bodies were also reduced to dust.

The wind that destroyed the Ad blew from a westerly direction (called the

'Dabur
7

in Arabic). The Holy Prophet ^ 3 U* & J^ once said, "J have been assisted

with the 'Saba' and the Ad were destroyed with the 'Dabur'." The Saba is a wind that

blows from an easterly direction. It is this wind that drove the disbelievers away

from Madinah when they lay siege to Madinah during the Battle of the Trench.

Allah Ta'ala then discusses the destruction of the Thamud. Allah sent

Sayyidina Salih f%^\ Up as a Prophet to them. However, they were obstinate and

refused to accept the message of Oneness of Allah. The details of the Thamud are

discussed in Surah A'raf [Surah 7, verses 73-79], Surah Hud [Surah 11, verses 61-68],

Surah Shu'ara [Surah 26, verses 141-159], Surah HaMlm Sajdah [Surah 41, verses 17-18],

Surah Qamar [Surah 54, verses 23-32] and in Surah Haqqa [Surah 69, verses 4-5].

When the Thamud requested that Sayyidina Salih
r
%J\ Up causes a pregnant

camel to emerge from a mountain, Allah made this miracle possible. However,

when they were told that the camel should be allowed to drink by herself every

alternate day and that their camels should drink during the other days, they

grew upset. They eventually killed the camel despite warnings from Sayyidina

Salih ^LJ\ ^ who said to them/' This camel of Allah is a sign for you, so leave it to

graze in Allah 's land and do not afflict it with evil, for then a painful punishment will

seize you." [Surah A'rdf (7), verse 73]

When they killed the camel, Sayyidina Salih f*~)\ ^> said to them "Enjoy

yourselves for awhile." Allah mentions in Surah Hud [Surah 11, verse 65] that

Sayyidina Salih f*~J\ ^ said to them. "Enjoy yourselves in your homes for three days.

This is a promise that will not be falsified." As promised, they were wiped out after

three days, Allah says, "a punishment seized them as they looked on." Allah says in

Surah HaMlm Sajdah, "So, because of what they earned, a catastrophic punishment

seized them, which was extremely humiliating." [Surah 41, verse 17]

The Aarbic word "Saiaa" used in both the above verses to describe the

punishment has been simply translated as "punishment" . Commentators mention

that it actually refers to a form of punishment that is inflicted by a bolt of

lightning or a thunderclap. The same punishment has been described in Surah

Hud and Surah Qamar as "a scream''. Nevertheless, it struck them after three
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days. Allah says in Surah Hud, "A scream seized the oppressors and they were left

lyingface down in their homes as if they never existed there. " [Surah 11, verse 67.68]

"They were unable even to stand and were helpless to avenge themselves. " When
Allah's punishment strikes a nation, nothing can help them.

Allah then speaks of the punishment that afflicted the nation of Sayyidina

Nuh f%~±\ Up. Allah says, "Such was the condition with the nation of Nuh r%Ji Up

before (the Ad and Thamud) They were indeed a sinful nation (as well, just like the

others)/' Numerous Surahs discuss the incident of Sayyidina Nuh and his nation.

» I » .< >»„ >s< r. *Vf su \^Jt r $^» x >f>r $^*< *"' fs < <*

(47) We created the sky with might and We certainly possess vast powers. (48)

And we have spread the earth out. What excellent spreaders. (49) We have
created pairs from everything so that you may take heed. (50) So hasten towards
Allah. Verily I am a clear warner to you from Him. (51) Do not ascribe another
deity with Allah. Verily I am a clear warner to you from Him. (52) In a like

manner, whenever a Prophet came to those before them, they said that he is a

magician or a madman. (53) Have they made bequests to each other (to behave in

this manner)? Nay, but they are a rebellious folk. (54) Ignore them, for you will

not be blamed. (55) Continue advising because advice is beneficial for the

believers.

THE CREATION OF THE EARTH AND SKY WITH THE
INSTRUCTION TO HASTEN TOWARDS ALLAH

In these verses Allah speaks about the creation of many of His creation and
instructs man to turn to Him and to remain steadfast on Oneness of Allah. Allah
discusses many aspects in these verses.

Firstly. Allah begins by saying, "We created the sky with might and We
certainly possess vast powers." Allah' s powers are infinite and He is Able to do as
He pleases. Allah experienced no difficulty in creating the skies and everything
occupying space. Allah mentions in Surah Qaf, "We have created the heavens, the

earth and whatever is between the two in six days without fatigue even remotely
touching Us." [Surah 50, verse 38]

Sayyidina Hasan *> 4t ^ translates "Tnna Lamusi'un" (translated above as

"We certainly possess vast powers ") as 'it is We who grant abundant sustenance."

Secondly. "And we have spread the earth out. What excellent spreaders!" Man is

able to lie down and sleep comfortably on the earth without fearing that he will
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fall off somewhere. Allah asks in Surah Ghashiya,? "And (have they not looked at)

the earth, how it was spread out?" [Surah 88, verse 20]

Thirdly. "We have created pairs from everything..." Sayyidina Mujahid i» ~<^j

Up states that this refers to the opposites that Allah has created like the day and

night, good fortune and ill fortune, guidance and deviation, the earth and the

sky, black and white, health and illness, etc. Allah created all of this "...so that you

may take heed" i.e. by witnessing all these bounties, man should realise that Allah

is his All Powerful Lord. He should then turn his attention towards Allah and

worship only Him.

Fourthly. "So hasten towards Allah." Worship Allah and never disobey Him.

Fifthly. Allah instructs the Holy Prophet^ Up ii>\ JU to announce to the

people, "Verily lama clear warner to youfrom Him.

"

Sixthly. "Do not ascribe another deity with Allah." This command to abstain

from polytheism (shirk) is clear.

Seventhly. "Verily lama clear warner to youfrom Him.
"

Eighthly. Allah Ta'ala then tells the Holy Prophet ^j *> i J^ that the

opposition that he receives from the polytheists is nothing new because "In a like

manner, whenever a Prophet came to those before them (i.e. before the Makkans), they

said that he is a magician or a madman." However, these Anbiya (The Holy

Prophets) <olji f+A* exercised patience and persevered with their duties.

Ninthly. Allah asks, "Have they (i.e. the various nations) made bequests to each

other (to behave in this manner)? Nay, but they are a rebellious folk." The question is

rhetorical It is obvious that every nation could not have made a bequest to the

nation after them. It was the inherent rebelliousness of every nation that drove

them to oppose the Prophets <v>i~Ji r^.

Tenthly. Allah instructs the Holy Prophet ^j Up ibi ju, "Ignore them, for you

will not be blamed." The duty of the Holy Prophet jJL.j 4* & J^ was to do his best

to convey the message of Islam clearly to the masses. After doing this, he could

not be blamed for those who refused to accept.

Eleventhly. Allah finally instructs the Holy Prophet ^j ^ &\ J^> to

persevere in his duty when He says, "Continue advising because advice is beneficial

for the believers. " Advice is extremely beneficial for those who are destined to be

believers. As for those who have already believed, it serves to fortify their belief.

["Ruhul Maani"\

(56) I have created man and Jinn only to worship Me. (57) I require neither

sustenance from them nor do I want them to feed Me. (58) Without doubt, Allah
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is the Sustainer, the Possessor of absolute power, Strong. (59) There shall

certainly be substantial punishment for the oppressors, which shall be similar to

the punishment of those like them, so do not hurry Me. (60) Woe be to the

disbelievers on the day about which they have been promised.

ALLAH HAS CREATED MAN AND JINN ONLY FOR HIS WORSHIP
AND HE DOES NOT REQUIRE ANY SUSTENANCE FROM THEM

Allah clearly declares, "I have created man and Jinn only to worship Me. " From
among His creation, Allah has granted intelligence to man, Jinn and angels. In

addition to this, Allah has also granted man and Jinn the capacity to carry out

good and evil. Allah has created man and Jinn for the express purpose of

worshipping Him. However, it is evident that those who are obedient to Him are

fewer in number than the disobedient ones whereas man and Jinn ought to be

exerting all their efforts to obey Allah. While Allah has informed man and Jinn

that they have been created to worship Him, he has also warned them saying, 7
shall definitely fill Hell with the multitude of man and ]inn" [Surah Hud (11), verse 119].

It is therefore incumbent on all of mankind to worship Allah Alone and to

abstain from disbelief and sin.

Allah says further, "I require neither sustenancefrom them nor do I want them to

feed Me." Allah expresses His independence in this verse. Unlike the masters of

this world who want their slaves to earn for them, Allah Ta'ala requires nothing

from His slaves. Mankind can do nothing to benefit Allah and the worship they

undertake is only for their own benefit.

Allah asserts, "Without doubt, Allah is the Sustainers, the Possessor of absolute

power, Strong. "Allah sustains everything in the universe and none can compare
with His power and strength. How can creation ever hope to provide Him with

sustenance?

Allah then speaks of the punishment that the disbelievers shall have to face

when He says, '/There shall certainly be substantial punishment for the oppressors,

which shall be similar to the punishment of those like them, so do not hurry Me." The
disbelievers shall certainly receive the punishment they deserve. The fact that the

punishment has not yet arrived does not mean that they will be able to escape

from it.

The Arabic word "Dhanub" (translated above as "substantial punishment")

actually refers to a bucket that is full. It is used metaphorically here to denote

punishment.

Allah concludes the Surah by saying, "Woe be to the disbelievers on the day

about which they have been promised." While some commentators state that this day
refers to the day when the Battle of Badr took place, others maintain that it refers

to the Day of Judgement.

ftftftftftftftftftftftfttrftftftftfttrftftft
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent the Most Merciful.

(1) By the oath of Mount Tur... (2) and the written book.,. (3) ... which is in an

open parchment. (4) And (by the oath of) the "Baytul Ma'mur",... (5) ...the

raised roof... (6) ... and the kindled ocean. (7) Indeed, the punishment of your

Lord shall take place. (8) There shall be none to avert it. (9) The day when the

sky shall tremble uncontrollably... (10) ... and the mountains will fly through the

air. (11) Woe be to the deniers on that day... (12) ... Those who are frolicking in

their vanities. (13) The day when they will be forcibly shoved into the Fire of

Hell. (14) "This is the Fire that you used to deny!" (15) "Is this magic or are you

unable to see?" (16) "Enter into it! Bear with it or don't it, will make no

difference to you! You are being recompensed only for what you used to do."

THE MISERABLE CONDITION OF THE DISBELIEVERS ON THE
DAY OF JUDGEMENT WHEN THEY WILL BE THRUST INTO HELL

In these verses Allah takes oaths on certain things that bear great

significance to man. Thereafter, Allah asserts, "Indeed, the punishment of your Lord

shall take place. - Allah emphasises this fact with the various oaths because many

people deny it. Such oaths are also taken at the beginning of Surah Dhariyat

{Surah 51) and Surah Nazi'at (Surah 79).
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Allah begins the Surah by saying, "By the oath of Mount Tur." This is the

mountain on which Sayyidina Musa f%Jt *> stood when Allah spoke to him.

Thereafter, Allah Ta'ala takes an oath by "the written book' "Ruhul Ma'ani" has

reported several interpretations of this. One interpretation is that it refers to the

book of deeds that will either be given to people on the Day of Judgement either

in their right hands or in7 their left hands. Other commentators state that this

refers to the Qur'an, while another group of commentators are of the opinion

that it refers to the "Lowhul Mahfuz (the Protected tablet, in which the deeds of

mankind have been recordedfrom eternity)".

Describing the "written book" Allah says that it is "in an open parchment" . The

Arabic word "riq" (translated above as "parchment") actually refers to a thin piece of

leather. This was used as writing material during the early days. The word "Manshur"

means "open This adjective supports the opinion of those commentators who maintain

that the "written book" refers to peoples' books ofdeeds because Allah says in Surah Bani

Isra'il [Surah 17, verse 13], "On the Day of Judgement We shall take out for him a book

that he will see opened before him.

"

"And (by the oath of) the "Baytul Mamur". When the Holy Prophet ^j <d* Ji Jl^>

saw this during the Mi'raj (Ascension), he asked Jibr'il fX~Ji <M what it was. Jibr'il <u*

f%J\ replied, "This is the Baytul Mamur. Every day seventy thousand angels enter it and

once they emerge, they never ever get another opportunity to return to it. " [Muslim v. 1 p.

94]

It is mentioned in "Ma'alimut Tamil" that the sanctity that the Baytul

Ma'mur enjoys in the heavens is just like that which the Ka'ba enjoys on earth.

Daily 70000 angels make Circumambulation of the Baytul Ma'mur, enter it to

perform Salah and then never receive a second chance.

Allah then takes an oath by "the raised roof . "Ruhul Ma'ani" reports from

Sayyidina Ali ** ii ^j that this refers to the Arsh (throne) of Allah, which is the

roof of Heaven.

" ...and (by the oath of) the kindled ocean." The oceans shall be kindled into a

blazing fire on the Day of Judgement, as Allah says in Surah Takwlr [Surah SI,

verse 6], "When the oceans are set alight."

Some commentators have translated the verse to mean "By the oath of the

brimming ocean.

"

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ** iui ^>j narrates from the Holy Prophet JU
^j Up ibi that only the person intending Hajj, Umrah or Jihad in Allah's path

should venture to travel by sea because beneath the sea is fire and beneath this

fire is an ocean. [Abu Dawud v. 1 p. 327]

Allah Ta'ala begins by taking an oath by Mount Tur, which is a sacred place.

Thereafter, Allah swears by the book in which people's deeds are recorded.

Third, an oath is taken by the Baytul Ma'mur around which the angels make
Circumambulation and glorify Allah. Then, Allah takes an oath by His throne

(Arsh) - a place where the angels live, from where revelation comes and where
Heaven is found. Finally, Allah takes an oath by the "kindled ocean" — a place

of fire.
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Allah takes all these oaths to emphasise the fact that 'indeed, the punishment

of your Lord shall take place" and "There shall be none to avert it." Man ought to

realise from this that the Being Who created all of these great phenomena is

certainly capable of rewarding the good and puYrishing the evil. When
Judgement will dawn, there can be none to avert it.

Sayyidina Jubayr bin Mut'im **> &\ ^j narrates that when he had not yet

accepted Islam, he came to Madinah to discuss the issue of the captives of Badr

with the Holy Prophet pJL-j <uU &\ JU. When he came close to the masjid, he heard

the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ii ju reciting Surah Tur as he led the Maghrib Salah.

Sayyidina Jubayr -up ibt ^j states that when the Holy Prophet jjL,j a* Ai j*
reached the verse: 'indeed, the punishment of your Lord shall take place. There shall be

none to avert it" he felt as if his heart had burst. The fear for Allah's punishment

made him accept Islam because he felt as if the punishment would overtake him

before he stood up from his place. ["Ma'alimut Tanzll" v. 4 p. 337]

Allah then describes the scene of the Day of Judgement. Allah says that

Judgement will be "The day when the sky shall tremble uncontrollably and the

mountains will fly through the air." Allah says in Surah Takwlr [Surah 81, verse 3],

"When the mountains shall be made to fly about." A verse of Surah Naml reads, "You

will look at the mountains, thinking them to be solid, but they will be passing by like

clouds." [Surah 27, verse 88]

Allah says in Surah Wa'qiah, "When the earth shall be violently shaken and the

mountains powdered to dust and becomefloating dust particles." [Surah 56, verses 4-6]

"Woe be to the deniers on that day. "Describing these people, Allah says that

they are "Those who are frolicking in their vanities. " They are preoccupied with

various types of idle pursuits as a form of amusement. The author of "Ma'alimut

Tanzll" comments by saying that these people are engaged in promoting

falsehood, speak against the truth and make sport and amusement their

occupations. Whereas this is their occupation in this world, their condition in the

Akhirah (Hereafter) shall be different. Allah says that on the Day of Judegment

"they will be forcibly shoved into the Fire of Hell. " The angels will push them into

Hell with their hands shackled to their necks.

Allah states in Surah Rahman, "The criminals will be recognised by their traits

and will be seized by theirforelocks and feet. " [Surah 55, verse 41]

It will then be said to them, "This is the Fire that you used to deny!" When the

Holy Prophet ^ 3 *a* ai J^ used to invite them to the truth and perform miracles,

these polytheists used to say that his acts are mere acts of magic. For this reason,

they will be asked, 7s this (punishment) magic or are you unable to see?"

It will also be said to them, "Enter into it! Bear with it or don 't, it will make no

difference to you!" By exercising patience in this world, difficulties are often

alleviated. However, in the Hereafter, nothing will alleviate their suffering. Their

punishment will not be because of any injustice against them, but merely a

recompense for the evil deeds they carried out. Therefore, Allah shall tell them,

"You are being recompensed onlyfor what you used to do."
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(17) Verily those who fear Allah shall be in gardens and bounties... (18) ....

Enjoying what their Lord gives them. And their Lord shall save them from the

punishment of the Blaze. (19) "Eat and drink with blessings in return for the

deeds that you carried out." (20) They will be reclining on couches arranged in

rows and We shall marry them to fair maidens with large eyes. (21) Those who
carry out good deeds and whose progeny follow them in belief We shall join

their progeny with them without reducing anything from their deeds. Every

person shall be detained for his deeds. (22) We shall grant them additional fruit

and meat as they desire. (23) There they will pass around a cup in which there is

no absurd talk and no sin. (24) Their youngsters shall wait on them, appearing to

be concealed pearls. (25) They will face each other asking questions. (26) They
will say, "Before this we used to be fearful among our families." (27) "However,
Allah graced us and saved us from the punishment of Hell." (28) "Indeed we
always used to pray before. He is certainly the One who treats with kindness,

the Most Merciful."

THE BOUNTIES THAT THOSE WHO FEAR ALLAH WILL ENJOY IN
THE HEREAFTER

After speaking of the punishment that the sinners and disbelievers will

suffer in Hell, Allah .speaks of the bounties that the believers will enjoy in

Heaven. Allah says, "Verily those who fear Allah shall be in gardens and bounties,

enjoying what their Lord gives them. - The people of Heaven will be busy enjoying
the bounties that Allah has reserved for them, the greatest of which is that He
saved them 'from the punishment of the Blaze." Their bounties shall last forever and
they will never have to fear suffering punishment. It will be said to them, "Eat

and drink with blessings in return for the deeds that you carried out." The food and
drink of Heaven shall cause no difficulty to a person irrespective of the quantity

that he eats and drinks.
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In addition to this, "They will be reclining on couches arranged in rows. " This is

also mentioned in Surah Dukhan [Surah 44, verse 53] and Surah Wa'qiah [Surah 56,

verses 15,16]. It is gathered from these verses that the couches will be arranged in

rows facing each other.

Allah then mentions the boon of marriage when He says, .... and We shall

marry them to fair maidens with large eyes." After creating Sayyidina Adam (OLJ Up,

Allah created a spouse for him in the form of Sayyidah Hawwa ^LJ\ U^. Man's

progeny succeeded from them as couples married to have children. Because man
instinctively requires companionship, Allah shall cater for this in Heaven as well.

Together with their wives of this world, Allah shall also marry the men of

Heaven to the "Hur In" whom He has created expressly for them in Heaven. The

Arabic word "Hur" is the plural of the word "Hawrd" which refers to women
who are extremely fair in complexion. "In" is the plural of "Ayna" which refers to

women who have large eyes.

THE PROGENY OF THE BELIEVERS

Allah Ta'ala then mentions another bounty that he will bestow on the

people of Heaven. This bounty is that Allah will allow the family and progeny of

people to reach their ranks in Heaven even though the others have not attained

these ranks. This will be done to please the people of Heaven without reducing

their rewards in any way. Allah says further, "Every person shall be detained for his

deeds" i.e. no person will be held responsible for the misdeeds of another, even

though the other is a member of his family.

"Ruhul Ma'ani" quotes from "Mustadrak Hakim" and "Bayhaqi" that

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas *& &\ ^j said, "Indeed Allah shall elevate the rank of

a believer's (Mu'mins) progeny to his rank even though their deeds are fewer. This will

be done to satisfy the people of Belief" He then recited the above verse.

"Tabrani" narrates from the Holy Prophet^ 3 *> &\ J^ that when a person is

entered into Heaven, he will ask about the whereabouts of his parents, wife and

children. When he is told that they were unable to reach his rank, he will make
Supplication to Allah. Allah will then command that they also be elevated to his

rank.

Allah then mentions another bounty when He says, "We shall grant them

additional fruit and meat as they desire." Allah says in Surah Zukhruf, "You will

have an abundance of fruit to eat there (in Heaven)/7

[Surah 43, verse 72]

Allah says in Surah Mursalat [Surah 77, verse 41], "Indeed the pious shall be in

shade and springs and shall have the fruits they desire. " A verse of Surah Wa'qiah

reads, "A variety offruits to choosefrom and the meat of birds of their choice." [Surah 56,

verses 20,21]

Therefore, it is clear that people will have "the fruits they desire" as well as "a

variety offruit to choose from". The above verses also make it clear that in addition

to "the meat of birds -, they shall have "meat as they desire -, referring to all other

types of meat. All these foods shall be eaten as and when one pleases. Unlike

occasions in this world when a person is forced to eat things that he dislikes, he

will thoroughly enjoy everything he eats in Heaven.
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"There they will pass around a cup in which there is no absurd talk and no sin.

"

There shall be no shortage of anything in Heaven. Therefore, passing a cup

around will be purely for the pleasure of doing so. The Arabic word "ka 's"

(translated above as "cup") actually refers to a cup that is brimming with drink.

Allah says in Surah Naba, "And (the pious shall receive) brimming glasses" [Surah 78,

verse 34], As and when people require, they shall have a cup full of drink, as Allah

says in Surah Dahar, "those filling will fill by an appropriate measured! [Surah 76, verse

161

These cups will be filled with drinks from "Tasnim" with mixtures of ginger

and camphor. By drinking these drinks, the people of Heaven will not become
intoxicated and will therefore not make absurd statements and babble

nonsensical talks. Because the wines of Heaven will be a special bounty from

Allah, there will not even be any sin for consuming them. It is for this that Allah

says, "There they will pass around a cup in which there is no absurd talk and no sin.

"

There will be young lads in Heaven who will serve these drinks to the

people. Allah says, "Their youngsters shall wait on them, appearing to be concealed

pearls (in their beauty and in the smooth texture of their complexion)." Allah says in

Surah Dahar, "Lads of eternal youth will wait on them. When you see them, you will

think that they are scattered pearls." [Surah 76, verse 19]

Allah says further, "They will face each other asking questions." They will ask

each other the reasons for which they were entered into Heaven. Although they

will be aware of these reasons, they will ask each other to remember these things

and to remind themselves of Allah's favours on them.

"They will say, 'Before this we used to be fearful among our families. "When these

people lived in the world, they were constantly worried that they should never

disobey Allah and earn His wrath. They were always wary of the fact that they

would have to face Allah and render an account for their deeds. This statement is

mentioned in Surah Haqqa in the following words, 'It was always convinced that I

shall certainly meet my reckoning." [Surah 69, verse 20]. Conviction and concern about

the Akhirah (Hereafter) is the true capital of a believer. Once a believer has

acquired this, he will easily pass the stages there.

The people of Heaven will say further, "However, Allah graced us and saved us

from the punishment of Hell." A believer realises that the actions he carries out do
not owe their existence to his own intelligence and dexterity. He believed from

the depths of his heart that good deeds, Belief, piety, abstinence, concern for the

Akhirah (Hereafter) and every other thing is a blessing from Allah. Similarly,

entry into Heaven and salvation from Hell are also achieved solely through

Allah's grace and favour.

"Indeed we always used to pray before (in this world). He is certainly the One who

treats with kindness, the Most Merciful." Through His munificence, Allah accepted

their supplication and entered them into Heaven.

o^is* y^ _£y*i f-s$M $& -> Q*}' •--> V**^> -j—^-^
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(29) So continue reminding for, by the grace of your Lord, you [O Muhammad
pL*j <Up k\ J-?] are neither a fortune-teller nor a madman. (30) Or do they say,

"He is a poet whose death ive are eagerly awaiting"? (31) Say, "Wait, for I am
also waiting with you. (32) Or is their intelligence commanding them to do this

or are they a rebellious nation? (33) Or are they saying, "He has fabricated it"?

The fact of the matter is that they will noijbelieve. (34) They should produce a

speech like it if they are truthful. (35) Or were they created without a creator or

are they creators themselves? (36) Or did they create the heavens and the earth?

The fact is that they have no conviction. (37) Or are the treasures of your Lord

with them or do they possess powers to enforce? (38) Or do they have a ladder

by which they are able to eavesdrop? So let their eavesdropper produce a clear

proof. (39) Or are daughters for Him and sons for you? (40) Or do you ask from

them a fee so that they feel as if they are burdened by a penalty? (41) Or do they

have knowledge of the unseen which they are writing? (42) Or are they plotting

something? Indeed those who disbelieve will themselves be ensnared in a plot.

(43) Or do they have a deity besides Allah? Allah is Pure from the partners they

ascribe to Him.

REFUTING THE CLAIMS OF THE REJECTERS

These verses begin with an address to the Holy Prophet pL-j *i* ibi ju after

which several questions are posed to the polytheists. The discussion therefore

appears to be a dialogue between the Holy Prophet ,jl.j *a* &\ jl* and the

polytheists.

Allah addresses the Holy Prophet jJL-j *> ifo JU* saying, "So continue

reminding (and do not worry about the taunts of the disbelievers) for, by the grace of

your Lord, you [O Muhammad ^j <u* iui juj are neither a fortune-teller nor a madman
(as they claim)."

Allah Ta'ala then quotes the foolish statement of the disbelievers who said

about the Holy Prophet pJL-j <4± & J^>, "He is a poet whose death we are eagerly

awaiting/' They claimed that the Holy Prophet jJL-j 4* & J^> was merely a poet

and like so many other poets who have passed on, they (Allah forbid!) will be
relieved of him once he dies. They regarded him to be a poet who will have his
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say as long as he lives and who will then be forgotten once he dies without a

following. Allah tells the Holy Prophet ,0-j ^ Ai J^ to reply to them by saying,

"Wait, for I am also waiting with you" i.e. T am waiting with you to see your miserable

condition once Allah's punishment afflicts you for turning awayfrom the truth. Whereas

I shall reap success and rewards for my efforts, you people will sufferfailure, punishment

and destruction." The author of 'Ma'alimut Tanzil" states that this verse refers to

the defeat or the polytheists at the Battle of Badr when many polytheists leaders

were killed.

Allah Ta'ala then asks, "Or is their intelligence commanding them to do this or

are they a rebellious nation?" Their intelligence seemed to be encouraging them to

reject the truth and to cling to their false beliefs and customs. However, it is the

duty of true intelligence to encourage acceptance of the truth and rejection of

falsehood. It is therefore obvious that the intelligence that they valued so much
was actually no intelligence at all.

Allah says further, "Or are they saying, 'He has fabricated it'l" The polytheists

claimed that the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ii JU fabricated the Qur'an. They made
this claim merely because of their obstinacy since even they realised that the

Qur'an can be nothing else but the word of Allah. Allah asserts, "The fact of the

matter is that they will not believe. " If they were true in their claim, why is it that

they were unable to accept the challenge of the Qur'an to produce a single Surah

like any in the Qur'an? Allah says, "They should produce a speech like it if they are

truthful." However, none shall- ever be able to meet the Qur'an's challenge. Allah

says in Surah Bani Isra'il, "Say, Tf mankind and the Jinn combine to produce the like of

this Qur'an, they would not be able to produce its example even if they are assistants to

each other"' [Surah 17, verse 88]. After almost 1500 years, none has been able to meet

this challenge and none shall ever do so.

"Or were they created without a creator or are they creators themselves?" Even the

polytheists are forced to admit that they are creation and that there is a Creator.

If they deny that they were created, their existence will be questioned. They will

then be asked whether they created themselves. It is obvious that neither did

they create themselves not are they able to create another being. Once a person

realises that he is a creation, he ought to believe in the existence of the Creator.

Allah asks further, "Or did they create the heavens and the earth?" This

question is rhetorical because it is obvious that these people could never create

the heavens and the earth. They are therefore forced to admit that these

phenomena are also the products of the Mighty Creator. However, despite

admitting these facts, "Thefact is that they have no conviction."

"Or are the treasures of your Lord with them..." If they possessed the treasures of

Allah's mercy, they could appoint whoever they please as Anbiya (The Holy Prophets)

r
%Ui pfJL*. However, they have no choice in the matter. Only Allah may appoint a

Prophet. This verse is a reply to the question that the polytheists posed as quoted in verse

31 of Surah Zukhruf (43), "They say, 'Why is this Qur'an not revealed to a prominent

manfrom one of the two cities (i.e. Makkah or Ta 'if)?"'

Allah asks further "or do they possess powers to enforce?" i.e. "Do they wield the

power to forcibly choose who a Prophet should be?" Since the obvious replies to these

questions are negative, it is evident that they then have no right to object to
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Allah's choice of Prophet's fiLJ\ p+A*. Allah says in Surah An'am, "Allah knows best

where He wishes to place His message. " [Surah 6, verse 124]

"Or do they have a ladder by which they are able to eavesdrop? So let their

eavesdropper produce a clear proof" i.e. they should produce a clear proof to

substantiate the truth of their stand (Qurtubi). The fact that the Qur'an is a

revelation from Allah is proven by the fact that no human is able to match even a

single short Surah of the Qur'an. It is now the responsibility of the disbelievers to

prove the truth of their beliefs. Therefore, Allah asks them whether they have a

ladder to climb into the heavens in search of a suitable proof. They are

challenged to furnish a divine proof just as the Holy Prophet ^ 3 *a* i»i j*> could

recite the revelation that came to him.

"Or are daughters for Him and sons for you?" The polytheists regarded the

angels as Allah's daughters. However, when a daughter was born to any of

them, they regarded it as a disgrace. A nation that attributes to Allah something

that they regard as a disgrace must really be a foolish nation. How can such a

nation raise objections against Allah and say that He ought to appoint those

people as the Holy Prophets whom they select as such?

"Or do you ask from them a fee so that they feel as if they are burdened by a

penalty?" No person is ever required to pay a fee for accepting Islam. In fact,

people are invited to accept Islam for their personal benefit in this world and in

the Akhirah. Therefore no person can make the excuse that they stand to lose

anything by accepting Islam.

Allah then asks, "Or do they have knowledge of the unseen which they are

writing?" They used to say that they are awaiting the demise of the Holy Prophet

jjuj <jlp ii ju* so that his following and his religion may cease to exist after him.

Allah asks them whether they have knowledge of the unseen to be so certain that

they will live on after him to see what they wish to see. [Qurtubi]

"Or are they plotting something? Indeed those who disbelieve will themselves be

ensnared in a plot." The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that this warning came to

pass when the polytheists of Makkah convened to decide their course of action

against the Holy Prophet ^j U* ii JU. Allah mentions this meeting in Surah

Anfal when He says, "When the disbelievers schemed against you to imprison you, kill

you or exile you. They plan and Allah plans, and Allah is the best of planners." [Surah 8,

verse 30]

However, the evil scheming of the disbelievers was foiled because the Holy

Prophet jJL-j Up ii ji^ left Makkah unharmed and reached Madinah safely. It was

after he reached Madinah that the Battle of Badr took place in which seventy

polytheists were killed, many of them being their leaders. Thus, they were at the

receiving end of their plot. ["Ruhul Ma'ani" v. 27 p. 39]

Allah closes the dialogue by asking, "Or do they have a deity besides Allah?

Allah is Purefrom the partners they ascribe to Him.

"
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(44) If they see a portion of the sky hurtling down they say, "This is a cloud in

stacked layers/' (45) So leave them until they meet their day in which they will

fall unconscious. (46) The day when their plots will be of no avail to them and
they will not be assisted. (47) There shall surely be another punishment besides

this for the oppressors but they have no idea. (48) Bear patiently with the

decision of your Lord for you are under Our protection. Glorify the praises of

your Lord when you rise. (49) And glorify Him during a portion of the night and
even after the stars have vanished.

THE MISERABLE PLIGHT OF THE REJECTERS ON THE DAY OF
JUDGEMENT

Allah speaks of the rebelliousness of the disbelievers in these verses, He
exhorts the Holy Prophet^ 3 ^ ii ju to be patient and promises him protection.

In the first of these verses, Allah describes the rebelliousness of the polytheists

when He says, "If they see a portion of the sky hurtling down (towards them) they say,

'this is a cloud in stacked layers. -< This means that even if they have to witness
Allah's punishment coming to them in the form of a hurtling "portion of the sky"
(meteorite, asteroid, etc), they will not want to believe. This is despite the fact

that they said to the Holy Prophet jJL-j^ ii ju*, "We shall never believe in you until

you drop the sky upon us in fragments as you claim..." [Surah Bani Israil (17), verses 90-

92]

If, as they requested, a "portion of the sky" was to come hurtling towards
them, they would refuse to admit that it is from Allah and will brush it off as
being a mere cloud that has layers stacked high atop each other. Like this, they
will concoct various interpretations instead of admitting that it is from Allah
Ta'ala or a miracle of the Holy Prophet ^j u* i»i ju. Allah discusses this

rebelliousness of theirs in Surah Hijr where He says, "If We open to them a door of
the sky and they climb it during the day they will say, 'Our eyes have merely been

mesmerized. Indeed we are a bewitched people."'[Surah 15, verses 14,15]

Allah then addresses the Holy Prophet ^j Up i» jl* saying, "So leave them until

they meet their day in which they will fall unconscious." While some commentators
are of the opinion that this day refers to the Battle of Badr, others maintain that it

refers to the day when the trumpet will be sounded for the first time to announce
the advent of Judgement. Allah continues to say that on that fateful day, "their

plots will be of no avail to them and they will not be assisted.

"

"There shall surely be another punishment besides this for the oppressors..."

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ ii ^j says that this punishment refers to the
Battle of Badr and Sayyidina Mujahid 4* ^ ^j says that the reference is to the
seven-year drought that afflicted Makkah. However, "they have no idea" that this

warning is not merely an idle threat but a reality that is certain.
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Allah Ta'ala advises the Holy Prophet ^j ajLp &\ ju further by saying, "Bear

patiently with the decision nf your Lord" i.e. "bear with Allah's decision to delay the

punishment and do not seek to hasten it. They shall be punished when Allah decrees. You

have nothing tofearfrom them because "you are under Our protection."

Allah further instructs the Holy Prophet ,JL.j Up ii ju to "Glorify the praises of

your Lord when you rise. " Sayyidina Ata aJLp ii <^Jf Sayyidina Mujahid <4* ^ ~^j

and Sayyidina Ibn Jurayj 4* i\^ interpret this verse to mean that Tasblh (Words

of glorifying) and Tahmld (Words of praising) should be recited each time one

rises from a gathering. In this regard it has been reported that whenever the Holy
Prophet (JL-j Up iji ju rose from a gathering he used to recite:

With reference to this, a Sahabi <& iwi ^j asked, "O the Holy Prophet ibi JU
^jl-j Up, You are reciting certain words that you never recited habitually before/'

the Holy Prophet (JL-j -Up ii ju replied, "These words serve as an expiation for

everything (inappropriate) that occurred in the gathering." [Abu Dazvud]

Allah further instructs, "And glorify Him during a portion of the night 'and even

after the stars have vanished." While some commentators have interpreted "during

a portion of the night" as the Maghrib and Isha Salah and "after the stars have

vanished" as the two Rakahs of Fajr, others maintain that "during a portion of the

night" refers to performing the Tahajjud Sahah at night.

tiftftftfttitiftftt?t?t?ftftft£?£?t?fttiftft
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent the Most Merciful.

(1) By the star when it sets. (2) Your companion is neither deviated nor has he

lost his way. (3) He does not speak of his own whims. (4) Whatever he says is

revelation revealed to him. (5) He has been taught by one of immense might... (6)

and who is extremely powerful. He then appeared in his original form... (7) ...

when he was on the highest part of the horizon. (8) Then he approached and

drew close... (9) ...and was as close as two bows or even closer. (10) Then (Allah)

sent that revelation to His slave, which He revealed. (11) The heart does not

mistake what it sees. (12) Are you disputing with him concerning what he saw?

(13) He certainly saw him once more... (14) ...at the "Sidratul Muntaha"... (15)

close to which is "Jannatul Ma'wa". (16) When the "Sidratul Muntaha'' is

covered by that which covers it. (17) The sight neither wavered nor transgressed.

(18) He definitely saw some of Allah 's great signs.

EVERYTHING THE HOLY PROPHET ^j Up k\ JU SAID WAS
REVELATION AND HE SAW SAYYIDINA JIBRlL p^\ Up TWICE IN

HIS ORIGINAL FORM
The greater portion of these verses speak about the prophethood of the Holy

Prophet pJL-j Up ii jl* and the incident where he saw Sayyidina JibrH^%J» *>
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Allah begins the Surah by taking an oath saying, "By the star when it sets. Your
companion is neither deviated nor has he lost his way. He does not speak of his own
whims. Whatever he says is revelation revealed to him.

"

Although the Arabic word "Najm" is singular, it refers to the entire galaxy of

stars. Certain commentators have mentioned that it refers to the Pleiades

constellation of stars, which comprises of seven individual stars. Allah swears an
oath by the stars to emphasise prophethood and divine revelation because just as

the stars serve to guide people in the dark, so too do the Holy Prophets (OLJi r^
and divine revelation guide people who have wandered astray.

The Holy Prophet ^3 <> i>i ju was never a polytheist. Even before he
announced his prophethood to people, he always believed in One Allah.

However, when he began inviting the Quraysh to believe in One Allah, they took
offence and started saying that he had forsaken the creed of his forefathers and
wandered astray. They even called him a fortune-teller and a poet. Allah Ta'ala
refutes their statements by declaring that the Holy Prophet ^.a* & ju has never
deviated, from the path of truth and whatever he preaches to people is absolutely
true. Whatever he tells them is not figments of his imagination but truths of

divine revelation that Allah had revealed to him.

Because people find the right directions in the dark by using the stars as

guides, Allah takes an oath by the stars to emphasise that guidance may be had
by following the teachings of the revelation that descends on their

//companion,,

viz. the Holy Prophet^3 Up ii ju. It was indeed'unreasonable of the Quraysh to

falsify the Holy Prophet^ Up h JL> when they knew him from his childhood
and were well aware of the fact that he never spoke a lie to any soul. It was
therefore impossible that he could eyer lie about Allah by saving that Allah had
made him a Prophet.

Allah continues to say, "He has been taught by one of immense might and who is

extremely powerful." This verse refers to Sayyidina Jibr'il <OLJi Up who brought
revelation from Allah Ta'ala to the Holy Prophet^ 5

Up &\ ju. Allah emphasises
the fact that Sayyidina Jibr'il r

%Ji Up is extremely powerful and strong so that

none can think that perhaps a Satan or another creature may have waylaid him
and prevented him from delivering the revelation as it should be delivered.
Sayyidina Jibr'il

C
*%J\ Up is so powerful that no creation has the ability to

overpower him.

THE FIRST SIGHTING

"He then appeared in his original form when he was on the highest part of the

horizon..." Sayyidina Jibr'il f%J>\ aJLp usually appeared in the form of a human
being when he brought revelation to the Holy Prophet^ Up ai ju. One day, the
Holy Prophet ^j Up iui ^u requested to see Sayyidina Jibr'il $U>\^ in his original

form. Consequently, Sayyidina Jibr'il
r
^LJ\ ^ appeared before the Holy Prophet

^3 ^ &\.j*> in his original form when the Holy Prophet ,0-,^ Up ii ju was in the
cave of Hira. According to another narration, the Holy Prophet^ Up i»i ju saw
him like this while he was in the Ajyad district of Makkah. The Holy Prophet J^
rL*3 Up in saw Sayyidina Jibr'il (%J>\ *l* on the eastern horizon with his six

hundred wings spread out. They were so large that they even covered the
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western horizon. The sight was so tremendous that the Holy Prophet ^j 4* i» J*

fell unconscious.

When this happened, Sayyidina Jibr'Il r
MJt a> immediately appeared in a

human form, hurried to the Holy Prophet ^Up ii ju and wiped the dust from

his face. His hurrying to the aid of the Holy Prophet ^ 3 4* & J-* is described as

"tfzen (he) approached and drew close and was as close as two bows or even closer." It

was the custom of the Arabs that whenever they entered into a pact with each

other, they used to hold the strings of their bows so close to each other that they

touched. This was done to emphasise their unity and convince each other that

they would now always stand together as one united force.

Allah adds that the Holy Prophet ^ 3 <4* & J^ and Sayyidina Jibr'Il (OLJt ^
were "even closer" than two bows. This alludes to the spiritual closeness that the

two shared. When the Holy Prophet ,0-j <4* & J~* regained consciousness, Allah

sent revelation to him. This is referred to by the verse "Then (Allah) sent that

revelation to His slave, which He revealed." Quoting from Sayyidina Sa'Id bin Jubayr

** ^ ^>j>r"Ma'alimut Tanzil" mentions that this verse refers to the revelation of

verse 6 of Surah Duha (Surah 93) up to verse 4 of Surah Inshira (Surah 94) Other

commentators are of the opinion that the revelation transmitted to the Holy

Prophet jjL,j Up Ai ju* was that none shall enter Heaven until he enters and that no

Ummah shall enter Heaven until his Ummah enters.

"The heart does not mistake what it sees." i.e. whatever the Holy Prophet ii J^>

^ 4> saw was certain and doubtless.

"Are you disputing with him concerning what he saw?" Allah censures the

polytheists for denying what the Holy Prophet .jju, a* iui ju» told them he had

seen, which was absolutely true.

THE SECOND SIGHTING

"He certainly saw him once more at the 'Sidratul Muntaha..." After seeing

Sayyidina Jibr'Il fiLJ\ *i* in his original form in Makkah, the Holy Prophet i» ju
(jL-j Up saw him again in this form at the "Sidratul Muntaha" when the Holy

Prophet pi-j <Jlp ifci jl* went for Mi'raj (ascension). Describing the "Sidratul

Muntaha", Allah says, "close to which is 'Jannatul Ma'wd'. When the 'Sidratul

Muntaha is covered by that which covers it." The gardens of Heaven where people

will abide in peace forever are in the vicinity of the "Sidratul Muntaha" . When the

Holy Prophet ^3 *a* i>» JU» saw the "Sidratul Muntaha -.something most beautiful

enshrouded it.
^

Allah Ta'ala says further, "The sight neither wavered nor transgressed." i.e.

when the Holy Prophet
(

jl.j Up i»i ju saw what was before hi#\, his gaze remained

fixed on it and he did not turn to the right or left. His gazes also did not fall on

anything besides what he was being shown. Therefore, he was able to accurately

recount exactly what he saw.

"He definitely saw some of Allah 's great signs." Muslim (v. 1 p. 98) narrates

from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ ib\ ^j that "Allah 's great signs" refers to

the sighting of Sayyidina Jibr'Il f>LJ\ -d*. The Holy Prophet ,0-j Up ii j^ saw him
at the "Sidratul Muntaha" with all his six hundred wings (just as he had seen
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him once before on earth).

WHAT IS THE "SIDRATUL MUNTAHA"?

The Arabic word "Sidrah" means a lotus or a jujube tree. 'Muntaha" means
the 'limit' or 'apex' i.e. a point beyond which there is nothing more. The "Sidratul

Muntaha" is therefore a tree at which everything stops. Whatever deeds ascend to

the heavens first stop at the "Sidratul Muntaha" before proceeding further and all

commands descending to earth also stop there before descending further.

[Qurtubi v. 9 p. 94]

The books of Ahadith contain detailed narrations concerning the epic
journey of Mi'raj (ascension). These narrations also speak of the "Sidratul

Muntaha". During the journey of Mi'raj (ascension), the Holy Prophet ^3 Up &\ ju
met several Anbiya (The Holy Prophets)

r
*>LJi^ in the many heavens. After

meeting Sayyidina Ibrahim f*~S\ Up, he proceeded to the "Sidratul Muntaha -The
fruit of the "Sidratul Muntaha" were as large as the water jugs of Hijr and the
leaves were the size of elephants' ears. According to one narration, the "Sidratul

Muntaha" was covered by golden butterflies, while another narration states that

it was enshrouded in magnificent colours, the beauty of which cannot be
described. According to another narration, The Holy Prophet ^ Up &\ ju>

mentioned that when the "Sidratul Muntaha" was covered by that with which
Allah covered it, it took on a new appearance. When the "Sidratul Muntaha" was
covered, it became so beautiful that none of Allah's creation can describe its

beauty. To highlight this indescribable beauty Allah says, "When the 'Sidratul

Muntaha is covered by that which covers it.

"

WHAT IS "JANNATUL MA'WA"

The Arabic word "Ma'wa" literally refers to a "place where one takes up
residence". Allama Qurtubi Up ii^ has recorded the following interpretations of

"Jannatul Ma'wa".

1. The Heaven in which the Allah-fearing people shall
reside.

2. The place in paradise where the souls of the Shuhada
(martyrs) stay.

3. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ ii ^ states that this is

the place in Heaven where Sayyidina Adam
r
*>LJi Up is.

4. The place in Heaven where the souls of all the believers
abide.

5. The place where Jibr'il r
^LJr Up and Mika'Il <v>lji ^ stay.

Allah knows best.

NOTE: There exists a difference of opinion with regard to whether the

Holy Prophet ^ a* iin ju> *saw Allah in Mi'raj (ascension) or not.

There also exists a difference with regard to whether the sighting

was with the physical eyes or with the heart (spiritual). Sayyidah
Ayshah i^p iiii ^j maintains that the Holy Prophet ,jl.j Up Ar ju did
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not see Allah, while Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ ii ^j is of

the opinion that the Holy Prophet jjL, j u* & J^ did see Allah. Other

Scholars hold the view that no comment should be made on the

issue. They neither confirm nor deny whether the Holy Prophet j*>

jjL-j Up iui saw Allah Ta'ala or not.

Sayyidina Masruq Up i» a^-j, who was a student of Sayyidah Ayshah &\ ^j
s**, once asserted that the Holy Prophet ,4^ Up ii ^ did see Allah Ta'ala during

the night of Mi'raj {ascension) In support of this assertion, he quoted the verses:

"[The Holy Prophet <JL.j 4* & JA undoubtedly saw him on the clear

horizon." [Surah Takwir (81), verse 23]

"He certainly saw him once more..." [Surah Najm (53), verse 13]

Upon this, Sayyidah Ayshah if* k ^j said, "I was the first person of this

Ummah to ask the Holy Prophet ^j ^ i ^ about this. He replied, T saw

Sayyidina Jibr'il f*~b <4* only twice in his original form. "'[Muslim v. 1 p. 98]

When Sayyidina Masruq *J* ifo *^j asked Sayyidah Ayshah ^ &\ ^j about

the verse: "then'(he) approached and drew close. And was as close as two hows or even

closer" she replied that this referred to Sayyidina Jibr'il fiLJ\ *4*. She added that

Sayyidina Jibr'il ^\ Up usually appeared before the Holy Prophet ^j Up in^ in

human form. When the Holy Prophet^ 4* & J^ saw him in his original form,

he encompassed the entire horizon from east to west. [Ibid]

After discussing the issue in his commentary of Muslim, Imam Nawawi ^j
Up it states that the majority of Scholars share the opinion of Sayyidina Abdullah

bin Abbas ** in ^j.

However, an analysis of Ahadlth narrations on the subject and the verses of

Surah Najm along with the pronouns mentioned, lead one to believe that these

verses refer to seeing Sayyidina Jibr'il (%J\ Up. This fact is clearly apparent from

the verses: "... who is extremely powerful He then appeared in his original form when

he was on the highest part of the horizon. Then he approached and drew close and was as

close as two hows or even closer.

"

Concerning the verse "The heart does not mistake what it sees" Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** ii ^j says that the Holy Prophet ^j ^ i ^ saw

Sayyidina Jibr'il flU\ <As> with all his 600 wings [muslim v. 1 p. 97]. The pronoun

"him" in the verse "He certainly saw him once more" obviously refers to the one who

was seen "on the highest part of the horizon" and who then "approached and drew

close."

When Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** & ^j recited the verse, "He

definitely saw some of Allah 's great signs" he stated that this referred to the Holy

Prophet (JL-j Up Ai ju seeing Sayyidina Jibr'il r
*>LJi Up in his true form with 600

wings. When Sayyidina Abu Huraira ** & ^j recited the verse "He certainly saw

him once more" he commented that the Holy Prophet jJL.j U* in j^ saw Sayyidina

Jibr'il r
^Ji ^ (Muslim v. 1 p. 98). Sayyidah Ayshah ^ in ^j also mentioned that

the verses of Surah Najm refer to the Holy Prophet jJL-j *i> in j^> seeing Sayyidina

Jibr'il f^LJi aA^ and not Allah Ta'ala.

In support of Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas's ** ibt ^>j opinion, Imam
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Nawawi Up i» <*-j states that it appears as if Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ ^j
^ heard this from the Holy Prophet ^ 3 <i* ifci J^. This statement is questionable

because the narration of Sayyidah Ayshah i^ &\ ^j is quoted from the Holy
Prophet ,jL,j Up ii ju himself, as she stated. According to her narration, it is clear

that the Holy Prophet ^3 <a* ii J~# himself mentioned that Sayyidina Jibr'il *JLp

(%~& is referred to in the verse "He certainly saw him once more -. The statement of

Imam Nawawi «ip &\ ^j therefore seems to be based purely on his good opinion

of Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** ibi ^>Jm Furthermore, the opinion of

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas *& &\ ^j is that the Holy Prophet^ 3 ^ ii ju saw
Allah Ta'ala with the eyes of his heart and not with his physical eyes. (Muslim v. 1

p. 98)

If one has to reflect deeper, one will realise that the Holy Prophet's aJLp &\ ju>

(J-j sighting of Allah cannot be conclusively proven from these Qur'anic verses

nor from the narrations of Ahadith. The third opinion therefore seems most
appropriate i.e. no comment should be made on the issue - neither can one
confirm nor deny whether the Holy Prophet ,0-, Up i»i ^u saw Allah Ta'ala or not.

A detailed discussion appears in v. 8 p. 608 of "Fat'hul Bari".

$ ifti%¥& p\ t&} s^Vi m\ \& igsbcJtp$

(19) Have you seen Lat and Uzza... (20) ... and the third one Manat? (21) Are

males for you and females for Him? (22) This is certainly an unjust distribution.

(23) These are merely names which you and your forefathers have kept, for

which Allah has not revealed any warrant. They follow only assumptions and
what their whims fancy whereas guidance has already come to them from their

Lord. (24) Should man have whatever he wishes for? (25) The Hereafter and the

world are only for Allah. (26) How many are the angels in the heavens whose
intercession shall be of no avail except after Allah grants per duty for whoever
He wills and is pleased. (27) Indeed those who do not believe in the Hereafter

give feminine names to. the angels... (28)... without possessing any knowledge.

They follow only assumptions and assumptions are absolutely useless against

the truth.
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THE IDOLS OF THE ARAB POLYTHEISTS

Before the Holy Prophet pL-j <> & J^ announced his prophethood, the

Arabs, including the people of Makkah worshipped idols. The people of Makkah

were all from the progeny of Sayyidina Ibrahim f%-b ^ and Isma'il f%J» Ai*.

Sayyidina Ibrahim
r
*>LJi *> made Supplication to Allah saying, ''safeguard my

children and myselffrom worshipping idols. " Therefore, for a long period of time, the

people of his progeny were all sincere believers in One Allah. Gradually, with

the influence of other Arab tribes, the people of Makkah also became idol-

worshippers. The Arabs worshipped several idols which they carved from

various materials. Three of these idols were the most famous and are mentioned

in the above verses. They were "Lai" , "Manat" and "Uzza

WHO WERE "LAT", "MANAT" AND "UZZA"?

"Fat'hul Bdri" quotes from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** &\ ^j that

"Lat" was a person from Ta'if. This opinion is most accurate even though other

commentators maintain that he was from Maqam Nakhla or Ukaz. The name

"Lat" is derived from the verbs "Latta" and "Yaluttu" Lat lived in the vicinity of

Ta'if and owned some goats. Whenever a traveller passed, he used the milk of

the goats to prepare a meal called "Herrera" which he fed to the travellers. He
also gave them a thick beverage made of crushed barley to drink. Every person

to whom he fed this meal grew in size. Legend has it that his real name was Amir

bin Zarb and that he also acted as judge among the Arabs. When he died, a

person called Amr bin Luhay told the people that "Lat" did not really die but had

entered into a rock. The people began worshipping this rock and built a

mausoleum above it. ["Fat'hul Ban" v. 8 p.. 612]

Allama Qurtubi <4* ifci <^J writes that "Uzza" was a white rock that was

situated in Barn Nakhla. A person by name of Zalim bin As'ad started

worshipping "Uzza" and people eventually built a place of worship there. It is

reputed that a voice used to emerge from here. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas

4* ii ^j has stated that "Uzza" was a female Satan who used to frequently visit

three acacia trees in Barn Nakhla.

Another idol to which the polytheists of Makkah used to attach great

significance was "Hubal". When the polytheists gained victory at Uhud, their

leader Abu Sufyan shouted, "May Hubal be exalted!" Upon the instruction of the

Holy Prophet <JL-j Up &\ JL^, his companions ^ & ^j replied, "Allah is Most

Exalted and Greater!" Thereupon Abu Sufyan cried out, "We have Uzza while you

have no Uzza!" The Holy Prophet ^ 3 <4* ii JL* told his companions^ &\ ^j to

reply by saying, "Allah is our VJuli (Protecting Friend) while you have no Protecting

Friend!" Polytheism (shirk) tends to make people so foolish that they actually

elevate their idols above Allah even though they have faith in Allah. [Tafsir

Qurtubi v. 17 p. 99,100]

The third idol mentioned in the verse is 'Manat". Allama Qurtubi 4*^ ^j
writes that the name "Manat" was adopted for this idol because the people

believed that they could attain nearness to Allah by sacrificing animals near

"Manat". 'Manat" was an idol of the Banu Hudhayl and Banu Khuza'ah tribes.

"Manat" was worshipped at a place called Mushallal, which is near Qudayd and
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lies near the road leading from Makkah to Madinah (closer to Makkah).

It is stated in "Fat'hul Bari" that Amr bin Luhay stationed 'Manat" close to

the sea at Qudayd. The Azd and Ghassan tribes used to perform Hajj here and
greatly revered here. After perform Hajj at the Ka'ba, returning from Arafat and
completing their rites at Mina, these people used to adorn another Ihram to

perform Hajj for 'Manat"

.

It is because the Arabs attached such great importance to these three idols

that Allah has mentioned them in the Qur'an by saying, "Have you seen Lat and
Uzza and the third one Manat?" i.e. have you not seen that these idols neither have
power to benefit nor to harm. Therefore, how can they be worshipped?

LAT IS DESTROYED

The Banu Thaqlf tribe lived in Ta'if where Lat was stationed. When this

tribe accepted Islam, because they were still new to Islam, they requested the

Holy Prophet ^j ^ ii J-* to allow Lat to remain standing for three years.

However, The Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up ii ju did not permit this and sent Sayyidina
Abu Sufyan bin Harb ^ ii ^j and Sayyidina Mughiera bin Shu'ba ** i»» ^j to

demolish Lat. After accepting Islam, the people of Ta'if told the Holy Prophet J^>^ *ip iui that they were unable to bring themselves to demolish Lat and that they

preferred not being asked to perform Salah. The Holy Prophet pjL-^ <uU ii ju* told

them that he could understand their reluctance to demolish Lat and that they

would not have to do it themselves. However, concerning the issue of Salah, the

Holy Prophet ^ 3 a* it j*> said to them, "There is no good in any religion that is

devoid of Salah." They were therefore constrained to perform Salah. ["Sirah of Ibn

Hisham" Chapter on the Thaqifdelegation and their conversion to Islam]

THE DEMOLITION OF UZZA

It is recorded in "Fat'hul Bari" (v. 8 p. 612) that when the Muslims conquered
Makkah, the Holy Prophet^ Up ii ju sent Sayyidina Khalid bin Walid ** & ^j
to destroy Uzza. Allama Qurtubi Up ii ^ writes that Uzza was a female Satan
who frequently visited three acacia trees in Batn Nakhla. The Holy Prophet ii ju^ -Op sent Sayyidina Khalid bin Walid ** & ^j with the instruction to cut down
the first of the three trees. When Sayyidina Khalid bin Walid ^ ii ^j returned,

the Holy Prophet ^ 3 a* &\ JL* asked him whether he saw anything. When
Sayyidina Khalid bin Walid <up i» ^j replied in the negative, the Holy Prophet^ 4-u &\ j* sent him to cut down the second tree. After he had completed this

task, The Holy Prophet ,0-j «-ip ii ju posed the same question to him. When he
again submitted that he had seen nothing, he was sent to cut down the third tree.

When Sayyidina Khalid bin Walid ^ ii ^j cut the third tree, he noticed a

dark skinned woman with dishevelled hair clasping her shoulders and baring
sharp fangs. Behind her was her attendant called Dubayya. Striking her on her
head, Sayyidina Khalid bin Walid ^ iiii ^ killed her and then killed her
attendant. When he related the entire episode to the Holy Prophet (JL.j Up &\ ju,
the Holy Prophet ,0-j Up ii ju said, "That was Uzza. She will never be worshipped

again. " [Tafsir Qurtubi v. 9 p. 100]

"Al Biddya wan Nihaya" (v. 4 p. 316) reports that when Sayyidina Khalid bin
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Walld ** & ^j reached the place he saw a naked woman sitting. Her hair was

dishevelled and she was throwing sand on her head. He drew his sword and

executed her. When he reported this, The Holy Prophet ^ 3 <Jp & J^ said, "That

woman was Uzza.
"

A contradiction? Whereas it was stated earlier that Uzza was a white rock, it

now appears that she was a Satan woman (?). It should be understood that the

Satan used to (and still do) terrify the polytheists by appearing in various

frightening forms. The Polytheists then make idols in these forms and begin

worshipping them. These Satan regard this as homage to themselves and thus

begin to reside at the places where the Polytheists worship their idols. They often

appear before the Polytheists while they are awake as well as in their dreams.

THE DESTRUCTION OF MANAT
Allama Ibn Kathir <Op i»» <^j writes (v. 4 p. 454) that the Holy Prophet <> di J*

^ dispatched Sayyidina Abu Sufyan bin Harb ^ ii ^ to destroy Manat.

Another narration mentions that the Holy Prophet^ <> ai j*> delegated the task

to Sayyidina Ali ** &\ ^j.

There were many other idols that the Arabs worshipped besides these. •

Among the famous ones were Dhil Khalsa, which was known as the Ka'ba of

Yemen and was worshipped by the Douws and Khat'am tribes. The Holy

Prophet ,jl.j aJip i»i j^> sent Sayyidina Jarlr bin Abdullah Bajali ^ h ^j to destroy

it

THE FOOLISHNESS OF THE POLYTHEISTS

After highlighting the helplessness of idols, Allah asks, "Are males for you

and females for Him?" Not only were the polytheists foolish enough to ascribe

children to Allah, they ascribed such children to Him which they regarded as

disgraceful i.e. daughters. They held the belief that the angels were the daughters

of Allah whereas if they were given the choice of children they would chose sons.

In this regard Allah says in Surah Bani Isra'il [Surah 17, verse 40], "Has your Lord

chosen sons only for you and taken the angels as His daughters? You are surely making a

preposterous statement.

"

Allah says in Surah Saffat [Surah 37, verses 149-155], "Ask them, 'Should your

Lord have daughters, while you have sons? Or have We created the angels as females in

their presence? Behold! Because of their concocted beliefs, they will certainly say, 'Allah

has children.' Undoubtedly, they are liars! Has Allah chosen daughters instead of sons?

What ails you people? How do you decide? Do you not take heed?"

Allah says in Surah Nahl [Surah 16, verses 57-59], "They assign daughters unto

Allah. Allah is Pure! Yet they havefor themselves what they desire? When any of them is

given the glad tidings ofa daughter, his face darkens and he suppresses his fury. He hides

from the people because of the evil tidings that he received. Must he keep her with

disgrace or bury her in the sand? Evil indeed is the decision that he takes!"

It is with reference to wanting sons for themselves and daughters for Allah

that Allah says, "77ms is certainly an unjust distribution."
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THE POLYTHEISTS FABRICATED THEIR IDOLS AND THEIR
NAMES

Allah says about the idols of the polytheists, "These ar>. merely names which

you and your forefathers have kept, for which Allah has not revealed any warrant. The

objects that the polytheists adopted as their deities never deserved to be

worshipped and could never have been sanctioned by Allah. "They follow only

assumptions and what their whims fancy whereas guidance has already come to them

from their Lord. " The polytheists and their pagan forefathers did as they pleased

and chose whatever they wanted to worship. This was despite the fact that they

had received guidance from Allah previously. Their behaviour was therefore

purely obstinate. The "guidance'' mentioned in the verse refers to the Holy

Prophet ,Ju-j Up it ju, and the Qur'an. Allah's Holy Prophet ,jl,j Jp k j^> and His

Qur'an made it clear to them that there is none worthy of worship besides

Allah and presented numerous proofs to them. However, they still refused to

accept.

Allah states further, "Should man have whatever he wishesfor?" This verse tells

us that man can never have whatever he desires in this world. The polytheists

entertained the hope that their idols would grant them whatever they desired in

this world and would intercede on their behalf on the Day of Judgement. These

were merely false hopes. Whereas a man cannot accomplish whatever he wants

in this world even by exerting himself greatly, how can he hope that helpless

idols can fulfil his desires?

"The Hereafter and the world are only for Allah. " This means that Allah has

complete control over the affairs of this world and the Akhirah (Hereafter).

Neither the polytheists nor their idols have any say in these affairs. Therefore, it

is only Allah who can be of assistance to people in both worlds and He can easily

destroy all their hopes.

THE POLYTHEISTS BELIEVED THAT THEIR IDOLS WILL
INTERCEDE ON THEIR BEHALF ON THE DAY OF JUDGEMENT

The polytheists believed that their idols and the angels whom they

worshipped would intercede on their behalf on the Day of Judgement. Satan

made them believe that the intercession of their idols would draw them close to

Allah. The Qur'an explains to them that their idols are unable to do anything for

themselves, let alone save the polytheists. Besides being unable to assist others,

idols are lifeless and cannot even protect themselves from others. Whereas the

Prophet's f*~h f+A* and the angels are able to intercede on behalf of others, they

will be unable to do so if they do not receive Allah's per duty to intercede. Allah

refers to this when He says, "How many are the angels in the heavens whose

intercession shall be of no avail except after Allah grants per duty for whoever He wills

and is pleased with.

"

Therefore, Allah will allow His pious creation to intercede on behalf of only

those people with whom He is pleased. There is therefore no hope of Allah

granting per duty for anyone to intercede on behalf of the disbelievers and
polytheists. In Surah Anbiya [Surah 21, verses 26-28], Allah refutes the beliefs and
actions of those people who worship the angels and who believe that they are
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Allah's children. Allah says, "They say, 'Rahman has taken a son/ He is Pure! They

(the angels) are but honourable slaves. They do not speak. ahead of Him and duly carry

out His orders. He knows what is before them and what is behind them and only the one

with whom He is pleased will be able to intercede. They tremble with fearfor Him.

"

Allah states further, "Indeed those who do not believe in the Hereafter give

feminine names to the angels without possessing any knowledge/' The polytheists held

incorrect beliefs and carried out evil deeds because they did not believe in the

Akhirah (Hereafter). If they believed in the Akhirah and were concerned about

answering to Allah, they would never have called the angels AlMh'S daughters.

It is this lack of belief in the Akhirah that is referred to when Allah says, "without

possessing any knowledge". Without any proof or reason, they took the liberty to

make gods for themselves. Allah says, "They follow only assumptions and

assumptions are absolutely useless against the truth." Their first assumption was
believing that their idols were worthy of worship and the second was believing

that these idols would intercede for them in the Akhirah (Hereafter).

THE NECESSITY FOR BELIEF IN AND CONCERN FOR THE
AKHIRAH

The verse "Indeed those who do not believe in the Hereafter..." makes reference

to an extremely fundamental factor. It tell us that people who do not believe in

the Akhirah (Hereafter) tend to get involved in polytheism (shirk). Disbelieving in

the Akhirah (Hereafter) is a major cause for not only committing disbelief and
polytheism (shirk), but for remaining steadfast in these practices. If a polytheist

does believe in the Akhirah (Hereafter), his belief is generally very hazy and he is

easily convinced by others to believe that his idols will intercede for him on the

Day of Judgement and save him from Hell. In this manner, even the little fear he

has for the Akhirah vanishes from his heart.

Besides the polytheists, there are many other types of disbelievers. There are

the atheists who believe that there is no god at all and that they have no creator.

Consequently, they do not believe in resurrection and life after death. Since they

do not believe in any god, they believe that there is no one to answer to after

death.

There are others who believe in a God and accept that they have a Creator.

However, they ascribe partners to Allah and believe in reincarnation. Therefore,

these people do not believe in resurrection, rewards and punishment.

Another group affiliate themselves to a Prophet, like the Jews and the

Christians. Compared to the other groups of disbelievers, they have a much
greater concept of Akhirah. However, their obstinacy has destroyed them. They
refuse to believe in the prophethood of the Holy Prophet jJL-j <4* i» JU> and have

gradually lost the fear of the Akhirah. The Jews have become so indifferent to the

Akhirah that they claim, "The Fire will touch us only for a limited number of days"

[Surah Baqarah (2), verse 80]. Despite knowing that they are unable to place their

hands in the fire of this world for a minute, they are audacious enough to claim

that they will tolerate a few days in the intensified fire of Hell rather than

believing in the Holy Prophet ^JL-j ^JLp ibi JU

Although the Christians believe in the Akhirah, they have fallen prey to the
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false preaching of their religious leaders. They have been told that they are at

liberty to do whatever they please during the week because they can confess to

the priest on Sundays and have all their sins forgiven. They even believe that

there is no need to confess to all their sins because his forgiveness will be good
for every sin. As a result of this foolish behaviour, they have also become
oblivious of the Akhirah.

This gross indifference has made their once blurry concept of punishment in

the Akhirah (Hereafter) fade into extinction. As a result, they are immersed in

disbelief, polytheism (shirk) and major sins.

THE NECESSITY FOR PEOPLE TO BE CONCERNED WITH SAVING
THEMSELVES FROM PUNISHMENT IN THE AKHIRAH

It is tragic to note that many people have no concern for their lives after

death and scarcely have an idea that Allah has revealed a Religion by which they

can be saved from punishment in the Akhirah (Hereafter). This concern and belief

in the Akhirah are essential for a person. If a person believes that he will have to

suffer punishment in the Akhirah if he dies as a disbeliever, he will be unable to

rest or find taste in food until he finds the Din (religion) that Allah has sent for

man's salvation. If a person truly has a concern, Insha Allah he will certainly be
convinced that the only Din (religion) acceptable to Allah is the religion of Islam.

He will then not be led astray by any religious leader and will be able to make it

clear to them that they are merely leading people into the fire of Hell

It is actually the combination of three factors that have prepared people to

enter Hell. These are (1) weak belief in the Akhirah (Hereafter), (2) following

human whims and passions and (3) fabricating their own religions based purely
on personal speculation. There are also many people who are Muslims, who
believe in the Akhirah (Hereafter) but are unable to resist their whims and
temptations. They are given to forsaking Salah, not paying Zakah, earning a

living by Unlawful sources, consuming Unlawful food and committing all sorts

of sins. Such people are also preparing themselves for punishment in Hell.

Indifference towards the Akhirah and following their whims have weakened
them to the extent that they are unable to desist from sin :

THE STATUS OF MAN'S ASSUMPTIONS

Allah Ta'ala expresses the status of man's assumptions by stating,

"assumptions are absolutely useless against the truth -.This verse is a lesson for those

people who pitch their logic and rationale against the clear statements of the

Qur'an and Ahadlth by voicing their "opinions" which contradict the Qur'an and
Ahadlth.

There are also many who think ill of others and these evil assumptions of

others lead them to backbiting and slander. Such people should be concerned
that the evil assumptions they have of others must not disgrace them in this

world and cause them to suffer in Hell. The Holy Prophet ^j Up in ^ said,

"Beware of assumptions because the worst lie is an assumption." ["Mishkdt" p. 427 from
Bukhari and Muslim]
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(29) So ignore him who turns away from Our advice and who desires only the

life of this world. (30) This is the extent of their knowledge. Verily your Lord

knows best about the person who deviated from His path and He knows best

about him who is rightly guided. (31) To Allah belongs whatever is in the

heavens and whatever is in the earth so that He may punish the evil-doers for

their deeds and reward those who do good with the best. (32) (They are) those

who stay away from major sins and indecent acts except for minor sins. Indeed

your Lord is One of extensive mercy. He was best Aware of you when He

created you from the earth and when you were foetuses in the wombs of your

mothers. So do not ascribe purity to yourselves. He knows best who is the most

pious.

THE KNOWLEDGE OF WORLDLY PEOPLE IS LIMITED AND
ALLAH KNOWS THE DEVIATED FROM THE RIGHTLY GUIDED

Allah addresses the Holy Prophet ^ 3 <4* h J^> by saying, "So ignore him who

turns away from Our advice" i.e. do not hanker after him and do not be grieved by

his deeds. Your duty is to convey the message and those who reject will have to

suffer the consequences of their rejection. Allah further describes the person who
rejects the advice of the Qur'an as one "who desires only the life of this world."

Every aspect of such a person's life revolves around this world. He earns to live

and lives to earn.

Regarding the people of this world, Allah says further, "This is the extent of

their knowledge." The purpose of the progress that they make in this world and

the degrees they attain is to gain only the material possessions of this world. All

their thoughts and mental energies are restricted to attaining this same objective.

Allah says in Surah Rum, "They have superficial knowledge of the life of this world,

whereas they are negligent of the Hereafter. " [Surah 30, verse 7]

Love for this world prevents people from belief and even those who have

Belief grow increasingly negligent of the Akhirah (Hereafter) as they take a

deeper interest in this world. The Holy Prophet jO-.^ <Jp i»i ju* said, "The person

who loves his world will damage his Akhirah (Hereafter) and the person who
loves his Akhirah (Hereafter) will damage his world. So chose that which is

everlasting above that which is temporary" ["Mishkat" p. 441]. Giving preference
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to the Akhirah (Hereafter) over this world is a sign of intelligence. The Holy
Prophet ,4-.^ a-Lp & J^> also said, "Love for this world is the source of every sin.

["Mishkat" p. 444]

One of the supplications that the Holy Prophet ^ 3
a> &\ j^ always made

was:

{TRANSLATION: "O Allah! Do not place any difficulties

in our religion and do not make the world our greatest
concern and the extent of our knowledge. "} [''Mishkat" p.

219]

Allah continues to say, "Verily your Lord knows best about the person who

deviated from His path and He knows best about him who is rightly guided." Allah is

best Aware of the deeds and conditions of either group and shall reward or

punish them accordingly.

THE GOOD AND EVIL DOERS WILL GET WHAT THEY DESERVE

"To Allah belongs whatever is in the heavens and whatever is in the earth. " Allah

created everything in the universe including man. Among men two groups

emerged, those who do good and those who do evil. According to their deeds,

the good will be rewarded and the evil will be punished. It is with reference to

this that Allah says, "so that He may punish the evil-doers for their deeds and reward

those who do good with the best.

"

Allah then describes those who do good as "those who stay away from major

sins and indecent acts except for minor sins." Allah states that just as these people

are particular about carrying out good deeds and adorning themselves with

noble characters and personalities, they also ensure that they stay away from sin

and evil. The person who carries out good deeds but is not particular about

refraining from evil cannot be described as one with perfect Belief. Perfect Belief

entails carrying out whatever Allah commands and staying away from

everything that He forbids. A person can regard himself as "those who do good"

only when he fulfils these two prerequisites.

There are many people who do a great deal of good deeds including many
Nafl (optional good deeds). However, they fail to refrain from sins. It must be

borne in mind that abstaining from sin is a great form of Ibadah (worship) in

itself. The Holy Prophet ^ 3
Up ii ju» said, "Refrain from sin and you will become the

greatest worshipper" ["Mishkat" p. 440]. It is evident that carrying out a good deed is

much easier than refraining from a sin. Many people do not regard abstaining

from sin as an act of virtue whereas the Holy Prophet <x* 3 *> ii Ju* has described

it as the greatest form of worship. Together with carrying out good deeds, one

must make a special effort to stop committing the sins that one is accustomed to.

The above verse makes reference to major sins as well. The details regarding

the description and examples of major sins have been given in the commentary
of the verse: "From all the things forbidden to you, if you refrain from the major sins,

We shall expiate from you your evil deeds and enter you into a place of honour." [Surah

Nisa(4),vetse 31]

In addition to refraiyiing from major sins, "those who do good" also stay away
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from "indecent acts'. Although indecent acts are regarded as "major sins -,they are

mentioned separately so that people exercise extra caution to stay away from all

major sins that involve indecent behaviour. The Arabic word "Fawdhish"

(translated above as "indecent acts ") entails all acts that men and women engage

in which are indecent in any way.

Allah says that the people who "do good" abstain from all types of sin but,

being human, they sometimes succumb to the temptation of committing minor

sins. These sins do not exclude them from the category of "those who do good".

Nevertheless, because their frame of mind is one of religiousness and because

they fear Allah, they do not find solace after committing a sin until they sincerely

repent to Allah. In addition to this, they take care not to ever repeat the sin. It

should also be borne in mind that minor sins are forgiven once a person carries

out good deeds, as Allah states in Surah Hud [Surah 11, verse 114], "Verily good

deeds obliterate evil deeds."

The author of "Bayanul Quran" states that the exception (i.e. except for minor

sins) means that although a person needs to refrain from major sins to be

regarded as "those who do good", committing minor sins occasionally will not

disqualify him from belonging to this group of praiseworthy people. However,
persistently committing such sins will certainly disqualify him from this group.

He stresses that this verse neither sanctions committing minor sins nor does it

mean that a person will be rewarded for good deeds only if he abstains from

major sins. Verse 7 of Surah Zilzal (Surah 99) makes it clear that a believer will be

rewarded for every good deed even without the precondition of abstaining from

major sins. However, committing major sins will exclude one from being

included in the illustrious group of people who "do good" and who will be

rewarded tremendously.

It is vitally important to reiterate the warning that the verse does not

sanction minor sins. Although such sins are termed as "minor" and they can be

forgiven by carrying out good deeds, they can never be sanctioned because they

will then cease to be sins at all. The term "minor" is relative and is used only

because these sins are of a lesser degree than others which are termed "major".

Both are sins nonetheless.

Sayyidah Ayshah i^ ii ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^ i»i j^ once

said to her, "O Ayshah! Beware of the (seemingly) insignificant sins because
Allah has appointed someone to be vigilant of them (i.e. the angels whom Allah

has appointed to record sins are writing them down and one could well be
questioned concerning them)." ["Mishkat" p. 485from Von Majah, Darmi and Bayhaqi]

"Indeed your Lord is One of extensive mercy." People who commit sins should
never grow despondent and think that they have no option but to suffer

punishment. They should never lose sight of the fact that Allah's mercy is vast

and all encompassing. They should repent for their sins, repair the wrong they

did to others and try their utmost never to repeat the sin. This is all that is

needed for Allah's mercy to engulf the sinner. Of course, Allah reserves the right

to forgive people without repentance but disbelief and polytheism (shirk) will not
be forgiven.

"He was best Aware of you when He created you from the earth and when you
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were foetuses in the wombs of your mothers. " The first man was created from the

earth after which people have procreated to give birth to later generations. Allah

was keeping track of every individual's progress from the inception of man and

from the time that every individual was passing through the various stages of

development in his mother's womb. Nothing is hidden from Allah.

THE PROHIBITION AGAINST PROCLAIMING ONE'S PIETY

Allah declares, "So do not ascribe purity to yourselves. He knows best who is the

most pious. - Allah knows best who are the people who abstain from disbelief and

polytheism (shirk). Even before people were born Allah was Aware of their

identities and the deeds they were destined to carry out. He knew exactly

whether they would be carrying out good deeds and what deficiencies may exist

in these deeds. Allah will therefore either reward or punish people according to

the deeds they carry out. It is foolish of a person to go about telling people about

the many fasts that he observes, about the many Rakahs of Salah that he

performs, about the many times that he performed Hajj, etc. Even though he may
have carried out all these acts of Ibadah, no person is capable of worshipping

Allah as He deserves to be worshipped. Therefore, there will always be some
deficiency in a person's Ibadah (worship), even though he fails to realise it. Since

one's acts of Ibadah are fraught with faults, one is not justified in boasting about

these.

The above verse prohibits:

£Q Praising oneself.

CQl Lauding one's actions.

£Q Telling others of one's good deeds so that they revere and
patronise one.

03 Boasting about one's deeds.

In fact, the Holy Prophet ,0-j <4* i»i J-* disliked people to keep names which

proclaimed their piety. Sayyidah Zaynab bint Abu Salamah i^ &\ ^j narrates

that her name used to be Barra (meaning virtuous /pious) but the Holy Prophet

jjL^ Up ii jl* changed her name to Zaynab saying, "Do not proclaim your own piety

(i.e. do not call yourself pious) because only Allah knows who ofyou are pious." [Muslim

v. 2 p. 208]

This hadith means that when a person keeps such a name and is asked "Who
are you? ", their reply will be "I am pious (Barra)." This appears to be self-praise,

which is prohibited. Just as the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up i»i ju changed the name
Barra to Zaynab, he also changed the name of another girl from Asiya (sinner) to

Jamlla (beautiful). [Muslim]

This teaches us that just as one should not adopt a name or title that exudes

self-praise, the name should also not portray sin and vice. Although a believer

should be pious he should not go about proclaiming his piety to others. At the

same time, he is susceptible to sins and should make Tauba (repentence) to secure

forgiveness for these sins. He must therefore never adopt a name or title that

indicates sinfulness. There are many people who, because of humility, call

themselves "Al Abdul Asy" ("The sinful slave") or "Asy pur Ma asy" ("The sinner
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who is full of sin"). Adopting such titles contradicts the explicit instructions of the

Holy Prophet ,0-j *> & J-».

(33) Have you seen him who turns away? (34) Who gives a little and then stops?

(35) Does he have knowledge of the unseen which he can see? (36) Has he not

been informed of what appeared in the scriptures of Musa? (37) And in the

scriptures of Ibrahim who fulfilled? (38) That one bearer shall not be burdened

with the burden of another. (39) Man shall have only that for which he strives...

(40) .... and his efforts shall soon be seen... (41) .... after which he will be given

retribution in full. (42) The end shall surely be to your Lord. (43) It is certainly

He (Allah) Who makes (people) laugh and cry. (44) It is only He Who gives

death and life. (45) Verily it is only He Who created pairs of male and female...

46) ... .from the seed when it issues forth. (47) The second creation is

undoubtedly His responsibility. (48) Verily He grants affluence and poverty.

(49) And He is the Lord of Sirius. (50) He destroyed the former Ad... (51) .... and

the Thamud so that none remained. (52) And (He destroyed) the people of Nuh

before, who were most tyrannical and rebellious. (53) He also threw down the

overturned cities. (54) So that thing engulfed them which did.

THE MISCONCEPTION OF THE DISBELIEVERS THAT ONE SOUL
WILL BE ABLE TO ASSIST ANOTHER ON THE DAY OF
JUDGEMENT

"Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 27 p. 65) reports that Walld bin Mughiera was impressed

by the Holy Prophet's jJL.j *> ifo Ja> recitation of the Qur'an and started drawing

closer to Islam. The Holy Prophet ^ ^ & J^ entertained great hope that he

would accept Islam. However, a polytheist began teasing him and told him, "Are

you leaving the religion of your forefathers ? You think that if you die without accepting

the religion of Muhammad ^ 3 4* k J^>, you will suffer punishment after death. Let us

do this. Return to your religion and I will bear the punishment you are due to receive.

However, there is a price attached to this." He fixed a price which Walid agreed to
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pay. Walid therefore lost all interest in embracing Islam. However, Walld had
not yet paid the entire amount when miserliness got the better of him and he
stopped paying the man the promised amount. It was with reference to this

incident that Allah revealed the above verses.

"Have you seen him who turns away? Who gives a little and then stops? Does he

have knowledge of the unseen which he can see?" i.e. he does not know whether one
person will be allowed to bear the punishment of another. In fact, this will not be
permitted in the Akhirah (Hereafter), The polytheists merely fabricated the

concept of one person bearing the brunt of another person's sins.

"Has he not been informed of what appeared in the scriptures ofMusa? And in the

scriptures of Ibrahim who fulfilled? That one bearer shall not be burdened with the

burden of another. And that man shall have only that for which he strives. And that his

efforts shall soon be seen, after which he will be given retribution in full" While the

Arab polytheists were the progeny of Sayyidina Isma'Il
r
*>LJ\ ^ [the son of

Sayyidina Ibrahim
r
%J\ Up], the Jews of Madinah followed the religion of

Sayyidina Musa f*~$s Up. Because it was these two groups who disputed with the

Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up ii jl*, Allah Ta'ala refers to the scriptures revealed to

Sayyidina Musa
r
*>UJi ^ and Sayyidina Ibrahim

r
*>LJ\ ^. Allah asks them

whether they had read in these scriptures that no soul shall bear the burden of

another.

Every person will have to suffer the punishment for his disbelief. In fact,

none will even be prepared to bear another's burden of sin. The believer will see
the rewards of his belief while the disbeliever will have to suffer the punishment
for his disbelief. It is Allah's law that no person will be allowed to bear the
burden of another person's sins even though they may strike a deal to this effect

in the world. Their pacts in this world that contradict Allah's law hold no weight.
Each will have to suffer for his own wrong. Details of this subject have passed in

the commentary of verses 12 and 13 of Surah Ankabut (Surah 29).

Allah says that "man shall have only thatfor which he strives." This verse seems
to refute the common concept of Tsal Thawab" i.e. carrying out good deeds and
conferring the reward on the deceased. In reply to this dilemma, some Scholars
have mentioned that the verse refers to the belief of one person, which will not
benefit a second person in the Akhirah (Hereafter). A believer can therefore not
confer his belief on a disbeliever. It is for this reason that verse 21 of Surah Tur
(52) contains the clause "follow them in belief" when Allah mentions:

"Those who carry out good deeds and whose progeny follow them in belief We shall

join their progeny with them without reducing anythingfrom their deeds.

"

Other Scholars have replied to this by saying that the verse contains a

general rule that has a few exceptions. Among these exceptions is Hajj Badal,
which is Hajj made on behalf of another person. The Ahadith mention that a
person receives the reward for a Hajj Badal when it is made on his behalf even
though he did not perform it personally. Another exception is Sadaqah (charity),

the reward of which will reach the soul of a dead person when it is given on
his/her behalf. When one recites Qur'an or makes Dhikr on behalf of another
person without getting paid for it, the rewards for this will reach the deceased
according to the Hanafi and Hanbali schools of jurisprudence. However,
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according to the Shafi'I and Maliki schools of jurisprudence, physical acts of

worship cannot be conferred on anyone. The rewards for these Ibadat (plural of

Ibadah) will accrue only to the person who carries them out. The scholars of the

Hanafi and Hanbali schools of jurisprudence base this deduction on Hajj Badal

and Sadaqah mentioned in the Ahadlth.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas -up i»» ^j has mentioned that the generality of

this verse ("man shall have only that for which he strives") has been revoked by

the verse: ''Those who carry out good deeds and whose progeny follow them in belief We
shall join their progeny with them without reducing anything from their deeds." [Surah

Tur{52), verse 21] This verse of Surah Tur denotes that people will even benefit

from the belief of their forebears.

It is recorded in "Ruhul Ma'ani" that the governor of Khurasan once asked

Sayyidina Husain bin Fadhl *> ^ ^ about the apparent disparity between the

verse "Allah gives increased manifold to those whom He wills" and the verse "man

shall have only that for which he strives" . In reply to this question, Sayyidina Husain

bin Fadhl Up ifci ^ said, "The verse of Surah Najm ("man shall have only that for

which he strives ") mentions Allah's "Adl" (justice). A person will therefore definitely

receive the reward for his deeds in proportion to the worth of the deed. He shall receive

what is his right and the reward cannot be lost to him. On the other hand, the verse

"Allah gives increased manifold to those whom He wills" mentions Allah's

"Fadhl"(generosity). Allah therefore has the option of granting people even more than

they deserve. " The governor of Khurasan was so pleased with this reply that he

kissed the forehead of Sayyidina Husain bin Fadhl ^JLp &\ jl^. "Ruhul Ma'ani"

mentions that Sayyidina Ibn Atiyya 4p ibi^ also made the same interpretation.

Allama Qurtubi a> it a^ writes that the verse "man shall have only that for

which he strives" applies only to sins because Allah shall multiply the rewards of

good deeds many times over as mentioned in the Ahadlth. Therefore, the verse

"Allah gives increased manifold to those whom He wills" refers to the multiplied

rewards that Allah shall grant people for their good deeds. As for sins, Allah

shall punish people only to the extent of the sin. The punishment for sins will not

be multiplied.

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" quotes from Sayyidina Ikrima U* &\^ that the verse of

Surah Najm applies only to the people of Sayyidina Musa <olj Up and was
recorded in their scripture. They received rewards only for the deeds that they

carried out personally. However, Allah has granted the privilege to the Ummah
of the Holy Prophet ,jl.j ^ ii ju that they are able to carry out good deeds on

behalf of others. Of course, the supplication of the previous Ummahs for each

other used to be accepted. An example of this is the supplication that Sayyidina

Nuh f%^\ Up made for himself, for his parents and for all the believers of his time

as recorded in verse 28 of Surah Nuh (Surah 71). Another example is the

supplication that Sayyidina Musa f^LJ\ Up made for himself and his brother in the

verse: "O my Lord! Forgive me and my brother and enter us in Your mercy. Surely You

are the Most Merciful of those who show mercy." [Surah A'rafO), verse 151]

The Holy Prophet ,jl,j 4* iui j^> has mentioned that the deeds of people cease

once they die except for three things, the rewards of which will continue to

accrue to them. These are (1) Sadaqah Jariya, (2) knowledge that was imparted
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and continues to benefit the recipient and (3) pious children who continue to

make supplication for the deceased. Certain Ahadith mention seven such deeds

the rewards of which perpetuate. There can be no objection to this hadith in the

light of the above verse of Surah Najm because the deeds referred to are carried

out by the same person. The supplication of pious children will benefit the

parents, because it was the parents efforts that produced the piety in the children

so that they would be capable of making supplication for their parents.

Allah Ta'ala describes Sayyidina Ibrahim (OLJi Up as "Ibrahim who fulfilled".

This means that Sayyidina Ibrahim
r
*>LJ» *> duly fulfilled every task that Allah

commanded of him. The discussion of the tasks that Allah entrusted Sayyidina
Ibrahim pLJ\ Up with have been discussed in Surah Baqarah where Allah says,

"When his Lord tried Ibrahim with certain words, which hefulfilled." [Surah 2, verse 124]

Other commentators state that the verse refers to time when Allah

commanded Sayyidina Ibrahim
r
*>LJi <d* saying, "Submit!" to which Sayyidina

Ibrahim fiLJ\ Up replied, "I submit to the Lord of the universe" [Surah Baqarah (2), verse

131]. After this, Allah placed many trying difficulties in the path Sayyidina
Ibrahim pLJ\ Up, affecting his wealth, health and family. These were such that it

took great patience and fortitude to endure and to fulfil Allah's commands in

their wake. The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" states that the command to slaughter

his son and the sterling obedience that Sayyidina Ibrahim f*~J\ 4* displayed on
that occasion is sufficient to bear testimony to his devotion to Allah.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** A» ^j mentioned that during the time of

Sayyidina Ibrahim f*>LJ\ Up a relative of a murderer was sometimes executed in

place of the murderer himself. Instead of executing a murderer, it used to occur
that the murderer's father, son, brother, uncle, cousin, wife, husband or slave had
to give their life in exchange.

Sayyidina Ibrahim (%-& Up prevented them from doing this and conveyed to

them Allah's message which read, "One bearer shall not be burdened with the burden

ofanother."

Some commentators quote two Ahadith to explain 'Ibrahim who fulfilled".

They say that it refers to the fact that Sayyidina Ibrahim f%^\ Up was particular

about performing four Rakahs Salah early every morning and continued this

practice until his death. This hadith has been narrated by Sayyidina Abu
Umamah ** iui ^Jm In the second hadith the Holy Prophet^ Up &\ ju asked his

companions^ At^Jf "Do you know why Allah Ta'ala says about Hisfriend Ibrahim
who fulfilled'? Every morning and evening he used to recite:

{TRANSLATION: "So glorify Allah's purity during the
evenings and mornings. All praise is for Him in the heavens
and the earth, and glorify His purity during the latter part of
the day and during the afternoons. He extracts the living from
the dead, the dead from the living and revives the earth, after
it's death. Thus will you people be resurrected." [Surah Rum
(30), verses 17-19]}

Allah continues to say, "The end shall surely be to your Lord. " Irrespective of

how long one lives in this world, one will certainly have to die. Thereafter one
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will have to stand in Allah's court to give an account of all one's deeds. Another

\interpretation of this verse is that when one ponders over Allah's creation, the

end result of this reflection will lead one to recognise Allah. One should then not

think about the Being of Allah because this is beyond man's understanding.

ALLAH DOES EVERYTHING

Allah says further, "It is certainly He (Allah) who makes (people) laugh and cry.

"

Laughing, crying and their causes have been created by Allah. In addition to this,

Allah says that "It is only He who gives death and life.
" Besides Allah, none has the

ability to give life or death to anything.

"Verily it is only He who created pairs of male and female from the seed when it

issues forth. -When the male and female gametes unite by Allah's command after

the sperm issues forth, a child is conceived. Just as Allah is responsible for

creating people in this manner "The second creation is undoubtedly His responsibility

(as well)." Human existence does not terminate after people have died and their

bodies have decomposed. They will be resurrected and presented for questioning

in the Akhirah (Hereafter). Allah Ta'ala has assumed responsibility for

resurrecting people on the Day of Judgement and He shall certainly fulfil His

task despite the denial of the polytheists and disbelievers. ["Riihul Ma'am" v. 27 p.

69]

Allah continues, "Verily He grants affluence and poverty." Allah has created

wealth and everything that wealth can acquire including those things that

continue generating more wealth, such as plantations, buildings, etc.

"And He is the Lord of Sirius. -The Arabic word "Shi'rd" refers to Sirius (also

called the Dog Star, which is the brightest star in the sky because of its closeness

to the earth). The Arabs used to worship this star and believed that it had an

effect on their lives. "Ruhul Ma'ani" reports that the Banu Himyar and Banu
Khuza'ah tribes used to worship this star and that a person named Abu Kabsha

from the B^anu Khuza'ah tribe initiated its worship. In this verse, Allah refutes

the belief that this star could have an effect on people. Just as everything else is

Allah's creation, so too is this star. People are thereby exhorted to forsake

worshipping this star and to rather worship the Lord of this star.

THE DESTRUCTION OF FORMER NATIONS

Allah then states that it was He Who "destroyed theformer Ad and the Thamud

so that none remained." The Ad was the same arrogant nation who proclaimed,

"Who can be more powerful than us?" and the Thamud were so powerful that they

used to carve homes out of mountains. However, notwithstanding the might of

these nations, Allah Ta'ala destroyed their civilisations when they rejected Belief.

"And (He destroyed) the people of Nuh before, who were most tyrannical and

rebellious. He also threw down the overturned cities." The "overturned cities" refers to

the destroyed cities of the people of Sayyidina Lut {%~h Up. These people rejected

the message of Sayyidina Lut (!>lj» Up and indulged in the vile sin of

homosexuality. As a result, the very ground on which their cities stood was lifted

into the sky, overturned and tossed down. In addition to this, stones were rained

on them. The sheer force of the punishment was so severe that Allah describes it
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by merely saying, "So that thing (punishment) engulfed them which did." This verse

is similar to the verse which describes the horror of phara'oh (Fir'oun) and his

army's punishment. The severity of that punishment was also so indescribably

severe that Allah merely states, "and there covered them that of the sea that did cover

them." [Surah TaHa (20), verse 78]

"Then which bounties of your Lord do you doubt?" Allah created humans as

male and female; made them laugh and cry; gave them life and shall revive them
after death; granted them wealth and the benefits that it acquires and even

informed them about the destruction of former nations so that they take heed.

However, instead of taking heed and appreciating these bounties, the

disbelievers doubt them.

NOTE: Concerning the adjective former" in the verse "theformer Ad", the author

of "Ruhul Ma'ani" states that this adjective is used because the Ad was
the first nation to be destroyed after the nation of Sayyidina Nuh ^u
(OUi. He then quotes the commentator Allama Tabari Up &\ ^ who
stated that this adjective is used to distinguish the Ad from another

nation who also called themselves Ad. This second Ad nation used to

live in the vicinity of Makkah with the Amaliq nation. The eminent

scholar Mubarrad ^ & *^j states that "the former Ad" refers to the

original nation of Ad while the Thamud are referred to as "the second

Ad".
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(55) Then which bounties of your Lord do you doubt? (56) This is a warner from

among the earlier warners. (57) The swift approaching matter has arrived. (58)

There is none to avert it besides Allah. (59) Are you astonished about this

matter? (60) And do you laugh instead of crying? (61) And continue being

arrogant? (62) Prostrate to Allah and worship Him.

PEOPLE ARE SURPRISED ABOUT JUDGMENT WHEN IT HAS
ALREADY COME SO CLOSE

Allah says in these concluding verses of the Surah, "This is a warner from
among the earlier warners." The word "This" refers either to the Holy Prophet ii J^
(Jl-j suor to the Qur'an. The verse means that all the subject matter of the Qur'an

that the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up i»i ju conveyed to mankind were also conveyed by
the earlier Anbiya (the Holy Prophets) (OLJt ^s- and their divine scriptures. What
the Holy Prophet ,0-j -Op iui ju conveyed was therefore nothing strangely new.
The addressees of the Qur'an must therefore be cautious not to follow in the

footsteps of the previous nations who were destroyed when they rejected the

message of their Prophet's f^LJt <-$>.
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"The swift approaching matter has arrived. There is none to avert it besides Allah."

Even though many people do not believe in the coming of Judgement, it will still

occur. Whenever Allah decrees a matter, it is inevitable. In fact, its occurrence is a

certain as something that has already arrived. No person's rejection will prevent

it. It is therefore wise for every person to prepare for it because nothing will be

able to stop it when it arrives.

"Are you astonished at this matter? And do you laugh instead of crying? And
continue being arrogant?" Allah asks man whether he is astonished at the

warnings of the Qur'an and the advent of Judgement. Instead of adopting a

proud attitude and mocking Islam, the disbelievers are urged to forsake their

disbelief, to repent and to accept Islam. Their pride which prompts them to reject

the truth and to think lowly of Muslims shall be the cause of their doom in both

worlds. The Arabic word "Sdmidun" (translated above as "being arrogant") is

derived from the root word "Sumud" , which denotes lifting the head proudly.

This word is also used to denote singing, engaging in futile entertainment and
swelling with anger.

"Prostrate to Allah and worship Him." This final verse of the Surah tells

people that after hearing about Allah's immense powers, about the destruction of

previous nations and about the imminence of Judgement, the only course of

action befitting of an intelligent person is to submit and bow to the truth. They
should therefore prostrate only to Allah and worship Him only. Many
commentators have translated "worship Him" as "obey him"

According to Imam Abu Hanifah Up iu\ <^Jf it is Wajib (compulsory) to make
Sajdah (prostration) when reciting or hearing this concluding verse of Surah

Najm.

tiftftftftftfttiftfttifttitifttitititiftftft
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent the Most Merciful.

(1) (Qiyamah) the day of Judgement has drawn close and the moon has been

split. (2) If they see any sign they turn away and say that it is magic that will

soon vanish. (3) They deny and they follow their whims whereas every matter is

established. (4) Indeed such news has come to them in which there is sufficient

warning to caution. (5) A most perfect wisdom, but warners have not benefited

(them)

THE MOON HAS BEEN SPLIT AND A BELIEF OF THE
POLYTHEISTS IS REFUTED

The Holy Prophet ,jl-j' *±* &\ J^ demonstrated many miracles to the

polytheists of Makkah when he announced his prophethood. The polytheists

themselves requested for many of these miracles. Sayyidina Anas'** & ^j
reports that once when the polytheists asked the Holy Prophet ^j 4-1* .ii ju> to

show them a miracle, he split the moon. [Bukhari v. 2 p. 22]

A narration of Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** iui ^>j states that the Holy

Prophet (JL-j aJLp ii jl^ once called the people to witness that the moon once split

into two parts. One part was visible on top of the mountain while the other was
below. [Bukhari v. 2 p. 21]

Tirmidhi reports that the splitting of the moon occurred twice while the

Holy Prophet jJL-j <4* i»» J^ was in Makkah and that the first two verses of Surah

Qamar were revealed with reference to this. "Ma'alimut Tamil" (v. 4 p. 258) reports

that when the Quraysh of Makkah sighted the splitting, they claimed that they

had been mesmerised. However, when they made inquiries from some travellers,

they attested that they had seen the moon split into two parts. It was then that

Allah revealed the verse "Judgement has drawn close and the moon has been split."
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Tirmidhi reports that when the travellers attested to the splitting, some

polytheists said, "If we were mesmerised, everyone else could not have been." The

splitting of the moon indicated to people that something that they thought to be

impossible turned into reality. In a like manner, Judgement day will also be a

reality even though the disbelievers regard it to be impossible.

Allah states further, "If they see any sign they turn away and say that it is magic

that will soon vanish/' It was the practice of the polytheists to ignore miracles

when they saw them, claiming that what they saw was merely the temporary

effect of magic on them. In this manner "They deny and they follow their whims.

"

despite witnessing great miracles, they refused to believe because they had made
gods out of their own whims and passions. Instead of accepting the truth, they

chose to follow only that which appealed to their whims.

Allah asserts that "every matter is established" i.e. the truth shall remain the

truth and falsehood shall remain falsehood. These will not be altered by anything

and if the disbelievers fail to perceive the truth initially, the truth will eventually

dawn upon them and they will realise that it is not magic that they see. The

author of "Maalimut Tamil" has interpreted the verse to mean that good will be

the lot of good people and evil shall be the lot of evil people. The good will lead

people to Heaven and evil will lead people to Hell.

Referring to the polytheists of Makkah, Allah says further, "Indeed such news

has come to them in which there is sufficient warning to caution." The narratives of

previous civilisations who were destroyed because of their disbelief are sufficient

for people to realise the error of their ways. These incidents should jolt thinking

persons out of their slumber because they are filled with "most perfect wisdom".

However, when the disbelievers and polytheists are drowning in polytheism

(shirk) and disbelief, it seems as if "warners have not benefited (them) They
stubbornly pay no attention to warnings and continue in their ways. Allah says

in Surah Yunus [Surah 10, verse 101], "Arguments and warnings are of no avail to those

people who do not believe.

"

The splitting of the moon has been authentically recorded in Bukhari,

Muslim and various other books of Ahadith. There is therefore no doubt that it

actually occurred. However, because of their enmity for Islam, the disbelievers

object to this miracle by saying that if the moon was really split, this fact would
have been recorded in other parts of the world because the moon is seen from

everywhere. In reply to this objection, Scholars have tendered the following

replies.

Firstly, there was no system of recording in those times for the account to be

well documented. Paper was an extremely scarce commodity then. If it ever was
recorded, there exists every possibility that the recording was lost through the

passage of time.

Secondly, it is evident that the moon does not rise over the entire world at

the same time. While one part of the world is experiencing daylight, another part

is experiencing nightfall. As for those parts of the world where it was daytime,

there is no question of them witnessing the event. Although it was night in many
other parts of the world then, it is obvious that while the night was still young in

some parts, it was later in other parts and even later elsewhere. Overcast
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conditions could well have prevented people in other parts from witnessing this

event.

In addition to this, although the splitting was visible from Mina, many

people there did not witness it because they may have been involved in other

activities. Many were in their homes and many were sound .asleep. It is therefore

obvious that if everyone in Makkah did not see it, it is even less likely that

everyone else in the rest of world would see it. There was certainly no

forewarning given to anyone, so none saw the necessity to stand outside to

watch. Those people who were required to see did see the event. If the people of

the world or all the Arabs had seen the miracle, some records would then surely

be found. The people of Makkah who saw the miracle did not believe in it and

regarded it to be an act of mesmerism. It is therefore obvious that they would

never have documented the event to give it impetus. There is therefore no

wonder that the event is not recorded in historical works.

Although the sun is far larger than the moon, yet the sun is not visible to the

entire world at the same time. While some parts of the world are experiencing

daylight, others have nightfall. When a solar eclipse takes place, the news

spreads fast that it will be visible only from certain countries at certain times. It is

not visible to the entire world. Then too, although the news of the eclipse is

disseminated through the media months in advance, every person of the country

concerned does not see it because the news does not reach everyone. In fact, even

if one has to ask the educated people of a country when an eclipse took place in

their country and how many times it occurred, they will be unable to answer.

There is scarcely a book available that details the chronological sequence of

eclipses throughout history.

If this is the case with solar eclipses which occur relatively frequently, one

should not be surprised when the splitting of the moon is not documented when

it occurred only once. In addition to this, it occurred only in Arabia at the time of

Isha and no sooner did it split into two, then a short while later the two parts

joined to reform.

Under the influence of the disbelievers, many Muslims also refute the

occurrence of the splitting of the moon and say that the verse only refers to the

Day of Judgement. This is farfetched because the verse is clearly phrased to refer

to an incident in the past tense - not in the future tense. Even though one may

prove this point by interpreting the verse in the future tense, there is no way in

which one can interpret the relevant authentic Ahadith on the subject. There is

nothing to prevent the Great Being of Allah from making the moon split in

Makkah over 1400 years ago when all accept that He shall make it split by means

of the blowing of the trumpet on the Day of Judgement. There is therefore no

necessity to search for farfetched interpretations of the verse.
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(6) ... So ignore them. The day when the caller shall call to a thing that is

unpleasant. (7) Their gazes will be cast down and they shall emerge from their

graves as if they are scattered locusts... (8) ... running towards the caller. The

disbelievers will say, "This is an extremely difficult day/'

ON THE DAY OF JUDGEMENT PEOPLE WILL EMERGE FROM
THEIR GRAVES LIKE SCATTERED LOCUSTS

The first of the above verses addresses the Holy Prophet ^L-j aJLp iu» ju by
telling him, "So ignore them. " Allah commands the Holy Prophet ^JL-

3
Up ibi JU» not

to be heartbroken by the disbeliever's rejection. They shall suffer the

consequences of their deeds.

Allah continues to say, "The day when the caller shall call to a thing that is

unpleasant." "The caller" in the verse refers to the angel who will blow the

trumpet to sound the advent of Judgement. When Judgement will take place, the

disbelievers will see for themselves the truth of what the Holy Prophet 4* & J^
,JL,j preached to them. When the trumpet will be blown the second time, people

will return to life and emerge from their graves. Allah describes the scene by
saying, "Their gazes will be cast down and they shall emergefrom their graves as if they

are scattered locusts running towards the caller. " The people will all hasten towards

the Plains of Resurrection in droves of billions. Because the Plains of

Resurrection will be large, open and vast, it will appear as if the large numbers of

people are swarms of locusts converging on a field. As this takes place, "The

disbelievers will say, 'This is an extremely difficult day.

"

In Surah Ma'arij [Surah 70, verses 43,44], Allah says, "the day (ofJudgment) when

they will hurriedly emergefrom the graves as if they are rushing towards a temple. Their

gazes will be lowered and humiliation will engulf them. This is the day that they were

promised."
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(9) The nation of Nuh denied before them. They falsified Our slave, said that he

is a madman and he was rebuked. (10) So he supplicated to his Lord (saying),

"Indeed I am overpowered so assist me." (11) So We opened up the doors of the

sky to torrential rains. (12) And We cleaved springs in the earth so that the

waters met for a matter preordained. (13) We carried him [Sayyidina Nuh *UIp

^LJi] on an ark of planks and nails... (14) ... travelling under Our vigilance. This

was the reward for the one who was not appreciated. (15) Verily We left (the



incident) as a lesson, so is there anyone who will take heed? (16) How was My
^punishment and My warnings? (17) Undoubtedly We have made the Qur'an

simple to take lesson from, so is there any who will take lessons?

THE DESTRUCTION OF SAYYIDINA NUH'S f
*-J» Up NATION

As the obstinacy of the Makkan polytheists intensified, Allah Ta'ala

cautioned them by relating the accounts of various nations of the past who

falsified the Anbiya (The Holy Prophets r
:*-Ji r^). Surah Qamar briefly mentions

the destruction of the nations of Sayyidina Nuh pLJ\ <uLp, Sayyidina Hud ^\ *>

(the Ad), Sayyidina Salih
r
*-J». Up (the Thamud) and the nation of Sayyidina Lut

v>U\ Up. Allah begins by making mention of the nation of Sayyidina Nuh r
!>LJ\ Up.

Allah says, "The nation of Nuh denied before them [i.e. before the Mushrikin

(polytheists) ofMakkah]. They falsified Our slave, said that he is a madman and he was

rebuked." The people of Sayyidina Nuh
r
:>LJ\ aJLp behaved most disrespectfully

towards him and refused even to listen to him. The details of this incident are

found in Surah A'raf [Surah 7, verses 59-64], Surah Hud [Surah 11, verse 25-49] and

Surah Shu'ara [Surah 26, verse 105-121]. More will follow in Surah Nuh (Surah 71),

Insha Allah.

Sayyidina Nuh f^Js ^ preached Oneness of Allah to his people for 950

years and made great efforts to guide the people. However, they refused to listen

to him and accused him of being misguided by saying, "We see that you are surely

in manifest deviation." They became so obstinate and bold that they said to

Sayyidina Nuh f%^\ ^, "So bring forth what you promise us if you are of the truthful

ones" In this way. they asked for punishment. Sayyidina Nuh ^\ ^ had

already begun to lose hope in them because after 950 years effort "Only a few

believed in him.

"

Eventually, Sayyidina Nuh r
:>LJ ^ grew frustrated and pleaded to Allah

saying, "O my Lord! Assist me, for they have denied me." The above verse of Surah

Qamar states that Sayyidina Nuh r
*>U\ 4^ also prayed to Allah saying, 'indeed! am

overpowered so assist me. " The supplication he made invoking Allah's punishment

on his people is quoted in Surah Nuh as follows: "O my Lord! Leave not on earth

even one of the disbelievers. Surely if You leave them they will mislead Your bondsmen

and only sinners and disbelievers will be born to them. [Surah (71), verses 26, 27]

Allah accepted the supplication of Sayyidina Nuh ^\ ^ and commanded

him to build an ark. Here in Surah Qamar, Allah describes the ark as "an ark of

planks and nails." When the ark was completed, Allah commanded Sayyidina

Nuh (OLJi ^ to take all the believers with him on the ark along with a pair of

every animal. When this was done, Allah sent torrential rains from the sky and

caused water to gush from the ground. The water level on the ground thus rose

extremely high; as Allah says that "the waters met for a matter preordained." The

"matter" was the destruction of the entire disbelieving nation.

The ark travelled under Allah's protection and all aboard were kept safe

while the disbelievers all drowned. Because the people ill treated Sayyidina Nuh

r
*>U\ aAs> and did not appreciate the good counsel he gave^them, Allah says, "This

was the reward for the one who was not appreciated." After making mention of the

destruction of the disbelievers, Allah says, "Verily We kft (the incident) as a lesson,
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so is there anyone who will take heed? How was My punishment and My warnings?"

This verse make it clear that the incidents of previous nations are not merely

mentioned in the Qur'an for the sake of story-telling, but are mentioned so that

people derive lessons from them. The punishments that afflicted the people of

the past were not mere hardships but were extremely devastating. The

disbelievers should ponder deeply about these incidents and realise that their

plight shall be for punishment. Sayyidina Nuh £*~& Up had already begun to lose

hope in them because after 950 years effort "Only afew believed in him/'

Eventually, Sayyidina Nuh f%Js Up grew frustrated and pleaded to Allah

saying, "O my Lord! Assist me, for they have denied me." The above verse of Surah

Qamar States that Sayyidina Nuh (%J\ Up also prayed to Allah saying, 'indeed I am
overpowered so assist me. " The supplication he made invoking Allah's punishment
on his people is quoted in Surah Nuh as follows: "O my Lord! Leave not on earth

even one of the disbelievers. Surely if You leave them they will mislead Your bondsmen

and only sinners and disbelievers will be born to them." [Surah (71), verses 26, 27]

Allah accepted the supplication of Sayyidina Nuh (v>LJ\ Up and commanded
him to build an ark. Here in Surah Qamar, Allah describes the ark as "an ark of

planks and nails." When the ark was completed, Allah commanded Sayyidina

Nuh f*~& Up to take all the believers with him on the ark along with a pair of

every animal. When this was done, Allah sent torrential rains from the sky and
caused water to gush from the ground. The water level on the ground thus rose

extremely high; as Allah says that "the waters met for a matter preordained. " The
"matter" was the destruction of the entire disbelieving nation.

The ark travelled under Allah's protection and all aboard were kept safe

while the disbelievers all drowned. Because the people ill treated Sayyidina Nuh
r
*>LJi <A^ and did not appreciate the good counsel he gave them, Allah says, "This

was the reward for the one who was not appreciated." After making mention of the

destruction of the disbelievers, Allah says, "Verily We left (the incident) as a lesson,

so is there anyone who will take heed? How was My punishment and My warnings?"

This verse make it clear that the incidents of previous nations are not merely

mentioned in the Qur'an for the sake of story-telling, but are mentioned so that

people derive lessons from them. The punishments that afflicted the people of

the past were not mere hardships but were extremely devastating. The
disbelievers should ponder deeply about these incidents and realise that their

plight shall be similar if they also choose to adamantly oppose the truth.

ALLAH HAS MADE THE QURAN SIMPLE

Allah declares, "Undoubtedly We have made the Qur'an simple to take lesson

from, so is there any who will take lessons?" This verse is mentioned four times in

Surah Qamar. The first time is after the incident of Sayyidina Nuh f^J\ Up. The
second one follows the narrative of the Ad, the third follows that of the Thamud
while the fourth follows the story of Sayyidina Lut f*~& ^ The verse makes it

clear that Allah has simplified the Qur'an for people. Thereafter Allah invites

man tp derive lessons from the Qur'an.

The Arabic phrase "Lidh Dhikr" (translated above as "to take lesson from") has

been interpreted by Sayyidina Sa'id bin Musayyib Up &\^ as for memorisation"
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and 'for recitation This means that Allah has made the Qur'an easy to memorise

anckeasy to recite. At the same time, Allah has also made the Qur'an easy to

understand. Of course, every person does not have the capacity to deduce laws

of jurisprudence from the Qur'an. This fact is no cause for objection because the

verse does not state that every single part of the Qur'an from the beginning to

the end is easily understandable in every way. It is incorrect for people to use

this verse to interpret the Qur'an according to their personal understanding,

thereby contradicting the interpretations of the Mufassirin (exegesist). Most of

these people do not even understand Arabic and the laws of the language.

Allah Ta'ala has been extremely benevolent to the Muslim Ummah by

granting us the ability to commit the Qur'an to memory. If it should ever happen

(Allah forbid!) that the written copies of the Qur'an are destroyed, it can easily be

rewritten according to the recitation of a young child who is a Hafidh (One who

memorise the Quran). The Jews and Christians lost their scriptures because they

relied on the written copies. Now all they have is translations without an original

with which to compare the translations.

THE MIRACULOUS NATURE OF THE QUR'AN AND PEOPLE'S
NEGLIGENCE

One of the great miracles of the Qur'an is that women, old men, children

and young adults of all age groups are able to memorise it. They are able to do

this even though they would be unable to memorise a lengthy text in their own
languages. People who seek only this world, are heedless of the Akhirah and

who make their children seekers of the world like themselves deprive themselves

of the great boon of the Qur'an, of memorising it and of reciting it with proper

tajwid (the real accent of Arabic pronunciation). The fact of the matter is that so

many people are Muslims only by heritage. They are Muslims because they were

born in a Muslim home and have no concern for educating themselves about the
' requisites of Religion. To make matters worse, they cast their children in the

same mould. True Muslims are those who take the Qur'an to heart, memorise it

and are able to recite it with proper Tajwid. In addition to this, they make their

children Huffadh (plural of Haziz), educate their children in Islam, make them
Scholars and keep them in the company of pious Scholars.

O Muslims! It is extremely easy to make your children Huffadh. It is

ignorant people who have made the statement that becoming a Hafidh is akin to

chewing iron balls. One should bear in mind that the Qur'an is not memorised

because of a person's good memory but because of a miracle.

Many ignorant people are given to saying that there is no benefit in

memorising the Qur'an like a parrot. It is tragic that such people know the value

of money but are oblivious of the virtues of the Akhirah (Hereafter). They seem
not to understand that one earns the reward of ten good deeds for every letter of

the Qur'an that one recites. In addition to this, the parents of a Hafidh will be

given a shining crown to wear on the Day of Judgement and the Hafidh will be

permitted to intercede for his family members on the Day of Judgement, thereby

saving them from Hell. Many people fail to understand these benefits and say

that a Hafidh will soon become a "Mulla" and will be unable to earn a living. I

often tell people that nothing prevents a Hafidh from engaging in business or
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taking up employment if he wants to. Of course, becoming a "Mulla" is an

extremely great fortune for any person, but those who do not want this good

fortune should at least make an effort to make their children Huffadh. Thereafter,

they are at liberty to pursue any lawful career.

THE BLESSINGS OF THE QUITAN
I have seen many people becoming Huffadh while working, while studying

and even after growing white hairs. Children who become Huffadh are blessed

with an excellent memory and develop an extremely sound understanding. It is

noticed that they always excel their pirs (mentors) in any field they choose to

further their studies. The blessings of the Qur'an cause people to progress in this

world as well a$ in the Akhirah. It is regrettable that so many people have not

understood the immense blessings that the Qur'an offers. They will realise this

only once try it for themselves.

THE PENALTY FOR FORGETTING THE QUR'AN

Just as it is important to memorise the Qur'an, it is also extremely important

to ensure that one does not forget it after memorising. The Holy Prophet ^ i»i Ju*

,JL.j said, "Take care not to allow the Qur'an to slip awayfrom memory (by reciting it in

Salah and out ofSalah). I swear by the Being in whose control is my life! The Quran is

quicker to escape one's memory than a camel that is (loosely) fastened." ["Mishkdt" p. 190

from Bukhari and Muslim]

Just as the Qur'an is quickly memorised and absorbed into the hearts of

those who value it, it rapidly vanishes from the hearts of those who are not

particular about revising it often. The Qur'an is not in need of any person and
has no need to remain with a person who is indifferent towards it. There are

severe punishments for those who forget the Qur'an. The Holy Prophet *> -ii ju*

(JL-j said, "The person who forgets the Qur'an after learning it shall appear before Allah

on the Day ofJudgement in theform of a leper (i.e. without teeth and limbs)." [" Mishkat"

p. 191 from Abu Dawud and Ddrmi]

The Holy Prophet pJL-j a* iui j^ has also mentioned, "When the good deeds

of my Ummah were shown to me I noticed among these the deed of removing
any harmful object lying in a Masjid. When the sins of my Ummah were shown
to me I did not see any sin graver than that of a person forgetting a Surah or

verse of the Qur'an that was given to him." ["Mishkat" p. 69 from Tirmidhi and Abu

Dawud]

People who make their children Huffadh do not merely look at the few

years of effort in this world, but focus on the success of the Akhirah and the

everlasting boons to be found there. Allah shall surely appreciate the efforts of

such people.
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(18) The Ad denied, so how was My punishment and warnings? (19) Verily We

sent against them a cyclonic wind during days of perpetual misfortune. (20) It

ousted people as if they were uprooted palm trunks. (21) So how was My
punishment and warnings? (22) Undoubtedly We have made the Qur'an simple

to take lesson from, so is there any who will take lessons?

THE DESTRUCTION OF THE AD

Allah sent Sayyidina Hud ^\ 4* as messenger to the nation of Ad. When

he preached to them the message of Oneness of Allah and made great efforts to

reform them, they acted insolently and said to him, 'indeed we see you in foolishness

and we surely consider you to be among the liars." They also told him that they were

not at all convinced by the warnings of punishment that he sounded to them.

They said, "Bring what you have promised us if you are of the truthful!
'"

Consequently, Allah "sent against them a cyclonic wind during days of perpetual

misfortune/' The wind raged for seven consecutive nights and eight consecutive

days. As the wind blew, the Ad were cast down like felled palms. They are

likened to palm trees because they were extremely stolid and powerful people. In

fact, Allah says about the Ad that they "were arrogant on earth without reason, and

said, 'Who can be more powerful than us?'"

Their pride was smashed when the wind disproved their invincibility. Allah

says that the wind was so powerful that "It ousted people as if they were uprooted

palm trunks." Allah states in Surah Haqqa [Surah 69, verse 7], "You would have seen

them lyingflat on the ground as if they were hollow palm trunks.

"

Allah concludes this incident by saying, "So how (severe) was My punishment

and warnings? Undoubtedly We have made the Qur'an simple to take lesson from, so is

there any who will take lessons?"
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(23) The Thamud denied the warners. (24) They said, "If we were to follow a

lonesome human from among ourselves, we would surely be astray and insane."

(25) "Has a revelation come only to him from among all of us? Nay, he is but an

arrogant liar." (26) Tomorrow they shall come to know who is an arrogant liar.
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(27) "We shall certainly send the camel as a test to them so watch them and be

patient." (28) "Inform them that the water shall be shared between them and

each should present himself on his turn." (29) So they called for their companion

who attacked and cut. (30) How was My punishment and warnings? (31) Verily

We sent against them a single shout and they became like the rubble of a fence

builder. (32) Undoubtedly We have made the Qur'an simple to take lesson from,

so is there any who will take lessons?

THE DESTRUCTION OF THE THAMUD
The Thamud lived after the Ad and used to carve their homes out of the

mountains. Allah Ta'ala sent Sayyidina Sarin fiLJ\ Up as a Prophet to them. He
preached Oneness of Allah to them and invoked them to carry out good deeds.

However, pride got the better of them and they told Sayyidina Salih fiL~S\ U* that

he was just an ordinary human being like the rest of them and that there was
nothing special about him which should make them follow him. They said to

him, "If we were to follow a lonesome human from among ourselves, we would surely be

astray and insane. Has a revelation come only to him from among all of us? Nay, he is

but an arrogant liar.
"

They accused Sayyidina Salih f%J\ *-U of pretending to be the Holy Prophets

f^LJv p^ip so that people can look up to him and respect him. Allah says,

"Tomorrow they shall come to know who is an arrogant liar." i.e. it will not be long

before they come to realise the error of their ways and that he is really Allah' s

true messenger. The people of Sayyidina Salih f^^s *4± asked him to extract a

pregnant camel from a mountain as a miracle to prove his apostleship. They said

that if he demonstrates this miracle for them, they would believe that he is

Allah's Holy Prophet. When Allah allowed Sayyidina Salih f^Js *> to

demonstrate this miracle for them, Allah caused a large camel to emerge from

the mountain. Because of her large size, the camel ate and drank much more than

normal camels.

Allah quotes the words of Sayyidina Salih £XJ\ Up to his people when he

told them, "This camel of Allah is a sign for you, so leave it to graze in Allah's

land and do not afflict it with evil, for then a painful punishment will seize you."

[Surah A'raf(7), verse 73]

The Thamud had one well from which they gave their animals water to

drink. Because the large camel also required water, Sayyidina Salih f*>LJi «Up said

to the people, "This is the camel. It will have a day to drink and your animals will have

an appointed day to drink. " In the words of Surah Qamar, Allah Ta'ala instructed

Sayyidina Salih f*~As Up saying, "We shall certainly send the camel as a test to them, so

watch them and be patient. Inform them that the water shall be shared between them and

each should present himselfon his turn.
"

The Thamud did not like the camel to share with their animals and finally

decided to kill it even though Sayyidina Salih {%J\ Up had warned them that they

would suffer a terrible chastisement if they ever harmed the camel. Nevertheless,

"they calledfor their companion who attacked (the camel) and cut. "He killed the camel

by hamstringing her. When Sayyidina Salih fiLJ\ Up discovered what they had
done, he said to them, "Enjoy yourselves in your homes for three days. This is a
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promise that will not befalsified. " [Surah Hud (11), verse 65]

Consequently, Allah "sent against them a single shout and they became like the

rubble offence builder" i.e. besides losing their lives, even their bodies were left in

shreds like destroyed fencing. Whereas Surah Qamar and Surah Hud mention

that they were destroyed by a shout, Surah A'raf [Surah 7, verse 78] mentions that

"an earthquake seized them. "The two types of punishment are mentioned because

both afflicted them. Concerning this incident as well Allah asks, "How was My
punishment and warnings?" Allah then concludes the story be reiterating,

"Undoubtedly We have made the Quran simple to take lesson from, so is there any who

will take lessons?

"
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(33) The people of Lut fiLJ\ Up denied the warners. (34) Verily We sent against

them a cyclonic wind that showered stones on them, except for the family of Lut

p%Ji Up whom We rescued during the close of the night. (35) This was a special

favour from Us. In this manner do We reward the grateful. (36) He certainly

warned them that We would seize them but they started disputing about the

warnings. (37) They attempted to seduce his guests so We obliterated their eyes.

"Taste My punishment and the result of My warnings!" (38) Without a doubt,

during the early hours of the morning a chastisement with long-lasting effects

afflicted them. (39) So taste My punishment and the result of My warnings!" (40)

Undoubtedly We have made the Qur'an simple to take lesson from, so is there

any who will take lessons?

THE DESTRUCTION OF THE NATION OF SAYYIDINA LUT f^S\ Up

Sayyidina Lut f^LJi U* migrated with Sayyidina Ibrahim fiLJ\ U* from their

homeland and they both took up residence in Sham. Allah Ta'ala sent Sayyidina

Lut fiLJ\ a!p as a Holy Prophet to a group of several cities, the largest of which

was Sodom. The people of these cities were evil people who carried out

numerous acts of vice. The worst of these vices was the homosexuality.

Sayyidina Lut f*~S\ Up preached to them to.accept Oneness of Allah and to desist

from their evil deeds but despite his tireless efforts they still continued in their

ways. Eventually Allah sent His punishment.

Before the punishment arrived, Allah sent a few angels to Sayyidina

Ibrahim f*>LJ\ Up who told him, "We are to destroy the inhabitants of this town [i.e.

the town of Sayyidina Lut <^~^ Up]. Its inhabitants are certainly oppressors.

Ibrahim ftLJ\ Up said, '(How can you destroy the entire town when) Lut is among
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them/ They replied, "We know best who is present there. We shall definitely rescue

him and his family, except for his wife. She will be among those left behind (to perish in

the punishment). " [Surah Ankabut (Surah 29), verses 31,32]

After giving Sayyidina Ibrahim fiLJ\ aJlp the good news that he was to father

a son, the angels left to meet Sayyidina Lut fiLJ\ Up. Because they met Sayyidina

Lut f*~S\ u^ in the form of handsome men, he was anxious that his people might
try to sodomise them. As expected, when the people saw the angels, they hurried

to grab hold of them. Allah refers lo this when He says, "They attempted to seduce

his guests.

"

When Sayyidina Lut (%^\ 4p saw them approach, he tried to reason with

them saying, "Oh my people! These daughters of mine (i.e. the women of my Ummah)
are purerfor you, so do fear Allah and do not disgrace me before my guests. Is there not a

righteous man among you?" He warned them about the grievous consequences of

their deeds but none heeded his warning. Allah says that Sayyidina Lut (OLJi Up

"certainly warned them that We would seize them but they started disputing about the

warnings." Therefore, the first punishment to afflict them was that Allah

"obliterated their eyes." They were not only unable to see, but Allah flattened their

faces and there was no longer any eyes on their faces. Allah then said to them,

"Taste My punishment and the result ofMy warnings!"

The angels told Sayyidina Lut f%~h Up that he should take his family away
during the night because they were going to destroy the people. In this manner,

he and his family were rescued, except for his wife who was also killed in the

punishment because she was not a believer. Early the next morning, stones were

rained on the people. Each stone was marked with name of the person it was
destined to strike, as Allah says in Surah Hud [Surah 11, verse 83] that the stones

"were marked by your Lord". The ground where the cities stood was also lifted to

the sky and thrown back upside down.

Some commentators mention that the people in the cities were killed when
it was overturned while those in the outlying areas were struck by the stones.

When Sayyidina Mujahid Up &\ <^j was asked whether anyone was left alive

from the people of Sayyidina Lut f%J\ <l^
r he replied, "None survived. There was

one person from them who was in Makkah at the time on business. When he left the

Haram afterfourty days, a stone struck him dead as well."

Here in Surah Qamar; Allah states, "Verily We sent against them a cyclonic

wind that showered stones." Allah Says further, "Without, a doubt, during the early

hours of the morning a chastisement with long-lasting effect afflicted them."

Concluding the epic, Allah reiterates, "So taste My punishment and the result ofMy
warnings! Undoubtedly We have made the Qur'an simple to take lesson from, so is there

any who will take lessons?"

NOTE : Allah says about the safe delivery of Sayyidina Lut f*~J\ aA^ and his

family, "This was a specialfavourfrom Us. In this manner do We reward

the grateful. " This tells us that Allah bestows His special favours on
those believers who are grateful to Him. It is therefore necessary

that believers continue worshipping Allah and expressing their

gratitude to Him at the same time.
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(41) Warnings definitely came to the people of phara'oh (Fir'oun). (42) They

denied every one of Our signs so We seized them with the grasp of one most

mighty and powerful. (43) Are your disbelievers better than these people or do

you have immunity (from punishment) in the scriptures? (44) Or do they say,

"We are a victorious band." (45) The band shall soon be defeated and they will

turn their backs and flee. (46) Nay, Judgement day is their appointment and day

of Judgement, shall be most severe and most bitter. (47) Indeed the criminals are

in deviation and in blazing fires. (48) The day when they shall be dragged into

the Fire on their faces (it will be said to them) "Taste the touch of the Blaze!" (49)

We have certainly created everything by measure. (50) And Our command is but

once like the blinking of an eye. (51) Verily We have destroyed nations like

yourselves so is there any who will take heed? (52) Whatever they did was

(recorded) in the Books. (53) Every minor and major deed is recorded. (54) Verily

the abstinent ones shall be in gardens and rivers... (55) ... in a grand place by the

Powerful Sovereign.

THE DESTRUCTION OF THE PEOPLE OF PHARA'OH (FIR'OUN)

Phara'oh (Fir'oun) and his people were also extremely rebellious. Because

phara'oh (Fir'oun) was a powerful ruler with a large force, he swelled with pride

and claimed divinity. Allah Ta'ala sent Sayyidina Musa £*~& *4* to preach

Oneness of Allah to phara'oh (Fir'oun) and his people. Despite witnessing

various miracles of Sayyidina Musa <OLJ\ Up, phara'oh (Fir'oun) and his chieftains

refused to believe. Because they controlled the people, the people also did not

believe. Sayyidina Musa (%^\ aJ^ warned them that they would suffer grave

punishment if they did not believe, but his warnings fell on deaf ears.

The people of phara'oh (Fir'oun) also experienced several forms of

punishment as lessons to mend their ways. These are mentioned in Surah A'raf

where Allah says, "Without doubt We afflicted the people of phara'oh (Fir'oun) with

droughts and shortages in their produce so that they take heed. When favourable

conditions prevailed they said, 'This is what we deserve.' However, when adverse
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conditions afflicted them they would attribute the misfortune to Musa and those with

him. Lo! Their misfortune is in the knowledge of Allah, hut most of them know it not.

They said, 'Whenever you bring a sign before us to bewitch us, we still do not want to

believe in you.' So We sent to them theflood, the locusts, the ticks, thefrogs and the blood

as detailed signs. But they were an arrogant and a sinful nation. Whenever a punishment

afflicted them they said, 'O Musa, prayfor us to your Lord by that which He had pledged

to you. If you remove the punishment from us, we would certainly believe in you and

send the Bani Israll with you/ When We removed the punishment from them up to the

period appointed for them to reach in Allah's knowledge, they suddenly breached the

covenant. So We took revenge on them and drowned them in the sea because they denied

Our signs and were negligent." [Surah 7, verses 130-136]

ALLAH ADDRESSES THE PEOPLE OF MAKKAH
Allah states further, "Are your disbelievers better than these people... "In this

verse, Allah Ta'ala asks the polytheists of Makkah whether they think that they

are better than the nations of Sayyidina Nuh f%~J> Up, Sayyidina Hud (OLJ\ Up,

Sayyidina Salih f%~S\ Up and Sayyidina Lut £%~h U*. This question is in terms of

physical strength and wealth. It is obvious that the polytheists of Makkah were

far inferior to these nations in all these respects. Despite their superior position,

all these nations were destroyed when they rejected Belief. Allah prompts the

Makkans to ponder whether they will ever be able to resist Allah's punishment

when it came to them. The facts stare them in the face. Since these powerful

nations of the past were helpless against Allah's punishment, there was no way
in which they could be saved.

Allah .asks them further, "...or do you have immunity (from punishment) in the

scriptures?" Allah asks them whether any previous scriptures had absolved them

of punishment so that they feel free to continue sinning and rejecting Belief. Like

the previous question, this question is also rhetorical. There has been no divine

scripture that has ever absolved any disbeliever of punishment. Since they are

unable to resist Allah's punishment and have nothing to guarantee their

exemption from punishment, the disbelievers have no reason to cling to disbelief.

THE DEFEAT OF THE POLYTHEISTS AT BADR
Allah asks, "Or do they (the Makkan polytheists) say, 'We are a victorious band. -

The claimed that they were so united that they were invincible. This claim was
extremely bold and obviously untrue. Let alone the rest of the world, their

numbers were paltry compared the rest of the Arab nation. The only factor that

safeguarded them from being attacked was the fact that they lived within the

Haram and no one attacked them out of respect for the place.

"Durrul Manthur" reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas «up &\ ^j that

the polytheists made this claim when they marched for the Battle of Badr. They

boasted about their superior numbers and their unity, not realising that Allah is

the Master of the universe and that He can make any nation victorious over

another, irrespective of numbers and strength.

As the polytheists marched boastfully, the Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up i«i J^ was
entreating Allah Ta'ala for assistance. He prayed to Allah saying, "O Allah! By

the promise you have made, I entreat You (to assist the Muslims). O Allah! If this
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small band is destroyed, there shall be none to worship You/' The Holy Prophet

^ -uU ibi ju* persistently made this Supplication to Allah until Sayyidina Abu
Bakr ^ &\ ^j held him by the hand and said, "Enough, O the Holy Prophet JU

^ 3
a> i»t! You have entreated your Lord very greatly." Later the Holy Prophet

^L-j aJLp ii J^> emerged from where he was reciting the verse, "The band shall

soon be defeated and they will turn their backs and flee. "[Bukhari p. 408, 562, 766]

The Makkans soon had to swallow their proud words. They had to suffer

disgrace when their fully armed army of a thousand was defeated by an ill

equipped band of 313 men. Seventy polytheists were killed and another seventy

were taken prisoner. Throughout the course of history, large armies of

disbelievers boasted that they would crush Muslim armies because of their

superiority. However, they also suffered disgrace when the Muslims

convincingly defeated them. Even today many disbelievers forces are intent on

destroying the Muslims in various parts of the world. Insha Allah, they shall

soon suffer disgrace. "The band shall soon be defeated and they will turn their backs

and flee."

THE SEVERITY OF THE DAY OF JUDGEMENT
Allah states further, "Nay, Judgement day is their appointment and day of

Judgement shall be most severe and most bitter." Although the disbelievers will suffer

defeat and disgrace in this world, the suffering of the Akhirah (Hereafter) will be

much worse. Just as it is extremely difficult to even taste let alone swallow

something bitter, the Day of Judgement will also be extremely difficult to endure.

Allah says further, "indeed the criminals are in deviation and in blazing fires.
"

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas *& &\ ^j has translated this verse to mean that "the

criminals are in destruction and insanity."

"The day when they shall be dragged into the Fire on their faces (and it will be said

to them) 'Taste the touch of the Blaze! -The fire of this world cannot be compared to the

fire of the Akhirah (Hereafter), which is 69 times more intense than the fire of this world.

Whereas a person cannot even endure afew seconds of this world's fire, a touch of thefire

of Hell will be too excruciating to even describe. One can therefore not even imagine the

intensity ofsuffering therefor a long time. One should ponder deeply over this.

EVERYTHING IS CREATED BY MEASURE

Concerning the creation of all things, Allah says, "We have certainly created

everything by measure." This verse means that everything was created according

to Allah's predetermined plan as recorded in the "Lowhul Mahfudh" (The

Protected tablet). Allah had already determined the destinies of everything

before He created them.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ^ ^ ^j narrates that the polytheists of Makkah
once disputed with the Holy Prophet ,4-^ Up i»» ju about the issue of Taqdir

(predestination). It was then that Allah revealed the two verses: "The day when

they shall be dragged into the Fire on their faces (and it will be said to them) 'Taste the

touch of the Blaze!' We have certainly created everything by measure." [Muslim v. 2 p.

336]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Amr bin Al As ^ & ^j narrates from the Holy
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Prophet^ a* &\ j^ that Allah had written the destinies of the heavens and the
earth fifty thousand years before creating them, while His throne was still on
water. [Muslim v. 2 p. 335]

Allah continues, "And Our command is but once like the blinking ofan eye." The
author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" has mentioned three interpretations of this verse:

A. Whatever Allah wants to do is accomplished like a single action

without any difficulty.

B. Whatever Allah creates comes into being with the single command of

"Run" ("Be"). The creation is then swifter than the blinking of an eye.

C. The advent of Judgement shall take place in an instant just like the

blinking of an eye. If this interpretation is assumed, it will coincide
with the verse of Surah Nahl where Allah says, "The affair ofJudgement

ofDay is just like a blink of the eye, or even closer. " [Surah 16, verse 77]

"Verily We have destroyed nations like yourselves (who perpetrated disbelief) so is

there any who will take heed ?
"

ALL THE DEEDS OF PEOPLE ARE METICULOUSLY RECORDED
"Whatever they did was (recorded) in the Books." This refers to the books of the

recording angels who have been appointed to record every good and evil deed of
every person. Therefore, no person need fear that any deed of his was wasted
and had passed unnoticed. These records are so meticulously kept that "Every
minor and major deed is recorded." The Lowhul Mahfudh (the protected tablet)

contains the records of everything past, present and future.

Allah then speaks of the rewards that the pious and righteous people will

receive when He says, "Verily the abstinent ones shall be in gardens and rivers..." The
description of these rivers are mentioned in Surah Muhammad ^3 <4* &\ j^
where Allah says, "The description of the Heaven that the people of Taqwa (pious

peoples) have been promised is that it contains rivers of water that never contaminate,
rivers of milk the taste ofwhich never spoils, rivers ofwine that are extremely palatable to

those who drink it and rivers of the purest honey. " [Surah 47, verse 15]

Allah says that the abstinent ones shall reside "in a grand place The literal

translation of the Arabic word 'Maq'ad Sidq" is "a place of truth < "Sidq" (truth)

refers to truthfulness in word, deed and beliefs. Those people who are true in all

these respects shall be rewarded with a special station in the Akhirah (Hereafter).

It is for this reason that the station they will receive in the Akhirah (Hereafter) is

called "a place of truth ". Allah adds that the "place of truth" will be "by the

Powerful Sovereign." This indicates that their positions in the Akhirah (Hereafter)

will be extremely elevated.
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent the Most Merciful.

(1) Ar Rahman (The Most Merciful)... (2) ... taught the Qur'an. (3) He created

man ... (4) .... and taught him to speak. (5) The sun and moon (orbit in)

calculated courses. (6) And the creeper and the tree prostrate. (7) (Allah) raised

the sky and erected the scales... (8) ...so that you do not transgress in the matter

of the scale. (9) And so that you establish the scale with justice and you do not

make the scale deficient. (10) (Allah) has placed the earth for people. (11) On it

are fruit, palms with sheathed stalks,... (12) ... seeds as chaff and sustenance as

well. (13) So which favours of your Lord do the two of you (man and Jinn) deny?

AR RAHMAN TAUGHT THE QUR'AN AND COMMANDS JUSTICE

In Surah Rahman, Allah discusses the various favours that He has blessed
man and Jinn with. These favours are tremendous and benefit people in this

world and in the Akhirah {Hereafter). Allah repeats the verse "So which favours of
your Lord do the two ofyou (man and Jinn) deny?" 31 times in the Surah. This lends
great beauty to the Surah in terms of recitation and meaning.

THE VIRTUES OF THE QUR'AN

The opening verses of Surah Rahman make mention of such bounties that
feed one's Belief, soul and body. Allah begins by saying, "Ar Rahman (The Most
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Merciful) taught the Qur'an. " The Qur'an is an extremely great bounty of Allah to

mankind. Allah taught man the words of the Qur'an, the meanings of the verses

and has also allowed man to understand the eloquence and rhetoric of the

Qur'an. In addition to this, Allah has also made it easy for man to memorise the

Qur'an. Man, who is merely an entity filled with blood, is extremely honoured to

be able to contain the speech of Allah in his bosom and to speak it with his

tongue. Hundreds of thousand? and millions of books have been written

containing explanations of the Qur'an and this practice will continue until

Judgement day.

Besides teaching the Qur'an to man, Allah has also granted him the

privilege of teaching the Qur'an to others. The Holy Prophet ^j *> i»t J^> said

that when a person has been granted the bounty of the Qur'an (i.e. he has

memorised it) and he thinks that another person has a bounty greater than his,

then he is ungrateful for an extremely great bounty.

Sayyidina Uthman <& &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet <^ 3 ^ i»i ju> said,

"The best of you is he who learns the Qur'an and teaches it." [Bukhari v. 2 p. 270]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** ^ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ai Ju,

jJL-j -Op said, "The best of my Ummah are the bearers of the Qur'an and those who stay

awake [in Ibadah (worship)] at night." ["Mishkat"'p. 110]

The Qur'an is the book of Allah as well as Allah's speech. The Muslims are

truly honoured to have this great miracle in their hearts and flowing fluently

even from the tongues of their little children. They are even able to remember the

verses that are alike (Mutashabihat) and are able to recite it while sleeping and

when awake.

People who have nothing of the Qur'an in their hearts are extremely

unfortunate. The Holy Prophet ,4-j ^ i»» Ju* said, "The heart that has nothing of the

Qur'an is like a deserted house. "["Mishkat" p. 186from Tirmidhi and Darmi]

THE BOON OF SPEECH

Allah continues to says that "He created man and taught him to speak." Allah

granted man knowledge, granted him the ability to speak and even taught him
how to utilise this ability. Man can thus express what he feels and thinks. Allah

Ta'ala has also taught man how to speak eloquently and- how to explain the

meanings of the Qur'an. Not only did Allah teach people speech, but He taught

man various languages and manners of expression. Man is also able to translate

from language to language.

Allah then speaks of the solar and lunar orbits when he says, "The sun and

moon (orbit in) calculated courses. " The orbits and movements of the sun and moon
have been determined by.Allah and they are not at liberty to move as they please

and when they please. Allah says in Surah Yasin, "The sun travels towards its

destination. This is the decree of the Mighty, the All Knowing. We have stipulated phases

for the moon, until it returns like a branch of an old date palm. It is not possible for the

sun to catch up with the moon, nor is it possiblefor the night, to precede the day. They all

swim within their orbits." [Surah 36, verses 38-40]

Furthermore, "the creeper and the tree prostrate. " Just like worshippers are
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pleased to prostrate before Allah out of obedience to Him, so too are all of

Allah's creation pleased to obey Him, including those plants that have an upright

trunk and those that creep and have no rigidity. The watermelon, pumpkin and

other plants that are unable to stand erect are referred to in, this verse together

with all large and small trees that stand by themselves. This interpretation is

favoured by Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** ^V^j and Sayyidina Ibn Jarir <^j

Up ^.

Allah then speaks of the sky when He says that He "raised the sky -.It is Allah

Who raised the sky to its towering height. Once a person understand this, he will

realise that it is also Allah who gives height to everything else, whether the

height is physical or figurative.

THE COMMAND TO WEIGH JUSTLY

Allah Ta'ala states further that he "erected the scales so that you do not

transgress in the matter of the scale. And so that you establish the scale with justice and

you do not make the scale deficient." Allah Ta'ala cautions man not to demand extra

in weight when dues are given to him and not to reduce weight when payment is

due from him. The abomination of this act is explained in the opening verses of

Surah Tatfif [Surah 83, verses 1-6]. The command to be just in weight and

measurement is also mentioned in Surah An'am [Surah 6, verse 152] where Allah

commands: "And give full measure and weight in fairness." Allah also commands
the same in Surah Bani Isra'il where He says, "Measure in full when you

measure and weigh with proper scales." [Surah 17, verse 35].

Furthermore Allah says that he "has placed the earth for people. " Allah Ta'ala

has made the earth such that it is neither too hard nor too soft. People are able to

dig the earth to create dams, wells, graves, plant plantations and lay the

foundations of their buildings. At the same time, the earth can support man's

structures, carry his railroads and highways and the beating hooves of his

animals. Man is able to use the resources of the earth without her mumbling a

word in protest. It is with reference to this that Allah mentions in Surah Mulk
[Surah 61, verse 15] that the earth is submissive.

Allah then enumerates the various benefits that the earth gives to mankind
when He says that the earth has 'fruit (and) palms with sheathed stalks" Allah has

covered the stalks of such plants so that the fruit are protected and also because

these coverings may be used for a variety of purposes. In addition to this, Allah

has also created "seeds as chaff. This verse refers to cereals like wheat, barley, etc

which are like little seeds that provide ample nourishment for man. These foods

are also protected in coverings that are separated as chaff to be fed to animals.

Together with all these bounties of the earth, Allah has provided

"nourishment as well." Some commentators have translated the Arabic word
"Rayhan" (translated above as "nourishment") as "fragrant plants" whereas others

translate it is as 'flowers' '. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas **> ifo ^j translates it as

"sustenance" and has stated that the word "Rayhan" refers to sustenance

wherever it is mentioned in the Qur'an. The word "Rayhan" is used in place of

"Rizq" (sustenance) because sustenance is something from which a person

derives satisfaction.
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The above verses mention those bounties of Allah from the earth that are a

staple diet for man, those that he eats for pleasure and those that he feeds to his

animals. Therefore, Allah asks, "So which favours of your Lord do the two of you

(man and Jinn) deny?" Both man and Jinn benefit tremendously from these

favours.

(14) (Allah has) created man from melodious sand that resembles

potter's clay. (15) And created Jinn from pure leaping fire. (16) So which favours

of your Lord do the two of you (man and Jinn) deny?

THE CREATION OF MAN AND JINN

Allah describes the creation of man when He says that He has "created man

from melodious sand that resembles potter's clay. "Allah Ta'ala took sand, mixed it

with water to make clay and then used the clay to fashion the mould of the first

man, Sayyidina Adam fiLJ\ *ip. When it dried it became hard and would make a

melodious sound if struck, just like a clay pot or vase: There were various stages

in the creation of Sayyidina Adam (%J\ Up and these were discussed in the

commentary of verse 33 of Surah Hijr (Surah 15).

"And (Allah) created Jinn from pure leaping fire." Just as Sayyidina Adam Up

r
*>LJ\ was the father of mankind, many Scholars assert the Iblis (chief devil) was-

the father of the Jinn. Therefore, it is often said thai man in general is created

from sand and that the Jinn are created from fire because their fathers were

created from these substances. The blessing of being created and granted life is

an extremely great bounty without which many other bounties cannot be

enjoyed. Because Allah has granted these many favours to mankind and to Jinn,

it is incumbent on them to be grateful to Him. Allah reminds them of this when
He states "So which favours ofyour Lord do the two ofyou (man and Jinn) deny?"
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(17) (Allah is) the Lord of the two east's and the two wests. (18) So which favours

of your Lord do the two of you deny? (19) He has released the two waters so that

they meet. (20) Between the two (waters) is a barrier so that the two do not



transgress. (21) So which favours of your Lord do the two of you deny? (22)
N

Pearls and coral emerge from both of them. (23) So which favours of your Lord

do the two of you deny? (24) His are the raised ships on the oceans like

mountains. (25) So which favours of your Lord do the two of you deny? (26)

Everything on earth shall perish. (27) Only the countenance of your Lord the

Possessor of majesty and benevolence shall remain. (28) So which favours of

your Lord do the two of you deny?

ALLAH SEPARATES SALTY WATER FROM FRESH WATER AND
CREATES THE JEWELS IN THESE WATERS

These verses also expound Allah's great bounties. Allah begins by saying that He is

"the Lord of the two east's and the two wests." The ''east's" refers to the rising points of

the sun while the "west's" refers to the setting points of the sun. The rising and setting of

the sun determines the day and night, both of which are beneficial to man and Jinn.

During the day people are able to carry out various acts that are not possible during the

night and vice versa. Allah reminds people of this great favour when He says, "So which

favours ofyour Lord do the two ofyou deny?"

"Ruhul Ma'ani" quotes from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas <u* Jii ^j and

Sayyidina Ikrima *Jl* Jji i^j that the "the two east's" refer to the point where the sun rises

during summer and the point where it rises during the winter. Similarly, the "two

west's" refer to the point where the sun sets during the summer and the point where it

sets during the winter. It has also been reported that according to Sayyidina Abdullah

bin Abbas ** ^ Ĵf "the two east's" refers to the rising of the sun and the rising of the

twilight while "the two west's" refers to the setting of the sun and the setting of the

twilight.

Allah then speaks of the oceans when he says, "He has released the two waters

so that they meet. Between the two (waters) is a barrier so that the two do not

transgress." Although two types of water bodies seem to be one to the onlooker,

they are actually separated by an invisible barrier. In this way, the salty water

and fresh water never mix. Man and Jinn derive various benefits from the two
types of water and therefore are obliged to express gratitude to Allah. Allah

reminds them of this when He says, "So whichfavours ofyour Lord do the two ofyou

deny?"

"Pearls and coral emerge from both of them." The various jewels that emerge
from the sea are also a great favour from Allah and man and Jinn are required to

be grateful to Allah for these. Allah reiterates, "So which favours ofyour Lord do the

two of you deny?" Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ &\ ^j states that the Arabic

word "Lu 'lu" (translated above as "pearls ") refers to smaller pearls and the word
"Marjan" (translated above as coral) refers to larger pearls.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud **• ii ^j stated that the word "Lu 'lu"

(translated above as "pearls ") refers to large pearls and the word "Marjan"

(translated above as "coral") refers to red coral.

An explanation of the two types of water that do not mix has been given in

the commentary of Surah Furqan where Allah states, "It is He Who has merged two

seas, the one being sweet and quenching, while the other is salty and bitter. He has

created between them a barrier that acts as an impregnable veil." [Surah 25, verse 53]
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Some have raised the objection that since pearls and coral are not found in

fresh water whereas the verse mentions that pearl and coral emerge from "both of
them"

.
In reply to this, some Scholars have mentioned that "both of them" means

"the collection of both of them" (i.e. coral and pearl emerge from the collection of

both waters). Others have mentioned that pearls are found in both fresh water
and salt water but because they are found mostly in salt water, people generally

are unaware of fresh water pearls. Of course, Allah's knowledge is supreme and
man may not contest His knowledge. Man's knowledge of things is extremely
limited compared to Allah's knowledge.

Allah Ta'ala goes on to say that "His are the raised ships on the oceans like

mountains." These huge ships remain afloat only by Allah's will. When waters get

rough and strong winds blow, it is only Allah that protects the ship and those in

the ship. Allah allows the large ships laden with hundreds of tons of cargo to

traverse through the oceans so that man may transport goods from one continent

to another. Allah says in Surah Baqarah, "in the huge ships which traverse the oceans

carrying goods of benefit to man ... are signs for those who have intelligence." [Surah 2,

verse 164]

Allah has inspired man to build ships and has granted him the expertise

and capabilities to accomplish the task. Allah has also taught man how to

navigate the oceans, how to load his shipping vessels and how to derive

maximum benefit from this skill. The shipping trade caters for the needs of

millions of people throughout the world. It is therefore incumbent on people to

express their gratitude to Allah for this. Therefore, Allah reiterates, "So which

favours ofyour Lord do the two ofyou deny?"

EVERYTHING SHALL PERISH

"Everything on earth shall perish. " Man, Jinn, fauna, flora, everything on land

and everything at sea are all destined to perish when their lives have expired.

When everything shall perish it will be "Only the countenance of your Lord the

Possessor of majesty and benevolence (Who) shall remain.

"

Allama Qurtubi <4* & <*-j states that "Jalal" (translated above as "majesty's)

refers to Allah's grandeur and greatness and "Al Ikram" (translated above as

"benevolence ") means that Allah should be revered to the extent that no degree of

shirk (polytheism) is perpetrated. Viewing the word "Al Ikram" from a different

perspective, other commentators have mentioned that it means that Allah is the

only One who can truly bestow favours and mercy on creation. Allah states in

Surah Fajr [Surah 89, verse 15], "As for man, when his Lord tries him by granting him
honour andfavours, he says, 'My Lord has honoured me' -.

Allah says in Surah Bani Isra'11 [Surah 17, verse 83], "When We bestow favours

upon man, he turns away and, changing direction, goes far. " It is stated in "Faydhul

Qadir " that the special honour denoted by the word "Ikram" is not granted to

sinners. However, .general favours are granted to the disbelievers as well. It is my
humble opinion that every human is blessed with a degree of honour by simply
being human. This is denoted by the verse of Surah Bani Isra'Il [Surah 17, verse 70]

where Allah says, "We have granted honour to the children ofAdam." However, for

the disbelievers this honour is restricted to this world. As soon as they die,
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they will be made to suffer disgrace, which will perpetuate until eternity. In the

Akhirah (Hereafter), the disbelievers will have neither honour nor favours,

whereas the believers shall enjoy an abundance of both. "So which favours of your

lord do the two ofyou deny?"
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(29) All in the heavens and the earth ask from Him and He is engaged in some
matter every day. (30) So which favours of your Lord do the two of you deny?

(31) We shall soon free Ourselves for you, O the two of you groups. (32) So

which favours of your Lord do the two of you deny? (33) O assembly of Jinn and

man! If you are able to transcend the limits of the heavens and the earth, then do

so. You will be unable to transcend without the power. (34) So which favours of

your Lord do the two of you deny?

In the above verses, Allah expresses His greatness and the dependence of

man and Jinn on Him. Allah also reminds man and Jinn that they are not free to

do as they please but will be required to render an account for all their deeds.

Allah states that the day of Judgement will come when "We shall soon free

Ourselves for you, O the two of you groups." This verse is symbolic and does not

mean that Allah is too preoccupied with other duties to take reckoning. Allah is

Capable of doing everything perfectly at once and no act will hinder Him from
accomplishing another. The symbolic reference is to emphasise the fact that

reckoning will be meticulous.

Allah also states that "He is engaged in some matter every day." This means
that Allah is busy tending to the matters of the universe at every given point in

time. By warning man and Jinn about the advent of Judgment day and
reckoning, Allah is bestowing them with an extremely great favour. Therefore,

Allah states, "So whichfavours ofyour Lord do the two ofyou deny?"

Highlighting the helplessness of man and Jinn, Allah states, "O assembly of
Jinn and man! Ifyou are able to transcend the limits of the heavens and the earth, then do
so. You will be unable to transcend without the power." It is clear that even the

combined forces of man and Jinn cannot harness the power to transcend the

limits of the heavens and the earth. Since man and Jinn are helpless in this very
world, they will surely be powerless in the Akhirah (Hereafter) as well. It is

therefore wishful thinking to believe that one will be able to escape Allah's

punishment because there is nowhere to hide. When Judgement day arrives,

every person will realise the error of his ways. However, it will then be too late.

It is a great favour from Allah that He has forewarned man and Jinn about this

inevitable day. "So which favours ofyour Lord do the two ofyou deny?"
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(35) A flame and smoke shall be unleashed on the two of you (man and Jinn)

and you will be helpless to ward it off. (36) So which favours of your Lord do

the two of you deny? (37) (The time shall certainly come) when the sky shall

cleave asunder and become red like hide. (38) So which favours of your Lord do

the two of you deny? (39) On that day no man and no Jinn shall be asked about

his sins. (40) So which favours of your Lord do the two of you deny? (41) The

criminals will be recognized by their traits and will be seized by their forelocks

and feet. (42) So which favours of your Lord do the two of you deny? (43) "This

is Hell which the criminals used to deny." (44) They shall pass between it and

the boiling water. (45) So which favours of your Lord do the two of you deny?

THE SCENE OF JUDGEMENT

In the above verses, Allah describes the horrors of Judgement day so that

people may refrain from disbelief and become sincere Muslims. To remind man
and Jinn to be grateful for these words of caution, Allah often repeats the verse,

"So whichfavours ofyour Lord do the two ofyou denyl"

Referring to the advent of Judgement, Allah says, "A flame and smoke shall be

unleashed on the two ofyou {man and Jinn) and you will be helpless to ward it off" The

intensity of this fire will be extreme. Allah says in Surah Mursalat that the people

of Hell will be told, "Proceed towards the canopy of three parts which will neither

provide shade nor offer shelter against the heat. Indeed, it (Hell) throws sparks like huge

palaces resembling pitch black camels. May misery be the lot of the deniers on that dayI"

[Surah 77, verses 30-34]

These verses of Surah Mursalat state that the smoke of Hell shall assume the

appearance of a canopy. Whereas the canopies of this world offer protection

from heat, the smoke canopy of Hell will offer no such protection even though it

will be extremely dark. None shall be able to assist another then.

Allah then describes the splitting of the sky on the Day ofJudgement when He says

that the time shall certainly come "when the sky shall cleave asunder and become red like

hide." A verse of Surah Furqan states, "Call to mind the day when the sky will be rent

asunder with clouds and the angels will descend in large numbers. " [Surah 25, verse 25]

"On that day no man and no Jinn shall be asked about his sins." A person is

questioned to ascertain the facts because the questioner is unaware of the truth of a
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matter. However, questions are sometimes posed merely to remind the person being asked

about certain acts. Allah was Aware of every person's acts even before people were

created and has no need to ask them what they did in the world. Their questioning will

therefore not be to establish whether they did something or not but it will be to remind

them of their misdeeds. Allah says in Surah Qasas [Surah 28, verse 78], ''The criminals

will not be questioned about their sins.

"

The guilty ones shall be forced to admit their misdeeds on the Day of

Judgement and they will be unable to deny anything. Allah says in Surah A'raf,

"We shall definitely question those to whom messengers were sent and We will surely

question the messengers. We will certainly narrate to them with knowledge and We were

not absent. " [Surah 7, verses 6,7]

Allah states further, "The criminals will be recognised by their traits The traits

by which they will be recognised are mentioned in Surah Bani Israel [Surah 17,

verse 97] in the following words: "We shall raise them on their faces on the Day of

Judgement, blind, dumb and deaf Another trait is mentioned in Surah TaHa as:

"The day when the trumpet will be blown and the criminals shall be gathered with blue

eyes. They will whisper to each other saying, 'You have tarried only for ten days." [Surah

20, verses 102,103]

According to these verses the disbelievers will be deaf, dumb, blind and

blue-eyed on the Day of Judgement. They will be recognised by these

characteristics, "will be seized by their forelocks and feet" and cast into Hell. When
they are thrown into Hell, they will be told, "This is Hell which the criminals used to

deny. " They will thus be exposed to the worst forms of punishment. Citing one of

these forms of punishment, Allah says, "They shall pass between it (Hell) and the

boiling water." Commentators interpret this verse to mean that the people in Hell

will sometimes be made to suffer in the Fire itself and will sometimes have

boiling water poured on them. Concerning the punishment of boiling water,

Allah says in Surah Hajj, "Boiling water will be poured over their heads. Whatever is

in their bellies, as well as their skins will be melted with it." [Surah 22, verses 19,20]

Allah says in Surah Kahf [Surah 18, verse 29], "If they beseech help, they will be

helped with water that is like the residue of burnt oil and will scorch theirfaces. A terrible

drink indeedl" Allah speaks about it in Surah Muhammad as: "Can these people ever

be like those who will abideforever in the Fire and are given boiling water to drink, which

tears their innards to shreds?" [Surah 47, verse 15]

A verse of Surah Saffat [Surah 37, verse 68] states: "Thereafter their return will

definitely be towards the boiling water." This verse tells us that there will be a

special place in Hell where the people of Hell will be taken to be given boiling

water to drink. Thereafter, they will be returned to their respective places of

punishment. While some commentators state that the place of boiling water will

be outside the boundaries of Hell, this is unlikely because none shall ever emerge
from Hell after entering. It is therefore believed that the place of the boiling

water will be within the confines of Hell. Allah knows best.

The Arabic word "An" used in the verse describes the boiling water as

being at the most extreme point possible i.e. the water shall remain at the highest

degree of heat possible and shall not cool down even with the passing of time.
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(46) The one who fears standing in the presence of his Lord shall have two

gardens. (47) So which favours of your Lord do the two of you deny? (48) Both

these (gardens) shall be filled with branches. (49) So which favours of your Lord

do the two of you deny? (50) In both (gardens) there shall be two gushing

springs. (51) So which favours of your Lord do the two of you deny? (52) In both

there shall be a pair of every fruit. (53) So which favours of your Lord do the

two of you deny? (54) The people [of Jannah (Heaven)] shall recline on bedding

lined with thick silk. The fruit of both gardens shall be extremely close. (55) So

which favours of your Lord do the two of you deny? (56) In these gardens, there

shall be maidens with lowered gazes whom no man or Jinn has ever touched.

(57) So which favours of your Lord do the two of you deny? (58) They seem to

appear like rubies and pearls. (59) So which favours of your Lord do the two of

you deny? (60) Can the reward for good be anything but good? (61) So which

favours of your Lord do the two of you deny?

THE TWO GARDENS OF PARADISE THAT THE PIOUS SHALL
ENJOY

After mentioning every bounty of the two gardens of paradise in the

foregoing verses, Allah repeats the question: "So which favours of your Lord do the

two of you deny?" Whereas the gardens of this world were described at the

beginning of the Surah, the concluding verses describe the gardens of the

Akhirah (Hereafter).

Allah says, "The one who fears standing in the presence of his Lord shall have two

gardens." Although Heaven is itself an extremely large garden, there shall be

several gardens within it, depending on the deeds of people. The above verse

states that the person who abstains from sins and who is concerned about

reckoning on the Day of Judgement shall be blessed with two gardens of Heaven.

Concern for reckoning on the Day of Judgement is a great factor to motivate

people to abstain from sin and to carry out good deeds. Allah states in Surah

Nazi'at , "As for the one who fears standing before his Lord and who restrains himself

from carnal passions, then Heaven shall definitely be his abode." [Surah 80, verses 40,4 1]

Sayyidina Abu Musa Ash'ari <^ it ^j once recited the verse, "The one who
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fears standing in the presence of his Lord shall have two gardens. " He then said, "There

shall be two gardens of gold for the forerunners in Islam and two gardens of

silver for those who followed them." ["Mustadrak" ofHakim]

Allah describes the two gardens by saying, "Both these (gardens) shall be filled

with branches. " There shall be an abundance of green and lush branches in these

gardens, indicating that they will be filled with an abundance of fruit. The

second description states that "In both (gardens) there shall be two gushing springs.

"

In addition to providing refreshing water, the springs shall provide a scenic

setting to watch. The springs of Heaven are described in Surah Dahar (Surah 76)

and Surah Tatfif (Surah 83). Surah Dahar [Surah 76, verse 18] states that the name of

one spring is "Salsdbil " while Surah Tatfif [Surah 83, verse 26] states that the other

spring is called "Tasnim Allah states in verses 5 and 6 of Surah Dahar, "The good

shall certainly drinkfrom a cup the mixture ofwhich is camphor. The springsfrom which

Allah 's bondsmen shall drink they shall cause to gush forth abundantly."

Allah describes the third characteristic of these gardens when He says, 'in

both there shall be a pair of every fruit. The one type of fruit will be similar to what

we see in this world while the other will be seen only in Heaven. Some
commentators mention that the one type of fruit will be fresh while the other

type will be dried. However, both will be equal in taste. Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Abbas <* ifo ^j has mentioned that the "pair" refers to the sweet and sour fruit

that are found in this world, which will be found in Heaven. However, bitter

fruit like the wild gourd (bitter apple) shall be sweet in Heaven. ["Ruhul Ma'ani" v.

27'p. 117]

THE BEDDING OF THE RIGHTEOUS IN HEAVEN

Further describing the bounties awaiting the righteous in Heaven, Allah

speaks about their bedding and wives. Allah says, "The people (of Heaven) shall

recline on bedding lined with thick silk" This verse tells us that inner lining of this

bedding will be made of thick silk. In this world, the outer lining of a bedding is

usually decorated and made from material that is far more expensive than the

material used for the inner lining. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ &\ ^j said,

"You have been told that the inner linings of the beddings of Heaven are madefrom thick

silk. You can then well imagine how beautiful and comfortable the outer linings are!"

[Hakim]

Sayyidina Sa'id bin Jubair «i* it^ said, "The inner lining is thick silk." If you

want to know what the outer lining shall be made of then recite the verse of

Surah Alif Lam Mlm Sajdah where Allah says, "No soul knows what pleasures are

hidden for him as a reward for the deeds he carries out/" This means that nothing can

be said about the beauty of the outer lining. One will know the reality of this

only in Heaven.

Allah continues, "The fruit of both gardens shall be extremely close." Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Abbas ** &\ ^j mentioned that if Allah's friends in Heaven wish to

pluck fruit while standing they may do so. They may also pluck fruit while

sitting or even while lying down. In every condition, the fruit will be close by.

["Ruhul Ma'am']
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THE WIVES OF THE PEOPLE OF JANNAH (HEAVEN)

The men of Heaven shall have their worldly wives in Heaven as well as
wives from the "Hur In" These wives will be extremely beautiful and shall have
eyes for none other than their husbands. Allah refers to this when he says, 'in

these gardens there shall be maidens with lowered gazes". In addition to this, "no man
or Jinn has ever touched" them. Describing their beauty, Allah says that "They seem
to appear like rubies and pearls." The explanation of the Arabic word "Marjan"
(translated above as "pearls ") has been discussed in the commentary of verse 22
of this Surah. Sayyidina Qatadah Up ii ^ states that the complexions of these
maidens will be as clear as rubies and as white as pearls. Other commentators
state that the complexion of their faces will resemble rubies, while the rest of
their bodies will be the colour of pearl.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ^ h^ narrates from the Holy Prophet <Op it JU
(O-j that the faces of the first group to enter Heaven will shine like the fourteenth
moon while the faces of the next group will shine like a bright star. Each person
shall have two damsels of Heaven as wives. (Their complexions will be so
beautifully clear that) the marrow of their shins will be visible through their skin
and flesh. [Bukhari v. 1 p. 461]

A narration of Tirmidhi states that even though the damsels will be wearing
seventy sets of clothing, the marrow of their bones will be visible to the onlooker.
["Mishkat" p. 497]

The two damsels that the hadith of Bukhari mention will be the minimum
number a person will marry. According to a person's deeds, he will marry as
many as Allah pleases. Sayyidina Abu Sa'Id Khudri ** it ^j narrates from the
Holy Prophet^ ^ ii j^ that the person with the lowest status in Heaven shall

be given eighty thousand servants and seventy-two wives Mulla Ali Qari ii^
*-U writes in his commentary that two of these wives shall be wives from this

world and the other seventy shall be from the damsels of Heaven. Allah knows
best.

"Can the reward for good be anything but good?" The reward for the person
who lived a good life, who worshipped Allah only, who abstained from
polytheism (shirk) and who carried out good deeds shall be good indeed. He will

be blessed with Heaven and all the bounties of Heaven. In a hadith of Muslim,
the Arabic word ihsan" (translated above as "good") has been defined as
"worshipping Allah as if one can see Him, and if one is unable to do this, one should be

mindful of the fact that Allah is watching him. "? The Holy Prophet <JL,j -lU ifct JU,
said this in reply to a question posed by Sayyidina Jibr'il r

*>LJi Up.
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(62) Lesser than these two gardens are another two gardens. (63) So which

favours of your Lord do the two of you deny? (64) Both dark green. (65) So

which favours of your Lord do the two of you deny? (66) Both have gushing

springs. (67) So which favours of your Lord do the two of you deny? (68) In both

are fruits, date palms and pomegranates. (69) So which favours of your Lord do

the two of you deny? (70) In them are marvellous and stunning women. (71) So

which favours of your Lord do the two of you deny? (72) Fair damsels sheltered

in tents. (73) So which favours of your Lord do the two of you deny? (74) Neither

any man nor Jinn has ever touched them. (75) So which favours of your Lord do

the two of you deny? (76) The people of Heaven shall recline on green decorated

and exceptionally beautiful bedding. (77) So which favours of your Lord do the

two of you deny? (78) Blessed is the name of your Lord, the Possessor of majesty

and benevolence.

THE VARIOUS OTHER LEVELS OF HEAVEN

The above verses mention the other levels of Heaven apart from the two

mentioned earlier. All of these are of lesser eminence than the first two and will

be awarded to people whose deeds and spiritual status are of a lesser degree

than the people who will occupy the first two gardens of Heaven. Surah Wa'qiah

which follows Surah Rahman speaks of the two groups to enter Heaven, who are

referred to as the "Sabiqun" and the "As 'habul Yatnin The Heaven mentioned in

the above verses will be given to the "As'habul Yamin" and the first two gardens

will be for the "Sabiqun ".

Describing the next two levels of Heaven, Allah says that both will be "dark

green The Arabic word 'Mudhamatan" actually refers to something that is black.

The word is used here because the gardens of Heaven are so lush and dark green

in colour that they appear to be black. The single word 'Mudhamatan" completes

this entire verse and this is therefore the only verse of the Qur'an that contains

only one word.

Allah describes further, "Both have gushing springs." Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Abbas aip &s ^>j states that these two springs will shower prosperity and

blessings on the people of Heaven. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ ito ^j and

Sayyidina Anas ^ &\ ^>j state that these springs will bring a fine mist of

fragrance into the homes of the people in Heaven. Other commentators state that

they will run with gushing water which will never come to an end. ["Maalimut

Tamil"]

"In both are fruits, date palms and pomegranates." One cannot imagine these to

be like those we see in this world because everything in Heaven will be exclusive

to Heaven and share only their names with the fruit of this world. Just like the

rest of the Surah, Allah reminds man and Jinn to be grateful to Him by repeating,
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"So whichfavours ofyour Lord do the two ofyou deny?"

THE WIVES OF HEAVEN

Allah states that the gardens of Heaven have "marvellous and stunning

women. " Sayyidina Ibn Salamah *& &\ ^j narrates from the Holy Prophet <> i»i ju
jJL-j that the women of Heaven are "marvellous" in character and "stunning" in

beauty. Referring to the fact that these women will be reserved for their

husbands, Allah states; "Fair damsels sheltered in tents.

"

Sayyidina Anas bin Malik ** & ^j reports that the Holy Prophet <4* ^ .J^

iJL-j said, "if a damsel of Heaven has to peek into this world, she would*

illuminate the atmosphere between the sky and the earth and fill it with her

fragrance. It is a fact that the scarf on her head is more valuable than the earth

and all its contents." ["Mishkat" p. 495from Bukhari]

Sayyidina Abu Sa'id Khudri **> &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ii Ju*

pji^ Up said, "The tent of a believers in Heaven shall be carved from a single

hollow pearl. The tent shall be sixty miles wide (or 60 miles long according to

another narration). He shall have a wife in each corner and the one will be unable

to see the other as he goes to each one. The believers shall have two gardens of

silver where the utensils and everything else will be made of silver. They shall

also have two gardens of gold where the utensils and everything else will' be

made of gold. Only the veil of honour shall separate the person of Heaven from

seeing his Lord. All this shall be in the eternal garden of paradise." ["Mishkat" p.

495from Bukhari and Muslim]

Describing the purity of the damsels of Heaven, Allah says, "Neither any man
nor Jinn has ever touched them."

After describing the women of Heaven Allah says, "The people ofHeaven shall

recline on green decorated and exceptionally beautiful bedding." "Ma'alimut Tanzil"

states that the word "Abqariy" (translated above as "decorated") refers to

everything good that one is proud to have. The Holy Prophet pJL-j Up i»» ju once

referred to Sayyidina Umar ^ ibt ^j as "Abqariy".

Allah concludes the Surah by saying, "Blessed is the name of your Lord, the

Possessor of majesty and benevolence. "While the 27th verse of the Surah describes

Allah as "the Possessor of majesty and benevolence", the Surah ends with the same
description of Allah's grandeur.

SOME NOTES CONCERNING SURAH RAHMAN
NOTE 1: The verse "So which favours ofyour Lord do the two ofyou deny?" is

repeated 31 times in the Surah. By reciting the verse

continuously, the reader feels a sense of joy and is spiritually

enlightened. Even those listening to the recitation experience a

sense of elation and happiness. It is for this reason that the Holy
Prophet jJL-j Up ibt JL* referred to Surah Rahman as the

bridegroom of the Qur'an. ["Mishkat" p. 189]

NOTE 2: Allah reminds man and Jinn of His favours in the verse "So which

favours ofyour Lord do the two ofyou den y?" Sayyidina Jabir ibi ^j
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<up narrates that when the Holy Prophet <X* 3 <4* & J^ recited

Surah Rahman to the prophet's companions ^ & ^>Jf they all

listened in silence. The Holy Prophet ,jl.j aJLp h ju* then said to

them, "When I recited this Surah to the Jinn on the night I met with

them, they seemed to have a better reply than you. Whenever I recited

the verse 'So which favours of your Lord do the two of you deny?' they

responded by saying:

{TRANSLATION: "We do not deny any of Your favours, O our

Lord. All praise belongs to You."} [Tirmidhi]

Appreciation of Allah's favours entails admitting these favours and using

them in a manner that pleases Him. Denying Allah's favours means that one says

that one did not receive a certain favour from Allah or that one says that what

one has are the fruits of one's labours. Similarly, adopting an attitude that reveals

this will also be tantamount to denying Allah's favours.

NOTE 3: Why does Allah say, "So which favours of your Lord do the two of

you denyl" after verses that portray His punishment as well?

How can punishment be regarded as a favour? The answer is

that Allah's favour lies in His warning people of the

consequences of evil. By mentioning the punishment for evil

deeds, Allah is warning people to refrain from such deeds so that

they never find themselves suffering the same. This forewarning

is an act of great kindness.

NOTE 4: Allah makes it clear in verse 56 of Surah Dhariyat (Surah 51): "I

have created man and Jinn only to worship Me. " Allah has created

both these creations for the purpose of worshipping Him, His

bounties are tremendous to both and He has sent guidance to

both. However, because Allah has selected man as His vicegerent

on earth, man is superior to Jinn. Nevertheless, both are

responsible for fulfilling Allah's commands. Whether Allah sent

Anbiya (The Holy Prophets f*~S\
<r
^) among the Jinn, the

difference of opinion has been discussed in the commentary of

verse 130 of Surah An'am (Surah 6). What is certain is that when
the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up iui ju was sent as messenger, he was the

messenger to both man and Jinn. This is evident from the verses

of Surah Rahman and the verses of Surah Ahqaf [Surah 46, verses

29-32] in which Allah quotes the invitation that the Jinn extended

to their fellow Jinn after listening to the Holy Prophet *> & J^
pJL-j. Allah says that the believer Jinn said to their fellow Jinn: "O
our people! Respond to Allah 's caller and believe in him; Allah will

forgive your sins and save you from a painful punishment. " [Surah 46,

verse 31]

The details of the Holy Prophet's <JL-j Up ito JL* meeting with the Jinn have

been discussed in the commentary of the above verses of Surah Ahqaf. Further

details will also be mentioned in the commentary of Surah Jinn (Surah 72), Insha

Allah.

NOTE 5: The Jinn are also obliged to worship Allah and the disbelievers
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among them will also be sent to Hell. Allah says in Surah Sajdah,

"If We willed, We would have granted every soul its guidance..

However, the decree has issued from Me that I will surely fill Hell with

a collection ofman and Jinn." [Surah 32, verse 13]

Whereas it is clear that the disbelieving Jinn will enter Hell, some
Muhaddithin (commentators of Ahadith) and Mufassirrn- (commentators of

Qur'an) have queried whether the believing Jinn will enter Heaven. This
question is answered by the fact that when discussing the bounties of Heaven,
Allah states "So which favours of your Lord do the two of you deny?" This makes it

clear that the Jinn may also enter Heaven. The Scholar (Allama) Shibli -Op &\ ^j
favours this opinion in his renowned book about the Jinn titled "Akamul Marjan"
(Chapter 24). Together with this opinion, he also cites another opinion that the

Jinn will be allowed only up to the doors of Heaven from where humans will be
able to see them without them being able to see the humans in Heaven. The third

opinion he cites is that the believer Jinn will remain on the A'raf (the place
between Heaven and Hell). He has quoted a hadith to substantiate this opinion
The third opinion is one of silence i.e. no comment can be made about the issue.

NOTE 6: The 27th and the final verse of the Surah mention Allah's quality

of being "Dhul Jalali wal Ikram" ("the Possessor of majesty and
benevolence"). The explanation of this has been given in the

commentary of verse 27. The Holy Prophet <X* 3 ^ ii ju advised
that Muslims recite "Dhul Jalali wal Ikram" abundantly and use it

in their Supplication. [Hakim v. 1 p. 499]

Sayyidina Thowban ^ ii^ reports that after the Fardh (obligatory) Salah,
the Holy Prophet^ 3 *a± &\ ju used to recite:

{TRANSLATION : O Allah! You Peace and all peace comes
from you. You are Blessed, O "Dhul Jalali wal Ikram" (the
Possessor of majesty and benevolence) I [Muslim.]

Sayyidina Mu'adh bin Jabal ^ ii ^J reports that the Holy Prophet Up ii ju
^ 3 once heard a person saying in his supplication, "Yd Dhal Jalali wal Ikram!" the
Holy Prophet^ a* 2bi j* said to the person, "Your du'a (pray) is accepted. Now
ask what you please." [Tirmidhi]

Sayyidina Anas ^ &\ ^j narrates that he was once sitting with the Holy
Prophet <X*3 a* it j^ when another person completed his Salah and said:

{TRANSLATION: O Allah! I am supplicating to You because
all praise belongs to you and there is none worthy of worship
besides you., You are the most Benevolent and the Creator of
the heavens and the earth. O Dhul Jalali wal Ikram (Possessor
of majesty and benevolence)!

}

After hearing this, the Holy Prophet^ a* ii jl* said, "He has supplicated
by that name of Allah with which a person is granted whatever he asks." [Abu
Dawudp.210]
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Surah Al-Waqiah Verses 96
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent the Most Merciful.

(1) When Judgement day (Qiyamah) will take place... (2) ..there shall be none to

deny its advent. (3) It will lower and elevate. (4) When the earth shall convulse

with violent earthquakes. (5) And the mountains will be shattered to pieces... (6)

...and become like scattered dust. (7) You people will then be in three groups.

JUDGEMENT DAY (QIYAMAH) WILL LOWER AND ELEVATE

This Surah discusses the advent of Judgement day (Qiyamah) and the

rewards and punishment that people will witness after being dispatched to

Heaven and Hell. Allah begins by saying, "When Judgement day (Qiyamah) will

take place there shall be none to deny its advent." Many people deny the coming of

Judgement day (Qiyamah) when the Anbiya (The Holy Prophets f^LJi r^s) and

the divine scriptures have clearly informed them about it. However, when
people will actually witness Judegment day taking place, none shall be able to

deny it.

Those who deny Judgement day will then exclaim, "O our Lord! We have seen

and we have heard. Return us so that we may carry out good deeds. We are now certainly

convinced. " [Surah Sajdah (32), verse 12]

Describing the Day of Judgement, Allah says, "It will lower and elevate."

There are many people in this world who enjoy high social standing and may
even be kings, ministers and leaders. However, because they die as disbelievers

or as sinners, they will be disgraced and lowered on the Day of Judgement. The

punishment and reckoning of the Day of Judgement will strip them of all the

pride they possessed in this world. On the other hand, there are those who are

trampled in this world and looked down upon. However, because they are

people of Belief, are righteous and carry out good deeds, they will be elevated on
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the Day of Judgement. There shall be many of them whose reckoning will be

extremely easy while others will enter Heaven without any reckoning at all.

Allah Ta'ala reminds people of the Day of Judgement "When the earth shall

convulse with violent earthquakes. And the mountains will be shattered to pieces and

become like scattered dust. " Everything in the universe will be reduced to nothing.

"You people will then be in three groups. " These three groups are:

1. "Sabiqun" (the forerunners) who are also referred to as

the "Muqarrabun" (those brought close).

2. "The average believers who are referred to as the

"As'habul Yamln" (the people of the right). Both these

two groups are collectively referred to as the "As' habul
Maymana".

3. the disbelievers who are referred to as the "As' habush
Shimal" (the people of the left).

(^ Cij-lZ* Sf (Jp i?J J* o%$ &J& y!?V S$P &*& S'jjj j$> 4A

(8) So the people of the right; how excellent are the people of the right! (9) And
the people of the left; how wretched are the people of the left! (10)The

forerunners are the forerunners. (11) These are indeed those brought close. (12)

They will be in gardens of bliss. (13) A large group from among the earlier ones.

(14) A few from among the later ones. (15) They will be on woven thrones. (16)

Reclining on these facing each other. (17) Youngsters of eternal youth shall wait
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on them... (18) ...with goblets and jugs and glasses filled with flowing wine. (19)

Neither will they have headaches with, nor will they be intoxicated. (20) And

(they will be served) a variety of fruits to choose from... (21) ... and the meat of

the birds they desire. (22) And (they shall have) fair large eyed damsels... (23) ...

who are like preserved pearls. (24) (All of this) as a reward for the deeds they

carried out. (25) They will not hear any noise there nor any. foolish talk. (26)

Instead they will hear the resonant call of "Peace", "Peace (27) And the people

of the right, how excellent are the people of the right! (28) They will be in

(gardens of) thorn less lotus trees... (29) ... and bananas stacked high. (30) (They

will be) in extensive shade. (31) And flowing water. (32) And an abundance of

fruit... (33) ... that will not come to an end and will not be restricted. (34) And
elevated thrones. (35) Indeed We have created these damsels very specially. (36)

And We have made them all virgins... (37) ... most beloved and of equal age...

(38) ... .for the people of the right. (39) A large group from among the early ones.

(40) A large group from among the later ones.

THE THREE GROUPS ON THE DAY OF JUDGEMENT

The above verses discuss the "people of the right" who will all enter Heaven.

These are further classified into the 'Muqarrabun" ("those brought close") and the

average believers. Allah briefly describes the broad categories of the good and

the evil when He says, "So the people of the right; how excellent are the people of the

right! And the people of the left; how wretched are the people of the left!"

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" states that these people are referred to as "the

people of the right" because they will receive their records of deeds in their right

hands. They may also be termed "the people of the right" because they will proceed

towards the right of the Plain of Resurrection after judgement is passed. The

author of "Ma'alimut Tamil" quotes a third opinion. He says that when Allah

Ta'ala removed the souls of mankind from the back of Sayyidina Adam ^LJ\ a-Ip,

the souls of these people went to the right and Allah said that He had created

them for Heaven. Other commentators state that the word "Maymana"

(translated above as "right") is derived from the root word "Yumn" which means

"blessed/fortunate These people have been given this title because they are truly

blessed and most fortunate.

The opposite of these people are the "people of the left". The reasons for

referring to them in this way are the opposite of those mentioned above.

Therefore, they shall be the ones to receive their records of deeds in their left

hands. They will proceed towards the left of the Plain of Resurrection after

judgement is passed and when Allah Ta'ala removed the souls of mankind from

the back of Sayyidina Adam f^LJ\ Up, the souls of these people went to the left

and Allah said that He had created them for Hell. It may also be said that the

word 'Mastiama" (translated above as "left") is derived from the root word
"Shum" which means "wretched/unfortunate -.

Allah then describes the "Sabiqun" ('forerunners") when He states, "The

forerunners are the forerunners. These are indeed those brought close (Mu qarrabun).

"

The "Sabiqun" are from among the "people of the right" but have been granted a

greater status than the rest of the "As 'habul Maymana" ("people of the right")

because they led the rest in Belief and good deeds. They will receive additional
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bounties in Heaven compared to the rest of the "people of the right".

WHO ARE THE "SABIQUN"?

"Theforerunners are the forerunners. These are indeed those brought close. " Who
are these Sabiqun (forerunners)? The following opinions have been quoted:

A. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas -up ^ ^j states that these people
are forerunners, in making Hijrah (migrating).

B. Sayyidina Ikrima ^ & ^j says that these people were the first
to accept Islam.

C. Sayyidina Ibn Sirin Up &\ jl^, has mentioned that these are the
early Muslims who performed Sahah facing the two Qiblas viz.

Baytul Muqaddas and the Ka'ba.

D. Sayyidina Rabi bin Anas Up ii ^ says that these are the
believers who were first to carry out the commands of the Holy
Prophet (JL-j Up ibi jl>.

E. Sayyidina Ali -up ibt ^ says that these are the people who are
the first to leave for Salah.

F. Sayyidina Sa'ld bin Jubayr Up ii ^ says that these are the
people who hasten to repent and to carry out good deeds.
Describing many attributes of the true believers, Allah Ta'ala
says in Surah Mu'minun, "These people hasten to perform
good deeds and are the forerunners in this." [Surah 23, verse
611

There is no contradiction in the above interpretations of the Sabiqun.
However, the interpretation of Sayyidina Sa'ld bin Jubayr ^ &\ ^ seems most
comprehensive because it includes all the others.

THE GREATEST BOUNTY FOR THE "SABIQUN"

Allah says about the Sabiqun, "These are indeed those brought close." There is

no bounty superior to being close to Allah. In addition to this "They will be in

gardens of bliss." Allah Ta'ala then briefly states the numbers of people who will
belong to this group. Allah says, "A large group from among the earlier ones. A few
from among the later ones.

"

The "earlier ones" refers to the Ummahs prior to this Ummah of the Holy
Prophet fL* 3 *A*&\ j*>, while "the later ones" refers to the Ummah of the Holy
Prophet pL*j ^ M J*. These verses therefore tell us that the majority of people in
this "Sabiqun/ Muqarrabun" group will be from nations prior to the Ummah of the
Holy Prophet^ j ^ iui j^. Although the number of people from the Ummah of
the Holy Propriety^ u* ii j^> in this group will be very large, they will still be
fewer than those belonging to previous Ummahs. It should be borne in mind that
all the Anbiya (The Holy Prophets pU\ ^) are also included in the rank of thg
Sabiqun together with the members of each Prophet's

r
*>Ui <^ Ummah. This does

not necessarily mean that the number of the Holy Prophet's ^L-j Up ii ju
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Ummah is less than the collective number of the previous Ummahs.

Sayyidina Buraydah -up ifo ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^l,
3 ^ i» J*

said, "There will be 120 rows of people entering Heaven. Of these, 80 rows will

be from my Ummah and the other 40 rows will be people from all the other

Ummahs." ["Mishkat"]

ADDITIONAL BOUNTIES FOR THE SABIQUN

Allah continues to say that the Sabiqtin "will be on woven thrones." This verse

does not state from what the thrones will be woven. Mufassirin mention that

they will be woven with golden thread and studded with gems. The people of

Heaven will be "Reclining on these facing each other." In this manner they will be

able to speak to each other without anyone's back facing another.

In addition to this, "Youngsters of eternal youth shall wait on them with goblets

and jugs and glasses filled with flowing wine." These waiters will remain youthful

forever and will always serve the people of Heaven. In Surah Tur, Allah speaks

about these youth in the following words: "Their youngsters shall wait on them,

appearing to be concealed pearls. " [Surah 52, verse 24]

Pure wine will be served to the people of Heaven. In Surah Muhammad
[Surah 47, verse 15], Allah describes this wine as "extremely palatable to those who

drink it." One should not think that this wine will be harmful like the wines of

this world because Allah adds, "Neither will they have headaches with it, nor will

they be intoxicated.

"

After mentioning the drinks, Allah speaks of the food of Heaven when he

says, "And (they will be served) a variety offruits to choose from and the meat of the

birds they desire.

"

Continuing the discussion of Heaven's bounties, Allah says, "And (they shall

have) fair large eyed damsels." After describing the beauty of these women in these

words, Allah says that the clarity and texture of their complexion is "like preserved

pearls .Allah then says that all these bounties are "a reward for the deeds they carried

out."

It is often the case in this world that a person enjoys prosperity, has beauty

and also wives and children. However, he is still plagued by noise and

disturbances that interrupt his rest. Often, he is unable to stop the disturbances

and is forced to tolerate them. This will not be the case in Heaven. Allah Ta'ala

says, "They will not hear any noise there nor any foolish talk. Instead they will hear the

resonant call of 'Peace', 'Peace'." These greetings of peace will be from Allah, as

mentioned in Surah Yasln where Allah says, "They will have a greeting ofpeacefrom

the Most Merciful Lord." The people of Heaven will also be greeting each other

with words of Salam (peace) as mentioned in Surah Yunus: "their greeting (in

Heaven) will be Salam." In addition to this, the angels will even be greeting the

people of Heaven. Allah says in Surah Ra'd, "(The angels will be saying) 'Peace be

upon you because of the patience that you exercised. How blissful is the outcome of the

Hereafter!
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THE BOUNTIES OF THE "AS'HABUL YAMlN"

Allah speaks of the As'habul Yamin (the people of the right) when He says,

"And the people of the right, how excellent are the people of the right! They will be in

(gardens of) thorn less lotus trees/' Unlike certain species of lotus trees in this

world, the trees of Heaven will have no thorns so that none may be injured.

Sayyidina Abu Umamah ** i»i ^j narrates that a villager once said to the

Holy Prophet jJL-j ^ & J-*, ''Allah has mentioned a harmful tree in the Quran."

When the Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^ i»i J^ asked him what the tree was he replied,

"The lotus tree that has thorns. " The Holy Prophet^ Up ii j^ then told him,

"Allah mentions "thorn less lotus trees". Allah shall remove the thorns from this

tree and replace every thorn with a fruit. It will bear such fruit that will burst to

reveal fruit of 72 colours. No colour will resemble the other." [Hakim v. 2 p. 474]

In addition to this, their Heaven shall have "bananas stacked high Everyone

is well aware of the pleasure that banana lovers get from this delectable fruit.

People cannot even imagine the pleasure that they will derive from the bananas

of Heaven. The people of Heaven will enjoy all of fhis "in extensive shade They

will have comfortable shade without having to worry about the heat. The shade

of Heaven will be true shade and not the artificial shade of this world It is for

this reason that Allah says in Surah Nisa, "We shall enter them into abundant

shade. " [Surah 4, verse 57]

The shade of Heaven will be extremely comfortable and one will not feel hot

or cold. Allah says in Surah Dahar, "They will recline on couches there (in Heaven)

and will not feel heat or cold." [Surah 76, verse 13]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** ii ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ^ 3
«-ip & J^

said, "There is a tree in Heaven that is so large that it will take a rider a hundred

years to pass (through the shadow)." [Bukhari]

Allah continues to say that Heaven shall have 'flowing water "Maalimut

Tamil" [v. 4 p. 140] mentions that the rivers of Heaven will run on the surface of

the ground without requiring furrows in the ground to travel. The water will

flow in whichever direction one desires. There will be no need for a bucket and

rope either to reach the water.

The "people of the right" shall also enjoy "an abundance of fruit that will not

come to an end and will not be restricted." They will be able to eat whatever fruit

they desire in whatever quantity they desire. It is reported in a hadith that as

soon as a person plucks a fruit of Heaven another fruit will grow in its place

immediately. [Majma'uz Zawaid v. 1 p. 414]

The As'habul Yamin will relax on "elevated thrones". Sayyidina Abu Sa'id

Khudri ** &\ ^j reports from the Holy Prophet ^^ i ,> that the "elevated

thrones" will be as high as the distance between the heavens and the earth i.e. the

distance of 500 years journey. ["Mishkat" p. 497from Tirmidhi]

OLD WOMEN SHALL BE YOUNG IN HEAVEN

Allah then describes the women of Heaven. Apart from the "Hur In" of

Heaven (who are a special creation), Allah shall make the believers women of
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th^s world the wives of the people of Heaven. Believers women who passed

away in old age, those who passed away young, those who were unmarried and

those who were married will all be made wives of the men of Heaven. The Holy

Prophet jJL, j *ip i»i ju» said that every person who passed away either young or old

shall be made thirty years of age in Heaven. Thereafter, their age shall not

advance. ["MishMt" p. 499]

Therefore, even old women who passed away as believers will be made
young again in Heaven. Allah refers to this when he says, "indeed We have created

these damsels very specially. And We have made them all virgins, most beloved and of

equal age for the people of the right." The women ofHeaven shall be attractive, extremely

beloved to their husbands and equal in age.

THE STORY OF AN OLD SAHABI LADY

"Shama'il Tirmidhi" reports that an old lady once asked, "O the Holy

Prophet ^j ^M & JU*. Pray that Allah enters me into Heaven. "The Holy Prophet

^ <Op i»i j^ said to her, "Old women will not enter Heaven." Hearing this the old

woman left weeping. The Holy Prophet ,4-j *> i» J^ sent someone after her with

the message that she will not be old when she enters Heaven. She will be

transformed into a young lady because Allah states, "indeed We have created these

damsels very specially. And We have made them all virgins, most beloved and of equal

agefor the people of the right.

"

Sayyidina Anas ** i»t ^j reports that when the Holy Prophet jJL-j *jlp i» ju
explained the verse "indeed We have created these damsels very specially" , he said,

"Among the women whom Allah shall specially create are those women who are

purblind in this world and those whose eyes secrete a white fluid (because of

some ailment)." In the context of this hadith, a purblind woman is a woman
whose eyes do not open fully and they constantly tear.

In this group there shall be "A large group from among the early ones, (and) A
large groupfrom among the later ones."
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(41) And the people of the left, how wretched are the people of the left! (42)



They shall be in a fierce scorching wind, boiling water... (43)... and the shade of

black smoke... (44) ... that will neither be cool nor hospitable. (45) Verily these

people used to be affluent before. (46) They used to persistently carry out major

sins. (47) They used to say, "After we die and have become sand and bones, will

we then be resurrected?" (48) "Or our early forefathers?" (49) Say, "Indeed the

early ones and the latter ones... (50) ....shall certainly be gathered for an

appointment of a known day. (51) Then, O you deviated falsifiers... (52) ....you

shall surely eat from the Zaqqum tree. (53) And you shall fill your bellies with

it. (54) You shall drink boiling water upon it... (55) .... and you shall drink like

thirsty camels." (56) This is the hospitality they will receive on the Day of

Reckoning.

THE PUNISHMENT OF THE "PEOPLE OF THE LEFT"

These verses refer to the torment that the "As 'habush Shimal" (''people of the

left") will suffer in the Akhirah (Hereafter). At the beginning of the Surah (verse 9),

they were referred to as "As'habul Mash'ama". Allah says, "And the people of the

left, how wretched are the people of the left! They shall he in a fierce scorching wind,

boiling water and the shade of black smoke that will neither be cool nor hospitable." This

"shade of black smoke" is in contrast to the "extensive shade" that the "people of the

right" shall enjoy as mentioned in verse 30 above. Whereas the shade for the

people of Heaven shall be comfortable, the shade for the people of Hell will

provide torment instead of comfort.

THE MISCHIEF OF THE DISBELIEVERS IN THIS WORLD
Referring to the people of Hell, Allah says, "Verily these people used to be

affluent before." Their lives of prosperity in this world shall be the cause of their

destruction. In the stupor of their wealth and positions, they did not believe and

were not inclined to turn to Allah. They regarded their comfortable lives as

everything and gave no thought to their plight in the Akhirah (Hereafter). In

addition to this, "They used to persistently carry out major sins." They adamantly

clung to disbelief and polytheism (shirk) and pledged never to waver from their

ways and to die as they were.

Not only were these people averse to accepting Belief, they were also

opposed to the belief of resurrection. Allah says, "They used to say, 'After we die

and have become sand and bones, will we then be resurrected? Or our early forefathers?"

They regard the advent of Judgement as something impossible. By this

statement, they meant to say that they might still believe someone who says that

they will be brought back to life immediately after dying. However, they thought

it impossible that even their earlier forefathers would be resurrected on the Day
of Judgement when they -had died such a long time ago and their bodies would
have been reduced to nothing.

In response to their denial, Allah instructs the Holy Prophet ^j ^ & Ju* to

tell them, 'Indeed the early ones and the latter ones shall certainly be gathered for an

appointment of a known day." Judgement day is a certainty and every person shall

be raised then to render an account of their deeds to Allah Ta'ala. The
punishment Tthat the disbelievers will suffer in the Akhirah (Hereafter) is then

mentioned when Allah says, "Then, O you deviated falsifiers, you shall surely eat
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from the Zaqqutn tree. And you shall fill your bellies with it." The Zaqqum tree is an

Extremely bitter and hideous looking tree in Hell which the people there will be

forced to eat because of their extreme hunger. Not only will they eat a little to

appease their hunger, but they will fill their bellies with it. This will add to their

suffering.

The disbelievers are further told, "You shall drink boiling water upon it and you

shall drink like thirsty camels. " Allah concludes the discussion of the people of Hell

by stating, "This is the hospitality they will receive on the Day of

Reckoning.

"
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(57) We have created you, so why do you not accept? (58) Tell me about the seed

that you issue forth. (59) Do you create the child or are We the Creators? (60) We
have decreed death among you and We are not helpless... (61) .... to replace you

with others like you and make you into forms that you have no knowledge of.

(62) You have perfect knowledge of the first creation, so why do you not take

heed? (63) Tell me about what you plant. (64) Do you make it grow or are We the

Ones who make it grow? (65) If We wish We could reduce it to bits and leave

you astounded... (66) ...(saying) "We are being taxed." (67) "Rather, we are

deprived." (68) Tell me about the water you drink. (69) Do you cause it to rain

from the clouds or is it We Who cause it* to rain? (70) If We willed it, We could

have made the water salty, so why are you not grateful? (71) Tell me about the

fire that you kindle. (72) Did you create the tree (to make the fire) or is it We
Who created it? (73) We have made it as a reminder and as a source of benefit to

the travellers. (74) So glorify the name of your Majestic Lord.

WHO CREATED MAN AND PROVIDED THE MEANS FOR HIS
EXISTENCE?

After mentioning the three types of people to be grouped in the Akhirah
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(Hereafter), Allah speaks about the creation of man and the various things that

facilitate his existence in this world. Although the rejecters are addressed, the

reminder is for all. Allah says, "We have created you, so why do you not accept?"

Allah says in Surah Dahar [Surah 76, verse 1], "Undoubtedly, a moment in time has

passed by man when he was not even something worth mentioning." Man accepts that

he was once nothing and none even knew about his birth. Thereafter, it was
Allah who brought him into existence. If Allah is perfectly Capable of creating

man the first time, he is surely able to do so the second time on the Day of

Judgement.

At the same time it is necessary to understand that Allah has created man
and that He sent the Anbiya (The Holy Prophets f*~ls r^u) for man's guidance
and has given man the option to act. It is therefore necessary that He appoints a

day for reckoning when people will be granted their rewards or doomed for

punishment. (Otherwise the option to do good and abstain from evil is pointless

because people will have a free reign to do as they please and justice will never

be seen). It is therefore logical that the Day of Judgement has to take place.

Despite this, some people still regard Judgement day as an impossibility.

The first man was created from sand, after which the generations issued

forth by procreation. Allah has determined the process of procreation to take

place when the sperm of a man meets the egg of a woman. At this stage, a child

is conceived to be later born a complete child. With reference to this Allah says,

"Tell me about the seed that you issue forth. Do you create the child or are We the

Creators?"

When a husband and wife cohabit, there is no guarantee that a child will be
conceived. Conception takes place when Allah wills. When this does happen, it is

only Allah who sees to the nourishment and development of the child and
ensures that the child is born healthy. It often happens that a child is conceived

but dies before being born. Only Allah decides whether a child is born with a

deformity or not. Man has no control over these matters. The fact that Allah is

the only One who decides these matters proves that He is the Master and
Controller. Yet many men refuse to yield to Him and do not accept the guidance
He sent with the Prophets fX~h ^+1*.

Allah says further, "We have decreed death among you" Allah determines when
a person will die and man has no say in the matter and has to leave the world
when his time expires.

".... and We are not helpless to (destroy you and) replace you with others like you

and make you into forms that you have no knowledge of
" Allah has the ability to

transform people into any form he desires whenever He desires. Therefore, no
man should regard himself to be indispensable and should fear to sin.

"You have perfect knowledge of the first creation, so why do you not take heed?" It

is not difficult for man to realise that just as Allah created him the first time,

Allah is Powerful enough to resurrect him on the Day of Judgement. After

creating man the first time, Allah still retains the power to repeat the process.

Allah says in Surah Qaf, "Did We get tired with the first creation? Nay, but they are

in doubt concerning the new creation." [Surah 50, verse 15]
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THE BOUNTY OF PLANTATIONS

^ Allah says further, "Tell me about what you plant." Man prepares the land for

plantation and then plants the seeds of the crop he desires. Thereafter, who sees

to it that the seed germinates and grows? Allah asks, "Do you make it grow or are

We the Ones who make it grow?" After the seed is placed in the ground, it is Allah

who decides whether it should grow and to what extent it should grow. Even if

the crop grows well, it is again Allah Who will decide whether man should

derive benefit from the crop. Allah says, "If We wish We could reduce it to hits and

leave you astounded (saying) 'We are being taxed. Rather, we are deprived."' If Allah

sends a calamity to destroy the crop, people complain that all their efforts in

tilling and planting were lost.

THE BOUNTY OF RAIN

"Tell me about the water you drink. Do you cause it to rain from the clouds or is it

We Who cause it to rain?" Man has no say in the falling of the rain. When man is

desperately in need of rain, he stares at the sky in hope. Eventually, Allah sends

him the much needed rain. Allah says in Surah Shura, 'it is He Who sends the rain

after people have lost hope, and distributes His mercy." [Surah 42, verse 28]

Allah says further, "If We will We could have made the water salty." Allah could

have easily made the water unpalatable so that no man or animal could drink.

However, through His mercy, Allah made the water tasty and refreshing. Man is

also able to use this water to wash himself, his clothing and many other things. It

is therefore imperative that he expresses gratitude to Allah for all of this.

Reminding man of this favour, Allah asks, "so why are you not grateful?"

FIRE IS ALSO A GREAT BOUNTY
Fire is indispensable to man for its multitude of uses. Discussing this favour

to man, Allah says, "Tell me about the fire that you kindle. Did you create the tree (to

make the fire) or is it We Who created it? We have made it as a reminder and as a source

of benefit to the travellers. " The Arabs used a certain tree to strike a fire just as

people are able to do so by using stones as flints. Referring to this is Surah Yasin,

Allah says, "He (Allah) Who created fire for you from a green tree, from which

you suddenly kindle fires." [Surah 36, verse 80]

Whereas a green tree has a high moisture content that does not allow it to

ignite, yet Allah allows man to make a fire from it. This demonstrates Allah's

great powers; hence the verse states that fire is a "reminder" for man. Although

fire can be extremely dangerous and harmful, its benefits are too numerous to

mention. Even today when cooking and baking are done using electrical

appliances, fire is still used extensively in industries and areas that have no
electricity. Fire is also a constant "reminder" of the fire of Hell, reminding us to

abstain from all evil and sin.

Allah says that He had made fire "a source of benefit to the travellers. " When
people are travelling in remote areas, they light fires when they camp at a place.

The fire allows them to cook their food, to stay warm and to keep wild animals

away. Another benefit is that a lost traveller can find his way when he sees the

light of a fire that others make.
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After mentioning all these favour to man, Allah says, "So glorify the name of

your Majestic Lord. " The Lord Who gave man all these bounties is Pure from all

defects and flaws. It is therefore necessary that man glorifies Allah's purity at all

times.

S-L>

(75) I swear by the "Mawaqi'un Nujum"! (76) This is undoubtedly a great oath if

you knew. (77) Verily it is the honourable Qur'an... (78) .... in a preserved book.

(79) Only the pure ones may touch it. (80) A revelation from the Lord of the

universe. (81) Do you regard this as something trivial? (82) Have you fixed as

your shares that you shall deny?

THE QUR'AN IS DEFINITELY A REVELATION FROM ALLAH
Allah highlights the grandeur of the Qur'an in the foregoing verses. Allah

declares, "I swear by the 'Mawaqi'un Nujum'! This is undoubtedly a great oath if you

knew. Verily it is the honourable Qur'an in a preserved book." Commentators mention

that the "preserved book" refers to the "Lowhul Mahfudh" ("The Protected

Tablet"), as Allah says at the end of Surah Buruj [Surah 85, verses 21, 22], 'it is the

honourable Qur'an in the protected tablet (Lowhul Mahfudh)." The Lowhul
Mahfudh is called "The Protected Tablet" because it is protected against any

changes and alterations.

What is meant by "Mawaqi'un Nujum"? While some commentators state that

this refers to the points where the stars set, others maintain that it refers to the

points where they rise. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** iut ^>j states that

"Mawaqi'un Nujum" refers to the various portions of the Qur'an. While the word
"Najm "normally refers to stars, it also refers to parts of something that is

completed gradually (much like instalments on a payment). The portions of the

Qur'an would therefore refer to the parts of the Qur'an that were gradually

revealed. Taking an oath by these parts of the Qur'an, Allah Ta'ala makes it clear

that the Qur'an is safely protected in the protected tablet (Lowhul Mahfudh) where
no man or Jinn can alter it.

Allah continues, "Only the pure ones may touch it. " According to Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Abbas ^ &\ ^>Jf this means that only the pure angels are allowed

access to the "protected tablet (Lowhul Mahfudh)". Allah then speaks of the

Qur'an when He says that it is "A revelation from the Lord of the universe." It is the

duty of Allah's creation that they believe in the Qur'an, honour it, learn it,

memorise it and teach it. However, many people, especially the people of

Makkah, did not show due regard for it and treated it very lightly.
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Allah asks them, "Do you regard this (Qur'an) as something trivial?" The

author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" states that the word "Mudhinun" (translated above as

"regard as something trivial ") is derived from the root word 'idhan" which refers

to applying oil to leather/skin to soften it. Therefore, the symbolic meaning of

the word is that although the disbelievers ought to seriously reflect on the

Qur'an, they have softened their approach to the Qur'an and treat it like

something trivial.

"Have you fixed as your shares that you shall deny?" Instead of being grateful

that Allah had revealed the Qur'an for their guidance, people refuse to believe in

it as if they had already assigned to themselves the task of disbelieving.

Therefore, the word which is usually translated as "sustenance" is translated as

"share" or "gratitude" in this verse. This translation is appropriate only if it is

assumed that the verse is linked to the preceding verses and that it refers to the

Qur'an.

Muslim (v. 1 p. 59) narrates from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ ifo ^j
when it once rained. The Holy Prophet ,jl.j <uU i»i ju* said to the prophet's

companions (Sahabah) ^ &\ ^j, "This morning some people were grateful while

others were ungrateful. Those who said that the rain was Allah 's mercy were grateful

while those were ungrateful who said that it rained because a certain star fell. " It was
then that the verses, were revealed where Allah says, "J swear by the 'Mawaqi'un

Nujum' Have you fixed as your shares that you shall deny?"

According to this hadith, the word "Rizq {Sustenance)" assumes its original

meaning of sustenance. The verse therefore means that instead of being grateful

for the rain Allah sends to people as sustenance, they choose rather to deny that

the bounty came from Him. Instead of attributing the bounty to Him, they

attribute it to the stars. Imam Nawawi Up ilii u-j quotes Sheikh Abu Umar Ibnus

Salah aJLp ifci ^ who says that Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** it ^j does not

mean that all the above verses were revealed concerning the incident of the stars.

All the verses do not refer to the incident. It is only the verse "Have you fixed as

your shares that you shall deny?" that was revealed with reference to the incident.

The other verses refer to another subject. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^j
-up &\ mentioned all the verses because they were revealed simultaneously.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" mentions that the above narration of

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** ibi ^j does not contradict the interpretation

mentioned earlier concerning the disbeliever's denial of the Qur'an. This is so

because the Qur'an speaks of the bounties of this world as well as those of the

Hereafter. By reading the bounties mentioned in the Qur'an, people ought to

express their gratitude to Allah. However, they resign themselves rather to

refuting Allah's bounties. As a result of this attitude, they attribute the rain to the

falling stars instead of to Allah even though the Qur'an constantly repeats the

fact that it is only ^Hah who sends the rains.

THE LAWS PERTAINING TO RECITING AND TOUCHING THE
QUR'AN

Allah Ta'ala declares, "Only the pure ones may touch it. " Because the verse is

phrased as a statement and not a command, commentators interpret the verse to
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mean that only the angels who are pure from sin have access to the "Loivhul

Mahfiidh (the protected tablet)". Other commentators are of the opinion that the

statement has the meaning of a command. Therefore, they interpret the verse to

mean that only people who are pure from Hadath Asghar and Hadath Akbar

may touch the Qur'an. This ruling that prohibits people in any of the above two

states of impurity from touching the Qur'an is not based purely on this

interpretation of the verse. There are several authentic Ahadlth to substantiate it.

When the Holy Prophet^ *Jp i» ju dispatched Sayyidina Amr bin Hazam
<up it ^j as governor to Yemen, he had many pieces of advice written for him.

Among these was the fact that one may not touch the Qur'an unless one was in a

state of purity.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ ifo ^j also narrates that the Holy Prophet

pjL. _,
aJlp iui j^> said, "Only the pare may touch the Qur'an.

"

Before touching the Qur'an it is necessary for one to be pure of Hadath

Asghar and Hadath Akbar [i.e. in the state of wudhu (ablution) and Ghusl (taking

bathe)].

A person in an impure state may touch the Qur'an if the Qur'an is covered

in something that is not attached to the Qur'an. If the Qur'an is in a cover that is

sewn or attached to the Qur'an in some way, an impure person may not touch it.

A woman who is menstruating (Haidh) or experiencing afterbirth bleeding

(Nifas) may neither touch nor recite the Qur'an, even from memory. The same

applies to a person in the state of Hadath Akbar.

A person in the state of Hadath Asghar [i.e. someone without wudhu
(ablution)] may recite the Qur'an from memory. If he desires to recite while

looking into the Qur'an, he may turn the pages using a cloth to cover his hands

or by using a knife or something else for turning.

Sayyidina Ali ^ ifo ^j mentioned that the Holy Prophet ^ 3 4* i»i j^ never

prohibited anyone from reciting the Qur'an except the person in the state of

Janabah (Hadath Akbar). Women who are bleeding because of menstruation or

afterbirth fall into this category because they are required to take a bath.
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(83) Then why do you not (intervene) when the soul reaches the throat... (84)

and you are all there watching? (85) We are even nearer to him than you but you

fail to^ee. (86) If you are exempt from reckoning, why do you not... (87) ...return

the soul if you are truthful? (88) Therefore, if he was from among those brought

close... (89) ... he shall have comfort, sustenance and the garden of bliss. 90. If he

was from among the people of right... (91) .... (he will be told), "Peace be on you.

You are from the people of the right." (92) However, if he was among the

rejecters and deviated ones... (93) ... he will be served boiling water... (94) .... and

shall enter the blazing fire. (95) This is most definitely the irrefutable truth.

WHY DO YOU NOT RETURN THE SOUL TO THE BODY AT THE
TIME OF DEATH IF YOU ARE EXEMPT FROM RECKONING?

In these verses, Allah Ta'ala highlights man's helplessness at the time of

death and also mentions the plight that each of the three groups of the Hereafter

shall experience.

Allah created man and commanded him to carry out many acts and to

abstain from many others. These commands are to test man's obedience to Allah.

Allah says in Surah Mulk that He "created life and death to test which of you will

carry out the best deeds/' [Surah 67, verse 2]

It is therefore evident that death has to follow life, after which people will be

tried and given the rewards or punishment they deserve. Man has no say in the

matter of death. Allah has predetermined the length of every person's life and

when s/he shall die. None can postpone or prepone this hour. It is impossible to

do anything to disrupt Allah's plan of events.

In the above verses, Allah tells man that when another person is dying and

everyone else is watching and sympathising, none of them is able to do anything

for the person even though they all wish to save his life. Allah says that He is

closer to the person than those standing around him because Allah knows the

person's physical and spiritual conditions. Allah asks, "If you are exempt from

reckoning, why do you not return the soul if you are truthful "Every man has to

appear for reckoning and has to leave this world to do so. Because none is

exempt, none has the choice to remain any longer than the period that Allah has

fixed. When Allah sends the angels of death to extract the souls of people, those

around them are helpless to save them. Allah therefore makes it clear that just as

people are helpless in this world, they will also be helpless in the Akhirah

(Hereafter) when Allah will restore people's souls to their bodies so that they may
render an account for their deeds.

Despite the fact that all these events are a certainty, some people still reject

them without any substantiation. If man had the power to prevent death, he

would then certainly have the power to prevent restoration of life on the Day of

Judgement. Only then will they be justified in claiming that man will not be

resurrected and will not be tried for his deeds. However, in this very world, man
can see for himself that he is totally helpless against death. Therefore, it is certain

that he is also helpless to prevent resurrection and has no grounds to say that

Judgement day shall not take place. Hence, his word is nothing against Allah's

clearly revealed verses of the Qur'an.

Concerning the deceased person Allah says, "Therefore, if he was from among
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those brought close, he shall have comfort, sustenance and the garden of bliss. If he wq$

from among the people of right (he will be told), 'Peace be on you. You arefrom the people

of the right."

On the other hand, "if he was among the rejecters and deviated ones, he will be

served boiling water and shall enter the blazingfire."

None can deny any of the above because "This is most definitely the irrefutable

truth."

(IT?") p*zju\ <-^j ^v fh**^

(96) So glorify the name of your Majestic Lord.

Allah concludes the Surah with this verse which is identical to verse 74 of

this Surah. After mentioning the various bounties that He has bestowed on man

and after sounding stern warnings to the Disbelievers, Allah instructs, "So glorify

the name of your Majestic Lord." Allah is free from all defects and Most Glorious.

Therefore, whatever He informs man is the absolute truth. It is necessary for man

to express His glory and to be convinced about it. It is best that Allah be glorified

(through Tasbih ) and praised during certain special hours.

Sayyidina Uqba bin Amir ^ it ^j narrates that when the verse "Fa Sabbih

Bismi Rabbikal Azim" ("So glorify the name of your Majestic Lord") was

revealed, The Holy Prophet ^ 3 4* ii ju* instructed his companions (Sahabah)

rfr
ip it jpx to recite it in the Ruku. Itis for this reason that we recite "Subhdm

Rabbiyal Azim" during Ruku. He states that when the verse "Sabhi Hisma

Rabbikal A'ld" was revealed, the Holy Prophet <x*> ^u ii ju. instructed them to

recite it in the Sajdah (prostartion) . Hence, we recite "Subhdna Rabbiyal A'Ik

during Sajdah (prostration)".

NOTE : Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** it ^j narrates that the Holy

Prophet jJL-j aJip ii ju, said, "The person who recites Surah Waqi

'ah every night shall never suffer from poverty.

Therefore, Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ it ^j used to instruct his

daughters to recite Surah Wa'qiah every night. [Shuabul Belief v. 2 p. 492]
'

When Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** it ^j was on his deathbed,

Sayyidina Uthman *& it ^j asked him, "What do you desire?" "Allah's mercy,"

came the reply. When Sayyidina Uthman ** & ^j asked him whether he needed a

doctor, he replied, "The doctor made me ill (i.e. Allah, Who is the real healer, has given

me this illness)." When Sayyidina Uthman ** in ^>j asked whether he should send an

allowance for him, Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** in ^j replied that he had no need

for an allowance. Sayyidina Uthman ** & ^j insisted that he accept it because he was

leaving his family behind. To this, Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^> in ^ replied, "I

have taught them something which if they continue reciting, they will never be in need. I

have heard the Holy Prophet ,jl.j up in j^ say that the person who* recites Surah Waqi 'ah

every night will never sufferfrom poverty."

"Kanzul Ummal" (v. 1 p. 592) reports, "Teach Surah Wa'qiah to your women

because it is a Surah of wealth.

"
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Surah Al-HadTd Verses 29

^jj^ji vW (df^ e£ l 4jW Qsj -r^
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful

(1) Everything in the heavens and the earth glorifies Allah. He is the Mighty, the

Wise. (2) To Him belongs the kingdom of the heavens and the earth, He gives

life and death and has power over all things. (3) He is the First, the Last, the

Apparent, the Hidden and He has knowledge of everything. (4) It is He Who
created the heavens and the earth in six days and then focussed on the throne.

He knows what enters the earth, what emerges from it, what descends from the

sky and what lifts into it. He is with you wherever you are and Allah sees

whatever you do. (5) To Him belongs the kingdom of the heavens and the earth

and all matters return to Allah. (6) He enters the night into the day and the day

into the night. He has knowledge of the secrets of the heart.

THE KINGDOM OF THE HEAVENS AND THE EARTH BELONGS
TO ALLAH WHO HAS KNOWLEDGE OF EVERYTHING

These opening verses of Surah Hadid describe some of Allah's qualities.

Allah begins by saying, "Everything in the heavens and the earth glorifies Allah. He is

the Mighty, the Wise. To Him belongs the kingdom -of the heavens and the earth, He gives

life and death and has power over all things/' The verse continues to say that Allah
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"is the First" i.e. He was in existence before creation. He is also "the Last" , meaning

that He will be there after creation has perished. Therefore, there never was and

never will be a time when Allah is not there. In addition to this, Allah is also "the

Apparent" in that He can be recognised by the numerous signs in creation. At the

same time, Allah is also "the Hidden" because He cannot be seen in this world.

Nothing is hidden from Him though because "He has knowledge ofeverything."

"It is He Who created the heavens and the earth in six days and then focussed on

the throne. He knows what enters the earth, what emerges from it, what descends from

the sky and what lifts into it. He is with you wherever you are and Allah sees whatever

you do. " These verses describe the complete knowledge of Allah, emphasising the

fact that nothing can be hidden from Him.

"To Him belongs the kingdom of the heavens and the earth and all matters return

to Allah." The deeds of all will be presented before Allah on the Day of

Judgement so that the decisions for reward and punishment can be made.

"He enters the night into the day and the day into the night." Allah causes the

alternating of day and night, with one being longer than the other during the

various seasons. Allah also "has knowledge of the secrets of the heart." Allah knows
whatever people think and is aware of the disbelief or Belief that a person's heart

conceals.
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(7) Believe in Allah and His Holy Prophet ^j ^ *»' JL* and spend from the

wealth of which Allah has made you inheritors. There shall be a great reward

for those of you who believe and spend. (8) Why is it that you do not believe in

Allah when the messenger is calling you to believe in your Lord and when Allah

has taken a pledge from you? (That is) if you want to believe. (9) It is He Who
revealed clear verses to His slave to remove you from darkness (and bring you)

into light. Indeed Allah is Most Compassionate and Most Merciful towards you.

(10) Why is it that you do not spend in Allah's way when the heritage of the

heavens and the earth belongs to Him?. None of you can equal those who spent
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and fought (in battle) before the conquest (of Makkah). These people are greater

iiv status than those who spent and fought after (the conquest of Makkah).

However, Allah has promised good for all and Allah is Informed of what you

do. (ID Who is it that will lend to Allah a beautiful loan so that Allah may

multiply it for him and so that he may have a bounteous reward?

BELIEVE IN ALLAH AND HIS HOLY PROPHET ^jiip^i^ AND
SPEND FROM WHAT HE HAS GIVEN YOU

In the first of the above five verses, Allah instructs, "Believe in Allah and His

Holy Prophet 4~> 3
Up iui ju and spend from the Wealth of Which Allah has made yon

inheritors." Allah reminds man that the wealth he now has once belonged to

others and that Allah had granted it to him. He should therefore spend it in a

manner that pleases Allah so that it may.profit him before it is given to another

person. Whatever one spends in Allah's way as a believer shall never be wasted

because "There shall be a great rewardfor those ofyou who believe and spend."

Allah asks, "Why is it that you do not believe in Allah when the

messenger is calling you to believe in your Lord?" Allah did not leave

man on his own but sent the Holy Prophet ^j 4* i»i ju* to call people towards

Oneness of Allah. However, many still refuse to believe. In addition to this,

"Allah has (also) taken a pledge from you?" This pledge refers to the pledge of

"Alist", which was discussed in the commentary of verses 172 to 174 of Surah

A'raf (Surah 7). When this pledge was taken, every soul attested to the fact that

Allah is their Lord.

"(That is) if you want to believe." If people really want to believe, they have

no excuses to offer because the proofs have been made clear, the signs are

manifest and there are answers for all their doubts.

Thereafter, Allah mentions his sending Prophet jJL-j <uU ii j^ and the Qur'an

to mankind. Allah says, "it is He (Allah) Who revealed clear verses (of the Quran) to

His slave [The Holy Prophet ^ 3 <4p iw\ ju] to remove you from darkness [of disbelief

and polytheism (shirk)] (and bring you) into the light (of Belief and Islam). Indeed

Allah is Most Compassionate and Most Merciful towards you." Allah's compassion

towards man is evident from the many favours that He bestows to man.

Allah again encourages people to spend in His cause by saying, "Why is it

that you do not spend in Allah 's way when the heritage of the heavens and the earth

belongs to Him?" Whatever man spends really belongs to Allah. Allah is the real

Owner and Master of all wealth while man is only a temporary trustee of this

wealth. Man will have to leave everything behind when he dies, after which it

will be the property of another person just as it came to him earlier. Eventually,

all shall perish to leave everything for Allah.

THOSE WHO SPENT BEFORE THE CONQUEST OF MAKKAH
There were many Muslims who spent their wealth for Islam before the

conquest of Makkah and fought for Islam during this period. After the conquest

of Makkah, Islam grew strong and there was no longer a fear that Islam will be

vanquished. Allah says, "None ofyou can equal those who spent andfought (in battle)

before the conquest (of Makkah). These people are greater in status than those who spent
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and fought after (the conquest of Makkah). However, Allah has promised good

(forgiveness and Heaven) for all and Allah is Informed of what you do." Allah has

knowledge of every good deed that a person does and shall reward every person

even though the person may carry out the deed well after the conquest of

Makkah.

The sentence "Allah has promised good for all" tells us that Allah Ta 'aala has

promised Heaven to all the prophet's companions (Sahdbah)^ & ^j • Allah also

mentions in Surah Tauba, "The first"to lead the way, from the Immigrants, the Ansar,

and those who followed them with sincerity; Allah is pleased with them and they are

pleased with Him. He has prepared for them such gardens beneath which rivers flow,

wherein they shall abideforever. This is the ultimate success." [Surah 9, verse 100]

Allah has promised Heaven to the prophet's companions (Sahdbah) it ^j
j^p and has declared that He is pleased with them all. However, calling

themselves Muslims, the Rawafidh falsify this promise of Allah by claiming that

all the prophet's companions (Sahdbah) r^> it ^j save a few were disbelievers.

Among the 'first to lead the way" were Sayyidina Abu Bakr a& it ^j and

Sayyidina Umar ^ it ^ J/r both of whom the Rawafidh hate.

WHO WILL GIVE A LOAN TO ALLAH?

Allah asks, "Who is it that will lend to Allah a beautiful loan so that Allah may
multiply it for him and so that he may have a bounteous reward?" Allah is the Creator

and Master of man as well as the Creator and Master of the wealth that man
possesses. When man spends his wealth for Allah's pleasure, Allah refers to it as

a "beautiful loan" and will greatly multiply the reward for this. Allah has no need

for man's wealth and man does only himself a favour by spending in worthy

courses. The wealth Allah asks man to spend belongs to Allah and the direct

benefit of the spent wealth accrues to other men like himself. Despite this, Allah

multiplies the spender's rewards a minimum of seven hundred times and even

more if He pleases. Giving a "beautiful loan" entails (among other factors)

spending Halal wealth and spending it happily.

Muslim (v. 2 p. 258) reports a hadith in which it is stated that when the last

third of the night remains, Allah proclaims. "Who shall supplicate to Me so that I

accept his supplication? Who shall ask ofMe so that I may grant his request? Who shall

beg Me forforgiveness so that I mayforgive him? Who shall give a loan to One Who has

everything and Who does not oppress?" This announcement continues until dawn.
Allah says that the loan should be given to "One Who has everything" so that no
person thinks that Allah is in need of his wealth. It is only the spender who
stands to gain. Nothing spent in Allah's way is wasted because the reward will

certainly accrue in the Hereafter.

iS^ c—^ pl\ >^-^ j^ip pf:Ji* <-!J? f*jy £f~i <^^y^\j^P 1 <Jy p»
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(12) On the day (of Judgement), you will see the light of believing men and

believing women run ahead of them and on their right-hand sides. "Today you

are given the glad tidings of gardens beneath which rivers flow, where you shall

live forever." That is the supreme success. (13) On that day the hypocrite men

and hypocrite women shall say to the believers, "Wait for us so that we may

have some of your light." It will be said, "Return from where you came and seek

light there!" Then a wall with a door will be placed between them. Allah's

mercy will be on the inside while there will be punishment on the outside. (14)

They (the hypocrites) will call out to them (the believers), "Were we not with

you?" They will reply, "Certainly, but you trapped yourselves in deviation, you

laid in wait, you doubted and hopes deceived you until Allah's command

arrived. And the deceiver deceived you about Allah." (15) "Today ransom shall

neither be accepted from you nor from the disbelievers. Your abode shall be the

Fire and it is the worst of places to return to."

THE BELIEVERS SHALL HAVE LIGHT ON THE DAY OF
JUDGEMENT WHILE THE HYPOCRITES WILL REMAIN IN
DARKNESS

These verses speak about the condition of the believers (Mu'minin),

(Mu'mindt) (female believers), Hypocrites (Munafiqin) and female Hypocrites

{female Munafiqat) on the Day of Judgment. Addressing the reader, Allah says,

"On the day (ofjudgement), you will see the light of believing men and believing women

run ahead of them and on their right hand sides. (They will be told) "Today you are

given the glad tidings ofgardens beneath which rivers flow, where you shall live forever/

That is the supreme success.

"

On the Day of Judgement, every type of person will be present, the believer,

the disbeliever, the hypocrite and the polytheist. The disbelievers and Polytheists

will be in total darkness while the believers will be given a light by which they

will be able to cross the bridge of Sirat. The intensity of light every believer will

receive will depend on the amount of good deeds he carried out. As the believers

will proceed ,ahead with the aid of their lights, the hypocrites will follow them.

However, the hypocrites will fall far behind until they are left in total darkness.

They will then plead to the believers saying, "Wait for us so that we may have some

ofyour light.

"

However, "It will be said (to them), 'Return from where you came and seek light

there 1/ Then a wall with a door will be placed between them. Allah's mercy will be on the

inside while there will be punishment on the outside." With this barrier in place, the

hypocrites will be separated from the believers and will be unable to reach them.
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They will therefore be left in darkness.

"They (the hypocrites) will call out to them (the believers), 'Were we not with
youV" The hypocrites live among the believers, perform Salah with them and
even participate in Jihad expeditions with the believers. They will therefore
question the believers for leaving them in darkness. The Believers will reply
saying, "Certainly, but you trapped yourselves in deviation, you laid in wait (for a

calamity to befall the Muslims), you doubted (the truth of Islam) and hopes deceived you
until Allah's command arrived." Then hypocrites anticipated that Islam will be
short-lived and will not make any progress. Although they pretended to be
Muslims, they actually bore enmity towards the Muslims. It is for this reason that

they never became sincere Muslims and always hoped the worst for Islam and
the Muslims. In this manner they led their lives "until Allah 's command arrived"

i.e. until death overtook them. When death overtakes a person, it is too late to

make Taubah (repentance). In addition to this, "the deceiver deceived you about
Allah." The "deceiver" refers to Satan, who leads such people astray until they are
unable to tell truth from falsehood.

It will then be said to the hypocrites, "Today ransom shall neither be accepted

from you nor from the disbelievers. Your abode shall be the Fire and it is the worst of
places to return to." The hypocrites shall also suffer eternal damnation like the

disbelievers. ["Durrul Manthur"]

Although the verse mentions that the light of the believers shall be "ahead of
them and on their right-hand sides -,it does not mean that they will not have light on
their left-hand sides. The following hadith mentions the light on their left-hand
sides. A person once asked the Holy Prophet ^JL-j aJLp it ju, "There must have been

a great many Ummahs between your Ummah and the Ummah of Sayyidina Nuh <u*

^\. How will you be able to recognise your Ummah on the Day of Judgement?" The
Holy Prophet^ ^ ibi j^> replied. "Because of making wudhu (ablution), the faces,

hands and feet of my Ummah shall be shining bright. No other Ummah shall have this

feature. I shall also recognise them by the mark ofprostration on theirforeheads. Another
feature of theirs shall be that there shall be light ahead of them as well as on their right-

and left-hand sides. " [Hakim v. 2 p. 478]

"Allah's mercy will be on the inside while there will be punishment on the

outside." While some commentators are of the opinion that this wall refers to the

"A'raf, which will separate the believers from the disbelievers (and hypocrites),
others maintain that it refers to another wall. The author of "Maalimut Tamil"
writes that it is the wall between Heaven and Hell. Nothing conclusive can be
said about the reason for the door in the wall or about how long it will remain. It

is possible that the door could be there to facilitate communication between the
people of Heaven and the people of Hell. Reference is made to this

communication in Surah Saffat where Allah says that a person in Heaven will be
asked, "Do you want to have a look at him (your disbeliever friend)?' When he looks, he
will see him in the midst of Hell. He will say, 'By Allah! You almost destroyed me. If it

were not for the bounty of my Lord, I would have certainly been from those brought
forward (for punishment). "' [Surah, verses 54-57]

It is also possible that the door refers to the door of Heaven through which
the believers shall enter after separating from the hypocrites. It will remain open
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only until they all enter. Thereafter it will be sealed forever. Allah knows best.

NOTE : Concerning the light of the believers on the Day of Judgement,
Allah says in Surah Tahrlm, "On that day Allah shall not disgrace the

Holy Prophet and the believers with him. Their light shall travel ahead of

them and on their right hand sides. They will say, 'O our Lord!

Perpetuate our light for us and forgive us. Verily You have power over

everything. "[Surah 66, verse 8]

Although all good deeds are a source of light in the Hereafter, the Ahadlth

have mentioned certain deeds that are a special source of light. Sayyidina

Burayda ^ ibi ,^j narrates that the Holy Prophet jJL-j <> i»i J^ said, "Give the glad

tidings of perfect light on the Day of Judgement to those who proceed to the

Masajid in the darkness." [Tirmidhi and Abu Dawud]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Amr bin Al As ^ &\ ^j narrates that the Holy

Prophet ,JL-j Up ii ju said, "For the person who performs Salah regularly, Salah

shall be a light for him on the Day of Judgement, a proof (to his Belief) and a

means of salvation for him. As for the person who does not perform Salah

regularly, it will neither be a light nor a proof nor a means of salvation. Such a

person will be raised on the Day of Judgement with the likes of Qarun, phara'oh

(Fir'oun), his minister Haman and Ubay bin Khalaf /'[Ahmad v. 2 p. 169]

Sayyidina Abu Sa'id Khudri <u* i»i'^j quotes from the Holy Prophet ^ it jl*

jji-j that the person who recites Surah Kahf on a Friday shall have light between

that Friday and the next. [Bayhaqi v. 3 p. 249]

Sayyidina Amr bin Shu'ayb ** &\ ^j reports from his great grandfather that

the Holy Prophet ,0-j 4* &\ ju said, "Do not remove a white hair because it is a

light of a Muslim. When a person grows a white hair as a Muslim, a good deed is

recorded in lieu of it, a sin is forgiven for it and he is elevated a rank (in Heaven)

because of it." ["Mishkat" p. 382 from Abu Dawud]

^a j&j wry* C-~a* Jj)l\ ^Sc JUa* J^.ot s-^H' iW c$* !>>_y^

- s'<n *%"\ &'" *- \'~ 9' '*' '$j\ 9> *\ '*\ i^'1 f§H ^ * f

(16) Has the time not arrived for the hearts of the believers to submit to Allah's

remembrance and the truth that has been revealed? Do not become like those

who were given the Book before, after which a long period of time elapsed and

their hearts hardened? A large number of them were sinners. (17) Know that

Allah revives the earth after its death. We have expounded the signs for you so

that you may understand.
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HAS THE TIME NOT ARRIVED FOR THE HEARTS OF THE
BELIEVERS TO SUBMIT?

The above verse addresses those Muslims who are lacking in good deeds
and whose hearts have not yet focussed on Allah's Dhikr and the Qur'an as it

should have. Sayyidah Ayshah \+* iui ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet <o* ii ju
jO-j once entered the Masjid where he found some companions (Sahabah) ifci ^j
^laughing. As the Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up ii ju moved his shawl from his face, it

was noticed that his face was reddening. He said, "Are you laughing when your

Lord has not yet revealed a surety that you areforgiven? (You should therefore not waste

your time laughing and jesting). Concerning your laughter Allah has revealed the verse:

'Has the time not arrived for ,the hearts of the believers to submit to Allah 's

remembrance and the truth that has been revealed...".

The prophet's companions (Sahabah)^ i» ^j asked, "O the Holy Prophet

^j Up &\ J^\ What is the expiation for our laughter?" In reply, the Holy Prophet
(jL-j Up ii ju said, "Cry as much as you have laughed."

This verse was once recited in the presence of Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^ ifct^
while some people from Yamama were with him. When they began to weep,
Sayyidina Abu Bakr ** ibi ^j said to them, "We also used to cry like this. Thereafter,

such people came whose hearts were hard." ["Ruhul Ma'ani" v. 27 p. 179, 180]

This verse makes it clear that the people of Belief should devote themselves

to Allah's remembrance (Dhikr), recitation of the Qur'an and understanding the

Qur'an. Belief will be strengthened when the heart submits to Allah's

remembrance (Dhikr) and to the Qur'an. When this submission is missing, the

heart begins to harden. As the heart hardens, a person becomes more inclined

towards the world and loses concern for the Akhirah. The person will then

complete two Rakahs Salah in less than a minute, all the while thinking about his

worldly activities instead of concentrating on his Salah.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ** A\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ii ju
^j Up said, "Apart from Allah's remembrance (Dhikr), do not speak excessively

because talks apart from Allah's remembrance (Dhikr) cause the heart to harden.

The heart that is hard is furthest from Allah." [Tirmidhi]

A FASCINATING INCIDENT

Sayyidina Fudhayl bin Ayadh Up i»^ was a famous Muhaddith (Scholar of

hadith) and is regarded as one of the greatest saints. Before becoming pious, he
was a robber. During this period it transpired that he fell in love with a certain

woman. As he was scaling a wall to meet her, he heard someone reciting the

verse: "Has the time not arrived for the hearts of the believers to submit to Allah's

remembrance and the truth that has been revealed?" As soon as he heard this verse,

he exclaimed, "Certainly O my Lord. The time has certainly arrived. " Saying this, he
turned and headed towards a deserted house. There he found a few travellers

consulting. When one suggested that they leave on their way, the other proposed
that they wait for the morning because Fudhayl was in the area and would rob

them.

When Fudhayl overheard this conversation, he thought, "I have been
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spending my entire nights in sin and the Muslims are now terrified of me. It

sterns as if Allah Ta'ala has sent me here this night so that I forsake sinning." He

then made the following Supplication to Allah Ta'ala, "O Allah! I beseech Your

forgiveness and my repentance is that I shall spend my life at Your sacred home

(in Makkah)."

He then left for Makkah where he spent his entire life in Ibadah. Whenever

tears came to his eyes, he would weep so much that the people around him

would take pity on him. Allama Ibn Hibban Up ii ^j writes about Sayyidina

Fudhayl U*i» ^> "He took up residence in Makkah Mukarramah with great

'

sacrifice. He was always abstinent and feared Allah greatly. He would cry a lot,

spend much of his time in solitude and avoid people. Until he passed away He

kept no material possessions."

Sayyidina Fudhayl bin Ayadh ^ i» *j\, once saw some people joking and

laughing while learning Ahadlth. He called them and said, "O heirs of the Anbiya

(The Holy Prophets f**J\
(

^>! Enough! Enough! Enough! You are leaders who will be

followed."

On one occasion when he noticed someone laughing he said, 'I shall tell you

something good." He then recited the verse: "Do not be boastful, for verily Allah

does not like the boastful."

DO NOT BE LIKE THE AHLUL KITAB (PEOPLE OF BOOK)

Addressing the believers further, Allah says, "Do not become like those who

were given the Book before (i.e. the jews and Christians), after which a long period of time

elapsed and their hearts hardened?" As time passed, the Jews and Christians grew

negligent of the teachings of their scriptures and fell deeper into sin. Eventually

when they failed to repent to Allah, their hearts hardened. When this happened,

they were unable to differentiate between good and evil and saw no need to

preserve their religions. As a result, many of them resorted to disbelief and

polytheism (shirk). Referring to this condition, Allah says, "A large number of them

were sinners.

"

It is therefore necessary for believers to make their hearts submit, to engage

in Allah's remembrance (Dhikr), to recite the. Qur'an and to practise the

injunctions of the Qur'an. May Allah protect us from becoming like the Jews and

Christians. Amln.

Allah then says. "Know that Allah revives the earth after its death. "Just as Allah

revives dead ground when He sends the rains, He can soften hard hearts when

people engage in remembrance (Dhikr) and recitation of the Qur'an. "We have

expounded the signs for you so that you may understand.
"
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(18) Verily Allah shall multiply (the rewards of) those men who give charity,

those women who give charity and those who give Allah a beautiful loan. Theirs

shall be a bounteous reward. (19) Those who believe in Allah and His
messengers are extremely true. The martyrs shall be near their Lord where they

shall have their reward and light. Those who disbelieve and deny Our signs will

be the dwellers of the Blaze.

THE REWARDS OF THOSE WHO SPEND IN CHARITY

Concerning those people who spend sincerely in charity, Allah says, "Verily

Allah shall multiply (the rewards of) those men who give charity, those women who give

charity and those who give Allah a beautiful loan. Theirs shall be a bounteous reward."

This discussion has been given in the commentary of verse 12 of this Surah.

WHO ARE THE "SIDDIQlN?

Allah says, "Those who believe in Allah and His messengers are extremely true

(the Siddiqin)." Real Belief means that one's belief in Allah should be absolutely
true and without a trace of doubt. Belief also demands that a person be true in

word and deed. Although truthfulness generally refers to truthfulness in speech,
the Arabic word "Sidq" (truthfulness) refers to truth in speech and in action.

Similarly, lying can also be in word and deed.

Sayyidina Asma bint Abi Bakr if* ibi ^j narrates that a woman once told

the Holy Prophet ^ ^ k j^ that she was a co-wife, and asked whether she

'

could tell her husband's other wife that her husband had given her certain

things, which he did not (merely to make her jealous). The Holy Prophet Up Ai J~*
,4-j replied, "The person who falsely claims that he/she was given something is like a

person who dons clothing of lies." This means that the person is covered in lies from
head to toe. This hadith refers to lying in word and in deed.

Allah says further, "The martyrs shall be near their Lord where they shall have
their reward and light." According to this translation, the sentence concerning the

Shuhada (martyrs) is not linked to the sentence concerning the Siddiqin.

However, the sentence can also be regarded as part of the preceding sentence. If

regarded as part of the preceding sentence, it would mean that both the Siddiqin
and the Shuhada (martyrs) shall be near their Lord and will enjoy their rewards
and light. The Arabic context of the phrase "shall be near their Lord" means that it

is by Allah's command that they are as they are, or that their condition is within
His knowledge. ["Ma'alimut Tamil" v. 4 p. 298]

According to the general intent of the verse (i.e. if all the phrases were to

be linked), every person who believes in Allah and His Anbiya (The Holy
Prophets

r
*-J» ^L) shall be regarded as Siddiqin and Shuhada. Sayyidina Abu

Hurayra ** ii ^j once said to the people sitting with him, "You are all Siddiqin

(Righteous) and Shuhada (martyrs)." When someone exclaimed, "What are you
saying?" Sayyidina Abu Hurayra *i* <3>i ^j recited the above verse without
separating the phrases, which is translated as: "Those who believe in Allah and
His messengers are extremely true and martyrs by their Lord (i.e. in the sight of their

Lord)."

After reporting this, the author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that it is
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appropriate to say that "those who believe in Allah and His messengers" refers to

people with perfect belief and who carry out actions that behove people with

perfect Belief. The person who is a believer but who engages in acts of carnal

passion and is negligent of the commands of the Shari'ah can scarcely be

regarded as a Shahid (martyr) and a Siddiq (true believer).

Allah says in Surah Nisa, "Whoever obeys Allah and His messenger,, then they

will be with those the Holy Prophets, "Siddiqin", martyrs and "Salihln" upon whom

Allah has bestowed His bounties. These are indeed the best of companions." It is

apparent from this verse that the Anbiya (The Holy Prophets <olji ^s), the

Siddiqin (true believers) and the Shuhada (martyrs) hold a very high status. Other

believers will be able to share their company who make good companions for

them. Combining the two verses conveys the idea that although the average

believer belongs to the category of the Siddiqin (true believers) and Shuhada

(martyrs), there will be group from among them who will attain greatly elevated

ranks on account of their excellent Belief and good deeds. Others will be granted

the honour of sharing their company despite the vast difference in status. Those

that will enjoy the elevated ranks receive the title of "Siddiq" because of their true

belief, such as Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^ ifo ^j. He accepted the message of Islam as

soon as he heard it and remained steadfast until his last breath. He sacrificed his

health and wealth for Islam and on one occasion gave everything he possessed in

Allah's path.

The Holy Prophet ,JL-_, <Op &\ jl* was once climbing Mount Uhud with

Sayyidina Abu Bakr ** &\ ^Jf Sayyidina Umar ** ii ^Jf and Sayyidina Uthman
** &\ ^>j when the mountain began shaking. Striking his foot on the mountain,

the Holy Prophet ^x-j Up &\ J^> said, "Be still! There is a Prophet, a Siddiq and two

martyrs on you. " [Bukhari]

In this hadith, the Holy Prophet jJl-j Up ii jl* foretold that both Sayyidina

Umar <u* ibi ^j and Sayyidina Uthman <up iv ^j would be martyrs. The Ahadith

mention certain deeds that one may carry out to be included in the ranks of the

Prophets f*~& <*-«>, the Siddiqin (true believers) and the Shuhada (martyrs).

Sayyidina Abu Sa'id Khudri *^ &\ ^j narrated that the Holy Prophet jj-j Up i»t ju*

said, "The truthful and trustworthy trader will be with Prophets and the Siddiqin."

[Tirmidhi]

In Surah Maryam (Surah 19), Allah refers to Sayyidina Ibrahim fiLJ\ *> as a

Siddiq (verse 41) as well a Sayyidina Idris (OUi Up (verse 56). Verse 75 of Surah

Ma'idah also gives Sayyidah Maryam f^J\ l^u the title of Siddiq. Therefore, the

class of the Siddiqin is divided into several categories. Belonging to these

categories are both the Prophet's fiL*i\ p+J* as well as their followers. Of course,

the status of these groups vary. The Siddiqin (true believers) and the Shuhada
(martyrs) referred to in verse 69 of Surah Nisa belong to the highest category of

Siddiqin (true believers) and Shuhada (martyrs).

WHO ARE THE SHUHADA (MARTYRS)?

While some commentators state that the Shuhada (martyrs) are those who
die fighting in Jihad, other commentators are of the opinion that the word
Shuhada means "Shdhidin" i.e. witnesses. The witnesses are those who will testify
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on the Day of Judgement, such as the Prophets ^LJ\ rj-ip who will testify against

their respective nations. The Holy Prophet (JL-j a* ii ju> and his Ummah will

testify that the previous Prophets ?%^\ ^ truly preached to their Ummahs
and, when the Ummahs will question the veracity of the Holy Prophet 's <4± & JU
(J-j Ummah, he will testify to this. The details of this have passed in Surah
Baqarah [Surah 2, verse 143], Surah Nisa [Surah 4, verse 41] and Surah Hajj [Surah 22,

verse 78].

Besides the Prophets f*~J\ r^/ there are many others who will be given the

honour of being witnesses on the Day of Judgement. One should aspire to attain

this noble position and make an effort to stay away from all deeds that are

unbecoming of the status of a witness. Sayyidina Abu Darda ^ &\ ^j narrates

from the Holy Prophet jjL, 3 Up iui jl* that people who curse often will be deprived
of being witnesses and intercessors on the Day of Judgement. [Muslim v. 2 p. 322]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** ii ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up ii j*
said, "It is inappropriate for a Siddiq to curse." [Ibid]

A Siddiq should guard his tongue and take care not to curse any person or

any animal. It is unfortunate that many teachers are in the habit of cursing the

children they teach.

Allah terminates the verse by mentioning the opposite of these pious people
when He says, "Those who disbelieve and deny our signs will be the dwellers of the

Blaze.

"

Jj&f 4 $&; pL_ <%<Zj %£% ti Git i£L1 Ci £&

Ail* J l L*>Jl\ *J^U \*j Oy>JJ 4M <jA oy^J ^t-^ v'-^ Jtr^' <£j

^^l^l^io^a y^c a^j ^p ^a sy^A (iMj^Ul^^jpjl

(20) Know that the life of this world is merely play, futility, decoration, boasting

among each other and rivalry in wealth and children. The example of this is like

rain which feeds the plants that amaze farmers. Thereafter it dries and you will

see it become yellow, only to be reduced to bits. In the Hereafter there shall be

severe punishment, forgiveness and (Allah's) pleasure. The life of this world is

but a commodity of deception. (21) Race towards the forgiveness of your Lord

and a Heaven, the width of which is like that of the sky and the earth. It has

been prepared for those who believe in Allah and His messengers. That is the

grace of Allah which He gives to whoever He desires. Allah is the Possessor of

immense grace.
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THE WORLD IS A PLACE OF DECEPTION

Allah describes the life of this world in the above verse. Allah says, "Know

that the life of this world is merely play, futility, decoration... "Everything in this

world appears to be very beautiful and attractive. Those who have a great deal of

wealth will be "boasting among each other and (engaging in) rivalry in wealth and

children. When people begin to do this, they quickly forget Allah Who has

granted all their wealth to them. Allah says in Surah Takathur, "Rivalry in

amassing wealth shall destroy you until you reach the graves. " [Surah 102, verses 1, 2]

Allah Ta'ala goes on to describe the transitory nature of this world when He
says, "The example of this (world) is like rain which feed the plants that amaze farmers.

Thereafter it dries and you will see it become yellow, only to be reduced to bits. " When
rain falls, plants and vegetation begin to flourish. Plantations begin to grow very

well and farmers are extremely happy with the growth. However, as time takes

its toll on the fields, they start drying up and becoming yellow. Not long

afterwards, they are reduced to nothing, a far cry from what they were.

It is the same with this world. While everything appears to be beautiful and

enticing, people forget the end result. They then engage in all types of illicit

activities to earn wealth. This leads them to steal, rob/swindle and bribe people

just to make money. Many of those who earn their money in a Halal manner also

fall prey to the love of wealth when they begin to neglect their Fardh (obligatory)

and Wajib (Compulsory) duties while earning. There are very few people who are

conscious of Halal (lawful) and Haram (unlawful) when it concerns earning and

who avoid sinning in the process. It is tragic that many people make their

livelihood a curse for themselves, flouting the Shari'ah and subjecting themselves

to the punishment of the Hereafter. Referring to this, Allah says, "In the Hereafter

there shall be severe punishment." On the contrary, the Hereafter shall hold

forgiveness and (Allah's) pleasure" for those who abstain from Unlawful earnings

and who spend their wealth in the right courses. Instead of their wealth being a

cause for "severe punishment" in the Akhirah (Hereafter), their wealth shall be a

cause of
"
forgiveness and (Allah's) pleasure/'

Allah ends the verse by saying, "The life of this world is but a commodity of

deception." In this world, neither are the lives of people nor everything else

eternal. The person who places his reliance in this world shall become negligent

of the Akhirah (Hereafter), where he will suffer for this negligence. A truly

intelligent person is he who does not attach his heart to this world and who
focuses his attention on the Akhirah (Hereafter).

THE COMMAND TO RACE TO ALLAH'S FORGIVENESS AND
HEAVEN

Once it has become evident that this world and everything it contains is of a

fleeting nature, sound intelligence demands that people should rather compete

with each other in the race towards Allah's forgiveness and the permanent abode

of the Hereafter. Therefore, Allah says, "Race towards the forgiveness of your Lord

and a Heaven, the width ofwhich is like that of the sky and the earth.

Competing with each other in the race towards Heaven is an act of extreme

virtue because, unlike any other race, every participant gains tremendously.
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Allah shall reward every person for his/her effort and none will have to concede

the rewards of their deeds to another. No person's reward will be deducted from

that of another. Of course, the rewards will be earned in full when the deeds are

carried out sincerely and without hurting others.

This verse encourages the believers to compete with each other in carrying

out good deeds, much like verse 133 of Surah Al Imran where Allah says,

"Hasten to the forgiveness of your Lord and that Heaven which has the expanse of the

heavens and the earth and has been prepared for the pious." Both these verses

encourage people not to delay in carrying out good deeds because one has no
guarantee of life. No good deed should be postponed for another day because

the opportunity may never present itself again.

The verse of Surah Hadid states, "a Heaven, the width of which is like that of the

sky and the earth" and the verse of Surah Al Imran states, "that Heaven which has

the expanse of the heavens and the earth." In both cases, the size of the sky and the

earth has been used to describe the size of Heaven because the earth and the sky

are the largest phenomena known to man. In reality, Heaven is much larger than

the earth and sky. Sayyidina Abu Sa'id Khudri <up k ^j narrates that the Holy
Prophet ^j a> i»i ju> said, "Indeed there are a hundred stages in Heaven. A
single stage of these is sufficient to contain the entire universe." [Tirmidhi]

The Holy Prophet jJL-j <jlp ii ju, has also mentioned that the Heaven that the

person of the lowest level of Heaven shall have is ten times larger than this

world. {"Mishkat" p. 492from Bukhari and Muslim]

Allah says that Heaven "has been prepared for those who believe in Allah and His

messengers." This verse makes it clear that people who do not believe in Allah

and who falsify the Prophets f%^ r*-ip will not be able to enter Heaven. A person

who believes in Allah and the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up iui ju who appeared in his

time shall be worthy of Heaven irrespective of the time in which he lived.

Allah says further, "That is the grace of Allah which He gives to whoever He
desires. Allah is the Possessor of immense grace. "Every person will enter Heaven
solely because of Allah's grace. Therefore, none has the right to boast about his

deeds because these cannot qualify him to enter Heaven. It is Allah who guides

people to Belief and accepting these deeds are His prerogative.

y£pc -3; ^36 c:^ ipis 5i^i {^ 'k-s ^f j^ ^2^> 2>v tit?

(22) Every calamity that afflicts you on earth and in yourselves is recorded in the

Book before We even create it. This is certainly easy for Allah. (23) So that you

do not grieve about what you lose and you do not boast about what you receive.

Allah dislikes every haughty braggart... (24) ... who is miserly and who instruct
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others to be miserly. And whoever turns away, then (he should know that) Allah

is certainly Independent, Most Worthy of praise.

EVERY CALAMITY HAS BEEN RECORDED LONG BEFORE IT

OCCURS

Man has not come to earth merely to waste his life. Man's life on earth is a

test. Allah says in Surah Mulk , "He (Allah) has created life and death to test who of

you will carry out the best deeds." Since man has been sent to earth as a test, he has

to expect conditions that are trying. The following are the two categories of

aspects that test man:

A. Wealth, comfort and other bounties.

B. Calamities, problems and other difficulties.

Many people forget Allah Ta'ala when they are tested with the first category

of trials. They tend to neglect good deeds and become preoccupied with their

indulgence in the comforts of the world. The previous verses cautioned people

that "the life of this world is merely play, futility, decoration, boasting among each other

and rivalry in wealth and children." Allah told people that this world is transitory

and is just like a crop that flourishes for a while, dries up and then becomes

something that one would not realise even existed before. By this example, Allah

impresses on man that the world is not something to be desired.

In the foregoing verses, Allah speaks about the second category of trials i.e.

hardships and difficulties. Allah says that every calamity that afflicts people shall

definitely take place because it is recorded in the "protected tablet (Lowhul

Mahfudh)". The calamities that affect man may either be "on earth" such as

droughts, floods, earthquakes, destruction of crops by locusts or hail, etc. Besides

these types of calamities, difficulties may also affect people on a personal level

such as illness, paralysis, handicaps, etc. These are all inevitable. One should

never lose sight of the fact that Allah causes these phenomena to happen and an

intelligent servant of Allah never complains or objects.

NEVER GRIEVE OVER SOMETHING LOST OR BOAST ABOUT
SOMETHING GAINED

Allah says further that He has informed man about the fact that all

conditions are from Him "So that you do not grieve about what you lose and you do

not boast about what you receive." Grieving excessively over a loss distracts one

from Allah's remembrance and causes one to neglect one's efforts for the

Akhirah (Hereafter). Calamities are inevitable and one is entitled to feel

instinctively grieved. However, one should not purposely prolong the grief and

should not do such actions that anger Allah Ta'ala.

Together with not expressing excessive grief over one's losses, Allah also

forbids people from boasting about the bounties that one receives. Whatever one

receives is from Allah and has been preordained. No person can claim that he

"deserved" what he received.

Sayyidina Suhayb <up &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^j Up ib\ ^u
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said, "The condition of a believer is amazing and this condition is exclusive to
the believer. When he experiences good fortune, he is grateful and this is best for
him. On the other hand, If he experiences ill fortune, he is patient and this is also
best for him."

CONDEMNING PRIDE AND MISERLINESS

Allah says, "Allah dislikes every haughty braggart who is miserly and who
instruct others to be miserly. " Many people who are blessed with wealth tend to

become boastful and proud. They then begin to have a high regard for

themselves and think others to be low. Allah warns such people that He has no
love for them. Because such people are prone to have great love for their wealth,
they become miserly and even promote their niggardly nature to others. Not
only do they withhold their own money but they also prevent others from
spending in charity even though they know that the money will not benefit them.

One will notice that when certain generous people instruct their cashiers or
treasurers to give money to collectors, these people take the money out but are
very reluctant to give the money. It appears as if their hearts are refusing to part
with it even though it does not belong to them and the owner has already
instructed that it be spent in charity.

"And whoever turns away, then (he should know that) Allah is certainly

Independent, Most Worthy of praise. " Allah does not require people's wealth. If a

person spends in charity, he will receive the reward for it. However, if one
chooses to be miserly, it will be to his own detriment.

Lr^i <>• ^ (*^rb oy^i £^J ^-^ o"* *-£ -^^ M>'j !r'^:

(25) Indeed We have sent Our messengers with clear proofs and sent with them
the Book and Scale so that people uphold justice. And We have revealed iron

that holds great awe and benefits for man. (Allah has made iron) so that He
knows who will assist Him and His messengers without seeing Him. Verily

Allah is Powerful, Mighty.

ALLAH SENT THE PROPHETS f*~S\ ^ WITH CLEAR PROOFS
AND SCRIPTURES SO THAT JUSTICE IS ESTABLISHED

Allah says, "Indeed We have sent Our messengers with clear proofs and sent with
them the Book and Scale so that people uphold justice." Allah Ta'ala refers to all the

divine scriptures when he mentions "the Book". The "Scale" refers to justice

because it is an instrument used to weigh justly and as such symbolises justice.

Allah has sent the Prophets
r
*-Ji r^/ the divine scriptures and the scale "so that

people uphold justice.

"
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THE USES OF IRON

Allah states further, "And We have revealed iron that holds great awe... -. Iron-

has always been used to make weapons of war. Swords, spears, bayonets and

guns of the past were made from iron, which is still indispensable in the

manufacture of modern-day weaponry such as missiles, bombs, etc. People have

always stood in awe of these weapons and the armament of a nation has always

kept its enemies at bay. Believers use these weapons to fight disbelief and shirk

and to establish Islam in the world. The disbelievers have always feared Jihad

and shall continue fearing.

Iron also holds great "benefits for man." The benefits of iron are not unknown

to anyone. There is some iron in almost everything man has to make. Even items

made out of wood require iron nails and things that may have no iron in them

have to be made with tools or machines that are all made of iron. Iron is required

to construct buildings and is also indispensable for farming because of the use of

farming equipment such as tractors and age-old iron hoes. Iron is needed as

bridles for animals and its versatility cannot be overruled in mining all other

minerals that are also indispensable. The benefits of iron are truly innumerable

and cannot be discussed in detail here.

Allah has made iron "so that He knows who will assist Him and His messengers

without seeing Him." Allah wishes to see who of His servants will take up
weapons to defend His Religion and render assistance to His Prophets <olj rfr

Jip.

When there is a need for Jihad, Allah's sincere slaves will march in His path,

knowing that they may be killed. It should be understood that Allah is aware of

everything even before its actual occurrence. Something coming to Allah's

knowledge does not refute this accepted belief since there are two types of

knowledge. One is of something before its occurrence (i.e. the knowledge that it

will happen), while the other is of the same incident after its occurrence (i.e. the

knowledge that it has already happened). This verse refers to the second type i.e.

the knowledge that a certain incident had taken place.

"Verily Allah is Powerful Mighty." This makes it clear that Allah is not in

need of man's assistance. Allah is Capable of defending His religion and His

Prophets fiLJ\ ^-$-1* without the assistance of others. However, a person will

benefit himself by making efforts to defend the religion.

4J2-JJ A^\j oy^\ C^JJl S-i^ <-| L-^*>-J cN-^T^' 4J-^L>Uj ^JtjA (j>\

(26) Verily We have sent Nuh fkJ\ Up and Ibrahim f^LJt Up as prophets and We
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have sustained prophethood and scriptures in their progenies. Among them
were those who were rightly guided while most of them were sinners. (27)

Thereafter We successively sent Our messengers in their footsteps. We sent Isa

t%J\ Up the son of Maryam, gave him the Injil and placed compassion and
mercy in the hearts of those who followed him. They invented monasticism
which We did not ordain for them but they did it in search of Allah's pleasure.

However, they did not observe it as it ought to have been observed. We granted

their reward to those of them who believed while many of them were sinners.

THE FOLLOWERS OF SAYYIDINA ISA
P
*-J» Up INVENT

MONASTICISM AFTER ALLAH SENT THE PROPHETS f*~S\^ IN
SUCCESSION

Allah says that He sent Prophet <v>lji ^ among the progenies of both
Sayyidina Nuh

r
%Ji Up and Sayyidina Ibrahim pkJ\ *>. While there were many

people of their progenies who accepted the message of the Prophets f*~A\ j^-U,

there were also many who did not accept. Thereafter, Allah specifically mentions
Sayyidina Isa f%J\ *> to whom Allah gave the Injil. Among those who accepted
his message and who gave him support were his disciples, called the

Hawariyyin. Concerning these disciples, Allah says that He "placed compassion

and mercy" in their hearts.

Allah states further that the Christians, "invented monasticism which We did

not ordain for them but they did it in search of Allah's pleasure. However, they did not

observe it as it ought to have been observed." "Ma'alimut TanzU" reports from
Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud & ii ^j that the Holy Prophet ^3 <a* <3>i jl, once
said to him, "O Ibn Umm Abd! Do you know from where the Bani Israel devised
monasticism?" Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ ii ^j replied, "Allah and His
Prophet jj-j <Op i>i ju know best." Thereupon the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ifci jl* said,

"After Sayyidina Isa f^\ Up, tyrannical kings reigned who indulged in

numerous sins. The believers took strong exception to this and thrice engaged
them in battle. However, they lost each time and when they were reduced to

only a few men, they said, 'If we continue fighting them, they will kill us all and
there will be none left to preach the true religion. We should therefore spread out
on earth and wait until Allah sends the Holy Prophet about whose coming
Sayyidina Isa fU& Up had promised us/ Consequently, they occupied mountains
and caves and practised monasticism. While some adhered to the true religion,

others became disbelievers." The Holy Prophet jJL-j ^ A\ J^ then recited the

verse: "They invented monasticism which We did not ordain for them but they did it in

search of Allah's pleasure. However, they did not observe it as it ought to have been

observed." [v. 4 p. 301]

This narration appears without a chain of narrators and without the

reference of any source.

One may question that how could these followers of Sayyidina Isa £LJ\ Up
engage in Jihad when it was not prescribed in their Shari'ah? It may be said that

these people were perhaps attacked and were forced to defend themselves. As
outlined in the commentary of verse 111 of Surah Taubah (Surah 9), it is

apparent that the followers of Sayyidina Isa pLJ\ Up did receive the command to
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wage Jihad. Allah knows best.

\ The institution of monasticism was an addition to the Shari'ah of Sayyidina

Isa <v*3 ^ which unnecessarily burdened the human soul. Allah did not

sanction the practice. Monks were not allowed to marry, were extremely frugal

in eating, drinking and dressing and ate only what was necessary to sustain

them. They built churches in the mountains where they spent their entire lives. It

was one of these monks who informed Sayyidina Salman Farsi ^ ii>\ ^j about

the coming of the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up Ai j^> and described the Holy Prophet JL*

^jl-j Up &\ to him. It was then that Sayyidina Salman *& &\ ^j left for Madinah
aspiring to meet the Holy Prophet (JL-j <4± h JU> Monks stayed away from people

and rulers because these people encouraged them to live like them. They
continued to lead lives of abstinence with the hope that living as monks would
please Allah Ta'ala.

However, the time came when the monks also succumbed to the attraction

of the world. Whereas they had intended to wait for the coming of the Holy
Prophet pL-j Up &\ ^u, they refused to believe in him when he appeared even
though they were certain that he was the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up ii ju about that

Sayyidina Isa fiLJ\ Up foretold. Of course, there were many who accepted him,

concerning whom Allah says, "We granted their reward to those of them who
believed." However, "many of them were sinners" who obstinately refused to accept.

Even before the coming of the Holy Prophet ^j Up &\ ju>, the Christians

had already adulterated the teachings of their religion by changing the Injll and
subscribing to the Trinity. In addition to this, they began to hold the belief that

Sayyidina Isa fiLJ\ *A* had died for their sins. It is because of this belief that their

priests exercise the liberty to pardon them for their sins every Sunday. The
Christians of the earlier centuries were largely Roman Catholic. However, the

Protestant sprung up from among them and many of them proved to be great

sinners.

THE SORRY STATE OF TODAY'S CHRISTIANS, THEIR GREED
AND OPPRESSION

When the Christians stopped following Sayyidina Isa pLJ\ aJLp, they lost the

"compassion and mercy" that Allah had instilled in their forebears. When they

refused to accept the apostleship of the Holy Prophet ^j u* &\
L5
U, they became

archenemies of the Muslims just as the Jews are. Apart from the disbelief they

practise, the Christians are leaders in sin and vice. In fact, it is they who teach sin

to the rest of the world. Because they entertain the false belief of Atonement, they

have become the most morally depraved nation, with nudity, adultery and other

sins being the norm for many. The sacred institution of marriage is fast becoming
extinct in their countries and they have even legalised homosexuality. Extra-

marital affairs and illegitimate children are all too common in their societies.

It is strange to note that the Pope never seems to oppose the immoral
legislation that their governments pass. Did Sayyidina Isa ^>LJ\ ^ ever sanction

the promotion of immorality and promiscuity? It is tragic that African and Asian
countries ape the ways of Europe and America and find themselves spiralling

into the bottomless pit of immorality. Those who profess to be followers of
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Sayyidina Isa <v>UJi aJLp have taken the leader in sin whereas Sayyidina Isa f^LJt u^

has nothing to do with the religion of Christianity as practised today. Sayyidina

Isa (OLJi Up preached Oneness of Allah, chaste behaviour and even informed his

followers that they should believe in the Holy Prophet to come after him viz.

Sayyidina Muhammad ,jl-_, up iui ju. By rejecting the prophethood of the Holy

Prophet pi- j aJLp iii ju, the Christians have directly opposed the clear instruction

of Sayyidina Isa ?y~J\ Up.

In addition to this, Christians dutyaries are found throughout the world

preaching their religion to others whereas Sayyidina Isa ?y^\ Up clearly told them

in the Bible that they were to preach only to the "lost sheep of the House oflsrail".

Matthew 10:5 reads, "These twelve ]esus sent out, charging them, "Go nowhere among

the Gentiles, and enter no town of the Samaritans, but go rather to the lost sheep of the

house of Israll." Matthew 15:24 quotes that Sayyidina Isa said, "I was sent only to

the lost sheep of the house oflsra'il."

Despite the various interpolations of the Bible, the Bible still contains many
references to the Holy Prophet jJL-j *A* &\ J^>. John 14:25 and 14:26 contain the

following extract: "These things I have spoken to you, while I am still with you. But the

Counselor [i.e. The Holy Prophet ^j Up Jii JL*], the Holy Spirit, whom the Father will

send in my name, he will teach you all things, and bring to your remembrance all that I

have said to you.

"

John 16:7 reads, "Nevertheless, I tell you the truth: it is to your advantage that I

go away, for if I do not go away, the Counselor [The Holy Prophet jJL-j ^ iui ju] will

not come to you; but if I go, I will send him to you."

In John 14:16, Sayyidina Isa f%^\ Up said to the Jews, "And I will pray the

father, and He will give you another Counselor [i.e. The Holy Prophet ^ 3 <4* & J-A, to be

with you for ever."

Sayyidina Isa ^L^\ <^s> is also quoted as saying in John 16:13 "When the Spirit

of truth [The Holy Prophet pL-j ^ ibi JJ\ comes, he will guide you into all the truth)

for he will not speak on his own authority, but whatever he hears he will speak, and he

will declare to you the things that are to come.

"

After a few lines, information is given regarding the ascension of Sayyidina

Isa f%~±\
Up to the heavens when he said to his disciples, "I am leaving the world

and going to the Father." This extract coincides with verses 157 and 158 of Surah

Nisa (Surah 4) where Allah says, "With certainty, they never killed him [Sayyidina Isa

f%~Ji Up] but Allah raised him towards HimselfAllah is Mighty, the Wise."

After the above few verses, the Bible speaks about Sayyidina Isa's f*~& Up

return to the world in the following words, "I have said this to you, that in me
you may have peace. In the world you have tribulation; but be of good cheer, I

have (shall) over come the world." [All the above extracts have been quoted from the

"revised standard version of "The Holy Bible" published by the Bible Society of South Africa in

1979]

Dear Christians! Sayyidina Isa ftk*J\ ^ has said that he was sent as a Holy

Prophet to the Bani Isra'il, so do not contravene his orders by placing duty Aries

everywhere. Rather accept Islam. The Qur'an tells us that Sayyidina Isa f*>LJi aAs>

was raised to the heavens and the Ahadlth of the Holy Prophet ^ j Up iui j^ make
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it clear that Sayyidina Isa pLJ\ U* shall return to this world and pass away

naturally. The Bible conveys the same message. It is therefore sensible for

Christians to obey Sayyidina Isa f%J\ Up by accepting Islam. They should not be

obstinate by clinging to the now corrupted religion that they preach. They are

only destroying their lives in the Akhirah (Hereafter) by doing this.

THE UNITED STAND OF THE JEWS AND CHRISTIANS AGAINST
ISLAM

Although the Jews and Christians during the time of the Holy Prophet k J^>

^ Up recognised him to be Allah's Holy Prophet, very few accepted Islam. In

fact, narrations intake it clear that the Jews settled in Madinah specifically to

await the coming of the Holy Prophety-j U* ^ J^ so that they could follow

him. However, when the time came for them to accept, they reneged. Referring

to this, Allah says, "When what they recognise comes to them, they deny it. Allah 's

curse is on the disbelievers/' [Surah Baqara (2), verse 89]

Among those Jews who accepted Islam was Sayyidina Abdullah bin Salam

-up k ^>j, a former Rabbi (Jewish Scholar). He said, "When I saw his [The Holy

Prophet's ^L-j Up k J^lface, I knew that this could not be theface of a liar." ["Mishkat"

p. 168]

Because the Christians also knew about the coming of the Holy Prophet JU>

pjL-j Up k, many Christians including the king of Abyssinia accepted Islam

during the time of the Holy Prophet ^j u* k j^. However, the majority refused

to accept and refuse even today. Whereas millions of Hindus have accepted

Islam in the Indo-Pak sub continent, the Christians refuse to budge. Although

many have accepted Islam, the vast majority are still antagonistic towards Islam.

Wherever they see poor Muslims, they are quick to provide financial assistance,

schools and hospitals so that these Muslims are won over and easily converted to

Christianity. The falsehood of any religion is evident by the fact that it employs

the greed for money to propagate itself.

The incident of the Christian delegation from Najran was discussed in the

commentary of verse 61 of Surah Al Imran where Allah commanded the Holy

Prophet jJL-j Up j»i jl* to issue the challenge of Mubahala [mutual imprecation (to

prove ones opinion truth)] to the Christians. Allah told the Holy Prophet U* k ju*

,JL-j, "Whoever disputes with you concerning this after the knowledge has come
to you, then say to them, 'Come! We shall summon your sons and our sons, your

wives and our wives, yourselves and ourselves. Then we shall collectively

supplicate sincerely (to Allah) to invoke His curse upon the liars." When the

Holy Prophet ,JL-j a* k jL^issued this challenge to the delegation, one of the

leaders said, "You know very well that Muhammad jJL,j Up k ju is the true

messenger of Allah and that whatever he says about Isa f^LJ\ Up is undisputedly

true. You are also well aware of the fact that none survived of any nation that

challenged a Prophet in Mubahala (mutual imprecation). If you wish to disgrace

yourselves, then accept the Mubahala (mutual imprecation) and if you wish to

remain upon your religion and return to your cities, then enter into a truce with

him."

When they saw the Holy Prophet pi- 3 Up k J^> ready for Mubahala (mutual

imprecation) with members of his family, another of their leaders told them, "O
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Christians, I see such faces before me who, if they ask Allah to move a mountain from its

place, He would surely do so. I strongly advise you to avoid the Mubahala (mutual

imprecation) otherwise you would be destroyed and until the day ofjudgment there shall

be no Christian left upon the surface of the earth." They then said to the Holy Prophet

^j Up &\ j^f "O Abul Qasim ^X*3 Up &\ ju, we have decided to decline the

challenge to Mubahala {mutual imprecation). We shall leave you to your religion

and we shall remain upon ours... This incident clearly portrays the stubbornness

of the Christians. Despite being convinced of the fact that the Holy Prophet i»» J^>
pjL.j Up was Allah's true messenger, they chose rather to deny it and suffer the

consequences of the Hereafter.

This is their attitude up to this day. Although our Scholars have defeated

them' in countless debates and proven to them that the Bible has been
interpolated and that their religion has been fabricated, they refuse to accept

Islam for many political and non-political reasons.

Although the Jews and the Christians regard the religion of each other as

false, they stand united in their opposition to Islam. They are intent on
destroying Islam, but the light of Islam will not be snuffed by their breaths. Allah

declares, "They try to extinguish the light of Allah with their mouths, but Allah

will tolerate only that His light be completed even though the disbelievers detest

it." [Surah Taubah (9), verse 32]

Allah mentions in the foregoing verses that He "placed compassion and mercy

in the hearts of those who followed him." Whereas the true followers of Sayyidina Isa

r
^LJ Up were imbued with these great qualities, those after them who have no
attachment with Sayyidina Isa f^J\ Up have harassed the world because of their

greed to dominate the world. They plundered the Asian countries and greatly

oppressed the people of India in the 1850's. People who truly follow Sayyidina

Isa (OLJi Up and who have mercy and compassion would never cause the

devastation that Was at Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

Sayyidina Isa f^LJi *> clearly said to his disciples that a Prophet by the name
of Ahmad shall come after him and instructed them to follow him. However,
when the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ii j^ came to them, they dispelled him as a

magician. They disobeyed their Bible, refused to accept the Holy Prophet Up iiii ju
(0-j and even lost the compassion and mercy that was supposed to be their

hallmark. They now subscribe to the Trinity and Atonement, which has left them
soiled in every type of sin. They are left without true monks and priests because
their present religious leaders dance to the tune of political leaders. They never

voice their opposition to irreligious legislation and are actually being used by
politicians to further their own selfish interests.

NOTE : The Christians devised the institution of monasticism with the

intention of pleasing Allah. However, they were unable to

observe it properly and finally lost their Religion altogether. Not
only did they stop practising the injunctions of their Religion, but

they actually forsook their beliefs. They started believing that they

have three gods, one of whom died for their sins.

Just as monasticism was not allowed in their religion, it is also not allowed
in our Shari'ah. Allah has made the Shari'ah easy to follow. Allah says, "Allah
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desires^easefor you and desires not hardship/' [Surah Baqarah (2), verse 185]

Speaking about the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up &\ ju* in Surah A'raf, Allah says,

"He enjoins them to do good, prevents them from evil, permits for them pure things,

forbids the impure from them and removes from them the burden and shackles that were

upon them." [Surah 7, verse 157]

Verse 6 of Surah Ma'idah (Surah 5) states, "Allah does not want to place any

difficulty upon you. " In the same strain, verse 78 of Surah Hajj (Surah 22) states, "He

has chosen you and has not placed any hardship upon in religion.

"

The above verses make it clear that there are no injunctions in the Shari'ah

of Sayyidina Muhammad ^jl-j Up it ju that are burdensome. Sayyidina Uthman

bin Madh'un ^ & ^j narrates that he requested perduty from the Holy Prophet

jl,j Up 4>i ju* to castrate himself. The Holy Prophet ,jl.j Up Ai jl? replied, "He is not

ofme who castrates someone, nor htm who is castrated. The castration ofmy Ummah (i.e.

the method whereby they can curb their passions) is fasting." Someone asked, 'Allow

us to travel and enjoy vacations." The Holy Prophet jJL-j <Op &\ ju replied, "The

travelling and vacation ofmy Ummah is striving in the path ofAllah." When someone

asked perduty to practise monasticism, he replied, "The monasticism ofmy Ummah
is that they remain in the Masjid after one Saldh waitingfor the next Sahah. " ["Mishkat"

p. 69]

It is evident that the monasticism practised by the Christians is not allowed

in Islam. The Shari'ah of Islam does not permit a person to remain a bachelor

when he is able to marry. Islam also commands people to care and provide for

their families and to associate amicably with people. The Shari'ah allows a

person to eat and dress well on condition that his food and clothing are acquired

legally and he is not guilty of ostentation and extravagance. The Holy Prophet

^j Up ii ju said, "Eat, drink and spend in charity as long as there is no

extravagance and boastfulness involved." ["Mishkat" p. 377]

It is best to adopt simplicity in one's dressing because the Holy Prophet ju*

fi-j Up iiwas always simple. The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up iui jl* said, "The person who

forsakes wearing beautiful clothing out of humility, Allah shall dress him in the garments

of honour. The person who marries for Allah 's pleasure, Allah shall give him the crown

ofa king to wear. " [Ibid]

Of course, one should not wear simple clothing so that one may beg from

people or so that one may appear pious to others. It should never be for worldly

gains. Performing Fardh (obligatory) and Nafl (mandatory) Salah, observing

Fardh (obligatory) and Nafl (mandatory) fasts and standing long hours in Ibadah

during the nights does not fall into the ambit of monasticism.

Sayyidina Anas <* i»» ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ^j *ip ^ JU said,

"Never make things hard for yourselves because Allah will then also make
matters hard for you. A group of people made things hard for themselves so

Allah made it also hard for them. Those left in the monasteries are the ones

remaining of this group. "The Holy Prophet jJL-j ^ ^ JU* then recited the verse:

"They invented monasticism which We did not ordain for them but they did it in

search of Allah's pleasure. However, they did not observe it as it ought to have

been observed." [Abu Dawud v. 2 p. 316]
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Sayyidina Anas ** ib\ ^j reports that three persons enquired from the wives

of the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ii j^> concerning his practices of worship. When they

were informed, they considered it to be little and said, "What are wein comparison

to the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up iui ju>? Allah has forgiven all his sins. (While this is

sufficient for the Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up ii jl* because of his innocence, we need to make

more effort)." One of them said that he will perform Salah the entire night

through. The other said that he will fast daily and the third exclaimed that he

would remain aloof from women and never get married.

In the meantime the Holy Prophet ,0-j <4* *»» J^> returned and asked them

whether they were making these statements. He then told them, "By Allah! Indeed

I am the one who fears Allah the most and the most abstinent from all of you. However, I

fast (Nafl (mandatory) fasts) and there are days when I do not fast. I perform Salah (at

nights) and I sleep, and I also marry. Whoever disregards my practices is not of me."

[Bukhari v. 2 p. 758]

It should be noted that because the Religion is easy, every person is able to

carry out the injunctions of Religion. It does not mean that the injunctions suit

people's desires. It also does not mean that a person is free to do as he pleases in

Religion. If this were so, the Shari'ah would have never specified injunctions of

Halal (lawful) and Unlawful. There would then be no obligation of Salah, fasting,

Zakah, Hajj and Jihad. This interpretation of an easy religion is misleading.

Sayyidina Abu Umama ** ^ ^j narrates that they (the Sahaba) were

travelling with the Holy Prophet ,jl,j Up ii ju> on a Jihad campaign when they

passed by a cave that had good water and edible vegetation. When a Sahabi ^j
<up i»t expressed the wish to spend his life there in isolation to worship Allah, the

Holy Prophet ,JL.j «Jp it ^ said to him, "I was not sent with Judaism or

Christianity. Rather, I was sent with a religion that is straight and easy to

practise. I swear by The Being in whose hands is the life of Muhammad Up ii J^
jJl-j, a morning or evening in Allah's path is better than this entire world and its

contents. Your standing in the rows of Jihad is better than sixty years of Salah."

YMishkat" p. 334from Ahmad]

The Holy Prophet^ Up i»i j^ has himself declared the religion of Islam to

be an easy religion. This religion strikes the perfect balance between abstinence

from the world and participation in the affairs of the world. While one may seek

what is Halal, one should also refrain from the Unlawful.

.,*', '*i ~\<:s jy *>
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(28) O you who believe/ Fear Allah and believe in His apostle, He shall grant

you two shares of Wte mercy, create a light for you to walk in and forgive you.

Allah is Most J^glfHrag/ Most Merciful. (29) So that the People of the Book may
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know that they have no power over Allah's grace and that all grace is in Allah 's

hand. He grants it to whoever He pleases. Allah is the Possessor of immense

grace.

THE CHRISTIANS WHO ACCEPT ISLAM ARE PROMISED A
DOUBLE SHARE OF REWARD

Commentators state that the first of the above two verses is addressed to the

Christians. Addressing them, Allah states, "O you who believe [in Sayyidina Isa <Up

,%J\]\ Fear Allah and believe in His apostle [Sayyidina Muhammad <jl,j *> ii ju], He

shall grant the two ofyou shares ofHis mercy..."

Sayyidina Iyadh bin Himar Mujashi'I <up i*\ ^>j narrates that once the Holy

Prophet (JL-j a* i>i jl^ addressed them in a sermon saying, Indeed my Lord has

commanded me to tell you of those things that he has taught to me today and about which

you have no knowledge. Allah has said that the wealth He gives to anyone is Halal

(nothing will become Unlawful by the declaration of any person, as the polytheists used

to do). Allah has also said, 7 have created man upon the true religion and the devils have

averted them from it. These devil's (plural of devil) have made things Unlawful for them

that I have declared Halal (Lawful). They have also instructed them to ascribe partners to

Me, whilst I have sent no warrant for this/ Without doubt, Allah gazed at the people of

the world. He declared the Arabs and the non-Arabs as despicable save for those who

remainedfrom the Ahlul Kitab (people of book)." [Muslim v. 2 p. 385]

These people who remained from the Ahlul Kitab (People of the Book) were

those who followed Sayyidina Isa f!>LJ! Up and who did not change their religion

at all. It is these people whom Allah addresses in the above verse. They are

encouraged to accept the religion of the Holy Prophet pJL-j a* i»t jl* according to

the bequest of Sayyidina Isa ftLJ\ Up. In return, Allah would grant them double

reward; one for sincerely following Sayyidina Isa f^LJ\ <J^ and the other for

following Sayyidina Muhammad <Jl-j <dp i»i j^. Those who truly followed

Sayyidina Isa ^L^\ ^ believed in the Holy Prophet pi-j u* &\ ju before he

appeared and declared their belief when he announced his apostleship.

Allah says about them in Surah Qasas, ''Those to whom We have given the Book

from before believe in it (the Qur'an). When it is recited to them, they say, 'We believe in

it. It is definitely the truth from our Lord. Indeed, we were subservient (i.e. Muslims)

from before (i.e. we were aware of the coming of the Qur'an).' These people will be

granted their reward twice on account of their patience. They resist evil with good and

spendfrom what We have given them. " [Surah 28, verses 5 2-54]

This verse of Surah Qasas also makes it clear that the Ahlul Kitab (people of

book) who accept Islam will be given double reward. In the letter that the Holy
Prophet (0-j aJlp &\ j^ sent to Heraclius, the Emperor of Rome, it was said, 'Accept

Islam, you will be left in peace and granted your reward twice. " [Bukhari v. 1 p. 5]

Sayyidina Abu Musa Ash'ari <up &\ ^j reports from the Holy Prophet i»i J^
jJl-j aIp that the following three groups of people will receive their reward twice:-

1). Those People of the Book, Who Believed in their Prophets r§Jp

f!>LJt and then also believed in Muhammad ^Upii j^>.
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2). Those slaves who, together with fulfilling the errands of their

masters, also take care to fulfil the obligations of Islam upon
them.

3). Those people who marry their slave women after educating

them thoroughly and freeing them. [Bukhari v.l p. 20]

One may ask, "Believing in any Prophet entails believing in all the Prophets ^^
f^S\ Therefore, the person who believes in the Holy Prophet ,0-j 4i* Ai jl* without

formerly belonging to the Ahlul Kitab (People of Book) believes in all the Prophets ^-^ip

r
*>LJt. Why is it then that only when a person from the Ahlul Kitab becomes a Muslim his

reward is doubled? Why is their reward greater?"

It should be understood that a double is not necessarily more than a single.

For example, the double of ten is twenty, which is less than the single figure of

forty. In addition to this, the verses and Ahadith that mention this reward do not

state that the reward will be double of that which the average Muslim receives,

but that the person will receive the reward twice or receive "two shares of mercy «.

It is not specified how much reward will be granted twice. As the verse of Surah

Qasas makes it clear, their reward will be "on account of their patience -, indicating

that they had to endure great trials in their lives. When a person deserves greater

rewards, it is only fair that he gets it. Others have no right to object to this. Can
the rewards of Sayyidina Bilal aip ifo ^j be equal to that of a person who did not

suffer as much as he did?

Together with receiving their rewards twice, Allah also promises the Ahlul

Kitab (People of book) that he shall "create a light" for them to walk in. this refers to

a light in their hearts whereby they will be able to remain steadfast on Belief and

be able to practise the injunctions of Religion with conviction. Allah adds, "and

forgive you. Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.
"

Allah shall do this and makes it known "So that the People of the Book may know

(on the Day ofJudgement) that they have no power over Allah's grace and that all grace

is in Allah 's hand. He grants it to whoever He pleases. Allah is the Possessor of Immense

grace.

"

"Ma'alimut Tamil" reports that the Ahlul Kitab (people of book) who did not

accept Islam said to the Muslims, "The People of the Book who believe in your Prophet

pjUj <Jj> Jit^ shall receive a double reward whereas everyone else will receive just a single

reward. We and you are therefore on par with a reward each." It was then that the above

verses were revealed. Allah tells such people that by merely claiming that they are

entitled to a single reward will not secure them salvation in the Hereafter. It is Allah who
reserves the prerogative to reward people and He has promised this for the believers.

Although only the Christians were addressed in the above verses, the

phrase "So that the People of the Book may know" refers to both the Jews and the

Christians. These people entertained the belief that they have a right to Heaven
because they are family of the Prophets £&~As r^. Allah makes it clear to them
that He shall decide who is entitled to enter Heaven and who is not. He shall

permit into Heaven only those who believe in His final Holy Prophet Sayyidina

Muhammad jJL^ ^ & J-*.
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PARA TWENTY-EIGHT

Madinan Surah Mujadalah
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent the Most Merciful.

(1) Allah had certainly heard the speech of the lady who debated with you

concerning her husband and who complained to Allah. Allah was listening to

your discussion. Verily Allah is All Hearing, All Seeing. (2) Those of you who
practise "Zihar" with their wives, their wives are not their mothers. Their

"mothers are only those who have given birth to them. Indeed they are merely

making foolish and false statements. Verily Allah is Most Pardoning, Most

Forgiving. (3) Those who practise "Zihar" and then wish to retract what they

say, they will have to free a slave before the couple can touch each other. This is

the advice Allah gives you and Allah is Informed of what you do. (4) The one

who cannot do this should fast for two consecutive months before the couple

can touch each other. The one who cannot even do this should feed sixty poor

people. This (injunction) is so that you believe in Allah and His messenger J^>

pL*j aJp it. These are the limits set by Allah and the disbelievers shall have a

painful punishment.
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THE LAWS OF "ZIHAR"

The foregoing verses make reference to an incident concerning a Sahabiya
lady i*i* & is*j. Because the Surah speaks about her debate with the Holy Prophet

^ 3 Up &\ j^ , the Surah has been named Surah Mujadala (The Surah of the

Debate). It should be understood at the outset that before Islam came to them,
the Arabs used two methods to prohibit their wives from themselves other then
by divorce. The one method was called "lla" and the other "Zihar". Ila takes place

when a husband swears that he will never approach his wife. This was discussed
in the commentary of verse 226 of Surah Baqarah.

The, second method called Zihar entailed telling one's wife, "You are like the

back of my mother to me (i.e. Unlawful for me)." Because the statement includes the

word "zahar" (back), the act is called Zihar, which is a derivative of "zahar". This

act is referred to as "Zihar" in the Ahadith and books of Islamic jurisprudence.

THE CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING THE REVELATION OF
THE ZIHAR VERSES

A Sahabiya lady by the name of Sayyidah Khowla bint ThaTaba ^ &\ ^
was married to Sayyidina Aws bin Samit ** 2b» ^j. When he once intended to

cohabit with her, she refused in the best interests of his welfare. However, he
became upset and immediately blurted out the words, "You are like the back ofmy
mother to me." He soon regretted his statement, but told her that she was now
Unlawful for him. Hearing this, Sayyidah Khowla if* <fo ^j exclaimed, "By
Allah! This cannot be divorce.

"

She then went to the Holy Prophet^ ^ &\ ju and presented her case thus,

"O the Holy Prophet ,0^ a* ii ju>! When my husband married me, I was young
and rich. My husband has since consumed all my wealth and youth. Now when
the members of my family have all been scattered and I am an old woman, he
has carried out Zihar with me. He now regrets his act. Is there any way by which
the two of us can be reunited?" The Holy Prophet ,4-j a* &\ ju replied by saying,

"You are Unlawfulfor him.
"

She said, "O the Holy Prophet ,0-, aJlp ii jl,! I swear by the Being Who
revealed the Qur'an to you! My husband never used the word 'Talaq' (divorce). I

have children from him and I am most beloved to him.
,/ When the Holy Prophet

,0^, aIp ibi j* reiterated his earlier reply, she said, "I shall present my case in

Allah's court. I have lived with my husband for too long." The Holy Prophet ju

^3 Up isi said to her that as far as he understood the matter, she was Unlawful for

her husband and that no clear injunction had been revealed to him in this regard.

During her discussion with the Holy Prophet <X*3 <M &\ ju>, she added that if

her small children had to be left with her husband, they would be destroyed. On
the other hand, if they were left with her, they would probably die of starvation.

As she was saying this, she raised her eyes to the heavens saying, "O Allah! I

plead my case before You. Reveal a command to Your Holy Prophet^ <J* ii ju
so that my difficulty is alleviated." This was the first time that a Muslim
practised Zihar.

At that point, Sayyidah Ayshah l^p &\ ^j said to Sayyidah Khowla &\ ^j
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\#p, ''Enough! Do you not see the change you are effecting on theface of the Holy Prophet

jl,_, Up ' Ai J^>?" At that stage, revelation had begun to descend to the Holy Prophet

. ^ up it ju, which made it appear as if he were in a slumber. When the

revelation finished, The Holy Prophet jJL-j <4* &\ JU told Sayyidah Khowla ibt ^j
i^lp to summon her husband. When she brought him, the Holy Prophet 4* & J^
jL.j recited the above verses of Zihar before them.

After relating the incident, Sayyidah Ayshah V* ibt ^j said, "Blessed is the

Being Who hears all voices. Being in the same room, I could not hear some of the

things that the lady said to the Holy Prophet jJL,j Up Ai j*>, yet Allah was hearing

everything and revealed verses of the Qur'an in this regard. -

Allah says, "Allah had certainly heard the speech of the lady who debated with you

concerning her husband and who complained to Allah. Allah was listening to your

discussion. Verily Allah is All Hearing, All Seeing." Because Sayyidah Khowla's ^j
if* &\ husband thought them to be divorced while she did not, Allah first

mentions the status of Zihar before mentioning the penalty.

Therefore, Allah says, "Those of you who practise "Zihar" with their wives

(should know that) their wives are not their mothers." By stating the words of Zihar, a

person's wife neither becomes his mother nor does she attain the status of his

mother. Allah makes it clear that "Their mothers are only those who have given birth

to them. " It is Unlawful for a person to marry his mother and his wife cannot be

made Unlawful like his mother merely by uttering some foolish words.

Allah Ta'ala then mentions the despicable nature of Zihar when He says

that husbands who practise Zihar "are merely making foolish and false

statements/' A mere statement of this nature cannot alter the status of a man's

wife. All it does is that it makes him sinful for attempting to alter Allah's laws.

When Allah has made his wife Halal {Lawful) for him, who is he to then declare

her to be Unlawful for him? However, should a man repent and offer the

penalty, he should bear in mind that "Verily Allah is Most Pardoning, Most

Forgiving."

THE KAFFARA (PENALTY) FOR ZIHAR

Allah then mentions the penalty to absolve a person from Zihar, thereby

restoring the marriage to normality. The above verses state three courses of

action in sequence. Allah says firstly, "Those who practise 'Zihar' and then wish to

retract what they say, they will have to free a slave before the couple can touch each

other." The clause "before the couple can touch each other" specifies that before the

slave is freed the couple can neither cohabit nor do anything that leads to

intercourse such as kissing, embracing/etc.

"This is the advice Allah gives you..." This penalty is a means of securing

forgiveness as well as a means of ensuring that the person does not repeat his act.

If a person indulges in intercourse with his wife before freeing the slave, Allah

will punish him for this transgression because "Allah is Informed ofwhat you do."

Allah continues, "The one who cannot do this should fast for two consecutive

months before the couple can touch each other." This is the second penalty for a

person who is unable to free a slave. He may resort to this course only when he
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cannot afford a slave or when slaves are not available, as is the case nowadays.
He will have to live separately from his wife during the course of the two
months.

Allah mentions the third means as, "The one who cannot even do this should

feed sixty poor people. This (injunction) is so that you believe in Allah and His messenger

^ 3 Up ii j^" i.e. so that you fulfil all Allah's commands and refrain from all that He has

prohibited. Allah then reminds people, "These are the limits set by Allah and the

disbelievers shall have a painful punishment.

"

SPECIFIC LAWS CONCERNING ZIHAR

Ruling: A person will be guilty of practising Zihar when he likens his wife
to his mother's back, thigh or private part.

Ruling: The same will apply when a man likens his wife to any of the above
parts of his sister, paternal aunt or nursing mother.

Ruling: If a man says that his wife is like his mother, without likening her
to any part of the body, his intention will be taken into account. If he says that he
intended to divorce her by these words, she will be divorced. If he says that he
intended Zihar, Zihar it will be. However, if he says that he merely meant that

his wife deserves honour like his mother, it will be of no consequence i.e. neither

divorce nor Zihar.

Ruling: A person may free any type of slave as expiation for Zihar. It makes
no difference whether the slave is male or female, mature or immature, Muslim
or disbeliever. Of course, the slave should neither be blind nor without both arms
or both legs.

Ruling: When observing the two month's fast, the fasts of the month of

Ramadhan may not be included because these are already obligatory. It is also

not permissible that any of these fasts be observed during days in which fasting

is prohibited.

Ruling: If a person cohabits with his wife during the two months of fasting,

he will have to begin fasting all over again. Because the phrase "before the couple

can touch each other" is general in its meaning, a person will be guilty of

disrupting the succession of fasts even if he cohabits with his wife during the

night. If he does so during the day, the fast of that day will also be nullified.

Ruling: The Kaffara (penalty) will be fulfilled by feeding one poor person
two meals for sixty days. One may also feed two meals to sixty poor people on a

single day. In each case, the poor should be fed to their fill. The Kaffara (penalty)

will also be fulfilled by giving a poor person half a "Sd" (approximately 1.6 kg) of

wheat or one "Sd" of dates or barley for sixty days. The equivalent price of these

items may also be given.

Ruling: If the wife is divorced after Zihar or she passes away, the Kaffaara

(penalty) will be waived. However, the husband is still required to repent.

^i
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(5) Verily those who oppose Allah and His messenger ^L»j *J* &\ J~* will be

disgraced like those before them were disgraced. We have certainly revealed

clear signs and the disbelievers shall suffer a humiliating punishment. (6) On
the Day (of Judgement) Allah shall raise them all and inform them of the deeds

they carried out. Allah has kept record while they have forgotten. Allah is

Witness over everything.

THOSE WHO OPPOSE ALLAH AND THE HOLY PROPHET Up k\ J^
fL-j SHALL BE DISGRACED

The above verses speak about the disgrace that the disbelievers will suffer in

this world and in the next. Allah says, "Verily those who oppose Allah and His

messenger ^j Up i»» J-* will he disgraced like those before them were disgraced."

Consequently, the polytheists of Makkah suffered a humiliating defeat in the

battles they fought against the Muslims. The reason for their humiliation is

referred to by the phrase, "We have certainly revealed clear signs" . Because the

disbelievers refused to accept the clear signs and verses that Allah revealed, they

will have to suffer punishment. In addition to the disgrace of this world, "the

disbelievers shall suffer a humiliating punishment" in the Akhirah {Hereafter) as well.

Allah continues, "On the Day (of Judgement) Allah shall raise them all and

inform them of the deeds they carried out. Allah has kept record (of their deeds) while

they have forgotten. " Although man will be unable to remember the deeds he

carried out in the world and all the words he spoke throughout his lifetime,

"Allah is Witness over everything." Allah never forgets and shall remind people of

their deeds, which are also recorded by the recording angels. According to these

words and deeds, people will either be rewarded or punished.

*4^ jc^P %& J^i^ » 61 4-*!^ \

fj> \Juf
Uj M^i try*

(7) Do you not see that Allah knows whatever is in the heavens and whatever is

on earth? Whenever there is a secret gathering of three, He is the fourth. When
there are five, He is the sixth and whenever there are less or more, He is with

them wherever they may be. Then on the Day of Judgement Allah will inform

them of the deeds they carried out. Verily Allah has knowledge of everything.

ALLAH HAS KNOWLEDGE OF ALL SECRET MEETINGS

Describing Allah's all encompassing knowledge to readers of the Qur'an,
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the verse reads, "Do you not see that Allah knows whatever is in the heavens and

whatever is on earth? Whenever there is a secret gathering of three, He is the fourth.

When there are five, He is the sixth and whenever there are less or more, He is with them

wherever they may be. " Allah has knowledge of everything that a group of any size

discusses, regardless of the measures of secrecy they adopt. "Then on the Day of

Judgement Allah will inform them of the deeds they carried out. Verily Allah has

knowledge ofeverything/'

o"jJvd]j j>r^i\Oj^y ^^ ]yr **l'bj±y» f ^y*^\ o^ !>r ^' Jl y p*

(8) Can you not see those who were prevented from holding secret meetings but

who then returned to what they had been prevented from? They secretly

convene to conspire sin, transgression and disobeying the messenger. When
they come to you, they greet you with words that Allah does not greet you with

and they say to themselves, "Why does Allah not punish us for what we say?"

Sufficient for them is Hell which they shall enter, and it is the worst of places to

return to. (9) O you who believe! When you convene secret meetings, then do not

do it to conspire sin, transgression and disobeying the messenger ^j <uIp «&» Jl*.

Rather hold these secret meetings for purposes of virtue and Taqwa (piety). Fear

Allah to Whom you shall all be gathered. (10) Secret meetings are really from

Satan to cause grief to the believers but can do nothing to harm them except

with Allah's permission. In Allah only should the believers trust.

THE MISCHIEF OF THE JEWS AND THE HYPOCRITES

In addition to all their other acts of mischief, the Jews often convened secret

meetings. The Arabic word "najwa" is used for these secret meetings. The
commonly used term "Mundjdt" is derived from this word and is used to refer to

the secret supplication that a person makes to Allah, which none but Allah hears.

The Jews were arch-enemies of Islam and the Muslims, and one of their acts

of mischief was that they used to sit alongside the streets and glare at any

Muslim who passed by them. They then used to wink at each other and start

whispering among themselves. The hypocrites also joined them in this act,

caused much hurt to the Muslims. When the Muslims complained to the Holy

Prophet jJL^ -a* it j^> about this, he forbade them from repeating this in future.

However, they did not heed his words and continued doing as they used to. It

was with regard to this that Allah revealed the verse, "Can you not see those who
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were prevented from holding secret meetings but who then returned to what they had

been prevented from? They secretly convene to conspire sin, transgression and

disobeying the messenger/'

It was also the practice of the Jews that instead of saying "As Salamu

Alaykum" ("Peace be on you") when greeting the Holy Prophet ,jl,j ^ &\ ju; they

used to say, "As Sdmu Alaykum" ("May death come to you"). In this manner, they

cursed the Holy Prophet ,JUj Up h j^ while people thought that "they were

greeting him. Allah refers to this evil practice when He says, "When they come to

you, they greet you with words that Allah does not greet you with

A group of Jews once greeted the Holy Prophet pJL-j a* ibi ju with these vile

words when Sayyidah Ayshah i** &\ ^j responded by saying, "May death and a

curse come to you." The Holy Prophet ^j <4* & JL^ said to her, "O Ayshah, be lenient

because Allah likes leniency in all matters." She said, "O the Holy Prophet^3 4* &\ j*,

did you not hear what they said? I have merely told them what they said." [Bukhari v. 2 p.

925]

Another narration states that the Holy Prophet ^ 3 4* Ai jl» said, "You did

not hear the reply I gave them. Allah accepted the curse I made and did not

accept the curse they made." ["Mishkat" p. 398]

After saying such things, the Jews used to "say to themselves, 'Why does Allah

not punish us for what we say? "'They meant to say that if the Holy Prophet ii J*

fJL,j aJlp is truly Allah's messenger, Allah would have already punished them for

showing disrespect to him. This analogy is incorrect because Allah has not stated

that He will punish people immediately for their sins. While many people are

punished in this world as well as in the Hereafter, others are punished only in

the Hereafter. One will be foolish to believe that one is not committing a sin

merely because one is not being punished.

Allah says about such people, "Sufficientfor them is Hell which they shall enter,

and it is the worst of places to return to." They are warned that their punishment is

awaiting them in Hell, which is worse than any punishment Of this world.

THE BELIEVERS ARE CAUTIONED NOT TO APE THE PRACTICES
OF THE JEWS

Allah says, "O you who believe! When you convene secret meetings, then do not

do it to conspire sin, transgression and disobeying the messenger pJL-j 4* & J^- Rather

hold these secret meetings for purposes of virtue and Taqwa (piety). Fear Allah to Mom

you shall all be gathered. Secret meetings are really from Satan to cause grief to the

believers but can do nothing to harm them except with Allah's permission." Satan

inspired the Jews and the polytheists to do what they did so that the Muslim are

hurt by their deeds. However, their plots can do nothing if Allah does not will it

to be effective. "In Allah only should the believers trust." Only Allah can help one to

overcome the harm that one's enemies try to cause.

The religion of Islam is a complete religion. Just as Islam teaches Ibadat(acts

of worship), Islam also offers detailed guidance in matters of social etiquette.

One of the finer aspects of social etiquette is that a person should not be hurt

physically or emotionally. Physical harm will be discussed in the ensuing verses.
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An important aspect of avoiding emotional harm is that people should not speak
privately among themselves, leaving out someone who is in their midst.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar -up ifci ^ reports that the Holy Prophet <u> ^ J^
(0-j said, "When you are three persons together, two of you should not engage in

a private discussion until another person joins them. If two will engage in a

private discussion, the third one left alone will be hurt because he will think that

they are talking about him.
//

[Bukhari v. 2 p. 632]

If there are more than three persons in a group, two of them may talk

privately because the others then have no reason to suspect anything.

p>J <Uit ^Ijb.l^^c^W o^r«J* ^4 \j*^J* pJ Jw^ til l^»U C£Ji\ LjXlIi

y^t;^ J^\ \yj\ cf^j p^ 1>^U ouJI ah\ ^h Ijj^U \jjJ^\ J^ lijj

(11) O you who believe! When it is said to you, "Make way!" in gatherings, then

make way, Allah shall make way for you. And when it is said to you, "Stand up
and leave!" then stand and leave, Allah shall elevate the believers among you
and those given knowledge by many stages. Allah is Informed of what you do.

ETIQUETTE OF GATHERINGS AND THE VIRTUE OF SCHOLARS

The above verses offer two pieces of guidance to the believers. The first is

that people sitting in a gathering should make way for those arriving later. They
should sit in a manner that there remains sufficient space for others to sit. If they

do this, Allah Ta'ala will be graceful towards them, shower His mercy on them
and forgive their sins.

A person arriving late for a gathering should ensure that he does not get

anyone up from their place to accommodate him and that he does not force his

way into a gathering. At the same time, those seated should try their best to

accommodate others. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar *& &\ ^j reports that the

Holy Prophet ^ 3 <4* & J-* said, "No person should get another person up from his

place to sit in that place. Yes, you should sit loosely and make place in the gathering."

[Bukhari v. 2 p. 928]

Sayyidina Abu Sa'id Khudri -up ii>!^ narrates that the Holy Prophet At ju
(4-j 4* said, "The best gathering is the one that is most accommodating. " Sayyidina

Jabir bin Samura ** ifo ^j reports that when they [the companions of prophet
(Sahabah)^ ii ^j ] used to join the gatherings of the Holy Prophet ,jl, 3 <u> Ai ju,

they would sit wherever they found place.

Sayyidina Wathilabin Khattab «* Ai ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet <Op ai ju
(O-j was once sitting in the Masjid when someone came towards him. Seeing him
approach, The Holy Prophet ^ 3 <i* At ju moved from his place to make way for him to

sit. The person said, "O the Holy Prophet ^3 ^ iui ju>/ There is ample space (you need

not move from your place)." The Holy Prophet <x*3 *a* &\ j~* said, "Indeed it is the right

of a Muslim that his brother makes way for him when he sees him approach." ["Mishkat"
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p. 404]

The second guidance is contained in the words, "And when it is said to you,

'Stand up andleaveV then stand and leave -This teaches us that we should not sit so

long with a person that it causes him difficulty, especially when at his house. The

correct method is that one should assess the situation for oneself. One should

judge what time has been allocated for one to sit with the person and determine

whether one has overstayed one's visit. One should never wait to be told to leave

because this would cause greater difficulty to the host.

Allama Qurtubi ^ & ~^j has written that the companions of the

prophetfSahabah) r^> ibt ^j always desired to sit in the gatherings of the Holy

Prophet jJL-j Up ii Ji^until the very end. Allah revealed the verse to inform them

that they ought to leave the gathering when they were told to because the Holy

Prophet jJL^ 4p iui ju has other needs to tend to.

Another interpretation of the verse is that whenever a Muslim is told to

stand up for Jihad or for any other good deed, he should respond immediately.

When the Muslim practises this, "Allah shall elevate the believers among you

and those given knowledge by many stages." Although "those given knowledge" are

also included among the "believers -,they are mentioned separately because of the

elevated status that they enjoy over other Muslims. Whereas they enjoy an

elevated status by virtue of their Belief, they have been accorded an even higher

rank because of the knowledge of Qur'an and Ahadlth that they possess. Not

only do the Scholars enjoy an elevated status over the average Muslim, they are

also superior in status to the Muslim who engages in excessive Nafl (mandatory)

Ibadat.

The Holy Prophet ^3 <4± & J* said, "The virtue of an Allama {Scholar) who

carries out his Fardh obligations and then sits down to teach people good things

over the worshipper who fasts the entire day and who performs Salah the entire

night, is like my virtue over the lowest among you." In another hadith, The Holy

Prophet ^j ^ i ^ said, "The person who passes away while seeking

knowledge so that the Religion may be elevated, his rank in Heaven will be only

one lower than that of the Prophets fiLJ\ r^."

Sayyidina Uthman bin Affan <* &\ ^j reports from the Holy Prophet i» J*
,jl.j Up that on the Day of Judgement, the Prophets ^\ ^ will be first to

intercede, followed by the Scholars and then the Shuhada (martyrs).

"Allah is informed of what you do." Every person shall reap the fruit of what

s/he does in this world because nothing escapes Allah.

;>J j± <iAta iSl^ y^J*^ cy. W-*3 oj*j\ f^ H LH* oyi* v->.

^ yLlS i^Y t>;_S •J^t IAafe_^3t iiSf ^^ [A^£ J $ ^ali

i^\^ \
yw^\y p < ><>t' y{>"
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(12) O you who believe! When you (wish to) speak privately to the messenger
(*A-»j *4* ^ J^, then offer charity before speaking. This is best for you and purer.

If you do not find the means then (know that) Allah is certainly Most Forgiving,

Most Merciful. (13) Are you reluctant to offer charity before your private

discussions? If you do not do it and Allah pardons then establish Salah, pay

Zakah and obey Allah and His messenger. Allah is Informed of what you do.

THE COMMAND TO OFFER CHARITY BEFORE SPEAKING
PRIVATELY TO THE HOLY PROPHET ^JL-j Up Ai Js

The first of the two verses above commands the believers to offer charity

before speaking to the Holy Prophet jJL-j <M k J^ in private. The second verse

cancels this command. Allama Qurtubi ^ k ^ narrates from Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Abbas **> k ^j that the Muslims used to pose many questions to

the Holy Prophet jJL,j Up k ju. When their constant questioning became taxing on
the Holy Prophet ,JL-j ^ k ju, Allah revealed the above verse to lessen the

burden. The Muslims were now required to offer charity before gaining access to

the private company of the Holy Prophet ^ 3 <4* k ju?. When the throngs of

questioners were quelled, Allah cancelled the command and the Muslims were
permitted to speak to the Holy Prophet <X*3 Up k J^ without offering charity.

Sayyidina Hasan Up k ^ relates that this verse was revealed when some
people sought permission from the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up k ju to enter into

private discussion with him. This gave the impression to others that they were

perhaps the topic of discussion. When such private discussions began to occupy

too much of the Holy Prophet's pJL-j Up ii ju private time, Allah revealed the

above verse so that the practice may stop. [Qurtubi v. 17 p. 301]

Sayyidina Ali **> k ^j said, "There is a verse in Allah's Book that none before

and none after me has ever practised. I had a single Dinar (gold coin), which I changed

into ten Dirhams (silver coins). I used to offer a Dirham in charity each time I entered

into private discussion with the Holy Prophet ^3 <±* k J^). Allah then cancelled the

command. " [Ibn Kathir v. 4 p. 326]

Those Muslims who could not afford to offer charity have been precluded

from the command by the words, "If you do not find the means then (know that)

Allah is certainly Most Forgiving, Most Merciful. " Tirmidhi reports from Sayyidina

Ali & k ^>j that when the verse: "O you who believe! When you speak privately to

the messenger ^ 3 <Op k ju, then offer charity before speaking" was revealed, The Holy

Prophet (JL-j Up k ju asked him [Sayyidina Ali <up k ^j], "Do you think that the

Muslims will be able to afford one Dinar?" When Sayyidina Ali <up k ^j said that

the Muslims will not be able to afford it, The Holy Prophet ,-L-j Up k ju proposed

half a Dinar. Sayyidina Ali ** k^ said that this was also too much. When the

Holy Prophet ,jl.j Up k j^ asked Sayyidina Ali ** k ^j what amount would be

possible, he said .that they would be able to afford a barley grain's weight of

gold. To this the Holy Prophet jJL-j <Op k ju said, "You have reduced the figure a

great deal." It was then that Allah revealed the verse, "Are you reluctant to offer

charity before your private discussions?" Sayyidina Ali **> k ^j therefore used to

say that it was because of him that Allah lessened the burden of the Ummah.

Allah says, "Are you reluctant to offer charity before your private discussions? If
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wu do not do it and Allah pardons you (by cancelling the order), then (do not fail to

vractise the other commands of Religion. Therefore) establish Salah, pay Zakah and obey

Allah and His messenger."

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" states that the phrase "Allah pardons you"

denotes that the Muslims sinned by expressing reluctance to offer charity before

speaking to the Holy Prophet ^^iij^in private. Allah offered the Muslims

the option to compensate for their sin by establishing Salah, paying Zakah and

obeying all the commands of Allah and the Holy Prophet ,0-j ^ ii J^. Nothing

of this will go unnoticed because "Allah is Informed ofwhat you do.
"
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(14) Have you not seen those who befriend a nation with whom Allah is angry?

They are neither from among you nor from among them and they knowingly

take false oaths. (15) Allah has prepared a severe punishment for them. Evil

indeed is that which they do. (16) They take their oaths as shields and prevent

(others) from Allah's path. Theirs shall be a humiliating punishment. (17)

Neither their wealth nor their children can offer them any help against Allah.

They are the inmates of the Fire where they shall abide forever. (18) On the Day

(of Judgement) when Allah shall raise them all, they will take oaths before Him

just as they take oaths before you thinking that they are in good stead. Behold!

They are certainly liars. (19) Satan has overpowered them and made them forget

to remember Allah. These are the group of Satan. Behold! The group of Satan

are at a loss. (20) Verily those who oppose Allah and His messenger «Up ii J*
(JL.J are the most disgraced.

THE FALSE OATHS OF THE HYPOCRITES AND THEIR SPYING
FOR THE JEWS

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" reports that the above verses were revealed with

reference to the hypocrites. These people pretended to be Muslims but

maintained strong ties of friendship with the Jews. They also informed the Jews

about all the secrets of the Muslims that they learnt while associating with them.
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"Ma'alimut Tamil" also reports that a Jew by the name of Abdullah bin
Nabtal always sat in the Holy Prophet's jJL-j -Op ii j^ gatherings and kept the
Jews informed of many secrets. The Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up k j^ once went to his
room and said to those with him, "Shortly, a person will come who has the heart of a
tyrant and who sees with the eyes of Satan. Do not speak to him." After a little while a
blue-eyed person appeared. He was none other but Abdullah bin Nabtal. The
Holy Prophet ^ 3 4^ ii j^ called him and asked, "Why do you and your friends
speak ill of me?" He swore that he did no such thing and immediately went to

bring his friends. They all swore that they too had never spoken ill of the Holy
Prophet fi-j, Up &\ j^>. It was then that Allah revealed the verse, "Have you not seen

those (Hypocrites) who befriend a nation with whom Allah is angry?" i.e. they befriend
the Jews.

. Although the hypocrites associated with the Jews and the Muslims, Allah
Ta'ala makes it clear to the Muslims that "They are neitherfrom among you norfrom
among them." The hypocrites were never loyal to any party and remained only
with that party who would benefit them the most. Even though they used to

inform each party that they are loyal to them, they were loyal only to their own
welfare. Allah refers to the same double standards when He says in Surah Nisa,
"Swaying between, they are neither towards these, nor towards those." The hypocrites
carried out the various obligations of Islam merely to show the Muslims.

Allah says further that the Hypocrites "knowingly take false oaths." The
Hypocrites knew that they were lying when they took the false oaths, but yet felt

no shame. Allah declares, "Allah has prepared a severe punishment for them. Evil

indeed is that which they do.
"

"They take their oaths as shields and prevent (others) from Allah's path. Theirs

shall be a humiliating punishment." The hpocrites take false oaths to shield
themselves against the enmity of the Muslims so that their wealth and children
can remain safely theirs. Little do they realise that they are destroying their lives

in the Hereafter by their hypocritical stance and their wealth and children will be
of no avail them. Allah says, "Neither their wealth nor their children can offer them
any help against Allah. They are the inmates of the Fire where they shall abideforever."

Not only will their evil be restricted to this world, but they will even lie in

the Akhirah. Allah informs the Muslims, "On the Day (of Judgement) when Allah
shall raise them all (and ask them about their evil deeds), they will take oaths before Him
(denying their evil deeds) just as they take oaths before you thinking that they are in good
stead." However, they cannot lie to Allah. Allah asserts, "Behold! They are certainly

liars. "Not only are the Hypocrites guilty of lying, but they are also proud about it

and boast about it. While they are concerned about their welfare in this world,
they are oblivious abmit the ruin facing them in the Hereafter.

SATAN HAS OVERPOWERED THE HYPOCRITES
Allah says, "Satan has overpowered them and made them forget to remember

Allah." Because they have forgotten Allah, they are oblivious of the Hereafter.
Their only interest is the world in which Satan makes their evil appear gopd to

them. They therefore think that the disbelief and polytheism (shirk) they
perpetrate are benefiting them. They are so loyal to Satan that Allah terms them
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as "the group of Satan." They labour under the misconception that they are

successful. However, they fit perfectly into the intent of the verse that states:

"Verily the losers are those who put themselves and theirfamilies at a loss on the Day of

Judgment. Behold! That is the evident loss." Therefore, Allah declares, "Behold! The

group of Satan are at a loss.
"

Allah Ta'ala continues, "Verily those who oppose Allah and His messenger Ai ju>

\,
3
a* are the most disgraced." In fact, every person who enters Hell will be

disgraced. In Surah Al Imran, Allah quotes the Supplication of the Believers as,

"Our Lord, indeed You have disgraced the one whom You enter in the fire." There shall

be many groups of people in the fire of Hell. According to the extent of a

person's evil, he will be made to suffer disgrace in the Hell. Allah says about the

Hypocrites, 'Most assuredly, the hypocrites shall be in the lowest depth of the fire."

Because they will be in the lowest depths of Hell, they will correspondingly be

the most humiliated.
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(21) Allah has ordained, "Verily My messengers and I shall certainly be

victorious." Indeed, Allah is Powerful, Mighty. (22) You will not find people

who believe in Allah and the Last Day befriending those who oppose Allah and

His messenger even though they are their fathers, their sons, their brothers or

their families. These are the people in whose hearts Allah has written Belief

(faith) and whom Allah assists, with His mercy. Allah shall enter them into

gardens beneath which rivers flow where they shall abide forever. Allah is

pleased with them and they are pleased with Him. These are the group of Allah.

Behold/ The group of Allah shall be the only successful ones.

PEOPLE OF BELIEF DO NOT BEFRIEND THE ENEMIES OF ALLAH
EVEN THOUGH THEY ARE RELATED

Whereas the previous verses spoke about those who oppose Allah and the

Holy Prophet (JL-j <4* ^ J~*, the above verses speak about the sincere believers.

When one becomes a sincere believer, there can be no room to accommodate the

friendship of people who are antagonistic towards Allah and His Holy Prophet

(Jl-j 4> iiii ju. It is not possible for a believer to befriend an enemy of His Creator

and Master. When one becomes Allah's friend, one cannot owe allegiance to

another. One's friendship and enmity are subservient to Allah's pleasure. One
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will strike up a relationship for Allah's pleasure and forsake a relationship for

Allah's pleasure.

Sayyidina Abu Umama v* ^ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet jJL-j <uU ii j^
said, 'The one who loves for Allah's sake, hates for Allah's sake, gives for Allah

's sake and takes for Allah 's sake has perfected his Belief." [Abu Dawud]

Echoing this attribute of a bliever Allah says, "You will not find people who
believe in Allah and the Last Day befriending those who oppose Allah and His messenger

even though they are their fathers, their sons, their brothers or their families." People

with true Belief are never reluctant to sever ties even with the closest relatives

when these relatives oppose the Religion of Allah. In fact, they will even be

prepared to fight them if they confront them in Jihad.

THE. SAHABAH ^ h>\ ^j (COMPANIONS OF THE HOLY
PROPHETS) DISPLAY THEIR UNWAVERING BELIEF DURING THE
BATTLE OF BADR WHEN THEY FOUGHT THEIR OWN RELATIVES

There were several incidents in the lives of the companions of the prophet

(Sahdbah)^ & ^j when they killed their opponents in battle knowing that the

adversary was their close relative. In the Battle of Badr, Sayyidina Abu Ubayda
bin Jarrah ^ &\ ^j killed his father Jarrah, Sayyidina Mus'ab bin Umayr ^ ifo ^j
killed his brother Ubayd bin Umayr and Sayyidina Umar ^ &\ ^j killed one of

his close relatives.

After accepting Islam, the son of Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^ ibt ^Jf Abdur
Rahman said to his father, "Father, during the Battle of Badr there were many
occasions when I could have killed you, but I avoided the opportunities. -Sayyidina Abu
Bakr ^ &\ ^j said to him, "If I had the opportunity, I would have never advanced

until I had killed you. " ["Sirah oflbn Hisham"]

When the Battle of Badr commenced, three members of the Ansar advanced

to meet three of the polytheists in combat. When the polytheists asked them who
they were, the Ansar replied that they were from the Ansar. The Polytheists

insisted that they wanted to fight their cousins and called to the Holy Prophet J^
jjL-j aJLp ii saying, "Send us some adversaries from our own people." The Holy Prophet

jjL-j <a± &\ ju then sent Sayyidina Ali ^ ifo ^Jt Sayyidina Hamza *& <& ^j and

Sayyidina Ubaydah bin Harith *& i» ^j. Sayyidina Ali <up &\ ^j advanced to

fight Walid bin Utba, Sayyidina Hamzah ^ &\ ^j tackled Shayba and Sayyidina

Ubaydah bin Harith ^ i»i ^j fought Utba. While Walid and Shayba were killed,

Sayyidina Ubaydah ** ii ^j mortally injured Utba, who also fatally wounded
Sayyidina Ubaydah ** &\ ^j. Sayyidina Ali and Hamzah <** &\ ^j then killed

Utba and took Sayyidina Ubaydah ^ ii ^j away. When Sayyidina Ubaydah ^j
4* & subsequently passed away, The Holy Prophet ,0-j Up ii jl^ said, "I testify that

you are certainly a martyr. " ["Al Bidaya wan Nihaya" v. 3 p. 273]

We have mentioned this story to illustrate that the dsbelievers were not only

prepared to kill their Muslim relatives in battle, but they actually preferred

killing them instead of any other. If this is the case with those who stand to

defend falsehood, why should a Muslim care to scrutinise whether his adversary

in combat is a relative or not? When a Muslim fights for Allah's sake, he cannot
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afford to feel sorry for those who are out to destroy the Religion of Islam.

Allah continues to speak about the sincere Believers when He says, "These

are the people in whose hearts Allah has written Belief (faith) and whom Allah assists

with His mercy." "Ruhul Ma'ani" interprets the Arabic word "ruh" (translated

above as "mercy") to mean a special light with which Allah illuminates the

hearts of blievers so that they have serenity and are able to have insight into

matters. Allah adds, "Allah shall enter them into gardens beneath which rivers flow

where they shall abide forever. Allah is pleased with them and they are pleased with Him.

These are the group of Allah. Behold! The group of Allah shall be the only successful

ones."
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent the Most Merciful.

(1) Whatever is in the heavens and whatever is on earth glorifies Allah. He is the

Mighty, the Wise. (2) It was He who removed the disbelievers from among the

People of the Book from their homes for the first exile. You never thought that

they would emerge and they thought that their fortresses would save them from

Allah, but Allah's grasp came to them from where they never expected. Allah

cast terror into their hearts and they uprooted their homes with their own hands

and with the hands of the believers. So take heed, O people with insight! (3) If

Allah had not decreed the exile for them, He would certainly have punished

them in this world. And in the Hereafter, theirs sjiall be the punishment of the

Fire. (4) This is because they opposed Allah and His messenger pL-j *J* <&t J^>.

Whoever opposes Allah and His messenger pL*j^ ii J^>, then (he should know
that) verily Allah punishes very severely.

THE JEWS ARE EXPELLED FROM MADINAH

The Arabic word "hashar" refers to gathering people together. The word is

used when people leave their place of residence and gather together in another

place. It is for this reason that the Day of Judgement is also described as the day
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of "hashar' '. On the Day of Judgement, people from every part of the globe will

gather together on the Plains of Resurrection.

The 'first exile" refers to the expulsion of the Jewish Banu Nadhir tribe from

Madinah. They were sent to a place called Khaybar, which lies a hundred miles

north of Madinah. This occurred during the lifetime of the Holy Prophet Up iui j^
fJL-j. During the Caliph of Sayyidina Umar ** &\ ^>Jt they were expelled from

Khaybar and they proceeded to live in Ariha (Jericho), Tima and Adhra'at. This

expulsion is referred to as the second exile. Because the Surah speaks about the

exile of the Banu Nadhir, Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** &\ ^j used to refer to

it as Surah Banu Nadhir.

Allah begins the Surah by saying, ''Whatever is in the heavens and whatever is

on earth glorifies Allah. He is the Mighty, the Wise. " Everything in the universe sings

Allah's praises, declaring that He is free from all faults and partners. None can

overpower Allah because He is Mighty and Omnipotent. Everything He decrees

is based on His perfect wisdom and is therefore for the best.

When the Holy Prophet pJL-j u* ii J^ arrived in Madinah, there were three

major Jewish tribes there. These were the:

2. Banu Nadhir tribe.

2. Banu Qurayza tribe.

3. Banu Qaynuqa tribe.

These tribes were reasonably powerful and the Holy Prophet ,0-j *J* i>i J~*

signed a peace treaty with them. The clauses of the treaty specified that the Jews

and Muslims would not fight each other and that each will assist the other if an

enemy attacks any one of them. However, the Jews breached the treaty. The

plight of the Banu Qurayzah was discussed in the commentary of verses 26 and

27 of Surah Ahzab (Surah 33), while that of the Banu Qaynuqa was discussed in

the commentary of verse 12 of Surah Al Imran where Allah says, "Say to those

who disbelieve, 'You shall be vanquished and gathered in Hell, which is the worst of

beddings/" Their plight will again be discussed later in this Surah. The verses

under discussion concern the Banu Nadhir.

THE REASON FOR THE EXPULSION OF THE BANU NADHlR

The Battle of Badr occurred during the 2nd year after Hijrah and the Battle

of Uhud during the 3rd year after Hijrah. While some historians say that the

Banu Nadhir were expelled before the Battle of Uhud, others maintain that it was
after the battle. The Holy Prophet^ Up k ju once went to the quarters of the

Banu Nadhir to discuss the Diyah (blood money) due for the murder of two
members of the Banu Amir tribe. Amr bin Umayyah killed the two persons and

the Holy Prophet ,0-j u* k ju had to pay the Diyah (Blood money). When the Holy
Prophet jJL-j Up &\ Jl^ approached the Jews of the Banu Nadhir for financial

assistance, they requested that he meet with them in their quarters. Before his

arrival, the Jews planned to seat the Holy Prophet jJL,j u* i»t ju beneath the shade

of a particular wall from which one of them was to drop a rock to kill the Holy

Prophet (J^j Up &\ jl*. A Jew by the name of Amr bin Jahash volunteered for the

task.
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The Holy Prophet jJL.j Up iui JU> arrived with Sayyidina Abu Bakr a^ i& ^Jf

Sayyidina Umar *& i»i ^j and Sayyidina Ali ^ &\ ^j and they were made to sit

on the spot. Before the Jews could put their sinister plan into motion, Sayyidina

Jibr'il f*>LJi <Op informed the Holy Prophet jJL,j Up it ju about the plot and he

quickly stood up from the spot. He then left with his companions for Madinah.

When they reached Madinah, the Holy Prophet ,JUj Up &\ ju, sent Sayyidina

Muhammad bin Maslama <up it ^j to issue the ultimatum to the Banu Nadhir

that they were to leave the town.

When the message reached the Jews, the hypocrites said to them that they

would leave with them if they were forced to and if they had to fight a battle,

they (the Hypocrites) would assist them. Mention is made of this promise in

verse 11 of this Surah. The Jews grew bold with this promise and sent a message

to the Muslims that they would not leave. The Holy Prophet <Jl-j Up iui ^u

prepared the Muslims for battle. He appointed Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umm
Maktum ** &\ ^>j as the Amir of Madinah in his absence and marched with the

Muslims to lay siege to the Jewish fortresses.

When the Muslims arrived, The Holy Prophet ^X*3 <jl* Vju instructed them

to fell the date palms and burn the date plantations of the Jews. The Jews

eventually ran out of food and when they realised that the Hypocrites were not

going to assist them, they asked the Holy Prophet jJL-j a* it j^> to exile them so

that their lives may be spared. They requested that they be allowed to take with

them as much as their camels could carry apart from weapons. Whereas they

were initially bold enough to oppose the order of the Holy Prophet jJL.j *4* it J**,

Allah eventually instilled terror in their hearts and they actually begged to be

exiled afterwards.

While many historians state that the siege lasted for six days, the historian

Waqidi places the figure at fifteen. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ & ^j
eports that the Holy Prophet^ 4* Ai-JL* allowed every three persons from the

Banu Nadhir to take turns riding one camel. To take as much as possible with

them on a camel, the Jews even broke down their homes and removed the doors,

rhe Muslims assisted them in this "work. It is with reference to this that Allah

says, "they uprooted their homes with their own hands and with the hands of the

believers." While some of them left for Sham, many settled in Khaybar. The

people of Khaybar were very pleased with their arrival and welcomed them with

singing and music. The above is reported in Allama Ibn Kathir's 4* & '^-j "Al

BiddyawanNihaya".

When the Jews shut themselves up in their fortresses, they thought that they

were invincible and the Muslims never expected that the Jews would leave the

area. However, Allah cast terror into their hearts and they surrendered

themselves. With this background to the incident, one would be able to

understand when Allah says, "It was He who removed the disbelievers from among

the People of the Book from their homes for the first exile. You never thought that they

would emerge and they thought that their fortresses would save them from Allah, but

Allah 's grasp came to them from where they never expected. Allah cast terror into their

hearts and they uprooted their homes with their own hands and with the hands of the

believers. So take heed, O people with insight!"
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The evil practices of the Jews necessitated that they receive punishment in

this world just as the Quraysh were punished when many of them were killed in

the Battle of Badr. However, Allah had already decreed that they should suffer

banishment and the disgrace that accompanies it. In addition to this, they had to

destroy their homes and leave behind much of their belongings. This was to be

their punishment in this world, in addition to the inevitable punishment of the

Akhirah. Concerning this Allah says, "If Allah had not decreed the exile for them, He

would certainly have punished them in this world. And in the Hereafter, theirs shall be

the punishment of the Fire.

"

Allah outlines the reason for this punishment when He says, "This is because

they opposed Allah and His messenger ^j <4* & £-». Whoever opposes Allah and His

messenger jJL-j Up ii j^, then (he should know that) verily Allah punishes very severely."

The Barm Qaynuqa was the first Jewish tribe to be expelled from Madinah,

followed by the Banu Nadhir who breached the pact when they attempted to

assassinate the Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^ &\ J*. Next was the turn of the Banu

Qurayzah, as mentioned in verses 26 and 27 of Surah Ahzab (Surah 33). The Banu

Qurayzah were guilty of assisting the polytheists armies who lay siege to

Madinah during the Battle of Ahzab (also known as the Battle of the Trench).

Besides these three large Jewish tribes, there were several smaller tribes in

and around Madinah. Ibn Hisham Up i» ^ has mentioned the names of these

tribes in his biography of the Holy Prophet ^ 3 4^ & J*. Bukhari (v. 2 p. 574) and

Muslim (v. 2 p. 94) mention that all the Jewish tribes were expelled from Madinah,

including the Banu Qaynuqa and the Banu Haritha. The narration also mentions

that Sayyidina Abdullah bin Salam ^ ii^ belonged to the Banu Qaynuqa tribe.
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(5) Every date palm that you cut or left standing on its roots was by Allah's

permission and to humiliate the sinners.

THE DATE PLANTATIONS WERE CUT BY ALLAH'S ORDER

When the Muslims lay siege to the fortresses of the Banu Nadhir, The Holy

Prophet (Jl-j aJLp iui ju, instructed the companions of the prophets (Sahabah) &\ ^j
r^ cut down their date plantations and set it alight. The Jews objected by saying,

"O Abul Qasim! You prevent people from causing anarchy. Is the cutting of the palms

not anarchy?" According to another narration, some of the Immigrants prevented

the companions of the prophets (Sahabah)^ & ^j from cutting the date palms,

telling them that the plantations will soon be booty for the Muslims.

A third narration mentions that after initially commanding the companions

of the prophets (Sahabah)^ ^ ^>j to cut the palms down, The Holy Prophet J^

^ 3
aA± ii stopped them. The companions of the prophets (Sahabah) ^ &\ ^j

then came to the Holy Prophet ,jl.j 4* i»i j^ asking whether they will be guilty of a

sin by cutting the palms down or whether they would be taken to task for leaving
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them uncut. It was then that Allah revealed the above verse. [Ibn Kathir v. 4 p. 323]

Allah says to the companions of the prophets (Sahdbah) ^ &\ ^Jf "Every

date palm that you cut or left standing on its roots was by Allah's permission and to

humiliate the sinners." Whatever act is done by Allah's permission will be for the

benefit of religion. In this case, the benefit was that the action humiliated the

Tews. When the Jews saw their plantations burning, their hearts also burnt with

it. With their morale broken and without food, the Jews eventually surrendered

and were prepared to enter into a pact with the Muslims. The act of felling and

burning the date plantations therefore led to the exiling of the Jews from

Madinah and would earn rewards from Allah. Anything done in obedience to

Allah's command will always earn a person rewards.
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(6) You neither ran your horses nor your camels for the "Fay" that Allah gave to

His messenger, but Allah grants His messenger authority over whoever He

pleases. Allah has power over everything. (7) The 'Fay" that Allah granted His

messenger from the people of the villages is for Allah, for the messenger, for the

relatives, for the orphans, for the poor and for the travellers so that this wealth

may not remain amassed riches with the wealthy among you. Hold fast to what

the messenger gives you and refrain from what He prevents you. Fear Allah, for

Allah punishes very severely.

THE RECIPIENTS OF "FAY"

The wealth that the Muslims receive as booty from the disbelievers by way
of a truce without fighting a battle is called 'Fay". When the Muslims receive

booty after a battle, the booty is referred to as "ghanima" or "anfal" . The recipients

of "anfal" were discussed in verse 41 of Surah Anfal (Surah 8) and the recipients

of Jay" • e discussed in the above verses.

Because the Muslims did not have to fight a battle to earn the wealth of the

Banu Nadhir, they were not actually entitled to a share of it. When some
Muslims felt that they were entitled to a share, Allah revealed the verse "You

neither ran your horses nor your camels for the Jay' that Allah gave to His messenger,

but Allah grants His messenger authority over whoever He pleases. Allah has power over

everything/' Because Allah granted the victory to the Holy Prophet jJl-j «a* i>i j-#, it

was his prerogative to distribute the wealth as he pleases.

Allah then outlines the manner in which "fay" ought to be distributed.
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Allah says, "The 'Fay'' that Allah granted His messengerfrom the people of the villages

is for Allah, for the messenger, for the relatives, for the orphans, for the poor and for the

travellers." Besides the settlement of the Banu Nadhir, the Muslims also received

'Fay" from the town of Fidak, from half of Khaybar and from the Banu Uraynah.

Allah declares that the fay" should firstly be for Allah - Many commentators

have mentioned that that this is mentioned for blessings, just as Allah mentions

concerning the "anfal": "Know that from whatever spoils of war that you acquire, a

fifth of it shall be for Allah. " Other commentators interpret the verse to mean that

Allah has the greatest right to this wealth because everything does belong to

Him. Therefore, He shall decree how this wealth will be distributed.

Allah then says that the next recipient shall be "the messenger". This means
that Allah has informed the Holy Prophet pJL-j u*. i J^ about those to whom the

wealth is to be given, and he would distribute it accordingly. Unlike the "anfal -,a

fifth of fay" was not given to the Holy Prophet pJL-j U* & J~*. Commentators state

that the Holy Prophet ^j Up in j^ was granted complete authority over the

wealth of "fay" and that the recipients mentioned afterwards in the verse were

directives for him.

"The relatives" refers to the family of the Holy Prophet ^j Up iui ju who
were granted a share during the time of the Holy Prophet fJL-j -j* ii ju> for the

tremendous support they gave to the Holy Prophet ^j Up ii JU* and to the

religion of Islam. The fourth, fifth and sixth recipients mentioned are "the

orphans", "the poor" and "the travellers ". The Holy Prophet pi-j Up it j^
distributed the 'Fay" according to the directions of Allah Ta'ala and also

extracted a year's maintenance for his wives from this wealth. The rest of the

'Fay" was used for the benefit of the Muslim public and for Jihad preparations.

Although the Holy Prophet ,4-j a* ii j^ possessed complete authority over the

'Fay", none of it could be inherited by his heirs because he said, "We (i.e. the

Prophet) do not leave inheritance. Whatever we leave behind is charity. " [Bukhari v. 1 p.

436]

After the demise of the Holy Prophet fi-j Up &\ jl», his successors used to

distribute the "Fay" exactly as the Holy Prophet ,0^ a* ii j^ used to. Muslim
leaders do not have complete authority over 'Fay

7
' to do as they please and are

constrained to follow the directives of the Shari'ah in this regard. "Fay" may be

used for:

£Q Acquiring weapons for Jihad.

£Q Building bridges and roads for the Muslim public.

£Q Seeing to the needs of the Mujahidin (Muslim soldiers) and
their families.

£0 Paying the (Ulema) Scholars.

03 Paying the Muslim judges and Zakah collectors.

"The relatives" refer to members of the Banu Hashim and Banu Abdul
Muttalib. According to Imam Shafi'i Up ibi «^j and Imam Ahmad bin Hanbal ~^j

Up it, members of these families will be given a portion of the 'Fay" according to
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the principle of for a male is twice the share ofa female". Imam Malik aJLp i\^ is of

the opinion that the Muslim leader is at liberty to distribute the fay" among these

families as he deems fit. He may also give it to some and exclude others.

According to Imam Abu Hanifa aJU ifct i*Jf this category of recipients was entitled

to a share only during the lifetime of the Holy Prophet ,jl,j <M & J^. After the

Holy Prophet ,0-j aJl* ii ju* passed away, the Khulafa (Caliphs) did not appoint a

separate share for them. Of course, a member of these families will receive a

share if s/he falls into the any of the categories of "the orphan's "the poor" or "the

travellers ". In fact, should any of them fall into these categories, they will receive

preferential treatment. Orphans will receive a share only if they are Muslims and

vooT..["RuhuiMa'ani"]

After mentioning the recipients of fay -, Allah says that the fay" should be

distributed in this manner "so that this wealth may not remain amassed riches with

the wealthy among you. - The Arabic word "dula" (also pronounced "dowla") is

derived from the root word "tadawul" which denotes the passing on of

something from one person to another. Wealth should not stagnate with one

person or one group of people. When it is distributed through society, more

people benefit from it. It is unfortunate that a large portion of even relief funds

intended to aid the poor and suffering of many countries but end up with the

rich because people have lost their religious conscience and are obsessed with

love for wealth.

IT IS FARDH (OBLIGATORY) TO OBEY THE HOLY PROPHET At ^U

Allah declares, "Holdfast to what the messenger gives you and refrain from what

He prevents you." This verse makes it clear that the Qur'an does not contain every

command and prohibition. Allah has commanded many injunctions and

prohibited many others through the agency of His Holy Prophet jJl-j a* *»' J~*.

These injunctions are found both in the words and actions of the Holy Prophet

pjL-j Up ii jl*. When an action was carried out in the presence of the Holy Prophet

^ 3 aA* k jl* and he did not object to it, it means that he sanctioned the action.

Such an action will therefore be sanctioned in the Shari'ah. Describing the Holy

Prophet (juj a* 2»i ju, a verse of Surah A'raf states, "He enjoins them to do good,

prevents themfrom evil, permitsfor them pure things, forbids the impure." [Surah 7, verse

157]

THOSE WHO REFUTE THE AHADlTH

Nowadays there are many ignorant leaders who reject the authority of the

Ahadith in enforcing injunctions of the Shari'ah. For this reason they reject many
injunctions of the Shari'ah. Their claim to be followers of the Qur'an is false

because the Qur'an explicitly commands:

"Say, 'Obey Allah and the messenger ,0-j a* ii ju*. " [Surah Al Imran (2), verse 32]

"Whoever obeys the messenger has obeyed Allah and whoever turns away, VJe have

not sent you [O Muhammad ^j a* ii jj\ as a warder over them." [Surah Nisa (4), verse

80]

"Hold fast to what the messenger gives you and refrain from what He prevents
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In the light of these verses, it is evident that these people really have no
desire to follow the Qur'an and want only to alter the injunctions of the Shari'ah.

It is unfortunate that they accept payment from the enemies of Islam to spread

Disbelief among the Muslims (Allah forbid!).

Bukhari reports the hadith of Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud <^ ib» ^j in

which he says that Allah has cursed those women who draw tattoos and those

who have themselves tattooed. He says that Allah also curses those women who
trim their eyebrows and those who file their front teeth for beauty. They are all

cursed because they seek to alter the appearance of Allah's creation.

When a woman heard that Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ iui ^j had
said this, she came to him saying that she heard he was cursing women. He
replied, "Why should I not curse those whom the Holy Prophet ,0^ u* & J^ has cursed

and who are also accursed in Allah's hook?" The woman told him that she had read

the entire Qur'an but not found any verse to that effect. He remarked, "If you
had recited the Qur'an you would have certainly come across such a thing. Does

Allah not say, "Hold fast to what the messenger gives you and refrain from what He
prevents you."

She replied that she had read that verse. Thereupon he said that the Holy

Prophet jJL-j Up ii jl^ had forbidden the actions of those women whom he had

cursed. Therefore, the prohibition of these acts are also intended by the Qur'an

since it enjoins practice upon the things prescribed by the Holy Prophet <4* & J^>

(Xoj and invokes abstention from those things that he had forbidden. Y'Mishkat" p.

381, Bukhari v. 2 p. 725]

Without hesitation, Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud <up ii»i ^j directly

attributed the statement of the Holy Prophet ,4-j Up iui jl^ to Allah by saying that

Allah curses those women whom the Holy Prophet ,4^ Up ii ju cursed. This

verse occurs after mention of the distribution of 'fay "to illustrate that the words
of the Holy Prophet ,4-j Up ii ju> and those of Allah are one. Therefore, whatever

the Holy Prophet ,4-j *> iui JU did with the Jay" was perfectly correct and

pleasing to Allah. Allah concludes the verse by saying, "Fear Allah, for Allah

punishes very severely.

"

(8) (A share of the "fay" is also reserved) for the poor immigrants who were

removed from their homes and their possessions. They seek Allah 's grace and

pleasure and assist Allah and His messenger pL»j *J& ^ J-?. These are the ones

who are true.

THE VIRTUE OF THE IMMIGRANTS

The above verse mentions that the Muslims who migrated from Makkah to

Madinah (the Immigrants) are also entitled to a share of the 'fay". Suffering
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under the oppression of the polytheists, the Immigrants had to leave their

possessions in Makkah and arrived in Madinah without anything. The 'fay"

would therefore provide invaluable assistance to them. They had no ulterior

motives for migrating to Madinah. All they intended was to "seek Allah's grace

and pleasure and (to) assist Allah and His messenger <x*3 Up At ju" by

participating in Jihad. Allah says about them, "These are the ones who are true" i.e.

true in their faith and in practising the injunctions of the Shari'ah.

Although the poor Immigrants may be included in the categories of "the

orphans", "the poor" and "the travellers", the above verse mentions them separately

to highlight their virtue. They deserve special mention because of the hardships

and difficulty that they endured for the sake of Islam.

^ ojxjl Y> ^\ j^U <j* uj^r. j*X* cjt Chi*V JjM j+j? &J\>

Jj>c\JL*J\ *J* ^JXpj\3 ^-^ f&*« <jy ^J

(9) (The "fay" is also for) those who made the place (Madinah) their home before

them and had made faith their home. They love those who migrate to them and

find no want in their hearts for what they (the immigrants) are given. They

prefer (others) above themselves even though they are themselves in need.

Whoever is saved from the miserliness of the soul are really the successful ones.

THE STERLING QUALITIES OF THE ANSAR

The verse above speaks about the Ansar of Madinah who had settled in

Madinah a very long time before the Immigrants. Allah says that they also

deserve a share of the Jay". Allah begins by saying that the Ansar had made
Madinah their home after arriving from Yemen long before the Holy Prophet J^>

pJUj Up i»i announced his Risalah (Prophethood). A few of them met the Holy

Prophet jJL-] Up ^i ju at Mina during the Hajj and accepted Islam. The rest of them

accepted Islam afterwards and were such staunch Muslims that they could not

be separated from it. Allah refers to the steadfastness of their belief when he says

that the Ansar had "madefaith their home".

Praising them further Allah says, "They love those who migrate to them" i.e.

they had great love for the Immigrants who arrived in Madinah from Makkah.

They did not regard the arrival of the new immigrants as a burden and neither

did they think that their arrival would adversely affect their livelihood and

earnings. Their love for their Immigrants brethren was sincere and true.

In addition to this, they found 'no want (jealousy) in their hearts for what they

(the immigrants) are given. " Whenever the Immigrants were given anything that

they were not given, the Ansar bore no grudges. The fourth quality of theirs that

Allah mentions is that "They prefer (others) above themselves even though they are

themselves in need.
"
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THE MUTUAL LOVE BETWEEN THE MUHAJIRIN (IMMIGRANTS)
AND THE ANSAR (INHABITANTS OFMADINAH)

The books of Ahadith mention many incidents concerning the love that the
Ansar bore for the Immigrants and how they gave the Immigrants preference
over their own needs. Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** ifo ^j narrates that the Ansar of
Madinah actually requested the Holy Prophet^ ^ iui ju to divide their date
plantations between themselves and the Immigrants. When the Holy Prophet ju
rL*j Up ibi declined the offer, the

7
Ansar proposed that the Immigrants assist on the

plantations and then share in the produce. This the Immigrants accepted.
Thereafter the Holy Prophet ^j a* ii ju asked those present who would feed a
certain person who was also there. One of the Ansar volunteered and took the

person home.

When he reached his home, he informed his wife that the person was the

guest of the Holy Prophet^ u* Ai J^ and that they were to entertain him. When
his wife told him that the only food in the house was the children's, he told her to

put the children to sleep and to prepare the food for the guest. The couple then
devised a plan whereby the wife would put out the lamp while pretending to fix

it so that guest would continue eating thinking that the couple were also

partaking of the meal. In this manner, the guest ate to his fill while the couple
remained hungry the entire night. When the host met the Holy Prophet Up i>i ju
(4-j the following day, The Holy Prophet^ Up ibi ju> said to him, 'Allah liked

your deed of remaining hungry while your guest ate. Allah has therefore

revealed the verse: "They prefer (others) above themselves even though they are

themselves in need. " [Bukhari v. 1 p. 536]

One may not conclude that the parents acted wrongly by depriving the

children of their food because the children had already eaten supper and the

food was being kept for their breakfast. If the children were really hungry, the

parents would not have been unable to put them to sleep.

One may also not say that the couple disregarded the laws of Veil (Hijab) by
eating together with the guest because the incident took place before the laws of

Veil (Hijab) were revealed.

NOTE: Who was the companions of prophets (Sahdbi) ^ &\ ^ who
entertained the guest? He was one of the following three persons:

CQl Sayyidina Abu Talha Ansari **&\ ^j
£Q Sayyidina Abdullah Bin Rawaha ^ito^j

09 Sayyidina Qais bin Thabit^&^j

THE ONE WHO IS SAVED FROM MISERLINESS IS SUCCESSFUL

Allah says, "Whoever is saved from the miserliness of the soul are really the

successful ones. " This verse speaks of the abominable nature of miserly behaviour.
The subtlety in stating "miserliness of the soul" instead of just "miserliness" can be
understood when it occurs that a person's heart wants to contribute in charity

but his soul is reluctant. Allama Qurtubi a> &\ ^ writes quotes certain

commentators who are of the opinion that "shuh" (translated above as
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"miserliness") actually refers to a kind of miserliness that is coupled with greed.

Sayyidina Jabir *& &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^j -Op Ai ju> said,

''Beware of oppression because oppression will become darkness on the Day of

judgement and beware of 'shuh' because 'shuh' has destroyed those before you.

It
prompted them to spill each other's blood and make Unlawful things Halal

(lawful)'' [Muslim]

"Shuh" is actually ingrained in man's personality. Allah says in Surah Nisa,

"but selfishness ('shuh') has been made present in the souls ofmen." [Surah 4, verse 128]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ^ ifo ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^j Up Ai ju*

said, 'The worst of traits in a person is 'shuh' that instils terror within him and

cowardice that extracts the soul." ["Mishkat" p. 165 and Nasa'iv.l p.34]

Another Hadith states that Belief and miserliness cannot share the same

heart. The Holy Prophet (JL-j Up At JU> also mentioned that miserliness and bad

character cannot be combined with Belief. [Tirmidhi]

Whenever a person wants to spend in charity, his soul will not want to

allow it. However, when he suppresses the desires of his soul and spends, Allah

shall grant him tremendous rewards.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** A\ ^j reports that a person once asked the Holy

Prophet (O-j Up Ai jl* which type of Sadaqah (charity) earned the most reward.

The Holy Prophet jJl-j ^ Ai J^ said that the most rewarding Sadaqah (charity) is

the Sadaqah (Charity) spent when a person is healthy, when his soul is miserly,

when he fears poverty and he is hopeful of becoming wealthy. The Holy Prophet

^ 4p Ai ju, then added, "Do not delay Sadaqah (charity) until the time when your

soul is at your throat and you say, 'Give so much to so-and-so and give so much to so-

and-so'. However (this is futile because) it has already become the property of so-and-so

(since everything will become the property of the heirs when the person dies)." [Bukhari v.

lp.191]

Sayyidina Abu Sa'Id Khudri -up- A\ ^j narrates from the Holy Prophet Ai J^
(JL-j aJp that a single Dirham spent in charity while one is alive and well is better

than a hundred Dirhams spent while one is on one's deathbed. [Abu Dawud]

There are many people who extravagantly waste large amounts of money
on sinful purposes and to win fame. However, they are extremely reluctant to

spend on the Wajib (Compulsory) and Fardh (obligatory) charities. Many of them

withhold even their Zakah and do not perform their obligatory Hajj. If they do
pluck up the courage to perform Hajj, they often do it for show.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** Ai ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ,0- _,
Up Ai ju

said, "Time will pass very fast, deeds will decrease, miserliness will be cast into

people 's hearts and murder will increase." [Bukhari v. 2 p. 1046]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ^ Ai ^j has also mentioned that the Holy Prophet

jvL-j U* Ai ju* cited the following three factors as means of salvation:

1. Adhering to the demands of Taqwa (piety) in private and
in public.

2. Speaking the truth when happy and when angry.
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3. Being thrifty when rich and when poor.

The Holy Prophet ^j -Op i»i jl* then mentioned the following three factors

which cause destruction:

1. Pursuing the demands of one's carnal self.

2. Succumbing to the demands of miserliness.

3. Being proud about oneself. [Mishkat p. 434]

Miserliness is an extremely evil trait. One should make every effort to

control one's desires., to spend in avenues pleasing to Allah, to avoid spending in

sinful avenues and to avoid extravagance. This is the way to success because

Allah says, "Whoever is saved from the miserliness of the soul are really the successful

ones.

"

(10) Those who come after them say, "O our Lord! Forgive us and our brothers

who passed before us with Belief. And do not place any impurity in our hearts

against those who believe. O our Lord! Indeed You are the Most Forgiving, Most

Merciful."

THE MUSLIMS AFTER THE IMMIGRANTS AND ANSAR ARE
ALSO ENTITLED TO THE "FAY"

According to most commentators, this verse is linked to those above in that

it tells Muslims that all those still to come after the Immigrants and Ansar may
also benefit from the "Fay".

Allama Ibn Kathir *i* ibi i^j narrates from Sayyidina Ibn Jarir aJLp ii ^ that

Sayyidina Umar ^ i»i ^j once recited the verse, "Alms are only for the poor, the

destitute, the orphans, those appointed to collect them, those whose hearts have to be

reconciled, for the freedom of slaves, for those in debt, for the path of Allah and for the

traveller..." He then said, "Alms (Zakah) are only for these people." He then recited

the verse, "Know thatfrom whatever spoils ofwar that you acquire, a fifth of it shall be

for Allah, His messenger, the relatives, the poor, the orphans and the travellers..." He
then said, "The spoils ofwar shall befor those mentioned in this verse.

"

Thereafter, Sayyidina Umar ^ ibi ^j recited the verses, "The Fay' that Allah

granted His messengerfrom the people of the villages is for Allah, for the messenger, for

the relatives, for the orphans, for the poor and for the travellers... (up to the verse)

Indeed You are the Most Forgiving, Most Merciful" These verses include all

Muslims. Every Muslim is entitled to a share of the Fay'. If I stay alive (long

enough), even a shepherd tending his flock among the Sard Him yar' will receive

his share where he is, without having a drop of perspiration on his brow in

acquiring in it." [Ibn Kathir v. 4 p. 340]

Allama Ibn Kathir aJLp ibi ^ writes that "those who come after them" are the
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third category of people whose needy members are worthy recipients of the fay

the first two categories being the Immigrants and the Ansar. This refers to the

people "who followed them (the Immigrants and Ansar) with sincerity". Those who

revile the Immigrants and Ansar and regard them as disbelievers (like the

Rawafidh) cannot fall into this category and are therefore not worthy recipients

of the 'fay".

Allah speaks about the supplication that these 'believer make. In the first

supplication they ask, "O our Lord! Forgive us and our brothers who passed before us

with Belief "We learn from this verse that one should seek Allah's forgiveness for

oneself as well as for one's Muslim brothers. By seeking forgiveness, one will be

forgiven and one's stages in Heaven will be elevated.

The second supplication they make is, "And do not place any impurity in our

hearts against those who believe. O our Lord! indeed You are the Most Forgiving, Most

Merciful" The Arabic word"'ghil" (translated above as "impurity") includes

enmity, jealousy, hatred and all types of ill feelings that may exist between two

persons. Their supplication to Allah is that He cleanses their hearts from ill

feelings against all "those who believe" i.e. all believers in the past, present and

future.

THE EVILS OF JEALOUSY, MALICE AND ENMITY

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra '** Ai ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet (O-j <jp ii J*
said, "Avoid enmity between yourselves because this shaves (off good deeds just as a

razor shaves off hair). " ["Mishkat" p. 428from Tirmidhi]

Sayyidina Zubayr <up k\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet^3 ^ & J^ said,

"The diseases of previous nations has stealthily crept up to you. The diseases are

jealousy and enmity. These traits actually shave. I do not say that they shave hair

but they shave off religion/' [Ibid]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra -up i»i ^j reports from the Holy Prophet <Op ii J*
jJLj) that the doors of Heaven are opened every Monday and Thursday. Whereas

Allah's mercy encompasses everyone, it does not reach the two people who
harbour enmity towards each other. Allah says about them, "Defer their matter

until they reconcile. "[Ibid]

During the period of the Holy Prophet pJL-j ^ & ju, there were a few people

in whose hearts the diseases' of the previous Ummahs had crept. Nowadays,

there are fully-fledged wars waged between people who claim to be Muslims.

The jealousy and enmity that exists between such Muslims leads them to

disputes and even murder. They do not even consider making supplication for

Allah to remove the impurities that fill their hearts because they are content with

it. It is tragic to notice that such people will exploit every gathering to backbite

about fellow Muslims and publicise their shortcomings.

The Holy Prophet^ Up Ai ju> clearly informed his companions (Sahabah)

r^ &\ ^j that they should not speak ill of any companion in front of him [i.e. in

front of the Holy Prophet ^ 3 4* A» J^] because he wished to meet every person

with a clean heart. [Tirmidhi]
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THE DEVIATION OF THE RAWAFIDH
Whereas Allah praises those who pray for their predecessors the

Immigrants and Ansar, the Rawafidh pride themselves for the hatred they bear

for the Immigrants and Ansar. These are the same people who refute the

authenticity of our Qur'an and claim that the real Qur'an is hidden in some cave

with the Mahdi. The enmity they bear towards the prophet's companions
(Sahabah)^ &s ^j is so great that they claim that all except a few prophet's

companions (Sahabah)^ ibt ^j became disbelievers after the demise of the Holy
Prophet (Jl-j a-Ip ifci Ju>.

Allama Ibn Kathlr Up ito a^j reports that Sayyidah Ayshah l^ ifo» ^j said,

"Allah has commanded people to seek forgiveness on behalf of the prophet's companions

(Sahabah)^ i»i ^j but people have started to swear them." She then recited the

verse: "Those who come after them say, 'O our Lord! Forgive us and our brothers who
passed before us with Belief. And do not place any impurity in our hearts against those

who believe. O our Lord! Indeed You are the Most Forgiving, Most Merciful."'

Sayyidina Amir Sha'bi U* &\ ^ once said to Sayyidina Malik bin Mighwal
U^ iui i^j that the Jews and the Christians are actually better than the Rawafidh in

that if the Jews are asked who were the best people of their Ummah, they will

say that the best are the companions of Sayyidina Musa ^^LJi Up. Similarly, if the

Christians are asked who are the best of their Ummah, they will say that the best

were the companions of Sayyidina Isa f%J\ Up (the Hawariyin). However, if the

Rawafidh are asked who are the worst people of their Ummah, they will reply

that the worst people of their Ummah were (Allah forbid!) the companions of the

Holy Prophet ,jl._, Up iui j^. Whereas Allah has commanded Muslims to pray for

the Sahabah ^ &\ ^j, the Rawafidh prefer rather to revile them. ["Ma'alimut

Tanzil" v. 4 p. 321]

Imam Malik <^ ito ^ stated that the above verse allocates a share of the

'Fay" for those Muslims who come after the Immigrants and Ansar and who
make Supplication for them. Because the Rawafidh curse the prophet's

companions (Sahabah)^ ibi ^j instead of making supplication for them, they

are not entitled to any share of the "Fay".

aX\j ^j^j] J^h* o\j IJbl l_wi >^ *i> Vj psl* <^L*ih~> j^>-J^

1
* ^j^y tjj>+>\



(11) Have you not seen the hypocrites who say to their disbelieving brothers of

the People of the Book, "If you are exiled, we shall definitely leave with you and

we shall never ever obey the word of anyone concerning you. We shall also

certainly assist you if you are fought." Allah testifies that they are certainly liars.

(12) If they (the Jews) are exiled, they (the hypocrites) will not leave with them

and if they are engaged in battle, they will not assist them. Even if they have to

assist them, they will surely turn their backs after which they will not have any

assistance. (13) Without doubt the fear that they have in their hearts for you is

more than the fear they have for Allah. This is because they are a nation that has

no understanding. (14) Their combined forces will fight you only from fortified

strongholds or from behind walls. The in-fighting among them is intense. You

think that they are united whereas their hearts are divided. This is because they

are a nation that has no knowledge.

THE FALSE PROMISES THAT THE HYPOCRITES MADE TO THE
JEWS

As was discussed at the beginning of the Surah, when the Holy Prophet J*

^ Up 4i ordered the Jews of the Banu Nadhlr tribe to leave Madinah, they

refused. The leader of the hypocrites Abdullah bin Ubay bin Salul sent a message

to the Jews informing them that they should not leave because he and his

companions would support them. This promise of support is mentioned in the

verses above. They told the Jews that if the Jews were forced out of Madinah,

they would show their solidarity and leave with them. On the other hand, if they

are forced to do battle against the Muslims, they (the hypocrites) would fight

with them. They also added that if anyone had to dissuade them from siding

with the Jews, they would ignore the request.

However, Allah knew that they were insincere and declares, "Allah testifies

that they are certainly liars/' Allah adds, "If they (the Jews) are exiled, they (the

hypocrites) will not leave with them and if they are engaged in battle, they will not assist

them." This was exactly what happened. When the Jews informed the Holy

Prophet jJL-j Up &\ j^ that they would not leave Madinah, the Muslims lay siege to

their fortresses. Expecting help from the hypocrites, the Jews locked themselves

in their fortresses. However, no help came and when they eventually lost hope in

the hypocrites, they were forced to accept banishment rather than face

execution.

Even when the Jews began taking their homes apart to take along whatever

they could, they received no assistance from the hypocrites. On this occasion no

battle was fought. However, even if there were a battle and if the hypocrites did

emerge to fight with the Jews, they would have certainly deserted the battlefield,

leaving the Jews to fend for themselves. Referring to this Allah says, "Even if they

have to assist them, they will surely turn their backs after which they will not have any

assistance.

"

Addressing the MusHms, Allah says further, "Without doubt the fear that they

have in their hearts for you (Muslims) is more than the fear they have for Allah." A
Muslim fears Allah more than anything else. On the contrary, the hypocrites had

more fear for others than they had for Allah. This was because their claim to

have Belief was false. They feared that if they assist the Jews against* the Muslims,
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their pretence would be exposed.

"This is because they are a nation that has no understanding" i.e. the hypocrites

fear the Muslims more than they fear Allah because they do not understand

Allah's greatness and awesome power.

Allah further informs the Muslims that the "combined forces (of the Jews and

hypocrites) will fight you only from fortified strongholds or from behind walls." This

was exactly how the Banu Nadhir faced the Muslims. The same was the case

when the Muslims fought the Jews in Khaybar. However, despite these

measures, the Muslims still defeated the Jews. Describing their condition Allah

says, "The in-fighting among them is intense. You think that they are united whereas

their hearts are divided. This is because they are a nation that has no knowledge."

(15) Their example is like those shortly before them who tasted the consequence

of their deed. Theirs shall be a painful punishment.

THE MISCHIEF AND EXILE OF THE JEWISH BANU QAYNUQA
TRIBE

As mentioned earlier, there were three major Jewish tribes in Madinah. The

first was the Banu Nadhir, whose expulsion from Madinah has already been

discussed. The second was the Banu Qurayza whose men were executed and

whose women and children were taken into captivity. Their incident is

mentioned in verses 26 and 27 of Surah Ahzab (Surah 33). The plight of the third

tribe, the Banu Qaynuqa is mentioned in the above verse. All three tribes entered

into a peace treaty with the Muslims, in which they agreed never to fight the

Muslims and never to assist an enemy of the Muslims. However, all three tribes

betrayed the Muslims.

The Banu Qaynuqa was the first of the three Jewish tribes to be expelled

from Madinah. When the Muslims returned from the Battle of Badr, The Holy
Prophet jJL-j Up isji j^ assembled the Jews in the Banu Qaynuqa marketplace and

said to them, "Tear Allah and accept Islam otherwise you may suffer the same plight as

the Quraysh. You know very well that I am Allah's Holy Prophet. Your scripture speaks

of me and you have taken a covenant with Allah that you will follow the Holy Prophet

mentioned in your scripture." The Jews replied by saying, "O Muhammad Up iji jl*

fi-j/ Do not deceive yourself the defeat of the Quraysh makes no difference to us. They are

amateurs and have no idea about warfare. You defeated them quite by chance. By Allah!

Ifyou ever have toface us in battle, you will know who we are!"

During this period it occurred that a woman went to sell milk to a Jewish

goldsmith. When the Jews insulted her honour, war was declared between the

Muslims and the Banu Qaynuqa. The Muslims surrounded them for fifteen days

and the Jews were forced to surrender. Eventually they told the Holy Prophet J^
jJL-j Up iiii that they were prepared to accept whatever decision he passed, the

Holy Prophet <X*3 Up iui ju> was about to pass the decision that they were to be

executed when Abdullah bin Ubay said to the Holy Prophet (Jl-j Up & J^>, "How
can you kill a tribe of seven hundred men in a single morning or evening when they have
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always been assisting me?" The Holy Prophet jJL-j *> iii ju then allowed him to

decide their fate. He decided that they should be exiled from Madinah. They

then proceeded to settle in the Adhra'at. ["Fat'hul Mri" v. 7 p. 330]

The verse therefore means that the plight of the Banu Nadhir "is like those

shortly before them who tasted the consequence of their deed (i.e. like the Banu Qaynuqa).

Theirs shall be a painful punishment." Just as the Banu Qaynuqa were expelled from

Madinah, the Banu Nadhir were also expelled. Both therefore suffered disgrace

in this world and cannot avoid the punishment of the Hereafter.

(16) Like the example of Satan when he says to man, "Be a disbeliever." So when

man becomes a disbeliever Satan says, "I have nothing to do with you. Indeed I

fear Allah, the Lord of the universe." (17) The plight of the two is that both shall

suffer in the Fire forever. This is the punishment of the oppressors.

SATAN FOOLS MAN AND LEADS HIM INTO THE FIRE OF HELL

The above verses make it clear that the way in which the Hypocrites made
false promises to the Jews and then left them in the lurch is not a new practice.

Satan employs the same tactic when he coaxes people to be disbelievers. When
they eventually succumb to his ploy and perpetrate disbelief, he withdraws and

says, "I have nothing to do with you. Indeed I fear Allah, the Lord of the universe."

Verse 48 of Surah Anfal (Surah 8) clearly depicts how Satan promised the

disbelievers support before the Battle of Badr but then deserted them in the heat

of the moment.

Emulating the practice of their mentor, the hypocrites left the Jews to suffer

the consequences on their own. Such deceit is not unusual from people who were

determined to disobey Allah and His Holy Prophet ,jl,
_,. <> k jl*.

Muslims should beware of people who claim to be saints but whose
objectives are actually to attain wealth and fame. Just as Satan claims to fear

Allah, they also make the claim merely to deceive people. They will also absolve

themselves of blame before Allah and will want nothing to do with their

followers in the Hereafter.

Allah says that both Satan and his followers shall suffer in Hell forever. The

verses warn especially the hpocrites not to follow Satan and not to persist with

dsbelief because the result will be eternal damnation in Hell.

pJfc JLi£Jj» p^Lii) |»+1-Jtt 4»\ Jj-> ci^b l^o% Ep OjL*-** U» f
J
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(18) O you who believe! Fear Allah and let every soul see what it has sent ahead

for tomorrow. Fear Allah! Indeed Allah is Informed of what you do. (19) And do

not become like those who forgot Allah after which He made them forget

themselves. Those are the sinners. (20) The people of the Fire and the people of

Heaven cannot be the same. Only the people of Heaven are successful. (21) If We
have to reveal this Qur'an to a mountain, you will see it yield and shatter out of

fear for Allah. These are parables that We illustrate to people so that they reflect.

THE COMMAND TO FEAR ALLAH AND TO BE CONCERNED
ABOUT THE HEREAFTER

Allah instructs Muslims to be concerned about their lives in the Hereafter

and to make an effort to secure entrance into Heaven. Allah says, "O you who

believe! Fear Allah and let every soul see what it has sent ahead for tomorrow. " This

verse twice repeats the instruction to fear Allah. Commentators mention that the

first instruction to fear Allah is to remind people to repent for past sins, while the

second instruction informs them that they should always be conscious about

repenting for their sins in future. Other commentators state that the first

instruction to fear Allah is to remind people to perform their Faraidh (obligations)

and compulsory at while the second instruction warns people to fear Allah so

that they do not perpetrate sins.

Allah concludes the verse by saying, "Fear Allah! Indeed Allah is Informed of

what you do." Allah is Aware of both the good and the evil deeds that a person

carries out. People should bear in mind that Allah will reward them for every

good deed that they perform regardless of how small it may be. At the same
time, the disbelievers, polytheists and sinners must not forget that Allah is

Informed about every evil they perpetrate, even though they may carry out the

evil most secretively. One should always bear in mind that one will soon leave

this world and head for the Hereafter where one will have to render an account

for one's deeds. It will then be decided whether one shall spend eternity in

Heaven or in Hell.

APPRECIATE LIFE

Muslims are urged to think about the deeds they have sent ahead to the

Hereafter. The more good deeds one does, the more rewards one will earn in the

Akhirah (Hereafter). The fewer good deeds one does in this world, the less one

will have in the Akhirah (Hereafter). On the contrary, the more sins one commits
in this world, the greater will be the punishment in the Akhirah (Hereafter) and
vice versa. One should therefore never pass the opportunity to do good and one

should do one's utmost to avoid sins. In addition to one's obligatory duties, one

should also be particular about remembrance of Allah (Dhikr), Tilawah (recitation

of the Holy Qur'an), acts of generosity and all forms of optional deeds. One should
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not waste one's life in sin and futile acts.

THE VIRTUES OF REMEMBRANCE OF ALLAH (DHIKR)

Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah ** ifo ^j reports that the Holy Prophet <4* & J^
^j said, "For me to recite 'Subhan Allah wal hamdu lilldh wa la ilaha illallahu

wallahu akbar' is more beloved than everything upon which the sun shines/'

["Mishkat" p. 200 and Muslim v.2 p.345]

One should not lose a second of one's life without engaging in Allah's

remembrance (Dhikr). One should value every moment and use it to improve

one's lot in the Akhirah (Hereafter). We must never waste our time in futile

pastimes such as reading the lies in newspapers and joining people in wasteful

customary practices. Life is like one's capital in a business with which one enters

the marketplace of this world to trade. In this world one will either purchase

one's ticket to Heaven or to Hell. With the passing of every second and minute,

man's capital is decreasing. Whereas many people are securing their passes to

Heaven by engaging in good deeds, there are also many who are having their

passports stamped for Hell.

It is indeed tragic that when people will be granted their rewards for their

good deeds in the Hereafter, those who had purchased their destruction will

stare in disbelief and regret the precious moments they wasted in this life.

However, their remorse will not profit them in the least. Sayyidina Jabir v* &\ ^j
narrates that the Holy Prophet ^3 a* isi ju said "A date palm is planted in

Heaven for the person who recites 'Subhanallah hil Azim wa bi hamdihi'." [Tirmidhi,

Chapter of Supplication]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ ifo ^j reports from the Holy Prophet ju

^ Up i»i that on the night in which he was taken for Mi'raj (Ascension), he met

Sayyidina Ibrahim f%J\ ^ who said to him, "O Muhammad ^ 3 <M & J-*l Convey

my Salams (greetings) to your Ummah and tell them that the soil of Heaven is excellent

and the water is fine. Heaven is an empty ground and its plants are, 'Subhan Allahi wal

Hamdu Lilahi wa La Ilaha IllAlldhu Allahu Akbar'." ["Mishkat"]

This hadith tells us that the plants of Heaven will be planted there when a

person carries out good deeds. Allah causes the excellent soil and water of

Heaven to yield a fine crop when a person plants the seed by carrying out good

deeds.

The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ii ju said, "The person who recites 'Subhan Allah! a

hundred times in the morning and 'Subhan Allah' a hundred times in the evening

shall earn the reward of performing Hajj a hundred times. The person who
praises Allah (by reciting Al Hamdu Lilldh!) a hundred times in the morning and

again praises Allah a hundred times in the evening shall earn the reward of

contributing a hundred horses for Jihad. The person who recites 'La Illaha

Illallahu' a hundred times in the morning and recites 'La Ilaha Illallahu' a hundred

times again in the evening will have the reward of freeing a hundred slaves from

the progeny of Sayyidina Isma'il ftLJ\ 4i*. A person who recites 'Allahu Akbar' a

hundred times in the morning and 'Allahu Akbar' a hundred times in the evening,

none shall match his reward except the person who recited these words as much
as he did or more than him." ["Mishkat" p. 202 from Tirmidhi]
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AN INCIDENT DURING THE TIME OF THE HOLY PROPHET At J^

Sayyidina Jarir bin Abdullah ** k ^j narrates that they were once with the

Holy Prophet ^ 3 *-u &\ ju, during the early part of the morning when some
people came. They had no proper clothes and wrapped themselves in woollen

shawls. They were all from the Banu Mudhar tribe and their swords hung from
their necks. Seeing their poverty, the face of the Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up &\ ju
changed colour. The Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up k J^ kept entering and leaving his

house (busy doing something) until the sun had crossed its meridian. He then

instructed Sayyidina Bilal (OLJi Up to call out the Adhan for Zuhr. When the Zuhr
Salah was over, The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ii ju* mounted the Mimbar (pulpit) and
recited the first verse of Surah Nisa (Surah 4), which reads, "O mankind, fear your

Lord who created you from a single soul, created from it its spouse, and spread

multitudes of men and women from the two. Fear that Allah by Whom you ask of each

other and (be wary of) family ties. Verily Allah is Vigilant over you.

"

Thereafter, The Holy Prophet ^ Up k ju recited the foregoing verse of

Surah Hashr, "O you who believe! Fear Allah and let every soul see what it has sent

ahead for tomorrow. Fear Allah! Indeed Allah is Informed of what you do." The Holy
Prophet ,jl.j Up &\ ju then exhorted the companions of prophets (Sahabah) iui ^j
r-^ to give Sadaqah (charity). According to their means, the companions of

prophets (Sahabah) ^ k ^j added their contributions. While some gave one

Dinar, others gave one Dirham, some clothing and food. The narrator of the

hadith mentioned that some brought a Sa of wheat, another a Sa of dried dates

and some even gave half a date. Later, a man from among the Ansar presented a

bag full of coins (either full of gold or silver coins). The bag was so heavy that he

was barely able to carry it. Thereafter, the companions of prophets (Sahabah) ^>j

^ ib\ started donating much more until there was a heap of food and a heap of

clothing in the Masjid. The narrator says that the face of the Holy Prophet k j^>

(JL-j Up became so resplendent that it appeared as if it were covered with liquid

gold.

The Holy Prophet ^ Up &\ ju> then told the companions of prophets

(Sahabah)^ &\ ^>j , "Whoever sets a good example in Islam shall have the reward of

his deed and the reward of the deeds of all those who follow his example without reducing

the rewards of the others in the least. On the contrary, whoever sets a bad example in

Islam shall be burdened with the sin of his deed as well as the burden of all those who

follow his example without their burdens being lightened in the least." [Muslim v. 1 p.

327]

"DO NOT BECOME LIKE THOSE WHO FORGOT ALLAH"

Addressing the Muslims, Allah states further, "And do not become like those who

forgot Allah."People who forgot Allah are those who neglected Allah's commands,

adopted lives of sin and who drifted so far from Allah that they eventually forgot about

Him. Because theyforgot Allah, Allah "made them forget themselves" i.e. theyforgot that

they are soon to die and will suffer the consequences of their behaviour in Hell. By

concentrating all their efforts in acquiring this world, they deprive themselves of the

bounties of Heaven. Allah adds that these people "are the sinners". The author of"Ruhul
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yia'ani" interprets this to mean that these people are the ones who have reached the

pinnacles of sin.

Allah asserts, "The people of the Fire and the people of Heaven cannot be the same.

Only the people ofHeaven are successful." The people destined for Hell are far from

being successful even though they may think that they are.

THE MIGHT OF THE QUR'AN

Allah says, "If We have to reveal this Qur'an to a mountain, you will see it yield

and shatter out offear for Allah." The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" (v. 28 p. 61) writes

that this verse admonishes man for the hardness of his heart and lack of

submission and reflection when reciting the Qur'an. Whereas man behaves

indifferently towards the dynamic verses of the Qur'an, a mountain would

submit and shatter to bits if it were granted intelligence and the Qur'an revealed

to it.

The author of "Ma'dlimut Tamil" adds that the mountain would shatter at

the thought that it is unable to fulfil the rights of the Qur'an. It is unfortunate

that man fails to realise the gravity of the responsibility that comes with the

Qur'an. The Qur'an contains so many such "parables" that Allah illustrates "to

people so that they reflect.

"
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(22) He is Allah besides Whom there is none worthy of worship. He is the

Knower of the unseen and the seen. He is the Beneficent, the Most Merciful. (23)

He is Allah besides Whom there is none worthy of worship. He is the Sovereign,

the Most Pure, the Giver of peace, the Giver of security, the Vigilant, the

Mighty, the Overpowering, the Glorious. He is Pure from whatever they ascribe

as partners to Him. (24) He is Allah, the Creator, the Perfect Maker, the

Fashioner Who has the most beautiful names. Whatever is in the heavens and

the earth glorifies Him. He is the Mighty, the Wise.

ALLAH HAS THE MOST BEAUTIFUL NAMES WHICH ILLUSTRATE
HIS ATTRIBUTES

Describing Allah's divinity, the verse states, "He is Allah besides Whom there is

none worthy of worship. " Only Allah can be worshipped and all the gods that

people worship besides Him cannot match Him at all. Allah then describes many
of His various attributes:
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First. Allah says that He is "Alimul Ghaybi wash Shahadah" ("He is the
Knower of the unseen and the seen"). Everything that man can see and those things
that he cannot see are in Allah's knowledge. Allah knows everything that has
occurred in the past, what is at present and everything that will be in the future.
Allah also knows everything that cannot take place and things that will not take
place. That knowledge of the unseen that the Prophets

r
%Ji^ possessed was

from Allah. They only knew what Allah had informed them about and did not
possess knowledge of everything unseen.

Allah says in Surah Al Imran, "Allah does not inform you of the unseen, but
Allah chooses whom He pleases from His messengers." In a verse of Surah Jinn Allah
says,

"He is the Knower of the unseen and He has informed none of His unseen
knowledge except his selected messengers.

"

Second. "He is the Beneficent, the Most Merciful" Both the words "Rahman"
and "Rahim" are derived from the root word "rahmah" (mercy). Both words are
emphasised forms and denote someone who is extremely merciful. Some
commentators say that the word "Rahman" contains more emphasis than the

word "Rahim". Allah's extreme mercy is manifest in this world and will be
clearer in the Akhirah.

Third. Allah says that He is "Al Malik" ("the Sovereign"). All the kings and
sovereigns in this world are really not kings at all because they are Allah's slaves
and creation. Allah is the King of all kings because everything belongs to Him.
Allah says in Surah Yasin "Pure is that Being in Whose hand lies the reins of
everything, and to Whom you will all be returned."

Fourth. Allah is "Al Quddus" ("the Most Pure"). Allah is free of all defects
and faults in every respect. After completing the Witr Salah, The Holy Prophet
(J^j Up &\ j^ used to recite, "Subhanal Malikul Quddus" ("Glory be to the Sovereign,

the Most Pure"). When saying this, The Holy Prophet ^ <a* it j^ used to

lengthen the sound of the "waw" in the word "Quddus" i.e. the sound of the two
in the word "Quddus ".

Fifth. Allah is also "As Salam" ("Giver of peace"). Many scholars have
translated the word "As Salam" to mean that Allah is Perfect in every respect.

None of His attributes can deplete in any way.

Sixth. Allah is "Al Mu'min" ("the Giver of security"). Only Allah keeps His
creation safe and secure in this world. He blesses the hearts of His pious servants
with contentment in this world and will do the same for them in the Akhirah
(Hereafter). Referring to this, Allah says, "The greatest fright shall not distress them."
Allah says in Surah Zukhruf, "O My bondsmen! You shall have no fear today, neither

will you grieve." Some scholars mention that "Al Mu'min" means that Allah had
made a pledge with His creation that He shall never oppress them.

Seventh. Allah is "Al Muhaymin" ("the Vigilant"), meaning that Allah is

Watchful over all His creation.

Eighth. Allah is "Al Aziz" ("the Mighty"). Nothing can stop Allah from
doing what He wants and He has the power to do whatever He wants.
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Ninth. Allah is "Al Jabbar" ("the Overpowering"), meaning that He has the

power to do as He pleases with His creation without any interference. Some

commentators mention that "Al Jabbar" means that Allah is the one who sets

matters right. Allah restores losses, mends broken things and rectifies situations.

Tenth. Allah is "Al Mutakabbir" ("the Glorious"). This word means that

Allah's majesty is perfect. When the word is used to describe creation, it means

that the person is proud. Whereas pride is regarded as a flaw in creation, it is not

so when attributed to Allah because Allah truly possesses all good and virtue.

When any person has a good quality, it is because Allah has granted it to him

and it is not his own doing. Instead of regarding himself as a great person and

looking down on others, the person should rather be grateful to Allah.

Allah says at the end of Surah Jathiya, "All majesty (pride) is His in the heavens

and the earth and He is the Mighty, the Wise." Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ^ ibi ^j
reports from the Holy Prophet ^ 3 -a* i» Ju* that Allah Ta'ala says that pride and

greatness and glory are His special attributes and He will cast into Hell whoever

tries to wrestles from Him.

Eleventh. Allah is "Al Khaliq" ("the Creator").

Twelfth. He is also "Al Bari" ("the Perfect Maker"). The translations of the

above two attributes are alike. Some Scholars have mentioned that "Al Khaliq"

means that Allah creates things in perfect proportion and "Al Bari" means that

He brings things from non-existence into existence. Commentators also state that

"Al Khaliq" means that Allah creates things without the need to refer to any

model. He is also able to create other things from the original in a most perfect

manner. "Al Bari" means that He is Able to create many things in the same

manner without any differences between them.

Thirteenth. Allah is "Al Musawwir" ("the Fashioner"). Allah has created all

the various types of bodies and phenomena. He makes things that can easily be

distinguished even though they may be of the same species. Allah says in Surah

Infitar , "(Allah) created you, perfected you, gave you due proportion and made you in

thefashion He desired."

Allah continues by saying that He "has the most beautiful names." Allah

possesses each of the attributes that His various names denote. Allah says in

Surah A'raf, "Allah the most beautiful of names, so call Him by them." A verse of

Surah Bani Israel reads, "Say, 'Call unto Allah or call unto Rahman. By whichever

name you call to Him, to Him belongs the most beautiful names."

A hadith of Bukhari states that Allah has 99 names and whoever learns

them well shall enter Heaven. For further information one may refer to the

commentary of verse 180 of Surah A'raf (Surah 7) as well as the sook "Al Hisnul

Hasin" written by Allama Jazari ^JLp &\ <^J Allah's 99 names are mentioned in

Tirmidhi and also in Ibn Majah. where some names are mentioned that are not in

Tirmidhi.

Allah concludes the Surah by stating, "Whatever is in the heavens and the earth

glorifies Him. He is the Mighty, the Wise."

NOTE : Sayyidina Ma'qal bin Yasar ^ &\ ^j has narrated that the Holy
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Prophet (JL-j Aip iui ju said, "Whoever recites, 'A-udhu Billdhis Sami Hi

Alim Minash Shaytanir Rajim' thrice in the morning and then recites the

last three verses of Surah Hashar, Allah shall appoint seventy thousand

angels to invoke Allah 's mercy on him until the evening. If he dies during

that day he will die as a martyr. Whoever does this in the evening, Alldh

shall appoint seventy thousand angels to invoke Allah's mercy on him

until the morning. If he dies during that night he will die as a martyr."

[Tirmidhi] t
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful

(1) O you who believe! Do not take my enemy and your enemy as friends,

offering your friendship to them when they reject the truth that has come to you.

They have exiled the messenger ^>j Up &\ J^ and yourselves because you

believe in Allah your Lord. If you emerge to strive in My path and to seek My
pleasure (you would not befriend them). You secretly show friendship to them

when I am Aware of what you conceal and what you reveal. The one who does

this from among you has certainly strayed from the straight path. (2) If they

find you, they will be enemies to you and extend their tongues and hands

towards you with evil intent. They wish that you were disbelievers. (3) Neither

your relatives nor your children will profit you on the Day of Judgement when

you will be separated. Allah is Watchful over what you do.

PROHIBITION AGAINST BEFRIENDING ALLAH'S ENEMIES

The above verses were revealed concerning Sayyidina Hatib bin Abi Balta'a

a^ ii ^Jf who wrote a secret letter to the polytheists of Makkah. Imam Bukhari

a> ibi <^j records the incident in his Chapter of Jihad {religious war) (p. 422),

Chapter of Battles (p. 567) and Chapter of Tafsir (exegesis) (p. 726). Sayyidina Ali

^ ii ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^3 ^ is JL* called for him, Sayyidina

Zubayr *& &\ ^>Jf Sayyidina Miqdad ** &\ ^j and (according to some narrations)

Sayyidina Abu Marthad Ghanawi ** &\ ^Jf who were all experienced horsemen.
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The Holy Prophet ,jl.j ^ & J-* instructed them saying, "Ride until you reach

Rawda Khakh. There you will find a polytheist woman with a note from Hatib

addressed to the polytheists."

The prophet's companions (Sahabah) ^ ibi ^j raced their horses to the

place where they saw the woman riding a camel. They made the camel sit and
searched for the note. However, they could not find it. They told themselves that

she must have the note with her because the Holy Prophet ,0-; <4* & J^> could

never be wrong. When they asked her for the' note, she denied having it in her

possession. They then adopted a sterner attitude and threatened to remove all

her clothing if she did not surrender the note. Seeing their determination, she

removed the note from her waistband. Other narrations state that she removed
the note from the plait of her hair. The note was indeed from Sayyidina Hatib ^j
<up iai addressed to the polytheists. It informed them that the Holy Prophet i» Ju,

(4-.^ <uU intended attacking Makkah. The riders returned with the note to the Holy
Prophet (JL^ Up ii ju».

When the Holy Prophet (J^j *> Ai jl* learnt of the contents of the note, he

asked Sayyidina Hatib ^ i»i ^j what the matter was. Sayyidina Hatib ^ iui
cr>J

explained, "O the Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up &\ ju! Please do not be hasty. I did not

write this note because of disbelief or because I have become an apostate. I am
not one of the Quraysh and was only living with them . The others who have
migrated with you have relatives in Makkah by virtue of whom their families

and property are protected. Because I have no relatives there I wanted to do a

favour for the Quraysh so that they become indebted to me. In this way, they will

see to the protection of my family."

After hearing the story, The Holy Prophet jJL-j Jp &\ ju, said, "He has spoken

the truth/' Sayyidina Umar ** ibi ^j then exclaimed, "O the Holy Prophet ii J^
jjL-j -dp/ Permit me to behead this hypocrite." The Holy Prophet ^j Up Ai jl* said,

"Hatib participated in the Battle of Badr and Allah has said that the participants ofBadr

are forgiven irrespective of what they do. " It was with reference to this incident of

Sayyidina Hatib ** ii ^j that Allah revealed the opening verse of Surah

Mumtahina. Sayyidina Umar <up iiii ^j then remained silent.

"Al Bidaya wan Nihaya" (v. 4 p. 284) reports the text of Sayyidina Hatib's ^j
v* & note. This narration mentions that Sayyidina Hatib <up i»i ^j said to the Holy
Prophet (Jl-j Up 41 ju, "O the Holy Prophet^ aJLp ii j^>\ I did not write the note

because I am a hypocrite or because I wished to betray the messenger of Allah. I

knew that Allah would grant victory to His Prophet and complete His Religion

irrespective of whether I wrote or not. However, I was always an alien in

Makkah and my mother still lives there. So I wished that the people of Makkah
become indebted to me (and care for my mother on account of this)."

However, this notion of Sayyidina Hatib *& ^ ^j was incorrect because

since the Muslims were due to conquer Makkah in a few day's time, the

polytheists would only have been indebted to Sayyidina Hatib ^ i»i ^j for a few

days. Thereafter he would have been reunited with his family in Makkah.

Allah addresses the Muslims saying, "O you who believe! Do not take my
enemy and your enemy as friends, offering your friendship to them when they reject the

truth that has come to you. They have exiled the messenger jjL, j Up i»i j^ and yourselves
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because you believe in Allah your Lord. " A muslim should not express friendship

with the disbelievers even if it is superficial. Because of the way in which the

disbelievers behave towards the muslims, they do not deserve the friendship of

the muslims. Allah tells the muslim, ''If you emerge to strive in my path and to seek

My pleasure (you would not befriend them).

"

Allah chides the Muslims when He says, "You secretly show friendship to them

when I am Aware of what you conceal and what you reveal. (A Muslim should not

regard this as a minor offence because) The one who does this from among you has

certainly strayedfrom the straight path.

"

The disbelievers harass and expel the Muslim from their homelands for the

mere reason that the Muslims regard Allah to be their Lord. Their hostility does

not stop at this. Allah says, "If they find you, they will be enemies to you and extend

their tongues and hands towards you with evil intent." Wherever the disbelievers

meet the Muslims, they wilLmake every attempt to harm them either physically

or verbally. This is because "They wish that you were disbelievers.
"

Addressing the Muslims at large, Allah continues "Neither your relatives nor

your children will profit you on the Day ofJudgement when you will be separated. Allah

is Watchful over what you do." This verse is especially pertinent to the incident of

Sayyidina Hatib ^ &\ ^j because he wrote the note with the intention of

securing protection for his relatives in Makkah. Little did he realise that his

concern for his relatives meant betraying the Holy Prophet ,JL._, Up &\ ju>, an act

which can well jeopardise his position on the Day of Judgement. This concern for

one's relatives will certainly not be able to rescue one from Allah's punishment

in the Hereafter.

Allah says in Surah Luqman, "O people! Fear Allah and beware of the day when

a father will be of no avail to his son, nor will a child be ofany avail to his father." [Surah

31 verse 33]

Allah says in Surah Abas, "So when the deafening scream will come, on that day

man will flee from his brother, his mother, his father, his wife and his sons. On that day

every one of them will be preoccupied with a predicament that will make him oblivious of

another. " [Surah 80, verses 3 3-37]

On the Day of Judgement, no person will want anything to do with another

person and will stay far away from anyone who is likely to ask for assistance. If

this is the situation with relatives, one can well imagine how non-relatives will

avoid one. When a person is aware of this, he will realise that it is futile for him
to risk his welfare in the Hereafter for the sake of relatives who will be unable to

assist him there.

THE LAW OF THE SHARI'AH CONCERNING SPYING

In his compilation of Ahadith, Imam Abu Dawud aJLp ^i ^ has included a

chapter titled. "The Law Concerning a Spy who is a Muslim -In this chapter he has

quoted the incident of Sayyidina Hatib ^ ifo ^Jm The next chapter speaks about

the spy who is a Dhimmi (A non-muslim who lives in a muslim country and pays tax

to Government.) and the following chapter concerns the spy who is a

legal visitor to a Muslim country (termed as a Musta'min). The fourth type of spy
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that could be a menace to a Muslim country is a person from a hostile Kuffar

(disbeliever's) country (termed as a Harbi). The fifth type of spy is a person
belonging to a country that has entered into a peace treaty with the Muslims
(termed a Mu'ahid)

The Fuqaha (Muslim jurists) differ in their opinions concerning these five

types of spies. In his commentary of Muslim, Imam Nawawi *Ju> &\ <^j states that

all the Fuqaha unanimously agree that the Harbi spy should be executed. Imam
Malik Up i»» a^j and Imam Awza'i aJlp ^ ^ state that a Dhimmi and a Mu'ahid
spy will be guilty of breaching the pact they have made with the Muslims. They
are therefore at the mercy of the Muslim leader who is at liberty to enslave them
or to execute them. According to the other Fuqaha the treaty will be nullified

only if the treaty contained a clause that prohibits spying.

If a spy is a Muslim, the Muslim leader will decide on an appropriate

punishment according to Imam Shafi'I <> ito "**-j, Imam Awza'i Up ibi ^ and
Imam Abu Hanifa Up ii A^Jm However, he may not be executed. According to

Imam Malik Up ifc» \^-
J/ the Muslim leader is at liberty to do as he deems

appropriate.

\> '£ ?' \*'\jXs' 9A'\'t yS'\iJf"" v"" \'"& f"f -f > < »»-i^ -
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(4) There was certainly a sterling example for you in Ibrahim f^J\ U* and those

who followed him when they said to their people, "We exonerate ourselves from

you and from that which you worship apart from Allah. We reject you, and

enmity and hatred have surfaced between yourselves and us forever until you

believe in One Allah/' (There was a sterling example in all he did) except the

statement of Ibrahim f^LJi Up to his father when he said, "I shall definitely pray

for your forgiveness and I have no power to do anything for you before Allah. O
our Lord! In You do we trust, to You do we turn (in repentance) and to You shall

we return." (5) "O our Lord! Do not make us a test for the disbelievers and

forgive, O our Lord. Indeed You are the Mighty, the Wise." (6) There was

certainly an excellent example in them for those of you who have faith in Allah

and the Last Day. As for him who turns away, Allah certainly is Independent,

Most worthy of praise.

THE STERLING EXAMPLE OF SAYYIDINA IBRAHIM
f
*J» Up

There will always be a conflict between belief and disbelief. The Qur'an
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notes the discussion between Sayyidina Ibrahim f%Jt Up, his father and his

eople in various verses. In the above verse, Allah quotes what he and his

followers said to the disbelievers of their nation.

Allah says, "There was certainly a sterling example for you in Ibrahim f%Ji <d*

and those who followed him when they (explicitly) said to their people, 'We exonerate

ourselves from you and from that which you worship apart from Allah. We reject you

(because we reject your beliefs) and enmity and hatred have surfaced between yourselves

and usforever until you believe in One Allah".

The Muslims should never be ambiguous when expressing their stand in

relation to the disbelievers. They must never bow before the disbelievers and

should make it clear to the disbelievers that they cannot be the same. The

disbeliever should never get the impression from the Muslims that their religion

of disbelief is also correct or that Islam is weak. They must clearly get the

message that the Muslims do not belong with them and that they do not belong

with the Muslims as long as they remain disbelievers.

Among the things that Sayyidina Ibrahim ^LJ\ <Up said to his father was: "I

shall definitely pray for your forgiveness and I have no power to do anything for you

before Allah" i.e. I cannot save you from Allah's punishment if you chose to

remain a disbeliever. In keeping with this promise to seek forgiveness for his

father, Sayyidina Ibrahim fMJt Up prayed to Allah saying, "Forgive my father, for

he is among those who have deviated." Scholars have mentioned that this was a

Supplication to Allah to forgive his father after guiding him to Islam. Allah says

in Surah Taubah, "Ibrahim f%Ji <M sought forgiveness for his father only because of a

promise that he had made to him. When it became clear to him that hisfather was Allah 's

enemy (when he died as a disbeliever), he exonerated himselffrom him. " [Surah 9, verse

114]

In the above verses Allah makes it clear that the practices of Sayyidina

Ibrahim pLJ\ u* and his followers were excellent examples to emulate except his

deed of seeking forgiveness for his disbeliever father.

"O our Lord! In You do we trust, to You do wc turn (in repentance) and to You

shall we return." While some commentators state that here Allah quotes some of

the supplication that Sayyidina Ibrahim ftLJ\ ^ and his followers made to Allah,

others are of the opinion that the verse enjoins all Muslims to make this

supplication to Allah. Added to this are the supplication: "O our Lord! Do not

make us a test for the disbelievers and forgive, O our Lord. Indeed You are the Mighty,

the Wise."

Allah continues, "There was certainly an excellent example in them (i.e. in

Sayyidina Ibrahim ^LJ\ Up and his followers) for those of you who have faith in

(presenting themselves before) Allah and (in) the Last Day. As for him who turns away,

Allah certainly is Independent, Most worthy of praise." If any Muslim wishes to bow
before the disbelievers, he will be doing no harm to Allah because Allah does not

need anyone.

**>-j jys> auij jj* 4b\j b^y ~u p^oW CtW uyj y^*. cW: o» *u» cs-'^Hsf
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(7) Allah shall soon create love between you and those who are your enemies.

Allah is Most Capable and Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful. (8) Allah

does not forbid you from behaving cordially and justly towards those who do

not fight you for religion and who do not exile you from your homes. Verily

' Allah loves those who are just. (9) Allah forbids you from befriending only

those who fight you for religion, who exile you from your homes and who assist

(others) in exiling you. Those who befriend them are certainly oppressors.

MAINTAINING RELATIONS WITH THE PEOPLE OF ONES
FORMER HOMELAND AFTER MIGRATING

The prophet's companions (Sahabah)^ ^ ^j who migrated to Madinah
still had many disbelievers relatives in Makkah. It occurred to many of the

Immigrants that their ties with these disbelievers relatives were now
automatically severed. Although it was necessary to terminate friendly relations

with the disbelievers, Allah promised the Immigrants in the above verses that He
would soon restore the love between them and their relatives. This occurred

upon the conquest of Makkah when the polytheists all accepted Islam. When
Makkah was conquered, even the staunchest polytheists accepted Islam, such as

Abu Sufyan ^ &\ ^j, Suhayl bin Amr <up i»i ^>j and Hakim bin Hizam **> ito ^j.
Until then Abu Sufyan was the Makkan leader who led the polytheists in battle

against the Muslims. Suhayl bin Amr was the envoy of the polytheists who
negotiated the Treaty of Hudaybiyyah and who would not allow Sayyidina Ali

<up ibi ^j to write 'Muhammad, the Messenger ofAllah" on the treaty.

It is simple for Allah to guide people and to reunite separated hearts.

Therefore, Allah says, "Allah is Most Capable and Allah is Most Forgiving, Most

Merciful. "When a person accepts Islam, Allah forgives all his previous sins. Since

Allah forgives all that a person has done during his life as a disbeliever, Muslims

should also adopt the same attitude and should not think that they cannot

befriend a person who was an enemy to them until a few days ago.

The disbelievers are of two types. The first type are those who do not fight

the Muslims, do not exile them from their homes and do not assist others in

carrying out such actions. The other type are those who actively engage in these

activities. Concerning the first group Allah says, "Allah does not forbid you from

behaving cordially and justly towards those who do not fight you for religion and who do

not exile you from your homes. Verily Allah loves those who are just." About the

second group Allah says, "Allah forbids youfrom befriending only those whofight you

for religion, who exile you from your homes and who assist (others) in exiling you. Those

who befriend them are certainly oppressors.

"
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"Rahul Ma'ani" quotes Sayyidina Zubayr *s> &\ ^j who said that the first

group consists of women and children of the disbelievers. Sayyidina Mujahid

jj, ii a>-j states that these are the people who accepted Islam but who continued

to live in Makkah. The Immigrants and the Ansar severed ties with them because

they neglected the Fardh (obligatory) obligation of migrating to Madinah.

Imam Bukhari Up it ^ has narrated that after the Treaty of Hudabiyyah.

the Muslims and polytheists were no longer at war and lived in peace. During

this period, the mother of Sayyidah Asma bint Abi Bakr if* ii ^.j came to

Madinah and expressed a need for some assistance. Since Sayyidah Asma &\ ^j
\4* was unsure whether it was permissible to spend on a polytheist woman, she

asked the Holy Prophet jJl-j ^ ii ju>, 'My mother has come and has expressed a need.

Should I maintain family ties by spending on her?" The Holy Prophet ^ 3 <±* ii ju

replied, "Yes. Maintain your family ties" A narrator of this hadith, Sayyidina

Sufyan bin Uyaynah U* &\ <^j says that it was on this occasion that Allah

revealed the verse: "Allah does not forbid you from behaving cordially and justly

towards those who do notfight you for religion..." [Bukhari v. 2 p. 884]

The "Musnad" of Imam Ahmad Up it^ narrates from Sayyidina Abdullah

bin Zubayr **> it ^j that Qila bint Abdil Uzza brought a gift for her daughter

Sayyidah Asma bint Abi Bakr ^ ii ^j. Because her mother was a polytheist,

Sayyidah Asma W^ & ^j refused to accept the gift and refused to allow her

mother into her house. She asked Sayyidah Ayshah \#* it ^j to enquire about

the situation from the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ii ju*. When she enquired from the

Holy Prophet pJL-j Up ii ju, Allah revealed the verse:

"Allah does not forbid youfrom behaving cordially and justly towards those who do

not fight you for religion..." The Holy Prophet ,4-j a* ii ju then permitted her to

accept the gift and to allow her mother into the house.

Allah clearly forbids Muslims from maintaining friendly ties with those

polytheists who fight the Muslims because of their religion and who make every

effort to expel the Muslims from their homeland. Concerning those Muslims who
befriend such disbelievers, Allah says, "Those who befriend them are certainly

oppressors." Such people oppress themselves by exposing themselves to Allah's

punishment when they flout His commands.
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(10) O you who believe! When believing women come to you as immigrants,

then examine them. Allah best knows the condition of their lman (Belief). If you
determine that they really are believers, then do not return them to the

disbelievers. Neither are these women lawful for the disbelieving men nor are

the disbelieving men lawful for these women. Return to them (i.e. to the

disbelieving husbands) what they have spent (as dowry). There is no harm if

you (Muslim men) marry these women when you give them their dowry. Do not

stubbornly cling to your disbelieving wives. Ask for what (dowry) you have

spent and let the disbelieving men ask for what they have spent. This is Allah's

command. Allah decides between you and Allah is All Knowing, the Wise. (11)

If you lose any of your wives to the disbelievers and then have your own back,

then pay those who have lost their wives the equivalent of what they have spent.

Fear Allah in Whom you believe.

THE LAW REGARDING WOMEN IMMIGRANTS

When the Holy Prophet jJL-j <a* iin ju* took the prophet's companions
(Sahabah) ^ ^ ^j to Makkah to perform Umrah during the 6th year after

Hijrah, he heard that the polytheists were intent on resisting their entry into

Makkah. Setting up camp in Hudaybiyyah, The Holy Prophet fJL.^ *ip ^ JU sent

Sayyidina Uthman -up iui ^j into Makkah to verify the situation. The polytheists

sent Suhayl bin Amr as their negotiator to the Muslim's. Finally, the ten clauses

of the Treaty were agreed on. The details of this incident were discussed in the

commentary of the first seven verses of Surah Fath (Surah 48).

The second and third clauses of the treaty read as follows:

COS Any person from the Quraysh who defects to Muhammad
(the Holy Prophet ^X*i 4* i»i J^>) without the consent of his

senior will have to he returned.

CDS Any person from Muhammad's ^ 3 <> iui ju companions who
defects to the Quraysh will not have to he returned.

The clauses were still not written when the son of Suhayl bin Amr (Abu

Jandal) appeared in the Muslim camp with his feet in fetters. He was held

captive in Makkah in this manner because he had accepted Islam, but managed
to escape when he heard that the Muslims were at Hudaybiyyah. He pleaded

with the Muslims to take him back to Madinah with them. However, when the

Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ii ju asked his father's permission to take him to Madinah,

Suhayl flatly refused. He was thus taken back in captivity. His story is lengthy

and is mentioned together with the story of his compatriot Abu Basir ** &\ ^j in

the commentary of the first seven verses of Surah Fath (Surah 48). When the treaty

was concluded, the Muslims slaughtered their "Hady" (sacrificial) animals and
prepared to return to Madinah.

It was then that some women came to the Muslims and requested to be

taken to Madinah because they had accepted Islam. Allah subsequently revealed

the verse: "O you who believe! When believing women come to you as immigrants, then

examine them..." The verse "If you lose any of your wives to the disbelievers..." was
revealed at a later stage.
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Allah says, "O you who believe! When believing women come to you as

immigrants' then examine them. Allah best knows the condition of their Belief (because

He knows the secrets of the heart). Ifyou determine that they really are believers, then do

not return them to the disbelievers. Neither are these women lawful for the disbelieving

men nor are the disbelieving men lawful for these women." When a woman leaves the

disbeliever country to settle in a Muslim country, her manage to the disbeliever

in the disbeliever country will terminate.

Although the clause of the treaty stated that any Muslim from Makkah

headed for Madinah should be returned, women were exempted from the clause

by mutual agreement. One can therefore not accuse the Muslims of breaching the

terms of the treaty. In addition to this, the dowry that the disbeliever husbands

paid was returned to them. The disbeliever husbands also realised that their

Muslim wives would not be happy living with them. They did not mind that

their former wives stay with the Muslims because there was no threat of them

being a danger during times of war. The disbelievers therefore did not insist that

their wives return to them.

Among the immigrant women who came to the Muslims was Umm
Kulthum, the daughter of the notorious Uqba bin Abi Mu'It. When her family

members tried to get her back, The Holy Prophet ^3 4* & J^ did not hand her

over to them. Others like her were Subay'ah bintul Harith and Umayma bint

Bishr. The Holy Prophet ^j -j* ii ju* also did not return them when their families

came for them. ["Ruhul Ma'ani" v. 28 p. 76]

Allah enjoins, ''Return to them (i.e. to the disbelieving husbands) what they have

spent (as dowry). " This law applied only during the time of the Holy Prophet iui ju»

jJL-j <M because it was included in a clause of the Treaty of Hudaybiyyah. Women
were specially exempted from the clause that demanded Muslims from Makkah
to be returned to Makkah after joining the rest of the Muslims in Madinah.

However, the polytheists permitted this exemption on condition that the dowry
of the migrating women is paid back to the former husband.

The polytheists of Makkah violated the treaty within a year, after which the

Muslims conquered Makkah. Once the treaty terminated, the clauses also

terminated. Therefore, if a Muslim woman migrates after the treaty, she will not

be returned to her husband and the husband and disbeliever country in which

she formerly resided will have no claim from the Muslim country.

Allah continues, "There is no harm if you (Muslim men) marry these women
when you give them their dowry." This injunction permits Muslim men from a

Muslim country to marry those women who migrate to their country. According

to Imam Abu Hanifa U* &\ <^j, there is no necessity for her to complete her Iddah

before remarrying. She may marry a Muslim man immediately after arriving in

the Muslim country. However, Imam Muhammad <4* & <^j and Imam Abu
Yusuf -dp i»i \**

Jf the two eminent students of Imam Abu Hanifa aJp k\ \**
Jf state

that she has to pass the duration of her Iddah before remarrying. If she is

expecting when she reaches the Muslim country, she may remarry only after

delivering the child. ["Hidayah"]

The clause "when you give them their dowry" does not mean that they cannot

be married if the dowry is not paid before marriage. If the couple agree on a
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fixed dowry, the husband may pay it before the marriage or undertake to pay \{

afterwards.

"Do not stubbornly cling to your disbelieving wives/' When a man accepts

Islam and migrates to a Muslim country, his marriage will terminate if his wife

chooses to remain a disbeliever in the "Darul Harb" The marriage will be

terminated to the extent that if his former wife has a real sister living as a Muslim
in the Muslim country, he may marry her.

"Ask for what (dowry) you have spent and let the disbelieving men ask for what

they have spent/' This part of the verse enjoins Muslim men to claim their dowry
from the "Darul Harb" if their wives chose to remain in the "Darul Harb" as

disbeliever. Similarly, the Disbelievers husbands of the "Darul Harb" may claim

back the dowries they spent on their wives who have accepted Islam and

migrated to the Muslim country. As mentioned earlier, this injunction was
repealed once the Treaty of Hudaybiyyah ended.

"This is Allah's command. Allah decides between you and Allah is All Knowing,

the Wise." Allah reserves the right to abrogate commands as and when He
pleases because he is best aware of man's welfare and issues commands with

perfect wisdom.

"Ifyou lose any ofyour wives to the disbelievers and then have your own back, then

pay those who have lost their wives the equivalent of what they have spent." This verse

details that when the wives of Muslim men stay behind in the "Darul Harb" and

Muslim women migrate to the Muslim country from the "Darul Harb", the

dowry money owed to the disbelievers husbands in the "Darul Harb" may be

paid to the Muslim men whose wives remained in the "Darul Harb In a similar

manner, the disbelievers government will have to pay out their men who had

lost their wives to the Muslim country. If the money owed to the disbelievers is

more than what was paid to the Muslim husbands, the Muslim country should

pay the difference to the "Darul Harb" government. On the contrary, if the

money that the disbelievers government owes the Muslim husbands is more than

what the Muslim husbands were paid by the Muslim government, the Muslims

should demand the difference from the "Darul Harb" government. This

injunction also ceased to apply after the termination of the Treaty of

Hudaybiyyah.

Allah concludes the verse by saying, "Fear Allah in Whom you believe. " This

phrase enjoins that all Allah's commands be fulfilled and all His prohibitions be

refrained from.

G3 *?? JJ*- 4M o\ 4JM cP» jL*^>\j <j4j»\j> y-V^4 <4^^^ *J

(12) O the Holy Prophet <*l-»j U* &\ J^\ Accept the pledge of allegiance from the

believing women and seek forgiveness from Allah on their behalf when they
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come to you to pledge that they will not ascribe any partner to Allah, that they

will not steal, that they will not fornicate, that they will not kill their children,

that they will not come forth with slander which they fabricate before their

hands and legs and that they will not disobey you in any good. Indeed Allah is

Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.

THE WORDS OF THE PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE AND ITS

CONDITIONS

The Muslims conquered Makkah the year after the Treaty of Hudaybiyyah.

When this happened, the polytheists feared that they would have to face the

consequences of their transgression against the Muslims. However, with the

announcement of "There shall be no reproach on you today", The Holy Prophet it jl»

^ Up forgave them all for whatever they had previously done. Apart from a few

individuals, all the polytheists accepted Islam. They all then pledged their

allegiance to the Holy Prophet jJl-j a* it J^>. The verbal pledge of allegiance that

the women swore is mentioned in the above verse.

Scholars mention that Allah refers to taking this pledge from women when
He instructs in verse 10 that the immigrant women should be examined.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ it ^j reports that whenever a woman
migrated to Madinah, she was required to swear that she neither migrated

because of hatred for her husband, nor because of love for a Muslim man, nor

because she was disinclined from any place, nor because she feared being

apprehended for any misdeed. She had to swear that she migrated only for the

sake of Islam and for the love of Allah and His Holy Prophet jJl-j <> it ju». When
she took this oath she was not returned to the disbelievers and the dowry she

was paid by her former husband was refunded to him.

Sayyidah Ayshah i^ it ^j narrates that whenever 'Mu'min (Believer)

women migrated to Madinah, the Holy Prophet ,jl,j ^ in ju would examine

them using the verse "O the Holy Prophet pi^ 4* it J~*l Accept the pledge of

allegiance from believing women... When these women accepted the terms of the

pledge as mentioned in the verse, their examination would be over. When this

was done, the Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up ii ju, would say to them. "You may go. You

have already pledged your allegiance." Sayyidah Ayshah ^ it ^j says, "By Allah!

The hand of the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up it j^ never touched the hand of any woman. He
accepted only their verbal pledge ofallegiance

." [Muslim v. 2 p. 131]

Although the words of the pledge seem confined to six prohibitions, the

sixth clause ("that they will not disobey you in any good" secures an undertaking to

practise the entire religion.

The clauses of the pledge are:

Firstly. "That they will not ascribe any partner to Allah.

"

Secondly. 'That they will not steal.

"

Thirdly. 'That they will not fornicate.
"

Fourthly. 'That they will not kill their children." 'This clause was especially

pertinent during the time of the Holy Prophet ,JL^ aJLp it ju because
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people used to kill their children fearing that they would be unable to

feed them. It was also a common practice to bury infant girls alive, as

is discussed in Surah Nahl, Surah Zukhruf and Surah Takwir . The

killing of children also refers to abortion.

Fifthly. "That they will not come forth with slander which they fabricate before

their hands and legs." Commentators have mentioned that this clause

may be interpretedin thefollowing two manners:

That a woman should not claim that a child born to her from another man is her

husband's.

She should not take custody of another child and then claim that it is her husbands.

This may well happen when a woman's husband is away from the house for a long

period of time.

Sixthly. 'That they will not disobey you in any good?" The Arabic word

"ma'riif" (translated above as 'good?') includes all actions that a

Muslim ought to carry out, whether the act is Fardh (obligatory),

Wajib (Compulsory), Mustahab (preferable) or Nafl (mandatory). It is

the demand of one's Belief that one makes an effort to fulfil all such

injunctions.

Sayyidah Umm Atiyya ^ &\ ^>j says that when the women pledged their

allegiance to the Holy Prophet ,JL-,j 4* ^ J~*, he would recite the verse: "that they

will not steal, that they will not fornicate, that they will not..." In addition to this, The
Holy Prophet ,0-j Up iui j^* would prevent them from practising "nowha"
(wailing and screaming) upon the death of any person. [Bukhari v. 2 p. 871]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas <up iui ^j narrates that he once accompanied

the Holy Prophet pi- j Up &\ ju to the Eidul Fitr Salah. After performing the Salah

and delivering the Khutba (sermon), The Holy Prophet ^3 <> i ^ passed

through the rows of men and came to where the women were. Sayyidina Bilal

<up &\ ^j was with the Holy Prophet ,0-j Up ii ju at that time. The Holy Prophet

fjL-j Up ii j^ then recited the verse: "O you who believe! When believing women come

to you as immigrants then examine them., (up to the end of the verse)." The Holy
Prophet (JL.J Up ii ju then asked the women, "Are you all steadfast on this?" All but

one woman remained silent. She said, "Yes, we are steadfast on it." The Holy
Prophet ,0-^ ap iui ju, then exhorted the women to contribute Sadaqah (charity)

and Sayyidina Bilal <& ito ^>j spread out a sheet. The women then began to cast

their rings on the sheet. [Bukhari v. 1 p. 133]

It is evident from certain narration that the men also undertook to observe

the same conditions that the women undertook when they pledged their

allegiance to the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ii jl^. Sayyidina Ubadah bin Samit ^ &\ ^j
narrates that a group of prophet's companions (Sahabah)^ i& ^j were sitting

with the Holy Prophet ^3 Up ii ju when he said to them, "Come pledge your

allegiance to me that you will not ascribe any partner to Allah, that you will not steal,

that you will not fornicate, that you will not kill your children, that you will not come

forth with slander which you fabricate before your hands and legs and that they will not

be disobedient in any good. It is Allah's responsibility to reward whoever fulfils this.

Whoever breaches the pledge and is punished in this world, this will be expiation for him.
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^4s for the one who breaches and whose sin Allah conceals in this world,, his matter rests

with Allah. Allah may forgive him of Allah wills or Allah may punish him." Sayyidina

Ubadah ** & ^j states that they all then pledged their allegiance to the Holy

Prophet ,JL-j Up ii Jl^p with the above conditions. [Bukhari v. lp.7]

Just as the pledge of allegiance was taken from the women, the men were

also required to pledge "That they will not come forth with slander which they

fabricate before their hands and legs." Concerning women, this means:

That a woman should not claim that a child born to her from another man is

her husband's.

She should not take custody of another child and then claim that it is her

husband's.

However, since these interpretations cannot apply to men, commentators of

Hadith mention that the condition means that a man should not slander another

person. The phrase "before your hands and legs" is added because most sins stem

from these limbs. Other commentators translate the phrase as "between your hands

and legs" refers to the heart, which lies in this position. The tongue from which

the slander is made manifest is merely a spokesman for the sentiments of the

heart. ["Fat'hul Bari"]

It is my humble opinion that this interpretation should also be assumed in

the right of women and that the situations of a woman labelling another child as

her husband's should be regarded as examples of this interpretation. In this

manner, one interpretation will fit everyone.

The above narration of Sayyidah Umm Atiyya i*p & ^j makes it clear that

the pledge of allegiance was not confined to only those conditions mentioned in

the verse. She mentions that the Holy Prophet ^^ i ^ also took the

undertaking from them that they will not practise "nowha". It is learnt that the

conditions of the pledge can therefore be amended according to the prevailing

circumstances. Therefore, when taking the pledge of allegiance (called Bay'ah),

the saints of our times include conditions like "I will not shave my beard" so that

people abstain from sins that are common in today's times.

Sayyidina Ubadah bin Samit ^ it ^ narrates that they [the prophet's

companions (Sahabah) ^ & ^A also pledged that they will obey the Holy

Prophet ,0-j A> ii ju, during times of difficulty and ease and when others are

being preferred above them. They also pledged that they would never fear the

reproach of any person when doing things for Allah. In addition to this, they

undertook to never fight their leaders unless they saw them perpetrate brazen

disbelief. [Bukhari v. 2 p. 1045]

Allah commands the Holy Prophet ^j <> ^ > that he should seek

forgiveness on behalf of the believing women because 'Indeed Allah is Most

Forgiving, Most Merciful.

"
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(13) O you who believe! Do not befriend a nation with whom Allah is angry and

who have lost hope in the Hereafter just as the disbelievers in the graves have

lost hope.

THE COMMAND NOT TO BEFRIEND THE DISBELIEVERS IS

REPEATED

Much of the Surah emphasises the prohibition against befriending the

disbelievers. The concluding verse of the Surah mentions that Muslims should

especially refrain from befriending the Jews. Although all disbelievers have

earned Allah's anger, the "nation with whom Allah is angry'' is said to refer to the

Jews because Allah has referred to them specifically as "those who have incurred Allah's

wrath". Allah also says about them that "Humiliation and poverty were stamped on

them and they became deserving of Allah's wrath." Allah also says about them, "So

they earned wrath upon wrath." Another verse states, "They return with the wrath of

Allah and wretchedness has been laid on them." Because these verses refer to the

Jews, commentators state that Allan also refers to the Jews in the above verse

where He says, "a nation with whom Allah is angry.

"

Some commentators state that a few poor Muslims used to inform the Jews

about the activities of the Muslims for some food as payment. The above verse

was revealed to prohibit these Muslims from doing this.

Many commentators state that "a nation with whom Allah is angry" refers to

the Jews and the Christians, while a group is also of the opinion that "a nation

with whom Allah is angry" refers to the hypocrites. In effect, all disbelievers are

referred to by these words and the believers should ensure that they never

entertain close relations with any of these people.

Referring to the "nation with whom Allah is angry" Allah says that they "have

lost hope in the Hereafter just as the disbelievers in the graves have lost hope." Just as the

dead disbelievers are convinced that they cannot attain salvation after death,

those who have incurred Allah's wrath have convinced themselves that

Judgement day shall not take place. It is therefore foolish to befriend such people.'

The author of "Bayanul Qur'an" states that "Those who have been given the

scriptures recognise the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up it ju just as they recognise their very own
sons. " They therefore knew very well that they were doomed to Hell if they did

not follow the Holy Prophet ,jl,j Up ii ju*. However, their pride and jealousy did

not allow them to follow him. In this way, they resigned themselves to their fate

and "have lost hope in (their salvation in) the Hereafter just as the disbelievers in the

graves have lost hope." It is therefore foolish to befriend people who know that

they are doomed but who do nothing about it. The prohibition against

maintaining close ties of friendship with the disbelievers applies to all

disbelievers irrespective of whether they are staunch in their disbelief or not. The
verse seems to emphasise severing ties with the Jews probably because they were

many in Madinah and because they were exceptionally evil.
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^Madman | Surah As-Saff 1
Verses 14

c$\ Qfe Q3 Z*& y^ j*j of^ ^ ^j ^jh^ j>^c-

In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful

(1) Whatever is in the heavens and whatever is on earth glorifies Allah. He is the

Mighty, the Wise. (2) O you who believe! Why do you say that which you do not

do? (3) It is indeed a most hateful thing that you say that which you do not do.

(4) Verily Allah loves those who fight in His path in rows as if they are a solid

building.

'WHY DO YOU SAY THAT WHICH YOU DO NOT DO?"

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Salam ^ ii ^ narrates that a few prophet's

companions (Sahabah) ^ ^ ^j were sitting together speaking about good

deeds when they said that if they knew which deed pleased Allah most, they

would carry it out. It was then that Allah revealed the verse, "Whatever is in the

heavens and whatever is on earth glorifies Allah. He is the Mighty, the Wise. O you who

believe! Why do you say that which you do not do?" [Tirmidhi, Chapter ofTafsir]

'Ma'alimut Tanzil" reports that Allah Ta'ala revealed the verse "Verily Allah

loves those who fight in His path in rows as if they are a solid building" when the

prophet's companions (Sahabah)^ it ^j said that if they knew what deed was

most beloved to Allah, they would carry out the deed and spend their lives and

all their wealth for the same. Shortly after they said this, the Battle of Uhud took

place and many of them were found lacking in their resolve. It was then that

Allah revealed the verse "O you who believe! Why do you say that which you do not

dor-

Some commentators state that when the prophet's companions (Sahabah)
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^ ii>! ^j heard about the rewards that the martyrs of Badr received, they said,

"If we are afforded the opportunity to fight in Jihad, we would fight with all our might."

However, when they were forced to flee from the battlefield during the Battle of

Uhud, Allah chided them with the verse: "O you who believe! Why do you say that

which you do not do?"

"Ruhul Ma'ani" reports from Sayyidina Ibn Zaid Up A\ jl^j that the verse

refers to the hypocrites who promised their assistance to the Muslims but failed

to honour their promise. r

Allama Qurtubi <M & *^j has reported (v. 18 p. 78) that Sayyidina Suhayb ^j
4jlp ii killed a polytheist who used to harass the Muslims to a great extent.

However, another person informed the Holy Prophet ,jl,.> ^ ii jl* that it was he

who killed the polytheist. This news greatly pleased the Holy Prophet ^ & J^>
jJL-j. However, Sayyidina Umar <* iui ^j and Sayyidina Abdur Rahman bin Awf
<up ibt ^j censured Sayyidina Suhayb ** & ^j for not informing the Holy

Prophet jJL-j a-1p &\ JU that he had killed the polytheist because this led to the

Holy Prophet jju^ Up ii ju receiving false information. When Sayyidina Suhayb
<up &\ ^j clarified the matter to the Holy Prophet (4-3 Up &\ Ju^, Allah revealed the

verse: "O you who believe! Why do you say that which you do not do?"

It is not farfetched to assume that the verse was revealed with reference to

all of the above incidents because the meaning of the verse is general and calls on

all believers to reflect. Every believer should ponder about whether his words
correspond with his deeds or whether he is guilty of betraying his words. One
should honour one's promises and pledges. Of course, it is a sin to honour a

promise to sin. One should never claim to have done something that one did not

do. One should also ensure that one does not betray one's words by preventing

others from doing something that one is guilty of.

Allah adds, 'it is indeed a most hateful thing that you say that which you do not

do." One should make every effort to avoid creating false impressions about

oneself because this will incur Allah's wrath.

THE TERRIBLE PLIGHT OF THOSE LECTURERS WHOSE DEEDS
DO NOT CORRESPOND WITH THEIR WORDS

Sayyidina Anas ^ i»i ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ,jl.j Up & J^ told

them when he ascent to the hearers he passed by some people whose lips were
being cut with scissors of fire. When he asked Sayyidina Jibr'il fiLJ\ Up who these

people were, the reply was that they were those lecturers of his Ummah who
used to enjoin others to do good, but forgot (to do good) themselves. According

to another narration, he said that they were those lecturers who did not practise

what they instructed others to do. ["Mishkat" p. 438]

It is evident that the above verse of the Qur'an enjoins people to match their

deeds with their words when they enjoin others to do good and to refrain from

evil. The injunction certainly does not mean that one should not advise others

when one is guilty of negligence. Rather, the injunction demands that one

continues to preach and practise as well. It is unfortunate that many people who
are negligent of their religious practises dwell under the misconception that they

cannot preach what they do not practise. They say that they do not want to
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oppose the verse of Surah Saff that states: "O you who believe! Why do you say that

which you do not do?"

The Qur'an does not say that one should neither preach the truth nor

practise it. The Qur'an requires that one practises and preaches the truth

simultaneously. One should understand that practising the injunctions of the

Shari'ah is a separate command of the Qur'an and enjoining others to practise the

Shari'ah is a separate command altogether. Omitting one of these commands
because one has neglected the other is a sin. By doing this, one will be guilty of

two sins.

The Holy Prophet jJUj -Op &\ j^ said, "Each of you is a warder and will be

questioned regarding his charge. " [Bukhari Vol 2 p. 783]

The Holy Prophet ^ 3 <uu iui ju» also said, "Whoever sees an evil should

change it with his hand. If he is unable to do so, he should do so with his tongue.

If he is unable to do so, he should do so with his heart (by regarding the act as an

evil). This is the lowest form of Belief." [Muslim v.lp.51]

This hadith makes it clear that it is the duty of every person to enjoin good

and forbid people from evil.

PRAISE FOR THE MUJAHIDIN (MUSLIM SOLDERS)

Allah then praises those who fight in Jihad when He says, "Verily Allah loves

those who fight in His path in rows as if they are a solid building." This verse extols the

virtue of those Mujahidin (Muslim solders) who fight in a resolute manner as a

united force.

When battles were fought in the past, soldiers of each army formed rows

and the battle commenced when the two opposing rows clashed. Occasionally, a

soldier would call out, "Who shall comeforward for a challenge?" someone from the

opposite army would then fight him in single combat. In a like manner, two,

three of more man-on-man challenges may take place at the beginning.

Thereafter, the entire rows of soldiers advance towards each other and engage in

combat. This is the actual battle which the verse refers to.
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(5) When Musa (^LJi Up said to his people, "O my people! Why do you harass me
when you know that I am Allah's messenger to you?" However, when they

chose to be crooked, Allah further twisted their hearts. Allah does not guide a

sinful nation. (6) When Isa the son of Maryam said, "O children of Isra'il!

indeed I am the messenger of Allah to you, verifying the Torah before me and
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giving the glad tidings of a messenger to come after me, whose name will be

Ahmad/' When he came to them with clear signs, they said, "This is clear magic.

I

SAYYIDINA MUSA £*S\ U* AND SAYYIDINA ISA f*S\ aJ*

ANNOUNCE THAT THEY ARE MESSENGERS OF ALLAH

Allah quotes Sayyidina Musa (OLJ Up who said to the Bani Isra'Il, "O my
people! Why do you harass me when you know that I am Allah's messenger to you?"

Every messenger of Allah ^L^\ Up deserved the greatest respect. However,

despite accepting Sayyidina Musa f%Ji Up as Allah's Holy Prophet, the Bani

Isra'Il continuously harassed Sayyidina Musa (OLJi Up. Verses 51 to 74 of Surah

Baqarah (Surah 2), verses 20 to 26 of Surah Ma'idah (Surah 5) and verse 69 of Surah

Ahzab (Surah 33) mention some of the ways in which the Bani Isra'il harassed

Sayyidina Musa ftLJ\ u*.

Sayyidina Musa ?y^>\ U^ tried to convince them that they should desist from

this behaviour, but they were not prepared to take heed. Allah says, "However,

when they chose to be crooked, Allah further twisted their hearts. " When people have

made up their minds not to accept the truth, they will not take heed even though

it comes to them time and time again. They will therefore be deprived of

guidance because of their stubbornness and opposition to the truth. Allah

concludes the verse by saying, "Allah does not guide a sinful nation." This means
that after they have been shown the path to salvation, Allah will not grant them
the ability to tread this path.

Allah then speaks of Sayyidina Isa (%*& Up, who said to his people. "O
children of Isra'il! Indeed I am the messenger of Allah to you, verifying the Torah

before me and giving the glad tidings of a messenger to come after me, whose
name will be Ahmad." Despite preaching to them for a long time, only a few

Jews responded to the call of Sayyidina Isa (%~& Up. These followers were called

the Hawariyyin. The rest of the Jews remained antagonistic towards Sayyidina

Isa (OLJi aAs- and even attempted to assassinate him. However, they were

unsuccessful in their attempt because Allah raised Sayyidina Isa f^LJi <A^ to the

heavens. The details of this were discussed in the commentary of verse 157 of

Surah Nisa (Surah 4). However, the Jews did succeed in corrupting the religion of

the Christians by making them believe that Sayyidina Isa f^J\ Up is Allah's son.

This belief has been discussed in the commentaries of Surah Ma'idah [Surah 5,

verses 72-77] and Surah Taubah [Surah 9, verse 30].

THE CHRISTIANS OPPOSE SAYYIDINA ISA f*~S\ Up

It is clear that Sayyidina Isa fiLJ\ Up was sent only to the Bani Isra'il (the

Jews). This fact is evident even in the Bible, although the Christians have

interpolated it to a great extent. Matthew 105 reads, "These twelve Jesus sent out,

charging them, "Go nowhere among the Gentiles, and enter no town of the Samaritans,

but go rather to the lost sheep of the house of Isra'Il." Matthew 15:24 quotes that

Sayyidina Isa said, "I was sent only to the lost sheep of the house of Isra'Il."

The behaviour of the Christians contradict these words of Sayyidina Isa U*

pLJ\ whom they profess to follow. Whereas he told them that he was sent

exclusively for the Bani Isra'Il and that they should enter no town other than
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those of the Bani Isra'Il, they are actively propagating their adulterated religion

the entire world. Although the Jews claim to belong to the "Children oflsrail"

mani Isra'il), they will not allow the Christians to displace them from their

reli£i°n- They merely use the Christians to further their political motives while

the Christians tire themselves to promote their heretical beliefs to the world,

especially to the Muslims. This they do by tempting people with money and

food. It is obvious that a true religion should convince people of its truth without

the need to tempt them with wealth. Only that religion which cannot prove the

truth of its beliefs needs to rely on tempting people to win converts.

SAYYIDINA ISA P
*J» Up FORETELLS THE COMING OF THE HOLY

PROPHET fL-j <0* A» JU

Sayyidina Isa ^LJs Up clearly informed the Bani Isra'il that a messenger by

the name of Ahmad will come ^fter him. He referred to the coming of the Holy

Prophet (JL-j <4* ^ J^>- The Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ifci ju* was called by several

names. The Holy Prophet ^3 Up iui ju said, "I am Muhammad. I am Ahmad. I am

Mahi (Obliterator) because Allah shall use me to obliterate disbelief and shirk. I am

Hdshir because people will be raised from their graves after I am raised. I am also Aqib

(the last one) because no Ho$f Prophet shall come after me. " [Muslim]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ^ & ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet pL* 3 Up ii jl,

said, T am closest to Isa the son of Maryam in this world and in the Akhirah. All

the Prophets (Anbiya) ^%Ji ^^ are like step brothers who have different

mothers. They all have the same Religion (belief in Oneness of Allah, Risalah and

Judgment). There is no Holy Prophet between Isa (OLJt aJLp and myself" [Muslim v.

2p.265]

The Christian monks were well aware of the coming of the Holy Prophet J^
^ Up ii as Sayyidina Isa (*>LJi a> prophesied. In fact, it was one of them who
informed Sayyidina Salman Farsi ^ ifo ^j about the coming of the Holy Prophet

^ Up it ju». This led him to settle in Madinah so that he could await the coming

of the Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up a\ ju*. The details of his story have been discussed in

the commentary of verse 157 of Surah A'mi (Surah 7).

THE COMING OF THE HOLY PROPHET ^j Up h\ J^ AS
PROPHESIED IN THE TORAH AND BIBLE

The Jews and Christians during the time of the Holy Prophet ,4^ a* & J^
were aware of the prophecies that their divine scriptures contained about the

coming of the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up i»i ju. This was discussed in the commentary
of verse 157 of Surah A'raf (Surah 7) where Allah states: "Those who follow the

unlettered messenger and Holy Prophet that they find written with them in the Torah

and Injil.

"

The verse of Surah Saff under discussion tells us that Sayyidina Isa f$~& Up
did indeed inform his followers that the Holy Prophet ,jl.j Up ii jl* was to come
after him. However, we shall quote Sayyidina Isa fiLJ\ Up as reported in the Bible.

In John 14:15 and John 14:16, Sayyidina Isa'f^LJi u* said to the Jews, "If you love

tne, you will keep my commandments. And I will pray the father, and He will give you
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another Counselor [i.e. the Holy Prophet ^; Up i»» j~*], to be with you for ever."

John 14: 25 and 14:26 contain the following extract: "These things I have

spoken to you, while I am still with you. But the Counselor [i.e. the Holy Prophet iui j^^ ajlp], the Holy Spirit, whom the Father will send in my name, he will teach you all

things, and bring to your remembrance all that I have said to you.

"

John 16:7 reads, "Nevertheless, I tell you the truth: it is to your advantage that I

go away, for if I do not go away, the Counselor will not come to you; but if I go, I will

send him to you."

THE MEANING OF THE WORD "PARACLETE'

The above extracts are all verbatim quotations from the Bible. The word
"Counselor" appearing in each of the three texts is a translation of the word
"Paraclete" (or "Periclytos" in the original Greek manuscripts of the Bible).

Although the Christians have used "Counselor" and "Comforter" to translate the

word, the actual translation of the word is "the one whom people praise

exceedingly", which is the translation of the Arabic name 'Muhammad" . When
the Hebrew spoken by Sayyidina Isa f%Ji Up was translated as "Periclytos" in

early Greek translations of the Bible, the essence of the name Ahmad was still

tangible. When the Christians realised that this was a proof for the Muslims, they

omitted the word from their translations and replaced it with words like

"Counselor's "Comforter" 'intercessor" , "Spirit of truth" and sometimes even "Holy

Spirit".

Sayyidina Isa fy^J\ aJlp has also prophesied the coming of the Holy Prophet

jJl-j Up i»t ju^ in John 16:13 where he said, "When the Spirit of truth [The Holy

Prophet (JLw-j Up ii j^\ comes, he will guide you into all the truth; for he will not

speak on his own authority, but whatever he hears he will speak, and he will

declare to you the things that are to come."

Being masters at altering their scriptures, the Jews and Christians have

effectively changed the word Periclytos. However, their deception cannot take

them very far because the Holy Prophet pJL^ Up i&i ju fits the description of

Muhammad, Ahmad and Periclytos just as well as he fits the description of

"Counselor" and "Comforter". On the Day of Judgement, he will also be an

'intercessor" for the Muslims.

If the Christians say that the prophecy of Sayyidina Isa ^LJ\ ^u does not fit

the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up in j^f we may ask them whom it does refer to in that

case. If they falsely claim that it refers to someone before the time of the Holy

Prophet jJL-j Up iii j^ f we ask them why were their religious scholars awaiting the

coming of the "The Holy Prophet of the end of time -. Why was it that many Jewish

Rabbis (Jewish Scholar), Christians monks and Christians kings accept the Holy

Prophet pJL-j Up in ju* as the "The Holy Prophet of the end of time" when they heard

about him or met him during his time. The incidents of Heraclius the Emperor of

Rome, Najashi the king of Abyssinia and the Christians of Najran who arrived in

Madinah are famous in this regard. In the incident of Sayyidina Salman Farsi ^j
-up &\, the last monk he lived with distinctly told him, It is best that you now wait

for the 'Holy Prophet of the end of time' . His advent is now imminent."
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We may also ask the Christians why is it that after the coming of the Holy

prophet ^3 a> ii jl^ none of them searched for or awaited the coming of anyone.

For further details on the subject one may refer to the book "Izharul Haq" in

Arabic by Maulana Rahmatullah Kiranwi^ &\ <^j.

FALSE CLAIMANTS TO THE PROPHETHOOD

The prophecy of Sayyidina Isa £*~l\ ^ about the coming of a Prophet by the

name of Ahmad refers only to the Holy Prophet (Jl-j Up & ju. The Holy Prophet

jl,j Up &\ J^ himself said, I am the seal of all Prophets. There shall be no Holy Prophet

after me." However, there has been a person from India before the partitioning

who has claimed that he is a Prophet after the Holy Prophet fJL-j Up &\ ju. He

claims that the above verse of Surah Saff refers to him. Not only is he guilty of

disbelief by altering the meaning of this verse, but he is also guilty of rejecting

the following verse of Surah Ahzab where Allah says, 'Muhammad ^^ <4± i»i J^ is

not the father of any man among you, but he is Allah's messenger and the seal of all the

Prophets. Allah has knowledge of all things/' [Surah 33, verse 40]

The verse after the prophecy of Sayyidina Isa ftLJ\ ^ says, "When he came to

them with clear signs, they said, 'This is clear magic. "-This verse is phrased in the

past tense and tells us that the Holy Prophet that Sayyidina Isa f>LJ\ *J*

prophesied had already arrived when the Qur'an was revealed and that the

disbelievers denounced his miracles as "clear magic" The world knows that those

who claimed to be the Prophets after the Holy Prophet ^j Up ii j^> were called

liars and other names, but none was referred to as a bringer of "clear magic In

fact, none of them could ever show the people a miracle.

The person we have referred to from the Indian subcontinent can therefore

not claim to be the one referred to in the above verse because this claim is refuted

by the very next sentence where Allah says, "When he came to them with clear signs,

they said, 'This is clear magic. "Tn addition to this, his name was not even Ahmad.
Those who know whom we are referring to will know him. We do not wish to

soil our Tafsir by mentioning his name.
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(7) Who can be more unjust than he who fabricates lies about Allah when he is

being called to Islam? Allah does not guide the unjust folk. (8) They intend to

extinguish Allah's light with their mouths. However, Allah shall bring His light

to completion even though the disbelievers abhor it. (9) It is He Who sent His

messenger with guidance and the true Din (religion) to make it dominant over

all other religions, even though the idolaters may abhor it.
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THE LIGHT OF ALLAH SHALL CONTINUE TO SHINE EVEN
THOUGH THE DISBELIEVERS ABHOR IT

Allah states, "Who can be more unjust than he who fabricates lies about Allah

when he is being called to Islam? (There can be none more unjust than he

and) Allah does not guide the unjust folk.

"

Allah then says that those who refuse to accept Islam "intend to extinguish

Allah 's light with their mouths." They try whatever they can to destroy Islam.

Nevertheless, their efforts are all wasted because Islam will continue to grow

from strength to strength because "Allah shall bring His light to completion even

though the disbelievers abhor it. " Since the coming of Islam. The disbelievers have

left no stone unturned to stop its spread. Despite their intense efforts even today,

Islam is spreading unabated in their very own countries. Even though they are

spending millions of dollars to stem the tide of Islam, they are daily witnessing

their own people Turning to Islam.

Allama Qurtubi Up & ~^j has narrated from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas

** i«\ ^pj that once when Wahy (divine revelation) did not come for forty days,

the Jew Ka'b bin Ashraf said to his people, "You have cause to rejoice because Allah

has extinguished the light of Muhammad ^ 3 a* ^ j-# and it appears as if his religion

shall never reach completion." The Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up iui ju was naturally hurt by

this remark. It was then that Allah revealed the above verses. Thereafter, Wahy
(revelation) continued to come to the Holy Prophet ,0-j U* i»» J^ unabated.

Allama (Scholar) Qurtubi Up &\ ^j has reported the following five,

interpretations of "Allah's light":

1. The Qur'an.

2. Islam.

3. The Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up iui Ju> himself'.

4. The proofs of Allah's existence.

5. Just as one cannot prevent sunlight from spreading, one

cannot stop the Religion of Islam from spreading.

Allah continues, 'it is He (Allah) Who sent His messenger with guidance and the

true Religion to make it dominant over all other religions, even though the idolaters may

abhor it." Allah's decree shall overwhelm all circumstances and will definitely

come to pass. Even though the disbelievers do everything possible to stop the

spread of Islam, Islam shall dominate over all other religions. One may refer to

the commentary of verse 32 of Surah Taubah (Surah 9) for more details.

>J j** \^A oj& yi jl>J^ >J> ps~Jblj >Jyi ^^ ^ ^H&
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(10) O you who believe! Should I not show you a trade that will save you from a

painful punishment? (11) Believe in Allah and His messenger and strive in

Allah's path with your wealth and lives. This is best for you if you but knew.

(12) Allah shall forgive your sins and enter you into gardens beneath which

rivers flow and into wonderful mansions in eternal paradise. That is the

supreme success. (13) Another bounty that you love is help from Allah and a

near victory. Give glad tidings to the believers.

TIDINGS OF A TRADE THAT WILL SAVE ONE FROM A PAINFUL
PUNISHMENT

The above verses draw man's attention to the "trade" of the Akhirah. In this

world, man needs to earn to provide for his food and lodging. To acquire this

wealth, many people resort to trade and commerce. It often occurs that in man's

involvement with his trade, he forgets to prepare for his life after death and

becomes totally oblivious of the Akhirah (Hereafter). Allah addresses the

believers saying, "O you who believe! Should I not show you a trade that will save you

from a painful punishment?"

Two aspects are given serious consideration in business. One is that a profit

is attained and the other is that a loss is not incurred. It is a commonly accepted

notion that averting a loss is better than earning a profit. It is for this reason that

Allah first mentions that the "trade" of the Akhirah (Hereafter) will save one from

"a painful punishment". Thereafter, Allah mentions the gardens of Heaven and its

bounties that one shall receive as profits for carrying out the "trade

The "trade" that Allah advises man to involve himself with is to "Believe in

Allah and His messenger and (to) strive in Allah's path with your wealth and lives."

Allah states further that "This is best for you if you but knew." As a reward for

carrying this out, "Allah shall forgive your sins and enter you into gardens beneath

which rivers flow and into wonderful mansions in eternal paradise. " The people of

Heaven shall live there forever and will never have to leave. Allah says in Surah

Kahf that the people of Heaven "will abide there (in Heaven) forever and will never

want to leave it. " [Surah 18, verse 108]

A verse of Surah Fatir states that the people of Heaven will say, "All praise be

to Allah, Who has removed grieffrom us. Undoubtedly our Lord is Most Forgiving,

Appreciative, Who has settled us in an eternal home by His grace. Here, no difficulty will

ever afflict us, nor shall any tiredness touch us." [Surah 35, verse 34, 35]

This verse makes it clear that belief in Allah, belief in the Holy Prophet i»i J^
(JL-j a* and striving in Allah's path are the prescription for salvation in the

Hereafter. The wealth and riches of this world (which are short-lived) are

nothing compared to the everlasting bounties of the Hereafter. The wealth of this

world that is acquired wrongfully will even be a source of punishment for a

person in the Hereafter. Therefore, a believer should strive for success only in the

Akhirah (Hereafter) because "That is the supreme success."

Allama Qurtubi Up &\ ^ quotes that Sayyidina Uthman bin Madh'un
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<up &\ ^j once asked the Holy Prophet ^; a> ii j^ which trade was most beloved

to Allah so that he could adopt the same. It was then that Allah revealed the

verse: "O you who believe! Should I not show you a trade that will save you from a

painful punishment..."

Allah refers to the same trade when He mentions in Surah Taubah, "So

rejoice with your bargain that you have made" and when He says in Surah Fatir, "a

trade that will never be destroyed."

Allah says further, "Another bounty that you love is help from Allah and a near

victory." This verse adds that the rewards of this "trade" are not confined to the

Akhirah (Hereafter) but will also be seen in this world. Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Abbas 4jlp i»» ,^j mentioned that this verse refers to the Muslim conquest of Rome
and Persia. Other Scholars mention that refers to the conquest of Makkah.

"Give glad tidings to the believers. " The believers are given the tidings of this

greatly profitable business and the great profits have already been witnessed

time and time again. If today's Muslims carry out the same deeds mentioned,

they will also reap the same profits and secure their success in the Hereafter.
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(14) O you who believe! Be the helpers of Allah as Isa the son of Maryam said to

the Hawariyym (disciples of Sayyidina Isa f5LJ» <ulp), "Who will help me towards

Allah?" The Hawariyym replied, "We shall be Allah's helpers." So a group of

the Bani Isra'il believed while a group of them disbelieved. We assisted the

believers against their enemies and they became victorious over them.

BECOME ALLAH'S HELPERS

Jihad was mentioned at the beginning of the Surah and the previous verse

also highlighted the virtues of striving in Allah's path Allah concludes the Surah

by instructing the believers to assist in propagating Allah's religion. The

opportunities for Jihad, migrating for the sake of Islam or assisting in the

propagation of Islam arises in every believer's life. By applying oneself to these

demands, one will be able to assist the spread of Islam and become a helper of

Allah's religion. Of course, Allah is Independent and does not require the

assistance of any person. Allah refers to people as "Allah's helpers" when they

assist in the propagation of Islam to express their high rank.

Sayyidina Isa (OLJi Up was the Holy Prophet who lived closest to the time of

the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up iui ju». There were many people during the time of the

Holy Prophet jJL-j Up a\ j^ who were well aware of the teachings of Sayyidina Isa

f%Ji Up, especially the Christian monks. Therefore, Allah quotes an incident in

the life of Sayyidina Isa f*LJ\ Up. Although most of the Bani Isra'il rejected

Sayyidina Isa fiLJs <^*, he had a few disciples who were called the Hawariyyin
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(Disciples). They actively engaged in spreading the religion of Sayyidina Isa aJ*

,%Ji in various regions.

Allah addresses the believers saying, "O you who believe! Be the helpers of (the

Religion of) Allah as Isa the son of Maryam said to the Hawariyyin (Disciples)/' Who

will help me towards (spreading the Religion of) Allah?" The Hawariyyin (Disciples)

replied, "We shall he Allah's helpers."' Allama Ibn Kathir a> &\ i^j mentions that

after the Hawariyyin (Disciples) pledged to assist in the propagation of Sayyidina

Isa's fO^ *> Religion, he dispatched them to the various areas of Sham (Syria).

The commentary of verses 52 and 53 of Surah Al Imran (Surah 3) discussed

who the Hawariyyin (Disciples) were and why they were called by this name.

Allah then says, "So a group of the Bani Israil believed while a group of them

disbelieved.

"

THE THREE GROUPS AMONG THOSE WHO CLAIM TO FOLLOW
SAYYIDINA ISA f

*Ji Up

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v. 4 p. 339) reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas

<up i»i ^j that after Sayyidina Isa f^LJt a-U was raised to the heavens, his followers

began to differ among themselves. A group claimed that he was Allah Himself

who had come to the world. Another group claimed that he was Allah's son

while a third group claimed that he was Allah's Prophet whom Allah had raised

to the heaven. When the groups clashed, the two disbeliever groups (the first and

second groups) overpowered the group of believers (the third group). When
Allah sent the Holy Prophet jJL-j a* iui ju to the world, the group of believers

became dominant. This is referred to in the verse "We assisted the believers against

their enemies and they became victorious over them. " This group then dominated the

others by way of their superior belief that was confirmed by the Qur'an.

This victory of the believers followers of Sayyidina Isa f%*&^ does not refer

to a physical victory after a battle because the books of history make no mention

of such a battle. It is for this reason that Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** ib» ^j
has mentioned that the victory was in respect of strength' of beliefs. This group

then accepted Sayyidina Isa (OLJt aJLa and had the Qur'an to substantiate their

beliefs and to disprove the beliefs of the other two groups.

The above interpretation applies to the time of Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Abbas <up ito ^j. However, the history of latter centuries proved that Allah

assisted the believers against the Christians in the physical battles referred to as

the Crusades.

&&£?&&&&&&&£?&£?&&&£?&&&&£?
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) Whatever is in the heavens and whatever is on earth glorify Allah the

Sovereign, the Most Pure, the Mighty, the Wise. (2) It is He Who sent among the

unlettered nation a Holy Prophet from themselves who recites His verses to

them, purifies them and teaches them the Book and wisdom. Without doubt,

they were in clear deviation before this. (3) (Allah also sent the Prophet to) other

people from them whom they have not yet met. He is the Mighty, the Wise. (4)

This is Allah's grace which He grants to whoever He pleases. Allah is the

Possessor of immense grace.

ALLAH HAS SENT HIS HOLY PROPHET ^L-j Up h\ J^ TO TEACH
PEOPLE AND TO PURIFY THEM SPIRITUALLY

Allah begins Surah Jumu'ah by saying, "Whatever is in the heavens and

whatever is on earth glorify Allah. " Allah then enumerates His attributes when He
says that He is "the Sovereign, the Most Pure -.The interpretation of "Al Malik" and

"Al Quddus" was explained in the commentary of verse 23 of Surah Hashr (Surah

59). Allah then states that He is also "Al Aziz" ("the Mighty") and "Al Hakim"

("the Wise"). These two attributes are repeated in various verses of the Qur'an.

While "Al Aziz" means that Allah is Most Mighty, it also means that Allah is the

One Who possesses all true honour and respect. Mention of these attributes

reminds man that Allah has the might to apprehend any sinner and none can

escape from Him. In addition to this, everything He does is full of wisdom.

Everything He instructs man to do must be dutifully carried out because there is
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wisdom in every act that He commands. Nothing that He commands is futile.

Allah then reminds mankind of an extremely great favour that He has

bestowed on them. The favour is expressed in the verse where Allah says, "It is

He Who sent among the unlettered nation (the Arabs) a Prophet from themselves who
recites His verses to them, purifies them and teaches them the Book and wisdom. " Allah

refers to the Arabs as an "unlettered nation" because most of them were illiterate.

The Holy Prophet jJL-j ^ ibi JU said, "We (Arabs) are an unlettered nation. We can

neither write nor count. " The Ho^y Prophet jJl-j a-Ip i»» j^ was himself unlettered, as

Allah mentions in verses 157 and 158 of Surah A'raf (Surah 7). Allah says in verse

158 of Surah A'raf, "So believe in Allah and His messenger, the unlettered

Prophet.

"

Allah says in Surah Ankabut, "Before this you were unable to recite any book,

neither could you write with your right hand. Otherwise (i.e. if you were literate), the

people of falsehood would be cast into doubt (thinking that you wrote the Quran)."

[Surah 29, verse 48]

Although the Holy Prophet (JL-j ^ ^ J~> was untutored.., millions of literate

people would sacrifice their lives for him. He brought to mankind a book (the

Qur'an) of such eloquence that even the most learned linguists are unable to

match. Allah made the Holy Prophet ^j *> i J^ the guide and mercy for

mankind. All of mankind are expected to follow in his footsteps and are forced to

surrender to his superior knowledge.

Allah describes the Holy Prophet ,jl._j Up i ^u using the following

descriptions:

First. The Holy Prophet (JL-j «J* &\ J^ was a messenger 'from themselves" i.e.

from among the Arabs.

Second. He " recites His (Allah's) verses to them."

Third. He "purifies them" spiritually. The Holy Prophet ^ 3 *i* i»i J-* purified

people's souls from all types of evil qualities.

Fourth. He "teaches them the Book and wisdom." Commentators mention that

"the Book" refers to the Qur'an and "wisdom" refers to the understanding of the

Qur'an. Teaching "wisdom" also refers to teaching people the words of the

Qur'an, the meanings of the words and the interpretations of the verses. Refer to

the commentary of verse 129 of Surah Baqarah for further details.

Allah states further, "Without doubt, they (the Arabs) were in clear deviation

before this." This means that when the Holy Prophet (Jl-j Up ii Jl^ was sent among
the Arabs they were immersed in sin. They worshipped idols, engaged in

murder, infanticide and all other types of sins. Their reformation began with the

coming of the Holy Prophet ,jl-j Up ii ju*. Because the Holy Prophet jJL- $ Up &\ ju?

was sent as a Holy Prophet to the entire universe, his coming spread the light of

guidance throughout the globe.

THE SERVICE THAT NON-ARABS RENDERED TO ISLAM

When the message of Islam transcended beyond the Arabian peninsula,

non-Arabs accepted the Qur'an and Ahadith, memorised them, mastered the
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interpretations and even began writing books on Tafsir and laws of the Qur'an.

They took the message to others and there was an extremely large number of

Scholars and pious people among them. Their services to Islam have been truly

tremendous.

Allah refers to the non-Arabs when He says, "(Allah also sent the Holy Prophet

to) other peoplefrom them whom they (the Arabs) have not yet met. He is the Mighty, the

Wise/' When this verse was revealed, the message of Islam had not yet spread

out of Arabia. Sayyidina Abu Hurayra -up i»i ^j reports that when this verse of

Surah Jumu'ah was revealed, the companions of prophets (Sahabah) ^ & ^j
asked the Holy Prophet <X> 3 <uu i»i ju, who the people were "whom they have not yet

met". When the question was repeated thrice, The Holy Prophet (JL-j *> i»» J^>

placed his hand on Sayyidina Salman Farsi ^ ifo ^Jf who was of Persian origin.

This denoted that he was among the people whom the Arabs had not yet met

with the message of Islam. Thereafter the Holy Prophet jJL-j <Op iui ju said, "If belief

was by the Thurayya (Pleiades) constellation of stars, there would be people from among

them (the Persians) who would acquire it there." [Bukhari v. 2 p. 727]

It was by way of example that the Holy Prophet ^ 3 4* & jl* mentioned that

there will be people from among the Persians who would acquire belief even if it

were by the Thurayya (Pleiades) constellation of stars. This would also refer to all

other non-Arab nations besides the Persians When the Persians began to neglect

the teachings of the Qur'an and Sunnah and succumbed to Shia beliefs, Allah

chose other nations to serve Islam, all of whom have also rendered sterling

service to the Religion.

"This (Belief) is Allah's grace which He grants to whoever He pleases. Allah is the

Possessor of immense grace." Allah grants the wealth of Belief to whomever He
pleases. Every person blessed with belief should be grateful to Allah, especially

those who have the honour to serve Allah's religion.
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(5) The analogy of those who were charged with bearing the Torah and then

failed to bear it, is like that of a donkey carrying books. Vile is the analogy of

the people who falsify Allah's verses. Allah does not guide the unjust nation. (6)

Say, "O Jews! If you think that you are Allah 's friends and others are not, then

wish for death if you are truthful." (7) They shall never wish for death because
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of the deeds that their hands send forth. Allah does not guide the unjust nation.

(8) Say, "Verily the death that you flee from shall certainly find you. Thereafter

you shall be returned to the Knower of the unseen and the seen and He will

inform you of what you used to do."

AN ANALOGY OF THE JEWS WHO ARE TOLD THAT IT IS FUTILE
TO FLEE FROM DEATH

The above verses speak about the sorry religious position of the Jews and

the terrible plight they are destined to suffer in both worlds. The Jews are the

descendants of Sayyidina Ya'qub f">LJ *ip, whose title was Isra'Il. It is for this

reason that they are referred to as the Bani Israel (the children of Isra'il).

Sayyidina Musa f%«Ji ^ and Sayyidina Isa f%~& Up were two of the more famous
Prophet <OLJi Up whom Allah sent among the Bani Isra'il. Allah Ta'ala gave

Sayyidina Musa f%J» Up the Torah which contained detailed laws for the Bani

Isra'Il. Many of them did learn the Torah and practised its injunctions. Referring

to them in Surah Ma'idah, Allah says, "The Prophets ^>LJ\ r^Jj>/ who were subservient

to Allah, judged the Jews with it (the Torah); and those of Allah and the scholars (also

judged with it) because they were instructed to preserve Allah's Book and they were

witnesses to it." [Surah 5, verse 44]

Initially the Jewish scholars practised the Torah and enjoined people to do

the same. However, they soon began to neglect the injunctions of the Torah and

even started making changes in the Torah. When they began to do this, they no

longer remained worthy bearers of the Torah. Drawing an analogy of these

people Allah states, "The analogy of those who were charged with bearing the Torah

(i.e. with fulfilling its commands) and then failed to bear it (i.e. failed to practise), is like

that of a donkey carrying books. Vile is the analogy of the people who falsify Allah's

verses. Allah does not guide the unjust nation.
"

THE EVIL OF THE JEWS AND THEIR GOOD OPINION OF
THEMSELVES

Although the Jews had the Torah with them, they perpetrated the villainy of

assassinating many Prophets (%-& r^. Besides rejecting the Prophethood of the

Holy Prophet (JL-j Up £>\ jl*, they even attempted to assassinate him. This they

did even though they realised that the Holy Prophet jJL-j U* ibi jl> was the final

Prophet described in their scriptures.

Despite their evil behaviour, the Jews maintained that only they were Allah'

s friends and that none other enjoyed this privilege. In Surah Ma'idah Allah

quotes that they said, "We are the children ofAllah and His loved ones!" [Surah 5, verse

18]

In addition to this they also used to say that the bounties of the Hereafter

are reserved exclusively for them. In reply, Allah tells them in verse 94 of Surah

Baqarah "If the home of the Hereafter is reserved exclusively for you and none else, then

wish for death ifyou are truthful"

Here in Surah Jumu'ah, Allah instructs the Holy Prophet jJL- j *A* «&» J^>f "Say,

'O Jews! Ifyou think that you are Allah's friends and others are not, then wish for death

ifyou are truthful
"
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This verse tells them that if they are convinced that only they are Allah's

friends, why are they labouring in this world? It is then best for them to leave

this world and proceed to Heaven where they will have no difficulties at all.

Since death is the gateway to the Hereafter, they ought to have a speedy death so

that they may reach the Hereafter more quickly. If they say that death is not in

their control, then they should at least wish for death. However, "They shall never

wish for death because of the deeds that their hands send forth. Allah does not guide the

unjust nation."

This verse makes it clear that their claim to be Allah's friends is false and

that they fear punishment for the disbelief and other sins that they carry out.

Allah says about the Jews in Surah Baqarah, "You will find them to be the most

greedy of all people for life; even more than the idolaters. Each of them wishes that he is

granted a life ofa thousand years. Even the fact that he is granted this life would not save

him from punishment." The Jews know that they will have to face punishment in

the Akhirah (Hereafter) for their sins and therefore wish that they can live for as

long as possible.

One may ask that a Muslim will also refuse to wish for death if anyone were

to ask him to do so. Therefore, how can wishing for death be a criterion for truth

and falsehood? In reply to this, it should first be understood that the Jews were

asked to wish for death because they claimed that they were the beloved friends

of Allah and that only they would enter Heaven. Instead of giving them a

detailed theoretical reply, they are told to wish for death so that they realise the

error of their claim in an instant.

As for a Muslim, his dislike for death is a natural feeling. More than this, the

Ahadith have prohibited Muslims from wishing for death because it is best for a

Muslim to continue living. If he is a good person, staying alive is best for him
because he then has the opportunity to carry out more good deeds and to

improve his position in the Akhirah (Hereafter). On the other hand, if he is a

sinful person, remaining alive will afford him a greater opportunity to repent

and amend his ways. However, if a person is adamant to remain as a disbeliever,

thinking that he has the exclusive right to enter Heaven. He will be addressed as

the Jews are addressed in the foregoing verses of the Qur'an.

It should be borne in mind that some Jews held the opinion that they would

enter Hell, albeit for a short period. They would say, "The Tire will touch us only

for a limited number of days." The verses under discussion do not apply to such

Jews, but only to those who believed that they would enter Heaven immediately

after dying. In the commentary of verses 94 to 96 of Surah Baqarah (Surah 2) it

was narrated from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** & ^j that the Jews

declined when they were challenged to Mubahala (mutual imprecation for each

other) i.e. where two opposing parties pray for the death of the one whose claim

is false.

Allah addresses the Jews further when He says, "Verily the death that you flee

from shall certainly find you. " The death of every person has been predetermined

and none can escape this appointment. Allah says in Surah Nisa, "Wherever you

may be, death willfind you even though you be in lofty towers." [Surah 4, verse 78]

Those who die as disbelievers are destined for Hell irrespective of how long
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they live. Despite knowing this, "Each of them (the Jews) wishes that he is granted a

life of a thousand years. (However) Even the fact that he is granted this life (of a

thousand years) would not save him from punishment."

Every person shall die and will have to face the consequences of his deeds
in the Akhirah (Hereafter). Allah further tells the Jews that after death, "you shall

be returned to the Knower of the unseen and the seen and He will inform you of what you

used to do." Knowing that the punishment for disbelief is eternal damnation to

Hell, any sensible person would realise that he should believe in Allah and His

Prophets (OLJ\ p+A*. None should labour under the misconception that his sins

pass unnoticed and that he will not have to account for them. Allah has perfect

knowledge of the seen and the unseen and will reward or punish people

accordingly.
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(9) O you who believe! When the Adhan is called out for Salah on the day of

Jumu'ah, then hasten towards Allah 's remembrance and leave trading. This is

best for you if you but knew. (10) When the Salah has been completed then

disperse in the land, seek from Allah's bounty and remember Allah abundantly

so that you may be successful.

THE INJUNCTION TO PROCEED IMMEDIATELY FOR THE
JUMU'AH SALAH WHEN THE ADHAN IS CALLED OUT

These verses express the obligatory (Fardh) nature of the Jumu'ah (Friday)

Salah. Allah Ta'ala says, "O you who believe! When the Adhan is called out for Salah

on the day of ]umuah, then hasten towards Allah's remembrance and leave trading."

The first Khutbah (sermon) is referred to as
"
Allah's remembrance". This verse

commands Muslims not to delay in presenting themselves for the Jumu'ah Salah

once the Adhan has been called.

One's occupation should not deter one from responding to the call of the

Adhan (the call of the prayer). The command to "leave trading" is merely an

example of an occupation that could prevent one from presenting oneself for the

Jumu'ah Salah. People tend to hesitate to do something when it means that they

have to forfeit any worldly gain. They will therefore not want to close their

businesses for the Jumu'ah Salah. It is for this reason that Allah makes it clear

that "This is best for you ifyou but knew."

During the time of the Holy Prophet (JL-j ^ & J^ only one Adhan was
called out for the Jumu'ah Salah. This was called out after the Imam had already

alighted the Mimbar (pulpit). During those times people would be present in the
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Masjid before the Adhan. They may have been only a few who arrived after

hearing the Adhan. This was the state of affairs during the Caliph of Sayyidina

Abu Bakr ^ & ^j and Sayyidina Umar <up &\ ^j as well. When Sayyidina

Uthman ** & ^j became the Khalifa (Caliphs), the number of Muslims had

grown considerably. He therefore initiated another Adhan that was called out in

the trading area further from the Masjid in a place called "Zowra" It was from

this time that the first Adhan was called out. Scholars state that a person should

hasten to the Masjid from the time that this first Adhan is called out. The Ummah
accepts this act of Sayyidina Umar ** & ^j because he was among the "Khulafa

Rashidiri'(The Righteous Caliphs) and the Holy Prophet ,jl-j Up Ai ju* explicitly

mentioned, "You should steadfastly hold on to the my practices and the practices

of the rightly guided Khulafa Rashidin (righteous caliphs)."

THE VIRTUES OF THE JUMU'AH SALAH

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ^ iut ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet jJl-j 4* i» ju>

said, "The angels stand at the doors of the Masjid on the day of Jumu 'ah. They

record the name of the person who arrives first (for the Jumu 'ah Salah),

thereafter the name of the person who arrives second. In this manner, they

record each person 's name as he arrives in the Masjid. The person who leaves

for the Jumu 'ah Salah as soon as the afternoon arrives shall receive the reward of

sacrificing a camel. The one who arrives after him shall have the reward of

sacrificing a cow. The next person shall receive the reward of sacrificing a sheep,

the next of sacrificing a fowl and the next of giving an egg in charity. Once the

Imam comes out to ascend the Mimbar (pulpit), the angels fold up their records

and listen to the Khutbah." [Bukhari v. 1 p. 121, 127 and Muslim v. lp. 282]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra up i ^j reports that the Holy Prophet pi-j ^ it j^
said, "The person who performs wudhu and performs it properly, proceeds to

the Masjid for the Jumu 'ah Salah, listens attentively to the Khutbah and remains

silent, then his sins will be forgiven from that Jumu 'ah until the next Jumu'ah

and a further three days in addition. This is because every good deed is

rewarded a minimum of ten fold. The one who touches (plays with) pebbles (or

anything else) has engaged in futility (i.e. he has forfeited his rewards because

his act betrays lack of concern for the Khutbah)." [Muslim v. 1 p. 283]

Whereas the above narration mentions performing wudhu (ablution), other

Ahadith encourage performing Ghusl (taking a bath), applying oil to the hair,

applying Itr (perfume), brushing the teeth with a Miswak, wearing the best

clothes, walking to the Masjid and sitting as close as possible to the Imam.

["Mishkat"p.l22,123]

While listening to the Khutbah (Sermon), one is not permitted to even

indicate to another person to stop talking because this will disturb one's

concentration. The Holy Prophet ^j *> it JU said, "If you tell someone who is

talking to be silent, you have perpetrated an act offutility." [Bukhari v. 1 p. 127]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet jJl-j <Op ii j^
said, "The best day is the day of Jumu 'ah. Sayyidina Adam f%Ji <v> was created on

this day, he was entered into Heaven on this day and taken out of Heaven on this

day. Judgement day shall take place on the day of Jumu'ah." [Muslim v. 1 p. 282]
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THE WARNING AGAINST NEGLECTING THE JUMU'AH SALAH
It is not compulsory for a sick person, a Musafir (traveller), a woman and a

slave to present themselves for the Jumu'ah Salah. The mature male who is not

suffering from an illness that prevents him from performing Salah has to leave

his occupation and present himself in the Masjid for the Jumu'ah Salah in a

suitable manner.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ^ ii ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ii ju*

(JL. j U* once stood on the Mimbar (pulpit) and said, "People should refrain from
neglecting the Jumu'ah Salah otherwise Allah shall seal their hearts and they will be

included among the neglectful ones." [Muslim v. 1 p. 284]

Sayyidina Abu Ja'd Dhamari ^ ifo ^j narrated that the Holy Prophet ii ju
(JL-j Up said, "Allah will set a seal on the heart of the person who neglected three

Jumu'ah Salahs out of laziness/
7

["Mishkat" p. 121]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ i» ^j reported that the Holy Prophet ju
,jl._j a* a\ said that he truly intended to appoint someone else to lead the Salah

while he personally set fire to the homes of those who neglected the Jumu'ah
Salah. [""Mishkat"" p. 121]

THE MOMENT WHEN SUPPLICATION ARE ACCEPTED

There is a moment during the day of Jumu'ah when supplication are

accepted. It has been mentioned that this moment is from the time that the Imam
sits on the Mimbar (pulpit) until the Jumu'ah Salah is complete. [Muslim v. I p. 281]

It is also reported that one should search for this time between the Asr Salah

and sunset. [Tirmidhi v. 1 p. Ill]

THE VIRTUE OF RECITING SURAH KAHF ON FRIDAYS

Reciting the first three verses of Surah Kahf on a Friday will protect one

from the evil of Dajjal. [Tirmidhi v. 2 p. 116]

Other Ahadith state this virtue for reciting the concluding verses of Surah

Kahf on a Friday. The Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up ii ju has also mentioned that the

person who recites Surah Kahf on a Friday shall have light until the following

Friday. This means that his grave will be illuminated for this period so that he

will have light in his grave if he dies during this time. It may also mean that his

heart will be illuminated until the following Friday. [Bayhaqi in "Da'watul Kabir"]

The Holy Prophet ^ 3 a* ii ju has also enjoined that Surah Hud be recited

every Friday. [Daarmi p. 326]

RECITING DURUD SHARIF (BENEDICTION) ON A FRIDAY

Although the recitation of Durud Sharif is extremely important at all times,

the Shari'ah emphasises that Muslims increase their recitation of Durud
(Benediction) on Fridays. ["Mishkat" p. 120]

DISPERSING IN THE LAND AND SEEKING ALLAH'S BOUNTY
AFTER THE JUMU'AH SALAH

Allah states, "When the Salah has been completed, then spread out in the land, seek
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from Allah's bounty... "This verse does not make the act of dispersing and seeking

Allah's bounty compulsory. The verse only makes it clear that this act is totally

permissible. The verse tells us that after the Jumu'ah Salah is over, the Muslims

have fulfilled their obligation and can proceed to engage in their worldly

occupations to seek their sustenance. Muslims may now continue with the work

they had left to attend the Jumu'ah Salah. Because the verse does make seeking

one's livelihood compulsory after the Jumu'ah Salah, one will be commended for

remaining in the Masjid up to Asr or Maghrib and engaging in acts of Ibadah

(worship).

After declaring the permissibility of engaging in one's occupation after the

Jumu'ah Salah, Allah instructs the Muslims to "remember Allah abundantly so that"

they "may be successful." This phrase reminds Muslims that their actions should

not be devoid of Allah's remembrance (Dhikr). A believer should be constantly

engaged in Allah's Dhikr (remembrance). In fact, Salah is also a form of

remembering Allah as Allah says in Surah TaHa, "establish Salah for My
remembrance."

Allah says in Surah Ankabut, "Without doubt, the remembrance of Allah is

greatest." Allah states in Surah Ahzab, "O you who believe! Remember Allah in

abundance and glorify Him morning and evening.

"

Allah says that a believer should engage in Allah's remembrance (Dhikr) so

that he "may be successful". Remembrance of Allah is such a great thing that it

ensures one's success in both worlds. One's heart attains contentment and

tranquillity with remembrance (Dhikr). Remembrance Allah (Dhikr) has been

emphasised at this juncture because people are negligent of Allah when they are

busy in shopping centres and marketplaces. While in the marketplaces, we
should recite the following remembrance (Dhikr):

{TRANSLATION: "There is none worthy of worship besides the

One Allah Who has no partner. All Kingdom and praises belong

to Him only. He gives life and death and is the Living Who
shall never die. All good is in his control and He has power
over everything."}

The Holy Prophet ,jl,j <ju ii ju, hafe mentioned that the person who recites

the above remembrance (Dhikr) in the marketplace shall have a million good

deeds recorded to his account. In addition to this, a million of his sins will be

forgiven, his rank will be elevated a million stages and a mansion will be built

for him in Heaven. [Tirmidhi and Von Majah]

(11) When they see trade or futility, they hurry to it and leave you standing. Say,

"That which is with Allah is better than futility and trade. Allah is the Best of

providers."
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REBUKING THOSE WHO LEFT THE KHUTBAH (SERMON) TO
GATHER AROUND A TRADE CARAVAN

Sayyidina Jabir ^ &\ ^j narrates that the prophet's companions (Sahdbah)

rf^ ii\ ^j were performing the Jumu'ah Salah with the Holy Prophet^3 ^ iui ju
one Friday when a trade caravan of camels suddenly appeared in Madinah. The
caravan was laden with food and drink. When the prophet's companions
(Sahdbah) ^ &\ ^j heard the arrival of the caravan being announced in the

marketplace, many of them left the Masjid to gather around the caravan.

Eventually, there were only twelve prophet's companions (Sahdbah) {+* ito ^j
left with the Holy Prophet jJl-j *ip iui ju in the Masjid. It was on that occasion that

Allah revealed the verse, "When they see trade or futility, they hurry to it and leave

you standing. Say, That which is with Allah is better than futility and trade. Allah is the

Best ofproviders. - [Bukhari v. 1 p. 128, v. 2 p. 727]

A narration of Muslim (v. 1 p. 284) reports that the prophet's companions

(Sahdbah)^ iui ^j were listening to the Khutbah (sermon) being delivered by

the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up &\ j^ when the caravan appeared in Madinah. Because

the Khutbah (Sermon) assumes the status of the Salah and i$ regarded as part of

the Salah, some narrators have mentioned that the prophet's companions

(Sahdbah) ^ &\ ^j were performing Salah instead of saying that they were

listening to the Khutbah (Sermon). The narration of Muslim reports that

Sayyidina Abu Bakr a^ i»t ^>j and Sayyidina Umar <^ &\ ^j were among the

twelve prophet's companions (Sahdbah) r^ ifo ^j who remained behind in the

Masjid.

The "Mardsil" of Imam Abu Dawud 4* &\ <^j (p. 7) reports that initially the

Jumu'ah Salah used to be recited like the Eid Salah i.e. with the Salah first and

the Khutbah (sermon) second. It once occurred that the Salah was over and the

Khutbah (sermon) was in progress when a trade caravan arrived in Madinah. A
person came into the Masjid announcing that the trade caravan of Dihya bin

Khalifa had arrived (Dihya was then not yet a Muslim). When the caravan

arrived in Madinah, Dihya bin Khalifa's family welcomed the caravan by beating

drums. Thinking that there was no harm in leaving the Khutbah (sermon), some
prophet's companions (Sahdbah)^ &\ ^j left to meet the caravan. It was then

that Allah revealed the verse, "When they see trade or futility, they hurry to it and

leave you standing. Say, 'That which is with Allah is better than futility and trade. Allah

is the Best of providers. "Thereafter, the Khutbah (sermon) was delivered before the

Salah.

It appears from this narration of the 'Mardsil" that the prophet's companions

(Sahdbah)^ ibi ^j who left the Masjid thought that the Khutbah (sermon) was
not part of the Salah and that they were at liberty to leave as soon as the Salah

was over. They therefore committed an error in judgement, for which Allah

chided them when He says, "When they see trade or futility, they hurry to it and leave

you standing." 'Ma'dlimut Tanzil" reports that "futility" refers to the beating of the

drums.

"Ma'dlimut Tanzil" also reports that the Holy Prophet jJL-j <dp iui ju asked the

prophet's companions (Sahdbah) ^ & ^>j how many of them were left in the

Masjid. When they informed the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up &\ ju* twelve men and one
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woman stayed behind, The Holy Prophet ^j 4* & J~* said to them that if they

had not remained behind with him, stones from the sky would have rained on

the people. Another narration reports that the Holy Prophet ^j <M iui JU*

informed them that had they all had left the Masjid, the entire valley would have

been flowing with fire.. ['Ma'alimut Tanzll" v. 4 p. 345, 346]

There was a shortage of food in Madinah during that time and food prices

were very high. Therefore, the prophet's companions (Sahabah) ^ ^ ^j
hurried to the caravan because they feared that they would get nothing from the

caravan if they did not hurry and if they had to wait until after the Khutbah

(sOTfton). Thinking that there was no harm in leaving before the Khutbah {sermon)

ended and fearing that the Jews and hypocrites would get most of the

merchandise, the prophet's companions (Sahabah) r^p ifo ^j hurried to meet the

caravan without waiting for the Khutbah (sermon) to end. With this in mind, one

can understand why the prophet's companions (Sahabah) r^p &s ^j acted like

they did. However, an error is an error and cannot be justified.

Allah says, ''Say, 'That which is with Allah is better than futility and trade..'"

This verse tells us that listening to the Khutbah (sermon) and performing the

Jumu'ah Salah attracts ample blessings in one's provision from Allah. This is

much better than the commodities of this world which one may acquire by

forsaking the Khutbah (sermon) and Salah. It is therefore necessary for the

believer to focus his attention on Allah at all times and to fulfil Allah's

commands.

"Allah is the Best of providers." Allah has created all forms of sustenance and

He has also created the means to acquire these forms of sustenance. Everything

that one receives is because Allah wills it so. Even if a person gives something to

another person, it is because Allah has placed the inspiration within his heart to

do so.

Ruling : The Khutbah (sermon) of the Jumu'ah Salah is a condition for the

validity of the Salah. It is therefore imperative that the Khutbah (sermon)

precedes the Salah. If two Rakahs of Salah are performed on a Friday afternoon

without the Khutbah (sermon), it will not be regarded as the Jumu'ah Salah.

Ruling : It was the practice of the Holy Prophet ,4-j -a* iui J^ to recite

Surah Jumu'ah (Surah 62) in the first Rakah of the Jumu'ah Salah and Surah

Munafiqun (Surah 63) in the second Rakah. [Muslim v. 1 p. 2871]

It has also been reported that the Holy Prophet jJl-j Up &\ j^ used to recite

Surah ATa (Surah 87) in the first Rakah and Surah Ghashiya (Surah 88) in the

second Rakah of both the Eid and Jumu'ah Salahs. Whenever the Eid and

Jumu'ah Salahs occurred on the same day, The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up i»i j^> used to

recite Surah ATa and Surah Ghashiya in both these Salahs. [Muslim v. 1 p. 288]
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful

(1) When the hypocrites come to you they say, "We testify that you are certainly

Allah's messenger/' Allah knows well that you are His messenger and Allah

testifies that the hypocrites are liars. (2) They use their oaths as shields and

prevent (others) from Allah's path. Evil indeed is that which they do. (3) This is

because they believed and then they disbelieved, so their hearts were sealed and

they do not understand. (4) When you look at them, their physical appearance

appeals to you and when they speak, you listen attentively to what they have to
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say. They are like sticks leaning against a support. They think that every shout
is against them. They are enemies so beware of them. May Allah destroy them!
Whence are they wandering astray? (5) When they are told, "Come forward and
Allah's messenger will seek forgiveness for you/' they turn their heads around
and you see them arrogantly turning away. (6) It is the same to them whether
you seek forgiveness for them or whether you do not seek forgiveness for them.
Allah shall never forgive them. Verily Allah does not guide the sinful nation. (7)

They are the ones who say, "Do not spend on those with the Holy Prophet it J^>
<*L-j 4Jp until they disperse." To Allah belongs the treasures of the heavens and
the earth but the hypocrites do not understand. (8) They say, "If we return to

Madinah, the honourable ones among us shall certainly exile the humiliated

ones." All honour belongs to Allah, His messenger and the believers but the

hypocrites do not know it.

THE MISCHIEF OF THE MUNAFIQIN (HYPOCRITES)

Surah Munafiqun speaks about the evil words and false oaths of the

hypocrites. The hypocrites were those people who outwardly professed to be
Muslims but were disbelievers by heart. They reluctantly performed Salah with
the Muslims and even participated in Jihad (Islamic war). However, they did not
desist from speaking ill of the Muslims and of the Holy Prophet ^jl-j ^ ii ju.

Ahadlth commentators state that the Muslims were once on a Jihad (Islamic

war) expedition against the Banu Mustaliq tribe when one of the Immigrants
slapped one of the Ansar. The Ansari rallied support from his fellow Ansar and
the Immigrants supported the Muhajir (immigrant). Upon hearing the noise, The
Holy Prophet ,0-j a* i»i j^ said, "What are these cries of ignorance?" The Holy
Prophet ,0-j a±*&\ j** said this because all were one after accepting Islam and it is

most unbecoming for Muslims to rally support among their tribes against fellow

Muslims. When the companion of prophet (Sahabah) ^ ii ^ informed the

Holy Prophet ,0^ a* ibi j* about the situation, he said, "Leave this cry of ignorance

because it has a horrible smell.

"

When Abdullah bin Ubay the leader of the hypocrites heard about this, he
said to the others, "Now the Muhajirin (immigrants) have started to hit the Ansar
(inhabitants). They came from outside and we gave them food and drink and now
they have become bold. This is certainly a case of biting the hand that feeds one.

Do not spend on them so that they may disperse. When they have nothing to eat,

they will leave by themselves/' He also said, "If we return to Madinah, the

honourable ones among us (the Ansar) shall certainly exile the humiliated ones (the

Immigrants).
"

This incident is narrated in Bukhari (p. 28, 29) by Sayyidina Zaid bin Arqam
a* &\ ^j and Sayyidina Jabir ^ & ^Jm When Sayyidina Zaid bin Arqam <* i» ^j
reported the matter to the Holy Prophet ^3 u. ii

t5
u

/ he summoned the

hypocrites and asked them whether they had made the statements. Abdullah bin
Ubay took solemn oaths before the Holy Prophet <X*3 u* &\ ju stating that he had
never mentioned anything of the sort. The other hypocrites also swore similar

oaths and the Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^ &\ J^ believed them. When this happened,
Sayyidina Zaid bin Arqam ** &\^ felt extremely grieved because it made him
look a liar. He therefore stayed indoors and refused to come out.
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When Allah revealed Surah Munafiqun up to the verse "the honourable ones

among us shall certainly exile the humiliated ones," The Holy Prophet ^ 3 *> i»» j**

suminoned Sayyidina Zaid bin Arqam ^ &\ ^j and said to him, "Allah has

confirmed what you said." On occasions like this, Sayyidina Umar ^ ii ^j was

rarely able to control himself. As he had said earlier concerning Sayyidina Hatib

bin Abi Balta'a ^ &\ ^>Jf he repeated on this occasion when he said, "O The Holy

prophet jU-j <4* & J^ }
- Permit me to behead this hypocrite (i.e. Abdullah bin

Ubay)." The Holy Prophet jJl-j -a* ii jl* replied, "Leave him. If you kill him,

people will say that Allah 's messenger kills his own companions.
"

THE BELIEF OF THE SON OF THE HYPOCRITE LEADER

Tirmidhi reports that when the son of Abdullah bin Ubay heard that his

father had said, "the honourable ones among us shall certainly exile the humiliated

ones", he refused to allow his father into Madinah until his father admitted that

he was humiliated and that the Holy Prophet^3 4* ii j^> was honourable. When
he admitted this, he was allowed to enter Madinah. The son's name was also

Abdullah We shall now review the Surah from the beginning.

Allah states, "When the hypocrites come to you they say, 'We testify that you are

certainly Allah's messenger. Allah knows well that you are His messenger and Allah

testifies that the hypocrites are liars." The hypocrites lied when they said that they

had accepted the Holy Prophet ^jl-j <o* iui jl* as Allah's true messenger. An oath is

taken to confirm that what a person says coincides with what is within his heart.

The oath of the hypocrites would have therefore meant that they truly accepted

the Holy Prophet^ Up Ai ju as Allah's messenger. However, their oaths were

blatant lies. Truthful people seldom have to take oaths because people know
them to be truthful. However, the hypocrites repeatedly took oaths because they

were not truthful.

Allah mentions, "Allah knows well that you are His messenger" to emphasise

that the testimony of the hypocrites was not needed because Allah has already

confirmed the fact that the Holy Prophet pJL.j Up &\ jl* was Allah's messenger.

"They use their oaths as shields..." The hypocrites took oaths merely so that

the Muslims may regard them as Muslims and so that their wealth, families and

properties may remain safe among the Muslims. They feared that if their

disbelief was exposed, they would suffer the fate of the other disbelievers.

Therefore, because their oaths seemed to protect them by confirming their Belief,

these oaths are referred to as shields.

Allah says further that the hypocrites "prevent (others) from Allah's path."

Besides refusing to accept Islam, they even prevent their children and associates

from accepting. Although the hypocrites think that they are doing well for

themselves by benefiting from the Muslims and the disbelievers, "Evil indeed is

that which they do." Their behaviour is indeed evil because it will subject them to

the everlasting punishment of Hell.

"This (evil behaviour of theirs) is because they believed (superficially at first) and

then they disbelieved..." i.e. then their disbelief was exposed when they made
certain statements. Once their facade was exposed to all, "their hearts were sealed

and they do not understand." They were thereafter unable to perceive the truth.
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THE TALKS OF THE HYPOCRITES ARE VERY IMPRESSIVE

Further describing the hypocrites, Allah says, "When you look at them, their

physical appearance appeal to you and when they speak, you listen attentively to what

they have to say." The hypocrites were handsome men with good physique. Their

talks were also very impressive and captivating. However, "They are like sticks

leaning against a support. " Just as these sticks may seem long and strong, they are

lifeless and cannot even stand by themselves. Similarly, the hypocrites had

strong bodies that were devoid of belief and courage. They are of no use to the

Muslims.

The author of "Ma'dlimut Tamil" interprets the verse to mean that the

hypocrites are not like fruit-bearing trees that are of benefit to people. They are

rather like sticks leaning against something. Instead of giving benefit, they only

derive benefit from others, much like parasites.

Allah then describes the cowardice and fear of the Hypocrites. Allah says,

"They think that every shout is against them." Whenever they hear something being

said, they fear that it should not reveal their hypocrisy. They then feel that some
calamity will befall them. Allah warns the Muslims, "They are enemies so beware of

them. " Muslims should beware that the hypocrites should never cause difficulty

for them. Allah then says, "May Allah destroy them! Whence are they wandering

astray?"

"When they are told, 'Come forward and Allah's messenger will seek forgiveness

for you/ they turn their heads around and you see them arrogantly turning away."

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v. 4 p. 350) narrates that when the verses of Surah Munafiqun

exposed the truthfulness of Sayyidina Zaid bin Arqam <up iw\ ^j and the lie of

Abdullah in Ubay, someone said to Abdullah bin Ubay, "See what a stern

reprimand has been revealed against you. Why do you not go to the Holy

Prophet (JL-j aJLp ii jl^ and ask him to pray to Allah to forgive you?" To this,

Abdullah bin Ubay responded by turning his head around and arrogantly

saying, "I believed when you people asked me to believe and I even gave Zakah

when you people asked me to. Now the only thing left is for you to ask me to

prostrate to Muhammad ^3 *4* ^ J^.'Tt was on this occasion that Allah revealed

the verse, "When they are told, 'Come forward and Allah's messenger will seek

forgiveness for you,' they turn their heads around and you see them arrogantly turning

away.

"

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" reports that they "turn their heads away" as a sign of

mocking the Holy Prophet jJl-j <jlp i»i j^. Allah then asserts, "It is the same to them

whether you seek forgiveness for them or whether you do not seek forgiveness for them.

Allah shall never forgive them (because their hearts have already been sealed). Verily

Allah does not guide the sinful nation."

THE HYPOCRITES TELL OTHERS NOT TO SPEND ON THE
MUSLIMS

Further describing the hypocrites, Allah says, "They are the ones who say, 'Do

not spend on those with the Holy Prophet ^ 3 a> ii j^ until they disperse."'

This statement was another of the many ignorant statements that the hypocrites

were used to making.
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In this statement they regard themselves as providers, forgetting that Allah

is the One Who provides. They thought that if they stopped supporting the

Immigrants, they would be forced to seek their own sustenance and desert the

Holy Prophet pJL-j «-u- ^» J^ in the process. People enamoured with this world are

dven to making such statements and they often harass those working and

collecting for Masajid (mosques) and Madaris (religious schools) thinking that it is

their money that run these institutions.

Allah replies to their intimidation by stating, "To Allah belongs the treasures of

the heavens and the earth." Allah grants wealth and sustenance to whoever He

wills and none can deprive another by withholding funds because Allah can

easily arrange another source of income. Allah provides for all His creation.

However, "the hypocrites do not understand.

"

HONOUR BELONGS TO ALLAH, TO THE HOLY PROPHET U* At J^

^j AND TO THE BELIEVERS

"They say, 'Ifwe return to Madinah, the honourable ones among us shall certainly

exile the humiliated ones/" Because the hypocrites resided in Madinah before the

Immigrants arrived there, they regarded it as their city. Since the Immigrants

were aliens to their city, the hypocrites held the opinion that they were the

honourable ones and that the Immigrants were humiliated people. They made
their intentions clear that they intended to expel the Immigrants from Madinah.

Allah replies to their statement by saying, "All honour belongs to Allah, His

messenger and the believers but the hypocrites do not know it." The hypocrites felt that

they are honourable because they have the material possessions of this world.

However, their enjoyment in this world was short lived because they were soon

banned from entering the Masjid. Although some of them sincerely accepted

Islam and were able to live honourably, the rest of them died without accepting

Islam and the Holy Prophet jJUj 4* i» ju* was prohibited from performing their

Janazah Salah (funeral prayer).

(9) O you who believe! Let not your wealth and your children make you neglect

Allah's remembrance. Those who do this are certainly losers. (10) Spend from

what We have provided for you before death comes to any of you and then he

says, "O my Lord! Why do you not grant me respite for a little while so that I

could spend in charity and become of the righteous." (11) Allah shall not grant
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respite to any soul when its term arrives. Allah is Informed of what you do.

YOUR WEALTH AND CHILDREN SHOULD NOT MAKE YOU
NEGLECT ALLAH'S REMEMBRANCE

One's wealth and children are two factors that cause one to neglect

remembrance of Allah. They cause one to neglect one's Fardh (obligatory) and
Wajib (compulsory) duties along with the Nafl (mandatory) acts of worship. They
cause one to be engrossed in the affairs of this world and to continue earning

wealth for oneself and for one's children. One then becomes obsessed with
making one's children wealthy. It then happens that one does not care from what
sources one earns one's wealth. One also neglects to pay one's Zakah and other

monetary obligations. Even if one's source of income is Halal (Lawful), deep

engrossment in earning can still distract one from remembering Allah. One is

then given to spending one's wealth on one's family and children in avenues that

are not permissible and that entail extravagant behaviour.

Allah warns the Muslims saying, "O you who believe! Let not your wealth and

your children make you neglect Allah 's remembrance." One may earn to provide

sufficiently for one's wife, children and parents because this forms part of Allah's

remembrance (since it entails fulfilling Allah's commands). However, one should

not make earning one's living the object of one's life because one will then be

distracted from remembering Allah. Allah says, "Those who do this (i.e. who allow

their wealth and children to make them neglect Allah's remembrance) are certainly

losers." Of course, the disbelievers are at a complete loss because they are

doomed to eternal damnation in Hell. As for those believers who allow their

wealth and children to distract them from Allah's remembrance, they shall suffer

to the extent of their negligence. A moment spent without Allah's Dhikr

(remembrance) is a great loss indeed.

The Holy Prophet <X«} Up i>i ju> said that a person who once recites "Subha

Nallahi Wa Bi Hamdihi" shall have a date palm planted for him in Heaven. The
Holy Prophet ,4-j *-u ii ju also said that reciting "Subha Nallahi wal Hamdu Lilldhi

wa La Ilaha Illallahu Allahu Akbar" is more beloved to him than everything on
which the sun shines. Therefore, by neglecting Allah's remembrance (Dhikr) one

will be depriving oneself of great blessings.

Allah then instructs Muslims to spend their wealth in charity when He says,

"Spend from what We have provided for you before death comes to any of you... "Every

person earns wealth to spend it. Whereas the believers spend their wealth in

avenues that please Allah, people who love wealth and do not wish to practise

religion prefer to hoard the wealth. They become slaves of their wealth and are

reluctant to spend it even in Zakah.

Allah adds that people should spend in charity before death because when
death overtakes them, it will be too late to carry out any good deed. After death,

a person will plead to Allah to return him to the world so that he may carry out

the good deeds he neglected while alive. He will say, "O my Lord! Why do you not

grant me respite for a little while so that I could spend in charity and become of the

righteous.

"

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** &\ ^j once mentioned that whoever has
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the means to perform Hajj and pay Zakah but does not do so, will plead to Allah

to return him to this world so that he may donate in charity and carry out good

deeds. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ At ^>j then recited the verses: "O you

yjho believe! Let not your wealth and your children make you neglect Allah's

remembrance. Those who do this are certainly losers. Spend from what We have provided

for you before death comes to any ofyou and then he says, 'O my Lord! Why do you not

errant me respite for a little while so that I could spend in charity and become of the

righteous. Allah shall not grant respite to any soul when its term arrives. Allah is

Informed ofwhat you do.

Allah concludes by saying, "Allah shall not grant respite to any soul when its

term arrives." Good deeds can be performed only before death. One should carry

out as many good deeds as possible so that one does not have any regrets after

death. None should think that his deeds are passing by unnoticed because "Allah

is Informed ofwhat you do.

"
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful

(1) Whatever is in the heavens and on earth glorify Allah. All kingdom and all

praise belong to Him and He has power over all things. (2) It is He Who created

you, so among you are believers and among you are disbelievers. Allah is

Watchful over what you do. (3) He has created the heavens and the earth with

the truth, fashioned you and beautified your appearance. To Him shall the
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return be. (4) He knows what is in the heavens and the earth, He knows what
you conceal and what you reveal. Allah has knowledge of the secrets of the

heart. (5) Has the news of the bygone disbelievers not reached you? They tasted

the evil consequences of their affairs and theirs shall be a painful punishment.

(6) This is because their messengers came to them with clear signs and they said,

"Will a human guide us?" So they disbelieved and turned away. Allah had no

need for them. Allah is Independent, Most Worthy of praise. (7) The
disbelievers think that they will never be resurrected. Tell them, "Definitely by

the oath of my Lord! You will certainly be resurrected and then you will be

informed of what you did. This is very simple for Allah." (8) So believe in Allah,

in His messenger and in the light that He revealed. Allah is Informed of what

you do. (9) The day when He will gather you for the day of gathering, that will

be the day of great loss. The one who believes in Allah and carries out good

deeds, Allah shall expiate his sins and enter him into gardens beneath which

rivers flow. He shall abide there forever. That is the great success. (10) Those

who disbelieve and falsify Our verses are the inmates of the Fire in which they

shall abide forever. It is the worst of places to return to.

THERE ARE BELIEVERS AND DISBELIEVERS AMONG THOSE
WHOM ALLAH HAS CREATED

The word "Taghabun" is derived from the root word "ghaban"', which means
"a loss -. The Day of Judgement is referred to as the Day of Taghabun in the 9th

verse of this Surah because many people will suffer a great loss on this day.

Allah begins the Surah by stating, "Whatever is in the heavens and on earth glorify

Allah." All of creation either glorify Allah verbally or physically by way of

submitting to His commands. Furthermore, "All kingdom and all praise belong to

Him." Allah has complete control over all of creation and no one has the

authority to question Him. Everything He does and every quality of His is

praiseworthy. In addition to this, Allah "has power over all things." Allah can do
whatever He wills and nothing is an obstacle in His way.

Allah's creative powers are then expressed when he says, "It is He Who
created you, so among you are believers and among you are disbelievers." Allah created

man and granted him intelligence to discern right from wrong. In addition to

this, Allah also sent the Prophets (!>LJi r^u and divine scriptures to guide man.

Those who accepted Allah's message became believers and those who put

Allah's guidance to waste remained disbelievers. Of course, "Allah is Watchful

over what you do." Allah knows the physical deeds that people carry out as well as

their thoughts and the inclinations of their hearts. He will reward the believers

for their good works and punish the disbelievers for their disbelief and sins.

ALLAH CREATED THE HEAVENS AND THE EARTH AND
FASHIONED MAN MOST BEAUTIFULLY

Allah continues, "He has created the heavens and the earth with the truth

(wisdom), fashioned you and beautified your appearance. " One of Allah's greatest

bounties to man is that He has beautifully fashioned the appearance of man
within the womb of his mother. Allah created man's eyes, ears, arms, legs and all

his other limbs and organs in perfect proportion to each other and He has

granted beauty to them all. Man is therefore indebted to Allah and ought to
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express sincere gratitude to Him. Man himself is witness to the superior beauty

that he enjoys over the rest of creation. Regardless of how unattractive a person

may be and how beautiful another creation may appear, he will never want to

exchange his physical appearance for that of the other creation.

"To Him shall the return be." Allah is the only Creator, the only Fashioner

and everyone shall return to Him. It is therefore imperative that a person turns

only to Him, worships Him only, expresses gratitude to Him and engages in His

remembrance at all times.

Allah states further. "He knows what is in the heavens and the earth, He knows

what you conceal and what you reveal Allah has knowledge of the secrets of the heart."

Allah's knowledge is not restricted to what people say and do, but He is even

Aware of what they think. One should always bear this in mind so that one may

abstain from all evil.

LEARNING LESSONS FROM NATIONS THAT HAVE BEEN
DESTROYED PREVIOUSLY

Addressing every reader of the Qur'an, Allah says, "Has the news of the

bygone disbelievers not reached you? They tasted the evil consequences of their affairs

and theirs shall be a painful punishment." Allah warns people that if they do not

desist from disbelief, they stand to face the same plight of the many nations that

have been destroyed previously.

Allah then mentions why the previous nations adamantly clung on to their

beliefs of disbelief. Allah says, "This is because their messengers came to them with

clear signs..." However, instead of believing in these Prophets 'fiLJ\ ^^ and the

miracles they showed, the people looked for excuses to reject and said, "Will a

human guide us?" They told the Prophets ftLJ\ j^-ip that the position of a Prophet

can be filled only by pure beings like the angels. As a result, "they disbelieved and

turned away. Allah had no need for them. Allah is Independent, Most Worthy of praise/'

Man benefits only himself by believing in and by worshipping Allah. Allah does

not need anyone's worship. Therefore, those who choose disbelief will have to

suffer the punishment for their sins. If people do not worship Allah, His

attributes will not diminish in the least. He remains Most Worthy of praise

irrespective of man's worship.

THE FALSE NOTION OF THE DISBELIEVERS AND THE
INVITATION TO BELIEVE

Allah says. "The disbelievers think that they will never be resurrected. Tell them,

'Definitely by the oath ofmy Lord! You will certainly be resurrected and then you will be

informed ofwhat you did. This is very simplefor Allah."

"So believe in Allah, in His messenger and in the light (the Qur'an) that We

revealed. Allah is Informed ofwhat you do.

"

Allah then refers to the Day of Judgement when He says, "The day when He

will gather you for the day of gathering, that will be the day of great loss." Although

every person dies at a different time, they will all be gathered together on the

Day of Judgment and collectively appear for reckoning. For this reason, it is

called the "day of gathering".
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The Day of Judgment is referred to as "the day of great loss" because people
will lose a great deal on that day. As for the disbelievers, their loss is evident

because they will lose the privilege of entering Heaven and will lose their souls

in Hell. The loss that the believers will suffer will be that they will regret not
carrying out more good deeds so that they could attain more bounties in Heaven.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra <up iui ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet pJL-j ^ ii j^
said, "Every person to whom death cdmes shall be remorseful" When the Prophets

f%J\ p^jp asked about the remorse, The Holy Prophet ^ 3 *a* ii ju said, "The one

who carried out good deeds will regret that he did not carry out any more good deeds and

the sinful one will regret his disobedience. " ["Mishkat" p. 484]

Sayyidina Muhammad bin Abi Umayra ^ ii ^j reports that the Holy
Prophet jJL-j Up &\ ju* said, "If a person obediently prostrates before Allah from the day

he was born until the day he dies, he will still consider his deeds too meagre on the Day of

Judgment. He will then express the desire to be returned to the world so that he could

earn even more rewards. " ["At Targhib wat Tarhib" v. 4 p. 397]

Although some scholars interpret "Taghdbun" as a two-way process where
one party causes loss to another, this interpretation is incorrect because the

disbelievers cannot cause any loss to the believers on the Day of Judgment.

Allah then mentions the destiny that people will face on the Day of

Judgment. Allah says, "The one who believes in Allah and carries out good deeds, Allah

shall expiate his sins and enter him into gardens beneath which rivers flow. He shall

abide thereforever. That is the great success."

On the contrary, "Those who disbelieve and falsify Our verses are the inmates of

the Fire in which they shall abideforever. It is the worst of places to return to.

"
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(11) Every calamity afflicts you only by Allah's command. Allah guides the heart
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of the one who believes in Him and Allah has knowledge of everything. (12)

Obey Allah and obey the messenger. If you turn away, then (be aware that) the

responsibility of the messenger is only clear propagation. (13) He is Allah

besides Whom there is none worthy of worship. Only in Allah should the

believers trust. (14) O you who believe! You have enemies among your spouses

and children so be wary of them. If you pardon, overlook and forgive, then

Allah is certainly Most Forgiving, Most Merciful. (15) Your wealth and children

are merely a test. Great rewards are with Allah. (16) So fear Allah as much as you

can, listen, obey and spend. This is best for you. Those who are saved from the

miserliness of their souls are indeed the successful ones. (17) If you lend to

Allah a beautiful loan, He will multiply your rewards and forgive you. Allah is

Appreciative, Tolerant... (18) Knower of the unseen and the seen, the

Mighty, the Wise.

EVERY CALAMITY STRIKES BY ALLAH'S C OMMAND
These concluding verses of Surah Taghabun discuss several issues. Allah

says, "Every calamity afflicts you only by Allah's command." Therefore, one should

be happy with every condition because every condition comes from Allah. When
a calamity afflicts one, one should accept that it is from Allah and one should

bear it with patience. The Holy Prophet jJL-j -uu &\ ju, said, "Whatever (difficulty)

afflicts you could have never missed you and what misses you could never have afflicted

you." [IbnMajahp.9]

Allah says further, "Allah guides the heart of the one who believes in Him..." This

means that Allah grants the believer the ability to exercise patience when
afflicted with an adversity so that he is able to earn great rewards. Whenever he

is afflicted with difficulty, he says, "Inna Lillahi wa Inna Ilayhi Raji'un" ("To Allah

we belong and to Him shall we return").

"Allah has knowledge of everything. " Allah is well aware of the behaviour of

those who exercise patience as well as those who do not exercise patience. He
grants each person the reward or punishment due to him.

Allah then instructs, "Obey Allah and obey the messenger. Ifyou turn away, then

(be aware that) the responsibility of the messenger is only clear propagation." Once the

Holy Prophet jJL-j *-u it j^> has propagated the message of Islam, it is up to the

individual to accept. It was not his responsibility to force people to accept Islam.

Allah Ta'ala continues, "He is Allah besides Whom there is none worthy of

worship. Only in Allah should the believers trust.
"

SOME WIVES AND CHILDREN ARE ENEMIES

Allah says, "O you who believe! You have enemies among your spouses and

children so be wary of them." Man needs to marry and have children. The love

between husband, wife and children is natural and Islam encourages this love.

However, Islam has stipulated a limit for this love. The limit is that Allah's right

should take precedence over all these forms of love. Whether the person be one's

husband or wife, son or daughter, one is allowed to have only that much love for

them which will not prevent one from fulfilling the injunctions of the Shari'ah.

One should live one's life according to the Shari'ah, together with loving one's
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family as well.

'Ma'alimut Tamil" reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas <& &\ ^
that when some Muslims in Makkah decided to migrate to Madinah, their wives

and children said to them, "We endured your conversion to Islam but will be unable to

endure your migration." Hearing this, they forsook the idea of migrating. It was
with reference to this that Allah revealed the verse, "O you who believe! You have

enemies among your spouses and children so be wary of them.
"

Another circumstance of revelation narrated concerns Sayyidina Awf bin

Malik Ashja'I ^ &\ ^Jm When he once intended to proceed in Jihad, his wife and
children prevented him saying, "To whom are you leaving us?" Upon hearing this,

he changed his mind. It was also with reference to this incident that the verse

was revealed. Allah therefore warns Muslims to beware that their spouses and
children do not prevent them from carrying out good deeds.

The Arabic word "azwaj" (translated above as "spouses •- is the plural of the

word "zawj" which refers to husbands and wives. Therefore, every male and

female Muslim should ensure that his/her children and spouse do not place

obstacles in the path of religion.

DO NOT DESTROY YOURSELF FOR THE LOVE OF YOUR WIFE OR
CHILDREN

Both husbands and wives should carry out the injunctions of the Shari'ah

and should ensure that their children do the same. If one has so much love for

one's wife or children that it prevents one from fulfilling the injunctions of the

Shari'ah, this love is actually enmity and it will manifest itself as such on the

plains of resurrection. There one will have to face the punishment for the sins

one carried out on account of one's love for them. One will be foolish to tire

oneself in earning for one's family when one's source of income is unlawful.

Added to the sin of earning unlawful wealth, one will then be burdened by the

dual sins of consuming unlawful and also feeding others with it. One will have

to suffer the punishment of all these sins in the Akhirah (Hereafter).

One will notice many men engaging in Unlawful activities just to please

their families. They will be seen taking loans on interest, embezzling funds and

taking goods on credit merely so that their wives can dress most exquisitely for

every function. They even accept bribes so that they can maintain the

extravagant lifestyles of their families. Intoxicated by their passions, their

families fail to realise that they are destroying the man's life in the Akhirah

(Hereafter). When the man will witness the suffering he is destined for in the

Hereafter, his wife and children will not be able to assist him at all. He will then

see them as the enemies they were. Instead of advising him to do good, to

abstain from evil and to prepare for his Akhirah (Hereafter), they kept him
occupied in fulfilling their every whim and desire.

Of course, all wives and children are not like this. There are many who offer

good counsel and encourage the practise and propagation of Religion. It is for

this reason that the verse states that one has enemies "among" one's spouses and

children. It does not say that all of them are enemies.

Thereafter, Allah encourages forgiveness. Allah says, "If you pardon, overlook
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and forgive, then Allah is certainly Most Forgiving, Most Merciful/' It often occurs

that one's spouse or children make a request that one dislikes or that one cannot

fulfil. As a result, one naturally becomes upset. With reference to such situations,

Allah advises Muslims that they should overlook and forgive. Allah is Most

Forgiving and Most Merciful and will forgive one when one acts in this manner.

WEALTH AND CHILDREN ARE A TEST

Allah tells man, "Your wealth and children are merely a test. Great rewards are

with Allah. " Earning one's wealth and spending the wealth is a test for man, as is

rearing children and living with them. In carrying out these activities, one should

be careful that one does not transgress any of Allah's laws and that one does not

make these the object of one's life. Tending these things must not prevent one

from obeying Allah's commands. The greatest rewards are with Allah, so one

should concentrate all one's efforts towards pleasing Allah by fulfilling the

requirements of Belief. Verse 28 of Surah Anfal {Surah 8) is similar to this verse.

One should refer to the commentary of that verse for a more detailed explanation

of how one's wealth and children are a test for one.

TAQWA (FEAR ALLAH) AND SPENDING IN ALLAH'S PATH

"So fear Allah as much as you can, listen, obey and spend. This is best for you.

"

This verse includes several pieces of advice. Adopting Taqwa (translated above

as 'fear Allah ") entails abstaining from everything that Allah has prohibited and

fulfilling all the injunctions that He has ordained. Allah has not ordained

anything that is beyond man's capability. Of course, certain acts require one to

apply oneself and suppress one's desires. Whatever good deeds one carries out

and whatever wealth one spends in Allah's path will benefit one because one

will enjoy the rewards for this. It is for this reason that Allah says, "This is best for

you."

Allah continues, "Those who are saved from the miserliness of their souls are

indeed the successful ones." The discussion concerning miserliness and "Shuh" in

particular has been given in the commentary of verse 9 of Surah Hashr (Surah 59).

A LOAN GIVEN TO ALLAH
"If you lend to Allah a beautiful loan, He will multiply your rewards and forgive

you." A "beautiful" loan refers to charity that is given with sincerity and with a

happy heart. Everyone and everything belongs to Allah, even the wealth that one

possesses. It is Allah's grace that He rewards people for spending the wealth that

belongs to Him. Spending in good causes is termed as a loan only because it

resembles a loan. In reality, Allah needs nothing and the person spending has

everything to gain. This discussion has been given in the commentary of verse

245 of Surah Baqarah.

"Allah is Appreciative" because He gives tremendous rewards for even the

smallest deeds. Allah is also "Tolerant" because He does not punish people

immediately after they have sinned and He also forgives sins as soon as the

sinner repents. In addition to this, Allah is also the "Knower of the unseen and the

seen, the Mighty, the Wise."
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful

(1) O The Holy Prophet (JUj *Jp ii ^U>! When you wish to divorce your wives,

then divorce them before their waiting period and count the waiting period.

Fear Allah, your Lord. Do not turn them out of their homes and neither should

they leave by themselves unless they perpetrate flagrant indecency. These are

the limits set by Allah. Whoever transgresses Allah's limits has certainly

oppressed his soul. You do not know whether Allah may later bring something

new to pass* (2) So when they have reached close to completing their waiting

periods, then either keep them in good faith or separate from them in good faith.

Make two reliable persons witness and establish the testimony for Allah. It is

with this that the one who believes in Allah and the Last Day is advised. Allah

shall create an escape for the one who fears Him (i.e. the one who has Taqwa)...

(3) ... and shall provide for him from sources that he never expected. Allah is

Sufficient for the one who trusts in Him. Allah shall certainly bring His affairs

to completion and Allah has set a measure for everything.
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THE LAWS OF "TALAQ" AND "IDDAH"

The opening verses of Surah Talaq discusses some laws of "Talaq" (divorce)

and "Iddah" (the waiting period after divorce). Because the Surah deals with laws

pertaining to women, it is also referred to as Surah Nisa Qusra i.e. the short

Surah Nisa (Nisa means women). Bukhari narrates that Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Mas'ud ^ iiii ^j referred to the Surah by this name.

When a man and a woman join in "Nikdh" (marriage), they really intend to

establish a relationship for a lifetime. However, it does happen that they are

incompatible or that they have to be separated for some other reasons. Therefore,

the Shari'ah has instituted the laws of Talaq (divorce). When a husband divorces

his wife, she has to observe the Iddah (waiting period). She is not allowed to marry

another man until her Iddah (waiting period) has expired. There is a difference in

the length of Iddah (waiting period) for women who menstruate, pregnant women
and women who have passed menopause.

When a woman is divorced and she still menstruates, the duration of her

Iddah will be three periods of menstruation according to Imam Abu Hanifa ibi^
aJk> and Imam Ahmad bin Hanbal Up iui ^j. According to Imam Shafi'i Up ii ~^

Jf

the duration of her Iddah (waiting period) will be three periods of "Tuhr" (a

period of Tuhr
sl
is the period between two menstrual cycles i.e. when a woman

does not bleed). This difference of opinion stems from the interpretation of the

Arabic word "Quru" in verse 228 of Surah Baqara. This word has a dual meaning
and may be translated as menses or as Tuhr. While some jurists have taken the

first meaning, others have taken the second. Each group has its proofs to

substantiate its stand. The details of this can be found in the detailed books of

jurisprudence.

Allah addresses the Holy Prophet ^ 3 U* & J~* saying, "O The Holy Prophet

(jL-j Up iii jlJ When you wish to divorce your wives, then divorce them before their

waiting period." Although the initial address is to the Holy Prophet <jl.j *ju ii jl^,

the verse is subsequently phrased using plural pronouns (note that this change in

address is not reflected in the English translation). This indicates that the

instruction is directed to the entire Ummah of the Holy Prophet^ 3 <4* & ju*.

The phrase "divorce them before their waiting period" means that the divorce

should take place at a time when the woman can commence her Iddah (waiting

period) without undue delay. The Iddah (waiting period) will commence from the

menstrual cycle that follows the divorce. This menstrual cycle and the two after it

will complete the Iddah (waiting period). It is therefore most appropriate that the

divorce is given during a period of Tuhr so that the Iddah can commence as soon

as the menstrual cycle begins. According to the instruction of the Holy Prophet

jjL-j Up &\ ju> in the Ahadlth, a Talaq (divorce) should be pronounced during a

period of Tuhr in which no intercourse has taken place.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ^ ifo ^j divorced his wife while she was
menstruating. When his father Sayyidina Umar <up &\ ^j mentioned this to the

Holy Prophet jJL-j Up &\ jl», The Holy Prophet ^j Up iui jl^ became very angry and

instructed Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ^ ibi ^j to retract the divorce, to keep

his wife for a period of Tuhr, to wait for another menstrual cycle to pass and to

issue another divorce only during the second period of Tuhr if he still wanted to.
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The Holy Prophet ,0-., <JU ai JL* also told him that the divorce should take place

during a Tuhr in which no intercourse has taken place. The Holy Prophet i» j^
i^ 4> then said to him, "This is the Iddah (waiting period) that Allah has

commanded. " [Bukhari v. 2 p. 729]

This Hadith makes it clear that it is not permissible to divorce a woman who
is experiencing her menstrual cycle. It is also clear that when divorce is given

during Tuhr, the woman will be able to complete three complete periods of

menstruation as soon as the Tuhr expires. According to the Shafi'I school of

jurisprudence, the divorce should be pronounced at the beginning of the Tuhr so

that three periods of Tuhr can commence immediately.

" and count the waiting period." This part of the verse instructs people to

carefully count the passing days of the Iddah {waiting period) because many laws

hinge on the expiry of the Iddah. When a woman receives a 'Raft' divorce from

her husband, he is entitled to take her back into his marriage before the expiry of

the Iddah and he is obliged to pay her maintenance during this period. If the

husband does not take her back during the Iddah , she will be free to marry

someone else after the expiry of her Iddah . If the period of Iddah is not carefully

calculated, certain laws may be violated. Examples of such violations are:

She may marry someone else before the expiry of her Iddah
(waiting period).

She may be demanding maintenance after the expiry of tile

Iddah.

The husband may decide to take her back, after the expiry of

the Iddah, thinking that the Iddah has not yet expired.

Further details concerning Talaq and Iddah (waiting period) have been

mentioned in the commentaries of verses 228 to 230 of Surah Baqarah and verse

49 of Surah Ahzab (Surah 33).

Allah adds "Fear Allah your Lord." This part of the verse cautions the couple

against violating Allah's commands in the matter of the Iddah. No woman
should falsely claim that her Iddah has expired. She should also not falsify the

expiry date with the intention of receiving extra maintenance. By the same token,

no man should falsely claim that he had taken his wife back during the Iddah.

DIVORCEES MAY NOT BE TURNED OUT OF THEIR HOMES

Allah says, "Do not turn them (divorcees) out of their homes..." A divorced

woman should be allowed to spend her Iddah (waiting period) in her husband's

home. She is entitled to spend her Iddah there and the onus is on the husband to

provide for her. No one has the right to turn divorcees out of their houses during

their period of Iddah. Allah Ta'ala also makes it clear that "neither should they

(women) leave by themselves..." Allah Ta'ala then cites the exception when
divorcees may be turned out of their husband's houses. This is when "they

perpetrateflagrant indecency." According to Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud &\ ^j
**, 'flagrant indecency" refers to fornication (after divorce), in which case the

woman will be taken from the home to be lashed. She will then be* returned to
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the same home. According to Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ iui ^>Jf a woman
will be guilty of 'flagrant indecency" when she uses offensive language when
addressing the husband and his family. In this case she will not be permitted to

live with them in the same house.

"These are the limits set by Allah. Whoever transgresses Allah 's limits has

certainly oppressed his soul " The person who transgresses the limits that Allah has

set is subjecting himself to punishment in the Akhirah (Hereafter) and is therefore

oppressing himself. One will be guilty of oppressing oneself if one violates any of

the laws of Talaq (divorce) or Iddah (waiting period).

"You do not know whether Allah may later bring something new to pass" i.e after

the divorce. It may occur that a man regrets the divorce after a while and may
decide to take his wife back. It is therefore necessary that a person observes the

injunctions of the Shari'ah when he intends to divorce his wife.

The author of 'Ma'alimut Tanzil" writes that this part of the verse makes it

clear that three divorces should not be pronounced all at once because this denies

a man the right to take his wife back. If three divorces have to be pronounced,

each should be issued in a separate Tuhr. A person retains the right to take back

his wife within the Iddah (waiting period) if he issues two clear divorces because

the divorce will be regarded as 'Raj'i (reversible)". However, if he issues a "Bain

(irreversible)" divorce, he will also be deprived of the right to retain her. In this

case, he will first require her consent. However, when three divorces are issued

all at once, even this option will be forfeited. One should therefore be extremely

cautious in the matter.

WHEN THE IDDAH (WAITING PERIOD) IS NEAR COMPLETION,
THE DIVORCEE MAY EITHER BE TAKEN BACK IN GOOD FAITH
OR SEPARATED IN GOOD FAITH

Allah says, "So when they (divorcees) have reached close to completing their

waiting periods, then either keep them in good faith or separatefrom them in good faith."

Whatever option the husband chooses, his intention should not be to harm the

woman in any way. He will be sinful if he takes her back before the expiry of the

Iddah (waiting period) with the intention of issuing another divorce so that she is

forced to spend another period of Iddah. This has been discussed in Surah

Baqarah where Allah says, "When you divorce women, and they reach their term

(Iddah), thm retain them in kindness or release them in kindness. Do not retain them to

hurt them and transgress the limits set by Allah, for whoever does so, has verily

oppressed his own soul. "[Surah 2, verse 231]

Allah states further, "Make two reliable persons witness." It is Mustahab
(preferable though not compulsory) to have two reliable men witness the

husband's choice of either keeping his wife or separating from her. The witnesses

should be pious and truthful men. Their testimony will be required should a

dispute arise about the issue.

"and establish the testimony for Allah." This part of the verse enjoins that the

testimony should be given properly and to please Allah so that the wronged
person may receive his dues. The verse also means that the witnesses should not

request payment for rendering their testimony because it is not permissible to do
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so. Of course, they may be reimbursed for the costs they incur in travelling to the

court. The details concerning testimony have been discussed in the commentary
of verses 282 and 283 of Surah Baqarah (Surah 2).

"It is with this that the one who believes in Allah and the Last Day is advised. " All

the injunctions mentioned in the foregoing verses are replete with guidance and

can bring only good to the person who practises them. The one who is convinced

about the coming of the Day of Judgement knows that he has to adhere to these

teachings because he will have to stand before Allah Ta'ala and account for his

deeds.

THE VIRTUES OF "TAQWA (PIETY)" AND "TAWAKKUL (TRUST IN
ALLAH)"

Allah continues, "Allah shall create an escape for the one who fears Him (i.e. the

one who has Taqwa) and shall providefor him from sources that he never expected." "Ta

qwa" basically entails carrying out Allah's commands and abstaining from

everything that He has forbidden. Adopting Taqwa (piety) in the laws of Talaq

(divorce) and Iddah as well as in all other aspects of life will certainly bring good

to a person. Taqwa guarantees success for a believer in both worlds. Allah has

promised two things for a person of Taqwa.

The first promise is that Allah shall create an escape for him from every

difficulty. Man is plagued by various adversities and difficulties in this world.

Those who attempt to ward off their problems by employing sinful means only

find themselves sinking even deeper into the problem. Allah advises man that

the solution to all his problems lies in adopting Taqwa (peity).

A person once approached Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ** ifo ^j and said, "I have

pronounced three divorces. (Is there any way in which I can have my wife

back?)" Sayyidina Ibn Abbas ** ifo ^j replied, "You people do foolish things and

then say, 'O Ibn Abbas! O Ibn Abbas!' Allah Ta'ala says, 'Allah shall create an

escape for the one who fears Him (i.e. the one who has Taqwa)'. You have not

displayed any Taqwa (peity).! cannot find any escape for you from this problem.

Your wife has been separated from you because you disobeyed Allah." [Abu

Dawud p. 299]

The second promise that Allah makes to the person who adopts Taqwa
(peity) is that Allah "shall provide for him from sources that he never expected. "Both

these promises shall be realised in this world as well as in the Akhirah (Hereafter).

Sayyidina Abu Dharr -up A\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ,0-j *i* &\ J^>

said, "I know of a verse that is sufficient for people if they practise it. The verse is 'Allah

shall create an escape for the one who fears Him (i.e. the one who his Taqwa) and shall

providefor himfrom sources that he never expected/" [""Mishkat"" p. 453]

"Allah is Sufficient for the one who trusts in Him. "Whereas Allah makes the

foregoing promises of availing His unseen help to those who adopt Taqwa
(piety), He also makes a promise to those who adopt Tawakkul (i.e. those who
trust in Him). Allah tells them that He shall suffice for them against all odds.

Taqwa and Tawakkul are the wheels on a believer's vehicle and are

indispensable to him.
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Sayyidina Amr bin Al As ^ i«\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet Up i»i j^
(JL-j said, ''Man's heart remains somewhat occupied in one valley or another.

Allah has no concern for the person who places all of his heart in these

occupations and he will destroy himself in one of these valleys. However, Allah

will see to all of these occupations for the person who has Tawakkul (trust) in

Him. [""Mishkdt"" p. 453]

Sayyidina Umar -up ii ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ,JL.j Up ii ju said, "If

you trust in Allah as He deserves to be trusted, He will provide for you just as

He provides for the birds. They leave in the mornings with empty bellies and
return in the evening with their bellies full." [""Mishkat"" p. 452 from Tirmidhi]

There are various levels of Tawakkul [trust (in Allah)]. Forsaking means is

one of these levels and it is this approach that the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ifci J^>
adopted. The Holy Prophet p-L-j Up iiii JU once said, T have not received

revelation instructing me to amass wealth and to be a trader. Instead, revelation

has instructed me to 'glorify the praises of your Lord and be of the ones who
prostrate. And worship your Lord until the certainty (death) comes to you. <<

["Mishkat" p. 444]

A person who adopts the necessary means to acquire things but who does

not exclusively pin his reliance on these means is also regarded as one who
adopts Tawakkul [trust (in Allah)]. Although such a person uses the means at his

disposal, he still trusts in Allah. When one realises that Allah is the Provider

regardless of the means, one will be able to abstain from sinful means of earning

one's living.

ALLAH HAS SET A MEASURE FOR EVERYTHING

"Allah shall certainly bring His affairs to completion. " Whatever Allah decides

to do shall certainly come to pass and He is at liberty to decree whatever

injunction He deems appropriate. None can stop Him.

"Allah has set a measure for everything." It is in accordance with this set

measure that Allah decrees conditions and injunctions.
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(4) If you are in doubt concerning those women who have lost hope of

menstruating, then their waiting period and the waiting period of those women
who do not menstruate shall be three months. The period of pregnant women
shall be when they deliver. Allah shall create ease in the affair of the one who
fears Him (i.e. the one who has Taqwa). (5) This is Allah's command that He has

revealed to you. For the one who fears Allah, Allah shall expiate his sins and

grant him an immense reward. (6) According to your means, house them (the

divorcees) where you house yourselves and do not harm them with intent to

pressurise them. If they are expecting, then provide for them until they deliver.

If they suckle for you, then pay them their dues and consult with each other in a

befitting manner. If each one makes matters difficult for the other, then another

woman may suckle the child. (7) The wealthy person should spend according to

his ability. As for the one whose means are restricted, he should spend from

what Allah has given him. Allah does not burden a soul with more than He has

given it. Allah shall soon create ease after difficulty.

ADDITIONAL LAWS CONCERNING THE IDDAH (WAITING
PERIOD)

Allah stipulates an Iddah (waiting period) of three months for the woman
who has passed menopause and for the woman who has not yet begun

menstruating. The Iddah of a pregnant woman will terminate as soon as she

delivers the child or when she aborts a child whose limbs have already formed.

According to Imam Abu Hanlfa *> & *>j, this shall be the Iddah of a pregnant

woman if she is divorced and even if her husband passes away. Whereas the

Iddah of another widow is four months and ten days, the Iddah of a pregnant

woman will expire as soon as she delivers -even though the child is born a few

minutes after her husband's death. In a like manner, the Iddah of a pregnant

divorcee will also expire as soon as she delivers and not after three menstrual

cycles.

NOTE: If a woman is divorced before husband and wife could share any

time in privacy, she will not have to observe the Iddah (waiting

period).

NOTE: If a woman stopped menstruating without her having reached

menopause, her Iddah (waiting period) will not expire after three

months. She will have to wait until three menses pass or until she

undergoes menopause.

Allah states further, "Allah shall create ease in the affair of the one who fears Him
(i.e. the one who has Taqwa). "Allah shall make matters easy for this person in this

world as well as in the Akhirah (Hereafter). "This is Allah's command that He has

revealed to you. For the one who fears Allah, Allah shall expiate his sins and grant him

an immense reward."

The virtues of adopting Taqwa (peity) have been mentioned thrice in this

Surah. These are:
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2. "Allah shall create an escape for the one who fears Him [i. 6m

the one who has Taqwa (piety)] and shall provide for him from
sources that he never expected"

2. "Allah shall create ease in the affair of the one who fears
Him [i.e. the one who has Taqwa (piety)]."

3. "For the one who fears Allah (i.e. the one who adopts
'Taqwa), Allah shall expiate his sins and grant him an immense
reward."

These verses clearly express the great virtue of adopting Taqwa (piety)

because it guarantees Allah's promises which never fail to pass. When a person

adopts Taqwa he will see the manifestation of Allah's promises. Because

Muslims have generally forsaken Taqwa and Tawakkul [trust (in Allah)] and
have immersed themselves in sin and running after the things of this world, they

find themselves deprived of Allah's unseen assistance.

LAWS CONCERNING THE MAINTENANCE OF DIVORCEES

There are five categories of women who are required to observe a period of

Iddah (waiting period). These are:

2. Divorcees who are given Raj'i (reversible) divorces and who
are not expecting.

2. Divorcees who are given Ba'in (irreversbile) or Mughallaza
divorces and who are not expecting

3. Divorcees who are expecting.

4. Divorcees who have exercised the option of Khula (divorce

obtain by a wife for a ransom of her dowry).

5. Widows.

Each of the above women have a right to the following:

2. Food and drink.

2. Housing.

3. Clothing.

The husband who issues the divorce is obliged to provide maintenance for

his divorced wife during her Iddah (waiting period). This will apply in all

situations of divorce, Raj'i, Ba'in and. Mughallaza irrespective of whether the

wife is expecting or not. In addition to this, he will have to provide living

quarters for her during this period. If he houses her in his own home, he will not

be able to have any contact with her (not even see her) if the Talaq is Ba'in or

Mughallaza. Khula is regarded as a Ba'in divorce and a woman divorced as a

result of Khula will also have to observe Iddah.
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When a woman becomes widowed, her maintenance will not be paid from

the husband's estate. She will have to use the wealth she inherits or her dowry to

sustain herself if she has no other wealth or if no one is willing to support her. If

she does not even have this much and is forced to work outside her home, she

may leave her house to work during the day donned in the Veil that the Shari'ah

ordains. However, she should spend every night at home during the Iddah

(waiting period). If she gets delayed returning from work, she is allowed to return

a little later in evening.

A widow should spend her Iddah (waiting period) in the house where she

lived with her husband. She may spend her Iddah elsewhere only if:

CO The house does not have enough means in it for her to live

after dissolving the estate.

£Q 'The heirs force her out of the house.

£Q The house was rented and she cannot afford to pay the rent.

03 Her life or property is threatened if she lives there.

THE COMMAND TO HOUSE THE DIVORCEE

Allah continues, "According to your means, house them (the divorcees) where you

house yourselves and do not harm them with intent to pressurise them (into leaving the

house)/' The husband should provide accommodation for his divorced wife and

he should not resort to any means by which she is forced to leave the house.

Allah states further, "If they are expecting, then provide for them until they deliver."

The Iddah (waiting period) of an expectant woman expires as soon as she delivers.

It is necessary for the husband to provide for her until she delivers the child even

though it may be nine months later.

LAWS CONCERNING SUCKLING

Addressing the men who have divorced their wives, Allah says, "If they (the

divorcees) suckle for you, then pay them their dues..." When a child is born, the father

and mother together share the responsibility of raising the child. While the father

earns for the family, the mother tends to the feeding of the children and to other

domestic chores. However, once the couple have divorced, this arrangement may
change. The mother will naturally still want to suckle the child and if she does so

without asking remuneration, it would be best. If she does ask for remuneration

for suckling, the husband will be obliged to pay because it is his responsibility to

provide for the child. This matter is discussed in the above verse.

In addition to this, Allah instructs, "and consult with each other in a befitting

manner." The wife should not demand an exorbitant sum as payment for suckling

the child and once a sum has been agreed on, she should not refuse to suckle.

The husband should not be uncompromising, thinking that the wife is obliged to

suckle the child irrespective of how much he pays. Similarly, the wife should also

not be uncompromising simply because the father is obliged to provide. Each

should consider the welfare of the child and act in the child's best interests,

putting their own prejudices aside.
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The husband is not obliged to agree to the price that his wife demands if it is

exorbitant. He is at liberty to hire another woman to suckle the child in such an
event. Of course, none can replace a child's mother. It is therefore best if the

couple come to some agreement by which the child's mother is able to suckle.

Some details concerning suckling has been discussed in the commentary of verse

233 of Surah Baqarah.

NOTE: When the divorced mother takes the child for suckling during the

Iddah (waiting period), she will be receiving maintenance from her

husband. She is therefore not entitled to ask remuneration for

suckling during the Iddah. Once her Iddah expires and the child is

still being suckled, she may then ask for remuneration for suckling

if she chooses to do so. The husband will then be obliged to pay her

for this in addition to the maintenance that he is required to pay for

the rearing of the child.

"If each one makes matters difficult for the other, then another woman may suckle

the child. " If the mother demands too much and the father is not willing to pay,

the father will have to find another woman to suckle the child. Although the

verse is a command for the father to find another woman to suckle, the wording
of the verse infers that Allah will see to the sustenance of the child even if the

mother cannot. How many motherless children has Allah Ta'ala not provided

for?

"The wealthy person should spend according to his ability. As for the one whose

means are restricted, he should spend from what Allah has given him. Allah does not

burden a soul with more than He has given it." Each father should spend on his

family according to his means. When Allah grants a person children, He will also

provide the means to care for the child.

ALLAH CREATES EASE AFTER EVERY DIFFICULTY

Allah says, "Allah shall soon create ease after difficulty. " When a person spends

in good causes, he should never fear that his wealth will diminish. The books of

jurisprudence usually mention only food, drink and accommodation as being

binding on the husband during the Iddah (waiting period)h. The author of "Bahrur

Ra'iq" has quoted from several other books that if the Iddah is prolonged for

some reason (e.g. her menses are delayed) and if she needs clothing, the Qadhi
(Muslim judge) can rule that he has to provide clothing as well. However, this is

usually not mentioned because women generally do have sufficient clothing to

wear during the period of the Iddah.

4b\ lyuU UjJa Ujc. p> 4ul j^|^ j^ fy\^ |g^ 3^ ^jQj
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(8) Many were the towns that rebelled against the commands of their Lord and

of His messengers, so We severely took them to task and meted out an

admonishing punishment to them. (9) They tasted the consequences of their

deeds and the end result their deeds was a total loss. (10). Allah prepared a

severe punishment for them. So fear Allah O intelligent ones.., who have

believed. Allah has certainly revealed a Reminder to you. (11) (And Allah has

also sent to you) a messenger who recites Allah's clear verses to you to remove

the believers who do good deeds from darkness and to bring them into light.

Whoever believes in Allah and does good deeds, Allah' shall enter him into

gardens beneath which rivers flow. There they shall abide forever. Allah has

appointed a most excellent provision for him.

THE COMMAND TO LEARN A LESSON FROM NATIONS WHO
WERE DESTROYED IN THE PAST

In the above verses Allah tells people about the nations of the past who
were destroyed because they rebelled against Allah and His Prophets fiLJ\ r^.
People are thereby encouraged to believe and to carry out good deeds so that

they do not suffer the same fate. The people of the previous nations were

destroyed by Allah's punishment and will have to face severe reckoning in the

Hereafter. In addition to this, they will also have to face the punishment of Hell.

In this world already, they had a taste of Allah's punishment and the real

punishment will face them in the Akhirah (Hereafter). The end-result of their

deeds was therefore a total loss because it brought them no good whatsoever.

"Allah prepared a severe punishmentfor them.

"

THE QUR'AN IS A GREAT REMINDER
Allah says, "So fear Allah O intelligent ones who have believed. Allah has

certainly sent a Reminder to you" i.e. the Qur'an. In addition to this Qur'an, Allah

has also sent "a messenger who recites Allah's clear verses to you." The verses of the

Qur'an are extremely clear, and make the truth stand out from falsehood. Allah

has sent the Qur'an and the Holy Prophet^ a* ii Ju "to remove the believers

who do good deeds from darkness and to bring them into light." Those who do

not believe in the Qur'an and who do not follow the Holy Prophet jj-j *> & J^
shall remain in the perpetual darkness of disbelief and polytheism (shirk).

Eventually they will have to suffer the darkness of Hell.

Allah then describes the bounties that the pious believers shall receive

when He says, "Whoever believes in Allah and does good deeds, Allah shall enter him

into gardens beneath which rivers flow. There they shall abide forever. Allah has

appointed a most excellent provision for him." The provisions of Heaven shall last

forever.
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(12) It is Allah Who created the seven heavens and the earth in a like manner.

He sends commands between them so that you may know that Allah has power
over all things and that Allah's knowledge encompasses everything.

ALLAH CREATED THE SEVEN HEAVENS AND THE SEVEN
EARTHS

Allah concludes the Surah by stating, "It is Allah Who created the seven

heavens and the earth in a like manner" i.e. seven in number. "He sends commands
between them." Allah sends His commands to the sevens heavens and the seven

earths because His creation live in all of these realms. Allah's commands that

affect the physical universe affect the lives of all His creation e.g. the command
for rain to fall, for a disaster to strike, etc. Allah also issues commands that form

the injunctions of the Shari'ah. Man and Jinn are obliged to carry out those

commands.

Majority of the Scholars are of the opinion that the seven earths form seven

layers one above the other just as the seven heavens do. The fact that man is

unable to witness this does not affect the reality of the matter. The believer

believes what Allah tells him whether he can see it or not. Authentic Ahadlth

confirm the existence of seven earths. Such Ahadlth are narrated by Sayyidina

Sa'Id bin Zaid ^ ii ^>Jt Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ^ &\ ^Jt Sayyidina Abu
Hurayra ^ i»i ^j and Sayyidah Ayshah i^ ii ^j in Bukhari (v. 1 p. 543) and

Muslim (v. 2 p. 32, 33).

The hadith of Sayyidina Abu Hurayra aip ifo ^j states that the person who
even once usurped the land of another, Allah shall plunge him through the seven

earths until the Day of Judgment.

Sayyidina Suhayb ^ ibi ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^j Up ii ju
always recited the following supplication whenever he entered a locality:

{TRANSLATION: O Allah! Lord of the seven heavens and
whatever is beneath them! Lord of the seven earth's and
whatever is upon them! Lord of the Satan and whoever they

lead astray! Lord of the winds and whatever they blow! We ask

You for the good of this town and the good of the people of this

town. We seek You protection from the evil of this town, from
the evil of the people of this town and from the evil within it."}

Allah informs man about everything in the heavens and the earth so that he

"may know that Allah has power over all things and that Allah's knowledge encompasses

everything. " Nothing is beyond His knowledge and beyond His control.

tiftftttfttiteftteft&titetiiZftftteftftftft
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful

(1) O The Holy Prophet pL>j 4J* <3»i J^>\ Seeking the pleasure of your wives, why
do you declare unlawful that which Allah has made lawful for you? Allah is

Most Forgiving, Most Merciful. (2) Allah has ordained that you release

yourselves from your oaths. Allah is your Protecting Friend and He is the All

Knowing, the Wise.

PROHIBITION AGAINST DECLARING THINGS HALAL (LAWFUL)
AND HARAM (UNLAWFUL)

It was the practice of the Holy Prophet ^ 3 <a* &\ jl* to visit each of his wives

after the Asr Salah and spend a short while with all of them. Once, when the

Holy Prophet ^ 3
*ju i» JL* had some honey at the home of Sayyidah Zaynab bint

Jahsh i*i* iut ^pJf Sayyidah Ayshah i^ it ^j and Sayyidah Hafsa L^ ifo ^j
consulted with each other. They decided that when the Holy Prophet^3 <±* & J^
visited the first of the two, she would ask him whether he had eaten Maghafir

(this was a type of gum that did not have a pleasant smell). When one of them

did mention this to the Holy Prophet ,jl.j ^ i»» ju, he said, 'I have not had any

Maghafir. I only had some honey with Zaynab bint Jahsh. I swear by Allah that I

shall never have any more honey again/' It was then that Allah revealed the

verse: "O the Holy Prophet pi-j -Op ifo ju/ Seeking the pleasure of your wives, why do

you declare unlawful that which Allah has made lawful for you? Allah is Most

Forgiving, Most Merciful. " [Bukhari v. 2 p. 729]

Because Allah Ta'ala had made the Holy Prophet ,jl,j *a± &\ ju> a role model

for the Ummah, Allah made various incidents occur in his life to teach lessons to

people. One may not say that Sayyidah Ayshah \+* ifo ^j and Sayyidah Hafsa

l^p i»t ^j deliberately wanted to hurt the Holy Prophet <X* 3 -Jlp i«i ju because their

action was a typical form of teasing that happens in good faith between husband

and wife. Another narration of Bukhari (v. 2 p. 793) mentions that the Holy

Prophet (O-j <uu i»t ju told his wife not to relate the incident to anyone else.
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Allah chides the Holy Prophet ^ 3 u* ii ju saying, "Seeking the pleasure of
your wives, why do you declare that thing unlawful .which Allah has made lawful joy

you?" Allah Ta'ala mentioned this because it does not behove the Holy Prophet
of Allah to carry out such an action merely to please his wives. Although taking

an oath is not a forbidden act, Allah chided the Holy Prophet jJL-j ^ k j^
because the act was not in keeping with his lofty status. Whereas the Holy
Prophet (JL-j ap ii ju did not regard honey as a Haram (forbidden) food, Allah

referred to the act as such to emphasis the fact that the act did not suit the

behaviour of a Prophet ,0-j <4* & ju. However, Allah did forgive him, as

indicated by the phrase "Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful

"

WHAT SHOULD BE DONE ONCE AN OATH IS TAKEN?

Allah states, "Allah has ordained that you release yourselves from your oaths." In

this verse, Allah has added the word "yourselves" to indicate that the injunction

applies to the entire Ummah. When a person takes an oath to do or not to do
something, he has undertaken a pledge with Allah and this pledge has to be

fulfilled. There are two methods by which one may be absolved of one's oath.

The first method is by carrying out the action that one vowed to carry out - on

condition that the act is not sinful. Alternatively, one may pay Kaffara {expiation)

once the oath is breached. In both cases, the oath will no longer be binding on

one.

It should be borne in mind that one may take two types of oaths:

A. An oath that one will do something or that one will not do

something. Such oaths are further classified into those attached

by a condition and those that are unconditional.

B. The second type of oath occurs when one declares something
that is Halal (permitted) as being Unlawful for oneself.

According to Imam Abu Hanifa ^ <fci <^j, this type of oath

necessitates Kaffara just as Kaffara is necessary when one

breaches one's oath.

Allama Qurtubi Up ibi^ narrates without a chain of narrators that the Holy

Prophet ,*!-_, Up ii ju paid the Kaffara (expiation) for his oath. He also narrates

from Sayyidina Zaid bin Aslam Up ibi a^j that the Holy Prophet ,4^ Jp ii j^ freed

a slave as Kaffara.

(3) When the Holy Prophet ^j Up & J** whispered something to one of his

wives, she informed about it. When Allah disclosed this to him, he made a part

of it known and ignored a part of it. When he informed her about it, she

exclaimed, "Who told you about it?" He replied, "The All Knowing, The

Informed One told me."
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AN INCIDENT BETWEEN THE HOLY PROPHET ^j Up Jk\ JL* AND
SOME OF HIS WIVES

Many commentators, including the author of "Bayanul Qur'an" have

mentioned that the above verse also concerns the incident of the honey. They

state that when the Holy Prophet ,jl. 3 a* ii ju> took the oath not to have honey, he

told the wife that was with him at that time not to inform anyone else about the

incident. When she related the story to another wife, Allah Ta'ala informed the

Holy Prophet (0-j a> ii jl> about her act. Because of his kindness, the Holy

Prophet (JL-j <Op <&i ju, did not relate to her exactly what she told the other wife so

that she would not be embarrassed. He merely informed her that he knew she

had divulged the secret and he also mentioned the name of the other wife. When
he told her this, she asked in surprise, "Who told you about it ?" The Holy Prophet

^ 4* isr jl* replied "The All Knowing and Informed One told me.

"

However, many commentators narrate another incident. They state that the

Holy Prophet jJl-j <o* ii j^> was once in his quarters with his wife Sayyidah Hafsa

l^p it ^j when she requested permission to leave. In her absence, the Holy

Prophet jJl-j Up irju shared the bed with his slave girl Sayyidah Mariya Qibtiyya

i^lp it ^j who was the mother of his son Sayyidina Ibrahim ^ it ^>Jm Returning

prematurely, Sayyidah Hafsa if* it ^j noticed that the door was closed and

realised what had happened.

When the Holy Prophet pJL-j <uU ii jl* again met Sayyidah Hafsa if* it ^j,
she complained that he had not been fair to her by using her turn with him for

sharing a bed with Sayyidah Mariya if* it ^j. The Holy Prophet jJl.^ Up ii Jl^

explained to her that he had acted within the law of Shari'ah because Sayyidah

Mariya if* it ^j was his lawful slave girl. However, to please Sayyidah Hafsa

if* it ^Jr The Holy Prophet ,jl.j Up ii ju declared Sayyidah Mariya if* it ^>j

unlawful for himself and told Sayyidah Hafsa if* it ^j not to mention the

incident to anyone else. However, when the Holy Prophet jJl-j Up ii ju had left,

Sayyidah Hafsa if* it ^j gave Sayyidah Ayshah if* it ^j the good news that

the Holy Prophet jJl-j Up ii ju has severed further contact with Sayyidah Mariya

if* i>t ^j. ["Ma'alimut Tanzil"]

The author of 'Ma'alimut Tamil" states that the phrase "When the Holy

Prophet jjL.^ Up ii ju whispered something to one of his wives/' refers to the time

when the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up it jl* told Sayyidah Hafsa if* it ^j that he has

declared Sayyidah Mariya if* it ^j unlawful for himself and that she should not

inform anyone else about what had transpired. "Ma'alimut Tanzil" narrates that

the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ii ju> also informed Sayyidah Hafsa if* it ^j that

Sayyidina Abu Bakr *& it ^j and Sayyidina Umar ^ it ^j would be his

successors as leaders of the Muslims. When the Holy Prophet (JL-j U* ii jl^> later

told Sayyidah Hafsa if* it ^j that she had informed Sayyidah Ayshah if* it ^j,
she asked, "Who told you about it?" the Holy Prophet^3 *i*&\ j~* replied, "The All

Knowing and Informed One told me.

"

When the Holy Prophet^ ^ ii jl* told Sayyidah Hafsa i^ it ^j that he

was aware of what she has done, he mentioned only the incident of Sayyidah

Mariya if* it ^j and did not tell her that he also knew that she had informed

Sayyidah Ayshah if* it ^j about the pending Caliph of Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^j
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vs> & and Sayyidina Umar ^ &s ^j. He did not mention this because he did not

want this information to spread. Allah refers to this when He says, "he made a

-part of it known and ignored a part of it.

"

Allama Qurtubi a-U iui ^ states that although the incident concerning

Sayyidina Mariya Qibtiyya ** & ^j is not narrated in any authentic hadith, the

narration is nevertheless sound and fits the context of the verse better.

In the verse to follow, Allah Ta'ala directs both Sayyidah Hafsa W^ iin ^>J

and Sayyidah Ayshah i^ &\ ^j to repent. If it is assumed that the verse refers to

the narration concerning the honey, they are required to repent because although

they did not intend to hurt the Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^ & J^>, they nevertheless did.

Therefore, they were both equally guilty. However, if it is assumed that the verse

refers to the incident of Sayyidah Mariya Qibtiyya ^ ^ ^>Jt the instruction to

repent would apply to Sayyidah Ayshah i^p iui ^j only if she allowed Sayyidah

Hafsa W^ ^ ^j to narrate the incident knowing that it was supposed to be a

secret. This could well occur if, for example, Sayyidah Hafsa i^ & ^j had
approached Sayyidah Ayshah ^ &\ ^j saying, "I have to tell you a secret.

Although I am not supposed to tell anyone, I will tell you because we are so close. " In

such a situation, it was appropriate for Sayyidah Ayshah l^p ibi ^j to refuse to

listen. It is for this reason that Allah addresses both of them in the following

verse.

Jjj^-j AlJy Jb 4jd! ob 4-J^ \s4-&J o\j U>o_yl3 C^k^ JjlS A&\ J^ bj^ j[

</'-*

(4) If the two of you repent to Allah, then your hearts have surely turned.

However, if you two assist each other against him [The Holy Prophet Up &\ J^
(t-l*"j], then his protecting friends are Allah, Jibr'il and the pious believers.

Besides these, the angels are also aides to him. (5) If he has to divorce all of you,

then his Lord shall certainly replace you with wives better than yourselves who
will be Muslims, believers, obedient, repentant, worshippers, women who fast,

previously married women and virgins.

ALLAH ADDRESSES THE WIVES OF THE HOLY PROPHET Up At ^U

Addressing Sayyidah Hafsa i^p i»i ^j and Sayyidah Ayshah \+* ^ ^j,
Allah states, "If the two ofyou repent to Allah, then your hearts have surely turned" i.e.

turned back towards the best course after straying for a while. Allah Ta'ala

directed them to repent because their behaviour caused the Holy Prophet & J^>

(J-j a> to take an oath that he would never again enjoy the things that he loved

very much viz. honey and Sayyidah Mariya Qibtiyyah ^ ifo ^j. In doing this,
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they hurt the Holy Prophet^ 3^ i jl*.

Allah says further, "However, if you two assist each other against him [The Holy

Prophet <J~>} <4* i» J^] r then (you can do him no harm because) his protecting friends are

Allah' Jibr'il and the pious believers. Besides these, the angels are also aides to him."

None can harm the person who has so many powerful beings to assist him.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** it ^j narrates that he had not yet

completed asking Sayyidina Umar *& i»\^>j about the identities of the two

women referred to in the verse "if you two assist each other against him", when

Sayyidina Umar & it ^j said that they were Sayyidah Hafsa ^ & ^j and

Sayyidah Ayshah t^ it ^j. [Bukhari v. 2 p. 731]

Allah Ta'ala then addresses all the wives of the Holy Prophet ,0-j a* i J**

saying, "If he has to divorce all of you, then his Lord shall certainly replace you with

wives better than yourselves who will be Muslims, believers, obedient, repentant,

worshippers, women who fast, previously married women and virgins. " However, the

Holy Prophet ,Jl-j <4* i> J^ never divorced all his wives and it was not necessary

for Allah to replace them.

THE HOLY PROPHET ^j <Op it J^ PRACTISES "TLA"

It once occurred that the Holy Prophet ,0-j a> it j^ was upset with his wives

and practised "Eela" i.e. he took an oath that he would not engage in sexual

contact with them. During that period, the Holy Prophet^ 3^ i J^ stayed in an

upstairs room. The news spread among the companions of prophet (Sahabah) ^j
p-frip it that the Holy Prophet jJl-j aJlp it jl^ had divorced his wives. Sayyidina Umar
a& it ^j first approached Sayyidah Ayshah i** ^ ^j, his daughter Sayyidah

Hafsa ifriP it ^=j and Sayyidah Umm Salamah i** it ^j before approaching the

Holy Prophet pJL-j <J* it ju to verify the matter. Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^ it ^j was

already with the Holy Prophet ,0-j <4* i J^> when Sayyidina Umar ** it ^j
arrived. Sayyidina Umar *jp it ^j said to the Holy Prophet ^ } <4* i J**, "Why
should you be perturbed by women? If you divorce them, then Allah, Jibril,

Mika'Il, myself Abu Bakr and all the believers are with you." Confirming the

words of Sayyidina Umar ^ it ^Jf Allah revealed the verse, "However, ifyou two

assist each other against him [The Holy Prophet ^j a* i juj, then his protecting

friends are Allah, Jibril and the pious believers. Besides these, the angels are also aides to

him. If he has to divorce all of you, then his Lord shall certainly replace you with wives

better than yourselves who will be Muslims, believers, obedient, repentant, worshippers,

women who fast, previously married women and virgins.

"

Sayyidina Umar ^ it ^j also informed the Holy Prophet ,4-j Up it jl^ that

the Sahabah^ it ^j were sitting in the Masjid thinking that the Holy Prophet

pJL-j Up ii jl* had divorced his Wives. When the Holy Prophet ^jl-j ^ i ju denied

that he had divorced them, Sayyidina Umar ** it ^j requested permission to

inform the Sahabah^ it ^j accordingly. The Holy Prophet ,JL-j Up i j^ said to

him, "You may tell them if you please."

The Holy Prophet jJL-j u* i ju* then left the room to resume contact with his

wives. When Sayyidah Ayshah I**- it ^j informed the Holy Prophet fi-j <4* i J*
that he had left the room on the 29th day whereas he had taken an oath not to
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have contact with his wives for a month, The Holy Prophet rJL-_
?
Up iki ju told her

that the month had consisted of 29 days. [Muslim Pgs. 478-482]
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(6) O you who believe! Save yourselves and your families from the Fire, the fuel

of which is people and stones. Harsh and strong angels are appointed over it

who never disobey what Allah commands them and who carry out exactly what

they have been instructed. (7) "O you who disbelieve! Do not make excuses

today. You are being punished only for what you have perpetrated." (8) O you

who believe! Sincerely repent to Allah. Soon your Lord shall expiate your sins

and enter you into gardens beneath which rivers flow. On that day Allah shall

not disgrace the Holy Prophet and the believers with him. Their light shall

travel ahead of them and on their right-hand side. They will say, "O our Lord!

Perpetuate our light for us and forgive us. Verily You have power over

everything/' (9) O The Holy Prophet pL-j Up h\ JL*>! Strive against the

disbelievers and the hypocrites and be stern with them. Their abode is Hell.

What an evil abode indeed!

THE COMMAND TO SAVE ONESELF AND ONE'S FAMILY FROM
HELL

Addressing the believers, Allah Ta'ala says, "O you who believe! Save

yourselves and your families from the Fire, the fuel of which is people and stones.
"

Whereas the heat of this world's fires fuelled by wood, oil, gas, etc is unbearable,

the fire of Hell which is fuelled by people and stones is much more intense. The
Holy Prophet jJL-j 4* &\ ju has mentioned that the fire of Hell is 69 times more
intense than the fire of this world. [""Mishkat"" p. 242]

Common sense demands that we should make every effort to rescue

ourselves and our families from this inferno. This can be achieved by ensuring

that we do not disobey Allah's commands and that our families also do not do
so. In addition to this, we should educate them about the injunctions of the

Shari'ah and ensure that they practise all of these diligently. While most people
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realise that they have to provide for the physical needs of their families, few

realise that they are also obliged to save their families from the fire of Hell. It is

for this reason that Allah expressly instructs people to tend to this matter. This

command also includes ensuring that our families eat only that which is Halal

(lawful) and that we feed them only Halal foods.

Sayyidina Jabir ** ibi ^>j narrates that the Holy Prophet jJl-j u* ii j^> said,

"The flesh nourished by Unlawful shall never enter Heaven and Hell is more deserving of

such flesh." Filling the bellies of one's family with Unlawful food is a great

injustice because it will plunge them into Hell. One should also make every effort

to educate one's family about the injunctions of Religion because practice is

impossible without knowledge. Deeds carried out without the relevant

knowledge will be defective and may also lead one to destruction in the Akhirah

(Hereafter).

"Durrul Manthur" narrates from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud *& &\ ^j
that the "stones" that will be the fuel for Hell refer to brimstone (sulphur)". One can

well imagine the intensity of a raging fire that is further fuelled by a substance as

flammable as sulphur. One should be aware of the horror of Hell and also makes

one's family aware of the same.

Concerning the angels in charge of Hell, Allah says, "Harsh and strong angels

are appointed over it who never disobey what Allah commands them and who carry out

exactly what they have been instructed." A person in Hell therefore has no hope of

ever convincing the warders of Hell to allow them to escape.

Allah then mentions what the disbelievers will be told on the Day of

Judgment. When they will make various excuses for their evil behaviour, it will

be said to them, "O you who disbelieve! Do not make excuses today. (You were warned

in the world but you falsified Allah's messengers and the coming of Judgment day.

Therefore, do not grieve or complain because) You are being punished only for what you

have perpetrated."

Allah then instructs the believers to repent for their sins and He extols the

virtues of Tauba (repentance). Allah says, "O you who believe! Sincerely repent to

Allah. Soon your Lord shall expiate your sins and enter you into gardens beneath which

rivers flow." "Ma'alimut Tanzil" quotes Sayyidina Mu'adh bin Jabal ** & ^j who
says that the "Taubatan Nasuha' (sincere repentance) referred to in the verse is

that repentance after which a person does not return to the sin he repented for,

just as milk never returns to the udders. According to Sayyidina Hasan Basri <^j

aJU ibi, "Taubatan Nasuha" means that one should truly regret one's sin and make
a resolution never to repeat the sin.

Allah then conveys glad tidings to the believers when He says that on the

Day of Judgment, "Allah shall not disgrace the Holy Prophet and the believers with

him." It shall be only the disbelievers who will suffer humiliation on the Day of

Judgment. Allah says in Surah Nahl, "Today humiliation and • misfortune are

certainly upon the disbelievers!" [Surah 16, verse 27]

Because "the believers with him" refer to those believers with perfect Belief,

one may not object by saying that sinful believers will suffer some disgrace on

the Day of Judgment when they will have to suffer a while in Hell. An additional
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bounty that the believers shall enjoy on the Day of Judgment will be that "Their

light shall travel ahead of them and on their right-hand side." They will have perfect

light when crossing the bridge of Sirat and will be able to cross it easily without
falling into Hell.

On the Day of Judgment, the believers will pray to Allah saying, "O our

Lord! Perpetuate our light for us and forgive us. Verily You have power over

everything. " Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ ifci ^j mentioned that the believers

will make this supplication when they will notice that the light of the hypocrites

will be extinguished, causing them to plunge into darkness. The hypocrites will

then try to benefit from the light of the believers but will fall behind them.

THE COMMAND TO WAGE JIHAD AGAINST THE DISBELIEVERS
AND HYPOCRITES

Allah instructs, "O the Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up &\ jl*/ Strive against the disbelievers

and the hypocrites and he stem with them. Their abode is Hell. What an evil abode

indeed!" Allama Qurtubi *> iui <^j states that this verse instructs the Muslims to

wage Jihad against the disbelievers and to make it clear to the hypocrites that

they are headed for doom in the Hereafter where they will be plunged into

darkness and eventually into Hell. According to Sayyidina Hasan Basri *> £>\^
"be stern with them" refers to enforcing capital punishment against the hypocrites

because they were guilty of deeds that deserved this.

In my humble opinion, "be stern with them" refers to calling the hypocrites

out by name and banning them from the Masjid of the Holy Prophet <x* 3 *> i»i ju,

as the Holy Prophet ^ 3 <4* & JL* eventually did.

(10) For the disbelievers Allah draws the parallel of the wife of Nuh p^LJi Up and

the wife of Lut f**-J* Up. They were both in the marriage of two pious men of My
bondsmen but they betrayed them. So they were of no assistance to their wives

against Allah and the two (women) were told, "Enter the Fire with those

entering." (11) For the believers, Allah draws the parallel of the wife of phara'oh

(Fir'oun) when she said, "O my Lord! Build for me a home by You in Heaven
and save me from phara'oh (Fir'oun), from his deeds and save me from the

oppressive nation." (12) (For the believers, Allah also draws the parallel of)



Maryam the daughter of Imran who guarded her chastity and into whom We

blew Our spirit. She believed in the words of her Lord, in His scriptures and she

was among the obedient.

THE WIVES OF SAYYIDINA NUH AND LUT ?
^LJ» Up WERE

DISBELIEVERS WHILE THE WIFE OF PHARA'OH (FIR'OUN) AND
SAYYIDAH MARYAM f

*-J»^ WERE BELIEVERS

The above verses describe two women who clung to disbelief despite being

married to Prophets r
*~Ji ^j>. They also speak about a woman who believed

despite being married to one of the worst disbelievers. The two Prophets r^
v>Ui who married disbelieving women were Sayyidina Nuh ^LJ\ ^ and

Sayyidina Lut f**J\ Up. While it was permissible in their Shari'ah to marry such

women. Our Shari'ah allows men to marry only Muslim women and women

who belong to the Ahlul Kitab {people of Book).

Just as one of the sons of Sayyidina Nuh r
^LJ» 4p did not believe even after

witnessing Allah's punishment before him, the wife of Sayyidina Nuh
f
%Ji U*

also refused to accept his message despite spending her life with him. Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Abbas ^ & ^j says that she used to say that Sayyidina Nuh Up

(}Ui was insane.

As numerous verses of the Qur'an mention, the nation of Sayyidina Lut Up

pU\ perpetrated the unnatural act of homosexuality. Despite his tireless efforts to

reform them, the people refused to listen. His wife also assisted them in their

ways by informing them whenever Sayyidina Lut
r
^^ had guests so that they

could carry out their vile act with the guests. Whenever some guest arrived at his

house, she would light a fire. Seeing the light and smoke, the people were

informed about the arrival of the guests, while the guests and Sayyidina Lut ^
(0U\ thought that it was a sign of welcoming the guests. The author of "Ruhul

Ma'am' mentions that the phrase "they betrayed them" refers to Sayyidina Nuh's

fUS\ aAj> wife calling him insane and Sayyidina Lut's
r
*-J» Up wife calling the

people to sodomise his guests.

Because these two ladies died as disbelievers, they will be made to enter

Hell with the rest of the disbelievers despite their relationship with great

Prophets f^J\ ^. The author of "Ma'alimut Tanzil" writes (v. 4 p. 368) that this

verse serves as a warning to sinful people and disbelievers who think that they

will attain salvation merely by associating with pious people. The good company

will not save them in the Akhirah (Hereafter) if they continue sinning and

violating Allah's commands.

The first of the two believing women that Allah mentions is the wife of

phara'oh (Fir'oun). Whenever people believed in Sayyidina Musa r
r>Ui ^,

phara'oh (Fir'oun) would torture them most severely. It is reported that he used

to make them lie on the ground and then hammer tent pegs through their hands.

It is for this reason that he is referred to as 'The man of pegs" in Surah Sad and in

Surah Fajr. "Ruhul Ma'ani" reports from Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** &\ ^j that

phara'oh (Fir'oun) also had pegs nailed into his wife's hands and feet. When this

was done, the angels shaded her and she made the supplication, "O my Lord!

Buildfor me a home by You in Heaven.

"
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Allah then showed her a vision of her home in Heaven. She continued, -

save

me from phara'oh (Fir 'oun), from his deeds and save me from the oppressive nation"
i.e

from those who carry out phara'oh's (Fir'oun's) instructions and who harass the

believers.

"Ma'dlimut Tamil" mentions that she made the supplication when phara'oh

(Fir'oun) instructed his men to place a heavy rock on her chest. Allah then

showed her house in Heaven which was made of pearl. While looking at this

vision, her soul departed. The rock was placed on her body after her soul had
already departed and she therefore felt no pain. Sayyidina Hasan Basri ^ iui <^

and Sayyidina Ibn Kaysan Up &\ ^ state that Allah raised her to Heaven where
she is given food and drink. And Allah knows best.

The women whose virtues the Holy Prophet ,0-j Up in ju, has extolled are:

1. Sayyidah Khadija \+* ii ^>j

2. Sayyidah Maryam f%^\ w>

3. Sayyidah Fdtima ^ ii ^j
4. Sayyidah Ayshah i*-* ii ^j
5. Sayyidah Asiyah l^ iui ^Jt who was Fir'oun's wife

In a hadith of Bukhari (v. 1 p. 532), the Holy Prophet ,0-.., Up ii ju mentions

that while many men have reached spiritual perfection, among women there

were Sayyidah Maryam f%^\ i*-1p and Sayyidah Asiyah L^ &\ ^j who achieved

this perfection. The Holy Prophet ^jUp iui ju added that the excellence of

Sayyidah Ayshah i^p &\ ^j over people is like the excellence of Tharid over other

types of food.

Sayyidah Maryam (v>LJt l^Jlp was the mother of Sayyidina Isa f^LJi Up. Much
has been mentioned about her in Surah Al Imran [Surah 3, verses 33-52], Surah

Maryam [Surah 19, verses 16-36] and Surah Anbiya [Surah 21, verse 91]. Because

Sayyidina Isa f^LJ\ Up was born without a father, the Jews accused Sayyidah

Maryam (OLJi i^u of fornication. Allah announces her innocence when He says,

"Maryam the daughter of Imran who guarded her chastity and into whom We blew Our

spirit." Allah sent Sayyidina Jibr'il f*>LJi ^ to blow into the collar of Sayyidah

Maryam £k-& i^u, causing her to conceive. It was not long after this -that she gave

birth to Sayyidina Isa fiLJ\ <^. The details of this have been discussed in the

commentary of verses 16-36 of Surah Maryam (Surah 19).

Allah describes her further 'when He says, "She believed in the words of her

Lord, in His scriptures and she was among the obedient." According to the laws of

Arabic grammar, the word "Qanitin "(translated above as "obedient") should read

"Qanitat" (obedient women). Among other interpretations, Scholars mention that

the verse is phrased as it is to indicate that her obedience to Allah matched those

of many saintly men. This is perhaps why the Holy Prophet jJL.^ Up ii ju said that

while many men have reached spiritual perfection, among women there were

Sayyidah Maryam (%^ i*JL* and Sayyidah Asiyah i^p &\ ^j who achieved this

perfection.
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Para Twenty-Nine

Verses 30 |

pju *>~H> ojji 6^ tfjM h^ ^os^ Jp ^ j^j <iAuH *ju lSjoI il^J

- .< $.. **.

^E >^
$T ^Jl g5l ^^ j>i oj iSj > >J» g31i yj^ o* l^ 4^

.l^Ju^ r^C^i Lull i£il» tjj JiJj^p -^St^ S^J ^^- J/^' ^1, s^t

In the name of Allah, the Beneficent the Most Merciful.

(1) Most Exalted is the Being in Whose control is all sovereignty and Who has

power over everything. (2) He has created death and life to test which of you

carry out the best deeds. He is the Mighty, the Most Forgiving. (3) He has

created the seven heavens in layers. You will not see any inconsistency in

Allah's creation. Look again. Do you see any cracks? (4) Look again and once

again and your gaze will return embarrassed and exhausted. (5) Indeed we have

beautified the nearest sky with lanterns and have made them a means of pelting

the Satan. We have prepared for them the punishment of the Blaze.

ALLAH HAS CREATED LIFE AND DEATH AS A TEST

The above verses discuss Allah's grandeur and the control that He wields

over the universe. Various aspects are discussed.

First. Allah begins the Surah by saying, "Most Exalted is the Being in Whose

control is all sovereignty." The entire universe and everything within the universe

are in Allah's control and everything belongs to Him. Allah Ta'ala says in Surah

Yasin, "Pure is that Being in Whose hand lies the reins of everything. " [Surah 36, verse

83]

Second. "He has power over everything.

"
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Third. "He has created death and life to test who of yon carry out the best deeds

"

People come into the world, live for a while and eventually leave once death
comes to them. Allah has not made man's life and death a futile exercise. There

is

great wisdom in this. Allah says in Surah Qiyamah, "Does man think that he will be

left to be?" Allah has not created man in vain. Allah gave man life and has
revealed certain orders and injunctions that man has to carry out. The more good
deeds a person does, the better person will he be. Once one dies, one will be
rewarded according to the amount of good deeds that one carried out and one
will be punished for one's sins if Allah does not forgive them. Allah says in

Surah Mu'minun, "Did you think that We had created you in vain and that you would

not return to Us?" Much has been discussed in this regard in the commentary of

verse 7 of Surah Hud (Surah 11), where Allah says, "to test who of you performs

better deeds.

"

Fourth. "He is the Mighty, the Most Forgiving." Nothing is beyond Allah's

control. His might is such that none can escape Him if He wishes to punish

anyone. At the same time, He is also Most Forgiving and none can prevent His

mercy and forgiveness from reaching whoever He wills.

Fifth. "He has created the seven heavens in layers."

Sixth. Addressing every person reciting the Qur'an, Allah says, "You will not

see any inconsistency in Allah 's creation." If one glances at the sky, one will not be

able to see fissures in it, as Allah says in Surah Qaf, "Have they not looked at the sky

above them and seen how We have made it, beautified it and that it has no cracks."

Despite the absence of any pillars supporting the skies, no sky and no sphere

falls on another and they all maintain their distance from each other. The Holy

Prophet (JL-j Up ibi J^ has mentioned that the distance between each of the seven

skies is a journey of five hundred years. ["Mishkdt" p. 510from Ahmad and Tirmidhi]

Seventh. Allah again addresses the reader of the Qur'an saying, "Look again.

Do you see any cracks? Look again and once again i.e. ponder deeply into the matter.

After exhaustive deliberation, you will find that there are no defects in Allah's creation

and 'your gaze will return embarrassed and exhausted" One will be embarrassed

because one will not have found what one intended to find.

Eighth. "Indeed we have beautified the nearest sky with lanterns." These lanterns

refer to the stars, as mentioned in Surah Saffat where Allah says, "Verily, We
decorated the sky of this world with the adornment of the stars." The beauty that the

twinkling stars lend to the night sky is no secret to people who appreciate

beauty.

Ninth. Allah says that He has made the stars "a means of pelting the Satan."

When the Satan attempt to eavesdrop on the conversations of the angels, the

angels chase them away by pelting with stars. It is not necessary for an entire star

to be displaced to pelt a Satan because a part of a star may also be used for this

purpose. Referring to this in Surah Hijr, Allah says that for the Satan "who steals a

hearing, a clearflame pursues him."

Tenth. "We have prepared for them (the Satan) the punishment of the Blaze." The

Satan are themselves disbelievers and they also influence man to disbelieve in

Allah and in His Prophets £%~h j^JLp. If someone does not fall prey to their guiles
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and
becomes a believer, they entice him to lead a life of sin. They ascend to the

Ravens in an attempt to hear the future events that the angels are discussing. It

is
then that the angels pelt them with the stars. While many of them die when the

star
strikes them, others become insane. Those who hear something minor and

manage to escape the hurtling star, convey the message to fortune-tellers after

adding hundreds of lies to it. They do this so that people may have faith in

fortune-tellers and turn away from belief. For more details, refer to the

commentaries of Surah Hijr [Surah 15, verses 16-18], Surah Nahl [Surah 16, verse 16]

^d Surah Saffat [Surah 37, verses 6-10].

NOTE: It appears from the verse "created death and life" that life and death

are physical phenomena. Death is actually the absence of life.

Therefore, since death involves the extraction of the soul, it is not

difficult to understand it as a physical occurrence.

iSJ j& >•& J ' V^> P^ rJ> *t?^ *jjs J*jdt it j±->^ ^y jj*

\jl>^j> f*f?-fc l>!/^fe Q^J -£^ y^' t^ 15 Lt JJLu ji *^ LS j) yiij

(6) The punishment of Hell shall be for those who disbelieve in their Lord and it

is indeed an evil place to return to. (7) When they are thrown into it, they will

hear it roar as it rages. (8) It will seem as if it is about to burst out of fury. Each

time a group is thrown into it, its keeper will ask, "Did a warner not come to

you?" (9) They will reply, "Certainly, a warner surely came to us but we denied

and said, 'Allah had not revealed anything. You are merely in great deviation/"

(10) They will also say, "If we had listened or understood, we would not be

among the inmates of the Blaze/' (11) So they will admit their sins. May the

inmates of the Blaze be distanced!

THE DISBELIEVERS WILL SUFFER THE FURY OF HELL AND
ADMIT THEIR WRONG

Whereas the verse preceding the above verses mentioned that the Satan will

suffer the punishment of the "Blaze" (Hell), the above verses describe the plight

of the disbelievers in the very same Hell. Allah states, "The punishment of Hell

shall he for those who disbelieve in their Lord and it is indeed an evil place to return to.

When they are thrown into it, they will hear it roar as it rages. "Hell will be raging so

violently that 'it will seem as if it is about to burst out offury. " Hell will be angry

with the disbelievers. Allah says in Surah Furqan, "When it (Hell) will see them

from a distance, they will hear the roar of itsfury and its crackling."

Allah says further, "Each time a group is thrown into it, its keeper will
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(rebukingly) ask, "(How did you end up here?) Did awarner not come to you?" i.e. did
a messenger of Allah (OLJi <Op not warn you about the consequences of rejecting

Oneness of Allah? The disbelievers will reply. "Certainly, a warner surely came to

us but we denied and said, 'Allah had not revealed anything. You are merely in great

deviation."

Expressing their remorse, the disbelievers will then say to the keeper of

Hell, "If we had listened or understood, we would not be among the inmates of the

Blaze."

In this manner, "they will admit their sins." They will confess that they were
at fault by rejecting the message of the Prophets (%^\ ri^>. Allah says, "May the

inmates of the Blaze be distanced (foreverfrom Allah 's mercy)!"

j\ ^>Jy llr^j *Ay J$ J*rb >J*f-* j^} y^*JL ^j>j o>^ CJJ&\ o[

J^? > ^ff ^ »1*f
x> ^ ^<^ •^jt'T^sIt J^? >^u t

< f> i^ -*-( ^ '[ *'*1

(12) Indeed those who fear their Lord without seeing Him shall have forgiveness

and a great reward. (13) Speak secretly or openly, verily He has knowledge of

the secrets of the heart. (14) Does the One Who created not know, when He has

knowledge of intricacies and is Informed?

FORGIVENESS AND A GRAND REWARD FOR THOSE WHO FEAR
ALLAH

The first of the above three verses mentions the virtue of the people of Belief

and the virtue of carrying out good deeds and abstaining from evil. In contrast to

the disbelievers who will suffer the punishment of the "Blaze", the believers will

enjoy forgiveness and a great reward.

"

Thereafter, Allah says, "Speak secretly or openly." Whether a person says

something to another person openly or whether he entertains a thought in his

heart, Allah has knowledge of everything because "Verily, He has knowledge of the

secrets of the heart. "Allah is Aware of every false belief in a person's heart.

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" reports that then Polytheists (one who ascribe unto Allah) of

Makkah used to say, "Speak in secrecy so that the Lord ofMuhammad jJL-j <J^ it Ju*

does not hear." It was in response to this that Allah revealed this verse.

"Does the One Who created not know, when He has knowledge of intricacies and is

Informed?" Since Allah has created everything, it is obvious that He has

knowledge of everything. It makes no difference whether His creation speaks

and acts openly or in secrecy, Allah has knowledge of everything they say or do

Since Allah has knowledge of everything, people say and do, he will certainly be

able to take them to task for their wrong and will reward them for the good they

do.

s^ >>*
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(15) It is He Who subjugated the earth for you so walk on its roads and eat from

His sustenance. To Him shall you be resurrected (16) Do you have no fear that

He in the heavens will cause the earth to swallow you up after which it should

quake? (17) Or do you have no fear that He in the heavens should send a

devastating windstorm against you? Soon you shall come to know how My
warnings are. (18) Verily those before them denied, so how (devastating) was

My punishment? (19) Have they not seen the birds above them spreading their

wings out and folding them in? It is Only The Merciful Who keeps them

suspended in the air. Verily He is Watchful over everything.

IS MAN FEARLESS OF ALLAH WHEN ALLAH HAS THE POWER TO
PUNISH HIM AT ANY TIME?

These verses speak about Allah's power to create and to sustain His

creation. Allah says, 'it is He Who subjugated the earth for you." Allah has granted

man the ability to exploit the resources of the earth. Man can dig into the ground

to lay foundations for his buildings; he digs wells; he ploughs the fields to sow

his crops and derives various types of benefit from the earth. Allah says, 'so walk

on its roads." Allah allows man to travel on earth so that he can transport himself

and his goods from town to town and from country to country. In this manner,

people can have food from different places. Allah tells man that he may "eatfrom

His sustenance" Every type of food that the earth yields and whatever it does not

yield is from Allah and it is through these types of provisions that Allah sustains

His creation.

However, Allah reminds man that enjoying the bounties He gives in this

world is not everything. Together with using Allah's bounties, man must bear in

mind that he will soon have to leave this world for the Akhirah (Hereafter). He

will then be placed beneath the surface of the earth and later resurrected when

the trumpet is blown to signal the advent of Judgment Day. Man will then face

Allah and will be required to account for everything he did in this world.

Therefore, man should enjoy Allah's bounties and not forget to express gratitude

and to utilise the bounties in a manner pleasing to Allah. To remind man of this,

Allah states, "To Him shall you be resurrected.

"

Allah then reminds man that he ought to accept the teachings of His

Prophets
r
*>LJi^ because failure to do so could attract Allah's punishment from

the earth and from the sky. Allah says, "Do you have no fear that He (Whose

commands are issued) in the heavens will cause the earth to swallow you up after which

it should quake?" Allah can create large chasms in the earth's surface and cause

entire communities to be plunged into them as the earth convulses. Man will
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then be punished by the same earth which Allah had made subservient to him
Just as Allah is Capable of punishing man using the earth, Allah can also punish
him using the atmosphere above the earth. Allah says, "Or do you have no fear that
He in the heavens should send a devastating windstorm against you?" Although the air
in the atmosphere is usually calm, Allah has the power to make it blow so fast
that it can lift man and machine and fling them far off, destroying them totally
Such punishment struck former nations like the Ad and also occur in many parts
of today's world.

Allah continues, "Soon you shall come to know how My warnings are." The
disbelievers will realise the truth of the warnings of punishment that the
Prophets

r
%J*^ sounded when Allah's punishment strikes them in this world.

If Allah does not choose to punish them in this world, they will certainly suffer
the consequences of their sins in the Hereafter. Allah says, "Verily those before

them denied, so how (devastating) was My punishment?" Every person should take a
lesson from the punishment that seized former nations and they should take
precautions not to fall into the same predicament.

Allah then describes His great power when He asks, "Have they not seen the

birds above them spreading their wings out and folding them in? It is only the Merciful
Who keeps them suspended in the air. Verily He is Watchful over everything." Whether
the birds have their wings spread wide apart or whether their wings are folded
beneath them, they are able to stay in the air by the command of Allah. It is only
Allah Who allows birds and other creatures to fly because if the same wings
were given to man or to other creatures, they would be unable to fly without
Allah's will.

In these opening verses of Surah Mulk, Allah has made it clear that He
wields power in the heavens, on earth and in the space between the two. His
supremacy in the heavens is indicated by the verse, "Indeed we have beautified the

nearest sky with lanterns..". His control over the earth is implied in the verse "It is

He Who subjugated the earth for you..." and His sovereignty in everything between
the heavens and the earth is mentioned in the verse "Have they not seen the birds

above them..."

pj> 4 % oj^OI o\ Q*$\ oj> o? SUt >J Jet J> ^ ^ &
p jj»j /* >-i !£J J? /Uj ^—»i o] >^i ^jJi ^ cs*\ Q£)

(20) Besides Rahman (the Merciful), who can be your army to assist you? Indeed,

the disbelievers are in deception. (21) Who can give you sustenance if He Who
sustains you stops providing for you? However, they adamantly continue their

rebellion and enmity.

WHO BESIDES RAHMAN (THE MERCIFUL) CAN ASSIST YOU
AND PROVIDE FOR YOU?

Allah speaks about the assistance and sustenance that He provides for

mankind. Commentators state that the disbelievers who refused to respond to

the message of the Holy Prophet ^j a* i»i ju took pride in two things. The first
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was that they had wealth and a strong clan who could protect them from harm,

fhe second was that they believed that they had plenty of idols who would

protect them from harm. Allah refutes both these beliefs when he says, "Besides

The Merciful who can be your army to assist you?" If Allah's punishment has to

overtake any nation, none but Allah can rescue them from it. However, "the

disbelievers are in deception''. Satan has deceived the polytheists into believing that

their idols, their wealth and their tribes will assist them.

Allah says further, "Who can give you sustenance if He Who sustains you stops

providing for you?" It is obvious that if Allah stops providing for anyone, none

will be able to offer relief "However, they adamantly continue their rebellion and

enmity." Despite the various proofs that are presented to them, the disbelievers

remain undeterred in their rebellious attitude and continue to harbour enmity for

the Muslims and for Islam.

(22) Is the one who walks upside down on his face more rightly guided or he

who walks upright on the straight path? (23) Say, "It is Allah Who created you

and gave you ears, eyes and hearts. Little is the gratitude that you show." (24)

Say, "It is Allah Who spread you out on earth and it is to Him that you shall be

gathered."

CAN THE PERSON WALKING UPSIDE DOWN BE LIKE THE ONE
WALKING UPRIGHT?

Allah draws an analogy of the disbeliever and the believer. Allah says, "Is

the one who walks upside down on his face (i.e. the disbeliever) more rightly guided or he

who walks upright on the straight path (i.e. the believer)?" It is obvious that the

person walking upright faces no danger of falling because he can see perfectly

and has control over himself. In addition to this, he is treading a path that is

straight and which poses no danger to the perspn walking.

EXPRESSING GRATITUDE TO ALLAH FOR ONE'S LIMBS

Expressing the favours he bestowed on man, Allah says, "Say, 'It is Allah

Who created you (when you were nothing) and (in addition to creating you, Allah) gave

you ears, eyes and hearts." Besides these invaluable parts of the body, Allah has

also blessed man with other great bounties in his body. It is therefore proper for

man to express his heartfelt gratitude to Allah. It is necessary for every human to

express this gratitude in word and in deed. However, Allah anticipates man's

ingratitude when he says, "Little is the gratitude that you show.
"

Allah Ta'ala has created the means for man to utilise his senses and faculties

of perception. Allah has placed the faculty of hearing in the ears, the faculty of

seeing in eyes, the faculty of tasting in the tongue, the faculty of smelling in the
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Allah says in Surah Abas, "On that Day many faces will be dusty, covered in

darkness. These will be the sinful disbelievers. " [Surah 80, verses 40-42]

Referring to this scene, Allah says, "When they will see it (Judgment Day)

approaching close, the faces of the disbelievers will contort and it will be said, 'This is

what you used to ask for." When Judgment Day will take place, the disbelievers

will be reminded of how they used to ask for it. They will then regret what they

did when they witness the punishment in store for them.

jj\ «_> ij£ 5* Sjgp^f j£ o+* ^*z> $ <j? <yj *& jSnJlaI di 2*3 Ji

(28) Say, "Tell me. If Allah destroys me and everyone with me or showers mercy

on us, who can save the disbelievers from a painful punishment?" (29) Say, "He

is Ar Rahman. We believe in Him and trust in Him. Soon you shall come to

know who is in clear deviation." (30) Say, "Tell me. If your water sinks to the

depths of the earth, who can provide you with pure water?"

WHO IS THERE FOR YOU IF ALLAH FORSAKES YOU?

In the first of the above verses Allah tells the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up ifci JU* to

say to his enemies that instead of wasting their time wishing for some calamity to

afflict him and his companions, they should rather worry about their own plight

when they will have to suffer the punishment for their disbelief. It makes no

difference to the Muslims whether Allah grants them death or allows them to

live, they shall benefit in either situation. In fact, their condition in the Akhirah

(Hereafter) is much better than all the wealth of this world.

Thereafter, Allah instructs, "Smf, 'He is Ar Rahman. We believe in Him and

trust in Him. (We expect every good from Him and are convinced that we are rightly

guided However, you refuse to believe this. Therefore) Soon you shall come to know who

is in clear deviation."' When Allah decides to punish the disbelievers either in this

world or in the Hereafter, they will Realise that they were on the wrong and that

the Muslims were right. However, then it will be too late.

Allah continues, "Say, 'Tell me. Ifyour water sinks to the depths of the earth, who
can provide you with pure water?" Allah reminds mankind that He has made pure

water accessible to them by placing the water in rivers, wells, dams and lakes.

Taking the water from these sources, man is able to fulfil his necessities. In the

above verse, Allah tells mankind that if He willed, He could make the water sink

to the depths of the earth so that mankind will be unable to reach it. Then, Allah

asks, who can provide the water?

The author of "Jaldlain" writes that after reciting this verse, the reader of the

Qur'an should say, "Allahu Rabbal Alamin" i.e. only Allah, the Lord of the

universe can provide the water. He writes further that in reply to the -question

"Tell me. If your water sinks to the depths of the earth, who can provide you with pure
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water?" some proud people said, "Pickaxes and spades will provide the water." Allah
Ta'ala then removed the fluid from their eyes, causing their eyes to dry up
completely. This was to teach them a lesson that it is Allah who provides the

water in their eyes. Once this is removed, they should try to get it back with the

pickaxes and spades they boasted about.

THE VIRTUES OF SURAH MULK
Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** it ^j reports that the Holy Prophet <JL-j Up ii j^

said, "There is a Surah in the Qur'an comprising thirty verses. It interceded on
behalf of a person until he was forgiven. The Surah is 'Tabara Kalladhi Biyadihil

Mulk' (Surah Mulk)." ["Mishkat" p. 186from Ahmad, Tirmidhi, Abu Dawud, Nasa'iand Ibn

Majah]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas *& it ^j narrates that a Sahabi [companion (of

prophet)]** it ^j pitched his tent on a spot without realising that there lay a

grave there. From the grave he heard someone reciting 'Tabara Kalladhi Biyadihil

Mulk' (Surah Mulk) until he had completed the entire Surah. The Sahabi

[companion (ofprophet)]** it ^>j related the entire episode to the Holy Prophet J^>
pJL-j Up it, who said, "This Surah prevents punishment. It offered protection from Allah

's punishment to the person in the grave." ["Mishkat" p. 188 from Ahmad, Tirmidhi and

Ddrmi]

Sayyidina Jabir <up it ^j narrates that Rasulullah (prophet) ^JL-j Up it j^,

would not sleep until he had recited Surah Alif Lam Mim Tanzll (Surah Sajdah,

the 32nd Surah of the Qur'an) and "Tabara Kalladhi Biyadihil Mulk" (Surah Mulk).

ft&&£?&&£?& tititit?ti£?£?£?t?titititit?
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent the Most Merciful

(1) Nun. By the oath of the pen and what the angels write! (2) By the grace of

your Lord, you are certainly not insane. (3) Indeed, you shall have a reward that

never comes to an end. (4) Verily, you have an exalted character. (5) Soon you

shall see and they will also see... (6) ...who of you is insane. (7) Indeed only your

Lord knows best who deviates from His path and only He knows those who are

rightly guided.

ALLAH TELLS THE HOLY PROPHET y-j Up h\ JL> THAT HIS

CHARACTER IS MOST LOFTY AND THAT HIS REWARDS SHALL
NEVER END

The Surah begins with the letter "Nun" (the 25th letter of the Arabic

alphabet), which is from among the Huruf Muqatta'at. Only Allah knows the

meanings of the Huruf Muqatta'at. Taking an oath by the pen and by those

angels who record the deeds of people, Allah asserts that the Holy Prophet ii JU
(JL-j <Jp is certainly not insane (as the polytheists claimed). Having no excuse to

refute the teachings of the Holy Prophet jJL-j *ip &\ JU>, all the polytheists could

say was that the Holy Prophet jJL.^\i* & ju was (Allah forbid!) insane.

Commentators state that "the pen" in the above verse refers to the pen that

Allah created initially and which He commanded to write down everything that

was to occur in the future. Sayyidina Ubada bin Samit ** ifo ^j narrates from the

Holy Prophet ^j *ip Ai JL* that Allah first created the pen. He then commanded
the pen to write. When the pen asked what it should write, Allah Ta'ala told it to

write everything that has been predestined. The pen then wrote -everything that

was to occur in the future. Other commentators are of the opinion that "the pen"

refers to all pens including the one mentioned above.
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Allah Ta'ala states, "Nun. By the oath of the pen and what the angels write! By
the grace of your Lord, you are certainly not insane." Through His grace and
benevolence, Allah Ta'ala had made the Holy Prophet^ 3 U* & J^ a prophet and
blessed him with many bounties. It is not possible for a person with such perfect

blessings to be insane. The things that Allah swears oaths by are also witnesses

Therefore, in these verses, Allah tells man that he should study the history of the

world as has been recorded. In doing so, he will realise that a person as great as

the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ii j^ cannot be insane. It is impossible for an insane

person to possess such a lofty personality and to be as perfect as the Holy
Prophet jJl-j Up ii j^> was.

Addressing the Holy Prophet pi-j U* & J^> further, Allah says, "Indeed, you

shall have a reward that never comes to an end Because he continuously invited

people to Oneness of Allah and bore the hardships that people gave him, The

Holy Prophet ^3 Up ii J^ was entitled to great rewards in the Hereafter. Allah

also tells him, "Verily, you are upon an exalted character." This verse praises the

personality of the Holy Prophet (JL-j *> i»» JU* and also refutes the allegation of

the disbelievers that the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up ii ju, was insane. The incidents

mentioned in the books of Ahadlth bear testimony to the excellent character of

the Holy Prophet ,JL.j Up &\ JU. In, fact, even the Torah testified to this, as

mentioned in the commentary of verse 45 of Surah Ahzab (Surah 33).

The Holy Prophet (JL-j ^ ifc» JL* also taught his Ummah excellent character.

The "Mu'atta" of Imam Malik Up 2»t <^j narrates that the Holy Prophet Up i»i j^
fJL-j said, "I have been sent to perfect noble character."

Sayyidina Abu Darda ^ i»i ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^-L-j Up ^i ju
said, "Good character will be the heaviest thing on a believer's scale ofgood deeds on the

Day ofJudgment. Allah detests the rude andfoul-mouthed person." [Tirmidhi]

The Holy Prophet ^L-j ^ &\ JU> also mentioned that he loved most the

person with the best character. He also mentioned that those with the best

character have the most perfect Belief. ["Mishkat" p. 431]

When one of her students asked Sayyidah Ayshah i^p i»i ^j about the Holy

Prophet's fJL-j Up ibi JL* conduct at home, she mentioned that the Holy Prophet

pJL^ aJLp &\ J^ assisted in the domestic work and then left when it was time for

Salah. She also mentioned that the Holy Prophet jJL-j ^ &\ J^> never hit any

woman nor any slave. He fought only When in Jihad. He would never take

revenge for any harm to him personally and would punish only those who
violated Allah's laws. [Muslim]

Sayyidah Ayshah \+& &\ ^j mentioned that the Holy Prophet jJL-j U* &\ J^>

was never vulgar, never pretended to be vulgar and he never shouted in the

marketplace. He never responded to evil by using evil but always forgave and

overlooked. [Tirmidhi]

Sayyidina Anas ** &\ ^j reports that in the ten years that he spent as an

assistant to the Holy Prophet jJL-j ^ ib» Jl^, he was never scolded for anything he

did wrong. If any of the Holy Prophet's pJL-j ^ ibi JU wives had to scold

Sayyidina Anas ** &\ ^>Jf The Holy Prophet jJL-j ^ ii JU* would tell them to

leave him alone because whatever happens has been predestined. ["Mishkat" p-
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Sayyidina Anas *& i»» ^j also mentioned that whenever someone shook

hands with the Holy Prophet ^^ii J^>, he never turned away from the

person until the person himself turned away. He also mentioned that he never

saw the Holy Prophet jJL-j «uU &\ ju sit with his legs stretched out towards

another person. [Tirmidhi]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Harith <up it ^j says that he never saw any person

smile more than the Holy Prophet ,JL-j <M ifo J~*.["Mishkat" p. 520]

Sayyidina Mu'adh bin Jabal ** & ^j narrates that when he placed his foot

into the stirrup of his animal as he was leaving for Yemen, The Holy Prophet J^
jl,j Up iiii advised him, "Display your best character with people."[Malik]

Sayyidah Ayshah i** &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^j a> &s J^
said, "Verily with good character, a believer can reach the status of those who spend their

nights in Ibddah and their days in fasting. " [Abu Dawud]

Allah continues, "Soon you shall see and they will also see who ofyou is insane/'

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas *& it ^j states that on the Day of Judgment those

who called the Holy Prophet jJL-j *a* ifci j^> a madman will realise that they were

the mad ones to refer to him as such. Other commentators state that the

disbelievers will realise this in this world when they see the rapid spread of

Islam and how people who were once enemies of the Holy Prophet p-L-j Up &\ J-*

become Muslims and are prepared to give their lives for him. On the other hand,

his opponents who are not guided become disgraced and defeated. The Battle of

Badr clearly showed them that those who called the Holy Prophet jJL,j Up &\ J^ a

madman were madmen themselves. ["Ruhul Ma'ani" v. 29 p. 29]

"Indeed only your Lord knows best who deviatesfrom His path and only He knows

those who are rightly guided". Allah will therefore reward or punish people

accordingly.

Un jj>j tfitt'i Juo .£© £3 jJA £-** jH» rib G3 j~+*. A£* j\* E°j

(8) So do not obey those who deny. (9) Thfcy wish that you would compromise

and then they would compromise. (10) Do not obey every person who
excessively swears on oath, who is disgraced... (11) ...who searches for the faults

of others, who excels in carrying tales... (12) who vehemently prevents" good,

who transgresses, is sinful... (13) harsh and whose lineage is uncertain as well.

(14) All because he has wealth and Sons. (15) When Our verses are recited to

him, he says, "These are fables of the old men." (16) We shall soon brand him

on his snout.
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DO NOT OBEY THOSE WHO REJECT THE DIN (RELIGION) Attn
DO NOT COMPROMISE ISLAM

Allah says, "So do not obey those who deny. They wish that you would
compromise and then they would compromise. " It has always been the practice of the

enemies of Islam that they will never concede the truth but they would want the

Muslims first to accept their religions. When this fails, they invite the Muslims to

compromise the teachings of Islam, claiming that they will then also reduce their

opposition. In the above verse, Allah commands the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ifci i

not to fall for this trap of the disbelievers. He should not compromise the

Religion of Allah and should continue preaching the message of Islam as he had
been doing.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas <^ i» ^j narrates that the polytheists of

Makkah told the Holy Prophet ^j aJLp &\ JU that if he stopped speaking ill f

their idols they would stop opposing him. It was then that Allah revealed the

above verse. This verse makes it clear that it is not permissible to forsake the

truth to please people.

TEN REPREHENSIBLE TRAITS OF A DISBELIEVER

Allah continues to describe ten evil characteristics of a particular disbeliever

and tells the Holy Prophet ^j *i* ^ JU* not to obey this person. Commentators
state that the person referred to in these verses is Walid bin Mughiera, who was
one of the Holy Prophet's jJL-j Up i\ JU» worst enemies. Allah Ta'ala describes

him as a person:

2. "who excessively swears on oath"

2. "who is disgraced"

3. "who searches for the faults of others" and frequently
backbites.

4. "who excels in carrying tales." thereby spreading rumours
and causing enmity between others.

5. "who vehemently prevents good" He used to prevent people

from accepting Islam Und from spending their wealth for good

causes. He was also a miserly person.

6. "who transgresses" the limits and oppresses others.

7. who "is sinful"

8. who is "harsh"

9. "whose lineage is uncertain as well's Walid did not belong

to the Quraysh and was adopted by Mughiera when he was

eighteen years of age. In fact, some commentators say that he

was illegitimate. Because many illegitimate children develop

evil character traits when they are not brought up properly,

they lack the sense of honour and respect that is imbued in

other children. It is for this reason that they are usually looked
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down upon.

10. "All because he has wealth and sons." Because Walid was

wealthy and had many sons, he became arrogant.

As a result, he refuted the teachings of the Holy Prophet ^j <l* ifo
L5
U. Allah

says, "When Our verses are recited to him, he says, 'These are fables of the old men."'

He claimed that the Holy Prophet ^j Up it JU> was merely relating tales that

were passed on from generation to generation. Instead of being grateful to Allah

for the bounties Allah blessed upon him, he became arrogant and rejected the

message of Islam.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas **> i» ^j has mentioned that to the best of his

knowledge, Allah has not attributed so many evil characteristics to anyone as

Allah had attributed to Walid bin Mughiera. Walid had a large nose, which Allah

Ta'ala refers to as a "snout" when Allah says, "We shall soon brand him on his

snout." It is reported that a sword struck his nose during the Battle of Badr,

causing a scar to remain on it. As a result, he appeared unsightly to others. This

was his punishment in this world. Of course, the punishment of the Hereafter

will be a great deal more severe.

c^n^ S" ^^ Sic^ 13» i^ "5^^ SE$ #3 ^ Jf j&fc>1 Js ^^ o^U>^
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(17) Verily We have tested them as We tested the people of the orchard when

they swore that they will pluck the fruit in the morning.. (18)... but they did not

say, "Insha Allah ". (19) So a visitation from your Lord swept over their orchard

as they slept (20) So their orchard had become like a harvested crop by the

morning. (21) They called to each other in the morning... (22) "Leave early for

the plantation if you wish to pluck the harvest." (23) As they walked, they

whispered to each other saying.. (24) .. "No poor person should ever enter your

presence today. (25) They proceeded with the thought that they had the power

to with hold (26) When they saw the orchard they exclaimed, "We must have

lost the way!" (27) "Nay! We are the deprived ones." (28) The good one among

them said, "Did I not ask you why you failed to glorify Allah?" (29) They said,



"Glorified is our Lord! We were oppressors indeed." (30) They turned to each

other pinning the blame on one another. (31) They cried, "Woe be to us! We have

certainly transgressed!" (32) "We hope that our Lord will replace for us

something better than our orchard. Indeed we have confidence in our Lord."

(33) Such is the punishment. However, the punishment of the Hereafter is much
more severe. If only they knew.

THE STORY OF THE PEOPLE WHO OWNED AN ORCHARD
After the Holy Prophet ^j *i* ito J^ migrated to Madinah, Allah Ta'ala

afflicted Makkah with a severe drought. Referring to this drought, Allah says,

"Verily We have tested them (the people of Makkah) as We tested the people of the

orchard"

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ iui ^j mentioned that this orchard was
near San'a in Yemen. It was cultivated by people who regularly performed their

Salah. Their heirs were generous people like themselves and always gave some
of the crop to the poor. For this reason, the poor always gathered at the orchard

when they plucked the fruit and when they separated the grain from the chaff.

When one of these generous persons passed away, he left his estate to his three

sons. When the harvest was ripe for the plucking, the three brothers met with

each other. They decided that if they continued being generous to the poor, their

wealth would be depleted and there would be nothing left for their own large

families. Therefore, to avoid the throng of poor people, they decided to pluck the

fruit very early in the morning and return home with it before the poor could

arrive at the orchard. They then took oaths that they will abide by this decision.

However, they all forgot to add "Insha Allah" to their oaths. They also undertook

not to share any of the harvest with the poor.

During the night, Allah sent a devastating disaster which wiped out their

entire orchard. They slept through the night oblivious of that fact that "their

orchard had become like a harvested crop by the morning." Corresponding to the

Arabic usage of the Banu Khuzayma tribe, Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas & ^j
<up translated the word "sarim "(translated above as "harvested crop ") as black ash.

Subsequently, "They called to each other in the morning (saying)" Leave early

for the plantation if you wish to pluck the harvest. "Furthermore," As they

walked, they whispered to each other saying, "No poor person should ever enter

your presence today. " The three reminded each other about the conditions of their

oaths. Allah says, "They proceeded with the thought that they had the power to

withhold (the share of the poor).

"

However, "When they saw the orchard (destroyed) they exclaimed, 'We must have

lost the way! "• They thought that they must have gone to someone else's orchard.

However, when they realised that it was really their orchard, they lamented,

"Nay (it is our orchard)! We are the deprived ones." They understood that instead of

them trying to deprive the poor, they had become the deprived ones because of

their evil intentions.

"The good one among them said, 'Did I not ask you why you failed to glorify

Allahl" i.e. why you failed to say "Insha Allah". However, the damage was
already done and all they could do was grieve over their situation. "They said,
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'Glorified is our Lord! We were oppressors indeed"'

.

"They cried, 'Woe be to us! We have certainly transgressed!'" They realised the

error of their ways and undertook to continue the tradition of their forefathers to

share the crop with the poor. They then said, "We hope that our Lord will replacefor

us something better than our orchard. Indeed we have confidence in our Lord."

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** ifo ^j mentioned that he heard that

because the Taubah of the brothers was sincere, Allah blessed them with a

vineyard that bore so much grapes that a single bunch was sufficient to load a

mule.

Allah concludes the incident by saying, "Such is the punishment (in this world

for the person who transgresses). However, the punishment of the Hereafter is much more

severe. Ifonly they knew."
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(34) Verily the abstinent ones shall have gardens of bliss close to their Lord.

(35)Should We treat the obedient ones in the same manner as the disobedient

ones? (36) What is the matter with you? How do you judge? (37) Do you have a

book with you that you study... (38) ....in which you have things that appeal to

you? (39) Or do you have an oath from Us that will last until Judgment Day

stating that you shall have whatever you decide? (40) Ask them which of them

will stand surety for this. (41) Or do they have partners? Let them bring their

partners if they are truthful.

THE OBEDIENT AND THE DISOBEDIENT CANNOT BE TREATED
EQUALLY

Describing the rewards of the "Muttaqln" (abstinent/pious/Allah fearing

people), Allah says, "Verily the abstinent ones shall have gardens of bliss close to their

Lord." Thereafter, Allah asks, "Should We treat the obedient ones in the same manner

as the disobedient ones?" The sinful shall meet the punishment for their sins while

the obedient ones will be rewarded for their obedience. It is not possible that the

obedient ones should be deprived of their reward so that they receive treatment

equal to the disobedient. Similarly, it is not correct that the Disbelievers receive

the blessings of the people of piety.

Whenever the rewards of the "Muttaqln" {people with Piety) used to be

mentioned, the disbelievers used to say that they would also receive the same in

this world. "In fact", they added, "we are more deserving than they." It was in reply

to this claim that Allah says, "Should We treat the obedient ones in the same manner

as the disobedient ones? What is the matter with you? How do you judge?" Their claim
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not only contradicts logic but it also does not conform with the laws of the world.

When even worldly courts do not treat an innocent person and a criminal alike,

how can such injustice be expected from Allah Who is the Most Just of all who
show justice?

Allah Ta'ala asks the disbelievers, "Do you have a {revealed) book with you that

you study, in which you have things that appeal to you? Or do you have an oathfrom Us

that will last until Judgment Day stating that you shall have whatever you decide?" The
reply is obvious. Neither do the disbelievers have any divine scripture nor any

covenant from Allah that permits them to do and say what they please.

Therefore, how can they take such liberties?

Thereafter, Allah instructs the Holy Prophet ,JL.j <4* iui ju, ''Ask them which of

them will stand surety for this" i.e. who will stand surety that whatever they (the

disbelievers) say is true?

Allah asks further, "Or do they have partners? Let them bring their partners if

they are truthful." Allah asks them to produce those whom they ascribe as His

partners, who have promised them that they will be treated like the obedient

servants of Allah. The disbelievers therefore have absolutely no basis to claim

that the obedient and the disobedient will be treated equally. Neither do they

have a divine scripture that states this, nor an oath from Allah, nor any partner,,

nor anyone of their own who will stand surety for this claim. All thinking people

of the world will unanimously agree that it is foolish to make a claim without

any basis.

y^J. bj*£** P) Zf*~*\ <J; o>^4> \y* 2*j -us

(42) The day when the "shin" will be exposed and people will be summoned to

prostrate but will be unable to. (43) Their gazes will be cast down and disgrace

shall overcome them. Indeed they used to be summoned to prostrate when they

were hail and healthy.

THE "SHIN" WILL BE EXPOSED AND THE HYPOCRITES WILL BE
DISGRACED

Describing the Day of Judgment, Allah says, "The day when the "Shin" will be

exposed and people will be summoned to prostrate but will be unable to. " Whereas the

true believers will be able to prostrate before Allah on that occasion, the backs of

the hypocrites and those who performed Salah for show will become rigid like a

plank and they will be unable to prostrate. The revealing of the 'Shin" is among
the "Mutashabihdt" We should believe in it without trying to scrutinise the

meaning and precise manner of occurrence. Pages 731 and 1107 of Bukhari as

well as pages 100 and 104 of Muslim record the Ahadlth concerning the exposing

of the 'Shin" and the call to prostrate.

The author of "Bayanul Qur'an" writes that the summoning to prostrate

should not lead one to believe that people will be required to obey instructions in
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^e Hereafter as they are required to do in this world. People will not be

commanded to prostrate when the 'Shin" is exposed but the occurrence will be so

magnificent that they will be forced to prostrate. Since the hypocrites and those

who performed Salah for show will be unable to prostrate, it is obvious that the

disbelievers will also be unable to prostrate.

Further describing the pitiful state of the disbelievers and hypocrites on

the Day of Judgment, Allah says, "Their gazes will be cast down and disgrace

shall overcome them. Indeed they used to be summoned to prostrate when they were

hail and healthy. " The reason for their disgrace and inability to prostrate will

be that when they were summoned to sincerely prostrate to Allah in the

world while they were healthy and capable, they refused to do so. Had they

sincerely prostrated in this world, they would be able to do so in the Akhirah

(Hereafter).

Concerning the commentary of "Indeed they used to be summoned to prostrate

when they were hail and healthy", "Ma'alimut TanzU" (v. 4 p. 383) reports from

Sayyidina Sa'id bin Jubayr aJLp iui a^ that these people regularly heard the call of

"Hayya Alas Salah" ("Come to Salah") and "Hayya Alal Falah" ("Come to success ") in

the Adhan but they did not respond to the Adhan by performing their Salah.

*4* ^Zji\ jv^JC^
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(44) So leave Me and the one who falsifies this speech. We shall gradually lead

them on in a manner that they do not realise. (45) I am granting them respite.

Indeed, My planning is formidable. (46) Or are you asking remuneration from

them because of which they feel burdened by a penalty? (47) Or do they have

knowledge of the unseen, which they are busy writing?

ALLAH GRANTS THE DISBELIEVERS RESPITE

In the above verses Allah Ta'ala sounds a warning to those who reject the

truth of the Qur'an. Addressing the Holy Prophet^ a> ii ju>, Allah states, "So

leave Me and the one who falsifies this speech (the Qur'an). We shall gradually lead them

on in a manner that they do not realise." In this verse, Allah also consoles the Holy

Prophet ^JLwj 4p i»i JU>, telling him not grieve about the fact that the disbelievers

are not being punished for their disbelief. Allah is merely allowing them time to

fall deeper into sin and disbelief so that they become deserving of greater

punishment in the Hereafter. The disbelievers regard this period of grace as an

opportunity to revel more in the pleasures of this world, thinking that they are

being blessed. Allah says, "I am (only) granting them respite. Indeed, My planning is

formidable."

Allah asks the Holy Prophet ^3 <i*'k\ J**, "Or are you asking remuneration

from them because of which they feel burdened by a penalty?" The question is
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hypothetical. The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up 2>i ju did not ask the people for any
remuneration for propagating his message. He did it only to please Allah.

However, they behaved reluctantly as if they were being burdened by an
imposed penalty. Seeing that the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ii J^> endured so much
difficulty to propagate the message of Islam without being paid for it, the

disbelievers ought to have realised that there was something for their benefit in

the message. However, they failed to think and continuously rejected the

message.

Allah asks further, "Or do they have knowledge of the unseen, which they are

busy writing?" This is another hypothetical question probing the reason for the

disbelievers's denial of the Qur'an. Allah asks whether it is not perhaps some
knowledge of the unseen that is preventing them from Relieving in the Qur'an.

Since the disbelievers have nothing to prove that they have divine direction to

deny what the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up &\ J^> says, they are obliged to carry out

Allah's commands. It is therefore foolish of them to deny the Qur'an and the

prophethood of the Holy Prophet jJL,j Up ii ju without any sound reason.

(48) So be patient with the decree of your Lord and do not be like the person of

the fish. He called as he was suppressing his grief. (49) If the grace of his Lord

did not reach him, he would have been cast on to the bare shore in a wretched

condition. (50) So his Lord selected him and made him among the righteous.

EXERCISE PATIENCE AND DO NOT BE LIKE THE PERSON OF THE
FISH

In the above verses Allah Ta'ala tells the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up iiii JL* that the

punishment that the disbelievers deserve will seize them soon enough. Allah is

giving them respite only for a little while so that they may either excel in evil and

become deserving of a greater punishment or so that they may have a chance to

repent and accept Islam. Allah advises the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ibi JU> not to

grow impatient about this matter. Allah says, "So be patient with the decree of your

Lord and do not be like the person of the fish." Allah Ta'ala refers to Sayyidina Yunus
^JS\ <A* as the 'person of the fish". When Sayyidina Yunus f^LJ <A^ left his nation

before Allah,commanded him to, he was swallowed by a fish.

The details of his story have been discussed in the commentaries of Surah

Yunus [Surah 10, verse 98], Surah Anbiya [Surah 21, verses 87 and 88] and Surah Saffat

[Surah 37, verse 139-148].

Referring to the Supplication he made to Allah to rescue him from the fish,

Allah says, "He called as he was suppressing his grief" He was grieved because his

people did not accept his message, because he had left them before Allah's

command and because of the discomfort of being in the stomach of the fish. The

supplication he made was: '
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["There is no deity besides 'You. You are Pure. I have

certainty been from among the oppressors/']

The author of "Bayanul Qur'an" mentions that Sayyidina Yunus (OLJi Up

intended to repent to Allah as well as seek assistance through this supplication.

Allah continues, "If the grace of his Lord did not reach him, he would have been cast

onto the bare shore in a wretched condition. "However, he received Allah's grace and

when he was cast ashore Allah made a creeper grow over him to give him shade.

"So his Lord selected him and made him among the righteous." Leaving his

nation before Allah commanded him to do so was an error of judgement that is

part of human nature. Allah forgave him and preserved his rank among the

righteous and pious Prophets (%^ <-«>.

(51) When the disbelievers hear the Reminder, it seems as if they could almost

make you slip with their gazes and they say, "He is certainly insane!" (52) The

Qur'an is but a Reminder for the universe.

THE DISBELIEVERS WISH TO MAKE YOU FALTER WITH THEIR
GAZES

The polytheists of Makkah left no stone unturned to harm the Holy Prophet

pJL-j Up ibi Jl^. They even contemplated afflicting him with the evil eye. They

therefore secured the services of a person whose gaze was particularly effective.

He was told to cast the evil eye on the Holy Prophet (JL-j *A± i»i J^> so that the

Holy Prophet^ j Up ib» JL* would become ill. However, Allah protected the Holy

Prophet ,4-j Upii J^> and he was unaffected by the person.

Other commentators state that the verse does not refer to casting the evil

eye, but means that polytheists used to cast angry glances at the Holy Prophet

pLj Up &\ ju because of the enmity they bore. They called the Holy Prophet JL*

jJL-j Up &\ an insane person when he recited the Qur'an to them, whereas the

Qur'an is "a Reminder for the universe." It is impossible that an insane person

could be responsible for conveying such a great revelation.

Allama Ibn Kathir ** ibi ^j states that this verse proves that the effect of the

evil eye is a reality. It can have an ill effect on people when Allah permits. He has

quoted many Ahadith on the subject, including a hadith of the "Mu'atta" of

Imam Malik <^ iut^ in which the Holy Prophet ^ j Up ii j^> said, "The evil eye

is a reality." Sayyidah Asma bint Umays i*i* Ai. ^>j once asked the Holy Prophet

pJLj Up ii ju whether she should treat the children of Sayyidina Ja'far ^ it ^j
for the effects of the evil eye because it affected them very quickly. The Holy

Prophet (JL-j Up 2»i ju told her to do so because if anything could outstrip Taqdir

(predestination), it would be the evil eye. ["Mishkat" p. 390].
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Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas *& ii ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet &\ j^
,0-j a> used to recite the following Supplication to protect his grandsons
Sayyidina Hasan <up iui ^j and Sayyidina Husain <up ii ^j from evil:

"I seek the protection of "Allah's complete words for the
two of you from every Satan, from every poisonous
creature and from every evil eye/7

The Holy Prophet jJL.^ Up &\ J^> would then say that Sayyidina Ibrahim Up
(%J\ used to use these words to secure protection for his sons Sayyidina Isma'Il

f*>LJi Up and Sayyidina Is'haq (OLJi ^.

Sayyidina Imran bin Husain ^ h ^j narrates from the Holy Prophet it JU,

,4-j Up that incantations may be used fiLJ\ «Up to cure the effects of the evil eye

and the bite of a poisonous creature. ["Mishkat" p. 390from Ahmad and Tirmidhi]

Although incantations may also be used to treat other conditions (as proven

by the Ahadith), they are more necessary for the above two situations. The
incantations that are permissible in the Shari'ah are those that consist of Allah's

names, verses of the Qur'an and supplication. One may not use incantations that

include polytheistic words because these make one a polytheist. The last verse of

Surah Nun above is a tried and trusted cure for the ill effect of the evil eye.

fttiltfttitifttitititiftfttiti&titifttititi
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent the Most Merciful.

(1) The Inevitable (Day of Judgment)! (2) What is the Inevitable? (3) What shall

inform you what the Inevitable is? (4) The Thamud and the Ad falsified the

Clamour. (5.) As for the Thamud, they were destroyed by a deafening sound.

(6) As for the Ad, they were destroyed by an icy tempest. (7) Allah unleashed it

upon them for seven consecutive nights and eight consecutive days. You would

have seen them lying flat on the ground as if they were hollow palm trunks. (8)

Do you see any of them surviving? (9) Phara'oh (Fir'oun), those before him and

the overturned cities sinned. (10) They disobeyed the messengers of their Lord

so He seized them most severely. (11) When Jhe waters became turbulent, We
carried you in the ark... (12) . . .to make the incident an advice for you so that

remembering ears may remember.

THE DESTRUCTION OF THOSE WHO FALSIFIED DAY OF
JUDGMENT

The Arabic word "Haqqa" refers to something that is inevitable and which

cannot be postponed. In the above context, it refers to the Day of Judgment.

Another name for the Day of Judgment is "Al Qari'ah" ("The Clamour"), which is

used in verse 4 of this Surah. To emphasise the importance of the Judgment day,

Allah begins the Surah by stating, "The Inevitable! What is the Inevitable? What shall

inform you what the Inevitable is?"
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The fundamental teachings of every Prophets (OLJt ^Jj> that Allah sent were
three:

(1) (Belief in Tauhid (the oneness of Allah.)

(2) (Belief in Risdlah (the prophethood of the particular
prophet).

(3) (Belief in the Day of Judgment).

Sayyidina Hud f*>Ut Up was sent as a prophet to the Ad while Sayyidina

Salih {OLJi aJLp was sent as prophet to the Thamud. Because these two nations

refused tQ accept the message of these two Prophet (OUi Up, they were destroyed

in this very world. Allah says, "The Thamud and the Ad falsified the Clamour. As for

the Thamud, they were destroyed by a deafening sound." The Arabic word "Tdghi'ya"

(translated above as "deafening sound") literally refers to something that is

extremely severe and which transgresses all limits.

Allah continues, "As for the Ad, they were destroyed by an icy tempest. Allah

unleashed it upon them for seven consecutive nights and eight consecutive days."

Referring to the punishment of the Ad in Surah HaMim Sajdah, Allah Ta'ala

says, "So We sent a fierce windstorm against them during the ominous days, to make

them taste of a humiliating punishment in this worldly life. The punishment of the

Hereafter is even more humiliating, and they will never be assisted" [Surah 41, verse 16]

The entire Ad nation was destroyed by this fierce wind. Describing the

aftermath of the wind, Allah says, "You would have seen them lying flat on the

ground as if they were hollow palm trunks. Do you see any of them surviving?" Just as

none of them survived Allah's punishment, readers of the Qur'an should bear in

mind that they also are helpless against Allah's punishment. They should

therefore ensure that they never warrant this punishment for themselves.

THE FLOODS DURING THE TIME OF SAYYIDINA NUH ?%~1\ U*

Allah says further about the disbelievers after the Ad and Thamud,
"Phara'oh (Tir'aun), those before him and the overturned cities sinned. They
disobeyed the messengers of their Lord so He seized them most severely. " Like their

disobedient predecessors, these people met the same fate when Allah's

punishment overtook them. The "overturned cities" refers to the cities of the

people of Sayyidina Lut f^LJ\ Up.

Allah then speaks abqut the floods during the time of Sayyidina Nuh ^
f^LJi. Allah says, "When the waters became turbulent, We carried you in the ark..."

Every person during the time of the Holy Prophet jJL, _>
Up &\ ju as well as every

person alive today is from the progeny of the believers who were rescued in the

ark of Sayyidina Nuh (MJi *J* because they were the only people to survive the

floods. Therefore, every person owes his existence to the fact that Allah saved the

believers during the floods. Because those believers were the forefathers of the

reader of the Qur'an, Allah says "We carried you in the ark" instead of saying "We
carried t\km in the ark"

Allah says further that this incident transpired "... to make the incident an advice
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y0U So that remembering ears may remember." It is only people who take the time

nonder and reflect who will learn a lesson from such incidents.
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(13) When the trumpet will be blown once... (14) .. .and the earth and mountains

lifted and smashed to bits all at once... (15) . . .on that day that will take place

which is to take place. (16) The sky will be split and become absolutely weak

that day... (17) .... with angels at its ends. That day eight angels shall carry the

throne of your Lord above them. (18) On that day, you will all be presented and

nothing of yours shall be remain hidden. (19) As for the one who receives his

record (of deeds) in his right hand, he ,will call out, "Come and read my record!"

(20) "I was always convinced that I shall certainly meet my reckoning. (21) So he

will enjoy a pleasing life... (22) ..... in lofty gardens. (23) The fruit of these

gardens are near at hand. (24) "Eat and drink with all blessings as a reward for

the (good) deeds that you sent ahead during the days gone by." (25) As for the

one who receives his record in the left hand, he will cry, "Oh dear! If only I

were not given my record..." (26) "...and I had not known my reckoning!" (27)

"Alas! If only death had been my end!" (28) "My wealth has not helped me."

(29) "My kingship has been lost to me." (30) "Grab him and place a yoke around

his neck!" (31) "Then enter him into the Blaze!" (32) Then fasten him in a chain

seventy cubits in length." (33) "Verily he never believed in the Majestic Allah..."

(34) "...and he never encouraged feeding the poor." (35) "There shall neither be

any friend for him today..." (36) "...nor any food except 'ghislin'." (37) "Only the

sinners shall eat it."
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THE EARTH AND MOUNTAINS WILL BE REDUCED TO BITS ON
THE DAY OF Q1YAMAH (JUDGMENT) AND PEOPLE WILL BE
GIVEN THEIR RECORDS OF DEEDS

Describing the Day of Judgment, Allah says, "When the trumpet will be blown

once and the earth and mountains lifted and smashed to bits all at once, on that day that

will take place which is to take place. The sky will be split and become absolutely weak

that day with angels at its ends. That day eight angels shall carry the throne ofyour lord

above them." Commentators state that eight angels shall be carrying Allah's

throne after the trumpet is blown the second time.

Allah continues, "On that day you will all be presented and nothing ofyours shall

be remain hidden." Even though Allah has knowledge of everything that man

does, He ensures that the angels record every deed. Surah Jathiya mentions that

on the Day of Judgment people will be told about their records of deeds, "This is

Our Book which speaks against you with the truth. Verily We used to have everything

you did recorded." [Surah 45, verse 29]

Allah says, "As for the one who receives his record (of deeds) in his right hand, he

will (happily) call out (to everyone else), 'Come and read my record! I was always

convinced that I shall certainly meet my reckoning/" Receiving one's record of deeds

in one's right hand will be the sign that one is successful. The person who is

convinced about reckoning on the Day of Judgment will be extremely cautious

about all his deeds and will abstain from sin.

Allah then describes the bounties that the successful person will enjoy in the

Akhirah. Allah says, "So he will enjoy a pleasing life in lofty gardens. The fruit of these

gardens are near at hand." Also describing the fruit of Heaven, Allah says in Surah

Rahman, "The fruit of both gardens shall be extremely close." These verses make it

clear that a person in Heaven will have no difficulty reaching any fruit he pleases

because they will all be within easy reach.

The people of Heaven will be told, "Eat and drink with all blessings as a reward

for the (good) deeds that you sent ahead during the days gone by."

Allah Ta'ala then speaks of the pitiable condition of the unsuccessful ones

who will receive their records of deeds in their left hands behind their backs.

Allah says, "As for the one who receives his record in the left hand, he will cry, 'Oh

dear! If only I were not given my record and I had not known my reckoning! Alas! Ifonly

death had been my end! He will wish that everything had come to an end once he

died and that he did not have to be resurrected. Lamenting further, he will say,

"My wealth has not helped me. My kingship has been lost to me." Neither his wealth

nor his position in the world was of any benefit to him.

THE HUMILIATION OF THE DISBELIEVERS

Instructing the angels on the Day of Judgment, Allah shall say, "Grab him

(the disbeliever) and place a yoke around his neck! Then enter him into the Blaze! Then

fasten him in a chain seventy cubits in length. Verily he never believed in the Majestic

Allah and he never encouraged feeding the poor.
"

The condition of the disbelievers in the Akhirah (Hereafter) will be the

antithesis of the believer's condition. The believers will receive bliss and peace in
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Heaven because they were convinced of the forthcoming resurrection. The

resurrection is therefore a blessing for them. On the other hand, the resurrection

will be a curse for the disbelievers because they will be subjected to eternal

punishment. They will wish that it had never occurred. Then they will realise

that the wealth and positions they hankered after in this world are useless

because these cannot save them from Allah's punishment.

GOVERNMENTS OF THE WORLD
People attain posts in high offices with great effort and often after

perpetrating great injustices. When monarchies controlled countries, people vied

to become king. Nowadays, countries are run by the farce termed democratic

leadership. Very few people are unaware of the large sums of money spent on

sustaining election campaigns and subsequent celebrations and ceremonies. In

addition to this, various crimes like bribery and even murder pave the way to

many electoral victories. Any post achieved after such evils must surely be a

curse to its bearer.

The Shari'ah dictates that position should not be given to a person who is

desirous of it. The Ahadlth make it clear that such position will be a source of

despair in the Akhirah (Hereafter). While a person may rejoice at being elected

president or minister, he may well be fettered in chains on the Day of Judgment.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Amar ** ibi ^j narrates from the Holy Prophet Up ito JL*

pJL-j that if a ball of lead the size of a cup has to be dropped from the sky, which is

a journey of five hundred years, it would reach the earth before nightfall.

However, if it is dropped from one end of a chain of Hell, it would take forty

years before it reaches the opposite end. ["Mishkat" p. 504from Tirmidhi]

NOTE: One of the reasons mentioned for the punishment of the disbeliever

in Hell is that he did not believe in Allah. The second is that he did

not encourage feeding of the poor. This shows the importance of

feeding the poor and encouraging others to do the same. Neglecting

this duty is so grave that it is mentioned with Disbelief. One can

then imagine the gravity of usurping the wealth of the poor and

oppressing them in any way.

THE PEOPLE OF HELL WILL HAVE TO EAT "GHISLIN (FILTH)"

Allah says, "There shall neither be any friend for him today nor any food except

'ghislin'. Only the sinners shall eat it." The word "ghislin" is derived from the word

"ghusl" which means "to wash". Commentators state that 'ghislin" refers to the

filth that accumulates after the wounds of the people of Hell are washed and

cleansed. Because the bodies of the people in Hell will be perpetually covered in

puss and blood, there is no question of them benefiting from any treatment. It is

for this reason that Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ±* & ^j has interpreted the

word 'ghislln" as the blood and puss that flows from the flesh of the people of

Hell. ["Ruhul Ma'ani" v. 29 p. 58]

Jjb j> Uj Cp j^j dy*j JJiJ £>\ Ep &}/£* * yj Ep &Lr& ^i r^ ^
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(38) I swear by the things that you see... (39) and by the things that you do

not see! (40) Verily this Qur'an is a word brought by an honoured messenger

[Jibril f^J\ <UpJ. (41) It is not the word of a poet. Few are those of you who
believe. (42) Neither is it the word of a fortune-teller. Few are those of you who
understand. (43) It is a revelation from the Lord of the universe. (44) If he

[Muhammad ^j aJp iiii J**] has (falsely) attributed some words to Us... (45) ...We

shall grab him by his right hand. (46) We shall then sever his jugular vein... (47)

.... and none of you will be able to protect him. (48) The Qur'an is certainly

advice for the pious. (49) Indeed We know that some of you falsify (it). (50) This

shall certainly be a source of remorse for the disbelievers. (51) It is undoubtedly

the absolute truth. (52) So glorify the name of your Majestic Lord.

THE QUR'AN IS ALLAH'S WORD AND CONTAINS ADVICE FOR
THE PIOUS

The above verses describe the Qur'an and refute the statements of those

disbelievers who claimed that the Qur'an is not word of Allah. Allah says, "I

swear by the things that you see and by the things that you do not seel Verily this

Qur'an is a word brought by an honoured messenger [Jibril f%Ji UpJ. It is not the word

of a poet. Few are those ofyou who believe. Neither is it the word of a fortune-teller. Few

are those ofyou who understand." The works of poets are unlike the average speech

of people and the words of fortune-tellers contain hundreds of lies together with

a few truths concerning forthcoming events. They get the news from Satan who

eavesdrop on the conversations of the angels. This subject has been discussed in

Surah Hijr [Surah 15, verses 16-18], Surah Saffat [Surah 37, verses 6-10] and Surah Mulk

[Surah 67, verse 5]. More is also mentioned in the Surah Jinn (Surah 72).

It was sheer stubbornness that led the Polytheists of Makkah to call the Holy

Prophet (JL-j Up ibi JU> a poet and a fortune-teller because they knew him very

well and were certain that he was neither of the two. However, there were those

who forsook this unwarranted stubbornness and accepted the Islam. It is with

reference to these people that Allah adds "Few are those of you who believe" and

"Few are those-ofyou who understand."

By taking an oath on everything man sees and everything that he does not

see, Allah has effectively taken an oath by everything that He has created. Allah

has therefore used His entire creation to testify that the Qur'an has certainly been

brought by a most honoured messenger angel, viz. Jibril (%^ ^. Among the

other interpretations of "the things that you see" and "the things that you do not see"
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are:

COS The effects of Allah's power and the secrets behind these.

Iffli Bodies and souls.

GQl Man, Jinn and the angels. [RuhulMa'ani" v. 29 p. 60]

Allah tells people that Jibril <OLJ» Up is an honourable messenger whom
Allah has used to convey the Qur'an to the Holy Prophet p-L-j Up &\

tJ^>. Other

commentators state that the "honoured messenger" refers to the Holy Prophet ju>

^ 3
<a* Ai himself, meaning that the Holy Prophet ,jl,_, Up &\ ju was honoured by

the mantle of prophethood. He was therefore a prophet of Allah and not a poet

or a fortune-teller.

Allah continues to say that the Qur'an "is a revelation from the Lord of the

universe. " This verse emphasises what has already been said and also clarifies a

doubt that may creep into one's mind if verse 40 is understood to mean: "Verily

this Qur'an is the word of an honoured messenger" instead of "Verily this Qur'an is a

word brought by an honoured messenger" .

Allah continues, "If he [Muhammad ^3 *+* ii jJ\ has (falsely) attributed some

words to Us, We shall grab him by his right hand. We shall then sever his jugular vein

and none of you will be able to protect him." These verses prove the truthfulness of

the Holy Prophet <JL-j Up ibi jl*. Allah says that if the Holy Prophet ^i-j Up ifc\ ju
was a false claimant to prophethood and falsely claimed that Allah had revealed

the Qur'an to him, there is nothing to stop Allah from punishing him most

severely.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" states that Allah has portrayed the

punishment in this manner because it is a disgraceful punishment meted to

lowly criminals. It was common in earlier times that the executioner would grab

the condemned person by the right hand and then behead him, causing the

jugular vein to be severed. Sayyidina Hasan Up ii a^j interprets the punishment

to mean that first his right hand would be cut and then his jugular vein. Such a

punishment would serve as an effective lesson for everyone else.

"The Qur'an is certainly advicefor the pious" i.e. for those who fear Allah, who
fulfil His commands and abstain from sin.

"Indeed We know that some ofyoufalsjfy (it)." Allah is Aware of every person

who denies the truth of the Qur'an and will punish them for this.

"This (Qur'an) shall certainly be a source of remorse for the disbelievers." When
the believers will be rewarded with the

%
bounties of Heaven in the Akhirah

(Hereafter) for believing in and for practising the Qur'an, those who rejected the

Qur'an will regret their actions and wish that they had also done the same.

However, it will then be too late and they will have to suffer the torment of Hell.

"It (the Qur'an) is undoubtedly the absolute truth." There is nothing doubtful

in the Qur'an and everything it contains is absolutely true.

Allah concludes the Surah by stating, "So glorify the name of your Majestic

Lord." Just as Allah is the Greatest, His name is also the greatest. Man is enjoined
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to hymn Allah's praises because Allah is certainly worthy of every praise.

A CAUTIONARY NOTE

Verse 40 of Surah Ahzab (Surah 33) clearly announces that the Holy Prophet

fJL-j Up &\ j^ was Allah's final messenger. It is theref6re obvious that everyone

who claimed prophethood after him were false in their claim. These people all

suffered the consequences of their evil. One of these is referred to as Musaylama
Punjab who lived in Gurdaspur in the Qadian district of India. Claiming to be a

prophet, he also made various prophecies, all of which proved to be false. Even
those prophecies that were specifically intended to prove his truthfulness

exposed his falsehood.

Using the above verses of Surah Haqqah to substantiate his claim to

prophethood, he told the people that if he were false, Allah Ta'ala would have

already severed his jugular vein and ensured that he lived no longer. Little did

he realise that the verses of Surah Haqqah above refer to the Holy Prophet iiii JU
jJL-j Up and not to every person who pleases to call himself a prophet. There were

many false prophets before Musaylama Punjab who did not suffer this plight

because Allah is not obliged to disprove them in this manner. In fact, if he were

killed, he would not have suffered the disgrace he did when all his prophecies

failed. He was subjected to repeated disgrace as one prophecy after another

failed. This made it clear to people that he was certainly not a prophet.

The poor man did not read the verse of Surah Nisa where Allah says,

"Whoever opposes the messenger after the guidance has become manifest to him and

follows a path other than that of the believers, We shall allow him to do that which he is

doing and then enter him into Hell. It is the worst of abodes." When a person chooses

to remain deviant, his hearts worsens all the time as Allah says in Surah Saff,

"However, when they chose to be crooked, Allah further twisted their hearts." [Surah 61,

verse 5]

Therefore, no deviant person should ever think that he is treading the right

path merely because he is living well and because Allah has not afflicted him
with punishment. Allah is merely allowing him to do as he pleases so that he

may plunge further into sin. Thereafter, Allah will cast him into Hell where he

will realise the error of his ways. The above verse of Surah Nisa makes it clear

that the person who treads a path other than that of the believers will find

himself in Hell. May Allah save us all. Amrn.
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent the Most Merciful

(1) An enquirer asks about a pending punishment... (2) ...that will afflict the

disbelievers, which cannot be averted... (3) ... and is from Allah, the Controller

of the skies. (4) The angels and souls ascend to Him. This punishment will take

place on a day, the duration of which shall be fifty thousand years. (5) So

exercise patience in a most beautiful manner. (6) Verily they see it being far off...

(7) . . .but We see it being nearby.

THERE SHALL BE NONE TO AVERT PUNISHMENT ON THE DAY
OF JUDGMENT

The Surah derives its name from the word "Dhil Ma'an] "(translated above

as "the Controller of the skies" in the third verse, which is an attribute of Allah

Ta'ala. Ma'arij is the plural of the word "Ma'rij" which refers to a place of

climbing. Commentators state that the Ma'arij refer to the skies because the

angels are constantly climbing to and fro the skies.

Referring to the circumstances surrounding the revelation of the opening

verses of the Surah, commentators quote the supplication of Nadhar bin Harith,

a polytheist who was an arch enemy of the Muslims in Makkah. He prayed, "O
Allah! If this religion (Islam) is the truth, then shower stones on us or afflict us with

some painful punishment (for not accepting it)." 'Rahul Ma'ani" reports from Nasa'I

that it was Abu Jahl who made this supplication. It was then that Allah revealed

the verses, "An enquirer asks about a pending punishment that will afflict the

disbelievers, which cannot be averted and isfrom Allah, the Controller of the skies."

Just as Allah is Capable of punishing the Polytheists with a shower of stones

from the sky as they requested, He can also punish them with the very earth on
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which they live (such as an earthquake). Allah exercises control over the earth

just as He exercises control over the earth. The result of this supplication was thai

Nadhar bin Harith, Abu Jahl and many other polytheists leaders were kill^

during the Battle of Badr. In total, seventy polytheists were killed during
the

battle of Badr and seventy were taken captive, many of whom accepted Islam.

Allah continues, "The angels and souls ascend to Him. 'The angels ascend to

the heavens where they receive their commands from Allah and then return to

fulfil these on earth. When people pass away, their souls are transported to the

heavens to be presented before Allah and are then sent back to either live

peacefully in the grave or to suffer punishment.

"This punishment will take place on a day, the duration of which shall be
fifty

thousand years." The punishment that the polytheists asked for will take place on

the Day of Judgment. This punishment of the Hereafter will be in addition to the

punishment they received during the Battle of Badr. The two punishments are

separate and both are implied by the 'pending punishment"

.

RECONCILING THE DAY OF A THOUSAND YEARS WITH THE
DAY OF FIFTY THOUSAND YEARS

The "day the duration of which shall be fifty thousand years" refers to the Day of

Judgment, as substantiated by a hadith of Muslim which describes the

punishment of those who do not pay their Zakah. However, Surah Sajdah states,

"He ordains every affair from the heavens to the earth, after which every affair will

ascend to Him on a day, the duration of which is a thousand years according to your

count. " [Surah 32, verse 5]

This verse of Surah Sajdah describes the duration of the Day of Judgment to

be a thousand years. Ahadith of "Mishkat" (p. 447) states that the poor will enter

Heaven five hundred years before the rich, which is half a day earlier.

There therefore appears to be a discrepancy concerning the duration of the

Day of Judgment; fifty thousand years or one thousand years? Scholars mention

that the difference in duration will depend on the condition of people. While it

will appear to some that the day is fifty thousand years long because of its

severity, others will feel that it is a thousand years long, while it will seem even

shorter to others. Sayyidina Abu Sa'id Khudri <u* iii ^j reports that someone

once asked the Holy Prophet jJL- j 4* & J^ out of surprise, "How long will that day

be, the duration of which is fifty thousand years!" The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up &\ J^>

replied, "I swear by the Being in whose control is my life! The day will be made so easy

for the believer that it will seem easier than a person performing Salah in this world.

"["Mishkat" p. 487]

Refer also to what has been discussed in the commentaries of verse 5 of

Surah Sajdah (Surah 32) and verse 47 of Surah Hajj (Surah 22), where Allah states,

"Verily a single day with your Lord is like a thousand years according to your count.

"

Allah continues, "So exercise patience in a most beautiful manner. " This type of

patience entails that one should not complain in the least. Allah tells the Holy

Prophet pJL-j 4> &\ ju that he has completed his task of conveying the message to

the people. If they still refuse to accept, he should not become despondent and
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sad. He should be patient because if they are not punished in this world, they

will certainly meet the consequences of their evil in the Akhirah (Hereafter).

Allah says, "Verily they see it (Judgment Day) being far off but We see it being

nearby." The disbelievers treat the news of Judgment Day like a myth whereas it

is a certain reality and everything that is certain is not far off. Allah says in Surah

An'am, "Without a trace of doubt, what you have been promised will certainly come to

pass and you cannot escape/' [Surah 6, verse 134]
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(8) The day when the sky will become like the dirty residue of oil... (9) ...and the

mountains will become like coloured wool. (10) No friend will ask about

another friend... (11) ... even though they will be shown each other. The sinner

will wish that as ransom for the punishment of that day he could offer his sons...

(12) ...his wife, his brother... (13) . . .his tribe with whom he lived... (14) ... and

everyone on earth so that he may be saved. (15) This will never be/ The Fire

shall certainly be flaming... (16) . . .tearing off the scalp. (17) It will call the one

who turned away and was averse... (18) ... who amassed wealth and tended it.

ON THE DAY OF JUDGMENT, FRIENDS WILL NOT ASK ABOUT
EACH OTHER AND PEOPLE WILL WANT TO OFFER THEIR
RELATIVES AS RANSOM TO SAVE THEMSELVES

Describing the day of Judgment, Allah says, "The day when the sky will become

like the dirty residue of oil and the mountains will become like coloured wool " Surah

Qari'ah [Surah 101, verse 5] adds that the mountains will fly about like coloured

cotton wool. The author of "Jalalain" has translated the verse to mean that the sky

will become like molten silver, which aptly portrays verse 16 of Surah Haqqah
which states that the sky will "become absolutely weak that day".

After describing the condition of the sky and mountains on the Day of

Judgment, Allah speaks about the perplexity of people on the Plains of

Resurrection when he says, "No friend will ask about anotherfriend even though they

will be shown each other." None will be able to assist another and each person will

be so preoccupied with his own predicament that he will be oblivious of others.

"The sinner will wish that as ransom for the punishment of that day he could offer

his sons, his wife, his brother, his tribe with whom he lived and everyone on earth so that

he may be saved." People will be so concerned about their own plight that they

will be prepared to give everything that was dear to them in this world so that

they may be saved from the punishment of Hell. However, no amount of ransom

will be accepted and each person will have to face the punishment he deserves.
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Allah continues, "The Fire shall certainly be flaming, tearing off the scalp. It will

call the one who turned away (from the truth) and was averse, who amassed wealth and
tended it." The above verses make it clear that the disbeliever will not mind
ransoming everyone on earth to save himself from the punishment of Hell.

However, this will not help him at all because nothing will be accepted as

ransom on the day of Judgment. Hell will recognise those that are destined to

enter her and she will call for them. Although people of different types will enter

Hell, the verse briefly mentions that the people to enter Hell will be those who
were averse to the truth and hoarded the wealth of this world instead.

The verse describes the disbeliever as a person who has tremendous love for

wealth and who is miserly. Such people do not spend their wealth in charity and
will do anything to amass wealth. They will not hesitate to accept bribes, to

usurp the wealth of others and to swindle others. In their love for hefty bank
balances, they do not discriminate between lawful and unlawful means. The
destination of such people is the fire of Hell. Those Muslims who are guilty of the

same behaviour should ponder about their ways. They should make an effort to

earn Halal (Lawful) wealth and to fulfil the rights that they owe. Sayyidina Hasan
Basri 4* &\ *^j would say, "O children ofAdam f>LJ\ a-W You hear the warnings yet

you continue amassing wealth.

"

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ^ ifo ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ^j *A± &\ j^
said, "On the Day ofJudgment, a neck will appearfrom Hell with eyes to see with, ears

to hear with and a tongue to speak with. It will then say, T have been appointed (to

punish) three persons (viz.)"

£Q Every person who is a rebellious oppressor.

CQl Every person who worships another with Allah.

£Q Every picture-maker ." ["bAishkat" from Tirmidhi]

Allama Ibn Kathir Up iui^ reports that just as a bird runs about looking for

grains, this neck will seek out those who are destined for Hell.
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(19) Verily man has been created anxious. (20) When difficulty afflicts him, he

panics... (21)... and when he experiences good fortune, he becomes miserly. (22)

(This is the condition of all) except those who perform Salah... (23) .those who
are constant in their Salah... (24) ....and who have a stipulated right in their

wealth... (25) ...for the beggar and the destitute. (26) (They are) Those who
believe in the truth of the day of reckoning... (27)....and who fear the punishment

of their Lord. (28) Indeed the punishment of their Lord is not something not to

be afraid of .( 29) (They are) Those who safeguard their chastity... (30) .except

when it comes to their spouses and the slave women whom they own. They will

surely not be blamed for (cohabiting with) them. (31) Whoever seeks more than

this, then such persons are transgressors indeed. (32) Those who give due regard

to trusts and their pledges... (33) ...who stand firm by their testimony... (34) ...and

who guard their Salah. (35) These people shall be honoured in the gardens of

Heaven.

THE FICKLE NATURE OF MAN AND THE ATTRIBUTES OF
ALLAH'S PIOUS BONDSMEN

The above verses describe man's evil characteristics and many of his

positive qualities. In the previous verses, Allah mentioned that Hell will call

those people who were averse to the truth and who constantly amassed wealth.

Allah continues with the description of man's character traits when He says,

"Verily man has been created anxious." The author of 'Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that the

Arabic word "halua" (translated above as "anxious ") refers to that aspect of

man's nature when he becomes nervous because of haste. The word is generally

used to describe the behaviour of camels.

Describing man further, Allah says, "When difficulty afflicts him, he panics and

when he experiences good fortune, he becomes miserly." Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Abbas **• &\ ^>j has mentioned that these two verses elucidate the meaning of

"halua". The verses tell us that man's anxious nature becomes evident when
difficulty afflicts him. He then begins to wail and lament. On the other hand,

when he experiences good fortune, he does not spend his wealth on the poor and

needy. Instead, he fears that his bank balance should not experience any deficit.

He becomes miserly despite knowing that his wealth will not last forever and

that he will be unable to take it with him after death/The Holy Prophet <JLp &\ j^>

(JL-j has mentioned that the worst qualities that are present in a person are

miserliness that makes a person fearful and cowardice that extracts the soul.

["Mishkat" p. 165 from Abu Dawud]

Allah then begins to describe those fortunate bondsmen of His who conquer

these traits. Allah says that they are:

Firstly. "Those who perform Salah" and "who are constant in their Salah".

Commenting on this attribute, the author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that 'such a

person regularly performs his Salah and he does not allow anything to distract

him from it. Quoting another Interpretation, he says that such people do not

allow their thoughts and concentration to deviate while performing Salah. The

Holy Prophet jJL-j aJLp i»i ju said, "When you perform Salah, perform the Salah of a
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person who is biddingfarewell (to this world)/' ["Mishkat" p. 445]

Secondly. Those ''who have a stipulated right in their wealth for the beggar and

the destitute." Such noble people spend their wealth on those needy people who
beg for assistance as well as on those who do not beg despite dire necessity. They
seek out those in need and fulfil their needs without being asked. While some
commentators say that the "stipulated right" refers to Zakah, others state that this

refers to a fixed sum of charity that a person undertakes to spend either daily,

weekly, monthly, etc.

Thirdly. "Those who believe in the truth of the day of reckoning" . They have firm

conviction that all their good deeds will be rewarded in the Akhirah (Hereafter).

Although all believers hold this belief, the difference between the average

believer and those belonging to this group of devoted bondsmen is that the latter

make every attempt to prepare for the Akhirah.

Fourthly. Those "whofear the punishment of their Lord. Indeed the punishment of

their Lord is not something not to be afraid of" Despite remaining engaged in various

types of Ibadah (worship), these people fear that their deeds may not be accepted

because of some deficiency on their part. They are always concerned that they

may be taken to task for their misdeeds and they do not become complacent.

Describing such people in Surah Muminun , Allah Ta'ala says, "...those who spend

of what they have been granted and whose hearts tremble because they have to return to

their Lord." A true believer never feels that he is totally safe from Allah's

punishment.

Fifthly. "Those who safeguard their cliastity except when it comes to their spouses

and the slave women whom they own. They will surely not be blamed for (cohabiting

with) them (because these women are lawfulfor them). Whoever seeks more than this (i.e.

other women besides their wives and slaves), then such persons are transgressors

indeed. " When a person seeks to satisfy' his sexual desires in a manner other than

the lawful means that Allah has ordained, he will be guilty of a grave sin which
will warrant punishment in both worlds.

This verse outlaws all manners of sexual gratification that do not involve

one's lawful spouse or lawful slave woman. Therefore, homosexuality,

lesbianism, incest, masturbation etc are all Haram (forbidden). Also outlawed is

the practice of Mut'ah which the Rawafidh hold sacred. Despite other reasons for

its impermissibility, the above verse clearly prohibits it because even by the

definition of the Rawafidh, the woman with whom Mut'ah is practised is not

regarded as the man's wife. It is for this reason that they believe that if a man
dies before the expiry of the Mut'ah term, the woman will not inherit from his

estate. There are several other rights owing to a wife that they do not accord for

the woman in a Mut'ah contract, making it evident that such a woman is not the

wife of her consenting "partner".

Sixthly. "Those who give due regard to trusts and their pledges All the rights that

man owes to Allah are regarded as trusts and must be fulfilled. Among these are

Salah, Zakah, fasting, Kaffara (expiation), fulfilling vows and all other obligations,

rhese matters are between the individual and Allah and every person knows
vhere he has slipped up. Man is also obliged to fulfil the trusts that he owes to

lis fellow man. Kings, presidents, ministers and people in positions of authority
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upy positions of trust and have to fulfil these honestly. Failing in their

pcponsibilities will entail a breach of trust.

Ties of mutual trust also exist between a buyer and seller, husband and wife

nd parents and children. In each situation, either party is obliged to fulfil the

trust owed to the other party by fulfilling the rights owed to the other. Failure to

fulfil the trust owed to another will subject one to severe reckoning on the Day of

Iudgtfient - I* is also compulsory for one to restore the trust that another person

places in one's custody.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ^ & ^j narrates that a villager once asked the

Holy Prophet ^j u* it JU» when Judgment Day will take place. The Holy

Prophet ^j <M ^ J^ replied, "Wait for Judgment Day when trusts will be breached/'

When the person asked how trusts will be breached, the Holy Prophet *4* ^ J^>

jl,j said, "Wait for Judgment Day when positions of authority will be given to people

who are not worthy of them.

"

In addition to fulfilling trusts, Allah also emphasises fulfilling pledges. This

includes pledges made with people as well as the pledge of "Alist" when

mankind pledged that they would always regard Allah as their Lord. Allah says

in Surah Bani Isra'il, "And fulfil the pledge. Certainly, questioning shall take place with

regard to pledges. " [Surah 17, verse 34]

Seventhly. Those "who stand firm by their testimony". This verse refers to all

forms of testimony, including testifying to the oneness of Allah, the prophethood

of the Holy Prophet (JUj ^ & JU and testifying to the truth of everything that

the Holy Prophet ^j *> &\ JL* taught. Presenting true and accurate testimony in

judicial hearings is also implied. This is especially important to ensure that no

person's rights are trampled upon. Sayyidina Zaid bin Khalid ^ & ^j narrates

that the Holy Prophet <X*3 <A* ifci JU asked, "Should I not inform you about the person

whose testimony is best? He is the person who offers his testimony before he is asked to do

so." When a person can offer testimony which would restore someone's right and ensure

justice, he is obliged to offer the testimony when summoned. Allah says in Surah

Baqarah, "The witnesses should not refuse when summoned ... Conceal not testimony for

whoever conceals it has a sinful heart. " [Surah 2, verses 282, 283]

Eighthly. Those "who guard their Salah ". Being particular about one's Salah

is an integral quality of a believer. Because of its great importance, adherence to

Salah is repeated.

Allah concludes the description by announcing the reward that such people

will receive. Allah says, "These people shall be honoured in the gardens ofHeaven."
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(36) What is the matter with the disbelievers that they run towards you... (37) ...

in groups to your right and your left? (38) Does every one of them desire that he

should enter the garden of bliss? (39) This shall never be! Verily We have

created them from what they know. (40) I swear by the Lord of the East and the

West! Indeed We have the power... (41) ...to replace them with people better

than them. We can never be outstripped. (42) So leave them to indulge and to

frolic until they meet their day that they are promised... (43) the day when they

will hurriedly emerge from the graves as if they are rushing towards a temple.

(44) Their gazes will be lowered and humiliation will engulf them. This is the

day that they were promised.

LEAVE THE DISBELIEVERS TO OWN THEIR DEVICES FOR THEY
WILL SOON BE DISGRACED ON THE DAY OF JUDGMENT

The above verses refer to the behaviour of the disbelievers towards the Holy

Prophet (JL-j a> i»i ju. "Ruhul Ma'ani" reports that when the Holy Prophet i»i jl*

^ 3 Up used to sit near the Ka'ba to recite Qur'an, the polytheists used to form

several groups and sit around him. They then used to mock the Qur'an as the

Holy Prophet jJL-j Up &\ J^ recited. Seeing the poor Muslims with the Holy

Prophet (4- 3 Up ii JL*, the polytheists used to say, "If these people are going to enter

Heaven like Muhammad ^j <d^ ^J^says, then we will surely enterfirst."

Allah says, "What is the matter with the disbelievers that they run towards you in

groups to your right and your left? Does every one of them desire that he should enter the

garden of bliss?" Allah dispels this hope of theirs by saying, "This shall never be!"

The polytheists claimed that since Allah had given them wealth in this world, He
would give them even better in the Akhirah. This hope was foolish and totally

unfounded.

"Verily We have created them from what they know" i.e. from a sperm.

Knowing that Allah had created them from such a humble origin, the polytheists

are foolish to deny resurrection. Allah says in Surah Qiyamah, "Was he (man) not

a discharge of semen, after which he developed into a clot of blood and then Allah created

him and perfected him? Then Allah made the couple male and female. Does He then not

have the power to resurrect the dead?" [Surah 75, verses 37-40]

Allah continues, "I swear by the Lord of the East and the West! Indeed We have

the power to (destroy them and to) replace them with people better than them. We can

never be outstripped."

"So leave them to indulge (in falsehood) and to frolic until they meet their day that

they are promised" i.e. the Day of Judgment. Such people were not destined to

believe until death. Describing the Day of Judgment, Allah says that it is "the day

when they will hurriedly emergefrom the graves as if they are rushing towards a temple.

Their gazes will be lowered and humiliation will engulf them. This is the day that they

were promised. " The disbelievers deny the occurrence of Judgment Day when they

are reminded about it. However, they will regret their scepticism when it will

occur before their very eyes. Then it will be too late to believe.
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In the name of Allah, Beneficent the Most Merciful.

(1) Verily We sent Nuh £k~h 4*1* as a prophet to his nation instructing him,

"Warn your people before a painful punishment afflicts them." (2) He said, "O
my people! Indeed I am a clear warner to you." (3) "Worship Allah, fear Him
and obey me. (4) "Allah will then forgive your sins and grant you respite until a

specified period. Verily, when Allah 's specified period arrives, it is not delayed.

If only you knew." (5) He said, "O my Lord! Indeed I called my people day and

night..." (6) "However, my calling only made them run further away." (7)
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"Whenever I called them so that You may forgive them, they placed their fingers

in their ears, covered themselves with their shawls, remained implacable and
expressed great pride." (8) "I then called to them loudly..." (9) "...and explained

to them publicly and privately." (10) "I said to them, 'Seek forgiveness from

your Lord. Indeed He is Most Forgiving."dl) "'He will send rain to you in

torrents... (12) "'...increase your wealth, your sons and make orchards and rivers

for you. (13) "'What is the matter with you that you are not convinced of Allah's

majesty... (14) "'...when He has created you in so many phases?"' (15) "'Have you
not seen how Allah has created the seven skies in layers... (16) "'...has made the

moon a celestial light in them and the sun a lantern?" (17) "'Allah has created

you from the earth in a unique manner. (18) "'He will then return you to the

earth and then remove you from it in a unique manner. (19) "'And Allah has

made the earth a bedding for you...'" (20) "'...so that you travel in its wide roads.

SAYYIDINA NUH
f
*J» aJIp REMINDS HIS PEOPLE ABOUT ALLAH'S

BOUNTIES TO THEM BUT THEY REFUSE TO LISTEN

Like many other previous Surahs, Surah Nuh discusses the story of

Sayyidina Nuh fiLJs *J^ and the destruction of his people when they rejected his

preaching. Sayyidina Nuh fiLJ\ <4* was sent as a prophet approximately a

thousand years after Sayyidina Adam fiLJ\ Up and he preached to his people for

nine hundred and fifty years. His people were idol-worshippers who made their

own idols, named them and worshipped them. Verse 23 of this Surah mentions

some of the names of these idols. When Sayyidina Nuh f%~& Up preached

Oneness of Allah to them, they argued with him, as mentioned in Surah A'raf

and Surah Hud.

Sayyidina Nuh f^~A\ Up said to them, "O my people! Indeed I am a clear warner

to you. Worship Allah, fear Him and obey me (by living your lives as I show you). Allah

will then forgive your sins and grant you respite until a specified period. Verily, when

Allah's specified period arrives, it is not delayed. If only you knew." He told them that

if they believed, Allah would allow them to live comfortably until their destined

hours of death when they would pass peacefully into the bliss of Akhirah

(Hereafter). However, he also reminded them that if they refused to believe, Allah

will punish them when a specific period arrives and there shall be nothing to

postpone this period.

When his people refused to accept his teaching, Sayyidina Nuh f%J>s <A*

supplicated to Allah thus: "O my Lord! I was not negligent in my duty) Indeed I

called my people day and night. However, (the people were so averse that) my calling

only made them run further away. Whenever I called them so that You mayforgive them,

they placed theirfingers in their ears (so that they may not hear me), covered themselves

.
with their shawls (so that they may not see me), remained implacable and expressed great

pride. " Because of their pride, the people refused to listen to Sayyidina Nuh 4^

Supplicating to Allah, Sayyidina Nuh (%^\ aJlp continued, "I then called to

them loudly and explained to them publicly and privately." Sayyidina Nuh ^LJs Up

explored every avenue of preaching but the people were adamant not to

respond. He exhorted them, "Seek forgiveness from your Lord. Indeed He is Most
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forgiving. He will send rain to you in torrents (thus alleviating the drought), increase

your wealth, your sons and make orchards and rivers for you." He explained to them

that everything they had was a blessing from Allah and that the signs of Allah's

greatness was all around them to see. Reminding them of this, he added, "What is

the matter with you that you are not convinced of Allah's majesty when He has created

you in so many phases?" Man's existence begins with a drop of sperm. Thereafter,

Allah evolves it into a clot of blood once it fuses with the female gamete.

Afterwards, Allah makes the foetus develop, giving it its skeletal structure, flesh

and organs. Despite having knowledge of Allah's creative genius, man is foolish

not to accept Him as Lord.

In addition to expounding the signs of Allah's greatness in the creation of

man, Sayyidina Nuh fiLJ\ Up also pointed out other natural signs to them. He

said to them, "Have you not seen how Allah has created the seven skies in layers, has

made the moon a celestial light in them and the sun a lantern?" Just as a house is

illuminated by a lamp, so too is the earth illuminated by the light of the sun.

NOTE: The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that Allah has described the

sun as a "lantern" because the light of the sun is fuelled from within

without being a reflection of another light source. On the other

hand, the light of the moon is described as 'nut" (translated above

as "celestial light") because it is a soft light which is a reflection of

the light of the sun.

Although the moon is located in the sky closest to us, Allah says that He has

placed it "in them" (i.e. in the skies). This term is used as a figure of speech and

has no other implication. For example, if one says, "Zaid is in Baghdad", it means

that Zaid is located in a specific part of Baghdad and does not mean that he is

everywhere in Baghdad.

Sayyidina Nuh f^t u* continued, "Allah has created you from the earth in a

unique manner [when He created Sayyidina Adam ?%-& *!*]. He will then return you to

the earth (when you die) and then remove you from it in a unique manner." When
resurrection will take place on the Day of Judgment, Allah will join the molecules

of every body, bring them back to life and usher them to the Plains of

Resurrection. By mentioning this to his people, Sayyidina Nuhfta-Ji Up reminded

them of Judgment Day together with pointing out Allah's greatness.

After discussing the heavens, Sayyidina Nuh f*~J\ Up turned their attention

to the earth when he said, "And Allah has made the earth a bedding for you so that

you travel in its wide roads. " Despite its spherical structure, Allah has made the

earth as flat as a bed for man so that he can travel easily throughout the earth to

fulfil his various needs. Allah has placed the earth at man's service so that he

may derive benefit from its resources. Allah says in Surah Mulk, "It is He Who
subjugated the earthfor you so walk on its roads and eatfrom His sustenance." [Surah 67,

verse 15]

The above verse does not denote that the earth is flat and not spherical in

shape. The same applies to other verses as well such as verse 6 of Surah Naba
(Surah 78) and verse 20 of Surah Ghashiya (Surah 88). These verses describe the

earth from man's point of view as he stands on earth because it appears flat to

him. These verses emphasise that although the earth is spherical in shape, Allah
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has not allowed this to affect man's existence on its surface. It should be noted
that believing that the earth has a spherical shape or not believing this has no
bearing on the Shari'ah. No verse of the Qur'an refutes this belief.

S§3 ijili» \<4% \j%% &\i> ijU fig oi ^$ ft? S^3f

(21) Nuh f^J\ Up said, "O my Lord! They have refused to obey me and have

followed him whose wealth and children have only increased his loss." (22)

"They have devised mighty plots." (23) They say, 'Never forsake your gods! Do
not forsake Wadd, Suwa, Yaghuth, Ya'uq and Nasr! (24) "They have certainly

led many astray. Do increase the deviation of the oppressors." (25) Because of

their sins they were drowned and made to enter the Fire. (26) They found none

to assist them against Allah. Nuh pLA\ Up said, "O my Lord! Leave not on earth

even one of the disbelievers." (27) "Surely if You leave them they will mislead

Your bondsmen and only sinners and disbelievers will be born to them." (28)

"O my Lord! Forgive me, my parents, whoever enters my home as a believer and

all the believing men and women. Increase the oppressors only in destruction!"

SAYYIDINA NUH
f
*-Ji aJp FINALLY PRAYS FOR THE

DESTRUCTION OF HIS PEOPLE AND THEY ARE DROWNED
In the above verses, Sayyidina Nuh f^LJi Up prays for the forgiveness of the

believers and for the destruction of the disbelievers. He prayed to Allah saying,

"O my Lord! They (my people) have refused to obey me and have followed him whose

wealth and children have only increased his loss. "Sayyidina Nuh (MJi Up mentioned
that instead of following him, the people opted to follow the wealthy people of

his nation. They always loQked up to the rich because of their wealth and
families and did whatever these people told them. The wealth and families of the

wealthy therefore proved to be a loss not only for the wealthy but also for the

masses who followed them. Neither did the wealth of the rich benefit the masses,

nor did they enjoy any status with the rich. Following their commands only

ensured that they remained as disbelievers.

SayyidinaNuh c^LJi Up further said that the wealthy "devised mighty plots" to

ensure that the masses remained devoted to their idols. They imposed on the

others saying, "Never forsake your gods! Do not forsake Wadd, Suwa, Yaghuth, Ya'uq
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and Na$rf'" As a result "They have certainly led many astray." There was therefore

room for the masses to be reformed. Sayyidina Nuh f%^s Ua prayed to Allah

saying' "Do increase the deviation of the oppressors" They chose deviation instead of

guidance and undertook to remain steadfast on disbelief. Deviation was

therefore what they wanted.

Allah revealed to Sayyidina Nuh {%^\ a-U, "None shall ever believe from

your people besides those who have already believed." The number of those who

believed was very few, as Allah says in Surah Hud, "Only afew believed with him."

[Surah 11, verse 40]

Allah then commanded Sayyidina Nuh ^LJ\ 4* to build an ark and to take

on board all the believers as well as a pair of every land, creature. Thereafter,

Allah rained water from the sky and in addition caused water to gush from the

earth. Eventually all the disbelievers were drowned including the wife and a son

of Sayyidina Nuh ^^LJt aJLp.

After preaching to his people with love for 950 years without receiving a

decent response from them but enmity and ridicule instead, Sayyidina Nuh *ip

r
MJ» grew extremely despondent and his heart became detached from them. It

was in this state that he prayed to Allah saying, "O my Lord! Leave not on earth

even one of the disbelievers. Surely if You leave them they will mislead Your bondsmen

and (there is no hope of their progeny accepting either because) only sinners and

disbelievers will be born to them. O my Lord! Forgive me, my parents, whoever enters

my home as a believer and all the believing men and women. Increase the oppressors only

in destruction!"

NOTE: Allah mentions, "Because of their sins they were drowned and made to

enter the Fire. " Scholars mention that this verse proves that

punishment in the grave is a reality because the words "drowned"

and "made to enter the Fire" are both in the past tense. The Ahadith

also make it clear that the disbelievers and many sinful believers

will be subjected to punishment in the grave because of their sins. It

is evident that the people of Sayyidina Nuh (%~& 4-U will suffer

punishment in the Akhirah (Hereafter) which will be after

resurrection. However, since the verse states that they have already

been made to enter the Fire, this can only be taking place in the

realm of "Barzakh" (the existence between the worldly life and the

life of the Akhirah (Hereafter), usually referring to the period within

the grave). Refer to the commentary of verse 27 of Surah Ibrahim

(Surah 14) and the commentary of verse 46 of Surah Mu'min (Surah

40) for more details.
,
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent the Most Merciful.

(1) Say, "Revelation has come to me that a group of Jinn attentively listened to
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me and said, 'Indeed we have heard a most astounding Qur'an. (2) '"It points

towards the roads of guidance so we believed in it and we shall never ascribe

any partner to our Lord. (3) "'Most exalted is the majesty of our Lord, Who has

neither taken a wife nor a child/" (4) '"Undoubtedly, the ignorant among us

used to say things about Allah that transgresses the limit../" (5) "...and we
always thought that no human or Jinn could ever lie about Allah/" (6) "'Indeed

there were those from mankind who used to seek protection from men of the

Jinn who increased them only in rebellion/" (7) '"They thought as you think

that Allah shall not resurrect anyone. "'
(8) 'We have sought to reach the heavens

but found it filled with stern guards and flaming fires. (9) "'Indeed we used to

take up positions there to sit and eavesdrop. Now whoever eavesdrops will find

a flaming fire lying in ambush for him/" (10) '"We have no idea whether evil is

intended for those on earth or whether their Lord intends guidance for them. (11)

"'Among us there are the righteous ones and those who are otherwise. We were

of different ways/" (12) 'We know that we are unable to escape Allah on earth

and we shall never be able to escape from Him by fleeing. (13) "'Verily when
we heard the guidance, we believed in it. Whoever believes in his Lord has

neither loss nor oppression to fear. (14) "'Certainly some of us are Muslims
while some of us are oppressors. Those who accept Islam have surely sought the

path of good/" (15) "'As for the oppressors, they shall be fuel for Hell. (16) If

they remain steadfast upon the path, We shall definitely bless them with

abundant showers... (17) ... .to test them with it. Whoever is averse to the

reminder of his Lord, We shall enter him into a severe punishment. (18) Indeed,

prostration is only for Allah, so do not supplicate to anyone else with Allah. (19)

When Allah's slave stood up to call to Him, they densely crowd around him.

THE HOLY PROPHET ^j Up ii J* RECITES THE QUR'AN TO A
GROUP OF JINN WHO THEN INVITE THEIR PEOPLE TO ISLAM

Allah created the Jinn long before he created Sayyidina Adam <v>LJt Up and
they lived on earth before man. Just like mankind, there are disbelievers and
Muslims among them and they are also required to carry out Allah's commands.
Before the coming of the Holy Prophet pJL.j U* ii JU, the Jinn used to listen to the

discussions of the angels in the sky and learn about future events. They would
then reveal the news to human fortune-tellers who would in turn relate it to

people. When the events transpired as foretold, people became convinced that

the fortune-tellers possessed knowledge of the unseen. In this manner, the Jinn

and their compatriot fortune-telling human friends deceived people.

However, when the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up jut ju* was sent to the world, the

Jinn were barred from reaching the skies to eavesdrop on the conversations of

the angels. Whenever any of them tried to eavesdrop thereafter, a flaming fire

was thrown at him. A narration of Bukhari states that when the Jinn realised that

they were no longer free to eavesdrop, they made groups to travel the length and
breadth of the earth to investigate the cause for this new occurrence. One of the

groups arrived at a place called Nakhla in Tihama (the area in which Hijaz is

situated). At that time, The Holy Prophet^ Up i»i ju was leading the Fajr Salah

there and the Jinn had the opportunity to hear the Qur'an. They listened' very

attentively and concluded that it was the Qur'an which prevented them from
eavesdropping in the skies. They then returned to their fellow Jinn and said,
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"Indeed we have heard a most astounding Qur'an. It points towards the roads of

guidance so we believed in it and we shall never ascribe any partner to our Lord." It was

concerning this incident that Allah revealed to the Holy Prophet pl*^ 4* fa JL* the

verses: "Say, 'Revelation has come to me that a group of Jinn attentively listened to

me—" [Bukhari v. 2 p. 732]

When their free access to the havens was barred after the coming of the

Holy Prophet pL-j u* fa J^>, the Jinn continued to make attempts to eavesdrop.

They would take up positions in the clouds and eagerly try to hear something.

Those who managed to overhear something before being struck by the fire

quickly passed the word to others waiting there and the word quickly found its

way to fortune-tellers. Of course, what is overheard in the short duration was

extremely little. They therefore mixed this with many lies before transmitting

them to the fortune-tellers. This has been discussed in the commentaries of

verses 16-18 of Surah Hijr {Surah 15), verses 6-10 of Surah Saffat {Surah 37), and

verse 5 of Surah Mulk {Surah 67).

Sayyidah Ayshah i** ^ ^j narrates that some people asked the Holy

Prophet fl-j Up fa ju, to enlighten them about fortune-tellers. The Prophet fa J-*^ Up replied, "They are nothing." It was then said that they sometimes do

predict accurately. Thereupon the Holy Prophet pL, j Up fa J^> said, "That will be a

statement that a Jinn has snatched up and whispered into his friend's ear, just as a fowl

pecks at food. He then mixes it with over a hundred lies." [Mishkat p. 393 from Bukhari and

Muslim]

Sayyidah Ayshah i^p fa ^j also reports from the Holy Prophet jJL.j Up fa J^
that the angels descend to the clouds and discuss the decisions that Allah had

made. Whatever the Jinn overhear, they quickly pass onto fortune-tellers who
add many lies to the news. ["Mishkat" p. 392 from Bukhari]

Allah Ta'ala narrates what the group of Jinn said to their fellow Jinn after

listening to the Qur'an. They said, "Indeed we have heard a most astounding Qur'an.

It points towards the roads of guidance {Oneness of Allah) so we believed in it and

{because we understand Oneness of Allah) we shall never ascribe any partner to our

Lord. Most exalted is the majesty of our Lord, Who has neither taken a wife nor a child

(as we previously believed). Undoubtedly, (we practised Polytheism because) the ignorant

among us used to say things about Allah that transgresses the limit and we always

thought that no human or Jinn could ever lie about Allah. " Because so many of the

Jinn subscribed to Polytheism (Shirk), the others thought that it must be correct.

However, this is no excuse to practise Polytheism (Shirk) because Allah has given

every man enough intelligence to understand the truth of Oneness of Allah and

the fallacy of Polytheism (Shirk).

The Jinn continue, "Indeed there were those from mankind who used to seek

protection from men of the Jinn who increased them only in rebellion. " Whenever

people of the past camped at an eerie place during the night, they used
%
to call out

to the leader of the Jinn in that vicinity saying, "O leader of this valley! I seek your

protection from the fools under your command." Hearing this, the Jinn leaders would

be flattered to think that man and Jinn fear them and beseech their help just as

they would beseech Allah's help when in need.

Addressing the Jinn further, the group said, "They (humans) thought as you
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think that Allah shall not resurrect anyone. " However, they now realised that this

belief was incorrect and that Judgment day will come whether people believe in

it or not.

They continued, "We have sought to reach the heavens (to eavesdrop) butfound it

filled with stern guards and flaming fires. Indeed we used to take up positions there (in
the sky) to sit and eavesdrop. Now whoever eavesdrops will find a flaming fire lying jn

ambush for him."

'"We have no idea whether evil is intended for those on earth or whether their Lord

intends guidance for them. "The Jinn expressed that they had no idea whether the

message of the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up i»i ju would be widely accepted or whether

people would reject his message. They could therefore not say whether people

would deserve Allah's grace or punishment in the end. The Jinn informed the

others about this because, as inhabitants of the earth, they would also be affected

by the result of people's reaction to the Holy Prophet ^j ^ ifo JU. They
therefore warned the Jinn that since guidance had now come to them, they

should take heed not to subject themselves to Allah's punishment by rejecting

the truth.

They said further, "Among us there are the righteous ones and those who are

otherwise (disbelievers and sinners). We were of different ways. (Therefore, many of us

thought that we could escape Allah 's punishment when it comes. However, now we

know better.) We know that we are unable to escape Allah on earth and we shall never be

able to escape from Him by fleeing. (Wherever we go, Allah still wields complete power

over us).

"

'"Verily when we heard the guidance, we believed in it. Whoever believes in his

Lord has neither loss nor oppression to fear" The believers will receive the rewards

for their good deeds. It will never happen that a sincere good deed will be

unrewarded or that a person (although a disbeliever) will be punished for a sin

he did not commit. In fact, the rewards that a person will receive for good deeds

will far outweigh the actual value of the deed. Allah says in Surah Nisa,

"Undoubtedly Allah does not even oppress the weight ofan atom. If it be a good deed, He

shall multiply it and conferfrom His side a tremendous reward.

"

Some commentators have interpreted the Arabic word "rahaqa " (translated

above as "oppression ") to mean disgrace. Therefore, the believers have no disgrace

to fear in the Hereafter. .

The Muslim Jinn said further, "Certainly some of us are Muslims while some of

us are oppressors. Those who accept Islam have surely sought the path of good (by

securing success in both worlds). As for the oppressors, they shall befuelfor Hell."

Allah Ta'ala continues, "If they remain steadfast upon the path, We shall

definitely bless them with abundant showers to test them with it." The author of

"Ruhul Ma'ani" writes that this verse is linked to the first verse viz. "Say,

"Revelation has come to me that..." Therefore, the verse reads: "Say, 'Revelation has

come to me that if they remain steadfast upon the path, We shall definitely bless them

with abundant showers (of bounties) to test them with it." Allah showers bounties on

people to see whether they express gratitude for these or not. Furthermore,

"Whoever is averse to the reminder of his Lord, We shall enter him into a severe

punishment."
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Allah asserts, 'indeed, prostration is only for Allah, so do not supplicate to anyone

else with Allah." This means that worship is reserved exclusively for Allah. The

verse makes it clear that it is not permissible to prostrate to any being besides

Allah even though the prostration is carried out for respect and not for worship.

It was common in the past for people to prostrate before their kings and even

today many so-called saints have their devotees prostrate to them when arriving

or when leaving. Such practices are totally Haram {unlawful) and are tantamount

to polytheism.

Some commentators have translated the word "masajid" (translated above as

"prostration") as "places of prostration" (i.e. the plural of Masjid). This translation

will have the same meaning as the above interpretation i.e. prostration (for which

these places were built) should be for Allah only. If one is travelling and stops for

Salah somewhere, the place will also be regarded as a "place of prostration" and

ihe Salah should be for Allah only.

"When Allah's slave stood up to call to Him, they densely crowd around him."

Like the foregoing verses, this verse is also linked to first verse viz. "Say,

'Revelation has come to me that...'" The verse therefore means: "Say, 'Revelation has

come to me that when Allah's slave [The Holy Prophet jJL-j ^ Ai J^] stood up to call

people to Allah, they (the Jinn) densely crowd around him. " When the Jinn saw Salah

for the first time and heard the Qur'an for the first time, they eagerly thronged

around the Holy Prophet jJL-5 4* &\ ju.

Sayyidina Hasan ^ k ^ and Sayyidina Qatadah aJp &\ ^ say that the

above verse refers to the Quraysh and the rest of the Arabs who thronged

together to oppose the Holy Prophet ^j <uU Ai JL* when he started to preach

Oneness of Allah.

NOTE: Because the Arabs used to seek the protection of the Jinn when
stopping over at a place on their journeys, The Holy Prophet ^ J^
p-L-j Up said that whenever a person stops at a place while on

journey, he should recite:

"I seek, the protection of Allah's complete words from the evil

of that which He had created"

When he recites this, Allah will protect him from all harm until he leaves the

place. [Muslim]
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(20) Say, "I worship only my Lord and I do not ascribe any as His partner." (21)

Say, "Indeed I have no power to do you any harm nor any good." (22) Say,

"Without doubt, none can ever protect me from Allah and I cannot find any

refuge besides Him." (23) "(My responsibility is nothing) except transmitting

from Allah and fulfilling His messages. Whoever disobeys Allah and His

messenger shall have the fire of Hell where they will live forever." (24) When
they see what they have been promised, they will realise who had the weakest

assistant and whose numbers were fewer. (25) Say, "I do not know whether

what you have been promised is near or whether your Lord has specified a

lengthy term for it" (26) "He is the Knower of the unseen and He has informed

no one about His unseen knowledge... (27) ...except His selected messengers." So

He has dispatched guards in front of him and behind him... (28) ....so that He
may know that they have conveyed the messages of their Lord. He has

knowledge of their conditions and He keeps meticulous count of everything.

AN INVITATION TO ONENESS OF ALLAH AND EXONERATION
FROM DISBELIEF

Allah commands the Holy Prophet ^j aJlp ii ju*, "Say, 7 worship, only my
Lord and I do not ascribe any as His partner. (I therefore advise you with what I

personally practise. Because I am also a human being just like the rest of you,) Indeed I

have no power to do you any harm nor any good. (I am therefore unable to bring Allah 's

punishment to you as you request. Furthermore, IfAllah 's punishment has to afflict you,

I cannot avert it. If I were to anger Allah on any account,) Without doubt, none can ever

protect mefrom Allah and I cannot find any refuge besides Him. (1 am unable to abandon

my duty of prophethood and I cannot even alter the revelation I receive.) (My
responsibility is nothing) except transmitting from Allah and fulfilling His messages.

(Remember,) Whoever disobeys Allah and His messenger shall have the fire of Hell where

they will liveforever"'

Allah says further, "When they (the disbelievers) see what they have been

promised (Judgment day), they will realise who had the weakest assistant and whose

numbers were fewer." In this world, the disbelievers look down on the Muslims,

thinking that they have weak allies and fewer numbers. On this account, they

regard themselves as superior. However, they will realise the error of their ways
on the Day of Judgment when the Muslims will emerge as the superior ones and

will have each other to intercede for them. On the other hand, the disbelievers

will have no allies to help them.

When the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ifo JL* told the disbelievers about Judgment
day and the severity of the day, they mocked him by asking him to inform them

of the exact date of Judgment Day! It was in response to such questions that

Allah revealed the verse: "Say, 7 do not know whether what you have been promised
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(that is Judgment Day) is near or whether your Lord has specified a lengthy term for it.

He is the Knower of the unseen and He has informed no one about His unseen knowledge

except His selected messengers/' Allah sometimes informed the Prophets (v>LJ\ r*>

about certain matters of the unseen so that their prophecies could convince

people that they are certainly Allah's messengers.

Allah informs these Prophets (OLJt ^A^ about the unseen via divine

revelation. When Allah sends this revelation to His prophet, He commissions

"guards (angels) in front ofhim and behind him" i.e. all around him to ensure that no

Satan can interfere with the revelation. Allah Ta'ala had commissioned four

angels to carry out this task for the Holy Prophet ^j ^ & J^- Allah adopts

these measures "So that He may know (especially so that people may know) that they

(the angels) have conveyed the messages of their Lord (without any interference). (Of

course, nothing is hidden from Allah because) He has knowledge of their conditions and

He keeps meticulous count of everything." Allah has perfect knowledge of the angels

He appoints and selects only those who are most capable. In addition to this,

Allah also knows exactly what revelation is being conveyed to the Prophets rjip

The above verses reveal that Allah has revealed to the Holy Prophet ibi ju
^JL-j Up a great deal of knowledge about the unseen (which includes knowledge

of the Shari'ah). However, Allah did not inform him about the exact date of

Judgment Day. Neither does this affect the status of his prophethood at all nor

does it mean that Judgment Day will not take place. However, Allah has

revealed sufficient knowledge of Nabuwwah (prophethood) to the Holy Prophet

pJL-j aJLp it J^ for people to successfully lead their lives. We should make every

effort to practise this and should not delve into matters that have no relevance.
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent the Most Merciful.

(1) O you wrapped in a cloth! (2) Stand up all night except a little while... (3)

...half the night or slightly less... (4) .. or add some more. And recite the Qur'an

steadily. (5) Verily We shall soon cast a weighty word upon you. (6)

Undoubtedly, waking at night is extremely difficult but speech is most correctly

spoken then. (7) You certainly have intensive work during the day. (8)

Remember the name of your Lord and cut yourself off from everything to focus

your attention solely on Him. (9) He is the Lord of the East and the West. There

is none worthy of worship besides Him so adopt Him as your guardian.

THE COMMAND TO WORSHIP ALLAH AT NIGHT AND TO TURN
ONLYTO HIM

Although this Surah was revealed before the Hijrah {migration), some
commentators mention that certain verses were revealed after the Hijrah.

Scholars mention that whenever the polytheists said or did something that hurt

the Holy Prophet jJL-j <M &'J^> very deeply, he would wrap himself up in a cloth.

Addressing him by this description, Allah says, "O you wrapped in a cloth 1/' This

form of address is one of endearment and said in good nature just as the Holy

Prophet (JL.J-4JP it ju> once addressed Sayyidina Ali a& &\ ^j by the name Abu
Turab (Father of sand) and addressed Sayyidina Hudhaifa **> i»» ^j by the name
Nouman (one who -sleeps a lot).

Once, when the polytheists called the Holy Prophet ,Jl,j <Op i»i ju by an

unpleasant name, Allah revealed the above verses of the Qur'an beginning with

an affectionate term to annul the name that the polytheists used. Allah instructs
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the Holy Prophet pJ-j Up ii ju to perform Tahajjud (A prayers said after midnight)

Salah saying, "Stand up all night except a little while, half the night or slightly less or

add some more. And recite the Qur'an steadily. " Allah Ta'ala gave the Holy Prophet
pL*

3
Up &\ j^ the option of spending half the night in Ibadah, less than half (one-

third) or more than half (two-thirds).

Together with this command, Allah adds, "And recite the Qur'an steadily."

Allah commands the Holy Prophet (JL-j U* & J^ not to recite the Qur'an so

hastily that words are cut out and the proper meaning is not understood.

Although the Holy Prophet ^j Up ii ju always recited the Qur'an steadily, the

command is emphasised in this verse because Qira'ah (recitation of the Qur'an)

is prolonged in the Tahajjud Salah and during this time, the heart is attentive to

the recitation. However, because one is also sleepy at this time, one should not

hurry the Salah in an effort to get to sleep earlier. Whatever one recites should be

recited steadily and when one becomes sleepy, one should sleep. This is the

instruction of the Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up ibt ju» according to a hadith of Bukhari

and Muslim.

The Tahajjud Salah is Sunnah for the Ummah of the Holy Prophet Up ii ju
r-L-j and great virtues have been promised for performing it. Allama Qurtubi ^
Up &\ quotes certain Scholars who state that the Tahajjud Salah was Obligatory

for the Holy Prophet pJL-j ^ i» J^. He reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Abbas <up ifci ^j that Tahajjud was Obligatory for all the Prophets f^LJ\ r^JLp.

Reciting the Qur'an steadily as commanded in the above verse refers to

reciting the words of the Qur'an clearly, ensuring that each letter is recited from

its correct Makhraj (place in the mouth or throat from which the letter originates)

and with all the correct qualities related to the letter. The Qurra (experts in the

science of Qur'anic recitation) have classified three ways of reciting the Qur'an.

These are Tartil, Tadwir and Hadar. Tartil denotes reciting the Qur'an very

slowly while Hadar refers to a very swift recitation. Tadwir falls between the two

i.e. neither very slowly nor very fast. One may recite the Qur'an in any of these

manners provided that one's recitation conforms with the rules for proper

recitation of the Qur'an (Tajwid) and provided that no word is cut off while

reciting.

The Qurra have reported from Sayyidina Ali *& &\ ^j that reciting the

Qur'an "steadily" means that one should recite the words of the Qur'an with

Tajwid (i.e. properly conforming with the rules of recitation).and one should

recognise the appropriate halting places when reciting. It is unfortunate that it

has become fashionable for people (even for so-called Qurra) to "eat" many
letters while reciting the Qur'an. Among the many letters that such people feed"

on is the Alif, such as in the verse:

La^-j \3 Iamj Uj*£jI Ljj

Addressing the Holy Prophet ^L,j U* ^ JU further, Allah
continues, "Verily We shall soon cast a weighty word upon
you." This verse refers to the revelation of the Qur'an.
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Allah describes the Qur'an as a "weighty word" because the

effort of propagating the message of the Qur'an was not

easy. When this verse was revealed, much of the Qur'an
was still not revealed and' the Holy Prophet (JLjUpi^was
still to receive much more opposition from the Polytheists.

The Qur'an is also referred to as a "weighty word" because the Holy Prophet

.

^ Up & JL* was placed under severe pressure when the Qur'an was revealed to

him. Sayyidah Ayshah if* ifo ^j narrates that the colour of the Holy Prophet's

l,j Up ibi JL* face would change when any verses of the Qur'an were revealed.

She says that when revelation was over, perspiration would be streaming down

his face even during the severest winters. [Bukhari v. lp.l]

Sayyidina Zaid bin Thabit ** &\ \^j has also narrated that the thigh of the

Holy Prophet pi-j Up &\ JU> was once on hisleg when revelation of some Qur'anic

verses began. He says that he" felt as if his leg would break with the weight that

the Holy Prophet's ,jl.j Up ii ju thigh exerted at that time.

Allah continues, "Undoubtedly, waking at night is extremely difficult" i.e.

difficult for the Nafs (carnal self). This difficulty is a fleeting difficulty of this

world but the benefits that Tahajjud (A prayer said after midnight) earns one are

tremendous. One will forget all these difficulties when one realises the

marvellous bounties and ranks in Heaven that it secures for one. The Holy

Prophet fi-j aJLp &\ JL* said that there are exquisite multi-storeyed palaces in

Heaven that are transparent. These are reserved for those who feed others, who
greet everyone with Salam and who perform Salah at night when everyone else

is sleeping. ["Targhib mat Tarhib" v. 1 p. 424]

Allah continues, "but speech is most correctly spoken then." At night there is no

noise because people are asleep and one will not be disturbed as one is during

the daytime. Therefore, it will be easier for one to concentrate on one's Ibadah

(worship) during this time. One will then be able to recite Qira'ah at leisure and

take one's time to make supplication.

Allah says to the Holy Prophet jJL,j Up it JU>, "You certainly have intensive

work during the day." During the daytime, people have domestic, social and other

duties to attend to and will therefore be unable to concentrate in their Ibadah

(worship).

"Remember the name of four Lord..." Taking Allah's name [engaging in

(remembrance of Allah (Dhikr))] is not restricted to Salah but can be done at any

time and at all times. Sayyidah Ayshah if* &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet

pJL-j Up it ju engaged in remembrance of Allah (Dhikr) during all hours of the

day. [Muslim]

"...and cut yourself offfrom everything to focus your attention solely on Him."

When engaging in Ibadah {worship), one should focus complete attention on

Allah. The sign that one's complete attention is focussed on Allah is that one's

relationship with Allah overpowers one's relationship with everyone else such as

one's children, one's spouse, one's friends, etc. One will then not allow one's

relationship with anyone else to hinder obedience to Allah's laws. Although the

person whose attention is always focussed on Allah will be seen associating with

people, his heart is turned towards Allah. Such a person will pleasepedple
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without violating Allah's laws.

"He (Allah) is the Lord of the East and the West. There is none worthy of worship

besides Him so adopt Him as your guardian." This verse makes it clear that

everything in the universe happens by Allah's command and people should

realise that they should worship Allah only and that only He can assist them in

all matters. They should ask all their needs only from Him.

(10) Patiently bear whatever they say and separate from them in a most

beautiful manner. (11) Leave me with the falsifiers who are blessed with

bounties and grant them grace for a while. (12) Verily We have manacles, the

Blazing fire... (13) food that gets stuck in the throat and a painful

punishment. (14) (This punishment will take place) on the day that the earth

and mountains will shake and the mountains will be reduced to a heap of dust.

ALLAH ENJOINS THE HOLY PROPHET ^j U* ii JU TO
PATIENTLY BEAR THE HARASSMENT OF THE DISBELIEVERS

In the above verses, Allah Ta'ala consoles the Holy Prophet <X*$ U* it JL* by
telling him not to be grieved by the rejection of the polytheists. Engrossed in the

bounties that Allah had granted them, they refused to listen to the teachings of

the Holy Prophet (JL-j Up it jl*. However, these bounties are temporary. Allah

granted them more of the world so that they can slip further into deviation and

become deserving of Allah's punishment in the Hereafter. The message of this

verse is similar to that of verses 44 and 45 of Surah Qalam (Surah 68) where Allah

says, "So leave Me and the one who falsifies this speech. We shall gradually lead them on

in a manner that they do not realise. I am granting them respite. Indeed, My planning is

formidable.

"

Allah then mentions the punishment that the people will receive who falsify

the Qur'an and the message of the Holy Prophet <X*) u^ it JU*. Allah says, "Verily

We have (in store for them) manacles, the Blazing fire, food that gets stuck in the throat

and a painful punishment.

"

Sayyidina Abu Darda ^ it ^j narrates from the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up it JU
that the hunger that the people of Hell will suffer will be so extreme that it will

equal the other forms of punishment in Hell. When they will plead for food, they

will be given Dari (Thorny trees) to eat, which will neither provide nutrition nor

satisfy' their hunger. When they plead for food a second time, they will be given

food that gets stuck in the throat". In an effort to get the food down their throats,

they will recall that in this world they used to drink something in such a

situation. They will then plead for something to drink. Boiling water will be

given to them suspended on iron hooks. The water will be so hot that when it is

brought cU>se to their faces, their faces will be scalded. When they drink it, it will
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incinerate their entrails. ["Mishkdt" p. 504]

Allah continues, "(T/n's punishment will take place) on the day that the earth and

mountains will shake and the mountains will be reduced to a heap of dust" i.e. on the

pay of Judgment. According to other commentators, the verse reads: "Leave me

with the falsifiers on the day that the earth and mountains will shake and the mountains

will be reduced to a heap of dust.
"

^£Z$t£ •;;% ii fcj?£& \x£i^&i tE:ji%

(15) Verily We have sent a messenger to you as a witness just as We sent a

messenger to phara'oh (Fir'oun). (16) Phara'oh (Fir'oun) refused to obey the

messenger so We seized him most severely. (17) So if you disbelieve, how will

you save (yourselves) from the day that will turn children's hair white? (18) The

sky will be cleft apart on that day. Allah's promise always takes place. (19) This

is advice indeed. So whoever wishes to do so, should adopt a path to his Lord.

THOSE WHO DISBELIEVE WILL BE PUNISHED LIKE PHARA'OH
(FIR'OUN) AS WELL AS RECEIVE SEVERE PUNISHMENT ON THE
DAY OF JUDGMENT

Allah reminds people that just as He sent Sayyidina Musa (MJi 4* to

phara'oh (Fir'oun), He also sent the Holy Prophet fJL,j aJLp iiii jl* who will be a

witness against them on the Day of Judgment if they do not believe. Mankind

should take a lesson from what happened to phara'oh (Fir'oun) and his army
when they refused to believe Sayyidina Musa fiLJ\ *-lp. They should be cautious

not to suffer the same punishment in this world, which could well afflict anyone

who disbelieves in the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up 2»i ju. In addition to the punishment

they received in this world, they will also suffer punishment on the Day of

Judgment.

Allah describes the Day of Judgment as a day so frightening that children

will even grow old because of fear. This expression is metaphorical and used to

highlight the severity of the Day of Judgment. Other commentators state that

children will grow old on that Day of Judgment because it will be so long.

"This is advice indeed. So whoever wishes to do so, should adopt a path to his Lord"

i.e. a path that leads to His pleasure and which will lead one to Heaven. This

path refers to Islam.
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(20) Verily your Lord knows that you and a group of those with you stand (in

worship) close to two-thirds of the night, half the night and a third. Allah

determines the night and the day. He knows that you are unable to precisely

calculate (the duration of each portion of the night) so He has turned to you in

mercy. Therefore, recite that part of the Qur'an which is easy. Allah knows that

some of you may fall ill, others will travel in the world in search of Allah's

bounty and others will fight in Allah's path. So recite that of the Qur'an which

is easy, establish Salah, pay Zakah and give to Allah a good loan. Whatever

good you send ahead for yourselves, you will find it with Allah in a better and

more rewarding state. Seek forgiveness from Allah. Verily Allah is Most
Forgiving, Most Merciful.

CONCESSION IN TAHAJJUD (A PRAYER SAID AFTER MIDNIGHT)
AND THE COMMAND TO ESTABLISH SALAH, PAY ZAKAH AND
SPEND IN CHARITY

At the beginning of the Surah, Allah Ta'ala gave the believers a choice

concerning the duration of their Tahajjud Salah (A prayer said after midnight) i.e.

two-thirds, half or one-third of the night/Allama Qurtubi 4* i» ^j states that

when Allah revealed the verses "Stand up all night except a little while; half the night

or slightly less or add some more" the prophet's companions (Sahabah) ^-ii ^j
found it difficult to precisely calculate two-thirds, half or one-third of the night.

Fearing that they should miscalculate and fail to stand for the stipulated periods,

the prophet's companions (Sahabah) r^p i»i ^>j therefore stood in Salah the entire

night until the break of dawn. As a result of this exertion, their feet used to swell

and they grew extremely pale.

Taking pity on them, Allah Ta'ala revealed the verse "Verily your Lord knows

that you and a group of those with you stand (in worship) close to two-thirds of the

night, (others standkhalf the night and (others) a third." Allah therefore made it

easier for the Muslims and commanded them to "recite that part of the Qur'an

which is easy". Therefore, instead of having to remain in Salah for an entire half,

two-thirds or a third of the night, they were now permitted to recite as much as

they could manage. There was now no fixed portion of the night during which
they were constrained to engage in Ibadah (worship).

The first reason that Allah cites for the concession granted is that "He knows

ihat you are unable to precisely calculate (the duration of each portion of the night) so He
hks turned to you in mercy." The second reason for the concession is mentioned
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thereafter where Allah says, "Allah knows that some of you may fall ill, others will

travel in the world in search of Allah's bounty (i.e. in search of their livelihood) and

ethers will fight in Allah's path." Because people in these conditions will find it

difficult to perform the Tahajjud Salah and to adhere to fixed durations of the

night, Allah Ta'ala has made the 'Tahajjud Salah Mustahab {preferable) without

stipulating a fixed portion of the night in which the Salah should be completed.

Allama Qurtubi <M & <^j narrates from Sheikh Abu Nasr Qushayri 4* A» *^j

that it is commonly believed that the compulsion to perform the Tahajjud Salah

(A prayer said after midnight) no longer applied to the Ummah of the Holy Prophet

l^ aJLp i>i j^ but the compulsion still applied to the Holy Prophet <X>j *ip ifo J-*

himself. Some Scholars are of the opinion that the compulsion still applies to the

Ummah but it was only the stipulation of a fixed pbrtion of the night that no

longer applied.

"Rahul Ma'ani" reports from Sayyidah Ayshah if* it ^j that the opening

verses of Surah Muzzammil had made Tahajjud Salah compulsory for the

Muslims. Consequently, The Holy Prophet pJLj <i* i» JU and the prophet's

companions (Sahabah) ^ 2»» ^>j performed the Salah consistently for twelve

months before the final verse of the Surah was revealed to remove the

compulsion. Tahajjud then became optional. According to another narration, it

was eighteen months before the closing portion of the Surah was revealed.

Allah commands the Muslims further by saying, "So recite that of the Qur'an

which is easy, establish Salah, pay Zakah and give to Allah a good loan." Allah enjoins

Muslims to spend their wealth on His creation and in avenues that are pleasing

to Him. Although the wealth people have actually belongs to Allah and they are

also Allah's creation, Allah is generous enough to reward us abundantly for

spending in*His way. In addition to this, Allah refers to this as a "loan". Allah

says in Surah Baqarah, "Who is it that will lend to Allah a good loan so that Allah may

increase it manifold?" [Surah 2, verse 245]

Allah Ta'ala concludes the Surah by saying, "Whatever good you send aheadfor

yourselves, you will find it with Allah in a better and more rewarding state. Seek

forgiveness from Allah. Verily Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful." One should

seek Allah's pardon after every good deed because one does not know what

faults may exist in one's deeds.

ftftftftftttftfttiftftftftftft&ftftftftftft
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) O you wrapped in garments. (2) Stand up and warn. (3) Announce the

greatness of your Lord. (4) Keep your clothing clean. (5) Stay away from sin. (6)

Do not give to others with the intention of receiving more back. (7) Be patient

for the sake of your Lord.

THE COMMAND TO THE HOLY PROPHET ^j ^ k J^> TO
PREACH

In a narration of Bukhari (v. 1 p. 2), Sayyidah Ayshah i** ii ^j reports that

the Holy Prophet (JL, j Up ifo ju* was in the cave of Hira when divine revelation

came to him for the first time.

The Holy Prophet ^j *> & JU> used to frequent the cave and take food

along with him because he would spend many days there. One day, an angel

approached him in the cave and said, "Readl" When the Holy Prophet *-i* ^ JU
jJL-j said that he was unlettered and therefore unable to read, the angel embraced

The Holy Prophet pJL-j aJLp ibt JU> so hard that he experienced great difficulty.

Thereafter, the angel repeated the command to read and the Holy Prophet ifo J**

fJL-j Up gave the same reply. For the second time, the angel embraced the Holy

Prophet <X*3 u^kmi ju in the same manner. When he released the Holy Prophet J^>

pJL-j Up ifci, he repeated the question. Again the Holy Prophet ^j U* & J^ told

him that he was unable to read and again the angel embraced him. Thereafter,

the angel said, "Read in the name of your Lord Who created man from a

clot of blood"

The Holy Prophet jJL-j U* &\ ju> repeated what the angel said and then the

angel left. The Holy Prophet jJL-j *A* &\ J^ immediately left for home in a very

frightened state. He said to his wife Sayyidah Khadija^ ib» ^Jf "Cover me! Cover

me!" When she covered him, he lay down for a while until the fear subsided.

Thereafter, no revelation was forthcoming for some time. [Bukhari v. 1 p. 376]
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Sayyidina Jabir bin Abdillah ** &\ ^j narrates that during this period, Th
Holy Prophet <X*3 *> &\ j^ once heard a voice calling him from the sky. When h
looked up he saw the same angel who came to him in the cave of Hira. The angel
was sitting on a chair and filled the space between the sky and the earth
Overcome with fear, the Holy Prophet pJL-j ^i^ returned home and again
said to his wife Sayyidah Khadija i** ii ^>Jr "Cover me! Cover me\" It was then
that Allah revealed the verses, "O you wrapped in garments. Stand up and warn
Announce the greatness of your Lord. Keep your clothing clean. Stay away from sin.

After this, revelation continued to come to the Holy Prophet ^j ^ ito JU until

he passed away. [Bukhari v. 1 p. 3]

Because the Holy Prophet ^j Up i»i ju was wrapped up in a shawl at that

time, Allah address him saying, "O you wrapped in garments." Allah further

commanded the Holy Prophet pJL-j <Js- ifo ju to propagate Oneness of Allah when
He says, "Stand up and warn." The Holy Prophet jJL-j u* &\ JU> was a warner as

well as a giver of glad tidings but because warning people against Polytheism

was more necessary during the early years of propagation, Allah instructed him
to do only this.

"Announce the greatness of your Lord." This is an instruction to propagate the

grandeur of Allah after being convinced himself. This announcement takes place

at the beginning of Sarah and during the Salah when one says "Allahu Akbar"

("Allah is the Greatest").

"Keep your clothing clean." Although this command refers to the physical

purity of one's clothing, Scholars have deduced that it also refers to spiritual

purity because on occasions when physical impurity is not permitted, spiritual

impurity can also not be permitted.

Allah commands further, "Stay away from sin." This command makes
reference to purity of one's limbs because sins are generally carried out with the

limbs. Some commentators mention that "sin" in this context refers specifically to

idol-worship. Although the Holy Prophet pi-j <4± ifo JL* never worshipped idols

at all during his life, this command is actually directed to the Polytheists. The

author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" states that "sin" refers 'to the attraction of this world

which is the greatest idol that people worship. Whereas idols are worshipped

only in confined areas like temples, the world is worshipped everywhere,

including in many Masajid. It is for the love of this world that many Masajid are

built and many wars are fought. In fact, many people even recite the Qur'an for

worldly gain and propagate the religion for the same objective. Like these, there

are so many other good deeds that many people carry out for worldly gain. Such

deeds translate into worship of the world.

"Do not give to others with the intention of receiving more back. " Whatever one

gives to another should not be given with the motive that the person will repay

more than what is due. Neither should such a clause be desired nor stated.

Whatever one gives should be given only for Allah's pleasure. Describing His

sincere bondsmen in Surah Dahar Allah says, "Despite the:? love (need) for food,

they feed the poor, the orphan and the captive and say, 'We feed you only for Allah's

pleasure and desire neither a return, nor thanks from you. "This verse tells us that let

alone expecting recompense from the recipient, one should not even desire that
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the recipient says a word of thanks.

"Be patient for the sake of your Lord." Because the Holy Prophet ^j <l* iui j^»

was charged with propagating the Religion, he could expect opposition from the

polytheists. Allah therefore enjoins him to endure the opposition with patience

and that the patience should be exercised for Allah's pleasure. Patience endured

for Allah's pleasure will earn one tremendous rewards and the thought of this

reward eases the task of being patient. Allah says in Surah Zumar, "The patient

ones shall be granted their reward without reservation." [Surah 39, verse 10]

(8) When the trumpet is blown... (9) ...that day will be an extremely severe day...

(10) . . .for the disbelievers and will not be easy. (11) Leave Me with the one

whom I have created single-handedly... (12) . . and to whom I have granted ever

increasing wealth... (13) ...sons who live with him... (14) ...and for whom I have

prepared every type of amenity. (15) He then wishes that I grant him even more.

(16) Never! He was certainly opposed to Our verses. (17) I shall soon make him

climb a mountain of Hell. (18) Verily, he thought and devised something. (19)

May he be destroyed! How does he plot? (20) May he be destroyed again! How
does he plot? (21) He looked... (22) ..and then frowned and scowled (23) Then he

turned away and was proud. (24) He said, "This is nothing but magic recounted

from the past." (25) "This is nothing but the word of man." (26) I shall soon

enter him into Hell. (27) What shall inform you what Hell is? (28) It neither

spares nor leaves. (29) It distorts the body. (30) Nineteen angels are

commissioned over it.

THE EVIL OF THE POLYTHEISTS AND THE WARNING Ol

PUNISHMENT

Allama Baghawi 4* i& ^ narrates in "Ma'alimut Tamil" (v. 4 p. 415) tha

Walid bin Mughiera was once in the Masjidul Haram when the Holy Prophet J^
pJL-j <Op ibi recited the first two verses of Surah Ghafir to him. Walid was moved
by the verses. Noticing this, The Holy Prophet pJL,j Up ii JU repeated the verses.

After listening to them, Walid left. When he met with his tribe the Banu

Makhzum, he told them that he had just heard such a speech from Muhammad
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^JL-j Up ^i JU that was neither the speech of man nor Jinn and which was
extremely sweet.

When the Quraysh heard about this, they grew concerned that if Walid
were to accept Islam, the rest of the Quraysh would soon follow suit. Abu Jahl

put them at ease saying that he would solve the problem for them. He then went
to Walid and sat beside him, pretending to be extremely sad. Walid asked, "What
is the matter dear cousin? Why are you so sad?" Abu Jahl said, "The Quraysh had

decided to amass wealth for you and to assist you until old age. Now they think that you

listen to Muhammad jJL-j Up i» JU and that you go to him. The son ofAbu Quhafa [i.e.

Sayyidina Abu Bakr ** ibt ^J is also there and you eat with them.

"

Walid did not like what he heard and said, "How can the Quraysh think

this? Do they not know that I am superior to them. Muhammad <JL-j *> &\ JU> and
his companions rarely eat a full stomach (Where will they have food to feed

me?)" Walid then accompanied Abu Jahl to a gathering of the Quraysh and said,

"You people say that Muhammad jJL-j Up &\ JU is insane. Did you ever see him
strangle himself?" When they replied in the negative, he continued, "You people

claim that Muhammad ^JL-j Up iui JU is fortune-teller. Did you ever hear him
speak like a fortune-teller?" When they again replied in the negative, he said,

"You say that he is a poet. Did you ever hear him recite poetry?" When they

declared that they had not, he added, "You say that he is a liar. Have you ever

heard him speak a lie in his life?" They were forced to concede that they had
never heard him speak a lie. In fact, they had given him the title of Al Amin (The

Trustworthy).

When the Quraysh asked him what was his opinion about the Holy Prophet

fl^j <A* &\
LS
U, Walid said, "I think that he is certainly a magician. Do you not see

how his speech separates husband from wife and father from son?"

"Rahul Ma'ani" reports that Abu Jahl told Walid that the Quraysh would
not be satisfied with Walid until he says something about the Holy Prophet &\ J^>
pl^j *A± that makes it evident that he is not following the Holy Prophet aJlp &\ JL*

pJL-j. Walid asked for a period of grace to consider the matter and then later

declared before the Quraysh that the Holy Prophet^ 3 Up k j^> was a magician.

Walid bin Mughiera was extremely wealthy. He owned fields, dairy

animals, orchards, businesses and many slaves. In addition to this, he had ten

sons who were always at his service. Whenever Heaven was mentioned before

him, he would say, "IfMuhammad <X*s Up ii JU> is true, then Heaven was created for

me. " With the above details in mind, we will now discuss the commentary of the

verses of this Surah.

Allah begins by discussing Judgment Day when He says, "When the trumpet

is blown, that day will be an extremely severe day for the disbelievers and will not be

easy.

"

Allah then speaks about Walid bin Mughiera when He says, "Leave Me with

the one whom I have created single-handedly. .."i.e. leave him to Me to punish him.

No one assisted Allah in creating Walid and therefore Allah does not need to

consult with anyone when He wishes to punish. The verse may also be translated

as:
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"Leave Me with the one whom I have created alone ..." i.e. I created him without

the wealth and family he now boasts about. Allah recounts the bounties that He
blessed Walid with. Allah further says about Walid that he is one, "whom I have

granted ever increasing wealth, sons who live with him, and for whom I have prepared

every type ofamenity.
"

Allah continues, "He then wishes that I grant him even more. NeverI" This verse

denies that Walid will ever receive more in this world and also denies that he

will receive anything in the Hereafter as he claimed when he said that Heaven

was created for him. "Ma'alimut Tamil" reports that after this verse was revealed,

Walid suffered repeated losses in his wealth and in his family until he was finally

killed in the Battle of Badr. According to another report, the king of Abysinnia

had him killed.

Describing the punishment that Walid will suffer in the Akhirah (Hereafter),

Allah says, "I shall soon make him climb a mountain of Hell. " Sayyidina Abu Sa'Id

Khudri ^ ifo ^j narrates from the Holy Prophet ^j ^ & JU that the mountain

is a mountain of fire that will take a person in Hell seventy years climb and

another seventy years to descend. This will continue forever without any respite.

[Tirmidhi]

Referring to the time when Walid said that he needed some time to think

about what to say to slander the Holy Prophet ^i-j 4* ^ JU*, Allah says, "Verily,

he thought and devised something. May he be destroyed! How does he plot? May he be

destroyed again! How does he plot? He looked and then frowned and scowled. Then he

turned away and was proud. He said, 'This is nothing but magic recountedfrom the past.

This is nothing but the word ofman."

Allah further speaks about the punishment that Walid will be made to

suffer. Allah says, "I shall soon enter him into Hell. What shall inform you what Hell

is? It neither spares nor leaves (anyone). It distorts the body. Nineteen angels are

commissioned (as keepers) over it (Hell).

"
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(31) We have made only angels the keepers of the Fire. We have made their

number only a test for the disbelievers so that the People of the Book may be

convinced and so that the believers may be increased in faith. So that the People

of the Book and the believers may not doubt and so that those with diseased

hearts and the disbelievers may say, "What does Allah intend with this strange

example?" Thus does Allah send astray whoever He wills and guides whoever

He wills. Only He knows the armies of your Lord. This is certainly Advice for

mankind.
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THE NUMBER OF ANGELS IN CHARGE OF HELL

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** &\ ^j reports that when Allah revealed

the verse: "Nineteen angels are commissioned over it" Abu Jahl said to the

Quraysh, "Shame on you! Muhammad ^j aJLp i»i jl> tells you that nineteen

angels are commissioned as keepers of Hell. Brave as you are, will you take

punishment from them? Will ten of you not be sufficient to overcome one
angel?" A person by the name of Usayd bin Kalda was also present there. He
said, "I shall take care of seventeen angels. Ten will be on my back and seven on
my stomach. You finish off the other two."

According to another narration, he said, "I shall walk ahead of you across

the bridge of Sirat. I will push aside ten angels with my right shoulder and the

other nine with my left shoulder. We will then cross over the bridge and enter

Heaven." It was then that Allah Ta'ala revealed the verse, "We have made only

angels the keepers of the Fire. " In this verse, Allah Ta'ala makes it clear that the

keepers of Heaven are not like ordinary human beings who can be shoved about.

The angels have strength of immense proportion. A narration states that the

strength of a single angel is equal to the strength of all mankind and Jinn put

together. ["Durrul Manthur" v. 6 p. 284]

Allah continues, "We have made their number only a test for the disbelievers../'

i.e. to test who will deny it, thereby plunging himself into further deviation. In

addition to this, Allah has specified their number "So that the People of the Book

(the Jews and Christians) may be convinced" that the Qur'an is truly Allah's

scripture because their scriptures also mentioned that the guardian angels of Hell

are nineteen in number. Allah also revealed the number "so that the believers may

be increased in faith (and) So that the People of the Book and the believers may not

doubt" that the number is indeed nineteen.

Another reason for specifying the number is "so that those with diseased hearts

and the disbelievers may say, 'What does Allah intend with this strange example?' Thus

does Allah send astray whoever He wills and guides whoever He wills." Those with

Belief will never object to something that Allah and His Prophet ^L-j <uU &\ ju
say. It is only those with hypocrisy or disbelief lurking in their hearts who will

raise objections.

"Only He knows the armies of your Lord." Some commentators state that this

verse was revealed in response to the statement of the polytheists who said that

the Holy Prophet pJL-j *i* ibi JU* has only nineteen assistants. Allah tells them that

His armies are so large that only He has knowledge of them.

The nineteen angels mentioned in the verse are the principal keepers of

Hell. These angels have many aides who are appointed to carry out various tasks

in Hell. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud <up &\ ^j narrates from the Holy Prophet

pL-j Up iui ju that Hell will be brought on the Day of Judgment with seventy

thousand leashes restraining it and there will be seventy thousand angels

holding each leash.

"This is certainly Advice for mankind." Allah has mentioned Hell and

described it for people so that they take heed and take precautions to avoid it by

accepting Islam and adhering to its principles and practices. However, some
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people are so unfortunate that they are never inspired to believe despite repeated

cautions.
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(32) Indeed, by the oath of the moon! (33) And by the oath of the night when it

retreats! (34) And by the oath of the morning when gets bright! (35)

undoubtedly Hell is among the gravest matters. (36) A warning for mankind..

(37) ...for those of you who wish to advance and those who wish to retreat. (38)

Every soul is a pawn for his deeds... (39) ...except for the people of the right. (40)

They will be in gardens asking... (41) . .from the sinners. (42) "What has landed

you in Hell?" (43) They will reply, "We were not among those who performed

Salah..." (44) "...and we did not feed the poor. (45) "We used to be absorbed with

those who were absorbed..." (46) "...and we used to deny the Day of

Reckoning..." (47) "....until death came to us." (48) The intercession of

intercessors will not help them. (49) What is the matter with them that they are

so averse to the Advice... (50) ... that they seem like wild donkeys... (51) . . fleeing

from a lion? (52) In fact, each one of them wants to be given open scriptures.

(53) Never! The fact is that they have no fear for the Hereafter. (54) Behold! This

is the Advice. (55) So whoever wills should take heed. (56) They cannot take

heed unless Allah wills. It is He Who should be feared and Who forgives.

THE SINNERS WILL BE ASKED WHAT LANDED THEM IN HELL

Taking oaths on the moon, the night and the day, Allah asserts that the

punishment of Hell is a grave matter that should not be treated lightly. The

warnings that Allah and His Prophets £*~& ^^ have sounded in this regard are

absolutely true and people should heed them. Allah. Says that these warnings

are for those of you who wish to advance and those who wish to retreat." Therefore

each person should evaluate his deeds to ascertain whether his deeds are

advancing him in faith or whether they are causing him to decline in faith and
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status in the Akhirah (Hereafter).

"Every soul is a pawn for his deeds..." Just as an article is retained by a
pawnbroker as a pawn until a loan is repaid, every soul will be detained until an
account of its deeds is given. Because the worst of sins are disbelief and
polytheism, the disbelievers and Polytheists will be held back in Hell forever.

They will not be released just as a pawnbroker will not release an article if the

loan is not repaid. Neither will intercession be accepted on their behalf nor will

they be able to offer any ransom for their souls. As for those believers who
sinned, they will be saved from Hell either:

CO because their good deeds are more than their sins, or by the

intercession of others, or

EOS after paying back the rights they owed to other people, or

solely by the grace of Allah.

Many people will be refused permission to enter Heaven because they owe
many rights to others. On the Day of Judgment they will have to repay these

rights by forfeiting their good deeds. However, if their good deeds are depleted

before the rights are paid, they will have to bear the burden of the sins that the

oppressed party committed. This will eventually land them in Hell. ["Mishkat" p.

435from Muslim]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Unays <& it ^>j narrates from the Holy Prophet

^j aJlp &\ j^ that on the Day of Judgment, Allah will gather all His slaves who
will be naked and without any possessions. They will then be addressed in a

manner that those far away will hear just as clearly as those who are nearby.

Allah will then say, "I am the Judge. I am the King. No person from the people of Hell

shall ever enter Hell until I avenge the right owed to him by a person from Heaven and

no person from the people of Heaven shall ever enter Heaven until I avenge the right

that he owes to a person from Hell; even though it be a slap." The prophet's

companions (Sahabah)^ ifo ^j asked, "O the Holy Prophet ^3 -a* ii j^l How
will he be able to compensate the wrong when everyone will be naked and without

anything?" The Holy Prophet pJL-j <o* ibi J^> replied, "By good deeds and sins." ["At

Targhib wat Tarhib" v. 4 p. 404]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra «up ii ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet *> i» J^
^j said, "The person who wrongfully lashed his slave even once will have to

compensatefor it on the Day ofJudgment." ["At Targhib wat Tarhib" v. 4 p. 403]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud «& &\ ^j reports from the Holy Prophet JU
plo-j aJLp it that if a child owes his parent some money, the parent will claim the

debt on the Day of Judgment. The child will tell the parent, "But I am your child"

However, this will make no difference to the parent, who will still demand
payment. In fact, the parent will wish that the child owed him more. ["At Targhib

wat Tarhib" v. 4 p. 405]

Allah says further that everyone will be a pawn for his deeds "except for the

people of the right." Because of their Belief and good deeds, these fortunate people

will not be detained on the Plain of Reckoning and there will be nothing to

prevent their entry into Heaven. Verses 27-40 of Surah Waqi'ah (Surah 56)
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describe who the 'people of the right" are. In this Surah, Allah says about the

"people of the right" that "They will be in gardens asking from the sinners, 'What has

landed you in Hell?' They will reply, 'We were not among those who performed Saldh

0d we did not feed the poor. We used to be absorbed with those who were absorbed and

used to deny the Day of Reckoning until death came to us.'" These people used to

be absorbed in speaking ill of Islam and in plotting schemes against Islam. It is

evident that these people were disbelievers and actively engaged in opposing

Islam.

Concerning these unfortunate people, Allah says, "The intercession of

intercessors will not help them. " There will be none to intercede on behalf of the

disbelievers to get them released from Hell. Allah says in Surah Mu'min, "The

oppressors shall have no friend, nor any intercessor who will be obeyed." In this world,

these people were averse to the advice given to them in the Qur'an. In fact, they

were so averse that they appeared to be like "wild donkeysfleeingfrom a lion?"

"In fact, each one of them wants to be given open scriptures. NeverI" Allah says

that these people had no intention of believing the message of the Holy Prophet

jl-j Up i»» J^ but made impossible requests to him. They used to tell the Holy

Prophet jJL-j Up ibt JU> that they would believe that he is Allah's prophet only if

there appeared a scripture by the head of each one of them when he awakes in

the morning, telling them that he is Allah's messenger and that they should

follow him. This was just an excuse that they used and this behaviour plunged

them further into disbelief. ["Durrul Manihur" v. 6 p. 286]

"The fact is that they have no fear for the Hereafter." These people did not

accept Islam and behaved in this manner because they did not fear punishment

in the Hereafter.

Allah concludes the Surah by saying, "Behold! This is the Advice. So whoever

wills should take heed. They cannot take heed unless Allah wills. It is He Who should be

feared and Who forgives " Sayyidina Anas ^ & ^j narrates that after reciting the

above verse the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up &\ J^> said, "Your Lord said, T ought to be

feared so do not ascribe partners to Me. The person who fears Me and does not

ascribe partners to Me deserves forgiveness." ["Ruhul Ma'ani" v. 29 p. 154]

##ft ft##ft#&######&#####&
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) I swear by the Day of Judgment! (2) And I swear by the chiding soul! (3)

Does man think that We shall never gather his bones? (4) We most certainly

will! We have the power to perfect even his fingertips. (5) The fact is that man
wants to sin in his life ahead of him. (6) He asks, "When will the Day of

Judgment come?" (7) When eyes will be bewildered... (8) ....the moon will

eclipse... (9) . . .and the sun and moon will be joined... (10) ...man will say on that

day, "Where is an escape?" (11) No! There is no place of safety. (12) On this day,

the only abode shall be towards your Lord. (13) On that day man will be

informed of whatever he sent ahead and left behind. (14) In reality, man will be

well aware of himself... (15) .. . even though he will make excuses.

MAN WILL HAVE NO ESCAPE ON THE DAY OF JUDGMENT BUT
WILL STILL MAKE EXCUSES FOR HIS SINS

Surah Qiyamah describes the events on the Day of Judgment and when a

person dies. This Surah creates within a person concern for the Akhirah

{Hereafter).

The Polytheists of Makkah denied the coming of Judgment Day and used to

say that it is not possible for decomposed bones to be assembled into a complete

human being. A person by the name of Adi bin Rabi'ah once asked "O
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Muhammad ^ Up ai j^l Inform me when Judgment Day will take place, how it ^7,
take place and what will happen then." When the Holy Prophet ^ Up & f
informed him about Judgment Day, he said, "I will not believe you even of I havft
witness this day unless Allah gathers together some bones." Other commentators

stat°
that Abu Jahl sneered, "Muhammad ^j Up ifci ju. claims that Allah will gather bones
together after they have decomposed"

Allah refutes the scepticism of these polytheists when He asserts, "/ swear by
the Day ofJudgment! And I swear by the chiding soul." Here Allah refers to the soul
that regrets the sins that it commits and when it does good, it also chides itself

for not being sincere enough and for not fulfilling all the etiquette of the deed. By
taking these oaths, Allah asserts that people will definitely be resurrected on the
Day of Judgment.

Allah continues, "Does man think that We shall never gather his bones? We most
certainly will! We have the power to perfect even his fingertips." Let alone gathering
man's bones together, Allah has the power to perfectly reconstruct every part of

the man's body up to the minutest detail of the fingertips and individual
fingerprints.

"Thefact is that man wants to sin in his life ahead of him. He asks, "When will the

Day ofJudgment come?" The disbelievers ask about the Day of Judgment with the

intention of refuting it because they do not want to stop sinning. They know that

if they accept that Judgment Day will take place, they will have to prepare for it

by carrying out good deeds and leading a life of abstinence. However, they fail to

realise that whatever Allah has decreed will certainly take place whether they
believe it or not. Judgment Day will not be cancelled because they deny it.

"When eyes will be bewildered, the moon will eclipse, and the sun and moon will be

joined (with neither one having any light), man will say on that day, 'Where is an

escape? No! There is no place of safety. On this day, the only abode shall be towards your
Lord. " Every person will have to remain where Allah decides that he should be.

"On that day man will be informed of whatever he sent ahead and left behind"

Every deed that a person carried out in the world will be recorded in his record
of deeds given to him. "In reality, man will be well aware of himself even though he

will make excuses." Every man knows what he does in this world and he will

recall his deeds in the Hereafter. In addition to this, his limbs will also testify to

his deeds. Regardless of the excuses they make, "On this day, the excuses of the

oppressors will not profit them.

"

Some commentators have translated the verse as: "In reality, man will be well

aware of himself even though he cast veils (when committing sins, thinking that none

will see him)." However, man fails to realise that in this situation, his own body is

present and that it will eventually testify against him.

QV| /Gil- LlU o] r I

(16) Do not move your tongue with the Qur'an to hasten it. (17) Verily, it is Our
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jcsponsibility to collect it and to make you recite it. (18) So when We have

recited it, follow its recitation. (19) Thereafter, it is responsibility to make it

clear.

ALLAH TELLS THE HOLY PROPHET '^JL-j U* ii JU TO RECITE THE
qUR'AN ONLY AFTER LISTENING TO IT ATTENTIVELY

In the above verse, Allah Ta'ala commands the Holy Prophet (JL^ Up ifo jl*

in the usual affectionate manner. Explaining the circumstances of revelation,

gayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ &\ ^j narrates that when revelation used to

come to the Holy Prophet
-(
JL.j aJU &s jl», he would try to repeat the words

immediately upon hearing them, fearing that he would forget them. In this

manner, the strain would be multiplied. Advising him not to exert himself so

much, Allah said, "Do not move your tongue with the Qur'an to hasten it. Verily, it is

Our responsibility to collect it (in your heart) and to make you recite it. So when We

have recited it follow its recitation." Allah commanded the Holy Prophet *ip & J~*

jl-j to first listen attentively to the recitation of the Qur'an and then to repeat the

words.

"Thereafter, it is Our responsibility to make it clear" i.e. We will ensure that you

are able to recite it clearly to people and to convey it to them.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** & ^j narrates that after this verse was

revealed, The Holy Prophet ^j Up ii JL* would first listen to Jibril ^LJ\ U*.

Thereafter, he would recite it exactly as Jibril fiLJs Up had recited it. [Bukhari v. 1 p.

3 and v. 2 p. 733]
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(20) It shall not be. The fact is that you love this world... (21) .. .and you forsake

the Hereafter. (22) Many faces on that day will be resplendent... (23) ...beholding -

the sight of their Lord. (24) And many faces on that day will be gloomy... (25) .

.

.sensing that they will be dealt with most severely. (26) It will never be.

Undoubtedly, when the soul reaches the collar-bone... (27) .... and it is said,

"Who can cure him?" (28) ... and he is certain that this is really the parting... (29)

.... and when one leg is joined with the other... (30) .... then on this day you will

be drawn towards your Lord.

THE CONDITION OF PEOPLE WHEN THEY DIE AND THE
APPEARANCE OF THEIR FACES ON THE DAY OF JUDGMENT

After simplifying matters for the Holy Prophet r^j <4*-.A» J~» and instructing

him to first listen to the recitation of the Qur'an before reciting it, Allah Ta'ala
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resumes the discussion concerning Judgment Day. Allah asserts, "It shall

be" i.e. those who deny the Qur'an will not accept the truth. The advent
°*

Judgment Day will neither be cancelled not postponed because of th°
rejection.

r

Allah Ta'ala then explains the reason for which the disbelievers are aver
to accepting Islam. Addressing them, Allah says, "The fact is that you love th'

world and you forsake the Hereafter. " This love for the world and disregard for th

Hereafter prevents them from accepting the truth.

Describing the conditions of the believers and the disbelievers on the Day
f

Judgment, Allah says, "Many faces on that day will he resplendent..." i.e. reioicino

and free from worries. People who teach the Ahadith of the Holy Prophet &\ i^

jj^j Up have received the supplication of th? Holy Prophet ^JL-j ^ ifo ju» in this

regard. The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up iui JU said, "May Allah keep the person resplendent

who hears somethingfrom me and then passes it on as he heard it, for many a person who

receives a message remembers it better than the one who actually heard it." ["Mishkat" p.

35]

Together with being happy, the believers will be "beholding the sight of their

Lord". This verse makes it clear that people will see Allah in the Hereafter,

something which is impossible in this world. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ^
^s- &\ narrates that the Holy Prophet ^j Up i»i Ju* said, "The person occupying the

lowest rank of Heaven will see his gardens, wives, bounties, servants and thrones within

a distance of a thousand years. The most honoured of them will be those who will be able

to look at their Lord morning and evening." Thereafter, The Holy Prophet Up ibt j^
(JL-j recited the verse: "Many faces on that day will be resplendent, beholding the sight

of their Lord." ["Mishkat" p. 501 from Tirmidhi and Ahmad]

On the contrary, "many faces on that day will be gloomy, sensing that they will be

dealt with most severely." Because of the evil they committed in this work: these

people will rue the punishment awaiting them. Allah continues, "It will net ' be"

i.e. it will never be prudent to prefer the life of this world to that of the Herea_ler.

It is rather necessary for people to prepare for death and the life thereafter

because this world is transient.

Describing death, Allah says, "Undoubtedly, when the soul reaches the collar-

bone and it is said (by those around the dying person) . 'Who can cure him?'; and he is

certain that this is really the parting; and when one leg is joined with the other". This

happens to many a dying person. However, many commentators state that this

verse refers to the pangs of death because the soul is extracted first from the feet.

When all these signs are manifest "then on this day you will be drawn towards your

Lord. " At this stage, a person's relationship with this world and with the people

of this world is severed and he leaves for the next life where Allah will decide

whether he deserves Heaven or Hell.
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(31) So he neither verified nor performed Salah... (32) .... but instead he denied

and walked away. (33) Then he went to his family in arrogance. (34) Woe to you

and woe to you again! (35) Woe to you yet again and again! (36) Does man think

that he will be left to be? (37) Was he not a discharge of semen... (38) .after

which he developed into a clot of blood and then Allah created him and

perfected him? (39) Then Allah made the couple male and female? (40) Does He

then not have the power to resurrect the dead?

MAN FORGETS HIS HUMBLE BEGINNING AND BEHAVES
ARROGANTLY

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" reports that Allah refers specifically to Abu Jahl but also

to all leaders of the disbelievers when He says, "So he neither verified nor performed

Salah but instead he denied and walked away. Then he went to his family in arrogance."

the behaviour of a proud person clearly displays his pride. When the truth is

presented to him, he turns away arrogantly and refuses to listen. His style of

walking also exudes pride.

Addressing such a person, Allah says, "Woe to you and woe to you again! Woe

to you yet again and again!" This curse seals the damnation of the person,

emphasising that he will never escape punishment which is extremely close at

hand. The Arabic word "owla" (translated above as "woe") literally refers to

something that is close at hand and cannot be averted. Sayyidina Qatadah ifo i*-j

d* narrates that when these verses were revealed, The Holy Prophet jJL-j 4* i»i ju*

grabbed hold of Abu Jahl's clothes and recited to him, "Woe to you and woe to you

again! Woe to you yet again and again!" Abu Jahl said, "You are threatening me when

lam the most honourable person walking between the mountains ofMakkah." Abu Jahl

was later killed in disgrace during the Battle of Badr.

Allah continues, "Does man think that he will be left to be?" People are foolish

to think that they will not be punished for rejecting the Qur'an and the articles of

Belief. They think that they will be left to enjoy their lives as they please

regardless of the evil they carry out. Allah refutes this misconception, reminding

man that he will soon be required to render an account for all his deeds.

Allah asks, "Was he (man) not a discharge ofsemen after which he developed into a

clot of blood and then Allah created him and perfected him? Then Allah made the couple

male and female? Does He then not have the power to resurrect the dead?" Allah

reminds man that he was once a mere drop of semen but Allah developed him
into a perfectly-formed human being after passing through several stages. Man
accepts that Allah accomplished all of this with every human that was born, yet

he refuses to believe that Allah can resurrect man on the Day of Judgment even

though people accept that doing something the second time is easier than the

first time.

A HADITH: Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ^ &\ ^j narrates from the Holy
Prophet fJL-j 4ip Jb\ JL* that when one reaches the end of Surah Tin (Surah 95), one
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should recite:

Allah is certainly the Wisest of the wise and I am witness to

it."

Similarly, when one reaches the end of Surah Qiyamah
(Surah 75), one should say:

"Indeed Allah has the power to resurrect the dead/'

In a like manner, when reaching the end of Surah Mursalat (Surah 77), one

should recite:

"We believe in Allah." Y'Mishkat" p. 81 from Abu Dawud]

ftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftft
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Surah Ad-Dahar | Verses 31 |

j*-_0P

W lH^J' 41^»Jl* \j] LjJ U^a> U~*-^ -*CJUi>t3 AJtlvi T^Li^l Aiiai /v4

In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) Undoubtedly, a moment in time has passed by man when he was not even

something worth mentioning. (2) Indeed We have created man from a mixed

seed to test him and We made him (a) hearing and seeing (being). (3) We guided

him to the path, so he is either grateful or ungrateful.

ALLAH CREATED MAN AND GUIDED HIM. WHILE MANY ARE
GRATEFUL, OTHERS ARE NOT

Surah Dahar is also called Surah Insan. The Surah begins with the creation

of man and then classifies two types of people, the grateful and the ungrateful.

Allah then discusses the punishment that the ungrateful ones will suffer,

followed by the bounties that the grateful ones will enjoy in the Hereafter. The

concluding verses of the Surah enjoin the Holy Prophet ^j 4* & J^> to be

patient and instruct the performance of Tahajjud Salah (A prayer said after

midnight).

Allah says, ''Undoubtedly, a moment in time has passed by man when he was not

even something worth mentioning." Whether a man is haughty and proud, he must

bear in mind that he was once nothing at all. Allah creates him from a drop of

semen, that is also something that people would rather not mention. Allah says,

"Indeed We have created man from a mixed seed" i.e. from a mixture of the male and

female gametes. Thereafter, he develops into a clot of blood, gradually becoming

a lump of flesh and then a perfectly formed human being. Allah then instils the

soul into the child and allows it to be born. However, this child is not born

without a purpose.

Allah says that He created this human "to test him", as Allah says in Surah

Mulk "to test which ofyou carry out the best deeds. "Allah also granted man various
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faculties like intelligence and the five senses. However, man's guidance is not.

derived from these faculties, but Allah sent Prophets f%J\ r^ for this purpose
It

is necessary for man to recognise his Creator by looking at His creation. Man is

also required to follow the teachings of the Prophets fiLJ\ r^. When he does this

he will be expressing gratitude to Allah because whatever He granted man will

then be used correctly. However, there are still many who are ungrateful viz, the

disbelievers. Referring to these two groups, Allah says, "so he (man) is either

grateful or ungrateful."

& ^£A j!pN" h £p ^j ^1& SL-£- <^^4 fo.^1 Hi

r^n K >> x ^""-r »> it" ^rf ^i^ ** >*? » -" mo? r 1 - >^ >" i^/' r-i

Sfj till l£i oj^ ^ ^L^SM J^ fe ^^^ ^p ^i^ ^ )£/£> & &jtj

i^a* £ i& f$c- olLj l^p XJjJ l^ijLs viiJ^J U^ (n^ *^J ^P J/^J

Ob li*^ l^ bj&j Gp %* ^j>^ <U*? ^t fe
1^ M$P ^-** ^* ^y^>

C^JU^ eJJ" /Vj^C V^i IaS bLbj \&*3 cZ\j jT O*^ \j>]j V^JI jj>jt^ lj>Jj) "nr^f^

! j;^-j^« ^^^flc-j 0°J *-Lr?" ^a*^

(4) Verily for the disbelievers We have prepared chains, yokes and a flaming

fire. (5) The good shall certainly drink from a cup which contains a (palatable)

tonic of camphor. (6) Allah's bondsmen shall drink from springs which they

shall cause to gush forth abundantly. (7) They fulfil their vows and fear the day

when difficulty shall be widespread. (8) Out of love for Allah, they feed the

poor, the orphan and the captive... (9) ... (saying,) "We feed you only for Allah's

pleasure and desire neither a return nor thanks from you." (10) "Verily we fear

from our Lord a day that will be severe and extremely bitter." (11) So Allah shall

save them from the evil of that day and will give them resplendence and joy.

(12) As a reward for their patience, they shall have gardens and silk (13) They

will recline on couches there (in Heaven) and will feel neither heat nor cold. (14)

Its shade will be close above them and its fruit will hang low. (15) Utensils of

silver will be brought to them as well as glasses of crystal... (16) such crystal that
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is like silver, which those serving will fill with an appropriate measure. (17)

In Heaven they will drink from cups which contain a (wonderful) tonic of

ginger. (18) They will drink from a spring in Heaven called Salsabil (19) Lads of

eternal youth will wait on them. When you see them, you will think that thev

are scattered pearls. (20) If you look there (in Heaven), you will see tremendous

bounties and an enormous kingdom. (21) Their clothing will be fine green silk

and thick silk. They will be adorned with bangles of silver and their Lord shall

give them an extremely pure drink. (22) ''This is your reward and appreciation

for your-efforts."

THE PUNISHMENT OF THE DISBELIEVERS AND THE FOOD,
DRINK AND CLOTHING OF THE BELIEVERS

Referring to the punishment that Allah has in store for the disbelievers in

Hell, Allah says, "Verily for the disbelievers We have prepared chains, yokes and a

flaming fire. " Many other verses of the Qur'an have discussed these forms of

punishment. Refer to the commentary of verse 8 of Surah Yasin {Surah 36) and

verses 30 to 37 of Surah Haqqah (Surah 69).

Allah then describes the bounties that the pious and righteous believers will

enjoy in Heaven. Allah says, "The good shall certainly drink from a cup which

contains a (palatable) tonic of camphor. " A few verses later Allah says, "In Heaven

they will drink from cups which contain a (wonderful) tonic of ginger. "The camphor

and ginger of Heaven cannot be compared to the camphor and ginger of this

world because they will be so excellent that nothing of this world can compare to

them. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** <&t ^>j stated that everything that Allah

has mentioned about Heaven resembles the things of this world only in name.

Otherwise, they cannot be compared to the things of this world.

"Allah's bondsmen shall drink from springs which they shall cause to gush forth

abundantly. " Commentators mention that the cups of the people in Heaven will

be filled with the water of these springs. The people of Heaven will have these

springs at their command and will be able to direct the flow of the water

wherever they please, in their gardens, their palaces or wherever else.

Allah then describes who are these loyal servants who will receive these

bounties. Allah says that they are those who fulfil their vows" i.e. whenever they

vow to do something good, they ensure that they fulfil the vow. It is Wajib

(compulsory) for a person to fulfil his vow, as Allah commands in Surah Hajj :

"(They should) fulfil their vows". Although one will not be sinful for not taking a

vow (to do something good), once it is taken it will be compulsory to fulfil.

According to the Ahadlth, a person should not fulfil a vow to carry out a sin. If a

person vows to commit a sin, he should not fulfil the vow but should rather pay

the Kaffara (expiation) for breaking an oath. ["Mishkat" p. 297]

Allah says further that these people fear the day when difficulty shall be

widespread. " This refers to the Day of Judgment when the sun, moon and stars

will be without light, the sky will split, mountains will fly about like wool and

people will scurry in fright from their graves. The Holy Prophet ^j *-U & J-*

once noticed Sayyidah Ayshah W^ & ^j weeping. When he asked her the reason

for weeping, she replied that fear for Hell made her weep. She then asked the
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Holy Prophet (JL- j Up ibi JU whether he would remember his family members on
the Day of Judgment. The Holy Prophet ^JL-

3
Up ibi J^ told her that no person will

remember another:

1. When deeds will be weighed at the scales until a person
knows whether his good deeds weighed heavily or lightly.

.2. When the records of deeds will he distributed until a person
knows whether his record is given in his right or left hand

3. When the bridge of Sirdt is placed over Hell. [Abu Dawud v.

2

p. 298]

Describing yet another sterling quality of His pious bondsmen, Allah says,

"Out of love for Allah, they feed the poor, the orphan and the captive..." i.e. they spend

on the needy for the pleasure of Allah. While some commentators state that the

"captive" refers to a Muslim captive, others maintain that a person will also be

rewarded for spending on a disbeliever captive, especially if he had been

captured unjustly.

When spending on the needy, these pious slaves of Allah say to the

recipients, "We feed you only for Allah's pleasure and desire neither a return nor thanks

from you." Saying this, they put the needy person at ease by informing him that

they do not want him to return the favour. In fact, they do not even expect the

person to thank them. They help others only for Allah's pleasure and for His

reward. This verse teaches us that we should have absolutely no motives for

spending on the needy. It should also not matter to us whether the person

appreciates the good turn or not because we should desire only Allah's pleasure.

Many people who spend on the needy (especially on family and friends)

often remind the beneficiary about the favour and say to others, "I did so much for

him and he couldn't even say 'Thank you'!" By saying this, they destroy many
rewards they may have earned for the deed. Although the recipient should thank

the donor, make supplication for him and tell others about his generosity, the

donor should not expect this. The donor should anticipate only Allah's pleasure.

The Holy Prophet pJL-j Up &s JU once said that Allah will not speak to three

persons on the Day of Judgment. In addition to this, Allah will not even look at

them with mercy, will not purify them and will punish them most severely. The

narrator of the hadith Sayyidina Abu Dharr -up &\ ^j exclaimed, "Woe to them.

Who are they, O The Holy Prophet ^s *M ito J^?" The Holy Prophet ,0-j Up iui jl*

said that they are:

1. The person whose trousers hang below his ankles.

2. The person who reminds others of the favours he did them.

3. The person who sells his goods by taking false oaths.

[Muslim]

Allah quotes the statement of His pious bondsmen further. They say, "Verily

we fear from our Lord a day that will be severe and extremely bitter. "They are always
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conscious of the fact that they will have to face reckoning on the Day of

Judgment. The Arabic word "abus" (translated above as "severe") refers to

something that causes a person's face to be distorted out of fear and which

presents itself in an unforgiving and ruthless manner. While the second adjective

"amateur" (translated above as "extremely bitter") contains a similar meaning, it

refers to something that is more effective in causing a person's face to distort.

Allama Qurtubi Up 2ut ^ reports from Sayyidina Mujahid ^ &\ a*-j that "abus"

refers to something that causes the mouth to be distorted while "amateur" refers

to something that causes the forehead and eyebrows to contort.

Because they feared the severity of the Day of Judgment, "Allah shall save

them from the evil of that day and will give them resplendence and joy." Allah shall

illuminate their faces and fill their hearts with happiness. May Allah make us

among them. Amin.

Furthermore, "As a reward for their patience, they shall have gardens and silk.

They will recline on couches there (in Heaven) and will feel neither heat nor cold." The

climate of Heaven shall be perfect in every way and the people there will suffer

no discomfort whatsoever. The word "patience" used in the verse refers to all

three categories of 'abr" viz. (1) steadfastly fulfilling Allah's commands, (2)

restraining one's carnal self from committing sins and (3) exercising patience

when afflicted by difficulties and hardships.

"Its shade will be close above them." There will not be any harsh sunlight in

Heaven. Allah says in Surah Nisa, "We shall enter them into abundant shade." Allah

then refers to the fruit of Heaven when He says that "its fruit will hang low." The

fruit will be within easy reach of the people and they shall have any fruit they

desire at any time.

"Utensils of silver will be brought to them as well as glasses of crystal; such crystal

that is like silver, which those serving will fill with an appropriate measure." This

means that the glasses of Heaven will be as bright as silver and as clear and

sparkling as crystal. The servants pouring the drinks will pour so accurately that

the drink will neither be too much nor too little for the person. It will always be

exactly what he wants.

"In Heaven they will drinkfrom cups which contain a (wonderful) tonic ofginger.

They will drink from a spring in Heaven called Salsabil." The author of 'Ruhul

Ma'ani" states that the mixture will sometimes be ginger and sometimes

camphor. There is therefore no discrepancy between this verse and verse 5

above.

Allah then speaks of the servants in Heaven. Allah says, "Lads of eternal

youth will wait on them. When you see them, you will think that they are scattered

pearls." They are described as such because their bright appearance will resemble

pearls and they will be found everywhere. Allah says in Surah Tur, "Their

youngsters shall wait on them, appearing to be concealed pearls." A verse of Surah

Waqi'ah states, "Youngsters of eternal youth shall wait on them with goblets and jugs

and glasses filled with flowing wine. Neither will they have headaches with it, nor will

they be intoxicated" K

Allah continues, "Ifyou look there (in Heaven), you will see tremendous bounties
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and an enormous kingdom. " Allah describes Heaven as a vast kingdom so that no
one thinks that it will merely be a few gardens and houses of the type that people
own in this world. In fact, the entire world that we know is minute compared to

the Heaven of a single person. Allah will say to the last person entering Heaven,

"Go and enter your Heaven which is the size of the world and ten times more."

The narrator of the hadith states that this person will be the lowest ranking

person in Heaven. ["Mishkat" p. 492 from Bukhari and Muslim]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar -up &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet iu» JU
pJL-j aJLp said, "The person occupying the lowest rank of Heaven will see his

gardens, wives, bounties, servants and thrones within a distance of a thousand

years. The most honoured of them will be those who will be able to look at their

Lord morning and evening. 'Thereafter, The Holy Prophet ^j ^ ito JL* recited

the verse: "Many faces on that day will he resplendent, beholding the sight of their

Lord." ["Mishkat" p. 501 from Tirmidhi and Ahmad]

If this will be the Heaven of the lowest ranking person in Heaven, one

cannot imagine what people belonging to the other ranks will enjoy.

"Their clothing will be fine green silk and thick silk. " Of course, the silk of

Heaven is immensely superior to that of this world. The clothes of Heaven will

be green because green is most comforting to the eye. However, there are no
words in the verse to indicate that the clothes of Heaven will only be green.

There is every possibility that the clothes will be available in every colour

because "In Heaven you shall have whatever your heart desires, and you shall have

whatever you askfor." [Surah HaMim Sajdah (41), verse 31]

In addition to this, "They will be adorned with bangles of silver". Surah Kahf

and Surah Hajj state that the bangles will be made of gold. There is no
discrepancy between the verses because they will wear bangles of both gold and

silver. The Holy Prophet <X* 3 <a± iui J-* mentioned that if a person of Heaven has to

peep into this world and his bangle becomes visible, its brilliance will outshine

the sun just as the sun outshines the stars. ["Mishkat" p. 498from Tirmidhi]

QUESTION: Bangles look nice on women and do not suit men. Why will

the men of Heaven wear bangles?

ANSWER : The style and appeal of clothing and jewellery vary from

nation to nation. Although men generally do not wear
bangles, it would be made appealing to the people of Heaven
and they will want to wear them. Taking watch straps as an

example, one will notice that they are of various types and

styles and even men wear gold and silver straps that look

good on them. In certain parts of the world bangles are put on

men when they marry and all their people look on in

admiration. Because it is a custom, everyone accepts it and

approves of it. In fact, they are so adamant to practise this

custom that they even refuse to obey the prohibition of the

Shari'ah in this regard.

The foregoing verses read: "The good shall certainly drink from a cup which

contains a (palatable) tonic of camphor" and "Utensils of silver will be brought to them
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as well as glasses of crystal " The people of Heaven will be honoured because

waiters will serve these drinks to them. However, their honour is made even

clearer in the verse where Allah says, "their Lord shall give them an extremely pure

drink" because here Allah is making the drinks available to them directly without

an intermediary. "Ma'alimut Tamil" states that the drink is described as being

"extremely pure" because it will not emerge from the body as impure urine.

Rather, it will become perspiration that will be better than musk. The people of

Heaven will first eat and then drink this pure drink which will cause the food to

digest and become perspiration that is better than the purest musk. The stomach

will thus become empty and will be able to take more food.

Allah will announce to the people of Heaven, "This is your reward and

appreciation for your ? forts.
"
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(23) Verily We have revealed the Qur'an to you bit by bit. (24) So remain

steadfast on the command of your Lord and do not follow any sinner or

disbeliever from them. (25) Remember the name of your Lord morning and

evening. (26) Prostrate to Him during the night and glorify Him for a long time

at night (27) Indeed these people love the world and leave behind them a

weighty day. (28) Only We have created them and only We strengthened their

joints. Whenever We wish, We could replace them with people just like them.

(29) This is certainly an advice. So whoever wills should adopt a path towards

his Lord. (30) You cannot will anything without Allah 's will. Verily Allah is All

Knowing, the Wise. (31) He enters whoever He wills into His mercy and has

prepared a painful punishment for the oppressors.

ALLAH COMMANDS THE HOLY PROPHET ^JL-j Up Ai JL* TO
ENGAGE IN REMEMBRANCE OF ALLAH (DHIKR) ALL THE TIME
AND TO ENGAGE IN WORSHIP DURING THE NIGHT

After mentioning the bounties of Heaven, Allah mentions a tremendous

bounty that He has conferred on man in this world and which will allow man to

attain the lofty bounties of the Akhirah (Hereafter). This bounty is the Qur'an.

Addressing the Holy Prophet ^ 3 <4* & J*, Allah says, "Verily We have revealed the
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Qur'dn to you bit by bit. "Instead of revealing the entire Qur'an at once, Allah
revealed it bit by bit for several reasons. Among these was that it made it easier

for the Holy Prophet pJL,j aJp &\ J^> and for the prophet's companions (Sahdbah)

^ ibi ^j to absorb. Because the teaching of the Qur'an resulted in persecution

from the disbelievers, Allah enjoins, "So remain steadfast on the command of your

Lord and do not follow any sinner or disbelieverfrom them (because they intend to stop

your preaching).

"

Allah commands the Holy Prophet pL-j ^ iui JL* further, "Remember the

name of your Lord morning and evening Prostrate to Him during the night and glorify

Him for a long time at night." These verses make it clear that together with

propagating the Religion, the preacher should not neglect his personal Ibadah

because this will give him strength and allow his mission to prosper.

Allah Ta'ala then gives the reason for the aversion of the disbelievers. Allah

says that they refuse to accept the truth because "Indeed these people love the

world." They think that if they accept Islam, they will have to forsake all their

worldly possessions. Little do they realise that even if they do have to suffer a

loss in this world, they will suffer even more in the Hereafter if they do not

accept Islam. Unlike the temporary losses of this world, the suffering of the

Hereafter will be eternal.

Making further reference to the disbelievers, Allah says that they "leave

behind them a weighty day." This world and the Akhirah are like co-wives of a

person. Loving the one will jeopardise one's love for the other. A strange feature

to note is that even people who have no wealth, no status, no honour and

nothing else of this world also cling on to disbelief. The fact is that Allah guides

whoever He wills on to the straight path.

Refuting the surprise that the disbelievers display about Judgment Day and

resurrection, Allah says, "Only We have created them and only We strengthened their

joints. Whenever We wish, We could replace them with people just like them." This

verse tells man that he has no reason to be surprised because Allah can easily

resurrect him just as Allah created him the first time and strengthened him. In

saying "We strengthened their joints" Allah Ta'ala alludes to the fact that even

though man's limbs and organs are perpetually in motion and the wear and tear"

on them is phenomenal, they continue to function from birth until death. When
machines made of iron and steel wear out and require regular servicing to

remain functioning for even a short period, man's body which is made of soft

muscle and tissue functions for tens of years without maintenance. It is certainly

only Allah Who makes this possible.

The Holy Prophet pJL-j Up iui ju said, "It is compulsory for you to pay Sadaqah

for every joint of your body each day." Saying "Subhd Nallah" is Sadaqah {charity),

saying "Al Hamdu Lilldh" is Sadaqah, saying "Allahu Akbar" is Sadaqah, saying

"La Ilaha lllallahu" is Sadaqah, enjoining good is Sadaqah and forbidding evil is

Sadaqah. Performing two Rakahs of Salah during midmorning (called Salatut

Duha or Chasht Salah) suffices as Sacfaqah for all these joints." ["Mishkat" p. 116

from Muslim]

According to another hadith, every person is created with 360 joints. If his

good deeds for the day equal this number each day, he Will have secured
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salvation from Hell each day. Good deeds include saying "Allahu Akbar"', saying

"Al Hamdu Lillah ", saying "La Ilaha lllallahu" , saying "Subha Nallah" , seeking

Allah's forgiveness, removing a stone, thorn, bone, etc from the road and

enjoining good and forbidding evil. ["Mishkat" p. 168from Muslim]

Allah concludes the Surah by saying, "This is certainly an advice. So whoever

wills should adopt a path towards his Lord. You cannot will anything without Allah's

will Verily Allah is All Knowing, the Wise. He enters whoever He wills into His mercy

and has prepared a painful punishmentfor the oppressors.

"

tit?titjtiti&&tjtit?tit?tit?tit?tjti£ititi
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) By the oath of those winds that are sent to give benefit. (2) By the oath of

those winds that blow extremely severely. (3) By the oath of those winds that

disperse the clouds. (4) By the oath of those winds that separate the clouds. (5)

By the oath of those winds that induce the remembrance of Allah... (6) be it

by way of repentance or warning. (7) Verily what you have been warned about

shall certainly take place. (8) So when the light of the stars will be obliterated...

(9) when the sky will be split... (10) when mountains will fly about... (11)

and when the messengers will be gathered for an appointed time. (12) For

which day shall their matter be postponed? (13) For the Day of Judgment. (14)

What will tell you what the Day of Judgment is? (15) May misery be the lot of

the deniers on that day!

JUDGEMENT IS POSTPONED UNTIL THE DAY OF JUDGMENT

In these opening verses of Surah Mursalat, Allah Ta'ala swears oaths by
various types of winds to assert that "Verily what you have been warned about (i.e.

Judgment Day) shall certainly take place." Allah Ta'ala makes it clear to people that

their refusal to believe in the Day of Judgment will neither cause it to be

postponed nor cancelled. Allah mentions beneficial and destructive winds. Those

winds that bring rain clouds are beneficial while those that blow fiercely are

usually destructive. These types of clouds induce man to think of Allah because

the beneficial winds are a sign of His mercy and prompt man to be grateful to

Allah. On the other hand, destructive winds instil fear in man's heart and
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prompt him to repent to Allah so that he may be saved from punishment. Man
needs to realise that this gratitude and repentance will be of benefit to him on the
Day of Judgment. However, should he neglect these obligations, he will be
answerable on the Day of Judgment.

Allah then describes the Day of Judgment. Allah says that it will be on the

Day of Judgment "when the light of the stars will be obliterated, when the sky will be

split, when mountains will fly about, and when the messengers will be gathered for an
appointed time."

Allah then asks, "For which day shall their matter be postponed?" Allah Himself
answers the question by saying, "For the Day ofjudgement." In these verses, Allah

tells the disbelievers that they should not think that because they have not yet

been punished in this world, they will never be punished. They should bear in

mind that their punishment has been deferred to another time viz, the Hereafter.

Concerning those who deny Allah, The Holy Prophet ^ 3 <4* & J^, the other

Prophet (OLJi <Op or Judgment Day, Allah says, "May misery be the lot of the deniers

on that day!"
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(16) Have We not destroyed the former nations... (17) ... and then joined the later

generations with them? (18) Thus do We treat the sinners. (19) May misery be

the lot of the deniers on that day! (20) Have We not created you from despised

water... (21) .... placed it in a safe place... (22) ....for a specified period... (23) ...

and determined (it precisely)? We are certainly the best of those who determine.

(24) May misery be the lot of the deniers on that day! (25) Have We not made the

earth consist of... (26) .... both the living and the dead? (27) Have We not placed

towering mountains on earth and given you palatable water to drink? (28) May
misery be the lot of the deniers on that day!

LEARNING FROM THE DESTRUCTION OF FORMER NATIONS
AND GRATITUDE FOR ALLAH'S BOUNTIES

When the disbelievers were warned about Allah's punishment, they denied

it, saying that they cannot believe in something that has not come. Explaining to

them that His punishment is a reality that has already struck many nations

before them, Allah says, "Have We not destroyed the former nations and then joined

the later generations with them?" i.e. We punished the later generations as well

because they followed the same route of disbelief that their forebears followed.

"Thus do We treat the sinners." The punishment of the disbelievers is a
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eordained affair. They will certainly be punished, if not in this world, then

^rtainly in the Hereafter. However, there have been many whom Allah has
C

ished in both worlds. Those who deny the tenets of belief are cursed when

Allah says, "May misery be the lot of the deniers on that day I

"

Refuting the scepticism of those who deny Judgment Day, Allah says, "Have

We not created youfrom despised water (semen), placed it in a safe place (the womb) for a

aerified period (the gestation period) and determined (this period precisely)? We are

certainly the best of those who determine/' It is according to this specific period that

children are born. Allah reiterates, "May misery be the lot of the deniers on that

Allah continues, "Have We not made the earth consist of both the living and the

iead?" Just as there are living beings on earth, there are also corpses and

carcasses beneath its surface. When Judgment Day arrives, all those who are

alive will also die. Allah will then resurrect the dead like a new creation from the

earth.

Allah asks further, "Have We not placed towering mountains on earth..." to lend

stability to the earth? However, even these massive creations will be uprooted on

the Day of Judgment and will float about like cotton wool, a demonstration that

irrespective of its apparent might, nothing can withstand Allah's supremacy.

Recounting another favour to mankind, Allah asks, "(Have We not) given you

palatable water to drink?" Man cannot thank Allah enough for providing drinking

water for him and for the multitude of other favours. It is therefore necessary

that man accepts and practises Allah's commands and everything that the

Prophets f%J* ^> have taught. The lot of those who deny this shall be miserable

indeed because Allah says, "May misery be the lot of the deniers on that day!"
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(29) "Proceed towards that which you used to deny!" (30) "Proceed towards the

canopy of three parts..." (31) "....which will neither provide shade nor offer

shelter against the heat." (32) Indeed, it (Hell) throws sparks like huge palaces...

(33) ...resembling pitch black camels. (34) May misery be the lot of the deniers

on that day! (35) This is that day when they will be unable to speak... (36) . . .and

they will not be permitted to offer any excuses. (37) May misery be the lot of the

deniers on that day! (38) "This is that Day of Judgement. We have gathered you

together with the former nations." (39) "So if you have any plot, use it against

Me!" (40) May misery be the lot of the deniers on that day!
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THE ADDRESS TO THE DISBELIEVERS ON THE DAY n*
JUDGMENT u*

When the disbelievers are gathered on the Day of Judgment, they will b
told, "Proceed towards that which you used to denyI" With these words, they will b
commanded to enter Hell which they regarded as a myth in this world. A great

mass of smoke of three parts will then emerge from Hell, resembling a large
canopy. Though resembling a canopy, it will not serve the purpose of a canopy
because it "will neither provide shade nor offer shelter against the heat. Commentators
state that the disbelievers will have to wait in this smoke after their reckoning
while the believers will rest in the shade of Allah's throne.

Describing Hell further, Allah says, "Indeed, it (Hell) throws sparks like huge
palaces resembling pitch black camels. "Commentators mention that the larger

sparks of Hell will be as large as huge palaces while the smaller sparks will

resemble black camels. When the sparks of Hell are so enormous, one cannot
imagine the vastness of Hell itself. Allah reiterates, "May misery be the lot of the

deniers on that day!"

Allah continues, "This is that day when they will be unable to speak and they will

not be permitted to offer any excuses. - This will be during the initial stages of the

Day of Judgment. However, people will be permitted to speak later on, but their

excuses will not benefit them at all. Allah says in Surah Mu'minun, "The day when
the excuses of the oppressors will not benefit them, when they will be cursed and will

have the worst ofabodes. " [Surah 40, verse 52]

"May misery be the lot of the deniers on that day!" On the Day of Judgment, the

disbelievers will be told, "This is that Day of Judgement. We have gathered you

together with theformer nations. So ifyou have any plot, use it against Me!" None will

be able to escape Allah's punishment on the Day of Judgment and there will be

nothing to help them. Allah repeats the curse when He says, "May misery be the

lot of the deniers on that day!"

(41) Verily those with Piety shalkbe (enjoying themselves) in shade, springs...

(42) . . .and the fruit of their choice. (43) "Eat and drink with all blessings as

reward for the deeds you carried out." (44) Thus do We reward those who do

good. (45) May misery be the lot of the deniers on that day! (46) "Eat and enjoy

yourselves for a few days. You are certainly sinners/' (47) May misery be the lot

of the deniers on that day! (48) When they are told to bow, they do not bow.

(49) May misery be the lot of the deniers on that day* (50) So what will they

believe in after the Qur'an?
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^E REWARDS OF THOSE WITH PIETY

After discussing the plight of the disbelievers on the Day of Judgment, Allah

mentions the bliss that His pious servants will enjoy. Allah says, "Verily those

mth Piety shall be (enjoying themselves) in shade, springs -. It is with reference to this

hade that Allah says in Surah Dahar, "Its shade will be close above them." Surah

pahar also mentions some of the springs of Heaven. In addition to this, they will

also enjoy "the fruit of their choice." They will be told, "Eat and drink with all

blessings as a rewards for the deeds you carried out. Thus do We reward those who do

oood." Eating and drinking with blessings means that the food and drink of

Heaven will be good for the body as well as pleasing to the heart. A person will

not dislike anything in Heaven because everything there is appealing. Allah says

in Surah Zukhruf, "in Heaven there shall be whatever the heart desires and whatever

pleases the eye." [Surah 43, verse 70]

Allah then addresses the disbelievers saying, "Eat and enjoy yourselves for a

few days (in this world). You are certainly sinners" i.e. you are certainly disbelievers

because you are guilty of the worst sin viz. disbelief. If they do not believe before

their deaths, they face eternal damnation. "May misery be the lot of the deniers on

that day!"

"When they are told (in this world) to bow, they do not bow. "These people

refuse to submit to Allah and do not perform Salah when they are enjoined to do

so.

"May misery be the lot of the deniers on that day? So what will they believe in after

the Our'an?" The Qur'an explains Oneness of Allah and Belief to people most

excellently and no book can ever match its eloquence. However, the disbelievers

still refuse to submit. It is therefore obvious that nothing else can expect to guide

them.

#####&##&####&########
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) What do they ask about? (2) About the great news... (3) ...concerning which

they differ? (4) Take heed! They will soon come to know. (5) Take heed again!

They will soon come to know. (6) Have We not made the earth a bedding... (7)

the mountains pegs... (8) .... and created you in pairs? (9) (And have We not)

made your sleep a means of rest... (10) ...the night a drape... (11) ... and the day a

means of earning livelihood? (12) (And have We not) made seven powerful

skies above you... (13) .and made a bright lantern. (14) And We sent torrential

rains from laden clouds... (15) ...to extract with it seeds, plants... (16) .and dense

gardens.

THE GREAT NEWS IS JUDGEMENT DAY (QIYAMAH)

Allama Qurtubi 4* i»» <^j narrates that some members of the Quraysh were

once having a discussion. When it was mentioned that the Qur'an spoke about

Judgment Day, some of them accepted while others did not. "Ma'alimut Tamil"

adds that some of them asked, "What has Muhammad (JL-j ^ &\ J^> brought?" It

was with reference to this discussion that Allah revealed the verse "What do they

ask about?" Allah Himself replies to the question when He says, "About the great news

(judgment Day) concerning which they djffer? "While some of them believed in

Judgment Day, others did not.
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Allah says, "Take heed! They will soon come to know. " Allah then repeats "t ,

heed again! They will soon come to know." They will realise the error of their' «when Judgment Day does take place, but then it will be too late.
ys

Allah then mentions some of His creations that are there for all to spp npondering over these, man will realise Allah's great power and will understandthat the Bemg Who created such phenomenal things must certainly haveTpower to resurrect people on the Day of Judgment. Allah asks, "Have WemJj
the earth a bedding, the mountains pegs, and created you in pairs?" Because Tmountains prevent the earth from shaking, man is able to stand, walk and travlieasily on earth. Allah has also created a spouse for man so that man may marIvmay have a loving companion through the difficulties of life and may hJl
contentment. In addition to this, marriage allows for procreation so that mlmay survive on earth.

man

Allah continues, "(And have We not) made your sleep a means of rest
" Man

gets physically and mentally tired during his daily activities and needs sleep torecuperate and replenish his energy. After a good night's rest, man again has theenergy to continue his daily activities. The Arabic word 'subata" (translated
above as a means of rest") literally refers to cuffing something. This word' aptlydescribes sleep because the voluntary movements of a person's limbs terminate
while he sleeps and his fatigue is alleviated.

Allah says that He made "the night a drape and the day a means- of earning
livelihood? Man has the night to rest at home and the light of the day in which toearn a Irving. Therefore the night and the day are great bounties from Allah Onecan well miagine the difficulty if night had to be perpetual or if day had to be
perpetual. }

Allah continues, "(And have We not) made seven powerful skies above you andmade a bright lantern" i.e. the sun. Generating its own light, the sun provides the
earth with innumerable benefits apart from light. It provides heat and allows
plants and vegetation to grow. Besides these, research has disclosed numerous
other benefits of the sun that were previously unknown.

"And We sent torrential rains from laden clouds to extract with it seeds, plants
and dense gardens." Allah uses the rain as a means of growing plants, many ofwhich form man s staple diet. Among the many things that rain also grows is
fodder for animals, which in turn provide man with food, milk, hide, transport
and labour. The Arabic word 'alfafa" (translated above as "dense") refers to trees
the branches of which twine into each other as they grow.
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(17) Verily the Day of Judgement has been fixed. (18) The day when the trumpet
will be blown and you will come in armies. (19) The sky will be opened and will
become many doors. (20) The mountains will be made to fly and will be reduced
to dust.
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In the above verses, Allah Ta'ala recounts some manifestations of His

„,mense power. By pondering about these, man will realise that Allah is

"^rdy Capable of resurrecting the dead on the Day of Judgment. Allah makes

J5K that the Day of Judgment will neither be preponed nor postponed even

Lnneh there may be people who deny its advent and are sceptical about it. Allah

^ "Verily the Day of Judgement has been fixed. The day when the trumpet will be

Vom and you will come in armies." Every generation from the time of Sayyidina

jffi™J** will present themselves for reckoning and they will arrive from

their graves in large numbers.

Allah describes the scene of the day further when He says, "The sky will be

nmned and will become many doors. The mountains will be made to fly and will be

Tducedto dust." Allah says in Surah Naml, "You will look at the mountains

liking them to be solid but they will be passing by like clouds. A verse of Surah

Muzzammil reads: "the day that the earth and mountatns wtll shake and the

luntains will be reduced to a heap ofdust." Describing the same scene on the Day

oHuagment, Allah says in Surah Waqi'ah, "When the earth shall convulse with

violent earthquakes. And the mountains will be shattered to pieces and become hke

scattered dust."

(21) Indeed Hell is a place of ambush... (22) ....an abode for the rebellious. (23)

They will remain there for an extremely long period of time. (24) In Hell they

will taste neither any coolness nor any drink... (25) .... except boiling water and

Ghassaq... (26) as a befitting punishment (for their sins). (27) Indeed they

never looked forward to reckoning... (28) .... and adamantly falsified Our verses

(29) .... We have meticulously recorded everything in the book. (30) So taste.

We shall increase you only in punishment."

When Judgment Day takes place at its appointed time, the righteous and the

sinful will see what is in store for them. The bounties that the pious wiU enjoy-m

the Hereafter will be discussed in the commentary of verse 31 and the verses

thereafter. Allah begins by speaking about the plight of the disbelievers and

polytheists in the above verses when He says, "Indeed Hell is a place of ambush ,

The angels appointed to punish people in HeU are lying in wait for themu No

sooner will they arrive than the angels will start punishing them Other

commentators state that verse should be translated as "Indeed Hell is wattngm

ambush. Lending the description to Hell itself is not farfetched because Allah has

gTven life to Hel! Allah says in Surah Furqan, "When it (Hell) wtll see them from a

distance, they will hear the roar of itsfury and its crackling. " [Surah 25, verse 12]

Allah says further that Hell is "an abode for the rebellious. They will remain
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there for an extremely long period of time." The most -ebellious are the disbelievers

and Polytheists. The Arabic word "ahqab" (translated above as "an extremely

long period of time') is the plural of "hiqb -. According to Sayyidina Hasan Basri
Up &\ -^-j, the word refers to an infinite period of time. According to Sayyidina
Abdullah bin Mas'ud «up &\ ^Jf Sayyidina Abu Hurayra *& &> ^ Jf Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Abbas ^ ifct ^j and Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ^ i»i ^ jf a

single
//

hiqb
,/

is equivalent to eighty years. It has also been reported that a single

day of these eighty years is equal to a thousand years of this world. Whatever the

interpretation, the Qur'an is explicit that people will spend many periods of

"hiqb" in Hell.

Because the period of a ''hiqb" has not been specified, and because Surah

Nisa and Surah Jinn mention the word "abada" (until eternity) when mentioning

the punishment of the disbelievers and polytheists, it is the belief of the Ahlus

Sunnah wal Jama'ah that the disbelievers and Polytheists will suffer eternally in

Hell just as the believers will enjoy Heaven eternally. Just as the bounties of the

people of Heaven will never come to an end, the punishment of the people in

Hell will also not come to an end. It is for this reason that commentators state

that the interpretation of "ahqab" is "hiqb" after "hiqb" i.e. the people of Hell will

suffer "hiqb" after "hiqb" of punishment until eternity.

Allah continues, "In Hell they will taste neither any coolness nor any drink.."

The people of Hell will have no respite from punishment. Neither will they have

relief from the heat nor from thirst. Of course, this verse does not contradict the

existence of Zamharir, an icy cold part of Hell in which many will be placed for

punishment. The "coolness" mentioned in this verse refers to a welcome relief

from the heat of Hell and not an icy cold punishment.

Allah then adds that the only drink that the people of Hell will receive will

be "boiling water and Ghassdq - Allah says in Surah Muhammad that the people of

Hell will be "given boiling water to drink, which tears their innards to shreds?" [Surah

47, verse 15]

The Holy Prophet (JL. j U* iut jl> said that if a single bucket of "Ghassdq" were

to be thrown on earth, every person on earth will rot. ["Mishkat" p. 503]

The book "Mirqat" (which is a commentary of "Mishkat') has cited the

following four interpretations of "Ghassdq ":

1. It is the puss of the people of Hell, and the fluid that

remains after their wounds are washed.

2. It is the tears of the people in Hell..

3. It refers to Zamharir, which is the icy cold part of Hell.

4. It is the frozen, decaying puss of the people in Hell, which is

too cold to drink (However, people will be forced to drink it

because of extreme thirst).

Whatever the intersection, "Ghassdq" is something extremely horrid and

foul smelling. May Allah .save us all from it. Amln.
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Allah then says that whatever the people of Hell will suffer shall be "a

befitting punishment (for their sins)." Because disbelief and polytheism are the

worst of sins, the disbelievers and Polytheists deserve the worst of punishment.

They will suffer punishment until eternity because they lived their entire lives as

disbelievers and Polytheists. Allah then says about these people, 'indeed they

never looked forward to reckoning and adamantly falsified Our verses. We have

meticulously recorded everything in the book" They will be told, "So taste (the

punishment)! We shall increase you only in punishment."
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(31) Those with Taqwa (Piety) shall certainly have success... (32) ... gardens,

grapes.„ (33) ...youthful maidens of equal age... (34) ....and brimming glasses. (35)

In Jannah (Heaven) they shall hear neither futile talk nor lies. (36) (All this will

be) compensation, conferred as an ample gift from your Lord... (37) ... Who is the

Lord of the heavens, the earth and whatever is between them and the Most

Compassionate. They will be unable to address Him. (38) On the day when

every living being and the angels will stand in rows, none of them will be able

to speak except the one whom Ar Rahman permits and who speaks correctly.

(39) That is the Day of Truth. So whoever wills should adopt a recourse towards

his Lord. (40) We have certainly warned you of a near punishment; the day

when a man will see what his hands sent ahead and the disbeliever will say,

"Oh! If only I had been dust!"

After speaking about the terrible plight that the disbelievers will suffer in

the Akhirah (Hereafter), Allah discusses the good fortune of those who possess

piety. There are various levels of Piety. The highest level is abstaining from

polytheism. Thereafter, there are numerous other levels depending on a person's

abstinence from sin. According to these levels, people will enjoy varied levels in

Heaven. Allah says, "Those with piety shall certainly have success..." Although the

word "mafaza" is translated as "success", it also refers to a place of success viz.

Heaven.

Allah then recounts the bounties of Heaven which are a manifestation of a

person's success. These bounties include "gardens". The Arabic word used here

for gardens is "hada'iq »,which is the plural of "hadiqa" . "Hadiqa" actually refers to

a garden or orchard that is surrounded by four walls. Although grapes are torbe

found in such orchards like all other fruit, Allah mentions grapes separately
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because grapes are a more celebrated fruit than other fruit.

Also among the bounties of Heaven will be 'youthful maidens of equal age".

Husbands and wives in Heaven will be of the same age so that compatibility will

be optimal. Sayyidina Abu Sa'id Khudri ^ iui ^j narrates from the Holy Prophet
pJu-j a> &\ J^ that every person to enter Heaven will be thirty years of age
irrespective of their age in this world when they passed away. Thereafter, they

will not age.

"Shama'il Tirmidhi
//

reports that an old lady once asked, "O The Holy

Prophet f+^j <J* Jji Jl^. Pray that Allah enters me into Heaven." The Nabi <4± & JU
(Jl-j said to her, "Old women will not enter Heaven." Hearing this the old woman
left weeping. The Holy Prophet jJL-j ^Jlp ivju* sent someone after her with the

message that she will not be old when she enters Heaven. She will be

transformed into a young lady because Allah states, 'indeed We have created these

damsels very specially. And We have made them all virgins, most beloved and of equal

agefor the people of the right."

Allah states further that in Heaven people will enjoy "brimming glasses ".

This verse does not contradict verse 16 of Surah Dahar (Surah 76) where Allah

says that "those filling (the glasses) will fill by an appropriate measure." There is no
contradiction because those people who desire to have their glasses brimming
over will have their desire.

"In Heaven they shall hear neither futile talk nor lies. "Not only will the people

of Heaven not speak lies and hold useless discussions, they will not even hear

this from others. Allah continues, "(All this will be) compensation (for their good

deeds), conferred as an ample gjft from your Lord ". Whatever the people of Heaven
receive will be much more than everything they desire. There will be nothing left

to be desired.

Whatever the people of Heaven receive will be from Allah, "Who is the Lord

of the heavens, the earth and whatever is between them and the Most Compassionate.

They will be unable to address Him." The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" interprets the

verse to mean that the people of Hell will be unable to request respite and the

people of Heaven will be unable to ask for more without His permission.

"On the day when every living being and the angels will stand in rows, none of

them will be able to speak except the one whom Ar Rahman permits and who speaks

correctly. " Whoever wants to speak will not be able to speak. Only those whom
Allah knows will speak correctly will be granted permission to speak. Such

people include those who will intercede on behalf of others. Referring to the

angels, Allah says in Surah Anbiya, "He knows what is before them and what is

behind them and only the one with whom He is pleased will be able to intercede. They

tremble with fearfor Him." [Surah 21, verse 28]

"That is the Day of Truth. So whoever wills should adopt a recourse towards his

Lord" i.e. one should accept Islam and continue to perform good deeds until

one's death. "We have certainly warned you of a near punishment" The punishment

of the Day of Judgment is near because whatever is certain is regarded as being

near.

Allah continues, "The day when a man will see what (deeds) his hands sent ahead
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(in his record of deeds). ''Allah says in Surah Kahf, "The record ofdeeds shall be placed

and you will see the sinners afraid ofwhat is contained in them. They will say, 'Woe be to

us! What is with this book that it does not leave anything small or large unrecorded?'

They will find their deeds present and your Lord shall not oppress anyone." [Surah 18,

verse 50]

Allah says in Surah Zilzal, "Whoever doco an atom 's weight of good will see it

and whoever does and atom 's weight of evil will see it." [Surah 99, verses 7,8]

Allah concludes the Surah by saying that on the Day of Judgment, "the

disbeliever will say, 'Oh! If only I had been dust! "', "Ma'dlimut Tanzil" reports from

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar <up &\ ^j that every creature will be resurrected on

the Day of Judgment, even the birds and animals. Then retribution will be taken

from every one of them who oppressed another in any way. Consequently, a

hornless goat will have revenge from the horned goat that butted it in the world.

When revenge is exacted from all the animals, Allah will command them,

"Become dust!" Seeing this, the disbeliever will think that it would have been

better for him if he were an animal so that his affair would be terminated after

revenge is taken. He would then not have to suffer any further punishment.

Although animals will have no reward, they will also have no punishment like

the disbelievers. It is on this occasion that "the disbeliever will say, 'Oh! Ifonly I had

been dust!

Other commentators have stated that the disbeliever will express this wish

when he sees the punishment in store for him. He will then wish that he were

never born.

####ftft###ft######&#####
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) By the oath of those angels who harshly extract souls... (2) .... those who untie

knots... (3) .... those who swim along... (4) ... who then swiftly race... (5) ... and

those who arrange the commands (of Allah). (6) The day (shall certainly take

place) when that which shakes shall shake... (7) . . .to be followed by that which

will follow. (8) On that day, many hearts will be fluttering... (9) ... with their

gazes cast down. (10) They say, "Will we be returned to our former states..." (11)

"...even after we have become decomposed bones?" (12) They say, "In that case

the return shall be a tremendous loss." (13) It will be only a single blast... (14) ..

.

and they will all immediately be present for Reckoning.

These verses speak about the advent of Judgment Day. Allah begins by
taking oaths of several types of angels to assert that "The day (shall certainly take

place) when that which shakes shall shake.
"

Allah says, "By the oath of those angels who harshly extract souls - The emphasis

in this verse denotes that these angels mercilessly wrench the soul from every

portion of the dying person's body, causing excruciating pain. Allah then swears

by those angels "who untie knots -. This refers to those angels who remove souls

very gently from the body. Commentators state that the first group of angels

extract the souls of the disbelievers while the second group extract the souls of

the believers. Of course, there are times when Allah causes the death of a believer

to be difficult so that he may earn an exalted status in the Hereafter.
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The Ahadith mention that the soul of a believer emerges from the body as

easily as water emerges from a water-bag. On the other hand, when a disbeliever

has to leave this world for the Hereafter, dark-faced angels descend from the

heavens. They carry with them sack cloth and appear before him as far as the

eyes can see. Then the angel of death himself comes, sits by the head and says,

"O foul soul! Emerge towards Allah's anger!" The soul then disperses throughout

the body in an attempt to escape. Thereafter the angel of death forcefully extracts

the soul, just as wet wool wrapped around a skewer is forcefully removed. When
the angel of death removes the soul, the other angels, without losing a split

second, grab hold off the soul and wrap it in the sack cloth. ["Mishkat" p. 142]

Allah Ta'ala then takes an oath by those angels "who swim along".

Commentators state that this refers to the fluid and swift movement of the angels

as they transport the soul of the believer to the heavens. Thereafter, Allah swears

by the angels "who then swiftly race" off with the souls of people once Allah

instructs them where to take the souls. Once the decision is made and the

instruction issued, the angels hasten to "arrange the (fulfilment of the) commands (of

Allah)."

The above oaths are taken to assert that "The day (shall certainly take place)

when that which shakes shall shake" This verse refers to the Day of Judgment and

"that which shakes" refers to the first blowing of the trumpet, which will violently

shake everything. The first blowing of the trumpet will "be followed by that which

will follow" i.e. by the second blowing of the trumpet.

Describing the condition of people on the Day of Judgment, Allah says, "On
that day, many hearts will be fluttering with their gazes cast down." Allah then quotes

what the disbelievers used to say about Judgment day. They say, "Will we be

returned to our former states even after we have become decomposed bones?" The

disbelievers regard the advent of Judgment day as something farfetched and

cynically ask this question. They also say "In that case the return shall be a

tremendous loss. " The disbelievers said that if Judgment day were to take place as

the Holy Prophet <X*$ <*> ifc» JU said, they would be ruined because they will then

suffer the punishment for their rejection. However, this statement was also

intended to mock the belief of Judgment day because the disbelievers did not

even have a vague belief that Judgment day could be a reality. If they did have

the concern that they may have to suffer a loss, they would not have behaved as

badly as they did.

Even if a dishonest person warns people not to go to a certain place because

there is a large snake there, people would be very cautious to go there because

they fear for their safety. If the disbelievers during the time of the Holy Prophet

pL, j Up ibi ju believed that the possibility of Judgment day could exist, they would
have been foolish to make the claims they did when they knew the Holy Prophet

pJL. j u* iu\ jl* to be an honest person.

"It will be only a single blast and they will all immediately be present for

Reckoning. " Although the disbelievers regarded the advent of Judgment day to be

something farfetched and impossible, it is an extremely simple matter for Allah.

When Allah issues the command, all it takes for people to be resurrected for

Judgment day is a single blast of the trumpet and everyone will present
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themselves without delay.
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(15) Has the story of Musa pJh *J* reached you? (16) When his Lord called him

on the blessed valley of Tuwa. (17) "Go to Phara'oh (Fir'oun) for he has

certainly transgressed." (18) "Tell him, 'Do you want to be purified?"' (19)

"'And should I guide you to your Lord so that you may fear (Him)?'" (20) So he

showed him a great sign. (21) But he falsified and disobeyed. (22) Then he

turned away and applied himself. (23) He gathered the people and proclaimed...

(24) ... "I am your highest Lord!" (25) So Allah seized him with the punishment

of this world and the Hereafter. (26) There is certainly a lesson in this for the

one who fears.

Sayyidina Musa f*-*\
<4* was from the Bani Isra'il who lived in Egypt from

the time of Sayyidina Yusuf r
^U\ -d*. The Copts of Egypt greatly oppressed the

Bani Isra'il and made their lives miserable. It was during these trying times that

Sayyidina Musa f*~l\ U* was born. Upon direction from Allah Ta'ala, his mother

placed him in a basket, which she put in the river. When the basket passed by

phara'oh's (Fir'oun's) palace, phara'oh's (Fir'oun's) wife had it removed from the

river. When she saw the child inside, she was overwhelmed with the child and

beseeched phara'oh (Fir'oun) to keep the child as a son in the palace.

Consequently, Sayyidina Musa f*-J» *A* grew up in phara'oh's (Fir'oun's) palace.

When he grew up, he killed a Copt by mistake when he tried to assist an Isra'Ili.

When the news reached phara'oh (Fir'oun) and his ministers, they decided to

execute Sayyidina Musa £LJ\ Up. Learning of their intention, Sayyidina Musa u*

f*~)\ left Egypt and settled in Madyan where he married and tended the goats of

his father-in-law for ten years.

He then decided to return to Egypt with his wife but lost the way.

Eventually, he saw what appeared to be a fire in the distance. Thinking that he

could get a brand of fire to keep his wife warm and find someone to direct him,

Sayyidina Musa r
%~K Up set out in the direction of the 'fire -. When he reached the

sacred valley of Tuwa where the fire" was, Allah addressed him and made him a

Nabi (Prophet). Allah asked him to throw down his staff, which Allah made into

a snake and Allah also showed him that his hand could become a shining lamp

by placing it beneath his arm. Allah also commanded him to preach to phara'oh

(Fir'oun) and his people. It is with reference to this that Allah says, "Has the story

of Musa f**J\ a> reached you? When his Lord called him on the blessed valley of Tuwa

(He said to him) 'Go to phara'oh (Fir'oun) for he has certainly transgressed. Tell him,
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'Do you want to be purified? And should I guide you to your Lord so that you may fear
(Him)?

Complying with Allah's command, Sayyidina Musa (}LJ» u^ left for Egypt
where he was joined by his brother Harun pLJ\ a> whom Allah had also made a

Nabi (Prophet) at Sayyidina Musa's <olji ^ request. Entering phara'oh's

(Fir'oun's) court, they warned him about Allah's punishment if he did not desist

from his evil ways. They told him, 'it has been revealed to us that punishment shall be

for those who falsify and turn away. "Hearing that Sayyidina Musa <»*>LJ\ ^
preached the divinity of Allah, Phara'oh (Fir'oun) was extremely upset because

he indoctrinated the people into believing that he was their god. He asked

Sayyidina Musa f%Ji Up a series of questions to intimidate him, but Sayyidina

Musa f%J\ <op answered the questions with great courage. Unable to win any

ground from Sayyidina Musa f>LJ\ Up, phara'oh (Fir'oun) finally said, "Ifyou take

another as a deity besides myself I shall definitely make you of the prisoners!' Musa <lU

f%^\ said, 'Even if I bring you a clear proof?' phara'oh (Fir'oun) said, 'Bring it if

you are truthful. 'So Musa f%Jt Up cast down his staff and it suddenly became a

manifest serpent. And he withdrew his hand, which instantly turned white for all to see."

[Surah Shu'ara (26), verses 29-33]

It is with reference to these miracles that Allah says, "So he [Sayyidina Musa
(OUi Up] showed him phara'oh (Fir'oun) a great sign. " However, instead of

accepting, phara'oh (Fir'oun)' Falsified and disobeyed." Phara'oh (Fir'oun) then

declared that Sayyidina Musa fiLJ\ Up was a magician and arranged a contest

between Sayyidina Musa ^LJ\ ^ and the magicians of the land. Not only did

Sayyidina Musa fiLJ\ <A± defeat the magicians, but he made them all believers.

However, phara'oh (Fir'oun) was still adamant not to accept and continued

claiming his divinity. Allah says that phara'oh (Fir'oun) "turned away and applied

himself to find a way to stop the spread of Sayyidina Musa's <oLJt ^ message.

"He gathered the people and proclaimed, 7 am your highest Lord!" However, all his

schemes failed and he was eventually drowned with his entire army. Allah says,

"So Allah seized him with the punishment of this world and the Hereafter."

Allah says about phara'oh (Fir'oun) in Surah Hud, "He will lead his people on

the Day ofjudgement and enter them into the Fire. It is an evil place indeed where they

shall be entered." About him and his army, Allah says in Surah Qasas, "We set a

curse after them in this world, and on the day of Judgment, they shall be among the

hateful."

Allah declares, "There is certainly a lesson in this for the one who fears." People

who are concerned that they should not suffer the same plight because of

disobedience will heed the lessons in this episode. However, those who are

heedless of the warnings and who do not care to apply their intelligence will

continue to disobey Allah. Like Fir'oun and his people, they will also destroy

themselves.

The details of Sayyidina Musa's fiLJ\ U* story is discussed in Surah Yunus
[Surah 10, verses 75-92], Surah TaHa [Surah 20, verses 9-98], Surah Naml [Surah 27, verses

7-14], Surah Qasas [Surah 28, verses 3-50] and several other Surahs as well.
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(27) Are you more difficult to create or the sky? Allah has created it... (28)

elevated its roof perfected it... (29) ....made its night dark and made its day

manifest. (30) Thereafter, Allah spread out the earth. (31) He extracted from the

earth her water and fodder... (32) ... and firmly stationed the mountains. (33) All

this for your benefit and for the benefit of your animals.

Further addressing those who reject the coming of Judgment day, Allah

asks, "Are you more difficult to create or the sky?" Because the sky is a much larger

creation and contains so many phenomena, any person will understand that its

creation should be more difficult than the creation of a man. If Allah has the

power to create the sky, he certainly has the power to resurrect man on the Day

of Judgment. Not only did Allah create the sky, Allah also "elevated its roof

perfected it, made its night dark and made its day manifest. " Allah relates the night

and day to the sky because it appears as if they extend from the sky.

After creating the sky, "Allah spread out the earth. He extracted from the earth

her water and fodder and firmly stationed the mountains (to stabilise the earth). All this

for your benefit and for the benefit of your animals." It is therefore incumbent upon
man to express gratitude to Allah for all these bounties and to believe in the

divine scriptures and whatever Allah has revealed to His Prophets f^\ r^.
Refer to the commentaries of verses 9 to 12 of Surah HaMim Sajdah (Surah 41) for

details about the sequence in which Allah created the heavens and the earth.
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(34) So when the tremendous calamity befalls... (35) ... that day man will recall

what he did... (36) .... and Hell will be manifest for those who look on. (37) As

for the one who transgresses... (38) ... and who prefers the life of this world...

(39) ...then Hell shall certainly be his abode. (40) As for the one who fears

standing before his Lord and who restrains himself from carnal passions... (41)

.... then Heaven shall definitely be his abode. (42) They ask you about when
Judgment Day will take place. (43) What have you to tell about it? (44) To your

Lord belongs (the knowledge of) its term. (45) You are a warner only to him who
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fears it. (46) The day when they see it, it will seem as if they lived only an

evening or a morning.

Referring to Judgment day, Allah says, "So when the tremendous calamity

befalls, that day man will recall what he did and Hell will be manifest for those who look

on." The Arabic word "tamma" (translated above as "calamity") is derived from

the word "tamma "which refers to something that rises above and overwhelms
everything else. Judgment Day is therefore referred to as "tamma" because it is a

calamity that overwhelms all other calamities.

Sayyidina Hasan Basri Up &\ <^j states that "the tremendous calamity" refers to

the second blowing of the trumpet. When Judgment Day takes place, every

person will realise whether his deeds are good enough to take him to Heaven or

whether they are lacking. On that day there will be only two groups, as Allah

says in Surah Shura, "A group shall be in Heaven, while another shall be in the Blaze."

[Surah 42, verse 7]

Allah refers to these two groups individually. Speaking of those destined for

Hell, Allah says, "As for the one who transgresses and who prefers the life of this world,

then Hell shall certainly be his abode. " People generally cling to disbelief and refuse

to accept Islam because they fear losing their wealth or positions. This displays

their preference for this world over the Hereafter. It is for the same reason that

Muslims also commit sins. Chasing after wealth, fame and position leads p >ople

to commit sins, to neglect their Obligatory and Compulsory obligations and to

involve themselves in everything that violates Allah's commands. On the other

hand, when a person gives pre cerence to the life Hereafter, he will be conscious

about leading a life of piety and will stay far from sin.

Allah then speaks about the second type of person when He says, "As for the

one who fears standing before his Lord and who restrains himselffrom carnal passions,

then Heaven shall definitely be his abode. " Whenever a person wants to do good and

abstain from evil, his carnal self presents an obstacle. One's carnal self wants

only pleasure and enjoyment and loves the world for this. It has no inclination

for the Hereafter because its concern is only for the pleasures of this world. It will

therefore spur a person on to commit sins and to lead a life of recklessness.

Therefore, when a person gains control over his carnal self (his Nafs), he will be

able to abstain from sin and will content himself with what is Halal (lawful)

instead of Haram (unlawful). Such people will attain the high ranks of Heaven.

The person who fears standing for reckoning before Allah will receive two

gardens of Heaven, as Allah says in Surah Rahman, "The one who fears standing in

the presence of his Lord shall have two gardens." [Surah 55, verse 46]

Sayyidina Jabir ^ ifci ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet jJl-j u* iai j^ said, "I

fear most for my Ummah that they follow the dictates of their Nafs (Carnal self)

and that they entertain lengthy hopes. The desires of the Nafs (carnal self)

prevents one from the truth and lengthy hopes make one forget about the

Akhirah (Hereafter). This world is travelling and leaving while the Akhirah

(Hereafter) is travelling and approaching Each has its sons, so if you can avoid

being a son of this world then do so. Today you are in the place of deeds (the

world) where there is no reckoning and tomorrow you will be in the Akhirah

(Hereafter) where there are no deeds (only reckoning)." \'Mxshkat" p. 444]
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Addressing the Holy Prophet pJL-j 4* i»i J^, Allah says, "They ask you about

when Judgment day will take place/' The disbelievers actually asked about

Judgment day mockingly because they did not really want to know when it will

occur. Allah says to the Holy Prophet ^L-j <uU ibt JL*, "What have you to tell about

it?" The Holy Prophet jJL-j *4± Ay JU could not inform them about when
judgment day will take place because he was not informed about its date. "To

your Lord belongs (the knowledge of) its term. "Allah says in Surah A'raf, "They ask

you regarding Judgment day, when will it occur? Say, 'The knowledge of this is with my
lord. Only He will manifest it on its time. It will be weighty on the heavens and the

earth and will appear suddenly.' They ask you as ifyou have perfect knowledge of it. Say,

The knowledge of this is only with Allah, but most people do not know." [Surah 7, verse

187]

Allah says, "You are a warner only to him who fears it. " Those who have no

concern for Judgment day will not heed a thousand warnings of Judgment day.

However, a single warning suffices for the one who is concerned about his plight

in the Akhirah {Hereafter).

Allah concludes the Surah by saying, "The day when they see it will seem as if

they lived only an evening or a morning. " People persistently ask about the date of

Judgment Day as if they are looking forward to it. All they intend doing is to

mock the belief. However, when they see Judgment day taking place before their

very eyes, they will regref their ways and their lives of tens or even hundreds of

years will seem even less than a day. The life which they thought would never

end, will seem like only a dream.

#######&#########&####
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) He frowned and turned away... (2) ..because a blind man came to him. (3)

How do you know that perhaps he will be purified... (4) ....or he may take heed

and the advice will prove beneficial to him? (5) As for him who was indifferent

... (6) ...to him do you attend... (7) ...when there would be no blame on you if he

is not purified. (8) As for him who comes running to you... (9) ...in fear... (10) ....to

him you show indifference. (11) This should never be. Indeed this Qur'an is a

reminder. (12) So whoever desires should take heed. (13) It is in scriptures that

are honoured... (14) ... elevated and pure... (15) ... in the hands of scribes... (16)

who are honourable and righteous.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umm Maktum *& ifo- ^j was a blind prophet's

companions {+*> ifo ^j and was popularly known as Sayyidina Ibn Umm
Maktum ** &\ ^j. Some say that his name was Amr and that his father's name
was Qais. He was among the earliest Immigrants and migrated to Madinah

before the Holy Prophet pJL, ^ Up ibt ju. It once occurred that the Holy Prophet JU
^lw-j Up ifo was propagating Islam among some of the polytheists leaders,when
Sayyidina Ibn Umm Maktum <up i&i ^j arrived. Because he was blind, he did not

realise that the Holy Prophet <JL-j Up &\ J^> was occupied with the others and he

kept insisting that the Holy Prophet <JUj u* ifci j^ teach him something.

Since his arrival disturbed the discussion and complying with his request

would interrupt what was being said to the polytheists leaders, The Holy
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Prophet p-L-j Up ibi ju ignored him, thinking that he could speak to him at any
other time. On the other hand, the opportunity to address the Quraysh leaders

was rare and if any of them accepted Islam, it would influence many others to

follow. Tirmidhi reports that the Holy Prophet ^j a> &\ ju* was addressing one
of the polytheists leaders whereas "Ma'alimut Tamil" states that he was speaking

to Utba bin Rabl'ah, Abu Jahl, Abbas bin Abdul Muttalib, Ubay bin Khalf and
Umayyah bin Khalf. Allama Baydawi -Up i» '^j merely states that some leaders of

the Quraysh were present.

The Holy Prophet's pJL-j Up i»t J^> reaction became evident on his face when
he frowned. Referring to this, Allah says, "He frowned and turned away because a

blind man came to him. "Here Allah refers to the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ii ju> as he

third person to maintain his honour. It is only afterwards that Allah addresses

him as the second person when Allah says, "How do you know that perhaps he will

be purified or he may take heed and the advice will prove beneficial to him?" Because

Sayyidina Ibn Umm Maktum ^ ii ^j was a believer, any advice given to him
would have benefited him and served to purify him.

On the other hand, "As for him who was indifferent, to him do you attend when

there would be no blame on you if he is not purified. " The polytheists leaders were

indifferent towards the advice given to them. There was no need for the Holy

Prophet (JL- j ^ ^ J^ to preach to them persistently because he was not obliged

to make them believe.

Allah continues, "As for him who comes running to you in fear, to him you show

indifference." Allama Qurtubi ^ & ^j writes that although the Holy Prophet J^
^j Up i»\ ' s intention was laudable, Allah chided him because the hearts of the

men of "Suffa" should not be hurt and to make it clear that a poor believer is

better than a wealthy disbeliever. The message here is the same as contained in

verse 52 of Surah An'am (Surah 6) where Allah says, "Do not shun those who call

unto their Lord morning and evening, aspiring for His pleasure. You are not accountable

at all for them, nor are they at all accountablefor you, that you shun them and become of

the oppressors. " The same message is conveyed in Surah Kahf where Allah says,

"Restrain yourself with those who, seeking His pleasure, call to their Lord morning and

evening. And do not shift your attention from them with the intent of acquiring the

adornment of this worldly life. " [Surah 18, verse 28]

After the revelation of this Surah, the Holy Prophet ^3 Up iui j^ showed
special regard for Sayyidina Ibn Umm Maktum ^ & ^j. When the Holy

Prophet (JL-j ^ ibi ju used to see him approach, The Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up iwi ^U
would say, "Welcome to the one concerning whom my Lord has chided me." The Holy

Prophet jJL-j ^ ibt ju would then ask him several times if he needed anything.

"Isti'ab" and "Isabah" mention that the Holy Prophet pi-j <J^ &\ ju appointed

Sayyidina Ibn Ummi Maktum ^ & ^j as governor of Madinah thirteen times

when the Holy Prophet ^j Up ib» J^> left on expeditions. In the Holy Prophet's

pJi^ aJLp ibi ju absence, he was in charge of affairs in Madinah and would lead the

Salah.

Allah says further, "This should never be" i.e. you should never ignore a

believer who comes to you to learn the religion because "Indeed this Qur'an is a

reminder. So whoever desires should take heed" The duty of the Holy Prophet i»» J^>
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l^ aA* was to propagate the message of Islam and he was not charged with

making people believe. If anyone refused to believe; it was to his own detriment

and his disbelief would not harm the Holy Prophet ^L-j Up &\ J^> in the least.

Allah then describes the Qur'an itself when He says, "It is in scriptures that

are honoured, elevated and pure (in Allah's sight because the Satan cannot reach there);

in the hands of scribes who are honourable and righteous." The Qur'an is preserved in

the "Lowhul Mahfudh {The protected tablet)" where noble and pious angels record

events.
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(17) Woe be to man! How ungrateful is he? (18) From what did Allah create him?

(19) From a drop of semen. Allah created him, made him in due proportion...

(20) . . . and then eased the way for him. (21) Allah then gave him death and

concealed him in a grave. (22) Then Allah shall resurrect him when He wills.

(23) Behold! Man has not done what Allah has commanded him.

These verses discuss man's ingratitude and his creation. Allah says, "Woe be

to man! How ungrateful is he?" Allah created man and showers innumerable

favours on him but he does not thank Allah for them. Even worse is that man
who refuses to accept Allah as his Lord.

"From what did Allah create him? From a drop of semen. Allah created him, made

him in due proportion. " If man ponders about his beginnings, he will truly humble

himself before Allah. Allah developed the sperm cell from its original lowly state

and eventually fa hioned a human being with functioning organs and limbs.

Allah has also made the parts of the body in perfect proportion so that they may
function optimally. Allah says in Surah Qiyamah, "Was he (man) not a discharge of

semen after which he developed into a clot of blood and then Allah created him and

perfected him?" [Surah 75, verses 37,3 8]

After creating man, Allah "then eased the way for him" Allah led the foetus

through the various stages of its development and when the child was ready to

be born, Allah made it possible for it to emerge whole through an extremely

narrow exit.

Furthermore, "Allah then gave him death and concealed him in a grave. -Life and

death are in Allah's control. Man has no control over life, no control over death

and no control over the life after death either. Allah has taught man to bury the

dead because burial is most befitting for man's honour. Leaving a corpse above

the ground to be ravaged by animals who scatter the bones about does not

accord man's body the respect it deserves. Every body therefore gets the respect

it deserves. The treatment it receives after the burial depends on the deeds of the

person in this world.
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There are certain nations who cremate their dead and others who feed their

dead to vultures. These are nations who do not follow a divine religion and are
therefore grossly misguided. However, even their dead eventually end up in the
ground because the ashes of the deceased come to rest on the ground and the

vultures who devoured the corpse become dust after their death. In this regard
Allah says in Surah Mursalat, "Have We not made the earth consist of both the living

and the dead?" [Surah 77, verses 25,26]

Allah states further that after creating man, perfecting him and causing him
to die, "Then Allah shall resurrect him when He wills. " Death is not the end of a

person. After death, people will have to account for whatever they did in this

world and face the rewards or punishment they deserve.

"No! (Man has certainly not expressed gratitude. In addition to this) Man has not

done what Allah has commanded him." Some commentators state that this refers to

breaching the pledge of "Alist". Whereas man pledged to acknowledge only

Allah as his Lord, he breached the pledge after coming to this world. The verse

could also refer to man's disobeying the commands of the Prophets f*~J\ ^Js. and

what is contained in the divine scriptures. Of course, the verse refers to the

condition of man in general and to all of mankind collectively.
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(24) Let man look at his food. (25) We make the rain pour forth in abundant
(26) Then We cause the earth to part into clefts. (27) We then grow in the earth

grains... (28) grapes, vegetables... (29) olives, date palms... (30) ..,. dense

gardens... (31) ... fruit and fodder... (32) ...for your benefit and for the beiiefit of

your animals.

Allah commands man to reflect for a while. Allah says, "Let mth look at his

food" Man should ponder about the various types of Jfead thai Allah causes to

grow from the ground such as 'grains, grapes, vegetables, olives, date palms, dense

gardens, fruit and fodder. "Allah has created fruit for enjoyment and fodder for

man's animals. Then too, these fruit and other food do not grow sparsely so that

only one or two are available. Allah causes them to grow in abundance from

huge plantations so that entire nations are fed.

Allah has made the rain a means for all these foods to grow. When the rain

seeps into the ground, Allah causes the seed of the plant to split and the shoot to

sprout from it. Referring to this, Allah says, "We make the rain pour forth in

abundance. Then We cause the earth to part into clefts.
" Allah has taken care of all

this 'for your benefit and for the benefit of your animals." Man should ponder about

these phenomena and express gratitude to Allah for all of this. Together with

verbal gratitude, man should also show his gratitude by using Allah's bounties

in a manner that pleases Allah. At the same time, he should always turn to Allah

in repentance.
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(33) So when the deafening scream will come... (34) on that day man will flee

from his brother... (35) his mother, his father... (36)...his wife and his sons.

(37) On that day every one of them will be preoccupied with a predicament that

will make him oblivious of another. (38) On that day many faces shall be

radiant... (39) laughing and happy. (40) And many faces will be dusty... (41)

... .covered in darkness. (42) These will be the sinful disbelievers.

Allah depicts the scene of Judgment Day in these verses. Allah says, "So

when the deafening scream will come..." (i.e. the second blowing of the trumpet on the

Day ofJudgment), on that day man will flee from his brother, his mother, his father, his

wife and his sons. On that day every one of them will be preoccupied with a predicament

that will make him oblivious ofanother."

Referring to the faces of the pious believers, Allah says, "On that day many

faces shall be radiant, laughing and happy." On the other hand, concerning the faces

of those who forgot Allah in this world and who continued to sin and cling to

disbelief, Allah says "And many faces will be dusty, covered in darkness. These will be

the sinful disbelievers." They will look like this because of their humiliation and

fear on the Day of Judgment. Allah says in Surah Qiyamah, "And many faces on

that day will be gloomy, sensing that they will be dealt with most severely. " [Surah 75,

verses 24,25]

Allah says in Surah Al Imran, "The day when some faces will be illuminated

while others shall be darkened, As for those whose faces shall be darkened, it will be said

to them, 'Had you disbelieved after believing? So taste the punishment because of your

disbelief As for those whose faces shall be illuminated, they will be in the mercy ofAllah,

where they shall abideforever. " [Surah 3, verses 106,107]

titiftti£?£?£?fttiftt?fttiftl?titiftft£iftft
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) When the sun loses its light. (2) When the stars fall down. (3) When the

mountains are made to fly about. (4) When pregnant camels are forsaken. (5)

When wild animals are gathered. (6) When the oceans are set alight. (7) When
souls are joined. (8) When the girl buried alive will be asked... (9) ... .for what

sin she was killed. (10) When the records of deeds will be opened. (11) When the

sky will be opened. (12) When Hell will be fuelled. (13) When Heaven will be

brought close. (14) On that day every soul will know what (deeds) it had

presented.

This Surah is called Surah Takwir or Surah Kuwwirat. The above verses

describe what will happen on the Day of Judgment. Some of the events described

will take place after the first blowing of the trumpet while others will take place

after the second blowing of the trumpet.

The following six events will take place after the first blowing of the

trumpet:

1. "When the sun loses its light." The literal meaning of the Arabic word
"kuwwirat" (translated above as "loses its light") is "to fold". It is well within

Allah's power to literally fold the sun. However, commentators like Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Abbas ** it ^Jf Sayyidina Hasan 4* &\ ^j7 Sayyidina Qatadah i^j

*i* ii and Sayyidina Mujahid 4* &\ *^j say that the light of the sun will be folded

i.e. the sun will lose its light.
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2. "When the stars fall down.

"

3. "When the mountains are made to fly about." This has been referred to in

Surah TaHa, Surah Naml, Surah Waqi'ah and Surah Muzzammil The mountains
will fly about like the clouds and eventually be reduced to dust.

4. "When pregnant camels are forsaken." The Arabic word "ishar" (translated

above as "pregnant camels ") is the plural of the word "ashra" which refers to a

camel that is in her tenth month of pregnancy. Although such an animal is

generally prized, no one will be interested in her when Judgment of Day takes

place. The same will apply to everything else that people prize.

5. "When wild animals are gathered." While some commentators interpret the

verse to "mean that all wild animals will die on the Day of Judgment, others

interpret it to mean that retribution will be taken from every animal that

oppressed another in any way. This interpretation is in keeping with a hadith in

which it is mentioned that a hornless goat will have revenge from the horned

goat that butted it in the world. When revenge is exacted from all the animals,

Allah will command them, "Become dust!" Mention of a goat is merely by way of

example because the same will apply to all animals. In fact, a hadith reported in

"Ruhul Ma'ani" states that revenge will even be exacted from ants. This will of

course take place after the second blowing of the trumpet. If this interpretation is

applied, it may be said that the verses of the Surah merely state the events of

Judgment Day collectively without specifying the sequence.

6. "When the oceans are set alight." "Ruhul Ma'ani" states that the waters of the

ocean will be heated and eventually dried up. Fire will then take its place.

Thereafter, Allah mentions six events that will take place after the second

blowing of the trumpet:

1. "When souls are joined." After the disbelievers are separated from the

believers, the members of each group will be joined with each other. Allah says

in Surah Ibrahim, "On that day you will see the criminals shackled together in fetters."

[Surah 14, verse 49]

2. "When the girl buried alive will be asked for what sin she was killed." The Arab
Polytheists during the period of ignorance disliked having daughters and used to

bury their infant daughters alive. Allah says in Surah Nahl, "When any of them is

given the glad tidings of a daughter, his face darkens and he suppresses his fury. He hides

from the people because of the evil tidings that he received. Must he keep her with

disgrace or bury her in the sand? Evil indeed is the decision that he takes!" Such people

will be taken to task on the Day of Judgment.

3. "When the records of deeds will be opened" Every person will receive his

record of deeds on the Day of Judgment. The successful ones will receive theirs

in their right hands while the unsuccessful ones will receive theirs in their left

hands. Allah says in Surah Bani Isra'U, "We shall cast every person's record of deeds

upon his neck. On th$ Day ofJudgment We shall take out for him a book that he will see

opened before him. 'Read your book. Today you are a sufficient witness against yourself"

[Surah 17, verses 13,14.]

Allah says in Surah Kahf, "The record of deeds shall be placed and you
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mil see the sinners afraid of what is contained in them. They will say, 'Woe be to us!

Vtfiat is with this book that it does not leave anything small or large unrecorded?' They

willfind their deeds present and your Lord shall not oppress anyone. "[Surah 18, verse 50]

4. "When the sky will be opened."

5. "When Hell will befuelled" to make it burn more intensely.

6. "When Heaven will be brought close" to the pious just as Hell will be

brought close to the disbelievers; as Allah says in Surah Shu'ara, "Heaven will be

brought close to the pious while Hell will be revealed to the deviant ones." [Surah 26,

verses 90,91]

When all these events will take place, "On that day every soul will know what

(deeds) it had presented" People will then realise whether they are destined for

Heaven or for Hell.
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(15) I swear by the planets that recede... (16) ...that travel and hide. (17) And (I

swear by) the night when it departs... (18) ...and by the morning when it takes a

breath. (19) Undoubtedly this Qur'an is a word brought by an honoured

messenger Jibr'il fkJ\ Up... (20) ...who is powerful and of high rank in the sight

of the Owner of the Throne. (21) He is also obeyed there and trustworthy. (22)

Verily your companion is not insane. (23) He certainly saw him on the clear

horizon. (24) He is also not miserly with the knowledge of the unseen. (25) The

Qur'an is not the word of any accursed Satan. (26) So where are you heading?

(27) It is but a great advice to the universe... (28) ....for those of you who wish to

tread the straight path. (29) You cannot will anything without the will of Allah

the Lord of the universe.

Allah takes several oaths in this Surah to assert the fact that "Undoubtedly

this Qur'an is a word brought by an honoured messenger \Jibril f^LJ\ ^]." These

verses also refute the statement of those disbelievers who claimed that the Holy

Prophet fL-j <l± &\ JU was insane.

Allah says, "I swear by the planets that recede, that travel and hide." Sayyidina

Ali <u* At ^j has mentioned the planets referred to in these verses are Saturn,

Mercury, Jupiter, Mars and Venus. These verses refer to the rising and setting of

the planets which appear like stars in the sky and the verses make it clear that

they travel in their orbits as well.

"And (I swear by) the night when it departs" Some commentators translate this
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verse as "By the night when it brings darkness -.They says that this interpretatipn
i

more appropriate because it refers to the beginning of the night and the next
verse [viz. "by the morning when it takes a breath"] refers to the closing of the night
i.e. the arrival of the day. In this way, they maintain, both parts of the night are
referred to.

Allah swears these oaths to assert that "Undoubtedly this Qur'an is a word
brought by an honoured messenger. [Jibril ^\ Up], who is powerful and of high rank in

the sight of the Owner of the Throne. He is also obeyed there (in the heavens) and
trustworthy.

"

The fact that Allah entrusted Jibril (%~h <Op to convey revelation to the
Prophet ^^LJ\ <Op proves that he must certainly be trustworthy.

After mentioning Jibril
r
*>LJ> dp, Allah Ta'ala speaks of the Holy Prophet

J^,
,0^ Up &\

m Allah says, "Verily your companion is not insane." The Polytheists of

Makkah knew the Holy Prophet^ 3 Up it ju very well and they were convinced
that none could be more truthful and honest than he. Therefore, since the

veracity of the angelic messenger and that of the human messenger is proven
beyond doubt, it would be foolish to doubt the truth of the Qur'an.

The author of "Bayanul Qur'an" writes that the oaths Allah takes in these

verses are extremely apt. While the travelling and hiding of the planets

symbolise the travelling of the angels and their disappearance into the heavens,
the departure of the night and arrival of the day symbolise the departure of the

darkness of disbelief and arrival of the light of guidance, the cause of this being
the Qur'an.

"He [The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up it jj\ certainly saw him [Jibril f^J\ Up] on the

clear horizon." Jibril pLJ\ *A* normally met the Holy Prophet ^ 3
Up ii ju in the

appearance of a prophet's companions (Sahabi) by the name of Sayyidina Dihya
Kalbi -up &\ ^,j. However, The Holy Prophet pJL-j Up iiii ju saw him twice in his

original form. The Holy Prophet ^j Up ibi JU saw him once at the "Sidratul

Muntahd" on the night of Mi'raj (Ascension) and again on the horizon when the

Holy Prophet ^ Up ii JU, was in the Ajyad district of Makkah. The Holy
Prophet pL-j Up iii^ saw that he had six hundred wings and that they spanned
across thee horizon. [Tirmidhi]

Allah continues to says that the Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up &\ ju "is also not miserly

with the knowledge of the unseen" i.e. he conveys all the revelation that he is

charged to convey.

"The Qur'an is not the word of any accursed Satan. So where are you heading?"

Once it has been established that the messenger angel has all the right credentials

and the messenger Nabi <0- j U* &\ JU is also truthful beyond doubt, how can one
wander astray thinking that the Qur'an is doubtful? In addition to this, it has also

been proven that the Qur'an is neither the word of a Satan, nor a sooth-sayer, nor

a madman, nor a poet nor a person who has ulterior motives. "It (the Qur'an) is

but a great advice to the universe, for those of you who wish tread the straight path.

(However) You cannot will anything without the will of Allah the Lord of the universe."

"Everything is in Allah's control, even guidance.
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) When the sky splits... (2) ....the stars fall... (3) . . .the oceans are poured forth...

(4) . . .and graves tipped over... (5) . . .every soul shall come to know what it had

sent ahead and left behind.

These verses also depict the scene of Judgment Day. Allah Ta'ala says,

"When the sky splits, the stars fall, the oceans are poured forth (i.e. fresh and salt water

bodies will merge to become one mass of water) and graves tipped over (i.e. corpses will

emergefrom their graves), every soul shall come to know what it had sent ahead and left

behind" While the first three occurrences will take place after the first blowing of

the trumpet, the fourth will take place after the second blowing.

The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" states that when all waters become one, they

will seep into the earth and no water will be left on the surface of the earth.

(6) man! What has cast you into deception concerning your Magnanimous

Lord... (7) ... Who has created you, perfected you, gave you due proportion... (8) ..

. and made you in the fashion He desired.

Describing the creation of man, Allah Ta'ala reminds man to turn his

attention towards Allah. Man was absolutely nothing when Allah created him,

perfected his form and, according to His perfect wisdom, made him as He
pleased. Neither did man have the option to be created nor did he have a choice

to decide his height, size or features. Every person is as Allah made him and.

lives in this condition. It is now incumbent on every man to accept the
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commands of Allah that His Prophets
r
*>LJ»^ taught and to practise Allans

religion.

Among men there are those who have accepted Allah's Religion and those
who have rejected. There are also those who have accepted Allah's religion but
they still neglect His commands. They do not fulfil the Fara'idh (obligations) and
continue sinning. When it is brought to their attention that this type of life is

incorrect, their Nafs (carnal self) and Satan fool them into thinking that there is no
need to curb their ways because Allah is Magnanimous and will continue
forgiving them. They fail to realise that because Allah is so Magnanimous, He
deserves to be obeyed.

The weakness of man is that he has no sense of loyalty and is not faithful to
Allah. Despite the innumerable bounties that Allah bestows on man, man still

disobeys Him. Even if it were certain that every sin will be forgiven without
punishment, it would still be incumbent to obey Allah's commands. Obeying
Allah's commands merely because one fears punishment is a sign of disloyalty.

A loyal servant shivers at the mere thought of disobeying Allah. Such a servant
looks at the great bounties that Allah blesses him with and without concentrating
only on the punishment for disobedience, he applies himself to fulfilling the
command at hand. In fact, he regards leading a life of disobedience as a
punishment of its own. Although punishment causes physical pain, the pain that

the faithful servant feels when he is found to be disloyal is greater than the pain
of any punishment.
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(9) It should never be! The fact is that they deny retribution. (10) Verily there are

guardians upon you... (11) ... who are noble and are recording. (12) They know
what you do. (13) Indeed the righteous shall be immersed in bounties... (14) ....

and the sinners will surely be in Hell... (15) .... which they will enter on the Day
of Retribution. (16) They will certainly not be absent from it. (17) Do you know
what the Day of Retribution is? (18) Do you really know what the Day of

Retribution is? (19) It shall be a day when one soul will be unable to benefit

another soul in the least. On that day all authority will be Allah's.

Allah says, "It should never be!" i.e. one should never be deceived by his Nafs
(carnal self) and by Satan. By being deceived, one will harm only oneself. The
result of this is that people will deny that retribution will take place and they will

become reckless in their behaviour. For this reason, Allah reminds them, "Verily

there are guardians upon you who are noble (in Allah's sight) and are recording. They
know what you do." It is therefore best for people to carry out good deeds and to

refrain from sins.
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Allah then briefly describes the retribution that will take place on the Day of

jgment. Allah says, "Indeed the righteous shall be immersed in bounties and the

'nners will surely be in Hell which they will enter on the Day of Retribution. They will

ertfiinty
riot be absent from it." They will have to suffer eternally in Hell and will

ue
unable to escape. Allah refers to the same in Surah Ma'idah when he says,

"Tfrey will try to escapefrom the fire, but they will not be able to escape and theirs will be

^errncinent chastisement." [Surah 5, verse 37]

Allah continues, "Do you know what the Day of Retribution is? Do you really

faow what the Day of Retribution is?" People should therefore be concerned about

their
plight on the Day of Judgment. Allah then briefly describes the Day of

Judgment when he says, "It shall be a day when one soul will be unable to benefit

another soul in the least. On that day all authority will be Allah's." Although many

people have been vested with some authority in this world, they will all be

helpless on the Day of Judgment. They have no authority to do anything but will

rather be on the receiving end, requiring assistance -from others. However, none

will be able to assist another.

ft£?ftt?titiftfttift£?tift£?ftftftftft£?t?ft
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Makkan Surah Mutaffifin Verses 36

In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) Woe to the cheaters... (2) ...who, when they take measure from mankind, demand

in full. (3) But if they measure or weigh for people, they reduce. (4) Do such people

not consider that they will be raised... (5) ... unto an awful day ... (6) ..the day when

all of mankind will stand before the Lord of the universe?

Surah Mutaffifin is also called Surah Tatfif. The word "Tatfif refers to

diminishing quantities when weighing or measuring (cheating). A common
method of measuring quantities of grain in previous times was by filling utensils

of standardised sizes.

The above verses condemn the act of cheating people when weighing or

measuring for them. Allah speaks of people who cheat others who buy from

them and when they buy from others, they watch carefully to see that they are

given their share in full. Allah reminds such people about the Day of Judgment

when they will be taken to task for their misdeeds and punished accordingly. In

fact, the punishment for the sin of cheating in weight and measure is also

experienced in this world. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** i»» ^j reports that

the Holy Prophet pi-j <4* & JU> said to those who cheat in weighing and

measuring that they have been given to a sin that caused people of previous

nations to be destroyed in this world. ["Mishkat"]

The nation of Sayyidina Shu'ayb -f^J\ <A* started the evil practice of cheating

in weight and measure. Despite his persistent efforts to reform them, the people

refused to desist from this evil. Eventually, Allah's punishment destroyed them.

The details of this have been discussed in the commentary of Surah Shu'ara

[Surah 26, verses 176-191] and Surah A'raf [Surah 7, verses 85-92].

The "Mu'atta" of Imam Malik Up.ii ^j reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin
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Abbas ^ ii>» ^j that sustenance is constrained for those who cheat in weight
measure. This means that they will either be given less sustenance or that th

will be deprived of blessings in their sustenance. ^

It is Haram (Unlawful) to give a customer less than the weight or th

measurement for which he has paid. On the contrary, the Shari'ah h

^

encouraged traders to give the customer more than what he pays for. The Hoi
Prophet jJL-j Up it Jus was once passing by a person who was employed

t

measure for a trader. The Holy Prophet (JL-j <> &\ J^= said to him, "Measure and

give more.
"

Just as it is Haram (unlawful)io reduce when weighing and measuring,
it ^

also sinful to reduce in other matters and such an act will considerably reduce

the rewards of one's good deeds as well. Every believer has accepted to fulfil a

set of responsibilities which he owes to Allah and to fellow man. Cheating ^
these responsibilities also constitute sin. The "Mu'atta" of Imam Malik U* ii ^
reports a Hadith in which Sayyidina Umar -up ibi ^> Jf after performing Salah, met

a person who was not present for the Asr Salah. Sayyidina Umar <up &\'^j asked

him what had prevented him from performing Asr Salah, to which he presented

some excuse. To this Sayyidina Umar f%J» Up replied, "You have cheated!" (i.e>

cheated yourself by depriving yourself of the rewards for performing Salah in

congregation). After reporting this narration, Imam Malik Up &\ i^j writes that

everything can either be completed properly or one may cheat in completing it.

Cheating can take place in several other manners as well such as:

£0 Omitting the Sunnah acts of salah.

ffll Omitting the Sunnah acts of Ha]] and Umrah.

£Q Fasting without abstaining from sins like backbiting.

£0 Reciting the Qur'an incorrectly.

03 Not paying zakah in full.

While one will be depriving oneself of the complete rewards for these

deeds, certain acts may completely nullify one's good deed e.g. reciting the

Qur'an incorrectly in Salah may nullify one's Salah.

Another form of "Tatfif (cheating) is when an employee is employed to

work for an agreed number of hours but accepts his full salary for working less

hours. An employee is obliged to do the work he is being paid for. It is Haram

(unlawful)ior one to accept one's full salary when the desired work is incomplete

or incorrect. An employee will be guilty of "Tatfif if he uses his working hours

to engage in activities that are not related to his work such as smoking or idle

chatter. It is unfortunately the practice of many employees to work diligently

while the employer is watching but to engage in something else when his back is

turned. The person doing this is guilty of "Tatfif.

Also guilty of "Tatfif is the employee who does something contrary to what

he is paid for or who accepts a bribe to do something because of his position of

employment. While the bribe is in itself Haram (unlawful), part of his salary will

also become Haram (unlawful) for him because he is not doing what he is being
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paid for.

Reminding man about the consequences of the Akhirah (Hereafter), Allah

Ta'ala says, "Do such people not consider that they will be raised unto an awful day; the

day when all of mankind will stand before the Lord of the universe?" Concerning this

day, Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ^ & ^j reports from the Holy Prophet ito J^>

jUj Up that it will be a day when people will be immersed in their perspiration

up to their ears.

Every believer should be concerned about this day when he will have to

account for all his deeds before Allah and will have to suffer the punishment for

his sins. By constantly keeping this in mind, Insha Allah one will neither violate

the rights one owes to Allah nor those that he owes to fellow man. The factor that

contributes most towards sin is man's indifference towards the Day of Judgment.

% "&^ Z& u' «&^ % &h&£&C&k^

(7) It shall never be! Verily the records of the sinners shall be in "Sijjin". (8)

How will you know what the records placed in "Sijjin" are? (9) A sealed book.

(10) May misery be the lot of the deniers on that day... (11) ...those who deny the

Day of Retribution. (12) It is only every sinful transgressor who denies it. (13)

When Our verses are recited to him, he says, "These are fables of the men of

old" (14) Never! In fact, the rust of their sins has covered their hearts. (15)

Never! They will certainly be veiled from (seeing) their Lord on that day.

(16)They will then definitely enter Hell. (17) Thereafter it will be said, "This is

what you used to deny."

Allah asserts, "It shall never be!" i.e. it shall never be as the disbelievers think

that Judgment day will not take place. Judgment Day will certainly take place.

Man should never think that his words and deeds have disappeared into thin air

and that he is not required to account for them. Indeed, the records of every

person's deeds are preserved. Allah says, "Verily the records of the sinners shall be

in 'Sijjin'." These records will be presented on the Day of Judgment and will be

testimony against a person. None will be able to deny anything that he contain.

Allah asks, "How will you know what the records placed in 'Sijjin' are?" Allah

replies by saying that it is "A sealed book". There can be no additions or omissions

made to these records.

Allah continues, "May misery be the lot of the deniers on that day, those who deny

the Day of Retribution. It is only every sinful transgressor who denies it. When Our

verses are recited to him, he says, 'These are fables of the men of old'NeverI (The Qur'an
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can never be fables). In fact, the rust of their sins has covered their hearts." Their evil

deeds, especially their infidelity and Polytheism have covered their hearts with a
"rust" that prevents the truth from penetrating. They can therefore not
understand the truth and persist in rebellion.

The Holy Prophet ^l-j 4^ is>i j^ said, "Indeed, a form ofcontamination settles in

my heart and I repent to Allah a hundred times daily. " [Muslim]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra -^ &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet u* &\ j^
pi- j said, "When a believer commits a sin, a black spot forms on his heart. This

spot is erased only when he repents. However, if he does not repent and
continues sinning, the blackness also increases until it encompasses his heart.

This blackness is the "rust" that Allah refers to in the verse, "Never! In fact, the

rust of their sins has covered their hearts."

The Holy Prophet (JL-j <Op ii ju* has prescribed Taubah (repentance) as the

cure for the rust that settles on the heart. One should therefore resort to Taubah
(repentance) as soon as one commits a sin so that the heart is never covered by the

"rust" thaf prevents one from discerning falsehood from the truth.

Concerning the plight of those who deny Judgment day, Allah says, "Never!

They will certainly be veiled from (seeing) their Lord on that day. They will then

definitely enter Hell. Thereafter it will be said, 'This is what you used to deny/" Imam
Shafi'i Up &\ ^j states that this verse also proves that the believers will be able to

see Allah Ta'ala in the Hereafter.

fzV) ofJuS dJ^^ (Vol

(18) It shall never be! Verily the records of the righteous shall be in "Illiyyin".

(19) How will you know what the records placed in "Illiyyin" are? (20) A sealed

book... (21) ... which the close angels witness.

Allah asserts, "It shall never be!" i.e. it shall never be as the disbelievers think

that Judgment Day will not take place because it certainly will. People should not

think that their words and deeds have disappeared into thin air and that they are

not required to account for them. Indeed, every person's deeds are recorded.

Allah says, "Verily the records of the righteous shall be in 'Illiyyin ' . How will you know

what the records placed in 'Illiyyin' are? (It is) A sealed book which the close angels

witness.

"Sijjin" is a place beneath the seven earths where the souls of the

disbelievers are kept after death while the "Illiyyin" is a place above the seven

skies where the souls of deceased believer are kept. Explaining the deaths of the

believers and the disbelievers, The Holy Prophet ^j aJLp ii ju said that when the

angel of death removes the soul of a believer, he addresses it saying, "O pure soul,

emerge towards Allah's forgiveness and pleasure." Consequently, the soul emerges as

easily as a drop of water from a water bag. Without wasting a moment, the other

angels take the soul from the hands of the angel of death and place it in the

shrouds of Heaven and perfume it with the fragrances of Heaven. The Holy
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prophet ^j u* & JU* mentioned that this fragrance is better than the best

fragrances of this world. They then ascend with it to the heavens. Each time they

pass by a gathering of angels, they are asked, "Who is this pure soul?" Taking the

best of names used in the world, they furnish the name of the person with his

father's name.

The Holy Prophet ^j <A* &\ J^> continued to say that they then approach

the doors of the first heaven, which is opened upon their request. In this manner,

they reach the seventh heaven with the soul. Upon reaching there Allah tells

them, "Place the record ofMy slave in the Illiyyin and return him to the earth, because I

have created himfrom the earth, shall return him to it and will resurrect himfrom it."

He is then returned to the grave, where he will reply correctly to all the

questions. Then the Holy Prophet p-L-j Up i\ ju mentioned the bounties that the

believer will receive in the grave.

Thereafter the Holy Prophet <J~>j Up ifci JU> made mention of the death of a

disbeliever. He said that when a disbeliever has to leave this world for the

Hereafter, dark-faced angels descend from the heavens. They carry with them

sack cloth and appear before him as far as the eyes can see, Then the angel of

death himself comes, sits by the head and says, "O foul soul! Emerge towards

Allah's anger!" The soul then disperses throughout the body in an attempt to

escape. Thereafter the angel of death forcefully extracts the soul, just as wet wool

wrapped around a skewer is forcefully removed.

When the angel of death removes the soul, the other angels, without losing a

split second, grab hold off the soul and wrap it in the sack cloth. Such a foul

odour emanates from the soul that does not emanate from any decomposing

body on earth. They then take this soul up to the heavens and, whenever they

pass any group of angels, they ask, "Who is this foul soul?" Using the worst names

on earth, they reply, "This is so and so, the son of so and so (taking the person's

name)."

When they reach the doors of the heavens, they request entry, but the doors

are not opened. Then the Holy Prophet <X*) U* k ju* recited the following verse of

Surah A'raf, "The doors of the heavens are not opened for them and they will not enter

Heaven until a camel passes through the eye of a needle." Thereafter, Allah tells the

angels to record the person's name in Sijjin which lies beneath the lowest earth.

The soul is then cast there. [Mishkat p. 142-143]

j
^^Jj>^jlJ\ 4? c-j^ Slip

(22) Verily the righteous shall be enjoying bounties... (23) ... while looking on

from couches. (24) You will recognise the resplendence of bounties on their

faces. (25) They will be given pure sealed wine to drink... (26) the seal of

which is musk. It is for this that competitors should compete. (27) Its mixture
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shall be of Tasnim... (28) ...a spring from which those close to Allah shall drink.

Allah describes the bounties that His pious bondsmen will enjoy in Heaven
These are the people whose records shall be placed in the "llliyyin". Allah savs

"Verily the righteous shall be enjoying bounties while looking on from couches." Son/
commentators have interpreted this verse to mean that these people will be able

to see each other despite being far apart.

Furthermore, "You will recognise the resplendence of bounties on their faces." By
merely looking at them, one will be realise that they are extremely happy
Referring to the same joy, Allah says in Surah Dahar, "So Allah shall save them

from the evil of that day and will give them resplendence and joy. "The joy that the

people of Heaven will enjoy shall be heartfelt and not merely superficial.

Referring to the drinks that they will enjoy, Allah says, "They will be given

pure sealed wine to drink, the seal of which is musk." One cannot imagine the

exquisite taste of a wine that has a seal of pure musk. This wine will be such that

it will neither intoxicate nor produce any headaches like the wine of this world.

Allah says in Surah Waqi'ah, "Youngsters of eternal youth shall wait on them with,

goblets and jugs and glasses filled with flowing wine. Neither will they have headaches

with it, nor will they be intoxicated." [Surah 56, verses 17-19]

Encouraging the believers to do good, Allah says, "It is for this that

competitors should compete. " Just as people compete with each other to acquire the

commodities of this world, they should do the same to attain the bounties of the

Akhirah {Hereafter), People are foolish to vie with each other for things like wine

which intoxicates and which produces headaches and bad breath. In addition to

this, consuming it makes one sinful and deprives one of the wine of the

Hereafter. Like this, all other commodities of this world are also not worth

competing for. The Holy Prophet <JL-j Up ifci ju> mentioned that the following

three persons will be unable to enter Heaven:

1. The habitual drunkard?

2. The one who severs ties of kinship

3. The one who practises witchcraft.

Further describing the drinks of Heaven, Allah says, "Its mixture shall be of

Tasnim, a spring from which those close to Allah shall drink." "Ma'dlimut Tamil"

reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud <up iui ^j and Sayyidina Abdullah

bin Abbas ^ ito ^j that those who are really close to Allah shall have the pure

water of the Tasnim spring to drink, whereas other inhabitants of Heaven will

have only a bit of it mixed with their other drinks.
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(29) Verily those who sin used to laugh at the believers. (30) When they passed

by them, they used to wink at each other. (31) When they returned to their

families, they would return jesting. (32) When they saw them, they used to say,

"These people are certainly astray/' (33) Yet they were never sent as warders

over them. (34) However, today the believers shall laugh at the disbelievers...

(35). ... while looking on from couches. (36) The fact is that the disbelievers are

punished only for what they did.

After describing the bounties of the pious believers, Allah Ta'ala speaks

about the way in which the disbelievers behaved towards the believers. When
they used to see a gathering of poor believers like Sayyidina Khabbab *^ & ^>Jt

Sayyidina Bilal *& &\ ^j and others, they used to laugh at them and wink to each

other indicating that these people claim to be worthy of Heaven whereas they do

not even have clothing to cover themselves properly nor shoes to wear. They

would then proceed laughing and jesting in this manner to their families.

Concerning the believers, they would also say, ''These people are certainly astray.

"

Allah says that the disbelievers behave in this manner whereas "they were

never sent as warders over them" i.e. over the believers. This means that the

disbelievers will not be asked whether the believers were rightly guided or stray

in the Hereafter. Therefore, instead of concerning themselves with the affairs of

the believers, the disbelievers ought to worry about their own plight in the

Hereafter.

On the Day of Judgment, the tables will be turned against the disbelievers

and the superiority of the believers will be manifest. Whereas the disbelievers

laughed at the believers in this world, "However, today (on the Day ofJudgment) the

believers shall laugh at the disbelievers while looking on from couches. Thefact is that the

disbelievers are punished onlyfor what they did. "They shall then have a taste of their

own medicine.
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful

(1) When the sky will be rent asunder... (2) ... and it will hearken to its Lord as it

rightly should. (3) When the earth will be stretched out... (4) . . . and, casting out

whatever is within it, will become empty. (5) It will hearken to its Lord as it

rightly should. (6) O man, indeed you make great efforts in your journey

towards your Lord and will soon meet with (the fruit of your efforts. (7) As for

him who is given his record in his right hand... (8) . .. an easy reckoning will be

taken from him... (9)... and he will return happily to his family. (10) As for him

who is given his record behind his back... (11) .... he will soon call for

destruction... (12) ... and will enter the Blazing Fire. (13) Indeed he used to be

happy among his family. (14) He used to think that he would not return. (15) He
certainly will. Verily his Lord was ever Watchful over him.

Allah begins the Surah by speaking about the condition of the sky and the

earth on the Day of Judgment and then refers to the conditions of the good and

the sinful on the Day of Judgment. Allah says, "When the sky will be rent asunder

and it will hearken to its Lord as it rightly should (because it is impossible for it to

disobey Allah's command). When the earth will be stretched out and, casting out

whatever is within it, will become empty." All dead bodies will surface from beneath

the earth together with the treasures that the earth hides within her. Just like the

sky, the earth "will hearken to its Lord as it rightly should." Both the sky and the

earth are obliged to obey Allah's commands and do what He wants them to do.
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These opening five verses of the Surah are followed by a hidden clause

which reads, "On that day, man will see the deeds he committed" . The verses

therefore read, "When the sky will be rent asunder and it will hearken to its Lord ...

(and) when the earth will be stretched out on that day, man will see the deeds he

committed".

Allah says in Surah Ibrahim, "The day when the earth will be changed into

another earth, and the skies (will also be changed)." This verse denotes that the sky

and the earth will be completely changed on the Day of Judgment. At the same
time, they will appear as described in the above verses of Surah Inshiqaq. There

is therefore no discrepancy between this verse of Surah Ibrahim and the verses of

Surah Inshiqaq.

Allah continues, "O man, indeed you make great efforts in your journey towards

your Lord and will soon meet with (the fruit of) your efforts." This verse summarises

man's life in this world. Everything that a person needs in this world requires

some effort from him and everything that man says or does in this effort are

recorded. The world is fast passing by in this manner and Judgment Day is fast

approaching. In fact, every persons's individual reckoning starts when he passes

away. Eventually, the trumpet will be sounded and everything will cease to exist.

When the trumpet is blown for the second time, people will emerge from

their graves and present themselves before Allah for reckoning. The records of

deeds will then be distributed among mankind. Allah says, "As for him who is

given his record in his right hand, an easy reckoning will be taken from him and he will

return happily to his family." Allah says about such a person in Surah Haqqah, "As

for the one who receives his record (of deeds) in his right hand, he will call out, 'Come

and read my record! I was always convinced that I shall certainly meet my reckoning. So

he will enjoy a pleasing life in lofty gardens. The fruit of these gardens are near at hand.

(They will be told) 'Eat and drink with all blessings as a reward for the (good) deeds that

you sent ahead during the days bygone. "'[Surah 69, verses 19-24],

On the other hand, "As for him who is given his record behind his back, he will

soon call for destruction and will enter the Blazing Fire." Allah mentions in Surah

Haqqah that these people will receive their records of deeds in their left hands.

These will be given to them from behind their backs. This will be when every

person will "meet with the fruit of his efforts -. Describing such a person in Surah

Haqqah, Allah says, "As for the one who receives his record in the left hand, he will

cry, 'Oh dearl If only I were not given my record and I had not known my reckoning!

Alas! Ifonly death had been my end! "' [Surah 69, verses 25-27]

"Indeed (in the world) he used to be happy among his family." He used to enjoy

himself in the world without any concern for the Day of Judgment. In addition to

this, "He used to think that he would not return" to account for his deeds before

Allah. However, his belief was false. Allah declares, "He certainly will" have to

return to Allah to account for his deeds. He was wrong to think that Allah was
unaware of his deeds because "Verily his Lord was ever Watchful over him.

"

NOTE : Sayyidah Ayshah^ iiii ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ifci JU*

pJLfj Up once said that the person who is required to account for

his deeds will be destroyed. Sayyidah Ayshah ifLP iui ^j asked

the Holy Prophet pi-j Up i»» ju* what was then the meaning of
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the verse "As for him who is given his record in his right hand, an

easy reckoning will be takenfrom him". The Holy Prophet Up ifo JL»

^JL-j explained that an easy reckoning means that one's deeds

will merely be presented before Allah without one being

questioned. As for the person whose deeds are scrutinised, he

will certainly be destroyed because he will be unable to reply.

[Bukhari v. 2 p. 736 and v. 2 p. 928]
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(16) I swear by the twilight... (17) ....by the night, by what the night encompasses

... (18) ...and by the moon when is it full. (19) You will certainly proceed from

phase to phase. (20) What is the matter with them that they do not believe... (21)

... and do not prostrate when the Qur'an is recited to them? (22) Rather, the

disbelievers choose to deny. (23) Allah is well Aware of whatever they amass.

(24) So give them the tidings of a painful punishment... (25) ...except for those

who believe and carry out good deeds. Theirs shall be an unending reward.

Allah Ta'ala takes an oath by several phenomena in these verses, among
them the night and whatever uses the night to rest. Allah takes all these oaths to

assert that man will certainly proceed from one phase to another in his existence,

with each phase becoming severer than the previous one. From this world, man
proceeds to the realm of "Barzakh" (the existence of the grave) and then towards

Judgment Day and the many stages of the Hereafter.

Allah then asks, "What is the matter with them that they do not believe and do not

prostrate when the Qur'an is recited to them? Rather, the disbelievers choose to deny."

Despite realising that they are fast approaching their deaths and after being

given the proofs of life after death and reckoning, the disbelievers still refuse to

submit and to acknowledge the divine origin of the Qur'an. However, they

should bear in mind that "Allah is well Aware of whatever they amass" i.e. Allah

knows the disbelief, the polytheism and the evil that they bear in their hearts.

Other commentators state that "whatever they amass" refers to the evil deeds that

they accumulate in their records of deeds. Allah is Aware of all this and will

punish them accordingly, "So give them the tidings of a painful punishment."

Although tidings are generally given of pleasant things, the news of punishment

is referred to as "tidings" because the disbelievers anticipated that they would be

successful by adhering to disbelief and polytheism.

Of course, a person will be saved from eternal damnation by repenting,

accepting Islam and carrying out good deeds. Therefore, Allah makes the

exception by stating, "except for those who believe and carry out good deeds. Theirs

shall be an unending reward.
"
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) By the starry sky! (2) By the promised day! (3) By the day which presents

itself and the day when people are presented! (4) Accursed are the people of the

trenches... (5) ...those of the heavily fuelled fire... (6) ....when they sat by the

trenches... (7) ....and were witnesses to what they did to the believers. (8) They
found no fault in them (the believers) except that they believed in Allah, the

Mighty, Most Worthy of praise... (9) .to Whom belongs the dominion of the

heavens and the earth. Allah is Witness to everything.

In the chapter concerning the commentary of Surah Buruj, Imam Tirmidhi

Up iui aj<-j reports a Hadith from Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ^ ^^j ^ which the

Holy Prophet pL-j Up ib\ j^ stated that "the promised day " refers to the Day of

Judgment, "the day which presents itself refers to the day of Jumu'ah (Friday) and

"the day when people are presented" refers to the day of Arafah (9th ofDhul Hijjah),

The Holy Prophet jJL-j 4* &s JU> has mentioned that the sun does not rise or

set on a day better than the day of Jumu'ah. He also mentioned that there is a

moment during this day when a believer will receive any good that he prays for

and will be saved from anything from which he seeks refuge.

Allah Ta'ala owns everything by which He takes oaths in the Qur'an, be

they specific times, places or other phenomena. It is therefore obvious that

anyone who opposes such a Great Being will certainly meet with destruction. An
example of such people are the "people\ of the trenches - Allah says about them,

"Accursed are the people of the trenches, those of the heavilyfuelled fire when they sat by

the trenches and were witnesses to what they did to the believers. These verses refer to

disbelievers who filled trenches with fuel and kindled a raging fire. They then

forced the believers to enter the trenches.
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Muslim (v. 2 p. 415) reports from Sayyidina Suhayb ^ 2bi ^j that the Holy
Prophet ^j aJU it JL* once recounted to His companions (the Sahabah)^ &\ .

the story of a king who lived in bygone times. When his magician became old, he
approached the king and requested him to send someone to him so that he could

teach him magic. Eager that someone should continue the practice after the old

magician, the king sent a boy to take lessons from the magician.

Whenever the boy came to the magician, he had to pass by a monk. One
day, he sat with the monk and was very impressed by what the monk taught

him. As a result, he always sat with the monk before proceeding to the magician

for lessons. However, the magician used to beat him for always being late. When
he mentioned this to the monk, the monk told him that whenever he feared

reproach from the magician, he should excuse himself by saying that his family

had delayed him. On the other hand, if he ever feared reproach from his family

members, he should tell them that the magician had delayed him. In this manner,

he managed to sit regularly with the monk without suffering punishment.

It once occurred that a large animal blocked the path and prevented people

from passing. When the boy arrived there, he thought to himself that this would
be the ideal opportunity to test whether the magician or the monk was better. He
therefore picked up a stone and prayed, "O Allah! If the way of the monk is more

beloved to you than the way of the magician, then kill this beast with this stone so that

people may pass." Consequently, when he threw the stone at the creature, the

stone killed it instantly and people were able to pass by peacefully.

When the boy related the incident to the monk, the monk said, "You have

now become better than me and have reached the high status that I can see. Now
listen. You will now be tested (and put through difficulty). When this happens,

do not tell anyone about me."

Thereafter, the boy began curing people who were born blind and those

who were born with white liver i.e. Allah cured them when he made
supplication to Allah to cure them. When a blind minister of the king heard

about the boy, he took many gifts along with him and told the boy that he could

have everything if he cured him of his blindness. The boy said, "I cannot cure

anyone. Only Allah can cure. However, ifyou believe in Allah, I will pray to Allah and

He will cure you. " When the minister complied, Allah restored his sight.

When the minister returned to the king's court, the king asked him who had

restored his vision. The minister replied, "My Lord has restored my sight. " The king

asked, "Do you have a Lord besides met" The minister replied, "Allah Ta'ala is my
Lord and your Lord. " The king had the minister arrested and he was tortured until

he revealed the name of thf boy.

When the boy was brought before the king, the king said to him, "Your

magic has reached a stage where it can cure the blind and people suffering from

white liver." The boy said, "I cannot cure anyone. Only Allah can cure." The king

then had him tortured until he revealed the identity of the monk. When the

monk was brought before the king, the king told him to renounce his religion.

When the monk refused, the king had a saw brought and, placing the saw on his

head, had the monk sawed in two. The king then turned to the minister who
believed, in Allah and told him to renounce his faith. When the minister refused,
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the king had him also sawn in two.

Turning to the boy, the king put the same request to him. When the boy also

refused, the king placed him in the custody of a few of his men and instructed

them to take the boy to certain mountain and to climb up to the summit with

jum. If he renounced his religion there, he was to be set free, otherwise if he still

refused to forsake his religion, they were to throw him off the mountain. As they

climbed the mountain with him, the boy made supplication thus, "O Allah!

Suffice for me against them in whichever manner You please. "Allah then caused the

mountain to tremor and all the king's men fell to their deaths. The boy returned

alone to the king.

When the king asked where his men were, the boy replied that Allah had

protected him from their evil. The king then sent him with another party of men,

instructing them to take him by ship to the middle of the ocean and to let him be

if he forsook his faith. Otherwise, they were to throw him overboard. When they

reached the middle of the ocean, the boy again prayed, "O Allah! Suffice for me

against them in whichever manner You please. "As he made the supplication, the

ship capsized and all the king's men were drowned. Again the boy returned

alone to the king and when the king asked where his men were, the boy replied

that Allah had sufficed for him and had protected him from their evil.

The boy (Abdullah bin Tamir) then told the king that he would be unable to

kill him by any method except one. When the king asked him what the method

was, the boy said, "Gather the people on afield and tie me to the trunk of a tree. Then,

taking an arrow from this quiver of mine, place it in my bow and say, 'In the name of the

Lord of this boy/ Then shoot the arrow/' The boy knew that he was to die so he thought

of this method to make his death an invitation to his religion for the people. Unable

to fathom this plan, the king did as he was told. He gathered the people, placed the

arrow in the bow and shot it saying, "In the name of the Lord of this boy." The arrow

struck the boy's temple and he died with his hand on the point where the arrow hit.

Seeing this, the people cried out, "We believe in the Lord ofthis boy!"

The king's men came to him saying, "What you most feared has happened" The

king then instructed his soldiers to dig trenches in the first streets of the town

and to fill the trenches with fire. When this was done, the king instructed his men
to bring every believer to the trenches and to tell them to renounce their faith in

Allah. If they refused, they were to be thrown into the fire. When this was done,

many people were thrown into the fire. Eventually, when a woman carrying her

infant child was brought to a trench, she hesitated. Allah granted speech to her

child who said, "O mother! Be steadfast because you are certainly upon the truth"

Tirmidhi reports the same incident with a few additions. At the beginning,

the narration of Tirmidhi states that a fortune-teller of the king told him that his

kingdom was soon to come to an end and it was this fortune-teller who
requested the king to send an intelligent boy to him so that he could teach him
his craft. This narration also states that when the masses declared, "We believe in

the Lord of this boy", someone told the king, "You were afraid ofoppositionfrom three

people (the boy, the monk and the minister), now look! The entire nation is against you."

It was then that the king had the trenches dug and announced, "We will say

nothing to those who renounce their faith. However, those who do not renounce

will be cast into the trenches." It is with reference to this incident that Allah
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revealed the verses, "Accursed are the people of the trenches, those of the heavily

fuelled fire when they sat by the trenches and were witnesses to- what they did to the
believers. They found no fault in them (the believers) except that they believed in Allah
the Mighty, Most Worthy ofpraise.

"

The narration of Tirmidhi also states that when the grave of the boy was
dug up during the rule of Sayyidina Umar ** Ai ^Jf his hand was found on his
temple as when he had passed away. Allama Ibn Kathir *> ibi jl^ has quoted
Muqatil *> A\^ who states that the incident of the trenches took place thrice in

history. It occurred in Sham during the reign of the Roman emperor Iltanayus, in
Persia during the reign of the emperor Nebuchadnezzar (Bakht Nasr) and in

Najran in Yemen during the reign of the king Yusuf Dhutu was. He states that

the incident that the Qur'an refers to here in Surah Buruj is the third that

occurred in Najran.

Allama Ibn Kathir Up i» ^ has also quoted from Ibn Abi Hatim Up ibt ^
that the incident occurred during the period of 'Tatrah" i.e. after the ascension of

Sayyidina Isa f*^\ Up but before the birth of the Holy Prophet ^j Up ibi j^.
Allah knows best.

"They found no fault in them (the believers) except that they believed in Allah, the

Mighty, Most Worthy of praise." Allah states that the disbelievers had absolutely
no right to kill the believers because the believers had not committed any crime.

The only "crime" that the disbelievers saw was that the believers believed in

Allah, which is not a crime at all but rather the obligatory duty of every person.

At this juncture, the incident of Sayyidina Abdullah bin Hudhafa Sahmi ^
^p &s comes to mind, which Hafidh Ibn Hajar^ h^ has narrated in "Al Isabah <<

During his Caliph, Sayyidina Umar ** ii ^j once dispatched Sayyidina
Abdullah bin Hudhafa <^ ii^ with an army to fight the Romans. Somehow,
the Romans managed to capture them and they were brought before the Roman
emperor who was a Christian. Learning that a companion of the Holy Prophet

^j a* &\ j^ was among the group, the Roman emperor summoned Sayyidina
Abdullah bin Hudhafa ** &\ ^>Jm The discussion that took place between the two
is as follows:

CHRISTIAN EMPEROR: "I am prepared to share my kingdom with you if you
accept Christianity.

"

SAYYIDINA ABDULLAH BIN HUDHAFA ** ibi ^y. ''Your kingdom is

nothing. If you give me your kingdom and if all the Arabs give me their kingdoms on

condition that I renounce the Religion ofMuhammad <X* 3 Up ib» J-^ for the duration of

even the blink ofan eye, I would never do so.

"

CHRISTIAN EMPEROR: "If'you do not accept Christianity, I shall have you

killed"

SAYYIDINA ABDULLAH BIN HUDHAFA ** At ^y. "You may kill me if

you please. I have said my piece. There is no possibility of my going against my words
nor shall I reconsider my stance. In fact, my statement is so staunch that no believer can

evenfathom the opposite."

The emperor then had Sayyidina Abdullah bin Hudhafa -up &\^ tied to a

cross and instructed his archers to shoot at his arms and legs. He stressed that
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they should not aim to kill because the intention was merely to make him accept

Christianity. Like the incident of the "people of the trenches -, the only "crime" that

was committed here was belief in Allah and adherence to Allah's Religion. As

they fired the arrows through his body, they told him to renounce Islam and to

accept Christianity. However, Sayyidina Abdullah bin Hudhafa v* &\ ^j kept

telling them that he had said his piece and would not reconsider.

When this plot failed, the emperor had him taken off the cross. The emperor

then instructed that a cauldron of water be heated until the water was boiling.

When this was done, another Muslim was cast inside the cauldron and he lost his

life as his flesh was separated from the bones. This was done in the presence of

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Hudhafa ^ &\ ^j. He was then asked to renounce Islam

or suffer the same fate as the other Muslim. When he refused, the emperor

instructed that he also be placed in the cauldron. As Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Hudhafa ** &\ ^j was being placed inside, he began to weep. When the emperor

was informed about this, he thought the Sayyidina Abdullah bin Hudhafa ib» ^j
<up must be afraid of death and would therefore accept Christianity. When he sent

for Sayyidina Abdullah bin Hudhafa ** &\ ^j and asked him to accept

Christianity, the refusal was still as strong as ever. The following dialogue

ensued:

CHRISTIAN EMPEROR: "Then tell me why you wept.
"

SAYYIDINA ABDULLAH BIN HUDHAFA ** k\ ^>y "Standing at the

cauldron, I thought that I would soon be cast into it and lose life in a short while. It is sad

that I have only one life. It would have been great if I had as many lives as there are hairs

on my body so that I could be repeatedly cast into this cauldron to give each one of them

for Allah. What is the use ofonly one life in Allah 's way.
"

CHRISTIAN EMPEROR: "Alright, then kiss my forehead and I shall free all of

you."

SAYYIDINA ABDULLAH BIN HUDHAFA ** ik\ ^y "Will I alone be freed

or all the Muslims with me?"

CHRISTIAN EMPEROR: "If you kiss my forehead, I shall free everyone with

you."

To save his own life, Sayyidina Abdullah bin Hudhafa *ip ifo ^j would not

have kissed the emperor's forehead because it meant honouring a disbeliever.

However, in the best interests of the Muslims with him, he kissed the emperor's

forehead. All the Muslims were then freed.

When they returned to Madinah and the incident was related to Sayyidina

Umar <up A» ^Jf he said, "Because he kissed the forehead of a disbeliever for the

freedom of the Muslims, it is necessary for every Muslim to kiss his forehead and

I will be the first to do so." Sayyidina Umar *& iui ^j was the first to kiss the

forehead of Sayyidina Abdullah bin Hudhafa ** &\ ^>Jm

The enemies of the Muslims who perpetrate such acts against the Muslims

merely consider the strength and power they wield and fail to realise that Allah

Ta'ala is more powerful than them and that He has knowledge of everything

they do. Allah shall punish them for their atrocities. They should never think that

their deeds will be left behind in this world and forgotten in the next. Allah
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refers to this when he concluded the episode by saying, "Allah is Witness
to

everything.

"
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(10) Verily those who harm believing men and believing women and do not

repent, for them shall be the punishment of Hell and the punishment of

burning. (11) Most certainly, those who believe and who carry out good deeds

shall have gardens beneath which rivers flow. That is the supreme success.

Allah sounds a warning to those people who harm the believers. This

warning is general and does not specifically apply to the "people of the trenches"

only. Concerning these people, Allah says, "Verily those who harm believing men

and believing women and do not repent, for them shall be the punishment of Hell and the

punishment of burning. "The verse clearly states that such people will suffer this

punishment if they do not repent i.e. if they do not accept Islam and show

remorse for their deeds. Irrespective of what a person does as a disbeliever, all

his sins are forgiven when he sincerely accepts Islam.

Allah mentions this after the incident of the "people of the trenches -, indicating

that He would have forgiven even them if they repented and accepted Him as

their Lord. Sayyidina Hasan Basri Up it ^j states, "Look at Allah's compassion and

benevolence. They killed Allah 's friends, yet He invites them towards repentance and

forgiveness.

"

Allah then speaks about the pious believers when He says, "Most certainly,

those who believe and who carry out good deeds shall have gardens beneath which rivers

flow. That is the supreme success." This verse assures the believers that the

difficulties of this world are insignificant because they will cause one to attain the

"supreme success" of the Hereafter. Burning in a fire in this world will last for only

a very short duration, while the bliss and bounties of Heaven will be perpetual.
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(12) Undoubtedly, the grasp of your Lord is severe indeed. (13) Verily, it is He

Who creates the first time and then creates again. (14) He is the Most Forgiving,

All Loving... (15) ...Owner of the Throne, the Majestic... (16) ...and the One Who
does as He pleases. (17) Has the news of the armies reached you? (18) Of
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Phara'oh (Fir'oun) and the Thamud? (19) Rather the disbelievers are (persistent)

in denial. (20) Allah encompasses them from all over. (21) It is the Glorious

Qur'an. (22) ... .in the Lowhum Mahfudh (the protected tablet).

Allah describes His power in the above verses. Allah says, "Undoubtedly, the

grasp ofyour Lord is severe indeed" Disbelieving nations should not be fooled when
Allah's punishment does not over take them swiftly. A delay in punishment does

not mean that it will not arrive. Allah has appointed a time when they will be

punished and when this time arrives, they will be swept over very severely.

Sayyidina Abu Musa Ash'ari ^ &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up &\ ju

said, "Verily, Allah grants respite to the oppressor until the time when He seizes him

and then allows no reprieve." The Holy Prophet fJL-j <±* &\ JU* then recited the verse

of Surah Hud where Allah Ta'ala says, "Such is the grasp of your Lord when He

seized a town that is oppressive. Indeed His grasp is painful and severe." [Bukhari v. 2 p.

678]

Allah then describes His creative powers when He states, "Verily, it is He
Who creates the first time and then creates again." This verse makes it clear to those

who deny Judgment Day that just as Allah had the power to create people the

first time, He is perfectly Capable of resurrecting them on the Day of Judgment.

It is therefore foolish to regard Judgment Day as something farfetched.

Allah continues to say that "He is the Most Forgiving, All Loving, Owner of the

Throne, the Majestic and the One Who does as He pleases. "Nothing can stop Allah

from doing whatever He wills. He is at liberty to forgive the sinners, to express

His love for His pious bondsmen and to punish the disbelievers. Nothing is

difficult for Allah. Allah says in Surah Hajj, "Allah will certainly admit those who

believe and perform good deeds into gardens beneath which rivers flow. Verily Allah does

as He pleases." A few verses later, Allah states, "There is none to honour the person

whom Allah humiliates. Indeed, Allah does as He pleases." [Surah 22, verse 18]

Allah states further, "Has the news of the armies reached you, of phara'oh

(Fir'oun) and the Thamud? Rather the disbelievers are (persistent) in denial" Allah

asks a rhetorical question to warn mankind against adopting the ways of the

previously destroyed people such as phara'oh (Fir'oun) and nation of the

Thamud. Instead of accepting the message of Allah's Prophets (OLJ ^J^, these

people were haughty and chose to deny Oneness of Allah and the message of the

Prophets f**J\ r^. Such people should never think that Allah is unaware of their

deeds because "Allah encompasses them from all over." Allah knows every misdeed

that they commit and will punish them for it as He punished those before them.

The disbelievers even deny the truth of the Qur'an. This is only because of

their obstinacy since it is impossible to reject the Qur'an on reasonable grounds.

Therefore, Allah states, "It is the Glorious Qur'an in the Lowhum Mahfudh (protected

tablet). "The Qur'an is eternally preserved in the "Lowhu Mahfudh" ("The Protected

Tablet") in the heavens and it cannot be altered. It was brought by a trustworthy

angel to a trustworthy Nabi (Prophet) pJL-j U* h JL». Allah has also assumed the

responsibility of preserving it. Therefore, the denial of the disbelievers will not

affect its authenticity in the least.
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) By the sky and that which appears by night/ (2) How will you know what it

is that appears by night? (3) It is the bright star. (4) There is no soul with out a

guardian appointed over it. (5) Man should ponder about what he was created

from. (6) He was created from spurting water... (7) ..which emerges from

between the backbone and the chest. (8) Verily Allah has the power to resurrect

him.

Allah Ta'ala takes an oath by the sky and by a bright star to assert that He
has appointed an angel to watch over every person. The task of these angels is to

record every deed that a person carries out. Their records will be presented on

the Day of Judgment and Allah will decide every person's affair. According to

this interpretation, the "guardian" refers to the recording angels referred to in

Surah Infitar [Surah 82, verses 10,11] where Allah says, "Verily there are guardians

upon you who are noble and are recording.

"

Other commentators have mentioned that the verse refers to those angels

who are commissioned to protect people, concerning whom Allah says in Surah

Ra'd, "For everyone there are angels before him and following behind him, protecting

him. "These angels are appointed with the express task of protecting people from

calamities. However, the first interpretation is more apt because the Surah

discusses Judgment Day and people tend to doubt its coming, thinking that they

cannot be called to account for words and deeds that are said and done.

Further dispelling the doubts people express concerning resurrection, Allah

Ta'ala states, "Man should ponder about what he was createdfrom. He was createdfrom

spurting water which emerges from between the backbone and the chest. " This verse

makes reference to the drop of semen from which man was created, which is
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referred to in Surah Sajdah as "lowly water". Allah tells man in these verses that

there is no cause for him to deny that Allah can resurrect man after man has been
reduced to dust. Allah created man from a drop of semen and nourishes and
nurtures him throughout his life. Therefore, it is obvious that "Allah has the
power to resurrect him."

Allah says in Surah Qiyamah, "Was he (man) not a discharge of semen after

which he developed into a clot of blood and then Allah created him and perfected him?

Then Allah made the couple male and female. Does He then not have the power to

resurrect the dead?" [Surah 75, wrses 37-40]

Allah Ta'ala describes the male sperm as "spurting water which emerges from
between the backbone and the chest." The Arabic word "tara'ib" (translated above as

"chest") actually refers to the sternum. Although a child is conceived when the

male and female gametes meet, the verse uses the word "water" in the singular

sense. The author of "Bayanul Qur'an" mentions that the singular form is used

because the verse refers to the zygote i.e. the cell formed after the union of the

male and female gametes.

The Ahadith mention that women also discharge a form of semen like men
do. In fact, The Holy Prophet pJL^ 4* &\ J^ mentioned that if the semen of the

wife is more than that of the husband when they cohabit, the child will resemble

the wife's family. On the contrary, when the husband's semen is more, the child

will resemble his family. [Muslim]

Allah Ta'ala says that the "water" "emerges from between the backbone and the

chest. " Physicians of the past maintained that the semen is produced from every

part of the body and it is the corresponding part of the father and mother's body
that leads to the formation of that part of the child's body (possibly an antiquated

description of genes). If this is true, it will not contradict the verse because the

wording of the verse does not restrict the source of semen to the backbone and

chest. It may also be said that since the back represents one end of the body and

the chest represents the other end of the body (at the front), the phrase "between

the backbone and the chest" refers to the entire body.
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(9) The day when secrets will be examined. (10) There shall then neither be any

power nor assistant for man. (11) By the sky from which rain falls... (12) ...and by

the earth which cleaves! (13) It is definitely a decisive speech... (14) ...and it is no

joke. (15) They are certainly conniving a plot... (16) ...and I am also planning

something. (17) Give the disbelievers respite. Grant them reprieve for a while.

In the foregoing verses, Allah mentions that He is perfectly Capable of

resurrecting man after his body has decomposed, just as He was Capable of

creating him the first time from a drop of fluid. In the verses under discussion,
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Allah speaks about the Day of Judgment when man will be present before Allah

for reckoning. Allah says, "The day when secrets will be examined" i.e. when the

quality of all deeds will be examined. Allah says in Surah Kahf, "The record of

deeds shall be placed and you will see the sinners afraid of what is contained in them.

They will say, 'Woe be to us! What is with this book that it does not leave anything small

or large unrecorded?' They willfind their deeds present." [Surah IS, verse 50]

"There shall then neither be any power nor assistant for man:" Man will be

totally helpless on the Day of Judgment and none will be able to help him. Allah

Ta'ala then takes two oaths to assert that the Qur'an is true indeed and that it

effectively differentiates between truth and falsehood. Allah says, "By the sky

from which rain falls and by the earth which cleaves!" i.e. when a seed germinates, it

cleaves the earth apart to sprout. Using these two oa+hs to strengthen the affirmation,

Allah declares, 'it (the Qur'an) is definitely a decisive speech and it is no joke.

"

Allah continues, "They (the disbelievers) are certainly conniving a plot" to stifle

the truth and to prevent others from accepting Islam. The polytheists

continuously harassed the Holy Prophet^ a* &\ j^> and prevented people from

meeting the Holy Prophet jJL-j <uU ibi ju by telling them that he was insane and

that he was merely relating fanciful fables of the past. In addition to this, they

also persecuted the Muslims. Allah says, "lam also planning something." While the

disbelievers are busily planning to destroy Islam, Allah shall confound their

plans.

Allah then tells the Holy Prophet pi-j Up k\ J^ not to grieve but to "Give the

disbelievers respite. Grant them reprieve for a while." In these concluding verses,

Allah reassures the Holy Prophet (JLj a* 2>i JU that he has nothing to worry

about because Allah shall soon deal with the polytheists. They will certainly be

punished in the Hereafter. Of course, punishment in this world can never be

ruled out. It then occurred that the polytheists were defeated in the Battle of Badr

and many of their leaders were killed.

#####ft#ft##ftftftft####&###
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful

(1) Glorify the name of your Exalted Lord... (2) Who created and perfected... (3) „

Who determined and showed the way... (4) ...Who made fodder grow... (5) ...

.and then reduced it to a black heap of debris. (6) We shall soon teach you and

you will not forget... (7) ...except what Allah wills. Verily Allah knows what is

apparent and what is hidden. (8) We shall soon make the easy Shari'ah simple

for you. (9) So advise if advice is beneficial. (10) The one who fears will take

heed... (11) .... whereas only he will keep away from it who is most

unfortunate... (12)...and who shall enter the gigantic fire. (13) He will then

neither die there nor live. (14) Successful indeed is he who has adopted purity...

(15) ... who takes the name of his Lord and performs Salah. (16) However, they

prefer the life of this world... (17) . . . whereas the Hereafter is much better and

much more lasting. (18) Undoubtedly, this is in the previous scriptures... (19).

...the scriptures of Ibrahim f%*h aJp and Musa f^J\ «Jp.

Surah A'la begins by commanding man to glorify Allah's name. Thereafter,

the Surah mentions Allah's excellent attributes. The first attribute mentioned is

that Allah is "Al A'la" ("Exalted"). Abu Dawud reports from Sayyidina Uqba bin

Amir ^ ii ^j that when the verse, "So glorify the name ofyour Majestic Lord" was
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revealed, The Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ibi ju instructed the Muslims to include the
verse in the Ruku. Therefore, the Tasbih of Ruku is:

"Glory be to my Majestic Lord.
"

Thereafter, when the first verse of Surah ATa was revealed commanding
"Glorify the name of your Exalted Lord ",The Holy Prophet ^j Up iui ju, instructed

the Muslims to include this in the Sajdah. Consequently, the Tasbih of Sajdah is:

"Glory be to my Exalted Lord"

The Surah describes Allah further when it states that it is Allah "Who created

and perfected" the creation. Furthermore, it is He "Who determined" the exact

proportions and nature of every creature that He created. Thereafter, Allah

"showed the way" to His creation by causing them to be inclined towards the

functions for which they were created. "Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v. 4 p. 475) has quoted

several other interpretations of the verse "Who determined and showed the way ».

These are:

£Q Allah has shown man the good fortune of virtue and the ill

fortune of evil [Sayyidina Mujahid Up ifci a^-J

CGl Allah has determined the sustenance of every person and
showed him the way to earn this sustenance.

ffl Allah has predetermined the benefits of everything and has

taught man how to exploit these.

The Surah describes Allah further- when it says that it is Allah "Who made

fodder grow". Allah grows the fodder which man feeds to his animals so that they

may do the work required from them. After the animals have eaten their share of

the fodder, the left-over crop becomes a pile of debris, which gradually turns

black as it decomposes. Referring to this, the Surah says that after growing the

fodder, Allah "then reduced it to a black heap of debris."

Addressing the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up it JU>, Allah says, "We shall soon teach

you (the Qur'an) and you will not forget, except what Allah wills. "This verse repeats

the message of verse 17 of Surah Qiyamah (Surah 75) where Allah says, "Verily, it

is Our responsibility to collect it (the Qur'an) and to make you recite it." While Allah

Ta'ala made the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up it ju> remember all of the Qur'an, there

were certain verses which Allah made the Holy Prophet jJL-j <A^ ii JU forget

because they had been abrogated. This was done by Allah's command and is not

without reason. Allah says in Surah Baqarah (Surah 2, verse 106), "Whenever We
repeal any verse or cause it to beforgotten, We bring something better or equivalent to it.

Do you not know that Allah has power over all things?" Refer to the commentary of

this verse of Surah Baqarah for more details on the repealing of laws in the

Shari'ah.

Allah continues, "Verily Allah knows what is apparent and what is hidden."

Allah knows the apparent and inner condition of every person. Nothing is

hidden from Him.

Addressing the Holy Prophet ^j Aip it JL^ further, Allah says, "We shall
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soon make the easy Shari'ah simple for you. "In this verse, Allah promises the Holy

Prophet (J-j **u &\ J^ that his Shari'ah shall be easy to practise. No injunction of

the Shari'ah is beyond man's capability and no injunction will cause excessive

difficulty to a person. If an ill person cannot stand and perform Sulah, he is

allowed to sit and perform the Ruku (genuflexion) and Sajdah {prostration). If he

cannot do this, he may sit and perform the Ruku (genuflexion) and Sajdah

(prostration) by merely lowering his head. If this is also not possible, he may
perform the entire Salah while lying down.

Zakah is due only from the person who possesses money equivalent to

Nisab (what is fixed). When Zakah does become obligatory for one, it is only 2.5%

of one's total wealth that is given (97.5% remains with him). Then too, Zakah will

be paid only for certain commodities and not for all one's wealth e.g. one's

necessities will not be added to the total amount when calculating Zakah.

Similarly, Hajj is also not obligatory on every Muslim until one is able to afford

it.

As far as the fasts of Ramadhan are concerned, a person who is ill,

travelling, expecting or breast-feeding may omit them and make them up when
she/he is well. Among the concessions that the Shari'ah has allowed is that

travellers should perform only two Rakahs Obligatory Salah instead of four.

Besides the above, there are numerous other concessions tfvat the Shari'ah allows

in various circumstances. The details of these can be found in the books of

Islamic jurisprudence.

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" quotes certain commentators who translate the Arabic

word 'yusra" (translated above as "easy Shari'ah") as "revelation". According to

this interpretation, the verse reads, "We shall make revelation easy for you (so that

you may remember and teach it).

"

"So advise if advice is beneficial." This verse seems to indicate that advice

should be given only when one deems it to be beneficial. However, the author of

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" states that the verse contains a figure of expression by which

only one aspect of something is mentioned and considered sufficient when the

opposite also applies. This means that advice should be given whether one

thinks it will benefit the other person or not. This is similar to a verse of Surah

Nahl where Allah states that He has "made coats for you that protect you from the

heat". Although not stated, this verse also implies "coats that protect you from the

cold."

"The one who fears will take heed whereas only he will keep awayfrom it (from the

advice) who is most unfortunate and who shall enter the gigantic fire." The fire of Hell

is described as a "gigantic fire" because it is seventy times more intense than the

fire of this world. Describing the plight of the person who is to enter Hell, Allah

says that "He will then neither die there nor live." None will die in Hell because the

life of the Akhirah (Hereafter) is eternal. The life of the people in Hell cannot be

described as life because of the misery they will suffer there. Allah says in Surah

F^tir, "The Fire of Hell will be for those who disbelieve, where no decree will be passed

against them so that they may die. Their punishment will also not be lightened. Thus do

We punish every disbeliever." [Surah 34, verse 35]

The above verses make it clear that only the person who fears Allah will
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accept good advice that he is given concerning his spiritual well-being. Such
people realise that disobedience to Allah will bring them devastation in the
Hereafter. On the other hand, the disbelievers pay no heed to the advice given to

them and will meet the terrible consequences.

"Successful indeed is he who has adopted purity, who takes the name of his Lord

and performs Salah." Adopting "purity" means that one should be free from any
beliefs of inffdelity and Bid'ah {innovations). It also entails purifying oneself from
evil character and evil deeds. The Arabic word "tazakkd" denotes exerting oneself

in attaining purity. This means that whether one's Nafs [carnal self) is obliging or

not, one should still persevere in purifying oneself from evil. The greatest

manner of purifying oneself is by being particular about one's Salah because

Salah prevents one from evil. Allah says in Surah Ankabut, "Verily Salah prevents

obscenity and evil. " [Surah 29, verse 45]

Allah therefore encourages man to purify himself from all sins, including

Disbelief and polytheism so that he may be successful. Allah then mentions the

reason for man's failure to succeed in the Hereafter. The reason is that "they, prefer

the life of this world whereas the Hereafter is much better and much more lasting. <<

Although many people realise the truth of Islam, they remain ensnared in the

darkness of disbelief and polytheism because they fear a loss in their wealth or

positions if they accept Islam. Let alone the optional acts of Ibadah, there are

many Muslims who neglect even their obligatory duties because of their

preoccupation with worldly matters. The true believer should be particular of

even the Sunan and Mustahabbat because they elevate a person's status in the

Hereafter just as the Fara'idh (obligations) and (Wajib) compulsory do. Fixing their

sights on the temporary benefits of this world, people forsake the deeds of the

Hereafter without realising that "the Hereafter is much better and much more

lasting.

"

The superiority of the Hereafter over this world is evident from the fact that

the reward of a single deed in the Hereafter is better than everything that this

world contains. For example, The Holy Prophet jJL.j U* & J^ mentioned that a

single morning or a single evening spent in Allah's path is better than the world

and whatever it contains. The Holy Prophet ^j u* ifo J^ also mentioned that the

two Rakahs of Sunnah Salah performed before the Fajr Salah is better than the

world and whatever it contains.

One should bear in mind that earning a living to provide Halal sustenance

for oneself and one's family for Allah's pleasure is not a mundane pursuit but it

is regarded as an act of Ibadah (worship). One will be guilty of "giving preference to

the life of this world" when one is totally negligent of the Akhirah (Hereafter) and

pays no attention to carrying out deeds that will benefit one there. Such a person

lives and dies for this world nvd is immersed in sin. Allah says in Surah

Qiyamah , "The fact is that you love inis world and you forsake the Hereafter. " Allah

says in Surah Dahar, "Indeed these people love the world and leave behind them a

weighty day." [Surah 76 verse 24]

Allah continues, "Undoubtedly, this is in the previous scriptures; the scriptures of

Ibrahim (&J\ Up and Musa <oLJi Up." "Ruhul Ma'ani" reports from Ibn Mardawiya
Up &\ '^j and Ibn Asakir ^ it^ that Sayyidina Abu Dharr -up it ^j once asked
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the Holy Prophet pi-^ <ip ii JU whether anything from the scriptures of

ca
yyidina Ibrahim f*~b^ and Sayyidina Musa fiLJ\ <4* was revealed to him. The

Holy Prophet ^ 3
<±*&s J~# replied in the affirmative and then recited the verses:

"Successful indeed is he who has adopted purity, who takes the name of his Lord and

performs Salah. However, they prefer the life of this world whereas the Hereafter is much

fatter and much more lasting/' Therefore, it is believed that the pronoun "this" in

^e verse "Undoubtedly, this is in the previous scriptures" refers to these verses

specifically {viz, verses 14-17 of this Surah). However, the author of "Ruhul Ma'ani"

makes it clear that the authenticity of this hadith cannot be verified.

Certain commentators state that the pronoun "this" refers to the entire Surah

Ala while others maintain that it refers to the entire Qur'an. Allah knows best.

Surah Najm {Surah 53) also alludes to the contents of the scriptures given to

Sayyidina Ibrahim fiLJs *J* and Sayyidina Musa f*~s\ *Jp. The subject matter

begins with verses 36 and 37 of the Surah, where Allah says, "Has he not been

informed of what appeared in the scriptures of Miisa? And in the scriptures of Ibrahim

whofulfilled?" Refer to the commentary of these verses for further details.

fttrftftftftftftfttiftftfttifttitititiftftft
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Surah Ghashiya
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Verses 26

^ < .^ >'.

In the name of Allah; the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) Has the news of the overwhelming thing come to you? (2) Many faces on that

day will be looking down. (3) (Among these shall be) he who suffered affliction

and who endured many difficulties. (4) He shall enter the blazing fire... (5)

..where he will be given water to drink from boiling springs. (6) The only food

for the people of Hell shall be thorny trees... (7) which will neither nourish nor

alleviate hunger. (8) Many faces on that day will be resplendent. (9) They shall

be pleased with their efforts... (10) ....in the lofty gardens of Heaven... (11)

...where they shall not hear futile talk. (12) In Heaven there are flowing springs.

(13) In Heaven there are elevated thrones... (14) ...cups set in place... (15)

cushions arranged in rows... (16) .... and carpets spread out.

Among the many names with which the Qur'an describes Judgment day,

one is with the word "A\ Ghashiya" {"an overwhelming thing"). Judgment day is

described as such because its hardship and severity will overwhelm every person

and cause people's hearts to flutter with fear. Allah Ta'ala says, "Has the news of

the overwhelming thing come to you?" Many commentators have interpreted the

verse to mean: "The news of the overwhelming thing has certainly come to you."

Although this is the ultimate meaning of the verse, it has been phrased as a

question to attract the reader's attention.

Allah then continues to describe the Day of Judgment when He says, "Many

faces on that day will be looking down." When these people are told to submit to
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Allah in this world and to humble themselves before Allah's creation, thev

behave haughtily and refuse to do so. They will therefore be made to suffer

disgrace on the Day of Judgment. Allah says about them in Surah Qalam, "Their

gazes will be cast down and disgrace shall overcome them. Indeed they used to be

summoned to prostrate when they were hale and healthy. " [Surah 68, verse 43]

Allah continues to say that among those to cast their gazes down in disgrace

will be "He who suffered affliction and who endured many difficulties." "Ruhul

Ma'ani" reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas & & ^j and Sayyidina

Hasan aJlp i»t^ that the affliction and difficulty that a doomed person will suffer

on the Day of Judgment will be that he will be fettered with chains and a yoke.

He will have to drag these along with him as he is made to climb the mountains

of Hell.,

Sayyidina Ikrima ^ ifci ^ has mentioned that the verse refers to people

who endure many difficulties in this world and who also exert themselves in

spiritual exercises. However, because they refuse to accept Islam, all their efforts

are wasted and they will be subjected to punishment in the Akhirah (Hereafter).

Concerning such a person, Allah says, "He shall enter the blazing fire where he

will be given water to drink from boiling springs." The Arabic word "hamiya"

(translated above as "blazing") actually refers to fire that is so hot that it cannot

be heated any further. Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ^ ifo ^j narrates that the Holy

Prophet (JL.J Up i»i JU once told His companions (Sahabah)^ i»i ^j that the fire

of this world is merely a seventieth part of the fire of Hell. The Sahabah ** ib\^
said in astonishment, "But this fire is more than enough (to burn)!" The Holy

Prophet p-L-j a> ibt JU* said, "Then too, thefire ofHell will be 69 grades more intense."

In addition to this, the people in Hell will be given boiling water to drink.

Allah says in Surah Rahman, "They shall pass between it (Hell) and the boiling

water." Allah says in Surah Kahf [Surah 18, verse 29], "If they beseech help, they will be

helped with water that is like the residue of burnt oil and will scorch theirfaces. A terrible

drink indeedl" Allah speaks about it in Surah Muhammad as: "Can these people ever

be like those who will abideforever in the Fire and are given boiling water to drink, which

(exrs their innards to shreds?" [Surah 47, verse 15]

After describing the drink of the people in Hell, Allah describes their food

when He says, "The only food for the people of Hell shall be thorny trees." The author

of "Mirqat" writes that "Darl" (translated above as "thorny trees") is actually the

name of a thorny tree found in the Hijaz area. It is so foul and poisonous that

even animals stay far from it. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas **• & ^j has

mentioned that "Dart" is something in Hell which is more bitter than aloes, more

foul-smelling than a carcass and hotter than fire. ["Ma'alimut Tanzll"]

Describing the "Darl", Allah says that it "will neither nourish nor alleviate

hunger. " Sayyidina Abu Darda <* ifo ^j narrates from the Holy Prophet *4* ^ J^
fi-j that the hunger that the people of Hell will suffer will be 'so extreme that it

will equal the other forms of punishment in Hell. When they will plead for food,

they will be given Darl to eat, which will neither provide nutrition nor satisfy

their hunger. When they plead for food a second time, they will be given food

that gets stuck in the throat". In an effort to get the food down their throats,

they Will recall that in this world they used to drink something in such a
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situation. They will then plead for something to drink. Boiling water will be

given to them suspended on iron hooks. The water will be so hot that when it is

brought close to their faces, their faces will be scalded. When they drink it, it will

tear their innards to bits. ["Mishkat" p. 504]

After describing the punishment of the disbelievers, Allah speaks about the

bounties that the believers will enjoy in the Hereafter. Allah says, "Many faces on

that day will be resplendent." Because these people obeyed Allah in this world, they

will be exuberant on the Day of Judgment. Allah describes them in Surah

Mutaffifin with the words: "You will recognise the resplendence of bounties on their

faces." [Surah 83, verse 24]

These fortunate believers 'shall be pleased with their efforts - They will be

pleased with the good deeds they exerted themselves to do in the world because

they will see the fruits in the Hereafter. They will be enjoying themselves "in the

lofty gardens of Heaven where they shall not hear futile talk." Heaven shall have

nothing unpleasant. Neither will one see anything unpleasant, nor hear anything

unpleasant. There will be no noise and shouting in Heaven, nor any talk that is

futile or sinful. Allah says in Surah Waqi'ah, "They will not hear any noise there nor

any foolish talk. Instead they will hear the resonant call of 'Peace 'Peace'." [Surah 56,

verses 25,26]

Describing Heaven further, Allah says, "In Heaven there are flowing springs.

"Besides drinking the pure waters of these springs, the people of Heaven will also enjoy

looking at them and hearing them. Details of the springs of Heaven have been discussed

in Surah Dahar [Surah 76, verses 6 & 18] and Surah Mutaffifin [Surah 83, verses 27,28].

Allah continues, "In Heaven there are elevated thrones, cups set in place, cushions

arranged in rows and carpets spread out." Surah Waqi'ah [Surah 56, verses 18 & 34]

discusses the cups and thrones of Heaven while Surah Dahar mentions, "Utensils

of silver will be brought to them as well as glasses of crystal, such crystal that is of silver,

which thosefilling will fill by an appropriate measure." [Surah 76, verses 15,16]

(17) Have they not looked at the camel and seen how it was created? (18) And at

the sky, how it was raised? (19) And at the mountains, how they were placed

firmly? (20) And at the earth, how it was spread out?

Because the disbelievers were astonished to hear about the magnificent

bounties of Heaven, Allah Ta'ala encourages them to think about certain natural

phenomena which make Allah's might manifest. Allah Ta'ala encourages man to

ponder about four things. Allah asks, "Have they not looked at the camel and seen

how it was created?" The Arabs were used to camels and used them daily. They

used camels in their fields, for transport and for domestic purposes.

Camels are extremely robust and durable animals. They can subsist on a

diet of thorny trees and can carry large loads. Camels can survive for up to a

week without water and are so obedient that even a little child can lead them
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along anywhere. Allah has also created camels in an extremely unique manner so

that they are perfectly adapted to survive the hazards of the harsh desert climate.

Although the elephant is a much larger animal than the camel, Allah has

mentioned the camel instead of the elephant because the first addressees of the

Qur'an (the Arabs) knew camels and scarcely saw an elephant. Camels were also

very valuable to them.

Allah then speaks about some of His other creations when He asks whether

have not looked "at the sky, (and seen) how it was raised? And at the mountains, how

they were placed firmly? And at the earth, how it was spread out?" All these splendid

creations of Allah are in front of man and they indicate Allah's tremendous

power. By studying these, man can realise Allah's great power and will know
that Allah is perfectly Capable of creating the bounties of Heaven that have been

mentioned.

The author of "Baydnul Qur'an" writes that Allah has specifically mentioned

the above four phenomena because the Arabs were often travelling through the

desert. In such a situation, all they saw were the camels they travelled on, the sky

above them, the mountains around them and the earth beneath them.

{^r^U^bjJ^oi r^n^r\>\ 1^1 &[lZ*JJ& ^ <->UJl -Oil a^jl^

(21) So give advice, for you are an advisor. (22) You have not been appointed as

a warder over them. (23) However, the one who turns away and disbelieves...

(24) ... .Allah shall punish him most severely. (25) Verily they shall return to us.

(26) Thereafter, it is Our responsibility to take their reckoning.

Allah reminds man about the advent of Judgment Day and warns the

disbelievers of a dreadful punishment. Whoever does not believe will have to

face the consequences of his deeds and no blame may be pinned on the Holy

Prophet fi-j Up iut JU>. However, because of his overwhelming concern for his

Ummah, The Holy Prophet jJL-j ^ &\ JU> used to become extremely grieved

when people refused to accept Islam. Therefore, Allah said to him, "So give

advice, for you are an advisor. You have not been appointed as a warder over them" i.e.

your responsibility is only to preach the message and not to force people to

believe. Whoever believed after the message reached him, shall be successful.

"However, the one who turns away and disbelieves, Allah shall punish him most

severely. " He will be unable to escape Allah's punishment.

Allah concludes the Surah by reminding man of his ultimate end when He
says, "Verily they shall return to us. Thereafter, it is Our responsibility to take their

reckoning."

ftftftftftftftftftftftftftftfttiftftftftftft
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) By the dawn! (2) By the ten nights! (3) By the even and the odd! (4) By the

night when it departs! (5) Is there not an oath in this for the intelligent? (6)

Have you not seen how your Lord dealt with the Ad... (7) . . .the people of Iram,

who were people of pillars? (8) The likes of them were not created in the lands.

(9)(Have you not also seen how your Lord dealt) with the Thamud who used to

carve the rocks of the valley? (10) And (have you not also seen how your Lord

dealt) with Phara'oh (Fir'oun), the man of stakes? (11) These people

transgressed in the lands... (12) ... and caused tremendous anarchy. (13) So your

Lord rained the whip of punishment on them. (14) Verily your Lord is Ever

Vigilant.

These opening verses of Surah Fajr recount the incidents of certain nations

of the past that were destroyed when they refused to believe in Allah and His

Prophets $k-& r^. These are mentioned so that people learn lessons from them.

As in many other Surahs, Allah emphasises the subject matter by taking a few

oaths. Allah asserts, "By the dawn 1/' Allah takes a similar oath in Surah Takwlr

where He says, "by the morning when it takes a breath." [Surah 81, verse 18]

Allah continues, "By the ten nights!" Here Allah refers to the first ten nights

of Dhul Hijjah, as substantiated by a Hadith that Sayyidina Jabir ** &\ ^j
narrates from the Holy Prophet jJL. j Up ibt ju. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^j
<up ibi and Sayyidina Abdullah bin Zubayr a^ &\ ^j have also forwarded this

interpretation.
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Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet
^L-j Up A\ said, "Good deeds are more beloved to Allah during the ten days of jyu*
Hijjah than during any other time." Surprised, the prophet's companions

(Sahabah)

r*^ & ^j asked, "O the Holy Prophet ^3 ^ &\ ju! Are the deeds of these da
even better than Jihad during any other time? "The Holy Prophet ^JL-j <ju ^ J*
replied, "Yes, they are even better than Jihad, unless a person goes out in Jih^d
and sacrfices his life and wealth against the enemy without returning Wl>u
anything." [Bukhari v. 1 p. 132]

m

Allah says further, "By the even and the odd!" Tirmidhi reports from
Sayyidina Imran bin Husain ** ifci ^j that when the Holy Prophet ^ 3 U* & .

was asked about the meaning of "the even and the odd", he replied that they refer
to Salah. While the number of Rakahs of some Salahs is even (two or four), others
are odd viz, one Rakah of Witr and three Rakahs of Maghrib. However, this
narration is not absolutely authentic because one of the narrators is unknown.

^

Commentators have mentioned that "even" refers to everything created in
pairs while "odd" refers to everything that is not paired. "Durrul Manthur"
reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** &\ ^ that "odd" refers to Allah
Who is One and "even" refers to everything else. Sayyidina Mujahid Up &\^ has
mentioned that Allah has created everything in pairs. With the earth, Allah has
created the sky; with land, the oceans; with man, Jinn; with male, female; with
the sun, the moon; etc. Only Allah is One without a partner.

Allah continues, "By the night when it departs!" This oath is similar to that on
Surah Takwir where Allah says, "And (I swear by) the night when it departs!" [Surah

81, verse 17]

After taking these oaths, Allah says, "Is there not an oath in this for the

intelligent?" i.e. are these oaths not sufficient for the intelligent? These oaths are

taken to strengthen an assertion that is implied though not stated. The assertion

is: "Those who adamantly reject the message ofIslam are inviting Allah 's punishment to

themselves and will be destroyed just as the people of previous nations were destroyed

when they rejected the message of their Anbiya (Prophets) f^J\^"
Addressing every reader of the Qur'an, Allah says, "Have you not seen how

your Lord dealt with the Ad, the people (descendants) of(a man named) Iram, who were

people (who had the stature) of pillars?" Some commentators state that the Ad are

called "people of pillars" because they would travel outdoors with their tents and
pitch these by tying them to pillars wherever they found greenery. They would
return to their homes only once the greenery disappeared. "Ruhul Ma'ani" states

that Iram was the son of Sam, the son of Sayyidina Nuh f^J>\ Up. Sam had two
grandsons, Ibn Asi and Ad, the progeny of whom were the nation of Ad.

Allah says about the Ad, "The likes of them were not created in the lands. -Allah
gave the Ad such strength that He had not given to any other nation. In fact, they

were so powerful that they became proud and used to say, "Who can be more

powerful than us?" However, Allah soon punished them with a windstorm that

lasted seven nights and eight days.

The story of the Ad has already recounted in Surah A'raf [Surah 7, verses 65-

72], Surah Hud [Surah 11, verses 50-60], Surah Shu'ara [Surah 26, verses 123-140], Surah
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HaMim Sajdah [Surah 41, verses 13-16], Surah Qamar [Surah 54, verses 18-22] and

Surah Haqqah [Surah 69, verses 6-8].

Allah continues, "(Have you not also seen how your Lord dealt) with the Thamud

who used to carve the rocks of the valley (ofQura)?" The Thamud lived somewhere

between Hijaz and Sham and their settlement is referred to as Wadi Qura (The

Valley of Qura) or Hijr. Allah Ta'ala sent Sayyidah Salih pLJ\ Up as a Nabi

(prophet) to them. Allah says about them in Surah Hijr, "The people of Hijr denied

the messengers. Our signs came to them, yet they ignored these. They used to carve

homes out of the mountains, living in great peace. A scream seized them during the

morning and whatever they earned was ofno avail to them." [Surah 15, verses 80-84]

The details of the Thamud are discussed in Surah A'raf [Surah 7, verses 73-79],

Surah Hud [Surah 11, verses 6 1-68], Surah Shu'ara [Surah 26, verses 14 1-159], Surah

Naml [Surah 27, verses 45-53], Surah HaMim Sajdah [Surah 41, verses 17-18], Surah

Qamar [Surah 54, verses 23-32] and Surah Haqqah [Surah 69, verses 4-5].

The homes they carved from the mountains are still visible today. When the

Holy Prophet jJL^ Up ifct JU and His Companions (the Sahabah)^ & ^j passed

by these ruins, The Holy Prophet ^j Up & J^> covered his head and hurried his

camel. He instructed His Companions (the Sahabah) ^ ii ^j to weep as they

passed so that it should never happen that they are afflicted by the same

punishment.

Allah continues, "And (have you not also seen how your Lord dealt) with

Phara'oh (Fir'oun), the man of stakes?" Phara'oh (Fir'oun) and his army were

destroyed by Allah's punishment just as the Ad and Thamud were destroyed,

although in a different manner. Commentators state that phara'oh (Fir'oun) was
called "the man of stakes" because he used to hammer four stakes into the ground

and tie people to these so that they could be tortured. Others state that he used to

hammer stakes into their hands and feet as they lay on the ground. Yet another

group of commentators state that the title refers to his large army. Wherever his

army camped, many tents had to be erected, all needing stakes to support them.

Because of the large number of stakes used, his army is referred to as 'stakes". An
explanation of this has been given in the commentary of verse 12 of Surah Sad

(Surah 38).

"These people [the Ad, Thamud and phara'oh (Fir'oun)] transgressed in the lands

and caused tremendous anarchy." They disobeyed the Prophets ftLJ\ <-«>, adamantly

clung to disbelief and polytheism and oppressed others. As a result, "your Lord

rained the whip ofpunishment on them." This verse tells us that the punishment that

these nations received was similar to the situation when someone inflicts a series

of lashes across the back of a criminal. Just as the lashes are continuous, the series

of punishments also came to them continuously. Eventually, they were

annihilated.

"Verily your Lord is Ever Vigilant." No deed of a person escapes Allah's

knowledge. No person should think that he is exempt from punishment because

he can be afflicted by the same punishment that destroyed the former nations.

One may visualise the disbeliever/sinner as a criminal on the run. Just as the

police commission an extremely vigilant squad to lie in wait on a road that the

criminal has to pass, Allah is waiting for the disbeliever/sinner to pass the road
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of this world leading to the Hereafter. It is only a matter of time before he i

caught and taken to task.

U 14 -'-> QP <>^ * <^> <*W M*>J Mp * /eJ ^J L* 4 o^ 1 ^

(15) As for man, when his Lord tries him by granting him honour and favours,

he says, "My Lord has honoured me. (16) However, when He tries him by

constraining his sustenance, he says, "My Lord has disgraced me!"

These two verses speak about how Allah tests man in this world. These

verses also reveal the psychology of man. Allah sometimes tests man by granting

him abundant wealth and sometimes Allah tests him by reducing his wealth.

When blessed with plenty of wealth, man ought to express his gratitude to Allah

by spending the wealth as Allah wants him to. On the other hand, when Allah

tests people with poverty, they ought to exercise patience and continue obeying

Allah's commands without complaining. Unfortunately, most people succumb to

their baser instincts and, when tested with abundant wealth, they become proud

and haughty because they think that their wealth is a personal achievement.

They fail to realise that their wealth is a test for them from Allah. Most of those

tested with poverty also fail the test when they complain and flout Allah's

commands in a desperate effort earn something.

One should bear in mind that being wealthy does not necessarily mean that

one is enjoying a favourable status with Allah. By the same token, being poor

does not mean that Allah dislikes one. It is for this reason that there are rich and

poor disbelievers just as there are rich and poor Muslims.

Commentators mention that these two verses are linked to the previous

verses to indicate that instead of learning lessons from the destruction of the

previous nations and repenting, man's ungrateful nature prevents him from

doing this. Therefore, instead of reforming, he becomes worse.

(17) Never! Instead, you do not honour the orphan... (18) do not encourage

feeding of the poor... (19) ... devour inheritance with relish... (20) ... and love

wealth with a very deep love.

Allah asserts, "NeverI" i.e. man's ides are correct. Wealth does not indicate

acceptance in Allah's sight and poverty does not indicate rejection. Allah then

describes man's love for wealth when He says, "Instead, you do not honour the

orphan, do not encourage feeding of the poor, devour inheritance with relish, and love

wealth with a very deep love. " Besides not assisting the needy, some people do not

even encourage others to do the same. When someone passes away, they devour
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the shares that belong to others regardless of whether the shares belong to

orphans, widows or people who are absent.

Allah condemns the deep love that people have for wealth because such

love makes people forget the rights they owe to others and it also makes them

neglect the duties they owe to Allah. When earning their wealth, people with a

deep love for wealth show no regard for Halal (lawful) and Haram (unlawful) and

forget about the Akhirah (Hereafter). Love for wealth leads people to commit sins

and also makes them miserly. The Holy Prophet ^i-j <4* ^ J~# said, "This world is

home to the person who has no home, wealth for the one who has no wealth and only the

person without intelligence accumulates it. " ["Mishkat" p. 444]

There is no need to amass excessive wealth because one will have to leave it

all behind when one dies. One should earn what is necessary and spend in

charity what is extra. Sayyidina Mahmud bin Labid *& it ^j narrates that the

Holy Prophet pJL-j *> ifci J^> said, "Man dislikes two things. He dislikes death whereas

death is best for a Mu'min so that he may be safeguarded from trials. He also dislikes a

shortage ofwealth whereas this will ensure less reckoning." ["Mishkat" p. 448]
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(21) Never! When the earth shall be ripped to shreds... (22) ... when your Lord

shall commence proceedings with the angels in rows... (23) .... and when Hell

will be brought to the fore, on that day man will understand But of what use

will this understanding be? (24) He will say, "Oh dear! If only I had sent deeds

ahead for my life!" (25) So on that day, none shall punish like Allah's

punishment... (26) . . . and none shall fasten like Allah fastens. (27) "O contented

soul!" (28) Return happily to your Lord while He is pleased with you." (29)

"Enter among My bondsmen... (30) ...and enter My Heaven."

Allah stresses, "Never!" i.e. never think that devouring inheritance and

having a profound love for wealth will benefit one. Rather, these traits will hurl

one to destruction and one will have to account for them. Allah then describes

the scene of the Day of Judgment when He says, "When the earth shall be ripped to

shreds (and nothing will be left standing on its surface), when your Lord (i.e. His

judgement) shall commence proceedings with the angels in rows and when Hell will be

brought to the fore, on that day man will understand. But of what use will this

understanding be?" Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ A\ ^j narrates from the

Holy Prophet fJL,j Up ibi JU that on the Day of Judgment, Hell will be brought

with seventy thousand bridles restraining it. There shall be seventy thousand
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angels pulling each bridle.

When man will realise the error of his ways in the Hereafter, it will be too
late because this understanding has to be realised in this world. This world is the
place where Belief and good deeds will profit one. The Hereafter is the place only
for reckoning and retribution. Taubah (repantance) will not be accepted there
When a person will face the devastation in the hereafter, he will lament, "o/z
dearI If only I had sent deeds ahead for my life!" He will then realise that he ought to
have carried out good deeds and refrained from sin in this world to be saved
from punishment in the Hereafter. He will refer to the life of the Hereafter as "my
life" because it is an eternal life. Because of its transient nature, one can hardly
refer to the life of this world as "my life".

Allah continues, "So on that day, none shall punish like Allah's punishment and
none shall fasten like Allah fastens." Before the Day of Judgment, none shall have
experienced such severe punishment or such rigorous imprisonment. Allah says

in Surah Saba, "We will place yokes upon the necks of the disbelievers." A verse of

Surah Mu'min reads: "They shall soon come to know when yokes will be placed around

their necks, as well as chains."

Allah will give glad tidings to the pious believers saying, "O contented soul!

Return happily to (the bounties of) your Lord while He is pleased with you." Not only

will the pious soul be happy with what it will receive, it will enjoy the ultimate

pleasure of knowing that Allah is pleased with it. Allama Ibn Kathir <U* ibi ^
states that Allah will address the soul with these words when the person passes

away and again on the Day of Judgment.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** ito ^j reports from the Holy Prophet *> &\ ju
(J- j that when the angel of death comes to take the soul of a pious believer, he

addresses it thus, "O pure soul that is in a pure body! Rejoice with Allah 's bounty and

sustenance and rejoice with the knowledge that your Lord is not angry with you."

Sayyidina Abu Umamah ^ &\ ^>j narrates that the Holy Prophet Up ibi jl^

jj-j taught the following du'a (supplication) to someone:

O Allah! I implore You for a contented soul that is convinced
about meeting You, is pleased with 'Your decision and content
with what You give."

This supplication describes a few qualities of the "contented soul". These are:

1. 'The soul is convinced that it will meet Allah. When one has

this conviction, one will ensure that one carries out every deed
properly. In this manner, one will be composed whenever one
engages in any act of Ibadah (worship).

2. 'The soul is also pleased with whatever Allah decides in or

against its favour. 'This is another great source of
contentment.

3. The soul is content with whatever Allah gives one. One is
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then not greedy for what one does not have, one does not

commit sins when earning wealth and does not neglect the

duties one owes to Allah when earning. With these traits, one

will be able to refrain from all types of sin.

Addressing the "contented soul" further Allah will say, "Enter among My
bondsmen and enter My Heaven." Man is a social creature and cannot bear solitude.

Allah will therefore allow him to be among others in Heaven. In Heaven, he will

be able to meet others like him and live peacefully there. Concerning the people

of Heaven, Allah says in Surah Hijr, "We shall remove any animosity that may be in

their breasts. As brothers they will be seated on couches, facing each other." [Surah 15,

verse 47]

Allah says in Surah Tur [Surah 52, verse 23], "There they will pass around a cup in

which there is no absurd talk and no sin." They will pass a cup of drink around for

enjoyment not because of any shortage. There will be no malice or rancour in

their hearts, which will be filled with love and compassion for each other. Their

enjoyment will be complete without fearing any ill-feelings from another person.

ftftftftftftftftft&ftftfttrfttrftftftftftft
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful

(1) I swear by this city... (2) ...and you shall be free (of restrictions) in this city.

(3) (I swear) by the father and offspring! (4.) We have certainly created man in

toil. (5) Does man think that none shall ever have power over him? (6) He says,

"I have wasted wealth in abundance." (7) Does he think that none sees him? (8)

Have We not given him two eyes... (9) .... a tongue, two lips... (10) ...and showed

him the two paths?

Allah Ta'ala swears oaths by the city of Makkah and "by thefather [Sayyidina

Adam f**J\ 4>J and (his) offspring (mankind)!" These oaths are taken to emphasise

that "We have certainly created man in toil" When this Surah was revealed, the

Holy Prophet ^3 a* i»i ju was still living in Makkah. At that time, he was still

suffering the persecution of the polytheists.

Even the polytheists regarded Makkah to be a sacred place in which no

fighting and killing should take place. By taking an oath by Makkah, Allah

honours its sanctity. Between the two oaths, Allah tells the Holy Prophet i» J**

jjL-j Up, "and you shall be free (of restrictions) in this city (Makkah)." This verse

foretold that a time will come when the Holy Prophet jJL,j Up &\ J^> would enter

Makkah as a conqueror and that Allah would free him from the restrictions of

the city by permitting him to execute certain people. Consequently, when the

Holy Prophet ^JL-j aJp &\ JU> marched with His Companions (the Sahabah) &\ ^j
^ into Makkah during the 8th year after Hijrah, amnesty was granted to a large

number of polytheists who had perpetrated atrocities against the Muslims.

However, there were some people whom the prophet's companions (Sahabah)

^ &\ ^j were commanded to execute. The Holy Prophet jJL,j Up Ai ju then said,
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"Verily, Allah made Makkah a Haram (sacred, i.e. a place where no killing should take

place) the day He created the heavens and the earth. None was given freedom (to execute)

before me and none shall ever have thisfreedom after me. Thisfreedom was granted to me
for only a portion of the day. It will now remain sacred by the decree of Allah until

Judgment Day i.e. killing will not be permitted in Makkah until Judgment Day."

["Mishkat"p.237]

Allah says, "We have certainly created man in toil." Man is the best of Allah's

creation. Together with granting him honour, Allah also tests man with many
trials and hardships. Together with tending to his many needs and necessities,

man faces many other difficulties in his life. Man has to ensure that he makes an
effort to feed and clothe himself and his family. In addition to this, illnesses and
calamities afflict him. Despite this, he has to continue earning a living and
tending to his many responsibilities.

To feed himself, man has to till the land, plant the seeds and still ensure that

the fields receive sufficient water and care. After caring for his crops and

guarding them against pest hence, the crops are finally ready for harvesting.

However, man's work does not end here. He still has to harvest the crop, thresh

it (if it is a grain), store it and grind it into flour. Thereafter the flour has to be

prepared and baked into bread before he can eat it. After eating the food, the

waste has to be excreted. If he is suffering from constipation, he will have to seek

medical assistance so that his stomach works. On the other hand, if he is

suffering from diarrhoea, he will also need to have it treated.

If a person does not marry, he will have difficulty. If he does marry, he will

have to exert himself to provide for his wife and children. He will have to worry

about raising the children properly and he will have to share all their pains and

experiences. The above are just as few of the myriad of difficulties that a person

faces in his life. If one ponders about it, one will be able to enumerate many
more. Besides these difficulties, there are numerous tasks that the Shari'ah

demands from a person. One has to forsake one's sleep and occupation for Salah,

endure hunger and thirst to fast, give a portion of one's wealth in Zakah and

spend one's wealth to perform Hajj. These are responsibilities that man is

entrusted with and from which the other creation are exempt.

If one fulfils all these responsibilities and endures all the difficulties of life to

please Allah, one will be greatly rewarded in the Hereafter. However, the person

who does all of this for worldly motives will have no share of rewards in the

Hereafter. In addition to this, if one commits sins, one will have to face

punishment there.

When afflicted with difficulties, man's attitude should be that everything is

from Allah. He should continue being obedient to Allah and he should turn to

Allah all the time. This is accomplished by making supplication to Allah and

engaging in acts of Ibadah (worship). However, the opposite usually takes place.

Instead of turning to Allah, people violate His commands and seem to have no

fear of reckoning. Referring to this attitude, Allah asks, "Does man think that none

shall ever have power over him?" Man appears to think that he is free to do as he

pleases without fearing that he is being watched and that Allah has the power to

take him to task for his deeds. He fails to realise that Allah gave him the power
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he wields and that Allah has power over everything.

In this manner, man becomes haughty and extravagant and even has the

audacity to boast, "I have wasted wealth in abundance." He does not realise that he

spent his wealth in avenues that are displeasing to Allah. It appears as if he

thinks that none is watching him. Therefore, Allah asks, "Does he think that none

sees him?" Allah is watching man all the time. The Tafsir "Jaldlayn" reveals that

one of the disbelievers spent a great amount of wealth to oppose Islam and

boasted about this saying, "I have wasted wealth in abundance." Allah warns such

people that He is ever Watchful over them and He will take them to task for the

wrong they do.

Allah continues, "Have We not given him two eyes, a tongue, two lips and showed

him the two paths (of good and evil,)?" Allah has given man his limbs and other

physical qualities, all of which are invaluable aids for him and they also add to

his beauty. Man ought to express gratitude for all of this by using these limbs to

carry out deeds pleasing to Allah. In this manner, he will be securing his success

in the Akhirah (Hereafter). Allah has shown man the way to attain salvation as

well as the path to destruction. The choice is man's. The intelligent man will opt

for the path of salvation by fulfilling Allah's commands and the teachings of the

Prophets f^LJi j^Jp. He will accept Allah's authority, invest all he has for the

Hereafter and ensure that he treats Allah's creation well.

*a tob W;& uollj ££) i^i —^» cdijjl vzX i*\Jl W»j?j jwaJ^ Wvj

(11) For what reason does man not emerge from the abyss? (12) What will

inform you what (emerging from) the abyss entails? (13) It is the emancipation

of slaves... (14) ...or, on a day of hunger, feeding... (15) ..... an orphaned

relative... (16) or a dust-covered destitute. (17) Man will then become of

those who believe, those who enjoin each other to be patient and those who
enjoin each other to be compassionate. (18) These are the people of the right.

(19) Those who reject Our verses are certainly the people of the left. (20) The

Fire will be shut over them.

A believer has many responsibilities. While some of these are voluntary,

others are obligatory. Referring to these, Allah asks, "For what reason does man not

emerge from the abyss?" i.e. why does man not spend his wealth to emerge from

the abyss in which he is constantly fighting his Nafs (carnalself) and satan. This

unending struggle of man in which he strives to fulfil Allah's commands is

compared to a deep abyss from which one struggles to emerge. Allah then asks,

"What will inform you (O listener) what (emergingfrom) the abyss entails?'' Allah

Ta'ala then presents three examples of deeds that will remove him from the
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abyss so that he can win the battle against his Nafs and Satan.

The first is "the emancipation of slaves''. This entails setting slaves free

irrespective of whether the act is done voluntarily or because one is compelled to

as in the case-of Kaffara (expiation). Also included in the ambit of freeing slaves

are "Kitabah" and "Tadbir". The Holy Prophet <X* 3 *i* ^ J^ said that when a

person frees a slave, every limb of the person that corresponds with a limb of the

slave will be freed from the fire of Hell.

Sayyidina Bara bin Azib ** i» ^j reports that a villager once came to the

Holy Prophet pl-j 4* & J-* and asked what deed could admit him into Heaven,

the Holy Prophet fL*j Up ib\ JL* said, "Free a soul and emancipate a slave." "But are

the two not the same thing?" enquired the man. The Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^ &\ J^>

replied, "No Freeing a soul means that you free a slave all by yourselfand emancipating

a slave means that you assist in paying his price (e.g. helping a Mukatab slave pay his

priceforfreedom). Also among the deeds that will admit you into Heaven is that you give

someone an animal that gives a lot of milk or that you behave politely with a cruel

relative. Ifyou cannot do this, then feed the hungry, give water to the thirsty, enjoin good

and prevent evil. If you cannot do this even, then use your tongue for nothing except

good words." ["Mishkat" p. 294]

The second and third deeds to remove one from the "abyss" in "on a day of

hunger, feeding an orphaned relative" and feeding "a dust-covered destitute". The

destitute person referred to in the verse is someone who has absolutely nothing

and has to sleep on the bare ground, causing his body to be covered in dust.

Allah states further that when man will do this, "Man will then become of

those who believe, those who enjoin each other to be patient and those who enjoin each

other to be compassionate." Iman (belief) is the most important deed because no

good deed is accepted without it. Allah adds that enjoining each other to be

patient is an essential trait of belief. The word "sabr" (translated above as

"patience") refers to remaining steadfast in performing good deeds, refraining

from sin as well as exercising patience when afflicted with any difficulty. As

explained in other verses (such as verse 153 of Surah Baqarah), the word "sabr" entails

all these three meanings. Another requirement of belief is that a person

encourages others to show compassion towards the rest of creation.

About such people Allah declares, "These are the people of the right" i.e. the

people who will receive their record of deeds in their right hands and who are

promised Heaven. (Verses 27 to 38 of Surah Waqi'ah (Surah 56) detail the bounties

that "the people of the right" will receive in Heaven). On the other hand, "Those who

reject Our verses are certainly the people of the left. The Fire will be shut over them."

These people will receive their records of deeds in their left hands and will be

doomed to Hell. When entered into Hell, the doors of Hell will be shut and they

will be unable to escape. (Verses 41 to 56 of Surah Waqi'ah describe "the people of the left").

fttifttiftftftftfttitititifttitiftfttiftftti
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) By the sun and its light! (2) By the moon when it follows the sun! (3) By the

day when it illuminates it! (4) By the night when it conceals the sun! (5) By the

sky and the One Who created it! (6) By the earth and the One Who spread it out!

(7) By the soul and the One Who perfected it... (8) ... and then inspired it with

what entails sin and what entails piety. (9) Undoubtedly, the one who purified it

has succeeded... (10) .. .and the one who soiled it has certainly failed. (11) The

Thamud falsified because of their rebelliousness. (12) When the worst of them

stood up... (13) ...the messenger of Allah warned them, "Do not interfere with

the camel of Allah and its drinking." (14) However, they denied him and killed

the camel So their Lord annihilated them because of their sins and made their

destruction widespread. (15) ....Allah does not fear the consequences.

Allah begins this Surah by taking several oaths. Allah says, "By the sun and

its light! By the moon when it follows the sun!" The moon following the sun is seen

clearly during the middle of the lunar months when the full moon rises to

dominate the sky with its radiance after sunset. The moon then remains the light

of the sky until sunrise.

Allah continues, "By the day when it illuminates it!" Some commentators state

that the pronoun "it" refers to the sun. Therefore, they say that a metaphorical

relationship is drawn here between the sun and the day. Although the sun is
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usually regarded as the cause for the day, here the day is said to illuminate the

sun. Such metaphorical relationships are commonly used in Arabic. OtiW
commentators state that the pronoun "it" refers to the earth. Although the earth

is not mentioned earlier in the verses of this Surah, Arabs commonly refer to a

familiar phenomenon like the earth by simply using a pronoun without making

prior reference to the phenomenon. The addressee then understands the

meaning by implication. The implied text will therefore be: "By the earth and the

day when it (the day) illuminates it (the earth)."

"By the night when it conceals the sun!" When night sets in, the light of the

sun is concealed and only darkness prevails.

"By the sky and the One Who created it! By the earth and the One Who spread it

out! By the soul (of man) and the One Who perfected it..." Commentators mention

that Allah is referring to the perfection of the body of man in which He placed

the soul. Together with the perfect physical body, Allah has also granted man his

senses and the faculties of perception and intelligence.

After creating the perfect form of man, Allah "then inspired it (the soul) with

what entails sin and what entails piety." Allah granted mankind the intelligence to

recognise Him as their Lord and He also gave them the physical strength to

worship Him. Therefore, man is obliged to worship Allah Alone. However,

because the life of this world is a test for man, man is also exposed to evil and

sin, as Allah says in Surah Balad that He has "showed him (man) the two paths" i.e

the path of good and the path of evil. Man has therefore been granted the ability

to do good as well as the ability to commit sin. Man therefore has the option to

refrain from sin and to engage in good.

Allah takes the above oaths to emphasise that "Undoubtedly, the one who

purified it (his soul) has succeeded..." All the phenomena by which Allah has taken

oaths are in front of man and he sees each of them. It is therefore up to him to

ponder about these and to realise that only Allah controls all of them. When man
recognises the great power of Allah, he will naturally obey Allah's commands

and refrain from displeasing Him. Man will then make an effort to embellish his

soul with good habits and rid it of evil character. When this is achieved, he will

be on the path of salvation. Allah says in Surah Nur, "The successful ones are those

who obey Allah and His apostle, who fear Allah and do not disobey Him." [Surah 24, verse

52]

On the other hand, "the one who soiled it (his soul) has certainly failed." The

Arabic word "dassa" (translated above as "soiled") actually means "to cover" or "to

conceal" . Commentators state that in this context the word refers to covering the

soul with the filth of disbelief and polytheism so that the lights of belief and good

deeds are extinguished.

Among the many supplication that the Holy Prophet ^ 3 *> ii j^ used to

make, one of them was:

O Allah! Imbue my soul with piety and purify it, for verily You

are the best to purify it. You are its Patron and Protecting

Friend?
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Allah Ta'ala then speaks of the nation of Thamud when He says, "The
Thamud falsified because of their rebelliousness. " Because they were a rebellious
nation, they falsified Sayyidina Salih ^LJ\ Up. They told him to prove his
apostleship by producing a pregnant camel from the mountain. When this

miracle took place before their eyes, only a few of them believed it. Sayyidina
Salih (OLJ\ Up said to them, "This is the camel It will have a day to drink and your
animals will have an appointed day to drink. Do not touch it with evil intentions, for
then the punishment ofa grave day will afflict you. " However, they did not take heed
and plotted to kill the camel. Referring to this, Allah says, "When the worst of them
stood up, the messenger of Allah warned them, 'Do not interfere with the camel of Allah
and its drinking/ Notwithstanding the warning, "they denied him and killed the

camel" Not only did they kill the camel but they even said to Sayyidina Salih Up

r
%Ji, "O Salih! Bring upon us that which you threaten us with ifyou are reallyfrom the

messengers." As a result, "their Lord annihilated them because of their sins and made
their destruction widespread" i.e. Allah's punishment afflicted all of them and none
was left alive. The Thamud were destroyed by an earthquake and a scream from
the sky.

The details of the Thamud are discussed in Surah A'raf [Surah 7, verses 73-79],

Surah Hud [Surah 11, verses 6 1-68], Surah Shu'ara [Surah 26, verses 141-159], Surah
Naml [Surah 27, verses 45-53], Surah HaMlm Sajdah [Surah 41, verses 17-18], Surah
Qamar [Surah 54, verses 23-32] and Surah Haqqah [Surah 69, verses 4-5].

"Allah does not fear the consequences." Rulers of the world hesitate to punish
people for their wrongs because they fear that the criminals or their tribes or
families may revolt, thereby threatening the government. Allah has no such fears

and has the power to punish people as and when He pleases. Man should
therefore be wary that he does not displease Allah.

fttiftfttifttiftftftftfttitititiftfttiftftft
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) By the night when it covers! (2) By the day when it illuminates! (3) By the

One Who created male and female! (4) Verily your efforts are varied. (5) As for

the one who gives, who fears Allah... (6) and who believes in the most

beautiful word... (7) .... We shall make it easy for him to adopt the traits of

comfort. (8) As for the one who is miserly and indifferent... (9) ...and who

rejects the most beautiful word... (10) ... We shall make it easy for him to adopt

the traits of grief. (11) His wealth will not benefit him when he falls to

destruction. (12) Verily, guidance is Our responsibility... (13) ...and the

Hereafter and the world are in Our control.

Allah commences with three oaths. Allah says, "By the night when it covers!

By the day when it illuminates! By the One Who created male and female!" These three

oaths are taken to emphasise that "Verily your efforts are varied". The above three

oaths are taken because humans are either male or female and the deeds of these

two categories are carried out either by day or by night. However, these deeds

are extremely diverse.

The people of the world consist of Muslims and disbelievers, each group

having people who are either good or evil. Allah will judge these deeds on the

day of Judgment and each person will receive what is due to him. Sayyidina Abu
Malik Ash'ari ** ii ^>j narrated that the Holy Prophet jJL,j Up i» J* said, "Each

morning people go to work and keep themselves busy. They either emancipate themselves

(from Hell) or destroy themselves (by sinning)." [Muslims v. 1 p. 118]

Allah Ta'ala then classifies the deeds of man as either good or evil when He
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says, "As for the one who gives (charity), who fears Allah and who believes in the most

beautiful word (i.e. in the Kalimah "La Ilaha Wallah"), We shall make it easy for him to

adopt the traits of comfort (Iman and good deeds). As for the one who is miserly and

indifferent and who rejects the most beautiful word, We shall make it easy for him to

adopt the traits ofgrief" i.e. because of these traits he will suffer grief and misery in

both worlds. Some commentators have interpreted "Al Husna" (translated above

as "the most beautiful word) as Heaven.

Every person carries out deeds in his life because this world is a place of

deeds. These deeds vary according to the type and nature of every person. As
people keep changing, so as their deeds. One will often find evil people

becoming good, good people becoming evil, disbelievers becoming Muslims and

vice versa. This process continues in this world. However, in the Hereafter, every

person will belong only to one of the two groups and he cannot change groups.

Sayyidina Ali <up &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet jJL-j Jp i»i j^ once said,

"The final abode of each of you has already been fixed in Heaven and in Hell."

The Companions (of the prophet)^ &\ ^j asked, "O the Holy Prophet ^ J^
pi^j Up! Should we then not rely on this predetermination and forsake deeds?"

The Holy Prophet ,J^ Up ii J^ said, "Continue with your deeds because

everything for which a person was created shall be made easy for him. Deeds

leading to good fortune will be made easy for the fortunate ones and deeds

leading to ill fortune will be made easy for the unfortunate." Thereafter, The

Holy Prophet JL-^ Up ibt ju recited the verses, "As for the one who gives, who fears

Allah and who believes in the most beautiful word, We shall make it easyfor him to adopt

the traits of comfort. As for the one who is miserly and indifferent and who rejects the

most beautiful word, We shall make it easy for him to adopt the traits ofgrief" [Bukhari v.

2 p. 737]

It is learnt from this hadith that although people's destinies have been

predetermined, they have to utilise their intelligence to hold the correct beliefs

and to carry out good deeds. At the same time, they should abstain from

disbelief, Polytheism and sin. The person "who believes in the most beautiful word"

refers to the believer and the person "who rejects the most beautiful word" is the

disbeliever. Among the many good deeds a believer carries out, Allah mentions

the act of giving in charity and that of fearing Allah. Giving in charity refers to

spending one's wealth in a manner that pleases Allah and fearing Allah entails

refraining from sin.

Concerning the miserly person, Allah adds that he is also "indifferent" i.e.

indifferent towards the rewards promised for spending in Allah's path.

Therefore, together with his excessive love for wealth, such a person also

behaves as if he has no need for the rewards of the Hereafter. The wealth that

this person hoards will be useless to him, as Allah states, "His wealth will not

benefit him when he falls to destruction."

Allah continues, "Verily, guidance is Our responsibility". Allah has created

man to recognise and worship Him. Allah has also sent the Prophets f^LJ\ ^i^

and the divine scriptures for man's guidance and to teach man how to worship

Him. Whoever fails to respond to the guidance has only himself to blame for his

destruction.
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Allah also makes it clear that "the Hereafter and the world are in Our control"

Allah reserves the right to do as He pleases in this world as well as in the

Hereafter. No one should think that he is free to do as he pleases in this world

and that none will be able to take him to task in the Hereafter.

.U^\ ^|Q3 &>f i-So ^ j>jc^ ^-V U^ ^) o^^h -JU ^3i ^^^ ^p o^^^

(14) I have warned you about a raging fire... (15) ....which only the most

wretched shall enter... (16) .... who denied and turned away. (17)Far removed

from it shall be the most abstinent... (18) ...who spent his wealth to purify his

soul. (19) He does not have to repay a favour to anyone... (20) ... (and spends for

no reason) except for the pleasure of his Exalted Lord. (21) Soon he shall be

pleased.

The previous verses highlighted the difference between the consequences

that good deeds bring and the consequences that sins bring. The disbelievers and

the sinful will have to suffer the punishment of Hell. Referring to these warnings,

Allah says, "I have warned yon about a raging fire which only the most wretched shall

enter, who denied and turned away. "Although it appears from this verse that only

the disbelievers will enter Hell, the author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" states that the verse

does not rule out punishment for sinful believers. He says that the verse merely

restricts the severest punishment for the disbelievers ("the most wretched")

because the punishment that sinful believers will receive will be much lighter.

"Far removed from it (from Hell) shall be the most abstinent..." The word "ataa"

(translated above as "most abstinent") is in the superlative form and refers to

someone who not only refrains from disbelief and Polytheism but also from all

other sins as well. Describing such a person, Allah says that he "spent his wealth to

purify his soul" i.e. he spent his wealth so that he may join the ranks of those

whom Allah considers as pure souls. The verse may also be interpreted to mean
that he has the hope that Allah will greatly multiply the rewards for his charity.

This will happen only if he spent without any worldly motives and only to

please Allah.

Speaking further about this person, Allah says, "He does not have to repay a

favour to anyone..." i.e. he is not spending his wealth because he owes a favour to

someone. All he desires from his charity is "the pleasure of his Exalted Lord." As a

result of his sincerity, "Soon he shall be pleased" when the rewards of his deeds are

presented to him in the Hereafter.

Commentators state that the concluding five verses of this Surah refer to

Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^ it ^j who sacrificed a great deal of effort and wealth for

the cause of Islam before and after the Hijrah (migration). Sayyidina Bilal **> & ^>j

was an Abyssinian slave of Umayyah bin Khalaf and used to be tortured and

beaten mercilessly. Upon an indication of the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up &\ J^>,
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Sayyidina Abu Bakr *& ito ^j purchased Sayyidina Bilal <up & ^j and set him
free. When the Polytheists learnt about this, they taunted Sayyidina Abu Bakr ,

<up ibi ^j by saying that he bought the freedom of Sayyidina Bilal ** it ^
because he owed a favour to Sayyidina Bilal ** ^ ^j. Refuting this, Allah Ta'ala

revealed the verse: "He does not have to repay a favour to anyone (and spends for no

reason) except for the pleasure of his Exalted Lord."

It has been reported that when Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^ & ^j purchased

Sayyidina Bilal <up &\ ^Jt he latter asked him whether he had bought him to do

his work. Sayyidina Abu Bakr *& & ^>j replied, "I have purchased you to do Allah's

work/' Thereupon, Sayyidina Bilal ^ &\ ^j said, "Then leave me to do Allah's

work. " Sayyidina Abu Bakr ** ii ^j then set him free and he continued serving

Allah's religion for the rest of his life.

The Holy Prophet (JL-j <^ & JU> appointed Sayyidina Bilal <* & ^j as the

Mu'adhin (one who calls out the Adhan) and he remained the Mu'adhin as long

as the Holy Prophet ^i-j U* i\ j^ lived. Allah Ta'ala granted him this honour of

proclaiming Allah's name because of the suffering he endured for Allah's sake.

Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^ iu\^ was always ready to spend his wealth for the

cause of Islam. Once, when the Holy Prophet (J-j u* & ju> encouraged the

companions (Sahabah)^ i» ^j to spend in Allah's way, Sayyidina Umar ifo ^j
<cj> thought that he would excel Sayyidina Abu Bakr <u* &\ ^j in spending in

Allah's way by bringing along half of his belongings. However, Sayyidina Abu
Bakr <up ifo ^>j brought everything he owned. When the Holy Prophet Up & J~*

^JL-j asked him what he had left for his family, Sayyidina Abu Bakr ** i» ^j
replied that Allah and His Rasul {Prophet) ^L>

3
Up ii J^ were sufficient for them.

Sayyidina Umar <up ifc» ^j was then forced to concede that he would never be able

to excel Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^ ibi ^ Jm

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** ii ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet U* &\ J^>

<JL^ once said, "I have repaid everyone for whatever favours they have done for

me, except for Abu Bakr. Allah shall repay him on the Day of Judgment. No
person's wealth has ever benefited me as much as the wealth of Abu Bakr has. If

I had to choose a Khalil' (i.e. a friend whose friendship is not shared), I would

choose Abu Bakr as my 'Khalil'. However, I am Allah's 'Khalil'."

According to another narration, when the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up ii jl* said

that no person's wealth has benefited him as much as the wealth of Sayyidina

Abu Bakr ** &\ ^j did, Sayyidina Abu Bakr <* ifo ^j wept and said, "O the Holy

Prophet pJL- j Up &\ JU! My wealth and I are onlyfor you. " [Ibn Majah p. 10]

NOTE : Allah declares in the final verse "Soon he [Sayyidina Abu Bakr Ji^j
'<*] shall be pleased". In Surah Duha {Surah 93, verse 5) that follows,

Allah Ta'ala addresses the Holy Prophet ^ 3 u* 41 ju saying,

"Your Lord shall soon give you and you shall be pleased." These verses

make it clear that Allah is pleased with the Holy Prophet Up i\ ^U
pL-j and his close companion Sayyidina Abu Bakr <up it ^Jm

However, it is tragic to note that the Rawafidh (Shias) are

unhappy with the Holy Prophet ^3 Up i»i ju for choosing

Sayyidina Abu Bakr ** ito ^j as his bosom friend and are also
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unhappy with Sayyidina Abu Bakr *^ ibi ^>Jr who spent all his

wealth for Allah's pleasure and who remained with the Holy

Prophet jJL-j Up xbi JU everywhere he went.

NOTE : One should always try to repay any person who does one a

favour. The Holy Prophet pi-j Up &\ JU said, "When anyone does

you a good turn, repay him. If you are unable to repay him, make

supplication for him until you are satisfied that you have repaid him.

"

One should bear in mind not to tell the person that what one is doing is in

lieu of his favour because he may not wish for such repayment. In fact, a

generous person will flatly refuse the favour. Although the Shari'ah encourages

doing good unto those who do good to you, one will be rewarded more greatly if

the good one does is solely for Allah's pleasure and not prompted by the

recipient's earlier favour. This is clearly indicated by the verse "He does not have to

repay a favour to anyone {and spends for no reason) except for the pleasure of his Exalted

Lord.

"

tifttitititititititititititititititititititi
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Surah Duha

j+j* y* jjA\ U> Gp <^U ^W iJ-wjj CJ <!5jl43 ^/u* iJj^jj Q

In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful

(1) By the light of day! (2) By the night when it settles! (3) Your Lord has neither

fcrsaken you nor does He dislike you. (4) The Hereafter is certainly much better

for you than this world. (5) Your Lord shall soon give you and you shall be

pleased. (6) Did He not find you orphaned and grant you shelter? (7) Did He

not find you uninformed and show you the way? (8) Did He not find you

destitute and make you wealthy? (9) So do not be harsh with the orphan. (10)

Do not reproach the beggar. (11) Speak about the favours of your Lord.

This Surah was revealed in Makkah. "Maalimut Tamil" reports that once,

when the Holy Prophet ^* *A± &\ J^> was unable to perform Tahajjud Salah

(Salah said after midnight) for a few days because of illness, a woman saicl, "It

seems as if the Satan that used to come to him has forsaken him." Here she was

referring to Jibril r>i~Jt u^ as a Satan (Allah forbid!). It was then that Surah Duha
was revealed. Another narration states that when the Jews asked the Holy

Prophet fJL-j Up ib\ ju about the soul, about the people of the cave and about

Dhul Qarnayn, he told them that he would give them a reply the next day.

However, he forgot to say "Insha Allah" ("If Allah wills") As a result, revelation

ceased for a few days and the Polytheists began to taunt the Holy Prophet & J-*

^^ Up by saying that Allah had forsaken him and disliked him. It was then that

the Surah was revealed.

After taking two oaths, Allah Ta'ala tells the Holy Prophet jJL-j u* &\ jl«,

"Your Lord has neither forsaken you nor does He dislike you." Explaining the

relevance of taking oaths by the day and the night, the author of "Bayanul

Qur'an" states that the descent of revelation and the cessation of revelation are
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just like day and night. Just as the alternation of the night and the day does not

indicate that one has forsaken the other nor that the one dislikes the other, the

descent of revelation followed by a cessation also does not mean that Allah has

forsaken the Holy Prophet^ u* ^ ju, or that Allah dislikes him. Just as there

are reasons for the alternation of night and day, there are reasons for the pause in

revelation.

Reassuring the Holy Prophet fL> 3
aJLp ii J^> further, Allah says, "The Hereafter

is certainly much betterfor you than this world." With these words, Allah Ta'ala tells

the Holy Prophet ^j -Jp i» ju not to be disturbed by the taunts and accusations

of the disbelievers because these are short-lived. However, what Allah has in

store for him in the Akhirah (Hereafter) is extremely great and eternal.

"Your Lord shall soon give you and you shall be pleased." Here Allah Ta'ala tells

the Holy Prophet ^j Up ii>\ JU, that he should not worry if he does not possess

the wealth of this world because Allah will grant him so much in the Hereafter

that he will be pleased. Nothing will be lacking in the Hereafter. Because the

verse seems to indicate that the Holy Prophet <0-j ^ i\ J^ would receive wealth

in this world as well, the enemies of Islam have objected by saying that the Holy

Prophet jJL-j Up ibi JU did not have any wealth until his demise. This objection is

futile and does not deserve attention. The fact is that the favours Allah Ta'ala

shall grant to the Holy Prophet ^j Up ifci JU will be made manifest only in the

Hereafter. There, he will be conferred the position of "Maqdm Mahmud", the most

exalted position that any of Allah's creation can attain.

Allah Ta'ala then recounts the favours He blessed the Holy Prophet i» J^
^ *i* with in this world. The Holy Prophet's^ aJLp i»t j* father passed away

before he was born. He was therefore born an orphan. According to some, he

passed away after the Holy Prophet^ Up ii ^ was born. Nevertheless, he

grew up as an orphan. When he was only five years old, his mother passed away

in a place called Abwa and her slave girl Umm Ayman t^p & ^j brought the

young Holy Prophet ^y<4* & J^ back to Makkah. Thereafter, his grandfather

Abdul Muttalib took care of him for a few years. When he passed away, The

Holy Prophet^ Up ii>\ JL* stayed with his uncle Abu Talib, who raised him with

great love and affection. Referring to this, Allah Ta'ala says, "Did He not find you

orphaned and grant you shelter?" Although the Holy Prophet ^ 3 U* &\ j^ was an

orphan, Allah Ta'ala ensured that there was always someone to care for him with

affection.

Recounting another favour, Allah says, "Did He not find you uninformed and

show you the way?" The Holy Prophet pJLj ^ &\ J-* was untutored. None of his

guardians tended to his education and he had no access to outside sources of

learning. There was no apparent means by which he could have attained

knowledge, especially the knowledge of Shari'ah. Allah tells the Holy Prophet

^ Up i»i JL* in Surah Shura, "You did not know what was the Book or what was

Belief but We made it a light with which We guide those bondsmen of Ours whom We

will Without doubt, you guide towards the straight path." [Surah 42, verse 52]

The Holy Prophet^ u* i» J^ was made a Nabi (Prophet) purely through

Allah's grace. Allah Ta'ala gave him a complete Shari'ah, informed him about the

narratives of previous nations and taught him about matters of the unseen such
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as the angels, Heaven, Hell, etc. Allah tells the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up i»i jl* in

Surah Nisa [Surah 4, verse 223], "Allah has revealed to you the Book and wisdom and

taught you what you knew not. The grace of Allah upon you has been tremendous

indeed." A verse of Surah Bani Isra'il states, "Indeed His grace upon you [O
Muhammad ^JL-j Up iui J^>] has been tremendous." [Surah 17, verse 87]

Addressing the Holy Prophet jJUj *ip iv JL* further, Allah says, "Did He not

find you destitute and make you wealthy?" The Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ii ju lived

with Abu Talib for the greater portion of his youth. Abu Talib was not a rich man
so the condition of the Holy Prophet (JL-j U* &\ JU was the same. When the Holy
Prophet jJL-j <^ &\ JU» was twenty-five years old, a rich widow by the name of

Sayyidah Khadija if* ibv ^j heard about his excellent character and employed
him to lead her trade caravan to Sham. She sent her slave along with the Holy
Prophet jJL-j aJj> Ai jl*. When they returned with a substantial profit and the slave

praised the noble character of the Holy Prophet (JUj Up &\ ju*, Sayyidah Khadija

\#* &\ ^j proposed to him. He accepted the proposal and his uncle Abu Talib

and other members of his family graced the wedding. Sayyidah Khadija iu» ^j
if* was extremely wealthy and she permitted the Holy Prophet fl-j ^1* ii ju to

spend the wealth as he pleased. Therefore, commentators interpret the above

verse as "Did He not find you destitute and make you wealthy with the wealth of

Khadija \** ^ ^J "

Because the Holy Prophet pL-y Up ii JU> grew up as an orphan and
understood the hardship of being without parents, Allah Ta'ala addressed him
saying, "So do not be harsh with the orphan." Although the verse addresses the

Holy Prophet fi-j Up &\ ju*, it applies to the entire Ummah. Many Ahadith

emphasise the importance of treating orphans kindly. Sayyidina Abu Umamah
<up ii ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^L-j U^ i» J^> said, "Whoever strokes the

head of an orphan solely for Allah 's pleasure will receive a reward for every hair that

comes under his hand, I and the person who treats an orphan well shall be like this in

Heaven. " Saying this, The Holy Prophet jJL,3 *l* &\ J^ joined his index and middle

fingers. ["Mishkat" p. 723]

Allah commands further, "Do not reproach the beggar." Just as orphans are

often without benefactors and sympathisers, there are many people also without

sympathisers and in need even though they are not orphans. Among these are

people who are forced to beg. When one is unable to give a beggar anything, one

should at least speak kindly to him so as not to give him further grief. It is

against the nature of a believer to reproach a beggar because reproaching a

beggar is tantamount to oppression. The Holy Prophet pl^ Up &\j** mentioned,

"Send the beggar away with something even though it is with a burnt hoof"

Unfortunately, there are many professional beggars to be found who are

wealthy. Such people should not be begging. The Shari'ah prohibits begging if a

person has means to provide for himself. At the same time, the Shari'ah also

encourages Muslims to give something to beggars without reproaching them
because one cannot be certain that the beggar is not genuine. In fact, Muslims are

encouraged to search for needy persons who do not beg and give their charities

to them.

Allah concludes the Surah by saying, "Speak about the favours of your Lord."
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Allah has showered His bounties on the Holy Prophet ^^ ^ ^ J-*. These

bounties are not restricted to this world but extend into the Akhirah (Hereafter) as
;

well. Allah gave the Holy Prophet ,0^ Up &\ J^ honour and respect in addition

to the greatest bounty of Prophethood. The Holy Prophet ^ 3 4* i» J^ had

millions of followers in the past, has millions today and will have many millions

until the Day of Judgment. There are millions of Duruds (Benedictions) dedicated

to him at all times. In appreciation of all these bounties, Allah Ta'ala instructs the

Holy Prophet .J-j U^ & J^> to speak about His bounties. This verse also instructs

the Ummah to do the same. One should bear in mind that one should not be

boasting when speaking about Allah's bounties.

Sayyidina Malik bin Nadhr -up ifo ^j narrates that he once appeared before

the Holy Prophet ^ 3 *4* & J-* while wearing clothes of an extremely poor

quality. The Holy Prophet^ Up 4i j^ asked him whether he had any wealth.

When he replied in the affirmative, The Holy Prophet ^j ^ii> asked him

what wealth he possessed. He replied by saying that he had every type of

wealth: camels, cows, goats, horses and slaves. The Holy Prophet ,0-j Up <5»i J^
then told him, "If Allah has given you wealth, the sign of this wealth ought to be visible

on you. " ["Mishkdt" p. 375]

It is therefore necessary that Allah's bounties be made known in one's

wealth, on one's person and on one's tongue. It will not be redundant to reiterate

that when one is recounting Allah's bounties on one, one's intention should not

be to boast and show off. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ ii^ has mentioned,

"Eat what you please and wear what you please as long as you avoid two things^

extravagance and pride."

NOTE: According to the Imams of Qira'ah, it is Sunnah to recite "Alldhu

Akbar" after every Surah from Surah Duha up to the end of the

Qur'an (Surah Nas). They have recorded this in their books with a

chain of narrators. Allama Jazari ^ i»» <^j has written about this in

detail He has mentioned that it was the practice of the leading

Qurra [who recite the Qur'an in a special manner (plural of Qdri)] and

has commented on the chains of narrators. He has also quoted a

hadith of Hakim in substantiation. In this regard, the Muhaddithin

(Scholars of Hadith) also quote a hadith that is narrated by a

continuous chain of Qurra, which one of the Imams of Qira'ah Abul

Hasan Muhammad bin Ahmad Al Bazzi u* i» i*-j has narrated. This

chain of narrators reaches the Holy Prophet ^j ^ & J~*.

Therefore, according to Imam Bazzi Up &\^ it is Sunnah to recite

"Alldhu Akbar" after these Surahs. Besides him, other Imams of

Qira'ah have also encouraged this addition.

While some Qurra recite only "Alldhu Akbar", others recite "La Ilalia lllalldhu

Alldhu Akbar". When reciting in this manner, the relevant rules of joining Surahs

have to be taken into account. The details of this can be learnt from the Qurra.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) Did We not expand your chest for you? (2) And did We not relieve you of

your burden... (3) .... that was breaking your back? (4) And We have elevated

your fame. (5) There is certainly ease after every difficulty. (6) Without doubt,

there is ease after every difficulty. (7) So when you have completed, then exert

yourself.. (8) . . .and turn to your Lord.

Surah Inshirah is also called Surah Alam Nashrah. Like the previous Surah,

this Surah also mentions the great favours that Allah had bestowed on the Holy
Prophet jJL-j aJLp ifc\ JL*. Addressing the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up k\ ju, Allah Ta'ala

says, "Did We not expand your chestfor you?" Allah had filled the chest of the Holy
Prophet ,JL,j Up &\ J^ with the light and knowledge of Prophethood. The Holy
Prophet flwj Up ifci JL* bore in his heart the wealth of Belief, recognition of Allah,

the Qur'an, wisdom and great traits like patience, tolerance, gratitude and a

myriad of other noble qualities. Another great bounty was contentment of heart,

which (in Arabic) may also be expressed as 'expansion of the chest".

This great boon has also been granted to the Ummah of the Holy Prophet
,jl^ Up iti jl*. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ ibt ^>j reports that after reciting

the verse "Whoever Allah wishes to guide, He expands his bosom for Islam", The Holy
Prophet (JL-j Up ii ju> said, "When celestial light (nur) enters the heart, the heart

expand." The Prophet's companions (Sahabah) ^ &\ ^j enquired, "O The Holy
Prophet jjL-j Up iui ju, is there a sign by which one may recognise this?" The Nabi J**
pJL. 3 Up in replied, "Yes, the sign is that a person becomes detached from the 'Home of

Deceit' (the world), turns towards the 'Home of Eternity' (Hereafter) and prepares for

death in advance. " [Mishkdt p. 446]

Explaining the verse under discussion, Scholars have also quoted the
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Ahadlth which describe the occasions when Allah Ta'ala sent the angels to cut

open the chest of the Holy Prophet ^3 Up &\ ju and to fill his heart with

knowledge and wisdom. This happened once while the Holy Prophet ^ &\
J~*>

^j was still a child and living with his foster mother. It also happened on the

night in which the Holy Prophet ^i-j J* &\ JU was taken for Mi'raj (as reported

in Bukhari and Muslim). "Durrul Manihur" (v. 6 p. 363) reports from Sayyidina

Abu Hurayra ** & ^j that this also happened when the Holy Prophet Up & JU
jJL-^'was twenty years old. This narration is found in the "Zazvaid (addition)" of

Imam Ahmad's U* &\^ "Musnad".

Allah tells the Holy Prophet <JL-3 Up &\ J^> further, "And did We not relieve you

ofyour burden that was breaking your back?" Some commentators state that relief of

the burden is contained in verse 2 of Surah Fath {Surah 48) where Allah says, "So

that Allah may forgive you for those shortcomings that have passed and those that may
occur in the future. "The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up i»» jl* regarded the human errors

that he sometimes made as serious infractions. This was naturally very

burdensome for the Holy Prophet jJL.3 Up i»i j^. By declaring blanket forgiveness

for every past and future error, Allah Ta'ala relieved the Holy Prophet Up iai jl*

jJL. j from the burden of his conscience.

In my humble opinion, the better interpretation is that which Allama

Qurtubi U* ^ "**-j has narrated from Abdul Aziz bin Yahya ^ & ~^j and Abu
Ubaydah ^ &\ i^j. According to them, the verse means that Allah Ta'ala had

lightened the burdensome tasks of prophethood for the Holy Prophet Up i»\ JL*

^j so that they should not be too difficult for him. Together with the

tremendous favours that Allah bestowed on the Holy Prophet jJL-j <A^ M JL*,

Allah Ta'ala also gave him a great task. His duty to propagate Oneness of Allah

among the polytheists brought great difficulties and persecution which had to be

tolerated without retaliation. Thereafter, the illustrious Sahabah *& ibi ^j also

shouldered the responsibility and Islam spread very far.

"And We have elevated your fame." The Holy Prophet's jJL-j Up ii j^ name is

taken together with Allah's name in the Kalimah, the Adhan, the Iqama, in

sermons and whenever a talk or a book is introduced. When the Holy Prophet

pL-j ^ ibi ju was taken on Mi'raj and Jibril f^J\ *A* knocked on the doors of the

heavens, it was asked, "Who is there?" When Jibril £*~A\ Up identified himself, he

was asked who was with him. He would then reply, "Muhammad jJL-j U* &\ J-*."

This occurred at each of the seven heavens. Therefore, the Holy Prophet's ifo J^>
(JL-j aJp name was resounding in the heavens as well.

Allama Qurtubi u* &s u^j has mentioned that all the previous scriptures

contained mention of the Holy Prophet |JL,j Up <&i ju and the Prophets f*~S\ ^W*
were commanded to inform their people about the coming of the Holy Prophet

pL-j aJLp &\ ju*. In the Hereafter, The Holy Prophet pL-j ^ &\ JL* will enjoy the

highest position among Allah's creation when he attains the status of "Maqam
Mahmud" His fame will then be apparent in front of all Allah's creation. He will

also receive the fountain of "Kowthar" which no other shall receive.

It is no secret that billions of Muslims throughout the ages regard the Holy

Prophet jJL-j U* & J^> greater than themselves and their parents. In fact, many
disbelievers also have tremendous respect for the Holy Prophet pi-j U* ^ JU»;
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They have also written books and delivered speeches in praise of him. Even his

enemies find it difficult not to praise him.

Allah promises, "There is certainly ease after every difficulty. Without doubt,

there is ease after every difficulty." It cannot happen that a person suffers only

hardships without respite. Allah reiterates the principle so that the Holy Prophet
jjL,j Up iui JU and the Muslims in general may be consoled when they experience

difficulties. Whenever the Ummah of the Holy Prophet jJL,j <uU ^t JU* experienced

hardships while propagating the Religion, they always took solace in this

promise of Allah. In this manner, their difficulties were eased considerably.

"Durrul Manthur" narrates from Sayyidina Hasan Up iui ^ that the Holy
Prophet jJL-j Up &\ J^> once emerged from his home in a very happy mood. The
Holy Prophet (JL-j ^ & J^ said, "One difficulty cannot overcome two eases." The

Holy Prophet ^3 Up &\ j^ was reciting the verses, "There is certainly ease after every

difficulty. Without doubt, there is ease after every difficulty.
"

According to another narration , Sayyidina Anas bin Malik Up &\ <^j

reported that a stone was in front of the Holy Prophet ^jl-j Up ii j^ when he said,

"If any difficulty enters this stone, ease will follow the difficulty into the stone

and remove it." It was then that Allah revealed the verse "There is certainly ease

after every difficulty. Without doubt, there is ease after every difficulty."

When an Arabic noun is repeated and each time it is preceded by "al" (the

letters "Alif" and "Lam"), both nouns will be regarded as one. However, when a

noun is repeated without "al" each time, the two will be regarded as separate

entities. In the above two verses, the Arabic word "usr" (translated above as

"difficulty") is repeated with the addition of "al" each time (al-usr). Therefore, the

verses refer to a single difficulty. At the same time, the word "usr" (translated

above as "ease") is repeated without the addition of "al": The verses therefore

refer to two eases. As a result, there are always two eases with every difficulty, as

indicated by the Holy Prophet ^JL.j Up ifci JU> in the narration of Sayyidina Hasan
Ale- aJJ\ 4j^j.

It may also be said that all one's difficulties in this world are like a single

difficulty. In this very world, Allah Ta'ala continues to grant ease to a person.

This is the first ease. The second will be granted in the Hereafter. Therefore, the

difficulties of this world are amply rewarded because together with the ease of

this world, it also accrues the everlasting rewards of the Hereafter.

Allah Ta'ala then says to the Holy Prophet (O-j Up ibi jl*, "So when you have

completed, then exert yourselfand turn to your Lord. "The Holy Prophet <X<3 Up ibi ju»

exerted himself greatly to propagate the religion and much of his time was
occupied with this. Because this task was a command of Allah, it falls under the

ambit of Ibadah {worship) and its rewards are exceptionally great. However,
despite being engaged in this act of Ibadah {worship) all clay, Allah Ta'ala still

commands the Holy Prophet pJL.j ^ &\ JL* to devote time to turn to Him by
carrying out direct Ibadah {worship) that does not have people in between. This is

the Ibadah {worship) that one carries out in privacy and entails the true meaning
of Ibadah {worship). The effort of the Holy Prophet ^JL-j u* ifci JL* was to turn

man's attention towards Allah and make them Muslims so that they fulfil the

purpose of their creation, which Allah defines in verse 56 of Surah Dhariyat
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(Surah 51) when He says, "I have created man and Jinn only to worship Me.

"

Together with calling mankind to Allah, the Holy Prophet^ a* ii j~ also

performed the obligatory salah and would spend long hours engaged in Nafl

(optional prayer) Salah. In' fact, he used to stand so long in tahajjud salah

(supererogatory prayer) that his feet used to swell. The Arabic word Jdnsab'

(translated above as "exert yourself) refers to making such an effort to do

something that one becomes tired. One should therefore tire oneself when

carrying out acts of Ibadah. One should not carry out acts of Ibadah only when

one finds it convenient. If one engages in Ibadah only when it is convenient, one

will even forsake the Obligatory acts of Ibadah (worship). Some exertion has to

take place.

ftftftftftftteftftftftftftftftftteftfttitelz
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qn <^>^U ^siu <o>l ^Ji rp c*jot juu cil jSsi Li ny p>? jji> ^1

In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful

(1) By the fig and the olive/ (2) By Mount Sinai! (3) By this peaceful city! (4)

Undoubtedly, We created man in the best form. (5) Thereafter, We relegated

him to the lowest of the low... (6) .... except those who believe and who carry

out good deeds. Theirs shall be a reward that will never come to an end. (7)

What is it then that makes you deny Judgment Day? (8) Is Allah not the Wisest
of the wise?

Allah Ta'ala swears by the fig and the olive both of which are blessed fruit

and extremely beneficial. Referring to the olive tree in Surah Nur, Allah says, "the

Messed tree of the olive -Thereafter, Allah takes an oath "By Mount Sinai!" It is the

same Mount Sinai that Allah refers to in verse 20 of Surah Mu'minun (Surah 23).

This was the mount where Allah Ta'ala spoke to Sayyidina Musa
r
%J< Up. Allah

Ta'ala then takes and oath "By this peaceful city!" i.e. by the city of Makkah. Just
as the subjects of the previous three verses are blessed, the fourth is also blessed
because it contains the Ka'ba about which Allah says in Surah Al Imran that it is

"blessed and a guidancefor mankind"

Allah Ta'ala has taken these four oaths to emphasise that "Undoubtedly, We
created man in the best form." The intelligence and understanding of man is far

greater than any other creation. Man is physically more good-looking than the
other creation, is able to speak better and has a much more developed way of

life. His behaviour and mannerisms are also much more refined. Man has two
arms, two legs and is taller than most creatures. The features of his face are also

most attractive, as are his limbs. He is able to exercise fine motor control over his

limbs and can accomplish delicate work as well as exert brute force. Allah has
granted him beauty in every part of his body and even the little parts of the body
like the teeth and eyes sparkle. His hair and his beard enhance his beauty further.
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The Holy Prophet ^j aJ^ iiii ju said, "Pure is the Being who has beautifies men with

their beards and women with their long hair.

"

>

A study of human anatomy will astound a person. Every limb of the body

can move in many different ways. Man is able to hold, move and lift various

things with movements of his hands and arms. The thumb alone is a masterpiece

of creation without which man will be unable to hold things. The functioning of

the ears, the eyes, the mouth, the teeth and nose are all wonders in their own
right. Gathered together on the head, they form a beautiful and coherent

assortment, each one complementing the other. The flexibility of the tongue, the

arrangement of the teeth and the mastery of the vocal cords allow man to roar

like a lion and sing as beautifully as a nightingale.

Man's body can be bent in half from waist, allowing him to bow in Ruku

(kneeling) and also to prostrate in Sajdah (prostration). The flexibility of his waist

and knees allows man to sit and to manoeuvre in almost any position.

Together with this, his legs are able to walk with him, run with him and

even control the vehicles and animals he travels with. The symmetry and

proportion of every part of man's body is also a wonder in itself, lending it

beauty. If one has to ponder more deeply, the wonders of the human body will

tire armies of writers and fill many libraries.

In addition to all of this, Allah has also granted man intellect, through which

man is able to control other creation. A combination of man's physical and *

intellectual capabilities has yielded millions of products which make life easier

for man and assist him tremendously in his daily life. Speaking about the grace

that He has blessed man with, Allah Ta'ala says in Surah Bani Isra'Il, "It is indeed

true that We have granted honour to the children ofAdam. We carried him on land and

sea, provided him with pure sustenance and granted him great superiority over many of

Our creation. " [Surah 17, verse 70]

Man's physical beauty is evident from the fact that if the least attractive

person was given the choice of exchanging bodies with the most beautiful

animal, he would certainly refuse.

Allah Ta'ala says further that after creating man in the best of forms, Allah

Ta'ala "relegated him to the lowest of the low." In the prime of his life, man is

brimming with strength and vigour and all his faculties are functioning at their

best. However, when man ages he grows physically weaker and even begins to

lose his mental prowess. His faculties begin to dwindle, he frequently forgets

things, his body bends over and his legs can barely carry him. The man who was

once supporting others now needs a support for himself. Allah Ta'ala says in

Surah Yasin, "He whom We advance in age, We diminish in structure. Do they not

understand?" [Surah 36, verse 68]

Allah Ta'ala then makes and exception when He says, "except those who

believe and who carry out good deeds. Theirs shall be a reward that will never come to an

end." This verse makes it clear that even after reaching old age, a believer is never

useless. Even at this age, he can accumulate rewards for the Hereafter that are

eternal. On the other hand, the disbeliever suffers the inhibitions of old age in

this world and will still have misery coming to him in the Hereafter when he will

be doomed to Hell.
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An even more satisfying interpretation of the verse is that which "Ma'alimut

Tanzll" reports from Sayyidina Hasan u* ii ^j, Sayyidina Qatadah Up ifci k^j and

Sayyidina Mujahid U* &\^ They interpret "the lowest of the low" to mean the

lowest level of Hell. Therefore, the verse means that instead of being grateful for

the perfect body and soul that Allah has granted him, man expresses ingratitude

by disbelieving in Allah and refusing to follow the Prophets <v>LJ\ ^A^. As a result,

he becomes deserving of Hell. Among the disbelievers and sinners, there are

various ranks, some worse than others. Among them, there will be many who
are deserving of the worst forms of punishment in Hell. Allah Ta'ala says in

Surah Nisa, "Most assuredly, the hypocrites shall be in the lowest depth of the fire."

[Surah 4, verse 145]

Whereas Allah made man in the best form, the disbeliever will be in the

worst of conditions in the Hereafter despite the beauty and splendour he enjoyed

in this world. On the other hand, the beauty of the 'Mu'minin will be enhanced

in the Hereafter and they will enjoy a multitude of bounties in Heaven.

After realising that Allah created him in the best form when he was nothing

and that he will keep moving from stage to stage, finally reaching the grave and

the Hereafter, a person ought to turn to Allah and accept His divinity. However,

many people still refuse to believe and flounder in disbelief and sin. Addressing

them, Allah asks, "What is it then that makes you deny Judgment Day?" Allah has

proven to man many times that He is perfectly Capable of resurrecting him on

the Day of Judgment just as He created him the first time. The magnificent

creation of Allah also proves that Allah has tremendous power and strength.

There should therefore be no scope for doubt.

Allah concludes the Surah by asking, "Is Allah not the Wisest of the wise?" The

question is rhetorical because Allah is definitely the Wisest of the wise, a fact

already proven many times in the Qur'an. The phrase "Ahkamul Hakimm"

(translated above as "Wisest of the wise") can also be translated as "King of kings"

or the "Best of those who judge -. Each of these titles applies to Allah, Who is

Sovereign in this world and the next.

NOTE: Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** & ^j narrates from the Holy Prophet

pL-j Up &\ JL» that when one reaches the end of Surah Tin (Surah 95),

one should recite:

Allah is certainty the 'Wisest of the wise and lam witness to it."

Similarly, when one reaches the end of Surah Qiyamah (Surah 75), one

should say:

"Indeed Allah has the power to resurrect the dead?"

In a like manner, when reaching the end of Surah Mursalat (Surah 77), one

should recite:

"We believe in Allah. " ["Mishkat" p.81fromAbuDaxvud]

&######iy####^
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Surah Alaq Verses 19

(lh^i 4>jj i/i qq ^ ^ jl^m jU rp ju. <^jSV4^ j^k L^

In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) Read in the name of your Lord Who created... (2) Who created man from a

clot of blood. (3) Read and your Lord is most Magnanimous... (4) Who taught by
the pen. (5) He taught man what he did not know.

Sayyidah Ayshah i** <5>» ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ^3 Up ii ju> was
in the cave of Hira when divine revelation came to him for the first time. The
Holy Prophet ^j Up ibi JL* used to frequent the cave and took food along with
him because he would spend many days there. One day, an angel approached
him in the cave and said, "Read!" When the Holy Prophet (JL,j Up ifci ju said that

he was unlettered and therefore unable to read, the angel embraced the Holy
Prophet (0-j -Op &\ J^> so hard that he experienced great difficulty. Thereafter, the

angel repeated the command to read and the Holy Prophet (JL,j *> &\ J^ gave the

same reply. For the second time, the angel embraced the Holy Prophet U* iki j^
jj- _>

in the same manner. When he released the Holy Prophet ^ 3 aJU iui ju*, he
repeated the question. Again the Holy Prophet^ 3 <4± i» J*> told him that he was
unable to read and again the angel embraced him. Thereafter, the angel said,

"Read in the name ofyour Lord who created, Who created man from a clot of blood. Read
and your Lord is most Magnanimous, Who taught by the pen. He taught man what he

did not know."

The Holy Prophet ^j Up ii ju repeated what the angel said and then the

angel left. The Holy Prophet^ Up i»i JL* immediately left for home in a very
frightened state. He said to his wife Sayyidah Khadija i^ <5»» ^Jf "Cover me! Cover
mel" When she covered him, he lay down for a while until the fear subsided. He
then recounted the incident to Sayyidah Khadija^ ii ^Jm [Bukhari v. 1 p. 3,4 and

Muslims v. 1 p. 88]

The verses of Surah Alaq were therefore the first verses of the Qur'an
revealed. After a while, Allah revealed the verses, "O you wrapped in garments.

Stand up and warn. Announce the greatness of your Lord. Keep your clothing clean.
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Stay awayfrom sin." After this, revelation began coming continuously.

Allah Ta'ala says, 'Read in the name of your Lord who created". The command ;

to read is general and does not refer to anything specific. This first verse of the

Surah refers to Allah's making of the entire creation. Allah's creation is the

greatest manifestation of His power by which we ought to recognise Him.

Thereafter, Allah refers specifically to the creation of man when He says that He

"created man from a clot of blood" Although other animals are also created in a

manner similar to man, man needs to be more grateful to Allah because Allah

granted him intelligence. Expressing gratitude includes obedience to Allah,

engaging in Allah's remembrance (Dhikr) and verbally expressing thanks for the

bounties that He has bestowed on us.

Allah continues, "Read and your Lord is most Magnanimous, Who taught by the

pen. He taught man what he did not know." It was Allah the Creator Who taught the

Holy Prophet ^j Up &\ J~* what he knew. Knowledge is not restricted to

teachers and books. A great deal of knowledge is not received from them. Allah

does not require means to educate a person. Allah Ta'ala can teach a person with

or without a pen, teacher or books.
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(6) It is a fact that man is rebellious... (7) ...because he considers himself to be

independent (8) Verily the return shall be to your Lord. (9) Tell Me about the

one who prevents... (10) ...a slave when he performs Salah. (11) Tell Me, what if

the slave is upon guidance or enjoins Piety? (12) Tell Me, what if he (tHe

person) denies and turns away? (13) Does he not know that Allah is watching?

(14) Not at all. If he does not desist.. (15) .... We shall definitely drag him by the

forelocks... (16) ... his lying, sinning forelocks. (17) Then let him call his

company. (18) We shall call the angels of punishment. (19) Never! (His deeds

cannot be condoned). You should never obey him! Continue performing Salah

and drawing closer (to Allah).

The Ahadith make it clear that the above verses refer to Abu Jahl, an arch-

enemy of the Holy Prophet ^j *> ito J*. He once took an oath by his idols Lat

and Uzza that he would place his foot on the neck of the Holy Prophet Up k\ J^

^j when the Holy Prophet ^j Up ii JU was in Sajdah. When he saw the Holy

Prophet <JL-j aJLp ifc\ JL* performing Salah in the Masjidul Haram as usual one day,

Abu Jahl proceeded to fulfil his oath. However/when he drew close to the Holy

Prophet jO-j Up &\ J-*, he immediately stepped back, shielding his face against
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something. When his companions asked him what the matter was, he replied

that he had seen a trench of fire and a frightening creature with many limbs

between himself and the Holy Prophet jJL-j 4* ^ ju*. The Holy Prophet *> Ai ju

(JL. _, later mentioned that if Abu Jahl had attempted to do as he had intended, the

angels would have dismembered his body. It was then that Allah revealed the

verses, "It is a fact that man is rebellious..." up to the end of the Surah.

"It is a fact that man is rebellious..." i.e. he oversteps the parameters of his

authority as a servant of Allah. He then holds a high opinion of himself and

disobeys the commands of Allah. The reason for man's rebelliousness is that "he

considers himself to be independent." Because man possesses wealth and good

health, he thinks that he needs no one. He fails to realise that Allah gave him

everything and that Allah can take everything away from him. Allah reminds

man that "Verily the return shall be to your Lord." Irrespective of how wealthy a

person is, he will have to leave this world to stand before Allah on the Day of

Judgment/Wealth, health and children will be of no assistance in the Hereafter

where one will have to stand alone.

Referring specifically to Abu Jahl and also to all such disbelievers as well,

Allah Ta'ala says, "Tell Me about the one who prevents a slave (of Allah) when he

performs Salah. (Is this behaviour not appalling?) Tell Me, what if the slave is upon

guidance'or enjoins (others to carry out acts of) piety (Is it then not wicked to prevent

him from his Salah)? Tell Me, what if he (the one who prevents another from Salah)

denies and turns away? (What will be his plight?)"

Addressing every sensible person in the above verses, Allah thrice asks,

"Tell me". Allah Ta'ala prompts the reader of the Qur'an to ponder about the

miserable plight that a person will suffer for preventing someone from Salah

who follows Allah's guidance and who enjoins others to carry out acts of piety.

In addition to preventing Allah's slave from the most noble act of Salah, the

person denies the truth and is averse to it. One can well imagine tKat such a

person will certainly be doomed. Alluding to this person's punishment, Allah

asks, "Does he not know that Allah is watching?" Allah watches everything that this

person does and will punish him for his heinous deeds.

It once occurred that Abu Jahl tried to prevent the Holy Prophet ^ &\ J^>

jJL-j from performing Salah. When the Holy Prophet ^j *4* ii JU rebuked him

for this, Abu Jahl said'that he would fill the entire valley with troops and horses

against the Holy Prophet ,4-j u*i»i JL*. Allah Ta'ala then revealed the verses, "Ifhe

does not desist, We shall definitely drag him by theforelocks; his lying, sinningforelocks.

Then let him call his company. We shall call the angels of punishment." The verse

refers to the angels of Hell, about whom Allah says in Surah Tahrim that they are

"Harsh and strong angels" who "never disobey what Allah commands them and who

carry out exactly what they have been instructed. " [Surah 66, verse 7]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** ii- ^j states that if Abu Jahl and his

company tried to assault the Holy Prophet ^JL-j <d* it JL*, the "Zabaniya" ("angels

of punishment") would have seized them instantly. The word "Zabaniya" is

derived from the root word "zabn -, which means "to push -. These angels are

named such because they will push people into Hell without showing mercy.

Allah asserts, "Never!" i.e. such as person's deeds cannot be condoned.
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Addressing the Holy Prophet <JL-j 4> &\ JU further, Allah states, ''You should

never obey him (i.e. the one who prevents you from performing Salah) I Continue /

performing Salah and drawing closer (to Allah)." Although this verse literally

instructs the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up in J^> to prostrate in Sajdah (prostration), it has

been translated as "Continue performing Salah" because the verse implies

performing Salah in which many Sajdahs (prostrations) are made.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ^ i»i ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet *A* & J^>

jJL-j said "A slave is closest to Allah while performing Sajdah (prostration). Therefore,

engage in a lot of supplication." [Muslim v. 1 p. 191]

Sayyidina Rabi'ah bin Ka'b ** i» ^j narrates that he used to spend the

nights with the Holy Prophet ^j <4* i» ju. Once, when he brought water for the

Holy Prophet ^j aJLp i»i JU to make wudhu for Tahajjud Salah (Sfl/aa/z said after

midnight), The Holy Prophet ^j *> &\ JL* told him to ask' whatever he wanted.

He submitted that he wanted to be in the Holy Prophet's ^j ^ & J* company

in Heaven. When the Holy Prophet pi, j u* ibi JU asked him if there were further

requests he wanted to make, he said that this was all. The Holy Prophet 4* it J~*

jJL, 3 then told him, "It shall be granted, but assist me against your Nafs by performing

Sajdah (prostration) in abundance." [Muslim v. 1 p. 193]

This hadith warns us that one's Nafs (carnal self) will not allow one to do

any good deed and some effort is required to progress spiritually. One may not

rely only on the supplication of others but one should make an effort by carrying

out as many good deeds as possible. Among good deeds, one of the greatest is

making Sajdah (prostration). There is no act that more effectively expresses one's

humility and subservience to Allah than placing the most honoured part of the

one's body (the head) on the ground in front of Allah. For this reason, Scholars

mention that Sajdah (prostration) is the most important part of Salah. Therefore,

while other postures like Ruku (kneeling) and Qiyam [being stand (in prayer)] take

place only once during every Rakah, Sajdah (prostration) has to be performed

twice.

Allah Ta'ala says about the accursed Abu Jahl that "We shall definitely drag

him by the forelocks -. This denotes that he will be disgraced even in this world

before reaching the humiliation of the Hereafter. Consequently, he was killed in

the Battle of Badr while parading pompously through his lines. In fact, he was

killed after being incapacitated by two Ansar youngsters. "Ruhul Ma'ani" reports

that after Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ &\^ beheaded Abu Jahl, he was

unable to carry his head to the Holy Prophet jJL-j u* Ai ju. Therefore, he had to

thread a string through the ears and drag it along.

Whereas the verse applies to this humiliation in this world, it also applies to

the humiliation he will suffer in the Hereafter, when he will be dragged to Hell

Allah Ta'ala says in Surah Mu'minun, "They shall soon come to know when yokes

will be placed around their necks, as well as chains. They will be dragged into the boiling

water, after which they will be cast as fuel for the Fire." Verse 41 of Surah Rahman

(Surah 55) reads: "The criminals will be recognised by their traits and will be seized by

theirforelocks andfeet."

The phrase "his lying, sinning forelocks" describes the entire person. In fact,

the expression means that his lies and sins are so profound that they have
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permeated his entire body. Therefore, the effects of these evils had tainted even

his forelocks.

In the above verses, Allah Ta'ala thrice mentions the word "kalla"

(translated above as "It is a fact" in verse 6, "Not at air in verse 14 and "Never" in

verse 19). The word either denotes emphasis (in which case it will be translated

as "It is a fact" or "Verily", "Certainly", etc) or it may serve to rebuke someone for

doing something (in which case it is translated as "Neverl", "No!", etc).

NOTE: The verse "Tell Me about the one who prevents a slave when he

performs Salah" makes it clear that a Muslim does not prevent

people from Salah. It is only a disbeliever such as Abu Jahl who
would do such a thing. It is therefore sad to note that many so-

called Muslims prevent their children from performing Salah by

involving them in such occupations and insisting that they take

employment at such institutions that do not allow Muslims to

perform their Obligatory Salah. In fact, when such children

complain about this, their parents even ridicule them. Little do

they realise that failure to perform Salah will lead their children to

Hell, where all their wealth will be of no avail.

In fact, many Muslim managers and directors of large companies fail to

perform Salah and do not even allow their employees to perform Salah. When

concerned employees request time off to perform Salah, these employers brush

off the request saying that taking time off for Salah will cause the company a loss

and that the employees should perform Qactha [Salah, said after its due time] at

home. It is Haram (unlawful) to accept employment at a company that does not

allow one to perform one's Obligatory Salah and it is also not permissible to

assume a managerial post at such a company. It is unfortunate that such people

look only at their worldly benefit and fail to show concern for the detriment they

stand to face in the Hereafter.

Believer parents have to enjoin their children to do good and prevent them

from committing sins. When some people resign from their jobs after being told

that their earnings are Haram (unlawful), their parents and relatives make absurd

statements that they seem to be suffering from diarrhoea of Taqwa (Piety). They

tell them that it is impossible to earn Halal (Lawful) wealth and that none can

avoid Haram (unlawful) wealth. May Allah save us all from making such foolish

statements. Amln.

NOTE : A hadith of Muslim (v. 1 p. 215) makes it clear that one has to make

a Sajdah Tilawah (prostration become due after reciting it) after

reciting Surah Alaq.
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) Verily We revealed the Qur'an on the night of Qadr. (2) Do you know what
is the night of Qadr? (3) The night of Qadr is better than a thousand months. (4)

The angels and the "Ruh" descend with every decree on this night by the
command of their Lord. (5) It is full of peace and lasts until the break of dawn.

Discussing the auspiciousness of Laylatul Qadr (The night of Qadr), Allah
Ta'ala says, "Verily We revealed the Qur'an on the night of Qadr. "It is a well-
documented fact that the Qur'an was revealed bit by bit over a period of twenty-
three years. Commentators explain that the meaning of the verse is that on the
night of Qadr the Qur'an was brought down from the Lowhul Mahfudh
(protected tablet) to the heaven above the earth. There it was placed in the "Baytul
Izzah". It was from here that Jibril

r
%Ji Up brought the Qur'an to the Holy

Prophet ^j a* i»i J-*." Allah Ta'ala declares in Surah Baqarah, "The month of
Ramadhan is the month in which the Qur'an was revealed." There is no discrepancy
between this verse of Surah Baqarah and the first verse of Surah Qadr because
the night of Qadr is in the month of Ramadhan.

Allah highlights the virtue of the night of Qadr by posing a question first.

Allah says, "Do you know what is the night of Qadr?" Allah Ta'ala then says, "The
night of Qadr is better than a thousand months." This means that the person who
engages in Ibadah (worship) during the night of Qadr will be rewarded more than
a person who engages in Ibadah (worship) for a thousand months that do not
include a night of Qadr.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** &\ ^>j reports that the Holy Prophet 2bi J*
(J-j «-i* was once told about a person from the Bani Isra'il who carried the
weapons of Jihad on his shoulders for a thousand months. Hearing this, the Holy
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Prophet (Jl-^ Up ii Ju, prayed to Allah saying, "O my Lord! You have granted my
Ummah shorter lifespan than the previous nations because of which their deeds are less."

,

Consequently, Allah Ta'ala allocated the night of Qadr, the virtue of which

exceeds that of a thousand months. ["Ma'alimut Tanzil" v. 4 p. 513]

A thousand months equals eighty-three years and four months. Not only is

the night of Qadr equal to this period of time, but Allah declares that it is better

than this. Only Allah Ta'ala knows how much more. This night is an excellent

opportunity for Muslims to accrue rewards and prepare their abodes in Heaven.

The Holy Prophet ,0-j ^ <3»i ju> said, "The one who is deprived of the good of the night

of Qadr has been deprived of all good. It is only a truly deprived person who will be

deprived of its good. " [Ibn Majah]

Sacrificing a few hours in exchange for the rewards of a thousand months is

truly a bargain. A person who earns a profit of hundreds of thousands for an

investment of a few coppers will be exuberant. The profit of a thousand months'

everlasting reward in exchange for an investment of a few temporary hours is a

much greater profit. With this in mind, one will realise why the person who is

deprived of such an opportunity is a truly deprived person.

Allah Ta'ala has been extremely benevolent in granting this opportunity to

this Ummah whose average lifespan is between sixty and seventy years. By

exploiting this opportunity, the members of this Ummah can even surpass the

deeds of the previous Ummahs, the individuals of which lived for hundreds of

years.

Sayyidah Ayshah i*p ito ^j narrates from the Holy Prophet^ 4* & J^ that

the night of Qadr should be sought in the odd nights of the last ten nights of

Ramadhan. Any one of these nights may be the night of Qadr. ["Mishkat" p. 182]

Because many narrations have specified that the night of Qadr falls on the

27th night of Ramadhan, one should make an effort to spend this night in

Ibadah.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^j^^i^
said, "Whoever fasts during Ramadhan with Belief and with the hope of being

rewarded, all his previous sins will be forgiven. Whoever stands in Ibadah

during Ramadhan with Belief and with the hope of being rewarded, all his

previous sins will be forgiven. Whoever stands in Ibadah during the night of

Qadr with Belief and with the hope of being rewarded, all his previous sins will

be forgiven."

Standing in Ibadah {worship) usually entails performing Salah. However, it

also includes making remembrance (Dhikr) and reciting the 0ur'an. Having the

hope of being rewarded means that one's intention should be only to please

Allah and one should have no ulterior motives. When one has the hope of being

rewarded, one will feel happy to engage in Ibadah (worship) and will not regard

the Ibadah (worship) as a burden. The greater one's hope is, the easier it will be

for one to exert oneself in doing even more strenuous Ibadah (worship). It is for

this reason that the closer a person draws to Allah, the more he will be engrossed

in Ibadah (worship).

One should bear in mind that Ahadith like the one above refer to the
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forgiveness of minor sins. Scholars are unanimous that major sins are forgiven
only after a person sincerely makes Taubah (repentance). When a person carries

out good deeds, his sins are forgiven together with receiving rewards for them.

Sayyidah Ayshah ^ i>i ^j once asked the Holy Prophet jJL-j 4-u &\ ju* what
supplication she should recite if she recognised any night to be the night of Qadr.
The Holy Prophet ^j Up i». JL* advised her to recite the following supplication:

"O Allah! Verily You are the Most Forgiving and You love to

forgive. Forgive me."

The Holy Prophet ^3 Up iui JL* did not teach his Ummah to make
supplication for wealth or property. Because the matter of the Akhirah (Hereafter)

is most pertinent, he taught us to seek forgiveness from Allah because Allah's

forgiveness will ensure salvation in the Akhirah (Hereafter). If a person is not
forgiven and has to suffer punishment in the Akhirah (Hereafter), all the wealth of

this world will be useless to him.

THE ILL EFFECTS OF ARGUMENTS
Sayyidina Ubadah ^ ii>i^ narrates that the Holy Prophet ,jl,j ^ iui ju once

emerged from his room to inform the prophet's companions (Sahabah)^ ii ^j
about when the night of Qadr would be. However, two prophet's companions
(Sahabah)^ &\ ^j were then embroiled in an argument. The Holy Prophet Ai ju
,4-j 4* said, "I had come to inform you about when the night of Qadr will fall. However,
because certain people were arguing, the date of the night was lifted from my mind.

Perhaps this is better in Allah's knowledge. " [Bukhari]

This hadith makes it apparent that arguments are so detestable that it was
an argument that caused the Holy Prophet jJL-j a* ii JU> to forget the date of

Laylatul Qadr.

THE ADVANTAGES OF NOT SPECIFYING WHEN THE NIGHT OF
QADR WILL BE

Scholars have cited the following advantages in Laylatul Qadr being an
unspecified night:

1. If Laylatul Qadr were specified, many people would have attached no
importance at all to the other nights of the year. They would have then
worshipped Allah only one night a year. Since Laylatul Qadr has not been
specified, they will spend more nights in Ibadah (worship) in search of the night.

2. There are many people who cannot avoid sin. If Laylatul Qadr were
specified, they would have been sinning despite knowing the auspiciousness of

the night. This would have seriously jeopardised their Belief.

3. If a person was unable to engage in Ibadah (worship) during Laylatul Qadr
on some account, he will not be motivated to engage in Ibadah (worship) during
any other night. In the present situation, he will still have other nights of Ibadah
(worship) to look forward to.

4. When Laylatul Qadr is not specified, a person will have many more
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nights of Ibadah to his credit.

5. Allah Ta'ala is pleased to tell the angels about the Ibadah (worship) of

man. Now that Laylatul Qadr is not specified, the angels are told that man is

engaged in Allah's Ibadah (worship) even though he does not know which night

is Laylatul Qadr.

Besides these advantages, there may be many more. There is good in

everything that Allah does and it is to the advantage of the Ummah that Laylatul

Qadr has not been specified.

Allah Ta'ala says, "The angels and the 'Ruh' descend with every decree on this

night by the command of their Lord. " The majority of Scholars state that "Ruh"
refers to Jibril {%J\ a-Ip, who is referred to as "Ruhul Qudus" in many verses of the

Qur'an. Some commentators have mentioned that it refers to Allah's mercy.

"Ruhul Ma'ani" has quoted several interpretations of "every decree". Among
these is that the angels come to earth with Allah's blessings. Sayyidina Anas ^j
<* i»i reports from the Holy Prophet ,jl.j Up i»i ju* that Jibril £*~S\ *A* descends with

a group of angels from the heavens on Laylatul Qadr. They then shower Allah's

mercy on every person who is remembering Allah either sitting or standing.

When the days of Eidul Fitr dawns, Allah Ta'ala praises man before the angels

saying, "O my angels! What is due to a labourer who completes his work?" The angels

submit, "O our Lord! He deserves to be paid in full." Allah then declares, "O my
angels! My male and female slaves have fulfilled the duty that was binding on them and

have now emergedfrom their homes to begfrom Me. By My Honour, by my Majesty, by

My Benevolence and by My Exaltedness! I shall certainly accept their supplication."

Allah then says to the people, "I have forgiven you and replaced your sins with good

deeds." People then leave the place of the Eid Salah in a state that they are all

forgiven. [Bayhaqi]

Allah says further that the night "is full af peace". The angels continue to

shower peace, mercy and blessings on people during the night. Some
commentators have interpreted the verse to mean that the entire night of Qadr is

full of peace and blessings. They say that Satan does not have the ability to

instigate people to do evil on this night. ["Ma'alimut Tanzfl"]

Allah Ta'ala says that Laylatul Qadr "lasts until the break ofdawn." This verse

makes it evident that the blessings of Laylatul Qadr are not confined to any

portion of the night. It extends from the beginning of the night and terminates

only when dawn breaks.

THE MEANING OF "THE NIGHT OF QADR"

Scholars have tendered the following explanations for the naming of

Laylatul Qadr:

If the word "Qadr" is used in the meaning of "appreciation", the night of

Qadr will be referred to as the night of appreciation because Allah Ta'ala shows
appreciation for the worship of His devotees by granting them an extremely

handsome reward.

The word "Qadr" may also be translated as predestination. Scholars mention
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that on this night, the angels are given their tasks for the year. Among these tasks

is the distribution of sustenance, the specifying of each person who is to die in

the coming year, what is to happen to every person that year, etc. This
interpretation is appropriate because Allah Ta'ala refers to the night of Qadr in

the fourth verse of Surah Dukhan (Surah 44) when He says, "The decision of every

matter of wisdom is passed on this night. "Because Allah Ta'ala uses the angels to

facilitate the smooth functioning of the system of the universe, they are given
their instructions on the night of Qadr. Therefore, the angels are briefed about
every matter that has been predestined in the Lowhul Mahfudh for the

forthcoming year.

NOTE 1: Mentioning the virtues of the night of Bara'ah (15th night of

Shaban), Scholars have quoted a hadith of Sayyidah Ayshah ^j
if* ii. In this hadith, she states that it is on the night of Bara'ah

that the decree is passed for every child to be born and for every
person to pass away. The hadith also states that man's deeds are

presented to Allah on this night and people's sustenance

descends. "Mishkat"(p. 115) has reported this hadith from Imam
Bayhaqi ^ &\ i^Jm Because this hadith is not authentic, Scholars

state that it cannot prove that such decisions are passed on the

night of Bara'ah instead of the night of Qadr. However, Scholars

mention that it is possible that these matters are decreed on the

night of Bara'ah but the instructions are given to the angels on
the night of Qadr. Allah knows best.

NOTE 2 : Because the night of Qadr takes place during the night, the time

will vary from place to place. However, the people of each place

will benefit from the blessings of the night.

NOTE 3 : If one is unable to engage in Ibadah (worship) the entire night,

one should at least perform one's Isha and Fajr Salahs with

Jama'ah (congregation). Sayyidina Uthman ^ ii J^j narrates

from the Holy Prophet ^Jl-j <4* Ai J* that if a person performs his

Isha Salah withJama'ah (congregation), he attains the reward of

standing in Ibadah (worship) for half the night. If he performs his

Fajr Salah also with Jama'ah (congregation), he will attain the

reward of standing in Ibadah, (worship) the entire night. [Muslims

v. 1 p. 232]

######ft#ft#-#fr
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) The disbelievers from among the People of the Book and the idolaters will

not desist until a clear sign comes to them. (2) A messenger from Allah who
recites pure scriptures... (3) .. .in which the subject matter is accurate. (4) Those

who were given the scripture divided only after the clear sign had come to them.

(5) They had been ordered only to worship Allah, devoting their religion solely

to Him and turning away from other religions. (They were also commanded to)

perform Salah and to pay Zakah. This is the true religion.

Before the coming of the Holy Prophet pJL-j <d* &\ JL* there were many
polytheists, many Jews and many Christians. When the Holy Prophet aJLp ibi ji*

fi-j came as a guide to them, they adamantly clung to their religions and were
not prepared to accept his message without a clear sign of his Prophethood. The
Holy Prophet jJL-j aJU &\ ju> showed them various miracles, the greatest of which
was the Qur'an. In addition to this, they were all well aware of his pure
character.

Allah Ta'ala says, "The disbelievers from among the People of the Book and the

idolaters will not desist (from disbelief) until a clear sign comes to them" i.e. until a

witness testifies that they will be successful only if they forsake infidelity and
accept Islam. Allah describes this "sign" (witness) as "A messengerfrom Allah who
recites pure scriptures in which the subject matter is accurate." While some
commentators state that the 'pure scriptures" refer to the previous scriptures and
the accurate 'subject matter" refers to the Qur'an, others are of the opinion that

the 'pure scriptures" refer to the Qur'an and the accurate "subject matter" refers

to the contents and Surahs of the Qur'an. The accurate 'subject matter" denotes
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injunctions that are just and that lead to the straight path. Allah refers to this in

Surah Zumar where He states, "ft is an Arabic Qur'an without any crookedness, so

that theyfear." [Surah 39, verse 28]

Although many people accepted the message of the Holy Prophet ^>^>
(JL-j, there were many who refused to accept Islam despite witnessing many

signs. A great many of those who refused to accept were the People of the Book

(the Jews and the Christians). Although these people were expecting the Holy

Prophet pJL,j Up ii J^ and claimed that they would follow him when he arrived,

they eventually divided when the Holy Prophet ^j U* & J^ came to them;

while some believed in him, others did not. Allah refers to his when He says,

"Those who were given the scripture divided only after the clear sign [The Holy Prophet

pJUj aJj> Jji JlJ\ had come to them.

"

Allah Ta'ala then mentions the commands that the people of the former

religions received, much the same as Muslims are commanded. Allah says, "They

had been ordered only to worship Allah, devoting their religion solely to Him and

turning awayfrom other religions. (They were also commanded to) perform Salah and to

pay Zakah. This is the true religion" i.e. this is the religion of all the Prophets f+M

f*~l\. Although the Jews and the Christians were aware of the truth of Islam, they

were rebellious and refused to submit.

ha
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(6) Verily the disbelievers from the People of the Book and the idolaters shall

abide forever in the fire of Hell. These are the worst of creation. (7) Indeed

those who believe and who carry out good deeds are certainly the best of

creation. (8) Their reward with their Lord is eternal gardens where they shall

abide forever and ever. Allah is pleased with them and they are pleased with

Him. This is for him who fears his Lord.

In the above verses, Allah Ta'ala outlines the ultimate abode of each of the

two groups of people. Concerning the disbelievers, Allah says, "Verily the

disbelievers from the People of the Book and the idolaters shall abide forever in the fire of

Hell These are the worst of creation." Besides the Jews, the Christians and the

Polytheists, also included in the ambit of "disbelievers" are the atheists and those

who do not follow any religion. The abode of all such people is Hell. Also

included among the disbelievers are those people who do not believe in any

Nabi {prophet) of Allah r
*>LJt Up or who do not believe in the Holy Prophet & J*

^ Up as Allah's final messenger. Because Islam is the only religion that Allah

accepts from a person, everyone who does not accept Islam is regarded as a

disbeliever. Therefore, Allah says in Surah Nisa, "O Mankind! Indeed the messenger

has come to you with the truthfrom your Lord; so believe, it will be betterfor you. Ifyou
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disbelieve, then verily to Allah belongs whatever is in the heavens and earth. Allah is ever

All Knowing, The Wise/' [Surah 4, verse 170]

Allah Ta'ala says in verse 19 of Surah Al Imran (Surah 3), "Definitely the only

religion with Allah is Islam." In verse 85 of the same Surah, Allah says, "Whosoever

seeks a religion besides Islam, it shall never be accepted from him, and he will be, in the

Hereafter, among the losers." Thereafter, in the same Surah Al Imran [Surah 3, verse

91], Allah Ta'ala says, "Verily those who disbelieve and die as disbelievers, the earth full

of gold shall never be accepted from any of them if they ever wish to offer it as ransom.

Theirs shall be a painful punishment and they shall have no helpers.

It should be understood well that every person who rejects Islam is a Kafir

(a disbeliever). The Munafiq (hypocrites) are also disbelievers because their hearts

reject Islam. If any disbeliever dies as a disbeliever (without accepting Islam), he

will suffer eternally in Hell. Such people are referred to as "the worst of creation"

because in this world they have rejected their Creator and Sustainer Allah Ta'ala

and His Religion, and they will have to suffer the worst punishment in the

Hereafter. Therefore, together with having the worst beliefs and deeds, their

plight in the Hereafter will also be the worst.

Allah Ta'ala then discusses the condition of the delievers in the Akhirah

(Hereafter). Allah says, "indeed those who believe and who carry out good deeds are

certainly the best of creation. Their reward with their Lord is eternal gardens where they

shall abide forever and ever. Allah is pleased with them and they are pleased with Him."

Allah will grant these people so much in the Akhirah (Hereafter) that there will be

nothing more for them to desire.

Sayyidina Abu Sa'id Khudri ** ito ^j reports that the Holy Prophet a* A» ju
(Jl-j said, "Without doubt, Allah shall call to the people ofHeaven saying, 'O dwellers of

Jannah (Heaven) 1/ They will reply, 'O our Lord, we are present and ready to carry out

Your orders. All good is in Your control" Allah shall ask them, "Are you happy?'

'How can we not be, 'they will submit, 'when You have bestowed onus what You ham
not given to any of Your creation?" Allah will tell thent, "Should I not gmnt ymx

something superior to all of this?' They will exclaim, 'What can be supetim W tMs?'

Allah will say, I shall confer My pleasure on you and I will never be angry with you in

thefuture." [Bukhariv.2p.969]

Allah Ta'ala concludes the Surah by saying, "This is for him who fears his

Lord." This verse makes it clear that Heaven and its bounties are reserved for

those who fear Allah and accept Him as their Lord and Cherisher. They are

aware of the fact that the Day of Judgment is imminent when Allah Ta'ala will

pass judgement on people and send them to either Heaven or Hell. Such people

realise that they have to adhere to the tenets of Belief and that they have to carry

out good deeds to attain salvation in the Akhirah (Hereafter).

fttTftftfttitititifttrtiftftfttiftftftftftt?
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) When the earth shall quake most violently... (2) .... when the earth will

remove her loads... (3) .... and man will ask, "What is the matter with her?" (4)

On that day she will narrate her stories... (5) ...because your Lord will command
her to do so. (6) On that day people will return in different groups to witness

their deeds. (7) Whoever does an iota's weight of good will see it... (8) ...and

whoever does an iota's weight of evil will see it.

The Arabic words "Zilzal" and "zilzala" refer to an earthquake. The
earthquake referred to in this Surah is the earthquake that will take place on the

Day of Judgment. This earthquake shall be extremely severe, as Allah mentions

in the first two verses of Surah Hajj (Surah 22) where He says, "O people! Fear your

Lord. The earthquake ofJudgment Day is a tremendous thing indeed. The day when you

will witness it, every nursing mother will forget her suckling infant and every pregnant

woman will abort. And you will see people in a drunken stupor although they will not be

drunk, but Allah 's punishment is severe." This earthquake will affect not only a few

towns or a country, but the entire earth.

After the convulsion of the earth, corpses will be raised from their graves

and ushered to the plain of resurrection. Allah Ta'ala says that on the Day of

Judgment "the earth will remove her loads and man will ask, 'What is the matter with

her?" On the Day of Judgment, the earth will empty her belly of all the dead and
of all the treasures she hides beneath her surface. However, all this wealth will

not benefit anyone. The same wealth for which man killed his brothers will now
lie useless.

When man will stand for reckoning before Allah, he will be given his record
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of deeds and witnesses will attest to the deeds he committed. Among these

witnesses will be the earth. Referring to this, Allah says, "On that day she will

narrate her stories because your Lord will command her to do so. " When the earth will

do this, man will be astonished and ask, "What is the matter with her? i.e. we
thought that she was lifeless. How is it that she now talks?" The earth will talk on the

Day of Judgment "because your Lord will command her to do so." Just as Allah gave
speech to the tongue, Allah will give speech to man's limbs as well as to the earth

so that they may testify against people.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra *s> &\.^j narrates that the Holy Prophet <x* 3 <4* k J^
once recited the verse: "On that day she will narrate her stories" and then asked the

prophet's companions (Sahdbah)^ Ai ^>j , "Do you know what "her stories" are?"

The prophet's companions (Sahdbah)^ At ^j submitted, "Allah and His Rasul

(Prophet) fl*3 Up &\ j^ know best." The Holy Prophet ^j u* & J^ then told the

prophet's companions (Sahdbah)^ & ^j that the earth will testify to every act

that any person committed on her back. She will specify exactly what deed was
committed on which day. [Tirmidhi]

Allah continues, "On that day people will return in different groups to witness

their deeds." After completing their reckoning, people will be separated into two
groups. Those destined for Heaven will be led to a road on the right of the plains

of resurrection while those destined for Hell will be led to a road on the left. It is

with reference to this that Allah mentions in Surah Rum, "The day when Judgment

day will dawn, that day will they be in different conditions. As for those who believe and

do good deeds, they will be rejoicing in a garden. As for those who disbelieve and falsify

Our signs and the meeting of the Hereafter, these people will be exposed to punishment."

[Surah 30, verses 14-16]

Concerning the same two groups of people on the Day of Judgment, Allah

Ta'ala says in Surah Zumar, "The disbelievers will be dragged to Hell in groups" and
"Those whofeared their Lord will be led to Heaven in groups." [Surah 39, verses 71,73]

The day of Judgment will be frightful when people will be separated into

these two groups and the sinners will be told, "Separate yourselves today, O you

criminals!" The pious will then be left on their own to enter happily into Heaven.

Allah says that the two groups will proceed "to witness their deeds" i.e. to witness

the consequences of their deeds; either Heaven or Hell.

Though brief, the concluding two verses of the Surah are extremely

comprehensive. Allah Ta'ala declares, "Whoever does an iota's weight ofgood will see

it (i.e. its reward) and whoever does an iota's weight of evil will see it" i.e. will see its

punishment. These verses make it clear that no good deed should be overlooked

and no sin should be committed thinking it to be insignificant because one will

eventually see the consequences of every deed.

The Holy Prophet^ _>
Up &\ ju was once explaining the details of Zakah to

the prophet's companions (Sahdbah)^ &\ ^j , when someone asked about the

Zakah due from a person who owns donkeys. The Holy Prophet ,0-j Up k j^
replied that although no specific law was revealed to him concerning the Zakah
for donkeys, a most comprehensive verse had been revealed to him viz. "Whoever

does an iota 's weight ofgood will see it and whoever does an iota 's weight ofevil will see

it. "[Bukhari v. 1 p. 141 and Muslim v.. 1 p. 319]
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A person who is concerned about his life in the Akhirah should never allow

an opportunity to do a good deed pass him by. He snatches every such

opportunity and even the moment in which he can recite "Subha Nallah" once is

not forfeited. Sayyidina Adi bin Hatim ** h ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet

^ 3
Up & jl* said, "Save yourselffrom Hell even though it may be with a piece ofa date

(which you give in charity). If you cannot manage this, then at least say a good word."

[Bukhari v. 2 p. 971]

Sayyidina Umar ** &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ,0-j u* & J^ was

once delivering a sermon when he said, "Behold! This world is a cash commodity

from which good and evil eat. Behold! The promise of the Akhirah (Hereafter) (although

not cash) is absolutely true. The All Powerful Sovereign shall pass judgment there.

Behold! All good shall be in Heaven and all evil shall be in Hell. Behold! Continue

carrying out deeds, continue fearing Allah and remember that your deeds will be

presented before you because 'Whoever does an iota's weight of good will see it and

whoever does an iota's weight of evil will see it. " ["Mishkat" p. 445]

Sayyidah Ayshah \+* & ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet^ u* & J*> said

to her, "Avoid even the smallest sins because Allah Ta'ala has appointed those who seek

them (i.e. the recording angels who record them)." ["Mishkat" p. 458]

Sayyidina Anas <up ii ^>j once told the people with him, "You people carry out

deeds that you regard to be finer than a strand of hair (i.e. you regard them to be

insignificant) whereas during the time of the Holy Prophet ^j a* ifo J* we used to

regard them to be devastating." [Bukhari v. 2 p. 961]

THE VIRTUE OF SURAH ZILZAL

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ A» ^j narrates from the Holy Prophet J*
jJL._j.ap ib\ that Surah Zilzal equals half the Qur'an, Surah Ikhlas (Surah 112) equals

a third of the Qur'an and Surah Kafirun (Surah 109) equals a quarter of the

Qur'an. [Tirmidhi]

Sayyidina Anas ** &\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet^ U* & J* once

asked someone whether he was married. When the person replied that he was

unable to marry because he did not have the means, The Holy Prophet Up &\ J^
(JLj asked him whether he knew Surah Ikhlas (Surah 112). When he replied in the

affirmative, The Holy Prophet <JLj Up M JL* told him that Surah Ikhlas equalled a

quarter of the Qur'an. Thereafter, The Holy Prophet jJLj Up iwt J^ asked him

whether he knew Surah Kafirun. When he replied in the affirmative, The Holy

Prophet fJLj Up &\ JL* told him that Surah Kafirun equalled a quarter of the

Qur'an. The Holy Prophet <JLj Up ii ^U then asked him whether he knew Surah

Zilzal. When he replied in the affirmative, The Holy Prophet ^i-j Up iiii ^ told

him that Surah Zilzal equalled a quarter of the Qur'an. The Holy Prophet & J^
jjL,

_, ^ then instructed him to marry, telling him that Allah Ta'ala would get him

married by the blessings of these Surahs. [Ibn Kathir]

There is no contradiction between the narrations that place the reward of

Surah Zilzal as a quarter of the Qur'an and those that place its reward as half the

Qur'an because it is possible that Allah Ta'ala increased the reward from a

quarter to half. The same applies to the reward of Surah Ikhlas which is placed at

a quarter as well as a third of the Qur'an.
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Surah Adiyat

In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) By the horses that pant as they gallop! (2) By the sparks that fly from the

striking of their hooves! (3) By their assault at dawn... (4) ... causing the dust to

fly... (5) ...and penetrating the midst of the enemy's ranks. (6) Undoubtedly man
is extremely ungrateful to his Lord. (7) Indeed, he is also a witness to this fact.

(8) Verily he has a profound love for wealth. (9) Is he not aware of the time

when whatever lies within the graves shall be raised ... (10) and whatever lies

within chests will be exposed? (11) On that day their Lord shall certainly be

Informed about them.

Allah takes oaths by five attributes of horses to emphasise the fact that man
is extremely ungrateful to Allah. Allah Ta'ala says, "By the horses that pant as they

gallop! By the sparks that flyfrom the striking of their hooves! By their assault at dawn
causing the dust to fly and penetrating the midst of the enemy's ranks." The Arabs held

horses in very high esteem. They were constantly fighting each other and often

camped outside the town of their enemies by night and launched surprise attacks

at the crack of dawn. They plundered the towns they attacked and looted the

people. Allah reminds man of the great bounty that He has bestowed on him by
providing such animals for him who will be faithful to him in the very thick of

battle. Man is therefore obliged to be grateful to Allah for this and His many
other bounties. Man ought to express his gratitude to Allah by obeying Allah's

commands and by following the teachings of Allah's Nabi {prophet) Sayyidina

Muhammad pJL-j Up ii ju*. The horses which they used for wrong purposes

should now be used in Allah's obedience.

Some commentators are of the opinion that the Surah refers to horses that
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are used for Jihad in Allah's path. Others mention that the verses refer to horses

that are used during Hajj to transport the Hujjaj (pilgrims) from Arafat to

Muzdalifa and from Muzdalifa to Mina.

"Undoubtedly man is extremely ungrateful to his Lord." Although the most

accepted interpretation of the Arabic word "kunild" is "extremely ungrateful",

some commentators have interpreted it to mean someone who does little good.

Sayyidina Hasan <4* & ^j has mentioned that it refers to a person who counts his

difficulties and forgets the bounties he is blessed with. ["Ma'alimut Tanzil" v. 4 p.

518]

Allah continues, "Indeed, he (man) is also a witness to this fact" i.e. to the fact

that he is extremely ungrateful. In addition to this, "Verily he has a profound love

for wealth." Man is reluctant to spend his wealth for others and is ever eager to

accumulate more.

Allah asks, '7s he (man) not aware of the time when whatever lies within the

graves shall be raised and whatever lies within chests will be exposed?" Allah Ta'ala asks

whether people have perhaps forgotten "the day when they will hurriedly emergefrom the

graves" because their attitude seems to betray this. Man ought to keep this day in

mind at all times so that he continues to fulfil Allah's commands, knowing that

he will be taken to task for violating these. Everything that man conceals within

his heart will be exposed on the Day of Judgment. Everyone on the plains of

resurrection will be able to see the evil designs that each person harboured in

their hearts along with the intense love for wealth that their hearts concealed.

Allah is Informed about the deeds and condition of His creation at all times.

However, because the Day of Judgment is the day when reckoning will take

place and the day when deeds will be brought to the fore, Allah mentions, "On

that day their Lord shall certainly be Informed about them.

"
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) The knocker. (2) What is the knocker? (3) What shall inform you what the

knocker is? (4) (It is) the day when people will become like scattered moths... (5)

.... and the mountains will become like coloured cotton wool. (6) As for him
whose scales are weighty... (7) ... he shall be (enjoying) a life of happiness. (8)

As for him whose scales are light... (9) .... his abode shall be "Hawiya". (10)

How will you know what this is? (11) (It is) the blazing fire.

This Surah describes Judgment day (Qiyamah) as someone knocking at one's

door. When resurrection Day comes, people will be engaged in their various

activities. Some will be attending to their businesses and occupations while

others will be sleeping. It will take place suddenly and everyone will be caught

unawares, just as people are surprised by unexpected visitors knocking at their

doors. To emphasise the importance of the Day of Judgment, Allah asks, "What is

the knocker? What shall inform you what the knocker is?" Allah Ta'ala then describes

Judgment day as "the day when people will become like scattered moths." Just as

moths are bewildered and dazed by a bright light and scatter in confusion,

people will suffer the same confusion on the Day of Judgment. Allah uses

another simile in Sarah Qamar when He says, "they shall emerge., from their graves

as if they are scattered locusts."\Surah 44, verse 7]

Describing the condition of the mighty mountains on the Day of Judgment,
Allah says, "the mountains will become like coloured cotton wool. "Even though they

are symbols of stability, the mountains will fly about like wool on the day of
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Judgment. Allah Ta'ala says in Surah Waqi'ah, "And the mountains will be shattered

to pieces and become like scattered dust." Verse 3 of Surah Takwlr (Surah 81) reads:

"When the mountains are made to fly about." If this is to be the state of the

mountains, one cannot imagine the disorientation that the rest of creation will

experience. Allah Ta'ala says that the mountains will resemble coloured wool

because mountains are of different colours, as Allah says in Surah Fatir, "From

the mountains there are different ridges, varyingfrom white to red of different shades and

some which are extremely black." [Surah 35, verse 27]

After describing the advent of the Day of Judgment, Allah Ta'ala describes

the condition of people on the Plains of Resurrection. Allah says "As for him

whose scales are weighty, he shall be (enjoying) a life of happiness." The people of

Heaven shall be completely satisfied with their lives. They will have absolutely

no hardship or worries in Heaven.

On the other hand, "As for him whose scales are light, his abode shall be

'Hawiya'. How will you know what this is? It is) the blazing fire." Allah says about

the scales of deeds in Surah A'raf, "The weighing on that day is the truth! As for him

whose scale is heavy, these will be the successful ones. As for him whose scale is light,

these are the ones who have lost their souls because they were unjust towards Our

verses." The details of the scales of deeds are discussed in Surah Kahf [Surah 18,

verse 105] and Surah Mu'minun [Surah 23, verses 102,103].

Some Scholars state that the scales here in Surah Qari'ah refer to the scales

that measure belief and disbelief. Therefore, those who have belief shall be

admitted into Heaven, while the disbelievers shall suffer eternally in Hell. It is

this same group of Scholars who interpret verse 105 of Surah Kahf (Surah 18) to

mean that the deeds of the disbelievers will not be weighed at all on the day of

Judgment. Some commentators state that the weighing of deeds here refers to

Allah Ta'ala's weighing of the deeds of the believers. Therefore, those whose evil

deeds are heavier will be admitted into Hell to be cleansed of their sins while

those whose good deeds are heavier will go straight to Heaven.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas <up A» ^j has mentioned that those whose

good deeds are heavier than their sins shall be admitted into Heaven even if they

are heavier by a single deed. On the other hand, those whose sins are heavier

than their good deeds will be doomed for Hell even if they are heavier by a

single sin. He then recited the above verses of Surah A'raf where Allah Ta'ala

says, "The weighing on that day is the truth! As for him whose scale is heavy, these will

be the successful ones. As for him whose scale is light, these are the ones who have lost

their souls because they were unjust towards Our verses." [Surah 7, verses 8,9]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** &\ ^j also mentioned that these scales

will be sensitive to even an iota's weight of good or sin. Those whose good deeds

are equal to their sins will be detained at "A'raf" (the barrier between Heaven

and Hell. They will also be admitted in Heaven eventually). Those whose sins

are heavier will also be eventually admitted into Heaven either by someone's

intercession, after being cleansed of sin or purely by Allah's grace. A Mumin
(Believer) cannot remain eternally in Hell nor on A'raf.

"As for him whose scales are light, his abode shall be 'Hawiya'. How will you know

what this is? It is) the blazing fire." The Arabic word "umm" (translated above as
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"abode") literally refers to a mother. Hell will cling onto the people of Hell just as

a mother clings onto her sibling. This is because these people clung to sin in this

world in the same way. The Arabic word "Hawiya" refers to something that

falls. Hell is described as "Hawiya" because of its extreme depth. Sayyidina Utba

bin Ghazwan ^ i»i ^j narrates that a stone cast into Hell will continue falling for

seventy years without reaching the bottom. ["Mishkat" p. 497from Muslim]

ftt?titift£?tiftftfttiftftftftt?ftft£?ftftft
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) Rivalry in amassing wealth has made you negligent... (2) ... until you reach

the graves. (3) Never! Soon you will come to know! (4) Never! Soon you will

come to know! (5) If you had certain knowledge (you would not have

preoccupied yourself with rivalry). (6) (By Allah) you will definitely see Hell!

(7) (By Allah) you will then surely see it with the eye of certainty. (8) Thereafter

on that day you will definitely be questioned about the bounties.

The Arabic word "takathur" refers to mutual rivalry between people in

amassing wealth, a trait which is commonly witnessed in many people. People

vie with each other in amassing wealth and boast about their wealth to each

other. Even though some people may not boast in front of others, this rivalry is

ingrained in their mentality and they are always competing with others. Allah

Ta'ala declares in Surah Hadld, "Know that the life of this world is merely play,

futility, decoration, boasting among each other and rivalry in wealth and children."

[Surah 57, verse 20]

Being engrossed in competing with Others in amassing wealth has caused

man to neglect those actions that please Allah and has also caused him to forget

that he is heading for the grave. In this manner, people pass through this world

steeped in negligence and, when they face the reality of the Akhirah (Hereafter),

they are bewildered and lacking good deeds. Then the wealth they amassed will

be useless to them. Allah refers to this when He says, 'Rivalry in amassing wealth

has made you negligent until you reach the graves.
"

r

"Ma'alimut Tanzil" (v. 4 p. 520) has reported the following incident about this

rivalry among the Arabs. Rivalry existed between the Banu Abd Manaf bin

Qussay tribe and the Banu Sahm bin Amar tribe of Makkaft. On one occasion,
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both tribes boasted that they had a greater number of nobles and leaders. After
counting, it was found that the number among the Banu Abd Manaf tribe was
higher. The Banu Sahm tribe submitted that their deceased should also be
included in the count because these had been part of their tribe. When the dead
were counted, the Banu Sahm emerged as victors by a few individuals. It was
with reference to this that Allah revealed the verse "Rivalry in amassing wealth has

made you negligent.

.

.

"

Allah continues, "Never! (This rivalry will not benefit you) Soon you will come to

know (the error of your ways) 1/' Allah then reiterates, "Never I Soon you will come to

know 1/'

Allah says, "If you had certain knowledge (you would not have preoccupied

yourself with rivalry)." Allah Ta'ala specifies "llmul Yaqin" ("certain knowledge")
because knowledge is often uncertain as well. Thereafter, Allah asserts, "(By

Allah) you will definitely see Hell! (By Allah) You will then surely see it with the eye of

certainty. " When man sees the reality of the Hereafter for himself, he will truly be
convinced about the truth of it. Describing the three levels of certainty, Scholars

mention that every living person has "llmul Yaqin" ("certain knowledge") about

death. However, when man sees the angels of death approaching him, he
experiences "Aynul Yaqin" (seeing death with the "eye of certainty"). Finally,

"Haqqul Yaqin" ("the irrefutable truth") is achieved once a person actually dies.

["Ruhul Ma am' v. 30 p. 260]

Several verses of the Qur'an warn people against preoccupying themselves

with the commodities of this world in a manner that their lives revolve

completely around these things and they live and die for them. Allah warns man
that the consequence of such behaviour shall be that they will see Hell and
finally enter it. These verses remind man that this world is not everything and
that death and the Hereafter are soon to follow.

Allah concludes the Surah by stating, "Thereafter on that day you will definitely

be questioned about the bounties." "Ruhul Ma'ani" contains a lengthy discussion

concerning this verse. The discussion centres around who will be questioned

about Allah's bounties and when will this questioning take place? Because this

verse follows the previous verses, it seems that the subject matter is related.

Therefore, this verse is also addressed to those people who will see Hell and who
will be made to enter Hell. They will be questioned about Allah's bounties to

them to rebuke them for abusing these bounties and for not using these to please

Allah and to prepare for the Akhirah (Hereafter).

Sayyidina Anas ^ iw\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet fX* 3 *±* & J^> said,

"On the Day of judgement, man will be brought forward like a lamb. He will then be

presented before Allah, Who will ask, 'Did I not grant you wealth and bounties? What
did you do with these?' He will reply, T accumulated it and multiplied it until it

flourished Then I left it all behind Allow me to return and bring it all before you."

The Holy Prophet jJL-j 4* ifct ju* continued, "Allah will say, "Show Me what

you had sent ahead here [to the Akhirah (Hereafter)]. 'He will again reply, T accumulated

it and multiplied it until it flourished Then I left it all behind Allow me to return and

bring it all before You. "It will then transpire that he was one who had not performed
any good deeds on earth. He will then be flung into Hell." [Mishkat p. 443]
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Although it seems as if the verse addresses those who are destined for Hell,

the general nature of the words make it impossible to rule out the possibility that

every person will be questioned about the bounties that Allah blessed him with.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ ^ ^j narrates from the Holy Prophet it JU
^j^ that man's foot will be unable to move from the place of reckoning until

he answers five questions. These questions shall be:

1. In what way did he spend his life?

2. In what pursuits didhe spend his youth?
3. How did he earn his wealth?
4. How did he spend his wealth?
5. Did he practise the knowledgehe had? [Tirmidhi]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra «* it ^j narrates that the first questions that Allah

will ask man concerning bounties shall be: "Did I not give you good health?" and

"Did I not quench your thirst with cold water?" [Tirmidhi]

The Holy Prophet pJL-j Up it ju> always advised His companions (Sahabah)

^ it ^j to thank Allah for His bounties. The Holy Prophet pJL-j *-1p it jl*,

Sayyidina Abu Bakr -up it ^j and Sayyidina Umar ^ it ^j were once guests at

the house of an Ansari companion (Sahabi) *& it ^>Jm He served them a branch of

a date palm on which there were ripe, dry and semi-ripe dates to choose from.

He then slaughtered a goat and cooked the meat for them. When they had eaten

dates and meat and drank water to their fill, The Holy Prophet ,Jl-j Up ii JL* said

to Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^ it ^>j and Sayyidina Umar *& it ^Jf "I swear by the

Being in Whose control is my life! You will certainly be questioned about these bounties

on the Day of Judgment (i.e. about whether you expressed gratitude for the bounty and

whether you used the strength derived from the food for good or not). Hunger brought

you out of your homes and Allah has blessed you with these bounties before you could

return home. "[Muslim]

Another narration reports that the Holy Prophet^3 <4* it ju, Sayyidina Abu
Bakr ^ &\ ^j and Sayyidina Umar <u* it ^j once met an Ansari Companion
(Sahabi) ** it ^j in his orchard. He served them a branch from a date palm from

which they ate. When they asked for cold water, he served them some. The Holy
Prophet jJL-j a> it jl* then told them that they would be questioned about this

bounty on the Day of Judgment. Hearing this, Sayyidina Umar ** it ^j dropped
the branch from his hand, causing all the dates to be scattered about. He then

asked, "O The Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up it ju*/ Will we be questioned about this?" The
Holy Prophet ^JU^ Up it JU confirmed that people will be questioned about every

bounty except three. These are:

2. A small piece of cloth used to cover the private parts.

2. A piece of bread that appeases hunger.
3. A home to protect one from the heat and cold which is so

small that one has difficulty entering it. [Mishkat" p. 369]

Sayyidina Uthman <up it ^j narrates from the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up it ju
that man has a right only to three things and to nothing else. These are:

1. A house to live in.

2. Sufficient clothing to conceal his private parts.
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3. Plain bread (without gravy) and water. [Tirmidihi]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Shakhir ** ii ^j narrates that he entered the

presence of the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up iut JL* while the Holy Prophet ^JL-j U* it jl*

was reciting Surah Takathur and saying, "Man says, 'My wealth! My wealth!'

whereas only three things are actually his. (1) The food that he ate and digested, (2) the

clothing that he wore out, and (3) the charity that he spent and sent ahead (for the

Hereafter). » Sayyidina Abu Hurayra <up ib» ^j has narrated the same hadith with

the addition that a person will leave all else (besides the above three things) for

his heirs. ["Mishkat" p. 440]

Sayyidina Anas ^ &\ ^j narrates from the Holy Prophet ,jl,j Up Ai ju that a

man will have three registers on the Day of Judgment. The first register will

contain his good deeds, the second register will contain all his sins and the third

will contain all the bounties that Allah blessed him with. Allah will tell the

smallest bounty to take its price from the person's good deeds. The smallest

bounty will take all the good deeds and will submit that it has still not taken its

full price. The person will then still have all the sins to account for and the rest of

the bounties to pay for. However, when Allah wishes to shower a person with

mercy, He will tell him, "O My slave! I have increased your good deeds and forgiven

your sins." The narrator of the hadith states that it was most probably on his

occasion that the Holy Prophet <JL-j Up ifo ju added that Allah will also say to the

person, "I have given you all My bounties as a gift (i.e. without a price)." ["At Targhib

wat Tarhlb" v. 4 p. 398]

Allah has granted every bounty to man without man earning them. Allah

can therefore question a person about how he used these bounties. Fortunate are

those who engage in Allah's Ibadah, are grateful to Him and constantly fear

retribution from Allah. On the other hand, most wretched are those who have

every bounty and do not even think of submitting to Allah.

Allah Ta'ala says in Surah Ibrahim [Surah 14, verse 34], "If you try to count

Allah 's bounties, you will never be able to do so. Indeed, man is extremely unjust and

very ungrateful." Man is extremely foolish. He humbles himself before people

who give him things even though they may expect him to return the favour at

some time. On the other hand, he refuses to humble himself before Allah, Who
grants him countless favours without asking anything in return. Man refuses to

prostrate to Allah and to fulfil His commands. Only Allah gives one's good
health and only He creates the cool water that slakes one's thirst.

NOTE: Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar <up &s ^j narrates that the Holy
Prophet jJL-j Up i»i ju once asked them, "Is there any ofyou who is able

to recite a thousand verses of the Qur'an daily?" The prophet's

companions (Sahabah)^ i»i ^j replied, "Who can have the strength

to recite a thousand verses daily? "Thereupon the Holy Prophet ii J~*

jJL,j ^s) said, "Can you not recite 'Al Hakumut Takathur' (Surah

Takathur)?" This means that the reward for reciting Surah Takathur

equals the reward of reciting a thousand verses of the Qur'an.

["Mishkat" p. 190]
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) By the oath of time! (2) Verily man is at a loss... (3) .... except those who

believe, who do good deeds, who encourage each other towards the truth and

encourage each other to exercise patience.

Surah Asr encompasses man's failure and success in a nutshell. By taking an

oath in the name of time, Allah Ta'ala presents time as a witness to the fact that

man in general is at a loss. He has to leave behind whatever he earns of this

world and because he does not take a provision of good deeds to the Akhirah

(Hereafter), he stands at a loss there. If man looks back in time and studies the

history of past nations, it will become clear to him that most people have

destroyed their lives in the Akhirah (Hereafter). If a person lives his life properly,

he will be successful in the Akhirah (Hereafter). On the other hand, failure to do

so will lead him to devastation in the Hereafter.

Because most people choose disbelief instead of belief, Allah Ta'ala makes a

general statement stating, "Verily man is at a loss. "Therefore, the entire species of

mankind except the believers is at a loss. Describing this loss in Surah Zumar,

Allah Ta'ala says, "Verily the losers are those who put themselves and theirfamilies at a

loss on the Day of Judgment. Behold! That is the evident loss." Such people will

themselves be in Hell and they will also lead their families into Hell. The toss of

the disbelievers is the worst loss because they will lose everything they earned in

this world when they die and will have no deeds to assist them in the Akhirah

(Hereafter). They will be doomed forever because there will be no chance of

returning to the world.

Making the exception from those at a loss, Allah Ta'ala says, "except those

who believe, who do good deeds, who encourage each other towards the truth and

encourage each other to exercise patience." People with the above four attributes do

not have to fear suffering any loss in the Hereafter. In addition to the two

fundamental attributes of belief and good deeds, such people also encourage
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others to carry out good deeds and to refrain from sins. Not only do they

encourage their family and friends, but also their associates, co-travellers and
people they meet. They encourage them to accept the truth and to tread the

straight path.

In addition to this, they also encourage people to exercise patience. The
word "Sabr" (translated above as 'Vatience") refers to remaining steadfast in

performing good deeds, refraining from sin as well as exercising patience when
afflicted with any difficulty. As explained in other verses (such as verse 153 of

Surah Baqarah), the word "Sabr" entails all these three meanings. The believers

described in this Surah also patiently endure the harassment of people whom
they encourage "towards the truth -.

Every person needs to think whether he is leading a life in a manner that will

cause him a loss or whether his way of life will lead him to salvation. People

imbued with strong Belief are constantly concerned about their plight in the

Akhirah (Hereafter). They lose no opportunity to carry out good deeds and make
every effort to avoid sin, especially the worst of sins viz. disbelief and polytheism.

In this manner, they are always soaring to new heights in proximity to Allah.

Unfortunately, there are many Muslims who neither seem to have any
concern for their own salvation nor for the salvation of others. Of a person's 24-

hour day, approximately eight hours are spent in earning a living, while another

six are spent sleeping. Another two to three hours are spent in Salah and other

necessities. If the rest of the time is spent idly, it is wasted. If it is spent in sin, one

will have to suffer grave consequences. A believer ought to be concerned about

his Akhirah (Hereafter) all the time. Many retired people who do not have to earn

a living, while away their time in trivial pursuits without realising that they

could make their time valuable by engaging in acts of Ibadah (worship) such as

Salah, Tilawah (recitation) of the Qur'an, remembrance of Allah (Dhikr), teaching

and propagating religion, etc. They could also be of invaluable assistance to

religious organisations. If a person retires at about 50 or 65, he may still live for

another 30 or 35 (or even more) years. To waste so much time in futile and

Haram (unlawful) pastimes such as backbiting, watching television, playing

cards, etc is extremely foolish. An intelligent person is one who uses his time

profitably by engaging in good deeds and abstaining from sin.

The Surah makes it clear that it is not sufficient for a person to be concerned

about his spiritual condition only. He has to ensure that others also practise

religion, especially his family and subordinates. If he does not see to this, his

wife, children and family will become a source of grief for him in the Hereafter.

The Holy Prophet ^j *> i»\ jl* made it clear that each person is a shepherd and
will be questioned about his flock. [Bukhari]

It is most tragic to note that parents nowadays turn their children away
from religion, teach them how to earn Haram (unlawful) wealth and send them to

places where their belief is in jeopardy. This they regara as progress when it is

actually the worst retrogression. May Allah guide the Ummah. Amin.
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UJbl jj**>

Surah Humaza
||

Verses 9 |

In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) Destruction be for every person who searches for faults (in others) and who
mocks... (2) . . . who amasses wealth and keeps meticulous count of it. (3) He
thinks that his wealth will keep him alive forever. (4) Never! He will certainly

be thrown into the "Thresher" (5) How will you know what the "Thresher" is?

(6) (It is) Allah's kindled fire... (7) . . . which penetrates the hearts. (8) It will

certainly be locked over them... (9) ...in extended pillars.

The two words "humaza" and "lumaza" (translated above as a "person who
searches for faults" and' a person "who mocks "respectively), both refer to people

who search for faults in other people, who backbite, who ridicule, who speak evil

of others, who condemn others, who laugh at others and who poke fun at others

either physically, verbally or by indications (such as winking). Referring to such

people, Allah Ta'ala says in Surah Qalam, "Do not obey every person who excessively

swears on oath, who is disgraced, who searches for the faults of others, who excels in

carrying tales. "Condemning such actions in Surah Taubah Allah says, "Of them

are those who ridicule you concerning charity. " Allah emphatically states in Surah

Hujurat , "Neverfind faults with yourselves." [Refer to the Tofsir ofAlldma Qurtubi ifo <^j

Up p. 10 Pgs. 181-184]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas -^ i»» ^j has mentioned that the above

verses refer to Akhnas bin Sharik, who used to mock people. Sayyidina Ibn

Jurayj 4* i»» ~^j states that the verses refer to Walid bin Mughiera who used to

speak ill of the Holy Prophet pJL,j Up ifc» ju> in his presence and in his absence. A
group of commentators are of the opinion that the verses refer to Ubay bin

Khalaf while others mention that they refer to a person called Jamil bin Amir.

Nevertheless, the verses clearly state that any person who engages in such evil

deeds will be destroyed. People who attach no value to their salvation waste
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their lives searching for faults in others so that they may publicise these.

Sayyidina Hudhayfa **> ii ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^ 3 a> ii ju,

said, ''One who carries tales shall not enter Heaven." ["Mishkat" p. 411]

Sayyidina Abdur Rahman bin Ghanam ** ibi ^j as well as Sayyidah Asma
bint Yazid if* ito ^j narrate that the Holy Prophet ,0-j Up &\ ju> said, "The best

servants of Allah are those who remind you of Allah when you see them. The worst

servants of Allah are those who carry tales, who cast enmity between friends and who
desire that harm should come to those who stay awayfrom evil." ["Mishkat" p. 415]

Once, while speaking to the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ii ju, Sayyidah Ayshah
i^lp iii ^j alluded towards the shortness of Sayyidah Safiyya \&* i»» ^>j [who was
also one of the Holy Prophet ^j aJLc iin ju wives]. The Holy Prophet ^j a> ibt J^>
then told Sayyidah Ayshah ig-* ifci ^j that she had spoken a word which is so evil

that it could contaminate the oceans. ["Mishkat" p. 414]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ** .ifo ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet A\ J^
(J-j Aip said, "That person cannot be a Mu'min {Believer) who mocks, who curses, who
is vulgar and who carries out indecent acts." ["Mishkat" p. 413]

The discussion concerning the abomination of backbiting has been given in

the commentary of verse 12 of Surah Hujurat (Surah 49).

Recounting another evil practice of the person who searches for the faults of

others, Allah Ta'ala says that he also "amasses wealth and keeps meticulous count of

it." This trait betrays the person's extreme love for material wealth. When a

person is besotted with material wealth, he has no regard for Halal {lawful) and
Haram (unlawful) when earning. He will leave no stone unturned to make money
even though he has to usurp the wealth of another person or forsake his Fara'idh

(obligations) and Wajib (Compulsory) in the process. In addition to this, such a

person regards material wealth as everything. Although he knows that he will

have to die, he behaves as if his wealth will be of use to him forever. Referring to

this behaviour, Allah Ta'ala says, "He thinks that his wealth will keep him alive

forever."

Allah Ta'ala emphatically negates this false notion when He says, "Never
I"

Neither will the person live forever in this world nor will his wealth remain

forever. Mentioning the plight of such a person, Allah says, "He will certainly be

thrown into the 'Thresher'. How will you know what the 'Thresher' is? (It is) Allah's

kindled fire which penetrates the hearts." The fire of Hell is so intense that it will not

only burn the bodies of people but it will reach their hearts. Although this is

sufficient to kill a person in this world, the people of Hell will not die.

Allah says in Surah Nisa, "Whenever their skins melt away, We shall exchange

them forfresh skins so that they may taste the torment." A verse of Surah A Ta states,

"He (the person in Hell) will then neither die there nor live.

"

Further describing the fire of Hell, Allah says, "It will certainly be locked over

them in extended pillars" The doors of Hell will be locked and they will have no
escape. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas <* i» ^j has mentioned that the doors of

Hell will be sealed with pillars. Allama Qurtubi ^ i» <^j has reported that the

pillars refer to the yokes that will be placed on their necks so that they cannot
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escape. Other commentators mention that the pillars refer to the large flames of

Hell which will scorch the people there, making it impossible for them to escape.

NOTE: the phrase "Allah's kindled fire" makes it clear that the fire of Hell

has already been kindled and will be ready before people are

thrown into it. Sayyidina Abu Hurayra **> ii ^j narrates from the

Holy Prophet^ Up ii JL* that the fire of Hell was kindled for a

thousand years until it became red. It was then kindled for another

thousand years until it became white. It was then kindled for

another thousand years until it became black. It is now black and

dark. [Tirmidhi]
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Makkan 1 Surah FTl 1
Verses 5^]

In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) Have you not seen how your Lord dealt with the people of the elephants? (2)

Did He not lay their plans to waste... (3).... .and send against them flights of

birds... (4) ... who pelted them with clay pebbles... (5) .. . making them look like

eaten fodder?

The word '/?/" is an Arabic adaptation of the Persian word 'pil" f meaning

"elephant". Because Arabic does not have a letter with a "p" sound, the closest

equivalent is the '/ (called 'fa" in Arabic). Therefore, the word 'fil" is used. The

'people of the elephants" refers to a person called Abraha and his army. Abraha was

appointed by the king of Abyssinia to act as the governor of Yemen. When he

was appointed as governor, he decided to build a temple which would be an

architectural masterpiece to be revered by one and all. He desired that the Arabs

abandon the Ka'ba in Makkah and pay homage to this "Yemeni Kabah"'.

Consequently, he built a temple that was so tall that a person standing at the base

was unable to see the top. He had the structure embellished with gold, silver and

precious gems. He then made a proclamation that no one in Yemen should ever

visit the Ka'ba in Makkah and that pilgrimage should now take place to his

"Ka'ba".

Although the Arabs were idol-worshippers, the love and reverence for the

Ka'ba had permeated their hearts. Consequently, the Adnan, Qahtan and

Quraysh tribes became extremely upset. One night, a member of the Malik bin

Kinanah tribe defecated in Abraha's temple. When Abraha learnt that it was a

member of the Quraysh who did this, he swore to destroy their Ka'ba. When
Abraha sought permission from the king of Abyssinia, the king gave him his

blessings and even sent his special elephant called Mahmud. Mounted on this

elephant, Abraha marched with an army of elephants to destroy the Ka'ba. He
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intended to raze the Ka'ba to the ground by fastening its pillars with iron chains

tied to the elephants.

When the news of this planned attack on the Ka'bah spread, the Arabs
prepared to defend the Ka'ba and raised a large army under the leadership of

Dhu Nafar. However; Allah Ta'ala did not desire that humans protect His Ka'ba.

Therefore, Abraha crushed this resistance and took Dhu Nafar prisoner. When
Abraha's army reached the settlement of the Banu Khath'am tribe, their leader

Nufayl bin Hablb led his entire tribe against the army but they were also

defeated. Nufayl was taken prisoner. Although Abraha intended to have him
executed, he later changed his mind, thinking that they could use him as a guide.

When the army reached Ta'if, the Banu Thaqif tribe living there decided not

to resist him because they had already heard about the fate of those who had
previously resisted the mighty army. They also feared that if they oppose
Abraha, he would destroy the temple they had erected in the name of their idol

Lat. They therefore met with Abraha and offered him the services of one of their

leaders by the name of Abu Righal. Abraha accepted Abu Righal's services as a

guide and he led them towards Makkah. When the army reached a place called

Maghmas, where the camels of the Quraysh grazed, Abraha captured all the

camels. Among these camels were two hundred camels belonging to the Holy
Prophet jJL.j aJLp ibi JU> s grandfather Abdul Muttalib.

From this place, Abraha dispatched his messenger Hanata Himyari to meet
with the Quraysh leaders and to inform them that he did not intend fighting the

people of Makkah. He made it clear that none of the residents of Makkah would
be harmed if they did not oppose him in his objective of destroying the Ka'ba.

When Hanata arrived in Makkah, everyone pointed him in the direction of

Abdul Muttalib because he was regarded to be the most senior leader. When
Hanata conveyed Abraha's message, Abdul Muttalib told him that they had no
intentions of opposing Abraha because they did not have the might. However, he
made it clear that the Ka'ba is Allah's house which Allah's friend Sayyidina

Ibrahim f}LJ» aJLp had built. He told Hanata that Allah would protect the Ka'ba

and that they could proceed with their plans if they were prepared to fight Allah.

Hanata then insisted that Abdul Muttalib accompany him to meet Abraha.

When Abraha saw the handsome countenance of Abdul Muttalib, he
descended from his throne and sat with Abdul Muttalib on the ground. Speaking

through a translator, Abraha asked Abdul Muttalib why he had come. Abdul
Muttalib said that he had come for his camels which Abraha's soldiers had
captured. Abraha said to Abdul Muttalib, "When I set my eyes on you, I had

tremendous respect for you. However, I have lost all this respect now that you speak of

your mere 200 camels knowing that I have come here to destroy your Ka'ba. You have

said nothing about this. "Abdul Muttalib said, "I am the owner of the camels and am
concerned about them. I am not the owner of Allah's house. The Master of the house

knows how to protect His house.

Abraha said, "Your God cannot protect it from me." Then you do as you please,"

said Abdul Muttalib. According to certain narrations, some other leaders of the

Quraysh were with Abdul Muttalib at that time. They proposed to Abraha that if

he left the Ka'ba to be, the entire Tihama region would pay him a third of their
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crops annually. However, he refused this offer. He then returned Abdul
Muttalib's camels to him. Taking his camels along with him, Abdul Muttalib

returned to Makkah.

When he entered Makkah, he proceeded straight to the Ka'ba and, holding
the ring of the door, he made supplication to Allah. A large group of the Quraysh
joined him in the supplication in which they entreated Allah Ta'ala to protect the

Ka'ba because they did not have the strength to resist Abraha's powerful army.

After having supplicated to Allah in all sincerity, Abdul Muttalib took all the

people of Makkah to the neighbouring mountains because they were convinced

that Allah's punishment would seize Abraha and his army.

The next morning, Abraha prepared the army to march into Makkah.
Nufayl bin Hablb, whom Abraha had taken prisoner earlier, took hold of the ear

of Abraha's elephant Mahmud. He said to the elephant, "Return safely whence you

came from because you are in Allah's sacred city." Upon hearing this, the elephant

immediately sat down. Try as they might, the elephant's minders could not get

him to stand. They even tried beating him with large iron spears and putting iron

arrowheads in his trunk. However, he still would not walk towards Makkah.
When they steered him in the direction of Yemen, he was prepared to walk. He
was prepared to walk in every other direction besides the direction of the Ka'ba.

It was then that the army saw many flights of little birds approaching from the

coast. Each bird carried three little pebbles the size of the gram seed or

(according to other narrations) the size of lentils. Each bird carried one in its beak
and one in each claw.

Waqidi Up &\ ^ narrates that the birds (referred to as Ababil) looked

strange and had never been seen before. They were the size of pigeons with red

claws. Sayyidina Sa'id bin Musayyab Up &\^ has mentioned that the birds were
green with yellow beaks. Sayyidina Ikrima ** &\ ^j narrates that the birds

emerged from the ocean and had heads resembling animals. As the birds flew

over Abraha's army, they dropped their pebbles which pecked more power than

a bullet. They went straight through anything they struck and settled deep in the

ground. Seeing this punishment, the elephants all dispersed and all but one were
unharmed. All Abraha's soldiers did not die immediately. Those who escaped
died painful deaths as they tried to make their way back to Yemen. Allah Ta'ala

had sent little birds with little pebbles to destroy an army that many Arab tribes

could not resist. On that occasion, Abraha was afflicted with a horrible disease. A
poison permeated his body and caused every joint to decay. By the time he was
brought back to Yemen, his body was in pieces. He died there. Two of Mahmud's
keepers settled in Makkah but both became blind and paralysed. They were
often seen begging from people. [The Tafsir ofAllama Ibn Kathir Up i»i^ v. 4 p. 549 and

"Ma'alimut Tanzll" v. 4 p. 525]

This incident was witnessed by many people and it became a momentous
event in Arab history. When referring to any event during that year, the Arabs
would say that it happened in the year of the elephants. The Holy Prophet ii JU*
pi^j aJp was born in the same year, fifty days after the people of the elephants

were destroyed. Because everyone was acquainted with the incident, Allah

Ta'ala speaks of the incident without introduction when He says, "Have you not

seen how your Lord dealt with the people of the elephants?" Allah Ta'ala reminds the
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people of Makkah that He had been merciful to them when He protected the

Ka'ba which had given them respect among the Arabs. In this way, Allah

preserved their honour and esteem. Allah asks them "Did He not lay their plans to

waste and send against them flights of birds who pelted them with clay pebbles, making

them look like eaten fodder?" It is the same Allah who sent His final Holy Prophet
pi- j aJp ibi JU to the people of Makkah, thereby increasing their honour and the

honour of the Ka'ba. It was therefore necessary for the people of Makkah to be

grateful to Allah for all these bounties.

Commentators mention that any miraculous event that took place before the

coming of a Nabi {%~h U* is called "Irhas". A miraculous event that took place

after the coming of a Nabi f^LJ\ Up is called "Mu'jiza". The incident of the

elephants is therefore regarded as an "Irhas" of the Holy Prophet (JL-j U* &\ ju.

The incident was a sign to indicate that a notable personality will soon appear in

the city of Makkah who will have a special attachment with the Ka'ba.

NOTE: The fact that Allah Ta'ala sent many flights of birds indicates that

Abraha's army was very large. While there were many soldiers,

there were only eight to twelve elephants. Although swallows are

usually referred to as "Ababil", they are not implied in the verse.

As explained earlier, these birds were a type that appeared most

strange.

The word "sijjil" (translated above as "clay pebbles) is the Arabic version of

the two Persian words "sangh" (stone) and "gill" (clay). They therefore refer to

clay rolled into little balls and then baked to harden. These were the same type of

pebbles used to destroy the nation of Sayyidina Lut f%J» Up. These pebbles are

neither as heavy nor as hard as stones broken off mountains. It is only by the

power of Allah that these stones could have had the devastating effect they did.

Allama Qurtubi Up A\ <^j narrates from Abu Salih Up ifci ^j that he saw
some of these pebbles in the house of Sayyidah Umm Hani ^ As ^j the

daughter of Abu Talib. He says that they were black in colour with red stripes

across them. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** As ^j has mentioned that tiny

pimples developed on the parts of the bodies that the pebbles struck and that this

was the beginning of small-pox. Allah knows best.
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Makkan | Surah Quraysh Verses 4

In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) Because of the familiarity of the Quraysh. (2) .... their familiarity with

travelling in winter and summer... (3) ...they ought to worship the Lord of this

House... (4) ... Who fed them in their hunger and gave them safety from fear.

Allah Ta'ala commanded His Khalil (friend) Sayyidina Ibrahim £b~& <A* to

reconstruct the Ka'ba in Makkah. The Hajj (pilgrimage) to the Ka'ba had been

taking place long before the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ibi JU* came into the world.

Because the Quraysh lived in Makkah where the Ka'ba was situated, the Arabs

held them in high esteem even though they were polytheists. Everyone regarded

the Ka'ba to be "Baytullah" i.e. the house of Allah. Although the Arabs were

accustomed to looting and fighting each other, no one ever attacked the people of

Makkah because they lived, around the Ka'ba. Allah Ta'ala says in Surah

Ankabut, "Do they not see that We have made the Haram peaceful, whereas people are

being ravaged around them? Do they believe in falsehood and show ingratitude for Allah

's bounties? "[Surah 29, verse 67]

When the people of the elephants were destroyed and the incident became
popular, the Arabs began to have even more reverence for the people of Makkah.
Even the people of other areas began to respect them.

Makkah is a barren area. The ground is covered in rocks, water is scarce and
so is vegetation. There are barely any means of survival there. From ancient

times, the people of Makkah travelled to Sham in the north and Yemen in the

south to get what they needed. Their caravans annually made a winter trip to

Yemen and a summer trip to Sham. From there they used to bring some foods

and other articles which they sold. In fact, the famous incident when the Roman
Emperor Heraclius questioned Sayyidina Abu Sufyan <** &\ ^j about the Holy
Prophet jJL-j a> ifct jl* took place when the latter was on one of these journeys.

Allah Ta'ala had therefore made these trade journeys of the Quraysh a
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means by which their clothing and food requirements were met. At the same
time, their safety was ensured by the presence of the Ka'ba. It is for this reason
that Surah Quraysh follows Surah Fil. Allah Ta'ala reminds the Quraysh that He
had ensured the safety of the Ka'ba by sending the birds to destroy the army of

Abraha. By doing this, the safety of the Quraysh was also ensured because
people respected them for their relationship with the Ka'ba. As a result, the

Quraysh were free to travel anywhere in Arabia without fear of being waylaid or

looted. As they travelled to Sham and Yemen, none would lay a hand on them
because of the respect they had for them. It was therefore easy for them to

transport to Makkah whatever they needed. Allah reminds them of these favours

so that they realise that they have to be grateful to Allah and that "they ought to

worship the Lord of this House Who fed them in their hunger and gave them safetyfrom
fear." To worship other beings while enjoying all the bounties of Allah is an act of

extreme ingratitude.

NOTE: The Holy Prophet <JL- j *> i» JU belonged to the Banu Hashim clan,

which was an offshoot of the Quraysh tribe. The Holy Prophet's JU
(4-j <> ^ grandfather was known by the title of Abdul Muttalib

although his name was Shayba. His father was Amr bin Abd
Manaf, whose title was Hashim. It is for this reason that his clan

became known as the Banu Hashim (the children of Hashim). The
name of Amr bin Abd Manaf's father (i.e. Abd Manaf) was
Mughiera bin Qusay. After him, the lineage is as follows: the son of

Kilab, the son of Murrah, the son of Ka'b, the son of Luway, the son
of Ghalib, the son of Fahar, the son of Malik, the son of Nadhar, the

son of Kinana.

While some Scholars mention that Quraysh was the title of Fahar bin Malik
(Fahar the son of Malik), other Scholars state that it was definitely the title of

Nadhar bin Kinana (Nadhar the son of Kinana). In his book "Al Biddya wan
Nihaya"', Allama Ibn Kathir U* ibi i*-j has mentioned the proofs for each opinion,

but has preferred the second opinion and has also quoted an authentic hadith in

support of this opinion. Therefore, the lineage of Nadhar bin Kinana are called

the Quraysh.

Some Scholars state that the word Quraysh is the diminutive form of the

word "Qarsh ». When Sayyidina Mu'awiya ** ifo ^j asked Sayyidina Abdullah
bin Abbas ** &\ ^j the meaning of the word Quraysh, he replied that it is the

name of a powerful sea creature which eats all other large and small creatures in

the sea. The Quraysh were called by this name because they were a powerful
tribe who overpowered other tribes. The word also conveys the meaning of

unity. It is therefore said that because Qusay bin Kilab was the first person to

unite various tribes to live in the Haram, he was given this title. According to

others, the word Quraysh refers to earning a living by trade. The Quraysh
received this title because trade was their occupation.

The word Quraysh also has the meaning of 'each". It is recorded that Nadhar
bin Kinanah used to search for the poor and assist them. During, the Hajj season,

he and his sons used to search for the needy and give them so much wealth that

it lasted them until they reached their homes. It for this reason that the tribe
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received the title of Quraysh. Allah knows best.

The Holy Prophet jJL-j U* &\ J^>, his cousins Sayyidina Ali -up ifo ^j and

Sayyidina Ja'far ** ibi ^Jr as well as their uncles Sayyidina Abbas ^ ^ ^j,
Sayyidina Aqil -up ibi ^j, Sayyidina Hamza a^ ii ^ all belonged to the Banu

Hashim clan. Although Sayyidina Abu Bakr ^ ii ^Jf Sayyidina Umar ** & ^j
and Sayyidina Uthman <up &\ ^j did not belong to the Banu Hashim clan, they all

belonged to the Quraysh.

Sayyidina Wathila bin Asqa <up k\ ^j narrates that he heard the Holy

Prophet (JL-j Up i» JL* say, "Verily Allah selected Kinana from the progeny of

Sayyidina Ismail r%Ji4j*and selected Quraysh from the offspring of Kinana. From the

Quraysh, Allah selected the Banu Hashim and then selected mefrom the Banu Hashim."

[Muslim]

The Quraysh did not accept Islam for a long while after the Holy Prophet

jjL-j Up ibi ju started propagating the message. They persecuted the Holy

Prophet pJL-j Up &\ JU and forced him to leave Makkah. However, Allah guided

them to accept Islam and they rendered great services to Islam, planting the

banner of Islam in the lands of great empires. Among the great generals of the

Quraysh to accept Islam were Sayyidina Khalid bin Walid ** &\ ^>j and

Sayyidina Amr bin Al As ** &\ ^j.

The "Sunan" of Abu Dawud Tayalisi ^ i» ^j quotes a supplication of the

Holy Prophet jJL.j Up ^i JU in which he supplicated to Allah saying, "O Allah!

You had made the early members of the Quraysh taste punishment and calamities, now

grant prosperity to the latter generation." Allah accepted this supplication and

granted great favours to the Quraysh together with using them for tremendous

services to religion.

The Holy Prophet <X*3 U* i»\ JU> mentioned that Caliph should remain

within the ranks of the Quraysh. The Holy Prophet pi-j u* ii JL* also mentioned

that as long as the Quraysh are steadfast upon the truth, Allah will disgrace those

who harbour enmity for them. In another hadith, The Holy Prophet ^j u* &\ J^
said that the Religion of Islam shall remain dominant under the leadership of

twelve Khalifas (Caliphs), all of them from the Quraysh.

Caliph ought to have remained within the Ummah, but monarchy and now
democracy have crept into the Ummah, causing their downfall. Unfortunately,

nowadays many so-called Muslims are claiming leadership of the Muslims.

Although they attach titles of Qurayshi, Siddlqi, Uthmani, Alawi, etc to their

names, these are restricted to names because it is very difficult to detect any trace

of Islam in them. Neither do they look like Muslims nor do they behave like

Muslims. When they have lost their identities as Muslims, they cannot hope to

command respect among the Muslims. What can be expected when such people

lead the Muslims who bow to every command of their disbelievers mentors?

May Allah guide the Ummah. Amin.

t?^^ti^ti^tjti^^^ti^^^^^^^i>^
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful

(1) Have you not seen the person who denies the Day of Reckoning? (2) It is he

who pushes the orphan away and... (3) ...who does not encourage feeding of the

poor. (4) Destruction be for those worshippers who neglect their Salah... (5) ...

those who are ostentatious... (6) .... and who refuse even minor articles.

The Arabic word "ma'un" (translated above as "minor articles ") refers to

things that are insignificant and which will barely decrease a person's wealth if

he gives them away to others. This Surah condemns six things, each one

contained in each of the six verses.

Allah begins by saying, "Have you not seen the person who denies the Day of

Reckoning?" The first thing that Allah condemns in the Surah is denying the

advent of resurrection and Judgment day. Of course, a person who denies

Judgment day is a disbeliever.

Allah continues, "It is he who pushes the orphan away and who does not

encourage feeding of the poor" This verse describes the extreme miserliness of the

person who denies Judgment day. Not only is he too miserly to spend on the

needy, but he does not even encourage others to do the same. Neither does he

have mercy on orphans nor on the poor. This verse tells us that harsh and

merciless behaviour can be a trait of only a disbeliever. A believer is endowed

with a compassionate heart. He takes pity on the needy and is convinced that

assisting them will have its rewards in the Hereafter. If a disbeliever has to

render assistance to the needy, his deed is not to please Allah and he has no

expectation of reward in the Hereafter. In Surah Al-Haqqah, Allah Ta'ala

describes a disbeliever who will suffer in Hell. Allah says, "Verily he never believed

in the Majestic Allah and he never encouragedfeeding the poor." [Surah 69, verse 33,34]
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After describing three traits of the disbelievers, Allah Ta'ala mentions three
traits of those people who claim to be Muslims but who do not practise religion

properly. These people include the hypocrites as well as sincere believers who
are lacking in the practical application of Islam in their lives. Allah says,

"Destruction befor those worshippers who neglect their Saldh; those who are ostentatious

and who refuse even minor article.

"

Allama Ibn Kathir <Up &\ ^j writes that "those worshippers who neglect their

Saldh" refers to all the followTing categories of people:

CQ Those who do not perform their Saldh at all.

03 Those who are unaware of the times of said h and perform
their saldh at the incorrect times.

COS Those who perform their saldh without observing the

conditions and fundamentals of Saldh.

£Q Those who are not attentive in their saldh.

Allama Ibn Kathir a> ii>! ^ writes further that those who have any number
of these traits in them shall be deserving of the condemnation in proportion to

the number of traits found in them. However, the person who has all these traits

in him shall be deserving of the full force of the condemnation of this verse. Such
a person possesses all the traits of a Munafiq (a hypocrite) even though he may
not be one at heart. Bukhari and Muslim report a hadith in which the Holy
Prophet fi-j 4ip ii JU said that the Salah of a Munafiq is that he waits until the

sun is between the horns of Satan before he hastily stands up for (the Asr) Salah

and pecks at the ground four times. In such a Salah he hardly thinks of Alfah at

all.

Allah Ta'ala also mentions that such people perform Salah for show. There
are many such people who have no true concern for tKeir Salah but merely
perform their Salah because they fear that others may think ill of them if they

neglect their 'Salah. They therefore perform Salah only to show others.

Condemning triis behaviour of the hypocrites in Surah Nisa, Allah Ta'ala says,

"Indeed the hypocrites seek to deceive Allah whereas He deceives them. When they stand

up in Saldh, they stand up lazily, to be seen by people and they remember Allah only a

little therein. " [Surah 4, verse 142]

A person who has faith in Allah and in His promises will perform his Salah

scrupulously. It will make no difference to him whether he performs Salah in

public or in private. In either case, the Salah will be meticulous. He will not

regard humans as beings worthy of pleasing through Ibadah (worship). He will

perform Tahajjud Salah (supererogatory prayer) sincerely without making
statements like, "It was really freezing cold this morning when I got up for Tahajjud."

Just as some people boast about their physical acts of worship, there are many
people who insist that a plaque with their names should be displayed on
mosques or classrooms that they sponsor. Others insist that honorary titles

should be attached to their names whenever their names are taken. There are

also others who donate to people and then remind the recipients of their favour,

thereby causing them hurt. Allah says in Surah Baqarah, "O you who believe!
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Render not your charity in vain by reminders of your generosity or by injury, like him

who spends his wealth to be seen by people and believes not in Allah nor in the Last Day.

His similitude is like that of a rock on which there is some sand. Smitten by a rainstorm,

it is left bare. They have no control ofanything which they earn, and Allah does not guide

the disbelieving folk. " [Surah 2, verse 264]

One should bear in mind that the joy that enters one's heart after carrying

out a good deed is not ostentation. Similarly, carrying out a good deed in front of

people does not necessarily entail ostentation. Ostentation is a condition of the

heart which spurs one to do something so that people may think highly of one

and praise one. Foolish are those people whom Satan has fooled into believing

that they should not perform Salah with Jama'ah (congregation) because it is a

public act and public acts denote ostentation. An act done publicly will be

regarded as ostentation only when one's purpose is to promote one's image. If

one intends only to please Allah, the act may be private or public. Of course, a

good deed carried out privately is better. Allah Ta'ala says in Surah Baqarah

[Surah 2, verse 271], "If you make your charity apparent, then this is good, but if you

secretly give it to the poor, it will be betterfor you and atone for some ofyour sins. Allah

is Informed of what you do." The fact that this verse describes giving charity

publicly as "good" means that no harm is done by doing so, as long as one is

sincere.

The third trait of some people that Allah condemns is that they "refuse even

minor articles." These articles ("ma'iin ") are such that allowing others to use them

will neither cause one loss nor harm, nor will the article itself be tainted. When
Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^ Ai ^j was asked what these articles were, he

replied that they were those things that people usually borrowed from each other

like hammers, pots, buckets, scales, etc. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas *& ii ^j
IJh-Jalso described "Ma'iin" as articles used domestically. Sayyidina Ikrima <4* &\

gave examples of "Ma'iin" as strainers, buckets and needles. Other commentators

have interpreted "refuse even minor articles" to mean that these people refuse to

pay the obligatory Zakah.

Because the Salah performed for show is not a Salah for Allah, performing

such a Salah denotes an act of miserliness towards 'Allah, Who deserves much
better. After mentioning this miserliness in one's Ibadah (worship), Allah speaks

about miserliness with one's wealth when He condemns those people who
"refuse even minor articles." If a person refuses to lend articles to others which will

cause no loss to him whatsoever, how can such a person be expected to part with

other things?

Failure to pay Zakah is also a terrible act of miserliness because Allah is

instructing one to part with only one fortieth (2.5%) of one's wealth after having

it with one for an entire year. Expressing reluctance and delaying in giving

something minor to someone is tantamount to not giving at all. Minor acts like

giving a matchstick to someone to light a stove or lending someone a Qur'an or a

mat for Salah will earn one great rewards and refusing these things will be a

source of tremendous deprivation even though one will lose nothing. It is indeed

tragic that there are some people who are extremely miserly and who would

refuse even such insignificant things.
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Sayyidah Ayshah W^ ibt^ once asked the Holy Prophet ^) *> iui ju what
things may not be refused. The Holy Prophet^ Up Ai ju replied, "Water, salt

and fire/' Sayyidah Ayshah ifpii ^j said, "We understand (people's need for)

water. What about fire and salt?" The Holy Prophet ^ <Up iui jl* replied, "The
person who gives fire will receive the reward of giving in charity everything that

the fire cooks and the person who gives salt will receive the rewards of giving in

charity all the food that the salt gives flavour to. The person who gives a believer

a sip of water in a place where water is available is like one who frees a slave.

The person who gives a Mu'min (Believer) a sip of water in a place where water is

not available is like one who has given life to a person." ["Mishkat" p. 260]

Sayyidina Abu Dharr *p ii ^j narrates that he heard the Holy Prophet JU
<X>3 Up iut say, "Smiling with your Muslim brother is Sadaqa (charity). Enjoining

good is Sadaqa (charity), forbidding evil is Sadaqa (charity), guiding a lost person

is Sadaqa (charity), assisting a person with weak eyesight is Sadaqa (charity),

removing a stone, thorn or bone from the road is Sadaqa (charity) and pouring

water from your bucket into your brother's bucket is also Sadaqa (charity)/'

["Mishkat" p. 169from Tirmidhi]

'ftfrtitiftft'ftftfttiftftertrtzftftftftftftft
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Makkan | Surah Kowthar

|
Verses 3 |

In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) Verily We have granted you abundant good. (2) So perform Salah for your

Lord and sacrifice. (3) Indeed it is your enemy who shall be unknown.

While some commentators state that Surah Kowthar was revealed after the

Hijrah (i.e. it is a Madani Surah), others say that it was revealed before the Hijrah

(migration) (making it a Makki Surah). This Surah has the fewest number of

verses in the Qur'an. The Arabic word "Kowthar" is translated as "abundant good"

and also refers to the pond of Kowthar which will be given exclusively to the

Holy Prophet ^3 u* ^ J-* on the Day of Judgment. Commentators have quoted

several narrations concerning the reason for which this Surah was revealed.

These will be quoted after the commentary of the verses, Insha Allah.

Addressing the Holy Prophet ^/Jp &\ ju, Allah Ta'ala states, "Verily We
have granted you abundant good." The abundant good" that Allah Ta'ala gave the

Holy Prophet ,0-j Up iii jl» includes Prophethood, being the best of all the

prophet's companions^ & ^j, the Qur'an, the largest Ummah, a Religion that

has spread throughout the world and the high mantle of Maqam Mahmud in the

Hereafter. The pond of Kowthar is a part of this "abundant good". This abundant

good" is not restricted to these things and there are numerous other bounties

besides the above.

Sayyidina Anas ^ &\ ^j reports that the Holy Prophet^j U* ii ju said that

when he was walking in Heaven, he saw a river, at both ends of which stood

domes of hollow pearl. When he asked Jibril f*~J\ U* what this was, the reply was
that it was the river of Kowthar that Allah had granted to the Holy Prophet i&i ju
(JL-j Up. The Holy Prophet ^3 Up iui ju says that when he looked closer, he saw

that the bed of the river was pure fragrant musk. [Bukhari v. 2 p. 974]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ^ ibt ^j narrates from the Holy Prophet J^
jjL-j Up i»i that travelling from one end to the other of the pond of Kowthar is a
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month's journey and all the sides are of equal length. The water is whiter than

milk, more fragrant than musk and has as many cups as the number of stars in

the sky. Whoever drinks from there shall never be thirsty again. ["Mishkat" p. 487

from Bukhari and Muslim]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ^ it ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet Up it J^>
(Jl-j said, "My pond shall be so large that the distance between two ends is longer than

the distance between lla and Aden. Its water is whiter than snow, sweeter than milk

mixed with honey and it will have more cups than the stars in the sky. I shall have to

turn away the people of other Ummahs just as a person turns away the camels of other

people from the drinking place of his camels/' The prophet's companions ^^ &\ ^j
enquired, "O the Holy Prophet ^j 4^ it ju>/ Will you be able to recognise us on the

Day ofJudgment?" The Holy Prophet (JL-j Up it JU replied, "7 shall certainly be able

to recognise you because you will have a sign that no other Ummah will have. You will

come to me at the pond with yourfaces, hands and feet shining with the effect ofwudhu."

["Mishkat" p. 487from Muslim]

According to another narration, the pond will have as many gold and silver

cups as the stars in the sky. ["Mishkat" p. 487from Muslim]

The Holy Prophet (JL-j u* it JU> also mentioned that two channels from

Heaven flow into the pond of Kowthar, augmenting its water supply. The one

channel is of gold and the other of silver.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar <up it ^j narrates from the Holy Prophet JU
^L-j Up it that the pond of Kowthar is larger than the distance between Aden and

Amman . Its water is cooler than ice, sweeter than honey and more fragrant than

musk. It will have more cups than the number of stars in the sky and the person

who drinks once from the pond will never get thirsty ever again. The first to

come there for water will be the poor immigrants. When someone asked the

Holy Prophet ^j Up it JU for a description of these people, The Holy Prophet

^JL-j Up it ju> said, "They are those whose hair is dishevelled, whose faces are pale

(because of hunger and hardship), for whom doors (of rulers and the rich) do not open

and to whom women of high birth are not given in marriage. Their behaviour with people

is so excellent that they fulfil every right that they owe to others while they do not

demand the rights that others owe to them (i.e. theyforgo many of these)."

This hadith describes the poor Immigrants as people who could not afford

to smarten themselves and who did not really care to do so because they disliked

wasting time in this. They concentrated their efforts in preparing rather for the

Akhirah (Hereafter) instead of for this world. They were so overcome with

hardships in this world, that they were physically affected and their faces had

become pale. People looked down on them and did not invite them for functions.

In fact, the rich and upper-class would not even let them into their homes or

marry their daughters to them. However, these people will be extremely

honoured on the Day of Judgment when they will be the first to drink from the

hand of the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up it ju> at the pond of Kowthar.

When the Khalifa (caliph) Sayyidina Umar bin Abdul Aziz ^ it **-j heard

that the first people to drink from the pond of Kowthar will be those with

dishevelled hair, dirty clothing, who are not married to women of high birth and

for whom doors are not opened, he became extremely distressed. He said, "Alas!
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I am not like this. I am married to (Princess) Fatima the daughter of Abdul Malik and
doors are opened for me. Now I will make sure that I shall not wash my hair until it

becomes dishevelled and I shall not bath until my body becomes dirty." ["At Targhib wat
Tarhlb"]

Sayyidina Sahl bin Sa'd ** iwi^ narrates that the Holy Prophet^ 3 4* & ju*

said, "I shall be waiting to give people water from the pond of Kowthar.
Whoever will pass by me shall drink from it and whoever drinks from it shall

never be thirsty again. Many people shall pass by me whom I will recognise and
who will recognise me. However, a barrier will be cast between us. I shall say,

'This person was from us. 'It will be said to me, 'You do not know what innovations this

person had introduced (in Religion) after you.' I will then say, 'Go away! Go away all

those who changed my Religion after me. '" ["At Targhib wat Tarhlb"]

The condition of such a person will be tragic indeed. Suffering severe thirst

on the Day of Judgment, he will reach the pond of Kowthar only to have the

angels shove him away and to have the "Mercy of the universe" tell him to go
away. Following the teachings of the Qur'an and that Ahadith is the only avenue
for a Muslim's salvation. It is tragic that people have introduced thousands of

new practices into Religion and have corrupted it. When they are advised against

this, they take offence and speak ill of the one giving them good advice. They
should understand that one should do whatever the Holy Prophet ^3 <A± ii jl*

told us to do and in the manner that the Holy Prophet fL3 ^ &s jl* did it. One
should not do things as one pleases. When we are told that a certain act will earn
one great rewards, we should verify whether it is so and ask for references.

After recounting His great bounties on the Holy Prophet jJL-jaJp i» J*, Allah
Ta'ala instructs, "So perform Salah for your Lord and sacrifice. - This command
includes all types of Salah", be they Obligatory, Compulsory, Sunnah or

Mustahab (preferable). The second command is to sacrifice animals in the name of

Allah. This verse is actually a command to express gratitude for all the favours
that Allah Ta'ala has given one. Salah is the greatest form of physical Ibadah
(worship) and sacrificing an animal in the name of Allah is really a Jihad against
the practices of the idolaters who sacrifice animals in the names of their idols.

Although the address is to the Holy Prophet ^ 3 *> ibi ju, the verse applies to

every Muslim.

The Arabic word "nahr" (translated above as "sacrifice") actually refers to

slaughtering a camel, which is regarded to be the best animal to sacrifice. Of
course, it is permissible to slaughter cows, sheep, goats, etc during the 10th, 11th
and 12th of Dhil Hijjah. The addition of the clause 'for your Lord" denotes that a
person's Salah and sacrifice should be solely for Allah's pleasure. Those people
are incorrect who, quoting Sayyidina Ali «* ibi ^>Jt translate the word "nahr" as
placing the hands on the chest. [Ibn Kathlr v. 4 p. 558]

Allah concludes the Surah by telling the Holy Prophet^ *a* Ai ju, "Indeed it

is your enemy who shall be unknown." The books of Tafsir (exegesis) state that one of

the Holy Prophet ^ 3 ^ 2bi j* staunch enemies As bin Wa'il used to tell people
not to bother with the Holy Prophet fJL-j <uU ibi ju because after he passes away,
there shall be none to take his name because he had no male offspring. Allah
Ta'ala revealed the verse to tell him that while the Holy Prophet's ^JL-j 4-1* ii ^U
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name will echo throughout the world, he (As bin Wa'il) will be someone
unknown.

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ & ^j narrates that Ka'b bin Ashraf, one

of the wealthy leaders of the Jews of Madinah once visited Makkah. When the

polytheists of Makkah asked him whether their idolatry was better than the

Religion taught by the Holy Prophet^ 3 <J* ii JL*, he told them that their idolatry

was better. It was then that Allah revealed the above verse. [Ibn Kathir]

It has also been reported that the verse was revealed when one of the Holy

Prophet's (JL-jU* ifo JU sons passed away and Abu Lahab told the polytheists

that they had nothing to fear from the Holy Prophet jJL-j *> & J^> because his

lineage has been severed.

These unfortunate people thought that a person will be remembered in this

world only if he has male offspring to bear his name. However, Allah Ta'ala has

exalted the Holy Prophet's ^j Up & JU* name. Allah Ta'ala took him to the

heavens where he became famous and Allah gave him millions of followers who
constantly take his name. His name is taken during every Adhan and Iqamah

and besides the salutations (Durud) sent upon him during every person's Salah,

millions of people recite Durud when not performing Salah.

In fact, even non-Muslims speak favourably of the Holy Prophet Up ii JU
fL-j up to this day. Hundreds of thousands of people have proceeded through

the lineage of the Holy Prophet's (JL,3 Up &\ JU daughter Sayyidah Fatima A\ ^j
l^ and many thousands are alive today. On the other hand, none cares to

mention the names of the Holy Prophet's jJL-j Up &\ ju enemies who said that he

would soon become unknown. They have left this world and the strings of their

lineages have also been severed.

ftftftftftfttitititititifttTfttttitTfttitrft
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) Say, "O disbelievers!" (2) "I do not worship what you worship... (3)..nor do

you worship what I worship." (4) "Neither am I a worshipper of that which you

worship... (5) ..nor are you worshippers of that which I worship." (6) "For you is

your religion and for me is mine.

Before the coming. of the Holy Prophet -^'.Up &\ J^, the people of Makkah

were idolaters and had even placed idols in the Ka'ba. They had great respect for

the Holy Prophet jJL-j U* -Ai ju> and used to call him "As Sadiqul Amin" ("The

Truthful and Trustworthy'). However, when he started stopping them from

idolatry, they became his arch-enemies and began labelling him.

Once, four of the polytheists approached the Holy Prophet <.!-, 4Jp A»^ with

a proposition. These four were Walid bin Mughiera, As bin Wa'il, Aswad bin

Muttalib and Ubay bin Khalaf. They proposed a compromise to the Holy Prophet

^l,3 a* in j**, saying that they would worship his Allah if he worshipped their

idols. In this way, they said, his and their religion would be one and the Holy

Prophet fJL-j Up ii JL» would be able to benefit from them. According to another

narration, some of the most evil members of the Quraysh told the Holy Prophet

jjUj Up i ju that he should worship their idols for a year and they would

worship Allah for a year. The Holy Prophet ^j U* &\ J** responded by saying, "I

seek Allah 's refugefrom worshipping anyone besides Him." They then said that if the

Holy Prophet^ *a* h\ j^ at least kissed one of their idols, they were prepared to

believe in him and would worship Allah.

It was then that Allah revealed Surah Kafirun. The Holy Prophet U* ito J*
<X*3 proceeded to the Haram and loudly recited the Surah to the Quraysh

gathered there. The polytheists then lost all hope of compromising with the Holy

Prophet <JL-j Up ibi Ju and realised that the Holy Prophet fJL-j Up ii J^ would
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never worship their idols. ["Ruhul Ma'ani"]

Because the second and third verses have the same meaning as the fourth

and fifth verses, Scholars have mentioned that the fourth and fifth verses serve as

emphasis. However, others mention that because the grammatical structure of

the second and third verses (being 'fi'liyya" sentences) indicate that the action is

confined to the present tense, the (second and third) verses mean that at present,

I do not worship what you worship and you do not worship what I worship. On
the other hand, the grammatical structure of the fourth and fifth verses (being

"ismiyya" sentences) have no time constraints. The actions may therefore be

assumed to refer to the future. As a result, the (fourth and fifth) verses mean that

(in future) I will not worship what you worship and you will not worship what I

worship.

This interpretation prompts the question that if it is said that the

disbelievers will not worship Allah, what about the many thousands of them

who accepted Islam after the Surah was revealed? How can they be Muslims

when the Qur'an tells them that they will never worship Allah? Scholars reply to

this question by saying that the verse tells the disbelievers that they will never

worship what the Muslims worship if they remain disbelievers. However, if they

accept Islam, they will obviously be worshipping Allah.

Allah Ta'ala concludes the Surah by stating that the disbelievers should be

told, "For you is your religion and for me is mine." Commentators state that this

verse summarises the message of the Surah, serving as emphasis. The Islam of

the Muslims is based on Oneness of Allah while the religion of the disbelievers is

based on the antithesis of Oneness of Allah i.e. on disbelief and polytheism. The

two are therefore irreconcilable. In addition to this, each party is staunch in their

respective religions. As a result, neither will worship the deity of the other.

Other commentators have interpreted the verse as: "O disbelievers! The

message of the truth has reached you and the path to salvation has been outlined. If you

do not want to accept, then do not try to veer me off the path.
"

A third interpretation is: "O disbelievers! Every person will see the fruit of his

beliefs and deeds. While you shall suffer the consequences ofyour disbelief we (Muslims)

shall be amply rewarded for our belief in Oneness of Allah and our adherence to the

commands of Allah. You people wish to make us suffer the same punishment you are

destined to suffer by inviting us to accept your religion. I will not barter my salvation for

punishment."

Some commentators have mentioned that Surah Kafirun has been abrogated

because it outlaws entering into a treaty with the disbelievers, an act which the

Holy Prophet jJL-j -uU ibt JU* himself did when he entered into a treaty with the

Jews of Madinah and the polytheists of Makkah afterwards. However, this

interpretation is unnecessary because Surah Kafirun outlaws only those treaties

that require Muslims to denounce Islam or that require them to violate the laws

of the Shari'ah. The Surah does not refer to treaties that do not entail these evils.

Treaties that conform with the injunctions of the Shari'ah are permissible.

NOTE: Certain sects claim to be Muslims despite holding beliefs that

remove them from the fold of Islam. When they are advised to
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return to the correct teachings of the Qur'an and the Ahadith, they
excuse themselves by saying, "For you is your religion and for me is

mine. " Such people misconstrue this verse to mean that every
person is at liberty to adopt the beliefs and practices he wishes. The
Surah clearly addresses the disbelievers, making it clear that their

religion is irreconcilable with Islam. No beliefs can be entertained
which contradict the teachings of the Qur'an and the clear Ahadith
of the Holy Prophet ^j ^ ii ^ because these will remove a
person from the fold of Islam. The leaders of these sects have
beguiled their followers into adopting this attitude of "Do as you
please and we will do as we please.

"

THE VIRTUES OF SURAH KAFIRUN

The Ahadith cite numerous virtues for reciting Surah Kafirun. Sayyidina
Abdullah bin Abbas ** &^ narrates from the Holy Prophet ^j U* h JU that
Surah Zilzal equals half the Qur'an, Surah Ikhlas (Surah 112) equals a third of the
Qur'an and Surah Kafirun (Surah 109) equals a quarter of the Qur'an. [Tirmidhi]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** &^ narrates that the Holy Prophet ^j Up i>i ju,

used to recite Surah Kafirun and Surah Ikhlas (Surah 112) respectively in the first

two Rakahs of the Sunnah of Fajr. [Muslim]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Umar ^ &\^ reports that the Holy Prophet k J^
^j Up recited Surah Kafirun and Surah Ikhlas (Surah 112) in the Maghrib Salah.
[Ibn Majah]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** ii ^j has mentioned that he cannot
count the times when he heard the Holy Prophet ^ ^ ii ju recite Surah
Kafirun and Surah Ikhlas in the two Rakahs after Maghrib and the two Rakah
before Fajr. [All the above Ahadith are reported in "Mishkat" p. 80]

Sayyidina Farwa bin Naufal ** &^ narrates that his father asked the Holy
Prophet ^3 Up &\ j^ for something to recite when he lay down on his bed. The
Holy Prophet ^j a> i ^ advised him to recite Surah Kafirun because it

declares one's exoneration from polytheism. [Tirmidhi, Abu Dawud and Ddrmi]

Other Ahadith state that Surah Kafirun should be the last words on a
person's lips before he sleeps at night. [Abu Dawud]

^^^^^#
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) When Allah's help and victory come... (2) ... and you see people entering the

Religion of Allah in droves... (3) .... then glorify the praises of your Lord and

seek forgiveness from Him. Without doubt, He is the Greatest Acceptor of

repentance.

Addressing the Holy Prophet ^j ^ ii J* in this Surah, Allah Ta'ala says,

"When Allah's help and victory come and you see people entering the Religion of Allah

in droves, then glorify' the praises ofyour Lord and seekforgiveness from Him. Without

doubt, He is the Greatest Acceptor of repentance." Glorifying Allah's praises may be

accomplished by reciting "Subha Nallah Wal Hamdu Lillah" ("Glory be to Allah

and all praises are for Allah")

.

Although the Holy Prophet <JL,j U* ibt JU always engaged in Tasbih

(glorifying Allah), Tahmld (praising Allah) and Istighfar (seeking Allah's

forgiveness), the emphasis laid in this Surah prompted hinv to increase in these.

Sayyidah Ayshah if*, ito ^j narrates that during the end of his life the Holy

Prophet fi-j 4ip in jl* abundantly recited:

'Subha Nalldhi wa Bi Hamdihi Astaghfirullah wa Atubu llay"

[Ibn Kathir]

Sayyidah Umm Salamah if* i» ^j narrates that towards the end of his life,

The Holy Prophet jJL-j <J* A» JU* recited "SubM Nalldhi wa Bi Hamdihi" in every

posture. When she asked the Holy Prophet^ *J* ii JL* the reason for this, he

replied that he had been instructed to do so. He then recited the entire Surah

Nasr. [Ibn Kathir]

Commentators are unanimous that the "victory" in this verse refers to the

conquest of Makkah. Surah Nasr was revealed two years before the rjoly

Prophet's ^j <4* ii JL* demise. When the Surah was revealed, The Holy Pr6phet
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pi-j Up ii ^U called Sayyidah Fatima if* ii ^j and said to her that Allah Ta'ala

had informed him that his demise was close. When she started to weep, The
Holy Prophet jJL,j Up ibt JU> consoled her by telling her that she would be the first

of his family members to meet him. She then began to smile. [Bayhaqi v. 4 p. 561]

Sayyidina Umar *& &\ ^j used to allow Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas i» ^j
** to sit with him in the gathering of the veterans of the battle of Badr. Some of

them disliked that the you#g Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ i» ^j sit with

them because they had sons of his age who were not allowed to sit there.

Sayyidina Umar ** i»i ^j. was aware of this reservation. One day, he asked those

present what the message of Surah Nasr was. While some of them remained
silent, others mentioned that it was a command to engage in Allah's glorification

and Istighfar when Allah's assistance came and when the Muslims conquered
foreign territories. Sayyidina Umar **> &\ ^j then asked Sayyidina Abdullah bin

Abbas AiP &\ ^j if this was the message. When Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^j
<up &\ replied in the negative, Sayyidina Umar *& &\ ^j asked him what the

message was. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ** & ^j told them that the Surah

conveyed the message of the Holy Prophet's jJL-j Up iisi ju imminent demise.

Sayyidina Umar <*• i»» ^j mentioned that he had understood the same message.

[Bukhari]

The Holy Prophet ^j ^ i»\ ju exerted himself more greatly in Tasbih

(glorifying Allah), Tahmid (praising Allah) Istighfar (seeking Allah's forgiveness)

after the Surah was revealed because it indicated that he was soon to leave the

world. Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas *& &\ ^j once recited Surah Nasr and then

told the audience that after the revelation of this Surah the Holy Prophet it JU
^j^ exerted himself ever so greatly in deeds of the Akhirah. [Ibn Kathir]

The Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up i\ ju> was always engaged in matters related to

the Akhirah (Hereafter). He exerted himself in propagating the message of Islam

to the masses and in turning their attention towards Allah. Although this was a

great act of Ibadah in itself, it nevertheless diverted some of the Holy Prophet ju
jjL-j Up ii attention towards people. He was therefore instructed to engage in acts

that directed his attention exclusively to Allah. The same message is given in

verses 7 and 8 of Surah Inshirah (Surah 94) where Allah says, 'So when you have

completed, then exert yourselfand turn to your Lord."

Despite exhaustive efforts in Makkah, not many Makkans accepted Islam.

Instead of accepting Islam, they opposed the Holy Prophet pJL-j ^ iui ju and
forced him to leave Makkah. By then the message of Islam had spread

throughout the Arabian peninsula. However, the Arabs did not accept Islam and
decided to await the outcome of the struggle between him and his tribe the

Quraysh. Consequently, the battles of Badr, Uhud and Ahzab followed after the

Hijrah (migration). Eventually, in Ramadhan of the 8th year after Hijrah

(migration), the Muslims marched into Makkah and the Quraysh accepted Islam.

It was after this momentous event that delegations of the various Arab tribes

arrived in Madinah in droves to accept Islam. After accepting Islam, they

returned to their respective areas and converted the people there. Surah Nasr
predicts this when it says, 'you see people entering the Religion ofAllah in droves"

Scholars mention that when one reaches old age, one should exert oneself in

Ibadah (worship) in preparation for death.
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) May the hands of Abu Lahab be shattered and he be destroyed. (2) Neither

his wealth nor the things he earned shall avail him. (3) He shall soon enter the

flaming fire... (4) ... and his wife as well. (Evil is) that woman who carries

firewood. (5) Around her neck is a string of palm fibre.

The Holy Prophet jJL,j Up ibt JU's father Abdullah had ten brothers, all the

children of his father Abdul Muttalib. One of these ten uncles of the Holy

Prophet fl-j a> iut JL> was called Abu Lahab. His real name was Abdul Uzza.

When the Holy Prophet ^3 *> i»i ju> announced his Prophethood, Abu Lahab

and his wife were among his staunchest opponents.

When Allah revealed the verse: "Warn your closest relatives", The Holy

Prophet jJL-j aJp &\ JL* mounted the hill of Safa and called various tribes of the

Quraysh like the Banu Fahar, the Banu Adi, etc by name. Their response was so

overwhelming that those who could not present themselves sent someone to

represent them. When they had all gathered, he asked them, "Will you people

believe me If I told you that an army of horsemen were advancing to attack you from

behind this mountain?"

They replied, "We shall certainly believe you. We have never known you to be

untruthful "The Nabi {Prophet) ^JL-j Up ii JU* then took the names of many
relatives present and warned them about the life after death. The Holy Prophet

pJL-j <o* ibi ju then said to them, "Purchase your souls (by carrying out deeds that will

save you from Hell). I cannot save you from Allah's punishment. O children of Abd

Manaf I cannot save you from Allah's punishment. O Abbas bin Abdil Muttalib! I

cannot save you from Allah's punishment. O (my aunt) Safiyya! I cannot save you from

Allah's punishment. O Fatima the daughter of Muhammad! Ask whatever you please
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from my wealth. I cannot save you from Allah 's punishment." Addressing the entire

assembly, the Holy Prophet <X*3 ^iij^ recited the verse "He is but a warner to

you before the advent of a severe punishment." The Holy Prophet <X*3 ^ it J~* then

said to them, "I am warning you of a severe punishment (jfyou do not believe in what I

preach to you)." Thereupon Abu Lahab said, "May you be destroyed forever. Have

you gathered us for this?" It was then that Surah Lahab was revealed, where Allah

says, "May the hands ofAbu Lahab be shattered and he be destroyed. Neither his wealth

nor the things he earned shall avail him. " [Bukhari v. 2 p. 702]

A narration of Muslim (v. 1 p. 14) states that the Holy Prophet ^j *> it J^
addressed the Quraysh individually and collectively. Addressing the Banu Ka'b

bin Luway, the Banu Murra bin Ka'b, the Banu Abdush Shams, Banu Abd Manaf

and the Banu Hashim, he said, "Save yourselves from Hell. I cannot save you from

Allah 's punishment." It was then that Abu Lahab said what he did and Surah

Lahab was revealed.

Abu Lahab received the title of "Abu Lahab" ("Father offlames ") because he

was very handsome and had a reddish complexion that resembled the colour of

flames. When Abu Lahab cursed the Holy Prophet pJi-j u* i» JL»7 Allah Ta'ala

used the word "Lahab" (flames, which was a source of pride to him) to describe

the disgraceful punishment that he will suffer in the Hereafter. Allah describes

the fire of Hell as "Dhata Lahab" (translated above as 'flamingfire)

Allah Ta'ala says, "May the hands of Abu Lahab be shattered and he be

destroyed." Allama Qastalani <vip it ^j has written that Abu Lahab's hands are

mentioned here because he used his hands to throw stones at the Holy Prophet

jjL-j Up it JU>, causing his blessed heels to bleed.

Allah Ta'ala mentions that before entering the flaming fire, Abu Lahab will

be destroyed. This occurred in this world when he developed a terrible case of

small pox which made people avoid him. People were so afraid that the disease

might be contagious that they forced him to live in an isolated house and they

did not associate with him at all. He finally died in this state. His corpse lay

untouched in the house for three days, eventually, when people started taunting

his sons, they managed to get someone to place his body against a wall. They

then stoned the corpse until it crumbled and was buried beneath the stones. ["A/

Bidaya wan Nihaya" v. 3 p. 309]

"Ar Rowdhul Unf states that Abu Lahab's corpse was bound to a stake and

cast down a pit. Thereafter, stones were thrown on top of it. There is presently a

mountain near Makkah where tradition has it that Abu Lahab was thrown there.

The mountain is also called the mountain of Abu Lahab.

Allah Ta'ala says, "Neither his wealth nor the things he earned shall avail him."

Abu Lahab was extremely wealthy and he also had many children.

Commentators mention that "the things he earned" refer to his children because

The Holy Prophet pJL.3 Up it JU said,

"Your children are from the things you earn." Therefore, the wealth and

children of Abu Lahab will be useless to him in the Hereafter. "Ma'dlimut Tamil"

states that when the Holy Prophet jjL,j U* it ju* told the Quraysh that they should

save themselves from Hell, Abu Lahab told the people that if he were ever to



suffer punishment on account of his disbelief, he would ransom himself with his

wealth. It was in response to this that Allah Ta'ala revealed the verse: "Neither his

wealth nor the things he earned shall avail him.
"

Allah continues, "He shall soon enter the flaming fire and his wife as well" Abu
Lahab's wife was a woman called Arwa, who was commonly known as Umm
Jamil. She was the sister of Abu Sufyan and like her husband, vehemently

opposed the Holy Prophet jJL-j -Op it jl*. Although every disbeliever will enter

Hell, Abu Lahab and his wife have been specifically named as inmates of Hell,

indicating that that they were a really evil couple. As long as the world exists,

people shall be reciting this Surah, proclaiming the despised nature of these two

and announcing their final abode. May Allah Ta'ala save us from Hell. Amin.

Describing Abu Lahab's wife, Allah says, "(Evil is) that woman who carries

firewood. " In addition to the many things she did to harm the Holy Prophet & J^
pLwj Up, one of her worst acts was that she used to collect thorny branches and

place them on the road the Holy Prophet pi-j Up &\ J^> used. Although the Holy

Prophet jJL-j Up ibt ju could easily avoid them, the act indicates her sadistic

nature and enmity for the Holy Prophet <JL*_, Up it J^. She left no stone unturned

to harm the Holy Prophet ,4-j Up i»i jl^ and even did things that caused him the

slightest harm.

The following interpretations of this verse have also been reported:

03 Despite her wealth, she was extremely miserly and used to

carry firewood by herself.

03 Size used to carry tales, symbolised by firewood because

these tales ignited the fires of discord and enmity between

people.

03 'The firewood is symbolic of the sins she committed:

03 Just as she assisted her husband to harm the Holy Prophet JiJ^
^j Up, she will assist in punishing him in Hell by carrying

firewood to fuel the flames burning him. [Ibn Kathir]

Allah says further about her, "Around her neck is a string ofpalm fibre." Some
commentators have stated that this string will be around her neck to carry the

firewood. However, this interpretation does not seem appropriate because

people do not tie a bundle of firewood around their necks. Other commentators

have mentioned that she used to wear an extremely expensive necklace which

she told people she would spend to oppose the Holy Prophet pL-j u* & JU*. In

lieu of this, she will be made to wear a necklace of fire in Hell which will

resemble a string made of palm fibre. Some commentators have translated

"string ofpalm fibre" as "a woven string".

NOTE: The Holy Prophet pi-j aJLp &\ ju* had four daughters. Sayyidah

Zaynab l^p ii»» ^j was the eldest and Sayyidah Fatima W^ & ^j was
the youngest. Between these two there were Sayyidah Umm
Kulthum and Sayyidah Ruqayya i*i* ito ^j. The Holy Prophet ifo JU
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^JL-j Up married the three eldest daughters before announcing his

Nubuwat (Prophethood). Sayyidah Zaynab \&* & ^>j was married to

Abul As bin Rabi <s> i» ^>Jf while Sayyidah Umm Kulthum iui ^j
i^p and Sayyidah Ruqayya ^ i»i ^j were married to Utba and
Utayba, two sons of Abu Lahab. When Surah Lahab was revealed,

the two had not yet started living with their husbands. Abu Lahab

told his sons that they either divorce the Holy Prophet's Up &\ JU
fJL-j daughters or completely disassociate themselves from him.

While one son merely pronounced the divorce before the Holy Prophet JU
^j A> i»\, the other insulted the Holy Prophet fl-j Up i»t ju as well. In response

to his abuse, The Holy Prophet ^^ Up ib\ ju prayed, "O Allah! Release one of Your

beasts on him." Although not a Muslim, Abu Lahab was alarmed to hear this

curse. He said to his son, "You will be unable to escape this."

Abu Lahab once took this son along with him to Sham (syria). He told the

people in their caravan to take good care of his son because he feared the curse of

the Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up iisi Ju*. When they camped at a place where there were
many wild animals, they piled all their goods, making a small hillock. The son

was then placed on top to sleep while the rest of the people slept around the pile.

However, no plan can thwart Allah's decree. That night a lion came to their camp
and, sniffing the faces of all those asleep, left them unharmed. It then leapt right

on top of the pile, recognised its victim and snapped his head off. The
condemned man's shriek was useless because none could save him.

"]am'ul Fawaid" reports that the doomed son was Utayba, Sayyidah Umm
Kulthum's W^ ifo ^>j husband. It is also reported that when the caravan camped
at a placed called Zarqa, a lion circled the camp. When Utayba saw it, he said,

"Alas! This lion will not leave without killing me according to Muhammad's u* ifo JU>

(JL-j curse. Sitting where he was, Muhammad jJL-j Up &\ j^ has killed me here."

Thereafter, the lion left to return at night to complete its task.

"Dalailun Nabuwwah" (p. 163) reports that the ill-fated son was Utba. It is

mentioned in this book that the people of the caravan heard the roar of a lion as

they travelled. Hearing this, Utba trembled with fear. The others asked him,

"Why are you trembling so? You need not worry so much because we all share the same

fate. " He replied, "Muhammad jJL-j U* & J^ had cursed me. By Allah! There is none

beneath the sky as truthful as he." That night, he did not touch his supper. The

people of the caravan slept around him that night and the lion arrived, growling

softly. Sniffing at all the others, it left them and attacked only Utba. The doomed
man's last words were, "I always maintained that Muhammad ,0-^ Up iui ju was the

most truthful." Abu Lahab also mentioned, "I had always known that this son

would never escape the curse of Muhammad ,JL-j U* &\ J-*."

Although the narration of "Dalailun Nabuwwah" mentions that this son was
Utba, the correct opinion is that he was Utayba because reliable books like "Al

Isabah"
'
, "Asadul Ghaba" and "Isti'ab" all mention that Utba became a Muslim.

Hafidh Ibn Hajar U^ &\ i^j writes in "Al Isaba" that when the Muslims conquered

Makkah, The Holy Prophet jJL-j aAj> i»i ju asked Sayyidina Abbas -up iu\ ^Jf "Where

are your brother (Abu Lahab's) sons Utba and Mu'attab?" When Sayyidina Abbas ^j
4ip &\ said that the two had left Makkah, The Holy Prophet ^L-j U* i»t JL* asked



him to bring them to him. He found them in Arafah and they hastily came to

accept Islam. The Holy Prophet ^j *A*&\J~* said, "I had asked Allah for these two

sons of my uncle. " Both these sons of Abu Lahab participated in the Battle of

Hunayn. Utba continued living in Makkah and passed away there.

It is truly unfortunate that despite attesting to the truthfulness of the Holy

Prophet fJL-j Up ibi ^U and being convinced about the imminent punishment, Abu
Lahab and his son refused to accept Islam. When a person becomes obstinate, he

will adhere to falsehood even though he may be a rational person. Instead of

behaving sensibly he will then fall prey to his carnal passions and carry out

deeds that displease his Lord. May Allah save us from such behaviour. Amlh.

NOTE: The Holy Prophet's ,jl.j Up iui ju eldest daughter Sayyidah Zaynab
i^ip &\ ^j was married to Sayyidina Abul As bin Rabi **> i» ^Jf who
also migrated to Madinah. When he passed away in the 8th year

after Hijrah (migration), The Holy Prophet fJL-j Up ibi ju personally

laid his body to rest in the grave. After Utba and Utayba divorced

the Holy Prophet's (JL-j Up iui JU> daughters, Sayyidah Ruqayya ^j
L^p i»» was married to Sayyidina Uthman bin Affan <up &\ ^Jm The

couple migrated twice to Abyssinia and then to Madinah. Sayyidah

Ruqayya ^ &\ ^j passed away when the Holy Prophet Up ii j^
jJL-j had left Madinah for the Battle of Badr. May Allah be pleased

with her and keep her pleased. Amin.

After her demise, The Holy Prophet pJL-j aJp ifo-ju married his third

daughter Sayyidah Umm Kulthum i*ip ^ ^j to Sayyidina Uthman a& iui ^Jm

Because Sayyidina Uthman ** &\ ^j married two of the Holy Prophet's U* &\ JU
jJL-j daughters consecutively, he was known as "Dhun Nurayn" ("The Possessor of

two lights"). When Sayyidah Umm Kulthum L^ i»» ^j passed away in the 9th

year after Hijrah, The Holy Prophet ^i-j Aip ibi JU* said that if he had another

unmarried daughter, he would have married her also to Sayyidina Uthman ^j
<ip iii.

Sayyidah Fatima i^ ii ^j was the youngest daughter of the Holy Prophet

jJL-j <A^ &\ j** m She married Sayyidina Ali <* &\ \^j, from whom she bore children.

The Holy Prophet's jJL-j U* &\ JU lineage proceeds from this marriage. She

passed away six months after the Holy Prophet jJL- _>
U* &\ JU.

ftftftftttftftftftftftfttrftftftftftftftftft
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) Say, "He Allah is One/' (2) "Allah is Independent." (3) "He has no children

and is not anyone's child." (4) "There is none equal to Him."

Although Surah Ikhlas is brief, it makes the fact clear that Allah Ta'ala is

The One and Only worthy of worship and that none shares His attributes.

Sayyidina Ubay bin Ka'b ** &\ ^j narrates that Surah Ikhlas was revealed when
the polytheists asked the Holy Prophet pJL-j Up &\ JU to tell them Allah's lineage.

He narrates that Amir bin Tufayl and Arbid bin Rabi'ah once came to the

Holy Prophet ^L-j Up &\ ju>. Amir said, "O Muhammad ^j <M & JlA To what do

you call us?" The Holy Prophet (JL-j 4* ifo JU» replied, "I am calling you towards

Allah." Amir then said, "Describe Allah to us. Is He made of gold, silver, iron or

wood?" According to another narration, the Jews asked the Holy Prophet & J^>
jJL-j Up to tell them what Allah was made of and whether Allah eats and drinks.

It was then that Surah Ikhlas was revealed. Because of their insolence, Arbid was
killed by a thunderbolt while Amir was killed by a plague. ["Ma'alimut Tanzil"]

This Surah is called Surah Ikhlas ("the Surah of Sincere Devotion") because

it is sincerely devoted to the subject of Oneness of Allah. The Holy Prophet ifo JU>

fL-j 4> also referred to this Surah as Surah Ikhlas. ["Durrul Manthur" v. 6 p. 414]

Sayyidina Adam pLJ\ Up was the first man and the first Nabi (Prophet). It

was from him and his wife Sayyidah Hawwa fiLA. i*-1p that mankind multiplied.

He taught his children Oneness of Allah and they all worshipped only Allah.

Many generations after him also worshipped only Allah. Since it was impossible

for satan to make people deny the existence of Allah, he started by indoctrinating

them with false beliefs. One of the fundamental beliefs he used to veer them
away from Oneness of Allah was to make them believe that Allah Ta'ala was
similar to man in that He had children and required the things man requires.

Another poisonous arrow he shot at them was to make them believe that
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among Allah's creation were beings who also had to be worshipped to attain

proximity to Allah. He convinced them that these beings would intercede for

them in Allah's court if they worshipped them. Using such methods, Satan made
many people believe that the angels were Allah's daughters and that people like

Sayyidina Isa r}LJt Up and Sayyidina Uzair r
MJi <Op were Allah's sons. He also

made them prostrate to idols and sacrifice animals in the names of idols. Idol

worship began even before the coming of Sayyidina Nuh
r
%J» Up. As people fell

fo. Satan's guile, Allah Ta'ala continued sending the Anbiya (Prophet's) ?y^~S\^
as well as divine scriptures to this world to guide them. However, the majority of

people in every period refused to believe in Oneness of Allah and continued
practising polytheism.

When the Holy Prophet jJL-j Up &\ ju started calling people to Oneness of

Allah, polytheism had become so widespread and accepted that the polytheists

gaped and said, "Has he made all the many gods into one god? This is indeed

something strange !" When anything becomes popular, anyone speaking against it

is treated with suspicion even though the thing is evil. When polytheism and
idolatry became popular in the Arabian peninsula, even the progeny of the

stalwart of Oneness of Allah [Sayyidina Ibrahim pU>\ Up] stooped to the level of

placing 360 idols in the Ka'ba, which he built as a shrine of Oneness of Allah.

Arabia was filled with temples and idols that were revered by all.

When these people asked the Holy Prophet pL-j Up &\ ju to explain Allah's

lineage, Allah revealed Surah Ikhlas commanding the Holy Prophet jJL-j *A±&\J^
to tell the people that "He Allah is One." This verse makes it clear that Allah is

Only One of His kind and that none of the creation can be compared to Him in

any way.

Furthermore, Allah states, "Allah is Independent." Sayyidina Abu Hurayra
<up it ^j has mentioned that this means that Allah needs no one, but that

everything needs Allah. Translating the word "Samad" as "Independent" does not
do justice to the word because the word includes the fact that all are in need of

Allah. 'Ruhul Ma'ani" reports from Ibnul Ambari ^ & "<^j that lexicologists are

unanimous that the word "Samad" refers to a sovereign who is second to none
and to whom everyone turns for their needs and all their affairs.

According to Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ^ &\ ^>Jf the word "Samad"
refers to a sovereign whose sovereignty is absolute, whose honour is absolute,

whose majesty is absolute, whose forbearance is absolute, whose knowledge is

absolute, whose wisdom is absolute and whose every fragment of honour and
sovereignty is absolute.

"He has no children and is not anyone's child. " This verse answers those people
who want to know Allah's lineage. They should know that Allah Ta'ala has no
family at all. There is always a similarity between parent and child. Since none is

similar to Allah at all, He can have neither parents nor children. Allah Ta'ala says
in Surah Maryam, "They say, 'Rahman has taken a child/ You have certainly said a

grave thing. (The gravity of what you say is so intense that) The heavens may split

asunder because of it, the earth may be cleaved open and the mountains may crash to

pieces. All this because they ascribed children to Rahman. It is not befitting ofRahman to

take children. Every thing within the heavens and the earth shall come to Rahman as
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slaves. " [Surah 19, verses 88-93]

Allah has been forever and shall remain forever. He had no birth and none
was born from Him. The Polytheists who believed that the angels are Allah's

daughters are wrong just as the Christians are wrong to believe that Sayyidina

Isa (}LJt Aip is Allah's son and just as the Jews are wrong to believe that Sayyidina

Uzair {%-tt Up was Allah's son. They merely copy what others say without

thinking. Allah Ta'ala says in Surah Taubah, "The Jews say, 'Uzair is the son of

Allah 1/ and the Christians say, 'Masih is the son of Allah!' These are mere words that

emerge from their mouths. They imitate the statements of those who passed before them.

May Allah destroy them! Where are they wandering astray? " [Surah 9, verse 30]

"There is none equal to Him. " This verse negates every type of similarity that

people may draw between Allah and his creation. Only He is worthy of worship,

only He has knowledge of everything and only He can fulfil needs. This verse is

similar to the verse of Surah Shura where Allah Ta'ala says, "There is nothing like

Him, and He is the All Hearing, the All Seeing. "[Surah 42, verse 11]

In an exceptionally concise manner, the Surah confirms that every good
attribute is found in Allah and it denies that Allah has any defect.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ^ it ^j narrates from the Holy Prophet u* it JU>

fi-j that people constantly say that Allah has created everything and then they

ask who created Allah. When this question is posed, one should say, "Allah is

Independent. He has no children and is not anyone's child. There is none equal to Him.

"

According to another narration, The Holy Prophet jJL-j Up it j^ advised that

when this question plagues one's mind, one should say:

"J believe in Allah and His apostles
r
^ ^" [Bukhari and

Muslim]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ^ it ^j has also narrated from the Holy Prophet
pi^j -a* ii ju that Allah Ta'ala says, "The son of Adam has falsified Me when he

should not do so. He has also sworn Me when he should not do so. He has falsified Me by

saying that I cannot resurrect him whereas I created him the first time and creating the

second time is even easier. Man swears me by saying that I have children whereas I am
The One, The Independent. I have no children neither am I anyone's child. There is none

equal to Me. " ["Mishkat" p. 13]

THE VIRTUES OF SURAH IKHLAS

Sayyidina Abu Sa'id Khudri ^ it ^j narrates that a Sahabi (Companion) ^j
<up it once heard another Sahabi ^ it ^j repeatedly reciting Surah Ikhlas. When
he reported this to the Holy Prophet (JL-j'Up it ju, the Nabi (JL-j U* it JU. sensed

that he regarded the act as insignificant. The Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up it ju told him
that Surah Ikhlas equalled a third of the Qur'an. [Bukhari v. 2 p. 750]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** it ^j reported that the Holy Prophet Up it ju
(JL-j once told them, "Should I not recite a third of thj Qur'an to you?" the Holy
Prophet (JL^j Up it JL^ then recited Surah Ikhlas. [Muslim v. 1 p. 271]

Sayyidah Ayshah i^p ii ^j narrated that the Holy Prophet <X*j Up it ju once
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appointed a person to lead a military expedition. Whenever this person led the

others in Salah, he always ended every Rakah by reciting Surah Ikhlas. When the

prophet's' companions (Sahabah) ^ ii ^j mentioned this to the Holy Prophet

^ydp iui ju, he told them to ask the person his reason for doing this. When they

asked him, he replied, "The Surah is a description of Allah and I love reciting it."

Upon hearing this reply, The Holy Prophet ^j ^ ^ J^ told the prophet's

companions (Sahabah) r^ ii ^j to tell the person that Allah loves him as well.

[Muslim v. 1 p. 271]

According to a narration of Sayyidina Anas ^ i» ^j, when the person told

the Holy Prophet jJL-j a> ii ju that he loved the Surah, The Holy Prophet i»^
<JL-j 4p said to him, "Your lovefor this Surah shall enter you into Heaven." [Tirmidhi]

Sayyidina Sa'id bin Musayyab^ ii^ narrates that the Holy Prophet & ^U

^ a* said, "A palace in Heaven is built for the person who recites Surah Ikhlas

ten times and two palaces in Heaven are built for the person who recites Surah

Ikhlas twenty times." Hearing this, Sayyidina Umar ** &\ ^j said, "O the Holy

Prophet (Jl-j aJLp
&' j*\ In this manner we shall have many palaces built."

The Holy Prophet ,0-j 4* iv JU said, "Allah is a Great Giver. He has with him

tremendous rewardsfor as many deeds as you can manage." [Darmi v. 3 p. 320]

Sayyidina Anas ** k\ ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet^ 4* & ^ said,

"The person who recites Surah Ikhlas two hundred times shall have fifty years of

his sins erased from his record of deeds. -Of course, the debts he owes to others

will not be waived." ["Mishkat" p. 188from Tirmidhi]

Sayyidina Anas ^ &\ ^j has also narrated from the Holy Prophet ^ & J**

(Jl^ that when a person recites Surah Ikhlas a hundred times while lying on his

right side before sleeping, Allah will tell him on the Day of Judgment, "O My
slave! Enter Heavenfrom the right hand side. " [Tirmidhi]

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ^ ib\^ reports that when the Holy Prophet it ^U

jJL.j <> once heard a person reciting Surah Ikhlas, he said, "It is obligatoryfor him."

"What is?" asked Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** i» ^j. "Heaven "replied the Holy

Prophet jJL-j ap ii ju». [Tirmidhi]

^^•Citj^^^ti^^ti^^^^^^^^^tj^
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful

(1) Say, "I seek refuge with the Lord of the morning../' (2) ... from the evil of

what He has created..." (3) "...from the evil of darkness when it arrives... (4)..

.from the evil of those women who blow on knots..." (5) "...and from the evil of

the envier when he envies."

Makkan
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Surah Nas
I
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In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

(1) Say, "I seek refuge with the Lord of mankind..." (2) "...the King of

mankind..." (3) "...the Deity of mankind..." (4) "...from the evil of the whisperer

who draws back..." (5) .... who whispers into the hearts of mankind..." (6) be

he from among the Jinn or from mankind."

Surah Falaq and Surah Nas are referred to as the "Mu'awwa&hatayn" (i.e. the
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two Surahs by which protection is sought). Sayyidah Ayshah i^ it ^j narrates

that a person from the Jewish Banu Ruzayq tribe by the name of Labid bin A'sim

cast a magical spell over the Holy Prophet jJL.^ 4* it JU, causing him to forget

things that he had already done. When the Holy Prophet ^j U* it j^ made

supplication to Allah, Allah revealed the plot to him. As the Holy Prophet it J*
pJL. j Up slept, Allah Ta'ala sent two angels in the form of humans to him. The one

sat at the Holy Prophet's^ Up it JL* head side while the other sat by his feet.

The following conversation ensued:

£Q What is the matter with this person?

£Q He has been affected with black magic.

03 Who has done it to him?"

CQl Labid bin A'sim.

£Q On what did he do it?

CQ He did it on the hair from a comb and some palm leaves.

QQ) Where are these things?

CQ In the well of Dhi Arwan.

When the Holy Prophet ^i-j Up it JL* awoke, he went with some of the

Sahabah^ it^ to the said well. Upon arriving there, they found that the water

of the well had become so discoloured that it appeared as if someone had thrown

henna (the Indian privet, leaves are used to dyeing the hairs, feet and hands.) into it.

The date palms there resembled the heads of Satan. When Sayyidah Ayshah ^j
Vp it asked the Holy Prophet ^j Up it JU why he did not publicise the matter,

he told her that he did not like evil (news) to spread after Allah Ta'ala had cured

him. He therefore had the hair and leaves buried. [Bukhari v. 2 p. 858 and Muslim v. 2

p. 221]

According to a narration of Sayyidina Zaid bin Arqam ^ it ^j, The Holy

Prophet fJL-j Up it ju suffered for a few days from the effect of the black magic

that the Jews had cast on him. Sayyidina Jibr'il fUS\ <J* informed the Holy

Prophet fJL-j Up it ju that a particular Jew had cast a spell on him and that he

had tied knots in his hair to accomplish this. The Holy Prophet pi-j u* it j*
dispatched some of the prophet's companions (Sahabah)^ it ^j to remove the

hair from the well that Jibrll r
*>LJt ^ had described. When the hair was brought

to the Holy Prophet pi-j ^ it ju>, he was instantly cured just as a tied person

feels after being freed from his bonds. This was never brought to the attention of

the Jew guilty of the black magic, who was never seen again. [Nasa'i - Chapter

concerning the magic of the Ahlul Kitab]

"Ruhul Ma'ani" reports that when the clump of palm leaves was removed

from the well, the comb and some hair of the Holy Prophet ^3 Up it ^ were

found in it. Together with this was a wax figurine of the Holy Prophet ^ &\ J^
(JL-j with needles stuck into it. There were eleven knots tied in the hair. Jibrll ^
r
*>LJi had come with Surah Falaq and Surah Nas (the number of verses of these

Surahs equal eleven) and the Holy Prophet ^ Up it ju opened a knot and
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removed a needle with every one of the eleven verses that he recited. The Holy
Prophet (J-j a* ii ju was then completely cured.

"Ruhul Ma'ani" also reports that Labid bin A'sim's daughters assisted him
in his sinister task. It is because of their involvement that Surah Falaq states, "the

evil of those women who blow on knots''. The author of "Ruhul Ma'ani" has written

that this verse may be translated as "the evil of those souls who blow on knots - This

translation would include men and women who carry out this evil practice.

Allama Ibn Kathir Up &\ u^j has quoted from the Tafsir of ThaTabi Up Ai^
that a Jewish boy used to serve the Holy Prophet jjL,

_,
Up Ai jl». The Jews made the

boy give them some of the hair from the Holy Prophet jJL-j ^ ^ JU*' s comb and
some of the teeth of the comb. When he complied, they used witchcraft on the

hair and comb teeth to make the Holy Prophet jJL.j Up Ai jl* ill. (Black magic is

usually done using something that is associated with the victim).

COMMENTARY OF SURAH FALAQ

After discussing the circumstances of revelation, let us now look at the

commentary of Surah Falaq. Allah Ta'ala says, "Say, 7 seek refuge with the Lord of
the morning..."' The Arabic word falaq "actually refers to splitting or cleaving.

Allah Ta'ala uses the same word in Surah An'am where He says, "Undoubtedly
Allah is the One Who splits the grains and date stones." Commentators state that the

word "falaq" in this Surah refers to the morning because it splits the darkness of

night as it arrives. Some commentators say that the morning is mentioned here to

allude to the Day of Judgment. Different people start the morning in different

ways as they rise from their beds. While some are happy, others are sad. While
some are enjoying themselves, others are in difficulty. In a like manner, people
will experience different conditions as they emerge from their graves on the Day
of Judgment.

Certain Scholars interpret falaq" as the creation because everything was in

the realm of non-existence until Allah split open the barrier to existence and let

them into the realm of existence. By this interpretation, the verse reads: "I seek

refuge with the Lord of creation..." Allah Ta'ala is referred to as the "Lord of the

morning" because just as the darkness of night is dispelled by His command in

the morning, the harm and evil of things (like black magic) are also dispelled by
His command.

Allah's protection is sought against "the evil of what He has created". This
verse refers to everything, including people, Jinn, animals, reptiles, inanimate
objects, winds, fires that injure one, water that may drown one and everything
else that may cause physical, emotional or spiritual harm to a person.

Furthermore, the Surah induces one to seek Allah's protection from "the evil

of darkness when it arrives...". Because the word 'ghasiq" (translated above as

"darkness ") actually refers to a dark thing, Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas Ai ^j
<* has mentioned that it refers to the night when it begins to get dark. Protection

is sought from the night because it is at this time that the Satan, harmful reptiles

and animals emerge. It is also the time when thieves and robbers practise their

trade and the time when black magic has the worst effect.
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Tirmidhi reports a hadith in which the Holy Prophet pi-j -Op &\ ju was once

looki^3 at the moon when he told Sayyidah Ayshah i^ ito ^Jf "O Ayshahl Seek

Auah's protection from the evil of this (moon) because this is the 'ghasiq when it

arrives'." The word "ghasiq" may therefore also refer to the moon. Because the

word "ghasiq" may refer to darkness as well as the moon and not specifically the

moon only, one may not say that the moon is a bright body and therefore cannot

be a "ghasiq" (something dark). Nonetheless, the moon does lose its brightness

when it sets and during eclipses. In fact, a lunar eclipse may signal the coming of

some disaster and when it does occur, one needs to seek Allah's protection.

Allah then advises people to seek His protection against "the evil of those

women who blow on knots... The explanation of this has already been given above.

The final evil from which the Surah ihstructs us to seek protection against is

from the evil of the envier when he envies." When people are blessed with

knowledge, beauty, wealth or some other blessing, others are generally envious

of them. While some people desire only that they also be blessed with the same

bounty, others wish that those blessed with the bounty should be deprived of it.

Such depraved people then make every effort to harm the person blessed with

the bounty and they even instigate others to harbour malice for the person. In

their rage of jealousy, they ensure that the person meets with opposition and that

he encounters difficulty in every activity.

A person may face jealousy from family members and from strangers; from

man and from Jinn; from Muslims and from disbelievers. When jealousy

consumes a person, he becomes blinded and resorts to everything permissible

and everything not permissible to ensure that the opposite party loses whatever

s/he has. It was the same jealousy that prompted Labld bin A'sim to cast a spell

over the Holy Prophet^3^M JU. Jealousy destroys any person who adopts it.

Allah Ta'ala has blessed different people with different bounties for reasons

that are all full of wisdom. When a person envies another and desires that the

person should be deprived of any bounty, he is actually objecting to Allah's

allotment of bounties. It is as if he is saying (Allah forbid!) that Allah's allocation

of bounties is incorrect and should be as he (the envier) desires. It is obvious that

the creation have no jurisdiction over the affairs of the Creator. When a person

does something rational which his children cannot understand and his children

object, he will obviously be annoyed yet he is a fallible human being. Worse than

this is man's objection to a decision of Allah when Allah is Infallible. This is the

most obvious reason for the abomination of jealousy.

Furthermore, when someone has been consumed by jealousy for another,

the jealous person leaves no stone unturned to harm the person he envies.

Besides backbiting about him and tainting his name, the jealous person will also

resort to causing physical or financial harm to the person, thereby committing

untold sins. In addition to this, the jealous person will have no time to engage in

any good deeds because of his preoccupation with causing harm to the other

person. Even if he does carry out any good deeds, these will all be useless to him

because on the Day of Judgment he will have to surrender them all to the person

to whom he caused harm.

Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ** ito ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet *> Ai ^U
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fi-j said, "Beware ofjealousy because it consumes good deeds just as fire consumes dry

wood. " [Abu Dawud]

Sayyidina Zubayr ** ito ^j reports that the Holy Prophet ^ 3 <4* &\ J^ said,

"The disease of the previous Ummahs has crept among you, viz, jealousy.

Hatred (the natural consequence of jealousy) is something that shaves. I do not

say that it shaves hair. Rather it shaves off one 's Religion." ["Mishkat" p. 428 from

Tirmidhi and Ibn Majah]

Just as a razor removes long and short hair, so too does this vile trait of

jealousy obliterate every major and minor good deed. Therefore, the jealous

person destroys himself in this world as well as in the next where he will have

nothing to his account of good deeds. Every good deed is burnt to ashes in the

smouldering fire of jealousy. In fact, jealousy is itself a punishment for the

jealous person in this world. His heart is forever alight with the flames of

jealousy, causing all the pleasures of his life to lose their joy. In addition to this,

his jealousy does not reduce the bounties of the person he is jealous of.

Wise are the words of someone who said, "Bother not with taking revengefrom

the jealous one. It is sufficient revenge that he is grieved about your happiness."

Jealousy is a disease that prevents a person from accepting the truth even

though he may recognise it as the truth. Even though the Jews recognised the

Holy Prophet (JL,j 4* & JU to be the final Nabi {Prophet), they refused to

proclaim Belief because they were jealous that the final Nabi {Prophet) should be

from the Bani Isma'Il (the Arabs) instead of from their own nation (the Bani

Isra'il). To validate their denial, they falsely said that Sayyidina Dawud r
*>LJ\ Up

had made supplication that a Nabi {Prophet) pLJ\ ^u should always remain

among his progeny. [Nasa'i]

The Jews used to tell each other to believe only in someone who conforms to

their religion, as mentioned in verse 73 of Surah Al Imran (Surah 3). Referring to

this jealousy of theirs, Allah Ta'ala says in verse 54 of Surah Nisa (Surah 4), "Or

are they jealous of people [The Holy Prophet ^j <M & JJ\ because of what Allah has

given them ofHis bounty!
"

Not only did the Jews refuse to believe in the Holy Prophet^ 4* & J*>,

they even prevented others from doing so. Allah Ta'ala says in Surah Baqarah,

"Many of the People of the Book wish that they could return you to be disbelievers after

you have believed This is due to jealousyfrom within after the truth has become apparent

to them. " [Surah 2, verse 109]

Just as the Jews refused to believe in the Holy Prophet ^j 4* & J-* because

of the jealousy they bore for him, many of the polytheists also refused to believe

for the same reason. Akhnas bin Shariq once met Abu Jahl and asked him, "None

is present here besides the two of us, so tell me the truth. Is Muhammad bin Abdullah J^
(jL^ 4Jlp it true in his claim or not?" Abu Jahl replied, "I swear by Allah that

Muhammad ^j <4* i» Ju is. truthful. He has never lied, but we deny him because what

will be left for the rest of the Quraysh if the Banu Qusay [the tribe ofQuraysh to which

the Holy Prophet <x* 3 <4* & ju> belonged] bear the standard, are responsible for

supplying water to the pilgrims, keep the keys of the Ka'ba, lead the consultative assembly

and then still have a Nabi (Prophet) from them?" It was in response to this that Allah
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revealed the following verse of Surah An'am: "We know well that their talks grieve

you. Indeed they do not deny you, but these oppressors deny the verses of Allah." [Surah

6, verse 33]

Jealousy is such an evil trait that people like the Jews and the polytheists
were prepared to suffer eternal punishment in Hell rather than swallow their

jealousy. It is noticed that people burn with jealousy when someone of a lower
social standing or someone with less wealth than them acquires Islamic
knowledge. What is ironical is that despite the avenues being open for them, they
show no interest in acquiring the knowledge of Religion. They are jealous merely
because they feel that people of a lower social standing should not excel them in

anything. They are content only when they have things that nobody else has.

Although protection is sought from everything that Allah Ta'ala has
created, further protection is sought from three specific evils. These are

mentioned separately even though they are included in the broad connotation of

"the evil of what He has created". The first of these three specific evils is "the evil of
darkness when it arrives - The evils of the night are understood and are specifically

mentioned because of their profound nature.

The second evil from which protection is specifically sought is "the evil of
those women who Mow on knots" i.e. from the evil of black magic. This evil is

specifically mentioned because the ill effects of black magic are devastating and
because people are generally unmindful of treating themselves for this. It often

occurs that people continue treating their illnesses medically without success,

little realising that the disease has been caused by black magic. Their condition

then only gets worse.

The third evil explicitly mentioned is "the evil of the envier when he envies."

One is generally unaware of the jealousy that someone bears for one and will

thus not take precautions to guard against it. By reciting the Surah, one will be
protected against all these evils.

THE COMMENTARY OF SURAH NAS
Protection is also sought from Allah Ta'ala in this Surah. The Surah begins

by mentioning three attributes of Allah viz, that Allah is "the Lord of mankind",

"the King of mankind" and "the Deity of mankind". Thereafter, protection is sought
against "the evil of the whisperer who draws hack". Because evil whispers affect the

hearts of mankind, the Lord, King and Deity of mankind is asked for protection

from this. It is only He Who can provide the necessary protection. Because evil

whispers and thoughts can destroy a person's Belief if he practises them, it has
been mentioned that Surah Nas teaches man to pray to Allah to protect him from
the difficulties of the Akhirah (Hereafter). On the other hand, Surah Falaq teaches

man to seek Allah's protection from the difficulties and harms of this world.

The Satan constantly whisper into the hearts of man. They entice man to

commit disbelief, polytheism and various other sins. It is for this reason that man
should always seek Allah's protection against this. In Surah Mu'minun, Allah
instructs, "And say, 'O my Lord! I seek refuge with You from the evil whispering of the

Satan and I seek refuge with You, O my Lord, so that they do not approach me. "'[Surah

23, verses 97,98]
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Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ^ A» ^j narrates that the Holy Prophet ^j^i>
said, "Satan will come to you and ask who created certain things? In this way he

will eventually ask who created Allah? When matters reach such a head, then

seek protection with Allah from Satan and let the matter rest i.e. do not further

entertain the thought. In a narration of Abu Dawud, it is mentioned that when

people start asking this question, one should say:

" Allahu Ahad Allahus bamad lam yalid wa lam yulid wa lam

yakul lahu kufu 'wan ahad."

"Allah is One. Allah is Independent. He has no parents nor is

He the child of anyone and none is equal to Him."

Thereafter one should make the action of spitting three times to the left and

recite, "Audhu Billahi Minash Shaytan Nir Rajim" (I seek Allah's protection against

the accursed Satan".)

This hadith cites an example of how Satan assaults one's beliefs. The

whispers of the Satan are like a hornet's nest. No harm will come to one if one

leaves it alone. However, once one rouses it, it will be extremely difficult if not

impossible to get away. The Holy Prophet jJL,j 4* ^ J* advised us to ignore

these whispers because giving them thought will place one in a predicament that

is difficult to escape from. This prescription is a tried and tested one that ensures

success.

Satan is a thief of people's belief and casts thoughts in people's mind to rob

them of their belief. While he continuously makes an effort to plunge the

believers into disbelief he works on the disbelievers so that they remain staunch

disbelievers. He uses various approaches to achieve his objectives and constantly

casts doubts in people's Belief.

Satan will plague one with questions concerning Allah's being and

attrl utes, which can jeopardise one's belief. When one refuses to respond to

tnese questions, Satan tells one that one is unable to answer because one is a

disbeliever. At this stage one should say to him, "Go away! You are yourself a

disbeliever. Why are you so concerned about my beliep" If one entertains Satan's

discussion, he will make one a disbeliever. The Holy Prophet's ^j 4* & J^
advice is to terminate the discussion which Satan inspires into the heart, to recite

"A'udhu Billahi Minash Shaytan Nir Rajim" and to make the action of spitting

thrice to the left. This spitting action degrades and demoralises Satan.

If unable to induce a person to practise disbelief, Satan always tries to make

people commit sins. Sayyidina Umar ** i» ^j narrates from the Holy Prophet

jjL, 4-U ii JL* that when a man and a woman are together alone, the third person

there is Satan. This hadith prohibits non-Mahram men and women from being in

each other's company. Satan is always there to make them fornicate.

The Holy Prophet ^ Up ibt JL* has also mentioned that a woman is an

object of concealment. If she emerges from her home, Satan stares at her and

directs everyone else's attention towards her.

Satan is also responsible for making people have ill thoughts about others.
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The Holy Prophet ,0-j U* &\ JU was once sitting for I'tikaf (Seclusion) in the

Masjid when one of his wives Sayyidah Safiyya -if* &\ ^j visited him. After

speaking for a long while, she stood up to leave. The Holy Prophet -jJL. j Up i» JL*
accompanied her up to the boundaries of the Masjid when two Ansari prophet's
of companions (Sahabah) <*+* &\ ^j passed by. Seeing the Holy Prophet Up ii JU,

fl-j with a lady, they began walking faster. The Holy Prophet <J~> 3 Up ii JU> said

to them, "Wfl/fc #f leisure. She is my wife Safiyya/' The two Sahabah ** &\ ^j
exclaimed, "Subha Nallah, O Allah's The Holy Prophet ^L-j Up iui JU/ (How can we
have ill thoughts about you?)" The Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up &\ j^> said to them, "Verily

Satan runs like blood through man's body. Ifeared that Satan might cast an evil thought

in your minds. " [Bukhari v. 1 p. 464]

Protection is sought "....from the evil of the whisperer who draws back".

Describing the whisperer, Allah says that he "draws back" immediately after

injecting the poison of evil thoughts. Sayyidina Anas ^ i» ^j narrates from the

Holy Prophet ^j Up ii j^ that Satan sits on man's heart with his snout in it.

Whenever man remembers Allah, Satan withdraws. However, when he does not

remember Allah, Satan makes a meal of him. This is "the whisperer who draws
back". ["Hisnul Hasin"]

Describing the whisperer further, Allah say, "who whispers into the hearts of
mankind, be he from among the Jinn or from mankind" This verse makes it evident

that one is not instigated to do wrong only by the Satan. Other people are also

responsible for this. Whereas the instigation of the Satan takes place internally,

humans instigate either verbally or physically. It is by such instigations that

people stray from the path of righteousness and fall headlong into sin.

Nowadays, there is no shortage of evil influences. Immorality and vice have
become widespread with the introduction of television, videos, magazines and
the Internet. People's minds have been corrupted and they are immersed in sin.

In fact, man's evil "whispering" often proves to be more effective than that of

Satan. Man's instigation is effective because man trusts man and takes advice

from him. It is therefore easy for one to mislead another.

Of course, because the instigation of the Satan is subtle and intangible, it can
be extremely powerful. Allah warns mankind in Surah A'raf when He says, "O
children of Adam, let not Satan entice you as he removed your parents from Heaven,

tearing offfrom them their garments so as to expose their private parts. Surely he and his

kind see you in a way that you do not see them. Indeed We have made the Satan allies to

those who do not believe. " [Surah 7, verse 27]

The term "Satan" can refer to the evil ones among man and among Jinn.

Allah Ta'ala says in Surah An'am, "Thus We have appointedfor every Nabi (Prophet)

enemies who are devils (Satan) from humans and jinn, who whisper to each other things

that seem good but are intended to deceive." [Surah 6, verse 112]

NOTE: Some people are of the opinion that the Holy Prophet ,jl,j u* ibi ju
was never affected by black magic. In saying his, they are actually

denying the authentic narrations of Bukhari and Muslim. They
maintain that suffering from the effects of black magic does not

behove the status of a Nabi (Prophet). Such people are wrong. They
fail to understand that the Prophets <v>^ <hj> were human beings
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and thus suffered the same effects that all humans suffer. Many
Prophets f%~)\ ^^ were killed and even the Holy Prophet <> ii ju>

pJL-j suffered from fever. When the Holy Prophet^ Up iui ^ once

fell from his animal, he injured his leg and had to perform Salah

sitting down for some time. A scorpion also once stung the Holy
Prophet pJL-j ^ & JU*. Tears flowed from his eyes when his son

passed away and he even suffered hunger pangs. These are all part

of a human's experiences, just as being affected by black magic is

something that can affect any human being. Being human, the

Prophets f%J\ rfr
J^ were no exception.

THE NECESSITY FOR SEEKING ALLAH'S PROTECTION

There are many things in this world that are beneficial for man just as there

are many things that cause great harm and difficulty to him. The Ahadith

mention many things from which the Holy Prophet ^3 <M &\ J^ sought Allah's

protection. Towards the end of his famous collection of Ahadith, Imam Nasa'I

Up &\ <^j has included a chapter concerning seeking Allah's protection. Among
the many things from which one ought to seek Allah's protection, he has

mentioned the following:

£Q Miserliness.

£Q Cowardice.

0Q Corruption of the heart (disbelief and polytheism).

CO Punishment in the grave.

03 Defects in hearing and sight.

03 The evil of the tongue.

GQ 'The evil that may creep into the heart.

00 Extreme old age.

03 Helplessness.

03 Illness.

03 Laziness.

03 grief

03 Trials at the time of death.

CO Dajjal.

CO Poverty.

03 Disgrace.

00 Disbelief

03 Hell.

03 Misappropriation of trusts.
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CQ Hunger.

CQ Schism.

CQ Hypocrisy.

CQ Bad character.

CQ Making mistakes.

CQ Deviating from the straight path.

CQ Being an oppressor.

CQ Being overpowered by an enemy.

CQ That one's enemy should become happy at one's expense.

CQ Being ill fated

CQ Severe illnesses like insanity and leprosy.

CQ The curse of an oppressed person.

CQ The Satan from among man and ]inn.

UJ Strife that affects the living and the dead.

CQl Being swallowed by the ground

COS Falling from a height.

CQl Being crushed beneath something.

CQ Drowning.

03 Burning.

CQ Being defeated by Satan at the time of death.

CQ Dying after deserting the battlefield during Jihad.

CQ Being bitten by a poisonous creature.

CQ* Not benefiting from one's knowledge.

OQ An inattentive heart.

CQ An insatiable Nafs (base instincts).

CQ Supplications that are not accepted.

Scholars have selected Ahadith that teach the supplications through which

protection is sought, and have compiled them into books. The famous book

"Munajat Maqbul" also contains such supplications.

Sayyidina Abu Sa'Id Khudri ** iui ^j reports that the Holy Prophet & J^
jJL-j Up always used to seek Allah's protection from the evil glances of man and

Jinn. However, when the Mu'awwadhatayn (Surah Falaq and Surah Nas) were

revealed, The Holy Prophet ^j ^ & J^> recited these regularly and stopped

reciting everything else to attain Allah's protection.
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When a person recites Surah Falaq, he is securing protection against

everything that Allah has created, including the evils of the night, the evil of

black magic and the evil of envious people. When he then recites Surah Nas, he

secures protection against evil whispers entering his heart. Reciting these two
Surahs offers ample protection against every evil and is especially recommended
to guard against black magic. One should recite them with Surah Ikhlas thrice

every morning and evening. Of course, they should be recited at other times as

well. If a child is suffering from any pains or has been affected by the evil eye,

one should recite these two Surahs and blow on the child. Children should also

be taught these two Surahs and be made to recite them regularly.

RECITING WHEN IN DIFFICULTY

Sayyidina Uqba bin Amir ** At ^j narrates that he was once travelling with

the Holy Prophet (Jl^ <gu> Ai ju* when an extremely strong wind suddenly started

blowing and the sky became dark. The Holy Prophet ^X*3 Up Ai ju started seeking

Allah' s protection by reciting Surah Falaq and Surah Nas. He then told

Sayyidina Uqba bin Amir ** At ^j that he should always seek Allah's protection

by reciting these two Surahs because there is nothing as effective as these two

Surahs for seeking Allah's protection. [Abu Dawud]

Sayyidina Abdullah bin Khubayb <up At ^j reports that it was raining one

night and the sky had become extremely dark. Concerned about the safety of the

Holy Prophet (JL-j <Op At ju, the companions (Sahabah)^ At ^j looked for him.

When they found him, The Holy Prophet ,JL-j U* Ai ju* said, 'Reciter "What should

I recite?" enquired Sayyidina Abdullab bin Khubayb -up At ^Jm The Holy Prophet

jjL.^ Up Ai jl* replied, "Recite 'Qui Huwallahu Ahad' (Surah Ikhlas), 'Qui A'udhu bi

Rabbil Falaq' (Surah Falaq) and 'Qui A'udhu bi Rabbin Nas' (Surah Nas) thrice every

morning and evening. By doing this, you will be protected against everything you need

protection from. [Tirmidhi]

RECITING AFTER EVERY OBLIGATORY SALAH

Sayyidina Uqba bin Amir -up At ^j narrated that the Holy Prophet 4p At J^
(JL-j instructed him to recite the Mu'awwadhatayn after every Obligatory Salah.

RECITING IN FAJR SALAH WHEN TRAVELLING

Sayyidina Uqba bin Amir ** At ^j has also narrated that he was travelling

with the Holy Prophet ^j Up At ju> when he said, "O Uqba! Should I not teach you

two Surahs that are the best Surahs by which protection is sought? "The Holy Prophet

(Jl-j Up Ai j^ then taught him Surah Falaq and Surah Nas. When they stopped for

the Fajr Salah, The Holy Prophet (JL-j Up At J^ sensed that Sayyidina Uqba At ^j
aip was not himself. The Holy Prophet jJL-j ^ At ju> recited Surah Falaq and

Surah Nas in the Fajr Salah and then asked, "Tell me Uqba, how do you feel?"

According to another narration, The Holy Prophet ,jl- j Up Ai jl* recited the two

Surahs to Sayyidina Uqba ** At ^j and then asked him, "How do you feel? Recite

these two Surahs when you go to bed and when you wake up."["Mishkat"]

RECITING WHEN GOING TO BED

Sayyidah Ayshah \+& At ^j narrates that whenever the Holy Prophet At ju
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^j u* retired at night, he recited Surah Ikhlas, Surah Falaq and Surah Nas. He
would then blow onto his palms in a manner that some saliva also reached the
palms. Beginning with the head, face and front part of the body, The Holy
Prophet fL*j U. in j^ would then rub as much of his body as he could. He
repeated this three times. [Bukhari v. 2 p. 750]

RECITING TO CURE ILLNESS

Sayyidah Ayshah i*ip <S» ^j has also reported that whenever the Holy
Prophet fi-j <uLp & J-* was afflicted with any pains, he recited Surah Falaq and
Surah Nas and then blew on his body (using the method described in the

foregoing Hadith). She says that when the Holy Prophet (JL.J Up &\ JU was in his

last illness before death, she used to recite these two Surahs, blow on the Holy
Prophet's <J-> 3 Up ii ^u palms and then pass his hands over his body. [Bukhari v. 2

p. 750]

THE ONE WHO DEPARTS ON ARRIVAL

Imam Tirmidhi Up ibi a^ reports from Sayyidina Abdullah bin Abbas ibi ^j
** that a person once asked the Holy Prophet <X» 3 Up iui ju> which act Allah loves

most of a person. The Holy Prophet <JL-j *±* &\ J^, replied, "The act of one who
departs on arrival -According to another narration of Tirmidhi and "Shu'abul"(v. 1

p. 348), someone once asked the Holy Prophet ^j ^ i ^u what was the best

deed. The Holy Prophet ^ 3 a* in J^> replied that it was the deed of one who
arrives and departs. When the prophet's companions (Sahabah) ^ ii ^j
enquired about the meaning of this, The Holy Prophet ^JL-j Up ibi ju told them
that this is the person who keeps reading the Qur'an until he reaches the end.

Upon reaching the end, he starts reciting from the beginning again.

Because of this hadith, Qurra (especially Allama Ibn Kathir ^ &\ ^ and
those who narrate from him) always recite "Bismillahir Rahman nir Rahlm", Surah
Fatiha and the first five verses of Surah Baqarah after completing the Qur'an. In

this manner, a new recitation of the Qur'an is started after one recitation has been
completed. Doing so is Mustahab {preferable) and not obligatory.

A WORD OF CAUTION

Some commentators have written that Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ^>j
^ ii did not regard Surah Falaq and Surah Nas as part of the Qur'an but used to

say that they are intended to teach people how to seek Allah's protection.

Although some Scholars have reconciled his words with the facts, none of their

interpretations seem satisfactory. The fact is that all the Ahadith that report this

statement from him are isolated Ahadith and any isolated Ahadith that opposes
Mutawatir Ahadith cannot be accepted.

Hafidh Ibn Hazam U* ii ^j has written that this report from Sayyidina

Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** &\ ^j cannot be true because the copy of Sayyidah
Ayshah's ^ &\ ^j Qur'an contains Surah Falaq and Surah Nas. Imam Nawawi
<u &\ i^j has also denied these reports and stated that a person who denies that

Surah Falaq and Surah Nas are part of the Qur'an is a disbeliever.

The Qira'ah of Sayyidina Imam Asim <A^ &\ <^j, which he reports from
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Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** & ^j contains Surah Falaq and Surah Nas.

The narrations of this Qira'ah are Mutawatir and therefore beyond doubt.

Therefore, if Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud ** i»» ^j had ever made such a

statement, he must have certainly retracted it later.

Surah Falaq and Surah Nas are found in all the copies of the Qur'an that the

prophet's companions (Sahabah) r^ & ^j dispatched throughout the Muslim

world and these two Surahs are established as part of the Qur'an in all the

authentic narrations of Qira'ah. Therefore, anyone who denies that they not part

of the Qur'an cannot be a Muslim.

There are many irreligious antagonists who are breeding doubts in the

hearts of Muslims by quoting in their books narrations that the leading scholars

of Islam have rejected. They deny the authenticity of the Qur'an and say that if

they are labelled as disbelievers, (Allah forbid!) Sayyidina Abdullah bin Mas'ud

** ibi ^j should also be labelled as such. These are merely statements of

ignorance which they use as a smoke screen to save themselves. May Allah save

us from their treachery. Amin.

fttititititiftfttiftftfttiftlTttfttiftfttift



Conclusion 506 Jinwar^B^^vAO)

Conclusion

With the completion of this commentary of the Mu'awwadhatayn, this

entire Tafslr "Anwarul Bayan" has been completed. All praises are due to Allah,
the Most Bountiful Sovereign Who has granted me the understanding of the
Qur'an and has inspired me with His knowledge by which hearts expand and
minds are enlightened. I am most grateful to Allah. How can I not be grateful to

Him when He has used me for this momentous task and has cast into my heart
what he has not placed in the hearts of many people of this age?

I was occupied with this great task for the past ten years and few months in

the city of the guide of mankind (Madinah). It has been completed during the
middle ten days of Jumadal Ula, 1419 years after the Hijrah {migration) of the one
to whom the Qur'an was revealed and whom Allah Ta'ala sent as a bearer of
glad tidings and a warner to the whole of mankind and all Jinn. May Allah's
choicest mercies and blessings be showered on him throughout the ages and on
his family and companions who took the Qur'an to the furthest towns. It

illuminated the universe and enlightened man and Jinn. May Allah's mercies and
blessing also be showered on those who followed these illustrious souls
throughout time.

These concluding words have been written in the garden of Heaven
(Riyadul-Jannah) in the Masjid of the Holy Prophet ^ 3 Up ii>i JU in which he
taught the Qur'an to His companions (Sahabah) r^ i&i ^j on Suffa.

Only Allah Ta'ala inspires one to act, only from Him do we implore help
and only on Him do we rely.

ftftfttiftftfttifttitifrti.frftftfttititiftt!



GLOSSARY
This glossary gives only a breef, introductory meaning of each word and is by no means
an authentic dictionary or a full explanation. The meanings given are exactly what the
translator has given in the text except for one or two cases here and there.

e**A j^idJbijPl:

(<Jjl«W^-j);

&4JU1 **jr-

a'raf,al:

aafiyah:

aal Imran:

aalam:

aalamin:

adal:

adhan:

ahbar:

ahl suffah:

ahlul Kitab:

ahqab:

ajda:

akhirah:

alam arwah:

alastu:

alim:

amin (pronounced aamin):

amr bilma'ruf:

an'am, al:

anbiyah:

anfal, al:

anfal:

ansar:

aqd:

asabat:

asbat:

ashab us suffah:

ashab:

(a'udhu billahi minash shaytanir rajim) I seek refuge in
Allah from the accursed devil)

(inna lillahi wa inna ilahi rajVun) see istarja'

May Allah show mercy to him
May Allah have mercy on him
May Allah be pleased with him
May Allah bless him and give him peace

May peace be hon him

the heights, the parapets

safety, goof health and well-being

(the) family of Imran

all the world, universe

universe,, all creation

justice, moderation

the call to prayer, five times a day

learned Jewish scholars

see ashabus suffah

people of the Book

(pi. of hiqb, q.v)

a devilish name one whose nose and ears are cut off.

hereafter

world of the souls

(c—Ji) refers to the pledge Allah took from all the souls
(Am I not your Lord) al-A'raf, 172

singular of ulama

(exclamation after a prayer meaning) do answer, O
Allah, let it be so, accept our prayer.

enjoining the reputable

the quadrapeds

PL of nabi

the spoils of war. This word anfal is the plural of nafl

(meaning, 'something extra') and anything more than
the obligatory is nafl. A believer fights for Allah's

sake, not for the booty. Hence, when he gets the
booty, it is anfal.

booty gained after battle

supporters who welcomed the muhajirs from Makkah
pledge

tribes

successors, grandsons children of (Prophet) Ishaq

about 300 poor immigrants who lived on a raised
platform in Masjid Nabawi devoted to acquiring
knowledge and^participating in jihad

same as sahabah
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ashabul faraid:

ashara mubashshafa:

ashura:

asr:

aurah:

awliya:

awsat mufassal:

ayah (PI. ayat):

ayat ul Kursi:

Aws:

Azazil:

ba'in (talaq):

badanah:

bahirah (sj~^.y.

bahirah:

baitul izzah:

baqarah, al:

bara'ah:

barakah:

basmalah:

bayt ul-Ma'mur:

bid:

budn:

buraq:

buruj:

Bakht Nasr:

Bakkah:

Bani (or Banu) Isra'il:

Bid'ah:

dajjal:

darulharb:

dawn:

dhabih:

dhakirin:

dhamil arham:

dhamil qurba:

dhann:

dhimmi:

dhul Khalsa:

din:

'people of inheritance,' those liable to receive their

shares of inheritance ;.

ten people who were give glad tidings of Paradise

10th of Muharram

afternoon (salah)

that which the Short ah has called for being concealed,

the intimate parts

(pi. of wall)

are the surah from at-Tariq(86) to al-Bayyinah(98)

sign, verse (of the Quran)

verse 255 of al-Baqarah

tribe of Madinah

name of Iblis

irrevocable divorce

large animal, (camels and catties)

a she-camel whose ear was slit by pagan Arabs with

supertitions minds

the she camel whose ear was cut off when she

delivered five foals, the fifth being a male, so that she

may not be slaughtered or mounted but allowed to

roam about freely. But, Qatadah said that the fifth

should be a female to allow the distinction

Allah's House on the first heaven, House of honour

the cow
exoneration

abundant good, blessing

.^rj\ j-^-jJt 4-i-Jt (•—-j (Bismillahir Rahmanir Rahim) In the

name of Allah the Beneficent, the Most Merciful)

a place beneath Allah's throne where angels perform

tawaf

13th, 14th, 15th of each lunar month when it is

rewarding to fast

pi. of badanah

#n animal larger than a donkey and smaller than a

horse travelling at speed of lightning. The Prophet S
rode it to the heavens

stars; (twelve signs of the zodiac)

Nebuchadnezar

another name for Makkah

children of Isra'il

innovation in religion

antichrist •

enemy territory

penalty

the one offered as sacrifice, Isma'il $& r

those who engage in dhikr

maternal relatives, blood relatives

relatives

assumption, dreams of other people

non-Muslim living in Islamic state under protection

an idol regarded as the Ka'bah of Yeman, pulled

down by Jarir bin Abdullah Bajali 4^

religion
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diyah:

diyah:

du'a:

dubur:

durud:

eela:

eid (eed):

eid ul adha:

eid ul fitr:

fa'i:

fajr:

fard:

fasiq (pi. fasiqun):

fasiq:

fatil:

fatir:

fatrah:

fatwa:

fatwa:

fayyi:

fidyah:

fitrah:

furqan:

furqan:

fusuq:

Fatihah:

Fir'awn:

ghamus:

ghanima:

ghislin:

ghulu:

haddul qadhaf

:

hadith (pi. ahadith):

hady:

haidh:

hajj akbar:

hajj al badl:

hajj asghar:

hajr aswad:

halal:

halal:

hama/ham/hami:

haram:

haram:

hasur:

blood money
bloodhit, blood money
prayer, supplication, call

west/wind

inyocating blessing on the Prophet

oath not to approach one's wife for an unspecified
time

festival

festival on 10th Dhul Hajjah when a sacrifice is made
marking that of Prophet Ibrahim >&B

festival marking end of Ramadan when salah is

offered and before that sadaqah al-fitr is paid to the

poor.

war booty gained without fighting

dawn (salah)

absolutely obligatory, undeniable

disobedient, transgressor, rebellious

open sinner

wick a small skin in the cleft of a date stone anything
very insignificant.

creator, originator

period during which no Prophet or Messenger was
sent

ruling on a religious issue

rulings on religions matters given by jurists

booty received by Muslims from disbelievers after a

truce, without ctny fighting

expiation, atonement

nature, moral constitution

discerner, that which differentiates

discriminator, what distinguishes

sin

opening

Pharaoh

false assertion of having done something in the past.

booty gained after battle

filth from the wounds of inmates of Hell

excesses, exaggeration (in religion)

punishment for defaming, someones accusing
him/her of adultery

Prophet's S tradition

animal of sacrifice brought by pilgrim

menstruation

Hajj itself

hajj performed on behalf of another

the umrah

The Black Stone

lawful, permitted

lawful, permitted

a she camel dedicated to idols by pagan Arabs

unlawful, forbidden, sacred

unlawful, forbidden, sacred

chaste, abstaining from women, celibate
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hawariyyin:

hidayah:

hijab:

hijrah:

hiqb:

hubal:

hudhud:

hullf (caU):

hur ayn:

hur:

Hajj:

Ham:

Harut/Marut:

i'tikaf:

iblis:

ibnus sabil:

iddah:

iddah:

iddah:

ifrad:

ihram:

ihsan:

ihsar:

ijma:

ila(ella):

ilham:

illiyyin:

ilm:

iman:

insha Allah:

insha Allah:

ira'ahit tariq:

irtidad:

isal ilal matlub:

isal thawab:

isha:

islah;

isra:

disciples of Sayyidina Isa^
guidance

covering, veil

migration, migration to Madinah

an extreamly
r
long period of time; eighty years each

day of which is like a thousand years of this world

an idol of the Makkans whose slogan Abu Sufyan

raised at the Uhud

hoopoe

agreement to assist one another in some matters

large eyed maidens of Paradise

maidens of Paradise, (beautiful and fair)

annual pilgrimage which is obligatory on those who
can perform it once in lifetime, involving visit to

Makkah, Mina, Arafat and Muzdalifah (and Madinah).

The stud camel whose 'grandson 1 impregnated a

female, so it gained freedom. Or the stud camel who
impregnated female camels ten times. It was set free

two angels sent to try men
seclusion for worship - men do it,in the mosque while

women observe it at home

a name of the devil

traveller

waiting period for a woman who is divorced or

widowed before she may remarry.

waiting period of woman who is divorced or

widowed
waiting period of woman who is divorced or

widowed before she may remarry

assuming ihram for only hajj

every pilgrim must assume the ihram which makes

certain lawful things unlawful to him and calls upon

him to don particular dress.

be kind, do in a beautiful way

prevented from making pilgrimage

congensus of opinion

an oath by a husband that he will not have sexual

intercourse with his wives

inspiration in the heart

a place»above seven heaveans where souls of

believers reside

knowledge

faith, belief

if AZ/ah will

if Allah will. This phrase is added everytime one

speaks of doing something in future

guidance by pointing out the path

apostacy

delivering to the exact destination

consigning reward to another person of one's pious

deeds

night (salah)

reformation, correction

night journey
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istabraq:

istarja:

istidraj:

istighfar:

istikhara:

Isra'il (Prophet):

jahannum:

jamarah (jamarat):

jamarah kubra:

jamarah ula:

jamarah wusta:

janazah salah:

janazah:

jazakAllah:

jibt:

jihad:

Jannah:

Jizya:

kaffarah:

kashf:

khums:

kufr amali:

Ka'bah:

Kaffarah:

Kafir:

Kalalah:

Karamah:

Kawthar:

Khalil:

Kharaj:

Khazraj:

Khula:

Khulafa (s. Khalifah):

Khulafa Rashidun:

Khutbah:

Kiraman Katibin:

Kitabah:

Kuffar:

Kufr:

fine silk

to say oj«rb aJi u< j «JJ \j\ (to Allah we belong and to Him
is our return) when faced with difficulty or on loss of

a dear one.

respite given Allah before He seizes finally when the

sinner commits sin boldly, step by step, bringing the

infidel to hell by degrees

to seek forgiveness of Allah

a prayer to get Allah's guidance on some issue of

concern

Yaqub^S
Hell

three pillars marking the site where the devil tries to

tempt Ismail ^&
the last jamarah

the first jamarah

the middle jamarah

funeral prayer

funeral

may Allah reward you, may Allah -give you
recompense

idols, name of an idol

to fight in Allah's cause

Paradise

tax imposed by Islam an non-Muslims offering them
protection

expiation

a form of Divine inspiration

one-fifth (of booty)

disbelief in deeds

cube, the building in the centre of the sacred mosque
in Makkah around which pilgrims circumambulate,

and which worshippers face in their salah.

expiation

disbeliever, infidel

a dead person who leaves neither father nor son but a

brother or a sister

a wonder

the Prophet's pond in the hereafter at which he stand

and only the truly pious will be allowed to drink so

that they will never feel thirsty

friend

a tribute on land

tribe of Madinah

divorce given by a husband on his wife's initiative

. Caliphs

righteous caliphs

sermon

angels who record a person's deeds/words

a slave's agreement to buy his own freedom from his

master through regular payments

(plot Kafir)

disbelief, to conceal (truth)
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Kun (jT):

la'n:

laat:

labayk:

laghw:

laylatul qadar:

lia'n:

lowhul mahfuz:

Laylatul jinn:

ma'idah, al:

mabrur:

mahr mithai:

mahr:

mahram:

makruh tahrimi:

makruh tahzihi:

makruh:

manasik:

maqamul Mahmud:
mashwarah:

masjid:

mathani:

mawdihatul hasanah:

mawlal mawalat:

maytah:

mi' raj:

mihrab:

mirain:

miswak:

mu'allaq:

mu'anaqa:

mu'awwadhatayn:

muadhdhin:

mubahalah:

mufassal:

mufrid:

mufti:

'Be,' when Allah intends anything, He says Kun and it

is.

curse

a generous man Amir bin Zarb who fed travellers and
was a judge. When he died Amr bin Luhay, made an
idol of him. It was pulled down by Abu Sufya bin
Harband 4& Mughira bin Shibah «fe

the pilgrim recites after assuming the ihram

futile, oath, meaningless, vain

the night of power which is the night in Ramadan
when the Qur'an was revealed

a couple who invoke Allah's curese on each other
when the husband accuses his wife of immorality and
she denies

preserved tablet

the night when the jinn listened to the Qur'an and the
Prophet's .# sermon

the tablespread

sinless

dower (customary or) in force in the family

dower

a near relative with whom it is unlawful to marry,
one with whom it is always unlawful to marry

disapproved almost to the point of unlawfulness

disliked in order to purify, withdraw out of taqwa,

abstain

disliked, reprehensible, not approved

rites of hajj

praisworthy station

consultation

mosque
the surahs from surah Yunus to al-Hujrat

beautiful exhortations

two people made a contract to help pay one another's
penalty, if any, and to inherit from one another, each
of these was so called

carrion, animals that,die a natural death

ascension to the heavens

sanctuary, place of worship, a riche in the mosque
(for the imam), a place of battle (like against the devil)

Surahs that contain a little more than a hundred
verses -

a fine tuig for brushing teeth

an attached vow
to embrace

\

last two surahs of the Qur'an al-Falaq and an-Nas
one who calls the adhan

two or more opposing parties invoke curse on the
wrongdoer.

the surahs from Qaf(50) to the end of the Quran are
socalled

who performs ifrad hajj

jurisprudent, scholar who is eligiable to give religions

rulings (fatwa)
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muhaddith (pi. muhaddithin):

muhajir (muhajirun/ muhajrin)

:

muharramat abadiyah:

muharramat musaharah:

muharramat nasabiyah:

muharramat rada'iyyah:

muhkamat:

muhsin:

muhsir:

mujahadah:

mujahid:

mulhid:

munadi:

munafiq:

munafiqun:

munajat:

muqantarah:

muqatta'at, huruf:

muqtadi:

murtad:

murtahin:

musafaha:

musafir:

mustahab:

mut'ah:

mutashabihat:

mutashabihat:

mutlaq:

muttaqin (pi. of muttaqi):

muttaqin:

muwahhid:

Ma'ruf:

Maghrib:

Manat:

Manna:

Maqam Ibrahim:

Maqam ul Mahmud:
Maryam:

scholar of hadith

emigrants

women whom a man can never marry

women whom a man cannot marry because of

marriage ties

women whom a man cannot marry because of close

relationship

women whom a man cannot marry because of

suckling

clear, comprehensive verses of the Qur'an

a Muslim adult, free, married person who has

consumated his or her marriage. If any of them
commits, adultery then he or she must be stoned to

death

one who is prevented

stuggle between two; thus a persons struggle against

his carnal self to better his hereafter

warrior

athiest, disbeliever

one who calls out loudly, proclaimer, herald

hypocrite

pi. of munafiq

quiet supplication to Allah

huge proportions

abbreviated letters like (<—J» aliflaam meem) in the first

verse of 29 surah

one who follows the iman in salah

apostate

receiver

to shake hands

traveller

desirable, recommended, that which was observed by

the Prophet S& sometimes and omitted sometimes.

temporary marriage

allegorical verses of the Qur'an whose meaning is

known to Allah alone, example: 'The Most Merciful is

firm on the throne' (surah TaHa, 5)

allegorical, figurative, co-similar, difficult to fathom.

a genaral vow
those who fear Allah, who observe taqwa

abstinent, pious those who fear Allah

a monotheist

righteousness reputable

sunset (salah after)

Banu Hudhayl and Banu Khuza'ah made this idol

and made offering to it as a means of nearness to

Allah

Allah's blessing sent to Banu Isra'il like white sugar,

with saliva

Station of Ibrahim, $0 the rock on which he stood

while building the Ka' ha

the praisworthy station

worshipper (against verse 37 Aal Imran), mother of

Sayyidina Isa &B
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Mash'arul Haram:

Mu'min (PL mil'minim):

Mubahalah:

Mukatab:

Mukatabah:

Mun'aqida:

Munkar:

Mushrik (PI. mushrikun):

Mutawatir (ah):

Muttatu:

naat:

nabi:

nabi:

nabuwah:

nafkh:

•nafl:

nafs:

nahi an almunkar:

najashi:

najwa:

naml:

nasara:

nasran:

nasrani:

nazghun:

nifaq:

night of qadr:

nisa, an:

nisab:

nisab:

noqir:

nur:

Nahl-an:

Nijr-Al:

Paraclete:

qada:

qarin:

qasas:

qati:

qawa'id:

qibla:

qiran:

qisar mufassal:

where rites of hajj are performed at Muzdalifah

believer

invoking curse on the apposing party who is said to

be the wrong-doer, mutual imprecation

slave who enters into a Kitabah

same as Kitabah

promise to do or not do something in the future

rejected, disreputable

polytheis t

continuously handed down
who perfroms tamattu hajj

poem in prise of the Prophet #
Prophet

a Prophet with no new SharVah or Book

Prophethood

breath (of Jibril)

optional

base self

forbid the disreputable

negus, the king of Abyssinia/Ethiopia

secret meeting

ants

christians

same as nasara

singular of nasara/nasran

temptation

hypocrisy

see laylatul qadr

the women
the amount of gold, silver, currency, wealth or
property that attracts payment of zakah

the minimum property or wealth that attracts
payment of zakah

tiny spot on a date pit; something very insignificant.

light

the bee

capital city of the TJiamud

one who people praise exceedingly (which is

Muhammad in Arabic)

lapse, missing a fard and making up later.

who performs qiran hajj

story

clear commands in dreams

old women who remain indvors and past age of

marriage

the direction (of the Ka'ba) which worshippers face in

their salah

assuming ihram for both umrah and hajj, performing
the umrah but not giving up the ihram, and after

performing hajj, when due, shaving head and
discarding the ihram

the surah from az-Zilzal(99) to an-Nas(114) are so
called
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qisas"

qitmir:

qunut:

Qasr (salah):

Qintar:

Qiyamah:

ra'd:

rabb (PL arbab):

rabbaniyun:

rabitu:

rahn:

raj'i (talaq):

rajam:

rami:

rasul:

rasul:

rawafid:

rayhan:

risalat:

ruh:

ruku':

Rahim, ar:

Rahman ar:

Ruhul Qudus:

saba:

sabian:

sabr:

sadaqah:

sadaqatul fitr:

sadhu:

saff:

sajdah:

salam:

salatul duha:

salatul fath:

salatul khawf:

salatul wusta:

salihin:

salihun (pi. of salih):

sayyidut-tabi'in:

shafa 'atul uzma:

shafi:

shafiyah:

sh&hid:

shirk: ^~

retaliation

pellice, date stone, anything on no value

stand in humility

shortened salah

large wealth, 42,000 ooqiya or 4,80,000 dirhams

Day of Resurrection

thunder

Lord

those of Allah, who are attached to Allah

attach to a task dedicatedly, preparing beast for

battle, guarding borders of Islamic state

pledge

revocable divorce

stoning married adulterer to death

pelting stones at the jamarat

Messenger

messenger who is a Prophet with a new SharVah and

a new Book

the shias

nourishment, fragrant plants, flowers sustenance

messengership, office of a Messenger

spirit, mercy (commentary on verse 170/171 surah

Nisa), inspiration

bowing posture in the salah

The most merciful, (attribute of Allah)

The Beneficent, The Merciful (attribute of Allah)

appelation of Jibril %St&
L

wind that blows from east to west

(1) worshippers of angels (2) fire-worshippers who
were also Jews and Christians (3) had no religion but

believed in Allah •

patience

charity

cha ity given after end of the month of fasting

(Ramadan)

Hindu ascetic

row

prostration

greeting

' ptional salah after sunrise

optional salah on gaining victory

salah performed while in fear

the saiah between others, midmost salah

righteous

righteous

a title of Uwais Qarni given to him by the Prophet #
for, though he embraced Islam in his times, he could

not meet him because he tended to his ailing mother

the great intercession for everyone

cure

cure

martyr, witness

polytheism
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shuhada:

shukr:

sidratul muntaha:

sijjin:

siqayatul hajj:

sirat:

siratul mustaqim:

siwak:

sunnah:

sa'ibah (v>») :

sa'iqah:

sab'u tiwal:

Sa'i (^y.

Sa'ibah:

Sabt:

Sadanatul bayt:

Saffat, as:

Sahabah:

Sahabi:

Sahifah:

Salah:

Salwa:

Sha'air QUA) (pi of 5^ii sha'irah):

Shari'ah:

Shaybi:

Shaytan:

Shuh:

Siddiqun (Siddiqin):

Sirat ul mustaqim:

Sufiyah:

Sundus:-

Surah (PI. Suwar):

Taybah:

ta'awwudh:

tabi'un/tabi'in (s. tabi'i):

tafaqqu:

tafsir birra'iy:

tafsir:

taghabun:

tahajjud (salah):

PI. of shahid

gratitude

a lotus or jujube tree over the seventh heaven near

Paradise at the limit beyond which is nothing

a place beneath seven earths where souls of

disbelievers are kept

providing water to the pilgrims

a very narrow, slippery bridge over hell which the

believers will cross over swifty but the infidesls will

fall into hell

the right path

see miswak

practice of the Prophet#
a slave or an animal set free for the sake of an idol

thunderclap, lightning bolt

the lengthy surahs in the begining after al-Fatihah -

from al-Baqarah to at-Taubah or Bara'

a

the seven rounds between Safa and Marwah, the two
hillocks, by the pilgrims.

If a camel bore ten foals she qualified for exemption

from work and from being milked. Her hair was cut

off to mark her. But some said that it was a camel

dedicated to an idol and the custodian slaughtered

her and gave its meat away -r

Sabbath

to unlock and lock the door of the Ka'bah

The rangers, the angels

companions of the Prophet# (pi. of sahabi)

s. of sahabah

scriptures in a smaller form

regular prayer, form of worship made up of different

postures and recitals, physical worship, also invoking

blessing on the Prophet '$$*

Allah's blessing to Bariu IsrcCil, quails

Signs, to kens

Islamic law as prescribed by the Qur'an and the

hadith, the way the religion is observed.

custodian of the keys of the Ka'bah

Satan, the devil

riggardliness

truthful

straight path

sufis, mystics

fine silk

Chapter (of the Quran)

another name of Madinah

seeking refuge in Allah in the words

successors of the sahabah, $& epigones

attain deep understanding of religion

interpretation based on own opinion

commentary, explanation, interpretation

mutual loss and gain

Salah offered voluntarily in the dead of the night
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tahiyyah:

tahlil (J-Uj):

tahlil
(
J-i^"):

tahmid:

tajwid:

takbir (pi. takbirat):

talaq:

talaq:

talbiyah:

tamattu:

tanfil:

taqdir:

taqiyya:

taqwa:

tariqah:

tasawwuf:

tasbih:

tashahhud:

tasmiyyah:

taubah:

taubah:

taught:

tawaf:

tawaffa:

tawakkul:

tawhid:

tayammum:

tiwal mufassal:

tuhr:

Ulama:

Umrah:

umm:
ummah (PI . umam)

:

ummul qura (mother of all villages):

uququl walidain:

ushr:

u^za:

wahy:

wajib:

when others are asleep

greeting, prayer, salam

to make lawful

to say La ilaha illAllah

praise of Allah

science of recital of the Qur'an with correct
articulation and punctuation.

to say Allahu Akbar

divoce given by a husband to his wife on his own
divorce

reciting labayk during pilgrimage

assuming ihram for umrah during months of ha]] and
having performed it, assuming ihram for ha]] on the

8th of Dhul Hajjah

proclamation that warriors may retain to themselves
whatever booty they acquire, the booty being called

nafl.

fate, Divine decree

expression of what one really disagrees with, lying in

religion - a shi'a belief

righteousness, a God-fearing attitude

a path, religious life as seen by the sufis

sufism mysticism, intense love of Allah arfd the

Prophet #, and obedience to them

to glorify Allah

at-tahiyyat recited in the sitting posture in salah and
forms the words recited during the mi'raj

to recite the basmalah

repentance

repentance

rebellious conduct, false god, idol

circum ambulation of th„ Ka'ba
'

to raise souls, to lift something completely, to put
something to sleep, to grant death to someone

trust in Allah

oneness of Allah, monotheism

dry ablution when water is unavailable or use of it is

harmful

are the surah from Qaf(50) to al-Buruj(85)

purity apposite of menstruation

Scholars (of religion)

Optional pilgrimage of a lesser nature.

Mother, chief

Community, followers/ people of a Prophet.

a name of Makkah
disobedience to parents and causing them grief and
hardship

a tenth, payable on produce

a female devil who visited three accacia trees in Batn
Nakhla, an idol carved by Zalim bin As'ad, destroyed
by Khalid bin Walid 4&

to cost into the heart, to reveal, to inspire

obligatory to a degree lesser than/ani
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wali:

wali:

wasata:

wasilah (tt~*jy.

wasilah:

wassiyah:

wazifah:

wird:

wudu:

Yahud:

Yathrib:

yasin:

yastambituna:

yamm:
yaqin:

Zamzam:

Zaqqum:

Zuhr:

Zulumat (pi.):

zakah:

zihar:

friend of Allah, man of Allah

friend, helper

best, just, reliable

a female animal (camel or ewe) honoured to the idols

by observing some superstition

It was a goat that bore seven kids. Only males could

use her and upon her death, both males and females

ate from her carcos

bequest

rota of recital, remembrance, supplication

rota of recital, remembrance, supplication

ablution to gain purity (before offering salah for

instance)

name of Jews because they repented from calf

worship

original name of Madinah

O men! A name of the Prophet S>

'People with insight' but literally 'to extract water
from the depths of the earth,' hence, those who can

unearth the truth

oath

conviction

a well in Makkah of incessant water of zamzam,
discovered by Abdul Muttalib and originally scraped

by an angel for Prophet Isma'il $3B\

a bitter tree in hell

midday (salah)

darkness, falsehood

charity prescribed at a certain rate on those holding a

certain amount of assets called nisab, worship of

financial form

telling one's wife, "You are to me like my Mother's

back
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Ariha (pi): 62

Armiya bin Khalqiya: 318

Asim bin Sulayman: 172

Asim;257
Asiya: 380

Asia bin Sharik: 559

Asma: 327

Aswad bin Khalaf : 524

Ata: 125, 180, 218, 262, 328

Atab bin Usaid: 337

Atiyya Awfi: 72

Awf bin Malik: 282

Avham: 393

Aysha: 8, 128, 172, 183f, 251f, 27% 283, 288,

329, 354, 380, 463, 523f, 526, 545, 553f, 560,

568f, 581, 651f, 656

Azar: 32

Azazil (Iblis): 36

Azd (tribe): 470

B
Babylon (pi): 45

Baghawi: 133, 301f, 404, 605

Bakht Nasr: 46

Banu Jurhum: see Jurhum
Bara bin Azib: 144, 220, 325, 524, 624, 632

Barira: 580

Baydawi: 21, 25, 33f, 49, 155, 167, 185, 199, 236

Bayhaqi: 310

Bi'r Ma'una (pi): 272

Bilal: 470

Bishr: 638

Buraidah:321

Bushair: 638

D _
Dahhak:614
Dawud (Prophet): 86, 95, 308

Dhahabi: 538f

Egypt (pi): 45f

F
Fatimah (daughter of the Prophet): 138, 380,

394,607

Fir'awn: 46, 56f, 97, 178

Fudalah: 238

G
Ghaylan bin Salma Thaqafi: 500

H
Hafsa: 226

Hajjaj bin Yusuf: 128, 420

Hajra: 45, 171

Hakam bin Kaysan: 272

Hamzah: 442, 450

Harith bin Simmah: 452

Harith bin Zayd: 365

Harithah bin Wahab: 632

Harun (Prophet): 56f, 60f

Harun Rashid: 128

Hasan bin Abu Qais: 524

Hasan bin Ali: 393, 394, 548

Hasan bin Thabit: 86

Hasan Busri: 69, 118, 407, 571, 589

Hawwa: 37f, 43f, 62, 496

Hinda: 442

Hizqil (Prophet): 86, 305

Hud (Prophet): 94

Hudaybiyah (pi): 233f

Hudhaifa: 18, 53, 430

Husain bin Ali: 315f, 394

I

Iblis: 35

Ibn Abu Layla: 211

Ibn Abu Shaybah: 138

Ibn Hisham: 17

Ibn Ishaq: 393, 441

Ibnjarir:53,91,122,256

Ibn Juraij: 418, 491

Ibn Kathir: 7, 11, 14, 18, 26f, 51f, 62f, 73, 85,

91, 122, 185, 265, 339, 395

Ibn Nujaim: see Zainuddin

Ibn Shihab Zuhri: 476

Ibn Zayd: 494

Ibrahim (Prophet): 14, 45f, 119f, 126, 129f, 137,

142, 155, 171, 255, 317f, 365, 411 f, 566f, 649

Ibrahim (Prophet's son): 168

Ikrimah: 61, 318, 420

Imran (grandfather of lsa): 375

Imran bin Hussain: 608

f

Injil: 2

lsa (Prophet): 44, 67, 85f, 130f, 140, 152, 270,

310, 350, 375, 383f, 458, 564, 593 .

Ishaq (Prophet): 45f, 102, 130f, 137, 140f

Isma'il (Prophet): 45f, 102, 126, 129f, 1^7, 142,

171, 411

Isra'il: see Ya'qub
Iyas bin Abdullah: 550

J

Jabir bin Abdullah: 95, 124, 157, 192, 207, 260,

280, 303, 325f, 335f, 429f

Jabir bin Samura: 77

Jabir bin Sulaim: 555

Jalut:307

Jarir bin Abdullah: 429f

Jassas: see Abu Bakr Jassay

Jericho (pi): see Ariha

Jibril: 2, 52, 86, 92, 129, 213, 310, 347, 429, 491,

586

Jundub ibn Ka'b: 99

Jurhum, Banu: 47

K
Ka'b Ahbar: 5, 109

Ka'b bin Maalik: 221, 450F

Ka'bn bin Ujrah: 244

Kalbi: 263

Kalib bin Yuqina: 305

Kan'an: 45

Khabbab: 265

Khadijah: 380

Klialid bin Walid: 447

Khalil: 69

Labid ibn Rabi'ah: 23

M
Ma'qil bin Yasar: 200, 280, 293, 578

Mahmud bin Labid: 291
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Malik, Imam: 267; 315, 354, 421, 463

Marthad:257
Marwa, Mt: 129

Maryam (mother of Isa): 44, 310, 350, 375f

Mash'arul Haram: 129

Masruq: 161, 475f, 647f

Maymunah: 494

Mika'il: 335

Mina (pi): 129

Mu'adh bin Jabal: 165f, 177, 230, 321

Mu'awiyah Qushairi: 550

Mubashshir: 638

Mughirah bin Shu'bah: 105, 506

Muhammad (Prophet): 34, 67, 95, 386f, 455,

558

Muhammad bin Muslima: 651

Muhammad, Imam: 267

Muhammd Baqir: 506

Mujahid: 2, 12, 26, 32, 37, 65f, 109, 299, 315,

359, 412f, 420, 491, 546

Mulla Ali Qari: 99

Munawi: 256

Muqatil bin Hiban: 5

Mus'ab bin Umair: 440f, 450

Musa (Prophet): 14, 46, 56f, 59f, 62f, 67, 70,

85f, 97f, 137, 140, 260, 305, 385

Muzdalifah (pi): 129

N
Nadir, Banu: 47, 85

Nanfal bin Abdullah: 272

Nasafi: 25, 27, 86
Nawas bin Sam7

an: 351

Nebuchadnezar: see Bakht Nasr

Nimrud: 45, 317

Nu'man bin Amr: 365

Nuh (Prophet): 146f, 263, 386, 417f

_P
Palestine (pi): 45

Pharaoh: see Fir'awn

Qadum (pi): 119

Qais bin Sa'd: 34

Qais bin Sirma: 220

Qatadah: 26, 32, 61, 109, 202, 302f, 315f, 327,

339,351,387,609,638

Qaynuqa: 47

Quraizah: 47, 85

Qurtabi: 100, 116, 150, 220, 255f, 275, 538, 610

R
Rabi'ah Basriyah: 446

Rabi'ah bin Ka'b: 592

Rafi bin Khudaij: 651

Raghib: 139

Ribbi ibn Amir: 408

Ruhul Qudus: See Jibril

Rustum: 408

s
Sa'd bin Abu Waqqas: 206

Sa'd bin Rabi: 451

Sa'dibn Yazid: 9

Said bin Jubayr: 332, 387, 506

Sa'id bin Musayyib: 119, 203, 258, 284, 651

Said ibn Jubair: 125, 201

Safa, Mt: 129

Saffawan bin Umayyah; 524
Safiyya: 138

Safwan bin Umayyah: 442

SahlbinSa'd:269,554

Sakhawi: 465

Salahuddin Ayyubi: 110

,

Salama: 626

Salih (Prophet): 94

Salman Farsi: 218, 269, 492

Sam bin Null: 386

Samiri: 58

Sarah: 45

Sha'bi: 12, 172

Shaddad bin Aus: 240, 323

Shafi'i, Imam: 4, 421, 520, 531, 547, 630

Sham'un: 305

Shamweel (Prophet): 86, 305

Slias bin Qais; 423f

Shith;420

Subuki: 410

Suddi: 73, 256

Sufyan bin Abdullah: 403

Suhaib Rumi: 258f, 627

Sulaiman (Prophet): 86, 94f , 377

Suyuti:310

T
Talhah; 450f

Talut:307

Tariq bin Shihab: 660

Tha'laba bin:

Thabit bin Dahda: 451

Thabit bin Qais: 290

Thanawi: 95, 375, 381

Tur, Mt: 46, 57/89

U
Ubadah bin Samit: 299, 426

Ubaidah Salmani: 506

Ubayy bin Ka'b: 223, 264, 311

Ubayy bin Khalaf : 452

Umar bin Khattab: 12, 23, 42, 85, 124, 147, 153,

167f, 203, 211, 221, 259, 314f, 370, 416, 422,

451f, 467f, 550f, 586, 604, 632, 660

Umm Hani: 63

Umm Salamah: 71, 169, 229, 546, 555, 626

Ummul Hasin: 583

Uqbah ibn Aamir: 76, 238, 497

Usaid bin Hudair: 279

i
Usama bin Zaid: 52, 607

' Uthman bin Abdullah: 272

Uthman bin affan: 370, 467f, 493, 603, 633

Uthman bin Ma'zun: 379

Uthman bin Talhah: 575

Uzair bin Barkhiya (Prophet): 137, 318, 564

w
Wahb bin Munabbih: 5, 69, 128

Wahidi: 141, 150

Wahshi: 442

Walid ibn Aqba: 100

Waqid bin Abdullah: 272

Waqidi: 263

Wathila;570
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Ya'la bin Umayya: 632
Ya'qub (Prophet): 45, 48/137, 140f
Yahya (Prophet): 66, 377f, 383f, 593f
Yusha bin Nun: 46, 62
Yusuf (named as Isa's father): 384
Yusuf (Prophet): 34, 45, 593f

z
Zabur: 2

"

Zaid bin Aslam: 217

Zaid bin Haritha: 415, 527
Zaid bin Thabit: 451, 655

Zainuddin Ibn Nujaim: 541 f

Zakariya (Prophet): 66, 319, 375f, 383f
Zaynul Abidin: see Ali bin Husain
Zubair: 452f

Zuhri: 275

INDEX OF BOOKS

Itqan:lf

Adab al Mufrad: -140

Ahkamul Qur'an: 214, 232
Al-Ashba wan Nadha'ir: 541 f

Asbahan Nuzul: 141, 150, 161, 174, 187, 265f,

278f, 284, 349, 447, 489f, 498, 524, 582
Awa'ilu Kitabul Maghazi: 16

B _
Bahrul Muhit: 327
Bayanul Qur'an: 69, 98, 101, 108, 315, 324f,

400

Bidayah wan Nihaya, al: 16, 46

D
Dala'ilun Nabi: 310

Durrul Manthur: 9f, 24, 36, 51, 86, 93, 103,

108, 139, 144, 174, 179, 218, 230, 263f, 280f

,

314f, 413f, 422f, 470f, 499f, 563, 600
Durrul Mukhtar: 215, 2

H
Hidaya: 268, 526, 663

Hisnul Hasin: 9

K
Khasa'isul Kubra: 310

Lubabun Nuqul: 110, 201, 233, 255, 276, 303,

314, 407, 566, 628, 651

M
Ma'alimat utTanzil: 4, 8, 101, 104, 109, 116,

133, 255f, 301, 349, 366f, 382, 394, 416, 441,
535f, 554f, 585, 600f

Maqasidul Hasanah: 465
Mustadrak: 43

R
Ruhul Ma'ani: 93, 97f, HOf, 133f, 146, 172f,

185, 220, 231f, 249f, 301f, 308, 309f, 316, 327,

331 f, 351, 356, 364, 379, 387, 396f, 41 If, 433,

441 f, 470f, 486f, 536f, 558f, 586, 661f

s
Shami:215

Tafsir Jalalain: 86

Isabah, al: 23

INDEX OF SUBJECTS

abrogation of laws: 103f

Abu Bakr's sermon: 453f

Adam & Hawwa's incident: 40

Adam in heaven: 37
adopt my ways: 469

advice is a trust; 578

affluence of Persians/Romans: 170

Al-Imran, virtues of: 350f

Allah is sovereign: 366

Allah loves beauty: 42
— , humility: 42

Allah protects believers: 316

Allah sees and knows: 328f

Allah sees everything: 352, 372

Allah will not look at three: 405

Allah, changer of hearts: 355

Allah, remember: 156f

Allah's attributes, understand: 3

Allah's attributes: 311, 350f, 654

Allah's colour: 141

Allah's help enough: 469

Allah's pleasure/wrath: 471f

Allah's pleasure: 360

Allah's self praise: 8

Allah's signs: 180ff,

Allah's will with only: 96

Amaliqa: 62
Amin: 8

anal sex: 280

analogies: 27

angels performed hajj before Adam: 419
anger, restrain: 445

apostates (murtad), law for: 273

f

apostates, punishment of: 413

arbitrators: 551

archers at Uhud: 459f

argue not: 248

arrogance: 42, 555f

asabat: 516, 547

asaf (idol): 172

asbat:140

ashabul faraidl: 516, 597

ashura: 225

Aws/Khaziaj quare: 423f

ayat ul Kursi: 311

B
ba'in:283f
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Badr, battle of. 357f, 439f

bahirah:187

Baitul Ma'mur: 419

Bakkah: 420

Bam Isra'il in Egypt: 45
— , escape from Egypt: 46
banking: 334

Banu Isra'il slew Prophets: 364
baptism: 141

Baqarah, merits of al: 11

begging: 249

belief/ disbelief battle longdrawn: 455
believer defined: 17

believers will rise: 447
believers, reward of: 490f

bequest for wives: 300

bid'ah and sunnah, frontiers of: 585

fcidh: 225

birds, caring: 386f

blessings of others: 546
brave, be: 461 f

bribe received by Jews: 80

bribery: 569

c
calamity, pray not for: 166

Calf worship: 57
certain words: 119

charity, best: 330

child in old age: 319

choice m Allah's hand: 442
Christian delegation: 393

Christians pray in mosque: 349, 393

circumcising: 119f

commentators, responsibility of: 603
compulsion in religion, no: 274, 314
— , not for apostates: 274

conceal truth: 174

consultations, mutual: 439f, 464f

consulted is trusted, person: 464

copts: 45

covenant from Prophets: 409

cowardice: 597f

creation: 30f

crocodile tears: 455

cursed, ten people: 567f

curses: 177f

cursing, women more guilty of: 179

D
dead revived: 318f

death .cannot be evaded: 474f, 483f, 598

death imminent: 598

death of a child: 166

death, those who wished for: 449

debt, witnessing: 341

debt, writing down: 341

debtor, respite to: 339

debtor's gift: 335

deceiver will bring his deception: 470f

deeds lost: 324, 364

deeds necessary: 177

deeds that get pardon: 493

deeds will be recompensed: 331

deeds, do good: 154

democracy of today: 466f
devil patromises disbelievers: 316
dhamii arhcim: 516, 597
dhikhr often, make: 321, 486f
dhikr, words of: 157f

dhikr: 77

dhimumi:
differences in schools of thought: 427
difficulty, remembering: 166

dimmies, must be protected: 402
disbelievers are antagonists: 436
disbelievers must not deceive, affluence at:

489

disbelievers, do not befriend: 368f, 436f, 455f,

661

disbelievers, punishment of: 413
divorce forbidden during means: 285
diyah, laws on: 617

diyah: 616

dower: 504, 530f

dowry: 298

E
eela:283

effeminate behaviour: 569

elections: 466f

enjoin right: 428

Europeans, plunder of: 270
evil nature, signs of : 76

F_
fa'i:273

facts, concealing: 174

Falaq/an-Nas, effect of al: 96

fasiq, traits of: 29

fasting disallowed on five days: 226
fasting, best kind of: 227
fasting, nafl: 224f

fasting, odour of: 58

Fatihah names of: 1

— , merits of: 1

— , cure: 9

— , safety: 9

fidya: 216

fir'awn:380

five rights: 609

forbid evil: 428

forgiving: 345

formication: 518

four sciences: 3

four things from beneath throne: 2

fruits of Paradise: 25

G
gambling: 275

garments prayer on new: 416

gathering are a trust: 578

ghamus:282
goat's limb disclosed poison: 78

good sifted from evil: 479f

grateful person: 547

greetings: see tahiyyah

H
hajj, compulsory: 104

hajratul aswad: 419
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ham: 187"
" ~ ~~

hardship, pray not for: 166
Harut/Marut: 95

hatim was part of Ka'bah: 128
hawariyyin: 387
Heraclius invited to Islam: 136
hijrah is to abstain: 629f
hijrah: 629

hoarding: 569

homeosexuality: 519
hubl: 451

humility: 42, 54

hypocrite like solitary goat: 1

7

hypocrite sought Jew's verdict: 585f
hypocrite, boastful: 322
hypocrites, why: 16f

J
I'tikaf; merits of: 223
Iblis, insolence of: 35
— , hatred for men: 36
-, tricked Adam: 37
Ibrahim and Nimrud: 317
Ibrahim did not consume camels' milk/ flesh:

416

Ibrahim sixteen commands to: 120f
Ibrahim's prayer for messenger: 130
Ibrahim's prayer: 420f
iddah: 284f, 296f

idols on safa/Marwah: 172
ihram: 241f

ihsan: 239

ihsar: 242f

ijma: 642

imam, definition of: 67
immodesty: 534

inheritance, an example of: 51 2f

inheritance: 507f, 513f

Injil: 351

insha Allah: 74

intercession: 55

interpolation (in Book): 406
interpolation: 194

intoxication: 559f

Irah:351

Isa is alive: 388f

Isa without father: 384f

Isa, conspiracy to slay: 388f

Isa, father ascribed to: 384f

Isa'ee: 68

Isa's birth like Adam's: 392
Lsa's birth: 383f

Isa's father, who is: 350

Isa's miracles: 385f

Islam only: 363, 410

Islam, come fully to: 259

Islam, defined: 135

Islam, tenets of: 44

istighfar: 446f

Istikhara: 464

l
Jew lad, case of: 51

Jewish absurdity: 481

Jewish conspiracy: 399, 423f

Jewish state today: 434
Jewish state: 390f, 434
Jews advised to learn from Badr: 356
Jews are accursed: 563
Jews banished: 85

Jews of Madinah: 47f

Jews, audacity of: 566f

Jews, history of: 46f

Jews, mischief of: 7, 562f, 573
Jews, obstinacy of: 48, 60, 76, 78, 152
Jews/ Christians, avoid: 7
jibt: 567f

jihad is a must: 267f
jihad not to compel: 314
jihad, evading: 597f
jihad, merits of: 595f

jihad: 62, 162f

jizya: 70, 270

journalists, reminder to: 454f
judgement rests with Allah: 442
judges of three kinds: 580

K
Ka'ba, construction of: 418f
Kaffarah: 616

kalalah:514

karamah: 98

Khalifah, nomination of four: 467
kharaj:326

Khilafat usurped from Ali, accusation that:

370f

Khula: 284, 522
khums: 274

kindness: 552
knowledge of Adam: 33
— , value of: 41

kun (Be), does Allah say: 114

L
laghw: 282

~ ~

learning, men of: 362
lesbianism: 519
lifeless also glorify: 77
lights, two celestial: 348
lineage will not help: 143

M
ma'ruf/munkar: 52
magic by menstruating woman: 96
magic/ miracle: 98

magicians of Fir'awn: 97
makruh: 360

man/woman acting like one another: 569f

man's weakness: 533

mankind was one: 263

Manna: 46, 61

manslaughter: 616

Maqam Ibrahim relocated: 124

maqam Ibrahim: 420
maqam ul-Mahmud: 310

marriage is necessary: 503f

marriage, significance of: 378

married woman cannot marry another: 529

martyrs are alive: 474f

martyrs, excellence of: 161f

mary not idolators: 277
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Maryam' s mother's vow: 375

mat on Prophet's back, impression of: 170
men's status: 287f

menstruating women: 278

mild hearted: 76

miserliness: 480f, 556
modesty natural to man: 43

modesty, Islam's character is: 535

mourning customs: 168f

mowlal mawalat: 547f

mubahalah: 91, 393

muharramat abadiyah: 525f

muharramat musaharah: 527

muharramat nasabiyah: 526

muharramat rada'iyyah: 526

muhkamat: 353

Mujahid, merits of: 269

mun'aqida: 282

muqata'at, huruf: 12, 351

murtad: see apostates

Muslim apathy: 368f, 436f

Muslim had two Christian sons: 314
Muslim states, a pathy of: 584

Muslim's advance: 457f

Muslims contend with each other: 423f

Muslims, advice to: 492f

Muslims, code for: 40

Muslims, plight of: 268, 588

mut'ah:298f,30lf

mutah disallowed: 530

mutashabihat: 353

muttaqin defined: 13

N
na'ila (idol): 172

Nadir: 357
nafs:327

najashi, death of: 491

names changed: 101 f

names of all things: 32

nasara: 68

neighbourliness, good: 553f

nur: 316

o
oaths against piety: 281 f

oaths, kinds of: 282

obey Allah: 517
obey Prophet: 372f, 517f

orators, reminder to: 454f

orphans, marriage to: 499f

orphans, rights of: 650

orphans, wealth of: 498f, 505f, 508f

ostentation: 557f

P
Paradise not for Jews/ Christians: 106

Paradise, bounties of: 25f

pardon, king/ ruler cannot: 204

patience: 52f, 159f, 165f

Persia/ Rome, conquests of: 366f

Pharoah: see Fir'awn

pious described: 445f

pledge from Jews/ Christians: 484

politicians, deviance of: 260

polytheism greates t sin

polytheism: 564

pork, bismillah before eating: 193
practice what your preach: 52
Praise reverts to Allah: 4
pray for safety: 166

prayers of the intelligent: 486f
preachers must be there always: 428
progeny of no avail: 356

prohibited transactions: 536
e

Prophet is bearer of good tidings/warner:
115

Prophet's character: 462

Prophet's migration: 47f

prophethood, proof of: 381 f

prophethood, universal: 67

prophethood/ messengership ends: 131

Prophets have ranks: 309

Prophets were not Jews/ Christians: 142
prostration to whom: 34

punished person, most: 66

Q_
qada: 214

qasr: 631

qibla, change of: 144f

qibla, error in determining: 11 Of, 150f

qibla, why face: 112f,151f

qisas: 621

qunut: 299

Qur'an is miracle: 23

Qur'an, challenge to match: 23f

Qur'an, memorising: 130f

Qur'an, merit of reciting: 131

Quraiza: 357

R
ra'ina: 101

rabb: 5

rabitu: 492

rahn: 343

raji: 285f

rami or pelting stones: 253f

rejectors of hadith: 373, 640

religion, no compulsion: 70

repentance: 38, 41, 59, 520

— , not acceptaed at death bed: 521

revelation, jest with: 291

reverence, increase: 120f

revived dead but not himself: 99

reward for believers: 490f

ribat: 493

riggardliness: see miserliness

right path, followers of: 6

righteousness defined: 649

rites of hajj, learn: 130

rock greeted Prophet: 77

Rome's emperor, letter to: 396

rulers, obedience to: 426

ruling of choice: 50

s
sa'i omitted may: 172f

sa'i:171f

Sabbath: 71

Sabians: 68

sadanatul bayt: 575
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sadaqatul fitr: 325

sahabah, reveling: 569

saibah: 187

saints, false: 402

salah averts calamities: 160
salah in battle: 300

salah, importanc of: 50f

salah, observe: 299f

salam, rulings on: 611

salam: see tahiyyah

salary for incomplete work: 578

salatul khawf: 634

Salwa: 46, 61

scriptures, believe in all: 14

self praise: 566

sha fa' a t uzma : 31

shah inshah: 101

shaybi: 575

sin, minor will be major: 545

sins deprive of blessing: 43

sins, major: 538f

sins, minor: 542f

siqayatul hajj: 575

six things given to Prophet: 561

sky, benefits of: 22f

slaves, being good to: 554f

slaves, freeing: 199

slaying Muslim: 620

sodomony: 570

speak kindly: 83

species of creation: 5

spend on warriors: 332

spending: 196f, 269f , 310f, 320f, 415f

stepmothers cannot be married: 524

straight path: 6

successful ones: 431 , 483

f

such: 653

suckling: 294f

suffah, ahlus: 332

suicide: 536f

Sulayman's prayer: 377

supplication of the knowledgeable: 355

supplication, merits of: 21 8f

supplications, some: 345

sweet-tongued flatters: 256f

__ T
ta'awwudh: 3

tafsir bir ra'iy: 602

taghut:315, 567f

tahajjud: 494, 497

tahiyyah: 608f

tajwid, observe rules of: 118

talbivah: 241

tallaq:284

taqiya refuted: 370f

taqwa: 360, 444f, 493

tasmiyyah: 3

tattooing: 570

tauhid: 350f, 362f, 395f

tayammum: 559f

testimony, concealing: 343

testimony, ture: 655

tharid, example of: 381

three things assured: 643

three things: 326, 405

throughfare, rights of: 609
ties of knishi, join: 496
trade during hajj: 250

tree disclosed jinn's presence: 78
trial: 163, 484

trusts: 576f

truth, be firm on: 360

truth/ falsehood: 49

tuhr: 285f

two sisters cannot be married at one time: 528

u
Uhud, battle of: 438

ukaz:249

ummah, best of: 55

ummah, characteristics of: 432
ummah, everyone part of: 44

ushr: 325

usury, war against: 337

usury/ trade: 334

usury: 334f, 443f, 569

uzza: 451

v_
variety of food for banu Isra'il: 64

vie net others: 546

w
wailing: 568

wasata: 147

wasilah: 187

water from stone: 63

wealth of no avail: 356

wealth, illegally acquired: 535

weaning: 295

weep, try to: 77

widows in Jahiliyah: 300

widows may not be compelled: 522

wife beating: 550f

wife, choice of: 502f

wine change, name of: 72

wine: 275

wives should not be compelled to return

gifts: 523

wives, disobedient: 549f, 568f

wives, for: 499f

wolf devours lone sheep: 51

woman needs be concealed: 535

women kindness to divorced: 290

women of the west: 286

women who cannot be married: 525

women's status: 286, 286f

worldly comforts luring: 358

worldly love: 597f

worship in night: 361

Y
Yahud, why: 68

Yanmul bu'ath: 423

yaqin: 315

z
zamzam: 171

Zaynul Abidin's slave: 446

zulumat: 316
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There are three different sets of index, an index of names appearing in the

commentary, an index of subjects in the commentary, and, an index of books to

which the commentary refers but the major books of hadith like Bukhari,

Muslim, etc. are not mentioned. The numbers against each entry refer to the

pages and an 'f following a number implies that the entry is repeated on that

page or up to five following pages.

INDEX OF NAMES

A'mash: 339
Aadam: 533
Abbas bin Abdul Muttalib: 41 2f, 428f, 435
Abdul Barakat Nasafi: 177, 426
Abdul Qadir Dehlawi: 244
Abdullah bin Abdullah bin Ubavv: 483
Abdullah bin Abu Awfa: 394

Abdullah bin Abu Hadud Aslami: 435
Abdullah bin Abu Umayya: 531

Abdullah bin Amir: 511

Abdullah bin amr bin As: 83, 233, 312
Abdullah .bin Hudhai fa: 1 32
Abdullah bin Mas'ud: 65f, 73, 1301, 210, 228f,

253, 332, 356f, 366, 382, 393, 399, 464, 501,

511,517f
Abdullah bin Mughaffal: 269, 486f

Abdullah bin Qais: (name of Abu Musa)
Abdullah bin Ravvaha: 410, 499
Abdullah bin Salam: 1 2, 78, 31 2f

Abdullah bin Suriyan: 86
Abdullah bin Ubay Salul: 89, 1 50, 483

Abdullah bin Umar: 32, 40f, 47f, 78, 116f, 186,

201, 235f, 336, 351 f, 373, 394, 465, 512

Abdullah bin Ummul Maktum: 366

Abdullah ibn Abbas: 8f, 27f, 40f, 65f, 97f, 113f,

135f, 153f, 173f, 181 f, 189, 197, 206f, 218f,

228f, 245f, 255, 261 f, 273, 282f, 299f, 329f,

346f, 369f, 386, 41 5f, 439, 452f, 459, 477,

483f, 494, 501, 516f, 552, 559
Abdur Rahman (bin Abu Bakr): 454
Abdur Rahman bin Auf: 371

Abu Amir: 436, 495
Abu Aqil: 481

Abu Ayyub: 496f

Abu Bafcr Jassas: see Jassas

Abu Bakr: 73, 101, 282, 366f, 379f, 410, 421,

435, 453f, 479, 491, 498, 505

Abu Burda:371
Abu Darda: 49, 120, 348, 522
Abu Dharr: 186,5111,552
Abu Dujanah; 121

Abu Hanifah: 49f, 73, 189, 237, 281, 355, 411,

438, 465
Abu Hayan: 7

Abu Huraira: If, 10, 35f, 48f, 98, 143, 152f,

161, 170f, 232f, 239f, 251 f, 276f, 297, 31 If,

330f, 345f, 353f, 359, 361 f, 404f, 421, 429,

446f, 464f, 500f, 51 Of, 51 1\, 529f

Abu Jahl: 1 59, 208, 365f, 384
Abu Kabsha Anmari: 2

Abu Khavthama: 513f

AbuLahab:365
Abu Layla Abdur Rahman: 486f

Abu Lubaba: 366f, 380

Abu Mas'ud Ansari: 36, 481

Abu Musa: 65, 358, 396, 436, 483, 487

Abu Muslim: 221

Abu Qilabah: 299
Abu Righal: 279
Abu Sa id Khudri: 145, 171, 242. 262, 364, 475.

497, 51 7f, 530
Abu Sufvan: 3651 380, 396
AbuTaKah:121
Abu Tha'labah Khushani: 137
Abu Ubaidah bin larrah: 121

AbuUmamah:120f,322f
Abu Waqidy: 31

Abu Yusuf, Imam: 466
Abul Alivah: 497
Abul AsWiRabi':412
Abul Bakhtari: 383
Adam (Prophet): 14, 64f, 143, 186f, 197, 246f,

273, 333, 3451

Adi bin Harim: 33, 42, 443
Adi bin Sharma: 138
Ahmad bin Hanbal: 73, 356, 438
Akhnas bin Shariq: 159
Alaba bin Zaid: 486f
Ali bin Abu Talib: 44f, 73, 97, 101, 132, 168,

253, 315, 366f, 384f, 421, 428, 435f, 453, 499/

513
Amir bin Adi: 496
Amir bin Qais: 477
Ammar bin Yasir: 143

Am mar: 167
Amr bin Abu Qais: 531

Amr bin As: 79, 389
Ami bin Hammam: 486
Amr bin Luhay: 136
Amr bin Maymun: 459
Amr ibn Awf: 164

Anas bin Abu Marthad: 435
Anas bin Malik: 2, 91, 121, 195, 243, 314, 322f,

346f,430f,462,496f,511f

Anas bin Nadhr: 511

Aqil bin Abu Talib: 412
Aqra bin Yabis: 167
Ariha (Jericho, pi.): 328

As bin amir bin Hisham: 531

As' hamah: 11 If

Asi bin Hisham: 365
Asim bin Adi: 481

Asma bint Abu Bakr: 511

Ata: 27, 299f, 312, 355, 398, 423, 501

Ativa Awfi: 308
Awza'i: 73
Aykah (pi.): 285
Ayshah: lOOf, 113f, 195, 275, 299, 339, 351 f,

446
Ayyub (Prophet): 186
Avvub Sakhtiyani: 66

_^ B
Bah ri bin Ana r: 154
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Balam bin Ba'ura: 335
Barabin Azib:193
Barkul Ghamad (pi.): 366
bilal: 76, 399
Bin Yuqinna: 62

D
Dahhak:10,215
Damiri: 42
Dawud (Prophet): 186
Daylam Himyari: 120
Dhamdham bin Amr Ghifari: 365
DhulKifl: 14

FadI bin Abbas: 413
Fatimah (daughter of the Prophet): 73, 498
hr'avvn: 62, 29 If, 556
Fudhalabin Ubayd: 386

Ghavvri th: 52f

Gha/ali , Imam: 17, 447

H
Habil: 65f
Hafsah: 35
Hakim bin Hi /.am: 430
Hakim: 186

Ham/a: 208

Haran (brother of Ibrahim :'&£)'): 188

Harith bin Hisham: 397
Harmi bin Abdullah: 486
Harun (Prophet): 1 86, 303f, 558
Hasan Basri: 247, 517
Hasan: 83, 100, 177, 305, 347, 415, 516, 533,

552
Hawvvas:143,247,346f
Heracluis: 313
Hilal bin Umayyah: 494, 506
Hisham bin Amr: 383
Hi/qil (Prophet): 14
Hud (Prophet): 14,274
Hudhaifa:45,379,477
Hutm: (see Shurayh bin Dhabi'ah):

I

Ibn Abu Hatim:478
Ibn Asakir: 186
Ibn Hanbal: see Ahmad....
Ibn Jarir: 131, 186, 215, 299, 369
Ibn juraij: 22, 559
IbnShihabZuhri:380
Ibn Siiriva: 77
lbrahiin'(Prophet): 13, 102, 183, 234, 285, 428,

450, 502f
ldris (Prophet): 14
Ikrimah: 10,501
llyas (Prophet): 13
lmran: 187
Irbad bin Sariya; 486
Isa, (Prophet): 3f, 9f, 15f, 57f, 841, 105f, 140f,

1 98f, 252, 312f, 320f, 3301, 443
lshau (Prophet): 186
Isma il (Prophet): 13, 450
Ivadh bin Himar Mujashi'i: 60

J

Ja'far bin Abu Talib: 111 f, 520
Jabir: 32, 1191, 147, 325f, 355, 3791, 400, 438,

496, 529
Jalaluddin Suyuti: (see Suvuti)

I a la s bin Su wa id : 477f
jalut: 18o

Jarir bin Abdullah: 378
lassas: 93, 132f, 255, 41 1, 422, 438
jazari: 339, 357
Jericho (pi.): see Ariha
libril: 17f, 77, 168f, 202, 281, 306, 342, 369

379f, 384, 400, 477, 496

K
Ka'bAhbar: 31 1,347

~
Ka'b bin Asad: 86
Ka'b bin ayadh: 164
Ka'b bin Malik: 494, 506
Kalib: 63
Khabbab bin Arat: 167f
Khalid bin Sanan: 59
Khu/aimah: 41

Kirmani: 186

Lut (Prophet): 14, 187, 280f

M
Ma'n bin adi: 496
Ma'qal bin Yasar: 346
Madvan (pi.): 285
Makar bin Hats: 531
Makhul: 70
M alik bin Aw f N asri : 434

1

Malik bin Dukhshum: 496
Malik bin Savf: 190
M a I i m, Imam : 73, 356, 438
Marthad: 366
Maryam (mother of Isa): 7, 103, 140, 187, 252
Mas' ud bin Amr Ansari: 436
Mash ta: 558
MasriKj: 348

Matta (father of Yunus ^'): 188
Maymuna: 32
Miqdad bin Aswad: 64, 366, 446
Miiadhbinjabal: 121

Mu'avviya bin Qurra: 430
Muavviyah:233, 516
M ugh i ra bi n Sh u ' bah : 520
Muhammad (Prophet): 3, 20f, 35f, 38, 59, 87,

187,315
Muhammad, Imam: 45, 466
Muhammd bin Hasan, Imam: 373
Muhammd bin Ka'b Quraxi: 499
Muhammd bin Muslama: 513
Mujahid: 1 0, 1 89, 299, 41 5, 439, 559
Mulla AliQari:18f, 107, 344
Murara bin Rabi: 494, 506
Mus'ab bin Umavr: 511

Musa (Prophet): 2f, 621, 77T, 143, 186f, 190,

201, 238, 291 f, 326f, 335f, 350, 366, 454, 556
MusailumaKadhdhab: 193

N
Nadhr bin Harith: 385
Nasafi: see Abul Barakat
Naufal bin Khuvvalid; 150
Navvfal bin Harith: 412
Nimrud: 183

Nu'man bin Bashir: 378, 431
Null (Prophet): 49, 186, 242, 2721, 533, 555
Nuham bin Zaid: 154

Qabil:65f
Qarun:163
Qatadah bin Nu'man: 400
Qatadah: 22, 36, 69, 83, 135. 183, 234, 335, 369.

399,415,500,5311,568
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Qurtubi: 34, 68f, 244

Qurun bin Ka'b: 154
Quthm bin Abbas: 413

R
Raghib: 278
Ruqavva (Prophet's daughter): 400

s
Sa'd bin Mu'adh: 366, 380

Sa'd: 177
Sa'id bin Jubayr: 439
Sa'id bin Musayyib: 299, 407
Sadi, Sheikh: 510
Safvvan bin Assal: 233
Sahl bin Amr: 366
Sahl bin Hanzalah: 435
Sahl bin Mu'adh: 395
Sahl bin Sa'd: 345
Saib bin Abu Hubaysh: 371

Salih (Prophet): 14, 277
Salman Farsi: 59f, 167f, 243, 3161, 436
Samiri: 306
Samura bin Jundub: 347
Satim bin Umair: 486
Sha'bi: 83, 423
Shafi'i: 70f, 189, 281, 356, 411, 438
Sham'un (Prophet): 14

Shamwi (Prophet): 14
Shas bin Qais: 86
Shayba bin Rabi'ah: 366
Shu'aib (Prophet): 14, 283f

Shu'ayb: 537
Shurayh bin Dhabi'ah Kindi (Hutm): 27

SibabinUrfuta:513
Suddi: 65

Sufyan bin Uyayna: 309
Sutyan Thawri: 73
Suhaib: 167
Suhail bin Baydha: 121

Sulayman bin Sirr: 353
Suraqa:397
Suvuti:339,344

Tahavvi: 356, 439
Tamim Dari: 138
Tha'laba:479
Thamud: 201

Thanavvi: 245

Thaur (pi.): 384
Thumama bin Athal: 439

u
Ubadah bin Samit: 103, 362f, 51 1, 552
Ubay bin Ka'b: 253
Ubaydullah bin abbas: 413
Umar bin Abdul Aziz: 73, 80
Ulnar bin Khattab: 39f, 45f, 73f, 101f, 132,

287f, 330, 348, 366f, 396F, 407f, 431, 435, 442,
456f, 479f, 491

Umar bin Khattab: 516, 551

Umayya bin Khalf: 366f, 399f

Umayyah: 150
Umm Salama: 378
Ummul Fadl: 413
Uqbah bin Amir: 163, 340, 350, 483
Urwah bin Mas'ud: 323
Usama bin Zayd: 390, 400
Utba bin Amr: 412
Utbah:367
Uthman bin Affan; 50f, 73f, 400, 416f, 479
Uthman bin Madhun: 322, 385, 430
Uyaynah bin Hisn: 167
Uzair (Prophet): 198, 443

w
Wahb bin Munabbih: 8, 299, 347
Walid bin Mughira: 209
Walid bin Mughira: 531

__^ Y
Ya'qub (Prophet): 14

~~

Yahya (Prophet): 13, 187
Yamamah (pi): 27
Yamin bin umair: 487
Yas'a (Prophet): 14
Yunus (Prophet): 187, 562
Yusha bin Nun: 62f, 328, 336
Yusuf (Prophet): 13, 186, 351

Zaid bin Arqam: 252f, 300
Zaid bin Aslam: 26, 47, 177
Zaid bin Thabit: 34, 355, 421

Zakariva (Prophet): 13, 140, 187, 269

Zavnafe (dauther of Muhammad): 412
Zuhri:135,423
Zujjaj: 135

INDEX OF BOOKS
H

Ahkamul Qur'an: 93, 133, 411, 438

Asbabun Nuzul: 20, 52, 69, 255

B
Baghawi: 8, 387, 396, 422, 484

Bahrur Ra'iq: 37
Bayanul Qur'an: 245f

Bidayah wan Nihayah, al: 183, 278, 368, 400,

486

D
Durrul Manthur: 22f, 37f, 102, 124, 181, 190,

206, 245, 273, 335f, 380, 438, 455f, 533f

Fatah ul Bari: 484
Fatawa Alamgiri: 466

<

Gulistan:510

Hidaya:70,411
hilyatul awliya: 339
hisnul hasin: 339

I

IbnH ajar: 480
Ibn Kathir: 1, 22, 60f, 108, 131, 183, 193, 201,

233, 259, 278, 328, 347f, 370f, 388, 400, 412f,

480, 495f

J

Jalalain: 336

K
Kitabul Hayavvan: 42

Lubabun Nuqul: 130, 154, 201

M
Ma'aiimutTanzii:499
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Madarikul Tanzil: 1 77, 426, 531
Malimut Tanzil: 3f, lit 21 f, 39, 77, 97, 110,

150, 159, 167, 177, 209, 259, 387f, 393, 41 2f,

421,432,451f,477f,494f
Mawdu'atul Kabir: 18f
Mudihul Quran: 244

R
Ruhul Ma'ani: 3f, lOf, 17t, 351, 1 17, 129, 179,

186, 192f, 216f, 246f, 264f, 291 f, 305, 342,

362, 368f, 403f, 411 f, 437f, 459f, 477 504
5l6f,534,558 '

'

T
Tafsir Mazahiri: 244f

INDEX OF SUBJECTS

Abbas declared his Islam: 412
ablution, exaggeration in: 269
ablution: 47f
Abu Jahl's prayer: 375
accepts repentance: 309
Ad, verse about: 275
Ad: 274f, 305
Adam/Nuh, thousand years between: 273
ahbar:81
ahlul-Qur'an sect: 498
Ajda is devil's name: 348
Allah detests evil: 1

-, attributes of: 2, 57, 338
— , signs of: 27
— , name in Muslim: 44
-, fear of: 53
-, slave of: 21
— , gives, none can prevent what: 153
— , favours on mankind: 246
—

, gives respite to Iblis: 248
— , Favours on Banu Isra'il: 300
-,'s camel: 277
Allah's mercy: 311
— , asked am I not your Lord: 334
-,'s light: 445
— , fosging lies against: 548
-, unity: 567f
Allah's name, calling others by: 339f
alustu:333
amnesty: 84
angels Allah's daughters: 198
Angels helped Muslims: 369, 437
anger, check: 353
animals, laws about: 25
aqd: 26
archery: 405
arrows, distributing with: 34f
asbat: 14
assistances, today's yardstick of: 29
aurah:255
awliya, Prophets will envy: 551

B
badr, battle of: 365ff
bahai: 444
bahirah: 135
banking; 11

befriending non Muslims: 89f, 95f
belief as prescribed: 3
believer by morning but disbeliever by even:
65
believers, characteristics of : 363
bequeathed property, jug stolen from: 138
Bible, Christians corrupted the: 320
bid'ah: 20, 113, 235f
birth has two causes: 17
bismillah before at-Taubah: 417

bismillah screen from devil: 253
blasphenuy not tolerated: 86, 344
blood in Nile: 299
blood: 32
bribery: 79f
brothers/ sister of three kinds: 23
burial of dead: 67

calf, golden: 306 "

camel of Allah: 277
camel slackened: 514
carrion: 31 f

castration of any man disallowed: 322
catapult: 436
celibacy: 113, 322
character building: 350
cheating is not to perfect: 297
Christians, deviation of: 16
— , pledge of: 56
-, true: 110
clothing a bounty: 250f
copts:295f
crops of Banu Isra'il fail to grow: 297

_^__ D
dabur: 275
death of believer/ disbeliever: 259f
decision, day of: 392
deeds of disbelievers: 245
deeds will be personified: 244
Devil as Sheikh of Najd: 383
devil banished: 247
devil named walhan: 253
devil tempt Aadam, how did: 247
devil vows to tempt man: 248f
devil's mischief: 252
devil's refusel to bow: 247
dhikr like buzzing: 314
dhikr:357
dhimmi: 425f
disbeliever visitor cannot reside

permanently: 423
diyah:82f
drought is failure of crops: 297
dry aolution: 47f

E
elections decried: 130
embracing only on eid is excess: 19
enjoin reputable: 137, 320, 352
European penal code: 74
everyone born on Islam: 334
exaggerate in prayer, people will: 269
example, people will tallow bad: 45
expiation, rules about: 116
expiation: 116f
eye relocated, displaced: 400
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faith, sweetness of: 91
falsehood, garment of: 511
fat of carrion: 32
Fathihah, recital in salah of al-:356f
fatrochi: 60
fir'awn: 62, 291
Fir'awn's corpse: 560
Fir'awn's wife: 558
— , slave girl of: 558
Five questions: 382
five tilings to the Prophet: 325
five tilings: 304
floodwaters: 299
food would not pulirefy, if : 143
Forbid evil, example of those who do not: 378
forbid evil: 137, 320, 352
forgive people: 350
fortune tellers, people flock to: 165
fortune tellers: 35
free thinkers: 444
frogs: 299
funeral of hypocrite: 484

gambling: 118f
garlands: 129
ghamus: 116
ghulu; 19f, 344
gifts are bribes: 80
gratitude: 239

w
hadith, rejectors of: 321, 324
hady:129 '\

Ham Zah's Islam: 208
ham: 135

;

happiness of two kinds: 163
haughtiness: 396
hawariyyun: 8
heedless to Prophets: 337
Hell, wall of: 264
hoarded wealth: 448
Hudaibiyah: 455, 491
Hudaybiyah treaty violated: 420
Hudaybiyah, peace of: 28
humiliation: 308
Hunayn, battle of: 434f
hunting animal (dogs etc.): 42
hunting birds: 42
hunting, laws about: 25, 42f, 44f
hypocrite has four traits: 404

I

1 am as needy tor reward....: 366
idolatry, wish to revert to: 302
ihram, hunting in: 123f
imam, red tal behind the: 355

f

infants nudged by devil: 252
inheritance to women deried in West: 88
inheritance, laws of: 22
inheritance: 415f
innovators pursue path of polytheists: 219
Isa never died: 145
Isa, purported crucification of: 9
Islam, perfection of: 37
istidraj: 163, 340
istighfar: 386

,
J

Jews stoke fire: 98
-, defiance of: 102, 155

-, obstinacy of: 189, 298
— , objects will reveal: 330
Jews, futile questions of: 4
— , covenant of: 4
-, obstinacy mischief of: 7, 55, 76, 97f, 498
— , complained against Isa: 8
— , took usury: 11
-/consume unlawful: 79
— , illegal conduct: 96
jihad, sickly exempted from: 457
jihad: 92
jizyah paid by Banu Badir: 308

K
Ka'ba guarantee of life: 128
Kaffara: see expiation
Kalalah: 23
kashf: 165
Kawthar: 166
killing: 68f

L
laghw: 116 ~

"

last day not if: 128
Last Day, a sign of: 430
Last Hour suddenly: 342
Last Hour, tokens, of: 342
Last Hour, unknown, time of: 342
lawful described: 41
lawhul malifuz: 173f
locusts, punishment through: 299
lost items in mosque: 429
love of two types: 433

M
magicians thrown into prostration: 294
Man is viceroy: 239
man/jinn will give account: 161
manna: 77
marriage not disallowed in Muhurrum, etc.:

19
marriage with non Muslims: 45
marriage, one object of: 345
maytah: see carrion
mercies, Allah has a hundred:' 152
mercy overpowers anger: 152
miracles demanded; 354
modesty: 251f
monasticism of this ummah : 322
monasticism: 113
monks: 245
mosque decoration not endorsed: 430
Musa and magicians: 294
musafaha: 19
Musafir: 19
Muslims, strange conduct of; 29
-, educated: 29
-,inthe west: 33
-, apathy: 88, 180,331
- , must not befriend others: 89f, 95
—, course of defeat: 94
— , will be witnesses: 243

N
nafkh: 17

—
nakedness in spite of garments: 251 f

naming a newborn: 347f
non-Muslim's slaughter: 44
— , marriage with: 45
Nuh's witnesses: 243

o
oaths on those besides Allah: 117
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oaths: 116f
oppress not anyone: 315

orientalist, threat of: 263

P
Paradise assured against six things: 511

Paradise, wall of: 264
permiscuity in the west: 46
pharaoh: see fir'awn

pleased with Allah as Lord: 132
pledges of five kinds: 26
pledges: 25
polytheism, how committed: 217
pork: 33.

prayer accepted: 529
prayer answered by Allah's name: 338
Prayer for rain of stones: 383
prayer, five etiquettes of: 270
prayer, how to make: 268
progeny from Adam's back: 333
propagate religion: 100
Prophet abstained from honey: 113
Prophet as a witness: 312
Prophet had no knowledge of unseen: 343f
Prophet has six privileges above after

prophet:362
Prophet not created of light: 57
Prophe t planted 300 trees for Salman: 31

8

Prophet, none sent just before: 59
Prophet, plot to kill: 52
Prophet's character: 520f
Prophet's sayings, some of the: 520f
Prophets do not neglect duty: 336
Prophets will be questioned: 242
Prostration at 24lh verse of Sa'd: 189
prostration on recital: 359
— , rulings: 359
—

, prayer in: 359
P'inishement for different sins: 286f, 299f
punishment, do not go bv places of: 279

Q
qasr: 19
qisas: 82f, 88
duestions, asking unnecessary : 131 f

Quran rules reciting the: 3551

R
rabbaniyun: 81

rajm: see stoning to death
ranks in paradise: 364
Rasul and Nabi: 188
rawafid: 444, 454f, 491f, 498
rawafids find tault with Qur'an: 101

rawafids slander the Prophet: 101, 191
refuge in Allah: 352f
respite to the sinful: 340f
restrain yourself: 350
revile not their gods: 201

right/ day, phenomena of: 554
run: 18

Saba: 275
Sabbath: 123, 329
sacts, seventy two: 235f
Sadhus:245
Safa mountain of gold: 201

saibalv. 135

saints, fake: 96, 191

Salam-name of Allah: 57
Salwa: 77
scales will be set up: 243

Seven destructive things: 372
shia: see rawafid
signs of Allah: 27
sin, abetting in: 30
sinner's lament: 158
sins look good: 529
sins, major: 116
sins, stubbornness on: 331
sirat:262

Six things, if you guarantee. . . .: 146
six things: 511
skin of carrion: 32
slave of Allah: 21

spending: 513
spirit from Allah: 17
stoning to death: 76, 88
sunrise from West; 232
Supplication of Abu Jahl: 375
surah, challenge to produce: 541
swine (see also pork): 33

T
Tabuk, severe heat/ thirst/hunger during:
505
Tabuk, the stay-behind: 505f to 509
taqwa beautifies deeds: 67
taqwa: 53, 67f, 251, 296, 383
Taubah, no evidence of dua before at: 417
tawaffa: 145
tawhid: 155, 183, 234
tayammum: see dry ablution
Thamud: 150, 277, 305
Three commands in first verse of al.anfal: 362
three people: 35
three qualities: 91

ticks: 299
ties of relationship, join: 350
toilet, prayer before going to: 253
toilets frequented by devils: 252
Torah on tablets: 307
transgression in religion: 18f, 113
transgression, examples of: 113f
travel of this ummah is jihad: 322
traveling in Allah's path: 513
trinity: 16

u
ummahs will be questioned: 242
Ummul qura: 192
unity when hearts united: 395
unlawful described: 41

urine, Hindus drink cow's: 263
usury: 11

w
wahabis accused: 191

wali of Allah: 550
war captives, ruling about: 411

wasilan: 135
weight and measure, less: 283
wife, best: 346
wine, etc.: 118f

woman would not betray, if. . . .: 143
wudhu: see ablution

Y
Yunus swallowed by fish: 563

zakah, nisab: 467
zakah, rulings: 467f
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INDEXES
There are three different sets of index, an index of names appearing in the

commentary, an index of subjects in the commentary, and, an index of books to which the

commentary refers but the major books of hadith like Bukhari, Muslim, etc. are not

mentioned. The numbers against each entry refer to the pages and an T following a

number implies that the entry is repeated on that page or up to five following pages.

INDEX OF NAMES

Abd bin Humayd: 282

Abdul Wahid Abbasi Hanbali: 356

Abdullah bin Abbas: 16, 30, 40. 5 Of. 6 If, 86f.

107. 122, 148, 158. 1 66 f, 184. 199,242,271,

290. 300f. 3 1 Of. 3 1 8f, 326. 339. 355f, 374f.

3861*. 4021*. 432. 458. 469f. 495 f. 502 f, 51 If,

537f. 550f. 558f. 570. 5801 593 f, 607

Abdullah bin Abu Usayd: 221

Abdullah bin Amr: 5281*

Abdullah bin Ibn Abu Sarh: 2201*

Abdullah bin Ma'sud: 21*. 42, 54. 66. 148. 209.

219, 230, 237f, 250, 263, 268f, 279, 388. 404,

468. 486. 495, 549. 575f. 587. 593

Abdullah bin Qais: see Abu Musa Asha'ry

Abdullah bin Salam: 438, 537

Abdullah bin Ubayy: 564, 591

Abdullah bin Umar: 2, 10, 42, 160, 263 f, 299,

313, 434t; 480, 547. 558, 590f

Abdullah bin Umayya: 1 16

Abdullah bin Unays: 348

Abdullah bin Zubair: 500

Abdur Rahman bin S.amurah: 72

Abu Bakr: 40f. 63. 171. 209, 219, 242, 248, 266.

312,5081,540,570,606

Abu Darda: 2. 263, 279. 316, 567

Abu Dharr: 42, 238, 25 1, 330. 526f

Abu 1 lanifah: 90. 215. 4951*. 520. 561. 580

Abu I lay van: 355

Abu I lurayrah: 3f, 29. 42, 54, 70, 85f, 1 14. 216.

228, 2631", 278, 299, 313, 318, 367, 397f, 457f,

467,480. 51 1, 528, 537f, 575, 589

AbuJahl: 116,287,488

Abu Jimdub: 221

Abu Malik Ahs'ari: 148.298

Abu Musa Ash'ari: 397. 405, 469. 493, 530, 575,

581

Abu Musa: 72.312

Abu Nlu'aim: 58

Abu Qatadah: 43, 272

Abu Razin Uqaili: 89

Abu Said Khudri: 2, 84, 147. 213. 265, 316, 332.

337, 381, 484, 494, 51 1, 577, 585, 596

Abu Salama: 334

AbuSutyan: 13,543

AbuTalib: 219

Abu Ubaidah: 566

Abu Umamah: 133, 263, 298f, 388

Abul Alia: 390

Adam(Prophet): 126, 157f, 227, 288, 299 f..334,
"

43lf.557f.600

Ahmad bin Hanbal: 215

Akhnukh (name of Idris): see Idris

Alexander of Maeedonia: 358f

Ali bin Abu Talib: 20, 86, 171, 209, 230, 278.

341, 353f, 378, 492, 577, 601, 606

Ali bin Abu Talib Alqama: 484

Ammar bin Yasir: 219. 232

Amr bin Abasa: 298

Amr bin As: 271

Anas bin Maalik: 7, 44. 63. 89, 107, 1711*. 229.

237f. 248, 264f. 318, 480. 528, 583 f, 597f, 610

Aristotle: 358

Asbin Wa'il:394

Asim bin Wail: 172

Asma bint Abu Bakr: 584

Asma bint Yazid: 567

Asvvad bin Abdul Asad: 334

Asvvad bin Abdul Mughith: 172

Asvvad bin Abdul Mutlalib: 172

Ata bin Abu Rabah: 262

Ata bin Yasar: 575

Ata: 497. 590

Ayadh bin Himar: 276

Avash bin Abu Rabi'ah: 221

Avshah: 89. 1 12, 147. 154, 2321*, 242. 263, 298,

452, 499. 507, 564, 5751'. 584f, 595

f

Ayyub: 468

_^ B
Baghawi: 594

Bakhtnasr: 254

Balya: see Khidr

BarQadi:21

Bara bin Azib: 463, 591

Bilal: 13. 21 9f, 330, 4321'

Bin Yamin: 74f. 92f

Birdos, king (who hated Isa): 537

D
Dahhak: 160

Darius: 359

Davvud (Prophet): 1 16. 2781', 463 to 467

Dhul Kill: 469

Dhul Qarnayn: 358

Diuvan us: 319

1 atima bint Khattab: 439
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Fatimah (D/o. Muhammd): 341

G
Goliath: see Jalut

H
Hajar(Hajara): 142f,460

Ham: 18

Hamnah bint Jahsh: 565

Hamzah: 20, 233, 440f, 492

Hanzalah:324

Harith bin Qais: 172

Harun (Prophet): 229, 239, 370t; 384, 408f, 423,

to 440, 453, 536

Hasan Basri: 399, 476, 586, 595

Hasan: 122. 155,221,261,267,350

Hassan bin 1 habit: 564

Havvwa: 126. 43 If, 557f

Hilal bin Umayyah: 562

Hud:22f. 229," 5 10, 535

Hudhaifa: 173

I

Ibn Anbari: 148

Ibn Jurayj: 352

Ibn ul Jovvzi: 356

Ibnul Mundhir: 386

Ibrahim (Prophet): 26f, 125 to 174, 223ff, 232,

250. 359, 370t; 383f, 405f, 454f, 496f

ldris (Prophet): 239, 370f, 386. 469

Ikrimah: 54.221,339

Isa (Prophet): 1 16, 195, 239, 248, 283, 299, 355,

362, 370f, 446, 473, 537, 546. 559

Ishaq (Prophet): 27, 142f, 163

Ishaq bin Bishr: 359

Isma'il (angel): 246

Ismail (Prophet): 142f, 223, 359, 370t; 384f,

460f. 469, 496f

__J

Jabir bin Abdullah: 348. 392

Jabir bin Samura: 279

Jabir: 89, 256,313, 574

Jalut: 254

Jarir bin Abdullah: 45. 577

Jassas: 591

Jazari: 21

Jibril: 172, 236, to 248, 250f, 327, 376t; 390, 398,

456

Joseph (carpenter): see Yusuf

Jubair bin Nudhair: 173

Jubayr bin Nufayr: 295

K
ka'b Ahbar: 158,386f

Kalbi:374.400

khabbab bin Arath: 394. 439

.Khabbab: 13

khardush: 254

Khidr: 343f. 347f

L
Luqman: 275

Lut: 27, 126. 164f.460

Ma'qil bin Yasar: 213

Maimunah: 558

Malik bin Sa'sa'ah: 238f

Malik, Imam: 520

Maryam: 284, 370f, 473, 537

Maymuna: 272

Mistah bin Uthatha: 564f

Mu'adh bin Anas: 566

Mu'adh bin Jabal: 3, 229

Mu'awiyah bin Jahma: 264

Mughira: 298,601

Muhammad (Prophet): 127, 166,239,248

Muhammad bin ka'b Qurazi: 312

Muhammad bin Sirin: 90

Mujahid: 54, 289f, 389. 399, 495

MullaAliQari:263,290,459

Mus'ab bin Sa'd: 388

Musa (Prophet): 35, 128, 227f. 237f, 255. 283,

299, 308f, 343, 347'f, 370. 384, 402fV407f, 440,

453f, 531,536,604

Musailama kadhdhab: 220

N
Nadhar bin Harith: 176,327,488

Nawas bin Sam'an: 58

Nawawi: 355

nebuchednezzar: (see Bakhtnasar)

Nimrud bin kan'an: 184,382,457

Nifaym bin Abdullah: 439

Nu'man bin Bashir: 567

Nuh (Prophet): 1 1 f, 240, 299, 359, 387. 496. 523,

533

Q
Qadhi Ilmud Din Basati; 356

Q'asim bin Muhammad: 216

Qatadah: 122, 153, 228, 254, 290f, 374, 399, 570,

610

Qitfir: 55

Qur'an:90

Qurtubi: 63, 80. 160,206, 289f. 31 Of. 326. 433

R
Rail: 55

Rubil: 81

M

Sa'd' bin Abu Waqqas: 388, 471

Sad bin Ubadah: 573

Said bin Jubair: 318, 497

Said bin Musayyib: 537, 580

Said bin Zaid: 439

Satwan bin Mu'attal Sulami: 564f

Sahl bin Hunayf: 330

Sahl bin Sa'd: 147,574

Salama bin Hisham: 221

Salih (Prophet): 25, 535

Salman Farsi: 330f. 452

Sam (S/0. Nuh): 359

Sam: 18

Samiri:421f

Samura bin Jundub: 272

Sanjarib: 254

Sarah: 27, 141t; 458
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Shabi: 318,484

Shafi'i, Imam: 215, 506, 520, 580

Shah Ishaq: 70

Sham 'un: 81

Shayba: 20

Shu'ayb:31t;346,510

Sufyan bin Abdullah Thaqafi: 171

Sufyan bin Uyayna: 208, 374

Suhaib: 13

Sulayman (Prophet): 1 16, 463 to 467

Sumayya:219

T
Tamlikha:324

Taybus bin Istaynuss: 254

Tha'labi: 346

Thanawi: 19,30,247

Thauban: 574

u
Ubada bin Samit: 89, 528f, 577

Ubaidah: 492

Ubay, bin Ka'b: 456

Ubaydah bin Harith: 20

U'bayy bin Ka'b: 343

Ubayy bin Khalaf: 1 76

Umar bin Abdul Aziz: 208, 356

Umar bin Dinar: 590

Umar bin Khattab: 7f, 90, 248, 254. 275, 298,

312. 353f, 437f. 465f. 493, 504f. 556, 575f,

606

Umm Ayadh: 575

Umm Salama: 334, 580

Umm Sharik: 457

Ummul Ala: 90

Uqbah bin Abu Mint: 327

Uqbah bin Amir: 31 1,494

Utba bin Nadar: 406

INDEX OF

Utba: 20. 492

Uthman bin Affan: 399, 433, 509, 606, 43 f. 137,

220. 248

Uthman bin Madh'un: 90, 587

Uwais Qarni: 265

Uwaymir Ajlani: 562

Uyayna bin Hisn: 334

Uzair (Prophet): 195,397

w
Walid bin Mughira: 172

Walid bin Utba: 20

Walid bin Walid: 221

Wathiq Billah: 365

Y
Ya*ish:218

Ya'qub (Prophet): 402f, 50f, 74f. to 100, 163

Yafith: 18

Yahuda: 81

Yahya (Prophet): 239, 370f

YahyabinSa'id:244

Yajuj/Majuj: 362f

Yaqut Hamavvi: 365

Yunus (Prophet): 470

Yusha bin Nun: 344f, 348f, 355

Yusuf (carpenter): 379

Yusuf (Prophet): 49, to 100, 128, 239, 4021*

Z
Zahir Barquq: 356

Zaid bin Arqam: 171

Zainab bint Jahsh: 565

Zakariya: 370f, 472

Zayd bin Arqam: 507

Zuhayr bin Muhammad: 262

Zulaykha: 55f

SUBJECTS

ablution: 522

ad : 271

adultery of the eyes, etc.: 60

adultery, (etc. rulings on): 554 to 561

ahadith, rejector of: 191

alam arvvah: 301

Allah is Alone: 313

Allah is Omnipotent: 313

Allah is One: 311

Allah is the Most Tolerant: 397

Allah is with the pious: 84

Allah responsible for four: 589

Allah will be plaintiff against three: 54

Allah wishes to guide, whoso: 593

Allah, a man's insolense about: I07f

Allah, seeing: 24 If

Allah's attributes: 368, 546, 55 If

Allah's favours: 140f

Allah's house: 14 If

angel before Maryam: 375

angels are not Allah's daughter's: 446

apostates: 219

apostating, rulings about: 220

Arabic is a unique language: 127

atiyah, ask for: 63

Ayshah, libel against: 564f

Ayshah's privilege: 57 If

B
badr, battle of: 342

Badr: 492

baitul ma'mur: 239

Bailul Maqdas before the Prophet: 242

barzakh: 549

belief and concession: 220

believer compelled to assert disbelief, if: 323

believers brave tyranny: 416

birth control disallowed: 587

blessings (durud Ibrahim): 227

Budha not a Prophet: 105

buraq: 248

buruj: 154

calf of sold: 421
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castration disallowed: 587

cave dwellers, account of: 3 1 8 to 329

chameleon, kill: 457f

chidren, spiritual condition of: 143

concession availed: 220

contentment yet tremble at Allah's mention: 1 15

D
dajjal: 316, 362

Dawud's/Sulayman's judgement: 463

death nor life, neither: 133

death will be slaughtered: 381

devils will be fettered: 39 If

Dhul darnain travelled widely: 360

Dhul Qarnain's wall: 365

— , discovery possible: 366

disbelievers, deeds of: 7

distractions caused by devil: 216

dream about milk: 90

dreams: 89

E
earth is spherical: 102

earth will be bread for people of Paradise: 147

envy not sinner: 437

Euphrates: 240

evil eye: 76

F
fast of Arafah: 43

Fatihah for cure, surah-al: 200

Fatihah, surah al: 169

favours, different kinds of: 200, 204

fear of Yusufs brothers: 50f

five things, avoid: 273, 558

food supplies stopped: 223

fortunetellers: 154

four practices common to Prophets: 587f

four things: 100

I

gaze, lower: 577

glad tidings-, convey: 229

Gog/Magog: (see Yajuj/Majuj)

good and evil are never equal: 547

good of both worlds: 63

gratitude is rewarding: 84, 129

guide not necessarily a Prophet: 105

H
haddul qadhaf: 561

hadi: 499

hajj. kinds of: 499

hay. riles of: 499

hajj. rulings: 505

hasty, be not: 105

help only from Allah: 95

higher rank the stricter the trial, the: 327

hijab and medical treatment: 585f

hijab. rulings on: 585

Hinduism has no Prophet: 105

home, etiquette of entering: 573, to 576

home, permission required to enter: 573, to 576,

Hud on Friday, recite surah: 47

hypocrites will not know: 138

Iblis: 156f

Ibrahim spoke three lies: 458f

Ibrahim's noble traits: 226f

Ibrahim's prayer for parents: 144

Ibrahim's prayer: 142

illegitimate children: 271

infant child bore witness: 59

infant spoke to its mother: 60

infants spoke, four: 60

infidetcountry, office in: 73

ingratitude: 4, 139f, 222

insha Allah: 327

intelligent, the: 11 If

Isa is alive: 381

Isa/Muhammad grave in Kashmir heretics claim:

537

Isma'ils characteristics; 385

istabraq; 332

istighfar, sayyidul: 90

J

jihad, discussion on the word: 520

join ties of relationship: 1 12

* K
Ka'ba built: 496

Kalimah is firm word: 137

Kalimah is pure word: 137

Khidr met other people too: 356

Khidr met Umar bin Abdul Aziz: 356

Khidr was Balya: 355

Khidr was dead before the Prophet's times: 356

King's dream: 67

f

King's would-be assassins: 64

Kitabah: 589

L
Last Hour picturised: 362f

Last I lour, signs of: 362

leadership, canvass not for: 72

If an: 562f

limbs will testify: 275

M
mahram: 577f

major sins: 266

Malik of Hell: 246

man is hasty: 256

man needs three things: 433

manna: 309

maqam mahmud: 296

marriage is sunnah: 587

maw'idhatul hasanah; 282

mi'raj or assenssion to heavens. 239 to 290

migration to Abysinnia: 189, 508

Mihrab: 373

miracles when Allah wills: 104, 115, 121

miracles/wonders: 87

moderation in expenditure: 269

modesty and belief are one. 585

montains will be levelled: 147

mosques, etiquettes of: 5951"

mountains express exuberance: 478
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mountains subjected to Davvud: 1 16f

rnu'allifat ul-qulub: 330

Muhammad, none as revered as: 166

mukatabah: 589

Musa. nine sings given to: 308f

Muslims half of dwellers of Paradise: 485

Muslims involved in spreading immorality: 568

Muslims suffer, why: 7

mutah is unlawful: 527

my Lord - rabbi: 56f

N
narrowed life: 435

Nile:-240

none is silent all day till night: 378

Nuh"s Hoodwas worldwide: 20

Null's flood: 17

Null's prayer: 462

Nuh\s three surviving sons: 1

8

O
ocean, benefits from: 180

orphanage till maturity: 378
*"

P
patience is rewarded: 84

peace on who follow guidance: 41

1

persecution: 223

plants of heaven: 250

pledge, keep your: 112

poor accepted Islam: 439

poor are trial for the rich: 621

pray for jannatul firdaws: 368

prayed for mercy: 319

prayer accepted at specified time: 86

prayer answered on Friday: 228

prayer before sexual intercourse: 290

prayer for death as a Muslim: 91

prayer of three accepted: 263

prayer taught by Jibril to ward off devil: 244

prayer to conclude salah: 540

prayer when eating: 199

propagation, etiquette of: 229 to

Prophet grew despondent: 99

Prophet old. certain surahs made: 40

Prophet, devil chased the: 244

Prophet's heart washed with zamam: 250

Prophets mercy: 223

Prophet's prayer when devils score one: 548

Prophet's prayer. 275

Prophet's ruling, the: 464

Prophets are guides: 121

Prophets are humans: 98

Prophets are innocent: 63

prophets are prone to err: 432

Prophets three noble attributes: 472

Prophets, stories of: 46

prostration before another: 88

provision is allotted: 2

provision, Allah will give: 1

puritv to oneself, ascribe not: 7

1

'

Q
Qatiran. uarment of: 148

qawa'id: 608

Quran neglected, three verses of: 608
Quran, bribery offered to change one word: 353f
Quran's abrogated verses: 217

R
ra'd is an angel: 107

rabi/rasul: see rasul/nabi

rajm. 556f

raqim was dog of cave dwellers: 318

rasul/nabi, difference between: 384

rawafid reject the Quran: 606

rawafidh and the Qur'an: 1 5

1

rawafidh, insolence of: 509

rawafidh: 171

religion is always one: 473

rich are trial for the poor: 621

rulings on Musa/Khidr episode: 348

S

Sabbath: 228

sakar: 199

salah after good ablution: 43

salah of five times: 41

salah of three in unaccepted: 55

salah prescribed: 240

salah with concentration: 526

salah, the rank of: 250

salah, worst thief who steals from: 3

salam: 344

salvva: 309

Sarah's prayer: 460

sayyidut tabi'in: 265

seeker and sought are weak: 519

sermon of Friday: 210

sheikh must observe Shariah: 354

sidratul muntaha defined: 247

signs are money: 97, 102. 179

sins, uneasiness before committing: 58

siral: 392

six things can get Paradise: 578

slander: 561

snake's pledge with Nuh/Sulayman: 467f

soft/loud recitals, intentions behind: 312

souls, ransoming: 1 1

1

stars have three purposes: 153

state of mind differs when outside: 324

straight walled road with doors: 58

student should go out to learn: 348

sundus: 332

surah, challenge to produce like: 5

suspicion should be removed: 69

T -

ta'awwudh when reciting Qur'an: 215
—

. when angry: 2 1

5

tahajjud: 42,V97

tahmid: 173.313

tajvvid: 310

taqwa: 84

tasbih of two types: 278

tasbih: 173.31*3

tashahhud: 251
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tavvhid: 5, 65, 103, 141f, 182, 194, 204, 226, 382,

446,481,533,616

teacher/student relationship: 348 to 351

Thamud, disobedient: 25

three needs of son of Adam: 433

three people, Allah will not speak to: 272

travel alone not perfered: 348

treasures of heaven: 311

U
Umar's Islam: 439f

uquqiil vvalidain: 266f

__V
veil before non Muslim women, observe; 579f

veil must be observed: 582f

venom cure through al-Fatihah: 200

_____
W

wahy: 93

wailing women: 148

washing: 522

water, created everyone from: 600
winds bearer of glad tidings: 107

woman who combed Pharoah family: 59f
women are destructive to intelligence: 59
— , trial of: 59

Y
Yajuj/Majuj will come before the Last Hour: 362
Yajuj/Majuj will come: 475

"Yajuj/Majuj, location of: 365

Yajuj/Majuj: 358

Yunus prayer: 471

Yusuf received education: 56

— , kept aloof of seduction: 56

Yusuf returned money to brothers: 74

Yusuf sold as slave: 54

Yusuf vindicated: 69

z
zam zam: 142, 238

INDEX OF BOOKS

Adabul Mufrid: 227

Ahkamul Quf an: 580

Akamul Marjan: 290

Bayanul Quf an: 255, 262, 368, 537

Bidayah wa an Nihayah, al: 3 19

D
Dalailun Nabuwwa: 243 f, 356

Durr Man thur: 40, 50, 227. 302, 3 1 2, 329, 424,

471.590,611

Durrul Mukhtar: 585

FathulBari:247,352,459

H
Hidaya: 580

Hilva: 58

I

Ibn Abu Hatim: 208, 352

Ibn Hajar: 349, 355

Ibn Hisham:85,243

Ibn Kathir: 15. 161, 184, 242, 262, 268, 316f. 327.

365. 398, 438, 465, 509, 597

f

Ibn Khaldun: 365

Isaba: 355

J

Jalalain: 585

Jam'ul Fawaid: 243

K
Kifayatul al Ma'iy 11 Ayati Ya Ar dub La'iy: 21

kitabul Mujalisa: 356

Ma
,

alimutTanzil:23f 115f, 150, I72f, 184, 199,

212f, 228f, 254, 285, 302f, 322, 334f, 387f,

400f 427t; 456, 499, 544. 590, 594, 604, 609

Majma'ul Buldan: 21, 365

Majmuaz Zawa'id: 243, 279

R
Raddul Mukhtar: 579

Ruhul Ma'ani: 2, 58f, 83f, 911; 121. 134, 145,

1 54, 1 68, 1 84, 208, 229, 279f, 285, 295, 3 1 0,

319, 3251; 334, 341, 354f, 365 f, 386f, 405f,

428,487f, 566, 580,601

s

Sha"bi:86

sirah: 243

Suyuti: 209

T
Tarikhul Khulafa: 209

M



INDEXES
There are three different sets of index, an index of names appearing in the

commentary, an index of subjects in the commentary, and, an index of books to which the

commentary refers but the major books of hadith like Bukhari, Muslim, etc. are not

mentioned. The numbers against each entry refer to the pages and an T following a

number implies that the entry is repeated on that page or up to five following pages.

INDEX OF NAMES

A' mash: 529

Abban bin Uthman: 389f

Abdullah bin Abu Awfa: 212

Abdullah bin Abu Bakr: 148

Abdullah bin Abu Salama: 259

Abdullah bin Amr bin As: 278

Abdullah bin Busr: 237, 248, 4 1

31*

Abdullah bin Jahsh: 241

Abdullah bin Mas'ud: 18, 28, 77, 1 1 1, 135, 162.

172f, 233, 265f, 276f, 284f, 412, 430, 474,

535 r, 57 If

Abdullah bin Mughaffal: 271, 622

Abdullah bin Rawaha: 216, 229
Abdullah bin Salam: 101

Abdullah bin Ubayy: 628
Abdullah bin Umar: 7 If, 93f, 135f, 175f, 204.

227. 248. 265, 271, 318. 356. 413f. 588. 622.

633

Abdullah bin Umayyah: 103

Abdullah bin Umm Maktum: 209, 604

Abdullah bin Zab'ari: 524

Abdullah bin Zubair: 624f

Abdullah ibn Abbas: 2f. 77, 90. 108, 153, 164,

1711.1 90f, 234f, 240f, 257. 27 1 f, 279, 287.

3 1 5. 322. 346f, 355f, 370f. 385 f, 406. 429.

475f, 493f 534f. 552, 574, 583f, 625, 632,

645f
Abdur Rahman bin Awf: 410
Abu Abdullah Asbahani: 592

Abu Abdullah Ibn Majah: 592

Abu Amir Asrfari: 174

Abu Amr Dani: 593

Abu Bakr: 17. 92f, 120, 147 f, 244. 364, 410, 601,

610,625
Abu Basir: 602f

Abu Darda: 142, 166, 195. 313, 580, 629, 635

Abu Davvuds: 592

AbuDharr: 18, 102, 195,267.331,378.461,490
Abu Hanifah: 78. 336, 356. 577. 591

Abu Hatim Razi: 592

Abu Hunaid Sa'idi: 268

Abu Hurayrah: 32, 47. 55, 73 f, 92 f. 106f. 134f.

I59f 176f, 196. 204f. 238, 248. 268f, 275. 297,

3 1 5. 356. 377. 383 f, 406, 43 1 . 473. 50 1 f, 540.

552. 565. 580, 765 f, 634. 642, 648f

Abu Ja'lar Razi: 592

Abu JaTarTabari: 592

AbuJahl: 103,349,469,546
Abu.landal.601f

Abu Lubabah: 225f

Abu Malik Ash" ari: 20

Abu Musa Ash'ari: 102, 135, 176. 233. 270, 501

Abu Nu'aim: 592

Abu Said Khudri: 20, 75, 237, 357, 388, 415,

543,622
Abu Sanya: 174

Abu Sufvan: 259, 599

Abu Tahah: 267, 635

AbuTalib: 103, 128,370

Abu Ubaid Qasim: 370. 592

AbuUmamah: 174.387.524,581

Abu Yusuf: 578

Abu Zakariyya: 592

Abu Zurrah Razi: 592

Adam (Prophet): I54f. 191, 207, 3961*. 441. 458,

636
Ahmad bin Hanbal:

Ahmar bin Shu'ayd: 592

Alexandar Macedonia: 173

Ali bin Abu Talib: 89f. I39f. 21 1. 234f. 242. 258f.

267,378,425.511.599
Amman 35, 121

Amr bin Abd Wad: 211

Amr bin As: 18

Anas bin Avvs: 212
Amis bin Maalik: 135, 181. I95.222f.257f.27l,

279, 345, 407, 4561; 473. 538f, 596. 614, 628.

648

Anas bin Nadhar: 222

Anjasha: 173

As'bin Wail: 339

Asad bin Malik: 539 \
Asad bin Sa'id: 226

Asad bin Ubaid: 226
Asad: 539

Asif bin Barkhiyya: 60

Asim(qari): 245

Asma bint Abu Bakr: 120

Asma bint Yazid: 1 96

Ata bin Abu Rabab: 477

Ala bin Yasir: 251

Ata: 428
Ayshah: 55, 71, 134, 175, 230, 242, 2571', 287.

319, 357, 379, 434, 540. 565'f, 63

1

Ayvub (Prophet): 178. 38 If

Azar: 32

B
Ba'ura: 178

Bam bin Azib: 598

Barka: 240

Bayhaqi: 592

Bilal:35, 121

Bik|is:61

Budail bin Waraqa: 598

Bukhari: 591

_ D
Davvud (Prophet): 54. 178. 284f 374f

"

Dhahabi 378
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M
Fatima (bint Muhammad): 47, 234f, 244, 357

Fudala bin Ubaid: 266

H
Hafsa bint Umar: 230

Hajirah: 127,354

Hal is bin Alqama: 598

Hainan: 130,444

Hamza bin Abdul Muttalib: 222

Harithbin Uthman: 104

Harun (Ibrahim's brother): 126

Harun (Prophet): 23f 95f, 358f
Hasan Basri: 29, 90, 118, 173, 198, 560, 613

Hasan bin Ali: 234
Hassan bin Thabit: 49f
Havvvva: 155, 397 f. 636
Hud (Prophet): 37f, 568f

Hudhaifa bin Usayd: 72f, 535

Hudhaifah: 527

Husain bin Ali: 234
Huyay bin Akhtab: 223

I

Ibn Hibban: 592

Ibn Ishaq bin KhuzaynaNaysapuri: 592

Ibn Jarir: 91 (see also Abu J a' far Tabani)

Ibn Kaysan: 583

Ibnus Sunni: 592

Ibrahim (Prophet): 30f, 70, 90. 108, 123f. 190,

234. 244, 352f, 390f, 495, 515, 574

Ikrima bin Abu Jahl: 228, 234, 534, 583, 613

llyas (Prophet): 359
Irbad bin Sariya: 207
Isa (Prophet): 108, 137, 178, 246, 325. 495, 512f,

524f, 574

Ishaq (Prophet): 359, 390, 515

Ishaq bin Ibrahim: 592

Ismail (Prophet): 127, 355, 390, 515

Israel: (another name for Ya'qub)

J

Ja'far bin Abu Talib: lOlf

Jabir bin Samura: 278
Jabir:8, 55, 135, 173, 21 5f, 294, 335. 388, 517,

567, 597. 625, 635, 649

Jalaluddin Suyuti: (see Suyuti)

Jarir: 62

Jazari: 371.593
Jibril: 5. 44. 97. 1 15, 129, 187. 214. 355, 376, 507

Juvvairivva bint Harith: 230, 259f

K
Ka'b bin Asad: 223f
Ka'b bin Ujra: 86, 267

Ka'b binZaid: 212

Ka b: 539

Khabbab: 121

Khadijah bint Khuvvaiiid: 231. 239, 254f

Khalid bin Walid: 419, 626

Khallad bin Suvvaid: 226
Khidr: 60
Khosran: 147

Khurraim bin Fatik: 19

Layya(D/o. Shuayb): 94

Luqman: I78f

Lul (Prophet): 6, 35f, 65, 90. 126f 354. 360

Ma'qil bin Yasar: 45

Maalik. Imam: 14, 178.621

Makki bin Ibrahim: 592

Maryam: 70, 246
Maymunah bint Haritha: 230, 255

Mika'il: 376
Miqdad bin Ma'dikarib: 285f

Mu'adh bin Anas: 272, 635

Mifadh bin Jabal: 195

Mughirah: 406
Muhammad (Prophet): 103, 108. 139,223,391.

441,468
Muhammad bin Muslima: 209

Muhammad bin Qasim: 1 28

Muhammad, Imam: 578

Mujahid: 60, 128, 164, 548. 613, 646

Mukarraz bin Hats: 598

Mulla Ali Qari: 371

Mus'ab bin Umair: 222

Musa (Prophet): 23f, 52f, 84f, 95 f, 108, 130, 198,

234f, 27f, 31 1, 432, 444f 495. 504f, 537, 549;

574, 647

Muslim: 592

N
Nadharbin Harith: 172, 546

Naff: 175

Nimrud: 123

N ifaim bin Hammad: 592

Nif aim: 227f

Nifman bin Bashir: 216

Nuh (Prophet): 35, 123, 208, 350f, 49f, 574

Q
Qarun: 11 If, 130,444

Qatada: 173,385f,624

Qurtubi: 38f, 60f, 91 f, 103f, 373, 409, 468, 494f,

534, 585, 590,61 If, 632. 649

Qutaybah bin Said Balkhi. 592

R
Rati bin Khudaij: 610

Raghib: 178

Rahmah: 386

Razi: 178

Rufaydah: 225'

Ruvvayfi: 268

Sa'd bin Abu Waqqas: 120, 196,410

Sa*d bin Malik: 471

Sa'dbinMifadh:212,224f
Sa'd bin Ubadah: 224

Sa'd bin Zaid Ansari: 226

Sa"ib bin Khallad: 27 If

Sa'id binJubair: 90

Sa'id bin Zaid: 271

Safiyya (Prophet's wife): 226f, 63

1

Safiyya bint Abdul Muttalib: 21

1

Safura(D/o. Shif ayb): 94

Sahl bin Amr: 139

Sahl bin Sa'd: 237, 518,540
Salih (Prophet): 7, 39f 63f, 472

Salma bin Akvva: 614
Salman Farsi: 101. 21 Of 235, 591

Samura: 351

Sarah: 126, 354

SaudabintZanfah: 230

Shabbir Uthmani: 12
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Shaddad:518
Shaffl. Imam: 378, 578

Shatbi: 371. 593

Shif avb (Prophet): 7. 42£ 90. 130

Suddi: 98

Sufyan bin Abdullah Thaqafi: 562

Suhayb: 35

Suhayl bin Amr: 599

Sulayman (Prophet): 29, 54f. 284f, 38 If

Sulayman bin Ash'ath Sajistani: 592

Suyuti: 385, 592

T
Tabarani: 592

Talha bin Ubaidullah: 222
Tamin Dari: J 01

Thalaba bin Ghanama: 212
Thalaba bin Sa'id: 226
Thabit Banani: 286
Thabit bin Qais: 259
Thanawi: 9, 72f, 159,483
Tirmidhi: 592

Tufair bin N ifman: 212

'

;

U
Ubadah bin Samit: 152. 196, 580
Ubayy bin Khalaf: 3f. 147f

. Umar bin Abu Salama: 234
Umar bin Khattab: 92f, 142, 196, 215, 230, 313,

566f. 596f,610,625
Umm Habiba: 230, 248, 259
UmmHani: 128,254

Umm Ma' bid: 442
Umm Salama: 230f. 258, 527, 601

Uqbabin AbuMifit:3f
Uqba bin Amir: 86, 415
Urwa bin Mas'ud: 598
Urvva: 234
Usama bin Zaid: 244
Utba bin Rabf ah: 468
Utbah bin Nuddar: 89f

Uthman bin Affan: 92 f, 215, 389, 5981; 605
Uzayr (Prophet): 137, 512, 524

w
Wahidi: 29
Walid bin Uqba: 626
Waqidi: 178

Wathila bin Athqa: 235

Yaqub:70f, 127.357,390.448
Yunus (Prophet): 361

Yusuf (Prophet): 448f, 535

z
Zaid bin Arqam: 357. 367
Zaid bin Aslam: 477, 567. 596
Zaid bin Haritha: 204, 239
Zakariyya bin Yahya: 592

Zaynab bint Jahsh: 204. 230, 261

Zaynab bint Khuzaimah: 255

f

Zubayr bin Avvvvam: 410
Zuhair bin Harb: 592

INDEX OF SUBJECTS

adopted children: 203

f

— , rulings: 203

f

ahadith elaborate Qur'ani teachings: 235
Ahzad, battle of: 210
Allah returns the soul: 71 f

Allah, a spam closer to: 145

Allah, signs of: 655f
Allah's attributes: 31, 67f

Allah's mercy: 425

f

—
. attributes: 425, 457. 490, 500. 603. 642

Allah's might, signs of: 10, 154f

Allah's servants: 237
Allah's words: 185f

amanat: see trust

angels as witnesses: 453
animals benefit of: 338
Anjasha, you will break glass; 173

archery: 173

arrogance: 542

ashabush shajarah: 599

ashara mubashshara: 427
Ayvub's plight: 38 If

B
backbiting worse than adultery: 634
backbiting, expiation for: 635
backbiting: 634
bayt ul-ridwan: 599, to 613, 6131'

beast of earth: 73

belief is subservience to religion: 553

belief of no avail: 73

believer's characteristics: 503
believers described: 236

bells are devil's flutes: 174

best and closest servants: 237
bidah: 421

birds make tasbih: 284
blessings on Prophet, invoking: 2641*

bones will be resurrected: 339
burial after sweets: 9

Caesar, no Caesar after: 215

charily erases sin: 195

chosroes (Khosrau): 147

clothing of lies: 399"

D
dajjal: 73, 454
dari: 392
Dawud's tasbih: 374
day like thousand years: 190

dead can hear/no: 71f

Dead Sea: 129

death, pangs of: 645
deed for Paradise: 195

deeds of disbelievers: 2

deeds with perpetual reward: 3231*

delay not three things: 243
derogatory names: 632
destructives, three: 8

devil's refusal to prostrate: 396f
dhabih.357

dhakirin: 413
dhanni: 507

dhikr easiest worship: 238
dhikr. tongue moist with : 135, 237, 247. 362
dhikr: 377". 413, 521
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divorce, husband may permit wife to choose: 23

1

drums after adhan: 9

durud: 265

f

Kalimah to accept invitation: 3

Khatimun nabiyyin, recital of: 245
Kiraman Katibin: 473

eye/heart, mischief of: 442

F
fairy tales against Qur'an: 1 73

tasting is shield: 195

fear Allah: 636
finding faults: 631

fir"awn: 23

f

Fitrah, every child born on: 1 59

five things given to the Prophet only: 294

five things known to none: 187f

genealogies: 636
ghasgaq: 392f
ghislin: 392

gifts, expect no return: 162

gifts, take: 62, 162

glorifying Allah: see tasbih

gold/silver utensils: 527
grave of Sa'd narrowed down on him: 227

guidance only from Allah: 166

guide gets same reward: 122

H
hamim: 392

hell will be full: 648
Heraclius: 58

hereafter, lament in: 4

hereafter, no life but life of: 213

hidayah: 193

hljab: 26-lf

homosexuality (see also sodomony): 65

honourable, most: 504

horse training: 173

household members: 234f
Hudaybiyah. Muslims slow resignation to: 601

I ludaybiyah, treaty of: 597f

human growth: 458
humble, be: 47

J[
Ibrahim not, Jew/Christian: 70

Ibrahim offers sacrifice: 355

Ibrahim's father: 32

iddah: 252f
imam: 507

information, verity your: 626
ingratitude: 144, 506

innovative customs: 9

insha Allah: 384
intercession: 420f
interpretation difficult: 14

intoxicants are unlawful: 175

Isa/Uzair, will fire touch: 524
Isa's return: 246
ism ul-a'zam: 60
istishfar: 380

jazakallah: 162

Jews, subjugation of: 223f
joking: 631

judgement day: 65 If

\ K-

Ka'bah avoided, alteration to: 243

Last Day, sign of: 246

Last Hour, ten signs of: 72

laylatul jinn: 570

laylalul qadr: 333

limbs as witnesses: 336, 473

livelihood, to earn: 17

Luqman, who was: 1 78f

M
Madyan's old man: 91

magician join Musa: 27

mahr mithal: 92

niahram, who are not: 232
Makkalvs privilege: 144

maqami: 392

miracle of water: 597

mocking: 630
mother's rights:565

mountains make tasbih: 284
muhsinin: 145

mujahadah: 1 19

mulhidin: 481

Musa first to arise: 432

Musa killed a copt: 23, 85

Musa's garments: 275f
music condemned: 174

musical instruments: 174

Muslims and believers: 236
muwahhid: 414

N
naaton music: 174

Najashi: 101

Nuh, favours for: 350f
Nun's floods: 35 If

nushura: 10

Paradise assured : 237
Paradise, tidings of: 427
Paradise, two doors for believer in: 538

Paradise/Hell dwellers debate: 348
Parents, kindness to: 1 79f

patience rewarded: 102, 169, 573

people get bad impression, if: 243

Persians, service to Islam by: 591

pictures disallowed: 287
piety is basis of distinction: 636
pilgrimage to Makkah, millions come for: 105

please Allah only: 243

pledge of allegiance: (see bayt of ridwan)
— , obedience to Allah: 605

poetry in woman's presence: 173

prayer in the morning: 389

prayer when riding: 338

prayer while traveling: 511

prayer: see also supplication

preacher martyred: 327
preacher's qualities: 328

pride, antidote to: 33

Propagating religion: 478

Prophet is human: 466
Prophet repented hundred times daily: 582

Prophet was shepherd, every: 90

Prophet, invoking blessings on: 264f

Prophet's prayer at Ahzab: 212
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Prophet's prayer on sleeping/awakening: 1 1, 156
Prophets prayer: 423, 442

w

Prophet's prophecies: 21 4f
Prophet's wives: 230f
Prophets preached monotheism, all: 346
Prophets, number of: 461
punishment in the grave: 451
punishment, kinds of: 392

__Q
Qadyani: 246
qat'i: 507

Quran changed, acusation that: 9
Quran, attributes of: 465, 520, 544

R
rawafid: 234f, 621

recital correct, all forms of: 245
recompense sought, no: 499
remembrance of Allah: (see also dhikr)

repentance not accepted after punishment: 463
repenting, not: 632
river with two waters. 12.

s
sa"ud:392

Saba, queen of: 57

sahabah. merits of: 6 1 8f

saints, fake: 175,481
Salah is Allah's remembrance: 134

salah, five times: 647
salam of parting: 531

sin, gravest: 18

slander: 634
slaves of Allah: 16

sleep like death: 10

small in my eyes. .;'. :-33

social conduct. 630f - . „J \
r

sodomony: 7" *'7^y ;
';;^:

v

spending for Allah: 1 7, 161

spider's web; 131

spying on each other: 633
stars chasing devils: 342f
statues disallowed. 287
suckling, payment for: 83

sun rise in the West: 73

supplication is answered: 388
supplication is worship: 456
supplication, make: 455

supplication: see also prayer

surahs with HaMim: 435

surrender to Allah: 427
suspicion; 632f

taghut: 409
"

tahajjud: 194-f, 356,406
tahmid: 14, 134

takbir (Allahu Akbar): 134
tampeton the lips: 75
tariqah: 606
tasawwuf: 606
tasbih: 14, 134, 152.284,374
taubah: 426f
tauhid.24,30,36,103, 123, 142, 154 158 189,

251,394,545,639
teach others: 235
testimony, false: 19

Thamud: 6f

three qualities: 627
three things: 552
trenches to defend: 210
trumpets, blowing the: 43

1

trust: 278
Tubba: 539
Turks & others, services to Islam by: S92f_ V
Umar's apprehension about Hudaybiyah: 601, 617
ummah, fear for: 8

unjust people: 137

utensils of gold/silver: 527

V
vicissitudes of world: 411

W
water scarce: 597

"

waters, contrasting: 12

weights/measure: 42 •

wife, sporting with: 1 73

witnesses from this ummah: 208
woman who applies perfume: 233

Y
Yunus people privilege of: 463
Yunus swallowed by fish: 361

Yusalluna: 264

Z
zamharir. 392

zaqqum: 349, 392, 542

zihar: 202f

INDEX OF BOOKS

Bayanul Qur'an: 3, 9, 353, 585, 637

Bidayah wan Nihayah al: 216, 600

D
Durrul Manthur: 76,385

Fathul Bari: 389

H
Hidaya:231

I

Ibn Kathir: 25, 89, 149, 216, 236, 249, 355, 391,

429,540,615
Islahur Rusum: 9

JaMain: 378,415

M
U6f. 141. 195,219,

,
525f, 539, 546, 560,

Ma'alimut Tanzil: 21, 102.

285,351,454,507,517,
570, 582, 607. 626, 638

Ma'ariful Qur'an: 95

Mawahib Laduniyah: 85

Mustadrak Haakim: 377

R
Ruhul Ma'ani: 3f, 18, 46, 77, 88f, 96f, 1 15t; 137,

!49. 164, 176f, 198f, 207. 219, 232f, 241, 254f,

263 f. 288f, 322f, 335f, 348f, 367, 376, 410,

448. 460, 477, 53 1 , 547. 585, 650f



INDEXES
There are three different sets of index, an index of names appearing in the

commentary, an index of subjects in the commentary, and, an index of books to

which the commentary refers but the major books of hadith like Bukhari,

Muslim, etc. are not mentioned. The numbers against each entry refer to the

pages and an 'f following a number implies that the entry is repeated on that

page or up to five following pages.

INDEX OF NAMES

Abbas bin Abdul Muttalib: 344, 467, 486
Abdul Aziz bin Yahya: 418

Abdul Muttalib: 462, 483

Abdullah (Prophet's father): 483

Abdullah bin Abbas: 18f, 39, 58f, 71f, 80, 88f,

137, 170, 180f, 202f, 217, 233, 244f, 256, 300f,

313, 330, 349f, 362, 388f, 427f, 443f, 457f,

476f, 482, 490, 504

Abdullah bin Amr: 59, 99

Abdullah bin Harith: 247

Abdullah bin Hudhafa Shami: 372
Abdullah bin Mas'ud: 23f, 45, 65f, 92, 110,

142, 153, 251, 300f, 330, 362, 417, 428, 479,

504

Abdullah bin Rawaha: 144

Abdullah bin Salam: 173

Abdullah bin Shakhir: 454

Abdullah bin Ubayy : 150, 1 98

Abdullah bin Umar: 10, lOOf, 126, 214, 316,

330f, 454f, 473f, 497
Abdullah bin Umm Makhtum: 137, 343
Abdullah bin Unays: 302

Abdullah bin Zubayr: 165, 389
Abdur Rahman bin Awf: 174

Abdur Rahman bin Ghanam: 458
Abdur Rahman: 132

Abraha: 462
Abu Bakr: lOOf, 137, 191, 227, 409f, 453, 467
Abu Basir: 166

Abu Darda: 104, 246, 290, 388

Abu Dharr: 217, 314, 472

Abu Hanifah: 43, 162f, 214, 219
Abu Huraira: 25, 59, 72, 80, 102f, 145f, 153,

177, 191f, 208, 224, 233, 244, 268f, 302, 309,

330, 360, 396, 410, 418f, 428f, 442, 453, 459,

474f, 491f, 496f

Abu Jahl: 265, 298, 344, 426f, 497
Abu Jandal: 166

Abu Lahab: 484f

Abu Malik Ash'ari: 407
Abu Marthad Ghanawi: 159
Abu Musa Ash'ari: 70, 117
Abu Said Khudri: 72f, 99, 126, 145, 299, 332,

439, 491, 502
Abu Sufyan bin Harb: 28f

Abu Sufyan: 27, 164
Abu Talhah: 144

Abu Talib: 415

Abu Ubaydah: 132, 418
Abu Umamah: 82, 116, 132, 396
Abul As bin Rabi: 486
Abul Hasan Muhammad bin Ahmad Bazzi:

416

Ad (sani's son): 392

Adam (Prophet): 13, 64, 79, 191, 489
Ahmad bin Hanbal: 214

Akhnas bin Shank: 457, 497

Ali bin Abu Talib: 10, 29, 90, 128, 132f, 159f,

287f, 408, 467, 475, 487
Amir bin Tufayl: 489

Amir bin Zarb (Lat): 27
Amir Sha'bi: 148

Amr bin As: 218

Amr bin As: 467
Amr bin Hazm: 90

Amr bin Jahash: 136

Amr bin Luhay: 27

Amr bin Shu'ayb: 99

Amr bin Umayyah: 136
Anas bin Malik: 73f, 83, 115f, 174, 246f, 419,

434, 443f, 452f, 473, 492f

Aqil:467

Arbid bin Rabi'alv. 489

Asim: 504

Asiyah: 234f

Asma bint Abu Bakr: 102, 165

Asma bint Unays: 255

Ata: 19

Awf bin Malik Ashja'i: 210

Aws bin Samit: 120

Ayshah: 24f, 35, 100, 120f, 148, 165f, 225f, 234,

246, 281, 289f, 366f, 425, 432f, 443, 458, 472,

481,491f,503f

B
Baghawi:297
Bara bin Azib: 402
Baydawi: 344

Bilal:118, 154, 170, 409f

D
Dihya bin Khalifa: 194

Dihya Kalbi: 352

Dubayya (attendant of Uzza): 28

F
Fahar bin Malik: 466

Farwa bin Naufal: 479

Fatima bint Muhammad: 234, 476, 485
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Fudayl bin Ayadh: lOOf

H
Hafsa: 225f

Hamam: 99

Hamzah: 132, 467
Harun (Prophet): 338

Hasan bin Ali: 256
Hasan Busri: 330, 340

Hasan: 6, 128, 283, 349, 388, 419f

Hatib: 160

Hawwa: 13, 489

Hud (Prophet): 4, 53f, 258

Hudhaifa: 287, 485

Husaib bin Ali: 256

I

Ibn Asi (sam's son): 392

Ibn Jarir: 146

Ibnjurayj: 457
Ibn Sirin: 80

Ibn Umrn Makhtum: 343

IbnZaid:174
Ibrahim (Prophet): 2f, 27f, 40, 55f, 110, 162f,

385

Idris (Prophet): 103

Ikrima: 80, 388, 463

Iltanayus, emperor: 372
Imran bin Husain: 392
Isa (Prophet): llOf, 148, 176, 182, 234, 372, 490
Iyad bin Himar: 117

J

Ja'far: 255, 467

Jabir: 74, 145, 194f, 231, 244, 296, 340, 391

Jarir bin Abdullah Bajali: 29

Jarir bin Abdullah: 154

Jarrah:132

Jazari: 416

Jibril: 21 f, 137, 229f, 352f, 41 8f

Jubayr bin Mut'im: 11

K
Ka'b bin Ashraf: 180

Ka'bbin Ashraf: 476
Khadija: 234, 415

Khalid bin Walid: 28f, 467
Khawla bint Tha'laba: 120f

L
lat: (see Amir bin Zarb)

Lut (Prophet): 2f, 55f, 233

M
Mahdi: 148

Malik bin Mighwal: 148

Malik bin Nadhr: 416
Malik, Imam: 148, 162

Maqil bin Yasar: 157

Mariya: 227f

Maryam: 177, 232f

Masruq: 25

Mikail: 24, 229

Miqdad: 159

Mu'adh bm Jabal: 76

Mu'awiya: 466

Mughira bin shu'ba: 28

Muhammad (Prophet): 118, 297, 445
Muhammad bin Maslama: 137
Muhammad bin Umayra: 208
Mujahid: 7, 18f, 315, 349, 392, 423
Muqatil: 372

Mus'ab bin Umayr: 132
Musa (Prophet): 4f, 39f, 57f, 148, 176, 188f,

233, 291, 337f, 385, 421

N
Nadhar bin Harith: 265

"

Nadhar bin Kinana: 466
Nawawi, Imam: 162
Nufayl bin Habib: 463

Nuh (Prophet): 39, 49, 232, 258, 274f, 392, 490

Q
Qais binThabit: 144

Qastalani: 484

Qatadah: 72, 283,. 349, 423
Qila bint Abdul Uzza: 165
Qurtubi: 24f, 39, 66, 127f, 174f, 226, 232, 293,

315,327,418,4581*

Qusay bin Kilab: 466

R
Rabi' bill Anas: 80

Rabi'ah bin Ka'b: 428

Ruqayyah (Prophet's daughter): 485

s
Sa'id bin Husayyib: 463, 492
Sa'id bin Jubayr: 3, 23, 71, 80, 253
Saffiya (Prophet's wife): 500
Sahl bin Sa'd: 475

Salih (Prophet): 5f, 49f, 258, 405
Salman Farsi: 111, 178, 187
Sam (son of Nuh): 392
Shafi'i: 214

Shayba: 132

Shu'ayb (Prophet): 357
Subay'ah bint Harith: 167
Sufyan bin Uyaynah: 165

Suhayb: 107, 174, 224, 370

Suhayl bin Amr: 164f

Thawban: 76

u
Ubadah bin Samit: 170, 245

Ubadah: 433

Ubay bin Khalaf : 99, 457
Ubayd bin Umayr: 132

Ubaydah bin Harith: 132
Ubayy bin Khalf: 344

Umar bin Abdul Aziz: 474
Umar: 103, 132, 136f, 146, 160, 174, 191, 214f,

227f, 358f, 372f, 409f, 443, 453, 467, 482, 499

Umayma bint Bishr: 167

Umayyah bin Khalaf : 409f

Umrn Atiya: 170f

Umm Khulthum (Prophet's daughter): 167,

485f •

Umm Salama: 481

Uqba bin Abu Mu'it: 167
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Uqba bin Amir: 92, 381, 503

Utaybah:486
Utba bin Rabi'ah: 344

Utba:132,486
Uthman bin Affan: 62, 92, 103, 127, 166, 191,

435,453,467,487
Uthman bin Ma'dhun: 182

Uzair (Prophet): 490

W
Walid bin Mughira: 37, 297f, 457

Walid bin Utba: 132

Waqidi: 137

Wathila bin Asqa: 467

Wathila bin Khattab: 126

Ya'qub (Prophet): 188

Yunus (Prophet): 254

Yusuf (Prophet): 337

Zaib bin Thabit: 289

Zaid bin Arqam: 198f, 494

Zaid bin Aslam: 226

Zalim bin As'ad (Uzza-worshipper): 27

Zaynab (Prophet's daughter): 485

Zaynab bint Abu Salama: 36

Zaynab bint Jahsh: 225

Zubayr: 147, 159, 497

INDEX OF BOOKS

Asadul Ghaba: 486

B
Bayanul Qur'an: 35, 172, 252f, 352, 378, 390

Bayhaqi: 13

Bidayah wan Nihayah, al: 28, 137, 160* 466

D
Dalail nabuwah: 486

Durrul Manthur: 58, 231, 419

F

Fath ul-Bari: 27f

I

Ibn Kathir: 29, 146, 255, 268, 466f, 495

Isabah: 344, 486

Isti'ab: 344, 486

J

Jalalain: 243

Jam'ul Fawa'id: 486

K
Kanzul Ummal: 92

M
Ma'alimut Tanzil: 3, 10, 39f, 79, 118, 129f, 155,

173, 183, 194, 200, 210, 216, 227, 234, 309,

333,344,383,451,484

Mustadrak Hakim: 13

R
Rawdhul Unfar: 484

Ruhul Ma'ani: 3, 13, 65, 79, 89, 102, 129, 165,

174, 263, 265, 275, 293f, 350, 392, 428, 434,

478, 490f

w
Waqidi: 463

INDEX OF SUBJECTS

Ablaha's army: 461 f

ablution sign of ummah: 98

AbuTurab:287
Ad: 4, 53, 258, 392

ahadith, rejectors of: 141

Allah is All-Hearing: 238

Allah will not look at three: 314

Allah, -attributes of: 93, 123, 155f, 185, 206

Allah, devil will ask who created: 499

Allah, did Prophet see: 24

f

Allah's protection from: 501 f

Allah's sake, love/hate for: 132

angels of death; 335

angels' visit Ibrahim: 2

angels, number of: 300
Ansar's example of love: 144

arguments: 433

B
Badr, battle of: 58, 132, 266

bangles men will wear in Paradise: 316

bayt ul-Ma'mur: 10

— , 70,000 angels circumambulate: 10

beggars: 415

believer described: 269f

believers, responsibilities of: 401

bickering: 433

boasting: 36

boy and the king, a saintly: 370f

c__
camels robust animals: 389

cheating, forms of: 358f

conception: 378

contended soul: 396f

creation: 235f

D
dari: 388

darul harb: 168

date plantations burnt: 137

day of judgment, length of: 266
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Dead sea marks Lut's place: 3

death is imminent: 190

deed will be few: 145

deeds cease except three: 39f

destiny, record of: 60

destiny, resigning: 408

devil is the third with man/woman: 499

devil will ask about creation: 499

dhikr: lOOf, 153,317

dhil khalsa (idol): 29

dhun nurayn: 487

difficulties: 400

disbeliever described: 248

divorce, rulings of: 214f

divorce: see talaq

durud on Friday: 192

E
ease after difficulty: 222

elephant, story of: 461 f

eleven instructions: 7

enemies of Allah, befriend not: 131, 159, 172

evil eye: 255

extravagance: 115

eye brows, triming: 142

F

fayyi: 139 to 143

five questions first: 453

Friday is best day: 191

G
ghassaq: 330

ghislin: 261

gratitude: 241

grey hair, remove not: 99

H
hadar: 288

Hadhr also known as Banu Nadhr, al: 136

hajj badal: 38f

Hell fire more intense: 230

heraclius: 178, 465

hiqb:330

Hoohr, merits of last verses of al: 158

hopes, huge: 340

hubal: 27

hur'in: 13, 82

I

Ibrahim's prayer: 40, 163

iddah:214,210f

idols: 27 to 31

ila: 229

illiyyin: 360

insha Allah: 250

iron, uses of: 1 09

isal thavvab: 38f

Islam, basic teachings of; 259

Islam, service of non-Arabs to: 186f

J

jannatul-Marwa: 24

jealousy is like razor: 497

Jews, mischief of: 124f

— , interpolated words: 125

jews, three tribes of: 136

Jews expelled: 1351

Jibril in original form: 21 f

jinn, Quran recited to: 280
judgment day described: 260, 267, 387
judgment day, names of: 257
judgment day; 48

Jumm'ah Salah: 190

K
Ka'ba attacked by Abraha: 461 f

kafirun, merits of surah al: 479

kahf, recite surah al: 192

Khalil, if lhad to choose a: 410
khula: 220

khutah, ruling on: 195

kitabat: 402

L
lat: 27, 426
laughter: 100

laylatul qadr not disclosed why is: 433f

laylatul qadr: 431

life and death: 235f

light of believers: 97

lowhul Mahfuz: 88

Lut, angels punish people of: 3

M
man gets only for what he strives: 38

man has only three rights: 453

man will be unable to move: 453

man/ jinn to worship Allah: 75

manat: 27

marriage is necessary: 400

miserliness will increase: 145

monasticism: 11Of

monk and magician: 370f

moon, splitting of: 45

mu'awwadhatayn at bed time: 503

-, merits of: 502f

— , misleading words about: 504f

muanjat: 124

mubahala: 113f

Mulk, merits of surah al: 244

murder will be commoo: 145

Mursalat, say at the end of al: 310

Muslim killed, a: 372

Muslims, stand against: 113f

muttaqin: 251

N
nahr: 475

najashi: 178

najwa: 124

names of self-praise: 36

names to be avoided: 36f

Nauman: 287

newborn, resemblance of: 378

nineteen angels: 300

Nuh's prayer: 274f

_o
oaths of two kinds: 226

P
Paraclete: 178

Paradise forbidden to three: 362
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Paradise opened Monday/Thursday, gates

of: 147

Paradise, lowest rank in: 316

Paradise, size of lowest: 106
pen is first creation: 245

people will not remember each other: 314

Persians would acquire belief: 187

pledge of allegiance: 169
polytheism makes people foolish: 27

polytheism: 31

pray to Allah: 96

prayer accepted: 192

prayer in market places: 193

Prophet always observed, tahmid: 481 f

-, tasbih:481f

-,istighfar:481f

Prophet described: 186, 246

prophet from India, false: 179, 264

Prophet recited mu'avvwa dhatayn often: 502

Prophet's concern for the poor: 154

Prophet's daughters: 485

Prophet's praver in last days: 481

Prophet's prayer: 34, 224, 256, 283, 396, 404,

433

prophets, false: 179, 264

Q
Qiyamah, say at the end of al: 310

Qur'an is simple: 50 .

-, attributes: 51 f, 61f, 155, 223, 262

Qur'an three recitals of: 288

Qur'an, forgetting the: 52

Qur'an, laws about: 89

Quran - a weighty word: 289

R
rawahd:148,410
rayhan: 63

reckoning about every thing except three: 453

reckoning: 242

rewad, meaning of double: 118

s
Sa'iqa: 5

sadaqah for every joint: 318

secret letter intercepted: 160

self-praise: 36

sermon: (see khutbah)

shuhada:103
siddiqin:102

sidratul muntaha: 23

sijjin: 360
simplicity: 115

sin, abstaining from: 34

slaves, freeing: 402

souls of people: 335f

spending: 95,211

spying, law for: 161

suckling, laws about: 221

sunnah of the khulafa: 1 91

surahs, recite Allahu Akbar between last: 416

tahajjud: 288f

tahlil: 318

tahmid: 318

tajwid: 51, 288

takbir: 318

talaq, kinds of: 220

talaq:214

talk less: 100

taqwa: 211, 217

tartil: 288

tasbih: 153

tasbih: 318

tattooing: 142 ,

tauhid: 49f, 112, 246, 284

tawakkul: 217

Thamud: 4, 54, 258, 393, 405

three people: 314

ties of relationship with idolatoress mother:

165

time will pass fast: 145

Tin, say at the end of at: 310

trumpet, six things after the second; 350f, 366

trumpet, six things before the; 349f, 366

u
Uzza: 27, 426

w
waqi'ah, teach women surah: 92

warden, each one is a: 175

wrater, two kinds of: 65

weights/ measures, cheating in: 358

women will not enter Paradise, old: 83, 332

world is place of deeds: 340

Y
Yunu's prayer: 254

Zaqqum: 85

zihar:120f

— , first case in Islam of: 120

-, rulings: 122f

tadbir: 402

tadmir:288

taghabun: 206
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